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PREFACE TO S-SH.

This half-volume, containing the words from the beginning of S to the end of Sh, includes 9,431 Main

words, 3,470 Combinations explained under these, and 4,192 Subordinate entries ; in all 17,093. The obvious

combinations, illustrated by quotations but not requiring explanation, number 3,551 more, making a total of

30,644. Of the Main words, 1,671 are marked t as obsolete, and 477 are marked
||

as alien or not fully

naturalized.*

The half-volume may be divided naturally into two portions, which differ markedly with regard to the

etymological character of the words included. The words from 5 to Sgraffito form a fairly typical specimen

of the composition of the English vocabulary ; all its linguistic sources are copiously represented, and probably

in something like their average proportions. The words of classical and French origin, taken together,

outnumber all the rest, and (notwithstanding the greater average length of the articles on native words) occupy

at least as much space. When we turn to the words with initial Sh (which is practically a distinct letter

from S) we find that classical and French derivatives are all but entirely wanting (the few instances being due

to exceptional circumstances), and adoptions from Scandinavian are also absent. Although there are a

considerable number of words adopted from various other languages, or of obscure origin, the Sh division of

the vocabulary is essentially of Old English etymology. It would not be possible to find elsewhere in the

Dictionary an equal number of consecutive pages in which the proportion of native words is at all nearly

so high.

The article on the verb set is, it will be observed, by far the longest in the Dictionary. This is due in

part to the multitude of senses and idiomatic uses of the simple verb, and in part to the abundance of its fixed

combinations with adverbs (as set in, set out, set up), which in languages of more synthetic structure are repre-

sented by compound verbs. There are twenty-two of these combinations, each of them virtually a separate

word, which has undergone an extensive sense-development of its own ; set up (to quote the extreme case) has

forty-four distinct senses, several of which have subdivisions. The other articles are not of extraordinary

length, but many of them (e. g. shape sb. and vb., sheet sb. 1 and sb. a
, shoot vb., show sb. and vb.) exhibit very

noteworthy changes and ramifications of the meaning of words. The quotations for words like science,

scientific, and the many derivatives of the Latin sentire (from sensate to sentimentally) contain much illustra-

tion of the history of English and European thought. The article on the verb shall has cost a great deal

of labour, as the collected material was very inadequate, and had to be largely supplemented by special

research. Imperfect as the article must necessarily be, it is hoped that it will be of service not only in

throwing light on the process by which the modern use of the auxiliary has been developed, but also as a

guide to the precise interpretation of many passages in earlier writers.

The whole of the S material collected up to that time was sub-edited in 1881-2 by the late Mr. P. W. Jacob.

The portion down to Sancy was re-subedited, and the new material incorporated, by Mr. J. Brown, M.A.,

Kendal, in 1902-5, and that from Sand to Shy was similarly re-subedited by the late Mr. J. Bartlett, B.A., in

1902-6.

The proofs have been regularly read, and many valuable additions and corrections suggested, by the

Rev. Canon Fowler, D.D., Durham, the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson, B.A., Dollar, and latterly by Mr. W. W.
Jcnkinson (who has also rendered much help in the verification of quotations at the British Museum), and

Mr. Logan Pcarsall Smith, M.A.
Of the many friends who rendered valuable assistance and advice in the treatment of the earlier words in

S, several are no longer living. Dr. Furnivall and Professor Skeat, whose constant help has been acknowledged

in the preface to every volume of the Dictionary, lived to see the publication of some of the sections of this

half-volume. Other helpers who have been removed by death since the issue of S began are Mr. A. Caland,

Wageningen, Holland ; Mr. J. Piatt, Jr. ; and Professors Morfill and Robinson Ellis, Oxford. Among those

still living to whom thanks are due for information on particular points are: Professors Bullock, Clifton, Elliott,

Firth, Goudy, Love, Margoliouth, Napier, and Sir Walter Parratt, D.Mus., Oxford ; Dr. Ingram Bywater

;

Mr. J. E. Bridges, Lecturer in Burmese, and Lieut.-Col. Ranking, Lecturer in Persian, Oxford ; Bodley's

Librarian : Dr. A. E. Cowley, Bodleian Library ; Don M. de Z. Wickremasinghe, M.A., Indian Institute,

* The following figure* (how the comparative scale of this work and »ome other Dictionaries :

—

' Century ' Diet. Funk'» * Standard

'

u,„
and Soppl. (fd. 1895).

"*r

10,500 I°i429 iofi44
3*60 814 15,700

8935 1180 94.497

In the corresponding portion of Richardion the number of quotation- i< 3932.
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Oxford ; Dr. R. L. Poole, Keeper of the Archives, Oxford ; the Secretary and the Controller of the Clarendon

Press • the Rev. A. H. Johnson, M.A., All Souls College ; Mr. C. Burrage, B.Litt.
;
Captain C. S. Harris,

Oxfor'd ; Dr. R. F. A. Hoernle, Oxford ; Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart. ;
the Right Hon. Viscount Dillon

;

Mr. W.H. St. John Hope, F.S.A. ; Mr. Edward Greenly; Sir Thomas Hunter, Edinburgh; Mr. J. Maitland

Anderson, M.A., University Library, St. Andrews ; Professor Silvanus P. Thompson, London
;
Mr. John

Hodgkin
;'

Professor T. N. Toller, Manchester ; Mr. Albert Matthews and Mr. C. W. Ernst, of Boston, U.S.A.

Frequent help has been rendered, in the treatment of military terms, by Major J. H. Leslie
;
in that of nautical

terms, by Sir J. K. Laughton and Mr. L. G. Carr Laughton ;
and in the illustration of legal and historical

terms, by Mr. R. J. Whitwell, B.Litt.

The assistants engaged on this half-volume have been Mr. Walter Worrall, B.A., Mr. W. J. Lewis,

Mr. H. J. Bayliss, Mr. G. R. Carline, Mr. Charlton Walker, B.A., Miss E. S. Bradley, and (in the early part)

Mr. James Dallas. Several extensive portions of the work were specially prepared by Mr. C. T. Onions, M.A.,

who has now been placed in editorial charge of a separate part of the Dictionary, beginning with Sit.

HENRY BRADLEY.
OXFORD, February 1914.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.

Sabbatical..-. 2. Earlier example:— 1599 Pont Right Reckoning of

Years 2 These Sabbaticall yeares.

Sabbatine a. Earlier example :— 1674 Brevint Saul O" Sam. xiii.

281 Sabbatine bull.

Sag-amite. Earlier example :—169S Hennepin's Conln. New Discov.

Amer. xxviii. 106 Sagamite, or Pap made of Indian Corn.

Salient a. 3. The source of this use is Aristotle, Hist. Anim. vi. iii,

ToCto Si t6 OT)ntiov mjSa kcX kivutcu iiiantp i^vxov, ' this point [repre-

senting the heart in the egg] leaps and moves as alive.'

Saliva. Earlier instance (in anglicized form) :

—

c ] 400 Pety Job 40
in 26 Pol. Poems 122 Thow woldest suffer neuer more Me to swolowe

my salyue ?

Salsitude. Earlier occurrence :—1623 Cockekam I, Sahilude, brine

liquor that is salt. Ibid. II, Brine, salsitude.

Saltation. Earlier occurrence:— 1623 Cockeram 1, Saltation, danc-

ing.

Samcloth. Earlier occurrence :

—

a 1450 Glossary (MS. Harl. 1002),

Hoc perzoma, a samel oth.
Sanable a. Earlier occurrence :—1623 Cockeram i, Satiable, which

may be healed.

Sanguine a. 5. Earlier instance of sanguine stone :— 1486 Bk. St.

Albans, Her. a iii, The .v. stone is calde a Loys, a sanquine stone or

sinamer hit is calde in armys. Also ellipt. as sb. :

—

Ibid., Aloys is calde

sinamer or sanquine in armys.

Sarrasin. Earlier example:—162 1 Lodge Summary Du Bartas 1.

135 That graine, which we call Sarazin Wheate, or Turky Wheate.
Saucer 4. Earlier example :—13 . . Seuyn Sag. (\V.) 2784 With eghen

that war ful bright and clere, And brade, ilkone, als a sawsere.

Sauciate v. Earlier example:—1644 Hammond Of Conscience 27
Any such act of willfull sinne . . is a naturall meanes . . of sauciating

and wounding the soule.

Scaevity . Earlier occurrence :—1623 Cockeram, Scituitie, vnlucki-
nesse.

Scale sb.2 3. Earlier example :—c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich)
208 ]>e scales of notes ant ryndes.

Scarlet sb. 4a. For quot. 01683 substitute the following:

—

ti6io
Beaum. & Fl. Philasler v. i. (1622) 70 Doe the Lords bow, and the
regarded scarlets, Kisse their gnmd gols, and cry we are your ser-

uants?

Scarlet a. 4. Earlier example of scarlet whore:—1590 Spenser/'. Q.
I. viii. 29 Forthwith he gaue in charge vnto his Squire That scarlot whore
to keepen carefully.

Scart sb.1 In list of Forms dele ' 9 scrath (? error) ' and read ' See
also Scrath '.

Schiller. The Ger. word has been used by English entomologists in
the literal sense: 1835 J- Duncan Beetles 87 The elegant tribe of
Cetonidm . . are generally of a fine green, often accompanied with a
delicate schiller or play of colour.

Scholiastic. Pronunciation : For ' sk<?o-liaestik ' read ' skenliarstik '.

School sb* 19. Additional example of school-butler :—1618 Fletcher

loyal Subj. v. iv, Anc. He was whipt like a top, I never saw a whore
so lae'd : Court schoole-butter ? Is this their diet ?

Screalingr. Earlier example :—
1 594 Blundevil Exercises I v. (1597)

270, Descr. of P. Plancius his Map, This Countrey is inhabited of
Dwarfes called in Latine Pigtnei, being in height 4 foote as those be of
Groynland, which are called Screlings ^printed Serelings, edd. 1622, 1637
Sereelings].

Scuddle v.'2 Earlier example :— 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. G iv,

The Goddesses.. skuddelyng and sekyng to defende themselues.

Sea-swallow 3. Delete quot. 1902 (where the word denotes a kind
of swallow or swift).

Seed sb. 5 a. Earlier example:—1620 Observ. Making Fit Rooms
Silkworms 5 The Silk-wormes comming often ounces of seed . . must [etc.].

Seeker 1 b. The date and authorship of the first quotation seem to

be highly questionable. The passage quoted from Pagitt 1645 appears
to contain the earliest known example of the use of the word as the

designation of a sect, though the opinion there described was held by the

three brothers Legate (c 1600), whose followers were called Legatine-

Arians. (See C. Burrage, The Early English Dissenters, 1912,1.214-6,
259-61, and App. A.)

Sentimentalize v. I. Earlier example :—1764 Let. to W. C. 5 Aug.,
Orig. Lett. (1788) 14. In the mean time we will philosophize and
sentimentalize ; the last woid is a bright invention of the moment in

which it was written, for yours or Dr. Johnson's service.

Sepal. The etymology should be as follows :—[ad. F. slpalc, mod.L.
scpalum (N. J. de Necker, Phytologie philosophique , 1790, p. 55, and
Corollarium ad Philosophiam botanicam Linnaei, 1790, p. 18). Necker
derives the word from Gr. axiirn covering ; as he refused to acknowledge
the distinction between the calyx and the corolla (using the term peri-

gynauda to comprise both), se"pale (sepaluni) in his use denotes the petals

as well as what are now called ' sepals '.]

Servetist. Earlier example :—1621 Lodge Summary Du Bartas I.

9 The ancient and moderne Diuines, who haue disputed against the

Arians, and Seruetists.

Shiner 1 b. The word in the quotation is perhaps a misprint for

shiver (pulley).

-ship. At end of first paragraph delete ' and perhaps . . . region '.

The alleged OE. landsceap is due to a misreading : see Napier Con/rib.

OE. Lexicogr. (1906) 41.
Shirley. For ' Obs. or spurious' read ' Obs.' The bird, a South

American tanager, was named by G. Edwards (Glean. Nat. Hist., 1764,
III. 276) from Shirley, the family name of Earl Ferrers, to whom the

specimen described belonged.

Shittle a. The form shuttle survives dial. ; see Shuttle a., where
additional quotations are given.
Shoe sb. 6 c. The following examples of shoe-thong should have

been given :

—

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John i. 27 Ne eom ic wyrSe Jraet ic

unbinde his sceo-bwang. C1200 Ormin 10387 }>att he ne wass nohht
god inoh Cristess shobwang tunnbindenn. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 137
Ac ich nam noht ne forSen wurSe bat ich un-cnutte his sho buong.



KEY TO THE PRONUNCIATION.

I. CONSONANTS.

b, d, i, k, 1, m, n, p, t, v, z have their usual values.

g**



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ... = adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1300) - ante, before.

a., adj., adj = adjective.

absol., absol » absolutely.

abst = abstract.

ace = accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb " adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr = Anglo-French.

Anal = in Anatomy.

Antiq - in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app = apparently.

Arab Arabic.

Arch. = in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

Archsol. = in Archaeology.

assoc. = association.

Astr. = in Astronomy.
Astrol. = in Astrology.

attrib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. = in Biology.

Boh = Bohemian.

Bot. = in Botany.

Build. = in Building.

c (as c\yx>) = circa, about.

c. (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat. = Catalan.

catachr. = catachrestically.

Cf., cf. = confer, compare.

Chem - in Chemistry.

cl. L = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect => collective, -ly.

colloq. = colloquially.

comb = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.

Comm = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.

compl = complement.
Conch = in Conchology
concr = concretely.

conj. = conjunction.

cons = consonant.

Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst = in Crystallography.

(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Eng.
Glossary).

Da. = Danish.
dat : = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv. = derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. = dialect, -al.

Diet = Dictionary.

dim ; = diminutive.

Du = Dutch.
Eccl. — in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng. = English.

Ent m in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp., esp = especially.

etym = etymology.
cuphem = euphemistically.

exc = except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... = formed on.

I (in subordinate

entries) = form of.

fem. {rarely f.) ... = feminine.

jig. = figurative, -ly.

F., Fr = French.
freq = frequently.

F'ris. = Frisian.

G., Ger = German.
Gael = Gaelic.

gen « genitive.

gen - general, -ly.

gen. sign = general signification.

Geol = in Geology.

Geom = in Geometry.

Goth - Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.

Gram - in Grammar.
Heb = Hebrew.

Her. = in Heraldry.

Herb = with herbalists.

Hort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

ind... = Indicative.

indef. = indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

infl = influenced.

int. = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It. Italian.

J., (J.)
— Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) " in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) - Jodrell (quoted from).

L = Latin.

(L.)(inquotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's

lang = language. [Johnson.

LG = Low German.

lit = literal, -ly.

Lith — Lithuanian.

LXX » Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.

masc. (rarely m.) = masculine.

Math -- in Mathematics.

ME....]] = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = mediaeval Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.

Metaph = in Metaphysics.

MHG = Middle High German.
midl = midland (dialect).

Mil. — in military usage.

Min = in Mineralogy.

mod = modern.

Mus = in Music.

(N.) - Nares (quoted from).

n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent.

Nat. Hist = in Natural History.

Naut , = in nautical language.

neut. (rarely n.) = neuter.

NF., NFr. = Northern French.

N. O = Natural Order.

nom — nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T m New Testament.

Numism = in Numismatics.

obj — object.

Obs. , obs. , obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE = Old English (= Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr. = Old French.

OFris = Old Frisian.

OHG - Old High German.
Olr = Old Irish.

ON = Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ONF = Old Northern French.
Opt = in Optics.

Ornith = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.

OS1 - Old Slavonic
O. T = Old Testament.
OTeut = Original Teutonic.
orig = original, -ly.

Palseont. - in Palaeontology.

pa. pple passive or past participle.

pass = passive, -ly.

pa. t = past tense.

Path - in Pathology.
perh = perhaps.
Pers = Persian.

pers = person, -al.

pf. = perfect.

Pg = Portuguese.
Philol. = in Philology.
phonet = phonetic, -ally.

phr. = phrase.

Phren «« in Phrenology.
Phys. - in Physiology.
pi.,//. plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop - popular, -ly.

ppl. a., ppl. adj.... = participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr. = Provencal.

prec = preceding (word or article).

pref. = prefix.

prep = preposition.

pres « present.

Prim, sign ^- Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.

pron = pronoun.
pronunc = pronunciation.

prop = properly.

Pros — in Prosody.
pr. pple ^ present participle.

Psych ^ in Psychology.
q.v = quod vide, which see.

(R.) — in Richardson's Diet.

R. C. Ch. = Roman Catholic Church.
refash = refashioned, -ing.

rejl., refl = reflexive.

reg. — regular.

repr — representative, representing.

Rhet = in Rhetoric.

Rom = Romanic, Romance.
sb., sb. = substantive.

Sc = Scotch.

sc •= scilicet, understand or supply.

sing. = singular.

Skr. - Sanskrit.

Slav. = Slavonic

Sp — Spanish.

sp — spelling.

spec. = specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. - subordinate clause.

subseq — subsequently.

subst = substantively.

suff. «• suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. = in Surgery.

Sw = Swedish.

s.w. = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) — in Todd's Johnson.

lechn = technical, -ly.

Theol. in Theology.

tr. = translation of.

trans transitive.

transf. >- transferred sense.

Trig. • in Trigonometry.

Typog = in Typography.

ult. = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.
U.S = United States.

v., vb = verb.

v. sir., or v> = verb strong, or weak.

vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var. = variant of.

wd = word.

WGer = West Germanic.

w.midl = west midland (dialect).

WS » West Saxon.

(Y.) « in CoL Yule's Glossary.

Zool. — in Zoology.

Before a word or sense,

t = obsolete.

II
— not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 1100.

2 = 1 2th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 - 13th c (1200 to 1300).

5-7 - JSth to 17th century. (See General Explan-
ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found , but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.



A NEW
ENGLISH DICTIONARY

ON HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES.

(Volume VIII. Q-Sh.)

S - SEA-EEL.

BY

HENRY BRADLEY, Hon. M.A., Ph.D., F.B.A.

Words recorded, .S to Sea-eel

Words illustrated by quotations

Number of illustrative quotations

NOTE.
This part includes 4387 Main words, 1794 Special Combinations explained under these, and 2139 Subordinate entries;

in all 8320. The obvious combinations recorded and illustrated number 1227, making a total of 9547. Of the Main
words 966 (22 %) are marked + as obsolete, and 302 (7 %) are marked || as alien or not fully naturalized.

Comparison with Dr. Johnson's and some recent Dictionaries gives the following figures :

—

Johnson. 'EncyctopedicV
'Century' Diet. Funk's ' Standard

\

Here.

753 47M S4°9 55°8 9'84

55

»

I2I 3 '383 37° 7 48

1743 1708 3366 460 35734

* Including the Supplement of 1903.

The number of quotations in the corresponding portion of Richardson is 1 707.

Of the words here treated those of Old English origin, leaving out of account derivatives and compounds, form only

a small minority. The Scandinavian derivatives also are not very numerous; among them are same, scale sb. 1
, scant

',
scar,

scare, scathe, score, scout sb.1
, scrap sb.

1

, and perhaps scour vb.
1 and scrape. By far the largest number of the words come

from French, and there are many words either taken directly from Latin and Greek or through the medium of learned

adoptions in French. Modern Dutch, German, and Italian are more abundantly represented than usual, chiefly by words

with initial sch-. The few Celtic words inserted are merely ' aliens ' and (except perhaps Sassenach) of very rare occurrence.

There are several words from Hebrew (including Sabaism, sabbath and its derivatives, Satan), and a considerable number
from various Asiatic, African, and American languages.

An exceptional feature of this Part is the absence of long articles. Sea occupies 2 1 columns, but only four of these are

concerned with the senses of the simple word, the rest being taken up with the combinations, which are so numerous that

only a selection could be given. The next longest article, on say vb., fills 1 1 columns, an unusually small space for an

important native verb. Although, however, none of the words included in this Part have developed such a variety of

meanings as to require exceptionally large space, there are many of which the sense-history presents features of remarkable

interest; see, e.g., sabbath, sable, sad, safe, salt, sanction, satisfactory, scaffold, scale sb.', sb.
2

, sb.*, scalp, scandal, scantling,

scavenger, scene, scheme, science, scope, score, scour vb.', screen. The quotations for same give evidence of some curious

changes in the use and construction of the word. The varying relation in use between the three synonymous and etymo-

logically identical adjs\ Scotch, Scots, and Scottish is illustrated by an abundance of examples.

Of the etymological notes perhaps the most important is that on the word scientific, the true history of which has not

before been given in any English dictionary. Other words of which the correct derivation now appears for the first time

are Sabian, salse, salvalella, saphena, sash sb.
1

, sashoon, sate, savannah ; new etymological facts or suggestions will also be

found under sabras, sack sb.*, sackbut, sad, safftvwer, saffron, sap sbs. and vbs., sarsaparilla, satrap, scold, scone, scoop, scorn,

scour vb.' and vb.*, screen, screw.

ADDITIONS AND EMENDATIONS.
Sabbatical a. 3. Earlier example :— 1599 Poirr Right Reckoning of

Years 2 These Sabbaticall yeares.

Ba.bba.tin* a. Earlier example :— 1674 BuvniT Saul tf Sam. xiii.

281 Sabbatinc bull.

Sag-amite. Earlier example :—1698 Hennkpin Contn. New Discov.
Amir, xxviii. 106 Sagamite, or Pap made of Indian Cora.

Ballast a. 3. The source of thU use is Aristotle, Hist. Anim. vi. iii,

Towto ti rd aijpuor rtjS^ *aJ xiruTat uiaittf ifirfn^oy, ' this point [repre-

senting the heart in the egg] leaps and move* at alive.'

Saliva. Earlier instance (in anglicized form) :

—

< 1 400 Pety Job 40
in 36 Pot. Poems 133 Thow woldest suffer neuer more Me to swolowe
my salyue ?

Salaltnde. Earlier occurrence :— 1633 Cockeram I, Satcitude, brine

li<)U>ir that is salt. Ibid. 11, Brine, salsitude.

Saltation. Earlier occurrence :— 1633 Cockkbam I, Saltation, dancing.

Samcloth. Earlier occurrence :

—

a 1450 Glossary {MS. //art. 1002),

Hof perzoma, a samcloth.
Sanable a. Earlier occurrence :—1633 Cockkbam I, Sanable, which

may be healed.

Sang-ulne <:. 5. Earlier instance of sanguine stone:— 1486 Bk. St.

Albans, /Icr. a iii, The .v. stone is calde a Loys, a sanquine stone or

sinamer hit is caldc in armys. Also ellipt. as sb. :

—

/bid., Aloys is calde

' or sanquine in armys.

Saucer 4. Earlier example :— 1 3 . . Seuyn Sag. (W .) 2184 With eghen

that war ful bright and clere, And brade, ilkone, als a sawsere.

Sauciate v. Earlier example :—1644 Hammond Of Conscience 27

Any such act of willfull sinne . . is a naturall meanes . . of sauciating

and wounding the soule.

Scarvlty . Earlier occurrence :—1623 Cockebam, Scsetiitie, vnlucki-

nesse.

Scale sb? 3. Earlier example :

—

c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich)

308 pc scales of notes ant ryndes.

Scarlet sb. 4 a. For quot. a 1683 substitute the following :

—

c 1610
Beaum. & Fl. Philasler v. i. (1623) 70 Doe the Lords bow, and the

regarded scarlets, Kisse their gumd gols, and cry we are your ser-

uants?

Heart sb. 1 In list of Forms dele ' 9 scrath (? error) ' and read ' See
also Scrath '.

Schiller. The Ger. word has been used by English entomologists in

the literal sense: 1835 J. Duncan Beetles 87 The elegant tribe of

Cetonidm . . are generally of a fine green, often accompanied with a

delicate schiller or play of colour.

Bcholiastlc. Pronunciation: For ' sk<S*-liaestik ' read « skouliae'stik '.

School sb.i 19. Additional example of school-butler :—1618 Fi.etcheu

/.oyal Sttbj. v. iv, Anc. He was whipt like a top, I never saw a whore
so lae'd : Court schoole-butter ? Is this their diet ?

\

y

f
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, &c.

a. [in Etymol.] ... = adoption of, adopted from.

a (as a 1300) - ante, before.

a., adj., adj = adjective.

absol., absol = absolutely.

abst = abstract.

ace = accusative.

ad. [in Etymol.]... = adaptation of.

adv., adv = adverb.

advb = adverbial, -ly.

AF., AFr m Anglo-French.

Auat. = in Anatomy.

Antiq = in Antiquities.

aphet = aphetic, aphetized.

app = apparently.

Arab = Arabic.

Arch. = in Architecture.

arch = archaic.

Archsol. = in Archaeology..

assoc = association.

Aslr. = in Astronomy.

Astrol. = in Astrology.

atlrib = attributive, -ly.

bef. = before.

Biol. = in Biology.

Boh = Bohemian.

Bot. = in Botany.

Build. = in Building.

c (as c 1300) = circa, about.

c. (as 13th c.) = century.

Cat = Catalan.

catachr. m catachrestically.

Cf., cf. « confer, compare

Chcm = in Chemistry.

cl. L. = classical Latin.

cogn. w = cognate with.

collect = collective, -ly.

colloq. - colloquially.

comb = combined, -ing.

Comb = Combinations.

Comm = in commercial usage.

comp = compound, composition.

compl = complement.

Conch. = in Conchology.

concr = concretely.

con/. = conjunction.

cons = consonant.

Const., Const. ... = Construction, construed

with.

Cryst. = in Crystallography.

(D.) = in Davies (Supp. Eng.
Glossary).

Da = Danish.

dat = dative.

def. = definite.

deriv = derivative, -ation.

dial., dial. = dialect, -al.

Diet = Dictionary.

dim. = diminutive.

Du = Dutch.

Eccl. = in ecclesiastical usage.

ellipt = elliptical, -ly.

e. midl = east midland (dialect).

Eng = English.

Ent = in Entomology.
erron = erroneous, -ly.

esp., esp = especially.

etym = etymology.
euphem = euphemistically.

exc = except.

f. [in Etymol.] ... = formed on.

f. (in subordinate

entries) = form of.

fem. {rarely f.) ... = feminine.

fig. = figurative, -ly.

F., Fr. = French.

freq. = frequently.

Fris. = Frisian.

G., Ger = German.
Gael = Gaelic.

gen — genitive.

gen = general, -ly.

gen. sign = general signification.

Geo! = in Geology.

Geom = in Geometry.

Goth = Gothic (= Mceso-Gothic).

Gr = Greek.

Gram = in Grammar.
Heb = Hebrew.

Her. = in Heraldry.

Herb = with herbalists.

Hort = in Horticulture.

imp = Imperative.

impers = impersonal.

impf. = imperfect.

ind. = Indicative.

indef. indefinite.

inf. = Infinitive.

infl = influenced.

int. = interjection.

intr = intransitive.

It — Italian.

J., (J.) = Johnson (quotation from).

(Jam.) = in Jamieson, Scottish Diet.

(Jod.) = Jodrell (quoted from).

L = Latin.

(L.) (in quotations) = Latham's edn. of Todd's

lang = language. [Johnson.

LG = Low German.
lit = literal, -ly.

Lith = Lithuanian.

LXX = Septuagint.

Mai = Malay.

masc. [rarely m.) = masculine.

Math = in Mathematics.

ME = Middle English.

Med. = in Medicine.

med.L = mediaeval Latin.

Mech = in Mechanics.

Metaph = in Metaphysics.

MHG = Middle High German.
midl = midland (dialect).

Mil. «= in military usage.

Min = in Mineralogy.

mod = modern.

Mus = in Music.

(N.) = Nares (quoted from).

n. of action = noun of action.

n. of agent = noun of agent.

Nat. Hist » in Natural History.

Naut = in nautical language.

neut. {rarely n.) = neuter.

NF., NFr = Northern French.

N. O = Natural Order.

nom = nominative.

north = northern (dialect).

N. T = New Testament.

Numism •= in Numismatics.
obj = object.

Obs. , obs. , obs. ... = obsolete.

occas = occasional, -ly.

OE - Old English (= Anglo-
Saxon).

OF., OFr = Old French.
OFris = Old Frisian.

OHG = Old High German.
Olr. = Old Irish.

ON = Old Norse (Old Icelandic).

ONF = Old Northern French.
Opt = in Optics.

Ornilh = in Ornithology.

OS = Old Saxon.
OS1 = Old Slavonic.

O. T = Old Testament.
OTeut = Original Teutonic.
orig = original, -ly.

Palseont = in Palaeontology.

pa. pple = passive or past participle.

pass = passive, -ly.

pa. t = past tense.

Path = in Pathology.
perh = perhaps.
Pers = Persian.

pers = person, -al.

pf- ... — perfect.

Pg- = Portuguese.
Philol. = in Philology.
phonet ^ phonetic, -ally.

ph>: = phrase.
Phren = in Phrenology.
Phys = in Physiology.
pi.,//- = plural.

poet. = poetic.

pop = popular, -ly.

ppl. a., ppl. adj.... - participial adjective.

pple = participle.

Pr = Provencal.

prec = preceding (word or articled

pref. •= prefix.

prep = preposition.

pres = present.

Prim, sign = Primary signification.

priv = privative.

prob = probably.
pron - pronoun.
pronunc = pronunciation.
prop — properly.
Pros = in Prosody.
pr. pple = present participle.

Psych = in Psychology.
q.v = quod vide, which see.

(R.) = in Richardson's Diet.
R. C. Ch = Roman Catholic Church.
refash = refashioned, -ing.

reft., refl = reflexive.

reg. = regnlar.

repr. — representative, representing.

Rhet ^ in Rhetoric.

Rom = Romanic, Romance.
sb. , sb = substantive.

Sc = Scotch.

sc = j«7/«/,understandorsupply.
sing. = singular.

Skr - Sanskrit.

Slav. . - Slavonic
Sp = Spanish.

sp = spelling.

spec. = specifically.

subj = subject, subjunctive.

subord. cl. — subordinate clause.

subseq = subsequently.

subst = substantively.

suff. = suffix.

superl = superlative.

Surg. = in Surgery.

Sw = Swedish.

s.w = south western (dialect).

T. (T.) = in Todd's Johnson.

techn = technical, -ly.

Theol. = in Theology.

tr. = translation of.

trans = transitive.

transf. = transferred sense.

Trig. = in Trigonometry.

Typog. = in Typography.
ult = ultimate, -ly.

unkn = unknown.
U.S = United States.

v., vb = verb.

v. sir., or iv = verb strong, or weak.

vbl. sb = verbal substantive.

var = variant of.

wd = word.

WGer. =» AVest Germanic
w.midl = west midland (dialect).

\VS = West Saxon.

(Y.) « in Col. Yule's Glossary.

Zool. = in Zoology.

Before a word or sense.

f = obsolete.

|| = not naturalized.

In the quotations.
* sometimes points out the word illustrated.

In the list of Forms.
1 = before 1100.

2 = 12th c. (1100 to 1200).

3 - 13th c. (1200 to 1300).

£-7 15th to 17th century. (See General Explan-
ations, Vol. I, p. xx.)

In the Etymol.
* indicates a word or form not actually found, but

of which the existence is inferred.

:— = extant representative, or regular phonetic

descendant of.

The printing of a word in Small Capitals indicates that further information will be found under the word so referred to.



s.
S(es), the nineteenth letter of the English and

other modern alphabets, and the eighteenth of
the ancient Roman alphabet, derives its form
(through the f and S, 3 of early Latin and Greek
inscriptions) from the Phoenician W (Hebrew c
shin), which represented a voiceless sibilant: in some
of the Semitic langs. (s), in others (J). (Each of
these phonetic symbols is intended to represent a
class of sounds the articulatory positions of which
vary considerably ; the difference between the two
classes is acoustically very recognizable, but the
nature of the essential difference in formation is

still obscure.) In ancient Greek and Latin the
valueof the letter is believed to have been always(s).
In late L. s between vowels was in most instances
pronounced (z), a sound which was not separately
represented in the Latin alphabet Hence when
the Roman letters were adopted in OE., the letter

S was used to represent both the unaltered Ger-
manic (s), and the (z) which had been developed
from that sound in certain positions.

In OE. s was pronounced (s) initially and finally,

and medially when it was either contiguous with a
voiceless consonant or began the second element of
a compound; medially between voiced sounds it was
pronounced (z). The southern dialect had in -ME.,
and possibly in late OE, the peculiarity of voicing
the initial s (in native words) as well as the initial

/and /. This phonetic habit extended to Kent as
late as 1340, as is shown by spellings like senne
(OE. synn, sin) in the Ayenbtte of [nwyt ; it is now
confined to the south-western dialects.

In mod. English the general rule is that i is pro-
nounced (s) at the beginning of a word or of the
second element of a compound, and when doubled
or in contact with a voiceless consonant, between
vowels, and when phonetically final, a single x is

mostly (z\ But there are many anomalies and uncer-
tainties, especially in classical derivatives: c£,e.g.,
absurd{i:ha»sA),observ*'fbt-y, with regard tosome
words usage is divided, as in absolve (*bs-, *bz-),
and the words in -«tv, e. g. effusive, evasive. Even
// is in some words sounded (r), as in dissolve
against dissent, dissect, etc.), dessert, possess.

The phonetic combinations vsy), (zy),when rapidly
pronounced, are very similar in acoustic effect to
the simple consonants (J), (jg), the position of the
tongue for these being intermediate between the
positions for (s) or (z) and (y). Hence in some
words where earlier Eng. had (sy) or (zy), written
eitheras s (before diphthongal u) or as a, the modern
language has (J) or (3), 10 that the letter has
acquired these two new values. Examples are sure,
sugar, censure, mission (rnijao), Asia (r>'Ja), trea-
sure i-iis, -zai), evasion (jan). In some varieties
of vulgar speech this tendency is carried much
further, as m the pronunciations (J«

v

, (prfyJ'tn)
for sue, presume.
S is silent in a few words adopted from Old French

,

as in aisle, isle (hence also pseudo-etymological ly
in island) ; in the Law French mesne, demesne, a
silent / was inserted by false analogy.
L The letter and its sound.
c moo iEi.raic Gram. ii. (Z.1 6 Semivocolet lyndon seofan

:

44S5 r
' bi* c M*° P"L RrL L - Penu » An S. for

balisbery. without any avi-aon. 1709 Sictut Tatter No. 77
r t Some [luper.J never uttered the letter H ; and otheM
had ajmortal an Aversion for S. 04a Genii. Mar. May
4figft Tka letter S was the device of Henry of Lancaster.
2. The shape of the letter ; an object having this

shape.
MJ* Lvoo. DeGutl. Pilgr. «795» Every j. y-croltyd is,

Ijrcfc. a cro* high. ,n the top. ro,4 R iOK1MI Barth. Fair

r "Ul^t WmMT "" E?™*™ knou
> ««• f°-> »• • great

Garden-pot, vou may follow me by the S. S." I make. .688

of a Viol...The S'es of the belly or rotmd holes. riku
0«/,V(U.S.lXXni.40,/, Make an S rfwU^mtrpe^S

!S!^.^lil
b,<!^r-.* ****» » common with Strad..

that it mM have been intentional. tMaaBtmekm.Mae.ru/*
Round the great S the river made ShTbattled bar brnvTway.

b. Colfar o/S, Ss, SS., or Esses : see Collar
sb. jc.

o. attrib. and Comb., as S-neched, shaped adjs.

;

S-curve, -hoot, -perforation, -piece.
t9» Civil Enr. 4 Arch. Jrnl. it. ,39/1 He fa compelled

\ OL. VIII.

to connect by a *S curve. 1844 Ibid. VII. 152/1 An *S hook
of iron must be fitted into the eye of the valve. 1896 Royal
Nat. Hist. V. 89 The foregoing assemblage of *S-necked or
Cryptodiran tortoises. 1851 D. Wilson Prehist. Ann. (1863)
I. 11. iv. 391 Produce the appearance of an *S or Ogee per-
foration. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed viii, Uncouth
brick and zinc mysteries supported by iron stanchions and
clamped by *S-pieces. X837KIRBY Richardson 's Fauna Bor.-
A titer, iv. 8 The third becoming a broken or "S-shaped band.

3. Used like the other letters of the alphabet to

denote serial order ; applied e. g. to the nineteenth
(or more usually the eighteenth, either I or J being
omitted) group or section in classification, to the
eighteenth sheet of a book or quire of a MS., etc

4. Abbreviations, a. S. = various proper names,
as Samuel, Sarah, etc. ; — Saint ; so SS. = Saints

;

+ «= Sir (prefixed to the name of a knight or a priest);
•= Society (L. societas), as in F.R.S., Fellow of the
Royal Society, F.S.A., Fellow of the Society ofAnti-
quaries, S.P.G., Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel,etc; Mus. = Solo; Chem. = Sulphur; Anat.
and/ool. -sacral (vertebra); Her.'a\so I.e.) = Sable;
= snow (in ship's log-book). S. B. = smooth bore
(gun). S. M. = Silver Medallist(in shooting com-
petition). S.S. = Steam ship.
a 1400 Wyclifs Bible IV. 690 S. Lucie virgyn. 153s Jove

Apol. Tindalc (Arb.) 4 His fclowe called Hijpinus pastour
of a. nicholas parisshe in Hambourg. 1549 Latimer tth
Serm. be/. Edw. 1 7 (Arb.) 166, I am goynge to S. Toraas
of Acres to the sermon. 1501 Harington OH. Fur., Af\<l.
Poetrie p vji b, If S. Philip Sidney had counted this a fault.
16*8 Sit /. Campbell in Thanes of Cawdor (Spalding
CI.) 271, I rest, your loueing father S. J. Campbell of
Calder. 1648 Hirrick Heifer. 171 (title), To his Valen.
tine, on S. Valentines day. 1714 Exflic. Foreign Words
Mas. 66 The letter S is used as an Abbreviation of the
Word Solo, itst 40 Bury Encycl. Herald. I, £ This let-
ter, .signifies table, or black. 1885 Daily News 12 May 5/1
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, familiarly
known as the S. P. G. 1899 Ibid. 11 July 11/1 Who.. was
to have the honour of figuring in future records, with the

to hi* nanletters ' S. M. ' attached to his name. 1903 Sir M. G. Gerard
Leaves fr. Diaries iv. 104 In 1870 our armament was still

the old tj-pr. S. R gun and 24-pr. bowiuer.

b. S. - South; also S.E., SE., South-east, etc
Also t S.S. - South Sea (Company).
170* Lend. Can. No. 4418/3 The Wind was, this Morning

. .at 10, at S. and S. S. K. tyta Dc Foe Ca/t. Singleton
xrj. (t8«o) »73 After that it blew..S. W. by & then S.W. by
W. 1788 Ann. Ref. 178 Transferring 50/. new S. S. annui-

if it had been his own. 1840ties,. .at the S. S. house,
Marrvat Olla Podr. III. 10
W. | W. 1884 H. A. Moriarty in Lncyct. Brit. XVII.
J77/1 A point of destination bore W. S. W. to miles ; a cur-

io [The wind) is S. W. and by
ikiartv in

nbore W.
rent ran S. E. by S. 4 miles an hour.

0. s. = L. solidus and so used for shilling(s

;

f = Scilicet; - second (of time).
1387 E. E. Wills (i88j) 1 Abo y be-quethe genet my

dowter xL «. .1 14*0 Myrc Festiot lxxiv. 300 Ther was a
man on a time bat Iant to anotbur man iiii s of money to an
certeyn day. 1540 Palsgr. Aeelas/ms ProL B iij b, Suche
as opteyne vyctory (j. in some great enterpry sel. a 1548
Hall Chrem., Hen. VI11 341 b, A Subsedy, of twoo .s. of
Undes. SJ79 E. K. Gloss. Spenser's She/h. Cat. July 33
^kIasnri a. Lord Dane*. 1864 Ptrvs Diary 4 July, My
wile. .ban lain out 15s. upon a pair of pendantes for her
eares. 17M Dt Kot Shortest Way w. Dissenters 91 To
talk of 51. a Month for not coming to the Sacrament, and is.

per Week tor not coming to Church, this is such a way of
converting People as never was known. 1848 Thackeray
I 'an. Fair xxxvixi. The best coals at— s. per chaldron. 1884
H. A. Moriarty in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 174/1 The chrono-
meter showed o» 43" iy>.5 as a mean. 1884 F. J. Britten
Watch 4 Clocim 24 It

"

lost 8s.
24 It \sc. a watch] is found to have

TB, a euphemistic shortening of Cods in certain

oaths (now Obs. or arch.) ; written continuously
with the following word, as in 'Sblood, 'Sdeatb,
'Sr.rt, 'Slifr, etc.

', a colloquial shortening of sal, northern dialect

form of Shall v. when occurring in unstressed

positions. Written continuously with the preceding

noun or pronoun, usually in the incorrect form 'a.

', representing a shortened pronunciation of vari-

ous monosyllables when unstressed. (Written con-

tinuously with the preceding word.)

1. = i'j : see Be v. Now only colloa. and poet.

1584 Lylv Sat/ho 111. it. 75 Whats he so swaggers in the
Van f O ! thats a roring Englishman.

I'le suppress him, he's

19 In some Places there'

BSSflStl h

II. L 19

|6i I BEAUM.& Fl.
factious spirit.Phitasler 1. i, Bat

699 Dampirr Voy. (1729)

very strong Clay. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 356 The
Devil's in t if we are not agreed in so clear a case. 1821
Byron Sardati. ill. i. 401 Again the love-fit's on him.

2. - ^<rr: see Have v. colloq.

a 1843 Hood Parental Ode 38 He's got a knife !

3. = Us pron. Now dial, exc in let's = let us
{colloq.).

1588 Sua ks. L. L. L. v. ii. 228 If you desire to dance, let's
hold more chat. 1634 Milton Cottttts 599 But com let's on.
1662 Cokaine Trag. Ovid v. v, Let us go home, send for a
Priest of Hymens, And presently each Couple on's be mar-
ried. 1741 Richardson Pamela II. 300 But come, I must
love him ! Let's find him out. 1893 Crockett Stichit
Minister 100 What'll ye gie's ?

4. = Hmposs.pron., q.v. Obs. exc. dial.

5. = As. Sc. and north, dial.

1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk in. 49 I've done my best. .As
well's I may. J786 Burns To a Haggis i, A grace As lane's
my arm. 1861 Quinn Heather Lintic(iM>i) 85 Let us crack
the news As soon's we greet.

-g, suffix, forming adverbs, was originally -es,

identical with the suffix of the genitive singular of
many neuter and masculine sbs. and adjs. Several
of the adverbs in -es that existed in OE. are genitives
either of sbs. (neut. or masc.) as d&ges by day, aides
Needs, bances voluntarily, or of neuter adjs., as
sites truly ; on the analogy of these, -es was added,
with ndv.-forming function, to feminine nouns, as
in nihles by night, endebyrdes in order. OE. had
also advs. compounded of t6 prep, and a genitive
governed by it, as tfyegnes (see To-gains), tS-

middes (see To-mids) ; side by side with these
there existed parallel and synonymous advs. like

">&'&» Again, on-middan Amid, in which the dat.
or accus. was governed by a prep. Hence there
arose in early ME. mixed forms such as ajeiiies,

amiddes ; and the frequent coexistence of the two
forms of the same adv., one with and the other
without s, led to the addition of s to many advs. as
a sign of their function. In some instances the
extended form prevailed, as in eftsoons; in others
it survived only in dialects, as in oftens, gaylies (Sc).
See also the articles -ling*, -li(n)gs, -ward,
-WARDS, -WAT, -WATS.
In once, twice, thrice, hence, since, etc., the suffix is written

differently. In Against, Alongst, Amongst, Amidst, and
t he dialectal onsl (see Once), the original -es, -x has become .*/.

Sa, obs. f. Sie v., Soe sb. ; obs. or dial. f. So.
8a', obs. var. of Save v. in God sa' me and similar

phrases.

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. A 4, Yet so god sa mee shees
mine owne sister. Ibid. G 3 b, Thats all so god sa me, I

thirst after. 1668 Shadwell Sullen Lovers tv. 61 As Gad
shall sa'me, she is^ a very ingenious Woman. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxiv, Friend Isaac, will you pleasure us in this
matter, and our day shall be truly kept, so God sa' me?
Sa. Her. Abbreviation of Sable sb,'*

1780 F.dmondson Heraldry I. Arms Abbies etc., Augus-
tine's {St. J Monastery, Canterbury*. Sa. a cross ar. 18x8-40
Berry Encycl. Herald. II, Abberbury. .or, a fesse embattled
sa. 1871 Bvuke Peerage, etc 195/2 Sa.,a naked man, ppr.

Saa e, Saac ke. obs. ff. Soe, Sake.
Saad e, obs. forms of Sad ; pa. t. of Sat v., q.v.

Saaf(e, saaff, obs. ff. Safe and Save prep.
Saage, Saake, obs. f. Sage a., Sack sb.

Saald, obs. pa. t. of Sell v.

Saale, Saand, obs. ff. Sale sb., Sand sb.

Saap(pe, obs. forms of Sap sb.

Saar, Saara, obs. forms of Sore adv., Sahara.
Saarce, -cyn, obs. forms of Seabce, -cino.

Saat e, obs. forms of pa. t. of Sit v.

'Sab. Her. Obs. Abbreviation of Sable sb. 2

1660 M. Carter Honor rcdiv. 249 Bernards Inne Beareth
party per pale indented Krmin and Sab. a Cheveron Gul.
fretty.

Sab, obs. form of Sahib.

Sabadilla (sxbadi-la). [a. Sp. cebadilla, dim.
of cebada barley.] = Cevadilla. Also attrib.

181a J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 208 Sabadilla seed,
Indian Caustic Barley, very useful in Medicine. 1836

J. M. Gclly Magendte's Formul. (ed. 2) 71 Boil the seeds
of the sabadilla with alcohol. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin
596 Powdered sabadilla.. may be sprinkled throughout the
hair with good result.

Hence Sabadillia, Sabadi lline, Chem., an alka-
loid obtained from sabadilla seeds.

1836J. M. Gully Magendie's Formul. (ed
;
2) 70 M. Couerbe

. has severally named them [1. e. the principles in sabadilla]

sabadilline, veratrin [etc.). 1857 Miller Elem. Chem.(iB^2)
III. 503Three other poisonous bases, sabadillia, colchinia,and

jervia, are found, along withvei-atria,in the I'Vrd/'rwwf album.
1887 A. M. Brown Anittt. Alkaloids 29 Anemonine, pelti-

erine, sabadilline.

Sabaean, Sabean (sdebf-an), a. and sb. [f. L.

Sabee-us, Gr. Za/9af-os (f. Saba, XaBa, Arabic u^
Saba' m Heb. Mac! Sh'bil, the ancient name of the

1



SABAISM.

people of Yemen; by Gr. and Roman writers

imagined to be the name of the capital city) + -an.

In one passage (Isa. xlv. 14) the Eng. Bible, following the

LXX and theVulgate, uses Sabeans for the quite different

tribal name CX3D S'batm. Another instance of this is in

Ezek. xxiii. 42, but the marginal reading in 161 J is drunkards,

which the Revised Version (1884) adopts in the text.)

A. adj. Of or belonging to the ancient popula-

tion of Yemen in Arabia. In poetic use, often with

allusion to the ancient renown of the spices brought

from Yemen.
a 1586 Sidney Ps. xlv. iv, The fragrant riches of Sabean

grove, Mirrh, Aloes, Cassia. 16*3 Massinger Bondman iv.

Si, Whole Hecatombes or Sabaean Gums. 1698 Fryer Acc.

E. India 4 P. 115 Two skins of Sabaean Asses. 1700 Dry-

dkn Cinyras ft Myrrha 323 Sabaean Fields afford her need-

ful Rest. 1830 Tennyson Adeline v, Dripping with Sabaean

Sice On thy pillow. 1883 I. Taylor Alphabet I. 345 The
iiuyaritic or Sabean Alphabet.

B. sb. One of the ancient inhabitants of Yemen.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 239 The Sabeans by reason

of continual vse of Mirrheand Frankinsens, grow to a loath,

ing of that sauour. 1611 Bible Joel iii. 8 They shall sell

them to the Sabeans, to a people farre off.

Sabaean, erroneous form of Sabian.

Sabahdaur, variant of Subadar.

Sabaism (sft'b^iz'm). Also 8-9 Zabaism, 9
Sabeism. Sabiism, Sabism.Tsabaisrn, Sabseism.

[f. Heb. MS caba host (after the presumed etymo-
logy of Sabian) + -ism. Cf. F. sabiisme, sabaisme,

sabisme.'] The worship of ' the host of heaven
'

;

star-worship. Also sometimes used for Sabianism
in its various historical applications.
I7»7^4i Chambers Cycl. s. v., Sabaism consisted in the

worship and adoration of the stars. 1794 Sullivan ViezvNat.
II. xliv. 281 The first variation from the purer zabaism con-
sisted in the ophilatreia, or worship of the serpent. 1839
Yeowell Ahc. Brit. Ch. xiii. (1847) 148 The worship of the
celestial bodies, or Sabaeism, as it is termed. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 295/2 The religious books ofTsabaism were written

in Syriac 1859 J. M. Arnold Ishtnael 36 The more corrupt
form of superstition, which in a measure co-existed with
Sabeism. 1878 A. Fornander Polynesian Race I. 36
Glimpses of Cushite Zabaism.

Sabalo (sae-bal<?). U.S. [a. Sp. sabalo shad.]

The tarpon, Megalops atlanticus.
In recent U. S. Diets.

II Sabaoth ;s:u-bty> n)>'
. Also 6 sabbaoth. [L.

Sabadth (Vulg.), a. Gr. 2a/3ao>9 (LXX. and New
Testament), a. Heb. rum fbooth pi. of «as (aba
army.] A Hebrew word (lit. 'armies', 'hosts'),

retained untranslated in the English New Testa-
ment (as in the original Greek and in the Vulgate)
and the Te Deum, in the designation The Lord of
Sabaoth, for which in the original Old Testament
passages the English versions have the rendering
« The Lord of Hosts '.

The Gr. and L. forms being indeclinable, and therefore
not easily recognizable as genitives, a frequent early form
in Eng. was The Lord Sabaoth.
a 13JS Prose Psalter, Te Deum 6 Holy ! holy ! holy 1

Lord God Sabaoth. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix.
xxviii. (1495) 364 On the saterdaye in Albis..in the gospell
we ben taughte to traueyile in the vyneyerde of our lorde
Sabaoth. 1535 Coverdale Rom. ix. 29 The Lorde of Sab-
baoth [161 1 Sabaoth). — Jos. v. 4 The cryes of them which
haue reped, are entred in to the eares of the Lorde Sabaoth
[«6n the Lord of Sabaoth).

U Confused with sabbath. (See also Sabbath &.)
'59* Spenser F. Q. vii. viii. 2 But thence-forth all shall

rest eternally With Him that is the God of Sabaoth hight

:

O ! that great Saboath God. erant me that Sabanths
sight.

Sabarcane, variant of Sarbacane.
Sabat e, -tille, obs. ff. Sabbath; Sapodilia.
tSa batine. Obs. In quots. sab(b)atyne.

[a. Pr. sabatina, dim. of sabata : see Sabaton and
-INE.] A kind of buskin.
cufio in Archzologia XVII. 295 First ye must set on

sabatynes and tye them upon the shoo, cxitfslbid. XLIII.
248 A payr of sabbatynes ; and a payre of syndalls.

Sabatine, obs. variant of Sabbatine.

t Sabaton. Obs. Also 4-5 sabatoun, 5 sabat-
ton, 9sabbaton. [a, Pr. sabalo" (mod. Pr. sabatoun
shoe), augmentative of sabata = F. savate, Sp.
zapata boot (also zapato shoe), Pg. sapata, It. cia-
batta shoe. Cf. med.L. sabbatum.
The ultimate origin of the Rom. word is obscure. It

exists in Arabic (sabbiit, cabbat, etc, Dozy II. 625), in
Berber (sappst, ibid.), and in Basque (zapata), but is prob.
in all these a loan-word from Spanish.)
A broad-toed armed foot-covering worn by war-

riors in armour.
c 1330 R. Bru-.se Chron. Wace (Rolls) 10026 Hym selfwas armed fynly wel Wyb sabatons [Wace cauces defer),& spores, & laumbers of stel. 13.. Gaw. f, Gr. Knt 574

Penne set bay be sabatounz vpon be segge fotez. cilio?Lydc Assembly of Gods 346 Gauntlettes on hyr handys,

1 ^S??"?
,ns on "y fe,e- c »4So J. Metham Wks. (E E T S j

36 This forsayd knyght Blak sabatouns weryd. 1484 Mate.rtalsRngn Hen. Ull (Rolls) II. 21 For making of a paire
of sabatons of clothe of golde mis. 1543 Grafton Contn.Harding 594 1 he hernayes. .was all ouer gylte frome the
heade peece to the sabaMons. 1869 Boltell Arms/*, Arm.
x. (1874) 206 At the commencement of the 16th century, the
pointed sollerets were succeeded by broad sabbatons cut
off square or rounded at the toes.

I; Sabbat (saba). In 7-8sabat. [Fr.; a special

application of sabbat Sabbath.] A 'witches' sab-

bath ' ; see Sabbath 3. Also attrib., snAfig.
165a J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox vn. 153 In this

Desart corner, which, .seemeth onely fit for a Sabat or

Assembly of Sorcerers. 1658 tr. Bergerac's Satyr. Char.
xiii. 54 As to the sabat-voyages, this is my beliefe : they
noint themselves with some somniferous oyles, and as while

they wake they easily fancy to be carried astride upon a
broome through the chimny, into a Hall, where is feasting,

dancing, and where they kisse the Goate's brich. 1763 H.
Walpole Let. to Montagu 15 Aug., My youthfullity, which
bears me out even at a sabat. I dined last week at Lady
Blandford's, with her, the old Denbigh, the old Litchfield,

and Methuselah knows who. 1861 Lytton Str. Story xxvi,

I could have fancied myselfat a witch's sabbat. 1893 Leland
Mem. I. 75 The book was a perfect Sabbat of deviltry and
dramatic horrors.

Sabbatarian (srebate>rian), a. and sb. [a. L.

sabbatari-us (Sp. sabatario, Pg. sabbatand), f.

sabbatum Sabbath : see -arian.] A. adj. fa. Of
or pertaining to the Sabbath or its observance. Obs.

b. Having relation to the tenets of the Sabbatarians.
a 1631 Donne in Select. (1840) 105 A Sabbatarian righteous-

ness is no righteousness. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas.I
(1655) 129 The rigour and strictnesse of Sabbatarian Minis-
ters, in denying People recreations on the Sunday. 1668

Wells (title) The Practical Sabbatarian or Sabbath Holi-
ness crowned with Superlative Happiness. 1733 Neal/Vu/.
Purit. II. 250 These Divines, instead of softening some
excesses in Bradbourne's Sabbatarian strictness, ran into

the contrary extreme. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 436
These are called Sabbatarian, or Seventh day Baptists. 1837
Whewrll Hist. Induct. Set. (1857) I. 224 With references
to Jewish Sabbatarian notions. 1859 Mill Liberty 161
Another important example of illegitimate interference with
the rightful liberty of the individual . . is Sabbatarian legisla-

tion. 1863 A. Blomfield Mem. Bp. Blomfteld I. vi. 154
He entertained rather strict, or what would now be called
' Sabbatarian ' notions.

B. sb.

1. A Jewish observer of the (Saturday) Sabbath.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 149 The word Masbotkaei,

Scaliger saith, signifieth Sabbatists or Sabbatarians, be-
cause they professed to haue learned the obseruation of the
Sabbath from Christ, and therein differed from the other
Iewes. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Actsfy Mon. (1642) 454The.se
Esseni were yet further, more, and most rigid Sabbatarians,
beyond all other sects and schismes amongst the Jewes.
1830 D'Israeli Chas. I, III. xv. 330 Sabbatarians, became
a term of reproach for the Jews with the Polytheists.

2. A Christian who regards the Lord's Day as a
Sabbath, deducing its obligation from the Fourth
Commandment. Also, and more commonly, one
whose opinion and practice with regard to Sunday
observance are unusually strict.

i6ao J. Dyke Counter-poyson 15 He is none of your pre-
cise Sabbatarians. 1656 Heylin Extraneus Vapulans no
We are now come unto the business of the Lords day, in
which our Author sheweth himself a stifle Sabbatarian. 17x8
Hickes & Nelson % Kcttlewell m. xxiv. 237, I don't know
whether you are a Strict Sabbatarian. 1864 Eastwick
3 Years in Persia I. 4, I am not a Sabbatarian, I showed
it by travelling on Sunday.
8. A member of a Christian sect founded towards

the close of the sixteenth century, the members of
which maintained that the Sabbath should be
observed on the seventh and not on the first day of
the week ; a Seventh-day Baptist. Cf. Sabbatary
si., Sabbatharian.
1645 Pagitt Heresiogr.(i6tf) B j, The Sabbatarians affirme

the old Jewish Sabbath to be kept, and not the Lords dav.
1710 Steele & Addison Tatter No. 257 r 12 Prae-Adamites,
Sabbatarians, Cameronians, Muggletonians..and the like.
1810 Trav. Cosmo III 445 Robert Dogs, a coal-man in
London, was the first founder of the sect of Sabbatarians.

Sabbatarianism (ssebateVrianiz'm). [f. prec.
+ -ism.] Sabbatarian principles or practice.

was simply a form of Protestant tradition. 1894 MaxO Rell y. Bull g, Co. 54 Narrow Sabbatarianism is neither
Protestant nor Christian : it isa Jewish institution.

+ Sa'bbatary, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6-7 sab-
batharie. [ad. L. sabbatarius, f. sabbatum Sab-
bath : see -art. Cf. F. sabbataire.]
A. adj. Pertaining to the Sabbath.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 204 They are of opinion,
that themselues haue a superfluous Sabbatharie soule, which
on that day is plentifully sent in to them, to inlarge their
heart. 1635 Heylin Sabbath 11. (1636) To Rdr., This
sabbatarie soule, may be a Pythagoncall injtMXumt.
1641 H. L Estrange Gods Sabbath Pref., Had they left
us no other demonstrations of their excellency that way
then their Sabbatary Tracts, they should never have attained
so high a repute amongst us. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 663
Seven .

.
is sometime called the Sacred and Quiet, or Sabba-

tory[sic] Number.
B. sb. A Christian who observes the Jewish

(seventh-day) Sabbath.
159S Bell Surv. Popery 1. m. v. 112 The sabbatharies

contend with tothe and nail. i6ai Three Quest. Ansiv.
cone, tfh Commandm. 3 The Sabbatharies, which hereto-
fore would haue vs Christians obserue the Iewes Sabbath.
Sabbath (sarbap). Forms: a. 1, 3-5 sabat,

(3 pi. sabaz), 3 sabadt, 4 sabath, -aat, 4-5
sabate, 4-6 aab(b)ot, 4-7 saboth, 5 sabott(e,
sabbate, -atte, -ott, 5-6 sabote, 5-7 sabboth, 6
aabett, -a.tt, -otte, othe, Sc. aabbuth, 6- sab-

SABBATH.

1 bath ; 0. (erron., by confusion with Sabaoth) 4-8
sabaoth, 6 sabaothe, sabbaoth. See also Sab-
bat, [ad. L. sabbatum (partly through OF. sabbat,

sabat, mod.F. sabbat — Pr. sabbat, Sp. sibado, Pg.
sabado, It. sabbalo), Gr. aagfiamv, ad. Heb. m®
shabbdth, f. root rue shabath to rest. Cf. Goth.
sabbatus, -0, MDu. sabaet, sabbet, sabbot, Du.andG.
sabbat.
The Sp., Pg., and It. forms are the ordinary names in

those langs. for Saturday; but Pr. used dis-sapte (:-L.
dils sabbatt) in that sense. A popular Latin nasalized form
sambatum (of oriental origin) appears in F. samedi (:-'sam-

/
"!,

1
.!

dies), OHG. sambazfac (mod. G. samstag) Saturday.
1 he confusion with Sabaoth was not peculiar to England

it occurs in MHG. and in med.Latin.
The word is now very often written (like the names of the

days of the week and of festivals) with initial capital.]

1. a. In the original use : The seventh day of the
week (Saturday) considered as the day of religious
rest enjoined on the Israelites by the fourth (or in
mediaeval reckoning the third) commandment of
the Decalogue. Phrases, to keep, break the Sabbath.
The word was never in England, as in some continental

countries, a vernacular synonym for Saturday, though Eng.
lish writers of med.Latin used dies Sabbali as frequently
as dies Saturni.
a. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. Capitula Lectionum 5 87
From efernes sabates [L. a vespere sabbali). C1130 Hali
Meid. 17 Low, godd him seolf seiS purh be prophete :

' beo
be habbeo from ham forcoruen flesches lustes, & haldeS
mine sabaz '. 13.. Cursor M. 11987 (Colt.) And o lame o
baa lakes selue Wit handes made he spams tuelue, Apon
bair sabadt bus he did. 1340 Ayenb. 7 pe bridde heste is
belhch :

' Loke bet pou halji bane day of be sabat (Zeter-
day) '. . . pis word, zeterday, pet be iurie clepeb sabat, is ase
mocheworbase reste. ..And ine be stede of be sabat. zet
holi cherche bane sonday to loky ine be newe laje. c 1380
Wyclif Serin. Set. Wks. 1. 41 And Jesus spake to wyse men
of be lawe, and to Pharisees where it were leveful to hele in pe
Sabot. 138a — Acts i. 12 Thanne thei turneden a;en to
Jerusalem, fro the hil that is clepid Olyuete, the which is
bisydis Jerusalem, hauynge the iurney of a saboth. 143a-
50 tr. lligden (Rolls) IV. 267 Oure Savioure Criste was borne
.

. in the nyjhte of the holy Sabotte [orig. sancti Sabbati).
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. 1. 36 By our holy Sabbath haue I
sworne To haue the due and forfeit of my bond. 1649 Jf.r.
Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc. ix. 1x9 The Primitive Oiurch
kept both the Sabbath and the Lords day. 17x7-41 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Week, The Days of the Week were denomi.
nated by the Jews, from the order of their succession from
the sabbath. 1871 R. W. Dale Commandm. iv. 106 The
Christian Sunday and the Jewish Sabbath are absolutely
different institutions.

0. 13. . Cursor M. 1 1987 (GOtt,) Apon bar sabaoth bus he
did. C1510 Nisbet N. Test, in Scots (S.T.S.) I. 11 IJesus]
Healith the ydropysie vponn the sabaothe. c 1610 Women
Saints 171 Of the Iewes, hating Circumcision, yet with
them keeping their Sabaoth. 1658 Phillips, Sabaoth,. .a
celebration of the seventh day of the week.

b. Since the Reformation, often applied to * the
Lord's day ', i. e. the first day of the week (Sunday)
observed by Christians in commemoration of the
resurrection of Christ. This use was originally
connected with the opinion that the sabbatic law
of the Decalogue remains in force under the
Christian dispensation, the date of the ' Sabbath

'

having by Divine appointment been changed from
Saturday to Sunday ; bnt it occasionally appears
in writers who did not hold this view. In Scot-
land it is still very common. (Phrases as in 1 a.)
The notion that the Lord's day is a ' Christian Sabbath ',

or, more commonly (as in quot. 1340 under a) a substitute
for the Sabbath, occurs in theological wTitings from the
4th c. onwards, but was not popularly current before the
Reformation. In English, Sabbath as a synonym for ' Sun-
day ' did not become common till the 17th century.
[c 1440 : see Sabbath-day.)
a. 1509 Barclay Ship ofFools (1874) II. 175 Amonge the

whiche preceptis this was one The sabbot to Worshyp and
sanctyfy alwayThe seuenth day of the weke called the son-
day. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. ii. 113 Hast. . . Come the
next Sahboth, and I will content you. Priest. lie wait
vpon your Lordship. 1607 Hieron Wis. I. 150 Thou art
laboured with from sabboth to sabboth. .that thou maist be
prepared for Christ. 1654 Trapp Comm. Ps. xxiv. Introd.,
The first day of the week . . which is now the Christian Sab-
both. 1717 Wodrmv Corr. (1843) II. 237 Mr. John Adam-
son, Sabbath was fortnight, intruded on the ministry. 1809
Syd. Smith Serm. I. 74 Prayer should be offered up emi-
nently, and emphatically.. on the Sabbath. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Ola Home II. 100 Severe and sunless remem-
brances of the Sabbaths of childhood. 1888 Ch. Times
o Noy. 977/2 The British Sabbath is now-a-days always on
its trial. 1897 Q. Rev. Jan. 66 The term Sabbath as applied
to the Lord s Day is unknown to the Articles, the Canons,
and the Prayer-book of the Church of England.

/3. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 1. Pref. (1879) " To the
prophanation of the Lord his sabaoth, 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. ii. 040 Common Blaspheming of God's Name in
Oaths : Usuall profaning of his Sabbaoths. 1621 Elsinc
Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 3 The Bill for Sabaoth.

c. gen. Applied occas. to the day of the week
set apart for rest or worship by any religious body,
e. g. to the Friday as observed by Mohammedans.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) Table, Sabath. .of Sara-

cens on Friday.. ; of Peguans on Monday. 1704 J. Pitts
Acc. Mohammetans 42 Friday is their Sabbath, or Gema-
hgune.

d. Applied to the sabbatical year of the Israelites.
138a Wyclif Lev. xxv. 4 The seuenthe forsothe jeer of the

loond shal be the saboth of the restynge of the Lord. [So
in later versions.)



SABBATHAISM.

2. trans/, ami Jig. A time or period of rest ; a
cessation from labour, trouble, pain and the like.

a. 1591 SnniTU Du Bartas L vii. 446 He would, this
Sabbath should a figure be Of the blest Sabbath of Eternity.
1611 Bible Heb. iv. 9 There remaineth therefore a rest
\marg. keeping of a Sabbath) to the people of God. 1681
Dryoen Ah. <y Ackit. 913 He. .safe enjoys the Sabbath of
his Toils. 1737 Port Hor. Ep. 1. i. 3 Why will you break
the Sabbath of my days ! 1795 Southey Paupers Funeral
8 Yes, I will weep ; but not that thou art come To the cold
sabbath of the silent tomb. 1834 Neale Hymn,' Oh, what
the joy ', Those endless Sabbaths the blessed ones see. i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 20 It was Sunday, and the scene was
itself a Sabbath, with no sound to disturb its perfect rest.
8. 1398 Trsvisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxviii. (1495) 364Whan we come to the Sabaoth of endles rest thenne we

shall haue joye. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv.
Columns 132 Th'eternall sacred Sabbaoth. 1610G. Fletcher
Christ's Vict 1. vi, To keep an everlasting Sabbaoths rest.

3. A midnight meeting of demons, sorcerers and
witches, presided over by the Devil, supposed in
mediaeval times to have been held annually as an
orgy or festival. Often more explicitly witches'
sabbath. Also Sabbat.
«. 1660 F. T&%ooKS.\x.LcBLinc't Trav. 312 Divers Sorcerers

..have confessed that in their Sabbaths, .. they feed on such
fare. 173s Pore Ep. Lady 239 As Hags hold Sabbaths, less
for joy than spite, So these their merry, miserable Night.
i860 J. A. Hkssev Bampton Lect. 399 Here malignant spirits
have held their sabbath or hellish revelries. 1883 Harper's
Mag. 831/2 It might have been . . a veritableWitches' Sabbath.
0. 1857 B. Taylor Xorth. Trav. xi. 115 It would be far

more picturesque to describe a sabaoth of Lapland witches
than a prayer-meeting of shouting converts.

4. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as Sabbath
devotion, dress, evening, morning, music, rite,

season, service, sound, work; Sabbath-like adj.;
objective and objective genitive, as Sabbath-breach
(rare- 1

), -breaker, -breaking sb. and adj., -keeper,
-keeping sb. and adj. Abo + Sabbath-ceased a.,

discontinued during the Sabbath; Sabbath-school,
(a) -Sckdat-school; (*)» Jewish school held on
the Saturday for giving religious instruction to
children.

1784 Cowrai Tosh iv. 653 To show at home By lewdness,
idleness, and •sabbath-breach, The great proficiency he
faMaoro^d- «*>7 HiaaoH Wks. I. 234 ft cutteth the
sabboth-breaker, to beare his prophanenesse still cried out
vpon. 1738 Genii. Mag. Vllf. 658/' The excellent Laws
against Tippling Houses, Tipplers, Sabbath- Breakers, &c
1853 Card. Wiseman Ess. L 636 They lax Papists.. with
being habitual Sabbath-breakers. 1651 Petition in Proc.
Part No. 85. 1304 Acts past against Blasphemies, prophan
cursing and swearing, •Sabbath breaking, Jkc 1714 Mak-
div.lle Fab. Bees (1733) 1. 92 In the commission of the
peace,., he becomes .the., constant plaguelo sabbath-break-
ing butchers. 1769 Blacksione Comm. IV. 63 Profanation
of the lord', day, or sabbath-breaking. 1593 Nashe Christ;
T. }> Itteyr vnrcspiied, and not so much as 'Saboth-ceased
bloodshed. 1*13 ZoucHaWTo Hdr. E60, Poetry. .in
»hichdluer»haue shewed their thoughts not vnfit for solemne.
yea 'Sabaoth deuotioos. i8a$J. Wilson Poems II. 94 Smiling
in their •Sabbath-dress. l8ao Soutksy H'euty 1 1. 87 Having
. spent a 'sabbath evening at an inn. 1(54 N ialx Hymn,
Oh, what theytr' There dawns no Sabbath,-no Sabbath

is oer; These •Sabbath-keepers have one, and no mora.
1897 Masy Kingsley W. Africa 403 His rigid •Sabbath-
keeping, its* Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 28 A 'sabbath-
like pause of work and play, ran on a work-day. iM 1;.

Harti Man.m Beach 74 An almost Sabbathlike stillness
prevailed. 1863 Geo. Euot in Cross Life (1885. IL 355
.our letter was a welcome addition to our sunshine this
Sabbath morning 1807 Woaissw. White Dot vu. 1761When the bells of Rylslone pUyed Their 'sabbath music—
'Cod us ayde'. 17*4 Cowtca Task u 746 riD 'sabbath-
riles Have dwindled into unrespected forms. 184s R. W.
Hamilton Pop. Edut. vi (ed. 2) 133 The 'Sabbath school
generally supplies the sanctuary with Vis most intelligent
hearers. 1*64 Sksat Uhlan.Cs Patau 14 Nature's •Sab-
bath-season reigns. 1617 H iekox Wis. I f. 365 John . . neg.
hcud not the spirituall part of the 'aabbaslMervUCe, though
bee was restrained from the outward, 1*55 Loser, My Lost
>y*"l.«° Tbm «s»hr loves Come back with a 'sabbath sound.
»ss Bacoh Ess, Truth (Arb.) wo His •Sabbath Worke,
euer since, is the Illumination of bis Spirit.

Sabbathai»in (ssebiK'U'm). [t Sabbalhai +
-mil.] The doctrines of Sabbathai Zebi (,Heb.
Shablfthai C*bi), a false Messiah bom at Smyrna
A.D. i6a6.
„«••-» SfWf elncyct. Relig. Kmowl. II. 1129 Two
Polish tabbis, who travelled extensively to propagate Sab-
batbaism.

Sabbathariaa (s»etMpc«-riin;. Hist. [f. Sab-
bath 4- -AKH.f. Cf. SABBATABIAir.] ft. = SaB-
batabiax sb. 3. b. A member of the religious
sect founded by Joanna Southcott in 1801-14.
i7>» Oxaix tr. Muson's Mem. * Observ. 235 These Sab-

halhanans are so call'd because they will not remove the

3

folowynge. 156a Cooper Jui, Def. Truth ix. 75 By
necessitie of their enemies constreined they [sc the Jews)
..fought on the Sabboth day. <ri6io Women Saints 156
He. .with the Iewes kept the Saboth day,. .yet refused
Circumcision. 1709 J. Johnson Clergym. Vade M. 11. 104
Christians must not Judaize and rest on the Sabbath-day

;

but work on that very day ; and give the preference to the
Lord s day. 17*6 J. Henley Prim. Liturgy 10 Feasts, are
all Lords-days, all Sabbath-days, or Saturdays [etc.].

b. Sabbath day's journey : the distance (3,000
ammoth or 'ells' =1325 yards) which (according
to Rabbinical prescription in the time of Christ) was
the utmost limit of permitted travel on the Sabbath.
'Sa* Tindale Acts L 12 Mount olivete which is neye to

Jerusalem . . conteynynge a saboth dayes iorney. 1628 Earle
Microcosm., Shee Precise Hypocr. (Arb.) 63 Her oftest Gos-
sipings are Sabaoth-dayes ioumeyes.
2. = Sabbath i b.

The first two quots. may perhaps not be rightly placed
here, as it was the common view thai the commandment ' to
keep holy the Sabbath-day', in its Christian interpretation,
related to the festivals of the Church in general, and not to
Sunday only or eminently.
cs^utGesta Rom. x. 3o(Harl. MS.) Hope we hit is our

lord lhesu crist, be which hath ordeyned for lawe, bat ech
man shold kepe be saboth day. 15,13 Bradshaw St. Wer-
burge 11. 879 A woman which brake the commaundement
Of god and holy churche hye sabbotday dyd violate Vn-
laufully wurkynge. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 12 On Sunday

:

the forenoon occupied (a* for the Sabot day) in quiet and
vacation from woork, & in diuine semis. 1605 Vestry Bis.
(Surtees) 284 There shall be no meetinge as concerning any
business about upon the Sabbath day. 165s St. Andrews,
Xewcaslle-on-Tyne Par. Reg. in X. <y Q. 8th Ser. I. 223
Kobard Fenwick.. which was drowned in the Bares myil
dam wher he went to swim on the Saboth day. 1715 De Foe
Pom. Instruct, i. iii. (1841) 1. 63 As soon as they come home
next Sabbath-day from the sermon. 1810 Wordsw. Prose
",** (1876) II. 33 The sensations of pious cheerfulness,
which attend the celebration of the sabbath-day in rural
places. 1830-2 Carleton Traits /risk Peasantry (i860) I.

146 (Priest) On the Sabbath day too, without my leave !

8. — Sabbath i c.

1704 } Pitts Acc. Mohammelons 42 The Hattech. Le. a
Priest which is above the Emaum, ofiiciaies on their Sab-
bath-day.

4. gen. A Sabbath, day of sacred rest.

. »7» Pora Pro/. Sat. 13 No place is sacred, not the Church
is lrte

; tv'n Sunday shines no Sabbath-day to me.
Sabbathine (sarbaj»in\ a. [f. Sabbath +
1SE '•] Affecting or pertaining to the Sabbath.
,»»So

J-
M'Crie Mem. Sir A. Arnew viii. (1852) 194 The

uthme rules enjoin the Sons of Abraham 10 prepare forSabl

I before.

—
1
they will not remove the

Day of Rest from Saturday to Sunday. iSSa-3 Schaff;
Encycl. Retif. Knoml III. 2089 Sabbatharians orNew
Israelites,, .a religious sect (bunded by Joanna Southcott.
Sabbatharie, -y, variant forms of Sabbatabt.
Sabbath-day. Forms: (see Sabbath).
1. - Sabbath i a.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 17355 (Laud) After that sabot-day

was goo Tbedir come they euery-chon. c 13(0 WvcLir
Wis. (1880) 58 He helid a sik man vpon pe sabaat day.

t>ts.//igdenitlal)Ml IV. 327 Which, ptclekeped theire
lie day (ong. Sabbatum], and had* hyt in so arete
soon, that thai wold* not ordeyne meyte bat day.

•S34 Moaa Treat. Passion Wks. 1308/1 So do. .their sabbot
dayes begynnc 111 the euenj-n j, and endure to the cucnynge

Safblue

•*• f!*?*' bX laying in a stock of provisions the day tx

Sabbatbize siebabsiz), v . [Altered form of
Sabbatizx after Sabbath.] intr. To observe or
keep a Sabbath or period of rest
1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Esdras I 58 The land quietly kept

per sabbathes, a) Ihe lime of her desolation she sabbathired
in the application of seventie yeares. i6ai Ainsworth
Annot. Pentat. Gen. ii. 2 Rested : or Sabbatbised, that is,
k«Pt Sabbath. 1633 W. Strlthci True Happiness 75 This
dwelling in God is our spiritual sabbathizing, the type of Ihe
eternalL 1703 Hickerincill Priest-cr. 1. Wks. 1716 III.
;-• The Solemn League and Covenant . Mr. Knox did. .bring
into Scotland, where it is rampant to this day, and more
rigid than the Inquisition in Spain, with the additional
BJKotism of Sabbathising.

SabbathlMB (sa-baples), a. [f. Sabbath +
•LS88.1 Observing no Sabbath.
1609 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. 1 46 This incessant and

Sabbalhlessc pursute of a mans fortune Icaueth not tribute
which we owe to God of our time, a 1656 Hales Cold.
Rem. (1688) 178 Prayer itself is Sabbathless, and admits no

1 rest, no uternttsaion at all itas Lams Sonn., ' Who [first
invented work; Sabbathless Satan ! he who his unglad
Task ever plica, its* Pail Matt G. 31 Oct. a/a In 1885
Austria-Hungary in response to Ihe bitter cry of Sabbath-
less toilers enacted a stringent Sunday law.

Sabbatbiy sarbipli), a. [f. Sabbath -lv i.]

Recurring every Sabbath.
isSsGalt Sir A. Wylie III. xvii. 139 Ii was a Sabbatbiy

theme of regret

Sabbatbiy, adv. [f. Sabbath + -lt 2.]

L Every Sabbath ; Sabbath by Sabbath. St.
!

I6S7 in Cramond Ann. Banff^(1893) 1 1. 34 ITieir absenceis
fra the Kirk Sabbothlie at the direction of ihe bailyies and
eldens. 1071 Rec. Presbyt. Inverness 29 Mar. (S. H. S.
1896) 9 They were refreshed very much by him Sabbathly.
ilao Btacktv. Mag. VII. 467 As ihe Rev. Mr. F ..Sab-
bathly says, in the peroration of his sermons.
2. In a manner befitting the Sabbath.
1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 1 10 The Squire was Sab-

batnly solemn and imposing.

Sabbatian (sxb^'jian), sb\ [f. Sabbati-us (see

below) + -as.] A member of a sect founded by
Sabbatius (originally a convert from Judaism), who
acceded from the Novatianists before 380, having
adopted Quartodeciman views.
1708-ss BinohaM Orig. Eccles. XX. iii. I 5 The Marcianisls

. .kept the Sabbath also a fast So did also the Sabbatians,
Lampelians [elc.k 1727-41 Cha-mbi-ks Cycl. s. v., The Sabba-
lians are recorded by ecclesiastical historians, as having a
great abhorrence of the left-band. 1882-3 Schaff's EncycL
Relig. KnowL III. 2090 By bis followers, the Sabbatians, he
was honored as a martyr.

Sabbatian (sibV'-Jlan), a. and sb.- [f. *Sai-
batius (mod.L. form of Shabbethai : see Sabbath-
AI8M) + -Air.] A. adj. Pertaining to Sabbathaism.
180a tr. Grits s Hist. Jews V. 151 The Sabbatian mystics.

B. sb. A believer in Sabbathaism.
189s ir. Grits'* Hist. Jews V. 159 At Venice, .a quarrel

broke out between the Sabbatians and their opponents.

SABBATISM.

Hence Sabbatianism = Sabbathaism.
189s tr. Gratz's Hist. Jews V. Index, Sabbatianism, re-

vival of, v. 219. 1898 Zanowill Dreamers Ghetto vi. 20;
aabrRMninrlin did not play much part in my early life.

Sabbatic (ssebae'ttk) , a. and sb. [ad. F. sabbatique
( - Sp. sabdtico, Pg., It. sabbatico), ad. med.L. *sab-
baticus, a. Gr. aa00aTiKos, f. oaPBar-ov Sabbath :

see -ic] A. adj. Of or pertaining to the Sabbath

;

resembling or appropriate to the Sabbath. Sab-,
baticyear = sabbaticalyear (Sabbatical a. 2 a).
1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc ix. 119 Strict and

n
f
ce!

'f?.
rv

,
rest " wasone great part of the Sabbatick rites.

1650 Vind. Hammonds Addr. § 16. 6 The servant.. is to
be set free from that servitude . . in the seventh, or sabbatick
year. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. ii. rule vi. , 46
1 hey kept their first Sabbatick rest upon the very day in
which their redemption was completed, a 1711 Ken Pre.
Ajrativcs Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 30 Sabbatick Dawn, a Priest
or old, By sound of Trumpet told. 1737 Whiston Josefhus,
» ar vil. v. § 1 They call it the sabbatick river. 1861 Lewin
Jerusalem

: 87 Provisions in the little garrison from the effect
of the sabbatic year, began to run short. 188s J. Parker
Apost.Lifc I. 99 Grant Sabbatic peace to every soul.
tB. sb. A sabbatic year. Obs.

.
,65° r-'nd. Hammonds Addr. § 16. 6 The Jubilee, which

is the great Sabbatick (made up of seven times seven).

Sabbatical (s&bae-tikal), a. Also 8 sabbathi-
cal. [f. mod.L. *sabbatic-us (see prec.) + -al.]
1. Pertaining to or appropriate to the Sabbath.
1645 City Alarum ao The formerly mentioned are but

our working dayes abuses, now followes our seventh and Sab-
baticall errour, wherein we seeme to rest. 1799 Corry Sat.
s-.ond. (1803) 94 The Curate is so far from being prepared for
his sabbatical avocation, that he is engaged during the week
in some worldly pursuit. 1849 H. Miller Footpr. Creat.
xv. (1874) 295 It seems, besides, to throw light on the pro-
minence of the Sabbatical command. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant
Carita II. xxxi. 291 This, too, was a kind of solemn sab-
batical exercise. 189a A. Birrell Res Judic. ii. 38 A sab-
batical calm results from the contemplation of his labours.

b. Sabbatical river: an imaginary river cele-
brated in Jewish legend, which was said to observe
the Sabbath. Similarly Sabbaticalpool': see quot.
1649.
The legend of the ' sabbatical river ' existed in two dis.

crepant forms : cf. quots. 1671 (after Josephus) and 1849.
1613 Pl-rchas Pilgrimage (1614) 519 This was the issue of

their Pilgrimage to the Sabbatical! streame, which they
supposed to finde in this Persian Gulfe. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 111. xiv. 51 The sabbaticall pool in Judea, which
was dry six dayes, but gushed out in a full stream upon the
sabbath. 1671 Stiluncfl. Serm. viii. (1673) 151 The famous
Sabbatical River.. which for 6. days bears all before it.. :

the admirable nature of that River is, that it keeps the
Sabbath and rests all that day. 1849 Longf. Kavana^h
xi. (1857) 22i And must my life, then, be always like the
Sabbatical river of the Jews, flowing in full stream only on
the seventh day?

c. Of the nature of a Sabbath or period of rest.
1836 Sir H. Taylor Statesman xi. 79 It were to be wished

that he should set apart from business, not only a sabbatical
day in each week, but if it be possible a sabbatical hour in
each day 1

2. a. Sabbatical year: the seventh year, pre-
scribed by the Mosaic law to be observed as a
'Sabbath in which the land was to remain
untilled and all debtors and Israelitish slaves were
to be released. Also allusively.

1635-56 Cowley Davideis 11. Note 8 From hence con-
tracts, and the account of Sabbatical years and Jubilees
bare date. 1705 Hickerincill Priest^r. 1. Wks. 1716 III.
24 Neither Seventh Days.. nor Sabbath Days, nor Sab-
bathical Years.. is now any more obligatory to us. 1828
E. Irving Last Days p. viii, May it prove unto us as a sab-
batical year of rest !

b. Sabbatical millenary, millennium : the last

of theseven thousands of years which (on the analogy
of the seven days of the creation) were supposed to
form the destined term of the world's existence.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. i. 278 He conceaveth

the Elementall frame shall end in the seventh or Sabbatical!
millenary.

_ 1814 J. Christie Ess. Early Idol. 11 The sup-
posed continuance of this earth as many thousand years,
the last thousand of which, it was reported, would be a
Sabbatical Millenium.

Hence Sabbatically adv., Sabba'ticalnass.
1727 Bailey vol. II. , Sabbaticalness, the Being of the

Nature or Quality of a Sabbath. 1847 Disraeli Tancred
11. xv, He sabbaticallyabstains from the debate or the rubber.

Sabbatine (saj-batain), 0. Hist. [ad. med.L.
sabbatin-us (and Sp. sabatind), f. sabbat-um Sab-
bath, Saturday.] a. Sabbatinepreacher: one ap-
pointed to preach on Saturdays, b. Sabbatine bull:

a bull of Pope John XXII, proclaiming, as a re-

ward for the wearing of the scapular, a plenary
indulgence available on the first Saturday after the
death of him who gains it. So Sabbatine indul-
gence.

Vfiu Nugent tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 437 Friar Gerund
appeared a Priest in facie ecclesise, and Sabatine Preacher
in full form. i8a6 1. Coleman Indulgences, etc., Order
Mt. Carmel 15 That the so celebrated name of the Sabba-
tine Bull might not be forgotten. 1886 Month Dec. 473 The
second of these privileges, .is.. the Sabbatine Indulgence.
It isaplenary.. Indulgence. .available on the first Saturday
after the death of him who gains it, releasing him then and
there from Purgatory and admitting him straightway to the
joys of Heaven.

Sabbatism (sarbatiz'm). rare. [ad. late L.

sabbatismus, Gr. aaffPariaisbs, n. of action f. <ra/3-
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SABBATIST.

iSaTifcix to keep the Sabbath, f. oa00aroy Sabbath :

see -ism.]
.

1. A sabbatical rest : in allusions to Heb. iv. 9.

15S1 N. T. (Rhem.) Heb. iv. 9 Therefore there is left a

subbatiane [Vulg. sabbatismus, Gr. aaManauix; IVycl.

1 3S2 a saboth halowynge ; 161 1 a rest ; 1881 Revised a sab-

bath rest] for the people of God. 1647 J-'-°I"?i A !"*' "•
Ui. 11 There is now remaining to us another Sabbatisme, or

day of rest, now in the dayes of the Gospel, different from

the seventh day of rest. 1886 S. Cox Expositions II.xxvn.

376 This Divine sabbatism, this pure eternal rest.

2. The formal observance of the Sabbath.

1611 Broughton Require 0/Agreement 13 In the Iubilee

the Maiestie of God will be a remission, and redemption,

and ending of Sabbatisme to Israeli, a 1711 Ken Prepara-

tires Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 29 Sabbatism. To a Seventh

Day God Jews restrain'd, For Joy, Rest, Praise ordain d.

1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 117 Sabbatism had been ele-

vated above faith and purity.

Hence Sabbati'smala., characterized byholyrest.

1881 J. C Burks in /. Brace's Serin. Biog. 102 Very

peaceful, Sabbatismal, these years were.

Sabbatist (sse-batist). [f. L. sabbat-um Sab-

bath + -1st.] - Sabbatarian.
1857 Baden Powell Ckr. without Judaism 161 Some

Sabbatists..keep holy the seventh day of the week. 1865

J. Gill tr. Bozet's Banished Count xxi. 222 The Sabbatists

observed the Seventh day of the week instead of the first.

Sabbatization (ssebatsiz^-Jan). [f. next +

-Alios.] The action of sabbatizing : a. Observ-

ance of the Sabbath, Sabbath-keeping, b. The

conversion (of Sunday) into a Sabbath.

1644 Laud Troub. * Tryal xxxv. (1695) 345 Those Men
who stand so strictly upon the Morality of the Sabbath, do

by a gross and carnal Sabbatization, three times out-go the

Superstition of the Jew. 1817 G. S. Faber Orig. Expiat.

Sacr. 202 He actually mentions the non-sabbatisation of the

patriarchal religionists as a circumstance quite indisputable.

188a Ch. Times 11 Aug. 544 The Sabbatization of Sunday
came in comparatively late.

Sabbatise (sarbatsiz), v. AIsoSabbathizk.

[ad. L. sabbatiz-are, ad. Gr. oaBfraTifav, f. <rd/3-

0aTov Sabbath : see -ize. Cf. F. sabbaliser.']

X. intr. To keep the Sabbath; to observe a speci-

fied dav as a day of rest.

1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 247 They are also com-
manded to keepe the Sabbaths rest, to Sabbatize. a 1716

Blackall Wks. (1723) I. 214 We do not so Sabbatbe as we
should do, if we give only one Day of the Week to God,
and the other six Days to the Devil. 1881 Blackie Lay
Serin, ii. 105 A Samaritan.. made it a point.. in whatever
attitude the first moment of the day had found him, in that

position to remain..: if sitting, then to Sabbatise in the

sitting attitude.

b. Jig. To enjoy or undergo a period of rest

analogous to a Sabbath.
138a YVvclif 1 Esdras i. 58 Al the time of ther forsaking

he [1. e. the land] sabatisede, in the apliyng of seuenti aer.

1596 Bell Surv. Popery 1. m. v. 109 Although the mind re-

generate do sabbatize in the Lord. 16*5 Gill Sacr. Philos.

11. 140 But if there were no incarnation, .neither our under-

standing, nor our sences could have any object wherein to

rest and sabbatize. ai7ii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721

II. 89 It was the Day which Jesus canoniz'd, When he from
all his Dolours sabbatiz'd.

2. trans. To observe or keep as a Sabbath ; to

assimilate to a Sabbath.
1609 Bible (Douay) Lev. xxv. 2 Thou shalt sabbatize the

sabbath to the Lord. 1880 W. Smith's Diet. Chr. Autia.
II. 1052/2 The tendency to sabbatize the Lord's day is due
chiefly to the necessities of legal enforcement. 1906 H.
Becbie Priest xvi. 236 Silvia is inclined to Sabbatize the
week-days.

+ 3. To give sabbatical rest to. Obs. rare" 1
.

1701 Beverley Apoc. Quest. 8 For the Type is Sacrifice

Honourably Sabbatiz'd, and at Rest in the Antitype, Our
Lord Jesus Christ, our great Sacrifice Sabbatizing All Sacri-
fice by the sacrifice of Himself.

Hence Sa'bbatizing vbl. sb. Also Sabbatizer,
in quot. one who observes the Jewish Sabbath.
1613 Purcmas Pilgrimage (1614) 122 The Jewes on their

Sabbaths . . did vse . . to drink somwhat more largely (a Sab-
batising too much, by too many Christians imitated). 1683
Hickes Case Inf. Bapt. 61 Let the Adversaries of Infant-
Baptism consider.. Whether rejecting of it.. they do not
teach others, especially Atheists, pure Deists, and Sabba-
tizers.-a way to deny all the rest. «i7ii Ken Prepara-
tives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 20 Wear Jesus Yoke, .

.

*l'will

prove a Sabbatising to your Mind. 174a J. Glas Lord's
6"«/^rii{i883)76 Our sabbatizing, or resting from our own
works on the first day of the week is a sign of the truth of
the promise of entering into his rest. 1855 People's Suiutay
5, I shall, therefore, further show the complete absence of
scripture authority for the doctrines of our Sabbatizing
brethren.

Sabbaton, -tyne : see Sabaton, Sabatike.
|| Sabbe-ka. Anliq. rare- 1

. [Biblical Aramaic
Hoato or Mac sabb'ka.] An ancient musical instru-
ment mentioned in the Book of Daniel; in the
English Bible erroneously called Sackbut, q. v.

1844 Whittier Ezckiel ix, They listen, as in Babel's
throng The Chaldeans to the dancer's song, Or wild sab-
beka's nightly play.

Ii Sabdariffa (sjebdari-fa). [mod.L. ; in Lobel
Plantartmi Hist. (1576) 375 ; of obscu.e origin.]

An East Indian rose-mallow, Hibiscus Sabdariffa
(Linnaeus 1 759), cultivated for its acidulous calyxes.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1002/2 Sabdariffa Hibiscus Sabdariffa,

called Red Sorrel in the West and Rozelle in the East
Indies, where it is used in tarts, jellies and salads, and to
form a cooling drink.

Sabe : see Savey.

Sabean, Sabeism : see Sab^jan, Sabaism.

Sabel, obs. form of Sable.

t Sabeline, sb. Obs. Also 3 sablyne, 7 sabel-

line. [a. 0¥.sabeline (1 2th c. in Godef.),ad. med.L.

sabellna {pellis), sable (fur), l.sabellum Sable sb.1

Cf. Zibelike.] The fur of the sable.

a iaoo MoralOde 364 (Egerton MS.) Ne seal ber beo fou ne

grei ne cunig ne ermine ne ocquerne ne martres cheole ne

beuer ne sabeline [c IJ7S Jesus MS. sablyne]. ? 1700 Cruel

Mother in Child Ballads (1882) I. 221/2 We neither wore

the silks nor the sabelline. 1876 Planche Cycl. Costume

I. 439 Sable, sabelline, the skin of an animal of the weasel

or marten kind.

Sabeline : see Sabelline a.1

II
Sabella (sabe-la). Zool. [mod.L. (Gmelin

Linnseus Syst. Nat., ed. 12, 1788), perh. f. sabti-

lum sand.] A tubicolous annelid of the family

Sabellidx.
a 1831 Dalvell Powers Creator (1853) II. 175 Different

species or varieties of the Sabella are found on the shores

and in the seas of Scotland. Ibid., Sabella alveolaria.—

The Honeycomb Sabella. 1851 Medlock tr. Schoedler

s

Bk. Nature 11. 530 There are besides, the Sabellas, or pencil,

/an, and comb-worms (Sabella). 1863 Wood Illustr. Nat.

Hist. III. 699We now come to another pretty tube-inhabiting

annelid, which is called Sabella, because it lives in the sand

and forms its tube of that substance. Several species of

Sabella are found on the British coasts, the most common of

which is the Shore Sabella (Sabella alveolaria).

Sabellian (sabe-lian), a 1 and sb.1 Theol. [ad.

eccl. L. Sabellian-us, f. Sabellius (see B) : see -an.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the Sabellians (see B) or

their doctrine.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. vn. v. 126 Of the Sabellian

heresie...The Sabellian heretickes. 1710 Waterland Eight
Serm. 4 Under the Sabellian Interpretation I include all

that belongs to Men of Sabellian Principles. 1848 R. I.

Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation ix.259 The Sabellian

theory is, that there exists no real diversity of Persons in the

Ever-Blessed Trinity.

B. sb. One who accepts the view of Sabellius

(an African heresiarch of the third century) that

the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are merely differ-

ent aspects or modes of manifestation of one Divine

person. Cf. Modalist.
1403 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 92 He is callid an heretike

that heresies sowith, as Arrians, Wyclyfanes, Sabellyanes,

and other. 1556 Clement in Strype Eccl. Mem. III. App.
lxi. 214 From all Arians, Eutichians, Manichians, Sabel-

lians . . and all other heretikes. 1685 Rvcaut tr. Platina's

Lives Popes si The Sabellians .. asserted that the Father,

Son, and holy Ghost were but one Person. 170a Echard
Eccl. Hist. (1710) 619 Tho' those who then held this opinion
were call'd Sabellians, yet the heresie itselfwas more ancient
than Sabellius. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. ill. iv. (1872) 45
Sabellians, or worshippers of one person under three differ-

ent manifestations.

Sabellian (sabe'lian), a.2 and sb.'- Hist. [f. L.

Sabell-us + -ian.] a. adj. Pertaining to a group
of related peoples who inhabited certain parts of

ancient Italy, comprising the Sabines, Samnites,

Campanians, and others, b. sb. A person belong-

ing to any of these peoples.
In Latin poetry Sabelli is commonly used as a synonym

of SabinJ. The use of Sabellian by modern writers is

somewhat arbitrary.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 64 OfSamnites, whom the Greekes
called Sabellians and Saunites, The Colonie Bouianum, the
old. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. Isl. I. 277 The territory
of those Sabellian tribes \sc. the Sabines, Marsians, Pelig-
nians, Vestinians, and Samnites], which are here classed
together, includes the central heights and valleys of the
Apennines. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII. 445/2 Oscan is. .a use-
ful term to designate the nation or group of tribes composed
of the Samnites, togetherwith their descendants or offshoots,
the Campanians, Lucanians, and Bruttians. The name
Sabellians, used bythe Roman poets, has been employed
by some modern writers in much the same signification.

Sabellianism (sabe-lianiz'm). [f. Sabellian
a.1 and sb.1 + -ism.] The doctrinal conception of
the Trinity as held by the followers of Sabellius

;

belief in the Sabellian doctrine of the Trinity.
1668 H. More Div. Vial. Schol. (1713) 549 Sabellianism,

which allows the Consubstantiality or Coequality in the
Trinity. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. xL (1876) 104 A
heresy known by the name of Sabellianism or Modal
Trinity. 1907 Illingworth Doctr. Trin. vii. 127 To avoid
Tritheism on the one hand,, .and Sabellianism on the other.

Sabellianize (sabe-lianaiz), v. [f. Sabellian
+ -ize.] inlr. To adopt Sabellian views. •

1833-40 J. H. Newman Church 0/Fathers (1842) 171 We
have bid farewell to contentious deviations of doctrine,.,
neither Sabellianizing nor Arianising. 1833 — Arians v.
i. (1876) 356 Not only did he [Athanasius] reluctantly aban-
don his associate, the unfortunate Marcellus, on his Sabel-
lianizing but (etc.).

Sabellic (sabe-lik), a. [f. L. Sabellus Sabel-
lian a.2 + -10.] Pertaining to the language or the
nationality of the Sabellians.
1880 Encycl. Bril.Xlll. 126/1 The Sabellic inscriptions.

1901 Giles in Encycl. Brit. XXXIII. 898/2 The Sabellic
alphabet, . . found in a few inscriptions.

Sabellid (sabeiid), a. and sb. Zool. [f. Sabella
+ -id.] A. adj. Pertaining to or connected with
the family Sabellidm, of which the genus Sabella is

the type.

1900 Nature 6 Dec. 140/1 A paper, .on the sabellid worms
collectively designated as Polycha:tes.

SABICU.

B. sb. An individual of the family Sabellidx.
893 Jrnl. Mar. Zool. Nov. 13 On the method of disper-

sion and fertilization of ova in some sabellids. 1896 Hlnham
in Camb. Nat. Hist. II. 286 The beautiful branchial crowns
of various Sabellids.

Sabelline (sabe-bin), a.1 Also (in Diets.)

sabeline. [ad. med.L. sabellinus, f. sabelltim

Sable sb. 1
] Of the colour of sable fur.

1888 Longm. Mag. July 297 Bird and beast must assume
alike the uniform grey sabelline tint of external nature.

Sabelline (sabe-tain), a.2 Zool. [f. Sabella
+ •On *.] Pertaining to the genus Sabella or to
the family Sabellidx (Cent. Diet. 1891).
Sabelline, variant of Sabeline Obs.

Sabellite (ssebe -bit). Zool. [f . Sabella + -ite 1.]

A fossil sabella, or some similar worm ( Cent. Diet.

1891).

Sabelloid (sabe-loid), a. and sb. Zool. [f.

Sabella + -old.] a. adj. Of or resembling the
annelidan Sabellidx (Cent. Diet. 1891). b. sb. One
of the Sabellidm (ibid.).

Saber, obs. or U.S. form of Sabbe.
Sabian (s/'-bian), sb. and a. Also 7-8 Zabian,
7-8 Sabean, 8 Zabacan, Tsabeean, 8-9 Sabean,
Tsabian. [f. Arab. >L» f<*W + -AIf-

According to Noldeke, the word represents the pr. pple.

of the Aramaic 2T3 c'baS. to baptize (the J being changed
into W as is usual in the Manthean and cognate dialects).

In the actual form in which the word occurs in Arabic, it

has the appearance of being derived from the same root as
the Hebrew N22 cdbd host (see Sabaoth); hence, as certain

sects claiming the name of Sabians were alleged to be wor-
shippers of the stars, the name was (already by Maimoni-
des in the 12th c.) interpreted as referring to ' the host of
heaven \J
A. sb.

1. An adherent of a religious sect mentioned in

three passages of the Koran (ii. 40, v. 73, xxii. 17),
and by later Arabian writers.
In the Koran the Sabians are classed with Moslems. Jews,

and Christians, as believers in the true God. On account
of the toleration extended by Moslem.-, to them, the name
of Sabians was, some centuries after Mohammed, assumed
not only by the Gnostic half-Christian Manda&ns (whose
religion is perhaps akin to that of the true Sabians), but
also by certain actual polytheists. The statement of some
Arabic writers is that the Sabians were professedly Christian,
but secretly worshippers of the stars. (Cf. Sabaism.)
1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 35 For want of knowing

the Religion of the antient Zabians. ..Of those Zabiists.,1
find a deep and general silence in Classick Authors. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 462 i The fourth [sc. apartment of
hell] named al Sair,[ Mohammedans assign] to the Sabians.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 295/2 That the unity of the Deity-
was however still acknowledged in the religious system of
the Tsabians is manifest from the way in which this religion
is spoken of in the Koran.

b. Used for Mandjsan (see quot 1883).
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 458/2 The Sabians have

several books which they attribute to some of the antedilu-
vian prophets. 1883 K. Kessler ibid. (ed. 9) XV. 467/2
no(,\ In their dealings with members of other communions
the designation they [i.e. the Mandaeans] take is Sabians.

2. In erroneous use : A worshipper of ' the host

of heaven ' ; a star-worshipper.
17x6 Pbideaux O. 4- N. Test. Connectcd\. 111. (1718) I. 140

The remainder of this sect still subsists in the east under
the same name of Sabians. . .That which hath given them
the greatest credit among the people of the east is, that the

best of their astronomers have been of this sect... For the

stars being the gods they worshipped, they made them the

chief subject of their studies. 1864 Col. Greenwood in

Athenaeum 23 July 115/3 Bishop Cumberland and Bishop
Warburton.. agree that Cain. .and his descendants were
Sabeeans. Abraham and Moses were Sabaeans till Jehovah
revealed himself to them.

B. adj. Pertaining to the Sabians (in the vari-

ous applications of the name : see A).

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 571 The Sabean Christians

have, in their religion, a mixture of Judaism and Mahometan-
ism. 1859 J. M. Arnold IsAmael 35 In a Sabian Almanac
. . it is stated :

' They fast in it seven days . . in honour of the

great Lord, the Sun, the Lord of all Good.' 1886 EncycL
Brit. XXI. 1 28/1 It is quite inappropriate to call star-wor-

shippers in general Sabians or Zabians or to speak of a
distinct Sabian religion, as older writers do.

Sabianism (s^'bianiz'm). Also 9 sabaeanism.

[f. prec. + -ism.] The religion of the Sabians;

chiefly in erroneous use, worship of * the host of

heaven
1

, star-worship. Cf. Sabaism.
1788 Gibbon Decl. * P. V. L 194 Sabianism was diffused

over Asia by the science of the Chalda^ans and the arms of

the Assyrians. 1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. 1.31 Astro-

Iatry or Sabianism ; that is to say, the worship of the Sun,

the Moon, and the Host of Heavea 1871 Proctor Light
Set'. 333 Satweanism, or star-worship.

Sabicu (ssebik«*)* A timber tree, Lysiloma

Sabicu, native of Cuba, the wood of which is

greatly valued for its hardness and durability ; the

wood of this tree. Also aitrib.

1866 Treas. Bot. 704/1 The valuable hard timber known
as Sabicu, Savacd or Savico wood, /did., Sabicu timber is

imported.. from Cuba. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 68/2 Acacia
fortttosa supplies the valuable Cuba timber called sabicu.

1879 Man. Artillery Exerc. 588 A number of 5-in. sabicu

shifting rollers.

Sabiism : see Sabaism.
Sabill, obs. f. Sable. Sabin(e, var. ff. Savin.



SABINE. SABLENESS.

SabinC (saebsin), a. and sb. //is/, [ad. L.

Sabin-us adj. and sb.] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Sabines : see B.

1697 Dhydln sEneid vui. 842 Sabine dames. 1756 C.
Smart tr. Horace, Sat. 1. ix. (1826) II. 75 An old Sabine
sorceress. 1841 W. Spalding Italy * //. 1st. I. 220 The
..valley of the Hernici . . separates the Sabine heights
from the group of mountains anciently inhabited by the

ians. X908 O. Crawkord in 10M Cent. Jan. 69 Liquor
that Horace drank and sang of on his Sabine farm.

B. sb. One of a race of ancient Italy who in-

habited the central region of<he Apennines.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 61 Tacius kyng of

Sabyns was i-slawe by assent of Romulus. 1533 Bellenden
Levy u iv. (S.T.S.) I. 29 Ane huge nowmer of Sabinis with
bare wyiffis, barnis, & servandis. 1601 Holland Pliny I.

65 The Sabines. .dwell hard by the Veline lakes. 1763 W.
Gordon tr. Levy's Rout. Hist. (1823) I. xxxviii. 70 The
Sabines fled to the Mountains. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

<r It. Isi. I. 46 The Sabines, as it is. .conjectured, had a
settlement covering the Capitoline and Quirinal Hills.

b. trans/, in allusion to the proverb Saiini
quod volunt somniant, ' the Sabines dream what
they will ' (Festus).
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 542 Grimsby, which our

Sabins, or conceited persons dreaming what they list, and
following their owne tansies, will have to be so called of
one Grime a merchant.

Sabino sab»ni>). [app. altered form of Sp.

sabina Savin.] a. The bald or deciduous cypress,

Taxodium distichum ( Treas. Bot., Suppl., 1 874). b.

The Mexican swamp cypress, Taxodium mucrona-
tum (Webster Suppl., 1901). a The wood of a
speciesof7a/a«wavEncycl.rJriL XIX. 532/3,1885).
Sabtr : see Saxblr.
Sable (sft'b'l), sbA Forms: a. 4 sabylle,

5 sabulle, 5-6 ssblll, 5-7 sabel, 6 sabil(lo, 7
aabell. 4- sable. B. 7 oebaL [a. OF. sable,

saible sable fur, also quasi-*//', in martre sable

(' sable marten ') as the name of the animal and
its fur, med.L. sabelum, saiellum sable far, Icel.

safal, safali sable (the animal), sable-fur, Du.
sabel sable-fur. The OF. word was prob. adopted
from Slavonic : cf. Russian c060.1i,, Polish, Czech
sobol (whence G. sobel. Da., Sw. sobel), Lith. saba-

las, Hung, czoboljr, the sable. See also Zibellin k,

which represents a Romanic derivative from the

same Slavonic word.
The rare 17th c form cebat a of obscure origin ; it may

possibly be a shortening of one of the Rom. forms cited s.v.

ZlHLUXE.)
1. A small carnivorous quadruped, Mustela zibet-

Una, nearly allied to the martens, and native of the

arctic and sab-arctic regions of Europe and Asia.

Also Russian, Siberian sable. In ME. the animal
and its fur are called also martrix sable, martryn
sable, after OF. martre sable.

The American sable, Mustela Americana, native of the
arctic and sub-arctic regions of North America, u now
regarded as a geographical variety of the Old World species.

The red or Tatar sable is the Siberian mink, Putorius
ssbiricus.

1433 Jas. I Kingis Q. clvii, The bugill, draware by his

onus grete ; The mart rik sable, the foyinjee, and mony mo.
' -4 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 504/2 That noo Knyght . .nor noo
, of enysoch Knyght .. were eny manere Cloth of Gold

. oreny Furre of Sabfes. icggl'. Washington tr. Sicholay's
Voy. 11. xxiii. 62 Forres of martirs, Zebclins, Sables,. .and
other fine skins. 1608 Ckarleto* Ouomast. its Mustela
Zibelliaa,. .line Cebal, or Sable. 1719 Ds Foe Crusoe
(1B40) II. xvi. 126 They. .catch sables and foxes. 1*77
Cocas Fur Ansm. iii. 95 The Sable is principally trapped
during the colder months.

b. Painting. A pencil made of the sable's hair

{Cent. Diet. 1891).

2. The skin or fur of the sable.

14.. Ltdc Life Our Lady (MS. Bodl. 75, foL 71b) Ne
martrcs sable [Caxtem and other texts Ne martyrn ne
sabyl).-Was noon founde in her garment. 1506 Ace. Ld.
Hifh Treat. Scot. IV. so Item, put in the samyn [gounj
sevin acore of mertrikis of the Kingis and pair! of sabilles.

1553 Eden Treat. Heme tad. (Arb.) so The riche furres
called Zioellsni, which we call Sables. 1038 Sir T. Haaaurr
Trav. (ed. s) 180 Raw silks, exefaang'd for sables, mj
Ladv M. W. Montagu Let. to Close Mar 30 Jan., This
lady was in a gown . . lined and faced with sables. 183s
Court Mag. V I . p. vi/2 When we say fan, we should rather
say fur, for sable is the only one adopted by ladies of high
fashion. 1803 F. F. Mooes Gray Eye or So III. 211 Mrs.
Mowbray's set of sables had cost., seven hundred guineas.

3. A superior quality of Russian iron, so called

from being originally stamped with a sable.
"

l J. Surra Paaei

*ytt

1 Set. t\ Art I. ia That kind [of
iron) called old sable, itja Unit Diet. Arts 46a Those
(files) made from the Russian Iron, known by the name of
old sable, called from its mark ccmd, are excellent.

4. oitrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as sable-

skin ; (made of the hairs of the sable) sable brush,
•penal; 'used for taking the sable 1 sable-trap

\ (made
of the fur of sable' sable-coat', muff* tippet. Also
objective, as sable-hunter*
i»73 E. SrO» Workshop Receipts Ser. i. a/i Chinese white

..may be applied with a fine 'sable-brush. 1753 Hamway
Trm>. (1767) 1. 111. I. 339 It is common to see a great man
alt In btt *sable-coat in the height of summer. 1719 Ds Fob
Crusoe (1840) II. xvi 335 They were the •sable-hunters of
Siberia. 17*4 Kikc Cook's 3rd Voy. vi. it. III. 3*0, I had

a present., of a handsome "sable muff. 1811 SelfInstructor
518 The latter kind are called *sable pencils. 1719 De Foe
Crtttoe (1840) II. xv. 316, I was curious to see the *sable-
skins. x88a H. Lansdell Through Siberia I. 208 A good
sable skin fetches from 50.1. to^io. 1686 Land. Gaz. No.
3202/4 Lost.., a *Sable Typpet. 1784 J. Belknap in B.
Papers (1877) II. 188 We saw. .abundance of 'sable-traps,
and one bear-trap.

b. SabIe-mouse[ = Ger.st?r5t?/wtftfj] = Lemming.
1699 Sir P. Rycaut in Phil. Trans. XXI. no In the

Year 1697, these Sable.Mice were first observ'd. 1700 W.
King Transactioneer 81 Sable-Mice .. are so fierce and
angry that if a stick be held out at them, they will bite it.

Sable (s^'b'l), sb.'- and a. Also 4-5 sabyll(e,
5-6 sabill. [a, F. sable sable (as heraldic term :

in Godef. cited only from 15th a), whence Sp., Pg.
sable, MDu., Du. sobel. The identity of the word
with Sable sbA is commonly assumed, though
some difficulty is presented by the fact that the fur

of the sable, as now known, is not black but brown.
Some have conjectured that it may have been customary

to dye sable-fur black (as is now often done with sealskin),
perh. in order to heighten its contrast with ermine, with
which it was often worn.
The development by which the heraldic term has become

a general (poetical or rhetorical) synonym for * black ' is

peculiar to English.]

A. s/>.

1. Her. Black, as one of the heraldic colours; in

engraving represented by horizontal and vertical

lines crossing each other. AbbreviatedSt Sa. , fSab.
130 Wynnerctf li'astourt 157 The thirde banere one bent

as of blee whitte With sexe galeys I see of sable with inn.

? 11x400 Morte Arth. 771 His hede and hys hab ware..
Oundyde of azure, . . Hys feete ware floreschede alle in fyne
sabylle. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xn. vi, 601 A shelde alle

of Sabel. 1489 Caxton Faytes ojF A. iv. xvii. 280 That
other colour is blak that men calle in strmoyrie sable. 156a
Leigh Armorie (1597) 87 b, These [Ogresses] are Pellets of
guns, and are neuer of other colour, then Sable. 1611C0TGR.,
Sable, . . the colour sables, or blacke, in Blason. 1864 Bol tell
Her. Hist. 4- Pop. xv. 175 Changing the tincture of the field

of his shield from sable to azure.

2. The colour black ; black clothing, also, esp.

as a symbol of mourning, poet, and rhetorical.

c 1374 Chaucer Comyl. Mars 284 Now baue ye cause to
clothe vow in sable. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 372 A Peire of
Bedes blak as Sable Sche tok and heng my necke aboote.
c 1470 Got. 4- Gaw. 20 Thair baneris schane with the sone,
of stlucr and sabill. 1508 Dunbar Cold. Targt 126 Thare
was Pluto. .In cloke of grcne, his court usit no sable. x6o>
Shaks. Hani. 1. ii. 342 Ifam. His beard was grisly? No.
Hor. It wis. as I haue scene it in his life, A Sable Siluer'd.

17*8 Poce Dune. 11. 362 The King of dykes ! than whom
no sluice of mud With deeper sable blots the silver flood.

1855 Loner. Himw. vui. 38 Painted was he with his war-
paints,. .Spots of brown and spots of sable.

fb. Blackness, darkness. Obs.
1503. Dunbar Thistle t\ Ron- 56 The purpour sone,. .Doing

all sable fro the hcvynnis chace. 1774 tr. Hebvx tins' Child
of Sature II. 336 The sable of death was spread upon his

face. 1761 CowrER Conversat. 873 Let no man charge me
that 1 mean To clothe in sable every social scene.

3. //. Mourning garments ; a suit of black worn
as an emblem of grief, poet, or rhetorical.

160a Shaks. Ham. 111. ii 138 Nay then let the Diuel weare
blacke, for He haue a suite of Sables. 1676 Otway Don
Cartas v. L You'll find her all in rueful Sables clad. 1795
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ptndariana Wks. 1812 IV. 164 Her
floomy sables change to pink and gold. 1848 Thackeray
an. rair Ivii, Her little boy sate oy her side in pompous

new sables. sSft> 'Ovida' C. Castlemahu (1879) 16 The
sables she wore were not solely for the dead Earl.

i«SS ir. Com. Hist, hrancion i. i Already had the Night
worn oat scare half her Sable*, a 1708 Bevekidgs Priv.
Tk. 1. 101 This Hatred..puts on the mournful Sables of
Grief and Sorrow. 1746 Hsivlt Medit. (1818) 163 Then
the earth, disrobed of all ber gay attire, must sit in sables,

like a disconsolate widow. i8Ba Mas. Olifhani /-//. Hist.

Eag. 1. 58 Thus Cowper kept on bis sables, his melancholy
countenance (etc 1

.

4. A book-name of several species of pyralid

moths, esp. of the genera Botys and Ennychia.
183s Rikxie ConspKt. Butter/1. + M. 140 The Wavy,

barred Sable {Euaychia anguiaatisl Ibid. The Silver-

barred Sable (£. ciugulatat.

5. In full sable antelope. A large stout-homed

antelope, Hippotragus (sEgocerus) nigtr, native of

South and East Africa, the male of which is of a

deep-black colour.

1850 R. G. Cunning Hunter's Life S. AJr. (low) 95/1 An
old back of the sable antelope, the rarest and most beautiful

animal in South Africa. 1895 J- G- Mnxats Breath fr.

I 'etdt( 1899) 194, I saw the head and horns of a grand sable,

looking straight at me. 1900 Ghogan & Sharp Cape to

Cairo v. 49, I saw two grand bull sable browsing.

6. Cd«d.,parasynthetic and instrumental, as sable-

bordered, -tinctured, -coloured, -hooded, -lettered,

-robed, -spotted, -stoled, -suited, -vested, visaged adjs.

a 1758 Kansay Death R. Alexander i, Thou *sable-

border'd sheet begone ! 1744 Akekside Pleas. Itnag. 111. 07

Learning's garb, Wilh formal band, and "sable-cinctur d

gown. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. u i. 233 It is besieged with

•sable coloured melancholic. 1596 R. L[inche] DieliaUiji)
Night puts on her mistic sable-coloured vayle. 1770

'. HoosoN Ved. Temple Solomon 13 The dreary Realms Of
•sable-hooded Night. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 111. vi, In

vain, the learning of the age Unclasp'd the "sable-letter*

d

page. 1599 1'. M[oufet] Sithwormes 54 Like "sable-robed

Ants. 1857 Ruskin Pot. Econ. Art u. (1868) 104 Walled
towers.. •sable-spotted with cannon-courses. 16S9 Milton

9

Hymn Nath'ity xx'w. The *sable-stoled Sorcerers bear his
worshipt Ark. 1590 Gkeene Ort. Fur. (1599) G3D, Phcebus,
put out thy "sable suted wreathe. 1607 Milton P. L. 11. 962
With him Enthron'd Sat "Sable-vested Night. 1608 Merry
Devil of Edmonton Prol. 24 The silent "sable visagde night.

B. adj. In 6-7 also sables.

L Her. Of a black colour ; black.
1470-85 Malory Arthur v. ix. 176 The knyght bare in his

sheld thre gryttbns of gold in sable charbuncle. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 193 In a shield sables, they beare for

their armes six Swallowes argent. 1875 Fortnum Maiolica
ix. 79 Paly gules and or, on a fess argent a dog in the act
of bounding sable.

2. gen. Black. Chiefly poet, and rhetorical, a.

Of material objects, persons, animals, etc. Now,
as applied to negroes, slightlyjocular.
1485-1509 in Grose Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 408 The margent

sylver and the notis sabill. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
Women 447 According to my sable weid I mon haif sad
maneris.

a
1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb. 81) He apparailed

himselfe in armour, colour sables, as mourning for his

Mistres. 1595 R. Johnson 7 Champions (1608) 72 The walles
(were] behung with sable mourning cloth. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. 11. iii. § 29 This Year the English have cause to write
with Sable letters in their Almanack,, .that [etc.]. a 1700
Dryden Theodore A> Hottoria 272 Last came the Felton on
the Sable Steed. 1769 Sir W. Jones Palace Fortune
Poems (1777) 22 His few gray locks a sable fillet bound. 1815
Ann. Reg., Chron. 63 The ceremonies were performed by
a sable archbishop. l8aa Southey Vis. yudgm. vm. Poet.
Wks. 1838 X. 232 He of the sable mail, the hero of Cressy.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right (1899) 56/ 1 When the
middle passage is safely passed and the death-scared sable
crowd * sold and delivered '.

b. Of sky, sea, land, night, and the like.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xlvi. 2 Aurora did vpspring, With
cristall ene chasing the cluddb sable, c 1586 C'tkss Pem-
broke/ *, exxxix. vi, Doe thou thy best, O secret night. In
sable vaile to cover me. 1615 Brathwait Strtippado (1878)

15 Whose storie, Shall.. shew it selfe-.more bright, Then
chast Latona on the sablest night. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. vii. xxxii, So when the South (dipping his sablest wings
In humid Ocean) sweeps.. Th' aire, earth, and seas. 1634
Milton Cotnus 221 Was I deceived, or did a sable cloud
Turn forth her silver lining on the night ? 1735 Somerville
Chase 11. 415 The Night Wrapt in her sable Veil forbids

the Chace. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xxxiv, As flashes

flame through sable smoke. 1853 C Bronte Viltette vi,

Down the sable flood we glided.

c. Of agencies personified.

1716 Pope Odyss. xx. 308 Your future thought let sable

Fate employ. 1749 Smollett Regicide iv. ii, Ha ! Didst
thou say, revenge r Hail, sable powV.

d. Of dark-colonred liquids, rare.

1791 CowrER Iliad iv. 58 Quick flowed a sable current

from the wound. Ibid. xxi. 200 The other as it flew Grazed
his right elbow : sprang the sable blood. 1808 Scott
Marin, it, Introd. 13 They. .Caroused in seas of sable beer.

t3. Mournful. Obs.

1603 Chettle Eng. Mourn. Garni. D 3, Nor doth the

situer tonged Melicert, Drop from his honied muse one sable

teare. 1613 R. Cawdrey Table Alph. (ed. 3), Sable,..

mournefull. 1708 Repl. to Swift's Bickerstaffdetected S.'s

Wks. 1755 " '• "57 A long sable elegy. 1780 Cowpeh Lett.

6 Apr., Such a sable state of mind as 1 labour under.

t Sa'ble, sb* Obs. Also 7 zable, 7-8 aabel

;

and see Siiahi.k. [Prob. a. Du. or early mod.Ger.
sabel (later Ger. sabel) : see Sabre.] = Sabbe sb.

1617 J. Taylor fWater P.) Fight at Sea Wks. (1630) in.

34/1 Some with Sabels, which we call Fauchions.. and some
with Half pikes. 1651 J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox
III. 50 Stanislas..came with his Sable in his Hand. 1674

Phil. Trans. IX. 184 They use Musquets, Bows and Arrows,

Zables, Javelins ; and for their Trumpets they employ great

Elefants-teelh. 168a Loud. Cos, No. 1765/1 The Moneys.,
has on one side a Hand with a naked Sable in it. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sable, or Sabre.

Sable (s^b'l), sb* fad. Pg. save/] An Indian

fish ; - Hilsa. Usually sable-fish.

1810 T. Williamson East India Vade M. II. 154 The
hilsah, (or sable fish,) which seems to be mid-way between

a mackarel and a salmon, . .is, perhaps, the richest fish with

which any cook is acquainted. 1846 J. T. Thompson Hindu
Diet., Il/esh.. the Hilsa or Sable. 1883 F. Day Indian
Fish 34 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) An anadromous shad termed

'Pulla'in the Indus,..' Sable-fish ' by the Madrassees,.

.

land] ' Hilsa ' or ' ilisha ' in Bengal.

Sable (s^i-b'l), v. Chiefly poet. [f. Sable a.]

trans. To blacken or darken. Also, to clothe in

' sables '. Now rare.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 1. xxxvi, And sabled all

in blacke the shadie skie. 1640 Fuller Joseph's Coat,

Davids Sin xxxii. (1867) 215 Sepian juice did sink Into his

spongy paper, sabling o'er 1 he same. 1716 Pope Odyss. xx.

103 Airy terrors sable ev'ry dream. 1800 Moore Anacreon
lix, Sabled by the solar beam, Now the fiery clusters teem.

1890 Temple Bar Sept. 14 She is probably no longer sob-

bing and sabled.

Hence Sa'bled///. a., clad in black.

1804 Something Odd II. 88 The sabled gentleman fancies

himself struck with the sublimities of Miss Gervaise.

tSableize (s*"-bViz), v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f.

Sable a. + -ize.] trans. To make black.

1611 Dames Sco. Folly, etc. 237 Some Chroniclers that

write of Kingdomes States Do so absurdly sableize my
White With Maskes and Enterludes by Day and Night.

Sableness (&?i-b'lnes). [f. Sable a. + -ness.]

Blackness ; t mournfulness, gloom.
1607 Schol. Disc.agst. Antichr. 1. iii. 128 This was a signs

of some sablenes, of some saddnes. 1839 Eraser's Mag.
XX. 63 The funereal sableness of the far-stretching forests.

1884 G. P. Lathhop True xi. 117 The sable driver subsided

completely into the depths of his sableness.



SABLIERE.

t Sabliere '. Arch. Obs. [a. F. sablierc, of

obscure origin.] 'A piece of wood as long as a

beam but not so thick ' (Phillips 1696).

t Sabliere '-'. Obs . [a. K. sablUre sand-pit, f.

sable sand :-L. sabulum.] A sand-pit or gravel-pit.

1706 in Phillips.

Sably (s^'bli), adv. [f. Sable a. + -ly 2.]

Darkly, blackly.

1831 Eraser's Mae. III. 336 The sably snowy swan. 1887

Mrs. C. Reade Maid o' Mill II. xxxviii. 285 A funeral

train streams sably down Ewshot Hill.

Sablyne, variant of Sabelink Obs.

II Sabot ^sabo). [F. sabot (OF. in 13th c. fabol,

mod.Picard chabot) prob. related in some way to

savatt shoe, Pr. sabaia : see Sabaton.]

1. A wooden shoe made of a single piece of wood
shaped and hollowed ont to fit the foot.

1607 R. Qarew] tr. Esticnue's World of Wonders 299
Woodden shoes properly called sabots, 1673 C. Hatton 111

H. Corr. (Camden) 118 A sabot having a great bracelet of

beades passed through y" heel. 1765 H. Walpole Let. to

J. Chute 3 Oct.,Two fellows were sweeping it [sc. the Dau-
phin's bedchamber] and dancing about in sabots to rub the

floor. 179a A. Young Trav. France 18 The ploughmen.,
have neither sabots nor feet to their stockings. 1846 Church
Misc. Writ. (1801) I. 92 Captains in the imperial armies.

.

resumed their sabots and baggy breeches. 1888 Miss Brad-
don Fatal Three 1. iv, Two boys in blouses and sabots.

attrib. x8oo Weems Washington viii. (1877) 62 The Sabot

or wooden shoed nation, the French.

b. A kind of shoe having a thick wooden sole

and ' uppers ' of coarse leather.

1840 Barham Ingot Lee. Ser. 1. Bagman's Doe, He'd a
' dreadnought ' coat, and heavy sabots With thick wooden
soles turn'd up at the toes. 1879 Beerbohm Patagonia iii.

43 {He] would now and then wear a pair of sabots made
with the skin of the hind legs of the guanacho.

2. Mil. a. A wooden disc attached to a spherical

projectile by means of a copper rivet for the pur-

pose of keeping it evenly in place in the bore of

the piece when discharged, b. A metal cup fixed

by means of metal straps to a conical projectile,

to cause it to ' take ' the rifling of the gun.

1855 Norton in Mech. Mag. LXII. 88 Expanding self-

cleansing sabot for rifle-shot. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artill.

Man. (eel. 8) 86 The * bottoms ' or ' sabots ' of all naval shells

are hollowed out Ibid. 97 Wooden Bottoms, or Sabots.

i860 Tennent Story Guns (1864) 209 The shot, unprotected

by a sabot, may have shifted its place. 1866 Cor/t/t. Mag.
Sep1 - 355 An egg-shaped bullet, its base embedded in a

papier machi sabot. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U. S. Munitions

of War 63 The fulminate which is put in a card-board sabot

next the charge.

3. Mech. The iron shoe or point of a pile (Knight

Diet. Mech. Suppl., 1884) ; an iron shoe used to

protect the end of a file for working metal {Cent.

Diet. 1891); a cutting armature at the end of a

tubular boring-rod.
1884 Public Opinion 3 Oct. 432 The system of sinking

shafts . . by means of hollow iron tubes with cutting sabots.

4. A brace connected with the pedal of a harp

and used for shortening the string.

1891 in Century Diet.

Hence Saboted ppl. a., shod with sabots.
186a Simeon in Macm. Mag. Mar. 421 The bloused and

saboted driver. 1885 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 11/2 Colonies of
greasy, sabotted Frenchmen, X905 Daily Chron. 27 Mar.
4/5 His blue-bloused and sabotted gardeners.

tSabras. Ois. Also 3 sabraz, 5 saberas,
saberace. [? a. Pr. saboratz, pa. pple. of saboras

to season.] A decoction or infusion.

a iaa5 Ancr. R. 364 pe on uorgeS al bet he luued of metes
& of drunches, & drinkeS bitter sabraz uorto akoueren his
heale. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 440/1 Sahrace, sabracia. c 1480
Sloaue MS. 73, If. 211 Tak thi lether and basche it wel in
this sabras. Ibid.. That that saberas be wel drunken up in
to the lether. Ibid., Poure thi sabrace al aboven the lether.

Sabre [se-bsi), si. Also 8 sabir, 9- U.S. saber.
[a. F. sabre (17th c), an unexplained alteration of
sable (Oudin 1640: cf. Sp. sable) a. G. sabel (now
sabel), whence Sable si.'* The ultimate source is

prob. to be sought in some Oriental language ; forms
with initial (J) are found in Hungarian szdilya
(whence perh. It. sciabla, Shable) and Polish
szabla ; the Russian ca&iH may be from German.]
1. A cavalry sword having a curved blade spe-

cially adapted for cutting.
1680 Otway Orphan 11. iii. 514 With my good Sabir drawn

..I.. clove the Rebel to the Chine. 1697 tMtd. Gaz. No.
3291/1 The Chief Officers, .came with their Sabres in their
Hands. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest xii, He re-
ceived himself the stroke of a sabre on his head. 1845
Darwin Voy. Nat. iii. (1879) 4' My companions were well
armed with pistols and sabres. 1889 Gunter That French-
man x, Several pairs of foils, and sabers.

b. Put for : Military force.

1851 Gallensa Italy 91 The Milanese were long since
under the rule of the sabre.

2. A cavalry 'unit'; a soldier armed with a sabre.
18*9 Napier Penins. War (1878) II. 484 Gene-al total,..

56,230 sabres and bayonets in the field. 1895 Sir E. Wood
Cavalry in Waterloo Camp. v. 120 Somerset's Heavy
Brigade :— . .Total paper strength 1,220 sabres.

3. An implement used for removing scum from
the surface of molten glass.

«83» G. R Porter Porcelain *i Gl. 202 Removing with a
broad copper sabre any scum that may have formed on the

surface of the glass. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 590 The bucket
|

is skimmed by means of a copper tool called a sabre.

4. attrib. and Comi., as salire-cut, -shaped adjs. ; 1

sabre-bayonet, a weapon which can be used

either as a sabre or a bayonet ; sabre-bill, a South
!

American dendrocolaptine bird of the genus Xipho-
\

rhynchus; sabre-out, (a) a blow with a sabre;

(i) a cut or scar left by the stroke of a sabre;

sabre-flsh, U.S., the cutlass-fish, Trichiurus lep-

lurus; sabre -wing, a humming-bird of the genus

Campylopterus (and related genera).

1863 T. E. C. Battlefields ofthe South I. 252 Many more
were destroyed with the *sabre-bayonet when our men
closed in upon them. x8so-£a Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus.
Nat. Hist. 319 The Brazilian *Sabre-bill {Xiphorhynchns
procurvns). c 1810 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 216 On his wan
cheek a *sabre-cut. x8*8 Miss Mitford Village Ser. in. 49
Against Justice and Constable, treadmill and stocks, the

sabre-cut was a protection. 1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. 11.

vii, The captain..with his.. sabre-cut cheek. 1863 Chamb.
Encycl. V. 192/2 The Silvery Hair-tail . . is called "Sabre-fish

in Cuba. 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 255 The Cutlass-fish .

is known. .on the coast of Texas as 'Sabre-fish'. 1796
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 442/2 [Of a part of a plant.] •Sabre-

shaped. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 423/1 The rostrum [of

Rhynchocinetes] . . is very large, sabre-shaped, and dentilated

on both edges. 1895 A. H. Cooke Molluscs (Camb. Nat.

Hist. III.) 236 Laterals simple, sabre-shaped. 1861 Gould
Humming-B. II. pi. 43 Campylopterus pampa. Wedge-
tailed *Sabre-wing. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 446 The
group known as ' Sabre-wings '.

b. Sabre-toothed lion or tiger, a large extinct

feline mammal of the genus Machairodus, with

long sabre-shaped upper canines. Also sabre-

tooth a. and sb.

1849 Todd's CycLAuat. IV. 909/2 The great extinct sabre-

toothed tiger. 1880 Dawkins Early Man Britain iii. 57
The great sabre-toothed lion, Macltairodus. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas, Ung iii, He.. pictured the sabre-tooth tiger

dragging a man to his lair. Ibid, v, Hath he . . followed the
Sabre-tooth home ?

Sabre (s^'baj), v. [f. Sabre ji. Cf. F. sabrer.~\

trans. To strike, cut, or wound with a sabre.

1790 Buhke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 399 And now you send
troops to sabre and to bayonet us into a submission to fear

and force. 1845 Disraeli Sybil vi. xii, The people were
fired on and sabred. 1875 Clery Min. Tact. x. (1877) 123
Ponsonby's cavalry .. sabred the gunners and stabbed the
horses.

absol. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvm. xiii. (1872) VIII.
50 The Seidlitz cavalry went sabring till, for very fatigue,

they gave it up.

Hence Sabrer [cf. F. sabreur'}, one who cuts

down with a sabre.

1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 416 When men
and women were massacred at Manchester, .did they dream
it was love for the sabrers, that produced an after com-
pliance with their mandates?
Sabre, obs. f. Sambur, Indian elk.

Sabred (s^-baid), a. [f. Sabbe sb. + -ed 2.]

Furnished or armed with a sabre.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Quality (1792) IV. 162 An
arrangement of sabred Hussars with their fierce-looking

mustachoes. 1866 Daily Tel. 16 Jan. 7/4 There were the
Guardsmen, whiskered, mustachio'd, padded, epauletted,

sabred. 1883 E. F. Knight Cruise Falcon (1887) 61 A
gentleman most gorgeously uniformed and sabred.

Sabretache (savbajtaf). Also sabretasoh(e,
-tash. [a. F. sabretache, ad. G. sabeltasche, f.

sabel sabre, Sable sb. 2 + tasche pocket.] A leather

satchel suspended on the left side by long straps

from the sword-belt of a cavalry officer.

A MS. letter of 1812 has the word in the corrupt form
zappadash. The Diets, incorrectly give (s^'baitaj").

1812 Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 167 A pouch belt and a
sabre-tache. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley xv, As strapping a
fellow as ever carried a sabretasch. 1858 Sir E. Cvst Ann.
Wars p. viii, The Volume has been so managed that it may
not be too much for the pocket, or the sabretash. 1858 Cak-
lyle Fredk. Gt. vil. i. (1872) II. 237 He is withal a kind
of soldier..a man of many sabre-tashes. 1901 Scotsman
7 Nov. 5/8 The King has been graciously pleased to approve
the abolition of the sabre tache.

II Sabreur (sabror). [Fr. ; agent-n., f. sabrer to

Sabre.] One who fights with a sabre ; usually

applied to a cavalry soldier distinguished rather

for bravery than for skill in war.
1845 W. H. Maxwell Hints to Soldier 77 The humbler

but no less gallant sabreur of New Ross. 1854 Badham
Halicut. 4i80ur expert sabreur rushes to the conflict, and,
carefully avoiding the sweep of bis opponent's tremendous
tail, soon effects his purpose, by stabbing the luckless levia-

than at all points.

Sabuline (sce-bwlain), a. [f. L. saiul-um sand:

see -INE 2
.] = Sabulous. In recent Diets.

Sabull, obs. form of Sable.

Sabulose (sarbiKlous), a. [ad. L. saiulosus

:

see Sabulous and -ose.]

1. Bot. (See quot.)
1866 Treas. Bot. 1003/1 Sabulose, growing in sandy places.

2. = Sabulous. In mod. Diets.

t SabulO'Sity. Ois. [ad. L. type *sabulositat-

em : see next and -ity.] Sandiness.

Sax in Bailey ; and in later Diets.

abulous (sae'bizilas), a. [ad. L. sabulds-us, f.

sabul-um sand : see -ous.j Sandy ; consisting of or
abounding in sand ; arenaceous.
163a Lithgow Trav. (1906) 226 The austiere conspicuosity

of the sabulous and stony Desarts. X670 R. Wittie in Phil.

SAC.

Trans. V. 1076 Wattr.. strained from all sabulous mixture.
x 793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 1^3 The quantity and species
of sabulous matter that entered into the texture of the lime-
stone. 1822 G. Woodley Scilly /si. 11. iii 289 This part of
the Island. .appears rather to have gained from the sea by
these sabulous accumulations. 1881 Acadenty 1 Oct. 252
The author [E. W. White] is terribly fond of long words.
To him. -plains are sabulous, .parrots are psittacs.

b, Med. Applied to a granular secretion, esp.
in the urinary organs.
1670 W. Simpson Hydrot. Ess. 137 The one Water layes

a stony Foundation for a Fabrick of Sabulousdiseases, 1694
Salmon Bate's Dis/ens. (1713) 170/2 It.. dissolves any tar*
tarous or sabulous Coagulation in the Reinsor Ureters. 1836-
41 Brande Client, (ed. 5) 1389 Sabulous depositions in the
urine are of various characters. 1881 Trans. Obstetric Soe.
Loud. XXVII. 39 Sabulous matter, mixed with mucus.

C. Anat., applied to the acervulus cerebri, or
gritty substance of the pineal body of the brain
{Cent. Diet. 1891).
Hence Sabulousness, the state or quality of

being sabulous. 1727 in Bailey vol II.

II Saburra (sab»*ra). Med. [L. saburra sand,
cogn. w. sabulum : see prec] Foul granular
matter deposited in the body, esp. in the stomach.
1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Exiemp. 316 This Medicament .

.

extirpates the Saburra.. out of the whole Body. 1772 D.
MacBride Physic 11. 93 The terms Cacochylia and Saburra
are used to denote the general accumulation of offensive
matters in the alimentary canal. 1822-34 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 4) 1. 644 The slaty or purplish and granular saburra
thrown up from the stomach.

Hence Sabrrrral a. [cf. L. saburrdlis consisting

of sand], of or belonging to saburra.
1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 714 An inflammatory

fever passing into a saburral fever. 1876 Bartholow Mai.
Med. ("1879) 1 50 The saburral state of the mucous membrane.

t Sabtrrrate, v. Obs. rare~°. [f. ppl. stem
of L. saburrdre, f. saburra : see Saburra.] To
ballast a ship. X623 in Cockeram. 1658 in Phillips.

Saburration(s3eb27n?i'j3n). Med. [ad.mod.L.
saburration-em (16th c), n. of action f. L. sabnr~
rare (in mod.L. sense to treat with sand) : see

prec] The application of heated sand to the

body; sand-bathing, arenation.

1763 A. Sutherland Attempts Anc. Med. Doctr. I. 48
Saburration was a species of Bathing in antient use. The
body was buried in sand and exposed to the sun. 1849
Pereira Elern. Mat. Med. (ed. 3) I. 16. i860 R. Fowler
Med. Vocab., Saburration^ the application of hot sand en-
closed in a bag or bladder to a part of the body.
Sabylle, obs. form of Sable.

Sac 1
. Old Eng. Law. Forms: I saca. 3

sacha, sache, 3, 6 sak, 2, 4, 7 sake, 5, 7 sack, (5
saca, sacke), 7- sac. [repr. OE. saea, accus. and
genit. pi. of saeu str. fem., dispute, case at law,

litigation, crime (see Sake), as occurring in the

nth c. phrases saca and sScne habban (gi/an) *to

have (give) sac and soke ', saca and scene wyr$e
y

i worthy of sac and soke \
^
As both words occur in Scandinavian (OIceL spk, so"kn)

t
it

is not unlikely that the alliterative formula may be ofDanish
origin, though it has not actually been found in Scandina-
vian law-books.)

Properly only in sac and soc (or soke), a modern-
ized form of the expression (see above) used in

charters from the reign of Cnut onward to denote
certain rights of jurisdiction which by custom
belonged to the lord of a manor, and which were
specified (along with others) as included in the

grant of a manor by the crown.
1020-12.. [see Infangthief]. 1086 Domesday-bk. 280 b/i

Si tainus habens sacam et socam forisfecerit terram suam.
[Ibid, in many other passages.) %*yo Rolls 0/ParIt. 1. 15/1
Teneant predictas villas.., cum Sacha & Socha, Thol &
Them [etc. J. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Sake : (a
Frensche, court justice forfet ou achesoun). c 1460 Oseney
Pegr. 9 [tr. charter of Hen. I c 1130] Sake and soc, tol and
teme, and infangenethefe. Ibid, to [explanation cf terms]
Sacke ys pleys and amendys of mysdoynges of your men in
your courte, for sacke in Englysh is cheson in frensh, . .and
sacke also is a forfete. 1641 Tennes de la Ley 244 The
priviledge called Sake is for a man to have the amercia-
ments of his tenants in his owne Court, a 1657 [see In-
fangthief), 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. v. § 47 There
existed ..side by side with the hundreds and wapentakes,
large franchises or liberties in which the jurisdiction.. was
vested in private hands. The particular rights thus exer-

cised were termed sac and soc.

Sac 2 (sick), [a. F. sac or ad. L. sacctis (see Sack
sbX) in mod.L. applications.]

1. Biol. Any natural bag-like cavity with its

membranous covering in an animal or vegetable

organism, a. in animal bodies. Laryngeal sacs

[mod.L. saceuli laryngis\ membranous pouches

connected with the larynx, for the reception of air.

1741 Monro Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 77 The Lacteal Sac. .is

contracted into a slender .. Pipe. 1780 Lachrymal sac [see

Lachrymal^. 2]. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 205 The
castor used in medicine is found in sacs formed behind the
kidneys [in the beaver). 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II. 725
A small spot is discernible upon the yolk, composed of a
membraneous sac containing fluid matter in which the em-
bryo of the future chick swims. 1851 Richardson GeoL viii.

224 In the sea-star, the stomach is a capacious sac. 1854
Bushnan in Orr's Circ* Sci.^ Org. A'at. I. 143 In the
monkeys of the old continent there are also laryngeal sacs.

1875 Houghton Sk. Brit. Ins. 140 The female beetle makes



SAC-A-LAIT. SACCHAROID.

a pear-shaped flexible bag of silk, in which she encloses

her eggs ; the sac is attached to some water weed. 1888

Rolleston S: Jackson Auim. Life 55 The air-sacs appended

to certain bronchi are nine in number. 1807 Syd. Soc. Lex.

S.V., Foetal, gestation sac,., the sac in which an embryo is

enclosed in cases of extra-uterine pregnancy.

b. in plants.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bat. 173 The embryo has no kind

of vascular connexion with the sac that contains it.
_ 1879

Lubbock Set. Led. i. 5 L'tricularia, an aquatic species [of

Venus's Fly-trap Diana* Mutcipula], bears a number of

utricles or sacs. *

2. Path. A pouch formed by the morbid dilata-

tion of a part, the membranous envelope of a

hernia, cyst, tumour, etc.

[Cf. hernial bag 1736 s.v. Hernial a.]

180a Med. Jml. VIII. 40 In consequence of the distension

. .a sac or pouch is usually formed, in which the food lodges.

1804 Abersethy Surg. 06s. 210 It [the blood] could be
entirely expressed from the aneurismal sac. 1899 Allbutts
Syst. Med. VII. 243 The same change follows the repeated
tappings of the sacs.

i[ 8. Used occas. for : A bag.
1869 Lubbock Prekist. Times xi. 339 [Among the Hotten-

tots] milk is kept in leathern sacs.

4. Comb., as sac-bearing, -Hie adjs.

1888 Catk. Househ. 30 June 13 Sac-bearing spiders. 1849
Sk. Sat. Hist., Mammalia HI. 186 The hood or sac-like

appendage of the head.

Sac : see Sack.

Sac-a-lait. C '. S. Also sacalai, sacola (Cent.

Diet.}. [Fr. : lit. ' milk bag
' ;

perh. an etymolo-

gizing perversion of some Indian word.] A name
locally applied to certain fishes of the genera

Pomoxys and J-'undu/us.

1884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aottatie Anim. 407 TheCrappie—
Pomoxys annularis.. vs commonly called..' Sac-a-iau '..in

the Lower Mississippi. Ibid. 466 Fundulus grandis, is

known at Pensacola by the name of ' Sac-a-lait '.

Sacande, obs. pres. pple. of Shake v.

Sacar, -ing, obs. ff. Sakeb \ Sacking.

Sacatra (.sx'katri). local U.S. [Of obscure

origin ; given in Littre as French.] (Sec quot.)
1S39 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Sacatra, the name given in

Louisiana to the offspring of a grifie and a negre&s. 1894
Gould Diet. Med., Sacatra, a person ofseven-eighths black
and one-eighth white blood.

Sacbut, obs. form of Sackbi i.

Saccade -akad ,. [Fr.] A jerk or jerky move-
ment (in various specific applications).

1717-41 Chambers CycL, Saccade, in the manage, a jerk
violent check which the rider gives his bone, by drawing

both the reins very suddenly. 1876 Staines & Barrett
Diet. Mas. Terms, Saccade (Fr.)

the strings, whichw
trong of a si.lin

j forcing them to a level

enables the player to produce three or four notes limuU
UUKoasly. 1J97 Syd. Soc Lex., Saccade, the involuntary
Jerking movement in the act of swallowing.

Baccage, Saccaring: see Sack age, Sacbisg.

Saccate) (ixOuU), a. [ad. med.L. sacedtus, I.

saccus Sac * : lee -ATE *.]

1. Hot. Dilated into the form of a sac
1830 Lixounr Mat. Syst. But. 19 The constant tendency

of the outer series to become saccate at the base, which u
not uncommon in the calyx of Cruciferz. 1M1 Bsntlbv
Man. But. iyj In the Snapdragon, .the lower part of the tube
of the corolla becomes dilated on one side, and forms a
little bag or sac, it is then termed saccate or gibbous. 1874
Cooke Fungi 76 In Perisporiacei. .the asci are saccate.

2. = ExCTSTED. So also Sa coated, a.

1846 Smabt SuppL, Saccated, having the water (from
dropsy) encysted, i860 Maine Expos. Lex. %.s.Saccatut.
1889 Wacstarte Mayne's Med. Voc., Saccate, encysted, or
contained in a membranous bag : saccated.

Saccawinkee : sec Sakawixki.
tSaccharaceoui,". Obs. tare- 1

, [f. med.L.
sacchar-um sugar *• -ACEOL'8.] Containing sugar.
1689 G. Harvev Curing Dis. by Expect, vi 4s In the

Stomach the Rheum.. converts. .any such Saccharaceous
Medicine, into a corroding Acid.

Saccharate (sarklr/tl, sb. Chem. [f. Sac-
cbab-ic + -ATI '.I A salt of saccharic acid.
1815 A nn. Pkiios. V. 165 The objection that the saccharate

analyzed might contain some other body besides sugar.
897 AUkutfs Syst. Med. II. 048 Schobert recommended
saccharate of lime as an antidote to phenol poisoning.

Sa ccharate, a. rare-', [f. med. L. sacchar-
um sugar + -ATE*.] - next.
i860 in Mavne Expot. Lex. 18(6 in Treat. Bot.

Saccharated (ssrkaK'ted), a. [f. med.L. sac-
char-um sugar + -ATI 3 + -grj l

#] Co,
made with sugar ; sweetened.
«7*4 CuLLSK Ir. Bergman's Pkys. I, Chem. Ess. I. 319

Saccharated Magnesia. 1791 Peabson in Pkil. Trans.
LXXXI. 313 The saccharated soda immediately occasioned
a slight precipitation. 1866 Aitken Prael. Med. IL 61 For
..children the saccharated carbonate of iron is a most
valuable preparation.

Saccharic (sikarrik), a. Chem. [f. med.L. sac-
char-um sugar + -ic. Cf. F. saccharide.] Saccharic
acid: (a) a dibasic add formed by the action of nitric
acid on dextrose; oxalhydric acid; (*) a mono-
basic acid forming crystalline salts prepared by the
action of bases on glucoses. Saccharic ether, an
ether obtained from saccharic acid.
1800 Med. Jml. IV. 185 By a chemical analysis, those

crystals were found to consist of saccharic acid. 183* R. D.
laoatsox in Brit. Ann. for 1830. 347 Saccharic Add..was

Containing or

first noticed by Scheele as being obtained from the action
of acids upon mucous bodies, or sugar. 1866 Roscoe Elem.
Cker/t. 335 Lactose, when oxidized, yields mucic, saccharic,
tartaric^ and oxalic acids. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 143
Saccharic ethers.

Saccharide (sse'karaid, -id). Chem. [f. med.
L. sacchar-um sugar + -IDE.] a. 'An ether formed
by the combination of saccharose with an acid
radical' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897). b. A compound
of sugar with a base.

1857 Miller Elem. Ckem. (1862) III. 78 A peculiar body
to which he [Gelis] gives the name of saccharide. 1863
Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. XV. 316 By heating
dextrp-glucose with (organic) acids, compounds are formed
. . which belong to the class of Saccharides.

Saccharifercms (sa:kari-feres), a. [f. med. L.

sacchar-um sugar + -fer bearing + -ous.J Yielding
or containing sugar.

1757 T. Birch Hist. R. Soc. IV. 380 Mr. Hooke said, that
there were several sacchariferous trees mentioned by Piso
and some other writers. 1799 Nicholsons yrnl. III. 337
The Russian bear's-breech from Kamtschatka . . has long
been known among the sacchariferous plants. 1906 Pall
Mall G. 19 Mar. 4/1 Fermentation will set in after a time
in almost any sacchariferous liquid.

Saccharilication (sa^karifik/i-Jsn). [Noun
of action f. next.] The natural process by which
starch and gum become converted into sugar.

1839 Use Diet. Arts 456 The vinous fermentation precedes
the saccharification. 1883 R. Haldane Workskop Receipts
Ser. 11. ia/a Three principal methods of effecting the sac-
charification were in use.

Saccharify ^sakarrifai, soe -karifoi ), v. [f. med.
I- sacchar-um sugar + -(i)fy.] trans. To convert
(starch) into sugar.

1839 L're Dut. Arts 400 The best heat for saccharifying
starch. 1897 Allbutts Syst. Med. IV. 373 The fluid may.

.

saccharify starch and digest albumin and fibrin.

Hence Saccharifying vbl. sb. (in quot. attrib.).

Also Saccharifier (see quot).
1839 Ure Diet Arts 456 This saccharifying process ad-

vances much quicker. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl.,
Saeckari/Ser, an apparatus for treating grain and potatoes
by steam under high pressure, for converting the starch into
sugar previous to the alcoholic fermentation.

Saccharinieter (sxkari-m/'u.i). [a. F. sac-

| charimitre, f. (Jr. odxxaP< ( — <rcJ«xapoi') sugar +
1 ftirpor measure : see -meter.

This form, taken from Fr., has been generally retained by
> English writers because the name Saccharomkter had been

appropriated to a different instrument.)

A form of polariscope, an instrument for testing

sugars by polarized light.

1874 tr. Lommets Light 349 The Saccharimeter of Soleil

has the previously described double plate between the two
Nicol's prisms. 1883 R. Hai i>asf. UWkshop Receipts Ser.
II. 316, 2 A polarising saccharimeter.

Saccharimetry (sxkari'metri). [ad. F. sac-

charimitrit : cf. prec and -metby.] - Sacchabo-
atlTBY.

1851 >•' Knaffs Ckem. Tecknol. III. 434. 1858 Watts in
Grahams Elem. Ckem. (ed. 1) II. 46a. 1880 Nature XXI.
357 Prof. Landolt's experience in saccharimetry.

Hence Baccharime trie , -me trical a.

,

pertaining

to saccharimetrv.
1851 F. Kmtpp's Ckem. Tecknol. III. 435 The first sac.

chanmetrical test was proposed by Barreswill, in the year
1844, tint 7ml. Chem. Soc. II. 215 Influence oflheAspara.
liine contained in the Sugar Liquors from Beets and Canes
on the Saccharimetric Determination.

Saccharin ,s,T."karin). Chem. [f. med. L. sac-

char-um or (jt.aaitx<foy, awcxap(i) sugar -I- -IN.]

1. The anhydride of saccharic acid. (Discovered
and named by Pcligot 1S80.)
1880 Jml Chem. Soe. Abstr. 13a Saccharin is not a sugar;

it does not ferment ; it has not a tweet taste.

2. An intensely sweet substance obtained from
coal tar, used in minute quantities for sweetening
the food or drink of persons to whom sugar is in-

jurious. Innon -technical use commonly sacoharine
(sx'kir/h).
1885 Jml. Soe. Chem. Ind. 608/1 The inventors \sc. Fahl-

berg and List] name the new substance 'Saccharine',
although it is not related to the class of sugars, but is a
derivative of benzoic acid. The scientific name of the sub-
stance is benzoylsulphimide. 18S7 Brit. Med. "Jml. 8 Jan.
03/a Saccharine is not at present procurable.

Saccharine s.tkarain. -in , a..indrf. [Formed
as prec. + -IKE. Cf. F. saccharin. ] A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to or of the nature of sugar;

characteristic of sugar ; sugary.
1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Saccharine, belonging to

Sugar, sweet like Sugar. 1685 Bovle Effects 0/Mot. iv. 31

Toe lump (of sugar] consisted of very numerous saccharine

corpuscles. 1731 Aubvthxot A liments iii. (1735) 53 Manna,
which is an essential saccharine Salt, sweating from the

Leaves of most Plants. 1757 A. Cooper Distiller 1. i. (1760)

6 The. Saccharine Sweetness of the Malt. 1841-4 Emer-
son Ess., Circles Wks. (Bohn) I. 13a, I am gladdened by
seeing the predominance ofthe saccharine principle through-

out vegetable nature. 1879 Geo. Elicit Theo. Suck xiii,

Bovis bad never said inwardly that he would take a large

allowance of sugar, and. .he was naturally disgusted at the

saccharine excesses of Avis. 1880 Baring-Gould Mekatah
s iii, She precipitated herself against a treacle barrel and
upset it. A gush of black saccharine matter spread over

the floor.

b. Saccharinefermentation - Saccbabification.
1801 W. Nicholson tr. Fourcroy's Syn. Tables Chem. xi,

I The saccharine fermentation.^ I first described under this
name the spontaneous formation of sugar in vegetable mat*
ters left to themselves. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 456 The sac-
charine fermentation, in which starch and gum are changed
into sugar.

2. Composed chiefly of sugar ; of a plant, con-

taining a large proportion of sugar ; also, of urine,

containing sugar in excess of what is normal.
Saccharine diabetes, diabetes characterized by excess of

saccharine matter in the urine.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Exiemp. 109 A Saccharine
Draught, a 1793 G. White Selbortie, Observ. Vcget. (1875)

359 All the maples have saccharine juices. 1845 Budd Dis.
Liver 257 Albuminous urine and saccharine urine. 1874
Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. (1880) 27 This salt has con-
siderable power in checking the formation of sugar in sac-
charine diabetes. 1889 Barnard Noted Breweries I. 16 In
the mashing process the starch of the malt is converted into
a saccharine liquid, called wort.

t3. Chem. Saccharine acid : oxalic acid. Obs.
1784 Cullen tr. Bergman's Phys. 4 Chem. Ess. I. 311 The

residuum consisted of crystallized saccharine acid. 180a T.
Thomson Ckem. II. 103 At first, however, it was called the
acid of sugar, or the saccharine acid.

4. Resembling sugar, a. Geo/. Of rocks : Gran-
ular in texture = Sacchaboid a.

1833 [see Saccharoid]. 1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. I.

xvii. 406 Beds of saccharine quartz. 1858 Geikif. Hist.
Boulder xii. 342 Where they pass through limestone, they
sometimes convert it into a white saccharine marble.

b. Bot. Covered with shining grains like those
of sugar (Cent. Diet. 1891).
5. Jig. Chiefly in playful or sarcastic use : Sweet.
1841-4 Emerson Ess., Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I. 95 The

abundant flow of this saccharine element of pleasure in
every suburb. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakft. (1865)
31 You will be saccharine enough in a few years. 1863 Ld.
\V. P. Lennox Biog. Remin. I. 179 A saccharine smile
beamed upon the royal countenances. 187s M. Collins
Two Plunges I. v. 08 Those sweet, soft, saccharine sylphs.

1890 Spectator 1 Feb. 169/2 Too saccharine, is our snort
judgment on these poems.

B sb. Saccharine matter, sugar.
1841 Catlin- X. A mcr. Ind. (1844) II. lviii, 226 They live.,

without saccharine and without salt. 1856 Olmsted Slave
States 670 Chemical analysis proves that a large amount of
saccharine is still wasted.

Hence Saccharineish a., somewhat saccharine.

Saccharinity, sweetness.

1857 Taifs Mag. XXIV. 6/2 Swedish turnips, .being of
a saccharineish and sugarish taste. 1868 Helps RealmaJt
xii. (1876) 313 The polite stranger assiduously presents the
fallaciouspalliative of the consequential saccharinity. 1888
Nature XXXVIII. 573/1 A streaky distribution of brine
and water or of syrup and water, in which portions of
greatest and least salinity or saccharinity are within half a
millimetre of one another.

Saccharine : see Sacchabin j.

Saccharinic (ssekari-nik), a. Chem. [f. Sac-
chabin + -ic.] = Saccharic
1881 yrnl. Ckem. Soc. Abstr. 149 Saccharin . ; is the

anhydride, CtHioOs, of a new acid, CeHizOs, which the
author [se. Scheibler] calls saccharinic acid. 1894 Muir &
Morley Watts' Diet. Chem. IV. 420/2 Saccharinic acid.

Saccharide (sarkarsit). Min. [Named by
E. F. Glocker in 1845 (G. saccharit), from its re-

semblance to sugar: f. Gr. o-d«xop(i, aaiexap-ov

sugar + -ite.] A granular, massive mineral, at first

referred to andesite, but now considered a mixture.

1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms, Saccharite ..is found
in veins in serpentine, in the clirysopra.se mines, near
Frankenstein in Silesia. 186s Dana Min. 175 Saccharite
resembles a granular feldspar, of a white or greenish,white
color.

Saccharize, v. rare—'. [Formed as prec. +
-IZE.] intr. To undergo saccharine fermentation.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane l. 179 Poor tastes the liquor;

coction long demands, And highest temper 'ere it saccha-

ride. Note, It is hoped the reader will pardon the introduc-

tion of the verb saccharize.

Hence Saccharixa-tion, the conversion (of starch)

into sugar. 190a in CasselTs Encycl. Diet. Suppl.

Saccharo- (sae'karo), comb, form of Gr. cci*-

\apo-v sugar, forming compounds (usually written

with hyphen) with the sense ' partly saccharine and
partly (something else)

' ; ' containing sugar and
(something else) .

1839 Ure Diet. A rls 97 Mashing is the operation by which
the wort is extracted, .from the malt, and whereby a sac-

charc-mucilaginous extract is made from it. /bid. 401 The
saccharo-starchy matter. 184s R. Kane Elem. Ckem. (1849)
818 Saccharo-humine and saccharo-humic acid. 1889 .Wi.

ture XXXIX. 433 Saccharocolloids. 189S Allbutt's Syst.

Med. I. 407 Saccharo-farinaceous elements.

Saccharoid (sse-karoid), a. and sb. [f. Gr.
oatcxap-ov sugar + -OID.]

A. adj. Geol. Having a granular texture resem-

bling that of loaf-sugar.

1833 Lvell Princ.Geol. III. 11 Saccharoid gypsum, /bid.

79 Saccharoid, Saccharine. When a stone has a texture re-

sembling that of loaf-sugar. 1833-4 J. Phillips in Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) VI. 560/1 Its frequent high state of granular

or saccharoid crystallization. 1865 Bristow tr. Figuier's

World be/. Deluge ii. 72 Limestone becomes granular and
saccharoid— it is changed into marble.

B. sb. Chem. a. (See quot. 1868.) b. A sac-

charine substance.
1868 Watts Diet. Chem., Saccharoid, a name given by

Kane to a sweetish substance, probably identical with orcin,

produced by the decomposition of Heeren's pseudo-erythrin



SACCHABOIDAL.
(ethylic orsellinate\ 1883 Athen.rum 2 Dec 738/2 Non-

nitrogenous food (stearoids and saccharoids).

Saccharoidal (ssekaroidal), a. [Formed as

prec. + -al.] = Saccharold a.

1838 \V. F. Ainsworth Res. Assyria, etc 26 The chalk is

indurated, compact, granular, or saccharoidal, at the foot of

Taurus. 1851 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. xi. 391

We find also saccharoidal limestone in gneiss of the most

ancient formation. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 383 ' Ferrugin-

ous ' brown and red, coarse, friable sandstone, in some

parts white and ' saccharoidal '. - ;_

Saccharometer (ssekarfmi'tai). [f. Gr. aax-

xooo-v sugar + -meter. Cf. Sacchahimeteb.]

1. A form of hydrometer for estimating the

amount of sugar in a solution by specific gravity

;

used esp. in brewing to ascertain the amount of

saccharine or fermentable matter in wort.

1784 J. Richardson (title) Statistical Estimates of the

Materials of Brewing, showing the use of the Saccharo-

meter. 1836-41 Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 1257 An instrument

not quite correctly called a saccharometer, since it is influ-

enced by all the contents of the wort, and not by the sugar

only. 1880 Act 43 * 44 Vict, c 24 § 21 The gravity of the

wort or wash..can be ascertained by the prescribed sac-

charometer.

2. Used for Saccharimeteb. rare.

1866 Herschbl Fam. Led. Sci. (1871) 392 An elegant in-

strument called the saccharometer, by which the quantity

of sugar contained in a given solution is ascertained by
simple inspection of the tint.

Saccharometry (saekar^-metri). [Formed as

prec. + -metry.] The process of determining the

quantity of sugar in a solution.

1S71 frnl. Bot. IX. 253 A paper on Saccharometry, giving

the results of the determination of sugar in . . sugar-beet.

I!
Saccharomyces (sse'karomarsiz). Also

anglicized -myoe. [mod.L., f. Gr. o&icxapo-v

sugar + fivierp mushroom.] A genus of ascomyce-

tous fungi, including the yeast-fungi ; a fungus of

this genus, esp. the yeast-plant. Also attrib.

1873 B. Stewart Conserv. Force viL 185 The.. yeast-plant
(saccharomyce). 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 96/1 We then place

the flask in a chamber kept at the particular temperature

which is most favourable to the development of ' saccharo-

myces '. The saccharomyces-cells . . will multiply at a
greater rate than the foreign cells. 188a Vines tr. Sachs'
Bot. 249 The genus Saccharomyces, which causes the al-

coholic fermentation in saccharine fluids, consists of sepa-

rate cells of an ellipsoidal form with smooth and thin walls.

Saccharon (saekar^n). Also -one. Chem.
[f. Gr. oaitxap-ov sugar : see -ON.]

1. A white crystalline substance obtained by the

oxidation of saccharin ; the lactone of saccharonic

acid* 1897 in Syci. Soc. Lex.

2. An oily liquid obtained by the reduction of

saccharin. In recent Diets.

Saccharonic (sa;karfj-nik), a. Chem. [f. Sac-
chabon + -ic] Of, pertaining to or derived from
saccharon. Saccharonic acid, an acid formed by
oxidation of saccharin by means of nitric acid.

1894 in Mure & Morley Watts' Did. Chem. IV. 421/1.

Saccharose (ssekaraus). Chem. [f.Gr.tra«xap-

w sugar + -ose.] Any one of the group of sugars
having the common formula C 12 H2J Ou .

1876 tr. Schiitzenberger's Ferment. 32 Saccharose or cane
sugar is changed, when hydrated, into two isomeric mole-
cules. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 623/1 ' Sugar ' is now a
collective term for two chemical genera named saccharoses
(all Cis H-iOiO and glucoses (all Ce Hi 2 Oc >.

Saccharons (sarkaras), a. rare. [f. med.L.
sacchar-um sugar + -ous.] Saccharine, sugary.
1806 Lancet 21 Mar. 787/2 The crisp and saccharous

tartlet. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

SaCCharum (sarkarom). [a. med.L. saccharum
Sugar.] An invert sugar prepared from cane
sugar, used chiefly in brewing.
1839 Ure Did. Arts 397 In which mixture there is about

one twelfth part of solid saccharum. 1885 Ad 484-49 Vid.
c. 51 § 7 Saccharum, glucose, or other saccharine substance.

SaccharumiC (ssekara-mik), a. Chem. [app.
f. med.L. sacchar-um sugar + Humic a., a syno-
nym of ulmic] Derived from or containing
sugar and ulmic acid. Saccharumic acid, an
acid formed by the action of baryta on dextrose.
[184a : see Saccharo-Akwn:.] 1875 in Watts' Did. Chem.

2nd Suppl.

Sacehe, obs. form of Sack.

t Sacchola'ctate. Chem. Obs. Also sacco-,
and Saclaotate. [f. Saccholact-ic + -ate 4

.] A
salt of saccholactic acid.

1807 J. Murray Syst. Chem. IV. 755 Index, Saccho-lac-
tates. i&ts Ann. Philos. V. 268 Saccolactate of lead. 1826
Henry Elem. Chem. II. 417 A genus of salts which are
called saccholadates or saclactates.

t Saccholactic, a. Chem. Obs. Also Sac-
lactic, [a. F. saccholactiqtu , f. saccho- contracted
for Sacchabo- + L. lact-, lac milk : see Lactic a.]
Saccholactic acid, mucic acid (prepared from sugar
of milk).

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 281 The saccho-
lactic acid discovered by Scheele. 1826 Henry Elem. Chem.
II. 191 Saccholactic or mucic acid.

t Sa'ccholate. Chem. Obs. Also saccholat,
trron. sacc olate. [a. F. saccholat, f. sacchol{actique)

:

see -atkL] - Saccholactate.

8

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 280 Saccholat of

lime. 180a Pye Neiv Chem. Nomencl. 32 Saccholates.

1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 302 The compounds
which it forms with earths, alkalies, and metallic oxides, are

denominated saccolates. 1815 Ann. Philos. V. 270 Saccolate

of ammonia. 1819 Brande Chem. 438 Saccholates.

Sacchulmic (ssekzvlmik), a. Chem. [f. med.L.

sacch{arum) sugar + Ulm(in) + -IC.] Sacchulmic

acid; an acid obtained by treating sacchulmin with

alkaline solutions.

184a [see Sacchui-min]. 1858 Foiones' Chem. (ed. 7) 354
Ulmic acid, the sacchulmic acid of Liebig, dissolves freely.

1894 in Mure & Morley Watts' Did. Chem.

Sacchulmin (soekrrlmin). Chem. Also -Ine.

[f. med.L. sacch{arum) sugar + Ulmin.] A brown
substance obtained in the decomposition of sugar

by dilute acids.

184a R. Kane Elem. Client. (1849) 817 When sugar is acted

upon by a very dilute acid.. two brown substances are

formed. ..For these bodies the names sacchttlmine and sac-

chnlmic acid may be retained. 1858 Foiones' Chem. (ed. 7)

354 By long-continued boiling with water, sacchulmic acid

is converted into sacchulmin.

Sacciferons (sseksi-ferss), a. Anal., Zoo/, and

Bot. [f. L. sacc-us Sac 2 + fer bearing + -ous.]

Bearing a sac.

1880 in Webster Suppl. [Bot.].

Sacciform (sse'ksifj&m), a. [ad. mod.L. sacci-

form-is, f. sacc-us Sac 2
: see -form.] Having the

form of a sac or pouch ; sac-shaped.

1836 Fenny Cycl. V. 311/1 The sacciform branchia: of the
Ascidiie. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin- Tandon 11. vn. ix. 372
Another animal becomes developed, which has the form of
a locomotive sac. These young sacciform larva; . . continue
to live for a certain time. 1890 Humphry Old Age 149 The
calibre of the ducts.. becomes increased and their terminal
parts, or acini, become dilated and sacciform.

Saccine (savksin), a. rare- 1

, [f. L. sacc-us sac

+ -ine 2
.] Composed of sacs or air-cells.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856) 366 The saccine vege-
tation of the confervas.

||
Saccolabium (ssekol.fi 'bi#m). [mod.L., f.

sacco- (assumed combining form of sacc-us Sac 2)

+ L. labium lip.] A genus of plants (N.O. Orchi-

daceee) ; also a plant of this genus.
1850 in Ogilvie. 1882 Garden 30 Dec 584/1 The Sac-

colabiums are also there in great numbers.

SaCCOOn (saka-n). Fencing. ? Obs. exc. Hist,

Also 8 segoon. [Oral adoption of F. seconde

(s.»goftd).] = Seoonde.
1708 in Ashton Soc. Life Q. Anne I. 135 [There were the

lively Gauls. .] ready to wound every Pillar with their Canes,
as they pass'd by, either in Ters, Cart, or Saccoon. 1761
Colman fealous Wife iv, We'll go through the whole exer-
cise : carte, tierce, and segoon, Captain ! 1889 Doyle Micah
Clarke 72 In quarte, tierce, or saccoon, the same holds good.

Saccular (sse-kiSlai),a. [f. Saccul-us + -ar.]

Of the nature of or resembling a sac.

1861 T. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd., Ccelent. 48 The
generative products are lodged in saccular processes. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 34 A heart of saccular shape.
1880 J. W. Legg Bile 346 The ducts may show uniform or
saccular dilatations.

t Saccula -rian. Obs. [f. late L. sacculdri-us

(f. saccul-us dim. of saccus bag) + -an.] One of

a class of jugglers mentioned in the Digest.
165a Gaule Magastrom. 362 They were also called Sac-

cularians; because.. they would charm and convey the
money out of others purses into their owne.

Sacculate (sarkis'k't), a. [f. Saccul-us +
-ate 2

.] = next.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 138 The sacculate character
of the digestive tract.

Sacculated (sarkiaU'ted) ,a. [Formed as prec.

+ -ed 1.] Composed of or divided into saccules.

1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. I. 220/2 The circumference of
each of these vessels is distended into three sacculated
pouches. 1853 Markham tr. Skoda's A uscult. 70 Patients in
whom the pleuritic fluid existed in a sacculated form. 1879
Wright Anim. Life 10 In the kangaroos the whole extent
of the stomach is sacculated. 1897 Atlbutt's Syst. Med. IV.

435 In some cases [of pyonephrosis] the kidney becomes
completely sacculated.

Sacculation (ssekiate'-Jan). [f. Saccul-us +
-ATioN.] The formation of or division into sac-

cules ; an instance of this.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 509 Distention
and sacculation of the colon. 1898 A llbutfs Syst. Med. V.
70 A sacculation of a small bronchus is fatally exposed to
an accumulation of secretion during periods of catarrh.

Saccule (sarkial). [Anglicized form of Sac-
culus.] A small sac, cyst, or bag ; esp. the smaller
of the two vesicles or sacs in the membranous
vestibule of the internal ear.

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 537/1 The component parts
of the membraneous labyrinth [of the ear] are :— 1 . The
common sinus. 2. The membraneous ampulla;. .. 3. The
saccule. 1880 Bastian Brain iv. 76 In close relation with
the pedal ganglia or ganglion, there are two minute sac-
cules to which an auditory function is usually ascribed.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 464 It developes
within a sac, which then bursts, disclosing a large arm with
peculiar suckers, and a terminal saccule.

I Sacculet. Obs. rare-'1. [f. L. saccul-us +
-ET.] = SACCULUS I.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 4 Dry Almond-Cakes.

.

are used by some Barbers.. in Sweet-waters,.. Sacculets
and Beautifying Medicines.

SACERDOTAL.

II Sacculina (sakialai-na). Zoo!. [mod.L., f.

saccul-us : see Sacculus.] A genus of degenerate
cirripeds parasitic on crabs; an animal of this
genus.
i8j6 Beneden's Anim. Parasites 59 The most singular.,

of all these cirrhipedes, are the Galla;, which appear under
the tail of crabs or the abdomen of paguri, and which zoolo-
gists designate under the names Peltogaster or Sacculina.
ibid. 60 A curious opinion.. is that the Peltogaster of the
Pagurus has become a Sacculina on the crab; the host
having been transformed, its acolyte has done the same
thing under the same influence. 1883 H. Drummond Nat.Law in Spir. W. (1884) 34 r This simple organism is known
to the naturalist as a Sacculina.

Sacculine (sarkirflain), a. [ad. mod.L. sac-
culinus, f. saccul-us little bag : see Sacculus and
-ine.] Of or belonging to the genus Sacculina.
1883 H. Drummond Nat. Lam in Spir. W. 344 But in-

stead of rising to its opportunities, the sacculine Nauplius,
having reached a certain point turned back.

IISacculus (sae-ki??l£s). PI. sacculi(s:c-kitflai).
[L. ; dim. of saccus Sac 2

]
tl. A small bag containing medicaments (see

quot. 1693). Obs.
1611 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. iv. 1. v, Sacculi or little bagges

of hearbs,. .and the like applied to the head. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Anim. <y Min. 163 Applied with mints and southern-
wood in a sacculus it helps .. paines. 1693 tr- Blancard's
Phys. Did. (ed. i\ Sacculi Medicinales, several Simples,
according to the Nature of the Disease, compounded and
beaten together, and tied up in little Bags, to be applied to
the part affected.

2. Anat., Biol. A small sac ; a pouch- like dilata-
tion of an organ.
1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 528 A large Sacculus, formed out

of the very Coats of the Intestines. 1857 i,lu-E« Elem.
Chem. (1862) III. 514 The oils appear to exist ready formed
in the plant, being enclosed in little sacculi. 1859 Huxley
Oceanic Hydrozoa 70 Sacculi without involucra, and end-
ing in a single filament, 1877 — Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 141
In the Calycophoridce . . complex organs . . terminate each
lateral branch of a tentacle. Each consists of an elongated
sacculus, terminated by two filamentous appendages. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 972 Often a thin layr of muscle
is spread over the whole surface of a sacculus.

Sace, obs. Sc. form of Cease v.
157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 207 God will haue his

will, but mair, Fullillit or he sace.

Sace, obs. form of Sauce, Searce.

II Sacellum (sase-l£m). PI. saeella (sase-la)

[L., dim. of sacr-um shrine, neut. of sacer holy.]
1. Eccl. Arch. (See quot. 1842.)
1806 J. Dallaway Obs. Eng. Archil. 119 In that church

[Winchester Cathedral] is an unrivalled series of sepulchral
saeella. 184a Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Sacellum. ..In old
church architecture, the term signifies a monumental chapel
within a church, also a small chapel in a village, a 1845
Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. m. Ld. Thoulouse, The sounds
that were heard To proceed now and then from the father's
sacellum. 1881 W. Stephens Diocese Chichester 167 note,
A very beautiful sacellum, with an altar in it, on the south
side of the nave.

2. Roman Antiq. A small, roofless temple con-
secrated to some deity. Also, see quot. 1842.
183a Gell Pompeiana I. iv. 49 The Pantheon, .may be..

considered as a place of feasting, .under the protection of
some deity, who, from his more elevated sacellum, was sup-
posed to . . patronize the banquet. 184a Gwilt Archit.
Gloss., s. v._ Sacellum, Small saeella, too, were used among
the Egyptians, attached frequently to the larger temples.
1848 Lytton Harold l. i, A small sacellum, or fane to Bacchus.

Sa*cerdoce. rare — ', [a. ¥.sacerdoce,a.d.L.
sacerdotium : see Sacerdocy.] = Sacebdocv.
1829 [J. R. Best] Pers. $ Lit. Mem. 378 In this connec-

tion, or alliance.. of the sacerdoce and empire, the Church
. . becomes itself secularized.

Sacerdocy (sse-sajdJusi). [ad. L. sacerdotium

priestly office, f. sacerdol-, sacerdos priest : see

Sacebdotal a.] a. The sacerdotal character,

spirit, or system, b. A priestly function or office.

1657-63 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 21 And so it con-
tinued till the Levitical sacerdocy was fixed and confined
to Aaron and his posterity. 1843 C- Wordsworth Theoik.
Angl. (1850) 167 Let him [sc. the Bishop] make restitution

. . lest under pretext of sacerdocy the pride of power should
creep in. 1844 R. M. Beverley Ch. Eng. Exam. (ed. 2)

lor He held true and real Levitical sacerdocy to be a con-
stituent part of the clerical character. 1851 Ecctesiologist

XII. 274 The sacerdocy of the whole machine being an
emanation from the vagaries of a Presbyterian preacher.

1877 Mrs. Chapman Ht. Martineau's Autobiog. III. 78
Literature remained ever to her a Sacerdocy.

|| SaceTdos. Obs. [See Sacerdotal.] The Latin

word for ' priest ' ; in quot. used as a plural.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon vii. 121 No, no, out with your
blades, and hamper these lades,. .And teach these Sacerdos,

that the Bocardos. .are meet for themselues.

Sacerdo-tage. jocular, [f. L. sacerdot- (see

next) with allusion to dotage. Cf. anecdotage.']

a. Derisively used for : The sacerdotal order, or

the partisans of sacerdotalism, b. Sacerdotalism

as characteristic of a religion in its ' dotage '.

1859 Longstaffe in Archseol. AEliana IV. ir lart.) The
Hereditary Sacerdotage of Hexham. 1875 W. Cory Lett.

4- Jrnls. (1897) 382 Your representatives will have a sharper
strife with the Sacerdotage. 1884 A. Lang Custom $ Myth
(1885) 27 A people fallen early into its sacerdotage and
priestly second childhood.

Sacerdotal (soesaid^ftal), a. and sb. Also

7 erron. -ial. fa. F. sacerdotal, ad. L. sactrdotal-is,



SACERDOTALISM.

jjmitif . sacerdis, f. sacri-, sacer holy, sacred

(eat pi. •** sacrifices) + do- ablaut -var. of Ja-

in Jart to give. The etymological sense of the sb.

is thus ' one who offers sacrifices '.]

A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the priests or priesthood
;

of or pertaining to a priest ; befitting or character-

istic of a priest
;

priestly.

C1400 Maundiv. (1839) "* ^ That Cytce [sc. EbronJ was
also Sactnlotalle, that is to seyn% seyntuarie, of the Tribe

of Juda. 1 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 1181 Encense is obla-

cionne }e wote is sacerdotale. 1547 t^k. Marchaunies c vj b.

The .C vi. byshop was a woman. . . I would wit than if shee
were chosen Cra Sfiirittts uvicti... Item whereby cam the

sacerdotalt Carecie, & many other thynges whyche forthis

tyme I let pas [elcj. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 24 Perugia, a
Sacerdotalt Vniuersity. 1638 Junks Paint. Ancients 179
A consular, sacerdotal, and triumphatl familie. 1654 K.
Codbincton tr. Justine xx. 288 The Priestess, .having on
her the Sacerdotial ornaments. 1737 Waterland Rev.
Doctr. Eucharist v. Wks. 1823 VII. 03 The ancient Fathers

axe still more particular in expounding the sacerdotal con-

secration, and the Divine sanctification consequent there-

upon. 1739C1BBEB Afol. (1756) I. no Acholerick sacerdotal

insolence. x8ax Bvbon Sardan. 11. i. That's a sacerdotal

thought, And not a soldier's. 1838 Prbscott Fen/. 4 Is.

(1846) I. Introd 10 Priests.. arrayed in their sacerdotal

robes, not (infrequently led the armies to battle. 1849 Mac
aulw Hist. Eng. iii. I. 326 Thus the sacerdotal office lost

its attraction for the higher classes. 1874 Gbees Short Hist.

viii. f 3. 488 They had none of the sacerdotal independence

which Rome had at any rate preserved.
' Comb. 1845 S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. II. 7 The de-

structive forces.. which this sacerdotal- military state had
certainly not been able to neutralise or destroy.

b. Holding the office of a priest.

1681-4 J. Scott Chr. Life H747) III. 223 He is a Sacer-

dotal King, /'. t. a King that holds his Regal Power in the

right and vertue of his Priestly intercession. 1870 Disraeli
Lothair xlvi, His Lordship was a sacerdotal orator ofrepute.

2. Now often used as the epithet of doctrines

that assert the existence in the Christian church of

an order of priests charged with sacrificial functions

and invested with supernatural powers transmitted

to them in ordination.

1871 MoRl-EV Crit. Misc. Ser. t. Carljrle (1878) 173 It led

to the sacramental and sacerdotal developments of Angli-
canism, a 1884 M Patthox Mem. (1885) 166 High sacer-

dotal doctrines were openly proclaimed.

+ B. sb. [Cf. metUL. sacerdotale.'] Priestly

function.

a 1640 J. Ball Anrtv. Conns 1. (1642) 133 Since they made
their new office or McerdotalL thus they make their catc-

chumirte.

Hence Sax.rdo tally */:•.. tSacerdo-talneaa.
Also t Sacerdota Htjr, priestly character.
1688 H. Mure Wr. Dial. v. xi. '171 ,) 447 Philoth.. .That

is also a farther Intimation of their Sacerdolality. 1727
Bailey voL 1

1
, Saeerdotatmess, Priestlinesa, or Likeness to

a Priest. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer ii, He has most sacer-

dotally put down all the jollity. 1864 Reader III. 071/3
Why does not some scientific man, clothing himself for the
moment ssxerdotally . ., heave back the charges.

Sacerdotalism (sa»ud<rrtaliz'm). [f. Sacer-
dotal a. + -ism.]

1. The sacerdotal spirit or system; the principles

or practice of the priesthood. Chiefly in unfavour-

able sense : Pursuit of the interests of the priestly

order in opposition to those of the laity; undue
assumption of authority on the part of the priest-

hood.
1847-54 Webster, Sacerdotalism, the spirit of the priest-

hood. i860 H. B. Wilson in Ess. \ Rev. 150 A self-satisfied

sacerdotalism, .might succeed in keeping peace within the
walls of emptied churches. 1869 Pall Mall G. 7 Jan. 4
A people so imbued with detestation of sacerdotalism or
priestlyauumptionofpowcrasatetheEnglish. 1877 Froude
Short Stud. .1883) IV. 1. xL 128 In the eyes of Europe, the
cause in which Becket fell was the cause of sacerdotalism.
1880 L. Oliphant Gilextl xvii. 494 The influence for evil of
the rival sacerdotalisms as they exist in Turkey.
2. The assertion of the existence in the Christian

church of a sacerdotal order or priesthood having
sacrificial functions and invested with supernatural
powers.
1856 R. A Vaughak Myttks (i860) I. 237 These sermons

of Tauler assert so audaciously against sacerdotalism, the
true priesthood of every Christian man. 1881 Ch. Q. Rer.
XII 434 Sacerdotalism, i.e. the belief in certain individuals
ordained in a certain way being the exclusive instrument, in

the Divine covenant, ofsacramental graces. 1905 ( h. limes
22 Sept. 337/3 True sacerdotalism is all one with true
Churcnmanshtp.

Sacerdotalist (sxssjdtfo-talist). [f. Sacer-
dotal a. + -I8T.] One who advocates or defends
sacerdotalism.

1865. Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 10/2 The sacerdotal ists are
grievously mistaken if they take all this for the proof of a
latent belief in sacramental theories. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Baft. v. § 1. 298 The awful emphasis laid by the sacer-
dotalist on the efficacy of that ordinance [sc. baptism). 1896
Br. Stubs* Visit. Charges (1904) 304 The advocate of re-
ligious education, the opponent of divorce and simony, the
maintainer of the sanctity of Sunday, are all alike sacer-
dotalista,

Sacerdotalixe (saewidt'.nilaiz), v. [f. Sacer-
dotal a. + -U.K.] trans. To make subservient to

sacerdotalism. Hence Sacerdo talized ///. a.,

Sacerdotalising vbl. sb.

1865 Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 10/2 As to the sacerdotaliring

Vol. VIII.

9

of the English poor by any such means as these [etc.]. 1883
Maine Early Law ii. *6 The existing very imperfectly
sacerdotalised customary law of the Hindus in the Punjab.
1899 Sp. in Times 11 May 15/1 The policy of the Bishops
seemed to be to sacerdotahze the Church and substitute
their own authority for that of the law.

t Sacerdote. nonce-ivd. In 7 sacerdott. [ad.

L. sacerdot-em.] A priest.

1685 in Maidment Bk. Sc. Pasqnils {1868) 285, I swear on
word of Sacerdott.

t Sacerdotical, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L. sacerdot-

em -t- -ical.] = Sacerdotal.
1641 J. Trappe Tlteol. Tkeol. 69 As in the New, the Gospels

are regalL.the Epistles more Sacerdotical).

Sacha. obs. form of Sac 1.

II Sachamaker. Obs. Also 8 sacka-maker.
[app. a derivative or a corruption of sachama
Sachem.] = Sachem, Sagamore.
1681 Pennsylv. Archives 1. 47 Indyan Sachamakers. 1683

Pens Wks. {1782) IV. 311 Another made a speech to the
Indians, in the name of all the Sactfamakers or kings. 1701
C.Wollev Jml. New York (il&o) 54 They have the greatest
Sachim or Sacka-maker, i. e. King.

Sache, obs. form ot Sac 1, Sack sb.1

Sachel, -ell, -elle, obs. forms of Satchel.

Sachem (s^i-tjcm, soetfem). Also 7 sachama,
sachema, sachim, 9 saquem. [a. Narragansett
sachem m Delaware sakima, Micmac sakumow,
Penobscot sagamo (whence Sagamore).]
1. The supreme head or chief of some American

Indian tribes.

The alleged distinction between sachem and sagamore
(quot. a 1817) appears to be erroneous.
16*1 Reiat. Plantation Plymouth* New Eng. 40 They

brought vs to their Sachim or Gouernour. 1677 ^ • Huh-
bard Narrative 5 Miantonimoh the chief Sachem or Lord
of the Narhagansets. 1683 Penn JJ'"**. (1782) IV. 310 Their
government is by kings, which they call sachama. 1685 R.
Burton Eng. Emp. America 117 Sachema. 1710 Luttrrll
BriefReL (1857) VI. 571 Four Indian sachems, or kings of
the 5 Indian nations, lately arrived here, a 1817 T. Dwight
Trav. New Eng., etc. (1821) I. 119 Their principal chiefs
were called Sachems ; their subordinate ones. Sagamores.
1858 Loncf. M. Standish 1. 52 Let them come, if they like, be
it sagamore, sachem, or pow-wow. 1865 Lsver Luttrell of
Arran xiii, He was a great Saquem, delivering the laws of
his tribe.

2. jocularly applied to a prominent member of a
society, etc. ; a * chief.

'773 J* Adams Wks. (1854) IX. 335 It is whispered that
the Sachem has it in contemplation to go home soon. [Note,
Adams refers to some one prominent in Mass. politics.]

3. C S. Politics. One of a body of twelve high
officials in the Tammany Society of New York.
Grand sachem, the head of this body.
1890 Nation ao Mar. 236/1 The tribulations of Tammany's

former Grand Sachem, the Sheriff. 1890 Boston (Mass.)
JrnL 23 Apr. 2/3 Among the Sachems unanimously re-

elected by Tammany Hallarc [etc.).

Hence Sachemdom, Sa chcmahlp, the position

or * realm * of a sachem ; Sachemic a., of or per-

taining to a sachem.
1765 T. Hutchinson /list. Mass. I. v. 459 Two cantons

or sachemdoms of the cape I ndians. 1771 Smollett//um/h.
Ci, t6 Oct., A little traffic he drove in peltry during his

sacbemship among the Miamiv a 1817 T. Dwiuht Trav.
New Eng., etc {1821) II. 18 Alexander, the eldest son of
Massasott, died.. and left the Sachemdom to Philip. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. 1 1, xxxvi. 395 The forests beyond the
Sace, New Hampshire, and the country as far as Salem,
constituted the sachem.thip of Penacook. 1885 Riverside
Nat. Hist. (1888) VI. 163 The sachemic office was hereditary.

Sachemore, obs. form of Sagamore.

II Sachet (sajf). [Fr. sathct (from 1 2th c. ; in
( >NK. saquet: see SACKXT),din). of sac\—L. saccus

bag. Sack jjM Cf. It satchetto.]

tl. A small bag, a wallet. Obs. rare.

1483 Caxtom Gold. Leg. 224/2 He.. etc. twyes a day of
the same loof and alwaye on the mom be fond it hool in his

sachet. 14*7 — Bk. Gd. Manners 1. xvii. (W. de W. cists)
E v b, In stede of a celyer he (/.-. Diogenes] had but a ly tell

sachet.

2. A small perfumed bag or satchel.

1838 Times 3 July %ft The 'letter of felicitation' for-

warded by the Sultan to her Majesty on the occasion of her
coronation .. was put in an envelope.. and the whole en-

closed in a crimson cloth sachet or bag, somewhat resembling
a lady's small reticule. 1880 Disraeli Endym. xxi, You
will not perhaps be able to find your pocket-handkerchiefs
at first. They are in this sachet.

3. A dry perfume madeupinto a packet for placing

among articles of clothing, etc. (see quot. 1892).

1855 Pi essk Perfumery vii. 145 Besides the sachets men-
tioned there are many other substances applied as dry per-

fumes, such as scented wadding. 1856 Athenxum 18 Oct.

1268 He is scented like a sachet 189a G. W. Askinson
Perfumes xvi. 208 Expensive sachets are sold in silk bags.

. .Cheap sachets are sold in envelopes or in round boxes.

attrio. 1853 Piesse Perfumery vii. 137 Sachet Powders.

Sacheverell (satje'vcrtl). 1 0bs. ox U.S. Also

-el. [Said to have been named by the inventor on

account of the popularity of Dr. Sacheverell : see

next.] (See quota.)

1769 Franklin Lett. Wks. 1840 VI. 325 This is seen in

narrow stove chimneys, when a sacheverell or blower is

used. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Sacheverel, the

iron door, or blower to the mouth of a stove, from a divine

of that name, who made himself famous for blowing the

coals of dissention, the latter end of the reign of Queen Ann.

Sacheverellite(satje'vercbit). [{.Sacheverell

SACK.

(see below) + -ite.] One who adopted the ex-
treme High Church and Tory views of Dr. Henry
Sacheverell, an English clergyman whose condem-
nation for 'seditious libel* in 1709 excited great

popular indignation. Also attrib. or adj.
1710 Chuse which you Please 4 A Sacheverellite swears to

Her Majesty only as Queen de Facto. Ibid. 7 The Sach-
everellite Clergy have long groan'd under this their Sub-
jection to the State.

Saciate, Sacietie, -ty, obs. ff. Satiate, Satiety.

Sack (ssek) , sb.1 Forms : 1 sacc, ssecc, 3-4
sac, seck(e, (3 sec, 6 north, seik), 3-6 sakke,
3-7 sacke, 4-5 sak, sekke, 4-6 sek, (5 sac, cek,
sache, sake, saccke, Sc. seoke, 7 Sc. seek),
5- sack. [OE. sacc masc, ad. L. sacc-us bag, sack,
sackcloth (F. sas

t
from 1 1-1 2th c, Pr. sac, Sp., Pg.

sacOy It. sacco). a. Gr. gclkkos, ad. Heb.
v
? Phoenician)

pir saq m Jewish Aramaic $c saq, Hpc saqqa, Syriac

ja^o saq, yCLca saqa, Assyrian saqqu. The word
appears in most of the Teut. langs. : Goth, sakkus
sackcloth is prob. from Greek, but in the other
langs. the proximate source is Latin: MDu. sak
(Du. zak), OHG. sac. sach, ace. pi. secchi {UHG.
sac, mod.G. sach bag), ON. sekk-r sack (Sw. sakk,
Da. smh). The ON. and some of the OHG. forms,
and perh. the OK. stecc (confined to the sense sack-
cloth ') indicate a prehistoric type *sakki-z : cf.

med.L. ' saccia, aaxxos ' in a Lat.-Gr. glossary.
The word is found also as Irish and Gael, sac, Welsh sach,

Hungarian zsak, Russian caKL sak', Polish, Czech, Ser-

bian, Albanian sak, which are all directly or indirectly from
the Latin or Greek.]

I. 1. A large bag oblong in shape and open at

one end, usually made of coarse flax or hemp, used
for the storing and conveyance of corn, flour, fruit,

potatoes, wood, coal, etc.

c 1000 .-Elhric 6V«. xlii. 25 He..bead his bexnum |>a-t hi;
fyldon hira saccas mid hwaete. c 1250 Gen. <f Ex. 2223 Quan
men So seckes Sor un-bond, And in oe coren 5o a^tes fond.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5090 Your seckes sal i til o gift, c 1385
Chaucer L. 67. IV. 195 (Dido) Sakkes ful of gold. C1440
Protttf. Parv. 64/1 Cek, or Cekclothe, or poke, saccus.
14. . Tretyce in W. of Henley's Huso. (1890) 50 To kepe pe
corne fat falithe when it is put into be sekkis. a 1529
Skklton Bk. 3 Fates Wks. 1843 I. 200 Pecunyous fooles,

that ..wrddeth these olde wyddred women, whych hath
sackes full of nobles. 1573 Tusser Huso. (1878) 176 Good
huswifes be mending and peecing their sackes. 1753 Scots
Mag. Aug. 421/2 Five men in sacks run for a guinea. 1840
Hood Uf the Rhine 222 What do you think, Margaret, of
having your bead caught in a baker's sack, hot from the
oven [as a cure for a ' blight in the eyes ']. 1864 Tennyson
En. Ard. 63 The younger people. ., With bag and sack and
basket.., Went nutting.

b. With reference to the punishment of drown-
ing in a sack. The sack\ the punishment (awarded
in ancient Rome to a parricide) of being sewn in a
sack and drowned.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints lit. (Andreas) 211 pe Iuge..gert

bynd pe jounge man rath, and put hym in a sek to mere.
. 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 956 And if I do that lakke Do
strepe me and put me in a sakke And in the nexte ryuer do
me drenche. 1500-so Dunbar Poems xlii. 87 Gud Fame wes
drownit in a sek. 1538 Elyot Diet. Add. s. v. Cnlcus. 1678
R.L'Estrange .SVa/t'a'x Mor,, Clemency (1696)441 Caligula,

in five years condemn'd more People to the Sack, then ever
were before him. i8so Scott Monast. x, Didst thou think
me fool enough to wait till thou hadst betrayed me to the
sack and the fork !

C. trans/, andy^p.
a 1300 Sarmun in E. E. P. (1862) 2 \\ felle wib-oute nis

hot a sakke. 1416 Lydc De Guil. Pilgr. 12791 Ther Sak,
ther wombe, (I vndertake,) Off hem ther goddys they do
make. 1559 Mirr. Mag., Edw. IV, vi, A man is but a
sacke of stercory. 1581 Sidney Afol. Poetrie (ArbJ 45
Although perchance the sack of his owne faults, lye so be-

hinde hys back. [Cf. Sacket, quot. 1 549-1

fd. (See quots.) Cf. Woolsack. Obs.

1330 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 10 g 8 Stiche of them as shall

happen to be under the saide degree of a Baron, shall sitt.

.

at the uppermost parte of the sakkes in the middes of the

saide Parliament Chamber. 1577 Harrison England 11.

viii. (1877) 1. 174 In the middest [of the House of LordsJ..

lie certeine sackes stuffed with wooll 01 haire, whereon the

judges of the realme, the master of the rols, and secretaries

of estate doo sit.

f e. Sack and seam : pack-horse traffic. Obs.

1631 in N. Riding Rec. (1885) III. 11. 312 [Two yeomen
presented for stopping up the King's highway for] sacke and
seame. 18*9 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. Oi,Sack-and-seam-
road

%
a horse road—properly a pack-horse road over moors.

2. A sack with its contents; also the amount
usually contained in a sack; hence taken as a unit

of measure or weight for com, flour, fruit, wool,

coal, etc.

1314-15 Rolls of Parlt. I. 313/1, Li saks & x peres de
leine. 1437-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt 69 For iij sak lyme to

be same mason, .vj d. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 425 That
they bryng their sakkes of juste mesure. 1494 Act 11

Hen. VII, c. 4 S 2 Be it also enacted that ther be but only

. .xiiij lb. to the stone of Wolle and xxj stone to the sakke.

1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 334 The conservatour sail

naif, .of euer ilk sek of gudis twa stuiis. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj., Dav. II 44 There sal be ane maister of the Tione,

quha sail receaue fra the King, ane pennie for ilk seek of

woll (quhilk contelnes twentie foure stanes). 1687 A. Lovell

tr. Thevrnot's Trav. 1. 229 Having taken out of her ten sacks

of Carobs, they.. let her go. 1704 Loud. Post 14-17 Apr.

at



SACK.

2/1 Last Week 6 Sacks of Cocoa-Nuts were seiz'd by

a Custom-house Officer, being brought up to Town for so

many sacks of Beans. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.Agric.

(ed. 4) II. 443 Of corresponding Prices per Load, Quarter,

Sack, and Bushel. 1859 Tennyson Enid 263 An ancient

churl,.. Went sweating underneath a sack of corn. 187a

Raymond Statist. Mines <$• Mining 143, 90 pounds is the

weight taken per sack of interior ores.

3. Proverbs and proverbial phrases, f To buy a

cat in the sack [cf. F. acheter chat en sac Cotgr.] :

to buy an article without first inspecting it. To

bring, carry {more) sacks to the mill', see Mill sb. 1

lb. f To cover oneself with a wet sack [= F.

se couvrirSun sac mouille, 16th c] : to make vain

excuses.

C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 422 To bye a catte in bo

sakke is bot litel charge. 1546 J. Heywood/V<77/.(i867) 47,

I promise you an olde sacke axeth much patchyng. 1579
Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim, 340/2 Therefore the Papists

couer them selues with a wet sack, when they say [etc.].

01651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk {1843) II. 404 Where they

alledge we sould have beene occasioun to caus our sonne
follow his father hastilie, they cover themselves theranent

with a wett seek.

b. in various similative phrases.

14*6 Lvdg. De GuiL Pilgr. 5127 Swych wer foul & blake

of syht Lych to a colyers sak. c 1440 Jacob*s Well 263 J>ou

faryst as a saccke wyth-oute botome, bere may no-thyng
abyde per-in. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xv. 437 Kyng
Marke..tombled adoune out of his sadel to the erthe as

a sak. 1886 Hall Caine Son of Hagar 11. xvi, Tom was
drawn wet as a sack to the opposite bank.

4. slang. To give (a person) the sack', to dismiss

from employment or office ; transf. to discard, turn

off (a lover). So To get the sack : to receive one's

dismissal.
The phrase has been current in Fr. from the 17th c. : cf. * On

luy a donni son sac, hee hath his pasport giuen him (said

of a seruant whom his master hath put away) ' (Cotgr.). Cf.

Du. ientand den zak geven, to give one the sack (already in

MDu.), den zak krijgen, to get the sack.

18*5 C. M. WESTMACorr Eng. Spy I. 178 You munna split

on me, or I shall get the zack for telling on ye. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xx, I wonder what old Fogg 'ud say, if he knew it.

I should get the sack, I s'pose—eh ? 1840 Thackeray
Shabby Genteel Story v, The short way would have been, .to

have requested him immediately to quit the house ; or, as
Mr. Gann said, ' to give him the sack at once '. 190a Besant
Five Yrs? Tryst ia Frivolity and even lightness of con-
versation were sure to be followed by the sack.

fll. 5. Sackcloth, esp. as the material of
penitential or mourning garments. Also, a piece

or a garment of sackcloth. Obs.
c 1000 jElfric Saints* Lives I. 538 He aras pa ofbaere flora

and of bam wacan saecce be he lange on-uppan dreori; wa^s
siltende. c iaoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 139 [John the Baptist chose]
stiue here to shurte and gret sac to curtle. ? a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 4^57 She [sc. Poverty] nadde on but a streit old
sak. 138a Wyclif Dan. ix. 3 To preye and byseche in fast-
yngis, sac, and ashe. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv,
108 This kynge Ezechic.hym clothid in a sake, he Put
hym-Selfe to Penaunce. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 231 b/2 His
bedde was alle enuyronned with asshes and hayre and with
a sacke. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdrasxvx. 2 Gyrde youre selues
with clothes of sack & hayre. 1589 Nashe Martins Months
Mind H 1, Away with silke, for I will moume in sack, Mar-
tin is -dead. 1594 Greene & Lodge Looking-gl. (1598)
H3b, Lords,.. see it straight proclaim'd, That man and
beast.. For fortie daies in sacke and ashes fast. ci6zo Z.
Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 35 For Silks I will with rugged
Sack be clad.

+ 6. Some kind of material for ladies
1

dresses:
= SackiKg sb.% 2. Obs.

1595 Ace. Bk. W. Wray m Antiquary XXXII. 317, j
pece stro coler seek, xxv'is. ; and viij yeardes checker seck-
>'"gc. VJJ- viijrf...Ite' j pece ashe coler seckynge, xxjs.

HI. attrib. and Comb.
7. a. simple attrib., as sack-band, -barrow, -hoist,

-weight ; b. objective, as sack-bearer, -maker,
-making; in names of mechanical contrivances, as
sack-emptier, -holder, -lifter \ c. similative, as
sack-formed, -shaped adjs. ; sack-like adj. and adv.
c 1460 Toumeley Myst. xii. 167 Hold ye my mare. .Whylst

l..lawse the *sek band. 1638 Penkethman Artach. Hi,
For Salt, Yeast, Candle, and Sack-bands 2d. i85oOgilvif,
'Sack barrow. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Saccarius, a
sackebearer. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 603/2 It is by
a *sack-formed process of the mantle filled with this yel-
lowish matter that the peduncle is first formed. 1884 Knight
Diet. Meek. Suppl., '•Sack Emptier. 1875 Ibid., *Sack>
hoist, an adaptation of the wheel and axle to form a con.
tmuous hoist for sacks. 1880 J. W. Hill Guide Agric.
Implementr 468 Combined *Sack Holder and Barrow. Ibid.
469 This Machine is an efficient *Sack Lifter, Loader,
Unloader, and Shooter. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol III
X
£5r 5L he ^j 1^03^ in ^ich the larva resides.
1898 G. Meredith OdesFr. Hist. 71 Sack-like droop bronze
pears. 1780 IVestm. Mag. VIII. Suppl. 730/2 *Sack and
sacking-maker 188$Manch. Exam^o JaTs/i A youngwoman named Mary Dawson, sackmaker . . was found guilty
ofa robbery from the person. 1839 Sowerby Conchol Man.
2
J J, •« ,/™,P /^J* ^ a "sack-shaped body. 14*9RollsofParlt. IV. 359/2 The *sak weyght is sold for xn Marc.
8. Special comb. : sack-bag (see quot.) ; sack

coal, screened coal for delivery in sacks
; + sack

custom, a toll on sacks of wool ; sack-doodling
ppl. a., quasi-arch. [cf. G. audelsack bagpipe], that
plays on the bagpipes ; sack-filter, a form of filter
used in sngar-refining (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ;

fsack gown Sc, a sackcloth garment worn by an
offender when doing public penance ; sack-pants

10

cZi'.Jooselyfittingtronsers; sack pipe ? C\S. [after

G. saekpfeife],* bagpipe {Cent. Diet.) ; sack race, a

race inwhich each competitoris enveloped in a sack,

the mouth of which is secured round his neck ; so

sack racing, running', alsosack-racer \ sack-sailed

a. (nonce-word), having sails made of sackcloth;

sack-shoot, an inclined plane or trough for de-

livering sacks to a lower level ; sack-tackle, tackle

for hoisting sacks ; sack tree (see quot. 1866).

1885 Warren & Cleverly Wand. % Beetle* 10 The *sack-

bag, a sort of canvas bolster, an ever-ready receptacle for

items forgotten in packing. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 9 June 1/3
*Sack coal.. has.. been kept up to is. vd. a cwt. 11513
FABYANCAr<?«.vii. 595 V 1 a! straungers y l caryed any wolles

out of this londe, shuld pay xliii. s. iiii. d. for a *sakke cus-

tome. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi, Stop though, thou
•sack-doudling son of a whore ! 1693 in G. Lorimer
Leavesfr. Bk. West Kirke vi. (1885) 51 [In September 1693
Wm. MacMorran, a cobbler, confessed to a grave breach of
morals. He was appointed to] buy ane *sack goun to stand
in at the kirk door . . on Sabbath next. 1856 KankA ret. Expt.
II. x. 98 An extrajumper and *sack-pants for sleeping. 1884
Harpers Mag.Jan. 303/1 The champion *sack-racer of the

world. 1801 Strutt Sports ty Past. iv. iii, 277 *Sack Run-
ning, that is, men tied up in sacks, every part of them being
enclosed except their heads. 1882 Chk. Rossetti Ballad
ofBoding Poems (1904) 56/2 The *sack-sailed boat

_
1902

Westm. Gaz. 5 May 7/3 A *sack-shoot at the north side of
the warehouse. 1825 J. Nicholson Gperat. Mechanic 140
A granary, .with. . bins .. to contain the different sorts of
grain which is raised up by the *sack-tackle. 1849 Balfour
Man. Bot. Index, *Sack-tree. 1866 Treas. Bot., Lepu-
randra, the Sack-tree of Western India, a tree . . now .

.

called Antiaris saccidora. . .It is a gigantic tree.. having a
strong tough fibrous inner bark.. of which the natives.,

make capital sacks.

Sack(s3ek),^.2 Forms: 6sak, 6-7 sac, sacke,
6- sack. [a. F. sac (in phr. mettre h sac), ad. It.

sacco (= Sp. saco, Pg. saoue), of doubtful origin.

By some scholars it is regarded as identical with sacco
bag, Sack sb}, or as a verbal noun from the derivative verb
saccare to put in a bag, with reference to the putting up of
plunder into bags or sacks. This is possible, out evidence
is wanting.]

The action of Sack v. 2 ; sackage, plundering ; esp.

in phr. toput to sack, \ toput to or unto the sack (obs.).

1549 Compl. Scot. xiv. 114 Thai gat entres vitht in the
toune, and pat it to sac. 1567 Turberv. Disprayse of
Women in Epitaphes, etc 61 b, Helen that to vtter sack,
both Greece and Trote brought, 1577-87 Holinshed Hist.
Scot. 246/1 The said earle of March.. comming to the said
towne, tooke it, slue all the Englishmen found within it, put
their goods to the sacke, and after set the towne on tire.

1581 Styward Mart. Discipl. 11. 141 Graunt not license to
thy souldierstoputall to sacke. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres
1. li. 11 Licence graunted to fall vnto the sacke and spoile.

16x0 Healey St. Aug. Citi'e of God 111. xxviii. 147 Many
also of the noblest citties and townes were put vnto the
sacke. c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. 75 Before the Sac of Troy,
'twas said and sung up and down the streets. 1777 Watson
Philip II (1793) II. xni. 136 He despaired to reduce so
strong a place by sack and storm. 1808 Scott Martn. iv.

xxxii, Or.. call The burghers forth to watch and ward,
'Gainst southern sack and fires to guard. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 614 Those inhabitants who had favoured
the insurrection expected sack and massacre. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets vii. 191 The storm.. was a punishment for their
impiety and pride during a sack of Troy, 1893 F. Adams
New Egypt 40 But Memphis was gone, having suffered a
hundred sacks and dilapidations.

b. transf andfg.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1622) 353 Alas sorrow, now

thou hast the full sacke of my conquered spirits. 1590
Greene Neuertoo late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 105 Hast thou
had the spoile of my virginitie, and now wouldest thou haue
the sacke of my substaunce?

C. Plundered goods, rare.

1859 Tennyson Enid 694 He found the sack and plunder
of our house All scatter'd thro' the houses of the town.

Sack (ssek), sb.3 Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: a. 6
north, wyn seake, Sc. wyne seek, vyne sekk

;

£. 6 seck(e; 7. 6 sakke, 6-7 sacke, 6- sack.
[Early 16th c. wyne seek, ad. F. vin sec

t
'dry

\vine\ Cf. G. sekt, earlier (17th c.) sek, Du. sek.
Vin sec is given by Sherwood 1632 (but not by Cotgrave

161 1-32) as the Fr. equivalent of 'sacke'. According to
Littre^z'm sec meant only ' dry wine ' in the current Eng.
sense, i. e. wine ' free from sweetness and fruity flavour'

;

there appears to be no ground for the assumption made in

Grimm's Dentsches Worterbuch, s.v. Sekt (and in earlier
German dictionaries from the 17th c. onwards), that it at
some time meant 'wine from dried or partially dried grapes'.
Some difficulty therefore arises from the fact that sack in
English, as well as sekt in German, was often described as
a sweet wine {so already in our earliest quot.), though Shak-
spere's mention of ' sack and sugar ' shows that it was not
always such even in the 16th c. It is possible that before
the recorded history of the name begins it had already been
extended from the ' dry ' wines of a certain class to the whole
class, and had afterwards come to be applied esp. to those
wines of the class which were originally excluded. But
evidenceis wanting. The Sp. *vino seco, It. *vino secco,
usually cited by etymologists, appear not to be recognized
by the lexicographers of the respective langs.

I he form sack is not a normal development from the
original seek. It may perhaps be explained by the fact that
in the 16th c. seek was a provincial form of Sack sb. 1

; per-
sons who were accustomed to regard ' seek ' as a mispro-
nunciation of sack may have applied the supposed correction
to the name of the wine. It is not, in the present state of
the evidence, probable that there was ever any confusion
with the OF. vin de sac (' Saccatum, vin de buffet, vin de
sac

,
ma gloss quoted by Godefr.), OHG. saewtn (written

saiaoin), MDu. saczvijn, which according to early explana-

SACK.

tions meant a beverage made by steeping the lees of wine in
water, and then straining through a bag.]

1. A general name for a class of white wines
formerly imported from Spain and the Canaries.
a. 1536-7 Durham A cc.Roils(Surtees) 691 Et in vino Clareto

et le Wyn seake. 1547 Salesbuby Welsh Diet., Seek win,
secke. 1558 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) L 3" Ane bot of wyne
seek, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)
II. 320 Burdeous vyne gave v schilling the pynt and vyne
sekk vij schilling.

6,y. X53i-a^c/ 23 Hen. VIII, c 7 § 3 It is further enacted
. . that no Malmeseis Romeneis Sakkes nor other swete Wynes
..sbalbe rateiled aboue .xij.d. the galon. 1542 Boorde
Dyetary x. (1870) 255 Also these bote wynes, as malmesye,
wyne course, wyne greke, romanysk, romny, seek (etc.].. be
not good to drynke with meate. 1555-6 Rec. St. Mary at
Hill 403 Item, payde in Claret wyne, sacke and sugar.,
iij s. xj d. 159a Greene Conny Catch. 11. Wks. (Grosart)
X. 93 Haue with you for a pottle of burnt Secke. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV (Qo. 1598J n. iv. 516 If sacke and sugar
be a fault, God helpe the wicked. 1601 — Tiuel. N. \u
iii. 206 He go burne some Sacke. 1607 Dekker & Webster
Northiv. Hoe 1. B 1, Come weele ha some muld Sack. 1620
[see canary wine: Canary sb. 7]. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy.S.
Sea xliii. 103 Since the Spanish Sacks haue beene common
in our Tavernes . . our Nation complaineth of Calenturas
[etc.]. i6»3 Markham Eng. Housew. ii. 149 Your best Sacks
are of Seres in Spaine, your smaller of Galicia and Portu-
gal!; your strong Sacks are of the Hands of the Canaries,
and of Malligo. 1663 Dryden Wild Gallant 1. i, My
Business is to drink my Morning's-draught in sack with
you. 1686 [see Malaga]. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. House-
kpr. (1778,1 165 Grate sugar round your dish, and serve them
up with sack for sauce. 1771 Mrs. Haywood Nrtv Present
227 The racy taste of Canary, now commonly called Sack.

'

b. With qualifying word, chiefly with words in-

dicating the place of production or exportation, as
Canary, Malaga, Palm [ = Palma], Sherris or
Sherry [= Xeres: see Shebry] sack.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV (Qo. 1600) iv. iii. 104 A good
sherris sacke hath a two fold operation in it. 16*5 Hart
Anat. Ur. 1. v. 45 A cup of good sherry Sacke, Malago, or
Canary. 163a Canarysack [see Canary^. 7J. c 1660 New
Mad Tom 51 in Roxb. Ballads II. 261 A cup of old Ma-
laga Sack. 1680 Morden Geog. Rect., Spain (1685) 176
Hence come our Sherry-Sacks. 1735-7 Berkeley Querist
§ 151 Men of nice palates have been imposed on,, .by mead
for palm sack. 1756 Rolt Diet. Trade s.v. Canary islands,
Palma., is remarkable for its produce of wine, cafled palm-
sack, or Canary.

C. The following passage is often alluded to as

a proverbial type of flagrant disproportion, esp.

where there is an absurd excess of what is unsub-
stantial or unimportant over what is solid.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV (Qo. 1598) 11. iv. 592 O monstrous !

but one halfepeniworth of bread to this intolerable deale of
sack?

2. attrib. and Comb.-, a. simple attrib., as sack-
pot ; b. objective, as sack-guzzler ; c. instru-

mental, as sack-sopped ad). ; d. spec, in the names
of beverages, etc., made with sack, as sack-cream,
-mead, -posset, -whey. Also Sack-butt.
1665 R. May Accomplisht Cook (ed. 2) 283 To make a

*Sack Cream. 1767 Mrs. Glasse's Cookery 361 Sack cream
like butter. 1823 Bentham Mcm.ty Corr.Wks. 1843 X. 536
Then came.. the ultra-servile *sack-guzzler, Southey. 1769
Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 331 To make \Sack
Meatl. To every gallon of water pour four pounds of honey,
boil it .

. , then put it in your cask, and to thirteen gallons of
the above liquor, add a quart of brandy or sack. 1599 B.
Jonson Cynthia^s Rev. u. iv, Shee composes a "sack posset
well. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 80 To make an Excellent
Sack-Posset, Beat fifteen Eggs..; then put three quarters
of a Pound of White Sugar into a Pint of Canary [etc.^

1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum.v, His genius had been nursed
on sack posset, and not on dishes of tea, 1857 J. Marryat
Pottery fy Porcelain (ed. 2) 143 Of the *sack-pots one at
Strawberry Hill was dated 1647. 1593 G. Harvey Lett.
<? Sonn. Wks. (Grosart) II. 345 Thy Clarret spirite, And
*sack-sopt miseries of thy Confutations. 1736 Gentl. Mag.
VI. 619/2 Drink plentifully of small, warm *Sack-Whey.

Sack (ssek), sbA Also 7, 9 sac, 8- sacque.
[Cf. G.franzbsischer sack (Grimm), Du. zak, both
applied in the 18th c. to a French fashion of gown
then worn by ladies. This, with Pepys' spelling

(quot. 1668-9), would seem to indicate adoption
from F. sac, but the Fr. lexicographers do not recog-

nize the word in this sense.

It is possible that both the senses below, or sense 2 only,
may have originated as transferred uses of Sack sb.1 To
place them under that word would however be inconvenient,
on account of the marked divergence of application, and the
fact that the pseudo-Fr. spelling sacque is still frequent in

both senses.

Sense 2 is given by M. Heyne (in Grimm) as a modern
tailors' use of G. sack (also sackpaletot ' sack ' overcoat) ;

but this may possibly be from English.

In the following quot. sackes may denote some article of
clothing, but its sense is obscure, and it is not certain that it

is English:

—

1390-1 Earl Derby's Exf. (Camden) 112 Et eiusdem
pipours et thrumpours pro vj. sackes de fostyon ex precepto
domini, bts.]

1. A loose kind of gown worn by ladies. ? Obs.

Also, from the 1 8thc, an appendage of silk attached

to the shoulders of such a dress, and forming a train

(see quot. 1882).
1599 Peele Sir Clyomon xv, But there's Frumpton's wench

in the frieze sack [orig. ed. seake], it will do thee good to see

What canvosing is at the milking-time between her and me.
ifiox B. Jonson Poetaster is. i, This straight-bodied citty attire

(I can tell you) will stirre a Courtiers blood, more, then the
finest loose Sackes the Ladies vse to be put in. 1634 Sir T.



SACK. 11 SACKCLOTH.
Herbert Trav. 199 The women [of Macassar, or ihe

Celebes] -.weare a large long cawle or sack, like net-worke,

which as a garment hides them wholy. 1668-0 PEPYsDiary
2 Mar., My wife this day put on first her French gown, called

a Sac. 174* H.\V.\l?ole Let. to Comvay 27 June, The Prince
himself -leading Madame I'Ambassadrice de Venise in a

freen sack with a straw hat. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. Ixxvii,

can as>ure you, my Lady Traill has had a sacque from this

piece this very morning. 1775 Lend. -V.ag-.July 343/1 Flowing
loosely down her back Draw with art the graceful sack. 178a

HUB. D'Arblay DiaryU Dec, I can't bear a sacque. a 1845
Barham Ingot. Leg. Sex. m. Wadding Day, The flowered

silk sacques, which they wore on their back-.. 1852 Thack-
eray Esmomi 11. xv, How am I to go trapesing to Kensing-
ton in my yellow satin sack before all the fine company?
188a Caulkeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, Sac (Sack or

Sac$ue\ an old term, still in use, denoting a superfluous,

but decorative, piece of a dress material fastened to the
shoulders at the back of the gown in wide, loose plaits, and
descending to the ground, of such a length as to form a
train. The gown itself is always complete without this

appendage.
attrib. 1770 Chatterton At/. 8 July, Wks. 1803 III. 444

Direct for me at Mrs. Angel's, Sack-maker, Brooke Street,
Holborn. 1896 Daily News 25 June6/6 The last two, being
children, were attired in pretty old-fashioned sacque frocks.

2. A loose-fitting coat the back of which is not

shaped to the figure, but hangs more or less

straight from the shoulders. Also attrib.

1847 Longf. in Life (1891) II. 90 In fair weather he wears
a brown linen sack. 1883 D. C. Murray Hearts I. 33 He
wore a velvet sacque to paint in. 1883 C. F. Woolson For
the Major v, Miss Honoria disapproved of the rector be-

cause he occasionally wore a sack-coat. 1883 Howelus
Woman's Reason II. xxi, 304 11k two women laughed
together, and began to pull up their sacks which had
dropped from their shoulders into their chairs behind them.
189a Daily News 3 May 3/4 The sack- back coat is now
rapidly finding its way to the tower social strata. 1896 Ibid.

19 Mar. 6/5 Sacque jackets divide the honours with capes.

1903 Westm. fin 18 June 4/2 The sac bolero, .gives size

to the slender and veils that of the stout.

Sack ,sjek), vA [£ Sack sbA ; cf. L. saccdre to

strain through a bag (med.L. also to put into a
bag), MDu. sacken (Du zakken), G. sacken to put
into a hag.]

1. trans. To put into a sack; to pack or store

(goods) in sacks. Also with up.
e 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 150 Whan the Mele is sakked

and ybounde. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 111. xI.uSoq) 156,
I sakke as michel sum tune as tweyne or thre poore men
mihten wel fille here sakkes with. 1510-ao Everywarn (Greg)
396 In chestes I am locked so fast, Also sacked in bagges.
a i7to Bettertom (J), Now. .The grist is sack d, and every
sack well bound. 177a R. Graves Spir. Quixote (1783) I.

206 The Tinker, however, sacked up his budget, and his
companion her bundle. 1844 Stephens Bk. Farm II.

305 The pickled wheat is then sacked up and carried to the
field in carts. 1845 7ml R. Agric. Sac. VI. il 321 It
threshes cleans, and finally sacks the grain. 188a Rep. to
Ho. Repr. Free. .\feL U.S. 331 The ore. .is being sacked for
shipment. 1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. 65 The corn
would be threshed, diesaed, and sacked, nobody knew how.

b. To pot (a person) in a sack to be drowned.
14*5 Roll* of P*rit. IV. 398/2 Ye said Erie lete sakke

hym forthwith, and drounyd him in Thamyse. 1530 Palscr.
606/2 He shall nat be hanged, but be shall be sacked and
throwen in to Seyne. 18*3 Byron Juan vt. civ, A foolish
or imprudent act Would .. have .. ended in his being.. sacked,
And thrown into the sea. 1836 Willis Summer Cruise in
Medit. xliii. JiSs*) 357 A Turkish woman was sacked and
thrown into the Bosphorus this morning.

c. Sporting. To ' bag * (game).
1838 Col. Hawker DiarydSg^) II. 140 Shot 99 geese and

sacked every bird.

1 2. To heap up in or as in a sack. Obs.
1599 .Puis Sir Clyom. xv, He, whose heart more hard

than Hint Hath sack'd on me such hugy heaps of ceaseless
sorrows here. 161a T. James Jesuits

7 Down/. 33 It was an
old state principle of Machiavcll, to packe and sack vp
sackes of money to. .binde mens tongues therewith.

3. colloq. To ' pocket \
1807 £. S. Barrett Rising Sun I. 59 All complained that

be sacked the receipts, without letting them touch one
farthing. 1830 Galt Lawns T. 11. it (1849) 47 To sack a
reasonable profit. 1836 W. luvisc Astoria 1. 313 The money
advanced had already been sacked and spent. 1888 Church-
ward Blackbirding a to We sold the oil to one of the mer-
chants, and sacked the dollars.

4. To put into a case or sack-like covering, rare.
tSto L. Wallace Btn-Hur iv. xiii. 353 At the corners

thiy placed pillows . . sacked in cloth blue and crimson.

5. slang, a. To 'give the sack' to; to dismiss or
discharge (a person) from his employment or office.

Chiefly passive.
1841 in Cat*. News 3 June (1809) 15/5 He said he had just

come from Glasgow, and had been ' sacked '. 1889 Daily
Tel. 3 Nov. 3/1 If. . the solicitor by whom he was employed,
had made up bis books, he (the plaintiff) would have been
' sacked six months ago '. 1890 * R. Bolorewood ' Col.
Reformer (1891) 363 The committee ought to be sacked.

b. To beat in a contest. (Cf. Sack vX)
i»ao-3 Caileton Traits frisk Peasantry (1864) I. 373

The terras of defeat or victory, .were called sacking and
bogging. . .Twas young Brady that didn't sack him clane . .

,

and went nigh to bog the priest himself in Greek. 1841
K. rkpCHUU) Lett. (1889) I. 71 F.Tennyson says that
be and a party of Englishmen fought a cricket match with
the crew of the Bcllerophon . . and sacked the sailors by
Bruns. 1848 in Brasenose Ale 80 The pluckiest crew on

Is stream . . Is the one that has sacked the Christ Church
Boat, And distanced all the rest.

6. Lumber-trade. See quot. i860 s.v. Sacking
vbl. sb.i

i860 [see Sacking vbl. sbA 1J. 1893 Scrilmer's Mag. June
715/1 And thus, wading and 'sacking' loys, the rear crew
works.. from daylight to dark.

7. intr. To bulge or * bag'.

1799 [implied in Sacking vbl. sb} il

Sack (saek), v.v Also 6 Sc sact. [f. Sack so*
Cf. Pr., Sp., Pg. satjuear, It, saccheggiare.']

1. trans. To give over (a city, town, etc.) to

plunder by the soldiery of a victorious army; to

strip (a person or place) of possessions or goods

;

to plunder, despoil.
a 1J47 Surrey Ecclesiastes v. Wks. 18

1 5 1. 76 The plenteous
houses sackt ; the owners end with shame Their sparkled
goods, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V 45 The toune was
sacked to the greate gayne of the Englishemen. 1563
WinJet Vincent. Lirin.To Marie Q. Scottis, Wks. (S.T.S.j
II. 5 That al the enimeis thairof..suld nocht mak thame be
force and plane violente to sact it, or onyways subdew it.

1567 Satir. Poems Reform, v. 52 Spair not to gif thame all

ane syse, Quhome ze beleif the King did sact. 1574 tr.

Mariorat's Apocalips 44 He wii be sacked of all his goods
or be throwen into prison. 1634 Heywood Maidenh. Lost
1. Wks. 1874 I. in We sack't the Citty after nine Moneths
siege. 1807 J. Barlow Cotumb. in. 13 They sack the
temples, the gay fields deface. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge
lxxi, People, .are flying from the town which is sacked from
end to end. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 295 From
Bow to Hyde Park.. there was no parish in which some
auiet dwelling had not been sacked by burglars. 1879
Irkev Read. Eng. Hist. xvii. 83 The monastery was

sacked by the Danes.

b. said of an inanimate agent.
1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxv. 119 Gif fyre may pair

buildings sacke, Or bullat beat paim downe. 1817 Shelley
Rev. Islam vn. xxxviii, When I woke, the flood Whose
banded waves that crystal cave had sacked Was ebbing
round me.

f2. To take as plunder or spoil. 06s. rare~\
1590 tr. P. Ubaldind's Disc. cone. Span. Invas. 21 The

Englishmen departed, ..hauing sacked 22000. duckets of
gold,. .and 14. coffers of mooueables.

fig* "59° Greene Never too late 11. Wks. (Grosart) VIII.
155 Thou seekest not only to sacke mine honour, but to

suck my bloud.

Sack, obs. form of Sac 1
.

Sackage (sacked*,), sb. Now rare. Also 6-7
saccage. [a. F. sac-cage, according to Hatz.-Dann.
a verbal noun f. saccager: see Sackage v."\

1. The action, or an act, of sacking (a city, etc.).

1S77~*7 Hounsmed Chron. III. 1007/1 For the defense
and safegard of this citie from spoile and saccage. 1583
Babimgtom Commandm. (1500) 226 In sackages of Cities.

1601 Holland/V/'** I. xv. xviii. 443 Howbeit Cato survived
not the rasing and saccage of Carthage, for he died the
yeare immediatly following this resolution. 1654 tr. Mar-
tini s Cone. China 190 The sackage endured from the 24.

of November till the 5. of December. 1755 T. H. Croker
Or/. Fur. xxxm. xli, Ravenna is in sackage laid. 1808
Southky Ckron. Lid 386 Some among us, says he, in this

city, count from the sackage of the Jews. 1875 Tennyson

S.
Alary 11. u, To guard and keep you whole and safe from

I The spoil and sackage aim'd at by these rebels.

1 3. Booty, plunder. Obs. rare ~ *
609 Holland Amm. Marxell. xxiv. viii. 251 When the

saccage therefore was divided and dealt,.. himselfe tooke
for his share a dumbe boy.

t Sackage, saccage, v. Obs. [a. F. sac-

eager, prob. ad. It. sa cneggiare, f. sacco Sack sb.%]

trans. To put to sack ; to plunder.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs Voy. 1. vii. 5 b. Their

intent was to..haue good means to saccage vs. Ibid. xii.

13 b, The houses, .hauing been twise saccaged [orig. deux
fois saccageer) and spoyled by the Spaniardes. i6a8 Priv.
Mem. Sir K. Digby (1828) 28 Before they went out of it

they saccaged the town. xoos J. Bargravb Pope Alex. VII
(1867) 94 They. .set upon the harch [tread bank] where the
money was, and sackaged all. 1687 A. Lovell tr. There-
nol's Trav. 1. 6 It. .having been .. saccaged and ruined by
a Romas Army.
Hence t ** •coaging' vbl. sb., t Sa'oeag-emant.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. 11. xiii. 48 b, The

Mccagmg..continued 3. daies. Ibid. ft. xxxvi. 160 The
mine, saccagement, & desolation of their countrey. 1654
tr. Martini's Couq. China 90 After the saccaging and burn-
ing of so many Provinces,

Sackalever (sxkal/-va\ Also aaooleva. [ad.

It. saccaleva. Cf. F. sacoQve.] A small lateen-

rigged sailing vessel used in the Levant.
1819 T. Hope Anastasius (1820) I. xii. 323 Meaning my-

self to go by land as far as Gallipoli, where the sacoleva

was te ballast 1876 Tkklawxy Shelley (1887) 83 A Turkish
sackalever.

Sackbut (sarkbm). Forms : 6-7 sagbut, -bot,

6 sagbout, saggebut, 7 sagbutt, 6-7 shagbot e,

(6 ahakbott, shagbuah, 7 -but), 6 saokbot, 7

-butt, aacke-but, 7 aaobutt, 8-9 sacbut, 7- sack-

but, [a. F. saquebute, earlier saqueboute, -botte,

etc. ; not found as the name of a musical instru-

ment earlier than the latter half of the 15th c, but

presumably identical with ONF. saqueboute, ex-

plained in the I4thc. as a lance furnished with 'an

iron hook for pulling men off their horses * (' un

grau de fer pour les garchons saqttier'yis de leurs

quevanlz'). In the modern Norman dialect the

word means a squirt. The first element is clearly

ONF. saquier ( Sp., Pg. sacar) to pull, draw
;

(which accounts for all the senses of the compound)

;

the etymology of the second element is obscure

;

some scholars connect it with bottler to push.

The Sp. sacabuche (cf. the 16th c. Eng. form shaghusfie\
sackbut, also tube used as a pump, and the Pg. sacabucha\
-buxa, with the same meanings, appear to be corrupt adop-
tions of the Fr. word. The Pg. word is identical in form
with a word meaning a hook for drawing the wad from a
gun, regularly f. saca-r to draw+^K^r, buxa

t wad. Pos-
sibly the Fr. word may, when adopted into Pg., have under-
gone assimilation to the native word and then passed in the
altered form into Sp. ; but evidence is wanting.)

1. An obsolete musical instrument ; a bass trum-
pet with a slide like that of a trombone for alter-

ing the pitch.

The word is to most readers known only from its occur-
rence in Dan. iii, where it is a mistranslation of Aramaic
sabPka, which the LXX and Vulgate render (doubtless
correctly) by Gr. tranfivKy}, L. sambnca

%
the name of a

stringed instrument (see Sambuca). Coverdale 1535 (for
what reason is not clear) renders the word by shaivmes,
thus taking it to denote a wind instrument ; the Geneva
translators, accepting this view, seem to have chosen the
rendering ' sackbut ' on account of its resemblance in sound
to the Aramaic word. In this they have been followed by
the * Authorized ' (1611) and ' Revised ' (1885) Versions.
1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1539) 5* The entrayles . . be exer-

cised by blowyng, eyther by constraint, or playeng on
shaulmes, or sackbottes. 1536 Wriothesley Chrott. (Cam-
den) I. 44 And shalmes, sagbuttes, and dromeslawes playing
also in barges going before him. 1560 Bible (Genev.) Dan.
iii. s The cornet, trumpet, harpe, sackebut, psalteries, dul-
cimer, and all instruments of musicke. 1577-87 Holinshed
Chron. II 1. 930/2 In which barge were shalmes, shagbushes,
and diverse other instruments. 1638 Burton Anat. Mel.
11. ii. hi. (ed. 5) 249 As he that playes upon a Sagbut by
pulling it up and downe alters his tones and tunes. 1674
Playford Skill Mus. Pref. 3 The sound of a Sackbut or
Trumpet, should skip from Concord to Concord. 1675
Shadwell Psyche 1. Wks. 1720 II. 16 Voices, Flagellets,
Violins, Cornets, Sackbuts, Hautboys ; all joyn in Chorus.
1797 Southky Tri. Woman 108 And shrill were heard the
flute, The cornet, sackbut, dulcimer, and lute. 1808 Scott
Marm. iv. xxxi, And sackbut deep, and psaltery. 1862
Longf. Wayside Inn Prel. 213 In vision or in trance He
heard the solemn sackbut play.

t b. A player on the sackbut. Obs.

1539 Rutland MSS. (1905) IV. 293 To Doctre Lee's
shawmes and shagboshes that playt before my Lorde of
Solfolke, iijj. iiij*/. 1540 in Vicary s Anat. (1888) App. xii.

241 Item, tor Pilligrine, sagbut, wages, \\s. 1647 Haward
Crown Rev. 25 Six Sackbuts : Fee le peice, 24. 6. 8.

Tl 2. Roman Antiq. Used to render L. sambtua \

see Sambuca 2. rare~ l
.

1756 Hampton Potybt'us (1773) III. 131 These vessels..

carried to the walls certain machines called Sackbuts.

Hence +Saxkbuter, a player on the sackbut.
1503 in Cal. Doc. rel. Scoll. (1888) 347 (Warrant, .to deliver

..a banner. -to. .the K.'s five trumpetters, and also to
Johannes and Edward], shakbotters.

t Saxk-butt. Obs. [i. Sack sb.& + Butt^.2]
A butt of sack.
1600 Heywood 2ndPL Edw. IV, Wks, 1874 I. 93 Will no

man thrust the staue into a sack-but? 1623 Markham
Eng. Houseiv. ii. 149 The depth of euery Sack-Butt is the
foure pricks next, to the puncheon. 1657 Trafp Conim.
Ezra ix. 6 But he is past grace that is past shame, and
can blush no more then a sackbut.
Punningty. 1623 4 Middleton & Rowley Sp. GiPsy 11. i,

At.. .You must not look to have your Dinner serv'd in with
Trumpets. Cor. No, no, Sackbuts shall serve us. 16*3
Fletcher Rule a Wife v. v, I' th' celler..He will make
dainty musick among the sack-butts.

Sackcloth s;''k|k]/']^'. Forms: 4sekk>clathe,
sekklath, 5 sekclath, -cloth, cekclothe, aak
clothe, 6sack e'cloth e,sacclothe,sack-cloath,
6- sackcloth, [f. Sack sb* + Cloth.]
1. A coarse textile fabric (now of flax or hemp)

used chiefly in the making of bags or sacks and
for the wrapping up of bales, etc. ; sacking.

1373-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 578 In Sekklath
empt. in villa et in patria, xxvjs. l'riyt. C1420 ?Lydg. As-
sembly o/"Gods 290 Ceres, the goddesse, in a garment Of
sak clothe . . Embrowderyd with sheues & sykelys bent. 1493
Jas. I Kingis Q. cix, Als like ^e bene, as. .sek-cloth is vnto

fyne cremesye. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 64/1 Cek, or cek-

clothe, or poke, saccus. 1484-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-

tees) 415 Sol. pro ix uln. de Sekclath pro altaribus ecclesix,

ijv. iij*/. 1548 Thomas ttal. Diet. (1567), Canauaccio
%
can-

uasse or sackeclothe. i6»3 Markham Cheap Husb. t. iv.

(ed. 3) 50 Cloath him temperately, as with a single cloth,

of canuase or sacke-cloth. 1896 Daily^ News 21 Apr. 6/4
The latest novelty in dress materials is sackcloth.. .It is

common hemp sacking,, .but let no one imagine for a single

moment that it is cheap. The open canvas ground is in-

tended to be lined with the richest.. silks and satins, and
itself forms a groundwork for elaborate embroideries.

b. As the material of mourning or penitential

garb; also (in contrast with 'purple' or 'gold')

as the coarsest possible clothing, indicative of ex-

treme poverty or humility. In sackcloth and ashes

(Biblical): clothed in sackcloth and having ashes

sprinkled on the head as a sign of lamentation or

abject penitence. +Also with a (cf. Sack sbX 5).

The penitential ' sackcloth ' of the Bible (Heb. sag. Gr.

<rcut«of) was a dark-coloured fabric of goats' or camels' hair.

13.. St. Alexius 191 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 178

All hir bodi scho made bare & did apon hir a sekk-clathe.

i$a6 Tindale Matt. xi. 21 They had repented longe agon
in sack cloth and asshes. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxxiv. 13

When they were sick, I put on a sack cloth. 1553 Eden
Treat. Ntive Ind. (Arb.) 5 He whiche cloteth [sic] an ape in

purple, & a king in sacke-cloth. 1575 Gascoigne Flmvers
Wks. 51, I was in sack-cloth I, now am I clad in gold,

And weare such robes, as I myselfe take plesure to behold.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 14 And to augment her painefull

penaunce more, . . shee . . next her wrinkled skin rough sacke-^ 2-2



SACKED.

doth wore. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.Exemp. 1. Disc iv. 128

S. Lewis King of France wore sack-cloth every day unless

sicknesse hindred. 17*0 Ayliffe Parogen 47 And being

clad in Sackcloth, he was to lie on the Ground, and

.

Jimplore

Gods Mercy. 1788 Gibbon Ded. * F. xlvui. V. 55 While he

groaned and prayed in sackcloth and ashes, his brother

smiled at his remorse. iSao Lvrros Dmrtnx " .
v^ should

have gone into a convent and worn sackcloth, a 1839 Praed

/>«,«! ^.864) II. 356 The low and great, Who in their sack-

cloth or their purple, creep Beneath the summit of the

viewless steep. 1885 ' H. Conway ' Pam. Affair xxvi, He
knew that for all that had befallen she was mourning in

mental sackcloth and ashes.

+ c pi [See Clothes.] Garments of sackcloth.

1W4 Greene & Lodge Looking-gl. (1598) H 4, He sits him

dovra in sack-cloathes, his hands and eyes reared to heauen.

d. attrib. and Comb., as sackcloth-bag, -garb,

-mourner, -prophecy, etc. ; sackcloth-clad adj.

1679 C Nesse Antichrist 127 The sackcloth-prophecy of

the witnesses. Ibid. 221 A sackcloth-mourner. Ibid. 229

Italy it selfhad several sackcloth-witnesses. Ibid. 232 I hat

famous sackcloth-prophet John Wickliffe. 181a Byron C/i.

Har. 11. lxxviii, Ere his sackcloth garb Repentance wear.

1843 Lytton Last Bar. 1. iii, It's ill-leaping now-a-days in

a sackcloth-bag. 1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. vul (1864)

IX. 287 The sackcloth-clad bare-foot friar.

t 2. A material for ladies' dresses. Cf. Sack sb.1 6.

1571 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 136 Sackclothe

stnpte with sylver. [1896: see 1.]

Hence Sackolothed a. rare, clad in sackcloth.

1641 Bp. Hall MischiefFaction Rem. Wks. (1660) 69 To
be joviall when God calls to mourning,, .to glitter when he

would have us sackcloth'd and squalid, he hates it to the

death. 1819 I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 250 A healthy force of

mind utterly incompatible with.. the petty solicitudes of

sackclothed abstinence.

Sacked(ssekt),a.»o««-^. [f.SACK^.4 + -ED-.]

Wearing a sack.

1847 Disraeli Tancred 11. xiv. Gentlemen in wigs, and

ladies powdered, patched and sacked.

Sacked (sjekt), ///. a. [f. Sack vfi + -kdL]

That has been given up to sack; plundered,

ravaged.

"593 Shaks. Lucr. 1740 Who like a late sack't Hand vastlie

stood Bare and vnpeopled. 163a Lithcow Trav. v. 200

Semblable to that sacked Lacedemon in Sparta. 1697 Dry-

den Aiueid ix. 350 Two large Goblets.. which, when old

Priam reign'd, Aly conqu'ring Sire at sack 'd Arisba gain'd.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 239 An old woman . . who
looked as sacked and ruinous as everything around her.

Sacked Friar : see Sack-friar.

t Sacken, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sack *M + -en*.]

Made of sackcloth. Sacken gown, sark, weed =
sack gown : see Sack sb.l 8.

13. . 5. Eitg. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Archiv Stud. neu.

Sir. LXXXII. 334/47 Pat was a sakken curtil & a pilche

also & a blak froccke per-vppon. 17x0 Brit. Apollo III.
*. _ — #_ ._' t. ...... \ 1 1*.

. . h . *HHA I I (It* All \ MNo. 2a 2/2 Sacken bottom d Beds. 1779 D. Graham
Jocky <$ Maggy's Courtship Writ. 1881 II. 20 And wha
can bide the shame, whan every body looks to them, wi'

their sacken sarks or gowns on them. 1780 \V. Forbes
Dominie 6 In case they wear the sacken-weed For fornica-

tion. Ibid. 13 He'll get the dud an' sacken gown.

Sacker(s3e*k3i). [f. Sack v.2 + -eh*.] Onewho
sacks or plunders.

1589 Rider Bibl, Schol., A sacker, populator
%
director.

1824 J. Symmoss tr. Aeschylus' Agam, 71 O sacker of Troy
town divine ! 1907 A. Lang Hist. Scot. I V. xiv. 360 He made
no effort to discourage the sackejs of Shawfield's house.

Sacker, variant of Saker.

Sacket (sae'ket). Also 5 sakett, 6 aakket, 9
aackit. [a. OK. saqiiet% dim. of sac Sack sdA; cf.

Sachet.]
1. A bag. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 307 A grete sakett full of mony
in his hand. 1520 M. Nisbet^V. T.Scots Luke x. 4 Tharfor
will ye nocht bere a sacket [IVycl. sachelj, nouthir scrippe,

noutnir schonne. 1549 Compl. Scot. xvi. 138 Euerye man of
this varld baris tua sakkettis vitht hym [viz., one before htm
containing his neighbour's faults, the other behind contain-

ing his own; see Phaedrus Fab. iv. x]. 163a Lithgow
Trav. x. 449 My Linnen, Letters, and Sacket was lying in

my hosiery. 1741 Compl. F'am.-Piece 1. i. 34 Fill with this

Powder a little square Bag or Sacket of Sarsenet. 1834 Smart
Rhymes 102 (E. D. D.) It was a weel-filled weighty sacket.

2. dial, as a term of reproach or abuse : see

E. D. D. (C€ G. sack in similar use.)

1868 R. M. Fekgusson Village Poet (1897) 155 Ye needna
craw, ye sneerin' sackit. 1889 Barrie Window in Thrums
xxi, 'If he ever comes back, the sacket (rascal)'. T*nowhead
said to Jess, ' we'll show 'im the door gey quick '.

Sa'ck-friar. Also Sacked Friar. [Sack sbA $.

C£ MDu. sacbroeder^ G. sackbruder, OF. frere au
sac."] A member of a mendicant order of the 1 3th

and early 14th c, called ' Fratres de Pcenitentia

Jesu Christi ' or * de Saccis ' (also Saccati
y
$accitm>

Saccinu Sacci)
t
who were clothed in sackcloth.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7462 So been Augustins and Cordileres,
. .and eek Sakked Freres. 1553 in Archxologia (1775) III.

131 II rec1. of theyrs of Christopher Cornwall, for ferme of
a parcell of grounde . .sometyme parcell of the sakfryers by
yerc xvi*. 177a Pegge ibid. 125 Memoir concerning the
Sac-Friars, or Fratres de Poenitentia Jesu Christi, as settled

here in England. 1867 C. F. R. Palmer Life F. T» Howard
53 The Order of Sacked Friars was put down in 1307.

Sackful (sse'kful), sb. [f. Sack sb.1 + -ful.] As
much as would fill a sack ; hence, hyperbolically,

a great quantity, large amount.
1484 Caxton Fables 0/ AEsop v. v, I haue a sak ful of

scyences and wyles. ai6iQ Fotherby Atheotn. 11. viii. i 4
(1622) 287 Not. .by the sackful!, but by the whole Barnefull.

12

1623-4 Middleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy i. v, This little ape

gets money by the sack-full. 1653 Holcroft Procopius,

Goth. Wars IV. 127 The Enemy fortified the breach with

sack-fuls of Sand. 1718 R. Frampton in I. Evans Life

(1876) 149 A sackfull of canting books. 1724 Swift Dra-
pier's Lett. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 150 Wood, .goes about with his

sack-fulls of dross, odiously misrepresenting his prince's

countenance. l88a Harper's Mag. July 200 They had

there found a number of broken mummies and a large heap

of papyri. Of these last they offered him a sackful.

t Sackful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sack sb.2 +

-FL'L.] Given to plundering.

<ri6n Chapman Iliad 11. 601 Now will I sing the sackfull

troopes Pelasgian Argos held.

Sacking (sic-kin), vbl. sb* [f. Sack vl + -ingI.]

1. The action of Sack v. 1
, in various senses.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 362 The businesse that there was

in chargyng and ladyng of shippes with haye, sackyng of

Bisket [etc.). 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 6 To prevent the

sacking of the paper, i860 Harpers Mag. XX. 452 An-

other frequent and laborious part of the drive is sacking. .

.

When the logs have been lodged upon the shore, .three or

four men seize each log with their cant-dogs and abso-

lutely lift or drag it along the mud and sand a considerable

distance. 1887 RAYMOND.S7<ir7i<. Mines A> Mining 98 Sack-

ing, 41 sacks per ton, 20 days' labor, at §3.

f 2. cant. The occupation of a prostitute. Obs.

1591 Greene Disc. Coosnage (1592) Cib, Sacking law,

lecherie. Ibid. C 2, In sacking Law The Bawd if it be a

woman [is called] a Pandar. 159a — Disput. Ded. A 2, The
sacking and crosbyting lawes, which strumpetsvse. Ibid.

A 4 b, Why Nan, are you growne so stifle, to thincke . . that

your sacking can gaine as much as our foysting ?

Sacking (sas-kiij), vbl. sb* [£ Sack vfi +
-ing !.] The action of plundering (a city, etc.).

1560 Baus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 74 Whan newes were

brought into Spayn of the sacking of Rome. 1638 Penit.

Con/7 vii. (1657) 177 At the sacking of Jericho the spoils

were devoted to the Lord. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.

xlix. 192 Yet for all that he could not keep the cabbins from

sacking. 1783 J ustamond tr. Eaynals Hist. Indies IV. 184

The sacking of Panama in 1670 by John Morgan the

English pirate. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I. 223

Sackings, burnings, plunderings, scalpings.

Sacking (sse-kig), sb.3 Also 6 seokynge. [f.

Sack sb. 1 + -ing *.

OE. had sxecing of equivalent formation, occurring with

the sense ' bed ' (Vulg. grabatum) in Mark vi. 55.]

1. A closely woven material of flax, jute, hemp,

or similar material, used chiefly in the making of

sacks, bags, etc Also, a piece of such material.

1707 Ld. Raby in Hearne Collect. 14 Sept. (O.H.S.) II. 4a

His Horses stand with. .Sackings instead of Cloaths. 1753

Hanway Trav. (1762) I. mi. lxxxviii. 406 Sacking of d\t-

ferent qualities for bags . . is . . exported. 1810 Hull Improv.

Act 62 Such sack shall be made of linen called Sacking.

1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon q Pearls v, If his dress

has always been sacking, his ignorant choice will be of

sacking still. 1844 G. Dodu Textile Manuf. v. 168 The
flax fabrics woven in Ireland are chiefly fine and coarse

linens, canvas, sacking, and damask, a 1849 Poe Murders
in Rue Morgue Wks. 1895 III. 70 They were both then

lying on the sacking of the bedstead. 1881 Daily News
23 Aug. 3/6 There is less doing in ropes, .and sackings.

f2. A material for ladies' dresses. (Cf. Sack
rf.l 6, Sackcloth 2.) Obs. rare.

1589 Ace. Bk. IV. Wray in Antiquary XXXII. 79, iii

yeards& a d. striped seckynge, iii. x)d. 1595 [see Sack sb.' 6].

3. attrib. and Comb., as sacking-cloth, goods,

•maker
;
parasynthetic, as sacking-bottomed adj.

1707 Rec. Baron Court of Stitchill iS.H.S.) 158 To pay
..iosh. 8d...for 8 ells of sacking-cloth, c 1710 in Ashton

Soc. Life Q. Anne I. v. 75 New sacking bottom'd Bedsteads

at iij. a piece. 1780 U'estm. Mag. Suppl. 730/1 James
Allen,.. Wantage, Berks, sacking-maker. 1797 Indenture

Doncaster (MS.), George Needham, sacking-manufacturer.

1881 Whitehead Hops 61 The hops are picked into bins,

long, light, wooden frames, with sacking bottoms. x886

Daily News 15 Sept, 2/4 Canvas, and sacking goods meet

with a fair sale at firm prices. 1895 Mrs. B. M. Ckoker
Village Tales (1896) 185 He was.. put in leg-irons, and a

convict sacking-coat.

Sackit, variant of Sacket dial.

Sackless (sje-kles), a. Forms : 1-2 sacleas,

2 sacelees, saclese, 3 sae(o)les, sakelease, 4-6

sa(o)kles, 4-5 sa(o)keles, (4 saklas, 5 saklaoe),

6 saikles'Xe, sackelesse, 6-7 sakelesse, saok-

lesse, 8 saickless, 7-sakeless, 8- sackless. [Late

OE. saclfas (see Sac! and -less) ;
perh. after ON.

saklauss (Sw. saklos, Da. sagUs). Cf. MDn. sakeloos.

OE. saclias occurs as adv. in the sense ' without cause

'

(gratis, Vulg.) in the Lindisfarne Gospels, John xv. 25. Cf.

ON. saklaust adv. in the same sense.)

fl. Secure from accusation or from dispute; un-

challenged, unmolested. Obs.

C9S0 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxviii. 14 And jif Sis j;ehered

hiS from oen groefa we ge-trewaS him & sac-leaso twih we
jredoeS [Vulg. et secures vosfaciemus]. a 1067 Charter of
Eadweard in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 199 Ich keSe eu oat

Alfred hauet yseld Gise biscop his land at Hlytton sacleas

and ctene. onaa O. E. Chron. an. 1106, Eadzar aibeliug

be litle ser..was je faren. .bone let se cyng syooan sacleas

faran. c 1250 Gen. ty Ex. 916 Oc al Sat euere fel him to,

Sacks he let hin welden it so. 1513 Douglas AZneis XI 1.

x. 13 Turnus. .behaldis the cite, Sakles of batale, fre of all

sic striffe. 1819 Scott Ivanhoc xxxiii, Theow and Esne art

thou no longer, . . Folkfree and Sacless art thou in town and
from town, in the forest as in the field.

2. Not guilty, innocent. Const, of. Now arch.

a 1000 Laws Et/ielred m. c. 3 (Schmid), Swerian..baet hi?;

nellan nsenne sacleasan man forsecgan ne namne sacne for-

helan. c 1200 Ormin Ded. 202 He jaff hiss ajhenn lif . . To

SACRAL.

bolenn da:bb o rodetre sacclies wibbutenn wrihhte. a 1300
CursorM 2440 And sco vnsoght saccles o sin. a 135a M inot

Poems ( Hall) li. 3 pare slogh ?e many sakles, als it was sene.

c 1450 Mirour Saiuacioun 1286 And marye son be thaym
slayne saklest y' eure was manne. 1^35 Stewart Cron.
.Scot. (Rolls) 1. 73 Saikles he wes, tha wist Weill, of sic thing.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 35 There was. .a deale of whin-
yards drawne about him, and many sacklesse wights, .run
through the tender weambs. 1632 Lithgow Trav. iil 122

Curst be the hands, that sakelesse Troianes slay. 1670
Deposit. York Castle (Surtees) 177 As for the bewitchinge
of any of his children, shee is sacklesse. 17*5 Ramsay
Gentle Slieph. v. iii, They'd smoor the sakeless orphan in

her bed. 1831 Btachw. Mag. XXX. 386 That you are
sackless of this murder who shall testify? 188a Miss Yon'CK
Unkiunon to Hist. 1 . 1 1 Poor Lady she is, in all sooth, if

sackless : poorer still if guilty. 1897 W. Beatty Secretar
viii. 62 My father would be sackless of all intent to make
his market out of the misfortunes of his queen.
absol. a lazsAncr. R. 68 pe treowe is misleued, & te sake-

lease ofte bilowen, uor wone of witnesse. 13.. E.E.Allit.P.
B. 716 Schal synful & saklez suffer al on payne. 14. . Gosp.
Nicod. (Galba) 950 3e childer of irraetl, listens ine, bat has
his sakles slayne. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxvi. 46
Thay sklander saikles, & thay suspectit.

b. Se. and north, dial. Innocent of wrong intent,

guileless, simple ; also, of a thing, harmless. Hence,
indisparaging sense, feeble-minded; lacking energy,

dispirited. (Cf. Innocent a. 3, 3 b.)

a 1600 Montgomerie Sou/i. li, ^it. ^
thoght thou [the

nightingale] sees not, sillie, saikles thing ! The piercing

pykis brods at thy bony breist. 1804 R. Couper Poetry 1.

228 111 fated Du !. .December's snaw. Fell saickless at thy
side. 1847 E. Bronte IVuthering Heights xxii, 'It looks

melancholy, does it not, Ellen ?
'

' Yes, I observed, ' about
as starved and sackless as you—your cheeks are bloodless.*

1863 [C. C. Robinson] Leeds Dial. Gloss, s.v., A poor sackless

feal (=fool). 187a J. Hartley Yorksh. Ditties Ser. 1. 81

Shoo'll.-ax him if he knows who's writing that is? An'
he'll luk at it as sackless as if he didn't know it wor his own.

f 3. Of an accusation or penalty : Having no just

cause ; brought against or inflicted on an innocent

person. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4625 pi saccles scam wel it iskyd. C1470
Henry Wallace vi. 215 The saklace slauchter off hir, blith

and brycht. 1513 Douglas /&ueis vi. vii. 14 Wrangusly
put to deid for cryme saikles. 15*5 Si. Papers Hen. VIII,
IV. 418, I denunce. .all. .the commit laris of the said saikles

inurthuris. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxii. 2 Quhat
murther & oppressioun, Quhat saikless slauchter.

Hence f Sacklessly adv., innocently, without

just cause.

a 1300 Cursor M. 11563 And vtewit mani barntem Did he
sacclesli o lijf. 1483 Cath. Angl. 316 2 Sakfcdy,jmcnlfm
biliter. 1525 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 417 How our

Soverane Lordis trew liegis..ar saikleslie part murdrist,

part slane. X535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 201

Wallace. .Quhllk saiklislie ofony gilt or cryme, . .sufferit hes

the deid. a 1578 Linijesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

11. 211 He was bruited behind his hack sacklislie. c 16*6-7

in Set. Biog. (Wodrow Soc.) I. 352 Because of my carriage

towards her, who suffered sakelessly for his cause.

Sacklet (sse-klet). rare. [f. Sack sb.l + -let.]

A little sack.

1844 Tupper Crock ofG. xxvi, Bridget, .had made one of

its [sc. a glove's] fingers into a very' tidy little leather sacklet.

1847 R. Hill in Gosse Nat. Jamaica (1851) 466 The cut-

ting just disclosed the uppermost of the blood-cells, but

nothing of the sacklets that contained the honey.

Sacky (sa:'ki), a. [f. Sack sbA + -T.] Of a gar-

ment : llanging more or less loosely from the

shoulders ; not fitted to the waist.

1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 51 A sacky frock-coat.

1906 Daily Chron. 25 Apr. 8/4 In the., dust coat the

straighter and more sacky cuts will still predominate.

t Saclactic (sreklxktik), a. Chem. Obs. Also
sac(c)hlactio. = Saccholactic. So f SacLvctate
= Saccholactate.
1794 G. Adams Nat. % Exp. Philos. I. App. (Amer. ed.)

542 The saclactic and the lactic acids. 1802 I've New
Chem. Nomencl. 32 Sach-lactic radical. 1826 Saclactate

[see Saccholactate]. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sacchlactaie,

Sacchlactic acid.

Sacola, variant form of Sac-a-lait. U. S.

Sacoleva : see Sackaleveb.
Sacque : see Sack sb* Sacra, pi. of Sacrum.

Sacrad (s^1 'krsed), adv. [f. Sack-um + -AD : see

Dextrad.] Term proposed by Barclay for : To-
wards the sacrum, or tie lower part of the body.

1803 Barclay New Anat. Nomencl. 166 Sacrad will sig-

nify towards the sacral aspecL 1808 — Muscular Motions

315 If rotatory motions were to be admitted immediately

sacrad and atlantad of the atlas. 1814 Wishart tr. Scarpa's

Treat. Hernia i. 25 A little lower than [note Sacrad of] the

ring it is attached to the spine.

Sacrafice, -ies, -ise, obs. forms of Sacrifice.

Sacraire, variant of Sacrary Obs.

Sacrait, obs. Sc. form of Secret.

Sacral (s^'-kral), a. 1 Anal. [ad. mod.L. sacral-

is, f. Sacb-um : see -al.] Pertaining to the sacrum.

1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 423 Pain in the groins,

piibes and sacral region. 18*7 Abernethy Surg. Wis. I.

in Disease had taken place in the bone- .and had affected

the sacral nerves. 187a ~SUvart Elcm. Anat. 27 Fiveorsix
sacral vertebra coalesce to form the sacrum.

b. Used by Barclay for : Belonging to the lower

part of the body. (Cf. Sacrad.)
1803 Barclay Nezo Anat. Nomencl. 120 Instead of the

words Superior and Inferior, 1 would therefore propose

Atlantal and Sacral. 1808 — Muscular Motions^ p. xx.

An aspect . . towards the region where the sacrum is situated

[is] sacral. 18x4 Wishart tr. Scarpa's Treat. Hernia L ao



SACRAL.

The superior une [i.e. portion of the externa! oblique] is

larger than the inferior [note Sacral) portion.

c. quasi -j*. = sacral vertebra.

1854 Owln SJbel. <y Teeth in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat.
I. ?oo In the. .iguana the pleurapophyses of the first caudal
incline backwards as much as those of the second sacral do
forwards. 1890 Cocks Ornith. 11. iv. 208 These sacrals

proper are at or near the middle of the whole sacral mass.

Sacral (scleral), a.* Anthropology, [f. L.

saer-um sacred thing, rite, etc (neut. sing, of sacer

sacred) + -al. Cf. G. sacral^ Of or pertaining to

sacred rites and observances.
i88j -V. J. Evaks in Archjrotojria XLVIII. 77 A sacrificial

knife, the use of which was possibly not unconnected with
the sacral functions of these Naronese Seviri. 1809/. S. Reid
in Classical Rev. July 312/1 They found it, not in the living

language, . . but in sacral or legal formulae alone. 1901 A. J

.

Kvans in Jrnl. HelUn. Stud. XXI. 181 Sacral Gateways or
Portal Shrines. 1901 F. \V. Maitland in Soe. Enef. lillustr.

ed.) I. 415 The arms, .possibly, .have been in use for this

sacral purpose [se. trial by battle].

Sacraiege, obs. form of Sacbilege.

II Sacralgia M&ne-Msft). Path. [mod.L., f.

Sacr-um + IJr. 0X7-05 pain.] Pain in the sacrum.
1891 in Century Diet.

Sacrament (sarkrament), si. Forms: 3-6
sacrement, (//. 2 sacramens, 3 sacra-, saore-
meuz, 4saoremens), 4 sakormente, 5 saoramen.
sacriment, sakyr-, sacurment, 5-6 sacramente,
2- sacrament, [a. i'. sacrement (1 >th c. in Hatz.-
Darm.), ad. L. sacramentum (whence the Kb popu-
lar form serment oath), f. sacrare to consecrate,

set apart religiously, to secure by a religious sanc-

tion, f. sacr-, sacer holy, dedicated, set apart: see

Sachet) a.

In accordance with the functions of the suffix -nnntiim
(see - next), the etymological sense of L. saerdmentum
would be either (1) a result of consecration, or (2) a
means of consecrating, dedicating, or securing by a reli-

gious sanction. The latter of these notions is that which
seems to be present in the classical uses of the word

:

(1) the military oath, oath or solemn engagement in general

;

(2) the caution-money deposited by the parties to a lawsuit
j

hence (3) a civil suit or process. In Christian Latin from
the 3rd century the word was the accepted rendering of Gr.
Mvcrrijpto. Mvstery 1

. This use is evidently not based on
either of the specific applications above mentioned, but is

the result of a recourse to the etymological meaning. In
early Christian language sacramentum and the synonymous
Iftwrrsipte* were applied indiscriminately to any ritual
observance of the Church, or to any spiritually symbolic
act or object j but they were also often applied in an eminent
sense to the two most important observances, baptism and
the Lord's Supper or Eucharist For the later history of
the use, see below in sense 1.)

1. Eccl. Used as the common name for certain

solemn ceremonies or religious acts belonging to

the institutions of the Christian church.
The English use before the Reformation adopts the enu-

meration of seven sacraments (believed to have been first

formulated by Peter Lombard in the 12th c ; the same list

is recognized in the Eastern Church) 1 viz.. Baptism, Con.
firmation, the Eucharist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Order,
Matrimony. As late as the 14th c, however, there were
still traces in English of the wider application of the word
formerly current ; while the seven sacraments were viewed
as eminently entitled to the name, it could be applied in a
more general sense to certain other tites (sec quot. e 1315'.
From the 16th c, Protestants generally have recognized
two sacraments only, viz. baptism and the Lord's Supper.
the formal definition of sacrament depends on the answer

to the question what is the distinctive feature common to
the seven or to the two ' sacraments ', on account of which
they form a separate cia» from all other observances. Those
who accept the number seven, and many of those who admit
only two sacraments, say that the sacraments differ from
other rites in being channels by which supernatural grace
is imparted. By those Protestants who deny that baptism
and the^ Lord's Supper in themselves convey supernatural

'from othergrace, the specific difference of the
observances is regarded as consisting in their paramount
obligation as having been expressly commanded by Christ
Himself, and in the special spiritual benefits obtainable by
their faithful use.

By some of the English Puritans and Nonconformists, the
word was avoided as being associated with opinions re-
garded by them a< superstitious ; the usual term applied by
them to baptism and the Lord's Supper was ordinance.
c 117s Lamb. Ham. 51 pe halie sacrament be me sacreo in

alesnesse of alia sunfulle. a ia»s Ancr. R. 268 Al bet holi
chirche reded ant singed, ant alle hire sacramenz strencAeS
on goslliche. a i)oo Cursor M. xaBoa A ! Ion..nan was
worthier ban bou Hand to lai on suete iesu, To giue him
pat hall sacrament, cim Shokemsm 1. 183 Al hit beb
cherche sacremens pet tokeneb holi byoges. As hali water,
and haly bred, Lrat, and belryngynges To leste ; And of alle
oper sacretnens pes seuene beb be greste. 1340 A vent. 14
pczereiacrtiaeas bet byebine holy cherche. ctj86 Chaucer
•.^'."r

- '• ". Manage is a ful greet sacrement. c 1460
Wisdom 1 1 1 5 111 Macro Plays 72 Ande now ye be reformydc
by be sakyrment of penaunce. C1440 At/halel 0/ Talcs
i86 He tuke his «acramentis of holy kurk and dyed. 1460
Rolls o/Parlt. V. 375/2 By the sacrament of matrymonie.
c 147s Hart. Contin. Higdlen (Rolls) VIII. 491 A pestilence
..rolowede soone after at Cantebrigge, causynge moche
peple to dye as sodenly as madde men withowte the sacra-
mentes of the churche. i<oo Fisiir.a Hen. Vff, Wks. 1 1876)
273 The true byleue that he had in god, in his chirche S: in
the sacramentes therof, whiche he receyued all with mer-
uaylous deuocion, namely in the sacrament of penaunce, the
sacrament of the auter, & the sacrament of anclynge. 1604
Si. Com. Prayer, Catechism, Q. What meanest thou by
this word Sacrament! A. 1 mean an outward and visible
sign of an inward and spiritual grace given unto us (etc.).

13

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. i. § 198 [They suffered] the
Sacraments themselves to be administered where the people
had most mind to receive them. 1657 Penit. Con/, iv. 49
The Sacrament of Penance will supply all other defects.
1864 J. H. Newman v4/c/. 416 The fact of a parishionerdying
without the Sacraments through his fault is terrible to him.

b. In sacrament : sacramentally. rare.
i6a8 R. Field, 0/the Church in. App. 205 The crucified

body of Christ thy sonne, which is here present in mystery,
and sacrament.

2. spec, (with the). The Lord's Supper, Eucharist
or Holy Communion. Often called the sa-:ra-

vient of the altar, the Blessed Sacrament
', and ie?p.

formerly) the Holy Sacrament. Phr. To receive,

take the sacrament, to communicate.
a i»»s Ancr. R. 268 Al be deofles strencSe melteS buruh

be grace of be holi sacrament,, .bet ?e iseod ase ofte ase be
preost messed & sacreS bet meidenes beam, Jesu. 1303
R. Brunne Handt. Synne 10198 pe folk kit to be preste
went For to receyue be sacrament, a 1340 WAyivoi.^. Psalter
vi t Comunynge of sacrament of be autere. 1340 Ayrnb. i|
pe sacrement of be wyefde. 1387 Trevisa Ifigden (Rolls)
V. 231 He ordeynede . . bat be grayel and £e offertorie
schulde be i-seide to fore be sacrement [orig. ante sacrifi-
cium\ c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 339 He had a gude frend,
a preste, bat said a mes for hym and offred be sacrament
for hym. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems ix. 86 Anis in the ^eir to
tak the sacrament. 1509 Fisher Hen. VII, Wks. 11876) 273
The sacrament of the auter he receyued at myd-lent, ft
agayne vpon eester day. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks.
1337 2 0nelye this blessed sacrament is called and knowne
by the name of sacrament alone. 1610 R. Field Of the
Church App. to 4 bks. 1. 34 The true presence ofChrists body
& bloud in the blessed Sacrament. 1647 Clarendon Hist.
Reb. 1. 5 199 The obliging all persons to come up to those
rails to receive the Sacrament, vjxm Arbuthnot John Butt
in. viii, They never had a quiet night's rest, for getting up
in the morning to early sacraments. 2804 Southey in Ann.
Rev. II. 202 They received the sacrament weekly. 1835
Alison Hist. Euro** (1847) IV. 136 A courageous priest.

.

at the hazard of his life, often administered to her the
Sacrament.

b. The consecrated elements, esp. the bread or
Host.
a xms Ancr. R. 68 Ut of chirche burle ne holde 5* none

tale mid none morme, auh bereS wurSschipe berto, uor be
holi sacrament bet :je iseo3 ber burh. 1395 PurveyRemonstr.
(1851) 40 The sacrament of the auteer, which is whight and
round, visible and palpable. 1419 in S. Uentlcy Excerpt.
Hist. (1831) 30 The box or vessell in the whiche the precious
sacrement is in. 1548-9 (.Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Com-
amnion. Without any elcuacion, or shewing the Sacrament
to the people. 1645 Evelyn Diary 26 Mar., The Sacrament
being this day expos'd, and the reliques of the Holy Crosse.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 216 The people never
behold the blessed Sacrament, but they bow their face to
the ground.

C To take or receive the sacrament {to do some-
thing, or upon a matter) : to receive Holy Com-
munion as a confirmation of one's word.
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI. iv. it. 28 Ten thousand French

haue tane the Sacrament, To ryue their dangerous Artillerie
Vpon no Christian soule but English Talbot. 1594 —
Rich. Ill, 1. iv. :k>8. 160 i — Airs Well iv. in. 156
He take the Sacrament on'l. 1661 Trial S. Colledge 65
Mr. Lun. I will take the Sacrament upon it, what I say
is true. 1691 Luttreix BriefRel. (1857) II. 191 The Irish
under col. Clifford bad took the sacrament to fight it out
to the last man. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones 11. vi, Notwith-
standing the posmveness of Mrs Partridge, who would have
taken the sacrament upon the matter, there is a possibility
that the schoolmaster was entirely innocent. Ibid. xvn. iv.

1876 Tennyson Harold iv. i, Harold. Morcar and Edwin,
will ye upon oath, Help us against the Norman T Morcar.
With good will ; Yea, take the Sacrament upon it, king.

t d. used in oaths. Obs.
1500-so Dunbar Poems xxxiv. 41 Ane fleschour swoir be

the sacrament, And be Chrystis blud maist innocent, Ncvir
fatter flesch saw man with E. 1573 New Custom 1. ii,

Sacrament of God, who hath hearde suche a knaue T 157s
Gmmm. Gurton 1. Hi. 27 Gogs sacrament, I would she had
lost tharte oat of her bellie !

3. In widened application : a. Something likened
to the recognized sacraments, as having a sacred
character or function ; a sacred seal set upon some
part of man's life ; the pledge of a covenant be-

tween God and man.
n 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 1 Ws psalme contens be

sacrament of all chosen men. 1399 Cower Praise 0/Peace
y>) The pes is as it were a sacrement Tofore the god. 1563
iioutHies 11. Common Prayer *\ Sacraw, 146 b, And so was
circumcision a sacrament, whiche preached voto the out-
warde senses the inwarde cuttyng away of the foreskyn of
the barte, and sealed and made sure in the hartes of the
circumcised, the promise of god. ifaiPviicHAS Pitjp'iwage
(1614) 42 Hereunto the Lord addeth the Rainbow, a new
Sacrament, to scale his merciful! Couenant with the earth,

not to drowne the same any more. 1679 Crowne Ambit.
Statesman iv. 65 Nature gives man a Sacrament In his

own blood, never to butt a woman. 1841 Emerson Led.,
Man the Reformer Wks. (Bonn) II. 243 Economy is a high,
humane office, a sacrament, when its aim is grand. 1899
W. R. Inge Chr. Myst. vii. 258 To the true mystic, life

itself is a sacrament.

b. A type, token, sign, or symbol. Const, cf.

Derived from the accepted definition of a sacrament as a
'sign of grace*. Quot, 1660 exhibits an attempt to assign to

the word a general sense in which the specific applications
are included.

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1331/1 For they make
theym wene, that.. it is none other but a bare sacrament
onelye, that is to wytte a token, a figure, a sygne or memo-
rial! of his bod ye and hys blonde crucified and shed. 1563
Homilies 11. Repair. Ch. 85 The Temple..was a figure, a
Sacrament, or a signification of Christe. 1660 Jer. Taylor

SACRAMENTAL.
Worthy Communicant I § 3. 61 When Jonathan shot his
arrows beyond the boys, he then by a sacrament sent salva-
tion unto David. 1875 E. White Life in Christ iv. xxvii.
(1876) 486 This second death is never set forth as a sacrament
of immortality. 1904 A. R. Whitham Epist. Consolations
vii. 87 Doubtless also those mysterious contents of the inner
sanctuary.. were copies of heavenly realities..; signs and
sacraments they must have been of God's mercy and justice.

C. A mystery; something secret or having a
secret meaning. [After L. sacramentum, used by
Tertullian and in the Old Latin and Vulgate Bibles
as a rendering of uvorijwor.]
138a Wvclif Dan. \\. 30 This sacrament, or hid trewthe

IVulg. sacramentum hoc]. — 1 Tim. iii. 16 And opynly it

is a greet sacrament of pile. 1388 — Rez>. i. 20 The sacra-
ment [1382 mysterie, or priuytee] of the seuene sterris.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 51 God. .make cleer
Jpure vnderstondynge to persayue pe sacrament of bis science.
niooo Hooker Frag, on Sacraments in Eccl. Pol. (1888)
II. 550 In a word Sacraments are God's secrets, discovered
to none but his own people. 1607 Topsell Fottrf. Beasts
Ep. Ded. A 4 b, Seeing God hath vsed them as Sacraments
or Mysteries to containe his will. 1867 Manning in Ess.
Relig. <y Lit. II. 362 All the words of Scripture are so many
sacraments (or mysteries).

4. An oath or solemn engagement, esp. one which
is ratified by a rite. (Chiefly as a Latinism.)
1387-8 T. Vsk Test. Love 1. vi. (Skeat) 1. 165 This. .haue

I saide for no harme, ne malyce of tho persones, but onely
for trouth of my sacrement in my leigeaunce. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 703 Here I aske you hertely bat ye may het here,
With a solemne sacrement on bis sure gode, All be forward
to fulfille, bat ye first made. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas vni.
*vIiJ. (»494) Div, He dyd varye From his promyse made by
sacremente. 1461 Rolls of Parlt. V. 483/1 And tofore theym
make ooth and Sacrament convenient, to be true and lowly
Subgettes. 1596 Sienser F.Q. v. i. 25 This doubtfull causes
right Can hardly but by Sacrament be tride, Or else by
ordele, or by blooddy fight. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline 1. 1.

Wks. U616) 693 Nothing wants, then, But that we take a
solemne sacrament, To strengthen our designe. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Eft. 1. vii. 2^ Nor are the deepest sacra-
ments or desperate imprecations of any force to perswade
where reason only, and necessary mediums must induce.
175a Young Brothers 11. 1, Those whom I swore, before
they parted hence, In dreadful sacraments of wine and
blood, To bring back such reports, as shou'd destroy him.
1801 Eliz. Helme St. Marg. Cave (1819) I. 78 An infant at
whose baptism she [as sponsor] had taken a sacrament to
sustain and instruct in the best manner she was able. 183a
Btackzv. Mag. XXXII. 609 Bound by no sacrament of
military obedience to the state. 1890 R. Bridges Shorter
Poems 1. 7 Have not the young flowers been content, Plucked
ere their buds could blow, To seal our sacrament?
5. Roman Law. The sacramentum or pledge

which each of the parties deposited or became
bound for before beginning a suit.

1880 Muirhead Gains iv. $ 12 The procedure in those
legis actiones was in one or other of five modes,—by sacra-
ment, by petition for a judge [etc.]. 1886 — in Encycl. Brit.
XX. 682/1 He required sureties from the parties for the
eventual payment by him who was unsuccessful of the sat la-

ment he had offered to stake.

6. attrib. (sense 2), as sacrament-wine
; fsacra-

ment-box, n pyx ; t sacrament-cloth, a cloth or
veil for covering the pyx ; f sacrament-house, a
tabernacle; sacrament-money, the alms collected
at Holy Communion, formerly used as a fund for

poor-relief; Sacrament Sunday, the Sunday on
which the lord's Supper is celebrated (in Scot-
land formerly only once or twice a year).
c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 112 On be morn sbo went vnto

be preste, and askid of hym how many hostis war in be
* sacrament-box in be kurk. 1535-6 Rec. St. Mary at Hill
369 Item, ffor dressyng of ij * sacrament Clothes. 1853 Rock
Ch. ofFathers IV. xii. 206 Over the cup itself was cast the
Sacrament cloth, or piece of thin, cloud-like muslin,—pannus
uebutatns. 1551 Inscr.in Deskford Old Ch., Banffs., This
present loueable vark of *sacrament hous maid, .the yeir of
god 155T. 1716 Rules Disposal Sacrament-Money 3 In the
appropriating all "Sacrament Money to the Poor only . . they
have the concurrent Sense of the whole Church of England
..for above an too Years after the Reformation, i860
Mrs. W. P. Byrne Undercurrents II. 77 note, That fund
known as the ' Sacrament money ' is a relic of this venerable
custom. 1796 C. Simeon in Carus Life vi. (1847) 121
Sunday, 26th.—"Sacrament Sunday at Moulin. 1897 'Ian
MACLAREN'/?r.t2/'cVrt'^//<'i7/i. 37 Black he wore once a year,
on Sacrament Sunday, and, if possible, at a funeral. 1696
in 14//. Hep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. m» 141 Theres a dis-

covcry of a designe to have poysoned his Majesty in the
"sacrament wine on Christmas day.

Sacrament (s^'krament), v. rare. [ad.med.L.
sacrament-are to bind by an oath, f. sacramentum
Sacbament sb. Cf. Sp., Pg. sacramentar.1
1. trans. To bind by an oath or solemn engage-

ment. Const, to or fto do, also against.
Frequent in Sydney Smith.
x6ai 31 Laud Serut. (1847) 55 When desperate men have

sacramented themselves to destroy, God can prevent and
deliver. 1804 Syd. Smith Serm, II. 218 A nation of free
men, sacramented together. 1834 Emerson in Corr. Car/yle
$ E. (1883) I. iil 34 A friend of mine and of yours remarked,
. .' that people were not here as in England sacramented to
organized schools of opinion, but were a far more Convert-
ible audience '. i860 — Cond. Life vii. 160 All those who
are.. by many an oath of the heart, sacramented to you.

2. To make sacred, consecrate.
1819 Southey in Q.Rev.XLl. 212 The prince was assured,

also,. .that, .his name was sacramented in the hearts of the
people. (Literal rendering from Pg.) 1844 Ar

. Brit. Rev. I.

1 28 Chivalry might well be engaged in the service of religion,

for religion sacramented profession.

Sacramental (sskramcntal), a. and so. [a.



SACRAMENTAL.

F. sacramental (now saeramenlel) or ad. late L.

sacrdmentdi-is, f. saerament-utn : see Sackament

and -al.] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a sacrament

of the Church.
( 1400 Love BomazcHt. Mirr. (1908) 302 In this goslly

mete and sacranienlale commemoracioun of oure lord Jesu.

1451 Cai-grave Life St. Aur- lE. E. T. S.) 25 1" i* time of

baptising, whan fi principal sacramental wordes wer said.

1516 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531! 15 Penaunce, bothe sacra-

mental!, whiche is secrete, and also solemne or open pen-

aunce. 1531 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 384/1 What
meaneth he olher then that..we bee borne againe by the

sacramentall water and the sacramentall worde? 1597

Hooker Sect. Pol. v. lviii. 5 2 To make complete the out-

ward substance of a sacrament, there is required an outward

forme, which forme sacramentall elements receiue from

sacramentall words. 1643 Milion Divorce Pref., Wks.

1851 IV. 16 Afterwards it was brought so Sacramentall,

that no adultery or desertion could dissolve it. 1737 Water-

LAHP Rev. Doctr. Eucharist v. 136 But as there is a Sacra-

mental Feeding and a Spiritual Feeding ; and as the

Spiritual is the nobler of the two [etc.]. 1899 W. R. Inge

Ckr. Myst. vii. 255 There are three requisites, .for the

validity of a sacramental act.

b. trans/, with reference to non-Christian reli-

gious rites.

1851 D. Wilsox Archxol. Scot. I. v. 102 The petty perse-

cutions with which the natives sought to revenge the de-

struction of their sacramental stone. 1886 Encycl. Brit.

XXI. 137/2 Mystic sacrifices of this sacramental type pre-

vailed also among the heathen Semites.

c- fig*
1874 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 582 The sacramental

rites of fellowship In common woe. 1877 Dowden Stud.

Lit. (1890) 246 The little action of laying her head upon
her father's knee was endowed with sacramental efficacy.

d. spec, Pertaining to the sacrament of the Lord's

Sapper.
1551 Bk. Com. Prayer, Communion, The Sacramentall

bread or wyne. 1635 Quarles Etnbl. v. x. (1718) 285 Daily
fed With sacred wine, and sacramental bread. 1704 Nelson
Fest. <$ Fasts iii. ii. (1739) 472 It was their Office to deliver

the Sacramental Elements.. to the People. 1827 in Hag-
gartCs Feci. Rep. II. 32 Any the smallest portion of the

sacramental alms collected at Queen Square Chapel within

my parish. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 181 The
laws which instituted the Sacramental Test were passed
without the smallest difficulty. 1862 H. Marryat Year in
Sweden II. 274 Sacramental safe of Gotland marble. 1863
Chambers" Bk. Days I. 732/1 A person came to my father

(a clergyman) and asked him for a * sacramental shilling '

—

i. e. one out of the alms collected at the Holy Communion,
to be made into a ring and worn as a cure for epilepsy.

e- Of religious doctrine and the like : Based
upon the sacraments, characterized by insistence

upon the importance of the sacraments.
1871 [see Sacerdotal a. 2]. 1879 R. T. Smith Basil Gt.

x. 116 There is no doubt that he held sacramental doctrine.

1898 Illingworth Div. Immanence vi. 142 The religion
of the Incarnation . . was essentially and fundamentally
sacramental.

f. Applied, in Scotland, lo communicants.
1818 Chalmers in Hanna Mem. (1850) II. 198, I cannot

leave Glasgow till Tuesday, .owing to my having to meet
a few more sacramental people on Monday.
2. Of the nature of, relating to, or expressed by

an outward sign or symbol (see Sacrament 3 b).

1534 More Treat. Passion Wks. 1334/2 The verye naturall
bod ye and bloude of Christ in the forme of breade and wyne,
be bothe sacramentall sygnes, because they sygnifye and
also sacramental thinges because they be sygnified. 1605
Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xi. § 3 That Ceremonies, Characters,
and Charmes doe worke, not by anyTaciteor Sacramentall
contract with euill spirits, but (etc.]. 1653 Jer. Taylor
Strut,for Yeary Winter x\\. 155 Though I cannot think that
Nature was so sacramentall, as to point out the holy and
mysterious Trinity by the triangle of the heart. 1664 H.
More Myst. Iniq. 221 Their whole Camp was but one living
and moving Sacramental Image of Christand his Body. 1845
S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref III. 307 Eck explained the
sacrifice as merely a sacramental sign, in remembrance of
that which was offered up on the cross. 1874 Stubbs Const.
Hist. I. vii. 167 In a further stage the land becomes the
sacramental tie of all public relations.

3. Ofan oath, obligation, etc. : Peculiarly sacred

;

ratified by a religious sanction.
In quots. 1460and 1644 the reference may be to an oath con-

firmed by the taking of the sacrament (see Sacrament 2 c).

1460 Capgrave Citron. (Rolls) 250 In this Parlement the
lordes desired of the Kyng to make his sacramental oth
byfore the puple. 1644 K. Chas. I in Rushw. Hist. Coll. 111.

II. 753 That holy Religion which, when We received the
Crown and Scepter of this Kingdom, We took a most solemn
Sacramental Oath to profess and protect. 1697 Evelyn
Numism. iii. 78 Contrary to the most Sacramental Obliga-
tions. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxvii, The fulfilment of
her father's lifelong ambition about this library was a sacra-
mental obligation for Romola.

fb. 'Sworn'; pledged as if by an oath. Obs.
1665GLANviLL.LV: Vatu Dogm. 79 Depriving themselves

. .of their Liberty m Philosophy by a sacramental adherence
to an Heathen Authority.

C. ? Bound by a soldier's oath (with secondary
allusion to sense 1). poet, nonce-use.
1784 Cowper Task 11. 349 He.. trains, by e"'ry rule Of

holy discipline, to glorious war, The sacramental host of
God's elect

!

4. Roman Law. Belonging to an action in which
a sacramentum or pledge was deposited by each of
the parties beforehand.
x86i Maine Anc. Law iii. 48 The alien.. could not sue

by the Sacramental Action. 1886 Muirhead in Encycl.
Brit. XX. 683/1 Forfeiture of the sacramental cattle, sheep
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or money that would follow a verdict that an oath had

been unjust.

6. jocular. Of a form of speech : Sacred to the

occasion, ' consecrated \

1896 Daily News 26 Feb. 3/3 With regard lo the wager
of a guinea the right hon. gentleman had not the presence

of mind at the time to utter the sacramental word ' done '.

1898 Times 29 Oct. 1 1/4 As Lord Rosebery remarked last

night in coyly introducing the sacramental quotation, many
things besides Waterloo have been won in the playing-fields

of Eton.

B. sb.

1. Eccl. A rite, ceremony, or observance analo-

gous to a sacrament, but not reckoned among the

sacraments ; e.g. the use of holy water and ofholy
oil, the sign of the cross.

1529 Petition qfCommons in Froude Hist. Eng. (1856) I.

194 To exact and take of your humble servants divers sums
of money for the sacraments and sacramentals of Holy
Church. 1536 Cromwkll in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902)

II.27 That the sacramentes and sacramental les be duely
and reuerently ministred in their parishes. 1654 J eh. Taylor
Real Pres. 77 The Eucharist it self was in the external and
ritual part, an imitation of a custome and a sacramental
already in use among; the Jews, a 1662 Heylin Laud
Introd. (1668) 10 Marriage, Orders, Confirmation, and the
Visitation (though not the Extream Unction) of the Sick
being retained under the name of Sacramentals. 1850 S.

Wilberforce in Life (1886) II. ii. 65 Craving after confes-

sion and absolution, &c. as sacramentals. 1892 Month Nov.
440 Sacramentals are certain outward signs and usages in-

stituted by the Church, which are the occasion of grace and
blessing to those who piously use them.

f 2. Occas. used for : Something which pertains

to a sacrament ; a constituent part of a sacrament.
1619 W. Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. i. 6 (1630) 52 Comes it

[sc. sitting at Holy Communion] vnder the Mandate, Hoc
facitel then is it amongst the Sacramentals of the Supper.
For (hoc facite) comprizeth not Circumstantials, but Sacra-
mentals. 1633 T. Morton Discharge 80, 81 That which
wee are taught of him here, is, that these words Cup, and
Testament, although they be Sacramental Is, yet are they
not to be called The Sacramentals.

Sacramentalism (ssekrame-ntaliz'm). [f.

prec. + -ism.] — Sacramentarianism.
1861 Goldw. Smith Led. Mod. Hist. Pref. 4 Sacerdotal-

ism, sacramentalism [etc.]. i88x Froude Short Stud. IV.
186 The revival of sacramentalism . .found a voice in Keble.

Sacramentalist (seekramenLaUst;. rare. [f.

Sacramental + -ist.]

1. « Sacramentarian B. r.

1840 tr. L&iuenberg's Persecut. Lutheran Ch. in Prussia,
In this sense I am. .a Lutheran, and herein I separate my-
self from all sects, whether Papists, Sacramentalists, Ana-
baptists, or others.

2. One who holds 'high' doctrine in regard to
the sacraments.
1880 Shorthouse J. Inglesant v, [Hobbes loq.] We, doubt-

less, and not they, are the true sacramentalists, that is, the
seekers for the hidden and the Divine truth. It is for this
reason that I take the Sacrament in the English Church.

Sacramentality (s^kramentarliti). r-wr.]
Sacramental character.
1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. it. iii. Rule 9 § 31 He

therefore tnat takes this [the wine] away, takes away the
very Sacramentality of the mystery. 1843 Neale & Webb
Symbolism Ch. I atrod. Ess. 26 Sacrameatality is that cha-
racteristic which so strikingly distinguishes ancient eccle-
siastical architecture from our own. 1887 C. \V. Wood
Marriage 31 The sacramentality of the contract depends
solely on two facts.

Sacramentally (sa^krame-ntali), adv. [f.

Sacramental + -ly 2
.]

1. In a sacramental manner ; after the manner of

a sacrament.
< 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 170 pis oost is breed in his

kynde, as ben o|?er oostes uasacrid, and sacramentaliche
Goddis bodi. c 142a Hoccleve Learn to die 25 How a man
sacramentally Receyue me shal wel and worthyly. 1533
MoreAhsw, Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1065/2 Thys is ment..of
theym that receyue the sacrament, not onelye sacrameat-
allye, but also effectually. 1609 Downam Chr. Liberty 15
You haue been.. by baptisme sacramentally vaited to the
body of Christ. 1736 Chandler Hist. Persec. 191 The
Counsellor must absolve him sacramentally. 1884 A. R.
Pennington lYiclifvm. 253 When it has come to be sacra-
mentally the body of Christ, it is still bread substantially.

f 2. By way of oath or solemn obligation. Obs.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 34 In generous reguerdonment

whereof he sacramentally obliged himselfe, that [etc.]. 1654
1 Palaemon ' Friendship 26 Did not the satisfying of Curius
bis Lust cost him the lives of his dearest and Sacramen tally-

combined Partners?

Sacraxue'ntalness. rare, [-ness.] The
quality of being sacramental (see the adj.).

1633 L\ R[ogersJ Treat. Sacrum. 1. 66 Pollute not.. the
Sacramentalnesse and Symbolicalnesseof the things of God
by your unsutablenesse. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 222
The Sacrameatalness of the Jewish Church in reference to
the Christian.

Sacramentarian (saekramenteVrian), #• and
sb. [f. mod.L. sacramentdri-us Sacramentary +
-an.] A. adj.

1. Hist. Relating to the views held by the 'Sacra-
mentarians' in regard to the Eucharist (see B. 1).
1640 Bp. Hall Chr. Moder. 11. viii. 53 As for the Sacra-

mentarian quarrels, Lord, how bitter have they beene. 1674
Hickman Hist. Quinquart. (ed. 2) 50 The Sacramentarian
Controversie. 1837-9 Hallam Hist. Lit. 11. i. § 24 He
boasts that Luther predicted the deaths of Zwingle, Carlo-
stadt, and CEcolampadius as the punishment of their sacra-
mentarian hypothesis. 1845 J. H. Newman Ess. Developm.

SACRAMENTARY.
287 Ernesti seems to consider the [Syrian] school, in modern
language, Sacramentarian.

2. gen. Relating to the sacraments (or to ' high
'

doctrine in regard to them).
1865 Lecky Ration. I. 287 Among the Protestants the same

tendency is displayed with equal force in the rapid destruc-
tion of what is termed the sacramentarian principle. 1878
Bayne Purit. Rev. iii. 85 He [Laud] does not seem to have
gone much upon sacramentarian symbolism.
B. sb.

L Hist. A name given by Luther to those Pro-
testant theologians (esp. Zwingli and CEcolampa-
dius) who maintained that it is merely in a 'sacra-

mental' or metaphorical sense ('sacramentalitersive
ptrwyvfuicws*, Zwingli) that the bread and wine of
the Eucharist are called the body and blood of
Christ. Hence used in the 16th c. (by opponents)
as a general name for all deniers of the doctrine
of the Real Presence.
1535 i" Froude Hist. Eng. (1856) II. ix. 403 The ana-

baptists and sacramentarians. 1537 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.
111. III. 128 That the Kyng his Hyghtnes and Cownsell to
be become Sacramentarians. 1624 Bedell Lett. ii. 47 The
vehement speeches of Luther and some of his followers
against those whom they call the Sacramentarians. 178a
Pkiestley Corrupt. Chr. II. ix. 194 Cranmer, whilst he
was a Lutheran, consented to the burning of John Lambert
and Ann Askew..; and when he was a sacramentarian he
was the cause of the death of Joan Bocher, an Arian. 1903
Cambr. Mod. Hist. II. x. 333 Zwingli. .made this Sacra-
ment purely symbolical.. .In this he was followed by the
later Sacramentarians.

2. Hist. A nickname given to the early Methodists
at Oxford. (See quot. 1733.)
1733 Oxf Methodists 7 The young Gentlemen, .thought

it requisite to Communicate as often as they had Oppor-
tunity ; which at Oxford is once a Week; and hence their
Ill-willers gave them the Name of Sacramentarians. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 623/2 To the name of Methodists
two others were quickly added, viz. those of Sacramen-
tarians and the Godly club.

3. One who holds 'high' doctrine as to the
sacraments.
1651 Biggs A'fiv D'tsp. P 214 The transubstantial migration

of the grapy juice of the papall Sacramentarians. 1870
Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. I. 10 Ye Ritualists, ye Sacra-
mentarians.

Sacramentarianism. [f. prec. + -ism.]
( High ' doctrine in regard to the sacraments (cf.

prec. B. 3).
188a Athenaeum 9 Sept. 335/1 The advance of sacerdotal-

ism and sacramentarianism. 1903 St. George VI. 191 The
Broad-Church Sacramentarianism of Mr. Shorthouse.

Sacrame ntarist. rare— 1
. » Sacrament-

arian B. 1.

1828 Plsey Hist. Enq. I. 16 An edict of 1534..which di-
rected the immediate expulsion of Anabaptists and Sacra-
mentarists from Bremen.

Sacramentary (ssekrame'ntari;, a. and sb.

Now rare. Also 6 -arie, Sc -aire. [ad. ined.

and mod.L. sacrdmentdri-us (= F. sacramentaire
;

as sb. = G. sacramentirer
t
sacramentcr

i both used
by Luther), f. L. sacramentum: see Sacrament
and -ary.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the sacraments of the
Church : a. Hist. *= Sacramentarian A. 1. Of a
person : Holding sacramentarian views.
1363 Harding Answ. to Jetvel v. vi. (1564)98 Berengarius

first beganne openly to sowe the wicked sede of the sacra-
mentane heresie. 1600 J. Hamilton Facile Traict. 327
Thir sacramentaire Ministers, tohyde this trew worscheping
ofGod be sacrifice . . hes mutilat this passage. 1830 Coleridge
7 'able-t. 20 May, Arnauld,and the other learned Romanists,
are irresistible against the low Sacramentary doctrine.

b. Relating to * high ' doctrine in regard to the
sacraments.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 149 These Sacra-

mentarie doctors [orig. les Papistes
t
quant a leur nombrc

de sept Sacreme/ts]. 1884 G. Smith Short Hist. Chr. Amis-
sions 11. vi. 74 All missionary effort which did not proceed
on sacerdotal and sacramentary lines.

c. gen.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. L 1, He hire them that make
their wafers or sacramentary gods, to minge them after the
same sort. 1641 T. Edwards Reas. agst. Indcpeud. Ep.
Ded. 2 The controversie of that age was concerning the
Sacrament oftheLordsSupper, being generally billed BeHum
Sacramentarium, and the Sacramentary Controversie. 1647
Trapp Comm. Gal. v. 26 It was this vice [i. e. vainglory)
that . .bred the Sacramentary war that is not yet ended. X837
Penny Cycl. VII. 106/2 The question as to the sacramentary
efficacy which has been sometimes attributed to the rite [of
circumcision].

B. sb.

1. Hist. = Sacramentarian B. i.

1538 Cromwell in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902) II. 148
Certain persones denyeng the holy sacrament of Christes
blessed body and blud of suche opinion as commonly they
calle Sacramentaries. 1651 C. Cartwright Cert. Rtlig. 1.

86 The Divisions that are between old and new Sacra-
mentaries. 173a Neal Hist. Purit. I. 29 The king began
to discover his zeal against the Sacramentaries [as those
were called who denied the corporal presence of Christ in
the Eucharist). 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. III. xv. 339 A few
years later, a sacramentary had ceased to be a criminal.

t 2. One who holds 'high* doctrine as to the
sacraments. Obs. rare -1 .

1595 Hubbocke Apol. Infants Unbapt. 30 Zwingtius-.
calleth them sacramentaries who attribute so much grace
to the sacrament, so much vertue to Baptisme of it seffe.



SACRAMENTATED.

3. [med.L. sacramentdrium.'] An early form of

office-book in the Western Church, containing the

ritesaud prayers belongingtotheseveralsacraments.
,$« Ussheh Aitsw. Jesuit Irel. 200 Such is the prayer..

inGnmoldushisSacramentarie. i68sSTiLLiNCFUt'r^f. Brit.

iv. 230The Sacramentary of Gregory*. 183a VV. Palm er Orig

.

Litnrg. I. 308 The Sacramentary comprised the collects and
the canon or prayers that never varied. 1844 Lingard
Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. vii J93 note, The blessing .. may
be found in most sacramentaries.

t Sacramentated, //»\ a. Ois. ran-', [f.

med.L. sacrimentdt-us J. sacrdmentum Sacba-

ment) + -ed.] Made into a sacrament, received

in the sacrament.
1651 Howell Venice 183 Impious Priests, .who ev'ry day

receave the Sacramentated Redeemer, peradventure more
unworthily then Judas.

Sacramenter. rare. Also 6 -our. [f. Sacra-
ment si. + -er 1. In sense 2 after G. sacramenter

(Luther).]

+ 1. ? One who is frequent in attendance at the

sacrament. Ois.

1536 in W. A. J. Archbold Somerset. Relig. Ho. (189-1) 63
Doctoar Tregonwell sertefying comyshemen to be very
good subjects and sacramentours.

2. - Sacramentarian B. i.

1845 S. Austin Kante's Hist. Re/. III. 18^ They too ex.

horted the council to have nothing to do with the ' Sacra*

menters*.

t Sacramentinff, ///. a. notue-wd. [-ma 2.]

?That celebrates the Mass.
1687 k. [.'Estrange Brief Hist. Times \. 15 The short-

English of the Device, was, to make as Arrant, a Jugling.
sacramenting Rascal of me, (saving the Then Kings Evi-

dences) as ever Renounced God upon the Holy Altar.

Sa cramentism. rare ~ l
. [f. Sacrament si.

+ -ISM.] - SACRAMEXTAKIAN'ISM.
184a Gladstone Ck. Princ 187 It is not any blind sacra-

mentism..that she would inculcate.

tSacramentize, v. Ois. rare~ l
. [f. Sacra-

ment si. + -ize.] intr. To administer the sacra-

ments. Hence Sacramenti«ingi'<V..r*. oxppl. a.

1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. xl. v. 9 65 Ministers, .lawfufly or-

dained..both to Preach and SacramentUe. Ibiit. vii. f 19
That tile Governing part should be in the hands of the
Bishops; the Teaching and Sacramentizing in the Pres-

byters.

+ Sacramently, ado. Ois. rare. [f. Sacra-
ment si. + -lv

-\J
Sacramentally.

In quot 1624 pern, a misprint for sacramentally.
c I4>5 Orotog. Safient. vi. in A nglia X. 360/8 He is . . after

be manhede sacramently to me presente. Ibid. 377/28 pere

beb summc batte in this horde receyue me sacramently.

io«4 Darcie Birth 0/ Heresies xxL 86 AU sacred signet or.

dained by God in the Israclitish Church, though they really

and sacramently represented that which was by them
figured. .yet did [etc. J.

Sacrarial sakre*'riir, a. Ornith. [f.SACBABt-

1 m - -I- -al.J Of, pertaining to, or connected with

the sacrarium of birds. 1890 CovttOrnitn. B. iv. an.

I Sacrarium. ' (sikre«-rii)m). PI. sacraria
(-rii). [L. sacrarium, f. sacr-, sacer sacred, holy

:

see -arium]
1. Roman Antiq. Any place in which tiered

objects were deposited and kept ; the adytum of a

temple ; also, a small apartment in a house where
the images of the penates were kept.

' In the time of the emperors, the name sacrarium was
sometimes applied to a place in which a statue ofan emperor
was erected {.Smith's Diet. Get. 4- Rom. Antig., 1842, a. v.),

a 1746 Holusworth Rem. Virgil (1768) 291 The Lit u us

and 1 rabea of Romulus and the Ancilia were kept in the
Sacrarium of the Salii. 184a Gwilt Archil. % 253 In more

nt houses there were the sacrarium, the venereum,
rristerium (etc).

b. gen. A repository for what is sacred. In

quot^f.
1890 I. Martixeau Seat Anthor. Relig. iil ii. 300 If

either Church or Scripture could be constituted a sacrarium
for secluding all that is simply divine.

2. Eccl. a. That part of a church immediately
surrounding the altar or communion table; also

called the sanctuary.
[1708-aa J. Bingham Orig. Kates, vitl vi. f 3 The Latins

called it [re. the chancel) sacrarium, 'the sanctuary': as
in the first Council of Bracara, which forbids laymen to
come into the sanctuary to communicate.J 17*7 Ace. Cere-
monies Coronations 31 In the midst of the Area or Sacrarium
before the Altar. 1846 Ecclesiologist Apr. 134 By the sacra-
rium we mean the part of the church immediately set apart
for the celebration of the highest mysteries, into which
..none but the clergy would ever, under ordinary circum-
stances, be allowed to enter : the part, in short, which in

a common English church is within the altar-rails. 1887
Pott Mall G. 16 Nov. 5/4 The tablet . . instead of being
within the sacrarium, will be at the entrance to the chancel.
attrib. 1848 B. Wssa Cont. EcclesioL 173 There are

sacrarium-rails, no screen.

b. In Roman Catholic use = Piscina a.

1848 Ecclesiologist Dec 157 note, Sacrarium in the present
Roman ritual means exclusively toe piscina. 1853 Rock
Ch. 0/Fathers IV. xii. 167 The piscina, or sacrarium.

!i Sacra ritun •*. Ornith. [mod.L., f. Sacr-dm
+ -arrm.] (See quot.)
iSooCoi'EfttVffr/A. 11. iv. 209 Such is the general character

of a bird's complex sacrarium, as 1 name the whole mass of
bones that are ankylosed together.

r Sacrary. Ois. Also 4-7 aacrarle. 5 aacraire,
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-ayre, sacrear, Bacrarye. [a. OF. sacraire, -et're,

sacrarie, ad. L. sacrarium (see Sacrarium 1 ); cf.

Sp. sagrdrio, It. sacrario.']

1- gen. A place where sacred objects are kept ; a
sacred building or apartment ; a temple, shrine,

sanctuary.
138a Wyclif 1 Cor. ix. 13 Thei that wirchen in the sacrarie,

that is, a place where hooly thingis ben kept, eten tho
thingis that ben of the sacrarie. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 11. 3823 pei token al bat cam to her honde, . . Reliques
sacr id, be holy eke vessels,., oute of be sacrarie. 1490
Caxton Eneydos xv. 59 This Yarbas . . had . . made an hondred
temples wythin his royalme, wyth an hondred othre sacra-

ryes, in whiche he had consecrated the fyre brennyng with-
out ceasse. c 1557 Ab p. Parker Ps. lxxvhi. 226 Hys sacrary*
which once in Bylo stoode. 1620 J. King Serin. 24 Mar.27
The dilapidation of any of Gods Oratories and Sacraries,

his Heauens vpon earth, goeth to his heart like swords. 1652
Gauls Magastrom. 256 The sacrary of Serapis, in Alexan*
dria, was burnt.

\>.fig.

13.. Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. xxiii. 425 Heil bou
holy sacrarie, Vr askynges euer heryng \Akc secretarium
exaudicionis], 14.. Lydg. Life Our Lady lxxvii. (1484)
1 vb, God chase thy wornbe for his tabernacle And halowed
it so clene in euery coost To make hit sacrarye for his owen
ghoost. 1615 T. Adams Myst. Bedlam i. (1634) 12 The
purified heart is Gods Sacrary, his Sanctuary, his House,
his Heauen. 1668 M. Casaubon Credulity (1670) 135 A
more venerable, .man. .who would open all sacraries and
fountains of Truth, should appear upon earth. 1676 Need*
ham Pacquet Adv. 50 That draws a Reverence to the
Throne itself; which should be religiously fenced about,
not only as the Sacrary of Royalty, but as the Sanctuary
also of other Princes.

2. spec. In a Christian church: — Sacrarium 2 a.

1387 Trf.visa Higden 1. Rolls) VI. 155 By schewynge of
God tie fonge [read fonde] a greet deel of be cros in Seynt
Peter his sacrarie. 14.. Kom. in Wr.-Wulcker 721/1 Hoc
sacrarium, a sacrear. 148a Monk 0/ Ex-esham xiii. (Arb.)

35 Abowte the sacrarye of the same auter y knowe wele y
left my selfe. 1560 Becon Catech. v. Wks. I. 455 b, The
ashes to be reposed in the sacrary among the other reliques.

17*7 Ace. Ceremonies in Coronations 22 fhe Bishops to their

Seats on the North side of the Area or Sacrary.

t Sacrate, a. {pp/. a.) 06s. Also 6 sacrat.

[ad. L. sacrdt-us, pa. pple. of L. sacrd-re : see next.]

Consecrated, dedicated to God or a divinity; hal-

lowed, sacred.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VI. 401 Seynte Edburga, a
vit-gyn sacrate to God. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge \.

3783 She. .cast her sacrat vaylc.to tie from the traytour.
15*5 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 964 Hauyng no reuerence
to that moost blessed eyes, nor to y* heuenly visage &
sacrate mouth, a 1533 Ln. Bernrrs Gold. Bit. M. Aurel.
(1546. Ggj, Thou doest complayne. .of the sacrate senate.

1544 Exhort. Prater A iij b, The holy and sacrate cuppe
of the precious and blessed blood, which was shedde for vs
vppon the crosse. a 157s Knox Hist. K.f. Wks. 1846 I.

301 Becaus we wold attempt nothing without the knowledge
of the sacrate authoritie,.. it was concluded, that, .we should
attempt the favouris. .of the Quein then Regent, to a godly
Reformatioun.

t Sacrate, v. 06s. rare. Tf. L. sacrdt-, ppl.

stem of sacrdre: «ee Sacri v,j trans. To con-
secrate, dedicate.

1653 Waterhol'sk A/ol. Learning 51 His mind. .called

00 him to write his memorial on the Marble of some Monu-
ment sacrated to Learning. 1660 — Arms 4- Arm. 82 Some
are allowed what others are not, because they are of more
conspicuity then others are, and therefore sacrated and
separate from vulgar familiarities. 1755 Amory Mem. (1769.)

1. 73 By the moat dreadful prophanation, she [sc. Rome]
sacrates her temples to Satan.

t Sacra tion. 06s. rare. [ad. L. sacrd/wn-cm,

n. of action f. sacrdre : see prec] Consecration.
1627-77 Fkltham Resolves it. xxxvi. 233 Why then should

it not as well from this be auoided as from the other find

a Sacration ! itfat W. Sclater Three Serm. {1639) 18 The
wont mens speeches and actions receiue a ktnde of sacration

by their recording in holy writ.

[Sacratyle, -til, erron. form of Serratilk.
1541 R. Coplahd GuydotCs Quest. Chirnrg. D ii b. And

other [bones] ben sacratyles [1579 G. Baker Cttydo s Quest.

xi b» sacratiH] or sawe wyse, as the skull of the headcj

Sacrayre, variant of Sacrary 06s.

t Sa cre
;

s6. 06s. [a, OP*, sacre, of twofold

formation; (i) in sense I, ad. L. sacrum, orig.

neut of sacer adj., sacred; (a) in sense 2, a verbal

noun from sacre-r to consecrate (see Sacrr v.).J

L A religious observance or festival ; //. rites of

worship.
AiSoo Chaucer's Dreme »i35 Which tent was church

perochiall Ordaint was in esoeciall For the feast and for

the sacre Where archbishop, and archdiacre Song ful out

the seruise. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 59 b. She custom-

ably resorted to all places, where any solemnitee of sacres

or martes was. Ibid. 340 b. The sacres of Ceres. X548 —
Erasm. Par. Luke \. 17 The ministring of the sacres and

holy rites in the temple.

2. Consecration, a. Thecoronationofasovereign.

b. The festival of Corpus Christi. rare.

1584 (Card. AllenI De/. Eng. Cath, 51 They [sc. the

Dishopsl doubted also lest she [sc. Elbabeth] would refuse

in the verie time of her sacre, the solemne diuine ceremonie

of vnction (accustomed in the consecration of al Christian

princes'. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxii, The next day
was the great festival of Corpus Christi called the Sacre.

+ Sacre, a. 06s. rare. [ad. L. sacr-, sacer.]

Sacred.
X513 More Rich. ///(1883) 60 The sacre magesty of .1

prince, a 1548 Hall Chron.. Hen. I'/ll ioq There dv<1

SACRE.

swere that they woulde obey the sacre & holy counsels, &
woulde follow the Decrees of the Fathers. 1577-87 Holin-
shfd Chron. III. 924/2 The. .decrees and constitutions of
the sacre and holie church.

t Saxre, v. 06s. Forms : Inf. 3-7 sacre, (3
sacri, 5 sacryn, sakyre, sakor). Pa. t. and pa.

pple. 3-4 sacrede, 3-5 sacrid, 4 sakred, (Sc.) sa-

cryt, 4-5 (.Ssf.)sacrite, 5 sacride, sakird, sakyrd(e,

sakeret, sacryed, {Sc.) sacrit, 5-6 eacryd, 6 {Sc.)

sacreit, 3-7 sacred; also pa. pple. 3 i-saeret,

3-5 i-sacred, 4 y-sacred(e, 5 y-, i-sacryd. [a. F.

sacre-r (1 ath c. in Hatz.-Darm.),— Pr.,Pg. sagrar. It.

sacrare, sagrare, ad.L. sacrarey i~. sacr-.sacer sacred.]

1. trans, a. To consecrate (the elements, or the

body and blood of Christ) in the Mass.
am^Ancr. R. 268 Aseofte ase bepreost messecS &sacreS

bet meidenes beam, Jesu. 1*97 R. Glol'c (Rolls) 7209 Vor
prustes mid vnclene honden. .sacrieb godes fless & is blod.

1340 Ayenb. 235 }>et bodi of our lorde Iesu crist bet be
prestes sacrep and onderuongeb and betakeb obren. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 9 Anon bey broujte an obley
hat was i-sacred. 1^x485 Digby Myst. 111. 2068, I sakor be
body of ower lord Iesu cryst,

absol. a 1225 Ancr. R. 34 Efter be messecos, hwon be
preost sacreS, per uor^iteS al bene world, & ber beoS al vt

of bodi. CX400 Aiot. Loll. 30 It semib hem to preche, it

is profit to bles, it is congrew to sacre. c 1460 PlaySacram.
363 He hath oftyn sacred as yt ys skylle.

b. To celebrate (the Eucharist).
a 1240 Lo/song in Cott. Horn. 207 t>e holi sacrement. .bet

5e preost sacred, c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7038 To
sacre be haly sacrement. X535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

1 1. 424 King Druskene with his lordis ilkone Into the tempill

present at the mes, Solempnitlie quhen it sacreit than wes.

C. To sacrifice. rare~ l
.

c 1250 Gen. «$• Ex. 612 WiS-uten ile seuend clene der Se he
sacrede on an aucter. ibid. 938 Dre der he toe, ile Sre }er

hold, And sacrede god on an wold.

d. ? To worship, rare— 1
.

1390 Gower Con/ III. 243 Hire god Moloch that with en-

cense He sacreth, and doth reverence In such a wise as sche

him bad.

2. To consecrate (a king, bishop, etc.) to office.

Const, with compl. object (in pass., subject) ; also

to (an office), to, into (bishop).
c 1190 Beket 301 in .S". Eng. Leg. 1. 115 pat dai of be Trinite

bischop i-sacret he was And onder-feng bis dignete. 1297
R. Glouc 1 Rolls.) X0719, & maister Richard te grant in Ls

stede was ido 8c wende uorb to rome to sacri him ber to.

0x375 Joseph Arim. 300 I hesu.. sacrede him to Bisschop
wib boto his hondes. < 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1586 To sacre

hurre abbas of be abbay of Wynchestre. a 1450 Myrc
Eestial 12 And sakeret hym byschoppe. r 1450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 6494 Aftir warde, at ^orke cite, Sakird so-

lemply was he Of archebischop theodere. 1504 Lady Mar-
garet tr. De imitatione iv. v. 267 Beholde nowe thou arte

made a preste and sacreyd to doo his holye mysterye. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. IV ob, Henry Plantagenet..was at

Westminster with great solemnitee and royal pompe, sacred,

enoynted and crouned King by the name of Kyng Henry
the fourth. x6o6 G. W[oodcocke] tr. Justin, Epit. Emp.
LI 5 b, Rodolph the second, eldest son of Maximilian, was
sacred Empcrour in the yeare 1577. 1631 Weever Anc.
Funeral Mon. 251 Petronius was sacred to this Ecclesias-

tical! dignitie by Archbishop Honorius. a 1648 Ld. Her-
brrt Hen. VI11 (1683) 53 This Prince was Sacre

*

the French term) at Keymes 25 of January, 1515.

b. Said of the vessel used in anointing. rare"* x
.

1644 Evelyn Diary 6 June, The Holy Ampoule, the same
with that which sacres their Kings at Rhemes, this being

1

the one which anoynted Hen. IV.

0. To unite in the sacrament of marriage ; to

celebrate (a marriage).
c 14*5 Brut 365 And bere the Bischop of Worcestre wedded
& sacred ham to-gedir, as holy churche it wolde. /bid. 368

pere was this lady weddid and sacryd to be King of Den-
mark with moche solempnite. £1440 Jacob's Well 53 And
}if it [an unlawful marriage] be sacryd, ber owyth be lawe

to be made a deuorce. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 198 And the

bysshop sacred and blessed them.

3. To hallow, bless, sanctify, make holy.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (:88o) 480 $if frerls founden wordis to

sacre be armes of a prest. C1394 P. Pi. Crede 186 Seyntes

y-sacred opon erbe. 1530 Tindale Anstv. More Wks. (1573)

253/1 The bishop sacreth the one [oyle] as well as the other.

1545 Raynold Byrth Mankynde Prol. C j, To sacre, halow,

yea and with theyr holye poeticall spiryte to breath ouer

this booke. 1601 Holland Pliny x. vi. I. 274 They vsually

lay three egs, whereof they take one of them to sacre and
blesse tas it were) the other eggs and the nest, and then

soon after they cast it away. x6ax Bp. Mountagu Diatribx

251 To thinke, that God had sacred that N umber [ten] above

all other. 16^7-77 Fkltham Resolves 11. lix. 283 Prayer

does sacre all our Actions.

4. To dedicate (a person) to a deity ; chiefly

passive.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1 1 39 For when a sawele is sailed

& sakred to dryjtyn. He holly haldes hit his. c X450 God-

stow Reg. 40 With hys two dowhters there I-sacryd to god.

x6ax Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 514 A yeerely Feast was
there kept in honour of Diana, whereat all the young maides

in the Countrey aboue fiue yeeres old, and vnder ten, were

sacred, and dedicated vnto Diana, a 1641 — Acts 4- Mon.
(1642) 204 He promiseth forgivenesse of sins by washings,

and in this sort, as yet he sacreth men to Wittnes, where he
signeth his soldiers in the forehead.

b. To dedicate (something) to (a particular per-

son, a deity, or some special purpose).

c 1477 Caxton Jason 84 b,Whan Jason . . had sacred hisshyp

unto the Goddesse Pallas and to the goddesse of thesee. 1513

Douglas Mncis vi. i. 160 And, O thow blissit woman, onto

the Wise walit men [I] sail dedicat and sacre. 1587 A. Day
Pap-hnis ff Chios (1890) 9 Diuers flutes , . which the auncient



sacr:6.

Phepheards had often tofore-time sacred vnto the Nimphes

for their greatest offrings. 1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as 1. v.

538 Here with solemn vowes I sacre Unto thy glory. .My

Heart and Art, my Voyse, Hand, Harp, and all. 1608 Ibid,

u. iv. Sc/usme Ded. 12 This Tract I sacre unto backvil s

Name. 1610 Capt. Smith New Enrr. Tr.aisfp. Ded., How
euer you please to dispose of him, that humbly sacreth lum-

selfe and best abilities to his Countries good.

C. To make (a class of thing, as a tribe of

animals, etc.) sacred to a deity.

1633 Br. Hau. Occas. Medit. § 65 The ancients have

sacred this Bird [the owl] to wisdome.

5. To take a solemn oath, rare \

c i»8o Sir Ferumt. 1405 ' 5e ' said he, ' bat wil y do, do

say menowpywille'. ' pat wil y no3t ',
quap sche bo, til

pou me nan sakred tille'. fan Olyuer huld vp his hant

;

trewely for to holde By his power bat couenant.

6. nonce-use. To cremate as a religious act.

,65s 8» T- Herbert Trav. (1677) 46 Their Funerals are

of the old stamp..sacring the Corps to Ashes in a holy fire.

Sacre: see Sacby, Sakkb. Sakre.

Sacre (sakre), v. [f. F. sacre", lit. ' sacred ', used

ellipt. as an oath.] intr. To utter the French

exclamation ' sacre .

1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. v. iv. 248 Vengeful Gardes

Franchises, sacre'mg, with knit brows, start out on him.

1856 Whyte Melville Kate Cm: xxiii, The Frenchman

sacrc'ed, and fumed, and stormed.

Sacrear, variant of Sacrart 06s.

Sacred (s/i'kred), a. and sb. Forms : see Sacre

v. [f. Sacre v. + -ed*.

The original ppl. notion hasfas the pronunciation indicates)

disappeared from the use of the word, which is now nearly

synonymous with the L. sneer. A similar change of mean-

ing has taken place in the corresponding Romanic forms, t

.

sacri (.which prob. influenced the English use), Sp., Pg.

satrrado.]

A. adj.

1 1. Of the Eucharistic elements : Consecrated.

C1380 Wvclif Wis. (1880) 465 But nou in be reume of

englond stryuen manye of be sacrid cost, c 1450 Mankind
383 in Macro Plays 15 By cokkys body sakyrde, I haue

such a peyn in my arme. Ibid. 605 For Cokkes body sa-

kyrde, make space I

2. (Followed by to.) a. Consecrated to ; esteemed

especially dear or acceptable to a deity.

13. . A". Airs. 6777 That on [tree] to the Sonne. .That othir

..Is sakret [MS. Laud sacrified] in the mone vertue.

c 1407 Lydg. Resort * Sens. 4408 Two tren . . The ton

y-sacryd to the mone, The tother halwed to Phebus. c 1430
— Min, I'oems (Percy Soc) 214 This fowle is sacred unio

Jupiter. 17x9 Free-thinker No. 116 P 1 The First of May
has been, and will be Sacred to Love in all polite Nations.

1788 Lempriere Classical Diet. (1792) s. v. Jupiter, The
oak is sacred to him btcause he first taught mankind to

live upon acoms. 1874 Deutsch Rem. 439 The dove sacred

to Venus.

b. Dedicated, set apart, exclusively appropriated

to some person or some special purpose.

1667 Milton P. L. to, 208 To destruction sacred and
devote. Ibid. IX. 924 Had it bin onely coveting to Eye
That sacred Fruit, sacred to abstinence. 1721 in Collect.

Epitaphs (1802) 10 Sacred to the memory of Samuel Butler.

17*9 Butler Serin. Wks. 1874 II. 79 The sacrifice being
over, he retires alone to a solitude sacred to these occasions.

1784 Cowper Task vi. 571 Scenes Sacred to neatness and
repose. 1811 Pinkerton Mod. Gcog., Egypt (abr. ed. 3)

756 The papyrus, sacred to literature. x8ai Shelley Epi-
psych. 492 A pleasure-house Made sacred to his sister and
nis spouse. 184a Gwilt Archit. § 245 The parts[of a Roman
house] which were sacred to the use of the family were the
peristyle [etc.].

3. Of things, places, of persons and their offices,

etc. : Set apart for or dedicated to some religious

purpose, and hence entitled to veneration or reli-

gious respect ; made holy by association with a god
or other object of worship ; consecrated, hallowed.
i4xa-» Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 3822 Reliques sacrid, be

holy eke vessels. 1500 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 37 Said then
the Palmer ; ' Lo I where does appeare The sacred soile
where all our perills grow '. i6it Shaks. Wint. T. 11. i. 183,
I haue dispatch'd..To sacred Delphos, to Appollo's Temple,
Cieomenes and Dion. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv.

510 Some pools have been made sacred for their immense
profundity and opacity, a 1704 T. Brown Lond. Kj Lacedem.
Oracles Wks. 1709 111. m. 147 Their [the Jewish Priests']
sacred Garments were of Linnen. 1744 Akevside Ode, On
Leaving Holland 36, I trace the village and the sacred
spire. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiv, Thou art. .one of those
disorderly men, who, taking on them the sacred character
without due cause, profane the holy rites. i8ao Shelley
Hymn Merc. Ixxxviii, By sacred Styx a mighty oath to
swear. 1839 Thirlwall Greece VI. 77 A circular building,
called the Philippeum,.. within the sacred precincts in which
the Olympic games were celebrated. 1837 Wilkinson
Egypt Time 0/Pharaohs 9 The sacred boats of the dead.
1883 H. Yule in Encycl. Brit. XV. 330/2 Thus the Bo-tree
(or pippal), so sacred among the Buddhists of Ceylon, is
still cherished near mosques. 1885 J. H. Middleton ibid.
XIX. 607/2 The other [vase], from Cyprus, has the Assyrian
sacred tree, with similar guardian animals.

b. Sacred book, writing, etc. : one of those in
which the laws and teachings of a religion are
embodied. Sacred history : the history contained
in the Bible. Sacred number : a number i^esp. seven)
to which is attributed a peculiar depth of signifi-

canceinreligioussymbolism. Sacredpoetry: poetry
concerned with religions themes. Sacred music

:

music which accompanies sacred words or which
has a certain solemn character of its own. Sacred
concert : a concert of sacred music.

16

1503 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 1. iii. 61 His Weapons [are] holy

Sawes of sacred Writ, a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633)

59 Who for the space of certaine yeeres, brought him up in

sacred letters. 1629 MiLTOtiChrists Nativ. iii, Say Heav'nly

Muse, shall not thy sacred vein Afford a present to the In-

fant God ? 1697 Dryden Virg. Bucol. iv. 5 The last great

age, foretold by sacred rhymes, Renews its finish'd course.

1709-29 V. Mandey Syst. Math., A rith. 8 Seven is a Sacred

Number, chiefly used in Holy Scripture. 1781 Cowper
Hope 449 The sacred book no longer suffers wrong, Bound

in the fetters of an unknown tongue. 1784— Task vi. 634

Ten thousand sit Patiently present at a sacred song. 1845

Encycl. Metro}. IX. Sub-introd. 73 Sacred History is that

narrative of events, commencing from the creation of the

world, which is recorded in the Bible, and is so called,

because it is assumed to be written under divine superin-

tendence, and is evidently associated with the being, per-

fections, and plans of Deity. 1853 {title) Catalogue of the

Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society, a 1854 H. Reed
Led. Eng. Lit. vL (1878) 211 The relation in which sacred

poetry stands to revealed teaching and Holy Writ. 1877

Monier Williams Hinduism 1. 13 India .. has only one

sacred language and only one sacred literature, accepted

and revered by all adherents of Hinduism alike.

C. rarely of a deity : Venerable, holy.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 461 Now, sacred Pales, in

a lofty Strain I sing the Rural Honours of thy Reign.

d. Applied as a specific defining adj. to various

animals and plants that are or have been considered

sacred to certain deities.

1783 Latham Synopsis Birds I. n. 526 Sacred Cuckow...
Inhabits Malabar, where the natives hold it sacred. 1790

J. White Jrnl. Voy. N. S. Wales 193 We this day shot

the Sacred Kings-Fisher. 1840 tr. Cuvier's Anint. Kingd.

243 The Sacred Ibis (/. religiosa). 1866 Treas. Bot.

120/2 Bamboo, sacred, of the Chinese, Nandina domestica.

Ibid. 781/2 Nelumbium sfieciosum, the Sacred Lotus. 1870

Nicholson Man. Zool. lxxxiii. (1875) 657 The Sacred

Monkey of the Hindoos {Semucpit/tecus entellus). 1877

J. Gibson in Encycl. Brit. VI. 1 31/2 The Sacred Beetle

of Egypt, Ateuchus sneer. 1879 C. P. Johnson ibid. IX.

154/2 The Sacred Fig, Pippul, or Bo, Ficus religiosa.

4. transf. &nd.fg. Regarded with or entitled to

respect or reverence similar to that which attaches

to holy things.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 247 In so sacred a senate

\sc. the Council of Trent : orig. in tarn augusto conventu],

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. 1. 40 He. .Doth but vsurpe the

Sacred name of Knight, Prophaning this most Honourable
Order. 1596 — Tarn. Shr. 1. L 181 Sacred and sweet was
all I saw in her. a 1645 Waller At Pens-hurst 11. 26 Goe
boye and carve this passion on the barke Of yonder tree,

which stands the sacred marke Of noble Sidneys birth.

1656 Cowley Misc.,On Death ofCrashaiv 2 Poet and Saint

!

to thee alone are giv'n The two most sacred Names of

Earth and Heav'n. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 456 f 3 There
is something sacred in Misery to great and good Minds.

1754 Gray Progr. Poesy 94 Ope the sacred source of sympa-
thetic Tears. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 108 Ere he can lisp

his mother's sacred name. 1842 Browning A". Vict. <y A*.

Chas. 1st Yr. 11, Ay, call this parting—death ! The sacreder

your memory becomes. 1853 C. Bronte Villette xxi, To
a feather-brained school-girl nothing is sacred. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home II. 114 But the most sacred objects

of all [at Greenwich Hospital] are two of Nelson's coats,

under separate glass cases. 1878 R. W. Dale Led. Preach.
ix. 292 To you America must be sacred as well as Judea.

b. esp. as an epithet of royalty. Now chiefly

Hist, or arch, ; formerly often in the phrase His
{her, your) most Sacred Majesty.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 133 lustice most sacred Duke
against the Abbesse. 1599 — Hen. V, 1. ii. 7 God and his

Angels guard your sacred Throne, And make you long be-

come it. 1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck in. iv, Sacred King,

Be deafe to his knowne malice ! 1639 Mrq. of Hamilton
in H. Papers (Camden) 1. 76 Most sacred Souuraigne. a 1645

Waller Danger His Majesty Escaped 54 Yet the bold

Britans still securely row'd, Charles and his vertue was
their sacred load. 1716 Swift Gulliver 1. vii, That his

sacred Majesty, and the Council, who are your Judges,

were [etc.]. 1757 Acts Gen. Assembly Georgia (1881) 127

We therefore pray your most Sacred Majesty that it may
be Enacted.

c. in sarcastic use.

1820 Shelley QJdipus 1. 5 And these most sacred nether

promontories Lie satisfied with layers of fat. Ibid. 11.

1. 107 That her most sacred Majesty should be Invited to

attend the feast of Famine. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.

Pref. 17 To obtain from Mr. Bentham's executors a sacred

bone of his great, dissected Master.

5. Secured by religious sentiment, reverence,

sense of justice, or the like, against violation, in-

fringement, or encroachment.
1530 Palsgr. 696/2 Touch it nat, it is sacred, a 1548 Hall

Chron., Edw. V 8 b, Syth that tyme, was neuer so vn-
deuoute a kynge that euer enterprised that sacred priuilege

to violate. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. iii. 149, I am
combined by a sacred Vow. 1667 South Serm. (1697) II.

29 The sacredest Bonds which the Conscience of Man can
be bound with. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. in. § 19
Let thy Oaths be sacred. 1781 Cowper Charity 28 The
rights of man were sacred in his view. 1793 Horsley Ser»r.

'

(181 1) 187 Maintaining what in the new vocabulary of
modern democracy is named the sacred right of insurrec*

tion. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 139 He assured
them that their property would be held sacred. 1855 Ibid.

xii. III. 210 Strong desires and resentments which he mis-
took for sacred duties
transf. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 280 No buzzing

Sounds disturb their Golden Sleep, *Tis sacred Silence all.

b. Of a person (hence of his office) : Having a
religiously secured immunity from violence or

attachment ; sacrosanct, inviolable.
»5°5 Cooper Thesaurus, Sacrosancta poiestas, the sacred

and vnuiolable power of the Tribunes. 1618 Bolton Florus
1. v. (1636) 14 The Augurship became sacred among the

SACREDLY.
Romans. 1879 Froude Caesar v. 48 The persons of Satur-

ninus and Glaucia were doubly sacred, for one was tribune

and the other prsetor.

C. Withfrom : Protected by some sanctionfrom
injury or incursion.

1788 Gibbon Ded. $ F. xl. IV. 63 No place was safe or
sacred from their depredations. 1845 Stephen Comm.
Laws Eng. (1874) II. 479 He is himself sacred from punish-

ment of every description. 1847 Tennyson Princess n. 153
I^apt In the arms of leisure, sacred from the blight Of ancient

influence and scorn.

d.fig. Devoted to some purpose, not to be lightly

intruded upon or handled.
1867 Baker Nile Tribnt. L 15 Thus I had a supply when

every water-skin was empty, and on the last day I divided
iny sacred stock amongst the men.

6. Accursed. [After L. sacer \ freq. translating or

in allusion to Virgil's attri sacra fames {sEn. in.

57)0 Now rare.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. n.i. 120 Our Empresse with her sacred

wit To villainie andvenganceconsecrate. 1596 Spenser I.O .

v. xii. 1 O sacred hunger of ambitious mindes. »6oo Dekker
Fortuuatus Wks. 1873 1. 95 If through golds sacred hunger
thou dost pine. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 122 Hither the

sacred thirst of gaine..allureth the aduenturous merchant.

1700 DrydenCock <y Fox 254 For sacred hunger of my Gold
I die. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 124 A feeble race ! yet oft

The sacred sons of vengeance ; on whose course Corrosive

famine waits, and kills the year. 1864 Burton Scot Abr.
II. i. 62 Smitten with a sacred rage for topography.

7. Special collocations, f SarCred artery (see

quot.). Sacred axe, a mark on Chinese porcelain,

supposed to designate warriors. Sacred band,
Gr. Hist., a body consisting of 300 young nobles,

who formed part of the permanent military force of

Thebes from B. c. 379. Sacred bark [Sp. edscara

sagrada], the bark of Rhamnus Purshianus of

California, used as a tonic aperient. Sacred col-

lege (see College sb. 1 ). f Sacred elixir - sacred

tincture, f Sacred Empire, the Holy Roman
Empire. Sacred fire [L. sacer ignis, see Holy
fire], erysipelas. Sacred malady [L. sacer

morbus'], epilepsy {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897). Sacred
month, place (see quots.). t Sacred tincture

[=mod.L. tinctura sacra-, see Chambers Cyci.

Supp. (1753) s.v. Aloes], a preparation of rhubarb

and aloes. + Sacred vein [L, vena sacra] (see

quot.). Sacred War (see Wab).
1656 Blount Glossogr. s.v. Artery, ''Sacred Artery, a

branch of the great Arteries descendent branch, goes to the

Marrow which is in the Os Sacrum. 1866 Chaffers Marks
Pottery 4- Porcelain (ed. 2) 389 The *sacred axe ; a [Chinese]

mark found on green porcelain. 1868 I. Marryat Pottery

ff Porcelain ix. (ed. 3) 274 The sacred axe is assigned to

warriors. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch's Lives, Peloptdas II.

335 Gorgidas as some say, first formed the *sacred band.

1891 Century Diet., * Sacred bark. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 591/1 'Sacred Elixir. 181

1

A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp. (1818J 660 Tincture of Rhubarb
and Aloes ; formerly, Sacred Elixir. 1617 Moryson Mm.
1. 284 It was decreed.. that hereafter in the *sacred Empire
the under written pieces of money should be coyned. 1693
Emilianne's Hist. Monasi. Ord. xiv. 127 In the year 1089

..the*Sacred Fire.., having spread itself into several parts

of Europe. 187a W. N. Molesworth Hist. Eng. II. 361

Among the other expedients that had been suggested in

this convention [of Chartist delegates, 1838] was that of

observing what was called a ' "sacred month ', during which
the working classes throughout the whole kingdom were to

abstain from every kind of labour, in the hope of compel-

ling the governing classes to concede the charter. 1727-5*
Chambers Cycl. s.v., In the civil law, *sacred place chiefly

denotes that, where a person deceased has been interred.

1797 Encycl. Brit, (ed- 3) XIV. 393/1 Aloetic wine, or
*sacred tincture. X656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, 'Sacrtd
vein {vena sacra) the second branch of the flank veine run-

ning to the Os sacrum, and thence getting this name,

f B. sb. pi. [after L. sacra neut. pi.] Obs.

1. Sacred rites or solemnities.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. 26 Her Sacreds and Festivalls

were called Angeronalia. 1665 J. Webb Stoue-Heng (1725)

60 They might . . also behold whatever Sacreds were solemn-

ized within the Court of their great Jupiter Capitolinus.

1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles 1. 11. iii. 35 These Sacreds were
first celebrated in the East by these She-priests of Bacchus.

1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. iii. § 3 By his manuscripts we
are more acquainted in this last century with the Turkish

sacreds than any one had ever informed us. 1749 Phil.

Trans. XLVI. 216 The Romans became extremely fond of

the Mithriac Sacreds.

2. Things consecrated or offered in sacrifice to

the gods.
1608 Topsell Serpents 24 This snake the holy dishes..

Did hast to touch, like as it would the sacreds tast. 1624

Heywood Gunaik. 1. 47 The sacreds that were made to

these, were by such as having escaped any dangerous
desease, or pestilent sicknesse, had bin spared by the fates.

3. Sacred utensils or vessels.

1665 J. Webb Sionc-Hcng (1725) 219 The Heads of Bulls

. . have been found in and about our Antiquity, together

with other Sacreds peculiarly appertaining to the Ministra-

tion of Their Idolatrous Rites. 1669 Gale Crt. Gentiles l i.

x. 56 Hieroglyphic Leters, i. e. Leters engraven in sacreds.

Sacredly (&?i*kredli), adv. [-ly 2.]

1. With religious or strict care; inviolably; with

rigid attention to the truth.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. via. (1634) 26 The
originall booke [of the Law] itselfe was appointed to be
sacredly kept in the Temple, a 1677 Hale Print. Orig.

Man. 11. i. 130 Authors.. kept sacredly and inviolably in

certain Archives. 1706 Hearne Colled. 14 Jan. (O.H.S.^ 1.



SACREDNESS.

163 Observing these Oaths, .sacredly. 1871 Macduff Mem.
Fatmos ix. ira The sealing further implied that Us con-

tents were sacredly locked and concealed from public gaze.

2. In a sacred or religious manner.

1694 Pomfret On Death O. Mary ^^Next mighty Pan,
washer illustrious Lord, His high Vicegerent, sacredly

ador'd. 1884 Chr. Commw. 20 Mar. 535/2 [Paul's] only
offering was the sum total of his Gentile converts, whom
he sacredly and joyfully offered unto God.

Sacreduess (s/i'krednes). [-ness.] The con-

dition or qnality of being sacred (see the adj.).

i6ii-« J. Scott Chr. Life 11. vii. Wits. 1608 I. 416 When
we consider how he is secluded by the infinite sacredness of
his own Majesty from all immediate converse and inter-

course with us. 1689 Consid. Success. <t A/leg. 33 The
Sacredness of an Oath makes it a strong Tie to bind us.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xvt, Ellena immediately ad-
mitted the sacredness of the promise which she bad formerly
given. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. {1858) 1. iv. 349 Such was
the mystical sacredness which clung about the ordained
clergy. 1868 J. S. Mill in Morn. Star 13 Mar., The sacred-

ness of property is connected, in my mind, with feelings of
the greatest respect. 1885 Lam Times LXXX. 1 1 1/1 When
the rule was first invented there was a sort of reason for it,

as a certain sacredness attached to real estate.

Sacrefice, •fine, -fy, obs. ft Sacrifice, -ft.

Sacreit : see Sacbe v. and Secret a.

Sacrelage, -leger, -legie, obs. ff. Sacrilege,

Sacrilecer, Sacrileot.
Saereng, Sacret, obs. ff. Sacring, Sakeret.
Saeri, sacrid : see Sacre v.

t Sacricolist. Obs.-' [f. L. sacricol-a sacri-

ficer (formed ai next t col-Ire to tend, worship) +
-I8T.] (See quot.)

1717 Bailey voL II, Sacricolist, a devout Worshipper.

t Sacri ferOUS, a- Obs. rare*: [f. L. sacriftr,

f. sacri-, sacer sacred {sacra neuL pi., sacrifices) +

•Jer: see -febous.] (See quot)
1696 Blocxt Gtossogr., Sacri/enms, that bears holy things.

t Sacriflable, a, Obs. rare. [a. F. sacrifiaile,

t. sacrifier: see Sacrify v.] = Sackificable.
1603 r lorio Montaigne 1. xxix, For these wretched sacri-

liable people, .all ful of glee, singing, and dancing with the
rest, they present themselves to the slaughter.

t Sacri-fic, a. 1 Obs. rare—', [ad. L. sacrificus,

f. sacri-, sacer sacred (sacra neut pi., sacrifices) +

-ficus : tee -Fie] m Sacbifical.
1717 Bailey vol. II, Sscrijtck, used in Sacrifices.

Sacri-fic, a.- Anal. rare. [f. mod.L. Sacb-uu
4- -fic] ' Entering into the composition of the

sacrum : as, a sacritic vertebra ' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

t Sacri' ficable, a. Obs. rare ~ '. [f.L, sacri-

ficarc to sacrifice, f. sacriju-us Sacri fic a. : see

-ableJ Capable of being offered as a sacrifice.

1648 Sir T. Browne Pseud. E/. v. xiv. (1658) 310 Vet might
it [Jephthah'* vow) be restrained in the sence, for whatso-
ever was sacrificable, and justly subject tolawfull immolation.

t Sacri fical, a. Obs. [ad. L. tacrijic&tis, f.

sacrijU-us Sacbific: see -al] Pertaining to or
employed in sacrifice.

1608 Pahum Fat o/Baiel it The blessed chalice of the
aultar..hath the verie sacrifical blood in it that was shed
rpon the Crosse. i8M Wake Exfos. Doctr. Ch. Eng. 63
When we examine the first Institution of this holy Com-
munion, we cannot perceive either in the words or action of
our Blessed Saviour, any Sacrincal Act or Expression. 1798
Watsom in Phi/. Trans. XLIX. 502 A priestess of Bacchus,
which in one hand holds the sacrifical knife. 1796 Burks
Regie. Peace iii. Wks. 180a IV. 510 The sacrincal ministers
(who were a sort of intruders in the worship of the new
divinity).

Sacrificant (slkrrfikant). rare. [ad. L. sacri-

ficant-em, pr. pple. of sacrificirt : tee SACRirr v.]

One who offers np as a sacrifice.

1665 J. Wer» Stone-Heng (1725) 103 The Sacrifkants
might.. behold both the Altar and Signutn. 1885 J. Flrz-
ceralo tr. Schn/tte's Fetickism vi. | 7 The sacrificant takes
away the flesh of the victim.

Sacrification. rare-'. [ad. L. sacri/tca/ien-

em, n. of action of sacrificare : see Sacbify z>.]

The action of making a sacrificial offering.

•694 Motteux Rabelais v. (1737) 23a And to kind Nature
make Sacrification.

Sacrificator (sa:-krifik?Uj). rare. [a.L.sacri-

ficator, agent-n. f. sacrificire : see Sacrify v. Cf.
F. sacri/fca/eur.] One who sacrifices. tWsofig.
?I548 tr. Viret's Expos. XII Art. Chr. Faith Ej b, He is

called Christe bycauseof the same oyntment, by the whyebe
he hatbe ordeyned hym prophete, kynge, and sacriticatour.
1646 Sir T. Browne Fund. Ef. v. xiv. 255 It is not pro-
bable the Priests.. would have permitted it, and that not
onely in regard of the subject or sacrifice it selfe, but also
the sacrificator. 1818 Bektkam Ch. Eng., Ch. Eng. Catech.
Exam. 361 The Noble Reformer, in the character of Arch.
Sacrificalor. 1899 AU Year Round No. 28. 30 Here was
evidently a grand Sacrificator, and an unexceptionable Altar.

So t Sacrificatory a., sacrificing, belonging to
sacrifice, t avcrillca.tara, the office or function
of sacrificing.

1581 J. Bau. //addon's Anew. Osor. 344 Heseeth no mar.
kette of pardons,.. no sacriticatory masses. 1593 Nashk
Christ's T. 22 The sky-perfuming prayers, & profuse sacrifi-

calory expences of fulhand oblationers. 1611 W. Sclater
Minister s Portion 9 A second sort [of tithesj which wee
may call sacrificatory. 1699 Burnet 39 Art. vii. 1 1700) 99
Those Sacrificatory Phrases that they use in speaking of
ihe Messiah. 1779 Horne Disc. (1799) I. 107 Such were the
ritual observances regarding sacrificatiire a ills McLean I

Vol. VIII.

17

Comm. Heb. x. (1847) II. 80 The sacrifice of Christ's body
once offered has for ever abrogated the whole of the Mosaic
sacrificature. 18*7 G. S. Faber Orig. Expiat. Sacr. 64
This grossly-corrupt mode of sacrificature is alluded to and
justly castigated by Solomon.

Sacrifice (sce'krifais), sb. Forms : 3-5 sacri-
fise, sacrefice, -flse, 4 sacrifljs, -fies, -fys(e,

sacrefls, -fyse, saker-, sacerfyse, sacrafles,
-fyse, 4-5 sacrafice, 4-6 sacrifls, 5 sacrafise,
sacryfyce, sacurfyce, 5-6 sacrifyce,6 sacryfiee,
4- sacrifice, [a. F. sacrifice (12th c. in Hatz.-
Darm.j = Pr. sacrifici, Sp., Pg. sacrificio, It. sagri-

fizio, ad. L. sacrificium, f. sactific-us Sacrific a.]

1. Primarily, the slaughter of an animal (often

including the subsequent consumption of it by fire)

as an offering to God or a deity. Hence, in wider
sense, the surrender to God or a deity, for the pur-
pose of propitiation or homage, of some object of

possession. Also applied fig. to the offering of
prayer, thanksgiving, penitence, submission, or the

like. Phrases, \ to do, make sacrifice ; also, -\ to

put in sacrifice, to devote as a sacrificial victim.
In the primary use, a 'sacrifice' implies an 'altar' on

which the victim is placed. Hence the figurative uses are
often associated with references to a metaphorical altar.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1064 And for his offrand was Rightwys,
Godd tok to quen [read quemej his sacrifijs. Ibid. 3142
Hot now es he asked, . . Til godd til make of sacrifise. c 1300
St. Margaret* 92 And wende to his false godes, to do sac-
rifise. 1340 Ayenb. 1 87 per bye b manic men . . make b sacre-
fices nait to god. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 250 He let do
make a rtche Teste With a sollempne Sacrifise In Phebus
temple, a 1450 Myrc Festial 205 Then sawe Maudelen
mony pepyll cornyng towart be tempyll and be lorde of bat
con t re, forto haue don ofryng and sacrefise to nor mawmetys.
1471 Caxton KcLttyell (Sommer) I. 304 By this edicte..
many estrangers nobles and other were putte in sacrefice
and had their blood shedde in egipte. 15*6 Pitgr. Per/
jW. de W. 1531) 195 Y* sayd women called & entyced the
iewes to thevr sacrifices, c 1595 Capt. Wyatt K. Dudley's
y#y. W. Imi. (Hakl.Soc)42 Wee did dailieaborde make sac-

rifice to God, in great devotion calling upon Him in hartie
prayer for them. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Tkevtnots Trav. 111.

65 Their Sacrifices are never bloody. 1737-41 Chambers
CycL S.V., Divines divide Sacrifices into Woody, such as
those of the old law; and bloodless, such as those of the
new law. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 181 An altar
for sacrifices to the immortal gods. 1876 J. P. Norris
Rndim. Tkeol. n. i. 147 Sin cannot be undone without Suf-
fering; and we find Sacrifice instituted to give continual
expression to it,

t b. A slaying as for a sacrifice. Obs. rare"1
.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xxL 27 b, A
cruel sacryrke vppon the person of Iohn Chabas.

2. That which is offered in sacrifice; a victim

immolated on the altar; anything (material or im-
material) offered to God or a deity as an act of
propitiation or homage.
c 1*50 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 27 Stor bet me offrede

wylcm be bo ialde laghe to here godes sacrefise. a 1315
Prose Psalter L 18 III 17] Trubled gost is sacrifice to God.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 507 Noe..heucned vp an auter
9c halted hit fay re, & sette a sakerfyse ber-oti of vch a
ser kynde. c 13B0 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 517 |>ere sacri-

fices shulilcn not be soven to him. but taken fro him,, .and
anobcr trewe man. .*hu!de be ordeyned to resceyve siche
sacrifices, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12137 My maydynhed I

merk to myghtifull goddis : Accepte hit as sacrifise, & my
uule to < 1496 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 32
Tribulacioun is worthy sacrifice. 1504 Marlowe & Nashb
Dido iv. ii. Come seruants, come bring forth the Sacrifi/e,

That I may pacific that gloomy loue, Whose emptie Altars
haue entarg'd our illes. 1606 G. W[ooik:ocke] Hist, fvttine
xi. 46 Before any saile departed from the shore, he slue
sacrifices, making his prayer for victory by battel). 1613
Shaks. Hen. y/ff, 11. i. 77 Make of your Prayers one sweet
Sacrifice. 1676 Dryden Ail/or Love \. i, Does the mute
sacrifice upbraid the priest T 1710 Pridealx Orig. Tithes
ii. 81 The Skint of the Sacrifices., were to be given to the
Priests. 1*07 Robinson Arckmol. Cnrta iil iv. 213 Only
the larger sacrifices, as oxen, were thus adorned. 1845
Maurice Mot. 4- Met. Pkitos. in Encycl. Metro/. II. 556/1
Those daily sacrifices which each man brought to the door
of the tabernacle.

3. Tkeoi. The offering by Christ of Himself to the

Father as a propitiatory victim in his voluntary im-

molation upon the cross ; the Crucifixion in its

sacrificial character.
• «3JS St-. Leg. Saints xiii. {Marcus) 72 pe sacrifice bat

he mad for man one be rud-trc a 1450 Myrc Festial

261 For a calfe bat was offerd yn sacurfyce yn be old

law for synne, yn tokenyng bat Cryst schuld come, bat

schuld be offurt yn sacryfyce for synne of be pepull yn be
auter of be crosse. 1560 Dais tr. SUidants Comm. 313b,

Ther be in al ii sacrifices of christ, the one, blody upon the

crosse, 1 bother, wherin . . he himself offred up unto his father,

his body and Mud. 1681-6 I. Scott Ckr. Li/e (1747) HI.

463 In consideration of Christ's Death and Sacrifice, he

would freely forgive all penitent and believing Sinners their

personal Obligation to eternal Punishment, a 1769 Riccal-

toi/n Notes Galat. Wks. 1772 III. 127 A Sacrifice there was.

and still is, the way God in his wisdom chose to condemn and
put away sin and by which the pardon of sin was conveyed.

sS*S J. Montgomery Hymn. 'Go to dark Getksemane\
Mark that miracle of Time,—God's own sacrifice complete.

1861 W. Thomson in Aids to Faith viii. 337 The sacrifice of

the death of Christ is a proof of Divine love, and of Divine

justice.

b. Applied to the Eucharistic celebration ; (a)

in accordance with the view that regards it as a

propitiatory offering of the body and blood of

Christ, in perpetuation of the sacrifice offered by

SACRIFICE.

Him in His crucifixion; {6) in Protestant use,
with reference to its character as an offering of
thanksgiving (cf. sense 1).

1504 Lady Margaret tr. De Imitatione iv. L 262 For if
the sacryfyce of this holy sacrament were done onely but in
one place and but of one preest in all the worlde, with howe
great desyre wene ye the people wolde go to that plase and
to that preest to here the godly mysteryes done of hym.
1548 Ridley Ansiu. Queries touching Mass iii, The Repre-
sentation and Commemoration of Christ's Death and Pas-
sion, said and done in the Mass, is called the Sacrifice,
Oblation or Immolation of Christ. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidane's
Comm. 44 He exhorteth the people to flee from the accus-
tomed sacrifices of the masse. 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts
11. ix. (1739) 579 The Christian Sacrifice wherein Bread and
Wine are offered. 1884 Cath. Diet. (1897) 814/1 In the sac-
rifice of the Mass, ' the immutatio ', as the Fathers technically
call the sacrificial act, is not the destruction but the produc-
tion of the victim. 1899 B.J. KiDD39^rt'. (iqoi)II. n.xxxL
245 Nor does it (Art. xxxi. § 2) condemn the sacrifice of the
Mass but the sacrifices of Masses. 1901 Gore Bodyo/Ckrist
iii. 201 Only by communion can we in any effective sense
share the eucharistic sacrifice.

4. The destruction or surrender of something
valued or desired for the sake of something having,
or regarded as having, a higher or a more pressing
claim ; the loss entailed by devotion to some other
interest ; also, the thing so devoted or surrendered.
Cf. Self-sacrifice.
159a Shaks. Rom. Hf Jul. v. iiL 304 As rich shall Romeo

by his Lady ly, Poore sacrifices to our enmity. x6oi in
Moryson ttin. 11. (1617) 151 The lively affections you beare
to her person (for which you desire to bee made a Sacrifice).

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxviii. 166 The benefit which a
Soveraign bestoweth on a Subject, for fear of some power.

.

are not properly Rewards.. but are rather Sacrifices, which
the Soveiaign.. makes. 174a Gray Eton viii, To bitter
Scorn a sacrifice, iftsx W. Spalding Italy $ It. Isi. III. 86
An eager sacrifice of means to an end. 1849 Macau lay
Hist. Eng. x. II. 647 Clarendon saw that he was not likely
to gain anything by the sacrifice of his principles. x868
Freeman Norm. Cong. (1877) II, x.474 One more ecclesias-
tical appointment must, at some slight sacrifice of chrono-
logical order, be recorded.

b. A victim; one sacrificed to the will of another;
also, a person or thing that falls into the power of
an enemy or a destructive agency. Now rare*
1697 tr. C'tess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 60They are caused

to make Vows, when 'tis often the Father or Mother, or
some near Relation, who pronounce them for them, whilst
the little Sacrifice disports herself with Sugar-plums, and
lets them dress her how they will. 1731 Neal Hist. Purit.
I. 25 The two greatest sacrifices were John Fisher bishop of
Rochester, and Sir Thomas More. 1779 Mirror No. x

(1787) I. 5, I was prevented from falling a sacrifice to that
languid inactivity which a depression of spirits never fails

to produce. 1811 John Bull 15 Apr. 143/3 The organ fell

a sacrifice to the devouring element. 1817 Roberts Voy.
Centr. Amer. 95 On one occasion an acquaintance had.,
nearly fallen a sacrifice to one of these animals.

6. A loss incurred in selling something below its

value for the sake of getting rid of it. Hence
(nonce-use), an article sold ' at a sacrifice \
1844 Dickens Chimes ii. (1845) 53 Its patterns were

Last Year's and going at a sacrifice. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis hi, He bought a green shawl for Mrs. Bolton,
and a yellow one for Fanny : the most brilliant * sacrifices

'

of a Regent Street haberdasher's window.

6. altrib. and Comb.,as sacrifice-maker ; sacrifice

allowance (see quot.) ; sacrifice hit Baseball

(see quot.) ; sacrifice market, a market in which
goods are sold below cost price, a ' dumping
ground ' ; sacrifice-offerer, one who immolates
himself (said of Christ) ; sacrifice price, a price

entailing loss on the seller.

1801 Labour Commission Gloss., *Sacrifice Allowance, a
weekly sum paid by workmen's unions to those men who
are discharged from work because they take an active part

in their organisation or are too weak to make the average.

These latter are called sacrificed men. 1896 Knowles &
Morton Baseball Gloss., *Sacrifice-hit.—When the bats-

man purposely makes a hit upon which he is retired, but

which advances a base-runner. ?i548 "*• Virefs Expos.
xii Art. Ckr. Faith E iv, He is the true, .prophete and the

Soueraygne "sacrifice maker, whyche was figured by the

kynges, and prophetes of Israeli. 1888 PallMall G. 13 Jan.

2/1 Americans . . would make this a "sacrifice-market at first,

simply to kill all our manufacturers, a 1560 Becon Ckr.
Knt. Wks. 1 1. 153 Our mediatour, our sat issfyer or *sacrifyce

offecer (? read offerer]. 1888 Fall Mall G. 12 June 11/2 A
'clearance sale \ in fact, at ' "sacrifice prices \

Sacrifice (sse-krifais), v. Forms : see the sb.

;

also 3 sacrefize, 7 sacrifize. [f. Sacrifice sb.]

1. trans. To offer as a sacrifice ; to make an
offering or sacrifice of. Const, to.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3262 For quas luue he wild not warn
To sacrifise his auen barn, a 1425 Ibid. 3201 (Trin.) pe sheep
he sacrificed & brent. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)
I, 308 The egypciens cryed vnto hercules sacrefice sacrefice

hym, whan hercules cam in to the temple he sacrefised hym.
1555 Eden Decades 158 When hee had fyrst sacrificed them
to msZemes. a 1631 Donne Paradoxes\ib$2) 68 Though he
sacrifize Hecatombs. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. v.

viii. 246 The Picture of . . Abraham sacrificing his son. 1697

Dampibr Voy. (1699) 485 If they Sacrifice their Enemies it

is not necessary they should Eat them too. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 94 There are nations in which mankind
still sacrifice their fellow men.

f t>. nonce-uses. To slay or burn in the manner
of a sacrifice; to burn in a sacrifice.

1601 in Moryson Itin. 11. (1617) 258, L.tooke Ocanes
brother prisoner.. (whom I sacrificed in the place) and so



SACRIFICEABLE.

passed by. 1*34 Sir T. Herbert Trap. 39 They sacrifice

him [a dead man] to ashes, in costly perfumes.

2. intr. To offer up a sacrifice.

c M90 S. Eng. Leg. I. 69/43 Anoure ore godes, ich rede,

a-non and heom sacrefise. 1377 Lanol. P. PI. B. xn. 118

Saul, for he sacrifised, sorwe hym be-tydde. a 1400-50

Alexander 1082 pare lengis him lefe be kynge & logis all a

neuen, And sacrifyce bar efsones to many sere godis. 1484

Caxton Fables of /Esop v. x, I . . toke on me for to sacry-

fyce and to synge before the goddes. 1618 J. Hume femes

Delrv. i. 10 They were wont to immolate and sacrifice vnto

their heathenish Gods. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 411 An idol,

at whose shrine Who oft'nest sacrifice are favour d least.

1818 Sheliey Homer's Castor 4 P. 13 Tbe sailors .. sacri-

fice with snow-white lambs.

b. Eccl. To celebrate the Eucharist.

1661 tr. Erasm. Life Co/el in C.'s Serm. 74 Whereas it is

the custome in England for Priests to consecrate the host,

and receive it almost every day, he was content to sacrifice

on Sundays and Holi-days, or some few days beside.

3. tram. To surrender or give up (something)

for the attainment of some higher advantage or

dearer object. Const, to.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Sacrifice, . . to quit or leave

a Thing upon some Consideration. 1710 Swift frnl. to

Stella 23 Sept., Deuce take Lady S ; and if I know
P y,ne is a rawboned-faced fellow. . ; she sacrifices two
thousand pounds a year, and keeps only six hundred. 1720

Ozell Vertot's Rom. Rep. I. v. 298 The first Obligation

which a Roman lay under. . was to sacrifice his Life in De-
fence of the Public Liberty. 1837 Keichtley Hist. Eng. I.

416 Henry [VI II].. was never known to sacrifice an inclina-

tion to the interest or happiness of another. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 126 Everything seems to have been sacrificed

to a false notion of equality. 1870 Harlan Eyesight vii. 97
Generally, the only men who can be persuaded to wear pro-

tecting glasses are those who have already sacrificed one eye

to their objections.

b. To permit injury or ruin to the interests of (a

person) for the sake of some desired object. Also

refl. Const, to.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 145 r 13 Instead of sacrificing

each other to malice and contempt. tB&TmRLWALL Greece
xviii. III. 49 Pericles .. was charged' with sacrificing the
Samians to private feelings. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
vii. II. 222 Could it then be doubted that, if the Churchmen
would even now comply with his wishes, he would willingly

sacrifice the Puritans r 1870 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. (1876)

88 How will persons sacrifice themselves to their objects !

1873 Black Pr. Thitle xv'ii, He is too much an artist to

sacrifice himself to his clothes. 1891 Kipling Light that
Failed vii, It isn't got at by sacrificing other people, . . you
must sacrifice yourself.

t Sacrificeable, a. Obs. Also 5 saorefysable.

[f. Sacblfice v. + -able. Cf. Sacbifiable, Sacbi-

ficable.] Proper to be sacrificed.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 333/2 The oxe is a moralle beest
. .and it is a best sacrefysable. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 1299 If they [sc. kine and oxen] have but one haire
blacke or white, they be not sacrificeable.

Sacrificed (sae'krifaist), ///. a. [f. Sacbifice
V. + -ED 1.]

T 1. Made sacred ; sanctified. Obs.

1504 Lady Margaret tr. De Imitatione iv. i. 261 All
cristen people . . kysses the sacryfyced bones [orig. sacra
ossa] of sayntes, wrapped in clothes of Sylke and Golde.

2. Offered as a sacrifice.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxvii. § 7 What merit force
or vertue soeuer there is in his sacrificed body & bloud.
i6a6 Bacon Sylva § 400 It is reported by one of the
Ancients, of credit, that a Sacrificed Beast hath lowed,
after the Heart hath been severed. 1681-6 J. Scott Chr.
Life (1747) III. 184 This Address is performed by the pre-
senting his sacrificed Body to the Father in Heaven. 1715
Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) II. 77 The Entrails of sac-
rificed Beasts. 1768 S. Bentley River Dove 14 Still yearly,
to popular Rage, A sacrificed Bull is the Sport.

3. Given up or abandoned for the sake of others.
1884 M. Arnold in Pall Mall G. 1 Dec. 6/2 Those classes

which, in comparison with the great possessing and trading
classes—who may be called the fortunate classes—may be
called the sacrificed classes. 1891 [see Sacrifice so. 6].

Sacrificer (sse-krifeisai). [f. Sacbifice v.

+ -eb!.]

1. One who offers up a sacrifice.

1563 Winjet Four Scoir Thre Quest. § 25 Wks. (S. T. SO
I. 90 Quhy teche zc.that the wordis of sanctificatioun of
the sacrament of our Lordis body and bluid ar nocht to be
pronounceit to tbe end, that thair suld be ony transubstan-
tiatioun thairby, or be the intent of the sacnficear {Edinb.
MS. sacrifiar]? 1597 Cert. Prayers in Liturg. Serv. Q.
Eliz. (Parker Soc) 672 We.. live and die the sacrificers of
our souls for such obtained favour. 1643 Milton Divorce
Pref. (1644) 2 A famous man in Israel could not but oblige
his conscience to be the sacrificer .. of his innocent and only
daughter. 174a Blair Grave 140 Like . . victim . . That throbs
beneath the sacrificer's knife. 1848 R. I. Wilberforce
Doctr. Incarnation xii. (1852) 305 The earthly sacrificer
truly exhibits to the Father that body of Christ which is
the one only Sacrifice for sins. 1884 Whiton in Chr. World
4 Sept. 663/2 Paul boldly intimates, that if Christ is the
only sacrificer and sufferer for humanity, then something
is lacking in the saving work of the Saviour.
2. spec. A sacrificial priest.

1547 Bk. ofMarchauntes e v b, It is much better to here
. . Hebe alone than all the sacryficers of Baal. ? 1548 tr
Viret's Expos, xii Art. Chr. Faith Eiv, Whyche was
figured by the kynges and prophetes of Israeli, and by the
sacrificers of the Leuites. 1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 168
The great sacrificer and high priest Melchisedech. 1693
J. Edwards Author. O. «, N. Test. 385 He being a Jewish
priest, a legal sacrificer. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iii.

(1840) 24 The patriarchal heads of families, who., were the
only sacrificers at that time, as Abraham and as Job were.
1865 J. H. Ingraham Pillar of Fire (1872) 518 The chief
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sacrificer advanced, leading a Hebrew boy,..whom he laid

on the altar.

Hence tSa'crificership, the office of a sacrificer.

156a T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Table of Matters s.v.

Orders, Of Priesthode or sacrificership.

Sacrificial (ssekrifrjal), a. [f.L. sacrifici-um +
-al. Cf. the older Sacrificalj also 16th c. F.

sacrificial.']

1. Pertaining to or connected with sacrifice.

1607 Shaks. Timon I. i. 81 Raine Sacrificiall whisperings in

hit eare. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sacrificial {sacrificialis)

of or belonging to a Sacrifice, Offering, or Oblation. 1737
Waterland Rev. Doctr. Eucharist 1. 53 This Observa-

tion will be of use, when we come to consider the Eucharist

in its Sacrificial View. 1799 Gilpin Serm. Country Con-

gregate etc. III. xxxviii. (R.), The law may be explained

as an institution.. threatening judgment on every trans-

gression ; at the same time, accepting, in mercy, certain

sacrificial atonements. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Stone-

henge Wks. (Bohn) II. 123 The sacrificial stone, as it is

called, is the only one in all these blocks, that can resist

the action of fire. 1864 Max Muller Chips (1867) I. ioa

Innumerable sacrificial utensils. Ibid, no All this would
be-embodied in the sacrificial formulas known in later times

principally by the name of Ya^Tish.

to. Sacrificial mound: a prehistoric mound built

by the natives of certain parts of America and
containing a hearth or altar, on which are found

relics exhibiting traces of the action of fire.

1862 D. Wilson Preh. Man I. xii. 370 The name of sacri-

ficial mounds has been conferred on a class of ancient monu-
ments, .peculiar to the New World.

2. Self-sacrificing, nonce-use,

1890 ' R. Boldrewood 1

Col. Reformer (1891) 160 'That's
all very well', said the sacrificial parent, 'but five or six

hours are not so easy to dispose of at sixty odd \

3. Co?nm. Involving * sacrifice ' or loss to the

vendor.
1895 Daily News 24 Dec. 6/2 Jewelled trimmings, .will be

sold at much reduced prices during next week's sacrificial

sales. 190a Daily Chron. 19 June 7/2 The first Monday in

July, the traditional date for the opening of the summer
sales, when ladies demand sacrificial prices.

Hence Sacrificialness. rare"" .

1717 Bailey vol. II, Sacrificialness, the being of the
Nature of a Sacrifice.

Sacrificing (sse'krifsisirj), vbl. sb. [f. Sacbi-
fice v. + -ixg 1.] The action of the verb Sacrifice.
x6oi in Moryson Itin. If, (1617) 152 The uttermost of our

endeuours and seruices, euen to the sacrificing of our Hues.
a 1639 W. Whatelev Prototypes 1. iv. (1640) 32 Sacrificing
was a profession of their owne guiltinesse. 1727-41 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Sacrifice, The manner of sacrificing among
the ancient Hebrews, is amply described in the hooks of
Moses. 174a J. Glas Treat. Lord's Supp. in. iv. (1883) "4
The apostle sets forth Christ's death as the truth of the
sacrificing of the passover.

b. attrib.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxv. i, Thou my sinns. .Dost
turne to smoake of sacrificing flame. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxx. 426 They presently tooke
the sacrificing rasors, the which they washed and clensed
from the blood of men. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon,
618 Two sacrificing dishes of smooth and pollished red
earth. 167a R. Veel New Coitrt-Songs 35 My winged
Feet, each Sacrificing day, Lead me to gaze upon her, more
than pray. 1709 Hearne Collect. 2 Dec. (O. H. S.) II. 319
Roman sacrificing Axes.

Sacrificing (sse-krifaisiij), ppl. a. [f. Sacrifice
v. + -ing -.] That offers sacrifice; that makes
sacrifices.

1826 T. Coleman Indulgences, etc. Order Ml. Carmel 61
He. .for another Memento of the sacrificing priest, grants,
to the souls in Purgatory, rest and peace in the kingdom of
glory. 1848 R. I. Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation xii.

(1852) 293 He [the High Priest] was the type of Him who
stretched out His sacrificing arms upon the Cross.

Hence Sa'crificingly adv.
i6ox Chester Love's Mart., Dialogue (New Shaks. Soc.)

128 And in a manner sacrificingly, Burne both our bodies
to reuiue one name.

t Sacrificule. Obs. humor-otisly pedantic, [a.

F. sacrificule (Rabelais), ad. L. sacrificu/us an
extension of sacrificus Sacrific a."] A priest.

The misapprehension in quot. 1604 is found also in a Fr.
glossary to Rabelais.

_ 1604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Sacrificule, a little offer-

ing. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais n. vi, I mumble off little

parcels of some missick precation of our sacrificuls.

t Sacrifi'Culist. Obs. [f. L. sacrificul-us (see

prec.) + -iST.] A sacrificing priest.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. 309 This, said the soothsaying
sacrificulists, presaged victory to the Boeotians. Ibid. 352, 365.

f Sacrificy. Obs. rare. In 6 sacrificie. [ad.

L. sacrificium.] = Sacrifice sb.

cx$it 1st Eng. Bk. Avzer. (Arb.) Introd. 36/1, I [am]
preste after the outshewyng of sacrificie of the auters.

I Sacrifier. Obs. [f. Sacrift v. + -erV] A
sacrificing priest.

138a Wyclif Isa. xix. 3 Thei shul aske . . ther deuel cle-
peres and ther deuel sacnfieres [Vulg. ariolos]. 1547 Bk. 0/
Marchauntes evb, The Pharisiens, sacrifiers, Scribes, and
docters. 1553 Bale Vocacyon 7 Baals, .sorcerouse sacrifiers.

1563 [see Sacrificer iJ.

t Sacrify, v. Obs. [a. OF. sacHfi-er (12th c),
ad. L. sacrificdre, f. sacrific-us : see Sacrific]
1. trans. To offer as a sacrifice.
a 1300 Cursor M. 10389 pam hale J>an sacrified he. And

delt>am styen al thre. 1390 Gowf.r Con/. III. 33G And
forth unto the temple he com.., Hise yiftes forto sacrifie.

1484 Caxton Fables o/Auian xxvii, Thow shalt be take.
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and shalt be sacryfyed to theyre goddes. 1588 A King tr.

Canisius' Calech. in Cat/i. Tractates (S. T. S.) 181 Mel-
chizedec sacrifeit breid and wyne in figure of the bodie and
bloud of our lord. 1590 Spenser F. Q. il xii. 49 A mightie
mazer bowle of wine was set As if it had to him been
sacrifide.

refi. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxiv. 87 Alwayes she doubted
her self in noo wyse, that her suster woldcsacryfye hir
self with funerailles mortalle, by fyre horrible.

2. intr. To offer sacrifice.

a 1325 Prose Psalter liii[i]. 6 Y shal sacrifye to J>e wyj>
gode wylle. 1:1375^. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 29s pa.,
to be tempil of dyane drew hym rudly, ore ^ai fane, for to
stren3e hym to sacrify. 138a Wyclif Exod. x. 11 Go ?e
oonly men, and sacryfye to the Lord, c 1425 Wyntoun
Cron. in. i. 120 He sulde. .Deuotly to God sacryfy. 1555
W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v. 52 That there might be
none occasion of filthinesse, when they shold ministre or
sacrifie.

3. trans. To offer sacrifice to.

1474 Caxton Chesse 111. v. (1883) 124 As he sacrefyed his
goddes he receyuyd lettres from the senate of rome. 1491— Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. Iv. in [He] was
broughtcin to a temple of ydolatrye . . for to adoure and
sacrefye the ydolles.

4. nonce-use. To consecrate.
1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed (1827) 167 Whan the

great Kirk was sacrify'd.

Hence f Sa'crifying vbl. sb.

13. . K. Alt's. 272 (Bodl. MS.) To goddes I made sacrifye-
ynge. C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. met. vii. 114 (Camb. MS.)
The sory preest yeuith in sacryfyinge the wTechched kutt-
ynge of throte of the douhter.

Sacrilege (.sas'kriledg),^.! Forms: 3~4sacri-
lage, 4 sacre-, sacrylage, sacrilegge, 4-6 sacry-
lege, 5 sacrilag, 6 sacrileage, Sc. sacralege, 6-7
sacriledge, -lidge, 7 sacrileg, 3- sacrilege, [a.

OF. sacrilege (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.; mod.F.
sacriUge) = Sp., Pg., Jt sacrilegioy ad. L. sacri-

legium, f. sacrileg-us one who steals sacred things
or commits sacrilege, f. sacri-, sacer sacred + -leg-,

legere to gather, after the phrase sacrum or sacra

legere to purloin sacred objects, tocommitsacrilege.]
1. The crime or sin of stealing or misappropriat-

ing what is consecrated to God's service. In eccle-

siastical use, extended to include any kind of out-

rage on consecrated persons or things, and the

violation of any obligation having a sacramental
character, or recognized as under the special pro-

tection of the Church. Also, an instance of this

offence.

In medteval writings the classification of 'sacrilege* as
a branch of avarice, which is based on the primary meaning
of the term, is somewhat inconsistently combined with an
enumeration of the varieties of sacrilege implying the wider
sense explained above. Cf., e. g. Ayenbite pp. 40-41
Chaucer's Parson's Tate P 727-9.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27840 O couaitise. .cums. .sacrilege, to

reue or stele Of halud thing. Ibid. 27946. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 8608 pey j?at haue cherches broke, And stole

P° bynges hat were per-ynne, ' Sacrylage ' men calle fc>at

synne. 1382 Wyclif 2 Mace. iv. 39 Many sacrilegis don
in the temple, c 1440 Jacob's Weil 160 An-oper is sacri.

lege, pat is, brekyng of pe sacrament of holy cherche. isa6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 18 Some..for theyr pryde
and sacrilege, god suffreth oftentymes to make an ende lyke
as a beest. *63* Sanderson Ser?u. 381 The stinke of their

divetish sacriledge in robbing the Church. 1649 Howell
Pre-em. Pari. 9 Rufus^ (who came to such a disastrous end,
as to be shot to death in lieu of a Buck for his sacriledges).

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. xix. (1827) VIII. 326 After this
adding sacrilege to profanation he carried away tbe altar of
incense. 1827 Southey Hist. Penins. War II. 239 In con-
sideration of the sacrileges which the enemy committed.

.

they were enlisting the peasantry. 1838 Arnold Hist.
Rome (1846) I. xxi. 457 An unscrupulous sacrilege, which
appropriated the very offerings to the Gods, so made, to his
own individual uses. 1875 Manning Mission H. Ghost ix.

235 The very books that are used in the worship of God
are Sacred. The man who steals them is guilty of sacrilege.

b. spec, in popular use as a name for robbery
from a church or other place of worship.
The term is not technically used in Eng. Law, though

formerly special penalties were imposed for the offence.
From the 17th c. a robbery from a church has been regarded
legally as a ' larceny ' or a ' burglary ' according to the
circumstances.
1820 John Bull 17 Dec 8/2 Norwich.—Sacrilege is now-

very common, the churches of Carbrook and Eaton were
broken into ; out of the former the thieves stole all the plate,
communion cloth and surplice. Mod. newspaper. Sacrilege
at Middleton.

2. trans/. andy%-. The profanation of anything
held sacred.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 371 The cause why that be so doth
Is forto stele an herte or tuo,. . And as I seide it hier above,
Al is that Sacrilege of love. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks.
267/1 That it is as Luther sayth, great sinne and sacrilege
to go about to please god by good woorkes, and not by
onely fayth. ? 1548 tr. Viret's Expos. XII Art. Chr. Faith
B j b, That were a greate blasphemie & sacrilege to haue
suche an opinion of God as to think that [etc.]. 1623
Fletcher Rule a Wi/e v. i, 'Tis sacrilege to violate a wed-
lock, You rob two Temples, a 1678 Marvell Upon Apple-
ton House, 'T'were Sacrilege a man to admit To holy things,
for heaven fit. 1858 Froude Hist Eng. xix. IV. 193 To kill

a herald was, by the law of arms, sacrilege. 1874 Mickle-
Thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 204 Almost every stone.. is a
historical monument, which it would be sacrilege to remove
or destroy.

t Sacrilege, i^. 2 Obs. [ad. L. sacrileg-us: see
Sacrilege j*"] One who is guilty of sacrilege.
1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. dc W. 1495) 1. xl. 61 b/2 Yf
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ony dcfaylled there that hadde not ben atte theyr laste

seruyce, They were reputed and holden as Sacryleces. 1556
Olde Antichrist 74

'1 hey bewray themselues..lo be theues
and sacrileges. 1583 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. iv.

.wxiii. 155 He was aswel condemned to death, as if he had
bin a murtherer, or sacriledge.

Sacrilege (sa'kriledg), t/. rare. [f. Sacrilege
sb.] trans. To commit sacrilege upon. Hence
t Sa'crileging///. a.

«554 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1822) III. 11. 293
Wherfor stande from the aulter you sacriteginge (I shulue
have said you sacrificing^ preistes. 1578 Florio 1st Fruites
73 The ende of warre is this,, .churches are profanizated
andsacrileged. xftQ/iist. Eliza Warwickl. 10 Lord Huntley
will not be tempted to sacrilege the temple— to storm a con-
vent. 1866 J. B. Rose tr. Ovid's Mtt. 92 Thou didst rend
Pentheus, and him thy rites who sacrileged Lycurgus.

Sacrilege!- sae-kriledjei). arch, .\is04sacre-
legir, sacrilegeer, 5 sacrilegier, 6 sacre-, sacry-
leger, sacriledger, -leager. [f. Sacrilege sb.l

or v. + -er 1.] One who commits sacrilege.
H380WYCLIP Set. Wis. III. 273 Curseden [mirf curseder]

sacrelegires ban bodily beves bat breken chirchis and stelen
chalicis, vestementis, or nevere so moche gold out of hem.
'395 Purvey Remonstr. (1851) 49 A sacrilegeer, that is, a
theef of holi thingis. ? a 1500 in Becon Reliq. Rome (1563)
253 Al sacrilegiers, }*' is to say, al y* wrongfulliche doen
away any thing halowed. 01500 in Arnolde Ckron. (1811)
175 All sacrelegers whiche goodes of chirchis perteyning..
aucyc taken. 1614 Raleigh Hilt. World \x. t. f 4 II. 162
[They] for refusal! were exposed as Sacrilegers, and accursed
to all their Neighbour- Nations. 164a Br. Morton Pre-
sentm. of Schismatic 25 Thou Sacrileger art as ill as the
Idolater is. 1838 G. S. Faber Inquiry 444 These impostors,
sacrilegers. and idolaters, ought.. to be removed from their
degree. 1883 Comh. Mag. Ape. 453 The adulterer and the 1

sacrileger.

Sacrilegious (saekrilrdjas), a. [f. L, sacri-

legi-mn Sacrilegk sbA + -ods.]

L Committing sacrilege ; guilty of sacrilege.
158a N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xix. 37 These men being neither

sacrilegious nor blaspheming your Goddess, c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxxiv. iii, Lord,.. This sacrilegious seed
Roote quickly out. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637)
102 He might without processe of condemnation be killed
as a sacrilegious person. 1606 De la Prvme Diary (Sur-
tees) 319 The wicked sacrilegous, non-conformists. 179X
Mrs. KADCLirrE Rom. Forest li, Reproving the sacrilegious
mortal who thus dared to disturb their holy precincts. 1854
Milman Lot. Chr. iv. viii. (1864) II. 422 His conduct .. con-
trasted . . with that of the sacrilegious Iconoclast Leo. 1864
Brvce Holy Rom. Emf. xix. (1875) 34: Leave the church
lands in the grasp of sacrilegious spoilers.

absol. 168a Mows Hierotles 8 The Offerings which they
hang up in the Temple, serve only to enrich the Sacrilegious.

2. Involving sacrilege.
roai Burton Anat. Mel. till (1624) 35 The like

happened to Brennus..vpon such a sacrilegious occasion.
1673-4 Br. Ward Case 0/ Joram 1 The Sacrilegious and
Bloody Martyrdom of our late most Excellent Sovereign.
1736 Boliscbroke Patriot. (1749) 11 A most sacrilegious
breach of trust. 1844 Thirlwall Greece VIII. Ixiv. 275 He
. .repeated his sacrilegious devastations in the sanctuary of
Apollo. 1807 Freeman Norm. Cow). (1877) v- xxiv. 380
The practices introduced by Flambard . . were deemed to be
sacrilegious.

Hence Bacrilegioualy a< iv., Bacrilegionaness.
1609 Br. W. Barlow Anm. Nameless Calk. 355 Then is

he Sacrilegiously false. 17*7 Philip Quartt U»i6) 66 Those
villians had most sacrilegiously rifled and ransacked his
habitation. 1717 Bailey vol. II, Sacrilegiousness. 1848
Lytton Harold 1. i, In the center of which had been sactv
legiously placed an altar to Thor.

Sacrilegist tsaJtrilrdgist). [f. Sacrilkoe sb>
+ -1ST.] One addicted to or guilty of sacrilege.
i6ai Br. Molntagu DiatrioM 102 To the third Generation,

neuer yet did prosper, nor euer shall, the Sacrilegist. 1683
O. U. Parish Ch. no Conventicles 6 He doth ..charge us.

.

with being Saciilegists, worse than the worst of Con-
venticlers. 1866 Annie H a rwood tr. E.tte Pressens/ s Jesus
Christ u iii. 98 A sacrilegist never hesitating to elevate his
creatures to the priesthood. 1898 Watts-Duictoii Attwin
(1900) 109/1 Secrecy is the first thing for us sacrilegists to
consider.

t Sacrilegy. Obs. Forms I 4-5 sacri-, sacry-,
•acrelegi>, -leg-yC*, 6 laoralagie. [ad. L.saeri-
legium.] - Sacrilege r*.l

IJ-. //otis 251 (Vernon MS.) in Horstm. Altengl. Leg.
(1881) 344 In sacnlegye he sungede sore, c 13(0 Wtclif Wis.
(1880) 132 Whateucre bou baldest to be., ouersymple ....

& streit doping . . is befte, raueyne& sacrclegie. 1387 Trevisa
Higden Rolls) III. 463 5if le de,pi*b God wytyngly, banne
xe beep i-holde in be synnc of sacrelegy. c 1449 Pkcock
Repr. in. xix. 409 It is raueyn, it is sacrilegi {saerilegium
est], that is to seie thefte of holi good. 15*9 Rasiell
Pastyme

l
Hist. Pas*. (1811) 40 Banished for sacralagie.

Sacring (wi'lcrirj), vbl. sb. Now only literary.

Also 3-6 aacringe, 4 sakryng, -ring, 4-6 sa-
oryng(o, aakeryng(e, 5 aacryn, aacreng, saker-
ing'e, aaycrying, aac(o)aring, Sc. aacryne. [f.

Sacre v. + -wo 1.]

L The consecration of the encharistic elements in
the service of the mass. Sometimes more fully, the
sacring of (the) mass.
"97 K. Glolc. (Rolls) 6818 Ri,t atte sacringe he stod as

be lowe In be churche at westmunstra. 13. .Coer de L. 222
And whene the belle began to ryng The preest scholde
make the sakeryng, Out of the kyrke sche wolde away,
c 137s Lay Folhs Mass Bh. (MS. B) 400 pen tyme is nere
of sakring, A litel belle men oyse to ryng- cXT/at Wvctir
Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 137 Bjtwene be sacringe of be masse
and be bridde Agnus Dei. c 1451 Acnes Paston in P. Lett.
\. 217 And on Friday after sakeryng, one come fro cherch
warde, and schoffe doun« all that was thereon. 148a Cax-
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I ton Trevisa s Higden re. xxxii. 222 b, The grayel and the
offrelory sholde be sayde to fore the sacrynge [MSS. sacre-
ment ; L. sacri/tcium], 1550 Cran.mlk Defence 101 What
made the people to runnc.from altar to altar, and from
sakeryng (as they called it) to sakeryng 1 a 1571 Jewel On
These, iii. 5-10 (1594) 90 It is a small matter to looke vp
and holde vp thy handes at the sacring. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. Wiuhcr. xy. xxvii. (1886) 376 Words, .written in

I the canon, or rather in the saccaring of masse. 1626 Scogin's
\

Jests (? 1680) is) By and by the Bells were tolled for sacring,
and Scogin hied him to Church lustily and merry. 1871
RossETTl Poems, tr. Villon's Mother's Service to our Lady
ii, Oh help me, lest in vain for me should pass. .The blessed
Host and sacring of the Mass.

t b. comr. Used for : The consecrated elements.
csaep i\ Eng. Leg. I. 358/105 Muche folk bare was in
Rome bat in guode bi-leue nere Ne bilieueden nou3,t bat be
sacringe ore louerdes iicame were. 1448 M. Paston in
P. Lett. I. 72 (The Parson of Oxened] being at messe in
one Parossh Chitche, evyn at levacion of the sakeryng.
2. The ordination and consecration of persons to

certain offices, as those of bishop, king, queen, etc.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2318 Ac him sulf him crounede &
made him king so His sacringe was lute worb & nabeles it

was ydo. C1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 393 pe clerkis han
many grete & smale perquisitiuys,. .as. .for halowynge of
chapels. .& for sacrynge of ordres, & fulle many mo. c 1450
Merlin vi. 105 We wolde that his sacringe and coronacion
be respite to Penticoste. 1496 Dives 4> Paup. (W. de W.)
vii. xviii. 305/1 Yf the offycer of y8 bysshop axe of custome
ony gyft..in sacrynge of bysshopes . . yf they y» sholde be.,
sacred gyuelheymsuchegyftes. . is it symonye. 167aTemple
Ess., Govt. Wks. 1731 I. 98 The Sacring of the Kings of
France (as Loyscl says) is the Sign of their Soveraign Priest-
hood, aswellas Kingdom. 1814 Southkv Roderick .xvin. 107
For acclamation and for sacring now One form must serve.
190a Q. Rev. J uly 356 The fullest development of the service
for the sacring of the French Kings is contained in the
Coronation Book of Charles V.

1 3. gen. The action of consecrating. Obs.
1610 w. Folk iNciiAM Art of Survey Ep. Ded. 2, I will

screw-vp this Key with the prostrate sacring of my selfe

. .at the Shrine of your gracious Clemencie. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage 11. viii. 136 Llias Leuita describeth the forme of
sacring or hallowing their Teraphim in this sort.

4. Comb, as sacring time, Sacrimg-bell.
148a Caxton Trevisas Higden viil xix. 414 The lyeu-

tenaunt .
. forth with commanded that euery man snold

kepe his wepen in his hond sacryng tyme and other. 1577-87
Holinshed Ckron. III. 946/2 TTlose that.. held not vp their
hands at the sacring time 1594 T. Bedingfield tr. Ma-
chiavelli's Florentine Hist. (1595) 198 The time of the
execution should be at the sacring time of Masse.

t Sacring, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 Sc. sacrand.
[f. Sacre v. + -wo 2.1 In senses of the vb.
In quoL 1508 used for the vbl. sb. attrib. : see next.
1506 Dunbar Flyting 160 And auhen thow heiris ane

guae cry in the glennis, Thow thinkis it swetar than sacrand
bell of sound. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. 138 Because it bath a
sacring and sanctifying signe.

Sacring-bell. [Sacrino vbl. sb.]

L A small bell rung at the elevation of the host.
395 £ f>

Mils (t882) j. I bequetbe a chales and a pax-
bred,..and a sacrynge belle. 1440 CAurchw. Ace. Yatton
(Somerset Rec Socl 90 For a rop for the sacryng bell, iiii'.

150a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. (1900) II. 343 Item, for
tua small sacryne bellis, tanc at ane cremar. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. Wiuhcr. v. iii. 11886) 76 He heard a little saccaring
bell ring to the elevation of a morrowe masse. 1846 R. Hart
Eccl. Rec. 295 The sacring bell, which was rung at the
elevation of the host. 1884 Sunday at Home Feb. 102/2
No latticed confessional —no sacring bell.

U2. In post- Reformation times, sometimes ap-
plied to a small bell rung to summon parishioners
to morning prayers, or to mark the point in the
Communion Service at which the people should go
up to communicate.
1598 Drayton Heroic £/. m. 71 Who would not rise to

ring the Mornings Knell, When thy sweet Lips might be
the sacring Bell" 1641 I. H. Petit, agst. Pocklmgton 2
He hath caused a Bell to be hung up in his Chancel!, called
a Sacring Bell, which the Clarke always rings at the going
up to second Service. 1766 Entick London IV. 75 A lan-

tern, which . .incloses the sacring-bell, to call the parishioners
to prayers.

Sacripant. rare. [a. F. Sacripant, ad. It.

Sacripanle, a character in Boiardo's Orlando inna-
moralo.] A boastful pretender to valour.
1830 W. Taylor Hist. Sun: Germ. Poetry II. 320 He is

surprised by a nymph . . who is at length seized by the
supervening Itifal, a Sacripant of knighthood.

Sacrist (sr^'krist). Also 7 sachriste. [a. OF.
sacriste ( = It. sacrista), ad. L. sacrista, f. sacer

sacred {sacra neut pi. sacred objects) + -ista

:

see -1st.] An official charged with the custody

of the sacred vessels, relics, vestments, etc., of a
religious house or a church.
In English cathedrals the 'sacrist' (sometimes called

' sacristan ') is always in orders, often a minor canon.

•577-*7 Holinshed Ckron. III. 1241/2 Frier Combe, a
sacrist of that house of Westminster. 1635 Pagitt Ckris-

tianogr. 111. (1636) 103 Two Sacrists, carrying two silver

Lanthorns. 1656-61 [See Sacristan 1). 1665 S. Bing
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 23 It is said the Sacrist

[of St. Paul sj is out of town, -and there will be no Com-
munion as customarily, a 1670 Spalding Troub. Ckas. I
(Bannatyne CI.) I. lit To the which committee, .was sum-
moned, .the principall of the

i

King's Colledgeof OldAber-
dein. the four regents, canonist, doctor of medicine, civilLst,

sacrist, and cantor. 1786 Avliffe Parergon 216 A Sacrist

or Treasurer which are not Dignitaries in the Church of
Common Right, but only by Custom. 1883 Daily News 19
Sept. 1/1 [Died.] Mr. W. Sanders, for many years Sacrist
and Librarian of Westminster Abbey.

SACRO-.

Sacristan (sas-kristan). Also 4-5 -ane, 7 -on.
See also Sexton, [ad. med.L. sacrislanus (whence
mod.F. sacristain), f. sacrista Sacrist : see -an.
OF. had the semi-popular forms segrestain, etc., whence

Eng. Sexton.]

1. a. The Sexton of a parish church. Obs. or
arch. b. = Sacrist.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. (Martha) 245 Quhene I mad

me bowne bat holy body to lay done, & to be sacristane to
kepe gafe, quhene je raysit me fra slepe. 1483 Cath. Angl.
315/1 A Sacristane, sacrista, edilis. 1563 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 246 And als the Sacristanis, beand Vicaris
of the said paroche kirk, wer in use.. to mak and uphald
the glassin windoes of the said kirk. 1608 Vestry Bks. (Sur-
tees) 213 Item: that the Sacriston shall not presume to
breake anye grave in the church without the consent of the
Churchwardins. 1656-61 Blount Glossogr., Sacrist or
Sacristan, a Sexten or Vestry-Keeper in a Church, or
Religious house. 1763 Del Pino Span. Diet., Escolano,
the sacristan... that has charge of the vestments and holy
vessels of the church. 1800 Coleridge Christabel II. 8 The
sacristan, Who duly pulls the heavy bell, Five and forty
beads must tell Between each stroke. 1854 J. D. H. Dale
Sacristan's Man. Prcf. 10 The Pope's Sacristan is a Bishop.
1870 Dickens E. Drood i, The Sacristan locks the iron-
barred gates that divide the sanctuary from the chancel.
2. In a nunnery, a sister charged with a function

corresponding to that of sacrist. Cf. Sacmstine.
"44° A/pluxbct of Tales 319 Sho was sacristan of be kurk

and sho had grete deuocion vnto our Ladie. 1896 tr. Huys-
man's En Route vii. 92 A sacristansister, tall and pale and
rather bent, entered like a shadow.
Hence Sacristane' ss nonce-tod. = Sacristine.
1866 Comh. Mag. XIV. 440 The sacristaness was going

through the corridor, .on her way to ring the bell for matins.

t Sacristanry. Obs. [f. Sacristan + -ry.
Cf. OF. segrestainerie Sextonry.] m Sacristy.
1483 Calk. Angl. 315/1 A Sacristanry, sacristarinm.

II Sacristine ^sarkrisU"n). [F. sacristine,

altered form of sacristaine fem. of sacristain
Sacristan.] A female sacristan.

1831 Moore in Mem. (1854) VI. 286 Rogers, .told a story
of a young girl who had been sacristine. .in a convent.

Sacristy (sarkristi). [a. F. sacrislie, a. med.L.
sacrislia, f. sacrista Sacrist.] The repository in
a church in which are kept the vestments, the
sacred vessels and other valuable property.
[1630 Wadsworth Further Observ. Pitgr. 6 Betweene

this house and the high Altar stands the Sacristia, within
which is the Custodia of the holy Eucharist (as they call
it). 1644 Evelyn Diary 8 Nov., Through this we went
into the Sacristia, where . . one of the Order preach d.] 1656
Blount Glossogr. a 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) II. 93
In the Sacristy o( this church 1 saw the chains in which
SL Peter was fettered. 1845 S. Austin Raxie's Hist. Ref.
III. 630 The Lubekers took the confiscated church trea-
sures out of the sacristies. 1846 EccLsiologist Jan. 5 Sa.
eristics, or, as they are more usually called now, Vestries.
Ibid. 6 The proper situation of a Sacristy is on the north
side of the chancel, towards its eastern parL
Sacrit e, obs. Sc. pa. t. and pple. of Sacre v .

Sacro- 1 (soe'kro, sfi-kro), assumed as combining
form of L. sacer sacred, in various nonce-words, as

sacro-pictorial a., relating to sacred portraiture;

sacro-secular a., partly sacred and partly secular;

sacro-seric a. [jocular) , sacred and silken.

1849 [K. H. Digby] Compitum II. 357 All which form a
code of "sacropictorial law. 16. . Dorothy Osborne Lett,
to Sir W. Temple (1888) 18 The Priory is a low-built "sacro-
secular edifice. 1771 Nugent tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund 11. 372
The "sacro-seric vestments which adorn the priest in the
celebration of the sacrifice of the mass.

SacrO- * (s/i'kr»), Anat., used as combining
form of L. (os) sacrum Sacrum, pre6xed (usually

with hyphen) to various adjs., forming compounds
with the sense 'pertaining jointly to the sacrum and
(some other part indicated by the second element)

',

as in sacrc-caudal, -coccygeal, -coccygean, -costal,

cotyloid, -cotytoidean, -femoral, -iliac, -inguinal,

•ischiac, -ischiadic, -ischiatic, -lumbal, -lumbar,

-pectineal, perineal, -pubic, -rectal, -sciatic, -spinal,

-vertebi al adjs. Also sacro-me'dian a. , the epithet

of the artery running along the median line of

the sacrum {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1831 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 193 "Sacro-coccygeal Arti-

culation. Ibid., Anterior Sacro-coccygeal Ligament. 1875
Sir W. Turner in Eucycl. Brit. I. 822/1 At the time of
birth the sacro-coccygeal part of the spine is concave for-

wards. 1840 E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) no The
posterior "sacro-coccygean ligament. 1890 Coues Ornitk.
11. iv. 211 These ' sacral ribs or "sacrocostals are further-

more distinguished by being devoid of the epipleural or un-
cinate processes, with which other true ribs are furnished.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 865 "Sacro-femoral or 1st

lumbar area. 183s R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 193 Irregular

fibres placed before the "sacro-iliac articulation. 1886 J. M.
Duncan Dis. Wonun (ed. 3) 438 Rheum of a sacro-iliac

joint. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 865 "Sacro-inguinal

or 12th dorsal area. 1790 R. Bland in Med. Corumun. II.

437 Where the "sacro-ischiatic ligaments cross. 1870 Rol-
leston Anim. Life 18 The sacroischiatic notch of anthro-

potomy. 1859 Todd's Cycl. Anat. V. 207/1 The bones com-
posing the "sacro-lumbar articulations. 1876 Gross Dis.

Bladder 20 The pain shoots along.. to the sacrolumbar

region. 1899 A llbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 454 The "sacro-

perineal region. 184s Ramsbotham Obstet. Med. 23 The
antero-posterior, "sacro-pubic, or conjugate [diameter]. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., "Sacro-sciatic ligaments. . . The small

"sacro-sciatic, or internal sciatic ligament. 178a A. Monro
Anat. Bones, Nerves, etc 146 Two strong ligaments which

are extended to the os ischium ', and are therefore called
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SACROSANCT.

sacro-sciatic. 1803 A. S. Eccles Sciatica 55 The cause of

obstinate sacro-sciatic tenderness. 1831 R. Kxox Cloquet s

Anat. 193 *Sacro-vertebral Ligament. 1871 Mivart Elem.

Altai. 57 The sacro-vertebral angle is generally replaced by

almost a straight line.

Sacrosanct (sarkrosaenkt, sJi'to-). Also 7

-sainot, -sant, saekersaint. [ad. L. sacrosanctus

,

properly two words, sacra abl. of sacnim sacred

rite (neut of sacer sacred) and sanctus pa. pple. of

sattcirc to render holy or inviolable. Cf. F. sacro-

saiut, earlier -sainct ^whence some 17th c. Jing.

forms), Sp., Pg. sacrosanto, It. sacro-, sagrosanto.]

Of persons and things, esp. obligations, laws, etc.

:

Secured by a religions sanction from violation,

infringement, or encroachment ; inviolable, sacred.

1601 Holland Pliny I. 178 Armed as he was with his sa-

crosanct and inuiolable authorise. 1603 — Plutarch's

Ator. 1332 Which llslesj he found to have very few inhabit-

ants, and those all were by the Britaines, held for sacro-

sainct and inviolable. 1637 Heylin Ansio. Burton 80

Perhaps you thinke, because Mass. Prinne is of a factious

Tribunitian spirit, he must be Sacrosanct and uncontrolable.

1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 291 What con-

federacy can be imagined more noble, more sacrosant, than

that between Man and Wife? 1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859)

II. 331 Let them establish your fundamental rights^ by a
sacrosanct declaration. 1871 Morley Crit. Mix. Ser. I.

270 Truth, which alone of words is essentially divine and
sacrosanct. 1891 C. K. Norton Dante's Purgat. xxix. 184

O Virgins sacrosanct. 1895 Sai.a Life <$• Adv. II. lvi. 327
Beyond this sacrosanct city the railway was only available

for about fifty miles.

trans/. 1880 World 16 June, When the persons of hares

and rabbits have ceased to be sacrosanct, what guarantee
of inviolability is there for the grouse t

Hence f Sacrosanctified, f Sacrosanctious
adjs. = Sacrosanct ; Sacrosanctness — next.

1621 Quarles Argalus $ P. (1678) 57 Where plighted

faith, and Sacro-sanctious vow Hath given possession^ dis-

possess not thou. 01693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. ii. 28

The Sacro sanctified Domicile of your Celestial Brain. 1876
Cartwkight Jesuits 206 The Pontifical utterances ofwhich
the dogmatic sacrosanctness is open to no doubt

Sacrosanctity (sa^kro-, s^krosavrjkilti). [f.

Sacbosamci a., after sanctityl\ The condition of

being sacrosanct ; inviolability ; sacredness.

1650 H. More Observ. in Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 94 His
bold entitling of his own writings to the Sacrosanctity of
Mysteries. 1831 H. Coleridge 111 Blackiu. Mag. XXIX.
521 Protected by the sacro-sanctity of an Ambassador. 1900
E. Lummis Speaker's Chair 34 All they did was to wrap
themselves in their sacrosanctity, and ' curse for their tithes .

Sacrosant, obs. form of Sacbosanct.
Sacrum (af'-krom). Anat. PI. sacrums,

sacra. [Subst. use of neut. sing, of L. sacer

sacred : see as sacrum s.v. Os.] A composite,
symmetrical, triangular bone which articulates

laterally with the ilia, forming the dorsal wall of

the pelvis and resulting from the ankylosis of two
or more vertebrae between the lumbar and coccy-
geal regions of the spinal column.
1753 Chambers Cycl. SuJ?p. s.v. Sacro-scialic, The false

transverse apophyses of the sacrum. 1797 Abernethy Surg.
Sr Physiol. Ess. in. 137 The medulla spinalis, or a sub-
stance of an apparently similar nature, was continued into
the sacrum. 1845 Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 140 The
spinal column, in man,.. rests upon the sacrum. 1881
Trans. Obstet. Soc. Loud. XXII. 74 There are [in a double-
headed human monster] two well-developed sacra, placed
side by side. 1886 J. M. Duncan Dis. Women (ed. 3) 438
A clergyman's wife was thrown out of a little pony phaeton,
and fell on her sacrum. 1890 Coues Ornitli. 11. iii. 138 The
numerous anchylosed . . vertebrae compose the sacrum.
T Sacry. Obs. Forms: 4sacre, sakare, saory.
[ME. sacre-, app. due to a confusion of Secbee (the

'secret of the Mass') with F. sacre" pa. pple. of
sacrer : see Sacbe v.] The consecration of the
Mass ; = Sacbing vbl. sb. I.

1303 R. Brunne Haitdl. Synne 7297 Here jyt a messe, AI
holy, and no lesse, And nat symple, a sakare, Kor hyt ys nat

Snow for be. Ibid. 7949 For euery prest, aftyr be sacre,
e parteb here Goddys body yn pre. 13.. Metr. Horn.

(Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII. 282 [He
said] Ihesu was not bat oble pat was raised atte sacre.
1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 29 To do the chymes goo at y»
sacry of the messe of Jhu.

b. attrib. Sacry bell = Sacring-bell.
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 255 Than gon to

chjrche or heare the sacry belle. C1460 Promt. Parv.
(Winch.) 388 Sacrybelle, tintinabulum.
Sacryt, obs. Sc. pa. t. and pple. of Sacbe v.
Sact, obs. Sc. form of Sack z/.2

Sad (ssed), a. and adv. Forms : 1-3 8sed, 3
salS, sead, sed, 5-7 sade, 4 saad, zed, 4-5 said,
4-6 sadd(e, 3- sad. [Com. Tent. : OF., sad =
OS. sad, MDu. sat (Dn. zat), OHG., MHG. sat
(mod.G. satt), ON. saS-r (rare: superseded by
sadd-r, pa. pple. of the derived verb seSja to sati-

ate), Goth, sap-s (pi. sadai) :-OTeut. *sacto- full,

satiated :—WIndogermanic *stti- in *n-sHo-s, Gr.
d-oro* insatiate (cf. L. sat, satis enough, satur
satisfied, full, Olrish sathech satiated) ; the word is

a pa. pple. with suffix to'- from the root *sa- to
satisfy ; cf. Gr. aSqv (:—*sp-dam), enough. A
parallel form from the strong grade of the root
(with unaccented suffix) is Goth, sop (:—pre-Teut.

*sato-m) satisfaction, whence gasopjan to satisfy.]

Si
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A. adj.

I. Of persons and immaterial things.

f 1. Having had one's fill ; satisfied ; sated, weary

or tired (ofsomething). Const, of (in OE. genitive)

or infinitive.

a iooo Riddles vi. (Gr.)
(
Ic eom anhaja iserne wund,-.

beadoweorca SEed, ecjum werig. ciooo Ags. Ps. (Th.)

lxxvii. 29 SwiSe setan, and sade wurdan^ c 1200 Tr'tn. Coll.

Horn. 75 Ich nam noht ^iet sad of mine sinnes, and forbi ne

mai ich hie noht forlete. c 1205 Lay. 9345 Claudien be ka;i-

sere SaS wes of bon compe. a 1240 Ureisun 30 in Cott. Horn.

193 Vor heo neuer ne beoS sead bi ueir to iseonne. a 1250

Owl <$ Night. 452 (Jesus MS.) Ich. .skente hi myd myne
songe Ac nobeles nouht ouer longe ; Hwenne ich iseo bat

men beob glade, Ich nelle bat hi beon to sade. a 1300 Cur-

sor M. 23436 pof bat pou euer apon him se, Of him sadd
[Edinb. said] sal bou neuer be. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P.

vii. 29 For selden y am sad that semly forte se. c 1386

Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. $ T. 324 Vet of that Art they

kan nat wexen sadde ffor vn-to hem it is a bitter sweete.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 9 Now men beb al sad [orig.

modemorum saturitatem]. C1407 Lydg. Reson fySens.

1265 Al our lyf. .Ys but a maner exile here, Of which he
ought[e] to be sad. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 716 To serve

hym was there no man sad.

f 2. Settled, firmly established in purpose or con-

dition; steadfast, firm, constant. Obs.

c 1315 Shoreham vii. 298 So bat hyt was god and sad, Al
ys world, bat was ymad Of hym bat can. 1340 Ayenb. 83

Ion ne is ary^t preus..bet ne ys..zed and stable uor to

uol^y. c 1350 St. John 349 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

38 When saynt John herd, .how sad trowth in bam was set

[etc.]. CX350 Will. Palerne 1371 Al saxoyne was set wib wel
sadde lawes. CX374 Chaucer Boeth.\\\.\>x.x. 7o(Camb. MS.)
Ther may no man dowte that ther nis som blysfulnesse bat

is sad [L. solidam] stydefast and parfyt. CX375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xlii. (Agatha) 36 As quincyane persawing had bat

scho wes of wil sa sad. 1382 Wyclif 2 Pet. i. 19 We ban
a sadder [Vulg. jirmiorem] word of the prophet, c 1412

Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4784 Ther may no prince in his

estate endure, Ne ther-yn any while stande sad, But he be
loued. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 234 Sho sail be to be

a sadde frende. c 1450 Godstcnv Reg. 64 pat her graunt
shold be sure & sad, she strengthid hit with her seele. 1493
Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 75 b, Be ye stable & sadde in the
fayth. 1553 Becon Reliques of Rome (1563) 175 b, All
christen people that will be saued, must haue sad beliefe in

the holy Sacrament. 1590 Spenser F.Q. in. xi. 45 More
eath to number with how many eyes High heven beholdes
sad lovers nightly theeveryes. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 541
Settl'd in his face I see Sad resolution and secure.

T 3. Strong ; capable of resisting ; valiant. Obs,
1382 Wyclif Rom. xv. 1 Forsothe we saddere [Vulg. nos

Jirmiores\ owen for to susteyne . . the feblenesse of syke men.
1388 — Ezek. xxxiv. 16 Y schal make sad that that was sijk.

? 11x400 Morte Arth. 3289 The secunde sir.. Was sekerare
to my sighte, and saddare in armes. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) x iv* J59 And it [the diamond] maketh a man more
strong and more sad ajenst his Enemyes. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1277 pan pollux full pertly aprochet in hast With
seuyn hundnthe sad men assemblit hym with, ffrochit into
be frount & a fray made. C1475 Partenay 4876 Noble
Icnightes ten, Stronge, hable, and light, men sad and myghty.

f4. Orderly and regular in life; of trustworthy

character and judgement; grave, serious. Often
coupled with wise or discreet. Obs.

c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxvi. {Nycholas) 175 In thewis sad-
dare bane wes he ere. c 1386 Chaucer Man o/LavS's T.

37 In Surrye whilom dwelte a compaignye Of chapmen
riche and therto sadde and trewe. 1429 Rolls of Parit.

IV. 338/2 Ye Kyng shall, .come to sadder yeres of discre-

tion. 1440 in Glew Hist. Walsall (1856) 106 One of the
sadest and weldesposed Prest of Saynt John's Gylde. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 98 He shold behote, afore good men and
sadde in Wycombe, openly. 1486 Act 3 Hen. VII, c. 4
Twelve sad and discreet Persons, of the Cheque Roll of the
King's honourable Houshold. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxix.

113 Sadde of behauoure, and of symple contenaunce. 1551
Robinson tr. Morels Utop. 11. vii. (1895) 225 A sad and an
honest matrone [orig. grants et honesta matrona]. 1562 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 292 The. .wyseste
BayllifTs and other sadd and discreate cytezens. 1579
Northbrooke Dicing (1 843) 167 What woman nowe-a-dayes
(that is sadde and wyse) will be knowne to haue skill of
dauncing, &c ? 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. § 5 Of
this wisedome it seemeth some of the auncient Romanes in
the saddest and wisest times were professors. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. n. 71 The solid, and sad man, is not troubled with
the floods and ebbes of Fortune. 1665 Powell in Wood
Life (O. H. S.) II. 48 An old donation of the College to a
sad priest that preaches on that day.

+ b. Of looks, appearance: Dignified, grave,

serious. Obs.

CX350 Will. Palerne 228 Of lere ne of lykame Hk him nas
none, ne of so sad a semblant bat euer he say wib ei^yen.
13.. E.E.Allit.P.A.&fy, & be alder-men so sadde of chere,
Her songe bay songen neuer be les. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe
Blaunche 860 And whiche eyen my lady had, Debonayre,
good, glad, and sad. c X400 Rom. Rose 4627 She, demurely
sad of chere.

f C. Profoundly or solidly learned (in). Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1485 A philosoffer, , .In be Syense full

sad of be seuyn Artes. X523 Act 14 <$ 15 Hen. VIII, c. 5
Those persons that be profounde, sad, & discrete, groundly
lerned, and depely studied in Phisicke.

d. Of thought, consideration : Mature, serious.

Obs. exc. arch, in the phrase in sad earnest, which
as now used belongs rather to sense 5.
1485 Surtees Misc. (1888)43 The said Maire, after sad and

mature^ examinacion of the said recordes.. decreed [etc.].

c 1500 Three Kings' Sons 24 And so, aftir sad deliberacion,
he answerd the messengere yn this maner. 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII, c. 42 The said Maistres or Governours. .aftre
their sadd discretions, . . shall [etc. ]. 1637 Rutherford Lett.
(1862) I. xcix. 253, I w*. I tfi. begin to be a Christian in sad
earnest. 1643 J. M. Soveraigne Salve 38 At least they may

SAD.

deigne this last motive the honour of a deep and sad thought

or two. 1649 Bp. Hall Confirm. (1651) 73 They are ex-

ceeding weighty and worthy of sad consideration. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. 5 May, An attack that made me shed
tears in sad earnest.

5. Of persons, their feelings or dispositions :

Sorrowful, mournful.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 211 She was cleped Avarice.

. . Ful sad and caytif [orig. megre et chetive] was she. c 1450
Holland Howtat 187 Ay sorowfull and sad at evin song
and houns. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 188 Malancoly he
was of complexioun,. .Soroufull, sadde, ay dreidfutl but
plesance. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 87 Consyder-
yng some persones to be iocunde and mery, some sadde and
heuy. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 56 This Ambassade
was sent . .to visite & comforte the kyng, beyng sorowful &
sad for the death of so good a quene & spouse, a 1553
Udall Royster D. m. iii. (Arb.) 43 But why speake ye so

faintly, or why are ye so sad? R. Royster. Thou knowest
the prouerbe, bycause I can not be had. x6xx Bible Gen.
xl. 6 And Ioseph came in vnto them in the morning, and
looked vpon them, and behold, they were sad. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 18 Th' Angelic Guards ascended, mute and sad
For Man. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. 196, 1 was very sad, I think

sader than at any one time in my life. 1725 Pope Odyss.
ix. 72 With sails outspread we fly th'unequal strife, Sad for

their loss, but joyful of our life. 1754 Gray Poesy 77 The
sad Nine in Greece's evil hour. 1860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xii.

88, I felt a little sad at the thought, a 1878 P'cess Alice
Mem. (1884) 63, I ought not to make you sadder, when you
are sad enough already.

absol. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech., Cert. Devout
Prayers 39 The hop and comforter of all sad, haue mercie
on me. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 665 Behold that figure, neat,

though plainly clad ; His sprightly mingled with a shade of

sad.

b. Phrase. (Possibly suggested by the older

association of sad and wise : see 4.)

1798 Coleridge Arte. Mar. vii. ad fin., A sadder and a
wiser man He rose the morrow morn. 18x4 Scott Wav.
lxiii, 'A sadder and a wiser man', he felt [etc.]._ X877

Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. 175 When he takes his way
homewards, he is a sadder and a wiser man.

C. Of looks, tones, gestures, costume, etc.

:

Expressive of sorrow.
c 1386 Chaucer KntSs T. 2127 With a sad visage he siked

stille. rtX4oo~5o Alexander 5052 With sare sighingis &
sadd for sake of his wirdis. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
Wemen 447 According to my sable weid I mon haif sad
maneris, Or thai will se all the suth. 1535 Coverdale
Matt. vi. 16 When ye fast, be not sad [1611 of a sad coun-
tenance] as y» ypocrytes are. 1634 Milton Comus 235
Where the love-lorn Nightingale Nightly to thee her sad
Song mourneth well. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav.
221 A sad pale countenance. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 43 Them
amidst With looks agast and sad he thus bespake. 1792

S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. 1. 320 His sad inquiring eye. x8ig

Scott Ivanhoe xxxvi, Two halberdiers, clad in black,, .and
others, in the same sad livery. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xii, Poor little Amelia, with rather a sad wistful face.

d. Of times, places, actions, etc : Characterized

by sorrow, sorrowful.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 525 Ne be swetnesse of somer, ne
be sadde wynter. X617 Moryson Itin. 1. 243 We passed

a sad night in this place, and never had more need of Job
his patience then heere. 1662 J. Day its tr. Maudeisla's

Trav. 253 This was the saddest night we had in all our

Voyage. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 478 Immediately a place

Before his eyes appeard, sad, noysom, dark, A Lazar-house it

I seemd. 1722 De VoERelig.Courtsh. 1. 1.(1840) 10 'Tis a sad
life, for a woman to have no help from her husband in things

that are good. 1881 Lady Herbert Edith 201 His was one
of the saddest lots I have ever known in life. 1888 Lowell
Heartsease $ Rue 149 It gives me a sad pleasure to re-

member that I was encouraged in this project by my friend

the late Arthur Hugh Clough.

f e. Morose, dismal-looking. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. v. 70 And how com'st thou
hither? Where no man euer comes, but that sad dogge
That brings me food, to make misfortune Hue ?

f. Causing sorrow; distressing, calamitous,

lamentable. In early use partly fig. of sense 7,
* heavy \
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mafhias) 189, & [of] bat sad

ded*pe ranowne Sowne rane throw al be towne. 1567 Gude
4- GodUe B. (S. T. S.) 33 Him will he scurge with plagues
sad and sair. 1637 B. Jonson Sad ShePh. 1. ii, A sadder
chance hath given allay Both to the Mirth and Music of
this day. 1654 Fuller Two Semi. 8 It is not improbable
that this Psalm [xi] might be composed on the sad murther
of the Priests by Saul. X667 Milton P. L.\. 135 With sad
overthrow and foul defeat. 1688 Penton Guard. Instruct.

(1897) 22 It quickly appear'd how sad is the condition of a
Gentleman without Learning. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 536
p 2 'Tis sad so considerable a part of the Kingdom . . should
be of no manner of use. 1703 Cowper To Alary 33 Par-
takers of thy sad decline, Thy hands their little force resign.

X823 Byron Juan xm. ix, Of all tales 'tis the saddest—and
more sad Because it makes us smile. 1859 Tennyson Guinev.

492 How sad it were for Arthur, should he live To sit once
more within his lonely hall

!

6. Deplorably bad ; chiefly as an intensive

qualifying terms of depreciation or censure. Often

jocular. Saddog : cf. Dog sb. 3 b, and 5 e above.
1694 Echard Plautus 60, 1 am the saddest shiftless crea-

ture upon earth. 1697 Dampier (^.(1699) 30 His French
Sea-men were the saddest creatures that I was ever among ;

for tho we had bad weather that required many hands aloft,

yet the biggest part of them never stirr'd out of their Ham-
mocks, but to eat or ease themselves. 1706 Farquhar
Recruit. Officer m. ii, Sil. You are an ignorant, pretend-
ing, impudent Coxcomb. Braz. Ay, ay, a sad Dog. c X710
Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 71 A sad poore thatch'd place.

1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. viii, Our Polly is a sad slut 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, xvi, I suppose you think me a sad
dog, . . and I do confess that appearances are against me.
*77* Mrs. Haywood New Present 252 Red brick should not
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be used [for scouring lire-irons] for it makes sad work. 1819

Shelley Peter Bell $rd vi. xii. All Peter did on this occasion

Was, writing some sad stuff in prose. 1819 Byron Juan\\.
cvwii, Heaven knows what cash he got or blood he spilt,

A sad old fellowm he, if you please. 1835 J. MacDonald
in Tweedie Life iii. (1849) 343, I am a sad coward. 1836-7

Dickens Si. Boz t Charact. vii, The sad-dog sort of feeling

came strongly upon John Dounce. 189a Daily News
>5 Jan. 5/3 Unpolished granite.. is a sad harbourer of soot

and dust.

IX In various physical senses.

7. Of material objects, t a. Solid, dense, com-
pact ; massive, heavy. Obs. [So early mod.G. salt.

-

]

13 ..K.A lis. 5587 Two grete ymages . . of golde sad. c 1330
R. BtnmnmCAroM,(iSio 198 Withuren nayles sad., his fete

was schod. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc 3189 J>e mast veniel

syns sal par bryn langly, Als wodde brinnes, bat es sadde
and hevy. c 1350 Will. Palerne 1073 No strengbe him wib-

stod of sad stonen walles. 1388 Wycuf Exod. xxxviiL 7

Forsotbe thilke auter was not sad [Vulg. solidum), but
holowe. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 440/1 Sad, or hard, sotidus.

c 1450 Cor. Mysi. xxiv. (Shales. Soc) 336 In feyth it is an
holy »lon, Ryth sad of weyth and hevy of peys, 1513
Douglas sEnet's xi. xL 47 The scbaft was sad and sound,
and weill ybaik. 1587 Harrison England ill. i. (1878) 11. 3

The flesh of buls..U of &adder substance and therefore

much heauier as it tieth in the scale. 1611 Cotgr., Fourmage
de taulpe, heauie or sad cheese. 16*5 Lisle Du Bartas,
Not 39 This kind of timber, .growes so sad and bard that

it cannot rot. c 1638 Strafford in Browning /.//JniSoi)

319 To those that . . tell you . . I am but as a feather, I shall

be found sadder than lead. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

147 Short barley-strawe. .is the best for stoppinge of boles

..because it is sadder, and not soe subjeckt to blowe out
with everie blast of winde, as other light and dry strawe is.

fig. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6907 For sadde burdens that men taken
Make folkes shuldres aken. c 1400 Apol. Lett. 45 Wo worb
*ow bat tiaeo mynt, arte is, & comyn, & ilkc herbe, & leuen
pe sadder ptngs of be lawe, dome, feib, & mercy, c 1485
Digby MytL (1883) iv. 1328 The wordes of Andrewe beyn
sadd & pooderose. 1611 Bealm. & Fl. K*tt. Burn. PestU
iv. i, Damsel right Dure, I am on many sad adventures
bound, That callme forth into the wildernesse.

t b. Solid as opposed to liquid. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclip Serm. SeL Wks. II. 359 per mete was ber

bileve bat bei hadden of sadde bingis, and ber drynke was
ber bileve bat bet hadden of moist ptngis. 138s — lltb. v.

13 To whom is nede of mylk, and not sad mete (Vulg. solido

abo\
to. Firmly fixed. Obs. exc dial.

133I R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 305 St[r)ength suld non haf
h*37 to pertc bam borgh oute, So wer bei set tad with
poyntes round* aboute. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 358 penne he
scoa Ihesu crist in a sad Koode. 138a Wvclik a Tim. ii.

10 But the sad foundement [Vulg. firmmm /undamentum)
of God stondith. a 1400 Leg. Road (1871) 137 Beo a staf

stoodeb sad, Whon ae fongen flescb in godes nous, pat staf

is Cristas Crouche.

d. Of toil : Stiff, heavy. ? Obs. exc dial.

1340-70 Alex. 4- Pind. 013 For to sowe & to sette in be
sad ertne. c 14*0 Pallaa. on Hush, il 173 Vynes preueth
best yf they Be sette anoon aftir the spade or plough, Er
then the lond be woxen sadde or tough. 1000 Surplrt
Country Farm v. xviiL 70a Nauets and turneps delight in

a light and line mould, and not in a churlish and sad
ground. 1707 Mortimer Hush. (1731) I. 66 Chalky Lands
are naturally cold and sad. 171* J. Morton Not. Hist.
Nortkampt. 44 The Clay-land, .is the toughest, or most
tenacious, and the mo*t dense of all our Soils ; upon thU
Account, on the Thrapston Side, they call it Sad-land.
1889 .V. W. Line Clou. s.v.. Land is sad when the frosts

of winter have not mellowed it.

e. Of bread, pastry, etc : That has not risen

'

properly; heavy. Now dial.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 317/1 Bakers Terms in (heir
Art... Sad, heavy, close Bread. 1747-96 Mrs. Glass*
Cookery xiiL 191 It makes the crust sad, and is a great
hazard of the pie running. 18*4-9 Landor Imag. Conv.
Wks. 1846 I. 83 Let him place the accessaries on the table
lest what is insipid and clammy, and (as housewives with
great propriety call it) sad, grow into duller accretion and
merter viscidity the more I masticate it. 18S9 Skunk Mem.
E. Thring 51 Of what meagre straw and doughy brick was
our weekly batch ! It was what bakers call 'sad '.

t f. Of a number of persons or things : Forming
a compact body. Obs.
a 1 400 yi A UxanderibiA pe multitude ware to me roeruaile

to reken, pat sammed was on aibir side many sadd thousand.
/bid. 55S9 pai sett in a sadd sowrnc & »ailid his knrjtU.
< 1430 C hev. A siigne 1 19 Of sadde leues of be wode wrowitc
he hem wedes.

8. Of colour : Dark, deep. In later use, influ-

enced by sense 5: Not cheerful-looking; neutral-
tinted, dull, sober.
The Ger. salt and MDu. sit (Du. zat) have the sense

I dark ' or ' deep ' as applied to colours, as a direct develop-
ment from the primary sense ' full ' (see sense x above).
c 141a Hocclkve Dt Reg. Prime. 695 And where be my

Rounes of scarlet, Sanguyn, murreye, & blewes sadde &
ghie. c 14*5 Cast. Persev. (Suae direction) in Macro Plays

76 De uij dowteris schul be clad in mentelys;. .Trewthe in
sad grene, & Pes al in blake. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues
14/38 Velow, reed, Sad blew [Fr. entrtpers\ morreey. a 1539
in Anhmologia XLVII. 53 Noo more to use rede stomachers
but other sadder colers in the same. 1578 Hlnnis Hyvef.
Hunnye xxxvii 93 Colours lyght and sad. 1600 Slrflet
Country Farm vl xxii. 803 Russet wines : In the number
wherof, are contained the red wines, or sad, and light red.
1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1634) 105 The second Summer,
this light yellow is changed to a sad. 1698 Rowland tr.

MoufeCs Tkeat. Ins. 936 Long and slender shanks of a very
sad black colour. 1686 Plot Stajfordsh. 201 First of a dark
greenish colour, growing sadder by degrees as the plant
decays, till it approaches a black. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory
II 311 Dubbing, of the down of a sad grey cat. xljfiBack-
xvoodt ofCanada 341 The leaves are of a sad green, sharply
notched, and divided in three lobes. 1855 Bjumley Ets.»

Tennyson 99 Sad greys and browns. 1867 O. W. Holmes
Guard. Angel iii, She had always.. been dressed in sad
colors. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. xiii, The general
colouring was uniform and sad.

+ b. Dark-coloured, sober-coloured. Obs.
1560 Becon Catech. vi. Wks. I. 536 If they be olde women

and maryed : not lyght apparell, but sad raiment pleaseth
a godly husband. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xii. 5 Arayd in

antique robes downe to the grownd, And sad habiliments.
1668 Pepvs Diary 24 Aug., My wife is upon hanging the
long chamber., with the sad stuff that was in the best cham-
ber. 1711 Lond. Gas. No. 4919/4 A Man..between 20 and
30 years of Age, pale Visage and sad Hair.

+ 9. Of sleep: Sound, deep. Obs.
a 1350 67. Nicholas 329 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 15

Sodanly he fell on full sad slepe. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. v. 4
panne waked I of my wynkynge and wo was with-alle, pat
I ne hadde sleped sadder and ysei^en more, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 6jq Medea. .Persauyt.. pat all sad were on slepe.

c 1450 Mankind 585 in Macro Plays 22 5e may here hym
snore ; he ys sade a-slepe. 1485 Caxton St. Wenefr. 20,

I couerd my hede and fylle in to a sadde slepe.

+ 10. Of blows : Heavy, delivered with vigour.
[So early mod.G. satt.]

c 1350 Will. Paterae 2775 He. .set hire a sad strok so sore
in be necke, bat sche top ouer tail tombled ouer be hacches.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 1263 One caupet with hym kenely,..

And set hym a sad dynt. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. iv.

576 And there they dasshed to gyders many sadde strokes.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. xi. xix, But 1 my swerd in my
hand had Strykynge at hym with strokes sad. a 1578
Linoesay (Pitscotlie) Chron. Scot. (S. T.S.) I. 222 The
strampe of M r Patrickis was so sade wpoun his brothers
footle.

tb. Of a fire: Violent. Obs.
ciamo Chron. Vilod. 1911 Hurre thou^t bat hurre chaufere

. . Was set ouer a feure bothe gret & sadde.

t C. Of rain : Heavy. Obs.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trot*, (ed. 2) 30 Heaven it self at

that instant weeping so abundantly, that I never saw a
sadder raine and of lesse continuance, c 1645 Howell Lett.
(1650) 1. 184 In a sad shower of rain.

III. 11. Comb, in many adjs., chiefly para-

synthetic, as sad-avised (au&si-arch. after Black -

A-viS2D)
}
-co/0ured

t
~eyed

t -faced, -hearted, -natured,

-paced* -seeming, -tuned, -voiced; sad-cake dial.

and U.S., an unleavened cake.
1878 Bksaht & Rice Monks TheUma III. 124 She did not

writhe as she walked *, she was not "sad-avised. 1889
I. Nicholson Folk St%. E. 1 'orksk. 79 "Sad keeaks and dip
form a favourite breakfast. 1660 Blount Boscobel 11. (1680)

27 His Majesty, .cloathed in a short Juppa of *sad coloured
cloath. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, iv, A decent suit of sad-
coloured clothes. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. it 303 The *sad*
ey'd Iustice with his surly humme. 1588 — Tit. A. V.

iii. 67 You "sad facde men, people and sons of Rome.
1393— 3 Hen. Vi

% 11. v. 133 "Sad-hearted-men. much ouer-
gone with Care, a 1968 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 36 This
*.sadde natured, and hard witted child. 1599 Makston
Sc. Villanie l Proem. , Stay his quick iocund skips, and
force him runne A "sad pos't course, a 1633 Austin Medit.
(1635) '3* So *!' i* J°y againe ; till this 'Sad-seeming
Tyding* come. 1597 Shaks. Lovers Compl. 4 And downe
1 laid to list the 'sad tun'd tale. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Wine o/Cy/rus vi, I am "sad-voiced as the turtle Which
Anacreon used to feed.

B. adv. Obs. exc. poet.

f 1. Firmly, strongly, fixedly. Obs.

1 1380 Sir Fernmb. 353 Loke bat pou be armed sad & hele
by bare scolle. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3078 He bat set is full

sad on a soile euyn,. . Hym par not hede to be hurt with no
hegh fallc. c 1440 Pailad. on Huso. vii. 59 Nowe potage
ware in askes mynge, & kepc In oil bardies or salt tubbis
done ; Saad cleyed wel, they saaf beth leyd to slepe. c 1475
Partenay 3859 Adieu, my suete loue prented in hert sad !

t2. Heavily, with force. Obs.
?« 1400 Arthur 605 pey fow;t euer sore & sadde; Men

rryst no be betere hadde. c taao Avow. Arth. xxv, He
stroke him sadde and sore. 16*9 Z. Boyd Balme o/Gilead
41 (Jam.) The longer the stroake be in comming it commeth
down the sadder, a 1743 Rklfh Misc. Poems (1747) 4 Up
new her hand to souse the cowren lad, But ah, I thought it

fell not down owr sad.

f3. Steadfastly. Obs.
c 1440 Partono/e 1863 These covenauntis to holde surely

and sadde. a 1450 Myrc tnstr. Par. Priests aoo 1'eche
hem alle to leue sadde, pat hyt bat ys in be awter made,
Hyt ys vcrre goddes Mode.

+ 4. Seriously, soberly, discreetly. Obs.
14.. How Gd. Wyf* taught Dau. 198 in Q. Eliz. Acati.

(1869) 50 And bus thi frendes wyllc be glade pat thou dispos
be wyslye and sade.

to. Thoroughly, truly, certainly. Obs.
c 1380 Wvclik Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 56 Maister, bei seiden,

we witen wel bat bou art *ad trewe. c 1400 Destr. Troy
3605 I n sorow may be sene who is sad wise, c 1475 Partenay
874 Ful wel tbay sad knew it the fayry was. Ibid. 950
Merueles,.. I se nil sad ; Neuer bumain ey saw to it egal !

6. Sorrowfully.
1667 Milton/'. L. iv. 28 Sometimes towards Eden.. his

grievd look he fixes sad. 1819 Keats Lamia il 49 Why
will you plead yourself so sad forlorn ?

b. Comb. « sadly-.

1503 Shaks. Lucr. 1590 Which when her sad beholding

husband saw. 1613 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iv, Their

sad-sweet glance.

Sad(s3ed),r. Forms: see the adj. [f. Sad a. Cf.

S a 1 >K r '.
]

1. trans. To make solid, firm, or stiff; to com-
press. Obs. exc. dial. Cf. Sadden v. I.

138a Wvclip Acts iii. 7 And anoon the groundis and
plauntis of him ben saddid to gidere [Vulg. consolidate
sunt}. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. Iviii. (1495) 272
The matere is thycked and sadded and not obedyente to

dygestyon. 14.. Tretycein Walter0/Henley sliusb. (1890)

47 Sowe yourwynlur come tymely so bl your lande maybe
sadid & your come rotyd afore b l grete wyntur com. < 1440
Promp. Parv. 440/1 Saddyn, or make sadde, solido, ton-
solido. 1496 Dives ty Paup. (W. de W.) vi. xxi. 268/2 The
fende by suffraunce of god may sadde the ayer and make
hym a bodye of the ayer. 1807 Hogg Mtn. Bard, Sandy
Tod in Sandy.. Then the hay, sae rowed an' saddit,

Towzled up that nane might ken.

f2. To make steadfast, establish, confirm {in).

1377 Langl. P. PL B. x. 242 Austyn be olde here-of he
made bokes, And hym-self ordeyned to sadde vs in bileue.

4:14*5 Orolog. Sapient, i. in Anglia X. 333/2 pe sowle bat
is not }it fullye saddete and stablete in be moste parfyte
degre of loue. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione BL k 120 My mynde
is saddid [orig. solidata est] in god, & groundid in crist.

T 3. To darken (a colour). Obs.
"573 Art0/Limning 4 Two parts azure and one of cereuse

and sadded with the same azure or with blacke incke. 1634
J. B[ate] Myst. Nat. 124 You may alay your Orpment
with chalke, and sadde it with browne of Spain [etc.].

1 4. To make sorrowful ; to sadden. Obs.
1602 Makston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, May it not sad your

thoughts, j.643 Prynne Strv. Power Pari. \. (ed. 2) 24 The
Lords hearing of these proceedings were much sadded.
169a Covt. Grace Conditional 73 The Hearts of your Friends
[are] exceedingly sadded. 18x0 The Age : A Poem 3 When
nature's visage sads the sight.

t b. To make dull or gloomy. Obs.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. ix, As when a vapour

. .sads the smiling orient of the springing day.

t C. intr. To sad it : to talk in a sad manner.
1663 Killigrew Parson's Wedd. 11. v. 95 While you sad

it thus to one.

Sad, obs. form of Said, Shed.
Sadaiceus, obs. pi. of Sadduces.

+ Sadded, ///. a. Obs. [f. Sad v. + -ed lj In
senses of the verb : a. Solidified ; compacted.
b. Confirmed, strengthened, c. Saddened, made
sorrowful.
-.15*0 Nisbet A^ T, in Scots, Rom. xv. 1 Bot we saddit

men aw tosustene the febilnes of seek men, and nochtpleise
to our self. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 1. xxxviii, The
sadded aire hung all in cheerlesse blacke. 1654-66 Earl
Orrery Partken. (1676) 693 The sadded Soldiers marched
in the first Ranks. 1680 Lacy Prol. to ' Love Lost in the
Dark'', Which keeps our sadded Hearts in deep suspence.

Saddeli, -ly, obs. forms of Sadly.

Sadden (sse-d'n), v. [f. Sad a. + -en.]

1. trans. To make solid, firm, orstiff; tocompress,
render cohesive ; to press or beat down into a com-
pact mass. Now dial.

x6oo G. Plat in Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1669) 44 Also the
roots of the Corn will spread better.. if the ground be
saddned a little in the bottom of every hole. 1641 Best
Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 77 Hee woulde have the water sattle

away, and the grownd somewhat saddened. 1649 Buthe
Eng. fmprov. xvii. 102 For your Lime after it is once
Slacked, and Melted, it is of a very cold Nature ; for it

will sadden your Land exceedingly. 1688 R. Holme Ar-
moury 111. 73/1 Treading it [sc. Hay] is to sadden it down
cither in the Mow or Rick, &c. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
(1731) I. 94 If Marie sadden Land, or make it stiff or
binding, you must dung it well. 1813 T. Batchelor Gen.
View Agric. Bed/. 342 (E. D. D.), The soil below will, in-

stead of being brought up, be trampled and saddened.

+ b. intr. To become stiff or solid. Obs.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 77 If there bee any winds,

aloft without raine, the grownd wilt sadden and the fields

waxe dry. 1764 Museum Rust. I. xcii. 407 After which
the ground began to sadden. 1764 Eliza Moxon Eng.
Ilousew. (ed. 0) 117 Then take them off the fire and let

them stand a little to sadden.

2. trans. To render sad or sorrowful; to depress in

spirits. Also, to give a sad appearance to.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. [1.] Iviii. 166 He smarts, and
pines, and sadneth bis incumbred soule. 1717 Pope Eloisa
to Aoelard 167 Her gloomy presence saddens all the scene.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, With a heart saddened by
disappointment. 18*4 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 28 Its beauty
was saddened by care and anxiety. 1863 Geo. Eliot Ro-
mola xx, Her round face much paled and saddened since he
had parted from it. 1884 Graphic 4 Oct. 358/2 It saddens
me to enter a Government bureau at the present day.

b. intr. To become sad or gloomy.
1718 Pope Iliad xiv. 558 Troy sadden'd at the View.

17*7-46 Thomson Summer 979 And Mecca saddens at the

long delay. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. xviii, Her countenance
saddened in a moment. 1818 Keats What the Thrush
said 12 He who saddens At thought of idleness cannot be
idle. 1859 FitzGerald tr. Omarxxxix, Better be merry with
the fruitful Grape Than sadden after none, or bitter, Fruit.

fig* 1795 Coleridge Aeolian Harp 7 And watch the clouds,

that late were rich with light, Slow saddening round.

3. Dyeing and Calico-printing. To tone down
(colours) by the application of certain chemicals.
1791 Hamilton Berthoilets Dyeing \\. 11. 111. v. 196 These

substances however saddened the crimson colour and gave
it less lustre than alum. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 414/2
Saddening, a peculiar method of applying certain mordants
in dyeing and printing cloths, so as to give duller shades to
the colours employed. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Receipts
Ser. 1. 30/2 Winch 30 minutes, and lift for saddening. 1874
Sir W. Crookes Handbk. Dyeing «y Calico-print. 53 For
saddening olives, drabs, clarets, &c.,..it [sc. copperas] has
been generally discarded in favour of a nitrate of iron.

Saddened (sae-d'nd),///. a. [f. Sadden v. +
-ed 1.1 Made sad.
1700 Dryden Iliad r. 768 The Limping Smith observ'd the

sadden'd Feast 184a Manning Serm. xi. (1848) I. 146

There is something peculiarly touching in the saddened tone

of these few words. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I. ii- 47
A bright flush swept over her. .rather saddened face. 1879

Farrar St Paul{i$8i) 58 The Resurrection of Christ had
scattered every cloud from their saddened souls.



SADDENING.

Saddening (sse-d'nin), ///. a. [-ino 2.]

1 1. That saddens or renders stiff. Obs.

1653 Buthe Eng. Improv. Impr. 135 ln..workingit[lime)

into the Land, .it seems & appeares to be Coldest, and most

sadning of Land of any Soyl whatsoever.

2. Causing sadness.

174a Collins Oriental Eel. iv. 24 And shrieks and sorrows

load the saddening wind. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 705

He never longs to read the saddening tale Of endless wars.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 190 The circumstances

under which this session opened were.. grave and sadden-

ing. 1884 Chr. Commw. 23 Oct. 21/3 It is saddening to

hear that the Sunderland engineers have been on strike for

60 weeks.

Saddil, obs. form of Saddle.

t Sa'dding, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Sad v. + -ing i.]

The action ofmaking sad.

1643 W. Greenhill Axe at Root 35 Those Nations are

remisse in Justice : besides the sadding of those are innocent,

they abound in Delinquents and dangers.
_ 1645 Ruther-

ford Tryal ft Tri. Faith xxiv. 277 There is a sadding of

the spirit, . . which is forbidden.

t Sa'dding, ppl. a. Obs. [f. Sad v. + -ing 2
.]

a. That makes sad. b. Becoming sad.

1650 Baxter Saints' R. lv. vl § 7 (1654) 154 Are these

such sadding and madding thoughts ? a 1839 Galt Demon
Destiny v. (1840) 34 Alas ! my son, the sadding matron cried.

Saddish (savdif), a. [f. Sad a. + -ish.] Some-
what sad (see the adj.). Also Comb.
1647 W. Browne Polex. it. 265 Our Heroe. .put offaswell

all his saddish Ornaments, as his triumphant. 1686 Loud.
Gas. No. 2192/4 A saddish coloured stuff Sute. 1848 J. H.
Newman Loss 4- Gain 336 His companion, .in a hesitating,

saddish voice, said that he was an Englishman.

Saddle (sae-d'l), sb. Forms: I sadol. 3-6
sadel, 4-6 sadill, 5-6 sadell, sadil, 5 saddill,

sadille, -yl, -yll(e, -elle, -ul, 5, 9 Sc. saidle, 5-7
sadle, 6- saddle. [Com. Teut. : OE. sadol, -ul
masc. = MDu. sadel (mod.Du. zadel, zaal), OHG.
salal, -ul (MHG. satel, mod.G. sattel), ON. spdull

(Sw., Da. sadel) :—OTeut *sactulo-z.

Possibly adopted in OTeut from some other Indogermanic
language, and if o perh. a derivative of the root *sod-, ablaut-
var. of *sed- (see Sit v.), whence the synonymous L. sella

(:-*sedl&), OS1. sedlo (Russian cijLlO s'edlo, Pol. siodlo).

No known language, howv-ver, has a corresponding deriva-
live from the o grade of the root.]

I. 1. A seat for a rider to be used on the back
of a horse or other animal ; esp. , a concave seat of
leather having side flaps and fitted with girths and
stirrups. Also an analogous kind of seat for use
on a cycle.

For the saddle, for riding purposes. In the saddle, on
horseback. To lose one's saddle, to become unhorsed.
Beowulf'1038 (Gr.) Eahta mearas..bara anum stod sadol

. . ban webs hildesetl heahcyninjes. c xaos Lay. 6473 /Et his
sadele an a;x. c 1350 Gen. fy Ex. 3949 Vp-on hise asse his
sadel he dede. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 3871 (Kolbing) Mani
in sadles held hem stille, & mani al so of hors felle. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. IV. 1199 Vpon a thikke palfrey paper white
With sadel rede..Sitte Dido. 1484 Caxton Chivalry 65
Lyke as by the sadyl a knyght is sure upon his hors. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, n. i. 6, 1 prethee Tom, beate Cuts Saddle,
put a few Flockes in the point. 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of
Rom. 1 1 1. 182 [They] let fly . . with such a force, that they had
almost lost their saddles. 1650 Fuller Pisgah lv. v. § 31. 91
Yea, such was his persevering beauty (fair in the Cradle and
Saddle too)—that it lasted unto his old-age. 167a Petty
Pol. Anal. (1691) 56 The 16,000 Families have for the Coach
and Saddle near 40 M. Horses. 01745 Swift Direct.
Servants, Groom, Contrive that the Saddle may pinch the
Beast in his Withers. 1837 W. Irving Ca.pt. Bonneville I.

113 Taking a couple of horses, one for the saddle, and the
other as a pack-horse. 1839 Tennyson Elaine 96 Sir King,
mine ancient wound is hardly whole, And lets me from the
saddle. 1887 Bury & Hillier Cycling (Badm. Libr.) 340 A
suitable saddle is a necessity for the comfort of the cyclist.
Jig. 1630 R. "jfohnson's Kingd. A> Commw. 42 Nothing
awes a great River so much as a bridge ; . .a bridge is the
saddle to ride the Sea-horse.

b. With qualifying word indicating a particular
kind of saddle ; esp. great saddle, a saddle for the
' great horse' (see Horse sb. 21).
For hunting,pad,portmanteau, running, war saddle, etc.

see the first element. Also Packsaddle, Side-saddle.
1508 Ace

. Ld. High Treas. Scotl. IV. 119 Item, for v
„',*?, s'&f'*. t0 g'ff away; ilk sadill xxviij*. 1581
mUofVVylteslure (Somerset Ho.), Scottissh sadell. 1398
tLORio, Scrtgnuto naso, a camoset, a fiat-nose, a nose
like a scotch-saddle. 1607 Markham Cavelarice vi. ix. 49\margin\ The

1
great horse saddle. Ibid. 50 Next vnto this

saddle is the Morocco saddle.., and these two Saddles for
ser

.
mce 22 th

f
wanes, are

. .sufficient. 1644 Evelyn Diary
1 Apr., The designe is admirable, some keeping neere an
hundred brave horses, all managed to y° greate saddle. 166s
Sir 1. Herbert Trav. (,677) 314 SaddFes. .high and close,
like our great Saddle. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 345/1A Burford Saddle, hath the Seat plain, and the Skirts plain
and streight. 1701 P. Warwick Mem. Chas. I, 66 He rid
the great horse very well ; and on the little saddle he was
. .a laborious hunter, or field-man.

+ C. Saddle curule [nonce-use, tr. L. sella curu-
lis\ the curule chair.

1533. Bellenden Livy 1. iii. (S.T.S.) I. 47 He cled him
with nche St nail abiljementis, bat he was wourthy to sett
inbe sadill curall. Ibid. 25, 181.

2. Figurative phrases, a. hi the saddle, in a
position of active management and guidance of
affairs, in office ; also, in readiness for work. Simi-
larly to get into the saddle. To cast out of saddle, to
deprive of office or position.

22

1660 Pepys Diary 3 Mar., He told me he feared there was
new design hatching, as if Monk had a mind to get into

the saddle. 1675 tr. Machiavelli's Pritice vii. (Rtldg. 1883)

52 Such as by the favour of fortune, .have got into the
saddle. 1738 Neal Hist. Purit. IV. 225 The Presbyterians
being now again in the saddle. 18x9 Scott Ivauhoe xxv,
I have known when my bare word would have cast the best
man-at-arms among ye out of saddle and out of service.

1879 19th Cent. 668 All the states of Italy accepted the new
Pope ; and Rodrigo Borgia, once in the saddle, was not a
man to be easily dislodged. 1881 R. G. White Eng. With-
out % Within xiv. 323 The phrase 'in the saddle'—as an
expression of readiness for work, is a peculiarly English
phrase. 1891 S. C Scrivener Our Fields $ Cities 28 Other-
wise the happy-go-lucky, .system of production could not
keep itself in the saddle to any durable extent.

b. + To be beside the saddle : to be beside the
mark. (Cf. Cushion sb, 10 b.) f To put or set

beside the saddle : to put i out of the running \ to

defeat the plans or ruin the career of. (Cf. Cushion
sb. 10 c.) fTo sit beside the saddle-. ?to abandon
oneself to despair.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 873 The French king.. fearing
least when he had almost runne his race, King Henry would
put him beside hys sadell, whome he did halfe suspect to be
a back friend of hys. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Tiberius
$ Caius (1656) 693 If he could obtain it [sc. the Consulship],
he was fully bent to set Caius beside the saddle, a 2590
Greene Metamotph. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 81 Well, howso-
euer it be, Lucidor shall be mine, hee shall haue my heart,
and I his, or else I will sit beside the saddle. 1644 Vicars
God in Mount (1844) 19 As that no power either of Prince
or Parliament, shall ever be able to set us, hereafter, beside
the saddle. 1664 J. Webb Stone-

H
'eng (1725) 36 This Doctor

is besides the Saddle,what is now in Use is not our Enquiry.
c. (/ will) either win the saddle or lose the horse

(or vice versa) : said by one engaging in an adven-
ture of which the issue will be either highly profit-

able or ruinous. Hence in various similar phrases.
1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fatn. Love 62 b, He hath

both ieoperded the horse, and lost the saddle. 1594 Nashe
Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1883-4 V. 131 Whatsoeuer two resolute
men will goe to dice for it, and win the bridle or lose the
saddle. 1596 Spenser F.Q. iv. v. 22 But Blandamour..
Htle prays'd his labours evill speed, That for to winne the
saddle lost the steed. 1603 Breton Packet Mad Lett. 7
But my state being so downe the winde..I wil. .thrust my
selfe into some place of seruice in the warres, where I will
either winne the Horse, or lose the Saddle. 1678 Cudworth
IntelL Syst. 1. v. § 42. 894 They.. resolve either to 'win the
saddle or loose the Horse '.

d. To lay or set the saddle upon the right horse

(and similar phrases) : to lay the blame on the
right person.
1635 in Sainsbury Cat. of Court Min. E. /. Co. (1907) 15

[Resolving how they might] sett the saddle upon the right
horse. 165a Collinges Caveatfor Prof. (1653) ii. C 1, You
have laid the saddle upon the wrong Horse, a 1653 Gouge
Comm. Hebr. xi. 37 To remove this scandal, the apostle
setteth the saddle on the right Horse, and sheweth, that
[etc.]. 1690 Wood Life 25 July (O.H.S.) III. 336 E. G.
with child, layd on the tapster, who said that ' set the saddle
on the right horse '. 1737 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. iii. (1840)

83 But let us bring things to a right understanding, do Satan
justice, and set the saddle upon the right devil. 1753 Mrs.
C. Lennox Female Quixote (1820) II. vii. xiL 154 I'll clear
myself, and put the saddle upon the right horse ! 1839
Hood Tale ofa Trumpet xlviii, And the cat at last escapes
from the bag—And the saddle is placed on the proper nag.

e. To put (one) to every corner of or to all the

seats of (one's) saddle : to compel to try every ex-

pedient. Sc,

iSzs Scott in Lockhart Life (1837) VI. 24, 1 have the dregs
of Abbotsford House to pay for. .so I must look for some
months to be put to every corner of my saddle. 1825 Jamii -

son Diet. s.v., Toput one to a? the seats o' the Saddle, to
nonplus, to gravel one, S.

I. In proverbial similative phrases.
1566 Knox Hist. Ref Wks. (1846) I. 242 Als seimlye a

sight . . as to putt a sadill upoun the back of ane unrewly kow.
i66$Arou*bimn. 88 But for this pretence of pulling down
Antichrist, it is a saddle that will fit any back. 1677 W.
Hughes Man of Sin EL xii. 215 That becometh him as
handsomely (according to our Proverb) as A saddle doth
a Cowes back.

3. That part of the harness of a shaft-horse which
takes the bearing of the shafts (see quot. 1851) ; a
cart- or gig-saddle.

[1377: see cartsaddle vb., Cart sb. 6. c 1435 Voc. in

Wright-Wulcker 66$/33 Hocdorsilollum, cartsadylle,] 1794
[see Housing j&I 2 b]. 1837 Marryat Olla Podr. xxxvi,
The shaft horse neither felt his saddle nor his belly-band.
X851 H. Stephens Bk. of the Farm (ed. 2) I. 430 The
shaft-horse requires bridle, collar, haims, saddle, and breech-
ing, to be fully equipped. . . The saddle—as saddle and
breeching together are commonly called—is placed on the
horse's back immediately behind the shoulder. 1856 ' Stone-
henge * Brit. Rural Sports m. m. iv. 543/1 The supporting
and backing part [of gig harness] consists of the Pad or
Saddle. . . This has two rings for the reins, called the Terrets,
and a Hook for the bearing rein. 1875 [see Pad sb? 2 b],

1882 J. Philipson Harness 25 The pad is sometimes used
instead of a saddle for single harness.

II. Something resembling a saddle in shape or
position.

4. Physical Geogr., Mining, etc. a. A depression
in a hill or line of hills.* [So G. sattel.] b. A long
elevation of land with sloping sides ; a ridge, esp.
one connecting two hills ; also, a similar formation
of ice or snow.
1555 Eden Decades 350 A lowe longe lande, and a longe

Eoynt, with a saddle throwgh the myddeste of it. 1697
>ampier Voy, (1699) 267 A very high Hill, .with a Saddle

SADDLE.
or bending on the top. 1779 Forrest Voy. New Guinea
159 [We] discerned other land, bearing from N. W. to
W. N. W. forming in saddles and hummocs. 1833 M. Scott
Toot Cringle xix, There was a long narrow sadale or ridge
of limestone about five hundred feet high. 1839 Murchison
Silur. Syst. 1. 134 The carboniferous strata are thrown into
partial saddles and curvatures, i860 Tyndall Glac. I. xvi.
108 The. .glacier.. being terminated by a saddle which
stretches across from mountain to mountain. 1862 Meri-
vale Rom. Emp. (1865) V. xl. 23 The Palatine is connected
with the Esquihne by the low ndge or saddle of the Velia.
1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) 130 We stepped at
last on to the little saddle of snow. 1876 Green Phys.Geol.
ix- § 3. 347 When the beds have been bent into the form of
arches these are called Anticlinals or Saddles.

5. In mechanical uses. a. Naut. A block of wood,
hollowed out above and below, fastened to a spar
to take the bearing of another spar attached to it.

1512-13 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 463 Item.. for
viij greit treis to male the sadillis to the greit schip and
Margret . . xlviij s. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),
Saddle, a small . . wooden block, . . nailed on the lower yard-
arms, to retain the studding-sail booms in a firm and steady
position. 1883 Nares Seamanship {zd. 6) 178 To get the
heel of the boom . . down in the saddle.

b. Bridge-construction, (a) A block on the top
of a pier to carry the suspension cables, (b) A
frame used in the construction of a pontoon-bridge
(see quot. 1853).
1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 108 On the extreme

height of the suspension piers are placed the cast iron blocks
or saddles. 1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 30
The Saddle [of a pontoon bridge) is a frame of fir timber,
which is placed centrally over the axis of a pontoon, .and
serves to receive the ends of the balks. 1868 Daily Tel.
14 Apr., A fresh pontoon was brought alongside, fresh
saddles were lashed to it, another length of balks . . was
dropped^ into the saddle. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 301/2
Suspension Bridges.—The chains where they pass over the
piers rest on saddles.

c. A ' seat ' or support on which a gun is placed
for bouching.
1862 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 9) 190 Saddle [for

Armstrong gun], with Tightening Screws. 1875 in Knight
Diet. Mech.

d. (See quot. 1888.)
1888 LockwoooPs Diet. Mech. Engin. s.v., The seatings or

supports which carry horizontal cylindrical boilers.. are
called saddles. 1809 Daily News 9 Mar. 5/3 The saddles
that held the six thirty-ton boilers in place broke.

e. Telegraphy. A bracket to support the wire
on the top of a pole or ridge.
1867 R. S. Culley Pract. Telegr. (ed. 2) 122 The saddle

or bracket must be fixed with screws. 1885 Had. (ed. 8)
148 At the top of the pole a galvanised iron roof is fixed,
and over it a cast-iron saddle, into which the insulator bolt
fits. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI. 161/2 The attachments to
buildings were made.. by means of standards or ridge
saddles attached to the roofs.

f. Railways. (? U.S.) (a) The bearing resting on
the journal of an axle in the axle-box. {b) A chair
for a rail. 1875 in Knight Diet. Meek. 459, 2011.

g. In various machines : The base of a slide rest,

drilling head, etc., which slides along its support.
1869 W. J. M. Rankine Cycl. Mach. $ Hand-Tools Plate
H 8 The self-acting motion for the saddles is arranged as
follows. 1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec 355/1 The saddle (which
carries the wood) is drawn to the hand-wheel end of the
machine. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 264/2 The lower
part of the slide-rest is termed the ' saddle '. 1888 Lock-
wood's Diet. Mech. Engin., Saddle, the base of a slide rest.
. . Similarly, the sliding plate which carries the drill spindle
and gear wheels of a radial drill.

h. {a) A saddle-shaped electrical conductor. <J>)A concave pad to be applied to a limb that is to
be electrified.

1838 Faraday Exper. Researches (1844) II. 5 A plate of
copper..was bent into a saddle shape,..a jacket of sheet
caoutchouc was put over the saddle. 1849 Noad Electricity
(ed. 3) 492 If, then, we wish to administer direct shocks to
a paralytic limb, say the leg, we apply a sponge director or
saddle.. to the hip.

i. In various applications : see quots.
1750 Blanckley Nov. Expositor, Saddles are used by

the Smiths to turn Thimbles hollow on. 1831 Loudon
Encycl. Arch. t,gi To pebble-pave the byres.. with proper
cribstone and saddle (the former partitions off the crib

;

and the latter the gutter behind). 1856 Morton Cycl.
Agric, Provincialisms, Saddle, (Fife), that part of stall
between manger and grip. 1873 E. Spon Workshop Re-
ceipts Ser. 1. 61/2 [Varnish making.] A saddle, which is
a sheet of plate-iron, or tin, 12 in. broad, and turned up
it in. at each side.. to prevent the spilling of the varnish
during the time of taking . . out. 1875 T. Seaton Fret Cut-
ting 76 There are two very efficient aids to the saw. . . The
first is the bench saddle. . .It is a piece of wood with reverse
shoulders; the under shoulder hooks against the side of
the bench, ..the upper shoulder catches any piece of wood
laid against it for sawing. 1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spin-
ning 250 Saddles, the steel bars in a gill box on which the
fallers travel. 1887 Archit. PubL Soc. Diet., Saddle, a term
used in Suffolk for a thin piece of wood fixed on the floor
between the jambs of a door and under it.

6. Cookery. In full saddle of mutton. A • joint

'

ofmutton, venison, etc., consisting of the two loins
and conjoining vertebrae.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 4 The Saddle of Mutton (which
is the two Loins). Ibid. 24 To French a Hind Saddle of
Mutton. It is the two Rumps. 1789 Mrs. Piozzi ?ourn.
France II. 338 A saddle of mutton, or more properly a
chine. 1806 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 75 Hams and
saddles of venison. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. ofthe Farm II.

99 When cut double, forming the chine or saddle. 1859
All Year Round No. 29. 57 Nowhere can the equal of a
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Sussex haunch or saddle he obtained. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle
Notches p. ix, They took merely the skins and * saddle ' of

the antelope they killed.

7. Applied to certain parts of animals, a. A
natural saddle-like marking' on the back of the

Harp Seal. Cf. Saddle-back sb. 4 c.

1784 Pennant Arctic Zool. I. 165 The Newfoundland
Seal-hunters call it the Harp, or Heart Seal, and name the

marks on the sides the saddle. 1884 Goods, etc Nat,

Hist. Aquatic Anim. 62.

b. Conehoi. f {a A saddle-oyster (see 10) ; (*)

see quot. 1851.
1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conckot 156 Saddle, Anemia

Sella. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 78 The shell.. is an ex-

tremely elongated cone, ..divided into cells or chambers by
a series of partitions {septa). . .When they are folded, the ele-

vations are called ' saddles \ 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct.436 Shell

(cast )discoidal,with somewhat inflated whorls ; . . outer saddle

only partly known.

C. (See quot.)
187a L. Wright Poultry xvii. 205 Saddle, the posterior

part of the back, reaching to the tail, in a cock, answering
to the cushion in a hen ; often, however, applied to both
sexes, cushion being more restricted to a great development,
as in Cochins, while ' saddle * may be applied to any breed.

8. Bot. A ridge separating the fovea and foveola

in the leaves of Isoetes.

188a Vines tr. Sacks' Bot. 475 Above the fovea and sepa-

rated from it by the ' saddle', lies a smaller depression.

III. attrib. and Comb.
9. Simple attrib., as saddte-Jlap,-girt, -girth, -horn

(Horn sb. 2 1 b), -lap, -lashing, -nail, t-/<ww/(Panel
j£.1 1 \ -place, -pommel, -soap, -spring, -strap,

•stuffing% -tack, -withers; saddle-like adj.; with the

sense ' used for riding ', as saddle-ass, -colt, -horse,

mare, -ox,pony ; with the meaning * saddle-shaped*,

as saddle flange, key; in the names of affections

incident to the use of the saddle, as saddU-bruise,

raw, soreness ; also appositive, as (sense 5 a) sadtile-

crutch, (sense 4) -glacier, (sense 5g) 'piece ; objective,

as saddle-maker, -making.
1657 J. Watts Vind. Ck. Eng. na God once opened the

mouth of Balaams "Saddle-asse. 1709 Loud. Gas. No. 4533/4
He had . . a white Spot on his Back, that came by a 'Saddle-
bruise. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 208 The first Year
"Saddle-Colts should only be walked. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. s. v. Saddles, We have a "saddle-crutch for the

main or driver boom on the tafTarel. 1888 Locktuood's

Diet. Meek, Engin., "Saddle Flange, a curved flange hol-

lowed oat to fit a boiler, a pipe, or other cylindrical vessel.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. 0/ the Farm II. 319 The "saddle-

flaps should be sponged clean of mud. 1813 J. C. Hob-
hoi se Journey fed. 2) 713 We..found the stream as high
as the "saddle-girts. 1813 Scott Rokeby vi. xxxiii, And,
bursting in the headlong sway, The faithless "saddle-

girths gave way. 1884 Fall Mali G. 10 June 11/1 The
summit of the [Kangla] pass .. is crowned by a noble
"saddle glacier. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches 73, 1.. threw
the rein of his horse up over ihe "saddle-horn. 1661 Gerbik*
Principles 33 To accustome the Neapolitan great "Saddle-
Horse to raise their Neck. 1867 Trollops Ckron. Barset
1. xxvii. 338 He hired a saddle-horse. -and started after

breakfast. 1888 Lockwoods Diet. Meek. Engin., *Saddte
Key, a key whose inner face is hollowed to fit its shaft.

1803 Scott's Minstrelsy III. 366 He louted owr his 'saddle
lap, To kiss her ere they part. iSs-a A. Cunningham
Tradit. Tales, Last Ld. of Heivellyn (1887) 317 My fathers
have fought to the saddle-Laps in English blood for the men
of the house of Maxwell, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's
Cateck. 1 The muzzle and "saddle lashings of guns. 1784
I. King Cook's Voy. III. vl iii. 338 On each side of this

break the land U quite low ; beyond the opening rises a
remarkable "saddle-like hill. 11500 Metust'ue 43 Kay-
mondyn sent for a "Sadlemaker, to whom he said :

' My
frend.. ye muste cutte this hyde in fourme of a thonge .

1886 Encyct. Brit. XXI. 143/1 The saddle-maker has to
consider the ease and comfort of both horse and rider, /bid.,

"Saddle-making and the cutting and sewing of bridles.

1707 Lond. Gaz. Na 4313/3 Lost. ., a bay "Saddle Mare.
1875 Knight Diet. Meek., *Saddle-nail, a short nail having
a Large, smooth head, used in making saddles. 18*4 W. J.
Burchixl Trav. S. Africa Index, s.v. Oxen, 'Saddle Oxen:
their rate of travelling. 1465-6 Dttrh, Ace. Roils (Surtees)

90 Pro ij "Sadillpanell empt. pro le fftssheman, ft, iiij d.

i7«5 Bradley Earn. Diet. s. v. Saddle, Some stuff their
Saddle-Panne Is with well dry'd Moss. 18*5 J. Nicholson
O/erat. Mechanic 323 When the screw is turned round, the
"saddle-piece wilt slide uniformly along the triangular bar.

1890 Slingo & Brooker EUctr. Engin. xvii 600 The chan-
nelling [for underground cables) consists of blocks of bitu-
minous concrete made in six-foot lengths and jointed by
a saddle-piece of the same material. 1707 Mortimer Husb.
dpi) I. 309 Whoever.. takes not off his [horse's) Saddle
till he is cold, and then rubs the "Saddle-place well.

1593 Markham Horsemanship R^b, Casting the raynes
thereof ouer the "Saddle pomell. 1900 H. Sutcliite
Shameless Wayne xxiv. (1905) 308 His return blow, .grazing
the Lean Man's saddle-pummel as it fell. 1887 Akstev in
Macm. Mag, Feb. 361/3 My riding was interrupted for a
while. Brutus was discovered., to have a "saddle-raw. 1889
Field 7 Dec. LXXIV. 793/3 The 'saddle soap made by
Messrs. B . 1907 Datfy Ckron. 1 Mar. 7/5 'Saddle
soreness is provoked if every stroke of the pedals extends
the leg to the utmost. 1887 Bury & Hiluer Cycling
(Badm. Libr.) 340 The combined "saddle-springs recently
introduced. 1743 Chambers CycL Supp., "Saddle-straps
..are used to bold the girths fast to the saddle. 1800
1 R. Boldrewooo * Col. Reformer (1891) 193 Cut a straight
sapling while we rouse out the saddle-straps for a splice.

871 Kingslev At Last xiii, We saw the husk carded out
..for. ."saddle-stuffing. i8ai Blackw. Mag. IX. 133 Hogg
should purchase a pennyworth of "saddle-tacks, and.. nail
the ears of the Gude Grey Catte to his stable-door. 1715
BMDLSV Warn. Diet. s.v. Saddle, The "Saddle- Withers
should be low.
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10. Special comb., as saddle-band Sc., ?the
band of a pedlar's pack ; saddle-bar, (a) Glazing,
each of the small horizontal iron bars (fitting over
the upright stanchions) to which the lead panels are

secured; (b) Saddlery (see qnot. 1875); saddle-
billed a., an epithet applied to the stork Ephippio-
rhynchus senegalemis, from the recurved shape of

its bill
; f saddle bitten a., galled with a saddle

;

saddle-blanket U.S., a small blanket used, folded,

as a saddle-cloth ; saddle boiler, a boiler of con-

cave form for use with heating apparatus ; saddle-
bracket, (a) a receptacle for a saddle when not in

use
;

(b) Telegr. m 5 e above j saddle carp (see

quot.) ; saddle-carpenter, one who makes the

frames or trees of saddles ; saddle-case, f (a) the

housing of a saddle (fibs.) ; (b) a travelling case for

a saddle; f saddle-charge, ?a saddle load;

saddle clip (see quot.) ; f saddle drum, ? a small

drum carried on the saddle ; saddle-eaves //.,

jocularly used for the side of a saddle; saddle-
fast a., firmly seated in the saddle; saddle-
gall, a sore produced on the back of a horse by
the chafing of the saddle ; saddle-galled a., chafed

with the saddle ; affected with saddle-gall ; saddle-
grafting (see quot.); t saddle-hill, a saddle-

back hill ; saddle-house, t (<*) a saddle-cloth

(obi.); (b) a building in which saddlery is kept;
saddle-iron Sc. , a stirrup ; saddle-joint, (a) Mech.
see quot. 1875); (b) Building (see quot. 1901);

(c) Anal, (see quot 1897) ; saddle leaf U.S.,

the saddle-tree, or American tulip-tree (Cent.

Did. 1891); saddle-leather, the leather compos-
ing a saddle ; also, leather specially prepared
for saddle-making ; aaddle-mat, a mat used in the

Western U. S. as a saddle-cloth ; saddle-nose,
(a) a flat or snub-nose; (b) see quot. 1S97

;

saddle-nosed a., having a saddle-nose ; also, of a
bird ' having a soft nasal membrane saddled on the

bill ' (Cent. Diet.) ; saddle-oyster, a name given

to certain anomioid bivalves, the shape of which
resembles that of a saddle ; saddle-pin, the pin

of a cycle saddle which fits into a socket on the

cycle frame ; saddle pistol, a holster pistol

;

saddle-plate, the bent plate which forms the

arch of the furnace in steam boilers of the locomo-
tive type (Cent.Dict.) ; saddle-quern (see quot.);

saddle-rack = saddle-bracket (a) ; saddle-rail,

-reed (see quots.)
; t saddle-rings, circular marks

on the back of a horse caused by the abrasion

of the saddle; saddle-roof, a saddleback roof;

saddle-room, a room in which saddlery is kept
when not in use ; saddle-rug, a saddle-cloth made
of carpeting (Cent. Diet.) ; saddle sealing, hunt-

ing and catching the saddleback seal; saddle seat
dial., a horse for riding purposes; saddle-shaped
a., resembling a saddle in shape ; Geol., anticlinal

;

saddle-shell saddle-oyster ; saddle-sick a., Si:,

indisposed through riding; f saddle side, the con-
cave lower side (of the liver) ; saddle-skirts //.,

the lowermost parts of a saddle; also, the part

of a horse's flanks covered by these ; saddle-
sore a., chafed with the saddle ; f saddle-speck,
a mark caused by the abrasion of the saddle

;

saddle spot = prec. ; hence saddle-spotted a.
;

saddle-stead poet., the place of the saddle;
saddle-stone, (a) Arch., the stone forming the angle

at the summit of the coping of a gable ;
(b) ' an

old name for a variety of stone containing saddle-

shaped depressions' (Cent. Diet.) ; saddle-stool
» saddle-bracket (a) ; saddle-tank (see qnot.

1 871) ; also attrib. as saddle-tank engine (see

quot. 1888); f saddle tore (see quot.); saddle
wire Telegr., the wire running along the tops of

telegraph posts. Also Saddle back, -bag, -bow,

-CWTH, -TBEE.

a 1604 in Row Hist. Kirk (184a) 463 It [sc. the ministrie)

will die in thy hand Therefor the backe shall beare the

•sadle-band. ids J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 638

Frames [in lead-work] intended to receive these lights are

made with bars across to which the lights are fastened.,

called 'saddle-bars. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. rar.

Churches 293 It is now most common to place the saddle-

barn outside the glass. 187s Knight Diet. Mech.,SaddteJar,

the side-bar, side-plate, or spring-bar of a saddle-tree, one on

each side connecting the pommel and cantle. 1877 Nature

17 May 54/1 The additions to the Zoological Society s

Gardens.. include.. a *Saddle-billed Stork. 150a Greene.

Cimmy Catch. ii.Wks.(Grosart)X.8o He. .made him spotted

in the backe, as if he had been -saddle bitten. 1885 I>.

Harts Maruja vi, His quick eye was attracted by a
•saddle-blanket. 1881 Encycl. Brit. X 1 1. 228/2 The "saddle

boiler is very efficient in form, steady and sure in its work-

ing. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1254/2 Wanted, saddle boiler

..to heat small greenhouse. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. ofthe
/''arm I. 190 The riding-horse-stable should have "saddle-

brackets. 1876 Preece & Sivewricht Telegraphy 210 If

a wire Is to oe run along the top of the pole, brackets .

.

named saddle-brackets, or simply saddles, are. .used. 1888

SADDLE.
G. B. Goode Amer. Fishes 416 When there is a row of large
scales down the back it [sc. the King Carp] is called the
'*Saddle Carp', a 1730 W. Gibson Diet of Horses viii.

(ed. 3) 125 A Country where there is perhaps the most
expert *Saddle-Carpenters and Saddlers in the World,
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., *Saddle-case. See the article

Housing. 1805 Army <y Navy Co-op, Soc. Price List 497
Tin-lined Saddle Cases for Ladies' Saddles, a 1500 Lat.
>$ Eng. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 609/35 Sauma, a "Sadyl-
charge. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Saddle Clip, a
clip which straddles the spring and axle, 1617 Purchas
Pilgrimage (ed. 3) 593 "Saddle drummes of gold set with
stones, vsed in Hawking. 1663 Butler Hudibras 1. i. 412
But after many strains and heaves, He got up to the •saddle-
eaves. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. in. vi, Still sate the war-
rior *saddle-fast. 1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), *Saddle-gait.
1831 YouATT Horse 169 For saddle galls there is no better
application than [etc.]. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1555/4 One
brown bay Nag.. having been lately "Saddle-galled. 1898
Doyle Trag. Korosko 1, The saddle-galled donkeys. 1824
Loudon Encycl. Gard. § 2032 "Saddle-grafting is performed
by first cutting the top of the stock into a wedge-like form,
and then splitting up the end of the scion..; it is then
placed on the wedge, embracing it on each side. 1773
Cook's 1st Voy. 11. vii. in Hatvkeswortk's Voy. III. 419
There is, .. very near the shore, a remarkable "saddle-hill.
143X-* Durk. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 231 Et in j novahakney-
saayll et j nova *Sadyllehouse. 1799 Hull Advertiser
12 Oct. 1/1 A very excellent Mansion House with coach
house, saddle house and stabling. 1870 E. Peacock RalJ
Skirl, III. 101 The Squire sought out Bob in the saddle-
house. x8aa Galt Gilhaize i. 3 His father having a profit-

able traffic in *saddle-irons and bridle-rings among the gal-
lants of the court. 1875 Knight Diet Meek., *Saddle-joint,
a form of joint for sheet-metal...One portion overlaps and
straddles the vertical edge of tbe next, 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Saddle-joint, a joint in which the articulating bony surfaces
are convex in one direction and concave in the other. 1901
R. Sturgis Diet. Archit. s.v. Joint

}
Saddle Joint. In a

weathered course of masonry, ..a joint formed between
two adjoining stones whose ends are cut higher than the
surface of the weathering between. These projections at
the ends are usually sloped or rounded away from the joint
..so as to shed water from the mortar. 183a Tennyson
Lady of Skatott m. iii, Thick-jewell'd shone the "saddle-
leather. 1883 Century Mag. Aug. 523/1 Mats, called
* cocas', .. are much sought after by California ranchmen
as *saddte-mats. x6a6 Bacon Sylva § 27 The Raising
gently of the Bridge of the Nose [of an infant], doth preuent
the Deformity of a "Saddle Nose. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Saddle-nose, a nose the bridge of which has sunk, in con-
sequence of necrosis of the nasal bones. 1598-9 Hakluyt
Voy. I. 101 His wife, .had cut and pared her nose betweene
the eyes, that she might seeme to be more fiat and "saddle-
nosed. 174a C. J arvis £>««•>. I. in. ii.86An Asturian wench,
broad-faced, flat-headed, and saddle-nosed. 1856Woodward
Mollusca 256 P[lacuua] sella, called, from its shape, the
' •saddle-oyster *, is remarkably striated. 1896 Westm. Gaz.
28 Apr. 5/2 He carried the despatches in the *saddle*pin of his
bicycle. 1881 Greener Gun 376 The Double-grip "Saddle
Pistol. Side-lever action Saddle Pistol. 187a | . Evans Anc.
Stone tmpi. x. 226 The name of "saddle-quern nas been given
to this form of grinding apparatus [sc. a bed-stone slightly

hollowed on its upper surface and a large oval pebble for

a imiller]. 1890 A. T. Fisher Through the Stable xii.

93 "Saddle-racks are usually fixed to the walls of a sad-
dle-room. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Saddle-rail, a
railway rail which has flanges straddling a longitudinal

and continuous sleeper. Ibid., *Saddte-reed, small reeds

used in the place of cord to form the edges of gig-

saddle sides. 1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 3017/4 Stolen . . a
brown bay Mare with a bald Face, "Saddle-rings [etc.].

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Saddle-roof, a double gabled
roof. 1883 B'kam Weekly Post 18 Aug. 8/6 He procured
a loaded gun from the "saddle-room. 1888 Encycl. Brit.

XXIV. 527/1 The majority of the vessels, after prosecuting

the '"saddle' sealing at Newfoundland or Greenland, pro-

ceed direct to Disco. 1895 ' Hugh Haliburton ' Dunbar 70
Farmers that hed a "saddle seat, . . Keep nae beast noo but

cats an' mice. 1833*4 )• Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) VI. 594/2 The limestone is uplifted into a "saddle-

shaped or anticlinal ridge. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 17

Being concave from side to side and therefore saddle*shaped.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Saddle-shaped,

applied to such valves of Diatoms as those of Coscinodiscus.

1863 J. G. Wood Nat. Hist. III. 419 "Saddle-shell, Anomia
ephippium, 1823 Galt Entail vii, Weel do I ken what it

is to be "saddle-sick mysel'. 1844 Mrs. Carlyle Let. 7 July,

New Lett & Mem. 1903 I. 140 The g_irls were dreadfully

saddle-sick. For me, my old habit of riding, I suppose, had
saved me. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 1 The inward face

of the Liuer which is the lower, is.. hollow, vnequall, and is

called the Simus or "saddle side, that it may giue way to

thestomacke strutting.. withplentyofmeat x6xoMarkham
Maister-p. n. xliv. 286 Of Wennes or Knobs growing about
the "saddle skirts, a 1656 UssherA »«.vi. (1658)153 Pharna-
bazus. .rid his horse into the very sea, up to his saddle-skirts.

a i7asTHORESBv/?/(xrv(i83o) I. 295We missed the deepest of

the Wash, .though we rode to the saddle-skirts for a consider-

able way. 1907 Daily Ckron. 22 Oct. 8/4 Nicholas "saddle-

sore by this time, and the mare too weary to shy. 1685 Loud.
Gaz. No. 2062/4 Lost a black Coach Mare. ., hath a small
"Saddle-speck. 1668 Ibid. No. 272/4 A Baye Mare, no
white, save some "Saddle spots. 1676 Ibid. No. 1098/4
Stolen.., a large brown bay Coach Gelding, .."saddle-

spotted. 1876 Morris Sigurd 11. 133 And his war-gear
clanged and tinkled as he leapt to the "saddle-stead. 1843
Civil Eng. <$• Arch. Jml. VI. 320/1 Modern gables too are

generally awkwardly terminated at the eaves by. ."saddle-

stones. 1856 ' Stonehenge' Brit. Rural Sports 583/2
Hooks and "saddle-stools, or brackets, for the saddles or

harness. 1871 Young Gentleman's Ann. Dec. 28 Other
engines of this class [sc. tank-engines], however, carry their

water in a tank (called a "saddle-tank) which rests on the

top of the boiler. 1888 Lockwood's Diet. Mech. Engin.,

Saddle Tank Engine, a locomotive engine in which the

water tank envelops tne top and sides of the boiler. 1681

Colvil Whigs' Supplic. {1741) 13 A Pistol, .at either "Saddle

tore. Note. Saddle tore, Saddle Boit: 1876 Preece &
Sivfwright Telegraphy 253 The most important circuit is

generally worked upon the "saddle wire.



SADDLE.

Saddle (sae-d'l), v. Forms: i sadolian, sade-

lian, 3-6 sadel, (6 -ell), 4-5 sadyl(l, (5 -7jlo),

4-7 sadle, (5 saduUe, sadil, 6 -ill), 6-
f

saddle.

[OE. sadolian, f. sadol Saddle si. ;
cf. MLU

sadeln, MDu. sadelen, Du. -.<**>/<.", OHG. salaltn

(MHG. -rafc/«i, mod.G. ja//</»), ON. spS/a (Sw.

nufti, Da. roaMe).]

L ftvjiw. To put a riding-saddle upon (a horse or

other animal) ; also to saddle up. Also absol.

nooo -Elfric 6V»«. xxviii. (Z.) 165 Sterna.. ic sadellge

hors. e 1205 Lav. .35" Fortiger ha=hte his swe.nes sadeli

his blonket? fl.300 A- "<»-« 763 (Cambr. MS) Horn

sadelede his stede. c 1320 Sir Beues m (MS. A.) Beues

let sadlen is ronsi. 1388 Wyclif i Ai»«* xih. 13 And he

seide to hise sones, Sadie ?e an asse to me. And whanne

thei hadden sadlid, he stiede, and 3ede after the man of God.

<:i4» Sir Amadou (Camden) xxviii, Quen Sir Amadace

hade etun, To sadulle his horse was no3te for3etun. 148s

Rutland Papers (Camden) 4 A spare coursar lad in hand.

.

sadlet with a saddell of estate. 1587 Turberv. Trag. I.

iv 60 b He sadled vp his horse, and roade in post away.

1S37 J. Williams Holy Table 206 What needs the Writer

saddle up his Horse. 1761 Gray Odin 2 Uprose the king.

.

And saddled strait his coal-black steed. 1839-5S W. Irving

Wolfert's Roost 47, I almost determined.. to.. saddle my
horse, and ride off. 1901 Daily Chron. 27 Aug. 5/5, I then

asked him to saddle-up my horse while I was dressing.

+b. intr. or absol. To inure a colt to the saddle.

1656 Markkam's Perfect Horseman 19 When to Saddle.

o. To saddle and iridle fig. , to subject to control.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 133 The cover [of the kettle]

was chattering with the escaping steam, which had thus

vainly begged of all men to be saddled and bridled, till

James Watt one day happened to overhear it.

f 2. trans. To ride, bestride (an animal). Also

trans/. Ois.

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 18 b, Take that benefyce to

you (sayth he to the priest) but saddle nomore the nonne.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 68 Vpon Alhallow ene,

Quhen our gude nichtbors rydis . . Some sadland a sho ape,

..Some hotcheand on a hemp stalk. 1598 R. Dallington

Meth. Trav. X 2 b, No maruell then, the bridle being left

in their owne [French wives'] hands, though sometimes they

be saddled, and their husbands know not. 1713 Petiver

in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 184 Its lower Leaves are like the

Garden Poppy, which higher saddle or ride the Stalk.

3. intr. To get into the saddle. In Colonial use

to saddle up.

1835 Burnes Trav. Bokhara (ed. 2) II. 198 We dressed

ourselves.. and saddled at three p.m. 1849 E. E. Napier
Excurs. S. Africa II. 12 Another term of Colonial import

is that of ' saddling-up ', and 'off-saddling'. 1863 W. C
Baldwin Afr. Hunting ii. 33 We saddled and went in pur-

suit. 1865 Kingsley Herew. I. i. 61 Ay, every churl who
owns a manor, must needs arm and saddle and levy war.

1890 " R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 206 Bothwell,

myself, and the six troopers, saddled up and departed.

4. trans. To charge or load with (a burden); now
only Jig. to load with (something ) as a burden.

1693 Dryden Persius v. 207 The Slaves thy Baggage pack,

Each saddled with his Burden on his Back. 1728 Vanbruoh
& Cibber Prov. Husb. 1, His Estate, .was left him saddled

with two Joyntures, and two weighty Mortgages upon it.

1731 Bailey vol. II. s.v., To saddle,.. to embarrass, as to

saddle a Cause. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People

162 But Mr. Justice.. saddles the parish with whatever
burthen he thinks proper. 1775 Sheridan Duenna I. iv,

I'll saddle him with this scrape. 1837 Lockhart Scott

(1839) III. ix. 295 The earnest wish of Scott and Ballantyne
to saddle the publisher of the new poem with part of their

old 'quire stock'. 1858 Surtees Ask Mamma xliv. ro6

The chances then, are, that he is saddled with a sort of old

man of the sea. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892)

I. iv. 157 We are perhaps inclined to saddle Scott uncon-
sciously with the sins of a later generation. 1895 Law
Times Rep. LXXIII. 691/1 Otherwise a testator would be
able to saddle people with duties of an onerous description.

b. 1 To secure/or (a burdensome task), rare— 1
.

18*6 Scott Jrnl. 25 Oct., Sotheby.. endeavoured to saddle
me for a review of his polyglot VirgiL

5. To put (a burden) upon (another's back).
1808 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XIV. 547 The men. .who, if they

serve us but for a few years, are saddled upon our devoted
ass-like backs for life. 1812 Sporting Mag. XL. 153, I

should not wonder if that Bully Mitchell saddles this

risoning upon me. 1820 L. J. Jennings in Croker Papers
vi. 158 The whole of the Bergami family had .. been

saddled upon the Princess. 1881 Besant & Rice Chap/.
Fleet III. 248, I found her only too eager to marry anyone
upon whom she could saddle her debts.

6. a. Masonry. To work (a joint) so as to form
a ' saddle ' projecting above the horizontal surface

of the stones joined, b. Carpentry. To join or
fit together by Halving.
18*3 P. Nicholson Praci. Build. 311 A process by work-

men called saddling the joints. 1897 IVestm. Gaz. 3 Sept.
2/1 These consist of one log laid upon another, saddled in
at the corners.

7. To bend downwards in the middle.
1803 Sporting Mag. XXI. 327 Saddling the cards.. is

bending the sixes, sevens, eights, and nines, in the middle
longways. 1880 Standard 10 Dec., Walls are cracked and
roofs ' saddled ' in every direction.

8. (See quot.)

1731 Bailey vol. II. s.v., To saddle,. .to furnish, as to
saddle a spit.

f 9. Comb. : Saddle-goose, a nickname for a
fool ; saddle-nag, a stable-boy, groom. Ois.

1526 Skelton Magnyf 1834 Sym Sadylgose was my syer,

and Dawcocke my dame. 1646 J. Hall Poems 7 Who
would employ his Sadle-nagg to come And hold a trencher

in the Dining-roome ?
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Saddleback (sa:'d'lba;k), si. and a. [f. Saddle

si. + Back si.] A. si.

1. f a. Archery. A saddle-backed feather. Ois.

b. A saddle-backed hill. (Cf. Saddle-backed a. i.)

1545 Ascham Toxoph. it. (Arb.) 133 The swyne backed

fashion, .gathereth more ayer than the saddle backed, and
therefore the saddle backe is surer for daunger of wether.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 289 A saddleback

is usually healthy, .so are positions near the top of a slope.

1907 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 247 A regular saddleback of grey

Silurian blocks the wayfarers path.

f 2. A back (of an animal) having a depression

in the middle of it. Ois.

10-25 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1694 Certaine beasts . . much like

unto a Deere, hauing a Saddle-backe like unto a Camel!.

3. Arch. A roof of a tower, having a gable at

two opposite sides connected by a ridge-roof; a

packsaddle roof.

1849 Freeman Archit. 238 The gabled tower.. does not

seem to occur; but we meet with the form usually called

a saddle-back. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eug. Cathedr. igth C.

243 The due and moderate use of the gabled tower of the

German style. .may be adopted, ..so too may the saddle-

back. 1893 C. Hodges in Reliquary Jan. 15 The finish of

the tower was what is generally known as a saddle-back,

a form common in Normandy, but rare in England.

4. A name of various birds and fishes, a. The
Grey or Hooded Crow, Corviis comix ; also called

saddleiack crow. b. The adult of either of the

Black-backed Gulls, Larus marinus and L.fuscus;

also saddleiack gull. C. The male of the Green-

land or Harp Seal {Phoca granlandica) when three

years old ; in full saddleiack seal. d. The Crea-

dion carunculatus, a bird of New Zealand, e. A
variety of the goose (see quot. 1885). f. A kind

of oyster (see quot. 1876).

1847 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 275 A huge saddle-

back gull. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. ii. 22 The valued

furs of the saddle-back seal. 1864 Atkinson Prov. Names
Birds. Saddleback Crow.. Hooded Crow. Corvus cornix.

Ibid., Saddle-back, Saddleback Gull.. Great Blackbacked

Gull. Larus marinus. 1868 W. Buller Ess. Ornithol. in

Trans. N. Z. Inst. I. 5 (Morris) The Saddle-back iCreadion

carunculatus) of the North is represented in the South by
C. Cinereus, a closely allied species. 1871 Daily News
23 Aug., The decrease of the gulls would be attended with

certain loss to fishermen who were often directed and piloted

to the shoals by the keen-eyed saddle-back. 187* Coues
Key N. Amer. Birds 312 Great Black-backed Gull. Saddle-

back. 1876 IVeale's Diet. Terms, Saddle-backs, in fishery,

a name given to a bastard kind of oyster by the fishers;

they are considered unfit for human food. 1885 Encycl.

Brit. XIX. 647/1 The common variety [of the goose] fre-

quently marked with dark feathers on the back, and hence

termed 'saddlebacks'. 1895 P. H. Emerson Birds etc. of
Norf Broadland xlix. 140 A useful bird is the handsome
but sluggish 'saddle-back' [i.e. the grey crow]. 1896

Lydekker Brit. Mammals 156 It is not till the third year

that the males (then called 'Saddle-backs') assume the

characteristic dark harp-shaped markings.

6. a. Coal-mining (see quot.). b. Geol. An anti-

clinal (Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1887).

1883 Gresley Coal-mining Terms, Saddleback, a depres-

sion or valley in strata.

B. adj.

1. = Saddle-backed a., in various senses.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1257/4 Stolen or strayed. ., one dapple

gray Gelding, .a little saddleback. 1696 Ibid. No. 3202/4

A brown Mare, . . Saddle Back, well risen on the Crest. 1862

Ecclesiologist XXIII. 252 Gabled or saddle-back towers.

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 472/1 [Coping] sloping to both sides

from the middle. .is technically termed saddle-back coping.

1897 Daily Neios 3 May 7/3 The Greek troops occupied..

a

saddleback hill. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 2 SepL 4/1 A high saddle-

back peak. 1906 Edin. Rev. Jan. 114 A plain, .building.

.

with two low gable or ' saddle-back ' roofs.

2. Saddleiack crow, gull, seal: see A. 4.

3. Mech. (See quot.)

•A^Civil Engin.t; Arch. Jrnl. VII. 236/2 At the bottom

of the hopper there is a number of angular or ' saddle back

bars', placed transversely .. ; the 'saddle back bars' will

have the effect of dividing the ores. 1888 Lockioood's

Diet. Mech. Engin., Saddle Back Rail, or Barloio Rail, a

rail whose sides curve rapidly outwards and downwards.

4. Geol. (See quot.)

1854 Page Introd. Textbk. Geol. § 31 When strata dip in

opposite directions from a ridge or line of elevation.. the

axis is termed anticlinal or saddleback.

6. Path. (Cf. saddle-nose, Saddle si. 10.)

1897 Al/butt's Syst. Med. IV. 686 As a result of cicatricial

contraction of the connective-tissue, .the so-called 'saddle-

1 back ' nose may be formed.

6. Put for ' horse-back'. Also advi.

1899 ' Zack ' On Trial xiv. 124 If 'tworn't that I can trust

1 'ee saddle-back .. I shuld hold you had done the mare a

j

mischief. 1904 IVestm. Gaz. 29 Feb. 1/3 His love of saddle-
' back exercise.

Saddle-backed (sae-d'lbsekt), a.

1. Having the back, upper surface, or edge curved

like a saddle ; having a concavely curved outline;

spec, in Archery (see quot. 1545).

154s Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 129 Fourthly in couling

or sheryng [the feather of a shaft), . .whether somewhat
swyne backed (I must vse shoters wordes) or sadle backed,

whether rounde, or square shorne? 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II.

1. 126 It is a hill sadlebacked . . : and., we saw a row of hils

sadlebacked also. 1601 HoLLAND/Y/«yI.238They[dolphins]
are saddle-backed. Ibid. 492 The Walnut tree wood soone
bendeth, and is saddle-backt as it lieth. 1884 G. Allen
Philistia I. 235 A saddle-backed hill.

2. Of a horse: see quot. 1831.

SADDLER.

1675 Lond. Gaz. No. 067/4 Strayed or stolen.., a bright

Bay Gelding,. .a little Saddle-back'd. 1753 Cham bersC><7.

Supp. 1831 Yocatt Horse 166 Some horses have a very

considerable hollow behind the withers. They are said to

be saddle-backed. 1895 IVestm. Gaz. 29 July 2/3 A thorough-

bred Arab, .should be. .very slightly saddle-backed. To be
' saddle-backed ' is to have a depression where the saddle

would naturally come.

3. Arch. a. Of coping : see quot. 1842. b. Of
a tower: Having a Saddleback.
184a Gwilt Archit. s. v. Coping, Coping thicker in the

middle than at the edges is called saddle-backed coping.

1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 23 A small straight saddle-

backed tower.

4. An epithet applied to birds having saddle-like

markings on the back, as saddle-iacked crow, the

Grey Crow, Corvus comix.
1838 Hollowm Proviuc.,Saddle-backedcrow, the Royston,

or sea-crow, so called from its mixture of black and grey
feathers. Sussex. 1894 R. B. Sharpe Birds Gt. Brit. 1.

12 The Hooded, or Saddle-backed Crows. 1895 J. G. MlL-
lais Breath from Veldt vii. 142 Here also are a big flock

of saddle-backed Jabiru storks (Mycteria senegalensis).

Saddle-bag.
1. A bag carried at the saddle ; esp. one of a pair

laid across the back of a horse, behind the saddle.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 542 Manufactures of leather

..holsters, saddle-bags [etc.]. 1841 Lane A rob. Nts. 1. 43
He. .put his hand into his saddle-bag, and eat a morsel of

bread and a date which were among his provisions. 1856

Stanley Sinai «> Pal. I (1858) 67 The great saddle bags

act like sails to the camels. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. i,

A visit . .which the Squire made on his horse with a pair of

saddle-bags containing his wardrobe.

2. attrii. Used to designate a fine quality of car-

peting, made in sizes and designs imitating the

saddle-bags carried in the East by camels ; now
chiefly employed as a covering for cheap classes

of dining-room furniture.

188a Daily Navs 30 May 5/7 Settees and easy-chairs up-
holstered in what is known as the Persian saddle-bag pat-

tern, xooo Flo. Warden Plain Miss Cray 80 There was
..a saddle-bag couch and two big easy-chairs. 1903
McNeill Egregious English 125 A saddle-bag suite.

Saddle-bow. How arch, ox poet. [Bow rf.1

Cf. OHG. salilpogo (MHG. satelioge, mod.G. satlel-

iogen).] The arched front part of a saddle-tree or

of a saddle.

cy%$ Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wulckern/i7Ca^//<z,sadulbo5a.
a 1250 Prov. Alfred 229 in O. E. Misc. 116 If bu hauest

seorewe, ne seye bu hit nouht ban arewe, seye hit bine sadel*

bowe [a 1275 seit bin sadilbowe] and ryd be singinde forb.

c 1330 Arth. *f Merl. 8148 (KSlbing) Wawain him Jaue a

dent of howe & cleued him to be sadel bowe. 1470-85
Malory A rthur ix. xvi, And the lady of the lake took vp her

heed and henge it vp by the heyre of her sadel bowe. 1592
Shaks. Ven. a- Ad. 14 Vouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight

thy steed. And rein his proud head to the saddle-bow. 1658

tr. Porta s Nat. Magick xiv. 314 We use to hang up Tur-
kies alive by the bills, at the sadle-bow, when we ride.

•757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 411 The beast

. .plunged, and threw his rider violently on the saddle-bow.

1805 Scott Last Minstr. 1. v, Steeds . . Barb'd with frontlet

of steel, I trow, And with Jedwood-axe at saddlebow. 1879
' Ouida ' Cecil Castlemaine's Gage 7 He lifted his hat, and
bowed down to his saddle-bow as he passed her.

Saddle-cloth. Forms: see Saddle and Cloth
;

also 5 sadylclow. A cloth placed on a horse's

back beneath the saddle ; t in early use = foot-cloth,

housing-cloth.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 222 Item, . . paied .

.

for ij. yerdes and di. and. di. qrter of btak cloth, for a sadyl-

clow for my Lord. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. % 142 Spere,

male, bode, halter, sadelclothe, spores. 1683 Lond, Gaz.

No. 1786/4 A bay Mare, with . . a black Saddle, and a

green Saddle-Cloth. 1776 Boswell Johnson II. 349, lob-
served them [at Lichfield] making some saddle-cloths. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, v, The Laird . . has had his running foot-

man hereto see when the broidered saddle-cloth for his

sorrel horse will be ready. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain I. 31

There is no bed like the saddle-cloth. 1867 S. W. Baker
Nile Trib. Abyssinia v. m We were requested to mount
two superb white hygeens, with saddle-cloths of blue Per-

sian sheep-skins.

Saddled (sard'ld),///.». [f. Saddle v. + -kd-.]

1. Furnished with a saddle.

1002 in Kemble Cod. Diplom. VI. 147 Ic s«mn minum
hlaforde. .feower hors twagesadelod and twa unjesadelode.

1890 Daily News 15 Feb. 2/5 A saddled horse was seen in

a field without a rider.

2. As the epithet of fishes, insects, etc., having

saddle-like markings.
1803 Shaw Zool. IV. 467 Saddled Spams. Sparus Ephip-

pium. Ibid. 596 Saddled Mackrel. Scomber Equula.

1880 Swinton Insect Variety 162 The common Saddled

Leaf-cricket of the Vine (Ephippigcra vitium) has especially

thick cup-shaped elytra.

Saddleless (sie-dl,les), a. [f. Saddle si. +
-less.] Without a saddle ; esp. of a horse, not

furnished with a saddle. Also rarely of a rider •

f (thrown) out of the saddle.

14. . Sir Beues 253-8 (MS. C.) The erle, amonge them all

To the grounde he ys falle And ys sadulles. c 1480 Caxton

Sonnes of Aymon 26S But he had no sadel upon his horse.

..Whan Reynawd sawe brayforde sadeles, he called to

oger, & sayd [etc.]. a 1500 Prophecy in Bernard, de cura

rei fam. (E. E. T. S.) 18 The Egyll and be antelope..And
Saddles horse. 1886 G. Gissing Isabel Clarendon I. 11. 33

She had learned her riding on a saddleless colt.

Saddler ;sse-dbi). Forms : 4-5 sadelere, 5

sadel;l)er, 5-8 sadler, (5 sedler, sadlare), 5



SADDLERY.

sadyllar, -yl(l)er, 5-6 Se. sadillar, 6 sadiller,

Sc. saiddlair, saidlar. 7- saddler, [f. Saddle;*.
+ -EH 1. Cf. MLG. sadeler, sedeler, M Dn. sadclare,

saellaer, OHG. satilari (MHG. rafc/^-, mod.G.
saltier).]

1. One who makes or deals in saddles or saddlery.

1389 in F.ng. Gilds (1870) 42 Yese ordenaunce of fraternyte
of Saideleres and Sporyeres. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1585 Sad-
lers, soulcrs Semsteris fyn. c 1500 Melusiue 43 Ray-
mondyn sent for a Sadlemaker, to whom he said: '..ye
muste cutte this hyde in fourme of a thonge.V.The Sealer
dide cutte it. <" 1515 Cocke LoretVs B. 5 Here is saunder
sadeler of froge strete corner. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. I. ii.

56 Oh sixe pence that I had .To pay the Sadler for my
Mistris crupper. 1651 Hobbes Leriath. tit. xlii. 315 One
Power may be subordinate to another, as the art of a Sadler,
to the art of a Rider, a 1745 Swiit Direct. Servants,
Groom, Come home by the Street Door with the same
bridle. .dangling in your Hand, as if you came from the
Sadler's. 183a I.ytton Eugene Aram 11. vi. 98 ' How long
have you had this whip? ' said Walter to the saddler. 1887
Bury & Hillier Cycling (Badm. Libr.) 166 Some of the
cycling saddlers do not see that their iron-workers cut the
threads far enough up the screw. 1904 Daily Chron.
7 Oct. 9/7 Situation] wanted by first-class brown saddler.

2. Mil. An official who has charge of the saddlery
in a cavalry regiment. Also saddler corporal,

sergeant.

1865 H. M. Hozier Equipm. Cavalry 30 Organisation.,
of the Household Cavalry... Composition of a Regiment of
life Guards or Horse Guards. . . Non-commissioned Officers
and Privates. . . Armourer Corporal, Saddler Corporal [etc. J.

loid. 51 Cavalry of the Line.. .Composition of a Regiment
of Cavalry. .. Second Class Staff Serjeants:—Armourer-
Serjeant, Saddler-serjeant [etc.L loid. 152 Promotion to the.

superior grade of saddler-serjeant will be open to saddlers.

3. A saddle-horse, colloq. U. S.
1888 Boiton (Mass.) yml. 16 June 1/1 Another auction

sale of choice family horses (including matched pairs and
saddlers). 1892 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch Apr. A
thoroughbred nlTy, which . . bids fair to make a fine saddler.

4. T he Saddleback Seal : see Saddleback 4 c
1872 M. Carroll Seal 4- //erring Eish. Newfoundl. in

Goode Mat. //ist. Aquatic Anim. (1884) 62 The reason why
they are called Harp Seals, or ' Saddlers', is, (etc).

5. altrib.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. l x. 49 Whanne that a point or a
treut he., of sadeler craft is anermed. 1483 Cath. AngLyi
A Sadyller schoppe, ultarium. 1567 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. 1 . 584 Ane craftisman of the saidlar craft.

Saddlery (sardlari). [f. prec. + -v : see -ibt.]

1. The art or occupation of a saddler.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. x. 49 Euen as sadelarie and talarie

been y. dyuerse facultees and kunnyngis. 187a Yeats
Techn. Hist. Comm. 196 A new impulse was given to sad-
dlery by the introduction of coaches.

2. collect. Articles made or sold by a saddler;
saddles and other articles pertaining to the equip-
ment of a horse, esp. of one used for riding.

1706 Morse Amer. Geog. 1. 258 Harness and saddlery of
all kinds. 1833 Reg. /nstr. Cavalry l 77 The saddlery
should be. .examined. 1874 R. Tyrwhitt Sketch. Club 156
Modem boots and saddlery are utterly intractable in a
picture. 1887 Bury & Hillier Cycling ( Badm. Libr.) 340 A
great many firms have made a speciality of cycling saddlery.

8. A place where saddles and other equipment
for riding-horses are made or kept when not in use.

1841 Ordcrsom Creoteana vi. 60 Premises.. occupied as..
a saddlery. 1885 Field 4 Apr. 430/1 A room for drying.

Saddle-tree.
1. The framework which forms the foundation of

a saddle.

141 1 Nottingham Rec II. 86, j. sadeltre. 1483 Act I

Ric. Ill, c. 12 I 2 No Merchant Stranger., shall bring
into this Realm . . Saddles, Saddle-trees, Horse-harness
letcj. 1536-7 Durk. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 697 Cum frenis
stirropleders, sadletreys, et ceteris illis pertinentibus. 1607
Markham Cavalarice vi. ix. 54 The greatest goodness in
saddles consisteth in the saddle tree. 1714 Fr. Ilk. Rales 81
Saddle-Trees per 100 Weight, 00 10. \jtn Cowrae John
Gil/in 49 For saddle-tree scarce reached had he, His jour-
ney to begin. 1877 W. Matthews Etkn. 4 Pkil. //idols*
/nd. 19 They now make saddle-trees in somewhat the same
way as we do.
Comb. 1619 MS. Cantcrb. Marr. Licences,John Worsiter

of Challocke, saddle tree maker. 1713 Lout. Gas. No. 6171/7
Joshua Tipping . . , Saddletree-maker. 1865 H. M. Hozier
F.quipm. Cavalry 1 52 Saddlers' and saddletree makers' tools.

2. = Saddle-rack : see Saddle sb. 10.
1864 R. Kerr Genllem. House 294 A row of saddle-trees

from 6 to 8 feet from the floor, with hooks and brackets for
the bridles, girths, and stirrups under them.
8. The North American tulip tree, Liriodendron

tulipifera.

1866 Treat. Sot. 688/1 The leaves [of Liriodendron] large,
. . fjur-lobed and somewhat like a saddle in shape ; hence
the tree is sometimes spoken of as the Saddle-tree.

Saddling (wdliij), vbl. sb. [f. Saddle v. +M '•] The action of the vb. Saddle.
1483 Cath. Angl. 315/2 A Sadyllinge, sellatura.

b. esp. The action of putting on the saddle and
other equipment of a racehorse preparatory to a
race ; also atlrib. as saddling bell, paddock.
1844 J. T. Hewlett Parsons t, W. xxi. That is the sad.

dling-belL 1890 Daily News 11 Sept. 3/4 No horse could
possibly have looked better . . in the saddling paddock.

t Saddling, sb. Obs. rare-*, [f. Saddli sb,

+ -inc.] • Saddle sb. 4.
1697 Dammfr Voy. (1729) 1. 112 The Land is low, making

a saddling between 2 small Hills.

Sadducaic sxdi/iikvi-ik , a. [f. Gr. Zaooov-
Vor, VIII.

25

itatot (see Sadducee), after Pharisaic] Pertaining
to or characteristic of the Sadducees.
1840 Milman Hist. Christianity I. vii. I. 293 The Sad-

ducaic party. 1883 J. M. Wilson Theory of lnsfir. 30 It
is as wrong, .to have the Sadducaic pride of scepticism as the
Pharisaic pride of religion.

+ Saddncaical,<!. Obs. rare-'1 . Also 7 Bastes
saicall. [Formed as prec. : see -ICAL.] = prec.
1601 Deacon & Walker Spirits <y Divels n, I alowe not

your pestiferous opinions, iumping so pat with the Parepa-
teticall and Sadusaicall sort. 170a Echard Eccl. Hist.
(1710) 121 Herod's guilty conscience, notwithstanding his
Sadducaical principles, made him. .suspect that it was John
himself risen from the dead.

Sadducean, Saddncaean (ssedinsran), a.

and sb. Also 6 Saducian, Saduceean, 6-7 Sadu-
cean. [f. late L. Sadducx-us Sadducee + -an.]
A. adj. Of, belonging to, or resembling the

Sadducees.
1593 Nashk Christ's T. 58 What are these Atheists but

Saducaran sectaries that deny the resurrection? 1681 H.
More Exp. Dan. ii. 26 This dull Sadducean Age. 1681
Glanvill Sadducismus 11. (1726) 455 There is a latent
Atheism at the root of the Saducean Principle. 1840 Mil-
man Hist. Christianity 11. i. 1. 392 The unpopular Sadducean
party. 1861 Goldw

:
Smith Irish Hist. 61 It is not sur-

prising to find Pharisaical fanaticism, .linked with Saddu-
cean depravity and worldliness. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII.
425/ 1 The Sadducaean aristocracy.

fB. sb. = Saddl'cee (in both senses). Obs.
1547 Bk. 0/'Marchauntes e iij, Full simply faining a lowting

countenance selling them selfe as the Essians, Saducians, or
Pharisians dyd. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 8 Saduceans
of this age. 1678 Cuoworth IntelI. Syst. 6 The Sadduceans,
among the Jews, have been noted for the same.

Sadducee (savditfsi). Forms : //. 1 sad d n-
c£as, 3-4 Saduceus, 3-5 Saduceis, 4 Sadaiceus,
4-5 Sadueees, 4-7 Saduces, 6-8 Sadduces;
(also 4 Saducey repr. L. Saddttcai); sing. 6-
Sadducee. [ad. late L. Saddiic&iis, a. late Gr.
SaSSovxaios, f. late Heb. "pis faddi'tai, app. f. the

personal name (jadduq (LXX ZaSSovx, Ezek. xl.

46), in Masoretic vocalization Cadoq (LXX Sabwx,
2 Sam. viii. 17, etc. ; English Bible Zadok).
The prevailing modern view is that the Zadok referred to

is the high-priest of David's time, from whom the priesthood
of the Captivity and later periods claimed to be descended.
The late Jewish notion of a post-exilian Zadok iCaddaq),
the founder of the sect, is now regarded as baseless ; the
hypothesis that the word is directly derived from caddlq,
righteous, is philotogically untenable.)

1. A member of one of the three ' sects ' (the others

being the Pharisees and Essenes) into which the

Jews were divided in the time of Christ. Accord-
ing to the New Testament and Josephus, they

denied the resurrection of the dead, the existence of
angels and spirits, and the obligation of the un-
written law alleged by the Pharisees to have been
handed down by tradition from Moses.
In origin the Sadducees seem to have been not so much a

theological or philosophical sect or school, as a political

party composed of the nobility, i. e. the members and con-
nexions of the high-priestly family.

C975 Rushw. Gasp. Matt, xvl 1, & eodun to him fariseas

& sadduceas. a 1300 Cursor M. 19123 pa saduceis [F'airf.

sadRJceus, GJStt. saduceus, Triit. saduces]. .For be vprising
ner wald wede. c 1380 Wyclik Serm. Sel. Wks. II. 36 per
weren in Cristis tyme, Essey, Saducey, and Pharisey. 138s— Acts xxiii. 8 Sadueees (1388 Saduceis, 1534 Iindalb
Saduces, 1557 'Geneva) Sadduces, 158a (Rhelms) Sadducees).
159s Sylvester Tri. Faith 11. xxxiv, In foremost rank, heer
goe the Sadduces, That doe deny Angels and Resurrection.

1635 Heywoou Hierarch. 1. 3 The Atheist, Sadduce, and
Mahumetan. 1717-41 Chambers Cycl, Sadduces, or Sad-
ducees. 1879 Farrar Christ (1&81) 471 This wretched,
dissolute Idunucan Sadducee.

2. A person of Sadducean disposition; a material-

ist, a denier of the resurrection. Also as adj.

1680 Baxter Ansto. Stillingjl. xxxiv. 58 Hobbists, Infidels,

Atheists, Sadduces. 1857 Bagehot Lit. Stud. (1879) II. 282
The world is Sadducee itself; it cannot be anything else

..without ceasing to be the world.

Sadduceeic, a. rare- 1
, [f. Sadducee + -ic]

= Sadducean a.

1875 Le Fasu Willing to Die xxxi, That smiling Sad-
duceeic world without a home.. that.. accepts.. satire and
pleasure in lien of the affections.

Saddnceeism (saedi«si",iz'm). Also 7 Sad-
duceiame, 9 Sadduceeism. Also Sadducism.

[f. Sadducee + -ism. Cf. F. Saduciisme.]

1. The doctrine or tenets of the Sadducees.

1845 Kitto Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s.v. Sadducee, Sadduceeism.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 142/1 The common view that

Sadduocism was essentially a philosophico-religious school

is due partly to Josephus. 1891 Driver Inlrod. Lit. O. T.

(1892) 446 An absence of national feeling and religious

enthusiasm, in which the author [of Ecclesiastes] seems to

be a forerunner of the later Sadduceeism.

2. The character and spirit of the Sadducees;

materialistic unbelief; denial of immortality.

1661 Baxter Mor. Prognost. 1. xvii. 4 When they incline

to BrutishnessorSadduceisme. 1849 Thackeray Pendeunis
lxii[i), And on this and on other matters he thought he

would compromise with his conscience, and that Sadduceeism
was a very convenient and good-humoured profession of

faith. 187a M. Collins Two Plunges for Pearl II. viii.

126 The subtle melancholy Sadduceeism of the ' Saturday
Review ' is not in the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount.

So Sadduceelst [-1st], in (|iiot. adj., sceptical,

indifferentist.

SADLY.
1888 Black In Far Lochaber viii, Your friends.. are not

so tolerant and Sadduceeist as some of us up here.

t Sadducism (sae'dizJsiz'm). Obs. Also 7 Sad-
ducisme, Saducism. [ad. mod.L. Sadducismus,
either irreg. f. late L. Saddftcieus, or f. the per-
sonal name Sadduc : see Sadducee and -ism.]
= Sadduceeism i and 2.

1635 Heywood Hierarch. 1. 3 Atheisme and Sadducisme
disputed ; Their Tenents argued, and refuted. 1647 H. More
Song ofSoul To Rdr. 6/2 The best Antidotes against that
earthly and cold disease of Sadducisme and Atheisme. 1681
Glanvill Sadducismus 11. 309 The Discourse may prove as
useful for reclaiming men from Saducism. 1778 T. Hartley
Pre/. Siocdcnborg's Heaven t, H. (1851) 21 A general dis-
belief of all things supernatural has.. introduced Sadducism
amongst us, to the denying of all spiritual visions and
apparitions of angels as things incredible.

Sadducize (sse'ditfsaiz), v. rare. [Formed as
prec. + -ize.] intr. To hold the doctrines of the
Sadducees. Hence Saddueizing///. a.

1707 Atterbury Vised. Doctr. Bennet's Funeral Serm. 31
Sadducizing Christians, I suppose they were, who said there
was no Resurrection, neither Angel or Spirit, Acts 23. 8.

1854 Milman Lot. Chr. iv. viii. (1864) II. 402 His whole
conduct seemed tinged with a kind of Sadducising Judaism.

Sade (sf>d), v. Forms : 1 sadian, 5 sadde, (9
seed), 4- sade. [OE. sadian = MLG., MDu. saden,
Du. (ver)zaden, OHG. satSn (MHG. saien) :—
\YGer. *sadSjan, f. *sado- Sad a.]

+ 1. intr. To become satiated or weary. Obs.
c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 4 Me bincS eac bast bu

sadixe hwaethwuxununges, & be Syncen to selenge bas langan
spelL c 1325 Song of Yesterday 4 in E. E. P. (1862) 133
Whon men beob muriest at heor mele With mete and drink
to maken hem glade With worschipe and with worldliche
wele pei bene so sette bei conne not sade. 14. . Pety Job
179 in 26 Pol. Poems 126 Although I can of synne nat sade,
Yet Parce michi, domine. c laaa Hoccleve Min. Poems
xxiv. 175 Of the lake of good he felte no greef, Al whyles
bat the ryng he with him hadde ; But faylynge it his frend-
shipe gan sadde.

2. trans. To glut, satiate; to make weary (of).

Obs. exc dial, (see E. D. D.).
c 1000 Age. Ps. (Th.) cxlvii. 3 He.. be xesadade, mid by

selestan hwsete cynnes holde lynde. 1440 in Wars Eng. in
France (1864) II. 455 He was so sadded of the werre. 2611
Cotgr., Assouvir,.. to cloy, glut, sade. Ibid., kessasier,
to fill, glut, sade, satiate, satisfie. 1764 Coles' Lat. Diet.
(ed. 17), To sade (cloy), satio.

Sade, obs. form of Sad a. and Said ///. a.

Sadel 1, Sadely, obs. ff. Saddle, Sadly.

t Sa-dful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sad a. + -ful.]

Sorrowful.
1658 Meriton Love 4 War iv. ii. H ivb, The service of

a sadfull humour.

Sa'd-iron. [f. Sad a. or v.] A smoothing iron,

properly a solid flat-iron, in contradistinction to a
' box-iron '.

183a Babbage Econ. Manuf. xvii. (ed. 3) 153 Sad-irons and
other castings. 1833 J*

Holland Manuf. Metal II. 253
Dealers commonly distinguish these useful implements by
the terms 'sad-iron', ' box-iron ' and 'Italian-iron'. 1899
Daily IVetvs 30 Oct. 2/7 Sadirons 10s. per ton [dearer].

Sadism (sadizm). [ad. F. saiiisme, f. the name
of the Count (usually called 'Marquis') de Sade
(1740-1814; infamous for his crimes and the

character of his writings) : sec -ism.] A form of

sexual perversion marked by a love of cruelty.

1888 Pall Mall G. 10 Sept. 4/2. 1897 Lancet 13 Nov.
1263/2 Crimes committed by people afflicted with what is

technically known as ' sadism '.

So Sadist, ' an individual affected with sadism

'

'Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897) ; Sadistic a., 'related to

sadism' (Dunglison Vict. Med. Sci. 1893).
1897 1.am ct 13 Nov. 1263/2 Several recent tragedies having

probably had their origin in sadistic impulses.

Sadler, obs. form of Saddler.

Sadly \vx-iX\),adv. Forms : 4 sadd(e)li, sad-

ly k, say dly, 4-5 saddely, sadli, sadliche, -lyehe,

4, 6 sadely, o sadlioh, sadlie, -ye, 4 sadly.

Also 4 compar. sadloker. [f. Sad a. + -ly a
.]

fl. Heavily. Obs.

asyao Cursor M. 22478 J>e sterns wit pair leman leuen

Ful saddli fall sal bai dun fra heuen. c 1400 Rowland ff O.

1313 So sadly one his schotdire it [the blow] felle, The
knyehte by-gane to knele. C1435 Torr. Portugal 1625

Glad pluckys there he toke, Set sadly and sare. a 1568

Knt. Curtesy 77 In swoune [she] fell downe hym upon. So
sadly that the Knyght awoke, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 222 Mr. Patrick Lindsay.. strampit

sadlie on his brotheris foott to gar him wnderstand that [etc.].

1633 lip. Hall Occas. Medit. exxxvi. 335 An empty cart

runs lightly away : but if it be soundly laden, it goes sadly.

+ 2. Firmly, tightly, closely. Obs.

1340-70 A lex. ff Dind. 1135 fere his burnus he bad bulden

of marbre A piler sadliche i-picht or he passe wolde. 1375

Barbour Bruce xm. 374 Knyt 30W als sadly as jhe may.

c 1386 Chaucer A'nt.'s T. 1744 In goon the speres ful sadly

in arresL 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. ii. (1495) 597

In smale trees is more hete and drynesse that byndeth the

partyes therof faste and sadly togyder. c 1440 York Myst.

viii. 102 pus sail I iune it with a gynn, And sadly sette it

with symonde fyne. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvili. xxm.

768 And whan we haue delyuerd hem, lete vs thre hold vs

sadly to gyders.

+ 3. Solidly, fully ; (to drink) deeply ;
(to sleep)

soundly, heavily. Obs.

13 . . E.E.A Hit. P. C. 442, & ber he swowed & slept sadly

4



SADNESS.

al ny?t. 136s Lasgl. P. PI. A. v. 4 Penne Wakedel of my
wink me was wo with alle pat I nedde sadloker I -slept and

I-se?e more, c 1380 Wvclif Sel. His. I. n pis fillyng is

not voide but sadly replenchid. c 1386 Chaucer Man of

Laws T. 645 This Messager drank sadly ale and wyn.

+ 4. Resolutely, vigorously, hardily. Obs.

c 1350 IVilL Palerne 2751 Whan be ludes where nei3 lond

he leped ouer borde, sadli in al here sijt for bei him sew

schold. 137s Barbour Bruce xm. 494 In Cambuskynnetn

the kyngis vittale He tuk, and sadly gert assale bchir

Wihame of Herth, and him slew, c 1400 Song Roland 763

They went to sadly, And set ther dyntis. 1470 Henry
Wallace II. 84 The Perseys stwart sadly till him socht. 1471

Cucrox Recuyell iSommer) I. 269 The two champions

approchid eche other and smote to gyder so sadly and sore

that the place redounded of her strokes, c 1475 Sqr. lowe

Degre 646 The stewarde at hym full sadly fought.

f 5. Steadfastly, firmly, fixedly, unchangingly.

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 14 Whene be mynde es stablede

sadefy with-owttene changynge and vagacyone in Godd.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 199 pat alle brennynge charite

. .be so sadly rotyd in vs. c 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (Lamb.

MS.) 957 Loke (Sou withstande sadly be furst begynnjmge

of be temptacoun of be fend, c 1385 Chaucer Pars. T. 124

Fro that tyme that he loueth sadly oure lord Ihesu crist [etc.].

1493 Pestivall (W. de W. 1515) 48 Sadly beleue the fader is

full god almyghty. c 1530 Crt. of Love 877 Emprent my
speche in your memorial Sadly. 1622 Bacon Hen. VII 133

But the King finding that he did sadly, and constantly (with-

out hesitation or varying, ..) stand to that that hee had said.

1 6. Steadily, quietly, without excitement. Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13544 pe batailles

neyghed ney & ney, Sadly passing, and softely.
_
c X391

Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 29 Tak thanne thyn Astrolabie with

bothe handes sadly & slely. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode
1. cvi. (1869) 56 Wei j telle thee that sureliche and sadliche

thou miht go.

f 7. Seriously ; in earnest
;
gravely, soberly. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 557 What jif I saide him sadly bat

i sek were, & told him al treuly be entecches of myn euele?

c 1357 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. {Jacobus) 176 Til hym ban sancte

lames prechit, and crystis law sa sadly techit. c 1386

Chaucer Shipmate's T. 76 This Marchant vp ariseth, And
on hise nedes sadly hym auyseth. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii.

62 Saie me sadly be soth. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. I. xv.

40 Mesurably and sadly demened. a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. VIII, I. 69 Thei daunsed with Ladies sadly, and com-
muned not with the ladies after the fashion of Maskers,
but behaved themselves sadly. 1570 Jewel Def. Apol. 11.

(1571) 161 This booke..was readde sadly vnto the people,

and had in reuerence. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. lii. 229
This can be no tricke, the conference was sadly borne.
1611 Chapman Widtnues T. m. L (1612) F^b, But doe you
brother sadly intend the pursuite of this triall ? 1634 Mil-
ton Comus 509 To tell thee sadly Shepherd, without
blame, Or our neglect^ we lost her as we came. 1642 Jer.
Taylor Episc. § xxxi, But this to them that consider
things sadly, is true or false according as any man list.

1777 M. Morgann Ess. Dram. Char. Falstaff 122 As a
caution to the audience not to take too sadly what was in-

tended only. .' as an argument for a week '.

8. Sorrowfully, mournfully.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 539 Sadly sikand & sore for sorwe

atte here herte. c 1450 Holland Howlat 42, I herd ane
petuoss appele, with ane pur mane, Solpit in sorowe, that
sadly couth say [etc.]. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xl. 7 Why
loke ye so sadly to daye? [So ifin.] 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
viiL i Musick to heare, why hear'st thou musick sadly?
1627 May Lucan I. 583 Sadlyer barke Scyllaes doggs
then they were wont- C1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col.
Hutchinson (1846) 13 He died in the month of May, 1630,
sadly bewailed. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 505 Near his
Paternal Stream he sadly stands, With down-cast Eyes,
wet Cheeks,and folded Hands. 1836 Kane Arct. Expl. II.

x. 107 He speaks sadly.. of the fortunes of the winter.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 43 There at the head of a
late filled grave Sadly a youth and a maiden stood.
Comb. 169.7 Dryden sEneid x. n67 A sadly pleasing

Thought. 1816 Wordsw. Ode 181$, 44 To.. utter England's
name with sadly-plausive voice.

t b. With regret ; reluctantly. Obs.
1611 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster v. v, I must request of you

One fauour, and will sadly be denyed.

9. In a manner to cause sadness; lamentably,
grievously, deplorably, badly.
1658 Whole Duty Man Sund. iii. § 7. 29 That have pro-

voked so great a Majesty, who is able so sadly to revenge
himself upon you. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 202 Mr.
Neverout we wanted you sadly. 1753 H. Walpole Let. to
Mann 27 Mar., Drawings, .which I am sure will charm
you, though none of them are quite well engraved, and
somesadly. 1782C0WPER Friemish. 87 Authors..Are sadly
prone to quarrel. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia m. viii, O, he
is so ill

!
indeed I am sadly, sadly afraid he will never be

well again ! 1819 Byron Juan 11. lxxx, Who had already
pensh d, suffering madly For having used their appetites
so sadly. 1857 Ruskin Arrows ofChace (1880) I. 47, I have
written you a sadly long letter, but I could not manage to
get it shorter. 18*3 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting viii. 340The flies torment us sadly. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cona.
II. ix. 391 The poor girl was sadly buffeted bv the indig-
nant saint. 1879 Huxley Hume x. 196 Metaphysicians as
a rule, are sadly deficient in the sense of humour.
t IO. Sombrely, in dark colours. Obs.
1607 B. Jonson Entertainm. Theobalds Wks. 1616 I. 887A gloomie obscure place, hung all with black silke% and in

it only one light, which the Genius or the house held sadlv
attir'd.

'

1L Used predicatively: In bad health, ill,
' poorly '. Now dial.

1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 15 May, I look better already,
for faith I looked sadly. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxvii,
Lyddy had said, ' Miss, you look sadly; if you can't take a
walk, go and lie down '. 1898 Mrs. H. Ward Helbcck ofB.
v. ii. 395 Mrs. Fountain's nobbut sadly, I unnerstan.

Sadness (sardnes). [-NE8S.] The condition or
quality of being sad.

26

f 1. Firmness, hardness, solidity. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. in. xvii, The fyfbe is sad-

nesse and jnknesse of be binge j>at is sen [L. soliditas sive

densitas rei visa?}, c 1400 L anfranc's Cirurg.go pou schalt

knowe by reednes & sadnesse of fleisch bat is wibinne be

festre al aboute. c 1420 Pallad. on Huso. vi. 152 When hit

[cheese] is wel confourmed to sadnesse. c 1485 Cath. A ngl.

515/1 A Sadnes, solidamen, soliditas. 1577-87 Harkison
England 11. xxii. 212/2 If you respect the sadnes therof, it

doth proue in the end to be verie hollow & not able to hold

out water. Ibid. 214/1 Which moulds wanting their due
sadnesse are now turned into moorie plots.

t 2. Seriousness, soberness, staidness; gravity of

mind or demeanour. Obs.

c 1315 Shoreham 7 Sacram. 1428 For jeres Ne makeb so

nau^t bane prest aid, Ac sadnesse of maneres. c 1386

Chaucer Merck. T. 347 Another stant so in the peples

grace ffor hire sadnesse, and hire benygny tee. 1451 Cai>grave

Life St. Aug. (E. E. T. S.) 20 A bord on whech bei vsed to

pleye certeyn games to refresch with be sadnesse of her

study. 1495 N. Riding Rec. (N. S.) I. 127 Wetrustyng in

youre poilicie, sadness, wisdome, and discrecion. c 1515

Cocke Lorelles B. 13 They banysshed prayer, peas, and
sadnes ; And toke with thern^ myrthe, sporte, and gladnes.

1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, in. ii. 77 But mightie Lord, this

merry inclination Accords not with the sadnesse of my suit.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. (1632) 928 Other persons

of approued sadnesse, prudence, pollicy and experience.

f b. Phr. In sadness , in good or sober sadness :

in earnest, not joking. Obs.

1544 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 102 But in good sadnesse
Toxophile thus you se. «iSS3 Udall Roister D.iv. iii.

(Arb.) 61, I haue nought to tnem, nor they to me in sad-

nesse. 1593 Nashe Strange Newes Wks. (Grosart) II. 245
Thou hast borrowed aboue twenty phrases and epithites

from mee, which in sober sadnesse thou makst vse of as thy
owne. c 1610 Middleton, etc. Widmv v. i. 228 Pray, in sad-

ness, say, what is the gentleman ? 1696 S. Sewall Diary
13 Oct.(1878) I.435 Seem'd to be in good sober sadness. 1705
Vanbrugh Confederacy in. ii, In serious sadness. 1708 Mrs.
Centlivre Busy Body 1. i, In sober sadness she cannot
abide 'em.

f3. Dignity, importance. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. clix. 149 The sayd Lewys..
causyd them to vse and were browne, and sad colours,

accordynge to theyr honours and sadnes.

f 4. Steadfastness, constancy ; firmness of faith.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. vn. 150 Catoun and canonistres
conseilleth vs to leue To sette sadnesse in songewarie, for

sompnia ne cures. 1382 Wvclif Coloss. ii. 5 The sadnesse
of that 5oure bileue that is in Crist. — 2 Pet. iii. 17 Lest
^cfalle awey fro 3oure owne sadnesse [Vulg. a profrria

firmitate\. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 11177 But yiff he
hadde ffeet off led, In gret sadnesse to endure, a 1529
Skelton Dyuers Balettys iii. 17 Saphyre of sadnes, en-
uayned wyth indy blew.

5. Sorrowfulness, mournfulness.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxiii. 13 Seik to solace quben

sadnes the assailis. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L, i. ii. 7 How canst
thou part sadnesse and melancholy my tender Iuuenall?
1611 Bible Eccl. vii. 3 By the sadnesse of the countenance
the heart is made better. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 23 Dim
sadness did not spare That time Celestial visages. 1707
Floyer Physic. PuIse~lVaich 409 In a malignant Fever
from Heat, there is a Delirium, Fluxes, Sadness. 1784
Cowper Task v. 464 Thy clime . . disposes much All hearts to

sadness. 1847 Tennyson Princess vn. 14 Sadness on the
soul of Ida fell.

b. A condition of sorrowfulness.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 147 [He] Fell into a Sadnesse.

a 1631 Donne Serm. xlv. 450 To blow away and scatter

these sadnesses with a false, an illusory, and a sinfull com-
fort. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible (1740) II. v. 96 After this

he thunders out woes and sadnesses against their impieties.

1818 Byron Juan 1. lxxii, She look'd a sadness sweeter
than her smile.

C, Gloomy appearance.
1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iii. § xii. 76 The architect not

being able to secure always the same depth or decision of
shadow, nor to add to its sadness by colour.

t Sa*dore. Obs. (See quot.)
1681 Grew Musseum App. 386 Sadore, or Bitter Wood.

It hath a brownish Barque.

Sa d-tree. [f. Sad a. (sense 5) ; transl. of

mod.L. arbor tristis.} The Night Jasmine of India,

Nyetanthes Arbor-tristis. (Earlier called Melan-
choly tree.)

1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Nyetanthes, During the day it loses

its brightness, whence its specific name Arbor tristis or

Sad-tree. [In recent Diets.]

Saduce(e, -ean, etc. : see Sadducee, -ean, etc.

Sadue, obs. form of Shadow.
Sadusaicall : see Sadducaical.
Sae : see Saw, Save, Say, Sea, See, So, Soe.

Ssecular : see Secular.
Saefbe, Sael, obs. ff. Safety, Seal v.

Saer, obs. form of Sawyer, Sear.

Saf, obs. form of Safe, Save.
Safare, obs. Sc. form of Saviour.

Safe (s^'f), sb. Also 5, 7 save. [Originally

save, f. Save v. ; later assimilated to Safe a.~\

1. A receptacle for the safe storage of articles

:

esp. a. A ventilated chest or cupboard for pro-

tecting provisions from insects and other noxious
animals ; a meat-safe (see Meat sb. 6).
c 1440 Promp. Parv. io/i Almery of mete kepynge, or a

saue for mete, cibutum. 1611 Cotgr., Chasiere, . . the great,
or grated Saue hung by a pulley, to the top of a Dayrie-
house, or Store-bouse ; and seruing to keepe cheese, white-
meates, and other belly-timber in. 1688 R. Holme A rmoury
in. xiv. (Roxb.) 17/2 The Arke or Safe, is a kind of little

house made of wood and couered with haire cloth, and so

SAFE.

by two rings hung in the midle of a Rome, thereby to secure
all things put therein from the cruelty of devouring Rats,

mice [etc.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kerseyi, Safe, a sort of
Cup-board to keep Victuals, contrived with Holes to let in

the Air. 1881 Ii. W. Richardson in C,d. Words XXII.
51/2 It is good practice, whenever the air of the safe is close

and tainted, to have it fumigated with antiseptic gas.

b. A fire-proof and burglar-proof receptacle for

plate, money, deeds, and other valuables. Usually

made of steel and iron, with one or more doors

secured by elaborate locks.

1838 Bethune Sc. Peasant's Fireside 70 A penknife.. and
a letter . . were found lying near the safe, as if they had been
lost by the robber. 1850 Chubb Locks $ Keys 17 The
bank may be entered, the misnamed safe, or strong room,
be entered. 1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches 164
An iron fire-proof safe must be built into the wall.

2. Saddlery. * A piece of leather placed under
a buckle, to prevent it from chafing * (Knight Diet.

Meek. 1875).
Hence Safed ppl. a., provided with a safe.

1881 BlacJhu. Mag. CXXIX. 176 A solidly furnished
though dismal apartment, duly safed and grated.

Safe (s^O, a. Forms : 3-6 sauf, (3-4 sauve),
4-6 saufe, 5 saauf, 5-6 sau£f(e ; 3-5 saf, 4-5
safT(e, 4-6 saaf, (5 saafe, saaff)

;
4-6 saulf,

salve, 5-7 salf(e, 6-7 salffe, saulfe
; 5-7 .Sir.

saiff, 6 saif, saiv, sayfe, sailf, 6-7 saife, 7
saiffe; 3-5 (6-7 Sc.) save, 4- safe. [ME. sauf,

saf, a. F. sauf ((em. sauve) = Vv. sa/v-s,sa/-s, Sp.,

Pg., It. sa/vo :—L. salvus uninjured, entire, healthy

(whence saiul-,salus health, Wz'^imperative/hail').
The L. word corresponds in root and suffix, though prob.

not in ablaut -grade, to Gr. oAo« (Ionic ovAos) whole, Skr.
sarva all, whole :-Indogermanic *solwo-. The root occurs
also in Irish sldn healthy, and in OL. sollus whole, Welsh
holl a\\, whole \-*solno-.

With regard to the phonology in Eng. cf. sage (the plant)
from F. sauge, and gage (gauge) from ON F. gauge.
The forms with v in ME. usually represent either the

plural or the definite inflexion of the adj. From the 15th to
the 17th c. save sometimes occurs (latterly only Sc), in most
instances prob. as a mere graphical alteration of sa/e.}

I. Free from hurt or damage ; unharmed.
1. Unhurt, uninjured, unharmed; having been

preserved from or escaped some real or appre-

hended danger. Chiefly (now only) with quasi-

advb. force afterverbs ofcoming, going,bringing,etc.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6895 $if hire vet beb banne sauf
wiboute wemminge. a 1300 Cursor M. 11546 J>ai ferd al

sauf in to bair kyth. 1340 Ayenb. 36 pet hi habbe, huet cas
yualle, hire catel sauf. ^1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 397
Somtyme his good is drenched in the see, And somtym
comth it sauf un-to the londe. c 1450 Merlin xxvii. 559
That ye sholde yeve hym trewys saf to come and saf to go
..be-twene this and yole. 1471 Caxton Recuyell(Sommzr)
I. 217 Ye shall retorne saulf fro this entrepryse. 1513
Douglas sEneis x. i. 104 Suffyr that 3yng Ascanyus mot
be Salf [v.r. saufl] fra all wapynnis[L. ah armis incotumem],
and of perrell fre. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 67 As gud
marynerys. .bryng theyr schype saue out of tempestys into
the sure port. 1600 in loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.
v. 458 To retowrn saulfe without any molestacion. a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § 57 As if the principal art re-

quisite in the captain of a ship had been to be sure to come
home safe again. 1737 C Pitt in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773)
II. 98 The papers came safe to hand. 1760-72 H. Brooke
Fool of QuaI. (1809) III. 83 As the Moors are excellent
swimmers, I suppose most of them got safe. 1785 Cowpeb
Let. to Lady Hesketh Wks. 1836 V. 198 My desk, .is safe

arrived. 1799 T. Holcroft Mem. (1816) 111. 229 [In a stiff

breeze a sailor swore that] he could not keep his hair safe
on his head. 1831 Society I. 209 He always insists on seeing
us safe across the Downs. 1902 Wister Virginian xix,

Your, .man brought us out..safe and dry.

b. Often in phr. safe and sound. Occas. \sound
and safe ; also safe ami sure, + safe and sicker,

fquit and safe. [F. sain et sauf; L. sanus ct sal-

vus, salvus sanus, salvus et sospes, etc.] Also

T safe and soon, f soon and safe.

a 1300 Cutsor M. 7867 Sauf and sond ai mot bou be To all

be folk es vnder be, £'1350 Will. Palerne 2816 J>ei were
gretli glad, .pat he sauf was & sound fro be men a-schaped.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 233 So that thei mihten sauf and sone
The water passe. 1398 Trevisa Barik. De P. R. xvn. cii.

(1495) 667 Deed bodyes ben kepte sauf and sounde whan
they ben bawmyd wyth confeccyons of mirra. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 440/2 Saaf, and sekyr, sahms. c 1450 Myrc Festial
17 And soo he ;ede sonde and saf hys way. £'1489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon i. 29, 1 shall lete you goo quyte & sauf.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay"s Voy. 11. ix. 42 b, [He]
was by a Dolphin brought safe and sound to the porte.

16x0 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 635 Gobanium

.

., keep-
ing the ancient name, as it were, safe and sound is tearmed
Aber-Gevenny. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. L 49 And soone,
and safe, [she] arriued where I was. 1819-24 Byron Juan
iv. liv, I leave Don Juan for the present, safe—Not sound,
poor fellow, but severely wounded. 1847 Grote Greece 11.

1.(1862) IV. 353 He would again replace him 'safe and
sound ' in the fortification.

c. To be, arrive, etc., safe (or safe and sound) :

often merely a colloq. or epistolary formula for * to

be duly arrived', 'to be at one's destination
1

, etc.

1710 Swift Jrnl, to Stella 9 Sept., I send this' only to tell

that I am safe in London. 1882 Sala Atner. Revis. ii. (1885)

25, I was safe and sound in the Brevoori coach. 1887
Century Mag. Dec. 197/2, I promised to bring you both to

lunch, safe and sound.

+d. {To come) to safe hand : confusedly used for
' to come safe to hand '. Obs.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) III. xviii. 27 Your last of the

fourth current came to safe hand.



SAFE.

+ 2. In sound health, well, 'whole*; usually

healed, cured, restored to health. Also safe ami
sound ; also const- of. Obs.

ctagoS. Eng. Leg. 458/5* Pe Quen a-non boru^h is bone
deliuered was of childe, In guod Hf, and hire child al-so..

J>o the king i-say be Quene sauf, and bat child al-so. a 1300
Cursor M. 8170 Thoru be, he said, sal bis mesele Be sauf
and sund of al vn-hele. t 1350 Will. Palcrne 868 He was
al sauf & sound of alle his sor greues. 138a Wyclif Luke
xviii. 42 Thi feith haih maad thee saaf IVulg. te salvum
fecit), c 1400 Secrela Secret., Gov. Lontsh. 92 He bat
drynkys it, with be sauour berorf he shall fele hele, and he
shal be sauf of catarre, of Malencoly. .and of many ober
syknes. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3661 pe seke man
with his hand he blisse ; Fra he him touched safe he was.
436 Bk. St. Albans c vj b, Put sora in the Roofe of her
mowth and she shall be saafe. 1536 Tinoale Luke viti. 48
Thy fayth hath made the safe.

t3. Thiol. [After L. salvus in the Vulgate.]
Delivered from sin or condemnation, saved ; in a
state of salvation, spiritually 'whole*. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19967 AH to be sauf o sin and scam, bat

wald tru in his hali nam. a 1300-1400 Ibid. 10867 (Gott.)
His folk all saf [Cott. saued] ban sal he make. And bring
bairn vte of sinne and wrake. 1340 Hampole Pr. Conic.

2959 Bot yhit has the saul mare drede ban, Til be dome be
gyven and it may se Whether it sal dampucd or saufe be.

138a Wvclif Acts xvi. 31 Hileue thou in to the Lord Jhesu
and thou schalt be saf (Vulg. safv/ts eris ; Gr. awflqa*?].

1399 Lasgl. Rich. Redeles ProL 81 As my soule be saflf

ffrom synne at rnyn ende. 1 1440 Hvlton Sca/a Per/. (W.
de W. 14941 1. xli, Some by sorowe . . some by prechyng it

tcchyng. .shal be saaf & come to blisse. 156a WinJet CV**/.

Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 81 God makis ws sauff be the
lawar of regeneratioun [ Tit. iii. 5 J.

+ 4. Mentally or morally sound or sane. Obs.
The phr. with [a) safe conscience was suggested by L.

salva comcientid (cf. 5 below).

1390 Gowek Con/. 1 1. 32, I mai wel with sauf conscience
Lxcusc me of nccgligence Towardes love in alle wise.
149a In god mynde and saf memorye (see Memory a bj.

1549 Latimer \st Serm. be/. Edw. I'I Dj. The which
treasure, if it be not sufficient?, be maye lawfully and
wyth a salue conscience, take taxis of hys subiectes. 1560
Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 6 b, To revoke bis sentence
airily taught and defended, he cannot with a safe con-
science [orig. cum bona consctentia). 1567 in F. J. Baigent
Crondal Rec. (1891) 173 Any personne. .beinge of the full

age of twenty and one yearcs, of saulf memorie. 1577
Nokthbrookk Dicing (1843! 91 Fewe men or women come
from playes, and resortes of men, with safe and chaste
mimics. 160 1 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. L 14 A Trade Sir, that
I hope 1 may vse with a safe Conscience. 1604 — Oth. iv.

i. 280 Are his wits safe? Is he not light of Braine? 1611
— Cymb. iv. ii. 131 No single soule Can we set eye on : but
in all safe reason He must haue some Attendant *

1 5. Used in a construction corresponding to the
L. ablative absolute (e.g. salva fide, salvojure; so
K. sauf voire respect) with the sense : Keeping . .

safe or intact, without hurt or prejudice to .
.

, with-
out loss of . . , making reservation of . . , with due
respect to . . . Obs. (See also soft, Save prep.)
c 1190 S. Eng. Leg. 120/488 Trewenesse we be sworen asc

ri)t was, and eorbefich honour al-so, Sauue ore ordre and
ore rnte, bote bat was out i-do. 1197 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls)

1242, & pat he vor is neueu wolde, vorto abatie strif, Do
hey amendement, sauue lume& lif. r 1374 Chaucer Troylus
11. 480 But elles wol I fonde, Myn honour sauf, plese him
fro day to day. 1413 J as. 1 Kingi* Q. cxliii, Hir worschip
sauf. 1470 Hekry Wallace xt. 1208 Tharfor till him is no
comparisoun. As off a man, sauff reuerence off the croon.
c 1483 Cax tom Dialogues 17 Son /eray, sauue le vostre
grace, I shall not, sauf your grace, c 1500 Melusine 3 Saaf
thcire juggement.

II. Free from danger ; secure.

6. Not exposed to danger; not liable to be
harmed or lost ; secure.

1387 Thvisa Higdem (Rolls) II. 227 pey bulde hem smale
cootes and cabans..bat hire lyf my^tc be be more saaf.
t 1400 Laud Troy Bk. (E E.T.S.) 18201 Off no-thing were
thei a-dredde ; The! wende thei hadde ben saue & sure.
c 1440 Pallad. on ffusb. xn. 363 And wrie bem that noon
ayer vpoon hem shyne, So beth they sauf. 1447-6 Shilling-
/ords Lett. (Camden) 88 To bryng yn stuf for the werrc..
ther to be kept stronge saf and sure. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
1. ii. 105, I greatly feare my monie is not safe. 1596 —
Tarn. Shr. v . ii. 151 Whil'st thou Iv'st warme at home,
secure and safe. 1591 Spenser Da/An. xx. Safe then and
safest were my sillie sheepe, Ne fear'd the Wolfe. 1849
M \caclay Ilist. Eng. v. I. 662 No second witness could be
found... Cornish thought himself safe. Ibid. vii. II. 190
Apprehensions that the interests of the Anglican Church
might not be safe under the rule of a man bred among Dutch
Presbyterians. 1851 Mks. Stowk Uncle Tom's C. vit. 43
No, no, Harry darting ! mother cant eat till you are safe f
(juasi-o/rV/. i860 Bohit's Handbk. Games, Billiards 572

Either decline the chance altogether, and lay the balls safe,
or make that stroke which seems most sure and easy,

b. Const.from, iof(= secure against).
1390 Gowrr Com/ III. 15? That he mesure in his expence

So kepe, that of indigence He mai be sauf. c 1440 Pallad.
on flusb. 1. 97} Al the lond that thou bast goon aboute ffro
cloudis wicke is saaf [Bodt. MS. saue]. Ibid. 982 Thy seedis
with cucumber rotis grounde Let stepe, and saaf of euery
mys they are. 1535 Coverdale Jobxxx. 9 Their houses are
safe from all feaie. 1577 B. Googb Heresbmeh's flusb. t.

(1586) 33 Yf they be steeped in Capons blood, they wyll be
safe from all hurtful weedes. 1607 Drydbw AKneidwx. 1065
Where then he liv'd obscure, but safe from Jove. 1801
Med. Jrul, V. 403 That a person once infected with the
smallpox is safe from having it a second time. 1866 G.
Macdomald Ann. Q. Neighb. v. (1878) 66, I did not feel safe
fr-im him till I was once more in my study. 1891 Helen B.
Harris Afat. Aristides ii. 14 The hermits.. petitioned him
to build them a house where they might be safe from the
incursions of the Arabs.
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7. Of a place or thing: Affording security or im-
munity ; not exposing to danger ; not likely to
cause harm or injury.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 165 Neptunus..kept hire in so sauf
a place Fro Polipheme and his inanace, That he. .Ne mihte
atteigne hir compaignie. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. t. ii. 78
Answer me, In what safe place you haue bestow'd my monie.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire^ (1891) 1 1 1 A good and salfe roade
for shippings 1666 Act 18 $ 19 Chas. If, c. 8 § 5 The build-
ing with Bricke is not onely more comely and durable but
alsoe more safe against future perills of Fire. 1680 Lady
R. Russell Lett. I. iii. 11 The Iesuits' Powder is. .held
most safe to be taken by the best doctors. 1697 l)rydkn
Virg.Georg. iv. 608 A Station safe for Ships, when Tempests
roar. 1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 129 All kinds of
linen and bedding, when not frequently used, become damp.
How then is it possible that beds, which are not slept in
above two or three times a year, should be safe ? 1861 Flor.
Nightingale Nursing 14 The safest atmosphere of all for
a patient is a good fire and an open window. 1866 Young
Fires 50 Staircases, to be fireproof, or at least safe under
the ordinary circumstances of fire. 1870 Dickens E. Drood
\ in, That part of the world is at a safe distance.

8. L'sed Iransfi in the compounds Safe-conduct,
Safeguard, q.v.; hence with sbs. of similar mean-
ing, as safe convoy, custody (cf. L. tula cttstodia)

J

t stowage ; also Safe keeping, Safe ward.
1536 Cromwell in Merriman Lt/e «r Lett. (1002) II. 9 To

kepe the same Offeley in your salve custodye. 1547 in
V'icarys Anat. (1888) App. in. i. iao Which lettres were
forwyth Delyuered ouer to the saune Custody of Master

I

Chambcrleyn. a 1605 Montgomerie Misc. Poems xlix. 22
Than grant thou vs..Thy saiv sure conduct [cf. OF. sal/
et seur conduit]. 1611 Shaks* Cymb. \. vi. 192 And I am
something curious, being strange, To haue them in safe
stowage. 1634 Milton Lomus 8i, I shoot from Heav'n to
give him safe convoy. 1640 Cromwell Let. 24 Nov. in
Carlyle App. C. No, 14, I have by this Bearer returned
a Safe-convoy, as you desire, for what Commissioners you
think fit to send out to me. 1651 Hobit s Leviathan 11.

xxviii. 164 The safe custody of a man accused. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. II. 505 His only business being to keep the
goods in his safe custody.

f b. Safe pledge (see quot.). Obs.
1684 CoiveTs Inter^r. (ed. Mauley), Safe pledge, Salvus

Plegius, is a Surety given for a Man's Appearance against
a day assigned, Bracton lib. 4. cap. 2. num. 2. where it is

also called certus plegius.

9. Of an action, procedure, undertaking, plan,

etc. : Free from risk, not involving danger or mis-
hap, guaranteed against failure. Sometimes= free

from risk of error, as in it is safe to say . . .

1590 Spenser F.Q. hi. xi. 23 Therefore, Sir knight, Aread
what course of you is >afest dempt. 1605 Shaks. Afacb. it.

iii. 148 Our safest way Is to auoiu the ayme. 16*4 Mirdle-
ton Game at Chess il i. 21 What haue you there? Bt. Bs.
A Note (Sir) of State- Policie, And one exceeding safe one.
1651 Hobbes Leviathan it. xxvii. 151 It is safer to erre on
that hand, than on the other. 17*1 De Foe Mem. Cavalier
(1640) 43 ' lis never safe to despise an enemy. 17*8 Swift
Charac. Mrs. Johnson Wks. 1824 IX. 286 Perhaps she was
sometimes too severe, which is a safe and pardonable
error. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 173 f 11 It is always
safer to err in favour of others than of ourselves. 1790
Cowper Odyss. xxiii. 150 To me the safest counsel and the
best. 1610 Scott Lady 0/ L. 11. xxxvi, Far up the lake
'twere safest land. 1854 j. B. Langley Life- Agent's I 'ade-

mecum 53 If an assurance company has obtained 1000
policies, it is statistically safe. 1863 W. Phillips .S/. xi. 254
This ts Choatc, who made it safe to murder. 1893 Law
Times XC1V. 434/1 '* *s ^c to ^l >' tnat propositions of
this kind will not figure upon the Statute-book yet awhile.

+ b. In stronger sense ; Conducive to safety. Obs.

i6»s Bacon Ess., Seditions (Arb.) 407 An Embleme, no
doubt, to shew, how safe it is for Monarchs, to make sure
of the good Will of Common People.

c. I'hr. On the safe side » with a margin of

security against error.

1847 Marryat Chitdr. A'- Forest xi. Be on the safe side,

and do not trust him too far. 1858 Merc. Mar. Mag. V.
84 They should rather err on the safe side. 1893 Sik R.
Ball Story o/Sun 307 For the sake of being on the safe

side, I have taken the lowest value.

d. applied transf to the agent.

1874 Heath Croouet-Player 53 Remember that the dead
ball is not so safe a helper as your partner. 1884 Liverpool
Merc. 18 Feb. 5/2 One is perfectly safe in saying that the
portion of the defendants has relatively improved.

10. Secured, kept in custody ; unable to escape.

Hence, not likely to come out, intervene, or do
hurt

;
placed beyond the power of doing harm, not

at present dangerous.
r l 1600 Distr. Emferor 1. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III.

200 What, madam ? is he salve asleepe ? Most soundlye. Sir.

1603 Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 25 But Banquo's safe? Afur.

1, my good Lord : safe in a ditch he bides. 16x0 — Temp.
in. L 21 My Father Is hard at study; pray now rest your
selfe, Hee*s safe for these three houres. 1613 — Hen. Vfff,
v. iii. 97 Receiue him, And see him safe i' th' Tower

;
1618

Bolton Ftorus m. x. (1636) 20* Casar was at this time

absent out of Gallia;..and so the wayes cloyed up, they

presumed bee was fast and safe enough. 1667 Milton P. L.

ix. 815 And other care perhaps May have diverted from
continual watch Our great Forbidder.safe with all his Spies

About him. 1678 R. L'Estbance Seneca's Mor., Epist.

¥.(1696) 400 When the Snake is Frozen, 'tis safe. x8..

Nursery Rhyme, ' Three children sliding on the icet
" Ye

parents that have children dear,. .If you would have them
safe abroad, Pray keep them safe at home.
Prov. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 173 Drie sunne, drie

winde, Safe binde, safe finde. (Cf. Fast adv. 2, quot. 1596.J

11. a. Sure in procedure ; not liable to fail, mis-

lead, or disappoint expectation ; trustworthy, b.

Cautious, keeping to ' the safe side '.

SAFE.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii. 205 My blood begins my safer
Guides to rule. 1667 Milton P. /-. xi. 372 Ascend, I follow
thee, safe Guide, the path Thou lead'st me. 1678CUDWORTH
Intell. Syst. 1. iii. § 37. 24 (1820) I. 367 That safe and sure-
footed interpreter, Alex. Aphrodisius. 1887 A. Birrkll
Obiter Dicta Ser. 11. 46 As a master of style and diction,
Milton is as safe as Virgil. 1894 Daily News 3 Mays/3
The first (hymnal] is described by Canon Twells as being
generally acceptable to high churches, the second to low
churches, and the third to intermediate, 'sometimes called
safe churches \

12. a. With of: Sure to obtain. ? Obs.
1667 Pepys Diary 23 Aug., I find most people pleased

with their being at ease, and safe of a peace. 1803 Southey
La Caba 3 Here I stand, Safe of my purpose now ! 1846
Thackeray Let. 9 Feb. (MS.), What I meant by ' Safe ' is

the best word to be applied to a play I think—safe of a real
agreeable —of course I don't know how permanent—success.

b. To be safe, followed by inf. or f const, for, is

predicated of a person or thing to express the cer-

tainty of the fact or event involved in the predica-
tion.

Hence used attrib. in colloquial phrases like ' He is a safe
first ' = he is safe to take a first class.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl., ' He is safe enough
for being hanged.' Cumb. 185a SMEDLEY/,.^r»»<rV/xxvii.
204 Society had better shut up shop at once, for it's safe
to be 'uprooted from its very foundations', i860 Whyte
Melville Mkt. flarb. 107 He'll win it, as safe as safe I

1865 F. Oakeley Hist. Notes 46 If.. you had happened to
enter any common-room in Oxford.. you would have been
safe to hear some ten or twenty voices eloquent on the
subject of Tract 00. 1874 Whvte Melville Uncle John
viii. I. 225 The foreign horse was safe to win the Two
Thousand. 188a B. M. Croker Proper Pride 1. vii. 137, ' I

am sure a man never sent it,' said Helen. ' I'm sorry to say
it of my own sex, but it's safe to be a woman '. 1894 '

J. S.

Winter ' Red Coats 50 You know the Colonel is as safe as
houses to come round after church parade.

t C. ? Certain, established as fact, not to be
called in question.
1788 Priestley Led. Hist. 1. 1 14 For want of acquaint-

ance with history, we are apt to pronounce a priori many
things to be impossible, which in fact really exist, and are
very safe.

T 13. quasi-j^. In safe (OF. en sauf) : in a safe

place, in safety. With safe: with safety, safely.

Obs, rare.
CX430 Pilgr. Lyf MatUwde 1. xvii. (1869) 13 pe official

turned him, and bar with him be oynementes, and putte
hem in saaf. 1569 Preston Cambises E 3 b, If I with safe
may graunt this deed, I will it not refuse.

14. Special collocations. Safe deposit (orig.

U. S.)t a place in which valuables are stored ; also

attrib. Safe edge, (a) a smooth edge of a file ;

hence safe-edge, -edged adjs. ; (b) Photogr. (see

quot. 1 891). + Safe lamp, lantern, light, a safety-

lamp. Safe load, a load which leaves a required

margin of security against causing breakage or

injury to a structure (cf. Safety 6).

1783 T. Huntington in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853)
iv. 27 West Point.. may be made a *safe deposit where
every military article maybe kept in good order and repair.

1880 W. Newton Serm. Boys 4- Girls (1881) 338, I went
down into the vaults of one of our great safe-deposit build-

inxs. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 145/1 The public safes or
safe-deposits erected in most of the great cities of America
and in London. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning etc II. 821

Some files have one or more edges that are left uncut, and
these are known as *safe-edges, because such edges are not
liable to act upon those parts of the work against which
they are allowed to rub, ..The safe-edge file is principally

required in making a set-off, or shoulder [etcj. 1884 K. J.
Britten Watch

<J-
Clockm. 230 "Safe Edged File. 1891

Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 66 The negative to be printed

from, should have an opaque border, called a safe edge, about
a quarter of an inch wide made around it. 1815 Davy Let.

30 Oct. in Paris Life (1831) II. 82, I trust the "Safe lamp
will answer all the objects of the collier. 1815 — in Phil.

Trans. CVI.i2The first *safe lantern that I had constructed,

was made of tin-plate, and the light emitted through four

glass plates in the sides. 1816 — Ibid. 23, I have already

had the honor of communicating to the Royal Society an
account of a*safe light. 1868 Humber Strains in Girders 67
Breaking and *Safe Loads for Bridges, Girders, etc. 1008

Daily Tel. 30 Jan. 15/4 This particular chain was certified

. .as being capable of standing a strain of three tons, so

that its ' safe ' load was 1£ ton.

15. Comb., as f safe-bestowing', \ -maker,

f -making (where ' safe * is objective) ; safe-borne,

•marching, -moored, -sequestered ppl. adjs. (where
* safe * is quasi-adv.).

1S75 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Elt'z, (1908) 254 Putting in

order and "safebestowingeof the garmentes. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas 38 Average fifteen hunder souls #safe-borne fra'

port to port. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xlix. 10 Others
render Shiloh, Trangxtillator, Salvator, The *Safe-maker,
The Peace-maker. 1579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Fattu Love
13 Their ministration is the *safemaking ministration. 1755

J. N. Scott Ess. Transf. Homer's Wks. 3 *Safe-marching
through the Camp. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. in. xii, *Safe-

moored in some stillest obscurity. 17*5 Pope Odyss. v. 561

Some smooth ascent, or *safe-sequester d bay.

fb. In verbal phrase used subst: see quot. Obs.

c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Berketeys(i8B3) I. 06 Hehath letters

of safe come, safe goe, and safe staye for five dayes.

H Vouch . . safe, safe vouch : see Vouchsafe.

t Safe, v. Obs. rare. [f. Safe a.] trans. To
render safe or secure. Also, to conduct safely out of.

160a Marston Ant. <y Mel. iv. H j b, Deare Lord, what
means this rage, when lacking vse : Scarce safes your life,

will you in armour rise? 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y Cl. Li, 55

My more particular, And that which most with you should
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SAFE-CONDUCT.

safe my going, Is Fuluias death. Ibid. iv. vi. 26 Best you
saf*t the bringer Out of the hoast. ci6u Chapman itiad

v. 112 Thus he brau'd, and yet his violent shaft Strooke

short with all his violence, Tydides life was saft, Ibid. vn.

385 At which we will erect Wals, and a raueling, that may
safe, our fleet and vs protect

Safe-conduct (s^fk*md£kt), sb. Forms : see

Safe a. and Conduct sbA [a. F. sauf-conduit

(13th a), f- sanf Safe a. + conduit Conduct^.
Cf. Sp., Pg. salvocomiutot It. salvocondotto, med.L.

salvus condtutus.J

1. The privilege, granted by a sovereign or other

competent authority, of being protected from arrest

or molestation while making a particular journey

or travelling within a certain region. Phrases, in

or with safe-comtuct, under or upon (a) safe-conduct.

M07 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10226 To vtnde him gode borewes,

& sauf condut al so. c 1325 Coer de L. 3617 Ye schole gon
in saff coundyte ; No man schal do ye despyte, 1338 R.

Bkl-nne Chron. (1810) 260 In stede of messengeres, saue
condite vs gyue, porgh |>i lond to go in bin auowrie, pat
non vs robbe ne slo, for pi curteysie. 1390 Gower Con/. II.

x6o For he anon hem wolde assaile. .His sauf conduit bot

if thex hadden. 1412-20 Lydg. Ttoy Bk. L 935 For pei of
pryde, with-outen any leue Or safcondyte, han be stronde

y-take. 1433 Rolls Parlt. IV. 475/1 Letters of save condut.
c 1450 Merlin 82 Thei hadde saf condite to returne to Tin-
tagel. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 93 Gif a man
be tane presonare apon ane otheris saufcondyt. 1470-85
Malory Arthur vni. xxxii. 322 Thenne the Barons sente

for syr Tristram vnder a sauf conduyte. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VI11 34 Then the capitayne sent woorde that
with saufeconduyte he would come and speke with the
kynges counsaytl. 1549 Compl. Scot. xiii. 107 Nor scottis

men til entir on inglis grond vitht out the kyng of ingland
saue conduct. 1568 Grafton Chro/t. II. 254 Graunting to
all commers out of every Countrie safe conduyte to come
and go. 1577-87 Harrison England 11. ii. (1877) 1. 53 To
be short, upon safe-conduct, the bishop commeth to the
king's presence, a 1578 Lindes.vy (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T. S.) I. 83 The Earle gat saif cundit to come throw
Ingland. \6jjG0vt. Venice-zxZ Sixtus V,and Clement VIII,
granted Safe-conduct to the Maranes, to remain, and traffick

in the Town of Ancona, without being molested or disturbed
by the Inquisitors. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge lxxi, The
task of conveying one female in safety through such scenes
as we must encounter., is enough. ..If you accept the service
I tender, .she shall be instantly placed in safe conduct.
1879 Froude Caesar iv. 35 He had come over under a safe
conduct, and he was not detained. 1887 Rider Haggard
Jess xxi, A pass, .giving you and Miss Jess Croft a safe con-
duct to Mooifontem.

2. A document by which this privilege is con-
veyed.
(139a Earl Derby's Exped. (Camd.) 179/32 Pro scriptura

et sigillacione vnius saueconducti Ducis de Stulpez.] 7 1404
Skydmore Let. 5 July in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 20 And
ther y was and spake with hym [Owen GlendowerJ upon
truys, and prayed of a saufconduyt under his seal to send
home my wif and hir moder and thaire inayne. 1473 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. (1877) I. 67 Traistand at the said
Inglisman had na saulf conduct, and thareftir he schew
a conduct. 1523 Skblton GarI. Laurel 503 Some she wid
his salfecundight, some shewid his charter. 1620 Sir R.
Naunton m Fortescue Papers (Camden) 115 And humbly
praies his Majesties signature to this safe conduct here
inclosed. 1766 Blackstone Coinm. II. 401 Such goods as
are brought into this country by an alien enemy, .without
a safe-conduct or passport. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x.
II. 576 Feversham was asked for his safe conduct. He had
none. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xiv. 122 The safe con-
duct granted them on their departure is dated on the 27th
of July.

3. The action of conducting or convoying in
safety ; safe convoy.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 80 He praied bam of alle

hing..To haf saf condite, vnto be New Kastelle. & Hugh
did as he hight, led bam sauely welle. 1529 Household Bk.
Hen. Vtll in Trevelyan Papers (Camden) 152 For the
costes of him and such other with him, as attended upon
the salve conduct of the said moneye. 1577 E. Hogan in
HakluyCs Voy. (1589) 156 For my safe conduite to the
Court he had sent fouie captained 1652 Nkedham tr. Set.
dejCs Mare CI. 481 And give them such safe Conduct and
Convoie, as they shall reasonably require.

14*6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 112 Vn-to synnerys, that deye
rencntaunt, To yive pardon off hys benynge graunt, [The]
Wych ys to hem, vn-to ther refut, Proteccyon and true
sauff-conduit, Hem to save, that thay be nat lorn. 1526

F' P
$f' i-

W
* de W " '53 1 ) 5". In heuynesse, feblene<,

and trouble of enneinyes, it is our conforte, our strengthe,
saueconducte and peace. 1551 T. Wilson Logike (1580)
A 3 b, ITus worke maie not at the first enteraunce, haue the
saufe conducte and protection of your most noble roiall
Maiestie. 1574 Hellowes Gueuarats Earn. Ep. 267 Being
as we are fallen into the most grievous sinues, we do live,
and go so contented, as though we had received of God
a safeconduit to be saved. 1625 tr. Gonsalvi 's Sp. Inquis.
146 God vnder his mighty protection, and by his owne safe-
conduct, brought that holy burthen thither. 187a Lowell
Wks. (i8yo) IV. 102 A great controlling reason in whose
safe-conduct we trust implicitly.

t Safe-COnduct, v. Obs. [f. prec. sb.] trans.
To lead, convoy, or conduct safely.
In verse stressed safe-co'mluct as well as safe-condu\t
1564 Jenkinson in Hakluyt's Voy. (1599) \. 34 fi That he

would. -gme me..men to safeconduct me vnto the sayd
Sophy. 1567 Drant Hot. Ep. 1. vil D iij, If he maye be
safeconducted and weicum to thy grace. 1590 Marlowe
\st Pt. Tamburl. 1. ii, Bearing his priute signet and his
hand To safe conduct vs thorow Africa, a 1600 (?) Hooker
Serin. Jude ii. § 22 He indeed was able to Safe-Conduct
a Theefe from the Crosse to Paradise. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
vi. xiii. 96 This Sword (I trust) shall well safeconduct mee.
1639 Ai ssu orth Pentateuch Contents 2 This Second Booke
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of Moses sheweth . . the bringing out of Israel . . the safe-

conducting of them in the Wildernesse.

Safe-guard (s^'fgaid), sb. For forms see Safe
a. and Guard sb. See also Saggak, Saggabd.
[ME. savegarde {sauf, safe-, etc.), a. F. sauve-

garde (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), f. sauve fem. of

sauf Safe + garde Guard sb. Cf. It., Sp* salva-

guardia, Pg. sa/vaguarda, med.L. sa/vagardia.]

1. Protection, safety. Now rare or Obs. (see b).

14.21 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 159/2 The pore Soudeors.. have
truly served the sauf garde of the forsaid Town, c 1470
Henry Wallace iv. 652 Saiffgarde he gat wndir a bowand
tre." 1513 More Rich. Ill (1641) 450 King Richard, as the
fame went, might have escaped and gotten safegard by
flying, a 1548 Hall Chron.

t
Hen. tV 8 b, Besechyng the

Duke to grant to him thesafegarde of his lyfe. 1555 Eden
Decades 6 To the which they flye for safegarde if any man
resorte vnto them. 157a Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. II.

132 That na men..tak upoun thame the saulfgaird and
proteciioun of ony knawin inymeis or convoy, -to thame.

.

ony gudis. 1598 Barckley Felic. Man 11. (1603) 89 Pre*
ferring the savegard of his people before his owne life. 163a
Lithgow Trav. 111. 83 A place of safeguard, called com-
monly the Monastery of refuge. 1634S1R T. Herbert Trav.
200 The women [of Sumatra] are for courage, Amazonian,
and of such account with their tyrannique Lords, that the
safeguard of their bodies are committed sometimes to their
care. 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. s. v. Attribute, He attri-

buted to me the safe guard of the whole empire.

b. For {the) safeguard of 1 now arch.), f to {the)

safeguard of \ in safeguard of \ for the defence or

protection of, in order to the safety of. Formerly
freq. in phr.for safeguard of one's life.

[1347 Rolls of Parlt. II. 194/1 Pur salve garde de la pees.]

1433 Ibid. IV. 445/1 To walle,..and fortefie, youre seid
Towne and Havyn, sufficiently.. for the saufgarde of alle

Marchaundises and other Goodes thedir comynge, 1440 in
Slew Hist. Walsall (1856) 107 For the more suertye and
saufgard of the tresour and euydence of that Gylde. 1467
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 398 For savegarde of the kynges cite.

t 1500 Mehtsine 17 And there the lady Pressyne stablysshed
a strong geaunt to the sauegarde of the tresoure. 1519
Mem. Ripon (Surtees) I. 315 For savegard of my lyf and for
savegard of my body. 1536 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford (1880) 139 For safeguard of his life he was fayne to
leape from ye bridge. 1538 Bale T/ire Laioes 2039 To
sauegarde of the iust & synners ponnyshment. 1571-* in

Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (181,6) 285 Boxes for the
belles ropes to run in for savegard of the ropes. 1585 T,
Washington tr. Nidwlay's Voy. 11. x. 43b, The streit of
Hellespont, for the safegard wherof there are 2. strong
castles. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. mil. 259 If you do fight
in safegard of your wiues. 1620 J. Wilkinson Coroners <$•

Skerifes 13 A. flyeth as much as he can for safeguard of his
life, a 1625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636)39 To rase ones house
on fire, in safegard of the neighbours houses. 1669 Mrs.
Alice Thornton Autobiog. -Surtees) 18 But the king, being
constrained for the saveguard of his owne life, passed that
fatall bill. i7»7 Threlkeld Stirpes Hibernicx Pref. 23 He
was for the Safeguard of his Life compelled in his Age, to
fly into High Germany. 1848 Arnovjld Mar. Insur. 1. viii. I.

197 [Form of policy], To make every exertion in their power
* for the defence, safeguard, and recovery ' of the property.

f C. In safeguard, in safety or security. Oos.
c 1440 Brnti,E. E. T.S.) 468 Forto kepe the towne in sauf-

garde from oure eneinys. 1472-3 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 5/2
The seid sommes of money, .to be put in sauf gard. 1553
Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 30 Fortresses where his men
might lye in safegarde. 161 1 Bible i Sam. xxiL 23 With
me thou shalt bee in safegard. 1642 J, M[arsh] Argt.
cone. Militia 4 The King ought to provide that his Subjects
have iheir passage throughout the Realme by all high
wayes in safeguard.

t d. Custody or safe-keeping. Obs,
1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 112 They put men in soche

savegarde That with in a whyle afterwarde They be sure
to go no forther. 18x7 Sir F. Burdett in Pari. Debates 1693
The safeguard of the prisoners had originally belonged to
the sheriff.

2. Protection or security afforded by a specified

person (or thing). Phr. in or under {the) safe-

guard of Now rare or Obs.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S. T. S.) 238 Thay ar all

in the protectioun and salvegarde of the pape. 1484 Cax-
ton .-Esop 11. ii. (1889) 34 Who that, .submytteth hym self

vnder the saue gard or protection of the euylle. c 1490
Fasten Lett. III. 366 Our Lord..have you in His blissid

saufegard. i^6i T. Norton Calvin's lust. 11. 136 Whome
he.. had receiued into his sauegard, custodie, and protec-
tion. 1600 Holland Lny xxxi. xxvii. 789 To commit them-
selves under the protection and savegard of the Romanes.
163a Lithgow Trav. 111. 84, I detained my selfe vnder safe-

guard of the Cloyster. 1657 Whole Duty of Man v. § 14
(1660) 117 [We] therefore^ should tremble to venture on the
perils either of day or night without his safeguard. 173a
Lediard Sethos II. vii. 125 Under the safeguard of the
colony of their nation.

f b. To stand upon one's safeguard: to stand on
the defensive, to defend one's self. Obs.
1609 Bp. W. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 236 If any

Prince were euer forced to stand vpon his safe-guard, and
fence himselfe with Lawes.

f3. Guarantee of safety or safe passage given by
a person in authority ; safe-conduct. On safeguard^

on the strength of such guarantee. Obs.

f '374 Chaucer Troitus iv. in (139) And whan Priam
his saue garde sente Thembassadours to troie streught
wente. c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 118 For where as
I my sauegard grauntyd, Ay in that cost he comonly
hauntyd. 1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 475/2 Letters of save
conduct and save gard. 1526 in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS.
Lomm. App. v. 402 If anny man. .will convey him oute of
the town under any Irishman [h]is salfe garde or winges.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. u. (Arb.) 154 He tooke his penne
and wrote his warrant of sauegard with these most goodlie

SAFE-GUARD.
wordes, Viuat Varro vir doctisshnus. 1594 West 2nd
Ft. Symbol. § 45 For the ease, savegard, and passage of the
inhabitantsofthesaid townes, villages [etc.]. 1594 R. Ashley
tr. Lays te Roy 81 Crassus. .was slaine as he parlied on safe-
guard. 1607 Shaks. Cor. ml i. 9 On safegard he came to me.

f b. Laiv. (Seequot.) Obs.
1670 Blount Law Diet., Safe-guard. See Salva-guardta.

Salva Guardia, is a Protection given by the King to a
stranger, fearing the violence of some of his Subjects, for
seeking His Right by course of Law.

4. A permit for safe passage: = Safe-conduct 2.

A lso, a guard or escort granted for thesame purpose.
1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1. xi. 72 Whereupon second

Letters together with a safe guard were dispatched unto
him. 164a Laws of WarArmy Earl Essex A 4 b, Whoso-
ever shall presume to violate a Save-guard, shall die without
mercy, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vm. § 199 So a trumpet
was sent to the earl of Essex for a safe guard or pass to those
two lords. 1687 T. Brown Saints in i/proarWks. 1730 1. 79
Without a farthing of money in your pockets, guides to con-
duct you or safeguards to protect you. 1688 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2380/3 They, .have need, for themselves and 100 Per-
sons, of Passports and Safeguards to be sent from your
Army, i860 Woolsey Introd. Internal. Law % 147 (1875)
183 Passports and safeguards, or safe-conducts, are letters
of protection, with or without an escort, by which the
person of an enemy is rendered inviolable. 1861 W. H.

. Russell in Times 6 Tune, I am obliged to see all that can
I

be seen of the South at once, and then, armed wiih such
I safeguards as I can procure, to make an effort to recover
I

my communications.

5. A warrant granted by a military commander
to protect a place from pillage. Also, a guard or
detachment of soldiers sent to protect the place
1706 Fhili.ips fed. Kersey), Safe-Guard, In Military Af-

fairs, a Protection given by a Prince or his General, to
some of the Enemy's Country, to be secur'd from being
ravag'd by his Men or quartering them ; also Soldiers left

in such Places for that Purpose. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No.
4377/2 The Princess was there, and had .. Safe-guards
granted her for the Protection of the Place.

1 6. A picket or outpost of soldiers. Obs.
1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1238/4 The Mareschal d'Humieres

has called in all his Safe-guards, and caused the Bridges on
the Canal to be taken up. 1707 Luttrei.l Bri-fRel. (1857)
VI. 195 Vendosm has called in all the safeguards round
his camp.

7. gen. Something that offers security from dan-
ger; a defence, protection. Now chiefly in im-
material applications : e. g. a legal proviso or a
stipulation serving to prevent some encroachment

;

a course of action, a habit or sentiment, tending to

protect the subject against some temptation ; or
the like. (The chief current sense.)

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch., Ep. to Edw. IV in Ashm.
(1652) 109 O Honorable Lord,.. The savegard of England,
& maynteyner of right. 1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 47
That sacred Sainctuary, that hath bene the safegarde of so
many a good mannes life. 15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 18 This
maner of foldynge . . shall be a greate sauegarde to the shepe
for rottynge. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 32
Whitch saiing I.. do now recount a soverain save gard
against all incumbrancis. 1584 R. Norman {title) The safe-

gard of Sailers, or great Rutter. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 701 [York) a singular safeguard and ornament
both, to all the North parts. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 88
His owne valour was his safeguard. 1776 Gibbon Decl.tyF.
xii. (1782) I. 393 Their poverty indeed became an additional
safeguard to their innocence. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
\. I. 43 No new safeguards for public liberty were devised.
1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1877) II. ix. 425 There was a
still further reason for placing some special safeguard on
that border. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I.

vii. 2$t Admirable skill of expression is. .no real safeguard
against_ logical blunders. 1891 Law Times XC 419/2 The
old reticence of the Bench was a grand safeguard of its

dignity.

f 8. An outer skirt or petticoat worn by women
to protect their dress when riding. (See also quot.

1706.) Also Saggabd 1. Obs.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomcncl. 167 Limus,..a. kind of

aray or attire reaching from the nauill downe to the feete,

by this description like a womans safegard, or a bakers.
1588 in Nichols Progr. Q. Eliz. (182^1 III. 3 A safegard
with a jhup or gaskyn coate of faire cullored satten. 1590
Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc.) II. 23 My cloake and save.
garde, 1608 Merry Dmil ofEdmonton \. i. (Stage Direct.),

The gentlewomen in cloakes and safeguardes. 1611 Mid-
dleton & Dekker Roaring Girl n. 1. Di, Enter Mol in

a freese Ierkin and a blacke sauegard. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey) s.v., There is also a kind of Dust-gown, or upper
Garment worn by Women, commonly called a Safe-Guard;
also a coloured Stuff-Apron, and a sort of Swathing-Band
for a young Child. 1789 Append. Chron. in Ann. Reg. 264
Habited in loose white gowns, with nankeen safeguards.

b. Similarly aitrtb, (see quot.).

182a Blackxv. Mag. XII. 69 With a safe-guard handker-
chief enveloping her turban.

f 9. Alleged term for a ' company ' of porters.

i486 Bk. St. Albans f vij, A Safegarde of Porteris.

10. A name for various technical contrivances for

ensuring safety.

1818 Sporting Mag. III. 83 Purdey's Patent Safeguard,
to prevent the accidental discharge of guns. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech.

%
Safeguard 1. a. A rail-guard at a switch or

crossing, b. A contrivance attached to a locomotive for

throwing stones and other obstructions off the track.

11. A name for the monitor lizards of America.
(After F. sarwegarde ; for the origin of the appellation cf.

Monitor sb. 5. Snaw Zool. III. 215 (1802) gives the equiva-
lent Sp. salvaguarda as the South American name.)
1831 Craigie A nat. 160 The American safeguard. 1841

Fenny Cycl. XX. 469-70. 1847-9 TodcTs Cyct. Anat. IV.
288/1 Safe-guards (Te/us).



SAFEGUARD.

Safeguard ,s3-fgajd), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf.

Y. sauvegardcr, which Littre and Hatz.-Darm. call

a ' neologisme '.] trans. To keep secure from
danger or attack ; to guard, protect, defend. Now
chiefly with immaterial obj. (e.g. interests, rights).

1494 Fabyam Ckron. 11. xxix. 21 ISrenne. . was fayne 10
Sauegard hymselfe by flyght. 1501 Surtees Misc. (1888) 51
Suche thyng as may safegard hyni y' is born in England
that he shall not be suspect for a Skott. 1561 Gottty Q.
Htsltr (18 7 3) 17 The Quene muste sauegarde all the hole
prouince. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Ray m b, Building
in their countries fortresses thereby to safegard the trancke
of the East. 1616 Surkl. & Markh. Country Farm 64
Heat doth safegard and thicken the Milke. 1617 Hieron
Wks. (1619-30: II. 393 The walls of Jericho could not save-
gard it from the invasion of Joshua. 1619 VV. Sclatek
Exp. 1 These. (1630; 551 By auoiding ill shewes, we safe-
gard our fame 1634 Sir T. Herbert Treat. 169 The coa^t
is safeguarded from sand and stealth by a defensive wall.
1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks. 1867 V. 489 This angel se-
cured and safeguarded them all the way through the wil-
derness. 1865 Times 33 Jan. 9/5, 1 am very thankful that
iheir [my decisions'] correctness is safeguarded. 1887 Stan,
dard 13 May 5/3 A compromise calculated to safeguard
French interests. 1889 Edits. Rev. Oct. 329 Nor could the
troops be safeguarded against a surprise,

t b. To send or conduct in safety. Obs.
i«o6 G. W(oodcockk) Hut. yustine xv. 63 b, Demetrius
safegarded home into Egipt, Leuticke Ptolomies son, and

Menelaus his brother ransomelesse. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 31 With his Army to safegard him to the Kings
Metropolis.

Hence Safeguarding vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Sa feg-uarder.

a. 1513 Fabyam Ckron. vll. 420 Wherfore in safe-gardynge
of hym selfc, he fled with a small companye to warde Walys.
534 Moke Com/.agst. Trib. il x. (15531 G v b, My strength
and my prayse is our Lorde, he hathe bene my si

'

iSai Ussher Serm. 5 The Watchmen .. who were ap-

29

SJ4 .'iuius •~om/.*gss. j no. 11. x. (1553) Uvt>, .Mystrengti
and my prayse is our Lorde, he hathe bene my safegardei
ioai Ussher Serm. 5 The Watchmen .. who were ap
poynted for the safegarding of the Church. 1658 Owem
Temptation viii. 1 52 We are arrived then to the summe of

r v
Mre8uardinS Duty. 186s J. Severs in A llantic Monthly

LX1X. 636 The French troops, .have been ordered to con-
centrate here at once, for the safeguarding of the Eternal
City.

Safe-hold. [f. Hold sbA -. cf. stronghold.] A
place of safety from attack.
1793 Anha Seward Lett. (1811) III. 332 That misleading

enthusiasm which led her.. far from the safe-holds of her
native country. 1818-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) II. 304
Ihe chamberlain, .commenced the war by. .securing the
strong tower of Blacalcr. . To this safehold the queen . . now
resolved to retire. 1843 Browning A' tt. Druses in. Poems
(1905) 238/1 From this safehold of mine Where but ten
thousand Druses seek my life.

Safe-keeper. r,ire~ l
. [cf. next.] A protector.

1561 1. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. Pref. 2 b, She assuredly
trusleth that he is her safekcper and defender.

Safe-keeping, vbl. sb. The action of keeping
safe; protection, preservation; custody.
«43» Eolls o/Parlt. IV. 390/1 For the safe kepyng of the

See. 1587 in Keuillerat Revels Q>. Etii. (1908) 378 The
Arnnges, brushinges & salne kepinge of the robes. 1711
SiuytkEccI. Mem. III. xiii. 123 A number of people were in
boatt to see her . . heavy for her trouble, seeing her go under
safe keeping. 1884 Month. Exam. 1 Dec. j/i He was
willing to pay lor the safe-keeping of his wife in Dr. W.'s
asylum.

Safely

a

(sfi-fli), cub. Forms : 3-4 sauveli, 3-5
aaveliohe, 4-5 -lien, -lyob/e, -like, (compar.
aaveloker, -lokr), 4-5 sajvely, 4-6 savely. (5-$
-lye, 6 -lie)

; 3-5 saufli, 4-5 aaufliche, -lych(e,
-like, aauffly, aawff f )ly, 4-6 saufly, 6 aaulfly(e,
eaulfely; 3-6 aafly, 4-5 aaflicho, sanely

,

aalfly, 6 safff )eli, Sc. aainy, 5- safely, [f. Safe
a. + -ly *.] In a safe manner.
L Without harm or injury occasioned or received.

Often with verbs of coming; going; keeping, and the
like, where the adj. might be used (see Safe a. 1 ).
a 1300 Cursor M. 4944 Lede bam sauueli [CM. safly,

,!/• Muclv l to Nr 'and- c 1330 R. Brumxf. Chross. Wact
(Rolls) 6622 Sauehke held bey ber castels & touns. 1375
Barbour Bruce 111. JS9 The queyn..sawffly come to the
castelL 14a E. E. Mils O882) 44 And also that it be put
V I J?***"

& assehd, and sally kcpid. c 144a Generydes
156 Ye shall savely come ancf savely goo. 1456 Sir G.
ay» Law Arms (S.T.S.) 178 How suld thai be callit

sauf condytls, hot gif thai condyle thair maisteris saufly
and surely? 1519 Cromwell Will in Merriman Life +
Lett. (1902) I. 58 All the which parcelles of plate and
houseold stuf I will shalbe savelye kept tothuse of my saide
Soonne Gregorye. a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon xxi. 58 They
aryuyd sauely at the port of Jaffe. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
v. l 70 God safely quit herofher Burthen. 1635 Hakewill
A/ot. v-vl 1 16 I he earth being safely delivered from that
inundation. 1765 Warburtom in W. f, Hunts Lett. (1809)
365, I hope this will find you safely returned. 1853 Miss
Yomge Heir 0/ Rtdclyffe xliii, They were safely at home
again the same evening. 1859 Clough Poems^ac (1869)
I. 239 Your article . . came safely to hand. 1868 Thirlwall
Lett. ('881) II. 169, 1 send the Contemporary Review by this
post. Pray let me know that it has reached you safely. 1891
Law Times XC 461/2 She was in the train, lawfully. ., and
therefore a duty was cast upon the company of carrying her
safely.

2. In a manner free from danger or hazard

;

securely, without risk.

"W R - Glouc. (Rolls) I. 347 (Harl. MS.) }e mowe sauflyche
pet holy byng as he dude auonge. a 1300 Cursor M. 686
Be-tuix be wolues lai be schepe, Sauueli [Gdtt. saufli,

£*"/ sauely) moght bai samen slepe. 1390 Gower Con/.
II. 248 And thanne he may saufliche ynowh His Oxen
yoke into the plowh. c 1400 Rowland 1, O. 1362 Ther

myghte no wapen his medys ryfe. So Savely was he
g

u v'597
HooKE" Eul

- Pot- v. Ixvii. § 12 Are we
not hereby.. admonished which wee may safeliest cleaue
vnto ? 1697 Dryden Virg. Gcorg. in. 837 Nor safely cou'd
they shear the fleecy Store. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
162if 4 No man can safely do that by olhers, which might
be done by himself. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eug. vii. II. 205He could not safely venture to outrage all his Protestant
subjects at once. 1884 Manch. Exam. 29 May 4/7 The
demand for advances will exceed . . the sum which the State
can safely or conveniently lend.

b. VY ithout risk of error.
t 1350 Will. Palcrne 3051 But saufly bis may [ij seye &

pe sobe proue. c 1386 Chaucer Frasshl. T. 33 For o thinge,
sires, saufly dar I seie. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 308 Bot I dar
saufly make an oth, Mi ladi was me nevere loth. 1573
1. Cartwright Reply to Irhitgi/fsAiisw. 17 Howe can
we doe safelyer then to follow the Apostles customes ! 1647
Greaves Roman Foot 103 Therefore wee may the safelier
give credit to them. 1710 Addison Taller No. 250 r 1, 1 can
safely say, I acted according to the best of my Understand-
ing. i8>s Coleridge Aids Rejl. (1848) I. 26 Such a one
isafebest spoken of by the neuter pronoun). 1875 T. W.
Higginson Hist. U. S. xxxii. 328 We can safely assume
something more than this.

1 3. In safe confinement or custody. Obs.
c taao Brut 429 All his prisoneris weren ..brought into the

Toure of London, to kepe hem there-ynne saufly. 150sMem. Hen. VII (Rolls) 268 That he shuld resayve and
savely kepe the said rebell. 1601 Shaks. Alts Well IT. i.

104 He keepe him darke and safely lockt. 1611 Bible Acts
xvu *3 Charging the Iaylour to keepe them safely,

t 4. With confidence or assurance. Obs.
1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Kings xvi. Comm., King David

was here abused by false information : to which he ought
not so safely to have geven credite. 1674 Campion Art 0/
Descant 38 Doing that safely and resolutely which others
attempt timorously and uncertainly.

Safeness (s^-fnes). [-ness.] The quality or
state of being safe (in various senses).
" '375 Cursor M. 18742 (Fairf.) pe tober (man) vs come fra

heyuen toure pat brojt us sauenes & socoure. c 1440
Promp: Parv. 440/2 Saafnesse, or salvacyon, sacvacio.
1530 Palsor. 265^Safenesse.jauWc'. 1607 Markham Caval.
1.(1617) 69 Besides the safenesse and no danger in the cure.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 651 Neither is this
Haven famous for the secure safeness thereof. 1630 Fuller
Holy IVar in. xiii. (1640) 130 The nearnesse of the way is
to be measured not by the shortnesse but the safenesse of it.

168s Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 3 Tim. ii. 3 The Life of aM inisler or Bishop is not a Life of Ease, and Idleness, and
Safeness. 1688 South Serm. xii. (1697) '• 5<6 If a Man
should forbear his Food, .. till he had Science and Certainty
of the Safeness of what he was going about, he must
starve, and die Disputing. 1889 Spectator 28 Dec, Hem

.
ust oe, first of all, a man of sure judgment, or the public

will not trust him long, they discerning the quality we call
' safeness ' clearly enough.
Safer, obs. form of Saviocb, Savour.
Safer St, = sofar adv. : see So.
Safer(e, Saferay, obs. IT. Sapphire, Savory.
Saferen, -erne, -ero(u)n, obs. ff. Saffron.
Safety (tf'-fti). Forms : 3-4 sauvete, savte,

4-5 savetee, sawete, aavite, -yte, 4-6 savete, 5
aalretee, 6 aavity, salvetie

; 4-5 safte e,

•awfte, (5 saefto
,
4-6 saufte, 5 .SV. saifte, 6

aafltie, safetye, saulftie, saulft'y e. saufftye,
aauftie, s»Lf(e)ty

l
Sc. aalftio, 6-7 safetie, saftie,

7sany,6-a«fety. [a. F. sauvele'\in\\c. solvent),
ad. med.L. salvitAt-em, f. salv-us Safe. Cf. Pr.

I

sahxtal, saubttat, Sp. salredad.]
Scanned by Spenser (and in Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 21 Qq.) as

a trisyllable.

1. The state of being safe ; exemption from hurt
or injury ; freedom from danger. Phr. in safely.
Committee o/Sa/ctp : a body of 23 members appointed in

Oct. 1659 by the parliamentary army to conduct the govern-
ment of England during the interregnum following the
practical deposition of Richard Cromwell.
IJ. . £. E. A Hit. P. B. 489 pat was be syngne of sauyte

pat sende hem oure lorde. 1375 Barbour Bruce ill. 183
And be eftyr his mengie raid ; And intill saufte thaim led.
< '3fl°

i 'r Ferumb. 3410 pay bub in sauete. c 1450 Merlin
xviL- 272 'l"he lorde of palerne. .shall lede the pray to saftee.
1539 Bible (Great) Ps. iv. 8 For it is thou Lorde onely,
that makest me dwell in safetye. 159a Sfenser F. Q. 11.

xii. 17 Here now behoueth vs well to auyse, And ofour
safetie good heede to take. 1611 Bible Prov. xi. 14 In the
multitude of counselors there is safetie. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 243 Merchants, passengers and drivers of loaded
Camels, keeping together for safety against theeves. 1651
Hobbes Leviatk. 11. xvii. 87 In those things which concerne
the Common Peace and Safetie. 1659 Whitelocke Mem.
(1853) IV. 367. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 697 All Dangers
past, at length the lovely Bride In safety goes, with her Me-
lodious Guide. 177s Junius Lett. lxii. (1820) 322 It is. .his
duty.. not to hazard the safety of the Community. 1856
C. J. Andkrsson Lake Xgajui 9,1 arrived late in the evening
at our hotel, where they had begun to entertain some doubt
of my safety, i860 Tyndall Glac. l vii. 48 The least pre-
sence of mind would be sufficient to place him in safety.

Proverb. There is safety in numbers.

fb. Salvation (of the soul). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13093 Yee ask him if he be bat gom pat

fur man sauuete suld com. c 1375 .SV. Leg. Saints xxii.

(Laureutius) 376 Lord Ihesu, bat dengnit be fore oure sawfte
to mane be. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6869 For her soules savetee.

1675 M. Clifford Hum. Reason 32 Those whose Ignorance
in these matters has been invincible, they left to the hands
of God, without declaring a definitive Opinion either of
their safety or perdition.

to. With {the) safety of : without damage to,

preserving . . unhurt. Obs.
1619 in Eng. 4 Germ. (Camden) 10 The King my master

SAFETY.
piofesseth he could neither with the saftie of his honor or
conscience lease them to be consumed by the sword 1622
Marmion Antiquary ill. i. (1641) E 4 b, I am.. a kinde of
lawlesse Justicer,. .that will kill any man with my safety
1640 Shirley St. Patrick in. ii, That I with safetie of thy
sence, Emeria, Might visit thee.

t d. Sometimes //. = the safety of more than one
person. (In quot. 1605 ? = occasions of safety.)
l6oS Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 30 Let not my Iealousies be

your Dishonors, But mine owne Safeties. 16.. Chivy Chase
1. (Percy MS.), God prosper long our noble king, our liffes
and saftyes all ! 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 439 To attend bis
or their own safeties, every one at his perill. a 1774 Golosm.
tr. Scarrou's Com. Rom. (1775) II. u But still a more pre-

weary watch their safeties ask.

te. Phr. To be safety = to be safe (for). Obs.
1596 Spenser State trel. Wks. (Globe) 623/1 The Irish

were not ameanable to lawe, soe as it was not safetye for
the townesmen togoe to them foorth to demaund theyr dett.

ti. A deliverance or rescue from peril. Obs. rare.

<-! Ŝ7
i.

HeYu
.c

EccL yind- n - '••">• "ii Noah. .offered unto
Ood the sacrifice of thanksgiving . . for so miraculous a safety.

g. Billiards. See quot. 1884. Also attrib.
.
,873 Bennett Billiards 386 It is, of course, a matter of

judgment, when to play for a score, and when to play for
safety. 1884 W. Cook Billiards 12 When a player, instead
of playing to score, plays to leave some position in which
his opponent will be unable to score in his next stroke, he
is said to play for safety. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 18 Feb. 9/1By some judicious safety play (he] succeeded in reaching
his points without allowing hb opponent to improve his
position,

t 2. Close custody or confinement. Obs.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 236 pe mayden Edward

toke, als he was fulle curteys, In saufte did hir loke. 159a
Shaks. Rom. f, ful. v. iii. 183 Hold him in safety, till the
Prince come hither. 1595 — J*1"' lv- "• '58 Away with
him ! imprison him ; . . Deliuer him to safety.

t3. A means or instrument of safety; a protec-
tion, safeguard. Obs.

"375 Sc. Eeg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 362 For bis
payne bat done is to me be saufte of my saule sal be. 1399
Rolls o/Parlt. III. 451/2 Sycbe Judgement, .os myght be
savete and seuttee. .to the Kynges hegh Estate. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xill. viii. 623 He that suffred vpon the
crosse.. he be vnto vow good cenduyte and saufte. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 12 Beside, the parget-
ting or seeling, is a good safetie against fyre. 1c 1580 in
Rye Cromer p. lxii, The said Peere . . will . . in tyme be made
a very competent harborougb or safetie to the Coast men .

.

and a sound safetie to the Towne. 1689-93 Temple Pop.
DisconlentsVIks. 1731 1. 260 The first Safety of Princes and
States, lies in avoiding all Councils or Designs of Innova-
tion in Ancient and Establish tl Forms and Laws. 1713
Steele Englishm. No. 52. 334 Political Fear and Aversion
.

.
is generally the Safety of a People. 1793 S-meaton Edy-

't"ue L. % 33a Two lights, .not only of great benefit, but an
absolute safety to all navigatots on that coast.

t4. Used in active sense : The action of saving.
a. Sc. Protection. Under safety of under pro-
tection of. For tht safely of, in order to save or
avert. Obs.

1465 in Exch. Rolls Scotl. VII. 321 note, For saufte of his
lyfle. C1470 Henry IVallacem. 938 Tosaiffhis lyff thre ?er
he duelt in But ;. . Wndir saifte offjamys than lord Stewart.
1504 in Charters, etc. Edinb. (1871) 188 For recovering,
saufte, and getting of thar merchandise. Ibid., Returning
fra the saufte and getting of thair saidis merchandice. 1567
Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 587 My Lord Regent for the
sauftie of the inconvenient and danger quhilk . . wes lyke to
follow, enterit ane servand of his awin in Ingland.

T b. Saving (of money). Obs. rare— '.

1549 Latimer 2nd Serm. be/. Edw. VI, D iij, But I feare
one thynge, and it is : lest for a salfetyof a lytle money, you
wyll put in chauntrye Pryestes, to saue theyr pentions.

5. The quality of being unlikely to cause or occa-
sion hurt or injury ; freedom from dangerousness

;

safeness. With safety, without occasioning danger
or risk.

1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Miss S. Chiswell
1 Apr., I am very well satisfied of the safety of the experi-
ment. 1806 Med. frill. XV. 386 If these incisions into the
abdomen can be made with safety. 1816 Buddle Let.
1 June in Dayy Mem. Sir H. Davy (1836) II. 12 The safety
of the lamps is. .easily proved by taking them into any part
ofa mine charged with fire-damp. 1895 Daily Tel. t8 Sept.
4/3, I have found it necessary never to go out shooting with
a miscellaneous lot of ' young men from town ', until I have
had a report . . as to their safety in the field.

b. Soreness, steadiness. ? nonce-use.
1841 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Li/e (1870) III. viii.

1 19, I am, and always have been, a very active person . . with
great fearlessness and safety of foot and limb.

6. Engineering. Factor or coefficient of safety

:

see quots. (Cf. safe load, Safe a. 14.)
1848 Rankine Man. APpl. Mechanics f 247. 274 Factors

of Safety are of three kinds. 1868 Humber Strains in
Girders 56 Coefficients of Safety are numbers representing
the proportions of the ultimate strength of materials to the
strains that can safely be brought upon them. 1891 Anglin
Design Structures 17 The ratio of the ultimate strength to
the working strength is termed the /actor o/sa/ety of the
material.

7. Patent Safety (Cab): the original Hansom cab,
which was furnished with a contrivance to prevent
an upset if the cab tilted up or down.
1851 Eraser's Mag. XI.1 1 1. 308/2 Hansom's Patent Safety.

1864 F. W. Robinson Mattie II. 25 Dodging the policeman
behind a Patent Safety. 1882 Builder 8 July 44/1 The
' Patent Safety Cab '.



SAFETY-PIN.

8. In full safety-bolt. A contrivance for locking

the trigger of a gun, so as to prevent accidental

discharge. Also, a gun fitted with this contrivance.

1881 Greener Guh 332 The safety is fixed upon strap of

break-off. Hid. 344 A safety bolt is fixed to this gun,

which bolts the sceare to the triggers. 1884 St. James s

Gaz. 25 Aug. 6/2 The old safety-bolts..were never very

general favourites. 189J Greener Breech-Loatitr 36 A
safety,, .which bolts the triggers effectually.

8. In full safety bicycle. The type of bicycle now
in use, differing from the old • Ordinary ' in the

lower position of the saddle, whereby greater

safety is afforded to the rider.

Some of the earlier ' safeties ' had a geared front driving-

wheel still much larger than the trailing-wheel. In the pre-

sent form the driving wheel is behind, and the two wheels

are equal in diameter.

1877 Bicycle Jrnl. 4 May 16 Advt., The 'Challenge'

Bicycle, and the ' Safety ' Bicycle. 1884 Griffin Bicycles

ofYr. 8i The Devon Safety Roadster... One of the oldest

and simplest of safety bicycles. 1885 Field 31 Jan. 121/3
Advt., The Club Safety has been constructed so as to con-

tain all the merits of existing ' Safeties '.

10. attrib. Used very freely since c 1800 as a
specific designation for contrivances for ensuring

safety, or for implements, machines, etc. , constructed

with a view to safety in use ; as safety arch, bell,

belt, buoy, car, cartridge, gun, hook, kiel, lintel, lock,

plug, rail, rein, etc. ; safety bicycle (see sense 9) ;

fsafety boat, a life-boat; safety bolt (see sense

8) ; safety cab (see sense 7) ; safety cage, (a) the

wire guard of a safety lamp ; (b) a miner's cage

fitted with apparatus to prevent its falling if the

rope breaks; safety car (see quots.); safety dis-

tance, the distance which suffices to ensure safety;

safety fuse, a fuse which can be ignited at a safe

distance from the charge ; safety lamp, a miner's

lamp the flame of which is so protected that it will

not ignite fire-damp (the kind best known is that

invented by Sir H. Davy) ; also called t safe lamp
(see Safe a. 14) and fsafety lantern; safety

match, one which ignites only when rubbed on a

prepared surface ; safety tube, a tube specially

contrived to furnish outlet or inlet for gases, etc.

Also Safety-pin, Safety-valve.
iB&oOGH.viE,*Safety-arch, a discharging arch. 1875 Knight

Vict. Meek. 2015-18 *Safety-beam, etc. 1875 Encycl. Brit.
III. 539/2 *Safety bell on swinging coil (fastened to shutters
or doors). 1858S1MMONDS Diet. l'rade,*Safety-belt,*Safety-
buoy, a swimming belt or buoy, intended as a protection
from drowning. 1850 Ht. Martineau Hist. Peace (1877)
III. iv. xiv. 155 Lionel Lukin, the inventor of the "safety-

boat 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1079 This lamp gives so little

light as to tempt rash men to remove its "safety-cage. 1867
W. W. Smyth Coal tf Coal-mining 172 A number of inven-
tions, to which the name of safety-cage, in French para-
chute, has been applied. 1840 Tanner Canals A> Rail
Roads U. S. 258 *Safety car, a machine which follows or
precedes rail-road cars in their passage of inclined planes,
and prevents their descent in case of accident to the ma-
chinery, or otherwise. i88x Raymond Mining-Gloss., Safety-
car. SeeBarney. 1881 Greener Gun 505 "Safety cartridges.

1838 Mary Howitt Birds # Ft., House-Sparrow iv, He
knows the "safety-distance tp an inch. 1906 IVestm. Gaz.
5 May 3/1 Two motor-omnibuses require 46 ft. of street
with a safety distance of 18 ft. between each of the two
omnibuses. 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornivall, etc xv.

575 Accidents, however, are frequent.. notwithstanding the
invention of the "safety-fuse. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 25 Aug.
6/2 #Safety-guns . . have now been brought to a high pitch
of perfection. 1875 R. F. Martin tr. Havrez' Winding
Mack. 95 Good "safety hooks will hold up the cage, but
they allow the rope to be hurt. 1874 Ihearle Naval
Archie. 53 The late Mr. Lang introduced what were termed
' "safety keels ' and are now known as ' thick garboards '.

1816 Waldie Let. 25 Mar. in Paris Life Davy (1831) II. 1 10
The great and important discovery of your "Safety-lamp
for exploring mines charged with inflammable gas. 1815
Davy in Phil. Trans. CVI. 14 The second "safety lantern
that I have had made is upon the same principle as the first.

1850 Ogilvie, *Safety-lintel, a name given to the wooden
lintel which is placed behind a stone lintel, in the aperture
of a door or window. 1863 Abel in Lond. etc. Philos. Mag.
Nov. 357 Varieties.. of so-called '"safety matches'. 186S
Brandk & Cox Diet. Sci. etc. s.v. Lucifers, Such matches,
as not betng_ affected by accidental friction, and as being
free from poison, are called safety matches. 1828 Lights $
Shndesll. 103 The front [of the pigeon-holes in the theatre-
gallery] is provided with a "safety-rail. 1815 Davy in Phil.
J'rans. CVI. 12, I had another chimney fitted to this lan-
tern, furnished with a number of "safety tin-plate tubes.
1841 Branue Ckem. (ed. 5)480 The escape ofany uncondensed
gas [should be] provided for by a "safety-tube.

Safety-pin.
1. A pin for fastening clothing, bent back on

itself so as to form a spring, and with a guard or
sheath to cover the point and prevent its accidental
unfastening. In Arch&ology, a fibula or brooch
made on the same principle.

857 Prm. Patent Specif. No. 134 Imp'ts in safety pins.
1880 Dawkins Early Man 388 The peculiar brooch made
of twisted wire, of the 'safety pin ' kind, so abundant in the
Etruskan tombs of Bologna. 1882 A. J. Evans in Archae-
otogia XLVIII. xoo As an example of a Roman safety-pin
thisfibula, so far as I am aware, is altogether unique.

2. A pin used for fastening, locking, or securing
some part of a machine.
1878 ft. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 387 Some say that the

Russians had neglected to take out the safety-pins, thus
leaving the torpedoes as it were on half-cock. 1884 F. J.

30

I Britten Watch fy Clockm. 143 The object of the safety-pin

: is to prevent the wheel being unlocked except when the

!

impulse pin is in the notch of the lever. 1884 Knight Diet.

\ Mcch. Suppl., Safety Pin, a temporary pin in a percussion
i fuse, to prevent the plunger from striking accidentally

against the percussion powder. 1896 IVestm. Gaz. 9 June

4/4 Lifting the cotter, or safety pin, which locked the bolt.

Safety-valve.
1. A valve in a steam-boiler which automatically

opens to permit steam to escape when the pressure

is becoming dangerous. Also, a similar valve

opening inwards, to admit air when a partial

vacuum has been formed.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <$• Art II. 134 The safety-

valve.. is loaded so that the steam escapes when it is

stronger than the engine requires. 183a Babbage Kcon.
Mannf. ii. (ed. 3) 26 The boiler of a steam engine some-
times bursts even during the escape of steam through the

safety-valve.

trans/. 1830 Lvell Prhic. Gcot. I. 371 The volcanos in

different parts of this island are observed . . to be in activity

by turns, one vent often serving for a time as a safety-valve

to the rest. 1876 C. D. Warner Wint. Nile i. 22 The vol-

canic islands which serve as chimneys and safety-valves to

this part of the world.

2. fig. An open ing or channel for * letting off steam \
giving vent to excitement, getting rid of a danger-

ous excess of energy, or the like.

1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 172 Our hereditary

nobility have safety-valves in their rank, and in the offices

of which they are the inheritors in church and state. 1825
Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1344 As a sort of ' safety valve ', .

.

recourse is had.. to the flinging about of. .cabbage stalks.

1835 Markyat Olla Podr. xix, I am convinced that they
[sc. public lotteries] were beneficial, acting as safety-valves

to the gambling spirit of the nation. 1861 M. Arnold Pop.
Jiduc. France 183 What a safety-valve to the high pressure
of a compulsory system is here ! 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist.
III. xviii. 276 Commercial activity, .was.. a safety-valve for

energies shut out of their proper sphere.

t Safe ward. Obs. [Ward sk] Safe-guard,

safe-keeping.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.v. viii. (Tollem. MS.), The

ye hddes.-reulen and hilen and §oueme pe yen in saue
warde [L. tuta custodia], 14x4 in Proc. Privy Council
(1834) II. 142 That. .the sauf warde of alle youre I? realm]
be wel and suffissantly purveied. < 1420 Az>ow, Art/t. xxx,
Inne saue-ward that byurde bry$te To Carlele tobringe.

1474 Caxton Chesse 111. vL (1883) 129 To putte hyt in seure
and sauf warde and kepynge.

Safewr, obs. form of Sapphire.
SafE\e, obs. forms of Safe, Save.
Saffage, obs. form of Savage a.

Saffer(e, obs. forms of Sapphire, Zaffre.
Saffern, -eron, obs. and dial, forms of Saffron.
Salii, variant of Saphie, amulet.

Saffian (sse'fian). Forms : 6 saphian, -ion,

8- saffian, [a. Russ. catJibHHfc, corruptly a. Rou-

manian saftian, a. Turkish (Persian) ^U'^**

saxtiydn. Cf. Ger. saffian.] A leather made from
goatskins or sheepskins tanned with sumach and
dyed in bright colours. Also saffian leather,

1591 G. Fletcher Kusse Commw. xix. 74 Whither the

Russe marchants trade for raw silks, syndon,saphion, skins,

and other commodities. Ibid, xxviii. 114 His buskins, .are

made of a Persian leather called Saphian. 1796 Morse
Amer, Geog. II. 460 The skins of these sheep, and skins of

goats, are used in making Saffian and Morocco leather.

1834-6 P. Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 551/2
A valuable Saffian or dyed Maroquin leather, almost equal
to that of Turkey, is prepared at Astracan and in other

parts of Asiatic Russia, 1882 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit
XIV. 388/1 The Germans distinguish between saffian and
morocco, including under the former term leather tanned
with sumach, and dyed bright colours without previous

stuffing with fats. . . Saffians are, according to this classifica-

tion, the leathers principally used for bindings and fancy

purposes.

Saffl.or(e, obs. forms of Safflower.

Safflorite (sse-floreit). Min. [a. G. safflorit

O835), f. saffior Safflower: see -ite 1 .] An
orthorhombic arsenide of cobalt and iron.

185a Brooke & Miller Phillips' Introd. Min. 146. 1862

Dana Min. 263.

Safflower (sx'flcuvu). Forms : a. 6 corruptly

samfleure, -floure ; 0. 7 saf(f)lore, (erron. sal-

fore), 8 saf(f)lor; 7. 7 safflowr, saflower,

8 safif-flower, 8- safflower; 8. 8-9 safflow, ;

[a. Do. saffloer{s = G. saffior, a. OF. saffieurt \

safour, a. early It. saffiore, also asfiore7
asfrole,

zaffirole, etc. (Yule). The ultimate source is obscure

:

the Arabic JuiC c-ucfur is prob. a foreign word

assimilated to .a^l acfar yellow.

The form has been influenced by association with the

words saffron (F. sa/ran) and flower (It.flore, F.fleur);
although safflower is a wholly different plant from saffron,

the former was often used as a substitute for the latter in

medicine, whence the name bastard saffron.]

1. The dried petals of the Carthamus tinctorius

(see 2), also the (red) dye produced from these

petals. Used in the preparation of rouge.
a. 1*83 L. M[ascall] tr. Bk. Dyeing 20 Yee shall take one

pound of samfleure and let it soke halfe a day [etc.]. /bid.,

Samfloure.
/3. 164a Rates Merchandizes 47 Sarlore the pound 00. 01. 00.

1662 Stat. Ireland (1678) 658 Saffiore. 1777 G. Forstkr
Voy. round World II. 588 Safllor, which the Portuguese
employ to colour their eatables yellow.

saffron.

y- 166. Petty Hist. Dyeing in Sprat Hist. Roy. Sac.

(1667)298 This Mather. .dyeth on Cloth a colour the neerest
to our Bow-dye,.. the like whereof Safflowr doth in Silk.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 385 Then take the safflower
out of the bag. 1836-41 BRANDEC/w«.(ed. 5) 1113 Safflower
contains two colouring matters, a yellow and a red. 1877
O'Neill in Encycl. Brit. VII. 571/2 Specimens of mummy
cloth of a reddish colour appeared to have been dyed with
safflower.

2. The thistle-like plant Carthamus tinctorius,

extensively cultivated in Southern Europe, Egypt,
India, and China for the dye obtained from its

flowers (see 1); the seeds yield an oil used for lamps.
0. 176a tr. Busching's Sysf. Geog. V. 536 Woad, saflor, or

wild-saffron, and garden-fruits.

v. 168a S. Wilson Ace. Carolina 18 Sumack growes in
great abundance naturally, so undoubtedly would Woad,
Madder and Sa- Flower, if planted. 1756 Compl. Body
Husb. 535 Saff-flower, or Carthamus, is cultivated for the
sake of its flower, as the Saffron is. 1900 Jml. Soc. Dyers
XVI. 6 Other Philippine dye plants.. are the sibucao, or
sapan wood, the ben, or safflower [etc].

5. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 131 In Oxfordshire, about Norton
and Ashton, grows assort of herb that they call Safflow or
Bastard Saffron, which the Dyers use for the dying of
Scarlet. 1885 Stallybrass tr. Hehns Wand. Plattts

<fr

Anim. 201 The Safflow or Zaffer. .a kind of thistle native to
the East Indies.

3. attrib.

i8ia f. Smyth Pract oj Customs (1821) 204 The Seed* of
the Safflower Plant. 1857 E. Balfour Cycl. India 1631
Safflower Oil. Ibid., Safflower Seed.

!i Saffo. rare- 1
. PI. saffi. [It. 'a catchpole, a

sergeant
1

(Florio, 1598).] A bailiff.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone 111. viii. (1607) H4 Voip. Hearke,
who*s there ? I heare some footing, Officers, the Safri, Come
to apprehend vs !

t Saffora. Obs. rare. Also saphora. [Of un-

known origin.] = Barilla 2.

a 16x8 Rates Marchandizes D 2, Barilia or Saphora, to
make glasse. Ibid. K 3, Saffora to make Glasse.

Safforn(e, obs. forms of Saffron.
Saffranon (soe'fran^h). Also 8 safFranoune.

[App. a var. of F. safranum with the same meaning,
a. med.L. safranum Saffron.] » Safflower i.

1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 451 As the Jacob, . . bound from
Alexandria with Hides, Coffee, Saffranon, &c to Leghorn
lay off Monte_ Christo, the Saffranon smothering in the
Hold, on opening the Hatches the Flames burst out. 1743
R. Pococke Egypt 1. iv. 39 An export of coffee, senna,
saffranounes for dying, flax [etc.]. 1834 M cCulloch Diet.
Comm. (ed. 2) 1001 The flowers, .are sometimes sold under
the name of saffranon.

Saffre, variant of Zaffre.
\ Saffred, a. ? Anglo-Irish. Obs. In 5 saf-

fyrred, 6 saufred. [f. Saffr(on) + -ed 2
.] =

Saffroned.
1466 Anc. Cat. Rec. Dublin (1889) 326 Ne woman.. use

to werre saffyrred smokes ne saffyrred kewryches, 158a
Stanvhurst -*#"««* 1. (Arb.) 38 The roabe pretiouse colored
lyke saufred Achantus [croeeo Acantho). Ibid. 40 With
roabs of saffrod [tread saffred] Acanthus.
Saffrene, variant of Safrene.

Saffron (sse-fran), sb. and a. Forms : a. 3 saf-

fran, 4-5 saffroun, saf(f)run, 4-6 safron, 5 saf-

fronn, safroun,-ryn,6saphron, saffrane,-rone,

sarTroune, 7 safran, 5- saffron ; 0. 5 safforn, 6
saf(f)orae, -erne

; 7. 5 saferen, saferoun, sai-

pheron, sapheron(e, saferon, saffyron, 5-6 saf-

feron. [a. F. sa/ran (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.),

whence also MLG. safferdn, MDu. saffraen (Du.

saffraari), MHG. saffrdn (mod.G. safran). The
ultimate source is Arab. &[/&) sasfaran (adopted

unchanged in Turkish, Persian, and Hindustani)
;

also Jewish Aramaic wriErt za£perdna). The
Arabic word with prefixed definite article, az-

zacfardn, is represented by Sp. azafran, Pg. Ofv?-

frao; the word without this prefix gives rise to It.

zafferano, zaffrone, Pr. safran, sqfra> Cat. safrdt
F.

safran, med.L. safranum, med.Gr.£a<f/>a?, mod.Gr.

acuppavi, Russian iua<|)paHb.

The origin of Arab. za£-/aran is unknown ; it is not con-

nected with fafra' fern, oi acfar yellow. The Turkish
synonym cafrdn (Zenker ;

given in Redh.-Wells only as an
incorrect pronunciation) may however be derived from this

adj ., and may be the source of some of the European forms.]

A. sb.

1. An orange-red product consisting of the dried

stigmas of Crocus sativus (see 2). Now used

chiefly for colouring confectionery, liquors, etc.,

and for flavouring; formerly extensively used in

medicine as a cordial and sudorific.

Hay saffron; cake saffron : see quot. 1840.

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 Hire winpel wit ooer maked
3eleu mid saffran. a 1350 St. Stephen 318 in Horstm.
Altet/gl. Leg. (1881) 32 The ferth [panier]..ful of safron

semyd it right, c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 10 His beer,

his berd was lyk saffroun. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 70 Cast
thereto Sapheron and salt, c 1460 Play Saeram. 177 Peper
and saffyron and spycis smale. 157a in Feuillerat Revels

Q. Eliz. (1908) 176 Cloves and safeme. 158a N. Lichefield
tr. CastanJuda's Conq. E. Ind. 91 A bason of silver to wash
his hands in, full of Saforne. xfixi Shaks. Wint. T. iv. 111.

48, I must haue Saffron to colour the Warden Pies. 1685

Temple Ess., Health Wks. 1731 I. 284 Saffron is of all

others the safest and most simple Cordial. 1718 Prior
Pleasure 460 Saffron and myrrh are on his garments shed.

X808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 11S Syrup of saffron, a sufficient



SAFFRON.

quantity to form an electuary. 1840 Perfira Elem. Mat.
Med. it. 674,4,320 flowers are required to yield one ounce
of saffron. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 1068 These stigmata

are either dried in the loose state, forming Hay Saffron, or

compressed into masses, constituting Cake Saffron, i860

Tristram Gt. Sahara vii. 119 Saffron.. is a grateful addi-

tion to fried, boiled, er stewed.

Prov. phrase. 1778 T. Hutchinson Diary 11 Jan., Called
on BttMk who is as yellow as saffron with the jaundice.

b. Indian saffron : turmeric.

1717-41 Chambeks Cycl. s.v. Turmeric, The Indians use
it to dye their rice, and other foods, of a yellow colour;
whence some call it Indian saffron. 1874 Treat. Bot. Supply
Saffron, Indian, the roots of various species of Curcuma.

2. The Autumnal Crocus, Crocus sativus, which
produces saffron.

£-1415 Voc. in Wr.-WQlcker 645/18 [Nomina herbarum]
Hie crocus, safurroun. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. L tij b, Col-
chicon..bryngeth furthea whytishe floure lykevnto safforne

in the ende of autumne. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 11. Iv. 216
Saffron., groweth plentifully also in some places of England
and I relande. 1669 Evelyn Kal. Hort., Aug. (ed. 3) 23 Note,
that English Saffron may be suffered to stand for increase
to the third or fourth year. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants
(1796) II. 68 Crocus officinalis sativus. ..Common or au-
tumnal Saffron. 178a J. Scott Poet. Whs. 113 Cantabrian
hills the purple saffron show.

b. Bastard Saffron = Safflowbr 2; called also

American, Dyer's, + Mock Saffron. Meadow or

Wild Saffron, Colchicum autumnale. Spring Saf-

fron, f Saffron of the Spring, Crocus vemus.
African or f Cape Saffron, Lypcria crocea.

1548 Turner Names 0/Heroes 29 Cnecus..is called.. in
englishe Bastarde saffron or mocke-saffron. Ibid., Choi*
chicum. . .It maye be called in englishe, wylde saffron. 1578
Lvte Dodoens 1. xxii. 34 The seedc of Bastarde Saffron.

.

is boate. 1597 Gerardb Herbal 1. lxxxi. 126 In English
spring time Saffrons, and vernal) Saffrons. 1599 — i dta-
logus B2 Crocus vernns.. Saffron of the spring. 1598
Svia ester Du Bartas 11. i. 111. Furies 178 Colchis' banefull
Lilly, (With us Wilde-Saffron). 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
Nov. 79 Flowers in Prime. . .Aneinonies, Meadow Saffron
(etc.). c 1711 Petiver Gazophyl. vt. Iviii, Cape Saffron with
a knotty stalk. 1776 Withering Brit. Plants (1796) II. 69
Spring Saffron, or Crocus. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1004/2 Saffron,

African. Ly/tria crocea.

3. The orange yellow colour of saffron (sense ij.

138a Wvclif Lam. iv. 5 That weren nurshid in (aire clou
of saffroun [ Vulg. qui nutriebantur in croceis). 1601 Shaks.
Alt's Welt iv. v. 2 Your sonne was misled with a snipt
taffata fellow there, whose villanous saffron wold haue made
all the vnbak'd and dowy youth of a nation in his colour.
171a Addison Sped. No. 265 r 9 Aurora. .is robed in
Saffron. 1798 Landor Gebir 11. 212 Go early, ere the glad-
some Hours Strew saffron in the path of rising Morn. 1895
Yeats Wand, Usheen Poems 35 When the sun once more
in saffron stent.

4. Old Chem. « Crocus 3.
1681 BE. Belon's Myst. Pkyxiik Introd. 54 Draw off the

Menstruum, till the Saffron of the Gold remain almost dry.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Tech*. I, Saffron 0/ Steel, or Mars.
See Crocus Mortis. Ibid., Crocus Martis Astringens,
Binding Saffron 0/ Steel. 1797-41 Chambers Cyct. a. v.,

Saffron is also a name given to several chymical prepara-
tions, from the resemblance of their colour to that of the
vegetable Saffron, but more usually called Croci. Such
are Saffron of Venuv . . Saffron of Mars. . . Saffron of Gold.
1758 Kuo tr. Macqucr's Chym. I. 368 Saffron of Mars.
84s Francis Diet, Arts, Saffron of Antimony. Sesqui-
sulpburet of antimony.

6. Short for saffron butterfly, moth : see B. b.

18*9 J. F. Stephens Catal. Brit. Insects II. 171 Lot*
tenia croceana.. the Saffron. 1833s J. Rennie Constat.
Butler/l. «f M. 2 The Clouded Saffron [Cotias Edusa,
FabriciusX

6. aitrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as saffron
bulb) colour, head, -kiln, ointment, yellow (adj. .

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. xvil xli. (1495) 626 Croco.
magma is callyd the superfluyte of spycery : of the whyche
saffron oynement is made. Ibid. xix. xvi, 873 Saffron colour
dieth and coloureth humours and lycours more thanne
cytryne. £-1440 Pallaii. on Husb. in. 545 Now saffron
bullies beth to settc or sowe. 17*5 Bradley Pom. Diet.
%.v^ Saffron-kiln, a Kiln to dry Saffron with. 17*8 Douglas
in Phil Trans. XXXV. 572 To take up the Saffron Heads.
183a J. Rennie Conspcit. Butter/!. 4 M. a Wings..above
deep saffron yellow.

b. objective, as saffron-gatherer; parasynthetic,
as saffron-coloured, -hued adjs.

1548 Elvot Diet., Crocotnlarius, a dyer of "saffron co-
loured gannentea. a 1586 Sidhk.\ A rcadia it. 11622) 207 But
|M the Poets say) Hymen had not there his saffron coloured
coat. i8a8 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 51 Aperture white,
and throat saffron-coloured. 1856 Delamer Ft. Card. (1861)
42 The 'saffron-gatherers in the field. 1513 Douglas Anna's
vi. iii. 97 With "saffron hewit frute.

c. .Special combinations: fsaffron-bag, ?a bag
in which saffron is kept; cf. 5; saffron cake,
{a, a cake flavoured with saffron

; (b) (see quot.
1 867, cf. cake saffron in sense 1 ) ; saffron cordial,
a cordial made with marigold-flowers, nntmeg and
saffron ; saffron crocus, the Crocus sativus (see

a); t saffron out a., the designation of a kind
of tobacco ; fsaffron noble, ?a saffron-cake made
in imitation of the coin ; f saffron sauce, ?sauce
flavoured with saffron; saffron- tea, ' an infusion of
the flowers of Carthamus tinctoria [Saffi.oweb 2],
used as a diuretic in febrile disorders' {Syd. Soc.

Lex. 1897); saffron-thistle -Sapfloweb 2 {Cent.
/Hit. 1891); f saffron-tree, the American hack-
l»crry, Celtis crassifotia ; saffron wood (see quot.).
1508 1'iNBAii Flyting 171 Thy skolderit skin, hewd lyk

31

ane "saffrone bag. 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) Life 6, 1 haue
beene slaundered to preache that our lady was but a Saffron
bagge. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 139 To make a fine

Seed or "Saffron Cake. 1867 Tristram Nat. Hist. Bible 479
These [stigmas of the saffron crocusl are pressed into small
tablets before drying, when they form the saffron cake of
the bazaars of the East. 189a ' Q.' (Quiller-Couch) Three
Ships v. 87 A slice o1

saffern-cake, crowder, to stay ye. Don't
say no. 17S8 E. Smith Compl. Houseio. 220 The *Saffron
Cordial. 1857 Hksfrey Bot. § 588 The *Saffron Crocus,
C. sativus. 1766 W. Gordon Gen. Counting-ho. 324, 10
hhds *saffron cut tobacco. 1593 Dee Diary (Camden) 45,
I gave him a *saffron noble in ernest for a drinkpeny.
1 1480 Henrvson Test. Cress. 421 The swete meitis servit

in plaittis clene, With *saiphcron sals of an gude sessoun.

1716 Petiz'eriana 1. 276 *Saffron-tree, Celtis Amer. fol. Citri
subtus aureo fructu rubro. i86» Chamb. Encycl. III. 801/1
The timber of Elxodendron croceum, called *Saffron-wood
at the Cape of Good Hope, is much used there in building
and cabinet*making.

B. adj. Resembling saffron in colour. In early

use also, f Coloured with saffron.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 35 Cammomill .. there is three

kindes hereof. One which hath a Saffron flower. 1590
Sua ks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 64 Did this Companion with the
saffron face Reuell and feast it at my house to day. 1596
Spenser State Irel Wks. (Globe) 622/1 [The law] which
putteth away saffron shines and smock es. 163s Milton
VAllegro 126 There let Hymen oft appear In Saffron robe.

1697 Drvden /Eneid iv. 840 Aurora now had left her
Saffron Bed. 17x6 Gav Trivia 11. 384 Nor lazy Jaundice
dulls your Saffron Eye. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixviii. 136
Array'd in bright broidery, saffron of hue. 1873 Black / V.

Thule xxvii, The clear saffron glory of the western sky.

b. Special collocations : saffron butterfly,

moth, collectors* names for certain lepidoptera

having yellow wings ; + saffron pear, a variety of

winter pear; saffron plum, a West Indian and
mainland sapotaceous tree {Bumclia cuneald)

having a yellow fruit.

1704 Petiver Gazophyl. it. xiv, Papilio croceus, apicibus
nigricantibns. .

.'1 he "Saffron Butterfly. 18*9 J. F.Stephens
Catal. Brit. Insects II. 3 Colias Edusa... Clouded yellow
or Saffron B. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Oct. 76 Lombart-
pear, Russet-pear, "Saffron-pear. 1884SARGKNT Btp.Forests
N. Amer. (10th Census IX.) 103 Bumclia cuneata. . .Ants'
Wood. Downward Plum. 'Saffron Plum.

O. Comb., as saffron-/ruitedt -mantted,robedsi<i')st

1558 Phaer AEneid vi. Pivb, But saffronfrutid [orig. 207
croceofetn] bows the stubbes therof doth ouerspreede. 1791
Cowpek Iliad vim. 1 The saffron-mantled morning ['liu*

apocmna-Aoc1. 184a 63 I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxviii.

(1874) 141 Saffron-rob d descending Charity.

Saffron (sae"fran), v. rare. Also 5 saferon,
safroun. [f. Saffron sb. Cf. F. safraner

t
med.L.

saffrandre, It. zafferanare, Sp. azq/ranarj] trans.

8k To season with saffron. •fAhojig. b. To dye
with saffron ; also, to give a saffron-yellow colour to.

c 1386 Cmai-ler Pard, T. 17 And in I-atyn I speke a wordes
fewe, To saffron {MS. Bodi. 686 saferon] with my predica-

cion. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 32 Safroun it wel. Ibid. 49
Safroun pin cofynn a-boue. 1593 Drayton Idea, Eglog a.

(1870) 6 The lothlie morpheu saffroned the place. i6aa

T. Stoughton Chr. Sacrif. xii. 166 In Ireland.. they saffron

all their wearing linnen. 1833 Black™. Mag. XXXIV.
540 She saffrons the hills, ami azures the mountains, to
delight him.

Saffroned sec fraud;, a. Forms: 4 safPrunde,

5 safirond, 6 saferned, 6-7 safrond, 6- saf-

froned, [f. Saffron sb. or v. ¥ -ed. Cf. F.

saf/auc.j Coloured with saffron, or having the

colour of saffron ; also, flavoured with saffron.

1303 R. Brukne Handt. Synne 3445 Wymples, kerchyues,
iaJnrundebetyde(orig. LesgymPcns ausisetfrones\ a 1400-50
Alexander 4600 Jour women nas. .no gay gere to glyffe in

jour e^en, Sillce of Sipris, ne say ne sarTrond kelhs. 1559
W. Clnsin«.ham Cosmogr. Glasse 173 Their shirtes, and
smokes are saffroned. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. iv. xxix. 149 b, On their head is a yelow Tulbant
safrond. 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Sheep (1627) 199 The
yellow sheepe be in Asia, the which they call red Saferned
shecpe. itisx B. Jonson Gipsies Metam. (1641) 51 Give
us.. Ribands, bells, and Safrond lynnen. 1881 Q. Rev.Ocx..

516, h saw seven hundred dishes served... Everything in

them was saffroned and peppered. 1903 Kipling 5 Nations
22 la the saffroned bridesaUs scenting all the seas.

t Sa'ffronish, a. 06s. [4--ish.] « next.

1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Safronnysshe of the coloure of safrone,

saffronneux. 156s Turner Baths 7 Thre colours one
saffronish, another rede, and the tb>Tde grene. 1699

I £velvm Acelaria 44 Underneath of a pale saffronish hue.

Saffrony (sxfrani), a. rare. [(. Saffkon sb. f

•Y.] Of a colour somewhat resembling saffron.

1630 Lord Bwtians 9 This woman was of complexion
yeafowUh or Saffrony. 1688 R. Holme Arutoury u. 39/2

, The Agate is of a Saffrony or pale yellow colour. 17*5
- Bradley Fam. Dict.s.v. Jaundice, The Yellow Jaundice

is of a Saffrony, or Lemon Colour. 1838 Granville Spas

Germ. 378 The cheeks, formerly tallowish and saffrony,

became ruddy.

SarTyr, Safryron, obs. ff. Sapphire, Saffron.

Safir, Safitie, obs. forms of Sapphiub, Safety.

Saflor, 8a-floTver, obs. forms of Safflower.

Safour, obs. form of Sapphire.

Safranin (ssefranin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

F. safran Saffron sb. + -in 1
.] a. The yellow

colouring matter of saffron, b. A coal-tar colour

which dyes yellowish-red.

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 145 Safranin or Saffron-

yellow.. a colouring matter obtained, though not in the

pure state, from saffron. 1875 Ibid. 2nd Suppl. 1063 -Ya/m-
nitte. a red dye prepared commercially,, by treating aniline

SAO.

with nitrous acid [etc. J. 188$ Goodale Physiol. Bot. 380
An alcoholic solution of safranin. 1897 A ilbutfs Syst. Med.
III. 215 Solution of safranine.

Safranophile (sarfranoftl), a. [Formed as
prec. + -phile.] * Having an affinity for, or stain-

ing readily with, safranin ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).
1890 in Billings Nat. Med. Diet.

Safrene (sse'fnn). Chem. Also saffrene. [ad.

G. safren (Grimaux and Ruotte 1869), f. (sas)sa-

fr(as)i see Sassafras and -ene.] (See quot. 1897.)
187a Watts Diet. Chem. Suppl. 1014 The hydrocarbon,

afrene, has the composition C'°H 16
. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

Sa/reue...A volatile compound obtained by the fractional
distillation of sassafras oil.

Safrol (sae'fr^l). Chem. [See prec. and -ol.]

(See quot. 1897.)
187a Watts Diet. Chem. Suppl. 1014 Safrol is insoluble in

water. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Safrol...The stearoptene of
sassafras-oil. ..It is used therapeutically in neuralgic affec-
tions ; and is used also as a perfume for soaps.

Safron, -oun, -un, -yn, obs. ff. Saffron.
Saft, obs. f. saved (see Save v.)

t
Shaft ; Sc. var.

Soft. Safur, -yr(e, obs. forms of Sapphire.
Sag (sseg), sb.1 Now dial. Also 6-7 sagge.

[var. of Seg, Sedge.] = Sedge.
1531 Lett. A> Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 184 Payment to James

Hole for sagge. Ibid. 186 Paide to James Hole, of Collam,
for saggde for the brykmakrs. .for savyng of the brykkes.
Paide to Mychell Bynde for reede for the saide brykmakers.
1598 Florio, Sermen/i. . flags, sags, or reeds growing by the
water side. 1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling (1653) 9 Leave
about a yard, either to tye a bunch of sags or a bladder to
boy up the Fish. 1688 K. Holme Armoury iv. iv. (Roxb.)
299/1 A Pond or pitt of water surrounded with Reeds and
Sagges Vert. 1893 P. H. Emerson Eng. Lagoons 118 They
say eels are hid up this weather., but these weren't... I think
they must have worked out of the sags (hovers).

b. attrib, and Comb. y as sag-bed, -bottomed,

-seated-, t sag-spear, ?a * spear* or stalk of sedge.
1.67a W. Hughes Amer. Phys. 28 Like those Sag-beds

which grow many together in some, .boggy places in Eng-
land. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. v. (Roxb.) 310/2 On

. a crowne three sagge-speares in Triangle O. tyed together

I

with a Rubin G. the ends extended. 1735 Somerville

I

Chase iv. 396 Ah ! on that yielding Sag-bed, see, once more

I

His Seal I view. tSgoGtoucestersh. Gloss., Sag-sealed chair,
a rush*bottomed chair. 1893 S.E. Wore. Gloss. App.,Sags,

I rushes, used for the seats of chairs, such chairs being called

'sag-bottomed chairs*.

Sag (saeg), sb* [f. Sag v.] The action of sagging.

1. Naut. Movement or tendency to leeward,
1580 Burrouch in Haktuyfs Voy. (1599) I. 436 It is very

necessary that you doe note at the ende of euery foure
glasses, what way the shippe hath made,, .and howe her
way hath bene through the water, considering withall for

the sagge of the sea to leewards, accordingly as you shall

finde it growen. x88a Daily Tel. 2 Sept. (Cassell), Shoving
through it very slowly, with a surprising sag to leeward.

2. in a rope, wire, etc. supported at two points :

The dip below the horizontal line, due to its weight;

the perpendicular distance from its lowest point

to the straight line between the points of support.
1861 Ann. Reg. 73 The *sag* or droop of the cable from

a straight line is 13 feet. 1889 Preece & Maier Telephone
136 A consideration which is of the highest importance for

telephonic networks of wire is the length of the sag, or dip,

of the wires between two supports. x8os C. T. Dent Moun-
taineering iv. 104 The rope. .should stretch from one waist-

loop to the next without any sag at all.

8. A sinking or subsidence
;

quasi-owrr. a place

where the surface has subsided, a depression.

187a C King Mountain Sierra Nev. viii. 167 A gray
canopy of cloud which stretched from wall to wall, hanging
down here and there in deep blue sags. 1874 Raymond
Statist. Mines $ Mining 324 To cross with pipes a ' sag ' in

the divide 280 feet deep and.. eight miles wide from one
crest to the other. 1888 'Paul Cushing ' Blaeksmitk of
Voc I. ii. 6i There was a deep sag in the seat, which, how-
ever, added to the comfort of sitting in it. 189a C. Lap-

worth in Proc. Geog. Soc. 689 Where the great continental

sag sinks below the ocean level.

4. Comm. A decline in price.

1891 Daily News 4 Mar. 2/2 In the American market

there is a slight but general 'sag'.

t Sag, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sag v.] Hanging or

sagging down. Also in Comb, sag-bellied.

? a 1550 Sc/iole-ho. Women 472 in Hazl. F,. P. P. IV. 123

Put me two bones in a bag . ; That doon, holde it some what
sag, Shake it also, that it may wag. 1648 Herrick Hesper.,

Ooeron's Feast 27 Then. .He. -eates the sagge And well

bestrutted Bees sweet bagge. 1651 Ogilby A^sop (16651

208 An old Sag-bellied Toad.

Sag (sceg), v. Inflected sagged, sagging.
Forms: 5-7 sagge, (6sacke), osagg, 6- sag; 8-9

dial. seg(g (see E.D.D.). [First recorded in the

I5thc; the meaning (as wellasthe i6thc. form j<fc:AV)

appears to point to connexion of some kind with

mod.Du. zakken, MLG. sackent Sw. sacka, Norw.
dial, sakka to subside, settle clown (also sakk sub-

sidence), Da. sakke to lag behind (the Du. and Sw.

words have also the nautical sense below). With
sense 3 cf. Norw. dial, sagga * to walk heavily and

slowly, as from weariness* (Ross), for which other

dialects have sigga, sugga.
The Du., LG., and Sw. forms appear to admit of no

etymological explanation as native words ; on the other

hand the Norw. dial, sakka may be related to sokka (ON.
sokkva) to Sink. It seems possible that the word is origin-

ally WScandinavian, and has passed (?as a nautical term)

into Sw., Du., LG., and (perh. through LG.) into English.



SAG.

On this hypothesis the representation of the continental

Teut. ii by gg would be an instance of the common un-

certainty in the phonetic appreciation of foreign sounds. It

is uncertain whether the Norw. dial, sagga abovementioned

is related to the other words, and whether its resemblance

in sense to the Eng. word is more than a coincidence.]

L intr. To sink or subside gradually, by weight

or pressure.
, „ „ ,

c i4»s Cast. Persev. 1294 in Macro Plays 116 Mankynne

is soylyd & saggyd in synne ! c 1440 Promp. Pary. 440/2

Lg^norWnlW^Vi'i*^21 A. M tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicie 96/1 Quilte the

ba-ge least the herbes sacke the one vppon the other. 1601

Holland Pliny I. 49' The Cherrie tree wood is firme and

fast • the Elme and the Ash are tough ; howbeit, they will

soon'e settle downward and sag, being charged with any

weight, but bend they will before they break. 1630 J.

Levett Ord. Bus (1634) 19 Leaving a shoulder on the inside

to stay it and this is good to keep the crowne of Hives from

sagging downewards. 1881 Darwin Veg. Mould iv. 215 We
see in these three sections .. that the old pavements have

sunk or sagged considerably. 1889 Nature 5 Dec. 103 1 he

crust of the earth must have sagged foot by foot as addi-

tional feet of burdens were laid upon it,

b. Of a part of the body (occas. ofa person) : To
droop ; to sink or hang down loosely.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 304 b.Thy blessed body,

whiche synkynge downe, sagged & honge by y3 crosse.

1563-83 Foxe A. /y M. 1114/1 At last his feruour began to

grow cold and faint, & his handes sagged downward.

a 1565 Sir T. Challoner tr. BoetA. 1. metr. i. 12 in Q. Eliz.

Englishings App. 150 Myskynne do sagg in wrinkles slacke,

my Maggy lymbes do tremble. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met.

xi. (1593) 263 Appollo could not suffer well his foolish eares

to keepe Their human shape, but drew them wide, and

made them long and deepe. And fild them full of whitish

heares, and made them downe to sagge. 1591 Nashe P.

Penilesse B 4 b, Cheeks that sag like a womans dugs ouer

hischin-bone. a 1600 Delonev Thomas0/Reading (1827) 7

3

It is, sir, your ill-favoured great nose, that hangs sagging

so lothsomely to your lips. 1816 W. Taylor 111 Alonthly

Mag. XLI. 144 O could this wrinkled hand unlearn to sag

I'd go ; and from this crosier shake the union flag. 1849

Longf. Kavanagh xxi. 132 Except little Alfred, who was

tired and cross, and sat sleepy and sagging on his father's

knee. 190a Weslm. Gaz. 5 June 2/1 The head slowly

sagged down on to the cushions.

c. 'To hang down on one side
1

(Phillips, ed.

Kersey 1706). Of a garment : To hang unevenly,

to slip out of position. Now chiefly dial, and U. S.

Hence occas. of a person : -fTo wear ' sagging

'

clothes, to be dressed untidily.

159a Nashe P. Penilesse A 2 b, Sir Rowland Russet,

coat, their dad, goes sagging euery day in his round gas-

coynes of white cotton, & hath much a do.. to keepe his

vnthrift elbowes in reparations. Ibid. A 3, A paire of trunke

slops, sagging down like a Shoomaker's wallet. i6coSurflet
Country Farm 1. viii. 32 If the croisant or bodie of the

moone hang sagging. x6n Cotgr., Glacer, . .to flesh-bast

;

or stitch downe the lyning of a garment thereby to keepe it

from sagging. 1624 Bp. Hall True Peace-maker Wks.

(1625) 541 The girdle of whose equity sags downe on that

side, where the purse hangs. 1703 T. N. City >t C. Pur.
chaser 29 To prevent a Door from sagging, or sinking at

the fore corner. 1854 Miss Baker Nortltampt. Gloss. II.

193 A load of hay or corn that is badly put on the waggon,
leaning on one side, and, as it is termed, top-heavy, is said to

sag. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss. s.v., Rebecca's made my Sunda'

goun sag sorely. 1878 Masque Poets 156 His coat is green

and sags. 1883 Mrs. Rollins New Eng. Bygones 190 It

[the bridge] sags to one side. 1885 Harper's Mag. May
867/1 The. .gates sag apart. 1903 J. Fox jun. Little Sheph.
Kingd. Come 345 The gate sagged on its hinges.

d. To bend or curve downwards in the middle,

from its own weight or superincumbent pressure.

Said, e. g., of a rope supported at two points, of a

beam, plank, etc. Naut. opposed to Hog v.1

1777 W. Hutchinson Pract. Seamanship 13 And that

their bottoms not only hog upwards, but sag (or curve)

downwards, to dangerous and fatal degrees. 1819 Rain-
bird Agric. Suffolk (1849) 298 <E. D.D.). 184a Gwilt
Archit. § 2031 The beam by its own gravity.. would have
a tendency to sag or bend in the middle. Ibid., When the

rafters are of such length that they would be liable of them-
selves to sag down, supports aa are introduced at the points

where such failures would occur. 1859 Whittier Proph.
Sam. Sezvalt 102 Great beams sag from the ceiling low.

1883 R. Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 290/j The rod
will lose its straightness, tirst sagging in the middle, then
dropping. 1886 E. S. Morse Jap. Homes i. 27 One . .comes to
wonder why the whole ceiling does not sag.

trans/. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 152 The sky saggs low with
convoluted cloud.

6. To bulge {out) ; to belly in. Chiefly dial.

1853 G. J. Cayley La Al/orjas II. 151 It sagged in like

a bellying sail. 1855R0BINS0N Whitby Gloss., Sagg'd out,

bulged out at the side, as a bowing wall. 1897 Kipling
Captains Courageous 108 The other half come up sagging
full o' big uns.

2. To decline to a lower level, through lack of
strength or effort. Chiefly fig. (Common in U.S.')
1508 Fisher Seven Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 88 Yf

the helpe of his grace be not redy at all seasons we must
nedes sagge & bowe. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 10 The
minde I sway by, and the heart I beare, Shall neuer sagge
with doubt, nor shake with feare. 1891 Harper's Alag.
Sept. 644/1 Is she sagging towards Reatism or rising to-

wards Idealism? iooaGiLDERSLEEVEin.4ww. JmlPhilol.
XXIII. 137 Professor Lawton. .says that Parmenides sags
in his flight.

b. dial. 'To decline in health; to begin to show
signs of old age ' (E.D.D.).

1784 Cullum Hist. Hawsted iii. 173 He begins to sag.

To decline in his health. 1893 Zincke Wherstead 261 For
anything to be over-poised, or metaphorically to decline in

health, is to 'sag'.

32

c. Comm. To decline in price. Also with down,

away, off.

1887 [see Sagging///, a.]. 189a Daily News II May 3/5
Wheat . . further sagged down owing to the increase in

amount on passage. 1903 IVesfm. Gaz. 29 Aug. 7/1 With
lack of support the market has sagged away, and closes

some 27*. 6d. below last week's values. 1905 Ibid. 1 June
9/1 There are appreciable advances on the share figures of

three months agoon those investments which sagged through

last year's bad balance-sheets.

3. To drag oneself along wearily or feebly. Also

U. S. (see quot. 1880).

xj73 Twvne /Eneid x. E ei b, Encounter them at land

Whilest fearful they come forth, and their first steps do sag

in sand. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xvi. 219 This said, the

aged Steed sagd sadly on alone. 1880 Webster's Suppl.,

Sag, to loiter in walking ; to idle along; to drag or droop

heavily. 1897 Rhoscomyl White Rose 165 ' And I am not

more than a third of the way along ', said he to himself, as

the horse sagged slower at every stride.

4. Naut. Of a ship or boat : To drift, be carried

out of the intended course. Chiefly in the phrase

To sag to leeward.

1633 T. James Voy. 93 [In tacking] we did sagge upon

the maine rand of Ice. 1769 [see Sagcing vbl. sb.]. 1794

Rigging <$• Seamanship 11. 256* To Sag to leeward, to

make considerable lee-way. 1849 Blackw. Mag. LXVI.
726 The want of actual headway making the lndiaman sag

dead away to leeward. 1856 Kane A ret. Expl. II. xxix.

287 McGary hung upon his oar, and the boat, slowly but

noiselessly sagging ahead. 189a Kipling Barrack-r. Ballads

206 We're sagging south on the Long Trail

fb. trans/. To drift, deviate insensibly (into,

from). 06s.

1639 Fuller Holy War iv. xix. (1640) 202 We see elective

States in Christendome, though bound with the straitest

laws, often sagge aside into schismes and factions. 1655—
Ch. Hist. ix. v. § 2 Yet such [spheres] as are excentricall

can never observe equall distance in their motion, but will

sagg aside to grind, and grate one the other, a 1661 —
Worthies'(1662) n.Lond. 224 No Hospital is tyed with better

or stricter laws, that it may not Sagg from the intention of

the Founder.

5. trans, in causative senses. + a. [From sense

4.] Of a current at sea : To cause to ' sag ' or

drift ; to carry out of the intended course. Obs.

1628 Digby Voy. Medit. (Camden) 77 The current sagged

me into the bay deeper towardes the eastward. 1635 Voy.

Foxe <$ James to North West (HakL Sot) 191 After he

was loos'd he was sagged into the Bay.

b. [From sense l d.] To cause to bend down-

wards in the middle.

755 Johnson, To Sag, v. a. To load ; to burthen. 1777

W. Hutchinson Pract. Seamanship 13 Their bottoms were

thus sagged down by the cargoes. Ibid., Sagged down-

wards six inches by her cargo. 1869 Sir E. J. Reed Ship-

build, v. 93 The ultimate measures of the strengths of the

ships to resist a strain tending to hog or sag, or break them

across is as 5 : 4. 1891 C. Lapworth in Proc. Geogr. Soc.

689 The surface of this American arch is sagged downwards

in the middle into a central depression which lies between

two long marginal plateaux. 100a Westm. Gaz. 5 July 8/3

The vessel will first be ' sagged by being hung by the head

and the stern only from two platforms, one at each end.

Sag, variant of Seg (castrated bull).

II Saga x (sa'ga). [ON. and Icel. saga wk. fern.

(Sw. saga) narrative, story, history ; corresp. (exc.

in declension) to OE. sagu str. fem. : see Saw**.2
]

1. Any of the narrative compositions in prose

that were written in Iceland or Norway during

the middle ages ; in English use often applied spec.

to those which embody the traditional history of

Icelandic families or of the kings of Norway.

1709 Hickes in Pepyi Diary (1879) VI. 201 The histories

of the old Northern nations, which commonly have the

title of Saga, which signifies a narration of History. «77.7

Robertson Hist. Amer. (1783) I. 326 The credit of this

story rests, as far as I know, on the authority of the Saga,

or Chronicle of King Olaus.. published by Permskiold at

Stockholm A. d. 1697. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. vj. xxn,

Many a Saga's rhyme uncouth. 1807 W. P. Ker Epic A>

Romance 66 The Icelandic Sagas—the prose histories of the

fortunes of the great Icelandic houses.

b. trans/. A narrative having the (real or sup-

posed) characteristics of the Icelandic sagas; a

storyof heroic achievement or marvellousadventure.

1857 Longf. Discov. North Cape viii, For the old seafaring

men Came to me now and then, With their sagas of the

seas. 1862 H. Markyat Year in Sweden II. 63 With this

last visit terminates my saga of Gripsholm. 1891 Kipling

Light that Failed v, Dick delivered himself of the saga of

his own doings.
,

U 2. In incorrect uses (partly as the equivalent of

the cognate Ger. sage): A story, popularly be-

lieved to be matter of fact, which has been deve-

loped by gradual accretions in the course of ages,

and has been handed down by oral tradition ; his-

torical or heroic legend, as distinguished both from

authentic history and from intentional fiction.

1864 Kingsley Rom. If Teut. 1.(1875) 1, I shall begin.,

with a saga. 1869 Tozer High!. Turkey 1 1. 265 1 he Popu.

lar Tale is thus, .distinguished from.. the Myth, or Saga.

1873 Miss R. H. Busk Sagas /r. Far East 242 While dis-

playing the usual exaggerations common to the Sagas of all

nations, these Indian Sagas have one leading peculiarity.

1883 Kennedy tr. Ten Brink's E. Eng. Lit. 150 The Sagas

of Guy of Warwick and Bevis of Hampton.

3. Comb., as saga-writer ; saga-man, a narrator

of sagas, also the hero of a saga [ =• ON. spgu-mafr].

i8»3 Crabb Technol. Diet., Sagaman (Archaiol.), a tale-

teller, or secret accuser. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxix, You

SAGACITY.

are the hero ! you are the Sagaman ! We are not worthy.

1866 Reader 3 Mar. 221/3 All the skalds and sagamen of

any note were Icelanders. 1866 Baring-Gould Myths Mid.

Ages Ser. 1. 1 1 3 An arrow . . penetrated the windpipe of the

king, and it is supposed to have sped, observes the Saga

writer, from the bow of Hemingr.

li Saga 2 (s#"ga). [L. saga.] - A witch.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. A ndrois 312 Thair Saga slew ane saikles

beast. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 111. x, ' Patience ', resumed the

witch,. .' My mother was herself a saga '.

|| Saga, pi. of Sagum.
Sagacious (sag^'Jas), a. [f. L. sagac-em

(whence F. sagace), sagax, i. the root *sag- ( =
OTeut.*r<X*-, Seek v.)m sagire to discern acutely.]

fl. Acute in perception, esp. by the sense of

smell. Const, of. Obs.

1607 Topseli. Four-/ Beasts Ep. Ded. A 5, The Bees

seeke out their King if he loose himselfe, and by a most saga-

cious smelling-sence, neuer cease till he be found out. 1656

Blount Gtossogr., Sagacious,, .quick of scent, taste or sight.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 281 So sented the grim Feature, and
uptum'd His Nostril wide into the murkie Air, Sagacious

of his Quarry from so fair. 1700 Dryden Cock $ Fox 751

With Might and Main they chas'd the murd'rous Fox,..

Nor wanted Horns t' inspire sagacious Hounds. 173a Pope
Ess. Alan 1. 214 And hound sagacious on the tainted green.

2. Gifted with acuteness of mental discernment

;

having special aptitude for the discovery of truth

;

penetrating and judicious in the estimation of char-

acter and motives, and in the devising of means for

the accomplishment of ends ;
shrewd.

1650 Bulwer Authropomet. 145 It would seem a wonder

if sagacious Nature should faulter only in the forming of

that part. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Alor. 1. § 6 True
Charity is sagacious, and will find out hints for beneficence.

1704 Ray Creation 1. (ed. 4) 95 The Study and Endeavours

of the most sagacious Naturalists. 1756 C. Lucas Ess.

Waters III. 125 Our very sagacious author found them in

this condition. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 742 The world

grown old, her deep discernment shows, Claps spectacles on

her sagacious nose. 1794 S. Williams Vermont^ 136 He
appeared to the greatest advantage, sagacious in distin-

guishing and observing. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii.

II. 194 He had been urged by an adviser less sagacious and

more impetuous than himself, to try a bolder course. 1863

Geo. Eliot Romola xix, Bardi was entirely under the as-

cendency of his sagacious and practical friend.

b. Of observations, sayings, actions, etc.

:

Resulting from or exhibiting acuteness of mental

discernment ; characterized by sagacity.

1831 Brewster Ntivton ix. 108 Hence he concluded that

diamond ' is an unctuous substance coagulated ',—a sagacious

prediction, which has been verified in the discoveries of

modern chemistry. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xv. 161

The Esquimaux examines the track with sagacious care.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 438 ™" sagacious

conjecture has since been fully verified by the discoveries of

Wurtz and Hofmann. 1876 Blackie Lang. «, Lit. Sc.

Highl. ii. 87 In Homer himself, . . we find not a few of those

sagacious, curt sentences, into which men unacquainted

with books are fond of compressing their experience of

human life.

3. Of animals: Intelligent.

1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 4 Of all the solitary insects I have

ever remarked, the spider is the most sagacious. 1819

Keats Eve St. Agnes xli, The wakeful bloodhound rose,

and shook his hide, But his sagacious eye an inmate owns.

Hence Sagaciously adv., Saga'ciousness.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. i.ij 28. 33 Wherefore they

sagaciously apprehended, that there must needs be [etc].

Ibid. iv. § 14. 250 Where this Love is not only called »oAk-

fujnf, of much-counsel or sagaciousness, ..but also vpta-

01/totos. ai7ii Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 102

But Edmund.. Sagaciously the Pageantry suspects. 1818

Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 64 But his measures had been

so sagaciously taken, that except through that perverseness

of fortune, . . he could hardly fail of success. 1884 J. Haw-
thorne A. Malmaison iii, It is always a delicate matter to

fathom the depth of a medical man's sagaciousness.

Sagacity (sagarsiti). [ad. F. sagacite", ad. L.

sagacitdt-em, f. sagac-em Sagacious a. : see -ity.]

The quality of being sagacious.

+ 1. Acute sense of smell. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 151 marg., What smelling

or sagacity in Dogs is. Ibid. 451 This Beast is not onely

enemy to the crocodile and Aspe, but also to their Egges,

which she hunteth out by the sagacity of her nose. 1677

Plot Ox/ordsh. 179 Ladies, who commonly have great

sagacity in smelling, may hereby be directed in the choice

of their Melitaei or Lap-dogs. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 616

Some [animals] show that nice sagacity of smell. 1798

Pennant Himioostan II. 36 All this genus are remarkable

for their voracity and their sagacity of nostril.

2. Acuteness of mental discernment ; aptitude for

investigation or discovery ; keenness and soundness

of judgement in the estimation of persons and con-

ditions, and in the adaptation of means to ends

;

penetration, shrewdness.

«IS48 Hall Citron., Hen. I'll 13b, Both for age and

prudent sagacitie, fatherly, a wyse & a grave personage,

which for renuyng of the olde amitie, were commanded

(etc.]. 1604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Sagacitie, sharpnes

of wit ; witnesse. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. f 24 As

he had a wonderfull Sagacity in such Reflections, a thou-

sand Difficulties and Dangers occurred to him. 1693 J.

Edwards Author. O. * Ar
. Test. 18 Men of skill and sa-

gacity do sometimes foretel futurities. 1743 Emerson

Fluxions 107 These are the general Rules, but after all,

many things must be left to the Sagacity and Invention of

the Artist. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest x, She was

somewhat surprised at Peter's sagacity. 1844 Dickens

Mart. Chuz. xxxviii, Relying on your advice as a man of

great sagacity in money matters. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Fug.



SAGAMITfi.

ii. I. 182 He discerns the signs of the times with a sagacity
which to the multitude appears miraculous. 1804 Pusey
Lect. Daniel (1876) 160 It was beyond human sagacity.. to
predict the Roman Empire.

b. //. Sagacious observations.
i866C»rlylf. /?««/«. (1881) I. 103 His native sagacities.,

made him the most delightful of companions. 1891 Specta-
tor 13 June 829/1 Who., is always pressing her homely
sagacities on the imagination of the young.

3. Of animals: Exceptional intelligence ; skill in

the adaptation of means to ends.

J5S5 Eden Decades 189 Are there many of such sagacitie
and industrye as the lyke is not scene in beastes of greater
quantitie. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. iv. 112 Why
they placed this invention upon the Bever. .might be the
sagacitie and wisedome of that animall. 1715 De Foe Voy.
round World (i8ao) 337 Black cattle., by a natural sagacity,
apprehensive of being swept away with the flood. 1759
Goldsm. Bee No. 4 fhe sagacity of some insects. 1837
W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 134 He had heard much
of the sagacity of the beaver in cutting down trees.

Sagamite' (saga mitr). Also 8 shaggamitie,
sagamitty, sagamite. 9 sagamity. [a. K. saga-
mit( (Sagard, 1632), repr. Cree Indian kisamittiv,

hot drink of any kind.] a. A kind of gruel or
porridge made from coarse hominy. + b. (See
quot. 1748.)
1748 H. Ellis Voy. Hudson's Bay 188 The broth offish,

which they call shaggamitie. 1763 tr. Father Charlevoix'
Ace. Voy. Canada 279 (Stanf.) The women come for several
days and pour Sagamitty on the place. 1796 Hist. Ned
Evans II. 103 But they were all refreshed with as much
Indian corn pounded and stewed with bear's grease as they
could eat, which theycall sagamity. 1807G. Heriot Trav.
586 Sagamite, pudding made of Indian corn. 1839 H. Mur-
ray.V. A mer. 1. vii. 375 The dishes were Sagamity or boiled
Indian Com.
Sagamore (sargami>r). Also 7 sagamos, sago-
mo, sagomore, aaggamore, segamore, sagamor,
7-8 lAgamo, 8 sachemore. [a. Penobscot saga-
mo: see Sachem.] = Sachem i.

1613 Plrchas Pilgrimage (1614) 750 He obserued a feast
made by Anadabijon the great Sagamo, in his Cabin. Ibid.

756 When a Sagaraos dieth, they blacke themselues. 16*4
CArr. Smith Virginia \ 1. 240 The Massachusets call . . their
kings there abouts Sachems : the Penobscotes. .their kings
Sagomos. 164a Lechfokd Plain Dealer (1867) 115 I hey
are governed by sachems, kings, and saggamores, petie
lords. 167s Lond. Gat. No. 1017/1 King Philip the Indian
Segamore of those parts, had raised about six hundred Men
in Arms. 1751 C. Gist jfrnls. (1893) 7a This Beaver is the
Sachemore or Chief of the Delaware*. iSatt J. F. Coorea
Mohicans xxx, Uncas, . . the wisest Sagamore of the I ndians !

86J Parkjiah Champlain iv. (1875) 246 But the vision of
the centenarian sagamore put them all to shame.
trans/. 188a Doworn in Academy 30 Dec. 464/1 But

readers on this side of the Atlantic cannot be supposed to
owe allegiance to every local sagamore of learning or Puri-
tan pow-wow of the old colonialdays.

t b. Sagamore'i head : ? some American tree.

1741 P. Collinson in Mem. Bar/ram (1849) 148 The
butter-nut. with the Medlar and Sagamore's head.
I lence t Sagamoreahip.
1674 Jossflyh Voy. New Eng. 123 The three Kingdoms

or Sagamoreships of the Mattachusets were very populous,
having under them seven Dukedoms or petli-Sagamoreships.

II Sagan .s/>-gan% Jewish Anliq. Also9»egan.
[Late (Talmudic) use of Heb. pc sSgSn or srgen
(found only in pi. s'gdnfm^, Jewish Aram, s'gan,

a. Assyrian shainu prefect (ofconquered city or pro-
vince). In the Bible the word denotes only a civil

governor.] The deputy of the Jewish high-priest

;

the second highest functionary of the Temple.
In Biblical times this official seems to have been called

' second priest ' (Heb. kihln hammishne*) : see Jer. lii. R4,

16*5 T. Godwin Moses 4 Aaron 1. (1641) 18 The High
Priest and his Sagan, resembled our Bishop and his Suf-
fragan. 16*1 Drvdkn Ats. 4- Achit. 866 With him the
Sagan of Jerusalem, Of hospitable soul and noble stem.
«*77 C. Geikie Christ lx. (1879) 737 The ancient hierarchy
as consisting of the high priest ; his deputy, or Sagan : two
suffragans of the Sagans, (etc.). 1904 Jewish EncycLW.
390/2 Every high priest had a ' mishneh ' (a second) called
the Segan, or ' memunneh ', to stand at his right.

tSagapene. Ol>s. Also 6 ? sagape. [Angli-
cized form of next.] - Sagapenum ; also the
plant producing sagapenum.
S4I Turner Names of Hcrbts 37 Ferula... It maye be

named in englishe herbe Sagapene or Fenel gyanle. 1570
Levins Manip. 36/37 Herbe. sagape [rimes ape, grape, clc],
ferula. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 67 As for our Sacopenium
here in Italy, it diffcreth altogether from that which grows
beyond sea. For the outlandish kind . . is called Sagapen.
1611 Cotgr., Ferule, . .the hearbe Ferula, Sagapene, Fennel!
Giant. 1651 J. FIreake] Agrippa's Occ. Phitos. 86 1'he
root of the reedy Hearb Sagapen. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist.
Drugs I. 190 Chuse your Sagapen in fine Tears, clear and
transparent, of a strong smell.

II Sagapenum (sx-gaprnftn). [Late L. saga-
penum, -on, a. Gr. aayanriroy a plant (prob. Ferula
persica) ; also the gum obtained from it.] A gum-
resin, the concrete juice of Ferula persica, formerly
used as an antispasmodic and emmenagogue, or
externally. Also gum sagapenum.
,579. Lancmam Card. Health (1633) 573 Sagapenum or
Serapinum. .is a precious gumme, the best shineth through
darke in colour yelow without and white within. 1616
Blm.lokar Eng. Expos., Sagapenum, the sappe or Gum of
a plant growing in Media, .vsrd in Physicke against diners
cold diseases. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp. 125 Sagapenum .

.

is likewise the Tear or Gum of a Tree. 1815. Kauffman
Ui t. Merchandise Gum sagapenum. 1831-Q Hookfr in

Vol. VIII.

Man. Sri. Euq. 424 Compared with assafcetida and galba-
num, sagapenum is a rare and costly drug.

Sagar, obs. form of Cigar and Saker «,

Sagaret, obs. form of Sakeret.

II Sagaris (saegaris). Antiq. Also anglicized
8 sagar. [Gr. oayapts, from some Eastern lan-
guage.] A single-edged battle-axe used byScythians,
Persians, Amazons, etc
1683 Bingham Xenophon 69 A weapon called Sagaris,

such as the Amazons beare. 1776 J. Bryant Mythol. III.

140 Their chief arms were, .battleaxes, and sagars. i860
Rawlinson Hist. Herodotus IV. 65 The Saca.-.. carried the
battleaxe, or sagaris.

Sagarston, obs. form of Sexton.
tSagate, a. Her. 06s.- 1 [ad. L. type *sagd-

tits, f. sag-utn mantle.] Clothed in a mantle.
1688 R. Hoi me Armoury iv. viii. (Roxb.) 328/2 A Head-

peece.. Argent ..Mantled with a Rockett, or Sagate Gules,
Iynned with white.

Sagat ,e, -gates, obs. northern var. ff. Sogate(s.
Sagathy v

sx'gaJ>i). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 8
sagathea, saggathe, sagathee, 8-9 segathy, 9
sagathoy, -thay. [In Fr. saga/is (Boiste 1840;
not in Littre or Hatz.-Darm.), Sp. sagati; of un-
known origin.] Awoollen stuff (see quot. 1727-41).
1707 Postman 15 Nov. in Ashton^uc. Life ReignQ. Anne

(1882) I. 151 Broad Cloaths, Camblet, Druggits and Sa-
gathys. 1709 Female TatterNo. 9/1 Any Camlets, Drugets,
or Sagathies. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 270 p 4 Making a
Panegyrick on Pieces of Sagathy or Scotch-Plod. 1717-41
Chambers Cycl., Sagathee, ..a. slight woollen stuff; being
a kind of serge, or ratteen ; sometimes mixed with a little

silk. ,1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxvt. (1841) I. 261
Norwich buys, .serges and segalhies from Devon and
Somersetshire. 1804 Monthly Map. 418 Not more than
three persons are engaged in making.. serges, duroys, sa-
gothoys and dimities. 1810 J. T. in Risdon s Surv. Devon
Introd. Remarks 25 Segatbies, druggets, coatings, beavers,
. .found a market in Spain. 188a J. Ashton Soc. Life Reign
Q. Anne I. 151 They [sc. clothes] were made of drugget
and sagathay, camlet, but the majority of men wore cloth.

1884 Uzsxnt Dorothy Forsterii, He.. went about dressed
in grey sagathy and woollen stockings.

b. attrib. or adj. Made of sagathy.
1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4901/4 A brown-colour'd Sagathea

Wastcoat and Breeches. 171a Ibid. No. 5058/4 A Led-
coloured Saggathe Coat and Wastecoat. 1889 Doyle Micah
Clarke ii. 14 Beneath my sagathy stuffjacket.

Sagay, variant of Zagaie.
8agbo(u

;
t, -but(t, obs. forms of Sackbut.

Sage (s/'dj), sb.l Forms : 4-6 sauge, 4-5
sawge, salge, (5 sauoge), 6 saulge, aayge, 5-
aage. [M E. sauge, a. F. sauge ( 1

3th c. in LittrrS) :—
L. salvia (whence late OE. saluie, ME. Save sb.).

Cf. Pr., Sp., It. salvia, Pg. salva ; also MLG. sa/vie,

serve, Lra. salit, OHG. salbeia, salveia fem. (mod.G.
salbei masc.). For the phonology in Eng. cf.

Chaff; v., Gauge, Safe, Save.]

L A plant of the genus Salvia, N.O. Labiatm
;

esp. S. officinalis, an aromatic culinary herb.
Hence, the leaves of this plant used in Cookery.
Sage, much esteemed formerly as a medicinal herb, is not

now included in the British Pharmacopeia, but in domestic
medicine is still used in the preparation of sage-tea (see 5 b).

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. (Percy Soc) 26 He is blosme
opon bleo brihtest under bis, With celydoyne ant sauge, as
thou thi self sys. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 131 Salge is his
herbe appourtenant Aboven al the remenant. c 1410 Liber
Cocornm (1862) 11 Do per to sage and persely goyng. 1533
ElyotCVm*. Itelthe 11. xvL (1541) 29 Sauge. It healcth,
and sommewhat byndeth. 1576 Lyte Dottoens 11. lxxvii.

250 There be two sortes of Sage, the one is small and franke,
and the other is great. The great Sage is of three sortes,
that is to say, greene, white, and redde. 1584 Cogan Haven
Health xi. 33 Sage is vsed commonly in sawces, as to sluffe
veale, porke, rosting pigges, and that for good cause. 1590
Spenser Muiopotmos 187 l'he wholesome saulge, and la-

vender still gray. 1610 Fletcher Faith/. Sheph. 11. ii,

These for frenzy be A speedy and a soueraigne remedie.
'l'he bitter Wormewood, Sage and Marigold. 1714 Gay
Sheph. Week 11.13 Marbled with Sage the nard'ning Cheese
she press'd. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide 11. (1807) 77 But
what's the sage without the goose? 1881 Encycl. Brit.
XII. 289/2 Sage, Salvia officinalis, a hardy evergreen
undershrub, belonging to the labiates, of which there are
two varieties, the green-leaved and the red-leaved.

2. Cookery, f a. A force-meat, ' pottage ', or

sauce in which sage is the chief ingredient. Sage
yfarced, sage stuffing. Also apxA-adj. in partly

anglicized names of culinary preparations containing

sage, asfritter sage, sauce sage. Obs.
1c 1390 Forme o/Cury (1780) 23 Pygges in sawse Sawge.

Ibid. 72 Sawge yfarced. t'1430 TwoCookery-bks. 28 Sauge.
1'ake Gyngere, Galyngale, Clowys, & grynde in a morter

;

ban lake an handfulle of Sawge, & do ber-to [etc.]. Ibid.

41 Sauoge. Take Pigis fete clene y-pekyd ; pan tak Freysshe
brobe of Beff, & draw mylke of Almaundys, & be Piggys
ber-in ; ben mence Sawge [etc.]. c 1450 Ibid. 72 Pigge or

chiken in Sauge. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 501
Frutur sawge.

b. Sage and onions : a stuffing chiefly composed
of those ingredients, used for goose, duck, pork,

etc. Also sage-and-onion stuffing.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 4 Some love the Knuckle [of

pork] stuffed with Onions and Sage shred small. 18*4 New
Syst. Cookery 113 Ducks roasted. Stuff one with sage and
onion, . . crams, . . and pepper and salt. 189 . Encycl. Pract.
Cookery (ed. Garrett) s.v., Sage-and-Onion Stuffing.

3. In the names of plants of other genera. Ben-

SAGE.

gal sage, Meriandra bengalensis (Treas.Bot. 18O6).
Bitter, fgarlick, f mountain or wood sage]
Teucrium Scorodonia. Black sage, (a) Cordia
cylhtdrostachya; (b) in California, Trichostema
lanatum (Cent. Diet. 189 1). French sage,
Phlomisfruticosa. \ Jerusalem sage, also + sage
of Jerusalem or f Bethlehem, (a) Pulmo-
naria officinalis; {b) Phlomis fruticosa. Seaside
sage, Croton balsamiferum (Treas. Bot.). fKoek
sage, a species of Sideritis. White sage, in U. S.,
a woolly chenopodiaceous plant used as a febri-
fuge, Eurotia lanata ; also applied to other plants
of the same order, Kochia prostrata and Audibcrtia
polystachya (Cent. Diet.). Wild sage, (a) = bitter
sage; {b) see quot. 1866.
?'3*7 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 10/2 Ambrosia,

wild sauge. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbs (1881) 18 Bacchar
or Baccaris is the herbe (as I thynke) that we call in english
Sage of Hierusalem. 156a Rock sage [see Ironwort]. 1578
Lyte Dodoens t. lxxxv. 125 Sage of Jerusalem hath rough,
heane, and large, browne greene leaues, sprinckled with
diuers white spots. 1597 Gfrarde Herbal 11. ccv. 535 Wood
Sage, or Garlicke Sage. Ibid, ecliii. 625 Of French Sage,
or woodie Mullein...They are called of the learned men of
our time Verbasca sytuestria... In English it is generally
called French Sage, we may call it Sage Mullein. Ibid.
eclxxv. 663 Pulmonaria,.. Sage of Ierusalem, Cowslip of
Ierusalem, Sage of Bethlem. 1731 Miller Card. Diet.,
Scordium,.. Wi\d Sage, vulgo. 1741 Compl. Fam..Piece
ii. iii. 374 Several other. .Shrubs. .are now in Flower, as
the several sorts ofJerusalem Sage. 1864 Grisebach Flora
IV. Ind. 1st. 787 Black sage : Cordia cylindrostachya. 1865
Gosse Land tf Sea (1874) 15 The wood germander, or bitter
sage. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v., Wild Sage, a name in the Cape
colony for Tarchonanthus camphoratus.
4. I = Sage-brush (see 5 b).
1807 P. Gass yrnl. 127 A kind of wild sage or hyssop, as

high as a man's head, ..grows in these bottoms. 1837 W.
Irving Capt. Bonneville 11. 206 The country, hereabout,.,
producing very little grass, but a considerable quantity of
sage or wormwood. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xxvi,
A desert country, here and there covered with wild sage
and mezquite. 187a C. King Mountain. Sierra Nev. xiii.

265 Desert too gentle and overspread with sage to be terrible.

o. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as sage
colour, juice, leaf, oil, root; also in the numes of
preparations flavoured or medicated with sage, as
sage ale, bread, drink, gargle, wine; instrumental,
as sage-covered adj. ; similative, as sage-leaved adj.

;

parasynthetic, as sage-coloured adj.

1584 Cogan Haven Health xi. 3.3 Much after the same
manner [as the making of sage wine] is made *Sage ale.

1597 Gerardb Herbal 11. eclii. 624 Sage ale, being brewed
as it shoulde be, with Sage. Scabious, Betonie, Spikenard,
Squinanth, and Fennell seedes. 1668 R. Siiarrock Let. to
Boyle 7 Apr., B.'s Wks. 1744 V. 4, I have known *sage
bread do much good in drying up watry humours. 1596
Ace. Bk. W. IVray in Antiquary XXXII. 79 Sould him of
the leight *sayge culler q' & d. Ibid., iij yeardes of [eight
*sayge cutlerd fustian. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xlii,

We passed over "sa^e-covered plains. 1747 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery 121 *Sage Drink. 189. Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett),
•Sage gargle. 1755 Wesley Prim. Physic_cxx. 73 Hoarse,
ness.. .Takea Spoonful of "Sage-juice Morning and Evening.
24. . Med. MS. in AngliaXlX. 78 Take a *sawgc-leef and
wryte beron. 1661 J. Childrey Brit. Baconica 5 They
have a slate of three sorts, blew, sage-leaf-coloured, and

tray. 1747 Wesley Prim. Phys. (1762) 88 Apply boiled

age leaves hot. 1884 Browning Fertshtah Pro!., Sage-leaf
is bitter-pungent—so's a quince. i8ai Hortus Anglicus II.

13 C. Salvifolius. "Sage-leaved Cistus. 1825 Greenhouse
Comp. I. 95 Phlomis Lychuites...K sage-leaved whitish
rugose plant. 1888 W. T. Brannt Treat. Auint. <t Veget.
Fats 539 "Sage oil, oleum salvim, obtained by distillation

from the leaves of the sage. 14. . Stockholm Med. MS. if.

867 in Anglia XVIII. 328 Rwe is eke a souereyn bote, To
settyn abowtyn a "sawge-rote. 1579 Langham Card, Health
(,033) 575 Vse it as "Sage wine to consume flegmc.

D. Special Comb. : sage-apple, a gall-apple

formed on a species of sage, Salvia pomifera, eaten

as a fruit in Crete ; sage-brush, -bush, a collec-

tive name applied to various species of Artemisia,

esp. A. tridentata ; also attrib. ; sage-cheese, a
kind of cheese which is flavoured and mottled by
mixing a decoction of sage-leaves with the cheese-

curd; sage grass, U.S. = sage-brush; sage-green,

a shade of dull greyish green resembling that of the

foliage of the sage plant Salvia officinalis ; hence
sage-greeny a., ofthe colour ofsage-green

; + sage
mullein = French sage (see 3 above) ; sage rose,

T(<») a plant ofthe genus Cistus (obs.); (b) a shrub,

Turnera ulmifolia, found in the W. Indies and S.

America ; sage tea, an infusion of sage-leaves, used
as a stomachic and slight stimulant ; sage tree,

(a) Phlomis fruticosa ;
(b) see quot. 1884; sage-

willow, a dwarf grey American willow, Salix
tristis ; sage wood = sage-brush.
183a Veg. Subst. Food 321 'Sage-apples. 187a Coues Key

N. Amer. Birds 233 Confined 10 the sterile plains and "sage-

brush (Artemisia) tracts of Western U.S. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. II. 11. xlvii. 217 A desert .. whose lower
grounds were covered with that growth of alkaline plants

which the Americans call sage-brush. 1807 P. Gass yrnl.

204 The "sage bushes.. grow in great abundance on some
garts of these plains. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. s.v., Sage-

ush, Artemina tridentata. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week II. 16

But Marian now.. Nor yellow Butter nor "Sage Cheese

Krepares. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. xii, It [the sea] is

abitually hard upon Sir Leicester, whose countenance it
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gretnly mottles in the manner ofsage-cheese. 1893 Scriiner's

Afag. June 801/a To inhale the odor of. . pungent aromatic

things in the tall ' *Sage grass '. 1815 J. Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 642 •Sage-green, pea, and sea-greens. 1884 G.

Allen Philistia 1. 49 Three afternoon dresses, the grey, . .the

*sage-greenyaesthetic one, and the peacock-blue. 156a Tuk-
kei Herialw. I6iThewildeone[Verbascum]..maybecalled
in Englishe *Sage mullen. 1597 Gebarde Herbal Table,

•Sage rose and his kinds, looke Cistus. 1864 Grisebach
Flora IK /'id. hi. 787 Sage-rose : Tvmera uliiijfalia. 1705

HicKERiNGiLL Priesl-cr. 11. vi. 62 As for «Sage-Tea, it being

an English Drink, ..I care not if they Drink it without the

assistance of Mr. Say-Grace. 18x4 Loudon Encycl. Gard.
(ed. 2) g 4141 The decoction called sage-tea is usually made
from one variety, the small-leaved green, or sage of virtue.

1741 Coiitpl. Fam.-Piece 11. iii, There are several other Trees
. .in Flower, as. . Phlomis or "Sage Trees. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. App. s.v., Sage ofJerusalem, or Sage-tree. 1884
W. Miller Plant-M. t

Sage-tree, Brush-land, of ^ Australia.

Psychotria daphuoides. i860 Worcester (citing G. B.

Emerson), *Sage-willow,..6'a//> tristis —called also dwarf
gray-willow.

c. In the names of animals and birds found
chiefly in the sage-brush districts of N. America,
as sage cook, grouse, the largest grouse found in

America, Centrocercus turophasianus ; sage hare =
sage rabbit ; sage hen, the female of the sage
grouse; sage rabbit, a small hare, Lcpusartemisia;
sage sparrow, each of the two fringilline birds

Amphispiza bilineata and A. belli; sage thrasher,
the mountain mocking bird, Oreoscoptes montanus.
1859 S. F. Baird Catal. N. Amer. Birds (Smithsonian

Misc. Coll.) 462 Centrocercus urofihasianus Sw. "Sage Cock.
1884 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 580 "Sage Grouse.
1861 G. F. Berkeley Sportsm. IV. Prairies ii. 25 There
is a certain bird of the grouse species, .called the '"sage
hen'. 1859 S. F. Baird Mammals N. Amer. 602 Lepns
Artemisia, Bachman. "Sage Rabbit. 1879 Goode etc.

Catal. Anim. Resources U.S. 20 Lepus sylvaticus Bach.,
var. Nuttalli.—Sage Rabbit. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer.
Birds (ed. 2) 375 Amphispiza.. "Sage Sparrows. Ibid. 249
"Sage Thrasher.

Sage (s^d^), a. and sb.% Also 6 saage, Sc.

saig(e, sauge. [a. F. sage adj. and sb. (nth c.

in Hatz.-Darm. ; OF. had also saige, savie) :—Com.
Rom^abio(Pi.satge-s,saii-s,Sp.,Pg.sabio,Xt.sag^io,

savio) :—popularL.*sapius (cf. L. nesapius ignorant)

£ sap-Ire to be wise (pr. pple. sapiens wise).]

A. adj. Now only literary.

1. Of a person : Wise, discreet, judicious. In ME.
often the sage (following a proper name). In
modern use in narrowed applications : Practically

wise, rendered prudent or judicious by experience.
it97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4069 Nou it worb iended bat Sibile

be sage sede biuore. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1576 As be
sage sathrapas [at sorsory coube. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.
xl. 257 For salamon be sage bat sapience made. 1390 Gower
Con/. II. 383 This. .Is that Sibille of whom ye wite, That
alle men yit clepen sage, c 1460 Ashbv Dicta Philos. 1222
To speke litil, is knowen a man sage. 1490 Caxton Eueydos
liii. 148 Retourne agayn towarde eneas and make peas wyth
hym yf ye be sage, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxvi. 274
There is no clerke lyuynge so sage that can put it in wryt-
ynge. IS4S Ascham Toxoph. (Arb.) 45 The best learned
and sagest men in this Reafmcboth loue shoting and vse
shoting. 156a W1N3ET Cert. Tractates i. Wks. (S. T. S.) I.

5 Jour wyse, saige, and grave familiar servands. 1571
Salir. Poems Reform, xxvii. 1 r Bott schaw thyselff both
scharpe, sauge far. saig], and sinceir. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill,
in. vu. 227 Cousin of Buckingham, and sage graue men,
Since you will [etc]. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, iv. v. 121 All you
sage Counsailors, hence. 01625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636)
481 The Chancellor, and Treasurer, taking to them the
Iustices, and other such sage persons, as they thinke fit.

a 1687 Waller Maid's Trag. v. Wks. (1729) 348 Can you
expect, that she should be so sage To rule her blood, and
you not rule your rage? 1731 Berkeley Alciphr. v. § 35
The wise reasoning of a certain sage magistrate. 1817
Byron Beppo xxvii, For most men (till by losing rendered
sager) Will back their own opinions with a wager. Ibid.
xxxv, No wonder such accomplishments should turn A
female head, however sage and steady. 1833 Ht. Mar-
ttneau Three Ages ii. 70 These housekeepers, made sage
by circumstance, looked and spoke with something very
little like mirth. 1868 Milman St. Paul's xiii. 346 But
sager Juxon..withdrew from the proud but perilous office.
a 1872 Maurice Friendsh. Bis. i. (1874) 12 If I thought of
him Ik. Bacon], even as the sagest of book-makers and not
as a human being.

b. Of advice, conduct, etc. : Characterized by
profound wisdom ; based on sound judgement.
1531 ELYOTG<7jMii.xxii.(i534)2i8b, Roboaz. .comtempned

the sage counsayle of auncyente men, and imbraced the
lyght perswasions of yonge men. 0590 Marlowe Faust.
1. L 97 Come.. make me blest with your sage conference.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. in. iv. 413 Weel whisper ore a couplet
or two of most sage sawes. 1641 Milton Reform. 11. 45
Little thought he of this sage caution. J796 H. Hunter
tr. St.-Picrres Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 380 The infinitely sage
plans of Nature. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 176 He
gives sage counsels about the nursing of children.

o. Of the countenance, bearing, etc. : Exhibiting
sageness or profound wisdom. In mod. use com-
monly somewhat ironical.
1816 Scott Antiq. ix

;
Miss Oldbuck re-entered, with a

singularly sage expression of countenance. 1849 Dickens
Dav. Copp. xix, Mr. Dick had regularly assisted at our
councils, with a meditative and sage demeanour.
2. In phraseological combinations after Fr. use

:

fa. Sagefool (also in Fr. form fol sage) : a jester I

or court fool. Obs. b. Sage woman (also in AF. I

form i sage feme) : a midwife, rare.

34

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 423 }e lordes and ladyes..bat
fedeth foles sages, flatereres and lyeres. Ibid. 444 A fol sage
syttynge at the hey? table. ?£X475 in Q. Eliz. Acad. 77
There was A grete lorde bat had A Sage fole, the whyche
he lovyd Marvaylous well. 1673 [H. Stubbe] Rosemary <y

Bayes 2 Baptisme 'tis thought may be administred by a sage
feme. 1833 Disraeli Cont. Flent. in. xix, A sage woman
of great reputation was at our house.

+3. Grave, dignified, solemn. Obs.

1564 BriefExam. C iij b, I woulde haue the Ministers of
Churches to vse sage vesture. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse
A iij, He wore., a garnish of night-caps, which a sage
butten cap..ouer spread very orderly. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
V. i. 260 VVe should prophane the seruice of the dead, To
sing sage Requiem, and such rest to her As to peace-parted
Soules. 163a Milton Penseroso 117 And if ought els great
Bards beside In sage and solemn tunes have sung, Of Tur.
neys and of Trophies hung. 1644 — Judgm. Bucer Wks.
1851 IV. 301 In a point of sagest moment.
B. sb.

1. A man of profound wisdom ; esp. one of those

persons of ancient history or legend who were
traditionally famous as the wisest of mankind

;

hence, one whose exceptional wisdom entitles him
to a degree of veneration like that which was
accorded to these. In early use sometimes with
weaker sense, a wise man.
The ' seven sages of Greece * were Thales, Solon, Peri-

ander, Cleobulus, Chilon, Bias, and Pittacus, to each of
whom some wise maxim is attributed by ancient writers.
The ' seven sages of Rome * are the personages of a romance,
of Oriental origin, which was popular throughout Europe in
the Middle Ages. ' Eastern sages ' : often applied in hymns
(after Milton) to the ' three Magi ' : see Magus 2.

13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 4, I sal yow tel, . . Of the seuen sages
of Rome. 1399 Langl, Rich. Redeles in. 7 Me thynkyth,
Sauynge souereynes and sages avise, bat be moste myscheff
..Is denied be dede y-do a^eins kynde. c 1440 Generydes
88 This old fader. .Of vij Saugys callid the wysest That was
in Rome. 1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 1 There
were besides these sophistes, another kinde called sapientes,
or sages, as was Thales, Solon [etc.]. 1577 tr. Butlittger's
Decades n. x. (1592) 223 Musonius, HierocleSj and other
auncient sages. 1642 tr. Perkins* Prof. Bk. xi. § 739. 323
Master Littleton who was an honorable sage of the Law.
1667 Milton P. L. xii, 362 A Starr.. proclaims him com,
And guides the Eastern Sages, who enquire His place. 1735
Thomson Liberty u. 222 The great Athenian Sage, And
Father of Philosophy [sc. Socrates]. 1862 Stanley jew,
Ch. (1877) I. xviii. 337 He was. .but as one of the old chiefs
of the bygone age—half warrior, half sage.

b. In playful or ironic use.

1751 Johnson Rambler No. 120 F 2 He called for help
upon the sages of physick. 1822 W. Irving Braceb, Hall
xxvi.238 In vain did the sages of the village interfere. 1893
Times 8 May 9/3 They have cited.. some of the mustiest
sages of the law in confirmation of this view.

2. Comb, : simple attrib., as sage-like adj. ; ob-
jective, as sage-inspiring adj. ; instrumental, as
sage-exalted\ 'instructed adjs.

1728-46 Thomson Spring 209 The dissolving clouds., to
the sage-instructed eye unfold The various twine of light.

x735 — Liberty 11. 197 The Sage-exalted Chief [Xenophon].
1745 T. Warton Pleas. Melancholy^ Tho' thro* the bliss-
ful scenes IHssus roll His sage- inspiring flood. 1879 R. H.
Douglas Confucianism iii. 72 He alone, possessing all the
sage-like qualities, shows himself, .fitted to exercise rule.

Sage, obs. f. Sedge ; var. Seg Obs.

t Saged, a, Obs. nonce-xvd, [f. Sage sb.% +
-ed 1

.] Befitting a sage ; characterized by wisdom.
1563 B. Googe Eglogs 1. (Arb.) 31 And many a saged sawe

lies hyd within thine aged brest. Ibid. 32.

Sageer : see Sakia.

Sagely (s/i-d^li), a. rare- 1
, [f. Sage sb.% +

-LT *!] Belonging to or befitting a sage.

1867 Legge Confucius iv. 54 His gorgeous but unsub-
stantial pictures of sagely perfection.

Sagely (s/i-dgli), adv. Also 5 sagilly. [f.SAGE
a. + -ly A] In a sage manner.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3359 So bus a kyng to consaile haue

a clere hert, To se at syttis him to se & sagely to wirke.
c '475 Partenay 5315 Sagilly hym ruled to intelligent 1523
Ld. Berners Froiss. I. vii. 5 The kyng. .demaunding right
swetely of her astate and besynesse. And she answered him
ryght sagely. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 29 Sober he seemde,
and very sagely sad. ' 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 285. 1714
Pope Wife ofBath 341 He, against this right sagely would
advise. 1833 Ht. Martineau Charmed Sea v. 87 Paul
explained, very sagely, how right it was. 187a Morley
Voltaire (1886) 11 If he adroitly or sagely preserved his
buckler.

II Sagene l (sa'^en). Also 8 sajen, 9 sachine.
sashen, sashine, sajene, sazhen. [Russian

caiKeHb.] A measure of length used in Russia,
equal to seven English feet.

1737 Phil. Trans. XL. 29 Wersts, divided each into 500
Sagenes, and each Sagene supposed to be exactly seven Feet
English. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sachine, Sashen,
other names for the sagene, a Russian linear-measure. 1896
Redwood Petroleum I. 285 Boring, at 75 roubles per sagene
(1 sagene — about 7 feet) for the first 100 sagenes [etc].

Sagene 2 (sadgrn). rare, [ad. L. sagena, a. Gr.
arayrjvr},] A fishing-net. In quots. transf. and Jig. }

a network (of railways, etc.).

1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. in. 1. i. 5 At this time, when
theiron roads are tearing up the surface of Europe,, .when
their great sagene is drawing and twitching the ancient
frame and strength of England together. 1871 M. Collins
Mrq.Sf Merch.W. i. 14 Fortunate folk who live beyond the
grasping reticulation of the great railway sagene.

Sageness (s^'dgnes). [f. Sage a. + -ness.]

The quality of being sage; profound wisdom.

SAGGED.
1509 Watson Ship of Fools xxxiv. (1517) Hvij, He is a

foole without sagenesse. 1540-1 Elvot Image Gov. xiv.

U541) 24 A man. .whom for his great witte and sagenes in
apparance, the Emperour had in syngular fauour. 1654
Gayton Pleas. Notes iv.v. 196 The sagenesse, civility, thrift,

abstinence, and such like personated parts and customes
at home, will be all laid aside. 1755 Johnson, Sageness,
gravity, prudence. 1814 Coleridge Let. to J. Kenyon
(1895) 640 Public prudence and practical sageness. 1907
Q. Rev. Oct. 365 If we [sc. Confucians] could renounce our
sageness and discard our wisdom it would be better for the
people a hundredfold.

Sagenite (sad^fnait). Min. [Named by H. B.
de Saussure, 1 796 : f. Gr. aayT\vri net + -ite.] A
variety of rutile in which slender crystals are inter-

laced, forming a network.
180a Thomson Syst. Chem. IV. 120.

Hence Sageni tic a. , of or belonging to sagenite
(Cassell's Encycl. Diet.).

+ Sageously, adv. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sage a.

+ -ous + -ly^.] Sagely.
C1500 Melusine xxxvi. 359 Whan the knight herd her

speke so sageously [Fr. sagement].

Sagerston, obs. form of Sexton.
Sageship (s^-dgjlp). rare. [f. Sage sb.% +

-ship.] The personality of a sage ; the quality of
being a sage.
rti83« Bentham Deontol. iii. (1834) I. 40 Men, who by

whatever name they called their own sageships, were called
by others wisest of men. 1887 F. H. Balfour Leaves fr.
Chinese Scrapbook no {title) Confucius on Sageship.

t Sagess. Obs, In 5 sagesse. [a. K. sagesse
f f.

sage Sage a.] Sageness, profound wisdom.
1474 Caxton Chesse m. v. (1883) 1 19 Yf he haue not sagesse

and wysedom in hym self of dyuerce wrytynges. c 1475
Partenay 6224, I hold it no gret wisdome ne sagesse To
ouermoche suffre sorew and paine. 1676 Glanvill Ess. vu
13 Thus the Sagess, and grandeur of the Prince of Darkness
need not be brought in question on this Occasion.

Sagewar, obs. form of Sagwibe.
Sagey, sagy (s^-d3i), a. rare. [f. Sage sb)-

+ -Y.J Of, pertaining to or of the nature of sage.

1747 Poston Pratler I. 134 The sagy wholsome Herb of
Wisdom is more stable, .than the rosy fading Flower of
Beauty. 1871 Mrs. Whitney Real Folks iii, How sagey
and doughnutty, and good it always smelt.

Sagg, variant of Sag.
Saggamore, obs. form of Sagamore.
Saggar (soe-gai), seggar (se-gaj), sb. Forms

:

[7 shrager], 8-9 saggar, seggar, 9 sagger (sag-
gard), segger, sagre. [Prob. a contraction of
Safeguard sb.

This explanation is supported by the existence of the
form Seggard for safeguard as the name of an article
of dress. The earliest recorded form, shrager (quot, 1686
below), seems to be a corruption due to etymological associa-
tion with G. schragen to prop up ; perhaps it may have been
invented by the German workmen employed in the Stafford-
shire potteries.]

1. A protecting case of baked fire-proof clay in

which the finer ceramic wares are enclosed while
baking in the kiln ; » Saggard 2.

[1686 Plot Siaffordsh. iii. 123 If they be leaded hollow,
wares, they do not expose them to the naked fire, but put
them in shragers, that is, in course metall'd pots, made of
marie (not clay).] 1768 Wedgwood Let. 6 Nov. in Life
(1866) II. 83, I shall.. put some men into them to make
Saggars, prepare Clay, build ovens, &c. 178a Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 2) IX. 6420 note, The cases are called by English pot-
ters, seggars. 1807 T.Thomson Chew.(ed. 3) II. 493 Cylin-
drical earthen vessels, formed ofpounded fire-bricks and clay,
called seggars. 1847 Halliwell, Saggard, the rough vessel
in which all crockery, fine or coarse, is placed when taken
to the oven for firing. 1879 Miss J. J. Young Ceram. Art
77 The Japanese do not make any extensive use of seggars.

b. attrib. and Comb., as saggar-maker ; saggar-
bung, a pile of saggars; saggar-house, the room
where the articles to be baked are put into the
saggars.
1828 Potter's Art n. 184 The *saggar bung Or column.

*853 Ure Did. Arts II. 454 When ready it is carried to
the ' *sagger-house'..and here it is placed in the 'saggers'.

1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Mechanic 468 The *sagger-
maker is expected to know [etc.].

2. The clay of which ' saggars ' are made. Also
saggar-clay.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1020 Space appointed as a depot for

the sagger fire-clay. 184a Brande Diet. Sci. etc., Sagger.
1843 Civil Eng. % Arc/u Jrnl. VI. 350/1 The sagger clay
from the Staffordshire pottery was also a fire clay. 1851
Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northumb. $ Durh. 45
Sagre Clay.— Fire-clay; a soft argillaceous shale.

Saggar (sse'giu), v. Also sagger, [f. Saggar
sb.] trans. To place in or upon a saggar.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1023 When.. any piece, a soup plate

for example, is to be saggered.

t Sa'ggard. Obs. rare- 1
, [?f. Sag v. +-ard.]

? One who ' sags ' or hangs helplessly.
c 1440 York Myst xxxvi. 82 J>ou saggard [Christ on the

Cross], bi selfle gan bou saie.

Saggard, variant of Saggar.
Saggathe, var. Sagathy. Sagge, var. Sag.
Saggebut, obs. form of Sackbut.
Sagged (saegd),///. a. rare. [f. Sagz'. + -ED 1

.]

That has sunk in the middle ; hanging loose.
1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal 185 Sagg'd cheeks, wherein

such wrinkles are descry'd, As.. we see scratcht in an old
she-ape. 1893 'Q ' (Quiller-Couch) Delect. Duchy 235 A
sagged and lichen-covered roof.
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Sagging s.fgig>, vbl. sb. [f. Sag v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb Sag in various senses.

t-1440 Pro/tip. Purr: 440/2 Saggynge, or satlynge, bassacio,

bassaiura. 1769 Falconer Dich Marine (17S0 1

, Sagging
tii leward, the movement by which a ship makes a consider-

able lee-way, or is driven far to leeward of the course

whereon she apparently sails. It is generally expressed of
heavy-sailing vessels. 1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) XVII.
430/1 Practical observations on the hogging and sagging of

ships. >868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 252 The
stakes also prevent the sagging of pleached or obliquely laid

saplings. 1898 F. Davis Silchester 14 The sagging of some
of the tesselated pavements.

Sagging ^sae'girj),///. a. [f. Sag v. + -ixg -.]

That sags (in various senses of the verb).

1599 N ashe Lenten Stu/fe 37 A sagging paire of cheeks
like a sows paps that giues suck. 1650 IIiuver Anthro-
Pomet. 178 This goodly sagging Dugs, a Pap fashion. 1859
R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 32
The Raz de mare'e, or rollers, that hurling sagging sea, so
trying to small vessels upon the Mozambique coast., is here
little feared. 1887 Scott. Leader 21 June 5 The tone on
the Chicago market was dull and weak, with a 'sagging'
tendency. 1897 Kipling Captains Courageous 107 The long,
sagging line may twitch a boat under in a flash.

t Sa'gjfiah, a. rare — *. [f. jo^Sog v.* + -ish '.]

? Somewhat moist and decayed.
a 1595 Southwell 100 Medt't. (1873) 373 As a little spark

is wont to be quenched by casting wet and saggtsh wood
upon it.

Saggy (ssc-gi), aA Obs. exc. dial. [f. Sag sb\
+ -Yj Sedgy, reedy.

1609 Hkywood Brit. Troy xv. xxviii. 391 Fear gave my
body winges. In a deepe Saggy couert I obscure me. 1881
Leicestersk. Gloss.

Saggy (savgi), a.* dial. [f. Sag v. + or.] Apt
to * sag (see quots. ).

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xlii. (1856) 391 The observatory
of Sir James Ross at Leopold Island was moist and saggy.
1854 HH Baker Northampt. Gloss. II, 193 That gate
wants knocking up at the hinges, it hangs so saggy. i86a

C. C. Robinson Dial. Leeds s.v. Sag, *A saggy oody,*—

a

very stout person, whose flesh appears to hang. 1881
Leicestersk. Gloss., Saggy, adj. said of anything drawn or
bent down by weight.

Sagh(e, saa, obs. forms of Saw.
Saght'e, -il, etc, var. ff. Saught, -le, etc

t Saginary. Obs. rare. [ad. L. saginliri-um,

f. sagina : see next.] A place where animals are

fattened.

1657 Trap* Comm. Ps. xvii. 14 The rich Glutton (who
thought this life to be his saginary or boares-frank).

Saginate (sardjin^t),^. rare, [i.h.saglndt-,

ppl. stem of sagindre, f. sagina, process or means
of fattening.] trans. To fatten (animals). Also

fig. Hence Saginated ///. a.

i6»3 Cockeram, Sagittate, to fatten a beast. Sagiu*itton t

the fattening thereof. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 3 Peter ii. 22
At last when they are saginated and franked, their turn
comes to bleed. 165* ir. Canssin's Ang. Peace 45 the
odious rejoycings of the unjust are saginated with the
tears of the miserable. 1657 Tomlinsom /tenon's Disf,
447 Chickens,, .when saginated and castrated, [are] fit for

Courtiers. 1791 Cowpeb Iliad xxnt. 40 Many a saginated '

boar [0oA«0oitm «Aot4>fj]* X^S4 La ndor Lett. Amer.jSThe I

(French] Emperor.. has saginated the priesthood, and has
winked at the miraculous apparitions that winked at him.

Sagination (saexJjhvi-Jw). rare. [ad. L.sqgi-
ndtidn-em, n. of action f. saginare : see prec] The
action of fattening animals for food.
1607 Topskll Four*/. Beasts 81 After their labour which

bringeth leannesse, they vse to put them [sc. oxen) by for

sagination, or. .for feeding. 16*3 [see prec). i8aa Btackw.
Mag. XII. 12 There are very many persons whose intellect

will not submit to this priestly sagination. 1833 Eraser's
Mag. VIII. 484 We see the greedy porker before us in all

the glories of sagination.

Sagirstane, obs. form of Sexton.
tSagit. Obs. rare— 1

. [Anglicized form of
Sagitta.] The sagittal suture.
C1550 H. Llovo Treas. Health xu, Evij, On the fore-

parte of the head by the ioynte Sagit.

II Sagitta (sadftita). [L., lit. an arrow.]
L Astr. A northern constellation lying between

Hercules and Delphinus : - Arrow sb. 4.
1704 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. (And in mod. Dicta.]

2. Geom, a. The versed sine of an arc : = Arrow
sb. 6.

(1594. see Arrow sb. 6] 1704 in J. Harris Lex. Techn. I.

17*6 Leoni AibertVs Archit. I. 92 The .. Line .. from the
middle Point of the Chord up to the Arch, leaving equal
Angles on each Side, is calPd the Sagitta. 1853 Sir H.
DOL'GLAS Mitit. Bridges (ed. 3) 3a The sagitta, or versed
sine, of the curvature being about one fifth of the side of
the triangle.

+ b. In extended sense 1 The abscissa of a curve.

Obs. rare ~ •
17*7-41 in Chambers CycL

3. Arch. The key-stone of an arch.
1703 R. Neve Builder's Diet. (1736). 1813 P. Nicholson

Tract. Build. 59a. 1849-50 Wealk Diet. Terms.
4. The middle horizontal stroke in the Greek

letter f. [App. an application of sense 2.]
1864 Eli icott Pastoral Ep. (ed. 3) 103 The thickened

extremity of ihe sagitta of «. 1881 Dublin Rev. VI. 134 The
disputed line is really the sagitta of an epsilon.

6. Anat. 'The sagittal suture* {Cent. Diet. 1891).
6. '/.ool. a. One of the otoliths of a fish's ear.
1888 Roli.estok 9c Jackson Anim. Life 86 There are (in

the ear of the perch] generally two large otoliths, a sagitta

in the sacculus, an asteriscus in the recessus cochleae. 1897
Pakker & Haswell Text-bk. Zool. II. 199.

b. One of the components of certain sponge-
spicules : see quot.
1898 Sedgwick Text-bk. Z00L I. 83 The Triame consists

of the rhabdome, or shaft, and the cladome, which consists
of the three cladi, a straight line joining the ends of the two
cladi is the chord. The sagitta is a perpendicular from the
origin of the cladome to the chord.

Sagittal (sad^i'tal), a. [ad. mod.L. sagittdlis,

f. L. sagitta arrow: see -al. Cf. F. sagittal.]

1. Anat. a. Sagittal suture (f addition, ^com-
missure) : *the median antero-posterior snture be-

tween the two parietal bones on the vertex of the

skull' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).
154.1 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg. Fij, There

commeth ax. [muscles to the tongue] that brede of the addy-
cyon called sagitall of the bone named Lapheoides. 1597
A. M. tr. Gnillemeau's Er. Chirurg. 4ob/a The sagittal

suture, where she ioyneth her self with the Coronalle suture.

1653 \J rqvhart Rabelais i.xliv. The sagittal commissure or
dart-like seame which distinguished the right side of the
head from the left. 1883 Wilder & Gage Anat. Technol. 183
In Human Anatomy the sagittal suture is confined to the
articulation of the two parietals with each other, the two
frontals uniting so early that they are considered as a
single bone.

D. Pertaining to the sagittal suture ; pertaining

to or lying in 'the median longitudinal antero-

posterior plane of the body, or to any plane paral-

lel with this* {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891).
1831 R. Knox Ctoouefs Anat. 57 Four Edges. The upper

or sagittal (margo sagittalis) is the longest. 1854 Owen
SkeL $ Teeth in Orr's Circ. Set'., Org. Nat. I. 250 The
sagittal and occipital crests.

2. Pertaining to an arrow; resembling an arrow
or an arrow-head in shape, rare.

1656 Blount Glossogr^ Sagittal- . ; Also belonging to an
Arrow. 177a Pennant Genera 0/Birds (1781) 16 Hoopoe.
..Tongue, short, sagittal. 1785 — Arctic Zool. II. 907
Feathers of the thighs lone, white, crossed with sagittal

bars of yellow. 1886 R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I.

148 Sagittal shots from eyelids Sagittarius threw. 1887
Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 416/3 (Fig. 13) [Forms of
sponge-spicules] h, sagittal triod.

Hence Sagl ttaily adv., Anat., *in the direction

of the sagittal plane' {Casselfs Suppl. 1902).
1895 in Punk's Standard Diet.

t Sagittal*. Obs. rare. Forms : 4 sagittaire,

7 aagittar. [a. F. sagittaire (12th. c. in Hatz.-
i)arm.), ad. L. sagitta/ ius.] = Sagittakils I.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 133 The Sagittaire. Ibid. 137 Libra
..and Sagittaire. 1604-ia [see Sagittary A.ab]. 1634
T. Carew Ca>lum Brit. Wks. (1834) 16b The centaure the
horn'd goatfish capricorne, The snake-head gorgon, and
fierce sag it tar.

II Sagittarius (sicd3ite*-rir5s). [L. Sagittarius

archer : see Sagittary. Cf. F. sagittaire.]

L Astr. (With capital S.) The zodiacal con-
stellation of the Archer; hence, the ninth sign of
the zodiac, which the sun enters about 22 Nov.
1390 Gower Con/. III. 123 The nynthe Signe..Is cleped

Sagittarius. 1398 Trkyisa Barth.De P.R. hi. x. (1495)313.
1591 Percivall^jA. Diet., Sagittario, the signe Sagittarius.

17*7-41 Cmamrkrs Cycl. s.v., The constellation Sagittarius.
1868 Lockvkr Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 383 The bifurca-
tion continues through the Wolf, the Altar, the Scorpion,
and Sagittarius, as far as the Serpent.

b. The mythic Centaur who was fabled to have
been transformed into this constellation.

1590 Greene Orl. Eur. (1599) E 4 b, As though that Sagi-
tarius in his pride, Could take braue Laeda from stoute
lupiter?

2. Her. A bearing representing a centaur (or
perh. in early use a horseman) with a drawn bow.
1619 R. Brooke Catai. Kings, etc. P 3 b, It is said, that

King Stephen entring this Realme, the signe being in Sagit-

tarius, and obtayning great victory by the helpe of his

Archers, assumed the Sagitarius for his Arms. 1707 Sand-
fORDGeneaJ. Hist. 38 marg. 1868 Clssans Her. vi. (1893) 101

In addition to these [supporters! may be enumerated .. the
Sagittarius, or Centaur.

Sagittary (sae-dgitari), sb. and a. [ad. L. sagit-

tlirius adj., pertaining to arrows, as sb. an archer

;

f. sagitta arrow. Cf. F. sagittaire."] A. sb.

+ 1. Astr. = Saoittabius i. Obs.

1413 Pilgr. Soivle (Caxton 1483) v. xi. 102 The sonne
entred the sygne of Sagitary that is the Archer, a 1547 Cop-
land Hye IVay to SPyttel Hous 89 Scorpio, pisces or sagyt-

tary. 1641 Witt's Recr. X 8 b, If thou wouldst please the

Ussc that thou dost marry The signe must ever be in Sagit-

tary- 1683 Tryon Way to Health xxi. (1697) 445 Being
under the Dominion of Jupiter and Mercury, in the Sign

Sagitary. 17B8 Gibbon DecL % E\ xliii. IV. 322 While the

sun was in Capricorn, another comet appeared to follow in

the Sagitary.

2. A centaur ; spec, the centaur who according

to mediaeval romance fought in the Trojan army,

against the Greeks.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xi. (Percy Soc) 40 Unto the

Sagittary They feyne the Centures to be of lykenesse, As
halfe man and halfe horse truely. 1589 Greene Tullies

Love To Rdr., Chiron the Sagitarie was but a famed con-

ceipL 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. v. 14 The dreadfull Sagit-

tary Appauls our numbers. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

(ed. 2) 158 The Castle is. .defended by a troop of leane fac't,

beardlesse, memberless Eunuchs, who like so many angry
Sagittaries guard their ladies, a 1859 L. Hunt Cambus
Khan Poems (i860} 165 A chief who had a mother a sea-

fairy And slew a terror called the sagittary.

U b. ? As the name of an inn.

For the disproof of C. Knight's conjecture that this was
a name for the Arsenal at Venice, see the note on the pas-
sage in H. H. Furness Variorum Skakspere.
Cf. ' Centaur' as the sign of an imaginary inn at Ephesus

in Comedy of Errors I, it. 9.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 159 Lead to the Sagitary [1st Qo.,
1622 sagittar] the raised Search. Ibid. 1. iii. 115.

3. A representation of a centaur or of a mounted
archer; spec, in Her. — Sagittabius 2.

1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. i. (1660) 5 The Persians [bare]
an Archer or Sagitary stamped on their coynes. 1849 Free-
man Archit. 250 The sagittary, or mounted archer, the
badge of King Stephen, is not unfrequently met with*

f 4. A daric, because the figure of an archer was
stamped on one side. Obs. rare.
Cf. Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2, 1638) 230, referring to

Plutarch Agesilaus.
1665 Sir T Herbert Trav. (1677) 243 Timagoras. .had

received a bribe of ten thousand Dariques or Sagittaries.

5. An archer.

i83a-4DEQuiNCEYCa?j(zr,sWks. 1859 X. 175 The imperial
sagittary (Commodus], . . whose hand was so steady and
whose eye so true, that he was never known to miss. 1863
Pilgrimage over Prairies I. 275 Seeing how certain was
my fate, remaining where I was, I darted towards the bank,
to engage the fell sagittary at close quarters.

fB. adj. Pertaining to arrows. Obs.
a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracts i. (1683) 82 With such dif-

ferences of Reeds, Vallatory, Sagutary
(

Scriptory, and
others they might be furnished in Judsea.

Sagittate (savdaiteit), a. Bot. and Zool. [ad.

mod.L. sagittatus, f. L. sagitta arrow : see -ate 2.]

Shaped like an arrow-head.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot ni. v. (1776) 191 Sagittate, Arrow-

shaped ; when they [sc. leaves] are triangular, hollowed at
the Base, and furnished with Angles at the lower Part.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxiii. (1794) 324 [Woad has]
the stem-leaves sagittate or shaped like the head of an
arrow. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Eniomol. IV. 262 Sagittate...
Arrow-shaped. Triangular, hollowed out at the base with
posterior angles. 1840 Swainson Malacol. 390 Shell very
much compressed, . . sagittate. 1864 Gray in Reader 30 Apr.
559/2 The linear or elongated and sagittate anthers, and
petals with long canaliculate claws. 187a Coues Key N.
A wer. Birds 195 With sagittate dusky marks on the sides.

Sagittated (S£e*dgit£ited), a. Bot. and Zool.

[f. prec. + -ed 1
.] » prec.

175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 403 The tongue [of Cuculus] is

entire and of a sagittated figure. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp. &.v. Leaf, 180a Shaw Zool. III. 11. 526 Sagittated
Snake. ..Brown Snake, with whitish sagittated dorsal spots
edged with black, 1835-6 Owen in Todd's CycL Anat. I.

524/3 In the Sagittated Calamary this important cartilage
consists of three portions.

8agitta-to>, used as comb, form of Sagittate.
1806 Galpine Brit. Bot. § 328 Stipulae sagittato-cordate.

1 Sagittel le. Obs. rare— 1
. Also sagytelle.

[ad. med.L. sagittella, dim. of L. sagitta arrow.]

Some plant. Also attrib.

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 91 With be leeues of sagittel

[v.r. sagytelle, orig. L. sagittellar). Ibid., Fille it [the ulcer]

ful of drie leeues of sag it telle & leie a sagittel-leef aboue.

Sagittiferous (sjedgiti-feras), a. [f. L. sagit-

tifer, f. sagitta arrow : see -ferous.] (See quots.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sagittiferous^ that bears or weares
Arrowes. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Sagitti/erus,. .Bot. %

Conchol. Applied to a plant, one of the petals of which
is like an arrow, as the Pleurothallis sagittifera, and to a
shell having arrow-like spots, as the Trochus sagitti/erus \

sagittiferous.

Sagittiform (ssed^rtif^im), a. rare. [ad. L.

type sagittiformis, f. sagitta arrow : see -form.]

Having the shape of an arrow or arrow-head.
1895 in Funk's Standard Diet. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms, Sagitti/orm
j:

.arrow-shaped. 1904 Windle
Rem. Prehist. Age Eng. 11. 19 It is true that sagittiform

chips are common enough in some parts of the country.

t Sagittipotent, a. Obs. rare- , [ad. L.

sagittipotent-em, f. sagitta arrow + potent-em

Potent #.] * That can do much by shooting with

Arrows, a cunning Archer* (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Sagitto-, used as combining form of Sagittate.
185a Dana Crust. 11. 1299 Spiculum sagitto-capitate.

Sagittocyst (saragit&ist). Zool. [irreg. f. L.

sagitta arrow + Cyst sb.] A structure occurring in

the ectoderm of turbellarian worms (see quot.).
1888 Rolleston 8c Jackson Anim. Life 667 note, Still

more rare are the structures known as- sagittocysts, i. e.

capsules similar to those of the nematocysts, but inclosing a
needle-like rod, which is expelled on irritation of the animal.

SagO (s^'*g0). Forms: 6-7 sagu, (7 zago,

? erron. aagous), 7-8 sagow, S sagoe, -oo, sego,

seago, 7- sago. [a. Malay *£L> sagu. Cf. F.

sagou, Sp. sagti, Pg. sagu, zagu, It. sagit, G. sago.]

1. The tree from which sago (see 2) is obtained.

1555 Eden Decades 229 In all the llandes of Molucca is

founde cloues, ginger, breade of the roote of Sagu, ryse,

foates [etc.], 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaTs Hist. Indies
. 143 Beside the cocoa tree, the Moluccas produce a singular

kind of palm, which is called sago. i8ao Cbawfurd Hist.

Ind. Archipelago I. 385 The sago, like other palms, is pro-

pagated from the seed or fruit.

2. A species of starch prepared from the g pith

'

of the trunks of several palms and cycads, esp.

Metroxyton Ixvis and M. Kumphii, chiefly used as

an article of food.
French S., common arrowroot (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).
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SAGOIN.

Japan S. y
the sago prepared from various -species of Cycas.

Pearls., Portlands. : see the epithets.

c 1580 Sir F. Drake's V'oy. in Hakluyt 11600) III. 740 We
recemed of them meale, which they call Sagu, made of the

tops of certaine trees . . whereof they make certaine cakes.

Ibid. 742 Certaine wordes of the naturall language of Iaua.

..So£H, bread of the Countrey. 1619 W. Phillip tr. Schou-

tens Wonder/. Voy. 75 Wee bartered for a great deale ot

Sagow and some Ryce, for Linnen, Beades (etc. J. 1688

Bramston Autobiog. 381 She tasted and tryed all waters,.

.

and all the opiats, asses milk, and zago, to prevent con-

sumption, but yet was wasted to the lowest degree. 1717

A. Hamilton NewAccE.Ind.ll.xl 94 The inland People

subsist mostly on Sagow. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery

120 To boil Sago. 1755 Gentt. Mag. XXV. 431 He
allows chicken broth, salop, seago, milk-pottage, for break-

fast. 1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 95 Have ready two

ounces of sago sufficiently boiled. 1840 Pereira Elem.

Mat. Med. 11. 700 This fecula (Japan sago) is quite unknown
to me ; and I doubt whether it ever reaches this country.

1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 1048 From the stems of Cycas

revoluta and circinalis, a kind of Sago is made. 1861

Bentley Man, Bot. 684 Caryota urens... From the trunks

of the old trees a kind of Sago is obtained in Assam. 1884

Mary Harrison Skilful Cook 167 Simmer the sago in the

milk until it thickens.

b. A prepared food made by boiling sago in

water or milk, etc. ? Obs.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 309 The chief

ingredients in gruels, sagos, and wheys.

fig. 1769 [E. Thompson] Triuculo's Trip 40 Ves—your
pap—poetick sago, Quite a soporifick pill.

3. attrib. and Comb, : as sago \ -bread, -cake,

-flour, -gruel, milky -pudding, -starch ; sago-like

adj.; sago-grain, trans/, a granule on the eyelid

in granular ophthalmia ; sago-palm (tree) = sense

1 ; sago-spleen, amyloid degeneration of the Mal-

pighian corpuscles of the spleen, resembling boiled

sago ; sago-tree = sense 1.

161* Purchas Pilgrimage v. xvi. 453 A piece of *Sagu
bread. X779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 42 A *sago cake.

186a O'Neill Diet. Caltco Printing 188 Other kinds of

starchy substances in occasional use for printing, .as. .*sago

flour—which is not a flour at all, but nearly pure starch. 1873
R. B. Carter in Lancet 20 Dec. 872/1 In technical nomencla-
ture they are known as ' follicular granulations ', but to-day
1 will call them ' *sago grains'. Ibid., The very existence

of these ' sago grains ' remained unknown until the year
1848, when they were discovered by Dr. Loftier. 1764 Eliza
Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 136 To make *Sagoo Gruel.

1893 Leland Mem. II. 134, I infinitely prefer the original

Icelandic Saga of Frithiof to his sago-gruel imitation of

strong soup. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 159 The
solitary glands of the intestine were swelled and "sago-like.

18*7New Syst. Cookery 287 *Sago,R ice, . . or MacaroniM ilks.

1769 W*. Stork in J. Bartram Jrnl. {Florida) (ed. 3) p. v,

Cycas Circinalis. . .*Sago Palm-tree. In Java, and the
warmest parts of the East-Indies. 1820 Crawfurd///:.-/. Ind.

A rchipelago 1. 383 The Sago Palm (Metroxylon sagu). 1865
Tylor Early Hist.Man.viL 178 The art of extracting sago
from their native sago-palms. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
106 A *Sagoe Pudding. 1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housew.
(ed. 9) 66 A Sagoo Pudding. 1873 T. H. Green Introd.
Pathol, (ed. 2) 70 Amyloid degeneration of the spleen is met
with in two .forms—one in which the disease is limited to

the Malpighian corpuscles (
t#Sago Spleen'/, and the other

[etc.]. x68x Grew Musxum iv. in. 377 The *Sagous-Tree ;

which those that inhabit the Molucca Islands, eat instead

of Bread. X777 Miller Suntalrain Phil. Trans. LXVIII.
162 The houses, .are. .thatched with the leaves of the sago-

tree. 1840 Pereira Elem. Mat. Med. 11. 700 Cycas rcvo-

luta, or the Japan Sago tree.

Sagoin (sagoi'n). Forms : 7-9 sagouin, (S

sangwyn), 9 (in Diets.) saguin, 7- sagoin. [a.

F. sagouin, f sagoin, a. Pg. saguim, a, Guarani
sagui, cagui (= Tupi sahy : see Sai l

), whence by
misreading the synonym Cagui.] A small South
American monkey, esp. one of the genus Callithrix.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 18 This figure of the Sagoin,

I receiued of. .a very learned Apothecary of Antwerpe.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 838 A kind of Monkey
called Sagouin. 1704 Niculiofs East Indies in Churchill 's

Voy. II. 362 Those [monkeys] called sangwyus. 1774
Goldsm. Nat Hist. (1776) IV. 335 Those [monkeys] with
muscular holding tails, are called Sapajous ; those with
feeble, useless tails, are called Sagoins. 1840 Curler's Anim.
Kingd. 62 The Masked Sagouin (Callithrix personata,
Geof.), the Widow Sagouin (C. lugens, Humb.). 1851 Th.
Ross tr. Humboldt's Trego. I. viii. 279 They never play like

the young sagoins.

t SagOiize, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. Saoo + -ize.]

trans. To put on a regimen of sago as diet.

1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 794 The excellence of the test

may recommend a course of 'sagoizing' to all those guardians
who are never done with tests and testing.

Sagomo(re, obs. forms of Sagamore.
Sagoone.var. Saccoon ( = Seconde, in Fencing).
Sagow, obs. form of Sago.
Sagre, dial, form of Saggar; obs. f. Saker 1.

tSagree. Obs.rare~K pConnected with Sha-
green!] The Picked Dogfish, Squalus acanthias.
1751 I. Hill Hist. Anim. 300 The Sagree. . . This is fre-

quent in the Mediterranean. ..Willughby and Ray call it

Galeus acanthias sive spiuax/uscus, the brown, prickly
Hound-fish. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. App.

Sagu, obs. form of Sago.

II SaguarO (sagwa'ro). Also saguara, suwar-
row. [? Mexican.] The giant cactus, Cereus
giganteus, of Arizona and Mexico. Saguaro wood-
pecker, the Pitahaya woodpecker (Centurus uropy-
gialis) usually nesting in the giant cactus.

36

I 1883 Hatpers Mag. Mar. 502/2 We made haste.. to cut

down an example of the . . saguaras, the organ-cactus. 1884

!

Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. uoth Census IX.) 90 Cc-

reus giganteus... Suwarrow. Saguaro. 1884 Coles Key
N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 488 Saguaro Woodpecker.

Saguin, Saguire ; see Sagoin, Sagwire.

[| Sagum (st7i'g#m). Roman Antiq. PI. saga.
[L. ; also sagus, = late Gr. o"d7os : said to be of

Gaulish origin.] A Roman military cloak ; also,

a woollen cloak worn by the ancient Gauls, Ger-

mans, and Spaniards.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),Sagum,a sort of Woollen Coat

or Cassock for Soldiers, which the Greeks and Romans us'd,

and was peculiar to the Gauls. 1800 J. Dallaway Anecd.

A rts Eng. 399 A statue of Colonel Codrington . . in a Roman
military Sagum. 1851-9 Prichakd in Man. Set. Enq. 261

The Germans [were known] by their saga or military cas-

socks. 1879 Fabrar St. Paul (1883) 701 The scarlet sagum
of the Procurator.

II Sagwire (targwaii). Forms : 7 sagewar, 8

saguire, 9 sagueir, 9- sagwire. [app. ad. Pg.

sagueiroj f. sagu Sago. Cf. F. sagouier.] The
Gomuti palm, Arenga saccharifera, of the Indian

Archipelago. Also, the toddy or palm-wine ob-

tained from this tree.

1681 Grew Musseum iv. iii. 377 A Sagewar-Tree ; whose
Flower being cut, renders a Juyce like Wine. 179a T.

Forrest Voy. Mergui 73 iY.) The natives drink much of

a liquor called saguire, drawn from the palm-tree. 1820

Crawfukd Hist. Ind. Archipelago I. 397 One of the most
useful and abundant of all the palms is the Saguire or Go-
muti (Borassus gomutus). 1869 A. R. Wallace Malay
Archipelago 1. 362 His palm-trees supplied him all the year

round with ' sagueir', which takes the place of beer.

Sagv, variant of Sagey.

Sa;el : see Sowel Obs. Sah, obs. pa. t. of See.

Sa-ha. Also 7 sa-haw. [? Var. of So-ho.] A
cry used in coursing.

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. IV. Captains 410 With
shrill Sa-haw, here-hcre ho, here-again, The Warren rings.

1885 Sat. Rev. 21 Feb. 235/2 We are nearly across the field

when the cry of ' Sa ha ' tells us that some one has seen a
hare in her form.

Sahab, obs. form of Sahib.

I
SaliagUil. Obs. rare — 1

. [? From Sahagun,

a city in Castile.] ? A sword made at Sahagun.
a 1668 Davenant Man's the Master iv. (1669) 57 Suppose

that with a Sahagun, or with a Rapier of Toledo, I were
piere'd like a Cullender.

Sahara (saha'ra). Also 7 Sarra, 8-9 Zaara,

9 Saara, Sahra. [a. Arab. \js? fahrd desert.]

The great desert of Libya or northern Africa.

(With capital S as proper name.)
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 556 Lybia, he calleth

Sarra, for so the Arabians call a desert. 16x5 Bedwell
Arab. Trudg., Sahara. The stonie countrey, the sands:

the same almost that Sarra is. 1728 Morgan Algiers II.

iii. 246 He withdrew among his Arab Confederates in the

Sahara, or Desart. 1812 Brackenridge Views Louisiana

(1814) 28 Having some resemblance to the Stepps of Tar-
tary, or the Saara's of Africa.

D. trans/, and Jig. A desert, wilderness.

1862 'Shirley' [J. Skelton] Nugae Crit. i. 4 During this

autumnal season, ..the city is a desert, a Sahara. 1863

Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. iv, Between Battle Bridge and that

part of the Holloway district in which he dwelt, was a tract

of suburban Sahara. 1893 Lit. Worlds Nov. 332/1 In the

Sahara of contemporary verse there are sometimes.. oases
full of beauties and surprises.

Hence SahaTan, Saharian, Saharic adjs.

1849 M. Arnold Consolation viii, Saharan sand-winds
Sear'd his keen eyeballs, i860 All Year Round No. 76.

606 We were to have one of the hottest daysof a Saharan
summer. 189a Lounsburv Stud. Chaucer I. ii. 216 As well

might one hope to squeeze rain from a Saharic sand-cloud.

1897 Edin. Rev. Jan. 129 The Saharian district.

Sahe, obs. form of Saw.

II Sahib (sa-ib). Also 7 sab, sahab, 8-9 saib,

9saheb, saheeb. [Urdu, use of Arab. u^L*
cdhib, orig. 'friend'.] A respectful title used by
the natives of India in addressing an Englishman

or other European (= 'Sir'); also, in native use,

an Englishman, a European. Also affixed as a

title (equivalent to 'Mr.' prefixed) to the name or

office of a European. (See also Mem-sahib.)
1696 Ovington Voy.Suratt 326 Thus the distracted Hus-

band., often in his Indian English confest, English fashion,

sab, best fashion have, one Wife best for one Husband.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. 417 To which the subtle

Heathen replied, 'Sahab (i.e.) Sir, why will you do more
than the Creator ever meant?' 1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett.

Hindoo Rajah (1811) I. 43 This Saib. .purposed returning

with me. 1811 Mrs. Sherwood Henry fy Bearer 25, 1 used

to be so pleased when anybody bowed to me, and said
' Sahib \ 1822 Fifteen Vrs. in India Gloss., Saheeb. 183a

in Rep. Set. Comm. Salt Brit. India (1836) App. 34 If a bird

flies, saheb shoots it. 1834 Baboo II. 11. 28 (Stanf.) These
English Sahebs are white-skinned white-livered lepers. 1859
Lang Wand. India 323 ' They are strangers to me, Sahib

,

said the khansamah,..'but their bearers say that they are

Lord Sahibs '. 1891 Kipling & Balestier Naulakka (1892)

20: The lady sahib kissed me on both cheeks.

So Sahiba h [Arab, cahiba'% mistress, lady.

1849 E - B - Eastwick Dry Leaves 88 What calamity is

this that the Madam Sahebah is so fond of ! 1903 Smart
Set IX. 114/2 Oh, dear Sahiba, the gods are very wise and
terrible

!

Sah.id.ic (sahi'dtk), a. [f. Arab. Xot*> sacld,

with article as-sac.id
t

lit. 'the Fortunate
1

, a name

SAID.

for Upper Egypt + -ic. ] Belonging to the dialect

of Coptic spoken in Thebes and Upper Egypt, in

which a version of the Bible is extant. Also quasi-

sb.j the Sahidic language, or the Sahidic version of

the Bible.

1830 Tattam Egypt. Gram. 14 Sahidic words which
change their termination to form the plural. Ibid. 49 Num-
bers are usually expressed in Sahidic by words. 1898 J.A.
Robinson in Expositor Apr. 257 Both forms of this Version

—the Bohairic (or Memphitic) and the Sahidic (or Thebaic)
—take the verb in the passive sense.

Sahlite (sa'bit). Min. Also salite. [a. G.
sahlit, named in 1800, f. Sahla {Sala) in Sweden

:

see -ite.] A variety of pyroxene.
1807 Aikin Diet. Chem. <$ Min. II. 279. 1836 T. Thom-

son Min., Geol., etc. I. 190 The fifth and sixth minerals
[analysed above] are sahlites ; so named because they occur
in the lead mine of Sahla in Sweden. 1878 Lawrence tr.

Cottars Rocks Class. 16 A sahlite, termed malakolite, is

found separately imbedded in granular limestone.

Saht(e, sahut, etc. : see Saught Obs., etc.

II Sai 1 (sai). [a. Brazilian sahy, cahy\ in Fr.

sa'i. Cf. Saimibi, Sagoin.] A South American
monkey, Simla capucina L.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (\jib)\V. 236 The Sai. .is some*
what larger than theSajou... It is also called the Bewaller.

1859 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. I. 92 The Weeper Monkey
or Sai.

II Sai - (sai). A bird, Cojreba cyanea, inhabiting

tropical America.
1869-73 T. R. Jones CasselPs Bk. Birds III. 3 The voice

of the Sai is only capable of producing a gentle twitter.

Sai, obs. form of Say ; obs. pa. t. of See.

Saibling (s^-blirj). Also ssebling. [a. Upper
German dial, saibling'= saibling, saibling the. char.]

The European char, Salvelinus alpinus, introduced

into N. America.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 503 The Saib-

ling, which through the courtesy of the German Govern-
ment is now being introduced into the United States, is the

European Char in its highest state of perfection. 1896 A' ay.

Nat. Hist. V. 501 The saebling (Salmo salvelinus) of the

mountain-lakes of Bavaria and Austria.

II Saic (sJ'ik). Forms : 7 saich, saicque, 8

shyke, 7-8 saique, 7-9 saic, saick. [a. F. sai-

qae, ad. Turkish U>l£» shdiqdJ] A kind of sailing

vessel common in the Levant (see quot. 1769^.

1667 Lond. Gas. No. 119/2 Two large Saichs laden with
Horses, were taken by some of our Vessels in their passage
from Napoli di Romania to Canea. x686 tr. Cluxrdin's

Trav. Persia 64 The Saic lay at an Anchor. 1687 A.
Lovell tr. Thevenot"s Trav. 1. 73 They build Saiques,and
other Merchants Vessels pretty well. 1704 J. Pitts Acc.
Mohammetans 63 There are many of the Turks Merchant-
Men, navigated by Greeks, which are called by the name of

Shykes, somewhat like our English Ketches, of Two or

Three Hundred Tun. 17x5 Comm. Jrnls. 45/1 The Fish-

ing-Ships and Saicks employed at Newfoundland. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine {1780), Saic, a sort of Grecian
ketch, which has no tojp-gallant-sail ormizen-top-sail. 1813
Byron Corsair n. iv, From Scalanovo's port to Scio's isle,

The Saick was bound. 1834 [MorierJ Ayes/ut III. 31 The
bark, .which was called a saique, was square-rigged.

Saioe, variant of Syce.

Saickless, obs. form of Sackless.

Said (sed), ppL a* Forms : see the vb. [Pa.

pple. of Say v.j

1. Named or mentioned before. (Also abovesaid,

aforesaid qq. v.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 14978 (Cott.) Son bar went disciplis tua

Vnto be said [Gb'tt. bis said] castel. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi.

(Symon
<J-
Judas) 16 J>e sad king agabarus (L. praedictus rex

Abgarus}. 1435 Contract Fotheringhay Ck. (1841) 20 At
my seide LordVcost. 1457-8 Anc. Cat. Rec. Dublut (1889)
297 Aftyr the sayd terme to ber the saydyn v. s. i486 Bk.
St. Albans bujb. Lay thessaid hede and the necke ther-

uppon. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect St. Mat-
thew) To folowe thy sayedsonne Jesus Christ. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron. II. 251 The King of England gaue the sayde
Castell to the sayde Erie. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5450/4
The Administratrixes of the said Wilson, do hereby give
Notices. 1868 T. H. Key Philol. Ess. 282 The said chapter
begins with an admirable extract from a work of Dugald
Stewart's. 1885 Law Times Rep. LIII. 51/2 The said
chimney belonged to the said brewery.
absol. 1648 Gage West Ind. 186 Some English or Holland

ships was abroad at sea..and the said were sometimes
lurking about the Islands of St. John,

t b. With inflected pi. Obs.
Continued in Sc. until the 17th c.

1448 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 8The Felowes
of the seid college, .and Thomas Sturgeon of theseides town
and shire carpenter. 1517 Lane. Wills (Chetham Soc) I. 25
Tenants of the saidis landis. X581 Hamilton Cert. Orth.

<S- Cath. Conclus. Ded. 3 And yair ye saidis ministers and ve
being assemblit. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Forme Proces
125 The officiar . , may sell and assigne the saides landes.

+ 2. Spoken, uttered. In pnr. {old) said saw.
1530, c 1570, 1828 [see Old D. i c.]. a 1553 Udall Royster

D. 1. i. (Arb.) 1 1 Therefore an other sayd sawe doth men
aduise, That they be together both mery and wise. 1581

J. Bell H addon's Answ. Osor. 202 b, Accordyng to the old
sayd saw Quite agaynst the heare. 1659 Howell (title)

Proverbs, or Old Sayed Sawes & Adages.

+3. atiasi-itf. Something said or spoken, nonce-use.
1578 Florio 1st Fruites 18 b, So say I also. But from

the said vnto the deed there is a great throw.

Said, obs. f. Sad, Side. Saie, obs. f. Say.
Saie, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of See.
Saif, obs. Sc. form of Safe, Save.



SAIGA.

7 Saifare, saiffer, obs. Sc. forms of Saves.
Saif.e, saiff(e, obs. Sc. forms of Safe.
Saiffer, obs. form of Sapphire.
Saifte, -tie, obs. Sc. forms of Safety.
Saiga (s/i-ga, sai-ga). [a. Russ. caflra. Cf. F.

saiga.] A kind of antelope (Saiga tartarica) of
the steppes of Russia. Also saiga-antelope.

,

**" S,l^ Z"£J h " 339 The Saiga, or Scythian Ante,
lope. /in/. 340 The Saigas are of a migratory disposition.
1896 Lydekker Brit. Mammals 305 The Saiga Antelope.
Saige, obs. f. Siege. Saih, obs. pa. t, of See.
Saik, obs. Sc form of Sake.
Saikles(se, obs. Sc forms of Sackless.
Saikyr, obs. Sc. form of Saker (cannon).
Sail (s/il), sb.l Forms : 1 sesel, sejl, 3 saeil(e,

3-4 aeil, 3-5 seile, seyle, 3-7 Bayle, 3-8 saile, 4
seille, seyll(e, 4-5 seyl, 4-7sayl, 4-8 sale, 5 eeyle,
aeylle, 5-6 8aill(e, sayll(e, 6 sal, saule, 4- saU.
[Com. Teut.: OE.j^(«)/neut. (and masc), corresp.
to OS. segel (MLG. segel, MDu. zeghel, uil, Du.
:e,l , OHG. segal, segil (MHG., mod.G. segel\
ON. segi (Sw. segel, Da. sell) :-OTeut. •seglo™.

'

The ulterior origin is obscure. No certainly equivalent
form is known outside Teut., and the only known root of
the loim'seg- <:—Indogermanic "tega.) has only the senses
to hold, have, conquer , which do not satisfactorily account

for the meaning of the word. Some scholars refer the word
to the root 'set. (Teut. •«*.), to cut, taking it to mean a
piece of cloth cut to shape.)

1. One of the shaped pieces of canvas or other
strong textile material fastened to the masts, spars
or stays ofa vessel, so as to catch the wind and cause
it to move through the water. Also occas. a similar
apparatus for propelling a wind-driven carriage.
c883 K. /Elfred Boeth. xli. f 3 Hat fealdan bit sell &

eac hwilum lecjan bone mast, a 000 OE. Martyrol.
4 Mar. 34 Fera8 nu swa swa eowre sepias sendon jeseted.
c iw Lay. hoi Heo ran-den heora mastts heo wunden up
seiles. c.,90 Bektt 1803 in S. Eng. Leg. L .58 In bS
schipes seile an hei} : pis holi man let do Ane Croiz, bat

1, 5*i
's
f',' "V- *• Glouc- (Rolls) 2828 Hor seiles hii

Sf>
o >L

ln *" P der h" com*r h** » «30O Curler M.
14829 pair sail bai. sett up o bair scipp. 1375 Barbour
fig" ,

XV1
- *9" 1

,
nlu ra»'« salys but abaid. c 1386 Chaucer

Li,' '•*& ' vndertake wiih-outeti Mast and seyl Vet

?S ., L ?.?„"?^ '"« and "" '3*7 '1'revisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 183 Scbippes..wib seilles and wib cores. IleaGower CW II. 258 Thei gon withinne schipes bord, The
bail goth up, and forth thei strauhte. C1440 [see si
£1470 Henry Wallace tx. 53 The seymen than . . Thair
lynys kest, and waytyt welf the lyd ; Leyt salys fall
and has thar coura ynom. c 1489 Caxtom Blanchardyn
xxxiv. 127 They made to take vp the ancres & to hale vp
their saylles. ijo6 Ace. La\ High Treat. Scot. III. 205
Item, for jexmj elne camraes to the schip callit the Mer-
greit for hir sales.. summa vli. xjr. viiijrf. 1530 Palsgr.
168/2 Seyle of a shyppe, uoilte. 1533 Ace. Lit. High Treat.
Scat. VI. 165 For xij elms canves to mend hir saulis. 1568
Grafton Chren. II. 242 He drew vp the sayles and came
with a quarter winde to haue the vauntage of the sonne.
1611 Lible lt.t. xxxhl 23 Thy tacklings are loosed.. they
could not spread the saile. 1667 Milton P. L. 111. 4.9 The
barren plaines Of Sericana, where Chinese, drive With
bails and Wind thtr came Waggons light. 1669 Sturmy
\f"riner, Mag. 1 ,, Now toenail is furled, and you have
the Ship in all her low Sails, c 1764 Gray Triumphs Owen
15 The Norman sails afar Catch the winds. 1850 Tennyson
''' ,•'/""• « v

.
The flocks are whiter down the vale, And

m.M<ier every milky sail On winding stream or distant sea.
c

„ -,' ?
r
i'
AKI Seaman's Catch. 20 What is meant by

small sails? Topgallant sails and royals topmast, topgallant,
and lower studding sails. Hid., What are meant by storm
sails? tore storm staysail and trysail, main staysail and
trysail, and mizen trysail.

-r£
g f 'f?

3 t
D

- "**"**»?tld- B*. M. AnreL (1537) N n ii,
I hey Ucke the reyne of knowlege, & the sayles of wise-
dome, & the ankers of experience, a 1568 Ascmam Schotem.
11. (Arb.! 151 Where Tullie doth set vp his saile ofeloquence.
1599 Shaks. Hen1C.1 ii. 274 But tell the Dolphin, I will
keepe my State, Be like a King, and shew my Sayle of
Grcalnesse, When I do rowse me in my Throne of France.

D. trans/. Applied to the wing of a bird. poet.
Also techn. in Falconry, the wing of a hawk
wW H

r
"l?"f ;'- "K^ Het t» dragon) cutting wayWith his broad sayles, about him soared round, icoi

,
""* £ P""1"" 'J". To clippe the winges of a highlownng Faulcon, who. .was wont, .to lookewilhan vniable

eye vpon her gray breast, and her speckled side sayles.
1678 Phillips led. 4!, Sails, in Faulconry are the Wion of

?»Ji*
W
s 'Vt

^nLaHy of L. m iii, The mountain
eagle. .Spread her dark sails on the wind.

O. trans/. Applied to something that is spread
out like a sail, or that catches the wind.
i6i« T. Scot Philomythie (ed. 2) Dj, The Pehen dresth
lLfL

f' a
?
d *p!?

d h^r ,ilil<=.The Turky-hen aduane'd herspotted saile. .697 Dryoen Virg. Georg. ,. 240 The Fa"

ixxin, I he drooping capes, arms, sails, and tails of his cloakwere all in commotion.

2. Sails collectively. AUo/g. Often in phrases
to carry, cross, crowd, hoist, lower, make, set, shorten
strike (etc.) sail, for which see also those verbs.

wf,i3?*K^
HAl;CE" *" G-^*« (Ctofalra) Flelh ek the queen,wilhal hire porpere sayl. c 1435 Torr. Portugal 1426. 1 redewe take down sayle & rowe. a 1548 Hall CAron., Edw. ty

109 lhe kynges shyp was good with sayle. 1367 FentonTrag. Discs,. (1898) I. 232 It ought to have sufficed tohave revoked, and made hym cross saile, from the pursute
01 so bad an adventure. 1806 A. Duncan Nelson 65 The
miti's i" ;

c
*E

,ed a" Sail - ,8^1 Scorr Cl- Ro6'- '"• Every wayqualified to bear me through the cross currents of the court
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by main pull of oar and press of sail. 1853 M. Arnold
Scholar Gytoy xxv, [He] snatched his rudder, and shook
out more sail. 1893 Leland Mem. I. , 5S Our captain was
a handsome, dissipated, and ' loud ' young man, with rather
more sail than ballast, but good-natured and obliging.

tb. trans/. See quot. Obs.
I7S9 Stillinc-fu tr. Xiierg>s Ecoh. Nat., note in Misc.

i 'ifii I
17

' 4? •
' have -

• wel'gh<:<l several kinds of birds,
l shall here subjoyn a table.. with the proportions of the
weight to the sail. N.B. By sail i mean the extent of the
wings and tail.

3. Phrases (senses I and 2). fa. To bear sail:
said lit. of a ship; hence/ig. to be exalted, to be
prosperous, also to bear a great, high or lo/ty sail.
To bear (a) low sail, to be 0/ low sail: to demean
oneself humbly; to live at a modest rate; to cut
down expenses (see Bear y.l 3 b.). To live at a
low sail: to live humbly. To pull down one's sail
or sails

: to moderate one's ambitions or one's scale
of expenditure. Obs.
01300 [see Bear p.i 3b]. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 65 Bot

whanne he berth lowest the Seil, Thanne is he swiftest to
beguile The womman. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 140« hiche male by pinchyng and bearyng a lowe saile, Waxe
riche and be set at libertie. 1548 Udall Eratm. Par. Pref.
18, I was utterly mynded to pulle downe my sayles againe.
'549 Latimer ind Serm. be/. Edtv. VI To Rdr. (Arb ) 51
Put downe thy sayle. 1573 Tusser Huso. (1878) 211 Then
wates I saught, by wisdome taught, To beare low saile, least
s'°« should quaile. 1587 Harrison England 11. v. in
Holmshedl. 164/1 How diuerse of them also coueting to
beare an high saile doo insinuate themselues with yoong
fentlemen and noble men newlie come to their lands 1587
leminq Concl. Holinsked III. 1592/j If the helpe of such

as are furnished with varietie of knowledge, . . had beene as
forward to aduance this worke, . . as some of low saile, willing
to laieout their poore talent, have affoorded what furtherance
they were able (etc.). 1601 a Jonson Ev. Man in Hum.
(Qo. 1) 1 1, Moderate your expences (now a> first) As you may
keepe the same proportion still. Beare a low saile. 160a
iiid Pt. Return /r. Parnast. iv. iii. i94 t Schollers must
frame to hue at a low sayle. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie
0/ Cod' (1620) 731 If learning had many such friends as he,
it would beare an higher sayle then it doth. 1665 Manlev
Grotiut Low C. IVarret 211 They diew in their Mooned
and crescent Squadrons into the Body of the Fleet, and
lhat one might not go before another, bore less Sayl. 1733
Ox/. Methodistt 6 Be not high-minded ; but fear. . . Bear
no more Sail than is necessary.

tb. To come to sail: to set out on a sailing
voyage ; - Sail v. 3. ? Also (earlier) in the same
sense, logo or/ere to {the) sail. (Cf. Sail rf.2)

<
: 1350 Will. Paterae iji\ pe werwolf waited whtly which

schip was jarest, to fare (o,r at pat Hod & fond on sone bat
was gaylygrevt to go to be seile, & feibliche frauat ful of
fine wines, /tit. 2745 And faire at be fulle flod bei ferden
to saile. 1633 T. James Voy. 5 Wee came to Sayle. 171aW. Rogers Voy. 3 About twelve we fird a Gun, and all
came to sail. 1743 Bulkelev & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 6
At tight weigh'd, and came to Sail.

C. full sail: a sail (or sails collectively) filled
or distended by the wind ; the condition of a ship
with sails so filled. At, f with /ull sail(s [^ L.
Plena veto, plenis velis, F. a plewes voiles] : (sail-
ing) with a strong favourable wind, at full speed ;

fig. making rapid and unresisted progress; so also
/ull sail as advb. phrase. In mod. use, in/ull sail
is applied to describe the condition of a ship with
all sails set.

a
^sP„L°m f""1" ll"°» lx- 208 Yonder comylh a shyppe

with full sayle. JS«o Daus tr. Sleidane'i Comm. ,\t b,
bathan. .shall make towardes us with full sayle [orig. plenis
velis], 1564 Geindal Serm. Ferdinaadui D j, The doctrine
of purgatone and praying for the dead hath gone with full
sai e. c 1600 Shaks. Sana, lxxxvi, Was it the proud full
saile of his great verse. 1618 Bolton Plant Ded. (1636) 2
lo increase in the full saile of fortune. 1648 Gage West
tnJ. xxl 201 So the two ships, .sailed away can Vienta en
Pafo, with full Sail. 1853 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. xiv. f 7faith and Desire ought to be full-sail to make such Voyages
prosperous. 1699 Dampier Vay. II. 111. 39 Constant.. Land-
winds, by which the Wherry-men run with full sail, both to
.and back again. 171J Land. Got. No. 5357/2 The Danish
r leet having the Wind came full sail up with the Swedes.
1758 Goldsm. Mem. Prat. (1895) II. 274 Smith went full
bail to reconnoitre the Enemy. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ix,
Her father, .often took an opportunity ofgoing full-sail into '

controversial subjects. 1848 A. & H. Mayhew Greatest I

Plague a/Li/e xul. 203 The stupid engravings. -that had I

nothing at all to do with the song, for I declare if there
,

wasn t a ship in full sail put as an illustration to 'Away,
Away, to the Mountain's Brow !

' 1858 W. H. Haswell in I

Merc. Marine Mag. V. 208 The vessel was at full sail. I

11859 Macaulay Hist. Eug. xxiii. V. 12 The Protestant
wind, before which the Dutch armament had run full sail
down lhe Channel, had driven King James's navy back into
the Thames. 1864-8 Browning Jos. Lee's Wi/e it, iv, With
whom began Love's voyage full-sail. 1867 Smyth Sailar's
Wordih., Pull sails, the sails well set, and filled by the
wind. 1887 Bow en ASneidl. 400 Thy vessels, .the haven
have entered, or bend Now full sail for its mouth.
trans/. 167T Milton P.P. iv. 582 So Satan fell and strait

a fiery Globe Of Angels on full sail of wing flew nigh.
d. Under sail : having the sails set.

C893 K. jtSlfred Oras. 1. l « 21 paet bart scip wxs ealne
wex yrnende under sexle. 1508 Kenneoie Flyting to.
Dunbar 457 Quhen that the schip was saynit, et vndir
saile (etc.). 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 549 The ship is
vnder saile, and here she corns amain. 1690 Leybourn
Curs. Math. 454 Suppose.. you see a Ship.. under Sail,
making towards the Land. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iv 162
In the afternoon (we)got under sail. 1836 Makryat Midsh.
Easy xiii, About ten miles distant, followed by the Harpy
under all sail. 1857 C. Gribble in Merc. Marine Mag. (1858)
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"nder a11 »» »««7 Smyth Sailor',
Word-bk., Undersoil, the state of a ship when she is inmotion from the action of wind on her sails.

4. a. In collective sing, (also formerly f in plural),
chiefly with numeral : (So many) sailing-vessels.
.436 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 50./1 A Navey. .to ye noumbre of

xii score Sallies. 1458 Pasiou Lett. I. 428 Ther were xxviii"
say e of Spaynyards on the se. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eur.
ccxl.v (t482) 296 The kyng ordeyned his nauye of shipplsm thehauen ofSouthampton in to the nombre of cccxx sailles.
1568 Grafton Chron. ll. 237 The Frenchmen were .xiii.
sayles great and small. 1590 Disc. Sf. Fleet inv. Eng.\
1 he whole name was at this present about 90. saile of all
5°rt

.t iM5 .
A
l
S
;
7"** "' iv- 2 So by a roaring Tempest

on the flood A whole Armado ofconuicted saile Is scattered
and dis-ioyn d from fellowship. ^33 T. Stafford Pac.
Hit. 11. viu. (l82I ) 325 Of their fiue and fourtie Saile of
ships seventeene saile onely are fitted for men of warre.
1649 w. Gray Surv. Newcastle 19 The Shipping which

XTV A
1

a%
R"« 'or Coales, there being sometimes

VIZ ?,
Undred SaX'«» Of Ships. 1743 BULKELEY & CUMMINS

r'f.S. Seas 3 We were informed of ten Sail of Ships
cruising off and on, to the Westward. 1831 BrewsterI'plictxm. pS He saw from the mast-head eighteen sail
of ships 1863 H. Cox Instil, m. viii. 7 i7 The Royal navy
comprised in all twenty-seven sail.

oyai navy

b. A ship or other vessel, esp. as descried by
its sails. Sail ho ! ' the exclamation used when a
strange ship is first discerned at sea' (Adm. Smyth).
1517 Torkington Pilgr. d884) 12 The Duke (Doge of

Venice]
. went in ther Archa triumphali, which ys in maner

pf a sayle of a straange facion. 1556 W. Towrson in Hak-
luyt I oy. (1589) 99 We spyed a saile comming towardes vs,and as soone as wee spyed him we. .manned out our Skifie.
After the saile had espyed vs, he kept about. 1617 Capt
Smith Seaman's Gram. xiii. 59 A saile, how beares she or
stands shee, 10 wind-ward or lee-ward, set him by the Corn-
passe. .634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. it Our Admirall de-
scried a Saile, and immediately made towards her. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 18 A Sail, a Sail. Where?
fair by us. 1716 Swift Gulliver 1. viii, I descried a Sail
steering to the South-East. 1813 Byron Corsair 1. ii, Gaze
where some distant sail a speck supplies, With all the thirst-
ing eye of Enterprise. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast ii, Her
decks were filled with passengers who had come up at the
cry of Sail ho !

5. An apparatus (consisting formerly of a sheet
of canvas stretched on a frame, now usually of an
arrangement of boards) attached to each of the
arms of a windmill for the purpose of presenting a
surface to be acted on by the wind. Also (wind-
mill) sails collectively.surface presented by the sails.
c 1440 Prom/. Parv. 65A Ceyle of a schyppe, or mylle.

velum, carbasus. * ™ u »*_*_ n.r* . <™ '
- ..jylle,

. carbasus 1589 R. Harvey Plain Pen: (1590) 3 The
clacke of thy mill is .. noisome .. , thou hast wind at will to
thy sailes. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. 340/2 The parts
ofa Wind-Mill... The Sail or Wind end. a 1700 B.E. Did.
Cant. Crew, Sails, Hawk's Wings; also VVindmill-wings.
1759 S.meaton in Phil. Trans. LI. 161 The velocity of the
extremities of Dutch sails,.. are considerably quicker than
the velocity of the wind. 1825 J. Nicholson Opcrat. Me-
chanic 111 Into these arms are mortised several small cross-
bars, and to them are fastened two, three, or four, long bars,
..so that the bars intersect each other, and form a kind of
lattice work, on which a cloth is spread to receive the action
of wind. These are called the sails. 184s Encycl. Melrop.
VIII. 131/2 There are usually four states in which it can
be set accoidmg to the velocity of the wind.. which are
termed /ull sail, quarter reef, sword point, and dagger
point. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X. 218/1 'lhe amount of sail
that a windmill can carry with advantage is limited, a 1887
Jefferies Field f, Hedgerow (1889) 86 One day pussy was
ingeniously examining the machinery [of a windmill), when

,
the wind suddenly rose, the sails revolved, and she was
ground up. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 599/2 American
windmills....The sails consist of narrow boards or slats
airanged radially.

6. Zool. a. The large dorsal fin of the sail-fish.

I

b. One of the two large tentacles of the Nautilus,
formerly believed to be used as sails.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam vn. xxvi, A Nautilus upon the
fountain played, Spreading his azure sail. 1811 Raffles
Let. 30 Nov. in Lady Raffles Mem. (1830) 526 The only
amusing discovery which we have recently made is that of
a sailing fish, . . I have sent a set of the sails home. 1840
Penny Cycl. XVII. 210/2 The first two arms [of the Argo-
naut] are more robust than the others, and should be so, be-
cause they serve as masts to support the sails, which, spread
out, act before the wind as sucn. i860 Chamt. Encycl. I.

390/1 The descriptions.. of argonauts.. employing six of
their tentacula as oars, and spreading out two. -as sails to
catch the breeze, are now regarded as entirely fabulous.
7. S. A/rica. A tarpaulin or canvas sheet for

covering a wagon.
1850 R. G. Cumminc Hunter's Li/eS. A/r. (ed. 2) I. 220,

I covered my waggon with new sails. 1891 Olive Schreiner '

African Farm 11. xn, He drew the sails down before and
behind, and the wagon rolled away slowly.
8. JVaut. and Mining. A funnel-shaped bag or

orifice on the deck of a vessel or on the ground
over mine-galleries, for the purpose of ventilation.
Cf. Wikd-sail.
,874 ); H. Collins Metal Mining (1875) 117 In Cornwall

. .the writer has seen a zinc rain-water pipe, .with a miner's
jacket extended by wires at the top for a ' cap-head ' or
sail . 187s in Knight Did. Mech.
9. Obvious combinations, a. simple attrib., as

sail canvas, drill, pulley, + -rope, sewing-machine,
-spread; b. objective, as sail-carrying, /urler,
keeper, looser, -making, sewer, sewing, trimmer;
also sail-bearing, -filling adjs. ; e. instrumental, as
sail-assisted, -dolled, -propelled; d. similative, as
sail-broad, -stretched adjs.
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1593 Nashe Unfort. Trav. (1594) G 2 b, As the Estrich

hath a sharps goad orpricke wherewith he spurreth himselfe

forward in his *saile-assisted race, c 159$ J- Dickenson
Skeph.Compl.{iZiS) 12 And "saile-bearing pine glide through

thin aire. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 930 At last his "Sail-broad

Vannes He spreads for flight. 148a in Charters etc. Edin.

(1871) 169 Of the hundreth 'sail canves ij s. 188} Harpers
Mag. Aug. 444/2 We believed in great beam for "sail-carry-

ing power. 1894 Outing (U. S.1 XXIV. 21/1 To gain sta-

biRty [in a canoe] for sail-carrying. 1898 Kipling in Morn.
Post a Nov. 5/1 The little strip of *sail-dotted blue. 1886

Pall Mall G. 17 Sept. 1 1/1 While at 'sail drill an ordinary

seaman . . fell . . on to the upper deck. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi.

8 A goodly breeze 'sail -filling, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman s

Catech. 45 The 'sailfurlers. .get the sail out of the sailroom.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 451/2 'Seyl kepare, or rewlare, p[ro]-

rein, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 45 'Sail loosers

will go aloft at the order ' bend sails '. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) XVII. 431/2 A few general observations on 'sail-

making. 1888 Times 14 Jan. 16/2 'Sail-propelled training

ships. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 390 Whereof they vse to

turne for curtain rings and 'saile pullies. c 1205 Lay. 17395
3e mote uaste heom wriSen mid strongen 'sseil-rapen. c 1475
Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 805/7 Hie rudens, . . a seyllerope.

1513 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 471 Item, to iij 'saill

sewaris for iij wolkb wagis. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech.
Suppl., *SailSewing Machine, a large-sized sewing machine
with extensive table for sewing widths of duck to form sails.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 823/2 In determining what 'sail-

spread can be safely given to a ship. 1633 Massinger
Bondman 1. iii, O're our heads with 'sayle stretch'd wings,

Destruction houers. c 1810 Adm. Patton in 19th Cent. Nov.
(1899) 724 Kl/^'Sail trimmers'were immediately sent to clear

the sail.

IO. Special Comb. : sail-arm, (a) one of the

radiating beams to which the sails of a windmill

are attached ; a ' whip
' ;

(b) one of the tentacles

of a nautilus which bear the ' sails ' ; sail-axle,

the axle on which the sails of a windmill revolve

;

sail-boat (Jrare), a sailing-boat; fsail-bond,

(? error for -bonet) = Bonnet si.2 (cf. quot. 1483
there) ; sail-burton (see quot.) ; sail-duck [a.

Du. 2eildoe&] = Duck sb.3 1 ; f sail-fan, a species of

fan used in winnowing corn ; sail-fluke, the whiff,

Rhombus megasloma ; sail-hook, a small hook for

holding the seams of a sail while it is being sewn
;

sail-hoop, one of the wooden rings by which fore

and aft sails are secured to masts and stays (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875); sail-house, a house where
sails are stored ; sail-lizard (see quot.) ; sail-loft

(see quot. 1769); sail-maker, one whose business

it is to make, repair, or alter sails ; spec, on board
ship, a sailor (in the U. S. navy, a warrant officer)

whose duty it is to take charge of and keep in

repair all sails, awnings, etc. ; sail-needle, a large

needle used in sewing canvas ; sail-room, a room
(in a ship) for storing sails ; sail-shell, a name
for the nautilus ; sail-ship, a sailing-vessel ; sail-

swelled a., having filled sails ; sail thread,
twine, thread or twine used in sewing sails

; f sail

wand, one of the rods forming the framework
of a windmill sail; sail-winged a., poet, [after L.
velivolus], (a) of ships, having sails that serve as
wings; (6) trans/, as an epithet of the sea; {c)

having wings like sails.

_
1760 J. Ferguson Led. (1764) 52 The same velocity that

it would move if put upon the 'sail-arms. 1840 Penny Cycl.
XVII. 210/2 In fact, the series of suckers of the sail-arms,
when the membrane of the sails is wrapped about the shell,

b placed exactly over the keel of it in such a manner
that [etc.]. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X. 218/1 A whip or radius
of from 33 to 40 feet in length, firmly fastened at right
angles to the 'sail-axle. (21835 Mrs. Hemans in H. F.
Chorley Menu (1837) II. 17 Neither steam-packet nor 'sail-

boat was attainable. 1888 F. M. Crawford With Im-
mortals II. 129 The happiest moments of my life? I think
they were spent in a sail-boat, c 1475 Pict. Vac. in Wr.-
Wulcker 805/8 Hec superay -eris, a 'seyllebonde. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

t *Sail burton, a purchase extend-
ing from topmast-head to deck, for sending sails aloft ready
for bending. 1795 Scots Mag. LVII. 610/1 'Sail-duck
manufacturer. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. q/Customs(iB2i) 145
Sail Duck. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 112 Four Men with
either the Wicker or 'Sail-fan. 1882 Tenison-Woods Pish
A> Fisheries N. S. Wales 190 'Sail-fluke. 1886 K. C. Leslie
Sea-painter's Log x. 194 It is said.. the sail-fluke gets its

name from a habit of. -lifting its tail out of water like a sail,

running before the wind into shallow water. 1794 Rigging
H Seamanship I. 88 'Sail-hook. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
155/1 The tools, .ofasailmaker are. .fids,, .sail-hook, bobbin
for twine, and sundry small articles. 1884 St. James's Gaz.
22 Feb. 7/1 It is apparently the inside of a 'sail-house at a
fishing-port. 1885 Standard Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 413 The
'sail-lizard, Hisliitms amboinensis, so called f: om the enor-
mous perpendicular development surmounting its tail. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine 11. (1780). Voilerie, a 'sail-loft, or
place where sails are constructed. 1891 Leeds Mercury
9 Oct. 4/4 Dr. Hurst, .traced the history of Methodism in
America from the first meeting held in a sail-loft in New
York in 1776 to the present day. 1596 Shahs. Tarn. Shr.
v. L 80 He is a 'saile-maker in Bergano. 1773 Cook's 1st Voy.
111. xii. in Hawkesworth's Voy. III. 722 Every individual had
been sick except the sail maker. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 297 *Sayle Nedylles price the c xij'. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine Uu ij b, Sail-needles, or bolt-rope needles.
1851 H. Melville Whale xxii, The sail-needles are in the
green locker. 1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 126 "Sail. Rooms
are built between decks upon the orlop or lower deck to
contain the spare sails. 1905 A. R. Wallace My Life I.

310 The captain then had the bail-room amid-ships cleared
out for men to sleep in. C171X Petiver Gazophyl. x. Tab.
99 Common Indian Nautilus or "Sail-shell, a 1850 Marg.

38

Fuller At Home <$• Abr. (i860) 438 It went into the mail-

bag of some *saibship, instead of steamer. 1600 Tourneur
Tratisf. Metam. Iii, As ^sail-swel'd barks are droue by
wind. 15x3 Ace, Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 471 Item, for

xliiij U "saill threid..xlviijs. 1486 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 13, vj skaynes of ''Saile Twyne. 1497 Ibid. 185,
c weyght seyle twyne—xxxiij* iiij d. c i860 H. Stuart Sca-
t/tan s Catech. 52 Sails are sewn with sail twine. 1342-3
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 543 In *SayIwandis emp. et

aliis reparac factis in molend. de Hesilden—xxiiij s. 1 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. civ. xi, There the *saile-winged shipps
on waves doe glide. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 11. Wks, 1851
III. 180 They should make it their Knightly adventure to..

vanquish this mighty sailewing'd monster. 1855 Singleton
Virgil I. 236 Gazing down Upon the sail-winged ocean.

Sail (s^il), sb? [f. Sail v.1]
1. An act of sailing ; a voyage or excursion in a

sailing vessel.

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 268 Heere is my butt And verie Sea-
marke of my vtmost Saile. a 1619 Fotherby Aiheom. 1. ii.

§ 2 (1622) 12 Where in the Lawes broad Sea, with wind and
tyde, Ther's happier saile, then any where beside. 1663
Gerbier Counsel 109 Six weeks sail from England. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 195 We made an easy sail for the bay.
1807-8 Syd. Smith Plymley\s Lett. Wks. 1859 II. 163/2 The
nearest of these harbours is not two days' sail from the
southern coast of Ireland. 1853 W. Irving in Life <$- Lett.

(1864) IV. 157 We went byway of the lakes, and had a
magnificent sail (if I may use the word) down Lake Cham-
plain in a steamer to Plattsburg. 1859 Jephson Brittany
xii. 212 We had a delightful sail among the numerous islets.

1868 G. Duff Pol. Sitrv. 99 Hiogo and Kobe.. are situated
upon two bays of the inland sea, about 365 miles' sail from
Yokohama. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 29 Aug. 14/1 The day
was beautiful and the sail was delightful.

b. transf. {Sc. and Irish.) A ride in a vehicle of

any kind.
1830 Galt Lawrie T. vi. viii, I thought it my duty to

take a sail in our wagon with Mr. Herbert. 190a Bally-
mena Observer (E. D. 1).), Wull ye gie me a sail in the kert ?

C. To take sail: to embark.
1904 Westm. Gas. 10 May 8/1 He took sail in the capacity

of a cabin-boy in a vessel bound for New Orleans.

2. ? nonce-uses. A number sailing : a. of ships;

b. of water-birds.
1608 Shaks. Per. 1. iv. 61 Wee haue descryed vpon our

neighbouring shore, a portlie saile of ships make hitherward.
1727 Swift Country Post Wks. 1755 III. 1. 175 Yesterday
a large sail of ducks passed by here.

3. Sailing qualities ; speed in sailing.

In many contexts hardly to be distinguished from Sail sbA
1602 Mansel Tme Rep. Service 9 The Gallies being.,

quicker of saile then they. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 87 A ship
of better defence then saile. 1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea
li. 122 Being of better saile then we, and the night comming
on, we lost sight of her. a 1642 Sir W, Monson Naval
Tracts 1. (1704) 179/2 Finding his Ship but ill of Sail. 1643
Declar. Commons, Reb. Iret. 51 [He] could not take her
[the ship], because she fled away, and was more swift in sayle
then he. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 534 Back with speediest
Sail Zophiel, of Cherubim the swiftest wing, Came flying.

4. Comb, f sail-star = Lodestar
; f sail-stone

[ = Du. zeilsteeti\ = Loadstone.
c 151X 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 28/1 That men

the northe sayle sterre or pollumarticum, or the waghen
called, no more may be seen. 1595 Duncan App. Eiym.
(E. D. S.), Magnes, the adamant, the saile-stone. 1683
Pettus Fleta Min. 1. (1686) 320 The Magnet is also called
the Sail stone, for the Sailors look upon it as their Chief
Instructor.

tSail,^.3 Arek. Obs. [app. f. Sail v.'$ (sense 3).
Cf. the synonymous F. saitlie, f. sailtir to project.]

Amount of projection from a surface. Also Comb.
sail-over = Oversail sb,

161 1 Cotgrave, s.v. Couronne, The Corona, crowne, or
member of greatest sayle, in a Cornish. x66o H. Bloome
Arc/tit. A, Projeciura, the sayle of every moulding. 1811
P. NicholsoxMech. Exerc 267 Sail over, is the overhanging
ofoneor more courses [of bricks] beyond thenaked ofthe wall.

Sail (s*U), sbA dial. [?repr. OE. *sxgel var. of
sdgol staff: see Sowel.] (See quot.)
1813 Davis Agric. Wilts in Archseol. Rev. (1888) Mar.,

Sails,., upright rods of hurdles used for sheep folding. 1893
Mrs. A. Kennard Diog. Sandals vi. 90 There are ten
*sails^ to each 'wattle hurdle'.

Sail (s/U), v.1 Forms : 1 sislan, sesl(i)an, 3
seeilien, seili(en, sayli, 3-4 seily, seile, 4 seylle,
seille, 4-6 sale, (5 ceylyn, seylyn), 5 sayll(e,
6 saill, 4-7 sayl(e, 3-7 saile, 6-7 sail. [OE.
siglan, segl(i)an corresponds to MDu. zeghelen,

zeilen (mod.Du. zeilen), MHG. sigelen, segelen

(mod.G. segeln), ON. sigla (Sw. seglay Da. seile):—
OTeut, type *seg/j'an, f. *seglom Sail sb.1

The Teut. vb. was adopted in OF. as sigler to sail (whence
sigle a sail) ; an altered form of the same word is believed
to exist in later OF. singler, mod.F. cingler to sail (in a
specified direction), whence Sp. singlar

%
Pg. singlar.]

I. Intransitive uses.

1. Of persons : To travel on water in a vessel

propelled by the action of the wind upon sails

;

now often in extended sense, to travel on water in

a vessel propelled by any means other than oars

;

to navigate a vessel in a specified direction.
C893 K./Elfred Oros.i. i. § 14 Hc.sixlde 5a east be

lande. Ibid. iv. x. § 10 |>a he hamweard sexlde. c 1205 Lay.
20889 And swa heo sculJen wraecchen. .sailien [c izj$ sayli]
ouer sa. Ibid. 28797 J>eo comen Sexisce men seilen to londe.
c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1013 Pai seylden in to be wide Wib her
schippes tvo. 1338 R. Brunnk Chron. (1810) 236 Now bei
saile and rowe to Wales to Leulyns. 13. . Cursor M. 24833
(Gott.) Forth bai sailed [MS. Coit. floted] on bat flode, for
all to will be wind bairn stode. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2673
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pat he may nou?t saile swiftli as he wold. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xx. 322 A lang way furthwarde salyt he. c 1386
Chaucer Prioress'1 Prol. 2 Now longe moote thou saillcl>y
the cost. Sire gentil maister gentil Maryneer ! X387 Tre-
visa Higden (Rolls) VI. 163 Egbertus be monk, .hadde
i-seilled about Bretayne. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 26 King
Demephon, whan he be Schipe To Troieward with felaschipe
Sailende goth. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 65/1 Ceylyn vpon
watyr, veliftco. C1470 Henry Wallace x. 797 Thai saylyt
furth by part of Ingland schor. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
x. lxi. 517 Thenne sir palomydes sailed euen longes humber
to the costes of the see. 1471 Caxton Recnyell (Sommer)
I. 139 He sayled and rowed vnto the cyte. 1530 Palsgr.
696/2, I loue nat to sayle by see, but when I can nat chose.
1565 Reg; Prizjy Council Scot. 1. 333 That nane sail! in
marchandice without he be honestlie abelyeit lyk ane mar-
chand. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nt'cholay^s Voy. 1. it 2 b,
We sayled along . . towardes the . . cape De creo. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. 1. i. 63 A league from Epidamium had we saild.
a 1691 Boyle Hht. Air (1692) 201 An observing man, that
had sailed to and fro between Europe and the East Indies.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 489 r 1 A troubled Ocean, to a
Man who sails upon it, is, I think, the biggest Object that
he can see in Motion. 1798 Coleridge Ane. Mar. v. xix,
Till noon we quietly sailed on, Yet never a breeze did
breathe. 1830 Tennyson Sea-Eairies 1 Slow sail'd the
weary mariners. 1836 W. Irving A storia I. 41 [They] sail
down that river to its supposed exit near the straits of An-
nian. i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist Austral.
425 We sailed, .one day 191 miles, another 225 miles.

fig. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 606 Loue..Wij> dessespeir
so sorwfully me offendeth J>at streght vn-to be deth myn
herte saileth. 1551 Haddon Exhort. Repent, in Furmv.
Balladsfr. MSS. I. 324 But .lv. yere after, it [the plague]
sayled into Flaunders. x6«3 A. Taylor in Farr S. P.
Jas. I (1847) 2°3i 1 spent my dayes in sorrow for thy good,
I sayl'd to th' cradle in teares, to the graue in blood.

b. spec. To make excursions in, or to manage, a
sailing-boat; to practise the sport of yachting.
1898 Daily News 30 Aug. 4/5 She is devoted to sports and

outdoor exercises.. .She boats and sails.

c. In figurative context. Chiefly in proverbial
phrases : t To sail all in one ship, to ' row in the
same boat *, to belong to one party or class

; f to

sail on another board (see Board sb. 15) ; to sail

near (or close to) the wind, to come very near to
transgression of a law or a received moral principle.
1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 7 You be all of one

Church, saile all in one ship. 1608 D. T[uvil] Ess. Pol. <$

Mor. 123 They will alwaies saile by the Carde and Com-
passe of their own mind. 1823 Byron yuan ix. xxvi, My
words, at least, are more sincere and hearty Than if I sought
to sail before the wind. 1865 H. Kincsley Hitlyars

<J-
B.

iv, A certain kind of young English gentleman, who has
sailed too close to the wind at home, and who comes to the
colony to be

t
whitewashed. 1883 W. E. Norris Thirlhy

Hall viii, With regard to Turf transactions again, he may
sail very near the wind indeed, and be pardoned.

fd. quasi-??/?. Obs.
1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of Rom. m. xxviii. 116 Away

they sayled them, as they hoped with a prosperous wind.

2. Of a ship or other vessel : To move or travel

on water by means of sails, or (in modern use) by
means of steam or any other mechanical agency.
c 1205 Lay. 25525 J>er comen seilien sone aeond ba sae wide

scipes uniuo^e. c 1350 Will. Palerne 567, I sayle now in be
see as schip boute mast, boute anker or ore. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xix. 193 Marchand-schippis that saland war Fra
Scotland to Flandriss with war. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
\\. 395 And behelde..shippis seyllynge in the see. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xxx. 305 It rennethe in so grete Wawes,
that no Schipp may not rowe ne seyle azenes it. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxxxviii. 29 Where many a barge doth saile,
and row with are. 1530 Palsgr. 696/2, 1 sayle, as a shyppe
doth in the see whan she is under sayle, je single. ..Some
shyppe wyll sayle as faste with a syde wynde as some wyll
with a full wynde. 1535 Coverdale Isa. xxxiii. 2: In that
place, .shal nether Gallye rowe, ner greate shippe sale. 1606
Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 11. iii. 277 (Qo.) Light boates saile swift,
though greater hulkes draw deepe. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thezicnot's Trav. 1. 110 These Saiques. .carry great Cargoes
of Goods, but they sail not fast, unless they be before the
Wind, or rather they sail no otherwise, for they cannot go
upon a Wind. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 385 Say, shall my
little bark attendant sail, Pursue the triumph, and partake
the gale? 1785 J. Phillips Treat. Inland Navig. 34 The
vessels..are built so as to sail either end foremost, by re-
moving the rudder. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 376/2
It would be an easy matter to determine the form of a ship
intended to sail by means of oars. 1828 J. H. Moore Pract.
Navig. (ed. 20) 60 A ship from the Lizard, in lat. 49 58' N.
sails S.W. by W. 488 miles. Required the latitude she is in.
1886 Gladden Applied Chr. L 3 Steamships sail from every
shore with the contributions of all the continents to the
world's trade.

3. To begin a journey by water; to set sail, start

on a voyage ; to leave the port or the place of
anchorage. Said both of a vessel and of the persons
on board.
c
. U75 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nycholas) 235 pis done, bai

sailyt but bad quhare-to bare tryst wes mad. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 105 be queen Alianore. .and meny ober
compelled hym for to seille a?en. 1493 Ledger-bk. A . Holy-
burton 2 His costis in Medilburgh bydand quhill the schip
sallit. x6xi Bible Acts xxi. 2 And finding a ship sailing
ouer vnto Phenicea, wee went abroad, and set foorth. 1777
Cook's 2nd Voy. 1. l I. 5 On the 13th, at six o'clock in the
morning, I sailed from Plymouth Sound. 1802 in \V. Selwyn
Law Nisi Prins (1817) II. 932, I think the captain will sail
to-morrow. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxxiv, 1 have taken my
berth in an East Indiaman which sails on the twentieth of
June. 1874 Whyte Melville Uncle John xiii, A friend
of mine.. met with an accident the very night before the
steamer sailed. 1891 Laiu 'Times XCI. 2/2 The deceased,,
wrote a letter.. in which he stated that he ought to have
made his will before sailing.



SAIL.

t b. Conjugated with to be. Obs.
1633 Ftp Win h Trial in Statist. Ace. Scot!. (1796) XVIII.

App. 656 Her husband being newly sailed, she craved some
money of ber. 1764 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772) II.

04 The fleet of the prince was already sailed. 1776 T.
Hutchinson Diary 20 Jan. II. 8 He says six of the seven
Regiments at Corke were embarked, and he concludes the
whole have been sailed some days. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Ben-
nett Juvenile Indiscretums\. Ill Sir James, .was sailed
for India on an appointment from government. 1787 Jef-
ferson Writ. (1859) II. 281 Should the packet be sailed, I
will pray you to send my letter by the first of the vessels
which you mention.

4. trans/. To glide on the surface of water or
through the air, either by the impulsion of wind
or without any visible effort.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 304 And now I se where a
soule cometh hiderward seyllynge With glorie & with grete
ii?te. 159a Shaks. Rom. t, Jul. 11. ii. 33 A winged messenger
of heauen . . When he bestrides the lazie puffing Cloudes,
And sailes vpon the bosomc of the ayre. 1667 Milton P. L.
v. 268 Down thither prone in flight He speeds, and. .Sailes
between worlds and worlds, with steddie wing. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Ccorg. 1. 529 Swans that sail along the Silver Flood.
1754 Gray Patty 116 Sailing with supreme dominion Thro"
the azure deep of air. 1804 Scott Bards Ineant. 34 Mute
are ye all ? No murmurs strange Upon the midnight breeze
sail by. i8ao Byron Afar. Pat. iv. 1. 74 The high moon sails
upon her beauteous way. 1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Mer-
man 43 Where great whales come sailing by, Sail and sail,
with unshut eye, Round the world for ever and aye? 1849
Thackeray Penciennis Ixiii, When a man, under pecuniary
difficulties,.. dives out of sight, as it were, from the flock
of birds in which he is accustomed to saiL 1865 Mathias
Sfort in Himalayas 16, I shot an immense eagle, as he
was sailing in fancied security over my head. 1884 Munch.
Exam. 19 Feb. 5/4^ The flowing clouds. .sail over the scene
of the hay harvest in the Welsh meadow. 1884 Pall italic.
12 Aug. 4/1 As for blackcock.. the wary old birds. .sail in
the open over the moor a hundred yards out of shot.

b. Of a vehicle : To move smoothly and without
apparent propelling force.
190a C N. & A. M. Williamson Lightning Conductor if,

The car.. looked so handsome as it sailed up to the hotel
door that my pride in it came back.

5. Of persons, in various transferred senses.

+ a. slang. To saunter, go casually. Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., Howyon Sail about '

Mow you Santer about ! 1700 T. Brown Amuiem. Str. 4Com. vm. 121 From thence I sailed into a Presbyterian
Meeting near Covenl-Gardcn.

b. To move or go in a stately or dignified man- '

ner, suggestive of the movement of a ship under
sail (Chiefly of women.) Alio wear, ofan animal.
1841 Motley Corr. (1889) I. iv. 84 Stately damet de la cour

would sail into the room and sail out again with their long
trains sweeping after them. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre vi!,
'lhen all the great people sailed in state from the room.
1859 G. Meredith R. Fevtrel xxxviii, A rumour spread
that reached Mrs. Doris's ears. She rushed to Adrian first.
.

.
She sailed down upon Richard, i860- 1 Thackeray Lovel

\

111. no Lady B. sailed in. ., arrayed in ribbons of scarlet.
1885 Rider Haggard A'. Solomon's Mines iv, A troop of
tall giraffes, who galloped, or rather sailed off, with their
strange gait.

a Tosailin {slang): toproceed boldly to action.
1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 5°«/i A man must dismiss all

thoughts of. .common-sense when it comes to masquerade
dresses, and just sail in and make an unmitigated fool of
himself. 1891 Mam. Advertiser 30 Mar. (Farmer), John
Harvey called William Tillman a liar 150 times,, .and offered
to lick him 104 times. At the 104th William, thrashed
John. The verdict of the jury was that William ought to
have sailed in an hour and a half earlier. 1894 Fiskr
Holiday Stories (1900! 164 'I'll tell you the whole affair, if
you care to listen to it,' 'Sail right in, Colonel,' cried the
conpany.

II. Transitive senses.

6. Of persons, also of a vessel : To sail over or
upon, to navigate (the sea, a river, etc). Now
somewhat arch.
138a Wyclip Ecclus. xliii. 26 Who seilen the see (Vulg

qui uavigant mart; 1388 The that seilen in the seej. ciyx,
trusts of Feeblti 204 Then brocht he wol, and wyselie
couth it wey ; And cfter that sone saylit he the sey. a i«sLyndesay Tragedy 104 Quhowbeit his grace Had salit the
•ey. 1560 Rolland Crt. Vtnus ProL 146 [To sum) Ingyne
hes geum to saill the see^ 1604 E. G(rimstone) D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies 11. vi. 92 The river of Amazons, .which our
Spaniards sailed in their discoveries. 1608 Shaks. Ptr iv
iv. 2 Thus time we waste, & long leagues make short, Saile
seas in Cockles, baue and wish but fort, a 1700 Dryden
Ovid's Met. xii. 9 A thousand Ships were man'd to sail the
Sea. 1708 J. Philips Cyder 1. 459 Now turn thine Eye to view
Alcinous Groves,.. from whence. Sailing the Spaces of the
boundless Deep, To Ariconium pretious Fruits arriv d 1715

i°n £4"i:r
v - 354 Far on the left those radiant fires to

keep The Nymph directed, as he sail'd the deep 1840
Loncf. Wreck 0/ Hesperus 2 It was the schooner Hesperus
that sailed the wintry sea.

+ b. To visit (a region) by sailing; to sail along I

(a coast). Obs. !

39

sailed through before the close time, 6. 30. 1899 Daily News
29 Sept. 3/2 The uninjured vessel shall sail out the race.

b. To ' sail ' or glide through (the air).
1715 Pope Odyss. 1. 126 Sublime she sails Th' aerial space,

and mounts the winged gales. 176s Beattie To Churchill
3* He soars Pindaric heights, and sails the waste of Heaven.
1899 Daily News 26 June 8/3 The buzzard . . is a fine-looking
figure, as on broad wings he slowly sails the sky.

8. To navigate (a ship or other vessel).

• *C! 4£L tJP*k in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) I. 371 But onely
in English ships and sailed for the most part with English
Mariners. 167s Lond. Gat. No. 1024/j She had on board
3oout 80 or 90 Negroes, and was sailed by Greeks. 1848
J-.'-. Cooper Capt. Spike III. 207 The Poughkeepsie was
admirably sailed and handled. 1888 Lowell Heartsease .y

u ",' '?? ,
He

?
a.R'P van Winkle skipper,, .who sails his

bedevilled old clipper In the wind's eye, straight as a bee.
a 1890 K. W. Church Oxford Movement iii. (1891) 35 He
1

R

- H - Frou<ie ] loved the sea; he liked to sail his own boat.
1908 Westm. Got. 28 Mar. 3/1 We were rowed and sailed
by an amusing.. ex-sailor.

b. To put (a toy boat) on the water and direct
its course.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home I. 270 Schoolboys sail
little boats on the river or play at marbles.

1 9. To cause to sail, carry away sailing. Obs.
16.. Balow in Laneham's Let. (1871) p. clxxi, Till from

myneeyesasea sail flow, To saile my soule from mortall
woe I o that immortal! mirtall shore.

1 10. With adv. To sail donvn ; to bring (an
object) below the horizon by sailing away from it.

1847 A. M. Gilliam Trav. Mexico 276 We at once deter-
mined to sit up all night, to watch that the steersman would
not sail the light down. We were induced to do so for. . the
night previous.. he saw a lighthouse,. .and steered from
the object.

1 11. To provide with sails. Obs.
1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 862 It is ordeined that the shippes

naue double sailes, that is, that they bee thorowly saylcd,
and all newe sayles [etc].

t Sail, v.* Obs. Forms : 4 sail, sayly, 4-5
saile, sayle, 4-6 saiU(e, sale, saylle. See also
Sailyie v. (Sc) [Aphetic form of Assail v.]
L trans. = Assail v. in various senses.
a l3°° Cursor M. 0654 Ne he mai scap, ga quar he ga, pat

him ne sailles ai his fa. Ibid. 24846 be see bam sailed on
ilk side. 13 Guy Warw. (A.) 4134 When be dragon seye
com C-11 pe lyoun he forlett, & ean him sayly. C137S Sc.
Leg. Saints xxxii. (lustin) 395 pane, tholand god, hyre he
can saile with felone feuere & gret trawale. ,71400 50
Alexander 5559 pai sett in a sadd sowme & sailid his
kni3tes. c 1460 Townetey Myst. xx. 506 The feynd ful fast
salys you. In wan-hope to gar you fall. 1535 Stewart Cran.
Scot. (Rolls) I. 342 That cruell cald hes salllit him so soir.

2. absol. quasi-»'»/r. To make an assault.
c 1330 R. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 4364 When alle

were set in ylka bataille, & schept . . whilk of bam suld
formast saile. c 140a Rom. Rose 7338 Than was ther nought,
but ' Every man Now to assaut, that sailen can '. c 1470
Henry Wallace XI. 414 ' Falowis'.he said, 'agayn all at this
place Ihai will nocht saill '.

Hence f Sailing vbl. sb.*
l».. A'. Alii. 7392 Aither gan so areche, With 'saylyne,

ind — * — — 7--» - ' •-with

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. fV(i 5So) 88 This lusty Capitain
saylyng al the cost of Susseix and Kent, durst not once
take lande, til he arriued in the dounes. 1594 R. Ashley
Jr.

Lays te Roy 123 b, In ancient times the North was sailed
by the commandement of Avgvstvs.
7. With cognate object : f To perform '& voyage,

etc.) by sailing (obs.). Also To sail through, out

:

to continue (a sailing-match, race\ to the end.
C1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 123 Where as she many a

shipe and barge seigh Seillynge hir cours. 1716 Shelvocke
Voy. round World Pref. 5 Such as may never have an
occasion or inclination to sail such long Voyages. 1886
titld 4 Sept. 364/2 The match (for yachts) could not be

smytynj;. c 1330 Arth. 4 Merl. 8257 In be first
of pat seylinge pai slowcn michel heben genge. last Lvdg.
I,e G*H- PUfr. 24206, I [Sekenesse] overthrowe hir [sc.
IleltheJ ageyn,.. And, ne were that medicyne Ys cause that
she doth releve, My sayllyng shold hir often greve.

t Sail, v.3 Obs. Forms : 3-4 aayle, 4 saile,
sallle, sailly ; also (sense 3) 7 sailie. [a. OF. sail-
lir to dance, also as in mod.Fr. to issue forth, sally,
to project = Pr. salir, salhir to dance, issue forth,
Sp. salir, Pg. sahir to go out, It. satire to ascend :—
L. satire (pres. ind. salio) to leap. Cf. Sally v.2]
1. intr. To dance.
"97 R- Glouc (Rolls) 5633 Vor be deuel com biuore him

& hoppede & lou & saylede & pleyde & made ioye ynou.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xnt. 233, I can..noyther sailly ne
saute, ne synge with be gylerne.

2. To issue forth, sally.

•5*3 Stocker Civ. Warres Loot C. lit. 93 The Souldiers
of the Towne, sayling out, chased the Enemy.
8. Arch. To project from a surface. To sail

over m Ovebsail v.

1563 Shvtb. Archit. Civ b, The Proiectures be like vnto
their hcightes but that Corona, doth sayle ouer twise his
height. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart't Archit. 138 That part of
Corona which sailies over.

8ail, variant of Seal; obs. form of Sale.

Bailable (s^-lab'l), a. Now rare or Obs. [f.

Sail k.i + -able.]

L Of a ship, etc. : That can be sailed or navi-
gated ; that is in a condition to sail.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Inv. i 16 How to_ make a
Sea-castle or Fortification Cannon-proof, -yet sailable at
pleasure. 1698 Lancford in Phil. Trans. XX. 410 If a .Man
keeps his Ship sailable.

2. Of the sea, a river, etc. : That can be sailed

on, navigable.

_ 1555 W. Watreman Fardlt Facions 11. ix. 196 The Ger-
rites.. dwell vpon the floude Boristhenes, about the place
wher it becometh first saileable. 161 1 Cotgr., Navigable,
nauigable, sailable, passable by shipping. 1698 Fryer Ace.
iV. India ft P. 56 The River which is Sailable round to
Durmapatan.

Sailage (s^-ledj), sb. [f. Sail sb.i + -age.]

1. The speed of a ship under sail. 1 Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav. v. 181 Pirats..gaue vs diuers assaults

to their owne disaduantages ; our saylage being swifter.

SAIL-FISH.

2. The sails of a ship collectively. Also trans/.
1889 Pall Mall G. 20 June 3/1 The machinery will,

enable the vessel to go to sea without any sailage. 1004
Harper's Mag. May 907/1 The filaments that buoy her
[the spider] up and give sailage surface to the wind.

Sailcloth (siWklfl)). [f. Sail sb* + Cloth sb.]

1 1. A piece of cloth forming or designed to form
part of a sail of a vessel or a windmill. Obs.
c iaos Lav. 4549 Sulkenev.es batseil-claeS. ini-zDurham

Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 553 Et in Saylclathis empt. pro molend.
,7' 5f' "SS"* Ibid. 191 In reparacionibus factis circa

molend. ventnticum de Hemingb. viz. in newe sayl clas,
Ht. 7d. i5oaBuLLEVNz7/S.5r»r/(/«(i579)27Thesayleclothes,
the shroudes,. .can not be made without it [Hempe). 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 163 Whatsoeuer sale-clothes are.. to bee
transported out of England into Prussia by the English mar-
chants., whether tbey be whole cloathes or halfe cloathes

vSy..
IPust cont:i'ne both their endes. 1888 Eucycl. Brit.X

,
XIV

- 599/1 Sometimes the sails [of a windmill] consisted
of a sail-cloth spread on a framework.

2. Canvas or other textile material such as is

used for sails.

1615 Thomas Lai. Did., Linlearius,. .a maker of sale
cloathes and other necessaries of linnen. 1626 Capt. Smith
Acad. Yng. Seamen (Arb.) 790 The Boteswaine is to haue
the charge of all the Cordage,.. sailes,. .saile-cloth [etc.].
l6

9,
1 £ H[ale]^cc. New Invent. 118 Sail-Cloath, Cables

and all other sorts of Cordage. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762)
1. in. xxv. 108 Sail-cloth he made of cotton.
attrib. 1806 Gazetteer Scotl. (ed. 2) 3 The sail-cloth manu-

tacture produced nearly as much. 181a Examiner 3 i Aug.
553/2 Sail-cloth-manufacturer. 1899A tlanlic Monthly Aug.
197/1 i here I hung up my sailcloth cap.

b. A piece of this material used as a covering.
1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 27 July an. 1774, The

Sail-cloth saved the flat stack surprisingly. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 411 Protected from the sun by sail-cloths,
hung across from the opposite houses. 1804 A nua Seward's
Lett. (1811) VI. 203 The shelving roof is also painted green,
the floor a mosaic sale-cloth

8. A similar material used for ladies' dresses.

,.
,OM Daily Chron. 24 May 3/3 Optimists are ordering

linen dresses now, and sail cloth is in request, a coarse flax
fabric that is serviceable and smart.

Sailed (s^ld), a. [f. Sail sb* + -ed2.
But cf. OE. geseeled ppl. a. in [tsesled scip Sab & Sat.

(Gr.) 225.]

Of a vessel : Fitted with sails. Chiefly in para-
synthetic derivatives, as/uU-sailed, ivhitesailedadjs.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad xix. 335 Prostrated, in most extreme

ill fare, He lies before his high-sail'd fleet, for his dead
friend, a 1628 F. Grevii. Sidney (1652) 221 Her Fleet
could hardly be over sailed, or under ballasted. 1715 De
Foe Voy. round World (1B40) too A great heavy boat which
seemed to have been a large ships longboat, built into a
kind of yacht, but ill masted, and sailed heavily. 183a
Tennyson Eleanore iv, How may full-sail'd verse express,
.

. 1 he full-flowing harmony Of thy swan-like stateliness 7
189a Black «, White 25 June 805/2 Sailed boats lay to be
loaded. 1900 Westm. Gat. 16 Aug. 3/2 White-sailed yachts.

Sailer (WHm), Also 6 salar, saler, sayler.
[f. Sail ».l + -ebI. Cf. G. segler sailor, sailer,

Du. zeiler, Sw. seglare, Da. seiler.

See Sailor, a variant spelling of this word, now restricted
to a specific application and regarded as a distinct word.]

L One who sails. Now rare.

f Hoo-jo Alexander 4359 We ere na sailers on be see to
sell ne to byi. c 1400 Deilr. Troy 4589 All softe was the
see to sailers berin. 1513 Douglas ASneis 1. iii. 43 On the
huge deip quhen [= wheen, few] salaris did appear [Virg.
ad/arenl rari names in gurgite vasto).

fb. = Sailob I. Obs.
is . . SirA . Barton in Surtees Misc. (1888)64 The best salers

in Christentie ! 1585T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. L
31b, Cape S.Ange, very dangerous for saylers. X605CAMDEN
Rem. 1 Furnished with shipping and Saylers.

t c. The Nautilus ; = Sailob 3 a. Obs.
1668 Charleton Onomatt. 178 Nautilus

.

.the Nautilus,
or Sailer. 1713 Petiver Aquat. Anim. Ambointe Tab. x,
Nautilus tenuis <y legitimus. . .Great brittle Sayler.

2. A ship or vessel with reference to her powers
of sailing.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedds Cong. E. Ind. 1.

xlix. 106 For that theyr ships were great saylers. 1644
Capt. Smith Virginia v. 185 A small Barke, but an excel-
lent sailer. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 69 A
very strong tight ship, and a pretty good sailer. 1820
Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 338 The fastest sailers lead
the way. .1891 J;

Winsor Columbus xix. 438 His excuse
was that his principal caravel was a poor sailer.

b. A sailing vessel.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. it That first sailer of all [Le.
Argo] burst ever on Amphitrite. 1883 Cliamb. Jrnl. 35 A
Steamer costs much more than a Sailer. 1908 19M Cent.
Aug. 235 Wooden sailers were superseded by iron creatures
of the engineer.

Sailf, obs. Sc. form of Safe.
Sai'l-fisll. A name applied to various fishes

having a large dorsal fin : in the British Isles to the
Basking shark, Selachus maximus ; in the U. S. to
species of Histiophorus, Xiphias, and Carpiodes.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 381 marg., The sayle-

Fish. 1808 Forsyth Beauties Scott V. 356 The sail-fish,
or, as it is called by the Scottish fishermen, the basking
shark, frequently appears here [Northern Sea] in May or
June, [i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist A ustral.
ii, Histiop/wrus, called, .by the Dutch Zeylfish, or ' Sail,
fish ', because it is said that it raises the dorsal fin like a fan
and employs it as a sail.] 1879 Goode, etc. Catal. Anim.
Resources U.S. 39 Histiophorus americanus. . .Sail-fish.

1882 Tenison-Woods Fish t\ Fisheries N. S. Wales 190
Sail-fish. Carpiodes. N. America.



SAILFUI*.

tSarlful. Obs. rare. [f. Sail sb* + -fulI.]

Enough of wind to fill the sails.

1650 W. Brocgh Sacr. Priuc. (1659) 486 Some points of

wind may serve to make the way. every ship hath not sail-ful.

Sailie, var. Sail v? Obs., to project.

Sailing (sMiij), vbl. sb.i [f. Sail vl + -ing 1.]

1. The action of travelling on water in a ship or

other vessel which is propelled by means of sails

;

the action or method of directing the course of

such a vessel. In modern use also in wider ap-

plication : the action of travelling in or of direct-

ing the course of a ship or vessel of any kind.

For circular, globular, oblique, parallel sailing, see those

words. Great circle sailing, see Circle sb. 2 b. See also

Plain sailing, Plane sailing.

a 900 tr. Baedas Hist. v. i. (Cambr. Univ. MS.), Swa re3e

stormas coman baet we [ne] mid seslinge ne mid rownesse

[L. neque velo neque remigio) owiht fremian mihte. c 1330

R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 70 He had redy sailyng. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 175 pe Romayns. .hadde no
siker seillynge wib oute ober socour. c 1400 Destr. Troy

3678 Hor sister to sese, with sailyng bai wend. £1440
Promp. Part: 65/1 Ceylynge, velificacio. 1540 Act 32
Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 1 Making them expert and connyng in

the arte and science of shippmen and sayling. 1599 Shaks.
Muck Ado in. iv. 58 There's no more sayling by the starre.

163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 37 After three dayes sayling.. we
arriued at. -Venice, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Fam. Ef,
Wks. (171T) 146 Of all pastimes and exercises I like sail-

ing worst 1671 W. Perwich Despatches (1903) 136 This

may not turne to their account, for want of ships and
cheap sailing. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Mercaior^s

Smling, is the Art of finding on a Plane the Motion of

a Ship upon any assign'd Course. 1748 Ansoti's^ Voy.\\\.

ix. 391 Provision for their subsistence, during their sailing

down the river. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v.,

Sailing also implies a particular mode of navigation,.,

regulated by the laws of trigonometry. _ 1834 Nat. Philos.,

Navig. 11. iv. 21 (Usef. Knowl. Soc.) This method is called

middle latitude sailing. 1908 IVestm. Gas. 13 Aug. 5/2
The four cutters made a splendid start over a course of

forty-six miles, which will provide a test on all points of

sailing.

b. In particularized use : A voyage.

1535 Coverdale Acts xxvii. io, I se that this saylinge wyl
be with hurte and moch dammage. 1665 Manlev Grotius"

Loiv C. Warres 413 The Frost again approaching, will not

suffer any Sailings.

2. Progression, speed or style of progression, of a

ship or other vessel (originally, of a sailing-vessel).

a 1687 Petty Treat. Nav. Philos. 127 How Top-sails

[etc.]. .may be fitted to promote or hinder the Sailing upon
occasion. 17M Perry Daggenh. Breach 115 Ships, more
especially such as are sharp and built for Sailing. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 377/2 These are very important
circumstances, and would contribute much to improve the

sailing of such vessels. 1836 W. Irving Astoria III. 135

A vessel . . remarkable for her fast sailing.

3. Departure (of a ship) from port.

1748 A nsotCs Voy. EL xi. 253 The time fixed by the Viceroy
for her sailing. 1785 T. Hutchinson, jun. in T. H.'s Diary

9 June II. 418 Hearing there is a vessel upon sailing for

America [etc.]. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 6ot

A fleet of transports was awaiting the signal for sailing.

1887 Daily News 14 Dec. 2/6 London sailings.. .Dec 13.

Tenedos. s, Dunkirk ; Cormorant, s, Boulogne [etc.].

4. Comb. a. Simple attrib., as in sailing day,

instructions, watch. Also fsailing cloth. = sail-

ing ware ; sailing-ice (see quot. 1820); sailing-

lino, the line on a vessel's hull which marks the

level of the water when she is ballasted and rigged

for sailing, but not laden or armed; sailing-

master, an officer charged with the navigation

of a vessel (in British use chiefly with reference to

yachts ; in the U. S. navy, a commissioned officer,

usually a lieutenant, appointed to direct the naviga-

tion of a ship of war) ; sailing orders, the direc-

tions given to the captain of a vessel with regard

to time of departure, destination, etc. ; sailing

thwart, the thwart at or through which the mast
of a sailing-boat is stepped ; sailing ton, the ' ton

'

used in measuring the capacity of sailing vessels;

t sailing ware, ? cloth suitable for wear at sea.

"591 in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 7/1 "Sailing cloths

[made in Somerset]. 1879 Yachtman's Holidays 20 Next
morning promised a poor 'sailing day. 1890' R. Boldrewood '

Col. Reformer (1891) 179 When the sailing day comes. .Jack
must get on board. 1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. 1. 229
Open ice, or "sailing-ice, is where the pieces are so separate
as to admit of a ship sailing conveniently among them. 1748
Anson's Voy. 1. ii. 15 He delivered them their fighting and
'sailing instructions, a 1687 Petty Treat. Naval Philos. 1 25
Our second Water-line. . I call the *sailing-line,isthefirst was
called the launching-line. 1836 Marryat Three Cutt. i, He
..is..on board as *sailing-master of the yacht. 1871 W.
Collins Miss or Mrs.? 11, On one side there were the
sleeping-berths of the sailing master and his mate. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 130 Ernest caught
the sound of some reference to a 'sailing match. 169a
Luttrell Brief R el. (1857) II. 545 This day another ex-
press was sent to the Downes with 'sailing orders. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, xxvii, About this time, Captain
Oakum, having received sailing orders, came on board.
1886 lllustr. Land. News 6 Feb. 142/1 You [sc. a governess]
told me what were your sailing orders from Mrs. Meeburn.
c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 7 The man on the lee

side of the 'sailing thwart gathers the sail forward. 1898
Daily Neivs 1 Feb. 5/2 Calculating a steam ton as equal
to three 'sailing tons, the tonnage has increased [etc].

1483-4 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 8 (end), La feisure dascun drap
lanuez appellez "Sailyngware.
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b. In compounds designating vessels propelled

by sails, as sailing-barge, -boat, -ship, -vessel, -yacht

;

also sailing-car, -carriage, -chariot, -waggon.
These combinations admit of being regarded as colloca-

tions of Sailing///, a. 1 Cf. however rcnuing-boat.

tjoj Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 362, I shall not here men-
tion anything of the Sailing-Waggons, and several other
Contrivances of that kind. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X.
758/2 Another contrivance for being carried without draught,

is by means of a sailing chariot or boat fixed on four wheels.

1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 302 [They] would be forced

to cross the channel in a sailing-packet. 1884 Knight Diet.

Mech., Suppl., Sailing Car, a car., rigged with sail., used
on' the railroads on the plains, by telegraph repair parties.

..Sailing chariots were tried in Holland. -more than two
hundred years since. 1884 Pall Mall G. 16 Oct. 2/1 There
are still no fewer than 15,000 sailing ships registered in

Great Britain. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day x\\i\.

(ed. 3) 176 The Thames sailing-barge match is also an event

to be noticed. 1801 Labour Commission Gloss, s.v. Steam,

A steam traivler is a fishing vessel .. propelled by means of

steam power, in contra-distinction to a sailing trawler which

is propelled by sails only.

T Sailing, vbl. sb* : see under Sail v.'1

Sailing (s^'lirj), vbl. sbfi Arch. [f. Sail v.z

+ -ING 1
.] The condition or fact of projecting

from a surface
;
projection.

1563 Shute Archit. B iv b, The proiecture, or saylling out

or hanging ouer of the foote of the pillor. 1664 Evelyn tr.

Frearfs Archit. 11. i. 92 The Modul upon which afterward

I regulate all the Members as well for their height as sail-

ings over and projectures of their Profiles. 1738 Chambers
Cycl. s. v. Projecture, These the Greeks call Ecphorm, .

.

the French Sallies, our Workmen frequently Sailings over.

184s in Gwilt Archit. Gloss.

Sailing (s?Win), ///. a.i [f. Sail ».i + -ing 2.]

1. That travels on water by means of sails. (Cf.

Sailing vbl. sb. 4 b.)

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. i. 8 The sayling Pine ; the Cedar
proud and tall. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 43. q/i To Per-

sons in a Sailing Ship the Snoar seems to be in morion.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 415 A swift sailing

vessel was instantly despatched to warn Rooke of his danger.

b. In names of animals.
1781 Pennant Hist. Quadrupeds II. 417 Sailing Squirrel.

X803 Shaw Zool. IV. 11. 224 Sailing Coryphene.

2. Spreading out like a full sail.

13.. Ga-w.
«S-

Gr. Knt. 865 Ryche robes. .pat sete on hym
semly, wyth saylande skyrtez. 1617 Fletcher I'alentinian

11. vi, His fame and family have growne together, And
spied together like to sayling Cedars, Over the Roman
l-)iadem.

Sailing (s^'-lin), ///. a.2 Arch. [f. Sail ».3

+ -ING 2
. Cf. F. saillant.'] Projecting. Sailing

course : a projecting course in (usually) the upper

part of a light-house or other tower-like building.

1493-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 197 Item, payd to parys for

a saylyng pece for sentt stevyn ys Autyr, liij d. 1531 Ibid.

37 A Rownde cobbord with a saylyng hause [? read hanse).

1857 Skyring's Builders' Prices (ed. 47) 73 Sailing^ courses

are generally measured in with the work, in which case

take the length by the width, three or six inches, as it may
appear quarter brick sailing.

Saill(e, obs. forms of Sail.

Sailless (s?-l|les), a. [f. Sail sb* + -less.]

Having no sails, a. Of a boat, rigging, etc
a 1618 Sylvester Mem. Mortal, xxv, But, Beauty, Grace-

lesse, is a Saile-lesse Bark. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 16s
Oarless and sailless sped we. 1895 Marg. Stokes Three
Months in Forests France 230 The phantom ship, sail-less,

rudderless, and unmanned.

b. Of the sea : Destitute of ships, vessels, etc.

A\soJig.
1827 Pollok Course T. ill. (1869) 80 What nights he spent,

Of tideless, waveless, sailless, shoreless woe ! 1858 Longf.

M. Standish in. 37 The disk of the ocean, Sailless, sombre,

and cold. 1859 Whittier Double-headed Snake 15 On the

desolate shore of a sailless sea.

t Sai'llie. Arch. Obs. [a. F. saillie, f. saillir

to project : see Sail vfi Cf. Sail sb.s, Sally sb. 1
]

A projecting member.
1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit. 124 Beneath^ the Pro-

jectures of the Stylobata Cornices and other Saillies.

SaiUour: see Sailour Obs. Sailly, var.

Sail k.s

Sailor (s^Wsj). Also 7 saylor. [An altered

spelling of Saileb, prob. assimilated to tailor, in

order to distinguish the designation of a regular

calling from the unspecialized agent-noun. The
differentiation, however, does not appear in our

early examples, and was not fully established

before the 19th c]
1. One who is professionally occupied with navi-

gation; a seaman, mariner. Also, in narrower

sense, applied (like ' seaman ') to a member of a

ship's company below the rank of officer.

[15.., 1585, 1605: see Sailer i b.] (1164a Sir W. Mon-
son Naval Tracts 1. (1704) 214, 500 Men at Sea, where-

of 340 Mariners, 40 Gunners, 120 Sailors. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 1. 296 Nor must the Ploughman less observe

the Skies.. Than Saylors homeward bent. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 94 Let us e'en turn about, and
view honest Jack the Sailor. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
11. (1780) Yy 3b, It is.. the office of the commissaire general

to keep a list of the. .sailors, able and ordinary. 1784

Cowper Task 1. 541 She would sit and weep At what a
sailor suffers. 1801 Med. Jrul. V. 354 Nor has a single

soldier or sailor been prevented from doing his ordinary

duty. 185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 86 Thine
island loves thee well, thou famous man, The greatest sailor

SAILOR.

since the world began. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. vii. 344 The
credulity of sailors is notorious.

transf. 1847 Emerson The Humble Bee 15 Sailor of the
atmosphere.

b. To be a good sailor [ = F. itre bon marin\ :

to be exempt from sea-sickness.

1833 Disraeli Cont. Fleming nt. xvi, We were excellent

sailors, and bore the voyage without inconvenience. 1870
Miss Bridgman Rob. Lynne II. vi. 142 He wished people
who were bad sailors would not travel, a 1895 Ld. C. £.
Paget Autobiog. iii. (1896) 70 He pleaded that he was a
wretched sailor.

+ 2. Said of a ship; = Saileb 2. Obs.
a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts v. (1704) 492/2,

10 or 12 Ships, choice Sailors, 1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4643/4
The Ship Triton, . .being the best of Sailors, . .is to be sold.

1775 Romans Florida App. 62 She was a heavy schooner of
about 70 tons, and a dull sailor.

3. As a name for various animals and plants,

f a. Used as a vernacular rendering of Nautilus.
[1668, 1713: see Sailer 2 c] 1776 [see Pearly a. 2 b].

1815 S. Brookes In/rod. Conchol. 156 Paper Nautilus, Paper
Sailor, Argonauta Argo. Ibid., Great Sailor, Nautilus
Pompiluts.

b. dial. A kind of beetle, Cantharis fttsca ;

' a child's name for any Telephorus of a bluish

colour ' {Casselts Encycl. Diet. 1887).
1854 Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss., Sailor,.. Cantharis

I

fusca. 1863 Wood lllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 472 The Tele-

I
plioridas . .represented in England by the well known beetles,

,
popularly called from their red or bluish colours, Soldiers

ana Sailors.

O. = sailor-fish (see 5 b).

i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist Austral. 24 The
Histiophori, or * Sailors', diner, however, from the Tetrap-
tttri by the greater comparative height of the dorsal fin.

d. West Indian. (See quot.)
1883 A. J. Adderlev Fisheries Bahamas 7 (Fish. Exhib.

Publ.) At certain times of the year myriads of small fish,

known as ' sailors ', arrive at the field and stir up the muddy
bottom to such an extent that not a single sponge can be seen.

e. Blue sailors : the flowers of the wild chicory.

190a Outing (U. S.) June 272/2 The wild chicory, or blue

sailors (Cichoriutu intybus).

4. Short for sailor hat.

1898 Westm. Gaz. 5 May 3/2, I have tried in many shops
to get a quite round sailor. 1903 Ibid. 2 July 4/2 Big hats

very round in shape need not be avoided, nor Breton sailors.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as in

sailorfashion, mind, phrase, soul; sailor-like adj.

;

appositive (quasi-adj.), 'that is a sailor*, as in

sailor-boy, fisherman, -lad, -poet; 'consisting of

sailors', as in sailor-train-, similative, as sailor-

looking adj.

1855 Kingsley Heroes, Perseus 1. 4 Halcyone.. loved a
*sailor-boy [Ceyx] and married him. 1903 C. E. Osborne
Fr. Dolling vii, The sailor boys from the St. Vincent. 1848

J. F. Cooper Capt. Spike III. 160 Captain Mull was slow to

yield his confidence, but when he did bestow it, he bestowed
it *sailor-fashion, or with all his heart. 1883 Goode Fish.

Indust. U. S. 26 (Fish. Exhib. PubL) The 20,000 or more
men who may properly be designated the ' *sailor fishermen

*

of the United States. 184a Tennyson ^Break, break y
ii,

O well for the *sailor lad, That he sings in his boat on the

bay ! 1808 Lamb Ulysses in Mrs. Leicester's School (1885)

121 With such *sailor-like sayings and mutinous arguments
..they [etc. J. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891)

168 Paul, with a couple of *sailor-looking men, was down
at the jetty. 1894 Gunter King's Stockbroker i. 7 Won-
dering in his *sai!or mind what the deuce the whole affair

means. 1812 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary \ June (1862) I.

69 We are now entering the Archipelago, or, according to the
*sailor phrase, the Arches. 1856 Kane Arct. Expi.ll. xvi.

I

169 Every bag was, in sailor-phrase, roped and becketed.
! 1877 Tennyson Sir j. Franklin 2 Thou, Heroic *sailor-soul,

! Art passing on thine happier voyage now. 1735 Pope
I Odyss. n. 441 Now descends the *sailor train.

b. Special combinations : sailor-fish = Sail-

fish ; sailor hat, a hat such as is worn by sailors

;

hence applied to a form of hat (with flat brim of

even breadth all round) worn by women, and to a
different form (with turned-up brim) worn by chil-

dren ; sailor-man, in uneducated and jocular use

= sense 1 ; also occas. an adult sailor; sailor-plant

U. S.
t
the strawberry-geranium, Saxifraga sarment-

osa (Cent. Diet. 1891); sailor-shape, the shape

worn by sailors, the shape of a sailor hat (also

attrib. as adj.) ; so sailor-shaped a.

1885 C. F. Holder Afanvts Amm. Life 70 The great

sail—or *sailor—fish {Histiophorus) of the Mediterranean
and Indian Ocean. 1790 R. Tyler Contrast 11. ii. (1887)

39 A parcel of *sailor men and boys got round me. 1886

Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc (1899) DI 'Twas Fuliah

Fisher's boarding-house, Where sailor-men reside. 1897

Daily News 24 Sept. 6/6 Some of the new felt hats are

quite *sailor-shape. 1904 Daily Chron. 23 Aug. 8/2 The
new French sailor shape of chapeau. \yo*M.A.P.2Q Mar.

327/1 There were many of the large, round, and •sailor-

shaped collars now so much worn.

C. Possessive combinations : sailor's Bible U.S.

slang, Bowditch's Navigator (Cent. Diet. 1891);

sailor's choice U.S., a name given locally to

various American fishes ; sailors* home (see quot.

1867); sailor's knot, any of the kinds of knot

!
(Knot sbA 1) used by sailors; also, a kind of

i
knot used in tying a neck-tie; sailor's pocket,

purse U.S., the egg case of a skate or oviparous

shark (in recent U.S. Diets.); sailor's waiter

J

Naut. slang (see quot.).
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c i860 Holbrook in Goode, etc Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim.
(1884) 399 The ' "Sailor's Choice' makes its appearance in

our waters about the month of April and continues with us

until November. 1879 Goode, etc, Ca/a/. Amm. Resources

U. S. 46 Lagodon rhomboides.

.

. Sailor's Choice. 1882

Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 551 Poma-
dasys fnlvomaculatus. .

.

Sailor's Choice; Hog-fish. 1888

Goode Amer. Fishes 80 Diabasis chromis the 'Sailor's

Choice '. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast 144 The establish-

ment of 'Sailors' Homes. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,

Sailors
1 home, a house built by subscription, for the ac-

commodation of seamen on moderate terms. 188s EncycL
Brit. XIV. 128/1 ''Sailors' knots. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.

Mast iii, The crew call him [the second mate] the "sailor's

waiter ', as he has to furnish them with spunyarn, marline,

and all other stuffs that they need.

Sailoress glares). U- Sailor + -ess.] A
female sailor.

1890 Vacht Racing Cat. 159/2 The introduction of sailor-

esses on board racing yachts. 1894 Yachting (Badm. Libr.)

I. 236 Solent sailoresses.

Sailoring (s^-larirj), vbl.sb. [f. Sailor + -ing1
]

The work ofa sailor.

1864 C. Geikib Life in Woods \. f 1S74) 2 He had found the

romance of sailoring (etc.]. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped'xi,

If ye miss that, ye must be as feckless at the sailoring as

1 have found ye at the fighting.

Sailorizing (s^i'brsiziri), vbl. sb. colbq. [f.

Sailor + -izk + -ing 1
.] The pursuits or work of

sailors.

1876 Davis Polaris Exp. xL 254 You will find them busy
on various branches of work, such as shoemaking, patching,

whittling out . .miniature ships, and, in fact, sailorizing of all

sorts. 1880 Clark Russell Sailor's Sweeth. (1881) I. iv.

116 With a high barometer and a harbour always under
your lee, sailorizing can't fail to be enjoyable, 1898 F. T.
Bu llen Cruise ' Cachalot * 209 Many of the crew were quite

unable to do any sailorizing, as we term work in sails and
rigging.

attrib. 1881 T. G. Bowles Flotsam % Jetsam xi. Trans-
lated it into sailorizing language.

Sailorless >**Uiles),<x. [£ Sailor + -less.]

Without sailors.

1816 Bvron Darkness 75 Ships sailorless lay rotting on the

sea. 1804 Galt Rothelan III. vi. i. 6 The seams of the
sailorless ships yawned to the sun.

Sailorly (s/Wauli), a. [f. Sailor + -ly 1.] Be-
fitting a sailor; having the characteristics of a sailor.

1865 Mas. Whitney Gayworthys xxiv, Great asking of
?uestions; brief sailorly answers. 1883 Stevenson Trtas.

si. 1. ii, He was not sailorly.

+ Sailour. Obs. rare ~ '. [a, OF. sailleor, f.

saillir to dance : see Sail v.3] A dancer.

T a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 770 Tber was many a tim-
bestere, And saylours [MS. Glasgow saillouris], that I dar
wel swere Couthe hir craft ful parfitly.

t Sarlrife, a. Obs. In 6 aailrif. [f. Sail sb.i

+ Rife a.] Abounding in sails.

15x3 Douglas sEneis 1. v. 3 Quben I u piter, frome his hich
spheir, adoun Blent on the sailrif sets [L. velivolum mare).

Sails (s*Uz). Naut. slang, [pi. of Sail sb.*,

used as sing.] A name for a ship's sailmaker.
1864 llotten's Slang Diet., Sails, the sail-maker on board

ship. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sail-maker, a quali-

fied person who (with bis mates) is employed on board ship
in making, repairing or altering the sails; whence he usu-
ally derives the familiar sobriquet of sails.

Sailsman (s/Hsman). [f. soil's, genitive of

Sail sb. 1 + Man sb. 1 ] A sailor; also one who
manages a sailing-boat.

c 1601 Kevmor Observ. Dutch Fishing (1664) 7 The Sails*

men and the Marriners.. there cannot be less then 200. 1890
W. G. Black in Pall Mall G. 9 Sept. 1/3 They [the fisher-

folk] live, in the main, by acting as ferrymen to steamers.

.

and as pleasure sailsmen.

t Sarlworthy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sail sbA +
Wobtht.] Of weather : Admitting of the use of

sails.

c IMS Capt. Wvatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (HakL Soc

)

36 \ t blew soc much all the daie that it neither was saile-

worthy, nor coulde they possiblie use tbeire owers. 1633
T. James Voy. 34 It began to blow a storme not saylc-

worthy.

t Sai ly, a. Obs. [f. Sail sbA + -y.] Having
the appearance of a sail or sails.

1605 Drayton Man in Moone 103 His saily Wings. 161*
— Poly-olb. x. 66 From Thrace when hee her tooke, And in

his saylie plumes the trembling Virgin shooke.

Sailyard (s/Wyaid). Forms: see Sail and
Yabd. [f. Sail sbA + Yakd sb.]

1. Naut. One of the yards or spars on which the

sails are spread.
c 7»3 Corpus Gloss. 588 Antemna, se^lxerd. c 10530 Suppl.

/El/rics Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 182/3 Cornua, ba twejen
endas bare sex^yrde. 1*95 in 9M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. 1. 258 Et in vno masto et vna seylyarde emptis pro
eadem Gak-a. c 1400 Maumdev. (1839) xxvii. 271 Of the
Mastes and the Seylle Jerdes. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 65/1
Ceyl yerde, antenna. 1553 Eden Treat. Nerve Ind. (Arb.)

13 To be banged on the sayle yarde of the shvp. 16*5 K.
Long tr. Barclay's Argenis iv. xv. 289 They began to run
whither the wind's violence drave them, leaving some sayles
to the sayle-yard. 17*5 Pope Odyss. v. 325 With crossing
sail-yards dancing in the wind. 1834 Wrangham Homerics
11 Distant were sail and sail-yard thrown.

1 2. One of the radiating beams bearing the sails

of a windmill. Obs,
1331-* Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 553 In uno Saytyerde

empt. pro molendino de Hesilden, iij s. viij d. c 1380 Ibid.

81 In uno Saleyerd empto pro eodem (molendino), iij ft,

c 1419 Ibid. 616 Canvace.-pro vestura de lez Saylyerdez

Vol. VIII.

molendint ventritici de Fery. 1416 Lvdc. De Guil. PUgr.
5426 The seyl yerdys off the melle, Wych tournede abouten
offte, Wer clad in cloth that was not soffte. 1513 Fitzherb.
Surv. 39 b, The mylner shall neyle vp the hordes make his
shafte and the sayle yardes vpholde.

+ 3. Ent. = Antenna. Obs.
1658 Rowland tr. Mou/et's Tkeat. Ins. ii2sThesailyards

and the nippers are of a watry red colour.

tSailyie, sail} i e, Sc. Obs. [Aphetic
var. assailje, Assail sb.] Hostile attack, assault.

c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 18 Still saxte dayis at sar saihje

thai baid. Fortrace, and werk . . Thai brak, and brynt, and
put to confusioun. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 13 The
Romanes.. maid ane saihje baith be se and land. Ibid., In-

strumen tis. .That neidful war to mak sailzie or salt. 1550
Lvndsay Sq. Meldrum 952 Now, vaihje quod vail^e, Upon
the Ladie tbow mak ane sailje. 1819 Tennant Papistry
Storm'd (i$2j) 169 Their hands wagg'cfwapons a' kinkinds;
And sic varietie o graith, Gather't for sailzie and for skaith.

Ibid. 204 Dissim'lar men, but sim'lar minds, In formidable
sailyie, Cam whurrin' in.

tSarlyie, sai*l;(i)e, v. Sc Obs. [Aphetic
var. assailje Assail v. See Sail v. 2] a. trans.

To assault, make a hostile attack upon. b. inir.

To make an attempt.
C1470 Henry Wallace v. 992, I wald sailje . . Lowmaban

hous. 1533 Bellenden Ltvy 11. vi. (S. T. S.) I. 151 And
bocht my aventure was first, euery ane of bame sail sailje

as bai best may. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827)

2a He and the clerk.. shall no be lakh To raise the mob,..
And sailzie kirk wi' weir and wraith.

Saim, dial, and obs. form of Seam (lard).

liSaimiri(saim!**ri). Also8samiri(9inDicts.
saimari, saimir). [Brazilian Pg. saimirim, a.

Tupi cahy miri little monkey (eahy Sai l + miri
little).] A small South American squirrel-monkey

of the genus Ckrysotkrix (formerly Saimiris).

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 236 The fifth and last

of the sapajou kind, or monkies that hold by the tail, is the
Samiri, or Aurora ; which is the smallest and the most
beautiful of all. 1780 Smellie BuffotCs Nat. Hist. (1791)
VIII. 199 The saimiri is commonly known by the name of
the golden, orange, or yellow sapajou. 1863 Huxley Man's
Place Nat. n. 97 The Saimiri (Chrysothrix).

Sain (s/'n), v. Now arch, and dial* Forms

:

I sesnian,«6nian, seesnian, 2 seinian,4~5 seyne,
4-6 88711(0, 8-9 sein, 3-7 saine, 3-9 Bane, 3-
sain

;
pa. t. 4-5 saynned

;
pa. ppl. 8 saint. [OE.

segnian = OS. segnon (MDu. zechenen, Du. zegenen),

OHG. seganSn (MHG. $egenen y mod.G. segnen

to bless), ON. signa to sign with the cross, bless

(Sw. signa, Da. signe to bless) ; ad. L. signdre to

sign (in ecc!. use to sign with the cross), f. sign-um
Sign sb. t whence OE. segn sign, banner, MLG.
segen, MDu. ugken sign of the cross, blessing (Du.

zegen blessing), OHG. segan sign of the cross

(MHG., mod.G. segen blessing).]

L trans. To make the sign of the cross on (a

thing or person) in token of consecration or bless-

ing ; or for the purpose of exorcizing a demon,
warding offthe evil influences ofwitches, poison, etc
a 900 tr. Bmda's Hist. v. v. f a (1890) 396 pa sang he

orationes ofer hiene & hiene xeblxtsadc & xesaegnade [L.

dixit orationem,ac tenedixit eum\. c tooo &Lfnic Saints'

Lives iii. 1 14 pa stod se tuelend . . and mid his hal^umhandum
husel senode. c 117S Lamb. Horn. 137 We sculen ure for-

heafod . . mid bere halie rode tacne seinian. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xxvii. (Machor) 599 With bat be cop in hand tuk
he, & sanyt It dewotly. a 1400 St. John Evang. 328 in

Horstmann Altengl. Leg. (1881) 471 pou..saynede|>e coppe
[of poison) swetely and suppede it on syne : Thow hade no
harme. 1508 Kennedy Flyting w. Dunbar^457 Quhen that

the schip was saynit, et vndir saile, Foul brow in holl thow
preposit for to pas. 1575-6 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 373
Then the said Umphray saynd the said'Thomas and corssed

hym, and spyttyd, and said, ' Away, devill ', many tymes.

1701 J. Brand Descr. Orkney, ZetL, etc. (1703) 62 Espe-
cially on Hallow-Even, they use to sein or sign their Boats
and put a Cross of Tar upon them. . . Their Houses also

some use then to sein. 1801 Scott Minstr. Scot. Bord. II.

179 note, Many of the vulgar account it extremely dangerous
to touch any thing which they may happen to find without
saining (blessing) it, the snares of the enemy being noto-

rious and well attested. 1887 W. Stokes tr. Tripartite

Li/e St. Patrick 37 Patrick sained (Irish senais)^ the earth

and it swallowed up the wizard. Ibid, n 1 Patrick sained

their hands, and their hands grew stiff.

b. refl. To cross (oneself).

a 900 tr. Brda's Hist. iv. xxv. § 5 (1890) 348, & ba him
gebasd & hine zesegnode mid Cristes rode tacne. a 1300

Cursor M. 7986 He. . Bitaght htm ban to godd at kepe, And
sanid him and fel on-slepe. ciwSc. Leg. Saints \.(Petrus)

53i Sanct petir sowne come in ny, and sanyt hym with be

Rycht hand. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 456 pa"ne ?**

sleuthe vp and seyned hym swithe [v.r. to A. v. 329 seynide

hyme fastel, And made avowe to-fore god for his foule sleuthe.

Taiaoo Morte Arth. 966 Thow saynned the vnsekyrly to

seke to bese mountez. c 1450 Merlin iv.66 And she hfte vp

hir hande, and hir sayned {printed fayned], and seide, A
mercy god !

y 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 444, I

sane me as I war ane sanct. 1588 A. Kino tr. Canisius'

Catech., Con/ession 15 Needful alsua is it.. to saine ws aft,

putting beffoir our eyes Christ Iesus crucifide. 17*8 Ram-
say Monk 4- Miller's Wi/e 159 Bess sain'd herself, cry'd
* Lord, be here ! * 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 65 She—frae

the ill o't sain'd her o'er and o'er. 1788 Shirreps Poems

(1790) 333 She'd raise her hands, and sain hersel
1

, And think

you on the road to Hell. i8j8 J. Ruddiman Tales $ Sk. 63

I sained mysel1
thrice this morning before I had seen the

face o' man.

t c. itttr, for refl. Obs, rare.

c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 7 pan bis monke saynyd for mer.
veil & said, 'sur, whi say ye so? ' 1571 Satir. Poems Re-
form, xxviii. 24 And with that word I went sum thing abak,
And bad say on, and, with God saif me, sanit.

2. trans. To bless.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxii. 5 Swa sal I saine be in life mine.
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 746 Now sayned be bou sauiour.
a 1400 Sir Perc. 287 So Criste mote me sayne. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 6080 And with his goddis he hem sayned, And
bad hem gon In here name, c 1460 Towneley Myst. vi. 106
And thou [Jacob] shal full well saynyd be. 1500-30 Dunbar
Poems xiii. 41 Sum sanis the Sait, and sum thaim cursis.
1616 T. Scott Philomythie (ed. 2) B 1, Against wise vigi-
lant Statists, who like Ianus, Looke both waies squint, and
both waies guard and sane vs. 17a! Kelly Sc. Prov. 120
God sain your Eye, Man. Spoken when you commend a
Thine; without blessing it. 1780 Archie O Cawfield xxxvii.
in Child Ballads (1889) III. 488/2 For the man had needs
to be well saint That comes thro the hands o Dicky Ha. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxix, God sain us. 1834 Bvron Juan
xvi. Beware ! beware vi, Heaven sain him ! fair or foul.

1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. n. vi, Mary sain us ! 1808
N. Munro John Splendid u. 19 Blow, present, God sain
Mackay's soul !

to. esp. in conjunction with save.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. iv. 107 So now god the saif and

sayne ! 1710 Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas s.v. Sane, Hence
Scot. Bor. the expression, God safe you and sane you.
a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) I. 146 Mary, Mother, sain and
save I 184a Browning In a Gondola Poems 1863 I. 210
They trail me, these three godless knaves, Past every church
that sains and saves. 1894 Crockett Raiders xl. 336 Guid
save us an' sain us ! I like not this day.

1[o. app. associated by some mod. writers with

L. san&re to heal (see Sane v.).

183a J. H. Newman Sonn., ' They do butgrope ' in Lyra
Apost. (1836) 47 As if such shapes and moods, which come
and go, Had aught of Truth or ^ Life in their poor show, To
sway or judge, and skill to sain or wound. 1896 A. E.
Housmah Shropshire Lad xiv, There flowers no balm to

sain him.

3. trans. To secure by prayer or enchantment
from evil influence. Cf. Bless v.1 3.

1670 Ray Prov. 293 Saine (bless) you weill fra the Devil
and the Lairds bairns. 1731 Kelly Sc.Prov. 288 Sain your
self from the Dee'l and the Laird's Bairns. 1768 Ross
Helenore 6 The jizzen-bed wi' rantree leaves was sain'd.

1848 Kingsley Saint's Trag. n. viii, While ange's..Will
sain us from the roaming adversary With scent of Paradise.

Hence + Sained/^/, a. ; Sai*ning vbl. sb.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 102 Than ma na sanyne
me save fra that auld Sathane. 1593 Napier Plain Discov.
Rev. St. ybhn 58 Beside their daylie crossings with their

right hande on their fore-heads, which they calsaning. 1888

Edmonston & SaxbyHome Naturalist 214 Jaimie instantly

turned back, for he knew that they had power at such times,

and the saining might be neglected.

Sain, obs. f. Saint, Sayz»., Seez;., Seine (net).

Sainctify, Sainctuary, obs. ff. Sanct-.

Saind, Sc. var. Sand sb. (message, etc.).

Saine, obs. f. Say v. t
See v.

y
Seine (net).

Sainfayle, obs. form of Sansfail.

Sainfoin (s^'nfoin). Forms: 7 S. Poyne,
Saint-, St. Foine, sainct-foin, santfine, -foyne,

7-8 St. Foyne, 8 St. Foin, sainfoine, 6- saint-

foin, 7- sanfoin, 8- sainfoin, [a. F. sainfoin^

also f saintfoin (16th c), app. f. sain health-giving,

wholesome + foin hay.
The identification of the first syllable with saint holy, was

common in Fr. in the 16th c, and in Eng. in the 17th c.

Cf. holy hay (see Holy 5 b), G. heiligheu, and Pg. sanfeno.]

A low-growing perennial herb, Onobrychis saliva

(formerly Hedysarum Onobrychis\ much grown as

a forage plant. Also, locally, lucerne (Medicago

saliva),
1626 A. Speed Adam out o/E. xiv. (1659) 108 A Gentle-

man . .hath this yeer about thirty acres of S. Foyne. 1653

1 '.i.i 1 hk Eng. Improv. Impr. xxvii. 187 St. Foyn is a French

Grass much sowed there, upon their barren, dry, hasky

Lands, and sometimes in our Gardens hath a kind of it been

much sowed, called the French Honysuckel. 1660 Wor-
lidge Syst. Agric. 27 This St. Foyn, or Holy-hay, hath in

several places of England, obtained the preferrence above

Clover-grass, for that it. .is so great an improvement on our

barren Lands. 17*6 Diet. Hitsb. II. s.v., Saintfoin, or Holy-

Hay, a sort of Grass otherwise call'd Medick-Fodder,

Spanish Trefoil, and Snail or Horned Clover-grass. 1792

A. Young Trav. France 1. 152 Large quantities of sainfoin,

which he used for fattening oxen. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 554 It is possible to cultivate both lucern and
saintfoin as a one or more years' crop of grass in rota-

tion with corn crops instead of red clover. 1857 Kingsley
Two Y. Ago III. 133 Pink saintfoin. 1886 C. Scott
Skeep-farmtng 50 For early spring feed and summer
fattening,.. sanfoin, mustard, and lucern, will be found
invaluable.

attrib. 1676 Lond. Gaz. No. 1073/4 Pure Trefoile and Sant-

fine Seed. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xiv. 195 Cut off

the St. Foin Heads an Handful deep. 1764 Museum Rust.

I. 465 Saintfoin hay is excellent food for horses. 179a A.

Young Trav. France I. 357 A considerable portion of these

calcareous districts should be thrown into sainfoin courses.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 350 Old saintfoin lays.

iqoz Cornish Nat. on Thames 174 The crimson of stray

sainfoin clusters.

Saing fayle, variant of Sanspail.

fSainse, Saynsure, obs. ff. Cense v.1 and

Censer.
1565 Calfhill Answ. Treat. Cross ii. 53»» We ^"e

sainsed thy saincts, we haue .. honored thy Crosse. Ibzd.,

The sweete perfume of prayer shuld haue arisen from the

saynsure of your heart to me.



SAINT.

Saint {se tat ; unstressed sM, snt), a. and sb.

Forms: a. 2-6 seint, 3-6 seinte, seynt(e,

sainte, 4-5 saynt, (3 zeinte, 3 steinte, 5 seyntte,

6 seeynt, sayent), 4- saint. 0. (prefixed to a

name beginning with a cons.) 3-4 sein, 4 san,

sen, 4-6 sayn, 5 sayne, sain, syn. y. 3-5 san*>

4-6 sent, (3 sante, sente, 4 santt, sande, sont,

I synt, scent, 6 sentt(e), 8-9 Se. saunt. 8.

(chiefly Se.) 4-8 sanct (6 -e), 5 88°°*. 5"<\saynct,

seynct, 6-7 sainct. [a. OF. saint, seint, fern

sainte, seinte (sanete, saente, sente), later sainct,

as prefix occas. saen, sain, mod.F. saint = Pr.

jaw/, ra«/, It., Sp., Pg. santo (before a cons. Pr.,

It Sp. *«*, Pg. -fa") :-L- sanctus, properly pa.

pple. of sancire to enact, ratify, devote, conse-

crate (cf. Sanction). . _
The Latin word was adopted in most of the Germanic

langs. • the variants with vowel other than a are due, partly

to loss of stress in the prefixed position, partly to Fr.

influence : OE. sanct, OFris. sankt, sunkt, sant, sent, sint,

(prefixed) sanete, sente etc, MDu. (chiefly as prefix) sanct,

santi.e, senile, sinUe, sunte, sonte, Du. sint, dial, seint, sunt,

sunt, Flemish zaut, MHG. (prefixed) sanete, sant(e, senUe,

mod.G. (prefixed) Sanct, sankt, Da. sankt-, Sw. sankt(e-.

The forms sauynt, sauyn (printed sanynt, sanyn) in the

Ayenbile are difficult to account for.]

A. adj. = Holt, in various special applications.

1. Prefixed to the name of a canonized person (see

B. 2), also to the names of the archangels : now

felt to be the sb. used appositively. Commonly

abbreviated S. or St. (see below).

[In OE. sanctus and sanete (orig. the L. vocative) were

used for the masc. and sancta for the fern.]

The possessive of names preceded by ' Saint is often used

ellipt. in names of churches, as St. Paul's, St. Peter's.

Hence various names of towns, villages, etc., as St. Albans,

St. Andrews, St. Bees; also the anglicized forms of some

foreign place-names, as t St. Outer's (= F. St.-Omer).

a. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Seint gregori. c 1200 Trin. Coll.

Horn. 9 Ure louerd sainte pow.el. c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O.

E. Misc. 26 Ure lauedi seinte Marie. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

8423 pis bataile ido was A seinte peteres eue. 1340 Ayeub.

233 Ase zayb saint austin. c 1386 Chaucer Prat. 173 The
reule of seint Maure or of seint Beneit. 1452 Cal. A nc. liec.

Dublin (1889) 277 The feste of Seynte Michell the Archangle.

c 1510 More Picus Wks. 9/2 Which is as trew as the gospell

of seint John. 1599 Thynne Animadv. (1875) 57 Seinte

Hughe Bishoppe of Lincolne. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth v,

The rites due to good Saint Valentine.

(3. c i»oo Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 pe godspelle \>e sein lucas

makede. 01300 Cursor M. 16762+10 pe swerd of sorow

was at hir hert, Als sayde san symeon. a 1330 Otuel 1585

Bi sein geme. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 54 Ve Sunday after

ye Naliuite ot sen Jon day, baptist, c 1400 Rule St. Benet

(Prose) 42 Sain Benet leris vs in bis sentence, how we sal

chese vre abbesse. a 1470 Gregory's Chron. in Hist. Coll.

Cit. Lond. (Camden) 168 Syr Phylyppe Dymmoke, that

rode in the halle i-armyde clene as Syn Jorge. 1538

Starkey England 1. i. 20 Aftur the mynd of Sayn Poule.

y. c X230 /fali Meid. 7 As sente pawel seiS, Alle binge

turned be gode to god. a 1300 Cursor M. 154 And hit sal

be reddynn banne O Ioachim and of sant tanne [Fair/, seynt

anne]. /bid. 469 Sent micheal . . Rais a-gain him for to fight.

c 1375 /bid. 12863 (Fairf.) Sande Iohn nerehand him stode.

14. . in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. (1907) IV. 24 Synt Petyrys

mynyster of Exeter. 1537 in Shropsh. Parish Documents

(1903) 58 It' Re'd of thomas browne for sentmari day rent ii\

1. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 336 The folk.. Held to Sanct

Brydis kirk thar way. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 282 Quha
sperd, scho said to Sanct Margret thai socht. c 1510 More
Picus Wks. 12/2 And remember these wordes of Sainct

Paule also. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates iii. Wks. (S. T. S.)

I. 27 Sanctis Hierome and Augustine. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. IV. 230 Sanete Columba.

H Abbreviations : S. and St.,//. SS. and Sts.

In the 18th and 19th c. 'St' is the form usually em-
ployed ; but since about 1830 ' S.' has been favoured by
ecclesiologists. In place-names, and in family names derived

from these, only ' St.' is used.

[c 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963 To Elix, ba:r S.

iESeldriS H3. c X154 /bid. an. 1132 On S' Petres messe del.]

a 1400 Wyclifs Bible IV. 693 Fynding of S. Steuen martir.

'535 Coverdale Bible, The gospell of S. Mathew...The
epistles of S. Paul. i6n Bible Transl. Pre/.TB S. Chry-
sostome that liued in S. Hieromes time. 1638 Sir T. Her-
bert Trav. (ed. 2) 33 St Francis Shyvier the Navarrean
Jesuit. 171X Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) I. 344 The storys

of their giants, their dragons, and St. George's. 1850 J. H.
Newman Serm. Var. Occas. xii. (1857) 263 Those early Re.
ligious, of which St. Benedict is the typical representative.

1852 {title) The Homilies of S. John Chrysostom . . on the

Gospel of St Matthew. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Worship
177 The Octave of S. Stephen.

2. trans/, f a. of heathen deities, etc. Obs.
c 1375 Cursor M. 7458 (Fairf.), I sulde him sla be seint

Mahoun. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5953 By my modlr seint Venus.
fbid. 6781 My modftr flemed him, Seynt Amour. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 366 Saint Cupid then, and Souldiers
to the field.

b. allusively or ironically. Obs. in gen. use.

St. Monday : see Monday 2. St. Lubbock's day : a
jocular name for any of the bank holidays instituted by Sir

John Lubbock's Act, 1871 : see Bank holiday.
1362 Langl. P. PL A. v. 40 5e bat secheb seynt lame and

seintes at Roome, Secheb Seint Treube for he may sauen ow
alle. 1540 Palscr. Acolastus 11. i. I ij b, That holy saynte

g" Igutte or saynte panchart. 1592 Greene Upst. Courtier

3 b, He sits down in the chaire wrapt in fine cloaths, as
though the barber were aboute to makehim a foot-cloth for the

vickax of saint fooles. 1657 Titus Killing no Murder A3b,
As Hugh Capet, in taking the Crown, pretended to be ad-

monish't to it in a dreame by St Valery, and St. Richard : so

I beleeve will his Highnes [se. Cromwell] doe the same, at

42

the instigation of St. Henry and St. Richard his two Sonnes.

39 Our late Anti-Sabbatarians .. call'd it Saint-Sabbath.

+ 8. Prefixed to various common nouns (in col-

locations taken over from Latin and French), esp.

Charity, Cress, Spirit, Trinity. Obs.

Sometimes abbreviated as in 1.

In dedications of churches there occur St. Cross, St. Faith,

St. Saviour, St. Sepulchre.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21465 Bi sant dnghtin Mi thine be wers

part es mine. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xii. 104 Al-bough men
made bokes, god was be maistre, And seynt spirit be saum-

plarye. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T.S63 But sle me first for

seinte charitee. c 1386 — Sompn. T. 116 Chideth him weel,

for seinte Trinitee. c 1440 Generydes 4282 He . .askyd almes

for seynt charite. 1470-85 Malory Arthur*. i.4i3Byseynt

crosse said syre Vwayne he is a strange knyght 1553

Becon Reliques of Rome (1563) 206 Cause a masse to be

song or sayde in the honoure of Saint Spirite. 160a Shaks.

Ham. iv. v. 58 By gis, and by S. Charity, Alacke, and fie

for shame. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 722 The
Altar, .was that which was first built to Saint seruice. 1710

Loud. Gas. No. 4688/1 The Annual Procession, .in Honour

of the Saint Sudario [i.e. il Santo Sudario],

4. Attributive and possessive collocationsof proper

names with the prefix ' Saint' (St.) in sense 1.

a. Many plants, animals, and other objects have

been named after saints of the calendar. For these

appellations see the saints' names in their alpha-

betical places or the sbs. qualified by them.

b. Many diseases have been named after saints

that
A

Sci. and" Sy„. -

fire, see Fire sb. 12. St. Vitus' dance : see Dance sb. 6 b.

C. Many objects are called after a place-name or

a surname beginning with ' Saint ' (' St.') ; the fol-

lowing are some of the more important.

St. Bernard (dog), in full Great St. Bernard dog, a

dog of a breed kept by the monks of the Hospice of the

Great St. Bernard (a dangerous pass in the Alps between

Switzerland and Italy) for the rescue of travellers in dis-

tress. St. Domingo cuckoo, etc., species of cuckoo, etc.,

found in San Domingo. St. Domingo fever, yellow

fever. St. Germain pear.afinedessertpear. St. Gobain
glass, a fine kind of plate glass manufactured at St Gobain

hi France. St Helena tea (see quots.). St. Johnston's
riband, tippet, Sc, a halteror hangman's rope. (St. Johns-

ton = Perth.) St. Kilda cold (see quot). St Leger, the

name of a horse-race for three-year-olds run at Doncaster :

instituted by Colonel St Leger in 1776. St. Louis group,
a section of the mountain limestone of North America, well

developed in states bordering on the upper Mississippi. St.

Lucia (Lucie) bark, the bark of the West Indian shrub

Exostemmaftoribundum, used in tanning. St. Michael's,

the name of one of the Azores, which produced a fine

quality of orange, t St. Omer's (corruptly St. Thomas)

worsted, a kind of worsted manufactured at St Omer's.

1839 Sir T. D. Lauder in C. H. Smith Dogs (1840) II. 142

My *St Bernard dog, Bass. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 327/2

The Great St. Bernard Dog of the present day is a power-

ful animal, as large as a mastiff. 1884 Harpers Mag. Aug.

464/1 A big St Bernard. 1782 Latham Gen. Synopsis

Birds I. 11. 541 "St. Domingo Cuckow. fbid. 1. HI St
Domingo Falcon. 1793 Smellie tr. Buffen's Nat. Hist.

Birds VIII. 231 The St. Domingo Chesnut . . Colymbus
Dominions, Linn. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 644

From the depredations itlias committed in the West Indies

and on the American Coast, it has been called the *St Do-

mingo, .fever. 1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card.

I.93 This*St. Germain-pear, otherwise called the Unknown
Pear of the Fare, has a very tender Pulp. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Ant. Breakf-t. iv. (1859) 77 Milton was a Saint-

Germain with a graft of the roseate Early-Catherine. .

.

Russet-skinned old Chaucer was an Easter-Beurre. 1870

Sauzay Marvels of Glass-making 91 note, According to M.
Peligot the *St Gobain glass is composed of, Silica 730,

Lime 15-5, Soda 11-5. 187s Melliss St. Helena 239

Frankenia portulacsefolia, Spreng.. .Beatsonia portulacx-

folia, Roxb. ; *St Helena Tea... I find no record of the

plant having been ever used as a substitute for tea. 1897

Syd. Soc. Lex., St. Helena tea, a kind of tea made
in the island of St. Helena by infusing the leaves of the

plant Beatsonia portulacifolia. 1638 H. Adamson Muse's

Threnodie (1774) 119 Hence of "St. Johnston's ribband

came the word. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vii, To be sent

to Heaven wi' a Saint Johnstone's tippit about my hause.

1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'St. Kilda cold...A variety of In-

fluenza occurring in the Hebrides, believed to be brought

by strangers from ships touching at the islands. 1778 in

Baily's Racing Reg. (1845) I. 470/1 *St Leger's Stakes of

25 gs. each. 1825 C. M . Westmacott Eng. Spy (1907) I. 327

This is the settling day for all bets made upon the great

Doncaster St. Leger. 1863 Dana Man, Geol. 307 The St.

Louis limestone (250 feet thick), overlaid by ferruginous

sandstone (200 feet). 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 350/2 St Louis

group.—Limestones with shale, in places 250 feet 1840

Pereira Elem. Mat. Med. 11. 992 »St Lucia Bark. 1852

Morfit Tanning I, Currying (1853) 94 St Lucia Bark.,

is said to be suitable for tanning, c 1830 "St. Michaels

oranges [see Orange sb.1 1]. 1892 Daily News 22 Dec. 3/1

It may be that some day sweet St. Michaels may pouf in

upon us again. 1530 Palsgr. 269/1 *Seynt Homer's wor-

stedde, demy ostade. 1552 fnv. Church Goods (Surtees)

II. 6t A cope of read Saint Thomas worsted.

B. sb. A holy person.

1. One of the blessed dead in Heaven. Usually//.

[a 1000 Czdmon's Satan 355 par habbaS englas eadijne

dream, sanctas singac-.]

13.. CursorM. 10402 (Gott) Felauschip..Of saintes [Grt/.

halus] hye in heuen bliss. 138. Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 467

A thowsand bowsandis bene moo seintis in heven pen we
kanonysen in bo kalender. C1420 Prymer (1895) 7 (7V
Denm) Make hem to be rewardid wib seyntis in endeles blis.

SAINT.

1592 Arden of Fcversham 1. i. 3*9 To Hue With God and

his elected saints in heauen. 1657 Jer. Taylor Funeral

Serm. Sir G. Dalstone, The consummation and perfection

of the saints' felicity shall be at the resurrection of the dead.

1781 Cowper Truth 150 She, half an angel in her own ac-

count, Doubts not hereafter with the saints to mount. 1851

G. Rorison Hymn, ' Three in One ', With the Saints here-

after we Hope to bear the palm. 1864 Bp. W. How Hymn,
For all Thy Saints who from their labours rest. 1875 Man-
ning Mission Holy Ghost vii. 191 A multitude who have not

been canonised on earth, though they are saints in heaven.

2. Eccl. One of those persons who are formally

recognized by the Church as having by their ex-

ceptional holiness of life attained an exalted station

in heaven, and as being entitled in an eminent

degree to the veneration of the faithful ; a canonized

person. In Pre-Reformation use, the term implies

that the persons so designated may be lawfully

addressed in prayer for their intercession with God,

and that miracles have been wrought through their

aid after death. + To seek, visit a saint : to pay

one's devotions at his shrine. (Cf. Hallow sb. 1 2.)

[ciooo iELFRic in Sweet A.-S. Reader (1894) 85 God
jeswutelode bst he halix sanct waes swa bset heofonlic leoht

of ba;t xeteld astreht stod up to heofonum. c 1122 O. E.

Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 979, He waes on life eorolic cing, he

is nu aefter deaSe heofonlic sanct]

a 1300 Cursor M. 28604 To godd i merci en . . And all

seyntes of heuen sere, a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxiv. 96

Preye we alle to oure levedy, Ant to the sontes that woneth

hire by. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 69 (118) In a cave To
bidde, and rede on holyseyntes lyves. c 1420AntursofArth.
xvii, I salle garre seke sayntes for ihi sake. 1426 Lvdg. De
Guit. Pilgr. 6287 Forseyntyswych that suffredeso, I wot ryht

wel that they begoTo paradys. 1500-20 DuNBAR/'ocmrxxv.

65 We pray to alt the Sanctis of hevin, That ar aboif the

sterris sevin. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. in Cath.

Tractates (S. T. S.) 206 This praisent Kalendar quhairin is

comprehendit the Sanctes and martyres vith the tyme of

thair death or suffering. 1614 Bp. Hall No Peace ivith

Rome § 21 Neither will we only glorifie God in his Saints.,

but wee will magnifie the Saints . . for their excellent graces.

1726 Boys Expos. 39 Art. 146 Pardons or Indulgences, which

are promis'd to those that visit such a Saint or Chapel.

»756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 44 The castle of St
Elmo, or St Eramo, so called from a church dedicated to that

saint. 1847 Yeowell A nc. Brit. Ch. xii. 134 A considerable

number of churches are called after the names of the primi-

tive saints of our island. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter iv. 323

Technically, to make a saint, there should be an act of

pontifical jurisdiction.

Proverb. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 105 b, These adages

myght than haue bene founde true, suche saynt, suche

shryne, suche bere, suche bottell.

b. A representation or image of a saint.

1563 Homilies 11. Agst. fmages ill. Qqiij, Such a creple

came and saluted this saint of Oke. 1679 Roxb. Ball. (1885)

V. 594 And who, to furnish his own want Can seize Gold

Cross, or Silver Saint. 1817 Lady Morgan France 1. (1818)

I. 92 Fruit in wax-work, and saints in or moulu. 1849

James Woodman xv, Far readier to worship a gold angel

than a painted saint. 1893 Bates Eng. Relig. Drama 27

As if the chiselled, painted saint himself. . stepped down .

.

from marble niche.

o. trans/. Applied e.g. to persons who are the

objects of posthumous reverence in non-Christian

religions. + Also rarely to heathen deities, etc.

13.. K. Alis. 6763 Thou schalt fynde trowes two : Seyntes

and holy they buth bo. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2000 All the

buernesinthebote,.. Besoght vntosainttes&to sere goddes.

fbid. 12071 pe sayntis of hell Were wode in hor werkis for

wreke of Achilles. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 4 Others. .are

punished by the saints whom they adore, and the holy

ceremonies which they obserue. 1626 Methold in Purchas

Pilgrimage 999 One Saint they haue . . whom they expresse

by a plaine round stone. 1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia

viii. 342 There are many gay kiosques rising over the graves

of Moslem saints.

3. In biblical use, one of God's chosen people ; in

the New Testament, one of the elect under the New
Covenant; amemberofthe Christian church; aChris-

tian. Hence used by some religious bodies as their

own designation , e. g. bysome puritanical sects in the

i6-i7th c, and by the Mormons (see Latter-day).

1382 Wyclif i Cor. i. 2 To the halowid in Crist Ihesu,

clepid seyntis. 1526 Tindale Acts ix. 32 As Petei walked

throughoute all quarters, he cam to the saincts which dwelt

at lydda. 1567 Gude $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 103 God, for

thy grace, . . Ceis not to send thy Sanctis sune support. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lvi. 123 The fellowship of his Saincts

in this present world. 1610 B. Jonson A/ch. 11. v, A
seruant of the exil'd Brethren, That deale with widdowes
and with orphanes goods And make a iust account vnto

the Saints : A Deacon. 1626 — Staple of N. ill. ii. 125

Ha* you in your prophane Shop, any Newes O'the

Saints at Amsterdam ? 1658 Cowley Cutter Colman St.

111. i, What preaching, and houling, and fasting, and eating

among the Saints ! 1704 Nelson Fest. $ Fasts xxxiv.

(1739) 410 In the beginning of Christianity, the word Saint

was applied to all Believers. X7io [H. Bedford] Vind.

Ch. Eng. 170 We seem to have forgot the Saints Reign
from 41 to 60. 1782 C. Simeon in Carus Life (1847) *8

Now he scruples keeping a horse, that the money may
help the saints of Christ 1786 Burns Sc. Drink viii,

Godly meetings o' the saunts, By thee inspir'd. 1847 Yeo-

well Anc. Brit. Ch. iii. 31 It is not. .improbable, -that St
Paul should have become acquainted with some of these

captives, by means of some of the Saints in Caisar's house-

hold. 1863 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xx, The Preface,

dated Manchester, 1840, ran thus :—' The Saints in this

country have been very desirous for a Hymn Book adapted

to their faith and worship '. 1886 Whitaker's Aim. 204 Re.

ligious Sects... Saints.

b. In biblical use applied to angels.

1382 Wyclif Dent, xxxiii. 2 The Lord . . aperide fro the
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Ml of Pharan, and with hym thousandis of seyntis. x6n
Bible Jude 14 The Lord commeth with ten thousands of

his Saints, 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 46 Gabriel . . lead forth my
armied Saints.

4. A person of extraordinary holiness of life.

Sometimes ironically, A person making an outward

profession of piety.

1563 Foxe A. <V M. 1258/2 Boner. Well mayster Countrol.

ler, I am no sain ct. Ibid. 1374/3 Surely you would moue
a Saint with your impertinent reasons. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.

Skr. 111. ii. 28 For such an iniurie would vexe a very saint.

i6js Bacon Ess., Suspicion, What would Men haue? Doe
they thinlce, those they employ and deale with, are Saints?

1677 W, Hi/ghes Man 0/ Sin 11. v. 99 We have read of
Canniballs that devour the flesh of Men. Tush ! Theyare
Saints to Papists. For, They devour their God ! 173a Pope
Ep. Cobkam 246 Odious ! in woollen ! 'twould a Saint pro-

voke. 1749 Chesterp. Lett. ccix. (1792) II. 301, 1 have
sometimes known Saints really religious. 1864 Harper's
Mag. Jan. 396/1 Were you a saint at college? 1884 H. A.
Jones (title) Saints and Sinners, a 1887 H. W. Beecher
Prov. Plymouth. Pulpit 178 It will not do to be saints at

meeting and sinners everywhere else.

b. Proverb.
1500-90 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 35 Of }ung Sanctis growis

aula* feyndis but fable. 155a Latimer -jth Serm. on Lord's
Prayer (1562) H 4 b, The old prouerb yong saints, old

deuils. 1616 S. Price Ephesus Warning 73 That Prouerb
inuented by the Diuell that young Saints proue old Diuels.

1655 Fuller Serm. iv. 4 David began to be good betimes,

a young Saint, and yet crossed that pestilent Proverb, was
no old devill. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. lxiv. 354.

5. A nickname for : a. A member of a religious

association at Cambridge (see quots.). Now Hist,

1793 Ace. Proc. agst. W. Frend 107, 1 shewed them [sir. two
letters] to some of my friends, as instances of the gratitude

of the saints. 1803 Gradns ad Cautabr. 1 16 Saints, a set of

men who have great pretensions to particular sanctity of

manners and zeaffor orthodoxy. 188* Mrs. Olii-hant Lit.

Hist. Eng. III. 38 [Dean Milner] was at the bead of the

party vulgarly called the Saints, the preachers of world-

renunciation and self-denial. Another leader of this party
. . was Charles Simeon.

b. One of the party which promoted the agita-

tion in England against slavery. Now Hist.
1830 N. S. Wheaton Jrnl. 281 The friends of negro

emancipation, .are already (1823-4) honoured with the nick-

name of ' Saints '. 183a Marryat N. Forster xv, ' But do
you think that this is likely to occur?' 'I do, most cer-

tainly, if those who govern continue to listen to the insidious

advice of the party denominated ' Saints*. 1880 S. Wal-
fole Hist. Eng. III. xiu. 196 The West Indians were
furious with Stanley for doing so much ; the ' Saints * were
annoyed with him for doing so little.

6. altrib. and Comb., as saitu'-author; -martyr,

•proteetrice ; saint-beseeming, -eyed, -fated, -holy,

•pleasing, -seeming adjs. ; saint-maker, -making,

server, -worship, worshipper', saint's day, a day
set apart by the Church for observing the memory
of a saint ; f saint's head stone, a name for a

kind of limestone.

1711 Shafiesb. Ckarac. (1737) I. 165 A 'saint-author of
all men least values politeness. 1650 Baxter Saints' P.
1. iv. I 5. 20 That *Saint-beseeming work. 1778 Epit. in

Strttton Church Yard in Bye-Cones 18 July (1804) 376
Go *saint-eyed patience from affliction's door. iBao K.
Hawthorn Visit Babylon 61 Some usurious and 'saint-raced

Quakers, a 16x7 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 7 Such beleevers

..who will not be accounted 'Saint-boly. 1604 Hiebom
Answ. to Popish Ryme B 2, Who made the Pope a 'Saint-
maker? 1760-7J H. Brooke Foot of Qual. (1809) III. 19 A
man who was called the saint-maker, .married five shrews
in succession, and made Gruels of every one of them. 180a
Ranees Hist. France II. ii. | 2. 186 The church of Rome,
desirous of engrossing this power of *saintmaking. i8j6
W. E. Andrews Exam. Fox's Cat, Prot. Saints 473 Fox
being in want of a 'saint-martyr, thought proper to canonize
a self-destroyer. 1601 Weever Atirr. Mart. B 7 b, Thy
sweete 'saint-pleasing songs forgotten. 17x1 Shaftksb.
Ckarac. (1737) I. 273 The ladys..were the 'saint-pro-

tcctrices to whom the champions chiefly paid their vows.
a 1450 Myec Festiat ifrj pogn we halowen but few*sayntes-
dayes, )et we ben full neclygent yn oure seruyce. 17*6
Ayliffe Parergon 473, I cannot find.. that we can trace
what we call the Saints -Days higher than the eighth or ninth
Century. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre xxi, Eliza was gone to
attend a saint s-day service at the New Church. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home 1 1. 100 On a Sunday or Saint's day.
a 1641 Br. Mountagu Acts \ Mon. (1643)395 Their 'saint-

seeming sanctity. 1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 293 As
the 'Samel seruers ( L. cultures diuorum) doe in our dayes.
1763 Museum Rust. I. Ixxxv. 379 There is frequently found
in the clay very hard lyas, or "saints-head stones. 1601
Weever Alirr. Mart. £7, Acton did march in'Saint-triumph-
ing showes. 1677 Gale Crt Gentiles ill. 173 The imputation
of 'Saint-worship. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 207 The popish
saint-worship. 188a 3 Scha/fs Encyel. Relig. RnowLlll.
2098 The abuses ofsaint- worship. 1615 Bvfi eld Expos. Cot.

i. 19(1628) 127 Sancti-colists, Pharisesand "Saint-worshippers.
1648 Gage Irest ind. 171 All that were there present, as well
Saint-worshippers, as indeed that Idols worshippers.

Saint '. v'nt), v. Forms : see Saint sb. ; also

3 pa. pple. isonted. [f. Saint sb,]

1. pass. To be or become a saint in Heaven.
Obs. or arch.
a is*5 Ancr. R. 350 peo pilegrtmes bet goS touward

hcouene, heo 208 forte beon isonted. 1603 Shake. Meas./or
M. 1. iv. 34, 1 hold you as a thing en-skied, and sainted. 1854
Longk. Birds of Passage, Prometheus iv, Only those are
crowned and sainted Who with grief have been acquainted.

2. trans. To call (a person) a saint, give the

name of ' saint * to ; to reckon among the saints

;

spec, to enroll among the number of saints formally

recognized by the Church; to canonize.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 875 This thomas, That on
this vis maid martir was, Wes sanctit and myraclis did.

1553 Becon Reliques ofRome (1563) 180 He [sc. Pope John
XXII] sainted also Thomas of Aquine the blackefrier. 1601
Weever Afirr. Mart, F 3, He praisd, adornd, and for a
martyr sainted, Whilst I (Rome's scoffe) my rites of buriall
wanted. 1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxiv. 060 There other
holy Kings were likewise, who confessed, Which those most
zealous times have sainted. x6a8 Earle Microcosm., Shee
Hypocrite (Arb.) 63 Shee doubts of the Virgin Marie's
Safuation, and dare not Saint her. 1690 Norms Beatitudes
(1692) 135 The most generous and brave Spirits, those whom
Paganism has Deify'd, and Christianity has Sainted. 1705
Addison Italy, Sienna 391 A Shooe-Maker that has been
Beatify'd, tho' never Sainted. 1830 Coleridge Tabled.

4 June, [Jeremy] Taylor, .saints every trumpery monk and
friar, down to the very latest canonizations by modern popes.
184.2 Tennyson St. Simeon Stylites 152 They shout, * Be-
hold a saint

!

' And lower voices saint me from above. 1906
Westm. Gas. 19 June 5/1 The sandy shores of River Nid,
where Holy Olafs bones were laid to rest before he had
been sainted.

fb. fig. (AlsOtffo?/,) Obs,

1597 Bp. Hall Sat. u vii, Sure will he saint her in his

Calendere. a 16*5 Fletcher Hum. Lieut, in.iii, If fortune
dare play the Slut againe, I'll never more Saint her. 1633
Brome Novella iv. i, Lovers shall saint thee; and this day
shall be For ever callenderd to Love and thee. 17*7-46
Thomson Smttmer 1481 Alfred.. whose hallow'd name the
virtues saint. 17*8 Pope Dune. ti. 357 Prompt or to guard or
sub, to saint or damn.
3. To cause to be regarded, or to appear, as

a saint ; to represent as a saint, rare*

1609 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. liii, And in the vnconceiuing
vulgar sort, Such an impression of his goodnes gaue As
Sainted him. 1649 Milton Eikon. Pref. B3, Though the
Picture sett in Front would Martyr him and Saint him to

befoole the people. 1701 Baxters ParaPhr. N. T. Postscr.,

However holy Salvian excuse them, and the Life of Bobe-
Une saint them, the generality of Christian Writers disown
them. 1853 J- Hamilton Lives Bunyan, etc. 176 He fell

upon a time when the Church of England contained many
men whose genius and piety would have immortalized and
sainted them in an earlier age.
absol. 1887 Browning Parleyings

x
Bernardde Afandeville

ii, Brave sins which saint when shriven.

1 4. To ascribe holy virtues or a sacred character

to. Obs,
165s French Yorksh, Spa xvii. 119 Whether this Well

was Sainted from its real vertues, or onely supposed vertues.

165$ Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. iv. § 23 After-Ages.. over-acted
their part in shrining, sainting and adoring his Relicks.

1657 Reeve God's Plea 90 It is an easie matter., to professe
the Gospell, to Saint a fancied cause.

f b. To name (something) after a saint. rare~ l
.

1706 Bavnard Cold Baths in Floyer Hist. Cold Bathing
11. 319 A. .Well, Sainted with the Name of Anne.

5. intr. To act or live as a saint ; to live a saintly

life ; to play the saint. In later use chiefly with it,

c 1460 Tffumetey Myst. xiii. 209 Atok. . . I must haue reuer-

ence ; why, who be ich 1.. Bot, mak, lyst ye saynt ? I trow
that ye lang. 1530 Palsgr. 697/1, I praye God I saynte
than. 1571 Sattr. Poems Reform, xxviii. 204 Nane f ac-

cuse, I come not heir to Sant. c 1585 Poire Em in. 1280
Let Mistress nice go saint it where she list. 1599 Shaks.,
etc. Pass. Piigr. 342 Thinke women still to striue with men,
To sinne and neuer for to Saint. 1619 W. Sclateb Exf. 1

These. (1630) 183 What need to Saint it in youth? time
enough to repent in age. 1735 Poi*e Ep. Lady 15 Whether
the Charmer sinner it, or saint it. 1737 Ramsay Prov.

(1750) 76 Neither sae sinfu' as to sink, nor sae haly as to

saunt. 1880 A. I. Ritchie Ch. Batdred 26 He sainted it

and stnnered it in turns.

Saint, variant of Cent 2, Setnt.

t Sai-ntage. Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Saint sb, after

homage.] Honour (done) as to a saint

1657 J- watts Vind. Ch. Eng. 85 When he is before them
they must do their Homage, and their saintage unto him.

Saint-bell : see Sanctus bell.

Saintdom (afl'ntcbm). [f. Saint sb. + -dom.]

a. The condition or status of a saint, b. Saints

collectively.

184a Tennyson St. Simeon Stylites 6, I will not cease to

grasp the hope I bold Of Saintdom. 186a M. Napier Life
ofVisct. Dundee II. 82 Nor until that great man, Wodrow,
arose, was the Saintdom of Scotland properly recorded.

1887 E. Johnson Anttoua Materia Patience.. is a car-

dinal virtue of Jewish saintdom.

Sainted (slanted), ///. a. Also 6 aancted. [f.

Saint v. + -ED 1
.]

L Enrolled among the saints ; canonized ; that

is a saint in Heaven.
1631 Weever Aite. Funeral Mon. 301 These Sainted Arch-

bishops. 11633 Austim Medit. (1635) 224 Some others he
[sc. the Popejnath let in for Sainted Martyrs, of whom
some . . beleeve, that they were rather executed Traitors.

1717 PonEtoisa 312 Love's victim then, tho' now a sainted

maid. 1845 Loncf. Norman Baron x, The lightning

showed the sainted Figures on the casement paintea. 1855

Macal-lav Hist. Eng.xx. IV. 397 Lewis [XiV].. instituted

..a new military order of knigrithood, and placed it under

the protection of his own sainted ancestor [St, Louis].

2. Of sanctified or holy life or character.

1605 Shaks. Macb.iv. iii. 109Thy Royall FatherWas a most

Sainted-King. it6o-7r H. Brooke Fool o/Qual.(iSog) III.

15, I. .pray for a blissful issue to the union of the sainted

pair. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. viii, The eve thy sainted

mother died. i8a6 Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. iv, His virtuous

and sainted wife. 1867 Freeman Norm. Cong. I. v. 303

The former home of sainted princesses.

3. Such as belongs to or befits a saint; sacred,

holy.
1598 Mucedorus EpiL 21 Case vicious Diuels vnder sancted

Rochets. 1601 Shaks. AWs Well in. iv. 7 Bare-foot plod

I the cold ground vpon With sainted vow my faults to haue
amended. 1634 Milton Comus 11 Amongst the enthron'd

fods on Sainted seats. 1652 French Yorksh. Sf>a xvii. 123
«t not any onejudge me to be a Catholick by this my appro-

bation of this Sainted Well. 1760 Smollett Contn. Hist.
Eng. 1. 10 Bolingbroke . . resided at Battersea, where he was
visited like a sainted shrine by all the distinguished votaries
of wit. 1817 Moore Lalla R., Paradise 4- Peri 351 And,
like a glory, the broad sun Hangs over sainted Lebanon.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair 1, She rocked him in her arms,
and wept silently over him in a sainted agony of tears.

Hence f Sarntedly adv., in a saintly manner.
c 1789 Terry in T. Campbell Life of Mrs. Siddons (1834)

II. vi. 149 So saintedly beauteous is the sickness and the
grief of Katharine.

Saint-errant, ironical. ? Obs. [Modelled on
Knight-errant.] A saint who travelled in quest
of spiritual adventures.
1674 Josselyn Voy. New Eng. 156 Rhode-Island a Har-

bour for the Shunamitish Brethren, as the Saints Errant-
the Quakers. .&c. x688 H. Wharton Enthus. Ch. ofRome
24 At last he [sc. Ignatius LoyolaJ resolved to become Saint-
Errant. Ibid. 33 Don Quixot fancied that all Knight-
Errants went to Heaven, or at least to Purgatory ; and
surely Saint-Errants deserved to be placed in a higher de-
gree. 1839-40 W. Irving Wolfert's R. 316 The fate of
these saints-errant had hitherto remained a mystery.

Hence Saint-errantry, the character, practice,

or spirit of a saint-errant.
1688 H.Wharton Enthus.Ch.of Rome 24 Saint-Errantry

was a much easier, and more certain way than Knight-
Errantry. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. I. 20 If something
of this militant Religion, something of this Soul-rescuing
Spirit, and Saint-Errantry prevails still. 1760 Sterne Serm.
(1764) I. 30 If we can so order it, as not to be led out of the
way, by the variety of prospects, edifices, and ruins which
solicit us, it would be a nonsensical piece of saint-errantary
to shut our eyes. 1826 Souihey Vind. Ecct. Angl. 173 The
system of Saint-Errantry.. forms as conspicuous a part of
history in this age, as Knight-Errantry in the succeeding
centuries.

Saintess (sJ'-ntes). [f. Saint sb. + -ess.]

A female saint.

1449 in Nichols Iltustr. Manners Ant. Times 132, Y be-

seche at the glorious seyntes and seyntesses in heaven [etc.).

1509 Fisher Funeral Serm. Ctess Richm. Wks. (1876) 306
The moost blessyd company of sayntes and sayntesses.

1625 Jackson Creed v. xxviii. § 1 Saints are not our imme-
diate intercessors, but some Saintesse may make immediate
intercession. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 287/2 This Maid of

Orleans, whom divers French Historians picture out as a
Saintess. 1865 Freeman in W. R. W. Stephens Life <y

Lett. (1895I I. 334, 1 made a speech likening her to all the

crowned saintesses in ecclesiastical history.

Sainthood (s^-nthud). [f. Saint sb. +-hood.]
The condition, status, or dignity of a saint ; also,

saints collectively.

1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. 85 b, Couplynge it with the

degre of hys sayntwode. 1753 WorldNo.8.45 The supreme
honour of monkish sainthood. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii,

He felt no call to any expedition which might endanger the

reign of the military sainthood. 1879 Farrar St. Paul II.

554 The glorious prophecy of Christian sainthood.

I Sainting, vbl. sb. Obs. [-ing 1
.] Enrol-

ment among the number of the saints ; canonization.

1563-83 Foxe A. A Af. 225/2 The saincting of Thomas
Becket. 1630 W. T. Justific. Relig. now Prof. ix. 62

Saints of the Popes Cannonizing and saynting. 1631 Weever
A nc Funeral Mon. 298 Theodore succeeded Deodat, as in

seat, so in Sainting. a 1668 Davenant Epit. to Mrs.R,
Cross 22 A Land, where many . . themselves as Saints

esteem ; Yet Sainting after Death prophaness deem.
attrib. 1604 Hieron Answ. to Popish Ryme E 2, Thou

ask'st who them canonized. .? You say the Pope. I aske

againe, Wilt thou that sainting power maintaine?

Saintish (s^-ntij), a, [f. Saint sb, + -ish.]

Saint-like. (Chiefly contemptuous.)

1529 More Dyalogc iv. Wks. 284/1 Seme he neuer so

saintish with any new construccion of Christes holy gospell.

1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl. EpiL, They be no diuels (I trow)

which seme so saintish. x6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii.

3 (1619) 618 The affectation of a Saintish puritie. 1814

Sporting Mag. XLIIL 375 He could not bear people to be

so damned saintish. 1840 Hook in New Monthly Mag. LX.
285 Don't think I am getting saintish.

tSai*ntism. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Saint sb. +

-ism.] The principles or practice of a Puritan
( Saint ' (see Saint sb. 3).

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 829/1 The pains he took in

converting him to Godliness, /. e. to canting Puritanism and
Sainlism.

Saintite, -y, obs. forms of Sanctity.

Saintless, a. rare, [f. Saint sb. + -less.]

fl. That is no saint. Obs.

a 1603 T. Cartwright Conjfut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 544
That Saintlesse Saint and sinful! Souldier of the Pope,

Thomas Becket.

2. That has no patron saint.

1893 Daily News 1 Jan. 5/5 The saintless parish church.

Sai ntlike, a, [See -likb.] Resembling a

saint or that of a saint ; of saintly life, character, etc.

c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears iv. v. in Archiv Stud. nen. Spr,

XCIX. 40 Who so Saintelike as she ? 1651 Howell Venice

70 This Prince, as he was one of the stoutest, so was he the

Saintlikest man of all the Dukes. «i7ii Ken Prepara-

tives Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 113 That I, May Saint-like live,

Saint-like to die ! 1809 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life

(1870) I. 75 The saintlike meekness and resignation of Lady
Jane [Grey]. 1830 Tennyson Poems 32 And women smile

with saintlike glances Like thine own mother's.

Saintliness (s£i*ntlines). [f. Saintly + -ness.]

The condition or quality of being saintly.

1837 Howirr Rur. Life vi. ii. (1862) 418 The pageantry ot

fl - 3
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processions and the merry saintliness of festivals. 1880

R. W. Dale Evang. Revival 268 The inner life of saint-

liiiess in all churches has a common root.

Saintling (s/i-ntlin). [f. Saint sb. + -ling.]

A little or petty saint. (Usually contemptuous.)

1621 Bovs Wks. (1630) 780 For either they worship his

saints as himselfe, or else their owne saintlmgs and not his

saints, 1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. f PaPistsni. (1754)

180 All the Glory, which Popish and other Saintlmgs pro-

pose by afflicting the Body. 1829 Landor Imag. Conv.,

Mahomet * SergiusWs. 1853 I- 443/= 1 he blindest and

tenderest young saintling that ever was whelped. 1854

Mrs. Olifhant M. Hepburn I. 118 In niches and smaller

shrines apart, a host of little saintlings keep their place.

Saintly (s^*nth), a. [f. Saint sb. + -ly!.]

Of, belonging to, or befitting a saint or saints ; of

great holiness or sanctity; sainted.

1660 R. Coke Power fy Subj. 43 The Saintly King Edward
Confessor. 1663-6 Pepys Diary 17 Jan., The same weake

silly lady as ever, asking such saintly questions. 1781

Cowper Truth 105 Which is the saintlier worthy of the

two? 1819 Keats Eve 0/ St. Agnes v, Wing'd St. Agnes'

saintlycare. i8*?DeQvihcey Sf.Mit. Nun Wks. 1854 III.

53 Solitary Arab's tent, rising with saintly signals of peace,

in the dreadful desert. 1868 Milman St. Paul's xi. 274
There might.. be found Farrers and Bernard Gilpins, of

most saintly lives.

t Saintly, adv. Obs. [-lt 2
.] Holily.

153a More Confnt. Tindale Wks. 720/2 Babble he neuer

so sayntely. 1653 Ld. Vaux tr. Godeau's St. Paul 200 Doe
not think your selves so saintly disposed, as is requisite.

Sainto*logy. [f. Saint sb. + -ology.] Ha-
giology. So Sainto-logist, a hagiologist.

1848 Blackzv. Mag. LXIII. 184 Do you know that we
have historical painters for modern saintology. 1885 Beve-
ridge Cuirass <y Tulliallan I. ii. 65 The later saintologists

had a rage for burying all their great saints together. 189a

Public Opinion (N.Y.) 5 Nov., The angelology and the

saintology of orthodoxy.

tSarntrel. Obs. [a. OF. sainterel, dim. of

saint. Cf. Santrel.] A saintling.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 451/2 Seyntrelle, sanctillus, sanctilla.

Saints-, saint's bell : see Sanctus bell.

Saintshio (s*i-nt,J"ip). [f. Saint sb. + -ship.]

1. The condition or status of a canonized saint.

1631 Hevlin St. George 206 From thence to prove St.

George's Saintship. 1639 Fuller Holy War 111. xxii. 150
After his [sc. Dominic's] death, Pope Honorius for his good
service bestowed a Saintship on him. 1700 Osborn Let. in

^\2.xxT\&x*\\Journ.Jerus.(\noi)
r
l. 4b, His Body being found

soentire wouldhave entitled him to Saintship. i8i8Bentham
Ck. Eng. 35 Saint Dunstan, .. whose Saintship consisted in

pulling the unclean spirit by the nose. 1866 Rogers Agric.
4- Prices I. vii. 138 The veneration for Becket's memory,
acknowledged by his elevation to the honour of saintship.

2. The condition of being a saint or saintly

person ; saintliness of life or character.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 328 These must be belieued for

this Saint-ship, although they He neuer so shamefully, a 1675
Glanvill Ess. Philos. $ Relig. vn. (1676) 31 Each Sect con-

fin'd the Church, Saintship, and Godliness to it self. 173a

Pope Ep. Batkurst 349 The DevM was piqu'd such saintship

to behold. 1812 Byron Ch. Har.i. xi, Whose.. eyes.. Might
shake the saintship of an anchorite. 1859 Geo. Eliot A.
Bede ii, He had felt sure that her face would be mantled
with the smile of conscious saintship. 1871 Lowell Pope
Wks. 1890 IV. 11 From the compulsory saintship. .of the

Puritans men rushed.. to the opposite cant of sensuality.

3. With possessive pron. prefixed, used as a kind

of title. Often ironical*

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcviii. 389 Their Saintsbips

are as capable thereof as sinfull men. 1668 H. More Div.
Dial. iv. xxvii. 151 Where he did his Devotions to his Saint-

ship with prayer and fasting in most humble manner. 1717
De Foe Mem. Ck. Scot. 15 They pulled St. Giles out of his

Throne, .. threw his Saintship into the Dirt. 1850 P. Crook
War 0/Hats 8 Beside his saintship stands the holy nun, who
broke her vows. 1893 A. Walters Lotos Eater in CppriyW.
149, I feel bound to throw what light I can upon his saint-

ship's rather obscure personality.

Saint-Simonian (s^nt-, s<?ht|Sim^u'man), a.

and sb. Also St.- [f. Saint-Simon (see below) +
-ian.] a. adj. Belonging to or characteristic of

the socialistic system propounded by the Comte de
Saint-Simon (1760-1825), who advocated state

control of all property and a distribution of the

produce according to individual vocation and
capacity, b. An advocate of this system. Also
Saint-Simonist, -Simonite (sai'm^nist, -nit) in

the same sense. Hence Saint-Simonianism, -Si*-

monism, advocacy of or adherence to this system.
1831 Monthly Repos. Mar. 189 The exposition of the Saint

Simonian faith or doctrine. Ibid. Apr. 279 The St. Simonite
faith. Ibid. Feb. 82 The French sect of Saint Simonites
and the ' New Christianity ' of its Founder. 183a John
Bull 6 Feb. 46/3 Massacre of old men and women
in the Midi—Abbe Chatel—and Saint Sin.onists. 1841
Mary Hennell in C. Bray Philos. Necess. II. 610 St. Si-

monianismand Fourierism. Ibid. 562 The completion of the
St. Simonian doctrine is to be found in the future full

development ofthe religious sentiment which it contemplates.
Ibid. 555 note,Thc St. Simonians complain that Guizot in

reviewing the course of history has borrowed the ideas of
their master. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 11. i. § 4 (1865) I. 264
The two elaborate forms of non-communistic Socialism
known as St. Simonismand Fourierism. 1863 Fawcett Pol.
Econ. 11. i. 122 St. Simonism, even if it alleviated poverty
would introduce greater evils.

t Saintuaire. Obs. Also 4 sa(y)ntuare,
seyntwar(e, Sc. sanetwar, 5 sayntware. [a.

OF. saintuaire, santuaire, semi-pop. ad. late L.

sanctudrium (see Sanctuary).] Sanctuary.

44

a 1300 Cursor M. 688 And ilk waand bat bai bere

bare He sperd wit-in ber santuare [Gb'tl., Trin. seyntwar(ej.

Ibid. 8274 pat hali arke bai bare A-bute, wit all bair san-

tuare. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor) 65 He of
be apostohs all In-to be sanctwar can ga. 1390 Gower Con/.

1. 14 The libraire Which longeth to the Saintuaire. a 1400-

50 Alexander 1567 Of be saynt-ware many sere thingis.

Saintuary, obs. form of Sanctuary.

fSainty. Obs. rare — 1
. In 6 seynty. ?A

mock-affectionate formation on Saint sb.

a 1520 Skelton E. Rummyng 583 There was a pryckeme-
denty, Sat lyke a seynty, And began to paynty, As thoughe
she would faynty.

Saip, Sc. var. Soap. Saipheron, obs. f. Saffron.
Sair, Sc. var. Savour, Serve v., Sore.

Saircenett, obs. form of Sarsenet.
Sais : see Say and See v. ; var. Syce.

Saiae, Saisen, etc., obs. ff. Seize v., Seisin.

Saisin, variant of Sasin, Indian antelope.

+ Saisne. Obs. rare. Also sasne. [a. OF.
Saisne :-L. Saxonem Saxon.J >= Saxon.
c 1450 Merlin xii. 176 Thei were in grete affray, and with-

oute counscile of the saisues, that all day rode thourgh the

londe. Ibid. 172 We haue herde the trouthe that the sasnes

of the kyn of Aungier, of Saxoyne, be entred in-to oure
londes and in-to oure heritages.

Sait, obs. Sc. f.SEAT sb., Set///, a. ; obs. pa. t.

of Sit v.

Saite (s^'isit), sb. and a. [ad. L. Saitg-s sb.

and adj., a. Gr. SatVr/s, f. Sais, Sais : see -ITE.]

a. sb. An inhabitant of Sais. b. adj. = Saitio a.

1678 Cudwobth Intell. Syst. 342 tttarg., Theopompus
affirmeth the Athenians to have been a Colony of the Saites.

Ibid. 479. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 432/1 Many fine

statues of basalt of the 26th or Saite dynasty.

Saithe (s^b). Sc. Forms : 7 sheath, 7-9
seath, 8 seeth, 8-9 saith, aeth, 9 se(e)the,

seythe, 9- saithe. [a. ON. seid-r (Edda Gl.),

mod. Norw. seid, set, Icel. seiS, seifi fry of codfish.

Cf. Gael, saigh, saighean {saoidhean, saoilhean),

the coal-fish ; Irish saoidhean (Dinneen) the young
of any fish, esp. of the codfish or coal-fish.] The
mature coal-fish. Also attrib.

163a Lithgow Trav. x. 500 Ling, Turbet and Seaths.
(-1680 in Mac/arlane's Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.) III. 248 It

is called Shetland, because in old time, there were many
Sheath-fish caught about its Coast. 1710 Sibbald Hist.

Fi/e fy Kinross 52 Asellus Niger, the Cole-fish of the

North of England; our Fishers call it a Colman's-Seeth.
179a Statist. Ace. Scotl. IV. 79 The fish commonly taken
on this coast, are cod,, .whitings, saiths or cuddies. 1793
Ibid. VII. 397 The tenants have from their landlords..

a

halfpenny for a seth (colefish). 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes

(1841JII. 251 Among the Scotch islands the Coalfish is called

Sillock,..Sethe, Sey, and Grey Lord. 1863 Johns Home
Walks 1 14 Shoals of small fish, principally Sethe and Lythe.

1873 Black Pr. Thule xxvii, He proposed he should go
ashore and buy a few lines with which they might fish for

young saithe or lythe over the side of the yacht. 1892

Gentlau. Bk. Sport I. 67 The process of making a saithe-fly

is very simple. 1895 Athenzunt 14 Sept 349/2 The angler

may easily make a large catch either of mackerel or of

pollack, seythe or herrings.

Saitic (s^'iHik), a. [ad. L. Saitic-us, a. Gr.

Scutikos, f. Safrr/s : see Saite and -ic] Of or

pertaining to Sais, the ancient capital of Lower
Egypt. Saitic dynasties : the 26th and four follow-

ing dynasties of the kings of Egypt. Hence Saitic

period, art, etc.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 506 That excellent Monu-
ment of Egyptian Antiquity, the Saitick Inscription often

mentioned, I am all that Was, Is, and Shall be. 1826-7

G. C Renouard in Encycl. Metro/. (1845) XVIII. 411/2

The third [mouth of the Nile], called the Saitic. 1836 G.

Higgins (title) Anacalypsis, an attempt to draw aside the

veil of the Saitic Isis ; or, an inquiry into the origin of

languages, nations, and religions. 1884 Amelia B. Edwards
in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 21/2 The Saitic period (Dynasties

xxvi. to xxx.) is distinguished by the minute finish and
artistic beauty of its sculptured sarcophagi.

Saitt, obs. Sc. f. Seat sb. ; obs. pa. t of Sit v.

Saiv, obs. Sc. form of Safe.

Saixe, variant of Sax (a slater's tool).

Sajene, variant of Sagene.

II SajOU (saz.zV). [Fr., shortened from sajouassu

(Buffon), a. Tupi saiuassu, f. sai {sahy, fahy)

monkey (see Sai) + -uassu augmentative suffix.]

One of various small South American monkeys,

varieties of Sapajous, and Capuchin monkeys.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 236 The third [of the

sapajous] is the Sajou ; distinguished from the rest of the

sapajous by its yellowish, flesh-coloured face. x8« W. S.

Dallas in Orr's Circ. Sci., Zool. II. 503 The While-throated

Sajou (Cebus hypoleucos).

Sak, obs. form of Sac 1
, Sack jj. 1 , sbfi

Sakawinki (soekawi-nki). Also 8-9 sacca-

winkee, 9 sakka winkee. [Corruptly a. Du.

sagwijntje, dim. of sagwijn : see Sagoin.] A
South American monkey, the White-headed Saki,

Pithecia pithecia or capillamentosa.
1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 13s The Saccawinkee is the

smallest of the Ape tribe in Guiana. 1796 Stedman Surinam
II. xvi. 13 So very delicate is the saccawinkee, and so
sensible of the cold, that scarcely one of them is brought
to Europe alive...The Dutch call them the shagarintee,
from their being chagrined at the smallest trine. 1845

SAKE.

Encycl. Metrop. XXIII. 396/1 Pithecia Capillamentosust

Spix ;.. Native of French Guiana, where it is called the
Sakka Winkee, and also of Brazil. 1903 Des Voeux Colonial
Service I. 90 One or two sakawinki or marmoset monkeys.

Sake (s^k), sb. Forms : 1 sacu, 2- sake ; also

4-5 sak(k, (4 saac, sack, 5 saacke, 6 sacke),
4-6 Sc. saik, sayk, (5 saike, ealk, 6 saek,

sayck). [OE. sacu str. fem. = OFris. sake, seke

affair, thing, sake, OS. saka lawsuit, enmity, guilt,

thing (MLG., MDu. sake lawsuit, affair, cause,

reason, guilt, Du. zaak lawsuit, cause, sake, thing),

OHG. sakka cause, sake, thing (MHG. sackie,

mod.G. sacke thing, affair), ON. spk crime, accusa-

tion, action at law, cause, sake (Sw, sak, Da, sag
in the same senses ; also, influenced by Ger., thing)

:—OTeut. *saka, related to the str. vb. *sak-r re-

presented by OE. sacan to quarrel, fight, claim at

law, accuse, OS. sakan to accuse, OHG. sahhan

to strive, quarrel, rebuke. From the same root

are OE. ssec(c (:—*sakfd), Goth, sakjd {\—*sakjori),

strife. An ablaut-variant of OTeut *sak- is

probably the *sok- represented by Seek v., q.v. for

the cognates outside Teutonic.
The only use surviving in mod.Eng. ('for the sake of)

has not been found in OE., and was prob. adopted from ON.
It existed, however, in OHG. and OFris^ and there is a
possibility that it may have been in OE., though not evi-

denced in the literature. It seems to have arisen from the

use of the sb. to denote a litigant's cause or case (see 1 b).

Cf. L. causa.]

fl. As an independent substantive. Obs.

1. Contention, strife, dispute ; in OE. also, a

contention at law; a suit, cause, action.

Beowulf^54 Grendel wan hwile wi5 HroSgar, hetenidas
wag. .singalesaxe. <zxooo Laws ofHlothhxretf EadricZ
£ifmanopernesacetihte. <riooo^LFRic^«.xiii. 7 Wear5..
sacu betwux Abrames hyrdemannum and Lothes. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 95 He ne remde ne of bitere speche nes, ne he
sake ne asterde. c xao$ Lav. 26290 And aeSmodliche hine
beden pat he wi5 Romleode summe sake arerde. a 1250

Owl9f Night. 1 160 Ober bu bodest cheste an sake, c ijao

Sir Beues (A.) 3510 So bai atonede wib oute sake.

2. A charge or accusation (of guilt) ; a ground
of accusation. Without sake, without good reason

( = L. sine causa).
cizoo Ormin 10211 Her he forrbaed te cnihhtess ec..

To sekenn sakess o he folic, To rippenn hemm & iraefenn.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter Hi. 7 Alle to me witherwendand
With-outen sake or any skil fVulg. omnes adversantes mihi
sine causd\. a 1300 Cursor M. 27483 If pou man gas bin

offrand to mak, And pi brober haf gain pi sak. C1300
Harrow. Hell yj (Digby MS.) Hi nomen me wibouten
sake, Bounden min honden to mi bake, c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints ii. (Pautus) 167 Nero, mesure bi gret foly, and sla

na man fore-owt sake, a 1400 Pistil*[of Susan 204 We schul

presenten bis pleint,..And sei sadlicbe be sob, rijt as we
haue sene, O Sake.

3. Guilt, sin; a fault, offence, crime. Often

coupled with sin.

Beowulf"2472 Da waes synn and sacu Sweona and ^eata,

. . wroht jemaene. a xooo Phoenix 54 (Gr.) Nis 3aer on 3am
londe..synn ne sacu. cxaoo Ormin 1127 pa lakess mihhtenn
clennsenn hemm Off sakess & off sinness. a 1300 Cursor M.
11553 For he moght find nan wit sak, On be sakles he suld

ta wrake. Ibid. 29022 Fasting fiemes flexsli sakes. 13.

.

E. E. A Hit. P. A. 800 pat gloryous gyltlez pat mon con

quelle, With-outen any sake of felonye. C1400 A. Daw
Dreams 90 And so shilde fro synne & sake ! a 1400-50

Alexander 3213 pat s!o3e so baire souerayne bat neuire

sake hadd.

b. Without sake, without guilt, fault, or blame
(both as adj. and as adv. phrase). Hence trans/.

= without physical blemish.
a 1250 Owl 4- Night. 1430 Heo mai hire guld at-wende

arihte weie Jmrh chirche-bende, an mai efte nabbe to make
hire leof-mon wifr>-ute sake, a 1272 Luve Ron 62 in O. E.
Misc. 95 Him waxeb bouhtes monye and fele hw he hit

may witen wib-vten sake, a 1300 Cursor M. 4043 He
[Joseph] was fair, wit-outen sake. Ibid. 6067 And siben sal

ilk hus in-take A clene he lambe, wit-vten sake, c 1373 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 33 pat noble wyf anna.-.treuly

to god seruit ay in be tempil, nycht & day, foure schore of

Here, forout sak.

4. nonce-use. Regard or consideration for some

one. [After^r the sake of in sense 5.]

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. v. 12 Tho mov'd with wrath, and
shame, and Ladies sake.

II. Phr. For the sake (/(also tfor sake of);

for (one's, a thing's) sake.

In the latter of these forms, the word whioh precedes sake

is a possessive (noun or pronoun) ; but down to the middle

of the 19th c. the 's of the possessive of common or abstract

nouns was very commonly omitted (doubtless owing to the

difficulty of pronouncing the two sibilants in succession),

and from the 17th to the early 19th c the two sbs. were

often connected by a hyphen, as if forming an attributive

compound. The omission of the 's is now obsolete, but it

is still not uncommon to writefor conscience sake,for good-
ness sake, for righteousness sake, etc., without the^ apo-

strophe which is ordinarily used to mark the possessive of

words ending in a sibilant.

The paragraphs marked £ contain illustrations of the

omission of the V ; some of the early examples there placed

must be explained by the fact that the sbs.
_
occurring in

them (e.g. soul) had originally noi in the genitive.

5. Out of consideration for ; on account of one's

interest in, or regard for (a person) ; on (a person's)

account.
a xaas Leg. Kath. 98 For hare sake ane dale ha etheold

of hire ealdrene god. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1589 pat gode
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wif. .al for hire louerdes sake haueb daies kare & nijtes

wake, a 1300 K. Horn 1454 J>is tur he let make Al for bine

sake. 1375 Barbour Bruce vii. 244 Scho said, 'all that

traualand ere. For saik of ane, ar velcom here '. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 596 Fore I hafe schawit hym quhat
he mone thole for be sayk of me. 1430 Tindale Gen. xviii.

31, I will not distroy them for twenties sake. Ibid. 32,

I will not destroy them for .x. sake. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. ii. ii. 103 And run through fire I will for thy sweet sake.

1595 J. King Queens DaySerm. in On Jonas (161S) 703 Hee
spareth our countrie for his anotnteds sake. 1784 Cowper
Taskvi. 637 Content to hear.. Messiah's eulogy for Handel's
sake ! 1875 Jowett Piato (ed. 2) I. 277 For my own sake
as well as for yours, I will do my very best. 1884 J. Payn
Some Lit. RecaJL 6 When it became necessary for him to
exert himself for the sake of his family.

3. 1338 R. Brunne Ckron. (18x0) 135, & bus quathe he his

bing, for his soule sake. Ibid. 202 For be comon sake.

1390 Gower Con/. II. 229 For Thetis his moder sake.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1813 And for baire souerayne sake
bam send to be galawis. c 14*0 Avow. Arth. xvii, This
socur thou base send me, For thi Sune sake ! c 1450
Mirour Saluacioun 4087 Crist descended to helle fro the
beven for tnankynde sake.

+ b. Occas. with unfavourable notion : On ac-

count of enmity to ; because of the guilt of. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 162 Hcrode kyng wit wogh For crist

sak be childer slogh. ciyjsSt. Andreas 96 in Horstm.
AJtengL Leg. (1881) 5/1 Or els I sail for bi god sake Ger
hang be right on swilk a tre Als bou sais suld so honorde be.

1530 Tindale Gen. iii. 17 Cursed be the erth for thy sake.

c. When the preceding genitive is pi., the pi.

sokes is often used.

1530 Tindale Gen. xviii. 26, I will spare all the place for

their sakes. 1567 Gudt ft Godiie BaJJ. (S. T. S.) 181 All the
exempillis of the Law Ar writiin.. For our saikis. 1588
Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 765 For your faire sakes haue we
neglected time. 1596 — Tom. Shrew v. ii. 15 For both our
sakes I would that word were true. 1716 Addison Fret-
holder No. 9 F 14 We desire you will put yourself to no
farther Trouble for our sakes. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 505
1 Then for God's sake ', he answer'd, ' both our sakes, So you
will wed me, let it be at once '.

6. Out of regard or consideration for (a thing)
;

on account of, because of (something regarded in

the light of an end, aim, purpose, etc.) ; often^out
of desire for, in order to attain, etc.

a 1U5 Ancr. R. 4 Ye scbullen . . wel witen be inre [riwlej

& be uttre vor hire sake. 1390 Gower Com/. II. 217 For
lucre and nought for loves sake. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. v.

99 For consciences sake. 1593 Q. Eliz. Boeth. v. pr. iv.

110 For argumentes sake, mark what wold follow. 1643
BurroUghes Exp. Hosea vii. (1652) 281 Men in their
prosperity arc not regarded for any thing in themselves, but
for their prosperities sake, for their moneys sake, for their
cloaths sake. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 689 This year.,
one Fabian Philipps. .was a Student and Sojournour in the
University for the sake of the Bodleian Library. 1693
Humours Town so One that drinks for drink's sake. 171

1

Addison Sped. No. 35 p 10 He pursues no Point either of
Morality or Instruction, but is Ludicrous only for the sake
of being so. a 1770 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. i. 10 It is doing
mischief for mischiefs sake. 1790 Palev Horx Paul. Wks.
1825 III. 132 The business for the sake of which the jour-
ney was undertaken. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1818) I.

ix. 289 The icteric oriole is kept by the Americans in their
houses for the sake of clearing them of insects. 1875
Jowxtt Plato (ed. 2) III. 63 Flattering of rich men for the
sake of a dinner. 1875 T. w. Hicginson Hist. U. S. ix. 66
There was no persecution for opinion's sake.

0. ? a 1500 Chester PI. ii. 27^ Adam, husband, I red
we take tbes figg-leaves for shame sake. 1535 Cover,
dale Matt. xiv. 9 Neuertheles for y* ooth sake [Mark
vi. 26 for the oothes sake]. 1571 Digges Pantom. 111.

xL R iv, I shall for breuitie sake set foorth one oncly
rule general I. 1594 Hooker Ecel Pol. Pref. L ft 1 To
suffer all things, for that worke sake which we couet to
performe. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 1. vii.

ft 16 It was
mooued by some after supper, for entertainement sake.
i6ai Br. Mountagu Piatrib* 404 We are pitied, for fashion-
sake of many, relieved of none. 1731 in Swi/ts Lett. (1766)
II. 127 To natter a man, from whom you can get nothing,.

.

is doing mischief for mischief - sake. 1754 Richardson
Grandisom (1810} IV. xiv. in For sex-sake, for example-
sake, Lucy, let it not be known. 1784 Cowper Let. to
Umvin Wks. 1836 V. 57, 1 am writing in the greenhouse for
retirement sake. 1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 398 Imagery or
mere declamation, that is, speaking for speaking-sake. 1833
Tracts /or Times No. 10. 3 It » our duty to reverence
them for their office-sake. 1853 J. H. Newman Led. Turks
i. (1854) 13, I shall call. .the populations.. Tartars, for con-
venience-sake. 1865 Swinburne ChasteJard iv. i, For sweet
marriage-sake.

tb. Because of, by reason of, through ; in return
or requital for. Obs. rare.
1340-70 Alex. <V Dind. 283 But say bou nouht, sire king,

for sake of enuie J>at me were lob of our lif ludus to teche.
a 1400-50 A Jexander 2022 And for be sake of bi sede bou
sent w l bi lettrc, Loo. here a purse full of pepire my powere
to ken. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8902 Some of hem her deth
schal take, Er it be nyy, for that wounde sake. i6sa Mabbk
tr. Aleman's Guzman anAl/. 1. 158 Fearing lest for my
sinnes-sake.,1 might be taken in some trap.

C. For ones namei^s) sake, out of regard for

one's name ; also/w name sake.
This has been suggested as the origin of Namesake, q.v.
15*6 Tindale Ads ix. 16, I wyll shewe hym howe grctt

thynges he must suffer for my names sake. 1509 Warn.
Faire Worn. \u 915, I love you for your name-sake. 1638
Bhathwait Barnabees JmL m. (1818)97 Thence to Har-
rington, be it spoken ! For name-sake I gave a token To a
beggar. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. xix. 29 All..
that lose and forsake any thing here, for my Name-sake.

7. In exclamatory phrases of adjuration, as /or
Gody

s sake, for goodness* sake.
For further illustration sec Goodness $,GoDsb. ii,Mercv

tb. 4, Pitv tb. ac

a 1300 Cursor Al. 4800 And i yow pray, for drightin sak
[Gbtt. for goddes sake], c 1386 Chaucer Soinpn. T. 24 Now
spede yow hastily for cristes sake, a 1533 Lu. Berners
Huon Ixxxviii. 279 For goddes sake aduyse you well that
ye come not there. 1535 Coverdale Ps. vi. 4 Oh saue me,
for thy mercies sake. 1879 Howells L. Aroostook xvi,

Hold on, for Heaven's sake ! 1885 ' F. Anstey ' Tinted
Venus 32 'For goodness' sake, say something', he cried
wildly.

1 8. With a pronominal adj. in place of the pos-

sessive. For that sake, for the sake of that, on
that account, for that reason. For any sake

t
in

any case, at all events. For many sokes, out of

consideration for many things. Obs.
Quot, 1879 appears to be an unauthorized extension of

this use.

13. . S. Eng. Leg. (MS. Bodl. 779) in Arckiv Stud. neu.
Sir. LXXXII. 321/512 A frere hadde I-trespased & for bat

ilke sake a disciplyne he cholde habbe. c 1350 IVill.

Palerne 2019 per-fore for sobe gret sorwe sche made, & swor
for bat sake to suffur alle peynes. a 1425 Cursor M. 3771
(Trin.) She sent him soone into araiu To bir brober bat net
laban pere to soiourne for bat sake Til his brobber wrabbe
wolde slake. 1597 Shaks. Lovers Compj. 322 Aye me I fell,

and yet do question make, What I should doe againe for

such a sake. 1754 Richardson Grandison (1810) IV. xlii.

317 He shall, for many sakes, find it very difficult to pro-

voke me. 1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, xv, For any sake let

us have one night of peace and rest. 1879 L. S. Bevington
Key-notes 153 Men are aglow to live for some great sake,
Or die, if need be.

9. Phr. + For sakers) sake : (a) euphemistically
«= * for God's sake ', in adjurations

;
(b) for the

sake of some person understood
;

(c) for its own
sake. Obs. Also, For old soke's sake: for the sake
of old friendship.

1665 R. Howard Four Plays, Committee in. 101 Run
after him, and save the poor Fellow for Sakes sake. 1690
Drvden A mpkitryoH 11. i, Meaning some Body, that for
sake-sake shall be nameless. 1728-9 Mrs. Delany Li/e fy
Corr. (1861) L 191 Cupid knows he is only civil to me for

sake's sake. 174a Richardson Pamela ill. 86 But alas,

Madam, he was not so well pleased with my Virtue, for

Sake's sake, as Lady Betty thinks he was. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. iii, I've a been long minded to do't for old
sake's sake. 1863 Kingsley Water-Bab. v. 216 Yet for old
sake's sake she is still, dears. The prettiest doll in the
world. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jckyll 17, I continue to take
an interest in him for old sake's sake as they say.

10. Sokes olivet and simply Sakes h. a vulgar
exclamation expressing surprise, dial, and U.S.
1846 Mrs. Kikklahd IVest. Clearings 78 'Law sakes alive!'

was the reply, ' I ain't no how '. i860 Bartlett Did.Amer.
(ed. 3) s. v., * La sakes 1

'
' massy sakes !

'
* sakes alive !

' are
very common exclamations among the venerable matrons of
the interior parts of the country. The first two expressions
axe evidently corruptions of for the Lord's sake 1

' 'for

mercy's sake !
' 1883 Harper's Mag. Dec. 91/2 Good sakes

alive !—what harm! 1896 J. de Boys in Pall Mall Mag.
Apr. 548 Clever ! Sakes I You call him clever 1

Sake, v. Aphetic form of Fobsake.
aiy>oCursorM.i7i&3 And sua ur sinnes for to sake \GStt.

to forsake], c 1400 RuJe St. Benet (Verse) 502 Trew charite
so for to sake. £14*0 Metr. St. Rath. (Halliw.) 11 For
sche sakyth owre lay !

Sake, obs. form of Sao I, Sack sb.\ Shake.
II Sake (sx'k«). Forms : 7 saque, 8 sakki, 9

saki, sake, sake\ [Japanese sake] A Japanese
fermented liquor made from rice. (Hence used
by the Japanese as a name for alcoholic liquors

generally.)

1687 A. Loveix tr. ThevenoPs Trav. nt. 112 Their ordi-

nary drink is a kind of Beer (which they call Saque) made
of Rice. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 71/1 Sakki, or rice-

beer, is clear as wine, and of an agreeable taste : taken 111

quantity, it intoxicates for a few moments, and causes head-
ach. 1878 Miss J.J. YouNGCVro«/cWr/

>
i7oSaki,orSake,

b the chief alcoholic drink of Japan, and is made from rice.

ioot HollandMousmi 31 5 Oblige me with a glass ofwhisky
sake.
attrib. 1884 Gordon in Mission. Herald (Boston) 310/2

(Stanf.) A little beyond lives a young sake' brewer. 1885
E. Gkeey Bakings Captive Love L (1904) 12 Raising the sake-
bottle from the hot-water vessel. Ibid. iii. 26 Acquaintances
recently made in the sake*-shops.

t Saked, a. Obs. U. Sake sb. + -ed2.] Guilty.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1223 Vnseli caym bat ai was saked [Gott.

bat was forsakidj. Ibid. 37471 And if he wat and warms
noeht O ded es he saked if it be wroght,

Sakeen, variant of Skken (Himalayan Ibex).

Sakeleaae, -lea(s : see Sackless.

Saker 1 (s^'kdi). Forms: 5 sagre, 6 sagar,

5-9 aacre, 6- saker. [a. F. sacre, ad. Sp., Pg.

saero, It sagro
}
prob. a. Arab. JLa iaar'

In form the Sp., Pg. and It. word coincides with the adj.

repr. L. sacer Sacred; it has in consequence been sup-

posed to mean ' sacred falcon ' (cf. mod. scientific Latin

Falco sacer), and Diez ingeniously conjectured that the

designation was suggested by a confusion between Gr.

iipaf falcon and ltp6* sacred.]

A large lanner falcon (Falco sacer) used in

falconry, esp. the female, which is larger than the

male, the latter being distinguished as sakeret.

*A related falcon of western North America, Falco polya-

grus or F. mexicanus, is known as the American saker'

(Cent. Diet. 1891).

C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxv. 117 Laneres, sagres [(1839)

xxii. 338 reads SacresL sperhawkes. i486 Bk. Si. Albans
d iv, There is a Sacre and a Sacret. And theis be for a
knyghL c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 327
Some behelde the tournes and tournynges of the sakers and
gerfawcons. 1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong, Vh Sacret,

the tiercelet of a Saker. 1606 Breton Sidney's Ourania
H 1 b, The princely Sagar and the Sagaret. 1633 Middle-
ton & Rowlev Span. Gipsy 11. i. 102 Let these proud sakers
and gerfalcons fly. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 65 Falco
Sacer. .the Saker, or British Falcon. 1755 Smollett Quix.
(1803) IV. 87 As a saker or jerfaulcon darts down upon a
heron. 1873 Tristram Moab xii. 226 The Saker {Falco
sacer) is much prized here, and is well known as distinct
from the peregrine and the lanner. 1888 Daily News
25 Aug. 3/4 A fine Asiatic hawk (a Saker}.

Saker- (s/i'kai). Now Hist, or arch. Also

(6 sakir, St, saikyr), 6-7 sacre, (sakar, 7 sacar,

9 erron. sacker). [a. F. sacre (= It. sagro), a
transferred use of sacre Saker 1. (Cf. falconet

,

musket.)'] An old form of cannon smaller than
a demi-culverin, formerly much employed in sieges

and on ships.

1511 Ld. Dacres in Arck&ologiaXVH. 205 First of grete
peces, a Saker, Two Faucons, viij small Serpentyns. 1546
St. Papers He/:. VIII, XL 145 M'. Seymour,.. beyng
chased furst by that knave cowerd Burley, and put in gret
dawnger with the shot of a sacre. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41
Mak reddy ^our cannons,, .saikyrs, half saikyrs, and half
falcons. 1556 J. H evwood Spider$ F. Hi. 23 Potgoons, sakirs,

cannons, double and demie. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia v.

197 He found small hope to recouer anything, Saue a Cable
and an Anchor, and too good Sacars. x6$a-6a Heylin
Cosmogr. in, (1682) 226 Culverin, Sakar, Minion, and other
the like Ordnance of Brass. 17x3 Derham Phys. Theol. 1.

iv. 28 According to my own Observations made with one of
Her Majesties [Qu. Anne] Sakers,.. a Bullet, .flies [etc. J.

1881 Palgrave Visions 0/ Eng. 135 Shooting from musket
and saker a scornful death-tongue of flame. 1881 Greener
Gnu 21 Four sizes of cannon., called respectively, cannons,
culverins, sackers and falconets.

b. attrib. as saker shot, etc.

1547 Acts Privy Council (1890) II. 133 Sacre-wheles shod
and unshod, three payr. c 1556 Towrson in Hakluyfs
Voy. (1599) II. 11. 38 The 14 day we came within Saker-
shot of the castle, c 1595 Capt. Wyatt R . Dudley's Voy.
IV. Ind. (Hakl. Soc) 60 With a fayre saker shott they
strake the verie blade of his leadinge staff into manie peeces.
1666 in \otk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 8 Captain
John Bartlett. .returneing into his Majestie s store 40 saker
shott, being six poundes weight. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. v. xii. 65 A Saker-bore Piece of Iron, a 1690 Rushw.
Hist. ColJ. 111. II. 281 [1643] A Demi-Culverin, frour small
Drakes in one Carriage, a Sacre-Cut [see Cut sb.2 30 aj.

t Saker 3
. Obs. rare — *. [App. of Fr. origin :

cf. ' sacquerellet a dock for a horses tayle ' (Cotgr.)
;

also saquarelle 1553 in Godefr.] = Dock sb.% 2 a.

1607 Markham Caval. v. (1617) 31 This done you shall

buckle on his breast plate, and his crooper,. .then you shall

lace on his saker or docke.

Sakeret (s/i-karet). Obs. or arch. Forms : 5
eacrette, 5-7 sacret, 6 aagaret, 7 sakret, sa-

caret, sakaret, 8- sakeret. [a. F. sacret, dim.

of sacre Saker '.] The male of the * saker \
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xx"> 33& Faukons gentyls, Lan-

yeres, Sacres, Sacrettes. i486 Sacret, 1606 sagaret [see

Saker 1
]. 1610 W. Folkincham Art oj Survey iv. in. 83

Hawlkes : as the Falcon, .. Saker, Sakret, Marline. 1655
Walton Angler \. (1661) 13 Of the first kind [sc. long-winged
hawks], there be chiefly in use amongst us. .the Saker and
Sacaret. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 236/1 A Sacret or
Sakaret is the male of a Saker or Sacre. 1781 Bailey
Sakeret, the Male of a Saker Hawk. And in later Diets.

Sakeret, obs. var. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Sacre v.

Sakerfyse, obs. form of Sacrifice.

Sakering(e, -yng(e, obs. forms of Sacking.
Sakett, obs. form of Sacket.

t Sa'kful, a. Obs. [OE. sacfull, f. sacu Sake
+ full -ful.] a. Contentious, quarrelsome, b.

Guilty, criminal.
c 1000 i^LFRic De octo vitiis in Lamb. Horn. 301 Se seofo-

ba unbeaw is bset se cristena mann beo sacfull [c 1175 Ibid.

113 sacful]. a 1300 Cursor M. 26678 Bot bai na be samen
partenar Sekand til an sakful dede.

Saki (sa*ki). [a. F. saki (Buffon), app. incor-

rectly a. Tupi cahy : see Sal] A South Ameri-

can monkey of the family Cebidas, of either of the

two genera Pithecia or Brachyurus; also with

various defining names.
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 236 Of the sagoins

with feeble tails, there are six kinds. The first and the

largest, is the Saki. 1780 Smellie BujffotCs Nat. Hist.

(1791) VIII. 201 The saki, which is commonly called the

fox-tailed monkey,.. is the largest of the sagoins. 1896

H. O. Forbes Hand-bk. Primates I. 183 The hairy Saki.

Pithecia monachus. Ibid. 185 The white-headed saki
Pithecia pithecia. 1898 Daily News 22 Aug. s/i An in-

teresting South American Saki monkey known as Pithecia
chirofiotes.

Saki, variant of Sak£.

II Sakia (sa'kia). Forms : 7 saki, 8 sakiah, 9
sakie, sackiyeh, sageer, sakhyia, sak(i)yeh,

sakieh, sakia. [Arab. i*3Lw saqiyah
t
fem. pr. pple.

of saga to irrigate. In North Africa the q is pro-

nounced (g), whence the form sageer!\ A machine
for drawing water for irrigation, consisting of a

large vertical wheel to which a number of earthen

pots are attached, and to which motion is imparted

by a horizontal wheel turned by oxen or asses.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 139 Eight Sakis

turned all by Oxen, that discbarge Water into a great

Bason. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 603 (Stanf.) One of

the ways in which the water is generally raised is by the

Sakiah, or Persian wheel. 183a Veg. Subst. Food 21 The
Nubian cultivators.. employ sakies, or water-wheels, for the

purpose of irrigating the fields during the summer. 1836



SAKRE.

Lane Mod. Egypt. (1848) II. 163 Another machine, .almost

the only one used for the irrigation of gardens in Egypt, is

the ' sakiyeh '. 1844 Kirro Phys. Hist. Palestine vn. 295

The Sackiyek,.. which is usually in all places called 'the

Persian Wheel \ 1866 Baker Albert N'Vanza II. 37 Saat

. . works away with his spoon like a Sageer (water wheel), .

.

the soup disappearing like water in the desert. 1873 Le-

land Egypt Sketch-Bk. 50 A sakhyia or water-wheel,

turned by oxen or donkeys. 1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop

Receipts Ser. tv. 93/1 In Egypt, under the name of sakia,

this machine is in common use.

attrib. 1873 W. Cory Lett. % Jrnls. (1897) 324 The two

characteristic sounds are the sakyeh creak, and the chatter-

ing of villagers at sunset.

Sakin, variant of Skeen (Himalayan Ibex).

Sakir, obs. form of Sakeb 2 and Sacre z>.

Sakke, obs. form of Sack sb. 1 , sb.$

Sakket, Sakki, obs. ff. Sacket, Sake.
Saklace, -las, -lea, obs. ff. Sackless.

Sakor, variant of Sacre v.

t Sakre. Obs. rare. Also sacre, sakar. [Of
obscure origin.] Some kind of sea-going vessel.

1546 St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 255 He toke occation to

aske me . . whethur I wolde goo to Callayes or Boulloigne hy
land, orelles in the gallyes with hym, or in the sakre which
was taken by the gallyes, the which the King his masters

pleasour was should be delyveryd agayne. Ibid., [The
writer replied) neither seyeng that I wold receave the sai'ed

sacre, nor that I wold refuse her. 1390 Nash PasquiVs
Apol. B4, Penric.was built but for a Flie-boate, to take
and leaue, when the skyrmish is too hote for him to tarrie, he
may sette vp his sayles and runne away.. .Tantara, tantara,

is he fled mdeede ? let me sende a Sakar after him.

Sakred, obs. var. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Sacbe v.

Sakret, variant of Sakebet.
Sakring, -ryng, obs. forms of Sacking.

Sakyre, obs. variant of Sacbe v.

II Sal 1 (sael). Chem., Alch., and Pharm. [L.

(masc. and neut.) — salt.]

T 1. = Salt sb.1 (in various senses). Obs.

C1386 Chaucer Can. Yeont. Prol. $ T. 257 Sal tartre,

Alkaly, and sal preparat. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 12 Sal

comen preparate. a 1626 Meverell in Baconiana Physiol.

(1670) 117, 1 can truly and boldly affirm, that there are no
such principles as Sal, Sulphur, and Mercury, which can be
separated from any perfect Metals. 1674 Jeake Arith.

(1696) 662 All Sublunary Bodies consist of the three principal

Substances, Sal, Sulphm, and Mercury.

2. With qualifying word : f sal anatron — Ana-
tron ; sal attincar = Altincar ; f sal lambrot,
corrupt form of sal Alembboth

; f sal marine
[med.L. sal marinus], common salt (see Marine
a. 1 b) ; sal mirabile (-is) [mod.L., ( wonderful

salt', sonamed by Glauber], Glauber's salts, sulphate

of soda ; sal soda, f sode [med.L. sal sodse], cry-

stallized sodium carbonate ; fsal-tartre [med.L.
sal tartari] , salt of tartar. See also salAlembboth,
sal Alkali, sal Polychbest ; Sal-ammoniac, Sal
enlxum, Saleratus, Sal-gem, Sal-nitbe, Sal-

petbe, Sal-prunella, Sal volatile.

1775 Ash, *Salanatron, Anatron, a kind of native salt. 1471
Ripley Comp. Alch. Adm. v. in Ashm. (1652) 190 *Sal At-
tinckarr. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), *Sal Lambrot, or Sale-
brot. 1670 w. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 7 They.. become
determined into a saline Body; in one place into Allom, in

another in "Sal-marine. 1875 lire's Diet. Arts III. 739
Sal marine is common salt (chloride of sodium). 1719
Quincy Coinpl. Disp. 33 Glauber's *Sal Mirabilis, which is

made of common Salt and Vitriol. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X.
675 Glauber's Salt,, .formerly known as ' sal mirabile Glau-
ber! '. 1471 Ripley Camp. Alck. Adm. v. in Ashm. (1652)

190 Sal Peter, *sal Sode, of these beware. 1884 A. Watt
Soap-making 93 The dried sal-soda is produced by passing
currents of hot air through the crystals until they fall into

a powder. 1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. III. 129 Sal
soda gives detail and bromide gives contrast, c 1386 *Sal

tartre [see 1 above]. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alck. Adm. v, in

Ashm. (1652) 190 Sal Tarter, sal Comyn, sal Geme most
clere. 1610 B. Jonson Alck. 1. iii, I, I know, you'haue
arsnike, Vitriol, sal-tartre, argaile, alkaly, Cinoper. 1683
Pettus Fleta Min. n. 121 Sal Tartar,

f b. Short for Sal volatile. Obs.

1703 Rowe Ulyss. Epil., Your Sal, and Harts-horn Drops.

Sal 2 (sal). Also saul. [Hindi sal— Skr. sala.']

A valuable timber tree of India, Shorea robusta

yielding the resin dammar. Also attrib.

1789 Saunders in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 80 Saul timber,

bamboo, and plantains. 1800 Suppi. Ckron. in Asiat. Ann.
Reg. 131/2 The forest, thro' which we passed, consisted of
saul trees, setsaul, bamboos. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. V 1 1 1 . 435/2
Great sal forests exist along the southern base of the Hima-
laya Mountains. 1873 Miss R. H. Busk Sagas fr. Far
East 331 His death.. took place under a Shala-grove, or
grove of sal-trees. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. ix.

(ed. 2) 336 The Teak and Saul of India. 1901 Harper's
Mag. CII. 775/2 The gate was of solid sal-w.od.

Sal, obs. f. Sail ; obs. north, f. Shall, Soul.

Ii Sala 1 (sa'la). [It., Sp., Pg. sala : see Salle.]
A hall or large apartment ; spec, a dining-hall.
161 1 Coryat Crudities 205 Hee had entred with his whole

troupe of men into the Sala where the Duke sat. a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy (1670) 11. 54 Passing from hence through
the Sala again, I was led into the great room hard by. 1774
Wraxall Tour North. Europe iii. (1776) 26 The grand sala
or dining-room (of the palace of Rosenbourg). 1851 Mayne
Reid Scalp Hunt, vii, [In Mexico] The ball room was a
long oblong sala, with a ' banquette ' running all round it.

II Sala 2 (sa'la). [Hindi, Skr. said house.] An
Indian rest-house or inn.

1871 Alabaster Wheel 0/Lata 265 We find two Salas or

46

travellers' rest-houses. 1890 H. S. Hallett 1000 Miles 257
Passing through the village we put up at the sala or rest-

house, which is situated on the banks of the Meh Wung.

Salaam (sala'm), sb. Also 7 salame, sallam,
salema, salom, selame, 7-8 selam, 7-9 salam,

8 schalam, 8-9 salem. [Arab. ^^L* salam

(hence in Pers. and Urdu) = Heb. dVjic shdldm
peace.] The Oriental salutation (as)saldm (c-alai-

kum), Peace (be upon you). Hence applied to

a ceremonious obeisance with which this salutation

is accompanied, consisting (in India) of a low
bowing of the head and body with the palm of

the right hand placed on the forehead.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 546 He. .presenteth him-
selfe to the people to receive their Salames or good morrow.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 113 Some of the bridemaids
came out unto us, and after a Sallam or Congee began a
Morisko. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 152 When
they give one another the Selam, after the Prayer of Kousch-
louk. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 214 Tuan Hadjee
got up, and, without making the ordinary selam, went
abruptly out of the hall. 1800 Suppl.Chron. in Asiat. Ann.
Reg. 152/2 On being informed that I was a Brahman, he
made me some very respectful salems. 1835 Willis Pencil-

lings II. xlvii. 65 We were received with a profusion of
Salaams by the sultan's perfumer. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras
(1843) 114 Good morning, sar : great chief, salam! 1849
E. E. Napier Excurs. S. Africa I. 287 After a long_ chat,

I made my salaam, and went to inspect a most conspicuous
object on a neighbouring height. 1867 'Ouida ' Under
Two Flags II. viii. 213 The Moor rose instantly, with pro-

found salaams, before her. 1892 Kipling & Balestier
Naulahka 181 ' Salaam, Tarvin Sahib', he murmured.

b. trans/. Respectful compliments.
1786 Han. More Let. to Lady Middleton 14 June, Pray

present my proper salams (is that spelt right ?) to Mrs. Bou-
verie. 1899 Kipling Stalky 267 Rutton Singh sends his

best salaams.

c. attrib. and Comb., as salaam-like adj.

;

salaam convulsion, -spasm, a form of convul-

sion incident to children and characterized by
nodding of the head.
1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. xvii. II. 9 A

' salaam-like * movement of his trunk. 1850 Lancet I. 485
Eclampsia nutans of Mr. Newnham, or the ' salaam con-
vulsion' of Sir Charles Clarke. x886 Buck's Handbk. Med.
Sci. II. 287 Wry-neck, writer's cramp, spinal trepidation,

salaam spasm.

Salaam (sala'm), v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To make a salaam to; to salute with

a salaam ; to offer salutations to.

1693 T. Smith Obs. Constantinople in Coll. Cur. Trav.
II. 71 They, .take it ill to be salam'd or saluted by them.
1718 Ocklev Saracens II. 182 Obeidollah appearing, Mus-
lim did not Salam or salute him. 1837 Lett.fr. Madras
(1843) in Two rows of his own servants and ours, salaming
him at every step. 189a Kipling & Balestier Naulahka
199 He [$c. an ape] used to salaam me in the mornings like

Luchman Rao, the prime minister.

2. intr. To make a salaam or obeisance.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India § P. 18 It being their Custom
only to Salam, giving a bow with their Hands across their

Breasts. 1824 Edin. Rev. XLI. 41 They salaamed to me
with an air that said [etc.). 1827 D. Johnson Ind. Field
Sports 139 He fell on the ground salaming (the most sub-
missive obeisance). 185a Miss Yonge Cameos I. xxix. 249
Putting their hands to their brow, and salaaming down to

the ground. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Househ. Matiagem.
49 When he comes into the room he salaams profoundly.

Hence Salaa'ming vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1816 ' Quiz ' Grand Master n. 45 note, Salaming is the
mode of salutation in India. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind.
Househ. Managem. 43 Hordes of respectfully salaaming
natives from all parts of India.

Salacious (sal^'Jas), a. [f. L. saldci-j salax,

f. root of saltre to leap : see -ious.]

1. Lustful, lecherous ; sexually wanton.
1661 Feltham Lett, in Resolves, etc. x. 74 If you remember

how you have seen the salacious and devouring Sparrow beat
out the harmless Marten from his nest. 1675 Evelyn Terra
(1729) 25 Pigeons, Poultry and other Salacious Corn-fed
Birds, a 1704 T. Brown Satire agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I.

55 Let every man thouseest give new desires And not one
quench the rank salacious fires. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1862) I. v. 427 Animals of the hare kind, .are remarkably
salacious. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 484 A
disorder of the spinal marrow incident to persons of a sala-

cious disposition. 1865 Sat. Rev 28 Jan. 101 The perusal

of the amatory diaries and salacious confession of incipient

guilt. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 992 Its [i, e. arsenic's]

more immediate effect on the system is to make the people
lively, combative and salacious.

2. Tending to provoke lust. rare.
£-1645 Howell Lett. II. xxvii, Which makes fish more

salacious commonly than flesh. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
in. 199 Feed him with Herbs.. Of generous Warmth, and
of salacious kind. 1775 Sterne's Sent.Journ. IV. 219 {Con-

sequence) It is well known . . that turtle is very salacious food.

Hence Salaxiously adv., Salaciousness.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Salaciousness, Salacity, Lechery,

Lustfulness. 1755 Johnson, Salaciously, lecherously ; lust-

fully. 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXVIII. 509 His
frequent salaciousness is an aroma, disgusting to the pure
and corruptive of the temperate taste. 1835 H. C. Wood
Therap. (1879) 564 Small doses do cause evident salacious-

ness and irritation of the genital organs.

Salacity (salaesTti). [ad. L. salacUat-em, f.

salac-i salax (see Salacious). Cf. F. salacite.]

The quality or condition of being salacious ; lust-

fulness, lecherousness, sexual wantonness.
1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 333 The salacitie and wanton*

SALAD.

nes of their nation. i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. 1. ii. 317
Sparrows, which are.. short liued because of their salacity.

1675 Evelyn 7Vrra(i729)6Some Earths appear to be totally

barren, and some though not altogether so unfruitful, yet
wanting Salacity to conceive. 1*769 E. Bancroft Guiana
385 Lepers are notorious for their salacity and longevity.
182,2-34 Goods Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 485 Morbid salacity
is no uncommon cause of madness. 1884 World-zo Aug. 9/2
The Oxford fellow whose conversation . . was traversed by a
vein of salacity. 1903 Sat. Rev. 4 Apr. 428/1 A reading
of this book inspires us with a fear lest French salacity is

to be paraded in the English tongue.

Salad (sse'lad). Forms : a. 5 selad,5-7 salade,
6-7 sallade, 7-9 sallad, 7- salad ; &. 6 sal-

(l)ett(e, -otte, -ite, 6-7 salat, 6-9 (now dial, or

arch.) sallet, 7 sallat(e. [a. OF. salade (14th c.)
t

a. Pr. salada — Olt. salata, Pg. salada (cf. It. in-
salata, Sp. ensalada) :—popular h.*saldla, f. *saldre

(It, med.L. salare
t

Pr., Sp., Pg. salar, F. saler)

to salt, f. L. sal salt.

The Romanic word has been generally taken into the
Germanic langs. : Du. salade (salaet in Kilian, also sla

from *slade), late MHG. salat (G. sola!), Sw., Da. salat
;

also Russ. cajian*.]

1. A cold dish of herbs or vegetables (e. g. lettuce,

endive), usually uncooked and chopped up or

sliced, to which is often added sliced hard-boiled

egg, cold meat, fish, etc., the whole being seasoned

with salt, pepper, oil, and vinegar.

For an earlier wider use see quot. 1688 in p. and cf. quot.

1687 s. v. Salading.
a. 1481-90 Harvard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 398 Item, for

erbes for a selad j. d. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe {1539) 4 s

Yonge men., shell eate . . salades of cold herbes. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 125 This herbe.-is much vsed in meates and
Salades with egges. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 37 If you
would make a delicate sallad of Cucumbers, boile them first,

then pill from them their rind, serue them vp with oile,

vinegre, and honey. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 1. 72 Purslain
. . tis very sweet, and makes a good Salad for a hot Country.
171a Arbuthnot yohn Bull 1. xvi, She turned away one
servant for putting too much oil in her sallad.

_ 17*6 Swift
Gulliver iv. ii, Wholesome herbs, which I boiled, and eat

as sallads with my bread. 1846 Ford Gatherings from
Spain (1906) 147 The salad is the glory of every French
dinner and the disgrace of most in England. 1855 Delamer
Kitch. Gard. (1861) 107 The most approved autumnal salads

are those mainly composed of endive.

& c 1390 Forme of Cury (1780) 41 Salat. Take persel,

sawge,garlec [etc]..waische hem clene. .and myng hem wel
with rawe oile, lay on vyneger and salt, and serue it forth.

1550 J. Coke Eng. 4- Fr. Heralds § 30 (1877) 64 Oyle olyve
whiche was brought out of Espayne, very good for salettes.

1597 Hooker Eccl. ZW.v.lxxvL§8 A Sallet of gieene herbes.

1629 Parkinson Paradis. 468 Asparagus . . whose young
shootes.. being boyled, are eaten with a little vinegar and
butter, as a Sallet of great delight. 1660 Pepys Diary
14 May, A sallet and two or three bones of mutton were
provided for a matter of ten of us. 1688 R. Holme A rtuoury
in. 84/2 Sallet, is either Sweet Herbs, or Pickled Fruits, or

Cucumbers, Samphire, Elder-Buds, Broom-Buds, &c. eaten
with Roasted Meats. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <V Gard. 173
Samphire.. is very good in Sallets. 1716 Addison Free-

j
holder No. 30 T 5 Pudding, which, it must be confess'd, is

not so elegant a Dish as Frog and Sallet. 1908 A. Noyes
Drake vi, Sallets mixed with sugar and cinnamon.

b. fig. and allusively, as a type of something
mixed (+or savoury).
1601 Shaks. AlPs Well iv. v. 18 She was the sweete

Margerom of the sallet, or rather the hearbe of grace. 1602
— Ham. 11. ii. 462, I remember one said, there was no
Sallets in the lines, to make the matter sauoury. a 1635
Corbet Iter Bor. (1647) 487 The Puritan, the Anabaptist,
Brownist, Like a grand sallet. 1774 Goldsm. Retal. 11 Our
Garrick's a salad, for in him we see Oil, vinegar, sugar, and
saltness agree. 1831 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I.

373 How the united robbers, after a sallad of murder and
Te Deums, of conflagrations and general fasts, succeeded in

dividing Poland. 1856 F. Saunders (title) Salad for the

Social. 1893 Nation (N.Y.) LVII. 133/1 Close at hand the
building is an entertaining salad of styles.

2. Any vegetable or herb used in a raw state as

an article of food, esp. in the kind of dish described

in 1 ; = salad-kerb. See also Corn-salad.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 97 Beware of saladis, grene

metis, and of frutes rawe. a 1500 Flower $ Leaflix t They
yede about gadring Plesaunt salades, which they made hem
ete. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. n. (1586) 52 h, And
your Potte hearbes and Sallets in another place. i6ax

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. L 91 That all rawe hearbs and
sallets breed Melancholy blood, except Buglosse and Lettice.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. n. § 1, I could digest a
Saliad gathered in a Church-yard, as well as in a Garden.

1673 Ray Journ. Low C. 395 They are very temperate in

their diet, eating a great deal of sallet and but little flesh.

1784 Cowper Task vi. 304 To pick A cheap but wholesome
sallad from the brook. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iii, The
Cloisterham children grow small salad in the dust of abbots
and abbesses, and make dirt-pies of nuns and friars. 1887
Moloney Forestry W. Afr. 273 Watercress {Nasturtium
officinale. .). The well-known salad.

b. spec. {dial, and U. S.) Lettuce.
1838 Philadelphia Ledger July (Bartlett), Salad goes to

head by the middle of May, on Vancouver's Island. 1860

Darlington's Amer. Weeds, etc. 205 Those forms known as

Curled and Head Salad. 1877 Holderness Gtoss.y Saltit. .

the lettuce plant before preparation for the table.

f C. in proverbial or allusive use, esp. in to pick

a salad, (a) to be engaged in some trivial occupa-

tion, (b) to make a selection (out of). Obs.

1520 Whitinton Vnlg. 2 He that laboreth nothyng holy,

but catcheth a patche of euery thyng, is mete to pycke a
salet. tss/o Bale Eng. Votaries it. 5 b, Angisus. .byshopp
of Metis, vsurpynge the hygh stewardshypp of Fraunce, at
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layser made the kynge to go pyke a salett. 1568 in Strype
Ann. Ref. (1709) I. fii. 525 As for your new Doctors, it is

good to pick a Sallet out of them, now and then. 1590
Greene Never too late Wks. (Grosait) VIII. 102 If not, like

an vnthankefull Hackney-man she* meant to tourne him
into the bare leas, and set him as a tyrde iade to picke a
sallet. 1601 Shaks. All's lVeltiv.v. 15 Twas a good Lady.
Wee may picke a thousand sallets ere wee light on such
another hearbe. 1603 Dekker Batchelors Banquet Wks.
(Grosart) I. 176, I would haue turnd the queaneout of doors
to picke a Sallet.

3. attrib., as salad bowl, -cream, -dish, -dressing,

•plate, -root, -spoon ; salad burnet, the common
burnet, Poterium Sanguisorba

; f salad clover,
Melilolus csrulea; salad days, days of youthful
inexperience; salad furniture (see Fcbnitube
6 b) ; salad-herb lObs. , = sense 2 ; salad rocket,
Eruca saliva (Miller Plant-n. 1884); f salad sor-
rel, ? Oxalis Acetosella.

. Also Salad-oil.
1837 Barkam Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre of Tappington,

Curled like a head of celery in a "salad-bowl. 1854 S.
Thomson WiUFL in. ii86i) 236 The Pottrium sanguisorba,
. .derives its English name of •salad-bumet from its being
used as a salad. 150a Turner Herbal 11. 42, I know no
Englishe name for it [sc Lotus urbana\ : howbeit, it may be
named . . gardin clauer or four clauer, or "sallat clauer. 1858
Sihmonds Diet. Trade, *Salad-cream, a prepared dressing
for salads. 1606 Shaks. Ant. *, Cl.i. v. 73 My "Sallad dayes.
When I was greene in judgement, cold in blood. 186$ Cornh.
Mag. .\Iuy554 Being in want of a horse at the time— it was in
piy salad days, reader— I looked through the advertisements
in The Times, and noticed one which at any rate promised
well. 1882 Pebodv Eng. Journalism xii. 83 All tie news-
papers that flourished in the green and sallet days of the
Press have been replaced by more adventurous rivals 1688
R. Holme Armoury (RoxB. Club) II. 4/1 A "sallett dish.
1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 26 Oct., And so you only want
some salad-dishes, and plates. 1836-9 I)icKz.ssSt.Boz,Sccnes
xviii, An unrivalled compounder of 'salad-dressing. 1538-48
Elyot Diet., Acetarium,. .a gardeine, where "salet herbes
do growe. 1588 Kyd Housels. Phil. Wks. (1901) 243 An other
garden full of all sorts of sallet bearbes. 1619 Parkinson
Farad. 468 Asparagus is a principall and delectable Sallet
herbe. .boyled. 1767 Abercrombie Ev. Man hismm Card.
(1803)665/2 Sallad Herbs:., the principal, .are lettuce, en-
dive, cellery, and small herbs, such as cresses, mustard,
radish, &c 1796 [see Burnet so.' 1). 1573 in Nichols
Progr. Q. Eltz. (1823) I. 370 Item, for "Juiet roots o 2.

1611 Coigr. s.v. Salette, Petite salette, Peltie Sorrell, 'sallet
SocrelL 1858 Simmonds Diet Trade, 'Salad-spoon, a
wooden, ivory, or other spoon, for mixing and serving salad.

Salade, var. form of Sallet, helmet.

Saladine (sse'ladin), si. 1 Also 5 salendyne,
5-6 -andyne, 6 saledyne, -endinne, 9 salladin.
Obs. and dial. Variant of Celandine.
e «4J»i «48* l«e Celandine i a). 1530 Palscr. 265/1

Salandyne . . cetidoyne. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health H6
Let the rote of Saledyne stampte sethe in wyne. 1573 Art
ofLimning 2 The yellow milke of green salendine. i6a6
Bacon Sytva | 639 Saladine bath a yellow Milk, which hath
..much Acrimony. 1878 Cumbld. Gloss., Salladin, the
plant celandine, Ckelidoniuiu majus. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.,
Saladine.

t Saladine, sb.- Obs. ? = Ceudont *.

e 1430 Lydo. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc) 223 Wythe dy»-
mandes fulle derely dyghte, Ryche saladynez seue on every
syde.

Saladine, a. (ji.3). Hist. [ad. med.L. sola-

dinus (in decimm saladime), t Saladin, the name
of the Sultan of Egypt and Syria (1137-93).]
Saladine tax (also absol.); a tax, consisting of
the tenth of a man's income, first imposed in 1188
on England and France for the support of the
crusade against Saladin (see above).
Modern writers substitute the proper name used attrib. or

possessively.

17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Saladine-Tax was thus laid

;

That every Person who did not enter himself a Crotse, was
obliged to pay a Tenth of his yearly Revenue. 175a Ibid.,
The Carthusians, Bernardines, and some other religious,were
exempted from the Saladine.
(183a Encycl. Amer. XI. 172/2 The Saladin Tenth. 1837

Penny Cycl. VIII. 185/2 Saladin's lithe. 1874 Stvbbs
Const. Hist. I. xiii. (1897) 597 The Saladin tithe.)

Salading (jce-ladirj). Forms: see Salad; also

7 salletine, 8 salatine. [f. Salad + -ing 1.]

Herbs and vegetables used for salad.
1664 Evelyn A'al Hort. (1729) 190 Sow Chervil, Lettuce,

Radish, and other.. Salletings. Ibid. 216 Kill your vacant
Beds with Sallading. 1670 Narborouch in Ace. Sev. Late
Voy. 1. ( 1604) 69 Some Herbs. . we boiled for Salleting. 1687
in Wood Li/e (O.H.S.) III. 236, 36 plates of sallatinjr, piled
high and copped, viz., oranges,lemmons, olives, samphire,&c
1709 E. Ward tr. Cervantes p. v, Several Cart Loads of
Endive, Celery, Celician, Lettice, and Tarragon, were sent
into the Kitchen to accommodate the Table with raw
Salatine. 1771 Sir J. Banks Jrnl, (1896) 442 Garden stuff
and salletting. 1851 tTham 4 Midi. Gardeners' Mag. May
69 Continue to make sowings.. of Peas, Beans, Turnips,.,
every fortnight, with small salading every week. 1884
Public Opinion 5 Sept 301/1 The small saladings which
make an intermittent appearance at the table.

b. attrib. : t salading-burnet, - saktd-burnet.
1766 Museum Rust. VI. 27, I spoke of it as the garden

pot-herb, and sallading burnet.

Salad-oil. Olive oil of superior quality, such
as is used in dressing salads.

'558-9 Will of T. Hynde (Somerset Ho.), Layde out., for
sallett oyle. 158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. in. xvii. 31 Take
sweete Sallette Oile twentie pounde. i6ao Venner Via
Recta vi. 99 Oyle Oliue, which we commonly call Sallet
Oyle. 1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing II. 74 Paste,
Sallad-Oyl, and such accidental Requisites as the Press-man

47

In his work may want. 1867 Bloxam Ckem. 580 Salad oil,

or sweet oil (olive oil), is obtained by crushing olives. 1874
Gakrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 303 The oil, Oleum Oliva>,
called also Salad oil, is of a pale straw colour.

Salal (sae-lal). Also sallal. [Chinook Jargon
sallal (— Chinook kl-kvm-skd-la)7\ An evergreen
shrub {Gaultheria Shallon) of California and
Oregon, bearing sweet edible berries.

1838 Parker Expl. Tour (1846) 221 The salalberry is a
sweet and pleasant fruit of a dark purple color, oblong, and
about the size of a grape. 1866 Treas. Bot I. 522^ The
Shallon or Salal of the north-west coast of America. 1886
Good Words 73 Great woods of Douglas fir cover the whole
region [of Vancouver Island], with a lovely undergrowth of
arbutus, sallal, an evergreen shrub, and small maples.

Salamander (sselamae-ndsj), sb. Also 4-5
salamandre ; 5-7 in L. form. [a. F. salamandre
(12th c.), ad. L. salamandra, a. Gr. ffaXafwvdpa.
Cf. MHG., mod.G. salamander.]
1. a. A lizard-like animal supposed to live in, or
to be able to endure, fire. Now only allusive.
1340 Ayenb. 167 J>e salamandre bet leueb ine be uere. c 1430

Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 170 And salamandra most
felly dotbe manace. 1481 Caxton Myrr. 11. vl 74 This
Salemandre berith wulle, of whiche is made cloth and
gyrdles that may not brenne in the fyre. (Cf. salamander's
ivool in 6.] 1590 Greeks Roy. Exck. Wks. (Grosart) VII.
230The Poets, .seeing Louers scorched with affection, liken-
eth them to Salamanders, a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1637)
g Like the Salamander, that is ever in the fire and never
consumed. 1616 R. C Cert. Poems in Times' Whistle, etc.

(1871) 119 Yet he can live noe more without desire, Then can
the salamandra without fire. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
20 The Aery Camelion and fiery Salamander are frequent
there [*r. in Madagascar], 1681 Flavel Meth. Grace xxvii.

464 Sin like a Salamander can live to eternity in the fire of
God's wrath. 1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 205/1, I have
some of the hair, or down of the Salamander, which I have
several times put in the Fire, and made it red hot, and after
taken it out, which being cold, yet remained perfect wool
[Cf. 1481 above! 1711 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 129
He had 2 Salamanders, which lived 2 hours in a great Fire.
1864 Kingsley Rom. <y Teut. iv. 131 That he will henceforth
[in the island of Volcano] follow the example of a sala-
mander, which always lives in fire.

b. Any tailed amphibian of the urodelous family
Salamandridm, or some closely allied family.
The land salamanders form the typical genus Salomon*

dra ; the water salamanders are the newts or tritons.

1611 Cotcr., Salmandre iCeau, the water Salamander;
black-backed, red-bellied, and full of yellow spots. 1668
Charleton Onomast 26 Lacerta Salamandra aquatica,
the water Salamander. C1711 Peti\ er Gazophyt vi. Iviii,

Small Cape Salamander... It squeaks like a Rat. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp., The salamandra aquatica, or water
salamander. . .The salamandra terrestris, or land salaman-
der. 1834 McMurtrie Cuyier's Anim. Kingd. 187 Aquatic
Salamanders always retain the vertically compressed tail.

1835 Kirby Hob. 4- Inst, Anim. II. xxii 431 The other
[sc. Menopoma\..\\3A been called by American writers the
giant salamander. 1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier*s Reptiles <y

Birds 30 The Black Salamander (Triton alpestris) has no
spots. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 405 The Japanese Giant
Salamander (CryptobrancAusjaponicus).

0. A figure of the mythical salamander used as

an emblem.
1688 R. Holme Armoury 11. 205/1 He beareth Argent,

a Salamander in flames. 1780Edmondson Heraldry 1 1. Gloss.
18*3 Crabb TecknoL Dict.

y Salamander (Her.), an emblem
of constancy, is represented in flames. 1834 L. Ritchie
Wand, by Seine 138 The last cavalier, .belongs to the suite
of the King of France, which is seen by the royal sala-
mander on his back. 1841 G. A. Poole Struct $ Decor.
Churches 9/2 A salamander also appears on this font [in

Winchester Cathedral],.. in allusion to the words which
St. John spake of our blessed Lord [Matt, iii. 11].

2. trans/, and fig. applied to persons, etc. with
reference to sense 1 a. a. gen.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. II', 111. iii. 53, I haue malntain'd that

Salamander [ — fiery-red face] of yours with fire, any time this

two and thiitie yeeres. 1600 S. Nicholson Acotastus (1876)

45, 1 sate too hot, yet still I did desire, To Hue a Salamander
in the fire. 1666 Spurstowe Spir. Chynt. 103 At a far

cheaper rate they might have been Saints in Heaven than
Salamanders in Hell. 1670 Brooks Wks. (1867) VI. 441
God's* people are true salamanders, that live best in the
furnace ol afflictions. 1854 Househ. Words VIII. 159/1
She is a salamander in temper.. for all her innocent name.
1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. iv, Madame Midas was a
perfect salamander for heat.

b. A spirit supposed to live in fire.

See Paracelsus De Nymphis, Sylphis, Pygmmts, et Sola-
mandris, etc, Wks. 1658 ll. 388 seqq.

1657 Pinnell Philos. Re/. 27 To the Fire or the Firma-
ment doe belong the Vulcanals, Pennats, Salamanders. 171a
Pope Rape Loch, To Mrs, Arabella Fermor, According
to these Gentlemen [sc. the Rosicrucians), the four Ele-

ments are inhabited by Spirits, which they call Sylphs,
Gnomes, Nymphs, and Salamanders. 1712-14 Ibid, 1. 60
The Sprites of fiery TermaganLs in Flame Mount up, and
take a Salamander's name. i8ax Scott Kenilw. xxxtii.

Like salamanders executing a frolic dance in the region of

the Sylphs. 1871 R Taylor Faust (1875) II. 1. iv. 55 A
prince 1 seemed o'er many a salamander.

f C. A woman who (ostensibly) lives chastely in

the midst of temptations. Obs.

1711 Addison Spect No. 198 T 1 There is a Species of
Women, whom I shall distinguish by the Name of Salaman-
ders. Now a Salamander is a kind of Heroine in Chastity,

that treads upon Fire [etc]. 1771 Generous Husb. or Hist
Lord Lelius 37 The real beauty and avowed virtue of those

lovely salamanders.

d. A soldier who exposes himself to fire in battle.

1705 Swift Descr. 0/ Salamander 22 Wks. 1751 VII. 79
Call my Lord Qutts) a Salamander. [1807 Sir R. Wilson

salamander.
7ml. is May in Life (1862) II. vii. 217 As I know that
Buonaparte exposes himself as little as possible ; not amongst
his other vanities believing that he is a salamander, c 1849 in
Spectators May (1904) 810/2 Paddy Gough's a cross betwixt
A bulldog and a salamander.] 1897 DailyNews 20 Apr. 8/4
In battles a man who feared fire was of no use, and Mr. Gee
was the soundest Salamander he had ever known.

e. slang. A fire-eating juggler.
(Cf. quot. s.v. Salamandership.)
1859 Hotten Slang Diet., Salamanders, street acrobats

and jugglers who eat fire. 1886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 1. vi,
We ain't a show. Lotty ain't a clown ; I ain't a jumping-
horse ; Iiz ain't a salamander.

3. Applied to various articles used in fire or cap-
able of withstanding great heat, fa. Asbestos. (Cf.
salamander-stone; also F. salamandre pierreuse.)
1668 Charleton Onomast. 254 Amianthus . .alias Asbesti-

nus Lapis. .Salamandra. .the Salamandre, or incombus.
tible stone, and Salamanders wool, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Salamander, a Stone (lately) found in Pensylvania
full of Cotton, which will not consume in the Fire.

b. An iron or poker used red-hot for lighting
a pipe, igniting gunpowder, etc. : see quots.
1698 W. King tr. Sorbiire's Journ. Lond. 27 Multitudes

had little Tin Kettles in their Houses, with Small-coal
kindled, to light their Pipes withal ; though in some places
they use Candles, in others Salamanders, a 1700 B. E.
Did. Cant. Crew, Salamander,

.

. a red-hot Iron to light
Tobacco with. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet., Salamander,
a piece of metal with a handle attached, which is heated for
the purpose of firing guns. 1847 Halliwei-L, Salamander,
a large poker. 1868 G. Macdonald R. Falconer I. xv. 196
Peggy appeared with a salamander—that is a huge poker,
ending not in a point, but a red-hot ace of spades. 1898
United Service Mag. Mar. 621 The salamander—an iron
kept red hot in the galley for firing the salutes.

c. Metallurgy. • A mass of solidified material
in a furnace hearth ' (Raymond) ; called also bear,
horse, and sow.
[1866 Jrnl. Franklin Inst. 3rd Ser. LII. 128 The matte

melting (rohschmelzen)ofthe Stefanshuttedoes . . not produce
any secretions of metallic iron, (eisensauen, salamander).]
1871 [see Horse sb. 12]. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines ft

Mining 335 To throw away in mattes, slags, and salaman-
ders the iron it [sc. hematite] contains.

d. Cookery. A circular iron plate which is heated
and placed over a pudding or other dish to brown it.

1769 Mrs.Rapfai.d Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 253 Hold a hot
salamander over it till it is very brown. 1804 Farley Lond.
Art Cookery 192 Lay in the fritters, strew a little sugar
over them, ana glaze them over with a red-hot salamander.
1818 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris viii. 84 Their chrono-
meter spits—their intense Salamanders—their ovens—their
pots, that can soften old ganders.^ 1845 Eliza Acton Mod.
Cookery vii._ 169 This is done with a salamander, as it is

called. ..A kitchen shovel is sometimes substituted for it.

e. (See quots.)

187s Ure's Diet. Arts III. 1059 The milk of wax, thus
prepared, maybe spread with a smooth brush upon the sur-
face of a painting, allowed to dry, and then fused by passing
a hot iron (salamander) over its surface. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Salamander, a term sometimes applied to a
fire-proof safe. 1895 Funk's Standard Did., Salamander,
. .a metal drum or box for containing hot coals, etc., used
in drying plaster.

4. local U. S. A pouched rat or gopher, esp.

Ceomys pinelis.

1859 S. V. Baird Mammals N. Amer. 371 The species [of

Geomys) are termed ' gophers ' in the west, but in Georgia
and Florida they are almost universally called ' salaman-
ders '. Ibid. ^baGeomysfinetis,.. Salamander.
6. A form of drinking a toast common among
German students.
The full expression is einem einen salamander reiben

(cf. first quot. below).
1868 Daily News 12 Aug., [One of the ceremonies] is

called ' rubbing a salamander . Every student fills his glass
..to the brim, and at the command of the toastmaster rubs
it on the table, while the latter counts three. 1891 Times
la May 9/3 The German emperor when he responded to the
1 thundering salamander ' in which the Bonn students drank
his health.

6. attrib. and Comb., as salamander-gathering,

-like adj. and adv. ; f salamander('s) blood (see

quots.) ; salamander-cloth, an incombustible

cloth made from asbestos; t salamander-fly, a
kind of fire-fly ; salamander's hair [cf. G. sala-

manderhaar], a kind of asbestos (see quot.) ; sala-

mander safe U.S., a fire-proof safe; fsalamander
stone = Amianthcs i ; salamander-stove U. S.,

a small portable stove for heating rooms ; t sala-

mander's) wool, asbestos (cf. quots. 1481 and
1688 in 1).

1604 Salmon Bale's Dispens. 57/2 This Spirit, from its

coming forth in red Vapours, is by some Authors called,

The "Salamanders Blood. 170a J. Harris Lex. Techn. I,

Salamanders Blood, is a foolish Term that the Chymists
give to the red Vapours, which in Distillation of Spirit of
Nitre, towards the latter end, do fill the Receiver with red
Clouds. 1841 Penny Cycl, XX. 337/1 The 'salamander-cloth
sent by the Tartar king to the Roman pontiff. 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 46 Pyrogonus.. the Fire-fly, or "Salamandre Fly.
i8ai Lamb Elite Ser. 1. Allfools' Day, Good master Empe-
docles, you are welcome. It is long since you went a "Sala-
mander-gathering down /Etna. 1728 Woodward Fossils 14
English Talc, of which the coarser Sort iscall'd Plaister, or
Parget, the finer, Spaad, Earth- Flax, or "Salamander's Hair.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 68 On the
"Salamander-like Ierusalem, haue I cast the coole water of
myTeares. 17x8 Entertainer No. 32. 219 A Person.. that

Salamander like feeds in the Fire of Contention. 1798 C
Diiidin Song, 'The Anchorsmiths', While, Salamander-
like, the pond'rous anchor lies. 1885 Stand. Nat. Hist.



SALAMANDER.
(1888) III. 308 Salamander-like animals with four well-de-

veloped but short limbs. 1858 Simmonds £>/<:/. Trader Sala-

mander-safes, an American name for patent fire-proof iron

safes. 1859 Bartlett Did. Amer. s. v. Safe They are now

generally made fireproof; and some of these are called

^salamander safes \ 1583 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart)

II. 61 The 'Salamander stone, once set on nre,can neuer be

quenched. 1590 - A'w *<"> la\ Ib'd
'
V
}
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eyes are like Salamander stones, that fier at the sight of

euery flame. 185a Hawthorne Bhthedale Rom. v. (1885)

42 She has been stifled with the heat of a 'salamander-

stove 189a Daily News 9 Aug. 5/4 Artificial heat was

furnished by one hundred small salamander stoves. x6a6

Bacon Sylva § 774 'Salamanders W00U ; Being a Kinde

of Minerall, which whiteneth also in the Burning, and con-

sumeth not. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 152 A Garment

of Salamander-wooll. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in.

xiv. 139 Incombustible napkins and textures which endure

the fire, whose materialls are call'd by the name of Sala-

manders wooll. 1668 [see 3 a].

b. passing into adj. m Salamandrine a. 1.

171X Addison Sped. No. 198 r 3 As for this part of the

fair sex who are not of the salamander kind, I would.,

advise them. .to avoid, .what religion calls Temptations.

1741 Young Nt. Th. IX. 1356 And is Lorenzo's salamander-

heart Cold and untouch'd, amid these sacred fires ? 1814

Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary II. 302, I would rather. .have

gone through the same proportion of fire, as I have more
salamander than dolphin properties.

Hence Salamandership (cf. Salamander sb.

2 e).

1787 Microcosm No. 21 P n This illustrious Phenomenon
of Salamandership and Virtue {sc. Mr. Powel, the Fire-

eater].

Salamander, v. rare. [f. prec. sb.] a. intr.

To live amidst fire, like the salamander, b. trans.

To submit to great heat.

1857 Chamb. Jrnl. VII. 25 In one apartment.. dwells a
maker of lucifer-matches, salamandering in fire and brim-

stone. 1904 Blacktv. Mag. Dec. 782/1 His [sc. the Arab
peasant's] garments must be salaraandered and his carcass

must be baked.

Salamandrian (saelamae*ndrian), a. and sb.

[f. L. salamandra Salamander + -ian.] A. adj.

1. Resembling (that of) a salamander.
1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 2 The Iesuits were

the first beginners thereof [of scandal], and haue continued
on this Salamandrian smoake of vaporous heats. 1647

Owen Death of Death Wks. 1852 X. 155 It is not.. any
Salamandrian Complexion that was the motive to this un-

dertaking.

2. Belonging to the genus Salamandra.
1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 656 A salamandrian larva.

1888 G. Allen in Good Words 232 A few other salaman-
drian creatures.

B. sb. A salamandrian batrachian.

1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI. 656 A great fossil salamandrian.

Salamandrid (saelamse'ndrid). [ad. mod.L.
Salamandridm, f. salamandra Salamander : see

-ID.] A salamander of the family Salamandridm.
1863 Dana Man. Geol. 345 Salamandrids.—Species with-

out gills or gill-openings in the adult state.

Salamandriform (sselamse'ndrif/im), a. [f.

L. salamandra Salamander : see -form.] Re-
sembling or having the form of a salamander.
1869 Huxley Introd.Classif. Anim.v. 112 The Labyrinth-

odonta.—The body is salamandriform, with relatively weak
limbs, and a long tail. 1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. m.
(1879) 390.

Salamandrine (sselamaemdrin), a. and sb.

[f. L. salamandra Salamander + -ine *.] A. adj.

1. Resembling or characteristic of the salamander

in being able to resist fire, or live in it.

171a Addison Sped. No. 281 P 13 A certain Salamandrine
Quality, that made it capable of living in the midst of Fire

and Flame. 4x1849 P°E Hawthorne Wks. 1865 III. 190
* It becometh not a divine ', saith Lord Coke, ' to be of a
fiery and salamandrine spirit

1
. 1870 Illustr. Lond. News

29 Oct. 446 They led their salamandrine dance over the

glazed delft plaques vis-a-vis to the leaping flames. 1886

A. Simson Trav. in Ecuador xiv. 184 There was a hot fire and
the necessity of carrying on culinary operations in its imme-
diate vicinity, which tended to call our salamandrine quali-

ties into requisition.

• 2. Zool. Of or pertaining to the Salamandrinm.
1865 Cope in Nat. Hist. Rev. Jan. 104 The representatives

of these [types] in the Palffiotropical region do not exhibit

such decided salamandrine tendencies. 1870 Huxley Lay
Serm. xii. 287 Fashioning flank and limb into due sala-

mandrine proportions. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim.
Life 408 The Salamandrine Amblystoma mexicanum.
B. sb. 1. = Salamander 2 b.

1797 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XXII. 507 The charms
of Amenoe, a salamandrine. 1846 Blackw. Mag. LX. 226
Every horrible legend of demon, ghost, goule, gnome, sala-

mandrine, and fireking. 1885 Battersby Elf Islands i$

Then perhaps the elves, and the fairies an^ the beautifu 1

salamandrines will come back to us.

2. = Salamander i b.

1891 in Century Did.

Salamandroid (sselamse'ndroid), a. and sb.

[ad. mod.L. salamandroldes, -otdeus, f. salamandra
Salamander : see -old.] A. adj. Resembling a

salamander, salamandriform.
1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 104 Sala-

mandroid fishes. 1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. (1879) 493
A Salamandroid Amphibian.. four feet long.

B. sb. A urodele of the genus Salamandra or

allied genera.
186* Dana Man. Geol. 344 Salamandroids, or Batrachia

Uroaela. 187a Nicholson Palseont. 349 The skeleton of a
Salamandroid of large size.

48

Salama'ndrO'llS,'*. rare-1
. [f.L.salamandra

Salamander + -ous.] Living as it were in fire

;

fiery, hot, passionate.

171 1 G. Cary Phys. Pkyl. 29 My Salamandrous Spirit.,

my /Etnous burning Humours.
So Salania-ndry a.

1610 Boys Expos. Dotn. Epist. $ Gosp. Wks. (1629) 76 If a
Salamandry spirit should traduce that godly labour, as the

silenced Ministers haue wronged our Communion Booke.

|| Salame (sala'me). PI. salami. [It.,repr. pop.

L. *satamen, i. salare to salt.] A kind of sausage.

185a Pfeiffer Journ. Iceland 19 White bread and sa-

lami ! 1858 Mayne Expos, Lex., Salami. 1907 IVestm.

Gaz. 19 Oct 6/2 We must lunch on bread, cheese, and
salame.

Sal-ammoniac (saslanwn-nisek). Forms : see

Ammoniac ; also 5, 7 sal almoniack, 6 Sc. sal

aramoniakle, salmoniakill, 7 Sal Armeniac,
salhormoniaoke. See also Salmiac. [See Am-
moniac A. 1.] Ammonium chloride.

c 1325 Chron. Eng. 184 Salgemme and salpetre, Salarmo-
niac ther ys eke. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 84 And the spirit

which is secounde In Sal Armoniak is found. 1477 Norton
Ord. Alch. Hi. in Ashm. (1652) 41 Or whether I shall sal

Almoniack take? 1507-8 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV.

104, ij pundsal aramomakle [sic; read aramoniakle], 1540
Ibid. VII. 357 Quik silver, aqua vite, salmoniakill. 1601

Holland Pliny II. 351 The white of an egg incorporat

with salhormoniacke finely puluerized. 1670 Eachard Cont.

Clergy 55 To which Aqua-fortis if you put a fifth part of

Sal-Almoniack, and set them in a gentle heat, it makes
Aqua-Regia. 1686 Plot Stajjfordsh. iv. 150 Equal quanti-

ties of spirit of Sal Armeniac and spirit of Wine mixt. 1718

Quincy Compl. Disp. 33 Sal Armoniac very elegantly

imitates the Branches of a Tree. 1786 tr. Beek/orcCs Vatkek
87 The camels, which had been left unmolested to make sal

ammoniac. 1863 Fcnvnes' Chem. (ed. 9) 294 Sal-ammoniac

. .is now largely manufactured from the ammoniacal liquid

of the gas-works.

Hence t Sal-ammoniacal a., pertaining to sal-

ammoniac.
1760 Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 63 Urine by Glauber is

reckoned to be of a destructive .. nature^ to vegetables, be-

cause of the sal-armoniacal quality that is in it.

Salamon, variant of Salomon.
Salampo(o)re, -pora, variant ff. of Salempobe.

Salamstone (salse'mistifun). Min. [ad. G.

salamstein (Werner).] A blue variety of sapphire

from Ceylon.
1816 Jameson Min. (ed. 2) I. 32 Werner has formed a new

subspecies of spinel, under the name Salamstone, which is

the Indian name of that mineral. 1839 Ure Diet.A rts, etc.

743 Salamstone is a variety which consists of small trans-

parent crystals, .of pale reddish and bluish colours.

SalanganeC^'lang^'n). Zool. Also 8 saligan,

9 salagaue. [ad. F. salangane or mod.L. salan-

gana, sc. avis, f. salamga, name of the bird in

Luzon.] One of the birds of the genus Collocalia,

which make edible nests ; an esculent swallow.

1793 Smellie tr. Buffon's Nat. Hist. Birds VI. 577 No-
thing better shews that the Salangane has remained long

unknown, than the different names bestowed on it. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. II. 589 The nest of the bird saligan

affords that dissolving jelly. 1869-73 T. R. Jones Casselfs

Bk. Birds II. 119 The Salangane usually builds in such deep
and dark cavities that [etc.].

t SalaTian, a.1 Obs. \hxzoxKX.i\jiox*Saliarian,

f. L. Saliaris, f. Salii (see Salian 1).] = Saltan 1
.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann.n.xix. (1622) 6b A Salarian

verse [orig. Saliari carmine], which Mars Priests were wont
to sing. [Hence in 1656 Blount Glossogr.]

f SalaTian, a.2 Obs. [f. L. salari-us(i. sal salt)

+ -AN.] Pertaining to salt. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

t Sala'riate, v. Obs. [f. L. saldri-um Salary
+ -ate 3.] trans. To pay a salary to ; to supply

the salary of. Hence Sala'riated ppl. a., salaried.

1656 J. Harrington Oceana (1658) 202 The Senat of

the Bean in Athens, because it was but annual, was mo-
derately salariated. 1671 Petty Pol. Anat. (1691) 37 Sal-

lariated Masters of Chancery, a 1687— Pol. Arith. (1690)

49 About 72,000/, at the medium of 3! per Man, would
Salariate the whole number of twenty four thousand.

Salaried (sarlarid), ///. a. [f. Salary sb. or

V. + -ED.]

1. Having or receiving a salary.

1600 O. E. Repl. Libel I. i. 36 Most of them are his

salaried schollers, or agents. 1818 Southey in Q. Rev.

XIX. 96 A regular inspection of the school by the salaried

overseer. 1858 Max Muller Chips (1880) III. i. 36 To be-

come a salaried class of servants of the crown. 1894

J. Knight D. Garrick iv. 59 He appeared as a salaried

actor at Drury Lane.

2. Having a salary attached to it.

1836 Landor Pericles ^ Aspasia cxiv. Wks. 1853 II. 399/1
The other offices that are salaried are the lower. 1871

Minto Eng. Prose Lit. 11. x. 610 The poorly-salaried Chair

of Civil History.

Salary (sse-lari), sb. Forms : o. 4 salexie, 4-0

-arye, 4, 7 sallery, 4-8 salarie, 5 saleri, selarie,

-ar6, celarie, -ye, 5-7 sallarie, 5-8 -ary, 6

sellary, 7 sallerey, 8 -erie, 5- salary; 0. 5
sala(i)re, 6 -air. [a. AF. salarie - OF. salaire,

It. solaria, Sp., Pg. salario, ad.L. saldrium, orig.

money allowed to Roman soldiers for the purchase

of salt, hence, their pay ; subst. use of neut. sing.

of salarius pertaining to salt, f. sal salt.]

1. Fixed payment made periodically to a person

as compensation for regular work: now usually

SALBAND.

restricted to payments made for non-manual or

non-mechanical work (as opposed to wages).

From c 1390 to c 1520 commonly applied to the stipend of

a priest, esp. a chantry priest.

a. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 142 Rijt as a seruaunt taketh

his salarye bifore & sitth wolde clayme more, a 1400 Solo-

mon's Bk. Wisdom 40 in Adam Davy, etc. 83 Chese be a.

witty hyne & loue hym with al bi mi}tb *, Of his Salerie

wibholde bou nou3th. 1428 in E. E. Wills (1882) 80 And
to a prest for to singe for me and all enstin soulis, com-
petent saleri for an hole here. 1483-5 Rec. St. Mary at
Hill 121 Payde to the preste, Syr Iohn plommer, for hys
celarie for ij yer, xiij li vjs viij d. 15x6 Test. Ebor. {Surtees)

VI. 2, I will that a descritt and an honest preste have sellary

to syng for my soulL 1585 T. Washington tr, Nichotay's
Voy. in. xii. 93 Phisitions. .for their salarie haue euery one
ofthem tenneaspres a day. 1603 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit.

(1612) 360 For competent viande and sallarie to vndergoe
the defence of the Realme. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11.

xxviii. 166 Reward, is either of Gift, or by Contract. When
by Contract, it is called Salary, and Wages. 1659 D. Pell
Itnpr. Sea 69 Are not some so taken up with the ..gilded

Cabbins, Lanthorns, and great Salaries which they have,

that they mtnde little else? 1677 Seasonable Argt. Grand
Juries 3 Sir Humphry Winch, Baronet, hath from the Court
500/. per annum Sallery. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu
Lett, to Otess of Bristol 10 Apr., The slaves.. have no
wages ; but. .clothes to a higher value than our salaries to

any ordinary servant. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. i. 11.

II. 324 Fixed salaries were appointed to the judges. 1848

Mill Pot. Econ. \. iv. § 2 (1876) 36 That large portion of
the productive capital of a country which is employed in

paying the wages and salaries of labourers. 1868 Chamb.
Encycl. X. 37/1 A manager of a bank or railway—even an
overseer or a clerk in a manufactory, is said to draw a
salary. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxix. 43 The salary of

the Prime Minister is ^5,000 per annum.

0- *433 Lydg. St. Edmund \. 934 The laborer neded no
stuff to borwe For his salaire abood nat til the morwe.
1456 Sir G. Haye Law A mis (S. T. S.) 144 Suppos the }ere

be nocht all past, or bot begonnyn, his [sic] sail have his full

feis and salare. 1563-7 Buchanan Reform. St. Andros
Wks. (S. T. S.) 16 The salair of the rectour.

+ 2. Reward orremuneration for services rendered

;

fee, honorarium. Obs.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxiv. 88 (Harl. MS.), But if bou pay
now, I shal holde thi wif to wed, tyll tyme that I be paied
fully my salary, c 1477 Caxton Jason 119 Shal I haue none
other salaire ne none other gwerdon^for all my merites?

1603 Shaks. Ham. in. iii. 79 Oh this is hyre and Sallery,

not Reuenge. 1622 Malynes Arte. Law-Merch. 390 Their
Exchanges are made vpon this imaginarie ducat of three

hundreth seuentie and fiue Maluedies, to be payed in Banke,
with fiue vpon the thousand, which is the sallarie of the
Banker. 1641 Tertnes de la Ley 245 Salarie.. signifies a
recompence or consideration given unto any man for his

paines bestowed upon another mans businesse. 1643 Sir
T. Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 9 When I doe him [sc. my
patient] no good, me thinkes it is scarce honest gaine,

though I confesse 'tis but the worthy salary of our well-in-

tended endeavours.

fb. gen. Reward, recompense. Obs.

1484 Caxton Fables ofPoge vii,_ Alle the sallary or pay-
ment of them that mokken other is for to be mocqued at

the last. 1-11619 Fotherby Aiheom. 11. viii. § 1 (1622)279
Felicitie, which is the salarie and reward of Vertue, is giuen
vs of God. 1684 Contempt. St. Man l vi. (1699) 67 This is

the Sallery which the Goods of the Earth bestow on those

who serve them. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 406 You
that have repented and are become good People, receive

your Salary entring there for ever.

3. attrib. : salary grab, an opprobrious term

for the act of the U. S. Congress of 1873 by -which

the salaries of congressmen were increased.

1879 A. Johnston Hist. Amer. Politics (1884) 220 The
Act.. was commonly known as the Salary Grab.

t Salary, a.1 Obs. rare. [?f. Sale sb.l + -art.]

Open to sale, venal, Saleable.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 157 Can it be so many
brotnel-houses, of salary sensuality, and six-penny whore-
dome,, .should be set vp and maintained ? 1596 — Saffron
WaldenTo Rdr., Wks. (Grosart) III. 27 He [sc. Tetzel]

that.. first stird vp Luther, pronouncing from the Pope free

salarie indulgence to anie man.

t Sa'lary, a.2 Obs. [ad. L. saldri-us, f. sal salt

:

see -ary.] Saline.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xii. 338 From such salary

irradiations may those wondrous varieties arise, which are

observable in . . Peacocks feathers.

Salary (sseiari), v. [Chiefly f. Salary sb.

In early use a. F. salarier (15th c.).] trans. To
recompense, reward ; to pay for something done
{Obs. or arch.) ; to pay a regular salary to.

£•1477 Caxton Jason 128 How. .shall I be salaryed of

suche payement in the recompensacion of the saluacion

of your lyf? 1637 J. Williams Holy Table 46, I am not

salaried to defend the Writer of the Letter. 1659 Heylin
Exam. Hist. 1. 210 They . . salared some Lectures in such
Market Towns where the people had commonly lesse to do.

1814 DTsraeli Quarrels Auth. I. 218 He [sc. Cibberjknew
he was no poet, yet he would string wretched rhimes, even
when not salaried for them. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc.

Amer. II. 290 The seven Judges of the Supreme Court are

salaried with the same moderation as other members^ of the

federal government. 1865 Lecky Ration. II. 375 For the

great majority of nations agriculture is the single source of

wealth ; all manufactures are ultimately salaried by it. 187a

Liddon Elem. Relig. ii. 69 The good man.. is often un-

happy, while vice is not unfrequently salaried and crowned
with rewards. 1893 G. Travers Mona Maclean III. 198

The Chinese system—salary the doctor and stop his pay
when you get ill.

Salband(sa*lboend). Geol. Also 9 salebande,

sahlband. [G.,salband selvage, earlier sahlband
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(from 16th c.)> alteration of selb-ende 'self-end*

(cf. selvage — 'self-edge').] A thin crust or

coating of mineral, etc.

1811 Pinkerton Petrol. I. 594 note, The amber is found
between two salbands of lignite. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 316

These are often found upon both sides of the vein, so as to

form cheeks or salebandes. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks xL

199 The tachylytes occur mostly as salbands or thin crusts

at the sides or margins of basalt dykes.

Salband : see Sale sb.s

Salbe, freq. spelling in ME. and early mod.Eng.
of shall be : see Shall v.

Salcepareille, obs. form of Sabsapakilla.

Salcer, Salcery, obs. ff. Saucer, Saucery.

tSald, v. Obs. [ad. It. saldare.] trans. To
balance (an account, etc.).

1588 J. Mellis Briefe Instr. E vij b, To salde them after-

wardes in the Leager, ye shall make gaines and damages,
of all these parcel*, and the expences in their places Credi-
tors. Ibid. F j b, In salding of the same accompt.

Sald(e, obs. pa. t. of Sell v.

tSale,^. 1 Obs. Forms: 1 sael, sal-, 4-7 sale,

5 sail, saile, 5-6 saill, sayll. [OE. seel (pi. salu)

str. n., = OHG., MHG. sal (G. saal) :-OTeut.
*saioz-, orig. an -es, ~os stem (cf. OE. sahr).

Romanic adoptions of the Teuu word are F. saile,

Pr., It., Sp. sola: see Sale sb* and Salle.
The form *salis- of the OTcnt. stem is represented by OE.

selA self ball {appearing as the second element in LeveseU,
OS. sett, OHG. salt, sell, ON. salr, which have become
masculine 1 stems.]

A hall or spacious chamber; a king's or noble's

lodging, palace, castle ; occas. a tent.

In ME. alliterative poetry in sale is a frequent tag.

Beowulf 2075 (Gr.) Gaest yrre cwom, eatol acfengrom
user neosan, 9aer we jesunde sael weardodon. a 1000 Riddles
liiL 2 (Gr.) Ic seab nepingas in raeced ferjan under hrof
sales hearde twe^en. a 1300 A'. Horn ii87(Cambr. MS J,

Wyn for to schenche, After mete in sale, c 1330 Amis fi
Amtl. 444 And worthiest in ich a wede, And semliest in

sale, a 1400-50 Alexander 50a pe king was sett in bis sale

with septer in band. Ibid. 4016 pan sett he sales vp of silke

6 sacrifece makis. c 14*0 Liber Cocorum (1862} 10 Kcle
hit with a litelle ale. And set hit downe to serve in sale.

1 1470 Col. 4- Gaw. 1 150 The scymly souerane of the sail.

1470 85 Maloky Arthur xvii. xvi 713 Kyghte soo as they
sat at her dyner in the chyef sale. 1513 Douglas AKnets
vii. iv. 45 Thair stud ane gret tempi 11, or saill riall. 152a

World ff Child A j b, My selfe semely in sale I sende with
you to be.

14. . in Tumlale's Vis. (1843) 158 A mey hym harbered yn
hur ball, Scbo socourd bym sothtply yn hur sale.

Sale (s^l), sb? Also 5 saale, sayll, 5-6
saill, 7 saile, 7-8 sail, [late OE. sola, prob. a.

ON. sala wk. fem. (ON. had also sal neut.) —
OHG. sala, MHG. sale, sal str. fem., f. root sai-

of *saljan to Sell.]

1. The action or an act of selling or making over

to another for a price ; the exchange of a com*
raodity for money or other valuable consideration.

Also, with qualification : (Ready, slow, etc.) dis-

posal of goods for money ; opportunity of selling.

Bill 0/salt: see Bill sb? 10. Bargain and sale (Law)

:

see Bargain so. 6.

c 1050 Suppl. ASl/ric's Gloss, in Wr.-WQlcker 180 Dis-
tract 10, ceap. Uenditio, sala. a 1300 Cursor M. 19330 * Sai
me', he said, 'Ananias, Qui has bou tempted sathanas,
To mak sli lesing o bi sale f ' c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose)

37 Better chepe sal ye selle ban be men of be werld dose,
pat god may be payde of yure sale. 141 1 Ii. E. Wills
(1882) 19 \> forseyd sale of my londes and tenementes.
a 1450 Mvac Festtal 79 When he [jr. Iudas SkaryotJ segh
bat Crist was demed to be detb by hys sale, c 1475 Rauf
Coiljear 245 Thaw sail hatie for thy Fewaill, For my sake,

the better saill. 1M3 Eden Treat. Nerve Ind. (Arb.) 26 In
the cytie of Panchithere is great sale of silke. 158a N.
Lichefielo tr. Castanheda's Cona. E. hid. L xlii. 97 He was
told what Ul sales he shoulde finde there of such Merchaun-
dize as he had brought. 1593 Shaks. a Hen. VI, 1. iii. 138
Tby sale of Offices and Townes in France. 1611 Biblk
Lev. xxv. 50 The price of his tale shalbe according vnto the
number of yeeres. 1706 K. Ward Wooden World Diss,
To Rdr. ( 1708) A v b, Permit it . . to hang in View at . . some
such eminent Place of Sale. 17x7 Gay Begg. Op. 1. vi, They
are of sure sale from our warehouse at Red riff among the
seamen. 1766 Ckamb. Cyct. 1. Pref. 4 The extensive sail of
this edition. 1836 W. Ikying Astoria III. 231 The terms
of sale were lowered by him to the standard fixed by Mr.
Stuart. 1837 Channing Addr. Temperance 3a After these
remarks, it will follow, that we should discourage the sale of
ardent spirits.

b. spec. A putting up of goods to be sold pub-
licly ; a public auction. See also Port-sale.
1673 Temple Misc. (1680) 136 Both those that won the

Plate, and those which are thus sold, ought immediately to
be marked so as they may never return a second time, either
to the Race or to the Sale. 1700 [see Candle sb. 5 d]. 1718
Free-thinker No. 108 P 1 On Thursday next.. will begin
another Pubtick Sale by Inch of Candle. 1753 News, Boys,
News t (Oxf. Iml.) 11 Apr., On Saturday, the 14th Instant,
..will be held at the Town- Hall in this City, a Sale of great
Part of the Goods.. belonging to the. .Old Interest of this

County. 1867 Trollops Chron. Barset II. lxiii. 205 He
should pull down the bills advertising the sale of4m effects.

1888 Annif. 8. Swan Doris Cheyne vni. 128 An auction sale

. .for behoof of the creditors of Robert Cheyne.

C. A special disposal of shop goods at rates

lower than those usually charged in order to get

rid of them rapidly, e. g. at the end of a ' season '.

Vol. VIII.

1888 Daily News 10 Jan., The low prices at the stock-

taking sales. 1894 Westm. Gaz. it Jan. 3/2 Wait till you
see my pretty new sale-frock. 1900 Ibid. 4 Jan. 3/2 Sale-time,

when everything at the shops, from a collar to a costume, is

reduced to low prices.

2. Phrases, a. To sale — 'for sale' (see 2 e).

Now only in to put up to salet formerly f to set to

sale (often fig.', in quot. 1576 app. to abandon),
expose, etc to sale.

c 1380 Wvclif Whs. (1880) 393 Welle nijalle her blessyngis
ben sett to sale and to prise. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 297 The
Ston he profreth to the sale, a 1400 Octouian 1909 And
chepede me that chyld to sale, For syxty florencys all be
tale. 1543-4 Act 35 Hen. VIII, c. 8 Such persons as brew
for theyr owne prouision, and not to sale. 11,76 Gascoigne
Phitomene (Arb.) 104 But Progne (now in priuie place) Set
silence al to sale. 159a Timme Ten Eng. Lepers D 3b,
Whereby they have set to sale for money Christ himselfe.

164a Milton Apol. Smect. ^ A strong presumption that
his modesty set there to sale in the frontispice, is not much
addicted to blush. 1649 — Eikon. viii. 66 She pawn'd
and set to saile the Crown-Jewels. 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 15 Fair piazza's, .. where the Merchants
. .expose to sale their drugs. 1670 Dryden Cona. Granada
v. ii, My price !—Why, king, you do not think you deal
With one who sets his services to sale? 1760-73 H. Brooke
Fool o/Qual. (1809) III. 58 Those who set themselves, their

trusts, and their country, to sale. x8io Act 50 Geo. Ill,

c 41 1 6 Every Hawker, Pedlar, Petty Chapman, . .carrying
to sell, or exposing to Sale, any Goods. 1838 Prescott
Ftrd. i\ Is. 11. xxv. III. 494 The most considerable offices

in church and state were put up to sale,

t b. To make sale (of) : to sell. Obs.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. ix. (1869) 180 Which if men

made of you saale, mihte no man livinge overbigge yow.
1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 26, I wi lie.. the Sexteyn of
Bury and the Priour of Dusgylde . . make a sale of myn seid

hefd place. 155* Huloet, Make sale of vyle thynges and
trifles, agitor. 1557 W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1589)

114 When God should sende vs to any place where we might
make sale. 16x6 R. C Times' Whistle iv. 1441 Thou mayst
make sale of it to whom thou list.

c. To set on (or fa) sale = ' to set to sale*

(see 2 a) ; (to be) on or f upon sale m ' for sale
*

(see 2 e).

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 63 Here is a tale, For
honestie, meete to set the diuell on sale. 1556 Oloe Anti-
christ 72 They bestowe not only benefices, .but also set a
sale, .the holy sacred gyftes of the holy Goost. 1634 Docu-
ments agst. Prynnt (Camden) 59 How those bookes have
been dispersed by them upon sale or otherwise. 1793
Cowraa Let. to Lady Hesketh 30 June, If it is out of print,

it is no longer upon sale. 1835 Southey Couper^s Whs. I.

Pref. 6 A book which has been upon sale ever since it was
published, twelve years ago. 1901 Times x6 Dec 8/6 The
limes is on Sale for 3d. per Copy at all railway bookstalls

in England and Wales.

fd. Of sale : that is to be sold ; vendible, venal.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 240 To things of sale, a sellers

praise belongs. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, ax. % 8 (1891)

141 As to the confections of sale which are in the shops.

1608 Shaks, Per. 1 v. vi. 84 The house you dwell in proclaims

you to be a creature of sale.

o. For sale : used adjectively, « intended to be
sold ; used advb., » with a view to selling.

161 1 Shaks. Cymb. \. iv. 92 The other is not a thing for

sale. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. iii. | 28, 124 Then they draw
them \sc. pots) for Sale, which is chiefly to the poor Crate-

I

men. 1808 Times 24 Feb., Feathers and Quills for Sale.

j
1815 Scott <?wv Jf. vit. They, .sometimes had good pointers

' for sale. 1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home I. 257 We went
' into a bookseller's shop to inquire if he had any description

of Boston for sale.

£ Sale and (or) return : tee quot 1838.

1795 T. Psake Cases Nisi Prius 56 Two questions were
made, first on the sale and return. Ibid, rnarg., If goods

: are delivered on the terms of sale or return. 1838 Bell
Diet. Law Scot., Sale and return is a contract, by which

I

goods are delivered by a wholesale dealer to a retailer, to
' be paid for at a certain rate, if sold again by the retailer

;

and if not sold, to be returned to the vendor. 1897 [see

j
Retubm sb. 15J.

8. attrib. and Comb., as sale-factor, -market,

price, -room, + -shop; sale-block, a block on which

slaves are exposed for sale ; sale-boat, a boat that

conveys fish from the fishing ground to market;

f aaleman [cf. OHG. saldman,MHG. sal(e)man],

i
= Salesman ; sale note U. S. (see quot.) ; fsale-

piece, ?the sample that attracts purchasers (in

quots.yi[f.); sale ring, the ring of buyers formed

round an auctioneer at a sale ; t sale-worth,

-worthy adjs., saleable.

1887 J. C. Hareis Free Joe, etc. (1888) 54 The prisoner was

made to stand on the ,sale*block so that all might have a
fair view of him. 1840 R. Bremner Excurs. in Denmark,
etc. II. 389 They [fishj are recaptured at dawn to be again

imprisoned on the *sale-boats. 1770 Langhornb Plutarch

(1879) II. 829/2 Nor would he trust to the common customs

of •sale-factors, auctioneers [etc! 164s T. Hill Trade of
Truth 34 Christians should be Chapmen to buy, rather than

"Salemen to sell. 1883 Moloney W. African Fisheries 22

(Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The •sale-market is large and wide

enough. 1856 Bouvier Law Diet., *Sale note, a memoran-

dum given by a broker to a seller or buyer of goods, stating

the fact that certain goods have been sold by him on account

of a person called the seller to another person called the

buyer, iftai BvurosA nat. Mel. 111. ii. n.is. (1651) 463 Sweet

breath, white and even teeth, which some call the *sale-piece.

1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. 135 White teeth being so justly

accounted a precious and natural beauty, that they are hence

called the Sale-piece. 1793 Nemnich Comptoit-Lex.,Eng.

S.V., On the *Sale price, sum Verkaufspreise. 1901 Essex
Herald 9 Apr. 4/8 The whole of this choice herd came

I
into the *sale ring, 1813 Examiner 10 May 297/1 Public
*Sale-rooms. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. iv. vi. I. 446 The
learned babble of the Sale-room. 190a Daily Chron. 25
Oct. 3/7 These curious sale-room methods. 1789 Wolcott
(P. Pindar) Imit. Hor. 1. xii. 31 Who soon shalt keep
a *saleshop for good places. 1795 J. Aikin Manchester 233
A sale shop for most articles. 1481 in Foster Par. Ch.
Whaplode (1889) 94 The said trees . . when thei shall be felled

. . at such tyme as thei be *saleworth. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
441/1 *Sale worthy, vendibilis. 1547 Bk. Marchauntcs c vj,

I would wit., if her marchantdyse were sale worthy.

b. Comb, with sales-, modelled on Salesman,
Saleswoman, e. g. sales-gentleman, -lady, -master.

Also with the plural, sales-book, a book or record

of sales; sales-room sale-room (see above)
;

-j* sales-work = sale-work (see 4 a).

#
1771 Encycl. Brit. 1. 619/1 The Sales-book. This book too

is chiefly used by factors ; and into it is posted, from the
Waste-book, the particular sales of every consigned cargo.

1775 Ash, Saleswork, work done for sales, work slightly per-
formed. 1809 R. Lancfokd Introd. Trade 76 The manner
that a Sales-book is ruled. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 610/2
The. .ranks ofseamstresses and 'sales-ladies'. 1890Farmer**
Gaz. 4 Jan. 1/3 The satesmasters and dealers. 1891 Century
Diet., Salesroom, same as sale-room.

4. attrib. passing into adj. a. That is made to

be sold ; that may be purchased (not being needed
for home use) ; hence, ready-made (as opposed to
home-made) ; of inferior quality; e.g. sale bread,

cloth, door, gimlet, ram, ware, work (also attrib.).

Also, connected with or producing things sold or in-

tended for sale, e.g. sale gardener, kiln, pond. ?Now
applied only to animals bred or fattened for sale.

1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 304/1 The Subsidie and Awenage
of sale Clothes, in the Counte of Wiltes. 1505 in xoth Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 392 That there be no sale bread
. .mad in towne, but by ffre men. 1600 J. Pory tr. fair's

Africa 11. 69 In old time there were almost an hundreth
shops of sale-bookes.^ 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. hi. v. 43, I see
no more in you then in the ordinary Of Natures sale-worke ?

i6oi Dent Pathw. Heaven (1603) 35 God hath not given such
gifts unto men tothe end they should make sale-ware of them.
1671 Clarendon Dial. Tracts (1727) 314 They would find

ample recompense in the first growth of their children, un-
impaired by any ill qualities of sale-milk. 1679 Shadwell
True Widow Epil., Our Poet therefore Sale-work Habits
makes. 1691 J. Gibson in Archzologia XII. 191 Darby, at

Hoxton, . . is master of several curious greens that other
sale-gardeners want. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric.
20 Feb. an. 1777, A middling field-load of wheat will yield a
sale-load of straw, of 1296 lb. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 306 Most of the farmers here burn lime for them-
selves, .and think they have it much cheaper than it could
be got from a sale kiln. 1815 S. Parkes Chem. Ess. I. 300
In the end they [sc. ash-pit doors] will be found to be more
economical than any ready-make sale-doors. x8a8 P. Cun-
ningham -V. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 166 The common English
sale gimlets are either soon broken at the point by our
woods, or else the handle becomes loose, 1886 C Scott
Skeepfartning 151 The sale ewe lambs. Ibid. 157 These
sale rams are injured, and in many cases rendered useless

by overfeeding. 1895 Funk's Standard Diet., Sale-pond,

. .a pond devoted to fishes kept for sale.

tb. That may be had for payment; venal,

mercenary. (Cf. Salary a.l) Obs,

1591 Sylvester Du Bartasi. iii. 936 Sale-tonguM Lawyers,
wresting Eloquence, Excuse rich Wrong, and cast poore
Innocence. 160a Dekker Honest Wk. 1. vi, Belike then
shee's some sale curtizan. 1609 Holland A mm. Marcell. 293
A multitude thronged together of vendible or sale souldiors.

1650 Milton Eikon. \. 12 Nothing troubl'd or offended at

the working upward of thir Sale-venom thereupon.

t Sale, sbfi Obs. Also 6 saile, sayle. [North-

ern form of Sole sb. (OE. sdt). The form saile

may represent directly the cognate ON. sett.] A
rope for tying up cattle. Also attrib. f saleband.
r i>99 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 496 In tractubus,

cordis salband (etc), 28*. ltd. 1434-5 Ibid. 232 Redyls,

6 hoxes bowes, 7 salys, ferrura bourn et plowshon. 1599
Mem. St. Giles's Durham (Surtees) 27 Paid for a saile to the

bull, \ d. 1668 lbid.y$ For a sayle and band to tythe Bull in.

t Sale, sb,* Obs. [a. or ad. OF. sale (see Salle)

or It. sala : cf. Sale sb.1] A hall.

163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 401 This great Cell or Hall, is a
yard deepe of blackish Water..: Hauing more than halfe

way entered in this Sale [etc.]. a 1648 Ld. Herbert
Hen. VIII (1683) 233 The next day, obtained Audience of

the King ; Who in a great Sale (or Hall) sate on his

Throne.

Sale, v. rare~\ [f. Sale sb?] intr. To sell.

1809 Gifford in Mem. F. Hodgson (1878) I. 115 Lord
Byron's poem sales well I understand.

Sale : see Sail, Seal, Soul.

Saleability (s^ilabHTti). Also salability.

[f. next : see -bility.] Saleableness.

1797 Coleridge in Sotheby^s Catal. Bks. $ MSS. 30 Nov.
(1891) 58 So much for the priceableness of the volume—now
for the saleability. 18x8 Moore Mem. (1856) VIII. 248 Sale-

ability is the thing with the booksellers. 1881 Jevons in

Contemp. Rev. Mar. f To throw taxation off land on to per-

sonalty . . is to increase the value of English land ; but to

restrict its salability or letting is to diminish its value.

1885 Times 9 Oct 9/2 The saleability of Church property.

Saleable (s/Hab'l), a. Also (6 salehable),

6- salable, [f. Sale j£.2 + -able.]

1. Capable of being sold ; fit for sale; command-
ing an easy or ready sale.

1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Saleable, vendible. iS39 Taverner
Erasm. Prov. (1552) 42 Wyne that is saleable and good

nedeth no bushe. 16x5 G. Sandvs Trav. 66 That which in

England is not saleable, doth passe here amongst them for

most excellent, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, London (1662) 11. 219
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SALEABLENESS.
His book, .had been more salable, if more conformed to our

modern language. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 27 Being at a loss

what to do with my crop, which was not saleable in my
neighbourhood. 1845 Stephen Comm. Laws Eng. (1874)

II. 621 note, Certain offices in the Queen's Bench and

Common Pleas were saleable by the chief justices of those

courts respectively till the year 1825. 1871 M. Collins

Mrq fr Merck. I. vL 189 A horse saleable at three hundred

guineas. 1881 Times 29 Jan. 11 Grenada Cocoa is more

readily salable than other qualities. x886 C. Scott Sheep-

farming 144 After, .the saleable Iambs and draft ewes have

been disposed of. ,
",

'

Comb. 1868 Re*. U. S. Commissioner Agnc. (1869) 233

To cut good, salable-sized potatoes for seed.

trans/, 1565 Jewel Eepl. Harding Concl., As for your
Eloquence,.. as it seruetn wel, to make the mater more
salehable in the sight of the simple, so [etc.].

fb. On sale, for sale. Obs. rare" 1
.

*599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632) 115 They were content

to let it be translated . . , as also some number of Copies to be
saleable a while at the beginning.

C. Said of the price which an article will fetch.

1778 Chron. in Amu Reg. 186 Divers goods to the saleable

value of 172/. 1881 H. George Progr. <$• Pov. vn. iii. 327
If the land belong to the people, why.. should the people
pay its salable value for their own?
2. Venal, mercenary. Now rare or Obs.

1579 Fenton Grncciard. xni. (1599) 624 The corruptions of
men salable, would not be sufficient to transport the Empire
from the Germaine nation to the house of France. 1598
Sylvester Du Bartas 11. it nt. Colonies 633 We finde the

Alman in his fight courageous, But salable. 1650 Fuller
Pisgak 11. viii. 172 Saint Paul eloquently defended his inno-

cence, against the salable tongue of Tertullus. 1798 Mrs.
XncvitoKixy Lovers? Fowsv. i, Tell him, my honour has never
been saleable.

Saleableness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The con-

dition of being saleable ; fitness for sale.

17*7 Bailey vol. II. 1754 T. Secker in Nichols Illustr.

Lit. Hist. (1818) III. 492 You might probably give him a
better notion of the value, that is, the saleableness of the
work. 1807 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 6 My own judgement
of the saleableness of books. 1894 Times 25 July 10/1 The
intrinsic saleableness of his novel.

Saleably (s/i'labli), adv. [Formed as prec. +
-LT 2.] In a saleable manner.

1755 Johnson, Saleably. 1898 Times 13 Apr., Every con-
stituent., is., used up, and used up saleably.

Sale'brity. WW"*, [ad. late L. salebrttds,

f. saiebra roughness.] m Salebrosity.
1656 Blount Glossogr. 1731 Bailey vol. II.

Salebrosity (ssel/'brp'siti). [ad. L. *sa/ebro-

sitas, f. salebros-us Salebrous.] Ruggedness, un-
evenness. Also fig.
1638 R. Baillik Lett. t\ Jrnls. {1841) 1. 140 His Grace here

wiselie brought the Doctor off salebrosities, whence all his
witts could not have delivered him with his credit. 1661
Feltham Resolves, Upon Eccles. 378 Yet is not this without
its Tbornes and salebrosity.

t Salebrot = sat Alembroth. Obs.
1678 Phillips, Sal Lambrot or Salebrot.

Salebrous (sse-Ubras), a. [ad. late L. sale-

brdsus, I. saiebra roughness : see -ous.] Rough,
ragged. • Also fig.
1633 Battle ofLntzen 30 The entrie of his Raigne..was !

thorny andsatlebrous. 1641 Ol-ghikf.d in Rigaud Corr. Set.

Men (1841) I. 60 Others of my profession .. refuse to tread
these salebrous and uneasy paths. i68x Cotton IVond.
Peak 54 We now again proceed Thorough a Vale that's
salebrous indeed.

Hence f Sa-lebrousness. 17*7 Bailey vol. II.

Salempore (sge'iempoaj). Also 6 sarampura,
7 salampora, 7-9 salam-, 8 sallampoore, 8-9
-pore. [ « F. salempouri (18th c), Du. salamporij
(17th c.): of unascertained origin. d.palampore.\
' A blue cotton cloth formerly made at Nellore in

India, and largely exported to the West Indies,
where it was the usual slave cloth ' (Knight Diet.
Mech.).
1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. L 28/1 This linnen . . is called

'.

Sarampuras, Cassas, Comsas, Beat il lias, Satopassas, and a
j

thousande such like names. 1614 in W. Foster Lett. E.
India Co. (1897) II. 32 Salampora, being a broad white cloth.
1680 Notes <$ Extr. Govt. Rec. Fort St. George in. (1873)
16 (Y.) Salampores, Blew, at 14 Pagodas per corge. 1703
Lond. Gaz. No. 3933/4 The Cargo of the Star of the East,
consisting of Long Cloth, Sallampoores, Betelles [etc. L 1809
R. Langford Tntrod. Trade 74, 8 Bales, each containing 60
Pieces Sallampores blue. 1834 M. Scorr Cruise Midge
iil (1842) 40 Wide white petticoat trowsers . . made of some
strong cotton stuff of the same fabric as the India salam-
pore. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting 1. 21 Paid them
on arrival with brass wire and blue salempore, or calico.

t Salen. Obs. [Cf. mod.L. salena kind of fish
found in Lake Como (Benedictus Jovius a 1544).]
1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868) 28^ Grene fysshe.

pyke, lampraye, salens, porpas rosted.

+Salenrxum. Chem. Obs. Also -on. [mod.L.
(Paracelsus) : see Sal. The second word is the
neut of L. enixus, app. in the sense ' that has given
birth* (sett, to the acid).] Crude potassium sul-
phate, produced in the manufacture of nitric acid.
[tWlEncycL Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 673 The sal enixum of Para-

celsus is the caput mortuum of spirits of nitre with oil of
vitriol, or what remains in the retort after the distillation of
this spirit.] «8»7 Faraday Chem. Manip. xiii. 298 Sal-
Enixum is an acid sulphate of potash. 1875 Ure's Diet
Arts III. 738 Salmixon.
Salep (sse-lep). See also Saxoop. [«= F.

salep, Sp. salep, Pg. salepo, a. Turkish ^L, salep,

50

a. Arabic ^.JbJ thaZleb (pronounced in some parts

sac-teb), taken to be a shortening of i_rl**J, .ai.

khasyu 'tk-tkae-lab orchis (lit. 'fox's testicles' ; cf.

the Eng. name ' dogstones '.)] A nutritive meal,
starch, or jelly made from the dried tubers of
various orchidaceous plants, chiefly those of the
genus 0?rhis ; formerly also used as a drug.

1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 519 Put an ounce of salop or
salep, into a quart of water. 1771 Mrs. Haywood New
Present 43 To boil Salep. Take of the powder of salep a
large teaspoonful [etc.]. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II.

365 .The root [of Orchis mascula] being washed, baked, and
ground to powder, is salep. 1854 S. Thomson Wild El. in.

( 1861) 295 Salep is used in the preparation of a mucilaginous
jelly like arrow-root. 1858 Carpenter Veg. Phys. § 677 A
nutritive substance termed Salep, somewhat resembling
Arrow-root or Sago. 1861 [see Saloop iJ.

attrib. 1768 Moult in Phil. Trans. LIX. 3 The jelly of
Salep-powder is clear and transparent. 1841 Penny Cycl.
XX. 345/2 Onepart of salep-powder with forty-eight parts of
water boiled or heated forms a thick mucilage. 186S Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 147 Salep-mucilage.

+ Sa'ler. Obs, Also 4 salure, 5 salere, sal-

Iyer, 5-6 aeler. See also Salt-cellar, [a. OF.
sal{l)iere fern., mod.F. saliere (=Pr. saliera

t

saleira. It. salierd), also OF. Salter masc. :—L.
salariatti) -urn, properly adj. ' pertaining to salt

1

;

cf. Salary sb.] A salt-cellar.

13. . Coer de L. 1099 The saler on the table stood. 13.

.

Gauf.fy Gr. Knt. 886 Sanap, & salure, & syluer-in sponez.

1439 in Archxol. XXI. 36, ij Salers of gold, whereof y*
oon ys a man and y l other a woman, holdyng y* salers in her
hondes. £1475 Babees Bk. {1868) 7 The salte also touche
nat in his salere Withe nokyns mete, c 1500 For to serve a
Lord ibid. 368 The boteler or panter shall sette the seler in

the myddys of the tabull accordyng to the place where the
principall soverain shalle sette, and sette his brede iuste

couched unto the salte-seler.

SaleratUS (saelair'-tps). U.S. Also salserat-

us. [a. mod.L. sal aeratus ' aerated salt '.] An im-

pure bicarbonate of potash containing more carbon
dioxide than pearl-ash does, much used as an in-

gredient in baking-powders. Now also applied to

sodium bicarbonate used for the same purpose.
1846 Worcester (citing Adams), Saleratus, a sort of re-

fined pearl-ash. 1854 Mrs. STOWEJ>w««y Memories xx. II.

19 Hot biscuits, hot corn-cakes, and other compounds got up
with the acrid poison of saleratus. 1880 Netv Virginians \\.\.

64 Bread made with carbonate of soda, saleratus, or any
other kind of baking-powder. 1883 B. Harte Carquinez
Woods iv. 98 Without extra trouble kneaded flour, water
and saleratus need not be essentially heavy.
attrib. 1867 [Mrs. Whitney] Summer in L. Goldthwaitey

s
Life 71 They think it is only saleratus cakes and maple
molasses. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 297/1 Sala^ratus bread,
heavy pastry, and fried meat do not form the best diet.

t Salerne. Obs. Anglicized f. L. Salernum,
It. Salerno, the name of an Italian maritime town
near Naples, used attrib. = Salernitan a.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. iv, Tho neuer haue I Salerne rimes
protest To be some Ladies trencher-criticke guest. 1607
Englishman's Docter (1830) 125 The Salerne Schoole doth
by these lines impart, All health to England's king. 1635
Swan Spec. M. (1643) 240 The Salem school makes this de-
mand, Cur moriatur homo cut Salvia crescit in /torto?

Salernitan (sal3'jnitan\ a. and sb. [ad. L.

Salemitdtt-us, f. Salernum (see prec.).] a. adj. Of
or pertaining to Salerno or the medical school which
formerly flourished there, b. sb. A native or inhabi-

tant of Salerno; a physician ofthe Salernitan school.
The reference in quots. 1621, 1826 is to the following lines

of the poem Regimen San 1tat is Salernitanuui
t
'Si tibi

deficiant medici, medici tibi riant Usee tria, mens Ueta,
requies, moderata diseta.'

1608 Topsell Serpents n. 190 Some have called.. a toade
the brother of the Salernitans, & the Lizard the brother of
the Lombards. 1621 Burton A nat. Mel. n. ii. vi. iv. 375
This is one of the three Salernitan Doctors, Doctor Merri-
man, D. Diet, and D. Quiet. i8a6 C. M. Westmacott Eng.
Spy\\y&i) II. 57 Mirth is the principal of the three Saler-

nitan doctors. 1878 Villari Machiavelli I. 254 A great
admixture of the Neapolitan and Salernitan dialects.

Salesman (s^'lzm&n). Also 6 salys-man

;

and see saleman, Sale sb.% 3. [f. sale's, genit. of

Sale sb.% + Mansb.1 Cf. craftsman^tradesman.] A
manwhosebusinessitisto sell goodsorconductsales.
The following are specific applications : a. One who sells

goods or produce for another, e. g. one who acts as middleman
between the grazier or the killer of cattle and the butcher.

+ b. One who sells ready-made clothing. (Cf. Sale sb. % 4a.)

C. U. S. A commercial traveller {Century Diet.).

15*3 Fitzherb. Hnsb. % 134 It is not conuenient that the
salesman, that selleth the wod, shuld be partener with the
bier. 1548 W. Forrest Pleas. Poesye 441 in Starkey^s Life

fy Lett. p. xevi*, What the Salys-man is the ware ofte dotne
teache. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3341/8 Tho. Middleton late of
West-Smithneld, London, Salesman, deceased, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant, Creiu, Sales~men, brokers who sell Cattel for the
Graziers to the Butchers, before, and at the Beast-Market

;

also Sellers of ready-made Cloaths. 1717 Prior Alma 1.

166 This looks, friend Dick, as Nature had But exercis'd
the Salesman's Trade : As if She haply had sat down, And
cut out Cloaths for all the Town. 1717 Swift Prol. toGay^s
Three Hours after Marriage 25 Poets make Characters, as
Salesmen Clothes. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 28 F 3 Miss
Mohair, the daughter of a salesman. 1777 Howard Prisons
Eng. 183 A generous Benefactor (a salesman in Smithfield)
often sends the Prisoners beef and bread. 1831 Youatt
Horse 47 He [sc. Eclipse] was.. sold at his death to Mr.
Wildman, a sheep salesman, for seventy-five guineas. 1851

SALIC.

Mayhf.w Lond. Labour I. 3^8/2 Should the salesman [I.e.

a pedlar] succeed with the mistress, he carries out his pro-
mise to the maid by presenting her with a cap ribbon, or a
cheap neckerchief. 1851 Meat-salesman [see Meat sb. 5).
1851 Dead salesman [Dead sb} 6). 1883 Cotton in Law
'limes Rep. XLIX. 723/1 The defendants have let all these
stalls to salesmen. 1885 Lam Ret. 14 Q. B. Div. 248 Sales-
men had brought their carts with fruit or vegetables to
Spitalfields Market on the market days. 1891 Ibid. Weekly
Notes 80/1 A farmer in Northamptonshire sent certain meat
to a salesman in the Central Meat market, .for sale.

b. f Salesman's dog : a tout.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Salesman's-dog, the same

as Barker.

Hence Salesmanship, the condition or character
of being a (good) salesman.
1880 Blackmoee Mary Anerley II. ix. 162 He made a

good stroke of salesmanship. 1887 Old Man's Favour I.

11. i. 202 The art-pottery stall, under the attractive sales-
manship of Canon Elwyn.

Saleswoman (s^'lzwn:man). A woman who
sells goods (e. g. in a shop).
1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4025/4 Ann Scadding, of the Parish

of St. Buttolp Aldgate, Saleswoman. 1880 Libr. Univ.
Knowl. (U. S.) VIII. 800 In 1750 [she] went to Paris, where
she was a saleswoman in a linen shop. 1887 Old Man's
Favour I. n. i. 204 The stall was well-furnished, the sales-
woman was pretty and animated.
Salew, Salewt: see Salue, Salute.
Salews, obs. pi. Salute si.'*

T Salfay. Obs. Also 5 safye, 6 Sc. salfer (?).

[Origin unknown, but prob. ultimately connected
with L. salvus Safe.] The reward paid to the
finder and restorer of lost goods.
c 1440 Alphabet o/ Tales 434 Bod be riche man, when he

had pe sakett agayn, wolde not pay be salfay. Ibid., Be-
caucehe wold nott hafe gyffen be pure man a hondreth
talentis to safye, as he promysid he sulde do. 1551-z Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 123 All sik gudis stolhn or reft,

Iauchfullie Convict, salbe restorit and redressit with the
thre dowbillis and salfer.

Salf(e, salfle, obs. ff. Safe, Salve, Save.
Salfe, obs. form of Saugh, willow.
Salfleme : see Saucefleme.
Salft, Salfty, obs. forms of Salve s6A, Safety.
Salge, obs. form of Sage.
Sal-gem (sas-lidje'm). Now rare or Obs. Also

4-9 gemma, 5-8 -geme, 7 gemm; and in L.
form. [ad. med.L. salgemma orgemmm, lit. ' gem-
like salt'. Cf. F. set gemme.] Native chloride
of sodium; rock-salt.
c 1315 [see Sal-ammoniac], c 1450 M. E.Med. Bk. (Hein-

rich) 99 Poudres of sal gemme. 1471 Ripley Comp. AlcJi.
Adm. v. in Ashm. (1652) 190 Sal Tarter, sal Comyn, sal Geme
most clere. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health E iv, Make pouder
of Roses suger and salgem. 164$ Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. vi. xii. 336 No other salt that I know will strike the
colour with galles ; neither Alom, Sal-gemme, Nitre, nor
Armoniack. 1718 Quincy Compl. Disp.a That which is

termed fossile Salt, or Sal Gemma. 1836 T. Thomson Min.
Ceol., eta I. ico Rock salt, sal-gemme, muriate of soda.
185a Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. L 8 The interior of
Spain forms a vast plain, . . covered with secondary forma-
tions, grit-stone, gyrjsum, salgem. X867 Bloxam Chem. 262
Perfectly pure specimens [of rock-salt] . . are styled sal gem.
Salgh(e, obs. forms of Sallow, willow.

Salian ' (s/Hian), a. and sb. [f. L. Sali-us
(usually sb. pi. Salii, lit. ' leapers, dancers ', f. sallre

to leap) + -an.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the
Salii or priests of Mars in ancient Rome. b. sb.

One of the Salii.

1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 22 Numa Pompilius also in-

stituted 12 Salian Priests in the honour of Mars. 1781
Gibbon Decl. % F. xxviii. (1787) III. 71 The confraternities
of the Salians, the Lupercals, &c. practised such rites, as
might extort a smile of contempt from every reasonable
man. 1857 H. Spencer in IVesttn. Rev. Apr. 462 Among
the Romans, too, there were sacred dances : the Salian and
Lupercalian being named as of that kind. 1871 Farrar
IVitn. Hist. iii. 107 The catacomb triumphed over the
Grecian temple ; the cross of shame over the wine-cup and
the Salian banquet.

Salian a (s/i-lian), a. and sb. [f. late L. Sali-T,

the Salian Franks + -an.] a. adj. Of or belong-
ing to a tribe of Franks who inhabited a region
near the Zuyder Zee, and to whom the ancestors
of the Merovingian dynasty belonged. (Cf. Salic.)

b. sb. A Salian Frank.
1614 Selden Titles Hon. 11. i. 175 The old Franks which

were Teutonique, and calld also Salians. a 1727 Newton
Obs. Proph. Daniel 1. v. (1733) 43 By the access of these
Gauls, and of the foreign Franks also,, .the Salian kingdom
soon grew very great. X830 Grattan Hist. Netherlasuis
n The Salians, and the other petty tribes of Franks, their

allies, were essentially warlike. 1837 Keightley Hist. Eng.
I. 208 This regulation of the descent of the French crown,
was said, though improperly, to depend on a law of the
Salian Franks, hence called the Salic law. 1879 Encycl.
Brit.

t
IX. 529/2 There is in the Salian law no trace of a

primitive nobility.

t Sa'liannce. Obs. [f. saliaunt, Salient : gee

-ance. Cf. salience] An assault, or sally.

1590 Spenser F. Q. h. l 29 Now mote I weet,..why with
so fierce saliaunce,..ye did at earst me meet.

Salic (sae
-
lik, s/'-lik), a. Also 6 salicque. 6-7

-like, 7 sctllick, 7-8 saliok, 6-9 salique. [ad. F.
salique or med.L. Salicus, f. Salii (see Salian 2

).]

1. Salic law : in early use, and still in popular
language, the alleged fundamental law of the French



SALICACEOUS.

monarchy, by which females were excluded from

succession to the crown ; hence gen. a law excluding

females from dynastic succession. In this sense

still often spelt Salsaue and pronounced (salfk).

The ancient text which under the name ofthe ' Salic law
'

was adduced in favour of the succession of Philip V in 1316,

and afterwards used to combat the claims of Edward HI of
England (and his successors) to the French crown, was
really a quotation from the Lex Salica (see sense 2) ; the
words however (cap. 11k. § 5 of modern editions) have no
reference to succession to the crown, but merely state that
a woman can have no portion of the inheritance of * Salic
land ' {terra Salica) ; the precise meaning of this term is

disputed, and in the earliest form of the code the word
' Salic ' is omitted.
a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen, ^(1550) 4 b, The lawe Salicque

was only fayned and invented to put your noble progenitours
and you [Hen. V.] from your lawfull right and true inheri-
taunce. For they say that Pharamond made the lawe for
the land Salicque, which the glose calleth Fraunce. 1599
Shaks. Hen. K, 1. ii. 39. Ibid, pi They would hold vp this
Saltque Law, To barre your Highnesse claiming from the
Female. 1674 Ch. ft Crt. ofRome 29 In despite of the Salltck
Law, [they] endeavour that the Infanta . . should succeed unto
the Crown. 1837 [see Salian *]. 184a W. Irving Life <$ Lett.
(1866) III. 233 lay long usage, the Salique law of France.

.

had become naturalized in Spain. 1847 Tennyson Princess
u. 117 She fulmined out her scorn of laws Salique.

#
transf. 1663 Cowley Verses 4- Ess. (1669) 2 Orinda does

in that too raign, Does Man behind her in proud Triumph
draw, And Cancel great Apollo's Salick Law. 1773 Han.
Moke Search Happ. ii. 139, I scorn 'd the salique law of
pedant schools, Which chain our genius down by tasteless

rules. 1870 Huxley Lay Serttt. ii. 29 Nature's old salique
law will not be repealed.

2. In the original sense of L. Solicits : Pertaining

to the Salian Franks. ChieHy in Salic law or
code (L. Lex Salica), a Frankish law-book, written

in Latin, and extant in five successively enlarged
recensions of Merovingian and Carolingian date.
1781 Gibbon Dec/. $• F\

t
xxxvtiL (1787) III. 583 Before

the election of the Merovingian kings, the most powerful
tribe, or nation, of the Franks, appointed four venerable
chieftains to compose the Salic laws. Ibid. 594 Besides
these royal and beneficiary estates, a large proportion had
been assigned, in the division of Gaul, of allodial and Salic
lands. 1879 EncycL Brit. X. 476/1 The Salic code, .shows
u» the Saltan king as in all respects the centre of his state.

Hence Salicly (saliquely) adv., with reference

to the Salic law.
1784 H. Wau-olx Lett, to Ctess Ossory (1848) II. 207

Numerous as were the sons of Edward III., only Thomas,
Duke of Gloucester, continued the masculine line, and 1 can-
not (upon memory alone) affirm that. If he did, the Duke of
Buckingham beheaded by Henry VI II., had saliquely
speaking the beat title to the Crown.

Salicaceous (saelik/ 1 jas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.
salicdce-tts, f. L. salic-

t
salix willow : see -aceou^.]

Belonging to the N. O. Salicacex, which consists of
two genera, Salix (willow) and Populus (poplar).
1846 in Smart SuppL.

Salicet (sae-liset). [a. G. salicet (1703 in

Zedler), f. L. salic-
t salix willow + -et. tor the

suffix cf. dulcet 5b.] Salicio.val.
185a Seioel Organ 104 Salicional, or ' salicet \ .is one of

the finest organ registers. 1876 Hiles Catec/t. Organ ix.

(1878) 66 Salicet in the Pedal is a soft 16 feet register.

Salicify, erron. form of SiLicirr.

Salicin (sx'lisin). Also -inc. [ad. F. salicine

(I.eroux), f. L. salic-, salix willow : see -in *.]

A bitter crystalline principle obtained from willow-
bark, much used medicinally.
1830 Philos. Mag. VIII. 304 Salicine, burnt with oxide of

copper in a proper apparatus, yielded a gas entirely absorb-
able by potash. 1840 Ibid. XVI. 310 Salicin is now. .em- 1

ployed in medicine as a substitute for quinine. 1879 St. 1

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 230 The power of salicin and sali-
cylic acid in counteracting the rheumatic poison.
attrib. 1887 Athcnmum 26 Mar. 421/1 Salicine crystals.

Salicional (sili'Jdnal). Also erron. salcional,
salicinal. [a. G. saliz-, salicional (18th c.), f. I

salic-, salix willow, with obscure suffix. QL Sali-
cet.] An organ stop of a soft reedy tone resem-
bling that of a willow pipe.
1843 Me*.k\Metg. XXXIX.6 The plan has long been used

in Germany for the Salcional. 1881 Broadhouse Mus.
Acoustics 171 Pipes which are conically narrowed at the
top, such as the salicional and the gems horn. 1884 Bo-
sawocet in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 833/1 The salicional, sal-
cional, or salicet. 1897 F. E. Robertson Organ-building
1 17 If there be any shade of difference between these stops,
it is that the Salicional should be beautifully soft and stringy,
yet not without fulness, the Dulciana quite and a little less
reedy, and the Vox Angelica the thinnest of all

Salicyl (wc'lisil). Chcm. Also -yle,-ile, -ule.

fad. V. salicyte, f. L. salic-, -salix willow ; see -YL.]
The diatomic radical of salicylic acid.
1840 Turner's Elem. Chcm. (ed. 6) in. 852 Under the

name of hydruret of salicule, a peculiar acid was made known
by Piria, who discovered it as a product of the decomposi-
tion of Beam 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) HI. 409
Hydride of salicyl. 1878 Harley Royle's Mat. Med. 415
Gently heated with sulphuric acid and bichromate of potash,
it [sc. salicin}.. is converted into fragrant oil of meadowsweet
or hydride of salicy te.

attrib. 184a T. Graham Elem. Chem. 871 Salicyl Series of
Compound*. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 400
The salicyl gruup. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxxix. 380
Salicyl Aldehyde,CtH«0» 1888 Faggb & Pve-Smitm Prvic.
Med. fed. 2) I. 205 Salicyl compounds, invaluable as they
are in rheumatic fever.

51

Hence Salicylamic a., derived from salicyl and
ammonia ; SalicyTarnide, a compound formed
when oil of gualtheria is dissolved in a solution of
ammonia ; Sa licylide, the anhydride of salicylic
acid ; Salicy limide, a yellow crystalline powder
produced by the action of heat on salicylamic
acid ; Sa licylite, a salt formed by the action of
salicylol on oxides and hydrates of metals ; Sa'li-
cylol, a colourless or reddish oil intermediate in

composition between salicylic acid and salicylic

aldehyde ; also, extended to include a class of
bodies of this type in which part of the hydrogen
is replaced by a metal ; Salicylu-rate, a salt of
salicyluric acid ; f Salicylu/ret, a compound of
salicyl with a metal ; Salicyluric acid

t
an acid

derived from the urine evacuated after the admini-
stration of salicylic acid.

1840 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) 111. 855 Saliculimide.
Ibid.* Saliculite of Ammonia. 184a T. Graham Elem. Chem.
872 In the salicylites, the atom of hydrogen of the formula
of salicylous acid is replaced by a metal. Ibid. 873 Solu-
tions of alkalies and acids act upon salicy limide, . . as they do
upon amides. 1845 W. Gregory Outl. Chem. 11. 345 Sali-
cyluret ofammonium . . is formed when concentrated ammonia
is poured upon hydruret of sal icy le. 1857 Miller Elem.
Chem. (1862) IIL 544 It \s&- benzamic acid] is isomeric with
anthranilic acid and with salicylamide. Ibid. 567 Both
salicyUde and salicylic anhydride are rapidly converted into
ordinary salicylic acid. Ibid., The solutions of salicyluric
acid give a violet colour with persalts of iron. 1863Fownes'
Chem. (ed. 9) 557 Salicylite of copper is a green insoluble
powder. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 1 50 Saticylamic-acid,
. .this compound is produced by the action of ammonia on
mcthylsalicylic or ethylsalicylic acid. Ibid. 167 Salicylol. .

.

Salicylous Hydride. Hydnc Salicylite. Salicylous acid.
Ibid. 172 Salicylurates.—The acid decomposes carbonates.
Its salts crystallise easily. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. xxxix.
389 Sodium Salicilol. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 212/2 Salicin
is eliminated from the system partly in the form of salicylic
and salicyluric acids, and partly as saligenin.

Salicylate (sali-sil/t), sb. Chem. [f. Sali-
cylic 4- -atk 1.] A salt of salicylic acid.
184a T. Graham Elan. Chem. 874 Salicylate of silver is

an insoluble white precipitate, anhydrous. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 180 The oif of winter green is a
salicylate of methyl. 1878 Bristowe Theory $ Pract. Med.
(ed. 2)900 By far the most . . efficacious treatment of acute
rheumatism is that by salicylic acid or salicylate of soda.
attrib. 1897 AllbutCs Syst. Med. III. 13 The salicylate

treatment pushed too freely.

Salicylate (salrsiU»t), v. [f. next + -ATK 3.]

trans. '1 o mix or impregnate with salicylic acid.
1880 Times 28 Dec. j/6 By salicylating the drinking-water

of the beasts by the addition of two tablespoonfuls of the
acid dissolved in hot water. 1883 Martindale & Westcott
Extra Pharmacop. 71 Salicy lated Camphor. 1686 Lancet
s Oct. 638/: The salicylated beer of Paris.

Salicylic (salisWik), a. Chem. Earlier sali-

culio. [f. Saucyl + -ic]

1. Chem. Belonging to a group of benzene deriva-
tives obtainable from salicin ; esp. in salicylic acid,

a white crystalline substance, prepared commer-
cially from sodium phenol, and much used as an
antiseptic and in the treatment of rheumatism.
1840 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) in. 857 Saliculic Acid.

Discovered by Piria. 184s T. Graham Elem. Chem. 874
The salicylic acid is liberated by adding an excess of hydro-
chloric acid. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem. (1862) III. 560
Salicylic Series. 1869 Koscoe Elem. Chem. xxxix. 368 Sali-

cylic group. The members of this group are closely con-
nected with the benzyl and benzoyl series. 1881 Athenseum
4 June 754 The use of salicylic acid as a disinfectant.

2. Therapeutics. Made from, impregnated with,

or involving the use of, salicylic acid.
1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 10 On the eleventh day the

salicylic ointment was employed. 1880 MacCormac Anti-
sept.Surg. 215 The inguinal regions, .should be well padded
with salicylic wool. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 57 As a
rule such articular pains yield rapidly to salicylic treatment.

Salicylism .sce'hsiliz'm). [f. Salicylic + -ism.]

A toxic condition produced by the administration

of salicylic acid or salicylates.

1889 Lancet 19 Jan. 114/2 If patients bleed at all as a
result of salicylism, they should do so from their gums.

Salicylize (lae'lisiUu), v. [f. Salicylic +
-ize.] To treat with salicylic acid in order to

prevent fermentation. Hence Sa'licyliied ///. a.

1881 Nature 12 May 48/1 It is estimated that 5,000,000

hectolitres of wine were salicyliscd in France in 1880. 1881

Athenxum 4 June 754/2 The daily use of salicylued food
or drink does not. .injure the health.

Salicylous (sali*siUs), a. Chem. Earlier salic-

ulous. [L Saucyl + -ous. Ct F. salicyleux.]

Salicylous add', an oily liquid obtained by distilla-

tion of salicin with sulphuric acid and bichromate

of potash ; salicyl aldehyde.

1840 Turner's Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) 111. 854 Saliculous acid

combines with metallic oxides to form the saliculites. 184a

T. Graham Elem. Chem. 735 Oil of spiraea, or salicylous

acid. 1876 Harley Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 415 Salicylous acid

. .differing from salicylic acid by an atom less of oxygen.

Salie, variant of Saulie Sc.

Salience (s^i'liens). [f. Salient : see -ence.]

1. The quality of leaping or springing up. rare.

1836 L. Hunt in New Monthly Mag. XLVIL 479 What
fresh, clean, and youthful salience in the lynx ! 1840 —
Seer 1. 6 The suddenness and salience of all that is lively,

sprouting, and new.

SALIENT.

2. The fact, quality, or condition of being salient

or projecting beyond the general outline or surface.

Also of immaterial things.

1849 Lytton Caxtons x. i, No wonder that thou seemest
..to have a great cavity where thy brain should have the
bump of 'conscientiousness' in full salience ! 1877 Symonds
Reuaiss. It., Fine Arts III. vi. 209 His character does not
emerge with any salience from the meagre notices we have
received concerning him. a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led.A rchit.

(1879) I. 149 These subsidiary shafts may be..subordinated
one to another, both in size and salience. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. July 142 There is not the same unity of composition
or salience of colour.

3. A salient or projecting feature, part, or object.
1837 C. Lofft Selffortnation 1. 144 To people who would

merely lounge along, side by side, these saliences are sorely
annoying, they are abominable things. 1890 C. H. Moore
Gothic A rchit. ix. 290 Saliences are indicated convention-
ally [in illumination] by paling the colour. 1894 R. Ellis
Phaedrus 26 An imitator reproduces the saliences of his
model. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 7 May 2/1 The Kadakshan dis-
trict . . forms a salience, running deeply into Russian territory.

Saliency (s<?Hiensi). [f. Salient : see -ency.]

T 1. Leaping or jumping. Obs.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 25 It [sc. the ant] trips so

nimbly away without any saliency or leaping.

2. = Salience 2.

1834; J. S. Macaulav Field Fortif. vi. § i. 114 In order
to give as great a saliency as possible to these lunettes.
1841 Hor. Smith Moneyed Man III. viii. 208 The great
attenuation of the face.. gave a singular saliency to the
features. 1863 Lytton Caxtoniana II. 275 Its merits are
not to be sought in the saliency of any predominating ex-
cellence. 1882 C D. Warner Washington Irving vi. 118
A man, . . whose . . strong patriotism did not need the saliency
of ignorant partisanship.

3. = Salience 3.

1831 Examiner 68/2 They should be replete with saliencies,
and . .poke quaint peculiarities at the spectator. 1887 /for-
Per'sMag. July 266 Their little chronology., stepped briskly
over the centuries solely on the names of kings and san-
guinary saliencies.

Salient (svHient), a. and sb. Also 6 saliaunte,

7 salliant, 7-9 saliant, 8 saillant. fad. L. salient-

em, pres. pple. of satire to leap. The form has
been freq. assimilated wholly or partly to F. sail-

lant (from the same source).] A. adj.

1. Leaping, jumping ; esp. of animals, saltatorial.
Used by Sydney Smith app. for ' dancing '

: cf. Saltant.
1646 Sin T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. iii. 237 Salient animalls,

and such as move by leaping. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. ii.

S 53 Behold a straw besprinkled with some drops of his
blood .. leaped up on this Wilkinson [etc.].. when this straw
salient leaped first up into Wilkinson's lap [etc.]. 1803
Shaw Zool. IV. 167 Salient Blenny. Ibid. 585 Salient
Mackrel. 18*6 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 89/1 With ten
or a dozen stars and an Oonalaska chief, and followed by
all vicious and salient London, Mrs. Clotworthy takes the
field. 1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 804 Salient, moving
by leaps, as frogs.

b. Of water : Jetting forth ; leaping upwards.
1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. iv. 17 We could take notice

of the Lines describ'd by the Salient water, as the ejacula-
tion of that Liquor grew still fainter and fainter. 1718 Pope
Dune. 11. 162 Who best can send on high The salient spout,
far-streaming to the sky. 1830 Tennyson Adeline iii. Do
beating hearts of salient springs Keep measure with thine
own ? 189a Lu. Lytton A'. Poppy 11. 289 Nor any better
could that Dragonsage Hinder the sources of the salient

springs From listening.

fig. 1796 Bukke Let. Noble Ld. Wks. VIII. 46 He had in

himself a salient, living spring, ofgenerous and manly action.

C Of the pulse : Beating strongly, poet.

a 1791 Blacklock Ode written when sick 15 The salient

pulse of health gives o'er.

d. Math. Salient point (see quot.).

1645 Encycl. ftfetrop.ll. 122 The points of curves which
have been called shooting or saliant points, when the func-

dy
tion — becomes discontinuous by changing suddenly of

ax
value.

2. Her. Having the hind legs in the sinister base

and the fore paws elevated near together in the

dexter chief, as if in the act of leaping.

156a Legh Armorie 78 He beareth Argent, a Lion sali-

aunte,. .this lifteth up hys right pawe to the right corner of

the Escocheon, and the Rampande, lifteth up his left pawe
to the same corner. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 227 A demy
Ramme salient Argent, 17x8 A. Nisbet Ess. Armories
Index Terms, Salient, when any Beast is erected Bend*
ways. 1884 Boutell Her. Hist.

<J-
Pop. xx. (ed. 3) 334 A

pegasus salient.

transf. 1740 Genii. Mag. X. 460/1 [A little cur] salient

on her nether feet, Extorts your very fav rite bit.

3. Salient point [=* F. point saillant
y
mod.L.

punctum saliens~\ : in old medical use, the heart as

it first appears in an embryo (cf. quot. 1706);
hence, the first beginning of life or motion; the

starting-point of anything. Obs. or arch.

1671 Sir Ti Browne Let. Friend § 5 His end was not

unlike his beginning, when the salient point scarce affords

a sensible motion. [1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Punctum
Satiens, a little Speck or Cloud that appears in a Brood-

egg, and seems to leap before the Chicken begins to be

hatch'd.] 171a Blackmore Creation vi. 337 The Salient

Point, so first is call'd the Heart. 1769 Junius Lett. (1820)

154 That was the salient point from which all the mischiefs

. . of the present reign took life. i8aa Good Study Med. I

L

7 The heart is the salient point of the circulation. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. v, What a progress, since the first

salient-point of the Breton Committee ! 1869 Goulburn
Purs. Holiness iv. 39 What is the salient point, the spring,

of a virtue 9

7-a
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b. Similarly, t salient motion.
1660 Ingelo Bextiv. f, Ur. 11. (1682) no The earthly bud

of young Life first appears in a salient Motion.

4. Of an angle: Pointing outward, as an ordinary

angle of a polygon (opposed to re-entrant) ; chiefly

in Fortif., ' formed by two lines of works meeting

and pointing towards the country' (Voyle), i.e.

away from the centre of the fortification. So
salient point, etc.

1687 J. Richards Jrnl. Siege o/Buda 19 We pierc'd the

Wall of the Lower Town looking into St. Paul's Valley, and
carry "d on a 3d Angle Salliant. 170a Milit. Diet. s.v. Bon-
net, A Work consisting of two Faces, which make an Angle
Saillant in the Nature of a small Ravelin. 1739 Labelye
Short Ace. Piers IVestm. Bridge 79 Each Point, or Saliant

Angle of each of the Piers. i8xa Wellington m Gurw.
Desp. (1837) IX. 12 When the attack upon the salient angle
..succeeded. 1816 R. Jameson Char. Miu. (ed. 2) 170 In
ordinarycrystals, the faces adjacent to each other always form
salient, and never re-entering angles. 1838 Penny Cyci. X.
375/2 We obtain about 360 yards for the distance between
the salient points F and E of the two bastions. 1876 Voyle
& Stevenson Milit. Diet., Salient Order 0/ Battle, an
order of battle, the front of the army being formed on a
salient or outward angle.

5. a. Of material things: Standing above or

beyond the general surface or outline
;
jutting out

;

prominent among a number of objects.

1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. I. 32 He. .Crowns with high
Calpe Europe's saliant strand. 1834 McMuktrie devier's
A ni in. Kingd. 268 The hinge always furnished with salient

and well-marked teeth. 1844 Kinglake Eothen vi. 93 The
town is on a salient point. 1854 Badham tfalieut. 451
Large salient eyes. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 201 The
salient parts of the body and limbs should always be seen
through the drapery. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 229 The
salient physical features of the spot. 1881 Mivart Cat 480
The Mastoid is never salient.

b. Of immaterial things, qualities, etc. : Stand-
ing out from the rest

; prominent, conspicuous.

Often in phr. salient point (cf. 3).
1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. 177 The great salient points are

admirably seized. 1846 Grote Greece 1. xx. II. 87 His per-
sonal ascendancy, .is the salient feature in the picture. 186a
Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. viii. 153 Some few salient points
emerge full of eternal significance. 1873 Symonds Grk.
Poets xii. 401 In the midst of our activity we have so little

that is salient _or characteristic in our life. 1874 Green
Short Hist. vii. § 7. 421 No salient peculiarity seems to
have left its trace on the memory of his contemporaries.

B. sb. Fortif. A salient angle or part of a work.
1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner, (ed. 2) 209 If lunettes

are constructed beyond the saliants of the bastions and
ravelins. 1868 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 216 Two
sides of a triangle whereof the salients pointed straight to
the front. 1897 Gen. H. Porter Campaigning with Grant
in Century Mag

%
June 210 The fort was an enclosed work,

and formed a salient upon the enemy's line.

Hence Sa'liently adv., in a salient manner.
1847-54 in Webster. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. Introd.

30 His name stands out saliently in several events which
serve to mark epochs .. in English history. 1870 Contemfi.
Rev. XVI..159 They stand saliently in the van of civilization.

Saliewe, variant of Salue.
Saliferous (sali-feras), a. [f. L. sal, sali- salt

+ -ferous, perh. after F. salifere. (Cf. Kirwan's
salini/erous.)] Containing a large proportion of
salt : said chiefly of strata.

Formerly used Geol. to define the Upper Trias.
1818-32 Webster (citing Eaton). 1833 Lyell Priuc. Geol.

III. 332 A saliferous red marl. 1833-4 J- Phillips Geol. in
Encycl.Metrop. (1845) VI. 612/2 Saliferous System of Europe.
1846 McCulloch A cc. Brit. Empire 1. 65 The name salifer-
ous has sometimes been given to this group [so. the new red
sandstone series]. 1847 H. Miller First Impr. x. 181 The
saliferous district of Cordova. 1879 G. Gladstone in Cos-
selCs Teehn.Edue.lV. 3 1 5/1 The water in percolating through
the saliferous strata will dissolve out the salt.

Salifiable (sse-lifaiiabT), a. Chem. [a. F.
salifiable, f. salifier to Salify.] Capable of com-
bining with an acid to form a salt.

1790 Kerr U.Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 150 Acids may.,
be considered as true salifying principles, and the substances
with which they unite to form neutral salts may be called
salifiable bases. 1836 Brands Chem. (ed. 4) 321 The sali-
fiable oxides. 1882 Nature XXVI. 102 Under the proper
conditions of temperature, moisture, supply of oxygen, and
presence of salifiable base.

t Sali'ficate, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. salificat-us,
pa. pple. of salificdre to Salify.] Turned into a salt.
1657 G. Starkey Helmonfs Find. 314 A very small por-

tion of the Oyl will be turned into a resinous gumme, dis-
tinct from that which is salificate.

Salification (sa^lifik^-jan). [ad. mod.L. sa-
lificatiSnem, f. salificdre to Salify.] Conversion
into a salt ; theaction or condition of being salified.
1684 tr. Bontts Merc. Compit.xix. 769/r The liquor being

filtrated and evapourated the salts run into crystals. Such
kind of salification succeeds well [etc.). 1828-32 in Webster,
and in recent Diets.

Salify (sarlifai), v. Chem. Now rare. [ad.
F. salifier, ad. mod.L. salificdre, f. L. sal, sali-
salt : see -fy.] intr. To form a salt.

1790 [see Salifiable].

Saligenin (saeli-djenin). Chem. Also 9 -ine.
[a. F. saliginine, f. sali(cine) Salicin : see -gen
and -in 1.] A substance obtained in the decom-
position of salicin by dilute acid.
1852 W. Gregory Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 147 Salicine is com-

posed of saligenine and sugar. 1863 Fowncs' Chem. (ed. 0)

558 Saligenin forms colourless, nacreous scales, freely soluble
in water, alcohol, and ether.

So Salig-enol, Sali'grenyl (see quots.).
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 212/2 It [sc. salicin] may be split

up by digestion with emulsin or saliva into salicylic alcohol
(saligenol, C7H8O2) and glucose. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Soli-
genyl, the hypothetical radical of Saligenin.

Saligot (saeligpt). Also 7-8 salligot. [a. OF.
saligot^} The water-chestnut, Trapa natans.
Urquhart (quot. 1653) uses_ ' salligots ' to render F. tribars

(said to mean ' ragouts of tripe '), evidently because of Cot-
grave's ' Tribute, the water Caltrop, Saligot '.

1578 Lyte Dodoens IV. lxxii. 535 Tneophrast and Dioscorides
haue described two kindes of Tribulus, theoneofthelande...
The other of the water, called Saligot. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
II. eclxxxiv. 677 The leaues of Saligot be giuen against all

inflammations. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxxi, Gallant
salligots with garlick [orig. beaux tribars aitx aits]. 1666

J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 56 The Potatoe is a root
much like the Saligots growing in Gardens, which are called
Topinambous,or Jerusalem Artichokes. 1736BAILEYHouseh.
Diet. 517 Salligot, or Water Caltrop. 1866 Treas. Bot.

Salimeter (sali
-
m/"ts.i). [f. L. sal, sali- salt +

-meter.] An instrument for determining theamount
of salt in a solution.
1866 Atkinson tr. Ganot's Physics § 109.

II Salina (salai'na). [a. Sp. salina :—L. salina,

only in pi. salines (sc. fodime), fern, of *salinus
Saline.] A salt lake, pond, well, spring, or marsh

;

a salt-pan, salt-works.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1699) 265 A dry Salina or Salt-pond.

1748 Brownrigg Art Making Salt 16 Salinas of the same
kind have been taken notice of by travellers, in many other
parts of the world. 1829 W. Irving Cong. Granada II.

lxxxviii. 312 El Zagal relinquished his right to one half of
the salinas, or saltpits, of Mateha 1879 Beerbohm Pata-
gonia v. 76 We rode past a long chain of Salinas, which
glittered and sparkled whitely in the sun.

Salination (sjelin^i-Jan). rare- 1
, [ad. L.

type *salindtio : see Saline and -ation.] Salting.
1705 Greenhill Embalming 59 It is not improbable the

Egyptians might have been accustom'd to wash the Body
with the same Pickle they us'd in the Salination.

II Salina'tor. rare. [L. salindtor, f. salina:

see Salina and -ator.] A Salter.

1705 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2107 A Dissector or Anatomist;
a Sahnator or Salter. 1854 Badham Halieut. 67 note. The
salt of Rome is at present monopolized by one or two
salinators, who farm it from Government.

Saline (iflHSta, sabi'n), a. and sb. [ad. L.
*salinus, f. sal salt : see -ine'. Cf. F. salin, fern.

-ine (17th c), Sp., Pg., It. saline] A. adj.

1. f Composed of salt (obs.) ; of the nature of
salt j having salt as a preponderating constituent.
c 1450 Mirottr Saluacioun 3377 Loths wif loking bakwards

was turnyd til a stone Salyne. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys.
Meek. xxii. 167 Some saline Corpuscles dispers'd through
the Air. 1693 J. Edwards Author. O. <y N. Test. 136 Lot's
wife turn'd into a saline pillar. 1733 P. Shaw Chem. Lect.
iv. (1750) 67 Under the general Head of Saline Earths may
be reckoned all those that are calcined or burnt in the Fire.
1802 Playfair Illnstr. Hutton. Theory^ The water would
gain admission to the saline strata. 1832 De la Beche Geol.
Man. (ed. 2) 21 The saline contents of sea-water. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 124 The river contains less saline matter.

b. Of natural waters, springs, lakes, etc. : Im-
pregnated with salt or salts.

1805 W
;
Saunders Min. Waters 230 A valuable property

which this water possesses in common with the other bitter
saline waters. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlix. IV. 499
Brackish waters and saline marshes. 1862 Merivale Rom.
Emp. liii. VII. 240 note 2, Mehadia, long celebrated for its

saline baths. 187a Jenkinson Guide Eng. Lakes (1879) 265
Medicinal springs, saline and sulphurous.

U c. loosely used for Salt a. 1 2.

1812 Crabbe Tales vii. 21 With bacon, mass saline, where
never lean Beneath the brown and bristly rind was seen.

3. Like that of salt ; like salt ; salty.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 144 The acid saline vitriolated
qualities of wine, vineger or juice of Limons. 1732 Arbuth.
not Rules 0/ Diet in Aliments, etc. 2^0 By this saline
Quality, the Juices of Shell-Fish, .are diuretick. X774 J.
Bryant Mythol. I. 33 The fountain at Selinus in Sicily was
of bitter saline taste. 1857 G. Bird's Urin. Deposits (ed. 5)

78 The . . saline taste of nitre. 187s Darwin Insectiv. PI. viii.

178 The solution was sufficiently strong to taste saline.

4. Of or pertaining to chemical salts ; of the
nature of a salt.

1771 Encycl. Brit. II. 70/1 The chemists have not yet
been able to produce a saline substance by combining earth
and water together. 1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elan. Chem.
167 There is reason to believe that many of these supposable
saline combinations [viz. neutral salts] are not capable of
being formed. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1085 A few have rashly
offered to cut the Knot, by excluding from the saline family,
chloride of sodium, the patriarch of the whole. 1863 Fownes 11

Chem. (ed. 9) 269 The great resemblance in properties be-
tween the two classes of saline compounds, the haloid and
oxy-salts. 1881 Williamson in Nature No. 618. 414 When
a constitution, similar to that attributed to salts, was ima-
gined for other compounds not saline in their character.

5. Of medicines: Consisting of or based upon
salts of the alkaline metals or magnesium.
1789 W. Buchan Dom. Med. (1790) 681 Saline Mixture.

Dissolve a drachm of the salt of tartar in four ounces of
boiling water. 1802 Med. Jrnl. VIII. 32 The use of saline
purgatives. 1876 Bristowe TluoryUfPract.Med.i^ Saline
effervescents may both relieve sickness and at the same time
promote urine. 1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Mar. 678/2 Saline
aperients were., useful in children of full hahit.

6. Of plants, f animals : Growing in or inhabiting
salt plains or marshes.
1802 Shaw Zool. III. 119 Saline Frog. Rana Salsa. . .It

is an inhabitant of salt marshes in some parts of Germany.
1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 441/1 Saline Plants are those
which require for their healthy and vigorous growth a con-
siderable supply of chloride of sodium., and other salts.

B. sb.

1. = Salina.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 669 One salyne that is called a salte

pitte. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. xiv. (S.T.S.) I. 79 He biggit
als In pe mouth of tyber be ciete callit hostia, And mony
Salynis war edify t about pe samyn. 1589 M. Phillips in
Hakluyt Voy. 568 We came to the North side of the riuer of
Panuco, where the Spanyards haue certaine Salines. 1748
Brownrigg Art Making Salt 15 The learned Doctor Shaw
hath given us the most accurate description of several of
these salines in the kingdom of Algiers. 1808 Ashe Trav.
III. 3 It lie. Salt River] received its name from the number
of salines on its banks which impregnate its waters. 1888
Harper's Mag. Apr. 739 Its highest ridges do not rise more
than the height of a man above the salines on either side.

2. (See quots.)
1662 Merrett tr. NerCs Arto/Glass cxvii. 173 Saline of

the Levant. 1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Saline of the
Levant, is a salt extracted from the froth of the Sea, coagu-
lated through the extreme heat of the Countrey. 1850
Ogh.\ ie, Saline., .potash before it is calcined, i860 Wor-
cester (citing Loudon), Saline, a dry saline, reddish sub-
stance, obtained from the ashes of potato leaves, etc. 1895
Funk's Standard Diet., Salin, the residue obtained from
the evaporation or calcination of vinasse.

3. A saline purge (see A. 5).
1875 B. Meadows Clin. Obscrv. 71 Acids and alkalies,

quinine and colchicum, rhubarb and salines, all kinds of
remedies were useless. 1883 Thomson & Steele Diet.
Domestic Med. <y Surg. (ed. 17) 520/1 Pyretic saline. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 656 Free purgation with salines
will often, as in eczema, alleviate the itching.

SalineneSS. rare. [-NESS.] Salinity.
1674 R. Godfrey Inj. «t Ab. Physic 59 It having.. lost its

salineness, and its vitality. 1757 tr. Henckefs Pyritol. 357A vitriolic salineness.

t Saliner. Obs. [a. OF. salinier, ad. late L.
salindrius, f. L. salina Salina.] A salt-maker.
1543 St. Paters Hen. VIII (1849) IX. 260 The saliners do

gyve out of hande 15000 muys of salt to be delivred (etc].

Saliniferous (saelini'feras), a. rare, [irreg. f.

L. *salin-us Saline + -ferous.] Saliferous.

1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 389 The saliniferous hill Konigs-
horn in Westphalia, consists of marly limestone.

Saliniform (salinifpim), a. [irreg. f. L. *sa-
lin-us Saline + -form.] Having the form of salt.

1799 Kirwan6Vo/. Ess. 399 Most metals.. are found in
four states, native, sulphurated, calciform, or saliniform.

Salinitrons (sarlinsitras), a. [f. L. sal, sali-

salt + Nitre + -ous. Cf. Salitbose, -oos.] Per-
I taining to or containing nitre.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Satinilrous, compounded with salt
or salt-petre. 1901 IVestm. Gaz. 5 Oct. 7/2 The salinitrous
districts.

Salinity (sali-nlti). [f. Saline + -ity. Cf.
F. salinity!] The quality of being saline ; saltness.
1658 R. France North. Mem. (.694) 181 The Salinity of

the Ocean. 1869 Sci. Opinion 14 Apr. 445/2 We want in-
formation . . as to the degree of salinity . . of the water at
different levels. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 332 Deeper down [in
the Dead Sea] the salinity amounts to saturation.

SalillO- (sabi'no), used as combining form of
Saline, in the sense ' consisting of salt (and ...)',
as salino-sulphureous, -terrene, terreous adjs.

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 69 An Acid Salino-sulphureous
steam, a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 49 Salino-sulphureous
spirits. 1744 Parsons in Phil. Trans. XL1II. 19 note, The
salino-sulphureous Particles of the Blood. 1800 tr. La-
grange's Chem. I. 357 We are not acquainted with the
action of salinoterreous matters on arsenic 1828-32 Web-
ster, Salino'terrene, denoting a compound ofsalt and earth.

Salinometer (sjelinp-mrtw). [f. Saline +
-(o)meter.] An apparatus or instrument for
ascertaining the salinity of water, esp. one for in-

dicating the density of brine in marine boilers.

1844 Mech. Mag. XL. 34 Mr. J. Scott Russell's Salinometer.
1876 Calal. Sci. App. S. Kens. 97. 1884 Knight Diet.
Mech. Suppl., Salinometer, an instrument for testing the
strength of a brine or salt pickle.

+ Sali-nous, a. Obs. [f. L. *salinus Saline +
-OUS.] Saline, salty.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. i. 50 Salinous spirits,
concretive juyces, and causes circumjacent. 1669 W. Simp-
son Hydrol. Chym. 327 Spaws of different sorts, as vitrioline,
aluminous, nitrous, salinous. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. 11. 119 Rain-water,, .incorporating with that Salinous
Earth, produces a Salt, that works out of the Surface of it.

Salipyrin (sfelipsie-rin). [f. Sali(cylic) +
(Anti)pyrin.] Salicylate of antipyrin.
1892 A. H. Allen Comm. Org. Anal. (ed. 2) III. 11. 37 Sa.

licylate of antipyrine has been employed with favourable
results in medicine under the name of ' salipyrin '.

Saliretin (sselimin). Chem. [ad. F. saliritine
(Piria), f. Sali(cin) + Gr. ^nxtVr; Resin.] A re-
sinous substance obtained by the action of dilute
acids on saligenin.

1840 Turners Elem. Chem. (ed. 6) m. 861 The white
precipitate obtained, when salicine is boiled in dilute muria-
tic or sulphuric acid is saliretine. 1853 Pharmac. Jrnl
XIII. 88 Saliretin is isomeric with hydruret of benzoyle.
Salit, variant pa. t Salue v. Obs.
Salite, variant of Sahlite.



SALITED.

Salited, ///. a. ? Obs. [f. L. salit-us, pa. pple.

of satire to salt + -En i.] Impregnated with salt.

1784 Cullen tr. Bergman's Pliys. <r Chem. Ess. I. 443
Salited magnesia dissolves in spirit of wine. 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) II. 438 Salited Arsenic may also be pre-

cipitated in its Metallic form by Zinc.

t Sali'tion. Obs. [ad. late L. salition-em, n.

of action f. salire to leap.] Leaping.
a 168a Sib T. Browne Comm.-pl. Bis. Wks. 1835 IV. 393

What kind of motion natation or swimming is,.. whether
not compounded of a kind of salition, and volation.

Salitre (sse'litaa). [a. Sp. salitre saltpetre

:

see Sal-nitbe.] Sodium nitrate.

1884 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 9 Nov. 4/1 The Committee of
the Combination of Salitre Elaborators. 1895 Funk's
Standard Did., Saltier, soda niter.

Salitrose (sse-litrc«s), a. [ad. Sp. salitroso, i.

salitre (see prec).] Containing saltpetre.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 11. 550 Roads.. clouded in a
salitrose dust. 1848 Blackw. Mag. LXIII. 726 The Bayou
Salade especially, owing to the salitrose nature of the soil

and springs, b the favourite resort.

So Salitrous (sse'litras) a.

1897 Gadow Ih North. Spain 77 A spring of salitrous water.

t Saliture. Obs. rare. fad. late L. salltura,

i. salire to salt (see Salited).] Salting, pickling.
1657 Tomlinsos Kenou's Disp. 87 As Saliture and Farture

rather seem to appertain to a Cooks [shop]. 1657 Physical
Diet., Saliture, the art of salting or seasoning any meats.

Saliva (sabi-va). [a. L. saliva.'] Spittle ; the

mixed secretion of the salivary glands and of the

mucous glands of the mouth, a colourless liquid,

having normally an alkaline reaction, which mixes
with the food in mastication.
1676 Wiskmam Chirurg. Treat, tv. vii. 333 Not meeting

with that disturbance from the Saliva as in the former work.
1748 tr. Vegetate' Distemp. Horses 17a He will.. pour out
a great deal of Saliva, and his Gums will swelL 1847-9
Toads Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 415/2 The presence of food in the
mouth caused a rapid flow of saliva. 1877 Foster Physiol.
il i. 158 Saliva contains but few solids.

trans/. 1818 Ki.by & Sp. Eutomol. xxi. (ed. 2) II. 247 The
carrion -beetles, .defile us.. with brown fetid saliva.
atlrii: 18.6 Kihbv & Sp. Entomol. xl. IV. 110 The usual

saliva-reservoirs. Ibid. xli. 125 The most usual number of
the saliva-secrctors is two

:
1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,Saliva-

pump (Dentistry), a deviceto remove the saliva from the
mouth during dental operations.

Salival (sahi-val), a. and sb. 'Now rare. [ad.

mod.L. salivdl-is, f. L. saliva : see prec and -al.

Cf. OF. salival.] A. adj. = Salivary.
1646 Sir I. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xvi. (1686) 116 Salival

conduits and passages. 166a H . Stcbbf. tnd. Nectar iii. 34
That salival ferment in the mouth which inchoates diges-
tion. 1713 Derham Phys..ThtoL IV. xl 195 To afford that
noble digestive salival Liquor to be mixed with the Food
in Mastication. 174a Phil. Trans. XLI. 441 The Vessels
called salival Ducts by Coschivitzius. i8a6 Kirbv & Sp.
Entomol. xli. IV. 124 He suspects that they may be salival

vessels.
_

1881 Clark Russell Ocean Free-Lance I. iii. 81
The salival froth dropping from the jaws ol a bloodhound,

t B. sb. pi. The salivary glands. Obs.
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, iv. viii. 334 Ranula is a

soft Swelling possessing those Salivalls under the Tongue.

Salivan (saUi-van), a. rare— 1
, [f. Saliva +

-AN.] — Salivary 2.

188a Proc. Zool. Soc. 14 Nov. 632 The. .salivan secretion.

Salivant (sse-livant), a. and sb. [ad. L. sali-

vanl-em, pres. pple. of salivare, f. saliva Saliva.
Cf. F. salivant.] a. adj. Promoting salivation

;

sialagogic. b. sb. A sialagogue.
1846 Worcester (citing Caldwell), Salivant, a., a pro-

moting salivation. 1857 Dukglison Diet. Med.

t Salivariona, a. Obs. — " [f. L. saliviri-us

Salivabt + -oca.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr^ Salivarious, clammy and thick

like spettle.

Salivary (sarlivari), a. [ad. L. salivdri-us,

f. saliva : see Saliva and -aby.]

1. Secreting or conveying saliva.
The salivary glands in man are the parotid, submaxillary,

and sublingual.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 37. 2/1 The Salivary Glands.
1793 Beddoes Consumption 142 Some persons whose skin
is no sooner touched with quicksilver ointment than it is

felt in the salivary glands. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 30
The encephalous mollusks are always furnished with well-
developed salivary glands. 185a Prase's Mag. XLVI.
162 That.. mutton, .moved my salivary apparatus. 1880
GUnther Fishes 124 Salivary glands. .are absent in fishes.

2. Consisting of saliva.

1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 562 The auxiliary secre-
tions subservient to digestion . . are the Salivary, the Hepatic,
and the Pancreatic. 1880 M. Mackenzie bis. Throat ft

Nose I. 116 Trie salivary secretion cannot be swallowed.
3. Pertaining to or existing in the saliva or sali-

vary glands.
1807 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. 11. v. 228 A salivary

fistula is an opening on the cheek, from which saliva
escapes. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 473
111 man salivary calculi are of rare occurrence, but the forma-
tion of tartar on the teeth is continually observed. 1871 T.
Bryant Pract. Surg. 457 In salivary fistula, the salivary
duct must find a natural outlet before its unnatural orifice

can be expected to close.

f8a-livate,a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Saliva t -ate •]

« Salivary i.

1710 T. Fuller Pharm. F.xtemp. 181 It [sc the gargle]
. .helps, .the laxity of the salivate Glands.
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Salivate (sarliv^t), v. [f. L. salival-, ppl.

stem of L. salivare, f. saliva Saliva.]
1. trans. To produce an unnsual secretion of

saliva in (a person), generally by the use of mercury

;

to produce ptyalism in.

i66g Phil. Trans. IV. 1050, I designe to salivate her, in
hopes to correct that vitious ferment. 1720 Becket ibid.

XXXI. 109 Any Proof, .that Persons had been Salivated
in their Leprosy. 18*7 J. W. Croker in C. Papers 7 Aug.
(1884) I. 380 He gave Mr Qanning] so much [mercury]
that he actually salivated him. 1879 Khory Princ. Med. 4
Quinine salivates a few.
absot. 1708J. Keill Anim. Secretion 63 Why does Mercury

salivate, or Nitre force Urine? 1845 P. H. Latham Lect.
Clin. Med. I. xiii. 266 Even within this time mercury must
be made to salivate, if mercury is made to cure.

2. intr. a. To secrete or discharge saliva, b.

To secrete saliva in excess under the influence of
sialagogues.
1681 tr. Willi? Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Salivate, to spit.

1706 Phillips {ed. Kersey), To Salivate, to gather or make
Spittle. 17*5 Huxham in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 381 Two
adult Persons,, .who neither salivated, nor purged, except
when some lenient Catharticks were given them. 1737
Bracken Farriery Imfr. (1749) 152 Horses easilier salivate

than Men. 18*9 Sir R. Christison Treat. Poisons xiii.

(1832) 369 She immediately began to complain of soreness
of the mouth, salivated profusely, and even put on the ex-
pression of countenance of a salivating person. 183a lilackiv.

Mag. XXXI. 843 He [sc. an American! salivates for some
threescore years,, .and is gathered to bis fathers, to spit no
more.

Hence Salivating vbl. sb. and///, a.

1657 G. Starkey Hetmont's Vind. 101 As the Devil is

fabled not able to hide his cloven foot, so Mercury will still

be betraying its . , salivating quality. 1676Wiseman Chirurg.
Treat. , Lues Ven. 8 The methods of Salivating are divers,

but all by Mercury. 1694 Salmon Bate's DtsPens. 513/2
It is more gentle than Turpcthum Mineral*, or any other
salivating Precipitate. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Salivation,
A- . French Physician, M.Chicoyneau,.. has latelydone some
Discredit to the Practice of Salivating. 1839 [see 2 above].

Salivation (sseliv/i-Jan). [a. F. salivation or

its source late L. sallvdtto, n. of action f. salivare to

Salivate.] Secretion or discharge of saliva

:

esp. the production of an excessive flow of saliva

by administering mercury.
1598 T. Bastard Chrestoteros (1880) 10 Phisition Mirus

talkes of saliuatiou. 1686 Wood Life (O. H. S.) III. 202
Whore houses increase, surgeons have work, and great
salivation used. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady \\. ii. 8, 4 (1734)
127 Salivation by the internal Exhibition of Mercurials
only, seldom succeeds. 1764 Reid Inquiry vi § 17 [He]
having been blind for some years of a gutta serena, was
restored to sight by salivation. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 570
Salivation, a symptom that is often remarked at the period
of teething. 1843 R. J. Gkayks Syst. Clin. Med. xvi. 192
His mouth was still sore in consequence of severe mercurial
salivation. 1877 Roberts Handbk. Med.^ (ed. 3) I. 157
Caution must be exercised in the administration ofnarcotics,
should there be much bronchial catarrh or salivation.

b/ with a and //. Now Obs. or rare.
1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser.

<J-
Com. viii. Wks. 1709 III.

74 As if they were all clapt, and under a Salivation for the
cure on'L 1746 H. Walfole Let. to Mann 25 Apr., Lord
Elcho was in a salivation. 1760 C- Johnston Chrysal (1822)
III. 310 She had lo*t her hair and teeth in a salivation ! 1831

J , Davies Matt. Mat. Med. 23 An old woman . .was affected

with a considerable salivation every time she made use of
opium.

1 0. concr. Saliva or an excretion resembling it.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 413 The noysome saliuation or
spittle of the Aspis called Ptyas. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh. 107
Engendered from the salivation and slime of snakes.

t Salivative, a. Obs. [f. L. salivdt-, ppl. stem
of saliv&re to Salivate + -ive.] Causing a flow

of saliva; salivant
1657 G. Starkey Helmont's Vind To Rdr., I have., re-

jetted all Mercurial and Antimonial Medicaments, whether
Vomitive, Purgative or Salivative.

Sa livator. rare- 1
, [f. Salivate v. : see

-atorJ One who uses sialagogues.
1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) I. 661 The salivators. .have

not been more successful than other practitioners.

Saliva tory, a. rare. [f. late L. salivat-

(see Salivate v.) + -oby.J = Salivabt.
1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 241 Salivatory glands.

tSali'VOUS, a. Obs. [ad. L. salivdsus or F.

sativeux, f. saliva Saliva : see -ous.]

L Pertaining to saliva ; of the nature of saliva.

1567 Mai-let Gr. Forest 62 This last being kept awhile in

the mouth dryeth vp the tongue and saliuous humor. 1658

Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 150 After a fuller mastica-

tion, and salivous mixture. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <\

Min. 285 Their [sc. snails'] salivous mucus which they vomit

out when pricked. 167* Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, iv. vii.

333 An Elongation of the Vvuta through the abundance of

salivous Humour flowing upon it.

2. Using spittle (in baptism).
1813 Moore Post-bag iv. 67 Let no one tell us_ To free

such sad salivous fellows—No—no—the man baptized with

spittle Hath no truth in him.

Sail, obs. form of Soul, and Shall v.

Sallad(e, obs. forms of Salad, Sallet.

II
Salle (sal). See also Sale sb$ [Fr. ; of Teut.

origin : cf. Sale sb.1]

1. A hall, room. rare. (Only with reference to

foreign countries.)

1819 Byron Let. 31 Dec., in Moore Life (1839) 432/1 Music,

dancing, and play, all in the same salle. 1853 C. Bronte
Villettt xx, A knowledge not merely confined to its open

SALLET.
streets, but penetrating to all its galleries, salles, and
cabinets.

2. In Fr. combinations. Salle-a-manger (sala-

mai'15^), a dining-hall, dining room. Salle d'at-
tente (saldataht), a waiting-room (at a station).
176a Sterne Let. 14 Aug., The house consists of a good

salle d manger above stairs [etc.]. 186a Thackeray Philip
II. ix.2oi At a pretty early hour the various occupants of
the crib at the Rue Poussin used to appear in the dingy
little salle-a-manger, and partake of the breakfast there
frovided. 1879 Froude in Fraser's Mag. Nov. XX. 624
t was a large barely furnished apartment like the salle

cCattente at the Northern Railway Station at Paris. 1882
Sala Amer. Revis. (1883) I. vii. in Without any crowding
. . we passed from the salle d'attente to the platform. 1887
Ruskin Prxterita II. 172 James Forbes and his wife were
with us in the otherwise untenanted salle-a.manger.

Sallee-man (sse-hmsen). Also Sally-man.
[f. Satlee, the name of a Moroccan seaport formerly
of piratical repute.]

1. A Moorish pirate-ship. Obs. exc. Hist. So
also Sallee rover.
1637 J. Dunton Jml. Sally Fleet Ep. Ded., Being sent

out Master and Pilote in a tallyman of warre, with twenty-
one Moores and five Flemish rennagadoes, unto the coast
of England to take Christians. x686 J. Dunton Lett. fr.
New-Eng. (1867) 29 One of the Seamen having descry'd to
the S.W. a ship which he took for a Sally-Man. Ibid. 30
This Supposed Sally-Rover prov'd nothing else but a Vir-
ginia Merchant-Man. 1698 T. Froger Voy. 2 On the oth
we had a sight of another Vessel, . . she seem'd to be a Sally-
man, and might carry about 30 pieces of cannon. 1734
Extracts Rec. Convent. Burghs Scotl. (1885) V. 593 A ship-
master in Boness and his crew who were taken Dy a Salee
Rover and are now at Algeirs. 1754 Jackson's Ox/. Jml.
24 Aug., A Sallee man, which cruizes from Cape Bon to the
Isle of Galeta. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal II. xii. 235 A
Sallee rover gave chace to our ship.

2. A marine hydrozoan, Velella vulgaris.
It floats on the sea with its vertical crest acting as a sail.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 387 The Sally Man. This in-
sect is more firm and opake than either of the foregoing.
i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist Austral. 54 Vel-
tela limbosa, or Sallyman, is abundant. 1863 Wood Illustr.
Nat. Hist. III. 739 A remarkable creature called by the
popular name of Sallee Man, sometimes corrupted in nautical
fashion into Sallyman.

SaUender(sx-lend3j). Now only pi. Forms:
6-7 aelander, 7sellander, sellender, sallander,
8 solander ; 8 selenders, 8-9 sallenders. [Oi
obscure origin : in F. solandre (1664 in Hatz.-
Darm.).] A dry scab affecting the hock of a horse.
15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 95 A selander is in the bendynge

of the legge behynde. 1607 Makkham Caval. vii. (1617) 7g
A Mallander is a drie scabbe vpon the bought of the fore
leg : and the Sellanders vpon the binder. 1639 T. de Gray
Comyl. Horsem. 6 No way subject to mainge, mallender,
sellender. 1685 Loud. Gas. No. 2092/4 Stolen.., a large
strong grey Gelding, . . hath a small Sallander. 1715 Bradley
Fam. Diet. II. s. v. Malenders, Others alledge, that what
cures the Scratches will cure both the Malenders and Selen-
ders. 1831 Youatt Horse 273 In the inside of the hock.,
there is sometimes a scurfy eruption called mallenders in
the fore leg, and sallenders in the hind leg. 1884 Sat. Rev.
5 July 27/2 It is a breach of a warranty of soundness if the
warranted horse suffers from .. sallenders.

Sallendine, obs. form of Celandine.
Sailer, obs. f. Sollar Min. t platform.

Sallery, obs. form of Celery, Salary.
Sallet (soviet), salade (sala'd). Antiq. Forms:

5-8 sallet, 5-6 salett(e, aalet (also 8-9 arch.)j

Sc. sellat, -et, (5 salectte, salate), 6 sallett(e,

(-att), 6-7 sallate, 7 sallad(e, 5-7, 9 arch.

salad(e. [a. F. salade, ad. Sp. celada or It. celata,

believed to represent L. cseldta (sc. cassis or galea),

(a helmet) ornamented with engraving. Cf. MDu.
salade, sallade, salla.

The L. adj. has not been found in this elliptical use. Cf.
' loricse galeaeque aenex, cxlatae opere Corinthio ' (Cicero). ]

1. In mediaeval armour, a light globular head-

piece, either with or without a vizor, and without

a crest, the lower part curving outwards behind.

c 1440 Eng. Cong. /ret. iv. 11 (MS. Rawl.), Ham-Selfe wel
wepenyd with haubergeons, and bryght Salletis and sheldys.

1465 Marc. Paston in P. Lett. II. 189 Imprimis, a peyr
brygandyrs, a salet, a boresper [etc.]. 1480 Caxton Chron.
Eng. cclv, (1482) 331 He toke syr vmfreys salade and his

brigantyns. .and also his gylt spores and arayd hym lyke a
lord. C1537 Thersytes 55, I wolde have a sallet to were on
my hed, Whiche under my chyn with a thonge red Buckeled
shall be. 1385 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv.

xxviii. 146 b, On their heads [they] hadde sallets of leather.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. x. 9 Many a time but for a Sallet,

my braine-pan had bene cleft with a brown Bill. 1594 R.
Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 113 b, The men that were heauily
armed had a salade, which couered their head, and came
downe as far as their shoulders, a 1600 Floddan F. ii.

(1664) 12 Some of a share can shortly make A sallate for to

save his pate. X786 Grose Anc. Armour 11 The Salade,

Salet, or Celate. Father Daniel defines a Salet to be a sort

of Hght^ casque, without a crest, sometimes having a visor,

and being sometimes without one. 18*4 Meyrick Ant.
Armour III. Gloss., Satett,..a. light head piece sometimes
worn by the cavalry, but generally by the infantry and
archers. It..was generally a steel cap greatly resembling

the morian. 1844 James Agincourt II. v. iog He caused
his archers to put on the cuirasses and salades. 1888

Stevenson Black Arrow 4 Armed with sword and spear,

a steel salet on his head, a leather jack upon his body.

b. jocularly referred to as a measure for wine.

1600 Heywood 1st Pt. Edw. /V [1613) C i, Make a pro-

clamation. .That.. Sacke be sold by the Sallet.



SALL1ABLE.

t o. trans/. Headpiece, head, nonce-use.

165a C. B. Stapylton Herodian 56 When Wine was got

into his drunken Sallat.

t 2. Some kind of iron vessel. Obs.

1471-3 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 51/2 With fyere brought with

theym in a Salette thider. 1507-8 Ace. Ld. Highfreas.

Scot. IV. 101 Item, for ane sellat to mak gwn powdir vij s.

1581 Hester Seer. Phioriw. 111. cxvi. 141 Settc the same

potte in a Sallette of Iron, and lute them close together.

Hence t Saletted a., wearing a sallet.

14SS Coventry Leet Bk. (E. E. T. S.) 282 An hundred of

noode-men . . with bowes & arowes, Jakked& saletted. 1461

J. Paston in P. Lett. II. 36 The peple was jakkyd and

saletted, and riottously disposed.

Sallet, Sallfe, obs. forms of Salad, Salve.

+ Sa-lliable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sally v.- +

-able.] Suitable for making a sally.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres iv. i. 98 It is alwayes impor-

tant for him to know the wayes. .most salliable for the soul-

diers- .out of the campe.

Sallibube, obs. variant of Sillabub.

t Saltier 1
. Oh,—* Injsalyare. [f. Sally

v.1 + -ee !.] A dancer.

c 1440 Promp. Parti. 441/1 Salyare, sallalor, saltatrix.

Sallier 2 (sae-lisj). rare. [f. Sally z».
2 + -er1.]

One who takes part in a sally.

1685 Travestin Siege Neivheusel 10 The Salliers were

obliged, without any more effect, to retire. 1848 Aird 'frag.

Wold 11. x. Poet. Wks. 39 Dunley with a party of salliers is

fighting outside one of the open gates.

Sallow [sx'lo*),sb. Forms: o. 1 sealh, (seal,

salh, salch.) ; j8. 4-5 salwe, (4 salew, salugh),

5-6 salgh(e, salow(e, (5 salwhe, 6 sallowe,

sallo, 7 salloo),4-sallow; 7. [1 salis-], 3 selihe,

salyhe, 5-6 saly, 6 salye, 6, 9 salley, 7- sally.
I

(See also E. D. D., and the forms placed under

Saugh.) [OE. sealh (Anglian salh) :-prehistoric

*salho-z masc. ; cogn. w. OHG. salaha wk. fern.

(MHG. salhe, mod.G. in comb, salweide) :—

*salhdn- ; ON. selja wk. fem. (Sw. sal/, sdlg, Da.

selje) :—*salhjon- ; cognates outside Teut. are L.

salic-, salix, Gr. i\iiaj, Irish saileach, Welsh helyg

(collect.). The Fr. saule is an adoption from Teut.

The OE. nom. sing, is airectly represented by the dialectal

Sauch. The and y forms above descend from the late

Anglian flexional form safe-, salig-, where the g is intro-

duced on the analogy of those sbs. in which final h is a

euphonic modification of g. The form Seal appears partly

to represent the normal flexional form of the stem in OE.,

as in scales genit. sing., seatas pi., and partly to be adopted

from ON. selja.']

1. A plant of the genus Salix, a willow ; chiefly,

in narrower sense, as distinguished from ' osier

'

and 'willow', applied to several species of Salix

of a low-growing or shrubby habit : see quot.

1866. Also, one of the shoots of a willow.

a. a 700 Epinal Gloss. 892 Salix, salch. <z8oo Erfurt
Gloss. 1767 Salix, salh. ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 18 Wi3
heafod ece jenim sealh & ele.

fl. 1377-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 131 In posicione

de Saflowys juxta ripam de Wer, xxd. c 1386 Chaucer
Wife's Prol. 655 Who so that buyldeth his hous al of salwes

. .Is worthy to been hanged on the galwes ! 1388 Wvclif Lev.

xxiii. 40 And ?e schulen take to 50U. .salewis [1382 withies]

of the rennynge streem. c 1450 Lydg. & Burgh Secrees 2014

Afftir, ovir a ryveer rennyng, To be set Arrayed to thyn

estat, With salwys, wyllwys Envyronnd preperat. 1555 Eden
Decades 38 Elmes, wyllowes, and salowes. 1583 L. M[ascall]

tr. Bk. Dyeing76 Take cole of a willo or sallo. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 11. 573 Sallows and Reeds, on Banks of Rivers

born. 171s T. Thomas in Portland Pap. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) VI. 131 There is a small shrub growing over the

greatest part of it [' the Carr ', near Carlisle] which they

call soft sallows. 178a J. Scott Poet. Wks. 96 And lofty

sallows their sweet bloom display. 1818 Shelley Pr.

Wks. (1880) III. 18 We sit with Plato by old Ilissus. .among
the sweet scent of flowering sallow. 18S9 Tennyson Mer-
lin *s V. 223 A robe. .In colour like the satin-shining palm
On sallows in the windy gleams of March. 1866 Treas. Bot,

Sallow, a name for Salix cinerea, S. Caprea, and the allied

species, which are not flexible like the osier, but furnish the

best charcoal for gunpowder. 1907 Gcntl Mag. July 38 The
yellow sallows, locally sail ys, which the cottage children call

palms, flame in gold.

y. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxxvi. 2 On salisium) we sarige,

swioe gelorae, ure organan up-ahengan. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

cxxxvi. 2 In selihes [v.r. salyhes, wilthes] in mide ofe ite

Our organes henge we yhite. 1483 CatA. A ugt. 3 1 7/1 Salghe

for Saly A.), salix. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xix. 39 Of the

Withy, Sally, Ozier, and Willow. Ibid. 40 We have three

sorts of Sallys amongst us : The vulgar, .and the hopping

Sallys..: And a third kind..having the twigs reddish. 1694
Westmacot Script. Herb. 222 Sallies grow the faster, if

planted within the reach of the Water. 1750 W. Ellis Mod.
Husbandm. IV. 11. 41 (E.D.S.). «88a W. Wore. Gloss., Sal-

lies, willow-boughs.

2. The wood of the sallow tree.

B. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. n8 If be heed be smyte
wip a li?t drie staf as of salow. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. 11. v. 88 Smal-coale. .is made of Sallow, Willow, Alder,

Hasell, and the like. 1658 — Hydriot. iii. 44 Sallow . . makes
more Ashes then Oake. 1843 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. I.

104 Sallow (Salix caprea), is white, with a pale-red cast, like

tea deal, but without the veins. 188s A thenxum 26 Aug.

271/2 A Sussex trug..is a flat basket.. of flakes of sallow

braced with ash.

y. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) I. 113 Ther is a
wood..conteynyng..xx acres of okes, asshes, salyes and
other woodes. 158a in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
(1880) 424 Spoyhnge of hasells, salleys, and other woods
readie for sale. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxxviL 453
They doe not take Sally, or Willow, or Birch, and such other

54

Materialls. 1810 W. H. Marshall Rev. Board Agric,
W. Depart/a. 275 The softer woods, such as ash, sallies,

alder, are regularly cut from twelve to fourteen years'

growth. 1835 J. Wilson Biog. Blind 212 The old harp.,
the front of which is white sally, the back of fir.

3. A collectors' name for certain moths the larva:

of which feed on the sallow or willow ; esp. a moth
of the genus Xanthia.
1829 J. F. Stephens Syst. Catal. Brit. Ins. 11. 98. 183a

J. Rennie Conspect. Butterfl. q M. 85. 1880 O. S. Wilson
Larva; Brit. Lepidopt. 270.

b. ? =- sally-fly (see 4 b).

190a Webster's Diet., Suppl., Sally, a stone fly.

4. attrib. as sallow (or sally) bush, charcoal, land,

pole, stake, switch, tree, twig, willow, wood.
1883 Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 69/2 A few low *sallow bushes.

1615 Markham Eng. Housew. 81 Take of *Sallow Charcole

vj. ounces. 1907 Gentl. Mag. July 38 Down by the river we
have the Sallens, or *Sally lands. 1898 B'ham Daily Post

26 Mar. (E. D.D.), ' White and black "Sally poles ' for sale.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. XII. 139 And put a *saly stake in hit.

180a H. Martin Helen of Glenross I. 55 A "sally switch.

150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 188 Take. .half soo myche of

coles of *salow or of wylow tree. 1850 K. H. Digby Com.
pitum III. 206 A brook that winds through bending sally

trees, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 18 And softe a *saly

twigge aboute hym plie. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants

(ed. 3)II.54*SallowWillow. Salix caprea... This is perhaps

the most common of all our willows, c 1790 Imison Sch. A rt

II. 17 Charcoal is to be chosen of *sallow wood.

b. Special comb. : sally-fly, some kind of stone

fly ; sallow kitten, a moth (see quot.) ; sallow-

moth, a moth of the genus Xanthia (Cassell's

Diet.); sally picker Anglo-Irish, a name for the

Chiffchaff, Sedge Warbler and Willow Warbler;

sallow thorn, a plant of the genus Hippophae ;

sallow fwithe, withy [ = G. salweide] = sense 1.

1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 114 The Yellow *Sally Fly.

Comes on about the twentieth of May... It is a four winged
fly; as it swims down the water its wings lie flat on its

back. 1880 O. S. Wilson Larval Brit. Lepidopt. 189 Dicra-

tmrafurcula, Linn. The "Sallow Kitten. 188s Swainson
Provinc. Names Birds 25, 26, 28 *SaIly picker (Ireland).

1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 157 Hippophae. L. "Sallow-

thorn. 1657THORNLEY tr. Longits' Daphnis <y Chloe 68 The
Goats gnaw'd the green "Sallow With in pieces. 1893

Wiltsh. Gloss., *Sally-withy, a willow.

SallOW (sx'hra), a. Forms: I salo, 4-6 salowe,

(5 salloh, salwhe, 6 sallowe, 7 salow), 6- sal-

low. [OE. salo = MDu. salu, saluwe discoloured,

dirty (Du. f zaluw),OHG. salo, salew- dark-coloured

(MHG. sal, salw-, mod.Ger. dial, sal), Icel. sol-r

yellow :—OTeut. *salwo-, whence F. sale, It. salavo

dirty. Cf. Russian co.TOBoii so/crewycream-coloured.]

Of the skin or complexion: Having a sickly yellow

or brownish yellow colour.

a 1000 Riddles lxxx. 11 (Gr.) Good is min wise & ic [sc.

?a horn] sylfa salo. 1 a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 35s Ful

salowe was waxen hir colour, c 1400 Rom. Rose 7392 That
false traitouresse untrewe Was lyk that salowe hors of hewe,

That in the Apocalips is shewed, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfMan-
hode 1. lxix. (1869) 41 Al blac thei bicomen and salwh,. .and

elded, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441 Salwhe of colowre (P. sa-

lowe), croceus. 1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Salowe yolowe coloured

as ones skynne is for sycknesse, jaunastre. 1533 Elyot
Cast. Hellhe (1541) 13 Colour of inward causes...Of in-

equalytie of humoures, wherof doo procede, blacke, salowe,

or white onely. Red, Blacke, Salowe, do betoken domynion
of heate. . . Salowe, choler citrine. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul.

11. iii. 70 What a deale of brine Hath washt thy sallow

cheekes for Rosaline ! 1613 R.Cawdrey TableAlph. (ed.3),

Salow, white. 1656 Earl. MoNM.tr. Boccalini, Pol. Touch-

stone (1674) 256 [She] is of so sallow a complexion, that she

shadows upon the Moor. 1744 Armstrong Preserv. Health
iv. 48 Hence . .The Lover's paleness ; and the sallow hue Of
Envy, a 1745 Swift Panegyric on Dean Wks. 1751 X. 170

Pale Dropsy with a sallow Face. 1794 S. Williams Ver-

mont 194 They were of a sallow or brownish complexion.

1813 Byron Corsair 1. viii, That man.. Whose name appals

..And tints each swarthy cheek with sallower hue. 1856

Bryant Death Schiller iii, The sallow Tartar. 1877 Black
Green Past, xxx, The eldest daughter was rather pretty

but sallow and unhealthy.

b. trans/, and of things personified.

1746 Collins Ode Evening 45 While sallow Autumn fills

thy Tap with leaves. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 438 He. .who,

imprisoned long .. and a prey To sallow sickness,. .Escapes

at last to liberty and light. i8a7 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I.

50 They are believers ; but their faith is no sallow plant of

darkness. 1844 ^1RS - Browning Drama of Exile Poems
1850 I. 72 Pining to a sallow idiocy.

C. Comb.
155,1 T. Wilson Logike (1580) 52 b, A man inaie be high

coloured, or "sallowe coloured, and yet not blacke. 1633
Ford Love's Sacr. iv. i, The sallow-coloured brat Of some
vnlanded banckrupt. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv.

Columnes 148 That "sallow-fac't, sad, stooping Nymph.
1877 Black Green Past, v, A tall, thin, sallow-faced man.

189a Zangwill Childr. Ghetto 100 A "sallow-looking, close-

cropped Pole. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiii. (1856) 292

The "sallow-visaged party.

Sallow (sark>u), v. [f. Sallow a.] trans. To
make sallow.

1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle i, Her quondam lover,

whose physiognomy the intense anxieties .. had left blighted,

sallowed, and crow's-footed. 1861 Du Chaillu Equal. Afr.

xviii. 325 The whole complexion is sallowed. 1868 Lowell
Under the Willows 41 July, .sallows the crispy fields.

tSallOwie. Obs. rare- 1
. Perh. a dial, form

of sallow-withe ; see Sallow sb. 4 b.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 1. ii, Bees that Hie About
the laughing bloostus of sallowie.

SALLY.

Sallowish (sce'ltfuij), a. [f. Sallow a. + -ish.]

Somewhat sallow in hue.

1754 Richardson Grandison (1781) III. v. 32 Her com-
plexion, sallowish, streaked with red. Ibid, VII. xxxiv. 158
He. .has. .a complexion a sallowish brown. X865 Dickens
Mut. Fr, 1. xi, A youngish sallowish gentleman in spectacles.

1889 Macm. Mag, Apr. 410/2 'Twas now of a cold, sallowish

green.

Sallowness (s2e-l0un.es). [f. Sallow a. +
-ness.] The state of being sallow.
1722 Bp. Downes in Nicolson Ep. Carr. 546 It. .has cast

such a sallowness (if there is such a word) on his countenance,
that [etc.]. 1797-1805 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. IV. 13 He
was still pale, even to sallowness. \%y$Allbntt'sSyst.Mtd.
VI. 595 A little yellowness of the conjunctiva and sallowness
of the skin.

Sallowy (s<x'h?"i), a. [f. Sallow sb. + -t.]

Abounding in sallows or willows.
1840 Louisa S. Costello Summer amongst Socages II.

96 We waded along till we reached . . the sandy and sallowy
Isle du Vieux Pont 1864 Tennyson Aylmer*s F. 147 Where
the brook, .ran By sallowy rims. 1871 — Last Toum. 421

Many a glancing plash and sallowy isle. *

SallyCsse'li),^.1 Forms: 6sale,saley, (salew),

sallie, 7-8 salley, 8 sailly, 7- sally, [a. ¥. saillie

issuing forth, outrush, outbreak (hence ' sally ' of

wit, etc.), projection, prominence (also in OF.
leap), f. saillir\ see Sail v.%, Sally z>.l

Parallel formations on the etymologically equivalent vb.

in the other Rom. langs. are Sp. sa/ida, Pg. sahida
l
saida,

exit, sortie, It. saliia ascent.]

I. An issuing forth.

1. A sudden rush {put) from a besieged place

upon the enemy; a sortie; esp. in the phrase Co

make a sally.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidatie's Comm. 414 b, The French men
that wer besieged make many sales oute. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 11. 141 That night the Spaniards made a salley.. to dis-

turbs our Campe. 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 170
Poyer making lately a salley out of Pembrooke Castle, and
those from Tenby . . assisting him, they haue utterly defeated

the besiedgers. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 380 The
Captains.. of the Town of Mansout agreed, and resolved

upon a time to make a .salley out upon the camp of Diabolus.

1786 W. Thomson Watson's Philip til (1839) 375 A garrison

..which is able to resist assaults. .and often to make suc-

cessful sallies. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. DesP. (1837) II.

396 He there remained . . without throwing away his ammuni-
tion excepting when he could do it with effect in judicious

sallies. 1850 Grote Greece 11. lvii. (1862) V. 119 A well-

timed sally.. dispersed the Leontine land-force.

fig. 1630 R. yohnson's Kingd. fy Contttrw. 26 Courage,
is able . . with a sudden assault to surprise . . the enemie.

Iudgement hath its scouts ever abroad, to prevent such like

sallies and cavalcadoes, that he be not taken sleeper. 1643

Fuller Holy «$• Prof. St. n. vii. 73 As for the. .Orientall

languages he rather makes sallies and incursions into them,

then any solemn sitting down before them. 1844 Emerson
Led. New Eng. Re/. Wks. (Bohn) I. 263 It is handsomer to

remain in the establishment,, .and conduct that in the best

manner, than to make a sally against evil by some single

improvement.

+ b. A place whence a sally may be made ; a

sally-port. Obs.

1542 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IX. 149 Of this Abbey they

have made a bulwerk. and a platforme above, and a salew

unto the same out of the cytadell. 1590 Sir R. Williams
Brief Disc. War 50 Euerie Bulwarke ought to haue two
sallies, one for horse and foote, the other a little secret

sallie, 1598 Barret T/wor. Warres Gloss. 252 Sallie. .is also

a secret issue for the souldiers to passe out of a wall, bul-

warke, or fort.

2. A going forth, setting out, excursion, expedi-

tion (of one or more persons).

1657 Howell Londinop. 49 We will now make a salley

out of Algate. 1697 Dryden Virg. Ded.,A Lark, melodious

in her mounting, and continuing her Song till she alights

:

Still preparing for a higher flight at her next sally. 1743
Fielding Wedding-day \\. iv, Doth this early sally of yours

proceed from having been in bed early..? 1851 Carlyle
Sterling n. iv, Here, .is notice of his return from the first of

these sallies into England.

b. trans/, andy^.
1630 Earl Monm. tr. Senartlt's Man bee. Guilty 50 She

[the soul] makes out salleys which cause men to believe that

though she be fastened to the body, yet she is not a Prisoner.

172a De Foe Moll Flanders (1840) 208, I made my second
sally into the world. 1753 Johnson Adventurer 107 r 3 At
our first sally into the intellectual world, we all march
together. 1836 Emerson Nature, Prospects Wks. (Bohn)
II. 172 Is not prayer also a study of truth—a sally of the

soul into the unfound infinite? 1849 W. Irving Goldsmith
iii. 49 [He] made his second sally forth into the world. 1855
Tennyson Brook 24, I make a sudden sally.

3. A sudden start into activity.

1605 Daniel Philotas \. Chorus, How well were we within

the narrow bounds Of. . Macedon, Before our kings inlardgd

them with our wounds And made these salies of ambition.

1665 Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. To T. Albinus, For what
ever heat attends the first sallies of young Inventions, Time
. .cools these delights. 1703 Collier Dissuas. fr. Play-
house 15 [They would] make us believe the Storm was
nothing but an Eruption of Epicurus's Atoms, a Spring-Tide
of Matter and Motion, and a blind Salley of Chance. 1737
Whiston Joscphus, Hist. Jeiv. Wari. Pref. § 7 What places

the Jews assaulted .. in the first sallies of the war. 1807

Wordsw. Ode on Intimat. Immort. 89 Behold the Child .

.

See, where 'mid work of his own hand he lies, Fretted bj

sallies of his mother's kisses, i860 Emerson Cond. Li,'IWealth Wits. (Bohn) II. 358 Nature goes by rule, not

sallies and saltations.

4. A breaking forth from restraint ; an outburst

or transport (0/passion, delight, or other emotion)

;

a flash (o/"\vit) ; a flight f>/ fancy).



SALLY.
iS.. Stillingfl. (J.), These passages were intended for

sallies of wit ; but whence comes all this rage of wit ? 1710
Steele Taller No. 172 T 4 She is apt to fall into little Sallies
of Passion. 17*7 Swift & Pope Misc. I. Pref. 10 We have
written some Things which we may wish never to have
thought on. Some Sallies of Levity ought to be imputed to
Youtrj. 175a Hume Ess. >, Treat. (1777) II. 235 It is diffi-

cult to abstain from some sally of panegyric. 1775 T.
Sheridan Art Reading 202 When she [fancy), .acknow-
ledges no superior, her vigorous and wild sallies, .are.

.

vain and fruitless. 1794 Mas. Piozzi Synon. II. jo That
sudden burst of confident self-sufficiency, by the vigorous
sailly of which virtue herself may be sometimes confounded.
1838 Thirlwall Greece xi. II. 40 Sufficient guards against
the sallies of democratical extravagance. 1838 Prescott
Fcrd. H Is. II. xviii. III. 313 He was.. sometimes hurried.,
into a sally of passion. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Friendship
Wks. (Bonn) I. 87 It [friendship] keeps company with the
sallies of wit and the trances of religion. 1875 Manning
Mission HolyGhost viii. 216 Sudden sallies and impetuosities
of temper.

tb. Outlet, *vent\ Ois. rare.
"799 C. Winter in Jay Mem. (1843) 10 While Mr. White,

field was giving full sally to his soul, and. .inviting sinners
to the Savtour.

6. A sudden departure from the bounds of custom,
prudence, or propriety; an audacious or adven-
turous proceeding, an escapade. Now rare.
a 1639 Wotton Parallel Essex H Buckhm. (1641) 3 At his

returne all was cleere, and this excursion was esteemed but
a Sally of youth, a 1715 Burnet Own Time 1. viii. (1897)
L 386, I made at this time a sally that may be mentioned,
since it had some relation to public affairs. 17*3 Water-
land Wks. (1823) III. 261 It might be on account of some
of these uncautious sallies of Ongen, that he was forced to
purge himself to Pope Fabian :.. after which, .he. .kept
closer to the language of the Church. 17*8 Tucker Lt. Nat.
I. 11. xxi. 56 We find people very brisk and active in seasons
of joy, breaking out continually into wanton and extra-
vagant sallies. 1871 Merivale Rom. Emp. V. xliii. 219
But the sally [ed. 1 1856 V. no reads enterprise] of an
obscure slave was far less formidable than the intrigues of
illustrious nobles.

0. A sprightly or audacious utterance or literary
composition ; now usually, a brilliant remark, a
witticism.
1756-81 J. Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) II. via 34 We must

not try the charming sallies of Ariosto by the rigid rules of
Aristotle. 1779-81 Johnson L. /"., Shenstone Wks. IV. 219
His poems consist of elegies, odes and ballads, humorous
sallies and moral pieces. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 98 After
this sally of the preacher of the Old Jewry, which, .agrees
perfectly with the spirit and letter of the rapture of 1648.
1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1765, Voltaire, in revenge, made
an attack upon Johnson, in one of his numerous literary
sallies. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist xiii, The sprightly sallies
of the two won attention like a fencing match.

II. 7. A leaping movement. Ois. exc. Naut.
j

(see quot 1867) and dial.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie ll. x. (Arb.) 08 As the Doric

n

because his falls, sallyes, and compasse be diuers from those
of the Phrigien. 1718 Steele Fish-fool 178 On every sally
of the boat, the water in the Well must shift its place. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sally,..*, sudden heave or set.
1887 Donaldson Jamieson's Diet. SuppL tiaSally,. .a rush
or dash ; a swing from side 10 side, rocking ; a continuous
rising and falling, . . the swinging or bounding motion of a
ship at sea.

I1X 8. a. Arch. A deviation from the aline-
ment of a surface ; a projection, prominence, b.
Carpentry (see quot 1843).
i66s-< 1'hil- Trans. I. 73 This Authour did first conceive,

that they were not shadows but some Sallies or Promin-
encies in that Belt. 1739 LABBVCKShort Ace. Piers Westm.
Bridge 69 The Sally, or Projection of a. Cornish. 1757
Robertson in Phil. Trams. L. 292 Add to this the sally of
the head, the weight of the forecastle [etc). 184a Gwilt
Archil. Gloss., Sally, a projecture. 1"he end of a piece of
timber cut with an interior angle formed by two planes
across the fibres. 1879 Cassette Teckn. Ednc. I. 396 The
' sally ', or point given to the end of each part to resist
lateral pressure. 1887 Donaldson Jamieson's Diet. Suppl.
208 Saitlie, Sailye, Sally,a projection ; outjutting ; applied
to a room, gallery, or other building projecting beyond the
face of a house or wall.

Sally (sarli), sit Bell-ringing. Also 9 sallie.
[Peril, an application of Sally si} 7.]
L The first movement of a bell when ' set ' for

ringing ; a ' handstroke ', a* distinguished from the
reverse movement of 'backstroke'; also, the position
of a bell when it is rung up to a ' set ' position.
? Now local.

1668 F. Stkdman Tintinnalogia (1671) 54 Whole-pulls, is
to Ring two Rounds in one change .. so that every time you
pull down the bells at Sally, you make a new change. Ibid.
134 But sometimes the fault of the stroke [/'. c. when longer
on one side than the other] is in the Sally. 1677 — Cam.
panologia 26 The falling of the bells from a Sett-pull must
gradually be done, by checking them only at Sally, until the
low compass renders the Sally useless. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury 111. 462/2 The several waves of Ringing Bells.
1. Is the Under Salley.that is when the Bells are raised but
Frame high, so as the Clapper strikes on both sides of the
Bell. 2. Is the Hand Salley, when they are rung almost up,
and one hand is put to the Rope to raise it. 170a J. D. &
C.M.Campanalogia Impr. n The first Step, .is to learn
perfectly to set a Bell,, .and to have it so much at his Com-
mand, as that he may be able to cut it down, either at hand
(being the Sally) or back Stroke. Ibid. 13 He must likewise
be careful, when they lie under Sally, (for so 'tis term'd) to
keep his Bell at so constant a Pull, as not to pull harder one
time than another. 1871 Ellacombe Ch. Bells Devon 13
note, The half-wheel action is distinguished by the name of
the dead-rope pull, there being no sally. Ibid., Bells o/Ch.
x. 551 It was at this time that the bells were altered from

55

the dead-rope pull to the sally. 1897 F. T. Jane Lordship
vi. 66 The tuftin being worn, she hurt a man's hands a good
deal on the sally, and had mainly to be rung on the back-
stroke.

2. The woolly 'grip' for the hands near the
lower end of a bell-rope, composed of tufts of
wool woven into the rope.
1809 T. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. 142 Sally, the

serving, or pluffy part of a bell rope, i860 Troyte Change
Ringing i. 2 The ' hand stroke ' blow will be the one on
which he pulls the ' sallie ', or tufting on the rope. 1871 T.
Hardy Desperate Remedies Epil., Bright red ' sallies ' of
woollen texture, .glowed on the ropes.

3. Comt.: sally beam (see quot. 1872); sally-

hole, a hole through which the bell-rope passes

;

sally-pin, -pulley, -wheel (see quots.).
187a N. 4 Q. 4th Ser. IX. 186/2 The "sally-beam is a beam

..through which the bell-rope is passed to steady it. 1901
H. E. Bulwer Gloss. Techn. Terms Bells 5 Sally-beams,
light wooden cross beams.. with guide pieces attached
through which the bell-ropes pass. 1851 G Rogers [' Tom
Treddlehoyle ') Bairnsla Peak's Ann. (E. D. DJ, He wor
drawn up bit bell an knocked his heead again t' "sally-hoil.

1879 Troyte in Grove Diet. Mus. I. 219/2 When the rope
has been pulled enough to bring the fillet or ' "sallie-pin

'

down to the nearest point to the ground pulley that it can
reach. 1901 H. E. Bulwer Gloss. Techn. Terms Bells 4
Sally.pin, a reel inserted between the ' shrouds ' over the
rope to assist the purchase of the latter, when the ' fillet-

hole ' is placed near the top of the ' wheel '. Ibid., Pulley,
a sheave of hard wood on the lower part of the frame which
guides the rope to the wheel. In some localities it is called
. .' 'sally-pulley ',. .' "sally-wheel '.

t Sally, v. 1 Ois. rare. Forms : 5 salyyn, 6
saly, 7 sally, [irreg. ad. F. saillir: see Sailk.3]
1. inlr. To leap, bound, dance.

' c 1440 Prom/. Parv. 441/1 Salyyn, salio (P. salto). 1543
Becon Invect. agst. Swearing 54 Herode also made a pro-
mysc to the doughter of Herodias, whan she daunced &
salyed so plesantly before hym.

2. trans. Of a horse : To leap (a mare).
a 1693 UrquharVs Rabelais ill. xxxvi. 300 They use to ring
Mares. ..to keep them from being sallied by Stoned Horses.
Hence f Sallying vil. si., dancing.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/1 Salyynge, saltacio.

Sally (sae-li), v.1 Forms : 6 salee, salie, saly,
7- sally, [f. Sally si.*, which first appears at
the same time. The sense of the vb. may have
been influenced by association with its ulterior

source, F. saillir : see Sail ».3]
1. inlr. Of a warlike force : To issue suddenly
from a place of defence or retreat in order to make
an attack ; spec, of a besieged force, to make a
sortie. Also to sally out.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 430 Duke Henry . . hauinge
lost.. many of his men what tyme the Marques saleed out,
and fought. 1590 Sir R. Williams Brief Disc. War 51
Hauing an easie entrie into the ditch, the defendants dare
not sally. Ibid. 52 Alledging. .that the defendants may the
belter saly out. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xxtv. 375 And now,
all girt in armes; the Ports set wide, They sallied forth.
1617 Mokvson Itin. 11. 200 The happy repulse of the
Spaniards sallying upon our Cannon. 1769 Robertson
Chas. V, tv. Wks. 1813 V. 367 Leyva, with his garrison,
sallied out and attacked the rear of the French. 1777 W.
H eath in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) 1. 338 The enemy
had sallied, early one morning, and surprised one of our out-
guards. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xix. 382 A nest of lake
pirates who sallied out by night to kill and plunder. 1881
Jowett Tkucyd. I. 172 The Mitylenaeans with their whole
force Rallied out against the Athenian camp.
fig. 1651 N. Bacon Disc Govt. Eng. 11. xxvi. (1739) 114
Like a good Soldier, whilst bis strength is full, he sallies
upon the people's liberties.

2. Of a person or party of persons : To set out
boldly, to go forth (from a place of abode) ; to set

out on a journey or expedition. Const, forth,

off, out.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vi. 38 Where gladsome Guyon
sailed forth to land. 166a Evelyn Chalcogr. 41 To return
now into Italy from whence we first sallied. 1710-11 Swift
Jml. to Stella 19 Feb., Where Sir Andrew Fountain dined
too,' who has just began to sally out, and has shipt..his
nurses back to the country. 176a Foote Lyar 1. Wks. 1799
L 282 But let us sally. 1766 Cowper Let. 20 Oct., Wks.
(1876) 23 After tea we sally forth to walk in good earnest.
1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 9 Vessels may enter and
sally with every wind. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville I.

52 These frontier settlers form parties. .and prepare for a
bee hunt. Having provided themselves with a waggon .

.

they sally off, armed with their rifles. 1840 Dickens Barn.
Rudge i, [He] had risen and was adjusting his riding-cloak
preparatory to sallying abroad. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vi.

(1879) 112 In the morning we all sallied forth to hunt. 1888
W. S. Caine Round the World i. 2 We settled down in our
comfortable cabins..and then sallied forth for a tour of
inspection round the ship.
trans/, and fig. i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bi. I. 178 He.,

takes pen in hand.. and sallies forth into the fairy land of
poetry. 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 87 Where the tall trees

crowd round and sally Down the slope sides,

tb. To sally out: to make a digression in

speech. Ois.
1680 Trial Regie. 51 And we have, with a great deal of

Patience, suffered you to sally out. Ibid. 55 My Lords,
this ought not to come from the Bar to the Bench ; if you
sally out thus about your Conscience. x66x Bovlf. Style of
Script. (1675) 58 Sometimes the Prophets, in the midst of the
Mention of particular Mercies,. .Sally out into Pathetical
Excursions relating to the Messias.

3. Of things : To issue forth ; esp. to issue sud-

denly, break out, burst or leap forth.

SALMAGUNDI.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 237 A little Moun-

tain, whence there sallies a stream of water that turns three
Mills. 1670 Cotton Espernou Ded., It may very well.,
pass amongst good natur'd men, with other things, that every
day sally from the Press. 1725 Pope Odyss. xi. 646 Fierce
in his look his ardent valour glow'd, Flush'd in his cheek
or sally'd in his blood. 1785 Reid Intell. Powers 11. vii. 265
It is not at all likely that the soul sallies out of the body.
1791 Cowper IHad xi. 326 While yet his warm blood sallied
from the wound. 1847 Emerson Poems, Merlin i, When
the God's will sallies free.

Hence Sa-llying vil. si. (also attrib.) and ///. a.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 401 b, To leave behynde

my backe no fortified place, out of the whiche any force or
salemge out is to be feared. 1590 Sir R. Williams Brief
Disc. War 53 The salying of the asseged. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 473 Delicious. .As to the hunted hart the sallying
spring. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xxvi. III. 424 A sallying
place for marauding inroads. 1839 Thackeray Major
Gahagan ill, I found our sallying party.

Sally (sarli), v.3 [f. Sally sit] trans. To
bring (a bell) to the position of ' sally '.

£735 Somerville Chase 11. 250 Hark ! now again the
Chorus fills. As Bells Sally'd awhile at once their Peal
renew.

Sallyer, variant of Saleb Ois.
Sally Lunn (sarli l»-n). [See quot. 1827.]A kind of tea-cake (see quot. 1892).
1798 Gentl. Mag. LXVIII. il 931/2 A certain sort of hot

rolls, now, or not long ago, in vogue at Bath, were gratefully
and emphatically styled ' Sally Lunns '. 1814 Carlyle
Early Lett. (1886) II. 289 Robinson gives me coffee and
Sally Lunns. 1827 Hone Everyday Bk. II. 1561 The bun
. .called the Sally Lunn, originated with a young woman of
that name in Bath, about thirty years ago. She first cried
them...Dalmer, a respectable baker and musician, noticed
her. bought her business, and made a song.. in behalf of
Sally Lunn. 1845 Dickens Chimes iv, It's a sort of night
that s meant for muffins. Likewise crumpets. Also Sally
Lunns. 1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxiii, A meal of green
tea, scandal, hot Sally-Lunn Cakes, and a little novel-read-
ing. 189a Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett) II. 361/1 Sally
Lunns.—These are sweet light teacakes. .. Sally Lunns
should be cut open, well buttered, and served very hot

b. Sally Lunn pudding, a kind of pudding
made with a Sally Lunn cake.
1891 Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett) 361/2.
Sally-man, Sally rover : see Sallee-man.
Sallyport, [f. Sally sty + Port rf.3]

1. Fortif. An opening in a fortified place for the
passage of troops when making a sally ; sometimes
used for ' postern'. Also trans/, and fig.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarcti., Hen. /f'cccxii, Soe lyes the

Worme, safe in her treeble hedge And eats the Purple
Garden, ere wee find Her Sally-Ports. i6st Cleveland
Poems 3 My slippery soul had quit the fort, But that she
stopt the Salley-port. 1688 J. S. Fortification 69 Little
Ports are made in the middle of the Courtains. .called Sally-
Ports. 1694 Congreve Double-Dealer iv. v, Were you pro-
vided for an Escape r Hold, Madam, you have no more
holes to your Burrough, I'll stand between you and this
Sally-Port. 1704 Lond. Can No. 4008/2 The rest made
their Escape out of a Sally-Port. 1802 G James Milit.
Diet., Sally-ports, or postern-gates, .are those underground
passages, which lead from the inner to the outward works.
1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxx, In the outwork was a sallyport
corresponding to the postern of the castle. 1859 V. A.
Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 261 The Sallyports are open-
ings cut in the glacis. . .They are used in making sallies from
the covered way.
attrib. 1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 36

Tippoo Sultaun's body was discovered in the sallyport
gateway.

2. (See quot. 1867.)
»7S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Sally-port, in a fire ship, is

a great opening in her side., for the men to escape by, when
they have, .fired their train. X769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s.v. Fire-ship. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sally-
port,., a large port on each quarter of a fire-ship, out of
which the officers and crew make their escape into the boats.
..Also, the entering port of a three-decker.

3. A landing-place at Portsmouth set apart for

the use of men-of-war's boats (Adm. Smyth).
1833 Marryat P. Simple iv, The porter wheeled my chest

down to the Sally Port. X836 — Midsh. Easy xi, After
which hour the sally-port is only opened by special per-
mission.

Salm, obs. form of Psalm.
Salmagundi (sse:lmagz>

-

ndi). Forms: 7-8 sal-

magondi, 8 salamongundy, (sallad-magundy,
Solomon Gundy, salmi-, salmogundy, salma-
gunda), 8-9 salmagundy, 7- salmagundi, [a.

V. salmigondis (in the 16th c. salmiguondin, sal-

mingotutin), of obscure origin.]

L Cookery. A dish composed of chopped meat,
anchovies, eggs, onions with oil and condiments.
1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Salmagundi (Ital.), a dish of

meat made of cold Turky and other ingredients. 1709 W.
King Cookery ix, Delighting in hodge-podge, gallimaufries,
forced meats, jussels, and salmagundies. 17x0 P. Lamb
Royal Cookery 118 To make Sallad-Magundy. 1751 Smol-
lett Per. Pic. I. xxxviii. 287 A barrel of excellent herrings
for salmagundy, which he knew to be bis favourite dish.

1764 Eliz. Moxon Eng. Housciv. (ed. 9) 103 To make Solo-
mon Gundy to eat in Lent. 1891 Encycl. Pract. Cookery
(ed. Garrett), Salmagundi.
attrib. 189a Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. Garrett), Salma-

gundi Salad.

2. trans/, an&fig.
1761 I. Twining in Recreat. <y Stud. (1882) 18 After

all this salmagondis of quotation, can you bear another
slice of Aristotle ? X764 Foote Patron 11. Wks. 1799 I.

340 By your account, I must be an absolute olio, a per-
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feet salamongundy of charms. 1777 Colmam Prose on

Sev.Occas. (1787) III. 218 Unbuttoned cits.. Throw doWn

fish, flesh, fowl, pastry, custard, jelly, And make a Salma.

gundy of their belly. 1781 H. Walpolb Let. to C less

Ossory 3 Jan.,A salmagundi of black and blue and red and

purple, and white. 1797 Mrs. M. Robinsok Wals.ngham

IH.%16 His mind was a sort of salmagundi. 1833 Westm.

Rev. Jan. 3« A kind of Salmagundi of law literature, joke,

and blunder. 1887 Saintsbury Hut. Ehzab. Z.«{.(i894) 274

Tkt Devits Law Cast.. despite fine passages, [is] a mere
' salmagundi '. 1894 Sat. Rer: 26 May 539/' 1 he Houf.

°f

Commons, .was chiefly busy with the Estimates, on which

the usual Salmagundi of subjects was served up.

Saline, -ede, obs. forms of Psalm, Psalmody.

Salmi (sae-lmi). Also 8 salmy. [a. F. salmi,

according to Hatz.-Darm. shortened from salmi-

gondis: see Salmagundi. Cf.,however, Salomene.]
' A ragout of partly roasted game, stewed with

sance, wine, bread, and condiments ' (Garrett's

Encycl. Cookery 1892).

"759 W. Verral Cookery 132 (Stanf.) Salmis des becasses.

Salmy of woodcocks. 1813 Moore Fables 7 Truffles, salmis,

toasted cheese. 18*4 Byron Juan xv. lxxi, The salmi, the

consomme', the puree. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 11. xv, Tan-

credwas going to give them a fish dinner, .cutlets of salmonj

salmis of carp. 1887 L. Ouphant Episodes (1888) 150 Salmi

of wild duck [India].

attrib. 189a Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett) S.V. Sauces,

Salmi Sauce.

Salmiac (saelmisk). Min. Also 8 sselmiak.

[a. G. salmiak, contraction of L. salammoniacum.]

Native sal-ammoniac.
1790 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. I. 198 Large lumps

of sulphur and salmiak. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 384, art.

Mineralogy, Salmiac...A sublimate on active volcanoes.

Salmody, obs. form or Psalmody.

Salmon (sseman), si.l and a. Forms : 4-5
samouu, -own(e, (5 samoon, samwn, siwmon,
sawmun), 4-6 samon, 7 aammon, 8 Sc. saw-

mont, 9 Sc. saumon; 4 salmoun, 4-7 Sc. sal-

mond(e, 5 salmoue, (6 saulmon, aalmont, 7
sallmou

,
4- salmon, [a. AF. samoun, saumoun,

salmun (OF. and mod.F. saumon):—L. salmon-

em, salmo (PUny) ; the spelling with / is from the

Latin form.
Cf. Pr. salmo, Sp. salmon, Pg. salmao, It. salmone, ser-

mom. The Latin word is prob. a derivative of the root

oi satire to leap.]

1. A large fish belonging to the genns Salmo,

family Salmonidse, esp. Salmo salar, comprising

the largest fish of this family, which when mature
are characterized by having red flesh, and a silvery

skin marked with large black and red spots ; highly

prized as an article of food.

In mod. use the collective sing, takes the place of the pi.

;

salmons being used only in scientific language to denote
different species, or, rarely, individual specimens.

13. . K. Alls. 5446 (Laud MS.) And of perches, & of sal-

mouns, Token & eten grete foysouns. 13.. Coerde L. 3515
Fysch, flesch, salmoun, and cungyr. 1375 Barbour Bruce
11. 576 He wrocht Gynnys, to tak geddis & salmonys. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 407 They eteb hote samoun alway.

Ibid. II. 13 pere is grete plente of small fische, of samon,
and of elys. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 354 Euerych cart

comynge in-to towne wib samown. 1426 Lydg. De Gnil.

Pilgr. 15365 Swettere than samoun. c 1460 J. Russell
Bk. Nurture 823 Sewes on fishe dayes.. The baly of be
fresche samon. 1515 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 67 Of my
ferme of my fyshynges in Yarom I give her ij salmons
yerely. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot 1. (S.T.S.)

100 Thay saw the Scottis eit rawe Salmonte, new drawen
out of the nude. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 156 She that in

wisedome neuer was so fraile, To change the Cods-head
for the Salmons taile. 1655 Walton Angler 1. vii. (1661) 134
The Salmon is accounted the King of fresh-water.Fish.

1787 Burns Tarn Samson's Elegy vi, Now safe the stately

Sawmont sail. 1819 Scott Let. to Dk. Buccleuch 15 Apr.
in Lockhart, Where I lie, as my old grieve Tom Purdie
said last night, ..'like a haulded saumon*. 1837 Dickens
Pickiu. viii, ' It wasn't the wine,' murmured Mr. Snodgrass,
in a broken voice. ' It was the salmon ', 1839 Darwin
Orig. Spec. iv. (1873) 69 Male salmons have been observed
fighting all day long. i$6.X)ky Brit. Fishesl. Introd. 71 The
so-termed land-locked salmon..might prove invaluable to

upper riparian proprietors. Ibid. 1 1. 87 The blue poU

'

and 'blue cock of the Fowey in Cornwall, ..are sold in
Billingsgate as ' Cornish salmon '. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
222/1 In North America there occurs one Salmonoid. .viz.,

Salmo salar, var. sebago, L. . .This form is called variously
the Landlocked Salmon or the Schoodic Salmon. Ibid,
225/1 A salmon newly arrived in fresh water from the sea
is called a clean salmon, on account of its bright, well-fed
appearance.

b. Applied to fishes belonging to other genera
of the same family ; esp., a fish of any of the
species of the genus Oncorhynchus, called the
Pacific salmon.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic A nim. 468 According

to the latest system.. the first [group] for which the name
Salmo is retained includes the Atlantic Salmon, and the
black-spotted species of the west [etc.]. . . In this same group
are included the Quinnat, or California Salmon, and its
allies. . . These have been placed in the genus Oncorhynchus.
1888 — Amer. Fishes 480 The Pacific Salmon. ..The Eng-
lish-speaking people call it {Oncorhynchus gorbuscha] gene-
rally the ' Hump-back Salmon ', and often the ( Dog Sal-
mon '.

. .This is one of the smallest Salmons. Ibid. 482 The
Blue-back is the most graceful of the Salmons. 1888 W. S.

Caine Round the World viii. 122 The Pacific salmon
takes no bait or fly in fresh water, but may be taken readily
in salt water.

C. Applied to fishes resembling a salmon, but

56

not belonging to the Salmonidse. (a) In U.S.,

the Squeteague ; also the pike-perch (see Pike
sbA 3). (b) In Australia and New Zealand,

Arripis salar.

1798 D. Collins Acc. N. S. Wales I. 136 A fish, named
by us, from its shape only, the salmon. 1880 Gunther
Fishes 393 Arripis salar, South Australia. Three species

are known, from the coasts of Southern Australia and New
Zealand. They are named by the colonists Salmon or

Trout. 1884 Century Mag. Apr. 908/1 The pike-perch
becomes a ' salmon ' in the Susquehanna, Ohio, and Missis-

sippi rivers. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim.
365 (The Spotted Squeteague] is usually known on the

Southern coast as the ' Salmon or ' Spotted Trout \

f d. Phrase. To seek for a salmoris nest. (Cf.

Mare's nest.) Obs.

1589 Hay any Work 30 Where hast ti bene, why man, cha
bin a seeking for a Samons nest.

2. The name of a kind of potato with red ' flesh \
1845 Morn. Chron. 22 Nov. 5/2 The salmons are con-

sidered a good potato for the chalky soil ; they are what in

some parts are called red kidneys. Ibid. 5/3 Salmon potatoes,

3. Short for salmon colour (see 4 c).

189a Gard. Chron. 27 Aug. 245/1 Hollyhocks, ranging in

colour from pure white through yellows to salmons, pinks

(etc.]. 189a Emily Lawless Grania I. 87 The horizon was
tinged with faint salmon.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as salmon
/arm, fishery•, hatchery, heck (Heck sb.1 2), hutch

(Hutch sb. 3 a), kettle (Kettle 2 a), leister,

f lumber-pie, ^pie, raxvn (Sc), river, roe, spear,

stream; in names applied (chiefly locally) to a

young salmon indicating the different stages of its

growth, as salmon-fiy, mort (sb.3)
,
peal (sb.2)

,
pink^

smelt, sprint ; in the names of appliances used in

angling for salmon, as salmon bait, Jly, line, reel,

rod, tackle, winch. Also salmon-like adj.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 51 "Salmon baits. 1868
Peard Water-farm. \. 10 The .. construction of a "Salmon-
farm. 176a Ann. Reg. n. 53/1 A gentleman who resides at
Berwick, near the great "salmon-fishery. 1888 W. S. Caine
Round the World viii. 121 A fresh development of the
salmon fishery has sprung up. 1704-6 Diet. Rust. s.y.

Fishing-fly, "Salmon Flies. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece n. ii.

341 "Salmon-fry are taken with a fine Hair-line.
t
1886 Encycl.

Brit. XXI. 224/2 note, The first important series of experi-

ments., was made at the *salmon-hatchery of Stormont field.

1868 Law Rep. Q. B. Div. III. 289 In this side-stream.,

the said "salmon-hutch or hutches are situated. 1773 J. S.

Ep. to R. Fergusson 48 I'se tak ye up_ Tweed's bonny side

..And shaw you there the fisher's pride, A "sa'mon kettle.

a 1625 Jas. I in Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. (1677) vii. 529 [A
longing he had to see the place of his breeding,] a "Salmon-
like instinct [so he was pleased to call it]. 1850 'Ephemera*
Bk. Salmon 16 *Salmon -lines. 1834 "Salmon lister [see

Leister]. 1881 J. Grant Cameronians I. iv. 52 In the hall

hung, .salmon-listers, whips [etc.]. 1665 R. MayA ccomplisht
Cook (ed. 2) Index, "Salmon lumber pie. 1893 J. Watson
Confess. Poacher 168 There were 90 trout, 37 "salmon-mort,
and 2 salmon. 1533-4 *Salmon peal [see Peal sb.'2 ]. 1661

Rabisha Cookery Dissected 127 To bake a *Salmon Pie to
be eaten hot. 1747 in Mrs. Glasse Cookery 115. 1805 J.
Duncumb Agric. Heref 16 The spawn.. are in some parts

termed salmon-fry or *salmon-pinks. 1841 T. South Fly
Fisher's Handbk. ii. 13 "Salmon Reel Lines. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 51 Salmon^ Reels. 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Supp. s,v. Salmon, The richest "salmon river in France.
1841 T. Sooth Fly Fisher's Handbk. Hi. 40 The "salmon-
rod should consist of four parts. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
let. vi, The water being in such a rare trim for the "saumon
raun, he couldna help taking a cast. 1832 Ibid, note, The
bait made of "salmon row salted and preserved. 1867 F.

Francis Angling vii. (1880) 265 The only things I resolutely

bar.. are salmon-roe and wasp-grub. 1700 J. Chetham
Anglers Vade Mecum (ed.3) no "Salmon Smelts. 1551
"Salmon spear [see Leister]. 1602 Carew Cornwall 31 An
instrument somewhat like the Sammon-speare. 1790 Grose
Provinc. Gloss. Suppl., *Salmon-sprint, a young salmon.
North. 1847 T. T. Stoddart Angler's Compan. xv. 284 Let
the angler take his place at the head of the cast or "salmon
stream, 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 51 "Salmon Winches.

b. objective, as salmon-breeding, -fisher, -rear-

ing, spearer, spearing; instrumental, as salmon-

haunted adj.

1866 Chambers's Encycl. VIII. 447/2 "Salmon-breeding
ponds, a 1678 Marvell Poems, Appleton Ho., And_ now
the "salmon-fishers moist Their leathern boats begin to

hoist. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf 33 The silvery

and "salmon-haunted Tweed. 1884 Encycl. Brit. (1886)

XXI. 226/2 "Salmon-rearing establishments. 1899 Daily
News 29 June 6/3 The fly-fishers and "salmon spearers.

1879 Dowden Southey vi. 144 The guests went "salmon-
spearing on the Tweed.

o. Special combinations : f salmon bellows.
? the sound or air bladder of a salmon ; salmon
belly {U.S.), the belly of a salmon prepared for

food by pickling; salmon berry (17. S.), a name
for certain species of Rubus, esp. R. Nutkanus
the white flowering raspberry ; salmon cast (see

Cast sb. 5 b, c); salmon coble, a boat used in

salmon fishing ; salmon-colour (see quots.) ; sal-

mon fishing, (a) the catching of salmon
;

(b) a

place where salmon may be caught; a salmon-

fishery; salmon flounder (see quot.); salmon
killer (U.S.), a stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus,

destructive to salmon fry and spawn ( Cent. Diet.

1891) ; salmon ladder, a fish ladder for salmon;
also, trans/. a contrivance used in the chemical

treatment of sewage ' (Cent. Diet.) ; salmon leap,

SALMONID.

see Leap sb. 2 b; salmon louse, 'a parasitic

crustacean, Caligus piscinus, which adheres to the

gills of salmon' {Cent. Diet.); salmon pass =
salmon ladder; salmon pipe, l an engine to catch

Salmon* (Cowel Interpr. 1607) ; salmon pit, pool
(see quots.) ; salmon-scurf, a dial, name for the

salmon trout ; salmon stair- salmon ladder; sal-

mon steak, a fried slice of salmon ; salmon-tithe,
a tithe payable in salmon; salmon twine, linen

or cotton twine used in the manufacture of salmon-
nets (Cent. Diet.) ; salmon weir, a weir for the

taking of salmon (Ibid.).

c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 719 Musclade or menows,
with be "Samoun bellows. 1883 Goode Fish. Industr. U.S.
(Fish. Exhib. Lit. 1884 V.) 32 Pickled "salmon-belly is a
favourite delicacy of the region. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commis-
sionerAgric. (1869) i78The*salmon-berry. .(Rubus chamae-
?uorus). 1875 W. M cIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 20 In
the vicinity of Penninghame House are some excellent
"salmon -casts. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 51 Salmon
Casts, plaited gut [etc.]. 1787 Burns Auld Partner''s Salut.
Mare vii, Tho' now ye dow but hoyte and hoble, An 1 wintle
like a "saumont-coble. 1842 D. R. Hay Nomencl. Colours
(1846) 42 "Salmon colour is the name usually given to such
tints as those produced by the attenuation of orange, i860
Worcester, Salmon-color, a golden-orange tinge. 1588 Rot.
Scacc. Reg. Scot. XXL 336 The fewmaill of the "salmound
fisching upoun the water of Connan. 1607 Norden Surz\
Dial. 67 The like of a Salmon fishing, wherin the Lord
lost two parts in three. 1808 Forsyth Beauties Scotl. V.
153 A salmon.fishing of some value. 1833 F. Rbnnie Alp/i.

Angling 45 The finest salmon-fishing is in ratld weather. 1815

J. Arbuthnot Hist. Acc. Peterhead 18 (Jam.) Pleuronectes
Flessus, Flounder, vulgarly called Fresh-water Fleuk, *Sal-
mon Flounder. 1867 Lond. Rev. 22 June 696/1 One great

obstacle to the erection of "Salmon-ladders. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) 1. 369 Also in Irlond beeb bre "samoun lepes.

c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scotl. (1818} I. 236 The Salmon leap

(which is a steep slope composed of large loose stones). 1867-99
"Salmon-pass [see Pass sb. 1 3b]. 1533 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 7

No manerof persone. .shall . .take.. in fludgate, "salmon pipe

or at the tayle of any mylle or were, .the yonge fryc.of.

.

Salmon. 1787 Surv. Kirton-in Lindsey in N. W. Line.

Gloss. (1877), There are particular places m the river (Trent)

to which the Salmon resort that are called "Salmon Pits.

1866 Mass. Rep. 32 (Cent. Diet. s.v. Pool 1
) *Salmoti.pools,

eddies where the salmon collect. 1846 Brockett A^. C. Wds.
(ed. 3), Scurf, or *Salmon-scurf, salmon trout. Tees, Wear,
&c. 1875 Knight Diet. Mecru, *Salmon-stair. 1902 Bu*
chan Watcher by Threshold 6, I had breakfasted, .on eggs
and "salmon-steaks. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx, He
hath had frequent disputes with them about the "salmon-
tithe.

B. adj. [The sb. used attrib. : cf. A 3.] Of
the colour of the flesh of salmon ; a kind of orange-

pink. Also Comb., as salmon-pink, -red, -rose.

1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 234 Radishes.. both of
the common short top and salmon kinds. [Cf. quot. 1824

s.v. Salmon-coloured.] 1876 Miss Braddon y. Haggards
Dau. xi, A . . room painted white and salmon. 1882 Garden
1 Apr. 223/2 Large blossoms.. of a beautiful, deep, salmon-

pink colour. Ibid. 20 Apr. 299/3 Carnations.. Conqueror,
salmon-rose. 1885 Black White Heather iii, Just owr
them was a line of gleaming salmon-red. 1899 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. VIII. 558 The patches in such parts may then
assume a salmon tinge. Ibid. 573 The colour of the base has

more of a salmon hue when fresh. 1901 J. Black's Illustr.

Carp. $ Build., Home Handier. 38 A good salmon tint is

produced by adding to the dissolved whiting a little of the

same [Venetian] red.

tSalmon, sb. 2 Cant. Obs. Also 6-8 Salomon,

7 saloman, 8-9 salamon, 8 solomon. [Of ob-

scure origin : cf. Sam sb.] In oaths or assevera-

tions, as By (the) salmon, so help me salmon.
Harman*s interpretation (quot 1567) may be correct ; it is

doubtful whether any of the subsequent writers quoted
really knew the word in actual use.

a 1550 Copland Hye Way to Spyttel Hous 1050 in Hazl.

F. P. P. IV. 69 Cyarum by salmon and thou shall pek my
jere. 1567 Harman Caveat 83 Salomon, a alteror masse.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girle v. L K 4 My
doxy I haue, by the Salomon a doxy, that carries a kitchin

mort in her slat at her backe. 1641 Brome Jov. Crew 11.

(1659) F 4 b, By Salmon, I think my Mort is in drink.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Salmon, c the Beggers
Sacrament or Oath. Solomon, c. the Mass. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xxxiv, She swore by the salmon. 1834 H. Ains-
worth Rookivood iil v, You must repeat the 'Salamon', or

oath of our creed. Ibid., So may help me, Salamon !

Salmon, variant of Sammen dial.

Sa'lmon-co loured, a. = Salmon a.

1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed, 3) IV. 170 Gills

salmon-coloured. 1807^-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 361,

I have.. sported a pair of salmon-coloured small-clothes.

1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard. § 3756 Radishes. . . Long sorts.

Scarlet, or salmon-colored, and its subvarieties. 1848

Dickens Dombey xviii, Salmon-colored worsted drawers.

Salmonet (sas-manet). Also 6 samonett. [f.

Salmon sb.1 + -et.] A samlet.

1576 in J. Noake Worcestersh. Relics (1877) 62 That noe
maner of persons, .use ne occupy anie manner of takynge
of trowte or trowte samon or samonetts within the said

streame. 1800 Lady Hunter in Jrnl. SirM. H. (1894) 154

A John Dory and some Salmonets. 1850 in Ogilvie.

Salmonic (saelmp-nik), a. Chem. [f. Salmon
sb. 1 + -ic] Salmonic acid (see quot.).

1868 Watts Diet. Chem., Salmonic acid, a reddish fatty

acid, existing, according to Fre"my and Valenciennes.., in

the reddish muscles of various species of salmon.

Salmonid (sae'lm<5hid). rare. Also -ide. [ad.

mod.L. Salmonid-ss pi., f. L. salmon- Salmon sb.1 :

see -id.] A fish of the family Salmonid<v.
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1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 329 The
creature.. looking.. more like a spiritual polliwog than a

real salmonide. 1882 A. Nicols Acclim. Salmonidae at

Antipodes 83 The presence of migratory salmonids in their

rivers. 1888 Daily News 19 May 73 Highly satisfactory

results have attended salmonide culture this season.

SalniOniform (saelmfrnifpim), a. [f. Salmon
so \ + -(I)FORM.] = SALMONOID.
1891 in Century Diet, (citing Huxley).

Salmonize (sae'manaiz), v. [f. Salmon sbA +
-1ZE.] trans. To make (a river) fit for salmon.
1886 Longm. Mag. VII. 293 Much is talked about 'sal-

monising ' the Thames.

Salmonoid (ssel'mJnoid), a. and sb. [f. Salmon
sbA + -oiD.] A. adj. Of or belonging to the

family Salmonidse ; resembling a fish of this family.

1850 in Ogilvie. 1865 Athenaeum No. 1048. 279/1 Sal-

monoid fishes. 1883 Pull Moll G. 12 May SuppL, An ex-
tensive collection otsalmonidae and salmonoid fishes.

B. sb. A fish of the family Salmonidm.
184a in Branoe Diet. Sci.

t
etc 1867 (title) Reports on the

Natural History and Habits of Salmonoids in the Tweed.
1883 G. Allen in Knowledge 23 Mar. 175 There is one little

peculiarity common to all the salmonoids—the graylings

and gwyniads as well as the trout and charr.

T SaTmoneeWB. 06s.
—

° [ad. A¥. salmonceux

pi. (1389-90 Act 13 Hie, II. st. 1 c. 19), dim. of

salmon. Cf. Heronsew.] Salmon-fry.

1607 Cowel Interpr., Salmon sewse seemeth to be the
young fry of Salmon. 1706 in Phillips (ed. Kersey).

Salmon-trout.
1. A fish of the species Salmo trutta, resembling

the salmon, found in rivers of northern Europe.
1411 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 132/ 1 Frie de Samon-Trough t.

1540 RutlandMSS. (1905) IV. 30a A great salmon trow tie.

1668 Charletos Onomast. 155 Trutta Salmoneta . . a
Salmon-Trout. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) 1. 17 There
is also a kind of salmon-trouts called Gangfische. 1884
Sat. Rev. x» July 61/1 Jim, the black cook boy.. caught
a twenty-pound salmon-trout with bait.

2. In U. S. and N. S. W. applied to other fishes

(see quots.).

188a J. E. Tenison-Woods Fish N. S. W. 35 Arripis
satar,..h in the adult state the salmon of the Australian
fishermen, and their salmon trout is the young. 1884 Goode,
etc Nat. Hist. Aquatic Amm. 468 According to the latest

system, .the second group [of the old genus Salmo] includes
the Chars, or Red-spotted Trout, and the gray-spotted
species known as Salmon Trout, or Lake Trout. These are
assigned to the genus Satvelinus. _

Ibid. 474 The Steel-

head—Salmo Gairdneri. Large individuals are often called
* Salmon Trout '.

t Sal-nitre. Obs. fad. med.L. sal nitri ' salt

of nitre ' : see Sal and Nitre. Cf. It. salnilro, Pr.

salnitre; also Sp., Pg. salitre (whence Salitre),
G. salniter, saltier.] Saltpetre.

1416 in Essex Rev. (1907) XVI. 159 Sal niter. 1601 Hol-
\.ash Pliny II. 420, 1 may not put off the treati>e concerning
the nature of Salnitre, approching so neer as it doth to the
nature of salt. 1610 Makkham Master/. 11. cxlv. 447 Adde
to it of Sal-niter an ounce. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. u
330 Subliming it with Sal Niter.

Hence f Salnitral a., of the nature of saltpetre.

1683, Tryon Way to Health vi. (1697) 104 Until the Sun
and Lcelestial Influences have endu d it [sc. earth] with a
Salnitral Vertue.

Salod, var. pa. L of Salue v. Obs.

Salol (s«'Vl). Chcvi, [f. Sal(ictl) + -or,.]

A white, crystalline, aromatic powder, prepared

from salicylic and carbolic adds, used as an anti-

pyretic and antiseptic. Also in Comb.
1887 Athenaeum 19 Feb. 360/1 Salol is said to have a most

powerful effect in cases of rheumatism. 1897 Trans. Amer.
Pediatric Soc. IX. 139 Salol-coated permanganate pills.

t Salomene. Obs. Also 5 salome, -mere.
[Of obscure origin : cf. It S a lame; also Y. salmis

(see Salmi), which agrees closely in sense.] (See
quot.)
c 1430 Two Cookeryddts. 21 Salomene. Take gode Wyne,

an . . pouder ,& Brede y-g round, an sugre . . ; ban take Trowtys,
Kochys, Perchys, ober Carpys, ..an . .roste hem. .; ban hewe
hem in gobettys *.. .fry hem in oyle a lytil, ben caste in be
hr wet;., take Maces, Clowes [etc.].. an cast aboue, & serue
forth. Ibid. 33 Capoun in Salome. Ibid. 3$ Soupes of
Salomere.

Salometer (ssel^ra/Ui). [f. L. sal salt or
sal urn brine + -(o)meter.I - Salikometkk.
i860 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea (Low) U. f 10a The salometer

confirms it.

Salomonic (saeU?nv*nik), a. [f. L. Salomon
Solomon. Cf. Solomonic] Of or pertaining to

Solomon. So Salomonian a.

1873 Speaker's Comment. Bible IV. 667/3 Those who have
denied its Salomonic authorship. Ibid. 15/1 The description
of the Divine Wisdom. Proverbs viii, in which the Salomo-
nian theory culminated. 1881 W. R. Smith Old Test. Jewish
Ch. v. 133 The collection of Salomonic proverbs formed by
the scholars in the service of King Hezekiah. Ibid. 403.

II Salon (salon). Also 8 aallon. [Fr. : see
Saloon.]
1. a. A large and lofty apartment serving as

one of the principal reception rooms in a palace
or other great house. D. A room, more or less

elegantly furnished, used for the reception of guests;

a drawing-room.
Now only with reference to France or other continental

countries. Cf. Saloon i.

Vol. VIII.

17x5 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1742) I. 53 Great Halls or
Saflons for Feasting. 1717 Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks.
1871 IV. 523 It [the palace of the Barberini in Rome] hath
many noble chambers and salons. ^1721 Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1723) II. 276, I rise.. about seven a-clock
. .to walk in the garden ; or, if rainy, in a Salon filled with
pictures. 17*8 Chambers Cycl., Salon, or Saloon,, .a very
lofty, spacious Hatl, vaulted at Top, and sometimes com-
prehending two Stories, or Ranges, of Windows.. .Em-
bassadors, and other Great Visitors, are usually received in
the Salon. 1758 H. Walpole Let. to Chute 32 Aug., I have
seen the plan of their hall, .and both their eating-room and
salon are to be stucco, with pictures. 1834 H. Greville
Diary 23 Oct., Finding Barras had not come home he
established himself with a book in the salon until he should
return. 1881 Q. Rev. Oct. 505 The principal salon had a
dome, which, turning day and night imitated the move-
ments of the terrestrial bodies.

2. spec. The reception-room of a Parisian lady of

fashion ; hence,a reunion of notabilities at the house
of such a lady ; also, a similar gathering in other

capitals.

18x0 F. Jeffrey vx^Edin. Rer>.
#
XV. 485 When she

[Mile, de Lespinasse] is visibly within a few weeks of her
end. .she still has her salon filled twice a day with company.
1853C. C. Feltos in Longfellozo's L\fe (1891) II. 353 There
is not a salon in Paris which is not proud to welcome him.
1888 Bryce Amer. Conrmvj. III. cv. 508 One hears of
attempts made to establish political 'salons

1

in Washington.
1888

.

Mrs. H. Ward./?. Elsmere xvii. 225 Famous in London
society for her relationship, her audacity, and the salon which
..she managed to collect round her.

3. The Salon : the annual exhibition at Paris of

painting, sculpture, etc. by living artists.

Originally held in one of the ' salons' of the Louvre.
1875 T. G. Appleton in Longfelloiv^s Life (1891) III. 252

The Salon is open. 1908 Athenaeum 15 Aug. 191.2 He
received a medal at the Salon of 1S64 .

.
; two ofnis pictures

were in this year's Salon.

Saloon (sal»*n). Also 8 salloon. [a. F.

salon (« Sp. salon, Pg. salao), ad. It. salone
%

augm. of sala hall : see Sale 2
.]

1. » Salon 1 a. b. — Salon i b. Now 17. S,
1718 [see Salon]. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III.

352 What Mr. Lovelace saw of the house (which was the
saloon and two parlours) was perfectly elegant. 1753 Han-
way Trav. (1762) I. vii. xciii. 427 They were then lining the
grand salloon with silesia marble. 1760 H. Walpole Let.
to Montagu 19 July, Ditchley. .is a good house, well fur-

nished, has good portraits, a wretched saloon [etc.]. 1784
Cowper Task 1. 414 Strange ! there should be found, Who,
self-imprison'd in their proud saloons, Renounce the odours
of the open field. 1810 E. I). Clarke Trav. Russia (1839)
91/1 The coup d'oeil upon entering the grand saloon is incon-
ceivable.. .The company consisted of nearly two thousand
persons. 18*3 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 438 Saloons are
frequently raised the whole height of the building. 1828

J.
F. Cooper Motions ofAmer. I. 261 A young American..

is just as happy in the saloon, as she was a few years before
in the nursery. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 365 Saloon signifies,

in its stricter architectural meaning, a room.., not only the
principal room as to spaciousness, but loftiness also.. .At
present however.. the name of saloon is indiscriminately or
ostentatiously bestowed on any unusually large room. 184a
Literary Gas. 3 Sept. 612/1 Neither was she received
altogether in the saloon, as she was of too humble a grade
to mix with gentry and nobility, i860 Marsh Eng. Lang.
xiii. 391 In all grades of society, from the wigwam to the
saloon. Ibid. xx. 440 The aim of a numerous class of popular
writers is.. to make books, .speak the dialect of the saloon.

1007 Connoisseur XIX. 139/2 [Eaton Hall) The saloon..
forms part of the hall.. .Divided by pillars alone from the
entrance hall, the two form one large room.

2 * Saloh 2. Now rare.

1810 F. Jeffrey in Edin, Rev. XV. 461 It is to this, .that

the French are indebted for the superiority of their polite

assemblies. Their saloons are better filled than ours. 1820
Shelley Lett. Pr. Wks. 1880 IV. 163, I find saloons and
compliments too great bores. 1838 Emerson Addr.

}
Lit.

Ethics Wks. (Bonn) II. 214 How mean to go blazing, a
gaudy butterfly, in fashionable or political saloons. x88x

Stanley Chr. tnstitut. (1882) 297 Materials of conversation

at the dinner tables of London or the saloons of Paris.

3. A large apartment or hall, esp. in a hotel or

other place of public resort, adapted for assemblies,

entertainments, exhibitions, etc.; also, rarely, any
unusually large apartment.
1747 General Advertiser 12 May, Mr. Rose and others

will play in the Great Room, and in the Salloon in the

Gardens. 1761 Ann. Reg. 126 In digging near the Latin-
gate, two subterraneous saloons have also been discovered,

in which were found four tombs. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
xxxvi, The great pump-room is a spacious saloon, orna-

mented with Corinthian pillars. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. 4-

It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 11 The Restaurant des Echelles..has

a handsomely furnished saloon. x8W Guide Exhib. Gal'

leries Brit. A/us. 40 In this saloon are two Table-cases con-

taining tablets of oaked and unbaked clay from Babylonia.

4. a. A large cabin in a passenger-boat for the

common use of passengers m general or for those

paying first-class fares.

184a Dickens in Forster Life (1872) I. 271 One man lost

fourteen pounds at vingt-un in the saloon yesterday. 1888

W. S. Caine Round the World x. 147 The saloon accommo-
dates just sixteen persons to table, xooo H. Lawson Over
Sliprails 113, 1 should have gone over steerage with nothing

. .and come back saloon with a pile.

t>. In full saloon car or carriage : A railway

carriage without compartments, furnished more or

less luxuriously as a drawing-room or for a specific

purpose, as dining, sleeping saloon. Also (U.S.) ' the

main room of a compartment-car or a small sub-

division ofa sleeping-car ' (Funk's Standard Did.).

1855 D. K. Clark Raihvay Machinery 275/1 Saloon
carriages may. .be planned variously, ..The business public
appear generally to prefer the ordinary partitioned carriage.
1886 St. James's Gaz. 16 Oct. 6/2 He stepped lightly from
the saloon-car. 1891 Harper's Mag. LXXXII. 581/1 The
car at the head of the New York and Chicago Limited was
divided..; the two small apartments ' amidships', soto speak,
were arranged, one as a bath room, and the other as a barber-
shop ; and then came the more spacious saloon reserved for
the smokers. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 19 Sept. 6/2 In the rear of
the express was .. the saloon in which the distinguished
travellers were making their journey.. .They travelled, .to
Aberdeen in an ordinary sleeping saloon.

5. An apartment to which the public may resort

for a specified purpose, as billiard, boxing, dancing,
shaving saloon, etc.

185a C. J. Talbot Meliora Ser. 1. 166 In London.. we
went to places of entertainment, and low dancing saloons.
1874 Mahaffy .SVv. Life Greece v'ul 241 We hear of no hells,

or low music halls, or low dancing saloons [at Athens].

6. Cf. S, A place where intoxicating liquors are
sold and consumed ; a drinking bar.
1884 U, y. Herald 27 Oct. 6/3 [Two men] demanded drinks

in the saloon of
, Myrtle avenue, Brooklyn. 1888 W. S.

Caine Round the World vii. 106 Here [at Rogers Pass,
Canada] is a collection of wooden shanties, used as liquor-
saloons, music and dancing-houses. 1892 J. Ralph in
Harper's Mag. LXXXIV. 716/2 The fee for a permit to
maintain a saloon or hotel bar in cities of more than 100,000
population is $1000. 1803 Leland Mem. I. 2B2 A rather
first-class saloon, bar, and restaurant on Broadway.
7. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as saloon-

bar, licence, passengers, steward, etc, ; b. special

comb., as saloon car, carriage (see 4 b) ; saloon
deck, a deck for the use of saloon passengers

;

saloon-keeper K S., one who keeps a drinking

saloon ; saloon pistol, rifle, light firearms for

firing at short range ; saloon smasher U. S. slang,

one who practises or advocates the practice of the

wrecking of drinking saloons as a protest against

the liquor traffic ; so also saloon smashing.
1888 W. S. Caine Round the World i. 3 The *saloon-deck

presents the usual aspect. Ladies are grouped about in

pleasant corners in easy deck-chairs. 1879 G. Campbell
Black $ White 242 The publicans, or *saloon-keepers, as
they are called in America. 189a I. Ralph in Harper's
Mag. LXXXIV.712/1 The *saloon licence system is another
village development. 1879 Fboude in Eraser's Mag. Nov.
625 The *saloon passengers were taken next. 1899 Kipling
Stalky 65 Rabbit-shooting with "saloon-pistols. 1881
Greener Gun 368 "Saloon rifles.. are small, smooth-bore
guns,., firing a bulleted breech-cap.. .Pistols, .are also made
on the same principle. In all saloon rifles and pistols the
propellant is fulminating powder contained in a small copper
case. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 10 Dec 0/2 The notorious "saloon
smasher. 1905 Daily Chron. 1 1 July 5/7 ' *Saloon-smashing

*

methods ofreform by wrecking with dynamite buildings in

which liquor selling was carried on.

Saloon, obs. variant of Shalloon.
Salooniart (sal«*nist). U.S. [f. Saloon + -ist.]

a. A saloon-keeper, b. One who upholds the

system of drinking saloons.
188* Chicago Advance 3 Aug. 493 Just think of a saloon ist

coming into court expecting to justify. .his 'business
1 by

exhibiting his ' license' as a contract by the people to let

him sell liquor. 188. Pop. Sci. Monthly XXX. 16 (Cent.
Diet.) Any persistent effort to enforce the Sunday laws
against the saloon is met by the saloonist with the counter-

enoTt to enforce the laws against legitimate business.

Saloop (salrrp). Also 8 salob, salup, 8-9
naloup, salop. [Altered form of Salep.]

1. = Salep.
1712 Mrs. Centlivre Perplexed Lovers v. i, Salup, what

Is that Salup? I have often seen this Fellow sauntering

about Streets, and cou'd not imagine what he sold. 1719
D'Urfey Pills (1872) VI. 125 Here's Salop brought from
foreign Parts. 1717 A. Hamilton Ace, E. Indies 1. 125 They
[in Sind] have a Fruit.. called Salob... Thej; dry it hard.,
and being beaten to a Powder, they dress it as Tea and
Coffee are, and take it with powdered Sugar-candy. 1728

[see a]. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 120 To boil Salup. It

is a hard Stone ground to Powder, and generally sold for

one Shilling an Ounce. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Sttpp., Orchis*

root, in the materia medica, is otherwise named salep, vulgarly

called saloop. 1736 P. Browne Jamaica 325 The Jamaica
Salop... It maybe used with great propriety as a stomachic.

17W Ann. Reg. 112 This powder is no other than that of

sago or China salop. X804 Charlotte Smith Conversations,

etc I. 04 The roots.. of the orchis of which saloop is made.
1826 Henry Elem. Chem. II. x. 266 Salop or Saloop is the

farina obtained from several species of Orchis, especially the

O. Mascula. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour I. 8 Saloop
(spelt also ' salep "and ' salop ') was prepared, as a powder,
from the root of the Orchis mascula. 1861 Bentley Man.
Bot. 667 Enlophia vera and E. campestris.—Tht tuber-

cular roots of these species are used in India in the pre-

paration of the nutritious substance known by the names of

Salep, Salop, and Saloop.

2. A hot drink consisting of an infusion of pow-
dered salep or (later) of sassafras, with milk and

sngar, formerly sold in the streets of London in

the night and early morning.
17*8 E. Smith Compl.Housew. 149 To make Salop. Take..

Water, and let it boil. .; then put in a quarter of an ounce

of Salop finely powdered, and let it boil. .; drink it in China

Cups as Chocolate, c 1759 Roxb. Ball. (1890) VI 1. 58 Here's

fine saloop, both hot and good. 1803 Censor 1 Dec. 135. I

was taking my pot of saloop, (for I am not so extravagant as

to drink coffee). x8sa Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Praise Chimneys*'.,

There is a composition, the groundwork of which I have

understood to be .. sassafras. This wood boiled down to a

kind of tea, and tempered with an infusion of milk and sugar,

..is saloop. X840 Pereira Elem. Mat. Med, 799 Sassafras

8



SALOPHEN.
tea, flavoured with milk and sugar, is sold, .under the name
of saloop. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 183 The vending

of tea and coffee, in the streets, was little, .known twenty

years ago, saloop being then the beverage supplied from

stalls. 18S1 Besant All Sorts xyiii, Those now forgotten

delicacies, saloop and tansy pudding.

b. attrib., as saloop-house, -man, -stall, etc.

1764 Low Life (ed. 3) 1 The Salop-man in Fleet-Street

shuts up his Gossiping Coffee-House. 1791 ' G. Gambado'
An*. Horsem. xviu (1800) 136 He knock'd down and went

over Alice Turner, the Saloup Woman. 1851 Mayhew Lontt.

Labour I. 8/2 The saloop-stalls were superseded by the

modern coffee-stalls. 1873 Thornbury Old $ New Lond.

I. 60 A * saloop-house ', where the poor purchased a beverage

made out of sassafras chips. 1889 N. «r Q. 7th Ser. VII. 35
Within the last twenty years saloop vendors might have

been seen plying their trade in the streets of London.

3. Saloop bush (see quot).
1884 Miller Plant-n., Saloop-bush, ofAustralia, Rhagodia

kastata.

Hence Salo'pian a., nonce-wd.
1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Praise Chimneysw., Mr. Read,

who hath time out of mind kept open a shop. . for the vend-
ing of this ' wholesome and pleasant beverage '.

.—the only
Salopian house.

Salopheil (sse-lcfen). Chem. [f. Sal(icylic)

+ -o + Phen(ol).] A derivative of salicylic acid

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 474 Such drugs as sali-

cylate of sodium, salicin, salol, salophen and salipyrin.

Salopian (Salopian), a. and sb. [f. Salop,

a name of Shropshire (evolved from Sloppesberie,

an AF. corruption of OE. Scrobbesbyrig, Shrews-
bury, the county town) + -ian.] a. adj. Of or

belonging to Shropshire.

1706 FARQUHAR
t
Recruiting Officer m. ii, Thou Peerless

Princess of Salopian Plains, c 1814 Southey Affair A rroyo
Molinos 38 Salopian vales. 1886 T. L, K. OliI'hant New
English I. i. 9 A Salopian bard.

D. sb. A native or inhabitant of Shropshire.
1700 Concreve Way ofWorldw. ii, Ay, ay, come, will you

March my Salopian ? 1886 T. L. K. Oliphant New Eng-
lish I. i. 6 William de Shoreham. .uses e like the Salopians.

Salow(e : see Sallow sb. and a., Salue v.

Salp (sa:lp). Zool. Also salpe. [a. F. salpe,

ad. mod.L. salpa.] m Salpa.
1835 Kirby Hob. fy Inst. Anim. I. vii. 222 The Salpes or

biphores, as the French call them—phosphoric animals so
transparent that all their internal organs, .may be distinctly

seen. 1850 Ogilvie, Salpa or Salp, a genus of soft-shelled

or tunicated acephalous molluscs which float in the sea.

1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 540 The chains remain within
the body-wall of the solitary salp.

II Salpa x
. Obs. [L. salpa, ad. Gr. oa\nrj. Cf.

F. saupe.\ Some kind of salt-water fish used by
the ancients as stockfish.

c 1520 Andrew Noble Lyfe lxxix. in Babees Bk., Salpa is

a fowle fisshe and lytell set by. 1555 Eden Decades 269
Dryed fysshe as soles, maydens, playces, salpas, stocke-
fysshes, and such other. 1624 Middleton Game at Chess
v. iii, The Salpa from Ebusus [in ed. 1 and MSS. EleusisJ;
or the Pelamis (which some call Sommer Whiting). 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Salpa, the Goldlin; a sort of Fish.

II Salpa 2 (saelpa). Zool. PI. salps; also

salpas. [mod.L. salpa (Forskal 01763); prob.

an application of class. L. salpa (see prec), but
the reason for the selection of this word does not
appear.] A genus of tunicates, the sole repre-

sentative of the family Salpidse ; also, a tunicate

of this genus.
1851 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. I. i. 27 The genus

dagysa. .belongs to the salpas (biphores of Bruguiere). 1854
A. Adams Man. Nat. Hist. 336 Those curious double gela-
tinous animals the Salpx, which resemble two little glassy
bells, one fixed to the inside of the other, i860 H. Spencer
in Westm. Rev. Jan. 102 In the Salpx the component indi-
viduals adhere so slightly that a blow on the vessel of water
in which they are floating will separate them. 1883 C. F.
Holder in Harper's Mag. Dec 107/1 The fantastic glaucus
and luminous salpa, hover about in close attendance.

Hence Salpa'cean, a salpian or salp.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 366/1.

t Salpege. Obs. rare - \ [ad. mod.L. salpega,

corruption of L. sol(i)puga.] Some kind of serpent.
1569 J. Hani oHi) tr. Agrippa's Van. Arts lxxxi. 138 Ser-

pents, Salpeges, Scolopenders.

t Salpe'tre. Obs. Also 4-6 aalpeter, 5 salpetyr,
6 -ir, sall-pitter, saulpeter. [a. OF. salpetre
(mod.F. salpetre), ad. med.L. salpetra, prob. for

salpetrse ' salt of stone ' {sal, see Sal I
; petrie gen.

of late L. petra, whence F. pierre stone), so called
because the salt occurs as an incrustation on stones.

Cf. G. salpeter.] Saltpetre.
ci3»S [see Sal-ammoniac]. 1384-5 Durh. Ace. Rolls

(Surtees) 594 Item pro Salpetre emp. pro Gonnis, vijs. vjd.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol. ft T. 255 Sal peter, vitriole.

1483 Cath. Angl. 317/2 Salpetyr. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lix.9 A refyng soneof rakyng Muns..That fulle dismem-
berit hes my meter, And poysound it with Strang salpeter.
1601 Holland Pliny II. xxxi. x. 421 The true marke to
know good sal-petre, Is to be verie light in hand [etc.). 1667
Boyle Orig. Formes * Qual. (ed. 2) 115 It [sc. vitriol] is

wont to be reckon'd with Sal-petre, Sea-salt, and Sal Gem
amorig true Salts.

Hence + Sal-petery, Salpetrous adjs., impreg-
nated with saltpetre, nitrous.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas il iv. in. Schisme 674 Rich

Jericho's (sometimes) sal-peetry soyl . . Brought forth no fruit.

1731 Bailey (vol. II), Salpetrous. 1883 D. Cook On Stage
I. 221 Sparks and smoke and fearful salpetrous fumes.

58

Salpian (sae'lpian). [f. Salpa 2 + -ian.] An
individual of the genus Salpa ; a salp.

1851 Woodward Mollusca 49 The salpians produce long
chains of embryos. 1854 A. Adams Alan. Nat. Hist. 164
Othersamong them [sc. the Tunicaries] are free and pelagian,
as the Salpians and Pyrosomes.

II
Salpicon (sse-lpik<;n). Cookery. ? Obs. [Fr.,

a. Sp. salpicon, f. salpicar to sprinkle, pickle, f.

sal salt + picar to pick.] A kind of stuffing for

veal, beef, or mutton.
1726 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Salpicon, a Ragoe usually made

for large Joints of Beef, Veal, or Mutton, which are to be
served up roasted for the side Dishes. 1824 Byron yuan
xv. lxvi, Then there was .

.

' A l'Espagnole ', ' timhalle ', and
'salpicon '. 1828-32 Webster (citing Bacon, prob. in error).

Salpiglossid (sa:lpigh/sid). [f. next : see

-ID.] A plant of the tribe Salpiglossidese (typical

genus Salpiglossis : see next), one of Bentham's
divisions of the order Scrophulariacese.
1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 682 Mr. Bentham remarks that

the nearest Order to Figworts is undoubtedly that of Night-
shades, through the medium of Salpiglossids.

II Salpiglossis (sselpiglg-sis). [mod.L., irreg.

f. Gr. aakmy( trumpet + ykwoaa tongue, from the

trumpet-shaped corolla.] A genus of herbaceous
plants of the N. O. Scrophulariacese, natives of

Chile, cultivated for their showy blossoms.
1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 682 Petunia and Salpi-

glossis, two genera closely allied in habit. 2882 Garden
ix Nov. 426/1 The garden varieties of Salpiglossis rank
amongst the finest of all half-hardy annuals.

Salpingian (sselpi-ndz,ian), a. [f. mod.L.
salping-, Salpinx 2 + -ian.] Of or pertaining to

the Eustachian or the Fallopian tubes. So Sal-
pingic a., in the same sense.

1891 Century Diet., Salpingian. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Salpingian, Salpingic.

II Salpingitis (sselpind^aitis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. aa\wiyy- (see SALPINGO-) + -ITIS.] Inflam-
mation of the Fallopian or the Eustachian tubes.
1861 Lancet 14 Dec. 571/1. X899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.

VII. 481 Tuberculous salpingitis.

Hence Salpingitic «., pertaining to salpingitis.

1891 in Century Diet.

Salpingo- (sselpi'rjgo), combining form of Gr.
aa\myy-, oa\my(, lit. ' trumpet', but used in mod.L.
form salpinx to denote either the Fallopian or the

Eustachian tubes. In various compounds (Anat.,

Phys. and Obstet.). Salpingonasal it., of or per-

taining to the Eustachian tube and the nose. Sal-
piiigo-oopliorectomy, -ovariotomy, excision of
aFallopian tube and ovary. Salpingo-oophoritis,
salpingitis and oophoritis occurring together. Sal-
pingo-palatal, -palatine adjs., of or pertaining

to the Eustachian tube and the palate. Salpingo-
pharyngeal a., belonging to the Eustachian tube
and the pharynx.

||
Salpingo-pharyngeus, an

occasional muscle passing from the Eustachian
tube to the pharynx. Salpingopterygoid a.,

pertaining to the sphenoid and hamular processes.

Salpingo'rrhaphy, suturing of the Fallopian
tube. Salpingostomy, ' the operation of estab-

lishing an artificial fistula of the Fallopian tube

'

(Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897). Salpingotomy, excision

of or incision into the Fallopian tube (ibid.).

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec. Epit. 83 Acute appendicitis

fold on its inner, and the *salpingo-pharyngeal fold on its

outer side. 189X E. Sajous in Ann. Univ. Med. Sci. II.

Sect. G. 31 This operation he [Skutsch] calls 'salpingostomy.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 491 A successful "salpingo-
tomy for a hypertrophied left ovary.

II Salpinx (sse-lpirjks). [Gr. oa\my£ ; in sense 2

used as mod.L.]
1. Antiq. An ancient Greek trumpet.
1865 J. Hullah Transit. Period Mus. 118 The pipe of

Pan, the lyre of Mercury, the salpinx [etc.]. x888 Encycl.
Brit. XXIII. 592/2 The Roman tuba and the Greek salpinx
are supposed to be one and the same instrument.

2. Anat. a. The Eustachian tube. b. The Fal-
lopian tube.
184a Brande Diet. Sci., etc., Salpinx, the Eustachian

tube, or channel of communication between the mouth and
the ear. [In recent Diets.]

II Sal-prunella (sa;:lpr«ne-la). Also 8 sal
prunellsB, prunel, 9 prunella. [mod.L. sal

prunella or prunellie : see Sal and Pbunella 3.]

Fused nitre cast into cakes or balls.

1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wis. Vocab., Sal-prunella,
a salt made out of salt-peter. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physic
(1762) 30 Two teaspoonfuls of Sal Prunelks an hour before
the Fit. 1778 Johnson in Bosioell, In Mrs. Glasse's Cookery
..salt-petre and sal-prunella are spoken of as different

substances, whereas sal-prunella is only salt-petre burnt on
charcoal. 1812 J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 198 Sal

Prunelle is a preparation of Saltpetre, useful in Medicine
and in curing provisions. 1849 D. Campbell luorg. Chem.
108 Nitrate of potash.. when cast into moulds, solidifies,

and is known in this form as sal-prunelle.

Salrar, obs. form of Cellaber.
1473 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 201 Twynty

suklar kyddis. .to be kepit and delyuerit at the ordinans of
the salrar and wardane.

with concomitant *salpingo-o6phoritis. 1884 M. Mackenzie
Dis. Throat ff Nose II. 253 The yellow orifice of the Eusta-
chian tube can be seen, boundecf by the 'salpingopalatine

SALSOLACEOUS.
Sals, obs. form of Sauce.
Salsaf(a)y, Salsage : see Salsify, Sausage.

II Salsamentarious, a. Obs. -° [ad. L.
salsamentdri-us ((. salsamentum pickling brine,

pickled fish) + -ocs.] 'Of or belonging to salt,

or to any salt thing' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Salsaparilha, -ilia, -illia, -perilla, -paril-

lin : see Sabsapabilla, -pabillin.
Salsar, -ary : see Sauceb, Saucebt.
tSalsature. Alch. Obs. [ad. med.L. salsa-

tiira (Raymond Lull), f. L. sals-us salted, salt.]

1650 Ashmole Chym. Collect. 3-4 By another digestion it

will be another thing, which we call Argent Vive, Earth,
\Vater,and Ferment, Gumm and our second Salsature,. .In
our Magisteriall there are three proper Earths, three
Waters, and three proper Ferments ; three proper Gumms,
three Salsatures, three Argent Vives Congealing.

Salse (sails). Geol. [a. Y.salse (Humboldt), ad.

It. salsa, orig. proper name of a mud volcano at

Sassuolo, near Modena.] A mud volcano.
183a De la Beche Geol. Man. 133 ' Salses ' or mud vol-

canoes. 187X Kingsley At Last x, Now and then this
' Salse '. .is said to be seized with a violent paroxysm. 1878
Huxley Physiogr. 202 Conical hills, known as Salses, or
mud volcanoes.

Salser, -ery: see Sauceb, Sauceby.
Salsify (sse'lsifi). Also 7 salsifax, (salsfy),

8 sassafy, salsafay, 8-9 salsafy. [a. F. salsifis

(in the i6-i7th c. variously serciji, serquify,

sassi/y, sassefy, sassefique, sasse/rique), believed

to be corruptly ad. It. sassefrica, of unknown origin.

Cf. Sp. salsifi, Pg. sersifim.']

1. A biennial composite plant, the Purple Goat's-
beard, Tragopogon porrifolius , indigenous to Great
Britain and the Continent of Europe, producing an
esculent root.

Meadow salsify (U. S.) : the Yellow Goat's-beard, Trago-
pogon pratensis (Britton & Brown Flora Northern U. S.
III. 269).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Salsife, (Fr.) Goats-bread [sic],

an eatable root. 1707 Mortimer Hush. 482 Salsifie or Goats-
beard. X73X Miller Gard. Diet., Tragopogon. .commonly
call'd Salssafy or Sassafy. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xiv.

(1796) 229 So likewise you may dress root of salsify and
scorzonera. 1767 Abercrombie Ev. Man his own Gard.
(1803) 85 Salsafay is estimable both for its roots, .and for the
young shoots rising in the spring. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 201 Many of the species are useful articles of
food;.. for instance .. the roots of. .Tragopogon, or Salsafy.
1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 287/2 The Salsafy (or Salsify). .is

a hardy biennial, with long cylindrical fleshy esculent roots.

iUBzGarden 11 Nov. 425/3 Salsafy. .when boiled in milk or
fried in butter, .has a peculiar resemblance to oysters.

2. Black, f Spanish salsify, Scorzonera his-

panica, producing a dark esculent root, used iu

the same way as salsify (sense 1).

1699 Evelyn Acetaria 61 Salsifax, Scorzonera. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 482 Spanish Salsifie or Scorzonera, is

multiplied by Seed. 1891 Century Diet. s. v., Black salsify,
. . a related plant. . . It is similarly used, and its flavor is pre-

ferred by some.

t Salsi potent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. salsi-

potentem (as if f. sals-um neut. adj., salt), a false

reading for sali-potentem, f. sal-um salt water +
potentem Potent a.] That rules the salt sea.

X575 Laneham Let. (1871) 33 The supreame salsipotent
Monarch Neptune. 2656 in Blount Glossogr.

Salsister, variant of Saucisteb Obs.

t Salsitude. Obs. rare. [a. F. salsitude, ad.

L. salsitudo, f. salsns adj., salt : see -TUDE.] Salt-

ness, brackishness.
a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in. xxxii.271 Their.. smarting

Salsitude. X696 J. Edwards Demonstr. Exist, tf Provid.
God 1. 171 The heat of the sun is not the cause of the salsi-

tude of the waters. 1721- in Bailey.

t Sa*lS0-axid. Chem. Obs. [f. salso-, assumed
comb, form of L. salsus adj., salt.] A substance
partaking of the qualities of a ' salt' and an 'acid'.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 335 Salso Acids, vola-
tile Salt, or fix'd Vitriolate, Sal Catharticum is a nauseous,
bitterish, Salso Acid.
rJohnson 1755 and subsequent Diets, give an adj. Salso-

acid, ' having a taste compounded of saltness and sourness
'

;

but Johnson's quot. (from Floyer) contains only the sb. as
above.

Sal-soda : see Sal b.

II Salsola (sae-lsfla). [mod.L. (Carsalpinus De
Planlis 1583 IV. xxxix. 1 70), a. It. + salsola, dim. of
salso salt adj.] A genus of herbaceous plants be-
longing to the N. O. Ckencpodiacem, found on the
sea-coasts and salt-impregnated soils of warm and
temperate regions, chiefly in the Old World ; esp.

S. soda, a species yielding soda. Also, a plant of
this genus.
1801 J. Barrow Trav. S. Africa ii. 01 The plant.. was a

species of salsola, or salt-wort. 1890 E. F. Knight Cruise
of 1 Alerle' iv. 57 [An island] green with salsola or saltwort
and other alcalescent plants.

Salsolaceous (sselsfl^i- fas), a. [See-ACEorjs.]
Belonging to or resembling the genus Salsola.
1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xlii, The salsolaceous

plants, so long the only vegetation we have seen, are gone.
1863 Speke Source of Nile i. 6 A small island..covered
with salsolacious shrubs. 1880 J. C. Crawford New Zea-
land «r Austral. 8 Dry plains thinly clad with a salsola-

ceous vegetation.



SALSTER.

Salss, obs. Sc. form of Sauce.

t Sa'lster. Obs. [Formed after Salter : see

-ster.] A female Salter.

14 . . X01/1. in Wr.-Wulcker 692/37,/rVe salinaria, a salster.

Salsuginous (saelsuB^djinas),* Also 7 -eous,

-os. [f. L. salsugin-em saltness (f. sa/s-us adj., salt)

+ -0U8.] f&. Impregnated with salt; brackish. Obs.

b. Of plants: Growing in salt-impregnated soil.

1657 Tomlinson RcnoiS* Disp. 677 A certain . . salsugine.
ous liquor is educed. 1664 Boyle Experim. Colours 111. xl.

Refl. 314 Salts.. are discriminated into Acid, Volatile, or
Salsuginous (if I may for Distinction sake so call the Fugi-
tive Salts of Animal Substances) and fix'd or Alcalizate.

1665 Dudley Mettatl. Martis{iB$i) 38 His white Arcenical,
Salsuginos and Sulphurious substance which is in that Cole.
1669 W. Simpson Hydro!. Chym. 54 If this acidulated water
find a salsuginous glebe, it becomes coagulated. 1731
Medley KoWeiis Cape G. Hope II. 30a 'Tis owing to the
salsuginous nature of the valley grass, that the Cape graziers
never give, .their.. cattle any salt to lick. 1897 Syd. Soc.
Lex., Salsuginous, epithet applied to plants that grow in
a soil that is impregnated with common salt.

tSalsure. 0/>s.—° [ad. L. salsisra, f. sa/s-us

adj., salt.] 'A salting or seasoning brine' (Blount
Clossogr. 1656). 1658 in PHtLLirs ; 1711- in Bailey.

Salt C-^ltJ, sb.1 Forms : 1 sealt, (3 salit,

Ormin sallt
,
4-6 salte, 5 sawto, 6 saulte), 6-7

sault, 8-9 Sc. saut, sawt, 1- salt. [Com. Tent.:

OE. sealt (sa/f) str. neat =OFris. 'sail (mod. Kris.

salt, sd{t)t, saut, soil), OS. salt (MLG. salt, soil),

MDu., Du. zout, OHG. (MHG., G.) salt, ON.
(Sw., Da.), Goth, sail :—OTent. saltom, cogn. with
Gr. ciA-s masc., L. sal masc., neat, (whence F. sel,

Sp-, Pg-, Pf- sal, It. salt), Olr. salami, W. kalen,

OS1. soil.]

1. A substance, known chemically as sodium
chloride (NaCl), very abundant in nature both in

solution and in crystalline form, and extensively

prepared for use as a condiment, a preservative of
animal food, and in various industrial processes.

Salt for domestic use is manufactured from Ska-
salt (marine salt, Bat-salt), Rock-salt (mineral
salt, f salt mineral), and (now chiefly) from brine

pumped up from rock-salt strata. Frequently called

common salt.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 76 Wib bUece, wyl eolonan on
buteran, meng wib sole, sealt, teoro. Ibid. 344 Do halites
sealtes fcla on. ciaoo Okxin 1653 Forr wttt & skill iss

wel inoh purrh salltess smacc bitacnedd. c iago S. Eng.
L*g. l87/95 So bat be salt scholde is woundcne frete with
be brenninde fuyre. 139B Thevisa Bartk. De P. R. xvt.
xciv. 1 Bod I. MS.), Salte makeb potage and ober mete
sauourye. 14.. Pol. Eel. tr L. Poems (1903) 24s Nad I

ben babtyzyd in water and salt, c 1460 J. Russell Bk.
Nurture 57 Loke by salte be sutille, whyte, fayre and drye.
1557 Seaceh Sch, Venue 440 in Bailees Bk., Saulte with
thy knyfe then reache and take. i6ao Vennek Via Recta
vi. 92 'l*he best and most common of all Sauces is Salt.

1661 J. Childrey Brit. Bacon. 50 They boile Salt out of Salt-
water. 1™ [see Salt-cella«L 1774 Goldsu. Nat. Hist.
(1776) VII. 146 Salt seems to be much more efficacious in
destroying these animals [sc. lizards), than the knife. 1833-4
J. 1'hillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 614/2
Regular strata of gypsum below, and regular layers of salt
above. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1087 The rock is a mass of
saccharotd and anhydrous gypsum, imbued with common
salt 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 380 Beds of salt occur
. . in China, and many districts of North America.

b. With qualifying word.
White salt : salt prepared and refined mainly for house-

hold use (as contrasted with rock-salt, which is of a brownish
red colour), t Great salt : salt in large crystals or lumps

;

rock-salt, t Smalt salt : salt powdered as for table use.
\Pattow, Paleu salt [i.e. Poitou salt = F. 'set de Poic.
tern, blacke salt, gray salt ' Cotgr.) : Ta coarse kind of salt
manufactured in Poitou. Also Newcastle, Spanish salt.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 138 Cnuca mid greatan sealte.

Ibid. III. 20 Ado..hwites sealtes fela. 1377-8 Durham
Ace. Rous (Surtees) 586 In 2 quar. de Pattowsalt, 71. yi.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 63 In stede of Oxes He let do yoken
grete foxes, And with gret salt the load he siew. i486 Bk.
St. Albans C vj, Put therto spanysbe salte. 1583-4 Reg.
Prsvy Council Scot. Ser. 1. III. 638 Na small salt sould be
careit furth of this realme. 1614 T. Gentleman Eng. Way
to Win Wealth 24 Ships may come vnto them with Salt
from Mayo, or Spanish salt. 1718 Chambers Cycl. s. v.,
The Salt is brown when taken out of the Pits,.. in some
Places they make it into White-Salt by refining. 1748
Browxugg Art ofMaking Salt 50 Northumberland and
Durham ; from whence this salt is exported in large quan-
tities, under the name of Newcastle salt. 1883 fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 74 Fishery Salt. .Common Salt, Middle
Grain Salt, Table Salt,,. Kitchen Salt. 1886 Encycl. Brit.
XXVI. 232/1 As usually made, white salt from rock-salt
may be classified into two groups.

+ c. Salt upon salt : see quot. 1 748. Obs.
1580 Hitchcock Politic Plat A ij b, To. .barrill theim [sc.

herrings] after the F lemishe maner, with salte vpon salte,
whiche is the beste kinde of Salt. 1614 T. Gentleman Eng.
Way to Win Wealth 24 This place [sc. Ipswich) is also most
conuement for the erecting of Salt-pans, for the making of
Salt vpon salt. t68a J. Collins Salt 4 Fishery 13 Of Salt
upon Salt, or Salt made by Refining of Forreign Salt. 1748
Bkowxkigg Art 0/Making Salt 49 Salt upon salt; which
is bay salt dissolved in sea water, or any other salt water,
and with it boiled into white salt.

J'f: ,*S9 Q] Wither {title) Salt upon Salt : made out of
certain ingenious verses upon the late Storm and the death
of his Highness ensuing.

d. In salt : sprinkled with salt or immersed in
btine ; in pickle.

59

1853 Soyer Pantroph. 187 Let it remain in salt during
twenty-four hours.

2. Proverbial and allusive uses. a. gen.
1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 57 Passe not ouer salt

and the table : as who shulde saye, neglecte not the Com-
Sany of frendes, or breake not the law e of amitie. c 1589
_L. Harvey PL Pcrc. (i860) 9 Seruice without salt, by the

rite of England, is a Cuckholds fee, if he claime it. 1596
Harington A/etam. Aj'clx (1814) 3 The poor sheep would
eat him without salt (as they say). C1678 Marvell Growth
Popery 23 As much out of order, as if the Salt had been
thrown down, or an Hare had crossed his way. 1681 Flavel
Meth. Grace iii. 50 Some account the falling of salt upon
the table ominous. 1865 S. Evans Bra. Fad, MS., etc, 49
If the salt thou chance to spill, Token sure of coming ill.

1884 Harper's Mag. Nov. 889/1 They threw the salt over
their shoulders, .. in propitiation of evil powers, when they
spilled it at table.

b. Taken as a type of a necessary adjunct to
food, and hence as a symbol of hospitality. Phr.
To eat salt with (a person), to eat (a person's) salt :

to enjoy his hospitality ; also occas. to be depen-
dent upon him. Bread and salt : see Bread sb. 2 d.
138a Wyclif Ezra iv. 14 Wee thanne mynde hauende of

the salt that in the paleis wee eeten. 1539 Taverner Erasm.
Prov. 30 Trust no man onles thou hast fyrst eaten a bushel
of salte with hym. [Cf. Gr. rue a\uv ovyKaTcS^ojce'cui
fitStfiyoi:] 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzds Civ. Conv. 1. (1586)
11 b, You who haue eaten much salt out of your owne
house. 1608 Bp. Hall Spilt* 1. viii, Abandon those from
your table and salt, whom your own. .experience shall
descry dangerous. 1809 Wellington in Gleig Life App.
(1862) 702 The real fact is.. I have eaten the King's salt,

1813 Byron Corsair 11. iv, Why dost thou shun the salt ?

that sacred pledge, Which, once partaken .. Makes ev'n con-
tending tribes in peace unite. 1854 Thackeray Navcomes
I. v. 43 One does^ not eat a man's salt, as it were, at these
dinners. There is nothing sacred in this kind of London
hospitality. 1889 Norris Miss Shaflo i, One has no busi-
ness to eat a man a salt and then say nasty things about him.

C In allusions to the jocular advice given to

children to catch birds by putting salt on their tails.

1580 Lyly Euf>hucs (Arb.) 327 It is.. a foolish bird that
staieth the laying salt on hir taile. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. i.

278 Such great Atchievements cannot fail, To cast Salt on a
Woman's Tail. 1704 Swift T. Tub vii, Men catch Know-
ledge by throwing their Wit on the Posteriors of a Book,
as Boys do Sparrows by flinging Salt upon their Tails. 1711
Kklly Scot. Prov. 380 You will ne'er cast Salt on his Tail.
That is, he has clean escap'd. 1813 Southey Nelson viii,

If they go on playing this game, some day we shall lay salt

upon their tails. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxvii, Having
dropped a pinch of salt on the tails of all the cardinal virtues
and caucht them every one. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 1.

viii, I will never be persuaded that you could not help us..
to put salt on Alan's tail.

d. With a grain of salt [ = modX. cum grano
salt's]: (to accept a statement) with a certain

amount of reserve. Also in similar phrases.
1647 Tbapp Comtn. Rev. vi. n This is to be taken with a

train of salt. 1648 Sparke Pre/, to S/inte's Sarah \ Hagar
j b. Read them then but with such a grain of salt as inti-

mated. 1883 American VI. 280 An Extremist,— and we
may add more or less salt to his expressions. 1908 A thenx-
um 1 Aug. 118/1 Our reasons for not accepting the author's
pictures of early Ireland without many grains of salt.

e. With reference to the bitter saline taste of tears.

'595 Shaks. John v. vii. 45 Hen, Oh that there were some
vertue in my teares, That might releeue you. John. The
salt in them is hot. i6oa — Ham. 1. ii. 154 The salt of most
vnrighteous Teares. 1824 Galt Rothelan 1. 1. v. 43 There
was salt as well as sorrow in her tears.

t, Not to be made of sugar or salt : not to be
readily affected by moisture; hence, not to be dis-

concerted by wet weather.
1786 ffar*st /t*/]p-lxxxi.(i794)27 But Highlanders ne'er mind

a dunk, For they're na'e sawt. 1855 Carlyle in E. Fitz-
Geraids Lett. (1889) I. 215, 1 persist in believing the weather
will clear, . .at any rate I am not made of sugar or of salt.

1870 Miss Ukiik;man A*. LynneX. xv. 2^4, 1 am made neither
of sugar nor salt. . .Do you call this nun \

g. ( To be) worth one's salt : efficient or capable.

Usually with expressed or implied negative.
1839 Marryat King** Own lii, The captain, .is not worth

his salt. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, Every one who
is worth his salt has his enemies. 1883 Stevenson Treas.
1st. xviii, It was plain from every line of his body that our
new hand was worth bis salt,

h. With reference to the saltness of the sea, in

phrases denoting fondness for or adaptability to a
seafaring life. (Cf. II.)
1886 tuustr. Land. News 10 July 42/3, ' I would be a

sailor, if only before the mast '. ' Why there !
' cried the

admiral...* What else could the boy he? He is salt all

through '. 1901 Daily Chron. 24 May 3/3 The man.. with
the salt in his blood, and a yearning for the blue water.

3. fig. a. The salt ofthe earth (after Matt. v. 13) ;

the excellent of the earth; in recent trivial use,

the powerful, aristocratic, or wealthy.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt v. 13 Jee sint salt eoroes. c 1386

Chaucer Sompn. T. 488 Ye been the salt of the eithe and
the savour, f c 14*0 26 Pol. Poems xxi. 145 Of erbe 3e ben
eleped salt, For salt of wisdom soule saues. 1579 Lyly
Euphues (Arb.) 141 The vniuersities of Christendome which
should be.. the leauen, the salt, the seasoning of the world.

1790 H. Venn in Cams Li/e^ C. Simeon 84 They are the

truly excellent of the earth—its salt, who.. reach the heart

and conscience, 184s Literary Gaz. 28 May 371/3 To dine
Hke queens, kings, princes, potentates, and the other 'salt

of the earth'. 1869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist 517 The
army was, under the Imperial system, the 'salt 'of the

Roman world. 1871 Morley Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1.

(1878) 195 A little band, the supposed salt of the earth.

SALT.

b. That which gives liveliness, freshness, or
piquancy to a person's character, life, etc. Often
in phr. salt ofyouth > from Shakspere,
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serin. Tim. 688/1 They are such

that haue neither salt nor sause in them. 1598 Shaks. Merry
IV. 11. iii. 56 Wee haue some salt of our youth in vs. 1698
Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 26 The Things of Religion,
that Divine Salt, that will give a wholesome and relishing
savour to our Conversation, a 1718 Penn Tracts in Wks.
(1726) I. 732 A Man insipid, of no Sense or Salt 1822
Hazlitt Table4. II. ii. 24 His character has the salt of
honesty about it. 1863 Trollope Belton Est. xiv. 153 He
was a man not yet forty years of age, with still much of the
salt of youth about him. 1879 M. Arnold Mixed Ess.,
Democracy 19 A people without the salt of these qualities
would arrive at the pettiness of China.

c. That which gives life or pungency to discourse
or written composition

; poignancy of expression

;

pungent wit ; f point. Attic salt : see Attic a. 2.

1573-S0 Baret Alv. s.v., Salle, a pleasaunt and mery
worde that maketh folke to laugh and sometimes pricketh.
1609 Shaks.'s Tr. $ Cr. Ep. (Qo. 1), So much and such
sauored salt of witte is in his Commedies, that [etc.]. 1639
Mayne City Match n. iii, She speaks with salt, And has a
pretty scornefulnesse. 1645 Milton Tetrach. 63 Exceptions
are not logically deduc't from a divers kind, as to say who
so puts away for any naturall cause except fornication, the
exception would want salt. 1682 Shadwell Medal of J.
Bayes 2 For Libel and true Satyr different be ; This must
have Truth, and Salt, with Modesty. ai694TiLLOTSON.S>r/«.
clxiii. (1743) IX. 3884 He. .could with salt and sharpness
enough upbraid those whom he sees guilty of them. 1734
tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. V. 75 The prince comprehended all

the salt and spirit ofthat ingenious pleasantry. 1766 Fokdyce
Serm. Ytig, Women II. viii. 20 That salt and poignancy..
derived from writers of taste. 1874 Q. Rev. CXXXVII.
106 Humour, the salt of well-bred conversation. 1894 K.
Grahame Pagan Papers 120 We could not discover any
salt in them [sc. the witticisms].

f4. Alch. and Old Chem. One of the supposed
ultimate elements of all substances. Obs.
1c 1585 Hester tr. Paracelsus' 114 E.rper., etc. C 8, These

three mercurie, Salt and Sulphur can not bee one without
another. 1603, 1719 [see Mercury sb. 8]. 1650 French tr.

Paracelsus'' Nat. Things 10 Mercury, SnlpTiur, Salt, of
which all the seven Metalls are generated. For Mercury is

the Spirit^ Sulphur the Soule, and Salt the Body. 1651 —
Distill, vl 181 Salt is that fixt j)ermanent earth which is in
the center of every thing that is incorruptible, and inalter-
able. 1670 D. Cable tr. Basil. Valent. Of Nat. -y Super-
nat. Things viii. 124 [Tin] hath no excess of Mercury, nor of
Salt, and it hath the least of Sulphur in it. 17x9 Quincy
Lex. Physico-Mcd, s.v. Principle.

6. + a. Old Chem. A solid soluble non-inflammable
substance having a taste. Obs.
The name originally comprised such substances as re-

sembled common salt (sense 1) in their appearance or pro-
perties, e. g. substances produced by the evaporation of
watery liquids as salt is produced by the evaporation of
sea-water. The quality of taste was not originally considered
to be a criterion of the class, but was added in the 18th c,
when these substances were ultimately divided into ' acid
salts * [salia acida), 'alkaline salts' (salia alkalina), and

I
neutral salts' {salia neutra, media, or salsa), correspond-
ing to the modern ' acids ',

' alkalis \ and * salts '.

i4»6 Lyog. De Guit. Pilgr. 1 5632, I . . Yive hem vergows
and vynegre . .And yive hem other sawtys mo. *594 Plat
Jeweil-ho. 11. 10 Coppers. . Niter. . vitrial. .allom. .Borras,
. .Suger..Sublimate.. Saltpeter, .all these are diuers kindes
of saltes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 64^ Out of the Ashes of
all Plants, they extract a Salt which they use in Mede-
cines. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Course Chem. 1. xiv.

347 If there were any Salt in this petrified Plant, it would
dissolve in hot water like other salts. 1707 Curios, in Husb.
$ Card. 219 Sugar is a balsamick Salt. 1729 Woodward
Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. I. 98 The Vitriolic Salts, with which
the Pyrites abounds. 1774 Goldsjw. Nat. Hist. I. 166 By
divesting a quantity of earth of all its oils and salts. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 599 Salts.. are soluble in water,
sapid,andnotinflammable. 1 hey are either Acids or Alkalies.

b. Particular substances of this class are distin-

guished by defining words (q.v., and cf. Sal 1
) ; e.g.

t salt ammoniac ( = Sal-ammoniac), ^essentials.,

ffixed s.
t f s. perlale, fs. sedative

t
volatile s. ; •fsait

ofantimony, oflemon, f ofMars, fofSaturn, ofsoda,

f of steel, f ofwisdom ; f salt anatron, t s. gem{me
(== Sal-gem), fs. prunelija ( = Sal-pbunella),

+ s. nitre ( = Sal-nitre), t salt sode ( = sal-soda),

f s. tartar', Glauber's salt, Rochelle s., etc.

a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. 4 A water bat is clepyd salt

gemme. 14 . . Chaucer's Can. Yeom. Prol. fy T. 257 (Corpus
& Petw. MSS.), Salt tartre. 15*6 Grete Herball cccciii. (1529)

Y j b, Salt armeniake is bote and drye in the fourth degre.

Ibid. Y ij, Salt gemme. .hath the vertues of salt armonyake.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Ammoniacus, Salte armo-
nike. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 439 Salt Sode for Glasse.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 133 If some salt-nitre be put to

them whiles they be a boiling ouer the fire.
(
1670 D. Cable

tr. van Suchten's Seer. Antimony 118 This Salt of Anti-

mony . . performs almost all that the Salt of Gold doth.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. ii. 180 An Ounce of beaten Salt-

prunel. 1756 Wright in Phil Trans. XLIX. 681 Fossil

sea-salt or salt-gem. 1765 Delaval ibid. LV. 31 note f, A
solution of salt-ammoniac 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1084 Salt

of amber is succinic acid. Salt of lemons is citric acid.

c. colloq. pi. (a) Smelling salts, consisting usually

of ammonium carbonate.
1767 Woman of Fashion I. 73 [She] was several Times

obliged to have recourse to her Salts. 1817 Byron Beppo
lxxxix, Much hartshorn, salts, and sprinkling faces. 1840

Marryat Poor Jack xiv, Virginia had run for the salts as

soon as she perceived that her mother was unwell.

(3) Short for Epsom salts (see Epsom).
177a C/irou. in Ann. Reg. 98/1 A servant maid, .thinking to

take some salts, .took arsenic instead thereof. 1877 N. W.
S-a
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Line. Gloss. 1887 Service Life Dr. Duguid xix, A neffow

[=nieveful] of salts and a neffow of senna.

6. Mod. Chew. A compound formed by the

union of an acid radical with a basic radical ; an

acid having the whole or part of its hydrogen

replaced by a metal. (In wider theoretical use

the term ' salt ' includes acids as salts of hydrogen.)

The first marked step towards the modern conception of a

chemical salt was Rouelle's definition {a 1770) of a neutral

salt as a compound formed by the union of an acid with any
substance serving as a base for it and giving to it a concrete

or solid form. Various modifications of this or earlier views

were put forward until the publication of Lavoisier's defini-

tion of a salt as the union of an acid with an oxide ; this

definition, however, was found to be inadequate when the

composition of the halogen compounds, sulphides, etc. came
to be accurately known. A further revolution in the theory

of salts was made by Berzelius, who divided them into two
classes ; viz. Haloid salts, formed of an electropositive ele-

ment and a halogen, and Amphid salts, resulting from the

union of an acid and a base ; the latter he subdivided into

oxy-salts, sulpho-salts, selenio-salts, and telluri- salts. Ac-
cording to more recent conceptions (Arrhenius 1888) salts,

including acids, are regarded as composed of positive ions

or kations (hydrogen and metals) and negative ions or

anions (halogens and acid radicals).

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chew. 150-1 Acids may
therefore be considered as true salifying principles.. .This
view of the acids prevents me from considering them as salts.

..I shall not arrange the alkalies or earths in the class of
salts, to which I allot only such as are composed of an oxy-
genated substance united to a base. 1807 T. Thomson
Chem. (ed. 3) II. 151 [Acids] combine with all the alkalies,

and most of the metallic oxides and earths, and form with
them those compounds which are called salts. 1838 —
Chcm. Org. Bodies 924 The tannin of areca gives a black
colour to salts of iron. 1855 Hardwich Photogr. Chew. 15
The principal Salts of Silver which are employed in the

Photographic processes are four in number, viz. Nitrate of
Silver, Chloride of Silver, Iodide of Silver, and Bromide of
Silver. 1859 Todd's Cycl. A nat.V. 332/1 Most of the blood-

salts are present in increased quantity in the gastric juice.

1890 Walker tr. Ostwald's Outl. Gen. Chew. 281 The con-

ductivities of the neutral salts are additively composed^ of
two values, one depending only on the metal or positive

ion, the other only on the acid radical pr negative ion.

7. — Salt-cellab.
1493 in Somerset Med. Wilis (1901) 310 To John Wymer

and Margarete his wif a cuppe and a salt of silver. 1495
Trevisds Barth. De P. R. vi.xxii. 212 Knyues spones &
saltes [Bodl. MS. salers] ben sett on y° borde. 1531 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill (1005) 47 Two Rownde saltes with a Couer.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone v. iii, One salt of agat. 1663
Pepys Diary 29 Oct., Under every salt there was a bill of
fare. 1775 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (18S6) II. 199
Eight silver salts for the Corporation. x8ai Scott Kenilw.
xxxii, Another salt was fashioned of silver, inform of a
swan in full sail. 1894 Times 7 Apr. 9/5 A pair of hexa-
gonal salts, of Limoges enamel.

b. Above (or below\ beneath , under) the salt:

at the upper (or lower) part of the table, i. e. among
the more honoured (or less honoured) guests.
The reference is to the formerly prevailing custom of

placing a large salt-cellar in the middle of a dining table.

1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 11, vi, That he do, on no default, Euer
presume to sit aboue the salt 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's
Rev. 11. ii. (1616) 200 Hee neuer drinkes below the salt. 160a
Dekker Honest Wh. D, Set him beneath the salt and let

him not touch a bit, till euery one has had his full cut. 1658
Wit Restored 43 Hee.. humbly sate Below the Salt, and
munch'd his Sprat. 1826 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 1333
The marshals were the lowest above the salt. 1870 Lowell
Study Wind. 347 At the banquet of fame they sit below
the salt. 1885 J. Payn Luck 0/ Darrells xxxvii, Though
of Tory sentiments, she by no means approved of those
feudal times when the chaplain was placed below the salt,

8. A salt marsh or salting.
1621 in BoysHist. Sandwich (1792) 705 Two acres of salts,

overagainst the old crane . ., granted to John Gason . . for the
erecting of his waterworks. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4525/4, 164
Acres of fresh Marsh, and 10 Acres of Salts, well water'd.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. 1. 698 Immediately after you leave
the salts, begin the valuable rice swamps. 1836 W. D.
Cooper Prov. Sussex, Salts, marshes near the sea flooded
by the tides. 1900 Academy 28 Apr. 364/2 There remains
on her seaward front [sc. of Rye J, that green space the Salts.

9. //. Salt water entering a river from the sea.

1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1604) 173 Here the Salmon
relinquish the Salts because by the Porposses pursued up the
Freshes. 1828-32 Webster, Salts, the salt water of rivers

entering from the ocean. S. Carolina. 1856 Olmsted
Slave Slates 469 'Freshes* and 'salts'. 1883 G. C Davies
Norfolk Broads xxxii. 225 The last incursion of the salts

was seven years ago. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 10/2 The
stormy weather and high tides, which have caused ' salts ',

i. e. the forcing of the sea water up the rivers.

10. At Eton, money collected for the Captain at

the Montem. Now Hist.
See Brands Pop. Antiq. 1813 I. 337 seqq., and Maxwell

Lyte Hist. Eton Coll. (1889) 507 seqq.
^1769 in Brand's Pop. Antiq. (1813I I. 345 note, Every

scholar gives a shilling for Salt ; the noblemen more. 1806
D. & S. Lvsons Magna Brit. I. 558 Tickets inscribed with
some motto . . are given to such persons as have already paid
for salt, as a security from any further demands. 1825 C M.
Westmacott Eng. Spy I.75 As longas salt and sockabound.
1899 C. K- Paul Memories 113 The sixth-form..stopped
coaches, post-chaises, and carriages, . .asking for ' Salt '.

11. colloq. A sailor, esp. one of much experience.
(Cf. 2 h.)

1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast i, My complexion and hands
were quite enough to distinguish me from the regular salt.

1877 Spurceon Serm. XXIII. 416 Ifyou want to hear about
the sea, talk to an 'old salt . 1884 'H. Collingwood"
Under Meteor Flag iii, The ' green ' hands . . had been very
judiciously intermingled with the experienced 'salts \
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12. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as salt-

backet (Sc), barrow (Barrow sb.2$), bed, boat, brig,

coffer, crystal, district, gauge, girnet, incrustation,

manufacture, market^ monopoly, pannier, room,

shop, shovel, -spoon (hence 'Spoonful), spring,

trough, vase ; also (sense 5 c a), salts-bottle, b.

objective, instrumental, similative, etc., as salt-

boiler, -cured, -curing, -heaver, holder, -incrusted,

-laden, -loving, manufacturer, owner, -resembling,

•seller, -spilling, -white, *worker,

1756 Pennecuik Coll. 47, I spake nae mair than our
*salt-backit. 1881 W. Gregor Folk-lore Scot. ix. 51 A
wooden box in the shape of a house, with a round hole

in the exposed end ; it was the saat-backet. 16x0 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. (1637) 608 Certaine women. .put it

[sc. salt] in baskets, they call them *Salt barowes, out of
which the liquor runneth, and the pure salt remaineth.
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 230/1 The Cheshire and Worces-
tershire *salt-beds are by some attributed to the Permian.
179X R. Mvlne Rep. Thames ey /sis 51 The Drbitwich
*Salt boat stopt here. 1748 *Salt-boiler [see salt-officer in

12 c). 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. viii, The Jersey *salt-brigs.

1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede vi, Where the only chance of col-

lecting a few grains of dust would be to climb on the *salt-

coffer. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 233/2 The mother-liquor
..becomes. .totally unfit for further service after yielding
but two or three crops of *salt crystals. 1883 Moloney
W. African Fisheries 40 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) *Salt-cured

fish during the 'scarce season*. Ibid., *SaIt-curing. .is

somewhat resorted to, as is also * smoking '. 1833-4 J- Phil-
lips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 615/2 The ancient

hydrography of the *salt districts. 1864 Webster, *Sati-
gauge, an instrument used to test the strength ofbrine or salt-

water, c 1688 Dallas Stiles 584 Salt-Pans, and *Salt-

Girnals.. lying in the said Parochin. 189a Labour Com-
mission Gloss., *Salt heavers, men who discharge the salt

from the barges by heaving or throwing it up, eitherjjpon
the deck.. or into a tub. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. iii, In
the centre of the table, at the corners of which stood the
Lares and the *saltholders. 1840 Penny CycL XVII. 471/1
Great tracts of the plain are covered with *salt incrustations.

1856 Times 5 May 5/2 The margin of the *salt-incrusted
shallows of the Dead Sea. 1878 Smiles Robt. Dick iii. 25
He enjoyed the *salt

:
laden breath. 1849 Johnston Exp.

Agric. 142 *SaIt-loving plants. 1836 Rep. Comm. Salt
Brt't. India 24 The Bullooah molunghees found that the
*salt manufacture..was no longer so profitable as of old.

Ibid. App. 143 a, Two Petitions of *Salt Manufacturers
in the Agency of Tumlook. 1477 in Charters, etc. Edin.
(1871) 140 The "salt market to be haldin in Nudreis
Wynde. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 332 The provinces which
had been always exempted from this *salt-monopoly. 1673 in

Lauderdale Papers (Camden Soc.) II. 244 The good of the
kingdome, the King's profite, and the interest of the *salt-

owners. 1530 in Ancestor Oct. (1904) 182 A staffe or in his

hande and a *salt panyer vfert] at his backe. 1611 Cotgr.,
Nitre, Niter ; a (*Salt-resembling) substance of colour
light-ruddie, or white. 1809 Kendall Trav. II. xlvi. 133
The water is now drawn into the last range of vats or
rooms, called *salt-rooms. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in A ir

II. iv. 89 My mother sat.. with her "salts' bottle in her
hand. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair x\v, Madly inhaling her
salts-bottle. i6xx Cotgr., Saulnier, a Salter, *Salt-seIler,

Marchant of salt. Ibid., Saulnerie, a *Salt-shop, or Garner
for salt. X709 Female 'Taller No. 3/2 Tea-Cups, Sugar-
Tongs, *Salt-Shovels, and Gloves made up in Wall-nut-
shells. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 153 The sin of
*salt-spilling. 1858 Ramsay Scot. Life ty Char. iii. 33
Last time Mrs, Murray dined here, we lost a 'salt-spoon.

187a Calverley Fly Leaves 15 O'er hard-boil'd eggs the
saltspoon shook, 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 356
A *salt-spoonful of salt. 1904 Queen 30 Jan. 211/3 A salt-

spoonful of powdered cloves. 183a Scoreby Farm Rep. 18

in Libr. Use/. Knoivl., Husb. Ill, A *saft-trough, and a
sheep-rack for hay, should be found with every flock. 1829
Landor /mag. Conv., Pitt fy Canning, From every •salt-

vase a spoonful. 1855 Bailey Mystic, etc. 78 Kerman's
sands *salt-white. 1680 J. Collins Salt $ Fishery To Rdr.,
Mr. William Martin. .who. .gave me an account of the sad
Condition of those *Saltworkers. x86i Neale Notes Dot-
matia, 72 A little white chapel for the salt-workers.

C. Special combs. : f salt-ark, a salt-box ; salt

bag,-bearer (at the Eton montem), block, bottom
U. S. (see quots.) ; salt bush, any of the plants of

the genxisAtriplex(and ofsomeallied genera)which
grow extensively on the interior plains of Australia

;

salt-cake, (a) salt in the form of a cake
;

(b) see

quot. 1858; f salt-corn, a grain of salt (in quot.

fig.) ; salt-dropping = Bittern sb.% ; salt-duty -
Cranage; aa,ltga,Tden8[ = G.salzgdrien], shallow
ponds laid out upon a sea-coast for the collection

and evaporation of sea-water for the manufacture
of salt; salt glaze (see quot.); salt-glazed a.,

prepared with salt glaze ; salt-glazing, (a) the use

of salt glaze ; (b) — salt-glaze ; salt-looking a., of

sailor-like appearance ; salt-master, a collector

of salt-duty ; salt mine, a mine yielding rock salt

;

salt money, f (a) salary; (b) salt used as a me-
dium of exchange; (c) *= sense 10; + salt-office,

the office concerned with the collection of salt-

duty ; so salt-officer ; salt-pie dial, a salt-box

(see E. D. D.) ; salt-radical Chem., in the binary

theory of salts, any body which forms a salt with
a metal or its equivalent ; salt-raker (see quot.) ;

salt-rock, f(a) rock-salt; (b) rock impregnated
with salt; + salt-rover, one who sails the seas;

f salt-silver (see quots.) ; salt-sprinkler, a closed

vessel for salt having holes through which it is

sprinkled ; +salt stack, a mound of earth from
which salt was manufactured; salt-stand, a salt-
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cellar ; salt-tax = Gabelle ; salt-tree, a tree of

the genus Halimodendron, esp. //. argenteum ;

salt-weed, (a) the Toad-rush, funcus bufonius
;

(b) U, S. a plant of the genus Hedeoma ; f salt-

wich, a salt-pit; salt-wife [cf. G. salzfrau], a
woman who sells salt.

1348 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 43 In 1 "Saltark, 13d.

1481 /bid. 97, j Saltarke. 1847 S. R. Maitland in Brit. Mag.
XXXL 367 note, He told me that when, as a freshman [at

Cambridge], he was getting his gown from the maker, he
made some remark on the long strips of sleeve by which such
gowns are distinguished, and was told they were called
^salt-bags, a X769 in Brands Pop. Antiq. (1813) 1. 344 note,

Two of the scholars called *Salt-bearers, dressed in white,
with a handkerchief of Salt in their hands. 1864 R. Cham-
bers Bk. Days II. 665^2 The salt-bearers were accustomed
to carry..a handkerchief filled with salt, of which they be-

stowed a small quantity on every individual who contributed
his quota to the subsidy. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2023/1
*Sait*block, an apparatus for evaporating the water from
a saline solution. The technical name for a salt-factory.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer., *'Salt-bottom, a plain or flat

piece of land covered with saline efflorescence. These places

abound in Western Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.

1863 Westgarth in J. Davis Tracks of McKinlay 14 As
cattle can live upon the _*salt-bush, this country is thus
suitable for pastoral pursuits. 1870 Braim New Homes ii.

89 This inland salt-bush country suits the settler's purpose
well. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 100 Gar-
randilla consisted wholly of saltbush plains. 18x8 Marsden
tr. Trav. Marco Polo n. xxxviti. 421 They obtain a saggio
of gold for sixty, fifty, or even forty of the *salt-cakes. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Salt-cake, a name for sulphate of
soda made at alkali works, for the use of crown-glass manu-
facturers and soap makers. 1883 H. J. Powell, etc Prim.
Glass-making 146 The 'salt-cake', .or sulphate of soda, is

likewise pulverized and afterwards sifted. 1445 tr. Claud/an
in A ngliaXXVI II. 273 Thou strowist such *saltcornys [orig.

asperst's salibus] amonge bi spechis as amphion is founde
vnlike To the in talkyng. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II.

278 A liquid, something of the appearance of oil, . .which.,
the people here call *salt-droppings. 1710 J. Chamberlayne
Si, Gt. Brit. 11. 111. vi. (ed. 23) 509 The Commissioners
and other Officers for the *Salt-Duty. 1848 F\ Knapp's
Chem. Technol. I. 257 These *salt-gardensare nothing more
than a series of very shallow ponds, intended to spread the

water over a very large surface. 1855 I. Scoffekn in Orr's
Circ. Sci., Elem. Chem. 432 The Lambeth stone ware, and
some other kinds are glazed by a thin, .varnish of silicate

of soda. . .This is known by the appellation of ' *salt glaze ',

from the method of imparting it, which is as follows :

—

Whilst the stoneware is yet growing in the furnace, a door
is opened, and common salt is thrown in. 186* Catal. /n-
ternat. Exhib. II. x. 12 The patent *salt-glazed socketed
drain pipes. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 59/1 Patent Salt-

Glazed Earthenware Latrine. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.
2023/1 *Salt-glazing, a glaze for earthenware, prepared from
common salt, 1885 CasselVs Techn. Educ. III. 37/1 Salt-

glazing is . . almost invariably confined todown-draught kilns,

1848 Dickens Dombey \v, He . . had been a pilot, or a skipper,

or a privateersman,..and was a very *salt-looking man in-

deed. X656 in Misc. Scott. Burgh Rec. Soc. (1881) xx

The Comissioners..had some treaty with the *salt-masters

touching the farme of theyr salt. X847 Crabbers Poet. Wks.
Life 2 Herose tobecollectorof the salt-duties, or Salt-master.

1685 E. Brown Trav. 70 Half an hours going from the City
of Eperies in upper Hungary, there is a 'Salt-Mine of great
note. 1811 Holland in Trans. GeoL Soc. I. 56 In countries

where salt-mines occur, fragments of primitive rocks appear
in great abundance over these beds. X535 Cromwell in

Merriman Life $ Lett, cxxvii. (1902) I. 436 There is due
unto his grace the hole pencion and *salt moneye for the
last yere. x6aj Purchas Pilgrims u. vii. v. § 7. 1055 t/iarg.,

Through all .'Ethiopia, Salt runneth as a principal merchan-
dize. Salt-money. 0x769 Huggett in Brand's Pop. Antiq.

(1813) I. 345 note. The price of the dinner to each is xoj. 6d.

and 2S. 6d. for Salt-money. X708 Brit. Afollo No. 24. 4/2
James Cardonnell Esq; is made a Commissioner of the •Salt-

Office. 1748 Brownrigg Art of Making Salt 56 An office

for his majesty's *salt officers, and a dwelling house for the
salt boilers. 1483 Cath. Augt. 317/2 A *Salte pye, salinum.
1842 Graham Elem. Chem. 163 The acid and oxygen are
thus always together in the exact proportion to form the
*salt-radical. 1863 Foivnes' Chem. (ed. 9) 253 It has been
found necessary to create two classes of salts : in the first

division will stand those constituted after the type of common
salt, which contain a metal and a salt-radical. X858S1MMONDS
Diet. Trade, * Salt-raker, a collector of salt in natural salt-

ponds, or enclosures from the sea. 1693 Act 5 Will, fy Mary
c. 7 § 24 Whereas *Salt-Rock or Rock-Salt taken out of
pittes is in such great Lumps that it cannot be measured
without breaking^ the same to powder. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 242 This mine of salt-rock has been worked these
600 years past. 1834-6 P. Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845)
VIII. 429/2 Salt rocks, in which the salt is combined more
or less with earthy matter. 1620 Middleton & Rowley
World Tost 633 [Land-captain to Sea-captain] Proud *salt-

rover, Thou hast the salutation of a thief. 1363 in Kennett
Par. Antiq. (1695) 496 Quilibet virgatarius dabit Domino
unum denarium pro Salt-Sylver per annum, .vel cariabunt
salem Domini de foro ubi emptus fuerit ad lardarium Do-
mini. [Ibid. Gloss., Salt-Sylver, one penny paid at the
Feast of St. Martin, by the servile Tenants to their Lord,
as a commutation for the service of carrying their Lord's
Salt from Market to his Lardar.] 1864 Boutell Her. Hist.

<V Pop. xxi. (ed. 3) 369 *Salt-sprinklers. 16. . Archbald in

W. Macfarlane Geogr. Coll. (1908) III. 189 Then they carry
a sufficient quantity of the *Saltstack & spread it over the
whole Coach. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. I. xxi. 238, 1 know
. . their hospitality is more of the knife than the *salt-stand.

179a A. Young Trav. France I. 555 The gabelle, or "salt-

tax. 1834 M cCulloch Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) 1004 It was not
the nature of the salt tax, but the absurd extent to which
it had been carried, that rendered it justly odious. 1883 F.

Day Indian Fish 11 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) The fisherman's
and fish-curer's occupations are injured by the incidence of
a heavy salt-tax. 1814 Loudon Encycl. Gard, (ed. 2) Index,
*Salt-tree, robinia halodendron. 1836 W. Irving Astoria
III. 42 A plant called *saltweed, resembling pennyroyal.

1847 Halliwell, oW*-ztw<z*, toad-rush. Suffolk. i88xGeikie
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I

in Macm. Mag. XLIV. 237/1 Here and there [in the Bad
Lands of Wyoming] a bunch of salt-weed. 16x0 Holland
Camde'C's Brit. (1637) 607 These are very famous *Salt-

wiches,. .where brine or salt water is drawne out of Pittes.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. x\, Ye wad hae kend nae odds on
her frae ony other *saut-wife.

tSalt,^.* Obs. Also 6 saute, [a. F. saut (lit.

• leap '):—L. saltus (it-stem), f. satire to leap. Cf.

Assaut adv., and, for the spelling, Salt a.-~\

Sexual desire or excitement (usually, of a bitch).

1519 Horman Vulg. no My dogge proferth to the saute

or bytchewatcb. Ca fit's mens catulit. 1519 Eng. Misc.

(Surteesi 33 That no man lett no bitchis un [fread in] sake

fo
aboght in the town. 1518 Tindale Obed. Chr. Mart

>ijb, The weddinges of oure virgyns. .ar moare like vnto
the saute of a bitche then the marienge of a reasonable

creature. 1648 Herrick HesP., Parting Verse 25 The
expressions of that itch And salt, which frets thy Suters.

Salt (s<Ht), a.1 Forms: see Salt sbX [OE.
sealt m OFris. salt, MLG., LG. soli, Du. zottt,

ON. W/-r:-OTeuL *salto-z :-pre-Teut. *sald~\

cf. L. saisus, f. *sald~ + -tos.

In certain collocations it is doubtful whether salt is to be
regarded as an adj. or as the sb. used attrib. Cf. the Ger.

compounds salzjfeisch salt flesh, saizfisch salt fish, etc.]

1. Impregnated with or containing salt ; hence,

having a taste like that of salt ; saline, a. Of
water, brine-springs, etc See also Salt watku.
In ME. poetry salt sea, saltflood (now occas. arch.), salt

foam, salt stream are frequent phrases for the sea.

<i 900 Cysewulf Christ 677 Sum nues from! ice ofer sealtne

sa; sundwudu drifan. c 1*05 Lay. 61 16 He . . fram ban
londe hzlde ofer bane saltne strem. 13.. Sir Bcucs (A.)

273 He was maroner wel gode, A stertte in to be salte

lode, c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1463 So longe he seylith in

the salte se Til in the yle of lenoun aryuede he. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xu i. C1495) 383 The North see is

but lytyll salte and the see that hygnt Ponticum is as it

were fressh. c 1407 Lydc. Resoit <y Sens. 1458 She roos of
the foom most salt, c 1470 Got <V Gaw. 302 The roy rial .

.

socht to the cietie of Criste, our the salt flude. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Salsilago. .a salt licour ; bryne. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. m. K. 393 His [sc. Neptune's] salt greene streames.

16*5 N, Carpenter Geog. Del. ti. v. 76 We see water being
wrung through ashes, to grow salt, a 1647 Habinctok Surv.
Worcs. in Proc. Worcs. Hist. Soc. II. 301 After the deathe
of Richard the Sahspringes of Wich fell to decaye. 1799
Kirwan Geol. Ess. 356 It appears that, the Baltic is much
less salt than the ocean, and that it is Salter under a
westerly than under an easterly wind. 1856 Stanley Sinai
Jjr Pal. vii. 286 note, It is sometimes supposed that the Dead
Sea is the saltest water in the world. 1877 Bryant Odyss.
v - 553 He loosed The veil..And to the salt flood cast it*

1883 G. C. Davies Norfolk Broads xxxiv. 236 What are
known as the salt-tides are chiefly the bane of the angler.

1885 R. Buchanan Annan Water iii, Day and night the

salt spray of the ocean was blown upon it.

in phrases used attrib. 1599 ? Greene A Iphonsus v. Wks.
(Grosart) XIII. 405 If that the salt-brine teares,..Can

mollitie the hardnes of your heart. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv.

i. 24 The rauin'd salt Sea sharke. 1798 Wordsw. Peter
Bell 1. 232 Bespattered with the salt-sea foam, a 1837 R.
Nicoll Aw«« (1842) 20 The Sabbath's wander in the woods,
An' by the saut-sea faem.

b. Applied to tears; falso, to humours, etc.

See also Salt-rhkum.
c isoo Ormin 13849 purrh benske & salte Ueress. C1386

Chaucer Clerk's T. 1028 With hire salte teeres She bathed
bothe hire visage and hire heeres. a 1400-50 A lexander
154 Sekand bar souerayn with many salt terys. *403 Cax-
ton Gold. Leg. 106 b/i, In requyryng our lord with salte

tens that, .he wolde delyuer them of this pestylence. 1544
Phaer Regim. Lyfe (1560) B iv, An excessive rednesse..
commyngeof brente humours or of salte fleume. 1589 Nashe
Martins Months Minde Wks. (Grosart) 1. 193 His Stomacke.
full of grosse and salt humors. 1591 Spenser Tears of
Muses 112 Her Sisters.. their faire faces with salt humour
steep. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 443 The Seas a Theefe,
whose liquid Surge, resolues The Moone into Salt teares.

1717 Ramsay Elegy on Lucky Wood xi. Could our saut
tears like Clyde down rin. 1840 Loncf. WreckofHesperus
xxi, The salt tears in her eyes. 1870 ' H. Smart * Race for
Wife ii, She wept salt tears in the solitude of her own chamber.

C. Of tracts of land, marshes : Flooded by the

sea. (See also Salt-marsh.) Of rocks, ground

:

Having salt mixed with the earth; (in biblical

use) barren.

1179 Ftod. Prior. Dnnehn. (Surtees) 1 10 note, Cum toto
prato quod vocatur Saltmedus. 1535 Coverdale Jer. w ii,

5 In a salt and vnoccupied londe. 16x1 Bible Job xxxix.
6 Whose house I haue made the wilderness*, and the barren
lande [marg. Hebr. salt places] his dwellings. 1716 B.
Church Hist. Philip's War(tS6$) I. 157 They March'd..
until they came unto the Salt Meadow. 1813 Sir H. Daw
Agric. Chem. 11814) 338 Virgil reprobates a salt soil. 1815
Klphinstone Ace. Caubul Introd. 80 The range of salt hills.

1838 Hauburton Clockm. Ser. 11. xix, Sea-mud, salt-sand,.

.

and river-sludge. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 231/2 The great
salt range of the Punjab.

d. Of other things, chiefly with regard to taste.

1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. xvu Ixix. (1495) 575 Nitrum
is bytter soure and somdeale salt in sauour. 1477 Norton
Ord. A Ich. v. in Ashm. '1652)74 Five of these Nyne [Sapors]
be ingendred by Heat, Unctuous, Sharpe, Salt, Bitter..,
Doulcet. 1484 Caxton Fables 0/ AEsop v. x, I dayne not
to ete of this mete . . for it is to salte. 1600 J . Porv tr. Leo's
Africa via 297 They use akinde of newe and extreme salt

cheeses. 1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horseman 34S The
leanest and saltest martlemas-beefe. 1849 Hawthorne
Twice-told T., Foot-pr. on Sea-shore 2 That far-resounding
roar is Ocean's voice of welcome. His salt breath brings a
blessing along with it. 1873 Black Pr. Tkule vi. 92 They
drove on through the keen salt air.

2. Treated with salt as a preservative ; cured,

preserved, or seasoned with salt ; salted.

909 in Birch Carl. Sax. II. 200, & tu hrieSeru ober sealt

oper fersc c 1000 in Techmer's Zeitschr. (1885) II. 125
Donne pu for hwylcere neode sealtfla^sc wille. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4688 Ma ban a thusand selers Fild he wit wins.. And
warnistore o salt fiess. c 1390 in Forme ofCury (1780) 177
Great Salt Eels, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 554 Of
alle maner salt fische, looxe ye pare awey the felle. 1590
in Black Bk. Taymouth (Bann. CI.) 306 Of. .martis fresch

and salt.. iii
11 xiii martis iii quarteris ii in. 16x7 Moryson

Itin. 1. 259 We. .omitted to provide any dried or salt meates
at Candia. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 64 Two
horses, which being, .probably better feeding than their salt

Beef and Pork, they killed and eat them. 1816 T. L. Peacock
Headlong Hall ii. Packages of salt salmon. 1821 John Bull
19 Mar. 111/3 Salt butter sold as high as twenty shillings

a stone. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. 11889) I. 46 Many a cargo
of salt cod for Lent.
inphr. used attrib. or Comb. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. ».

290 Mechanicall-salt-butter rogue. 16x1 Cotgr. s.v. Boeuf,
The salt beefe-eater needs no candle to find his liquor withall.

1710 P. Lamb Roy. Cookery 71 A Salt-Fish-Pie.

b. Nattt. {Jocular). Salt eel: a rope's end;
compared to the tail of an eel. Salt horse : salted

beef. Salt junk : see Junk «M 3.

162a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman a"A If. 11. 342 A good
Ropes end, (which your Sea-faring men call a *salt Eele).

1663 Pepys Diary 24 Apr. (1876) II. 188 Up betimes, and
with my salt eele went down in the parler and there got my
boy and did beat him. 1695 Congreve Z.<re/*yor L. in. vii,

An he comes near me mayhap I may giv'n a salt eel for's

supper- 1761 Colman Jealous Wife v. i, If you wou'd let

me alone, I wou'd give him a Salt Eel, I warrant you. 1867

Smyth Sailor's WordJtk., Salt-eel, a rope's end cut from
the piece for starting the homo delinquens. 1840 F. D.
Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 189 note, A return., to the **salt

horse ', which no one is more ready to abuse than an old

sailor. x87» Routledge's Ev. Boy's A nn. 42/1 The . . hard fare

of ' weevily' biscuit and 'salt-horse'. 179a *Salt junk [see

Junk sb.2 3I 1837 Marrvat Snarleyyozu I.xii. 152 So while

they cut theirraw salt junks, Withdainties you'll be crammed.
1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 309^ The same ser-

geant-major, Canot, is now cooking salt junK in Baffin's Bay.

3. f a. Of fishes : Living in the sea : opposed to

freshwater, b. Of plants : Growing in the sea or

on salt marshes.
1997 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 14 Engelonde is vol ino? . .Offoweles

& of testes. .Of salt fichz & eke verss, 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. 1. i. 22 The Luse is the fresh-fish, the salt-fish, is an old

Coate. 1607 Dbvden Virz. Georg. in. 606 From the marshy
Land Salt Herbage for the fodd'ring Rack provide. 1763
Mills Pract. Husb. III. 413 This .. answers for any sort of

hay, except salt-hay and red clover. 1857 Faber Sir Lance-
lot it. 478 The drowsyplains, Where brittle salt-herbs struggle

with wild thyme. 1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Merman 38
Where the salt weed sways in the stream. 1859 Bartlett
Diet. Amer., Salt grass and Sail hay^ the grass and hay
growing in salt marshes. 186. Whitman Elem. Drifts
Poems {1868) 269 Leaves of salt-lettuce, left by the tide.

1 4. fig. Of experience, etc. : Bitter ; vexatious.

c 1500 Priests ofPeHit 1206 And he to me wit thow maid
ony fait, To the that wil be ful sowre and salt. 15x3 Douglas
AEneis xni. Prol. 98 Wald thou, .mak amendis, I sal remyt
this fait; Bot, other wais, that sete sal be full salt. 159a

Greene Quip Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 241 The
yoong vpstaxt that needes it, feels it salt in his stomack a
month after.

5. Of speech, wit, etc. : Pungent, stinging. Now
rare,
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. (1648) 93 Of which opinion

Tertullian making (as his usuall manner was) a salt Apologie.

1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 248 He salted, powdred, and
made them stir with his salt and sharpe quipping speeches.

1609 Armin Hal. Taylor ad fin., Thy wit, not worthies

any SchooLe, T*is salt, and too precise. 1656 Traf-p Comm.
Eph. v. 4 Salt jests,., to the just grief or offence of another.

1890 Spectator 11 Jan., The far-reaching issues of human
emotion, which by a sentence he bites into our memory, give

exceptional if a rather salt truthfulness to his creations.

trausf. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1. iii 371 The pride and
salt scorne of his eyes.

6. slang, and dial. Of expense, cost : Excessive

in amount ; costly, dear.
17x0 Ruudiman Gloss, to Douglas s.v. Salt, I shall make

it salt to you i.e. I shall make you pay dear for it. 1808

Jamieson,5o//\. .2. Costly, expensive ; applied to any article

ofsale. i860 Hqttzh Slang Diet. s-v. * Its rather too salt',

said of an extravagant hotel bill. 1887 Fun 21 Sept. 126 A
magistrate who was lately fined 20s. for striking a man in

the street, seemed somewhat astonished on hearing the

decision, and remarked, ' It's rather salt '.

7. slang. Of high rank or great wealth. (Cf.

Salt sb* 3 a.)

1868 Daily Tel. 27 May, The salt ones of the earth in their

private boxes.

8. Comb. t
as salt-lasting, -waved adjs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. X23X Those fair suns..Who in a salt-

waved ocean quench their light. 1904 * Anthony Hope
Double Harness ii. 17 The exhilaration of the salt-tasting air.

tSalt, a. 2 Obs. Also 6 saut(e, 8awt(e, 7

sault. [Aphetic f. Assaut adv. in phr. logo or be

assaut. Cf. Salt sd.2] Of bitches : In heat.

1541 Court Roll Pershore Portsmouth Manor, Wore.

22 July (Westm. Chapter Munim.), Nullus permittet hcescas

catulantes vocatas * Sawtebytches ' adire ad largum. 1575

Turberv. Vcnerie lxxiil 200 They [sc Otters] goe sault at

suche times as firrets goe sault. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach s

Husb. 111.(1586) 154 b, The Dogge is thought better than

the Bitche, because of the trouble shee bringeth when shee

is sawte. 16x6 Surfu & Markh. Country Forme 701 If

you take a bitch Fox when she is salt. 1697 Drvden Virg.

Georg. 11. 518 Salt Goats, and hungry Cows. 1737 Ozell
^rt^/aij II. 250 w/i', Smelling.. , as Dogsdo to a salt Bitch.

b. trans/, of persons : Lecherous, salacious

;

hence (of desire), inordinate.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. 1, Hee lies wallowing.. on his

Brothel-bed, Till his salt bowels boyle with poysonous fire.

1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. iv. iit. (1616) 142
Let mee perish, but thou art_ a salt one ! X603 Shaks.
Meas.forM. v.i. 406 Whose salt imagination yet hath wrong'd
Your well defended honor. 1604 — Oth. 11. i. 244 His salt,

and most hidden loose Affection. 1605 B. Jonson VolPone
n. i. {1616) 464 It is no salt desire Of seeing countries., nath
brought me out. a 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686) 3 Bawds shall

turn Nuns, Salt D— 5 grow chast.

Comb, a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Bonduca m. v. (1647) 59^2
Ye villains, Ambitious salt-itcht slaves:..The mountain
Rams topt your hot mothers.

Salt (s^lt), v. 1 Forms : a. 1 sealtan, {Mer-
cian pa. pple. salten), 4-6 salte, 6 (8-9) Sc. saut,

7 sault, 4- salt
; 4 pa. I. selt, salt. (3. 1 seltan,

syltau, (pa. pple. geselt, 3esylt)
;
4pa. t. silt

;

pa.pple. 3 iselt
, 4 isult(e, selt. [( 1 ) OE. sealtan, 1 re-

dupl. str. vb.,pa. pple. *sealten
t
salten, = mod.Fris.

(pa. pple.) sdlten, MLG. so/ten wk., Du. zottten wk.,
OHG. salzan, pa. t. sialz (MHG., G. salzen, wk.),
ON. sa/ta wk. (Sw. salta, Da. salte), Goth, saltan,

pa. pple. (un-)sallans ; f. OTeut. *salto-:—pre-
Teut. *saldo- Salt sb.1 Cf. the synonymous L.
sallfre (:-*sald-). (2) OE. *sieltan (Northumb.
sselta), seltan, syltan (pa. pple. geselt,gesylf) :—pre-
historic *saltjan

i
i. OTeut. *salto- Salt sb.1 The

form salte as it appears in the I3-I4th c. prob.
partly represents OE. sealtan, and partly is a new
formation on Salt sb.1

OE. syltan may be either the late WS. form of *sieltan or
may represent an umlaut-formation on the stem suit-, from
which are derived OE. unsylt unsalted, OS. sulti'a, MLG.
salte, OHG. sutzia (MHG., G. sulze, sUlze), Du. suit salt

water, salted flesh, etc]

1. trans. To treat with salt as a preservative ; to

cure or preserve with salt, either in solid form or

in the form of brine. Also with down, f up.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 13230 In a wall his heued sco hid, Sco

has it salted in a wall. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvm. 168 Thai
strak his hed of, and syne it Thai hafgert saltit in-till a kyt.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. Ixxiii. (1495) 904 Butter
is somdeele salted that it may the better be kepte. c 1460
Fortescue Abs. fy Lint. Mon. x. (1885) 132 In Ffraunce the
peple salten but lytill mete, except thair bacon. 1530 Palsgr.

697/2, I never salte my befe but in the potte. 156s Act 5
Eliz. c. 5 § 6 Any Herring, not being sufficiently salted,

packed and casked. 1634 W.Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1865)

38 They [sc, fish] are left on the dry ground, sometimes two or

three thousand at a set, which are salted up against winter.

1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 183 As swine after their

death are salted. X764 E. Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 75
Then salt it [sc. beef] with common salt and two ounces of
saltpetre. 1836 Penny Cycl. V. 139/1 The French. .were
obliged to live chiefly on the flesh of their horses, which was
salted down. 1851 F. KuaPf's Chem. Technol. III. 55 The
one [method] consists in salting the butter, which preserves

it for immediate use by hindering the decomposition of the

casein. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 308 The custom of

salting and keeping the heads of enemies killed in battle.

X875 Chamb. Jrnl. 46 [She] had fed herself . .through the

winter upon snails she had salted down in a barrel.

absol. c 1400 Maunoev. (1839) xiii. 149 Beside that Cytee,

is a Hille of Salt ; and of that Salt, every man takethe what
he will, for to salte with.

0. a 1000 Ags. Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 212/40 Condit',. .selt.

c 1000 ^Elfric Gram. xxx. (Z.) 192 Ic. .sylte, condio. c 1000

Sax. Lccchd. II. 234 Selte mon hiora mettas. 1297 R.

Glouc (Rolls) 9164, & subbe be bones hii bere Wel iselt

[v.r. isultet & isode to be abbeye of redinge. 1300-1400 R.
Gloucester's Chrort. (Rolls) App. xx. 35 Hit was wel isult

& in mani leper ido. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvu.

xxxii. (1495) 623 The floures of Capparis ben selt and so

kepte to gode vse.

b. slang. To salt denvn, away : to put by, store

away (money, stock).

1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 57 Give an Egyptian the

same [sc. a sixpence], and instead of thanking or drinking,

he will salt it down, and promptly beg for more. 1885

Daily News 3 Nov. 5/2 He was 'salting down" money for

the joint benefit of Ward and himself. X897 Barrere &
Leland Slang Diet. s. v., To salt down stock, to buy stock

and keep it for a considerable period, xooa R. W. Cham-
bers Maids ofParadise vii. 126 No one to hinder you from

salting away as many millions as you can carry offl

t c. Students' slang. To admit (a freshman in a

university) with certain burlesque ceremonies, one

of which was making him drink salt-and-water or

putting salt in his mouth. Obs.

1570, etc. [see Salting vbt. sb. 2]. x6xt Chapman May
Day 11. i. 32, I warrant you Sir, I haue not beene matricu-

lated at the Vniuersity, to be meretriculated by him : salted

there to be colted here, c 1618 Moryson Itin. iv. (1003) 317

At Witteburg they still retayne the old custome of Salting

fieshmen, or admitting them with ridiculous Ceremonyes, .

.

and the Ceremony is by them called the deposition ofhomes.

d. pass, : see Salted 4.

2. a. In biblical use : To sprinkle salt upon (a

sacrifice) ; to rub (a new-born child) with salt.

b. To rub salt into (a wonnd). C. To sprinkle

(snow) with salt in order to melt it.

a 1300 Leg. Rood(iS7i) 58 (Ashm. MS.) And of is flescbat

was vorbarnd be wounden hi selte also [Vernon MS. salt,

Hart. MS. siltej. 138a Wyclif Ezek. xvi. 4 And in water

thou art not wasshen in to helth, neither bi salt saltid, neither

wlappid in clothis. 1643 Milton Divorce Introd. A 2 b,

Till Time the Midwife..have washt and salted the Infant.

a 168a Sir T. Browne {].), If the offering was of flesh, it

was salted thrice. x8oo Daily News^x Dec 3/1 Many ofthe

vestries.. won't clear the snow away themselves, and they

won't let us salt the roads.

3. To season with salt. Obs.



SALT.

«u cok K"sh7o. Cos/. Matt. v. 13 Sif |>au salt awerdaS

in )xem (ie hit bi5 salten? eiooo in Tccnmer's Zeitschn/t

(1885) II. 125 Do mid bin brim fingrum, swiilce pa seaite.

1381 Wvclif Matt. v. 13 That jif the salt shal vanyshe awey,

wlierynne shal it be saltid? <ri4» Liber Cocorum (1865)

19 Salt hit, serve hit, as I he say. Ibid. 31 Salt and messe

forthe. c 1430 Two Cookerybks. 3' pen kytte bin Brewes &
slcalde hem with be same brobe; Salt it wyL Ibid. 41 Salt

it ban, & banne serue forth. .

fi. cgv> Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 13 ftif salt forworoes, in

Son lesalted biS? [Ags. «t Nalton Resylt.] CIOOO Ags.

Cost. Mark ix. 50 Sif bat sealt unsealt bib, °n bam be Se hit

syltaS? [c 1160 #<!«<"» selte3, v.r. sealtaB.]

4. To render salt or salty. Aho fig., to embitter.

1786 Burns Dream xv, But ere the course o' life be thro',

It may be bitter sautet. 18*6 J. Jekyll Corr. (1894) 164

Clever plan, -to supply the new palace with fish, by salting

the Serpentine river to breed tame turbot. 1906 IVestm.Gaz.

11 Dec 2/2 A sea which salts all the rivers that flow into it.

5. fig. To season ; to render poignant or piquant.

\c 1000 jElfric Horn. (Th.) II. 536 Lareowum gedafenaS

bset hi mid wisdomes seaite geleaftulra manna mod sylton.]

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. A ij, Coriolanus . . whose .

.

continuall course of life being leauened and salted with the

best things that nature could deuise. X758 Misc. in Ann.
Reg- 381/1 Hardly any thing . . was received there with ap-

§lause, that was not salted with some obscene raillery. 188a

purgeon Treas. Dav. cxix. 116 It is not wrong to make
resolutions, but it will be useless, .unless we salt them well

wilh believing cries to God. 1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab.

Lit. vi. 230 Lodge began to write pamphlets vigorously.

.

salted with charming poems. 1889 Skrine Mem. TAringuy
There was piety salted with practical good sense. 1895

Meredith Amazing Marr. I. li. 22 He salted his language

in a manner I cannot repeat ; no epithet ever stood by itself.

6. t *• To make (soil) barren by impregnating

it with salt. 06s.
a 1586 Sidney Ps. cvii. xii, How many where doth he
convert Well watred grounds to thirsty sand ?

t
And saltes

the soile for with hart The dwellers beare that till the land !

«i68a Sir T. Browne Tracts x. (1683) 166 Salting and
making barren the whole Soil.

b. To treat (land) with salt; to strew salt in

(hay) to prevent mould. Also ' To fill with salt

between the timbers and planks, as a ship, for the

preservation of the timber ' (Webster 1828-32).
1824 Trans. Highl. Soc. VI. 173 Of these, 40 falls were

. .salted on the surface. Ax% Loudon Encycl. Agric. § 5233
Hay that had been flooded, was preferred by cattle to the

best hay that had not been salted.

c. Soap-making. To separate out (the soap) by

adding salt to the lye after saponification.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) III. 331 The
coagulated soap is then to be re-dissolved in water, and
salted out once or twice more. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXH.
203/t In curd soaps.. the uncombined alkali and glycerin

are separated by ' salting out *.

d. To provide (cattle) with salt.

1878 Scribner's Mag. XVII. 51/2 They [sc. sheep] make
many lively expeditions for the farm-boy—driving them out

of mischief, ..or salting thein on the breezy hills.

7. a. Photogr. To impregnate (paper, etc.) with

a solution of a salt or a mixture of salts.

1879 Cas'selCs Techn. Editc. III. 230 Excellent prints

may, however, be produced upon paper which has been
simply salted. 1878 Abnev Photogr. (1881) 145 When a
paper is weakly salted, say, having half the amount of

chloride given in the formula for albumenising paper.

b. To treat with chemical salts.

1004 Brit. Med. fr/il. 10 Sept.^ 558 Only from old cul-

tures or from younger cultures which have been salted with

ammonium sulphate can any poisons be obtained by filtra-

tion through porcelain.

8. Comm. slang. (See quots.) Cf. F. saler.

188a Ogilvie s. v., To salt an invoice, account, &c., to put

on the extreme value on each article, in some cases in order

to be able to make what seems a liberal discount at pay-

ment. 1897 Barrere & Leland Slang Diet. s. v., Making
fictitious entries in the books to simulate that the receipts

are greater than they really are, when about to sell a busi-

ness connection, is called salting the books.

9. Mining slang. To make (a mine) appear to

be a paying one by fraudulently introducing rich

ore, etc., into it, sprinkling gold dust in it, etc.

1864 Hotten Slang Diet. s. v., At the gold diggings of

Australia, miners sometimes salt an unproductive hole by
sprinkling a few grains of gold dust over it. 1884 World
20 Aug. 6/1 The mine had possibly been ' salted ', for no
gold was forthcoming. 189a Muddock Grip of Law 285

He purchased some valuable specimens of gold quartz, with

which he salted the estate. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 29 June 9/3
1"he supposed great oilfields in Florida have been fraudu-

lently * salted ' with refined petroleum.

10. intr. ' To deposit salt from a saline sub-

stance: as, the brine begins to salt' (Webster

1828-32).

Salt, v.i [f. Salt a.2] In pa. pple. = Salt a.2

158a Stanyhurst Mneis iv. (Arb.) 101 Thee winter season

too wast in leacherye wanton, Retctiles of her kingdom, with
rutting bitcherye sauted [orig. turpique cupidine captos\

Salt, Saltable, var. ft. Sault, Saultablb.
Salta-di-banco : see Saltimbanco.

t Sa-ltage. 06s. rare* ". [f. Salt s6.l + -age,

after Y.salagc] Salt-duty. i6iiCoTGR.,5aizf?,saltage.

II
Saltaniartino. 06s. [It.] A kind of ord-

nance : see quot. 1688.

1684 R. Waller Nat. Exber. 143 We fitted upon a Car-
riage with Six Horses, a Saltamartino. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury ml xviii. (Roxb.) 138/1 The Saltamartino, a smal
peece of the Venetians 15 diameters long and carrieth

4 pound ball.

62

Saltant (sarltant), a. {n.&.'L. saltant-em
}
prcs.

pplc. of saltare (see Saltate).]

1. Leaping, jumping, dancing. Now rare or Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny vm. xvi. I. 202 When he chaseth

and followeth after other beasts, bee goeth alwaies sal-

tant or rampant. 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac. (1737) III. 117

This prophesying spirit-errant, processional, and saltant.

1755 Johnson, Saltant, jumping ; dancing. 1819 H. Husk
Vestriad 1. 676 Thou, whose turn'd legs, main pillars of the

stage, Support its glory tn this saltant age. 1827 J. F.

Cooper Prairie II. x. 28 No professor of the saltant art

ever applied himself with greater industry than [etc.).

b. Zool. = SALTATORIAL. In mod. Diets.

0. Her. Applied to small animals when salient.

1850 Ogilvie, Saltant)..*. term applied to the squirrel,

weasel, rat, and all vermin^ and also to the cat, greyhound,
ape, and monkey, when in a position springing forward.

I!
Saltarello (sKltaie-lo). Also salterello,

-ella, -arella. [It. salterello cracker, squib, jack

of a spinet, animated dance, Sp. saltarelo ; related

to It. saltare, Sp. saltar to leap, dance.]

1. A very animated Italian and Spanish dance

for one couple in which there are numerous sudden

skips or jumps. Also, the music for this, or a

movement resembling it in a musical composition.

[1597 Morley Introd. Mus. m. 181 The Italians make
their galliardes (which they tearme saltarelli) plaine, and
frame ditties to them.] 1724 Short Explic. For. Was. in

Mus. Bks., Saltarella, a particular kind of Jig so called.

1833 B'nessBunsen in Hare /,*>& (1879) I. ix. 378 A merry
party of the inhabitants, who. .danced the saltarello in every
variety. 1873 'Ouida' Pascarel II. 175 The salterello and
the stornello were all the gayer and the sweeter on his

mandoline. 1890 Daily News 17 Feb. 3/2 The finale.. in-

cluding a saltarello, is more or less Mendelssohnian.

2. The jack of a spinet or harpsichord.

1598 [see Jack sb. 1
14]. 1882 Ogilvie, Saltarello,.. a

harpsichord jack, so called because it jumps on the key
being struck.

Saltarter, -tartre : see Sal* 2.

tSa'ltary. Obs. Also-ery. [ad. med.L. sal-

tariuMy f. L. saltare to leap. Cf. Saltatory sb.*,

Saltory.] (See quot.)

1598 Manwood Laives Forest xx. 160 Neither may any
man make anysalteries [ed. 1615 saltaries] or leaping places

out of the Forrest into the Pouralles, where any Deere
may easily leape in, but cannot retume backe again. 1613

Ibid. xxii. 227 Any Saltaries or great gaps, called Deere
leapes. Ibid. xxiv. 242 You shall enquire, .what saltaries

and leapes they haue in hurt of the said Forest.

Saltate (sse-lt^t), v. rare. [f. L. saltal-, ppl.

stem of saltare to dance, frequent, of satire to

leap.] intr. To leap ; to jump; to skip. Hence
Sa-ltating vbl. sb. ox ppl. a.

1623 Cockeram 11, To Dance. Saltate, Tripudiate. 1846

in Worcester (citing Month. Rev.). 1865 Cortth. Mag.
Mar. 299, 1 must here confess that they saltated to a man-
dolin touched by this hand. 1852 Dana Crust. 11. 1180

The species of Cyclops swim, .with a saltating motion.

Saltation (sselttfi'Jan). [ad. L. saltation-em^

n. of action f. saltare to Saltate.]

1. Leaping, bounding, or jumping ; a leap.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. EP. v. iii. 236 Locusts.. be-
ing ordained for saltation, their ninder legs doe far exceed
the other. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extetnp. 129 Those
odd Epileptic Saltations called St. Vitus's Dance. 1834
McMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 396 The posterior legs

of. .the Orthoptera, are remarkable for the largeness of their

thighs, and for their spinous tibia, which are adapted for

saltation. 1852 Dana Crust, n. 1062 The animal swims by
saltations, with great agility. 1881 Trans. Obstetr. Soc.

XXII. 152 Trie conclusion one might arrive at from the

violent saltation of the foetus. 1883 Pall Mall G. 11 Sept.

11/1 It is not every flea..that is gifted with the power of
saltation. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Saltation... Especially ap-

plied to the leaping sometimes noticed tn cases of chorea.

b. spec. Dancing ; a dance.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Saltation, a dancing. 1685 E.

Brown Trav. 10 The old Pyrrhical Saltation, orWarlike way
of Dancing. X814 Scorr Wav. xxviii, Still keeping time to

the music, he.. continued his saltation without.. intermis-

sion. 1879 Miss Braddon Clov. Foot iv. 34 Her dancing

was distinguished for its audacity rather than for high art.

She was no follower of the Taglioni school of saltation.

1890 Harper's Mag. Oct, 797/2 These spangled saltations.

c. Jig. Anabruptmovement,change,ortransition.
1844 Gladstone Glean. V. xviii. 94 He must substitute

for the saltations by which he reaches his conclusions,. the

patient and measured march of thought. 1854 Emerson
Lett. 4- Soc. Aims L (1875) 61 The number of successive sal-

tations the nimble thought can make. 1870 Huxley Lay
Serin, xiii. 343 We greatly suspect, .that she [sc. Nature]
does make considerable jumps in the way of variation

now and then, and that these saltations give rise to some of

the gaps which appear toexistinthe series of known forms.

+ 2. spec. Pulsation or spurting forth (of blood).

1672 Wiseman Treat. Wounds 11. ix. 64 If it [sc. the

blood] flow.. from the left side, we suppose it the Artery,

you will discover it by its saltation and florid colour. 1752

C. Smart Hop-Garden 1. 146 His verdant blood In brisk

saltation circulates and flows. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds
I. 87 When veins are wounded, the blood does not flow

with that impetuosity and saltation, as when proceeding

from an artery.

Sa'ltativeness. nonce-wd. [f. L. saltat- (see

Saltate), after acquisitiveness^ The faculty of

leaping or jumping.
1829 T. Hook Bank to Barnes 105 He discovered the

Organ of Saltativeness [in a flea's skull} magnificently

developed.

SALT-BOX.

li Saltator (saeli^i-t^i). Ornitk. [mod.L. use

of L. saltator^ agent-n. f. saltare (see Saltate).]

A tanagrine bird of the genus Saltator.

1882 Proc. Zool. Soc. App. 795 Allied Saltator {Saltator

sitnilis). x886 Sclater Brit. Mus. Catal. Birds XI. 282

The Saltators keep to the bushes and smaller trees outside

the dense forests.

Saltatorial (sreltatoa-rial), a. [f. L. saltd-

tori-us Saltatory + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by leaping

(or spec, dancing).
1789 Twining tr. Arist. Poet. 1. vii. 72 [In tragedy] the

Trochaic tetrameter was made use of,as better suited to the

satyric and saltatorial genius of the Poem at that time.

1843 Blackw. Mag. LIV. 84 Yarrell.. confines their salta-

torial powers only within ten or twelve perpendicular feet.

1877 Coues & Allen N. Amer. Rod. 532 The saltatorial

nature of the animal. 1893 W. A. Shee MyContemp. \\. 39
Whirled away into every species of saltatorial excess.

2. Fitted or adapted for leaping ; spec, belonging

to the group Saltatoria of insects.

1842 Chamb. Jrnl. 30 July 220 A pair of thickened salta-

torial legs. 1855 Orr"s Circ. Set., Org. Nat. II. 354 The
Orthoptera fall readily into two great sections—namely, the

saltatorial and cursorial Orthoptera. 1871 Darwin Desc.

Man (1890) II. x. 282 The males in the three saltatorial fa-

milies in this Order are remarkable for their musical powers.

So Saltato rian a.
t
involving dancing.

1823 New Monthly Mag. IX. 297/2 The progress of the
""

'. XV, 390 Pantomimic and
saltatorian representations.

saltatorian drama. 1825 Ibid.

Saltatoric (sseltatprik), a. Path. [Formed as

prec. after G. saltaiorisch (Bamberger) : see -ic]

Saltatoric spasm : a kind of nervous disease in

which the patient when set on his feet begins to leap.

1877 Gowers in Lancet 14 July 45/2 The saltatoric spasm
persisted for nine months, and then gradually ceased. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 002 They are wanting in the
regularity and precision of those of saltatoric spasm.

SaltatoriOUS (sseltato^-rias), a. [Formed as

prec. + -ous.] = Saltatorial.
1816 Kirby & Sp. EniomoL xxii. (1818) II. 283TTiese mag-

gots have long been celebrated for their saltatorious powers.
1826 Ibid, xlvi, IV. 345 Saltatorious.. .When the hind legs

have strong incrassated thighs formed for leaping.

Saltatory (sse'ltatari), a. and sbA [ad. L.

saltatori-uSyl. saltator*. see Saltator.] A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, characterized by, or adapted

for dancing.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Saltatory,.. o( or belonging to

dancing, vaulting, &c. 1821 Edgeworth Mem. I. 93, 1 soon
began to avoid exhibiting my saltatory talents, and I sel-

dom danced. 1851 Hawthorne Snow Image, etc., Old
News 1. 155 There is an incidental notice of the 'dancing-
school near the Orange-Tree \ whence we may infer that the

saltatory art was occasionally practised. 1869 J. Marti neau
Ess. II. 183 He could make a saltatory automaton.

2. Pertaining to, characterized by, or adapted for

leaping; spec. = Saltatorial 2.

1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, <$ B. I. iii. 43 The way in

which sheep carry themselves on abrupt and saltatory occa-

sions. 1874 Mivart Common Frog 1 What is a Frog?..
'The Frog is a small saltatory Reptile', will probably be

the reply of the majority. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim.
vi. 262 The Amphipoda..are characterized by. .their ordi-

narily saltatory habits. 1801 Punch Christmas No. 8 The
position of the Moon, .is also favourable to saltatory exer-

cise on the part of the cow.

b. Path. =1 Saltatoric.
1881 J. Ross Dis. Nervous Syst. II. 341 Saltatory Spasm.

1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 106 Or when placed on her

feet [a patient] may be forced to progress by a series of

springing movements (saltatory spasm).

C fig. Proceeding by abrupt movement.
1844 Emerson Ess., Expert'enceWks. (Bohn) 1. 183 Nature

hates calculators ; her methods are saltatory and impulsive.

1894 H. F. Osborn From Greeks to Darwin 200 Another
highly characteristic feature of his theory was, that he [St.

Hilaire] included in tt what has recently been termed ' sal-

tatory evolution ', and strongly opposed LamarcVs funda-
mental principle that all transformation is extremely slow.

f B. sb. A dancer. Obs. rare ""* *.

a 1625 Fletcher, etc. Fair Maid Inn in. i, A second, a
lavolteteere, a saltatory, a dancer with a Kit at his bum.

Saltatory, sb.% Atitiq. [ad. med.L. salta-

tori-um
t
neut. sing, of saltatorius (see prec) used

subst. Cf. Saltory.] = Saltary.
1903 Edin. Rev. July 179 The saltatory was a contrivance

by which deer could make their wayinto the park, but could
not jump back again.

t Saltatress. Obs. rare*- 1
, [f. Saltator:

see -tress. Cf. It. sallatrice.'] A female dancer.

1784 R. Bage Barham Downs I. 120 Her le volts were
the highest of any Saltatress in Italy.

Sa-lt-box. [f. Salt j*.i + Box sb?\

1. A box for keeping salt for domestic use.
' Billy in the Salt-box ' was the title of a caricature referring

to Pitt's budget of 1805, in which the salt-tax was greatly
increased.

x6ix Cotgr., Saulnier,..a Salt-box. 18x2 Examiner
12 Oct. 651/2 A few grains from the salt-box. 1862 W.
Barnes Homely Rhyjnes Dorset Dial. I. 5 The zalt-box

an' the corner-cupb'ard'.

b. (See quot. 1847-54.)
1763 B. Thornton Ode on St. Cecilia^s Day ad. fin., The

saltbox.. With clattering and clapping shallsound. 1774 J.T.
Smith Bk. RainyDay (1861)39 A famous player on the salt-

box. 18x3 Sporting Mag. XLII. 19 The divine harmony of
the Gong, the French-horn, and the Salt-box. X847-54 Web-
ster s.v,. In burlesque music, thesalt-box has been used like

i the marrow-bones and cleaver, tongs and poker, etc.



SALT-CAT

2. slang. (See qnots.)

181a J. H. Vaux plash Diet., Salt-boxes, the condemned
cells in Newgate are so called. Ibid., Salt-box-cly, the
outside coat-pocket, with a flap. 1820 Lomi. Mag. Jan. 29
Their, .leaving the stone-jug, after a miserable residence
in the salt-boxes, to be top'd in front of the debtor's door.

3. Naut. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Salt-box, a case for keep-
ing a temporary supply of cartridges for the immediate use
of the great guns.

Salt-cat. [Originally northern. The original

meaning of the second element is unknown ; cat

is used dialectally as a name for several mixtures

of which clay is a constituent : see E. D. D.
Cf. ' Cat, a chump of clay stone ' ;

' Clay-cat, a kind of
large roundish stone found in clay ' (Barnes Dorset Gloss.).]

A mass of salt, or salt mixed with earthy or
other matter ; esp. a mixture of salt, gravel, old
mortar or lime, cummin seed, and stale urine, used
to attract pigeons and to keep them at home.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxh.) xiL 51 At be ri}t side of bis see

was Loth wyf turned intil a salt catte. 1453-4 Durham W tv.

Rolls (Surtees) 149, j Saltcatt, 1483 Catk. Angl. 317/t
A Sake catte. x6mq Howard House*. Bks. (Surtees) 264
To Mr. Chambers his manne bringing 3 salte catts. 1669
Worlidge Syst. Agric. 154 A Lump of Salt, which they
usually call a Salt-cat, made for that purpose at the Salterns.

1765 Treat Dom. Pigeons 33 The best way is to put your
salt cat in jars, with holes in the sides for them to peck it

out. 1864 Knight Passages Work. Life ILL 17 The busi-

ness-house of a young publisher had . . the sort of attraction
for flights of authors as a saltcat has for pigeons.

Salt-Ce liar. Forms : 5-6 saler, (5 sellere,

seler, 6 celler), 5-8 seller, 6-7 sellar, 7- cellar.

[_f. Salt s6A + Saler (which has been assimilated

in spelling to Cellar).] A small vessel used on
the table for holding salt.

1434 E. E. Wills (1882) 103 A feir salt saler of peautre
with a feyre knoppe. 1445 Will in Madox Formal. Anglic.
(1703) 434 Duas Saltseilers Argenteas. 1483 Calk. Augt.
317/2 A Salte seler. 1513 Bk. Keruynge in Babees Bk. (1868)
969 Take thy salte seller in thy lefte hande. 1566 in Peacock
Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 53 A salt celler for salt. 1633
Wottom in Relio. (1672) 464, I send you. .a triangular Salt
celler. 1669 Wcooheao St. Teresa 11. 269 A Sister, .found
at last a little Salt-celler in a Chest. 1729 Swift Direct.
ServX Wks. 1751 XI V. 23 Fold up the Table-cloih with the
Salt in it, then shake the Salt out into the .Salt-cellar to
serve next Day. 1865 Dickens Alul. Fr. in. iv, Putting
down the glasses and salt-cellars as if she were knocking at
the door.
attrib. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 60 Loke . . by salte

sellere lydde towche not thy salt bye.

b. In phrases as in Salt sb. x 7 b.

1609 Dekke* Gulfs Horn-bk. Wks. (Grosart) II. 344 You
may giue any Iustice of peace, or yong Knight (if he sit but
one degree towards the Equinoctiall of the Salt-seller) leaue
to pay for the wine. 1645 Milton Colast. 19 That which
never yet afforded com of savour to his noddle, the Salt-
seller was not rubb'd. 1648 Herkick Hesp., His Age vii. If
we can meet, and so conferre, Both by a shining Salt-seller.

1843 James Forest Days ix. We have no salt-cellar here, to
make a distinction between highest and lowest. 1847 Lyt-
tow Lucretia 32 This green banquet of nature, in which at
least no man sits below the salt-cellar.

t Salt-cote, -coat. 06s. [f. Salt sb\ + Cora
jA.

'
J A salt-honse.

£14*3 r'oc. in Wr.-Wulcker 670 Hec salina, saltecote.

1473 Rolls 0/Parlt. VI. 78/2 A Saltcote, and m acres of
pasture with their appurtenaunces. 1483 C«M. Angl. 317/2
A Salte cote, salina. est locus vbifit sal. a sua Leland
Itin. 1 1769) IV. in There be a great number of Sault Coates
or Furnaces about this WelL 161a Ca it. Smith Mat Vir-
ginia 18 The Bay and rivers haue much marchandaulc fish
and places fit for Salt coats. 1630 Ma/don, Essex, Doc.
Bundle 208. No. 7 Went downe to the saltcoate of Mr. John
Hastier at the heith ( = hythej.

Salted salted), ppl.a. [f. SAi.Trf.lorw. +-ED.]
1. Cured, preserved, or pickled with salt
13. . Cursor M. 4688 (Goto.) -Ma ban a thousand celers

Fild he wid wines neu and fress, And lardineris wid saltid
fless IColt., etc. salt). 1555 Eden Decades 55 They ..gaue
them great plentie of salted fysshe. 1686 tr. Chardin't
Trav. Persia 74 It preserves the Moisture of Salted Meats.
1732 Arbuthnot Rules 0/ Diet in Aliments, etc 269 A Diet
of salted Flesh throws Ships Crews sometimes into Diar-
rhoeas. 1S42 Browning Pied Piper ii, They.. Split open
the kegs of salted sprats. 1831 F. Knapp's Chem. Tecknol.
III. 162 The preparation of sauerkraut and salted cucum-
bers. 1901 Scribuer's Mag. XXIX. 474/2 The salted goose
is a famous dish.

2. Having salt as an ingredient ; containing or
impregnated with salt.

15*6 Crete Herbal/ xcix. (1529) F v b, Sethe these herbes
..in salted water or in kyndly salt water. 1700 Drvdkm
Iliad 1. 628 Their salted Cakes on crackling Flames they
cast. 1735 Man No. 38. 4 Innumerable species of the finny
tribe, taking their solace in the bosom of the salted ocean.
176s A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 38 In one of the pots
with the salted earth, and in one of those with the washed
earth, he planted fennel. 1897 Ifestm. Gas. 18 Feb. 6/3 The
contact with the salted earth had caused considerable corro-
sion to the stone.

b. Treated with salt.

1824 Trans. Highl. Soc. VI. 174 The grass-crop on the
salted land will not exceed two-thirds of the weight of what
is promised on the parts not salted. 1831 Brewster Optics
xii. 108 A spirit lamp with a salted wick. 1884 A. Watt
Soap-making 42 Salted soda, is composed of soft soda and
common salt.

C. J'hotogr. Impregnated with a salt or a mix-
ture of salts in solution.
1855, Harlwich Photogr. Chem. 11. v. 279 This albumenized
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and salted paper will keep any length of time in a dry place.
1890 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. III. 9 The prints. .on plain
salted paper.

3. /Tif. 'Seasoned'withwitorgoodsense; sensible.
(?Orig. with reference to Mark ix. 50.)

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 40 It was a well salted speech.
1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls iv. (1874) 91 There's a pretty
good piece of the world salted, after all. 1900 Phillpotts
Sons 0/Morning n. iv, I 'd warn 'e to fill her mind with
gude, salted sense.

4. slang, or colloq. Of horses, etc. : Seasoned
(from having survived attacks of disease, etc.)

;

hence of persons : Experienced in some business
or occupation.
1879 Atcherley Botrland aoo A 'salted' horse will

always command a good price. 1889 F. Oates Matabele-
Land 236 The old man tells me that a man gets a pain in
his head and lies down, and next morning, if he is alive, he
is * salted '. 189a Stevenson & L. Osbournb Wrecker i. 9
Mr. London Dodd, though he was new to the group of the
Marquesas, was already an old salted trader. 1899 G. H.
Russell, Under the Sjambok xiv. 137 My friend has a very
good 'salted ' horse, just the sort of thing you will require
in the Low Country. 190$ Westm. Gaz. 1 July 9/2 An
expert and thoroughly ' salted ' journalist.

0. slang. (See Salt v. 1 9.)
1886 P. Clarke ' New Chum ' in Australia vii, 71 Taken

in with a ' salted claim ', a ' pit ' sold for a£ 10 note in which
a nugget worth a few shillings had before been ' planted'.
1889 Mrs. C. Praed Rom. Station 200 Their bogus com-
panies and their salted gold-mines,

Saltee (sg-lt*). slang. [Said to be ad. It.

soldi, pi. of soldo = Sou.] A penny.
1859 Hotten Slang. Diet. 1861 Reade Cloister <$ H.

III. iv. 77 It had rained kicks all day in lieu of 'saltees ',

and that is pennies. 1875 Frost Circtts Life xvL 277.

Salten (s£lt'n), a. rare. [f. Salt so.* + -jen*.]

a. Salted, b. Made of salt.

1654 Gavton Pleas. Notes iv. ix. 333 Bread, Broder, Bacon,
Boulter salten. 187s Reade Wand. Heir'xW. 67 Lot's wife,
in salten pillar, still looks on.

Salter 1 (s*Wtai). [OE. scaltere, f. sealtan

Salt v. 1
: see -er *.]

1. A manufacturer of or dealer in salt ; also spec.

— Drysalteb, as in the title of one of the London
livery companies (incorporated in 1558).
a 1000 Colloq. JElfric in Wr.-Wulcker 97 Sealtera [sit ],

hwat us fremab craeft bin ? c sooo jElfric Gram. ix. (Z.) 47
IIic salinatort

bes sealtere. 139a Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-
tees) 343 Rob's Scott sailer. 140a Rolls 0/ Parlt. III. 519
Robt Brendewod, William Estace, Sailers. 14x8 Jrnl. Ar-
chives City of'London I. 51 Sal emptum per Bemond et Ed-
waxdum, Salters, infra civitatcm Londoniarum vend*. 1507
Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 22 Andrewe Evyngar, Cytezen
and Salter oflondon. 1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1.

II. 393 The saidis salteris sail sell salt to the subjectis and
carearis of this realme of sufficient mett and stuff. 1611
Cotcr., Maligne, a Spring-tyde ; called so by the Salters of
Xaintonge. 168* J. Collins Salt *y Fishery 135 It is com-
monly sold in Salters-shops at Billingsgate. 1745 De Foe's
Eng. Tradesman (1841) I. iv. 35 As a salter, A. B. has had
experience enough in the materials for dyeing. 1846 Lo.
Campbell Chancellors exxiii. IV. 567 The subject of this
memoir was the son of a grocer and salter at Exeter.

2. A workman at a salt-works.
1606 Sc. Acts Jos. VI, c. xo That na persone . . sail fie

hyre or conduce ony saltans Coil^earis or coilberaris with-
out ane sufficient testimonial I of thair Maister quhome they
last sctuil 1814 Scott Redgauntlet ch. vii, If sac mickle
as a collier or a salter make a moonlight flitting. 1869
Rogers Hist. Glean. I. 103 The colliers and salters. .were
only finally emancipated in 1799.

3. One who salts meat or fish.

1611 }. Spicer (title) The sale of Salt, or, The season-
ing of Soules, Namely such, as..whom the Author, which
taketh the name of a Salter, is willing.. to season with the
Salt of the Word. 1714 R. Smith Poems (1869) 12 Thy
Colledge has been at Buckbaven. Where thou hast past
thy time years seven among the Salters and the Fishers.

1757 W. Thompson R. N. Advoc. 41 They were salted by
the King's Salters. 1776 Projects in Ann. Reg. 125/1 The
salter. .crams as much salt as he can into the belly ofthe fish.

1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 310 His wife and daughters are * gutters

'

or packers or salters.

b.* One who salts bodies, in embalming.
1705 Greenhill Embalming 283 The Surgeon or Em*

balmer, and., all other inferior Officers under him, such as
the Dissector, Emboweller, Pollinctor, Salter.

4. A large vessel in which flesh is salted, dial.

1884 Jefferies Red Deer 85 A farmer who had shot a
deer put the animal as soon as possible into the salter out
of sight. 1891 Hartland Gloss., Salter (zalter), a large
stone or earthenware trough used in salting bacon, etc.

t Salter 2
. Building. Obs. (See quot.)

1688 Holme Armoury hi. viii. 343/1 The Salter or Brick
Axe. .is to cut the rough and knotty places of Bricks, to

make them lye flat and even in the Bed of Mortar.

Salter, obs. f. Saltirb. Salter(e, obs. ff.

Fsaltkr. Salterello, see Saltarello.
Salteriun, obs. f. Psalterion.

Saltern (s^lta-m). [OE. scaltmm : see Salt
soA and Earn sbJ] A building in which salt is

made by boiling or evaporation; a salt-works;

also, a plot of land, laid out in pools and walks,

into which the sea-water is admitted and allowed

to evaporate naturally.

858 in Birch Cartul. Sax. II. 101 Butan oem sealtern et

fefresham & butan oem bioda Se to Sem sealtern limp3.

1681 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 262 The refuse salt Earth that

at the Salternes is cast out and of no value. 1682 T. Col-
lins Salt t\ Fishery 32 A Boyling-House is called a Saltern.

c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 38 Ye greatest trade is

SALTING.
by their Salterns. Ye sea water they draw into Trenches.
1748 Brownricg ArtofMakingSalt 50 At some convenient
place near the sea shore is erected the saltern. This is a
long, low building, consisting of two parts ; one of which is
called the fore-house, and the other the pan-house or boil-
ing-house. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 88 The coast
becoming flat between this place and Lymington, is com-
modiously formed into salterns. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I.

234 A considerable precipitate of muriate of soda has taken
?Tace in these natural salterns. 1879 Casseirs Techn. Educ.
V. 338/2 When salt was much dearer than it is now, the

sea-water used to be concentrated in salterns.

Saltery (s^-Hari). [f. Salter : see -ert.]

fl. Only attrt'6. in saltery ware : the goods dealt
in by salt-merchants. 06s.
i6a8 Order in Council in Abram Mem. Preston Guilds

(1882) 41/2 To sett on saile. .any manner of., grocery wares.
or saltery wares. 1643 Ord. Parlt.for Levying Moneys ly
Way ofExcise 7 All sorts of Saltery-wares Imported.
2. A salt-works.

1899 H. G. Graham Social Life Scot, itth C. vii. I. 228
The salteries of Prestonpans, where the salters were bonds-
men for life.

Saltfat. Chiefly Sc. Also 0. Sc. corruptly
saltfoot. [OE. seallfset : see Salt s6A and Fat
J*.l Cf. LG. sail/at, Du. zoutval, MHG. salzfaz
(G. -/ass), ON. saltfat..]

1. A salt-cellar.

o. c icoo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 126/32 Salinare,
uel salinum, scaltfxt. a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia IX. 264
Sealtfaet, sticfodder, piperhorn. 1488 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. I. 81 A litill coffre of siluer ouregilt, with a litil saltfat
and a couir. 1589 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. IV. 445
Ane coverit saltfatt. 1599 Alex. Hume Poems (S.T.S.) vii.

44 Salt fats outshorne, and glasses chrystalline. 1640-1 Kirk-
cudbr. War-Comm. Attn. Bk. (1855) 43 Ane gilt silver
salt-fat.

ft 1670 Ld. Somervilie Afem. Somervills (1815) II. 394
Sir Waiter Stewart of Allontoune..whose predecessors un-
till this man never came to sitt above the saltfoot when at
the Laird of Cambusnethen's table. [Cf. Salt-cellar b,
Salt j*. 1

7 bj. 1798 Monthly Mag. VI. 11. 437/2 A salt, or
a salt-foot ; a saltcellar. 1863 R. Chambers Bk. Days I.

647/2 One of the customs of great houses, in former times,
was to place a large ornamental salt-vat (commonly but
erroneously called salt-foot) upon the table.

t2. A salt 'boilery
1
. 06s.

01647 Habington Surv. Worcs. in Proc. Worcs. Hist.
Soc. t\. 298 The owners of these saltphates have byn
aunciently called Burgeses.

3. In saltfat: in the pickling tub; hence, disposed
of, out of the way.
1820 Scott Afonast. ix, The sooner the skin is off, and he

is in taultfat, the less like you are to have trouble.

t Sa lt-house. 06s. [OE. seallhtis : see Salt
s6A and House s6A Cf. OHG. salzhtis, G. saiz-

haus.~\ A building in which salt is made or stored.
c 1000 /Ki.i-ric Colloq. in Wr.-Wulcker 185/36 Salinarium,

sealthus. 1340 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 540 In sarra-
cione plancorum pro le Saltehous. 1465-6 Ibid. 90 Pro le

puyntyng super le caponhous et salthous. 1580 Hollyband
Treas. Fr. long, La Saline, a salte house, where salte is

made. 1601 Holland Pliny II. xxxi. x. 420 Into the salt-
houses they let in sea water. 1670 [see Boilery]. 1730
S. Dale Taylor's Hist. Hanvich 13 note, Here is a Salt-
house at which they refine Salt.

Saltier : see Saltike.

Saltigrade (saHtignF'd), a. and s6. Zool. [f.

mod.L. Saltigradx pi., f. salt-us \ea\>+gradi to

step, advance.] a. Belonging to the Saltigradse,

a group of vagabond spiders having legsadapted for

leaping, b. s6. A spider of this gronp.
1840 Cuvier's Auim. Kingd. 464 The second section of

the Wandering Spiders, that of Saltigrades. 1885 H. C
McCook Tenants OldFarm 106, 1 was standing bya fence-
post watching a small saltigrade spider mount into the air.

II Saltimbanco (sseltimbarrjko). Also 7 salt-

inbancho, (erron. salta-di-bauco), salt/in-, 8
saltinbanoo, 9 saltimbank (pseudo-arc^.),

-banque. [It. (= Sp. saltin6anco, -6anque), f.

saltare to leap + in on + 6anco bench ; whence
also F. saltim6anque] A mountebank; a quack.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 11 Saltimbancoes,

Quacksalvers, and Charlatans. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii.

1007 He play'd the saltinbancho's part, Transform'd t'a

Frenchman by my art. 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 114 An
Archer, Fidler, Poetaster, A kind of Salt'in-banco too. 1675
A. Huyberts Corner-stone 15 No more than what may
serve the Salta-di-Banco's upon a Stage. 1850 James Old
Oak Chest I. 125 To make the contortions of their ' Saltim-
banks ', and ' tomblesteres ' act as a sort of argument or
introduction to what was to follow. 186s Sala Diary in
Amer. I. 368 Those, .marchands forains, saltimbanques
and buffoons, who in Europe are afoot on every holiday.
attrib. a 1734 [see Non-jurable].

Hence Saltimba-nquism.
1861 Temple Bar II. 508 That gorgeous temple of saltim-

banquism in Leicester Square [sc. the Alhambra].

Saltiness (sjHtines). [f. Salty a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being salty.

1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 60 The last are indued
with a saltiness. £-1885 Lafcadio Hearn in Gould Life
(1908) 89 Have you forgotten the divine saltiness of that
unfettered wind r

Salting (s(Wtin),»W. s6. [lSalt v.i + -ma i.]

1. The curing of fish, meat, etc., with salt.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2675X pai sal yow vp on balkes lift AIs
suine bat ar to salting tift. 1494 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 23 The
same Herring.. should be of one Time taking and salting.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Salsura.. .The salting of porke or

baken. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. I. (Arb.) 45 New fresh flesh,
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for good and durable salting. 16*0 Venner Via Kectaiv.

82 Fish of long salting, .is vnwholsome. 1879 Lassell s

Techn. Educ. IV. 354/2 Fish can be the more readily cured

drv after having been exposed to this preliminary sa ting.

Jig. a IS36 Tindale Expos. Matt. v. W ks. (1573) 19V2 \
™e

preachyng is a salting that stirreth vp persecution, and an

office that no man is mete for, saue he that is seasoned hym-

2. In various technical, colloquial, and slang uses

(sec the vb.)»

1570 Lamb. MS. 807; in
t
Brii'_M̂ j-

1^ ?$
X^;}*\^

V

My lord edward zou[ch]..hys matriculation ij\..hys salt

ngiiij'. [In a later account spelt also' psaltmg . J 1588

.'raunce Lawiers Log. Ded. rivb, Having once knowen

the price of an admission, Salting, and Matriculation, with

the intertayning of Freshmenne in the Rhetorike schooles.

a 1644 Twvne in MS. Tiuyne xxi. 753 (BodU, The saltmge

of fresh men which hath beene antiently and is yet at Oxford

vsed at their first comminge, was perhaps borrowed or con-

tinued from this custome at Athens [see Gregory Naz.

Orat. Fun. Basilii Magni xvi]. 1693 J. Bvrom Let. to

Aubrey in Lett, from Bodl. (1813) II. 1. 167 Twas..said,

that the college [at Eton] held some lands by the custome

of salting. 1748 Brownrigg Art ofMaking Salt 69 When
violent fires are used towards the end of the process, whilst

the salt is forming, which they call the time of salting. 1857

Miller Elem. Chcm. (1862) III. 332 Chloride of potassium

cannot be substituted for chloride of sodium in salting out.

1887 Athenaeum 31 Dec. 886/2 The traffic in stolen and
spurious diamonds, and the nefarious practice known as

'salting'. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 376 Any.,
change in the number of grains to the ounce of salting in an

emulsion or in a developer.

3. Chiefly//. Salt lands; in some parts spec,

lands regularly covered by the tide, as distinguished

from salt-marshes, local.

171a Derham in Phil. Trans. XXVII. 483 These Lands they
call Saltings, when covered with Grass. 1788 Trans. Soc.A rts

VI. 59 The land in front of my sea-wall to the southward
(called saltings, from the sea overflowing it except at low

water). 1825 Sporting Mag. XV. 309 Two extraordinary

large eels were taken..upon the saltings at Steeple, in

Dengie Hundred, Essex. 1835 Eraser's Mag. LI. 267

Here ran a broad bulwark bank, keeping the saltings and
marshes distinct 1901 Spectator 17 Aug. 215/2 The marsh

. .is dotted with white-fleeced sheep and white-faced bullocks

grazing on the saltings. 1903 Kipling 5 Nations 25 At the

bridge of the lower saltings the cattle gather and blare.

4. altrib., as (seiisj 1) salting beef, -house, kit

(Kit si.1 ), -pan, -press, -room, -trough, -tub;

Photogr. : see Salt v. 7 a) salting bath, solution
;

(sense 3) salting-mound; salting-box, point

(see quots.) ; salting-place, (a) a place where

cattle resort to lick salt ; <J>) ? nonce-use, the place

where a stream joins the sea.

1856 Hardwich Photogr. Chem. (ed. 3) 122 The Strength of

the "Salting Bath. 1778 Learning at a Loss I. 135 What
Piece of *salting Beef should be ordered from the Butcher.

180a C. James Milit. Diet., *Salting-boxes, ..are boxes..

for holding mealed powder, to sprinkle the fuzes of shells,

that they may take fire from the blast of the powder in the

chamber ; . .these boxesare now laid aside. 168a Warburton
Hist. Guernsey (1822) noThe fisher men .. were obliged to

bring in all the congress they took.. to the kings *salting

house. 186s R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 1021 After

the cheeses have been properly salted.. they are carried

from the salting-house to the cheese-room. 1855 J. R. Lejf-

childCornwallMines 19 Inside the salting-house, companies
ofchattering and screaming females are building up pilchards

to heights of four and five feet. 1719 Will ofJohn Hirst,

A "salting kitt. 1908 Essex Rev. XVII. 33 The mysterious

"salting-mounds known as ' Redhills ' on the marshes of the

Essex coasts. 1849 Noad Electricity (ed. 3) 214 A large,

common, glazed "salting-pan. 184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest

Life 1. 180 In vain..do we employ every ingenious artifice

of temptation— supplying our ' "salting-place ' with the

great delicacy of the grazing people. 1865 W. Cory Lett.

fy Jmls. (1897) 163, 1 could hear not only the waves, but the

millstream tripping down to its salting-place. 1884 A. Watt
Soap-Making xxvl 219 After settling, he adds a solution of

alum, chloride of lime, or crude pyroligneous acid, stirring

thoroughly. If preferred, he evaporates to nearly ' "salting

point ' before adding any of the substances mentioned above.

c 1830 Glotic. Farm /?<#. 24 in Libr. Usef. Knaivl., Husb. Ill,

When the cheeses are taken from the "salting-presses, they
are put on the shelf in the dairy for a day or two. 1805

R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 59 The "salting-room should

be laid with flags. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 205 Certain
modifications of the "salting solution. 1842 J. Aiton Domest.
Econ. (1857) 239 A "salting trough which has a gutter round
its edges, to drain away the brine. 1556 Richmond. Wills
(Surtees) 92 In the larder housse iij "sowlting tobbes. 1805
R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 254 A cellar where salted

meat had been kept for a great length of time in a salting-tub.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxviii, A turf back and a salting tub,

which stood on either side of the narrow exterior passage,

t Saltion. Obs.rare— 1
. Also 6 salcion. [ad.

L. type *saltion-em, i. salt-, ppl. stem of satire to

leap. Cf. Salition.] Leaping.
1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541) m. i. 52 b, Stertynge or

saltion \other edd. salcion] of the members.

Saltire (savltaioj). Her. Forms : 4-5 sawtu-
roure, 5 sawtire, 7 saltoyre, -tyr, 8 salteer,

Salter-, 6-9 saltier, 6- saltire. [a. OF. saut(e)oir,

saitteur, -our, -ouer, salleur, saultoir (from 13th a),
mod.F. sauloir, f(i) silken or hempen stirrup-cord

(?forming a deltoid figure when in use), (2) stile

to keep cattle from straying, (3) saltire :—L. sana-
torium (see Saltatory).] An ordinary in the form
of a St. Andrew's cross, formed by a bend and
a bend sinister, crossing each other. Hence, In
saltire : crossed like the limbs of a St. Andrew's

cross. Per saltire (see qnot. 1828-40).

64

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 4182 He had sothely for-sakene the

sawturoure engrelede, And laughte vpe thre lyons alle of

whitte siluyre. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. xxiv, A sawtire en-

grelede of siluer fulle schene. a 1550 in Baring-Gould &
Twigge W. Armory (189S) 5 Sa : a saltier engr : arg. 156*

Leigh Armory 45 b, The seuenth partition is this. Partye

per Saltier, Argent, and Sable. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars 11.

xxiii,Upon his Surcote, valiant Nevil bore A Silver Saltoyre,

upon Martiall Red. 1605 Camden Rem. (1637) 346 King
Henry the sixt had two feathers in saltire. a 1695 Wood
Oxford (O.H.S.) III. 169 Two keyes in saltire. a 1711 Ken
Ifywns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 6 A saltire, which the

martyr'd Andrew bore. 1801 Scott Fire-King xxxiv, The
Saracens, Curdmans, and Ishmaelites yield To the scallop,

the saltier, and crossleted shield. 1828-40 Berry Encycl.

Her. s. v., When the field of a coat, or any charge upon it,

is divided by two diagonal lines, crossing each other,, .it is

termed per saltier. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <f Pop. xxi.

(ed. 3) 359 Two pastoral staves, in saltire.

attrib. 1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 98 So farre asunder,

as they made from corner to corner the fashion of a Saltier

crosse. 1727 Boyer Diet., Eug.-Fr. s.v., A Saltire Cross,

Croix de S. Andri. 1851 R. Hill in Gosse Nat: in Ja-
maica 466 Zig-zag lacings of a thickened tissue correspond-

ing to the Saltier position of the Spider's legs.

Sa'ltireways, adv. [See -ways.] = next.

C1550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge JV. Armory (1898) 5
Arg: 5 martlets saltireways sa. 1816 Scott Antiq. vi,

Two long and bony arms . . folded saltire-ways in front of her

person. 1872 Ellacombe Belts of C/i. in Ch. Bells Devon
ix. 513 A shield in the centre cross keys, saltier ways.

Sa'ltirewise, adv. [See -wise.] With or in

the form of a saltire
;
(disposed) like the arms of

a St. Andrew's cross ; in saltire.

1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6382/2 Two Pens placed Salterwise.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) V. xxix. 295 Gules, two
swords, saltire-wise. 1821 Scott Kenihv. xiii, The back-

ground was crossed saltierwise.,by the masts of two lighters

that lay waiting for the tide. 1848 J. Grant Adv. ofAide-
de-camp ii, Leathern gaiters, laced saltire-wise up the legs

with red straps. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <$ Pop. x. (ed. 3)

63 Two Foxes are leaping, saltire-wise, on the ancient shield

of Sir Watkin Williams Wynne.

Saltish, (s^-ltij), a. [f. Salt sb.1 or a.1 + -ish.]

f a. [f. the sb.] Of the nature of, characteristic of,

or like that of, salt ; impregnated with salt ; salt,

salty. Obs. h. [f. the adj.] Chiefly in mod. xise:

Somewhat salt.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 74 The Tast

thereof must needs Saltish be. 1545 Raysolv Byrth Man-
kynde 112 Lokevpon her mylke, that it be not blackysshe,

blueysshe, grey or reddysshe, neyther sowre, sharpe, salt-

ysshe, or brackysshe. 1582 Stanyhurst Mneis m. (Arb.)

75 A cold sweat saltish through my ioyntes fiercely dyd
enter. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 31 Ofte soust in swelling

Tethys saltish tsare. 1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 77 The.

.

pickled Herring, .giueth a saltish and vnprofitable nourish-

ment. 1625 N, Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. v. (1635) 75 That
the Sea is of a saltish Quality, no man hath euer doubted.

a 1647 T. HABiNGTON^rz/. IVorcs. in Proc. Worcs. Hist. Soc.

II. 295 The cbannell or bottom, scorched with the heate of

the sun, appearethe whyte and. saltysh. 1686 Plot Staf
fordsh. 104 A saltish soil most commonly is fat and unctu-

ous. 1775 Adair Amer.Ind. 228 Deer, which come in the

warm season, to eat the saltish moss and grass. 1805

Saunders Min. Waters 299 The water.. tastes saltish, like

weak sea water. 1875 Croll Climate 4- T. vi, 108 Thus we
nave a surface current of saltish water from the poles to-

wards the equator.

Hence Sa'ltishly adv. (1828-32 Webster).

Saltishness (s£'lti/nes). [f. as prec. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being saltish.

1562 Turner Bathes 9 The water, .semethto shewea littel

saltishnes. 1625 N. Carpenter Geog. Del. 11. v. (1635) 75
Those which defend the saltishnesse to bee accidentall. 1686

W. Harris tr. Lemery's Course Chem. (ed. 2) 12 The waters

of the Sea may be said to receive their saltishness from
nothingelsebutthisSaltdissolvedinthem. 1747 tr.Astrucs

Fevers 184 The saltishness is owing to the evaporation of

the serosity of the mouth.

T Sa'ltitant, a. Obs. rare ~ K [ad. late L.

saltitant-em, pres. pple. of sa/titdre
f
frequent, of

saltdre (see Saltate).] Leaping or springing.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. iii. 41 Which Goat-provisions

were most agreeable with their Errant bodies., which were
alwaies saltitant, passant or currant.

Saltless (s^ltles), a. [f. Salt sb.1 + -less.

Cf. Du. zouteloosj G. salzlos, with sense 2.]

1. Without salt; unsalted.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. lxxiv. (1495) 005 Salt-

lesse chese is moost nourysshynge and moysteth the body.

1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. v. 96 He that hath be-

held what quantity of lead the test of saltless ashes will

imbibe. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes <y Qual. 414 [Hel took

the Earth to be quite Saltlesse. 1823 Byron Islatui in. iii,

Its bounding crystal., gush'd from cliff to crag with saltless

spray. 1863 W. Smith's Did. Bible III. 1096/2 (Salt), It

was the belief of the Jews that salt would, by exposure to the

air. ., become saltless. 1905 Punch 25 Oct. 290/1 It is the

landsman's lusty throat That rends to-day a saltless air.

2. Jig. Lacking piquancy, poignancy, interest,

or liveliness ; insipid, 'flat*.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter fi. 8 A "heavy and saltless

oration is insufferable to a quick hearer, a 1658 Cleveland
Agst. Ale iv. Poems (1687) 305 Saltless and galless be thy
Curse, 1874. Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I. iii. 73 It promises

to afford a slight pungency of flavour to my tasteless life in

this saltless wilderness. 1885 D. C Murray Rainbow Gold
III. 219 The days went by, saltless, lifeless.

Hence Sa'ltlessness.
1682 Boyle in R. Fitzgerald Salt-Water Sweetened 16

The main thing of all that convinced me of the Saltlessness

of the Water I speak of*

SALTORY.

Salt-lick. [Lick sb. 2.] A place where cattle

collect to lick the earth impregnated with salt.

1751 [see Lick sb. 2]. 1764 Museum Rust. II. lxiv. 209 We
give this name ofsaltlicks to the salt springs, which, in various

places, issue naturally out of the ground, and form each a little

rill. 1767 Hunter in Phil. Trans. LVIII. 39 The marsh,

called the Salt-Lick, near the River Ohio. 1847 W. C. L.

Martin Ox 10/2 They visit the salt-licks, and are there to

be found at all seasons of the year ; some leaving the saline

morass, others travelling towards it.

Saltly (s^-ltli), adv. [f. Salt a 1 + -ly2/J

With the taste or smell of salt.

1736 Ainsworth Eng.'Lat. Diet., Saltly, salse. 1827

T. Mitchell First Lines Sci. 63 Saltly bitter, saltly cool-

ing. 1865 Cornh. Mag. XI. 354 The winds That whistle

saltly south from Polar seas. 1903 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 237/1
A sickly yellow spume that saltly stank.

Salt-ma ker. [Cf. Du. zotttmaher, G. salz-

T/iac/ier.] A manufacturer of salt.

1483 Cath. Angl. 317/2 A Salte makere, salinator. 1591

Percivall Sp. Diet., Salinero, a salt maker. 2614 Purchas
Pilgrimage v. x. 493 The Betua are Salt-makers. 2707

Loud. Gaz. No. 4373/4 Thomas Elmes, late of Milford in the

County of Southampton, Salt-maker. 1807 P. Gass Jrnl.

179 About noon Captain Clarke with 14 men came to the

salt-makers camp. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 233/1 The
warping or buckling, the scaling, and the formation of 'cats *,

..arising from teaks in the pan, are perhaps among the

worst annoyances of the saltmakers. 1892 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Salt Makers, term embracing all the men
directly engaged in the manufacture of white salt from brine.

. So Salt-making-, the manufacture of salt

;

f also //., salt-works.

1534, Lett. Suppress. Monast. (Camden) 281 The chargys

thatbelongythe to the salte makyng. 1611 Cotgr., Sa-
laison, Salt-making, a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs. in

Proc. Worcs. Hist. Soc. II. 297 Some of meaner ranck had
and have salt-makings heere. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
234/1 Saltmaking is by no means an unhealthy trade.

att7-ib.\Zzi in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 3>9 There
are no excisemen in these salt-making places in France.

Sa'lt-marsh. [Salt a.1 : cf. G. satzmarsc/i.]

Marsh overflowed or flooded by the sea; spec.

one in which the sea water is collected for the

manufacture of salt. (Cf. Salting 3.)

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) cvi. 33 He ba weaxendan wende
eor5an on sealtne mersc [Vulg. in salsuginem). [So : a 1300

E. E. Psalter cvi. 34 Stremes in wildernes sete he. . In salt-

mersche land fruitberande. a 1325 Prose Psalter cvifi]. 33
Saltmerche.] 14.. Tretyce in W. ofHenleys Husb. (1800)

53 Good kyne go in good pasture off salt maries. 1583 in

Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 234 If any lands or salt marsh are

reclaimed from the sea. 1686 Plymouth Col. Rec. (1856)

VI 183 It is ordered, that Patience, .shall haue..the vse

of about two acres of salt marish att the island. 1725
/•'am. Diet., Salt-marsh, a sort of Grazing Ground near the

Sea, which is commonly very rich land. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Salt, Low Marshy Grounds, disposed by Nature
for the Reception of the Sea-waters when the Tide swells,

and provided with Banks and Sluices to retain the same,

are called a Salt-marsh. 1828 J. E. Smith Eng. Flora II.

95 In muddy salt-marshes. 1832 Tennyson Mariana in

the South 9 Down in the dry salt-marshes stood That house

darklatticed.

b. attrib., in specific names of plants and animals

found on salt marshes.
1855 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 2) 462 The salt-marsh

shrimp, Artemia salhms. x86x Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I.

198 The Salt-marsh Club rush {Scirpus rtiarititttus). 1872

Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. XII. 475 The salt-marsh terrapin.

SaltneSS l (s^ltnes). [f. Salt a.1 + -ness.]

1. The property or state of being salt ; the con-

dition of being impregnated with salt.

In OE. only quasi-concr. transl. L. salsilago, salsugo.

c 8ag Vesp. Psalter cvi. 34 Sette . .eor3an westembere in salt-

nisse. [SoWycl.(i388)saltnesse; Vulg.posuit..terramJrue-
tiferam in salsilaginem or salsuginem. ] 1387 Trevisa Hig-
deti (Rolls) I. 265 J?e rootes mowe not take depnesse and fat*

nesse forsaltnesse of be erbe. 1388 Wyclif Jer. xvii. 6 He
schal dwelle in drynesse in desert, in the lond of saltnesse.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 208 By the tonge we felen

the dyuersite of Sauores, Swetnes and bittyrnesse, Saltnesse

and egyrnesse. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utop. 11. vi. (1895)

187 The ebbinge, flowinge, and saltenes of the sea. a 1625

Fletcher, etc. Fair Maid Inn 11. i, If I had buried him in

a wave at sea,.. I would not to the saltnesse of his grave

Have added the last teare. 1676 Collins in Rigaud Cor?\

Sci. Men (1841) II. 454 Being troubled with a scorbutic

humour, or saltness of blood. 171X4 E. Moxon Eng. Houseiv.

103 Boil them [some herrings] as soft as you would do for

eating, and shift them in the boiling to take out the saltness.

1832 De la Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 5 The superior salt-

ness of the Mediterranean . . is attributed to the evaporation

of its surface. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius viii,

The delicious sense of saltness and freedom one feels on
the deck of a good ship.

2. Piquancy, poignancy.
1612 Bacon Ess., Discourse (Arb.) 17 Men ought to finde

the difference betweene saltnesse and bitternesse. 1896

Westm. Gaz. 27 Apr. 3/1 By reliance on beauty shows,

variety turns, or saltness of dialogue.

Saltness 2
. rare— , [f. Salt a.2] Lecher-

ousness, salacity.

i6ix Cotgr., Chaude-colle, saltnesse, leacherousnesse.

Saltorel (sge-ltorel). Her. [app. ad. OF. *sal-

torel, dim. of saltoir Saltire.] (See quots.)

1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Saltorels, the same
as Saltiers. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her. 518 Theterm sal-

torel is sometimes used when three or more saltires occur,

but it is hardly required.

Sa'ltory. Alteration of Saltary after L. sana-

torium Saltatory sb.2

1867 E. P. Shirley Eng. Deer Parks viii. 179 This right

of saltory or deer-leap was once not uncommon.
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Saltou, obs. f. shall thou : see Shall.

Saltoyre, obs. form of Saltibe.

Salt-pan. [Cf. Du. zoutpan, G. salzpfanne.']

a. Usually//.) A shallow depression near the sea

into which sea-water is allowed to flow, where it

evaporates, leaving a deposit of salt; in Africa,

applied (after Du. zotttpan) to dried-up salt lakes

or marshes, b. A shallow vessel in which brine is

evaporated in salt-making ; //., a salt-works.

1493 Ncivminster Carttd. tSurtees) 195, iiij salt pannes
standynge vp on the north syde of y* water of Blyth. 1533
Bellenden Lrvy App. (S.T.S.) II. 26$ note, Salynisarcaliit
certane places besyd pe se quhair be salt Is made. We call

bame salt pannys. 1573 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 265
Havand commissioun of the rest of awnars of the salt

pannis of Dysert. 1708 J. C. Compl. Collier (1845) 11 The
best Coals are best for the Salt Pans and Salt too, and make
most and best Salt. 1748 Brownrigg Art ofMaking Salt
52 The salt pans are made of an oblong form, flat at the
bottom, with the sides erected at right angles. 1785 G.
Forstek tr. Spamuan's Voy. Cafe G. Hope II. 14 A good
mile and a half from the river, we met with the capital
Zout•pan

t
or Salt-pan. 1857 Livingstone Trav. iv. 78 In

every salt-pan in the country there Is a spring of water on
one side. 1883 F. Day Indian Fish 9 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.)

The salt usea there costing about threepence per 82J lb.

weight, whereas in the contiguous British territory it stood
at the salt-pans at about four shillings.

Saltpetre (sfMtprtar). Also 6-9 (now U.S.)
-peter, 6 petir, -ur, 7 -ar, 6-7 peeter. [Altera-

tion of Salpktbe after Salt sb. 1 (see sense 5 b).]

1. Potassium nitrate ; = Nitre sb. 1 b. Chili or

cubic saltpetre : sodium nitrate.

Saltpetre is a white crystalline substance having a saline

taste ; it is the chief constituent of gunpowder, and is used
medicinally.
1501-1 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 139 For ij pund

salt petir to the leich. 1538-9 Rec.St. Mary at Hill 347
The tyme that the kyng caused Salte peter to be made in

the said bouse. 1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 21 Like
Saltpecter, that fiereth at the first, and yet proueth but a
flash. 161a Woodali. Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 209 Salt-

Peeter..is of excellent use for medicine. 1669 Sturm v
M.iriner's Mag. v. xit. 80 The Shot is driven forth . . by the
Air's exaltation, or Wind, caused through the Salt-Peter.
172a Phil. Trans, (abr. ed.) III. 371 The pendent Rocks
were glazed with Salt Peter. 1768 Boswell Corsica L (ed. a)

53 There are also mines of allum, and of satt-petre, in several
parts of Corsica. 1837 M. Donovan Dont. Econ. II. 241
On account of the property which saltpetre possesses of
giving a pleasing redness to beef, it is always an ingredient
in the bnne with which meat is preserved. 1846 Greener
Set. Gunnery 31 Gunpowder is an explosive propellant com-
pound, consisting of saltpetre or nitre, charcoal, and sulphur.

1877 [see Cubic a. 1 b]. tM6
t
£ncyct. Brit. XXI. 235/3

A large quantity of saltpetre is now prepared from Chili
saltpetre, the nitrate of soda,

t b. Oil of saltpetre [? error for oil of Petiie] ;

petroleum. Spirits of saltpetre', nitric acid. Obs.
1685 Boyle Salubr. Air 95 The Spirits of Salt-peter will

readily corrode silver. 1693 in dipt. Smith's Seaman's
Gram. 11. xxxi. 144 Fill these with good Powder dust,
noitttMd with Oyle of Salt- Peter.

2. attrib. and Comb., as saltpetre-boiler, -boiling,

cave, crystal, earth, -maker, worths), -worker;
saltpetre flour (see quot); saltpetre house, {a)

a building in which saltpetre is made or stored

;

(b) = F. la SalpHriere, a hospital for aged and in-

firm women at Paris ; formerly a prison for women ;

saltpetre-lye, ' a liquid obtained by the treatment
of saltpetre with water' {Syd. Soe. Lex. 1897);
T saltpetre man, a man appointed to find salt-

petre for the manufacture of gunpowder; salt-

petre paper = Touch-paper ; saltpetre rot,

white efflorescence which forms on new or damp
walls, caused by saltpetre working through to the

surface; t saltpetre salt (see quot. 1683).
1580 Eavers/uim Par. Reg. (MS.), Edward Hale, a •salt-

peeter boyller. 1683 Pettus b'teta Mitt. \. 333 Some Salt-
petre Boylcrs {who sell the raw unpurified Earth- Petre.
Ibid. 338 A true large Instruction of the 'Salt-Peter boyling.
1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 397 "Saltpeter
Caves in the South. 1878 Glkney Crystallogr. 7 These
beautiful rods which we call "saltpetre crystals. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny I. Index, 'Saltpetre earth good for plants.
1699 Dammer Voy. II. 11. L 8 Probably there may be Salt-
Petre-Earth in other Places. 1848 Knapp'sChem. 'tec/mot.
'* 373 Ibe saltpetre is obtained as a snow-white powder,
consisting of fine crystalline needles—' 'saltpetre-flour'.
1683 Pettus Fleta Mitt. 1. 340 The fore-part of the "Salt-
petre House, wherein the Lee Tula do stand. 1767 Ann.
RtS'll A woman., condemned to be branded and confined
to the saltpetre-house for nine years. 1683 Pettus Fleta
Min. 1. 321 How the weak *Salt-Pctre Lee is to be made
richer and boil'd to greater profit. 1799 G. Smith Labora-
tory I. 49 Saw-dust, boiled in saltpetre-lye. 161 1 Cotgr.,
Salpestrier, »Sa\t peter-man,or'SaIt-petermaker. 1843 Civ.
Rng. *f Arch, Jrnl. VI. 424/1 In 1627 the saltpetre-makers
were authorized to take away the ground of all dove-houses,
stables, lairs, or other places where cattle were kept. 1578 Acts
Privy Council Eng. XXVIII. 38a For chardges of William
Shill and John Tyrret, 'saltpeter men. 1589 Nashk Mar.
tins Months Mint,- Kp. Ded., Wks. (GrosartJ I. 147 That
haue chosen a Saltpetre man for their foreman, and a gunne
powder house, .for their printing shop. 1617 Middleton&
Rowley Fair Quarrel 1. i. They are saltpetre-men... And
they bring commission, the king's power indeed, a 1691
Bovle Hist. A1X1692) 43 We seldom find Salt-peter in the
earth, but that there is sea-salt mixed with it, which puts
the salt-peter-men to a gTeat deal of trouble to separate it.

183a Hrewstf.r Nat. Magic xiii. 320 The heat of the wire
i-. always sufficient to kindle a piece of German fungus or

Vol. VIII.

•saltpetre paper. 1848 Knapp"s Ckcm. Technol. I. 351 A
floccular, white, crystalline efflorescence, .which is called
"salt-petre rot. 168a J. Collins Salt $ Fishery 126 "Salt-
petre Salt as to goodness hatli no great Repute. 1683 Pet-
tus FUta Min. 1. 337 The black or grey Salt-Petre Salt,
winch is found (in boyling Salt-petre) below in the Kettle
and slender Tub. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Mortar,
The finest of all kinds of Mortar for *salt-petre work, is

such as is had from the ruins of old buildings in a low
situation. Ibid., The common managers of the saltpetre-
works. Ibid., The *salt-petre workers in France using the
Mortar of old buildings.

b. quasi-o^f/. Explosive.
1598 E. Guilpim Skial. C3, Tearms of quick Camphire

& Salt-peeter phrases.

Hence Saltpe treing-, the formation of saltpetre

rot ; t Saltpe'trlsli, f -pe'trous adjs., pertaining

to, of the nature of, or impregnated with, saltpetre.
166a J. Davtes tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 84 Their Salt-petrous

Earth. 1683 Pettus Fleta Min. l 322 The . . Clay of
very old Walls.. where the Eartli it self is Salt-Petrish.

1885 Spons' Mech. Own Bk. 602 The surfaces of walls are
often covered with an efflorescence ofan unsightly character,
formed by a process known as ' saltpetreing '.

Salt-pit. A pit where salt is obtained.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xciv. (Bodl. MS.),

[It] is somtyme idrawe oute of salte pittes and isode.

1535 Covekoale Zeph. ii. 9 Moab shalbe as Sodome, and
Amnion as Gomorra : euen dne thorne hedges, salt pittes

and a pcrpetuall wyldernes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
338 b, The daye before he died, be released the customes
which he had imposed upon Salt pits. 16*5 Purchas Pil-
grims nt. 1. i. 3 Out of those Salt-pits Baatu and Sartach
haue great Keueuues. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789),
Salt-pits, reservoirs on a coast, to contain sea-water for the
purposes of making salt. 1889 Helps Study Bible xlii. 125
A ridge of salt-rock runs into that sea [i. e. the Dead Sea],

and there are salt-pits, and a plain of salt.

Salt-pond. A natural or artificial pond into

which sea-water is run in order to be evaporated

:

cf. Salt-pan a.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 49 On the South side., is a
good Salt-pond, where Dutch Sloops come for Salt. 1748
Anson's Voy. t. vi. 69 We. .sent an Officer on shore to the
salt-pond . . to procure a quantity of salt. 1836 Earl
Carnarvon Portugal $ Galticia II. 38 The salt-ponds,

which are situated in the immediate neighbourhood of the
sex 1883 Moloney W. African Fisheries 48 {Fish. Exhib.
Publ.) The many 'salt ponds' [Note, Brackish inlets or salt-

water lakes] adjacent to the African coast line.

Salt rheum. [See Salt a.1 I b.]

f 1. An irritating discharge of mucus from the

nose ; a running cold. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 111. ii. 131. 1604— Oth. in. iv. 51,

I haue a salt and sorry Rhewme offends me.

2. U.S. a. A popular name for ' almost all the

non-febrile cutaneous eruptions which are common
among adults, except perhaps ringworm and itch

'

(Webster 1854).
1818-31 Webster (citing Miner). 1855 Dlnglison Diet.

Med., Rheum, Salt, a popular name . . for various cutaneous
affections of the eczematous and herpetic forms more espe-

cially. [Also in recent U. S. diets.]

b. attrib. Salt-rheum weed, Chelone glabra,

which is supposed to be a remedy for herpes.

1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 40a
Saltry, obs. form of Phaltkky.

t Sa*lt-stone. Obs. [OE. sealtstdn : see Salt
sbJ and Stone sb. Cf. L>u. zoutsteen

t
MHG. salz-

steyn (G. -stein), ON. saJtsteinu.]

L Rock-salt ; a mass of rock-salt.

In early use chiefly in allusions to the fate of Lot's wife.

a 1000 Cxdmons Gen. 2564 (Gr.) Hco on sealtstanes sona
wurde anlicnessc zfre siddan. c 1000 Sax. I.eechd. I. 374
?enim Reoluwne stan & salt stan & pipor. 11300 Cursor
M. 3855 In a salt stan men seis hir stand, c 1475 Pict. Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 768/2 Hie cautes, a salt-stone. 1535 Fisher
IVayes to perfect Religion Wks. (1876) 570. 1585 Higins
Junius'Homencl. 409 Satnatiuus vel/ossdis, . . Salt naturall,

or that is digged out of the earth : saltstone. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 37 besides its saltness it [se. the water] has such
a stink, that it equals the salt stone. 1680 Morden Geog.

Red., Hungary (1685) 94 The colour of the Saltstone is

some'what gray.
attrib. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 91 The woman .. keep-

ing still her old posture in the same salt-stone image.

2. A salt-cat for pigeons.

1415 inKennett Par. Antic. (1818) II. 255,1 saltstone empt.

pro columbaria 1584 in Rogers Agric. <y Prices VI. 575/ r
»

4 saltstones for the dovecot (a>> 1/9. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 111. xxii. 165 Pigeons delight in salt stones.

Saltsage, obs. form of Sausage.

f Sa'ltuary. Obs. [ad. med.L. saltuari-us, f.

saltus woodland, forest-pasture.] (See quot.)

1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Saltuary, a Forrester,

Woodward, or Ranger.

t Sa*lture. Obs. [ad. mod.L. saltura, 1. salt;

satire to leap.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Salture, a leaping or dancing.

Saltus (sae*It£s). [L. ~ leap.] A 'leap or

sudden transition ; a breach of continuity.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 228 No Experiment yet known to

prove a Saltus, or skipping from one degree of rarity to

another. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xiv. 291 These would

be the real analogues of speech, and would bridge the saltus

of which some are so afraid,

Salt water, sb. and a. [Salt a.1 Cf. LG.

salt-wat f
J)er, MDu. soul-water, G. salz-wasser.]

A. sb. (stressed saltwa'ter). Water impregnated

with salt; sea-water.

a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) Ixxvi. 13 8w*Q mice) sealtera waetera.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 De wop be man wepeo" for his
a;ene sinne is swiSe biter alse saltwater, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 441/1 Salt water, or see water, Nereis. 1497 Naxial

Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 129 Gonnepoudre wett in saltwater.

1530 Palsgr. 265/1 Saltewater, saulmevre. 1580 Lyly
Euphues (Arb.) 296, I laboured no otherwise, then, .he that
hauing sore eyes rubbeth them with salt water. 1610 Hol-
land CamdctCs Brit. (1637J 268 Sr.lt-waters, out of which
they boile salt. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 5 By water-
ing the place with brine or Salt water. 1706 E. Ward
iVooden World Diss. (1708) 8 Seeing his Spot of Territory
incircl'd with Salt-water. 1841 Penny CpcL XX. 368/2 Hot
parts of the world where the soil is saline or there is salt

water in the vicinity.

Jig. a 1450 Myrc Fcsiial xxvii. 120 When he passyth
brogh be salt-watyr of payne of debe.

b. Applied humorously to tears. (See Salt
sb.1 2 e.)

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15694 He wepls. .Many a tere of
salt watir. 1591 Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. 11. iii. 71 How much
salt water throwne away in wast, To season Loue that of it

doth not tast. 161a Webster White Devil K, 'Faith, for

some few howers salt water will runne most plentifully in

euery Office o' th Court. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire
128 Let us hear what all this salt water is about.

C. Applied to the sea. Hence, a jocular form
of address to a sailor.

1839 H. Ainsworth Jack Sheppard I. vi. 111 ' Hark'ee,
Ben *, said the old sailor, .

.
' you may try, but dash my

timbers if you'll ever cross the Thames to-night '. ' And
why not, old saltwater?' inquired Ben. 1843 Marryat M.
Violet xv, When this sun will have disappeared behind the

salt-water.

B. attrib. as adj. (stressed sa~It-water). Of, per-

taining to, consisting of, or living in salt water.
i5a8 Lett. % Pap. Hen. VUI

}
IV. 11. 2232 The warffs

gittes and saltwater bancks, beginning at Calais and con-

tinuing to Graveling. 1601 Shaks. Txvel. N.x.'x. 72 Notable
Pyrate, thou salt-water Theefe. 1796 Withering Brit.

Plants (ed. 3) IV. 129 Salt water ditches between Greenwich
and Woolwich. 1810 Scott Let. to Miss J. Baillie 19 July
in Lockhart, The salt-water loch called Loch an Gaoil. 1858
O. W. Holmes Aid. Break/.-t. i, It does not follow that

I wish to be pickled in brine because I like a salt-water

plunge at Nahant. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xii. 384 Salt-

water fish can with care be slowly accustomed to live in

freshwater. 189a Gvxter Miss Dividends 1. iv, The train..

crossing the Harlem, skirts that pretty little salt water river.

b. In specific names of sea animals.
1828 Sir H. Davy Salmonia (1840) 72 The salt-water

louse adheres to his sides. 1888 Goode A titer. Fishes 405
The blue fish, which is called the ' Salt water Tailor '. 1892

Chamb, Encyel. s.v. Terrapin, The terrapin par excellence

is the Malacoclemmys palustris, the diamond-back salt-

water terrapin.

Hence Salt-watery a.

1812 Sporting Mag. XL, 167 All very greasy, blowsy,

dabby, dusty, salt-watery, and so on.

Salt-well. [OE. *sealtwielle, -wylle (North-

umb. -waelle).] A salt spring, well, or pit ; now,

a bored well from which brine is obtained for salt-

making.
c 950 Lintiis/.Gosp. Prol. 1 Of saltwailla oone aene in-dranc.

[104a in KembleCW. Dipt. IV. 70 Der ofer oa straet aefter Sam
gemaere in saltwyllan ; of saltwyllan in segchaema gemaer.J

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. liii. (1495) 894 Some
lycoure comyth of veynes of theerth : as water of salt welles.

a 1647 Habington Surv. Worcs. in Proc. Worcs. Hist. Soc.

II. 296 The freashe water with exceedynge fluddes over-

flowethe the banckes and for a season drownethe the salt-

wells. 1656 Smith & Webb Vale-Royal Engl. 1. ig The
Salt-wells, which they call Brine-pits; out of the which,

they make yearly a great quantity of fine white Salt. 1756

C. Lucas Ess . Waters 1 1. 30 Salt was . . made in Cappadocia
from salt wells. 1848 Knapp's Chertt. Technol. I. 260 Salt

wells., are. .frequently found ready formed in nature, wher-

ever a spring, during its course, has come in contact with

a bed of rock-salt. 189a Jackson in Lee Hist. Columbus
(Ohio) I. 791 While working in the saltweils of Virginia.

Hence fSaltweller, one who works at salt-wells.

1624 Maldott, Essex, Borough Deeds Bundle 108 If. 2 Sam-
well Smyth, saltweller.

Salt-works. Formerly also -work. [Cf. G.

salzwerk.] A salt manufactory.

1565 Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 258 Your letters

requesting timber and firewood for your salt-works, 1674

Boyle Saltness 0/Sea 29 A friend of mine that is Master of

a Salt-work. 1697 Lond.Gaz. No. 3307/4 At the Salt-Works

of Samuel Acton in Namptwich. 1711-13 Swift Jrnl. to

Stella 21 Feb., Griffin, .says he knows nothing of a salt-work

at Recton. 1796 Morse A titer. Geog. II. 242 Gallicia. .is

famous for its immense salt-works at Wielitzka. 1848

Knafp's Chem. Technol. I. 261 The salt-works at Salz-

hausen.

Saltwort. Bot. [prob. after Du. zoutfo-uiti;

cf. G. salzhraut.] A name for several maritime and

salt-marsh plants. Cf. Glasswobt.
1. Any plant of the genus Salsola, spec. S. Kali

(Common or Prickly Saltwort); « Kali i.

1568 Turner Herbal IB. 37 Kali.. hath no name in Eng-

lish... But lest this herbe shoulde be without a name.it

maye be called Saltwurt, because it is salt in taste. 1671

Skinner Etytnol. Ling. Angl., Bot., Salt-wort, Kali. 171a

tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I.101 A Plant, .which the Botanists

call Kali, and we Salt-wort. 1810 Crabbe Borough i. 41

Here sampire-banks and salt-wort bound the flood. 1828

J. E. Smith Eng. Flora II. 18 Salsolafruticosa. Shrubby

Saltwort. 186a Ansted Channel 1st. 11. viii. 177 The salt
l

wort or glass-wort {Salsola kali), grows freely on most of

the shores. 1884 [see Kali i].

2. Black Saltwort, Glaux maritima. m Milk-

wort 2.

1597 Gkrarde Herbal n. clix. 447 Of blacke Salt woort.
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1760 J. Lee Intrtni. Bot. App. 326. 1861 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. IV. 234 Sea Milkwort, or Black Saltwort. 1867

SowfcKBY Eng. Bot. (ed. 3) VII. 154.

3. A plant of the genus Sa/icorttia, esp. S. her-

bacea\ = Glasswort a.

1597 [sec Glasswort]. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 326.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvii. (1794) 233 note, Marsh
Sampirc, called also jointed Glasswort or Saltwort. 1845

Lindlev Sch. Bot. (ed. 14) no b, Saiicornia annua (Salt-

wort). 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787.

Salty (sp-lti), a.1 [f. Salt sb* + -y.]

1. Containing or impregnated with salt ; tasting

of salt; = Salt a.* 1.

i 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/1 Salt, or salti. .salsus. 1563
Hvll Art Garden. 11. Hv. (1608) 133 Infused in warm and
salty water for a season. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 65
Sand and salty Desarts. 1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.
161 Any convenient humour, whether bitter, acerb, salty, or

oyly. 1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 50 This yellow green
salty liquor, i860 R. C. A. Prior Danish Ball. I. 5 launch-
ing over the salty sea. 187a T. Hatton Valley Poppies II.

i. 27, I smell the salty breath of the wind. 1875 Lanier
Symphony 222 Her eyes with salty tears are wee. 1889
A. T. Pask Eyes Thames 49 From this sandy salty loam is

made the best Portland cement.

f 2. Consisting of salt. Obs. rare.
1605W1LLET Hexapla Gen. 219 God could turne a womans

bodie into a saltie piller. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter li. 7
[Lot's wife] was turned into a material salty pillar. 1665
Needham Med. Medicinal 393 If the Salty part becomes ex-
travagant for want of the Spirit and Sulphur to restrain . .it.

3. Piquant ; racy.
1866 Atlienaeum xo Mar. 332/2 This.. only makes the

books more salty ; and we must add, that the piquancy is

not diminished by [etc.].

t Salty, a? Obs. [f. Salt sb. 2 or a.- + -t.]

Of a bitch: In heat.

1603 Sir C. Heydon Jud. Astrol. xx. 416 A bitch.. is 9.

daies saltie, goeth 9. moneths with whelps, and hath her
whelps 9. daies blind. 1796 Pegge Derbicisms Ser. 1. 59
(E.D.S.) Salty, of a bitch, when she is proud, or in her heat.

Saltyr, Salu: see Saltire, Salue v.

t Saluberrime, a. Obs. rare" 1
. [ad. I,.

saluberrim-us, superl. of salubri'si seeSALUBiuous.]
Highly salubrious.

1509 Watson Ship of Fools lx. (1517) O v b, All vaca-
bondes..,the which go fhe beggynge from dore todore..
come vnto me and I shall gyue you an almesse saluberryme.

Salubrify (saUw-brifai), v. rare. [f. L. salu-

bri-s (see next) + -FY.] trans. To render salubrious.
184a Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. 11. 407 The rain.. washes

out from the subsoil those noxious ingredients.., sweetens
and salubrities it to the depth of the drains.

Salubrious (sal*«'bri3s), a. [f. L. salubri-s

(f. salu-s health) + -ous.] Favourable or con-
ducive to health.

a. Of food, medicine, etc. Now rare.
1547 Boorde Brev. Health 121 b, I myghte here shewe of

many salubnouse n»edecines. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed
(1754) i_2i

4
The Unicorn's horn. .in the Apothecaries shop,

where it is made salubrious or medicinal. 1709 W. King
Art 0/ Love \\\\. 1065 Give the salubrious draughts with
your own hand ; Persuasion has the force of a command.
1748 Anson's Voy. 11. viii. 220 A species of food so very
palatable and salubrious as turtle. 1843 A. Combe Physiol.
Digestion fed. 4) 341 The more slowly they [ices] are eaten,
the more refreshing and salubrious will they become. 1871
Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis. 1. iL 68 Fish. In the hot months
all kinds are less salubrious than in cold weather.

b. Of air, climate, places, etc
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 8 The forraine merchants here

[Zacynthus] resident, .by their frequent deaths do disprove
the aire to be so salubrious as is reported. 1774 Pennant
Tour Scotl. in 1772, 175 In summer the air is remarkably
salubrious. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia I. 1. iv. 164 The
Roman officers seem to have had many villas along its salu-
brious shore. 1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker \.

i. 3 Foreseeing the possibility of his having four or five

Masters Cavendish as boarders in his salubrious, .estabhsh-
menL 1875 Browning Inn Album 2 Hail calm acclivity,
salubrious spot

!

c. Of an occupation, rare.

1675 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xii. (ed. 2) 253 Angling; a
moderate, innocent, salubrious, and delightful exercise.

d. Of physiological processes : = Salutary.
1855 Ramsbotham Obstetr. Med. 70 The salubrious change

which the foetal blood undergoes, is accomplished in the
placental mass.

e. trans/. and fig.
1659 Hammond On Ps. xcvil 485 Dispensed by the divine

providence for many salubrious and beneficial ends. 1737
Thomson ToMem.Ld. Talbot 147 In Senates, He to Free-
dom firm, Enlighten'd Freedom, plann'd salubrious Laws.
a 1780 H. Blair Serm. II. 3I If that fountain (the heart] be
once poisoned, you can never expect that salubrious streams
will flow from it. 1809 Campbell Gertr. Wyom. 1. ix, And
dwells in day-light truth's salubrious skies >'o form with
which the soul may sympathise ? 1855 Landor Imag. Conv.,
A. Pollio % L. Calvus iL Wks. 1876 II. 443 Religions, like
the sun, take their course from east to west : traversing the
globe, they are not all equally temperate, equally salubrious :

they dry up some lands, and inundate others.

Hence Salubriously adv. ; Salubriousness.
1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 1 In the. .salubriousness of

the Air.. most resembling the Country from whence it bor-
rowed its appellation. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 238 Does not
the sweat of the mason and carpenter .. flow as pleasantly
and as salubriously, in the construction and repair of the
majestic edifices of religion, as in the painted booths and
sordid sties of vice and luxury. 1888 SchafjTs Encycl. Relig.
A'nowl. 1391 The salubriousness of their climate.

Salubrity (saU/rbriti . [ad. L. salubritas, f.

salubri-s Salubrious,]

1. The quality of being salubrious or healthful.

a. Of the air, a country, etc.

i43*-5o tr. Higden (Roll*) I. 75 Paradise, .hath salubrite
[ong. Habet enim salubritatem] and wholsomnesse. 1604
R. Cawdrey Table A iph., Satubritie, wholesomeness. 1685
Boyle (title) An Experimental Discourse of some unheeded
Causes of the Insalubrity and Salubrity of the Air. 1767
Byron s Voy. rd. World 57 The salubrity of the air had a
surprizing effect in strengthening both the appetite and
digestion. 1790. Monthly Rev. XXX. 400 In many in-

stances, salubrity will be promoted by inclosures. 1870
Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 1, ii. 12 Penzance and Torquay,
in mildness and salubrity, resemble Madeira. 1876 A. J.
Evans Through Bosnia ii. 73 This decrease of salubrity is

attributed . . to the great destruction of forests.

t b. Of food, etc. : Wholesomeness. Obs. rare.
1620 Venner Via Recta iii. 69 The heart of a fat Calfe is

for pleasantnes of taste,, .and salubrity of iuyce, the best.

1733 Tuli. Horse-hoeing Husb. v. (Dublin) 41 What can
we say then to the Salubrity of those Roots themselves,
bred up and fatten'd amongst these Toads and Corruption?

t C. fig. Obs.
c 1643 Observ. his Maj. late A nsvj. <$- Expresses 8 A .

.

proofe of the integrity, and salubrity of that publick advice.

H 2. Healthy condition, health. (Alsofig.) rare.

1654 [see Salvifical a.]. 1786 Pogonologia 58 This bushy
. hair on man's face must have an influence on the salubrity
of the neighbouring parts. 1822-34 Good's Study Med. (ed.

4) II. 63 The feet, .ulcerated and healed, with a speedy
return of general salubrity.

Salud, var. pa. t. ofSalue v. Obs.

|| Saludador. Spanish form of Salutator.
1685 Evelyn Diary 16 Sept.

t Salue*, sb. Obs. rare. Also salew. [a. OF.
salu (in mod.Fr. written salut: see Salute sb. 1

)

~ Sp. saludo, It. saluto, a Com. Rom. vbl. sb. f.

salutdre Salute v.] A salutation.

' 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 8 They..Goyng
owtward gave, the kyng salue [rime dewe]. c 1450 Merlin
x.wii. 506 The quene . . seide thei were welcome, and thei dide
yelde hira-gein hir salew debonerly. 1485 Caxton Paris fy

V. (1868) 32 Parysrendred hyssalewesayeyn moche humbly.

h SalueV- Obs. Forms: 4~5saluwe, saliewe,
salwe, 4-6 salew, 5 salowe, 6 salu, 4-7 salue

;

pa. t. 4 salewede, saluet, 4-5 salu(e)de, sa-

lewed, salwed, saluwed, saluyd, 5 salut (e,

?salit, salod, -ud, saylut, salowed, -id, saluid,
saluyed, 6 salewd, 4-7 salued. [a. F. saluer =
Pr„ Sp. saludar, Pg. saudar, It. salutare :—L. salu-

tare to Salute.]
1. trans. = Salute z/.

£1300 Harrow. Hell 868 (MS. Sion) To Ierusalem come
on a day Thre prestes of be Iewery, Tille be temple held
bai streke be way And saluede be clergy, c 1320 R. Prunne
Medlt. 1076 Anone come petyr, with wepyng chere, And
salude Mary and Ion yn fere. C1374 Chaucer Troylus 11.

1619 (i66S)EIeyn in al hire goodly soft wyse Gan hym salue
and wommanly to' pleye. c 1386 — Frankl. T. 781 And he
saleweth hire with glad entente. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rdlls) V, 101 pey emperoures bat were to fore hym were
j-salwed as iuges. c 1400 Destr. Troy. 4981 J>ai salut not
bat souerain with no sad w'ordes. 1:1420 Sir Amadace
(Camden) xi, Ho sayd, 'Sir, welcum most 3e be I ' A[nd]
salit him anon ry^te [Weber's ed. 1. 112 And salod hym anon
ryghtj. IHd. xxxvii, He saylut him anon r>'3te [Weber 409
Bot salud hym full ryghtj. C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy
Soc.) 242 The amerous fowlys with motetys and carollys,
Salwe that sesoun every morwenyng. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xxiii. 83(Harl. MS.) Thei fille doun on kneand salowid
him, as thei aught to do to themperour. 1481 Caxton Gode-
Jfroy xiii. 40 He . . salewed hym in the name of the Patriarke

. .of Surye. 150a ArnoldeCA^^m. (1811) 159 Salu ine highly
with honorable salutacions to the honorable Lordis. 154a
Udall Erasm. Appph. 122 Diogenes, .salued or hailed hym
w* this verse of homere. 1596 Spenser /'". Q. lv.vi. 25 Glauce
..her salewd with seemely bel-accoyle, Joyous to see her
safe after long toyle. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 297 Euen
Tiberius Caesar.. required in that manner to be salued and
wished well vnto, whensoeuer he sneezed.

Jig. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. 369 Great'st Ladies
with their women, on their Palfries mounted faire,. .Which
now in Coches scorne to be salued of the aire.

b. absol.

13.. Ga-w. ^ Gr. Knt. 1473 pe lady no^t formate, Com to
hym to salue. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 333 Yet is ther
a priuee spece of pride, that waiteth first to be salewed er
he wole salewe [Harl. AIS. to be saluet er he saliewe]. 1596
Drayton Leg. Cromiu. 827 Peace, the good Porter, ..prayes
him God to saue, And after saluing, kindly doth demand
What was his will.

2. By confusion = salve, Save v.

1484 Caxton Fables of sEsop v. ix, The lyon ansuerd to
hymGod salewe the swete frend come nyghe meand kysse me.

Salue, written for salve, obs. form of Save.

Salufer (sse*li^f3i). [irreg. f. L. salu-s health

(see Salutary) + -fer producing.] Silicofluoride of

sodium, used as an antiseptic. Hence Saluferlze
v., to cleanse or purify with ' salufer*.

1894 7*imst 5 May 6/1 Mr. Thomson, the successor of
Playfair..at the Manchester Royal Institution Laboratory.
He has a plan of attacking the mud in the bottom of the
canal with a powerful antiseptic compounded of sodium,
silicon, and fluorine. Salufer the mixture is named. Ibid.,

It may be requisite to saluferize not only the canal water,
but that of the river for some distance higher up. 1905 Brit.

Med. Jml. 27 May 1147 The ear was syringed once or
twice daily with a solution of salufer in boiled water.

Salugn, obs. form of Sallow sb.

Saluid, var. pa. t. of Salue v. Obs.

t Saluing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Salue v. + -ing 1,]

The action of the verb Salue; a salutation.

' *374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1519 (1568) Lat vs of hire

saluynges pace, c 1386 — A'nt.'s T. 791 Ther nas no good
day ne no saluyng. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 916 Make him
noo privey salewing, But openlie afore hem all Profre youre
seruice in the hall. < 1489 Caxton Blanchardyu v. 23 The
knyght, right humbly and wyth a right lowe voyce,..
rendryd hym ayen his salewyng.

Salumin (sae-li«min). [f. Sal(icylate) +
(Al)umin(

i
ium).] Salicylate of aluminium used in

nose and throat diseases. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
Salure, variant of Saler, salt-cellar.

t Salus, sb. Obs. Also saluz. [Perh. a. early
OF. saluz, salus, subj.-case sing, or obj.-case pi.

of salu : see Salue sb.] A salutation.
a 1235 Ancr. R. 388 And wrot mid his owune blode saluz

to his leofmon, of luue gretunge. a 1400-50 Alexander 4647
To Alexander, .salus & ioye. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3640 Let
vs send t:o horn salus solemli by letre, Praiantf horn..To
helpe vs in hast our harmys to venge. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 5923 pe schipmen wendys to be priour, And baylsid
him with honour, he said saluz agayne. < 1475 Partenay
896 The Erie ther saluz yildingryght goodly Vnto euery man.

1 Salus, v. St. and north. Obs. Also 5 salose,
6 salu.se, saluis. [f. prec. sb.] trans. — Salute v.

Hence Salusing vbl. sb., greeting.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 509 Than went thai to the kyng
in ny, And hym salustt full curtasly. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
Ixix. 318 {Harl. MS.) And so she come to him, and worship-
fully she salusid him. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 3419
The abbot salust him on hyght. c 1470 Henry Wallace x.

593 Thar salusyng was bot boustous and thrawin. c 1500
Lancelot 1309 Nothir of thisalosing, nor the, Ne rak I nocht.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 18 With notis glaid. .This joy.
full merle so salust scho the day. 1528 Lyndesay Drcme
149 Me thocht ane lady.. Did salus me, with benyng
contynance. 1533 Pellenden Lh>y \. vii. (S. T.S.J I. 41
And Incontinent all be remanent pepil salust him as king
and fader of be romane ciete. Ibid, xviii. 105 Scho ..was
be first bat salust him king. 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus
1. 290 Greit salusingis, wiih gretmgis full of gloir. Ibid. u.

37 I He] saluist thame on his best wayis anone.
absol. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 576 Quhen Wallace saw

that thai war ma than he, Than did he nocht but salust
curtasle.

Salus, salut: see Salute sb? Obs.

Salut, variant pa. t. of Salue v. Obs.

t Salutaire, a. Obs. rare. Forms : 5 saluter,

6 salutaire. [a. ¥. salutaire, ad. L. salutaris

Salutary.] Salutary.
c 1450 MirourSaluacioun 1234 And marie wombe flovred

& broght forth ffruyt saluter to mankynde. 1593 A. Hume
Treat. Conscience v. in Poems, etc. (S.T.S.) App. A. 108
Sicknes may be healed, by the application of salutaire medi-
caments. 1600 J. Hamilton Facile Traictise En. Ded. 3
For the reduction of dissauit people in maters of religion, to
the salutaire vnion. .of Christs halie Catholik kirk.

Salutarily (s3e*li«tarili), adv. [f. Salutary
a. t -LY 2

.] In a salutary manner.
153a R. Copland in Prymcr of Salysbury vse 27 b, The

maner to lyue well, deuoutly and salutarily. 1846 in Wor-
cester (citing Ed. Rev.). 1861 Sala Dutch Pict. xii. 175
Very many vagrants . . were salutarily scourged by the parish
constable. 1882-3 Schafps Encycl. Relig. A'novl. 1375
[Lanfranc] says that those who unworthily partake . . receive
the essence of the body and blood of Christ, without, how-
ever, being salutarily affected thereby.

SalutarineSS (s?e-li;7tarines). [f. Salltakv
a. + -ness.] The property of being salutary.

1717 Bailey vol. II. 1755 Johnson, Saiutariness, whol-
som^ness

;
quality of contributing to health or safety. 1873

M. Arnold Lit. <y Dogma (1876) 98 The desire felt by the
pious Israelites for some new aspect of religion such as Jesus
Christ presented, is. .the best proof of its. .salutariness. 1879
H. Spencer Data of Ethics iii. 4t Insistence on the salu-
tariness of a state in which the wills of slaves and citizens

are humbly subject to the wills of masters and rulers.

Salutary (sce-li/Hari), a. (and sb.) [ad. F. salu-

taire (see Salutaire) or its source L. salutaris, f.

salitt-em, salus health, well-being : see -aky 2
.]

1. Conducive to health; chiefly, serving to pro-

mote recovery from disease, or to counteract a
deleterious influence.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. Ad. § 1. 15 Abana and
Pharpar..were not so salutary as the waters of Jordan to
cure Naamans leprosie. 1685 Boyle £no. Notion Nat. 225
Experience hath oblig'd Physicians to divide Crises's.. into
Salutary, that quite deliver the Patient, and Mortal, that
destroy him. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 83 P 5 The man
that first.. climbed the mountains for salutary plants. 1771
Smollett Humph. CI. 8 June, At Brambleton Hall, I ..

breathe a clear, elastic, salutary air. 1810 E. D. Clarke
Trav. Russia xv. (1839) 69/1 When a current sets in from
the sea, it [the water of the Sea of Azof] is more .salutary.

187a T. Bryant Pract. Surg. 119 When due to plethora of
the vessels from any cause, it [sc. epistaxisj is often salutary.

2. Conducive to well-being ; calculated to bring

about a more satisfactory condition, or to remedy
some evil ; beneficial, ' wholesome \ Often with
figurative notion of sense 1.

In early instances often = ' bringing salvation \
1490 Caxton Eneydos xii. 43 Consideringe the waye salutary

to reuerte sone her sorow in to gladnesse. 154X R. Copland
Guydon's Quest. Chirurg, Q ij, The sayd dissease is pen-
aunce salutary for the saluacion of theyr soutes. 1729
Stackhouse Body Divin. iv.i. § 2 (1776) II. 422 The blessings

of Christ's salutary passion. 1741 Middleton Cicero II. xii.

569 Cicero's [virtue] will be found, .always beneficial, often
salutary to the Republic. i76o-7» H. Brooke FoolofQual.
(1809) III. 154 The French.. I look upon to be our natural
and salutary enemies. They.. hold us in exercise, and keep
quarrelsome people from falling out among themselves.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 360 The plot which
ruined Bohun . , produced important and salutary effects.



SALUTATION.

1865 L[\ iNGSlost Zambesi it 45 The natives having a salu-

tary dread of the guns.

1 3. absol. as sb. pi. See quot.) 06s.
18.3 Crabd Techttol. Diet., Saiutaries {Med.), such

diseases as admit of an easy cure, and are supposed to have
a salutary effect on the constitution.

Salutation (s«eii»<tf*f)n). Forms : 4-5 saluta-
oicun,4-6 -aoion, -aoyon, 5 -acioune,6 -atioun,
-atyon, -asyon, 6- salutation, [a. OF. saluta-

tion (mod. F. salutation), ad. L. salutation-cm, n.

of action f. salutare to Salute. Cf. Sp. salutation,
It. salutaziouc]

L The action, or an act, of saluting ; a manner
of saluting ; an utterance, form of words, gesture,
or movement, by which one person salutes another.
1381 WtCU* l.ukt i. 41 As Elizabeth herde the saluta-

cioun of M arie, the }onge child in hir worabe gladide. t" 1386
Chaucer Skipman's 7. 8 Swiche salutacions and contcn-
aunces Passen as dooth a shadwe vp on the wal. 1387
Trevisa MgdcH (Rolls) IV. 307 panne a poore sowtere
fondede to teche a choujhe to speke and seie be same salu-
tacioun. 1471 Caxton Recnyell (Sommer) II. 352 Whan
hercules sawe the salutacion. -of this man, he toke hym by
the hande [etc.). a 1533 Ld. Bhuwm Huon lviii. 201 Whan
all the company had made there salutasyons one to an
nother. 16x0 Shaks. Temp. iu. \\\. Stage Direction, Enter
seuerall strange shapes, bringing in a banket ; and dance
about it with gentle actions of salutations. 16*0 Westward
for Smelts (Percy Soc.l 23 He. .kissed her. ..after this saluta-
tion, he said letcl 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living it I 5
(1686) 101 In all publick meetings, or private addresses, .use
those forms of salutation, .which, .[are] usual amongst the
most sober persons. 1706 J. Potter Antiq. Greece iv. xix.
(ed. 2) II. 374 The most common Salutation was by the con-
junction of their right Hands. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Ira::
(1760J I. 83 The commonalty of late are, by their salutation,
come to be immediately known, whether they are protestants
or papists. SixlusV.. granted an indulgence ofone hundred
days to the salutation, ' Praised be Jesus Christ ', and the
answer, ' For ever or amen '. 1811 Scott Kcnil-.i: xix, Out
into the yard sallied mine host himself also, to do fitting
salutation to his new guests. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Set'.
Gables vii. (1852) 76 He made a salutation, or, to speak
nearer the truth, an ill-defined, abortive attempt at courtesy.
1851 Dixon W. 1'cnn iv. (1872) 32 He had bowed his head
and taken off his hat in salutation. 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. \ii. 202 Their usual salutation was—'welcome*.
trans/. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 210 The early Village

Cock Hath twice done salutation to the Morne.
b. The Angelic{al salutation, \ the salutation of

our Lady, etc : the Avk Mary (see Luke i. 29;.
Also a representation of the Annunciation.
1459 in Arclueotogia XXI. 37 A Tablet of gold ofy Salu-

tation of our Lady. 1534 in Peacock Eng. Clu Furniture
(1866) 197.A masar. . with a prynt in the bothom of siluer &
gille of the salutacion of ovr lady. lcl6oaSoc. Rosary xiii.
iqj Next after our Lords praier the Angells Salutation is
vsually saide. Ibid. xi. 170 The Angelical! Salutation. 185a
Mrs. Jameson Leg. Madonna Introd. (1857) 25 Towards the
end of the tenth century the custom of adding the angelic
salutation, the ' Ave Maria ', to the Lord's prayer, was first
introduced.

o. Applied to certain liturgical formulas of
greeting between the minister and the people.
M5o-"5"*>. Myrr. our Ladye 294 The preste. .sayeth Do-

minus vobiscunt.

.

.The quier answercth, Et cum spiritu
tno, And with thy spirite. In this salutacion of the preste,
and answereof the people, or of the quier, the preste prayeth
that oure lorde be with them, & they pray that oure lorde
be with hym. 183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 161 Then
followed the salutation and kiss of peace ; after which the
piicst read the collect, 'ad pacem '.

d. Naut. The action of saluting by firing of
guns, lowering of flags, etc. ; an instance of this,
a salute. Now rare.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholass I'oy. 1. xv. 15b, The
chains of the hauen being opened with salutation accus-
tomed of the one side & other. 165s Needham tr. Seidell's
Mare CL Ep. Ded. ij That egregious attempt upon your
Shipping, under pretence of a friendly salutation. 17*7 41
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Salutation, Saluting with the flag, is
performed two ways ; either by holding 11 close to the staff,
so as it cannot flutter, or by striking it so as it cannot be
seen at all, which is the most respectful salutation. 1808
Scott Marm. vi. xxiii, And distant salutation past From
the loud cannon's mouth.

2. Elliptically for ' I offer salutation '. arch.
>S3S Coverdale Ezra vii. 12 Vnto Eszdras .. peace and

salutacion. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.v.l 38 Most millitarie
sir salutation. 1600 — A. Y. L. v. iv. 39 Salutation and

f
reeling to you all. 1871 Alabaster Wheel 0/ Law 224
he donor says : 'Salutation to this land with its produce,

salutation to the priest to whom I give it '.

3. Anti,/. A visit of ceremony paid to a Roman
in his house.
a 170a Dryden tr. Horace, E/ode ii. 17 And court and

stale, he wisely shuns, Nor brib'd with hopes, nor dar'd
with awe. To servile salutations runs. 1741 Johnson LifeMonn Wks. IV. 478 It is easy to conceive that a man of
this temper was not crouded with salutations I there was
only now and then an Antony that would pay Paul a visit.

"1 4. nonce-use. (Cf. Salute v. 5.)
C1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxi, For why should others false

adulterat eyes Giue salutation to my sportiue blood ?

5. attrib. or passing into adj.

1713 Addison Guardian No. 137 p 5, I have seen him in
every inclination of the body, from a familiar nod, to the
low stoop m the salutation sign. 1899 Attiutfs Syst. Med.
VIII. 106 Thus a patient may be constantly making bowing
movements (salutation spasm'. 1003 Sir H. C. Maxwell-

Is Cat. Charter Rolls (1903) I. Pref. 5 In form, a
Charter is distinguished from Letters Patent by the saluta-
tion clause addressed to Archbishops, Bishops, Abbots,
Earls, batons and so forth . . by the guars volumus clause.

67

Hence Salutational, Salutationless adjs.

'853\ Household Words XII. 388, I would not advise the
shooting of squires for breaches of salutational reciprocity

;

only, if his worship did not take off his hat to me in return,
I would never again take off mine to his worship. 1885
Howells Silas Lapkam II. 116 The two came out together,
and parted in their salutationless fashion.

II Salutator {sxhutei-tpi). Hist. [eccl. L., use
of L. salutator one who salutes, agent-n. f. salu-
tare to Saldte.] The designation given to a class

of persons in Spain who professed to work mira-
culous cures in the name of St. Catherine. See
also Saludadok, Saluteb.
i668-7» M. Casaubon On Credulity I, Incred. 147 The

Salutators of Spain.

SalutatOlian ;sali»tlt5->-rian). U. S. [f. next
+ -an.] In American schools and colleges the
student who delivers the ' salutatory ' oration at

the annual commencement day exercises.

1847 in Webster. 1887 Harper's Mag. Sept, 636 The gra-
duating class were the heroes of the hour. The valedic-
torian, the salutatorian, the philosophical orator, walked
on air.

Salutatory ^saliK-tatsri), a. and sb. [ad. L.
saliitatdrins, f. salutare to Salute.] A. adj.
Pertaining to, or of the nature of, a salutation.

1895 Critic 19 Jan. 57/2 Henry Ward Beecher's salutatory
editorial. 1898 J. R. Harris in Expositor Sept. 175 Jowett*s
argument for the authenticity of the Epistle is based on the
salutatory formulae.

b. V. S. The distinctive epithet of the address
of welcome (usually in Latin), which introduces the
exercises of commencement in American colleges.

It is delivered by the senior of second highest position in
his class for four years, or sometimes by a junior who has
the highest position in his class. Cf. valedictory.
170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. Introd. (1852) 13 These

exercises were, besides an oration usually made by the Pre-
sident, orations both salutatory and valedictory. 1846
Worcester (citing Kirkland), Salutatory, containing salu-
tations ; greeting, as ' a salutatory oration ' (U. S.).

0. Gram. [ir.L.salulatorius casus.] Salutatory
case : the vocative case.
1818 Stoddart Gram, in Encycl. Melrop. (184s) I. 32/2

The fifth case is the vocative or salutatory,

B. sb.

+ L [= med.L. saluidtorium.] Aa audience-
chamber ; spec, in a church or monastery, a chamber
v* here visitorswere received to give their salutations.
1641 Milton Reform, u. Wks. 1851 III. 63 Coming to the

;> with Supplication into the Salutatory, some out
Porch of the Church, he was charg'd by him of tyrannical!
madnes against God, for commitic into holy ground. 1656
I J Lot:nt Glossogr. t Salutatory isalutalorium),a place where
men stand to salute a Prince.

2. U.S. a. An address or greeting to the reader
of the first number of a newspaper or magazine.
1880 Scribner's Mag. July 455 Its salutatory is worth

quoting as a piece of brave crowing. 1887 Lit. World
(U.S.) 25 June 306/2 In his salutatory the editor declares his
paper to be 'a very modest effort to assist in a practical
way the " Literary Movement in Chicago '*'.

b. The ' salutatory oration' (see A. b) delivered
at * commencement' in American colleges.
ai8$i Amherst Indicator II. 06 (Hall College Words)
We ask our friends. . not to ask if be had the Valedictory or
Salutatory.

Hence Baltrtatorily adv. (rare), by way of.

greeting or salutation.

1847 in Webster. 1863 Mas. Whitney Faith Gartney's
Girth, vi, ' Well, Melindy ', said Mrs. Griggs, salutatorily.

Salute (sal'ttt), sd.i Also 5-6 salut, (6 aa-
luyte). [a. F. salut masc., of twofold origin:

(1) ~Sp. saludo, It. saluto, vbl. sb. f. Common
Rom. (L.) salutare to Salute

; ( 2) originally fern.,

« Sp. salud, Vg. saude, It. salute :—L. salut-etn

(nom. salus) health, safety, salvation.]

1. An act of saluting.

L An utterance, gesture, or action of any kind by
which one person salutes another; a salutation.

Now chiefly used with reference to other than
verbal modes of saluting : cf. the following senses.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1400 ' I bringe be bodword of blis

ser bischop ' he said, ' With salutis ofsolas I am sent fra be
trone'. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 436/1 The preest..
tourneth hym toward the peple & saleweth them sayeng
Dominus vobiscum and that sygnefyeth salut whyche our
lorde gafe to his appostles after his blessyd resurrexyon.
c 1511 ut Eng. Bh. Anter. (Arb.) Introd. 32/1, I Pope John
. -gyue saluyte the Emperourof Rome. .& also the kinge of
France. 1597 Drayton Heroic Ep.

%
Mortimer to Q. Isabel 1

As thy saluts my sorrowes doe adiourne, So backe to thee
their interest I returne. 1633 Ford Broken H. v. i. I 3 b. The
doubters of a Hare, or, in a morning, Salutes from a splay*
footed witch, . . Are not so boading mischiefe as thy crossing

My priuate meditations. 1671 Milton /'. A*, n. 67 O what
avails me now that honour high To have conceiv'd of God,
or that salute Hale highly favour'd, among women blest.

170a Addison Dial. Medals 11. Wks. 1766 III. 35, I shall

not trouble myself nor my Reader with the first salutes of
our three friends. 1790 J. Bruce Source Nile I. 18 We
passed near enough, however, to give them the usual salute,

Saloj/t Alicum. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolfko iv,

He waved his hand, and Valancourt.. returned the salute

and started away. 1859 Tennyson Geraint <y Enid 723
I^ast, coming up quite close, and in his mood Crying, '.

.

Take my salute', unknightly with flat hand, However
lightly, smote heron the cheek. 1878 Browning LaSaisiaz
16 From no far mound Waved salute a tall white figure.

SALUTE.

1879 — Pheidippidcs 111 So, to this day, when friend meet*,
friend, the word: of salute Is still 'Rejoice!'

2. A kiss, by way of salutation. (Cf. Salute v. 2e.)
1590 Greenk Never too late (1600) g-; To her hee goes,

and after his wonted salute sat downe by her. 1684 Earl
Roscommon Ess. Transl. Verse 314 There, cold salutes,
But here, a Lovers kiss. 1688 R. Holme Armoury \\\. i6q/i
In Dances,, .a Salute, a Kiss, or Kiss of the hand with a
bow of the Body. 1719 D'Urfey Fills (1872) V. 80 With
a kind Salute, and without Dispute, He thought to gain her
for his own. 1782 Mm v.. D'Arblay Diary 26 Oct., Dr. John-
son., received me. .with a salute so loudj that the two young
beaux . . have never done laughing about it. 1828 Scott Fair
M. Perth xix, He folded the fair maiden in his arms, and
was permitted to take the salute which she had refused to
bestow. 1906 H. Wales Mr. <y Mrs. Villiers vii, She extri-
cated his right arm also, and was rewarded by the com-
plimentary salute on the left cheek.

3. Mil. and Naut. a. A discharge of cannon or
small arms, display of flags, a dipping of sails,

a cheering of men, manning the yards, etc., as a
mark of respect, or as military, naval, or official

honour, for a person, nation, event, etc.
A salute is said to be of as many guns as there are volleys

fired.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 107 Their way of Salutes
are with Even, as ours with Odd Guns. 1737-41 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Salutation^ Father Fournier has an express
treatise of sea-salutes and signals. 1744 J. Philips Jml.
E.v/ed. Anson 181 He saluted us with eleven Guns, and
we returned the salute with three. 183a R. & J. Lander
Exped. Niger III. xx. 232 As we passed Forday's town, a
salute of seven guns was fired off. 1838 J. L. Stephens
Trav. Russia 88/1 A frigate.. was firing a salute. 1876
Voyi.e & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., In firing
salutes 10 seconds is to be allowed between each round.
1883 'Olida' Wanda I. 307 The culverins on the keep
fired their salutes.

trans/. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe ed.) 569 As we
found them [the enemy] within Gun-shot, our Leader
ordered the two Wings to advance swiftly, and give them
a Salvo on each Wing with their Shot... And indeed that
Salute clogg'd their Stomach, for they immediately halted.

b. (See quot 1876.)
183a \siT\tm Eugene A.i. v, *Beg pardon. Squire,' said

he, with a military salute. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson
Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s.v., A salute is made by an inferior
meeting or passing his superior, when in uniform and even
out of uniform, by raising his hand to his cap or cha~o.

C. The position of the sword, rifle, hand, etc.,

or the attitude assumed in saluting. Phrase, to

stand at (the) salute.

1833 Regut. * Instr. Cavalry \. 36 Officers recover their
swords. ., and drop them to the ' Salute '.

4. Fencing. A formal greeting of swordsmen
when about to engage, consisting of a conventional
seriesof guards,appels, thrusts, parries, parades, etc.

1809 J. Roland Fencing 135 The salute of carte and
Herce is practised on the same principle. 1889 Pollock, etc.

Fencing (Badm. Libr.) 98 The Salute, or prelude to the
Assault.

f II. 5. Safety, well-being, salvation. Obs.
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 275 She shall dye for

the salute and helthe of troye. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 430/2 As
the auncyente thobye gaue to them admonestyng of salut
techyng them ouer alle tnynges to drede god. 1509 Watson
Ship ofFools Argt. A j, This booke compyled for the fely-

cyte & salute of all the humayne gendre.

t b. Used ellipt. ( = L. saluiem) in epistolary

salutations. Obs.
a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. Let. iv. (1535)

107 b" Marke oratour Romayn .. to the Domitian of Capue,
salute and consolacion of the goddis. 1549 Compl. Scot.

xiv. 116 l'ausanias due of spart, to the kyng xerxes salut.

Salute, sb.% Obs. exc. Hist. Forms: 5-8
salut, 6, 9 salute; //. 5 saluz, salutz, salews,
(salux), 5-6 Sc. salutis, (5, 8 salus). [a. OF.
salutj saluyt, pi. saluts, saluz, salus, sl special use

of salut salutation, Salute sb. 1
] A gold coin

bearing a representation of the salutation of Gabriel

to the Virgin Mary ; struck by Charles VI of

France, and also by Henry V and Henry VI of

England for circulation in their French dominions.
1488 Acc. Ld. Nigh Treas.Scot. I. 79 Item, in Hari nobilis

and salutis fourti and ane. 1455 Paston Lett. I. 360 For
the value and denombrement of liij. _m'. saluz of yerlyrent.

145 . Rolls ofPartt. V. 181/1 Oon obligation of the Duchesse
of Burgoyne of XVm. salutz. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 19
Johan..paied to the said regent due of Bedforde for his
raunson and finaunce allone clx. M. salux. c 1483 Caxton
Dialogues 17 Ryallis nobles of englond, Salews of gold lyons,

Olde sterlingis pens, a 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. V 75 The
kyng of England . .caused a new coyne to be made called the
Salute, where in wer the Armes of Fraunce, and the Armes of
England and Fraunce quarterly. 1^77 Harrison England 11.

xxv. (1877) 1. 363 We haue yet remaining, the riall. -the salut,

the angell [etc. J. 1580 Stow Chron. 618 King Henry [VI]
caused a peece to be stamped called a Salus, worth two and
twentie Shillings and Blans of eyghtpence a peece. 1653
Urquhart Rabelais t. xlvi, The summe of three score ana
two thousand saluts (in English money fifteen thousand and
five hundred pounds). 1688 R. Holme Armoury hi. 29/1
The Salute of England, worth six shillings ten pence. 1716
M. Davies Athen. Brit, in, 79 Hen. $'s Golden Coyns were
Rose-Nobles, Half-Nobles and Farthings, and Salus. Ibid.,

Hen. 6. brought in the Rials, or Royals, Angels, Angellets
and Salut. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 331/1 To these [coins]..

Henry V. [added] salutes, and half-salutes. Henry VI.
coined salutes, angelots, and francs in gold.

Salute (sal'ttt), v. Also 5 salewt. [ad. L,

salutare, f. salut- em, salus health. (Cf. Saluez>.)

It is possible that this may have coalesced with

an independent formation on Salute v.]
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SALUTE.

L trans. To accost or address with words expres-

sive of good wishes, respect, or homage, esp. with

some customary formula of that import ; to greet

in words.
CX380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 9 Marie.. went mekeh in

hast to salute her cosyn. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II.

193 He saluted and grette be senatoures, and spak to

eueriche of be peple bat come aboute hym by his owne name.

14 . Sir Beues 1283+ 291 (Camb.) [HeJ saluted be kyng on

bys manere. As ye may aftur here, c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems
(Percy Soc) 78 With ave or kirye salute a kyng. 1483

Caxton Cato A v, Thou sholdest salewt and grete the peple

gladly. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. deW. 1531) 180 Forgetenot

to salute her with this swete word Aue. a 1533 Ld. Ber-

ners Huon xxu 60 He drew thedyr & salutyd y8 olde man
in y* name of god. 159a Shaks. Rom. % Jul. 11. iii. 32

Rom. Good morrow Father. Fri. Benedicite. What early

tongue so sweet saluteth me? 171 i-xa Swift Jrnl. to Stella

22 Jan., T'other day at the Court of Requests Dr. Valden
saluted me byname. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 22

Being admitted to his presence they saluted him in the

queen's name. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 160 He saluted

me as an acquaintance whom he remembered from my
former visit.

b. / salute you : used as itself a formula of

salutation. Similarly in the 3rd person, of one

who sends greeting \ [So L. salulare.~\ arch.

1599 Shaks. lien. V
t
v. ii. 22 You English Princes all,

I doe salute you. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. ii, ' Fair Julia,

we salute thee ', said Clodius. c 1850 Arab. Nts. (Rtldg.)

252 ' My mistress \ said she, * salutes you, and I come from
her to beg you to deliver this letter to the prince of Persia'.

1881 Tennyson To Virgil x, I salute thee, Mantovano,
I that loved thee since my day began.

f c. Salute me used for : Give my greeting (to),

Cf. remember me to . . . Remember v. 8 c. Obs.

1700 Penn in Pa. Hist* Soc. Mem. IX. 5 Salute me to the

commissioners.

d. To hail or greet (as king, etc.).

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 101 b, All people saluted

hym with the tytle of the Emperour Auguste. Ibid. 423
He is saluted Prynce Electour. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. V/, 11.

ii. 61 Be we the first, That shall salute our rightfull Soue-
raigne With honor of his Birth-right to the Crowne. 1595
— John 11. i. 30 Till that vtniost corner of the West Salute

thee for her King. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 2 King Henrie
..for the time was saluted Lord of Ireland. 164a Milton
Apol. Smect. 40 Now they heare it as their ord'nary sur-

name, to be saluted the Fathers of their countrey. 1755 W.
Duncan Cicero's Set. Oral. xi. (1841) 217 It was but lately

that L. Torquatus . . was, at my instance, saluted emperor
from this province.

e. In extended sense : To accost or address

(whether courteously or otherwise).

c i4ao ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 4.38 On a rewde maner he
salutyd all the rout, With a bold voyse, carpyng wordys
stout. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 303
Adiute. .beeing returned to towne, saw himselfe saluted by
a letter of defiance.

f. poet. Of birds, etc. : To hail or greet (the

sun, the dawn) with song.
168a Creech tr. Lucretius 11. 39 The Morning climbs the

Eastern Skies, And tuneful birds salute her early rise. 1700
Dryden Pal. $ Arc. n. 38 The Morning-Lark, the Mes-
senger of Day, Saluted in her Song the Morning gray. 1821

Shelley Hellas 941 Victorious Wrongj with vulture scream,
Salutes the rising sun, pursues the flying day !

2. To greet with some gesture or visible action

conventionally expressive of respect or courteous

recognition.
< 1440 Gesta Rom. xxiii. 83 (Add. MS.), All his [the em-

peror's] knyghtes and other men, whan thei sawe hym,
worshipfully thei saluted hym. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
lxii. 216 Huon approchyd & salutyd hym humbly, a 1585
Sidney Arcadia 1. Eel. i. (1598) 82 When that noble toppe
doth nodd, 1 beleeue she salutes me. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i.

i. 30 He faire the knight saluted, louting low. 1593 Shaks.
Rich. II, ni. ii. 6 Deere Earth, I doe salute thee with my
hand. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. in. (1687) 80/1 As soon
as the Sun arose, [he] saluted it, and retir'd. 1727-41 Cham-
bers Cycl. s.v. Salutation, In England, we salute one another
by uncovering the head, inclining the body, &c. The orientals

salute by uncovering their feet, laying their hands on the
breast, &c. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit. IV. Ixxix, One curtsies to
the ground, the other salutes the audience with a smile.

1762 Kames Elem. Crit. (1763) III. xx. 67 Among the
ancients, it was customary after a long voyage to salute the
natal soil, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 93 Were they
to stand erect and covered while everybody else saluted him ?

b. absol. and intr. To perform a salutation.

1589 Pottenham Eng. Poesie m. xxiv. (Arb.) 292 With
them [the men of the East] to congratulat and salute by
giuing a becke with the head, or a bende of the bodie, with
vs here in England, and in Germany, .to shake hands. 1600
Shaks. A. V. L. to. ii. 50 You told me, you salute not at the
Court, but you kisse your hands. 1617 Moryson /tin. in.

174 They.. salute by bending the body and laying their left

hand on their right side.

C. spec, in Mil. and Naval use. (a) trans.

To pay respect to (a superior) by a prescribed
bodily movement, the presenting of arms, or the
like, (b) Of a ship, a body of troops, a com-
mander : To honour or ceremoniously recognize in

the customary manner, by a discharge of artillery

or small arms, by lowering of flags, or the like.

(c) absol. , and intr. To perform a salute.

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Caslanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 1. ii.

5b, They came to sight of their Captaine Generall,..and
saluting him with many shot of ordinaunce, and with sound
of Trumpets, they spake unto him. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey) s.v., The Colours also salute Princes and Generals,
which is done by Bowing them down to the Ground. 1725
De Foe Voy. round World'(1840)94 We saluted the Spanish

68

flag. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Salutation, In the army,
|

the officers salute by certain orderly, studied motions of the

half-pike, &c. Ibid., Saluting wit It the Sails, is performed
by hovering the topsails half way of the masts.—Only those
vessels which carry no guns, salute with the sails. 1744 J.
Philips Jrnl. Exped. Anson 148 We saluted the Governor
of Macao with 11 Guns. 1769 Regul. Sea-Service in Fal-

coner Diet. Marine (1780) K k 4, When a captain salutes

an admiral. .he is to give him fifteen guns. 1802 C. James
Milit. Diet. s.v., When a regiment is to be reviewed by. .the

king, or his general,, .the officers salute one after another,

pointing their swords downwards. The ensigns salute to-

gether, by lowering their colours, when his Majesty, or any of
the royal family, are present. 1803 Nelson in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) V. 139 You are not to salute the Fort of his Catholic

Majesty, unless you receive a positive assurance that an
equal number of guns will be returned. 1844 Regul. ty Ord.
Army 32 Officers wearing Hats, are not on any occasion to

take them off in saluting ; but when their Swords are not
drawn, they are to salute, by bringing up the right hand to

the forehead horizontally, on a line with the eyebrow. 1877-
81 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. Suppl. (ed. 3) s.v., Her
Majesty the Queen as Empress of India is saluted in India
with xoo guns; the viceroy and governor-general of India
with 31 guns. 1878 D. Kemp Man. Yacht Sailing 341 The
ensign is lowered or dipped as a means of saluting a com-
modore, &c. or member of a club. 1889 Infantry Drill 1.

24 When a soldier is about to pass an officer, he will salute

with the further hand on the third pace before reaching him,
and will lower the hand on the third pace after passing him.

d. Fencing, intr. To perform the salute used in

fencing. See Salute sbA 4.

1809 J. Roland Fencing 135 As it is understood when you
salute, that it is a compliment you pay to the company, you
should, while forming the parade of carte, turn your face to
the spectators. Ibid. 136 Although I have directed that iti

saluting you should, in general, do it in carte first, and
tierce aftenuards.

e. trans. To kiss, or greet with a kiss. arch.
1716 Addison Z?r»7«//win. (1722) 31 You have the prettiest

Tip of a Finger—I must take the Freedom to salute it.

Ibid. iv. 37 Ab. Ay ! but you han't saluted me. Fan. That's
right; Faith I forgot that Circumstance. [Kisses her.]

1766 Goldsm. Vic. IV. v. He.. was going to salute my
daughters as one certain of a kind reception. 1773 Johnson
Let. to Mrs. Titrate 30 Sept., I had the honour of saluting
the far famed Miss Flora Macdonald. 1849 Thackeray
Pendennis viii, He once more saluted the tips of Mrs. Pen*
dennis's glove.

intr. 1629 Davenant Albovine m.i, It is a piece of court-
ship to salute at parting.

f f. To honour (a person) with a present, gift,

etc. Cf. Greet v. 3 d. Obs.
,1 1592 Greene George a Greene (1599) C 1 b, And first

I saluted her with a greene gowne. 1601 1Marston Pasqnil
% Kat/t. 11. 249 Wouldst haue a Ballet to salute her with ?

1632 Lithgow Trav. vm. 346, 1 saluted the Princesse Pala-
tine, with certayne rare Relickes of the Holy Land.

g. ironically used for: To assail.

1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 60 Here is a weapon that
must do me right. So draws his sword, salutes him with the
same About the head, the shoulders, and the side.

T h.. To salute Tyburn*, jocularly, to be hanged.
1640 Somner Antiq. Canterb. 205 Conspired with the Holy

Maide of Kent, .and saluted Tiburne for his paines.

f 3. To pay one's respects to ; to pay a com-
plimentary visit to. Obs.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1. xi. 13 The

Ambassadour sent to salute the Caddy. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. iii. 41 To-morrow .. Don Alphonso, With other
Gentlemen of good esteeme Are iournying, to salute the
Emperor, And to commend their seruice to his will. 1638
Hamilton Papers iCamden) 26 Eayrlie in the morning they
sent ther commissioners doune to salut me. 1698 Fryer Acc.
E. India <y P. 367 Having not saluted the Temple Twelve
times since he began to Reign.

f 4. fig. To begin acquaintance with. Obs.
1648 Bp. Hall Breathings Devout Soul{1851) 190 Methu-

salah. .did not more truly live ; than the child, that did but
salute and leave the world. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.
iii. (1738) 60 Every one, who has but just saluted the mathe-
matics and philosophy, must be convinced, that [etc.].

5. transf. andfig. Of inanimate things, in various

applications : j To bow or incline towards {obs.)
;

to appear or come forth as if in welcome of; to

approach, come into contact with
; f (m Shaks.) to

affect or act upon in any way {obs.).

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 62 And there let bowis multi*
plie, And afterlong on euery side hem pile, Salutyng eest

& west, & north & south. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. L 5 As
when the golden Sunne salutes the morne. 1595 — John.
11. i. 590 Not that I haue the power to clutch my hand,
When his faire Angels would salute my palme. 16x3 —
Hen. V/I/

t
it. iii. 103 Would I had no being If this salute

my blood a iot. 1660 Waller To King on Return 88 Like
Ears of Corn when wind salutes the field. 1830 J. G. Strutt
Sylva Brit. 59 It [the elm] is the first, tree that salutes the
early spring with its light and cheerful green. 1880 Short-
house J. /nglesant (1882) II. 119 A land bathed in sunset

light, overarched by rainbows, saluted by cool zephyrs.

b. Of a sound or sight : To strike (the eye or ear).

a 1586 Sidnev Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 117 Her eyes were
saluted with a tuft of trees. £1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps.

lxxxviii. x,.And ere the light Salute my sight. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl. iv. ii. (1848) 173 Our Ears were saluted with the

melodious Mustek of a good number of Larks, a x668 Las-
sels Voy. /taty(i6gS) t. 100 You may look.. a huge way
into their gardens, which even from thence will salute your
eye with a fair prospect. 1771 Smollett Humph. Cl. t To
Dr. Lewis 28 Apr., The first object that saluted my eye
was a child, full of scrofulous ulcers. 1701 Cov, per Retired
Cat 89 A long and melancholy mew, Saluting his poetb
ears. 1805 T. J. Dibdin AlPs Well 14 Some well-known
voice salutes his ear.

Hence Salu'ted///. a. In quots. used absol.

1658 Manton Exp. Jude 1. Wks. 1871 V.9 This first verse

SALVABLE.
presenteth us with the two first circumstances, the saluter

and the saluted. 1864 W. Hanna Earlier Years Lord's

Life 293 The Ruler..who. .might have counted on being
the saluted rather than the saluter, does not hesitate to

address him thus :
' Rabbi, we know ' [etc.].

Salute, var. pa. t. of Salue v. Obs.

Saluter {skWi'Ui). [f. Salute v, + -er*.]

1. One who salutes or greets.

154a Udall Erasm. Apop/u 250 b, We have enough of
suche saluters as this at home alreadie. 1611 Cotgr., Bail-
leur de bons iours,an ordinarie saluter of euery one he sees,

or meets. 1730 Wall Crit. Notes N. T. 295 Both he [sc.

Aristarchus] and Epaphras are mentioned as saluters. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Salutafion/Vhe women too had
their crowds of saluters attending them every morning. 1834
L. Ritchie Wand. bySeitte 69 With a great lady, the saluter
fell upon his knees, and kissed the hem of her gown.
2. =; Salutatok.
1586 Rowland LazarilloCv] rnarg., A Saluter is a kinde

of drunken prophets in Spaine which take vpon them the
healing of mad dogges. 1591 Percivall S/. Diet., Saluda-
dor, a saluter, a charmer, Sahitator, incantator. 1738 [G.
Smith] Curious Relat. II. v. 152 The Saluters (a certain
Order in Spain) make the People believe, that by uttering
the Name ofSt. Catharine, they have Power to heal Wounds.
1 Salutifere, a. Obs. rare- \ In 6 salutif-

fere. [a. OF. salutifere {salutiffere), ad. L. salu-

lifer; see next.] Salutiferous.

1549 Compi. Scot. Epist. 1 It bringis furtht salutifiere &
hoilsum frute of honour.

Salutiferous (saeliwti'feras), a. Also 6 salu-
liferus. [f. L. salutifer (f. salut- health, safety,

salvation + -fcr bringing) + -ous : see -FEROUS.]
1. Promoting or conducive to health.
X604 F. Hering Mod. Defence 35 Safe, wholesome and

salutiferous Medecins. 1606 Trvon Misc. Pref. 4 The plea-
sant influences and salutiferous Breezes of Wind in a hot
season. 1747 GentI. Mag. 77 Such exercise is not much less

salutiferous than riding. 175a C. Smart Hop-Gard. 1. 41
Tunbridgia's salutiferous hills. 1824 Scott St. RonatCs
xxviii, As soon as the ancient priestess had handed him his
glass of the salutiferous water. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.
xxi. iv. (1872) X. 41 Forcing-on his salutiferous drains and
fruitful canals through the morasses of the Weichsel.

2. Conducive to well-being, safety, or salvation.

(Very common in the 17th c.)

C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) I. 209 The
fowntaine beetokened the salutiferus water of baptisme.
1629 H. Burton 'Truth's Triumph 253 The sweet and salu-

tiferous streames of the waters of life. 1636 Brathwait
Rom. Emp. 139 France: Which he furnished with things
necessary, salutiferous, good Lawes and customes. 1756
C, Lucas Ess. Waters II. 63 He means to instruct us in fol-

lowing his salutiferous steps. X760 Sarah Fielding Ophelia
I. xxx. 266 Her Ladyship thought Fasting and Mortification
most salutiferous for my Soul.

Hence Salnti'ferously adv.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 509 The Chief Prince of this

great City, .who governeth alt things salutiferously. 1696
Tryon Misc. v. 142 [The] Preparations (of Corn Foods].,
are very wholsom and salutiferously used in many Countries.

t Saluti'gerOUS, a. rare" , [f. L. saliitiger

(f. salut-em health + -ger carrying) + -ous.]
1 That brings commendation from another, or that

is sent with Hoxv-d'yees'* (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Saluting (sal'K-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Saluted. +
-IH&1.1 The action of the verb Salute.
1533 Mystik Rosary Aj b, The saluting of the wounde of

the right fote of our Lorde. a 1617 Corvat in Purchas
Pilgrims 11. 1824 The Turke doth neuer at the saluting of

his friend . . put off his Turbant (as wee Christians doe our
Hats one to another). x8xx W. R. Spencer Poems 139 One
day, Good-bye met How-d'y-do, Too close to shun saluting.

b. aitrib. as saluting- colour, -ground^ -point.

1894 Times 19 May 10/1 The Queen then quitted the
saluting-point. 1895 Funk's Stand Diet., Saiuting-color,
Mil.,9. camp-flag, distinguished by a transverse cross. 190a
Westm. Gaz. ix Aug. 7/2 The saluting-ground. 1905 /bid.

13 Sept. 3/2 The grim guns are disclosed as the artillery

rattle past the saluting-point.

Saluting (sal^tirj), ///. a. [f. Salute v. +
-ING 2

.] That salutes.

1800 Chron. in Asiat. Ann. Reg. 46/2 His suite arrived at
this Presidency, under a salute of thirteen guns from the
saluting battery. 1885 A thenseum ix July 44/3 The English
pilgrim passed to the palace between bewildered boys and
saluting soldiers.

Salutz, obs. pi. form of Salute sb?
Saluwe, variant of Salue v. Obs.

Saluy(e)d, var. ff. of pa. t. of Salue v. Obs.

Saluyte, obs. form of Salute sb.i

Saluz, obs. var. Salus ; obs. pi. f. Salute j*.2

Salvability (szelvabHiti ) . Theol. [Formed
as next + -ity.j Capability of being saved.

1654. Warren Unbelievers 52 We have only a salvability by
Christ, but no certainty of salvation. 0x663 Sanderson
Five Cases Cottsc. (1666)4 Holding that there is no Salvability
but in the Church. 1700 J. H. Salz-ah. Heathen 3 You and
I do believe a Salvability for some Heathen. 1868 Contemp.
Rev.Wl. 355 Chillingworth makes good use of the conces-
sions of his opponent as to the salvability of Protestants.

Salvable (sce-lvab'l), a. 1 [ad. L. *salvabilis
i

f. salvdre to Save : see -able.]

1. Theol. Capable of being saved, admitting of

salvation.

1667 Decay Chr. Piety viii. p 6. 167 Our wild Phancies
about Gods Decrees have in event reprobated more than
those Decrees,..and have bid fair to the damning of many,
whom those left salvable. X734 Weslev Wks. (1872) XII.
50 He is not in a salvable state. X839 Bailey Festns xxiii.

(184S) 294 If God be Love, Or man a being salvable. 1888
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0. Macdonald Elect Lady 253 It was enough to be

Christian like other good and salvable Christians.

2. Of a ship, car^o, etc. : That can be salved or

salvaged.

1797 S. James Xarr. Voy. 130 The adventurers could not

find anything that was salvable. 1892 Standard 30 Mar.
5/1 The vessel was in a salvable condition. 1905 IVestm.

Gaz. 2i Jan. 7, 1 A number of the ships were possibly

salvable.

Hence Sa*lvablenes« ; Salvably adv. rare~°.

tjMf Baii.ev vol. II, Safoalleness* capableness of being
saved. 1847-54 Webster, Salvably, in a salvable manner.

t Salvable, «-2 Obs. [f. Salve z/.- + -able.]

L Of a difficulty, doubt, etc. : That can be met,

explained or cleared up (see Salve p.2 2).

1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 88 We sometimes read

him to have Answer'd, without being ask'd the Question
(though that be otherwise salvable by a Critick). 1675
Evelyn Terra (1676) 112 Admitting this [doubt] to be
salvable.

2. Of * phenomena ' : see Salve v.'1 i.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 691 The Phamomena of

Nature being no way Salvable, nor the Causes of things

Assigneable, without a Deity.

Salvage (sre'lved.^), so. Also 7 silvage. [ad.

med.L. salvdgium or a. OF. salvage, -aige (in

sense i), f. L. salvdre to Save: see -age.]

1. A payment or compensation to which those

persons are entitled who have by their voluntary

efforts saved a ship or its cargo from impending

peril or rescued it from actual loss; e.g. from

shipwreck or from capture by the enemy (called

respectively civil and military or hostile salvage).

1645 in Rushw. Hist. Colt. tv. I. 186 Whether the Am-
bassadors had not cause to have acknowledged a kind and
good respect in taking ofCustom, or Silvage only, of that Ship.

1649-9 Act Encouragem. Officers «fr
Mariners § 4 The Pro-

prietor shall pay for salvage one moyety of the true value

of such ship so retaken; which salvage.. shall be divided

and distributed proportionally to the Captain..and other

Officers and Marnrieri. a 17x5 Salkeld a". B. Rep. (1775)
1. 393 And therefore they are ready to deliver the goods, if

the plaintiff will pay them 4/. for salvage, &c 1799 Nelson
m Nicolas Dt's/. 11845) IV. 112 What.. would .satisfy the

Captains, Officers and Men, for their renouncing all claim

to the French property and all salvages. 1815 Dodson
Adm. Rep. I. 317 Whether civil salvage Is to be given to

the king's ship, in addition to the military salvage, to which
she is entitled under the statute. 1901 Scotsman 1 Mar. 9/2
The Admiralty court yesterday awarded . .the Southampton
tugs, .a total salvage of ^10,372 for services rendered to the

Antwerp steamship.
trans/. 1879 G. Meredith Egoist xxx. (1889) 296 Mrs.

Mountstuart told him he ought to pay salvage for saving the

wreck of her party.

2. The action of saving a ship or its cargo from

wreck, capture, etc. Phr. to make salvage of.

1713 Act 13 Amu c. 21 I 2 Three of the neighbouring

JMOM of the Peace . . shall thereupon adjust the Quantum
of the Monies or Gratuities to be paid to the severaf Persons
acting or being imployed in the Salvage of the said Ship
Vessel or Goods. 1851 Dickens Our Eng. Watering-Place,
Repr. Pieces (1868I 168 These men [boatmen] live chiefly on
the salvage of valuable cargoes. 1857 T. F. Knowi.es in

Merc. Marin* Mag. (1858) VT57 In the salvage of the crew. .,

I have but done my duty. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at
Ox/, ii, The stranger . succeeded in making salvage of
Tom's coat. 1886 Encyct. Brit. XXI. 238/1 Salvage of life

is rewarded at a higher rate than salvage of property.

b. gen. The saving of property from nre or

other danger. (Cf. salvage corps in 4.) Also^f.
1878 Hale Mrs. Merriain's Scholars xxiii. 236 (Funk)

They had no thought of using these minutes for any salvage

of their little personal effects in the school-room. 190s

Daily Chron. 1 July 4/3 The happy tum taken by the

King's illness.. is enabling some salvage to be made from
the Coronation arrangements.

3. Property salved or saved.

1755 Magsns Insurances I. 356 The trouble of Hinsch and
Labee, who had been aboard the Ship, having chartered the
same and took great Care of the Salvage. 1787 Park Mar.
Insurances 130 The question upon this case was, whether
as the freight exceeded the salvage, this was not to be con.
sidered as a total loss. 1883 Sir W. B. Brett in Law
Times Rep. XLIX. 226/2 Whatever is recovered or pre-

served by the solicitor's exertions is to be treated as a salvage.

1893 Scotsman 28 June 7 Directly after the vessel disap-

peared beneath the water the boilers exploded with a loud
report, throwing up a quantity of salvage.

b. trans/. *xv\fig.

1897 J. Hamilton Less. Gt. Biog. (1859) 106 The Sabbath
..still survives, a small but precious salvage from the world's

great shipwreck. 1838 Hawthorn e Fr. 4- //. Note-bks.

(1871) II. 38 The broad eaves of the bouses, too, make a
salvage of shade, almost always. 188s Mallock Rom. 19/

A

Cent. 1. ii, I still retain a certain salvage of wisdom.

4. Comb. Salvage charge, loss (see quots.).

Salvage corps, a body of men kept in some
towns to save property from fire ; a lire brigade.

Salvage money - sense 1 above.
1866 C F. T. Young Fires 417 The following is a scheme

for the formation of a "salvage corps. 1813 R. SlBVlMM
Ess. Average 1. iL (1835) 79 The charges incurred are called
' 'salvage charges ' the property saved is 'the salvage',

—

and the difference between the amount of the salvage (after

deducting the charges) and the original cost, or value of the

property, is called 'the "salvage loss*. «866 AmoultCs
Marine Insur. (ed. 3) II. 111. v. 838 The claim must be
adjusted as a salvage loss—that is, the underwriter pays the

difference between the prime cost, or insured value of the

foods, and the net proceeds of the damaged sales. 1661

Ilount Gtossogr. (ed. 2', *Sah<age Money* is a recompence,
allowed by the Civil Law, in lieu of all damages sustained

a I by that ship that rescues another ship, which was set upon
by Pirates or Enemies. 1689 in Magens Insurances (1755)
II. 473 The Recompence which shall be made to the Captain
and Mariners of a Man of War, who retake a Ship or
Vessel,, .shall be paid out of the Salvage-Money.

Salvage (^celvedg), v. recent, [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To make salvage of; to save or salve from
shipwreck, fire, etc. Also r̂

.

1889 Times 25 Nov. 6/5 A gang of men were at once set

to work to salvage and remove the remainder of the grain.

1895 Pall MallG. 3 July 2/2 Mr. Balfour, nevertheless, will

endeavour to salvage enough Bills to reclaim the Session
from absolute barrenness. 1903 Blackiv. Mag. June 842
The records were salvaged with little loss.

Salvage, obs. form of Savage.
Salvage, Salvagee : see Selvage, -ee.

Salvager vsre'lvads3.i). rare. [f. Salvage sb.

or v. + -ER 1
.] One who salves or salvages;

= Salvor i ; see also quot. 1867.
1839 iBth Rep. Comm. Crts. Justice Irel. 10 A petition

having been presented to the [High] Court (of Admiralty] by
Mr. Henry Pyne Masters, one of the salvagers. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk.* Salvager* one employed on the sea-coast

to look to the rights of salvage, wreck, or waif.

II Salvatella (sselvatc'la). In 7 anglicized

salvateL [med.L. salvatella (It., Pg. salvatella,

F. satvatelle), f. salvdre to save + dim. suffix (see

-el 2
) ; framed to render Arab, al-usailim, a deriva-

tive with dim. form from the root s-l-tn implying

safety, salvation, etc.] Old name for a vein on
the back of the hand near its ulnar edge ; blood-

letting from this vein was held to be of great effi-

cacy in the cure of diseases (Syd. See. Lex. 1891).
c 1400 LaJi/ranc's Ct'rurg. 158 Sche is clepid saluatella or

ellis epatica in be ri^thond, & in be lifthand splenatica.

1548 V icary Anat. vii. 53 And there it is called Saluatella.

1656 Blount Gtossogr. s.v. Vein* Satvatcl vein. (From
Cotgr. 1611, Veine s.itvatelle.} 1849-53 ToaWsCycl. Anat.
IV. 11. 1407 The *vena salvatella?

.

Salvation (sselv/'Jan). Forms: a. 3 sauva-
ciun, 4-5 sauvacion,-acioun, savacion, -acyon,

-acioun, 5 savation, ^savacyowne, -asyon,

-aysioue, sawacyon) ; £. 4 salvaciun, 4-5
-acioau e, -acyoun, 4-6 -acion, -acyon, -atioun,

(5 -aoyone, -atioune, 6 -acione, -aoiounn,

-atiounn,-atyon,6V-.Ballwatioun), 4- salvation.
[a. OF. sauvacion, -ttn* salvatiun* etc., mod.F. sal-

vation (Pr., Sp. salraciont Pg. salvacao, It. salva-

zione), ad. late L. salv&tion-em, n. of action f. sal-

vdre to Save.] The action of saving or delivering

;

the state or fact of being saved.

1. The saving of the soul ; the deliverance from

sin and its consequences, and admission to eternal

bliss, wrought for man by the atonement of Christ.

[eccl. L. salvatio* rendering Or. fforrn/x'o.]

a i«s Ancr. R. 243 Hwat te were leouest efter pi sauua-

ciun. a 1300 Cursor M. 17958 (Arundel MS.) His owne
sone shal he sende doun In erbe to monnes saluatioun. 1377
Langl. P. PL B. v. 126 Sorwe of synnes is sauacioun of

soules. 14.. HoccLKVE Ad beatam Virgiuem 53 O spryng
and welle of our sauuacioun. 1535 Coverdalf. Phil. ii. 12

Eucn so worke out youre awne saluacion with feare and
tremblynge. i6os Siiaks. Ham. m. iii. 92 Some acte That
has no rcllish of Saluation in't. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111.

xx.wiii. 245 The joyes of Life Eternall, are in Scripture

comprehended all under the name of Salvation* or being

sazed. ?i7©o Lady M. W. Montagu Lett.* To Mrs.Hewct
(1887) I. 23 His first wife.. ventured her own salvation to

secure his. 1738-9 Bp. Butler Serm. S.P.G. 9 It is indeed

true, God willeth that all men should be saved : yet.. the

Salvation of every man cannot but depend upon his Be*

haviour. 1816 Scott OldMort. xxx, Men who believed that

the pale of salvation was open for them exclusively. 1841

Trench Parables ix. 11877) 181 The whole economy of salva-

tion has been put into Christ's hands.

b. in formulas of asseveration.

C1374 Chaucer y>^/j«it. 332(381)0^50 wys be my saua-

cioun. c 1386 — Manciple's Prol. 58 By my sauacion 1 trowe

lewedly he wolde telle his tale. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man
in Hum. (Qo. 1601) 11. iii. E 4, Bob. I assure you (vpon my
saluation) 'tis true. 1617 Mokvsoh Itin. 11. 154 Foure thou-

sand Spaniards ifor so the prisoner that we tooke delivered

them to be upon his salvation).

f C. Year of (man's) salvation, a year reckoned

from the birth of Christ : after inedX. anno salutis.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 160 b, In the yeare of

mans salvation .m.clxxi. x6io Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637) 624 About the yeere of Salvation 1328.

d. trans/. zucXjig.

1886 Times 14 May 9/5 Mr. Campbell-Bannerman 'found

salvation' in the shape of a conviction of the necessity of

Home Rule, some time after the general election. 1891

Anthony's Photogr. Bull. IV. 88 Only those who have

worked out their own photographic salvation can realize the

difficulties to be overcome.

2. gen. Preservation from destruction, ruin, loss,

or calamity. In mod. use chiefly with more or

less allusion to sense 1.

fFor or in salvation of l in order to save or preserve.

£1374 Chaucer Boeth. u pr. iv. 10 (Camb. MS.) Shal I

clepe it.. a synne bat I haue desired the sauacion of the

ordre of the senat. c 1384 — IL Fame \. 208 That he shulde

drenche Lorde and lady, grome and wenche, Of all the

Troian nacton Withoute any savacion. 141 x Rolls o/Parlt.

III. 650/2, I havyng doute of harme of my body, in myn
entent for salvation of myself dyd assemble thise persones.

( 1430 Brut 438 To gouerne and kepe the londc.in saua-

cion of his pepull and good kepynge of his Rewme. c 1440

Gesta Rom. Ixix. 317 (Harl. MS.) The lady drowe to a bord,

the which bare hire to |>e londe ; And pe maister tooke an
othir bord, and so passtd to be londe, But neither of hem
knewe ofotheris saluacion. 1465 Marg. Paston in P.Lett.
II. 202 In any thyng that he canne doo tochyng the sava-
cyon of the dedys gode, other in lyfiode, other in other
godys, he sayth that he wyll doo. 1472-3 Rolls 0/ Parlt.
VI. 52/1 [Your Petitioner] in salvation of his lyffe..came
forth and submitted hym to the said Riottours. 1544
tr. Littleton's Tenures [1574) 11 The wife may doe this for

salvacion of the state of the wardeine in chivalry. 161

1

Bible i Sam. xiv. 45 Shall Ionathan die, who hath wrought
this great saluation in Israel? 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 18
The remedy.. to which I owe the salvation of numbers, is

cold bathing. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe X. lxvi.

§ 35. 147 Many a Burgoyne has capitulated because the
means of salvation were not . . put into his hands. 1850
Cablyle Latter~d. Pamph. ii. (1872) 65 When men have a
purse and a skin, they seek salvation at least for these.

1861 Bright Sp. Amer. 4 Dec. (1868) I. 184 What then do
you think would have been the regard of the Government
..for personal liberty, if it interfered with., the salvation of
the State? 1898 Daily News 30 Sept. 2/3 He thought the
salvation of the District Company,, .depended to a certain
extent on the substitution of electricity for steam.

3. A source, cause or means ofsalvation; a person
or thing that saves. Now chiefly in phr. to be the

salvation of,

c x374 Chaucer ComPl. Mars 213 My right lady, my saua-
cyon. c 1440 Lvdc. Horse* Shepe <§ G. 42 (Lansdowne MS.)
Hors in cronyclis, wo-so looke a-nht, Hav be savacion to
many a worthi knyht. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps. xxvii. 1 The
horde is my lyght, and my saluacion. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. i. I. 15 The talents and even the virtues of her first six

French Kings were a curse to her. The follies and vices of
the seventh were her salvation. 1878 Holbkook Hyg. Brain
62 Sleep is the salvation of the nervous system.

4. Comb., as salvation-monger*-work.
1656 T. Watson One Thing necessary 9 Salvation-work

is difficult in regard of the deceits about the work. 1874
Motley Barneveld I. viii. 345 The arch-heretic Armtnius,
the salvation-monger.

Salvational, a. rare, [-al.] Relating to

or concerned with salvation.

1858 J. Eadie Comm. Philippians 44 His present Christ-

like frame of spirit was salvational, if the expression may
be coined— it was an index of present attainment, and the

sure instrument of subsequent glory. 1894 Thinker Aug.
107 This purpose was of vital importance, if Israel was
really to become Jehovah's salvational people in behalf of
the Gentile world.

Salvation Army. An organization, on a
quasi-military model, Founded by the Rev. William
Booth for the revival of religion among the masses

in this and other countries.

The name was adopted in 1878 (the body until then was
styled ' the Christian Mission 1

). The officers bear military

titles t' general', 'captain', etc.). Both sexes take part in the

work, of which open-air services are a prominent feature.

c 1880 Booth Salvation Soldier's Song-bk. No. 123 The
Salvation Army is marching along. 1881 — Doctr. <y Dis-

dpi. Salvation Army § 29 When the organization had been
in existence some eleven years, we found that it was
fashioned, substantially, on the model of an army, and as

its cbject was the salvation of men, we named it, .
* The Sal-

vation Army*.

Salva'tioner./w*-1 . [-er*.] = Salvationist.
1889 'M« Gray' Reproach 0/ Anuesley III. vi. v. 200 The

frantic Salvationers. .make night and day hideous with pro-

fane bawling^

Salvationism. [ism.] a. Religious teach-

ing which lays prime stress on ( salvation ', or the

saving of the soul. b. The principles or methods

of the Salvation Arm)-.

1883 American VI. 233 The emotional variety of religion

which is called ' salvationism '. 1889 Academy 11 May 319/3

The gentler aspects of Salvationism find their exponent here

in the labours of a beautiful self-denying girl, who volun-

tarily gives herself to the service. 190* W. James Varieties

Relig. Exptr. viii. 167 In their extreme forms, of pure

naturalism and pure salvationism, the two types are violently

contrasted.

Salvationist, [-ist.] A member of the Sal-

vation Army.
188s Stamtard 17 Jan., As the 'Salvationists' started on

their 'triumphant march',.. they were pelted with mud and

brickbats. 189a Guardian 13 Jan. 33/2 The Eastbourne

Salvationists seem to believe that they serve their cause by
making Sunday hideous.

t Salvative, « Obs. rare~ l
. [ad. L. type *sal-

vdttv-us, f. salvdre to save : see -ive.] ? Healing

;

or ? preservative {for = against).

1653 R. Sandf.ks Physiogn. bj b, Archangel, physiogno-

mising the fingers, is salvative for the fellon breeding on

those parts.

tSalva'tor 1
. Obs. Also 5 -owr, 5-6 -our.

[ME. sa-lvatotcr, ad. late L. salvdtor-ent (accus.),

agent-n. f. salvdre to Save. In quot. 1707 a.

salvdtor (nom.).] One who saves or delivers;

esp. the Saviour, Christ.

a 1400 Stacions ofRome 298 (Vernon MS.) In be Rofouer
pe popes se A saluatour per may pou se Neuer I-peynted

with bond of Mon. c 1450 Holland Hmvlat 473 Our Sal-

uatouris sepultur. 1493 Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 123 b,

Though eche of these were.. helpers : and in maner salva-

tours of the people.. but there was never none that was
unyversall savyoure. .but our lorde. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems
xxix. 1 Sanct Saluatour ! send siluer sorrow. 1560 Rolland
Crt. Venus \\\. 860 Our Saluatour to fell the feyndis feid

Was he not borne of the bour virginall? 1707 E. Ward
Hud. Rediv. II. vn. 18 His holy Nose b'ing something

greater Than that which grae'd our late Salvator {i.e.

William III].

t Salvator - : see next.
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Salvatory ffle-Mtari), sb. Also 7-8 salva-

tor\e. [ad. med.L, salvdtori-um place of preserva-

tion (only spec, a fishpond), f. salvare to Save.

Sense 1 is due to association with Salve sb. x
]

+ 1. A box for holding ointment. Obs.

1549 Will of T. Lauttd (Somerset Ho.\ A salvatory of
syluer. »^6i Vicary Will in Auat. 189 My best plaister

box, garmsshed with siluer, my salvitory of siluer. 1612

Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 16 The Salvatorie if it

contain six severall Unguents, it is sufficient for any present

use. 16*3 Webster Duchess of Malfi iv. n, Thou art a
box of worme-seede, at best, but a saluatory of greene mum-
mey. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 438/1 The Surgeons
Salvator or Salvatory, or his Box of Unguents, .is a Box
with a Lid made generally of Latin or Tin. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Salvatory, a Surgeon's Box, with Partitions,
to hold several sorts of Salves, Ointments, and Balsams.
1715 Loud. Gas. No. 5370/4 A Salvatore furnished with
Balsam.

2. gen. A repository for safe storage, rare.
a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. iv. 156 When I consider

..the admirable powers of Sensation, of Phantasie, of
Memory, in what Salvatories or Repositories the Species of
things past are conserved. 1863 Jean Ingelow Poems 98
(A Dead Year) 'All the kings of the nations lie in glory 1

[see Isa. xiv. 18]; Cased in cedar, and shut in a sacred gloom
;

..Silent they rest, in solemn salvatory.

Salvatory (sse'lvatori), a. ran. [ad. L. *sal-

vdlori-us : see prec] Saving, imparting safety or
salvation (to).

1830 Fraser's Mag. I. 525 Such and such redeeming points
. . these salvatory accidents. 1852 J erdan A ntobiog. I. xvii.

131 To aid us in our salvatory endeavours [viz. to save a
convict from execution]. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xv. xi.

(1872) VI. 74 Fine feat, salvatory to the Cause of Liberty,
and destructive of French influence. 1898 M. Muriel
Dowie Crook 0/ Bough 124 The raw young thinker who
believes in the salvatory power of education.

t Salvatrice. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. salva-

tric-em (nom. -trix), f. salvare to Save.]
1. A female saviour.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxv. 67 [To our Lady] Oratrice,

mediatrice, salvatrice.

2. Old name for one of the coats funicm) of the
eye ; in full tunicle salvatrice ( = L. tunica salvatrix).
1590 Barrough Meth. Physic 1. xxx. {1596) 50 Some.,

imagin but only two coaies, the one whereof they tearme
Saluatrix, because it saueth and keepeth the humors. Ibid.
xxxiv. 54 The tunicle saluatrice. Ibid. 55 It is not safe to
aduenture to cure it [the 'second pantiicle^, when by con-
tinuance of time, it hath vnited it selfe with the saluatrice.

Salve (sav), sb.1 . Forms : 1 salb, saif, sealf,

sealfe, 2 sealfe, 3 (Orm.) salife, 4 sealve, (salft),

4-5 salf, save, Sc. sawve, 4-9 Sc. saw, 5 salife,

6 saulve, Sc. saufe, 7 sawf, 3- salve. [OE.
sealf fern. = OS. saltra, MLG. salve (whence
'SISw. salva, Sw. salfva, Da. salve) t MDu. salve,

salf (Du. saif), OHG. salpa, salba fern., salb, salp

neut. (MHG., G. M#* fern.) :-OTeut. *salba str.

fern. :—pre-Tent. *solpa
t
cogn. w. Skr. sarpis clari-

fied butter, srpra greasy, and Albanian galpe butter;

perh. also with Gr. 6\tttj
} 5\ms oil-flask.]

1. A healing ointment for application to wounds
or sores. See also Eyesalve, Lipsalve.
a 700 Epinal Gloss. 635 Malagma, salb. e'xooo Sax.

Leechd. I. no Jenim pas ylcan wyrte, wyrc to salfe [v.rr.

sealfe, sealuej. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark xiv. 5 peos sealf
mihte beon ^eseald to brim hund penegum. (.1200 Ormin
6477 pe bridde batt te33 gaefenn himm Wassan full deore salife,

..Myrra bi name nemmnedd. a 1335 Aticr. A*. 370 Ure
Louerdes sonde bet brouhte hire salue uorto helen lure titles.

c 13x5 Shoreham i. 18 And for be goute sealue Me makepe.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xlvi. {Anastace) 102 Bot mekly vald
scho wesch bar fet, & with softe sawis bare saris bet. 11386
Chaucer Sor.'s T. 631 Now kan nat Canacee but herbes
delue Out of the ground and make saues [v.r. salues] newe.
14.. Sir Beues 605 (MS. M.) With drinke and salffe she
helid hym softe. 1530 Palsgr. 729/1, I splette a saulve
abrode upon a clothe, je placque. 1612 Woodall Surg.
Mate Wks. (1653) 21 If an old wife had openly applied her
one salve for all sores.

t
1704 W. King Orpheus ty Eurydhe

152 She.. bade him 'noint himself with salve ; Such as those
hardy people use, Who walk on fire without their shoes.
1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 242 Linen spread over with
spermaceti salve. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad
xlv.'Twill hurt, but here are salves to friend you, And many
a balsam grows on ground.

b. Formerly often (now arch.) in proverbial
collocation with sore.

a 1300 Cursor M. 27397 'Ail all sares sere es sett, salues
sere to be wit betL 1399 Gower Praise ofPeace 122 Ley
to this olde sor a newe salve. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm.
xxi. 363 Where there is no sore, there needes no salue. 1671
Milton Samson 184 Or if better, Counsel or Consolation we
may bring, Salve to thy Sores. 18*5 Jamiesok s.v. Saw, Ye
hae a saw for ilka sair.

C. A mixture, usually of tar and grease, for
smearing sheep.
15*3 Fitzhekb. Husb. § 44 To make brome salue [for

sheep]. 1837 Youatt Mountain Sheph. Man. 31 The scab—a disease which the common salve, made of tar and grease,
seems effectually to resist. 1844 Stephens Bk.Farm III.
1117 This compound, .forms a salve for 100 sheep.
Jig* *5»8 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 129 b, As when we

saye of a wanton childe, this shepe hath magottes in his
tayle, be must be anoyntedwithbyrchin salve, which speach
I borow of the shephardes.

2. fig. a. A remedy (esp. for spiritual disease,

sorrow, and the like). Now rare. See also 1 b.
< :aoo Ormin 13489 Jesumm Mannkinne sawle salife,..

Himm hafe we nu fundenn. c 1335 A ncr. R. 276 Prudes salue

is edmodnesse. a 1350 Owl St Night. 888 Icli helpe monne
on eiber halue, Mi nuip haue^ tweire kunne salue. < 1320
K. Brunne Medit. 1133 pank we now oure sa[u]youre,
bat salue vs hab brojt, Oure syke soules to saue, whan
synne hab hem sojt. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 370 Con-
tricioun. .pat is the souereynest salue for alkyn synnes.
C1413 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1245, I am so drad of
inonyes scantnesse. . Wisseth me how to gete a golden salue.

c 1430 in Pol. Rel. <r L. Poems (1903) 203 And to my souie
goosteli salue bou sende ! 1563 Homilies 11. Repentance n.

( 1 859) 541 That they may receive at their hand thecomfortable
salve of God's word. 1574 Satir. Poems Reform, xlii. 766
Schir, }e knaw, This ramie will be ane saw, To mak the
word estemit moir Nor euir it was heirtofoir. 1577 Han*
mer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 457 Wherefore we have devised
these letters as a salve for this mischiefe. c 1610 Rowlands
Terrible Batt. 8 Sinne hath no salue but mercy.

b. esp. Something which serves to soothe

wounded feelings or honour, a tender conscience,etc.
This use has prob. developed from a misinterpretation or

punning acceptation of phrases containing Salve sb.*

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 669/1 This however was no Salve for
the tender Consciences of the Quakers. 1856 Merivale
Rom. Emp. xli. (1865) V. 115 For them Horace had a salve
in his specious disparagement of illustrious parentage. 1865
Kingsley ilereiv. iv, Ranald had this salve for his con-
science. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. ii. 54
Let us hope that this little salve to self-esteem never lost its

efficacy.

c. slang. See quot., and cf. Lipsalve.
1864 Hotten Slang Diet., Salve, praise, flattery, chaff.

3. Comb.y as salve-box.

1663 Cowley Cutter Cotman St. in. i, A Sawf-box for a
Wounded Conscience.

+ Salve, sb:1 Obs. [a, ¥. salve (16th c), ad.

It. salva : see Salvo. Cf. G. salve.] A Salvo
or discharge of fire-arms.

x577"87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1151/1 At whose arriuall
there.. they sounded their trumpets, & with a thundering
peale of great ordinance gaue a lowd salue vnto the Britains.

1587 Sir R. Williams Let. to Leicester 29 June (MS. Cot-
ton Galba D 1. 146-7), I and other English gentilmen will

approch theire Boates in such sorte that we will force them
to giue theire salue of Artillerie vppon vs. 1604 E. Grim-
stone Ilist. Siege Ostend 182 They made a Salue, euery
one of the Musketiers three shot. 1635 Barriffe Mil. Dis-
cipl. cxx. (1643) 420 A salve is when 2, 3, or more rankes
powre out all their shot together in one volly. 1637 R.
Monro Exped. 11. 66 They were prepared witha firme reso-
lution to receive us with a salve of Cannon and Muskets.
1666 Land. Gaz. No. 47/2 In which state they entred the
City of Naples, where the.. Spanish Garrison, welcomed
them with the continued thunder of the Cannons and salves
of small shot. 111693 Urquharfs Rabelais 111. xxxiv. 288
The Thundring of Nineteen hundred Canons at a Salve.

t Salve, sb.'^ Obs. [Origin and meaning obscure

:

perh. some error.] Some kind of boat.
1588 Archdeacon tr. True Disc. A rmy K. Spain 36 There

are 20. Carauels for the seruice of the aboue named Armie,
and likewise 10 Salues with sixe Oares a peece. [Repro-
duced by Strype, Tindal and Hume.]

t Salve, sbA Obs. [f. Salve z>.- Cf. Salvo
sb.1] a. A solution of a difficulty ; also, a sophis-
tical excuse or evasion, b. A ' salvo ' or means
of ' salving ' a person's honour, etc.

a 1628 F. Ghexil Sidney (1652) 11 In their losse.. there be
buried many delicate images, and differences between the
reall and large complexions of those active times, and the
narrow salves of this effeminate age. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vii. xiii. 366 While we referre it unto the Moone,
we give some satisfaction for the Ocean, but no generall
salve for Creeks, and Seas which know no floud. 1651 N.
Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. xliv. 114 The worst point in the
case was that the Duke was a Bastard,, .nor was there other
salve thereto but the Norman custom, that made no differ,

ence. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. r. xi. 49 They will rather
hazard their honour, which may be salved with an excuse ;

than their lives, for which no salve is sufficient. 1657 Treat.
Conf Sinwi. 109 A discourse not capable of a Roman salve,
but needing the spunge throughout, with a deleatur. 166$
Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. 24 Whether what is said be a
clear salve or a shuffle.

II Salve (sae-lvi"), sb.& Also 6 salvy. [L. salve
f hail ! \ 'good morning', 2nd sing, imper. of salvere

to be well or in good health. Cf. F. salvi in

sense 2 (14th c. in Godefroy).]

1. The utterance of the word salve (see above) or

its equivalent ; a greeting or salutation on meeting.
1583 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 22 After he had

curteously giuen her the Salue. Ibid. 196 To salute thee
with a Sofa*, 1588 — Metam. ibid. IX. 20 An interchange
of salues passed, between her and me. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. IIL 176 His Salve, or Present, when he came
to his Disciples, [was] Peace be with you. 1701 C. Wol-
ley yrnl. Neiu York U860) 56 But the amaze soon went off
with a salve tit quoque, and a Bottle of Wine.
2. (More fully Salve Regina.) In the R. C.Ch.,
an antiphon, beginning *Salve, Regina', now recited

after the Divine Office from Trinity Sunday to Ad-
vent ; also sung as a separate office or ( devotion \

Also, a musical setting for this.

14*8 E. E. Wills (1882) 81 Also to-fore oure ladi in Senct
Marie Chapell . . 1 Tapre of a pounde, to brenne euery euen
of oure lady, and b* day as atte salue. 1486 Rec. St. Mary
at Hill (1904) 5 That he be euery Day in the same Chirch
after evensong, at the tyme of syngyng of Salue Regina.
150a Arnolde Chron. (1811) 277 Item we fynde that for de-
faute of good prouision bothe of the chirche wardeyns and
also of the mastirs of the salue, neither the priestis nor clarkis
that ben retayned for the chirche wil nat com to our lady
masse nor salue. X557-8 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace.
(1896) 103 For the Syngyn men that song' at Salvy. c 1570
Durham Depos. (Surtees) 149 He dyd dyvers tymes help to

singe salvaes at mattynes and even songe. 1789 Bukney

I Hist. Mas. III. 5^9 The salmi, stabat maters, t/i/sereres,

;

and salve reginas, with solo airs. 1888 Century Mag. Aug.
495/2 It is the hour of the Compline, the Salve, and the
Angeius.

b. attrib., as f Salve time\ + Salve-light, a
candle lighted during the singing of the Salve.
1439 E. E. Wills (1882J 114, ii Tapers to stonde on the

Auter of our lady.. per to be lighte and brenne at Salue
tyme. i486 Will ofW. Cromwell in Misc. Gen.

<J-
Her. Ser.

in. I. 95 To the lighting of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the
same chapel, called Salvelight.

Salve (sav
; , vA Forms: 1 sealfian, 3 Ormin

sallfenn, 5 salf.e, sauf, save, 6 sawve, (9 dial.

sauve, soave, sove), 3- salve. [OK. sealfian «
OFris. salvia^ OS. satbon, MLG. salven (mod.LG.
sa/ven, sal/en; Da. salve from LG.), MDu. salven
(Du. zalven), OHG. salbon (MHG. and mod.G.
salben), Goth, salbdn :—OTeut. *sattiojant f. *salbd
Salve sb. 1

]
1. trans. To anoint (a wound, wounded part)

with salve or healing unguent. Obs. or arch.
a 800 Erfurt Gloss. 325 Delibutus, jisalbot. c 1050 Voc.

in Wr.-Wulcker 406/13 Fotamy sealfode. a 1400-50 A lex-
OJtder^iyi (Dubl.) He gart seke bair sarys & bairn salue with
suurgers noble. 1530 Palsgr. 697/2, 1 salve, or playster a
sore bodyewith salves,yV emptastre. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i.

v. 17 Where many skilfull leaches him abide To salve his
hurts, that yet still freshly bled. 1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist.
i- (1654) 38 Where is he that salved and cured him which
was wounded by the Theives ? 1658 A. Fox Wurtz 1 Surg.
11. xxvi. 176 There are some, who by all means would have
Fractures salved and annointed. 1822 Scott Nigel viii,

Marry, her husband that made the weapon might have
salved the wound. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxiii, Is there
a wound on your limbs, which my hands have not salved?

f b. To anoint to an office. Obs.
c I3O0 Ormin 13243, & Crist bitacnebb u*s }>att mann patt

smeredd iss & sallfedd, Nohht bunh nan eorblij smere, ace
all purrh Hali3 Gastess salife.

c. In figurative contexts, where the language is

literal ; esp. in phr. to salve a sore* .+ Also with up.
c 1200 Ormin 9427 Alls iff he brobhte laechedom & herrtess

e^hesallfe, To sallfenn & to clennsenn firrst pe follkt;>>>

herrtess e^he. a 1225 After. R. 104 pe gostliche hurtes ne
bunched nout sore, ne ne ^alueS Ham mid schrifte. a 1340
Hampole Psalter xxvi. 15 J>ou ert god my hele bat salues
be wounde of my syn. t 1400 Deslr. Troy 9193 There is

no medcyn on mold, saue the maiden one, )?at my sors might
salue, ne me sound make. 11430 Lydg. 'Testament Mm.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 248 Sauf al my soorys that they nat
cankryd be With noon old rust of disesperaunce. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 52 AI which sores I haue salued
vp with apt plasters. 1604 Chlkchyard {title) A blessed
llahiie to search and salve Sedition. 1623 T. Scot Tongue-
Combat 54 Matters..did. .salve vp this sore from further
festring. X873 Browning RedCott. A't.-cap 249 Since plain
speech salves the wound it seems to make.

fd. intr. To smear salve upon a sorej in quot.

fig. Obs. rare.

1579 Lodge Def Poetry 42 But after your discrediting of
playmaking, you salue vppon the sore somewhat.

e. trans. To smear (sheep) with a mixture of

tar and butter, or the like. Cf. Grease v. 2.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 44 A medicyne to salue poore
mennes shepe, that thynke terre to costely. 1544 Su/pllc.
Hen. VIII (E.E.'I'.S.) 39 A shepherde. .which notherwolde
nor coulde feade, handle, salue, nor ones see his shepe com-
mytted to his charge. X788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. 349
To salve sheep, to dress them with tar and grease, i860
Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale II. 79 He would linger three
or four days to help to 'salve' the sheep.

t 2. In extended sense : To heal or remedy (a

disease). Chiefly^., to heal (sin, sorrow, etc.).

1411 26 Pol. Poems x. 164 pe holy gost salueb soule syk-
nesse. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 7719 No tryacle may
the venym saue. c 1450 Cov. Alyst. xxvi. (Sbaks. Soc) 253
Alle your langoris salvyn xal he. 1579 Tomson Calvin's
Serm. Tim. 320/1 We are not worthie that God should
salve our sinnes gently and with a fatherly affection. 1581
Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 187 But Christ salueth this disease,
for he fulfilled the lawe for vs. 1594 Greene & Lodge
Looking Glasse (1598) D 3, Content thee sweet, ile salue thy
sorrow straight. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. L 1. i. (1651)
220 They can.. salve gouts, epilepsies [etc.]. 1634 Quarles
yobVAs. Poems(i 717) 1 80 Why, rather, didst not thou remove
my sin, And salve the sorrows that I raved in?

fb. To heal (a person) ^"(sickness, sin, etc.).

Occas. found coupled with save (see quots. 1377, c 1470'.

a 1225 St. Marker. 22 Of bis sunne lauerd loke me nu
salue. 01240 Ureisun'xn Cott.Hom.202 Fortosaluen[Z,<wwA.

Horn. 187 sauuinj seke ine sunnen. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B, xi. 212 Cryst to a comune woman seyde . . J?at fides sua
shulde sauen hirand saluen hir of alle synnes. Ibid. xx. 303
Go salue bo bat syke ben and borw synne ywounded. c 1440
York Myst. xx. 266 pe sight of pe Hath salued vs of all

oure sore. Ibid. xxix. 263 He salued bame of sikenesse.

c 1470 Got. <y Gaw. 793 The king.. pray t to the grete God
to grant him his grace, Him to saue and to salf. a 1591
H. Smith Serm. (1637) 599 His stripes are plasters to salve
me. 1596 Spenser At*, v. v.43 For,seeking thus to salve the
Amazon, She wounded was with her deceipts owne dart.

+C. To soothe, mitigate, assuage (an 'appetite').

1577 Northbrooke DicingdStf) 11 Neuer endeauoring
to tame and salue their wilde appetites.

f3. fig< To heal, remedy, mend, makegood, make
up, smooth over (something amiss, a troubled state

of affairs, a defect, offence, disgrace, dispute, etc.).

In many examples not distinguishable from Salvi; r1

X575 Fenton Gold. Epist. (1582) 246 They seeke not to
salue what is amisse. X579 E. K. Spenser's Shepli. Cal. Ep.
to Harvey p 1, Which default whenas some endevoured to
salve and recure. 1587 Greene Penelopes Web Dj, The
lady Bannenissa,.. still salued her want with labour and
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her pouertie with patience. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 21

But Ebranck salved both their infamies With noble deedes.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 509 If my conjecture
missed the truth, the confession of my errour may salue

it. c i6aa Ford, etc. Witch Edi/tonton 1. i, To salve the
infamy Of my disgraced house. 169* Luttrell Brief Rel.

(1857) II. 34* Which, 'tis thought, will salve the difference
betwixt the two houses about the treason bilL 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), To Salve the Matter, to make up a Business,

so as to come off well. 171a Prideaux Direct. Ch.-zvar-
dens (ed. 4) 63 His Confirmation salved all defects,

•f*b. with intensive up. Obs.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiii. (1596) 217 That
steward, whom his master called to accompt, reseruing a
good portion of the goods to his owne behoofe, salued vp
all his reckonings, and got his quietus est. 161a T. Taylor
Comm. Titus Ul 2 (1619) 571 These speaches are farre off

from saluing vp the matter. 1656 Finktt For. Ambuss.
22a In observation of which direction I repaired to them,
salved up all as dextrouslyas I could. 1668 H. More Div.
Dial. I. ii. 230 There will be a ©«6s airb ^xayift, Christ
coming in the Clouds, that shall salve up all.

4- fig- (From sense 1, after phrases containing
Salve v£) To soothe, ( lay flattering unction to

(irritated feeling, ' wounded pride', an uneasy con-
science, etc.)- Also to salve over.

18*5 Lamb Unitarian Protests, So long as you Uni-
tarians could salve your consciences with the Equivoque.
1831 Campbell Power of Russia jo Rome could impart
what Russia never can— Proud civic right to salve submis.
>i jri's shame. 1850 Kingsley Alt. Locke xiv, I salved
over that feeling, being desirous to see everything in the
brightest light. 185s R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xii,

At first Chousam would hear of nothing but *l-a-w\
Bullfrog's wounded honour could only be salved that way.
Ibid, xxv, Jack salved his conscience over with the old plea
of duty. 1864 Trevrlyam Compel. Wallah (1866) 144 Or
any of the other benefits by which we seek to compensate
the natives, .and salve our own consciences. 1874 Svmonos
Sh. Italy <$ Greece (i8}8) I. xv. 343 A supreme satisfaction

—salving over many wounds of vanity. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 373 In the endeavour to salve their wounded
pride.

b. To salve over : to talk over or persuade by
smooth speech, coltoq.

1861 Mrs. H. Wood C 'tannings I. xi. 157 'Lady Augusta
and Dr. Burrows are great friends, you know '; and we hear
that they have been salving over Pye—*

' Gently, Tom !
' put

in M r. Channing. ' Talking over Pye, then/ corrected lorn.

T Salve, v.2 Obs. [app. ad. L. salvare to Save.
In the astronomical sense 1, the L. form was prob. adopted

because the vernacular save did not sufficiently indicate the
technical import of the word. In this use the word became
virtually equivalent to * solve ',

' explain \ and it seems prob*
able that sense 2 (though in our quots. appearing earlier)

arose as a generalized application of this notion. The re-

maining uses were no doubt suggested by mod. Latin phrases
like salvojure, salvo honore

t etc ; see Salvo sb. 1

}

1. Astr. To Save {ike appearances, the pheno-
mena), i.e. to frame a hypothesis which will ac-

count for all the observed facts of the apparent
motions of the heavenly bodies. Hence gen., to

account for, explain by hypothesis. (Cf. Solve
v., used in the same phrases.)
i6a$ N. Carpenter Ceog. Del. 1. vL {1635) 140 To salue

this Apparence, Ptolomy inuented a slow motion of the
Starry Heauen. 16*7 Hakkwill Afol. 11. iv. } 4. 95 Who
to salue these different observations invented a new Hypo-
thec, which vet was not received by Astronomers of after

times. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. $2 (1643) 307 Serving to no
other purpose but to salve the annuall motion of the earth.

1646 [see Phenomenon i cj. 1656 tr, Hobbes' EUm. Philos.
iv. xxvi. 320 That circular motion (which is commonly attri-

buted to them) about a fixed Axis., .is insufficient to salve
their Appearances. 166a Boyle Def. Doctr. SpringofAir
11. v. 57 To salve the Phenomena of the Torricellian Expert*
mem. 166s Sfillingfl. Orig. Sacr. in. L § 18 Such perplex-
ities must needs arise, when men will undertake to salve
the inward operations of the soul by ineer motion. 167s Sir
T. Browne Let. Friend f 8 A remarkable coincidence,
which tho Astrology hath taken witty pains to salve, yet
hath it been very wary in making predictions of it. 1691
T. H[alk| Ace. New Invent, p. xxix, Inventers, whose dis-

coveries have only salved the Phenomena.

2. To clear up, explain, account for (a difficulty,

point in dispute, etc.) ; to overcome (a doubt,
injection); toharmonizeorrecoucile(adiscrepancy .

1571 Campion Hist. frel. xv. (1633) 48 Here Cambrensis
j

to salve the contradiction, thinketh [etc. J. 1594 Plat Jewell-
ho. 111. 80 If the first doubt may be salued. 1614 Raleigh I

Hist. World 11. (1634) 475 So, by making the seventeenth
|

yeare ofJeroboam to be newly begun, all maybe salved. i6ao
Sanderson Serm. ad Pop. ii. (16*91 1 7 2 As for those phrases 1

then of Repenting, Grieving, &c, which are spoken of God I

in the Scriptures ; that {jvy*aTa0eum , whereof St, Chrysostom
j

so often speaketh, salveth them. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. viii.

Wks. 1851 IV. 80 What may we do then to salve this seem-
ing inconsistence ? 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. v. f 20 To salve '

all, some have found out another Patrick, called Seniour, or
Sen Patrick. 1676 \V. Hubbard Happiness of People 3 The
reason given by some Interpreters seems not sufficient to
salve the Knot, a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. Hi. 82
And this does salve two Objections at once. 1686 R. Dun-

J

ning Overseer of Poor n This Exception may be thus
salved. 17M Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. (1724) 109 The
objection before us, tho we could not salve the difficulties

jn it,.. yet ought to be no prejudice against the belief of the
immortality of the soul. 1744 Wesley Wks. (1872) VIII.
I conceive, this will not salve the matter at all.

b. To explain away, excuse by a ' salvo*.
16*8 Prvnne Cms. Cozens 73 What answer can you make

to mittigate or salue this bloody and soule-staying sinne ?

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 11. | 20. 202 He flew out into some
expressions indeed, but yet such as in other places he doth
either salve or contradict.

71

3. To render tenable, obviate the objections to

I

(an opinion) ; to vindicate from incredibility (an

I

alleged fact).

1596 Bell Sttrv. Popery m. ix. 397 To salue their beg-
I gerly doctrine. 1635 Jackson Creed \m. xviii. § 2 Such..
j

labour to salve the truth of the Propheticall prediction,
1658 Sir T. Browne Hydrioi. iii. 19 But the soul subsisting,

1

other matter clothed with due accidents, may salve the in-

,
di viduality. 1659 Pearson Creed {1839) 88 There was no way

j
to salve the eternity or antiquity of the World . . but by sup-

!
posing innumerable deluges and deflagrations. 1701 Norris

;

Ideal World 1. v. 298 As the esse reale salves the infinity,

I

so the esse formale does equally secure the ideality. 17*0
Waterland Eight Serm. 116 To salve their Hypothesis,
They make bold with the.. Construction of the Words.

4. To preserve or maintain unhurt (one's honour,

\

credit, reputation, etc.). Hence, to preserve the
: credit of, make good (one's oath, etc.).

In the later examples prob. apprehended by the writers as
a figurative use of Salve v. 1

: see Salve v.1
4.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. iv. 27 To salve his name And pur-
chase honour to his friends behalve. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone
iv. ii, I devised a formal tale That salv'd your reputation.
i6»8 Hobbes tr. Thncyd. 1. (1629) 65 tnarg., The Oracles
were alwayes obscure, that evasion might be found to salue
their credit. 1636 Ma&sixger Bashful Loverv. \, My onely
Child Being provided for, her honor salv'd too. 1657 W.
Morice Cana quasi Koirij Pref. 9 The gentleman hath in

j

one respect salved the honor of his judgement. 1689 Evelyn
Diary 15 Jan^ They were alt for a Regency, thereby to
salve their oathes. 1697 T. Smith Voy. Constantinople in

j

Misc. Cur. (1708) III. 7 The Seamen, to salve their Credit,
' and to excuse their Error, ..pretended that we were set in
by a strong Current. 1698 Frver Ace. E. India

<J- P. 262
He was forced to make use of an Equivocation to salve his
Oath, fli^n Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 433 His
Truth in Threats to punish Guilt, Was salv'd in Blood of
Jesus spilt. 1803 Malthus Popul. iv. vii. (1806) II. 402
Those who believe that the character of a woman is salved
by such a forced engagement. 1814 Southey Roderick

I xxii. 133 An afterthought to salve decorum.

b. refl. To save one's credit.

1657 W. MotticE, Ca-na quasi Kotvt) xii. 156 Unless perhaps
j

they can think to salve themselves by saying [etc. J.

c. With from : To clear from a charge or im-
putation of.

1685 Dryuen Thren. August. 243 Charles left behind no
harsh decree For schoolmen with laborious art To salve from
cruelty.

d. To save the credit of (an author).
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. iL 182 In these con-

stderations must Aristotle be salved, when hee affirmeth the
' heart of man is placed in the left side.

Salve (scelv), v.% [Back-formation from Salv-
;

agk.] trans. To save (a ship, its cargo) from loss

j
at sea ; to save (property) from destruction by fire;

to make salvage of.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Salve, to save or preserve:
as To Salve a Ship or the Goods of it. 1715 Loud. Got.
No. 5330/3 Clarets and White Wines salved.. out of two
Dutch Ships lost in January. 1796 J. Troutbeck Scilly

1st. 229 Part of her cargo was driven on shore, and. .con-
sisted of wine and oil. After it was salved, some of the in-

habitants insisted on one half in kind. 1888 in Pall MattG.
1 June 10 2 In 1886 this gun was salved, having lain nearly
too years below the sea. 1901 Scotsman n Mar. 8/7 The
Steamer., has stranded at the entrance to the harbour:
means are being taken to lighten and salve her.

absot. 188s Daily Tel. 21 Dec. (Cassell), Crews of twenty
boats scattered all over the islands are salving as quickly
as they can.

Hence Salved ppl.a., Salving vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1869 fall Matt G. 4 Oct. 7/2 The wreck lying in a favour-
able position for salving operations. 1884 Sir N. Likdlky
in Law Rep. 9 Probate Div. 203 The salving vessel is often
herself exposed to imminent peril. 1893 Westm. Gat. 8 Feb.

8/3 The value of the salved vessel wasj£ 225,000. 1899 F. T.
Mullen Log Sea-iva if 113 The small craft which clung to
our side receiving the salved cargo.

Salve, obs. form of Safe, Save.

t Salvedixtion. Obs.—° [f. L. salve* hail,

imp. of salvire to be well, after Valediction.]
Salutation on meeting.
1668. Wilkins Real Char. 237 Salvediction, accost, greet,

hail. 1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4), Salvediction, a greeting
or bidding God save.

t Salvee. Obs. [Precise formation uncertain :

cf. Salve sb.'*] A Salvo (of fire-arms).

163a Swed. Intelligencer 11. 169 Teaching them especially

how to give a Charge or Salvee ; some upon their knees,

others behind them stooping forward ; and the hindmost
ranke standing upright, and all to give fire at once, c 1651
O. Gordon Conttn. Hist. Earls Sutherld. {18:3) 526 At the

first incounter they gave the Lord Gordon a salvee of shot

from the folds, where he was slayn, with dyvers others.

Salvelin, -ine (sarlWlin), a. Ichth. [ad.

mod.L. salvelin its sb. (Linnaeus), specific name
of the char, prob. ad. Ger. salbling (in 17th c. sal-

zxr/Y/f, Willughby Nisi. Pise. 195): see Saibling.]
j

Belonging to the species (now usually regarded as
1

a sub-genus or genus) Salmo salvetinus, the char,
j

1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 1. 59 [heading of page] Salvelin
|

Trout. 1891 Century Diet., Salvetine.

Salvenap, variant form of Sanap.

t Salver 1
. Obs. rare. Alsosalvour. [f. Salve

v. + -ek I.] One who salves or heals ; applied to

Christ or the Virgin Mary.
14.. Tnndale"s Vis. (1843) 146 Heyle tho saluer of our

solace, c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 4 Heil comeli queene,.

.

Heil pe saluour of al sore ! c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 507
Hayll ! saluer of our sores sere, a 1500-34 Coventry Corpus

SALVING.
Chr. Plays, Weavers 956 But I troo amonst vs he [Christ]
be sent To be the saluer of owre sore.

Salver - (sae'lvai). Also 7 salvor. [Formed
(with suffix -er after platter or some other word of
like meaning) on F. salve (1666 in Hatz.-Darm.), a
tray used for presenting certain objects to the king,
ad. Sp. salva ( = Pg. salva), primarily 'a fore-

tasting, as to a prince * (Minsheu 1617), the * as-
saying' of food or drink (= Credence sb. 6), and
hence a tray or salver on which the cup was placed
when the tasting had shown that its contents were
free from danger (cf. Credence sb. 7), f. salvo
Safe a. or salvar to save, render safe, to * assay

'

food or drink. Cf. the synon. Server (late 17th c).
Minsheu 1617 explains Sp. salva as ' the lid of the cup, in

which it is customary to taste the drink before presenting it

to a prince ', but this is perh. a misunderstanding.]
A tray, used for handing refreshments or for pre-

senting letters, visiting-cards, etc.

For the earlier sense, see quot. 1661.

_
i66x Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Salver (from salvo, to save)

is a new fashioned peece of wrought plate, broad and flat,
with a foot underneath, and is used in giving Beer, or other
liquid thing, to save the Carpit or Cloathes from drops.
1685 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896) 242 Presented
for the use of this Ch. one Silver Salver. 1683 Land. Gaz.
No. 2068/4, 3 Silver Porringers, 3 Salvors one of them deep,
two flat. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theveuot's Trav. 1. 160 These
Dishes have feet like our Salvers, but almost half a Foot
high. 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair 11. i, Where are my
new japan salvers? 17*9 Swift Direct. Serv. i. Wks. 1751
XIV. 19 Gather the Droppings and Leavings, out of the
several Cups and Glasses and Salvers, into one. 1731 Por-i-:

Ep. Burlington 159 Between each Act the trembling salvers
ring, From soup to sweetwine, and God bless the King.
1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xxii. (1841) I. 207 Six fine

large silver salvers to serve sweetmeats. 1759 Com/l. I.ett.-

writer (ed. 6) 229 The company treated .. with morning
salvers of champaigne. x8i8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xl, Nor
would he permit her to break offa fragment, and lay the rest
on the salver. 184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. 238
Great trays of tea and coffee and bounteous salvers of cake,
biscuits [etc.]. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <r Dan. xv, Always
brings in a letter on a salver. 1874 Whvte Melville
Uncle John xiv. II. 96 A ubiquitous mess-waiter..presently
appeared with the visitor's card on a salver. 1888 M.
Robertson Lombard St. Myst. iv, On the silver salver en-
riching the hall-table.

fb. ?A dish on which a jelly or the like is

sensed up for the table.

1747^96 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xxi. 332 If you want it for

the middle, turn it out upon a salver. 1769 Mrs. Kaffald
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 187 When you turn them [the jellies]

out, dip your bason in warm water, . .then turn your dish or
salver upon the top of your bason, and turn your bason up-
side down.

c. Comb. Salver-shaped a. {Bot.) =Hypocra-
teriporm.
1760 J. I.ee Inlrod. Bot. 1. iii. (1776) 7 Hypocrateriform,

Salver-shaped. 1776-96 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II.

218 Vinca... Bloss. salver-shaped. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot.

1 380 Hypocrateriform or salver-shaped [corolla], when there
is a straight tube surmounted by a flat spreading limb, as in

Primula. 1877-84 F. E. Hulme Wild Fl. p. x, Larger Peri-

winkle.—Corolla salver-shaped.

Salver, obs. form of Salvor.

SalverformCsx'lvwifiSini), a. Bot. [^Salver 5*

+ -FORM.] = Hypocrateriform. (Cf. Salver 2 c.)

1821 W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 37 Corolla
salverform. 1880 [see Hvpocraterimorphous].

Salvetee, -le, obs. forms of Safety.

II Salvia (sae'lvia). Bot. and Gardening. [L.

salvia Sagej^. 1
] A large genus (Tournefort 1700)

of Labiatm, including the common sage ; a plant of

this genus (in popular use, chiefly applied to the

ornamental varieties).

1844 Lady G. Fullerton Ellen Middleton (1854) II. xiv.

140 Some sprigs of the deep red salvia were fastened in her

hair. 1873 *OuiDA*/\wrar*/lII. 43 There were great bands
of scarlet salvia blossoming. 1884 Roe Nat. Ser. Story ix,

The flower beds flamed with geraniums and salvias. 1900

Mrs. Devereux in Academy 3 Feb. 104/1 Terraces radiant

with red salvia, and golden with orange trees.

t Salviiic, ''. Obs. rare. [ad.lateL. sahnjic-us

saving, f. salv-us: see Safe a. and -Fie] Tending
to save, causing salvation.

I591 ^- Brvce Serm. v. M2b, The mair that this Countrie

is watered by that saluiiik and heauenlie dewc. a 1660

Hammond On Hebr. xiii. 15 The sacrifice of salvifick praise.

1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 65 There is most use for

them, when their presence is salvifique and repulsive, a 1711

Ken Christop/tit Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 511 To Souls born blind,

their cheerful Sight, The Radiance of Salvifick Light.

t Salvi'fical, a. Obs. [See -al.] =prec.
1581 Studbes 'Two Wunderf. Examf. in Shaks. See.

Papers {1849) IV. 85 Or els we neuer can be saued by Jesus
Christ his death, A sacrifice saluificall to them that Hue by
faithe. 1637 Bp. Reynolds Serm. July izth (1638) 39 The
Foundation of Salvation, whatsoever things are simply and
absolutely necessary to the spiritual!, vitall, and salvificall

state of a Christian. 1642 ). Jackson Bk. Conscience 58
That faith is. .no true, justifying, salvificall faith. 1654

Vilvain Theol. Treat. Ep. Ded. 1 Such [things] as concern

our Souls salubrity or salvifical felicity. 1678 T. Jones
Heart <y Right Sov. 586 He is of this salvifical church.

Hence t Salvifically adv.
168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 11. § 11 There is but One

Who died salvifically for us.

Salving (sa-virj), vbl. sb> [f. Salve vA + -ing *.]

The action of anointing with salve (lit. andy?^.) ;



SALVING.

healing as if with salve, soothing. + Also semi-

concr., a healing application.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29020 Saluing bat es for be fot es noght

for mans heued bote, c 1440 !'*>'* %&**•*• 334 Harke

sone ! sum saluyng of our sare, 1584 JWrr- Mag. 24 For the

saluynge of which, and all other 1 nfirmy ties, of the common-

wealth, her Godly wisdome. .established many Medicinable

Lawes. 1587 Golding De Mornay xn. {1592) 177 Hauing

recourse . . to searing, cutting, launcing, and sawuing of euery

sore 1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 330 Some waters

are better, .for. .washing, brewing, salving, boyhng of meat,

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agrie. II. 1154 On the approach

of winter, they are. .brought nome in order to undergo the

operation of smearing or salving. 1867 Lady Herbert
Cradle L. vii. 183 Though a Moslem he drinks wine, but

says aloud for the salving of his conscience, ' It Is only

sugar and water '. 1887 Atkenxum 3 Dec 745/* There is

no commonplace salving of her wounds by the provision of

an earl or a viscount in the third volume.

t Salving, vbl. sb.2 Obs. [f. Salve v.- +
-1NGM In senses of the vb.

1575 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec Oxford (1880) 369
Therw'b a salving allwaies of y* libertie of yf Cittie. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 20 Now therefore, Lady, rise out of your
paine, And see the salving of your blotted name. 1656 tr.

Hoboes' Elem. Pkilos. (1839) 447 But how little soeyer some
bodies may be, yet I will not suppose their quantity to be

less than is requisite for the salving of the phenomena. 1678

Cudvvorth Intell.Syst. Pref. 6 Epicurus, .did by violence

introduce Liberty of Will, into his Hypothesis ; for the

Salving whereof, he ridiculously devized, That his Third
Motion of Atoms.

Salving (saving), ppl. a. [f. Salve v.* +
-ing'^.] Healing as with salve, soothing.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. xlL 242 This was
what I returned, with warmth, and with a salving art, too.

II Salvinia (sce'.vi'nia). [mod.L., named by
Micheli in 1729 after Antonio Maria Salvini

0653-1729), ft Greek scholar of Florence.] The
typical genus of the N.O. Salviniacese of small

cryptogamous plants ; a plant of this genus.

1887 Atkenxum 7 May 610/3 The ferns with the salvinias

and marsilias are united into one group.

Hence Salvinia'ceous «., pertaining to the N.O.
Salviniaceee.

1858 Mavse Expos. Lex., Salviniaceus, applied by Bart-

ling to a Family (Salviniacear..), having the Salvinia for

their type : salviniaceous. 1895 fan Funk's Stand. Diet.

Salviol (sse'lvipl). Chew. [f. L. salvi-a Sage
sbj- + -ol.] A liquid body present in oil of sage.

1877 Mum & Sugiura in Lond., eta Philos. Mag. 5th

Sen IV. 34s For this liquid, which represents the oxidized

liquid constituent of sage-oil, we propose the name of salviob

Salvo (sje*lw), sb. 1 [a. L. salvo, abl. neut.

sing, of salvus uninjured, intact, Safe a., as occur-

ring in med.L. law phrases like salvo servicio fo-

rinseco, * foreign service excepted ', salvojure (Jure

abl. sing, of jits right) * without prejudice to the

right of (some specified person),]

1. A saving clause ; a provision that a certain

engagement or ordinance shall not be binding

where it would interfere with a specified right or

obligation ; a reservation. Const, of, f to (a

right, etc.).

164a tr. Perkins* Prof. Bk. x. § 650 (1657) 241 In this case,

this Salvo shall make the Donee to hold of the Donor by
Knights service. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xh.

(1739) 68 In case any one died intestate, the Children should
equally divide the Goods; which I take to be understood
with a salvo of the Wife's Dower or Portion. 1648 Eikon Bas.
xiv. 114 They admit anie man's senses of it, though divers,

or contrarie ; with anie salvo's, cautions and reservations.

1655 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 22 If they could propose
any expedient with a salvo to the security of that Nation,
hee was willinge to answer their desires therein. 1667
Waterhouse Fire Lond. 172 Neither let the condition of
Books..and Records burnt or lost, be unprovided for by
some Good and Grave Salvo, pleadable for the Loosers In-

dempnitie. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 53 P 7 However
anyone may concur,., it is still. .with a Salvo to his own
pnvate Judgment. 1754 Hume Hist. Eng. (1761) I. viii.

176 In these words was virtually implied a salvo for the

rights of their order. 1819 J. Milner End Rejig. Controv.
(ed. 2) 100 Judges have even refused to admit the follow-

ing Salvo in addition to the Subscription. 1826 C. Butler
Life Grotius vi. 105 With an express salvo of their right to
liberty of conscience. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ix. 1 1. 532
He.. wished to find out some salvo which might sooth his

conscience. 1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. (1868) 109 A quali-

fication, or salvo, that very nearly unchristianizes Chris-
tianity itself. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. II. xiv. 155 It

contained a salvo of the rights of the nation.

fb. Reservation of a point in dispute. Obs.
a 1644 Laud Troub.

fy
Trial (1695) 274 Here I desired a

Salvo, till I might bring Arch-Bishop Parker's Book, to
shew his Judgment in this Point.

2. In unfavourable sense : A dishonest mental
reservation ; a quibbling evasion ; a consciously
bad excuse.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) J°6 Within Spahawn
I found that Column or Pillar of Heads of Men and Beasts
which was erected as a Salvo and expiation of the King's
Oath. 1677 Gilpin Demonol. (1867) 78 Some pitiful salvo
or silly evasion to blind the eyes. 1699 Bentley Pkal. xiv.

479 This looks now like a Salvo to come off with Mr. B. and
to reconcile the New Piece and the Old together ; but it's

perfectly a Banter upon him. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 73
r 12 The new Salvo to satisfy a Man's Conscience in sacri-

ficing his Friend, a 1711 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721
III. 80 He flatt'ry hated, Counsel well could time, And
never studied Salvos for a crime. 1718 Hickes & Nelson
J. Kettleivell in. xliv. 299 Most also did seem bent to take

72

up with any Shift or Salvo, which might ease them of such
Duties. 1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. xxxv. 261

There never was a rogue who had not a salvo to himself for

being so. 1757 J. Edwards Orig. Sin (1837) II. 11. L 135
This evasion or Salvo is so far from helping the matter, or

salving the inconsistence, that it increases and multiplies it.

1809 Malkin Gil Blasx. x. (Rtldg.) 369 My tongue gave
consent ; but with a salvo in my heart . . to give him the slip

just at the moment of embarkation.
_
1828 J. W. Crokkr

Diary 26 Aug., Some new attempt on his part to find a salvo

for staying in office. 1858 Merivale Rom. Emp. Hv. (1865)

VI. 400 For all the iniquities he himself practised, he had no
doubt a salvo in his own breast.

+ b. Under the salvo of: on pretext of. Obs.

1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 471 After having taken our
Leaves under the Salvoe of a chearful Glass, we weighed
Anchor.

f3. A solution, explanation (of a difficulty), an
answer (to an objection). Obs.

1659 Gentt. Calling viii. § 25 Let not men therefore^ pre-

tend the fear of reproach, as an excuse, since here is so

ready a salvo for that objection. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst. 305 Some of the ancient and learned Fathers . . appre-
hended this to be a convenient Salvo for this Difficulty, to

suppose that Orpheus had by Fits and Turns, been of dif-

ferent Humours and Perswasions. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc.
New Invent, p. cii, Great men are like the heavenly bodies

that find much veneration but no rest, unless we find a Salvo
for their having the latter, by saying what the Philosophers

do of the Heavens, that Movendo quiescunt. 1770 Foote
jLame Lover 11. Wks. 1799 II. 71 Jack. But then how comes

the note to remain in plaintiff's possession 1 Serf. Well put,

Jack ; but we have a salvo for that.

4. An expedient for saving (a person's reputation)

or soothing (offended pride, conscience).

Cf. obs. F. salve-dhonneur, and the med.L. phrase salvo

konore.

1754 Richardson Graudison {iyBi) III. xvii. 138 Lady L...

cannot help throwing in a salvo for the pride of her Sex.

1771 Junius Lett. xlii. (1820) 221 As a salvo for his own
reputation, he has been advised to traduce the character of

a brave officer. 1778 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe 64 The
minister was humorously advised, as the only means of
extricating himself from that dilemma, and as affording the

only salvo in his power for the indignity offered to that

House, to impeach those ministers. 1784 J. Barry in Led.
Paint, v. (1848) 180 This account of the matter affords the

most favourable salvo for their reputation. 179a Anecd. W.
Pitt xxxix, (1810) II. 184 The only object of the present

negotiation is to find a salvo for the punctilious honour of

the Spaniards. 1855 Motley Dutck Rep. v. ii. (1866) 678
This would be a salvo for the disgrace of removing them.

1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. viii. 513 The law. .is

transformed into a salvo to conscience, by which others are

condemned rather than self rectified.

Salvo (soe'lw), sM In 6 salva. [Originally

salva, a. It. salva (whence F. salve) = Sp., Pg.

salva salutation, salvo, perh. a Common Rom.
formation on L. salve hail ! (see Safe a.).

The change from -a to -o in the ending of words from It.,

Sp., and Pg. is common ; cf. -ado.]

1. A salute consisting in the simultaneous dis-

charge of artillery or other firearms.

1719 D'Urfey Pills (1872) III. 347 Display the Standard,

let the News be shown, With Salvos raise the Genius of the

Town. 1815 J. Scott Vis. Paris App. (ed. 2) 319 Salvoes of
;

artillery were fired on the evening of the 24th to announce
the commencement of the fete. 1834 E. Everett Orations tf

Sp. (1850) I. 522 When your cannons proclaimed his advent
with joyous salvos. 185a Thackeray Esmond 11. ix, Salvos of

cannon saluting him. i860 Motley Neiherl. (i868j II. xix.

485 Those ships of Spain, which lay there,,. discharging

salvoes of anticipated triumph.
attrib. 1808 Scott Marm. 1. iv, And, from the platform,

spare ye not To fire a noble salvo-shot._

2. A simultaneous discharge of artillery or other

firearms, whether with hostile intent or otherwise.

The earliest sense in Eng.; it was developed already in

Italian.

1591 Garrard's Art IVarre 11 If. .his company be com-
manded to discharge certain volies ofshot, or a salua, he must
either hold his Peece side-long the ranckes, or [etc.]. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 569 As we found them [the enemy]
within Gun-shot, our Leader ordered the two Wings to ad-
vance swiftly and give them a Salvo on each Wing with
their Shot, x8»6 Scott IVoodst. xvii, After bursting their

gates with a salvo of our cannon. i8z8 J. M. Spearman
Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 83 Occasionally firing salvoes at the

part to be brought down. 1879 Fife-Cookson Armies of
Balkans viii. 124 The Russians, .were firing salvoes by bat-

teries of eight guns. 190a ' Linesman ' Words Eyewitness

93 When a movement of men was discernible on the ridge,

a salvo was discharged, and the blow..would alter the

shape of the rocks before our very eyes.

b. trans/. (Chiefly, a * volley ' of applause.)

[Cf. F. salve dapplaudissements, etc.]

a 1734 North Exam. in. vii. § 95 (1740) 578 All which
was performed with fitting Salvos of the Rabble echoed

from the Club. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart 277 Amidst deafen-

ing salvos of applause. x86o Hawthorne Marb. Faun xlix,

The fair occupants of the balcony favored Kenyon with a
salvo of confetti. 1875 G. Jacque Hope, etc. ii. 16 Peals of

laughter break out here and there The dread sardonic salvos

of despair. 1895 Zangwill Master 11. viii. 221 A great

round of applause from their ranks set everybody peering

towards the door, only to encounter the stern gaze of the

magnificent beadle, whose entry had prompted the salvoes.

C. Of rockets, etc.

1799 [G. Smith] Laboratory I. 38 Of Salvo's. These, in

fire-works, are a great number of strong iron reports, fixed

either in a post or plank, and, with a fire, discharged at once.

1895 Funks Standard Diet. s.v., A salvo of rockets.

t3. A salutation or salute. Obs. rare,

1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxiv. 89 Whereupon with

great devotion and zeal we sung a Salvo, before an image
of Our Lady. 1755 Mem. Capt, P. Drake 1 1. viii. 218 When-

SAM.

ever an Opportunity offered, to.. meet her in the Street,

I would give her a Hat Salvo, with a low Bow.

Salvo, v. [f. Salvo sb.-] trans. To salute (a

vessel, etc.) by firing of a salvo or volley of guns.

1839 Marrvat Phant. Ship viii, See the gunners ready
with their linstocks to salvo the supercargo.

II Salvo, prep. rare* 1
. [L. salvo: see Salvo

sb.1] Excepting, saving.

1601 A. C[opley] Atisw. Let. Jesuited Gentt. 19 Let them
either yet make amends, .or else be sure that they sit fast

;

for that (saluo the Appeale) they are like to carrie as good
as they bring.

Sal volatile (sse=l \tf\x'tl\t). [a. mod.L. sal

volatile ' volatile salt ' : see Sal and Volatile a.]

Ammonium carbonate, esp. an aromatic solution of

this used as a restorative in fainting fits.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. v. 197 'Tis that fire, that sal
volatile which makes them of so strange agility. 1709
Female Tatler No. 16/3 Betty ran for a Glass of Water, her
Sister, for the Sal-Volatile. 17*7 Swit-T, etc. Further Acc
E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 160 A sufficient quantity of the
vivifying drops, or Byfield's sal volatile. 1833 Penny Cycl.

I. 458/1 A preparation called in the Pharmacopoeia, Spiritus
Amtnonix Aromatieus, and commonly Spirit ofSal Vola~
tile. 1880 Mrs. Forrester Roy «y V. 1. 124 Let me send
for a glass of wine or some sal-volatile.

attrib. 1731 Fielding Lottery iii, Here are some hartshorn
and sal-volatile drops.

Salvor (sae'lvajjSse-lvfTj). Forms: 7-8 salver,

9- salvor, [f. Salve v. + -or.]

1. One who saves or helps to save vessels or cargo
fromloss atsea; onewho effects or attempts salvage.

1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1277/4 A.. Ketch,.. being forsaken

by all her men, was.. taken up by John Duncke-.and by
him brought into that Port, and there secured by the Saluer
until the right Proprietor shall appear and make out bis

Propriety. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Salver, one that has
sav'd a Ship or its Merchandizes. 1802 Abbott Law Me> eh.

Skips m. x. 322 The labor and peril incurred by the salvors.

1839 Story Bailments § 622. 391 Wherever a ship and cargo,
or any part thereof, are saved at sea by the exei lions of any
persons from impending perils, or are recovered after an
actual abandonment or loss, such persons are denominated
salvors; and they are entitled to a compensation for their

services, which is known by the name of salvage. 1883
Times 28 Nov. 9 The salvors, at great personal risk, put off

in a small skiff. 1885 Runciman Skippers fy Sk. 61 The
captain is beset by a gang of salvors.

b. One who saves or attempts to save some one
from drowning.
i&qq Daily News it Oct. 7/1 Among the.. cases of saving,

or attempting to save life from drowning, .there are 13 in

which the salvors' ages ranged from eight years to 16. 1891
Ibid. 24 Oct. 2/6 Watching the peril in which the salvor and
his burden were placed.

2. A vessel used in salvage.

1815 Dodson Adm. Rep. I. 415 The question was, whether
the post-office packet the Eliza was to be considered the

sole salvor, or jointly with H. M. brig the Challenger. 1880
Libr. Univ. KnowL (N. Y.) XIII. 83 Those who navigate
the saved ship into port.. [have] double the share of those

who remain on the salvor vessel.

Salvor, obs. f. Salver *. Salvour, var. SalveuI.

Salvy (sa*vi), a. dial. (?and Lr.S.) [f. Salve
sb. 1 + -Y l

.J (See quots.)

1884 Sheldon in West. Daily Press 24 May 3/6 It is this

oxydation of the curd . . which . . develops the flavour of the
cheese, and mellows down the casein into asalvy and texture-

less mass. 1887 S. Ckesk. Gloss., Sauvy, (1) of curd, greasy,

buttery; (2) metapk. unctuous of speech and manner. 1887
Kentish Gloss., Satvey, close, soapy j spoken of potatoes

that are not floury. 1891 Century Diet., Salvy, like salve

or ointment. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Salvy, unctuous.

1907 Daily Ckron. 16 July 4/4 British cheese should be
mild, nutty, and salvy.

Salweour, obs. form of Saviour.
Salw(h.)e, saly(e, obs. forms of Sallow.
Salys-man, obs. form of Salesman.

Sam (ssem), sb, slang. Also Sammy. [Of
obscure origin.

Commonly identified with Sam shortened
#
form of the

Christian name Samuel, and hence written with capital S.

The two uses may belong to different words.]

1. 71? stand Sam : to pay expenses, esp. for

refreshment or drink.

1823 Moncrieff Tom 4- Jerry in. v, Landlady, serve them
with a glass of tape, all round ; and I'll stand Sammy. 1840
H. Cockton Vol. Vox xli, They make John Bull stand
Sam. 1887 Farrell How He Died 61 I'll stand Sam this

time for Jemima's sake.

2. Upon my Sam : a jocular mode of assevera-

tion. [Cf. Salmon 2
, Sang.]

1879 * Frank* (F, J. Squires) Nine Days in Devon 12 Or
*pon my zam ! oi really think as Zal'd a zot on moine. 1899
Kipling Stalky 17 'Pon my sacred Sam, though, it's enough
to drive a man to drink.

Sam (sasm), v.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : a. 1

samnian, 3-4 samen, samno (3 Ormin samm-
ne-nu), 4 samin, sammyn, samyn, 4-5 sam-
men, 5 sampne ; 0. 4-5 same, 4-7 samme, 9-
dial. sam. [OE. samnian, spmnian, corresp. to

OKris. sot/Mia, OS. samnon (MLG. samenen
t
sam*

nen, sammen), MDu. samenen, samnen, samen,

OHG. samandn (MHG. sameneii), ON. samna s

safna :—OTeut. *samanojan
f

f. *samano together :

see Samen adv. Synonymous forms, with substitu-

tion of / for n, are MDu. and MLG. samelen (Du.

zamelen), MHG. samelen (mod.G. sammeln) ; the

S\v. samla, Da. sarnie, are from German.
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For the ME. forms descending from OE. somnian, see

Somen v. The forms exhibit the same simplification of
final run to m that appears in the pronunciation of damn,
l:mn, contemn.}

fl. trans. To assemble (persons). Obs.

a 1000 Daniel 228 pa he byder folc samnode. a 1300
Cursor M. 2515 Quen he herd ban o bis tyband ; He did
to-geder samen his men. 1338 R. Brunne Chron.{iBio) 100
Whan he had samned his osle of folic fer & nere. a 1400-50
Alexander 1732 For bou has samed [Dubl. sampned], as
men sais a selly nounbre Of wrichis & wirlingis out of be
west end is. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3232 To alle the lordes

that there were Were redy dyght and samed there With
ther meyne. f 1440 York Myst. xxxiv. 43 Oure gere be-

houes to be grayde, And felawes sammed sone.

t b. To bring together, join (in marriage, friend-

ship, love, etc.)* Obs.

c 1200 Ormin 322 patt Davib kingess kinness menn Off
weress obbr off wifess Wibb Aaroness kinness menn Off
sibre waerenn sammnedd. a 1340 Ham pole Psalter exxi. 7
)>at neghburs & brebere be samynd in charite.

rejl. a 1300 Cursor M. 2239 pis fol folk bam sammen ban
Brathli bai bis werk bigan. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xlvi. zo
Princes of folke bai samened bamWith be God of Abraham.

T C. intr. for rejl. To assemble, come together.
[a 1000 Ags. Ps. (Spelman) xxx. 17 Hi jederedon vel

Somnodonsamod tojeanes me.] ("IJ00ORMIV2412 ^amihhte
)ho sket affterr batt Wibb hire maccbe sammnenn. ^1250
Gen. <y Ex. 434 He ches a stede toward eden, And to him
sameden ooer men. ^1330 R. Krunnb Chron. Wace (Rolls)

1932 pe names of contres Ben chaunged . . Als straunge folk

han hider y-samed.

2. trans. To bring together, collect (things) ;

now only dial. (Yorks., Lanes., etc/), chiefly with
together, up. f Also in occasional senses : To
bring together the edges of (a wound), OE. ; to

join or fasten together ; to amass, hoard up ; to

fill full of.

Modern dialectal uses (for which see E. D. D.) are to sam
%P, to pick up eagerly ; to sam hold of, to clutch, grasp.

c xooo Sax. Leechd. II. 22 ponne samnaS hio ba wunde &
haelS. c xaoo Ormin 1552 pu sammnesst all bin mele inn
an & cnedesst itt togeddre. 13. .Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 659 Vch-
one . . Ne samned neuer in no syde, ne sundred noubfer].
a 1400-50 Alexander 1 520 He plyes outre be pauement with
palien webis, Mas on hut ouire his hede for hete of be sone,
Sylours of sendale to sefe ouire be gat is, And sammes [Dubl.
sampnez] paim on aithire side with silken rapis. Ibid. 5290
pan scho laches him be-lyfe & ledts him torthire, In-toa
clochere with a kay be clennest of be werde, Was sammed
ail of sipris & seder-tables, c 1400 Cursor M. 27762 (Cott.

Galba) Slewth oft samnes sorow Strang, and bat vnmekely
laMand lane. 1803 Smowoen Tales Yorksh. Wolds 168
We sammed together all we could find.

3. To coagulate (t const, together). Now only
dial., to curdle (milk) for cheese; also absol.

1615 Crooks Body 0/ Man 263 There is nothing to be
seene but the seede coagulated or sammed together. Ibid.

429 Whereby those things which otherwise could hardly be
sammed together might receiue their conglutination. 1691
Ray N. C. Words (ed. 2), To samme Mil*, to put the run-
ning to it, to curdle it. 1768 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. 349
• When do you sam ? ' When do you set your milk ? or,

When do you make cheese ?

Sam (soem), t\l Leather Manuf. [Of doubtful
origin : the explanation in quot. 1870 may point to

derivation from some word with Sam- prefix.]
See quota. Cf. Sammy v.

1870 Eng. Meek. 11 Feb. 534/3 Hang until about half dry,
or, technically speaking, 'Sammed . 1883 R. Haldanb
workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 367/1 The skins are allowed to
drain, . . and after ' samming , or damping with cold water,
are staked.

t Sam, adv. Obs. Forms : 3-5 same, 4-6
samrae, sam. [Shortened form of Samen adv.]
Together; mutually.
For in sam(e, see Insame, I-same. For to saw, see To

S KM Y.

13.. Sir Beues (A.) 4561 pe maide & Miles wer spused
same In be toun of Notingbame. 13.. Cursor M. 9750
(GotU, 1 sal crie pes in lande i-wiss, And dome and pes do
sam [Cott. samenj ben kis. 13. . Gam. 4- Gr. Knt. 363 Syben
bay redden alle same. To ryd be kyng wyth croun. 1390
Gower Con/. II. 240 Doun thet seten bothe same, c 1430
Syr Tryant. 1127 They seyde, 'God be at yowre game !'

He seyde, ' Welcome, alle same !
' c 1450 St. Cuthbert

(Surtees) 4895 pe scottys were gadird sam. c 1460 Ttnone-
ley Myst. xu. 179 Now god gyf you care foles all sam.
1513 Douglas Mneis vii. iv. 59 And heyr full oft at buyrdis
by and by The heris wer wont toziddir syt all sam. c 15*5
Tale o/Basyn 8 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 44 Off a parson ?e
mowe here,.. And of his brother that was hym dere, And
louyd well samme. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 168
For what concord han light and darke sam ? a 1600 Flodden
F. ii. (1664) 18 When they were all assembled Sam The
town of Edenbrough before, Fifty great Lords there were
of Fame. Ibid. vii. 68 All Sam the souldiers then replied.

Sam- (saem) prefix. Obs. exc. dial. [OE. sam-,
repr. (with vowel-shortening usual in compounds)
prehistoric *ssm- :—W.Ger. *sdmi- (e.g. in OS.
s&mquik, OHG. sdmiqueck =» OK samcutu ' half-
quick', semianimis) :—OTeut. *smmi- :-Indoger-
manic *simu : see Semi-.] = Half-, in various
adjs. as saw-crisp, -dead, -red, -ripe ; sam-halo,
' half-whole ', in poor health ; sam-sodden, half
cooked, half done ; alsofig.

* half baked \ stupid.
c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. xxxix. 08 Yolowe her & *sam-crysp,

i»97 K. Glouc. (Rolls) 3416 Jut ichabbe leuere "samded horn
ouercome Dan hoi & sound be ouercome. a 10*3 Wulfstam
Horn, 1. (Napier) 27^ Nu ne bcob naht fela manna xtsamne,
oxt heora sum ne si seoc and *samhal. a 1300 Cursor M.
5153* I niai noght rise, i am sam-hale. Ibid. 13262 pe sam-

Vol. VIII.

hale fast til him bai soght. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C ix. 311
Chiboles and chiruylles and chides *sam-rede (MS. M,
•sam-ripe]. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. xxi. 54 (Dubl. MS.) He
was samroed, with grey eghen. e 1440 Ibut xxxvi. 89 (Raw).
MS.) The kynge henry the othyr, was a man same rede
[Dubl. MS. saunrede], a 1000 Ecgberti Confessionale § 40
,Sif man awiht blodi^e^ bic^e on healf-sodenum [MSS. X. Y.
*sam-sodenum] mete. 1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. IV. Eng.
85 Any thing heated for a long time in a low heat so as to

be in part spoiled, is said to be zamzodden. 1891 ( Q.'

(Quiller-Couch) Noughts 4* Cr. 97, I'm afeard you'm o' no
account,, .but sam-sodden if I may say so.

Samaca, samakade : see Sambocade.

II Samara (sse-mara). Bot. [mod.L. use of L.
samara or samera seed of the elm.] The inde-

hiscent winged fruit of the elm, ash,sycamore (etc.).

1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. n. (1586) 103 He that

will plante a Groue of Elmes, must gather the seede called

Samara. 1731 Gentl. Mag. I. 40 Sow the Sameria [sic] of
the Elm, and Bay-berries, all which come up the first Year.
x83oLiNDLEviva/.^yf/. Bot. 131 Its ovarium, .finallychanges

into a samara which is i-celled and i-seeded by abortion.

Samaria : see Samarium.
Samariform (samjeTif/jm), a. Bot. [f.

Samara + -(i)porm.] Having the form of a samara.
1891 in Century Diet.

Samaria : see Zamortn.
Samaritan (samarrhan), sb. and a. Also 6
Samerytane, 6-8 Samaritane. [ad. late L. Sa-
marttSnus, f. Gr. XaftaptiTtjs Samaritan, f. Zapa-
ptia Samaria.] A. sb. A native or inhabitant of

Samaria, a district of Palestine named from its

chief city, anciently the capital of the kingdom of

Israel ; esp. one who adheres to the religions system

which had its origin in Samaria.
ciooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. x. 5 Ne ga je innan samaritana

ceastre. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xvn. 48 panne seye we a
Samaritan sittende on a mule. £1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer.
(Arb.) Introd. 31/2 There be some crystened that in the holy
land is namyd samerytanes. XS77 Hanmer tr. Eusebius*
Eccl. Hist. iv. xxi. 70 Sundry sectes among the children of
Israeli, .the Samaritans : the Sadduces : the Pharises. 1799
Med. Jml. 1. 439 The Samaritans who, in a life of solitude

and retirement, incessantly contemplating the deity, ab-
stained from the use of flesh. 1841 Penny Cyci. XX. 376/1
Samaritans are still found in their old country, especially at
Nablous, near Sichem, and also in Egypt.

b. fig. with reference to the ' good Samaritan '

:

see Luke x. 33.
Samaritan's balsam, 'a mixture of wine and oil,

formerly used in treating wounds 1
[Cent. Diet. 1891);

Samaritan hospital, a hospital specially devoted to the
sick poor; Samaritan schools, common name in the
United States for ambulance classes ' [Syd. Soc. I,ex. 1897).

1644 ilitlc) The compassionate Samaritane : Vnbinding
the Conscience, and powring oyle into the wounds which
have beene made upon the Separation. 1649 P. Chamberlen
[title) The Poore Mans Advocate, or, Englands Samaritan.
18*3 Scott Quentin D. ii, The bonny Scot had already
accosted the younger Samaritan. 1846 Lo. Ashburton in
Croker Papers III. xxiv. 77, I wish some good Samaritan
of a Conservative with sufficient authority could heal the
feuds among our friends. 1887 HallCaine Deemster xxxix,
The Samaritans laughed and bade them not to think of
price or money until their captain should return.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Samaria or the

Samaritans ; used by the Samaritans.
Samaritan Pentateuch : a recension of the Hebrew Pen-

tateuch used by the Samaritans ; the MSS. are written in

'Samaritan' (i.e. archaic Hebrew) characters.

138* Wyclip Luke x. 33 Forsoth sum man Samaritan,
makynge ioumey, cam bisydis the weye. 16*4 in Alp.
Usshers Lett. (1686) 311 The five Books of Moses in the
Samaritan Character. Ibid. 321, I also told him of your
Samaritan Pentateuch. 1641 Milton Animadv. 21 As
little doe wee esteem your Samaritan trumpery, of which
people Christ himselfe testifies, Yee worship you know not
what. 1858 G. F. Nicholls [title) A grammar of the
Samaritan language. 1889 Harper's Mag. Sept 582^1 The
greatest of the Samaritan festivals, the Passover, is still

celebrated on the top of Gerizim.

b. absol. (quasi-JA.) in various contextual uses,

e. e. the Aramaic dialect formerly spoken in

Samaria ; the character in which this is written
;

the Samaritan text of the Hebrew Pentateuch.
i6»7 Abp. Ussher Let. to Selden 30 Nov. Lett. (1686) 385

In the numbering of the Years of these Fathers.. there is

not the like consent betwixt the LXX, and the Samaritan,
as was before. 1653 Ibid. 588 The Persian Pentateuch..
being translated not out of the Original, but out of the

Chalde and the Hebrew Samaritan. 1770 [Luckombe] Hist.
Printing 159 Pica Samaritan. 1787 Printer"s Gram. 300
Long Primer Samaritan. 1797 I. Pratt Prospectus New
Polyglot Bible 8 Printing the Samaritan and Syriac in a
character familiar to the Hebrew scholar. 1886 Encycl.

Brit. XXI. 648/2 The false notion that Samaritan is a
mixture of Hebrew and Aramaic.

t Sama-ritanisli, a. Obs. [f. Samaritan +
-I8H.] Belonging to Samaria ; Samaritan.

[cicoo Ags. Gosp. Luke x. -*3 Sum samaritanisc man.]

153a More Con/ut. Tindale wks. 693/2 Of thys ye haue
an ensample John .iiij. of y* Samaritanish wyfe.

Samaritanism (samarritaniz'm). [f. Sa-

maritan + -ISM.]

1. The religious system of the Samaritans. In

the 17th c. often trans/.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Ads $ Mon. (1642) 474 All these con-

sented to the generall Samaritanisme, of receiving Moses
his Law. 1683 L. Milbourne [title) Samaritanism Reviv'd.

1693 Consid. Explic. Trinity by Dr. IVallis, etc. 32 What
the Mystical Divines teach, cannot be called an Explication ;

they deny all Explications: we must say therefore 'tis

Samaritanism ; for what our Saviour says of the Samaritans,
by way of Reproofand Blame, that these Gentlemen profess
concerning themselves, that they worship they know not
what.

^ 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 244/1 Before that time
Samaritanism cannot have existed in a form at all similar to
that which we know.
2. An idiom or form of expression belonging to

the Samaritan dialect of Aramaic.
1889 Harper's Mag. Sept. 582/1 Insertions of foreign pas-

sages, alterations, Samaritamsms, and changes in support of
Samaritan doctrine.

3. Imitation of the good Samaritan \
1843 Syd. Smith in Lady Holland Mem. (1855) II. 522

Mankind are getting mad with humanity and Samaritanism.
1863 ' Ouida Held in Bondage (1870) 348 A shrew's vitu-
perations rewarded him for his Samaritanism.

Samarium (same^-ri^m). Chem. [f. Samar-
(skite) + -ium.] An alleged metallic element, the
existence of which rests only on spectroscopic
evidence ; the bands supposed to indicate its pre-

sence were first found in the spectrum ofsamarskite.
Hence Sama-ria [-a after polassa, etc.], the hypo-
thetical oxide of samarium.
1883 A thsnxiun 14 Apr. 480/3 This metal is proved by the

author to be samarium. 1898 Sir W, Crookes Addr. Brit.
Assoc. 23 The persistence of the samarium spectrum in pre-
sence of overwhelming quantities of other metals, is almost
Unexampled in spectroscopy : thus one part of samaria can
easily be seen when mixed with three million parts of lime.

1907 Athenaeum 31 Aug. 244/3 A sulphide of calcium con-
taining a trace of the rare element samarium.

Samaroid (s?e*maroid), a. [f. Samara + -oid.]

Resembling a samara.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. in Fruit either consisting

ofjj samaroid carpella, or berried with from 1 to 3 cells.

Samarr, variant of Simarre.

|| Samarra (samce*ra). Hist. Also 8 samarre.
[med.L. : see Simarre.] A kind of cassock, painted
with flames, etc., worn on the way to execution by
persons condemned by the Inquisition to be burnt.
1731 Chandler tr. Limborch's Hist. Inquis. II. iv. xli.

295 They [prisoners designed for the fire] are . . cloathed with
the Sackcloth, or kind of Mantle, which some call the
Sambenito, others the Samarra or Samaretta. 1736 — Hist.
Persec. 265 The infamous Samarre. 184.x Barham Ingold.
Leg. Ser. n. Auto-da-ff, Each clothed in a garment more
frightful by far, a Smock-frock sort of gaberdine, call'd a
Samarra.

Samarskite (samauskait). Mitt. [Named by
H. Rose in 1847, a^ter Colonel Samarski : see -ite.]

A complex columbate of uranium and other bases.

1849 in J. Nicol Man. Min. 285. 1884 Brit. Almanac <$

Comp. 164 A few exceedingly rare minerals— ..samarskite.

Sambenit, -benita, -i, -o : see Sanbenito.
Samber,sambhar,sambhur,var.ff. Sambur.
Samble, var. Semble sb. Obs. t assembly.
Sambleblie, obs. form of Semblablt.

SambO (sae-mbfl). PI. -bos, -boes. Forms :

8 samboe, ozambo, 8- sambo, [a. Sp. zambo,
applied in America and Asia to persons of various

degrees of mixed negro and Indian or European
blood ; also, a name for a kind of yellow monkey

;

perh. identical with zambo bandy-legged (according

to Diez repr. L. seambus).]

1. (See quot. 1884.)
1748 Earthquake Peru iii. 240 Sambo de Mulatto, sprung

from Negroes and Mulattos, /bid., Sambo de Indian, sprung
from Negroes and Indians. 1796 Stedman Surinam (1813)

I. xiii. 340 A Samboe is between a mulatto and a black.

1833 Marrvat P.Simpie xxxi, A quadroon looks down upon
a mulatto, while a mulatto looks down upon a sambo, that

is half mulatto half negro. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 319/2
Zambo'. any half-breed, but mostly the issue of Negro and
Indian parents; in the United States, Peru, and West
Indies of Negro and Mulatto.
at t rib. 1748 Earthquake Pent iii. 240 Giveros, the Off-

spring of Sambo Mulattos and Sambo Indians.

2. (With capital S.) A nickname for a Negro.

[Perh. a different word ; it has been suggested that

it may be the Foulah sambo uncle.]

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Sambo, a term often

applied to negroes. 1866 W. Reed Hist. Sugar 32 Sambo
tells him the skip is ready; but it would never do for the

sugar master to seem to be taught by Sambo.

tSambocade. Cookery. Obs. Also in corrupt

forms : 5 samakade, samaca, samaka. semaka,
samata, samartard, 6 semeca. [f. L. sambucus
elder; cf.lt. sambucalo flavouredvrith elder flowers.]

A kind of fritter flavoured with elder flowers.

?i390 Forme of Cury (1780) 77 Sambocade. Take and
make a Crust . .& take a cruddes . . do berto sugar. .& somdel
whyte of Ayrene, & shake berin blomes of elren. c 1420 in

Q. Eliz.Acad.go Semaka fryez. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 59
Samaca. /bid. 62 Frutoure Samata. c 1440 Anc. Cookery
in Househ. Ord. (1790) 450 At the seconde course, .a leche

and samakade, and bake mete, c 1467 Noble Bk. Cookry
(ed. Mrs. Napier 1882) 45 To mak samartard tak wetted
cruddes [etc.]. 150a Arnolde's Chron. Qiiijb/2 Freature
semeca.

Sambock, obs. form of Sjambok sb.

Samboo, variant of Sambur.

II Sambook (sse*mb«k). Also 6 sambuco, 9
sambucco, sambuk. [Origin uncertain : in Arab,

written (J$**JU»* sanbuq. Cf. Pg. zambuco, It. sam-

bttco.] ' A kind of small vessel formerly used in

Western India, and still on the Arabian coast ' (Yule).

1581 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. x.

10
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sfib, They discoumd two Sambucos (which are little Pin.

nicies'. 1855 Burton Pilgr. El-Medinali *s Meccah I. 263

The Sambuk [is a vessel] from 15 to 50 [tons burden]. 1887

L. Olitoant Episodes (1888) 15 A sambook or craft such as

are now used in those seas [about India}.

II Sambouse. Obs. Also 7 samboyse. [Persian

I
.,,.?... sanbusah (phonetically sami-), whence

Arab. sattbusa>>, -saj, -sat, -saq (Dozy).] A pasty

of hashed meats.
1600 W. Biddolph in T. Lavender Trav. (1612) 36 Wee

dined [near Aleppo] with Musmelons, Sambouses, and a
Muclebite. 1630 Capt. Smith Trav. fy Adv. xiii. 25 Sam-
boyscs and Muselbits are great dainties.

Sainbre, variant of Sambur.
Sambu, variant of Saumbue Obs.

II
Sambuca (scembi»-ka). Also in anglicized

forms : 4, 6 sambuke, 5 -buce, 6 -buque, 9 sam-
buo. [L. sambiica, ad. Gr. r/a/i/JiWr/, prob. of
Eastern origin, cogn. with Aramaic N330 sablfka

whichitrendersintheBookofDaniel. SeeSACKBUT.]
1. Ancient Music. ' A triangular stringed-instru-

ment of a very sharp shrill tone ' (Lewis & Short).
138a Wyclif Dan. iii. 5 Harpe, sambuke, sautrie, sym-

fonie. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 39 This I am sure,

yat lutes, harpes, all maner of pypes, barbitons, sambukes,
..be condemned of Aristotle. 1845 Encycl. Melrop. IX.
451 The sambuc was, it is believed, similar to the psaltery.
190a W. L. Newman Politics of Aristotle III. 550 The
sambuca was high-pitched and piercing in tone.

2. Roman Antiq. A military engine for storming
walls.

1489 Caxton Faylesof A. ii. xxxv. 154 Sambuce is an
engyn whiche is made in manere of a harpe able to perce a
walle. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 117 The rest fol-

lowed them by the Sambuque.
Sambueco, variant of Sambook.
Sambucene (savmbiasm). Chem. [f. L. sam-

luc-us elder tree + -ene.] (See quot. 1875.)
1872 J. H. Gladstone in Jml. Chem. Soc. Ser. n. X. 3,

I would suggest the following:— ..Hydrocarbon from Elder.
Sambucene. 1875 Watts Diet. Chem. 2nd Suppl. 1073
Sambucene, C^H'S the terpene from elder oil.

Sambuco, sambuk, variant ff. Sambook.
Sambuke, sambuque, obs. ff. Sambuca.
Sambur (sarmbai). Forms : 7 sabre, 9 sabir,

samboo, sambar, samber, sambhur, sambhar,
sambre, sambur, saumer. [a. Hindi sabar,

sambar.] The Indian elk, Rusa aristotelis.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India Sf P. J75 Our usual Diet was.

.

spotted Deer, Sabre, Wild Hogs, and sometimes Wild Cows.
1813 in J. Forbes Oriental Mem. (ed. 2) II. 400 (Y.) Four
large sabirs or samboos, one considerably bigger than an ox.
186* Beveridce Hist. India I. Introd. n The saumer, or
black rusa of Bengal. 1864 Trevelyan Compel. Wallak
(1866) r6i Sambhur, a gigantic deer of the elk species. 1883
Mrs. Bishop in Leisure Ho. 85/1 The palandok..and the
sambre may not be far oft.

attrib. 1829 E. T. Bennett Tower Menag. 187 The Sam-
boo Deer.. belongs to the Rusa group. 1883 Ld. Saltoun
Scraps II. 17s Long yellow sambur-skin boots. 1898 R. G.
Burton Tropics q Snows 261 He may find a sambhur stag.

t Sam-cloth. Obs. [app. repr. OE. *se~amcMS
(see Seam sb. 1 and Cloth sb.). Huloet's explana-
tion might suggest derivation from Sam-, though
that prefix is not found with sbs.] (See quots.)
1552 Huloet, Samcloth or vesture from the bealye down-

ward, limus. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 98/2 A Samcloth,
a cloth to sow on, a Canvice cloth, /bid., A Samcloth,
vulgarly a Sampler.

Samdel, variant of Somedeal.
Same (s<?'m),a. (pron.,adv.). Forms: 4-7 sam,

5 ssame, 6 some, 3- same. [ME. same, a. ON.
same masc, sama fem., neut., rarely in str. form
sam-r (Sw. sauima, samme, Da. samme) ; a Com.
Teut. word, but lost in OE. and OS. (which have
only the derived adv.,inOE.ra><i>a;tt«, OS. so sama,
-o, likewise) and in the mod. Teut. langs. retained
only in Eng. and Scandinavian. Cf. OHG. sama
same (rare, though the derived adv. sama, -0, like-

wise, similarly, is common), Goth, sama same
:—Indogermanic *somo-, whence Skr. samd level,

equal, same, Gr. 6/xo-s same (cf. &na\6s level),

Olrish som same.
Ablaut-variants of this root are (0 *sem- in Gr. «!s (:-*sems)

one; (2) V»<- in OTeut. 'sumo- Some, Skr. sama any,
every, Gr. apa together, L. similis like, Olrish samail like-
ness, image, Welsh hafal like ; also as prefix in Skr. sakrt
acting at once, Gr. an-Aoos-, h. simplex simple

; (3) sbm- *in

Skr. sama similarity, OS1. sami! same, OE. tint agreement
(see Seem v.).\

The ordinary adjectival and pronominal designa-
tion of identity, equivalent to the older Ilk a.', to
L. idem, Gr. 6 avros, Ger. derselbe. Normally pre-
ceded by the, exc. after a demonstrative; the
omission of the article occurs only in dialectal or
vulgar speech and in certain specially elliptical

varieties of diction (e. g. in commercial correspon-
dence). As the prefixed article is functionally a
part of the word, it is often difficult to distinguish
the simple predicative use (

=
' identical ') from

the absolute and elliptical uses.

A. adj.

I. Not numerically different from an object indi-

cated or implied ; identical.
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1. With forward reference : Identical with what
is indicated in the following context.
It is remarkable that this use is all but entirely absent

from the writings of Shakspere; the only clear instance
appears to be quot. 1598 in 4 below

a. Followed by a clause with relative pronoun
{thatywho, which) or relative adverb {when,where).
Cf. Vkby a.

In this construction that sometimes has not the strict pro-
nominal syntax, but is equivalent in meaning to ' in (on, by,
etc.) which , 'where*, 'when 1

. Cf. the similar use of F.ouc.
< 1200 Ormin 9914 He mihhte makenn cwike mennpier

off ba same staness, pat stodenn baer bi Sannt Johan. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 4511 pan sal Iewes be sam lawe halde,
pat bai haf. Ibid. 5288 Pis taken. .sal noght be pe sam cros,
ne be sam tre, On whilk God was nayled fot and hande.
x537 Starkey Let. to Pole in England (1878) p. xlvij, Euen
the same thyng wych you percas thynke hathe byn the
chefe roote of thys motyon. 1633 Earl Manch. AlMondo
(1636) 141 The old saying is a good one, Doe that every
day, which thou wouldest doe the same day that thou
dyest. 1701 Addison Dial. Medals 1. Wks. 1766 III, 22
He would often show us the same face on an old Coin that
we saw in the Statue. \?aj—Pres. Slate Warf 7 ibid.

246 The same causes which straiten the British commerce,
will naturally enlarge the French. 1711 Budgell Sped.
No. 77 f 5 At the same time that I am endeavouring to ex-
?ose this Weakness in others. 1809 J. Roland Fencing 89,
return to the same situation where I found your blade at

the time I began myfirst motion. 1810 SoutheyZW. 5 Aug.
in Life (1850) III. 290 As for my contempt of the received
rules of poetry^ I hold the same rules which Shakspeare,
Spencer, and Milton held before me, and desire to be judged
by those rules. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 561 Care
was taken that the prisoner should pass through the same
gate and the same streets through which Montrose had
been led to the same doom. 1876 J. Dennis Stud. Eng.
Lit. 422 He defends it on the same ground that he would
defend the ' Lycidas'of Milton. 1904 Blackiv. Mag. Oct.
578/2 They may recite his [Shakspere's] works with the
same restraint of gesture.. which interpreted his works in
his own day.

b. With ellipsis ofthe relative pron. or adv. Also
(in careless use) followed by a pa. pple with ellipsis

of relative and copula.
151* Rec. St. Mary at Hill 21 Vppon condicion that they

shall kepe solemply, my seid Obett or Annuersary yerely for
euermore be same day of the Moneth my sowle shall depart
from be body, in be parisshe church of Seint Mary at hill

within london. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. v. § 449 The
standard itself was blown down the same night it had been
set up. 17x0 Swift Jml. to Stella 29 Sept., Why do you
trouble yourself, Mistress Stella, about my instrument? I

have the same the Archbishop gave me ; and it is as good
now the Bishopsare away, 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. v, So many
princes.. aim, it is pretended, at nothing else than the same
extravagant purpose announced by the brute multitude who
first appeared in these regions. 1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Org.
Nat. III.307 It is regarded with the same interest accorded
in Europe to its red-breasted relative.

tc. In the i6-i7th c. often followed by that
with ellipsis of the verb, so that the same that
becomes equivalent to ' the same as ' or the same
with '. Obs,

'577 yvLKE Answ. True Christian 64 The Pope chosen
by the councell of Constance, was of the same iudgement
that the councell. 158a G. Martin Manif. Corrupt. Script.
iii. 44 Here he citeth many authors and dictionaries idly, to
prooue that idolum maysignifie the same that Image. ioox
Holland Pliny I. 88 The next marches of this higher pro-
uince is the same that the tract of Tarracon. Ibid. 105 The
Pisidians.. whose chiefe colony is Ca^saria, the same that
Antiochia. X643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xi. 30 Some say, that
Iscah in Chaldee signifieth the same that Sarai in Hebrew.
X652 Loveday tr. Catyrenede*s Cassandra 11. 132 And
having applyed unto them the same things that to my
Master's, they laboured to recover him from the sound he
was in. 1664 H. More Exp. 7 Episl. viii. (1669) 124 So that
I understand by 0iAa6eA</ua the same that aydirrj, universal
Love. X671 Milton P. R. in. 413 Such was thy zeal To
Israel then, the same that now to me.

d. Followed by as. Now the commonest con-
struction.

Four varieties of use may be noted, (a) As may serve as
a relative adv. or pron. introducing a clause (cf. 1 a) ; (b) it

may precede the subject or object of a verb omitted by
ellipsis ; {c) by ellipsis of the copula, it may be followed
by sb. or pronoun denoting that with which identity is

slated ; (d) it may elliptically precede an adv. or phrase.
(a) 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 835 pan sal he on be same

wys hethen wende.. right als he cam pe first day fra his
mpder warn, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 2371 On be sam
wise sail ilk souerayn Do os bai wil take o-gayn. a 1548
Hall Chron., Edw. IV 196 He was the same person and
of the same good mynde towarde the kynge, as he was
before the tyme of hys legacion. 1703 Addison Italy, Rome
350 The Horse and Man on the Medal are in the same Pos-
ture as they are on the Statue. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1842) II. 257 note, She was exactly in the same predicament i

as Philip had been during his marriage with Mary 1. 1861

M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 40 A patent of Henry II.., in '

which he.. licenses the sale of Rhenish wine at the same
price as French is sold at. 1894 Swinburne Stud, in Prose
<$• P. 56 Entering college at the same age as Fletcher had
entered six years earlier.

(b) 1691 Emilianne 's Frauds Romish Monks 148 We fol-

low'd this^ Troop of Pilgrims at a small distance, being
Mounted in the same manner as they, tho* we could not
joyn our selves in company with them. X839 Ure Diet.
Arts 1086-7 Salt springs occur nearly in the same circum-
stances, .as the salt rock. x88i Jowett Thucyd. I. 179 The
sailors in the fleet all received the same pay as the soldiers.

1895 Chitty in Lazv Times Rep. LXXII. 866/1 Other rules
in Order xlv. point in the same direction as the first rule of
the order.

(r) 1715 tr. Gregory's Aslron. (1726) 1. 11. 35: The Ratio of
GH to /A', which is the same as the given Ratio of the
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Sines of the Arcs A B, CD. X807 Robinson A rchseol. Grxca
in. xxi. 325 Olympia, a city of the Pisaeans, or, as some say,
the same as Pisa.

(d) i66z Bp. Hopkins FuneralSerm. (1683) 39 They return

I

again to the same glut of lusts and pleasures as before. X703
Addison Dial. Medals 11. Wks. 1766 III. 69 You see the
metaphor is the same in the Verses as in the Medal. 17x6— Freeholder No. 42 r 6 We receive the same profit from
them, as if they were the Produce of our own Island. 1845
M. Pattison Ess.CiZ&g) I. 24, 'I again consulted your
magnificence, and you gave the same answer as before.

e. Const, with. The regimen of with may denote
either (a) a participant in the possession, attribute,

etc. qualified by the same, or (l>) that with which
the object mentioned is said to be identical.
(a) 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 259 perfore of bre be

firste kyngdoms, as it were of be same age wib be kyngdom
of Assiries, firste we schal write. 1601 Dolman tr. La
Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618) III. 803 The blossomes have the
same nature with the fruite. Ibid. 804 The seede and roote
of this plant have the same operation with the leafe. 1609
Holland Atnm. Marcell. 42 The bishop, being of the same
mind and opinion with the rest, was [etc.]. x66o Barrow
Euclid xi. xxvi, Then is that Parallelogram about the same
diagonal with the whole. 1699 Bentley Phal. Pref. 69 He
is of the same size for Learning with the late Editor. 1740
Johnson's Debates 2 Dec. (1787) I. 23 Debate relating to a
seditious paper of the same kind with the considerations on
the Embargo on provisions. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.
s.v. Bridge, Rochester bridge is built in the same style with
that of London. 1763 Goldsm. Misc. Wks. (1837) II. 332
They are incapable of the same docility with terrestrial

animals, and are less imitative of human perfections. 1803
Southev Let. 9 June in Life (1850) II. 212 Scott, it seems,
adopts the same system of metre with me. 1837 Lockhart
Scott I. x. 325 [He] died. .at the same age with Burns and
Byron, in i8ir. 1842 R. I. VfiLBERFORCERutiiiusfy Lucius
nt Words of the same nature with those he had heard were
chanted at intervals. 1858 H. Spencer Ess. I. 254 This.

.

will be found to come under the same generalization with
the others.

^
(b) c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 319 As be spirit bat

is mannis soule is be same persone wib him, so the secounde
persone of God is be same persone wib Jris man. 1607 Top-
sell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 225 The Chaonian Horses are the
same with the Aprirolan Horses. 1618 Hales Gold. Rem. 11.

(1673) 62 He could not be ignorant that his quality was the
same with theirs.

#
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. (1642)

179 She was native.. of Phrygia and so peradventure was
the same with Trojana. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus
Ridens No. 30 (1713) I. 197 The third was a Paper of
Directions, what, and how to plead, which was also denied
him, being the same thing with allowing him Council. 1764
Goldsm. Introd. Gen. Hist. World Misc. Wks. 1837 I. 531
The materials to which we have had recourse are the same
with those which other historians for several ages have
employed before us. 1829 Jas. MuA.Hu7ii.Mind(\%6<)) II.

194 It rested with him to prove that the expectation of a
pleasure, or of a pain, is the same thing with the desire, or
aversion. 1873 * REEman Hist. Ess. Ser. il 188 This was no
difficulty to the Greeks and Macedonians, who looked on the
Egyptian Ammon as the same god with their own Zeus.

ff. In certain rare constructions: (a) const, of
(perh. a Gallicism) ; ip) const, to. Obs,
169a Dryden St. EuremonPs Ess. 5 1'is an extraordinary

thing to find a Successor endowed with the same Qualities
of his Predecessor. X7»i Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat.
13 And the Nourishment and Difference cf Colours given

I

these Bodies. .1 suppose to be produced by a cause nearly
the same of that which gives us the different Colours in the
Leaves and Flowers of Vegetables. 13P56 Toldervy Hist.
2 Orphans III. 33, I am of the same opinion to the gentle-
man, who spoke last. 1771-2 Ess.fr. BatcItelor{ijy^) I. 96
They fancy themselves in the same situation of the Jews,
when their being victors, or vanquished, solely depended on
the raising or depressing of Moses's hands.

2. With backward reference : Identical with what
has been indicated.
X340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 25 pe sam God sythyn was

be bygynnyng And be first maker of alle thyng. 1340-70
Alex. «$ Dind. 896 Also ae sente vs to saie in be same time
Of obur manerus mo miche for to lakke. 136a Langl. /'. PI.
A. Prol. 106 Tauerners to hem tolde be same tale Wib good
wyn of Gaskoyne And wyn of Oseye. c 1400 Pety Job 76
in 26 Pol. Poems 123 Into poudre must I crepe, ffor of that
same kynde I am. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 1234 And
sche ken be perils of cursing, Sche salbe cursid for bat same
ping, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I.

147 About the same tyme rang money cuning men be quhose
labouris & trawell goode letteris flurischit. 1685 Boyle
Ena. Notion Nat. 384 How great a Difference there may
be between a Body consider'd absolutely, or by itself, and
the same Body consider 'd in such Circumstances as it may
be found in. x886 Lindley in Laiv Rep. 32 Chanc Div. 28
The same observations are true of all other contracts simi-
larly circumstanced.

fb. = The aforesaid. Obs.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 126 To Normundie ageyn

suld turne be duke Henry, & Ingland alle holy after Steuen
bekyngSuld turne to be same Henry, withoutengeynsaiyn^.
"455 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 1. 286 And in case that the
sam man or person in hys takyng, make recistens not to be
take. X480 Coventry Leet Bk. 429 We send yewe same bill

herin enclosed. 1517 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 9 Thursday,
the vij Day of May, we relornyed by the same watir of Brent
to Venese ageyne. 1535 Coverdale Eccl. xiL 9 The same
f)ieacher was not wyse alone, but taught the people know-
ege also : he gaue good hede, sought out the grounde and
set forth many parables.

t C. The same day : to-day. Obs,
c 147$ RaufCoiltear 848 On loud said the Sarazine :

' I

heir the now lie ! Befoir the same day I saw the neuer with
sicht '.

3. Expressing the identity of an object designated

by different names, standing in different relations,

or related to different subjects or objects. In this

use the sb. qualified by same often denotes an
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indeterminate or hypothetical object, so that the

becomes (with a sing.) functionally equivalent to

the indefinite article, or (with a plural) redundant

;

hence result occasional ambiguities.
Cf. the Fr. 'Deux mots qui signifient une meme chose",

' De memes causes doivent produire de memes effets* with
the ambiguous English ' Two words which signify the same
thing ',

' The same causes must produce the same effects '.

16a i Up. Mol-ntagu Diairibae 553 Bacchus and Sabasius
is the same god. 166a Stillingfl. Orig, Sacrm n. vi. § 14
Both these Prophets considered the same people under the
same circumstances, and with the same conditions. 1670
M'oral State Eng. 160 At this time a Germain and a Flem-
ing were in the^ same Pension in the Town. 1600 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. L $ 9 Having Ideas, and Perception, being
the same thing. 17x3 Steele Englishman No. 8. 55 The
same Person is to be paid twice for the same thing. 1738
tr. Guazzo's Art Conversation 221 They cannot live peace-
able together in the same House. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.
Agric. l (ed. a) 33 Some kinds of animals, . .such as horses,
cows, and sheep, are nourished by the same food. 1797
F.ncycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 457/2 The flowers are male and
female upon the same or different roots. 1809-10 Cole*
ridge Friend (1865) 142 Sooner or later the same causes,
0/ their equivalents, will call forth the same opposition
of opinion, and bring the same passions into play. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xix, With whom I have so often sat
at the same board, and drunken of the same cup. 1835
Penny CycL III. 437/2 The old barcarolle was sung in part-,
at stem and stern of the same boat, by its own gondoliers.
1868 Lockyer Elem.Astron. iii. § 10(1870)55 All the planets
travel round the Sun in the same direction. 1879 Harlan
Eyesight ii. 16 Even in the same eye, halfof the iris is some-
times brown, and the other half blue. 1884 Brett in Law
Times Rep. 10 May 315/2, 1 have come to the conclusion
. .that the Legislature intended in this case to be verbose and
Uutologous, and to say the same thing twice over.

b. More explicitly, one and the same.
[After L. units et idem, Gr. (o) tU *ai o auTtk-1

1551 T. Wilson Logike S iv b. Out of one and the same
floure the Bee sucketh hony, and! the spider draweth poison.
«584?Sidney Disc. De/. Earl of LeicesterMisc. Wks. (1820)

272 In sum, in one the same man, all the faults that in all

the most contrary-humoured men in the world can remain.
t 1650 Leighton Serm. xviiL Wks. 1869 II. 227 Never think
that one and the same soul can have much pride and much
of Christ. 1659 H. More Immort. Soul 11. i. 113 Percep-
tion being really one and the same thing with Reaction of
Matter one part against another, a 1806 Horslev Serm.
(1816) II. xxvL 304 A sameness of the terms, .would be an
argument for assigning one and the same meaning to the
promises. 186a Latham Channel Isi. 111. xviiL (ed. 2) 411
They belong to one and the same class.

4. Coupled for emphasis with a synonymous adj.

:

+ thai ilk {thilk) same, + the same self, f the same
very, the very same. See also Selfsame.
The same selfwas exceedingly common in the 16th c
13.. Cursor M. 1919 (Gou.) pat ilk same day [Coft. bat ilk

dai, Fair/, bat same day). 1390 Gower Con/. I. 95 Thilke
same speche Which, as thou seist, thou schalt me teche.
a 1450 Mvrc Par. Priests 668 penne scbale he wyth hys
owne hondes Brenne bat ylke same bondes. 1503 Rolls 0/
Parlt. VI. 522/2 They. .shall havclyke auctorite. .as the
same selfe Bisshoppes shulde, ought or myght do. i$j6Pttgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) a* And the same selfe mysteryes he
afterwarde declared to his discyples. 1589-90 Reg' Privy
Council Scot. IV. 465 Baith having the same selff freindis

and commoun encmeyis. 1590 L. Lloyd Diall of'Dales 169
Q. Metellus triumphed over Creet at the same verie day that
Pompei the great triumphed over the Pyrals on sea. 1594
Shaks. Rich. HI, in. ii. 49 This same very day. 1598—
Merry W. iv. v. 37 Shee sayes, that the very same man
that beguil'd Master Slender of his Chaine, cozon'd him of it.

169a R. L' Estrange Fables tx. 9 The Snake, after his Re-
covery, is the very same Snake still, that he was at first.

Ibid, xviii. 19 Several of the very same Birds that she had
forewarn'd.

5. Appended redundantly to a demonstrative {this,

these, that, those, yon). Common in i6-i7th c ;

usually expressing some degree of irritation or

contempt, sometimes playful familiarity. (Cf. the

vulgar this here, that there.) Now arch.
Out of the 95 instances of the word same in Shakspere,

55 occur in collocation with a demonstrative.
For examples in which same has its normal force when

preceded by a demonstrative, see senses 1-3.

1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 107 In bis same wise. 1508
Shaks. Merry W. v. t 18 That same knaue (Ford hir
husband). 1603 — Mens, /or M. v. i. 270 Call that same
Isabell here once againe. 1625 Bacon Ess., Truth (Arb.)

409 This same Truth, is a Naked, and Open day light. 1628
Milton Vac. Exerc. 16, I pray thee then deny me not thy
aide For this same small neglect that I have made. 1634— Census 738 Be not cosen'd with that same vaunted name
Virginity. 1726 Swikt On reading Young's Univ. Passion
Wks. 1751 X. 246 If that same Universal Passion With ev'ry
Vice hath fill'd the Nation. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. xxv, If
this same Palmer will me lead From hence. 1816 J. Wil-
son City 0/ Plague 11. iii, What is the use of these same
lamps? 1871 R. Ellis Catullus x. 26 Just for courtesy
lend me, dear Catullus, Those same nobodies.

6. Phrases. At the same time : see Time sb. By
the same token : see Tokjsx sb.

U. In modified senses.

7. Applied to an object as having the same attri-

butes with another or with itself at another time
;

exactly agreeing in (amount, quality, operation,
etc.). Of a person : Unchanged in character, con-
dition of health, etc. Chieflypredicative (c£ B. I,

2). Constructions as in 1-3.
Phrase, Much the same, approximately the same (cf. Much

adv. 3).

1667 Milton P. L. t. 256 The mind is its own place, and
-If Can make a Heav'n of Hell, a Hell of Heav'u.
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What matter where, if I be still the same. 1669 Sturmv
Mariner's Mag. iv. 138 If the Course and Distance had
been firstagreed upon from the Place they were bound
to, to be just the same, unto the.. Land they first descried.
1718 Free-thinker No. 91 r 5 Human Nature is perpetually
the same, ever subject to the same Passions and Corrup-
tions. 1758 R. Price Rev. Quest. Morals viii. (1769) 293
note, A distinction much the same with this may be found
in the letters between Dr. Sharp and Mrs. Cockburn. 1836
J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ix. (1852) 264 God himself remains
the same before and after the interposition of Christ. 1838
Prescott Ferd. <y Is. n. vL II. 518 Bigotry is the same tn
every faith and every age. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv.
III. 585 His salary was the same with that of the Lord
Lieutenant, i860 Ld. Lvtton Lucile 11. 11. iii, Do not think
that years leave us and find us the same ! 1861 M. Patti-
son Ess. (1889) I. 48 The Steelyard passed with the rest of
the parish by the same easy gradations from the old to the
new faith. 1893 Bookman June 86/1 Her ambitions super-
ficially so different at different times, and yet substantially
the same.

b. predicatively. Of a person : Unchanged in

behaviour to another.
1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. ix, But she was always the same

to me. She never changed to her foolish Peggotty.

O. Corresponding in relative position.

167a Petty Pol. A not. (1691) 18 About 504 M. of the Irish
perished . . between the 23 of October 1641 and the same day
1652. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxviii, He and I were
both shot in the same leg at Talavera. 1856 Sir G. C. Lewis
Lett.( 1870) 3 17 The Foreign Office, .now holds the same place
in our social economy as the Colonial Office used to hold.
1891 *J, S.Winter' LumleyxW,The doctors..have decidedly
better hopes than they had yesterday at the same time.

8. Predicatively : Equally acceptable or the con-
trary; indifferent. Also all the same,just the same,
1803 Mary Charlton Wife 4- Mistress I. 245 He don't

vally what he says to young or old, man or woman—it's all

the same to old gruffy ! 1838 Pickens Nich. Nick, vii, It's

all the same to me. 1847 Upham Mme. Guyon <y Fenelon
II. iii. 31 (Funk) To Daniel the lion's den and the monarch's
palace are the same.

9. Predicatively, without article : Characterized

by sameness, monotonous, rare,

1891 Pall Mall G. 3 Feb. 6/a The choruses in 'Judith'
are numerous, and to the lay mind perhaps a little same.

III. 10. Comb., as same~kidtteyed, -seemingness,

-sized, -soundingness; same-ways adv., in the

same direction.
167a N. Fairfax Sulk 4- Setv. Ep. Ded., The 'samckid-

neyed men, who have..a sharp flowt at the end of their
tongue. 1839-48 Bailey Festus xx. 231 Lest long *same-
seemingness should send me mad. 1764 Museum Rust.
III. Iii. 229 Let this be done deep, and still in the "same-
sized ridges. 1839-48 Bailey Festus iv. 33 The sea.. In its

sublime *samesoundingness laughed out. 1887 Sir W. Thom-
son in Nature 3 Oct. 546/2 Every A is at the centre of an
equal and similar, and 'same-ways oriented, tetrahedron
ofO's.

B. absol. and aspron. (Constructions as in A.)

1. The same person or persons.

1340-70 Alex. «y Dind. 780 $e ben sobli be same of wham
bet so tolde. c 1366 Chaucer A.B.C. 77 Now queen of
comfort sithe bou art bat same To whom j seeche for my
inedicyne [etc]. 1616 11. Jonson Epigr. xxxiii, On Sir Iohn
Roe, ..To the same. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 707
An appeal from the King's Council, to the King in Council,
was ridiculed, even by the opponents of the bill, as an
appeal from the same to the same.

T b. Conjoined with a personal pronoun or with
a designation of a person, to indicate identity with

one who has been mentioned. Obs. [A latinism.]

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. hi. 26 Thanne lau^te bci leue, bis

lordes, at Mede. With that comen clerkis to conforte hir

be same. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Acts 1 With the
aduise and consentc of the moste prudent and the same his

moste dere vncle. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. 11. xvii.

(1633) 57 Shew the people of Rome Augustus neece, and
the same my wife [L. Augusts neptem eandemqne con-

jugem meam\.
2. The same thing. (See A. I, 2, 3.) f Formerly

also that same, this same.
1340-70 A lex. * Dind. 1009 But pe same pat \<t so by vs

silt trowe Longep, ludus, to 30U bat liuen so in ese. 1390
Gower Con/. I. 19 Who that here wordes understode, It

then&th thei wolden do the same, c 1.400 Destr. Troy 9773
|?e samto my-self,sothli, may happy 11. C1400 Rule St. Bene

t

(verse) 488 And also crist in bis godspelt Of bis same makes
minde o-mell. 01450 Mvrc Festial 8 Anon he made to

take hyiu, and constrayne hym forto haue done be same.
(11536 Tikualb Pat/tw. Script. Wks. (1573) 383/2 What
soeuer is done to the lest of vs. -it is done to Christ, and
what soeuer U done to my brother (if I be a Christen man)
that same is done to me. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 142,

I have commended S— unto you oftentimes : and do the

same againe at this instant. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles II.

iv. 489 Here that common Proverbe holds true, ' When two
do the same it is not the same '. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Tlteve-

not's Trav. 1. iia, I foiled not to speak to our Vice-Consul

of the Light I had seen in the Isle of Samos, and he told

me all the same that the rest did. 1711 T. Greenwood Eng.
Gram. Wallis's Pref. 3 So the French Words guerre [etc.] .

.

signify the same with these English Words. x8is Southey

Let to Jas, White 16 Feb. in Life (1850) III. 328 It is the

same in our age that it was in our youth. 1848 Kingsley
' Bad Squire

r
x\\, If your misses bad slept, squire, where

they slept, Your misses would do the same. 1864 Newman
Apologia v. (1904) 168/1 When I became a Catholic, nothing

struck me more .. than the English out*spoken manner of the

Priests. It was the same at Oscott, at Old Hall Green
t
at

Ushaw. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Latl xMi't, Bring

the eternal seed to light, And morn is all the same as night.

+ b. Phrases. Of the same : in the same way.

To the {this) same : to the same effect. With the

same ; at the same moment, Obs.

SAME.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 14 All be londe. .ros with
him rapely to rigtyn his wronge, For he shullde hem serue
of be same after, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse) 373 Also we
se 3it to besame. Ibid. 461 For hali writ sais on bis wise :

'Pe fole with word may non chastese.'..And to bis sam,
als clerks may kun, pe wise man sais :

* Chastise bi sun
[etc.J.' 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1027 He spake the
word, and with the same, Immedir.tly out came the name.

If c. With omission of article, rare— 1
.

1638 Brathwait Bamabees Jml. 11. (1818) 45 What I was
once, same I am now.

T 3. Pleonastically emphasizing a demonstrative,
used absol. or with ellipsis of sb. Obs.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i. 194 Sir, I pray you a word:

What Ladyis that same? 1591 — Two Gent. in. i. 138 What
Letter is this same ? 159a — Rom. <y Jul. iv. v. 147 What
a pestilent knaue is this same. 16x1 Bible Acts xxiv. 20
Let these same here [1881 R. V. these men themselves] say,
if they haue found any evill doing iu mee.

4. The same, f that (or this) same : the aforesaid
person or thing. Often merely the equivalent of
a personal pronoun ; he, she, it, they. Now rare
in literary use ; still common in legal documents

;

also (with reference to things) in commercial lan-

guage (where the is sometimes omitted). Cf. G.
der-, die-, dasselbe,

136a Langl. P. PI. A. m. 27 penne [lau^ten] bei leue bis
lordynges, at Meede. Wib bat ber come Clerkes to Cum-
forte be same, c 1400 Lansdowne Ritual in Rule St. Benet,
etc. 143^ De nouyce sal., singe bare thrise : 'Suscipe me,
domine ' &c [>e couent . . sail reherce be same again thrise,
and 'Gloria patri

1

. c 1400 Maundev. (1830) vin. 97 Upon
that same schalle he sytte, . . righte as himself seyde. c 1450
Cov. Myst.Xx. (Shaks. Soc.) 25 Take this appyl and ete this
ssame, This fTrute is best as I the telle. 14^74 Caxton
Chesse Ded., That ye sawe gladly the Inhabitants of y*
same enformed in good, vertuous, prouffitable and honestc
maners. 1484 — Fables of ASsop in. vii, [Men] ought to
preyse and loue the chirche and the commaundements of
the same. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Hi. 11 5our Hienes
can nocht gett ane meter, To keip your wardrope, nor dis-
creter, To rule 3our robbis, and dress the sam. 1503 in
Kerry Hist. St. Lawrence, Reading (1883) 111 Also ij

staynyd clothis w l ryddels to be same. 1509 Fisher Funeral
Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 290 Above all these
same there is a foure maner of noblenes. 1535 Covesdale
Lev. xiii. 40 Whan the bayres fall out of the heade of a
man or a woman, so that he is balde, the same is cleane.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Collect 1st Sunday after
Epiphany, Grauntthat they maieboth perceaueand knowe
what thinges they ought to do, and also haue grace and
power faithfully to fulfill the same. X583 Studbes Anat.
Abus.^ \\, (1882) 65 Watermen haunt the waters, and fishes
swim in the same. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv, i, n In the
instant that I met with you, He had of me a Chaine, at
fiue a clocke I shall receiue the money for the same. 1596
Spenser F.Q.vt, x. 5 That was a temple.. farre renowmed
. . Much more then that which was in Paphos built, Or that
in Cyprus, both long since this same. 1611 Bible Matt. xxiv.

13 But he that shall endure vnto the end, the same shall be
saued._ 1621 in Owen & Blakeway Hist. Shrewsb. (1825) I.

574 Laid out in stocking up of the gorst in Kingsland, mak-
ing the same into faggottes. 1667 Primatt City <$ C. Build.
8 An over-shot-mill, which is the water brought to the top
of the wheel, in landers or troughs which cast the same into

Buckets made in the wheel for the receipt of the same, the
force and weight of which water drives the same. 1772-84
Cook's Voy. (1790) V. 1755 The natives thinking we were
determined to pay not the least consideration, at length
ceased to apply for the same. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

III. 324 If such tenant for life die on the day on which the
same was made payable, the whole [rent must be paid]. 1819
Keats Isabella ii, Her lute-string gave an echo of his

name, She spoiled her half-done broidery with the same.

b. fAs an answer when addressed by name;
« * I am he \ Obs. Also colloq. in confirming a

conjecture as to the identity of a person mentioned
by the speaker.

1599 Shaks. Muck Ado 11. i. 191 Ben. Count Claudio.
Clan. Yea, the same. 1889 Chatterbox 24 Aug. 323/1 ' Have
you ever heard of Red Jim?* *The bushranger, do you
mean r ' asked Allan. ' The same. Well, this man [etc.) \

+ c. (7'he)same; = Ditto. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans b iij, Take the Juce of percelly

Moris otherwise calde percelly Rootis, and thossame of Isop.

1615 R. Cocks Diary 18 June (Hakl. Soc.) I. 11 He gave
me a present of 3 nestes gocas, with their trenchers and
ladells of mother of perle,with 10 spoons same, and a peece
of white Liquea cloth. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 72 Rafters

ten and seven inches, Purloyns the same, Plates the same.

f d. Chiefly Her. 0/ the same : of the kind or

description last mentioned. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Citron., Hen. VIII 25 The Kyng wasappar-
eilled in almayne ryuet crested & his vambrace of the same.
ta 1588 Glover's Ordinary 38 in Edmondsotil

s tier. I, Ar.
in fesse three pellets betw. two bars sa. in chief two goats
heads erased gu. attired or. ; in base one of the same.
Gethinge. x6a$ Bacon Ess., Building (Arb.) 553 A Greene
Court Plain, with a Wall about it : A Second Court of the
same, but more Garnished.

5. quasi-j^. An identical thing, nonce-uses.
1690 Dryden Amphitryon v. i, Tran. Two drops of

water cannot be more like. Pol. They are two very sames.
1700 — Ovid's Met, xv. Fables 515 Ev'n our own Bodies
daily change receive, .. Nor are to Day what Yesterday
they were ; Nor the whole same to Morrow will appear.

C. adv, and in adverbial phrases.

1. The same : a. in the same manner. Const, as.

To think the same of: to have the same (good)

opinion of (a person). Similarly, tofeel the same to.

Now rare in literary use ; common dial., often with omis-

sion of the.

1766 Museum Rust. III. 240 Sow the seed broad-cast,

..then harrow it in, the same as turnep seed. 18*7 D.
10-3



SAMED.
Johnson Ind. Field Sports 154 There is a physical cause

for this, which operates the same in India as in the holy

land. 1861 Geo. Euot Silas M. xviii. 325 You'll never

think the same of me again.

b. - 'all the same '
: see 2. Obs, exc.poet.^

178a Miss Burney Cecilia v.viii, Suppose I am a cabinet-

maker ? When I send in my chairs, do I ask who is to sit upon

them ? No ; it's all one to me .
. ; I must be paid for the chairs

the same, use them who may. 1884 Browning Ferishtah

(1885) 39 For as our liege the Shah's sublime estate Merely

enhaloes, leaves him man the same, So [etc.].

2. All the same : in spite of what has been men-

tioned ; even if circumstances had been otherwise

;

nevertheless, notwithstanding.

1803 Mary Charlton Wife <$ Mistress I. 121 But who
would have thought of my Lady Countess having a maid
sent with young Miss, whilst my Dolly have nothing

to do, but to milk a cow or two, and dust and scrub a bit,

and cook a bit ; and could all the same wait upon she too !

1845 Disraeli Sybil vi. iv, What you say is well worth
attention ; but all the same I feel we are on the eve of a
regular crisis. 185a Clough Poems, etc. (1869) I. 187 This
winter is extraordinarily mild : to day a little hoar frost,

but bright sunshine all the same. 1856 F. E. Paget Owlet
0/ OrvTst. 164 No, thank you. Obliged to you, Henry,
all the same. 1861 J. Pycroft Agony Point (1862) 340
Audrey remarked that the said allowance made little differ-

ence ; the money would have gone all the same. 1868

Swinburne Blake 176 A man is locked up, with keys of
gold indeed, yet is he a prisoner all the same. 1878
K us kin Let. to Dr. J. Brown 21 Oct., I was very sorry to

come away. All the same, I'm glad to be at home again.

3. Just the same : a. Exactly in the same manner.

Const, as. b. None the less.

1874 Aldrich Prudence Palfrey xiv. 281 And in the mean-
time Dillingham will continue his visits here just the same ?

1 90 1 H. McHugh John Henry 59 ' My mother was a lady ',

so She said, but just the same She ate boiled cabbage with
a knife Except when company came.

Same, variant of Sam adv. and v. Obs. ; obs. f.

Psalm ; var. Seam, lard ; obs. f. Shame sb. and v.

tSa'med, adv. Obs, Forms: 1 samod, somed,
somod, 3 somed, someS, somet. [OE. samod—
OS. samod, samod, Du. (17th c.) samet, OHG.
samet, samit, samant (MHG., mod.G. samt), Goth.

samap, f. OTeut. *samo- Same a.] Together.
Beowulf106^ pa?r wa^s sang and swej samod aetgaedere for

Healfdenes hildewisan. a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1236 pur
biS on eadjum eSjesyne preo tacen somod. a 1000 Ceed*

mon*s Gen. 789 (Gr.) pa hie fela spraecon sorhworda somed,
sinhiwan twa. c 1205 Lay. 20132 Ford we biliue peies

obte alle someS [? somed] heom to. Ibid. 25747 Pat heo
sculden somed faren. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 532 Ha somet
seiden, pact [etc.].

Same(i)kle, etc. : Sc. ff. so mickle ; see So adv.

Samel (sse^mel). Also 7 sammell, 7-8 sam-
mel \ erron. 8 sandal, -el. See also Sammen.
[Of obscure origin

;
possibly repr. an OE. *sam-

seled half-burnt, f. Sam- + pa. pple of klan to burn.]

Of a brick or tile : Imperfectly burnt.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 26 To suffer no Sammell Bricks
to be made use of. Ibid. 28 See the Brick-layers take
good sol lid* Bricks to hue, since if anything Sammel the
work will molder away. 1703 T. N. City fy C. Purchaser
48 He had burnt several Kilns of Tiles and. .not had above
50 waste, broken, and Sandal Tiles in all. 17x6 Loud. Gaz.
No. 5446/8 All that are samel, or under burnt, to be ex-
cluded, rjrjst Chambers Cycl. s.v. Brick, Samel, or sandal
bricks, are such as lie outmost in a kiln or clamp, and
consequently are soft and useless ; as not being thoroughly
burnt. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman iii. (1841) I. 23 The
brick-maker's men. .turned their hands from the grey, hard,
well-burnt bricks, to the soft, sammel, half-burnt bricks.

1845 EncycL Metrop. VIII. 443/2 The outside bricks are
necessarily under-burned. These are called samel bricks.

Sa*xneliness. [f. Samely a. + -ness.]

fl. Identity. Obs.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helmont y

s Oriat. 22 An unex-
cusable disagreement of every Similitude, remote from
identity or sameliness. Ibid 338.

2. Want of variety, monotony.
1897 Webster^(citing Bayne). 1901 Westm. Gaz. 10 Oct.

4/2 The sameliness of Longfellow's trochaic metre in
' Hiawatha*.

Samely (s*i*mU), a. [f. Same a. + -ly*.]
Without variety ; monotonous.
X799 Trans. Soc. Arts XVII. 122 To .. separate parts

[of the forest] that were in some places too heavy and
samely. 1821 Clare VilL Minstr. I. 58 O samely naked
leas, so bleak, so strange ! 1844 Kinglake Eo'lhen xvii.(i864)

198 The earth is so samely, that your eyes turn towards
heaven. 1902 Monthly Mus. Record 1 Jan. 16 Mr. Thomas
F. DunhilPs Sixteen Variations on an original theme are
too long and samely.

T Samen, a. Sc. Obs. Forms : 4 saymne,
4-6 sammyn(e, 4-7 samyn, 4-9 samine, 5-6
samin, samyne, 6 sammin, samyng, 7-8 samen.
[A derivative of Same a. ; the formation is obscure

;

possibly due to the influence of next.] = Same.
1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 252 And in the samyn tym come

him to His wyff. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 348
Sancte Iohne ^et but abaysitnes pe saymne drink tuk neuir-
pe-Ies. 1456 Sir G. Have Zaw^r//M(S.T.S.)2sAlssuainthe
samyn wys,did the Emperour Frederike. c 1480 Henryson
'Test Cres. 58 For worthie Chauceir, in the samin buik. In
gudelie termis, and in Ioly veirs, Compylit hes his cairis.

1513 Douglas JEneis vn. v. 184 Geif that my mynd can
ocht ymagine rycht, I wene that he suld be the samyn
knycht. a 1555 Lvndesav Tragedy 331 Brether, ..quhen
je were consecrat, 5e oblyste 50W all on the sammyn wyse.
J577"9J»

Oescr. Isles Scotl. in Skene Celtic Scotl. III. App.
428 Vit thai keip the lawis and uses of the samine for the

76

maist part, c 1600 Montcomerie Chcrrie fy Slae 1503 Lyk
as befoir we did submit, Sae we repeit the samyn Jit. 1638
Chas. I in Spalding Troub. (Bannatyne CI.) I. 62 Wee
have taken notice therof and doe give you heartiely thanks
for the samen. 1671 R. MacWard True Nonconf. vn. 398
The samine is there truely and more fully to be found. 1678
Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xv. § 4 (1699) 214
He writes upon the Bill, soverty is found ; & subscribes
the samine. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. in. iii, And had I

fifty times as meikle mair Nane but my Jenny should the
samen skair. 1815 Finlayson Rhymes 95 (E.D.D.) Thou-
sands are u' the samen mind.

t Saxueii,*^'. Obs. Forms: 1-3 somen, $Orm.
samenn, 3-5 samen, 4 saman, samine, sammin,
sammyne, samun, 4-5 samin, sammyn,
4-6 samyn, 4-7 sammen, 5 samene, samne,
sampnen, samyne, samynge, somun, somyn.
[OK. *samen, somen (with prep, mt spmne) = OFris,

samin, semin, to-semine, to saminen, OS. saman,
at-samna, to samne (MLG. sam{ni)ene, to samene),
M.T)\\.samen, te-samen (DuJezamen), OHG. saman,
zi samane (MLG. zesamene, mod.G. zusammen),
ON. saman, til samans (Sw. samman

y
tilsammanis,

Da. sammen, tilsammen), Goth, samana, f. root

of Same a. Cf. Skr. samand together.] m Sam,
together, mutually. For in samen see Insame.
c 975 Rushw. Gosfi. John xxi. 2 Werun somen simon

petrus & Se Sejn seoe waes cweden didimus. cizoo Oku in*

377 Pe33 habe samenn cwemmdenn Godd purrh heore rihht-
wisnesse. c 1230 Hali Meid. (MS. Titus) 59 Ha ne muhen
nawt somen [MS. Bodl. somet] earden in heuene. c 1150
Gen. <$- Ex. 40 In firme biginning, of noght Was heuene
and er5e samen wroght. a 1300 Cursor M. 7151 Thre
hundreth fox he samun knitt, (I wat noght hu he on bam
hitte). Ibid. 11998 And iesus samen his handes smat, and
said. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1849 Bot be body and be
saul . . Lufes mare samen ban man and hys wyfe. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints \. (Petrus) in pan kissit pai [ilk] ober sam-
myne, gretand faste with gastly gammyne. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 10118 Seyuyn dayes somyn sesit pai noght. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xxviii. 128 pai ware all gadred sammen.
c 1420 Sir Amadace (Camden) lv, A fayre knaue child hade
thay somun. 1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 78 We suld schewe
lufly songis, to we be.-broght in-to J>e inward dwellynge-
place, samne takand a seet emongis heuenly citesenes.

c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun 3217 In this ffasscicle of mirre
ware bonden samen paynes alle. 1513 Douglas AVneis v.

vi. 16 On athir half, than gaderis hym about Of Troianis
samyn and Sicitianis a rowt.

t Samen, v. Obs. ? Aphetic for Examine v.

? 1613 Rowlands Paire Spy-knaves (1872) 6 They samen
him according to their skils.

Samen, obs. form of Sam v.

Samene, variant of Samen adv., together.

Sameness (s^'mnes). [f. Same + -ness.]
1. Thequality ofbeing the same; = Identity 1,2.
1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxii. (1887) 118 They were

ill sundred, whom the samenes of time so vniteth together.
1607 SchoL Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. i. 28 They meane a same-
nesse for some proportion that is betweene them. 1678
Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 559 We worship, the Father
of Truth, and the Son the Truth it self, being Two Things
as to Hypostasis; but one in Agreement, Consent, and
Sameness of Will. 1690 G Nesse O. $ N. Test. I. 119
If there be the sameness in sinning, the same shall be in
suffering. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iv. § 4 Our Idea of
sameness, is not so setled and clear, as to deserve to be
thought innate in us. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. 17 Personal
identity or the sameness of living agents. 1753 Scots Mag.
XV. 17/2 The sameness of the electrical fire with that of
lightning. 1739 Capell Prolusions Pref. (1760) 7 Same-
ness of rythmus, sameness of orthography, and a very near
affinity of words and phrases. 18*7 Whately Logic App.
(ed. 2) 305 SamenesSj in the primary sense, does not even
necessarily imply Similarity. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

IV. 139 Likeness is sameness of affections.

2. Absence of variety, uniformity, monotony ; an
instance of this.

1743 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 27 Jan., We are in
such a state of sameness that I shall beg^in to wonder at
thechange of seasons and talk of the Spring as a strange
accident. 1766 Fordyce Serm, Yng. Wm. (1767) II. vni.

20 There will arise, .a sameness and a flatness. 1820 J. W.
Croker in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1891) II. xxiii. 86, I

shall endeavour to enliven a little the sameness of my
author. 184a Vigne Trav. Kashmir 11. 404 The scenery
is sameness itself. 1886 Ruskin Preeterita I. 238 The
steady occupations, the beloved samenesses, and the sacred
customs of home.

3. ? nonce-use. Agreement in character or style.

1790 in W. Wrighte Grotesque Archil. Frontisp., Each
will require a sameness to the Spot, For this a Cell, a Cas-
cade or a Grot.

t Sa*xnenfere. Obs. [£ Samen adv. + Fere
sb. 1] A fellow-traveller, an associate.

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 985 pay slipped bi & sy?e hir not
pat wern hir samen feres.

t Sa'mening. Obs. Forms: r somnung, 1-2

samnung,3 samening, somminge, sompnunge,
4 samenyng, samnyng, sampainge. [OE. sam-
nung, vbl. sb. f. samn-ian Sam v. : see -ing *.]

a. A gathering, an assembly, b. Intercourse,

communion.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark i. 23, & was in somnung [c 1160

Hatton samnunge] hiora monn in gast unclsne. c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 215 Me is andsete be samninge of be hin-

derfulle. c 1230 Hali Meid 12 (Bodley MS.) pet bestelich

gederunge, bet scheomelese sompnunge [Titus MS. som-
nunge], pet ful of ful3e stinkinde & untohe dede. c 1*50
in Ret. Ant. I. 23 Hy troue hy peli gast, and hely kirke,

be samninge of halghes. c 1*50 Gen. fy Ex. 1442 He fa^nede

hire wi3 milde mod, Here sament[njg was clene and god.

SAMISEN.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2719 Gret noise at
her samny[n]g was. Ibid. 6718 At Londone pey sette a
Parlement ; . . And bus bey seyde at per sampninge.

t Sa'menly, adv. Obs. Also 4 sammenly.
[f. Samen adv. together + -ly 2.] Together.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28391 Munk, nunne, or spused wijf, bat

sammenly aght to lede pair Hue. 1357 Lay Folks Catech.

91 The hali gast, That samenly comes of bothe the fadir and
the son.

T Sa'mentale, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : a. 3
somentale, 4 saraentale, sammentale. 0. (as

adj. only) 4 samer-tale, samirtale, sammertale.
[App. f. Samen a. + Tale sb. Cf. Samtale a.

The forms seem to represent a genitive phrase = ' of
the same tale ' (ON. *samrar, unrecorded str. genit. sing,
fern, of sam-r Same a. ; tplu genit. of tala Tale) ; the sb.

may have arisen from the substitution of a phrase with prep,
for the genitive phrase.]

A. sb. Concord, agreement.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 426 Seihnesse & some [MS. T. sachtnesse

& somentale]. a 1375 Cursor M. 683 (Fairf.) pe bestes weren
in samen tale [cf. B].

B. adj. Concordant, agreeing.
a 1300 Cursor M. 683 pe bestes self war samer-tale. Ibid.

10169 Was suilk a cuple neuer nan, Sua sammertale [Gdtt.
samirtale], wit-vten strijf. Ibid. 23521 pai er sa selcut samen
tale.

t Sanienward, adv. Obs. [f. Samen adv. +
-ward.] Together.
a '375 Cursor M. 151 17 (Fairf.) pai geddered ham samne-

ward & mened ham of paire care.

Sameria, variant of Samara.

t Sa*meron, dial. (Yorks.) Obs. Also 6 sa-
moron, 6-7 samron, 7 sameran, 7 sammaron.
See quot. 1684.
1556 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) 1. 73 Thre yerdes of sameron.

1564 Ibid. 96, xj paire of samoron and hardin sheetes, xiij s.

iiijd. 1583 in Ripon CharterActs (Surtees) 380, xl yeredes
of sameron, 20 s. 1598 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 211 My
best blanket!, samron and a harden shete. 1617-18 Ibid. II.

50 One paire of sameran sheetes. 1638 Ibid. 162 One little

paire of samron shetes. 1684 G. Merjton Yorksh. Dial. 45
Thy Sammaron web.. Is stown. Ibid. 107 (Alphabetical
Clavis), Sammaron, is a Cloath between Linnen and Hem-
pen, not altogether so course as the one, nor fine as the other.

Samer-tale : see Samentale.
Samerytane, obs. form of Samaritan.
Sameyel, Samfast, obs. ff. Samiel, Shamefast.
Samfayl(e, -ffayl: see Sans pail.

Sam-hal : see Sam-.

Samian (s^'mian), a. and sb. [f. L. Sami-us,
Gr. ^dfuos (f. Sam-us, ~os, Gr. ta^os) + -an.]

A. adj. Of or pertaining to Samos, an island

in the ^gean Sea, the birthplace of Pythagoras.
Samian earth (see quot. 1728). Samian letter,

the letter T, used by Pythagoras as an emblem of
the different roads of Virtue and Vice. Samian
stone (see quot. 1728). Samian ware, originally,

pottery made of Samian earth ; hence the designa-

tion of a fine kind of pottery found extensively

on Roman sites.

1580 North Plutarch, Pericles (159s) 182 The Samian
prisoners. 1601 Holland Pliny II. Table, Samian earth of
two kinds. Ibid,, Samian stone. 1693 Dbvden Persius iii.

109 Where the Samian Y directs thy Steps to run To Vir-
tue's narrow Steep, and Broad-way Vice to shun. 17*8
Chambers Cycl., Samia/t Earth, Earth brought from the
Isle of Samos.. esteemed very astringent, proper to dry,
and draw Wounds.. .There is also a Samiati Stone, taken
out of the Mines in the same Island. ..'Tis astringent and
cooling, and is also used by the Goldsmiths to burnish their

Gold, and give it a greater Lustre. 174a Pope Dune. iv.

151 When Reason doubtful, like the Samian letter, Points
him two ways, the narrower is the better. i8ai Byron Juan
111. Isles ofGreece xiii, Fill high the bowl with Samian wine !

1859 Luard in Archxol. Catttiana II. 7 The articles found
consisted of Samian ware of various shapes. Ibid., The
vases, urns, and Samian vessels, were filled with bones.

B. sb, A native or inhabitant of Samos.
1580 North Plutarch, Pericles (1595) 181 He. .kept the

Samians besieged within their owne citie. 1759 W. Wilkie
Epigon. v. 138 Ulysses then, with thirst of glory fir'd, The
Samian left, and to the prize aspir'd. 1886 Encycl. Brit.
XXI. 249/2 The great battle of Mycale (480), which. .freed
the Samians from the Persian yoke.

Sarnie, obs. form of Shame v.

SamielCs^'miel). Also8sameyel. [a. Turkish

tU»i samyel, f. sam a. Arab, samm (see Simoom)

+ yd wind.] The Simoom.
(Sometimes confused with Shamal, north wind.)

1687 A. Lovell Xx.'Thevenot's Trav. ir. 54 Having spoken
so much of theSamiel, it is but reasonable I should relate

what I have been told of it. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824)

I. 153 A very dangerous wind prevails, which the natives [of

Persia] call the sameyel. 18x5
J.

Smith Panorama Sci. fy

Art II. 49 The samiel or mortifying wind of the deserts

near Bagdad. 1817 Moore Lalla R^ VeiledProphet (ed. 2j

90 Burning and headlong as the Samiel wind.

Samin, obs. form of Sam v.1

Samin(e, var. ff. Samen a. and adv. Obs.

tSaming. Obs. [f. Sam v. + -ing. Cf.

Samening.] A meeting, assembly.
C1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3823 Suche a peple was neuere

y-sene. .To*geder broght at o samyng.
Samiri, variant of Saimiri.

Samirtale : see Samentale.

II Samisen(sxmisen). Alsosamsien. [Japanese

form of Chinese san-ksien(san three, hsien string).]



SAMITE.

A Japanese guitar of three strings, played with

a plectrum.
1864 Esgel Mns. Ane. Nat. 55 The san keen of China,

and ihzsamsien of Japan. The two instruments are almost
identical. 1895 Clive Holund 7rtA Wife (ed. 11) 4 The
music of guitars or samisens being played in the tea-houses.

Samite (sarmait). Obs. exc. Hist, Forms

:

4 aamit, samet, 4-5 samyt, 4-6 samyte, 5-6
samite, 6 arch* samitte, 9 arch. samit(e, sam-
mit. [a. OF. samit = Pr. MX**/, Sp.jamete (older

xamete). It. sciamito, med.L. examtlum, exame-
tum, samitum, samiltum, ad. med. Gr. fydfurov
(whence OS1. oksamitii, Russian aKCaMHTB velvet),

f. Gr. i(a- combining form of t( six + /utos thread

;

cf.Gr. 8V/UT05 double-threaded, as sb.DiMrrr. From
Fr. the word passed into MHG. as samit (mod.G.
sammet, sammt

y samt, velvet). Cf. MSw. examit.
The med. Gr. name

t
lit. 'six-threaded', has been variously

explained. Usually it has been supposed that the original
'samite' was woven of thread composed of six strands of
silk; but according to Middleton in Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
210/1 it 'was so called because the weft threads were only
caught and looped at every sixth thread of the warp, lying
loosely on the intermediate part'.]

A rich silk fabric worn in the Middle Ages,
sometimes interwoven with gold. Also, f a gar-

ment or a cushion of this material.
13.. A". A lis. 2004 (Bodl. MS.) Alisaunder sytt on a samyt

And plaieb atte ches in bis dely^t. to. 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 873 In an over-gilt samyt Clad she was. c 1450 Merlin
xxx. 608 Ther-on hinge a gipser of purpitl samyte bete with
golde. 1470-85 Malory Arthur i.xxv. 73 In the myddes of
the lake Arthur was ware of an arme clothed in whyte
samyte. Ibid. xviu. xix. 760 That my barget be couerd
with blak samyte ouer and ouer. c 1530 Lo. Berners
ArlA. Lyt. Bryt. (1814) 156 She was vestured wyth a
samyte of grene. 1599 Thyssk Animadv. {1875) 35 'Dal-
maticam de eodem samit to. .', which is to saye, 'the kingcs
dalmaticall garmente of the same samitte \ 1834 Planch6
Brit. Costume viii. 93 (A robe for Hen. Ill] to "he made of
the best purple-coloured samite (a rich silk). 184a [see

Mystic A. 5 bj. 1847 Thackeray Barbazure i, A surcoat
of peach-coloured samite . . bespoke him noble.

^1 jocularly. (Scarlet) plush.
1854 Thack gray Ncwcomes I. vii. 69 Springing down from

his station behind his mistress, the youth clad in the nether
garments of red sammit discharged thunderclaps on the
door of Mrs. Newcome's house.

Samlet (samlet). [Contracted f. Salmon * +
-let. Cf. the earlier Salmonet.] A young salmon.
1655 Walton Angler vii. (1661) 135 (There they leave the

spawn] to become Samlets early in the soring next follow-
ing. a 1673 WiLLUGHBY Hist. Pise. iv. iv. § 11. 193 Sal-
mulus, Hereford.* Samlet dictus. 174a R. Cornes in Phil.
Trans. XL1I. 129 What goes here by the Name of Samlet,
a small Fish spotted with Red, not much unlike the Trout.
1769 Pennant Zool. HI. 253 The samlet is the lest of the
trout kind. 1787 Best Angling (ed. a) 34 They commonly
spawn in October, and the young become samlets the follow-
ing year. 1834 Meowin Angler in Wales I. 62 They are
called indifferently, samlets, par, last spring, or finge. Tings.

1884 Braithwaite SalmonMa Westmid. v. 18 The samlets
have in the ftesh water been content with small worms [etc.].

t Sainly, adv. Obs. [f. Sam adv. + -lv '-.

Cf. Samenly adv.] Agreeingly.
C1350 Wilt. Palerne 1835 Kindeli eche ober dipt and

kessed ful oft,. .Slepten wel swetly samli to-gadere.

Bamme, obs. f. Sam v. ; var. Sam adv., together.

Sammen (socman). Also salmon. [Etymo-
logizing alteration of Samel.] -= Samel.
a 1815 Forby Voe. E. AngUa, Sammen-bricks, bricks

insufficiently burned ; soft and friable. They are commonly
understood to be salmon bricks, and to be so called, because
..they, .assume a reddish hue, supposed to be something
like that of the flesh of the salmon. 1876 Adams in Jrnl.
Franklin Inst. Mar. 16a The arches, from necessity, are
overburned in consequence of prolonging the firing suf-
ficiently to burn the top and sides of the kiln into respect-
able salmon. 1889 C. T. Davies Bricks (ed. a) 47 This test
applies only to hard burned bricks, not to salmon stock.

Sammen, obs. f. Sam v. ; var. Samen, together.
Sammenly, variant of Samenlt adv. Obs,
Sammentale, sammertale : see Samektale.
Sammier (fce-miw). [f. Sammy v. + -ek 1

.]

(See anot)
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Sup\>\.,Sammier, a machine for

pressing water from skins in the process of tanning.
Sammin, Sammit : see Samen, Samite.
Sammy (sarmi), v. Leather-dressing. [Ex-

tended form of Sam v.*] trans. To dry partially
(leather). = Sam v.*
1891 J. W. Stevens Leather Manuf. Hi. » After being

sammied, take one side at a time and.. dampen it. Ibid.
24 Sammieing. This term.. I have failed to learn the
or iRin of. . . It appears to have originated in the Western and
Southern states, for in the East, 'hardening' is generally
used when the leather is hung on poles or in the lofts to dry
out a certain percentage of moisture, in order to prepare it

for splitting and stuffing. 1897 G T- Davis Manuf. Leather
<ed. a) 416 If the light color is desired, the leather is hung
up and allowed to harden, as it is termed in the East, or to
sammy, as it is termed in the West, for setting.

Sammyn, Samnefn \ see Sam wJt Samen adv.
Samnite (sae*mnait), sb. and a. Also 4 samp-

nite, 7 samnit. [ad. L. Sammtesyl. (sing. Samm's);
perh. etymologically cognate with Sabine.]
A. so. One of a people of ancient Italy, believed

to be an offshoot of the Sabines ; their territory,

called Samnium, was adjacent to Latium.

77

1390 Govizsi Conf. III. 179 Whan the Sampnites to him
broghte A Mmme of gold [etc.l. 1553 Grimalde Cicero's
Offices 11. (1556) Mvjb, Caius Pontius the Samnite. 1618
Bolton Florvs (1636) 45 Then, moved upon the petition of
the countrey of Campania, they invaded the Samnits. 1718
Rowe tr. Lucan 11, 224 When the proud Sammies Troops
the State defy'd. 1841 W. Spalding Italy «, It. 1st. I. 298
The Etruscans and Samnites by turns possessed both.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Samnites ; in

use among the Samnites.

17S3 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Shield, The Germans,
beside the samnite-shield, have two others pretty much in
use. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 380/1 The Samnite war.

Hence Samni'tic a. [ad. L. Samniticus.]
1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Stie/d,Tbe samnitic-shield

used Dy the Romans. 1864 Athenximi 12 Mar. 375/3 Built
. .on the conclusion of the Samnitic war.

t Samni'tis. Obs. [Of obscure origin : perh.

some error.] Some poisonous plant.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 52 Mortall Samnitis, and Ci-
cuta bad.

Samoan (samiJiran), a. and sb. [f. Samoa, an
island kingdom of the Pacific, + -an.]

A. ai/j. Pertaining to Samoa, or the Samoans.
Samoan dove ox pigeon, the tooth-billed pigeon. (In recent

Diets. : cf. quot. 1864.)

1846 Lundie Mission. Life in Samoa xxii. 140 The Sa-
moan language. 1864 Reader 28 May 687/1 A species of
ground-pigeon from the Samoan Islands.

B. sb. a. A native of Samoa, b. The Samoan
language.
1846 Lundie Mission. Life inSamoa xxi. 135 Mrs. Murray

prayed in Samoan. 1875 Jevons Money iv. 28 The fine

woven mats so much valued by the Samoans. 1894 Outing
(U.S.) XXIV. 355/1 Roast pig is a joy for ever to a Samoan.
Samoed, sarnoid, etc. : see Sahoteo.
II Samolus (sam<Mi>s). [L. samfflus (Pliny) ;

said to be a Celtic word.] a. Antiq. A plant

said to have been used in ancient Druidical cere-

monies, b. Bot, Adopted (by Linnaeus) as the

name of a genus of plants belonging to the order

Primulacciv. Also, a plant of this genus.
'753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Samoins, in botany, the name

of a genus of plants. 1866 Treas. Bot., Samolus, small
matsh plants with white flowers, .belonging to the Primu-
latex. 1878 Miss Braddon Open Verd.ll. 14, I wonder
whether he was going to gather the samolus, left handed
and fasting. 1884 C Rogers Soc. Life Scot. I. i. 16 The
leaves of the Samolus were gathered by the priest fasting.

1905 Longm. Mag. Jan. 254 The selago flourished on the
heath and the samolus by the running stream.

Samon, obs. form of Salmon.
Samony (e, obs. Sc. ff. so many : see So adv.
Samoom, variant of Simoom.

II Samoreus. [Du.] A kind of boat used on
the Rhine.
i6aa T. Scott Belg. Pismire 71 An infinite number of

people are imployd in Shippcs. Samoreuses, Hoyes [etc.].

Samori, Samorine, Samorit : see Zamobin.
Samoron, variant of Sameron Obs.

Samosatenian (saemiTsatf'nian), sb. and a.

Also 7 Samosatonian, 9 -anian. [f. L. Samo-
satin-us, Gr. XafiocaTJirot (f. Samosata) + -an.]

a. sb. A follower of Paul of Samosata. =Pauhan
sb. 1. b. adj. — Paulian a.

1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. lxii. 9 6 For the baptisme
which Nouatianists gaue stoode firmc, whereas they wiiome
Samosatentans had baptised were rebaptised. 1645 Pagitt
Heresiogr. (ed. 2} 123 With which are joyned the Samosato-
nians and Sabellians. 1697 Stillingfl. Disc. Trinity 42
Directly contrary to the Samosatenian Doctrine. 1717-41
Chambers Cycl. s.v., St. Epiphanius will have the Samo-
satenians to be leal Jews without any thing more than the
name of Christians, a 1861 Cunningham Hist. TheoL (1863)

II. x x iii. tooThe Samosatanian heresy.

Samothracian (sxmobrfi'pan), sb. and a.

[f. L. Samothracl, Gr. Sa/iotf/jcWij, an island in the

/Egean Sea ¥ -ian.] a. sb. An inhabitant of

Samotbrace. b. adj. Of or pertaining to Samo-
thrace ; esp. with reference to the Cabiric mysteries

which originated in Samothrace.
1653 Cogan tr. Diodorns Sic. Hist, ft x. 249 The Samo-

thractans do report, that among them there was another
great deluge before that of Deucalion. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Cabiri, in antiquity, certain deities worshipped
more especially by the Samotbracians...'Tis disputed ..

whether they be of Phoenician, Samotbracian, or Egyptian
origin. 1803 G. S. Faber Cabiri I. -551 The Samothracian
mysteries. 1886 Encyct. Brit XXI. 250/2 When the Samo-
thracians sent a contingent to the Persian fleet.

II Samovar (soemovau). [Russian caMOBapt,
' self-boiler *, f. caMO- samo- self + Bapurb varil'

to boil.] A Russian tea urn.

1830 tr. Kotzebue's New Voy. 1 1. 22 note, A Samowar, or

self- boiler, .generally stands in the middle of the tea-table.

188a Pall Mall G. 14 June 2/1 The samovar is a tea-kettle

which has its fire in a tube running through it, and which,

with a few pieces of lighted charcoal dropped into the tube,

maintains the water at boiling point with a minimum of

evaporation.

Samoyed (sarmoyed), sb. and a. Forms

:

7 Samoit, Samoed, 7-8 Samoid, Samoied, 8-9

Samojede, 9 Samoiede, 7- Samoyed. [Russian

cauoijpt. The rendering ' self-eater ' (cf. MHCot^T,

myasoyed flesh-eater), interpreted as 'cannibal', is

already mentioned by Purchas 1613.] A. sb. One
of a Mongolian race inhabiting Siberia.

SAMPHIRE.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 432 The Samoits or

Samoyeds are clad from head to foot in Deeres-skinnes.
1688 Bovle Final Causes Nat. Things iv. 129 The countries
inhabited by the Samoids. 17*6 Bolingbroke Study of
Hist. (1777)11, 34 The Samojedes wondered much at the Czar
of Muscovy for not living among them. 1756 Dyer Fleece
iv. 145 The haidy Samoid. 1813 Shelley in Dowden Life
(1887) I. 319 The poor are as abject as Samoyeds. 1876
A. J. Evans Through Bosnia i. 31 Among Lapps and
Samoyeds.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to the Samoyeds. Also
quasi-*/)., their language.
1667 Milton P. L. x. 695 From the North Of Norumbega,

and the Samoed shoar. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI.
639/1 It is said that all the Samoied women have black
nipples. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xii. 230 The second
branch [of the Turanian family of languages] is the Samoyed.

Samoyedic (sacmoyedik), a. Also Samojedio,
-iedic. [f. Samoyed + -ic] Of or pertaining to
the Samoyeds. Also quasi-ji., their language.
1813 Q. Rev. Oct. 288 The Samojedic nations are situated

north of the Tartars. 1834 Penny Cycl. II. 474/1 The nations
of Samoiedic origin occupy two different countries distant
from one another. 1858 Carlyle Predk. Ct. vi. vi. II. 78
Peter, the Russian (say rather Samoeidic [sic]) Czar. 1888
Encyct. Brit. XXIV. 2/2 Certainly Turkic lies much closer
to Mongolic than it does to Samoyedic and Tungusic.

Samp (sremp). U. S. Also 7 sampe. [a. Al-
gonkin nasamp (Wood Vocab. 1634), Narragansett
nasaump (R. Williams), lit. 'softened by water',
applied subst. to ' every kind of spoon meat, bouil-

lon, or porridge ' (Trumbull in Archiv Stud. neit.

Spr. LV. 454). Cf. Supawn.] Coarsely-ground
Indian corn ; also a kind of porridge made from it.

1643 R. Williams Key 11 Nasaump, a kind of meale pot-
tage, unpartch'd. From this the English call their Samp,
which is the Indian come, beaten and boild, and eaten hot
or cold with milke or butter. 167a Josselyn New Eng.
Rarities \o\ The corn is light of digestion, and the English
make a kind of Loblolly of it, which they call Sampe. 1833
Whittier Passaconaway Prose Wks. 1889 1. 276 My squaws
have fine mat, big wigwam, soft samp. 1899 Jml. R. Agric.
Soc. Mar. 133 Samp, a beautiful form of hominy.

Sampan (sarmpaen). Also 7-8 champana, 8

cbampan, -e, sampane, siampan, 9 sampaan,
sampang, sanpan. [a. Chinese san-pan {san
three, pan board); cf. Annamite lam-ban {tarn

three). Cf. the Sp. spelling cempan (Oviedo 1 535)

;

also Pg. champana.']

1. A Chinese word meaning ' boat ', applied by
Europeans in the China seas to any small boat
of Chinese pattern.
i6ao R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 122 Yt was thought

fytt and brought in question by the Hollanders to trym up
a China sampan to goe with the fleete. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. xx. 72 Quiay Panian puisued them in a
Champana. 1730 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bh. of
the ' Lyell ' 9 Sept., Took in 2 Sampan Loads of Wood. 1745
T. Pascoe Jrnl. Voy. S. Seas 296 Several Chinese Cbam-
pans, or small Fishing-Boats. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word,
ok., Sampaan, or Sampan, a neatly-adjusted kind of hatch-
boat, used by the Chinese for passengers, and also as a
dwelling for Tartar families, with a comfortable cabin.

2. U.S. (See quot.)
1897 Outing (U.S.) July 362/2 But the bay has a boat

whose style is peculiar to the place. It is called a 'sanpan',
and is an eight-foot punt, made of a few pine boards, which
in light winds simply skims along the surface of the water.

Sampel, obs. form of Sample.

Samphire (sarmfaioj). Forms : 6 sampere,
sampiere, samphier, 6-8 sampler, 6-9sampire,

7 sampeir, samper, samphyre, 7- samphire.
[In 16th c. sampere, -pire (the altered form may
have been assimilated to camphire), a. F. (Jierbe

de) Saint Pierre (Cotgr. i6m)> lit. 'St. Peter's

herb '. Cf. mod.L. sampetra (in Dodoens ed. 1616).
Diefenbach cites mod.L. herba divi Petri from a work of

1694. Cf. G. meerpeteriein. Possibly the attribution to

St. Peter may have been suggested by late L. petra (F.

pterre) rock.]

1. The plant Crithmum maritimum (growing on

rocks by the sea), the aromatic saline fleshy leaves

of which are used in pickles. Also called Rock

samphire.
1545 Elyot Diet., Crethmos uel Cretamus, an herbe grow-

ing on the sea rockes, whiche we call Sampere. 1578
Lyte Dodoens v. xxi. 577 Sampiere hath fat, thicke, long

smal leaves. 1590 R. Payne Descr. Irel. (1841) 7 The
Phisitians there [in Ireland] holde, that Samphier is a pre.

sent remedie against the stone. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 15

Halfe way downe Hangs one that gathers Sampire: dread-

full Trade. 1610 Holland Camden s Brit. (1637) 344 Stately

cliffes bringing forth Samphyre in great quantity. 1661

J. Childrey Brit. Baconica 10 In this shire grows greater

store of samphire and Sea-holly, a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air
(1692) 178 Sampier clothes the rock in abundance. 170a

Floyer inPhil. Trans. XXIII. 1167 Sampire is of an Acrid
Aromatic Taste. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Crithmum;..
Smaller Samphire, or Sea-Fennel. 183a Veg. Subst. Food
194 Samphire.. almost the only wild plant.. gathered for.,

luxury. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 176 The water has to

be given a flavor by the squeeied berries of the Samphire.

b. As a name for various other maritime plants,

esp. the glasswort {Salicornia). For Golden,
Marsh, Prickly samphire, see those words.

1703 Dampier Voy. III. I. 121 The Mould is Sand by the

Sea-side, producing a large sort of Sampier, which bears a

white Flower. C1710 Petiver Catal. Ray's Eng. Herbal

Tab. xvii, Golden Samphire. Ibid, xxviii, Prickley Sam-

pire. 01794 Barham Horlus Amer. 165 Sampier. .. There



SAMPLE.

is another sort, which resembles the English kali, kelp, or

class-wort ; another sort hath a th.ck juicy saltish leaLm

shape of purslane . . ; another sort hath a turnsole leaf. 1807

I. E. Smith Phys. BoL 122 Articulatus, jointed, as in bam-

ohire, Salicomia annua. 1847-H Webster, Samphire.

In the United States, this name is applied to Saltconna

herbacea, which is called glass-wort in England. 1864

Grisebach Flora IV. Ind. 1st. 787^Samphire

I

Bomchia
arborescens. Jamaica Samphire : Batis viarilima. 1907

Westm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 12/1 The glasswott IS still called sam-

phire 1
in Suffolk, and is gathered for purposes of pickling.

2. Cookery. The leaves of samphire, used chiefly

as a pickle.

1624 Boyle in Lismort Paters (1886) II. 138 A smale

Barricke of Sampier. 1641 Murbel Cookerie (ed. 5) 68 lo

boyle Pigeons with Capers or Sampyre. «66i Rabisha

Cookery 3 To pickle Sampier green. 173a Arbuthnot Rules

0/ Dill in Aliments, etc 244 All Pickles, especially Sam-

phire, which is stimulating. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. 11.

147 Then put in the Meat, and a few Capers and Samphire

shred. 1747-96 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xix. 306 Take the

samphire that is green, lay it in a clean pan.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1810 Crabbe Borough i. 41 Here sampire-banks and salt-

wort bound the flood. 1822 Hortus A ttglicus 1 1. 380 Inula

Crithmi/olia. Samphire-leaved Inula. 1849 C. H. Sturt
Narr. Exped. Centr. Austral.}. 367 A shallow salt lagoon

also fringed round with samphire bushes.

Samplar, obs. form of Samples.

Sample (scrmp'l), sb. Forms : 4 sampel,

saumpel, -pul, -pie, saunpil, 4-5 saumpil,

4-6 sampill, saumple, 5 sampil(le, sampull,

saumpyl, 4- sample. [ME. sample, aphetic f.

essample : see Example sb.]

1 1. A fact, incident, story, or suppositious case,

which serves to illustrate, confirm, or render cre-

dible some proposition or statement. (Cf. Ex-

ample sb. 1.) Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10351 Yitt samuel.-And sampson als, .

.

Bath bam bar tua wimmen geld. ..pou trou bir samples

witcrli, For bousal hafachild in hi. 13.. E. E.Allit P. A.

499 As mathew melez in your messe, In sothful gospel ofgod

al-myjt In sample he can ful graybely gesse. c 1380 Wvclif
Serin, xlix. Sel. Wks. I. 142 And efte Crist telhb a kyndely

saumple. a 1400-50 A lexander 5306 par in perchement de-

payntid his person scho schewid. Said 'se bt-selfe a sampill

bat I be sothe neuyn !
' 14 . . Tundale's Vis. (Wagner) 6 Of

suche a sampull y wyll 30U telle, That he, bat wyll hit well

unberstande, In herte he may be full dredande. C1430

Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 230 A sample we mow se al

day, That God sent amonges us alle. 1513 More Rich. Ill,

Wks. 48/1 And as simple as that saumple is, yet is there

lesse reason in our case, then in that. 1519 — Dyaloge h.

ibid. 202/2 Thys wer not like y» sufferance of an vnconse-

crate host, wherof ye putte the saumple.

2. A relatively small quantity of material, or an

individual object, from which the quality of the

mass, group, species, etc. which it represents may
be inferred; a specimen. Now chiefly Comm.,

a small quantity of some commodity, presented or

shown to customers as a specimen of the goods

offered for sale. (An individual article offered

as a specimen of goods sold by number and not by
weight or measure is now more commonly called

a pattern.')

The commercial use is now apprehended as the primary

one, the wider application being felt as transferred.

1428 Surtees Misc. (1888) 6 Of ye whilk plaster and lymc
a sample ys redy in ye chambre to shew. 1561 Aberdeen
Reg. (1844) I. 335 Nor na skaiffry, sic as sampill and scheit

schakin, to be tane thairof [se. of malt and meal]. 1573-4

in Cunningham Revels Ace. (Shaks. Soc.) 60 For making of

vj patternes, and for cutting therof for samples for the

fownes of Cloth of golde, iij s. a 1626 Bacon New A tl. 45
n one of these [galleries] wee place Patternes and Samples

of all manner of the more Rare and Excellent Inuentions.

1699 Poor Man's Plea 20 Ye might let People buy by
Samples, or at Barn-doors. 1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3963/3 The
Cargo of the Ship No. 7, .. consisting of.. White Wines,

Sweets and Brandy ; Samples of which may be seen at the

said Hall. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sample, some part

of a Commodity, given as a Pattern, to shew the Quality or

Condition of it. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 100 r 3 The
hands and face were the only samples they gave of their

beautiful persons. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman xlvi.

(1841) II. 181 The farmer, .rubs out only a few handfuls of

it [wheat] with his hand, and puts it into a little money-bag

;

and with this sample, as it is called, in his pocket, away he

goes to market. 1775 J. Bryant Mythol. II. p. vi, From
those curious samples of Egyptian Sculpture at the^ British

Museum. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. 11.394,1 was induced

to apply to his Sicilian Majesty, .for samples of the seed.

1838 YV. Bell Diet. Law Scotl. s. v., When goods are sold

by sample, there is an implied warrandice that the bulk is

of equal quality with the sample. 1878 Huxley Physiogr.

xvi. 261 During these surveys, numerous samples of the sea

bottom were secured. 1882 Nature XXVI. 297 The col.

lection of samples of air for analysis. 1896 Daily Neivs

9 Nov. 3/5 The Bench were of opinion that samples were
goods.

b. of immaterial things.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)89 He., is often-

times shewing you a sample of his Ingenuity. 1788 Frank-
lin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 169 It was by a private person

fiving a sample of the utility of lamps. _ 1821 Lamb Elia
er. 1. Quakers' Meeting, Once only. .1 witnessed a sample

of the old Foxian orgasm. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v.

I. 526 Of the general character of those outlaws an estimate

may be formed from a few samples. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Comtnw. xlviiL II. 235 Illinois furnishes so good a sample
of that [township] system in its newer form, that I cannot

do better than extract from a..ttustworthy writer, the fol-

lowing account.
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1 3. A person's action or conduct viewed as an

object of imitation ; also, a person whose conduct

deserves imitation ; = Example sb. 6. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 409 Hymself ban gaf us sample bare.

C1400 Rule St. Bcnet (Prose) 22 O bis maner sal ),abbesse

foli^e he saumpyl of Iesu. 1548 Patten Exped. Pref.

b iij b, Since what he could doo, they could not resiste, and
what he should do, they had set hym a sample. 1579

Spenser Sheph. Col. July 119 And nowe they bene to

heauen forewent, Theyr good is with them goe : Theyr
sample onely to vs lent, That als we mought doe soe. 1594

Carew Tasso (1881) 106 For if his errour such pardon

accrew, More by his sample will be couraged. 1611 Shaks.

Cymb. 1. i. 48 [He] Liu'd in Court (Which rare it is to do)

most prais'd, most lou'd, A sample to the yongest.

+ 4. Precedent ; = Example sb. 5. Obs.

1534 More Comf.agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1193/1 Therefore is

his case both playn against Goddes open precept, and the

dispensation straunge and withoute saumple.

t 5. A warning ; = Example sb. 3. Phrases, In

sample, by way of warning. To take sample. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 20889 Bath ananias and his wife For

suike he dampnid tam o life, pat all suld tak bairn sample

hi For to naman do trichen. C137S Sc. Leg. Saints i.

il'elrus) 595 par-for, in sampill of ewill dede to wekit dede

I sail 30W lede. c 1420 Brut 196 In sample bat be Scottes

shulde haue in mynde forto here ham amys a^eynz her lorde

eftesones. £1470 Henry Wallace vi. 403 On the sail fall

the fyrst part off thir harmys, Sampill to geyff till all thi

fals natioune. Ibid. xl. 834 Nane sampill takis, how ane

othir has beyn For cowatice put in gret paynys fell.

6. attrib. and Comb, a. appositive, quasi-air/.,

serving as a sample.
1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 458 If the 'sample

blade', that is, the largest lamina in the series, weigh

7 pounds, the whole produce may be estimated at a ton.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xliv, Why did you leave that.

.

sample-bottle of Hollands out of the cupboard ? 1855 J. R.

Lkifchilo Cornwall Mines 263 It is just possible that the

sample ores you see in London, or some other city, have

come from any mine except the one projected, or offered to

your consideration. 1863 Reader 12 Dec 688 By culling

a few sample-extracts. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. ii, Miss

Abbey filed her receipts, and kept her sample phials.

b. Special Comb. : sample-bag, a bag contain-

ing the samples carried by a commercial traveller

;

also, a small holland bag tied up with an attached

tape, used by merchants and farmers to carry

samples of com, etc. ; sample card, a piece of

cardboard to which is fastened a sample of cloth,

etc. ; = pattern card; sample cutter (see quot.) ;

sample hand, an operative employed in produc-

ing ' sample ' goods ; sample passer, one whose

business it is to select the articles that are to serve

as samples ; sample-room, (a) a room in which

samples are kept for inspection ;
(b) U. S. slang,

a place where liquor is sold by the glass ; sample-

trier = sample passer.

1884 Manch. Guard. 26 Sept. 5/1 He .. deposited his

•sample-bag in the dining-room. 1884 Knight Diet. Meek.
Suppl., 'Sample cutler, a species of rotary shears. A sharp

edged disk on a table rolling against an edge and cutting

narrow strips of cloth from the roll, to form tailor's or

traveler's samples. 190a Daily Chron. 29 Apr. 10/3 Experi-

enced "sample hands for children's costumes, pelisses, &c.

1802 Labour Commission Gloss., *Sample Passer, a pro-

ficient smelter who chemically tests a sample of metal
drawn from the furnace when to the eye it seems about
the desired quality. 1874 Aldrich Prudence Pal/rey xv.

297 Colonel Todhunter..bad been refreshing himself at the

•sample-room attached to Odiorne's grocery. 1895 Daily
News 5 Dec 5/1 Commercial institutions, of which inquiry

offices, museums, and sample rooms, .should form a leading

feature. 1776 Pryce Min. Cornub. 217 In the knowledge
of which the •sample-triers or Tin-dressers are very expert.

1814 W. Phillips in Trans. Gcol. Soc. II. 143 Whena pound
or two of the ore is given to the sample-trier, as a fair sample

of 50 or 100 tons.

Sample (scrmp'l), v. [f. Sample sb.]

f 1. trans. To be or find a match or parallel to ;

to parallel ; to intend as a match for. Also, to

put in comparison with. Obs.

1591 Ld. Vaux in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. IV. IV. 109 Throwgh
uneath to be sampled infortunacy I may neither dispose of

my owne to my requisite reliefe [etc.]. 1597 J. King On
Jonas (1618) 702 Whensoeuer afterwards there was taken

vppe any great lamentation, it was sampled and matched
with that of Hadadrimmon. 1602 Dekkkr Honest Wh.
Wks. 1873 II. 141 IfCambricke you wud deale in, there's the

best, all Millan cannot sample it. 16x6 B. Jonson Devil an
Ass v. i, She would ha' had you, to ha' sampled you With
one within, that they are now a teaching ; And do's pretend

to your ranck. 1619 W. Sclater Exp. 1 Thcss. 173 Who
can sample, amongst Heretiques, that [patience] of Laurence

on the Gridyron? 1630 Lord Banians 9 Modest were her

Aspect, and her eyes Indices of so melancholly sobernesse,

and composed lookes, as if she seemed to be sampled for him
that met her. a 1638 Mede Wks. (1672) ill. 635 This notion

[is] nowhere else sampled in any Greek Author. 1640 Bast-

wick Lord Bps. ii. B iij, Which Prelacie he samples and
parallells with the. .Lordship, which Heathen Princes exer-

cise over their people. 1689 Hickeringill Ceremony Monger
v. Wks. 1716 II. 435 A Lean and Cadaverous Clergy, the

whole Protestant World cannot sample such a jejune Crew.

f2. a. To set an example to. b. To set an

example of. Obs.
1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 5 The morne, who

sampling men their sinnes to rue. Hath washt earths motley

face in weeping dewe. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xvi. cm.
406 We Church-men should to Lay-men sample good.

+ 3. To illustrate, to explain by examples or

analogies; to symbolize. Obs.

SAMPLER.

1613 Pcrchas Pilgrimage (1614I 599 Ortelius. supposeth

. .that Vmbilicus was accounted the Deitic it selfe.. which

shapelesse shape hee sampleth by many like in other Nations.

1633 Earl Manch. Al Mondo (1635) 191 Therefore this wee
may doe, some way sample that, which no way we can

expresse. 1664 H. More Exp. 7 Epist. Pref. (1669) (a A
Mr. Mede.. seems to insinuate that they should Propheti-

cally sample unto us a sevenfold successive Temper and

Condition of the whole visible Church,

f 4. To imitate, to copy. Obs.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii, Walla by chance

was in a meadow by Learning to 'sample earth's embrodery.

1626 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xx. vii, A modell of this

more exquisite frame is sent to Urijah, the priest ; and must

be sampled in Jerusalem. 1675 V. Alsop Anti-Sozzo 530 Is

it not a strange Copy that differs in kind from its Idea?.

.

As if you should propound a House for your patern, and
draw a Horse to sample it.

5. To take a sample or samples of ; to judge of

the quality of (a thing) by a sample or specimen

;

to obtain a representative experience of.

1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xxi, She. -looks at it,—con-

siders it,—samples it,—measures it. 1858 Hughes Scour.

White Horse 196, 1 won't turn my back, .on any man in the

country at sampling wheat. 1883 V. D. Majendie in Fortn.

Rev, May 647 Every cargo is sampled by the Customs on
iis arrival ami chemically examined. 1890 N. Hibbs in Big
Game N. Amer. 22 The Moose has a hump on his nose,.

.

it excels any other meat dish I have ever had the pleasure

of sampling. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 354 Some
one who has personally sampled Africa.

#

b. To present samples or specimens of. Also,

to serve as a sample of.

1870 Lowell Study Wind. (1871) 208 Chaucer never shows

any signs of effort, and it is a main proof of his excellence

that he can be so inadequatelysampled by detached passages.

1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age (1894) 607 The literature of the

subject has grown to such an extent,, -that it is hopeless.

.

to do more than sample it, 1880 Daily Tel. 8 July, The
fifty thousand men who would have sampled the drill,

1 discipline, and patriotism of a hundred and fifty thousand

more. 1889 Pall Mall G. 16 Nov. 3/2 English editors of

Irish chronicles and histories often make grave blunders,

some of which he samples.

Sampled (scrmp'ld), ppi. a. [f. Sample v. +
-ED.] Tested to ascertain the quality.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines cy Mining 241 An assay of

sampled ore gives 40 ounces silver and 60 per cent. lead.

Sampler (sa-mpbr), sb.l Forms: 4 saum-
plarie, -ye, sawmplere, 4-5 samplere, saum-
pler, 4-8 samplar, 6 sawmplar, 9 dial, sam-
pleth, 6- sampler. [Aphetic f. OF. essamplairt :

see Examplab.]

T 1. An example to be imitated ; a model, pat-

tern; an archetype; the original from which a

copy is or may be taken. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28073 Bot nu sal i tell be her nest Hu bu
sal sceu bi scrift to preist, . .bat laud men mai sumquat lere

To scape bair scrift wit bis samplere. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxvii. iMachor) 1439 For bai till hyme war as samplar to

lewe his kyne bat mychty war, & bis gret pilgrimag to tak.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xii. 104 Al-bough men made bokes

god was be maistre, And seynt spirit be saumplarye and
seide what men sholde write. 138a Wyclif Exod. xxv. 40
Bihold and do after the sawmplere, that to thee is shewid

in the hil. c 1475 Partenay 2947 Off ther beyng here will

I leue and cease, To declare and say make me will redy, As
of my samplere to precede plainly. 1565 Jewel Repl.

Harding (1611) 382 There are not two sorts of Adoration.

.

hut one onely Adoration, both of the Image, and also of the

Samplar, whereof the Image is. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's
Answ. Osor. 445 But the Type is past, and the verity*

supplyeth the place. Latt us make a comparison betwixt

the sampler and y trueth [Melchisedech and Christ]. 1597
Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 490 The verie whores

. . paid him a yearely reuenue for their bauderies : which act

. .is made a sampler to some of our holie Popes to imitate.

1608 Topsell Serpents (1658) 778 Arachne first invented.,

working with the needle, which this mayd of Lydia first

learned from the Spiders, taking her first Samplers and
patterns from them for imitation. 1636 Featly Clams Myst.
xvi. 208 Christ's baptism was the perfect sampler and pat-

terne of ours. 1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 296 The holi-

nesse of Christ, which God hath propounded unto us for a

samplar to imitate. 1658 Manton Exp. JudeWks. 1871 V.

85 God is the original fountain and sampler of holiness.

«i68o Charnock Attrib. God (iSji> H. 259 True holiness

consists in a likeness to the most exact sampler.

attrib. 1645 Rutherford Tryal $ Tri. Faith (1845) 48

A stone,..some way conform to.. Christ the Sampler-stone.

1 2. An illustrative or typical instance ; a speci-

men. Also, a representation, symbol, type. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10892 pat bou be noght o bis in weir,

Aid elizabeth be |>i samplere. 1623 Lisle s-El/ric on O. <t

N. Test. (1638) 24 So thou maist yet at least be furthered

somewhat by this little sampler [.\.S.bysne). 1644 QuaittJta

Barnabas fy B. 253 What is man but a sampler of WOlljICB I

1683 Penusylv. Archives I. 73 And God is giving some
Specimens hereof, some Samplars. 1697 Burghope Disc.

Relig. Assemb. 25 The Temple..a Type and Samplar..

of the Heavenly Temple that is above.

3. f a - A piece of embroidery serving as a pat-

tern to be copied. Obs.

1574 R. Scot HopGard. (1578) 54 The Hoppesackes that

are brought out of Flaunders, may be good samplers for you
to worke by. a 1586 SidneyA rcadia 11. (Sommer) 119 Alas

then, o Loue, why doost thou in thy beautiful] sampler sette

such a woike for my Desire to take out, which is as much
impossible? [1608: see 1.] 1675 Brooks Gold. Key Wks.
1867 V. 284 Such as begin to work with the needle, look much
on their sampler and pattern.

b. A beginner's exercise in embroidery ; a piece

of canvas embroidered by a girl as a specimen of

her skill, usually containing the alphabet and some
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mottos worked in ornamental characters, with

various decorative devices.

*5»3 Skelton Gar/. Laurel 789 The saumpler to sow on,

the Iacis to enbraid. 1546 Makg. Thomson Will in Essex
Rev. (1908) XVII. 147, I g>'ve to Alys Pynchebeck my
sawmpier with semes. 159* Kyd Sol. % Pert. I. ii, When
didst thou, with thy sampler.. sit sowing? 1639 Mayne
City Match 11. ii, Your schoole-mistres.se.. teaches To knit

in Chaldee, and worke Hebrew samplers. 1758 Johnson
Idler No. 2 F 3 Our girls forsake their samplers to teach

kingdoms wisdom. 1789 Burns Let. to Mrs. M'Murdo
2 May, Never did little Miss with more sparkling pleasure

show her applauded sampler to partial Mamma, than I now
semi my poem to you. 1803 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball.

6t Sin I furst work d a sampleth at Biddy Forsyth's. 1862

Calverlev Verses ^ Tr. (1804) 80 Now not all they seek

to do Is create upon a sampler Beasts which Buffon never

knew. 1886 J. K. Jerome Idle Thoughts (1889) 136 There
is a 'sampler worked by some idiot related to the family.

attrib. 1859 Miss Carv Country Life i. (1876) 10. I see

that it was marked with sampler letters in one corner. 1881

ffwiimT & Rice ChapL ofFleet I. 170 Esther, for her part,

taught her embroidery and sampler work.
transf.iwAfig. x6»y W. Hawkins Apollo Shroving Prol. 5

lake out thy fescue, and spell here, in this one-leau'd booke.

Tell the stitches in this sampler of blacke and white. 1717
Prior Alma 11. 448 Distinguished Slashes deck the Great

;

As each excells in Birth, or State His Oylet-holes are more,

and ampler, The King's own body was a Samplar. 1819
Keats iVks. (1889) III. p. cxxv, The more he may love the

sad embroidery of the Excursion, the more will he hate the

coarse samplers of Betty Foy and Alice Fell.

4. Forestry. A young tree left standing when the

rest are cut down.
1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. fm/r. 161 Take a good straight

Pole or sampler growing ofAsh or Willow. 1785 J. Phillips
Treat. Inland Navig. 19 Cutting down samplers and young
trees even for faggot and stack wood, .has been..a common
practice. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 246 Standards or

samplers are always left, but seldom raised to timber.

fo.- Sample sb. 1. Obs. rare.

i8»3 J. Badcocx Dom. Amusem. 136 Test for proving
Steel. Take weak aqua-fortis, and drop a little on the
sampler in question.

Sampler (sa-mpUj), sb? [f. Sampled. + -eh*.]

One whose business it is to sample goods.
1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 216 To make a rough guess or

coarse essay, the sampler takes a handful of it, and washes
it on a shovel [etc.]. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines «fr Mining
382 The sampler takes charge of the piles. 1906 Act 6
Edw. VII, c. 27 I 3 (2) An official sampler shall at the re-

quest of the purchaser.. take a sample for analysis by the
agricultural analyst of any such article.

t Sampler, v. Obs. [£ Sampler sb*] =
Sample v.

x6s8 Prvnme Brief Survay 54, I will therefore now con-
fine my selfe to the Matter, and Substance of these Deuo-
lions, which I will now Paralell, and Sampler with those
Popish Authors.

Samplery (scrmple'ri). [f. Sampler sbA + -y.]

The making of samplers; sampler work.
1613 T. Milles tr. Alexia's, etc Treas. Anc. 4" Mod. T.

I. 762/2 Feare God, and learne womens huswiuery ; not
idle Samplery, or Silken follies. 1840 Dickens Old. C. Shop
viii, The art of needle-work, marking, and samplery.

Sampling (sa-mplirj), vbl. sb. [f. Sample v.

+ -ing 1.] The action of the vb. Sample.
1 1. Following an example, imitation. Obs.
a 1638 Mede Irks. (1672) 158 And this conformity and

sampling (as I may say) of Christ, extends not only to those
Acts of his which he did as man, where the imitation is plain
and direct.

2. The action of testing the quality of anything

by means of samples; an instance of this.

1778 Prvce Min. Cornub. 326 The persons employed are
called Samplers; and the business itself Sampling. 1809
R. Lancford Introd. Trade 64 Sample Box, Sampling and
Duty.. 5s. 6d. 1867 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. ill. 11. 476
Numerous gaugings and samplings of the sewage. .have
been undertaken. 1889 Athenaeum 15 June 753/2 It is..

not one to be estimated on. .a chance sampling.

Sampsaean ;saempsTan). B<d, Hist. [f. Gr.
Za/i&u-oi pi. + -AN.
Epiphanius renders the name by 'HAtajcot 'solar

1

, regard-
ing it as f. Heb. shemesh, Syriac thcmsha* the sun. He does
not, however, accuse the Sampsarans of sun-worship, though
he says they venerated water almost as a deity. Perhaps
the word is from the Heb.-Aram. root sh-m-sh to minister.)

An adherent of a heretical sect that existed in

Persia, identified by Epiphanius with the Elcesaites.
1613 Plrchas Pilgr. (1614) 148 And in worshipping of

the Sunne, whereof they were called the Sampsaean s, or
Sunner, Sunmen, as Epiphanius interpreted that name.
1875 Lichtfoot Comm. Col. 88 note, The historical con-
nexion of the Sampsaans with the Essenes is evident.

Sampson : see Samson.

T Sampsuchine. Obs. [ad. mod.L. {oleum)
sampsuckinum

t
Gr. oarorvxwo¥ (oil) of marjoram,

f. oaivpvxov, -os marjoram.] Oil of marjoram.
'.599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. iv, I savour no sampsu-

chine in it.

Samptsoo, Sampull, obs. if. Samshoo, Sample.
Samscred, obs. form of Sanskrit.
t Samscreda mic, a. Obs. [f. samscredam

(early transliteration of Skr. sanskrtam : see San-
skrit) + -ic.J =Sanskbit.
1800 Ace. Bks. vaAsiat. Ann. Reg. 44/1 The Ethiopic alpha-

bet, which has a certain resemblance to the Samscredamic.
Samscretan : see Sanskrit.

II Samshoo (sxmj*). Also 7 sam shu. 8
samptsoo, sarashew, samshue, samso, 8-9

samsu, samtchoo, 9 sams-choo, sam-shee,
samshoe, samshoo, samshu, san-tchoo. [Pid-

gin-English : said by S. W. Williams to be a. sam
shiu, Cantonese pronunciation of Chinese san shao
' thrice distilled

'
; but Chinese scholars consider

this doubtful.] The general name for Chinese

spirits distilled from rice or sorghum.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 419 The Officer brought aboard..

2

great Jars of Arack.. called by the Chinese, Sam Shu. 1727
A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. 1. 222 He loaded me
with fair Promises, and sent after me.. a small Jar of Sam-
shew, or Rice Arrack. 1744 J. Philips Jrnl. Exped. Anson
155 We also received on board. .a But of Samshue. 1795
Anderson Brit. Embassy China 52, 6 Large jars of sampt-
soo. .a liquor made in China. Ibid. 163 A small quantity of
samtchoo, a spirituous liquor. 1836 J. F. Davis Chinese I.

iii. 86 Ardent spirits, called samshoo, generally adulterated

with ingredients of a stimulating and maddening quality.

1845 Encyct. Metrop. XXV. 1291/1 The Chinese make rice

wine perfumed, ana distil the lees, whence they obtain a
spirit like brandy, which they call sam-tchoo, or san-tchoo.

185a F. A. Neale Narr. Resid. Siam 75 That most baneful
and least desirably-flavoured spirit in the world, samshoe.
1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 264 The Chinese beverage, sam-shee,
is made from rice. x888 A. J. Little Through Yang-tsc
Gorges 218 The business ofthe day commenced with swallow-

ing endless thimblefuls of hot ' samshu '.

Samsien : see Sahisen.

Samson (sarmsan). Also 6-8 Sampson, [a.

L. (Vulgate) Sam{p)son
t
Gr. (LXX) Xaftipwv, a.

Heb. ptfbtj (in Masoretic vocalization Shimskdn).']

1. Tne name of thellebrewherowhoseexploitsare
recorded in Judges xiii-xvi. Applied allusively

to persons, with reference to Samson's enormous
strength, to his having been blinded, or to some
incident in his story. Also attrib. Samson-tike adj.

and adv.
1565 Harding Confut. Jewel in. v. 147 Such mighty Sam*

sons, such constant Laurences, your toyly gospell breedeth.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, \. ii. 33 None but Sampsons and
Goliasses It sendeth forth to skirmish. i6ao Sanderson
Sertn. I. 146 Then it [conscience] riseth, and Sampson-
like rouseth up it self

(
and bestirreth it self lustily, as a

giant refreshed with wine. 1649 Alcoran 417 To bring out
to the open view of all, the blinde Sampsons of their Alco-
ran. 1651 R. Wild Poems (1670) 2s He stands, And snaps
asunder, Samson-like, these bands. 1678 I'ng. Man's Call.

52 Foolishness, .is a Sampson, whose eyes are out, the scorn
and derision of all. 1689 in W. W. Wilkins Pol. Ballads
(i860) II. 4 They had on their heads such a Sampson-like
power. 1701 N orris Ideal World 1. vi. 300 Such as no
Sampson could overthrow. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 1 July
14/3 Intellectual Samsons toiling with closed eyes in the
mills and forges of Manchester and Birmingham.

f 2. a. dial. = Samlet. Obs.
1769 Pennant ZooL III. 254 Near Shrewsbury {where

they [the samlet] are called Samsons).

b. Australian. Samson-fish : see quots.

1874 in Tenison-Woods Fishes N. S. Wales (1882) 60 The
Samson-fish {Seriola hippos, Gtinth.) is occasionally caught.
..The great strength of these fishes is remarkable. 188*
Trnison-Woods ibid. 190 Samson-fish. In Sydney Seriola
hippos. In Melbourne, young of Arripis solar.

3. Meek. - Cramp sb.* 3. ? Obs.
185a in Burn Naval <$• Mil. Tech. Diet. 1., s. w. O/V,

Davier, Sergent.

4. Samson bar : = Samson's post 2 a.

1889 East. Morn. News 10 Apr. 3/8 The prisoner lashed
him to the sampson bar and mizenmast.

Hence Sa nisoness [-ess], a female Samson.
1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedd's Com. Wks. (1709) 395, I am

a Female Sampsoness, for all my strength lies in my Hair.

Samsonian (soems^nian), sb. and a. [f.

Samson + -ian.] a. sb. A strong man. b, adj.

Of or pertaining to Samson ; resembling Samson
or his attributes.
163a Gavton Pleas. Notes 56 AH Foyters, men o' th*

sword, Hectors, Herculaneans, Samsonians. 1861 Kitz-
fatrick Bp. Doyle (1880) I. 208 The Samsonian determina-
tion with which he grasped the leading pillar of the Irish

Church Establishment. 1865 W. H. L. Tester Poems (1867)

69 A beard, 'maist Samsonian, sae knottit an' thready. 1884
A. A. Putnam 10 Yrs. Police Judge iii. 20 Riddles of the
Samsonian type are not easily expounded.

Samsonistic (sxmsanrstik), a. [f. Samsox
+ -iSTic.] Strong, powerful.
1849 E. K. Eastwick Dry Leaves 212 He commenced

dealing, .the most ferocious and Samsonistic blows.

Samson's post. Also 9 Samson-, Sampson-
post. [Prob. named in allusion to Judges xvi. 29.]

+ 1. A kind of mousetrap (see quot. 1609). Obs.

1577 Harrison England in. vi. 107 b/2 [Halifax gibbet.]

Which being drawne vp to the top of the frame is there

fastned with a woodden pinne, (the one ende set on a peece

of woode,..& the other ende being let into the blocke,

holding the Axe, with a notche made into the same after

the maner of a Sampsons post). 1609C Butler Fern. Mon.
vii. (1634) 120 note, There is none [i.e. no mousetrap] better

than a Samsons Post, which is a flat Coouer or Roofe sup-

ported by a triangular Pillar or Prop, whose three sides doe

so hold one by another, through the Weight of the Roofe,

that the loosing of one is the loosing of all, and so the Prop
failing, the Roofe falleth. i8a8 Craven Gloss., Sampson's-

Posts, a mouse-trap. [Described.]

jig, 1593 G. Harvev New Let. Notable ContentsWks. (Gro*

sart) I. 262 Croatia may learne to be prouident in Triumph
;

which hath often fealt the ioyfulnesse of a Sampsons post.

2. a. Naut. A strong pillar or stanchion passing

through the hold of a merchant -ship, or between

the decks of a man-of-war ; also, in a whaling

vessel, a strong post, firmly fixed in the deck, to

which the fluke-rope may be fastened, b. Oil-

mining. (See quot. 1881.)
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Samsons-post, a sort

of pillar erected in a ship's hold, between the lower deck
and the kelson, under the edge of a hatchway, and furnished
with, .notches that serve as steps. x86o Illustr. Land. Neivs
29 Sept. 285/3 1'he schooner was showing a white light on
the sampson-post. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Samson-post.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Sampson-post, an upright
post which supports the walking-beam, communicating
motion from the engine to a deep-boring apparatus.

Samsu, -tchoo, variant forms of Samshoo.

T Samtale, a. Obs. [f. Same a. + Tale sb. Ci.

Samentale.] Accordant, agreed.
c iaoo Ormin 5731 Swa batt hiss bodi; wibb hiss gost

Sammtale & sahhte wurrbe. Ibid. 1535, 6037.

Samum, Samun, var. ff. Simoom, Samen adv.

II Samurai (sse'murai). [Japanese.] In Japan
during the continuance of the feudal system, one
of the class of military retainers of the daimios;
sometimes in wider sense, a member of the military

caste, whether a samurai proper or a daimio. Now
applied to any Japanese army officer. (Unchanged
in the plural.) Also attrib.

1874 Ladv Herbert tr. Hiibner's Ramble 11. i. (1878) 222
He has. .his vassals, his Samurais, or knights with two
swords (the others having only one). 1885 E. Greey Bakings
Capt. Love ii. (1904) 14 Amada, who had been a samurai,
taught the lad to read and write. Ibid. iv. 30 For a samurai
woman, even when mortally wounded, always endeavours
to conceal her pain. 1906 Sladen Lovers in Japan vi,

Mr. Jevons told us that we ought to have Samurai servants.

Samyn(e, obs. ff. Sam v., Samen.
San : see Sans.

t Sa'ltable, a. Obs. [ad. L. sanabilis, f. sanare

to heal, f. san-us healthy: see Sane a.]

1. That heals or is concerned with healing ; cura-

tive. rare~ l
.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeaits Fr. Chirurg. 1 b/i Therapcu-
tica is the curinge or sanable parte of Physicke.

2. That may be healed ; curable, lit. and^Sg-.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1664 H. More Antid. Idolatry
To Rdr. § i That those that are sanable or preservable from
this dreadful sin of Idolatry may find the efficacy of our
Antidote. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 10 No Plant.,
doth sooner . . cure all Sanable Burnings and Scaldings. 1718
Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewell in. § 69. 361 Whilst the
corruptions seem Sanable and admit hopes of Cure.

Hence Sanability, (- Sanableness, the state of

being curable.

1717 Bailev vol.11, Sanableness. i860 Worcester (citing

Med. Jour.), Sanability.

Sanachy, obs. variant of Sennachie.
Sanad : see Sunnud.
r Sa nap. Obs. Forms: 4 sauvenap, (saufe-

nap, sayfenap, salvenap), 4-5 savenap(e, 4
saunap(e, sawnap(e, sannap, 4-5 sanap, (4
sanop), 5 sanapp, (sanope). See also Surnape.
[Orig. sauvenape, savenaf>e, a. OF. *sauvenaf>e

t
f.

sauve-r to Save + nape table-cloth, Nape sbl
Latinized salva mappa in Durh. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) an.

1338 and 1343.]

A strip of cloth placed over the outer part of the

table-cloth to preserve it from being soiled.

1311 Finchale Priory Ace. (Surtees) p. v, Duo mappae, ij

sauvenapys. 1313 Bolton Compotus 379 Pro mappis &
Sauuenapys emptis apud London, xxx.s. vij.d. ^1330 Dur-
ham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 518 In salvenap' conficiend., jd.

1337 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 200, j savenape nijrf. 13.

.

Caw. <r Gr. Kni. 886 A tapit . . Clad wyth a clene clobe, .

.

Sanap, & salure, & syluer-in sponez. 1391 Will J. Mari-
s- hall in Ingleby MS. 62 Vnum tuallium cum vno sausenap

[? read saufenap] de optimis. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi.

123 Pai vse nowber burde clath ne sawnape. 14.. Norn.

in Wr.-Wulcker 721 Hoc manutergium, a sanope. 1430
WillqfCheymy (Somerset Ho.), j towells j sauennp. a 1440
Sir Degrev. 1387 Towellus .. Why^th as the seeys fame,

Sanappus of the same, Thus servyd thei ware.

Sanashy, sanasse : see Sunyasee.

t Sanate, v. Obs.- [f. L. sdndt-, ppl. stem of

sanare to heal, f. sdn-us Sane a.] (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram, Sanate, to heale.

+ Sanation. Obs. [ad. L. sdndtion-em
t
n. of

action f. sanare : see prec.] The action of healing

or the process of becoming healed ; an instance of

this. Also^.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. Tab. 301 Pechis, ablaqueacioun,

putacioun, & sanacioun. 1491 Caxton Vitas Pair. (W. de
W. 1495) 1. xlvii. 87 b/2 He that hathe made the, yeue the
sanacyon and helthe atte thys presente tyme. 1541 R. Cop-
land Galyen's Terap, 2 E j b, That curacyon or sanacyon is

none other thynge but a retourne to the fyrste symmetrye
or commoderacyon of the sayd conduytes. X634 Bp. Hall
Contempt., N. T. iv. v. 122 It is no marvell if the report of
so miraculous, and universall sanations drew customers.

1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 351 Which holy King Edward was
the first to whom was granted the gift of Sanation. 1697

J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 297 Reflecting on all Motions
whatever, v. g. Generation,.. Augmentation, Sanation, etc.

Sanative (soe'nativ), a. and sb. Also 5 sana-
tyf, (sanetyf). [a. OF. sanatif or med.L. sana-

tivusy f. L. sanare : see Sanate v. and -ive.]

A. adj. 1. Having the power to heal ; condu-
cive to or promoting health ; curative, healing.

14.. Slockh. Med. MS. n. 912 in Anglia XVIII. 329 To
woundys it is confortyf With ober erbys sanatyf. 1497 Bp.

Aixock Mens Perfect, A ij, Herbes and floures sanatyf to



SANATORIUM.
remedy all syknesses. 1508 Dunbar Tua Martit Wemen 8

The sauar sanatiue ofthe sueit flouris. 156a Bulleyn Bul-

wark, Bk. SimpUs (1579) 59b, GumSarcocoll-.is a sana-

tyue gum to incarnat woundes and sores. %6*6 Bacon
Sy/va § 7S7 Brass hath, in it selfe, a Sanative vertue ; .

.

But Iron is Corrosive, and not Sanative. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. 11. vi. § 33 That . . Kings should receive that

peculiar Priviledge, and sanative Power, whereof daily

Instances are presented unto us. 1754 Norris Ideal World
11. ii. 91, I speak not of their medicinal operations, those

alterative or sanative effects which they have upon our

bodies. 174* Fielding Jos. Andrews 1. xv, A sanative

soporiferous draught. i8a6 Southey Find. Eccl. Angl.
166 Handkerchiefs used to be inserted, .to touch the place

whereon the body had first been laid, and derive a sanative

influence. 1885 Manch. Exam. 18 Feb. 3/2 The special

treatment which has been proved serviceable and sanative

by practical hydropathists. 189a Stevenson Across the
Plains iii. 108 The place was sanative ; the air, the light, the
perfumes.. concord in happy harmony.

b. fig., esp. Promoting moral or spiritual health.

a 1548 Hall Citron.. Hen. VII 4 Vsing the same for a
remedy & medicine of their peine, addyng euer somwhat
therto that was sanatyue & wholsome. 1674 Boyle Excell,

Tkeol. 1. iii. 91 The mysteries themselves, being duly con-
sidered, have had a very sanative influence on many that
contemplated them. 18x6 Coleridge Statesm. Man. App.
D. (1852) 109 A sort of sanative counter-excitement, that
holds in check the more dangerous disease of Methodism.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. \\. iii, Imposture is of sanative,

anodyne nature. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iv. 289 The
sanative virtue of action., to dispel doubt and despair.

2. Of, pertaining to or concerned with healing.

1695 J. Edwards Perfect Script. I II. 1 80 How congruously
do the Musical and Sanative Art meet together? 1822-34
Goo<Cs Study Med. (ed. 4) II. 146 The absorption of the

fluid being the first step in the sanative process. 1883 Brit.

Q. Rev. Oct. 397 The sanative process by which despair is

transformed.. into triumphant faith.

•J* B. sb. A remedy. Obs.
c 1440 Pol. Rel. % L. Poems 248 Other [healing] Erbys ther

ben alsoo .

.
' Operys satisfaccio ' [ys] the souereyne sauety ff

[1 read sanetyffj. 1678 Lively Orac. viii. § 3 As if he that

had an ulcer in his bowels, should apply all his balsomsand
sanatives only to his head.

Hence + Sanativeness, healing quality.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Huntingdon. (1662) 11. 48 An

obscure Village . . called Haile weston whose very name
Soundeth something of sanativeness therein.

Sanatorium (ssenatoe'ruvm). PI. sanatoria.
Also erron. sanatarium. [a. mod.L. sdndtoriuin,

f. sandre to cure, heal : see Sanate v. and -oky.
Cf. G. sanatorium. The erroneous form sauatarium is

due to confusion with Sanitarium.]

1. An establishment for the reception and medical

treatment of invalids ; in recent use chiefly either

of convalescent patients, or of consumptives under-
going the open-air treatment.
184b Meek. Mag. 152 [A prospectus of * The Sanatorium*

—

a self-supporting establishment for the lodging, nursing and
cure of sick persons]. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 21 Aug. 6/1 Quite
a little shoal of companies for the establishment of sanatoria
has recently made its appearance. The latest company is

the Harrogate Sanatorium for Consumptives.

2. A place to which, on account of favourable

climatic and other conditions, invalids resort for

the improvement of their health; spec, a hill-

station in a hot country, esp. in India, to which
residents periodically resort to recuperate.
1842 Vigne Trav. Kashmir I. 38 These ladies are known

by the well-selected epithet of ' Grass Widows' ; and there
are sometimes more than fifty of them at each sanatorium.
Z845STOCQUELER Itandbk. Brit. India (1854) 248 On a ridge
of the outer Himalaya, stands the cantonment, or dep6t, of
Landour. It was established in 1827, as a sanatarium for

European troops. 1859 Tennent Ceylon (ed. 2) II. 263
Neuera-ellia, as a sanatarium, is little to be relied on for the
relief of active ailments. x86$ Pall Mall G. 29 Sept. 11/1
An English physician, who, as the custom is, has taken one
of the rising sanatoria on the shores of the Mediterranean
under his especial patronage. 1880 A thenxum 24 Apr. 533/2
There was a time when Minnesota was regarded as a sana-
torium for the victims of consumption.

Sanatory (sse'natari). [As if ad. mod.L. sdnd-

torius, f. L. sdndre : see Sanate v. and -ory.]

1. Conducive to healing ; curative.

01833 Bentham Deontol. x. (1834) I. 151 There are, he
[our moralist] tells you, three doses of the moral medicine. .

.

I n the proper dose there is health and safety. . . Has he not
noted down the sanatory quantity ? Not he ! 1833 I. Taylor
Fanat. vi. 174 The righteous retribution of Heaven which
. .is altogether of a sanatory influence. 1843 Bethune Sc,
Fireside Stor. 127 Sanatory excursions.

2. Of or pertaining to healing.
1870 Jevons Elem. Logic vi. (1880) 48 It [the name sur-

geon] has long been specialized.. to those who perform the
mechanical parts of the sanatory art. 1879 M cCarthy Own
Times II. xxvii. 318 Miss Florence Nightingale.. had from
a very early period turned her attention to sanatory
questions.

II 3. Pertaining to health. (Misused forSANiTABY.)
1846 Punch XI. 87 The Sanatory Condition of the City.

1847 Illustr. Land. News 20 Nov. 347 A . . meeting in favour
of an effective and comprehensive sanatory bill took place.

Sanbenito (ssentvnrte). Forms: 6 (9 arch.)

San Benito,6S.Benito,6-7Sambenit(e, 78am-
benita, San-benit, 7-9 san-, sambenito. [a. Sp.
San Benito St. Benedict (as common noun written

sambenito). Cf. Pg. sambenito, It., F. san-benito

(16th c. F. santheni).

^ So called from its resemblance in shape to the scapular
introduced by St. Benedict.]

Under the Spanish Inquisition, a penitential gar-

80

ment ofyellowcloth.resemblingascapular in shape,

ornamented with a red St. Andrew's cross before

and behind, worn by a confessed and penitent

heretic ; also, a similar garment of a black colour
ornamented with flames, devils and other devices
(sometimes called a Samarra) worn by an im-
penitent confessed heretic at an auto-da-fe.

C1560 Tomson in Hakluyfs Voy. (1589) 584 We were
brought into the Church, euery one with a S. Benito vpon
his backe, which is halfe a yard of yellow cloth, with a hole
to put in a mans head in the midst. 1568 Skinner tr.

Gonsalvius' Discov. Sp. Inquis. Pref., A newe kinde of
Consistory. . set vp . . to compell them.. by Rackes. .Chaines,
Halters, Barnacles, Sambenites. Ibid. 21 b, The marks [of

having been 'within the Inquisitours pawes'] are commonly
these:.. A white linen garment with a red crosse called a
Sambenit, and.. a perpetuall slaunder and ignominy to all

his stocke. Ibid. 45 b, Such as.. defended their profession

against their detestable falshoodes, wcare the Sambenit
vnto the very stake, which is a linen garment of the coulour
of earth,, .and all to be painted with black deuils. c 1582
M. Phillips in Hakluyfs Voy. (1600) III. 480 The In-

quisitors., bringing with them certaine fooles coats, .called

in their language, S. Benitos, which coats were made ofyellow
cotten & red crosses vpon them, both before & behind. 1624
Gagfor^ Pope 12 In the inquisition to be clothed with the
Sambenito, a punishment as vituperious as the carting of
BawdesinEngland. i67»Marvell.AVA. 7Vvi«j/*.i.276Sam-
benitas, painted with all the flames and devils in hell. 1678
Butler Hud. m. ii. 1574 By laying Trains to..blow us upin
th' open Streets; Disguis'd in Rumps, like Sambenites. r.731

Chandler tr. Limborch's Hist. Inquis. II. iv. xlL 294
Penitent Hereticks. .received the blessed Sackcloth, com-
monly called the Sambenito. . . As to those who are designed
for the Fire, viz. Such as have confessed their Heresy, and
are impenitent. ..They are.. cloathed with the Sackcloth.,
which some call the Sambenito, others the Samarra or Sama-
retta. And tho' it be of the same make as the Sambenito is,

yet it hath different Marks, is of a black Colour [etc.]. 1816
Scott Old Mori, xxxv, Who seemed as effectually doomed
to death as if they wore the sanbenitos of the condemned
heretics in an auto-da-fe. 1829 Carlyle Misc. (1840) II.

107 Dreadful death-scenes painted like Spanish Sanbenitos.
1842 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Auto-da-fe") All the flames
and the devils were turn'd upside down On this habit,
facetiously term'd San Benito.

Sance, obs. form of Sans.
Sance bell: see Sanctus bell.

t II Sanchet. Obs. [F. sanchet an old coyne
of gold worth about 2$. sterl.' (Cotgr.).]

1643 Prynne Sov. PowerParlt. App. 72 That the Estates
should pay unto them for their expences an hundred
thousand Sanchets, or other French money equivalent.

II
Sanclio (sse'rjkt?). Also sanko. [Ashanti

osaizku,] A kind of simple guitar used by West
African negroes.
1817 Bowdich, etc. Mission to Ashantee 1. ii. (1819) 38

Small drums, sankos, stools [etc.]. 1854 Mrs. Lee Afr.
Wand, xvii, Sankos, which were wooden boxes, covered
with deer skin. 1864 Engel Mus. Anc. Nat. 211 The
sancho a small stringed instrument of the negroes of Guinea.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Sancko.

t Sanci'te, v. Obs. rare - \ [Irreg. f. L. san-
cire : see Sanction sb.] trans. To sanction.

1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon xviii. 9 Now righteous-
nesse beares sway, and vice put downe,..The lawe of God
sancited with renowne.

Saiict (saerjkt), a. rare. [a. L. sanct-us holy :

see Saint a.] Holy, sacred, consecrated.
1890 E. Johnson Rise Christendom 58 [tr. from Roman

law] Sanct things.. are such as the walls and gates of a
city. 1895 Purcell Manning I. xxix. 692 When the sanct
and stately edifice is with the blessing of God completed.

Sanct, obs. f. Saint. Sancta, pi. Sanctum.
Sanctanimity (saenktani*m!ti). rare. [f. L.

sanct-us holy + anim-us mind + -ity. Cf. Long-
animity, Magnanimity, etc.] Holiness of mind.
1801 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XI. 43 Would not these

words be . . fairly expressed by the single word sanctanimity
or religion? 1873 F. HALLMod. English i. 17 A hath, or a
thou, delivered with conventional unction, now well nigh
inspires a sensation of solemnity in its hearer, and a persua-
sion of sanctanimity of its utterer.

Sancte, -ed, obs. forms of Saint, Sainted.
Sancterle, obs. form of Sanctify v.

t Sa ncteOUS, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. sanct-us

holy, Saint + -eous.] Pertaining to saints.

163X J. Done Polydoron 185 Pictures of sancteous histories

are but notes of divine actions in humane characters.

Sancti'COlist. ? nonce-wd. [f. L. *sancticoI-a

(f. sancli-y sanctus Saint + colore to worship) +
-1st.] A worshipper of saints.

1615 Byheld Expos. Coloss. i. 19 This also reproves the
justiciariesand sancticolists, phariseesand saint-worshippers.

Sanctifiable (soeTjktifaiiab'l), a. rare. [f.

Sanctify v. + -able.] Capable of being sanctified.

Hence Sa*notifiableness.
1894 A. B. Bruce St. PauVs Concept. Chr. xiv. 272 The

body is sanctifiable. The flesh unsanctifiable. Ibid. 271 It

teaches plainly the sanctifiableness of the flesh.

t Sancti'ficate, ///. a. Obs. rare. [ad. eccl.

L. sanclificdl-us, pa. pple. of sanctificdre to Sanc-
tify : see -ate a.] Sanctified, holy.

1:1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1555 To bi b^'ssyd name
sanctificatt. eisoa Joseph Arim. 401, O Ioseph, sanctificate

is thy fyrst foundation, Thy parentycle may be praysed of vs
all. xg.. Gold. Litany in Maskell Mon. Rit. (1882) III. 264
By the concepcion of thy blyssid modir and virgine whyche
was sanctificate in her mothers wombe : haue mercy on vs.

1538 BaleGW'j Promisesxu. (Dodsley) 33 In thymothcr's
wombe wert thou sanctyfycate By my godlye gyft.

SANCTIFIED.

Sancti'ficate, v. rare. [f. eccl. L. sanctificate,

pple. stem of sanctificdre : see prec. and -ate 3.]

trans. To sanctify.

a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1686) II. xxxiv. 493 Wherefore like-

wise doth Saint Peter ascribe our election to the Father
predestinating, to the Son propitiating, to the Holy Ghost
sanctificating? 1883 R. W. Dixon Mono 1. iv. 8 Pope Gre-
gory our arms sanctificates.

Sanctification (sa^rjktifik^-Jan). [ad. eccl.

L. sanctification-em, n. of action f. sanctificdre to

Sanctify ; cf. F. sanctification (16th c. ; OF. had
the semi-popular saintification from the 12th c.).]

1. Theol. The action of the Holy Spirit in sancti-

fying or making holy the believer, by the implant-

ing within him of the Christian graces and the

destruction of sinful affections. Also, the condi-

tion or process of being so sanctified.

By the majority of theologians sanctification is regarded
as a gradual process, not (at least normally) completed in

this life. The doctrine of entire ox perfect sanctification
(or of Christian perfection : see Perfection) is the view,
held by some Protestants, that the condition of freedom
from sin (though not from ignorance or infirmities) is attain-

able in the present life.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 215 Whiche be the
werkes of our sanctificacyon and glorificacyon. 1582 N. T.
(Rhem.) 2 Tkess. ii. 13 That he hath chosen you . . in

sanctification of spirit [1611 through sanctification of the
spirit ; Tt'ndale, etc. sanctifying]. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pot.

V. Ivi. § 10 That the grace of sanctification and life.. might
passe from him to his whole race as malediction came from
Adam vnto all mankinde. 1616 W. Forde Serm. 19 The
Prophets were indued with a great measure of sanctifica-

tion. 1645 Ussher Body Div. (1647) 202 The renewing of

our nature according to the Image of God, in righteousnesse
and true holinesse : which is but begun in this life, and is

called Sanctification. 1681-0 J. Scott Chr, Life 11. vii.

Wks. 1718 I. 370 Another of these ordinary Operations of
the Spirit, is Sanctification ; which consists in the purifying
our Wills and Affections from those wicked Inclinations and
inordinate Lusts, which [etc.}. 1754 Sherlock Disc. viii.

(1755) I. 247 The only sign of Sanctification is Holiness.
1788 Wesley Wks. (1872) VI. 509 By sanctification we are
saved from the power and root of sin, and restored to the
image of God. 1876 J. P. Norris Kudim. Theol. 1. iii. 65
Sanctification is that growth in holiness through the influ-

ence of the Holy Spirit, which must.. follow justification.

lib. nonce-use. ' Sanctified* or pious demeanour.
1760-72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) II. 94 [She] was

the holiest of all saints, without any parade of sanctification.

2. The action of consecrating or setting apart as

holy or for a sacred use or purpose ; hallowing.
15. . in Burnet Hist. Ref. m. Ret xxl § 12 It appeareth

also that in the Old Testament, in the ordering of Priests,

there was both Visible and Invisible Sanctification. 1550
Veron Godly Sayings H vj b, All impietye and vngodlynes,
which myght in any wise obscure the sainctycation [sic]

of his name, beyng banisshed away [from us]. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. Ixx. § x The sanctification of dayes and times
is a token of that thankfulnesse.. which we owe to God.
X637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerent, in. L 6 Sanctification is

the setting apart of a thinge for a holy or religious vse, in

such sort, that thereafter it may be put to no other vse.

xjz$ tr. Dupin's Eccl. Hist, xytk C. 1. v. 125 This Prayer
[Giving of thanks before Meat] was call'd Sanctification,

because if it had not preceded, the eating and drinking were
reputed Prophane, but became Holy by this Prayer. 183*
W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. 1. 165 The liturgy of the Gallican
church originally contained alwayssome invocation or prayer
to God for the sanctification of the elements.

3. Eccl. The action of making a person a saint

;

canonization.
1855 Milman Lat. Chr. VI. 418 Those honours of Beati-

fication and Sanctification.

Sanctifica'tionist. rare, [f, Sanctifica-
tion + -1ST.] One who has attained entire sancti-

fication' (see prec. 1).
1868 Dixon Spir. Wives II. 130 With the Methodists she

took rank among the Sanctificationists, having many times
lost her strength by a sudden illumination from some in-

visible sphere.

t Sanctificative, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. eccl.

L. sanctificat-, ppl. stem of sanctificdre to Sanctify
+ -ive.] Serving to sanctify or make holy.
1607 Schol. Disc. agst. Antichr. 1. iii. 160 The hypocrisie

of the Crosse in prayer is proued in respect it is thought to
be operatiue, sanctificatiue, and helpfull thereto.

t Sanctificator. Obs. rare - l
. [ad. eccl. L.

sanclificdtor
}
agent-n. f. sanctificdre to Sanctify.

Cf. OF. sanciificateur, ( a sanctifier, hallower*
(Cotgr.).] m Sanctifier.
1556 Olde Antichrist 113 b, So is ther none other sancti-

ficatour mencioned. .but he alone.

Sanctified (sx-rjktifaid),///. a. [f. Sanctify
V. + -ED 1.]

1. Of a person : Made holy, endowed with saintly

character; spec, made holy by the divine grace of

the Holy Spirit.

c 1485 DigbyMyst. ( 1 882) 1v. 1001 Whom seke ye,women sane*
tifiede ? 1548 R. Hutten Sum ofDiv. F ij b. That much in-

firmity and vice doeth remayne as yet, euen in them whyche
be santifyed. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Familye ofLone
B iv, Monkes. .seperated from the world, ..for to live euen
so as sanctified ones of God. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compi.
233 Lo this deuice was sent me from a Nun, Or Sister
sanctified of holiest note. 1611 Bible Iso. xiii. 3, I haue
commanded my sanctified ones. 1647 Cudworth Serm.
Ho. Comm. Ded. 6 All Philosophy, .to a truly sanctified

Mind.. is but.. Matter for Divinity to work upon. 1761
Goldsm. Cit. W. lxvii, He finds no character so sanctified
that has not its failings, none so infamous but has somewhat
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to attract our esteem. 1848 R. I. Wilijerforce Doctr.
Incarnation x. (1852J 234 That sanctified humanity of the

Son of God.

2. Affecting holiness ; sanctimonious.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. iii. 13 Your vertues gentle Master

Are sanctified and holy traitors to you. 1602 — Ham. \.

iii. 130 Breathing like sanctified and pious bonds {Theobald
can/, bawds}, The better to beguile. 1662 Rump Songs II.

8jj A sanctify'd Colonel in beaten Buff. 1694 tr. Milton's
Lett. State, To King 0/ France May an. 1658, Those
sanctifi'd Cut-throats, who professing themselves to be the
..Disciples of.. Christ,.. abuse his meek and peaceful Name
..to the most cruel slaughter of the Innocent. 1743 Field-
ing J. Wild iv. iv, No mind was ever yet formed entirely

free from blemish, unless perad venture that of a sanctified
hypocrite. 1778 Foote Trip Calais lit. Wks. 1799 II. 373
For alt her sanctified looks. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit.
Const, xv. (1862) 237 About 120 men of puritanical and
sanctified habits, i860 Emerson Cond. Life vi. (i860 118,
I see not why we should give ourselves such sanctified airs.

tb. absol.

i6ao E. Blount Horae Sufis. 59 The Separatists or Sancti-
fied, as they terme themselues.

3. Of things : Holy or consecrated ; rendered
spiritually profitable.

163J Sanderson Serm. 555 A sober and sanctifyed vse of
the Creatures. 1660 T. Gouge Chr. Directions xvii. (1831)

93 When an evil report is raised of you, be not so much
inquisitive who raised it, as to make a good use and sancti-
fied improvement thereof. 1814 Scott Wav. xiv. He could
not help testifying; some displeasure against the Blessed
Bear, which had given rise to the quarrel, nor refrain from
hinting, that the sanctified epithet was hardly appropriate.
1864 Flsf.y Lett. Daniel v. 251 Levi's fierceness had become
a sanctified zeal. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 16 Apr. 7/2 Here are
a body of men who will mix the anodyne in a spirit of
' sanctified commonsense' (Mr.Welldon'sfamousexpressionX
ironically. i6o< B. Jonson I'otpom 1. ii. (1607} B 3 And

will drop you forth a libell, or a sanctified lie, Betwixt euery
spooneful of a Natiuity Pie. 1682 Enq. Elect. Sheriffs
9 Or suppose that they (Papists] are again provided of one
or two bigotted Fellows .. that have promised to do the
sanctified job [the assassination of Charles 1 1 J for them.

b. Of ground, buildings, etc : Consecrated,
hallowed, rare.

i5*S Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 201 To be beried within sancti-
fied grownde whereso it please Almyghlie God that I shall
depaite. 1601 Shaks. Alts Weltx. i. 152 Virginiliemurthers
it selfe. and should be buried in highwayes out of all

sanctified limit, as a desperate Offendress against Nature.
1797 Mrs. Radclipfe Italian xvi, Remember this place ii

sanctified. x8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xi, Out of respect to
the sanctified ground, they lowered their weapons.

c. trans/. = Consecrated 3.
1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. iv, Where everything is old-

fashioned, cheery, and sanctified by long usage.

Hence Sa'nctifiedly adv. Now rare.
1633 T. Adams Ex/. 2 Peter I 2 There be many causes in

nature to make men die quietly, not sanctifiedly. 1641
Bkome Jov. Crew 11. (165a) Dab, He never looks upon
us, but with a sigh, . .tho' we simper never io sanctifiedly.

Sanctifier (sarnktifoi^i). [f. next + -eb I.]

L Tkeol. One who sanctifies or makes holy

;

spec, the Holy Spirit.

1548 Cranmer Catech. 140 God the holy gost, is the corn-
men sanctifier or halower, of all theim that haue a true
faithe in God. 161s R. Sheldon Serin. St. Martin's so
God^ the Dignifier, the Sanctifier, and Beautifier of the
sacrifice. 01768 Skckkr Serm. Hi. (1770) I. 53 The Duties
. .which we owe to God, as the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ ; to his Son, as our Redeemer ; to his blessed Spirit,
as our Sanctifier. 1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost \. a
God the Holy Ghost is the Sanctifier.

2. occas. Something that sanctifies.

1753 Richardson Grandison (1754) III. 1. 1 Self, .is a very
wicked thing; a sanctifier.. of actions, which, in others, we
should have no doubt to condemn. 18*9 E. Bather Serm.
II. 147 A great sweetener and a great sanctifier of your
toil it shall be to you.

Sanctify (s:e*nktifai), v. Forms : 4 aeintefie,

5 sointifie, sayntifle, -efy, (6 santifye, -yfy)
;

5 saynctyfy, 6 sainctify
; 5-7 sanctifie, 5-6

sanctyfy, 6- sanctify. [ME. seintefie, etc., later

(after Latin) sanctifie, a. OF. saintifier (12th c),
sant-

t sanctifier, etc., ad. eccl. L. sanctificare to
make holy or treat as holy, to sanctify, consecrate,
dedicate, f. L. sanctus holy : see -fy.]

+ 1. trans. To set apart religiously for an office

or function ; to consecrate (a king, etc.). Obs.
1390 Goweb Conf III. }u Bot yit a kinges hihe astat,

\V tuch of his ordre as a prelat Schaf ben enoignt and seinte-
fied. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) v. vl 99 He hath
blessyd and saynctyfyed a newe precious plante that is

comen of theyr lyne and descendyd fro the stock of dauyd.
1516 Tindale John x. 36 Saye ye then to hym, whom the
father hath sanctified [ijyiaat), and sent into the worlde

:

Thou blasphemest..? 1597 Shaks. 2 //en. fl',tv. v. 115 Let
all the Teares, that should bedew my Hearse Be drops of
Balme, to sanctifie thy head. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy
Cotumun. i. ft 3. 59 Thus God sanctified Aaron.

t 2. To canonize, make a saint of. 06s.
i39«> Cower Conf. III. 317 The feste and the profession.

.

\\. as mad with gret solempnete, Where as Diane is seinte-
fied. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 427/1 Saint yues was borne
in litel bntayn..and was reuelyd to his moder in hyr slepe
that he shold be sayntefyed. 1519 (implied in Sanctipying
vol. sb.\ 1631 Wfever Anc. Funeral Mon. 271 Sanctify-
ing such as did.. build them houses.

1 3. a. To honour as holy ; to ascribe holiness
to; = Hallow v.* x 06s.
£1450 Lovelich Grail xvi. 292 And Alle the tothere

gonnen forth to gon, Cristes Name to sanctefien Anon.
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 35 Pitagoras saide that
it is.. a noble thing to scrue god, & to sayntifie his sainctes

Vol. VIII.

81

' to dispreyse the world [etc.]. 15*6 Pilgr, Per/. (W. de W.
I 1531) 17* Sanctificetur nomen tuum : that is, Sanctifyed be
!

thy name. 1526 Tindale i Pet. iii. ii Sanctifie the lorde
god in youre hertes. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. vi. 9 Ovr
father which art m heauen, sanctified be thy name [other
versions hallowed]. 1601 Shaks. All's Weltnu iv. ti Whilst
I from farre, His name with zealous feruour sanctifie.

b. To manifest (God, his might, etc.) as holy.
XS3S Coverdale Num. xx. 13 This is y* water of strife,

where the children of Israel stroue with the Lorde and he
was sanctified vpon them [1611 he was sanctified in them].
1567 Gude <y Godlie Ball. (S. T. S.) 116 In all his wayis the
Lord is just and rycht, In alt his warkis is sanctifyit his
mycht. 1611 Bible Ezek. xxxvi. 23 And I will sanctifie my
great Name which was prophaned among the heathen,.,
and the heathen shall know, that I am the Lord,, .when I

shall be sanctified in you before their eyes.

4. To consecrate (a thing) ; to set apart as holy
or sacred.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 260 b/a The ayer and the heuen
were puryfyed by thassumpcion of the sowle.. and the
water was sayntyfyed by the wasshyng of the body. 1530
Tindale Pro/. Exod., Sanctefie, to dense and purine, to
apointe a thinge vnto holie vses and to seperate from vnclene
and unholye vses. 1535 Coverdale Gen. ii. 3 And [God]
blessed the seuenth daye, & sanctified it. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw. V 8 b, Which ground was sanctifyed by
Sainct Peter him selfe. 183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg.
I. 162 A verbal oblation of the bread and wine, and an in-

vocation of God to send his holy Spirit to sanctify them
into the sacraments of Christ's body and blood. 1899 W. M.
Ramsay in Expositor Nov. 437 Tne new moon was then
declared and sanctified, even though it had not actually
been seen and reported by any witnesses.

b. To keep (a day, etc.) holy ; to keep or ob-
serve as holy. = Hallow v. 1 4.
1604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Sanctifie, to make holie,

hallowe, or keepe holy. 1709 Abp. Sharp Serm. (1754) I.

ix. 241 Those men have little or no sense of religion, that
make no conscience of sanctifying that day, or that put no
difference between it and other days. 17*7-41 Chambers
Cyc/. S-v. Sanctifieation, By sanctifying the sabbath, is

meant, the spending it in prayer, praise, &c. not in worldly
concerns.

6. To make (a person) holy, to purify or free

from sin ; to cause to undergo sanctincation.
_i$a6 Tindale i Cor. vi. 11 Ye are wesshed : ye are sanc-

tified : ye are justified [etc.). 1530 Palsgr. 697/2, 1 santifye,
I halowe, or make holye, jc sanctifie... V<le rede in Scrip-
ture that some havebensanctyfyediu theirmothetswombes.
"M8-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, Catechism, God the holy
gosle, who sanctifyeth me. i6<x Hobbes Leviath. 111. xxxv.
220 The Elect in the New Testament were said to bee
sanctified. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 257 ? 8 What Actions
can express the entire Purity of Thought which refines and
sanctifies a virtuous Man? 1865 R. W. Dale Jew. Temple
Hi. (1877) 38 It is still true that we need the power of the
Holy Ghost to sanctify our hearts.

abso/. 1531 Frith Judgem. Tracy'Wks. (1573) 78/2 S.
Paule committelh the power of sanctifying to Christ only.
Heb. 2. 1841 Myers Cath. Th. iv. 8 2. 185 All truth en-
nobles, and some sanctifies.

b. Chiefly in the Old Testament : To free from
ceremonial imparity.
a 1500 in Tunda/e*s r

7
isions {\%*\-$) 128 Scheofprest halowed

and sanctyfyed Retowrned horn all fully puryfyed. 1535
Coverdale Exod. xix. 10 Go vnto the people, and sanctifie

them today and tomorrow, y' they maye wash their clothes,

and be ready agaynsl the thirde daye. 1535 — iVmm. xi. 18

Vntuy" people thou shall saye ; Sanctifye youre seluesagaynst
tomorow, y* ye maye eatc flesh. 1611 Bible Josh. iii. 5.

6. To render holy, impart sanctity to (a thing,

quality, action or condition) ; to render legitimate

or binding by a religious sanction.
? 140a Quixlev Ball. xi. in Yorksh. Arch. Jrnl. (1908)

XX. 45 A wedloke suche was neuer gracieuse, Where god
Iyst not it tosenitifie[sic]. 15*6 Tindale i Tim. iv. 5 For all

the creatures of God are good : and nothynge to be refused,

y(T it be receaved with thankes gevynge : For it is sanctified

by the worde of god and prayer. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. /V,
iv. iv. 4 Wee will our Youth lead on to higher Fields, And
draw no Swords, but what are sanctify'd. 1700 Drvden
Sigism. ff Guise. 164 That holy Man, amaz'd at what he
saw. Made haste to sanctifie the Bliss by Law. 1718 Pope
Iliad ix. 221 Yet, more to sanctify the word you send, Let
Hodihs and Eurybates attend. 1814 J. Wilson /sle of
Palms in. 103 The Island Queen becomes thy bride And
God and Nature sanctify the vow. 1863 Kinglakk Crimea
(1876) I. iv. 60 Ambition was sanctified by Religion. 1868

M. Pattison Academ. Org. v. 320 The Puritans of a former
age imagined, that by the employment of Scripture phrase-

ology they sanctified common conversation. 187a E. W.
Robertson Hist. Ess. 207 The Church could neither make
nor unmake a king, she could only sanctify his election by
her benediction.

7. trans/. To impart real or apparent sacredness to;

to entitle to reverence or respect ; to give a colour

of morality or innocence to ; to justify, sanction.

Now rare or 06s.
1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. m. ii. 100 As true as Troylus, shall

crowne vp the Verse, And sanctifie the numbers. 1701

Rowe Amb. Step-Moth. 1. i. 179 Thy function too will

varnish o're our Arts And sanctifie dissembling. 1738 Pope

Epil. Sat. 11. 246 Truth guards the Poet, sanctifies the line.

1749 Johnson Irene in. viii, Be virtuous Ends pursued by

virtuous Means, Nor think th' Intention sanctifies the Deed.

1774 Burke Amer. Tax. SeL Wks. I. 109 Does not this

Letter adopt and sanctify the American distinction of taxing

for a revenue? 18. . Bentham Draught ofCode Wks. 1843

IV. 380 Custom, which sanctifies all absurdities. 1817 Jas.

Mill Brit. Ind. II. v. vii. 607 If under such circumstances

as these a zeal for the Government which he served could

sanctify his actions, then may Jefferies be regarded as a

virtuous judge. 1818 Scott Let. to Joanna Baillie Dec.

in Lochhart, So let the intention sanctify the error, if there

should be one. 186$ Kingslf.v Herav, xxx, And he argued
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stoutly with St. Peter and with his own conscience, that the
means sanctify the end, and that he had done it all for
the best.

8. ' To make a means of holiness
1

(J.) ; to render
productive of or conducive to holiness or spiritual

blessing.

XS97 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ix. § 5 The vertues which sane
tified those sufferings and made them pretious in Gods
sight. 1648 Eikon Bas. ii. 8 Those Judgments God hath
pleased to send upon Mee, are. .a means (I hope) which his
mercie hath sanctified so to Mee, as to make Mee lepent
of that unjust Act. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer^ Visit. Sick,
Sanctifie, we beseech thee, this thy fatherly correction to
him. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. i. 8 Sufferings.. are sanc-
tified and made a means of preparing for heaven. x8oz
Gouv. Morkis in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) III. 160 They
have made peace, and may the Loid sanctify it to them.

Sanctifying (s3erjktif3i,irj), vbl. s6. [f. Sanc-
tify v. + -ing l

.j The action of the verb Sanctify.
1526 Tindale i Thess. iv. 3 Every one of you shulde

knowe howe to kepe his vessel in sanctifyinge and honoure.
1529 More Dyaloge 11, Wks. 199/2 Though those [saints]
bee none whose writing ye wold authorise by their sancti-
fyeng. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Sanctification, The
sanctifying of the sabbath . . is of divine . . institution.

Sa'nctifying,///. a. [f. Sanctify v. + -ing 2.]

That sanctifies.

1586 Hooker Serm. on Jusiif., etc § 3 (1612) 3 There is

a glorifying righteousnes of men in the world to come ; as
'there is a lustifying and a sanctifying righteousnes here.
1706 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 525 Do not. .provoke him to
withdraw those sanctifying Graces from you, which are
given you as an Earnest of your Salvation at the last Day.
1738 Wesley Ps. li.x, But perfectly my Soul renew By sanc-
tifying Love. 1858 Holland Titcomb's Lett. iv. 206 Both
have been chastened.. by a relation as sanctifying as it is

sacred. x886 Welldon Serm. Harrow x. (1887) 151 It is to
be in the world, yet not of it ; to live above it ; to let your
presence be a sanctifying influence among men.

Hence Sa'nctifyinjrly adv.

1847 Bushnell Chr. Nurt. viii. (1861) 202 Sanctifyingly
touched by his Spirit.

t Sa'nctiloge. Obs. rare. [After Martiloce :

see next.] = next.

1526 R. Whytford MartUoge Pref., And the addicyons
for theyr more edificacyon, we gadered out of the sanctiioge,

Iegendauiea,caiaIogo sanctorum. 1608 1. W. Eng.Martyrol.
Advt. to Rdr., This little worke or Sanctiioge of myne.

Sanctilogy (scenktrlod^i). rare. [f. L. sancti-,

sanctus Saint, after martilogium Martiloge.] A
catalogue of saints, or a collection of saints* lives.

Cf. SANCTOLOGY. 1867 [see Festilogy].

Sanctiloquent (sserjkti'lJkwent),/?. rare. [f.

L. sancti-) sanctus holy + loquent-em : see Loquent
a. Cf. eccl. L. sanciiloquus speaking holily.]

Speaking of or discoursing on holy or sacred things.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sanctiloquent, that speaks holily.

1845 S. Judd Margaret 11. i, Grown sanctiloquent of late,

he always knew how to say the tight thing.

SanctimonialCsKrjktim^u'nial),^. ? Obs. rare.

[ad. OF. sanctimoniaUy or directly ad. eccl. L.

sanctimdnial-is (Augustine) a nun, subst. use of

late L. sanciimonialis holy, pious : see next. Cf.

Monial sb.] A nun.
1513 Bradshaw St* Werburge 1. 3594 The hye perfeccyon

and proued holynesse Of this pure vyrgyn and sanely-

monyall. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance Div. Off. 265
Women were by women (meaning Diaconisses and Sancti-

monials) to be taught. 1694 Motteux Rabelais IV. xliii.

160 That is..what our Sanctimonials alias Nuns in their

Dialect call ringing backwards. 1838 G. S. Faber /nguiry
421 All Religious Orders of Monks and Sanctimonials they

reprobated : saying, that They are vain and superfluous.

t SanctimO'nial, a. rare. [ad. late L. sane-

iitnonidl-is holy, pious, f. L. sanctimonia : see

Sanctimony.] = Sanctimonious i.

171X Bailey, Sanctimonial, pertaining to Holiness. 1773

J. Ross Fratricide m. 12 (MS.) Not such was Abel's sancti-

monial pledge, So favour'd at the Allar.

Sanctimonious (sEenktim^u-nias), a. [f. L.

sanctimonia Sanctimony + -ous.]

+ L Possessing sanctity, holy in character; sacred,

holy, consecrated. 06s.

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 58 Thou dost

make me violate, The chastest and most sanctimonious vow.
1610 Shaks. Tentfi. iv. i. 16. 1627 Lever Crucifix Ixxxvi,

They ga*e upon that sanctimonious tree The Holy Crosse,

(O sacred worthinesse !). 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral
Mon. 281 The sanctimonious puritie of one Odo. Ibid. 309
Inuested in the sanctimonious robes of a Bishop. 1759
Mason Caractacns 35 All that by sage and sanctimonious
rites Might of the gods be ask'd, we have essay'd. 1796
MorseAmer.Geog. II. i^otlona] is still famous foritsreliques

of sanctimonious antiquity. 1801 J. Tones tr. Bygge's Trap.
Fr. Rep. iii. 43 There were two cloisters. One of those

sanctimonious erections was converted into a barrack.

2. Of pretended or assumed sanctity or piety,

making a show of sanctity, affecting the appear-

ance of sanctity.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. ii. 7 Thou conclud'st like the

Sanctimonious Pirat, that went to sea with the ten Com-
mandements, but scrap'd one out of the Table, a 1652

J. Smith Set. Disc.ii, 30 Easy to be appeased aga_in*by some
flattering devotions, especially if performed with sancti-

monious shows, and a solemn sadness of mind.
^
169a R.

L'Estrange Fables ccclvi. 327 Tis not a Sanctimonious

Pretence.. that will serve the Turn. 1744 Akenside Pleas.

/mag. lit. in And, bending oft their sanctimonious eyes,

Take homage of the simple-minded throng—Ambassadors
of Heaven 1 1837 Lock hart Scott 12 Dec. an. 1796, The
sanctimonious air which the murderer maintained during

11
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his trial. 1849 Macaulay His/. Eng. iii. I. 400 To that

sanctimonious jargon which was his Shibboleth, was opposed
another jargon not less absurd and much more odious. 1871

L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) iv. m. 237 He informed us

that they were a set of sanctimonious humbugs and thieves.

Hence Sanctimo*niously adv., Sanctimoni-
ousness.
162a Fletcher Sea Voy. 1. i. Ye know deer Lady..How

truly I have lov'd ye, how sanctimoniously Observ'd your
honour. 1679 J. Goodman Penit. Parti. 1. ii. (1713) 21 Upon
all occasions he exposed the sanctimoniousness of their

admired Pharisees. 1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist. Lady Bar-
ton I. 3, I will most sanctimoniously perform my part of

the covenant. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Haggard's Dau. II.

94 ' Henceforward there is laid up for me a crown of glory '.

There was no touch of sanctimoniousness or cant in her
utterance of these words, only a childlike and implicit faith.

Sanctimony (saerjktimsni). [a. OF. sainct-,

sant-, sanctimoniet ad. L. sanctimonia sacredness,

sanctity, virtuousness, f. sanct-us holy : see -mony.]

fl. Holiness of life and character; the profession

of holiness; religiousness, sanctity. Obs.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 102 The chaste liuing, sancti-

monie and prudence of our reuerend mother. 1546 Cover-
dale Calvin*s Treat. Sacrament C j;

That we be therby
more vehementHe stered vp to sanctimonie and puritie of
lyfe. 1601 Shaks. AIVs Weii iv. iii. 59 Which holy vnder-
taking (a pilgrimage), with most austere sanctimonie she
accomplish!. x6« R. Carpenter Conscionable Christian
To Rdr. B ij b, The sauing power of inward sanctimony.

.

1658 W. Burton /tin. Anton. 252 In old times it florished

for nothing more then the Sanctimony and learning of
the Bishops. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 9 For conspicuous
Vertue, sanctimony of Life, and acuteness. .he was in great
renown. 17*5 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. (1733) 238 It came
into my Mind that, to arrive at universal Holiness all at
once, I would take a Journey to the holy Land, and so would
return Home with a Back-Load of Sanctimony.

b. Of a writer : Chastity or decorum of expres-

sion. rare" 1

. Cf. Sanctitude 2.

1829 Landor Imag. Conv., Lucian fy Tim. Wks. 1853 H.
27/1 While I admired, with a species of awe,., the majesty
and sanctimony of Livy.

f 2. Sacredness. Obs.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) m If they should
repose any religion, holinesse or sanctimonie in them [sc. sur-
plice, tippet, etc.] as the doting Papists doe. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (161 4} 321 Ths Ritesare solemnized with greatest
Sanctimonie, and Oathes taken of greatest consequence.
1629 Whitelocke in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 688 Is

there such Sanctimony in the place [Parliament], that they
may not be questioned for it elsewhere ? 1683 Brit. Spec.
232 The whole Nation being bound to the Observance of
this Law by the Sanctimony ofan Oath, the Refusal whereof
was made High Treason.

f b. //. Things sacred. Obs.
a 1547 Doctour Doubble Ale 40 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 304

And so this folish nation Esteme-.all dum ceremonies,
Before the sanctimonies, Or Christes holy writ.

3. Pretended, affected or hypocritical holiness or
saintliness ; assumed or outward sanctity.
a 16x8 Raleigh War Evij, Questionlesse there was great

reason, why all discreet Princes should beware of yeilding
hasty beliefe to the Robes of Sanctimonie. 1749-51 Laving-
ton Enthiis. Meth. fy Papists (1829) 319 Various appearances
and arts of sanctimony. 1823 H. Belfrage Monitor to
Earn. 241 With the frown of sanctimony on the countenance.
1830 De Quincey Bentley Wks. 1863 VI. 69 note, This
epithet, bestowed playfully upon Whiston by Swift, in
ridicule of his sanctimony. 1831 Thirlwall Lett. (1881) I.

102 The Edinburgh [Review] which has no great reputation
for sanctimony. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. I. 290 The hard
and false sanctimony of Pharisaism.

IT 4. App. misused for Sanctimonial sb.

1630 Randolph Aristippus 26, I haue done as great
wonders as these, when I extracted as much chastity from
a Sanctimony in the English Nunnery, as cur'd the Pope
of his lechery.

Sanction (sarnkfan), sb. [a. F. sanction (16th
c.) or ad. L. sanction-em action of ordaining as in-

violable under a penalty, also a decree or ordinance,
n. of action f. sanclre to render sacred or invio-

lable, ordain, decree, ratify.]

1. A law or decree ; esp. an ecclesiastical decree.

[So L. sanctio \ cf. F. * sanctions ou ordonnances
ecclesiastiques ', 1 5 1 6 in Godefroy.] Obs. exc. Hist.
Pragmatic Sanction', see Pragmatic A, 1.

1563-87 Foxe A. <$ M. (1596) 5/1 Whereas now both the
rule of Scripture, and sanctions of the old councels set
aside, all things.. are decided by certeine new decretal
or rather extra decretal and extravagant constitutions.

1577 Harrison England n. xix. (1877) I. 311 Canutus..did
at the last make sundrie sanctions and decrees. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 15 The breach or violation
of any humane lawe, ordinance, constitution, statute, or
sanction. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. B. i. rule ix. § 9
But even in this original rule and great sanction God did
dispense with the Israelites. 1668 Denham Of Justice 1

'Tis the first Sanction, Nature gave to Man, Each other to
assist^ in what they can. 1670 Moral State Eng. 105 The
sanctions and constitutions of his own Nation. 1700 Dryden
Cinyras <$• Myrrha 97 Secure the sacred Quiet of thy
Mind, And keep the Sanctions Nature has design'd. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sanction, Decree, Ordinance, espe-
cially such as relate to Ecclesiastical Affairs; as the Con-
stitution made at the Council of Basil, for the Reformation
of the Church. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 107 Bid him.. The
Sanction of th' assembled pow'rs report : That wise Ulysses
to his native land Must speed, obedient to their high com-
mand. 1844 S. R. Maitland Dark Ages 19 The bishop is

to appoint priests and other prudent men, skilled in the
divine law, and conversant with the ecclesiastical sanctions.

2. Law. The specific penalty enacted in order to

enforce obedience to a law.

a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 267 The feare, or Sanction, of
the Commandements preserves the Memory of the Law in
our hearts. 1671 [R. MacWard] True Nonconf. 316 The
sanction and pain of this divine Law being by sin incurred.
1696 Stillingfl. Doctr. Christ's Satis/action 1. Pref. (1697)
15 If there were such a Sanction of the Law, whereby an
Obligation to Punishment did follow the Offences forbidden
by it. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. ii. 35 If. .civil Magistrates
could make the Sanctions of their Laws take place, without
interposing at all, after they had passed them, c 1750 Shen-
stone Elegies xxii. 59 When savage robbers every sanction
brave, c 1765 Burke On Popery Laws Wks. IX. 338 The
mode of conviction is as extraordinary as the penal sanc-
tions of this Act. 1781 Cowper Truth 553 He gives a
perfect rule..And guards it with a sanction as severe As
vengeance can inflict, or sinners fear. 1821 J. Q. Adams
in C. Davies Metr. Syst. in. (1871) 278 To require, under
suitable sanctions that all the weights and measures .

.

should be conformable to the national standards. 1829
Macaulay Mill on Govt, in Edin. Rev. Mar. 187 The fear
of death.. is the most formidable sanction which legislators
have been able to devise. 1832 Austin Jurispr. (1873) 1. 92
The evil which will probablyoe incurred in case a command
be disobeyed . . is frequently called a sanction, or an enforce-
jnent of obedience. 1844 Gladstone Glean. V. liii. 122 [In
the Bible] it is declared under the most awful Sanctions,
that God will not endure that his honour shall be given to
another. 1845 Polson in Encycl. Metrop. II. 733/2 Sanc-
tions of the Law of Nations... These sanctions, .may.. be
reduced to two classes:— (1) Reprisals, .. (2) War. 1875
Maine Hist. Inst. ii. 39 Another example..of the want or
weakness of the sanction in the Brehon law.

b. Extended to include the provision of rewards
for obedience, along with punishments for disobedi-

ence, to a law (i-emuneratory, as distinguished
from vindicatory ox punitive, sanction).
1692 Tyrrell tr. Cumberland's Lavj Nat. iii. § 13. 126

The strictest Sanction which any Soveraign Power can give
unto its Laws, is, when it.. hath., declared, That it will
conferr a sufficient share of good Things, or Rewards, for
so doing ; and of Evils, or Punishments, upon any breach,
or neglect of its Commands. 1727 J. Maxwell tr. Cum-
berland's Laws Nat. v. g 35. 247 A Law is a practical Pro-
position concerning the Prosecution of the Common Good,
guarded by the Sanction of Rewards and Punishments.
176s Blackstone Comm. I. 56 Human legislators have for
the most part chosen to make the sanction of their laws
rather vindicatory than remuneratory. 1825 Whatelv Ess.
Pecul. Cht*. Relig. i. 44 The temporal sanctions of the [Mo-
saic] law, the plenty and famine, the victory and defeat.

1845 R. Jebb in Encycl. Metrop. II. 686/1 We feel fully
warranted in classing rewards amongst legal sanctions.

C. The part or clause of a law which declares

the penalty attached to infringement. Similarly in

a charter (see quot. 1844). [So L. sanctio.] Obs.
exc. Hist.
1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 175 The Law hath two parts, the

mandate and the sanction. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 54
The sanction, or vindicatory branch of the law ; whereby it is

signified what evil or penalty shall be incurred by such as
commit any public wrongs, and transgress or neglect their
duty. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) II. App. H.
369 The sanction or close of the charter in these instru-
ments is almost always the same, at least in substance—

a

sort of blessing promised to those who observe the grant, and
of imprecation against those who break it.

3. Ethics. A consideration which operates to
enforce obedience to any law or rule of conduct

;

a recognized motive for conformity to moral or
religious law, operating either through the agent's
desire for some resultant good or through his fear

of some resultant evil.

As a technical term of Ethics, the word is favoured by
the Utilitarians. For the classification of the different
^sanctions' see quots. 1780 and 1887. The sanction of law
in thestrict sense (see 2 above) is distinguished as * legal ' or
' political'. Bentham's ' moral sanction ' corresponds to the
( social sanction ' of other writers.

x68x S. Parker Demonstr. Law Nat. 72 The most power-
full and effectual Sanction in the World, viz. the Pleasures
or Torments of Conscience. 1754 Richardson Grandison
VI. xix. 90 Religious zeal is a strengthener, a confirmer,
of all the

>
social sanctions. 1758 R. Price {title) A Review

of the principal Questions and Difficulties in Morals. Par-
ticularly Those relating to the Original of our Ideas of
Virtue, its Nature, Foundation, Reference to the Deity,
Obligation, Subject-matter and Sanctions. 1780 Bentham
Princ. Legist, iii. § 2 There are four distinguishable sources
from which pleasure and pain are in use to flow : con-
sidered separately, they may be termed the physical, the
political, the moral, and the religious : and inasmuch as
the pleasures and pains belonging to each of them are
capable of giving a binding force to any law or rule of con-
duct, they may all of them be termed sanctions. 1794
Paley Evid. 11. ii. (1817) 55 To supply what was much more
wanting than lessons of morality, stronger moral sanctions,
and clearer assurances of a future judgement. 18x7 Jas.
Mill Brit. India II. v. ix. 709 The undivided reputation of
good measures, theundivided ignominy of bad, redounded
to the Court of Directors. The great sanction of public
opinion therefore acted upon them with concentrated energy.
1861 Mill Utilit. iii. 39 With regard to any supposed moral
standard—what is its sanction? what are the motives to
obey it ? 1874 Sidgwick Meth. Ethics It. v. (1890) 164 These
' sanctions ' we may classify as External and Internal. The
former class will include both ' Legal Sanctions ' . . and
' Social Sanctions \ 1887 Fowler Princ. Morals 11. iii. 144
Physical sanctions are the pleasures and pains which follow
naturallyon the observance or violation of physical laws,
the sanctions employed by society are praise and blame, the
moral sanctions., are. .the approval and disapproval of con-
science ; lastly, the religious sanctions are either the fear of
future punishment, and the hope of future reward, or, to
the higher religious sense, simply the love of God, and the
dread of displeasing Him. 1896 ' M. Field ' Attila iv. 102
For he rejects our sanctions, he is bound By nothing we are
bound by.

4. Binding force given to an oath ; something
which makes an oath or engagement binding

; f a
solemn oath or engagement.
x6xx B. Jonson Catiline 1. C4 There cannot be A fitter

drinke, to make this Sanction in. Here I beginne the
Sacrament to all. a 1745 Swift Serm., Testimony Consc,
This Word [honour] is often made the Sanction of an Oath;
it is reckoned a great Commendation to be a Man of strict

Honour. ij..tr.Rollin'sAnc. Hist. m.ii. (ed. 5, 1768) II.28
[SennachenbJ The Assyrian, regarding neither the sanction
of oaths nor treaties, still continued the war. 1817 Shelley
Rev. Islam x. xxix

;
We swear by thee ! and to our oath

do thou Give sanction, from thine hell of fiends and flame.
1869 Frekman Norm. Cong. III. xiL 242 When he knew by
how awful a sanction he had unwittingly bound his soul.

5. The action of rendering legally authoritative or
binding ; solemn confirmation or ratification given
to a law, enactment, etc. by a supreme authority.
1658 Phillips, Sanction, a decreeing, enacting, or estab-

lishing, any Law or Ordinance. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct.
Dubit. 11. i. rule i. § 41 It became a law only by the authority
and proper sanction of God. c x68o Beveridge Serm. (1729)
I. 85 All which laws have their, .sanction from the supreme
lawgiver. 1699 T. Baker Reft. Learn, xiv. 167 As to
Lancelottus's Book of Institutes, which Dr. Duck seems to
make a part of the Corpus, he is therein mistaken, for
wanting Sanction and Authority, it is only yet a private
work. 1784 Cowper Epist. Jos. Hill 57 Could a law like
that which I relate Once have the sanction of our triple
state? X838 Thirlwall Greece IV. xxxti. 221 It even appears
that a decree might be first moved in the Assembly, and
then be sent up to receive the formal sanction of the Council,
which could not be withheld. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
\. I. 85 The day on which the royal sanction was, after
many delays, solemnly given to this great Act, was a day
of joy and hope. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ii. 27 Thus when
a body of Brehon judgments was promulgated by an Irish
chief to a tribal assembly it is probable that convenience
was the object sought rather than a new sanction.

6. An express authoritative permission or recog-
nition (e.g. of an action, procedure, custom, insti-

tution, etc.).

1720 Pope Iliad xvn. 246 Then with his sable Brow he
gave the Nod, That seals his Word ; the Sanction of the
God. 1749 Smollett Regicide 1. i. (1777) 7 And implore A
parent's sanction to support my claim. X769 Junius Lett.
viii. (1788) 63 You pardon the offence, and are not ashamed
to give the sanction of government to the riots you com-
plain of. X774 Burke Sp. Amer. Tax. Sel. Wks. I. 95 He
will permit me to apply myself to the House under the
sanction of his authority. 1798 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T„
Yng. Lady"s T. II. 103 [He] told her, this experiment had
not only his sanction, but warmest approbation. 1813 Shel-
ley Q. Mab 11. 157 But what was he who taught them that
the God Of nature and benevolence hath given A special
sanction to the trade of blood? 1845 Stephen Comm.
Laws Eng. (1874) I. 108 The mother country..had never
hesitated to lend her sanction to that iniquitous method of
cultivation. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 77 He had
caused it to be announced that, at every church in the
kingdom, a collection would be made under his sanction for
their benefit. Ibid. ix. 441 He could not make a descent on
England without the sanction of the United Provinces.
1883 Sir W. B. Brett in Law Rep. 11 Q. B. Div. 561 The
trustee may, with the sanction of a special resolution of the
creditors, accept any composition offered by the bankrupt.

b. Jig. Now also in looser sense, countenance or

encouragement given (intentionally or otherwise)
to an opinion or practice by a person of influence,

by custom, public sentiment, etc.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd. 34 Authentick Ex-
pressions, I mean, such as must receive a Sanction from the
polite World, before their Authority can be allowed. 1756C Lucas Ess. Waters III. 112 The multitude gave fiction
the sanction of authority. 1774 Pennant TourScot, in 1772,
298 Such length of time does it require to root out follies

that have the sanction of antiquity. 1841 Myers Cath. Th.
in. § 24. 87 This testimony, as popularly interpreted, does
present great appearance of sanction to some of the views
which are discountenanced in these Pages. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. £ng.\ii. II. 183 Religion gave her sanction to that
intense and unquenchable animosity. 185a Conybeare &
Howson St. Paul (1862) 1. vii. 213 His behaviour was giving
a strong sanction to the very heresy which was threatening
the existence of the Church.

7. Something which serves to support, authorize,

or confirm an action, procedure, etc.

1728 Young Love Fame v. 154^ We grant that beauty is no
bar to sense, Nor is't a sanction for impertinence. 1856
Patmore Angel in Ho. 11. 11. iv, The wedded yoke that each
had donned, Seeming a sanction, not a bond. 1863 King-
lake Crimea (1876) I. iv. 60 To a cause having all these
sanctions the voice of prophecy could not be wanting.

fb. A recommendation or testimonial. Obs.
1791 Boswell Johnson Advt., What reason I had to hope

for the countenance of that venerable Gentleman to this
Work, will appear from what he wrote to me upon a former
occasion. . .Such a sanction to my faculty of giving a just
representation of Dr. Johnson I could not conceal. 1813
C. Marshall Garden, (ed. 5) Pref., The author.. thinks it

[Iread he] is but doing himself justice by republishing the
following sanctions, as they occurred on the first Edition.

^18. Assurance of protection under the laws of
hospitality. (Confused with sanctuary-l) rarer-1

.

1754 Richardson Grandison II. xiv. (III. x\\\\ I cannot
forgive myself—To suffer myself to be provoked by two
such men, to violate the sanction of my own house !

Sanction (sarrjkjan), v. [f. prec. sb. Cf. F.
sanctionner (18th c.).] trans. To give sanction to.

1. To ratify or confirm by sanction or solemn
enactment ; to invest with legal or sovereign

authority ; to make valid or binding.
"778Jefferson^ utobiog. App., Wks. 1859 1. 146 Preserving

. . the very words of the established law, wherever their mean-
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hiddenlamps of Lord Grenville. 183* tr. Sismondi^s I tat.

Rep. v. 100 Their lives, too, sometimes endangered by sanc-
tioned robbers, under the pretext of repressing usury. 1833
I. H. Newman A riant 1. iii. (1876) 41 On these academical
bodies, as subsidiary to the divinely-sanctioned system,
devolved the defence and propagation of the faith. 1888
Pall Mall G. 25 Sept. 11/2 The total sanctioned mileage
open and under construction was 16,870 miles.

2. Law. Of a right : Defined or created by a
sanction antecedently to any wrong. Cf. Sanc-
tioning///, a. 2.

1 1831 Austin Jurispr. (1873) *'• ?°7 Primary (or sanctioned)
Rights and Obligations distinguished from sanctioning.

187S Poste Gaius 1. Introd. (ed. 2) 4 Sanctioned, or primary,
or final rights, are such rights as exist antecedently to any
Wrong, rights whose Title or origin from which they spring,
..i> some circumstance other than a Wrong.
3. Roman Law. Used to translate L. sanctus

' inviolable*.

1875 Poste Gaius 11. § 8 Sanctioned places are to a certain
extent under divine dominion, such as city gates [etc.].

Sanctioner (sx-rjkjanai). [f. Sanction v. +
-Eit *.J One who sanctions.
1846 Grote Greece I. 1. I 9 Horkos, the ever-watchful

sanctioner of oaths. 1x1890 Church Oxford Movement
xvii. (1891) 305 He (W. G. Ward] admitted that he did evade
the spirit, but accepted the 'statements of the Articles*.
maintaining that this was the intention of their original
sanctioners.

Sanctioning, ppl.a. [f. Sanction v. + -ing*.]

1. That sanctions or authorizes.
18*9 CUUII Misc. (1857) II. 51 What they call ' Honour',

the sanctioning deity of which is that wonderful ' Force of
Public Opinion *. 1868 Geo. Eliot Sp. Gypsy iv. 305 Their
keen love of family and tribe Shall no more thrive on
cunning, bide and lurk In petty arts of abject hunted life,

ing had been sanctioned by judicial decisions. 1784 Cowper
Task v. 548 That charter sanction 'd sure By th' unimpeach-
able and awful oath And promise of a God ! 1791 Burke
App. Whigs 12 Tests against old- principles, sanctioned by
the laws. 1833 J. Marshall Const. Opin. (1839) 284 The
titles held under the Indians were sanctioned by length of
possession. 1838 Prescott Ferd. «$ Is. 1. iii. I. 182 They
entered into a covenant sanctioned by all the solemnities of
religion usual on these occasions, not to re-enter [etc.].

2. To permit authoritatively ; to authorize j in

looser use, to countenance, encourage by express

or implied approval.

1797 Mrs. Radclifke Italian viii, My own voice never
shall sanction the evils to which I may be subjected. 1798
Ferriar OfGenius in Illustr. Sterne, etc. 286 Such a pre*
ference ought not to be sanctioned by philosophers. 1807-
6 S. Cooper First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 416 The employment
of bandages in these cases is sanctioned by high authorities.
1812 H. & I, Smith Rej. Addr. v, Nor. .will fever sanction
a theatre with my presence. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem.
Notes (1852) 366 These statements are sanctioned by common
sense. 1840 Macaulay Ess., Clive r 121 (1897) 536 The
Directors were not disposed to sanction any increase of the
salaries out of their own treasury. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit* India \. viii. I. 499 The system of commerce and ad-
ministration which had been sanctioned by the existing
charter. 1857 Gladstone Glem.W. xlt. 73 Etymologtcally
it is not tied to the one rather than the other sense ; and
usage will sanction either. 1865 Grote Plato I. v. 190

j

Positions .. which the dialogues themselves do not even '-

sanction, much less suggest. 1908 Q. Rer. Oct. 329 He
renounced on principle.. large profits sanctioned by usage.

b. To allege sanction for; to justify as permissible.

1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. in 18M C. L $ 21 I. 21 If Spinoza
and Hobbes were accused of Atheism, each of them sanc-

tioned his speculations by the sacred name of theology.

3. To enforce (a law, legal obligation, etc.) by
attaching a penalty to transgression. Cf. Sanc-
tion sb. 2, 2 b.

i8a$ Whatelv Ess. PecuL Chr. Relig: i. 45 The temporal
rewards and punishments, .which sanctioned that Law. 183a
A^iin Jurispr. (1873) I. 92 The command or the duty is

said to be sanctioned or enforced by the chance of incurring
the evil. Ibid. 522 Laws are sometimes sanctioned bynullities.

Sanctionable (saerjkfanab'l), a. rare. [f.

.Sanction v. + -able.] That may be sanctioned.
In recent Diets.

Sanctional (sae'nkjanal), a. rare. [f. Sanc-
tion sb. + -al.] * Of or pertaining to sanction or

sanctioning' (Funk's Standard Diet. 1895).

Sanctionary (sse'nkjanari), a. rare. [f. Sanc-
tion sb. + -aby '.J Relating to sanctions (see

Sanction sb. 1).

1845 R. Balmek Lect. * Disc. I. x. 403 The Son of God
has so satisfied the preceptive and sanctionary demands of
the violated law of God. 1850 J. Brown Disc. <y Sayings
of our Lord (1852} I. 30 Such suffering . . signally honoured
the sanctionary part of the divine law.

Sanctionative (sxnkjonativ), a. Law. [f.

Sanction sb. + -ativk.] Pertaining to sanctioning.
I 183a Austin Jurispr. (1S73) I. 389 Rights of Action are

classed with Obligations ; whilst obligations to suffer punish-
ment (which are not more sanctionative than the former),

are referred.. to Public Law. Ibid. II. 947 If this be so,

quasi-delicts should be classed with 'Sanctionative Rights
and Obligations'. 1875 Poste Gaius 1. Comm. (ed. 2) 140
As women were capable of administration, the functions of
the guardian, which in the case of infants were either

administrative or sanctionative, in the case of women were
confined to sanctioning.

Sanctioned (.sae-nk/wid), ///. a. [f. Sanction
z>. + -el>i.]

1. Allowed by authority ; that has received sanc-

tion or solemn recognition.

1799 Geo. [IV] Lei. 7 Tan. in Paget Papers (1896) I. 149
So long as you are to be one of the sanctioned Spies,

1*- .- c „.../.-".. 1*,

But grow heroic in the sanctioning light. 1880 G. Meredith
Tragic Com. (1881) 87 They meet beneath the sanctioning
roof of the amiable professor.

2. Law. Of a right : Creating or providing a
sanction j arising as a consequence of a delict or

wrong. Cf. Sanctioned///, a. 2.

183a Austin Jurispr. (1873) 1. 45 Rights and duties which
are consequences of delicts, are sanctioning (or preventive)
and remedial (or reparative). Ibid. II. 790 Those [rights

and duties] which I call secondary or sanctioning (I style

them sanctioning because their proper purpose is to prevent
delicts or offences) arise from violations of other rights and
duties, or from injuries, delicts, or offences.

Sa'nctionless, a. [f. Sanction sb. + -less.]

Having no sanction or legal penalty attached.
1875 Poste Gaius 1. (ed. 2) 126 Consuetudinary law. .in-

flicted positive sanctions on acts that originally had only
been prohibited by the sanctionless law of honour.

Sanctionnient. rare. [f. Sanction v. +•

-ment.] The action of sanctioning.
1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judtc. Evid. (1827) III. 403

Securities for trustworthiness [of evidence], viz. sauction-

ment, or interrogation, one or both of them. 18*8 — Ch.
Eng. 112 Appropriate sanctionnient given to each of these

sorts of acts respectively.

Sanctitude (swgktititfd). [ad. L. sanditfido,

f. sancti-, sanctus holy : see -tude.]

1. The quality of being holy or saint-like ; holi-

ness, sanctity. Now rare.

c 1450 Holland Hoxvlai 96 Be the rud I am richt rad For
to behald }our halyness, or my tale tell ; 1 may nocht
suffyss to se a,our sanctitud sad. 1535 Stewart Cron, Scot.

(Rolls) II. 682 Insufficient I am for to discrywe Hir sancti-

tude, and eik hir halie lyfe. 16x6 Marlowe's Faust. (1631)
E i, Pope.

.

. Finde the man that doth this villany, Or by our
sanctitude ye all shall dye ! 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 293 In
thir looks Divine The image of thir glorious Maker shon,
Truth, Wisdom, Sanctitude severe and pure. 1738 H.
Brooke Tasso 11. 26 For ill the Wizard's pedant Arts retain

That Sanctitude which Macon's Laws ordain, Whose
Tenets, all replete with Lore divine, Prohibit Idols from his

hallow'd Shrine. 18*4 Landor Imag. Conv.. Johnson «r

Home Tooke Wks. 1846 I. 153 The sanctitude of Milton's

fenius gave it [sc our language] support until the worst of
rench invasions overthrew it. 1825 Scott Betrothed xviii,

Whether he goes to the Crusade or abides at home, the
character of Hugh Lacy will remain as unimpeachedin
point of courage M that of the Archbishop Baldwin in point

of sanctitude. 1870-4 I. Thomson City Dreadf. Nt., etc.

(1880} 65 Through rhythmic years evolving like a psalm Of
infinite love and faith and sanctitude.

tb. pi. (as attribute of more than one.) Obs.

155a Lvndesay Monarche 5862 That day, a,our fayuit

Sauctytudis Sail nocht be knawin be 5our Hud is.

2. = Sanctimony i b. rare.

1855 Landor //nag. Couv., Pollio fy Cahms iL Wks. 1801

II. 122 [Saltust.] His manners ill corresponded with the

austerity and sanctitude of his style.

Sanctity (sarrjktiti). Forms: 4-5 saunctite,

sauntite, saintite, 6 sainctite, sautytie, 6-7
aanctitie, 7- sanctity, [a. OF. saint-, saine-

tcte, -tie', mod.F. sainted { — Prov. sanrtitat. sane-

Utatf Catal. satttetad
t Sp. santitad. Pg. santidatie.

It. santita, -ate, -ate), ad. L. sanctitds. -totem, f.

sa/tcti; sanctus holy : see -ITT.]

1. Holiness of life, saintliness. Odour ofsanctity :

see Odour 5.
The phr. sanctity ofmanners was common in the 18th c.

c 1394 P. PI. Crede 105 Of all men opon mold we Menures
most si hewebpepure Apostells life wibpenanceon erbc, And
suen hem in saunctite & suffren well harde. a 1400 Minor
Poems fr. Vernon MS. 54 08 Heil temple of grace most,

Temple of Sauntite [templum sanditatis\ 15*6 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 201b, For otherwyse myght God
neuer be conceyued than in purite & sanctite. 153a More
Confut. Tindate Wks. 357/2 But woulde God they would
ones rather folow him truely in faith & good workes, then

in simulation of like santytte with their holy salutacions.

600 Shaks. A. V. L. 111. iv. 14 His kissing is as ful of

sanctitie, As the touch of holy bread. 1616 K. C. Times*
Whistle, etc. (187U 141 Puritanes. .by whose apparant shew
Of sanctity doe greatest evils grow. x6$i Hobbes Leviat/t.

ik xxvi. 148 From seeing the Extraordinary sanctity of his

life. 1686 tr. Bouhours St. Ignatius vi. 402 Illustrious for

his Saintity, his Miracles, and for his Zeal. 171s Addison
Sped. No. 319 P 8 One who does not resemble him [Sir T.
More] as well in the Chearfulness of his Temper, as in the

Sanctity of Life and Manners. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err.

116 The master of the pack Cries—Well done, saint ! and
claps him on the back. Is this the path of sanctity ? Is

this To stand a way-mark in the road to bliss? 1784 —
Task 111. 260 Fam'd For sanctity of manners undefil d.

1790 Uurke Fr. Rev. 216 A few of them (.bishops] were men
of eminent sanctity. 1855 Macaulay Hist. hng. xvi. III.

697 He committed this base action with all the forms of

sanctity. 1877 Froude Short Stud. (1883) IV. 1. 111. 34

Alexander had no liking for BeckeL.and had no belief in

the lately assumed airs of sanctity.

personified. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. in. iii. 23 In pure white

Robes Like very sanctity she did approach My Cabine.

b. //.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iL 21 The very Opener, and

Intelligencer, Betweene the Grace, the Sanctities of Heauen,

And our dull workings. i8ao Lamb Etta Ser. 1. Oxford in

Vac., The coalition ofthe better Jude with Simon—clubbing
(as it were) their sanctities together, to make up one poor

gaudy-day between them. x8<6 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Retig. Wks. (Bohn) II. 96 Ihe priest translated the.,

sanctities of the old hagiology into English virtues.

O. The rank of a (canonized) saint, rare.

1855 Milman Lat. Chr. xiv. ii. VI. 418 Saints at length

multiplying thus beyond measure, the Pope assumed the

prerogative of advancing to the successive ranks of Beati-

tude and Sanctity.

2. The quality of being sacred or hallowed; sacred-
ness, claim to (religious) reverence ; inviolability.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m. iv. 395 This youth that you see

heere, I snatch'd one halfe out of the iawes of death, Releeu'd
him with such sanctitie of loue. 1611 Bible 2 Mace. iii.

12 The maiestie and inuiolable sanctitie of the Temple,
honoured ouer all the world. 1665 Dryden & Howard Ind.
Queen in. i, Princes are sacred. Zemp. True, whilst they
are free ; But Power once lost, farewel their Sanctity. 1667
Milton P. L. vm. 487 On she came, Led by her Heav'nly
Maker, though unseen, And guided by his voice, nor unin-
formd Of nuptial Sanctitie and marriage Rites. 1757 Burke
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. X. 216 The idea of sanctity,
which the Britains, by a long course of hereditary reverence,
had annexed to that island. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776)
I. 211 It [the Ganges] is not only esteemed by the Indians
for the depth, and pureness of its stream, but for a supposed
sanctity which they believe to be in its waters. 1821 Lams
Elia Ser. 1. Imperf. Sympathies, His affirmations have the
sanctity; of an oath. 1856 Stanley Sinai <y Pal. v. (1858I
240 Gerizim, the oldest sanctuary in Palestine, retained its

sanctity to the end. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 52 Stone-
henge was at one time a spot of great sanctity. 1888 D. C.
Murray Weaker Vessel I. xiii. 208 We have grown quite
accustomed nowadays to the invasion of what used to be
called the sanctity of private life.

b. pi. Sacred obligations, feelings, etc. ; also
qOAIWWttr., objects possessing sanctity.
i8o8Wordsw. Jf7«/trZ><«v.i295Bearit to Bolton Priory,

And lay it on Saint Mary's shrine ; To wither in the sun
and breeze 'Mid those decaying sanctities. 1849 Robertson
Sum, Ser. iv. xvi. (1876) 210 Christian love which dreads
to tamper with the sanctities of a brother's conscience.
a 1890 Church Oxf. Movemt. iii. (1891) 41 He saw in it

[Milton's poetry] only an intrusion into the most sacred of
sanctities. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent Man 330 Woman
completes her destiny by occupying herself with the indus-
tries and sanctities of the home.
3. =* Holiness 2. rare.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. vii. (1821) 314 The petition
to the Popes sanctitie. 1897 Daily Record 21 Sept. 5/1 An
encyclical from the Armenian Patriarch was read, in which
his Sanctity exhorts the faithful to continue faithful to the
Sultan.

t Sa'iictize, v. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. sanct-us

holy + -ize.] trans. To make holy, sanctify.

1691 Sir P. King Worship Prim. Ch. (1712) 119 But not
attributing unto them any such Holiness as to Sanctise
those Services that were performed in thein.

Sanctology . rare. [f. L. sanct-us Saint +
-(o)logy.] ^Sanctilogy. Hence Bancto'logist,
the compiler of a * sanctology \
18x4 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. 167 The sanctologies do

not recognize such a saint ; and we must look for some other
Osbern, though of less sanctity. Ibid. 192 St. Marjorie is

not mentioned by the Sanctologists.

t Sanctoral. Obs. Anglicized form of next.

1641 R. B. K. Parall. Liturgy *>. Mass-Bk.
t
etc. 86 This

abhomiiiable Masse hath three parts; The Ordinary..: The
Temporall.. : The Sanctoral).

||Sanctorale(saerjktor^i-l/,-al/). Ecrf. [med.L.
sanctoralet f. sanct-us Saint, after Temporalis. Cf.

Sp. saniorai.'] That part of the breviary and missal

which contains the offices proper for saints' days.
187a Shiplev Gloss. Eccl. Terms s. v. Temporate

y
The

temporale. .as opposed to the sanctorale..which treats of
the Saints' days. 1905 M. Rule in Athetueum 7 Jan. 20/1
The Sanctorale of the Canterbury Missal.

SanctorianCs^rjktod'rian),^ ff. mod.L.4Sa7/o

tori-us (It. Santorio) t a Venetian physician (1561-

1636): see -an.] Of or pertaining to Sanctorius,

who made experiments and calculations on insen-

sible perspiration by means of a * statical chair \

Sanctorian perspiration, insensible perspiration,

first discovered by Sanctorius. Sanctorian table,

a register of the quantities of perspiration, etc.

For earlier references to the experiments of Sanctorius (not

containing this adj.Jsee 1663 Boyle Usef. Exp. Nat. Philos.

II. iv. 116 and 1711 Addison Sped. No. 25 F 2.

1740 Chevne Regimen p. liii, To try, by a Sanctorian Chair,

the Quantity and Quality of those Foods that perspire the

most and soonest. 1743 Lining vaPhit. Trans. nlAll. 318

Two Columns in my Sanctorian Tables, where I have daily

supposed the Ingesta to be 100 Ounces. 1744 tr. Boerhaave"s

Inst. III. 306 Through these [vessels] is perpetually trans-

pired a very subtle Humour from every Point of the Body,
called from its Inventor the Sanctorian Perspiration. ^ 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 219 note, From this experiment

also, the learned may gather upon what a weak foundation

the whole doctrine of the Sanctorian perspiration is built.

1849-52 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 842/1 Sanctorius. .made
lengthened experiments on perspiration. The insensible

perspiration has . . been termed ' Sanctorian ' in honour of him.

Sanctorium. rare~ x
. [quasi-Latin, irreg.

f. L. sanctus Saint sb. 1 + -obium.] A shrine.

1816 Keatinge Trav. I. 326 Edriss, . . the great saint of the

Moors,, .fled hither, and a sanctorium to his memory is now
extant. .near Fez, which. .was founded by this sect.

T SanctOTUUl. ?jocular. Obs. fa. L. sanc-

torum, gen. pi. of sanctus holy, Saint.] a. ? Per-

sons of superior rank, b. quasi-aaV. Irreproachable.

1675 A. Huyberts Corner-Stone 19 The Sanctorum must
not be made too common, nor the Commons be over-stock't.

1824 in Spirit Publ. Jmls. (1825) 305 An age like this,. .So

bright its magisterial quorum, Its kings so holy in alliance,

Its navy, every man sanctorum.

Sauctuaried (sarrjkti«,arid), a. rare, [f.

Sanctuary sb.1 + -ed-.] That is made, or that

contains, a sanctuary.
185a Meanderings of Mem. I, 175 If a thought Should

cream the blood in sanctuaried court. 1897 F. Thompson
New Poems 26 In the sanctuaned East.
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SANCTUARIUM. 84 SANCTUARY.

y Sanctua-rium. > are. [L.] -Saxctuary.^. 1 *.

1796 Mod. Gulliver's Trav. 67 He knew me, so without
ringing or inquiry, opened the portal of the sanctuarium.

Sanctuarize (sceTjktirfiaraiz), v. rare. [f.

Saxctuab(y sb.i + -jze.] trans. To afford sanc-

tuary to ; to shelter by means of a sanctuary or

sacred privileges.

1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 128 Laer. To cut his throat i'

th' Church. AY*. No place indeed should murder Sanc-
tuarize ; Reuenge should haue no hounds. 1609 Sir £.
Hobv Let. to T. H\iggons\ 15 The Jesuites, you knew, were
no ordinary guls, and therfore, if you nient to be Sanc-
tuarised by them, it lay you in hand first, Auderc aliqiud
carcere dignum, to ascertaine them by some audacious
proiect, of your future fidelitie. 1829 James Richelieu
xxxv, ' Were he charged with all the crimes which disgrace
humanity,' replied the bishop, ' here he is sanctuarized.'

Sanctuary (sse'rjktiwjari), sb.1 Forms: 4-6
saint-, saynt-, seint-, seyntuary(e, -uarie,

-(e)warie, -wary(e, (4 seyntiwarie, 5 sceynte-
warye, seyntery); 4-6 sentuary(e, -uarie,

-wary, (6 senttuary, centuary, sentory, cen-
tory, cent(e)ry) ; 6 santuary; 5-7 sainc-
tuarie, -uary

; 4-7 sanctuarye, 4- sanctuary,
[a. OF. sain(e)t uarie , sain{c)ttiatre (whence the

form Saintuaibe), mod.F. sanctuaire ( = Pr. sanc-

tuarij Cat. sanluari
t Sp., Pg., It. sanluario), semi-

pop, ad. L. sanctuarium, app. irreg. f. sanel-tts

holy (? on the analogy of Sackarium). The pre-

sent form of the word, which is due to recourse to

the original Latin, occurs almost as early as the

forms taken from OF.
_
The Latin word is post-Augustan ; in classical Latin (Pliny)

it occurs only in the sense of 'the private cabinet ofa prince'
(L. & Sh.) ; the sense of ( holy place ' is common in the Vul-
gate and in Christian Latin generally.]

I. A holy place.

1. gen. A building or place set apart for the wor-
ship of God or of one or more divinities : applied,

e. g., to a Christian church, the Jewish temple and
the Mosaic tabernacle, a heathen temple or site of
local worship, and the like ; n\sofig. to the church
or body of believers.

a 1340 Hampole Cant. Moysi 21 m Psalter (1SS4I 507 pi
sanctuary lord be whilk bi head festynd ; lord sail regne
wibouten end andouyre. In bat sanctuary oure lord sail

be kynge, bat is in all sauyd men, wibouten end. 138a
Wyclif Exod. xxv. 8 And thei shulen make to me a seyn-
tuarye, and Y shal dwelle in the myddil of hem. 1508
Fishek Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 198 Filij seruorum tuo-
rum habitabunt. THe children of thy seruauntes shall be
permanent in thy sentuary. 1530 Tindale Prol. Exod.,
Sanctuarie, a place halowed and dedicate vnto god. 1535
Coveruale Tobit xiii. 11 The people shal come vnto the
fromfarre, they shal bringe giftes, and worshipe y° Lorde in
the, and thy londe shal they haue for a Sanctuary, for they
shal call vpon the greate name in the. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for HI. il ii. 171 Hauing waste ground enough, Shall wc
desire to raze the Sanctuary And pitch our euils there ?

1671 Milton Samson 1674 Chaunting thir Idol, and pre-
ferring Before our living Dread who dwells In Silo his
bright Sanctuary. _ a 1729 J. Rogers Ser?n. xvii. (1735) 371
Let it not be imagined, that they contribute nothing to the
Happiness of the Countrey, who only serve God in the
Duties of a holy Life ; who attend his Sanctuary, and daily
address his Goodness to pardon the Sins of the Land. 1830
Leake Trav. Morea II. 426 Strabo.. describes the Epi-
daurian sanctuary as 'a place renowned for the cure of all

sorts of diseases . 1863 H. B. Hackett in SmitlCs Diet.
fiiblelll. 1278/1 Shiloh was one of the earliest and most
sacred of the Hebrew sanctuaries. 1871 R. Ellis tr. Catullus
lxiii. 3\Vhen he near'd the leafy forest, dark sanctuary divine
[L. loca Dex]. 1888 W. R. Smith in Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
165/2 A temple implies a sanctuary; but a sanctuary or
holy spot does not necessarily contain a temple.

fr. fig- Used for : The priestly office or order.
c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Set. Wks. I. 25 In bis dede bat Crist

dide, he techib his Chirche to bygynne for to purge his
seintuarie, bat ben preests and clerks berof. 1781 Gibbon
Decl. Iff F. xx. (1787) II. 217 But the Christian sanctuary
was open to every ambitious candidate, who aspired to its

heavenly promises, or temporal possessions.

c. Applied to Heaven.
138a Wyclif Deut. xxvi. 15 Bihold fro thi sanctuary, fro

the hije dwellynge place of heuens [Vulg. de sanctttario
tuo\. 1533 Coverdai.e Ps. ci[i]. in For He loketh downe
from his Sanctuary, out of the heauen doth the Lorde heholde
the earth, a 1586 Sidney Ps. xx. ii, From santuary hy Let
him come downe. 1667 Milton P. L. vi, 672 Had not th'
Almightie Father where he sits Shrin'd in his Sanctuarie of
Heav*n secure, Consulting [etc.].

d. trans/.

1445 in Anglia XXVIII. 261 Fides thyn herte enbracylh
As hir propir sanctuary, and medelith with al thi deedys.
1584 Whetstone Mirrourfor Mag. 23 The DIcing-houses
and other lyke Sanctuaries of iniquitie. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 170 The famous isle of lona was once the seat
and sanctuary of western learning. 1821 Byron Two Pose.
iv. i, Sen[ator], I sought not A place within a sanctuary

;

but being Chosen. .1 snail fulfill my office. 1831 Brewster
Newton x. 120 Admiring disciples crowded to this sanctuary
of the sciences [sc.Tycho Brahe'sobservatoryofUranibourg]
to acquire the knowledge ofthe heavens. 1870 Max Muller
Set, Relig. (1873) 142 Entirely expelled from the sanctuary
of the human mind.

e. To weigh (or examine) with the weights (or
scales') of the sanctuary : to test by the standard
of divine revelation. Also, to examine by an equal
and just scale (see 1728), after Y.peser une chose

au poids du sanctuaire, dans la balance dn sanc-

tuaire (Liltre).

Suggested by Vulg. ad (or juxta) pandits sanetuarii,
Pondere sanetuarii Lev. v. i£, Num. vii. 13, ig, 25, 31, 37,
xviii. 16. The force of the ong. Heb. expression would be
more accurately rendered by 'according to the sacred shekel'.
1617M0RVSON Itin. in. 43 Setting humane experience aside,

we will waigh this by the holy scales of the Sanctuarie.
1728 Chambers C>c/.s.v.,To. .examineaThing by the Weight
of the Sanctuary, is to examine it by a just and equal Scale.

2. A specially holy place within a temple or
church, a. In the Mosaic tabernacle and the
Jewish temple : The Holy place, including the
'Holy of holies' (see Holy sb. 5); sometimes
applied to the latter only.

^ Sanctuary (or sanctuaries) 0/ the sanctuary*, a literal
rendering of the Vulg. sanctuarium {-aria) sanetuarii,
which inaccurately represents the Heb. for' Holy of holies'.
138a Wyclif Exod. xxvi. 33 The veyle forsothe be it sett

yn bi cercles, with ynne the whiche thou shall put the arke
of testymonye, and with the which the seyntuarye, and the
seyntuarye [v.r. sayntuarise] of the seyntuarie [Vulg. sane-
tuarii sanctuafid] shulen be dyuydid. a 1656 Ussher
Power Princes 1. (1683) 66 To be put in Tables of Brass,
and to be set up within the compass of the Sanctuary in a
conspicuous place. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. in. vi.

§ 4 It [the veil] was to be drawn this way or that way by
cords, the rings of which . .were subservient to the drawing
and undrawing of the veil, and to the fastening it at the
corner, that then it might be no hinderance to the view of
the sanctuary, especially on solemn days.

b. Eccl. That part of a church round the altar,

the sacrarium ; also used by some for the chancel.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1567 (Dublin MS.), And of be sanc-

tuary [Ashm. MS. saynt-ware] mony seere binges, With
labels & tapers & tretes of be law. 1577 Hanmer tr. Euse-
bins' Eccl. Hist. x. iv. 189 margin, A space betwene the
Sanctuary & the porche. 1583 Higins Junius' Nomencl.
307 Sacrarium.. the sanctuarie or chauncell. 1708-22 }.
Bingham Orig. Eccles. vm. vu § n Wks. 1726 I. 300 In the
middle of the Bema, or Sanctuary. 1788 Gibbon Deel. ty f'\

xlix. V. 97 That all the images should be removed from the
sanctuary and altar to a proper height in the churches. 1870
F. K. Wilson Ch. JAndisf. 35 The sanctuary is raised one
step, a 1878 SirG. G. Scott Led. Archil. (1879) II. 40 The
chancel, or rather the sanctuary, was apsidal, with a sur-
rounding aisle. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3), Sanctuary, the
part of the church round the high altar reserved for clergy.

C. The most sacred part of any temple; the
* cella', ' adytum \
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. 3810 For bei cast no longer

for to tarie. But prowdely entre in be semtuarie, In-to be
chapel callid Cytheroun. Ibid. iv. xxx. (1513) Svb, With
many flawme and many hydous lyght That brent enuyrowne
in the seyntuarye [1555 sentuarye]. 1857 Wilkinson Egypt.
Pharaohs 141 Within this sanctuary was the statue of the
god, and the altar for sacrifice or for libation ; and to it the
priests alone had access. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 388/2 The
sanctuary, adytum, or ctjko? (fig. 4), still contained the idol
and its altar.

d.A-.
164a 1). Rogers Naaman Ep. Ded. 2 We are come now

beyond the Porch and Sanctuary, even to the Holy of Holies.
1686 [Hickes] Spec. B. Virg. 38 They pray to her.. to
admit them within the Sanctuary of her Audience. 1795
Burke Let. to W. Elliot Wks. 1842 II. 244 But now the
veil was torn, and, to keep off sacrilegious intrusion, it

was necessary that in the sanctuary of government some-
thing should be disclosed not only venerable, but dreadful.
1815 Shelley Alastor 38 And, though ne'er yet Thou hast
unveiled thy inmost sanctuary. 1841 W. Spalding Italy #
/t. Isl. I. 129 His writings.. form only the portico to the
temple of wisdom ; but the singular beauty of the approach
invites the student, and its ease ofaccess secures his progress
to the sanctuary beyond.

1 3. A shrine or box containing relics. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 625 But by the croys which that

seint Eleyne fond, I wolde I hadde thy coillons hi myn
hond In stede of relikes or of seintuarie. 1393 Lang. P. PI.
C. vi. 79 Popes and patrones poure gentil bTod refusep, And
taken symondes sone seyntewarie [v.r. sanctuarye] to kepe.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 18043 '^ne i did the relikes brynge,.

.

Here saynteuarius withat her gere...Diomedes was Hurst
that swore, And made his othe vpon the flore, He swor by
al here sayntwaries. c 1450 Merlin iv. 75 Than the kynge
made be brought the hiest seintewaries that he hadde, and
the beste relikes, and ther-on they dide swere as Merlin
dide hem devyse. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Soinmer) II. 664
Than cam the day that the grekes shold swere the peas
faynedly vpon the playn felde vpon the sayntuaryes. 1481— Godeffroy xxxvii. 205 They helde the crosse and the
sainctuaryes with whiche they blessyd the peple.

4. A piece of consecrated ground ; the precincts

of a church; a churchyard, cemetery. Now dial.

(See also sanctuary garth in 8 below.)
There seems to have been some confusion between sein-

tuary, centry, etc. (ME. forms of sanctuary) and Cemetery.
M3*-5° tr

;
Higden (Rolls) V. 65 (He] made a seyntuary

[Trevisa chirchehawe, h.ecemeterium] in the cite of Rome,
in the way callede Via Appia, to bery the bodies of martires.
a 1450 Myrc Par. /V.330 Alsowyth-ynnechyrche and seyn-
twary Dory^t thus as I the say. 1872 J. Clyde's Norfolk
Garland i. 28 ' If I were on any occasion to urge a parish-
ioner to inter a deceased relative on the north side of the
church, he would answer me with some expression of sur-
prise,. ." No, sir, it is not in the sanctuary."

'

II. 5. A church or other sacred place in which,
by the law of the mediaeval church, a fugitive from
justice, or a debtor, was entitled to immunity from
arrest. Hence, in wider sense, applied to any
place in which by law or established custom a
similar immunity is secured to fugitives.

By English common law, a fugitive charged with any
offence but sacrilege and treason might escape punishment
by taking^ refuge in a sanctuary, and within forty days con-
fessing his crime and taking an oath which subjected him
to perpetual banishment. By the act 21 Jac. I. c. 28 § 7

(1625) the right of sanctuary in criminal cases was abolished.
Certain places, chiefly actual or reputed precincts of former
royal palaces, as Whitefriars, the Savoy, and the Mint, con-
tinued to be sanctuaries in civil cases until their privilege
was abolished by the acts 8 & 9 Will. III. c. 27 § 15 (1696-7)
and 9 Geo. I. c. 28 (1722). The abbey of Holyrood is still by
law a sanctuary for debtors, but the abolition of imprison-
ment for debt has rendered the privilege useless.
c '374 Chaucer Boeih. \. pr. iv. 10 (Camb. MS.) To whiche

Iugement they noiden nat obeye but defendedyn hem by
the sikernesse of holy howses. fat is to seyn fledden in to
sentuarye. 1463-4 Rolls 0/ Par It. V. 507/2 Eny persone..
that shall dwelle or inhabit within the Sayntwarie and Pro-
cyncte of the same Chapell. 1474 Ibid.Vl. no/i Such per-
sunes as were endetted.. and byfraudewent to seyntuaries.
x477 Ibid. 183/2 Eny persone or persones havyng eny places
of Tuitionez comonly called Seintwaries, as to eny Privilege,
Libertee, Tuition or Fraunches. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
ecli. x 2 b, Also this same yere the shereuis of london fette
oute of Seint Martins the graunt the sayntwarie flue per-
sones, whiche afterward were restored agayne to the Sayn-
twarie by the kynges Iustices. c 1500 in Amolde'i Chron.
(i8n)p. xxxix, Perkin Warbek..fled to Bewdeley sentwary
[cf. 1s56Chron.Gr. Friars (Camden) 25 He fiede to Bewdley
senttuary]. 1534 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)
39 Men sayd that the sayntuary shall, aftre thissettyng of
the parliament, hold no man for dett, morder, nor felenye.
XS37 Orig. fy Sprynge o/Sectts H vij, The churches are a
centuary for mysdoers. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ix. 19 That
all the while he by his side her bore, She was as safe as in

a Sanctuary. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. {16^) 811 Who
..withdrew himselfe into a monastery hard by, which was
counted a Sanctuary, and therefore not to be forced or
broken, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 68 Just by the
Communion table is the Sanctuary or place of refuge where
Criminalls flee for safety. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xXi, If thou
breathest aught that can attaint the honour of my house,
by Saint George ! not the altar itself shall be a sanctuary.
1839 H. Ainsworth Jack Sheppard 1. ii. 42 In order to
guard against accidents or surprises, watchmen or scouts.,
were stationed at the three main outlets of the sanctuary
[se. the mint at Southwark] ready to give the signal in the
manner just described. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxiv, The
church was a sanctuary which he had a right to claim.

b. Applied to a similar place of refuge in a non-
Christian country ; an asylum.
C1400 Maundev. (1839) vi. 66 That Cytee [Ebron] was

also Sacerdotalle, that is to seyne, seyntuarie, of the Tribe
of Juda : And it was so fre, that Men receyved there alle
manere of Fugityfes of other places, for here evyl Dedis.
1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius

1

Voy. Ambass. 353 He caus'd
the Place where he was kill'd to be encompass'd with a high
Wall, made a Sanctuary of it. c 1700 Tarqnin <y Tullia
10 in Poems Aff. St. (1704) III. 319 To form his Party, His-
tories report, A Sanctuary was open'd in his Court, Where
glad Offenders safely might resort. 1878 P.Gardner in

Encycl. Brit. VIII. 468/1 Besides being a place of worship,
a museum, and a sanctuary, the Ephesian temple was a great
bank. 1897 Mary Kingslev IV. Africa xx. 466 From the
penalty and inconveniences of these accusations of witch-
craft there is but one escape, namely flight to a sanctuary.
There are several sanctuaries in Congo Franyais.

C. trans/, and fig.
1568 Ascham Sclwlem. 1. (Arb.) 49 Vsing alwaise soch dis-

crete moderation, as the scholehouse should be counted a
sanctuarie against feare. 1685 Crowne Sir C. Nice v. 49 My
house is your Sanctuary, and here to offer you violence,
wou'd prejudice myself. 1776 Paine Com. Sense (1791) 34
The reformation was preceded by the discovery of America,
as if the Almighty graciously meant to open a sanctuary to
the persecuted in future years, when home should afford
neither friendship nor safety. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 41 They have made.. London, .a
sanctuary to refugees ofevery' political and religious opinion.
1861 Tulloch Eng. Purit. I. 38 His (Abbot's] house was
a sanctuary to the most eminent of the factious party.

6. Immunity from punishment and the ordinary
operations of the law secured by taking refuge in

a sanctuary (sense 5) ; the right or privilege of
affording such shelter ; shelter, refuge, protection
as afforded by a church, etc. Also privilege oj
sanctuary. + To keep sanctuary, to resort to a
sanctuary for protection. To violate or break sanc-
tuary: to violate the privilege or right of a sanc-
tuary or place of refuge.

c 1380 Wyclif £>/. Wks. III. 294 Pei chalengen fraunchise
and privylegie in many grete chirchis, bat wikid men..bere
schullen dwelle in seyntewarie, and no man empeche hem
bi processe of lawe. c 1380 — Wks. (1880) 280 pat befte &
raueynen & mansleyng & robberie be not meyntened in
seyntiwarye vnder colour of priuylegie. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 167 He is like a fugitif that rennythe to
seyntwarye For drede of hangyng. 1464 Coventry Ltet
Bk. 322 The parker & ober Officers of Cheylesmore pre-
tendyng..that eny persones owed not to be arrested there,
seying that Cheylesmore was seyntwary. 1471 Sir J. Pas-
ton in P. Lett. Ill, 15 The Erie of Oxenffordys bretheryn
be goon owt off Sceyntewarye. 1509 in I. S- Leadam Set.
Cas. Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 12 Your pore orator..
neuyr dare come oute off seyntory. 15x3 More Rich./// in

Hall Citron., Edw. ^(1548) 8 That y kynges brother should
be fayne to kepe sanctuary. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

1079/1 This woman.. fled in the night to Westminster for

sanctuarie. 159^4 Shaks. Rich. ///, m. i. 42 God forbid
We should infringe the holy Priuiledge Of blessed Sanc-
tuarie. Ibid. 47 Von breake not Sanctuarie, in seizing him
[the Dk, of York]. 1633-4 Act 21 Jos. /, c. 28 § 7 And be it

alsoe enacted.. That no Sanctuarie or Priviledge of Sanc-
tuary shalbe hereafter admitted or allowed in any case. 1624
Hevwood Captives m. ii. in Bullen O. PI. IV. 155 Theft,
rapine, contempt of religion, and breach ofsanctury. 1708-32

J. Bingham Orig. Eccles. vni. x. § 12 Wks. 1726 I. 334 Both
by general Custom and Law under the Christian Emperors,
every Church was invested with the Privilege of ah Asylum,
or Place of Sanctuary and Refuge in certain Cases. 1781
Gibbon Decl. # F. xx. (1787) II. 223 The ancient privilege

of sanctuary was transferred to the Christian temples. 1833
Scott Nigel xvi, Get into Whitefriars or somewhere for sane*
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tuarya:id concealment, till you can make friends or quit the

city. 1831 Ibid. Introd., A Isatia.. possessing certain privi-

leges of sanctuary, became for that reason a nest of. .mis-

chievous characters. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 140 Mine
enemies Pursue me, but, O peaceful Sisterhood, Receive,

and yield me sanctuary*- 187* R. W. Dale Commandm.
vi. 148 The altar of God itself was to be no sanctuary for.

.

an actual murderer. 1898 J. T. Fowler Durham Cath, 63
Those who sought sanctuary fled to the church and knocked.

b. in non-Christian countries (see 5 b) ; also

trans/, and/ig.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 138 The Priuiledged place where-

iiuo the Persians vse to retyre for sanctuane. 164.1 Evelyn
Diary 7 Aug., The Chapell and Refectory (of the Convent]
full of the goods of such poor people as at the approach of

the Army bad fled with them thither for sanctuary. 1654

in T. Burton's Diary (1828) I. Introd. 23 Which, if in truth

any would offer to impeach, by violence from without, it

could receive no sanctuary nor advantage at all from such
a declaration. 1655 Gl'rn all Chr. in Arm. 1. 32 A Heathen
could say when a bird (scared by a Hawke) flew into his

bosome, I will not betray thee unto thy enemy, seeing thou
comest for Sanctuary unto me. Howmuch lesse will God
yield up a soule unto its enemy, when it takes Sanctuary in

his Name. 1659 Hammond On Ps. lxii. 7 On him only

I rely.. for sanctuary when any distresse surrounds me.

1691 R. L Estrange Fables lh'i. 53 A Stag that was hard
set by the Huntsmen, betook himself to a Stall for Sanc-
tuary, and prevatl'd with the Oxen to Conceal him the

best they could, a 1711 Ken Past. Let. Wks. (1838) 476
Many poor Protestant strangers are now fled hither for

sanctuary, whom as brethren, as members of Christ, we
should take in and cherish. 1741 Coiufil. Fam.-Piecc n. i.

294 When a Bitch Fox is bragged, and with Cub, she is

hardly to be taken ; for then she lieth near the Earth,

and upon hearing the least Noise, she betakes herself to

her Place of Sanctuary. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <y F. L (1846)

V. 18 The precincts of Mecca enjoyed the rights ofsanctuary.

1838-40 Ivtler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 43 The churches, to

which the miserable inhabitants had fled for sanctuary, were
violated and defiled with blood. 1849 GnamGreece 11. xlv.

V. 469 Pleistoanax. -lived for a long lime in sanctuary near

the temple of Athene, at Tegea, 1855 Hawthorne Fug-.

Xote-bks.{.iZjo) 1. 397 1 1 nowrained heavilyand . .we . . betook
ourselves to sanctuary, taking refuge in St. Paul's Cathedral.

C. To take sanctuary \ to take refuge in a sanc-

tuary. Also trans/, vaAJig,
14x9 Rolls ofPartt. IV. 360/ 2 Merchants straungiers, yat.

.

have stollen away, and daily taken seyntuaries. 1478-3 Ibid.

VI. 20/1 That he never tokeenyseyntwary, ne withdrew c hyni

from your good grace. 1504 in I. S. Leadam Set. Cos. Crl.

Requests (Selden Soc.) 8 Your saide besechar whan he was
at large toke sayntcwary and lost bis gnodes. 1513 More
Rick. ///(1883) 31 What if a manncs wyfe will take sain-

tuary because she lyste to runne from her husbande. 1556

J. Heywood Spider <V F. Ui. 14 The spiders.. In the copweb
took sentuarie for defence. 159a Arden ofFeversham v.

ii. 12, 1 haue the gould ; what cate 1 though it be knowne !

lie crosse the water and take sanctuary. 1613 Plrchas Pit-

grilling* (1614) 75 The fishes which are many, haue taken
Sanctuary in these waters, and none dare take them, but
holde them holy. X035J. Robinson Ess. xxiv. (1851) I. 110

What intention could be better or action worse? We nm-t
not therefore take the sanctuary of fools by good meanings
without knowledge. 1640 Yorkk Union lion. 40 In the
beginning of King Edward's raigne, she was forced to take
sanctuary at Westminster. 1705 Stanhope Para/hr. II.

627 The Evasions of this Nature being only such miserable
Shifts, as the Jews of later Ages have taken Sanctuary in.

1708-aa J. Bingham Qrig. Eccles. vm. xi. J 3 Wks. 1726 1.

335 Next. .we are to consider.. in what Cases they were
allowed to take Sanctuary in their Churches. 17*5 De
Foe Voy. round W/iw/rf(t84o)72Thegunnerwho had taken
sanctuary in the woods. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. A nson 's

Voy. 41 The Sea-Lions, .will, .if you pursue them, be glad
to take Sanctuary in the Water. 1785 W1UUM tr. Bkagvat
xiv. 97 They lake sanctuary under this wisdom. bStBStevkn-
son Inland Voy., Oist in Flood 104 Terrified creatures

taking sanctuary in every nook along the shore.

7. Huntings etc : The ' privilege of forest *

;

also 'close time*.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 265 As for hartes and

hindes. .yett some there are, and those lyve without sanc-

tuarye or priviledge of flbrest, free for every man to chase
and hunte, at theire pleasure. 189s Daily News 19 Apr. 3/5
Application was made to the Chief Ranger.. for her [the

hind's] recapture ; but he promptly refused, on the grounds
that the Forest was a * sanctuary ', and any wild animal
escaping into the same was ' of right free of the forest '. The
impossibility of uncarting a deer and preventing its getting
into the forest, ..has by the enforcement of this 'right of
sanctuary 1

, aided the authorities in putting a stop to 'Easter
deer-baiting'. 1898 ll'estm.Gaz. 3 May 3/1 He would.,
extend the weekly close time, ana he believes that if the
present period of sanctuary was doubled, in a year or two
at most the nets would \x catching far more fish [salmon]
than they now do in the longer period.

III. 8. attrib. and Comb. a. Of senses 1-4, as

sanctuary lamp,t observant

c

t
stair

t
temp/e; fsanc-

tuary garth sense 4.
c 1400 A/ol. Loll. 35 >e. .han put kepars of my sanctuari

obseruaunce to 30T silf. 1412-13 Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-

tees) 610 Subtus cameram d'ni Prior is versus Seyntery-
garth, 14//. c 1600 Rites ofDurham tSurtees) 52 The sen-

tuarie garth. Ibid. 53 The Sentory garthe. c 1624 Ibid. 205
note; Sanctuary garth. 1850 Wilkinson A r, hit. Anc. Egypt
82 Sanctuary Temples, consisting ofa single chamber. 186s
H. E. M.tr. Monniri'sCure" d Ars Pref.7 When I saw, by the
light of the sanctuary-lamp, that wasted and withered form.
1866 Direct. Anglic, (ed. 3) 259 Sanctuary Lamp, that which
burns before the Blessed Saciament when it is reserved.

1893 F. Thompson Poems 45 The cowled night Kneels on
the Eastern sanctuary-stair.

b. Of senses 5 and 6, as sattctuary-brcaking
y

knocker, place, -seal
t
town.

n 1519 Skklton Sp. Parrot 496 So nryche "sayntuary
brekyng, and prcuylegidde barrydd. 1886 Encycl. Brit.

XXf. 255/2 The sanctuary teals at Hexham and Beverley

and the *sanctuary knocker at Durham are still in existence.

1529 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 297 Wherefore suche gentyl-
meii as had appoynted to eyde the duke fled, some to
*sentwaryplaces,andsomebeyonde the sea. i886*Sanctuary
seat [see sanctuary knocker supra]. 11548 Hall fir—I

,

Hen. VIII 54 Richard Horsnayle Bailyfe of the *sanctuary
towne called Good Esture in Essex.

f C. Sanctuary man (so also sanctuary woman t

etc.), a man who has taken refuge in a sanctuary

or privileged place of protection. Obs.

1494 Fabyan Chron. vii. 530 They went to Westmynster,
and toke w* them all maner of seyntwary men. 1513 More
Rich. 111 (!%%%) 31 Verely I haue often heard of saintuarye
incline. But I neuer heard erste of saintuarye chyldren.

1529 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 282 She went into West-
myster, and there regystarde her selfe as a sentwary woman.
1622 Bacon Hen. I'll 39 If any Sanctuarie-man did by
night or otherwise, get out of Sanctuariepriutly, and commit
mischiefe and trespasse, and then come in againe, hee should
loose the benefit of Sanctuarie for euer after.

Sa'nctuary, sb£ dial. [CorruptionofCENTAURY.]
[1530 Palsgr. 268/2 Seyntuary an herbe.] 1877 E. Leigh

Chesh. Gloss. 175. x886 Britten & Holland Eng. Plant-u.

t Sa'nctnary, v. Obs. ran. £f. Sanctuary
sbX\ trans. To place in safety as 111 a sanctuary.

Of a place : to afford protection or shelter {from),
1615 Heywood Foure Prentises D 3, Thy purse is sanc-

tuary'd. 1631 — Fair Maid West 1. 9 Feare not sweet
Spencer, we are now alone, And thou art sanctuar'd in these
mine amies. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. iv. § 19 The Kings
enemies once Sanctuaried, daring him no less then the
Icbusites in their strong fort of Sion defied David. 0676
Laoy Chaworth in \ith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

32 St. James's where she had lodgings to sanctuary her
from debt.

tl SancttUU (sarrjkttfm), sb. Also 9 //. rare

sancta. [L. sanctum, neut. of sanctus holy.]

1. The 'holy place* of the Jewish tabernacle and
temple. Also applied to a sacred place or shrine in

other temples and churches. Cf. Sanctuary sb. 1 2.

1577 tr. Butlinger's Decades in. v. 340 The tabernacle, that

is diuided . . into the Sanctum and the Sanctum sanctorum.
1847-8 H. Miller First Impr. \i. (1857) 24 Who, in explor-

ing a magnificent temple, passed through superb porticoes

and noble halls, to find a monkey enthroned in a little dark
sanctum as the god of the whole. 1855 Englishwoman in
Russia 72 We ladies are not allowed to enter the ' sanctum *

[of the Kazan church],

jfig. 1858 Trollope Three Clerks xvii. Flower shows..
are open to ladies who cannot quite penetrate the inner
sancta of fashionable life.

2. m Sanctum sanctorum 2.

18x9 T. Hope Anastasius (1820) III. xiv. 362 He. .then
dragged us by main force into what he called his sanctum.
1838 Lyiton A tic* 111. iii, He found the banker in his private

sanctum. 1850 Kingsllv Alt. Locke vi, His sanctum be-

hind the shop. 1870 H. Smart Race for Wife ii, Maude
flits away to her own little sanctum. 1883 Ld. R. Gowek
My Rentin. I. ii. 26 This room was . . the sanctum ofa scholar

and a man of refinement.

II Sanctum sanctorum (sx-rjktym soenk-

td«"r#m). PI. sancta sanctorum. [L, sanctum
neut. nom. sing, and sanctorum neut. gen. pi. of

sanctus holy; a Hebraism, transl. («» LXX. to

aytov rwv aylwv) of cixrrpn uhp qodesh haqqS-

tf<isnrm
t

* Holy of holies' (see Holy sb. 1). The
Vulgate (following the LXX) several times uses the

pi. sancta sanctorum in the same sense as the sing.,

without any warrant from the original Hebrew.]
1. The Holy of holies of the Jewish temple and

tabernacle. + In early use also pi. in the same sense.

c 1400 Apot. Loll. 3$ pei. .sehalnot nye toal Mysanctuari,
bi be sancta sanctorum [Ezek. xliv. 13). ? 1493 St, Katherine
(W. de W.) biij a/i (Stanf.) That holy place that is called

Sancta sanctorum. 1558 Morwyng tr. Joseph Ben Gorion's

Hist. Jews (1561) 36 b, Thei entred also into the Sanctuary,

and attempted to enter into the sanctum sanctorum. 1577
[see Sanctum iJ. 1714 Addison Sped. No. 580 P3 In
Solomon's Temple there was the Sanctum Sanctorum. 1787
Minor 181 Mysteries, which, like the sanctum sanctorum of

the Jewish 'tabernacle, should never be exhibited to the

profane world. 1841 Catljn N. A titer. Did. lviii. (1844) II.

232 The Jews had their sanctum sanctorums.

fig. i6aa Mabbe tr. A lemon's Guzman D^Alf. LA iv.

123 [HeJ that buyes an Office, whose money only (without

any other merit) bath inthroned him in the Sancta Sane-
torum of the world. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1.

I 13 There is no danger to profound these mysteries, no
sanctum sanctorum in Phylosophy. 177^1 SmollettHumpfa
CI. 5 June, The inner apartment, or ^Sanctum Sanctorum'
of this political temple.

b. trans/,

1598 W. Phillip Linscholen 1. xliv. 82 The doore of their

Sancta Samtorum, or rather Diabolorum, being opened, it

shewed within like a Lime-kill,..neither was ther any light

in al the Church, but that which came in at the doore we
entered by. 1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 146/2 The Door of

the Inner Temple, ox Sanctum sanctorum opened, and dis-

covered the most frightful Idol that ever the wit ..of men
contrived. 1806 Edin. Rev. VIII. 95 Sometimes there is a

smaller circle [of stones], which is a sort of sanctum sanc-

torum, in the centre. 1878 J. Payn By Proxy 1. 111. 35 Oh,

that is the sanctum sanctorum, in which the.. blessed relic

of Buddha is kept.

2. A person's private retreat, where he is free

from intrusion.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 7 The great

Cabin is the Sanctum Sanctorum he inhabits. 1834 Beck.

pord Italy II. 169 We went by appointment to the arch-

bishop confessor's and were immediately admitted into his

sanctum sanctorum, a snug apartment [etc.]. 1874 Aldrich

Prud. Palfrey xvii. 368 And now, if you please, we will in-

spect the sanctum sanctorum of the late incumbent.

transf. 183a W. Ikving Alhambra (1875) 122 Here was the
sanctum sanctorum of female privacy.

Ii Sanctus (ssE*rjkt#s). Also (senses 2 and 3)
6 saunts, sauuee, saunt us. 6-7 sant, 7 santus,

santo, santez, 6 (9 arch.) santis. [L. sanctus
' Holy*, the first word of the hymn : see Saint <z.]

1. The ' angelic hymn ' (from Isa. vi. 3) beginning
with the words 'Sanctus, sanctus

t
sanctus *

(
( Holy,

holy, holy, Lord God of hosts*) which forms the

conclusion of the Encharistic preface. Also called

Tkrsanxtus (thrice holy). Also the music to which
the words are sung.
c 1380 Wyclif Wifrj. (1880) 169 Ioly chauntynge bat..lettib

men fro be sentence of holy writt, as Magnyficat, sanctus
6 agnus dei. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 119 Therfore
accordynge to the aungels, ye synge quyer to quyer, one
Sanctus on the tone syde, and another on the tother syde.

1538 Roy Rede Me (Arb.) 36 Fare wele O holy consecration
With blyssed sanctus and agnus dei. 1567 Gttde A> Godlic
B. (S.T.S.) 129 Quhair day and nycht we sail not ceas Ay
singand Sanctus sweit. 1895 Benham in W.Andrews Cur.
Ch. Cust. 265 We always sang the Canticles, and the metri-
cal Psalms. .and a few Sanctuses.

T 2. trans/ An outcry. Also, something re-

peated with wearisome iteration. Obs,

1594 2nd Rep. Dr. Faustus xxii. I 2, The people on both
sides exceedingly amazed and affrighted, especiallye the
Turkes who sent out such a dolefull Sauntus that it would
haue moued the stones to ruth. {1x670 Hackkt Cent. Serm.
( 1 675) 626 For all this they are at their old santez, What dowe ?

1 3. Black sanctus, a kind of burlesque hymn
;

a discord of harsh sounds expressive of contempt
or dislike (formerly used as a kind of serenade to

a faithless wife) ; ' rough music \ Also, To sing

Ike black sanctus : to lament. Obs.

1578 Lupton Allfor Money B iij, I will make him sing
the blacke sanctus, I holde him a grote. 1578 Bk. Chr.
Prayers yt But euery man singes his own song, as in a black
sanctus. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Cor. xiv. 23 note, Singing
Psalmes.., one in this language, and another in that, all at

once like a blacke saunts, and one often not vnderstood of
another. 1591 Lyly Endym. iv. ii. 33 It [the sonnet] is sette

to the tune of the blacke Sauuee, ratio est, because Dipsas
is a black Saint. 1593 Nashe ChrisPs T. (1613) 128 A
great number had rather heare a iarring blacke-sant, then
one of their balde Sermons. 1398 Marston Sco. i'illanic

11. vii. 85 The language that they speake Is the pure bar-

barous blacksaunt of the Geate. 1600 Holland Livy v.

xxxvii. 204 An hideous and dissonant kind of singing (like

a blacke Santus). a 1619 Fletcher Mad Lover iv. i, Lets
sing him a blacke Santis. 163a Heywood -2nd Part Iron
Age 11. l. D 2 b, Many a blacke-saiut . . Haue I sung at his

window. 1635 Quarles Embl. 1. x. 41 Sometimes their

Stigian cries Send their Black-Santos to the blushing Skies.

186 1 All Year RoundV . 14 The surly sinners sing A horrible

black santis, so to cheer The work in hand.

Sa uctus bell. Forms : a. 5- sanctus bell.

0. 5-6 sanctes, sauntes, (-ys), 6 santes, saunctes,

7 sants-. 7. 5 sawnse,6-7 sans,savns, sawnce,

6-7 (9 arch.) saunce-, sance-. t. 6-7 saints, 7

saynts-, 7-8 saint's. «. 7 saint-, St. bell. £.

6 sauncte, 9 sancte bell. [f. Sanctus + Bell
j/'. 1 ] A bell, commonly placed in a 'cote* or

turret at the junction of the nave and the chancel

(but often a handbell), rung at the Sanctus at Mass

;

in post-Reformation times often used to summon
the people to church, being rung immediately before

the service, when the pealing had ceased. (In 16-

17th c. freq. used jocularly or allusively.)

a. 1470-81 Rec. St. Mary at Hill ror Item, for nayle to

amendethewheleoftheSanctusbell. 1661 KvovtiTGlossogr.

(ed. 2), Sance Bell {camjiana sancta), the sanctus Bell. 1875
Encycl. Brit. II. 472/2 Sanctus bells have also been placed

over the gables of porches.

attrib. 1867 Walker Ritual Reason Why 113 Sanctus-

bell-cotes remain in many of our churches. 2875 Encycl,

Brit. II. 472/2 Sanctus Bell-Cot or Turret.

0. 1492 -3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill i85_Item, to the smyth
for mendyng of the sauntys bell, xxijd. Ibid. 186 For
mendyng of the sanctes bell. 1553 Ludlmv Churchtv. Ace.

(Camden) 56 For hangynge of the sauntes bell, and for the

corde, ijd. cx6i8 Morvson /tin. iv. v. i. (1903) 457 They
ring a knell with one great Bell . . or witli the Santsbell where
they haue none greater.

y. 1490-1500 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 238 Item, ffor a Rope
fibr the lytyll Sawnse bell. 1501-1 Ibid. 244 The Sans bell.

1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 270 Item,

it belles, one a sauncebelle. 159a G. Harvey Four Lett.

iii. 47, 1 am neither so profanely vncharitable as to send him
to the Sancebell, to trusse-vp his life with a trice. 16*3-33
Fletcher & Shirley Nt.-Walker in. iii, Alas, this is but

the Sauncebell, here's a Gentlewoman Will ring you another

peale. 1655 J. Phillips Satyr agst. Hypocrites 5 Like a
crackt Sans-bell jarring in the Steeple. 1885 W. Rye Hist.

Norfolk 233 A saunce bell or * ting-tang ' in situ.

attrib. 1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. in Two sance-bell

ropes still hang down in the middle of the Chancel.
6. 1599 Bp. Hall Sat. v. i. 119 Whose shril saints-bell

hangs on his louerie White the rest are damned to the

plumberie. 1678 Poor Robin s True Char, of Scold 4 Her
Tongue is the Clapper of the Devil's Saints-bell, that rings

all-in to Confusion. 1716 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 313
It hath 3 Bells and a Saints Bell. 1839 Hints Study Eccl.

Antio. (Cambr. Camden Soc. 1842) 24 A Saint's bell, long

disused, still hangs in the tower of Great St. Mary's, Cam-
bridge.

*. 1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 461/2 A Saint Bell, or

Hand Bell. Ibid. 466/1 St. Bell, a little Bell rung in the

Mass [etc.],

£ a 1553 in Surrey Archxol. Coll. IV. 18 Item a sauncte

bell. 1854 A'. % Q. 1st Ser. X. 434/1 The inscription ' Signis

cessandis', &c...is..on the 'sancte' bell of the adjoining
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parish of Clapton. 1855 Rock Ibid. XI. 15'/' The firs ' I

ringing was on the signa, or large bells ; the last quarter ot ,

the hour's ringing was on the smaller bell, the sancte bell.

attrib. 1830 Hints Study Eel. Antiq. (Canibr. Camden

Soc. .842) 25"ancte-bell cot. A small but frequently elegant

erection at the east end of the nave. 184S bic!"'^'i
t
,

ly
•

-82 A beautiful sancte-bell cot remains. (1876Wlathy Gloss.,

Sancte cot, a turret upon a Church roof for the bacring

Sanetwar, Sc. form of Sai.ntuaire Obs.

t Sand, sbl Obs. Forms : 1-2 sand, sond,

3-6 sand(e, sond(e, 3 saand, sund, 5 saande,

sonnd,sound(e,soonde,sownde,4-56V:.saynd(e.

[OE. sand, spud str. fern., f. OTeut. *sand- in

"sandjan to Send.]

L The action of sending ; that which is sent, a

message, present ; (God's) dispensation or ordinance.

ciooo jElfric Horn., Jitdittl (Assmann) ix. 114, & him
daexhwamlice com burh heora drihtnes sande mete of heofe-

num. azyooCursor ill. 5099 Noght wit your rede, bot godds

saand, Was i bus sent in-to bis land, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 235

1

Bot vp he stirt bidene And heried godes sand Almi^t. 1338

R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 114 At Rokesburghe his parlement

be helde, pe folk did somon borgh..& gaf bam sonde at

wille in Inglond forto fare, Man & beste to spille. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. 111. 349 pe soule bat be sonde [of the text]

taketh bi so moche is bounde. C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

292 Wheber prelatis now ben more confermed in giace banne

was seynt petir banne aftir sonde of be holy goost ? c 1386

Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 728 She taketh in good entente

The wille of Crist, and, kneling on the stronde. She seyde,
' lord I ay wel-com be thy sonde !' 1387 Trevisa Higdcu
(Rolls) I. 415 Men hadde craft by Goddes sonde, c 1400

Dcstr. Troy 10506 A sonnd will I send by a sad frynd. a 1440

Sir Degrev. 1079 (Cambr. MS.) Thay thanked God of his

sant [.rime ferrant ; Line. MS. corruptly here shaunce, with
rime ferrauns). c 1440 York Myst. x. 244 1 1 is goddis will.it

sail be myne, Agaynsle his saande sail I neuer schone. c 1440

Prom/. Pam. 464/2 Solid, or sendynge, missio. Sond, or

jyfte sent, eccennium. c 1450 Ratis Raving, Craft Deyng
4 To thank hyme [God] of al his sayndes and gyftes. c 1500

Kennedv Passion ofChrist 914 This crabbit theif, ..Beta-

kinnis men, quhilk euer mair ismurnand, The sayndof God
ay reput myschance. C1520 Skelton Magnyf. 2360 To
thanke God of his sonde, ? c 1525 Tale ofBasyn in Hazlitt

E. P. P. III. 44 A riche man wer he. .And knowen for a

gode clerke thoro goddis sande.

b. The action of ^ending for ; invitation.

1494 Fabvan Chrou. vi. ccx. 225 This Robert was a monke
of an howse in Normandy, & came ouer by the sonde of the

kynge.

2. A person or body of persons sent on an errand
;

an embassy ; an envoy, messenger.
1038 in Kemble Cod. D:J>1. (1846) IV. 57 pa com cristes

cyrcesand to bam biscop. a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.)
an. 1095, Eac on bis ylcan seare to^eanes Eastron com bses

Papan sande hider to lande baet wars Waltear bisceop. 1154

Ibid. an. 1 135, Here sandes feorden betwyx heom. £1205
Lay. 3125 He sende hiis sande into bisse lande to Leir ban

kinge. a 1225 Ancr. R. 190 Euerich worlich wo is Godes
sonde. Heie monnes messager me schal heiliche under-

uongen. a 1300 Cursor M. 14158 pe sandes soght ouer all

Iude, Eaand bai him noght in pat conlre. c 1440 York
Myst. xliv. 29 But firste he saide he schulde doune sende

His sande. 1456 Sir G. Have La-.u Arms (S. T. S.) tSg

The saynde of God, the quhilk was to be send fra the fader

of hevyn, war cummyn. c 1470 Col. <y Caw. 47_ [Arthur said :]

' I rede we send futth ane saynd to yone ciete*. 1470-85

Malory Arthur xxl. i. 840 Than Syr Mordred sought on

quene Gueneuer by letters & sondes.. for to haue hir to

come oute of the toure of london.

b. A, on sand: on an embassy or message.

a 1300 Cursor M.jio Bot adam son was sent a saand.

c 1440 Ipomydon 2283 Syr Camppanus forthe ys gon on

sond, To the kyng of Sesanay-lond.

3. A serving of food ; a course, mess.
a 700 Epinal Glois. 188 Commeatos, commeatus sandal

[<i8oo Erfurt Gloss, sonda:). a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 And
ber hi hadden brad and win and vii. sandon.

_
c 1205 Lay.

24601 pas beorn ba sunde from kuchene to ban kinge. c 1250

Death 106 in O. E. Misc. 174 Hwer beoS bine dihsches midd
bine swete sonde, c 1250 Gen. tfr Ex. 2295 Of euerile sonde,

of euerile win, most and best he gaf beniamin. 13. . Sir
Beues 1927 And of eueriche sonde, pat him com to honde,

A dede hire ete al ber ferst. c 1440 Floriz fr Bl. 1072 (Tren-

tham MS.) Pere was fest swythe breeme ; I can not telle

al be sonde, But rycher fest was neuer in tonde.

4. Comb., sand-mart, messenger, ambassador.

(Cf. Sandesman, Sendman.)
c xaos Lay. 12747 And heo us habbeod" wor5 isend bi vre

sond.monnen.

Sand (sand), sb.2 Forms : 1 sand, sond, 3-5

sond, 3-6 sonde, 4-7 sande, (4 sonnd, 5 soand),

3- sand. [Com. Teut. (but not recorded in Goth.)

:

OE. sand, sond neut. « OFris. sond-, OS., MLG.
sand, MDu. sant, sand- (Du. zand neut.), OHG.
sant (MHG. sant, sand-, mod.G. sand masc, dial,

also neut.), ON. sand-r masc. (Sw., Da. sand) :—

OTeut. *sando-, prob. :—earlier *samdo-, *samado-

(? whence OHG. *samat, MHG. sampt) corresp. to

Gr. o/iaOos.]

L A material consisting of comminuted fragments

andwater-worn particles of rocks (mainly silicious)

finer than those ofwhich gravel is composed; often

spec, as the material of a beach, desert, or the bed
of a river or sea.

c 825 [see 2]. c 1000 Cleric Exod. ii. 12 pa ofsloh he bone
Egiptiscan and behidde hyne on bam sande. c 1200 Okmin
14802, & Drihhtin bxr toclsef be sa:..& sett itt upp onu
e^berr hallf All allse twe^enn walless, & tarr bitwenenn
wass be sand All harrd to ganngenn onne. a 1300 Cursor
At, 12527 A redder sterl vte of be sand, And stanged 1
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lam in be hand, c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 1. 486 Al the
j

feld nas but of sond As smal as man may see yet lye

In the desert of Libye. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cci. 1

182 A drope of drye blode and smale sond cleued on his

hond. i5»6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 64 Rose vp and
,

wente forthe and fylled a greate sacke with sande. 1591 I

Siiaks. Two Gent. 11. iv. 170 And I as rich.. As twenty
Seas, if all their sand were pearle. 1695 Woodward Nat.
Hist. Earth iv. (1723) 207 That finer Matter,.. vulgarly

called Sand, being really no other than very small Pebles.

1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 102 Who taught the nations.. to

. . Build on the wave or arch beneath the sand ? 1799 Med.

Jrnl. I. 254 Siliceous sand, flint, clay and loam, constitute

the principal part of the soil. 1820 Shelley Witch Att. iv,

Ten times the Mother of the Months had.. bidden..the

billows to indent The sea-deserted sand. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. 111. 305 A shore of hard white sand Met
the green herbage. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 132 As a rule

both the gravel and the sand consist chiefly of the substance

called silica. 1897 Gladstone Eastern Crisis 1 Every grain

of sand is a part of the sea-shore.

f b. poet, and rhet. used for : The shore, (of a

sea); also 'land* as opposed to 'sea', esp. in

{by) sea and sand. Obs.

ciao$LAY. X2-J, I bere Tyure he eode alond ber ba sea

wasceo bat sond. AX300 Cursor M. 10910 pat all wroght.

.

Sun and mone, and seand sand. CX330 R. Brunne Chron.

Wace (Rolls) 14476 So longe he ferde & be se sailand, &
kynges slow by se & sand. X3.. E. E. AUit. P. C. 341

penne he [sc. Jonah] swepe to be sonde in sluchched clobes.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4299 And we sitt all-way so sure be

sand & be wattir, bat na supowell vndire sonne seke we vs

neuire. c 1420 ?Lydg. Assembly ofGods 128 Er they myght
be ware he [sc. Eolusl drofe hym on the sande. c 1460

Tou'ttt'ley Jl/yst, ix.. 141 Mahowne the menske, my lord

kyng, And save by see and sand. Ibid. xiv. 399 Borne is

newly, in this land, A kyng that shall weld se and sand.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 580 He tuke the se,..

In Ingland syne arrytiit at ane sand, With all his power
thair passit to the land.

c. With a and//. A sand-bank, shoal.

1495 Acts Crt. E eq uests (1592) n De..spoliatione dictae

nauis..existentis in periculo infra le Goodwine sandes in

mari. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 76 But you leaue all

anker holde, on seas or lands. And so set vp shop vpon
Goodwins sands. 1555 Latimer in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) II. App. 99 They that have buylded upon a Sande
wilbe affraied, thoughe they se but a Clowde aryse. 1588

N. Gorges in Defeat Sp. Armaila (Navy Rec. Soc.) I. 357
On the 30th of July, passing through the sands, we were

becalmed. 1599 Shaks. Hen. K, iv.i. 100 Williams. . .What
Ihinkes he of our estate ? King. Euen as men wrackt vpon
a Sand, that looke to be washt off the next Tyde. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 504 A ship (called Saint Peter)

fell vpon sands, .and split. 1738 Weddell Voy. vp Thames
42 On a sudden our Ship struck on a Sand. 18x5 Chron. in

Ann. Reg. 95 She struck on a sand about three or four

miles from Yarmouth. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 181 The
position of the principal sands in the estuary of the Thames.

d. A sandy soil. Chiefly//.
x6xo Holland Camden''s Brit. (1637) 547 The West part

is taken up with the Forrest of Sbirewood..This part be-

cause it is sandy, the Inhabitants tearme The Sand, the

other.. the Clay. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1676)19 As of Sands,

so are there as different sorts of Clays. 1794 A. Young
Agric. Suffolk 22 On bad sands trefoile and ray grass are

chosen. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 241

Sands.—Some of the best description of these soils nearly

approach to hazel moulds, /old., Light Sands.

e. A grain of sand. (See also 2 a and 5.)

1596 Eliza. Iff, iv. iv. 42-3 As many sands as these my
hands can hold Are but my handful of so many sands.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 120 One Sand another Not more
resembles that sweet Rosie Lad [.etc.]. X675 Evelyn Terra
(1676) x\ Clay consisted of most exceeding smooth and
round Sands of several opacous colours.

f. Geo/, and Mining. A stratum of sand or soft

sandstone. Oil sand-, see Oil s6S 6 e.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms Northttmb. fy Durh.
s.v., 'The sand' is a stratum of soft sandstone, frequently

met with in sinking through the lower new red sandstone.

1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 464 Fawn-coloured Sands and Marls.

g. Golf. Sand-holes or bunkers on a course.

To be in sand
t
to be ' bunkered \

184s G. F. Carnegie in Golfiana Misc. (1887) 82 'Give

me the iron !
* either party cries, As in the quarry, track, or

sand he lies. 1897 Encycl. Sport 1. 466/1 Balls in Sand-
When a ball lies in a sand bunker [etc.].

2. In various metaphorical and similative uses.

a. with reference to the innumerability of the

grains composing sand.

<:8a5 I 'esp. Psalter' IxxviL 27, & rinde ofer hie swe swe
dust flaesc Sc swe swe sond sxs 8a flejendan xefioVede.

a X300 Cursor M. 2571 pe barns bat o be sal bred Namar
sal hou bam cun rede, pan sterns on light and sand in see.

1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. iv. iii. 33 A heart As full of sor-

rowes, as the Sea of sands. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 903
They . . Swarm populous, unnumber'd as the Sands Of Barca

or Cyrene's torrid soil. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xi.

xxiii, Great People ! as the sands shalt thou become.

b. with reference to its instability as a founda-

tion or a constructive material. Rope of sand

;

see Rope sb.

c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. vii. 26 Jelic ..were, .se 3e setim-

berde hus his on sonde. 1542-5 Brinklow Lament.

(1874) 91 It is a token that your foundacion was buylded

vpon the sande. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 111. ii. 84 Cowards,

whose hearts are all as false As stayers of sand. 1790

Burke Er. Rev. Wks. V. 427 They cannot bear to hear the

sands of his Mississippi compared with the rock of the

church. X8X7 Shelley To Ld. Chancellor xi, Their error

—That sand on which thy crumbling power is built. X835

Lytton Rienzi ix. ii, Schemes of sand.

C. In phrases implying the exercise or employ-

ment of fruitless labour. 7o plough the sands

:

see Plocgh v. 10 b.

SAND.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 194, 1 am in beliefe (I may
peiaduenture sowe my seede in the sande) that you will doe

nothing vnto me. 1581 J. Bell Haddons Ausw. Osor.

218 b, Surely I shall seeme to measure the sandes, when I

enter uppon the gulfe of thys Romish Ierarchy. 184a

Tennyson Audley Court 49, I might as well have traced

it in the sands.

Z. pi. Tracts of sand : a. along a shore, estuary,

etc. or composing the bed of a river or sea.

1450 W. Lomner in Paston Lett. (1897) L 125 [He) leyde

his body on the sonds of Dover. 0x548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. y/ff, 94 b, The Cardinall received hym on the Sandes.

x6xo Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 376 Come vnto these yellow sands.

1704 Pope Spring b\ O'er golden sands let rich Pactolus

flow. X774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) I. 224 The great

Rhine. .a part of which is nodoubt lost in the sands,alittle

above Leyden. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xir. xvii, A me-
lody, like waves on wrinkled sands that leap, a 1858 Kings-
ley Poems (title) The Sands of Dee. 1859 Tennyson Guine-

vere 201 They found a naked child upon the sands Of

dark Tintagil by the Cornish sea.

b. Sandy or desert wastes.

a 1547 Surrey sEneid iv. 832 May he.. fall before his time
vngiaued amid the sandes. X585 T. Washington tr. Ni-
cholay

y
s Voy. 111. xxi. no The long desarts and sandes,

whereby they must passe. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D^Acosta's
Hist. Indies n. xiii. 112 Why is all the coast of Peru, being

ful of sands, very temperate? 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 355
Her barbarous Sons. .spread Beneath Gibraltar to the

Lybian sands. 1738 Gray Tasso 32 Oceans unknown, in-

hospitable sands ! X781 Cowper Friendship 184 So barren

sands imbibe the show'r, But render neither fruit nor flow'r.

1822 Shelley Calderon it. 143 A pirate ambushed in its

pathless sands. 1843 Borrow Bible in Spain vii, We were

in the midst of sands, brushwood, and huge pieces of rock.

Jig. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. 111. iii, A sterile track. .O'er

which all heavily the journeying years Plod the last sands

of life, where not a flower appears.

+ C. Phrase. (Sc.) 7b leave oxput (a person) to

the long sands ; app., to leave in the lurch, to place

in a difficulty. Obs.
1671 Fountainhall in M. P. Brown Suppl. Decis. (1826)

II. 539 It would appear Udney transacts for the haill [sc.

bond for the payment of himself and Pitreichy], pays him-
self, and leaves Pitreichy to the lang sands. 1678 J. Brown
Life Faith 1. ii. (1824) 33 How quickly were they put again
to the long sands (as we say).

4. As used for various economic purposes ; also,

as an adulterant. Fire of sand'= sand'fire : see 10,

1511-xa Act 3 Hen. VIII, c 6 § 1 Without eny more oyle

brene moistur dust sonde or other thyng deceyvably put-

tyng to. .the same Webbe. X530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sande to

skoure vessell with, sablon. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes 11.

vi. 345 The saline Corpuscles are distilPd over in a moderate
Fire of Sand. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, The walls had
been cleaned, .and everything, .was. .shining with soft soap
and sand. X850 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. III. 1000 Sand,
which is nearly pure silex, is used in sawing and smoothing
building stones and marbles. 1857 Hassall Adulterations

Detected 188 There is., but little foundation for the tales we
hear about the presence of sand in sugar.

b. as an ingredient of mortar.
1427-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 69 Also payd for a lode

sonde.. vd. 1455-6 Cat. Ane. Rec. Dublin I1S89) 1. 290 The
sayd jhon shall lepeyre sayd towyr and slype.. with rym
and scand. 1703 T. S. Art %

s htiprov. 6 This Mortar is

made of Lime.. and Brook-Sand. 186a Merivale Rom.
Emp. liv. (1865) YL 459 His system, as Caius said of his

style, was sand without lime.

c. as used to dry wet ink-marks.

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp.
t
White Sands... 1. A fine

shining kind, commonly used for strewing over writing.

1806 J, Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3) 175 In writ-

ing:—neither sand, blotting paper, nor a fire, to dry your
paper, i860 All Year Round No. 52. 33 He was continually

shaking sand from a pepper-box over scrawling entries in

marble-covered copy-books.

d. as used in making founders' moulds ; spec, a

mixture of common sand with a binding material.

Dry, green sand: see Green a. 9 d. Facing, Parting
sand: see Facing, Parting vbl. sbs.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 518 The experienced moulder knows
how to mix the different sands placed at his disposal.

5. The sand ot a sand-glass or hour-glass; also,

with a and//., a grain of this. Chiefly^.
1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.) 138, I saw, my tyme how it did

runne, as sand out of the glasse. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
1. iv. 25 The Sands are numbred, that makes vp my Life.

1608 — Per. v. ii. 1 Now our sands are almost run. a 1644
Quarles Sol. Recant. Solil. ix. 14 Deaths impartial! hand
Wounds all alike, and death will give no sand. 173a Pope
Ep. Cobhatn 225 Time, that on all things lays his lenient

hand, Yet tames not this; it sticks to our last sand. 1837
Disraeli Venetia v. x, The remaining sands of my life are

few. 1890 J. Chamberlain Sp. in Times 28 Aug. 6/4 Will he

[sc. President Kruger] speak the necessary words. The
sands are running down in the glass.

f6. = Arena, lit. and fig. Obs.

1587 Thynne Contiu. Ann. Scot. Pref., in Holinshed, Thus
hauing laid before thee, that he writeth best that trulie

writeth publike affaires, that I was commanded bymydeere
freends to enter into this sand [etc]. 1615 Crooke Body
ofMan 25 Andreas Laurentius hath taken worthy paines,

and sweate much in this sande. 16x8 Bolton Florus 111.

xxi. (1636) 241 That citizens should encounter citizens, as

if they were fencers . . in the heart and forum of the city, as

in a fighting ground or theatral sand.

7. slang, i a. (See quot.) Obs.

x8xs J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, Sand, moist sugar. 18*3

P. Egan Grose's Diet. Vuig. Tongue.

b. Chiefly U. S. slang. Firmness of purpose

;

pluck, stamina. Cf. Grit sbA 5.

1883 E. Ingersoll in Harpers Mag. Jan. 202 Good, solid

man he was, too, with heaps of sand in him. 11884 ' Mark
Twain' Huck. Finn viii. 62 When I got to camp I warn't

feeling very brash, there warn't much sand in my craw.]



SAND.

8. Anat. and Path. Applied to various substances

resembling sand, present cither normally or as mor-
bid products in certain animal organs or secretions.

Brain sand: see qnot. 1856; also called pineal
sand (Syd. Soc. Lex.). Urinary sand; a substance

of finer particles than those ofgravel (Gravel sb. 4).
1577. Framptom 7<yy^ News 1. 19 The chief vertue that it

hath, is in the paine of the stone in the Kidneis and Raines,
and in expellyng of Sande and stone. 1707 Sloane Ja-
maica I. 60 A Seaman much troubled with Sand and gross
Humors, eating of it. .found so much benefit (etc.). 1822-9
Good's Study Afed. (ed, 3) V. 522 Urinary sand, .is of two
kinds, white and red. 1856 Griffith & Henfrey Microgr.
Dict.SBQl* Brain-sand, or the acervulus cerebri, is found in
the pineal gland and the choroid plexus, sometimes also in

the pia mater [etc.], 1899 Cagney tr. Jaksck's Clin. Diagn.
vii. (ed. 4) 290 Concretions ofconsiderable size are occasionally
to be seen with the naked eye in the urine (urinary sand).

9. General Combinations, a. simple attrib., as

sand-bay, -beach, down, -dune, -flat, -grain, heap,
-land, -rip (Rip sb§), -shore, -waste, -wave;
4 made of sand ', as sand core, walk ; employed in

the storing, carrying, working, etc. of sand, as sand
bin, ereel (Creel sb. 1), -scoop, -wheel.
1645-52 Boatb Irel. Nat. Hist, (i860) 22 A *sand-bay

where it is good anchoring. 1878 Lanier Poems, Marshes
0/ Glynn 54 Softly the "sand-beach wavers away. 1888
Locfavoed s Did. Meek. Engtu., "Sand Bin, a trough, .in

..foundries, used as a convenient receptacle for sand.. for

..the moulder. 1875 Urft Diet. Arts II. 474 The *sand
cores for fitting up that part of the shell which is to be
hollow. \qu*-%DurkamAce. AWA-(Surtees)2i7,2panyhers,
et 1 par de 'sande crelys. 1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege
Ostemi 14 The Souldiers were forced to recouer the . . "sande
downes. 1856 C. J. Anderson Lake Ngami 157 Soil as
yielding as that of an English sand-down. 1830-3 ^Sand-
dune (see Dlnf.L 1899 C Reid On'g. Brit. Flora 1 3 Many
of the sand-dune . . species are more properly desert plants.

1839 Penny Cy<l. XV. 516/2 Locality...The "sand-flats of
the Cape of Good Hope. 1858 Froude Hist. En?. III. 349
Two thousand men were in arms upon the sand flats towards
Deal. 1895 Outing (U.S.) XXVI. 27/1 Dusty with little

"sand-grains. x6oa Carew Cornwall 19 b, A little before
plowing time, they scatter abroad those . . small *Sand
neapes vpon the ground. 1766 Comf>l. Farmer s.v., The
grey, black, and ash-coloured "sand-land are the worst of
all. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Agnatic Anim. 195 1 hey
He in wait for them on the "sand-rips and catch them as
they swim over.

_ 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., 'S.ind-scvop,
a shovel for obtaining sand from the bottom of the river.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 301 The waste 'sand-shores 1766
Compi. Farmer s. v. \

I
'alk, 'Sand walks are also frequent ly

made in gardens. 1817 Coliriuge Lay Serm. 26 The un-
profitable *sand-waste. 1819 Keats Ode Melancholy, Then
glut thy sorrow on.. the rainbow of the salt "sand- wave.
1883 Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Engin. LXX I V. 338 "Sand-wheel
Motor.. .A large overshot wheel operated by sand instead
of water. 189a P. Benjamin Mod. Mechanism 589 Sand
Wheels [in ore-dressing machinery] are .. elevators .. for

raising the.. tailings.

b. objective and obj. genitive, as sand cruther,

-elevator, mixer, -rammer, sifter.

1875 Knight Diet Mech., "Sand Crusher and Washer.
1875 I/re's Diet. Arts III. 750 The sand. .is again lifted by
the *sand-elevalor. 1888 Lockwood's Dtct. Mech. Engin.,
•Sand Mixer, a machine used in mixing sand for foundry
use. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 802/2 The 'sand-rammers
employed in making foundry moulds. 1888 Lockwood's
Diet. Mech. Engin., 'Sand Sijter, a machine made for
sifting foundry sand.

C. instrumental, as sand-blown, -built, -buried,

-hemmed, -invested, -strewn adjs.

1907 C. C. Brown China 1 39 Low dunes and 'sand-blown
farmsteads. 1830 Tennyson Ode Mem. 97 A "sand-built
ridge. 1888 Daily News 3 July 6/1 The 'sand-buried cities

of Western Mongolia. 1851 M. Arnold Consolation 27 Jn
a lone, "sand hemm'd City of Africa. 1870 Longf. Div.
Frag. 1st Pass. 11. in, The vast desert, silent, 'sand-invested.
1849 '.

SI. Arnold Forsaken Merman 35 'Sand-strewn caver ns,

cool and deep.

d. parasynthetic, as sand-beached, -bottomed adjs.

1894 H. Nisbet Bush GirVsRom. 12 Sand-bottomed, clear
but not shallow streams. 1895 Kipling iiui Jungle Bk. 166
Some granite-tipped, sand-beached islet.

e. adverbial, chiefly similative, as sand-coloured,
• like adjs, ; locative, as sand-wading.
1627 May Luean ix. 822 'Sand-colour'd Ammodytes. 1897

Daily News 9 Sept. 6/5 Sand-coloured cloth. 1630 J . Taylor
(Water P.) Sieges Jems. Wks. 1. 10/1 [Adam] from whose
Star-like, "Sandlike Generation. Sprung euery Kindred,
Kingdome, Tribe, and Nation. 1884 Coruk. Mag. May 459We had an hour's 'sand wading after leaving O-Bak.

10. Special combinations : sand-ball, a kind of
toilet soap (see quot. 1 884) ; sand-bar, a bank of
sand formed at the mouth of a river or harbour by
the action of the water; sand-bat, -battery (see

quots.); f sand-bearded a., having a sandy-
coloured beard ; sand belt, an arid ridge of sand
frequently extending many miles; sand-belt
machine, a variety of sand-papering machine;
sand-binder, a plant which tends to hold loose
or shifting sand ; sand-blight - sandy-blight (see

Sandt a. 5 b); sand-blower (see quot.) ; sand
board, (a) a board or tray sprinkled with sand
in which letters may be traced and obliterated in

teaching the alphabet; (A) see quots. 1875-95;
sand bowls, bowls for playing upon sand

;

sand brake, an appliance for stopping a train

by the automatic packing of the axles with
sand ; sandbreak, a patch of sandy ground in a
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landscape; sand-brush, the brush or underwood
of a sandy district ; sand-bunker, a small well-
fenced sand-pit (Jam.) ; sand-burned, burnt adjs.,

of a casting, injnred by the partial fusion of the
sand in the mould ; sand-burr =sand-bal (see also

10 c) ; sand cake [tr. G. sandkuchen, sandtorte\,

a kind of cake which crumbles in the mouth;
sand-canal Zool. (see quot.); sand-cloud, a
cloud-like mass of sand accompanying a simoom

;

sand-club = Sand-bag sb.tc{Cent.Dict.) ; sand-
coal, cone (see quots.) ; sand-crack, {a) a disease

incident to the hoofs of a horse
; (A) a crack in the

human foot caused by walking on hot sandy soil;

(<) a crack in a moulded brick, prior to burning,

due to imperfect mixing {Cent. Diet.) ; sand-
crater (see quot.) ; sand-dance, a step-dance per-

formed on a sanded surface ; hence sand-dancing,
sand-dance vb.; sand-dashing(seequot.); sand-
drift, drifting sand or an accumulation of this;

t sand dust nonce-wd. = Dust sb.l 3 b ; t sand-
flre = Sand-bath i ; sand-flag, ? = flag-sandstone

(Flag sb.- 5); sand-flask, a frame for a sand-
mould ; sand-flaw, a flaw in the surface of a brick
due to the nneven coating of sand given to the
clay in moulding; sand flood, an inundation of
moving or drifting sand ; sand-furnace «= Sand-
bath 1 ; sand-gall, t -gavel (see quots.) ; + sand-
gelt, in Flanders, ?an impost levied on snipping
to pay the cost of clearing the harbour from sand

;

sand gold, gold dust ; sand groper Austral., a
jocular appellation for a native West Australian

;

sand-hole, (a) a small hole or flaw in a casting,

also in glass or stone
;

{b) a water-hole in sand
;

sand-iron, (a) see quot. 1789; {!/) Go/f,axi 'iron'

adapted for lifting the ball out of sand ; sand-jet,
(a) = Sand-blast 1 ; (*) a jet of sand from the

sand-box of a locomotive ; sand-joint, -letter (see

quots.) ; sand-lug U. S., a low grade of tobacco,
manufactured from leaves that grownear the ground

( Flint's Stand. Diet. 1 895) ; fsand-mail, ? = sand-
gavel ; sand-man, one who digs sand ; also, in nur-

sery language, a personification of sleep or sleepi-

ness (cf. G. sandmann, -mannchen, and Dustman
a); sand mortar (see quot.); sand-mould, a
mould for a casting, composed of sand; hence
sand-moulder ; sand-moulding, a process of
moulding bricks in which the moulds are sprinkled

with sand ; sand-picture, a picture formed by
laying coloured sands on an adhesive ground
(Ogilvie 1S81) ; sand-pillar^ sand-spout; sand-
pipe, (a) Ceol. (see quot. 1839) ; {b) a pipe con-

ducting sand to the rails from the sand-box of a
locomotive ; sand plain, a sandy plain ; spec, in

Ceol., a flat-topped hill of peculiar structure formed
as a delta at the margin of a Pleistocene ice sheet;

sand plant — sand-binder; sand-plate, (a) —
sanding-plale (Funk's Stand. Diet.)

;
{b) a contri-

vance for facilitating the transporting of a life-

boat over sand ;
•) sand-plot, (<?) — Akena; {b) a

patch ofsand; sandplug(seequot.); t sand-poke,
a sand-bag; sand-pot, f(u; an iron potuscdwiththe
sand-furnace; {b) dial, a quicksand ; sand-pump, a
pump for raising wet sand, detritus, etc., from a
di ill-hole, oil-well, caisson, etc. ; alsoattrib.; sand-
red a., of a sandy red colour; sand-reel (see

quot.); sand-rock, asandstonerock; sand-scratch
(see quot.) ; sand-shoes, shoes adapted for wear-
ing on the sands or at the sea-side, spec, canvas
shoes with gutta-percha or hemp soles; sand-
shot (see quot.) ; sand-soap = sand-ball; sand-
spout, a pillar of sand raised by a whirlwind in

a desert ; sand-stock (brick) , see quot. ; sand-
storm, a desert storm of wind accompanied with
clouds of sand ; sand-strake = Gabboard (see

quot.) ; sand-tube, (a) Ceol. (see quot. 1841 ) ; {b)

Zool. = sand-canal ; also, a protective tube ofagglu-

tinated sand formed by some annelids; {c)Mech., a

conductor for sand; sand valve, vent (see quots.) ;

f sand-walker dial., ?one employed in shrimping

or other similar work on the sands; sand warped,
swept by the tide on to a sand-bank ; also, ' silted

up, or choked with sand' {Whitby Gloss., 1876);

sandweld v. Irons., to weld (iron) with sand, which

forms a fluid slag on the welding-surface {Cent.

Diet.) ; sand-whirl, a whirlwind whose vortex is

filled with dust and sand {ibid.).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, 'Saud-balls. 1884 A. Watt
Soap-makingx\x. 164 Sand-Balls are made by incorporating

with melted and perfumed soap certain proportions of fine

river sand. 1807 P. Gass JrnL 77 A great many 'sand-bars

[in the Missouri River]. 1876 H. B. Woodward Ceol. Eng. a>

Wales vii. 160 Beds of concretionary sandstone or sandy
limestone called '•sandbats'or ' sand burrs'. 1873 F. Jenkin
Elettr. tf Magn.xv.h 1 This [galvanicl battery is made more
portable by filling the cells with sand. ..In thisfotm it is

called the common 'sand battery. 1644 Heywood Captives
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1. iii. in Bullen O. PI. IV, A short fellowe..*sand-bearded
and squint eyde. 1862 D. Wilson Preh. Man ii. (1865) ig
Superior Bay and its tributary rivers with their spits and
*sand-belts. 1881 F. Oates Matabele-Land (1889) 238, I
went on with the waggons. ., finally stopping on a sandbelt
near a pan of water. 1891 P. Benjamin Mod. Mechanism
763 The *sand-belt machine. 1887 Moloney Forestry W.
A/r. 390 Creeping and twining plant, found on the sea-
shore; it is a good "sand-binder. 185a Mundy Our Anti-
podes (1857) J 6 In New South Wales these storms sometimes
cause the eye-blight, or "sand-blight, as the malady is in-
differently called. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sand-blowert

a device for powdering with sand a freshly painted surface,
in order to make it resemble stone. 1817 A. Bell Instr.
Conduct. Schools (ed. 6) 8 The scholars copy.. the capital
printed letters on sand at the *sand board. 1875 Knight
Did. Meek., Sand-board, a bar over the hind axle [of a
vehicle] and parallel therewith. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet.,
.Va«rf-&?*mr*, in car-building,a spring-plank. ai683SHAFTESB.
in Gentl. Mag. (1754) XXIV. 160/1 A bowling green. .long
but narrow, full of high ridges..; they used round *sand
bowls. 1884 Knight Dtct. Mech. Suppl., *Sand Brake.
1883 Stevenson Tteas. Isl. xiii, This even tint was indeed
broken up by streaks of yellow "sandbreak in the lower lands.
1871 Kincsley At Last i, A little swamp of foul brown
water, backed up by the "sand-brush. 1824 Scorr Red-
gauntlet Let. xi, A' the gangrel bodies that ye. .find cower-
ing in a * sand-bunker upon the links. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech., *Sand-burned. 1876 *Sand burr [see sand-bat].
1891 Encycl. Cookery (ed. Garrett) I. 253 "Sand Cakes.
Sand Cake with Marmalade (German). 1870 H. A. Nichol-
son Man. Zool. I. Gloss., *Sand-canal, the tube by which
water is conveyed from the exterior to the ambulacra! system
of the Echiuodermata. 1839 Bailey Festus xxxi. {1854) 517
The desert *sand-cloudorsimoom. 1848 Ronalds& Richard-
son Chetn. Technol. I. 33 Other kinds of coal . . leave a coke
of the same form without caking. When pulverized, they
leave a powdery coke. This variety is called #sand-coal.
190a Webster Suppl., *Sand cone, a low pinnacle of ice on
a glacier, protected from melting by a layer of sand. 1754

J. Bartlet Gentleman s Farriery (ed. 2) 312 What is called
a "sand-crack is a little cleft on the outside of the hoof.

1895 J. G. Mn. [..ms Breatkfr. VeldtdZaa) 102 His feet were
so sore with sand-cracks he could not walk. 1883 Science
I. 67/2 ' "Sand-craters'..are shown to result from the wet
quicksand being forced up through a vent., in the overlying
clays. 1879^ Stevenson Ess. Ttav., Amateur Emigrants
(1905) 23 That's a bonny hornpipe now,.. they dance the
"sand dance to it. 1905 Daily Ckron. 24 Feb. 6/3 Only an
expert in "sand-dancing could have found a hah's-breadih
of difference in their ability to sand-dance. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Arckit. § 1435, 683 The external walls to be of
stone.., walled rough for stucco or "sand-dashing (rough-
casting). 1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc.

xiv. 445 Running streams of water arrest the progress of
the "sand-drift. 1604 Middleton & Dekkkr Honest Wk.
1. i, What but faire *sand-dust are earths purest formes.
1677 W. Harris tr. Lattery's Coune Chetn. 57 Place the
Matrass in a small *Sand fire digesting for a day. 1747
tr. Astruc's Fevers 150 [The water] must be renewed
as often as it is evaporated by the sand-fire. 1814 Scott
Diary 9 Aug. in Lockhart Ltje, These lofty cliffs are all

of * Sand-flag, a very loose and perishable kind of rock.
i8*a — Pirate vii. 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts
Ser. in. 10/2 A *sand-flask is then placed upon the board
over the model. 1884 C. T. Davis Bricks $ Tiles 124 (Cent.)

The brick shall contain no cracks or *sand-flaws. 1668 Phil.
Trans. II. 722 A *Sand-floud, which hath lately over-
whelmed a great ttact of Land in.. Suffolk. 1830 Lyell
Prtnc. Geol. I. .301 The commencement of the sand-flood

might have been long posterior to the formation of the
gieater portion of that continent. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes
«} Qnal. 11. vii. 370 We very gently in a *Sand-Furnace
distill off the ^fenstruum. 1787 Grose Proviuc. Gloss.,

Galls, "sand-galls, spots of sand through which the water
oozes. Norf. and Suf. ?i8ii Agric. Surv. Dumbart. 330
(Jam. s.v. Gaw) A few narrow sand gaws. 1876 H. B. Wood-
ward Geol. Ettg. 4- Wales xiii. 409 The Chalk is worn away
into pipes and hollows. Note. Called 'Earth pots' in Nor-
folk, and sometimes 'Sand-galls'. 1663 S. Ta\lor Gavelkind
ix. 113 In the same Lordship [of Kodely, Glos.J is also

another called *Sand-gavel, which is.. a Payment due to

the Lord, for the liberty granted to the Tenents to Digg
up Sand. 15*7 Citron. Calais (Camden) 103 Without paying
. .'sandgelt, wharfgelt [etc.]. 1766 Ahory Buncle (1770) IV.

110 It is found..sometimes in a powdery form, and then
called gold-dust, or "sand-gold. 190a J. H. M. Abbott T.

Cornstalk i, In delicate reference to the nature of their

country the West Australians are [called] **Sand-gropers\

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 96 Certain defects in Cast-

lead . , called by the Plumber Blow-holes and "Sand-holes.

1867 G. F. Chambers Astron. 615 Air bubbles, striae, sand-

holes,., of course,..are bad [in an object glass]. 1887 [see

sand vent], 1896 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Matabele Cam-
paign xiii, While they scoop the muddy water from the sand-

hole for their tea. 1796 Morse Amer.Gcog. I. 464 Tared

Eliot . . invented "sand-iron, or the making of iron from mack
sand, in 1761. i88x Forgan Golfer's Handbk. 28 He should
..firmly grasp his weapon (Niblick or Sand-Iron). 1871

Jrnl. Franklin Inst. Sept. 155 The blocks [for engravingl
are protected with an open design.. and the steam *sand jet

directed upon them. 1900 Daily Express 19 June 5/7 The
switching-on of the sandjets [of a tram]. 1888 Locktvood's
Diet. Mech. Engin., 'Sand Joint, the parting or joint be-

tween the different portions of the sand of a foundry mould.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 456/1 Large letters, .were formerly

cast in sand-moulds, and hence called "sand- letters. 1187
Yorksk. Inquisitions (Yks. Rec. Soc.) II. 61 "Sondemale,
jod. at Easter and Michaelmas. 1821 Clare Vtll. Minstr.
I. 116 The "sand-man's delving spade. 1861 Wehnsrt tr.

Andersen's Tales (1869) 237 Of an evening, as soon as it

begins to grow dark,. .the Sandman comes. 17^5 Ash,
',Sandmortar

t mortar in which sand is a principal In-

gredient. 1843 Holtzapffel Turning, etc I. 325 Plaster

of Paris and Tsand moulds. 1831 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal I. 55 There is hardly a single article.. in wrought-
iron the like of which the ingenuity of the *sand-mou!der
cannot produce in cast metal. 1843 Min. Proc. Inst.

Civ. Engin. II. 11. 147 The process was a kind of inter-

mediate one between slop and *sand-moulding. 1879 Web-
ster Suppl., *Sandpillar

t
a sand-storm in desert tracts,
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like those of the Sahara and Mongolia. 1839 Lvn u. in Lend.

\ Edin. Pkilos. Mag. XV. 257 On the tubular Cavities

filled with Gravel and Sand called ' 'Sand-pipes ', in the

Chalk near Norwich. 1905 Daily Citron. 15 Dec. 5/5;
The

sand-pipes which are fixed in front of the wheels of the

engine. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 4/3 The *sandplains

ofBerlin. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 1130 *Sand plants;

as Cartx arenaria, Am/iiophila arenaria [etc.] which

tend to fix the loose sand. 19M Encycl. Brit. XXX. 232/2

(art. Lifeboat) 'Sand-plates. 1618 Bolton Florus (1636)

267 The first field and 'Sand-plot of civill Warre was

Italy. 1745 P. Thomas Jml.Anson's Voy. 163 The Bottom

very foul, being Riffs of Coral Rocks, interspersed with

small Sand-plots. 1888 Lockwooa"'s Did. Mech. Engin.

s.v. Plug, A 'sand plug. .is.. the ball of sand..with which

the riser of a mould is covered while the metal is being

poured at the ingate. 1415-16 Durham Ace. Rolls (Sur-

tees) 612 Item in 2 uln. di. de canvas empt. pro 1 'Sand-

poke, lorf. 1411-1 Ibid. 228 Pro sandepokes. 1758 Ela-
boratory 15 Procure a proper "sand-pot, and large plate for

forming the sand-bath. 1877 E. Leigh Chesk. Gloss., Sand
Pot, a quicksand. Often met with in draining. 1881 Ray-
mono Mining Gloss., *Sand.pump. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 530/2 Sand-pumpdredgers. a 1639 Wotton in /?<?//?.

(1651) 524 She trips to milk the 'Sand-red Cow. 1883

Century Mag. July 329/2 The "sand-reel.. serves to lower

or raise the sand-pump. 1798 Charlotte Smith Yttf.

Philos. IV. 276 They took the way above the excavation of

'sand-rock where I sat. 187a Dana Corals ii. 155 These
sand-banks . . become cemented into a sand-rock. 1871 Stor-
month Diet., *Sand-scratches, in geol., rocks or rock-surfaces

wom smooth, or marked with scratches and furrows, by
sand carried by the wind passing over them. 1855 PAT*

more Angel in Ho. 11. xii. 1 While the shop-girl fitted on
The 'sand-shoes. 1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Sci., etc.,

*SaJid Shot. In Artillery, small cast-iron balls; so called

because they have always been cast in sand. 1855 Piesse
Perfumery viii. 166 "Sand Soap. iB&Allbntt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 931 Salicylic acid .. followed by friction with pumice-
stone or sand-soap, will [etc.]. a 1849 j. C. Mancan Poems
(1859)264 A'sandspoutoutof that sandyocean.upcurls. 1884

J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 176 The sand-spouts, so frequent

in these regions. iBi^Min. Proc. Inst. Civ. Eugtn.W. 11. 145

The mould is dipped into water previous to its receiving

the clay, instead of its being sanded as is the case in making
"sandstock bricks. Ibid. 146 Sand-stock and slop-moulding.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 155 The 'sand storm of

Africa exhibits a very different appearance. 1820 Scoresbv
Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 448 note, Garboard-strake, or *sand-
strake, is the first range of strakes or planks laid . . next the

keeL 1867 Smyth Sailor''s\Vord.bk. \Z1\Tra11s.Geol.Soc.
II. 532 'Sand Tubes. 1841 Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 276 note,

What are termed sand-tubes appear to be formed by the

passage of lightning through a sandy soil which it fuses in

its passage. 1857 Gosse Omphalos 202 Implements by which
the sand-tube [of a Terebella] is thus built up. 1871 frnl.

Franklin Inst. 195 An annular passage surrounding the

sand tube. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 67/2 Large coherent
masses of coarse gravel and sand-tubes are formed.. by
Sabellaria. 1888 LockwootCs Diet. Mech. Engin., *Satui
Valve, the valve by which the escape of sand from the sand
box of a locomotive is regulated. 1887 Archil. Publ. Soc.

Diet., Sandhole in stone ; also called a 'sand vent. A de.

posit of sand in a block of stone. 1637-8 Maldou (Essex)

Borough Deeds (Bundle 149 No. 3), Warne all .. ferrymen,

marshmen, and "sandwalkers within your townshippe..
tobeand appearebeforeour..vice-admirall. <zi66i Fuller
Worthies,Cambs. (1662)1. 159 Crossing Humberina Barrow-
boat, the same was "sand-warpt, and he dtowned therein.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sand-warpt, left by the

tide on a shoal. Also, striking on a shoal at half-Hood.

b. In the names ofanimals, etc., as sand asp, ? =
sand-lizard; sand-badger, (a) a Javanese badger,

Meles ankuma ; (d) the Indian badger, Arclonyx
(ollaris, also called sand bear ; sand-beetle (see

qnot.) ; sand bird, a bird whose habitat is the sea-

shore, esp. the Sandpiper ; sand-bug, (a) a

member of the family Galgulidx; {i) N. Amer., a

sand-wasp, Ammophila arenaria (Ogilvie 1855);
(V) a burrowing crab, Hippa talpoida ; sand-clam,
N. Amer., the common Long Clam, Mya arenaria

;

sand cock, the redshank ; sand-collar = sand-

saucer (Cent. Diet.) ; sand-crab, (a) a crab of the

family Oeypodidse; (b) the Lady Crab, Platyonichus

ocellatus ; sand-croeper [? a. Du. *zandkruiper\,

a South African fish ; sand-cricket, U. S., a cricket

belonging to the genus Stenopelmattts , esp. S.

fasciaius ; sand dab, (a) see quot. 1 884 ; (6) dial.

= Dab ii.2 ; sand dart, a moth, Agrotis ripss

;

sand-darter, an etheostomine fish of the genus
Ammocrypta, esp. A. pellucida (Cent. Diet.);

sand-diver, a West Indian lizard fish, Synodus
intermedins (Webster Suppl. 1902) ; sand-dollar
(see quot.) ; sand-flsh, la) a fish of the family
Xrichodontidx, esp. one of the genus Trichodon
(Cent. Diet.) ; (i) a book-name for Diplectrum
formosum; sand flea, (a) = Chigoe ; (i) U.S.,
a crustacean belonging to the genus Orchestia;

if) a brine-shrimp, Artemiasalina ; sandflukeafoz/.,

a flat-fish, Pleuronectes microcephalus; sand-gaper
= sand-clam; sand-hopper, a crustacean, Tali-

trus locusta; also,a sand flea of the genus Orchestia;

sand-hornet, a sand-wasp ; esp. one of the family
Crabronidse (Cent. Diet.) ; sand-jumper = sand-
hopper ; sand-launce = Sand-eel i ; sand-lizard,
a common European lizard, Lacerta agilis ; sand
lob = sand-worm (Cent. Diet.) ; sandlurker =
Pride sb.- ; sand martin, a variety of the Martin,
Hirundo or Cotile riparia, which nests in the side

of a sand-pit ; sand-mason, a tubeworm (see

88

quot.); sand-mole [Du. zandmolt\) a mole of the

S.African species Batkyergtts maritimus; sand-
monitor, the land-crocodile, Monitor or Psammo-
sattrus arenarius (Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 1887);

f sand-mussel (see quot.) ; sandnecker, a flat-

fish, Platessa limandoides ; sand-partridge, a
partridge of the genus Ammoperdix (Cent. Diet.)

;

sand-peep, a familiar name in the U. S. for various

small sandpipers ; sand-perch U. S„ the grass-bass

Pomoxys sparoides (Cent. Diet.) ; sand pigeon,
(a) see quot.

;
(b) the stock-dove, Cohimba anas

(E.D.D.) ; sand-pike (seePiKE^.); sand plover,

a local name for plovers of the genera sEgialilis

and Squatarola ; sand-prey, -pride = Pride sb? ;

sand rat, a N. American rat of the genus
T/iomomys, esp. T. talpoides ; sand roller,

the trout perch (Webster Suppl. 1902); sand
runner, a sand-plover or sandpiper (Newton) ;

sand-saucer (see qnot.) ; sandscrew, an am-
phipod, Lepidactylis arenaria ; sand-shark, (a)

U.S.) a kind of shark (see quot. 1884); (b)

Australia) a variety of ray-fish (see quot. 1882)

;

sand shell, a yellow river mussel, or naiad (Lam~
psihts anodontoides) of the Mississippi River ; also,

applied to L. rectus (Webster Suppl. 1902) ; sand
shrimp, a shrimp, esp. Crangon vulgaris (Cent.

Diet.) ; sand-skink, a skink found in sandy
places; esp. Seps ocellatus (ibid.) ; sand-skipper
= sand-hopper ; sand-smelt, the smelt Atherina
presbyter\ sand-snake, (a) a snake of the genus
Eryx = Ammodyte 1

;
(b) — desert-snake (Cent.

Diet.) ; sand-snipe (see quol.) ; sand-sole, the

sole Solea lascaris ; sand-star, a starfish of the

genus Op/iiura
t
esp. 0. lexturata; sand-sucker,

{a) the flat-fish Platessa limandoides
;

(b) U. S.
t
a

popular name for soft-bodied animals which hide

in the sand, as ascidians, holothurians, or nereids

(Cent. Did.); sand-swallow (see quot.); sand-
viper, (a) = sand-snake (a); (b) local U, S. t a
snake of the genus Heterodon (Cent. Diet.) ; sand-
wasp, a digger-wasp (see Diggeb 4, quot. 1S47)

;

sand whiting, (a) see quot. 1883; (b) the Caro-
lina whiting Menticirrhus Americanus (Webster
Suppl. 1902); sand-worm, the lug-worm Areui-
cola marina orpiscatorum. Also Sand-eel, -fly,

-GROUSE, -LARK, SANDPIPER, etc.

1833 Coleridge Lime's Apparition, A ruined well, Where
the shy *sand-asps bask and swell. 1873 Proc. Zool. Sot.

761 Two "Sand-badgers (Meles ankuma . ,), presented. 1894
Lydekker Roy. Nat. Hist. 11. 89 The sand-badger. .{Arc-
ionyx collaris). 1883 Encycf. Brit. XV. 440/1 The best-
known species is Arctonyx collaris, the * Sand-Bear. 1854
A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 188 "Sand-Beetles {Tro-
gidx). 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I, 2i3*Sand birds, Triuga
parva. 1878 Masqite Poets 51 Far off some sand-bird pipes
its evening song. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist.
242 *Sand-Bugs {Gaigulidse). 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist.
Aquatic Anim, 779 The Sand Bug— Hippa talpoida, Say.
This is .. related to the Hermit Crabs. 1809 Kendall
Trav. II. xlvii. 144 Rich in fish and in *sand.clams Isabella

f'ranulata). 1804 Bewick Birds II. 91 Redshank. Red-
egged Horseman, Pool Snipe, or ''Sand Cock (Scolo/ax
calidris Lin.), a 1851 J. G. Dalyell Powers ofCreator
I. 183 Cancer [portunus) pusiltns.—The *Sand Crab.
1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 642/1 The swift-footed sand-crabs
(Ocypoda) are exclusively terrestrial. 1884 Goode, etc.

Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim, 774 The 'Lady Crab', or
'Sand Crab* [Platyonic/tns ocellatus), Is abundant.. from
Cape Cod to Florida, a 1A72 Willughby Hist. Pise. (1686)
App. 24 [Pisces Indici] *Sand Creeper Belgis. 1731 Med-
ley KolbetCs Cape G. Hope II, 203 There is a fish at the
Cape calPd a Sand-Creeper, from its keeping near sandy
shores. 1885 Standard Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 185 Through,
out the Rocky Mountain region, .are found several species
of large, fierce looking insects... They are popularly known
as *sand-crickets. 1880-4 DAY Pishes Gt. Brit. II. 33 Of
Yorkshire it [Pleuronectes limandd\ is. .abundant, and
known as the ,#sand-dab' at Redcar. 1884 Goode, etc,

Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 197 The Sand Dab, or Rough
Dab, Hippoglossoides platessoides . As taken in winter by
the line fishermen of New England. 1880 O. S. Wilson
Larvse Brit. Lepid. 243 Agrotis ripx, Hub. The *Sand
Dart. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 839 The
'*Sand Dollar', or 'Flat Sea Urchin' {Echinarachnius
farnta), of the New England coast. 1896 Jordan & Ever-
mann Fishes N. $ Mid. Amer. 1. 1207 *Sand-fish. 1796
Stedman Surinam xiv. 352 The chigoe . . is a kind of small
*sand-flea, that gets in between the skin and the flesh. 1848
Bartlett Diet. Amer., Sand-Flea, or Beach-Flea (Genus,
Orchestia. Leach). 1884 E. Ingersoll in Harper's Mag.
Aug. 391/2 You are surrounded by clouds of little sand-
fleas (Artemia saltna). c 1640 J. Smyth Hund. Berkeley

(1885) III, 319 The *sand flooke, resemblinge the sole. 1880-4
Day Fishes Gt. Brit. II, 29 Pleuronectes microcephalus.. .

Sand-fleuk, Edinburgh. 1887 G. B. Goode, etc. Fisheries

U. S. v. II. 580 English books and people call it [Mya are-
naria] the '*sand-gaper', the 'old maid', &c. 1790HASSELL
Tour Isle ofWight II.xxv. 131 Another particular species of
fish.. to which they give the name of "Sandhopper, from its

motion, which consists of a hop or bound, like that of a
grasshopper; in all other respects it resembles a shrimp, as
well in make as in colour. 18x8 Sporting Mag. II. 158 Such
insects as 'sea-lice* and 'sand-hoppers'. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man 11. ix. 337 The male sand-hopper (Orchestia) does not
acquire his large claspers.. until nearly full-grown. 1900
Crockett Little Anna Mark xviii, Pools to dabble your
feet in . .out among the dulse and the *sand-jumpers. 1776
Pennant Brit. Zool. Ill, 137 *Sand Launce, 1864 P. H.
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Gosse in Gd. Words 358 What is this writhing, wriggling

thing, that looks like a narrow tape of burnished silver 1

It is a Sand-launce. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl, *Sand-lizard.

188a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 734/1 The Sand-Lizard {Lacerta
agilis), which is confined to some localities in the south of
England. 1859-62 Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. II.

iii/i The various names of Prid, Pride, Sandpride, *Sand-
lurker [etc.]. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 90 Htrundo
riparia. .the *Sand, or Bank Marten. 1678, J774 [see

Martin 1
]. 1884 Cassell's Fam. Mag. Mar. 220/1 Steep

banks of sandstone, riddled with the holes of the sand-
martin. 111851 J. G. Dalyell Powers ofCreator (1853)
II. 183 Terebella littoralis, seu arenaria. The *Sand
Mason. 1850 A. White Pop. _ Hist. Mammalia 232
Another member of this family.. is also a native of South
Africa: this is the Coast Rat or ''Sand-Mole (Bathyergus
maritimus). 1681 Grew Musxum 1. VI. ii. 147 The *Sand-
Muscle. Tellina. They live much in the Sand. 1835 L.

Jenyns Man. Vertebr. Anim. 459 Platessa Limandoides,
Nob. ("Sandnecker). 187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds
254 This species and the last are usually confounded under
the common name of '*sandpeeps *. 1884 Ibid. (ed. 2) 562
The Sand-grouse (better *Sand-pigeons) or Pterocletes. 1842
Macgillivray Brit. Ornith. II. 52 Charadrius Hiaticula.
Ringed *Sand-Plover. Ibid. 53 Charadrius Cantianus.
Kentish Sand-Plover. 1889 Parker Catal. N. Zealand
Exhib. 1 16 (Morris) But two genera of the group [Wading
Birds] are found only in New Zealand, the Sand-plover
and the Wry-billed Plover. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes
II.459 The Pride, and 'Sandpride. *Sandprey, and Mud
lamprey. 1781 Pennant Quadrupeds II. 466 *Sand Rat.
Mus Arenarius. 1894-5 Lydekker Roy. Nat. Hist. III.

149 In size the naked sand-rats (Helerocephalus) may be
compared to a common mouse. 1885 Standard Nat. Hist.

(1888) I. 346 The egg masses of the Nauticas bear the

common name *sand-saucers. 1863 Wood Illusir. Nat.
Hist. III. 623 "Sand-screw, Sulcator arenarius. . . So
called from the odd movements which it makes when laid

upon dry sand, wriggling along [etc], 1883 Tenison-Woods
F'ishesN.S. Wales C)$Rhi>tobatusgranulalus,h\m& or*sand
shark. 1884 Goode, etc Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 671
The Sand Shark

—

Odontaspis littoralis. This species.. is

found.. from New England southward to Charleston. 1871
Darwin Desc. Man 11. ix. 334 This same naturalist sepa-
rated a male *sand-skipper (so common on our sea-shores>,

Gaimuarus man'nus, from its female. 1836 Yarrell Brit.

Fishes I. 214 TheAtherine, or "Sandsmelt. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp., Ammodytes..or *sand-snake, from its sand-
like colour. 1896 Lydekker Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 193 From
their allies, the sand-snakes are distinguished by the small
scales being either smooth or singly keeled [etc]. 1848
Zoologist VI. 2137 AH the sand-pipers, .are indiscriminately

known as * *sand-snipes * [Leicestershire]. 1880-4 Day
Fishes Gt. Brit. II. 42 Solea lascarts. .. The ..' "sand-
sole ' from the localities it frequents. 1841 E. Forbes Brit.

Starfishes 23 Common *Sand-star. Ophiura lexturata.
Lam. Ibid. 27 Lesser Sand-star. Ophiura albida. Forbes,
186a G'unther Cat. F'ishes Brit. Mus. IV. 405 Hippo-
glossoides limandoides. The rough Dab or "Sandsucker.
1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. xiv. (ed. 4) 287 Amongst the rare
fishes caught by them were the Sandsucker, Platessa li-

mandoides [etc.]. X797 Bewick Birds I. 258 Sand Martin.
{Cotile riparia.). .*Sand Swallow. {Hirundo riparia.) 1668
Charleton Onomast. 30 Ammodites,.Ahc "sand Viper.

1896 Lydekker Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 233 Another well-known
poisonous European snake is the long-nosed, or sand-viper
{Vipera ammodytes). 180a Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) III.

257 The Blue "Sand-wasp. 1896 tr. Boas* Text-bk. Zool.

270 Sand-wasps (Crabronidx, Pompilidae). These.. have
a simple trochanter, a stalked abdomen, and a sting. 1776
Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 207 The next baits in esteem are

.."sand worms, muscles, and limpets. 1896 Lydekker Roy.
Nat. Hist. VI. 435 We may take as our first example [of the
gioup Tubicola] the sand-worm {Arenicola piscatorum).

C In the names of plants : sand blackberry
(see quot.) ; sand bur, -burr, any one of

several plants abounding in the sandy districts and
great plains of western U. S., the fruit of which
becomes a bur, esp. (a) the beaked nightshade

(Solatium rostratuni)
;

(b) a composite plant

(Gxrlneria acanthicarpd) ; (c) the burgrass (Web-
ster Suppl. 1902) ; sand cherry A^wtfr., a dwarf
shrub, Cerasus or Prunus pumila; sand elm, a
variety of elm, Ulmus suberosa ; sand grass, any
species of grass which grows in sand and serves the

purpose of a sand-binder (see quots.); f sand-
hooker tree = sand-box tree (see Sand-box 3);
sand-jack (see quot.) ; sand-leek, the rocambole,
Allium Scorodoprasum (Cassell's Encycl. Diet.

1887); sand myrtle, Leiophyllum or Ledum
buxifolium ; sand pear, Pyrus sinensis (Sanders

1895); sand pine, pink (see quots.) ; sand-reed,
the beach-grass of the great Lakes and of the At-
lantic coasts of. Europe and N. America (Funk's
Stand. Diet. 1 895) ; sand rocket, the wall mustard

;

f sand-rush U.S.) ^Gih.Et/uiselum arvense ; sand-
sedge— sand-reed] sand-spurry, a plant of the

genus Spergularia (Cent. Diet.); sandstay (see

quot.); sand-willow, Salix fusca\ sand wood
(see quot.").

1847 W. Darlington Amer. Weeds (1860)128 Rubus en-

tiei/blius,

.

."Sand Blackberry. 1896 Voice (N. Y.) 12 Mar.
4/4 The Prohibitionists of the state [Kansas] are soon to

meet at Topeka again and feed *sand-burs to Governor
Morrill. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 168 On its banks are
found amazing quantities of "sand cherries. 1878 Encycl.
Brit. VIII. 152/1 The Dutch or *Sand Elm is a tree very
similar to the wych elm. 1856 Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 556
Triptas/spurpurea (*Sand-Grass). . .In sand, Massachusetts
to Virginia along the coast, and southward. 1857 Henfrey
^^•§594-426 The sand-grasses,£lymusarenarius, Arundo
arenaria, ;.are valuable binding weeds on shifting sandy
shores. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxiii. 164 The "sand-
hooker tree ..receives its name from the fruit, which being



SAND.

divested of lis seed, is used as a sand-box by writers. 1884

Sargent Forests N. Amcr. 151 Qucrcns cinerea Michaux.
I

.Upland Willow Oak. Blue Jack. "Sand Jack 1845-50

•Sand myrtle [see Myrtle si. 2 b], 1884 Sargent Forests

V iiner. 109 Pinus clausus Vasey... "Sand Pine 185*

Cottage Card. Diet. (ed. G. W.' Johnson) 325 Dianthus

arenarint ('sand pink). 1805 Edin.Rev. Oct. 109 In Iceland,

the grain of 'sand-reed approaches so nearly to maturity,

that [etc.). 1857 Miss Pratt Flower. PI. I. 153 Sinapis

muratis ("Sand-rocket). 1805 Lewis & Clark Trav. Mis-

souri, etc (1815) II. xii. 2 The..*sandrush, and narrow

dock, are also common. 184a J. B. Fraser Mesopot. <y

Assyria xv. 361 There is no combat here, such as when
the sand reed or *sand-sedge .. endeavours to climb above

the perpetually accumulating sands. 1889 J. H. Maiden
Use/. PI. A ustralia 642 Leptospermum lievigatum .

.

"Sandstay'.-.This shrub is the most effectual of all for

anesting the progress of drift sand. 1786 J. Abercrombie

Arrangem. in Card. Assist. 35/2 'Sand willow, downy
leaved. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet, s.v., 'Sand-wood. Bre-

tnontiera Ammoxyton.

Sand (samd), v. [f. Sand sb.*]

1. trans. To run (a ship) on a sandbank ; also

pass, of a person, to be run aground.

1560 Jewel Answ. to Cole's yd Let. 98 b, Although ye

be sanded, & set aground, yet ye kepe vp the sail stil, as if

ye had water at your will, 1592 Wvrlev Armorie 120 This

skyphier haue I seen through dotage To sand his ship in

calme and quiet fioud. t6ai Burton Anal. Met. 1. ii. iv.

iii. (1651) 148 Seamen. .when they have been sanded or

dashed on a rock, for ever after fear that mischance.

2. To sprinkle with or as with sand.

c 1374 Chaucer Troy/us 11. 773 (822) This gardeyn was

large ind rayled all pe aleyes..and sonded alle be weyes.

1453 in S. Bentley Excerfta Hist. (1831) 391 pat the place

where bat ihe said bataille shalbe be . . wel graveled and

sanded. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 154 If now, when the way is

thus sanded forth vnto you, you will say, as they did of old,

We will not walke therein . IHd. 414 If we desire fame,

we see here the way sanded out vnto vs ; Doe worthily, and

be famous. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 34 All

ihese Paths should be sanded. 174a Young Nt. Th. ix.

2308 This wide waste of worlds ; this visto vast, All sanded

o'er with suns. 1818 Moore Fudge Fum. Paris xii. 62 He
wr0le —Upon paper gilt-edged, ..'then sanded it over wilh

silver and azure. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 101 The
floors are sanded in the most primitive countrv-inn fashion.

1883 Harpers Mag. Oct. 716/1 Tawdry modern cast-iron

»ortc, 'sanded' to represent stone. 1897 Allbutt't Syst.

Med. IV. 472 The skin [in myxoedema] becomes rough and

scaly, almost as if it were sanded.

3. To overlay with sand, to bury under a sand

drift ; also to sand up, over.

1614 Sanderson Semi. I. 224 This weather, that flood,

such a storm, hath blasted our fruits, sanded our grounds

[etc). 1789 Trans. Sec. Arts I. 222 That vessel perished

..in Dunbar Bay, and. .was thought to be sanded up. i860

Merc. .Marine Mag. VII. 39 Should the broken tree be

sanded over,, .it will be difficult, .to find the. .channel. 1881

M. A. Lewis Two Pretty G. I. 239 The hay crop in the

Lower Croft had been hopelessly sanded.

b. To put sand upon (land) as a dressing.

1721 J. Edmonds in Mortimer Hush. I. 101 'Tis now.,

twenty four Years since he sanded it first. 1867 frnl. K.

Afric. Hoc. Ser. 11. III. 11. 662 The heaviest clay lands are

being sanded to a depth of 3 or 4 inches.

4. To intermix sand with (sugar, wool, etc.) for

purposes of fraud.

1848 Kingsley yeast xv, To sand the sugar, and sloe-

leave the tea. 1880 in Goode, etc. Hist. A- Meth. Fish.

(Fish. Industr U. S. v.) 1887 II. 840 To affirm.. that the

packers in question were sanding their sponges would not

perhaps be justifiable. 189s Walsh Tea (Philad. ) 133 Sand-

ing or adulterating with a variety of mineral matter, chiefly

iron or steel filings, to add to the weight.

5. To grind or polish with sand.

1858 Skyring't Builders' Prices (ed. 48) 90 Old Sienna,

..or other similar marbles,.. sanded, polished, and re-set.

Sandal (sscndal), i*. 1 Also 4 sandalie, 5
sendell, 6 sandale, -dell, 7 sandall, 7- sandal,

[ad. L. sandalium (pi. sandalia, whence as fem.

sing. Sp., Pg. sandalia, V. sandalt), ad. Gr. oav-

bakiov, dim. of aav&akov (whence It. sandalo)*

,/Eolic aisiBoXov; the remoter etymology is un-

known.]
L A protective covering for the sole of the foot

fastened by means of fillets or thongs of leather

passed over the instep and round the ankle.

The common foot-gear of the ancient Greeks and Romans,
and still in use among some Oriental peoples. Of late years

sandals have been used somewhat extensively in England
instead of shoes for children, and sometimes for adults.

138a Wvclif Mark vi. 9 And he clepide twelue, . . and
comaundide hem, that thei schulde not take ony thing in

the weye.., but schoon with sandalies [1388 schod with

sandalies ; c 1510 Nisbet schod with sandalis). 1491 Dives
4- Pan/. (Pynson) bv, Do on thy galoches or sandalynes

[tread sandalyes ; ed. 1534 has sandalines). is*6 Tin-

dale Acts xii. 8 And the angell sayd vnto him : gyrde thy

silfe and bynde on thy sandalies. 1567 Gude *> Goalie Ball.

(S. T. S.) 195 Preistis.-preiche the Euangell on nor fcit,

And set on Sandellis full meit, Bot cast zour panlonis of.

1590 Spenser F'.Q. 1. vi. 35 His sandales were with toilsome

travell tome. 1637 Milton Lycidas 187 While the still

morn went out with Sandals gray. 1666-7 Pepys Diary

23 Jan., The Priest was in his cell, wilh his hair clothes to

his skin, bare-legged, with a sandall only on. 1698 Frvfk

Ace. E. Indian /'. 30 The Moors and Persians shod with

Sandals. I7»s De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 267 Shoes
..tied on like sandals. 1813 Wellington in Gurw. Detf.
(1838) XI. 34 The Basques and Navarrois..wear sandals.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixviii. 72 Lightly the polish'd floor

creak'd to the sandal again.

b. Her. used as a bearing.

Vol. VIII.

89

1688 R. Holme Armoury ill. 13/2 He beareth Or, two
Sandals, Sable. 1828-40 Berry Encyct. Her. I.

2. a. A kind of half-shoe of red leather, silk,

etc., richly embroidered and fastened with straps

and bands, forming part of the regalia of a sove-

reign or of the official dress of a bishop or abbot.

C1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 17 His hosen, sen-

dellis, and spurres. Ibid. 19 With regall sandelles and
spurres. 1579 Fulke Refill. Rastel 754 As for shauen
crownes, and purple sandales,.. they were neuer taken for

..mysteries. 1687 F. Sandford Coronal, yas. 11 38 The
[King's] Sandals were made with a datk-colour'd Leather

Sole, and a Wooden Heel covered with Red Leather, the

Straps or Bands . . were of Cloth of Tissue. 1849 Rock Ch . 0/
Fathers II. vi. 238 The richest silks, elaborately embroidered,

were used in England for making episcopal sandals.

b. Applied to various kinds of low shoes,

slippers, etc.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxvi, Barnardine

was wrapt in a long dark cloak, which scarcely allowed the

kind of half-boots, or sandals, that were laced upon his legs,

to appear. 1900 T. W. Greig Ladies' Dress Shoes Finis,

Dancing sandals worn in the ballet by Madame Cerri, made
of pink satin.

c. U. S. ' An india-rubber overshoe, having very

low sides and consisting chiefly of a sole with a

strap across the instep ' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

3. A strap for fastening a low shoe or slipper,

passed over the instep or round the ankle.

1819 R. Ackerman's Repot. Fashions 4 Cherry-colour

shoes and sandals. 1833 Ht. Martineau Cinnamon *,

Pearls v. 86 Alice, love, come and tie my sandal. 1836-9

Dickens St. Boz, Scenes xx, Her white satin shoes.. being

firmly attached to her legs with strong tape sandals. Ibid.,

Char, ix, A young lady, with her shoes tied in sandals all

over her ankles.

4. altrib., sandal shoon {arch.'), sandals.

160a Shaks. Ham. iv.v. 26 By his Cockle hat and staffe,

and his Sandal shoone.

Sandal (sae'ndal), sb* Forms : 5 sandell, 6

sandall, sandol(e, 5- sandal ; 0. 6 (in Lat. form)

sandalum, (in It. forms) sandolo, sandalo. [a.

med.L. sandalum = Sp. sdndalo, Pg., It. sandalo,

F. t sandal, also OF. sandle (whence G. samlet),

sandre (whence the older ling. Sanders) ; a med.L.

variant santalum survives in mod.L. as generic

name (hence mod.F. santal). The ultimate source

appears to be Skr. candana (Hindi iandari) ; cf.

Arab. Jj^j> candal, late Gr. oavfavov, e/avTaXov.]

= Sandalwood, in its various applications. fAlso,

an ointment made of powdered sandalwood.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordth. 81 With sandell

confyt ennoynt his body, c 1450 Lvdg. & Burgh Stcrees

2016 Anoynled.-With the Onyment callyd Sandal. 15x6

Grett //«•*«//ccccxvii. (1529) Vv, Sandales is a wood called

Sandres. 1588 T. Hickock tr. Frederick's Voy. 5 These

barkes be fade in with all sorts of spices, with.. Sandole

(etc.). i». Fitch in Hakluyt't Voy. (159?) !• '• 2*5 The
while sandol is wood very sweet &. .the Indians, .giinde it

with a title water and anoynt their bodies therewith. J698

Frter Au. E. India *r P. 93 Senting themselves with Es-

sence of Sandal. 171S J. Stevens Hist. Persia no The
King.. loaded his Ship wilh Sandal and dismiss'd him.

1813 W. Milbuin Oriental Comm. (1825) 158 The mer.

chants sometimes divide sandal into red, yellow, and white ;

but these are all different shades of the same colour. 1847

Tennvsom Princess ProL 19 Fans Of sandal. 1864 Intcll.

Observer IV. 74 Sandal .. being a most excellent wood for

carving.
8. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe hid. (Atb.l 11 Sandalum,

called saunders. 1588 T. Hickock tr. Frederick's Voy. 19b,

Eucry yeare hee sendelh a small Ship to Timor to lande

white Sandolo. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza't Hist. China
Comm. xxiv. 400 When the king. .doth die, they do. bume
his bodie wilh wood of Sandalo. 1594 Blundevil Exerc.

v. xii. (1636) 557 From the He Timor doth come.. the white

and pale medicinablc simple called Sandalum.

b. altrib., as sandal-dust, oil ; sandal-tree, (a)

the white sandalwood tree ;
(b) a tree of the meli-

aceous genus Sandoricum ; sandalwort, Lindley's

name for a plant belonging to the order Santalacex.

1873 W. Cory Lett. >i "Jrnls. (1897) 343 Wo bought 'sail-

dal dust in the drug bazaar. 1813 Byron Island iv. viu, And
•sandal oil to fence against the dew. 1864 Intell. Observer

IV. 75 Thcalmug tiees..are supposed to have been 'san-

dal trees. 1866 I'reas. Bot. 1014/2 Sandal-tree. Sandoricum.

1846 Lindley / 'eg. Kingd. 787 Santalacex.—'Sandalworts.

Sandal (sarndal), sb? [a. Turkish and Persian

Jjj^,
sandal, Arab. \x^> candal (Dozy). Cf.

late Gr. trdi'oaAot', cai'SoAio!', F. %andale.] A long,

narrow two-inasted boat used in the Levant and

on the northern coast of Africa.

1741 Woodroofe in Hanway Trav. (1753) '• '• ><*"'• **9

There are some larger vessels.. of 30 or 40 tuns, which are

called sandalis. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xi. 295 He.

.

bounded into his own ricketty sandal, and towed away.

Sandal (sa;-ndal), v. [f. Sandal sb.l]

1. trans. To furnish with or as with sandals.

1711 CrF.ss Winchilsea Misc. Poems 301 These feet shall

bear me sandal'd to the battle. 1811 Shelley Ettpsych. 218

'Ihen, from the caverns of my dreamy youlh I sprang, as

one sandalled with plumes of fire, a 182a — Ess. ly Lett.

(1840) I 157 Socrates.. walked barefoot upon the ice; more

easilv than those who had sandalled themselves so deli-

cately! 1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 47 The bare foot

being sandalled.

2. To fasten with sandals (Sandal sb.i 3).

1897 Gunter Susan Turnbiill xxi, Little white dancing

slippers are sandaled on her delicate ankles wilh satin bows.

SANDARAC.

Hence Sa'ndalled ///. a.

1802 H. K. White Elegy Mr. Gill vi, As early I.. Hail
the grey-sandald morn. 1803 Heber Palestine 311 There
barbarous kings their sandal'd nations led. 1833 Tennyson
Poems 75 She from the ripple cold Updrew her sandalled

foot. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot % Shoemaking i. 11 Sandalled
slippers.. remained in fashion till the early portion of the

reign of Victoria.

Sandal : see Samel, Sendal.
Sandal(i)e, obs. forms of Sandal sb.1

Sandaliform (sje'ndalifcJm), a. rare — ", [f.

Sandal sb.1 + -(i)form.] Shaped like a sandal.

1848 in Craig. 1889 Wagstaffe Mayne's Med. Vocab.

(ed. 6), Sandali/ortii, Bot, having the appearance of a
sandal or slipper.

[Sandaline : see Sandal sb.^ 1, quot. 1493.]

Sandaling (sarmlalin.). Also sandling. [f.

Sandal sb.1 + -incj '.] Elastic web woven in

narrow strips for 'sandals' (Sandal sb.1 3).
1881 Daily Nevis 22 Aug. 3/6 In elastic webs there is a

better inquiry for gussets.. .There is also an improved trade
in sandahngs. 1894 Times 19 Mar. 13/2 The elastic web trade

is quiet. . . Cords, braids, dress-boltings, and sandlings, how-
ever, sell freely. 1909 Price List Elastic Webs, Black Silk

Sandline, White Silk Sandling, Bronze Silk Sandling.

Sandalwood. Also 6 sandelen-, 7 sandall-,

8 sandle-wood. [Sandal ii. 2]

1. A scented wood obtained from several species

of Santalum ; also, an inodorous dye-wood, Ptero-

carpus santalinus, RED SANDERS.
White sandalwood is obtained from .9. album, a tree re-

sembling the myrtle, found on the Malabar coast. Citron

or Yellovj sandalwood is from S. Freycinetianum, found
in the South Sea Islands. Red saitdalwood=i\f.D sanders
(see also 2 below.'.

c 1511 \st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Intiod. 29/1 Whyte &
red sandelen wodde. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa vu. 295

There is great plentie of ciuet and Sandall-wood 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 112 Sandle wood, which is of a yel.

lowish colour, and nas a most agreeable smell. i8ao Shel.
ley Witch All. xxvii, While on her hearth lay blazing many
a piece Of sandal wood, lare gums, and cinnamon. 1846
Lindley Veg. Kingd. 787 The Sandal-wood ofthe Sand-
wich Islands is the wood of Santalum Freycinetianum and
paniculatum.

2. Applied, usually with distinguishing epithet,

to trees of other genera, which produce a wood
often used as a substitute for the true sandalwood.

1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 553 A deep red is yielded by

the chips of Adenanthera pavonina, called in India Rukta-
chundun, or Red Sandal-wood. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1014/2

Queensland Sandalwood. ErcmofhilaMitchclli. 1874 Ibid.

Suppl. 1339/2 False sandal-wood of Crete. Querent abelicea.

1886 Encyct. Brit. XXI. 256/1 Bucida capitata.. it known
in the West Indies as sandalwood. 1898 Morris Austral

Eng. 401 Eremophila milchelli. .B^slaii Sandalwood... E.

stnrtii.. Scentless Sandalwood.. .A lyxia buxi/olia,. . called

Native Sandalwood in Tasmania.

Sandalo: see Sandal sb.'*

tSandapile. Obs.-" [a.L.sandapita.] 'A
Coffin or Beere ' (Cockeram 1623).

Sandarac (swndarsek). Forms: 6 sanda-

rache, 7-8 -arack, 7-9 arach, 8 -ariok, 9 -ario,

7 sanderick, 8 sandriok, 9 sandrake, 8-9 san-

drac, 7- sandarac. [ad. L. sandarac-a, a. Gr.

etavSapaxri, -axV (senses I and 3), prob. a foreign

word. Cf. F. sandaraque (Cotgr. 161 1 sandarac,

-ache), Sp., Pg. sandaraca (senses 1 and 2), It. san-

daraca, sandracca (sense 1).

It is difficult to see any connexion between the three

senses ; possibly two distinct words were already confused

in Gr. Sense 2, in mod.L. sandaracha Arabum, represents

Arab, sandarus iDozy, from P. de Alcala i5os),also jviiurVi-

lus (Freylag, from Golius); but the word cannot be native

Arabic. According to the Persian and Uidu dictionaries,

Pers. sandaros, sandara and Urdu saudaros are used both

in sense 1 and in sense 2. Connexion with Skr. sindura

(Hindi tindilr), red lead, vermilion, seems unlikely on the

ground of form.l

1. Red arsenic sulphide. = Realgar.

[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxix. (1495) 878 Sanda-

rachagiowylh in Topasion. . is of ted coloure . .and is founde

amonge metall of gofde and of syluer ] c 1550 Lloyd Treat.

Health Y ii, Take..of Sandaiache, whyte and red [etc.l.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pteud. Ep. 11. v. 90 Arsenick red and

yellow that is, Orpement and Sandarach may pet haps doe

something, as being inflamable. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica

4t The Sandarack is an inflammable fossil substance. 1890

E Johnson Rise ofChristendom 264 A hollow bull of bronze

was filled with naphtha, sandarac, sulphur and lead.

2. In full gum sandarac. A resin which exudes

from the tree Callitris quadrivalvis, native of

N. W. Africa ; it is used in the preparation of

spirit varnish and pounce.

1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius 1. i. 4 Take . . Frankinsence

and Sandarach, of each two Scruples. 1666 Boyle Orig.

Formes ty Quat. 11. iv. 321 Spirit of Wine will dissolve some

Bodies, as Sanderick, Mastick, GumLac, &c. 1687 A.

Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 87 A most excellent Varnish

is made of Sandarack and lintseed Oyl. 17x7 W. Mather

K«f. Maris Comp. 73 To make the Paper bear Ink wellr .

rub the Paper with the fine Powder of Gum sandnck, lied

in a Rag. 181a J. Smyth Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 991
Gum

Juniper or Sandiake. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 1046 Cal-

litris quadrivalvis (Thuya articntala), the Arar-tree, sup-

plies a solid resin called Sandarach or Pounce.

altrib. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 744 ban.

darac Varnish. 1878 Hooker & Ball Marocco 389 I he

Arar, Thuja or Gum Sandrac Tree.

+ 3. = Bee-bread 2. Obs.

1609 C Butler Fem. Mon. x. (1623) Vij, Breake the



SAND-BAG.

Combes . . into three parts ; the first sheere Honie and Wax,
the second Honie and Wax with Sandarach, the third dry

Wax. 1657 S. Purchas/V. Flying-Ins. 170 This Bee.,

gathers as the Hive-Bee sandaracha. 1747 R- Maxwell
Bee-master § 419 (1756) 113 The Sandrach or Bee-bread.

Sa-nd-bag, sa-ndbag, sb. [Sand sb. 2 Cf.

G. sandsack.] A bag filled with sand.

1. gen. (Used in proverbial simile.)

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11. v, All the Ladies and
Gallants he languishing. ..And (without we returne quickly)

they are all (as a youth would say) no better then a few

Trowts cast a shore, or a dish of Eeles in a Sand-bag. x6n
Middleton & Dekker Roaring- Girl H 3 b.

2. spec. a. Fortif. (see quots.)

1590 Sir R. Williams BriefDisc. War 50 Wooll sackes,

gabions, sand bagges, faggots and such deuices. 1710 J.
Harris Lex. Teckn. II, Sand-bags, in Fortification, are

Bags holding about a Cubick Foot of Sand or Earth : they
are used for raising Parapets in haste, or to repair what is

beaten down. 1799 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I.

29 We did all our work last night except filling the sand
bags. 1885 Standard j Apr. 5/4 [They] marched out . . to

build, .a block-house with timber and sand bags.
attrib. 1884 Milit. Engineering- (ed. 3) I. 11. 72 The tools

..required are. .a clean sandbag, and a sandbag fork.

b. used as ballast ; esp. for a boat or balloon.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. v, A hapless Air-navigator,

plunging, amid torn parachutes, sand-bags, and confused
wreck, fast enough, into the jaws of the Devil ! 1855
Lardner Hand-bk. Nat. Phil., Hydrost., etc. 184 The aero-

naut., is provided with ballast composed of sand-bags, by
casting out which he diminishes the weight of the balloon.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Sand-bags, small square
cushions made of canvas and painted, for boats' ballast.

C as a weapon. In early use, a bag of sand

attached by a string to the end of a staff; also, one
similarly attached to the arm of a quintain. In
recent use (chiefly U. S.), a weapon used by
ruffians, consisting of a long cylindrical bag (some-

times an eelskin) filled with sand, by which a heavy
blow may be struck without leaving a mark.
1594 jst Pt. Contention D 1 b, Enter at one doore the Arm-

ourer, .with a drum before him, and his starTe with a sand-
bag fastened to it, and at the other doore, his man with a
drum and sand-bagge. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's

Advts.fr. Parnass. 11. iii. (1674) 136 [He] was set upon by
some., who beat him so cruelly with Sand-bags, as they left

him for dead. 1678 Butler Hud. in. ii. 80 They now begun
With law and conscience to fall on..Engag'd with money-
bags, as bold As men with sand-bags did of old. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Quintain, A slender Beam.. at one of
whose Ends was a sloap or fiat Board, and at the other a
Bag of Sand or Dirt.—The Sport was. .to ride a-tilt at the
Board, and.. to escape the Blow of the Sand-Bag. 1871
Rossetti Poems, Last Confess. 512 And there I handed
him [the mountebank] his cups and balls And swung the
sand-bags round to clear the ring. 1894 Stead IfChrist
came 354 The predatory rich do not shrink even from using
the sandbag and the revolver—of course by deputies.

d. A bag or cushion filled with fine sand, used
(a) in Engraving, as a support for the plate.

1658 Phillips, ASand-bag, in Etching or Graving, is that
on which they use to turn their plate. C1790 lmson Sch.
Art 11. 46 Let the tablc.be firm.. upon which place your
sand-bag with the plate upon it. 1837 Whittock, etc. Bk.
Trades (1842) 214 (Engraver) The sand-bag, or cushion,
. . is for laying the plate upon, for the conveniency of turning
it in any direction, but is seldom used by artists. 1873 E.
Spon Workshop Receipt'f Ser. 1. 14071 A sand-bag, on which
to rest the block whilst engraving it.

(J>) Surg, as a support for a set limb.

1875 W. R. Smith Led. Nursing viii. T44 The rest of the
limb must now be bandaged, and sand bags placed along
either side of it.

e. A long narrow cylindrical bag, usually of

flannel, containing fine sand, and used to cover a

crevice and exclude draught or light.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1908 A. C. Benson Altar
Fire 225 The poky, comfortable arrangements,. .the sand-
bags for the doors, all spoke of a timid invalid life.

0. The stomach of a crab.

1895 in Funk's Standard Did. (marked 'Eng.*),

Sa'ndbag, v. [f. prec]

1. trans. To furnish with sand-bags.
i860 Cornh. Mag. Oct. 440 The Bank [was] sandbagged

and barricaded. _ 1906 Daily Chron. n Dec. 10/5 He not
only fastens all his windows, he sandbags them.

2. To fell with a blow from a sand-bag.
1889 Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 16 Sept., John Lehner and

Henry Koontz were sandbagged Saturday night. 1897
Howells Landl. Lion's Head 421 He had not been sand-
bagged, or buncoed.

Sandbagger (sx-nd|bx-g3i). U.S. [/.Sand-
bag sb. and v. + -erI.]

1. One who uses a sand-bag as a weapon.
1884 Chicago Advance 10 Apr., Not a prize fighter, or

street loafer,.. or sand-bagger appears amonj them. 1894
Stead IfChrist came 340 The sand-bagger and blackmailer.

2. A sailing-boat that uses sand-bags as ballast.

1894 Outing" {U.S.) XXIV. 477/2 He. .enjoys the sea in

every form, whether racing in a sandbagger [etc].

Sand-bank. [f. Sand sb.2 + Bank sb. i.]

1. A bank of sand formed in a river or sea by the

action of tides and currents.

1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1268/60 A sand banke in the
Sea,..pulvinus. 1659 D. Pell Impr. Sea 510 Frothy
breaches of the Seas over the Sand-banks. 1725 De Foe
Voy. round World (1840) 147 She tailed aground upon a
sand-bank. 1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xix. 524 The Nile
flows wide among sandbanks, like a tidal river near the sea.

fig- l855 Motley Dutch Rep. vi. 1.(1866)781 Its foundation
was the shifting sandbank of female and royal coquetry.

90

2. Founding. (See quot.)
1888 Lock-wood s Diet. Mech. Engirt., Sand Bank. In

foundries where small pipes are cast in quantities the mould-
ing boxes are placed, and the metal run on a bank of sand.

Sa*nd-bath. [f. Sand sb.2 + Bath sb.i]

1. A vessel of heated sand used as an equable

heater for retorts, etc. in various chemical processes.

1677 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Course Chem. 11 These
Furnaces may also serve for Distilling by the Refrigeratory,

in., the Sand- Bath. 1758 Reid tr. Macquerns Chem. I. 214
Set the retort in a sand-bath fixed over a reverberating
furnace. 1880 C. & F. Darwin Movent. PI. 178 Six of the

radicles in a jar. .which stood on a sand-bath, raised to a
temperature varying from 76 to 82 F., became hooked.
attrib. 1839 Ure Did. Arts 454 This process must be

preceded by the sand-bath opeiation.

2. A medicinal bath of heated sand or sea-sand.

1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 75 We saw a patient under-

going the sand-bath.. for rheumatism.

3. A bath taken by fowls in sand ; a dust-bath.

1891 in Century Did.
Sa*nd-bed. [f. Sand sb? + Bed sb.]

1. A bed, layer or stratum of sand.

C1475 PUt. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 798/13 Hec sertis, a
sandbedde. 1611 Cotgr., Sablonniere, a sand-bed. 1684
T. Burnet Th. Earth 1. 137 Factitious islands..have been
made.. by.. the aggestion of sands and sand-beds. 1839
Ure Did. Arts 969 Where the strata are connected with
rivers, sand-beds filled with water, or matsh lands. 1889

C. T. Davis Treat. Manuf. Bricks x. 303 Micaceous sand-
bed. Ibid. 304 It reposes on a sand-bed.

b. transf. One who * absorbs ' much liquor ; a
toper. Sc. (see E.D.D.).
1824 Scott St. Rouan's xxi'u, That sandbed old MacTurk,

upon whom whole hogsheads make no impression.

2. Founding. A bed of sand into which the iron

from a blast-furnace is run; also, any bed of sand

in which castings are made.
1873 R. Hunt WeaWs Did. Terms s.v., The side troughs

in the sand-bed are called pigs.

Sa*nd-blast. [f. Sand sb. 2 + Blast sb.]

1. A contrivance for depolishing or grinding glass,

stone, wood or hard metal by means of a jet of

sand impelled by compressed air or steam. Also
attrib.) esp. sand-blast process,

1871 Jrnl.FrankHnlnst. 155 Anengiavingproduced by the
use of the sand-blast. . . This is then passed beneath the sand-
blast, and the cutting obtained. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal.

136/1 Permanent Tablets, being texts and mottoes., engraved
by the Sand-blast process. 1888 Lcckwood's Did. Mcch.
Engin., Sand Blast Sharpening, the sharpening of files by
the direction of a current of sand and water across the teeth.

2. A blast of sandy or sand-laden wind.
1898 T. Watts-Dunton Aylwin xii, iv, Hot and stifling

as sand-blasts of the desert.

Hence Sa*nd-Wasted a., nonce-wd., scored by
wind-driven sand. Also Sand-blaster, aworkman
who uses sand-blast.
1908 Edin. Rev. July 82 In Triassic times England itself

was a desert, as the sand-blasted granite boulders of Charn-
wood Forest attest. i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 89
Glass Sand Blaster.

Sa'nd-blind, a. Now arch, and dial. [Prob. a
perversion of OK. *samblind (see Sam- and Blind
a.), after Sand sb.2

Cf. Johnson's explanation :
' Having a defect in the eyes,

by which small particles appear to fly before them 1

.]

Half-blind, dim-sighted, purblind. Msofig.
14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 709/34 Luscus, he that is sand-

blynde. 1538 Elyot Did., Lippio, to be poreblynde, or
sande blynde. 1549 Chaloner Erasni. on Folly H j, If one
that is sandblynde woulde take an asse for a moyle. 01578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 347 Drumlan-
rick being sum thing sand blind and saw nocht weill. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. n. ii. 37 This is my true begotten Father,
who being more then sand-blinde. high grauel blinde, knows
me not. 0x623 Fletcher Lovers Cure 11. i, I have been
Sand-blinde from my infancie. 1627 W. Sclater Exp.
2 Thess. (1629) 50 His minde, no more than sand-blind in

the things of God. 1790 A. Wilson Rabbfs Mistake Poet.
Wks. (1846) 102 Sic was the day, whan san'-blin* Rab,. .Set
out in eager search for game. 1831 Cari yle •Sarf. Res. 1.

x, Thou hitherto art a Dilettante and sandblind Pedant. 1849
C. Bronte Shirley xxxv, Heis bald, sand blind,grey- haired.

Hence Sand-blindness.
1552 Huloet, S&ndbYindnes, luscio. 190$ Outlook 16 Dec,

852/2 But there is a sort of sand-blindness endemic in the
Liberal party just now.

Sand-box. [f. Sand sb.2 + Box sb 2
]

1. A box with a perforated top for sprinkling

sand as a blotter upon the wet ink of a manuscript.

Obs. exc. Hist.
1572 Huloet (ed. Higins), Sandboxe, or a duste boxe, to

spreade dust on writing. 1626 Middleton Women Bexvare
Women iv. ii, He would prick my skull as full of holes as a
scrivener's sand-box. 1681 Loud. Gaz. No. 1637/8 Stolen,

..a Silver Inkhorn, the Sand box to it left behind. 1740
Swift Will Wks. 1751 XIV. 272, I bequeath to Deane
Swift, Esq.;.. an Ink Pot, a Sand Box and Bell. 1858
Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vi. vi. (1872) II. 187 ' Erz-Sandstreuer\
who solemnly brings up the Sandbox (no blotting-paper yet

in use) when the Holy Roman Empire is pleased to write.

2. A box holding sand for various purposes ; esp.

a. A sand-mould, b. A box of sand on a locomo-

tive (see quot. 1849) for use when the wheels slip.

c. A receptacle for the sand used to ' tee ' the

ball on a golf course.
1688 R. Holme Armoury in. 382/2 He beareth Gules, a

Lapidaries Sand Box, or Dust Box, covered, Or... In such
kind of Boxes with covers, Lapidaries keep their fine Dust

SAND-EEL.

of Diamond., made into a kind of Sand. 1833 J. Holland
Manuf Metal \\. 39 So largely has the sand-box superseded
the anvil in this manufacture [of scissors]. 1849 Weale
Did. Terms, Sand-boxes, in locomotive engines, boxes filled

with sand, usually placed near the driving wheels, with a
pipe to guide the sand to the rails. 1859 BartLett Diet.

Amer., Sand-Box, a primitive sort of spittoon, consisting of

a wooden box filled with sand. 1875 Vre"s Did. Arts III.

750 The sand-box [of a sand-blast apparatus]. 1901 Scots-

man 5 Nov. 8/4 Proceeding to the sand-box at the first tee.

3. The fruit of the West Indian forest tree, Hum
crepitans. Also, the tree itself.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 114 The Sandbox Tree. Ibid.

115 These Trees are called Sand-boxes from the Use that

is made of their Fruit to that Purpose. 1757 Parsons in

Phil. Trans. L. 405 This is undoubtedly the young Sand-
box, or fruit of the Hura. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades
178 We made our first halt, under a large sand-box -tree.

Sa'nd-boy. [f. Sand sb. 2 + Boy sb.*)

1. ?A boy who hawks sand for sale. In pro-

verbial phr. asjolly as a sandboy, etc.

1823 ' Jon Bee * Did. Turf Sand-boy, all rags and all

happiness; the urchins who drive, the sand-laden neddies

through our streets, are envied by the capon-eating turtle-

loving epicures of these cities. 'As jolly as a sand-boy',
designates a merry fellow who has tasted a drop. 1840
Dickens OldC.Shop xviii, The Jolly Sandboys was a small
road-side inn.., with a sign, representing three Sandboys
increasing their jollity. 1841 E. KitzGerald Lett. (1889) I.

70 We will smoke together and be as merry as sandboys.
x8c>2Zangwill Childr. Ghetto i.xxiv, Everything combined
to make him as jolty as a sandboy.

2. = sand-man : see Sand sb. 2 10.

1873 St. Paul's Mag. Feb. 139 But you are sleepy—the
sand- boys are in your eyes.

Sande, obs. form of Saint, Sandy sb.

Sanded (s;e*nded), ppi. a. [f. (in senses 1-4)

Sand sb.2 and (senses 5-7) Sand v.]

fl. Of a sandy colour^ Sandy a. 3, 4. Obs.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 125 My hounds are bred out
of the Spartan kinde, So flew'd, so sanded. 1607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts (1658) 515 The colour of Swine is uncertain,

..some are white, some branded, some sanded, some red.

1667 Cotton Scarron. iv. 10 The Sun.. that spruce light-

headed fellow With frizled locks of sanded yellow. 1686

Lond. Gaz. No. 2136/4 A white Sanded gray Mare, eight

years old.

f2. Sand-blind. Obs.

1629 Gaule Prad. Theories Rules to Rdrs., My Poring,
Paying, Pious Reader; With sanded, searching or with
simple Eye. 1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Sanded, short-

sighted. N[orth].

f 3. Composed of or covered with sand ; sandy.
170a Rowe Tamerl. 11. ii. 26 With Nations like the sanded

Shore. 1726-46 Thomson Winter 100 Dreadful down it [the

river] comes.. Then o'er the sanded valley floating spreads.

j 4. Cast in sand, as opposed to
( minted'. Obs.

x73* in J* Tait Two Cent. Border Ch. Life iii. {1889) 64
Uncurrent money.. consisting of doits, Irish halfpennies and
sanded bodies. X759 in Scott. N. fyQ. 2nd Ser. (1902) IV.

5/2 Bad sanded halfpennies.

5. Sprinkled with sand.

1760-a Goldsm. Cit. W. xxx, The sanded floor that grits

beneath the tread. x86o Tyndall Glac. 11. xxvii. 377 Fine
lines resembling those produced by the passage of a ralce

over a sanded walk. 1869 Trollope He Knew, etc. xxxii.

(1878) 181 [He] was up-stairs in the sanded parlour of the

Full Moon public-house.

b. Of wood, etc. : Covered with a layer of sand

to represent stone.

1883 Harper's Mag. Oct. 716/1 Tawdiy modern cast iron

work, 'sanded* to represent stone. 1889 C. T. Davies
Bricks ii. fed. 2) 56 It is not considered an honest treatment
of matetial to make painted and sanded wood take upon
itself the appearance of stone.

O. Of land: Dressed with sand.

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 106 In well sanded Lands
little or no Snow lies.

6. Adulterated with sand.

1883 Daily News 21 Nov. 6/7 They never would get free

from this sanded wool so long as they paid such big prices

for it, since it really paid better at the price obtainable than
the clean wool. 1895 Min. $lh Nat. Council Congr. Ch. U.S.
151 To refrain from short yardsticks and sanded sugar.

7. Reduced to sand-like grains.

1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sandedgum, powdered gum arable

Sa*nd-eel. Also 4-5 sandel, 4 sandhell, 5
sawndel, 6 sand el. [f. Sand sb. 2 + Eel.]

1. A fish of the genus Ammodytes, having a

slender, cylindrical, silvery body resembling that

of an eel.

1307 Dnrh, Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 3 In c de makerel!,. .cccc

di. merling. et sandelis. 1338 Ibid. 35 In Sandhells empt.
pro familia die Veneris, 14*/. 1425-6 Ibid. 620 Et de 3*. +d.

rec. pro tractatu deSandeelez. c 1440-60 [see Sandling * 1].

[1558 Rondelet Gesu. Hist. Anim. iv. 1260 De Ammodyte
pisce, vt nos vocauimus, pro Anglico Sandilz.] 1671 Ray in

Phil. Trans. VI. 2276 Those little long fishes, which our
Fishermen dig out of the Sands at low water, and therefore

call in some places Sand-Eeles. C171X Petiver Gazophyt. vi.

lix, Brasil Sand Eel. . .About 9 Inches long ; very good Meat
1880 Gunther Fishes 550 The 'Sand-eels' or 'Launces'
(Ammodytes) are extremely common on sandy shores of

Europe and North America.

2. New Zealand. The fish Gonorhynchus greyi.

1891 in Century Did.
Hence Sand-eeling, fishing for sand-eels.

1862 Ansted Channel Isi. 11. ix. (ed. 2) 212 Sand-eeling at

midnight . . is one of the amusements of all classes.

Sandel : see Samel, Sendal.
Sandelen wood : see Sandalwood.
Sandeling, obs. form of Sandling '.
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Sandell, obs. form of Sandal sbA and sb?

Sandemanian (sxnd/W'*nian)
f
sb. and a. [f.

the name Sandeman + -(i)aN.] a. sb. A member
of a religious sect developed ^>y Robert Sandeman
(1718-1771) from the Glassites. b. adj. Of or

belonging to the Sandemanians.
179a Belknap Hist. New Hampsh. III. 324 In the town

of Portsmouth there is a society of Sandemanians. 1810
W.Wilson Dissent. Ch. Loud. III. 326 The discipline in

this church is conducted pretty much in the same manner
as in other Sandemanian societies. 1876 N. Avter. Rev.
CXXIII. 224 The Sandemanian heresy. 1882-3 SchafjTs
Encycl. Reiig. A'nowl. III. 2x09 The sect, .called 'Glassites

'

in Scotland, and * Sandemanians ' in England and America.

Hence Sandemanianism.
1.766 Causes Pres. Declension Congr. Churches title-p,,

Interspersed with Reflections on Methodism and Sandi-
manianism [sic]. i8aa J. Brown Menu y. Hervey 453
Fuller of Kettering, .opposes Sandemanianism.

Sander (sae'ndai), sb, [f. Sand v. + -ek!.]

1. One who or something which sands or sprinkles

with sand ; one who collects sand.
1627 Hakewill-4/(7/. iv.viii. 5 3 (1630) 396 The A rena, .

.

so called, for that it was strowed ouer with sand . . , and officers

they had purposely for this businesse,..termed Arenarii,
Sanders. 1854 E. Giffard Deeds Nov. Daring 262 Mr.
Edward Henry A'Court, with a marine and seven seamen,
was despatched from the Blanche in the red cutter to collect

sand, .. The midshipman andhispartyof sanders (etc. 1- 1889
Blackw. Mag. Sept. 321/2 A sudden whirl of the driving-

wheels,., followed by the application of the steam sanders
[of a locomotive]. 1908 Daily Chron. 21 Feb. 10/6 Drum
(Single), 28iu. automatic feed sander..to be Sold.

2. A workman employed to sandpaper the soles

of boots and shoes.

1881 Instr. CensusClerks (1885) 76 Boot and Shoe Making :

. . Levanter. Sander.

t Sander, adv. Obs, Also 5 sannyr, Bonder.
[Comparative of ME. sone, Soon a., with vowel-
shortening and euphonic </; the phonology is some-
what obscure.] Sooner.
a 1450 Mvkc Festial 43 Moche more and sannyr he heruth

horn pat call) ih to hym wyth all hor hertys. Ibid. 166 pat
he may be sondyr come to beleue. Ibid. 267 pis day your
prayers schull be sandyr herd of God pen anober day. 1483
Monk 0/Evesham (Arb.) 29 How y might the sandyr and
lyghter scape. Ibid. 37 Mony of them that sodenly scapyd
. .and sander bastid hem selfe thanne other to go the were
that was before hem. 153a St, Papers Hen, Viil. VII. 373
A litle brieff information- .emprinted. .to make theym the
zander to understande the same. Ibid. 403 That suche
thinges as are promissed. .suld the sander comme to passe.

Sanderbode : see under Sandesman.
Sanderick, obs. form of Sandarac.
Sanderling (sae'ndajling). Also 7 sanderlin,

7, 9, sandling. [Possibly repr. OE.*sand-yrO/ing,
{. joWSand sbA + yrtling ploughman (see Earth-
ling I), also the name of some bird (? the plover).]

A small wading bird, Caiidris arenaria.
i6oj Carkw Cornwall 35 Coots, Sandertings, Sea-larkes.

16J3 N. H. in Whitbourne Newfoundland 114 The Fowles
ana Birds.. of the Sea are . . Teale, Snipes,.. Sanderlins.

1684 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. (ed. 15) 6 Sandlings,

..is the namctho' the fishermen call them Sandlings.

1856 Kane Arct, Expl. I. xx. 259 A sanderling, the second
migratory land-bird we have seen, came to our brig today.
1873 Long*. Wayside Inn 111. Prel. 77 The plover, peep, and
sanu^rling, That, .pipe along the barren sands.

Sander(r)man(n, var. ft*. Sandesman Obs.

Sanders 1 (so/ndaiz). Forms: 4 saundres,
(zaunders), 5 sawndres, -dyrs, satin-, sawn-
derys, 4-8 saunders, 6- sanders ; with sing, form

4 zawndre, sandery, 5 sander, sandrey, 5-7
saunder. [a. OK. sandre (Ilatz.-Daim. s. v. san-

tat), var. of sandU : see Sandal « The word has

in Eng. been most commonly plural in form, and
occas. in construction.]

1. —Sandalwood, in its various applications.

(Cf. Red banders.)
13*0-30 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 16 In . . 2 unceis de

Saundres, 3*. 1340 Ibid. 35 Saundres pro colore. 1388
Ibid. 48 In una u. de zawndre. 1390 Ibid. 49 Di. li. de
zaunders, is. 6d. 1331 Ace. Chamberl, Scotl. (1771) 25 Et
de 484 lib. diversarum confectionum . . 2 lib. de sandery [etc.].

\c\yyts Form ofCuryxx. in Warner Antiq. Culin. (1780)

10 Color it with saundres a lytcl. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 225
That 1 mat stonde in thilke rowe Amonges hem that Saundres
use. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1 2 pen take Sawnderys, an Vyne-
gre, an cast ber-to. 14.. Noble Bk. Cookry {1882) 30 To mak
lunge de bef, tak ox tunges..then tak. .parsly, y*ope, tyme
sandrey [etcj. i$M6Pilgr. Perf.(\V.dK'W. 1531)22!), Apre-
cyoustree : wherof the stock is saundres, the barke synamom,
the fruyt nutmygges or maces. 1598 W. Phillip Linschoten
1. lxxiv. 120/2 There are 3. sorts of Sanders that is, white,

yelow and red. i6>3 Markkam Eng. Honsew. (ed. 2) 108
lake.. good store of suger, cinamon, a few saunders and
rosewater. 1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. 11. iv.

205 With the addition of sanders [K. sanlal). .they stand
much better. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Isl. 787
Sanders, yellow : Bucida capitata.

f 2. The sandalwood tree ; sandalwood trees.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage {1614) 507 In Tymor, an Hand
by laua, are whole woods of Sanders. 1783 Jlstamono tr.

Raynal 's Hist. Indies 1 1 . 94 The san tat urn or sanders grows
to the size of a walnut-tree.

3. at/rib., as sanders-bealer, cup, poxvder, tree ;

sanders-wood *= bense 1.

"544 Will of R. Osborne {Somerset Ho.), I will that the
*saunder beaters at Grocer's Hall beare my boddy to the
churche. 1617 in Heath Grocers'1 Comp. (1869) 434 Payde
the saunder beaters.. il. 3s. 4CL. 1491 Will of Vaughan
(Somerset Ho.), My 'saunder cupp. i&i-aHoivard Househ.
Bks. (Roxb.) 42 Item, *sander poder di. lb. ij. s. vj.d. 1640
Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1605 The "Saunders tree, .groweth
to be as bigge as the Wallnut tree. 1615 Cal. St. Papers^
E. Ind. (1862) 380 *Sanders wood. 1812 J. Smyth Pract.
of Customs (1821) 52 Brandy.. having its red colour from
burnt sugar, Saunders wood, &c. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl.
II. 190/1 Dyed red with the aromatic saunders-wood. 1866
Treas. Bot., Sanders-wood.

Sanders 2 (scrndoaz). Also saunders. (See
quot. 1892.)
18*7 Nezv Syst. Cookery 51 To dress the same [sc. cold

beef], called Sanders. 1864 Englishw. in India 128 Saun-
ders. Put a layer of mashed potatoes [etc]. 1893 Encycl.
Cookery (ed. Garrett) II. 377 Sanders. This name is given
to a preparation of minced beef or other meat.

Sandery, obs. form of Sanders 1
.

t Sandesman. Obs. Forms : a. 2 sander
man, Ormin sanderrmann, 3 sonder(e man, 3-4
sandirman. 0. 3 sondes-, 4 sondezmon, 4-5
sondes-, sandes-, sandis-, soundis-, 5 sayn-
dis-man. [f. ME. sarnies, genit. of Sand sb, 1 +
Man sb.1 The a forms come from Scandinavian

districts, and the -er seems to represent the ON.
genitive ending -ar

t
although Sand sb.1 does not

appear to have existed in ON. Cf. sand-man s. v.

Sand sbA ; also Sendman.] A messenger, envoy,

ambassador.
a. 1123 O. E. Chron. (MS. Laud), & baer comen pes eorles

sander men of Angeow to him. 1 iaoo Ormin 19383 He
IS. John Bapt.] nass nohht Crist . . Ace sanderrmann biforenn
Crist To kipenn Cristess come. 11250 Gen. ty Ex. 1410
Laban and his moder w i5-o.m fa^neden wel 8is sondere man.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 21408 (Gott.) pan sent be king
costantine, sandirmen [Cott. send men] till his moder eline.

fi. c xaos Lay. 13595 Heo. .nomen aenne sondes-mon and
senden toward Lunden. 13. . E, E, Allit, P. B. 469 He
sechez an ober sondez-mon & settez on be douue. a 1400-50
Alexander 2399 Now ere be sandismen sett on baire borsis.

c 1400 Destr. Troy xxi. 8866 Then sent were bere sone
soundismen two, To Priam, the prise kyng, purpos to hold.

c 1470 Got. <V Gaw. 326, I rede ane sayndis-man ye send to

yone senyeour.

SotSa-nderbode. [BoDE5^. 1 Cf.ON. .**•«<#&>&;.]

ntoo Triu. Coll. Horn. 89 And bo tweien sauder-bodes
ferden and cudden in be bureh, rat be helende was bider-

ward.

Sandever, -devoire : see Sandiveb.

t Sand-eyed, a. Obs. rare ~~ K [f. Sand sb.%,

supposed to be the first element in Sand-blind a.]

Sand-blind.
159a Greene Disput. Wks. (Grosart) X. 223 A sawcie

Signor there is, whose purblind eyes can scarcely discerne

a Lowse from a Flea. . . 1 doubt the sandeyde Asse, will kicke

. . if 1 rubbe him on the gaule.

Sa-nd-fly. [f. Sand sb? + Flt sbX\

1. A small fly or midge, esp. one belonging to

the genus Simulium.
1748 Anson's Voy. 1. v. 46 The muscatos. .were succeeded

by an infinity of sand-flies. 18x6 Kirbv & Sr. Entomol. iv.

(1818) I. hi The burning-fly {brulot) or sand-fly of America
and the West Indies. 1867 A. L. Adams Wand. Naturalist
India 50 That prince of gallynippers, the sand-fly, whose
bite produces a painful and irritable swelling. 1896 tr. Boas

'

Text-bk. Zoo/. 276 The Sand-fly \Simulia), a small fly-like

Midge, the females of which. .are blood suckers.

b. An artificial fly used in angling.
1681 Quaiiam Anglers Vade-m. (1700) 229 Sand Fly...

Made of the Wool! gotten off the Flank of a black Sheep.

189a Lowndes Camping Sk. 20a The dace were rising

furiously, and we got to work at once with a sandfly and a
blue dun.

2. Sand-fly bush : see quot.

1889 J. H. Maiden Use/. Nat. PI. Australia 282 Zien'a
Smithiiy Andr.. .Colonial names are 'Sandfly Hush ' and
' Turmeric '.

Sandgiac, variant of Sanjak.
Sand-glass, [f. Sand sb? + Glass sb.

1

]

1. A contrivance for measuring time, consisting

of two glass vessels of approximately conical shape,

connected at the apex by a narrow neck, and con-

taining so much sand as will take a given time to

flow from the receptacle placed uppermost into

that placed below ; an hour-glass, a minute-glass,

an egg-boiler, or the like. Also^f.
1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 65 b/2 A sande glasse, or houre-

classe, vitreum horologium. 1570 Dee Math. Pref. d iv,

Houre, halfe houre, and three houre Sandglasses. 1687 A.

Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. I. 268 They turn a half minute

Sand-Glass, . .and then drop the Log from the Stern. 1779

Boswell Let. 22 Oct. in Life Johnson^ But my sand-glass

was now beginning to run low, as I could not trespass too

long on the colonel's kindness. 1814 Scott St. Ronans
xxiu, My span must be a brief one, but let not your hand

shake the sand-glass ! xoo> Westm. Gas 30 Oct 1/1 I he

two-minute sandglass on the table of the House of Commons
. . has to be turned, and whilst the sand is running down the

division bells are set in motion.

f2. = Sand-box i. Obs.

1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life vni. xxiv,

Emptying the ink-glass, (by mistake for the sand-glass) on

a paper which you have just written out fairly.

Sa'nd-gTOUSe. [Sand sb?] Any bird of the

group Pteroclomorphm, inhabiting sandy tracts of

the old world, consisting of two genera Pterodes

(esp. P. arenariusy the Sand-grouse proper, and P.
alchata, the Pin-tailed Sand-grouse) and Syrrhaptes.
1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 751 Sand Grouse.

Tetrao arenaria. This is bigger than the Partridge. 1864
Intel/. Observer I V. 197 The new British Sand-Grouse. (Pal-
las's Three-toed Sand-Grouse—Syrrhaptesparadoxus.} 1867
A. L. Adams Wand. Naturalist India 119 The painted or
lesser sand-grouse (Pteroc/esfasciatus). 1895 J. G. Millais
Breath fr. Veldt (1899) 29 In the early morning the Na-
maqua sandgrouse come to their margins.. to drink.

Sand-heat. [Sand sb.2] Heat applied by
means of heated sand; also = Sand-bath i.

16x0 B. Jonson A/ch. 11. iii, I meane to tinct C. in sand-
heat, to morrow, And giue him imbibition. 1677 W. Harris
tr. Lemerys Course Chem. 317 You may distil the Spirit on
a Sand-heat. 1746 R. James Monfet's Hea/t/Cs Impr.
Introd. 42 By a Sand-heat, gradually increased, it yields
first a.. Liquor,, .then a white volatile Salt. 1857 Miller
E/em. Chem. {1862) III. 13 By evaporating the solution, .to
dryness by a strong sand heat.

Sa-nd-liill. [Sand sb?] A hill or bank of sand;
esp. a dune on the sea-shore.
c 725 Corpus G/oss. (Hessels) A 440 A /ga, scaldhyflas uel

sondhyllas. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 464/2 Sond hylle, or pytte,
sorica. a 1603 Sir F, Vere Comm. 88 The space betwixt
the sea and the sand-hills or Downs. 1709 Prior Lady's
Looking-G/. 2 Celia and L.Walk'd o'er the Sand-hills to
the Sea. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 300 Chains of sand-
hills have also accumulated on the shores of the delta of the
Nile. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hoi xxviii, Easily, on the
flowing tide,.. she has slipped up the channel between the
two lines of sand-hill. 1890 Murray's Handbk.for Lincolns.
Introd. 26 The sand-hills or 'dunes' have Htde beauty
beyond their wildness.

b. Sand-hill crane, Grtts canadensis and Grus
mexicanus or pratensis of North America.
1894 OutingiV.S.) XXIV. 305/1 The great sand-hill cranes

. .looking as big as the horses we rode.

o. Sand-hill Rosemary, a small heath-like

evergreen shrub, Ceraiiola ericoides,

1895 T. W. Sanders Encycl. Gard.
Hence Sand-hiller, one of a class of 'poor

whites' living in the pine-woods that cover the

sandy hills of Georgia and South Carolina.
1856 Olmsted Slave States 506 The sand-hillers..are

small, gaunt, and cadaverous, and their skin is just the
color of the sand-hills they live on.

II Sandia (sa*ndi*a). [Sp.] A water-melon.
1648 Gage West Ind. 87 Excellent fruits, especially Pines

and Sandia's. 190a in Webster Suppl.

Sandifer, obs. form of Sandiver.

t Sandiferous, a. Obs. rare~K [f. Sand
j^.^+'^ferous.] Producing sand.

1578 Sidney Wanstead Play in Arcadia (1629) 619 What
said that Troian .-Knu.is, when he soiourned in the surging
sulkes of the sandiferous seas.

Sandiness (sse'ndines). [f. Sandy a. + -ness.]

L The quality or condition of being sandy.
c 164a Observator Def 6 The sandinesse and incoherence

of the Animadversors consequence, 1783 W. F. Martyn
Geog. Mag. II. 132 The sandiness of their walks. 1873
Roberts Handbk. Med. 173 The eyes are injected and
watery, with a feeling of soreness and sandiness.

2. U.S. slang. The quality of having 'sand' or

pluck. (Cf. Sand sb? 7 b.)

1807 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 31 Their persistent
' sandiness ' compelled his admiration.

SandingCsee'ndiq),^/.^. [f.SANDzz. + -IN(jI.]

The action of the vb. Sand in various senses.

1670 J. Smith Eng. ImProv. Revived 10 Lands. . Improved
by.-Alarling, Liming, Sanding, ..and such like helpes. 1715
Lkadley Fam. Did., Sanding, a Term in Gardening, sig-

nifying the placing ofSand in an Alley. 184a Gwilt Archit.

g 2277 The process of sanding .. is performed with fine sand
thrown on the last coat of paint while wet. i860 Dickens
Uncomm. Trav. xxviii, It was the subject of more stamping

and sanding than I had ever seen before. 1887 R. Rath dun

Hist. «t Meth. Fisheries (Fish. Industr. U.S. v.) II. 821 The
New York dealers advocate their [sc. sponges'] sale by
count, in order to circumvent certain fraudulent practices.

.

such as sanding and liming. Ibid. 840 The sanding process

consists in mixing with the sponges, .fine sand.

b. attrib. and Comb., as sanding-box, -gear,

-machine ; sanding plate, a lap (Lap sbA) used,

with sand and water, in grinding marble.

J897 Outing(U.S.) XXX. 367/2, I knew his *sanding-box

would be empty before he shook it over his writing. 1905

Westm. Gaz. 15 Aug. 9/3 An engine with.. valve motion,

break-gear, and *sanding-gear complete.^ x88i Builder 18

Nov. 668/1 Watering and *sanding machines. 1850 Holtz-
apffel Turnings etc III. 1210 The [horizontal revolving]

lap, or as it is called the *sanding plate. 1866 Cycl. Useful

Arts (ed. Tomlinson) II. 127/2 In the grinding of works of

small or moderate size . . sanding-plates are used.

Sandirman, variant of Sandesman Obs.

t Sandish, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sand sb? + -ish.]

Somewhat sandy.
1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Oct. 77 You may plant some

Anemonies. .in fresh sandish earth. 167s— Terra (16761 22

Some of them [j>v. Chalks] have a Sandish, others a blacker

and light surface.

Sandisman, variant of Sandeshan Obs.

Sandiver (sae'ndivaj). Forms: Asaundyuer,

5 sandifer, 7 sandivoir(e, sandevoire, sand-

over, 7, 9 sandever, 6- sandiver. [App. a. F.

sitin de verre {suin
t
now* suint, exudation from

wool, app. f. siter to sweat ; de of; verre glass).]

A liquid saline matter found floating over the glass

after vitrification ;
glass-gall.
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13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1036 [Dead Sea.) pe day bat denges

berby am corsyes strong, As alum & alkaran, . .
Soufre sour,

& saundyuer, & ober such mony. 1477 Norton Ord.Alch.

iii. in Ashm. (1652) 39 Calx vive, Sandifer, and Vitnall.

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle (1627) MS Then put of the pow-

der of Sandiuer finely made, into his eye. 1607I0PSKLL

Four-f. Beasts 357 Martin saith, that hee alwaies vsed to

blow a little sandiuoire [1658 Sandivoir] into the [horse s]

tie once a day. 166a Merrett tr. Nen s Art ofGlass ix,

The water may take from it a sort of salt called Sandever.

r.68* Pettus Pita Mix. 1. v. 118 One, may met the clean

and rich Gold slicks. .in a Crucible with a little of Caput

Mori, and Sandover. 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 39 Sandiver,

Scoria Vitri, is the farces and dregs of glass. 183a G. R.

Porter Porcelain * Gl. 166 Sandiver is purchased by refiners

of metals, who use it as a powerful flux.

Sandjak, -djakate : see Sanjak, Sanjakate.

Sand lark, sand laverock. [f. Sand si?

+ LAI1K si.1 , LAVEROCK.]

1. A name applied, chiefly locally, to some of

the smaller limicoline birds.

1658 R. Franck North. Mem. (1694! 181 Besides here \sc.

Ross] are Eagles, .. Seapyes, Sandelevericks [etc.]. 1800

Wordsw. /dlcSheph. Boys 24 Along the river's stony marge
The sand-lark chants a joyous song. 1831 J. Rennie
Montagu's Omith. Dict.,Dulwilly(Ch,iradriusHiaticula).

Provincial... Sand Laverock. Ibid., SandLark, a name for

the Ringed Plover, and the Sandpiper. Ibid., Sandpiper
(Totanus hypoleucus)... Provincial... Sand Lavrock. Sand
Lark. 1880 J. E. Harting Rodd's Birds Coruw. 103 Under
a variety of names, as Dunlin, . . Sandlark, the bird [ Triuga

atpiua] is well known to shore-shooters. 1905 A. R. Wal-
lace Life I. 335 Sand-grouse and sand-larks were occa-

sionally seen.

2. A lark of the genus Ammomanes.
1869-73 Casselfs Bk. Birds I. 199 The Sand Larks {Am-

momanes) easily recognisable by their strong beaks..and

sand-coloured plumage.

3. Austral. The Red-capped Dottrel, Charadrius

rtificapilla. (Morris Austral Eng.)
1867 W. Richardson Tasmanian Poems Pref. n The

nimble sand-lark learns his pretty note.

Sandle wood : see Sandalwood.

Sandling ' (sarndlirj). Also 5 sandel-, flawn-

delynge. [f. Sand si.* + -ling I.]

+ 1. = Sand-eel i. Ois.

£1440 Promp. Parv. 411/t Sandel, or sandelynge, fische,

anguilla arenalis. c 1460 Ibid. (Winchester MS.), Sawn-
del, or sawndelynge. 15a* Hottseh. Exp. Sir T. /.estrange

(B. M. Add. MS. 27448, If. 30b), Item, in whytyngs and sand-

lyngs, xid.

2. A small flat-fish ; a dab.

1611 Cotgr. Barbae, ..a kind of lesse Turbot, or Turbot-

like fish, called by some, a Dab, or Sandling. 1694 Mot-
teux Rabelais iv. Ix. 236 Dabs and Sand[l]ings. 1834 A.

Smart Rhymes 90 (E. D. D.) Down by the Watermou' to

wade An' howk for sandlings side by side Wi' nimble hand.

1907 Nation (N. V.) 5 Oct. 13/1 Dabs or sandlings with

the white side semi-transparent.

Sandling 2 (sje'ndlirj). local, [f. Sand si? +
-LING !.] (See quots.)

1794 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 12 The title of sandling

being given peculiarly to the country south of the line of

Woodbridge and Orford, where a large extent of poor, and
even blowing sands is found. Ibid. 42. 1847 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 265 The eastern maritime sandy districts

or sandlings, and the north-west sandy districts or fieldings.

Sandling, var. Sandaling, Sanderling.

Sand lot. U.S. An epithet applied to the fol-

lowers of Dennis Kearney, the leader of a socialistic

or communistic party which existed 1877-80 (see

quot. 1888). Hence Sand lotter.

1886 Atlantic Monthly Sept. 416/2 We can or could ap-

point a Fenian [as ambassador] to London, . . a sand-lot poli-

tician to China [etc.]. 1887 Chicago Advance 17 Feb. 107

[The California Chinese Mission] raised the last year in

California $3,756, hoodlums, sandlotters and politicians to

the contrary notwithstanding. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw.
III. v. xc. 232 On the west side of San Francisco. .there..

was a large open space, laid out for building, . .covered with

sand, and hence called the Sand Lot. Here the mob had

been wont to gather for meetings, /bid. 245 After the ses-

sion of 1880. .what remained of the Sand Lot group was
reabsorbed into the Democratic party.

Sandol(e, •dolo : see Sandal si.2

Handover, obs. form or Sandiver.

Sa'nd-paper,sandpaper,«<- [f.SANurf.2]

1. Paper upon which a layer of sand has been

fixed by means of an adhesive, used chiefly for

smoothing or polishing woodwork by abrasion.

18*5 J. Nicholson Operai. Mechanic 641 The surface of

the work [must] be carefully rubbed down with sand-paper.

1850 Holtzafffel Turning, etc. III. 1091 Sand Paper is

made with the common house sand, and only of one degree

of coarseness, but in other respects exactly like glass paper.

1877 Huxley Physiogr. ix. 134 The sand and -Iner particles

..scour the walls, .as effectually as though they were well

rubbed with fine sand-paper.

2. attrii. and Comi., as sandpaper maker; sand-
paper stick, a shoemaker's tool for finishing the

soles of boots ; sandpaper tree, a name for several

tropical trees, the rough leaves of which are used

by the natives for polishing (see quots.).

1899 Allbutl's Syst. Med. VIII. 917 Examples of which

[sc. dermatitis] are seen in the case of stone-cutters, "sand-

paper makers [etc. ]. 188a Wore. Exhib. Catal. (ed. 2) 240

The Shoemaker's ' buff knife and "sandpaper stick '. 1863

Speke Discov. Nile 567 The "sand-paper tree [Kigelia pin-

nata], whose leaves resemble a cat's tongue in roughness.

1866 Trcas. Bot., Sandpaper-tree, Curatella aiuericaua.

1882 J. Smith Diet. Pop. Names Plants 367 Sandpaper

92

Trees—Dillenia scabrella and D. sarmentosa, . .natives of

India.

Sa'ndpaper, v. [f. prec] trans, To smooth

with or as with sand-paper j also with down.
1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 122 The body-coach-

man., caused himself to be.. sandpapered and scrubbed into

presentability. 1869 ' Mark Twain ' /nnoc.Abr. xii, Surely

the.. smooth, .turnpikes are jack-planed and sand-papered

every day. 1879 Cassclt's Techn. Educ. IV. 221 The whole

is then sand-papered down thoroughly.

Hence Sa-ndpaperer ;
Sandpapering vbl. si.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 60 Tobacco Pipe Making

:

. .Sand Paperer or Scourer. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot A> Shoe-

making xxiv. 199 Sand-papering Machine.

Sandpiper (sae-ndpsipaj). [f. Sand si.- +
Piper 1

.]

1. A common name for any limicoline bird which

is not a plover or a snipe ; csp. Tringoides or

Actitis /ypoleucus, the Common Sandpiper, and

A.macularia,the common N. American Sandpiper.

1674 Ray Colled. Words 90 Sand-piper : Tringa minor.

1768 G. White Selborne, To Pennant 8 Oct., The sandpiper,

30 wood sandpiper. (Totanus

glareola.) /bid. 144 Spotted Sandpiper. (Totanus macu-
laria.) /bid. 146 Purple Sandpiper. (Totanus marilimus.)

183s Audubon Ornithol. Biogr. III. 444 The Curlew Sand-

piper. Triiigasubarouata,Temm. 1886 Newton in Encycl.

Brit. XXI. 260/1 The birds commonly called Sandpipers

seem to form three sections, .. Totaninx, Tringbue,jxnd

Phalaropodinee. 1892 Stevenson Across the Plains ii. 78

Sandpipers trot in and out by troops after the retiring waves.

2. A kind of lamprey (see quot.).

1880 Gunther Fishes 693 The ' Pride ' or ' Sand-Piper ' or

Small Lampern (Petromyzon branchialis).

Sand-pit. [f. Sand siA + Pit sil]

1. A pit from which sand is excavated.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 464/2 Sond hylle, or pytte, sorica.

1530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sandepytt, sabloniere. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Arenarius.., one that kepeth sande piltes.

1726 Leoni Albertts Archit. I. 35/2 There is no want of

Sand-pits. 186a Chamb. Eneycl. IV. 823/1 (Golf), The
ground is diversified by knolls, sand-pits, and other hazards.

1876 Buckley Short Hist. Nat. Sci. xxxix. 418 Tools were

found in . . the sandpits of Abbeville.

2. Founding. (See quot.)

1888 Lock-wood's Bid. Mech. Engin. s.v. Foundry Pit,

Foundry pits are either sand pits or open pits. . . Sand pits

are so termed because the mould is of so weak a character

as to require the support of sand rammed around in the

space between it and the walls of the pit.

Sandrac, variant of Sandarac.

t Sandragon. Ois. Also 5 sank dragoun,

7 sangdragon. [a. Y. sang (de) dragon.] =
Dragon's blood.
1334-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 525 In Sandragon,

Coppros, et vertegrece empt. pro pede j equi. c 1400 Lan.
franc's Cirnrg. 35 Leie aboue be wounde a poundir maad
oon partie of frankencense, & of two parties of sandragoun.

/bid. 151 pepoudre of lym ffrankensence and sank dragoun.

1601 Holland Pliny II. 476 The true Cinnabaris or Sang-

dragon is worth fiflie sesterces by the pound. 1615 Mark-
ham Eng. Housew. (1660) 17 Take . . of Sandragon one dram.

Sandrake, obs. form of Sandarac.

t Sandre. Ois. rare. Shortened form of Alex-

ander si., a species of striped silk.

1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 192 Item,. .vij elms

and half ane quartar gray sandre ; price elne xiiij s.

Sandrey, -drick, obs. ff. Sanders1
, Sandarac.

Sa'nd-ridge. U- Sand si? + Ridge si.] A
ridge of sand ; a sandbank. Hence Sand-ridged a.

c 1000 jElfric Gram. ix. (Z) 75 Haec syrtis pes sandhricg.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 210 This Banke or

Sand-ridge, Portland. 1823 in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I.

330 Westerham..lies between the sand-ridge and the chalk-

ridge. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 417 The lagoons

behind the sand-ridged beach.

Sandstone (sre-ndst^n). [f. Sand si? +

Stone si.] A rock composed of consolidated

sand. Old and New Ned Sandstone : two series of

British rocks lying respectively below and above

the carboniferous.

1668 Charleton Ouoiuasl. 241 Saxnm Armarium. Sand-

stone. 1761 Catcott Deluge 111. (1768) 249 A red Sand-stone.

1820 Fosbrooke in Q. frnl. Sci., Lit. A> Arts IX. xvn. 45

Old red sandstone. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 263 Fair

Island, said to be composed of sandstone with high per-

pendicular cliffs. 1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandsl. xi.(ed. 2)

235 We enter on a district of New Red Sandstone. 1855

Longf. Hiaw. iv. 261 There the ancient Arrow-maker

Made his arrow-heads of sandstone. 1855 J- Phillips Man.
Geol. 65 Sandstones are essentially littoral and shallow sea

formations. 1879 Hare B'ness Bunsen II. viii. 437 Low
round-headed arches of red sandstone.

attrib. 1796 Kirwan Elciu. Min. (ed. 2) I. 358 Sandstone

Porphyry. 1823 P. Nicholson Prod. Build. 287 A sand-

stone quarry. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines ,r Mining 127

Sandstone-schist.

+ Sa*ndwich, !*.» Ois. [?lhe name of the

town of Sandwich, Kent.] Used attrii. to de-

signate some kind of cord used in the iK-i6th c.

1494 in Rogers Agric. «s Prices (1882) III. 560/3 Sion.

6 pieces sandwich line (8/4. 1498 Churchw. Ace. i>t. Dun-

Stan's Cauterb., Sandwyche corde for the clothe afore ye

Roode. 1526-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 339 Item, paid for

a pece of Sandwych lyne for the chirch, iiij d. 1572 in

Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 164 Sandwiche corde,

packthreade, twyne.

Sandwich (sjcndwitj), si? [Said to be named

after John Montagu, 4th Earl of Sandwich (171S-

SANDWICH.

1792), who once spent twenty-four hours at the

gaming-table without other refreshment than some

slices of cold beef placed between slices of toast.

This account of the origin of the word is given by Grosley

Londres (1770) I. 262. Grosley's residence in London was

in 1765, and he speaks of the word as having then lately

come into use.]

1. An article of food for a slight repast, composed

of two thin slices of bread, either plain or buttered,

with a layer of sliced meat, usually beef or ham
(or, in later use, of almost any savoury comestible)

placed between ; frequently with specifying word

prefixed, as ham, egg, watercress sandwich.

1762 Gibbon frnl. 24 Nov., Misc. Wks. 1796 I. no note,

I dmed at the Cocoa Tree. . .That respectable body, .affords

every evening a sight truly English. Twenty or thirty.

.

of the first men in the kingdom, .. supping at little tables.,

upon a bit of cold meat, or a Sandwich. 1771 Foote Maid
ofB. 1. Wks. 1799 II. vo&SirChr. Not a morsel, Tom, if

you would give me the universe ! Rack. Pho, man ! only

a Sandwich or so. 1800-1 Jane Austen Lett. (1884) I.

231 At Oakley Hall.. we did a great deal—eat some sand-

wiches all over mustard [etc.]. 1803 Beddoes Hygeia xl.

21 Our Nimrods..have felt, .the propriety of carrying a

sandwich into the field. 1836-9 Dickens Si. Boz, Tales

iii, The supper consisted of small triangular sandwiches in

trays. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 468 A. .Glasgow confec-

tioner . . has the credit of making one hundred different kinds

of sandwiches. 1872 CasseWs Househ. Guide III. 224 Egg
Sandwiches. 1885 Mabel Collins Prettiest H'oman xxvi,

He ordered a hasty lunch of claret and sandwiches.

iransf. andfig. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Iviii, A pale

young man.. came walking down the lane en sandwich—
having a lady, that is, on each arm. 1866 Cornh. Mag. ()cL

468 A naval potentate., whose talk was a perfect sandwich

of oaths and orders. 1884 Edna Lyall We Two iv, The
very oddest day, a sort of sandwich ofgood and bad.

2. Applied to a man carrying two advertisement

boards suspended from the shoulders, one in front

and the other behind ; = sandwich-man.
[1836-9 Dickens Sk. Boz, C/tar.'ix, So, he slopped the

unstamped advertisement—an animated sandwich, com-
posed of a boy between two boards.] 1864 Spectator 24 Dec
1460 The poor ' sandwiches ' might justifiably have beenkept
moving, but to prohibit them altogether is a bit of unreason-

able tyranny. 1885 Pall Mall G. 2 Feb. 12/2 We ha_\e, and
not so very long ago, seen girls employed as ' sandwiches '.

3. attrii., as sandwich-iag, supper, tray; (sense 2)

sandwich advertisement ; sandwich beam (see

quot.) ; sandwich-board, a board carried by a

sandwich-man; sandwich-boat, the boat which

rows in two divisions of the bumping races at

Oxford and Cambridge, occupying the last position

in a higher division and the first position in a lower

division ; sandwich box, case, a box or case in

which to carry sandwiches; Bandwich-man —
sense 2.

1884 Times 27 Oct 4/2 Vesterday . . I met. .a proces-

sion of. .girls,. .bearing "sandwich advertisements. 1837

Dickens Pickw. xvi, A closet in_ which the day boarders

hung their bonnets and "sandwich-bags. 1887 Archit.

Publ. Soc. Did., ^Sandwich beam, a name sometimes
given to the flitch girder. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV.

Africa 572 Some of my other men are only fit to carry

"sandwich-boards for Day and Martin's blacking. 1884

Oxf. $ Camb. Uudergrad. frnl. 28 Feb. 273/1 Wadham
was the "sandwich-boat. 1848 Dickens Dombeyxv, "Sand-

wich-boxes. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 203

Do not forget the "sandwich-case and flask of brandy. 1864

Morn. Star 26 May 4 He encounters a "sandwich man bear-

ing placards. 1802 Lemaistre Rough Sk. Mod. Paris xxxii.

297 With only a standing or "sandwich supper. 1799 Hull
A dvertiser 28 Dec. 3/1 Desert sets of dishes, plates, &c, and
"Sandwich Trays.

Sandwich (sarndwitf), v. [f. Sandwich si.-]

1. intr. ? To make a light repast.

1815 J. Wilson in Mem. vi. (1879) 133, I called. .at Glen-

corse where I sandwiched for an hour.

2. trans. To put in or as in a sandwich ; chiefly

fig., to insert (something) between two other things

of a widely different character ; also to sandwich

in ; rarely, to enclose like a sandwich.

1861 Wynter Soc. Bees 204 If capital would only turn its

attention to the supplies of animal food. .every man might

nave a slice of good Deef sandwiched between his free-trade

bread. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 Nov. 4/4 Mr. Disraeli sandwiches

between sensible suggestions some of his very worst thoughts.

1881 Times 24 Feb. 8/3 The target was formed of two steel

plates, ' sandwiching ' an inch of deal. 1888 F. HintsJTmfc
Midas 1. v, The wash.. being sandwiched in between a bed

of white pipe-clay and a top layer of brownish earth. 1896

Kipling Seven Seas 78 (The Song of the Banjo). .I'm sand-

wiched 'tween the coffee and the pork.

intr. for reft. 1898 EngineeringMag. XVI. 103 The way m
which the different functions ' sandwich ' in with each other.

8. intr. To be employed as a sandwich-man.

1886 [implied in Sandwiching vbl. sb.}.

Hence Sa-ndwicbing vil. si.

1886 Gd. Words 247 Election sandwiching is paid for at

higher rates than ordinary advertisement sandwiching. 1886

Tunes 1 Apr. 9/1 The sandwiching of the Budget between

the two declarations of policy.

f Sandwicher. Ois. [-er!.] A native of the

Sandwich Islands in the Pacific Ocean (named by

Cook in 1 778 after the fourth Karl of Sandwich)

;

a Sandwich Islander.

i8<7 Southey in Q. Rev. XVII. 9 One of the Sandwichers

was ordered a few days after to commit the murder. 1824

W. E. Andrews Rev. Fox's Bk. Martyrs I. 402 Where arc

the persecutions to trv the faith of the Sandwichers}



SANDWORT. 93 SANGRAIL.

Sandwort (8Be*dw8Ut). [f. Sand sb.~ + Wort,
plant.j A name given to the genus Armaria and

other plants growing in sandy localities.

x597 Gerarde Herbal n. xcvi. 3*7 Buckeshorne. .is called

also by cenaine bastarde names, as Harenaria, or Sand*
wort. 1796 Withering lint. Plants (ed. 3) II. 421-4- 1856

Gray Man. Bet. {1860I 57 Alsine. .Grove Sandwort. 1866

Treas. Boi. 1015 1 Spurrey sandwort, Sperguiaria. 1882

Garden 21 Jan. 34/3, I have not yet tried these Sandworts
in shade.

Sandy (sse*ndi), sb. Also 5 Sande, 6 Sandie.

A shortened form of ihe name Alexander, chiefly

used in Scotland. Hence used as a nickname for

a Scotchman. Cf. Sawney.
1473 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Sect. I. 17 Item fra Sandy

Wardrowpar, iijelne of blac. Ibid. 89 Item, to Sande Boyd
. . iiij li. x s. 1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 69 He has Blind Hary,
et Sandy Traill Slaine with his schour of mortal! haill. 1585
Sc. Acts Jos. VI (18141 HI. 390/2 Sandie dark. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue, Saivny or Sandy, a general

nick name for a Scotchman. 1888 Harper s Mag. Sept. 493
A party of Lowland Sandies who filled the other seats.

Sandy (s3endi),«. Forms: 1 sandis, 4 sondi,

4-5 sondy^e, 4- sandy. [OE. sandig : see Sand
sb* and -Y. Cf. Du. zandig, MHG. sandie (G.

sandig), OX. sgndug-r (Sw., Da. sandig).']

1. Of the nature of sand; composed of or con-

taining a large proportion of sand.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 9* Deos wyit . .wihst. .on sandi*ura
landum. 138a Wyclif Acts xxvii. 17 Thei vseden girdyng
1 j ^idere of schipp, dredynge lest thei schulden falle into

sandy placis. e 1440 Pal/ad. oh limb. m. 447 Lond myxt
with cley, or sondy city, faal sonde, c 1586 C'tess Pem-
broke Vs. Lxxvtn. vi, Where the deepe did show his sandy
flore. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 28 The Mason must work no
Stone with Sandy vcines. 1697 Dryden I'irg. Georg. iv.

285 With sandy Ballast Sailors trim the Boat. 1709 Pope
Eis. Crit. 55 In other parts it [the ocean] leaves wide
sandy plains. 1787 Tram. See. Arts V, 216 Rubbed in

with a brickbat or sandy stone. 1813 Sir H. Davy Agric,
Chem. (1814) 200 The term sandy. .should never be applied

to any soil thai does not contain at least seven eighths of

sand. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 169 A
sub-oil, the deeper the sandier. 1878 Brow ning Poets Croisk
xi, lhe spit of sandy rock which juts Spitefully northward.

b. Of or containing sand as used for measuring

time. (Cf. Sandglass.) poet.

1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. Vt
%
iv. it 36 Ere the Glasse that now

begins to runne, Finish the processe of his sandy houre.

1607 HuvvbOOD Worn. Killed™. Kindn. Wk«. 1874 II. 138

U God, that it were possible. .That time could turne vp his

swift sandy glasse..to rcdeeme these houres ! 1893 *'

Thompson Poems 31 The sandy glass hence bear—Antique
remembrancer.

2. fig. Resembling sand as lacking the quality of

cohesion or stability.

1590 Nasiie PasauiCs Apot. 1. A iij b, You may easily

pcrceiue what successe they are like to haue, that dcale
with so leaden and sandie braines. 159a — Four Lett.

Con/ut. Wks. (Grosart) II. 265 The short shredder out of
sandy sentences without lime, a 1609 Donne Lett. (1654)
162 It were no set vice to you, to send you my notes upon
the Book, because they are sandy, and incoherent ragges.

i6a8 Prynne Cens. Cozens 29 Who build the Antiquitie of
their Canonicall Howers vpon such a sandy foundation.

1687 Drvoen Hind it P. it 105 But mark how sandy is your
own pretence, a 1700 Sfwel Hist. Quakers ill. (1722) 107
He said they [sc. the Quaker-] were built upon a sandy
Foundation, and so cafl'd then Shakers. io*a B. Corn-
wall Dram. Scenes, Amelia IVentwortk i. Oh, what a
picture have I raised upon My sandy wishes. 1861 Buckle
( ii iiiz. II. 1. 41 Now it was that men might clearly see on
how sandy a foundation the grandeur of Spain was built.

3. Having hair of a yellowish-red colour ; of hair,

yellowish-red.

1513 Fitzherb. //**/'. f 68 A sandy colte, lyke an yren
grey. _ 1575 Gamut. Gurton iv. 1, Hath your browne cow
cast htr calfe, or your sandy sowe her pigs? 1613 Pckchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 841 The Tocomans. .are sandie, small,

but not so little as they say of the Pigmees. 1731 Swift
Cassinus ^ Peter Wks. 1755 IV. l 163 Why, plague con-
found her sandy locks. 1833 Marryat /'. Simple viii, He
HI ii florid young man.. with sandy hair. 1845 Diskaeli
Sybil 11. xi, lhe ladiei Fiu-Warcne were sandy girls.

4. Qualifying the names of colours.

1819 Warden united States II. 400 Oak, sandy red. 1851
Borrow Laivngro xcix, My mothers sandy-red cat. 1885

J. Beddoe Races Brit. 266 Red [hair], and a sort of sandy-
flaxen hue. 1894 R. B. Sharpe Handbk. Birds Gt. Brit.

I. 67 Wing-coverts edged with sandy-buff. Ibid. 78 The..
plumage is obscured by sandy-rufous edges to the feather*.

6. Comb., parasynthetic, as sandy-bottomed,

-coburedj -haired, -paled.

1506 Shaks. i Hen. I
l'

t
lit. L 66 From the Banks of Wye,

And 'sandy bottom'd Seuerne. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.
•\ Min. 86 The red or 'sandy coloured are the best. 1871
Howells Wedd. Joum. (1892) 272 Her hair was cut.. so as
to cover her forehead with a strangling sandy-coloured
fringe. 1848 Thackeray Ian. Fair ii, She was.. pale,

"sandy-haired. 1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730
I. 77 Your "sandy-paied companions.

b. Special Comb., as sandy blight Austral., a
kind of ophthalmia in which the eye feels as if full

of sand (Morris) ; sandy carpet, a moth (see

cjuoL); sandy laverock = Sank lark; sandy
mocking-bird U.S., the brown thrush, J/arpo-

rynchttsrttfus ; sandy pate, a sandy-haired person;

sandy ray, Raia circulates, also A', maculata.

1869 J. F. Blanche Princes Visit 20 The Prince wa>
suffering from the 'sandy blight. 1829 J. F. Stephens Syst.
Cat.it. Brit. Ins. II. 148 [Emmelesia decolorata] *Sandy
Carpet. 1710 FuiNiAiNH.u.L in Mi P Brown Sufpl. Decis.

(1826) IV. 793 To restrict him to the fifth part of the rent,
was to send him to lift the rest of his stipend from windie-
straws and *sandy laverocks. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vii,

I had rather that the rigs, .bare naething but windle-straes
and sandy lavrocks. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Sandy-
Pate, one red-hair'd. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulg. Tongue.
X870GUNTHERCW. Fishes Brit. Mus.VlIl, Rajacircularis.
*Sandy Ray. 1880-4 Day Brit Fishes II. 346 Raia tuacu-
lata. . . Sandy ray. Ibid. 348 Raia circularis.

.

. Sandy-ray.

Sandyish (sarndijij), a. [f. Sandy a. +-ish.J
Somewhat sandy.

1793 Traus.Soc. Arts XI. no A light sandyish soil. 1862
Miss Braddon Aur. Floyd vii, A tuft of sandyish hair.,

ornamented his low forehead. 1871 C. Gibbon Lack ofGold
ii, He had fair hair, sandyish beard.

II Sandyx (sarndiks). Hist. Also sandix
(Diets.). [L. sandyx, -dix, a. Gr. aavhv^, -&£.]

A red pigment, mentioned by ancient writers.

[ 1398Tkevisa Z>arM. DeP.R.xix.xx'ix. (1495)878 Cerusa..
yf it is euen tostyd and medlyd wyth Rubrita thenne it

torneth in to Sandix.] 1601 Holland Pliny II. 533 Calcine
this (Sandarach] and Ruddle together, and. .you shall haue
the color called Sandyx. 1728 Chambers Cyct., Sandix, a
kind of Minium, made of Ceruss or rather of red Masricot,
calcined and rubified, called also a Factitious Sandaract.
1891 O. Wilde Intentions 106 On a wall of fiesh plaster,

stained with bright sandyx.

Sane (s^ln-)» a. [ad. L. sanus healthy; cf. F.

sain, Sp., It. sano, l'g. sao.

The almost entire restriction in Eng. to the sense 'ment-
ally sound ' is due to the use in antithesis with insane,
which (like the L. insantts, its source) always refeired to

mental condition.]

1. Of the body, its organs or functions : Healthy,
sound, not diseased, rare.

{1694 Motteux Rabelais v. Kp. by Lymosin 251 For in

veracity these Times denote Morbs to the Sane, and Obits
to th' Algrote.]

*755 Johnson, Sane,, .sound ;healthy. Baynard wrote a
poem on preserving the body in a sane and sound state.

1777 Mason Ep. to Dr. Skebbcare 135 As Pr ingle, to procure
a sane secretion, Purges the primx vix of repletion. 1816

Mrs. Shelley Last Man II. 231 Pestilence had become a
part of our future.. it became our part to. .raise high the

barrier between contagion and the sane. 1844 Kinglake
Eotlten xviii, He touches the gland, and finds the skin sane
and sound. 187a Browning Fijine Ux xviii, Mind, sound
in body sane, Keeps thoughts apart from facts.

2. Sound in mind ; in one's senses ; not mad.
Also, of the mind : Not diseased.

1721 Bailey, Sane, sound, whole, in his Sences. 1809-10
Coleridge Frieud(t8iB) 1. 3 The activity of sane minds in

healthful bodies. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes Hi. (1850) 32/1
Every patient is as freely trusted with the tools of his trade

as if he were a sane man. 1884 Tennyson Falcon 1. L 46
To call a madman mad Will hardly help to make him sane
again.

b. Of sane memory : see Memory 2 b.

x6z8 Coke On Litt.i. 166 If Coparceners make partitions

at ful age and vnmarried, and of sane memorie ofLands in

Fee simple, it is good & firme for euer.

3. Sensible, rational ; free from delusive pre-

judices or fancies.

1843 Bethune Sc. FiresideStor. 44 A drunken physician,

is an anomaly from which every sane man must turn with
feelings of dislike. 1859 Tennyson Enid 917 One of our
noblest, our most valorous, Sanest and most obedient. 1899
[see Imperialism 2]. 1908 Atheujenm 29 Aug. 23:/ 1 This
is a sane and lucid study of twelve poets.

t Sane, v. Qbs. [ad. L. sdndre, f. san-us healthy

:

see Sane a.] trans. To cure, to heal.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 973 For, as seith Ierom, by
fasting be sailed [Skeat prints saved; Pseudo-Jerome
(Migne xxx. 616) has sanandjt) the vices of flesh, and by
piayere the vices of the soule. c 1400 Hymn to Jesus Christ

40 in Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. (1867) 84 He will.,

with his mercy sane my sore, c 14*0 Anturs o/Arth, 693
(Thornton MS.) Surgeones sanede [Dome MS. saued]
thayme, sothely to saye.

Sanedrim, -driat, obs. ff. Sanhedrim, -Dim.
Sanely (sc^'nli), adv. [f. Sane a. + -ly *.] In

a sane manner.
1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. ii. Her mind was still sanely

capable of picturing balanced probabilities. 1884 Tennyson
Freeiiom viii, Of saner worship sanely proud.

Saneness (s^-nines). tare~ v
. [f. Sane a.+

-Ness.] The condition of being sane, sanity.

i7»7 MttBV vol. II, Saneness, Soundness of Health.

Sanetyf, obs. form of Sanative.

Sanfaile, Sanfoin : see Sans faile, Sainfoin.

Sang (sajrj). Sc. and north. [Of obscure

origin: cf. Sam sb. 2.] Used in the asseverative

phrase {By} my sang; also shortened to sang.

1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Sang is'l, indeed it is. N.

1790 A. Wilson Poems 87 But by my sang ! now gin we
meet, We'll hae a tramp right clever. 1804 A. Robertson

Nuggets, etc 70 ' Ma sang I said McKcel, *ye*ve come to

the ncht shop.*

Sanga(r, var. ff. Sunga, a stone breast-work.

Sangarede, variant of Sanguede Obs.

SangareeCsa'rjgarr). Alsosangarie, sangre(e.

[a. Sp. sangria (lit. * bleeding*), 'a drink composed

of lemon water and red wine ' {Novisimo Dice,

1868).] A cold drink composed of wine diluted

and spiced, used chiefly in tropical countries.

1736 Gentl. Mag. Sept. 551 Mr. Gordon, a Punch-seller in

the Strand, had devised a new Punch made of strong Ma-
deira wine and called Sangrc. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar

Tongue, Sangaree, rack punch was formerly so called in

bagnio's. 1795 Potter Diet. Cant (ed. 2), Saugree, rack

punch. 1796 Siedman Surinam I. 293 Sherbet, sangaree,

and wine and water. Ibid, note, Water, Madeira wine, nut-
meg, and sugar. 1801 Charlotte Smith Lett. Solit. Wand.
1. 302 The worthy manager then retired to his sangarie. 184.1
Marryat M. Violet xxvii, Which.. enabled the fortunate
owner to take his last tumbler of port-wine sangaree. 1865
Indian Dom. Econ. (ed. 6) 329 Sangarie. Mix three bottles
of red wine with three half pints of water [etc.]. 1891 Kit-
ling Light that Failed vii, Come, and I'll show you how to

brew sangaree.
attrib. 187a E. Braddon Life in India i. 4 The Anglo-

Indian is generally believed to be a luxurious idler, whose
life is spent in hookah-smoking, . . sangaree-drinking.

Hence Sangaree- v. trans., to make (wine) into

sangaree.
i860 R. Fowler Med. Vocab., Sangarced, reduced in

strength and sweetened.

il Sang-de-bcenf (sahdpbbf). [Fr. : lit. * bul-

lock's blood \] * A deep red colour found on old
Chinese porcelain ' (Stanf.). Also attrib.

1886 Alhetueunt 13 May 650/3 His claret-jug with a body
of sangde been/. 1897 Daily News 29 July 2/7 A slender
vase of splashed sang-debceuf crackle.

Sangdragon, variant of Sandragon.
Sange, Sangeak : see Song, Sanjak.
Sangester, obs. form of Songster.
Sangewyn, obs. form of Sanguine a.

II Sang-froid (sanfrwa). [F. sangfroid, lit.

* cold blood ' (sang blood, froid cold).
In the 17th c. tbe expression was in France often written

erroneously sens froid, as if it contained sens 'sense' in-

stead of the homophonous snug ' blood \]

Coolness, indifference, absence of excitement or

agitation.

1750 Chester?. Lett. (1792) III. 27 Don Louis, with the
same sangfroid as constantly persisted, till he at last pre-
vailed. 1790 J. P. Andrews Anted., Add. Index 5 Sang-
froid of a chess-player. 18x3 Byron yuan viii. exxi, With
great sang-froid, .he sat smoking Tobacco. 1888 ' Anna K.
Green* Behind Closed Doors v, Cameron accepted the
situation with his usual sangfroid.

Sangiac(c)o» -iac(h, -ia(o)que : see Sanjak.
Sangister, obs. form of Songster.
Sangle, obs. form of Cingle.

t Sanglier. Obs. Forms : a. 5synglere, 5, 7
singuler, 7, 9 singler ; 0. 6 sangleir, sang-
weler, 6-7, 9 sanglier, 6, 8 sangler. [fc, OF.
sengier, sangler, sanglier (mod. F. sanglier) = Pr.

sing/ar~s, senglar-s, It. cinghude, cignare :—L.

singnlarem solitary (see Singular a.), used subst.

in late L. (Vulg. Ps. lxxix. 14 after Or. povios in

the LXX) for a boar separated from the herd.

'I'ht forms synglere^singlershow normal phonetic develop-

ment from early ME. *sengier, a. OF. sengtet \ the form
ii'nguler is due to assimilation to the Latin.)

A full-grown wild boar (see quots.).
': a 1400 Mortc Arth. 3124 Boyes iii be subarbis bourdenc

ffulle heghe, At a bare syngjere that to be bente rynnys.

1513 Douglas Mneis x. xii. 47 I>yke to the stiengihy
sangler, or the bore. 1541 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot,,\l\.

472 Ane pale of tymmer within the park of Falkland to the

sangweleris. 1575 Turberv. Venerie 100 The next yere he
shall be called a Sanglier of three yeres old. 1598 Man-
wood Lawes Forest iv. § 5 (1615) 43 After the fourth yeere,

if not before, hee departeth from the Sounder, and then you
shall call him, a Singler, or rather, Sanglier. 1688 R. Holml
Armouryu. 132/1 A Boar [of 5 years is] a Singuler, or more
properly a Sanglier. 1715 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Wild
Boar, lie is ;i!>u call'd Singlet or Sangler.

SangTado (sarjgra'dtf). [The name of a

character in Le Sage s Gil Bias, a physician whose

sole remedies were bleeding and the drinking of

hot water; suggested by Sp. sangrador bleeder.]

A medical practitioner resembling Dr. Sangrado

;

a doctor given to bleeding, or an ignorant pre-

tender to medical knowledge.
1810 Scott Lett. (1804) II. 00 One is sadly off in France

and Italy, where the Sangrados are of such low reputation,

that it were a shame even to be killed by them. 1873 E. H.
Clarke Sex in Educ. 63 Our fathers

1

physicians were too

often Sangrados.

II Sangrador (sangrador). [Sp. = ' bleeder'.]

mSakqbado.
183a Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 248 In Spain, every

village has even now its Sangrador, whose only cast of

surgery is blood-letting ; and he is rarely idle.

Sangrail (soerjgr/i -1). In 5 sangrayle,-grayll(e,

eeynt graal, 7-9 sangreal, 9 sangreall. [a. OF.
Saint Graal ' Holy Grail' : see Saint a. and Ghail -.

The pseudo-etymological form sang roial (confusing the

word with Sang-royal 2) appears in AF. of the 15th c. : see

Godefr. Compt. s. v. Sanc Another spurious etymology
formerly common appears in the following quot.:

—

1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Btit. i. 13 Others think that the

word was Sangreal, being some of Christ's real blood . . said

to be somewhere found by King Arthur.]

1. = Grail 2.

a 1450 Le Morte A rth. 10 The knights of the table Round,
The sangrayle when they had sought, c 1450 Merlin ii. 32

Thi boke shalbe cleped the boke of the seynt Graal. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur n. xi. 88 Soone after the aduentures of

the Sangrayll simile come among yow and be encheued.

1808 Scott Alarm. 1. Introd. Epist. 268 He took the San-

great's holy quest. 1871 G. Meredith //. Richmond II.

145 They bear the veiled sun like a sangreal aloft to the

wavy marble flooring of stainless cloud.

f2. The book of the Grail. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur If. xiii. 91 As it tellcth after M the

sangiaylle.



SANGREDE.

+ Sangrede. dial. {Suffolk). Obs. Also 6

sangarede, sangered, sangred. [Of obscure

origin : perh. f. OE. sang Song + ride reading.]

A service chanted for the souls of the departed.

1463 in Bury Wills (Camden) 30, I wil the seid Will'm

Baret..paye yeerly . . iij s. iiij d. for a sangrede, that my
soule, my fadrys and modrys sowlys, and my frendys, may
be preyd fore in the pulpet on the Sunday. 149a Ibid. 80

Thataftyr myn decesse be song and kepte yerely..a san-

grede for the sowlys of the seyd John Odeham, Margarete

hys wyff[etc.]. 1504 in Wright Diet. Obs. fr Prov. Ens;. II.

821 To the sepulkyr lyght vi. hyves of beene to pray (for

me and my wyffe in the common sangered. 1539 Will 0/
Bryan (Somerset Ho.), That myn Executours kepe-.by the

space of xx li yeres a Sangrede for my sowle.

t Sa'ngris. Obs. rare-1 . [Of obscure history,

but repr. mod.L. synagris (Rondelet 1554), a. Or.

nmb,] A fish of the genus Synodus.
1598 Epulario F iiij, To dresse a Sangris or tooth fish [It.

dcntalei

t Sang ro'yal. Obs. Also 5 sanke royall,

saunke realle, 6 sangue, sank royall. [Fr.

;

sang (OF. sane) blood, royal Royal.]
1. Royal blood.
? a 1400 Morte Arth. 179 Taghte mene and townc.Of

saunke realle in suyte, sexty at ones. 1430-40 Lvdg. Boclias

viil. xxv. (1558) 16 As Sanke royall doth playnly determyne.
a 1548 Hall CAron., Hen. VII 6 One that descended from
the high progeny of the Sangue royall.

derisively. 153* Skelton Why not to Court 490 He came
of the sank royall, That was cast out of a bochers stall.

2. The blood of Christ.

1523 Skelton Carl. Laurel 1463 That goodly place ..

Where the sank royall is, Crystes blode so rede.

Sangstar(e, obs. forms of Song stem.

Sangsue (sarijsi;?). tnonce-ivd. [a. F. sang-

sue: see Sang uisuge.] A leech.

a 1849 PoE Tale Ragged Mount. Wks. 1865 II. 320 The
poisonous sangsue of Charlottesville may always be dis-

tinguished from the medicinal leech by its blackness.

Sanguane, -guen(e, obs. ff. Sanguine a.

Sangue royall, variant of Sang royal Obs.

Sangueyn(e, obs. forms of Sanguine a.

Sanguicolous (soengwi'k^las), a. [f. mod.L.
*sanguicol-a, f. L. sanguis blood + col-Ire to in-

habit : see -ous.] Inhabiting the blood, as a
parasite. 1891 in Century Diet.

Sauguiduct. [f. L. sanguis blood + ductus

Duel.] f a. A blood-vessel {obs.). b. nonce-wd.

(after aqueduct). A drain for carrying off blood.
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Wks. Vocab., Sanguiducts,

the vessels that carry the blood through the body, as the

veins and arteries. 1853 T
. W. Croker Hist Guillotine 81

It became necessary to build a kind of sanguiduct, to carry

off the streams of blood from the Guillotine.

Sanguiferous (saeijgwi-feras), a. [f. mod.L.

*sangutfer, f. L. sanguis blood: see -ferous.]

Bearing or conveying blood.
168a T. Gibson Anat. (1697) p. v, A vein is a sanguiferous

vessel. 1793 Abernethy in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 60,

I shall first relate those varieties of the sanguiferous system
which were found on the thoracic side of the diaphragm.
1857 Bullock Cazeanx' Midwif. 191 The sanguiferous ap-

paratus of the yolk of fowls.

Sangui'fic, a. rare. [ad. mod.L. *sanguificus,

f. L. sanguis blood : see -TIC.] Blood-producing.
1684 tr. Bonel's Merc. Compit. vm. 294 Upon the failing

of the fermentation and sanguitick virtue of the Bloud.

1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 543 It [swooning]

more commonly originates in the sanguificor digestive organs.

Sanguification (sserjgwifik^Jan). [ad. mod.L.

sanguification-em, n. of action f. sanguificare : see

Sanguify v. Cf. F. sanguification^ The forma-

tion of blood, conversion into blood.
1578 Banister Hist. Man v. 80 The liuer the shoppeof

sanguification. 1665 Needham Med. Medicinae 3S1 The
work of Sanguification or bloud-making is performed by the

Bloud. 1702 Floyer Hot <r Cold Bath. I. iv. (1709) 101 The
Sanguification of the Chyle. 1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III.

iv, The lungs the only organ of sanguification. 1835 Brown-
ing Paracelsus Note 215 It appears, .that he had discovered
the circulation of the blood, and the sanguification of the

heart. 1856 in Orr's Circ. Sci., Pract. Cheat. 305 The ag-
gregate of the changes which, .foods undergo up to sangui-

fication is called digestion. 1876 M cK*.hurickOuII. Physiol.

206 Sanguification, or the preparation of a nutritive fluid

called the Blood, which [etc].

b. trans/, and fig.
1651 Hobbes Leviatli. n. xxiv. 130 This Concoction, is as

it were the Sanguification of the Common-wealth. 1731
Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Sap, Botanists are now generally
agreed, that all Plants are furnish'd with Organs and Parts
necessary both for Chylification and Sanguification.

t Sanguificative, a. Obs. [ad. mod.L. san-

guificativus, f. sanguificare : see -AT1VE.] Blood-
producing.
1662 J. Chandler Van Helnwut's Oriat. 209 Because the

Liver was not a Kitchin, but a family Governour by its own
Sanguificative ferment.

+ Sanguifier. Obs. [f. Sanguify &. + -er'.]

Something that produces blood.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 40 It is the first Sanguifier or
the workhouse wherein the bloud is made. 1696 Floyer
Oh Humours (J.), Bitters, like choler, are the best sangui-
fiers, and also the best febrifuges.

t Sangui'fluOUSi a. Obs. [f. mod.L. *san-

guifiu-us (f. L. sanguis blood -tfiu-lre to flow) +
-ous.] Flowing with blood.

94

1684 tr. Bonel's Merc. Compit. ix. 340 When Bile and
Phlegm falls by a sauguifluous Vein. 1727 in Bailey vol. II.

i860 R. Fowler Med. Vocab. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sangui-
Jlitous, flowing or running into blood.

t Sa'uguify, v. Obs. [ad. mod.L. sanguificare,

f. L. sanguis blood: see -FY.]

1. intr. To produce blood.
1624 Bp. Hall True Peacemaker in Var. Treat. (1627)

540 The head to deuise and command, the eies to see, . . the
liuer to sanguine. 1652 Culpepper Eng. Physic. (1656) 375
If the Liver be weak and cannot make Blood enough, (I

would have said sanguifie if I had written only to Schoflers).

a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. I. i. 20, I do not digest,

sanguifie, nor my Heart move, nor my Blood circulate. .by

any immediate command of my Will.

Jig. 1644 Milton Divorce n. xvn. (ed. 2} 66, I doubt his

will like a hard spleen draws faster than his understanding
can well sanguifie.

2. trans. To convert into blood.
1650 Baxter Saints' R. {1655) 111. xi. § 11. 218 As the

chyle is sanguified in the Liver, Spleen, and Veins. 1707
Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 265 When the Relicks of the

Chyle which are not sanguify'd are not excreted.

Hence + Sa'nguifying/^/. a.

1620 Venner Via Recta ii. 40 Whictu.it doth.. enfeeble,

and dispoliate of its sanguifying facultie. 1665 Needham
Med. Medians 400 The liquor hath less of a Vital Sangui-

fying power than it had before.

Sanguigenous (sserjgwrdsi'nas), a. [f. L.

sanguis blood + -gen + -ous.] Producing blood.

1852 W. Gregory Org. Chem. (ed. 3) 496 The food of

animals should contain a due admixture of sanguigenous
and respiratory food.

t SangUinaxeOUS, a. Obs. [f. L. sanguin-

em, sanguis blood + -aceous.] (See quot)
1816 T. Brown Eletu. Conchol. 163 Sanguiuaceotts, of a

blood colour, or resembling blood.

II Sa11guinaria (saengwinea'ria). Bot. and

rharm. [mod.L. application of L. sanguinaria

(sc. herba), fern, of sanguinarius pertaining to

blood : see Sanguinary a.

The plant so called in classical Latin (identified by Pliny

with Gr. 7roAuyo»'Oi' Polygonum) had the name from its

real or supposed property of stanching blood ; the modern
application refers to the blood-red colour of the root.]

The blood-root, Sanguinaria canadensis \ also

the rhizome of this, used in medicine.
1842 Bryant Fountain iv, The flower Of sanguinaria, from

whose brittle stem The red drops fell like blood. 1875 H. C.
Wood Therap. (1879) 435 As an emetic, sanguinaria has
fallen into well-deseived disuse. 1887 Homeopathic World
1 Nov. 506 In reference to Sanguinaria, he said that its most
brilliant triumphs were in edematous laryngitis.

t Sanguinarian, a. Obs, [f.L. sanguindri-us

(see Sanguinary a.) + -an.] = Sanguinary a. 2.

1637 Heylin Answ. Burton 89 Such a rayling Rabsakeh,
so sanguinarian a spirit.

Sanguinarily (sae-ngwinarili), adv. [f. San-

guinary a. + -LY 5
.] In a sanguinary manner.

1850 in Ogilvie. 1893 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 243 A mosquito

. .adhered sanguinarily to the side of his aristocratic nose.

Sanguinarine (sre*rjgwinarin). Chem. Also

-in ; earlier sanguinarina. [f. Sanguinaria +
-ine. Cf. F. sanguinarine,.] (See quots.)

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 202 Of Sanguinarina.

This substance was discovered by M. Dana in the root of

the sanguinaria canadetisis. 185a Gregory llandbk. Org.
Chem. (ed. 3) 366 Sanguinarine . .forms a grey powder, which
is alkaline and yields red salts. 1874 Garrod & Baxter
Mat. Med. (1880) 194 Meconidineis Homologous with San-

guinarin, an alkaloid contained in Chelidonium majus, a
papaveraceous plant. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sanguinarin,

C17H15NO4. The alkaloid of blood-root, the rhizome of

Sanguinaria canadensis... Also, CsiH^NOjj, a brown,

resinoid substance obtained by precipitation from a tincture

of the root of Sanguinaria canadensis.

Sanguinariness. [f. Sanguinary a. +
-ness.] The quality of being sanguinary.

1689 Myst. fnio. working 30 The Treachery, Sanguinari-

ness, Violence and Cruelty which the Papal Principles

mould, influence, and oblige Men unto. 1881 A. C. Grant
Bush Life Queensland II. xxxi. 150 Blucher accompanies

them, and greatly amuses his master by the excessive san-

guinariness of his disposition.

t Sangnina'rious, ct. Obs. rare. [f. L. sail-

guindri-us Sanguinary + -ous.] Sanguinary.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 111. iv. 89 To expresse his San*
guinarious Nature, he (etc.].

t Sanguinary,**. Obs. [ad. L. sanguinaria,

fern, of sanguinarius pertaining to blood (see San-

guinary a.), used ellipt. as a name for various

plants (see 1 below and Sanguinaria), also, in

med.Latin as the name of a jewel (see 2 below).]

1. A name applied to certain plants having styptic

properties, esp. milfoil, Achillea Millefolium^ and

shepherd's purse, Capsetla Bursa-pasloris ; also to

Polygonum Hydropiper (see 2nd quot. 1526). In

some recent Diets, said to be used in the sense of

Sanguinaria.
ci^oPromp. Parv. 441/r Sanguinarye, herbe, or mylle-

folye.., sanguinaria, millefolium. \&&GreteHerbalt lxxii.

(1529) E ij b» Bursa pastoris is shepeherdes purs, some call

it sanguynary, bycause it stauncheth bledynge of the nose.

Ibid, cccliii. T v b, Persicaria. . . Some call it sanguynary or

blodeworte bycause it draweth blode in places that it is

rubbed on.

2. A kind of Blood-stone.
1465 Will 0/ Blyton (Somerset Ho.), Anulum..cum lapide

infix, vocat. Sanguinarye. 1504 in Wadley Bristol Wills

(1886) 178 A cheyne of gold with a Sanguinarye. iS67

SANGUINE.
Mavlet Gr, Forest Avijb, The Sanguinarie which in Greek
is called Ainatites, which being well chafed and rubbed,
bleedeth. 1600 in Nichols Progr. Q. Etiz. (1823) III. 511
Item one sworde, with a pomell of sanguimarie [sic].

Sanguinary (sarngwinari), a. (and sb.) [ad. L.

sanguindrius
i

1. sanguin-em
%
sanguis blood : see

-ary. Cf. F. sanguinaire, Sp. , Pg. , It. sanguinaria,

]

1. Attended by bloodshed; characterized by
slaughter; bloody. Of laws: Imposing the death-

penalty freely.

1625 Bacon Ess., Unity in Relig. (Arb.) 431 We may not
..piopagate Religion, by Warrs, or by Sanguinary Persecu-
tions, to force Consciences, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) IV.
xxix. 70 The eagerst, and most sanguinary Warrs are about
Religion. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 107 For the
Penal Laws (those only excepted which were Sanguinary, . .

)

were never more rigidly executed. 01720 Sewel Hist.
Quakers (1795) I. iv. 368 Here endeth this sanguinary act.

1788 Gibbon Decl. A> F. xlix, V. 137 His [Charlemagne's]
laws were not less sanguinary than his arms. 1841 Elphin-
stone Hist. Jnd. vi. t. II. 21 A sanguinary conflict took
place, and the prince gained a complete victory. 1877
Bkockett Cross <y Cr. 27 Twenty-one years out of ninety
were spent in war, often of the most sanguinary character.

2. Bloodthirsty; delighting in carnage.
i623Cockeram ii, Blood thirsty, sanguinary. 1656 Blount

Clossogr., Sanguinary, cruel, thirsty, bloody, desirous of,

or delighted in shedding blood. 173a Lediard*WA<« II.

x. 357 They aggravated the treacherous and sanguinary
ambition of DaTuca. 1751 Harris Hermes Wks. (1841) 170
The facetious Fuller, speaking of one Morganj a sanguinary
bishop in the reign of Queen Mary, says of him, that [etc.).

1841 James Brigand xvi, Brissac is somewhat of a san-

guinary person to deal with.

jb. absol. as sb. A sanguinary person. Obs.

«i5So Image Ipocr. 1. in Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 41S
He that thus dolhe cary Is a mercenary, Yea, a sangunary.
1632 B. Jonson Magn. Lady 1. v, A Souldier.. Who being
by custome growne a Sanguinarie. .Is more delighted i' the
chase of an enemy.. Then all the..happinesseof Issue could
bring to him.

3. Of or pertaining to blood, rare.

1684 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet., Mater tenuis, a Mem-
bran which.. clothes the Brain and Cerebellum, extreamly
full of sanguinary Vessels. 1908 P. T. Forsyth in Exposi-
tor Sept. 215 Sacrifice, in the ritual sense, in the sanguinary
sense, has long had no real place in our religion.

H4. slang. Used as a jocular euphemism for

Bloody, in reports of vulgar speech.

t Sanguina'tion. Obs. [n. of action f. L.

sanguindre to bleed, f. sanguin-em, sanguis blood

:

see -ATiON.] A flow of blood.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau s Fr. Chirurg. 51 b/i There
followeth such a superfluous sanguination, that by noe
meanes it can be restraygned. 1599 — Cabclhouer s Bk.
P/iysicke6?/2 Vse this every moneth in the increasing of
the Moon, till the sanguination be stenthed.

Sanguine (sre-ngwin), a. and sb. Forms: 4-5
sangueyn(e,-gweyn(e,4-6sauguyn(e,-gwyri(e,
4-8 Banguin, 5 sangewyn, -gwayn, -gwen,
-gwynne, 6 sangwane, sanguane, -uene, 7
sanguen, 4- sanguine, [a. F. sanguin (fern, san-

guine)
t
ad. L. sanguineus : see Sanguineous. Cf.

Sp. sangttino.] A. adj.

1. Blood-red. Also sanguine red (sometimes

hyphened), + red sanguine , •[brown sanguine. Now
only lilerary.

138a Wyclik Ecclus. xlv. 12 With..blyu vyolet silc, and
sanguyn silc [Vulg. hyacintho et purpura], c 1386 Chaucer
Kut.'s T. 1310 His colour was sangwyn. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xix. xxiv. (1455) 877 Sinopis is a red colour

and is callyd Rubrica for it is nexte to redde sangweyne.

1399 in HampoWs Wks. (1896) II. 449 A longe sangwyn
gowne furryd with Calabir. 1444 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II.

106, ij girdils y* tone redde and tother sangvyn. c 1470
Henry Wallace ix. 1932 His colour was sangweyn. 1494
Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 323 A sangewyn kyrtyll and a
smoke. 1513 Douglas AZneis vn. ii. 4 Within hir rosy

cartis cleirlie schane Aurora vestit into broun sanguane.

1526 Crete Herball xxviii. (1529) Bvb, It is an vnpure
thynge and hath a sanguyne coloure. 1601 Holland Pliny
II. 625 Interlaced.. with certain knots, both white and also

of a sanguine red. 1637 Milton Lycidas 106 Like to that

sanguine flower inscrib'd with woe. 1650 Bulwer Anthro-
fomet. 153 In Persia the womens pale colour is made
sanguine by adulterate complexion. 1666 Dryden Ann.
Mirab. clii, Her flag aloft, spread ruffling to the wind, And
sanguine streamers seem the flood to fire, a 1668 Lassels
Voy. Italy (1698) I. 112 The vault is painted with a deep
sanguin red. 1757 Gray Bard 185 Yon sanguine cloud, Rais'd

by thy breath. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 158 The lilac, various

in array, now white, Now sanguine. 1820 Shelley Cloud
31 The sanguine sunrise, with his meteor eyes, And his

burning plumes outspread. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 26

In an obscure corner grew the sanguine beet. 1885 G.
Meredith Diana iii, The beautiful virgin devoted to the

sanguine coat.

6. Nat. Hist, Chiefly in names of animals and

plants, usually as transl. of mod.L. sanguineus in

specific names.
1783 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds IV. 657 Sanguine Turtle.

1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 11. 487 Sanguine Paradise-bird,

Paradisea sanguinea. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xvii.

(1818) II. 82 The sanguine ants at length rush upon the

negroes, 1839 Lindlf.y Introd. Bot. in. (ed. 3) 480 San-

guine; dull red, passing into brownish black. 1865 Gosse
Land <r Sea 261, I may compare the Sanguine Sponge to

an uneven, rather than a hilly country.

2. Of or pertaining to blood; consisting of or

containing blood. Now rare.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 259 Dyssentyryc.Wych
..Sendyth owte sangweyn agestyoun. 1584 Cogan Have*



SANGUINE. 95 SANGUINEOUS.

Health cxl. 125 The tongue is of a spungie and sanguine
substance. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sanguinflesh, .is that

which is engendred of blood ; of which sort is the flesh com-
pounded in the Muscles, the Heart [etc.]. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 60 The Barber, that has stept

from the demolishing of Beards, to the Practice of more
sanguine Operations. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III.

Diss. Physick 4 Without any Pretensions to that Sanguine
Discovery [of circulation of blood], or knowing any thing

considerable of it, much less of his Teaching it to Dr.

Harvey. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 300 That this Poison
may ducly operate, it is necessary that it should be extern-

ally admitted into the sanguine vessels. 1800 tr. Lagrange^s
Chem. II. 368 The colouring part seems to be richer in the

sanguine principle. 181a [see Frustum 2]. i860 Ruskin
Mod. Paint. V. vn. iv. § 17. 146 It was.. to serpents, that

the Greeks likened the dissolving of the Medusa cloud in

blood. Of that sanguine rain.. I cannot yet speak. 1873
Mks. H. King Disciples, Giov. Nicotera (1877) 3°7 C*ne
sanguine sacramental cup.

b. Causing or delighting in bloodshed; bloody,

sanguinary. Now /^. or rhetorical,

1705 Hickeringill Priesl-cr. 1. (1721) 19 The Inquisition,

the Hangman, the Dragoons, and the Jaylors, are the
Holy Pillars of their Sanguine Priest-craft. 17*7 A. Hamil-
ton Neve Ace. E. /mi. II. xiii. 115 Ordered both their Heads
to be struck off, which ended their Disputes effectually..

but Governor Sowdon was sent for to Fort St. George, and
another sent in his Place less sanguin. 1736 Ld. J. Hervey
Mem. Geo. II (1847) I. 346 The long and sanguine war that

soon followed. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. xxxi, And Fear,

the demon pale, his sanguine shrine forsook. 1871 Blackik
Lays Night. 85 The fiends in hell delight to view The
sanguine slaughter done. 1884 Symonds Shais. Predec. ix.

331 The craziest career which ever closed a brilliant dynasty
in sanguine gloom.

3. In mediaeval and later physiology: Belonging to

th at one of the four ' complexions ' (see Complexion
sb. 1) which was supposed to be characterized by
the predominance of the blood over the other three

humours, and indicated by a ruddy countenance and

a courageous, hopeful, and amorous disposition.

In the strict use as connected with the doctrine of the four
' complexions', the word is now only Hist. ; but the modern
writers (chiefly phrenologists) who have attempted a classi-

fication of ' temperaments' usually retain it as one of their

descriptive terms.
i 1386 Chaucer Prol. 333 Of his complexioun he was

sangwyn. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii, exxxi. (1495)

689 The vse of pepyr is not proumtable to Sangueyne men.
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems {Percy Soc) 196 The sangueyn
man of blood hath hardynesse, Wrouhte to belovyng, large

of his dispence. 1538 Stark ey England I. ii. 58 The iiij

\sc. complexions].. sanguyn, melancolyk, phlegmatyk, and
coleryke. a 1548 Hall Chron. Edu*. IV 192 b, A prince of
haut corage, young lusty and sanguyne of complexion.

1587 Greene 2nd Pt. Tn'tameron Wks. (Grosart) III. 144

The Saturnine temperature is necessarie to dry vp the

superfluities of the sanguine constitution. 1707 Flover
Physic. Pulse- Watch 309 A fat sanguine Woman. i7»7-4i

Chambers Cyct. s.v., Sanguine constitutions require a fre-

quent use of phlebotomy. Sanguine people are usually

observed to be brisk, bold, daring, and even presumptuous.

1781 J. Moore View Soc. //.(1790) II. lxii. 228 [A disease]

more apt to seize people of a sanguine constitution than
others. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxvu. 346
Persons of a sanguine temperament are in general the most
susceptible. 1855 Browning An Epist. 109 The man— it is

one Lazarus a Jew, Sanguine, proportioned- 1874 Car*
pester Ment. Phys. L ii. S 88 (1879) 98 Small brains and
great activity, betoken what are known as the sanguine and
nervous temperaments.

b. Astral. Of signs, etc. : Favourable to the

sanguine complexion.
1647 Lilly Chr. Astr. vl 48 [The First Quadrant is] called

the Oriental], Vernall, Masculine, Sanguine, Infant quarter.

c. With reference to ' complexion ' in the modern
sense (see Complexion sb. 4) : Red in the face. Cf.

sense 1.

1684 Lend. Gaz. No. 1982/4 He is very tall, having curled
brown Hair, or sanguine Complexion. 1839 De Quincey
Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 138 A sanguine complexion
had, of late years, usurped upon the original bronze-tint.

4. Of persons or their dispositions : Having the

mental attributes characteristic of the sanguine

complexion (see sense 3 above) ; chiefly, disposed

to hopefulness or confidence of success.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xvi. (Percy Soc) 73 For sanguyne
youth it is al contrary. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11.

lii, He is neither too fantastideally Melancholy; too slowly
Phlegmatick, too lightly Sanguine. 1700 Dryoen Fables
Pref. 'B, Our two Great Poets, being so different in their

Tempers, one Cholerick and Sanguin, the other Phlegma-
tick and Melancholick. 1841 Brewster Mart. Sci. 11. iv.

(1856) 147 He was of sanguine temperament. 1855 Prescott
Phitip II, I. 1. vii. 97 Philip was not of that sanguine temper
which overlooks.. the obstacles in its way. 188a Pebody
Eng. Journalism xix. 144 It was published, .under difficul-

ties which would.. have killed any man of less sanguine
temperament.

D. Of persons and expectations, etc. : Hopeful or

confident with reference to some particular issue.

\frn Lady's Call. Pref. (1684)4 When the most sanguine of
his Disciples had denied, yea forswore, and all had forsaken

him. 171s Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mr. W. Montagu
9 Dec, Sanguine groundless hopes, and.. lively vanity.,
make all the happiness of life. 1735-6 T. Sheridan in Swt/t's

Lett. (1768) IV. 151 Do not think me sanguine in this; for

more unlikely and less reasonable favours have been granted.

1785 Burke A/. Nabob ofArcot's Debts_Wks. IV. 2^2 In the
fond imaginations of a sanguine avarice. 1836 W. Irving
Astoria III. ix. 139 He now looked foiward with sanguine
hope to the accomplishment of all his plans. 1863 Miss
Braddon 7 Afanhmont iii, It's kind of vou to look at it in

this sanguine way, Arundel. 1876 A. /. Evans Through

Bosnia ix. 417 And yet how fascinating is Ragusa still ! It I

far surpassed our most sanguine expectations.

5. Comb.
y
parasynthetic and adverbial, as san-

guine-co/ouredj -complexioned, -streaming) -valiant

adjs. ; sanguine-bilious a., partly sanguine and
partly bilious ; sanguine-heart a. t nonce-wd.

t

crimson at the heart ; sanguine-nervous a., partly

sanguine and partly nervous ; f sanguine-rod,
the wild cornel or dogwood; sanguine root

—

Blood-root ; j sanguine stone (see quot.).

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxxi. 424 Jane McKer-
nan, aged 28—"sanguine bilious. 155a Inv. Ch. ofSurrey
(1869) 31 A *sangwyne coloured coope of Sattyn. 1888
Stevenson Black A rroxo 24 Wrapped warmly in a sanguine-
coloured cloak. 169a Lond. Gaz. No. 2773/4 Round
Shoulder'd and 'sanguine Complexion'd. 1840 Browning
Sordello 111. 356 Where in maple-chamber glooms, Crowned
with what *sanguine-heart pomegranate blooms, Advanced
it ever? 184a A. Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 277 A
mixture of the sanguine and nervous, the *sanguine-nervous.
1601 Holland Pliny II. 189 The plant called the *Sanguin-
Rod. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxiii. 48 The sixth [kind of
Geranium] is called . . *Sanguine roote, or Blond roote. 1727-

41 Chambers Cyct., *Sanguine stone, lapis Sanguinalis, a
kind of Jasper, brought from New-Spain. 1799 H. Gurney
Cupid fy Psyche xiii. (1800) 35 And *sanguine-streaming fires

arise Meteorous from the trembling ground. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. I. m. iii. 101 Audacity and hope^ alternate in him
with misgivings; though the 'sanguine-valiant side carries it.

B. sb.

+L A cloth of blood-red colour, alsoa piece of this.

13x9 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 131 [Also two] sanguynes
[in grain, value 15 pounds}, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 439 In
sangwyn and in pers he clad was al. 1411 in Somerset
Med. Wills (1901) 51 [To the aforesaid Alice two] Kirtells,

[one of] Sangwyn.

t 2. A blood-red colour. Obs.
a 1500 E. E. Misc. (War ton Club) 90 Thanne ?our flote is

made fore }our sangweyns, and also for jour viollettes sad-

dere thanne $our morreys. 1543 Grafton Contn. Hard-
ing (1812) 592 Grained clothe of sondrie coloures, as scar-

lettcs, crimosins, sanguines, a 1568 Asciiam Sckolem. 11.

(Arb.) 114 This face [in a picture] had bene more cumlie,

if that hie redde in the cheeke, were somwhat more pure
sanguin than it is. 1590 Spenser F. Q, 11. i. 39 From which
forth gusht a stream of gore blood thick,. .And into a deep
sanguine dide the grassy grownd. 1594 Nashe Vnfort.
Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 68 They., had all the coate cou-
lours of sanguin, purple, crimson, copper, carnation that

were to be had in their counteuaunces. 161a Peacham
Genii. Exerc. I. xxiii. (1634) 80 With which water you may
Diaper and Dammaske upon all other blewes, and sanguines
to make them shew more faire and beautiful).

b. Her. fSoe (piots.

)

156a Leigh Armoru 21 The last of all collours, of Armory,
which is called Murrey. This is blazed Sanguine, and is

a princely colour. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 1. iii. 11 The
last of the seuen mixed colors we doe commonly call Mur-
rey, but in Blazon, Sanguine. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techu. I,

Sanguine, the Heralds term for the Colour usually called

Murry, being made of Lake with a little Spanish Brown.
1868 Cussans Her. iii. 51 Sanguine [is represented] by dia-

gonal lines intersecting each other.

1 3. The sanguine * complexion * or temperament.
1530 Palscr. 265/1 Sanguyn a complexion, sanguin. 1594

Lady Russell in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 40 Your
Lordships so honorable most kynde..visitacion, as turned
melancoly into a sanguin. 1656 H. More Enthus. Tri.

(1712) 25 That it is the Reign of Sanguine, not the rule of

the Spirit, is discoverable both from the Complexion of the
Head of this Sect, as also from the general disposition of

his followers. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettieivcll 1. ii.

15 His temper was a Mixture of Sanguine and Choler.

4. Art. A crayon coloured red with iron oxide;

a drawing executed with red chalks.

1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art) Sanguine^ a deep blood
colour, prepared from oxide of iron. 188a Hamerton Graphic
Arts 115 When an artist uses red chalk or sanguine he
does not intend to produce a very powerful effect. Ibid.,

Examples of fine sanguines are . . extremely frequent in every

large collection ofdrawings by the old masters.^ 1886Academy
ax Aug. 127/2 An interesting Greuze sketch in sanguine.

t Sanguine, * Obs. [f. Sanguine a.]

1. trans. To slain or paint a sanguine colour.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Pavonado, sanguined as a sword

hilt. Politus. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 558_ Iron-smiths also

haue much vse of bitumen, and namely, in sanguining or

colouring their ironworke. 1611 Cotgr., Sanguine, the

bloud-stone wherewith Cutlers doe sanguine their hilts.

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. {1677) 140 His face was also

sanguined with Vermilion. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in.

91/2 Sanguining, is to make it [the Hilt and Pommellf of a
pure Purple colour.

2. To stain with blood.
1610 Guillim Heraldry n. vi. (1611) 54 It is the honour of

a geneious minde, to put off his belt, and not to sanguine

his blade with cold blood. 1689 J. Bent Bloody Assizes \6

He breathed Death like a destroying Angel, and sanguined

his very Ermins in Blood.

Hence Sa-nguined ///. a., stained with blood
;

of eyes : bloodshot.
1700 Parnell Battle Frogs * Mice 1. in He rolls his

sanguin'd Eyes. « 1814 Gonzauga III. 1. in New Brtt.

Theatre III. 126 That life.. Which.. Heav'n did preserve

In battle on Bulgaria's sanguin'd plains.

Sanguinean(e, var. ff. Sanquinian Obs.

•f Sa-nguineless, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. San-

gtjine sb. +-LESS.] Bloodless.

1675 J.Smith Chr. Relig. App. u. 45 Hut they shall see

her, in her native dress, Such as she is'mongst shades, pale,

sanguinless.

Sanguinely (sae'rjgwinli),^. [f. Sanguine**.

+ -ly ?] In a sanguine manner.

1. Hopefully; confidently.

1653 in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 29 My Lord of

Rochester hath written very sanguinely hither about his

negotiations at the Dyett. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. V.

334, I cannot speculate quite so sanguinely as he does.

1857 Buckle in A. H. Huth Life (1880) I. ii. 140 My mother
is a little better, and writes very sanguinely about herself.

+ 2. In a manner characterized by bloodshed. Obs.

1765 Hist. Europe in Ann. Reg. 2/2 Intermarriages, by
which the heretofore so sanguinely rival houses of Austria

and Bourbon have been drawn nearer to each other.

Sanguineness (sK-rjgwin,nes). [f. Sanguine
a. -r -ness.] The quality of being sanguine, f a.

Of 'complexion* (see Sanguine «.). Obs. b. Hope-
fulness, confidence of success.

1530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sanguynesse, sanguinevr. i6$$Gent/.
Calling (1696) 94 Whether the Sanguineness of their Temper
make them lustful, or the melancholy revengeful. 1727
Earbery tr. Burnet's St. Dead (1728) I. 3 To §ive a wicked
Man a little View of that World he must enter into, divested
of Flesh and Blood, may make him drop some of his Argu-
ments supported only by the Sanguineness of his Constitu-
tion. 183a L. Hunt Sir R. EsherUS^o) 417 The sanguine-
ness of my temper kept me in a constant expectation of my
friends return. 1891 E. Kinglake Australian at H. 13
A boy of eighteen or twenty has, as a general rule, a healthy
fund of sanguineness with which to start on life's journey.

Sanguineo- (scerjgwrrw), used as combining
form ot i.. sanguineus Sanguineous, Sanguine a.,

prefixed (with hyphen) to adjs., forming physio-

logical terms with the sense ' partly sanguineous

(or sanguine) and partly something else
' ; also

in sanguineo-vascular a,
t
pertaining to blood-

vessels. Cf. Sanguino-.
1803 Med. Jrnl. IX. 417 Of a sanguineo phlegmatic tem-

perament. 1845 Encycl. Melrofi. VII. 257/1 Sanguineo-
vascular Ganglia. 1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon'sAnim. Chem.
II. 144 The sanguineo-bilious temperament. 1879 Leighton
Lichen-Flora (ed. 3) 521 Sanguineo-black, blood-red black.

Sanguineous (ssrjgwi'niss), a. [f. L. san-

guine us (f. sanguin-^ sanguis blood) + -ous.]

1. Of or pertaining to blood; of the nature of

or containing blood.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. til. ix. 127 This part, or

aniinall of Plato, containeth not only sanguineous and re-

parable particles, but is made up of veynes, nerves, arteries.

1673-4 Grew Anat. Trunks 1. ii. § 34 As the Sanguineous
Vessels in an Animal are composed of a number of Fibres.

1704 Ray Creation it. 332 To supply the sanguineous Mass
with Nitro-^Erial Particles. 1808 Barclay Muscular Mo-
tions 22$ Different organs secrete and assimilate different

substances from the sanguineous fluid. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
Sanguineous cyst, a cyst containing blood, whether it be
primarily a blood-cyst, or one into which haemorrhage has

secondarily occurred. 18^9 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 466
In exceptional cases vesications are produced, .whose con-

tents may become sanguineous or punform.

+ b. Of animals: Having blood. Obs.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xvi. 144 Sanguineous
corticated animals, as Serpents, Toads, and Lizards. 1664
Power Exp. Pkilos. \. 59 It is plain that a Louse is a San*

guineous Animal. 1667 Boyle Orig. Formes % Qual. (ed. 2)

323 Perfect and sanguineous animals.

2. Of the colour of blood.
Sanguineous creeper, honey eater, book-names for Certhta

sangutnotenia (1811-1826 Shaw and Stephens Gen. Zool.

VIII. 232, XIV. 263).

c 15*0 Inlert. Beauty fy Gd. Prop. Women A j, I know
that nature hath gyuyn me bewte with sanguynyous com-
pleccyon fauour & fayrenes. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1.

xviii. 120 He may give an account also of a Red-angry Sun,

Sol Rutilus, in Kepler, which others call Sanguineous.

18x9 Keats Lamia u. 76 His passion, cruel grown, took on

a hue Fierce and sanguineous. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.

IV. xlvi. 280 Sanguineous (Sanguineus), red with a tint

of black. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. ut. i, For swinging of

incense-pans and Eighty-three Departmental Banners, we
have waving of the one sanguineous Drapean-Rouge. 1861

Hagen Synopsis Neuroptera N. Amer. 59 Wings san-

guineous at base. 188a Garden 20 May 356/3 Large flowers

..[of] a very deep sanguineous crimson.

3. Of or pertaining to bloodshed ;
giving rise to

bloodshed ; bloodthirsty, sanguinary. Now rare.

161a R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martinis Ep. Ded. 2 A de-

testation against all Popish, Ignatian, bloody, and san-

guineous attempts. 164* Hales Schism n No occasion

hath produced more frequent, more continuous, more san-

guineous Schismes, than this hath done. 1663 J. H. Hist.

Cromwell v. in Harl. Misc. (1744) L 275 His other Vic-

tories., were very sanguineous, and fatally cruel. 1843

Btackw. Mag. LIV. 244 When a chancellor, more experi-

enced than Rhadamanthus, more sanguineous than Draco,

shall have the care of the innocent flock ! 1854 Thackeray
Neivcomes I. 305 Sanguineous histories of queens who
sewed their lovers into sacks.

4. Of persons, their constitution or temperament

:

= Sanguine a. Also, in recent use, Full-blooded,

plethoric. Sanguineousfever (see quot. 1753).
173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 2S7 All

things which accelerate the Motion of the Blood are hurtful

to sanguineous Constitutions. 1753 Chambers Cyct. Supfi.,

Sanguineous fevers, a term used by the medical writers to

express a kind of fever, in which there is always a plethora,

or fullness of blood. 1806 Sir C. Bell Anat. Expression

vi. (1844) 144 Courage, .is witnessed in the pale and fragile,

more than in the strong and sanguineous. 1843 R. J. Graves
Syst. Clin. Med. xxxi. 421 Edward Fitzgerald, labourer..

temperament sanguineous. 1877 F. T. Roberts Handbk.
Med. (ed. 3) I. 6 Four principal temperaments are described,

the sanguineous, lymphatic, bilious, and nervous.

b. Of mental temperament : = Sanguine a. 4.

1847 Disraeli Tancredv. v, Therese, who was of a less

sanguineous temperament than her sister, affected despair,



SANGUINIAN.

Hence Sansrui-neousness, in quot., the condition

of having a blood-red colour.

1865 Sala in Daily Tel. 7 June, The women. .are ruddy

to sanguineousness.

t Sangni*nian, a. and sb. Obs. Also 4 san-

guinierr76-7 sanguinean(e. [a. OF. sanguinien,

f. sanguin : see Sanguine <j.] a. adj. Having the

sanguine temperament, b. sb. A person of san-

guine temperament. ..... , v.

1340 Ayent. 157 Pane colrik mid ire and mid discord, pane

sanguinien mid iotiuete and mid luxurie. 1560 Rolland

Crt. Venus Pro!. 1 1 The secund is Sanguineane sicklike.

1607 Earl Stirling Cxsar iv. ii, No corpulent Sanguinians

make me feare. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv.

(1746)347 Sanguineans must take no more of it than lightly

to relish their unsavoury Meat. 1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic.

(1751) 119 Sanguinians did only laff, Choleric Melanchollans

chaff.

t Sanguinical, a. Obs. [f. Sanguine a. + -ic

+ -al.] = Sanguine a. 3.

1631 Lithgow Trnv. (1906) 130 He was. .of a sanguinicall

complexion, and a couragious stomacke.

Saiiguini'colcras, a. rarer". = Sangui-

COLOUS. 1897 Syit. Soc. Lex. s. v.

Sanguini'ferous, a. = Sanguiferous.
1891 in Century Diet.

Sanguinification (s.-erigwininktfi-Jsn). [f. L.

sanguin(i)-, sanguis blood : see -fication.] =
Sanguification.

187s H. Walton Dis. Eye 536 The functions most at fault,

whether of digestion, assimilation, or sanguinification, must

be carefully attended to.

Sanguinism (sarrjgwiniz'm). rare. [f. San-

guine a. + -ism.] Sanguineness of temperament.

1897 Times (weekly ed.) 5 Oct. 656/2 The mingled insou-

ciance and sanguinism of that fair-haired adventuress.

! Sa-nguinist. Obs. [f. Sanguine a. + -ist.]

A person (or animal) of a sanguine temperament.

1628 Jackson Worthy Churchman 36 To sanguinists we
must pipe ; to melancholists mourne. 17*5 Bradley's Fanr.

Diet. II. 5 Y 4, The Black [Horses) with white Marks, are

Sanguinists.

Sanguinity (soerjgwi-mti). [f. Sanguine a.

+ -ITY.J

1. fa. = Consanguinity. [So OF. saiiguinite,

med.L. sanguinitas.] Obs. b. (See quot. 1897.)

c 1470 Harding Chron. lxiii. xi, Alle menne hym loued for

his sanguynite [v.r. consanguynyte (he was the uncle of the

empress Helena)). 1741 H. Walpole Let. to Maun 22 Oct.,

Some say that the duel would have been no breach of

sanguinity. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sanguinity . .the quality

of likeness or unlikeness between parents.

2. The quality of being sanguine, rare.

•737 Swift Let. to Sheridan Wks. 1761 VIII. 278 But I

distrust your sanguinity so much (by my own desponding

temper) that [etc.]. i8i» J. MacDonald Mem. J. Benson

291 Whatever severity might appear from time to time in

Mr. Benson's manner, .may be attributed to the sanguinity

of his temper.

SangttinivorOUS (sa:rjgwini-vor3s),a. [f. L.

sanguin(i)-, sanguis blood : see -vorous.J =
Sanguivorous.
1818-321 in Webster. 189s A. H. Miles Nat. Hist, in

Anecd. 38 The Vampire Bat of South America has long

been credited with sanguinivorous habits.

Sanguino- (sae'rjgwino), used as combining

form ot Sanguine a., prefixed with hyphen to adjs.

to form physiological terms with the sense ' partly

sanguine and partly something else'. Also in

sanguino-purulent a., consisting of pus mixed

with blood. Cf. Sanguineo-.
111697 Aubrey Lives (1898) I. 138 He was. .sanguino-

cholerique, middle sized, strong. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc.

IX. 160 Oosing of sanguino-purulent fluid.

II
Sanguinole. Obs. [Fr., f. sanguin San-

guine a.\ A kind of pear.

1693 Evelvn De La Quint. Compl. Card. I. 123 The
Sanguinole or Bloody-Pear, August. 1786 Abercrombik
Arr. in Card. Assist, p. xii, Pears principally for Baking.

..Sanguinole or blood pear.

Sangui'nolence. rare— . [See-ENCE.] = next.

1891 in Century Diet.

t Sanguinolency. Obs. [f. next : see -ency.]

The quality of being sanguinolent ; in quot., ad-

diction to bloodshed.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 247 That great red Dragon

with seven Heads is so called from his Sanguinolency.

Sanguinolent (sxrjgwi'nolent) , a. [ad. L. san-

guinolen/us,{. sanguin-, sanguis b\ooc\: see-OLENT.]

L Of or pertaining to blood ; tinged or stained

with or containing blood. Now chiefly Path. fAlso
of a patient : Suffering from hemorrhage.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 47 b/2 The

Dysenteria or bloodye flixe is a sangvinolent excrement of

the Bellye. 1599 — tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 67/r,

Agaynst bleedinge of the Nose. ..Take the Mosseof a dead
mans Cranium, . . and applye that to the sanguinolent Patient

his nose, and it helpeth. 1613 Marston Insatiate Countess

v. Wks. 1856 III. 181 Yet the sanguinolent staine would
extant be ! 1697 Headrich Arcana Philos. 39 Preparation

in Sanguinolent Vlcers. 1850 Blackie s&schylus I. 194

Find a home In some grim lion's den sanguinolent. 1898

AllbutVs Syst. Med. V. 598 Pericarditis with abundance of

sanguinolent effusion.

1 2. Having the colour of blood, blood-red. Obs.

£1450 Mirour Saluacioun 4109 Fore rede sangvinolent

was alle cristis clothing. 1313 Douglas SEneis x. v. 741

96

The comete stern sanguynolent, Wyth hys red cullour trist

and violent.

8. Bloodthirsty ; cruel ; merciless, rare.

1577-87 HoLlNSHEDCAn?M. III. 1115/2 Others of good be-

haviour, have beene most cruellie cast awaie by these former

sanguinolent thirstie lawes. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit.

III. 30 He makes Sanguinolent outcrys against those of the

Clergy who [etc.). 1853 Blackw. Mag. LXXIV. 569 From
the days of sanguinolent Sulla until now.

Sanguinous (sarrjgwinas), a. [ad. OF. san-

guineux, ad. late L. sanguinosus, f. sanguin-,

sanguis blood : see -ous.]

fl. Of eyes: Bloodshot. Obs.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvii. 103 Her fayre eyen.were
incontynent tourned in-to a right hidouse lokynge mobyle,

& sangwynouse to see.

f2. Bloodthirsty; attended by bloodshed ; cruel,

merciless. Obs.

"755 T. H. Croker Orl. Fur. xxxvi. xxx, The skirmish

terrible and sanguinous.

3. Of or pertaining to blood.

1833 J. Eberle in Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. (1897)

IX. 18 [It] depends mainly, if not wholly, on great san-

guinous engorgement of the pulmonary blood-vessels.

Sanguisorb (savrjgwispab). [ad. mod.L. San-
guisorba, f. L. sanguis blood + sorbire to absorb ;

so called from the use of burnet as a styptic]

1. A plant of the N. O. Sanguisorbacex, typified

by the genus Sanguisorba (now a sub-genus of Po-

terium), which includes the common burnet.

1846 Lindlev Veg. Kingd. 56: Its habit, indeed, is by no
means that of Sanguisorbs.

H 2. quasi-etymologically : A ' blood-sucker '.

1884 G. Allen Philistia I. 73 A pluralist and a sanguisorb

of the deepest dye.

I
Sanguisuge. Obs. Also 7 sanguisug. [ad.

L. sanguisuga, f. sanguis blood + siig-lre to suck.]

a. A blood-sucker (Jig.), b. A leech.

.11550 Image Ipocr. 11. in Skelton's Wis. (1843) II. 431

That blody judge And mighty sanguisuge, The Pope that

is so huge, Is ever ther refuge. 1575 Banister Chyrurg.

1. (1585) 23 Sanguisuges also serue to this purpose, a 1609

A. Hume Ep. to G. Mont-Creif 175 As sanguisugs quhilk

finds the feeding gud, Cleaues to the skin.

Sanguisugent, a. rare-", [f. L. sanguis

blood + siigent-em, pr. pple. of siigere to suck.]

Blood-sucking. In recent Diets.

Sanguisugous (sengwisiw-gas), a. [f. L. san-

guisnga (see Sanguisuge) + -ous.] Blood-sucking

;

falso/f^. bloodthirsty, cruel.

1615 T. Adams Lycanthropy Ep. Ded., To expose his

foming malice and sanguisugous cruelty to mens censure

and detestation. Ibid. 29 These were the sanguisugous

wolues, Papists. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

[Sanguivolent (in Diets.), misprint for sangiii-

nolent in (? Beaum. & Fl. ) Faithful Friends 111. iii.]

Sanguivorous (sjengwi'voras), a. [f. L. san-

guis blood : see -vorous.] Feeding on blood.

1841 Blyth in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XI. 1. 25s Notice

of the predatory and sanguivorous habits of the Bats of the

genus Megaderma. 1883 G. E. Dobson in Nature XXVII.
412 The vampire.. believed by the older naturalists to be

thoroughly sanguivorous in its habits.

Sangweler, var. form of Sangmer Obs.

Sanhedrim, sanhedrin (saenrdrim, -in).

Jewish Anliq. Also 6-7 sanedrim, 7 -in. [a.

late Heb. jmn:o sanhedrin, a. Gr. ovviSptov

council, lit. 'sitting together', f. avv together

+

f&pa seat. The incorrect form sanhedrim, which

has always been in England (from the 17th

c.) the only form in popular use, seems to have

arisen from a notion that the ending of the word

was the Aramaic plural suffix -in, the Heb. equiva-

lent of which was -im. Cf. G. sanhedrin, F. san-

hidrin, It., Sp. sanedrin, Pg. sanedrim."] 'The
name applied to the highest court of justice and

supreme council at Jerusalem, and in a wider sense

also to lower courts of justice ' (W. Bacher in

Hastings' Did. of the Bible, s. v.) ; the ' Great

Sanhedrim' is said to have consisted of 71 mem-
bers. Also, the title given to the assembly of

representative Jewish rabbis and laymen convened

by Napoleon I in 1807 to report on certain points

of Jewish law.
1588 J. Udall Demonstr. Discipl. i. (Arb.) 15 For priests,

pastours;..for rulers of the Synagogue, Elders;.. for the

Sanedrim, the Eldershipp. 1625 T. Godwin Moses fr Aaron
v. (1641) 190 The greater court by way of excellency, was
called the Sanhedrim, which word came from the Greek
avvi&ptov, a place ofjudgement. 11x656 Ussher Ann. vi.

(1658) 146 Ezra the President.. of this Sanedrin, or great

Synagogue. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sanhedrim or Sanhe-

drin. 1661 Stillincfl. Orig. Sacrx 11. v. § 3. 169 The
cognizance and tryal of false Prophets did peculiarly belong

to the great Sanhedrim, c 1800 Moore Devil among Schol.

56 Priest and holy Sanhedrim Were one-and-seventy fools

to him ! 1877 C Geikie Christ lii. (1879) 618 The great

ecclesiastical court of the nation, known in the Talmud as

the Sanhedrim.

b. transf.

1653 Clarke Papers (Camden) III. 4 The management of

the Governement is now resolved to bee by a Sanedrim or

70 of the best men that can bee thought of through England.

1797 Burke Affairs Ireland Wks. IX. 464 This Protestant

Apostle is as much above all suspicion of Popery as the

greatest and most zealous of your Sanhedrim in Iieland can

SANIES.

possibly be. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. VI. i, Occupied in that

way, an august National Assembly becomes for us little

other than a Sanhedrim of Pedants. 1865 Lowell Recon-

struction Prose Wks. (1890) V. 222 Here (is)..an acknow-

ledgment of the human nature of the negro by the very

Sanhedrim of the South. 1875 E. White Life in Christ 1.

vii. (1878) 68 It is quite possible for whole sanhedrims of

the most respectable divines.. to misunderstand important

docttines of revelation.

Sanhedrinist (sae'nfdrinist). [f. Sanhedrin
+ -1ST.] = Sanhedrist.
1880 A. J. Mason in Academy 10 Jan. 20/3 What their

authors deemed good for an ideal Sanhedrinist.

Sanhedrist (sarnj"drist). Also 6 sanedrist.

[f. Sanhedr(im) + -1ST.] A member of the Sanhe-

drim ; also^/%-

.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Supcr.Wks. (Grosart) II. 179 Me
thinkes the wisest Sanedrist of a thousand, should hardly

persuad me, that he is a frend of Princes, and no enemie of

Monarchies. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 4 The inquisi-

torial agent of Priests and Sanhedrists.

Saniacco, -iacho, -iack(e, etc : see Sanjak.

Sanicle (sarnik'l). Also 5 sanyole, 6 sanickle,

6-7 sanikell, (7 sanikl, 8 sanicula). [a. OF.
sanicle (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm. ; AF. c 1 265 in Wr.-

Wiilck. 553/9), ad. med.L. sanicula, saniculum,

prob. f. L. san-us healthy, with reference to the

healing powers formerly attributed to the plant.

Cf. Sp., Pg. sanicula, It. sanicola, G. sanikel (late

OHG. sanikela).~]

1. The umbelliferous plant Sanicula europiea

(more fully wood sanicle). Also, in extended sense,

any plant of the genus Sanicula, as S. marilandica,

the black snakeroot.
14.. Stockholm Med. MS. 1. 263 in Anglia XVIII. 302

Take sanycle and grynde it smal. 1548 Turner Names
llerbes (E. D. S.) 86 Sanicula is named in englishe Sanicle.

1643 J. Steer tr. Exp. Chyrurg. xvi. 66 With a sufficient

quantity of the juice of Sanicle . . make thereof Trochisqus.

185a T11. Ross Humboldt's Trav. I. vii. 254 A sanicle not

unlike the S. Marilandica. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 183

Compare, also, fruits of Sanicle, covered with stout hooked
prickles. 1889 Daily News 20 May 5/2 Patches of wood,

sanicle.

2. Applied to various plants of other genera,

f a. = Satyrion {obs.). fb. = Saxifrage (obs.).

c. With defining words, as Alpine, bear's ear

sanicle, the primulaceous plant Cortusa inatthioli

;

American sanicle, Heuchera villosa (Miller

Plant-n., 1884); (American) bastard sanicle,

the genus Milella ; t great sanicle, Lady's mantle,

Alchemilla vulgaris; Indian, white sanicle

U.S., the white snakeroot, Eupatorium ageratoides

(Cent. Diet.)
; f Yorkshire sanicle, butterwort,

Pinguicula vulgaris.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 613/33 Stinctum, i. Satirion,

sanycle. 1578 Lvte Dodoens 1. xcviii. 140 Great Sanicle or

Ladies Mantel!, groweth in some places of this countrey.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. eclxiii. 643 Pinguicula. .Butter-

wort.or Yorkshire Sanicle. Ibid. 645 The first is called, .in

English spotted Sanicle; of our London dames pratling

Parnell. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xi. 24 The Bears

eares according to their name Sanicle are no lesse powerful

for healing then the former. 1705 tr. Coiuley's Plants

Wks. 1711 III. 345 Next Spotted Sanicle and Navel-wort.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 326 Sanicle, Saxifraga. Ibid.,

Sanicle, American Bastard, Milella.

Sanidine (s^enidin). Min. [a. G. sanidin

(K.W. Nose 1808), f. Gr. cofiS-, saw's board : see

-ine.] A glassy variety of orthoclase, found in

flat crystals (Chester).

1815 Aikin Man. Min. (ed. 2) 197 Glassy Felspar. Sanidin.

1849 J. Nicol Man. Min. 121 The glassy felspar or sana-

dine is by some considered a distinct species. 1867 Branoe
& Cox Diet. Sci., etc.. Sanidine,. .a name given to Glassy

Felspar, on account of the tabular form of its crystals.

Hence Sanidinic a., containing sanidine. Sani-
dinite, a rock consisting largely of sanidine.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 748/2 Modern volcanic rocks

(quartzose trachyte, amphibohferous and sanidinic trachyte).

II Sanies (s?''ni|/"z). [L. sanies. CiF.sanie.]

1. Path. A thin fetid pus mixed with serum or

blood, secreted by a wound or ulcer.

15621 Bullevn Bulwark, Soarnts I, Chir. 27 Now sanies

is nothyng els, but corrupted foode or nourishemente which

natur was not able to digest. t6o8 Tofsell Serpents (1658)

789 For the stanching of bloud, the curation of ulcers, the

hindering of sanies. i6so Trapp Comm. Lev. xv. 4 Paul

found it asnoisom to his soul., as the sanies of a plague-sore

to a rich robe. 1707 P. Blair Misc. Observ. (1718) 43 There

flowed out a great deal of Sanies and Ichor, scarce any

purulent Matter. 1804 Abernetkv Surg. Obs. 220 A bloody

sanies was discharged. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa

283 The whole hand was a mass of yellow pus, streaked

with sanies.

fb. fig. Obs.

1651 Jer. Taylor Strm. for Year ii. 11. (1653) 19 Gods
heavie hand shall press the sanies, .out from all our sins.

1 2. Any watery fluid of animal origin. Obs.

1661 Lovell Hist. A nim. 4 Min. 54 The Sanies, or matter

of a Goats liver rosted, helps the dimnesse of sight. 179a

Belknap Hist. New Hampsh. III. 184 Mr. Peck.. has

assured me, that 'the sanies of many testaceous marine

animals will give the same tint '. i8a6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol.

III. xxviii. 5 Those having.. cold white sanies in the place

of blood. 1834 Macgillivray Lives Zoologists 59 Every

living creature has a humour, blood, or sanies the loss of

which produces death.
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t Sani'ferOUS, *. Obs. [f. late L. sdni/er
}

f. san-us healthy : see -ferous.] Health-bringing.

a 1706 Evelyn Sylva 11. iii. (1776) 342 Not that there are

no nociferous trees, as well as sanXerous.

Sanify (sce'mfai), v. [f. L. san-us healthy (see

Saxe<7.) + -(i)fy.]

1. intr. To become sane or reasonable.

1836 Hob. Smith Tin Trump., Anger, This seasonable
arrest of our functions gives us time to sanify.

2. trans. To make healthy ; improve the sanitary

conditions of (a city, etc.).

187a [see below]. 1891 Nation (N.Y.) 3 Dec. 425/2 Palermo
is transformed—cleansed, sanified, and. .beautified. 1895
Chamb. Jrnl, XII. 691/2 To sanify Jeddah and its vicinity.

Hence Sanified///. a.

1871 W. R. Greg Enigmas Life 30 note, The premature
deaths of the bread-winners (will] disappear before sanified
cities and vanishing intemperance.

Sanikell, sanikl, obs. forms of Sanicle.

Sanious {,si'*m3s), a. [ad. F. sanieux
t
ad. L.

sauiosus, f. sanies : see Sanies and -ous.] Of the

nature of sanies ; consisting of, or containing sanies;

yielding a discharge of sanies.

156a Bllleym Bulxvark, Soamcsfy Chir. 22b, Take heede
..that passage be left in the loweste parte, for sanious
matter. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, n. iv. 177, I was
sent for, and ol serving the Ulcer sanious, proposed Digestion.
? 1780 Cowper Recipr. Kindness 15 The cure was wrought;
he wip'd the sanious blood. 1797 M. Baillie Morb. Anat.
(1807) 351 Cells.. containing a sanious fluid. 1884 M. Mac-
kenzie Ois. Throat tf Nose II. 394 The ulcer presenting the
well-known raised, hard, ragged edges, and sanious base.

Sanitarian (ssenite«'rian), sb. and a. [f. Sani-
tary a. + -an.] A. sb. One who studies sanitation

;

one who is in favour of sanitary reform.

1859 Hklps Friends in C. Ser. It. Introd. n, I will go
with you and see the chief sewers. .and if that is not an
inducement to offer to a sanitarian (etc ]. 1865 Corn A. Mag.
May 602 Energetic and practical 'sanitarians' had made
successful war upon dirt, overcrowding, and foul air. 1883.

Harper*s Mag. May 924 A crusade in favor of ' fresh air

was fought by the sanitarians.

B. adj. Pertaining to sanitary matters ; advo-
cating sanitary reforms.

1884 Athen&uw 5 Apr. 446/2 Its serious interest is rather
antiquarian than sanitarian. 1886 Froude Oceana 275 In
some sanitarian salon Macaulay's New Zealander. .will ex-
hibit his sketch.

Hence Sanitarianism.
1881 R. N. Boyd Chili 3 The monotonous regularity pre-

scribed by modern sanitarianism is observed. 1891 Ebs-
worth Roxb. Ball. VII. 435 At which some of our modern
puritanic hypocrites affect to be shocked, resenting it as an
outrage on their fastidious Sanitarianism.

Sanitarily .saenitarili), adv. [f. Sanitary +
-ly ^.] With regard to sanitary condition.
1881 A. Elwes tr. Pinto's How / crossed Africa I. it 36

A small amount of goodwill would make it, sanitarily, far

better than it is. 1884 Pall Malt G. 17 Apr. 14/1 A minia-
ture mansion, tastefullyand sanitarily fitted. 1889 Ttoentieth
Cent. (N.Y.) 6 Apr., You can make a prison, .as sanitarily
perfect and as administratively humane as you like.

SanitarineBS (sarnitarines). [f. Sanitary a.

+ -NKS-S.] The condition of being sanitary.

1889 Pall Mall G. 3 Dec. a/a To secure the sanitariness of
all premises within its area.

Sanitarist (sse-nitarist). [f. Sanitary a. +
-1st.] -Sanitarian sb.

1859 Kincsley Misc. I. 130 This new * National Associa-
tion' seems the most hopeful and practical move yet made
by the sanitarists.

Sanitarium (scenite«*ri£m). [quasi-Lat., f.

sanitas health : see next and -arium.] « Sanato-
rium 1 and 2.

1851 Lady Bkntham in Meek. Mag. LV. 304 Sanitariums,
wherein the diseased of all ranks might, at moderate cost
obtain superior medical advice. 1861 j. H. Bkknet Winter
Medit. 1. viL (1875) 192 Mentone has made a great step in

advance, .as a winter sanitarium. iB6$ /'alt Alall G. 27 Sept.

5/1 The Mansion House committee for the provision of

sanitaria for diseased cattle have thrown up their work.

Sanitary s enitari , a. Alsoerron. sanitory.
[ad. f. sanitairt (1812 in Hatz.-Parm.), as if ad.
mod.L. *sanitdrius t f. L. sanitas health: see
Sanity and -ary 2

.]

L Of or pertaining to the conditions affecting

health, esp. with reference to cleanliness and pre-

cautions against infection and other deleterious

influences
;
pertaining to or concerned with sanita-

tion. Also occas. of conditions or surroundings :

Free from deleterious influences.
Sanitary cordon : see Cosdon 4.

184a {title) Report on the Sanitary Condition of the
Labouring Population of Great Britain. 1849 Act 11 <y 12
Vict, c 63 I 1 Provision . . for improving the Sanitary condi-
tion of Towns and populous places. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. iii. I. 427 It may well be.. that sanitary police and
medical discoveries may have added several more years to
the average length of human life. 1875 Hklps Soc. Press.
iii. 38 A committee of persons was formed, who were sup-
posed to have some skill in sanitary science. _ 1875 Act 38
<V 39 Vict. c. 55 § 5 Urban sanitary authorities and rural
sanitary authorities, .invested with the powers in this Act
mentioned. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 798/1 The want of con-
stant supervision of the slaughter-houses is thought.. to
be a serious defect in the sanitary Law of the country.

b. Used as the distinctive epithet of appliances

specially contrived with a view to sanitary require-

ments; e.g. of certain makes of wall-paper, of
Vol, VIII.

glazed tiles for flooring and walls, of non-absorbent
pipes for drainage; and the like.

186a CateU. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 27 Flanged and un-
flanged sanitary tubes, from four to twelve inches in diameter.
187a Crookes Wagner's Handbk.Chem. Technol. 321 Sani-
tary ware is one of the largest branches of stoneware manu-
facture. 1884 A. Watt Soap-making xii. 112 Chloridised
Sanitary Soap.

2. Intended or tending to promote health.
App. found only in TJ. S. writers.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 298 All hands went
out for a sanitary game of romps in the cold light. 1870
Lowell Study Wind. (1871) 154 Solitary communion with
Nature does not seem to have been sanitary or sweetening
in its influence onThoreau's character. 187a Fiske Myths
<5> Myth-Makers ii. 61 (Funk) In Sweden sanitary amulets
are made of mistletoe twigs, and the plant is supposed to

be a specific against epilepsy and an antidote for poisons.

Sanitas (sse'nitoes). [a. L. sanitas health.]

(See quot. 1897.)
1878 Med. Times <y Gas. 12 Jan. 51/1 'Sanitas*. This

fluid has been brought out as ' the only true antiseptic and
disinfectant combined', 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sanitas,.

.

name for a commercial preparation consisting of an aqueous
solution of oxidised oil of turpentine, the active principle of
which is peroxide of hydrogen. Used as an antiseptic.

Sanitate (sarnittfit), v. [Back-formation from
Sanitation.] trans. To put in a sanitarycondition

;

to provide with sanitary appliances. Also absoh
1881 Sala Amer. Revis. II. viii. 106 An epidemic which.,

will.. scourge her again.. unless the town be 'sanitated*.
1886 Kipling Departm. Ditties (1899) 15 Rustem Beg of
Kol.-1z.1i . . Lusted for a C. S. I.—so began to sanitate. 1893
ft. W. Richardson in Longm. Mag. Dec 201 We in rural
England are better sanitated than are the rural populations
of France,

t Sanitating, ///. a. Obs. [f. L. sdnitds +
-ATK 3 + -ING !.] Health-giving ; healing.

1656 S. Holland Zara 1. ¥1.(1719) 39 Searching about the
Grove for some sanitating Simple ; he at last lighted upon
that . . weed called Morsus Diaboli.

Sanitation (saenit/i'/an). [irreg. f. Sanit(ary)
+ -ATION.] The devising and application ofmeans
for the improvement of sanitary conditions.

1848 Clkve {title) Hints on Domestic Sanitation. 1880
Jefferies Hodge 4- M. II. 343 Rural sanitation, again,

comes to the front day by day. 1881 P. S. Robinson Under
the Punkah 84 The Government sent down its chiefs of
sanitation.

Hence Sanitationist, one who is skilled in or

who advocates sanitation.

1888 Pall Mall G. 27 Aug. 4/1 * Sanitationists* (will that

be the terrible word ?) will contract to supply so much public
health per 1,000 for so much a year. 1894 Liberal 24 Nov.
42/3 Such farseeing sanitationists.

Sanite, obs. form of Sanity.

t Saniti'ferons, a. Obs. [irrcg. f. L. sanitas

health: see -(i)ferous.] Health-bringing.

1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 214. Those whose spirits

want refection.. require sanitiferous Perfumes.

Sanitist. rare. [f. Sanit(aby) + -ist.] =
SanitauIA.V. 188a in Ocilvie (citing Examiner).

Sanitize (sse*nitaiz),i/. rare. [Formed as prec.

+ -IZE.] trans. To make sanitary ; to disinfect.

1836 New Monthly Mag. XLVII. 14 Human industry is

GooVs vicegerent in sanitizing, if I may dare to coin a word,
the earth we tread, and the air we breathe. 1899 N. B.
Daily Mail 28 Feb. 4 He, too, was closured, and every
precaution taken to sanitise his surroundings.

Sanitory, erron. form of Sanitary.

t Sa'nitude. Obs. rare*1
. [As if ad. L. *sa~ni~

tudo, f. san-us healthy : see Sane a. and -tude.]

Healthy condition.

165a French Yorksh.Spa ix.81 Nature.. will.. the sooner
recover its natural vigour, and sanitude.

Sanity (swrnti). Also 5 sanite, 6-7 aanitie.

fa. F. sanite") ad. L. sdnitds
t

f. san-us healthy : see

Sane a. and -ity.]

1. Healthy condition, health, arch.

1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1. 333 The flesche of that cuntre

inducethe sanite to men of that londe, 1586 B. Young
Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 102 For safetie and sanitie of his

stomacke. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xiii. 230
Therapeuticke or curative Physicke, we tearm that which
restoreth the Patient unto sanity. 1744 Armstrong Art
Preserv. Health 11. 94 Each extreme From the blest mean
of sanity departs. 1778 [W*. Marshall] Minutes Agric.

16 Jan. an. 1776, His heart, liver, entrails, and nutriment in

each state, bear every mark of perfect sanity. 1837^ Car-
lvle Fr. Rev. vii. i, Slow regular growth, though this also

ends in death, is what we name health and sanity. 1885

Pater Marius I. 33 Solus—salvation—for the Romans, had

come to mean bodily sanity.

Jig. 168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 1 Whether thou hast

yet entred the narrow Gate, got up the Hill and asperous

way, which leadeth unto the House of Sanity. i8j9Southf.y

Sir T. More (1831) II. 156 A restoration of national sanity

and strength.

fb. Wholesomeness. Obs.

16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 907 They had Tabacco

in religious estimation, not onely for sanity but for sanctity

also. 1731 Medley Kolbcn'sCafe G. HopcU. 176 Araging
wind clears the country of all the Flies and Fleas it meets

with, and restores sanity to the air.

2. The condition of being sane ; soundness of

mind ; mental health.

160a Shaks. Ham. n. ii. 214 A happinesse, That often

Madnesse hits on, Which Reason and Sanitie could not So
prosperously be deliuer'd of. 174G Francis Horace^ Sat.

\. v. 59 Is there a Blessing, in the Power of Fate, To be

compar'd, in Sanity of Mind, To Friends of such companion-

able Kind ?^ 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 193 The same
sanity of mind will the true patriot display. 1854 Emerson
Lett. %Soc. Aims, Comic Wks. (Bonn) III. 206 The percep-
tion of the comic is. .a pledge of sanity. 1873 Hamerton
Intelt. Life xn. ii. (1875) 442 Much of the sanity of his
[Goethe's] genius may have been due to his residence in so
tranquil a place as Weimar. 1902 Edin. Rev. Apr. 512 The
sense of limit belongs to sanity, and is natural to normally
constituted minds.

+ 3. Soundness (of material). Obs. rare.
1760-7* H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) III. 58 Want of

sanity in the materials can never be supplied by any art in
the building.

f4. Comb.) sanity-institution, a hospital. Obs.

1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. II. 177 From this
brief account of the medical college.. we will proceed to
describe the sanity-institutions connected with it.

II Sanjak(sce ,n,d33ek). Forms: 6 saniac, san-
iacho,sania(c)ke, saniaque, sanjake,senjaque,
zanziac, 6-7 sangiac(c)o, sangia(c)que, 6, 8-9
sangiac, 7 sangiach^aniacco^saniack, sanjack,
sansack, sansiak, sanzack(e, -ake, -iaok, zan-
iacei, -o, zanzack, 7-8 sangiak, 9 sandgiac,
-jak, sangiack, sangeak, 8- sanjak. [Turkish

(jlsUw sanjdq\ lit. * banner'.]

1. In the Turkish Empire, one of the administrative
districts into which an eyalet or vilayet is divided.

15$7 S*. Papers Hen. VIII, V 1 1 . 706 note, The Begeler Bey
of Orecchath seven sanjakes. 1640 E. Dacres tr. Ma-
chiavellVs Prince 25 Deviding his whole Kingdom into
divers Sangiacques or Governments, he sends severall thither.

1802 Edin. Rev. I. 52 A pachalic is divided fcr military pur-
poses, into certain districts, called sangiacs, or standards.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 654/2 The immediate possessions
of the sultan are divided into vilayets (provinces), which are
again subdivided into sanjaks or mutessariks. 1895 Times
25 Nov. 5/1 Perfect tranquillity reigns*. in the sandjaks
of Ismid, Zor, and Tchatalaja.

f 2. Misused for Sanjakbeg. Obs.
1546 P. Ashton tr. yovius"1 Turk. Chron. 126 b, The San-

iackes..be the lyeutenauntes and Capitaynes of the pro-

uinces. 1546 Harvel in St. Papers Hen. VIII, XI. 16b The
Saniacho of Bossena, a man of grete estimacion. 1590 Sir

J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 41 b, The Bashas, Bellarbies and
Senjaques of the Turkes. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 73 San-
zacks, or Iudges deputies of Iurisdictions. 1788 Gibbon
Dccl. <V F. xl. IV. 99 The residence of a Turkish sanjak.

1831 Encycl. Amer. XI. 196 Sangiac (Turkish horsetail)

signifies, in the Turkish army, an officer who is allowed to

bear only one horsetail, the pachas having two or three.

Hence f Sanjakry, f Sanjakship, = sense 1.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 211 Tendrtng to the Testadar or
Treasurer the reuenew of that Sanziackry. 1630 R. John.
son's Kingd. fy Commiv. 539 Servia..was taken by the
Turke in 1438, and reduced into a Sangiak-ship under the
Beglerbeg of Buda. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. II. 121

It.. consists of three Sangiakships. 1814 tr. Kla^rotlis
Trav. 9 These three names., are yet borne by a city and
sangiackship in the Turkish pachalik of Servia;

Sanjakate (sae-nid^sek^t). Also 7 sangiacat,

9 sandjakate, sangiacat(e. [f. Sanjak + -ate *.]

= Sanjak i.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. n. 11 The Sangiacat
of Sefet bath been annexed to Saide and its dependances.

1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia Map, The Vilayet of

Bosnia, including the Herzegovina or Sandjakate of Mostar.

|] Sanjakbeg, -bey. [Turkish: see Sanjak
and Beg sb.

t
Bey.] The governor of a sanjak.

1524 In Haktuyt's Voy. (1509) II. 1. 83 It was reported to

vs from the campe, they were three saniacbeis, that is to

say, great seneshalles or stuards. 1589 Hakluyt Voy. 170

Last of all the Beglerbegs, and Zanziacbegs. 1599 Ibid. II.

1. 181 Whereas sundry exactions.. be offered ours by such

Byes, Sanjacbies iustices and Cadies. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenots Trav. 1. 71 Sangiac Bey is like a Lord of a
Manor. 180s Edin. Rev. 1. 53 The janizaries, .and timariots

of the district, are obliged in case of war, to unite under the

colours of a commander, called Sangiac-bey.

f Sank, v. Obs. Also 4 sanck. [a. ON. samka,

rarely sanka (Sw. samka, Da. sanke) t frequentative

f. samna, safna to collect (see Sam v.).] a. trans.

To assemble ; bring together, b. intr. To come
together. Hence fSa*nking vbi.sb.t an assembly.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13843 He dos vs mani geddering mak,

And mani sancking for his sale Ibid. 27663 O nith cums..

conspiraciun, als quen bam sankes samen be nithful men.

c 1375 Ibid. 16042 (Fairf.) Alle bai geddered atte his court &
per pai sammyn sanke.

Sank dragonn, variant of Sangdraoon.
Sanke, obs. form of Shank.
fSa-nker. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 83 b, The kynge of Eng-
land gaue to the Frenche kynge a colloure of Iewels..the

Sanker furnished with great Diamantes and Perles.

Sank(e royall, variant ff. Sang-royal Obs.

||
Sanko, variant of Sancho.

f Sann, v. Obs. [a. ON. sanna to maintain as

true, affirm (Sw. sanna, Da. sande) — OE. sddian :—

OTeut. *sanpojan, f. *san/>o- true (see Sooth a.).]

intr. To argue.
<tx2oo0rmin 11289, & 5iffpatt ani} lacredd mann Shall san-

nenn her onn^aeness [etc.]. /bid. 17930 patt hise Lerninng-

cnthhtess Tokenn to saiinenn fasste onnjaen pe Judewisshe
lede Off Johaness fulluhht.

II Sannah (sce-na). ? Obs. Also 7 sannow, 8

8ano, sanno, Sana. [Of obscure origin
;

pre-

sumably East Indian.] Some kind of cotton fabric

formerly exported from India.

«6o6 J. F. Merchant's Ware-he. 36, I could mention many
13
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other sorts, as Sannows a sort of Callico, 1708 Sewel Eng.

Du. Diet. (ed. 2), Sanoes, sanen. 17*0 Lond. Gaz. No.

5815/3 A Parcel of Sannoes. 1757 New Hist. E. Ind. II.

144, 6900 pieces sari as. 1850 Ogilvie, Sannak. the name
of certain kinds of India muslin.

Sannap, variant of Sanap Obs.

Sannup (sae*n#p). Amer. Ind. In 7 sannop,

sanapp. [a. Narragansett sannop= Penobscot sen-

ombi, AlwH IWilwY] A married male member of

the community; the husband ofasquaw(CV«/.Z)*W.).

1630 Winthbop Hist. New Eng. (1853) I. 58 Chickatabot

came with his sannops and squaws. 163a Ibid. 1. 103 Where
he had lodged two nights with his squaw, and about twelve

sanapps. 17*5 S. Willard Jrnl. in Appalachia (1881) II.

342 Our Indian said there was Squaws as well as Sannups.

1847 Emerson Poems. Musketaquid Wks. (Bohn) I. 484
Through which at will our Indian rivulet Winds mindful

still of sannup and of squaw.

Sanope, Sanpan : see Sanap, Sampan.
Sans (s£enz), sb. Typog. A shortened form of

Sanserif.

Sans (ssenz), prep. Forms : a. 4 san, saune,
(saunt), 4-5 saun. 0. 4-5 sanz, sauna, 5-6
sauns, 5-7 saunce, 6-7 sance, 4- sans. See also

Sans pail. [a. OF. sen and sens, later san and
sans

t
sanz, mod.F. sans = Ft. senes, sens, ses, OCat.

senes (mod. sens), OSp. sen and senes, mod.Sp. sin,

Pg. sem
t
formerly sen, Olt. sen :—pop.L. *sene (for

class. L. sine) and *senes (with analogical s).

The It. senza is now believed to represent L. absentia
absence, prob. with some influence from the popular L, prep.J

1. Without. Now arch, (chiefly with reminis-

cence of Shakspere) and Her.
Before the time of Shaks. used almost exclusively with

sbs. adopted from OF., in collocations already formed in

that language, as sans delay, sans doubt, sans fable, sans
Pity, satis return. Even in some of our earliest examples,
however, a native Eng. synonym has been substituted for the
Romanic sb. in the phrase, as in sans biding = sans delay.

a. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 2253 pat mani man mi;t y se San
schewe. 13.. A". A/is. 600 He schal beo poisond, saun
return Of hisowne traitour. Ibid, [see Fable sb. 1 d]. 1375
Canticum de Creatione 62 in Anglia I. 304 Bote mete
founde be? non saun doute such as hy hadden byfore.

a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 181 (MS. A) pe prestes saun pite,

And ful of falshede. c 14x5 Cast. Persev. 74 in Macro Pays
79 pe vycys arn ful lyckely be vertues to opresse saun dowte.
0. C1320 Gosp. Nicod. 127 (Sion MS.), Saunz doute swa

dide bai alle bydene. 13.. Coer de L. 681 Go in, sans
bydyng. 1377 Lakgl. P. Pi. B. xiu. 286 Religioun sanz
reule and resonable obedience, c 1400 Beryn 2150 Tell on,
saunce delay. 1470-85 Malory Arthur ix. xll. 407 Here
came a knyght called sir Breuse saunce pyte. 1471 Caxton
Recuyelt iSommer) II. 478 Thou art sauns faulte the tyrant
that I seke. 1587 Harrison England n. vi. 168/1 It is a
greefe vnto them though now sans remedie sith the thing is

doone and past. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 415 My loue
to thee is sound sans cracke or flaw. 1600 — A. Y. L. 11.

vii. 166 Second childishnesse, and meere obliuion, Sans
teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans euery thing. 1610 Muses
Card, for Delights it. ii. 3 My life thou may'st command
saunce doubt. 1631 Weever A nc. Funeral Mon. 765 A man
in compleat Armour in brasse, sans Helme. 1686 Plot
Staffordsh.' 210 If we step higher to trees sans date, a 1687
Cotton Poems (1689) 94 The Bears and Foxes, who sans
question Than we by odds have warmer Vests on. 1688
Holme Armoury 111. xiii. 470 Some term this tower, Sans
Port, or Gate. 1797 Brydges Horn. Trait. II. 239 There-
fore, sans favour and affection, Take thou, my boy, thy own
election. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. s.v., A dragon or
griffin, sans wings. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. II. 208 Sans
accident we arrived,, .and sans steamer., we were obliged to
trust to our little tremulous craft. 1883 Burton & Cameron
Gold Coast I.i. 13 A sailer-made*steamer, sans boats, sans
gunwales.

+ b. With the exception of. [So in Fr.]

1659 Evelyn Let. to Boyle 3 Sept., All play interdicted,
sans bowls, chess, &c
2. || a. Used in various Fr. phrases and combina-

tions (not naturalized) either in their original Fr.

use or in derived applications : sans appel, used
subst.

t
a person from whom there is no appeal

;

sans cere'monie, unceremoniously, without the
usual ceremony or polite form ; also attrib. suitable

for unceremonious occasions ; f sans dener [see

Denier 3], a penniless person ; sans facon=- sans
cirtmonie-, sans-gdne [g$ne constraint], disregard
of the ordinary forms of civility or politeness

;

f sans-pareil, lit. not having its like, used subst.

for a kind of perfume or smelling salts; hence sans-
pareilly a. nonce-wd., unexampled; sans peur,
without fear, fearless, often in (or with allusion to)

the phr. sans peur et sans reproche, which was
applied to the Chevalier de Bayard ; sans phrase
[after la mort sans phrase, the alleged words of
Sieyes in giving his vote for the death ofLouisXVI],
without more words, without circumlocution ; sans
prendre (see Vole); fsans-punie,with impunity;
sans reproche, without reproach, blameless (see

sanspeur above) ; sans souci, lit. without care or
concern ; zssb., unconcern ; also, fa free-and-easy
social gathering ; hence sans-souci-ism, unconcern.
1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot II. xl 209 He had followed

in full faith such a *sans-appel as he held Frank to be. 1645
Evelyn Diary 23 Feb., The burying-place for the common
prostitutes, where they are put into the ground, *sans cere-
monie. 1773 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 27 Apr., The
Sheriffs of Middlesex, sans ciritnome, summoned Wilkes,
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instead of Luttrell. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. (i8ti) I. 1^8
The honest old comfortable sans-ceremonie furniture is dis-

carded. 1857 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green iil ii, This evil.,

obliged neighbours to be hospitable to each other, sans
cere'monie. 1469 Paston Lett. II. 349 We pore *sanzdeners
of Castr have brook iij. or iiij. stelle bowys. 167a W. Per-
wich Desp. (Roy. Hist. Soc.) 224 His Ma1' replyed hee
might doe it at that time *sansfaeon. 1838 Granville
Spas Germ. 257 The simple, quiet, and sansfafon manner
in which this daily intercourse . . took place. 1805 ' Ouida '

Strathmore II. xxiii. 305 His usual sans facon, good-
humoured style. 1893 Saltus Sapphira 87 With the *sans-

Ctne of a married man, Nevius dropped in a chair. 1749
.ady Luxborough Lett, to Shenstone (1775) 167 Methinks

I smell the *sans pareille hither. 1753 J. Collier Art of
Tormenting 55 Hastily take snuff, or smell to your sans-

ttereil. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide iii. 26 Kau de Chipre,

Eau de Luce, Sans Pareil, and Citron Juice. 1818 Keats
Wks. (1889) III. p. exxxi, An unpardonable offence, so *sans
pareilly. 1812 A mer. St. Papers For. Relat. (1832) 1 1 1. 556
He told them that he had nothing to fear, that he was
**sans peur et sans reproche^. 1827 Disraeli Viv. Grey
vii. xiii fx], The Knight, sans peur et sans reproche. 1847
Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. ill. Blasphemer* s Warning, He
had been sans reproche, as he still was sans peur. 1808
Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. iv. 139, I hope you will

remember how impatient I shall be to hear your opinion
*sans phrase. 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Proi>. Husb. v. iii. no
Laying down a role, *sans prendre. 1731 Fielding Mod.
Husb. 1. iv, If it had not been for a cursed Sans-prendre-
vole, that swept the whole table. 1609 [Up. W. Barlow]
A nsw. Nameless Cath. 138 His Proclamations.. must bee
either calumniated, or *sans-punie transgressed. 1847 *Sans
reproche[see sans peur], i8s8Trollope Three Clerks III.

i. 23 His conduct had been sans reproche. J781 H. Wal-
pole Lett. (1858) VIII. 65 Mrs. Hobart did not invite me to
her *sans souci last week, though she had all my other
juvenile contemporaries. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII.
685/1 Their tout ensemble indicates health and delight, or
at least an air of sans souci. 1837 Tait's Mag. IV. 390
Buoyant with youth, wine, *sans-souci-ism, and a holiday.

b. In jocular nonce-wds. : sans-breech = SANS-
culottid; sans-potato, an indigent Irishman.
1837 Carlyle^. Rev. xvni.iv, Our intercalary Days Sans-

breeche 5!. 1839 — Chartism iv. (1840) 25 The Sanspotatoe
is of the selfsame stuff as the superfinest Lord Lieutenant.

Sansaok, obs. form of Sanjak.
Sans bell, obs. form of Sanctus bell.

Sanschrite,-Bcreet,-serita,obs. ff. Sanskrit.

II Sansculotte (sxnzk\u\p% as Fr. sank/i'lot).

[Fr., f. sans without (see Sans) + culotte knee-

breeches : usually explained as one wearing trousers

instead of knee-breeches; but the origin is dis-

puted (see Littre^ Suppl.).]

L In the French Revolution, a republican of the

poorer classes in Paris. Hence gen. an extreme
republican or revolutionary.

1790 Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 13/2 A numerous army of
ragged Sans Culottes. 1793 Burke On policy of Allies
Wks. 1802 IV. 104 A desperate set of obscure adventurers,
who led to every mischief, a blind and Woody band of Sans-
Culottes. 1794 Gentl. Mag. LX1V. 863 A Sans-Culotte
approaching him [i.e. Robespierre] very coolly pronounced
these words in his ears, there exists a Supreme being. 1903
R. W. Chambers Maids ofParad. vii. 120 He was no crude
Belleville orator ; . . no sans-culotte with brains ablaze.
attrib. 1796 Burke Let. to Noble Ld. 65 The true sans-

culotte criticks. 181a J. Brady Clavis Calend. I. 35 The
Sans Culotte adherents of Robespierre. 1837 Carlyle Fr,
Rev. II. in. v, Sansculotte Scylla hardly weathered, here is

Aristocrat Charybdis gurgling under his lee ! 1906 B'ness
Orczy / Will Repay xviii, The sansculotte mob of Paris.

2. transf. 'A man shabbily dressed; a tatter-

demalion ; a ragamuffin ' (Worcester).
181a Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 4 The Hampshire barber

being no sans culotte, but in buff. 1815 Scott G?tpf M. xliv,

Bertram, .was dragged.. across the threshold, amid the con-
tinued shouts of the little sans culottes.

Sansculotted, a. nonce-wd. ff. prec. + -ed.]

Unbreeched.
1801 W. Felton Carriages 131 The head of the horse

imitates much the head-dress of a French lady, while the
posteriors are left sansculotted.

II
Sansculotterie (ssenzki/^'tsri, as Fr. safi-

kwlotrz). Also anglicized -ery. [Fr., f. sanscu-

lotte (see above) + -erie -ery,]

1. The principles, spirit or behaviour character-

istic of sansculottes.

1794 tr. Brissot to his Constituents 99 Certain hypocritical
chiefs who talk continually of Sans Culotterie whilst they
are affecting an insolent luxury. 18x4 Coleridge Princ.
Genial Crit. iii, The Sans-culotterie of a contemptuous
ignorance. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXX. 817 The hoof of
modern Sansculotterie . . will trample on the bowers of Chats-
worth, a 1834* Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 231
Modern Unitarianism is., the sans-culotterie of religion.

2. Sansculottes collectively.

1796 Burke Let. to Noble Ld. 72 The rabble rout of this

Sans Culotterie of France. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. in.

ii, What profit were it for the Paris Sansculottery to insult us?

Sansculottic (scenzki«lp*tik), a. [f. Sans-
culotte + -ic. Cf. culottic!\

1. Pertaining to the sansculottes or to sanscu-

lottism ; revolutionary.
1821 C. Butler Return, xv. 211 The reader probably re-

members the sans-cutottic exhibitions, equally ridiculous
and disgusting, of the Goddess of Reason. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. II. v. i, Those Sansculottic violent Gardes Fran-
chises, or Centre Grenadiers. 1903 Q. Rev. July 133 The
rising storm of sansculottic frenzy.

2. allusively. Without breeches, unbreeched

;

hence, inadequately or improperly clothed.

SANSKRIT.

1833 Carlyle Misc. Ess., Diderot (1888) V. 54 He is

utterly unclean, scandalous, shameless, sansculottic-samo-

eidic. 1871 Kingsley At Last iii, He would not have gone
on ordinary days in a sansculottic state. He would have
worn that most comfortable of loose nether garments, .slops.

1883 Times 13 Feb. 9 These poor wretches were dented
clothes altogether, and. .there ls a sort of fitness in the ac-

companiment of bad language which they provided for their

sansculottic Sunday.

SansCTllottid (saenzki«V*tid). Also -ide. [a.

F. sansculottide, f. sansculotte (see above).] One
of the five (in leap-years six) complementary days
added at the end of the month Fructidor of the

Republican Calendar; //., the festivities held

during these days. Also attrib. in Sansculottid days.
1813 Southey in Q. Rev. X. 96 The festivals in their new

Calendar were called Sans Culottides. 1877 Morley Robe-
spierrexn Crit. Misc. Ser. 11. 93 If Greece., had its Olympian
games, France too shall solemnize her sans-culottid davs.

1904 Daily Chron. 19 July 4/7 Its five or six Sans-culottide

days thrown in at the end of the year.

Sansculottish (s£enzki«V*tiJ), a. [f. Sans-
culotte + -ish.] =Sanscdlottic.
1798 Spirit Public Jrtils. (1805) II. 286 Because the sans-

culottish example of a crop administration would ruin all

the hair-dressers in the three kingdoms. 1885 Morley in

Macm. Mag. Feb. 254/2 You are just as sans-culottisk and
rash as I would have you.

SanSCUlottism (srenzki«lp*tiz'm). [ad. F.

sansculottisme, f. sansculotte : see above and -ism.]

The principles or practice of sansculottes.

1799 Spirit Public Jrnls. III. 148 Liberty, Equality, and
Sansculottism. 1833 Q. Rev. XLIX. 42 The abolition of all

distinctions of dress, language, condition, and refinement

;

in a word, the establishment of general sans-cuiottism.
1886 A. Weir Hist. Basis Mod. Europe 572 The sanscu-
lottism of the early revolution.

So Sansculo-ttist, one who favours sanculottism

;

also attrib. Sansculottize v. trans.
t
to make

republican in character ; intr.
y
to favour sanscu-

lottic or republican principles.

1798 Anti-Jacobin No. 32. 254/2 The Citizen Imitator
seems to have Sans-culottized the Original. 1831 Sir C.
Wetherell in Hansard's Pari. Deb. Ser. m. IV. 862 The
sans-culottizing principles of the French Revolution. 1831
A. W. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. II. 103 [Sir

C. Wetherell] is., full of fears lest the Bill should loosen the
braces of the Constitution, and ..'sansculotUse' it.. .He
should be the last person in the world to talk of sansculot-
Using with such horror. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. ix,

Teufelsdrftckh, though a Sansculottist, is no Adamite. 1878
Seeley.S7(.'/« III. 404 The vain sansculottist scribblers.

Sanserif (ssenscrif). Typog. Also sans-
serif(f, -surryph, -ceriph. [Prob. f. Sans prep.

+ Serif (q.v.).

The word serif, however, has not hitherto been found till

much later than the first appearance of sanserif, and it has
been suggested that it may have been evolved from the
supposed compound.]

A form of type without serifs : called also

grotesque. Also attrib.

1830 Figgins y
$ Spec. Printing Types, 8 Lines Pica San-

Serif, 183a Blake ff Stephenson's Spec. Printing Types,
Ten Lines Sans-Surryphs. 1879 Print. Trades Jml. xxvi.

23 Calendars, occupying half the space set in sans-seriff

figures looking twice as bold. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
699/1 Sanserifs or grotesques

l
which have no serifs, as M-

1903 N. ($• Q. 23 May 418 His initials G. M., written in san-
serif characters.

t Sans fail. Obs. Forms : a. 3-5 saun, 4-5
san, 5 sain, saing, sawm, sawn, 5-6 sam ; £.

4 sauntz, 4-5 sauns, sanz, 4-6 saunz, sans, 5
saunce ; 3-6 faile, 4 foil, 4-5 fayle, faille, 4-6
fayl, fail, 5 fayll, faill, 6 fale. [a. OF. sans-

fail{J)e : see Sans and Fail sb^~] Without fail

;

without doubt, doubtless; in ME., a common
riming tag.

a. i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8360 Go & seie horn bis pat hii

turne a^en to me & icholle to horn saun faile [v.rr. samfayle,
san fail(l)e, sawmfaile]. 13.. K. Alls. 217 Of hire faired,

saun faile, He hadde in hert gret mervaile. ? a 1400A rthur

439 pe Muchelnesse of Men sainfayle Ys nat victorie in

IJatayle. 14.. Sir Beues 4021 (MS. M.) All oure londU
Hathe the kyngearested,samft*ayll,Thorou3e Brians counsell

of Cornwayll. c 1475 Partenay 1592 [He] both his penon
And baner sanfaill Put within the town, so making conqueste.

fl. C1335 Chron. Eng. 285 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 282
Ant Luces the emperour, sauntz fayle, He overcom in

bataille. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2350 'It is now', quab he,
* sanzfaile to late ber-to to gon \ c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame
1. 188 (Fairf.) And seyde he most vnto Itayle As was hys
destanye sauns faille. 1421-2 Hoccleve Dial. 461, I feele

now, sanz faille, That in this cas yee can nat wel consaill.

c 1450 Merlin 91 Antor ansuerde, This is the childe that

the kynge me praide to norisshe of my wif'.. .And he seide,
* It is the same saunz-faile \ 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. vi. 61

5e bene in the marchis of Libie, sans fail, Inhabeit with
peple vndowtable in battail, c 1530 Crt. ofLove 117 Under
the cloth of their estate, saunz fade [time availe]. The king
and quene ther sat.

U Misused as if = ' sans avail \

1597 Guistard fy Sismond 11. C4b, But all his excuse
was euin samfayll.

Sansiak, obs. form of Sanjak.
Sansing bell : see Sauncing bell.

Sanskrit, Sanscrit (sarnskrit), sb. and a.

Forms : 7 (Samescretan), Sanscreet, 8 Shan-
scrit(t)a, -krit, -chrite, -creet, -kreet, Sans-
skirrit, Samscred, Hanscrit,8-9 Shan-, Sham-,
Sanscrit, 9 Sung-, Sangskrit, S- Sanskrit, [ad.
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Skr. samskrta (neut. samskrlam) put together,

well-formed, highly wrought, perfected, f. sam-
together (related to sarna : see Same a.) + kr to

make, do, perform. Cf. F. Sanscrit.

The 18th c. form Hanscrit, which occurs also in Fr. at the
same period, has not been satisfactorily explained.]

A. sb. The ancient and sacred language of India,

the oldest known member of the Indo-European
family, in which the extensive Hindu literature from
the Vedas downward is composed. In a narrower
sense, the ' classical Sanskrit ' (opposed to the
' Epic ' and ' Vedic '), the grammar of which was
fixed by Panini (?4th c. 13. C).
1617 Purchas Pilgrimage v. xi. 636 The Iesuites conceiue

that these Bramenes are of the dispersion of the Israelites,

and their bookes (called Samcscretan) doe somewhat agree
with the Scriptures. 1696 Ovmuium Voy. Sural 248 It is

the Learned Language among them [sc. the Bramins], called
the Sanscreet. 1760 J. H. Grose Voy. E. Indies I. 202 (V.)

They have a learned language peculiar to themselves, called
the Hanscrit. 1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 448 Their language is

the Nagri . . more ancient than even the Shanscritta. 1785
C. Wilkiss (<(?&) The Bhagvat-GeetS, .. translated from the
original, in the Sanskrect, or ancient language of the Brah-
mans. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VIII. 518/2 The language
called Shanscrit or Sanscrit. 1801 H. Lebedeef Graium.
E. Ind. Dial. Pref. p. ix, The alphabetical characters of the
Shamscrit. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Intl. I. Ill.v.277 There
are, in Shanscrit, treatises on rhetoric and composition. 1876
Whitney Lang. <y Study vi. 225 We possess it in two some-
what varying forms, the classical Sanskrit, and the older
idiom of the so-called Vedas.

•J In corrupt form Sanscript used for 'Sanskrit

writings'.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India

<J-
P. 161 Who founded these,

their Annals nor their Sanscript deliver not.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1794 [M nMAs]Purs. Lit. (ed. 6) 286 With Jones, a linguist,

Sanskrit,Greek,or Mania, 1831 B. E. P[ote] Assassins of
Parad. 98 Explained by a Shanscrit Authority. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 404/1 A. W. von Schlegel and Lassen have founded
in Bonn a Sanscrit school. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
11. 578 The institution of a Sanscrit college in Calcutta for
the tuition of Brahmans. 1874 L. J. Trotter Hist. India 1.

iii. 25 Sanskrit-speaking Hindus.

B. adj. Of, belonging to, or written in Sanskrit.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XL1II. 498 The loss of the Sans-skirrit
language, and the confinement of it to the priesthood. 1798
Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 582 The Sanscrita words are
spelt according to the method practised by Sir William
Jones. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg. V. 44/1 The Samscred lan-
guage. 1804 W. Carey Gram. Sir. Lang. 35 There are six
Declensions of S/mgskrit Nouns. 184a Prichard Nat. Hist.
Man 164 They retain very few vestiges of their Indian ori-

ginal, except their Sanskrit speech. 1876 Whitney Lang.
4- Study vi. 225 The Prakrit dialects are chiefly preserved
in the Sanskrit dramas.

Sanskritic (sarnskri't ik), a. Also -critic, [f.

Sanskrit + -10. Cf. F. sanscrtiiqtit, mod.L. Sam-
scrilicus.] Relating to, derived from, based on, or
resembling Sanskrit ; using the Sanskrit language.
1853 Max Midler Chips (1880) I. iii. 79 A form [of word]

peculiarly Sanskritic 1883 Athenaeum 21 July 85 The
Sanskritic vernaculars of Northern India. 1889 I. Taylor
Orig. Aryans vi. 305 The very foundations of the Sanskritic
school of interpretation.

Sanskritist (sarnskritist). Also Sanscritist.
[f. Sanskrit + -1st. Cf. K. sanscriliste.] A person
versed in the Sanskrit language or writings. Also,
one who bases a mythological theory upon Sanskrit
myths. Also attrib.

1864 T. H. Key in Reader 4 June 717/1, I have thus en-
deavoured to show, in defiance of the Sanskritists, that the
first person of this pronoun derives its nominative from the
samebaseasitsothercases. 1884 M >\ Mlxler inAthemeum
1 1 Oct. 462/3 The first place among Sanscritists, both dead
and living. 1889 I. Taylor Orig. Aryans vi. 316 Mann-
hardt, after having been a disciple of the Sanskritist school,
has been obliged to confess that comparative mythology has
not borne the fruit that was at one time expected. Ibid. 317
The case of the Sanskritists rests on these four Indian
names, Bhaga, Parjanya, Varuna, and Dyaus.

Sanskritize (sarnskritaiz), v. [f. Sanskrit
+ -izt\] tram. To translate into Sanskrit; to
reduce to a Sanskrit form ; to introduce Sanskrit
elements into. Hence Sanskritlxatlon.
1881 Academy 1 Oct. 251/2 That prince's foreign name

would never have been Sanskritised in such a form in the
seventeenth century. 1884 Kern tr. Saddharma-Pitndtirlka
Introd. p.xi note 2

, An erroneous Sanskritisation of the pre.
sent tense dakkhanti. 1887 Max Muller Sci. Thought vii.

344 note. Mistakes in sanskritising vulgar, apabhramsa, and
Paisakl words.

Sans nombre, t sans number. Now only
Her. Abo 6 saunce, 7 sanoe. [a. F'. sans nombre

:

see Sans and Number sb.] Innumerable. Also
occas. as adv. : Innumerably, infinitely.

»5So J- Coke Eng. * Fr. Heralds (1877) 85, vi. thousande
lordes, knyghtes, and esquiers, and of the commons, sans
nombre. c 1557 Abp. Parker Ps. 104 Tbeare liuing things
saunce number creepe. 16*7 W. Sclater Exp. 2 These.
(1629) 146 Locusts sans number and monstrous. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. iv. 155 Any Author of a Book may multiply them
I11-. Patrons] Sance number. 1688 Shaowell Sor. Alsatia v.

1. 60 We'll swinge these Rogues with Indictments for a
Riot, and with Actions Sans Nombre. 1868 Cussans Her.
viii. 119 Semi, Aspersed, Gerated, Sans Nombre, and
Powdered

', These terms are used to signify that a Shield
or Charge is covered with an indefinite number of minor
Charges promiscuously scattered over the surface. Pow-
dered, Gerated, Sans Nombre, and Aspersed, however,

commonly imply that the Charges are to be smaller, and
more thickly distributed than Seme'.

t Sans-peer, saunce-pere. Obs. Forms

:

see Sans and Peer sb.] As adj. fhr. : Without
equal, peerless. Also occas. advb. : As one that

has no equal. Often used as a proper name or
surname ; hence sb. , a person who has no equal.
a 1400 PistillofSusan 33 (MS. I) Prestes hye of priuylage

were praysed saune pere. 1436 Lydg. Dc Guil. Pilgr. 14087,
I wolde be hotden ay sanz per, And by my syluen synguler.
c 1460 Pol. Pel. A> L. Poems 291/19 Lady saunzpere. a 1529
Skelton Bouge of Court 51 The owner therof is lady of
estate, Whoos name to tell is dame Saunce-pere. 1576
N. R. in Gascoigne Steele Gl. To Author (Arb.) 46 In
Elegies, and wanton loue writ laies Sance peere were Naso,
and Tibullus deemde. 1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602)

8 The Iesuits being men holden of all, . . to be sance peres of
the Christian globe. Ibid. 16 All. .right Alchumists, that

is, sance peeres in all things.

Sans-seriff, variant of Sanserif.
Sant, variant of Cent 2

.

1591 Greene Notable Disc. Coosenage (1592) B 2 b. 1596
Lodge Wits Miserie 41.

Sant, obs. var. Saint and Sanctus (senses 2, 3).

II Sa*nta. Obs. rare—1
. A female saint.

App. ad. L. sancta, with assimilation to Saint.
a 1450 A'nl. de la four (1906J 5 For-yete not. . to recom-

aunde you to the seintes and Santas.

Santa Clans (sae-ntf ki,--z\ Also 9 Santi-
claus. [Orig. U. £, a. Du. dial. Sante Klaas
(Du. Sinl Klaas), Saint Nicholas : see Nicholas.]
In nursery language, the name of an imaginary
personage, who is supposed, in the night before

Christmas day, to bring presents for children, a
stocking being hung up to receive his gifts.

1828 Loser*, in Life (1891) I. 152 Gew-gaws for the Bifana,
who acts here the same comedy for children that Santiclaus
does in America. 1850 Susan Warner Wide Wide World
xwiii, I used to think that Santa Claus came down the
chimney.^ 1863 Miss Yonge Chr. Names I. 213 The Dutch
element in New England has introduced Santa Klaus to
manya young American who knows nothing of St. Nicholas
or of any saint's day. 187a Bret Harte {title) How Santa
Claus came to Simpson's Bar.

Santal (sarntal). [a. F. santal (16th c), ad.

meiX..santal-u»i
)
a.Gt.aavraXov: see Sandal**.-]

L. Sandalwood. Also santal-wood.
1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Santalum, There are santals

of three different colours ; citrine, white, and red. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 214/2 The santal or saunders is a
hard wood imported from the Indies. 1883 Martindale &
Bennett Extra Pharmacopeia 194 Capsules of Santal Oil
are prepared. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 932 Oil of
santal wood very rarely causes even a slight erythema.

2. Chem. A substance (C8
H,Os) obtained from

sandalwood.
1894 in Muir & Morley Watts' Diet. CJum. IV. 427.

Santalaceous (sEntahfi-fas), " [-aceous.]
Belonging to the N.O. Santalactse, typified by the

genus Santalum or sandalwood.
1845 G. Don in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 179*/".

Santalate (.sae-ntal/t). Chem. [Formed as
Santamn + -ate.] A salt of santalic acid.

1849 Chem. Gaz. VII. 132 Santalate of baryta and lime.

Santalic (sa;ntarlik), a. Chem. [Formed as

next + -10.] Santalic acid. + a. An acid said to

have been found in 1849 by Leo Meier in white
sandalwood {obs.) ; b. = Santalin.
1849 Chem. Gaz. VII. 131 Santalic acid. 1876 Harlev

Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 646 A resinous ruby-coloured crystalline
substance called santalin or santalic acid.

Santalin (sarntalin). Chem. Also -ine. [a.

F. sanlaline, f. mod.L. santal-um (see Sandal sb.-

and -in).] The colouring principle of red sanders.

1833 Lond. tr Edtn. Philos. Mag. III. 312 Sanlaline.
1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 410 Santalin. Ibid.,

The colouring matter which it [sc. red sanders] contains was
examined by Pelletier in 1814, who distinguished it by the
name of santalin. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1092 Santaline.

II Santa Maria (sa-nta mar/ -a). [Sp. = Saint

Ma'ry.] The calaba-tree, Calophyllum Calaba, of

tropical America, and its timber.
1696 Sloane Catal. Plant. Jamaica 180 Bastard Mam-

mee Tree or Santa Maria. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 372
The Santa Maria.. is reckoned pretty good timber-wood.
1827 O. W. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amcr. 178 Very stout
timbers of the wild calabash, bally or Santamaria Wood.
1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIII. 353/a Strong posts of inde-
structible santa maria.

t Santar. Thieves' slang. Obs. (See quot)
1991 Greene 2nd Pt. Conny-catching (1592) Table, In

lifting Law. He that first stealeth, the lift. He that re-

ceiues it, the Markar. He that standeth without and caries

it away, the Santar.

San-tchoo, variant of Samshoo.
Sante, Santer, obs. forms of Saint, Saunter.

Santos bell, obs. form of Sanctus bell.

Santez, obs. var. Sanctus (senses 2 and 3).

Santnne, -foyne, obs. forms of Sainfoin.
Santifye, obs. form of Sanctify v.

II Santir, santour (santl--j, santuo-j). Also

santur. [Arab. ..In.:^ santir (Pers., Turkish

JaiL» santur"), corruption of Gr. ^aKrqpiov

Psaltery; cf. Biblical Aramaic ]-ltxtp'santerin.]

The dulcimer of the Arabs and Persians.

1853 Layard Discov. Nineveh <y Babylon xx. 454 An in-

I strument not unlike the modern santour of the East, con-
sisting of a number of strings stretched over a hollow case

I
or sounding-board. 1864 Engel Mus. Ahc Nat. 43 The
Persians possess.. a dulcimer called Santir, which in con-
struction and in the mode of its treatment is almost identical

I
with the German Hackbret.

Santis, obs. var. Sanctus (senses 2 and 3).

II Santo (santo). [Sp. or Ilal. santo.] = Santon.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trail, (ed. 2) 235 The Church-men,

Clerks, and Santos. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav.
I. 150 The Santo's, or Mad-men. 1901 Scribner's Mag.

I

XXIX. 451/1 Like the new bits of cloth sewn on the tat-

tered cloak of a ' Santo '.

Santo, obs. var. Sanctus (senses 2 and 3).

II Santolina (samt-flai-na). [mod.L., ? altera-

tion of sanionica, santonicum : see Santonica.
(Cf. Lavender cotton, quot. 1577 'some call it

. . Santonia '.) Cf. It. santolina (Florio), F. santo-
line.] A genus of fragrant undershrubs, allied to
the camomile, native of the Mediterranean region

;

Lavender Cotton. Also, a plant of this genus.
1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xix. 29 Some of the later writers do

call it Santolina and Camphorata '.. .some call it in English
Lauender Cotton, and som Garden Cypres. 1731 Miller
Card. Diet. 1865 A thcnxuiii No. 1990. 848/2 The flowers
of santolina.

Santon (sse-ntpn). Also 6-7 santone, 7 zan-
ton, sancton, santoon. [a. F. santon (in the
1 6th c. also Sainton, santoron, sanctoron santon,
hypocrite), or its source Sp. santon santon, also

hypocrite, f. santo Saint. Cf. Pg. sanlao.]

1. A European designation for a kind of monk
or hermit among the Mohammedans, a marabout

;

also, incorrectly f a yogi, Hindoo ascetic.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 204 There go in this foreward
6 Santones with red turbants vpon their heads. 1617 Mory-
son Itin. 1. 22o_The Santons or Turkish Priests. Ibid. 224
This Chaprjetl is kept by a Turkish Zanton, that is a kinde
of their Priests. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 125
These Santons, Joguies, or Indian Anchorites, lodge in the
field, in hollow trees. 1786 tr. Bedford's Vathek (1834) 49
Calenders, santons, and derwiches. 1825 Scott Talism. xx,
A little old Turk, poorly dressed like a marabout or santon
of the desert.

Comb. 1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk. 43 The wretchedest
mosques and most beggarly Santon-tombs.

2. The chapel or shrine of a santon. [So F.
santon. Cf. Marabout 2.]

1835 tr. Lamartine's Pilgr. Holy Land II. 241 For the
purpose of supporting, .the roof of a santon.

Santonate (sse-ntfti^t). Chem. [f. Santon-ic
+ -ate 1.] A salt of santonic acid.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 409/1 Santonate of soda and san-
tonate of lime. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. (1880)

293 Santonin
;

. dissolves in solutions of the caustic fixed
alkalies, forming definite compounds called santonates.

Santonic (saentfj'nik), a. Chem. [ad. L. San-
tonic-us : see next.] Santonic acid: an acid de-

rived from santonin.
1836-41 Brande Client, (ed. 5) 1252 Artemisia santonica.

The seeds contain a substance which has been called Mi.
to/tin or santonic acid 1876 Harlev Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 539
Heated with an alkali, santonin is converted into santonic
acid, which is isomeric with santoninic acid.

Santonica (S3ent(7-nika). [a. L. Santonica (sc.

herba), a kind of wormwood, fem. sing, of San-
lonicus pertaining to the Santones or Santoni, a
people of Aquitania. The plant was also called

absinthium Santonicum (Pliny), Gr. (capivBiov)

aavToviK&v, aavriiviov. Cf. 1 6th c. F. sanlonique.]

The dried unexpanded flower-heads of species of

Artemisia, produced in Turkestan, used as an
anthelmintic; Levant or Alexandrian wormseed.
1658 J. Rowland Moufct's Theat. Ins. 1119 Such things

as we said to be good against Worms, .such as are Worm-
wood, Southernwood, Santonicum. 1871 Ransom in J. R.
Reynolds' Syst. Med. III. 198 A very general concurrence

of opinion., in favour of the use of santonica or worm-seed.

Santonin (sx'nWnin). Chem. Also -ine. [f.

Santon-ica + -in. Cf. F. sanlonine.] A bitter

principle obtained from santonica and used as a

powerful anthelmintic.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 133 Santonin. 1879
Rood Chromatics viii. 95 Persons under the influence of
santonin cannot see the violet end of the spectrum.

Santoninic, a. Chem. [f. Santonin + -ic]

Santoninic acid: an acid obtained from santonin,

isomeric with santonic acid.

1875 Watts Diet. Chem. 2nd Suppl. 1076.

Santoon, obs. form of Santon.
Santorinian (saentori'nian), a. [f. the name

Santorini + -AN.] Named after the Venetian
anatomist Santorini (1681-1737), as, the Santo-
rinian plexus. In recent Diets.

Santour, variant of Santir.
Santre, obs. form of Saunter.

t Santrel. Obs. rare- 1

, [ad. OF. sainterel or

It. santarello (Florio), diminutives of saint, santo

Saint: see -BEL and Saintrel.] A little saint.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxvii. 129 With a thousand
other jolly little Sancts and Santrels [orig. et miltc autres
bons petis saiucts],

Santsbell : see Sanctus bell.

Santuare, variant of Saintuaibe.
Santuary, obs. form of Sanctuart.
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SANTY.

Santur, variant of Santib.

Saatus, obs. var. Sakctus (senses 2 and 3%
Santy. Obs. Alsosantie,eancti,//.sonties.

[Of obscure origin : perh. corruption of sainlitie

Sanctity.] Used in a form of oath, (God's) santy,

ly God^s soniies.

c 1570 W. Wager The longer tltou livest 459 (Brandl), Gods
santie, this is a goodlie Booke in deede. Ibid. 763 Santy

amen, here are samtes a great sort. Ibid. 1828 Sanctis Amen,
where is my goodly geare ? 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 11. ii. 47

Be Gods soniies 'twill be a hard waie to hit. 1604 Dekkeb
Honest Wh. xiii. K 2, Gods santy yonder come Friers.

Sana, obs. form of Sans.

Sanzack(e, -zake, -ziac, obs. ff. Sanjak.
Sanze (san^e), obs. Sc form of Sene.

Saouari, souari (sauia*ri). Also souarri,

s(o)uwarrow, sawarrow, sawarra, sawari,

sawarri, saovrwarri, sswarri ; corniptly savory,

[a. Galibi (Cayenne) sawarra; in the Gal.-Fr. diet.

of 1 763 written saouari.] Saouari nut, the * butter-

nut of Caryocar nuciferum and C. iomentosum,

lofty trees of Guiana. Saouari woody the hard

durable timber of these trees, used for shipbuilding.

1806 Pinckard W. Indies III. 287 The Souwarrow nut.

1829 Encycl. Metro}. (1845) XX. 7 The Savory tree is famed
for tts immense fruit. 1836 Penny Cycl. VI. 333/2 The Su-
warrow or more properly Saouari nuts of commerce. 185^
H.G. Dalton Hist. Brit.Gut'ana II. 213 Saouwarri, saouari,

or sewarri nut. 1858 Baikd Cycl. Nat. Sci. 410/2 Pekca
tuberculosa yields a nut known in the shops by the name of

the Saouari or Sawarra nuts. 1866 Treas. Boh, Saouari or

Sonari'lvood. Ibid., Souari-nuts. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.
664/2 The Souari or Surahwa nut, called also the ' Butter

nut of Demerara ', and by fruiterers the ' Suwarrow nut '.

Sap (ssep), sbX Forms : 1 ssep, sep, 4 Kentish

zep, 5 saap(pe, 5-7 sappe, 6 sape, sapp, 4- sap.

[Com. WGer. : OE. ssep, genit. ssepes (prob. neut.)

= MLG.,LG., MDu., Du.^/,neut. (Flemish^/),
OHG. safy

genit. saffes, neut. (MHG. saf, soft,

neut, mod.G. soft, masc., whence Sw, soft, fern.,

Da. soft), prob. repr. OTeut. types *sapom
J
*sappom

:_pre-Teut. *saptt6- t cogn. w. ON. safi, masc., sap

(Sw. sa/ve, saf, masc.) :—OTeut. *safon- or *sabon-

:—pre-Teut. *sapon~.
On this assumption the Teut. words may be cognate with

L. sapire to taste, sapor taste, savour ; also with sapa must
boiled thick, whence (with change of meaning prob. due to

association with the WGer. word) Pr., Sp. saba, Fr. seve

sap. The hypothesis that the WGer. word was adopted
from L. sapa is improbable in view of its relation to the
Scandinavian synonym ; besides, the assumed development
of meaning in popular Latin (ofwhich the Rom. words afford

the only evidence) appears unlikely unless as a result of
extraneous influence.]

1. The vital juice or fluid which circulates in

plants.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1177 (Gr.) Da wearo* beam monij

blodi$um tearum birunnen..s2ep wearS to swate. a 1000
Gloss, in Germania N. S. XI. 391 Sucum, sep. c 1000
jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 139/16 Cedrus, cederbeam.
Cedria, his' saep. 1340 Ayenb. 96 pet zep of ho traue and
J?e tyeres weren uour wel preciouses binges. ?£i377 Pol.
Poems (Rolls) 1. 218 Weor that impeffullygrowe, That he had
sarri, sap, and pith [etc.]. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 127 Alwaye
se that the toppe lye hyer than the rote a good quantyte for

els the sappe wyll nat renne into the toppe kyndely. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 43 Like three faire branches budding
farre and wide, That from one roote deriv'd their vitall sap.

1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Gard. (1626) 7 The sap
is the life of the tree, as the bloud is to mans body. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 837 Whose presence had infus'd Into the
plant sciential sap. 1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II.

398 The sugar maple is a most valuable tree... The sap is

extracted in the months of February and March. 1820
Shelley Sensit. PI. in. 84 The sap shrank to the root through
every pore. 1864 C. Geikie Life in Woods xi. (1874) 183
We kept some sap for vinegar. 1875 Bennett & Dyer tr.

Saclis' Bot. 650 All functions are brought into play only
when the temperature of the plant, .rises to a certain height
above the freezing-point of the sap.

b. trans/, and^-

.

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 43 The barke M de-
fendeth the tree from stormes and tempestes, is hope. And
the sap that gyueth lyfe to bothe, is charite. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 277 A hand-kercheefe, which.. did dreyne
The purple sappe from her sweet Brothers body. 169a Bent-
ley Boyle Led. ix. 335 The Moral part of the Law of Moses,
which is the Sap and Marrow of the whole. 1791 A. Wilson
Eppie $ Veil Poet. Wks. (1846) 86 Ye maybe think that
spinning's naething ! And that it wastes na sap nor breath-
ing ? 183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. vi, The sap of youth shrinks
from our veins.

C. Moisture in stone.
1881 Diet. Arch. Pubt. Soc, Quarry Damp, or Sap, the

natural dampness of the stone when in the "aarry. 1892
Meddleton Anc. Rome. I. 5 note, What stone-masons call
the 'sap* should always be allowed to dry out of stone
before it is used.

1 2. Ear-wax. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/1 Saap [ Winchester MS. sap] of

the txe.,pedora.

1 3. Juice or fluid of any kind. Obs.
Cf. Sc. and north. ' Sap, anything used for drinking, esp.

milk or beer * ; sap-money, money allowed to servants for
liquor. (See E. D. D.)

15*7 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters b ij, Other
lyquor or sape which ye wyl puryfye from all troublous and
unclere substaunces. 1535 Coverdale Song Sol. viii. 1 The
swete sappe of my pomgranates. 1589 PapPe w. Hatchet
To Indiff. Rilr., It is said that camels neuer drinke, til they
have troubled the water with their feete, and it seemes these

100

Martins cannot carouse the sapp of the Church, til by
faction they make tumults in religion. 1601 Holland Pliny
I. 449 That the three principall Elements whereof the world
is made, namely, Water, Aire, and Fire, should haue no
tast, no sauor, nor participation of any sap and liquor at all.

fig- *6»3 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 1. i. 148 If with the sap of
reason you would quench, Or but allay the fire of passion.

4. =Saf-wood.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr.xi. (1868)97 pat thilke thing

Jiat is ryht softe as the marye (i. sapp) is. 1483 Cath.Augl.
318/1 pe Sappe of atre, suber. 159a Greene l/pst. Courtier
Wks. (Grosart) XI. 270 The ioyner though an honest man,
yet hee maketh his ioynts weake, and putteth in sap
in the mortesels, which should bethe hart of the tree. 1627
Capt. Smith SeamatCs Grant, ii. 14 Deale of thirty foot

long, the sap cut off. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 57 The old
black-rinded Trees. .have less sap,and require but little

pains to chip and cut it. The sap is white and the heart

red. 1737 Hoppus SalmoiCs Country Build. Estim. (ed. 2)

22 To lay a Barn Floor with double Deals, . .and to List off

the Sap. 1864 Intell. Observ. IV. 74 The sandal^ cutters

carefully remove the outer . . portion of the wood, which they
term the ' sap \ 1898 Rider Haggard Farmers Vr, (1899)

121, I noticed that the wood was as hard as iron, and that

there was.. practically no *sap', that is, soft outer wood,
which is useless for most purposes.

5. The core (of unaltered iron) in the middle of

a bar of blister steel.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel <$ Iron 411.

+ 6. =Sap-green. Obs.

1571 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 178 Sapp..Crym-
sen.. white. 1573 Ibid. 210 Sape .j. quarterne xx*.

7. attrib. and Comb. : as sap-boiling, -monger,
-trough, -vessel'; sap-consuming, -sucking adjs.

;

sap-ball, a local name for certain fungi of the

genus Polyporus, ' the stems of which, after the

juice has been squeezed out, are sometimes used by
boys as their foundation for tennis-balls * {Treas.

Bot. 1 866); sap-beetle U. S., any beetle of the

family Nitidulidse (Cent, Diet.) ; sap-boiler, a
furnace with pans for evaporating the sap of the

maple (Knight Diet. Mech.) ; sap-colour (see

quot.); f sap-pate, = Sap-head, Sapskull; sap
pine U.S. [perversion of F. sapin], the pitch-pine,

Pinus rigida ; sap-rot, a disease of timber, dry-rot

;

sap-sucker, a name in N. America for many of

the smaller woodpeckers, esp. those of the genus
Sphyropicus

;
+ sap-time, the time ofyear when the

sap circulates ; sap-tree, the mountain ash, Pyrus
aucuparia ; also the sycamore, Acerpseudo-platanus
(E. D. D.) ; sap-tube, a vessel that conveys sap

(Ogilvie, 1850); f sap-whistle dial., 'a whistle

made from the green twig of a tree, esp. mountain
ash or sycamore ' (E. D. D.) ; in quot. referred to

proverbially
j + sap-wiser, an instrument for indi-

cating the motion of the sap in plants ; sap-wort
(see quot.). Also Sap-green, -lath, -wood.
1876 W. Boyd in Bartlett Diet. Amer., The great event of

the spring is the *sap-boiling in the maple-woods. 1816
S. Parkes Chem. Catech. (ed. 7) 532 *Sap-colours, a name
given to various expressed vegetable juices ofa viscid nature,
which are inspissated by slow evaporation for the use of
painters, &c. Sap-green, gamboge, &c. are ofthis class. 1390
Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 312 Though now this grained face
of mine be hid In *sap-consuming Winters drizled snow.
165a Culpeper Eng. Physic. (1656) 383 Let such *Sap-
mongers answer me to this Argument, If the Sap fat into the
Root in the fal of the Leaf, and lye there al the winter, then
must the Root grow only in the winter, a 1700 13. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew,*Sap-pate, a Fool. 1808 Vike Sources Mississ.
(1810) 56 A new species of pine, called the French *Sap
pine. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Pine, Sap Pine, Pinus rigida.
1838 Civil Eng. <$• Arch. Jrnl. I. 191/1 The sap-wood is

the part in which the decomposing operations commence,
and hence the propriety of the term *sap-rot. 1808 A. Wil-
son Amer, Ornith. (1831) I. 167 This, and the two former
species [i.e. Picus varius, P. villosus, and P. jpubescens\
are generally denominated *sap-suckers. 1871 Coues Key
N. Amer. Birds 104 Genus Sphyrapicus Baird...Of the
several small species commonly called 'sapsuckers' they
alone deserve the name. 1884 Ibid. (ed. 2) 485 Sphyropicus.
.."Sap-sucking Woodpeckers. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 133
Beware, that thou croppe hym not, nor heed hym (specially)

in *sappe-tyme. 1840 Gosse Canadian Nat. 11 The timber
..is..made into *sap-troughs for the sugary. X701 Grew
Cosm. Sacra 1. v. § 22. 20 The Liquor of the adjacent *Sap-
Vessels. 1737 Bracken Farriery Itnpr. (1757) II. 123 If he
would not be a *Sap-whistle, he might be a Sling at any
time. 1670 ToNGEin Phil. Trans. V. 2071 *Sap-wiser. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 948 In damp situations,

(Enanthe crocata, water *sap-wort, grows.

t Sap, sb? Obs. [a. F. sappe (now sape) : see

Sap j<5.3] Some kind of spade or mattock.
1566 Wills <$ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 254, I giu to Richard

walton my.. stele sappe. 1598 Florio, Zappa, a mattocke
to dig and delue with, a sappe.

Sap (saep), sb.s Mil. Forms : 6-7 zappe, 6-8

sappe, 7-8 sapp, 8- sap. [Late 16th c. zappe,

sappe, ad. It. zappa and a. F. sappe (16th c. also

zappe after It. ; now sape) spade, spadework, sap.

Cf. Sp. zapa, late L. sappa (6th c.). The ulterior

origin is uncertain : see Diez and Ktirting.]

1. f The process ofundermining a wall or defensive

work {obs.) ; the process of constructing covered

trenches in order to approach a besieged place

without danger from the enemy's fire.

159* Unton Corr. (Roxb.) 247 The King now resolveth to
gaigne the fort by the zappe. Ibid. 248 Now we labor by
sappe to win the fort. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. ill. xiu

SAP.

334 Until! such time as they might gaine it by Sapp or
Myne. 1683 Sir J. Turner Pallas Armata 316 This Sappe
or Zappe is nothing else but a digging. 1704 J. Haxkis
Lex. Techn. I, Sappe, in Fortification, formerly signified

the undermining, or deep digging, with Pick-axe and Shovel
at the Foot of a Work to overthrow it without Gunpowder,
1710 Ibid. II, Sap, in Fortification, is digging deep under
the Earth,.. to open a way to come under cover to the
Passage of the Moat 174a Young Nt. Tit. vi. 22 Like
pow'rful armies trenching at a town, By slow, and silent,

but resistless sap. 1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 328/1 The
French advanced, by sap, quite up to the foot of our en-
trenchment. i8iz Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) VIII.

549 We had made some progress by sap towards the crest

of the glacis. 1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2)

368 The sap is a mode of carrying on the approaches at a
siege, under cover. 1867 Smvth Sailor's Word-bk., Sap,
that peculiarmethod by which a besieger's zig-zag approaches
are continuously advanced in spite of the musketry of the
defenders. 1875 Clerv Min. Tactics xvii. 253 A solid redout
. . made it necessary to advance from house to house by sap.

b. Jig. Applied to stealthy or insidious methods
of attacking or destroying something.
1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) III. in. 35 Be my end

what it may, I am obliged, by thy penetration, fair one, to
proceed by the sap. 1791 Cowper Odyss. vn. 317 Exempt
forever from the sap of age. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S.
Wales (ed. 3) II. 52 A hock of pickled pork and a pound of
sixpenny sugar, conveyed by way of sap to undermine the
virtue of one of our Newgate nuns. x86z Ellicott in Aids
to Faith ix. 396 It is simply an endeavour by slow sap to

weaken the authority of some of the writers of the New
Testament.

+ C. ? trans/.

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 327 Water may rise, .either

by running channels or by sap or percolation.

2. A covered trench made for the purpose of

approaching a besieged place under the fire of the

garrison. Flyingsap : see Flying///, a. 4 d.

1642 Hexham Princ. Art Milit. 11. (ed. 2) 38 In the In-

terim a Sapp is begun, that runneth towards the Bulwark.
1672 J. Lacev tr. Tacquet's Milit. Archit. 48 You cut a
strait Channel LH, commonly called a Sappe, thorough the
out-brestwork, to the very ditch of the Fortification. 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. viii. § 151 His soldiers.. began their

approaches by saps. 1687 J. Richards Jrnl. Siege ofBuda
34 The Duke of Lorrain order'd a large Sap to be made into

the Ditch. 1702 Milit. Diet. s.v. Attack, The Works the
Besiegers carry on, either Trenches, Galeries, Sappes, or

Breaches to reduce a place. 1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX.

6952/1 There are several sorts of saps; the single, which
has only a single parapet ; the double, having one on each
side ; and the flying, made with gabions, &c. 1812 Wel-
lington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) IX. 35, 200 men likewise of

the covering party will rush from the right of the sap into

the salient angle of the covered-way of the ravelin. 1893
Forbes-Mitchell Remin. Gt. Mutiny 104 To protect this

part of their route a flying sap was constructed.

3. Comb. : sap battery, a battery at the head of

a sap ; sap-faggot, a fascine used in sapping, to

fill up the spaces between gabions ; sap-fork (see

quot. 1842) ; sap-head, the foremost end of a sap

;

sap-roller, a large gabion covering the sap-head

;

sap-shield (see quot. 1876).
1810 Naval Chron. XXIV. 368 The Namur and Valiant

took it day and day about to fight a *sap battery. 1834

J. S. Macaulav Field Fortif. 222 The *sap-faggot has
a strong stake in the middle. 1842 Brande Diet. Sci., etc.,

*Sap/ork, an instrument like a boat hook, used to push on
a sap roller in sapping. 1884 Mil. Engineering (ed. 3) 1. 11.

75 According as the gabion has to be pulled towards the
trench or pushed away from it, which must be done entirely

with the sap-fork. 1878 Text Bk. Fortif. § 332 The rate of

progress of the *sapheads, therefore, regulates the rate of

progress of the siege. 1834 J. S. Macaulav Field Fortif.
211 The head of the sap is covered by a *sap-roller, viz. a
large stuffed gabion. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet.,

*Sap-shield, a steel plate mounted on wheels for the purpose
of giving cover to the sapper in a single sap.

Sap (ssep),^.4 School slang, [prob. f. Sapz/.s,

though appearing earlier in our quots.] One who
studies hard or is absorbed in books.
1798 Charlotte Smith Vug. Philos. I. 48 He obtained the

character of a sullen, cold-blooded fellow, and a sap. 1827
Lytton Pelham ii, When I once attempted to read Pope's
poems out of school hours, I was laughed at, and called ' a
sap'. 121833 W. Wilberforce in Life (1838) I. 11 The
tutors [at Cambridge, C1776] would often say. .that 'they
were mere saps, but that I did all by talent . 1862 Rep.
Pubt. Schools Comm. (1864) III. 284 (Eton*, Vou do not
consider a boy who is considered what is called a sap, is

looked down upon by the rest ?—No.

Sap (soep), sb.t [Short for Sapskull.] A
simpleton, a fool.

1815 Scott Guy M. xlviii, They're sporting the door of the
Custom-house, and the auld sap at Hazlewood-House has
ordered off" the guard. 1818 — Rob Roy xiv, He maun be
a saft sap, wi' a head nae better than a fozy frosted turnip.

1836 Mrs. Sherwood H. Milner in. xi, Do you think that
we are such saps that we cannot say No? 1852 Meander-
ingsofMem. 1. 164 He crowned his head but with another
cap Than Cardinal's—for that he wants no Sap.

Sap (sxp), z>.* [a. F. saper (earlier sapper) =
It. zappare, f. zappa : see Sap sb.^ Cf. Sp. zaparj]

\.intr. To dig a sap or covered trench; to

approach a besieged place by means of a sap. Also
to sap up, on.

1598 Florio, Zappare, to digge, or delue, or grubbe the
ground, to sap. 1642 Hexham Princ. Art Milit. 11. (ed. 2)

38 Then one begins to Sapp from H to I. Ibid. 45 After you
have sapt through the Counterscharfe. 1647 Spkigge A nglia
Rediv. iv. vii. (1854) 259 They sapt up towards the castle.

1882 Sir R. Temple Men $ Events India xx. 483 Where
the Muhammadan besiegers erected batteries, sapped, under-
mined, stormed.



SAP.

b. fig. To make way in a stealthy or insidious

manner. Also trans, in to sap one's way.
173a Pope Ep. Bathnrst 34 In vain may Heroes fight, and

Patriots rave; If secret Gold sap on from knave to knave.
1839 Landor Andrea ff Gioz'. Wk». 1846 II. 540 Lies, while
they sap their way and hold their tongues, Are safe enough.
2. trans. To dig under the foundations of (a wall,

etc.). Also trans/, of natural agencies, etc. : To
undermine ; to render insecure by removing the

foundations.
165a C. B. Stapvlton Herodian x. 79 But see the chance,

from off the Mountaines rapt A sudden flood, which strong
Foundation sapt. 1689 Loiut. Gaz. No. 2482/1 We have
begun to sappe the Glacis. 169s Blackmore Pr. Arth. in.

57_ Sinking Isles, Sap'd by the Flame,.. Fall down with
mighty Cracks. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), To sap, a Term in
War, to dig under the Foundations of a Wall to throw it

down and destroy it. To dig under the Glacis, in order to
pass the Moat securely. 1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. 1. 397
Sap'd by floods, Their houses fell. iyi8 Pope Iliad xn. 25
The Weight of Waters saps the yielding Wall. 17*6 Leoni
AloertPs Archil. 1. 18/1 Drains, .shou'd. .not do any harm
to the House, either by sapping or dirtying it. 1816 Byron
Siege Cor. xxiv, Huge fragments, sapp'd by the ceaseless
flow. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Is. 1. xiii. II. 108 Galleries
were also wrought,..to sap the foundations of the walls.
1840 Dickens OtdC. Shop xxi, A crazy building, sapped and
undermined by the rats. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N. Amer.
xviii. (1875) ^3 ^°e "°°^ st''* rose,..and threatened to sap
the magazine.

b. fig. with reference to a metaphorical wall,

foundation, etc.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 163 r 5 A Heart in Love has its

Foundations sapped. 17^1 Johnson RambUr No. in r 2
To sap the difficulties which it expected to subdue by storm.
1761 Churchill Night Poems 1767 I. 80 How damps and
vapours.. sap the walls of health. 183s I. Taylor Spir.
Despot. \. 13 He takes his stand.. upon advanced ground
which is already sapped. 1857 Buckle Ch/itis. I. viii. 544
There was.. not one who did not.. sap the foundation of
some old opinion.

o. To approach (a fortress) or to pierce (ground)
with saps. In some recent Diets.

3. fig. To weaken or destroy insidiously (esp.

health, strength, courage, or the like).

Probably often coloured by association with Sap sl>. 1
, as

if the primary notion were ' to drain the vital sap from '.

175S Connoisseur No. 82 (1774) III. 83 A Drunkard; one
that takes an unaccountable pleasure in sapping his con-
stitution. 1770 Goldsm. Des. I'ill. 393 Till sapped their
strength, and every part unsound, Down, down they sink.

1830 J. H. Newman in Lyra Apost. (1849)96 But sloth had
sapped the prophet's strength. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
cvt. King out the grief that saps the mind, For those that
here we see no more. 1858 Merivalz Rom. Em/. (1865)
VI. liv. 412 The spirit of inquiry, .was sapping the positive
beliefs of the day. 1877 Dowden Shahs. Primer vi. 117
His moral energy is sapped by a kind of scepticism.

li b. 1 To drain ^something.
189} Kate D. Wiggin Cathedr. Courtship 68 He sapped

me of all my ideas, and gave me none in exchange.

Sap (saep), ».2 Ois. [f. Sap si.i]

1. trans. To remove the sap from (wood).
1725 Bradley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Poplar, The Wood is

useful for the Engraver, and being saw'd into Boards and
sapt dry, continues a long while.

2. To remove the sap-wood from (a log).
1875 [implied in Sapping vol. **. 3

J.

use

recorded
earlier.] inlr. To pore over books ; to be studious.
1830 H. Ancelo Remin. II. 371 Preferring a continental

visit to sap-ins.. three years at college for a fellowship.
1853 Lytton My Novel I. 1. xii. 80 They say he is the
cleverest boy in the school. But then he saps. 01884 M.
Pattison Mem (1885) 21 It was unworthy of a man of his
position to ' sap '.

II Sap* (s/i-pa). [L.] a. Antiq. New wine
boiled to a syrup, f b. Pharni. « Kob si.

1624 M iddleton Game at Chess v. iii, With Earand Sapa

;

Flower and cockled Wine. 1688 R. Holme Armoury 111.

xx. (Roxb.) 249/2 Sapa, Boiled wine. 17*5 Sloane Jamaica
1 1. 3 A Sapa is made of it for sore throats. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Sapa, a thickened confection of grapes. 1897
Syd. Soc. Lex., Sapa, Syn. for Rot.
Sapadillies, -dillo : see Sapodhaa.
Sapajon (sx°pad,-;»). Also 7 sapaiou, 9 sapa-

go. [a. F. sapajou, in 1614 sapaiou, given by
D'Abbeville as a Cayenne word.] A South Ameri-
can monkey of the genus Ctlnts.
1698 T. Froger Voy. 130 The sapaiou is a kind of a little

monkey. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 235 Those
with muscular holding tails, are called Sapajous. 187s
Eneyel. Brit. II. 153/2 The genus Ceius, the typical genus
of American apes, is composed of the sapajous, so commonly
seen in captivity.

Sapan, sappan (sx-pan). Also 6-7 sapon,

7 sappon. [a. Malay iJL. sapan, of South Indian

origin : cf. Tamil shappangam, Malayalam chap-
panham. The proximate source in the 17th c.

was prob. Du. sapan(Aout); cf. Vgjapfo, Kr. sapan.]
A dye-wood yielding a red dye, obtained from
trees belonging to the genus Cxsalpinia, indigenous
to tropical Asia and the Indian Archipelago, esp.
C. Sappan. Now only sapan wood.
1598 W. Phillip tr. Linscholen i. xxii. 36 The wood

Sapon, whereof also much is brought from Sian, it is like
Hrasill to die wiihall. 1616 K Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.)
1. 209 Ofring to deliver me money for all our sappon which
was com in this junk. i6j6 Mkthold in Purchas Pilgrim-

•"75 imiyutu 111 oArnsb vol. so. J.

Sap (saep), v.* School slang. [Prob. a fig. I

of Sap ».' 1. Cf. Sap si.*, which is recorc

101

I
age (ed. 4) 1004 A wood to die withall called Sapan wood,
the same we heere call Brasill. 166a J. Davies tr. Man-

1 delslo's Trav. n. 197 A sort of wood called Sappan. 1687
j

Loud. Gaz. No. 2269/2, 210 100 1. [i.e. 210 quintals] of Siams
;

Sapan Wood. 1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. App. 7 For which
;

they give in return sugar, ripe cloves, sappan wood, ivory.
1861 Bentlev Man. Bot. 529 The roots of the same tree
[Carsalpinia Sappan], under the names of Yellow-wood and
Sappan-root, are. .employed for dyeing yellow. 1881 Daily
News 22 Jan. 5/8 Great store of Sapanwood from the Indies
is also aboard.

t Sape, sb. Obs. Anglicized form of Sapa.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husk m. 1142 In water first this opium

relent Of sape until it have similitude. 1643 A. Ross Mel
Heliconium (1643) 56 Let me taste of that sweet sape Which
dropp'd from this squeezed grape. 1657T0MLINSON Renou's
Disp. 102 Make them into conserves, sapes, and syrups.
16551 Physical Did., Sapes, are medicinated juyces which
having been pressed out of fruits and herbs, have been
brought to a consistency by standing in the sun.

t Sape, v.l Obs. Also 7 pa. t. sapped. [Of
obscure origin : cf. dial, sap, * to drench, soak

'

(E.D.D.) ; also Sop v.] intr. ? To be steeped {in
sin, etc.). Hence t Saped ^//. a.

1571 Golding Calvin oh Ps. xvh. 14 The men. .whom thou
hast suffered too sit sap'mg too long in the dregges of
their prosperitie [orig. quos nimis diu in prosperitatis suae
/aecibus residere passus es]. 1583 — Calvin on Deut. v.
.w.xii. 191 Such as.. are caryed away with their owne
leawdnesse, and as it were saped in their shines [Fr. qui se
sont transportez en leurs it/iquitez, et y sont comme con-
Jits]. 1587 — De Mornay i. n Saped in wickednesse [Fr.
confites en tueschancetez). 1633 D. R[ogers] Treat. Sacram.
ii. 30 Say not, there is no hope for so saped a wretch as thou.
164* — Naaman 175 When she is sapped and soked in
Selfe. 1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card., Diet.,
Saped,. .is any thing that is too much soaked in water.

t Sape, v.* Burlesque nonce-wd. [ad.L. sapfre.]
intr. To be wise.

1694 Motteux Rabelais V. 252 If then you sape, as we
are cogitating [Fr. Et si tu es {comme cogHons) sage].

Sape, obs. form of Sap sbA, Shape, Soap.
Sapego, variant of Serpigo.

Sapful (sarpful),«. [f.SAPj*. 1 + -FUL.] Abound-
ing in sap or moisture.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 185 Those layers, that are
made of sapful and growthsom earths. 1847 Chr. G. Ros-
setti Dead City Poems (1904) 101/1 Strong and sapful
were the root, The top boughs, and all between. 1881 Fair-
bairn Stud, Life Christ iv. 65 The roots of the glorious
flower are bedded deep in the sapful soil.

Sap-green, sb. (and «.). [f. Sap sbA + Green,
prob. alter Du. sapgroen.]

1. A green pigment prepared from the juice of
buckthorn berries; also, the colour of this pigment.
1578 in Fcuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 294 Sape greene

quarter li. ii". 161a Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 83 Take Sappe
greene, and lay it in sharpe vinegar. 1686 Bi.omk Gentl.
A'ecr. 1. 219 Sap-green is a dirty dark Green, and of little

use, except to Shadow in the dark places. 1797 EncycL Brit.
(ed. 3) III. 366/2 The next^ operation is the sprinkling the
leaves of the book; which is done by dipping a brush into
vermilion and sap-green. 1861 Bentlev Man. Bot. 520 The
colour called Sap-green is prepared by evaporating to dry-
ness the juice of the Buckthorn berries previously mixed
with lime. 1881 E. J. Worboise Stssie xxxviii, St. Peter in
royal purple and sap-green.

2. attrib. and adj.
1658 W. Sanderson Graphice 42 Her Knots and choyce

Riband sap-green and silver. 1814 Scott St. Return's xi,

Landscapes with sap-green trees and ma/areen-blue rivers.

1848 Zoologist VI. 1979 Those specimens I saw myself were
of a yellowish sap-greeu colour.

Sa'p-head. [f. Sap sb\ (sense 4). Cf. the
earlier Sapskull.] A fool; a simpleton.
18*8 Craven Gloss., Sap-head, a blockhead. 1884 'Mark

Twain ' /luck. Finn iii. 23 You don't seem to know any-
thing, somehow—perfect sap-head.

So Sap-headed a., foolish, stupid.
1665 Head Eng. Rogue (1666) 1. iv. 31 Culle, a Sap-headed

Fellow. t8ai in Cobbclt Rur. Rides (1885) 1. 31 Sap-headed
fools ! They will [etc. J. 190s Harper's Mag. Jan. 266/2 Of
all the sap-headed milksops I —

.

Sapheir, obs. form of Sapphire.

II Saphena Csafrna). Ana/. Also a. 7saphen,
7, 9saphena; 0. 5 sophena, Gsopheyue. [med.L.

saphena, sophona, ad. Arab. ^>L» $afin saphena

;

also *a vein lying deep in the arm' (Lane). Cf.

F. saphene (1314 in Hatz.-Darm.), Pg., It. safena.
The usual statement that the word is from Gr. <ro^»jnj?

' manifest, clear

'

;
is baseless. The Gr. word does not mean

* conspicuously visible ', but is used only in intellectualsenses.]

The distinctive name of two veins in the leg

:

(1) the long or internal saphena, which extends

from near the ankle-joint along the inner surface

of the leg, and ends in the femoral vein; (2) the

short, posterior, ox external saphena, which extends

from the foot along the calf of the leg, and finally

joins the popliteal vein. Also saphena vein.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vii. Ivii. (1495) 271 The
veyne whyche hight Saphena is vnder the ancle boon of the

fote. c 1400 La*t/rancy
s Cirnrg. 177 per ben ij. ober veynes

in be holow of be foot withinne,& pat oon is clepid sophena,

& pat ober is clepid vena ventris. 1541 Copland Guydou's
Quest. Chirurg. K iij b, The sopheynes that are vpon the

ancle. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 30/1 The
second, Saphena, or mother vayne, we open on the insyde of

the legge. 1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, Sap/ten vein
{saphena,, the mother Vein ; the first branch of the thigh

vein. 1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Saphxna, the

Vein of the Leg, or Crural Vein. 1813 J. Thomson Lect.

SAPIDITY.

In/tam. 151 This.. has of late years been often done by
tying the saphena veins. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's
Man. Oper. Surg. 53 Bleeding in the Foot. The internal
saphena vein may be opened in front of the internal male-
olus, or the external saphena in front of the external male-
olus. 1876 tr. Wagners Gen. Path. 198 The saphena can
usually be distinctly felt.

b. altrib. in saphena nerve. : see quot.
1849-52 ToddsCycl.Anat. IV. 1411 The internal saphena

vein is accompanied, from the ankle to the knee, by the
internal saphena nerve.

Saplienal (safrnal), a. [f. Saphena + -al.]
— Saphenous a.

1831 R. Knox Cloquefs Anat. 517 Of the internal popli-
teal nerve. External Saphenal branch.

Saphenous (safrnas), a. Also erron. (quasi-
Latin) saphenus. [f. Saphena + -ous.] Pertain-
ing to or connected with the saphena. Saphenous
vein : the saphena. Saphenous nerve =* * saphena
nerve' (see Saphena b.).

1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 626 The oval aperture in the fascia
lata, now exposed, is the saphenous opening. 1840 E. Wil-
son Anat. Vade M. (1842) 345 It receives several muscular
and articular veins, and the external saphenous vein. 1881
Trans. Obstetric Soc. Lond. XXII. 22 The course of the
long saphenous nerve.

Sapher(e, -eron(e, -ian, -ic(k(e: see Sap-
phire, Saffron, Saffian, Sapphic.

II Saphie (sx-ft). North Africa. Also 9 saffi,

safie. [Mandingo safaye.] A charm.
1799 M. Park Trav. xvi. (ed. 2)206 He . .desired me to write

him a saphie. 1817 Bowdich, etc. Mission Ashantee 11. iv.

(1819)271 The most surprising superstition of the Ashantees,
is their confidence in the fetishes or saphies they purchase
50 extravagantly from the Moors. 1847 Mrs. R. Lee A/r.
Wand. xvii. (1854) 290 Scraps of the Koran, esteemed as
charms, and called safies. 1904 Mary Gaunt Arm oj
Leopard 256 The more or less Arabic charms known as
Saphis. 1905 R. A. Freeman Golden Pool 108, I..hung
round my neck a saffi or amulet.
Saphier, Saphik : see Sapphire, Sapphic.
Saphion, -ique : see Saffian, Sapphic.
Saphir(e, -irine : see Sapphire, -irine.

Saphron, obs. form of Saffron.
Sapid (sarpid), a. Also 7 sapide. [ad. L.

sapid-us savoury, f. sap^re (see Sapient a ). Cf.
V. sapide ; the direct descendant is sade (obs.).]

1. Of food, etc. : Readily perceptible by the
organs of taste, having a decided taste or flavour

;

esp. having a pleasant taste, savoury, palatable.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxii. 165 Thus Camels

to make the water sapide do raise the mud with their feet.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sapid, well seasoned, savory, that
hath a smack. 1761 Armstrong Day 140 In salt itself the
sapid savour fails. 1837 M. Donovan Dour. Econ. II. 103
It [venison] is certainly more sapid than any butchers' meat,
and is even strong. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xxi.

325 If the patient attempts to take any sapid food., the pain
and burning in the mouth are intolerable.

2. In neutral sense: Having the power of affect-

ing the organs of taste ; having taste or flavour.
1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xxvi. vii. 1034 There-

fore Nature observes this order in the concoction of sapide
bodies, that at the first the acerbe taste should take place,
then the austere, and lastly, the acide. 1686 Goad Celest.
Bodies 1. ix. 32 They are genericall Natures, common to all

Sapid and Odorate Bodies. i«6 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II.

95 Epsom water . . scentless, and hardly sapid. 1831 J. Davies
Manual Mat. Med. 10 Those [salts] which are insoluble in
water are insipid ; such, .as are soluble in it, are more or less

sapid. 1862 G._ Wilson Relig. Chem. 5 Neither plants nor
animals can exist.. in any of the odorous or sapid gases.

3. Jig. Grateful to the mind or mental taste.

1640 Howell Dodona'sGr^ 217, I must confesse there may
some few criticismes or graines of browne salt, and small
dashes of vineger be found here and there, to make the dis-

course more sapid, but this tartnesse is farre from any gall or
venome. 1649 Jer. Taylor Great Exemp. 1. Dis. iv. 125 The
life of the spirit, is lessened and impaired according as the
gusts of the flesh grow high and sapid, a 1677 Hale Print.
Orig. Man. tv. viii. 373 These are things.. more grateful,

sapid, and delightful to the Mind, than the best Apparatus
or Provisions of a sensible Good. 1690 Norris Refl. Cond.
Hum. Li/e (1691) 179 Such Books, .as are Sapid, Pathetic,

and Divinely-relishing. 1864 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. IV. 356
Pamphlets, .sapid, exnilarative. 1868 Sat. Rev. 10 Dec.
794/2 Quite as important as the possession, .of all these
faculties, is the temper, spirit, tone, or manner of their use,

the something which makes them sapid.

4. absol. a. The sapid, that which is sapid,

sapidity, b. quasi-j/5. A sapid substance.

1715 Pancirollus' Rerum Mem. II. v. 299 Sugar. .seems
to tame and to triumph over all Sapids. 1831 V. L. Pea-
cock Crotchet Castle iv, I speak of the cruet sauces, where
the quintessence of the sapid is condensed in a phial.

Sapidity (sapi-diti). [ad. L, *sapiditdtem , f.

sapid-us Sapid : see -ITT.] The quality of being
sapid or having taste and flavour.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. he. xxi. 158 The body of
that element [air] is ingustible, void of all sapidity. 1837
M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 3 The epicure with whom the
single quality of sapidity outweighs every other considera-
tion. 1878 M'Kendrick Outl. Physiol. 224 There must
always be a certain amount of sapidity or flavour in the food.

\>.Jig. (Cf. 'relish'.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sapidity, pleasantness of taste or
savor; also pleasantness of talk. 1784 J. Barry in Lect.
Paint, vi. (1848) 230 [Rembrandt's] tints. .have the same
truth, high relish, and sapidity, as those of Titian. >oo7

Sat. Rev. 29 June 81 5/1 It is the clash of personalities which



SAPIDLESS.

Sa*pidless, a. nottce-wd. [Badly f. Sapid +

-lessTJ Flavourless.
1821 Lamb Elia Ser. I. Grace bef. Meat, To come home.

.

expecting some savoury mess, and to find one quite tasteless

and sapidless.

+ Sa*pidness. Obs. [f. Sapid + -NEss.] Sa-

pidity (lit. andyf^".).

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Pref. F 2 God gave man
reason and abilities .. to perceive the sapidnesse and relhsh

of those objects. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chem. iv. 246 We see

that sapidness and volatility are wont to denominate the

Chymists Mercury or Spirit.

Sapience (sapiens). Also 4-6 sapyence,

4-5, Sc. 6, 8 sapiens, [a. OF. sapience, ad. L.

sapientia, f. sapient-em Sapient : see -ence.]

I. Wisdom, understanding. (A learned synonym.

Now rare in serious use : see sense 2.)

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1626 pat bou has in by hert holy

connyng, Of sapience bi sawle ful sobes to schawe. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xii. 42 For what made Lucyfer to Iese f>e

heigh heuene, Or salamon his sapience or sampson his

strengthe? 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 3854 But whan
monhod is meynt with sapience, Who considereth, it may
double avayle. 1509 Watson Ship of Fools ti. (1517) A iv,

AH the scyence and all the sapyence of men shall not excuse

them. 1549 ComPl. Scotl. vi. 43 Appollo, that the poietis

callis the god of sapiens. 1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 99
It is a point of high Sapience in the Church of Rome to

choose [etc. ]. 1659 Queries on Proposalls of Officers of
Armie to Parti. 4 As that Supreme Master of Politicall

Sapience doth assert. 1724 Ramsay Vision xv, A king.

.

Quhase pusiens, and sapiens, Sail richt restore and saiy.

1730 Swift Traulus 1, Yet many a Wretch in Bedlam, .still

has Gratitude and Sap'ence, To spare the Folks that give

him Ha'pence. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin Trump, s.v. Praiset

Silence is sapience. 1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 71 'Honour
all men * is one of the many texts of combined sanctity and
sapience with which the New Testament abounds. 1901

Corvo Ho. Borgia 20 That letter.. written.. with the un-

erring sapience of a saint.

t b. as an attribute of God. Hence applied to

the Word or second person of the Trinity. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Prioress" Prol. 20 Of whos vertu, whan
he tnyn herte lighte, Conceyued was the fadres sapience.

c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 2 God. -That al thinge made in sapi-

ence. 1489 Caxton Faytes of A. iv. vii. 247 The diuyne

puissaunce and the sapience of almyghty god. 1536 Primer
Eng. «fLat. 55 b, He that is the greate profounde sapience

And dyuyne trueth of the father on hye. 1603 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 1. vi. § 1. 27 b, All learning is knowledge acquired,

and all knowledge in God is originall. And therefore we
must looke for it by another name, that of wisedome or

sapience, as the scriptures call it. 1698 [R. Ferguson] View
Eccles. 100 Herein is the Immense Sapience and the Super-

lative Goodness of God to be admired.

+C. Spiritual wisdom, knowledgeof divine things.

\c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 9 God the ffulfylle

withe intelligence, And withe a spyrut of goostly sapience.

c 1570 W. Wager The longer thou livest 1654 (Brandl), As
scripture calleth this the hiest sapience, God to know, to

feare, to loue, and obey.] 1598 Barckley Fetic. Man vi.

(1603) 589 Let us now examine Sapience, .or that part of

wisedome which is conversant in the contemplation of God
and divine.matters. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. (1634)21

The eie of the soule, or receptacle of Sapience and divine

knowledge.

+ d. sometimes contradistinguished from przi-

dence (see quots.). Obs.

1606 Bryskett Civ. Life 252 This light of reason (as much
as concerneth mens actions) is nothing else but Prudence,.

.

euen as sapience or wisedome is the guide and gouernesse
of speculation. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 1. v. 22 As, much
Experience, is Prudence; so, is much Science, Sapience.

For though wee usually have one name of Wisedome for

them both ; yet the Latines did alwayes distinguish between
Prudentia and Sapientia ; ascribing the former to Experi-

ence, the later to Science, a 1677 Barrow Serm. (1686) II I.

xiv. 156 Wisedom..may denote either sapience, a habit of

knowing what is true ; or prudence, a disposition of chusing
what is good.

*t* e. Correct taste and judgement. Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1018 Eve, now I see thou art exact

of taste, And elegant, of Sapience no small part, Since to

each meaning savour we apply, And Palate call judicious.

1692 Wood Athen. Oxon. II. 540 (Heneage Finch) A person

of so eloquent and fluent speech, and of so great sapience,

that he was usually stiled the English Roscius and the

English Cicero. 1796 Burney Mem. Metastasio III. 174
The sapience of Horace, that is, the correct judgment which
reigns in all you think and write.

2. Used depreciatingly or ironically : Would-be
wisdom.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 515 Loo per gobe he J>at is man

of so grete sapience and held vs louers leest in reuerence.

1643 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 18^1 HI. 287 This is a
piece of sapience not worth the brain of a fruit-trencher.

1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii. 794 Staring round with Owl-like
Eies, He put his face into a posture Of Sapience, and began
to bluster. 1781 Cowfer Charity 519 Just as the sapience
of an author's brain Suggests it safe or dang'rous to be plain.

1893 Morley^*. at Manchester Z Nov., Wisdom is the real

article and sapience is the sham article.

1 3. The apocryphal book of ' Wisdom \ Obs.
In Piers Plowman perh. used as a general name for the

'sapiential books' of the Bible.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vol 47 So seip be sauter and sapi-

ence bobe. 1377 Ibid. B. in. 330 Se what Salamon seith in

Sapience bokes. 14 . . Wyclifs Bible; Wisd. ad fin., Here
endith the book of Sapiens. 1534 More Comf. agst. Trib.

II. Wks. 1199/1 Of this arowe speaketh the wise man in the
.v. Chapter of Sapience. 1363 Homilies 11. Rogation Wk.
in. 245 b, Wherein is expressed further in Sapience howe
God geueth his elect an vnderstandyng of the motions of

the heauens.
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Sapient (s<f>*pient), a. and sb. [a. OF. sapient

or ad. L. sapient-em wise, sb.wise man,pres. pple.

of sapfre to have a taste or savour, to be sensible

or wise.] A. adj.

1. Wise. (A learned synonym, in serious use

now only poet.)
1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. v. viii. in Ashm. (1652) 150 Of

thys Pryncyple spekyth Sapyent Guydo. 1515 Barclay
Egloges ii. (1570) Bvb, Thou haste me saued by councell

sapient Out of hell mouth. 1549 Compl.Scot. Epist. 5 That
maist sapient prince.. ihone of loran. 1622 Callis Stat.

Sewers (1824) 334 In Scripture he is not counted sapient

that before he build a house will not first count the charge
of it. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 442 Where the Sapient King
Held dalliance with his faire Egyptian Spouse. 1809

Wordsw. Sonn., * Alas ! what boots the long laborious

quest', If sapient Germany must lie deprest Beneath the

brutal sword. 1868 Longk. Daniels Inferno iv. 149 Another
way my sapient Guide conducts me.

D. now usually ironical,

a 1763 Shenstone Economy 1. 3 Nor think some Miser
vents his sapient saw. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 531 Now tell

me, dignified and sapient Sir. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 337
The ceconomy which has been introduced by the virtuous

and sapient assembly. 1822 Lamb Elia, Bks. fy Reading,
I think I see them at their work—these sapient trouble-

tombs. .1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar n. xvi, Then the

group of women at the gate separated with many a sapient

comment.

C. Having knowledge of, aware of. rare~~ l
.

1764 Grainger Sugar Cane 11. 306 The herds, as sapient

of the coming storm. . In troops associate.

f 2. Used in the orig. sense of L. sapere : Having
a taste or savour, sapid. Obs.

1599 A. Hume Hymns ii. 75 Of euerie substance sapient,

the sapor and the taist. .the mouth will try in haist.

B. sb. 1. [ = L. sapiens.'] A wise man, sage. In

later use onlyjocularly.

1549 Compl. Scot. xvi. 142 Conformant? til ane addagia
of ane of the seuyn sapientis calHt mimus publianus. 1592
Chettle Kind-harts Dr. (1841) 38 Mirth, in seasonable
time taken, is not forbidden by the austerest sapients. 1600
W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 1 10 He must be an Antiquary
with Nestor: an Historian with Plutarch, and a Sapient
with Cato. 1827 Scott Two Drovers i, ' She canna do
that ', said another sapient of the same profession.

T 2. = Sapience. [?A confusion or mis-writing.]
a 1400-50 Alexander 622 pan was he lede furthe be-lyfe

to lere at be scole, As sone as to bat sapient him-self was of
elde. Ibid. 2526 pare had I si^t of pe segg, his sapient
[Dubl. MS. sapiens] I herde.

Sapiential (s^ipie-njal), a. Also 5 sapyen-
cyall, 7 sapientiall. [a. F. sapiential, or ad.

eccl. L. sapienlidl-iSf f. sapientia Sapience.]

1. Belonging to or characterized by wisdom; esp.

belonging to the wisdom of God (cf. Sapience i b).

c 148s Digby Myst. (1882) 11. 80 For your sapyencyall wyttes
I gyf commendacion. 1656 Hobbes Quest. Liberty, Necess.

<y Chance 212 Some distinctions are Scholastical onely, and
some are Scholastical and sapiential also. 1663 Baxter Dizu
Life 11 Man being made at first the Natural and Sapiential

image of God. 1675 — Cath. Theol. 11. 1. 20 Under Gods
sapiential Government of the World, a 1680 J. Corbet
Free Actions 11. iii. (1683) 16 God. .can do with it as he
pleaseth, by a sapiential Government.

2. Epithet of the ' wisdom * books of the Bible

(Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Canticles, Wisdom, Eccle-

siasticus) ; also applied occas. to kindred writings

outside the canon. [So in eccl.L. and Fr.]

1568 Bible (Bishops
1

) Introd. 8 b, The Bible.. is of diuers

natures, some legall, some historicall, some sapientiall, and
some propheticall. 1673 O. Walker Educ. 1. vi. 50 Let him
also frequently.. read some part of the Scripture, and the
Historical and Sapiential Books rather then the other. 1880

W. Sanday in Expositor XI. 358 The Sapiential books in

the Apocrypha. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 278 This Sapien-

tial literature of Alexandria,.. represented by the books of

Ecclesiasticus and Wisdom and in the writings of Philo.

Hence Sapie'ntially adv.

1846 Worcester (cites Baxter).

Sapientious (s^pie'njas), a. rare. [f. L.
sapienti-a + -ous.] Characterized by sapience.

185a Jerdan Autobiog. I. xii. 90 Many a .. sapientious

declination of his head had the perplexed and bemused
editor, i860 Worcester (cites Chambers).

t Sapientipotent, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

sapienhpotent-cm, f. sapient- Sapient (or sapientia

Sapience) +polentempowerful.] Mighty in wisdom.
Also absol, as sb.

1656 Blount Glossogr.,Sapientipotent, mighty in wisdom.
1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. 1. 25 ^Eacus his Progeny
were a stolid Generation, that acted by main strength, not
by policy, being belli-potents not sapienti-potents.

Sapientize, v. nonce-wd. £-ize.] trans. To
make sapient or wise.
(.1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem, (1838) III. 219 Truly

evangelical wayof . . sapientizing Calvin's tolerabiles incptias

by making them inertias usque ad carcerem et verbera
intolerantes I

Sapiently (s^'pientli), adv. [-ly 2
.] In a

sapient manner, wisely. Now usually ironically =
with apparent or would-be wisdom.
1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 77 Plato wrote

full sapiently. 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1818) II. xxiv.

382 From whence he very sapiently concludes, that not the

tail but the mouth must be their organ of sound. 187a

W. R. Greg Enigmas Life 112 No government and no
statesman has ever yet dared thus to supplement the inade-

quacy of personal patriotism by laws so sapiently despotic.

1882 Mrs. J. H. Riddell Pr. Wales' Garden-Party 189
* Still property is property,' remarked Mis. Brian, sapiently.

SAPLESS.

t Sapin. Obs. Also 5-6 -yn, 7 -ine. [a. OF.
(and mod.F.) sapin, ad. L. sapinus.~\ A kind of

fir or pine. Usually sapin tree.

1323-4 Ely Sacr. Rolls (1907) II. 47 In xxiv arboribus de
sapin empt. pro stagyngg, 2' 8s od . c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 242, I lefte hym here by this sapyn tre. 1526
Grete Herball xv. (1529) Bj, Agaryke is an excrescens

that groweth nyghe to the rote of a sapyn tre. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. iv, They pul from the

said Sapins great abundance of rosin. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxvi. 403 Which they died blacke
with the fume of sapine, or firre trees, or rosine.

Sapindaceous (saspind^i-jas), a. Bot. [f.

mod.L. Sapindus, the typical genus of the order :

see -aceous.] Belonging to the N.O. Sapiudacex.
1845 G. Don in Encycl. Meirop. VI. 174*/2 Sapindaceous

trees.

Sapi-utan (sapi|«'tan). Also -outan, -utang,

-utung. [Malay sdpi utan i wild ox ' (sdpi ox,

Titan wild : cf. Orang-outang.] A small wild ox
of Celebes, Anoa (or Bos) depressicornis.
1868 Bickmore Trav. E. Ind. Archip. 325 There dwells

the sapi-utung or 'wild ox*. Ibid. 334 The wild ox, sapi-

utuug. 1869 A. R. Wallace Malay Archip. I. .414 On
their way they caught a young Sapi-utan and five pigs.

Sap lath. Also 7 sapt lath. [Sap sb. 1
4.]

A lath made of sap-wood.
1350 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 261 [Also 30000] saplathes,

[value 2s. per thousand]. 1415 in York Minster Fabric
Rolls (Surtees) 35 In m.ccc saplates emptis de Johanne
Bateman de TopclyfT, 5s. iod. 1421 Ibid. 44 In m.m. sap-
lattes emptis ab eodem, 8s. 1514 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,
Caulerb., Payd for ij C off sep lath. 1577 Harrison Eng-
land 11. xii. (1877) 1. 235 Made fast here and there with
saplaths. 1630-1 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)

192 Three hundred of sapt lathes, 2s, 3d. X766 ComPl.
Farmer s.v. Lath, Heart of oak, sap laths, and deal laths.

'825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 611 Laths are also
distinguished into heart and sap laths.

tSaple. Obs. rare— l
. V Altered form of Sapling.

1589 T. Lodge Scillaes Metam. B2, Her breast.. From
whence . . her armes doo sweetly spred Like two rare branchie
saples in the Spring.

Sapless (see'ples), a. [f. Sap ^.i + -less.]

1. Of plants, wood, etc. : Destitute of sap ; dry,

withered.
1591 Shaks. 1 Hen. F7, 11. v. 12 Pyth-lesse Armes, like to

a withered Vine, That droupes his sappe-lesse Branches to

the ground. 1678 H. Vaughan Thalia Rediv., Affliction
(1858) 224 Flowers that in sunshine riot still, Dye, scorched
and sapless. 176a Poetry in Ann. Reg. 225 Sapless wood
but makes a blaze. 1786 tr. Bedford's Vatltek (1868) 46
Their summits.. till then had never been covered but with
sapless thistles and fern. 1818 Shelley Euganean Hills

43 Like sapless leaflets . . Frozen upon December's bough.
189a Walsh Tea (Philad.) 161 But if old and 'sapless' they
[the tea leaves] will be found rough and ' chaffy ' to the touch.

Jig' XS94 J* Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 29 The saplesse

frutes of greene youth, and pithlesse blossomes of a simple
Authors vnripe wit.

b. Of soil: Dry, without moisture ; also barren,

unproductive.

16SS Moui-et & Bennet Health's Impr. (1746) 78 A dr>'t

crumbling, sapless and unmingled Earth. 1665 Sir T. Her-
bert Trav. (1677) 37 These Troglodites well knowing how
little advantage that great Monarch would get by entring
their sapless Country, scornfully refused it. 1827 Lytton
Pelham liv, I live, as it were, on a rock, barren, and herb-

less, and sapless. 1895 Salmond Chr. Doctr. Itnmort. 11.

v. 262 His creative might will bring life out of the sapless

dust of Sheol.

2. transfo.n6.fg. a. Of persons: Lacking vital

moisture, energy, or vigour. Also with reference

to mental qualities : Lacking in character, insipid.

1598 Marston Sco. Villanie in. viii. 214, 1 am not saplesse

old or reumatick. ?<:x6oo Distracted Emp. 1. i. in Bullen
O. PI. III. 168 Theres not enough to chernsh a desyer Left
in his saplesse nerves. 1647 Trapp Comtn. 1 Cor. ii. (1656)

663 Such was that Sapless fellow Psal. 14. 1. that may have
a disciplinary knowledge., but not an intuitive per speciem
propriam. 1680 Baxter Ansiv. Stillingfi. vi. 16 An un-
experienced sapless Teacher. 1700 Dryden Ovid's M^cL
xv. 349 Now sapless on the verge of Death he stands. 1821

Shelley Hellas 706 Hear ye the blast,. .Whose spirit

shakes the sapless bones Of Slavery ? 1875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) III. 33 Ghosts and sapless shades, and the rest of
their Tartarian nomenclature. 1905 Daily Chron. 31 Oct.

3/2 In ten years he was friendless, his children sapless and
sensitive, his wife lonely.

b. Of age, etc.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. v. 4 When saplesse Age, and
weake vnable limbes Should bring thy Father to his droop-
ing Chaire. 1618 G. Strode Anat. Mortal. 161 The euill

dayes of sickly and saplesse old age. 1842 Tennyson Love
(y Duty 16 The staring eye glazed o'er with sapless days.
1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 318 A somewhat sapless

womanhood.
C. Of immaterial things, ideas, sayings, etc.

:

Destitute of inner worth, insipid, trivial, pointless.

1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. 1. iii, Blowe hence these

saplesse jestes. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. x. Wks. 1851
I II. 310 Pestring their heads with the saplesse dotage of old

Paris and Salamanca. 1664 H. More Myst. Inio. 292 It is

to make the Prophecy guilty of a sapless and useless Tauto-
logie. 1732 Waterland Script. Vind. m. 38 Those heart-

less, sapless Services, which had no Godliness . . in them, were
not the Services which God required. 1850 Marsden Early
Purit. (1853) 4°8 The evangelical principles of the Reforma-
tion had begun to decline, .intoadry and sapless orthodoxy.
1891 Academy 29 Aug. 171/2 Old stories and sapless anec-

dotes. 1897 W. P. Ker Epic * Rom. 358 The growth of a
kind of dull, parasitic, sapless language over the old stocks.

Hence Sa-plessness.
1851 Ruskin Stones Vcn, I. xxvn. § 23 The good in it, the
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life of it. ., are Protestantism in its heart ; the rigidity and
saplessness are the Romanism of it. 1866 Nkale Sequences

<y Hymns 26 Now this saplessness shall flush to green.

Sapling (sae'plirj). Forme : 5 sapp(e)lynge,

6 sapplyne, 7 saplyn, 7-9 saplin, 8 sappling,

6- sapling, [f. Sap sb.1 + -ling * Cf. Sipukg.]

1. A young tree ; esp. a young forest-tree with a

trunk a few inches in diameter.

1415 in York Minster Fabric Rolls (Surtees) 35 In ij

sappelynges emptis de Gilberto Walker pro gauntrees, 3s. 8d.

1513 Douglas &neis XL xi. 43 Ana scars this sentens

prent into hys mynd, Hys douchtir for to clos wythin the

rynd And stalwart sapplyne or bark of cork tre. 1543 Mem.
Fountains Abb. (Surtees) I. 412 Yonge saplings. Ibid. 413
Smale saplings. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. iv. 71 Behold,
mine Arme Is Uke a blasted Sapling, wither'd vp. 1607

Norden Surv. Dial. v. 212 To preserue the timber trees,

and saplins likely to become timber trees, Oke, Elme, and
Ashe. 1681 Diheley Jrnl. Tour Irel. in Trans. Kilkenny
Archxol. Soc. Ser. 11. IV. 332 The Roof of this Church is

admirable, of whole Saplyns. 1775 Adair Amer. hut. 310
If the hunter chance to miss his aim, he speedily makes off

to a sappling, which the bear, .cannot climb. 1810 Scott
Lady o/L. 1. xiv, The broom's tough roots his ladder made,
The hazel saplings lent their aid. 1818 Cruise Digest

(ed. a) I. 149 SapUns not proper to be cut as timber. 1896
A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad xxxi, The gale, it plies the

saplings double.

b. used as a switch.
a 171* \V. King Old Cheese 69 Slouch . . saw his wife's

vigorous hand Wielding her oaken sapling of command.
2. trans/. A young or inexperienced person.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 111. ii. so Peace tender Sapling, thou
art made of teares, And teares will quickly melt thy life

away. 1738 Lillo Marina 1. ii, Ammk You're a sapling to

talk so to one of my experience. i8a8 P. Cunningham A'..V.

Wales (ed. 3) II. 255 The saplings from Carter's Barracks,

Sidney, are three times greater nuisances than the ' full

growths * in the Penitentiary there. 1847 Makrvat Childr.

N. Fonst xi, Right, my sapling ; right and well said. 1905
Academy 7 Oct. 1031/2 What god or mortal reared up so

fair a sapling?

3. A young greyhound (see quots.).

183a [cf. sapling stake belowj. 1853 ' Stonehenge ' Grey-
hound xiv. 274 The young greyhound is called a sapling till

he is a year old, after which he becomes a puppy till two
years old. 189* Coursing <f Falconry (Hadm. Libr.) 56
A .sapling is a greyhound whelped on or after January 1 uf

the same year in which the season of running began.

4. a. apposilively or as adj. That is a sapling.

1700 Dryden Theod. <y Hon. 129 A Saplin Pine he
wrench 'd from out the Ground. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe
1. i2t Mourns she for lordly chamber's hearth That to the
sapling ash gives birth. 1869 Tozer Htghl. Turkey II. 280
The branch of a sapling tree.

b. simple attrib., as saplingpole, stick, (sense 3)

sapling stake. Also sapling-cup, -tankard, an

open cap or tankard formed of wood, with staves

hooped like a diminutive barrel.

1851 Archaeol. Jml. VIII. 427 A 'Sapling cup—an oaken
tankard for drinking new ale. 176a Mills Syst. Pract.
Hush. I. 437 They (the com-binsj are made of *sapling
poles, three or four inches diameter. 183a inA ItearCoursing
Cat. (1839) 47 'Sapling Stakes. 1885 Field 21 Feb. 228/3
Having conspired to run in a sapling stake, .a greyhound
which was not a sapling. 18*8 Scott F. M. Perth xiv, He
bor : no weapon in his hand, excepting a small "sapling stick,

with a hooked head. 1900 H. Lawson Over Sltpraits 59
The wheel was boxed in, mostly with round sapling-sticks.

Hence Sapling-hood, the condition or state of

being a sapling.

1868 Nettleship Browning vi. 218 Just as one having
a rare tree..would not, in its saptinghood, set it.. in a forest

of full-grown giant tree*. 1903 Edna K. Wallace in Critic
XLIU. 315 Then. . I grew From sapling-hood to a Tree.

Sapo, var. form of S ari*o, toadtish.

Sapodilla (srtpodrla). Forms: 7 aapadilloe,

(//.) sapadillies, 7-8 sapadillo, 8 aappadilla,

-o, sapodylle, sabatille, 9 aapotilla, sapadilla,

sappodilla, zapotilla (in Diets.). 8- sapodilla.

[a. Sp. zapotilla (whence F. sapotille), dim. of
zapote Sapota ; for the change of / to d cf. Du.
sapodille, G. sappadill.1

1. A large evergreen tree, Achras Sapota, native

of tropical America, having a durable wood and an
edible fruit. Also called Naseberky.
1697 Da mii vm Voy. 1. 39 Where there grow great Groves of

Sapadillies, which is a sort of Fruit much like a Pear, but
more juicy. 1699 L. Wafer Voy. 58 The Sambaloe's are.

.

cover d with variety of Trees ; especially with Mammees,
Sapadilloes, and Manchineel, &c 1753 Chambers Cycl.
Snpp. App., Sappodilla, a name used by some for the cai-
nito, or chrysopkyllum, uf botanists. 1794 G. Adams Aa/.
$ Rxp. Philos. III. xxix. 193 Deal wood makes very good
pendulum-rods ; the wood called sapadillo is said to be still

1xtter. 1871 Kingsley At Last xt, The glossy foliage of
the mangos and sapodillas. 189s [see NaseberryJ.

2. The fruit of this tree.

1750 G. Hughes Barbadoes 148 The inside pulp of the fruit
is milky, and of a soft sweet taste, not unlike a Sappadillo.
1764 Gkaisger Sugar Cane 11. 441 The sweetest sappadillas
oft he brought. 178a P. H. Bruce Mem. xn. 423 They [the
people of the Bahamas and adjacent islands] have tamarinds,
..sapodylles, bananas, sowersops [etc-J. 1796 Steuman
Surinam II. xxvL 242 We had also the fruit called saha-
tille, which grows on a large tree. 1804 tr. Piguenard"s
Zoflora 1. 33 Negroes, who came . . with oranges, lemons, pine
apples, sapotillas, and all the different fruits of the country
to sell. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 323 Among the
fruits of the Bahamas the sapodilla is abundant and cheap.

8. attrib., as sapodilla wood; sapodilla-plum =
sense 2; sapodilla-tree - sense 1.
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I 1830 Lindlf.y Xat. Syst. Rot. 181 The *Sappodilla Plum,
the Star Apple [etc.], 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 202 The *Sapa-
dillo-Tree is as big as a large Pear-tree. 1908 R. W.

j Chambers Firing Line xxxvii, Under the sapodilla-trees

on the lawn. 1866 Trcas. Hot. s. v., The West Indian
*Sapodilla-wood..is a fancy wood used for furniture.

SapOgeninCsap^'dgentn). Chem. [f.SAPo(NiN)

+ -GEN + -IN.] A crystalline compound obtained
1 by treating saponin with dilute mineral acids'.

1862 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. XV. 53.

Sapon, obs. form of Sapan.

SapOnaceOUS (saepon^'Jss),**. [f.mod.L sapo-

ndci-us (F. saponatf), f. L. sdpon-em Soap sb. :

see -aceous.]

1. Of the nature of, or resembling, soap ; con-

sisting of, or containing, soap ; soapy.
1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. 109 A Saponaceous

Draught. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments i. (1735) 13 The Gall

..is a saponaceous Substance, being compos'd of an Alka-
line Salt, Oil, and Water, all which can be extracted from
it. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 553 These. .made_ a kind of

Soap, or sulphureous saponaceous Salt, resembling Soap of

Tartar. 1757 Dyer Fleece 1. 70 Rich saponaceous loam,

that slowly drinks The blackening show'r. 1770 Cook's 1st

Voy. 111. viii. in Hawkesworths voy. (1773) III. 634 It was
..saponaceous to the touch, and almost as heavy as white

lead. x8xa Brackenridge Viezvs Louisiana (1814) 105 A
kind of clay, of a dirty yellow, and of a saponaceous ap-

pearance. i8a6 Henry Elem. Chem. II. 293 Caustic fixed

alkalis convert wax into a saponaceous compound. 1839
Mvrchisos Situr. Syst. 1. vi. 81 Some portions of which [jr.

shale] have a saponaceous feel. 1878 T. Bryant Pract.
Surg. I. 575 A saponaceous tooth powder should be used.

2. jocularly. * Soapy ', ///. and Jig. ; unctuous in

manner ; * slippery ', evasive.

1837 Syd. Smith Let. to Archd. Singleton Wks. 1859 II.

294*1 Among all his pecuniary, saponaceous, oleaginous
parishioners, i860 Sala Boddington Peerage I. xi. 192

Then did the uncertain chase after the pig with the sa-

ponaceous tail take place. 1864 Ld. Westbury in Daily
Tel. 16 July, This so-called synodical judgment was, no
doubt, a well-lubricated form of words, but it was so oily, so

saponaceous, that no one could grasp it.

Saponaxity. rare (Jocular), [irreg. f. Sapo-
nac-eous -t- -ity.] Soapiness.

1845 Thackeray Comhill to Cairo vii, You little knew
what saponacity was till you entered a Turkish bath,

i860 Worcester (citing Dublin Rev.).

t Saponariness. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Saponaey

+ -NESs.l Saponaceous quality.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 189 Whence proceeds the
saponaryness of all fix'd salts.

•f Saponary, a. and sb, Obs. rare. [ad. med.L.
sdpdnarius, f. L. s&pon-em {sapo) soap (see -ary).]

A. adj. Saponaceous, soapy.
1661 Boylb Cert. Physiol. Ess. (1669) ip^By digesting

a good while a solution of Salt of Tartar with Oyl of Al-
monds, I could reduce them to a soft Saponary substance.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 247 The Bile is generally allow'd

to have much of a saponary natuie.

B. sb.

1. The plant Soapwort, Saponaria officinalis.

Cf. Saponer.
1526 Crete llerball ccclxxxiv. (1529) X iij, Saponaria..

is called saponary fullers grass, .and crowsoppe.

2. sb.pl. Substances convertible into soap (see

quot.).

1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. xix. 831 Alkalines and
Entxa, which on this account are called Saponaries.

t Saponer. Obs. rare— 1
, [ad. med.L. sapo-

naria,] The plant Soapwort ; = Saponary sb. 1.

0x400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 156 Saponer or lesse crow-

[sojpc : Saponaria minor,

Saponifiable (sapfrnifaiabT;,**. [f. Saponify
v. + -able.] Capable of being saponified or con-

verted into soap.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 411/1 Serolinc.is a white

slightly opalescent substance,, .not saponifiable. 1873 Ralfe
Phys. Chem. 19 Which causes the saponifiable fats to dis-

solve out, leaving the non-saponifiabte in solution.

Saponification (sapf:nifik#*Jan). [a. F. sapo-

nification, f. saponifier Saponify v.: see -fication.]

The process of saponifying ; the decomposition of

a fat by the addition of an alkali which combines
with its fatty acids to form a soap, the remaining

constituent, glycerine, being consequently liberated.

i8ai Urk Diet. Chem. s. v. Fat, Saponification by potash.

1836-41 Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 1:37 The general results of

saponification. 1884 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 740/2

The saponification of stearin with sodic hydrate.

b. Saponification equivalent, a * term signifying

the number of grammes of any oil saponified by

one gramme of an alkali* {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).

1877 in Moloney Forestry W. A/r. (1887) 49 Saponifica-

tion equivalent lot palm oil from! Brass 280-2.

C. tSee quot. 1877.)

1877 LiTTLEjOHN in Encycl. Brit. VII.575A On the other

hand, in cool weather the progress ofliquefaction [ofa corpsel

is arrested, and the soft parts become solidified, owing to

their conversion into adipocire, a peculiar kind of animal

soap. To this stage.. Devergie gives the name of saponi-

fication. x88i Tidy Legal Med. I. 113 Partial saponifica-

tion maybe expected. .after three months' submersion in

water, and after twelve months' burial in earth.

Saponifier (sapp-nifaiiai). [f. next + -ERl.]

1. An apparatus for isolating glycerine and the

fatty acids by saponification.

188. Sci.Amer. Sup. 2562 (Knight).

SAPOR.

2. An alkali used in saponification,

187a Crookes Wagner's Handbk. Chem. Technol. 242

Natrona refined saponifier.

Saponify (sap^-nifoi), v. [ad. F. saponifier,

ad. mod.L. sdpontficdre, f. sapon- Soap : see -ify.]

1. trans. To convert (a fat or an oil) into soap

by combination with an alkali.

1821 Ure Diet. Chem. s. v. Fat, Each of the constituents

of natural fat were then saponified by the addition of pot-

ash. 1854 R. D. Thomson Cycl. Chem, 441/1 Ricinoleic

Acid . . Sherry-coloured syrupy acid . ., obtained by saponify-

ing castor oil. 1879 Casselts Techn. Educ. IV. 192/2 They
[articles to be gilded] are, therefore, first boiled in caustic

alkali in order to saponify and render soluble all traces of
grease. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 132 The fat must
be emulsified or saponified before it can be absorbed.

2. intr. To become converted into soap.

i8»3 Ure Diet. Chem. (ed. 2) s. v. Soap, Those [oils or

fats] which saponify best,, .are, 1. Oil of olives. .2. Animal
oils [etc.]. 1884 W. S. B. McLAREN5//««/«^(ed.2)46 The
best oils are those which, .saponify with the greatest facility

with carbonate of soda. 1900 Lancet 29 Sept. 950/1 Kelpion
..is a greasy, dark-olive-coloured substance which refuses

to saponify with strong soda solution.

Hence Sapo'nifled, Sapo*nifying///. adjs.

1821 Ure Did. Chem. s. v. Fat, The saponified fat of the

sheep. 1856 Orr's Circ. Set., Pract. Chem. 311 Finely
divided and saponified fats. 1880 W. C. Roberts Introd.
Metallurgy 9 The saponifying powers of litharge. 1899
Allbutfs Syst. Med. Vl. 259 The saponifying ferment—
lipase—which Hanriot has discovered in blood-serum is

probably one of the agents concerned in disposing of the fat.

Saponin, -ine (sae'p^nin, -ain). Chem. [a. F.

saponine, i. L. sapon- soap : see -IN.] A glucoside

obtained from Saponaria officinalis, Quillaia sapo-

naria, and many other plants.

1831 J.Davies ManualMat. Med. 127 Saponine. .presents

the physical properties ofasolution ofsoap. 1836-41 Brande
Chem. ted. 5) 1230/2 Saponin [obtained] from the Saponaria
officinalis. 1884 A. Daniell Princ. Physics xi. 247 If a
magnetic needle be so adjusted as to have its lower surface

in contact with the surface of a solution of saponine, it will

remain in any position in defiance of the directive force of

the earth's magnetism.

Saponite (sce'p^nait). Min. [f. L. sdpon-em

soap + -iTE; formed bySvanberg 1841 as a render-

ing of the Ger. name seifenstein ( — soap-stone).]

A hydrous silicate of aluminium and magnesium,

occurring in soft, soapy, amorphous masses, filling

veins in serpentine and cavities in trap-rock.

1849 J. Nicol Man. Min. Index. 186a Dana Man. Min.
145. 1866 Lawrence tr. Cotta's Rocks Class. (1878) 22 Sa-
ponite occurs in fissures of serpentine rock. 1883 M. F.

Heddle in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 414/2 Saponite,.. Massive

;

sectile, and very soft. .. White, orange-yellow, pale green,

and reddish brown.. .Occurs in all the above colours in the

later igneous rocks of Scotland, commonly.

Saponnle, -nl (sce*p^ni«l, -v\). Chem. [f. L,

sapon- soap: see -ULE.] (See quot. 1897.)

1794 G. Pearson Table Chem. Nomencl. PI. 4 end, Sa-

ponules of Turpentine, &c. 180a T. Thomson Chem. II. 182

The French chemists have proposed to give the combina-
tions which these bodies form with the volatile oils the

name of savonules, which Dr. Pearson has translated by
the term saponnles. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Saponnle, term

for an imperfect and partial soap formed by incomplete

saponification of volatile . . oils by means of various bases.

Sapor, sapour (s^*ppr, -pw). Also 6 sapowr.

[a. L. sapor, sapor-em taste (whence F. saveur

Savour), f. sapfre to taste, to be sapid.] A quality

such as is perceived by the sense of taste, as

sweetness, bitterness, sourness, etc. ; a taste,

savour; the taste or savour of a substance, esp.

of an article of food or drink. Now chiefly in

scientific use.

t Sapor Pontic, Sapor Styptic : particular 'sapors' fre-

quently mentioned by the alchemists as indicative of the

nature or condition of substances under examination.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 63 Which I

teach you to knowne by signes fowre, By Colour, Odour,

Sapor and Liquore. Ibid. v. 69 As Sapor of Meates

chaungeth your Tastinge. 1:1480 Henrvson Orpheus $
Enrydice 23 Lyke as a strand ofwater or a spring Haldis the

sapour of his fontall well. 1513 Douglas Mneis v. Pro!.

54 Not jawyn fra tun to tun, In fresche sapour new fro the

Derrie run. 155a Lvndesav Monarche 6158 In thare mouth,

ane taist, as I heir tell, Offsweit and Supernaturall Sapowris.

1615 Crooke Bodyo/Mati 628 The other Nerue is sprinckled

into the flesh of the Tongue.. and by that meanes the

Tongue is made apprehensiue of Sapors.
#

1638 Featlv
Transubst. 76 You tast nothing but bread in the one, and
the sapour of wine in the other. 1682 Creech tr. Lucre-

tius iv. 117 Whil'st Colours strike the Eyes, Odours the

Smell, Sapours the Tast. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria 91 With-
out being over-power'd by some Herb of a stronger Taste,

so as to endanger the native Sapor and Vertue of the rest.

i7a5 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 1 To discover the shape of those

little particles of matter which distinguish the various

sapors, odors, and colors of bodies. «8a6 Hor. Smith Tor
Mill (1&38) III. 314 The exquisite sapor of their French
dishes. 1849-51 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 857/1 There re-

mains a large class of pure sapors, of which we take cogniz-

ance without the assistance of smell, and which are alto-

gether dissimilar to any tactile impressions : such as the

bitter of quinine. 1861 Lankester On Food 256 We will

call these substances which are tasted, sapours, in opposi-

tion to those which are called odours.

fig. C1568 Lauder Min. P., Am Godlie Tractate no
Tha want the Sapour of the spreit Of Christ Jesus. 1677

Gale Crt. Gentiles II. iv. 62 This deservedly rules al offices

which flow from its empire, are tinctured with its color and

sapor, and ought to be referred to it.



SAPORAL.

b. In generalized sense : Quality in relation to

the sense of taste.

1650 Bulwer Antkrofomet. i. 10 The gullet and conveying

parts are [not] appertaining unto sapor. 1680 Boyle Scept.

Chem. vi. 394 Sapour being an Accident or an Affection of

matter that relates to our. .Organs of Tast. 1704 J. Harris

Lex. Techn. I, Saporifck Particles, are such as by their

Action on the Tongue occasion that Sensation which we
call Taste or Sapor.

t Saporal, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sapor + -At,]

Of or pertaining to taste or ' sapor*.

1651 Biggs New Disp. r 80 How many sowre things are

there which by their saporall rules should be most cold,

which notwithstanding are most hot.

Saporific (sxpori-fik), a. rare. [ad. mod.L.

saporificus, f. sapor-em : see Sapor and -(i)fic. Cf.

F. saporifiaue.] ' Having the power to produce

tastes '

(J.) ; imparting flavour or taste.

1704 [see Sapor bj. 1721 Bailey, Saporifick, causing

Taste. 1768 [W. Donaldson] Life Sir B. Snpskull II.

xxv. 212 He.. always insisted upon a saporific crust to

stimulate the flavour of the punicious fluid.

Saporiiie, a. rare—1
, [f. Sapor + -INE.] Per-

taining to the sense of taste.

1813 T. Busby tr. Lucretius II. iv. Comm. p. xxxiv, They
more readily receive the impressions, which, by the saporine

nerves, are transmitted to the sensorium.

Saporosity (sseporp'siti). rare. [f. mod.L.

sapdros-us : see next and -ITY.] That property of

a body by which it imparts the sensation of taste.

1794 E. Darwin Zoon. 1. 115 Unless we may use the words
Saporosity and Odorosity for these common properties,

which are possessed by our organs of taste and smell, and
by the particles of sapid and odorous bodies.

SaporOUS (s^'porss), a. rare. [ad. mod.L.
saporosus, f. sapor-em : see Sapor and -ous.] Of
or pertaining to taste ; having flavour or taste

;

yielding some kind of taste. + Also, agreeable to

the taste, savoury.
a 1670 Hacket Cent. Serm. (1675) 283 We read of Manna

that it was saporous to all palates.
^ 1704 J. Harris Lex.

Techn. I, Saporous, are such Bodies as are capable of
yielding some kind of Taste when touch'd with our tongue ;

but those that afford no Taste, are called Insipid. 18x3

T. Busby tr. Lucretius II. iv. 748 The sharp and jagged
in their progress tear The suffering nerves, and wage sapor-

ous war. 1828 Blacktv. Mag. XXIII. 590 We omit no
solitary supplement . .which can contribute to such cunning
combinations as result in saporous felicity.

II Sapota (sap<?"*ta). Forms : 6-9 sapote, 7 sa-

potte- ; 7 supota, supporter, sappota, 9 zapo ta, 8-

sapota. [repr. Sp. and Pg. zapote (whence F. sapote),

a. Mexican zapotl, capotl. The form now in use is

from mod. Latin.] a. The tree Achras Sapota

and its fruit ; = Sapodtlla i, 2 ; (see also quot.

1887). As mod.L., a genus, the type of the Sapo-

tacem, now referred to Ackras.
White sapota, the greenish yellow fruit of the Mexican

tree Casimiroa edulis (Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895). Mam*
mee-sapota, see Mammee 3.

1 c 1560 Tomson in Haktuyt's Voy. (1600) III. 454 There
are many goodly fruits in that Countrey, whereof we haue
none such, as Plantanos, Guyaues, Sapotes, Tunas. 1648
Gage West Ind. 42 There we had.. the Plantin, Sapotte,
Chicosapotte, Pine-fruit, and all other fruits that were to
be found in Mexico. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 326
Sapota, Achras. 1760-72 tr. Juan fy Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3)

I. 75 The sapotes are round, about two inches in circum-
ference. 1811 Pinkerton Mod. Geog., West Indies (abr.,

ed. 3) 666 The sapota or sapadilla. 1866 Mary B. Clarke
MossesJr. RollingStone i2oZapotas, roughand brown. 1887
Brigham Guatemala 131 There is no little confusion in the
nomenclature of the sapotes or sapodillas. What is usually
called sapote in Guatemala does not belong to the genus
Sapota, but to an allied genus, Lucuma, and is known in

the W. Indies as the mammee-applc.The sapoton or big
sapote does not even belong to the Sapota family, but is

a Pachira.

b. attrib., as sapota plum, wood.
rjgj Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 68/2 Achras or Sapota Plum.

1844 Civil Eng. <$ Arch. Jrnl. VII. 94/1 The material of
the beams of the doors was sapote wood, a 1881 L. H.
Morgan Contrib. Amer. EthnoL 273 They used sapote
wood usually for lintels.

Sapotaceous (sseptft^'Jas), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.
Sapotace-m (f. Sapota) : see -aceous.] Of or per-

taining to, or characteristic of the Sapotaceee, a
N. O. of gamopetalous plants typified by the
Ackras (formerly Sapota).
1845 G. Don in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 178*/!.

Sapotad (sseptftsed). [f. Sapot-a + -ad i d.]

Lindley's term for : A plant of the N. O. Sapotaceee.
1846 Lindlev Veg. Kingd. 590.

Sapote, variant of Sapota.
Sapotilla, Sapotte, obs. ff. Sapodilla, Sapota.
Sapour, variant of Sapor.
Sappadilla, -o, obs. forms of Sapodilla.
t Sappar e. Min. Obs. [a. F. sappare (De

Saussure 1789 in Jrnl. de Physique XXXIV. 213).
De Saussure copies from the label ofhis specimen (received

from the Duke of Gordon) a statement indicating that the
name came from the records of the abortive attempt to
find gold in Scotland in the reign of James VI. In At-
kinson's bookofi6io, Discovery and HistoryofGoldMynes
in Scotland (ed. Bannatyne Club, pp. 15, 67), ' the sapparr,
saxere, and salineere stones ' are mentioned as minerals in

conjunction with which gold may be expected to be found.
It is very doubtful whether these terms had any real mean-

104

ing; the description of ' sappar-stone ' on p. 15 would seem
to suit quartz ; it certainly does not refer to cyanite.]

An obsolete synonym of Cyanite.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Mitt. (ed. 2) I. 209 Sappare. Cyanite

of Werner. 1862 Dana Min. 173 Kyanite..is also called

sappar, a corruption of sapphire.

Sapped (saept), ///. a. [f. Sap v.l + -ed*.]

Undermined.
1716 Gay Trivia in. 389 Her sap'd Foundations. 1840

Dickens Old C. Shop Hii, Here were the rotten beam, the
sinking arch, the sapped and mouldering wall.

Sappelynge, obs. form of Sapling.

Sapper x (sse-pai). [f. Sap v.1 + -er \ after F.

sapeur.]

1. One who saps ; spec, a soldier employed in

working at saps, the building and repairing of forti-

fications, the execution of field-works, and the like.

The non-commissioned officers and privates of the En-
gineers were formerly called the (Royal) Sappers and
Miners, but in 1859 they became the Royal Engineers. (The
privates are still unofficially called sappers.)

1626 tr. BoccalinVs Nezu-found Politicke 92 These are
..tooles belonging to Pioners, Sappers, Diggers [etc.]- 1642
Hexham Pritte. Art Milit. 11. (ed. 2) 37 He.. continues the
Sap,., and then follows another Sapper presently, who [etc.].

1782 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) IX. 6952/1 A brigade of sappers
generally consists of eight men, divided equally into two
parties ; and whilst one of these parties is advancing the sap,

the other is furnishing the gabions, fascines, and other neces-
sary implements, who relieve each other alternately. 1811
Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) VIII. 601, I would beg
to suggest.. the expediency of adding to the Engineers1

establishment a corps of sappers and miners. 1851 Ord.

fy Regul. Roy. Engineers § 2. 7 Officers of Engineers, are
restrained from employing Soldiers of the Corps of Royal
Sappers and Miners, as Servants. 1868 Regul. fy Ord.
Army T 762 A Gunner, Sapper or private, as the case
may be. 187a Pall Mall G. 6 Apr. 8 For use by the officers

and sappers of the Royal Engineers for torpedo operations.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas 175 The Lord He created the
Engineer, Her Majesty's Royal Engineer, With the rank
and pay of a Sapper !

2. attrib. and Comb., as sapper officer, etc. ; sap-
per-pumper, nonce-tvd. , used for ¥. sapeur-pompier
a member of a (French) fire-brigade.

1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. En-
gineers, On active service, an engineer officer is sometimes
a 'sapper officer. 1841 Thackeray Sec. Funeral Napoleon
iii, The *Sapper-pumpers, with ditto. 1894 Du Maubier
Trilby vi. (1895) 288 All the sapper-pumpers.. with their

beautiful brass helmets ! 1900 Daily News 21 May 7/6 A
telegraph cart manned by *sapper telegraphists.

Sapper 2 (sae'psi). Aleck, [f. Sap sb.* + -eb *.]

A tool for cutting away sap-wood (see quots.).
1822 Amer. Jrnl. Sci.W. 147 On this shaft [of a rotary saw

machine] are the saw and sappers.. .The sappers which are
crooked pieces of iron, steel edged, . .cut the sap off the log.

1891 Century Diet., Sapper, a chisel used in some sawing,
machines to cut away waste or sap-wood and reduce a log
to a cylindrical shape.

Sapper 3 (sse*pai). Eton slang, [f. Sap t\3 -f

-eb 1
.] One who 'saps* or studies hard.

1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy (1907) I. 52 Pleasant
clever Hawtrey, and careful Okes, and that shrewd sapper,
Green. . : these form his classic escort to the cloisters.

II
Sapperment (sapsrme'nt). int. [G. sapper-

ment, corruption of sakrament Sackament.] An
oath put in the mouth of a German speaker.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxxiii, 'That won't pass, Mr. Captain '.

'That must pass, Mr. Justice—sapperment I* 1833 —
Quentin D. xxii, Sapperment—what a shy fairy it is ! 1894
Du Maurier Trilby 11. (1895) 106 But you are not listening,

sapperment 1

Sappharine, obs. form of Sapphirine a.

Sapphic (sarfik), a. and sb. Also 6 Saphik,
Saphic(ke, 6-8 Sap(p)hick, 7 Sap(p)hique. [a.

F. saphique, f sappkique (16th c in Godefroy),

ad. L. Sapphic-us, a. Gr. 'ZtnnpiKos.] A. adj. Of
or pertaining to Sappho (Xatr<pw), the famous
poetess of Lesbos (c 600 B. c.) ; spec, epithet of

the metres used by her (see B).
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. iv, Metir saphik, and also

elygie. 1385 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. ix. 43
She inuented the verses which after her name are called

Saphic. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sapphique Verse. 1706
A. Bedford Temple Mus. v. 100 Iambick, and Sapphick
Verses. 1871 Public Sch. Lat. Gram. 472 Catullus has two
Sapphic Odes. 1872 Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 97 She'd
throw off odes, again, whose flow And fire were more than
Sapphic.

B. sb. A metre used by Sappho or named after

her. Chiefly//., verseswritten intheSapphicstanza.

_
Greater Sapphic '. a logaoedic distich ofwhich the first line

is —v-^ —-/—*-* and the second (the Greater Sapphic verse) is

^v —*j —w —
1
1 —v^w —o —0. Lesser Sapphic : a logaoedic

hendecasyllable with a dactyl in the third place (—w —

C

—-a/ —v —Z). The ' Sapphic stanza' consists of three Lesser
Sapphics followed by an Adonic (-^-> —O).
a i$S6 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1598) 78 Zelmane. .tooke out of

his hand the Lute, and.. sung these Saphikes. 1586 W.
Webbe Eng. Poetric (Arb.) 81 For tryall of which I haue
turned the new Poets sweete song of Eliza into such homely
Sapphick as I coulde. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 50
Give me leave to salute you first in these Sapphics. 1730
Swift Dan Jackson's Picture, To give us a Description
graphick Of Dan's large Nose, in modern Saphick. 1892
Lounsbury Stud. Chaucer II. vii. 49 Lumbering hexa-
meters and dolorous sapphics consequently made their

appearance in English literature.

Sapphire (s£e'f3i»i). Forms : 3-6 saphyr,
3-7 saphir, 4-5 safir(e, (zaphire), safer(e, 4-6

SAPPHIRE.

saffer(e, safyr(e, sapher, 4-7 saphyre, 4-8
saphire, 5 safEyr, saffire, safewr, (safour, safur),

5-6 Sc. sapheir, 6 saphere, saphier, (safure,

saffure, -oure, Sc. saufir), 7 sappheir, Sc. saiffer,

8-9 sapphyr, 8- sapphire, [a. OF. safir (12th c.

in Littr£), mod.F. sapkir (Pr. saphir, safir^ Sp.

zajtr
t
zajiro, Pg. safira, zafira. It. zaffiro) y

ad. L.

sapphir-us, also sapp(ji)ir (both fern.), a. Gr. adir-

<p€ipos, fern., said to mean lapis lazuli (our sapphire

being perh. the vcuctvOos, L. kyacinthits) ; prob. a.

some Semitic form, cf. Hebr. tdd sappir, rendered
cdTTdwpos, sapphirtis in the LXX and Vulg.
The word, however, does not appear to be ultimately of

Semitic origin. As Heb. sappir may represent an earlier

*sampir (cf. Jewish Aramaic sampiriud\ some scholars have
conjectured that the source may be Skr. campriya (lit.

' dear to the planet Saturn '), the name of some dark gem,
perh. sapphire or emerald. The Pers. saffir and mod.Arab.
fafir may be from Greek.]

1. A precious stone of a beautiful transparent blue.

It is a variety of native alumina akin to the ruby.
a 1272 Luue Ron 173 in O. E. Misc. 98 Hwat spekstu of

eny stone. .Of iaspe, of saphir, of sardone. 13.. K. All's.

5667 (Bodl. MS.), Safyres Smaragdes & Margarites. 1340
Ayenb. 82 Hy weneb of a gles J?et hit by a safir. c 1386
Chaucer Monk's T. 478 Of Rubies, saphires [v. rr. safferys,

safers], and of peerles white Were alle hise clothes brouded
vp and doun. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 159
A poore man proud is nat comendable, Nor a fayr saphir
set in a copir ryng. c 1450 Guy Warw. (C.) 11403 Some
were of safewrs and some of saradyn. c 1475 RaufCoiljear
464 With stanis of Beriall deir, Dyamountis and Sapheir.

1554 Bury Wills (Camden) 145 Oon gold ringe w l a saffer.

1583 Greene Mamillia Wks. (Grosart) II. 61 Though the
Polipe chaungeth colour euery houre : yet the Saphyre will

cracke before it consent to disloyaltie. 1597 Shaks. Lover's
Compl. 215 The heauen hewd Saphir. 1624 Quarles Sion*s
Sonn. Div. Poems (1630) 209 With veines, like Saphyres,
winding in and out. 1676 Evelyn Diary 26 Aug., He re-

ported prodigious depth of ice, blew as a sapphire, and as
transparent. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 252 Bright azure rays
from lively sapphyrs stream. 1873 Black Pr. Thitle (1S74)

13 The sky., was as blue and clear as the heart of a sapphire.

b. Min. Used as a general name for all the

precious transparent varieties of native crystalline

alumina, including the ruby. A colourless variety

is called white or water sapphire.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 68 Saphire White. 1698 Fryer

Ace. E. India fy P. 215 There are three sorts, one perfect

Blue, and very hard. ..The second is perfect White, and
very hard... The third, called Water-Saphires, are of small
Esteem, being not so hard as the other, and commonly of
a dead Waterish Colour. 1727-41 Chambers Cycl. s. v. t

The soft water-sapphires of Bohemia and Silesia are of some
account, though far inferior to the oriental ones.. in the
brightness of their blue. 1829 Crawfurd Jrnl. Emb. to

Crl. ofAva (1834) II. 201 All the varieties of the sapphire,

as well as the spinelle, are found together. 1834 M cCul-
loch Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) s.v., The red sapphire, or Oriental
ruby. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 385/2 When perfectly devoid
of colour, they are called Water Sapphires.

C. transf. soft.fig.
14.. Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892) 70 Lady, bat clept art

1 modir of mercy ', Noble saphir. 1614 Drumm. of Hawth.
Poems 11. Sonn. ii, Those Eyes, those sparkling Saphires of
Delight ! 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 605 Now glow'd the Fir-

mament With living Saphirs.

d. The pure bright blue of the sapphire.
1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies 1. v. 14 He [the Sun] brighteth

the Air into a chearful Saphir. 1813 Byron Corsair m. i,

Again his waves in milder tints unfold Their long array of
sapphire and of gold. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xvhi, vi, It

seems that I am happy, that to me A livelier emerald
twinkles in the grass, A purer sapphire melts into the sea.

e. Her. The tincture blue or azure, in blazoning

by the names of precious stones.

1562 Leigh Armorie 12 Azure, .whose preciouse stone is

the Saphier. 157a Bossewell Armorie II. 90 Hys helde
is of the Saphire, the Sunne propre ; or thus. He beareth
Azure, a Sunne d'Or. 1777 Porny Elem. Her. (ed. 3) 109
Party per Saltier Sapphire and Pearl.

2. A name for certain humming-birds.
1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 272/2 [Humming-Birds.] The

Sapphires. 1861 Gould Trochilids V. PI. 330 Eucephala
Grayi, Blue-headed Sapphire. Ibid. 342 Hylocharis sap-
phirinus. Red-throated Sapphire.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sapphire-blaze, -blue (adj.

and sb.), colour, crown, hue, jewel, ring, throne;

sappkire-coloured, -hued, visaged'adjs.
; + sapphire

loop (see Loop sbA 2) ; sapphire stone = sense 1.

1754 Gray Poesy 99 The living Throne, the *sapphire-
blaze, Where angels tremble while they gaze. 1782 Latham
Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 775 The fore part of the neck
and breast are of a rich *sapphire blue. 1798 Greville
in Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 420, I have some specimens
of a sapphire-blue stone. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades
390 Another sea, of the deepest and clearest sapphire-blue.

1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm. (1652) 65 The *Sa-
phire Colour, that Orient Blewe. a 1586 Sidkey Arcadia 11.

(Sommer) 152 b, There fall those *Saphir-coloured brookes.
C1630 Milton Ode Sol. Music 7 That undisturbed Song of
pure content, Ay sung before the saphire-colour'd throne.

1634 — Comus 26 And gives them leave to wear their
*Saphire crowns, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.)
8 They had on bawderykys alle of 'saffer hewe. 1446—
Nightingale Poems ii. 2 Towardes Even the *Saphyre-
huwed sky Was westward meynt with many Rowes Rede.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 578 He wore about his
necke a *saphire jewel, c 1400-1548 'Sapphire loop [see

Loop sb.* 2]. 1634-5 m Anc. Invent. (Haliiw.) 6 One 'Sa-
phire ringe. 138a Wyclif Exod. xxiv. 10 As a werk of a
*saphire stoon. c 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 6 The lake
Blue as a sapphire-stone. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 758 A
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* Saphir Throne, inlaid with pure Am ber. 1745-6 Collins Ode
Poet. Char. 32 Himself.. plac'd her on his Saphire Throne.
a 1593 Marlowe Hero fy £>• "» The *sapphire-vtsag'd god.

b. quaswH*)*. Resembling the sapphire, sapphire-

coloured.

1433 Lvdg. St. Edmund App. 173 A saphir skye ladde
Israel be day-light Toward the lond of promyssyoun. 1508
Dunbar Geld. Targe 37 The crista!! air, the sapher firma-

ment, a 1600 Montcomerie Misc. P. xxxv. 55 Hir saphir
veins, lyk threids of silk. 1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Flowers
ofSion 10 The Sunne. .faintly iourneyes vp Heauens saphire
Path. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 337 How from that Saphire
Fount the crisped Brooks. . Ran Nectar. 1736 Pope Odyss.
xx. 128 Loud from a saphire sky his thunder sounds, 1819
Keats Eve St. Agnes xxxvi, Like a throbbing star Seen
mid the sapphire heaven's deep repose. 1837 Carlvle Fr.
Rev. vui. in, Beyond that sapphire promontory, which men
name St. Bees, which is not sapphire either, but dull sand-
stone, when one gets close to it. x86a Calverley Verses

<fr

TV. (1894) 60 In the sapphire West the eve yet lingered.

C. used in denominating some animals (see quots.
N

.

1664 R. Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 40 A Saphir flie

so called for his bright shining blew colour, ina Dampier's
Voy. III. 425 The Saphire-beetle has green Wings, with a
Gold Gloss. 178a Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 775
Sapphire Humming Bird. 1861 Gould Trochilidse III.

PI. 178 Fterophanes Temmincki. Temminck's Sapphire-
wing.

Sapphired (ssefaierd), ppl, a. rare" 1
, [f.

Sapphire + -ed 2.] Painted with sapphire blue-
1820 Keats Cap fy Bells v, As in old pictures tender

cherubim A child s soul thro1

the sapphir'd canvas bear.

Sapphiric (safrrik), a. rare. [f. Sapphibe +
-ic] Resembling or of the nature of a sapphire.
1605 TtMUEQuersit.u. v. 130 Wine.,partaketh very much

of the vitriolated nature; which may be gathered.. by the
saphiric and reddy colour of those that are ripe. 1882 J as.

Walker JauntJo A uld Reekie 175 Badged garters twink-
ling with sapphiric stones.

Sapphirine (ssehrain), sb. A/in. Also saphi-
rine. [f. Sapphire + -ixe *.] a. A silicate of
aluminium and magnesium found in pale blue
grains, b. A blue variety of spinel, f C. An early

name for blue chalcedony {obs.).

The term in Ger. form sapht'rin) was applied in its now
usual meaning by Giesecke 1819 ; it had been used in 1808
by K, W. Nose for hauynite.
i8»3 H. I. Brooke Lrystallogr. 489. 1836 T. Thomson

Min., Geol., etc I. 218 Sapphirine. This mineral was dis-

covered by Sir Charles Giesecke, in Greenland- ..It has a
pale sapphire blue colour. 1866 Brands & Cox Diet. Sci.,

etc. s. v. Mineralogy 533/1 Chalcedonic Quartz.. .Saphirine.
1883 M. F. Heddle in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 386/a Spinel..
Sapphirine is pale sapphire-blue to greenish or reddish blue.

Sapphirine -sarfirein), a.* Forms: 5 sa-

phyryn, 7 saphyrin, 7-8 saphirine, 8-9 sap-
pharine, 7- sapphirine. [ad. L. sapphtrinus,

a. Gr. aavijuipivos, f. aawtptipos Sapphire.] Con-
sisting of or like sapphire, having the qualities of
sapphire, esp. the colour.
Sapphirine gurnard: see Gurnard.
1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) v. v. (1859) 76 This Cercle m

his bordure was of mesurable brede of coloure, saphyryn,
and was redyty lyned by ordre, and set full of sterres.

at6\i Donne Elegy [xl\ Poems (1633) 296 She was too
Saphirine and cleare to thee ; Clay, flint, and jeat now thy
fit dwellings be. 1671 Phil. Trans. VII. 5044 The same
water, .appears of a Saphyrin blew. 167a Boyle Ess. Orig.

*t Virt. Gems l 38 Jewellers reckon among Saphires . .another
sort of Stones, because of their Saphirine degree of hardness.
1769 Pennant Zool. III. 176 The irides sappharine ; the
head flat. Ibid. (1776) III. 245 Sapphirine Gurnard. 1833
Eraser's Mag. VI 1 1 . 63 The sapphirine pavement of heaven.
1835 Browning Paracelsus I L 46 No nymph.. Or sapphirine
spirit of a twilight star. 1876 T. Hardy Ret. Native iv.

v, The sapphirine hue of the zenith in spring.

b. absol.

i8xs W. Tennant Thane 0/ Fife 1. xxxi, He.. with his
feet.. Smote soundingly the pavement's sapphirine. 1887
Browning Parleying*, Gerardde Lairesse xi. Thunder from
the safe sky's sapphirine.

Sapphirine^ : [f. mod.L. SappMirina,subst.
use of the fern, of L. sapphtrin-us \ see prec,] Of
or pertaining to, or characteristic of the Sapphirina,
a genus of copepods of the N.O. Safphirinidm.
l897 Jrnl. Mar. Zool. Dec. in Sapphirine copepods.

Sapphirinid (saefiriTiid). Zool. fad. mod.L.
Sapphtrinidas

t
i. Sapphirina : see prec.J A member

of the N.O. Sapphirinidm of parasitic copepods.
So also Sapphirinoid a., of or pertaining to the
Sapphirinidm.
1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Sapphirinid. Sapphirinoid.

1897 Jrnl. Mar. Zool. Dec in When seen swimming the
Sapph trinids present a magnificent play of metallic colours.

Sapphirite(sarflrMt). Min. [f. Sapphibe sb.

+ -iTEi.] ^Sapphirine sb. a.

1883 M. F. Heddle in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 409/1.

Sapphism (sarnYm). [f. the name of Sappho
(see Sapphic), who was accused of this vice : see
-ism.] Unnatural sexual relations between women.
1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet. 1901 Lancet 1 June

1548/1 As yet in this country the novelist. .has not arrived
at the treatment in romance of excessive morphiomania, or
Sapphism, or vaginismus, all of which diseases will be found
in t rench novels.

So Sapphlst, ' one addicted to sapphism

'

(Webster s Suppl. 1902).
Sappho (sarfo). [Applications of the name of

the poetess (see Sapphic;.]
1. Ornith. In mod.L. the name of a genus of

Vol. VIII.

humming-birds. Hence, a bird of this genus

;

m Comet sb. 3 ; usually Sappho comet.
jS^xPennyCycl. XXV.272/1 [Humming-Birds] nth Race.

The Sapphos. 1861 Gould Trochilidae III. PI. 174 Cometes
spargatuirus. The Sappho Comet. 1862 [see Comet 3].

2. Aslr. The name of the eightieth asteroid.
1875 Proctor in Encycl. Brit, 1 1. 807/2 Sappho [discovered]

1864, May 3.

t Sappily, adv. Obs. [f. Sappy a. + -ly 2.]

1. By means of sap ; through the operation of sap.
1684 Phil. Trans. XIV. 774 The Glastenbury Thome,

whose arising time being between Michaelmas and Christmas
being sappily prepared by the beginning of the hard Frost
[was almost destroyed].

2. Mustily.

1724 Ramsay IVy/e of Auchtemiuchty xiv, The first it

smellt sae sappytte, To touch the lave he did not grein.

Sappiness (sarpines). [f. Sappy* a. + -ness.]

1. The condition of being full of sap.

1551 Huloet, Sapines or naturall humour or moysture,
vligo. J594 Plat Jewcll-ho. 111. 33 For want of moysture
and sappinesse. 1610 W. Folk incham Art ofSurvey 1. iii.

6 They prosper and thriue in burgening, sappines, flowers,

fruit. 17*7 Bailey vol. l\, Sappiness, the having Sap. 1731
Ibid. (ed. 5), Sappiness, the being sappy. 1812 J. Smyth
Pract. ofCustoms (1821) 282 According to the size or sappi-
ness of the tree. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xxvii, That green
trough ofsappiness and humidity, the valley of the River Var.
2. colloq. The quality of being sappy or foolish.

In recent Diets.

Sapping (sae-pirj), vbl. sbA [f. Sap v.1 + -ingI.]

The action of the verb Sap in various senses ; an
instance of this.

167a J. Lacey tr. Tacquefs Milii. Arckit. 51 The sapping
of the out-breastwork must be intercepted by a counter and
transverse Sappe. 1716 Cavallier Mem. iv. 341 They were
obliged to., make their approach by Sapping. 1822-29
Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 480 The general health had
borne up under all these chronic sappings, undisturbed. 1863

J.
R.Green Lett. (1901) it. 126, 1 have noticed., the wonder-

ful sapping of the chalk cliffs going on here [Margate]. 1880
G. Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 238 A rather petulant
objection to her use of analogies, which he called the sap-
ping of language.
attrib. 1904 Daily News 16 Dec. 7/1 The sapping trenches

will have to be run through frozen ground.

Sapping (sarpirj), vbl. sb. 2 School slang, [f.

Sap v.3 + -ing I.] The action of studying hard.
1825 C M. Westmacott Eng. Spy (1907) I. 91 Have you

patronized learning, or sapping commended? x86x Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. i, I never was much of a hand at
sapping, and.. the light work suits me well enough.

Sapping (sae-pirj), vbl. sb.$ [f. Sap v.2 + -ing *.]

The action of the verb Sap 2 2. In quot. attrib.

1.87s Knight Diet. Meek., Sapping-machine, a circular
saw for slabbing balks and sawing bolts for shingle stuff.

Sapping (sarpirj), ///. a. [f. Sap vA + -ing 2
.]

That saps or undermines.
1819 Byron Venice i, Thus they creep .. through their

sapping streets. 1831 £. Irving Expos. Rev. I. 90 The
stormy winds and sapping streams of infidelity which are
overthrowing the house of those who [etc.). 1908 Sir I.

Hamilton in Manch. Courier 27 Oct. 10/5 The slow and
sapping struggle against starvation.

Sappodilla, obs. form of Sapodilla.
Sappota, obs. form of Sapota.

Sappy (ssepi), a. [f. Sap sbA + -t. Cf. MLG.
sapichj MHG. saffcc% saflic.']

I. Of a plant or tree or its parts, of wood:
Abounding in sap.

1100 Atdhelm Gloss, n 546 in Napier O. E. Glosses 16/1
Srtcutentus, szpig stela, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/t Sapy,
or fulle of sap, lariosus. 01555 Samuel Let. in Foxe A. <y

M. (1583) 1705/1 Began they not first with the greene and
sappie tree? 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. FamUye ofLove
Ep. Ded. "ij, The Vine . . stretcheth abroad his sappy
braunches. 159a Shaks. I'en, <$- Ad. 165. 1600 Surflet
Country Farm it. liv. 383 The citron tree is a great deale
more sappie and full of mice for to make nourishment of
then, the limon tree. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint. Compl.
Card. II. 58 Branches, of which the Wood is..extreamly
Pithy, or Sappy.

^ 1708 J. Philips Cyder 11. 75 When the
sappy Boughs Attire themselves with Blooms. 184a Tenny-
son Amphion xii, But these [sc. exotic plants], tho' fed with
careful dirt Are neither green nor sappy. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary*s Phaner. 425 Sappy masses ofparenchyma.
Comb, a 17a* Lisle ffusb. (1757) 393 The fat sappy-leaved

clover has been agreeable.

2,y^f. in various applications, a. Full of vitality.

1558 Phaer AEneidw. Qjb, Well agyd now, but sappy
strength he kepes of grener yeres. 1879 J. Burroughs
Locusts <V Wild Honey (1884) 114 A rank, sappy race like

the English or German.
b. Full of ' goodness ' or substance.

1563 L. Blundeston Pref. to B. Googe Eglogs (Arb.) 30
The sappye Sence of this his passyng Kyme. 1567 Drant
Horace, Ep. To Rdr. *vj, He that is least acquainted with
suche trashe, and pelfe wyll better perceaue suche thinges

whych be sauerye and sappye. 1587 Greene CardofFancy
Wks. (Grosart) IV. 90 The sugered eloquence, which so

sweetlie flowed from the sappie wit of Gwydonius. 1601

T Marston Pasauit
<J-
Kath. iv. 43 What thinke you of the

lines of Deciusr Writes he not a good cordiall sappie stile?

f C. Immature, unseasoned. Obs.

a i6»7 Hayward Edw. VI (1630) 3 When he had passed

this weake and sappie age he was committed to Dr. Coxe.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 365 A Creature of that Sappy
Sapience {for it selfe) as too green to burn for Religion.

j-3. Juicy; succulent, a. Of fruit. Also as

epithet of the juice.

156a Bulleyn Bulwark, Compounds 33 Make your balles

with the sappie iuce of the benes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii.

xii. 56 The riper fruit.. Whose sappy liquor, that with ful-

nesse sweld, Into her cup she scruzd. 1604 E. G[>mstone)
D'Acosta's Hist. Indiesxu.'ix. 519 7i««ar>.r which isa great
sappy and savourie graine, 165a Culpepper Eng. P/t

w

* f

(1656) 33 After which succeed round, reddish, sappy Berries. ;

1671 Grew Anat. Plants vii. § 11 In its first and juvenile
Constitution, it is a very Spongy and Sappy body.

b. Of meat, fish, etc.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Cosmogr. vi. 2g In
this region ar mony fair ky and oxin,. .the talloun of thair
wambis is sa sappy, that it fresis nevir. a 1758 Ramsay
To Hamilton (Herrings) \, Braw sappy fish As ane could
wish. 18*5 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 25 Their
flesh will be the sappier.

4. Fat ; plump. Obs. exc. dial.

1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2998/4 She [a mare] is spay'd, and has
a heavy Eye, somewhat sappy, a 1813 A. Wilson Epit.
Auld Janet Poet. Wks. (1846) 288 A sonsier dame, or sappier
wame, Ne'er hotcht alangst the cawsey. 18x9 Blackiv. Mag.
V. 637 Your frame so sappy, and your face so smug.
5. Full of moisture ; moist ; wet ; sodden ; rainy.

Obs. exc. dial. Cf. Soppy a.

c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. vui. (Preach. Swallcnv) xiv,
To se the soill. .Sappie, and to resaue all seidis able. 1806
J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3) m. ix, At cricket
..on very sloppy ground, so that your hard ball presently
becomes, muddy, sappy, and rotten. 1885 Hall Cainf.
Shadoiu Crime xxiv, It s cold and sappy, Mrs. Garth.

b. Of meat : Putrescent, tainted, dial. (See
E.D.D.)
1573 Baret Alv. s.v. Restie, Sapie or vnsauerie flesh.

1783 Lemon Eiymol. Diet., Sapy, a moisture contracted on
the outward surface of meats, which is the first stage of
dissolution.

6. Consisting of or containing sap-wood.
1466 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 93 This

tymbir shalbe white oke, not doted, nor storvyn, nor sappy.
171X Milit. <v Sea Diet. (ed. 4) s.v. Trenel, These T[rjenels
must be well season'd, and not sappy. 1776 G. Semple
Building in Water 84 Be exceeding careful now you make
use of any sort of sappy Timber.

7. Foolish. (Cf. Sap sbfi)

X670 2nd Pi. Peoples Liberties Asserted 6 When unlimited
Prerogativeshave sprung up, like Mushromes out ofthesappy
Apprehensions, .of inferior Officers. X797 Mrs. A. M. Ben-
nett Beggar Girl (1813) I. 242 ' Where \ said she fretfully,
' can he nave taken his sappy^head ?

' 1894 G. W. Appleton
Co-Respondent I. 150, I am a fat-headed, sappy, bally ass.

punningly. 1848 Lowell Fablefor Critics Poer. Wks.
1890 III. 61 The women he draws from one model don't
vary, All sappy as maples and flat as a prairie.

[| Sapraemia (saeprrmia). [mod. L., f. Gr.
ffairpo-s putrid + -atfia blood.] ' Septic intoxication,

or poisoning by means of septic or putrefactive

organisms ' (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).
1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 666/2 When the wound is due to

a saprophyte the absorption of the ptomaine has been termed
'Saprarmia'. 1889 J. M. Duncan Clin. Led. Dis. Worn.
y. (ed

;
4) 16 It not very rarely leads to death from putrid

intoxication or sapnemia.

Sapraemic (sapn-mik), a. [f. prec +-ic] Of
or pertaining to saprsemia ; affected with saprsemia.
1889 J. M. Duncan Clin. Lect. Dis. Wont. xiv. (ed. 4) to6

Inflammation of the cyst is set up, with fever and sapraemic
symptoms. 190a G. S. Woodhead in Encycl. Brit. XXXI.
521^2 A distinction must be drawn between saprsemia and
septicaemia.. .So long as no micro-organisms follow the
toxins, the condition is purely sapraemic.

Saprogenic (saeprodse-nik), a. [f. Gr. oairpd-s

putrid + -oen + -IC.] Causing decay or putrefac-

tion ; also, produced by putrefaction.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 599 Saprogenic or putrid

infection. 188a Huxley in Nature 9 Mar. 439 The results

of recent researches, which tend to show that pathogenic
bacteria are mere modifications of saprogenic forms. 1900

A. C.Jones tr. A. Fischer's Strt/ct. Bacteria 49 Zymogenic,
saprogenic and saprophile bacteria.

Saprogenous (sccpr^'d^/has), a. [f. Gr. aairpo-s

putrid + -gen + -0US.] =prec.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 92 Bad. termo is the fer-

ment ofputrefaction, the saprogenous ferment. 1890 Billings
Nat. Med. Did., Saprogenic or Saprogenous, producing
putrefaction or decay. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms, Saprogenous, growing on decaying substances.

Saprol (sarpr(?l). Chem. [f. Gr. oairpo-s putrid

+ -ol.] (See quot. 1897.)
1892 Brit. Med. frnl. 17 Sept. 47/3 Laser (..August 18th,

1892) gives an account of an inquiry made by him into the
properties of saprol. 1897 Syd. Soe. Lex., Saprol, name
for a crude mixture of creosols^ with carbohydrates and
pyridine, used for rough disinfection.

II Saprolegnia (saepwle'gnia). Bot. [mod.L.,

f, Gr. aairpo-s putrid -f \*yv-ov border.] A genus of

fungi (the type of the N.O. Saprolegniem or Sapro-
legriiacesR), which chiefly infests the bodies of fish.

1866 Berkeley in Treas. Bot. s.v. Saprolegniese, The same
animal has been observed, when immersed, to produce a
Saprolegnia, and when surrounded merely by air to produce
a Mucor. 188a Huxley in Nature 9 Mar. 438/2, I tried

some experiments on the transplantation of the Saprolegnia
of the living salmon to dead animal bodies. 1885 Klein
Mtcro-Organisms 146 _ Saprolegnia : colourless tubular
threads, forming gelatinous masses on living and dead
animal and vegetable matter in fresh water.

Hence Saprole'gnioas a. (see quot. 1900) ; Sa-
prole'ffnised///. a.

f
diseased with saprolegnia.

1883 Huxley in Nature 9 Mar. 439/1 The conditions under
which my saprolegnised flies were placed. 1900 B. D.Jack-
son Gloss. Bot. Terms, Saprolegnious, allied to the genus
Saprolegnia.

Saprophagan (sjepr^fagan). Ent. [f. mod.L.
saprophag-us (see next) + -an.] (See quot.)

184a Brands Diet. Set'., etc., Saprop/tagans, the name of

14



SAPROPHAGOUS.
a tribe of Coleopterous insects, comprising those which

feed on. .substances in a state of decomposition.

Saprophagous (saeprp-fagss), a.
_

[f. raod.L.

saprophag-us (f. Gr. aanpos putrid + -<jxrfOS eating)

+ -oos.] Living on decomposing matter.

1819 Macleay Horn Entomol. I. 27 Saprophagous insects

or such as feed on putrid or decomposed vegetable matter.

1849 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Chibll. No. 7. 361 Species

whose larva: are. .either fungivorous or saprophagous.

Saprophile (sae'profail), sb. and a. [f. Gr.

aavpos putrid + -tpi\os loving : see -phile.] a. A
bacterium inhabiting putrid matter, b. adj. Of bac-

teria: Found in putridmatter. So SaprrrpMlousa.
18S2 A. W. Blyth Foods 544 There are, however, certain

animalcules, .that specially point to sewage contamination.

This class have been called ' saprophiles '. 1890 BillingsNat.
Med. Diet, Saprophilous. xooo A. C. Jones tr. A. Fischer's

Struct. Bacteria 49 Such bacteria maybe termed saprophile.

Saprophyte (sse'profait). [f. Gr. aairpo-s putrid

+ (j>vrov plant : see -phyte.] Any vegetable organ-

ism that lives on decayed organic matter.

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 691/1 There are other degraded
allies of green plants, which are content to work up again
the imperfectly broken down products of decay. Such
plants are termed Saprophytes. 1882 S. Walpole & Hux-
ley in Q. yrnL Microsc. Sci. XXII. 332 The common
moulds, . .which are habitually saprophytes (that is to say,

live on decaying organic matter).

Hence Sapro phytal (B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms 1900), Saprophytic (-irtik) adjs., of or

pertaining to saprophytes ; Saprophy tically adv.,

after the manner of saprophytes ; Sapro'phytism,
the state of living as a saprophyte.
1881 H. M. Wabd in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. Jan. 2 The

appearance of various saprophytic fungi on the old shrivelled

spot indicates the completion of the destruction. 1887
Garnsey & Balfour tr. De Barys Fungi 356 Species of

purely and strictly saprophytic. mode of life. 1890 A.
\Vhitelecge Hygiene a> Public Health x. 227 Cultivation

in non-living media, that is, a form of saprophytism, is [etc.].

1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 257 The fungus being merely
saprophytic. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Dec. 1509 AU the

known parasitic bacterial species (with the exception of the

leprosy bacilli) .. can thrive also saprophy tically.

SapsagO (sKps^'go). U.S. Also ehapsager.
[Corruptly a. G. schabziger, f. schaben to grate +
ziger a kind of chetse.] A kind of hard cheese

made in Switzerland, flavoured with melilot.

1846 Worcester (cites Farm. Encycl.). . . Also chapsager.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade.

Sapskull (sse'pskcl). Now dial, (see E.D.D.).
[f. Sap sb.1 (sense 4) + Skull.] = Sap-head.
1735 H. Carey Honest Yorkshire-man 9 Welcome to

London, dear 'Squire Sapscull. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar
Tongue, Sapscull, a simple fellow. 1796 Sporting Mag.
VII. 55 Poor sapskull, thus craftily put to the blush.

II Sapucaia (sap«kaya). Also 7 iaoapuoaya,

9 sapucaya. [Brazilian ; according to Von Mar-
tius f. sepia egg + acaia a kind of forest tree ; the

fruit with its seeds resembling a nest containing

eggs. Gandavo 1576 (Pg.) writes zabucaes pk]
1. a. A South American tree of the genus Lecythis.

b. The fruit of the tree, a sapucaia-nut.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 843 Of Fruits, he reckons

the Iacapucaya, like a pot . . with a couer on it. 1869 R. F.
Burton Highl. Brazil 1. 120 Hereabouts also are two noble
lofty Sapucaias, vestiges of the forest primeval.

2. attrib., as sapucaia tree; sapucaia-brown,
Chem. (see quot.) ; sapucaia-nut, the edible fruit

of Lecythis Zabucajo and L, Ollaria ; sapucaia-
oil, -wine (see quots.).

1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 195 The shell of the fruit con-
tains a tannin.. which, .in the older fruits is converted into
a brown substance (*sapucaia-brown). 1820 tr. von IVied's
Trav. Brazil 1. 126 Some baskets. .full of bananas, oranges,
*sapucaya-nuts [etc.]. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v. Lecythis, Under
the name of Sapucaia nuts, the seeds of L. Zabucajo are
commonly sold in our fruit shops. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.
746/1 *Sapucaia oil, yielded by Lecythis ollaria. 1820 tr.

von Wied's Trav. Brazil 1. 105 The young foliage of the
*sapucay_a tree. x868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 195 The juice
(*sapucaia.wine) which flows from incisions in old trees.

Sap-wood. [Sap sbX\ =Albdbnum.
1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. Add. Notes 96 The placen-

tal vessels .. are transformed from sap-wood . . into inert wood.
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci.fr Art I. 258 Boards.. free
from.. sap-wood. 1887 Moloney Forestry \V. Afr. 353 A
deep reddish-brown heartwood and light sap-wood.
Saque, Saquem, obs. ff. Sak£, Sachem.
Sar (sar). [a. F. sar, variant of sargue, sarge,

etc., ad. L. sargus : see Sargon, Sarotjs.] A fish
of the sparoid genus Sargus.
1838 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIV. 320/2 The Sars are

shore fish, are common on the Southern coasts of France.
1880 GUnther Fishes 406 Several of them occur in the
Mediterranean and the neighbouring parts of the Atlantic,
and are popularly called ' Sargo ',

' Sar ',
' Saragu '.

Sar : see Savoub, Serve, Shear, Sore.
Sarabaite (sajrabfi-sit). Eccl. Hist. Also 4
Serabite, 6 Sarrabaite, 6- Sarabite. [ad. eccl.
L. Sarabaita (Cassianus, 4-51I1 c, who says that
the word is Egyptian ; but no light has been thrown
on it from that language).
Sarabite is the form commonly found in English transla-

tions of the Rule of St. Benedict.]
One of a class of monks in the early Church
who lived together in small bands without rule

106

or superior, f Also as aaj\
y applied to certain

followers of the Franciscan rule (see quot. c 1380),
prob. the Fralricelli.

138. Wyclip IVks. (1880) 12 5'f bei pursuen to be deb pore
freris serabitis, bat kepen fraunseis reule and testament to

be ri^te vndyrstondynge and wille of fraunceis wib outen
glose of antecristis clerkis. 1516 Bp. Fox Rule of Seynt
Benet i, The .Hi. kynde, maner, or secte, is of Sarabites, a
secte detestable : whiche lyue not vnder obedience of any
superior. 1537 Orig. <f Sprynge of'Sectes A vij b, These Sar-

rabaites be sayd. .to come ofAnanias & Saphira. .bylynage
Stkynred. x693D*Emilianne Mon. Ord.v1ii.59 Sarabaites,

who were a sort of People following only their own Wills.

X738 Chambers Cycl. s. v., St. Benedict gives a frightful

Idea of these Sarabaites in the First Chapter of his Rule.

1765 Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Eccl. /fist. Cent. iv. 11. iii.

§ 15 Those wandering fanatics, or rather impostors, whom
the Egyptians called Sarabaites. i8ox Ranken Nisi.

France I. 224 The Sarabaites, who associated two or three

together, lived sometimes in solitude, but always without
rule or order. 1904 Gasquet Eng. Mon. Life 8 The Gyro-
vagi and Sarabites.

Saraband (sse*rabsend). Also 7-8 sarabrand,
8-9 sarabande. [ad, F. sarabande, ad. Sp. zara-

banda ( — Pg. sarabandd), prob. of Oriental origin.]

1. A slow and stately Spanish dance in triple time,
16x6 B. Jonson Devil an Ass iv. iv, Coach it to Pimlico

;

daunce the Saraband. 1675 Crowne Country Wit iv. 51,
I can dance Corantoes and Jiggs and Sarabands. 1726
Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 186 He went away to his own
Chamber, leaving room in all our Pockets for the Devil to
dance a Saraband. 1741 Richardson Pamela III. 324 Oh !

that I could but dance as well as thou sing'st ! I'd give you
a Saraband, as old as I am. X776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. IV.
388 note, Within the memory of persons now living, a Sara-
band danced by a Moor was constantly a part of the enter,

tainment at a puppet-shew.
t
1809 Campbell Gert. Wyom.

1. v, Nor far some Andalusian saraband Would sound to
many a native rondelay.
attrib. 1696 tr. Du Mont's Voy. Levant 284 They begin

..with a Saraband-Step, two steps forward and three back-
wards.

b. iransf. and^-.
12x658 Lovelace Posth. Poems (1659) 10 So you but with a

touch from your fair Hand Turn all to Saraband. 1703 Rules
ofCivility 22 'Tis pleasant, in troth, to see a lame Person find
fault with a Step in such a Sarabrand. i860 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (ed. 2) II. 75 In that unswept brain of his.. the
super-subtile fancies of theosophy, have danced a whirlwind
saraband. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 11. xxxi. (1874) 181
When the loose villager Weaves 'neath the moon his rustic
saraband.

2. A piece of music composed for this dance or in

its rhythm, in which the second note of the measure
is commonly lengthened.
1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. iv. u, How they are tickl*d

with a light ayre ! the bawdy Saraband ! 1657 P»- Ligon
Barbadoes 96 As Musitians, that first play a Preludium,
next a Lesson, and then a Saraband. 1760-72 H, Brooke
Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 152 The lady called to the orchestre
for a saraband. 1776 Burney Hist. Mus. (1789) IV. i. 114
Corelli in the saraband of his eleventh concerto. 1820
Scott Monast. xxviii, He hummed a saraband, i860 O. W.
Holmes Elsie V. xxv, Elsie rattled out a triple measure of
a saraband. 1884 Haweis My Mus. Life I. 8 Those simple
and severe gigues and sarabands.

Sarabatane, obs. form of Sarbacane.
Sarabrase, variant of Saeras Obs.

t a.n infusion.
14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 740/35 Hoc sarabracium,

sarabrase.

Saracen (sse'rasen), sb. and a. Forms : a. 1 pi.

Sarracene, Sarocine, 3 Sarezin, 3-4 Sarrezin,
3-7 Sarazin(e, 4 -sene, Sarisine, -zene, -ezyne,
4-6 Sarasyn(e, -in(e, 4-7 -cene, (5 Saresoun,
-ezen, -esyn, -aseyn, Sarracene, -ysyne), 5-6
Sarazyn(e, Sarrasyn, 5-7 -zen(e, Sarrasin(e,

(6 Sarason, -asen, -ezou, 7 -icin, -aoin), 3- Sara-
cen. P. \ pi. Sarcine, 3-5 Sarzin(e,4-5 -zyn,
4-6 -syn, 5 -sin(e, -s(e)yne, -cyne, -zene, -soun,
6 -son, 9 -zan. [In OE., ad. late L. Saracenl pi.

;

in ME., a. OF. Sarit^azin, -cm, mod.F. Sarrasin
(= It. Saracino, Sp. Saraceno, Pg. Sarraceno), ad.

late L. Saracmus, a. late Gr. ^apaxrjvos.
The ultimate etymology is uncertain. The derivations

from Arabic commonly given (of which the most usual is

Arab.
(
e£/-' sliarqi eastern, oriental, f.

,Jjj£
sltarq sun-

rise) are not well founded. In mediseval times the name
was often associated with Sarah, the wife of Abraham;
St. Jerome {Ezek, vm. xxv) identifies the Saracens with the
Agareni (HagarenSj descendants of Hagar) 'who are now
called Saracens, taking to themselves the name of Sara'.]

A. sb. 1. Among the later Greeks and Romans, a
name for the nomadic peoples of the Syro-Arabian
desert which harassed the Syrian confines ofthe Em-
pire; hence, an Arab; by extension, a Mohamme-
dan or Moslem, esp. with reference to the Crusades.

a. c 893 K. Alfred Oros. 1. i. 12 Monexe beoda. . baet is,

Comagena& Fenitia-.Iudea, & Palestina, & Sarracene [orig.

absque Saracenis], ag$o Durham Ritual (Surtees) 196 On
india saracena [L. in India Saracenorum]. a 1300 Cursor
M. 16 How charles kyng and rauland faght, Wit sarazins
waldbai nasaght. X387 Trevisa //:W!f?» (Rolls) II. 293 Peple
bat cleped hem self Saracenys, as Jxjgh bey were i-come of
Sarra. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 363 To passe over the grete
See To werre and sle the Sarazin. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1.

xvii. 99 The lawe of Macomet and of Sarezenis. c 1475
Partenay 309 Lesse worth am I then any sarysyne, Whiche
is in beleue of sory mahound ! 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.)

51 He hath quite dryuen out of Spayne the Moores or Sara-
sens. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 33 That braue
Saladin, Souldan of Egipt, with his notable milicia of

SARACEN.
Mamelucks(bymanycalledSarasins). 1602 Breton Wonders
•worthHearing (Grosart) 7/2 Standing . . with a Sarazins face,

his nose too long for his lips, his cheekes like the iawes of

a horse [etc.L 1632 Lithgow Trav. iv. 161 The Sarazens are
descended of Esau. 1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F. 1. V. 181 From
Mecca to the Euphrates, the Arabian tribes were confounded
by the Greeks and Latins, under the general appellation of
Saracens. 1848 Lytton Harold \. iv, Here . . might be seen
the swarthy Saracen, with wares from Spain and Afric 1905
19th Cent. Aug. 268 The African hordes, generically termed
Saracens, who were established near Villefranche as late as
the early part of the tenth century.

0. 1^900 Malchus in Cockayne Shrine (1864) 42 Wit
urnon..for sarcina herjunge.

^ a 1300 Cursor M. 11072 His
[i.e. St. John Baptist's] fest it es in somers time, it halus
bath Iu and sarzine. a X375 Joseph Arim. 55 J>ei ferden
to A Cite faste bi-syde, pat was called sarras ber sarsyns
sprongen, Erest borw Abrahames wyf bat wonede ber-inne.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 153 f>at jere Sarzyns com
out of Egipt into Affrica. a 1529 Skelton Agst. Carnesche
1. 36, I sey, ye sotem Sarson, alfe blake ys your ble. 1530
Palsgr. 265/1 Sarsyn a man.

t b. A Turk's head for tilting at. Obs.

1637 Earl Monm. tr. MalvezzVs Rom. <$- T. 231 Who pas-
sionately run their lances against a Saracin of wood. 1652
TJrquhart Jnvel Wks. (1834) 228 He carryed away the
ring fifteen times on end, and broke as many lances on the
Saracen. X656 Flecknoe Relat. xo Yrs. Trav. x. 26 A
solemn Justing or Running at Ring and Sarazen.

f 2. A non-Christian, heathen, or pagan ; an un-

believer, infidel. Obs.
r 1250 Meid. Maregrete ix. 35 Sone wolde be sarezin

habben hire to wiue. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4522 Ei^te
hundred ssipes in to bis londe he bro}te Vol of saracens
[MS. h of Saxons fullej. 12x300 A'. Horn 42 (Cambr. MS.),
He fond bi be stronde, . . Schipes fiftene, Wib sarazins kene.
c 1330 A rth. fy Merl. 2067 Danmark Sarrazins pat were of
Angys lins. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 151 Noujt b°rw
preyere of a pope. .Was bat sarasene [sc. Emperor Trajan]
saued. 1433 Lvdg. Edmund ty Fremund 11. 381 in Horstm.
A Itengl. Leg. (1881)403 Edmond that day wasCristis cham-
pioun,. .Among sarseynes he pleied the lioun. c 1450 Mer-
lin 193 That day Gawein slowgh many a sarazin of the
saxouns more than eny of his felowes. 1526 Pitgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 289 That they shall loue, as the chylde his

parentes, and the pagane or Sarasyn his false goddes. 1552
Abp. Hamilton Caiech. (1884) 50 Thou art made as ane
Pagan, Saracen or Enfidele.

t b. fig. An ignorant and tasteless person, a
1 barbarian \ * Goth \ < Vandal \ Obs.
17x4 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) I. 331 Methinks I

hear them . . ask what brute of a Saracen it is that draws his
ugly weapon for the destruction of learning.

+ 3. The Saracen people or territory. Obs. [So
OF. sa?razin.'\ Cf. Saracene below.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6984 pai. .lefte be lagh of hei drightin,

Andledd be law of sarazin. Ibid. 22286 Ouer Iubiter and
apoline, pat godds war o sarazine. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 185 Here fadyr was prest of sarysyne [Fr. orig.

paeneie\

4. Comb., as Saracen-like adj.; Saracen corn,
buckwheat (see Sarrasin); f Saracen's all-heal,

j comfrey, f consound, Senecio saracemcus, said

to have been used by the Saracens in healing

wounds
; + Saracen's birth-wort — Sarazine

;

f Saracen's corn, Sorghum vulgare
; t Saracen's

earth, ? Lemnian earth ; Saracen's head, the head
of a Saracen, Arab, or Turk used {a) as a charge
in heraldry, {b) as an inn sign, etc.; Saracen's
herb = Sarazine; f Saracen's mint = Sara-
zine

; 7 Saracen's soap, a mixture of soap-lye

and olive-oil ; Saracen's stone = Sarsen
; t Sara-

cen's woundwort= Saracens consound.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 46 We saw a Field

sowed with Maez or *Sarazin Corn. 1887 Bentley Man.
Bot. 653 The fruits of FagpPyrum esculentum,. .Common
Buckwheat or Saracen Corn, a X704 T. Brown Lett, to
Cent. <$ Ladies Wks. 1709 III. 11. 122 His Eye-brows are.,
somewhat *Saracen-Hke. 1786 *Saracen's all-heal [see

SaracenicanJ. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccxevii. 696 The
later writers haue loined vnto them a fift named 'Sara-
cens Birthwoort. X578 *Saracen's comfrey, *Saracen's
consound [see Consoude]. 1585 Higins yunius' Nomen-
clator 109/2 Milium fndicum.., Indian millet: Turkishe
wheate, or *Sarracens come. 2526 Grete Herbal/ ccccxliv.

(i529)Z v, Terra sigillata is otherwyse called *sarazyns erthe
or silueied clay. 1510 Nottingham Fee. III. 108 Unius me-
suagii nuncupati Me *Sarezon' Hed'. 1726 S. Kent Banner
Displayed 532 He beareth Gules, a Saracen's Head eras'd

at the Neck Argent. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, iv, The
coach-yard of the Saracen's-Head Inn. 1838 Penny CycL
XII. 142/2 Many of these [charges], such as crosses, .. Sara-
cens' heads, &c, were assumed during the Crusades. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomenclator 116/2 Aristolochia sarmen-
tiiia. .nonnullis herba Saracenica . .,*Sarracensherb. 1525
Grete Herball eclxxiv. (1529) Pv, Itis called mynte romayne,
or *sarazyns mynt. 1526 Ibid, cccxcyiii. X vj, *Sarazyns
sope is made of a lye called capitellium and oyle olyue
syden together tyll it be thycke. 1644 Svmonds Diary
(Camden) 151 A place so full of a grey pibble stone of great
bignes as is not usually seene.., the inhabaitants calling
them *Saracens' stones. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xcvii. 347
Saracenes Consounde is called in Latine Solidago Sarace-
nica, or Saracens Comfrey, . . English Saracens Consound,
and *Saracenes Woundwoort. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.
App. 326 The true Saracen's Wound-wort Senecio.

B. adj. = Saracenic. (By Sir C. Wren errone-

ously applied to Pointed or 'Gothic' architecture.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 4247 For men war bar o sarzin lede. c X450

Lovelich Grail xlv. 721 Whiche were to holden the better
lay, whethir the Cristene lawe, Ober Sarazine. <: X477 Caxton
Jason 29 Jason dide do sowne trompettis, labours, and
cornes sarasins. 15x9 Horman Vulg. 279 Let vs daunce
the haye, shypmens, sarson, and maurys daunce. Salte-



SABACENIAN.

mus gcranion. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 86 Syria
..was with the first subdued to Saracene servitude. 1713
Wren in Parentalia 11750) 297 This we now cal! the

Gothick Manner of Architecture. . .1 think it should with
more Reason be called the Saracen Style. 18x8 Milman
Satnor 207 When mad Orlando met On that frail bridge the

giant Sarzan king. 184a Catai. Classic Contents Straw-
Jerry Hill 162 A magnificent table of Saracen mosaic. 1862

W. H. Jervis Hist. France v. (1872) 67 The Saracen governor
of Saragossa.

+ b. Cookery, In browet, sauce Saracen. Obs.
''£1390 Form 0/ Cury (1780) 44 Sawse Sarzyne. Take

heppes and make hem clene, take Almaundes blaunched.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 19 Bruette Sareson. Ibid. 30 Sauke
Sarsoun. Take Almoundys, & blaunche hem. Ibid. 113
Saug saraser [so printed], Tak Almandes, frye hem in oille.

Hence f Saracene, the land of the Saracens.
c 1450 Lovelich Grail xlv. 724 A gret Semble Of AUe the

Maistres Of Sarrascnc.

Saracenian (sxrasrnian), a. [f. late L. Sara-
cenus + -IAN.] Saracenic.
1818 Mills Hist. Crusades (1822) I. i. 17 Some direful

effects of Saracenian zeaL

Saracenic sserase'nik), a. [ad. med.L. Sara-
cenic-us, f. late L. Saracen-us Saracen: see -ic. Cf.

F. sarracenique.\ Of, pertaining to, or character-

istic of the Saracens.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 38 The Mammoody

and Roopee are good silver..and (after the Saracenic sort
who hate Images in Coyne) cover'd with Arabick letters.

Ibid 280 The iron yoak of Saracenic bondage. 1816 Stort-
ing Mag. XLVIII. q Those nations . .have to acknowledge
their obligations to Saracenic or Arabian instructors. 1819
Scott Ivanhoe ix, The Saracenic music of the challengers.
1831 G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 231 Specimens of
Saracenic Armour. 1897 Dowden Ft. Lit. in. vii. 226 The
strife between French chivalry and Saracenic hordes.

b. Applied to Mohammedan architecture in its

various forms, or to any features of it.

In the 18th and early 19th c often erroneously applied
(after Wren : see Saracen a.) to ' Gothic ' architecture.

1768 Riou Grec. Orders Arckit. 10 The heavy Gothic by
Sir C. Wren, is distinguished as Anglo- Saxonic, the lighter as
Saracenic. i8ao Scott Anne oj'G. xxi, A considerable part of
the edifice was less in the strict Gothic than in what has been
termed the Saracenic style. 184a W. F. Ainsworth Trav*
Asia AIinar

% etc. 1. 107 Its numerous remains of Mohamme-
dan buildings, chiefly in a rich style of Saracenic archi-
tecture. 1846 Thackekav Corn/till to Cairo wits, 1808
V. 726 A great, large Saracenic oriel window. 1877 A. 1 '•.

Edwards Up Nile l 11 Saracenic doorways,

o. trans/. Barbaric, heathenish.

1837 Dickens Picket: wii, Swearing at him in a most Sara-
cenic and ferocious manner.

Saracenical (sxrase-nikal), a. [Formed as
prec. : see -ical.] — Saracenic.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) title -p., The Ancient

Religions before the Flood, the Heathnuh, Jewish, and
Saraccnicall in all Ages since. 163s Lithcow Trav. iv. 144
A Saraccnicall Sultan of Persia. 167a Rosemary 4 Hayes
6 It is not manifest unto me by the Sarraccmcal histories.,
that Mahomet had not two companions. 1768 Tucker Lt.
Ned. (1834) IL 297 The Saracenical caliphs.

tSaracenican(sxrase-nikan), (*. Obs. [Formed
as prec. + -an.] = Saracenic. Saracenican
groundsel, Scnecio saracenicus.
1607 Topseix Four-/. Beasts 734 Dib (otherwise Dijb) is

an Arabian or Saracenican word. 1786 J. Aberckombjk
Arrangem. in Card. Assist. 67/1 Saracenican Helvetian
groundsel, called Saracen's all-heal.

Saracenism (sse'raseniz'm). rare. [ad. med.L.
Saracinism-us race or country of the Saracens, f.

Saracintts Saracen. Cf. OF. Sarasinesme country
of the Saracens.] The political or religious organ-
ization of the Saracens.
1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 356 Saracenism, Barbarism, and

Atheisme. i8« Milman Lai. Ckr. xiv. vi. VI. 524 The
Saxondom of his [sc. Arthur] foes recedes, the Paganism,
even the Saracenism takes its place. 1907 Edin. Re: Apr.
445 It was Saracenism that beat back the Cross on the plains
of Syria.

t Saracenly, adv. Obs. [f. Saracen + -ly ^.]

Like a Saracen ; ? with heathenish violence.
1596 y, KiMv. Saffron Waldtn 02 b, Whiles he was thus

saracenly sentencing it against nice.

Saracennet, obs. form of Sarsenet.
Saraf (sara-f). Also 6 xaraffe, -affo, 7

charaflf, xeraffo, 9 sarraf, saraf?, aerof, -aff. See
also Shroff. [Pers., etc., a. Arab. t_iL» farruf, f.

<*-j>j+ carafa to exchange, corresp. to Ileb. rra
caraph to refine, assay (gold or silver), whence
eQreph refiner, worker in gold. Cf. F. cherafe
(17th c), Pg. xarrafo, carafo (16th c.).] A banker
or money-changer in the East ; - Shroff.
1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. xxxiii. 66/1 There is in

euery place of the street exchangers of mony, by them
[sc. Heathens] called Xaraffos, which are all christian Jewes.
Ibid. 244 Xaraflcs. 166s J. Davies tr. Olearius Voy.
Ambass. vi. 330 The money-changers, whom they call
Xeram (in Persia}. 1678 J. P. tr. Tavemier's Trav. I. n.

4 There is no considerable payment made, which is not re-
ceived by the Cheraff or Hanker. 1811 Niebuhr's Trav.
Arab, liia. in Pinkerton's Voy. X. jt He sent us to receive
the money from his Saraf, or banker. 1877 M cCoan Egypt
as tt is its The mamour ..till the recent reform appointing
a Controller-General of Receipts, received the taxes from
the saraffs. 1883 C. J. Wills In Land ofLion <y Sun xvii.

192 The business of the serof is despised as being a usurer
on the sly. 1897 Blackw. Mag. July 24/2 They [sc. Arme-
nians] propertd a* our ' Saiiafs '.
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fl Sarafan (sse-rafaen). Also 8-9 -phan(e. [Rus-
sian capaijiairb.] A long mantle, veil, or sleeveless

cloak, forming part of the national dress of Russian
peasant women.
1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. I. 366 The quality

of the saraphan is various according to circumstances. 1833
R. Pinkerton Russia 301 A ribbon, which reaches to the
hem of their sarafan. 1855 English™, in Russia 28 The
national dress, the sarafane, which was generally of. . blue
or red cotton, having no bodice. 1896 Daily Tel. 27 May
7/1 The Grand Duchesses, .wore.. the.. national veil or
scarf, called sarafan.

Saragoy, var. Sarigue. Sarai, var. Serai.
Sarampura, obs. var. Salempore. Sarang,
rarevar.SERANG. Sarape.var.SERAPE. Sararre,
obs. f. compar. of Sore.
Sarasen, -son, etc., obs. forms of Saracen.
Saratoga (sscratou-ga). [prob. f. Saratoga

.Springs, the name of a summer resort in New York
State.] In full Saratoga tntnt : a large kind of
trunk much used by ladies.

1893 F. F. Moore Forbid Banns xi.\, 'Oh, Eric, do help
Miriam withthat Saratoga/ cried Mrs. Hardy, ..pointing
to where Miriam was struggling with a large trunk that had
just been hoisted from the hold. Ibid, xxx, Three Saratoga
trunks. 1894 Howells Trav. from Altruria 95, I found
the porter.. with his wrist bound up. He said he had
strained it in handling a lady's Saratoga.

Sarau, -aw, variant of Serow.
Sarawakite (sara-wakait). Mitt. [a. G. Sara-

tvakit (Frenzel 1877), f. Sarawak (in llorneo) :

see -he.] A compound of antimony found in

minute colourless crystals.

1882 G. J. Brush yrdApp. Dana's Min. 106 Sarawakite.
. Found in cavities in the native antimony of Borneo.
Saray, variant of Serai.

+ Saraza-ntic, a, Obs. - ° [app. alteration of
Saracenic after Byzantine.'] Saracenic.
1726 Bailey, Sarazantick, like a Sarazen.

Sarazin, variant of Sarhasin.
Sarazin(e, etc., obs. forms of Saracen.
t Sa razine. Obs. [a. OF. sarazine, sar(r)a-

sine aristolochia :—pop. L. sarracina for late L.
sarracena (sc. herba), leva, of sarracenus Saracex.]
Uirthwort.
1525 Grete HerbalI eclxxiv. (1529) P v b, Mynte romayne

or sarazyneis bote & drye in >•• seconde degrc. 1866 Treas.
Bat., Sarazine, Aristolochia Clematitis.

Sarbacane (sa-jbakv'n). Obs. exc. Antiq. Also
7 sarabatane, 8 sarbacan, 9 sabarcane (?), sar-
bacand(?). [a. ¥. sarbacane (16th c. ; earlier

sarbatenne) ' a long Lrunke to shoot in ' (Cotgr.),

also, a speaking-trumpet (Littre), ad. Sp. cebra-

tana : see Cebratane.]
1. A blow-tube or pipe for shooting with. Hist.
1765 H. Timberlake Mtitt. 45 Children, who. .are very

expert at killing with a sarbacan. 1825 Scott Talism. xxi,
These cowardly caitiffs come against us with sarbacanes
and poisoned shafts. 1869 Boutele Armsfy AryrtourvLSj
Substituting for the bow. .the Sabarcane [r/t ], Sumpitan,or
blow-tube, the Malays strike objects at great distances.
1878 I'of. Sci. Monthly XIII. 258 Thus originated.. slings,
sarbacands, lassos.

1 2. An ear-trumpet. Obs.

1644 Digby Sat. Bodies xxviii. 251 To this art belongelh
the making of sarabatanes, or trunkes, to helpc the hearing.

Sarbet, obs. form of Sbebbet.

Sarcasm (saukxz'm). Also 6-7 in L. form
sarcasmus. [ad. late L. sarcasm-us, a. late Gr.
ffar>*ao>o's, f. aapna^iv to tear flesh, gnash the

teeth, speak bitterly, f. aapx-, cap( flesh.] A sharp,

bitter, or cutting expression or remark ; a bitter

gibe or taunt. Now usually in generalized sense :

Sarcastic language ; sarcastic meaning or purpose.
n. 1579 K. K. in Spenser's She/h. Cal. Oct., Glosse, Tom

piper, an ironicall Sarcasmus, spoken in derision of these

rude wits, whych letc.]. 1581 J. Bell itaddou's Ausw.
Osor.324 With this skoffedolh he note tbem. .byacertayne
figure called Sarcasmus. 1605 J. Dove Confut. Atheism 38
He called the other Gods so, ny a figure called Ironia, or
Sarcasmus. 1621 Burton Amit. Met. 1. ii. iv. iv, Many
are of so petulant a spleene, and haue that figure Sarcas-

mus so often in their mouths, . . that [etc].
' 1601 Feltham

Resolves 11. 1. 284 Either a Sarcasmus against the volup-

tuous ; or else, 'tis a milder counsel.

0. 1619 H. Hutton Follies Anat. (Percy Soc.) 10 Muse,
shew the rigour of a satyres art, In harsh sarcasmes, dis-

sonant and smart. 169a C. Nesse Hist, f/ Myst. O. * If.

Test. I. 334 No lye, but an irony .. a witty way of speaking

..such sarcasms Elijah used. 1725 Blackwall tntrod.

Class, (ed. 3) 179 When a dying or dead Person is insulted

with ScofTsand ironical Tartness tis usuallycall'd a Sarcasm.

1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles iv. xxviii, With many a sarcasm

varied still On woman's wish, and woman's will ! 1862

Mrs. H. Wood Channings I. ix. 133 He looked upon the

remark as a bit of sarcasm. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt II.

xxx. 237 Blows are sarcasms turned stupid. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Cona. (1876) IV. 127 William's return was accom-
panied by a confiscation and distribution of laws on so wide

a scale that it could be said with indignant sarcasm that

he gave away the land of every man.

t Sarcasmatical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sarcasm
+ -atical.] Sarcastic. Hence t Sarcasmatic-
ully adv., sarcastically. So 7 Sarca smatizs v.,

to speak sarcastically of.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. III. 94 A haughty Jesuit..
publUh'd an Anonymous, sarcasmatical Pamphlet, tbid.

SARCELLE.
II. 71 Mr. Wood calls the first a Calvinistical Bishop (who
was then, as it seems, marry'd, says he, very Sarcasmatically .

Ibid. III. 33 So easy it is from Scorning and Sarcasmatizing
a deceas'd Protestant Bishop, .to proceed to quarrel with a
living Brother Bishop.

t Sarcasmical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sahcasm +
-ical. Cf. med.L. sarcasmicus.'] Sarcastic. Hence
t Sarca'smically adv., sarcastically.
160a Fulbecke 2nd Pt. Parallel 26 The Graecians did

allow such taunts and biting sarcasmicall speeches. 1658

J. Jones Ovid's Ibis 42 It is inhumane sarcasmically to
insult over a captive as a Cat over a Mouse.
So f Sarca*smous a. , sarcastic.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. ii. 578 So say the Wicked-and will
you Make that Sarcasmous Scandal true? a 1734 North
Exam. 1. ii. § 124 (1740) 98 When he gets a sarcasmous
Paper against the Crown, well backed with Authority. Ibid.
iii. § 36. 144 A sarcasmous Reflection on the House of
Commons itself.

Sarcast (saukatst). [ad. Gr. type *<rapKa<TTT}s,

f. ffap*afeti/ (see Sarcasm).] A sarcastic writer or
speaker.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 111. vi. 108 The slave Sancho
doth supra-parasite it, turnes mime, Satyr, Sarcast, Hyper-
aspist. 1859 Knickerb. Mag. Nov. 478 Jerrold has been
called a cynic and a sarcast. 1886 Sat. Rev. 19 June 845
Dr. Parker ; or, the Sarcast. 1898 Daily News 8 June 2/2
1 Mr. Disraeli 'jhe [sc. Gladstone] said .

.
' was a great sarcast \

Sarcastic (saikae-stik), a. Also 7-8 -ick. [ad.
Gr. type ^apxaoriKos, f. (Taptcafav : see Sarcasm
and -ic. Ct F. sariastique.] Characterized by or
involving sarcasm

;
given to the use of sarcasm

;

bitterly cutting or caustic.

169s J. Edwards Author. O. $ N. Test. III. 380 Sarcas-
tick speeches, gibes, taunts. 1751 Johnson Rambler No.
177F11 Their merriment bluntly sarcastick. 1848THACKERAY
Van. Fair xi, Mrs. Firkin, .flung up her head and said, ' I

think Miss is very clever,' with the most killing sarcastic
air. 1861 Calverley Verses $ Transl. (1894) 43 Poising
evermore the eye-glass In the light sarcastic eye. 1879
Froude Csesar xxh. 385 He had spoken his thgughts with
sarcastic freedom.

Hence Sarcasticness.
1903 Times 30 Sept. 10/5 His habitual sarcasticness.

Sarcastical (sajkoe'stikal), a. [Formed as
prec: see -ICAL.] =prec.
1641 • Smkctymnuus ' Vind. Answ. § 2 Such a sarcastical!

I Declaration. 1697 S. Patrick Comm. E.xod. v. 17 Nothing
;

could be more Sarcastical, than to tell them they were idle,

1
when they sunk under their Burdens. 1756 P. Pott Treat.

I
Ruptures vl Wks. II. 123 He will be inclined to believe the
sarcastical distinction between cures, and escapes, not ill-

founded. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV. 1. 185 The active and
sarcastical mockery of the ruthless tyrant upon its victims.

1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon I. i. 14 'You mean that to
be sarcastical', she laughs.

Hence Sarca sticalness.
1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) III. 244, I could

never give my self a Reason why the Kphesian Matron of
Petronuis should please so much, unless it were for the
Sarcasticalness.

Sarcastically (saikarstikali), adv. [f. prec.

+ -LY 2
.] In a sarcastic manner; with sarcasm.

1647 J* Trapp Matt. xiii. 55 As a Christian Schoolmaster
fitly answered Libanus, sarcastically demanding : what the
Carpenters son was now a doing ? 1664 H. More Myst.
Iniq.xW. 39 Or whether pursuing, or in a journey, or asleep
somewhere, as Elias sarcastically argues concerning Baal.
1785 Burke Sp. Nabob o/Arcot's Debts 25 It is not neces-
sary that the right honourable gentleman should sarcastically
call that time to our recollection. 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre
xviii, 'I suppose, now', said Miss Ingram, curling her lip

sarcastically [etc. J. 1855 Macallay Hist. Eng. xviu IV. 49
If, it was sarcastically said, all our notions of right and
wrong, .are to be suddenly altered by a few lines of manu-
script found in a corner of the library at Lambeth. 1887
Courier 16 June 16/4, ' I am as hungry as a wolf. I work
like a horse, but I can't sleep.' ' You had better see a vet-

erinary surgeon,' said the doctor, sarcastically.

Sarce, obs. form of Searck sb. and v.

t Sarcel. 06s. Also 5, 7 seroell, 6-7 sarcell,

7 aarcill. [a. OF. cercel (mod. F. cerceau) :-late

L. circelltis, dim. of circus circle (see Circus).] A
pinion feather ofa hawk's wing. Also sarcelfeather.

1496 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking avb, The feders that

some calle the pynyon feder of a nother foule: ofan hawke
it is callyd the Sercell. 157s Tlrberv. Faulconrie ays
Within Sixe or Seven dayes she will caste, .hir Sarcels or
flagges. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. (1641) 45 The Mar-
lin, Lanar, and the gentle Tercell, Th' Ospray, and Saker,
with a nimble sarcell, Follow the Phoenix. 16x1 Cotgr.,
Cerceau, . . the Sercell, or Sarcell (feather) of a hawkes wing.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. xi. 237/1 The Sarcell Feathers, are
the extream pinion Feathers in the Hawks Wing.

b. Jig. or in fig. context,

1610 W. Folkingham Art 0/Survey Ep. Ded. p. ii, Skie-
towring Faulcons, whose Quills imped with strong Sarcells

of the Grace of Greatnes. 1630 Drum m. ok Hawth. Flowres
o/Sion 33 My Knowledge sharpen, Sarcells lend my thought.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V
t
xxxvii, Vnfledg'd Witt

Imp't from that ragged Sarcill Chaucer drop't.

Sarcelle (saise'l). Also 4 cercelle, 5 sor-

cell(?), 6 sarcell. [a. OF. cercelle (13th cX
mod.F. sarcelle — Yx. sercela (cf. med.L. cercella,

Higden) :—pop. L. *cercedula- t for class. L. ouer-

i/iwduta,] A name for the teals and closely allied

ducks {e.g. the garganey, the long-tailed duck).

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 371 In Lagenia is a ponde

;

J»ere is Seynt Colman his briddes ; be briddes beeb i-cleped

cercelles. c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 79 Take a Sorcell or a

tele, and breke his necke. 1513 Bk. Keruynge (W. de W.j

Bj b, Take a sarcell or a teele, and reyse his wynges.
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SARCELLED.

1793 tr. Buffons Nat Hist. Birds IX. 217 The Sarcelles,

which we cannot better paint in general terms than by

saying, that they are ducks much smaller than the others.

Ibid. 240 The White and Black Sarcelle ; or, the Nun. Ibid.

243 The Brown and White Sarcelle. 180a Montagu Ornith.

Diet. 1818-M Encycl. Metrop. (1845* XIV. 266/2.

Sarcelled (sauseld), a. Her. [Anglicized f.

sarcelle* Sarcelly.]
1. = Sabcellt 2.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 1. v. 49-50 A Cross double parted

Voided FIory..-It is like the Cross Moline Sawed, or cut

into 4. quarters, and disposed at a convenient distance ; And
therefore may be fitly termed a Cross Moline Sarcelled.

17M Nisbet Syst. Her. I. xv. 113 If the Voiding be of

another Colour.. than the Field, the Cross is then said to

be charged with another Cross ; for which our English
Heraulds have some needless Terms, as Sarcelled and Re •

sarcelled. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Cross paitee sar-

celled at bottom in the form of a A reversed. Ibid., Cross
double voided, by some called a cross voided sarcelled, or

sarcelled resarcelled, that is double or twice sawed asunder.

1847 Parker's Gloss. Her. 101 Cross moline sarcelled, or
voided throughout, cross recercelee or recersile, or recercelee

voided or disjoined, which has also been called a cross fleury

biparted.

2. = Sarcelly 3.
1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Sarcelled, cut through the

middle. Beasts and birds, thus cloven throughout, and the
halves, .endorsed., is no uncommon bearing in..Germany.

Sarcelly (sa'Jseli),a. Her, Forms: 6 sarsile,

6-7 (9) sarcele, 7 sarcelie, 8 cerci.16, cercelly,

9 saxcel(l)6, 8- sarcelly, cercele'e. Also erron.

9 sarcell. [a. AF. serceli^ cerseli = OF. cercele
1

hooped, ringleted, curled, pa. pple. of cerceler
t

f.

cercel (see Sarcel).
F. cerceli and recerceli (see Recercele(e) were used

synonymously in sense 1 (below). Beside these there was
a F. resarceli (see Resarcelee, of obscure origin) applied
to a cross on which another is placed of a different colour.

Recerceli^ and consequently cerceli, sarcelly, were confused
with resarceli and used for it (sense 2). The cross resar-

celee was later sometimes blazoned as a cross voided {i.e.

having the central part cut out), and recent English heraldic
writers have further extended the use of sarcelly (and sar-
celled) by applying them to birds and beasts cut through
the middle (sense 3).]

1. Used to designate a variety of the cross moline
in which the points are recurved or curled back.
The Book of St. Albans blazons this cross as retornyt and

reuersit, F. recercilee, L. inversa.

£1500 Sc. Poem Heraldry 141 in Q. Eliz, Acad., etc. 09,
xj crois fichye ; xi| sarsile fere. 1562 Legh Armory 59 The
fielde Or, a crosse Sarcele Geules. 1572 Bossewell A rmorie
11. 25 b, Gules, on a Crosse Sarcele D'or, fiue mollettes of
the firste.

^ 1780 Edmondson Her, Gloss., Cross-Cercelie.
This Cross is like the Cross Moline, but with this difference,

that the points are turned round. Ibid., Sarcelly, the same
as Cercelly. 1864 Boutell Heraldry 79 Cercelee or Recer-
celee, curling at the extremities. 1897 W. K. R. Bedford
Blazon Episc. (ed. 2) 217 Gules, a cross sarcelly ermine.

2. Applied to a cross (esp. a cross moline)
voided and open at the ends. (Cf. Resarcelee.)
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 11. 9 Sarcele Cross [= infra 14

RecercileL ,1722 Nisbet Syst. Her. I. xv. 118 A Cross
moline, altogether voided, which some of them call a Cross
Cercile. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. I, Cross sarcele, sar-
cell, or sarcelle, is a cross voided, or, as it were, sawed
apart. 1889 Elvin Diet. Her. p. xiii, Cross voided, also
termed sarcelle.

3. Cut through the middle. (Cf. Sarcelled 2.)
1864 Boutell Heraldry 87 Sarccllee.

Sarcen, variant of Sarsen.
Sarcenchyine (sajse'nkaim). [f. Gr. captc-,

<rap£ flesh, after Parenchyme.] Sollas's name for

a connective tissue in certain sponges (see quot.).
1887 Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 419/2 In the higher

sponges (Geodia, Stelletta) it [sc. the mesoderm] consists of
small polygonal granular cells either closely contiguous or
separated by a very small quantity of structureless jelly,

and in this form may be termed sarcenchyme. 1898 Sedg-
wick Tcxt'bk. Zool. I. 79.

Sarcenet(t, obs. forms or variants of Sarsenet.
Sarch(e, var. or obs. ff. Search ; obs. ff. Search.
Sarcic (saTsik). [ad. Gr. ffaptcttcos, f. aap/c-,

<rdp£ flesh.] (See quot.)
1876 tr. Hergeurdthers Catlu Ck. % Chr. State II. 293

Neither is it true that the clergy were only regarded as men
of the spirit, and the laity only as men of the flesh ; the
Church had long rejected the Gnostic distinction between
pneumatics and sarcics.

II Sarcina (sausina). Bot, PI. -inee (in/). [L.
= bundle, f. sarcire to patch, mend.] A genus of

schizomycetous fungi or bacteria, forming masses
of cells united in fixed numbers, which are found
in various animal fluids. Also atlrib.
1842 Goodsir in Edin, Med. <y Surg. Jrnl. 4^4 These cir-

cumstances gave the whole organism the appearance of a
wool-pack, or of a soft bundle bound with cord.. .From
these very striking peculiarities of form, I propose for it

the generic name of Sarcina. Ibid. 435 The Sarcinas were
found grouped as it were in colonies, in certain portions of
the ropy fluid. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 486/1 Thesarcinae
occurring in urine are about half the size of those occurring
in the stomach, and the aggregations of sarcina cells are
also smaller. 1884 Klein Micro-org. 39 A group of four
(tetrade or sarcinaform) is thereby produced. Ibid. 43 Small
sarcinae occur on boiled potatoes. 1888 yrnl. Chem. Ind,
30 June 440/1 Cultivations of sarcina in sterilised beer-wort.

f Sareina-rious, a. Obs. [f. L. sarcinarius, f.

sarcina bundle, pack.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sarcinarious, of or belonging to

Packs, Fardels, &c, serving to carry burthens or loads.
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I
+ SaTCinate, v. Obs. [f. L. sarcindt-, ppl.

stem of sarcindre to load a beast, f. sarcina load,

pack.] trans. To load (a beast of burden)
;
jig.

to overload (but cf. Fakcinate).
1623 Cockekam 11, To Lade a beast, Sarcinate. 1645

Martin's Echo in Prynne Discov. Blazing-Stars 23 Extend
your panches, cram your bellies, sarcinate your ventricles.

[But 'Martin Mar-priest* Martin's Eccho (? 1645) 2 has
farcinate.] 1656 Blount Glossogr.

Hence f Sarcination.
1658 Phillips, Sarcination, a loading with packs or

fardel Is.

t Sa'rciliator. Obs. [L. agent-n. of *sarci-

nare = sarctre to botch.] A mender, patcher.
1646 Mavne Scrm. on Unity $c. 31 There wants only a

Sarcinator, or Botcher, to assume to himselfe the Crowne.

Sarcine (sausin). Chem. Also -kin(e. [ad. G.
sarkin (Strecker), f.Gr. aaptc-, oap£ flesh: see-iNE.]

A base existing in the juice of flesh. Also attrib.

1858 Q. Jml. Chem. Soc. X. 121 A well characterised or-

ganic base, which I [i. e. Strecker] will provisionally distin-

guish by the name Sarcine. Ibid. 123 Its [sc. sarcine] solu-

tion in baryta-water, deposits, on addition of a larger

quantity of the baryta-solution, . . crystals of sarcine-baryta.

1887 A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 70 Sarkine or hypo-
xanthine, so widely distributed in the organic world, both
animal and vegetable.

Sarcinet, obs. form of Sarsenet.

Sarcinoid (sausinoid), a. [ad. mod.L. Sarci-

noldes (used by Blainville, 1834, in neut. pi. -oidea),

L Gi. oapfcivo-s fleshy {i.oapK-, erdp£ flesh): see-oiD.]

Belonging to the group Sarcinoidea of polyps.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 423/1 The Sarcoid (or sarcinoid, or

carnose) Polypiaria.

Sarcinous (sausinas), a. [f. Sarcina + -ous.]

Pertaining to or involving sarcinae.

1874 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 6) 143 Sarcinous vomiting.

Sarcle (sa'ik'l), sb. (Only in renderings of the

L. word.) [ad. L. sarciilnm, -wj, instrumental noun
f. sar(f)Ire to weed.] A hoe.

1745 tr. Columella's Husb. 11. xii, The roots of the corn
are laid open and uncovered with the sarcle. 1875 Encycl.
Brit. I. 311/2 A history of this implement [sc. the plough],
tracing its gradual progress from the ancient Sarcle to its

most improved form at the present day.

Sarcle (.sauk
1

!), v. (Obs. Also 7 sarkle. [a.

OF. sarcler :—L. sarculdre, f. sarculum (see prec.).]

trans. To weed with a hoe. Chiefly in vbl. sb.

x543 tr - Aci 25 Ediu. Ill, c. 1 (Stat, labourers) And that
none pay in the time of sarcling or heymaking but .i.d. the
day. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 20 After the ground is sowne,
it requireth weeding, sarcling, or raking. Ibid. 28 That
they must not be sarcled, nor have the earth opened Sc

laid hollow about them. 1611 Florio, Risarchidre, to
sarkle, to harrow or rake ouer againe. 1617 Minsheu Ductor,
Sarceling time, or time of Sarceling, seemeth to bee the
time when the Countryman weedeth his corne, 174^5 tr.

Columella's Husb. 11. xii, There are many who are of opinion
that they should be sarcled. Ibid., After we have finished
our sowing, our next care is of sarcling.

Hence Sarcler, a weeder.
1707 Fleetwood Chron. Prec. 158 In 1351.. Sarclers (that

is Weeders) and Hay-makers, by the Day, 00/. 00 s. out.
[t88$Q. Rev. Apr. 327 On 220 acres in Suffolk, 60 sarclers or
weeders were employed on one day at 2d. a piece.]

Saronet, obs. form of Sarsenet.
SarcO- (sauko, saikf?'), combining form of Gr.

oapK-j aap£ flesh, occurring as prefix in many scien-

tific terms (the more important are given as Main
words) : Sarco-acid, short for Sarcolactic acid.

||
Sarcobasis Bot.

t
a very fleshy gynobase; =

Carcerule. Sa-rcoblast, (a) one of the minute
yellow bodies present in rhizopods

;
{b) a germinal

particle of protoplasm. Sa-rcocyte : see quot.

Sarco'g-nomy Psych, rare [afterphysiognomy], the

study of the sympathy and correspondence between
the body and the brain. || Sarcomatrix, in proto-

zoa (see quot). Sa*rcomere/?«#/. [Gr./«'pospart],

a sarcous element. Barooplasm, l| Sarcoplasma,
the interfibrillar hyaline substance of muscle.

:. Sarcosoma [Gr. cupa body], the 'bark' of

corals. Sa'rcosome, a granular body lying in the

sarcoplasm of muscle. Sarcosperm BoI. — Sar-
CODERM. || Sarcosto sis Path. [Gr. -oo"ToJ<ns as in

i£6(TTQ}ots Exostosis], ossification of flesh (Craig
1 849). Sa'roostyle, H Sarcothe'ea [Gr. 0tjkij case]

:

see quots. Sarcotome^r^. [Gr. -t6(xos that cuts]

:

see quot.
1883 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 107/1 The *sarco-acld has pre-

cisely the same structure as ordinary lactic acid. 1866
Treas. Bot., ^Sarcobasis, the same kind of fruit as the
Carcerulus. 1895 J. C. Warren Surg. Path. ix. 235 Some
authorities believe that the new growth proceeds from the.

muscular cells or *sarcoblasts. 1898 Sedgwick Textbk.
Zool. I. 57^ In many forms [of Gregarmes] there are longitu-

dinal fibrillar thickenings of the cuticle, and occasionally

a special superficial layer of the ectoplasm immediately
beneath the cuticle is distinguished as the *sarcocyte,

1878 J. R. Buchanan Psychophysiol. Sci. 74 *Sarcognomy.
1882 Banner of Light (Boston, U. S.) 10 Aug., The entire

symptomatology of diseases must be deficient in regard to
mental symptoms, . . without the guidance of sarcognomy.
1884 J.

R, Buchanan (title) Therapeutic Sarcognomy, a
scientific exposition of the mysterious union of soul and
body, and a new system of therapeutic practice with*
out medicine. 1895 Jrnl. Mar. Zool. Mar. 13 The extra-
capsular substance consists of two well defined layers, the

SARCODEBM.
inner (*sarcomatrix) which invests closely the capsule, is

protoplasmic. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., ^Sarcomere. 1900
Bourne Comp. Anat. I. 96 The sarcostyle itself is made up
of a number of segments, called sarcomeres, separated from
one another by fine membranes. Ibid., They [sc. sarcostyles]
are prismatic in section, and are separated from one another
by a more fluid substance known as *sarcoplasm. 1890
C. F. Marshall in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. CXI. 67 Accord-
ing to Rollett, the ' muscle-columns ' are the essential parts
of the fibre, and the ' *sarcoplasma ' is simply interfibrillar

material. 1865 Nat. Hist. Rev. 363 The "sarcosoma or
bark of the coral is next described [by Laca^e-Duthiers].
1899 tr. Venuorii's Gen. Physiol, v. 464 The granules, or
*sarcosomes, lying in the sarcoplasm between the individual
fibriliae were enormously enlarged in the fatigued, .muscle.
1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 578 The secundincwhen it

assumes a fleshy character, . . has received the name of "sarco-
sperm or sarcoderm. 1888 Allman in Challenger Rep.,
Zool. XXIII. Hydroida p. xix, I shall.. adopt here the
terminology proposed by Hincks, and use the term *sarco-
style for the fleshy offset from the ccenosarc, and that of
*sarcolheca for the chitinous receptacle by which this is

protected. Ibid., The Sarcotheca; occur in the Plumu-
larina; under two principal forms. 1874 Trans. Clinical Soc.
VII. 138 Description of the *Sarcotome, an Instrument for
painlessly cutting through the soft Tissues of the Body. By
W. Ainslie Hollis.

Sarcocarp (sa-jk^kajp). Bot. [ad. F. sarco-

carpe (Richard), f. Gr. aaptco-, oapfc flesh + xapnos
fruit.] The fleshy part of a drupaceous fruit lying

between the epicarp and the endocarp, being the

part usually eaten.
1819 Lindley tr. Richard's Obs. Fruits fy Seeds 2, I pro-

pose naming the epidermis of fruit Epicarp, the parenchyma
Sarcocarp. 1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 525 In the Date,..
the pulpy matter is the mesocarp or sarcocarp. 1870 Hooker
Stud. Flora 237 Olea europaea yields oil in its fleshy sarco-
carp.

SarCOCele (sa-ikos/l). Path. [ad. mod.L. sarco-

cele (G. Valla, 1501), a. Gr. GapKotcrjXrj, f. aapKo-
y

cdp£ flesh + ktjKtj tumour.] Hard fleshy enlarge-

ment of the testicle.

1742 tr. Heister's Surg. n. (1768) II. n$ A recent Sarcocele
may frequently be suppurated by digestive Medicines. 1783
Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 22 Sept., The complaint about
which you enquire is a sarcocele : I thought it a hydrocele
and heeded it but little. 1861^ Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879)
634 Syphilitic sarcocele, orchitis, or albuginitis, as it is va-
riously termed.

Sarcocoll (sauk^kf7l). Now rare. [ad. late L.
sarcocotla: see next.] =next.

•. 1400 Lanfranfs Cirurg. 153 Take oile of rosis. .mirre,
sarcocol [etc J. 15*6 Crete Herball ccclxxxviil (1529) X iv,

Sarcocolle is hote and drye in the thyrde degre. c 1550
H. Lloyd Treas. Health M ij, A fumigacion made of Sar-
cocoll upon hote Coles. 16x2 tr. Valentinus y Enchir. Med.
98 Mastich and sarcocol mixt together. 1712 tr. Pomet's
Hist. Drugs 1. 198 Sarcocol is a Gum that flows from a little

prickly Shrub, whereof the Leaves are like the Palta Sena.
1810 J. G. Children Chem. Anal. 286 Sarcocoll; colour
yellow, resembles gum arable in appearance. 1846 Lindley
Vegct. Khigd. 577 A sub-viscid, sweetish, .gum-resin called
Sarcocol . . issaid to be produced by various species [ofPenaea\

II SarcOCOlla (saik^k^-la). [late L., a. Gr. oap-

KoKokka, f. cap/co; aap£ flesh + KoWa glue : so
called because of its reputed property of aggluti-

nating wounds.] A sub-viscid gum-resin brought
from Arabia and Persia in light yellow or red grains.
Its source is not certainly known : see quots. 1830, 1887.

1599 Hakllyt Voy. II. 278 Sarcacolla, from Persia. 1601
Holland Pliny II. 197 As touching Sarcocolla, some bee of
opinion that it is the gum or liquor issuing from a certain
thornie plant or bush. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wiirtz' Surg. 11. v.

59 Congealed blood, .is a right flesh-glue, exceeding a Sar-
cocolla. 1763 W. Lewis Phil. Comm. Arts 367 Sprinkle in
the same quantity of sarcocolla. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst.
Bot. 72 A subviscid, sweetish, somewhat nauseous gum-
resin, called Sarcocolla, is produced by Penxa mucronata
(and others). 1887 Bentley Man. Bot. 531 The gum known
as Sarcocolla, which is imported into Bombay from . . Bushire,
is., considered by Dymock to be derived from a species of
Astragalus, or from one nearly allied to that genus.

SarcOCOllin (saik<)Tt(? lin). Chem. [ad.F.jar^-
colline (Pelletier) : see prec. and -IN.] A prin-

ciple contained in sarcocolla.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 72.

Org. Bodies 645.

Sarcodal (sajk<7<rdal), a,

= Sarcodic.
1869 H. J. Carter in Ann. Nat. Hist. Sept. 191 Their

walls formed of sarcodal rugae more or less circular.

Sarcode (sa-ik^ud), sb. and a. Biol. [a..¥,sar-

code (Dujardin 1835), f. aapK-,<jap£ flesh: see -ode.]

A. sb. The Protoplasm of animals.
1853 Bot. <fr

Physiol. Mem. (Ray Soc) 535 The protoplasm
of Botanists and the. -sarcode of Zoologists, if not identical,
are at all events .. analogous foimations. 1871 T. R. Jones
Anim. Kingd. (ed. 4) 4 The body of the Protozoon consists
chiefly of the elementary substance known as sarcode or
animal protoplasm. 1883 W. Saville Kent in Adderley
Fish. Bahamas 35 The Eupiectella, as sold in the market,
being then divested of the buff-coloured gelatinous flesh or
sarcode.

B. adj. Sarcodic; protoplasmic.
1855 Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. II. 209 This gelatinous

coating is found to consist entirely of an immense number of
aggrcgate <l sarcode-cells. 1859 J. R. Greene Protozoa 19
Gemmute, embedded in sarcode substance. 1898 P. Manson
Trop. Dis. xxxii. 501 The bulk of the embryo is occupied
by a number of sarcode globules.

Sarcoderm (sauk^daim). Bot. Also in L. form
sarcoderma (-dauma). [ad. mod.L, sarcodermis

1838 Thomson Chem.

[f. SARCODE + -AL.]



SABCODIC.

(De Candolle), f. Gr. oapxo- Sabco- and Scp/ia
Debma.] The fleshy layer in some seeds lying
between the internal and external integuments.
1848 Lindley Introd. Bot. II. 26 The testa.. consists, .of

three portions ; . . 3. of an intervening substance .. called sar.
coderm by De Candolle. 1861 Bentley Bot. 337 Some botan-
ists.. describe a third integument under the name of sarco-
derm

j this layer, however, is commonly and more accurately
considered as but a portion of the outer integument.
Sarcodic (saik/vdik), a. Biol. [f. Sabcode +

-ic.] Of, pertaining to, of the nature of sarcode
;

protoplasmic.
1864 Reader 2 Apr. 434/1 A spherical sarcodic mass. 1866

Darwin Ong. Spec, vi. (ed. 4) 216 Sarcodic tissue not fur-
nished with any nerve. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 257IM sarcodic expansions', as the pseudopodia have been
calied.

Sarcoid (si-ikoid), a. and sb. [f. Gr. oapit-,
oapf flesh + -oid. Cf. Gr. crap/«uor/s.]

A. adj. Resembling flesh; flesh-like: applied
to sponges, plants, etc.

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 423/1 In the Sarcoid .. Polypiaria
we may imagine the distinct collected axis of Corallium or
Pennatula to be ramified and reticulated. 1858 M»vks£».t"^tx-< Sarcoides, . . sarcoid. 1864 Webster (citing Dana >.

B. sb. A sponge particle.

187s H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. v. 70 The ' sponge-
flesh'.. is found upon a microscopical examination to be
composed of an aggregation of rounded amarbiform bodies—the so-called sponge-particles ' or ' sarcoids '.

Sarcolactic(sajk0,lae-ktik),a. Chem. [CSabco-
+ Lactic.] Sarcolactic acid: an acid, isomeric
with lactic acid, obtained from muscular tissue.
186J Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) III. 376 The sar-

kolactic acid from muscular tissue may be distinguished as
the variety a [of lactic add). 1887 Brit. Med. fml. 221/3A new product appears in the urine after liver-extirpation.
I his is sarcolactic acid.

Hence Sarcolactate, a salt of sarcolactic acid.
iWtEncycl.Brit. XIV. J97/1 The sarcolactates in general

are more readily soluble than ordinary lactates.

II Sarcolemma (saiktJle-ma). Anat. Also
-lema. [mod.L., f. Sabco- + Gr. \iniia (see Lem-
ma *).] The fine transparent tubular sheath in-
vesting muscular fibre.

184a Bowman in Phil Trans. CXXX. 474 Of the Sarco-
lemma, or Tunic of the Primitive Fasciculus. 1849 Noau
hlectricity 440 The tendinous fibres are continued among
the muscular fibres, whilst the sarcolema merely envelopes
the said muscular fibres. 187a Huxley Physiol, ii. 36 The
muscular fibres of the heart, .have no sheath or sarcofemma.
attrib. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 276 Proliferation

of the sarcolemma nuclei.

Sarcolite (.saikJUit). Min. [f. Sabco- + -UTE.1
A silicate of aluminium, sodium, and calcium found
in flesh-coloured crystals. A1so = Gmelinite.
1814 AlKl.N Diet. Chem. t, Min. App. 56 Sarcolite. Colour

flesh red. 1836 T. Thomson Mm., Geot., etc I. 337 Anal-
time. Cubizite, sarcolite. Ibid. 340 Hydrolite. Cimelenite,
sarcolite of Vauquelin. 1858 NicoL Elem. Min. 130 Sarko-
lite, from Vesuvius. 1869 Phillips Vetuv. x. 201 Sarcolite
(occurs) in ejected blocks with Wollastonite [etc. J.

Sarcology (saiVlodji). [f. Sabco- + -log v.
Cf. K. sarcologie ,~\

1. That branch of anatomy which treats of the
fleshy parts of the body.
1718 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Anatomy is divided into Two

principal Paris; Osteology and Sarcology. 1796 Solthey
Lctt.fr. Spain (17991 470 The Professor shall begin his in-
structions with Osteology upon the skeleton, . .proceed wiih
Sarcology, and conclude with the organs of the senses.
A. The therapeutic method or theory which in-

volves or advocates the internal administration of
the extractives of the organs of animals for the
purpose of affecting the corresponding organs of
the human body.
1893 Science (N\ Y.) 22 Sept. 162 The science of sarco-W»M the new way opened up by Brown-Scquard and

Dr. Hammond suggest higher possibilities.

Hence Saroolosric, -ical adjs., belonging to sar-
cology

; Saroolotrist, a professor of sarcology.
.«•**• Wei1

!
t"jl Sarcological. 1835 Ocilvie Suppl.,

Narcologist. 188a Ooilvik, Sarcologie.

,
Sarcoma (sa-ik<w-ma). Pi. sarcomata.

[mod.L., a. Gr. oapicaipa (Galen), f. oapjcovv to
become fleshy, t oa.pt , capie- flesh.]

L Path. fa. A fleshy excrescence. Obs.
}*S7 PI'J"'C*l Diet., Sarcoma, flesh growing in the nos-

!"<» proud flesh '" a sore
- ,74» tr- Heisler's Surg.

(IT63) II. 249 Some call them [«-. polypuses) SarcomaU,
others Hypersarcoma's. Ibid, We sometimes meet with
Excrescences of various Sizes and Figures. .. These are
usually called Sarcomata of the Uterus. 175a Chambers
Cycl. s. v.. Every polypus is a sarcoma ; but not vice versa.
I he sarcoma frequently degenerates into a polypus.

D. A tumour composed of embryonic connective
tissue.

180a Abernethy Surg. Obi. Tumours 19 The first genusmay be denominated from its most obvious character (that
or having a firm and fleshy feel) Sarcoma or Sarcomatous
t umours. Ibid. 26 Adipose Sarcoma. This is a very common
species of Sarcomatous Tumours. 187a Peaslek Ovarian
tumors 19 A cystic sarcoma is merely a development of
cysts in a fibroid tumor. 1880 M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat
ft Nose 1

. 350 As a rule Sarcomata rapidly attain a con-
siderable size. 1894 Dublin Rev. Oct. 350 A poor woman
with an extensive sarcoma of the face.

fig. i8y>J. Brown />«. (1907)82, 1 often look upon myself
as one sonoma of selfishness and indolence.

109

2. Bot. Link's term for the fleshy disk surround-
ing the ovary.
183a Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. i 37 . 1856 Henslow Diet.

Bot. Terms.

ii Sarcomatosis (sa.tk()umat<yu-sis). Path.
[mod.L., f. Gr. aapKaipm-, Sarcoma + -metis, -osis.]
Sarcomatous degeneration.

1

1
?
90 ? I

j-
LINGS Nal- Med- °ict- 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.

III. 726 In generalised sarcomatosis the mucous membrane
may contain numerous small secondary growths.

Sarcomatous (saikflrrmatss), a. [Formed as
prec. + -ous. In mod.L. sarcomalostts.] Pertaining
or relating to, of the nature of, sarcoma.
. '754 Smellie Midwifery II. 113 Bonetus. .gives several
instances of sarcomatous and glandular tumours, which
were mistaken for the uterus. 1804 [see Sarcoma). 1807
Allbutts Syst. Med. IV. 446 These infantile tumours are
almost invariably sarcomatous.

tSarcome. Obs. = Sarcoma i.
1626 Minsheu Ductor, A Sarcome, a bunch of flesh in

ones nose.

Sarcophagal (sajkfi-fagal), a. rare. [f. L.
Sabcophag-us + -AL.]

1. Flesh-devouring, flesh-consuming.

1
1*14 *"" Adams Pkr*- Heaven in Diuells Banket vi. 307

lhis naturall Balme..can (at vtmost)..giue a short and in-
sensible preseruation to it [sc. the body J, in the sarcophagall

[f.L.

graue. 1905 DailyNews 23 J une 6 [A vegetarian] denouncesmy meat-eating habits as 'cannibal ' and 'sarcophagal'.
2. Represented on sarcophagi.
1874 W. H. Withrow Catacombs ofRome (1S77) 292 The

sarcophagal and other representations of this event.

Sarcophagan (sajkp-fagan). Zool. [f. mod.L.
Sarcophaga, n. pi. or fem. sing, of sarcophagus (see
Sabcofhagus) + -an.] a. An animal of the group
Sarcophaga (flesh-eating animals), b. A fly of the
genus Sarcophaga

; a flesh-fly. In recent Diets

t Sarcophage. Obs. [ad. L. Sabcophagus.]
1. = Sabcophagus i, a.

1623 Cockekam, Sarcophage, a graue, a sepulchre. 1656Blount Clossogr., Sarcophage,.. a. stone called Eat.flesh!
1811 Pinkerton letral. I. 220 IGreen universal bricia.) The
celebrated sarcophage, 111 the British Museum, isofthisstone.A A flesh-eater ; = Sabcophagus 3.
185a Meandtringt of Mem. I. 210 Yon vermined Sarco-

phage.

•So t Sarcophagist in sense a.

,.?.*»? J!*"*"
A "<*™<*. » wh'lst Men Sarcophagists

(flesh- Eaters) in all this time were yet to seek.

Sarcophagize (saakt.-fad.53iz), v. [f. Sabco-
pii.vg-us + -ize.] trans. Toenclosein asarcophagus.
-11876 M. Collins Pen Sh. (1879) I. 146 [He) lies sarco-

phagised in red granite.

Sarcophagous (saaVfagas), a. rare.
sarcophag-us (see Sabcophagus) + -ous.]
1. a. 'Flesh-eating,feedingonflesh'(J.). b. Be-

longing to the group Sarcophaga (flesh-eaters) of
mammals. In recent Diets.

2. Resembling a sarcophagus. •

1885 Edin. Rev. Jan. 38 The faded palazzo with their
sarcophagous courtyards and precincts.

!i Sarcophagus (saikp %&). pi. -phagi
(fadjai). Also 8 -fagtos. [L., a. Gr. aapKcxpayos,
orig. adj., f. aaptto-, oap( flesh + -cpayos eating.]
1. A kind of stone reputed among the Greeks to

have the property of consuming the flesh of dead
bodies deposited in it, and consequently used for
coffins. Obs. exc. Antiq.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. xvii. II. 387 Near vnto Assos,

a city in Iroas,there is found in the quarries a cenaine stone
called Sarcophagus, a 1680 Butler Rem.U7S9) II. 461 His
Entrails are like the Sarcophagus, that devoursdead Bodies
in a small Space. 1750 tr. Leonanlus' Mirr. Stones 232 Sar-
cofagus, is a Stone of which the Antients built their Monu-
ments, and took its Name from its Effect.

2. A stone coffin, esp. one embellished
sculptures or bearing inscriptions, etc.
i70ij'Addison Italy (1733) 19S Several Sarcophagi that

have inclosed the Ashes of Men or Boys, Maids or Matrons
1761-71 H. Walpole Serine's Anecd Paint. (1786) I. 285A sarcophagus with ribbed work and mouldings. 1838
Murray llamlbk. N. Germ. 103 Their effigies, formed of

u- .v labait,:r' repose upon a sarcophagus. 1838 Arnold
tlist. Rome (1846) I. 325 The sarcophagus which contained
the bones of L. Cornelius Scipio was discovered in 1780.
Z869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 63 Suphis I, the builder of the
lhird Pyramid ' which contained his sarcophagus.
fig. l6lo_ Purchas Microcosmus xxxv. 329 This Renter
tmpwrum i/isalurabilis) . .consumes, .generally twice a day
all the flesh therein interred ; so true a Sarcophagus is the
belly. 1854 Motley Dutch Rep. Introd. xiv. 85 The monastic
spirit, .which now keptit [sc. learning), .stiffening in thestony
sarcophagus of a bygone age. 1870 tr. Poitchet's Universe
(1871J08 The Emperor Moth . .emerges from its horny sar-
cophagus without catching ahair of its velvet wings against it.

0. A flesh-eating person or animal. ? Obs.
1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. x. 420 No Transformators,

no such sauage Sarcophagi, as S. Cyrill bends his penne
against. 1864 Pusey Lect. Daniel vii. 429 Dr. Browne in-
forms me ;

' T here are met with in asylums sarcophagi, in-
dividuals who have desired to eat.. human flesh.'

4. A wine-cooler. In recent Diets.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. 1045 Fig. 1871 is a pedestal
sideboard. ..There is an open sarcophagus-shaped wine cooler
beneath. . . Castors aresunk into the plinth of the sarcophagus.
Hence Saxco-phatrus v. trans., to deposit or

enclose in a sarcophagus.

with

SARD.

186a Miss Mulock in Macm. Mag. V. 464 The handful

"LS'f.'i-
6
Tr
us

,'.
that lies Sarcophagused in stone and lead.

1888 W. H. H. Rogers Mem. of IVcsl App. 3gi She rests
in a wedge-shaped coffin, which is sarcophagused within the
tomb in the presbytery.

Sarcophagy (sajkp-fadgi). rare. [ad. Gr.
aapKoipayta, f. oapKotpayos : see prec. and -PHAgy.]
The practice of eating flesh.

1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxv. (1658) 200 There
was no Sarcophagie before the flood. 1901 H. G. Wells in
Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 1 12 The movements against vivisec-
tion, opium, alcohol, tobacco, sarcophagy, and the male sex.
Sarcopside (sajkp-psid). Min. [ad. G. sark-

opsid (Vvebsky 1868), irreg. f. Gr. tsapx-, oap( flesh
+ mpis sight.] Phosphate of iron and manganese
exhibiting a flesh-red colour or fracture.
1877 Dana Text-Mt. Min. 34^7 Sarcopside.-Near triplite.

\ alley of the Muhlbach, Silesia.

II Sarooptes (sajkf-ptfz). Zool. [mod.L. (La-
treille 1804), irreg. f. Gr. crap*., aap£ flesh + koitt-
ftK to cut.] A genus of parasites comprising the
itch-mite ; a mite of this genus.
.1874 Aim.Nat. Hist. Jan. 75 The two genera in question

differ from the true Sarco/tes in not piercing canals in the
epidermis of their host. 1876 Van Beneden's A nim. Para-
sites 133 No other species but those of Sarcoptes can be
transferred from animals to man. Ibid. 135 A sarcoptes
^.mutatis) which produces a disease among fowls.
Hence Sarco-ptic a., caused by itch-mites.
1886 Order ofCouncil in Field 24 July 160/3 A horse, ass,

or mule affected with sarcoptic mange.
Sarcosine(sa-jk&in). Chem. Also sarkosin(e,

sarcosin. [a. G. sarkosin (Liebig 1847), irreg. f.

Gr. o-a/w-, -oap{ flesh + -ine.] A nitrogenous sub-
stance, one of the constituents of creatine ; methyl
glycocoll.
1848 Chem. Gaz. VI. 4 Sarcosine. This substance is ob.

tamed by boiling a saturated solution of kreatine with crys-
tallized hydrate of baryta. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.
I "• 323 Lactamide . . is isomeric with sarcosine. 1869 Roscoe
Elem. Chem. 383 Sarcosine can be artificially prepared by
acting upon monochloracetic acid with methylamine.
Hence Sarcosi nic a. (see quot.).
1877 Pharmac. Jrnl. 28 Apr. 872/2 J. Hertz has extracted

from a^ Mexican species of shell.lac, termed ' Soma de
Sonora

, which exuded from the Mimosa Cocci/era, ?. body
which he has designated 'sarcosinic acid'.

t Sarcotic, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. mod.L. sarcd-
ttc-us, a. Gr. aapxairtKos, f. oapuovv (see Sabcoma).]
A. adj. Producing flesh ; inducing the growth

of flesh ; = Incabnative a.
1656 Ridcley Pract. Physick t2 7 Sarcotick remedies.

1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit. in. 81 Ointment ofWoodbine
is a most excellent Sarcotick Medicine.
B. sb. = Incabnative sb.

*H7 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. iv. i. 129 The best Sarcotick,
confected of Ceratiim, and a twelfth part of Verdigrease
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat. 340 Where there is Toss of
Substance, there he must assist Nature with his Sarcoticks.
1676 Jas. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. (1685) IV. ix. 216 Use
first exceedents and then Sarcoticks.

t Sarcotical, a. and sb. Obs. [Formed as
prec. : see -ical.] - prec.

1638 A. Read Chirurg. ix. 63 All Sarcoticall medicaments
..ought to be voyd ol a sharp and biting quality. 1656
Ridcley Pract. Physick 285 [A boil] is cured by suppurat-
ing medicaments; after that by Sarcoticals. 1657 Tomlin-
son Renou's Disp. in. iv. 124 If it [sc. a plaster) be sarcotical,
herein it helps Nature, that it generates flesh more easily.

Sarcous (saukas), a. [f. Gr. <rop«-, oap£ flesh

+ -ous.] Consisting of flesh or muscular tissue.
Sarcous elements : see quot. 1840.

1840 W. Bowman in Phil. Trans. CXXX. 493 The pri-
mitive fasciculi of voluntary muscle consist of elongated
polygonal masses of primitive component particles, or sar-
cous elements. ..It is the assemblage of these particles,
which may most properly be styled ' Sarcous tissue '. 1875
Darwin lttsecliv.Pl.vi. 100 Parallelograms ofsarcous matter.
1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V. 890 The process of fatty de-
generation of the cardiac muscle consists, .in the gradual
replacement of the sarcous elements by fatty granules.

t Sa-rculate, v. rare—*, [f. ppl. stem of late

L. sarculare, f. sarculum (see Sabcle).] trans.

To hoe. So f Sarcttla'tion rare-1 , hoeing.
x6»3 Cockeram, Sarculate, to weed. Sarcutation, a weed-

ing. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. vii. 62 Their Sarcuta-
tion was used but amongst small Quantities of sown Corn.
Sarcynet, obs. form of Sarsenet.
Sard (sard), sb.1 Also 4 saarde. [In mod.

use prob. a. F. sarde, ad. L. sarda, a synonym of
sardius : see Saedius.
In quot. 1382 ad. L. sardius ; in quot. 1601 ad. L. sarda.]
A variety of Cornelian 1, varying in colour from

pale golden yellow to reddish orange.
1382 Wyclif Exod. xxxix. 10 And he putte in it foure

ordres of gemmes; in the first veers was saarde, topazi,
smaragd. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 618 The Indian Sardes
or Cornallines are transparent. 1809 Kidd Outl. Min. I.

227 This variety [of Carnelian] seems to be the sard of the
present day. 1815 Aikin Man. Min. (ed. 2) 180 Sarde.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 570 The sard of the English jewellers
.. isa stone of the nature of agate. 1863 G eo. E liot Romola
xxxix, A fine sard, engraved with a subject from Homer.
J901 Q. Rev. Oct. 430 The gem is a golden sard.
attrib. i88z Palcrave Vis. Eng. 70 Sardstones ruddy

as wine.

Sard (said), a. and sb.1 [ad. It. Sardo, L. Sar-
dus.~] = Sardinian a. and sb.

1823 W. Robinson in J. A. Heraud foy. <y Iffem. Mids/u'pm.
v. (1837) 81 Boats manned by Genoese, French, Sards, and



SARD.

Neapolitans. 1S13 Ibid. viii. 142 The Sard costume. 1861

J. HI Bennet Winter Medit. 11. xiii. (1875) <°4 L'«le wiry

Sard horses. _, _,., ,

+ Sard,». Obs. Alsosserd. [In Ob. only once

(Northumb.) in imp. sero, app. a. ON sertla (str.

vb.) =MLG. serden, MHG., early mod.G. serial.

OE. may have had the normal *stordan.] trans.

= Tape v. 2. Hence t Sa-rding vbl. sb

cam Lindisf. Gosfi., Malt. v. 27 Ne serS bu oores mones

wif cws Cast. Persev. 1163 to Macro Plays 112 panne

mavst bou bultyn in bi boure, & serdyn gay gerlys. 1530

PalsgrT6o7 /2, I sarde a queene, jc/ous. 1535 Lyndesay

Saiyre (ed. Laing) 3028 Freirs, Quhilk will, for purging of

their neirs : Sard up the ta raw, and doun the uther. 1598

Florio, Fottere, to lape, to sard. Fottarie, iapmgs, sardings.

1659 Howell Eng. Prov. 17 Go teach your Grandarn to

sard ; a Nottingham Proverb.

+ Sardachate. Obs.-° [ad. L. sardachates
;

see Sard sb> and Achate sbX\ (See quots.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sardachates, a kind of Agate,

of a Cornelian Colour. 1828-3* Webster, Sardachate, the

clouded and spotted agate, of a pale flesh color. In some

recent Diets. . w
' *

.

t Sa-rdau, a. Obs. rare-*, [ad. L. Sardomus

(?with supposed correction of form after Gr.

5apSdi/ios)-] " Sardoin a.

1649 Ooilby Virg. Eccl. vil. 43, I bitterer to thee then

Sardan grass, .shall seeme.

Sardanapalian (saidanap^lian), a. [f. L.

Sardanapalus, Gr. 2ap5araird\os, the name given

by Gr. historians to the last king of Nineveh, pro-

verbial as the type of luxurious effeminacy.] Re-

sembling Sardanapalus and his attributes; luxu-

riously effeminate. So f Sardanapa-lioal a. (in

quot. erron. -pankall). t Sardana-palize v.,

trans, to represent or describe as a Sardanapalus.

1555 Eden Decades 101 Tumanama. .with all his Sardana-

pamcall famelye. 1673 Marvell Reh. Transp.\i.\p You
muster up all Christian Princes to Neronize and Caligulize

them, unless they.. will chuscto be Uilenspiegled and

Sardanapalized by you. 1863 R. H. Gronow Recoil, t,

Anecd. 117 He [Eugene Sue] was supposed, .to lead a very

Sardanapalian life. 1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia vi.

267 [He] lived in Sardanapalian luxury.

Sardane, obs. form of Sardine 2
.

Sardanique : see Sardonic.

Sardar : see Sirdar.

[Sardel, sardius : see List of Spurious Words..]

Sardelle (saade-1). Also 6-7 sardell, S-9 sar-

del. [ad. It. sardella, dim. of sarda :—L. sarda, a.

Gr. oapbr) sardine. Cf. F. f sardelle (16th c), G.

sardelle, Dn. sardel] A fish, Clupea or Sardinella

aurita, resembling the sardine and prepared like it

in certain Mediterranean ports.

1598 Florio, Sardella, a little pickled or salt fish like an

anchoua, a sprat or a pilcher, called a sardell or sardine.

1657 C. Beck Univ. Charac. K vj b, Sardell fish. 1745 tr.

Columella's Husb. vnl. xvii, It is proper that rotten .. pil-

chards should be given them ; and sardels consumed with

salt, and rotten sardines. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian

Emp. III. 169 Anchovies and sardelles. 1889 Boston (Mass.)

7ml. 19 Dec. 2/8 Certain fish put up in brine in wooden

packages,.. and known as 'sardelles'. 1896 Brannt Anim.

A> Peg. Fats (ed. 2) II. 66 Anchovy oil or sardel oil. .from

Engraulis enerasicholus Cuv. the anchovy.

Sardenian, -denyk : see Sardonian, -donyx.

Sardeos, Sardeyn : see Sardids, Sardine 2
.

Sardian (saudian), a. and sb. [ad. L. Sardi-

dnus, a. Gr. SopSiai-oJ, Ionic -ni/os", f. XapSeis pi.,

L. Sardis, Sardes, the name of the ancient capital of

Lydia.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to Sardis.

Sardian acorn, nut, a chestnut, Castanea vesca. Sardian

stone = Sard sb. 1

1551 Turner Herbal 1. (1568) H vj, Castanea.. is named

in englyshe a chesnut tree... The frute of it is called of

soro glans sardiana, that is a sardiane acorne. 1714 Eusden
On Addison's Cato A.'s Wks. 1830 II. 57 Here the Sardian

stone is seen, The topaz yellow, and the jasper green. 1830

tr. A rislorh; Acharnians 9 Tell me clearly, .
.lest I dip you

in a Sardian dye. 1847 Grote Greece 11. xvit. III. 343

His monument..erected near Sardis by the joint efforts of

the whole Sardian population.

B. sb.

1. An inhabitant of Sardis.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. in. xiii. (1622) 83 The Sar-

dians brought in matters of latter memory. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. iv. iii. 3 You haue condemn'd, and noted Lucius

Pella For taking Bribes heere of the Sardians. 1846 P.

Fairbairn tr. Hengstenbcrg's Comm. Ps. xliv. 14 People

would figuratively call a miserable man a Jew, just as liars

were called Cretans, wretched slaves, Sardiaus.

2. = Sardian stone (see A.), Sard sbj-

1741 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Sardian [ed. 1728 //« Sar-

doin] is most used for seals, as graving easily, yet taking a

fine polish, i860 C. W. King Ant. Gems 308 (tr. Marbodus]

The blood-red Sardian to its birthplace owes Its name, to

Sardis, whence it first arose.

Sardiane, obs. Sc. form of Sardine *,

t Sardie, a. Obs. rare-'1-. In 6 Sardique.

[f. L. Sard-is (see Sardian) + -ic] = Sardian a.

Sardic stone= Sabd sb. 1

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 1. J42 The first, is called a Sar-

dique stone, and sheweth in cullor lyke vnto red claie.

Sardine 1 (saudsin). Forms: 4 sardiner,

sardyn, Sc. sardiane, 6- sardine, [ad. late L.

sardinus, occurring in the Vulgate of Rev. iv. 3 (if

the genitive sardinis of the usual text be a mistake

for *sardini ; but the word may be the genit. of

110

*sardo, a. Gr. aapSw, genit. -5oCs, some gem), where

it renders Gr. aapSivos, a variant reading for <r<ip-

810s (or trapoioi') Sardius, which mod. editors adopt.

The Gr. crapSifos occurs in one other passage (see L. &
Sc.) ; late L. sardinus is quoted by Du Cange from the Old

Latin version of Prov. xxv. 12. OF. sardine 12th c. may
perli. represent this word, or it may be a variant of sardonic

(see Sardoin).] ..«..« i_

A precious stone mentioned in Rev. iv. 3. In the

non-Biblical examples perh. used for Sardoin.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1469 And safyres, & sardiners

[? read sardines], & semely topace. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints

vi. (Thomas) 279 Preciuse stanys, as sardiane, topias fyne,

Iaspis. 138a Wyclif Rev. iv. 3 Lijk to the sijt of a stoone

iaspis, and to sardyn. CI400 Maundev. (1839) xxvii. 276

Degrees. .of Sardyne [Roxb. xxx. 136 sardone]. 15*6 1 1 N-

dale Rev. iv. 3 Lyke vnto a iaspar stone, and a sardyne

stone [so 1611 ; 1881 (Revised) a sardius). 1574 tr. Mar-

lorafs Apocalijis (1578) 300 The sixt a Sardine. This stone

is all of one colour lyke bloud.

Sardine 2 (saidf-n). Forms: 5-6 sardyn,

5 sardeyn, 6, 8 sardin (6 surdone), 7 sardane,

7 sardino, sirdena (surdiny, //. sirdena's,

-dinasses), 7-8 sardina (7 pi. -aes), 9 Sardinia,

6- sardine, [a. F. sardine, ad. It. sardina :—L.

sardina (Columella ; cf. late Gr. aapSrivrj and aap-

Sivos), f. sarda, = Gr. oapdr), the sardine or some

similar fish. In the 17th and 18th c. the Italian

form was often used.

The Latin and Greek word may be related to the name of

the island, L. Sardinia, Gr. SapSu : cf. Sard a.]

1. A small fish of the Herring family, Clupea

pilchardus, abundant off the shores of Sardinia and

Brittany, or a young pilchard of the Cornish coast,

when cured, preserved in oil and packed in tins or

other cases for sale as a table delicacy.

c 1430 Two Cookery Bis. 24 Sardeynez. 1547 Boordk

Introd. Kncrwl. xxviii. 195, I was borne in Aragon, .
.
Masyl

baken, and sardyns, I do eate and sel. 1580 Hollyband
Treas. Fr. Tong, Sardelle, on Sardine,. .a kinde of nshe

called a Sardine. 1383 Foxe A. <y M. (ed. 4) 2154/1 .(At

Rochelle] there was sent to them euery day in the Riuer

(by the hand of the Lord no doubt) a great multitude of

fishe (called surdones). 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays

Voy. 1. xii. 14 There flew a fish into ourGalhe of the length,

colour and bignesse of a great sardin. 1601 Holland Pliny

I. 244 The Pike and Sardane [L. trichias] breed twice a

yere. a 1613 Fletcher Loves Cure 11. i, A Pilcher, Signior,

a Surdiny, an Olive, a i6»s — Loves Pilgr. 1. i, Inc. He
looks as he would eat partridge, this guest. .. Hostesse.

With a Sardina, and Zant oil? 1658 Sir T. Browne Pseud.

Ep. ill. xxvi. (ed. 3) 143 The Reliques are like the skales of

Sardinos pressed into a mass. 1690 Strltton Relat. Cruel-

ties French 9 Our Breakfast, viz. a six Denire Loaf, and

one Sirdena per Man. Ibid. 40 Our Supper here was a

piece of Bread and two Sirdinasses. 1740 R. Brookes ^1 rt

ofAngling 11. xxxix. 157 There is another Sort of Fish sold

instead of Anchovies call'd a Sardin, which is very probably

a young Pilchard. 1777 Ann. Reg. 179 Figure to yourself

these feeding on scanty portions of rotten sardines. 1850

L. Hunt Autobiog. II. xvii. 303 The anchovies, or Sar-

dinias, that we eat. 1864 Mathias Sport in Himalayas

(1865) 33 Unless I shoot something or other, I shall have to

fall back on biscuits and sardines. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX.

253/2 Curing establishments were. .set up.., and 'Cornish

sardines ', or ' pilchards in oil ', were prepared . . with . . suc-

cess. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 215 Spiced Sardines.

.

Mustard Sardines.. Oil Sardines. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
307/2 Another of the Clupeidx (C. scombrina) is the 'oil-

sardine ' of the eastern coast of the Indian Peninsula.

b. U.S. (See quots.)

1876 Goode Anim. Resources U.S. (1879) 186 (Smith-

sonian Coll. XXIII) Canned menhaden, in oil, ' American

sardines '. Canned herring, in oil, ' Russian sardines '. 1884

Goode, etc. Aat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 576 The Gulf Men-

haden [Brevoortia patronus] has several vernacular names.

At Key West it is called ' Sardine '. Ibid. 611 A species

of Anchovy, Stolephorus Browni, is extremely common
about Fort Macon, where it is known as the ' Sardine .

C. Austral. (See quot.)

1898 Morris Austral Eng., Sardine,, .a fresh-water fish,

C/mto'essus erebi, Richards., of the herring tribe.

2. altrib. and Comb., as sardinefactory, -fishery;

sardine-box, a box in which sardines are packed
;

also, an ornamental box to hold sardines for the

table ; sardine shears (see quot.) ; sardine tongs,

tongs used in serving sardines ; sardine-wise adv.

,

like sardines in a box.

1873 Leland Egypt. Shetch-bk. 24 The brass etiquette or

advertisement-label cut from a *sardine-box. 189a Encycl.

Pract. Cookery (ed. Garrett) II. 379/2 Ornamental Sardine-

box. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 7 Mar. 155/2 The "sardine fac-

tories of Kent. 1859 Jephson Brittany xii. 193 It sends

several boats to the "Sardine-fishery. 1884 Knight Diet.

Mech. Suppl., 'Sardine Shears,, .scissors, .for cutting open

the tin boxes containing sardines. 189s Army ff Navy
Co-op. Soc. Price List, "Sardine Tongs. 1894 Du Maurier
Trilby II. v. 120 The guests were not packed together

"sardine-wise, as they are at most concerts.

Sardinia, obs. form of Sardine 2
.

Sardinian (sajdi-nian), a. and sb. [f. Sardinia

(see below) + -an.] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to Sardinia, i. e. either a. the

large island adjacent to Corsica, or to. the kingdom

of Sardinia (1 720-1859), which had its capital at

Turin, and included the island of Sardinia as well

as Piedmont and adjacent territories.

1748 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 29 Apr., The Sardinian

Minister has refused to sign too. 1841 W. Spalding Italy

* It. 1st. III. 342 The Sardinian States. The dominions

of the King of Sardinia consist of 51 provinces in all. 1851

SARDONIC.

Life A. Gentili 228 At the Sardinian chapel in London, he

twice preached, .for two consecutive Sundays. 1876 Voyle

& Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Sardinian Huts, wooden

huts made by many English officers in the Crimea and by

the Sardinians for their men.

t2. a. Used for Sardonian, Sardonic, b. transl.

of L. sardonius, as the epithet of the plant pro-

ducing ' sardonic ' laughter. Obs.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 457 A laughter . . most Sardinian,

With scorn and wrath mix'd. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past.

vli. 61 May I become. .Rough as a Bur, deformd like him

who chaws Sardinian Herbage to contract his Jaws. Z75»

Johnson RambUriio. 188 r 4 What the Latins call Sardinian

Laughter, a distortion of the face without gladness of heart.

TI 3. Sardinian acorn, nut = Sardian acorn, nut.

xias in T. W. Sanders Encycl. Gard. 1897 in Syd.

B. sb. An inhabitant of the island or of the

kingdom of Sardinia.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. iv. xii. (1622) 109 All the

contention rested betwixt the Sardinians & Smyrnitans.

1748 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 29 Apr., The Sardinian to

have the cessions made to him by the Queen. 1793 Burke

Policy ofAllies Wks. VII. 142 Bands of English, Spaniards,

Neapolitans, Sardinians [etc.]. 1908 Daily News 29 Sept.

4 The Siberians and Sardinians [sc. foxes] that are intro-

duced from time to time.

II Sardius (saudi^s). Also 4, 6 sardis, 6 sar-

deos, -ios, -ious ; also in the anglicized forms 6

eardye, 7 sardie. [L. sardius (Vulg.), ad. Gr.

aapSios, trapSiov, f. 2cip8«s Sardis : see Sardian.]

A precious stone mentioned by ancient writers

;

see Sard sb.1 (Chiefly in translations of or allu-

sions to the Bible or classical writers.)

138a Wyclif Ezek. xxviii. 13 Eche precious stoon thi

keuerynge, sardius, topacius, and iaspis. 1390 Gower Con/.

III. 132 The Ston which that thissterre alloweth, Is Sardis.

1526 Tindale Rev. xxi. 20 The sixt sardeos [1560 (Genev.)

Sardious]. 1530 — Exod. xxxix. 10 Sardios [153S Cover-

dale a Sardis], a Topas and smaragdus. 1567 Maplet Gr.

Forest 10 The Sardye is a kind of Gemme red coloured.

1506 Lodge Wits Miserie 76 The stone Sardius bindreth

the properties thereof [wrath]. 1608 Willet Hexapla

E rod. 640 The sardie is red and somewhat of a fiene colour.

1611 Bible Exod. xxxix. 10. 1681 Grew Musxum m. I.

iv. 290 The Sardius or Cornelian. 186$ J. H. Ingraham

Pillar ofFire (1872) 219 There were present merchants from

Ind with boxes of precious stones, including the diamond

and the sardius.

t Sardoin, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-5 sardone, 3

sardoine, 5 -oyne, 7 sardoin. [a. OF. sardoine,

ad. L. sardonyx Sardonyx.] = Sardonyx.
a 117a Lime Ron 173 in O. E. Misc. 98 Hwat spekstu of

eny stone bat beob in vertu..Of iaspe of sapbir of sardone

[etc.]. 111300 Floriz <$ Bl. 285 pe smale stones.. beob )>er

funden..Bobe saphirs and sardoines. C1400 Maundev.

(1839) xxvii. 275 The principals 5ates of his Palays ben or

precious Ston, that men clepen Sardoyne [Roxb. xxx. 136

sardones]. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 615 The ground of these

Sardoins is found in the Indian stones to resemble wax or

home. _ _ .

t Sardoin, a- Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. sardomus

(? influenced in form by prec.).] Epithet of the

herb fabled to produce ' sardonic ' laughter.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. vm. 48 The Sardoin herb

with many branches filling His [Flattery's] shield, was his

device : the word, Iplease in hilling.

Sardone, var. Sardoin sb. Obs., sardonyx.

tSardO'nian, a. and sb. Obs. Also 6 sar-

denian. See also Sardinian a. 2. [f. L. sar-

doni-us + -an.
The Latin adj. is ad. Gr. SopMi'ios Sardinian, which m

late Gr. was substituted for aap&aviot (Homer, etc ; of

obscure origin), as the descriptive epithet of bitter or scorn-

ful laughter : the motive of the substitution was the notion

that the word had primary reference to the effects of eating

a ' Sardinian plant
1
(L. herba Sardonia or Sardoa), which

was said to produce facial convulsions resembling horrible

laughter, usually followed by death.]

A. adj. - Sardonic a.

1386 Bright Melanch. xvii. 99 The perturbations of me.

lancholie are. .sometimes merry in apparaunce, through a

kinde of Sardonian, and false laughter. 1589 Greene Mena-

phon 'Arb.) 62 Haue you fatted me so long with Sardenian

smiles
1

, that.. I might perish in your wiles? iS9* Spenser

F Q v ix. 12 And with Sardonian smyle Laughing on

her, his false intent to shade. 1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Mar.

Clergy in. vi. 282 It is then but a Sardonian laughter thai

my Refuter takes vp at our complete Antichrist. 174a

Hume Ess. xiv. (1825) 123 This unprovoked piece of rusti-

city.. caused no farther resentment in Philip than to excite

a Sardonian smile. 1794 [T. Taylor] Pausamas Dcscr.

Greece III. 149 Homer first, and others after him, call

laughter, which conceals some noxious design, Sardonian.

t B. sb. One who flatters with deadly intent.

App. alluding to the ' Sardinian plant ' (see the etymological

note above) which was said to kill by exciting laughter.

Cf. quot. s. v. Sardoin a.

1609 Bp. Barlow Answ. Nameless Cath. 254 His nature

is too. .noble, to be a Sardonian : Fawning and Crouching

hee leaues to such base bone-gnawers as Fa. Parsons.

Sardonic (saidp-nik), a. Also 7 sardonick,

sardanique. [a. F. sardonique (16th c.) = Sp. sar-

dSnico, Pg., It sardonico, as if ad. L. *saraonicus,

an alteration (by substitution of suffix :
see -ic) of

sardonius : see Sardonian.
Hobbes's form sardanique is assimilated to Gr. <rop5<m<*:

5

OMaughter, a smile : Bitter, scornful, mocking.

Hence of a person, personal attribute, etc. :
Charac-

terized by or exhibiting bitterness, scorn or mockery.



SAHDONICAL.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trim. (ed. 2) 190 He. .gives a Sar-

dontck smile to think how blest hee was in this altonement.
1675 Hobbes Odyssey xx. 276 Then smil'd Ulysses a Sar-
danique smile. 1713 Steele Guard. No. 29 r 10 The Horse-
Laugn, or the Sardonic, is made use of with great Success
in all kinds of Disputation. 1766. Goldsm. Vic. IV. xx,
Our cousin received the proposal with a true sardonic grin.

1826 Scott IVoodst. iv, The knight meanwhile darted a
sardonic look..on his nephew. 1830 Carlyle Misc. (1857)
II. 140 His countenance, strangely twisted into Sardonic
wrinkles. 1833 1. Taylor Fauat. v. 119 The sardonic
historian, whose rule it is to exhibit human nature always
as an object of mockery. 1866 Howells Venet. Life v.

68 The favourite drama of the Burattini appears to be
a sardonic farce, in which thechiefcharacter . . deludes other .

.

puppets into trusting him, and then beats them. 187s Dar-
win Emotions x. 25i\Vesee a trace of this same expression
[the sneer] in what is called a derisive or sardonic smile.
1878 Bayne Purit. Rev. ii. 27 He would have found exer-
cise for dramatic sympathy and sardonic humour.

b. Path. (See quot. 1897.)
1822-19 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 374 The nostrils

are drawn upward, and the cheeks backward toward the
ears ; so that the whole countenance assumes the air of a
cynic spasm or sardonic grin. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Risus
sardonicus, sardonic grin. The involuntary, convulsive
drawing down of the angles of the mouth in Tetanus. Ibid.,
Sardonic laugh. See Risus sardonicus.

Sardonical (sajdfnikal), a. [f. Sardonic +
-al.] — Sardonic a.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, lxxii, He would.. begin a very
pleasant sardonical discourse upon the fall of man.

Sardonically (sajd/rnikali), adv. [-lt 2
.]

In a sardonic manner.
1841-51 Tennyson E. Morris 5} ' What should one give to

light on such a dream? 1
I ask'd him half-sardonically. 1865

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xii. xi. IV. 247 An enlightened public
grinned sardonically, and was not taken in. 187a Liddon
Ele/n. Reiig. i. 33 The dreary criticism which makes a soli-

tude in the human spirit and then sardonically calls it

peace.
#
1898 iVestm.Gaz.j^Scpt. 10/1 Maximilian Haiden

is making himself sardonically merry over the most appro-
priate inscription for the sarcophagus of Bismarck.
[Sardonican, a. : see list of Spurious Words.]
Sardonyx (saud<ftnks). Forms: a. sardonyae,

(aardony), 4-7 sardonix, (6 St, sardonice), 7-
sardonyx, (7//. sardonyohes) ; 0. 4 sardenyk,
6 aardonique, 7 sardonic (k. [a. L. sardonyx
(pi. sardonyches), a. Gr. oap&6vv( (pi. oapiovvx't),
app. f. aapi-iot Sardius, Sard sb.* + 6vv( Onyx.
The forms are ad. the late L. sardonychus (late

Gr. aapiowxof) ; as this occurs only in apposition
with lapis stone, it may perh. be an adj.] A variety

of onyx or stratified chalcedony having white
layers alternating with one or more strata of sard.
13.. E. £. Altit. P. A. 1006 pe sardonyse be fyfbe ston.

1381 Wyclip 7^xxviii. i5 It shal not be comparisound .

.

to the most precious sardenyk ston or satyr. 138a — Rev.
xxl 20 The fyuethe [foundement], sardonix I1388 sardony],
C15JO Nisblt A'. T. in Scots Rev.xxi. 20 The fijft, sardonice.
156a Legh Armorie 21 b, The precious stone to this colour
[Sanguine] annexed, is the Sardonix. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. lv.xL123b.In this place are also found
the Sardonique stones. 1586 Ferne blax. Centric 1. 144
The Sardonix, consisting as it were of two rich gemmes, the
Sardix, and the Onix : it is btacke in the bottome, red in the
middest, and white aboue. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 613 The
Sardonyx, .was taken for the pretious stone which seemed to
be a Cornalline vpon white,, .and both together transparent
..they verily doe name all.. that are not cleare and shew
not through them, Blind Sardonyches. 165s Evelyn Diary
1 Aug., Lennier. .shew'd me her [y. Elizabeth's] head, an
intagiia in a rare sardonyx, cut by a famous Italian, a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy II. (1670) 388 A little Vase of the rootcs
of Emmeiaud. An other of Sardonick. A great cup of
Agate. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786)
I. 173 Hillyard..cut the images of Henry VIII. and his
children on a sardonyx, i860 C. W. King Ant. Gems 8
The Sardonyx is denned by Pliny as ' candor in sarda

',

that is to say, a white opaque layer superimposed upon a
red transparent stratum or. Sard; and no better descrip-
tion can be given of a perfect gem of this species. 1867
A. Billing Set Genu 11 Should one of the layers [of onyx]
be sard, which is of various shades of orange, brown, or
brownish red, it is called sardonyx. 1875 Jowbtt Plato
(ed. 2) I. 491 Our highly-valued emeralds and sardonyxes.

b. attrib.

a 1691 Boyle in T. Birch Life B.'s Wks. 1772 I. p. clix,
I give and bequeath to my eldest brother, Richard..a sar-
donyx seal ring. 1867 A. Billing Sci. Gems 68 Variegated
brown sardonyx-agates which look somewhat like tortoise-
shell. 1901 Q. Rev. Oct. 432 The large sardonyx cameos
of the Augustan age.

Sardye, anglicized form of Sardius.
Bare, obs. form of Serb a., Sore.

I! Saree (sa-ri). Forms : 8 saurry, 9 aari,
aar;r;ie, aa(h)ree, aarhi. [Hindi sSrhi, sari.] A
long wrapping garment of cloth or silk, usually of
a bright colour, worn by Hindu women ; also,
the material of which this is composed.
In use one end is passed several times round the waist to

form a kind of petticoat and the remaining end passing
across the bosom and left shoulder is thrown over the head.
[1598 W*. PHiLLir Linschoten 1. xvi. 28/2 They make whole

pieces or webbes of this hearbe [of Bengalen]. . . These webs
are named Sarriin, and it is much vsed and worne in India.]
1785 in Seton-Karr & Sandeman Sel. fr. Calcutta Gat.
(1864) I. 90 Her clothes were then taken off, and a red silk
covering (a saurry) put upon her. 1800 Misc. Tracts in
Asiat. Ann. Reg. 301/1 From Burhampoor they receive
turbans, saries, and other stained goods. 1879 E. Arnold
Lt. Asia vl. (1881) 147 One arm clasping her crimson sari
close To wrap the babe. 1895 Mrs. B. M. Choker Village
Tales (1896) 128 In spite of their 6ne silk sarees and gold
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ornaments. 1907 Blackiv. Mag. Feb. 241/1 Held in a fold
of the sartii, they sport with their mother's ear-rings.

b. ' An embroidered long scarf of gauze or silk.'
[Perhaps a misunderstanding of prec. sense.]
1858 in Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1882 in Caulfeild &

Saward Diet. Needlework. And in recent Diets.
Sarell, anglicized form of Serail.
Saresnet, obs. form of Sarsenet.
Saresoun, -syn, obs. forms of Saracen.
Saretree, variant of Sartry Obs.
Sarezin, -zon, obs. forms of Saracen.
Sargasso (.sajgae'so). Forms : 7 sargossa, -o,

saragossa, 7-9 sargaso, (8 sargazo), 6- sar-
gasso, [a. Pg. sargafo, whence Sp. sargazo, F.
sargasse (mod.L. Sargassum as generic name).] =
Gulf-weed; also a mass or a species of this.

1598 W. Phillip Linschoten I. xcv. 176/1 Then wee entred
into the sea, called Sergasso, which is all couered with
hearbes.. .The hearbe is tike Samper, but yellow of colour.
..The Portingalles call it Sargasso, because it is like the
herbes that groweth in their Welles in Portingall, called Sar-
gasso. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 19 About the Cape
Sargassoes and Trumbaes floate fifty leagues into the Seas.
1687 New Atlantis 1. 169 The watry Field, Spread with
Sargossa. 1688-9 Sloane Voy. Eng. 26 Mar. in Jamaica
(1725) II.342 We saw much Saragossa a floating here, called
by the Seamen Gulf-weed. 1760-72 tr. Juan % Ulloa's
Vojf- (>77*> II. 337 The sea was covered with a kind of
weed called Sargasso, which pickled, is by many thought
equal to Samphire. 1835-6 [see Gulf-weed]. 1855 Maury
Phys. Ceog. il. § 132 There is in each ocean a Sargasso into
whicball drift matter. .finds its way. 1871 Kingsley At
Last i, The Sargassos, .are a genus of themselves and by
themselves.

b. attrib., as sargasso bed, weed; Sargasso Sea
(see quot. 1855).
1830 Philos. Mag. VI 1 1. 450 In the North Atlantic Ocean,

coming from the south, you fall in about the tropic with the
Sargasso weeds. 1855 Maury Phys. Geogr. Sea (1859) $ 13
Midway the Atlantic, in the triangular space between the
Azores, Canaries, and the Cape de Verd Islands, is the Sar-
gasso Sea. 1855 Kingslev Westw. Hot iii, All around
floated the sargasso beds, clogging her bows. 1885 Lady
Brassey The Trades 168 The patches of sargasso weed
that floated past.

Sarge, variant of Cierge.
1544 Aberdeen Reg. (1884) I. 206 Ane sarge of new walx.

Sargeancie, -ge(au)nt : seeSERGEANCT, -gent.

SargO (sargo). [a. Sp. sorgo :—L. sargus : see

Sargus. Cf. Sar.j a. (See quot. 1880.) b.
U.S. (See quot. 1884.)
1880 GOhther Pishes 406 Sargus..comprises twenty

species; several of them occur in the Mediterranean and
the neighbouring parts of the Atlantic, and are popularly
called 'Sargo ',

' Sar ',
' Saragu \ 1884 Goode, etc. Nat.

Hist. Aquatic Anim. 400 On the California coast occur two
species of this family [Grunts] ; one, known to the fishermen
by the name ' Sargo ', Pristi/oma Davidsoni, is found from
San Pedro southward to Cerros Island.

tSargon, sargot. Obs. [a. F. fsargon,

f sargot, derivatives of L. sargus.] —Sargus.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. m. Furies 70 Th' hidden

love that.. unites so well Sargons and GoaLs. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny I. 269 The Sargots [F. les sargols] haue an-
other trick..: for he that finds himselfe taken fretteth
the line in twaine, whereto the hooke hangeth, against a
hard rocke. 1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 339 The Sargon .

.

is an adulterous fish, daily changing mates.

II Sargns (sa'jgrJs). [L. =Gr. oapyos.] A fish

of the genus Sargus, the type of the family Sparidx,
the sea-breams.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 206 Th' adulterous Sargus

..Courting the Shee.Goats on the grassie shore. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts 260 There is a prettie comparison
of a Harlottes loue to a fisherman which putteth vpon him
a goats skin with the homes, to deceiue the Sargus-fish.
175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 255 Spari. . .The Sargus. 1844
Kitto Phys. Hist. Palestine viii. 416 Three species of Sar-
gus—namely, the Hoarse Sargus, the Common Sargus, and
the Ringed Sargus.

Sari, Sarle : see Saree, Serry v.

Sarif, obs. form of Serve.

II Sarigue (sang). Also 7-8 sarigoy, 9 (Diet.)

8aragoy, 8 Cerigo, -oon. [Fr. (Buffon), a. Pg.
sarigui, in 1 6th c. carigui, cerigoi, serigoi (whence
the earlier forms); used erron. for Brazilian sari-

gueya, a derivative of Sarigue", which is the name
of a tribe of Indians.
Several other forms of the word are quoted by Ray Syn.

Quad., 1603, Pennant Hist. Quad., 1781, and Smeflie tr.

Buffori, Nat. Hist., 1780-5.]

A South American opossum, Didelphys opossum.
1683 Tyson in Phil. Trans. XIII.- 379, I am apt to think

'twas by removing these Scent-bags rather then taking out
the Kidneys ; that they made the Sarigoy edible. 1818-31
Webster, Saragoy, the opossum of the Molucca Isles. 1847
Ibid., Sarigue. [And in later Diets.]

Sariliche, Sarisine, obs. ff. Sorrily, Saracen.

llSarissa (sari'sa). Antiq. PI. -SB. [Gr.

aaoutaa, better oa/xaa.] A long lance used in the

Macedonian phalanx.

1734 tr. Rolltn's Anc. Hist. (1827) VIII. 69 The sarissa;

or long spears. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xcii. XII. 77 The sa-

rissa of this cavalry may have been fourteen feet in length.

Sark (saik), sb. Se. and north, (and occas.

arch.). Forms: I aero, serco, syrce, 2 syrio,

auric, 3 aero, 3-6 (9 Se. local) aerk, (4 acherk),

4-5 aarke, 4-7 8arke, 4- sark. [OE. sere, masc.

(also in extended form serce, wk. fem.) = ON.

SARKING.

serk-r (Sw. sark, Da. s/erk) :-OTeut. type *sarki-z.
Affinities outside Teut. are doubtfnl : OS1. sraka
tunic does not correspond phonetically, but some
scholars believe it to be adopted from Teut.
The final i instead of eh is due to the fact that the word

has come down only in the northern dialect. The anomalous
form scherk (quot. 13..) app. proceeds from a southern
scribe to whom the word was unknown.]
1. A garment worn next the skin ; a shirt or

chemise; occas. a nightshirt; also trans/, a surplice.
In Sc. still the ordinary word for ' shirt '.

Beoit'Ttlfim JEt bsem ade waes eb^esyne swat-fah syrce.
anooAgs. Voc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 328/12 Colobium, jiel in-
terula, syrio 01200 Ibid. 547/25 ColobHum),. .suric. 01300
Cursor M. 17243 For-sak bi sere o silk and line. Ibid. 21527
Of he kest al tohis serk. 13. . Coerde L. 3630 Tyl he have
maad al playn werk Off thy clothes of gold, into thy scherk.
c 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 161 Bare in serke & breke
Isaac away fled. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 66 She shulde
vnsowen hir serke and sette here an heyre To affaiten hire
flesshe. c 1440 Gesta Rom. ix. 24 (Harl. MS.) If it happe
me to dye. .for be in batill.., bat (m sette out my blody
serke on a perch afore. 1503 Dunbar Thistle *> Rose 46 In
serk and mantill [eftir hir] I went In to this garth. 1571
Satir. Poems Reform, xxviii. 69 My Steming Sark & Rok-
ket was laid doun, Fra tyme that 1 hard tell the King was
deid. 157a Ibid, xxxiii. 369 Buft brawlit hois, Coit, Dowblet,
sark, and scho. 1578 Inv. R. Wardr. (1815) 215 Ane hie-
land syd serk of yallow lyning pasmentit with purpour silk
and silver. Foure Inglis sarkes with blak werk. a 1634 W.Row Contin. J. Row's Hist. Kirk (Maitl. CI.) 204 Shee,
being in hard labour in chyld-birth, posted away her servant
..to St Allaril's Chapell .. with her sarke. 1725 Ramsay
Gent. She/h. ill. ii, Aneath his oxter is the mark, Scarce
ever seen since he first^ wore a sark. 1790 Burns Tarn o'
Shanter 153 Had.. Their sarks, instead o' creeshie flannen,
Been snaw-white seventeen hunder linnen ! Ibid. 171 Her
cutty sark, o' Paisley harn, That while a lassie she had
worn. 0180a in Scott Minstr. Scott. Bord. III. 152 Jenny
shall wear the hood, Jocky the sark of God. 1809 T.
Donaldson Poems 158 The Clerk, Wha croons his notes
like morning lark Before the man i' Holy Sark. 1816 Scott
Old Mori, xxiv, And Cuddie at the heels o' him, in ane o'
Sergeant Bothwell's laced waistcoats..and a ruffled sark,
like ony lord o' the land. 1849 Longf. Building of Ship
219 Speeding along.. Like a ghost in its snow-white sark.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 70 A silken sark
wrought wondrously In some far land across the sea.

fig. c 1410 26 Pol. Poems 40 pey wil . . resceyue be charge
..Towasche synful soules serkis. 14. . Henryson Garmont
Gude Ladeis iii, Hir sark suld be hir bodynixt Of chestetie
so quhyt.
Proverbs, la 1598 D. Ferguson Prov. (1785) 26 Near is

the kirtle, but nearer is the sark.

b. Phrase. Sark alane, with a sark as the only
covering of the body.
1538 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 155 Thai ordane the said

Besse..togang, sark alane, afore the procession. 1786
Har'si Rig (1794) 35 Auld Seonet comes in sark-a-lane.

to. Sark of mail : a shirt of mail. Obs.

»S»S Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 62 My sark of mayll and a
battell axe.

2. attrib., as sari-neck, -skirt, -tail.

1786 Burns Author's Cry x, There's some *sark-necks
I wad draw tight, And tie some hose well, c 1440 Alphabet
of Tales 302 And his man. .with his *sarke skirte, wypid it

\sc. the leper's nose] als softlye as he cuthe. 17x5 Ramsay
Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. v, Some did their *sark-tails wring.
X7»i Kelly Sc. Prov. 139 He was wrap'd in his Mother's
Sark Tail..The Scots.. believing that this Usage will make
him well-beloved among Women. 1896 Crockett Grey Man
xv, Some fought like Highlandmen in their sark-tails.

Sark (saik), v. Sc. and north, [f. Sark sb.]

1. trans. To furnish with or clothe in a sark.

1483 Cath. Angl. 330/2 Serked, camisiatus, jnterulatns.
1789 D. Davidson Th. on Seasons 15 On's back a coat.

,

And, underneath well sarket Wi' harn, that day. a 1869
C Spence Fr. Braes ofCarse 166 They told me.. How
drink had brought me to sic fash ; How 1 was neither clad
nor s.u kit.

2. Building. (See quot. 1771.)
1464-5 [see Sarktng vbl. sb. 1]. 1568-9 Durham Ace,

Rolls (Surtees) 717 For sarking of the inner howse in the
dorture, is. gd. 164a in J. Watson Jedburgh Abbey (1804)

86 Item for making of the roofe and sarking of it,. .300 inks.

1771 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1769, 121 The^ roofs are sarked,
i.e. covered with inch-and-half deal, sawed into three planks,

and then nailed to the joists, on which the slates are pinned.

Sarkful (sgukful). Sc. [f. Sark sb. + -ful.]

In phrase a sarkful of sore bones, a sore body.
1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 396 I'll give you a Sarkful of sore

Bones. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlv.

Sarking (saukirj), vbl. sb. Sc. and north, [f.

Sark v. and sb. + -ino 1.]

1. Building. (See quot. 1894.) Also attrib.,

as sarking-board, felt, -nail.

1464-5 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 154 Pro M 1 sarkyng-
nale, 5s. 1597 Ibid. 740 For sawinge Sarkyn boordes..for
the churche. 1571 Burgh Rec. Lanark (1893) 64 TJie laith
to be all sarking like Sanct Nicolas kirk, and to be rignit
with hewin stane. 1610 Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc.

(Surtees) 157 For xx yeardes of sarkin hordes. 1636 Ibid.

189 Item. .for.. laying the sarking hordes for the leades.
1821 Galt Ann. Parish xxvii, I told them of the sarking
of the roof, which was as frush as a paddock-stool. 1833
Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 983 A course of five-eighths inch
deal sarking (boarding), 9 inches broad, to be laid along the
eaves. 1844 H. Stephens Bi. Farm I. 170 All the gables
of the external walls.. should.. be entirely filled up to the
sarking or tiles, as the case may be. 1882 Christy Joints
used by Builders 76 As a rule, slates are most likely to keep
out the weather when laid on close or open jointed sarking
or rough boarding.. with felt hetween it and the slates.

1885 C. G. W. Lock IVorkshof Receipts Ser. iv. 40/1 Line
the inside of the structure with rough sarking boards.

1694 Northumbld. Gloss., Sarkin, the eleading of wood laid



SARKINITE.

on the rafters of a house when a strong and tight roof is

required. The slates are laid over the sarkin. 1908 Laxton s

Price Si. (ed. 91) rsr Roof linings. . . Asphalte Sarking Felt.

2. A material for the making of ' sarks '. More

fully sarkin^-chth, linen.

a 1670 Spalding Trout. Chas. I (Bannatyne CI.) I. 287

Order was given to search the countrie for gray hydes, and

gray cloath, and sarking cloath. 1804 Stagg Misc. Poems

(1808) 142 WT rnonny mair see Meggy Houpe, Wi her bit

sarkin* linen. 1810 R. H. Crontek s Rem. Nitksd. <$ Gall.

Song os My kimmer and I gade to the fair, Wi' twal' pun'

Scots in sarking to ware. i8ji Galt Ann. Parish iv, It

[the lint] was intended for sarking to ourselves, and sheets

and napery.

Sarkinite (saukitwit). Min. [Named (Sar-

kinit) in 1885 by A. Sjogren, f. Gr. oapiav-os fleshy,

in allusion to its flesh-red colour and greasy lustre

+ -ITE.] Arsenate of manganese, of flesh-red or

rose-red colour.

1887 Jml. Chem. Soc. LII. 1. 346 Sarkinite, a New Man-
ganese Arsenate. 1890 Ibid. LXVIII. 11. 715 Crystals of

Sarkinite.

Sarkless (saukles), a. Sc. and north, [f. Sark
sb. + -LESS.] Without a sark. Also trans/.

a 1774 Fergusson Drink Eel. Poems (1845) 51 You hae
been blythe to hack Your a' upon a sarkless sodger's back.

1882 Lane. Gloss., Sarkless, shirtless.

Sarlac fsaulak). Also sarlik, sarlyk. [Cal-

muck sarluk, cited by Gmelin in Novi Comm.
Acad. Sci. Petrop. (1760) V. 341.] =Yak.
1781 Pennant Hist. Quad. 1. 23 Sarlyk. 1828-32 Webster,

Sarlac. 185a J. E. Gray Catal. Mammalia Brit. Mils. III.

40 Poephagusgrunniens. The Yac or Sarlyk. 1864 Webster
(citing Baird). In recent Diets.

Sarmatian (sajm^i'Jan), a. and sd. [f. L.

Sarmatia the land of the Sarmatss (Gr. 2ap/*drai,

also 'S.avpopartu, whence the form Sauromatian).
In mod. Latin Sarmatia has been extensively used for

Poland : hence occas. in English poetry, e. g.

1799 Campbell Pleas. Hope 1. 376 Sarmatia fell, unwept,
without a crime.]

A. adj. Of or belonging to the region anciently

known as Sarmatia, now occupied approximately

by the Russians and Poles.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 304 Ptolemey. .confineth

Sarmatia Europaea with the Sarmatian Ocean. 1800 Shaw
Gen. Zool. I. 11. 430 Sarmatian Weesel, Vzverra Sarma-
tica. 1841 Alison Hist. Europe (1847) IX. 187 [Vienna

was] anciently the frontier station of the Roman empire upon
the Sarmatian wilds.

b. Geol. = Sarmatio b.

188a Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. 867 Sarmatian orCerithium
Stage. Ibid., The Sarmatian stage is characterized by the

prodigious number of individuals of a comparatively small

number of species of shells.

B. sb. One of a nomadic people formerly in-

habiting this territory.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 393 Of the Scythians,

Sarmatians, and Seres. 1671 Milton P. R. iv.78. 1771
Robertson Hist. Amer. 1. (1851) I. 22 The wandering tribes,

which they called by the general name of Sarmatians or

Scythians. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 311/1 Scythians and
Sarmatians spoke almost the same language.

Sarmatic (saJmartik), a. [Formed as prec.

+ -ic] =Sarmatian a.; in quot. i723 = Polish.

Sarmatic polecat, the Mottled Polecat, Putorius sarma.
liens. (In recent Diets. : cf. Sarmatian -weasel.)

17.3 Mather Vind. Bible 402 In Poland, .when the priest

was about to pronounce the words of the Gospel at the altar,

the noblemen drew their swords in part out of the scabbards

. . : a Sarmatick sacrament.

b. Geol. (See quot.)

1874 Geol. Mag. July 325 Newer Tertiary beds—the three

stages of the Vienna Tertiaries occur, the Marine, the

Sarmatic, and the Congeria beds, but they are not always
separately mapped.

Sarment (saMment). Now rare (Bot.). [ad.

L. sarmentum,' chiefly in pi., twigs lopped off,

brushwood, f. sarpere to prune, trim (trees,

branches). Cf. F. sarment shoot of vine, woody
climbing stem.] A twig, + a cutting of a tree.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxxvi. (1495) 879
Cerusa . .comyth of vapour of stronge vyneygre effusyd and
shedde on thynne plates of leed and layed vpon whyte Sar-

mentes. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 33 He . . nygh the roote

ingraffeth his sarment. Ibid. XII. 356. 1657 Physical Diet,
Sarments, twigs of trees. 1766 Smollett Trav. 176 [For
lighting fires] the people of these countries use the sar-

ments or cuttings of the vines. 1837 Gray First Less. Bot.
Gloss., Sarmentaceous, bearing long and flexible twigs
{sarments), either spreading or procumbent.

Sarmentaceous (saiment^-Jss), a. [f. L.

sarment-um : see Sarment and -aceohs.] = SAR-
MENTOSE.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 32 [The Cocculus tribe.]

Shrubs, with a.. sarmentaceous habit. 1831 Macgillivray
tr. Richard's Elem. Bot. 470 This family is composed of
sarmentaceous and climbing shrubs.

Sarmentifertms (saumenti-feres), a. [f.

mod.L. sarmentifer-us, f. sarmentum : see Sar-
ment and -FEROOS.] = Sarmentose.
1858 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms.

t Sarmentrtiotts, a. 06s.-° [a. L. tar-

mentitius, -ticius, f. sarmentum : see Sarment and
-ITIODS.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sarmentitious, of or belonging to

twigs or branches.

112

Sarmentose (siumenttTu's), a. Bot. [ad. L.

sarmentos-us, f. sarmentu?n : see Sarment and -ose.

Cf. OF. sarmenteux.] (See quot. 1863.)
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. iv, (1776) 181 Sarmentose;

when they [sc. stems] are Repent and Subnude. 1783 Justa-
mond tr. RaynaTs Hist. Indies III. 341 It's stem.. is..

knotty at intervals, and sarmentose, as that of the vine.

1863 Bentham Flora Austral. I. Introd. 5 Stems are. .sar-

mentose, when the branches of a woody stem are long and
weak, although scarcely climbing. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 108 Creeping herbs or sarmentose shrubs.

Sarmentous (sajme'ntss), a. [ad. L. sar-

mentos-us : see prec. and -ous.j = prec.

17*1 Bailey, Sarmentous, twiggy or branching. 1753
Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Stalk, Creeping, or sarmentous
stalk, that which emits roots as it runs along.

>
1756 P.

Browne Jamaica 327 The large sarmentous Satyrium with

mottled flowers. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI. 354 It is of

sarmentous growth.

Sarmon(d, -one, -oun, etc. : see Sermon.
Sarnes, obs. form of Soreness.

t Sarole-man. Obs. (See quot. Cf. Sarosel.)
i66z Merrett Nerfs Art 0/ Glass 244 These Glasses

are put into Iron pans..call'd Fraches, which by degrees

are drawn by the Sarole man all along the Leer,, .that the

Glasses may cool Gradaiim.

II Sarong (sarfvrj\ [Malay sailing, prob. from

some mod. form of Skr. saranga variegated.]

1. (See quot. 1895.)
1834 G. Bennett Wand. N.S.W., etc. II. 217 He was

attired in a dirty sarong around his waist, and a loose baju
or jacket. 1895 Swettenham Malay Sk. 172 The Sarong
is the Malay national garment, a sort of skirt, usually in

tartan, worn by men and women alike.

2. (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Sarong,, .a woven or printed

fabric imported into the Dutch ports of the Eastern archi-

pelago.

USarOS (se^T^s). [Gr. capos or aapos (Berossos),

a. Assyro-Babylonian $a~r(u.]

1. Antiq. The Babylonian name for the number

3600, and hence for a period of 3600 years.

The notion expressed in quot. i662j that the saros con-

sisted of 3600 days, is due to the desire to rationalize the

incredible statements of Berossos with regard to the lengths

of the reigns of the antediluvian kings of Babylon. Other
expedients for the same purpose were adopted by early

writers on chronology.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 54 Sarus with them is

three thousand sixe hundred yeares. x66aSTiLLiNGFL. Orig.

Sacra? 1. v. § 4. 80 The learned Monks, Panodorus and
Anianus, . . make a Saros to contain 120. months of 30. dayes
apiece.

2. Astr. Adopted by modern astronomers as the

name of the cycle of 18 years and io| days, in

which solar and lunar eclipses repeat themselves.

This use is founded on the statement of Suidas (app. due
to some mistake) that the length of the saros was 18J years.

1812 Woodhouse Astron. xxxv, 353 The period of 223
lunations, called by the Chaldean Astronomers, the Saros.

1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. iii. § 18 (1879) 102 This period

of 18 years 10 days is a cycle of the Moon, known to the

ancient Chaldeans and Greeks under the name of Saros.

t Sarosel. Glass-making. Obs. (See quot.)

1662 Merrett Neri's Art 0/ Glass 244 The mouth
thereof [the leer] enters into a room, where the Glasses are

taken out and set. This room they call the Sarosel, and
the Sarole-men those who draw the Fraches along the Leer.

Sarp, obs. form of Sharp.

t Sarp-cloth. Obs. Also 6 serpe-cloth.

[Shortened f. Sarplier + Cloth. Cf. the Sc. forms

sarplaith, sarplet/i, under Sarplier.] = Sarplier.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Serpeitlie're, ou ser-

pillere, a serpe-cloth. 1611 Cotgr., Serpillere, a Sarpler, or

Sarp-cloth, a piece of course Canuas to packe vp things in.

1726 Diet. R?tst. (ed, 3), Sarpliar or Sarp-cloth.

t Sarpe 1
. Obs. [a. OF. sarpe (mod.F. serpe),

app. f. L. sarpere to prune.] A pruning hook.
1388 Wyclif i Sam. xiii. 20 That ech man schulde scharpe

his schar, and picoise, and ax, and sarpe [1382 purgyng
hook]. Ibid., Isa. vii. 25 And alle hillis that schulen be

purgid with a sarpe [1382 wode bil]. 1474 Caxton Chesse

in. v. e ij, He ought to haue on his gyrdel a sarpe or crokyd
hachet for to cutte of the superftuytees of the vignes.

f Sarpe 2
. Obs. Also sarp, serpe. [Of obscure

origin.] A collar, neck-ring of gold or silver.

1429 Sc. Acts Jas. I (1814) II. 18/1 Ande at nane vthir

weir broudry..bot aray bairn.. in all vthir honest aray as

serpis beltis vches & chenzeis. 1438 E. E. Wills (1882) no
Item to Robert Greyndoor, ..my Serpe of siluer and my
cheyne of goold. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.)

46 He. ,tuke..a grete wreth of golde, callit a sarp be sum
men, and put it about his hals. c 1460 FortescueA os. $ Lim.
Men, vii. (1885) 125 Rich stones, serpes,bauderikes, and ober

juels. 1470-83 Malory Arthur xx. xiv. 822 Alle they were
arayed in grene veluet with sarpys of gold about their

quarters, c 1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 4 The King
. . arraied in a doblet ofgren .

.
, a long goune of purpur velwet,

. .with a riche sarpe and garter. 1488 Ace. La. High Treas.

ScotI. (1877) 1.86 Memorandum:—fund in a blac coflfre..It.

the first, the grete sarpe of gold contenand xxv schaiffis

with the fedder betuix.

Sarpego, Sarpent : see Serpigo, Serpent.

Sarplier (saupli,3j). Forms : 4-7 sarpler,

(4 sarpuler), 5 sarpel©r(e, (sarplar, -pelar,

-pliar), 6- sarplier; Sc, 5 sarplare, -air, sar-

pleth, 7 serplaith. [a. AF. sarpler {Rolls tf
Parlt. I. 413, 1331-2), OF. sarpillere (mod.F.

serpilliere packing cloth) = Pr. sarpelkeira y
Cat sar~

pallera
t
xarpallera

}
Sp. arpWera, Pg. sarapilheira.

SARRAY.

Littre suggests that the word is a derivative (with suffix

•a'ria : see -er 2 2) of late L. xerampelinus (med.L. cor-

ruptly xeropeltinus, serampelinust
serapellinus) a. Gr. fq-

pa^n-e'Aifof, of the colour of withered vine-leaves, f. ftpb;
dry, withered + ap.weAos vine. But this derivation has been
contested by later philologists. Cf. Fr. dial (16th c.) serpol

bride's trousseau. MDu. had sarpdier, serplier, pack of

wool (also sarpeel).]

f 1. A large sack of coarse canvas for wool ; a

sack or bale of wool containing eighty tods ; also

used as a measure of quantity for wool.
[1353-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 554 Et in 4 sarplers

novis pro lanis cariandis.] c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iii. 6
(Camb. MS.) They ben ententyf abowte sarpuleris or sachels

vnprofitable for to taken [orig. circa diriprindas inutilea

sarcinulas occupantur\ c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4371 Hyre
sarplers dud he with hay be fild, & bonde hem to hure sadels

gyld. 1425 Rolls of ParIt. IV. 200/1 The which Cokett
contenes the hool nombre of sarplers. c 1430 Lydg. Mm.
Poems (Percy Soc) 204 Though many a robe hath be shente
On hire sarpelere and on hire sak. 1436 Sc. Acts Jas. I
(1814) II. 23/2 Gudis bat aw na custum or bat aw custum
eftir be fraucht of be serplaith bat is to say it at payis as

a serplaith in fraucht. c 1440 Lydg. Hors, Shepe <\ G. 415
The.. Duke of Burgon Cam befor Caleis with Flemynges
nat a fewe, Which yaff the sakkis & sarpleres of the toun
To Gaunt & Brugis his fredam for to shewe. a 1513 Fabyan
Chron. vii. (1811) 395 The Kyng . . commaunded a new sub-

sydie to be leuyed vpon all y° sarplers of wolle goynge out of

Englande. 1581 J. Bell Haddotfs Answ. Osor. 51 b, You
besturre yourselfe : & packe and stuffe together a whole
sarpler full of Tullies owne sentences. 1609 Skene Reg.
Maj., Treat. 141 In Merchandice na Merchant sail passe

over the sea, except he haue thrie Serplaiths of wooll, of

his awin proper gudes.

f2. A wrapper of sackcloth (or other coarse

material) for packing merchandise. Obs.

1365 Cooper Thesaurus, Segestre, a sarplier : a thyng to

packe vp marchandice in. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 392 It

serued as wast Paper for sarplers to wrap and packe vp
wares in. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais Prol. (Rtldg.) 18 His
Orations did smell like the sarpler, or wrapper of a foul.,

oil vessel. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia I. 74 The other

[tent] is cover'd with a great Sarpler of Wooll, for their

Cattel and Horses. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v. Oint-

ment, If. .the Fire should catch, you must have a Covering

or Sarplier ready, which you have dipt in Water and well

wrung. 1847 Halliwell, Sarpelere, a coarse packcloth

made of hemp. Glouc.

3. A large sack into which hops are gathered

and carried to the kiln, local.

1893 C. Whitehead Hop Cultiv. 36 When picked, the

hops are measured .. into 'pokes', 'greenbags , or sacks,

holding 10 bushels. Note. In Hampshire and Surrey these

sacks are called 'sarpliers ', and hold fourteen bushels.

Sarplys, obs. pi. of Surplice.

Sarpo (saupo). Also 8 sarpoe, 9 sapo. [a.

Sp. sapo, lit, * large toad '.] (See quots.)

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp., Sarpoe, a name given to the

fish called by authors salpa. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist.

Aquatic Anitn. 251 A form [of the Toad.fish] found only in

the Gulf, Batrachus pardus . .is known to the fishermen as

the ' Sarpo ' and the 'Sea-robin '. 1891 Century Diet. Sapo,

the toad-fish, Batrachus tau.

Sarpuler, Sarra, obs. ff. Sarplier, Sahara.

|[ Sarracenia (saerasf-nia). Bot. Also 8 sarra-

cena, -sena. [mod.L.; orig. Sarracena (Touraefort

1700, after Dr. D. Sarrazin of Quebec who sent

him the plant).] A genus of insectivorous plants,

the type of the N. O. Sarraceniacese, to which belong

many of the plants popularly known as pitcher-

plants. Hence Sarraceniad, Lindley's name for

a plant of this Order (Veg. Kingd. 1846, p. 429).
1786 ABERCROMBiE/4/-m«£*w.66' inGard. Assist., Sarra-

cenia, or side-saddle flower. 1796 C Marshall Gardening
xix. (1813) 370 Sarrasena is a native of the bogs of North
America. Ibid. 360 Sarracena, or side-saddle flower. 1879

Lubbock Sci. Led. i. 5 Sarracenia. In this genus some of the

leaves are in the form of a pitcher. 1884 Pall Mall G.

14 July 5/1 Great tropical carnivores like the beautiful

Sarracenias.

Sarrail : see Serail. Sarralia : see Seraglio.

t Sa*rraly, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 sarreliche,

sarrely, sarrilich, saxraly. [f. *sarree (a. F.

serr(? in close order, pa. pple. of serrer to shut

tightly, lock :—popular L. *serrare, L. serdre, f.

sera bolt, lock) + -LT. Cf. Serry v.] In close

order or array, closely.

£1330 Arth. * Merl. 6047 (Kolbing) Cleodalis Stode on

fot, & mani of his Aboute him stode sarreliche. Ibid. 5279,

7846, 8044. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13536

Doun wyp be htl bey toke be weye Al sarrely in to be valeye.

13. . K. Alls. 2127 (Bodl. MS.), pise brou3«en fourty bou-

synde And comen sarrilich byhynde. 1375 Barbour Bruce

vn 1. 222 The kyng ..Saw first curnand thair first eschele Arrait

sarraly and weill.

]| Sarrasin (sce'razin). In quots. sar(r)azin,

sarassin. [a. F. sarrasin ( 16th c), for bit sarrasin
1 Saracen wheat '.] Buckwheat.
[1687 Sarazin corn : see Saracen 3.] 1840 T. A, Trollops

Summer in Britt. I. 308 A small quantity of black bread,

made of sarazin. 1865 Pall Mall G. 30 Aug. 3/2 The fields

of sainfoin and sarassin. 1888 19M Cent. June 836 The
Russian peasant will not atways sell his wheat and live on

sarrazin and rye.

Sarrasin,Sarrature : see Saracen,Sebrature.

t Sarray, adv. Sc. Obs. rarer-1
, [a. F. serrtx

see Sarraly adv.] =Sarraly adv.

1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 296 And the formast of his men^e
Enbraist vith that thar scheldis braid And richt sarray to-

gidder raid.



SARRITION.

Sarrazin, Sarre, obs. ff. Saracen, Sore.
Sarreliche, -ly, var. ff. Sarraly adv. Obs.

Sarreverenoe : see Sir-reverence.

Sarrie , Sarrilich : see SkKrt v. , Sarraly adv.

t Sarrition. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sarrition-em,

n. of action f. sarrire to hoe, weed.] The action

of hoeing or stirring the soil.

a 17M Lisle Husb. (1752) 70 This sarrition was performed
in dry burning lands. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xv.
(Dublin) 202 They scratch'd it again and again with the same
wooden Instruments, this was call'd Sarrition.

Sarrusophone (sam-stf^n). [f. Sarrus (see

quot. 1884) + Gr. (paiirq voice, sound.] A brass

instrument of the oboe class, played with a double
reed. Hence Sarrusophonist, a performer on
the sarrusophone.
1875 Knight Vict. Mech., Sarrusophone. 1884 Encycl.

Brit. XVII. 707/1 In 1856. .M. Sarrus, thought out the
construction of a family of brass instruments.. .Gautrot of
Paris realized the inventor's idea, and, under the name of
1 sarrusophones ', has created a complete family, from the
sopranino in E9 to the contrabass in W. 1906 Daily Neivs
21 Feb. 12 M, Leruste, the only sarrusophonist in the Garde
Republicaine Band.

Sarry, obs. variant of Savoury a.

Sarsa sa-isa). Also sarza. [Short for next]
= Sarsaparilla 1. Also altrib.

1625 Bacon Ess., Friendship (Arb.) 167 Vou may take
Sarza to open the Liuer. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India 4- P.
182 'these [Mangoes] and Sarsa being their usual Diet.
1849 Balfour Man. Bot. % 1054 The root of various species
of Smilax constitutes the Sarsaparilla or Sarza of the phar-
macopeias. 1889 Syd. Sec. Lex.. Sarsa.

Sarsaparilla (sajsaparvla). Forms : a. 6-8
zarza parilla, (6 parillei, 7-8 sarzaparilla.rt-7
sarcaparilla, 6 -parillia, -perilla, sarsaparilla,

7 -perilla, 8 -parill, 7- sarsaparilla ; 0. 6-7 sal-sa-

perilla, 6-8 -parilla, 6 -pariglia, -perillia, 7
-parillia, saleepereille, 9 salsaparilha ; 7. 7 sas-
saparilla. [a. Sp. zarzaparrilla, f. zarza (?a.
Basque sar/zia) bramble ; the latter part is said
in A. Matthioli Comm. in Dioscoridem (1565) 184
to be *parrilla, dim. ofparra vine, the sarsaparilla

being a climbing plant, and its berries having some
resemblance to grapes. The word appears, with
etymologizing corruption after It. salso adj. salt, in

It, salsapariglia (whence the forms), K. salse-

fareille (whence the 7 form).
The above etymology is given in Gerarde's Herbal 1597 ;

and (as an original conjecture) in Monlau's Diccionario
ttimol. de la lengua castellana 1856. The statement of
many writers, that the word comes from the name of a Dr.
Pariilo, has not been traced to any authoritative source. ]

1. A plant belonging to any of the species of the
order Smilacem, indigenous to tropical America
from Mexico to Peru ; esp. Smilax officinalis the
Jamaica sarsaparilla.

•577 Frawton Joy/ull Newes it. 79 Of the Sarcaparillia
|Sp. orig. ( Monardes) carfaparrilla] of Guaiquill. Ibid.

79 b, This Sarcaparilla, dooeth growe at the side of a Riuer,
which commetb from the Mountaines of the Peru. Ibid
80 Sarcaperilla. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccciL 710 We
baue great plentie of the rootes of this Bind-weed of Peru,
which we vsuallie call Zarza, or Sarsa Parilla. 1620 J. Mason
New-found-land (Bannatyne CI.) A 4, The common wild
herbes of the Countrie are Angelica, Violets, . . Sarsaparilla
(etc). 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 150 All along the Banks
grow abundance of Mangroves and Sarzaparilla. 1731
M ii.ler Card. Diet., Smilax. .. Rough Virginian Bindweed,
with a smooth Ivy Leaf, commonly call'd Zarzaparilla.
1851-9 Hooker in Man. Sci. Enq. 427 The so-called Jamaica
Sarasaparilla grows near the Chiriqui Lagoon in the state
of Costa Rica. 1871 Svmonds Grk. Poets x. 313 Clematis
and polished garlands of tough sarsaparilla wed the shrubs
with clinging, climbing arms.

b. The dried roots of plants of the various
species of Smilacex; esp. Jamaica sarsaparilla,
.Smilax officinalis ; also, a medicinal preparation
of the root used as an alterative and tonic. (The
early mentions often relate to the supposed efficacy
of the drug in the treatment of syphilis.)

1577 Franrso-njoyfull Naves 11.80 b, For these euilles they
haue an other maner of Water, that is. takyng of foure ounces
of Sarcaparilla 158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. xxviiL 32 Let
hym take Sarsaparilla, or Lignum Vita;. Ibid. 111. xlvi. 65 The
Salsa pariglia is a Roote that commeth from the Indes, the
which is hot and driyng. i6at Burton Anal. Mel. 11. iv. 1. iii,

And to such as are cold, the Decoction of Guacum, Salsa-
perilla [etc.). 1671 Shaowell Humorists I, Hast thou not
rais'd the price of Sarsaperilla, and Guiacum all over the
Iown. 171a tr. Powet's Hist. Drugs I. 49 Sarsaparilla,
or Salsaparilla, is a very long Root, like a small Cord.
1840 Pereira Mat. Med. II. 661 Jamaica Sarsaparilla, orfic
Ibid. 662 Brazilian Sarsaparilla : Lisbon, Portugal, or Rio
Negro Sarsaparilla.. Lima Sarsaparilla. Ibid. 663 Hon-
duras Sarsaparilla ; Mealy Sarsaparilla ; Vera Cruz Sarsa.
parilla; Mexican Sarsaparilla. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst.
Clm. Med. xxix. 369 We will.. give him mild aperients,
light nutritious diet, and sarsaparilla. 1846 Lindlev Veg.
Kingd. tit Neesand Ebermaier say that it [root at Smilax
aspera and S. excelsa] sometimes comes into the market
under the name of Italian Sarsaparilla. 1853 A. R. Wal-
lace Amazon A Rio Negro 140 The trade here is princi-
pally in Brazil-nuts, salsaparilha,. .farinha, and salt-fish.

1857 Balfour Cycl. India, etc. 1659/1 A large quantity is

shipped at the Brazils and is called Lisbon sarsaparilla.

187s H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 422 If, therefore, sarsa-
parilla have any value whatever in disease, it must be simply
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as an alterative. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 313/1 Sarsa-
parilla.

.
.Smilax officinalis

.

.and S. Medica. .yield respec-
tively the so-called

'
Jamaica' and the Mexican varieties.

Ibid. 313/2 The varieties of sarsaparilla met with in com-
merce at present are the following :—Jamaica, Lima, Hon.
duras, Guatemala, Guayaquil, and Mexican.. .'Jamaica '

sarsaparilla ..derives its name from the fact that Jamaica
was at one time the emporium for sarsaparilla.

2. Applied to plants of other genera, resembling
the true sarsaparilla or furnishing a root used as a
substitute for it (see quots.).
German sarsaparilla '. see German a.2 4.

1840 Pereira Mat. Med. II. 904 The root of Hemidesmns
indicus.. is used in India under the name of 'country sarsa-
parilla '...It has been called 'Indian* or 'scented sarsa-
parilla, nannari'. 1847 W.Darlington A mer. Weeds (i860)

155 Aralia, L. Wild Sarsaparilla. Ginseng. Ibid. 156
Aratia nndicaulis, L... Sarsaparilla. False Sarsaparilla.
1858 Ijairo Cycl. Nat. Sci. 107/2 Carex arenaria. . has also
a certain reputation on the continent as a diaphoretic and
diuretic, and is used as such under the name of German
sarsaparilla. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v., New Zealand Sarsa-
parilla, Ripogonum parviftorum. 1883 F. M. Bailey Sy-
nods. Queensl. Flora 114 Native Sarsaparilla. The roots of
this beautiful purple-flowered twiner {Hardenbergia mono-
phylla) are used by bushmen as a substitute for the true
sarsaparilla. 1891 Coo-ei (ed. Mrs. P. Martin) 258 On the hills

. . cyclamen, sundew, purple sarsaparilla, and the scarlet pea.

3. altrib.

1634. S. R. Noble Soldier iv. ii. in Bullen 0. PI. (1882) I.

317 Sirra, you Salsa-Perilla Rascall,..doe you heare, Mon-
sire? 1657 B. W. tr. Bauderon's Expert. Pays, no Let the
drink bee decoction of Sarsa Parilla roote. 1849 Balfour
Man. Bot. i 1053 Smilaceae, the Sarsaparilla Family. 1868
M. H. Smith Snnsh. $ Sh. N. Y. 61 A famous house. .built
by a successful sarsaparilla man.

II Sarsar (sa'jsai). [Arab.^^ $arcar a cold

wind.] (See quots.)

1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek 207 She.. thus penetrated the
very entrails of the earth, where breathes the Sansar [sit],

or icy wind of death. 1801 Southey Thalaba 1. xxxvi, The
Sarsar can pierce through, The Icy Wind of Death.
Sarse : see Sauce. Searce.

Sarsen (saus'n). Also sarsden, -don, saroen.
[App. identical with Sarsen, var. of Saracen.] (In
full sarsen-stont) boulder.') One of the numerous
large boulders or blocksofsandstone found scattered

on the surface of the chalk downs, esp. in Wiltshire.
[1644 1 see Saracen sb. 4.] a 1691 Aubrey Nat. Hist.

Wilts (1847) 44 They are also (far from the rode) commonly
called Sarsdens or Sarsdon stones. 1743 Stukeley Abury
16 The people call these great stones, sarsens ; and 'tis a
proverb here, as hard as a sarsen. 1834 Gentl. Mag. CIV.
1. 174 The stones outside of the work,, .as well as the five

large trilithons, are all of that species of stone called Sarsen,
which is found in the neighbourhood. 1879 Jefferies
Wild Life in S. Co. 217 Yonder lies a great grey sarsen
boulder. 1888 J. Prestwich Geol. II. 342 The isolated
blocks called Grey-wethers or Sarsen stones, scattered on
the surface of the chalk downs.
Sarsen, obs. form of Sarace.v.

Sarsenet, sarcenet (sa-jsnet). Forms: 5
sarsinett, -ynett, sarssinette, 6 sarssynet, sar-
senett(e, (saresnet, sesynet, saircenett, serco-
nett,sarsnett, 7 sarcnet,sarcenett,6-9sarsnet,
5- sarcenet, 6- sarsenet, [a. AF. sarzinett

(1373 in Exeh. Aects. 397/16, Publ. Rec. Office:

see N. tf Q. 8th Ser. 1. 129), prob. a dim. of sartin
Sarac*n (see -et), suggested by OF. drap sarrasi-

twiSj med.L.pannussaraeenicus, lit 'Saracen cloth '.

Godefroy's sole example of the alleged OF. sarcenet,
taken from Du Cange, is a mistake ; it comes from a York
Cathedral inventory of 1530, and the word is English.
Palsgrave 1530 renders the Eng. sarcenet by F. taffetas.
The only trace of the existence of the word in continental
Fr. appears to be the Swiss dial, sarcenet ' lustrine de coton

'

cited by Godefr.J

1. A very fine and soft silk material made both
plain and twilled, in various colours, now used
chiefly for linings ; a dress made of this.

1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 41 My tepet of blak sarsenet.

1477 Holts o/Parlt.Vl. 189/1 It shal be leefulL.to use and
were in their Colers, Ventes, and Slefes of their Gownes
and Hukes, Sateyn, Chamelet, Sarcenet, or Tarteron. 1496-7
Rec. St. Mary at Hill 30 Item, ij Curtens of Russet sar-

synet frengid with sylke. 154a Nottingham Rec. III. 220
Dublet lyned wyth sarcenet. 1581 in Feuillerat Revels Q.
Elit. (1908) 346 Tincells, taffeta, sarcenetes, & single sar-

cenetes. 166a Pepys Diary 15 Apr., We saw some new-
fashon pettycoats of sarcenett. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2302/4
A Scarlet Coat lined with green Sarcenet. 171a Addison
SPect. No. 265 f 9 The palest Features look the most agree-
able in white Sarsenet. 1798 Jane Austen Northang. Abb.
xv, I remember, too, Miss Andrews drank tea with us that

evening, and wore her puce-coloured sarsenet. 1881 Besant
& Rice Chapl. ofFleet 1. 182 The citizen's daughters making
a gallant show in hoops, patches, lace, sarsnet and muslin.

fb. With following adj. (after Fr. use).

1483 Coronal. Rich. Ill in Antiq. Repert. II. 250 The
other (shert] made of ij yerds di' of sarsynet crymysyn.

1507 Justes May <r June 28 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 122 Of
horse and man fyrst day was theyr araye Sarcenet blue.

2. altrib. passing into adj. Composed of sarsenet.

15SX Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 133 My best sayrsnett tippit.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health xxxiii. 18 b, Hange over the eye

or eyes a greene sarsenet cloth. 167a in Willis & Clark Cam-
bridge (1886) II. 295 For making up y* Sarcenet Curtain.

i7»8 Pope Dune. in. 248 Yonder cloud.. Whose sarcenet

skirts are edg'd with flamy gold. 1836-7 Dickens Sk. Boz,

Sentiment, The linendrapers of Hammersmith were as-

tounded at the sudden demand for blue sarsenet ribbon,

and long white gloves.

SARTOBIUS.

tb. adj.,fig. Resembling sarsenet in softness.

(Said of speech, manners, etc.) Obs.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. i. 56 You sweare like a

Comfit-makers Wife :.. And giuest such Sarcenet suretie for
thy Oathes, As if thou neuer walk'st further then Finsbury.
Sweare me, Kate, . .A good mouth-filling Oath. 1646 Chas. I
in Carte Ormonde (1736) II. App. 14, I have received your
sarsenet dispatches by this bearer. 1820 Scott Monast. ii,

With many zfye and naypshaw, and such sarsenet chidings
as tender mothers give to spoiled children.

t Sarsenish, a. Obs. In 4-5 Sarsaneis, Sar-
cynesse, Sarsinesshe, -ynneis. [a. OF. Sar(r)a-
sinois, fem. sar<r)asinesche, adj. of nationality f.

sarrasin Saracen. OE. had Saracenisc] Sara-
cenic ; in OE. sb., a Saracen.
In 'bruet of Sarcynesse 1

(quot. 1381) the word is erron.
made into a sb. ; cf. bruetie sareson (c 1430 s.v. Saracen a. b).

a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1188 Largesse hadde on a Robe
fresh Of Riche purpur Sarsynysh [MS. Sarlynysh, Fr. orig.
sarazinesche]. 1381 in Form o/Cury (1780) no For to mak
a Bruet of Sarcynesse. Tak the lyre of fresch Buf [etc.].

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 9429 He was leyd In that paleis, That
was of riche werk Sarsaneis. c 1400 Siege oj'Troy 1076 in
Archiv Stud. neu. Spt: LXXII. 38 Diuerse melodye..Of
trumpis, tabouris and nakeres, Pypers sarsynneis and sym-
baleris. [Cf. OF. cors sarraziiiois.]

t SaTSenry. Obs. rare- 1
. Also 5 sarsynrye.

[f. Sarsen, Saracen + -by.] The Saracen people.
c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. 1. 877 It was neuyr seyn

?et bat be sarsynrye [z>. r. sarsenrye] Was left a-lone vn-to
a wommanes hande.

Sarshan, variant of Saoene 1.

1783 W. F. Martvn Geog. Mag. II. 41 A sarshan, or
fathom, which contains three arshines.

Sarson, -oun, obs. forms of Saracen.

t Sart. Obs. [a. OF. sail :—med.L. sartum,
neut. pa. pple. (for sarrituni) of sarrire to hoe,

weed.] = Assart^. Also in Comb, sart-silver,

a payment made by tenants for the right of taking

brushwood from land.
c 1*90 S. Etig. Leg. I. 463/46 Lazarus hadde bat haiuen-

del : of al lerusalem, Of wodes and fieldes and of sart : al-

mest to bedleem. 1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 56 Dicta vil-

lata ei debet pro sartsilver spectante Domino Regi annua-
tim solvendo de praedicta Oxton v s. 1451 Rolls o/Parlt.
V. 223/1

1

Consideryng that oure seide Collage hath noo
Woode liyng yerto within xxiiii myle ; whereof x>: acres
they have by wey of a sart.. ; and other xx acres..by wey
of almes. c 1518 Rental Bk. Earl Kildare in Jrnl. Kil-
kenny Archacol. Soc. Ser. n. (1862) IV. 133 Item ij pullis in

Kyltecrenyn in pledge of iiii"kyene for the Sart of William
Naco is doughter sett yerelye for iiij merkis. [1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), Sart, a piece of Woodland turned into
Arable. See Assart.]

Sartage (sautedg). U. S. [a. OF. sartage, f.

sorter to clear gronn<i,f.sarl: seeprec] (See quots.)

1887 Detroit Free Press (Lond.) 2 July 6/4 'Sartage' is

the practice of sqfjiing fire to trees in order to clear the
ground. 1891 Century Diet., Sartage, the clearing of wood-
land for agricultural purposes, as by setting fire to the trees.

Sartan, -tayne, -teyn, obs. forms of Certain.
Sarten, Sartente, obs. ff. Certain, Certainty.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 717 The sarten to sey with-owt lese,

A scheff-chambyr he hym ches. 1484 Cely Papers (Camden)
153 The man ys goode Inowythe [= enough] were we yn
sartente of pes betwyxte Flaunders and us. 157a in Feuil-

lerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 411 A note of sarten thinges.

Sartin, repr. an illiterate pronunc. of Certain a.

176a G. Colman Mus. Lady 1. 4 Indeed it was, sir !— I am
sartin it was. 1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister 86 Look
here, that's proof for sartin.

Sartor (sa-Jt^i). Humorously pedantic, [a. L.

sartor patcher, mender, f. sarcire (ppl. stem sari-)

to botch, patch.] A tailor.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sartor, a Tailor, a Botcher, a
Mender of old Garments. 1843 O. W. Holmes Terpsichore

Poet Wks. (1895) 55/1 And coats whose memory turns the

sartor pale. 1870 (title) The Sartor, or British journal of

cutting, clothing, and fashion.

Sartorial (saito»rial), a. [f. L. sartori-us, f.

sartor ; see Sartor and -al.] Of or belonging to

a tailor or his art ; characteristic of a tailor.

18.3 Sva Smith His. (1859) II. 24/2 A little wicked tailor

arrives... He is turned over to a settler, who leases this

sartorial Borgia his liberty for five shillings per week. 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. v, The First Chapter.. turns on
Paradise and Fig-leaves, and leads us into interminable

disquisitions of a mythological, metaphorical, cabalistico-

sartoriaL.cast. 1831 — Misc. (1840) fV. 108 His visitor.

.

we suppose, sat upon folios, or in the sartorial fashion. 1893

Vizetelly Glances Bach II. xxxyii. 337 The sartorial artist

. . had been vainly trying to obtain payment

Sartorian (saatoo'rian), a. rare. [f. L. sar-

tori-us (see prec.) + -an.] = Sartorial a.

1668 Wilktns Real Char. 243 Clothing, Sartorian Trades.

1813 L. Hunt in Examiner 5 Apr. 209/1 The reader will

excuse this sartorian metaphor.

Sartorite (sa'Jtorait). Min. [Named by J. D.
Dana in 1868 after Sartorius von Waltershausen,

who first described it : see -ite.] Sulph-arsenide

of lead, fonnd in dark, lead-grey, orthorhombic

crystals.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 87.

II Sartorius (saitoa'riiJs). [mod.L. sartorius

(musculus) : see Sartorial a.

So called as being concerned in producing the cross-legged

position in which a tailor sits at work.]

A long narrow muscle which crosses the thigh

obliquely in front.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Sartorius, a Muscle of the

15
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Lee. x8oi Paley Nat. Theol. ix, The Sartorius or tailor's

muscle .. enables us by its contraction to throw one leg and

thigh over the other. 1840 E. Wilson A nat. VadcM. (1851)

256 The Sartorius (tailor's muscle).

T SaTtry. Obs. In 5 saretree, sartre. [a.

OF. sartrerie, i. sartre :-L. sartor-, see -eby.] A
tailors workshop.
1447-8 Durham Ace. Roils (Surtees) 186 In repar. cujus-

dam fontis ex opposito le Saretree. 1448-9 Ibid,, J crooke

pro porta de le Sartre, \id.

tSartryn. Obs. rare- , [a. OF. *sartnn

(recorded as sartrain), ad. med.L. sartrinum

tailor's shop, related to Sartor.] A tailor's shop.

1483 Caih. Angl. 318/2 A Sartryn, sartorium, sutrinum.

Saru-, graphic var. of sarv-, obs. form of Serv-.

||
Saruttl (se>*r#m)„ [med.L. Sarum (indeclin-

able), app. evolved from a misunderstanding of the

abbreviation Sar} for Sarisburia Salisbury.] The
ecclesiastical name of Salisbury, used attrib. in

Sarum Use, the order of divine service used in the

diocese of Salisbury from the nth century to the

Reformation ; so Sarum missal, office, rubric.

Also absol.

1570 Foxe A. «$• M. 237/1 Thus..Osmundus bishop of

Salisbury, deuised that ordinary, which is called tlie vse

of Sarum. Ibid. Table, Sarum vse when it was deuised.

183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 186 Their rubrics are

sometimes less definite than those of the Sarum'Use'. Ibid.

357 note, This epistle, according to the Sarum rubric, was
taken from the ' commune unius Apostoli '. 1882 G. H.
Forbes Missale Drummond. 7 margin, In the Sarum Office

this is the Alleluia for Mondays. Ibid. 8 margin, This
Communio does not occur in the Sarum.

Saras (seVr»s). Also sarrus. [Hindi sdras.]

The Indian crane Grus antigone.

1838 Penny Cycl.YAX. 173/2 The gigantic Indian or Sarrus

Crane, Grus Antigone of Linnaeus. 1879 Mrs. A. E.James
tnd. Househ. Managem. 65 The handsome sarus.

Sarve, obs. form of Serve.

Sarves, sarvice, -is, obs. forms of Service.

Sarych, Saryf, obs. forms of Search, Serve.

Sarynes, obs. form of Sorriness.

Sarza, Sarzan : see Sarsa, Saracen.

II Sa, sa (sasa), int. Obs. See also Sessa. The
Fr. exclamation fd, ca, redupl. of c& (lit. here,

hither), 1 interjection familierepourexciter,enconra-

ger* (Littr£). Formerlyused by fencerswhen deliver-

ing a thrust. Also attrib. as in sa-sa man [cf. F.

faire le ca-ca galant homme (16th c. in Littre)] ;

and quasi-;?, as a nickname for a fencing master.

Cf. Du. sa sa, ' come on, cheer up, quickly, an interjection

much used to stir up fighting dogs' (Sewel).]

1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. v. i, Sa, sa, sa 1 thumpe, there

he lyes. 1608 Sylvester Du Bar/as it. iv. m. Schhme 224
Sa, sa (my hearts) let's cheerly to the charge. 1697 Van-
bruch JEsop Pt. 11. 9 He's none of your Fencers, none of

your Sa Sa men. 1698 Farquhar Love fy Bottle 11. ii, And
what are you good Monsieur, sa, sa? 1826 Scott IVoodst.

xxvui, 'Do you ever take bilboa in hand?—Sa—sa!' Here he
made a fencing demonstration with his sheathed rapier.

Sasafras, obs. form of Sassafras.
Sasarara, variant of Siserarv.

Sase, obs. form of Sauce, Seize.

Saser, obs. form of Saucer.

Sash, (ssef), sb.l Forms: 6-7 shash, 7 shass(e,

sasche, 7- sash. [Originally shash, a. Arab.

(jili shash muslin, turban-' sash ' (Dozy).]

f 1. A band of a fine material worn twisted round

the head as a turban by Orientals. Obs.

159. R. Fitch in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) II. 1. 255 Great
store of cloth is made there of cotton, and Shashes for the
Moores. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 63 All of them weare on
their heads white Shashes and Turbants, the badge of their

religion. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 174 The Greekes and other

Christians .. weare Shasses,that is, striped linnen(commonly
white and blew) wound about the skirts of a little cap. 1650

Fuller Pisgah 11. xiv, The silk in Judea, called Shesh in

Hebrew, whence haply that fine linen or silk is called

shashes, worn at this day about the heads of Eastern people.

1685 G. Meriton Nomencl. Cleric. 63 A Shash or Turbant,
Tiara. 1718 Ozell tr. Toumeforts Voy. Levant II. 287

[They] weare the white Sash round their Turbant as well

as the Turks.

f b. Put for : One who wears a ' sash \ Obs.

1657 Howell in Rumsey Org. Salutis b 2 b, As they who
have conversed with Shashes and Turbants doe well know.
2. A scarf, often with fringe at each end, worn
by men, either over one shoulder or round the

waist ; spec. Mil. (see quot. 1876). Also, a similar

articleworn round the waist bywomen and children.

1681 R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 89 A blew or red shash girt

about their loyns. 1684 J. P. tr. Tavemier's Relat. Seraglio
xL 58 He.. thrusts the Ponyard into his Sasche before his

Breast. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2295/4 Officers Sashes and
Ribons. 1715 J. Stevens Hist. Persia 25 Girdles, or Sashes
ever were, and still are Badges of Honour, and Dignity in

Persia. 1787 M. Cutler in Li/e, etc. (1888) I. 233 Dr.
Rogers with a large white sash... These sashes, I was in-

formed, were given the last week at a funeral. 1829 R.
Ackermanris Repos. Fashions 4 The skirt is plaited in full

round the waist, and has a border of white tulle. . . Sash to
correspond. 1864 Knight Passages Work. Life I. i. 19
A white frock with a black sash—the indication that I had
lost my mother. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet.

(ed. 3), Sash, part of the dress of an officer and non-com-
missioned officer. It is worn across the shoulder by officers

and sergeants of the infantry ; it is made of crimson silk for

the former, and of a mixture of crimson and white cotton
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for the latter. 1884 Pall Mall G. 13 Feb. 8/2 The brides-

maids., wore dresses of cream soie epingle" and plush, .and

large tied sashes of satin merveilleux.

D. attrib. and Comb., as sash ribbon ; sash-

capped adj. ; sashways, -wise advs.

1827 G. Darley Sylvia 137 Hurrah ! the *sash-capt cym-
bal swingers ! x86i Ladies' Gaz. Fashion Nov. 87/2 The
waist is round, and worn with a *sash ribbon. 1731 Gentl.

Mag. I. 427 An old piece of crimson Ribbon ty'd "Sashways
about him. 1842 F. E. Paget Milford Malvoisin 28 An
embroidered baldric or sword-belt, worn *sash-wise over the

right shoulder.

Sash (saej), sb.% Also 7 shash, shas. [A
corruption of Chassis, app. mistaken for a plural.]

1. A frame, usually of wood, rebated and fitted

with one or more panes of glass forming a window
or part of a window ; esp. a sliding frame or each

of the two sliding frames of a Sash-window. Also

(? now only U. S.) applied to a casement.

In early use denoting a glazed frame of wood as distin-

guished from a leaded window, but now usually applied to

a sliding frame in contradistinction to a casement. French
sash, a French window (see French A. 3).

1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 82 The primitive Casements
modell'd were no doubt By that through which the Pigeon

was thrust out, Where now whole Shashes are but one
great eye. a 1704 T. Brown Lett, to Gent. Sf Ladies Wks.

1709 HI. 11. 108 Why have I not seen you shine out of the

Sash this Morning ? 1712 Steele Sped. No. 510 f 1 My eye
was^catchM with.. the Face of a very fair Girl.. fixed at

the Chin to a painted Sash, and made part of the Landskip.

1716 Gay Trivia u. 141 Shops breathe Perfumes, thro*

Sashes Ribbons glow. 1716 Swift Prop'. Beauty Wks.

1755 III. 11. 165 She ventures now to lift the sash. 1781

Cowper Conversat. 331 The southern sash admits too strong

a light, You rise and drop the curtain—now it's night. 1784
— Task iv. 763 The casements lin'd with creeping herbs,

The prouder sashes fronted with a range Of orange. 1794
Home in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 14 Lines, .rendered con-

fused by reflections from the cross bars of the sash of the

window. 184a Gwilt Archit. § 2164 French sashes, which
open like doors. 1870 E. Peacock Rat/Skirl. I. 32 Some
of the Gothic windows had been divestedof their tracery

and fitted with sashes. 1876 Papworth in Encycl. Brit.

IV. 494/2 Sashes are either hung upon hinges or hung with

lines, pulleys, and weights. Fixed sashes are put into

frames. ..Sashes hung with hinges are usually called case-

ments. 1881 Young Ev. Man his Own Mechanic § 824 In

most cases the sash, .consists of a frame in which one large

pane is set, or.. the space is divided into two parts by one
vertical bar, or into four parts by a vertical bar and a hori-

zontal bar crossing each other at right angles. 1902 R.

Sturgis Diet. Archit. III. 409 In the United States the

term ' sash ' is often applied to the movable woodwork of

a casement or glazed door. 1908 Times 22 Apr. 5/s.A pane

of glass was broken just above the meeting of the two sashes.

t b. A window-frame covered with paper or

linen. Cf. Chassis. Obs,

1687 [see Sash-window]. 1822 Imison Sci. <$- Art II. 422

The use of a sash, made of transparent or fan paper, . . will

preserve the sight.

C. A glazed light of a glass-house or garden

frame; a sash- light.

1707 Curios, in Hush. <$ Card. 279 Keep them.. under
Bell-Glasses and Sashes. 1725 Bradley Fam. Diet. s. v.

Green-house, The Glass in the Front, whether it be in Sashes

or Casements, must be so contrived, that it may.. slide, .to

give Air to the Plants. 1856 Delamer Ft. Gard. (1861) 28

They are..safest., in raised beds covered with shutters or

sashes in winter.

2. U, S. a. Hydraulic Engin. A guide or string

piece for sheet-piling.

1838 Civ. Engin. <y Arch. Jrnl. 1. 148/1 [Potomac Aque-

duct. 1 Wales, or stringers, twelve by six inches, to guide

sheet piling, called in America the lower and upper sash.

b. A rectangular frame in which a saw-blade is

stretched to prevent its bending or buckling.

1875 Knight Diet. Meek. 1877 Lumberman's Gaz. 8 Dec.

362 The old ' sash saw ' was so thin that it had to be kept

strained within a frame or ( sash ' to prevent its ' buckling '

or bending when crowded into the cut.

3. attrib. and Co?nb., as sash fastener, lifter,

mortise chisel, moulding; sash-boring, -mortising,

-planing, -tenoning, vbl. sbs. (Knight Diet. Mech.

1875); 8&sk bar, each of the bars dividing the

glass in a sash ; also, the shaped material of which
such bars are made ; sash bead, each of the beads

or guides which keep the sashes in place ; f sash-
casement, a sash-window ; sash cord, a cord used

for hanging window sashes ; sash-door, a door

fitted with a glazed sash in the upper part ; also,

a French window ; sash fillister (see quot.) ; sash

frame, (a) a frame fixed in the opening of a wall

to receive the sash or sashes of a window ; also, a

sash or sash-light ; (b) U.S. = 2b above (Knight);

sash gate (see quot.) ; sash light, a sash or sash-

window ; sash line — sash cord; sash pocket, 'the

space formed in the sash frame in which the weight

runs up and down' {Archit. Publ. Soc. Diet., 1887);

sash pulley, a pulley in a window frame over

which the sash cord runs ; sash saw, (a) a small

sized tenon saw used in making sashes ; (b) U, S.

a frame saw ; sash sluice (see quot.) ; sash strip,

each of the vertical strips which support the glass

of a glass-house ; sash tool, a glaziers' brush (see

quot. 1842) ; also, a small painters' brush suitable

for painting sashes ; sash weight, a weight attached

to each of the two cords of a sash to counter-

SASHOON.

balance it and to facilitate the raising and lowering

of it ; sashwork, the glazing of sashes or sash-

windows. Also Sash-window.
1837 Civ. Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. I. 24/2 The *sash-bars..

should be of copper. 1851 Guide-bk. Industr. Exhib. 10

The length of sash-bar used is 205 miles. 1844 Regul. <$

Ord. Army 237 Whenever Troops are directed to dean the

windows of their Barrack-Rooms, they are in no instance

to be allowed to remove the *sash-beads- 1757 Borlase in

Phil. Trans. L. 500 The *sash-casements jarred. 1776 G.

Semple Building in Water 18 A long Piece of *Sash-cord.

1747 Richardson Clarissa II. viii. 46 My closet, whither

I retired., and pulled the *sash-door after me. 1876 Encycl.
Brit. IV. 494/2 French casements, or sash doors, as they
are called when they open down to the ground. 1790 Trans.
Soc. Arts VIII. 237 His improved *sash-fastener. 181 2 P.

Nicholson Mech. Exerc. 112 The*sash fillister is a rebating

plane.. mostly used in rebating the bars of sashes for the

glass, 1693-1700 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 266 *Shas
Frames. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 279 The casting of

sash frames of copper, each in one piece. 1855 Delamer
Kitch. Gard. (1861) 16 Sash-frames to cover hotbeds or

cold-pits. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sash-gate (Hydraulic
Engineering), a stop valve sliding vertically to and from its

seat. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 218 Brass *sash-

lifters. 1693-1700 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 266 "Shas
Lights. 1710 Taller No. 178/4 Advt., The whole House
being well wainscotted, and sash'd with 30 Sash Lights.

1767 Jrnl. Byron s Voy. rd. World 74 The sash^ lights [of

Scilly light-house] are eleven feet six inches high. 1794
Rigging <y Seamanship I. 65 *Sash-line of 4 strands. 1881

Young Ev. Man his own Mechanic § 259 One or two.,

"sash mortise chisels . . will be necessary. Ibid. § 824

Except in fancy work for greenhouses and conservatories,

*sash mouldings are now but seldom used. 1762 Si erne
Tr, Shandy V. xix, The "sash pullies, when the lead was
gone, were of no kind of use. 1812 P. Nicholson Mech.
Exerc. 136 The "Sash Saw.. is used by sash makers in

forming the tenons of sashes. 1877 [see 2 b above]. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., *Sash-sluice, a sluice with vertically

sliding valves. 1901 J. Black's Carp. <$• Build., Home
Handier. 69 In the matter of rafters and "sash-strips strength

should be sought in depth. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 636 A glazing-knife, ..a duster, and *sash-tool.

1842 Gwilt Archit. § 2226 The sash tool is used wet, for

taking the oil from the inside after the back putties are

cleared off. 1737 Hoppus Salmons Country Build. Estim.
(ed. 2) 93 *Sash Weights, &c. at i8j. per C. 1762 Stepne
Tr. Shandy V. xxiii, I wish .. instead of the sash weights

I had cut off the church spout. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.

Mechanic 635 Glazier's work may be classed under three

distinct heads, *sash-work, lead-work, and fret-work.

Sash (ssej), v.1 [f. Sash sb.1] trans. To dress

or adorn with a sash.

1796 Burke Regie. Peace Wks. IX. 46 Now they are

powdered and perfumed,.. and sashed and plumed. 1888

Henley Bk. Verses 117 As here you loiter, flowing-gowned
And hugely sashed. 1894 Mrs. H. Ward Marcella u, The
frilled and sashed splendours of her companions.

Sash (sref), v.* [f. Sash sb.%] trans. To fur-

nish with sash-windows; to construct or glaze as

a sash-window.
170. Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 300 It is sashed up to

the top with low windows to sit in. 1750 Mrs. Delany in

Life <y Corr. (1861) II. 562, I am newsashing the room.

1781 Cowper Retirement^ Suburban villas,. .Tight boxes,

neatly sash'd, and in a blaze With all a July sun's collected

rays. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge I. 227 The chamber
windows were sashed.

Sashay : see Sashy.

Sashed (ssejt), ///. a. [f. Sash v? or sb.2 +
-ed.] Furnished or constructed with a sash or

with sash-windows. Sashed door, windoiv = Sash-

door, Sash-window.
1710 Steele Tatler No. 203 r8 A sashed Roof, which lets

in the Sun at all Times. 1762 Jackson's Ox/. Jrnl. 6 Nov.,

A Freehold modern-built sashed house. 1814 Scott Wav.
ix, A sashed-door opening from the house. 1862 Shirley

Nngee Crit. L 8 A. .room, whose sashed windows open upon
a tenaced flower-garden.

Sashen, variant of Sagene 1
.

Sasliery (sae-Jari). rare~ x
. [f. Sash sb.l +

-ery.] Sashes collectively.

1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvn. vii. IV. 594, I have seen

staff-officers, distinguished only by their sasheries and in-

signia, who would not [etc.].

Saahine, variant of Sagene 1
.

Sashing (savjirj), vbl. sb. [f. Sash shy or v\
+ -DXG 2

.] =Sasheby.
1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvi. vi. IV. 318 Silver helmets,

sashings, housings.

Sashless (sae-Jles), a. [f. Sash sb.- + -less.]

Without a sash or glazed frame.

1841 Lady F. Hastings Poems 159 Within those sashless

walls. 1883 Stevenson Silverado So. 41 The other gable

was pierced by a sashless window.

fSashoO'n. Obs.exc. U. S. Also 7 sashune,

shashune, shasoon. [Corruptly a. F. chausson.]

A stuffed leather pad formerly worn inside the leg

of a boot ; also, see quot. 1875.
1687-8 in Sussex Archzol. Coll. (1849) II. 113 June 29th,

paid Henry Sharpe of Cuckfield for a pair of bootes and
sashoones, 13s. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. 13/2 A Sas-

hune or Shashune, is stuffed or quilted Leather, to be bound
about the small of the Leg. 1692 Scarronides 11. 34 His
gouty Hocks, with fleshy Sashoons, Like Horses lookt that

has the Fashions. 1694 Motteux tr. Rabelais iv. ix. 37
One nam'd his [wench], my Slipper, and she him, my Foot.

Another my Boot, she my Shasoon. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Sashoons, Leather put under a Boot about the

Small of the Leg. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Sashoon, a
soft leathern pad placed inside a shoe to ease the pressure

on a tender spot.
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Sa*sh.-wvndow. [f. Sash sb.'-] A window
consisting of a Sash or glazed wooden frame ; esp.

one having a sash or a pair of sashes made to slide

up and down, as distinguished from a casement.
1686 Land. Gaz. No. 2135/8 Any Person may be furnished

with Glasses for Sashwindows.. at Mr. Dukes Shop. 1687

J. Smith Painting in OU xx. (ed. 2) 97 The manner of

Painting Cloth, or Sarsnet Shash-Windows. 1699 Lister

Jouru. Paris 191 The House it self was but building ; but

it is one of the finest in Paris... He shewed us his great

Sash Windows; how easily they might be lifted up and
down, and stood at any height ; which Contrivance he said

he had out of England,. .There being nothing of this Poise
in Windows in France before. 1709 Addison Tatter No. 162

p6 Having lately observed several.. Shops, that stand upon
Corinthian Pillars, and whole Rows of Tin Pots showing
themselves, in order to their Sale, through a Sash-Window.
1820 Scott Abbot xviii, This maiden of Morton. Tis an
axe, man—an axe which falls of itself like a sash window.
186a Lytton Sir. Story I. xxiv. 164 It was the in:in ser-

vant's business to see that the sash-window was closed.

attrib. 1689 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 107
Malerialls and worke of 5 sash window frames. vjxZFree-
thinker No. 95 P 5 All the Sash-Window Shop-keepers in

London.

Hence Sash-windowed ppl. a., furnished with

sash-windows ; Sash-windowing' vbl. sb. (nonce-

wd.), the action of furnishing with sash-windows.

17*4 J. Macky Jonrn. Eng. (1724) II. ix. 129 Handsome
Houses, Sash-wtndowed. i8a6 Miss M itford Village Se<c.

11. 14 By dint of. .sash-windowing and fresh-dooring the

..farm-house has become a very genteel-looking residence.

Sashy, sas s hay (sarji, sarj>), v. U.S.
vulgar. [Mispronunciation of Chass£ v.] intr.

To *chasse' across \ hence, to move to and fro,

' dance * round or around.
i860 O. W. Holmks Elsie V. vii, The Doctor looked as

if lie should like to rigadoon and sashy across as well as the

young one he was talkin' about. 1888 J. C. Harris Free

Joe, etc. 49 What were you doing sasshaying around in his

room last night? 1891 B. Harte First Fam. Tasajara II.

vii, Ye remember how he sashayed round newspaper offices

ia FiUco until he could write a flapdoodle story himself?

Sasin (sse'sin). Also saisin. [Nepalese.] The
common Indian antelope, Antilope bezoartica or

cervicapra.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 72 The Sasin or Common Antelope.

184a P. Parley's Ante. III. 76 The common antelope or
sasin is found over the vast continent of India. 1846 Gray
Catal. Hodgson's Spccim. Brit. Mux. 26 The Black Ante-
lope, or Sasin. 1850 R. G. Clmming Hunter's Life S. Afr.
(1902) 14/1 This exquisitely graceful and truly interesting

antelope [springbok], .in its nature and habits reminded me
of the saisin of India.

Sasine (s^i'sin). Sc. Law. [Sc.var. of Seisin

(a.v. for obsolete forms), after Law Latin sasina.]

The act ofgiving possession of feudal property. Also,
* colloquially, the instrument by which the fact of

possession of feudal propery is proved* (Bell).

Precept of Sasin* \ see Precept **. 4 b. Register 0/
Sasiues : the court at Edinburgh in which all sasmes must
be recorded within sixty days of execution.

1669 Se. Acts Chas. II (1820) VII. 609/1 Together with
the precept of sasine following vpon the said charter and
instrument of sasine following vpon the said precept. 1693
Sc. Acts Will. St Mary (1823) IX. 271/2 All Infeftments
whether of property or annual-rent, or other Reall Rights,
wherupon Sasines for hereafter shall be taken. Ibid., Accord*
ing to the date and priority of the Registrations of the Sa-

sines. 176a Eneycl. Brit. (fid. 2) XVI. 661 Sasine, or Seisin,

i8a6 Scott Woodst. iii, Will you take sasine and livery?

18*8-40 Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864) I. 28 Sasine or legal pos-

session of the land, was immediately to be given by a brief

from Chancery. 1869 Act 31 £ 32 Vict. c. 101 5 3 Sched. B,

A disposition . . bearing date as in the precept of sasine

herein-after inserted. 1884 Lazv Ref>., 9 Af>p. Cases 305
The trustee's infeftment in the heritable estate was recorded
in the register of sasines at Glasgow.

Saskatoon (saeskat/<*n). Also aaskootoom.
[Contracted a. Cree misdskwatomin (Lacombe,
Diet, de la langue des Cris), f. mis&skwat the

Amelanchier + win fruit, berry.] Canadian name
of the shrub or small tree Amelanchier canadensis

(var. olnifolia) % and its fruit, also called June-
berry, shad-berry, and service-berry.

187$ Earl or Southesk Saskatcheivan $ Rocky Mts.,
Table of Contents vii, Saskootoom Berries. [Not in the
text, which gives the Indian name Meesasskootoom-meena.]
1894 C. L. Johnstone IVint. fy Summer Excnrs. Canada
47 The wild saskatoon is a very luscious fruit, like a black
currant and bilberry combined. 1904 Blackw. Mag. July
74 The uncleared bush is thick with ash, maple, cherry, and
saskatoon.

Sasne, variant of Saisne Obs. , Saxon.

Sasone, obs. Sc. spelling of so soon.

Sasoun(e, obs. forms of Season.

Sassaby (sas/i-bi). Also 9 aas;s)ayby, sas-

saybe, sassaybi, sassabye, tsessebe, tsessabi.

[a. Sechwana tsessebe, tsessabi.] A large antelope

(Alcelaphus lunula), a native of S. Africa, some-
times called the Bastard Hartebeest.
1820 S. Daniell Sk. S. Africa 18 The Sasayby is an

Antelope, heretofore not described, found in the Booshwana
country. 1833 Penny CycL II. 90/2 They consider it as a
kindred species with the Hartebeest of the colonists. .. The
Booshwanas call it Sassaby. 1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's
Life S. Afr. (1902) 156/1 Presently I came across two sas-

saybys, one of which I knocked over. 1857 Livingstone
Trav. vii. 135 The tsessebe. a 1875 T. Baines Gold Regions
S. E. Afr, (1877) 66 Gee shot a Sassaybc, or bastard harte-

beest. 1897 H. H. Johnston Brit. Centr. Afr. 326 The
tsessebe or sassaby of S. Africa. 1907 W. C. Scully By
Veldt .y Kopje 201 Opportunity to lay low koodoo, sable

and tsessabi.

Sassafras (sse-safrses). Also 7 saxe-, sasa-

fras, sassa-, saxa-, sarsafrax, 7-S sassafrass, 8-9
saxafras. [a. Sp. sasafras (whence Pg. sassafraz,

salsafraz, F., G. and mod.L. sassafras.
It is doubtful whether the Sp. word is a transferred ap-

plication (which, indeed, would be difficult to account for) of

a Sp. representation of L. saxifraga Saxifrage, or whether
it was adopted from some American language ; in the latter

case the American word seems to have influenced the form
of the Sp. name for saxifrage, which according to the native

lexicographers has the forms saxifraga, -fragia, -fragua,
salsifragia, salsifrex, saxafrax. The Spanish writer Mo-
nardes (1571) regards the Sp. name as adopted from Fr.,

which seems unlikely; he gives the native Indian name as

Pauame.]
1. A small tree, Sassafras officinale (N. O. Lau-

rineaz), also called Sassafras Laurel and Ague-tree,

with green apetalous flowers and dimorphous
leaves, native in North America, where it is said

to have been discovered by the Spaniards in 1528.
The name is frequently applied (chiefly with defining word}

to trees of other genera which have similar medicinal pro-

perties ; e.g. Australian or Tasmanian s. {Atherosperma
moschata), see Plume-nutmeg ; Brazilian s. (Nectandra
Pnchnry), see Pichurim ; Cayenne s. (Laurelia sempervi-
rens); Oriental s. (Sassafras Parthenoxylon) ; Swamp, s.

{Magnolia glauca).

1577 Frampton Joyfnll Newes u. 46 Of the Tree that is

brought from the Florida, whiche is called Sassafras. 1597
Gerarde Herbal in. exxxvi. 1341 The roote of Sassa-
fras hath power to comfort the liuer. 1622 Capt. Smith
Neiv Eng. Trials 260 About three hogsheads of Beuer skins

and some Saxefras. 1641 R. Evelin in Descr. New Albion
(1648) 21 There are Cedars, Cypresse, and Sassafras. 1666

J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 47 They afford Sandal-wood,
Guiacum, and Sasafras, all of which are so well known.
1684 Penn Let. in Academy 11 Jan. (1896) 36/3 The trees

that grow here are the Mulberry, ..chesnut, Ash, Sarsafrax.

1716 Shelvocke Voy. rottnd World (1757) 54 The sassafras,

so much esteemed in Europe. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. An-
son*s Voy. 12 Sassafrass is here in great Plenty. 1817-18
Cobbett Resid. V. S. (1822) 5 The Sassafras in flower, or,

whatever else it is called. It resembles the Elder flower a
good deal. 1856 Bryant hid. Story x, And there hangs on
the sassafras, broken and bent, One tress of the well known
hair. 1887 T. N. Page Ole Virginia, etc (1893) 140 An old

field all grown up in sassafras.

2. The dried bark of this tree, used medicinally

as an alterative ; also an infusion of this.

1x77 Frampton joyfull Newes n. 50 Many of them that

had Tertians did take Water of the Sassafras. 1605 B.

Jonson Volpone 11. ii, No Indian drug had ere beene famed,
I'abacco, Sassafras not named. 1714 Fr. Bk. ofRates 96
Sax-a-fras per 100 Weight, 05 00. iftu Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Praise Chimney-Swee/ers, A composition, the groundwork
of which I have understood to be the sweet wood yclept

sassafras. 1837 R. Ellis Lotus <y Regul. Customs III. 405
Sassafras, is the bark of the Lauris Sassafras.

b. Oil of sassafras = sassafras oil (see 3).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.y. Oil, The oil of sassafras

is peculiarly liable to crystallization in certain circumstances.

1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 479 Oil of Sassafras is

obtained from the root of the laurus sassafras.

3. Comb.,assassafras-bark, -chips, -pilh, -root, -tree,

-wood; sassafras laurel — sense 1 ; sassafras nut
(see Pichurim) ; sassafras oil, an oil distilled from

the root of the common sassafras, from the bark of

the Tasmanian sassafras, or from the sassafras nut;

sassafras soap If. S.
t a soap scented with sassa-

fras ; sassafras tea, an infusion of sassafras formerly

used in making saloop.
1681 Grew Musxum 11. 1. i. 180 Being well chewed, it hath

the selfsame Tastwith that of ^Sassafras- Barque. 1875 Ure"s

Diet. Arts III. 543 [Recipe for 'Athenian Hair-wash'.]
"Sassafras chips. 1878 Hoblvn Diet. Med. s.v., S. officinale,

or 'Sassafras Laurel, grows in North America. 1830 Lindlev
Nat. Syst. Bot. 30 The 'Sassafras nuts of the London shops

are the fruit of the Laurus Puceri. 1800 Misc. Tracts in

Asiat. Ann. Reg. 74/1 The sassafras tree, the bark of which

yields the costly coelilawang,and all its roots the "sassafras

oil. 1861 Bentlev Man. Bot. 631 'Sassafras pith is used in

America as a demulcent like quince seeds. 1607 in yd
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 53/2 Our easiest and richest com-
modity being "sassafras roots, were gathered up by the

sailors. 1873 T. W. Higginson Hist. U. S. vii. 51 Gosnold

went back to England with a cargo of sassafras-root. 1863

B. Taylor H. Thurston I. 256 An old woman with two
sentimental daughters, who. .always smelt of #sassafras-soap.

1783 M. Garthshore in Med. Commun. I. 245 She..drank

'sassafras tea. 1397 Gerarde Herbal m. cxxxvl 1341 The
•Sassafras tree. 1864-5 Wood Homes without Hands xiv.

(1868) 3 The insect called Satnrniapromcthea, which lives

on the Sassafras-tree. 1681 tr. Belongs Myst. Pkysick 16

One dram or two of 'Sassafrax-wood. 173$ Bailey Househ.

Diet. 13 Sassafras-wood and China-root, of each Joz.

Sassafrid, -ide (sa-safrid, -foid). [f. Sassa-

fras) + -id(e used irreg.] A substance extracted

from the root-bark of sassafras.

185a Morpit Tanning * Currying (1853) 87 Sassafride.

1876 Hakley Mat. Med. (ed.6) 460 A red colouring matter

. .called sassafrid.

Sassary, Sassage : see Salsify, Sausage.

Sassanian (saes^'nian), a. and sb. Also Sasa-

nian. [f. Sasan (Pers. Sasan) + -ian.] a. adj. Of

or pertaining to the family of Sasan, whose grand-

son Ardashir I founded the dynasty which ruled the

Persian Empire a.d. 21 1-65 1. b. sb. A member

of this family, esp. one of the Sassanian kings.

1788 Gibbon Decl. fy F. V. Ii. 285 The fall of the Sassanian
dynasty. 1855 Fergusson Handbk. Archit. vm. 1. 371
The Sassanians took up the style where it was left by the

buildersofAl Hadhr. 1866 Jrnl. Asiat. Soc.BengalXXXV.
1. 133 The kingdom of the Sasanians. 1908 Athenxum
28 Mar. 380/1 The causes of the decay of the Byzantine
and the Sasaman empires.

Sassanid (sarsanid), sb. and a. Also 8-9 -ide.

[ad, med.L. Sassanid& pi., f. Sassan, Sasan : see

prec. + -id.] a. sb. A descendant of Sasan (see Sas-
sanian), esp. a king of the Sassanian dynasty, b.

attrib. and adj'. = Sassanian a.

1776 Gibbon Decl. fy ^".(1782) Lviti.256 note, The dynasty
of the Sassanides. 1871 P. Smith Anc. Hist. East xviii.

§ 7(1881) 379 The Sassanids. .adopted a sacred standard of

leather emblazoned with gems. 1893 Salmond C/tr. Doctr.
Immort. I. vi. 101 [Zoroastrianism] held the Persian mind
till the end of the Sassanid dynasty.

Sassaparilla, obs. form of Sarsaparilla.
Sassarara : see Siserary.
i Sassarcvllo. Also sassorolla, anglicized

sassorol. [a. It. sassaruolo, now sassajuoto, f.

sasso rock.] The Rock Pigeon {Cohtmba livid).

1753 Chambers Cycl. Supp,, Sassarollo. 1850 Ogilvie,
Sassorol, Sassorolla.

t Sasse. Obs. Also 7 soss. [a. Du. sas, of

obscure origin. The Fr. sas of the same meaning
is prob. from Du.] =Lock sb.% 9.
1642 Sir C. Vermuvden Disc. Drain. Fens 22 A Sasse to

be set to let water into old Welland to preserve Navigation.
1 661 2 Pepys Diary 25 Jan. 1665 Dodson Design Drain.
Fens 7 The Sosses at Stanground,. .and others,.. are of
singular good use, yet I do affirm, there will be a necessity
of having a Soss and Sleuce near Ditton. 1861 Smiles En-
gineers I. 57 A navigable Sasse or Sluice at Standground.

Sassenach, (sae-sen^x)* Also 8 Sassenaugh,
Sacsanagh, S-9 Sassenagh, Sassanagh, 9 Sac-
eanach. [repr. Gael. Sasunnach adj. English, sb.

an Englishman — Irish Sasanach, Sacsanach, f.

Sasan-, repr. the Teut. ethnic name Saxon. (Cf.

Gael. Sasitnn, Irish Sasana, Sacsain, England.)]

The name given by the Gaelic inhabitants of Great
Britain and Ireland to their ' Saxon ' or English

neighbours. (Sometimes attributed to Welsh speak-

ers : the corresponding Welsh form is Seisnig.)

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 3 Sept., The Highlanders have
no other name for the people of the low country, but Sasse-
naugh, or Saxons. 18x4 Scott Let. to Morritt 11 Nov. in

Lockkart, I believe the frolics one can cut in this loose

gaib are all set down by you Sassenachs to the real agility

of the wearer, a 18x0 Drennan in Spirit ofNation (1845)

24 Unarm'd must thy sons and thy daughters await The
Sassenagh'slustor the Sassenagh's hate. ax84sT.O. Davis
Pontenoyv, Revenge ! remember Limerick ! dash down the

Sacsanach. 1876 Grant Burgh Sch. Scot. 11. xiii. 410 note,

A brave and patriotic Sassenach may be said to have wiped
out this stain.

attrib. 1869 W. S. Gilbert Bab Ball. 187 All loved their

McClan, save a Sassenach brute, Who came to the High-
lands to fish and to shoot.

Sasser, obs. form of Saucer.
Sasshay : see Sashy.
Sassinate, Sassination, rare~°

t
aphetic forms

of Assassinate, Assassination.
1633 Cockeram, Sassination, murder. 1656 Blount

Glossogr., Sassinate '. see Assassinate.

tSa'SsinoUS, <* Obs. (Only in Lithgow.)

[App. f. It. sasso :—L. saxum rock.] Rocky, stony.

163a Lithgow Trav. in. 88 This sassinous and marine
passage. Ibid. vm. 350 Coasting the sassinous shoare of

Genoaes reuieroe.

Sassoline (sse'sol/h). Min. Also -Un. [a.

G. sassolin (Karsten), f. the name of the Lago del

Sasso in Tuscany + -IN, -ink 5, with euphonic /.]

Native boracic acid, found as a crystalline deposit

in the hot springs of Tuscany.
1807 Aikin Diet. Chem. # Min. II. 286 Sassolin is the

native Boracic Acid of Sasso in Tuscany. 1818 Parkes
Chem. Cateck. (ed. 8) 219 note, Sassoline. 1888 Encycl.

Brit. XVI. 387 Sassoline.

So Sa*ssolite *= prec.

1868 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 594 Sassolite.

Sassorol(la : see Sassarollo.

||Sassy(s3e*si). Also sass, saucy. [W.African;

believed to represent the Eng. Saucy a.] Used
altrib.in sassy-tree, the African tree Erythrophlccum

guineense {Cynotnelra Mannit); also in sassy-

bark, -wood, the bark of this tree, a decoction of

which is used in West Africa as an ordeal poison.

1856 Pharmaceut. Jrnl. XVI. 233 Several very perfect

specimens of the inflorescence of the Sassy bark tree. Ibid.,

Ihe Sassy tree. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. s.v. Eryihro-
phlceum, The Sassy-tree has a powerfully poisonous bark.

1883 Jrnl. Chem. Ind. 29 Mar. 137/2 On ErythrophleTne,

the Principle of the Sassy Bark. 1894 Amanda Smith
Autobiog. xxvii. 219 She was accused of being a witch, and
..the penalty was to drink the sassy wood. 1897 Mabv
Kingsley W. Africa 464 In both the sass-wood and Cala-

bar bean drink the only chance for the accused lies in

squaring the witch-doctor.

tSa'Stange, sa'Sting. Obs. Forms : 4 saa

stange, 5 sastange, 5-6 saystang(e, sasteing, 6

Sc* say styng. [f. sa, northern form of Soe, bucket

+ Stang,Sting sbs. Cf.Sw. sdstang, Da. saastangj]

A pole passed through the two ears of a bucket,

to form a handle by which two might carry it.

CX375 Cursor M. 21144 (Fairf.) A wikkid tew wib mikil
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wrange, smate him wiba saa stange [Gott. a walker stange].

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 33 He bar a sasteing in a boustous

poille. 1483 Cath. Angl. S»#« A Sastange-.(A. Saystange),

falanga, tinarium. 1538 Aberdeen Reg. XVI. (Jam. s.v.

Say sb.), Ane cumyeone, ane bukat, say & say styng. 1593

Hollyband Diet. Fr. $ Eng., Vtie Courge, a coulestaffe, a

saystang [misprinted sayslang].

Sastra, Sastri : see Shaster, Shastri.

Sa sterre, sa storre, obs. forms of Sea-star.

Satan (s^-tan). Also 3-5 saton, 5 satone

;

3-7 sathan, 4, 6 sathane, 5 sathon(e. [a. L.

Solan (Vulg., only in the O. T.)^Gr. Sarav or

"Xarav (once in the LXX and once in the N. T.), a.

Heb. rail? satan adversary, one who plots against

another, f. satan to oppose, plot against.

In the Old "Testament the Heb. word ordinarily denotes

a human adversary, but in some of the later portions (Job,

Chron., Zech., Ps. cix) it occurs (chiefly with definite article)

as the designation of an angelic being hostile to mankind,

who tempts men to evil and accuses them to God. In both

applications the ordinary rendering of the LXX is StdfioKos

slanderer (see Devil sb.)', the more accurate eiu/Sot/Aos

(plotter) occurs once ; the one instance in which the Heb.

word is retained (1 Kings xi. 14) relates clearly to a human
enemy, but may have been misapprehended. In the Gr.

N. T. the ordinary form is Saracas (once only Xarav), which

is followed by the Vulgate and hence by Wyclif (see Sa-

tanas); but the English versions from Tindale onwards

(including the Rheims N. T.) all substitute the Heb. form

Satan. Cf. OF. Sathan, Sata.n
x
Fr., Sp., It., G. Satan.

The pronunciation (sae'tan), which is mentioneddisapprov-

ingly by Walker (1828^ and is ignored in later Dictionaries,

is still not uncommon in British liturgical and pulpit use.]

1. The proper name of the supreme evil spirit,

the Devil. See Devil sb. 1 and Lucifer 2.

Now always with capital S.

agoo Cynewulf Christ 1522 (Gr.) FaraS nu..on ece fir,

b«et was Satanc-Xegearwad. a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 347
(Gr.) Satan maoelode, sorjiende spraec. ? a 1300 XI Pains

ofHell 17 in O. E. Misc. 147 Wiltu ihere me sathan. a 1300

Cursor M. 12023 pou wreche sede o felunny ! Werck o

dred, sun o sathan [Fairf. saton, Gott. sathane, Trin.

sathone]. Ibid. 19884 For-sakes bou sathan [Gott. sathane,

Trin. satone]. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. ix. 61 For bei seruen

sathan her soule shal he haue. C1425 Cast. Persev. 552 in

Macro Plays 93 Be Satan, bou art a nobyl knawe to techy

n

men fyrst fro goode ! 1550 J. Coke Eng. $ Fr. Heralds
§ 117 (1377) 93 Dyvers by^shopes of Rome, beynge anna-
baptystes, heretyques, scismatiques, and chyldren of Sathan.

1567 Glide $ Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 10 To saue vs...Fra Sa-

thanis subteltie and slycht. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv.

57, 1 charge thee Sathan, hous'd within this man, To yeeld

possession to my holie praiers. 1622 Gataker Sfiirituall

Watch (ed. 2) 54 No marvaile if Sin and Sathan nnde free

entrance at will. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 32 Satan lake

The old women and their shadows ! (thus the king Roar'd).

J&& x843 Carlyle PastfyPr. iv. i, Could he [the modern
preacher] but find the point again. .. Will he discover our

new real. Satan, whom he has to fight; or go on droning

through his old nose-spectacles about old extinct Satans?

lib. In the etymological sense of 'adversary',

with allusion to Matt. xvi. 23, Mark viii. 33.
1685 Baxter Parapkr. N. T., Matt. xvi. 23 To hinder us

in God's work and mens Salvation, is to be Satans to us.

O how many*Satans then are called reverend Fathers, who
silence and persecute men for God's work.

f 2. In wider sense : A devil. Obs.

a 1668 Davenant Man's the Master v. 67 A thousand
Sathans take all good luck, a 1688 Bunyan Jerus. Sinner
Saved (1886) 103 We in all likelihood are topossess the very

places from which the Satans by transgression fell.

b. Applied to a person or animal as a term of

abhorrence. Now rare.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, w. iv. 505 That villanous abhomin-
able mis-leader of Youth, Falstaffe, that old white-bearded
Sathan. 1600 W*. Watson Decacordon (1602) 9 How many
Sathans and begotten of the diuell did he tearme them ?

1754 Richardson Grandison III. i. 9, I called her a little

Satan. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xi, My mistress will

say it was my fault, and she will stand by the grey satans

\sc. ponies] through thick and thin. 1900 G. Swift Somer*
ley 148 Let me go ! you fiends 1 you Satans ! let me go !

3. attrib.: Satan monkey, the black saki, Pi~

thecia satanas ; Satan shrimp, any ' shrimp ' of

the family Luciferidm. In recent Diets.

Satan, obs. form of Satin.

Satanas (sae'tanaes). Obs. exc. arch. Also 1

satanus, {%gen. Sathaness9s), 4 satsrnas, 4-5
satanase, satenas, satnace

; 5 sathonas, 1-6,9
aathanas. [a. L. (Vulg.) Satands

y
a. Gr. 'Zaravas,

ad. Jewish Aramaic w:dd, Mrato satdnd, emphatic
form of satan (a. Heb.) : see Satan. Cf. F. satanas

(OF. also satenas,, sathanas, satrenas, etc., whence
some ME. forms), Pr. Sathanas, Sadanas, Sp.

Satanas, Pg. Satanaz, Olt. Salanasse
t
Satanaso.]

1. = Satan i.

a 1000 Cxdmon's Satan 371 (Gr.) Satanus swearte. c 1000
Ags. Gosp.MarV iii. 23 Hu maej satanas satanan [c 1x60
Hatlon Gosp. sathanas sathana] ut adrifan. c 1220 Bestiary

Forsaket Soresatanas, and ilk sinful dede. c 1275 Sin-
ners Beware 221 in O. E. Misc. 79 From sathanases wrenche.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11903 He [Herod] es bileft wit satanas
[Trin. sathonas], And wit |>e traitur sir iudas. C1315
Shoreham i. 2170 Ac he hyt hadde wel priue For saternases
lyste. ?ai400 Morte Arth. 3813 Bot Satanase his sawle
mowe synke in-to helle ! 1482 Monk of Evesham xxi.
(Arb.) 50 The wekyd angelle of that deuyl Sathanas. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 37 b, By the operacyon &
werkynge of sathanas. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons
Ded. 13 A very offering of sacrifice vnto Satanas, or rather
to Belzebub himselfe the Prince of feendes. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxiii, Speak, Jew—have I not ransomed thee

116

from Sathanas?—have I not taught thee thy credo, thy

pater, and thine Ave Maria't 1855 Kingsi.ey Weslw. Ho!
xxvi, Satanas must need help those who serve him.

lib. With etymological sense: = Satan i b. Obs.

x£.. Exam. Thorpe in Foxe A.fyM. (1583) 533/1 The
Priest that preacheth not the word of God . . he is Antichrist

and Sathanas.

+ 2. Applied to a fierce animal. (Cf. Satan 2 b.)

c 1420 Avow. Arth. v, We schalle that Satnace [sc. a boar]

see, Gifte that he be thare. Ibid, viii, Were he neuyr so

hardy, ^one Satenas to say, To brittun him, and downe
bringe, With-oute any helpinge.

Satanic (satse-nik), a. [f. Satan + -ic. Cf.

cccl; Gr. ^araviKos, F. satanique (16th c), Sp.

satdnico, Pg., It. satam'co.']

1. Of or pertaining to Satan.

1667 Milton P. L. vi. 392 The faint Satanic Host. 1839

Lane Arab. Nts. I. 66 Satanic magic, as its name implies,

is a science depending on the agency of the Devil and the

inferior evil Jinn. 1881 Jas. Grant Cameronians I. ii. 23

Two large yellow rings.. drawn by the sword of an evil

Montgomene, who had trafficked in Satanic influence. 1896

Waite Devil-Worship in France 119 The Grand Master
seized one of the fakirs and cut his throat upon the altar,

chanting the satanic liturgy amidst imprecations, curses [etc.].

2. Characteristic of or befitting Satan; extremely

wicked, diabolical, devilish, infernal.

1793 Holcroft tr. Lavaters Physiog. xxix. 142 A criminal

. . who with satanic wickedness had murdered his benefactor.

1804 Ann. Rev. II. 196/2 The satanic art of destroying the

fetus in the womb. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xxiii. {1907)

1 1. 199 Count Bertram . . avows with open atrocity, his Satanic

hatred of Imogine's Lord. 1878 J. E. Jenkins Haverholme
79 With an ingenuity almost satanic.

3. Satanic school'. Southey's designation for

Byron, Shelley, and their imitators; subsequently

often applied to other writers similarly accused of

defiant impiety and delight in the portraiture of

lawless passion.
1821 Southey Vis. Judgement Pref. iii. 21 Men of diseased

hearts and depraved imaginations, .hating that revealed

religion which, .they are unable utterly to disbelieve. ..The
school which they have set up may properly be called the

Satanic school; for. .their productions. .are more especially

characterized by a Satanic spirit of pride and audacious
impiety. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. vi, Teufelsdrockh..

has only one of three things which he can next do : Estab-

lish himself in Bedlam; begin writing Satanic Poetry; or

blow-out his brains. 1843 — Past <y Pr. 11. xvii, Satanic-

school, Cockney-school, and other Literatures.

Satanical (satse'nikal), a. Now rare. Also

! 6-7 sathanicall. [Formed as prec. : see -ical.]

fl. Resembling Satan, devilish. Obs.
a 1548 HALLChron., Hen. VI 100

b

t> Allured and intised

by a deuilishe wytche, and a Sathanicall enchaunteresse.

1553 Becon Relioues ofRome (1563) 34 A Satanicall swarme
of shamelesse shauelynges. 1657 Fiennes Sp. Pari. 20 Jan.
12 We doubt not, but that the Prince of those Satanical

Spirits., will in God's good time split himself also upon this

Rock. 1711 Hickes Two Treat, Chr. Priesth. (1847) 1. 320

The Church of England, whose ruin this Satanical sect of

men seek. 1759 Law Lett. Import. Subj. 195 Adam's turn-

ing from God to hear the voice and instruction of his own
reason and imagination, and the suggestions of a satanical

serpent, was [etc].

2. Of or pertaining to Satan : = Satanic a. 1.

1590 H. Holland Treat, agst. Witchcraft (title-p.), The
most certen meanes ordained of God, to discouer, expell,

and to confound all the Sathanicall inuentions of Witchcraft
and sorcerie. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. vii. 11. 84
Seeing these Magicians by their Satanicall craft do so
strongly deceiue. 1770 W. Alexander Hist. Women (1^82)

II. 98 Those ideas of sorceries, witchcrafts, and satanical

possessions with which the minds of the people were in-

fected. 1887 B. O'Reilly Life Leo XIII 354 They felt these

satanical festivities to be directed against Christ Himself.

3. Of things, actions, or qualities : = Satanic a. 2.

1547-64 Bauldwin Mor. Philos. (Palfr.) 138 b, All cursed
crimes and sleights satanicall. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 2

Such be the Satanicall opinions of this hell-borne age. 1748
Hartley Observ. Man 11. iv. 410 Self-Righteousness and
Satanical Pride. 1763 Kames Elem. Crit. xxi. (1833) 411

Iago's character.. is insufferably monstrous and satanical.

1907 A. C. Benson Altar Fire 153 A Satanical sort of pride

—the pride of correct information.

Hence Sata'nically adv., in a satanic manner

;

j- Sata'nicalness, the quality of being satanic.

1606 Proceedings agst. Garnet S 4 b, Hall the Iesuit..in

stead of. .a sence of the wickednesse of the Treason, fell..

Sathanically to argue for the Justification of the same. 1668

H. More Dt'v. Dial. til. xix. (1713) 216, I was only a going
to add something of the Madness of the Heathenish Priests,

as the last Note of the Satanicalness of their Religion. 1824
Examiner 276/2 Satanically false. 1906 H. B. Swete Apo-
calypse xvi. 13 note, tyeut>owpo<tn}7Tt)s. .is used in the N. T. of

, .persons Satanically inspired.

Satanisco, obs. form of Satinisco.

Satanism (s^'taniz'm). [f. Satan + -ism. Cf.

F. satanisme ( = sense 3 below).]

1. A satanic or diabolical disposition, doctrine,

spirit, or contrivance.

1365 Harding Confut. Jewel 11. u. 42 b, Meaning the time

when Luther first brinced to Germanie the poisoned cuppe
of his heresies, blasphemies, and sathanismes. 1639 Visct.

Falkland Elegy on Donne Poems (Grosart) 36 So mild was
Moses countenance, when he pray'd For them whose Sa-

tanisme his power gainsaid. 185s Bagehot Lit. Stud.,

Cowper (1879) I. 285 The whole burning soul breaks away
into what is well called Satanism—into wildness, and bitter-

ness, and contempt. 1893 Goldw. Smith Ess. 2 That sort

of social revolution which may be called Satanism, as it

.
seeks, not to reconstruct, but to destroy. 1900 A. Lang in

I; Daily News 27 June 6/2 With such a mixture of. .loyalty,

SATARA.

mysterious Satanism, and reputation for conquests over her

sex . . Bothwell must have fascinated the Queen.

2. The characteristics of the ' Satanic school .

1822 Blaclcw. Mag. XI. 445 His Lakeism or his Satanism

will not save the piece from being damned, if it be stupid.

1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 524 This Kene of Byron's is

really sublime, in spite of its Satanism.

3. The worship of Satan, alleged to have been

practised in France in the latter part of the 19th

century ; the principles and rites of the Satanists.

1896 A. I.illie Worship Satan in Mod. France Pref 18

There are five temples of Satanism in Paris itself. ..Satanism

has the Bttllctiii du Diable and other organs.

Satanist ^i-tanist). Also 6-7 sathanist(e.

[f. Satan + -1ST. Cf. F. Saianiste.']

1. One who is regarded as an adherent of Satan.

Now rare.

'559 Aylmf.r Harboroivc Hjb, The Anabaptistes, with

infinite other swarmes of Satantstes. 1565 Harding Coiifut.

Jewel 11. ix. 81 b, Be ye Zuinglians, Arians, . .Anabaptistes,

Caluinistes, or Sathanistes ? 1589 Nashe Marlins Months
ilinde H 4 b, By nature an Athiest, By arte a Machiuelist,

In summe a Sathanist, loe here his hire. 1M2 Hibbert
Body ofDiv. i. 16 By profession a Christian, by conversa-

tion a Satanist. 1833 Fraser's Mag. VIII. 570 The abori-

ginal races of just men distinguished themselves by this

very title, Alibenim, theogonists, or God's sons, from the

atheistical Sathanists, or evil-seekers.

2. A Euchite. 1874 Blunts Did. Sects, etc 518.

3. One of a sect of Satan-worshippers alleged to

have existed in France in the latter part of the

19th century.
1896 Mrs. Lvnn Linton in Life xxi. (1901) 323 There are

two sects, the Satanists and the Luciferists—and they pray

to these names as Gods. 1897 J. M cCabe Twelve Yts. in

Monast. v. 98 It is believed on the Continent that apostate

priests frequently consecrate for the Satanists and Free-

masons.

Satanistic (s^ 'tani-stik), a. rare. [f. Satanist

+ -ic] Of or pertaining to the Satanists ; adhering

to Satanism (sense 3).

1895 Weslw. Caz. 17 Dec. 1/3 Huysmans declares that

there existed a Satanistic Society in America some years

ago. Ibid. 2/1 The case of a nun which caused such excite-

ment in 1865 is a strange one. This nun, who had been

corrupted by a Satanistic priest when fifteen years of age,

was placed in a convent.

Satanity (satte-niti). rare. [f. Satan + -ITT.]

Satanic conduct or character.
i864Bi.ACKMOREC/a?a Vaughan liv. (1889) 202 The author

of such Satanity. 1903 Protestant Observer Dec. 190/1 This

charge of Satanity is illustrated by the following facts.

Satanize (s^'nansiz), v. rare. [f. Satan +
-ize.] trans. To render like Satan ; to make into,

or like a devil.

1598 Toftf. Alba, etc. (1880) 132 Oh let not Sinne my
Soule still Satanise. 1646 Traff Comtn. John vi. 7 1 How
fearfully was he [sc. Judas] satanized and transformed into

a breathing devil. 183a BlacAw. Mag. Apr. 592 (Satan)

Look'd back upon France ; for he sympathized With a

nation so thoroughly Satanized.

Hence Sa'tanized ppl. a.

1610 Barret Sacred Warre in Southey Roderick (1814)

Notes p. xiv, In all parts Violence had vogue, and on salhan-

ized earth Fraud, Mischief, Murder martialled the camp.

1625 Jackson Creed v. vi. § 5 Nothing but Satanized affec-

tion deeply rooted in the heart could afford such store of

malignant nutiiment as this hellish slip must be fed with.

1891 Dublin Rev. Jan. 186 A thirst for blood is the charac-

teristic of the biutalised, or rather satanised man.

Satanology (s^itanp-lod^i). [f. Satan +
-(o)i.ogy.] That part of knowledge which relates

to Satan.
1862 W. K. Tweedie Satan as revealed in Script. 42 In

a Satanology the poition of revelation which has now been
considered is the foundation of alt our knowledge. 1883

Edfrsheim Life Jesus II. 752 The difference between the

Satanology of the Rabbis and of the New Testament is, if

possible, even more maiked than that in their Angelology.

Satanophany (s^tanp-fani). [f. Satan, after

thcophany : see -puanv.] The appearing, or visible

manifestation, of Satan.
1864 Webster (cites O. A. Brcnunson). 1892 Nation

4 Feb. 91/1 As to the ass,.. it is believed that he brays be-

cause he has a vision of Satan, a Satanophany._ 1896 A. J.

Gordon Biog. 325 No theoiy can explain this grotesque

satanophany, this incredible perversion ofearly Christianity.

Satanophobia (s^i:tan<yf(7n -bia). [f. Gr.

SaTavas Satan + -cj>o0ta : see -phobia.] Morbid
dread of Satan.
i860 Reade Cloister 4- //. xevi, Impregnated as he was

with Satanophobia, he might perhaps have doubted still

whether this distressed creature, all woman, and nature, was
not all art, and fiend. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Satanophobia,

a morbid or insane dread of the devil.

Satanry (s^itanri). rare- , [f. Satan + -by,

after Devilby.] 'Satanic conduct orwiles; a course

or action appearing as if inspired by Satan'

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).

Satanship (a?itanfip). rare. [f. Satan +
-ship.] The quality of being a Satan.

1647 Hammond Power ofKeys iv. 03 One main act of his

Satanship is exprest in accusing us before God. 1884 Helen
Mathers Eyre's Acquittal 1. vii, [They] felt their convic-

tion of his Satanship rudely shaken.

Satara (sataTa). [Named from Satara, a town
and district in the Bombay Presidency, India.] A
woollen cloth (see quots.).
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1878 Barlow Hist. A- Princ. Weaving 442 Sataras, ribbed
cloths highly dressed, lustred and hot pressed. 1868 I,

Paton in En.ycl. Brit. XXIV. 662/1 Of cloths milled and
cropped bare there are Venetians, sataias, and diagonals.
1904 Woollen Draper's Terms irr Tailor A> Cult. 4 Aug.
480/1 Satara : A peculiar make of broadcloth, rather heavy,
and having a horizontal rib to it.

Satchel (sx'tjel), sb. Forms: 4 (oaohel),
sachil. 4-7 saehel, 5 cechelle, secchell, 5-7
saohell, 6 sechell, setchel

v
l, 6-7 satchell, (7

setohal), 5- satchel, [a. OF. sachel :—L. saccetlus,

dim. of saccus Sack sb)]

1. A small bag ; esp. a bag for carrying school-
books, with or without a strap to hang over
the shoulders.
13.. S. Eng. Leg. in Archiv Stud. nen. Sir. LXXXII.

3"V»33 Ne tit be purs ne cachel tin mete per-in to here.
.1 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxviii. 1 1 My substance . .is anence
the & with the . . not in sachelis [v.r. sacles]. c 1380 Wvcuf
Serm Sel. Wks. I. 177 [Luke x. 4) Nyle }e, he seib, bere
sachil ne scrippe, ne hosis, ne shoon. c 1440 Alphabet 0/
Tales 191 He tuke a sachell full of sylver. c 1440 Prom/.
Parv. 64 Cechelle, sacceltus. C1440 York Myst. xxvii. 172
Satcheles I will ae haue. ? a 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc)
123 My secehell to shake oute To sheapardes am I not
shamed. 1551 Huloet, Bagges for money, or sachelles.
IS57 Seager Set. Virtue 109 in Baiees Bk. 338 This done,
thy setchell and thy bokes take, And to the scole haste see
thou make. 158$ T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111.

ix. 84 b, Refreshing themselues with such victualler as they
haue brought with them in their satchel. 1589 Rider Bibl.
Schol. s.v., A sachell, or great bag for money, fisens. 1600
Shaks. A. V. L. 11. vii. 145 Then, the whining Schoole-boy
with his Satchell..creeping.. Vnwillingly to schoole. 167sHobbes Odyssey (1677) 21 And fine flour twenty measures at
the least In good thick leather satchels let me have. 1688 R.
Holme Armoury 111. 336/1 A Setchal or Leather Bag.. is
the Plow Mans Pantry, in which his Provision is put, and
carried on his Shoulder. 169s Kennett Par. Antio. vi. 22
At the other end [of a beam] they hang a leathern bag or
satchel of gravel. 1709 Swift Descript. Morn. 18 And
School-Boys lag with Satchels in their Hands. 1813 Scott
Quentin D. ii, The young traveller . . had at his back a satchel,
which seemed to contain a few necessaries. 1861 Borrow
Wales (ed. 2) 200 A small leather satchel with a lock and
key. 1888 Anna K. Green Behind Closed Doors ii, She
took nothing but a little hand satchel.

b. trans/, andyi^.
i 1450 Mankind 128 in Macro Plays 6 Now opyn yowur

sachell with Laten wordis, Ande sey me bis in clerycall
inanere

! 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Giosart)
I L 297 Lewes the French king, one of the busiest, ielouscst,
arid craftiest Princes that euer raigned in that kingdome,
might haue borrowed the Foxes Satchell of him. 1646 Sir
T. Browne Pseud. Ep.v.'i. 234 The chowle or croppe ad-
hering unto the lower side of the bill, and so descending by
the throat ; a bagge or sachell very observable, and of capa-
city almost beyond credit.

2. attrib., as satchel cutter; f satchel date, the
fruit of the f satchel palm, Manuaria saccifera.
1900 Daily Chron. 23 Jan. 11/2 'Satchel Cutler wanted.

1659 LovELL//<ria/ S i6The 'Sachell daKuPalma saccifera.
1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus iii. 48 The codde of the
'Sachell palm.

Satchel saeljcl
, v. rare. [f. precj trans.

a. To make a ' bag ' of (game), b. To fasten
(something) on one, as in a satchel. In quot.^f.
i8aS Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 342, I contrived to

satchel 48 partridges (besides 3 brace lost). 1839 Landor
Andrea ofHungary iv. ii. 70 Since thy services may soon
Be call'd for, satchel on thee my experience, Then set
about thy work.

Satchelled (sartjeld), a. [f. Satchel si. +
-ed -'.] Having or carrying a satchel.

749 Whitehall Evening Post No. 535 To Country School,
the satchel d Youths are sent. 1855 Dobell Sonn., Amer.,
Back, and see Thy satchelled ancestor ! Behold, he runs
To mine, and, clasped, they tread the equal lea To the same
village-school.

Sate (sr*U), v. Also 7 satt. [App. a pseudo-
etymological alteration of Sade v., after L. sat,
satis enough : cf. Satiate v.]

L trans. To fill or satisfy to the full (with food)

;

to indulge or gratify to the full by the satisfaction
of any appetite or desire.
1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i, A pious, .sonne, Who

..bringing., home Dried figs, Dates, Almonds,, .sates the
want Therewith of those, who, from a tender plant, Bred
him a man for amies. 1634 Milton Comus 714 Wherefore
did Nature powre her bounties forth,.. But all to please,
and sate the curious taste? a 1639 W. Whatelev Proto-
types 11. xxvi. (1640) 84 So that no outward benefits may
glut and satt our hearts. 1713 Johnson Guard. No. 8 p 4As his resentment was sated. 1719 Young Busiris 1. i,

Artaxes' friends . . Were swept away by banishment or death,
In throngs and sated the devouring grave. 1791 Burke
Corr. (1844) III. 303 When your curiosity is sated with the
Rhine. 1840 Thirlwall Greece IvL VII. 190 He had uted
his vengeance. 1876 Merivale Rom. Triumvirates vii.

M4He. .sated the populace with largesses.

b. To surfeit or cloy by gratification of appetite
or desire ; to glut, satiate.
160a Shaks. Ham. u v. 56 So Lust, though to a radiant

Angell hnk'd, Will sate it selfe in a Celestiall bed, & prey
on Garbage. 171s Steele Sped. No. 522 r 1 They are
immediately sated with Possession, and must necessarily
fly to new Acquisitions of Beauty. 1719 Young Revenge
III. i, 'Twas time to get another, When her first fool was
sated with her beauties. 1828 Carlyle Misc. (1857! I. 161
Sated to nausea, as we have been with the doctrines of
Sentimentality. 1833 Sir R. Peel in Croker Papers 29 Sept.
(1684) II. 214, 1 saw some extracts from it in the newspapers,
which sated my appetite for such reading. 1876 Black
Mad.ap V. xv, Violet, who was not sated with the ordinary
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sights and occupations of London life, was enjoying herself
thoroughly.

C. To wear away through satiety, nonce-use.
1817 Byron Lam. Tasso ii, Successful love may sate itself

away, The wretched are the faithful.

If d. intr. To pall {on), rare-1
.

1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen III. 75 A passion, which
..had no chance of sating on his imagination.

f2. trans. To saturate. (Cf. Satiated. 3.) Obs.
1673 Ray jfonm. Lovj C 60 These Waters seemed to me

more brisk and sprightly, and better sated with Mineral
Juices than any I have tasted in England. 1677 Plot
O.rfordsh. 26 The Banks of the Thame are so well sated
with some kind of acid. 1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng.
I. Oxford 3^1 A spring strongly sated with a kind of salt.

Hence Sa-tirtg///. a.
1818 Byron Ch. Har. iv. clix, There is more In such a

survey than the sating gaze Of wonder pleased.
Sate : see Seat, Set v., Sit v.

Sated (s/ited),///. a. [f. Sate v. + -edI.]
Glutted, satiated; cloyed or surfeited by indul-
gence of appetite.

1699 PomfretZop* Trinmi/utnt 262 Who, when the sated
Appetite is tir'd, Even loath the Thoughts of what they
once admir'd. 1745 Collins Ode to Lady 48 Till William
seek the sad retreat, And bleeding at her sacred feet, Pre.
sent the sated sword. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W. xcvii, The
sated reader turns from it with a kind of lileraiy nausea.
'855 Longf. Hia:ii. vili. 217 Till Kayoshk, the sated sea-
gulls, From their banquet rose with clamour. 1873 Symonds
Grk. Poets v. 129 To prevent the palling of so much luxury
011 sated senses.

Hence Satedness.
1847 R. W. Hamilton Rem. !, Punishm. i. 51 Do their

sophismsquite convince them? Is all within at ease ? Know
they no satedness and disgust?

Sateen (sati"n). [Altered f. Satin, after vel-

veteen.'] A cotton or woollen fabric with a glossy
surface like that of satin.

1878 Barlow Hist.
<J-

Print. Weaving 442 Sateens, light
cloths for ladies' dresses. 1882 Miss Braddon Jit. Royal
II. x. 206 Loose flowing tea-gowns of old gold sateen.
Satefy, variant of Satify v. Obs.

Sateless (s/'-tles), a. Chiefly poet. [f. Sate
v. + -less.] Not to be sated, insatiable. Const, of.
1701 Cibhek Love Makes Man 11. ii, Happy he. .lhat mr

co?ifm'd may lave and wanton there in sateless Draughts of
ever-springing Beauty. 174J Young Nt. Th. vm. 512 His
sateless thirst of pleasure, gold, and fame. 1838 Eraser's
Mag. XVIII. 519 And Ate, his fell bride, sateless of blood.
1864 Neale.SVu/ot. Poems 71 The thirst Ofsateless Moloch.
Satell, obs. form of Settle v.

II Satelles (sate-l/z). Obs. PI. satellites (sa-

te-lit/z). [L.satelles,satellit:] Used bysomewriters
of the 17th and early 18th c. for Satellite 2.
1666 Phil. Trans. I. 246 The other three Satellites in the

time of this Eclipse, made by the Satelles, were Westwards
of the Body of Jupiter, a 1708 Beveridge Priv. Th. 11.

('712) 337i I hehold him there surrounded with an innumer.
able Company of holy Angels, as so many fixed Stars, and
of glorified Saints as Planets enlightened by him ; all his
Satellites or Servants waiting upon him. 1708 Brit. Apollo
No. 65. 2/2 The Moon is the Earth's Satelles. 173s Pope
Ess. Man l 42 Or ask of yonder argent fields above, Why
Jove's Satellites are less than Jove?

Sate llitary, a. rare—1
, [f. Satellite + -ary,

after//a/«/ary.J Belonging to satellites.

1867 Ctmmi in Athenxnm 21 Dec. 855/1 New Laws of
Planetary and Satellitary Motions.

Satellite (satelait). Also 6 -yte, 7 -it. [a.

F. satellite (14th c. in Littre), ad. L. sate11it-cm
(nom. satelles) attendant or guard. Cf. Satelles.]
1. An attendant upon a person of importance,

forming part of his retinue and employed to execute
his orders. Often with reproachful connotation,
implying subserviency or unscrupulousness in the
service. (Occas. with allusion to sense 2.

)

This sense is not in J., and save for quot. 4x1548 does not
appear in our material until neartheend of the i8thc. Quot.
1656 follows Cooper's explanation of L. satelles, supple-
mented from Cotgrave's definition of the Fr. word,
a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill 52 b, Environed with his

satellites and yomen of the crowne. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
Satellite, one retained to guard a mans person ; a Yeoman
of the Guard ; a Serjeant, Catch-pole, one that attacheth.

'797 S. James Narr. Voy. 147 Our most august visitant.,
followed by his naked train of satellites. 1850 W. Irving
Goldsmith xiii. 159 Boswell was. .made happy by an intro-
duction to Johnson, of whom he became the obsequious
satellite. 180 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxii, Legree
encouraged his two black satellites to a kind of coarse
familiarity with him. i860 Trollope Framley P. x, The
satellites of the nursery. 1864 Kirk Chas. Bold 11. lv. iii.

384 Tyrants, encompassed by their armed satellites.

2. A small or secondary planet which revolves

round a larger one. (See also Satelles.)
[The L. satellites was first applied in 1611 by Kepler to

the secondary planets revolving round Jupiter, recently dis-

covered by Galileo, who had named them Sidera Medicaea.)

1665 Phil. Trans. I. 71 A Satellite of Jupiter. Ibid., The
shadow of the Satellit between Jupiter and the Sun. 169a
Bentley Boyle Led. viii. (1693) 14 Jupiter and Saturn..
have many Satellites about them. (21721 Keill Mat/per-

SATIABLE.
tentous comet, has risen again above the court horizon...
Who are those two satellites that attend his motions ? 1800
J. Adams Wis. (1854) IX. 49 A great deal is yet to be done
to prevent our becoming a mere satellite to a mighty power.
1827 Macaulay Ess., Machiav. (1897) 43 The governments
of the Peninsula ceased to form an independent system.
Drawn from their old orbit by the attraction of the larger
bodies which now approached them, they became mere
satellites of France and Spain. 1839 Darwin Voy. Nat.
xvii. (1845) 377 The archipelago is a little world within
itself, or rathera satellite attached to America. 1887OLIV1A
M. Stone (title) Tenerife and its six satellites. 1891 Free-
man Sk.fr. French Trav. 126 At Poitiers the interest of the
cathedral church is far smaller than that of its satellite
the baptistery.

3. The name of a. a moth ; b. a humming-bird.
1831 J. Rennie Conspect. Bnlterfl. tf M. 62 The Satellite

(Glza Satellitia, Stephens) appears in September. 1861
Gould Trochilidx III. PI. 142 Calothorax Calliope. Mexi-
can Satellite. 1882 Cassell's Nat. Hist. VI. 65 One of the
largest species is the Satellite (Scopelosoma satellitia), which
sometimes expands nearly two inches.

4. Geom. Satellite line, point: see quot. 1857.
Also used simply = sate/lite line.

1857 Cayley Curves of3rd Order in Coll. Papers II. 383
It isa well-known theorem, that if at the points of intersection
of a given line with a given cubic tangents are drawn to the
cubic, these tangents again meet the cubic in three points
which he in a line; such line is in the present memoir
termed the satellite line of the given line, and the point
of intersection of the two lines is termed the satellite point
of the given line ; the given line in reference to its satellite
line or point is termed the primary line. 1873 Salmon
Higher Plane Curves (ed. 2) v. § 207 A case where the
satellite cutsthe sides of the asymptotic triangle.

5. Satellite vein : a vein that accompanies an
artery (mod.L. vena satelles, vena comes).
1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 126 On

the upper third of the fore-arm, the aitery. .has always two
satellite veins. 1849 52 Todd's Cycl. Auat. IV. 11. 816/2
The satellite vein of the right subclavian aitery. 1897 in
Syd. Soc. Lex.
Hence Satellited, attended by a satellite.

1895. K. Graham e Golden Age 92 A dingy tramp, satellited
by a frowsy woman and a pariah dog.

Satellitic (soeteli-tik), a. ff. Satellite + -ic]
Of, i>ertainii)g to, or of the nature of, a satellite or
lesser planet.

1813 Monthly Mag. LV. 8 One . . who . . has seen the stony
masses, the aerolites, fall from satellitic bodies. 1882 Stallo
Concepts Mod. Physics 277 The stellar, solar, planetary,
satellitic, and meteoric systems,
transf. 1851 Ruskin Stones Venice II. App. ix. 384 Small

satellitic shafts [sc. of a clusteied column].

Satelli'tioUS, a. ?Obs. [f. L. salellili-um
(see next) + -ous.] Consisting of, having the cha-
racter of, satellites.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. Relig. I. 208 Their Salelli-
lious Attendance

t
their Revolutions about the Sun [etc.).

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rei: V. 499 A halo of their bril-
liance may overspread even the satellitious vapours that
strive to ornament their course.

II SateHi'tium. Astral. Obs. [L. = body-guard,
retinue, f. satelles Satelles.] ? A retinue 01 com-
pany (of planets).
1669-96 Aubrey Brief Lives, -Hobbes (1898) I. 328 His

horoscope is Taurus, having in it a satellitmm of 5 of the
7 planets. It is a maxime in astrologie—vide Ptol.Centil
that a native that hath a satellitium in his ascendent be-
comes more eminent in his life then ordinary.

Saten, Satenas, obs. ff. Satin, Satanas.
Sater, obs. form of Psalter.
Saterday, Sateresday, etc., obs. ff. Saturday.
Saterick(e, obs. forms of Satiric.
Saterion, obs. variant of Sattrion.
Saternas, obs. form of Satanas.
tSaternight. Obs. [OE.SaHernilil^.Sxlern

:

see Saturday.] The night before Saturday,
Friday night.

c locoi'ELFRic Horn. I. 216 His lie lx% on byrjene ba
sa:ter-niht and sunnan-niht. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11650
In a lammasse lli^t, saterm^t bat was.

Satersday, obs. form of Saturday.
Satesfet, -fit : see Satisfy v.

Sateyn, obs. form of Satin.

Sathan, etc. : see Satan, etc.

Sati : see Suttee. Satia : see Settee (ship).

Satiabi'lity. rare- 1

. In 6 sas-. [f. next +
-ity.] Capability of being satiated.

1528 Lyndesay Drone 586 Thare is plenlie of all plesouris
perfyte..; Withouttin hunger, Sasiabilitie.

Satiable (s?i-Jiab'l), a. [ad. L. *satidbil-is, f. •

saliare to Satiate : see -able.]

1. That can be satiated.

1570 Levins Manip 3 Satiable, satialilis. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mob vn. 217 War, Scarce satiable by fate's last death-
dra '

tins' Diss. (1734)33 The Moon is the Earth's Secondary or
Satellite. 1784 Cowper Task I. 766 We _

can spare The
splendour of your lamps ; they but eclipse Our softer

satellite. 1870 Proctor Other Worlds viii. (1872) 187 We
have no satisfactory evidence that the satellites of Jupiter
and Saturn turn always the same face towards their primary.

b. transf. axx&jig.

1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 2 June, He, too, like a por-

Iraught. 1864 7rnl. R. Agric. Soc. XXV. 11. 346 There
are some soils which swallow up manure, with, so to speak,
no satiable appetite.

f 2. ?Satisfactory, plausible. (Cf. Satisfiable a.)

159*. Greene Philomela Wks. (Grosart) XI. 156 Though
my wife returned a taunting letter to him openly, yet she
might send him sweete lines secretlye : her satiable answere,
was but a cloak for the rayne.

Hence Sa'tlaQleness rare ~ °. + Sa-tiably adv.,
so as to satiate.

1627-8 Feltham Resolves 11. xxi. Wks. (1677) 205 The
daily Laboring Man sells both his strength, his time, and
his ease, for that alone which will not satiably content his
craving Belly. 1882 Ogilvie, Satiable/less.
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Satiate C*^P*3 » Ppfa ^^ PP?* a * Now rare-

Forms: 5-6 saciat t, -ate, sacyat(t, -atte, -ate,

(6 saceat, satyett), 6-9 satiate, [ad. L. satiat-us,

pa. pple. of satidre to satiate, f. satis enough.]

f a, pple. Equivalent to the later satiated, pa. pple.

of Satiate v. Ods. b. ppl. a. Satiated, filled to

repletion, glutted, gratified to the full. Const, ivith,

fof; also + with inf.

C1440 Alfkabet of Tales 403 J>ai war saciatt & fulfyllid

ber-with as it had bene with meate or drynk. c 1450 Man-
kind 304 in Macro Plays 12 My soull ys well sacyatt With
be mellyfluose doctryne of bis worsliyppfull man. 1485
Caxton Paris <$• V. (1868J 55 And whan messyie laques
had redde the letter, he coude not be sacyat of redyng, he
took so grete playsyr therin. 1526 in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 11. I. 338 He. .made suche good relacyon of the Kings
Highnes and of your Grace that they coulld not be sacyale
to talke with hym. 1534 More Cornel agst. Trib. 111. Wks.
1221/2 Neuer was he saciate of hearinge his owne prayse.
1583 Siubbes Anat. Al'us. 11. B3, When the Sodomits, and
Gomorreans had filled _vp the measures of their iniquitie,

and saciate themselues in sinne. 1593 Drayton Idea No. 31
Euery drudge doth dull our satiate eare. 16x1 Bible Jer.
xlvi. 10 The sword shal deuoure, and it shall be satiate, and
made drunke with their blood. 1640 R. Baillie Canterb.
Self-convict. Pref., Their furious desire of revenge must be
satiate. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 179 Let us not slip th' occa.
sion, whether scorn Or satiate fury yield it from our Foe.

*737 PopE Hor' EPist- ' •• 9 Our Gen'rals now, retir'd to
their Estates, Hang their old Trophies o'er the Garden
gates, In Life's cool Ev'ning satiate of Applause. 1781
Crabbe Library 410 t49i] Satiate with power, of fame and
wealth possess'd. 1889 G. Gissing Nether World I. xii. 262
The gratuity expected from each guest as he rose satiate.

Satiate (s^'JV't), z>. Also 6-7 saciat(e, 7
satiat. [f. L. satiat-

,
ppl. stem, ofsatidre : see prec]

1. trans. To fill, satisfy (with food). Hence^w.,
to gratify to the full (a person or his desires).

Const, with, rarely + of, f in. Now rare (the

prevailing use being in sense 2).
c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 954 Saouler, to

saciate. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. I'll 30 To thentent that
..theboylynge heate of her malicious harte mighte be fully

saciated with hys innocent bloude. 1571 Buchanan Ad-
vionitioun Vemac Writ. (1892) 35 To that fyne yat. .Thay
may saciat yair cruell hartis of blude, yair obstinat will of
vengeance. x6xi Bible Jer. xxxi. 14, 1 will satiate the soule
of the priests with fatnesse. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 221
Able to satiate the most couetous. 1713 C'tess Winchel-
sea Misc. Poems 254 A Lyon, satiated with Food. 1749
Smollett Regicide 11. x, My starv'd revenge Thy blood
alone can satiate ! 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. Ind. II. iv. vii.

247 The idea that satiating the servants of the public with
wealth is a secret for rendering them honest. 1828 D'Israeli
Chas. /, II. xi. 268 A terrible enmity which nothing could
satiate short of life, a 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. xx.
258 The outcast son tried to satiate his appetite with husks.
absol. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. v. xxv. 162 Hee had

so far transgressed the Fannian Law, which allows a chirp-
ing cup to satiat, not to surfet. 1657-83 Evelyn Hist.
Religion (1850) I. 242 It is then that, cleared of all suffusion,
we shall contemplate that fulness, which can only satiate
without satiety.

2. To gratify beyond one's natural desire ; to
weary or disgnst by repletion ; to glut, cloy, surfeit.

1620 Venner Via Recta 84 The Carpe. .quickly satiateth
the stomacke

;
1651 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. i. (1739) 4

The King being rather satiated than satisfied with Victory
and Honour, returned home to enjoy what he had. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 248 But if much converse perhaps Thee
satiate, to short absence I could yeild. 1693 Locke Educ.
§ 167 (1699) 297 Whatever that [sc. novelty] presents, they are
presently eager to have a Taste of, and are as soon satiated
with it. 1780 Burke CEcon. Reform Wks. III. 258 Quite
fatigued and satiated with this dull variety. 1789 Mrs.
Piozzi foum. France II. 187 Here at Venice there are
paintings to satisfy, nay satiate connoisseurship herself.

1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iv. § 19. 109 They only satiate

the eye. 1855 Brewster Newton II. xviu 134 But Newton
was satiated with fame.

^
absol. i66y Milton P. L. vm. 214 Sweeter thy discourse

is to my eare Then Fruits of Palm-tree. .; they satiate and
soon fill. 1836 Kingsley Lett. (1877) I. 33 She longed for

..a love that should never satiate.

b. intr. (for refl.). To become satiated, rare.

1797 Mrs. A. M.Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) II. 162 The
eye of taste would never tire, nor the soul of sensibility
satiate.

f 3. trans. To saturate. Obs. (Cf. Sate v. 2.)

1674 Phil. Trans. IX. 175 The colour argued it abounding
with Sulphureous or Oily parts, and the weight, that it was
highly satiated with the Saline. 1680 Boyle Produc. Chem.
Princ. 11. 93 A quantity of Calcin'd Corall, sufficient to
satiate the Acid Corpuscles. 1704 Newton Optics (1721)
352 Why does not Salt of Tartar draw more Water out of
the Air than in a certain Proportion to its quantity, but for
want of an attractive Force after it is satiated with Water?
1791 Macie in Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 373 A piece of Taba-
sheer..was first let satiate itself with distilled water.

Hence Sa*tiated ///. a., Satiating vbl. sb. and
///. a.

161 1 Cotcr., Saoulement, a glutting, filling, saciating,
cloying with. 1657 Divine Lover, Holy Exerc. 304 Loue
is all kind of Prayer by which our soule tends towards God
as her only All, and satiatinge end. 1691 Locke Loiver.
Interest 85 buying of Land is the result of a full and satiated
Gain. 1760 E. Bancroft Guiana 344 Enabling some to
squander the bread of provinces in a profusion of satiating
pleasures. 1834 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 251 Her
loveliness, .is such a fulness of bloom, so luxuriant, so
satiating.

Satiation («ljW* Jan), [ad. L. *'satiation-em

,

n. of action f. satidre to Satiate.] The action of
satiating or fact of being satiated.

1638 T. Whitaker Blood ofGrape 4 As if Satiation were
the Usher of diseases. 1656 S. Holland Zara in. vi. (1719)
140 What do we get by these Gim-cracks? Satiation of our
Lusts. i8n Shelley St. frvynex. From my earliest youth,
before it was quenched by complete satiation, curiosity.,
was the passion by which all the other emotions of my mind
were intellectually organized. 1839 De Quincey Recoil.
Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 54 The same satiation never can take
place, which too frequently deadens the genial enjoyment
of those who have a surfeit of books, and a monotony of
leisure. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xciv. XII. 244 Clinging to

the hope that Alexander, when possessed of the three
southern capitals and the best part of the Persian empire,
might have reached the point of satiation.

Satiety (satai'^ti). Forms: 6-7 sacietie, -ty,

(6 -tee), satietie, 6- satiety, [ad. F. salie'ltf

(12th c. sazieled, 16th c. sacieti'), ad. L. satieiatein

abundance, satiety, f. satis enough.
The pronunciation (sasai7ti) is mentioned by Walker (1828)

as all but universally current in his time, and as accepted
by Sheridan and other orthoepists. His protest against it,

as contrary to all analogy, was effectual : the condemned
pronunciation is now quite obsolete.]

1. The state of being glutted or satiated with
food ; the feeling of disgust or surfeit caused by
excess of food.

1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe (1541) 40b, The dyner moderate,
that is to say, lasse than sacietie or fulness of bealy. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abns. (1877) 104 Dooth not the impletioa
and sacietie of meates and drinks prouoke lust ? c 1610
Women Saints (E. E. T. S.) 215 They began to feele some
sacietie of theire ordinarie simple sustenance. 176a Goldsm.
Cit. W. xv, His cooks had a hundred different ways of
dressing it, to solicit even satiety. 1791 Cowper Iliad w.
407 And quaff your wine Delicious, 'till satiety ensue. 1865
Livihgstoxe Zambesi xix. 388 It is always a case of famine
or satiety.

b. gen. The condition of having any appetite or

desire gratified to excess ; hence, weariness or dis-

like of'(an object of desire) caused by gratification

or attainment.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 108 b, It offendeth and werieth mens
eares with saciety. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer)
291 Where desire neuer wanted satisfaction, nor satisfaction

neuer bred sacietie. 1604 Shaks. Oth. IX. i. 231 When the
Blood is made dull with the Act of Sport, there should be
a game to enflame it, and to giue Satiety a fresh appetite.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. viii. § 5 Of knowledge there is

no sacietie, but satisfaction and appetite are perpetually
interchangeable. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. § 101 He
never apprehended a greater censure than a sequestration
from all public employments, in which it is probable he had
abundant satiety. 1667 Milton P, L. vin. 216 Thy words
with Grace Divine Imbu'd, bring to thir sweetness no
satietie.^ 1669 Clarendon Ess. in Tracts (1727) 127 Satiety
of all things naturally produces a satiety of life itself. 17*2
Addison Sped. No. 412 p 3 That Satiety we are apt to
complain of in our usual and ordinary Entertainments. 1820
Shelley To Skylark 80 Thou lovest—but ne'er knew love's

sad satiety. 183a R. & J. Lander Exped. Niger I. iv. 192
The eager curiosity of the natives has been glutted by
satiety. 1865 Seeley Ecce Homo iv. (ed. 8) 36 Prosperous
villany carried to an honoured grave in the fulness of years
and in the satiety of enjoyment.

+ c. In favourable sense : The condition of being
filled or fully gratified ; full attainment of an object
of desire. Obs.

1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 6 Where there is

euer hungar and euer thurst, and blessed sacietie & fulnes.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. ii. 39 Thus fairely shee attempered
her feast, and pleasd them all with meete satiety, a 1617
Bayne OnEph. (1658J 45 In Gods presence is the saciety
of everlasting delight. 171a Addison Sped. No. 387 f 12
Which., will produce a Satiety of Joy, and an uninterrupted
Happiness. 17a* Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 208 no/e, There
being no Satiety of Knowledge in this life, we may hope for
future opportunities when [etc.].

d. To satiety, to an amount or degree which
satisfies or gluts desire. [ = L. ad salietalem.']

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts (1658) 189 They must be
suffered to eat of them to saciety. I7a6 Pope Odyss. xxi. 59
To full satiety of grief she mourns. 1775 Burke Sp. Cone.
Amer. Sel. Wks. I. 215 The Colonies not only gave, but
gave to satiety. 1837 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. III. iii. 31
They had miracles even to satiety. 1878 C. Stanford Symb.
Christ xii. 325 Their earthly nature . . is filled to satiety
with earth's good things.

2. A sufficiency or abundance. [So in L.] rare.

1635 Heywood Hierarch. 11. 68 This, of himselfe all Ful-
nesse, all Satietie, Is then the sole Incomprehensible Deitie.

1884 Lushington in Knight Mem. J. Nt'chot(i&g6) 222 Here
is a satiety or (nimiety) for you, about a man, for whom I

have a loving admiration.

Sa'tify, v. Chiefly Sc, Also 5 satefy, 6 satyfy,
satifie. [a. OF. satifier, satefier, van of salisfler:

see Satisfy.] trans. = Satisfy.
Still locally used in Scotland, in the form setlifee.

C1475 Partenay 1917 Hit is gret reson ye were satefied

Off your ful good will don And applied. 1313 Douglas
JE net's v. xi. 11 Juno, ..Not satyfyit of hir auld fury nor
wroik. 1533 Bellenden Livy Prol. {S. T. S.) I. 4 Be sum
meretis bare Ire war satifyit. Ibid. 11. II. 285 For quhen
thir pepill maye nocht be gottin to satify his crewelte, he
behufit finallie to rage in him selff. 11555 Harpsfield
Divorce Hen. VIII (1878)271 It is worse for a man to break
good laws to . . satify his sensual appetite. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslies Hist. Scotl. (S.T.S.) II. 454 To satifie his askeng.

Satin (sae'tin), sb. (and a.) Forms : 4-5 satyne,
-ine, 4-6 satyn, 8at(t)on, 5 eathan, 5-6 saten,

sateyn, 5-7 sattyn, 5-8 satten, 6 satte(i)ne,

sat(t)an, satyng, Sc. saiting, satteing, salting,

6-8 sattin(e, 6- satin, [a. F. satin (14th c. in

HaU.-Darm. ; the supposed popular OF. form sain,

cited by Diez, is an error), app. ad. It. + setino,

prob. repr. late L. *(pannus) setinus silken (cloth),

f. seta silk. Cf. Pg. setim (?from It.), late med.L.
salinius, salinus (from Fr.), setinus (1594, from
Spain) ; also Du. satijn.
The word cannot be connected etymologically with the

app. synonymous Arab, zaituni, f. Zaituu name of a city in
China (the locality of which is disputed). F. Htrth {Arch.
Stud.neu. Spr. LXVII, 1882, p. 204) suggests that the Arabs
may have confused the name of the town with the Cantonese
szc-tiin- Mandarin ssu-tuan, satin; but the conjecture that
the Cantonese form is the source of It. setino is extremely
improbable.]

I. 1. A silk fabric with a glossy surface on one
side, produced by a method of weaving by which
the threads of the warp are caught and looped by
the weft only at certain intervals. + Satin oj
Cypres*, see Cypeess 3 1 b.
'!ax$66 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1104 The barres were of gold

ful fyne, Upon a tissu of satyne. [The word is not in the
original Fr.] c 1369 — Dcthe Blaunche 253 Ryght wel
cledde In fyne blak satyn de owter mere, c 1400 Brut 458
And iij. other estates with hem, clothed in oon sute, in
rede fyne saten crymsyn furred with Martrons. 1435 in

Dugdale Bar. Eng. (1675) 246/1 Item, Three Penons of
Satten, entertailed with KaggedstafTs, price the peece 2'.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/2 Satyne, clothe of sylke, satinum.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxx. 325 With youre bendys and
youie bridyls of sathan, the whilke sir sathanas Idyls you
for tha ilke This gill knaue. 1506 in Bury Wills (Camden)
J07 A vestement of whyte sateyn and poudrid w* Seynt
Nicholas armes. 1530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sattyn of cypres

—

ostadine. 11555 Lvndesay Trag. Prol. 21 In Rayinent
reid..0ffvellot and of Sahyng Crammosie. 1580 Aberdeen
Reg. (1848) II. 36 Ane [cloak] lynt witht salting, ane uther
witht taffetie. 1603 in 38/A Rep. Deputy Kpr. Records App.
444 Sattins reverses, sattins of Cipres, Spanish sat 1 ins. 1628
Feltham Resolves 1. xviii. 56 Poore men, though wise,
are but like Sattens without a glosse. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) III. 29 Her coat white satlin, quilted.

1853 C. Bronte VUlette xxi, The middle distance was filled

with matrons in velvets and satins, in plumes and gems.
*855Tennyson Maudi. xxlug In gloss ofsatin and glimmer
of pearls. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xi, The
draperies and chair and sofa coverings were of amber satin.

trans/. 1616 R. C, Times' Whistle vii. 2938 Her skin
sleek satlin or the cygnettes brest.

b. Applied to certain fabrics resembling satin,

but composed wholly or in part of other materials

than silk. + Satin of Bruges {Bridges), Bruges
satin-, see quot. 1728. Denmark satin \ a smooth
worsted material used for ladies* slippers.

1517-1559 [see Bruges]. I7a8 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The
Sattins of Bruges have their Warp of Silk, and their Woof
of Thread. 1875 Lire's Did. Arts, Denmark satin, a stout
worsted stuff used for ladies' shoes.

f 2. A kind of pear. Obs.
1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Comfit. Card. I. 109 b, A Sum-

mer Satin-pear. Ibid. 121 The Green-Sat tn-Pear, January.
1706 London & Wise Retired Card. I. vii. 33 The Satin is

round; its Coat is yellow, and smooth like Satin; 'lis a
melting sugar'd Pear, and in good Esteem.
3. The plant Honesty, Lunaria biennis. Also
white satin. Cf. satin-flower in 8 b.

1597 Gerarde Herbal u.cxvii, 378 Wecal this herb in Eng-
lish Pennie flower.. in Northfolk Sattin, and white Sattin.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 103 Bulbonach, Honesty, Sattin.

1785 Martyn Rousseait's Bot. xxiii. (1794) 320 The brilliant

whiteness ofthese silicles has occasioned this plant [Honesty]
to be called White Sattin.

4. slang. Gin. Also white satin.

1854 Househ. Words VIII. 75 For., gin, we have ten
synonyms: max, juniper,, .cream of the valley, white satin,

old Tom. 1865 Slang Did., Satin, gin ; 'a yard of satin,'

a glass of gin.

5. A collector's name for a glossy white moth.
Also white satin.

1766 M. Harris Aureliatt (1778) 9 White Sattin. 1819
G. Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 248 Satin moth. 183a

J.
Rennie Conspect. Butterfl. $ M. 41 The Satin.. appears

in July. 1857 Stainton Brit. Butterfl. <$ Moths I. 134
Stilpnotia Salicis (White Satin). 1869 E. Newman Brit.
Moths 36 The Satin Moth (Liparis Salicis).

II. Attrib. and Comb.
6. attrib. passing into adj. a. Made of satin.

1521 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 6 My blake sattan jackett.

1580 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 36 Item, ane pair of satteing
breikis. 1599 Marston Sco. Villanie 166 Each sattin sute,
Each quaint fashion-monger, whose sole repute Rests in his
trim gay clothes. 1606 Pricket in Farr S. P. Jas. I (1847)
101 A sattin sutej bedawb'd with silvered lace, Beyond desert
doth vildest clownship grace. 1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 497
When you are in the Publick Worship and Service of God,
. . if the weather be too cold, wear a satten cap. 1750 Gray
Long Story 14 His high-crown'd hat and sattin-doublet.
1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, You shall have nothing to do
now but to be grandmamma on satin cushions.

fig' l(535 Quarles Emblems v. vii. 270 A land, where
each embroydred Sattin word Is lin'd with Fraud.

b. Resembling satin in texture or surface.
1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. 60 The satin palms

with their honeyed odours are out on the willow. 1838 T.
Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 42 When sublimed, it [Benzoic
Acid] assumes the form of long flat prismatic needles, having
a beautiful satin lustre. 1851 Mavhew Loud. Labour I.

369 The best satin note-paper. 1866 Reader 12 May 471
The papers.. retain the gloss, the bright 'satin' surfaee of
the albumenized material.

t C. Clothed in satin. (In 17th cent, a mark of

dandyism). Obs.
1603 Dekker Wonderfidl VeareA iij, The stinkingTobacco-
breath of aSattin-gull. a 1613 Overbury A Wi/e, *c. (1638)

35 Where if his Russet-friend would chance to dine, Whether
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his Satten-friend would fill him wine. 16*4 Heywood Cap-
tives iv. ii. in Bullen O, PI. IV. 187 The pesent with his
homespoon lasse As many merry howers may passe As
coortiers with there sattin guerles,

7. General combinations : a. simple attrib., as
satin-like adj. ; b. instrumental, similative, and
parasynthetic , as satin-faced, -leaved, -lidded, -lined,

-shining, -smooth, -striped, -worked aeijs.

1801 Kiplin-c Light that Failed iii, A portly middle-aged
gentleman in a *satin-faced frockcoat. 1897 Marv Kingsley
W. Africa 570 Patches of *satin-Ieaved begonias. 1879 E.
Arnold Lt. Asia 84 The 'satin-lidded eyes, with lashes
dropped Sweeping the delicate cheeks. 1719 London & Wise
Compl. Card. iv. ii, 68 When mellow, the Skin is slick and
"Satin-like. 1891 Lock to Lock Tinus 24 Oct. 12/1 A 'satin-
lined Inverness cape. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 111 A robe.

.

In colour like the "satin-shining palm On sallows. 1847
C. Bbonte J. Eyre xiv, This "satin-smooth hazel hair. 1881
Caulfeild & Saward Diet, Needlework, 'Satin-striped
Canvas.. is a fancy variety of embroidery Canvas. 1799
Hull Advertiser 30 Nov. 1/1 "Satin worked., muslins.

8. Special combinations, a. Used to designate
materials resembling, or woven in the same manner
as, satin ; as satin cloth, a woollen cloth woven
like satin, chiefly produced at Roubaix in France

;

satin-damask (see quot.) ; satin-finish, a polish
for silver produced by means of a metallic brush ;

satin foulards (see quot.) ; satin jean (see quot.

1875) ; satin-paper, a fine writing paper; satin
sheeting, a composite material of waste silk and
cotton ; satin stitch, a kind of stitch in embroidery
and wool-work, imitating the appearance of satin

;

satin-straw, soft flexible straw used for hats;

satin-tails, streamers of satin attached to ladies'

dresses.

1883 Caulfbild & Saward Diet. Needlework, *Salin
Cloth, a French woollen material of Satin make. 1557-71
A. Jenkinson Voy. f Trav. (Hakl. Soc) I. 90 "Satton
damaske with diuers other things. 188s Caulfeild &
Saward Diet. Needlework, Satin Damask, a very costly
silk material. 1901 Daily Chron. 7 Dec. 8/3 [Ornaments]
made in art silver, with what is called a "satin finish. 188a
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework, *Satin Foulards
..are silk stuffs printed in various designs and colours. 1875
Knight Diet. Mecli., 'Satin-jean, a twilled cotton goods,
having a smooth satiny surface, c 1885 If-'etdon's Pract.
Needlework IV. 3/1 Executed..on a ground of white satin
Jean. 1866 W. Collins Armadale III. xiii, Supply me with
a quire of extra double-wove 'satin paper, and a gross of
picked quills. 188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework,
'Satin Sheeting, one of the * waste-silk ' materials. 1684
Han. Woolley Queen-like Closet Suppl. 57 Work it in
"Satten-stitch. 1840 Mrs. F. Trollope Widow Married, \,

The profusion of elaborate satin-stitch bestowed upon its

cuffs and collar. 1900 Daily News 3 Mar. 6/5 There are
many varieties of "satin straws and grades of varying supple-
ness. 1841 Thackeray Chron. Drum, Lovely Court ladies
in powder, And lappets, and long "satin-tails.

b. In names of birds, insects, plants, and minerals
having a satin-like lustre or smoothness : satin
beauty, a moth, Boarmia aiietaria (Stainton Brit.
Butterflies If Moths, 1859); satin-bird or satin
bower-bird, Ptilorhynchus violaceus; satin-car-
pet, a moth, Cerotopacha fluctuosa ; also = satin

beauty; satin-flower, (a) Honesty, Lunariabien-
nis, + (b) French Honeysuckle, Hedysarum coro-

narium
; (c) the Greater Stitchwort, Stellaria Ho-

lostea; {d) in Australia, the umbelliferous plant
Actinotus helianthi; fsatin-grakle, an Australian
bird, perh. Calornis metallica; satin gypsum,
a fibrous variety of gypsum, with a pearly lustre

;

satin-leaves (see quot.) ; satin moth (see 5)

;

satin-pug, a moth, Eupithecia sericeata ; satin-
pygmy, a moth, Microsetia sericiella ; satin-spar,
a fibrous variety of carbonate of lime; also =
satin-gypsum ; satin-sparrow (see quot.) ; satin-
stone = satin gypsum ; satin-walnut U. S., a
trade name for the Sweet Gum Tree, Liquidambar
slyraciflua; satin-white, artificial sulphate oflimc;
satin-wood, the wood of the Indian tree Chlo-
roxylon Swietenia and of several W. Indian trees

(see quota.).
1815-6 Vigors & Horsfield in Trans. Linnean Soc. (1817)

XV. 264 The natives call it Cowry, the colonists "Satin
Bird, i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Nat. Austral. 234
Satin-birds are now seen very frequently in captivity m
Sydney. 1848 Gould Birds Austral. IV. pi. 10 Ptilono-
rhynchns holosericeus Kuhl. "Satin Bower-bird. 183a J.
Rennie Conspect. Butterfl. $ M. 82 The "Satin Carpet
appears the middle of June. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths
64 The Satin Carpet {Boarmia abietarid). Ibid, 239 The
Satin Carpet (Cymatopkora /litctuosa). 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 11. cxvii. 377 Bolbonac or the "Sattin flower, hath
hard and round stalkes. 16*9 Parkinson Paradisus 339
Hedysarum clypeatum. The red Sattin flower. 1854 Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. (iB«i) I. 24s Greater Stitchwort, Satin-
flower, or Adder's Meat i860 G. Bennett Gatherings
Nat. Austral, 358 A profusion of the Sunflower Actinotus,
called Satin-flower by the colonists. 1821 Latham Gen,
Hist. Birds 1 1 1. 171 "Satin Grakle. .. Inhabits New-Holland.
1836-41 Brands Chetn. (ed. 5) 682 A beautiful fibrous variety,
called "satin gypsum, is found in Derbyshire, applicable to
ornamental purposes, such as beads, broaches, &c. 1864
Grindon Brit, ff Card. Bot. 152 The old-fashioned ' honesty

',

or Lunaria, the beauty of which lies in the great oval
silvery shields that form the partitions of its seed-pods...
They are often as large as florins, and in Cheshire are called
' satin-leaves '. 183a ]. Rennie Conspect. Butterfl. $ M.

119

132 The *Satin Pug. Ibid. 205 The *Satin Pygmy.,
appears the end of May. 1802 Aikin in Tilloch's Philos.
Mag. XII. 364 The *satin spar., is a mineral as yet peculiar
to the neighbourhood of Alston Moor, in Cumberland. 1804
Jameson Syst. Min. I. 498 Common Fibrous Limestone...
The sattin spar found in Derbyshire belongs to this kind.
1875 Dawson Daxvn ofLift vii. 188 The prismatic structure
of satin-spar may be said . . to resemble that of a shell. 1894
Newton Diet. Birds 814 *Satin-sparrow, the name in Tas-
mania for Myiagra nitida, a Flycatcher. 1839 Glover's
Hist. Derby I. 101 Fibrous or silky Gypsum, .has a curious
cat's-eye appearance, and is commonly called *Satin stone.
1901 Daily Chron. 22 Aug. 7/5 'Sweet gum' is the name
most generally used in the United States, and the wood was
a drug until its name was changed by a smart trader to
4 *satin walnut '. 1839 Civ. Engin. <% A rch. Jrnl. II. 141/1
The satin ground is laid with *satin white. 18*3 P. Nichol-
son Pract. Build. App. 47 With respect to mahogany, *satin
and other choice woods. 1847 Tennyson Princess 11. 90
She herself Erect behind a desk of satin-wood. 1866 Treas,
Bot. s.v., Bahamas Satinwood, a timber supposed to be the
produce of Maba guineensis. 1871 Kingsley At Last x,
Here . . .vas a house ofsatin-wood and cedar not two years old.

1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 31 Xanthoxylum
Caribaeum.

.

.Satin Wood. Semi-tropical Florida [etc.].

C. In Fr. combinations (some of them anglicized

in form) serving as trade names for certain textile

fabrics, as satin de laine [
=

' wool satin *
: see

Delaine], satin lisse [F. lisse smooth], satin
sultan, satin turk [F.lurc = Turkish] : see qnots.
i8§8 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Satin-de-laine, a black

cassimere manufactured in Silesia, from wool. 1882 Caul-
feild & Saward Diet. Needlework, *Satin Lisse, a French
dress material made of cotton, but having a Satin-like lustre.

/bid.
t
''Satin Sultan, a textile somewhat resembling Benga-

line in the method of its manufacture, but having a satin
face. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Satin-Turk, a trade
term for a superior quality of satinette.

Satin (sae-tin), v. [f. Satin sb. Cf. F. satiner.]

trans. To give (to wall-paper) a glossy surface

resembling that of satin. Hence Sa'tining vbt. sb,

(also attrib.).

1839 Ube Diet. Arts 921 Pieces intended to be satined,
are grounded with fine Paris plaster. Ibid. 922 A final

satining, . . is communicated by the friction of a finely polished
brass roller. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Satining-machine,
a machine for imparting the ' satin ' finish to paper.

Satin, obs. lorra of Satan.

t Satina de. Obs. rare-*. In quot. sattinade.
[a. F. satinade, f. satin : see -ade.j ^Satinette.
1738 [see Satinette 1 a].

liSatine (sat/rur). [Fr. (dot's) satini (Aublet
Hist PI. Guianty 1775)!] A kind of satin-wood.
1866 Treas. Bot., Sating, a cabinet-wood of French Guiana,

the produce of lu rolia guianensis. 1875 Laslett Timber
<y Trees 161 Satine*. This wood is red in colour, hard,
heavy [etc.].

Satined (sre-tind),///. a. [f. Satin sb. or v. +
-ed

( after F. sating] Having a satin-like surface.

1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 154 A brown membranaceous
capsu la, ..containing three sattin'd seeds.

Satine'tta. nonee-ivd. Pseudo-It. form of next.

(Attributed to ' the Euphuist \)
1820 Scott Monast. xxi, Standing on end with double

piled velvets, satins, and satinettas !

Satinette, satinet (sa:tine-t, sartinet). Also
8 sattinet. [a. F. satinet*, see Satin sb. and -et.]

1. a. An imitation of satin woven in silk, or silk

and cotton.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3915/4 Stolen. ., a Cloth colour Silk
Sattinet Gown and Petticoat. 1709 Female Tatler No. 9/1
Fine Mohairs, Silk Sattinets, Burdets, Persianets [etc.].

1728 Chambers Cycl., Sattinet, or Sattinade, a very slight,

thin Sattin, chiefly used by the Ladies for Summer Night*
gowns, &c. and ordinarily striped. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley
xxv, You shall have a black satin dress for Sundays—a real

satin—not a satinet or any of the shams. 1891 Pinero The
Times 1. 3 Beryl is cotton, you are silk ; each material in
itself is estimable, but cotton and silk beget satinet.

b. A material woven with a cotton warp and
woollen weft, having a satin-like surface.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 227 At Lowell, in
Massachusetts, there was in 1818, a small satinet mill, em-
ploying about twenty hands, i860 Holland Miss Gilbert
ii. 42 Old Ruggles looked down on his rusty satinet suit,

perfectly conscious he was out of place. 188s Caulfeild
& Saward Diet. Needletvork, Satinet, an American cloth
of mixed materials, both cheap and durable. 1904 Woollen
Draper's Terms in Tailor fy Cutter 4 Aug. 480/1 Satinette :

A cheap fabric, composed of cotton and wool.

2. A fancier's name for a kind of pigeon.
1876 Fulton's Bk. Pigeons 312 The Satinette. 1881 Lyei.l

Fancy Pigeons 232.

1 Satini SCO. Obs. Also 7 sattinisco, satan-

isco. [pseudo-Sp., f. Satin sb.> after words like

Morisco.] An inferior quality of satin.

16x5 Ovetbury's Char., Felloiv ofHouse (ed. 6) L 3, His
meanes.. afford him Mock-veluet or Satinisco. 1619 Pur-
chas Microcosmns xxvii. 268 The new deuised names of

Stuffes and Colours,.. Callimaneo, Sattinisco [etc]. 1639
Gi.aiti.orne Wit in Constable 1. (1640) B 3, You meere
Schollers Know no degree of garment above Serge, Or
Satan tsco. a ifi6i Fuller Worthies, Norwich (1662) 11. 274
Also [there were stuffs called] Perpetuano. .Satinisco, Bom-
bicino, Italiano, &c.

tSa'tinist. Obs. rare"1

, [f. Satin sb. + -ist.]

A wearer of satin, a dandy.
163a Shirley & Chapman Ball iv. i, If it be so, He call

you cosin still, my satinist.

Satinity. nonce-wd. [f. Satin sb, + -ity.]

Smoothness, like that of satin.

SATIRE.

1830 Lamb Let. to Gilman (1837) II. 267 Your friend B
(for I knew him immediately by the smooth satinity of his
style) must excuse me for [etc.].

Satinize (sse-tinaiz), v. [f. Satin sb. + -ize.]

trans. To impart a satin-like surface to.

1869 Tanner Pract. Med. (ed. 6) II. 595 Baths.. in repute
for softening and whitening (' satinizing') the skin. 1883 J.
Millington Are we to read Backwards? 77 The system
of ' satinizing ' the paper largely prevailing in France.

Satiny (sse-tini), a. [f. Satin sb. + -y.] Resem-
bling satin in smoothness, gloss, or polish.
1786 Abercrombie Arrangem. 82 in Gard. Assist., Its moon

shape, sattiny pellucid seed-pods. 1819 G. Samouelle En-
tomol. Compend. 423 Geometra subsericeata. The satiny
Wave [moth], 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 45 They have
the appearance oT thin satiny paper. 1839 Lady Lytton
Cheveley (ed. 2) I. iii. 57 Her hair of that rich sattiny f«fej,
nameless brown, like a hazel-nut. 186a Miller Elem. Chem.
(ed. 2) III. 264 Melissin.. crystallizes. .in satiny crystals.
1882 Garden 11 Feb. 91/1 This variety bears flowers of a
satiny crimson-blush colour,

t Sa'tion. Obs. Also 5 -oun. [ad. L. satidn-em,
f. ppl. stem sat- of serfre to sow.] ' A sowing of
seed, a planting* (Blount Glossogr. 1661).
c 1440 Pal/ad. on Husb. xn. 9 Ek summen seyn the benes

satioun In placis coold is best to fructifie. 1651 Biggs Netu
Disp. § 297 Some there are, which want sation and occatory
operations. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iv, 63 It hath
not succeeded by sation in any maner of ground.
Satixdai, -day, obs. forms of Saturday.
Satire (sEe-taiei). Also 6-8 satyre, 7-8 satyr,

8 satir. [a. F. satire ( = Sp. sdtira, Pg., It. sa-
tira, G. satire)

t or directly ad. L. satira, later
form of salura, in early use a discursive composi-
tion in verse treating of a variety of subjects, in

classical use a poem in which prevalent follies or
vices are assailed with ridicule or with serious
denunciation. The word is a specific application
of satura medley ; this general sense appears in the
phrase per saiuram in the lump, indiscriminately ;

according to the grammarians this is elliptical for

lanx satura- (lit. ' full dish ' : lanx dish, satura,
fem. of satur full, related to satis enough), which
is alleged to have been used for a dish containing
various kinds of fruit, and for food composed of
many different ingredients.
Formerly often confused or associated with Satyr (see

esp. sense 4), from the common notion (found already in
some ancient grammarians) that L. satira was derived from
the^ Gr. aarvpof satyr, in allusion to the chorus of satyrs
which gave its name to the Greek ' satyric ' drama. The
words satire and satyr were probably at one time pro-
nounced alike, as the derivatives satiric and satyric are
still; and the common use of y and 1 as interchangeable
symbols in the 16th and 17th c. still further contributed to
the confusion.]

I. 1. A poem, or in modern use sometimes a
prose composition, in which prevailing vices or
follies are held up to ridicule. Sometimes, less

correctly, applied to a composition in verse or
prose intended to ridicule a particular person or
class of persons, a lampoon.
Also used Hist, as the rendering of L. satura in its pre-

classical sense of a poetic ' medley '
: see the etymological

note above.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFo/ys (1874) 1. 134 Therfore in this
satyre suche wyll I repreue. 1566 Drant {title) A Medicin-
able Moral), that is, the two Bookes of Horace his Satyres,
Englyshed. 1595 Lodge {title) A Fig for Momus : Con-
taining Pleasant varietie, included in Satyres, Eclogues,
and Epistles. 1605 Camden Rem., Rytkmes (1623) 309 The
Exchequer officers were extortors in the time of King
Henry the fourth, otherwise Henry Bell., would neuer haue
written a riming long Satyr against them. 167a Sir T.
Browne Let. Friend % 33 Impotent Satyrs write Satyrs
against Lust [1682 — Chr. Mor. \. § 33 upon Lust]. 1711
Steele Spect. No. 88 r 2 This honest Gentleman, who is

so desirous that I should write a Satyr upon Grooms, has a
great deal of Reason for his Resentment. 1756 J. Warton
Ess. Pope (1782) I. iv. 254 The Rape of the Lock, is the
best Satire extant. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. II. 251
They had the merit of introducing satires on manners and
domestic life into Asia. 1878 Dowden Stud. Lit. 278 A
great proportionof the book [Middlemarch] is only not a
satire because with the word satire we are accustomed to
associate the idea of exaggeration and malicious purpose.

f b. trans/, A satirical utterance ; a speech or

saying in ridicule of some person or thing. Obs.
164a Fuller Holyft Prof. St. in. xxi. 210 Speaking con-

stant satyrs to the disgrace of others. 1678 R. L'Estrange
Seneca's Mor., Epist. ii. (1696) 467 The Poor Man wants
many things, but^ the Covetous Man wants All. Can any
Flesh forbear being deHghted with This saying, though a
Satyr against his own Yice?

C. fig. A thing, fact, or circumstance that has the
effect of making some person or thing ridiculous.

1693 Norms Pract. Disc. (1698) IV. 11 Religion has no ad-
vantage from the Commendations of those whose Lives are
a constant Satyr upon it. 1770 Junius' Lett, xxxviii. (1788)
207 Their very names are a satire upon all government.
1848 Thackeray Van. FairW\\, You . .whose rank may be an
ancestor's accident, whose prosperity is v*ry-Jikely a satire.

1863 B. Taylor H. Thurston 1. 15 Seth was an Awkward,
ungainly person, whose clothes were a continual satire on
his professional skill.

2. a. The species of literature constituted by
satires ; satirical composition.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xiii. (Arb.) 46 The said

auncient Poets vsed for that purpose [of reproving the
people], three kinds of poems reprehensiue, to wit, the
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Satyre, the Comedie, and the Tragedie. 1659 Gent/. Calling

iv. xiii. 404 If any shall think this character partakes of the

satyr, I shall beseech him to compare it with the true state.

,11661 Holyday Juvenal Pref. (1673) = According to the

ancient use and law of Satyre, it should be nearer the

Comedy, then the Tragedy, not declaiming, against Vice,

but jeering at it. 1682 Lenten Prol. 36 in IhtrdColl.

Poems (1689) 26/1 Baye's crown'd Muse, by Sovereign Right

of Satyre, Without desert, can dub a man a Traitor. 1693

Drydek Juvenal Bed. (1697) 35 Thus.. I. .have prov'd,

I hope, from the best Critiques, that the Roman Satire was

not borrow'd from thence [Greece], but of their own Manu-
facture. 17*8 Young Love Fame 1. 1 My verse is satire

;

Dorset, lend your ear, And patronise a muse you cannot

fear. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 29s, I have seen no

specimen of Hindu satire. 1845 H. Thompson in Encycl.

Meirop. X. 391/2 Lucilius is asserted by Horace to have

been the founder of the New Satire. 1880 Goldw. Smith
in Atlantic Monthly Feb. 199 There are different kinds of

satire : the epicurean, which laughs at mankind,.. the stoi-

cal, which indignantly lashes mankind,..the cynical, which
hates and despises mankind.

b. The employment, in speaking or writing, of

sarcasm, irony, ridicule, etc. in exposing, denounc-
ing, deriding, or ridiculing vice, folly, indecorum,
abuses, or evils of any kind.
£1675 ?Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Follies Men of Age 6

Nothing helps more than Satyr to amend III manners, or is

trulier Virtues Friend. 1699 Bentley P/iai. ii. 31 His
Animadversions have other faults besides Satyr and Abuse.
1705 Addison Italy, Caprea 265 This.. is therefore inter-

preted by many as a hidden Piece of Satyr. 1724 R. Wat*
ton Chr. Faitk fy Pract. 359 Those Pharisees, whom our
Blessed Saviour, with the utmost satyre, and indignation,
call'd painted sepulchres. 1736 Butler Anal. it. vii, The
Mythological [Writing], and the Satyrical where the Satyr
is, to a certain Degree, concealed. x8i6 'Quiz* Grand
M'aster iv. 75 Disgraceful too, to human nature,—Unworthy
even, of his satire. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xxx'i, Rothsay
thought he discovered a smile upon his countenance; and
to be the subject of this man's satire, gave him no ordinary
degree of pain. 1847 Tennyson Princess 11. 445 And often
came Melissa hitting all we saw with shafts Of gentle satire,

kin to charity, That harm'd not. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Yng.
Musgrave I. 10 Even now there would be a tone of satire

in her voice when she noted the late marriage of one or an-
other of her old adorers.

c. fig. Effect in making ridiculous. (Cf. r c.)

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxiv, Some few score of years
afterwards, when all the parties represented are grown old,

what bitter satire there is in those flaunting childish family
portraits.

d. personified.
1810 Shelley Fragm. Satire on Sat. 17 If Satire's scourge

could wake the slumbering hounds Of Conscience, or erase
the deeper wounds, The leprous scars of callous Infamy.
1855 Milman Lai. Chr, ix. viii. (1864) V. 380 Satire began
to aim its contemptuous sarcasms at the pope and the papal
power. ^1870 Swinburne Ess. <j Stud. (1875) 252 Satire in
earlier times had changed her rags for robes. Juvenal had
clothed with fire, and Dryden with majesty, that wandering
and bastard Muse.

3. Satirical temper, disposition to use c satire'.
i8ag Lytton Devereux 1. iv, The kindness of his temper

so softened the satire of mine.

+ 11. 4. A satirical person, satirist. Obs.
[Perh. to be regarded as a misuse of Satyr.]
1596 Harington Ulysses upon Afax E ib, Harke in thine

eare, Misacmos is a Satire, a quipping fellow. 1628 Shirley
Witty Fair One 1. iii. (1633) B 5 b, Prethee Satyre chuse
another walke, and leaue vs to imoy this, a 1629 T. Goffe
Courageous Turk n. iii. (1632) D 2 b, Poore men may love,

and none their wils correct : But all turne Satyres of a
Kings affect. 1640 Shirley Hum. Courtier 1. i. B j b, We
may As well condemne our fathers, and declaime 'Gainst
them for our begetting, come Orseollo, Desist to be a Satire.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalints Advts.fr. Parnass. n. xxxii.

(1674) 182 It being.. forbidden to play the Satyre, gallant
men who saw things.. committed, which ought publickly to
be declaimed against, wereforc'd to see, and to say nothing.
1709 PopeEss. Crit, 592 Leave dang'rous truths to unsuc-
cessful Satires, And flattery to fulsome Dedicators.

fig, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. c, Rise resty Muse, my loues sweet
face suruay, If time haue any wrincle grauen there, If any,
be a Satire to decay, And make times spoiles dispised euery
where.

III. 5. altrib. and Comb.
1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 24 b, The whiche thyng appereth

plaine by the Satyre Poete. 1687 Dryden Hind A> P. m.
1 187 Frontless and Satyr-proof he scowVs the streets. 1691
Satyr agst. French 2 The Town, alas, is now grown Satyr-
proof.

Satire, obs. form of Satyr.
Satire-tte. nonce-wd. [f. Satire + -ette,] A

small satire.

1870 F. Harrison Choice Bks.
y
etc. (1886) 150 The charac-

ters even have merit...They are happy satirettes.

Satlri : see Satyr.

+ Satirial, a. Obs. rare. In 6 satyrial(l. [f.

Satire + -ial.J Satirical.

1579 Twyne Phisicke agst. Fort. 1. Ixxxi. 104 b, As the
Satyrial Poet sayeth. 1580 G. Harvey Two Other Lett.
Wks. (Grosart) I. 83 This bolde Satyriall Libell.

Satiric (sati'rik), a. and sb. Forms : 6 satyryke,
satyricque, satiricke, 6-8 satyrick, 7 (sate-
ricke), satyryck, -ique, 7-8 (9) satyric, 8 sati-

rick, 8- satiric, [ad. F. salirique, ad. late L.
satiricus (a. and sb.), f. satira Satire. Cf. Sp.
salirico, Pg., It. satirico. (Formerly often con-
fused with Satyrtc.)] A. adj.

L Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of satire

;

consisting of, or containing satire ; that writes or
composes satires.

[1387 Trfvisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 177 Oracius be poete
satiricus and liricus.J 1509 H. Watson Ship of Fools Prol.

(1517) A vb, My boke satyryke Igyuevntoyou for example.
1581 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 28 The most notable [kinds
of poets] bee the Heroick, Lirick, . . Satirick, Iambick, .

.

and certaine others. 1611 Rich Honest. Age (Percy Soc.)
68 For Satyryck inueyghing at any mans pryuate person,
it is farre from my thought 1613 R, Cawdrey Table Alph.
(ed. 3), Satericke, belonging to a scoffing verse. 1665 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (1677) 215 When so long a fare-well was
least thought on, he and his are hewn down, making good
that of the Satyric Poet, Adgenerum Cereris [etc.]. 173a
SwiftZ^. to Dr. Jenny 8 June, He hath been often engaged
in a kind of flirting war of satiric burlesque verse with cer-

tain wags both in town and country. 1738 Warburton Div.
Legal. I. 112 A fabulous and satyric Writer.

_ 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 674 Horace^ the Roman lyric and satiric

poet. 18n Crabbe Tales xix. Convent 163 Satiric novels,

poets bold and free. 185a Thackeray Esmond in. iii, All
this comedy was full of bitter satiric strokes against a cer-

tain young lady. 1861 Wright Ess. on Archaeol. II. xxiii.

240 The Latin literature of the thirteenth century.. is ex-

tremely rich in comic and satiric verse.

f 2. Addicted to satire, satirical. Obs,

1627 Drayton To H. Reynolds 113 And surely Nashe,
though he a Proser were A branch of Lawrell yet deserues
to beare, Sharply Satirick was he. 1638 Cowley Love's
Riddle 1. i, Why so Satyrick, Shepherd V I believe You did
not learn these Flashes in the Woods. 1729 Swift To Dr,
Delany, on Libels (end), On me when Dunces are satyrick,

I take it for a Panegyrick. 1754 J. Shebbeare Matrimony
(1766) II. 106 Vouare satyrick this Morning. 1763.1. Brown
Poetry fy Mus. vii. 139 The Spirit of Sarcasm being once
awakened, it would ofcourse proceed from occasional Strokes
of Raillery, to the Recital of ridiculous Actions, for the

..Entertainment of a lively and satyric People.

B. sb.

1 1. A writer of satires ; a satirist. Obs. rare.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 407 J?ere were more
poetes ban satirices [orig. Fuerent autetn plures poetx
quam satirici\.

_ 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xi. (Arb.)

41 Their inuectiues were called Satyres, and them selues
Satyriccmes. 1598 Barckley Felic. Man 168 Which agreeeth
aptly with the saying of the Satyricke. Jlie cruceiu scelert's

pretium ferat, hie diadema. 1603 R. Johnson Kingd. fy

Commw. (1611) 120 Hiperbolus, who,, .for his boldnesse and
saucy impudency, was the onely Subiect in his time, for all

Satyricks & Commedians to worke vpon.

2. pi. Satiric writings, rare.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 9 Together with
sundrie Satyrickes [/r/«rWSatyricals : corrected in errata]
of Maister Blackwels. Ibid. 194 Infamous libelling or
Ouidian inuectiues^ or Horatian Satyriques. 1825 (title)

Facetiae Cantabrigiensis, consisting of Anecdotes, Smart
Sayings, Satirics, Retorts, &c.

Satirical (satrrikal), a. Forms : 6 saturicall,

6-7 satyricall, 6-8 (9) -ical, (8 satyracal), 8-
satirioal. [f. late L. satiric-us (see prec.) +-al.]
1. Of or pertaining to satire ; of the nature of or

containing satire ; satiric.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Garnesclte Iv. 139 If thow war
aquentyd with alle The famous poettes saturicall. 1579
E. K. in Spenser Sheph. Cal. Gen. Argt. p 3 For eyther they
[these xij >Eglogues] be Plaintive, . . or Recreative, . . or
Moral, which for the most part be mixed with some Satyri-
cal bitternesse. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's A nsiv. Osor. 262 b,

In steade of a Rhetoricall acclamation, concluding with a
Satyricall skoffe he doth advertize hym. 1617 Moryson
/tin. 1. 108 Attella, whence were the old satyricall Comedies,
which were full of baudery, and were called Attellane. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 38 Nor was the Satyricall sharpnesse,
or naked plainnes of Lucilius, or Catullus, or Flaccus, by any
order prohibited. 1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2) s.v., Satyrical
prints, and medals. 1845 S. Austin Rankers Hist. Ref.
III. 427 Satirical songs were sung against Johann Rode.
1880 McCarthy Own Times lxvii. IV. 536 It has some of
the brightest and bitterest satirical passages in the literature

of our time.

2. Disposed to or given to satire ; fond of indulging

in satire ; characterized by satire ; sarcastic.

1590 Greene Never too late (1600) 51 Isabel.. outwardly
withstood such in satyrical tearmes as did inueigh against
the honestie of Francesco. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden
Wks. (Grosart) III. 183 The satyricallest confuters. 1601
B. JoNSON Poetaster iv. Hi, A sharpe thornie-tooth'd satyri-

call rascall [sc. Horace]. 1612 Bacon Ess., Discourse {Arb.117
Certainly he that hath a Satyricall vaine, as he maketh others
afraid of his wit, so he had need be afraid of others memory.
1657 T. M. {title) The Life of a Satyrical Pvppy, Called
Nim, who worrieth all those Satyrists he knowes, and barkes
at the rest. 1693 Southern Maid's Last Prayer in. i, O
law ! Mr. Granger, you're so strangely s'terical [sic], I be-

lieue you laugh at us all behind our backs, a 1715 Burnet
Oivu Time (1766) I. 516 Sometimes a satyrical temper broke
out too much. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady
Rich 1 Apr. (1790) 67 Disdainful smiles and satirical whispers
. .never fail in our assemblies, when any body appears that
is not dressed exactly in the fashion.^ 1727 Swift Let. to

Yng. Lady Wks. 1751 V. 61 The satyrical part of Mankind
will needs believe, that it is not impossible to be very fine

[in dress] and very filthy. 1814 R. Bland Proverbs I. Pref.

8 In his humorous and satyrical declamation. 1829 Lytton
Devereux 1. ii, 'To educate them himself,' answered my
mother, with a sort of satirical gravity. 1836 Emerson
Eng. Traits, First Visit Wks. (Bohn) II. 7 He [Carlyle]

took despairing or satirical views of literature at this

moment. 1872 Geo. Eliot Middlem. xxi, She was not
coldly clever and indirectly satirical, but adorably simple
and full of feeling.

Satirically (sati'rikalO, adv. [f. Satirical a.

+ -ly 2.] in a satirical manner ; by derisive cen-

sure, ridicule or sarcasm.
1594 Carew Huartfs Exam. Wits (1616) 109 For which

cause, Iuuenall . . did Satirically nip him, saying [etc.]. 1697
Dryden Pref. to Virg. Past.***h, One of the Ancients
has observ'd truly, but Satyrically enough, that Mankind
is the Measure of every thing. 1794 Mrs. Radcuffk Myst.

Udolpho xvi, Montoni smiled satirically at what Emily had
written. 1884 Courthope Addison i. 9 The Tory fox-hunter
of the Freeholder, though somewhat satirically painted, i;

a fair representative.

Satiricalness (sati-rikalnes). [f. Satirical
a. + -ness.] The quality of being satirical.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Essex (1662) 1. 334 Some Poets,
if debarr'd profaness, wantoness, and Satyrical ness, (that
they may neither abuse God, themselves, nor their neigh-
bours,) have their tongues cut out in effect. 1673 O. Walker
Editc. xi. 125 Wit is the mother of facet iousness, conceits,
jests, raillery, satyricalness. 1683 Kennet tr. Erasm. on
Folly Pref. Ep. (1709) 8 To reply now to the objection of
satyricalness, wits have been always allowed this priviledge.
1829 Btackw. Mag. XXVI. 591 [He] had a smeddum of
satiricalness.

t Satirien, a. Obs.rare— x
. In 6 satyrien. [a.

OF. salirien: see Satire and -ian.] Satirical.

1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys Argt. (1874) I. 17 As olde
Poetes Satyriens in dyuers Poesyes conioyned repreued the
synnes and ylnes of the peple at that tyme lyuynge.
Satirion(e, obs. forms of Satyrion.

t Satirism. Obs. rare. [f. Satire + -ism.]

Indulgence in satire; satirical temper or utterance.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr., I haue nothing to spend
on you but passion. A hundred vnfortunate farewels to
fantasticall Satirisme. 160a Dekker Satirom. L 3 b, Bitter
Satirisme. 1610 Healey St. A ug. Citie ofGod v. xxvii. 234
Their tongue-ripe Satyrisme may more easily disturbe the
truth of this world then subuert it. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastic

i

Introd. 47 He had a quick Wit, but too much inclin'd to
Satyrism. 1716 M. IJavies A then. Brit. II. To Rdr. 39
Where others have trod before, with various Sarcasms and
Satyrisms.

Satirist (soetirist). [f. Satire + -ist.

In the first quot. app. partly representing (with misappre-
hended sense) Gr. traTvpitrrrjs player of satyric drama.]

A writer of satires. Also (const, of) one who
satirizes some person or thing.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xiii. (Arb.) 46 They made
wise as if. .Satyres or Siluanes should appeare and recite
those verses of rebuke,, .whereupon the Poets inuentours of
the deuise were called Satyristes, 159a Greene Groat's W.
II it (1617) 36 Young Iuuenall, that byting Satyrist. 1597
G. Harvey Trim. Nashe Wks. (Grosart) III. 63 We heare
howe you threatned to spoile our stirring Satirist : alas,

haue thy writings such efiicacie? 1641 Brathwait Nat.
Emb. Ded. A ij, It is high time for the Satyrist to pen som-
thing which may diuert them from their impietie. 1706 Pope
Epit. on Dorset 7 Blest Satyrist ! who touch'd the Mean so
true, Asshow'd.Vicehadhishateandpitytoo. 1762G0LDSM.
Cit. W. xcix, Her very appearance was sufficient to silence
the severest satirist of the sex. 1796 Burke Reg. Peaceniks.
VIII. 354 It is for the satyrist to expose the ridiculous.

1837 Syd. Smith Whs. (1867) II. 261, I am not setting myself
up as the satirist of Bishops. 1875 Helps Soc. Press, xiv.

194 A satirist, for instance, has generally some idea of im-
proving mankind by his satire.

Satirize (sce'tTraiz), v. Also 7 satyrise, 7-8
satyrize, 8-9 satirise, [ad. F. satiriser ( = Sp.,

Pg. satirizar), f. satire: see Satire and -ize.]

1. intr. To write satires ; to assail some one or
something with satire. Now only as absol. use of

2 ; formerly + const, on, upon.
1601 B. Ionson Poetaster in. v, What? when the man

that first did satyrise. Durst pull the skin ouer the eares of
vice;, .shall I forbeare? i6ao Brathwait Five Senses 129
They shew the vnworthinesse of their Nature in Satyri2ing
vpon the weaker. 1703 De Foe Let. to Mr. Hoiv in Misc.
337, I find you no more talking to me, till you come to
Page 25, where you are pleased to Satyrize upon my Title
and Preface. 1728 Young Love Fame 1. 34 Shall authors
smile on such illustrious days, And satirise with nothing—
but their praise? a 1734 North Exam. m. x. Concl. (1740)
692 It is as bad a Fault in History to panegyrise, as to
Satyrise without Reason. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman
xxii. (1841) I. 211 Satirizing on the blindness and folly of
mankind. 1821 Byron Juan in. lxxviii, He being paid to
satirise or flatter.^ 1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 217 It was easy
to satirise and misrepresent.

2. trans. To assail with satire; to make the

object of, or to expose to, satire or censure ; to

describe or ridicule in a satirical manner.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Kicksey Winsey Wks. 11. 36,

I will Satyrize, Cauterize, and Stigmatize all the whole ken-
nell of curres that dare [etc.], 1676 Glanvill Seasonable
Reflect. 153 Those Wits . . that Satyrize humane nature. 17x5
M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 4 Pamphlets, .pretend to.

.

Satyrize the Frankness of Tories [etc.]. 17*7 Pope Th. Var.
Subj. in Swift's Wks. 1755 II. 1. 226 It is as hard to satirize

well a man of distinguished vices, as to praise well a man
of distinguished virtues. 278a J. Warton Ess. Pope vii. II.

61 Chaucer takes every opportunity of satyrizing the follies

of his age. 1803 Sir J. Mackintosh Def. Peltier Wks. 1846
III. 259 If you should believe that it is ascribed to Jacobini-
cal writers for the sake of satirising^ a French Jacobinical
faction. 1870 Disraeli Lothair viii, The parasite..had
been on the point of satirising his hostess hut, observing the
quarter of the wind, with rapidity went in for praise. 1873
Svmonds Grk. Poets iv. 108 Alcaeus exercised his poetical

talent in satirizing Pktacus.

h.fig. To be a ' satire * upon. (Cf. Satire i c.)

1798 Roscoe tr. Tansillo's Nurse 1. Notes i. (1800) 7 This
detestable custom, which outrages nature, apd satirizes

humanity, is. .more frequent in Italy than in this country.

Hence Satirized />//. a.

1793 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. II. 276 Satirists, if they escape
the scourges of the law, have reason to dread the cane of

the satirised.

Satirizer (sartlraizai). [f. Satirize v. + -er 1
.]

One who satirizes.

1867 Legge Confucius 249 By the fung or phcenix, his sa-

tirizer or adviser intended Confucius. 1889 Spectator s Jan.
aa The sprightly satiriser of Lord Kldon and the Tories.



SATIRIZING.

Sa'tirizing, ppl- a. [f. Satirize v. + -ing 2
.]

That satirizes.

1716 Loyal Mourner 39 My Satyrizing Muse. 1771
LtCKOMBE Hist. Print. 235 ExpYessions . . by which they
intend to convey to the reader either instructing, satyrizing,

admiring, or other hints and remarks. 1804 Charlotte
Smith Conversations, etc. II. 23 But we are getting into a
grave and satyrizing vein. 1861 Wright Ess. Arc/iseol. II.

xxiv. 278 The satirising and reforming spirit of the age
appeared not unfrequently on the stage.

Satirua, satiry : see Satyr.

Satisdation (sxtisd^i-Jan). Civil Law. tObs.

[a. L. satisdation-em a giving of bail or security,

n. of action f. satisdare to give bail, f. satis enough
+ dare to give. Cf. OF. satisdacion, -ccion, -tion

i

13th c. in Godefr.] (See quot. 1656.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Satisdation, a putting in of Surety

or Bail sufficient for performance of Covenants, or for pay-
ment of moneys. 17*6 Ayliefe Parergon 425 There is

another Exception stiled an Exception of not giving Satis-

dation or Security. 1774 Halufax Rom. Ctz>. Law m. iii.

88 Not unlike the Satrsdations required from an Actor and
Reus by the Roman laws.

Satisdiction. nonce-wd. [f. L. satis enough +
diction-em saying (see Diction), after satisfaction.']

Saying enough.
1647 Ward Simp. Cotter 14 They desire not satisfaction,

but satisdiction, whereof themselves must be judges.

Satisfaction (ssetisfoe'kjan). Forms : 4-8
satis-, 4-6 saty s- ; 4 -facciuu. 4-7 -faccion, 4-5
-fac c)ioun, -faccio^u n, 5 -faccyo(u)n, -facion,

-faccione, (-faccoun), 5-7 -factioun, 6 -faccyou,
-factyon; 5- satisfaction, [a. F. satisfaction

(12th c satisfacttun, 13th c. satisfacton, -fecion)

;=Pr. satisfactio, Sp. satisfaction, Pg. satisfasfao,

It. satisfazione,soddisfazione, ad. L, satisfaction-em,

n. of action f. satisfacere to Satisfy.] The action

of satisfying ; the state or fact of being satisfied.

I. With reference to obligations.

1. The payment in full of a debt, or the fulfil-

ment of an obligation or claim ; the atoning for
(rarely fqf) an injury, offence, or fault by repara-

tion, compensation, or the endurance of punish-

ment. Also quasi-concr., the pecuniary or other

gift or penalty, or the act, by which a debt or

obligation is discharged or an offence atoned for.

Phrases, to make (or fdo) satisfaction; in satis-

faction {of). Now chiefly in Law.
[The sense is found earlier in legal AF. : e.g. 1306 Rolls

ofParIt. I. 212/1 Quil ne purroient a nul temps de ce faire

suffisauntz amendes ne due satisfaction.]

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5017 Angers me full euyll your angard
desyre,When ye couet . . Satisfaccioun to be sent fro my selfe

euyn, Syn ye are cause of bis care, c 1420 T Lydc.A ssembty 0/
Gods 221 Beholde how the teares from hys eyen go. Hit ys
satysfaccion half for hys trespase. 1431-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) V. 5 'My successor schalle iugge and do to the
satisfaccion.' The wedowe setde, * What schalle that profile

the and if thy successour do satisfaccion for me '. 1477
Karl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 1 In satisfaccoun & recom-
pence of myne Inyquytees. 1480 Coventry Leet-bk. 431 That
the seid Chamberleyns shuld in recompense & satisfaccion

of their seiddUobeysaunccbryng [etc. J. 1531 Test.Ebor.
(Surtees) VI. 24, xl s. . . in satisfaction of a distrcs that I toke
of hyr. 1563 Homilies 11. Repentance 11. 287 b, Zacheus.

.

was most wyllyng..to make satisfaction vnto all them, that

he hadde doone iniurie and wrong vnto. 160s Shaks. Ham.
IV. v. 209 If by direct or by Colaterall hand They finde vs

touch'd, we will our Kingdomc giue, ..and all that we call

Ours To you in satisfaction. x6oa Marston Ant. ff Mel.
in. Wks. 1856 I. 43, 1 would be glad to make you satisfaction,

if I have wronged you. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) 86 Fyne, 10,000 marks ; . . publicjue satisfaccion of
his faulte by submission and acknowledgement thereof.

r. 1651 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc) II. 303
Mr. Patrik Creigh..was ordeancd to make satisfaction in

the kirk of Edinburgh two several! Sabboth dayes, ..for
celebrating marriage.. without proclamatioun of bannes.

1659 Milton Civil Poiver 63 Who by subjecting us to his

punishment in these things, brings back into religion that
law of terror and satisfaction, belonging now only to civil

crimes. 1660 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 25 The
Excise of Korain Commoditycs is to be continued apart
untill satisfaction of publick debts and ingagements secured
upon the Excise. 1667 in 10/// Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 52 Sir Robert.. is indebted to your petitioner in

^320 by bond, but. .utterly refuseth to give your petitioner

satisfaction. 1667 Milton /'. L. in. 212 Unless for him
Som other able, and as willing, pay The rigid satisfaction,

death for death. 1683 Brit. Spec. 46 He. .himself escaped
Shipwrack, and received Satisfaction for his Losses out of
the publick Treasury. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 3x3 The Captain .. promised to have the fellows

punished, and satisfaction to be made. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) I. 215 A devise of an annuity to the wife. .has been
held not to be in satisfaction of dower. 1845 Polson in

Encycl. Metrop. II. 796/1 The party injured may agree
to accept a certain sum or other thing as a compensa-
tion—an arrangement technically styled accord and satis-

faction. 1848 Thackeray Van. Eat'rix, He had a savage
pleasure in making the poor wretches [his creditors] wait,
and in shifting from court to court and from term to term
the period of satisfaction. 1875 Maine Hist. Inst. ix. 262
' Distress'— its primary object is to compel the person
against whom it is properly employed to make satisfaction.

b. In particularized use : An act of compensa-
tion or amends ; an amount paid in compensation;

a penalty. Now rare.
1x440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 281 He., made hur to hafe a due

*;iccion for hur hurte. 1598 Bacon Sacr. Med/'t., Exalt.
Charitie Ess. (Arb.) 107 The seconde degree is to pardon

Vol. VIII.

121

our enemies, though they persist and without satisfactions
and submissions. 1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissilw. iii.

(Shaks. Soc.) 75 GrissiFs two babes are dead, and kilPd by
scorn, But that fair issue, that shall now be born, Shall make
a satisfaction of all wrongs. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. :v.

v, Thinke vpon some satisfaction, or termes to offer him.
c 162a Ford, etc Witch Edmonton 1. i, I cannot request
a fuller satisfaction Then you have freely granted. 1649
Milton Eikon. ii. 21 We may well perceave to what easie
satisfactions and purgations he had inur'd his secret con-
science. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 406 The mere me-
chanical operation of writing, for which it directed the
scribe to receive a satisfaction.

c. Law. To enter (up) satisfaction : to place on
the record of a court a statement that the payment
ordered by it has been duly made. So entry of
satisfaction.

178a J. Impey Pract. King's Bench 378 Entry of Satisfac-
tion. If satisfaction is made of a judgment, a warrant of
attorney should be given to the attorney by the plaintiff.

.

to enter up satisfaction on record. 1828 ARCHBOLD^rw*
<y Entries (ed. 2) 276 Whereas I, the said John Nokes,have
received satisfaction for the same [damages and costs]

:

These are therefore to desire and authorize you. .to acknow-
ledge and enter satisfaction upon the record of the said

judgment.

2. Eccl. (The earliest recorded use in Eng.)
The performance by a penitent of the penal and
meritorious acts enjoined by his confessor as pay-
ment of the temporal punishment due to his sin :

the last of the constituent parts of the sacrament of

penance. Cf. Deedbote. (Phrases as in 1.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 28620 For it mai be na penance right Bot
man him pain to bete his plight, pat satisfaccion es enki,

And bis parti it es thrid-fald, In almus, fastyng, and orisun.

Ibid. 29121 Generali nu haf i tald J>e pointes pat ar for to
hald Til ilk sinful bat es bun For to do satisfacciun. a 1340
Hampole Psalter cxviii. 118 |Jai will syn and will noght
make satisfaccioun til god. 1340 Ayenb. 32 Nele arere pet
heued to gode be zorje ne grede harou be ssrifte ne arere
be honden be satisfacioun [gloss c 1400 dedbote], 1377
Langl. P. PL B. xiv. 94 Satisfaccioun. .as it neuere had
ybe to nou3t bryngeth dedly synne. c 1386 Chaucer Pars.
T. P 955. c 1440 Jacob''s Wcllxxix. 189 Satysfaccyoun is, to

fulfylle pi penaunce, enioyned of be preest, & to pay bi

dettys to qwyke & dede & to holy cnerche, & to restore, bat
bou hast falsely gett, to makyn amendys for pi wrongys &
pe harmys, bat bou hast don, & no more to turne a$en to bi

synne. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 99 Thre partes of
penaunce, that ys contrycyon, confessyon, and satysfaccion.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas* xli. (Percy Soc.) 204 With dame
Contricion, which gan to bewayle My synnes great with
hole repentaunce, And Satisfaccion without any fa vie. 1563
Homilies 11. Refentanct 11. 286 Judas.. did also make a
certain kynde of satisfaction [as well as his confession], when
he did cast their money vnto them againe. 1579 Tomson
Calvin's Serm. Tim. 16/2 The Papistes holde, that we must
get Paradise by our desartes, and what wanteth we must
supplie by our satisfactions, a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi.

v. | 6 Amongst the works of satisfaction, the most respected
have been alwayes these three, Prayers, Fasts, and Almes
deeds. «7»5 tr. Dnpin's Eccl. Hist. 17M. C. I. vi. 1. 217
He [Melancthon] does not believe that Confession and Satis*

faction are necessary. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3>s.v. Penance
(4) The penitential discipline of the early Church witnesses
to the beliefthat satisfaction by penitential works is necessary
in itself, and is required as a part of the sacrament of penance.

3. Thtol. The atonement made by Christ for

sin, according to the view that His sufferings and
merits are accepted by the Divine justice as an
equivalent for the penalty due for the sins cf the

world. So doctrine of satisfaction, Occas. said

of Christ himself as the victim by whose sacrifice

the satisfaction was made.
c 1380 Wvclif Set. Whs. II. 282 And so, sib Crist is God

and man, satisfaccioun for bis synne bat he made bus freli

is better ban ober bat man or angel myjt make. 1542 Becon
Potationfor Lent E vij, Christ alone is the omnisufficient

satysfaccion for all oure synnes vnto God the father. 1549
Latimer Serm. Ptoughers (Arb.) 33 By hym selfe and by
none other. Chryste made purgacion and satisfaction for the

whole worfde. 1561 Homilies 11. Repentance 1. 276 b, For
he alone dyd with the sacrifice of his body and blod make
satisfaction vnto the Iustice of god for our si tines. 1630

Prvnne Anti-Armin. 158 Which cooperates and concurres

with the aduocation and satisfaction of Iesus. 1643 Milton
Divorce 11. vii. Wks. 1851 IV. 78 The prime end of the

Gospel is not so much to exact our obedience, as to reveal

grace and the satisfaction of our disobedience. 1657 Treat.

Conf.Sin 314 There is a propitiatory satisfaction, which is

Christ Jesus, for our sins and the sins of the whole world.

1696 Stillikcfl. ( title)A Discourse concerning the Doctrine

of Christ's Satisfaction. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. v.

% 3 And some writers for the Trinity and Satisfaction of

Christ have exposed themselves and the sacred doctrine by
their feeble and foolish manner of handling it. 187a J. G.

Murphy Gw/w. Lev.v. Introd., In satisfaction, .the media-

tor renders a perfect obedience to the law, and the penitent

sinner who relies on his good offices is justified or accepted

and treated as righteous.

4. The opportunity of satisfying one's honour by

a duel; the acceptance of a challenge to a duel

from the person who deems himself insulted or in-

jured. Chiefly in phrases, to give, demand satis-

faction.
1602 Earl Northumbld. in Collins Peerage (1779) II. 4™

Seeke not by fryvelous shiftes to dyverte this course of

satisfaction. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. i. 16, I gaue him satis-

faction ? would he had bin one of my Ranke. X630 A'.

Johnsons Kingd. ff Commw. 190 The English Gentleman,

with mature deliberation, disputeth how farre his honour

is ingaged, by the injury offered, and judiciously deter-

mineth his manner of satisfaction, according to the quality

of the offence. 1709 Steele 'Tatter No. 25 f 5 It is called

SATISFACTION.

Giving a Man Satis/action, to urge your Offence against
him with your Sword. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840)
180 He was ready to give him satisfaction. 177X Smollett
Humph. CI. 24 Apr. (1815) 36 If he thinks himself injured,
he knows where to come for satisfaction. 1802 C. James
Milit. Diet. s.v., When an officer or other person goes out
to fight with one whom he has offended, or by whom he has
been offended, he is said to give or take satisfaction.—Hence
to demand satisfaction is tantamount to challenge, &c—To
call to account. 1834 Medwin Angler in Wales II. xxvi.
152 If it prove so, and you will give me your card, I will

see that you shall shortly have the satisfaction you require.

1843 Miall in Nonconf. III. 489 The satisfaction consists
in giving to the offender a chance of becoming either a mur-
derer or murdered.

+ b. To give oneself satisfaction : to be avenged
oft an offender. Obs.
1684 Dryden tr. Maimbourg's Hist. League 163 Who

dar'd not to arrest any of them singly^ the two remaining
being at liberty, and in condition to give themselves satis-

faction on the Aggressours.

II. With reference to desires or feelings.

5. The action of gratifying (an appetite or desire)

to the full, or of contenting (a person) by the com-
plete fulfilment of a desire or supply of a want

;

the fact of having been gratified to the full or of

having one's desire fulfilled. Phrases, to the satis-

faction of'; to give satisfaction.

The first quot. is a mere literalism from the Vulgate, and
the translator prob. attached no definite meaning to the
word. One MS. adds the gloss 'or a covenable ansuere'.
138a Wyclif Lev. x. 20 The which thing whanne Moyses

hadde herde, he resseyuede satysfaccioun [Vulg. recepit

satisractionem ; Heb. lit. 'and Moses heard, and it was
good in his eyes ']. 1538 Starkey Englandu. i. 146 Though
nature hath gyuen to man.. natural inclynatyon to hys
increse ; yet, bycause man ys only borne to cyuylyte and
polytyke rule, therfore he may not, wythout ordur or re-

specte, study to the satysfactyon of thys natural affecte.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. in. i. 275 If for this night he
intreat you to his bed, giue him promise of satisfaction.

1622 Fletcher & Massinger Prophetess 11. ii, Hate to

vow'd enemies findes a full satisfaction in death. 1640 Jer.
Taylor Gt. Exemp. § 1. 14 When the Blessed Virgin was
so ascertained, that she should be a Mother and a Maid, .

.

then all her hopes and all her desires received such satis-

faction, as filled all the corners of her heart. 1662 Stil-

1 iNci l. Orig. Sacrx 111. iv. § 1 For the satisfaction of our
curiosity as to the true Origine of Nations. 1690 Norris
Beatitudes (1694) I. 00 The Desire of Happiness is not ab-
solutely secure of Satisfaction, but only upon Condition.

1771 Junius Lett. xlix. (1788) 265 The profound respect I

bear to the gracious Prince who governs this country with
no less honour to himself than satisfaction to his subjects.

i860 Tynoall Glac. 1. xxiii. 168 My guide.. did his duty
entirely to my satisfaction. 1880 McCarthy Own Times
xl. III. 219 The difficulty was settled to the satisfaction of
everyone. 1894 Bottone Elecir. Instr. Making (ed. 6) 191

This having been effected to the operator's satisfaction, he
turns his attention once again.. to the glass bulb.

b. Satisfied or contented state of mind ; now
usually, gratification or pleasure occasioned by

some fact, event, or state of things. Const, at,

with, fof; also followed by that with clause

expressing the cause.

1472 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 7 The grettest richesse

is satisfacion of the herte. a xfnvj Sir J. Beaumont Miser-
able St. Man 4 His whole felicity is endlesse strife, No
peace, no satisfaction, crownes his life. 1612 Shkltos Quix.
1. iv. (1620) 27 Who.. did trauell towards his village, with

very great satisfaction of himselfe. 1648 Gage West Ind.

103, lhad not very great satisfaction of the whole Family.

jtii Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mr. W. M. 24 Mar.,

Nothing touches me with satisfaction but what touches my
heart. 1744 Life A> Adv. M. Bishop 147, I was as happy
in my Station, and enjoyed as much Peace and Satisfaction

in my own Breast, as possibly the Duke of Marlborough
could in his. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvn.v, Mrs. Miller

expressed great satisfaction in these declarations. Ibid, ix,

Jones expressed the utmost satisfaction at the account.

X781 Gibbon DecL ff F. xix. II. 151 Sapor, .expressed his

satisfaction that his brother, Constantius Caesar, had been

taught wisdom by adversity. 1797-8 Jane Austen Sense #
Sens, xliii, All within Elinor's breast was satisfaction, silent

and strong. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. I. vi. 88 Is it

not the way of men to dwell with satisfaction on their good

deeds, particularly, when for some reason or other, their

conscience smites them ? 1848 W. H. Bartlett Egypt to

Pal. xxiv. (1879) 480 The satisfaction of the traveller at

Nazareth comes from the presence of those natural objects

and scenes which alone remain unchanged.

e. A particular instance of satisfaction ; an ex-

perience, fact, or circumstance that occasions grati-

fication.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. \. 88, 1 could earnestly

have wished the Door had been open that I might have
gone in..; but I had not that satisfaction. 1692 K. L'Es-
trange Fables Ixviii. 68 A Freedom, . . not to be Parted

with for AH the Sensual Satisfactions under the Sun.

171a Steele Spect. No. 423 F 2 Gloriana has very good
Sense, a quick Relish of the Satisfactions of Life. 1716
Addison Freeholder No. 9 P 3 You own it would be a
great Satisfaction to you to be placed upon the Throne by
our Endeavours. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 112, I can-

not express what a Satisfaction it was to me, to come into

my old Hutch. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) I. 1 Human
curiosity.. gives higher satisfactions than what even the

senses can afford. 1869 J. D. Baldwin Preh. Nations ii.

(1877) 26 It has undoubtedly furnished many satisfactions

to those whose calling did not afford a more profitable occu-

pation. 1883 H. Spencer in Content/. Rev. XLIII. 8 The
savage thinks only of present satisfactions, and leaves

future satisfactions uncared for.

+ d. Had satisfaction: dissatisfaction, dissatis-

fying result. Obs.
16
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1656 Earl Mosm. tr. Boccalinis Advts. fr. Parnass.
.

1.

xxxix. 81 Amongst all these bad satisfactions, nothing dis-

tasted . .the Nobility more, then the severe Magistracy of the

Censors. Ibid., Polit. Touchstone 414 Flanders, .was there-

fore be^un to be governed by forreiners, with such jealousies,

which ingendered those ill humors, and gave that bad satis-

faction, which was the rise of the civil war that insued.

6. 'Release from suspense, uncertainty, or un-

easiness '

(J.) ; information that answers a person s

demands or needs ; removal of doubt, conviction.

Phrase, to (a person's) satisfaction.

t In heavy satisfaction : in sorrowful acceptance of the

1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl. 11. ill. 5 What think'st

thou, mail, shall come of our attempts? For, even as from

assured oracle, I take thy doom for satisfaction. 1601

Shaks. Alts IVellv. iii. 100 But when I . .inform 'd her fully,

I could not answer in that course of Honour As she had

made the ouerture, she ceast In heauie satisfaction, and

would neuer Receiue the Ring againe. z6oi — Jul. C. 11.

ii. 73 Cms. The cause is in my Will, I will not come, 1 hat

is enough to satisfie the Senate. But for your priuate satis-

faction, Because I loue you, I will let you know. 1615

Crooke Body ofMan 270 Because these things are some-

what obscure, we referre you for further satisfaction to the

Controuersies next ensuing. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx

It. x. § 10. 359 Thus abundantly to the satisfaction of the

minds of all good men hath God given the highest rational

evidence of the truth of the doctrine which he hath revealed

to the world. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 43
Prove it to my satisfaction. 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke

Farm xi, I made my retreat, and was obliged to wait till

the afternoon for further satisfaction. 1862 Bagehot Lit.

Stud. (1878) II. 404 An offence not proved to the ' satisfac-

tion of the Court' escapes the judgement of the Court.

t b. Satisfying proof. Obs.

1601 Ld. Mountjoy Let. in Moryson /tin. (1617) n. 123

Hereafter I doubt not but to give you satisfaction that I am
not worthy of this wrong. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.

1. vii. 26 In naturall Philosophy, .it carryeth but slender

consideration, for that also proceeding from setled principles,

therein is expected a satisfaction from scientificall progres-

sions, and such as beget, a sure and rationall beleefe. 1722

De Foe Plague (1754) 249, I have had very good Satisfac-

tion, that it was utterly false.

f c. Solution (of a difficulty). Obs.

a 1547 Coverdale Fruitf. Less. (1593) Mm 2, But this

satisfaction concerning drunkennes, . . is made with all meek-

nes, and yet with sinceritie and stedfastnes, not lordly, or

braggingly, although he [sc. Peter] was highly endewed

with the holy Ghost. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. iv. 103 But

seeing they [sc. commentators] professe their calling to be

a satisfaction of difficulties, it is in them an unexcusable

lazinesse.

III. 7. attrib., satisfaction-money, money
paid in satisfaction; satisfaction piece Law, a

formal acknowledgement given by one who has

received satisfaction of a mortgage or judgement,

to authorize the entry of such satisfaction on the

record.
1868 Bp. S. Wilberforce in R. G. Wilberforce Life (.ZSS2)

HI. x. 280 That the "satisfaction-money for vested rights

should be in a common fund. 1782 J. Impev Pract. King's

Bench 378 "Satisfaction piece. 1887 48M Deputy Apr. Rep.

628 The Satisfaction Pieces of the Court of Common Pleas

do not differ in any essential feature from those of the

Court of Queen's Bench.

Satisfactional (ssetisfarkjanai), a. [-At,.]

Belonging to, or of the nature of, a satisfaction.

1874 Bushnell Forgiven, fy Law Introd. it Its satisfac-

tional substitute.

t Satisfa-ctionar, -er. Obs. rare-'. =next.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst, hl iv. § 38. 152 As for

those thinges that are commonly founde in the bookes of

olde wryters concerning satisfaction, they litle moue me..

.

Many of them. .haue.. spoken to crabbedly and hardely

:

but 1 will not graunt that they were so rude and vnskilfull

as to haue wrytten those thynges in that sense that the

newe Satisfactionars [1562 (ed. 2) satisfactionaries, 1578-
1611 -ars, 1634 -ers] do reade them.

t Satisfactionary. Obs. rare-*, [ad. mod.L.

satisfactionarius (Calvin) : see Satisfaction and

-aby.] A believer in ' satisfaction ' by penance.

1562 [see prec.]. 1628 Gaule Pract. Theorists Panegyr.

(1629) 33 There be a sort of Satisfactionaries, that boast

their abilitie to quit them of their Aduersarie, they dare
not say for their Talents, yet for their Farthings.

Satisfactionist (saetisfse-kfanist). rare. [f.

Satisfaction + -ist.] One who holds the doctrine

that Christ suffered punishment as satisfaction for

the sins of man : see Satisfaction 3.

1668 Penn Sandy Foundation 28 Some.. of the same
spirit with the Satisfactionists and Imputarians of our time.

1669 Owen Declar. fy Vind. Doctr. Trinity 205 Is this your
retribution, O injurious Satisfactionists? 1858 J. Mar-
tineau Stud. Chr. 145 Yet where is there any trace in it of
the satisfactionist's redemption ?

Satisfactionless, a. rarer', [f. Satisfac-
tion + -less.] Without satisfaction.

1839 Bailey Festus xii. (1852) 143 Wait for what Is on the
wing already, or else have The aimless satisfactionless result

As of a lunge into the empty air.

Satisfactive (ssetisfae'ktiv), a. and sb. rare.

[as if ad. L. *satisfactivus, I. satis/act-, satisfaccHe

to Satisfy : see -ive.] A. adj. fa.? Adequate
to the requirements of the case. Obs. b. In Ben-
tham's use: Consisting in or concerned with 'satis-

faction ' or reparation.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xi. 334 By a finall and

satisfactive discernment of faith, we lay the last and parti-

cular effects upon the first and generall cause of all things.

1829 Bentham Justice <y Cod. Petit., Abr. Petit. Justice

122

79 The two remedies which wrong in every shape calls for :

namely, the satisfactive and the punitive. 1830 — Offic.

Apt. Maximized Pref. 25 note. Punishment, together with

the several other remedies, which the nature of things

admits of :—namely, satisfactive, suppressive,and preventive.

T B. sb. ' An act of satisfaction ; compensation

;

requital ; amends' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

fSatisfactor. Obs.rare~\ [quasi-Lat.agent-n.

f. L. satisface're to Satisfy.] One who makes

satisfaction (for sin).

1540 Coverdale Cotifut. Slandish (1547) f vj, Yet call ye

them happie that punishe them selues, and take vpon them

to be satisfactours in that behalfe.

Satisfactorily (ssetisfarktsnli), adv. [f.

Satisfactory a. + -ly 2.] In a satisfactory manner.

1587 in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders" Co. (1867) 68

He was bothe oulde and partly blind, and.. lacked know-

ledge to do them satisfactorilye. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. xxi. 157 Bellonius hath beene more satisfac-

torily experimental!. 1748 Hartley Oiserv. Man 11. ii. 105

We cannot yet, perhaps never shall, interpret it satisfac-

torily. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 33/1 Dr. Farmer had most satis-

factorily proved that Shakspeare was not versed in Greek

or Latin. 1839 James Louis XIV, III. 138 He was denied

the opportunity . . of explaining satisfactorily the facts which

tended to criminate him. 1869 H. Ainsworth Hilary St.

Ives 11. vii, All seemed going on assmoothly and satisfac-

torily as those interested . . could desire.

Satisfactoriness (ssetisfavktsrines). [f. Sa-

tisfactory a. + -ness.] The state or character of

being satisfactory.

1648 Boyle Seraph. Love vi. (1700) 40 'Tis a good sign.,

when the Incompleatnessof our Seraphick Lover's happiness

in his Fruitions proceeds not from their want of Satisfactori-

ness. 1649 Prynne Suhst. Sp. Ho. Comm. title-p., Wherein i

the Satisfactorinesse of the Kings Answers . . is clearly de-

monstrated. 1671 Baxter Holiness Design Chr. xliii. 12 I

The satisfactoriness and meritoriousness of the Death or

Sacrifice of Christ. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. viii, Where's
|

the satisfactoriness of the money as yet? 1891 Spectator
j

14 Mar., Much of the satisfactoriness of the arrangement

will depend upon their perfect trustworthiness.

tSatisfactoriouS, a. Obs. rarer-"1 . [f.med.L. I

satisfactori-us (see Satisfactory a.) + -ous.]
j

Making satisfaction. Hence t Satisfacto-riously .

adv., satisfactorily.

1361 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (Z573) 97 Acknowledging
their sinnes in the feare of God, but yet with a true fayth

hopyng for remission of sinnes, knowyng that they are
!

thorough Christ reconciled to God the father. The Monas-
j

ticall, Heremiticall Satisfactorious, and Pharisaicall faction

doth not fully acknowledge this doctrine, a 1623 W. Pemble
Justif. (1629) 242 Christ hath deserued for them to make
them [sc. our workes] satisfactorious. 1661 Boyle Style of
Script. Rdr.'s Pref., There is great hope that some Answer-

ing this Objection, another that, and a third another, they

may at length be all of them Satisfactoriously reply'd to.

Satisfactory (saetisfse'ktari), a. and sb. [ad.

F. satisfactoire (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L.

satisfactori-us, f. L. satisface're to Satisfy. Cf.

Sp., Pg. satisfactorio, It. satisfattorio.~\ A. adj.

1. Eccl. and Theol. Serving to make satisfaction

or atonement for sin. (Cf. Satisfaction 2, 3.)

1547 Act r Edw. VI, c. 14 § 1 Vain Opinions of Purgatory

and Masses satisfactory, to be done for them which be de-

parted. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows 1. xxvii. 41 The satis-

factory, expiatory, and propitiatory sacrifice of Christ Jesus.

1656 Jeanes Fuln. Christ 324 Like pretended satisfactory

punishments. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 113 That is_ to

say, as Satisfactory penances, and not by way of correction

and emendation of life. 1786 A. Gib Sacred Contempt. 271

His meritorious service must be considered as running

through all his satisfactory sufferings. 1897 Cath. Did.
(ed. 5) s.v. Redemption, Christ.. atoned by His passion,

He merited by His holy actions, yet so that His actions

were also satisfactory and His passion meritorious.

2. Serving to satisfy a debt or obligation, rare.

1604 R. Cawdrey Table Alph^ Satisfactorie, that dis-

charged, or answereth for. 1781 Cowper Comiersat. 202

Then each might show, to his admiring friends, In honour-

able bumps his rich amends, And carry, in contusions of his

skull, A satisfactory receipt in full.

f b. To stand satisfactory to : to consent to

fulfil (a request). Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Episi. 59 If you will stand satis-

factorie to my request.

1 3. Of an explanation or argument : Serving

merely to satisfy the inquirer, or objector ; merely

plausible. Obs. (Only in Bacon.)
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. vii. § 7 The handling of finall

causes., hath., giuen men the occasion, to stay vpon these

satisfactorie and specious causes, to the great arrest.. of

furder discouerie. Ibid. xxv. § 12 It is true, that know-
ledges reduced into exact Methodes haue a shew of strength.

. . But this is more satisfactorie then substantiall. Ibid. it.

xiii. § 4.

4. a. Sufficient for the needs of the case, adequate.

Of an argument : Convincing. + Of an author

:

Treating adequately of his subject, b. That justi-

fies a feeling of satisfaction ; such as one may be

content or pleased with.

1640 Bp. Hall Episc. in. iv. 240 How gladly should we
heare him out, and returne him a satisfactory answer. 1641

J. JhCKSOK True Evang. T. in. 206, 1 will, .referre onelyhim
that is scrupulous herein, unto a most learned, and satis-

factory Author, Grotius. 1663 Cowley Ess. fr Verses,

Greatness Wks. 1710 II. 745 [The prince] could find outno
Delight so satisfactory, as the keeping of little singing

Birds, and hearing of them, and whistling to them. 1651

Life Father Sarpi 56 They first moved the Patriarch Priuli

to deprive him of his faculty of confessing, thereby to shorten

the father of his wonted, but poore, and yet satisfactory
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allowance. 1683 Dr. Robinson in Ray's Cory. (1848) 135

It [the letter] was not so satisfactory as I wished. 1687

A. Lovell tr. Tlievenot's Trav. 11. 89, I could not learn of

any a satisfactory reason for that last signification. 1756

Burke Subl. «r £'• Pref., Wks. I. 83, I have endeavoured to

make this edition something more full and satisfactory than

the first. 1822 Lamb Etta Ser. I. Chimney-sweepers, It is

the time when, -the kennels of our fair metropolis give forth

their least satisfactory odours. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
vi. II. 45 But James supposed that the Primate was struck

dumb by the irresistible force of reason, and eagerly chal-

lenged His Grace to produce..a satisfactory reply._ i860

Tyndall Glac. 11. xxiv. 361, I also made a few experiments

at Rosenlaui,..but the result was not satisfactory. 1863

Geo. Eliot Romola Introd., [He] went home with a tri-

umphant light in his eyes after concluding a satisfactory

marriage for his son. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr. 28

A cheaper but less satisfactory method.

T B. sb. a. A place or means of atonement or

retribution, b. One who makes satisfaction (for

the sins of another). Obs.

1530 Tindale Ansiu. More Wks. (1573) 307/2 For to

punishe a man that hath forsaken sinne ot his owne accorde,

is not to purge him, but to satisfie the lust of a tyrant.

Neyther ought it to be called Purgatory, but a layle of

tormenting and a satisfactory. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xvii. (1592J 277 Among all people we see there were. .Sacri-

fices to appease Gods wrath, Mystical! washings, and Satis-

factories or Notaries that were charged with the sinnes of

some whole Realme, Citie, or State.

Satisfiable (savtisfsiab'l), a. rare. [f. Satisfy

v. + -ABLE.] fa. In active sense: Satisfactory.

Obs. b. Capable of being satisfied, able to be or

that may be satisfied.

1609 T. Morton Answ. Higgons 6, I shall presently re-

turne him.. a satisfiable answer. 1638 VLxnatlMdem (1664)

296 Having but one belly satisfyabie with a little.^ 1641
' Smectymnuus ' Vind. A new. vii. 96 This may satisfie (if

this man be satisfiable) that bold challenge of the former

page. 1647 H. More Song ofSold To Rdr. 6 Nor is reason

unback'd with better principles mathematically satisfiable

in matters of this kind. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus

Ridens No. 7 (1713) 1. 42, I will give you Satisfaction if you

be satisfiable. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. xlvi. 241 Merely

expressing anxiety for my welfare, not satisfiable but by

letters, which do not promote it.

Sa'tisfice, -fise, v. Obs. exc. north, (see

E.D.D.). [Alteration of Satisfy (influenced by

L. satisfacere).] trans. = Satisfy v.

1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 168 b, That their

founders were nourished bysuckyng of a wolfe; so haue

all that people wolues mindes, neuer satisfisedwith bloud,

euer greedy of dominion and hungryng after riches. 1597

in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 417 The other officers

will nott be satisficed. 1721 Kelly Scot. Prov. 325 Satis-

fie'd, that is, satisfied.

Satisfied (sartisfaid), ppl. a. [f. Satisfy v. +
-ed 1.]

1. Contented, pleased, gratified.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 78 [He] might rest his satis,

fied looks on this trophy of his success. 1831 Scorr CI. Robt.

xiii, She.. felt.. elated, perhaps, with a certain degree of

satisfied pride while under his momentary protection.
_
1867

Augusta Wilson Vashti xix, It was impossible to mistake

the satisfied expression that flashed over her countenance.

1872 Ruskin Eagle's N. § 205 Bright fancies, satisfied

memories.

2. Of a debt or obligation : Discharged, paid in

full.

1817 W. Selwvn Law Nisi Prius(ed. 4) II. 659 A satisfied

term set up by a mortgagor against a mortgagee.^ 1845

Act 84-9 Vict. c. 112 § i Every satisfied Term of Years..

shall on that Day absolutely cease and determine as to the

Land upon the Inheritance or Reversion whereof such

Term shall be attendant.

Hence Sa-tisfledly adv. ; Sa'tisfledness.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xvii. 15 David dooth woorthely

terme this peace or joy of the spirit, by the name of satis-

fyednesse. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr., Buy who list,

contemne who list, 1 leaue euery Reader his free libertie.

If the best sort of men I content, I am satis-fiedly succes-

full. 1667 Waterhouse Fire Lond. 189 My satisfiedness

in, and adhaesion to the piety and probity of my breeding

and belief. 1867 Miss Broughton Not Wisely II. xi. 230

His eyes sought her face and dwelt there satisfiedly.

Satisfier (sre'tisfaiar). [f. Satisfy v. +-er!.]

One who or something which satisfies.

1547-64 BAULDWlNil/or. Philos. (Palfr.)i4o The conscience

of man is. .also a satisfier or ioyfull quieter of the minde in

all his doings. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. (1613) 190 Wee be-

lieue thee to be an absolute satisfier for sinne. 1624 F.

White Repl. Fisher 556 By the vertue thereof men are

made satishers of Diuine Iustice, together with Christ. 1706

Bp. W. Sheridan Disc. III. 97 It was fit that the satisfier

should be God and man. 1892 H. Rice in Home fy For.

Miss. Rec. (Scot.) Mar., Christianity, .the satisfier of all

human aspirations.

Satisfy (snrtisfai), v. Forms: 5-6 satysfy(e,

5-7 satisfye, (6 satisfey, Sc. satisffl, pa. pple.

satesfet, -fit), 6-8 satisfie, (7 sattisfy), 6- sa-

tisfy. Also Satify. [a. OF. satisfier (also sati-

fier, salefier), irregularly (see -FY) ad. L; satisfacfre,

orig. two words, satis enough, facb-e to do. Cf.

OK., F. satisfaire, Pr. salis/ar, Sp. satisfacer, Pg.

satisfazer, It. satis-, soddisfare.~\

I. With reference to debt or obligation.

1. trans. To pay off or discharge fully ;
to liqui-

date (a debt) ; to fulfil completely (an obligation),

comply with (a demand). Now somewhat rare

exc. in Law.
In the first quot. perh. intr. — to pay what is due.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 43 To satisfye it is
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but impossible,— It may not be parformed as for me, What
eylcd me, lord, maryed for to be. 1578 Knaresb. Wills

(Surtees 1. 128 After all mydettes are satisfied. 1596 Bacon
Max. .y Use Com. Law 1. viti. (1636J 33, I shall satisfie my
contract with a sixpenny piece so ratted. 1655 Terry Voy.

E. India xxiii. 384 When they cannot satisfie their Debts.

1677 Varranton Eng. Improv. 36 At this day many Gentle-

men . have sold Land since they entered into these Bonds,
and the Bonds not satisfied. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II.

4S5 Before his (a bankrupt's] debts are satisfied or agreed
for. 1784 Cow per Task m. 783 Tis fmish'd. and yet, finish'd

as it seems, Still wants a grace, the loveliest it could show,
A mine to satisfy th enormous cost. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) VI. 276 The personal estate was not sufficient to

satisfy legacies. 1847-9 Helps Friends in C. (1851) I. 117
Claims which cannot be satisfied, ought not to be satisfied,

and which, being unsatisfied, embitter people. 1886 Law
Rep., Weekly Notes 196/1 The reserve fixed by the judge
was not sufficient to satisfy the first and second mortgage
debentures.

+ b. impers. in passive, // is satisfied', full pay-
ment has been made {to a person of oxfor z. debt).
c 1450 Gotistow Reg. 108 To hold her distresse til bat hyt

were satisfiede to b* foreseyde abbas & couent for all pynges.
Ibid. 411 Yf hit were not I-satisfied fully in ony terme to

the said mynchons. .of the said rent. Ibid. 486, 530.

+ 0. With the money paid as object. 06s.

1617 Mohyson ltin. 1. 199 The one hundred pounds which
my brother and I carried in our purses, would not satisfie

the five hundred pound we had spent. 1818 Scott HrU
Midi, xxvi, Though I ken my father will satisfy every
penny of this siller, whatever there's o't, yet I wadna like

to borrow it frae one that maybe thinks 01 something mair
than the paying o't back again.

d. To pay (a creditor). Const, (/(the debt, a

sum of money) ; + formerly occas. with the debt,

etc. as second object. Now rare exc in legal use.

1433 Rolls ofParti, IV. 435/1 Ye said Lords, .agreed., to
make hym to be satisfied and paide of the seid yerly sommes.
1455-6 Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 289 Tyll he satysfy
the couite of the sayd sowme. 1558 Card. Pole Let. in

Slrype Ann. Re/. \\. (1709) 50, I thought it my duty before

I should depart,.. to leave all persons satisfied of me. x6n
Tourneur Ath. Trag. in. i, That shee [Earth] is satisfied

what he did owe, Both principal! and use. 1667 in J. Wat-
son Jedburgh A bbey (1894) 89 [The council] ordains James
Fall to be satisfied of the sum of ,£200 for timber bought by
him. 169a K. L'Estrange Fables xxix. 38 The Defendant
[a sheep] was cast into Costs and Damages, and fore'd to

sell the Wool off his Back to satisfie the Creditor, a 1768
Seckkh Serm. f 1770 III. vii. 165 His very true, that Motives,
not at all akin to Pride, frequently induce those of high
Rank to neglect or even refuse satisfying their Creditors.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 141 A tenant by the curtesy

may also redeem a mortgage, and hold the lands till he is

satisfied. 18*5 1'. Lee Diet. Pract. Civ. Actions (ed. 2) II.

1224 The said ..acknowledges himself to be satisfied by
the said —— of the damages, costs, and charges aforesaid,

..therefore the said— is acquitted of the said damages,
costs, and charges.

fig. c 1510 More Picus Wks. 8/a Compelled him within

DM daies to satisfie nature, and repaie her the life which
he receiucd of her.

+ e. To remunerate ; to pay for services. 06s.
1623 Bingham Xenophon 141 We are ready to depart, as

soone as they, by whose meanes you enioy the land, are
satisfied for their pay. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia iv. 126
We thought our selucs now fully satisfied for our long toile

and labours. 1697 Dampier voy. I. v. 128 These Indians
did us good service,..and for this their service we satisfied

them to their hearts content. 177s Luckombe Hist. Print.

388 It is not a Compositor's duty ; especially where he has
no expectation of being satisfied for it.

t 2. To make compensation or reparation for (a

wrong, injury); to atone for (an offence). 06s.
c 1460 Wisdom 1084 in Macro Plays 71 Yet of my selflF I

may not satysfye my trespas. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111.

(Summer) 319 b, Thy death shall satisfie thy iniury, & my
malice. 1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. (1616) 66 Repentance
MtUht the deepest offences. 1590 Spenser F.Q. 11. viiL 28
Why should not that dead carrion satisfye The guilt 7 1611
Bealm. & Kl. Knt. Burning Pest. m. i, Come, by this hand
you dye, I must have life and blood to satisfie Your fathers

wrongs. 1649 Br. Hall Cases Consc. (1654J 23 He is bound
either to prevent the buyers wrong ; or if neediest y done, to
satisfy it. a 1715 Burnet Own Time 11823) I. 343 A com-
plaint of a ship taken was ready to have been satisfied, but
Downing hindered it.

b. To make atonement or reparation to (a per-

son, his honour, etc.).

1601 Earl Northumbld. in Collins Peerage (1779) II. 413
Sir Krauncis Vcrre was willing to satisfye his Lordshipp [in

a duel). 1674 Brevint Saul at Endor 337 Now it seems
he hath satisfied Divine Justice, in case I do satisfie it my
self, a 1711 Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 433 God's
Holiness, by Sin defy'd, The Lamb unspotted satisfy 'd.

i860 Husky Min. Proplu 556 In the way of justice He
satisfied for men, delivering Himself for their faults to the
pain of death, to satisfy the honour of the Divine Majesty,
so that sin should not remain unpunished.

3. intr. To make satisfaction, full payment, re-

paration, or atonement. Const, for, to {a, debt or

offence). 06s. exc. Theot. (said of Christ).
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 45 Vndur the condition that they

satisfye & make good to hym thorow whose londys they
make her cundyt lor the harmys. 1491 Caxion Vitas Patr.
(W. de W. 1495) 1. ix. 14 b/3 If thou wylt promyse tamende
thy conscyence & satysfye for thy synncs we shal praye
god for the. 15*$ More Suppl. Sonlys Wks. 326/2 Obiectyng
that no men mai satisfy for another. 1556 Aurelio <v Isao.

<i6o8) N iij, Thinckinge be me selfe where in I mighte doo
you service agreable for to satisfye to my fautcs. 156a
Cooper Anru: Priv. Masse vii. 47 b, May. .an other mans
penance satisfy for your sinnes? 1565 in Calderwood Mist.
Kirk (1843) II- 303 Persons lying in fornication, under pro-
mise of mariage, which they dtfTere to solemnize, sould
Miikfie publicklic in the place of repentance, upon the Lord's

Day, before they be maried. 15,70-6 Lambarde Peramb.
Kent (1826) 205 Wanting otherwise to satisfie for his raun*
some, and having good leysure to devise for his deliveraunce,

1590 Marlowe Ediv. II, in. iii. (1598) F2, For which ere
long, their heades shall satisfie : T appeaze the wrath of
their offended king. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir.
Events 2 Having beene bound in a great summe of money
for one of his friends, whom misfottune had made unable to

satisfie. c 1660 South Serm. John vii, 17 (1715) I. 219 That
he should die and satisfy for the Sins of the World. 1667
Milton P. L. in. 205 So Man.. Shall satisfie for Man, be
judg'd anddie. 1684 Contempt. St. Man 11. x. (1699) 237
If the malice of Sin be so exorbitant, that nothing can
satisfie for it, less than God. 1701 J. Law Counc. Trade
(1751) 218 If he have not to satisfy for the theft, then to be
condemned for any time, not exceeding six years more.
173a Wedding Serm. L Ded. 2 The Son of the Highest died
to satisfy for it [sc. sin], i860 [see 2 bj.

II. With reference to feelings or needs.

4. trans. To' meet or fulfil the wish or desire or

expectation of; to be accepted by (a person, his

taste, judgement, etc.) as all that could be reason-

ably desired ; to content.

To sath/y the examiners : in English Universities, the
technical phrase indicating that a person has ' passed ' an
examination, but is not entitled to 'honours 1

.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon xiv. 348 And yf this can
not satysfye your mynde I shall doo yet more. Playseth it

to you for to pavdonne my bredern and I shall forswere
Fraunce for evermore, 1494 Fabyan Chron. vi. exc. 193
With whiche fayre speche, the duke., was wele satysfyed

& content. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 2 b, My
herte good lorde can not be satlsfyed in this worlde.

1530 Palsgr. 69S/1 It is harde to satisfye all men. a 1548
Hall Chron., Edw. V 7 b, Muche parte of the common
people were therewith right well satisfied, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 109 These two young Princes to

satisfie the king [who had sent for them] tooke their way
by sea, towards Thrace. 01715 Burnet Own Time (1823)

I. 351 He was cheerful and seemed fully satisfied with his

death. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 154 The spotts of children

satisfy the child. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 199 Nature inani-

mate employs sweet sounds,..To sooth and satisfy the

human ear. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge x, ' It's well I am
easily satisfied,' returned the other with a smile. 184a W. C.
Taylor Anc. Hist. viii. $ 7 (ed. 3) 219 The Dorian mountains
were ill calculated to satisfy men whose ancestors had in-

herited thefertileplainsof the Peloponnesus. 1849 MacA 1 lay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 548 That every exertion would be made to

satisfy him. 1861 J. E. T. Rogers Educ. Ox/. 37 Certain
persons who, attempting only to satisfy the examiners, do
more than satisfy tbem, are by the practice of the schools,

and under the sanction of the statute, distinguished by
having an honorary class .. assigned to them. 1878 R. W.
Dale Led. Preach, iii. 68 The theological creed of the

Church to which they belong satisfies them perfectly.

b. with obj. a desire, expectation, etc.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/ 2 My sincere endeuour to satisfie

your honest expectation, c 1595 Caft. Wyatt R. Dudley's
Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 40 Albeit the sayd Ballizar had
not throughlie satisfied the expectacion of ourCaptaine, yet
did hee wiselie dissemble his conceipte. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
/or M. 111. i. 170 Do not satisfie your resolution with hopes
that are fallible, to morrow you must die, goe to your knees,

and make ready. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Pope
1 Apr., I have it in my power to satisfy your curiosity. 18*3
Lamb Etia Ser. 11. Old Margate Hoy, The incapacity of

actual objects for satisfying our preconceptions of them.
1871 Freeman Norm. Cona. (1876) IV. xyiii. 215 A few
names awaken curiosity without satisfying it.

f c. refl. To make oneself content {with some-
thing) ; to consider it sufficient to do something.

Also, to bring or persuade oneself to do something
distasteful. 06s.
1611 Bible Transl. Pre/, r 11 Ioash the king of Israel

did not satisfie himselfe, till he had smitten the ground three

times. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc*s Trav. 2, I.. shall

satisfie my self for the present to tell you, that.. we sailed

bapptly for some few dayes. 1719 De Foe Crusoe t. (Globe)

110 Nor could I satisfy myself to eat them, tho' I kill'd

several. Ibid. 11. 397 The two English Men were so en-

courag'd, that they could not satisfy themselves to stay any
longer there . . but away they went in Quest of the Savages.

178a Miss Burney Cecilia vm. iv, Mr. Delvile, should he
find a daughter-in-law descended, .from Egbert,.. won't be

so well off as if he had satisfied himself with you.

cL- In passive, To be content {with) ; with inf.,

to find it sufficient, desire or demand no more than

to do something (cf. the reflexive use c). Phrase, to

rest satisfied. Also in stronger sense, to be well

pleased {with, fat).
01533 1'°- Bkrners Huon lxii. 217 The melodye. .was so

swete..that euery man was satysfyed with the herynge
therof. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxii. $ 21 God was
satisfied with that she did. 1603 Shaks. Meas. /or M. n.

ii. 104 Be satisfied ; Your Brother dies to morrow ; be con-

tent. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 643 The King
seems to be much more satisfied at it, than any other con-

cerned in it. 1686 tr, Chardin's Trav. Persia 41 M. de la

Haye bid 'em rest satisfi'd. 1687 A. Lovell tr. ThevenoCs

Trav. 1. 170 We were fain to rest satisfied then, with what
we saw of that Monastery from the top of the Mount. 173a

Lkdiard Sethos II. 2 The heroes of Greece., not satisfy d
with making the passage of the seas known. 1784 Cowper
Task vi. 394 While he, Not satisfied to prey on all around,

..first torments ere he devours. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias

iv, vii. r 15 Not satisfied to humbug a silly old gentleman

with a tale of love. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xx, She must be

satisfied, .to know that her husband is under the guidance

of a friend. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xix, Can
you be satisfied with such a way of spending your probation?

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxxix, He had the air of a man
well satisfied with the world.

6. a6sol. and intr. To cause or give satisfaction

or contentment.
1600 Chester PL Proem 44 If the same be likeinge to the

comons all, then our desier is to satisfie— for that is all our
game, (i 1649 Winthroi' New Eng. (1825) I. 210 This would
not satisfy, but they called him to answer publickly. 1831
Westm. Rev. Jan. 243 What would have satisfied from the
Duke will not satisfy from Lord Grey. 1836 Emerson
Nature iii. Wks. (Bohn) II. 145 But in other hours, Nature
satisfies by its loveliness, and without any mixture of cor-
poreal benefit. 1903 Heart 0/Heretic vi. ^ The first and
last need of an aspect of religious truth is that it shall
satis/y.

6. trans. To cause to have enough ; to supply
fully the needs of ; to put an end to (an appetite,

a want) by fully supplying it.

1500-30 Dunbar Poems xvii. 37 Sum wald tak all this
warldis breid, And ;it not satisfeit of thair neid [Maitl.
MS. not a,it can be sattsfeid]. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
xxii. 66 Yf he were in the gretest famyn.., he sholde be
satysfied as well as though be had eten al that he wolde
wysshe for. 1588 Shaks. Til. A. 11. iii. 180 So should I rob
my sweet Sonnes of their fee, No let them satisfie their lust
on thee [Lavima]. 1593 — Lucr. 422 As the grim Lion
fawneth ore his pray, Sharpe hunger by the conquest satis-

fied. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xii. 16 Hee will not be satisfied
with blood. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 991 So Death shall be
deceav'd his glut, and with us two Be fore'd to satisfie his
Rav'nous Maw. 1690 Norris Pract. Disc. (1694) I. 88 There
are some Appetites of Man which are never satisfied. 1800
Med. Jml. IV. 209 He takes a great deal of food without
being satisfied. 1857 H. H. Wilson tr. Rig-veda III. 158
Indra..has inundated the dry lands, and (satisfied) the
thirsty travellers.

refi. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xv.
129 b, They cannot satisfie them of the pleasure which is

there.

7. To furnish with sufficient proof or information

;

to assure or set free from doubt or uncertainty ; to

convince.
i$ao Nisbet N. T.,Summe Matt. (S.T.S.) I. 6 The ancell

satisffijs Josephs mynd. 1538 Starkey England 1. i. 8 You
haue ryght wel satysfyd me in my dowte. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. in. v. 92 No farther halting : satisfie me home, What
is become of her? 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. p8 If any doubt
hereof, he may be satisfied by examples enough. 16x8 Eable
Microcosm. xlvi

;
(Arb.) 67 He finds reason in all opinions,

truth in none : indeed the least reason perplexes him, and
the best will not satisfie him. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig.
Med. 1. § 10 Where I cannot satisfy my reason, I love to
humour my fancy. 1771 Burke Corr. (1844) I. 275 All I can
do is, to satisfy you, and to leave you to satisfy those whom
you think worthy of being informed. 1849 Macaulav Hist.
Eng. vi. II, 119 These expressions were far from satisfying

the Chancellor. 1856 Sir B, Brodie Pyschot. tnq. I, iii. 104
He. .cannot comprehend, the arguments which satisfy men
of sober sense that his views are erroneous.
absol. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xvii. § 7 Methodes are

more fit to winne Consent ; or beleefe ; but lesse fit to point
to Action ; for they carrie a kinde of Demonstration in Orbe
or Circle, one part illuminating another ; and therefore
satisfie.

re/t. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D*Acostas Hist. Indies m. xiv.

162 For to satisfy my selfe vpon this point and question, I

demaunded particularly of the said Pilot, how he found the

tides in the straight. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision % 31 Which
is the very matter of Fact, as any one that pleases may
easily satisfie himself by Experiment. 1^69 E. Bancroft
Guiana 332 They seem by no means soliicitous to satisfy

themselves on this subject.

b. const, of + in.

1596 Shaks. Merc It. V. v. i. 296, I am sure you are not
satisfied Of these cuents at full. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III.

304 That the kings Maiestie.. shall in part be satisfied of
the diligence which I haue vsed in his seruice. 1614 Sir R.
Dudley in Fortesc. Papers (Camden) 11 This for the present
is as much as I can saye to satisfye his Majestye in this

point. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. i. § 16 This I would
willingly be satisfy'd in. 1736 Butler Anal. Advert., No
one can. .be satisfied of the contrary. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones v. vi, When Sophia was well satisfied of the violent

passion which tormented poor Jones, and no less certain

that she herself was its object. Ibid. xvin. vi, You need be
under no Apprehension, Sir, I shall satisfy Mr. Allworthy
very perfectly of that Matter.
re/t. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxvi. (1668) 461

The Young man , . soon satisfied himself in the truth of what
he said.

c. with subordinate clause* Also parenthetically,

/ am {he is, etc.) satisfied.

i6ai Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 32 Desyres to

be satisfyed whether sylke may be so dyed or noe. i66>

J. Davies tr. Olcarius' Voy. Ambass. 205 Two good deep
ditches built about with Free-stone, which satisfy d us they
were the ruins of an impregnable Fortress. 1758 S. Hay-
ward Serm. iv. 125 We are saiisfyed the foundation upon
which we build issafe. ij66Comfl. Partner sv. Surveying,
Being satisfied what shall be the distance between the
center and every angle, with that distance describe a circle.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Lab. I. 324/2 It's a great thing, I'm
satisfied, in a street-trade,.. to understand the goods you're

talking about. 1884 Manch. Exam. 22 May 5/2 The suc-
cess of the French at Sontay..had no doubt satisfied the
Chinese that their troops were no match for those of France.
re/t. a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. Pref. (1690) a 3 b, Having

satisfied myself,that the.. Affairs of England are in no
deplorable Condition. 1860 Tynuall Glac. 11. xxvi. 370 We
have at all events satisfied ourselves that [etc.]. 1892 T. W.
Erle in Law Times XCIII. 417/1 Information, .to enable
anybody to satisfy himself as to how things are done.

8. To answer sufficiently (an objection, a ques-

tion) ; to fulfil or comply with (a request) ; to

solve (a doubt, a difficulty).

1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Co/tv. 11. (1586) 108 If I

should throughlie satisfie your request, this daie would not
be inough to doe it. a x6a6 Bacon New All. (1626) 10 And I

shall gladly,and briefly,satisfie yourdemaund. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah 420 Many shrewd objections may be alleaclged

to the contrary, which we shall endevour to satisfie in

order. 1765 H. Walpolk Otranto v, Thou hast not satisfied

my question. 1784 Cowper Task it. 527 'Tis revelation
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satisfies all doubts. 1834 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. I. xviii.

264 Revelation was not given us to satisfy doubts, but to

make us belter men. 1862 H. Spencer First Princ. 1. i.

§ 4 (1875) 16 They are liable to forget that information,

however extensive it may become, can never satisfy inquiry.

9. To answer the requirements of (a stale of

things, a hypothesis, etc.) ; to accord with (con-

ditions), f Also rarely of a person : To fulfil the

requirements of.

1651 Hobbes Lei'iath. lit. xxxiv. 208 Where none of these

can satisfie the sense of that word in Scripture. 1665

Glanvill Def. Van. Dogm. 47, I met an ingenious Account,
among some excellent Geometricians of this Probleme, which
perhaps may satisfie the difficulty, a 1754 Sir J. Strange
Reports (1783) I. 58 Pratt t. This man has fully satisfied

the words of the act of Parliament. 1855 Bain Senses 4 Int.

ill. iv. 4 When there are four or five dilTerent conditions to

satisfy, the range of choice must be so much the wider.

1883 Chrystal in EncycL Brit. XV. 244/1 The assumption
of uniform magnetization will enable us to satisfy the law
of induction. In point of fact, substituting, .and trans-

posing, we get three linear equations to determine Ai, Bj, Ct
m terms of 00, Pc, vo.

b. Algebra. Of a known quantity : To fulfil the

conditions of, to be an admissible solution of (an

equation).

c i8a6 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 544/1 A valueof the un-
known quantity, which thus converts the equation into an
identity, is said to satisfy the equation. 184a Colenso
Elenl. Algebra vi. (ed. 3) 53. 1878 Gurnev Crystallogr. 25
Any three numbers which will satisfy this equation.

Satisfying (sartisfsiiirj), vbl. sb. [•Dn(] The
action of the verb Satisfy in various senses.

1560DAUS tr. Steidane's Comm. 107 They oughte of
necessitie to answere to this poind, for the satisfiynge as
well of his father as his fellowes. 1647 Sanderson Serm.
II. 215 For the satisfying of their lusts. 1795 in Picton
L'paal Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 270 The satisfying of their

own minds as to the cause of such appearances. 1869 Mrs.
Whitney Hitherto xii, In the great, full world of powers,
and knowledges, and possible joys and satisfyings.

Satisfying (sx'tisfsiiirj), ///. a. [f. Satisfy
v. + -ing ~.~\ That satisfies, in the senses ofthe verb.
1604 Shaks. Oth. v. i. 9 He hath giuen me satisfying

Reasons. 17*5 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 232 It's satisfying

to me to find him so warm and earnest for our Redeemer's
Proper and Supreme Deity. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. v.

Wks. 1851 II. 46 A satisfying answer was given to the regent's
demands, xgoo P. C. Simpson Fact of Christ v. 184 Any
true or satisfying view of life must take account of death.

Hence Satisfyingly adv., Sa'tisfyingness.
1643 Torshell Case Cause. 13 Satisfyingly. a 1709 J.

Nimmo Narr. (S. H. S. 1889) 30 That word came satisfienglie

in ther minde, Isay 41 & 10. 1856 Faber Creator <y

Creature ill. i. (1858) 332 There is also a satisfyingness
about it [sc. the sense of pardon], which seldom accompanies
other joys. 1885 Manck. Exam. 25 Mar. 3/3 An etching
from a small Landseer . . has been satisfyingly executed by
Mr. C. 0. Murray.

SatispaSSlOU (ssetispae-fan). Theol. [ad.

med.L. *satispassionem, f. phrase satispall to suffer

enough {satis enough, pall to suffer) : cf. Passion.]
Atonement by an adequate degree of suffering.

1614 Bp. A'ndrewes 96 Serm. (1629) 77 This, this is the

freat With us :. .With us, in all the vertues and merits of
lis life ; With us, in the satisfaction and satis-passion (both)

of His death. 1678 J. S. Unerrable Church 311 This is don
either by Satispassion suffering the pains of Purgatorie for

a certain time ; or [etc.]. 1890 W. J. B. Richards Catech.
Indnlg. 8 This [reparation for sin] may be made, .by satis-

passion, or sufferings simply endured. 1897 Cath. Diet. (ed. 5)
s.v. Redemption, Like His satispassion, so His satisfaction
embraces the whole earthly career of the Saviour.

t Sa'tive, a. Obs. [ad. h. satlv-us that may be
sown or planted, f. sa-, root of serere to sow : see
-tive.] Sown or planted ; cultivated, not wild.
•599 H. Buttes Dyets Drie Dinner P4b, Tabacco...

Translated out of India in the seed or roote ; Natiue or
satiue in our own fruitfullest soiles. 1664 Evelyn Sylva
(1679) 2 These [trees] we shall divide into the greater and
more ceduous. .and such as are sative and hortensial. 1725
Bradleys Fam. Diet. s.v. Pine, The wild Pine differs no
otherwise from the Sative.

+ Sa-tivous, a. Obs. [f. L. satlvus : see Sa-
tive a. and -ous.] = Sative.
1786 Abekcrombie Arrangem. 72A in Card. Assist.,

Sativous, or cultivated common garlick.

Satle, Satling, obs. ff. Settle, Settling.
Satnace, Saton(e, obs. ff. Satanas, Satan.
Saton, obs. form of Satin si.

Satorday, obs. form of Saturday.
t Satorious, a. Obs. [f. L. saldri-us (f. sator,

agent-n. f. sa-, sertre to sow) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Clossogr., Satorious, . . belonging to a Sator,

or to him that sows, sets, or plants.

Satrap (s^tnep, sartra;p). Forms: 4-5 sa-
trape,4-5,8- satrap; also in L.form 6-8 satrapa,
(//. satrapa;, satrapaes), 6 erron. satrapas, sa-
trapos. [ad. L. satrapa, satrapes, a. Gr. o-ar/xiirr/s,

also i(aTpatrt]s, *<foi9pdiri)s (implied in the deriva-
|

tive tfotflpaireiW to be a satrap), ad. OPers. !

xiaOra-pavan-, lit ' protector of the country ', f.

xsaSra- country ( = Skr. kshatrd) +pd- to protect
The OPers. word appears in Heb. as c>:Dvnrn«
pi., in Masoretic vocalization dhashdarp'hlm.

Cf. F. satrape, Sp. sdtrapa, It. satrapa.]

1. A governor of a province nnder the ancient
Persian monarchy. (In the Book of Daniel ana-
chronistically attributed to the Babylonian empire.)

124

138a Wvcuf Dan. iii. 3 Than satrapes weren gedrid. 153a |

Hervet Xcnoplwn?s Househ. (176SJ 17 In somme countreys
of Persia, a great lord, that they cal Satrapa, occupieth the

j

rowme of bothe lyeutenauntes. 1594 Lodge & Grekne >

Looking G/ass (159&) E 4 b, I am not chiefe, there is more
,

great then I, What greater then Th'assirian Satrapos ? 1601
Holland Pliny 1. 135 The royallpallace of their great dukes
& potentates, named Satrapae. a 16x8 Raleigh Maxims of

j

State Rem. (1664) 17 To that end serves the Persian prac-

tise, in having a Band, or Train of the Satrapa's children,
,

and other Nobles to attend the Court. 1738 Glover Leoni- I

das iv. 297 Th' innumerable host Roll back by nations, and !

admit their lord With all his Satraps. 1815 Byron Vis.
\

Belshazzar i, The King was on his throne, The Satraps
throng'd the hall. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xiii. II. 185 The

j

satraps were accountable for the imposts of their several
r

provinces. 1885 Bible (R.V.) Dan, iii. 3 The satraps, the
deputies, and the governors.

2. transf. A subordinate ruler ; often suggesting !

an imputation of tyranny or ostentations splendour.
!

[The sense 'domineering person ' appears in med.Latin,
J

and in all the Rom. langs.J

C1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 7 J?at schal not be dispensid
wib but reserued to a grettere satrap, a 1529 Skelton
Agst, Garnesche i. 6 But sey me now, Syr Satrapas, what
autoryte ye haue In your chalenge, Syr Chystyn, to cale me
knaue? 1549 Latimer 2nd Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 63
The byshoppe would beare nothynge at all wyth hym, but
played me the Satrapa. 15198 Marston Pygmal., Sat. i.

137 For shame Ieaue running to some Satrapas, Leaue
glauering on him in the peopled presse. 1827 Hallam
Const. Hist. iv. (1876) I. 210 Elizabeth, .must have shud-
dered at the thought of seeing a republican assembly sub-
stituted for those faithful satraps her bishops. 1838 Lyttom
Alice 11. ii, A private secretary to one of our Indian satraps.
1861 Goldw. Smith Irish Hist. 121 Louis XIV. .acted on
England through his subsidized satraps.

Satrapaire, variant of Satkaper.
Satrapal (sse'trapal), a. [f. Satrap + -al.] Of

or pertaining to a satrap or satraps.
[a 1693 Urquhart Rabelais in. xxxviii. 316 Satrapal fool.]

1887 B. V. Head Hist. Numorum 512 Satrapal Coinage in
Ionia. Ibid. 676 A series of uncertain Satrapal coins.

Satrapate (sse-trap^t). [f. Satrap + -ate.]

A province governed by a satrap.
x888 Times 12 Sept. 5/3 Who have the ambition to see

Servia become a Russian satrapate.

t Sa'traper. Obs. Also 5 satrapaire, satro-
par. [f. Satrap + -er.] A satrap.
a 1400-50 Alexander 1913 pe soueraynest of my seniourie
my sa[t]roparis [Ditbl. MS. satrapers] hatten. Ibid. 2694
5our satrapaires [Dnbl. MS. satrapers]. Ibid. 2758 pus send
I to my satraparis [DubL MS. satrapars].

Satrapess (satrapes, sae-trapes). [f. Satrap
+ -ess.] A female satrap.
183a C. T[hirlwall] in PkiloL Museum X. 376 Alexander

. .left Ada as queen or satrapess of Caria.

Satrapial (satr#-pial), a, [f. Satrap + -ial.]
= Satrapal.
1869 Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 558 The satrapial system,

which had been introduced by the Persians.

Satrapian (satr^-pian), a. [f. Satrap + -ian.]
Of or pertaining to a satrap ; tyrannical.
182a New Monthly Mag, V. 270 After many similar satra-

pian invectives.

Satrapic (satravpik), a. [f. Satrap + -ic]
Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a satrap.
C1S3S. ]• ap Rice in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 356 Also

I

I require more modestie, gravitte, and affabilitie, which
j

wolde purchase hym more reverence than his owne setting
foorth and Satrapike countenance. 185a Grote Greece 11.

lxxiii. IX. 363 Near the satrapic residence.

Satrapical (satrarpikal), a. [f. Satrapic
!

+ -AL.] Of or pertaining to a satrap; alsoyi^.
!

cruel, tyrannical.

x8a3 Syd. Smith Botany Bay Wks. 1859 VL 23 These
Asiatic and satrapical proceedings. 185a Grote Greece 11.

lxx. IX. 140 They then found themselves amidst several
villages, wherein were regal or satrapical residences.

+ Satrapon. Obs. [ad. It. satrapone> augm.
of satrapo Satrap.] An important personage.
1650 Howell Giraffe's Rev. Naples 1. 34 The peeple

shew'dittotheirSatrapons[orig. It. SatraPoni]and Councel.

Satrapy (s^'trapi, sartrapi). [a. F. salrapie,
\

ad. L. sairapia, satrape^ a. Gr. octTpaneia, f. era-
j

Tpairi)% Satrap.]
1. A province ruled over by a satrap.
X603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 127 At length they with

their Kingdome, and all the rest of the Turkish Satrapies,
were. .swallowed vpand deuoured. a \jzj Newton Chronol.
Amended iv. (1728) 325 When Cyrus took Babylon, he
changed the Kingdom into a Satrapy or Province. i8ax
Byron Sardan. 11. i. 408 Repair to your respective satrapies
Of Babylon and Media. 1847 Grote c7r^«ii.xxxiii.IV.3i5
Darius distributed the Persian empire into twenty satrapies.

b. transf.
a 1641 Sir H. Spelman A nc. Govt. Eng. Posth. Wks. (1698)

50 The Temporal Government was likewise divided into
Satrapies or Dukedoms, which contained in them divers
Counties. 1864 Even. Stand. 29 Sept., Major General
Butler..was ill calculated to rule a Federal satrapy with
profit to his government. 188a Farrar Early Chr. II. no
They [the Galileans] detested, .alike the Roman dominion
and the Herodian satrapy which was its outward sign. 1887
Goldw. Smith in Times 3 Dec. 10/3 The abolition of what

\

is now styled an Austrian satrapy.

2. The dignity of a satrap : in quots. transf.
1641 Milton Ck. Govt. 1. i. 4 Yea the Angels themselves

..are distingutsht and quaterniond into their celestiall

Princedomes, and Satrapies. 1839 Bailey Festus xxxi.
(1852) 506 Jewels well worth the satrapies of Heaven.

f 3. The body of satraps. Obs,
\

SATURATE.
1693 Ry.meb Short View 'Frag, n Xerxes went also in

person, with all the .Maison de Roy, Satrapic and Gen-
darmery.

4. The period of rule of a satrap.
1846 Grote Greece i. xv. I. 454 A century afterwards,

during the satrapy of Pharuabazus.
Satropar, variant of Satkaper.
II Satsuma (sxtsitfma). [The name of a pro-

vince in the island of Kiusiu, Japan.] Used attrib.

in Satsuma zwa/v,akindof cream-coloured Japanese
pottery.

1872 Chaffers Keramic Gallery I. PI. 99 Satsuma-Ware
Bottle... Satsuma Bowl. 1875 Audsley & Bowes Kerauuc
Art Japan II. PI. xi, Three vases of middle period Sat-
suma faience, .good representatives of a style of decoration
but seldom met with in SaUuma ware.

Satt(e, obs. forms of pa. t. of Sit v.

Sattan, Sattee : see Satin, Settek (ship).

Satteine, -eing, -en(e : obs. ff. Satin.
Satterdaie, -day, obs. ff. Saturday.
Satti, Sattie : see Suttee, Settee (ship).

Sattil, obs. form of Settle v.

Sattin(e, satton, ols. forms of Satin.
Sattie, Satty(e, obs. ff. Settle, Settee (shipj.

Satur, obs. form of Saltire.
a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1030 He beres in cheef of azour, En-

grelyd with a satur.

Saturable (sse'tiurab'l), a. [ad. L. saturabilis,

i. saturare to Saturate : see -ble.] Capable of

saturation.

1570 Levins Manip. 4/14 Saturable, saturabilis. 1701
Grew Cosm. Sacra 1. iii. r3 Consequently the Water would
be Saturable with the same Quantity of any Salt.

Hence Saturab ility. In some recent Diets.

Saturant (savtiurant), a. and sb. [ad. L. sa-

turantem, pr. pple. of satui are to Saturate.]
A. adj. Saturating ; impregnating to the full.

X 75S in Johnson ; and in later Diets.

B. sb. = Absorbent sb. 1.

1775 in Ash ; and in later Diets.

Saturate (sae-tiur/t), a. [ad. L. saturatus, pa.
pple. of saturare : see next.]

f 1. Satisfied, satiated.
la 1550 Schole-ho. Women 946 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 142

Salomon saith, three things here be Seldome or neuer
saturate. 1557 Paynell Barclay's Jugurth 79 Whan they
were full saturate and ingorged. 1604 R. Cawdrey Table
Alph., Saturate, filled or glutted.

t 2. Complete, perfect. Obs.
1682 H. More Annot. GlamnlCs Lux O. 112 All will be

turned into a more full and saturate Brightness and Glory.

3. Soaked through, saturated with moisture.

Chiefly poet.

1784 Cowper Task 1. 494 The lark is gay, That dries his
feathers, saturate with dew, Beneath the rosy cloud. 1798
Southey Sonu. xiii. ' / marvel not, O Sun 1

' Earth asks thy
presence, saturate with showers. 1842 Tennyson Will
Waterpr. 87 A season 'd brain . . Unsubject to confusion, Tho'
soaked and saturate, out and out, Thro' every convolution.

b. transf.
1868 Browning Ring t, Bk. vi. 1518 There she lay,. . Wax-

white, seraphic, saturate with the sun O' the morning. 1894
Athenxum 3 Mar. 285/1 ' Calais Pier \ a silvery and limpid
jewel, saturate with light, by D. Cox.
4. Of colours: Intense, deep. (Cf. Saturated 5,
Sad a. 8.)

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chym. 121 It would yield a deep
saturate green tincture. 1684 tr. Band's Merc. Compit.
xix. 807 The quickness of cooling makes the Blood of a mure
saturate colour. 1891 Century Diet., Saturate, in Enlom.,
deep; very intense: applied to colors; as, saturate green,
umber, black, etc.

t5. Chem. = Saturated.
1782 Kirwan Jn Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 70 If a piece of

copper be put into a saturate solution of silver, the silver

will be precipitated. 1805 R. Chenevix ibid. XCV. 126
A single drop of a saturate solution of neutralised nitrate
or muriate of mercury.

Saturate (sartiur«it), v. [f. L. salurat-, ppl.

stem of saturare, f. satur full, satiated, cogn. w.
satis enough.]

+ 1. trans. To satisfy, satiate. Obs.
1538 Elyot Diet., Saturo. to saturate or fyl with any thing

superfluousely, moste commonly in eating. 1570 Levins
Manip. 41/12 To satiate, saturare. To saturate, idem,
placare.^ 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 11. 1. iv. 153 So to satu-
rate their insatiable hunger. 1683 Lo/ut. Gaz. No. 1864/2
Cruel Persons whose Blood-thirsty minds nothing could
Saturate, but the Sacrifice of two Princes at once. 1799
in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. III. 271 These subaltern modes of
chicane . . could by no means saturate his ambition. 18x6
Kirby & Sp. EntomoL {1818) I. viii. 229 They [sc. ants] march
in long files.. to any place where sugar is kept ; and when
they are saturated, return in the same order.

2. To impregnate, soak thoroughly, imbue with.
1764 Hahmek Obserz: iii. 8 These lands of ./Egypt, .are..

so saturated with moisture, that [etc.]. 1873 Black Pr.
Thule xiv, Thatch that had got saturated with the smoke.
1891 E. Peacock -V. Brandon I. 151 The sleeve of the shirt

was saturated with blood.

h.fg.
1756 Burke Tracts Popery Laws Wks. IX. 369 To a

mind not thoroughly saturated with the tolerating maxims
of the Gospel. 1837 Lytton £. Maltravers n. ii. He
had saturated his intellect with the Pactolus of old. i88j
A. Austin in Contemp. Rev. Jan. 129 Reflective Poetry,
which is indeed Poetry because saturated with imagination.

3. Chem. To cause (a substance) to combiue



SATURATED.

with or dissolve the utmost possible quantity of

another substance. Const, with,

x68i tr. Belon's A/yst. Physick Introd. 49 Which clearly

demonstrates, that the Menstruum js sufficiently saturated.

:78a Kikwan in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 39 A body is said

to be saturated with another, when it is so intimately com-

bined with that other as to lose some peculiar characteristic

property which it possesses when free from that other. 1788

Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 143 The mineral Alkali saturates

much more acid than an equal quantity of.. vegetable

Alkali. 1857 Miller Elem.Chem. (1862) III. 9 This process

consists in saturating a portion of the acid liquid with

potash or with soda. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 217 The
waters covering this plain would be more or less completely

saturated with the soluble materials.

4. Physics, a. To charge (air or vapour) with

the utmost quantity of moisture that it can hold in

suspension.
i8i»-x6 Playfair Sat. Phil. (1819) I. 315 T and t are the

temperatures of two equal portions of air, H and h the

humidity contained in them when saturated. i86oTyndall
Glac. L xxv. 184 Atmospheric regions already saturated

with moisture. 1871 — Fragm. Set. (1879) I. ii. 62 Satu-

rated with the vapour of sulphuric aether. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 68 If the air were thoroughly saturated with

moisture, evaporation would be utterly impossible.

b. To magnetize (a piece of metal), that the in-

tensity of its magnetization is the greatest which it

can retain when not under the inductive action of

a strong magnetic field. Also, to charge (a body)

\\ ith the greatest charge of electricity that it can

receive.

183* Sat. Philos. II. Magnetism i. § 42. 11 (Usef. Know!.

Soc) A steel bar, which has as great a degree of magnetic

power as it is capable of retaining, is said to be saturated

with magnetism. /bid., Electric. \\. § 49- l 3 ln lnis state

tbey may be considered as saturated with the electric fluid.

Saturated (sartiujv<ted;,///.a. [f. Saturate

V. + -ED !.]

fL Completely satisfied, filled to repletion. Obs.

1668 H. Mork Div. Dial. I. 213 Therefore it is fit that, as

well-saturated Guests, we should at length willingly recede

from the Table. 18*0 C. K. Maturin Melmotk (1892) III.

xxviii. 119 Sleep which is as often the refuge of intolerable

misery, as that of saturated enjoyment.

2. Penetrated with moisture, soaked through.

17*8-46 Thomson Spring 217 And saturated earth Awaits

the morning beam. 1784 Cowpeb Task iil 479 Shaking.,

from the full fork, the saturated straw. 1840 Dickess
Barn. Rudge xvii, His saturated clothes clinging with a

damp embrace about his limbs. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa 50.2, 1 arrived in the evening in a saturated condition.

3. Chew. That has combined with or taken up

in solution the largest possible proportion of some

other substance.

1788 Blagden in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 299, X took a
.-.unrated solution of nitre. 1799 Ated. JrnL I. 290 The
preparation of the digitalis best adapted to that purpose,

appeared to be the saturated tincture, of which (etc J. 1867

Bloxah Chem. 47 Such a solution would be called a cold

saturated solution of saltpetre. 1888 Bkannt A nim. * Veg.

Fats .y Oils 48 These hydrocarbons cannot absorb any
further atoms of hydrogen, and are therefore termed 'satu-

rated hydrocarbons
1
.

4. Physics* Charged to the full extent of its

capacity. (See Saturate */. 3 a, b.) Saturated

steam-, see quo t. 1881.

1848 tr. Regnault in Chem. Rep. <$ Mem. (Cavendish Soc)
296 Temperature of the Saturated Steam. 1858 Lardner
lland-bk. Nat. Phil. 316 Quantity of vapour in saturated

space depends on temperature. 1880 C. R. Markham
Peruv. Bark 11. ix. 388 Its rains are therefore heavy, and
are accompanied by dense fogs and a saturated atmosphere.

1881 J. Hill in Metal World No. 22. 34a Saturated steam
(that is, steam charged with such an amount of heat that

any reduction thereofwould produce condensation, and any
increase thereof would produce super heat) is substantially

a perfect gas. 1883 W. N. Shaw in Trans. Ca/nbr. Philos.

Soc. XIV. 39 The saturated air was then sent through all

four tubes, and the gain in weight of each tube determined.

6. Of colours: Free from admixture of while.

(Cf. Saturate a. 4, Saturation 4.)
1853 Hlrschll Pop. Led. Set. vi. | 41 (1873) 257 The

green being by no means a saturated or full green. 1&78

(a«e Saturation 4I 1001 Athemtum 31 Aug. 293/2 In the

figures grouped round the table rich and saturated tones

predominate.

Saturating (sartiur^tin), vbl. sb. [-ingI.]

The action of the vb. Saturate. In quots. attrib.

1850 Daubeny Atom. Theory vii. (ed. 2) 193 Yet there is

no fundamental difference between the two acids, and their

saturating power is exactly the same. 1857 Miller EUm.
Chem. (1862) III. 168 The sulphuric acid thus combined
with the elements of alcohol, loses half its saturating power.

Saturating (sartiCuvHin),///. a. [f. Saturate
v. + -ing ^.] In senses of the vb.

1760-71 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Oual. (1792) I. 182 After a
saturating meal, and an enlivening cup, they departed, i860

Emerson Cond. Life, Behaviourvlkh. (Bohn) II. 381 The
persevering talker, who gives you his society in large satu-

rating doses. 186a Dana Man, Geot. § 52. 50 Aluminium
combines with a saturating quantity of oxygen to form
alumina. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 44 Aa over
supply of rain, and equally saturating mists.

Saturation (saetiur<ri'j9n). [ad. late L. satu-

rtitidn-cm, n. of action f. L. saturare to Saturate.

C£ ¥. saturation.] The action of saturating ; the

condition of being saturated.

+ 1. Complete satisfaction of appetite ; satiation.

^"554 Covekdalk Hofie Faithful xxxi. 212 For tedious-

nesse and grefe runneth cualomably wyth saturation ur

125

fulnesse. 1816-30 Bentham Ojfu: Apt. Maximized
x
Ex-

tract Const. Code (1830) 16 For the perpetual saturation of

appetites essentially unsaturable. 1831 C.\K\xiA£.Sart. Res.

11. ix, The Shoeblack.. would require. .for his permanent
satisfaction and saturation, simply this allotment, no more,

and no less. 1831 Syd. Smith Wks. (1850) 565 The advo-

cates of Boroughmongers must be crammed to saturation,

before there is a morsel of bread for the man who does not

sell his votes. 183a L. Hunt Transl. Poet. Wks. 243 When
I have eat and drank—yea, ev'n to saturation.

2. The action of thoroughly soaking with fluid ;

the condition of being thoroughly soaked.

1846 J. Baxter Liar. Tract. Agric. (ed. 4) It 358 That
the saturation of any vegetable fibre or compost with liquid

manure or urine is of great use to the crop. x88a Vines tr.

Sack's Bot. 814 In one case the amount of water present in

the soil was 10 per cent., .of the amount requisite for com-
plete saturation. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 555,

I am wet through, but it is not uncomfortable at this

temperature,.. if you can.. forget the risk of fever which
saturation entails.

3. The action of charging, or the state of being

charged, up to the limit of capacity ; spec, in Cheat.

the condition of a substance when combined with

or holding in solution the largest proportion of

another substance that it can take ; in Physics, the

condition of holding as much suspended matter, or

of being as highly charged with electricity, mag-

netism, heat, etc as possible. (See Saturate v.)

Point ofsaturation : the degree of charge at which

a substance becomes saturated.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul h ii. 13 To both these may
be applied the termes of Reduplication and Saturation.

1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 5190 And this injection of calcin'd

Tartar must be continued, untill all Fermentation do cease,

that is, to the very degree of Saturation. 1758 Reid tr.

Macquer's Ckym. I. 20 The instant when such propor-

tions of the two saline substances are mixed together, that

the one is incorporated with as much of the other as it

can possibly take up, is called the Point of Saturation.

1799 Sir H. Davy in Beddoes Contrib. Pkys. <$ Med.
A'nou'l. 34 Since the word gas.. is intended to express the

chemical combination or rather the saturation of bodies

with caloric 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 99 This
augmentation varies with the quantity of salt dissolved.

In general, it is the greater the nearer the solution ap-

proaches to saturation. 1837 Brewster Magnet. 134 It

was magnetized to saturation. 1848 tr. Regnault in Chem.
Rep. «t Mem. (CavendUh Soc.) 293 The law regulating the

densities of aqueous vapour in a state of saturation or non-

saturation, at different pressures and different temperatures.

1857 Miller Elem.Chem. (1862) III. 231 It then produces

a base.. which requires two atoms of a monobasic acid for

its saturation. x86o Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 174 An atmo-

sphere charged to saturation with aqueous vapour. 1864

Ckamb. Encycl. VI, 262/2 Magnets, when freshly mag-
netised, are sometimes more powerful than they afterwards

become. In that case, they gradually fall off in strength,

till they reach a point at which their strength remains con-

stant. This is called thepoint ofsaturation. 188a Gkikik
Text Bk. Geol. in. 11. ii. i t. 328 This vapour remains in-

visible until the air containing it is cooled down below its

dew-point, or point of saturation.

b. trans/. andySg".

i8ao T. G.Wainewright Ess. <$• Crit. (1880) 55 Corregio's

mind must have been full to saturation, of the honey-dew
of Christianity, when he gave birth to this mysterious con-

ception. 1848 H. Milllk hirst tmpr. ¥111.(1857) 128 A long

series of historic events had served, .to fill with it to satura-

tion every recess of the popular mind. 1859 Smiles Self
Help x. (i860) 265 Abernethy was of opinion that there was

a point of saturation in his own mind, and that if he took

into it something more than it could hold, it only had the

effect of pushing something else out.

4. Chromatics. Degree of intensity (of a colour);

relative freedom from admixture of white.

1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 824/1 Saturation, which de-

pends on the amount of white the colour contains; thus,

it is saturated when there is no white, as in the pure

colours of the spectrum, and there may bean infinite number
of degrees of saturation from the pure colour to white. 1879

Rood Mod. Ckromatics iii. 39 Purity and luminosity are

the factors on which the intensity or saturation depends.

5. attrib. and Comb., as saturation experiment,

•pointy -pressure.

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 563 By *saturation experi-

ments we can remove the one opsoninc after the other. 1858

O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.t. v. 52 The "saturation-point

of each mind differs from that of every other. 1884 A.

Daniell Princ. Pkysics xiii. 346 Each volatile liquid has

its own 'saturation pressure for each temperature.

Saturator (sartiur^tai). Also saturater. [f.

Saturate v. + -OB. Cf. late L. satitrdtor.] One

who or something which saturates: spec. a. A
device for supplying air saturated with water-

vapour to a room or inclosed space.

1883 W. N. Shaw in Cambr. Phil. Soc. Trans. XIV. 37

A saturater (A) for supplying saturated air at the tempera-

ture of the room. Ibid. 39. .

b. An apparatus for saturating oxygen with ether

for the purposes of the ether-oxygen lime-light.

1894 Brit. JmL P/wtogr. XLI. Suppl. 2 The more recent

forms of saturators . . give a very good light.

Saturday (sartaad^, -di). Forms : a. 1 S®-
' terries-, Seternes dees, 3 Seeternes dees. 5 Sa"

I

turnesday , 7 Sc. Saturnsday ; 1 Seeterndees, 2

Seetera-dais,5 Saturneday,7-8 Sc. Saturnday;

0. 1 Saeteres das, 3 Sateresdai, 3-4 Settres-

day, 4 Seters-dai, 5 Setrys-day, 7 Saters-day;

7. 1 Sfleter-dees, 2 Seater-daiSj Saterdei, 3 Seet-

terd»i, Onu. Saterrdass, 4 Satirdai, Batur-

SATURDAY.

daie, Seterdai, Setre-, Setret-, Settir-, Set-

(t)urday, Zeterday, -dey, 4-5 Sete-r-, Setirday,

4-6 Saterdaye, Satir-, Setterday, 4-7 Sater-

day, 5 Scaturday, Setryday, Set^t)yrday, 5-6

Satyrday, 5-7 Satterday, 6 Satterdaie, Sat-

(t)orday, Saturdaye, 6-7 Saterdaie, 9 dial.

Settherday, 3- Saturday. [OK. S&tem\es)d&gt

corresp. to OKris. saterdi, saterdei, MDu. saterdach

(Du. zaterdag, earlier zaturdag) y MLG. sater{s)-

dach (LG. saterdag^ whence northern HG. dial.

satertag\ a half-translated adoption of L. Sdturni

dies day of (the planet) Saturn; cf. Irish, Gael.

dia Sathuirn, Welsh dydd Sadwrn.']

1. The seventh day of the week.
The advb. use of the names of the days of the week

(Saturday—* on Saturday') is now chiefly U.S., exc. in

collocations like 'next Saturday', 'last Saturday*. Formerly
the Saturday was often used advb. but is now rare or obs.

exc. with some defining phrase.
a 900 tr. Bafda's Hist. n. iii. (Schipper) 125 ^Ejhwilce sae-

ternesda;ge. 971 Blickl. Horn. 71/Ereston ba;m Saeteres dae^e
heawehte Ladzarumofdeabe. ciooo^^r. Gosp. Lukexxiii.

54 Saeter-daej on-lyhte. Ibid. 56 On saetern-daeg. CX175
Lamb. Horn. 45 Ic ham jeue reste. .from non on saterdei a
ba cume monedeis lihting. c iaoo Okmin 4350 Forr Saterr-

da35 wass halij da?? O batt Judisskenn wise. £1290 S.

Eng. Leg. I. 66/451 On a satur-day at ni?ht. c 1300 St.
Brandan 543 For ich am her ech Soneday and fram Sater-

dayes Eve. a 1300 CursorM. 17673 Als i stod saiand mi bede,

be seterdai. 1340 Ayenb. 213 Vef god het zuo straytlic[h]e

loki bane zeterday ine be yealde la?e bet he made ane man
to stene . . uor bet he hedde y-gadered a lite wode bane zeter-

dey. 136a Lam, 1.. P. PL A. v. 14 On a Seterday at euen.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints x. (A/at/ton) 336 pan yrtacus..be
next setret-day.,a congregacion has gert ma. 14 18 A'. E.
Wills (1882) 28 On Selrysday in be vygyle of be Holy
Trynyte. 1421 Coventry Leet-bk. 30 Euery Satumeday in

the yer. c 1447 in Jarroiu $ Wearmoutk (Surtees) 242
Apon Saturnesday next be for Palmsonday. c 147s Partenay
2724 So it cam and fill in a scaturday, That Raymounde
loste the fair melusine. c 1300 Melusine 15 That he wil

promytte to the that neuer on the Satirday he shall see the.

( 1511 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd. (Arb.) 34/2 Noman ther

ouer can passe, excepte ye saterdaye. 1556 Chron. Gr.
Friars (Camden) 36 The satterday after, that was Wytson
evyn, [shej came from the tower thorow London. 1581 J.

Hamilton Cath. 'treat. V viij. God commandit yat ve suld

Keip halie ye Sabaoth day, uuhilk is Setterday. c 1610-15

Lives Women Saints 93 From Thursday vntill Satersday.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 515 On Saturnsday,
Aprile 27, they disbanded their men. 1671 [R. MacWard]
True Nonconf. 119 That the Churches meeting recorded

to have been on the first day of the week, sayetn not that

they antiquated the Saturnday. X703 Extracts Burgh Rec.

Stirling (1889) 99 Against Saturnday next. X775T. Per-

cival Ess. (1777) III. 194 Saturday, the mint continued to

grow and to ascend, looking vigorous and fresh. 1793
Burke Obs. Cond. A/inority Wks. V'II. 236 Although the

House does not usually sit on Saturday. 1845 T. W. Coir
Puritanism 495 The Puritan way of eating fish is, to eat

it Saturday instead of Friday. 1870 M. D. Conway Earthiv.

Pilgr. xxviii. 344 On Saturday the English people are

among the most sensible people in the world. 1885 Cath.

Diet. (ed. 3) 561/1 The office of the Blessed Virgin is said on
all Saturdays.

2. With specific epithet. Black Saturday Sc*

(a) the 10th Sept. 1547, the date of the Battle of

Pinkie; (6) the 4th Aug. 1621, the date of the

ratification of the articles of Perth. Egg Satur-

day : see Ego sb. 7. Holy Saturday, the Satur-

day of Holy Week ; Easter eve. Hospital Satur-

day : see Hospital sb. 6.

1657 Mure Ho. Rowallane Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 255 He
died in battell at the Black Satterday in the year of our

Lord 1547. 1717 Dk Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. 11. 45 The Day
got the Name of black Saturday, upon this Account, as well

as on the Occasion of the black Work they bad been about.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xxxi. (1495) 368 Also to

Ester perteynyth the euyn therof that for passynge holy-

nesse is callyd Sabbatum Sanctum the holy Saterday. 1730

tr. Fteury's Eccl. Hist. IV. Index, Saturday, holy, even

Children fasted on that Day. 1885 Cath. Diet. (ed. 3) 405/2

The Mass celebrated at midnight belonged rather to the

morning of Easter Sunday than to Holy Saturday.

3. attrib. and Comb., as Saturday concert, kirtle,

morning, night, office, sabbath, -\wit
; + Saturday-

sabbatharian»SABBATARJAN sb. 3.

For Saturdays slop or slap Sc. (in some Diets, erron.

stop), see Slop sb.

1889 Huekfkr Half Cent. A/us. Eng. 14 The Crystal

Palace "Saturday Concerts. 1557 WillofT.Howgill (Somer-
set Ho.), My "Saturday kyrtyll. 1641 Bkst Farm. Bks.

(Surtees) 77 On *Satterday-morninge the 11th of December.

1783 Burns (title) The Cotter's 'Saturday Night. 1859

Sir J. Paget in Mem. fy Lett. (1901)224 In bringing-up the

book 'to Saturday night'. 1686 [HickesJ Spec. B. Vir-

ginis 13 One of the Lessons for the "Saturday-Office of the

B. Virgin. 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (1601) 192 Mr. Hebden
a prisoner in the New-prison, that lay there for holding

"Saturday-Sabbath. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. iv. (1721)

204 Without an express Command (as ye have against the

"Saturday-Sabbatharians) in the New Testament. 1593

G. Harvey Pierces Super. 145 Phy, long Megg of West-
minster would haue bene ashamed to disgrace her Sonday
bonet with her *Satterday witt.

b. Saturday-to-Monday : a period beginning on

Saturday and ending on Monday ; often attrib. with

reference to railway and other excursion tickets.

1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xviii. (ed. 3) 182 In

one of the delightful Saturday to Monday trips on the

Thames. 189a Mrs. H. Waro D. Grieve iv. ii, A.. warm
invitation.. to spend an October Saturday- to-Monday at

Benet's Park had been accepted,



SATURE. 126 SATURNINE.

t Sa'ture. Obs. [as if ad. L. *salura
}

f. so,-,

serire to sow (pa. pple. satus).1 Sowing.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 238 Its seed germinates..

about forty or fifty dayes after its sature.

+ Satureie. Obs. Forms : 1 saturese, 3-5

satureie, 5 saturege, satureye. [ad. L. salureia.]

= Savory.
c 1000 Sax.Leechd. (Rolls) III. 24 Saturege. c ia6$ I'oc.

Plants in Wr.-Wulcker 557/12 Salureia, satureie, timbre.

1300 Gouts Con/. III. 132 His herbe is cleped Satureie, So
as these olde bokes seie. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 336
And forto make a wyn to drynke swete, Of saturege or

fenel putte in meete.

Saturgressa, obs. f. Setter-grass dial.

Saturicall, -rioun : see Satirical, Satyrion.

+ Saturity. Obs. [ad. L. saturitds, f. satur

full, satisfied.] Fulness, repletion, satisfaction.

1533 tr. Erasmus' Commune Credc 19 In which worlde.

.

is there.. neither perfyghte puryte and clennes, neither full

saturyte and satisfyeng of mannes mynde. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. Matt. v. 6 Sumtime the saturitie doth more
vexe them that be ful, than the hunger dyd trouble them
before. 1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xlvii. 13 Saturity and
security had so besotted them, that they feared nothing, till

they felt it, 175a Hodges Chr. Plan (1755) 53 The primary
idea of it is saturity and fulness.

Saturn (sse'tRm). Forms: 1-6 Saturnus (1

gtmt, Saturnes)
; 5 Satourn, 5-7 Saturne, 7-

Saturn. [ad. L. Saturnus, pern, f. the root sa-

to Sow.]
1. Mythoi. An Italic god, in the original native

religion the god of agriculture, but in classical

times identified with the Greek Cronos, who was
deposed from the sovereignty of the gods by his

son Zeus (Jupiter).
c888 K. ^lfred Boelk. xxxv. § 4 lob Saturnes sunu.

Ibid, xxxviii. § 1 pa sceolde bass lobes faider bion eac god ;

baes nama wses Saturnus. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vin. xii. {1495) 318 Saturnus hath that name of saturando,
makynge fulnesse and plente. 1508 Dunbar Ballad Ld. B.
Stewart 75 Saturnus doune, withe fyry eyn, did blent.

1513 Douglas Mneis vm, vi. 39 By quham the land of
Saturn, war and wys, Hes left and changit his auld name
oft sys. c 1600 Smaks. Sonn. xcviii. 4 When proud pide
Aprill.. Hath put a spirit of youth in euery thing : That
heauie Saturne laught and leapt with him. 1667 Milton
P. L. I. 519 Or who with Saturn old Fled over Adria to th*
Hesperian fields. 1819 Shelley Prometh. Unb. w. iv. 33
Then Saturn, from whose throne Time fell.

2. Astr. The most remote of the seven planets
known to ancient astronomy. In OE. also f Sa-
turnes steorra.
Saturn is now known to be attended by eight moons, and

to be surrounded by a broad flat ring (or rather two con-
centric, rings in the same plane).

In Astrology, on account of its remoteness and slowness
of motion, Saturn was supposed to cause coldness, sluggish-
ness, and gloominess of temperament in those born under
its influence, and in general to have a baleful effect on
human affairs.

<;888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxvi. § 3 Si<55an to ban cealdan
stiorran be we hata5 Saturnes steorra. Ibid, xxxix. § 3
Saturnus se steorra. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm.
xii. (1495) 319 Though Saturnus be kyndly leeddy by clere*
nesse of Iubiter whan he is coniunct with hym he is made
white and bright, c 1400 Treat. Astron. 6 (MS. Bodl. Add.
B. 17), A Saturne is a planete maliuole and wycked. c 1430
Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 197 Satourn disposith to
malencolye. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 31 Though Venus
gouerne your desires, Saturne is Dominator ouer mine.
1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. (1645) 107 Saturne that dull and
malevolent planet 1741 Watts Improv. Mind 1. xvi. § 2
Inform them that Saturn has five moons of the same kind
attending him. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 634 The moons of Jove,
and Saturn's belted ball. 183a Tennyson Pal. of Art iv,

Still as, while Saturn whirls, his stedfast shade Sleeps on
his luminous ring. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 811/1 Saturn is

the largest planet but one of the solar system.
3. A/c/i. The technical name for lead.
fSalt, extract of Saturn: lead acetate, sugar of lead,

t Spirit of Saturn: app. impure acetic acid distilled from
sugar of lead.

c 1386 [see Jupiter 2 b]. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. m. vii.

in Ashtn. (1652) 140 For sum men can wyth Saturne it

multeply. 1594 Plat Jewell-ho. in. 89 To congeale Mer-
curie with the spirit of Saturne. 1651 French Distill, iii.

73 Take of the Calx of Saturn, or else Minium. 1694 Sal-
mon Bate's Dispens. 1. ii. (1713) 66/1 This Spirit of Saturn,
drawn from its Salt, is an inflamable Liquor, and is thus
made : £ Salt of Saturn, so much as may fill your Glass or
Earthen Retort two Thirds full ; put it into a Furnace [etc.].

X706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Salt ofSaturn, otherwise call'd
Saccharum Satumi, or Sugar of Lead, is the Body of that
Metal, open'd and redue'd to the form of a Salt, by Distilled
Vinegar. 1717-51 [see Balsam sb. 2 b]. 1758 [see Jupiter
3 bj. 1819 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 32 It.. is *aid to have
this effect, as soon, and completely, as extract of Saturn.
allusively. 3797 W. Johnston tr. Beckmann"s Invent. I.

398 One may justly doubt whether, at present, Mars, Venus,
or Saturn, is most destructive to the human race.

b. Comb, f Saturn cinnabar {Syd. Soc. Lex.),

t Saturn red (in recent Diets.), names for red
lead ; Saturn's tree [tr. med.L. arbor Satumi],
a lead tree (in recent Diets.).

4. Her. The tincture sable, in blazoning by the
names of heavenly bodies.
157a [see Jupiter 2 c, Mars 2 cj.

Saturnal (satz>unal), a. and sb. [ad. L. Su-
turnalis, f. Sdtttrn-us Saturn : see -al.]

fA. adj. Pertaining to Saturn or his astro-
logical influence. Obs.

1591 Greene Farew. Folly Wks. (Giosart) IX, 324 Yet
remaines there in the minde certain Scyntillulx voluptatis,
which confirmed by a saturnall impression, were harder to
root out than were they newly sprong vp in youth. 1651

J. F[reake] Agrippa'sOcc. Philos. 96 They thataretogaLher
a Saturnall, Martiall, or Joviall Hearb must look towards the
East, or South. 1666 J. Smith Old Age 109 He that shall

call the.. poor bloud returning home in the Veins, Earthly,
Saturnal, Gross, shall make no Schisme . . in the . . doc-
trine of Circulation. 1683 Tryon Way to Health 649 Are
not the Saturnal and Martial Strings and Notes as material
and useful as the Jovial and Venenal?
B. sb.

fL ? One born under the influence of Saturn. Obs.
1605 Timme Qucrsit. 1. 47 There are starres which haue

their most colde and moyst spirites, as the Saturnalls and
Lunaries.

2. //. [a. F. saturnales fem. pi. ( 1
4th c. saturneles in

Littre).] fa. = Saturnalia i.d. ^Saturnalia 2.

1487 Caxton Bk. Gd. Manners 1. xv. (W. de W. c 1515)
E ij, As enseyg[n]eth Macrobe in his boke of Saturnelles.

[1513 Douglas SEneis 1. Prol. 68 Of the writis Macrobius
..In his grete volume clepit Saturnail.] 1619 B. Jonson
Masque, Pleas. Reconc. to Virt. (init.), I know it is now
such a time as the Saturnalls for all the World. 1647 A.
Ross Mystag. Poet. xi. (1675) 286 At certain Feasts of
Minerva in March, the Maids were wont to be served by
their Mistresses, as in the Saturnals the Men-servants by
their Masters. 1654 Ogilby Virg. Georg. 1. (1684) 47 note,

Macrobius in the first of his Saturnals, c. 21. 1705 Tate,
etc, tr. Cowley's Hist. Plants (1795) 191 But yet these wild
Saturnals shall not last. 1864 A themeum 5 Mar. 345/3 To
compose that swaggering song, ' They shall not nave our
Rhine,' for these saturnals.

II Saturnalia (sseiiun^-lia), sb. pi. [L. Sd-
tumd/ia, neut. pi. of Saturndlis Saturnal a.]

1. Roman Antiq. The festival of Saturn, held in

the middle of December, observed as a time of

general unrestrained merrymaking, extending even to

the slaves. (Also, the title of a work by Macrobius.)
Now always with capital S.

1591 L. Lloyd Tripl. Triump/wsB^i Imitating the orders
and maners in the feast Saturnalia, a 1654 Selden Table-
T, (Arb.) 33 Christmas succeeds the Saturnalia. 1788
Gibbon Decl. # F. xii. IV. 176 The first days, which coin-
cided with the old Saturnalia, were [etc.]. 1886 Encycl.
Brit. XXL 321/2 Saturnalia. This, the great festival of
Saturn, was celebrated . . after Caesar's reform of the calendar
on the 17th of December. Augustus decreed that the 17th
should be sacred to Saturn and the 19th to Ops. Hence-
forward it appears that the 17th and 18th were devoted to
the Saturnalia.-

2. trans/, and^/%". A period of unrestrained licence

and revelry. Sometimes construed as sing:
In this sense not unfrequently with small initial.

1782 H. Walpole Let. to W. Mason 8 July, Malignity
at least will have its Saturnalia. 1818 Byron CIu Har. iv.

xcvii, But France got drunk with blood to vomit crime,
And fatal have her Saturnalia been, To Freedom's cause.
1856 Olmsted Slave States 101 From Christmas to New-
Year's Day, most of the slaves, except house servants, enjoy
a freedom from labor ; and Christmas is especially holiday,
or Saturnalia, with them. ,1899 Rider Haggard Farmer's
Yr. 147 This was the beginning of a perfect saturnalia of
tail-cutting and other operations [among the lambs].

Saturnaliau (seetwn^-lian), a. and sb. [f.

prec. + -an.] A. adj. Pertaining to the Saturnalia

;

appropriate to Saturnalia.
Saturnaliau coin : a medal struck In commemoration of I

the Saturnalia, and intended to be used in the present-
giving common at that season.
1721-2 Amherst Terrs Fit. No. 1 F 4 The famous Sa*

turnalian Feasts among the Romans, at which every Scut- !

lion and Skipkennel had Liberty to tell his Master his own.
\

1796 Burke Let. to Windham Corr. (1844) IV. 404, I make
j

use of the saturnalian liberty with which you have indulged
!

your Davus at the close of this December. 1825 Fosbroke
Encycl. Antiq. II. 895 Saturnalian Coins. 1831 Caklyle
Sart. Res. 111. v, Amid wailings from some, and saturnalian
revelries from the most, the venerable Corpse is to be buried,

j

l853 Humphreys Coin-Coll. Man. xxvii. II. 396 A coin of
Gallienus, which has been described as a Saturnalian coin.

1855 MtLMAN Lat. Chr. vi. iii. (1864) III. 450 That coarse
saturnalian humour which pleases the Italian, .ear.

B. sb. One who celebrates Saturnalia.
1885 ' G. Fleming' Andromeda I. vi. 105 The sight.,

brought much confusion upon these innocent saturnalians.

t Satirrnally, adv. Obs. [f. Saturnal a. f j

-ly a.] Under the influence of Satum.
1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 305 So are they more

or lesse merily and Giovially, or rudely and Saturnally in- :

corporated.

Saturn(e)day, obs. forms of Saturday.
Saturnelles : see Saturnal sb.

t Satu'rnial, a. Obs. [f. L. S&turni-us per-

taining to Saturn + -al.] Pertaining to the planet

Saturn ; born under the influence of Saturn.
1591 Sparry tr. Caitan's Geomancie 133 In things Sa-

turnial it is ill. 165a Gaule Magastrom. xxvi, So far forth
as it pronounceth him Saturnial, or Jovial, &c.

t Satu rnian, sb.1 Obs. [ad. eccl. L. Sdlumi-
dnus, incorrectly f. Sdturmnus or Saturnilus, the

name of the founder of the sect.] An adherent of

a sect of Gnostic heretics of the second century.
1598 Golburne tr. De Voyon's Catal. Doctors To Rdr.
A 8, The Saturnians, Montanists, Origenians, Tertullianists,

& Hyeraists. 1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. i. (1625) 11 Those
men which held . . that, Christ , . was man in appearance onely,
as the Manichies..and the Saturnians.

Saturnian (sat£*jnian), a. and sb. 2 [f. L. Sa-
tumi-us (f. Sdturn-us Saturn) + -an.] A. adj. 1

1. Pertaining to the god Saturn.

Chiefly with reference to the 'golden age ' under the
reign of Saturn (L. Saturnia regna). Saturnian land (L.

Saturnia tetlus), Italy.

1640 Howell Dodonds Gr. 58 The Saturnian times of
Gold let none henceforth admire. 2728 Pope Dune. I. 28
Here pleas'd behold her mighty wings outspread To hatch
a new Saturnian age of Lead. 1820 Shelley CEdipus 1. i.

174 Through the fortunate Saturnian land, Into the dark-
ness of the West. 1827 Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 51 A new
social order was to bring back the Saturnian era to the
world. 1863 Lonck. Wayside Inn 1. K. Robt. Sicily 106
And now returned again To Sicily the old Saturnian reign.

b. nonce-use. Resembling Saturn (in conduct).
1891 F. Thompson Sister-Songs (1895) 55 Ere Saturnian

earth her child consumes.

2. The distinctive epithet of the metre (versus

Saturnius) used in early Roman poetry, before the
introduction of Greek metres.
Although a considerable number of Saturnian lines have

been preserved, the nature of the metre is still disputed, some
scholars believing it to be quantitative, and others accentual.

1693 Drydes Juvenal Introd. (1697) 29 The Romans..
had certain Young Men, who at their Festivals Danc'd and
Sung after their uncouth manner, to a certain kind of Verse,
which they call'd Saturnian. 1783 T. Wilson Archseol.
Diet., Saturnian Verses. 1841 Macaulay Let. 22 Aug., in

Treyelyan Life (1880) II. 119 The Saturnian metre is cata-
lectic dimeter Iambic, followed by three trochees. 1894
Lindsay Lat. Lang. 159 The Saturnian verse recognizes
this secondary accent, if we are right in regarding it as
accentual and not quantitative verse, with three accents in

the first hemistich and two in the second.

3. Of or pertaining to the planet Saturn
; f due

to the baleful influence of Saturn.
1557 Grimalde in Totters Misc. (Arb.) 115 Mauortian

moods, Saturnian furies fell. 1794 G. Adams Nat. $ Exp.
Philos. iv. xliii. App. 176 But, like the Jovian and Saturnian
machines, they are only made from particular orders. 1806
Herschel in Phil. Tram. XCVL 466 We may infer the
existence of a Saturnian atmosphere. 1865 Proctor Saturn
$ Syst. 115 The only possible interpretation of the stability

of the Saturnian rings.

b. nonce-use. Resembling Saturn in slowness.
1796 Burke Regie. Peace Wks. IX. 93 The slow-paced

Saturnian movements of Spain.

t4. *= Saturnine. Obs.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Saturnian or Saturnine, barren,

dull, heavy, melancholly ; also unlucky or unfortunate.
1738 Chambers Cycl., Saturnine, or Saturnian, a term
applied to persons of dark, sullen, melancholic complections.

B. sb.

fl. One born under the influence of the planet

Saturn ; a person of saturnine temperament. Obs.

1591 Sparry tr. Cattail's Geomancie 31 A man being a
Saturnian, is much more apte and prompt vnto things of
Magicke, then he that is borne vnder an other Planet. 1598
Marston Pygtnal. iv. 150 What cold Saturnian Can hold,

and heare such vile detraction ?

2. An inhabitant of the planet Saturn.
1738 Geutl. Mag. VIII. 315/2 Some cold Saturnian, when

the lifted tube Shows to his wond'ring eye our pensile globe,
Pities our thirsty soil, and sultry air. 1870 Proctor Other
Worlds vi. 153 The provision of satellites and of the rings.,

is altogether inadequate to increase the supply of light re-

ceived by the Saturnians to any such extent as has been
imagined.

3. pi. Saturnian verses.

1899 Mackail Life Morris I. 284 English, like Latin, has
changed too deeply in structure to revert to its Saturnians.

4. nonce-use. The son of Saturn, Jupiter (tr. Gr.
Kpovicuv).

1820 Shelley Hymn Mere, xxxviii, Where the ambrosial
nymph with happy will Bore the Saturnian's love-child,

Mercury. Ibid, hi, I appeal to the Saturnian's throne.

Saturnic (sat£>\mik), a. [f. Saturn + -ic]

Affected with lead-poisoning.
18796"/. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 206 One patient was a

total abstainer. Two took ij pint of beer (both saturnic).

Three took 2 pints of beer (one was gouty and saturnic).

+ Satu rnical, a. Obs. [L Saturn + -ical.]

1. Belonging to the god Saturn.
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 101 ASaturnicall

or golden age. 1582 Stanyhurst ACtieis iv. (Arb.) 97 Thus
toe Venus turning spake thee Saturnical empresse [sc
Juno, daughter of Saturn].

2. Saturnine.
1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. iii. (1628) 80 Crodo was also

mistaken for Saturnus, not in regard of any saturnicall
qualitie. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 134, I think
it is the saturnecall humor of the ould king. 165a Peyton
Catastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731) 62 Nor lean, nor too Saturnical,
nor too Jovial, but in Golden Temper. 1701 Warwick
Mem. Chus. I 33 Where this malevolent saturnical man,
named Felton,. .gave him that mortal wound.

Satumicentric (sat£unise*ntrik), a. [£ Sa-
turn, after geocentric.'] Calculated with reference

to the centre of Saturn.
1790 Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXXX. 432 In order to

reduce the Satumicentric situation of the satellites to the
apparent one. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3)

253 In advancing as far as 63° of Satumicentric latitude,

we shall [etc.].

Saturnine (sse't&inain), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
*Sdturninus

t f. Saturnus Saturn. Cf. F. sa-

turnitit Sp., Pg., It. satumino.] A. adj.

1. a. Astro/. Born under or affected by the influ-

ence of the planet, b. Hence (in later use with-

out allusion to the primary sense), sluggish, cold,

and gloomy in temperament.
Saturnine mount, in Palmistry = Mons Satumi : see

Mons.
1433 Lvdg. St. Edmund 11. 275 This cuisid Bern, enuyous



SATURNINELY.
and riht fals, And of complexioun verray saturnyne. 1587
Greene 2nd Pt. Tritam. 14 b, The Saturnine temperature is

necessarie to dry vp the superfluities of the sanguine consti-

tution. 1599 Nashe ,£.*«/*« Sluffefn Saturnine heauy headed
blunderers. i6ai Bcrton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 1. iL 62 Gre-
gorius Tolosanus makes seauen kindes ofsetheriall. .Divels,

according to the number of the seauen Planets, Saturnine,
Iouial, Martiall, &c. 164a Howell For. Trav. v. (Arb.)3o
Go first to the Operations of the Soule, the one is Active
and Mercurial!, the other is Speculative and Saturnine : the
one Quick and Ayry, the other Slow and Heavy. x668
Dryden Def.Drain. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) 1. 116 My conversa-
tion is slow and dull ; my humour saturnine and reserved.

1696 Aubrey Afzse. (1721) 173 Toads (Saturnine Animals)
are killed by putting of Salt upon them. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 179 Pi, ] may cast my Readers unto two general
Divisions, the Mercurial and the Saturnine, a 1770 War-
burton Div. Legal, ix. Introd., Wks. 1788 III. 593 The In-
dolent, the Active, the Sanguine, the Flegmatic, and the
Saturnine have alt their correspondent Theories [of mo-
rality). 182a Scott Nigel xiii, The former, .was grave and
saturnine in every thing he did. 1848 Dickens Dombey
xxxv, Towlinson is saturnine and grim. 1855 Macaulav
Hist.Eng.xvi. III. 634 One of the most remarkable peculiari-
ties of this man [William III], ordinarily so saturnine and
reserved, was that danger acted on him like wine. 1865
Longf. Daniels Pnrgat. Introd. Sonn., O poet saturnine !

1871 Ttlor Prim, Cult. I. 113 Chiromancy., finds proof of
melancholy in the intersections on the saturnine mount.
2. Pertaining to the planet Saturn, rare"1 .

x86a G. Wilson Relig. Chem. 59 The Mercurial day being,
like our own, twenty-four hours long, the Saturnine only ten.

3. Of or pertaining to lead.

1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Chynu 7 You shall find the
water to have contracted no saturnine impression. 1753
Chambers Cycl. S*Pf- s- v., Saturnine tincture, tinctura
saturnina. 1781 E. Ford in Med. Commun. 1. 96 A scabby
eruption, which, .yielded to a saturnine application. 1813

J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 445 An emollient or saturnine
poultice forms. .the best application to the ulcer. 1835 G.
Field Chromatogr. 95 Red Lead, Minium, or Saturnine
Red. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. ( 1880) 120 Acetate
of lead and other Saturnine preparations.

b. Path. Of disorders : Caused by absorption of
lead. Of a patient : Suffering from lead-poisoning.
18*3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 105 Spasmodic cholic,

or the saturnine [read saturnine], as it is termed, from the
causation thereof, generally follows a debauch of wine, of
the pale kinds particularly. x8« Dunclison Med. Lev.,
Saturnine breath, the peculiar odour of the breath in one
labouring under Saturmsmus. 1885 T. Stevenson in Encyct.
Brit. XIX. 278/1 Potmen, who drink beer which has rested
for some time in pewter vessels, are also the occasional
victims of saturnine poisoning. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
II. 982 The increase or diminution of the uric acid was in

no way proportional to the severity of the colic, and old
saturnine patients tended to pass it in excess.

f B. sb. A person bora under the planet Saturn
;

a gloomy person.

1631 Brathwait IVhimzies, Launderer 56 A Launderer
is a linnen barber, and a meere saturnine ; for you shall
ever finde her in the sudds. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn.
151 So much for the Physiognomy of the Satumines ; now
for the Jovialists.

Saturninely (sart&mainli), adv. [f. Satur-
nine a. + -lt '*.J In a saturnine manner.
1895 Daily News 6 Feb.

J5/6 Lord Salisbury was sa-
turninely humorous in his criticism of the Ministerial pro-
gramme.

Saturninity (saetwni'nlti). [f. Saturnine a.

+ -ITT.] The quality of being saturnine.

1903 Critic XLIII. 353/2 The two dominating traits of
the Englishman's character are a love of battle and a ten-
dency to saturninity.

t SatUTniouS, tf Obs. [f. L. Satunti-us per-
taining to Satum + -10U8.J Saturnine, gloomy.
1591 Sparry tr. Caftan's Geomancie 229 It shall be by

Saturnyous, melancholy and vitious men.

Saturnism (isrtihniz'm). Also in mod.L.
form. [a. mod.L. Saturnism- us, f. L. Sdturn-us
Satcrn : see -ism.] Lead-poisoning.
1855 Dlnglison Med. Lex. % Satumismus%

poisoning by
lead; lead-poisoning; saturnine cachexy. 1879 St. George's
Hot}. Rep. IX. 179 Four had suffered from fits, one from
saturnism.

t Saturnist. Obs. [f. Saturn + -ist.] One
born under the influence of the planet Satum ; a
saturnine person.

1569 J. SAicroBD tr. Agrip/a's Van. Artes 50 b, She pro-
nounceth this man aSaturmste.or Jouialist. 1598 Marston
Sea. Viitanie l u. 175 What icye Saturnist, what Northeme
pate, But such grosse lewdnesse would exasperate ? 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 507 Grum-sirs hate jovialists; they
the sad, The active Soule a Saturnist.

t Saturnite. Afin. Obs. [f. Saturn + -ite.]

(See quot. 1896.)
1784 Kirwan Min. 361 (Chester) Satumite. 1795 \V.

Nicholson Did. Chew. II. 801 Satumite. By this name
Kirwan distinguishes a substance said by Monnet to be
found in the lead mines of Poullaouwen in Brittany, and
separated from the lead ore during its torrefaction. 1896
Chester Did. Names Min., Satumite, the name given to
a furnace product from lead smelting, at first considered a
simple mineral.

Saturnize (sarttf-maiz), v. [f. Saturn + -ize.]

fl. trans. To combine or impregnate with lead.
1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. {1713) 477/1 Nitrum Sa-

turnisatum, Nitre saturnised, or with Lead.

2. nonce-use. To castrate.
[In allusion to the mutilation of Saturn by Jupiter.)
18*9 Landor /mag. Conv^ Lucian 4- Timoth. Wks. 1853

II. 18/2 My grandfather .. likes no horses but what are
Saturnized.
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t Saturnlike, adv. Obs. [f. Saturn + -like.]

Resembling Saturn.
1569 Spenser Vis. Bel/ay (earlier version) vii. 4 A grisly

forehed and Saturnelike face, a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635)
147 But since the Sunne of righteousnesse hath rose from
the Saturne-like and dull Earth on our Sunday ; wee (etc].

Satuxnsday, obs. form of Saturday.
Saturnus : see Saturn. Satury : see Satyr.
Satyr (sae'taj). Forms: a. (repr. L. satyrus

y

pi. satyr T) 4 satirus
; //. 4-6 satiri, satyri, (4-5

eatiry, satury, satarye). &. 5-7 satyre, 6 satyer,
6-8 satire, 6- satyr. [a.d.'L.salyrus, a. Gr. aarvpos.

Cf. F. satyre, Sp. sdtiro, Pg., It. satiro.]

1* Myth. One of a class of woodland gods or
demons, in form partly human and partly bestial,

supposed to be the companions of Bacchus.
In Greek art of the pre-Roman period the satyr was repre-

sented with the ears and tail of a horse. Roman sculptors
assimilated it in some degree to the faun of their native
mythology, giving to it the ears, tail, and legs of a goat,
and budding horns.
In the English Bible the word is applied (without prece-

dent either in the LXX or the Vulgate) to the hairy demons
or monsters (Heb. CH^rtc s'Clrim) of Semitic superstition,

supposed to inhabit deserts.

C1374 Chaucer Tr. fy Cr. iv. 1516 (1544) And |>is, on
euery §od celestial I swere it a,ow,..On euery Nymphe and
deyte infernal On satury and fawny more and lesse, J>at
halue goddes ben of wildernesse. c 1387 Trevisa Htgden
(Rolls) I. 169 J>ere is ofte by ny?te i-seie fire, fauni, and
satyri. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 171 The Greks..Sein ek that
of the helles hihe The goddes ben in special, Bot of here
name in general Thei hoten alle Satiri. 1484 Caxton
Fables o/Auian xxii, The wodewose or Satyre ledde the
pylgrym in to his pytte. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippas
Van. Artes 111 The woode Satires. 1581 Pettie Guazzds
Civ. Conv. 111. (1586) 157 A milkemaide of the countrie, who
will haue as good a grace amongst other women, as a
Satyre would haue amongst the Nymphes. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. Witcher. vu. xv. (1886) 122 They have so fraied us
with bull beggers, spirits, witches, urchens, elves, hags,
fairies, satyrs, pans fauns, sylens [etc.). 1594 Nash k Terrors
Nt. Wks. (Grosart) III. 222 Fawnes, Satyres, Dryades, &
Hamadryades.

^ 1595 Locrine v. iv. 203 You Driades and
lightfoote Satiri. 1603 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 140 So excellent
a King, that was to this Hiperion to a Satyre. 1611 Bible
Isa. xiii. 21 Satyres [1885 {Revised) satyrs {margin or he-
goats)] shall daunce there. 1700 Congreve Way of World
Hi. xviii, Sure I was born with budding Antlers like a young
Satyr. 1848 Mrs.Jameson Soct. <$ Leg. Art (1850) 64 The
head has the god-like ugliness and malignity of a satyr.

h.Jig. as the type of lustfulness.

1781 Cowper Conversat 38 The heathen law-givers of
ancient days,.. Would drive them forth from the resort of
men, And shut up ev'ry satyr in his den. 1877 Ruskin
Laws Fesole I. 206 The essential character of Renaissance
art,— the pride ofThieves, adorned by the industry of Fools,
under the mastership of Satyrs.

U c. The confusion between the words satiric

and satyric gave rise to the notion that the satyrs

who formed the chorus of the Greek satyric drama
had to deliver 'satirical' speeches. Hence, in the

16-1 7th c, the frequent attribution to the satyrs of

censoriousness as a characteristic quality. See
also Satire sb. 4.

T 1580 Lodge Reft. Gosson's Sch. Abuse 36 They presented
the Rues of Satyers, So that they might wiselyc vnder the
abuse of that name, discouer the follies of many theyr folish

fellow citesens. 1593 Greene Mamiitia 11. To Rdrs., Let
Momusmocke, and Zoilusenuie, . .yea, letthesauage Satyre
himselfe, whose cynicall censure is more seuere than need,
frowne at his pleasure. 1650 B. Discolliminium 46 A .

.

lumpe, compounded of. .Satyres Splens, Polecatts Lites.

2. A kind of ape (so Gr. oarvpos) ; in modern
use, the orang-utan, Simia satyrus. rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R, xvin. xcvL (1495) 842 Some
ape is callyd Satirus, plesynge in face wyth merymeuynges
and playenges. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 558 Other
Apes there are store, and as Solinus reporteth, Satyres
with feet like Goats, and Sphynges, with breasts like women.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. India *• P. 188 For their Solitariness

called Men of the Woods, or more truly Satyrs. 1776
Burnby Hist. Mus. (1789) I. it 304 Satyr is a name given
by some authors to the Orang-outang, or man of the
woods. 1760 Ann. Reg. 196 Gough.. unchained a large
fierce animal., it proved to be a man satyr. ..Gough is a
dealer in wild beasts. 184a Brande Did. Sri., etc., s. v.,

In Zoology, the ourang-outang..is sometimes called satyr.

3. Any butterfly of the !jToaP Satyridie.

1871 Newman Brit. Butterflies 77.

f 4. Cant. (See quot.) Obs.

1714 A. Smith Lives Highwaym. (ed. 2) II. 136 He left off

picking Pockets, and got into a Gang of Satyrs who are

Men living wild in the Fields, that keep their Holds and
Dwellings in the Country and forsaken Places, stealing

Horses, Kine, Sheep, and all other sort of Cattle.

1 5. Her. = Satyral. Obs. 1889 [see Satyral].

6. attrib. and Comb., as satyr-dance, -shape, train
;

satyr-footed, -like adjs.; Batyr-drama = Satyric

drama; satyr-pug, a British geometer moth,

Eupithecia satyrata.
a 1746 Holdsworth Rem. Virgil (1768) 23 Virgil here

speaks of a feast just like this ; and of the Pan or *Satyr-

dance. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's Anc. Art §386
(ed. 2) 499 The old "satyr-drama. 1598 E. Guilpin Skint.

(1878) 35 Thys leaden-heeled passion is to dull, To keepe

face wun this *Satyre-footed gull. 188a ' Ouida ' Maremtua
. viii. 187 The figure of a shepherd, *satyr-like and clad

in goatskin. 1869 Newman Moths 126 The *Satyr Pug.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxv, In his coarsest "Satyr-shape.

a 1717 Parnell To Pope 27 A "Satyr Train Peeps oer
their Heads, and laugh behind the Scene.

SAT^RION.

Satyr, obs. form of Satire.

II Satyra (sce'tira). [L^ a. Gr. o-anJpa, fem. of
GCLTvpos Satyr,] A female satyr.

1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Matter's Anc. Art % 385 (ed. 2) 497
Double herma of a satyr and a satyra.

Satyral (sse-tiral). Her. [a. OF. satire!, -a/
t

dim. of satire Satyr.] (See quot.)
1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Satyral, a fictitious

beast, said to have the body of a lion, the tail and horns of an
antelope, and the face of an old man. 1889 Elvin Did.
Her., Satyr or satyral.

Satyrday, Satyre ; see Saturday, Satire.
Satyresque (ssetlre'sk), a. Also -esk. [ad. It.

satirescOy f. satiro Satyr : see -esque.] Resembling
a satyr; having the characteristics of a satyr.

'75S Phil. Trans. XLIX. 497 It. .represents a Priapus,
which is not satyresque. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's
Anc. Art § 329 (ed. 2) 388 The gelasinus in the cheeks also
only becomes satyresk beauties,

Satyress (sartires). [-ess.] A female satyr.
1840 H. Drummond Let. to T. Phillips 24 Satyresses

suckling their little cubs. 1890 Sat. Rev. n Oct. 437/1
The fauness or satyress. .grows a little monotonous.
Satyri, Satyrial(l : see Satyr, Satirial a.

Satyrian, obs. form of Satyrion.

II Satyriasis (ssetTroi-asis). Path. Also 7 sa-
turyasis. [mod. L., a. Gr,o,

aTup(ao-ty,f.o,

aTu/)iai' to

suffer from satyriasis, f. aarvp-os Satyr : see -asis.]

1. ' Excessively great venereal desire in the male.
Also, synonym, for Priapism * {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1 897).
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden eclxxx, Being put into

Plaisters andapplyed totheReines,it helpeth the Satyriasis
or continuall standing of the Yard. 1696 Floyer On the
Humours (J.), If the chyle be very plentiful it breeds a
satyriasis. 1874 Bucknill & Tuke Man. Psych. Med.,
Insanity 4^52 Satyriasis and Nymphomania, as examples of
Monomania, are, therefore, liable to the objection that they
are spinal or cerebro-spinal affections.

fig. 1629 Quarles Argalus <$ P. 1. 46 Now. .euery eare
Hath got the Saturyasis to heare This tragicke sceane. 1847
Df. Quincev Notes on Landor Wks. 1858 IX. 285 Afflicted

with the very satyriasis of curiosity.

2. 'Old term applied to a variety of Elephanti-
asisgrsecorum^ or leprosy, on account of its hideous
appearance' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).
(1684 Blancards Phys. Did., Satyriasis .. .Tis taken

sometimes for the Leprosy, because in that Disease the Skin
acquires the Roughness of a Satyr.] 1884 A. Lambert in
Contemp. Rev. Aug. 21 1 Elephantiasis, Satyriasis, Leontiasis,
serve only to render more vividly the real fact of uttermost
misery, .concealed now under the common name of Leprosy.

Satyric (sati*rik)f a. and sb. Also 7 satir-,

satyrique, 8 satir-, satyrick. [ad.L. satyric-us,

Gr. <xaTVptK-6s
}

f. txarvp-os Satyr : see -IC.]

A. adj. Pertaining to satyrs ; esp. as the epithet

of that species of Greek drama in which the chorus

was habited to represent satyrs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 13 That, .there are certaine
little nilles full of the Satyrique-ALgipanze, and that in the
night time they vse great fires, piping and dansing. 1693
Drvden Juvenal Ded. (1697) 32 In the Olj'mpique Games,
where the Poets contended for four Prizes, the Satirique
Tragedy was the last of them. 1776 J. Bryant Mythol.
III. 196 They had also.. the satyric dance, which was
common among the Thracians, and the people of Greece.

1783 T. Wilson A rchseol. Did. s. v. Scene, According to

Vilruvius there were three sorts of scenes, Tragic, Comic,

and Satyric. 1819 Shelley {title) The Cyclops. A Satyric

Drama Translated from the Greek of Euripides. 1871

Nesbitt Catal. Slade Coll. Glass 167 Five columns, sur-

mounted by satyric masks. 1877 Ruskin Fors Clav.

lxxxiii. 360 Which satyric dance and sirenic song accom-
plished [etc].

7 B. sb. A satyric drama. Obs.

1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded. (1697) 32 Amongst the Plays
of Euripides, .. there is one of these Satyriques, Ibid.

33 The Satyrique, says he [Casaubon], is a Dramatique
Poem, annex'd to a Tragedy ; having a Chorus, which con-

sists of Satyrs.

Satyric, obs. form of Satiric.

Satyrical (satrrikal), a. [f. L. satyric-us

(see prec.) + -AL.] = Satyric a.

1590 L. Lloyd ut Pt. Diall of Dales Oct. 43 Picus and
Faunus two Satyricall Gods.^ 1601 Holland Pliny I.

296 Those satyrical gesticulations of theirs like Antikes.

1699 Bentlev Phal. 243 The true Thespis's Plays were all

Satyrical, (that is, the Plot of them was the story of Bacchus,
the Chorus consisted of Satyrs). 1763I. Brown Poetry <v

Mus. vii. 144 In this Union of comic Representation and a
satyrical Choir, we see the genuine, though imperfect and
rude Form of the old Greek Comedy, a 1846 Mrs. Brown-
ing Lett. R. H. Home (1877) II. liv. 98 There are certain

objections, .such as the difficulty of sustaining the right

Satyrical tone.

Satyrical, obs. form of Satirical a.

Satyrion (sati'ri^n). Forms: 5 saturioun, 6-7
satirion, 7 satyrian, saterion, 6- satyrion. Also
8 in L. form satyrium. [a. L. satyrion, -urn, a,

Gr. aarvptov, f. aarvp'os Satyr, in allusion to the

reputed aphrodisiac properties of the plant so

named.] A name given to various kinds of Orchis.
The name Satyrium has been given in botanical Latin to

a sub-tropical orchidaceous genus.
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. ii. 732 in Attglia XVIII. 325

Of dragans arn spycis iij. . Hot tie arn callyd saturioun. 1526
Grete Herballcccxcx. (1529) Xv, Satirion. .groweth on hylles

& playne feldes. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E. D. S.) 70
The great Satyrion may be called in englishe whyte satyrion or

freat satyrion. 1597 Gerarde Herbal \. civ. 172 Red handed
atyi ion is a smal lowe and base herbe. 16*5 Bacon Ess.,



SATYRISK,

Gardens r i The Sweet Satyrian, with the White Flower.

1681 Otway Soldier's Fort. v. (1735) 108 'lis the root

Satyrion, a very precious plant. 173* Miller Gard. Diet.,

Orchis,. .Satyrion.or Fool-Stones. i7$* J. Hill Hut. Plants

c0I (Tod.) The undivided bulbed satynum, with lanceolated

leaves. 1844 Kitto Phys. Hist. Palestine vii. 241 Moon-

trefoil; knapweed; satyrion. .

attrib 1637 Heywood Dial xvi. 237 There nothing is to

boot Between a Bean and a Satyrion root. 1661 Rabisha

Cookery 22c To preserve Saterion roots.

Satyrique, obs. form of Satiric a.

Satvrisk (sae-tirisk). Antiq. rare. [ad. Gr.

traTvptcneos, dim. of aarvpos Satsr.] A little satyr.

1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Arte. Art § 386 (ed. 2) 500

Heron also.. mentions Satyrisks with wine-skins.

Sau, obs. pa. t. of See v. ; obs. f. Saw, Sow.

Sauba (sp-ba, ||sau'ba). In quots. saiiba.

[Tupt sauba.\ The leaf-cutting ant {(Ecodoma

cephalotes) of tropical South America.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazons i. (1864) 11 Another far more
interesting species was the Saiiba. . . Large mounds of earth,

..forty yards in circumference, .. were the work of the

Saiibas. 1864-5 Wood Homes without Hands vii. (1868)

122 The Saiiba or Coushie Ant.

Sauce (S9S), sb. Forms : 4-5 sawse, Sc. salss,

4-8 sawce, sause, 5 saus, sace, 5-6 Sc. sals(e, 6

saulce, sace, gvulgar sarse,saase, sass, 4- sauce.

See also Souse, [a. F. sauce (in OF. also sausse)

= Pr., Sp., Pg., It. salsa :—popular L. sa/sa, fern,

of salsus salted : see Salt a. 1 The etymological

sense is thus identical with that of Salad.]

1. Any preparation, usually liquid or soft, and

often consisting of several ingredients, intended to

be eaten as an appetizing accompaniment to some
article of food, f Formerly occas. applied to a

condiment of any kind.

Often with qualifying word denoting the predominant in-

gredient, as bread, egg, mint, parsley sauce, t Also (15th c.)

in many adopted Fr. terms, as sauce cameline, galantine,

gansell, etc. : see Two Cookery-bks. 77 (c 145°) ana" 108-1 10

(c 1430). t Robert sauce [tr. F. sauce Robert) : a sauce con-

sisting of chopped onions cooked with butter and seasoned.

1350 Witt. Palerue 1882 pei ete at here ese as p«i mi^t

banne, boute salt ober sauce or any semli drynk. 13. . E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 823 [Lot's wife] sayde softely to hir self ' bis vn-

sauere [MS. vn-fauere] hyne Louez no salt in her sauce '.

C1386 Chaucer Nuns Pr. T. 14 Of poynaunt sauce [v.rr.

sawce, sause] hir neded neuer a deel. £1420 LiberCocornm
(1862) 52 For grete lordis bou schalt take wyne With safroune

to by sawce ful fyne. c 1450 Holland Howlat 705 Many
sawouris salss with sewaris he send, c 1480 Henryson Test.

Cress. 421 The swete Meitis, seruit in plaittis clene, With
Saipheron sals of ane gude sessoun. 1481-90 Hcnvard
Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 109 Otmele j.d. Sasis j.d. Clos and
mas j.d. 1558 Warde tr. Alexis"

1

Seer. (1568) 42 Use it at

meales in the maner of a saulce. 1578 Lyte Dodoeus 11.

lxxvi. 250 This herbe is also used.. in Salades and sawces.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple /si. i. xxvii, While sugar hires

the taste the brain to drown, And bribes of sauce corrupt

false appetite. 01656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks, (1660) 186 A
sharpkind of sowrenesse in sawces is esteemed pleasing and
tastfull. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. Tracts (1684) 81

Sawce made of Raisins stamped with Vinegar. 1725 Brad-
ley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Roast-Meats, An old wild Boar must
be dress'd..with Pepper and Vinegar, or Robert-Sauce.

1750 W. Ellis Country Housewife's Comp. 246 For Sauce
to such a Pudding, they strew a little Sugar over it when
out of the oven, and then it becomes so palatable that [etc.].

1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 123 To make
Sauce for tame Ducks. 1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery

127 Parsley-green, for colouring Sauces. 1884 Girl's Own
PaperMay 427/3 Boiled chicken, .covered with white sauce.

b. In proverbial expressions, as Sweet meat will

have sour sauce, What's saucefor the goose is sauce

for the gander, and the like.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 158 Sweete meate
will haue soure sauce, to this reason feate, Ioyne this con-

uersion soure sauce will haue sweete meate. 1581 T. Howell
Deuises (1879)200 Aye me that such soure sauce, false fortune

should procure. 1607 Hieron Wks. (1614) I. 20 The sweet
meats of wickednes will haue the sowre sauce of wretched-

nes and misery. 1700 Collier ind Def. Short View 37
That that's Sawce foraGoose is Sawce foraGander. 1845
Disraeli Sybil m. i, We were holding out for our rights,

and that's sauce for any gander, 1900 Upward Eben. Lobb

295 It seemed to me as though what was sauce for the in-

sured ought to have been sauce for the annuitant. 1905
Athenaeum 5 Aug. 167/1 What is sauce for the verb is

surely sauce for the verbal substantive.

C. trans/.

J362 Langl. P. PI. A. vn. 249 Ete not, Ich hote be, til

hunger be take, And sende be sum of his sauce to sauer be

be betere. 1375 Barbocr Bruce 111. 540 Thai soucht [naue

othir] sals thar-till Bot appety t. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph.
13 b, Houngre & thirste is for all thynges the beste sauce
intheworlde. 1555-1634 [see Hunger sb. 1 c). 1693 Locke
Educ.% 13. 13 Flesh once a Day,, .without otrer Sawce than
Hunger, is best.

2. Jig. Something which adds piquancy to a word,

idea, thought or action.

a 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxvii. ig Quha maist it servis sail

sonast repent : Off quhais subchettis sour is the sals. 1533
More Debell. Salem Wks. 969/2 But this good host of ours
..geuethvs thereto one Htle messeofsace to it. 1552 [see

Saucy a.1 ifig.\. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. State 11. xiii.

183 Sleep it self is a recreation ; adde nottherefore sauce to

sauce. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables lxxiv. 74 That which
we call Raillery, in This Sense, is the very Sawce of Civil

Entertainment. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xiii, What is enticing

to other men, must, to interest them, have the piquant sauce

of extreme danger. 1907 A. C. Benson Altar Fire 16 Fame
is only one of the sauces of life.

3. Phrases, a. To serve with the same sauce : to
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subject to the same kind of usage (as one has suf-

fered, oras has been inflicted on another). Similarly,

a sop of the same sauce-, to taste of the same sauce.

1523 Ln. Bekners Froiss. I. ccccxv. 726 If the flemynges
had achyued the prise ouer them, they had bene serued of
the same sauce. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 70 They serue

them with like sause, requitinge deathe for deathe. 1587
Greene Euphues his Censure Wks. (Grosart) VI. 223 Hee
[Cleophanes] thought to giue them a soppe of the same
sauce, and to thrust out one wyle with another. 1593 Tell-

troth's N. Y. Gift (1876) 7, I wil not Hue alone in sorrow,

but will make thee taste of the same sauce. 1605 Trag.
End Sir J. Piles (i860) 24 The other man who was close

by him . . might wel haue beene served with the same sawce
likewise. 1704 J. Pitts Ace. Mohammetans 152 They sent

for the French Consul, intending to serve him the same
Sause. 1889 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery^ underA rms xxxvi,

You deserve the same sauce.. for.. letting that ruffian tor-

ment these helpless ladies.

fb. To have eaten sauce, to have drunk of
sauce's cup : to be abusive. Obs.

Cf. sense 6 b, and Sauce v. 4 c, d.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 1404 Ye haue eten sauce, I trowe,

at the Taylers Hall, a 1529 — Bouge ofCourt 72 To be so

pertc.she sayde she trowed that 1 had eten sauce; She
asked yf euer I dranke of saucys cuppe.

f c. 7o pay sauce, to pay dearly ; to cost (a per-

son) sauce, to cost him dearly. Obs.

1678 J. Phillips tr. Tavemier's Trav. 1. IV. viii. 168 This
penitence costs the criminal Sawce. 1686 tr. Chardin's
Coronal. Solyman 107 All the Court.. believ'd 'twould cost

his ambition sauce; as indeed it fell out. 1604 Westma-
cott Script. Herb. 9 We pay Sauce for sophisticated stuff.

1718 ftfoTTEUX Quix. (17^3) II. 116 The Innkeeper.. swore
..that they should pay him Sauce for the Damage.

^

td. In no sauce : under no possible circum-

stances, by no persuasion or inducement. Oh.
[Cf. Fr. ' cela ne vaut rien a quelque sauce qu'on le mette '.]

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 265 b, An haulte courage to-

warde, and that could in no sauce abyde to bee putte backe.

1550 Latimer Last Serm. bef. Edw. VI (1562) 113 b, And
yet I remember I had preached vpon thys Epistle once afore

Kyng Henry the .viii. but now I could not frame wyth it,

nor it liked me not in no sauce. 1565 T. Stapleton Fortr.

Faith 10 The lerned therefore amonge the protestants will

in no sauce make papistry so late a matter.

4. a. Chiefly U.S. Vegetables or fruits, fresh or

preserved, taken as part of a meal, or as a relish.

Often = Salad. See also Green sauce.
In U. S. long sauce = beet, carrots, and parsnips ; short

j«««=potatoes, turnips, onions, pumpkins, etc.

1629 Parkinson Parad. title-p., A Kitchen Garden of all

manner of herbes,. .and fruites, for meate or sause vsed with

vs. 1705 Beverly Hist. Virginia iv. xvii. (1722)253 Roots,

herbs, vine-fruits, and Sallad-flowers. . they dish up . . and find

them very delicious Sauce to their Meats. 1809 W. Irving

Knickerb. in. vii. (1820) 204 Some buxom country heiress,

. . deeply skilled in the mystery of making apple sweetmeats,

long sauce, and pumpkin pie. 1813 Batchelor Agric.

Bedford 76 (E. D. D.) The potatoe..is also the principal

vegetable used for sauce. 1893Z1NCKE Wherstead xxvii. 261

Vegetables are, with us [in East Anglia], ' sauce '.

b. U.S. A dish of fruit-pulp stewed with

sweetening or flavouring.

In recent Diets. ; the examples cited are apple-sauce and
cranberry sauce, which as used in England belong to

sense 1.

1846 Mrs. Kirkland West. Clearings 24 Among custards,

cakes, and 'saase' or preserves, of different kinds, figured

great dishes of lettuce [etc.].

5. A solution of salt and other ingredients used in

some, manufacturing processes. Cf. Pickle sbj- 3.

So F. sauce : see Liare" s. v.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 617 (Gold) This pickle or sauce, as it

is called, takes up. .a notable quantity of gold. Ibid. 1255
(Tobacco) Watering each layer [of tobacco] . . with a solution

of sea salt, of spec. grav. 1*107, called sauce. 1876 J. Dun-
ning Tobacco (Brit. Manuf. Industr.) 16 In other countries

liquors or ' sauces ' (as they are called) are genei ally employed.

6. [? Evolved from Saucy a.] f&. Vocatively.

An impudent person, a 'saucebox*. Obs. Cp.

Jack-sauce s.v. Jack sb.1 35 and Saucebox.
a 1553 Udall Royster D. m. iii. (Arb.) 48 Backe sir sauce,

let gentlefolkes haue elbowe roome. 1591 Troub. Raigne
K. John(i6u) 27 Good words sir sauce, your betters are in

place, c 1593 Marlowe Jew ofMalta hi. (1633) F 2 b, Go to,

sirra sauce, is this your question? get ye gon. 1697 Cibber
Woman's Wit in. 40 Why what's that to you, Sawce !

b. Sauciness, impertinence, colloq. and dial.

1835 Marrvat joe. Faitkf ii, He's full of his sauce, sir,

—you must forgive it. 187a Routledge's Every Boy's Ann.
614/1 Dennis had been in his tantrums..; he'd, .given sauce

to the monitors. 1897 C. Morley Stud. Board Sch. 217

My husban' wouldn't take none of his sauce.

7. attrib. and Comb., as sauce cook, -deviser, -dish,

maker, -plate, -tureen ; sauce-garden U. S., a
garden in which vegetables are grown for the table

;

sauce-man U.S., one who deals in vegetables;

sauce oyster, a large oyster used in making sauce.

1908 Daily Chron. 5 Aug. 6/2 A *sauce cook, at the Bath
Club. 1884 Tennyson Becket Prol. 52, I know thee..

A

*sauce-deviser for thy days offish. 1837 Haliburton Clockm.
Ser. 1. xii. 103 They vegitate like a lettuce plant in *sarse

garden. #14x0 in 1st Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 109/1 All

the folks of the *salsemakercra(te..did at their own costs

and charges together maintain . . the pageant. 156a Turner
Herbal 11. (1568) 22 The succot makers and saucemakers.

1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) I. xvi. 249 Behind
comes a ' "sauceman \ driving a wagon full of new potatoes,

green ears of corn [etc.]. 1891 Daily News 10 Oct. 5/4
*Sauce oysters are unusually large and excellent. 1835

Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales, Mr. W. Tottle ii, On one side of

the table two green *sauce-tureens, with ladles of the same.

SAUCE.

Sauce (6?s)> v > Forms : 5-6 sause, sawse, 5-7
sawce, 6 saulce, 9 vulgar sass, 5- sauce, [f.

Sauce sb. Cf. F. saucer.]

1. trans. To season, dress, or prepare (food) with

sauces or condiments, arch.

c 1440 Promp. ParzK 441/z Sawcyn, salmento. Sawcyn,
wythe powder, idem quod Powderyn. c 1450 Douce MS.
55 in Two Cookery Bks. 50 Sauce him withe powdre of pepyr
and gyngevere & mustarde vynegre & salt and serve him
forth. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <y F. vi. 30 Of a goose
with garlicke sauste : so late I eete. 1584 Cogan Haven
Health exxvi. (1636) 125 A.. powder, to strow upon..
Quinces, or Wardens, or to sauce a hen.^ 1594 R. Ashley
tr. Loys le Roy 15 Eche countrey hauing his peculiar meates,
and a seueral kinde of dressing, preparing, sauouring, saulc-

ing, rosting, and boyling them. 163a tr. Bruefs Prax. Med.
242 His meate may be sawced with iuyce of Pomegranates.

1667 L. Stucley Gospel-Glass xxxii. (1670) 305 Nothing has
pleased your squeamish stomachs, but meat so sawced. 1699
Evelyn Acetaria 81 Garcius and others, assure us, that the

Indians, .universally sauce their Viands with it [Foetid AssaJ.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. ii. 152 Sauce them [the cutlets]

with Mustard, Butter, Shallot, Vinegar and Gravy. 1883
American VII. 120 However poor the meat it is well sauced.

b. In proverbial phrase. (See quots.)

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 73 Hunger sauceth every

meate. 1641 J. Shute Sarah fy Hagar (1649) 136 Saith

Saint Basil ' Fasting . . sauceth best the use of meats \

t C. transf. To make bitter. Obs.

1614 Bp. Hall Contempt. ,0. T. v. i. 10 So to craue water,

that it may not be sauced with bitternes.

2. fig. a. To furnish a pleasing accompaniment

to; to make pleasant or agreeable, to reduce the

asperity or severity of.

1514 Barclay Eglog'u. (1570) Bjb, Their disputation Is

swetely saused with adulation. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castig-

Hone's Courtyeri. B 4, Other.. do.. sauce their sorowes with

sweetenesse. 1576 Fleming PanopL Epist. 281 Sawce the

same with laughter. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. iv. vii.

(1622) 99 These continuall causes of sorrow, were sauced
with some small contentment. x6ai in Birch Crt. fy Times
jfas. I (1848) II. 127 This sad news I shall sauce with a
little that is more pleasant. 1661 R. L'Estrange State-

Divinity Pref. 2 Whoever Sauces not his Earnest with a
Tang of Fooling misses his Marque. 1837 Hawthorne
Twice-told T. (1851) I. xi. 1S2 A slice of the densest cloud

within his reach, sauced with moonshine.

T b. To qualify with a mixture of bitterness. Obs.

c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) D v, Joy sauced

is with payne. 1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 1. v. 25
Caluin.. sauceth the swete and true doctrine, with the

cancred venim of heresy. 1617 Moryson Itin.i. 75 Tyrone
writ to the Earle of Oimond, whose Letter he sauced with

general complaints against the Earle. 1647 Fuller Wounded
Consc. xv. ii2 It being just, that the sweetnesse of his cor-

porall pleasure should be sauced with more spirituall sad-

nesse. 1655 Terry Voy. E. India iii. 120 The Contents

there found by such as have lived in those parts, are sour'd

and saue'd with many unpleasing things.

c. To ' season*, make piquant.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions n. xi. 238 When this

countrefeicte prophet had saused his secte with these wicked

opinions: he gaue them his lawe. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts, O. T. 208 He gave them abundance of food.. but

withall, hee sauced it with judgement, a 1661 Holyday
Juvenal \. Notes {1673) 8° He endeavour'd to sauce their

dishes with his scurrility. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 23 Oct. 3/2

Now it [history] must be sauced and savoured,.. lest our

sickened appetites refuse to taste the dish.

If 3. An alleged technical term for : To prepare

(a capon, a plaice, a tench) for the table. (Cf.

quot. 15 1 3.) Now pseudo-arch.
C1486 Bk. St. Albans fvij b, A Capoon sawsede. Ibid.,

A Tenche sawced. 15x3 Bk. Keruynge in Babces Bk. (i868j

266 Sauce that capon. Take vp a capon, & lyfte vp the

ryght legge and the ryght wynge,..& laye hym in the

plater as he sholde flee, & serve your souerayne it knowe
well that capons or chekyns ben arayed after one sauce

;

the chekyn shall be sauced with grene sauce or vergyus.

1688 R. Holme Armoury 111. iii. 78/1 Sauce that Plaice and
Tench,. .Sauce that Capon. 1840 H. Ainsworth Tower of
London 11. xxxix, In the old terms of his art, he leached the

biawn, reared the goose, sauced the capon [etc.].

4. In various jocular or colloquial uses, t a. To
make (a person) ' pay sauce ' (see Sauce sb. 3 c) :

to charge extortionate prices to. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. iii. 11 lie make them pay: He
sauce them.

f b. To belabour, flog. Nteofig. Obs.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. in. v. (1601) H3 b, Oh
he hath basted me rarely, sumptiously : but I haue it heare

will sause him. a 1693 Aubrey Lives, Dr. Triplet (1898)

I. 265 'And doe not sawce me openly.' * Yes sir, I'll sawce

you openly.' a 1726 Vanbrugh Journey to London 1. I1728)

14 But heavy George and fat Tom are after 'em.. ; they'll

sawce their Jackets for 'em, I'll warrant 'em.

c. To rebuke smartly. Now only dial.

[Cf. F. 'saucer quelqifun, le gronder, le reprimander

fortement * (Littre^.]

1600 Shaks. A.Y.L. in. v. 69 As fast As she answeres thee

with frowning lookes, ile sauce Her with bitter words. 1602

Dkkker Satiro-mastix E 3, 1 wod alwaies haue thee sawce

a foole thus. 188* A. B. Taylor Westmorld. Sk. 5 (E.D.D.)

Sheed tell em a lot a lees to git off being sased for spilltn

t'cofe an stuff.

d. To speak impertinently to. vulgar.

1864 Doneaster Chron. 4 Mar., I have never been saucy

to Mr. Sykes; I have 'sauced' the men who have been

working for him. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vii, Dont
sauce me in the wicious pride of your youth. 1868 ' Holme
Lee' B. Godfrey li. 289 If a chap sauces you... let him
sauce on. 1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage 217 They bully

the slavey (but then the slavey sauces them, so perhaps it

is only tit for tat). 1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Romance
i. 9 An' she might sass you so you'd be ready to back out, to©.
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Sauce-alone (sg'SiahJuTi). [app. f. Sauce sb.

+ Alone, implying that the plant serves as a suf-

ficient sauce by itself.] The plant Sisymbrium
Alliaria, a tall hedge-weed formerly used as a

flavouring for salads and sauces.

1530 PALSCR.-265/2 Sauce alone an herbe. 1548 Turner
Names Herbes (E. D. S.) 82 Alliaria is called in english
Sauce alone or Iaclce of the hedges. 1579 Langham Gard.
Health (1633) 592 Sausalone : It is vsed of some instead of
Garlike. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cclxvii. 650 Sauce alone,

or Jack by the hedge. . . Diuerseate the stamped leaues heerof
with satt fish, for a sauce. 1699 Evelyn Aceiaria 29 Sauce-
alone has many Medicinal Properties. 1785 Martyn Rous*
seau's Bot. xxiiL (1704) 323 The garlick-smelling [species of
Erysimum]) called thence Sauce-alone, .. has heart-shaped
leaves. 1896 J. Davidson Fleet St. Eclogues Ser. 11. 93 And
white the lady-smocks a-row And sauce-alone in the hedge.

Sauce-boat (so stvut). [Boat sb. 2 a.] A
small vessel with a lip, used for serving sauce.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 6 You may do Half the Quan-
tity and put it into your Sauce- Boat or Bason. 1750 H.
Walk>L£ Let. to Mann 1 Sept., For one article of the plate
she ordered ten sauceboats. 1841 Thackeray Sam. Tit*
marsh iv, I had., pretty nearly all the oysters out of the
sauce-boat. 1893 Encycl. Pract. Cookery (ed. Garrett!,
Sauceboats, small vessels of various shapes and designs in

which sauce is served at table. In the illustrations the
Sauceboats are served in the dish.

Saucebox (s^'sityks). colloq. [f. Sauce sb. 5
+ Box sb.] A person addicted to making saucy
or impertinent remarks.
1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 6 Why sawceboxes must you

be pratling ? 1675 Cotton Scoffer Scoft 34 For which, Sir

Sawce-box, dost thou see, Since thou'lt make them, I'll un-
make thee. 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 29 And so I am
to be expos'd, am I, said he.., to the whole World, by such
a Saucebox as you? i8ao Miss Mitford in L'Estrange
Life (1870) 1 1. i3i She's a goosecap, you know, and a romp,
and a saucebox. 1875 R. G. White in Galaxy XIX. 558
What delight it must have given this she sauce-box to make
that answer to her own father.

Sauced (s$st), ppl. a. [f. Sauce v. + -ed 1
.]

Seasoned, flavoured.
c 159a Marlowe Jew of Malta iv. (1633) H 4 b, He Hues

vpon Pickled Grashoppers, and saue'd Mushrumbs. 1651
Biggs New Disp. \ 160 Their saue'd Julaps.

t Saucefleme, sb. and a. Obs. Forms : 4
sawcefleem, 4, 6 sausfleme, 5 sawflom, salce-,

salfleme, sawse-, sawceflewm e, sauseflem(e,
6 aawce-, salseflo ,a gme, sawce-, sauce-, saus-
fleume, sawsfleam, -flame, 7 sauce-, sausflearae,

sauceflegme, 5-6 aauceflerae. See also Sauce-
line, [a. OF. sausefleme, semi-popular ad. med.L.
salsum flegma * salt phlegm

'
; salsum. neut. of

L. salsus salt, adj., flegma Phlegm.] A. sb. A
swelling of the face accompanied by inflammation,

supposed to be due to salt humours.
AUo in translated form saltfleume : cf. Salt a. 1

1 b.

I1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vii. lix. (1405) rvij, Car-
buncuius. .comeb of saltc flewme. J a 1400 in Ret. Ant.
I. 189 And on is in the mydde for-hevede, For lepre saus-
fleme mot blede. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 41 16 His
lace was deformed and bolnyd And with' rede salfleme
suolnyd. 154a Udall Erasm. Apofh. 71 Litle pvmples or
pushes, sucbe as of cholere and saUefleagme budJen out in
the noses and faces of many persones. 1586 Lupton Thou-
sand Hot. Things (1675) 14 Scurviness, Sawsflame, or Red-
ness of the face. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccexxvi. 765 Cu-
cumber [thus prepared]. .doth perfectly cure all manner of
sawcefiegme and copper faces. 1601 Holland Pliny II.

113 The red pimples or sauce-flegme in the face.

B. adj. Afflicted with this disease.
c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 635 A Somonour was ther with vs

in that place That hadde a fyr reed Cherubynnes face ffor

sawcefleem he was with eyen narwe. 154a Boorde Dietary
x. (1870) 357 It [whey] doth purge redde colour, and is good
for sausfleme faces. 1547 — Brev. Health clxx, A sauce
fleume face, which tsarednes about the nose and the chekes,
with small pymples. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Phys. Secrets
166 For a Red gum, or Sausfleame face old or new.
Hence f Bauceflemed • Saucefleme<z. j Sauce-

fleming Salckfumk sl>.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 116 Wyne . . makithe the uisage
salce fleumed rede, and full of white whelkes. 159a in
Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. ix. 329 pe vayn..to opyn for
be. .sauce-flemyng in the face. 1631 Brathwait Whinnies,
Piper 145 This sauce-fleamed porcupine.. will bee many
times monstrously malapert.

Saucege, -eidge, obs. forms of Sausage.
Sauceless (s9's,les), a. [f. Sauce sb. + -less.]

Having no sauce, or sauces
;
jig. lacking piquancy.

188a Miss C. F. Woolson Ann* iv. 67 Seeking a place
[in New York] where his knowledge..would have been
prized by exiled Frenchmen in a sauceless land. 1899 Month
June 621 Even vice would be in many ways sauceless and
insipid in the absence of faith.

t Sauceline, sb. and a. Obs. In 5 sawce-
lyne, -lyme, sawslem, 6 saucelin, sauslyme.
[Corrupt form of Saucefleme.] -Saucefleme.
14.. Stockholm Med. MS. p. 4 in Archmologia XXX.

4x2/1 Good for sawslem skabbe & mannys lymys. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 441/2 Saweelyne [Winch. MS. sawcelyme].
1537 St. Papers Hen. VIII. V. 96 The fellowe with the fowle
sauslyme face. 1549-3 Act 34-35 Hen. VII/, c. 8 The stone
..saucelin and morfew, and suche other lyke diseases.

t Sau'celiness. Obs. rarer- , [f. *saueely (f.

Sauce sb. + -ly -) + -ness.] Sauciness.
155a Huloet, Wantonnes or saucelines in askynge or

crauynge
,frocacitas.

Saucely, obs. form of Saucily.
Vol. VIII.

+ Sauce malapert. Obs. [See under Saucy
a. a.] Impertinence, insolence. Hence f Sauce
malapertly adv., in a manner insolently abusive.
1529 More Supplic.SoulysWks. 305/2 He vsetha figure of

rethorike that men cal sawce malapert. 1556 J. Heywood
Spider <r F. xcv. 74 Not blowing hensforth (so sausmala-
pert lie) My masters and maistres meate.

[app. a. AF. *sattce

A concoction, a mix-
t Sauce-medley. Obs.

medlee. lit. * mixed sauce \]
ture compounded by art.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 678/1 The Papists
haue made an hotchepoche and a sawse medley of lyes

that they haue scraped together from all corners.

Saucepan (sg-sipan). [f. Sauce sb. + Pan sb. 1
]

1. In early use, ' a small skillet with a long handle,

in which sauce or small things are boiled ' (J.).

Now, in wider application, a vessel of metal, with a
long handle projecting from the side, and usually

with a lid; the utensil most commonly employed
for culinary boiling, except for large joints of meat.
1686 Land. Gas. No. 2120/8 Two Silver Porringers, one

Silver Sawce-pan. 1697 E. Lhwyd in Phil. Trans. XXVII.
468 With these Plates he makes Furnaces, Pots, .. Sauce-
Pans, &c- 17*9 Swift Direct. Serv. ii. (1751) 38 If you have
a Silver Sauce-pan, and the Butter smells of Smoak, lay the
Fault upon the Coals. 1817 Lady Morgan France 1. (1S18J
I. 65 He found his gold-headed cane, silver saucepan,
baggage, every thing in short in statu quo. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. 111. iv, I would recommend examination of the
bacon in the saucepan on the fire. 189a Photogr. Ann. II.

174 As an oilbath a small cast-iron saucepan answers well.

D. Phrase. (Cf. Sauce sb. 6.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. Your Sauce-Pan runs

over, you are exceeding bold.

2. altrib.&nd Comb., as saucepan-lid'; saucepan
crab, the crab Limulus Polyphemus, the shell of

which is used, in tropical America, for a ladle.

1861 E. D. Cook Paul Fosters Daughter viii, Do you
call that saucepan lid clean ?—because I don't. 1884 Leisure
Hour Nov. 687/2 King crabs.. are sometimes called the
horseshoe crab . .as also saucepan crab.

Saucer (sg'saa). Forms: 4-6 sawser(e, 4-8
sawcer(e, 5 sawsesere, sauacyre, sawssor,
sowcer, 5-6 salser, Se. salsar, 5, 7 sausser, 6

sawsser, sawecere, sasser, saleer, Sc. sasar, 6-7
saser, 4- saucer, [a. OF. saussier masc., saussiere

fem. (mod.F. only sauciire) vessel for holding

sauce, f. sauce Sauce sb. Cf. Sp. salsera- Pg. sal-

seira. It. salsiera. med.L. salsdrium.~\

f 1. A receptacle, usually of metal, for holding

the condiments at a meal ; a dish or deep plate in

which salt or sauces were placed upon the table.

13.. Coer de L. 1489 Now, styward, I warne the, Bye us
vessel gret plente", Dysschys, cuppys, and sawsers. c 1340
Nominale (Skeat) 503 Dobler saucer of lynde. 14. . Metr.
Vox. in Wr.-Wulcker 626/9 Sawsesere, salsarium. 1434 in

E. E. Wills (1882) 101, ij sauseres of peautre. 1:1481 Cax-
ton Dialogues 7/31 Now must ye naue Platers of tyn,

Disshes, saussers, Sallyers, trenchours. 1488 Ace. Ld.High
Treas. Scot. I. 82 Item, tuelf salsaris. 1504 in Bury Wills
(Camden) 97 Item I wyll that myn executes shall geve to

xx" maydens..xij pecys of pewtyr, that ys to sey, iiij

platers, iiij dysshys, and iiij sawssers. 1538 in Lett.

Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 272 Item, in. platters, a
dysshe, and a sawecere xij d . 1541 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I.

176 Ane playt, a dische, a salsar, a chandlar of brace. 1588
Archdeacon tr. True Discourse A mty K. Spain 69 Dishes,
Cuppes, Sassers. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 338 The women,
going to dance, did weare about their girdles plates of golde
as broad as a sawcer. 1674 T. P. etc. Eng. 4- Fr. Cook 31
And send with the serving it up some Saucers of Green-
sauce. i7ift-4* Bailey, Saucer, a little Dish to hold
Sauce.

2. Any small shallow dish or deep plate of circu-

lar shape. Now commonly felt as an extended

use of sense 3.

Somewhat specialized applications are : fa receptacle for

the blood in blood-letting (obs.) ; a small earthenware plate

on which cake water-colours are rubbed in water ; a shallow
vessel placed under a flower.pot, sometimes holding water to

be drawn up through a hole in the bottom of the pot.

1607 B. Barnes Divils Charter Prol., Presently the Pro-

notary strippeth vp Alexanders sleeue and letteth his arme
bloud in a saucer. 1615 Crookf. Body ofMan 254 Blood.,
caked as it is in a Saser after blood-letting. 1630 Churckw.
Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 184 Two litle plates or saw-
cers for carying and setting the bread on itt, at the tyme of

the Communion. 1665 in Phil. Trans. 1. 118 The last Blood
was received in a Sawcer. 1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries
Hum. Life in. xxxvi, Rubbing Indian ink, or cake colours,

in a very smooth saucer. i8aa Loudon Encycl. Gard. 328

The Flower Pot-Saucer is a flat, circular vessel, with a rim
from one to two inches high. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxvi, A quantity of orange marmalade spread out in a little

cut-glass saucer. x8s6Glenny £««**. Every-d.Bk. 259/1 The
pot nad feet to keep the drain hole above the water in a

common saucer, and the saucers for common pots had a flat

rim inside.

transf. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 173 The Armenians .. in

stead of musical! instruments, have Sawcers of brasse (which

they strike against one another) set about with gingles.

b. Pink saucer : see Pink a.* C. c.

1855 Piessh Art ofPerfumery 222 Pink Saucers.

3. A small round shallow vessel, usually with

concave sides and flat at the bottom, used for sup-

porting a cup (esp. a tea or coffee cup), and catch-

ing any liquid that may be spilled from it.

1753 Richardson Grandison (17B1) I. ix. 40 Down went

his cup and sawcer. 1776 Wilkes in Boswell Johnson {1 791)

II. 86 If a poet had to speak of Queen Caroline drinking

tea, he must endeavour to avoid the vulgarity of cups and
saucers. 1840 Marryat Poor Jack xvi, Don't pour your
tea in your saucer—that's vulgar ! 1861 J. R. Greene Man.
Anim. Kingd., Ccelent. 66 The constrictions deepen until

the Strobila becomes not unlike a pile of cups or saucers.

4. In similative phrases. Cf. Saucer eye.
This use orig. belonged to sense 1. Cf. AF. ' les oyls granz

com deus saucers ', Boeve^ de Haumtone 1^60 (13th a).

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. vi. i. G 8, Her eyes like siluer saucers
fayre beset With shining Amber and with shady let.

1663 Dryden Wild Gallant v. i. We met three or four
hugeous ugly Devils, with Eyes like Sawcers. 1679 Hist.
Jetzer 3 The eyes of these Dogs as Jetzer thought,, .were
bigger than Saucers. 1789 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ode to Devil
03 Wks. 1816 II. 23, I thought That thou a pair of horns
hadst got, With eyes like saucers staring ! 1876 tr. Ander-
sen's Fairy Tales 128 There sat the dog with eyes as big as
saucers, glaring at him.

5. fa. Phys. =Cotyledon 1, Acetabulum 2 d.
1683 Snape Anat. Horse i.xxviii. (1686) 62 Any of those

Glandules that are. .called Cotyledons or Sawcers. 1684 tr.

Bonet*s Merc. Compit. 1. 2 Slimy humours which loosen the
acetabula (or saucers) of the womb.

b. Bot. Any part of a plant resembling a saucer,

as the involucre of Euphorbiacese, and the tubercle
of lichens in which the seeds are imbedded.
1578 Lyte Dodoens itr. xxix. 356 The flowers are yellow

and grow out of litle dishes or sawsers. 1796 Withering
Brit.Plants (ed. 3) 1. 370The rising particle, which is destined
to form a concave saucer, becomes hollow and green at the
top,.. the saucer becomes larger and more and more open.
..At length it becomes a perfect saucer, either sitting, or
supported on a short foot. 1862 Darwin Orchids vi, 277 In
Dendrobium chrysanthum the nectary consists of a shallow
saucer.

6. Meek* In various uses : see quots.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet.. Sawcers, those round Pieces

of Iron fixt on the Sawcer-hooks, on which the Leathern
Suckers are put in Chain-Pumps. 1750 Blanckley Nav.
Expositor, Saucers, are round thick Pieces of Iron, on which
the Spindle of the Capstons work, 1794 Rigging $ Seaman-
ship I. 8 Saucer, a bolt with a flat head. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Saucer, ..a socket of iron let into a
wooden stock or standard . . to receive the spindle or foot on
which the capstan rests and turns round.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. = belonging to a saucer,

as saucer-hook (see sense 6) ; "b. = of the shape of

a saucer (sense 3), as saucer-cap, -dome, -eyeball,

-head. c. parasynthetic, as saucer-headed- -shaped
adjs. ; also saucer-like adj. and adv.
1885 C. Lowe Bismarck I. 17 He got himself up in the

traditional long-boots, velvet jacket, and "saucer cap. 1895
Wesim. Gas. 7 Oct. 8/2 Work has been begun upon the
third *saucer-dome. a 173a Gay Story of Apparition 19
Wks. 1737 II. 55 Night roaming ghosts, by *saucer eye-
balls known. 1815 Falconer's Diet, Marine (ed. Burney)
s.v. Bolt, Those, .have commonly small round heads, some-
what flatted, called "saucer heads. Ibid., *Saucer-headed
Bolt. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, A muckle great saucer-
headed cutlugged stane, that they ca' Charlies Chuckle.
1650 Bt'LWER Anthropomet. 75 This affectation then of
great *Sawcer-like eyes is a fancie against the rule of nature.

1861 Reade Cloister <$• H. xxxviu, On reaching them the
rustic rider's eyes opened saucer-like. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl.

Anat. IV. 213/2 At the bottom of the sac is situated a
*saucer-shaped body. 1901 Athenaeum 27 July 132/1 The
same church has a saucer-shaped paten, 1652.

Saucer eye. Usually //. An eye as large

and round as a saucer, generally ascribed to spectres

and ghosts. Cf. Sauceb 4.
1664 Butler Hud. n. i. 131 Some have mistaken Blocks

and Posts, For Spectres, Apparitions, Ghosts, With Sawcer-
eyes, and Horns. 1718 Prior Hans Carvel 77 The devil.

.

without saucer-eye or claw Like a grave Barrister at Law.
1808 Wolcot (P. Pindar) One more Peep at Roy. Acad.
Wks. 1812 V. 371 With mealy face and saucer eyes. 1837
Barham Ingot. Leg., Spectre of 2'appingten, Don't suppose
you can palm off your saucer eyes on me. 1846 C. Boner
tr. Andersen's Danish Story-bk. K 6 b, He struck the flint,

and the well-known dog with saucer-eyes stood before him.

b. trans/.

1849 De Quincey Eng. Mail-Coach Wks. 1862 IV. 326 The
huge saucer eyes of the mail, blazing through the gloom.

So Saucer-eyed a., having saucer eyes.

162a Massinger & Dekker Virg. Mart. m. Hi, Clouen

footed, Blacke, saucer-eyde, his nostrils breathing fire. 1883

T. Hardy in Longm. Mag. July 268 A thin saucer-eyed

woman of fifty-five.

Saucerftil (s9"s3jful). [f. Saucer + -ful.] As
much as fills a saucer.

i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. vii. 87 With a saucerful in

each hand.

Saucerless (s^'sailes). [f. Saucer + -less.]

Having no saucer.

1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son vii, Cups, saucerless

and chipped. 1873 Tristram Moab ii. 22 Three handleless,

saucerless blue china cups.

tSaU'Cery. Obs. Forms: 5 salserie, 5-6

sawcery(e, 6 saleerie, salcery, saulcery, 7

sausery, 8 aalsary, 6-8 saucery (e. [a. OF. saus-

serie, med.L. salsdria, f. OF. sausse. med.L. salsa

Sauce sb. : see -ery.]

1. The department of a household entrusted with

the preparation of sauces.

c 1440 in Househ. Ord. {1790) 38 There is none that dyneth
in their offyces, savinge onely the cookes, the scullery, the

sawcerye [etc.]. 150a in Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830)

2 To the Saulcery xs. 1510 in Rutland Papers (Camden)

40 Item, theskullary and sawcery. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII,

c. 12 § 3 The Grome of the Saleerie. .of the same housholde

. .shalbe. .redye withe vyneger and colde water. 1708 J.

Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xiv. (1710) 121 Vinegar and

cold Water, brought by the Groom of the Saucery.
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SAUCIATE.

2. That part of a house in which sauces were

prepared ; the apartments of the servants engaged

in the preparation of sauces.

1468 in Prh>. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 223/2 In the

squillery and salserie a yeoman a groom and a page. 1649

Descr. Richmond Crt. in Nichols Progr. Eltz. (1823) II.

412 One other little room called the Saucery. j6Sf>Surv.

Nontuch in Arckxologia V. 435 One little timber budding,

. commonly called the Saucery House, conteyning foure

little roomes used by the yeomen of the sauces.

3. attrib. salsary-man. (See quot.)

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. hi. 537 Salsary-man.

[An officer of the Queen's Pastry.]

Saucester,-cestour,-cestr, var.ff. Saucister.

Sauch, var. Saugh ; obs. Sc. pa. t. of See v.

Sauchen,Saueliie,var. ff. Saughen, Saughya.
Saucht(e, -ine, var. flf. Sadght, Saughten.

t Sau'ciate, v. Obs. rmre, [f. L. saua'dl-,

ppl. stem of sanative^ f. sauci-us wounded.] trans.

To wound, hurt Hence San'dated ppl. a. ; so

Saucia-tion [ad. L. sauciatio], wounding.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sauciate (saucio), to hurt, to

wound, to cut. 1657 Tomlinson Renoifs Dtsp. 283 Balm
..which distills out of a sauciated Tree. 1658 Phillips,

Sauciation, a wounding.

T Sau'ciate, pa.pple. Obs. [ad. L. saucidt-usy

pa. pple. of saucidre : see prec] Wounded, hurt.

1509 Barclay ShypofFolys (1874) II. 17 Murdred is Mars,

and with woundes sawciate The bondysof peas hath dryuen
the tyrant hens.

Saucidge, -ige, obs. forms of Sausage.

Saucily (sg'sili), adv. Also 6 saucely, 6-7

sawcely, 7 sawcily. [f. Saucy + -ly 2
.] Inasancy

manner, in various senses of the adj.

1548 Elyot Dict.t Proterue, proudely, immoderately,

shamefully, saucily, knappishely. 155* Huloet, Sawcely.

1591 Warner Alb. Eng. vn. xxxviL 166, I beare a mind
lesse bace than that I can digest your Drudge with me so

saucely should chat. 1599 Broughton's Lett, vi, 19 You
began to stirre,..malepartly answering his Grace with

scomfull letters, and subscribing them . . most saucely. 1617

Moryson Itin. n. 63 The Townes .. stood so saucily upon
their priviledges, as a sharpe rod and strong hand were

requisite to amend them. 1651 Davenant Gondibert n. i.

31 Even from the Tempi"?, Angels soon withdrew; So
sawcely th afflicted there complain'd. 1668 Clarendon
Contempt. Ps. Tracts (1727) 443 We have, .saucily used and
prophaned some of the expressions which by the dictate of

God's own spirit they have thought fit to make use of. 1709

Steele Tatter No. 44 r 5 [He] makes him speak sawcily

of his Betters. 171a Arbuthnot John Butt 11. xi, The more
young and unexperienc'd he usM to teach to talk Saucily.

1768 Priv. Lett. Ld. Afalmesbury(iZjo)l.2iS Some printers

who saucily mentioned our debates were ordered to attend.

1853 Reade Chr. Johnstone xv. 276 She then smiled saucily

in his face. 1900 Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 27 Bell's

saucily unconscious air of command piqued him.

Sauciness (sg'sines). Also 6-7 sawci-

nes(se, 7 sawcyness, sawsinesse. [f. Saucy a.'1

+ -ness.J The quality of being saucy, in various

senses of the adj. In early use as a term of serious

reprobation: Insolent presumption, haughtiness,

arrogance. Now with milder sense : Impertinence,

rudeness to superiors ; often used playfully in mock
dispraise (cf. Saucy a.i 2 c).

1548 Elyot Diet, Proteruiias, . .saucinesse. 1576 Flem-
ing Panopl. Epist. 383 To the intent you may take him
in hand, suppresse nis saucinesse, and make him leaue

off his mallapertnesse. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Luke \\\. 36
marg. note, Whereby we learne the intolerable saucines of

the Caluinists, and their contempt of holy Scripture, that

dare so deale with the very Gospel it self. 1590 Shaks.
Com. Err. il ii. 28 Your sawcinesse will iest vpon my loue.

And make a Common of my serious howres. 1600 Holland
Livy xxv. 547 The magistrates, .gaue place to the furious

rage and malapart saucinesse of a few. 1676 Glanvill Ess.

Pkilos. <$ Relig. vii. 6 All demean'd themselves with much
sawctness and irreverence towards God. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 225 P 3 Familiarity in Inferiors is Sauciness.

1713 Addison Trial Count Tariff 9 Speaking against his

Superiours with Sauciness and Contempt. 1753 Johnson
Adventurer No. 84 P 13 Thus we travelled on four days
..without any endeavour but to outvie each other in super-

ciliousness and neglect ; and when any two of us could

separate ourselves for a moment, we vented our indignation

at the sauciness of the rest. 1835 Marbyat Joe. Faith/.

xxi, What might be called sauciness in a girl, may be thought
something more of in a young woman. 1866 Geo. Eliot
F. Holt v, Her sauciness was always charming because it

was without emphasis. 1879 Froude Caesar viii. 81 He
[SyllaJ experienced, however, himself, in a milder form, an
explosion of military sauciness.

Saucing (sg-sin), vbl. sb. [f. Sauce v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb Sauce.
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Pref. 5 b, The sawc'ng of plea-

sures with some kynd of misfortune. 1586 J. Hooker Hist,
fret, in Holinshed V. 83/1 He.. being in a chafe for the
wrong sawcing of a partridge, arose suddenlie from the
table.

II
Saucisse. Obs. Also 7 saulcisse. [a. F.

saucisse Sausage, applied transf. with allusion to

the shape.] = Saucisson 3.

1604 E. Grimstone Hist. Siege Ostend 144 He causeth
Saulcisses to be made (so they call certaine things made of
wood, tyed together). i70» Milit. Diet. (171 1)1- Saucisse, a
long Train of Powder roll'd up in a Pitch-Cloth, and sew'd
together in Length, so that it reach from the Foumeau, or

Chamber of the Mine, to the Place where the Engineer
stands to spring the Mine.. .There are generally two Sau-
cisses to every Mine, that if the one fail, the other may hit.

1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2) s. v. Mine, The saucisse [1728

130

(ed. 1) reads Saucidge) of the mine >s the train ; for which

there is always a little aperture left. 1795 A mer. State

Papers, For. Relat. (1832) I. 523 (Slant) All arms and im.

plements serving for the purposes of war, by land or sea,

such as. -carcases, saucisses, &c.

II
Saucisson (soss'son). [Fr., augmentative of

saucisse Sausage.]

1. A large thick sausage.

1760-71 tr. Juan », Ulloa's Voy. (ed. 3) I. 361 The better

to preserve its strength, it [sc tobacco] is dried, and tied up
in the form of a saucisson. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xxiii,

French saucissons seasoned with garlic.

2. A kind of firework, consisting of a tube of

paper or canvas packed with gunpowder.

1634 J. B[ate] Myst. Nature 86 Saucissons are of two

sorts eyther to be placed upon a frame,.. and so to be dis-

charged .. or else to bee discharged out of the morter-peece.

1688 R. Holme Armoury m. xvi. (Roxb.) 91 In this Balloone

must be put Rockets serpents, stars, petards, and one or

two saucissons to Break the Balloone.

3. Mil. [Cf. Saucisse, Sausage 3.] a. A large

fascine.

170a Milit. Diet. (1711), Saucissons or Saucisses, Faggots

made of the Bodies of Underwood, or of the large Branches

of great Trees. 1756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 508 The 1 1 th and

12th were employed in making gabions, saucissons, and

fascines. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3),

Saucisson. . .This name is also given to an extra large fascine.

b. A long tube of waterproofed canvas or other

material packed with gunpowder and used as a

fuse for firing a mine.
1827 Southev Hist. Penins. War II. 300 The saucisson

was fired, and the explosion, as Bouchard had expected,

threw down the entrenchments. 1862 Cliamb. Encycl.

VIII. 496/2 The electric spark is now preferred to the sau-

cisson. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Sau-

cisson (French=sausage).—A long tube of linen, filled with

gunpowder, .used for exploding fougasses or mines.

t Sauxister. Obs. In 4 sausither, 4-5 sal-

sister, 5 sawster, -styre, -sestyr, sawcystre,

-eistre, saucestr, -eestour, -cester. [? Altered

adoption of F. saucisse Sausage, by assimilation

to some word in -isler.j A sausage.

1347 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 41 In Salsisters emp.

\')d7. . Salsisters emp. in villa, 3s. 3d. a 1387 Sinon. Barthol.

(Anecd. Oxon.) 29 Mazakata, ..vulgaliter salsicia, i. sau-

sither. 14. . Nam. in Wr.-Wiilcker 741/24 Hec salsucia, a

sawstyre. 1434 Durh.Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 62 In sawsestyrs

empt. 4s. lid. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/2 Sawcyster, lynke,

Una. 1483 Catli. Angl. 317/1 A Salsister, hirna.

Saucy (sg'si), a. 1 Forms : 6 sausy, -ie, Sc.

sawsy, 6-7 sawsie, 6-8 sawcy(e, -ie, 8 vulgar

saasy, 6- saucy, [f. Sauce sb. + -T*»]

f 1. Flavoured with or pertaining to sauce ; re-

sembling sauce ; savoury. Obs.

1508 Dunbar Ffyting 191 Quhair thow lyis sawsy in

saphron, bak and syd. 1604 E. G(rimstone] D'Acosla's

Hist. Indies IV. xxv. 279 Delicate, and of a sawcie and de-

licious taste. 1630 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Gt. Eater Kent
Wks. I. 146/1 Nor in all his life time the queasinesse of his

stomacke needed any sawcy spurre or switch of sowre Ver.

iuice or acute Vineger.

Jig. allusively. 155a Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. 1. (1562) 65
But he that wilbe a christen man, that intendeth to come to

heauen, must be a sausye felow : he must be well poudered

with the sause of affliction and tribulation.

2. Of persons, their dispositions, actions, or

language : Insolent towards superiors
;
presumptu-

ous. Now chiefly colloq. with milder sense, applied

tochildrenandservants: Impertinent, rude, 'cheeky\
In the 16th c. often saucy (and) malapert, whence More's

Sauce malapert, t Saucy Jack : an impertinent fellow.

1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Saucy to perte or homlye, malapert.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke v. 17-20 What a more
shamelesse or sawcie pranke coulde there bee, then to take

downe the tyling of an other mannes house, and to toumble

in such a lothely syght before such a presence to behold it ?

"553 Respublica 1. iii. 26 Whoo buzzeth in myne eare so?

what? ye sawecye Iacke? 1556 Olde Antichrist 24 Symon
magus was so sawcye as to name him selfe the mightie

power of God. 1599 B. J onson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. v,

That saucie stubborne generation, the Iewes. 1600 Shaks.

A. Y. L. 111. ii. 313, I wil speake to him like a sawcie

Lacky, and vnder that habit play the knauewith him. 160a

Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. Introd. 7 Comparisons wer of al

things most saucy and malepert. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 70

My Lady Rich her letter he termed an insolent saucy mala-

pert action. 1620 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster 11. i, My father

would preferre the boyes he kept to greater men then he,

but did it not till they were too sawcy for himselfe. 1646

H. Markham Let. in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App.

v. 2, I shall not trouble your Ladyship with her scandelous

and sawcy language of my Lord or yourselfe. 1663 Dryden
Wild Gallant iv. i, Sawcy Rascal, to disturb my Medita-

tions. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. iv. xii, Base Man ! Was
it not enough to affront me with your sawcy Passion ? a 1721

Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Jul. C. 1. ii. Wks. 1723 I. 217

Betters ! thou sawcy Citizen.be silent. 1791 Boswell Johnson

an. 1773, 29 Sept., A clergyman's widow.. having acquired

great influence over the father, was saucy to the son. 1821-2

Shelley Chas. 1st ii. 35 Mark you what spirit sits in St.

John'seyes? Methinks it is too saucy for this presence. 1843

Syd. Smith in Mem. (1855) II. 499. 1 was sorry to be f°rced

to give such a beating, but he was very saucy and

deserved it. 1879 Dixon Windsor II. xvi. 171 Alencon had

a saucy tongue. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Good Men II. v. 16

He forwarded a copy of his letter to Lord John, who sent

him in reply a saucy comment on it.

b. occas. with the notion : Wanton, lascivious.

In Shaks. as a term of serious condemnation ; in modern
examples only playful.

1603 Shaks. Meat, for M. 11. iv. 45 To remit Their sawcie

sweenies, that do coyne heauens Image In stamps that are

SAUPEY.

forbid. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 151 If he shall thinke it fit, A
sawcy Stranger in his Court, to Mart As in a Romish Stew.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus xvi. 3 You that lightly a saucy

verse resenting, Misconceit me.

C Now often used in mock dispraise, as an

endearing or admiring epithet implying piquancy

or sprightliness.

1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 21 Sept., Here must I begin

another letter, on a whole sheet, for fear sawcy little MD
should be angry. 1742 Richardson Pamela (1785) IV.

xxxiii. 190 Never was a saucier dear Girl, than you, in your
Maiden Days. 1838 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870)

III. 93, I love to see my tame pigeons feed at the window,
and the saucy hen tap the glass, if the casement be shut.

1851 Ruskin Stoiut yen. (1874) I. App. 362 Some saucy
puppies on their hind legs. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 1 55 She
has.. the sauciest nose. 1904 A. Griffiths 50 Yrs. Publ.

Serv. 17 They were old brother officers in the Saucy Sixth.

d. Applied to a ship or boat : f (a) In early use

(with figurative context) : Presumptuous, rashly-

venturing (obs.). (b) In modern use (cf. 2 d) :

Smart, stylish.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxxx, My sawsie barke (inferior

farre to his) On your broad maine doth wilfully appeare.

1606 — Tr. ff Cr. 1. iii. 42 Where's then the sawcy Boate,

Whose weake vntimber'd sides but euen now Co-riual'd

Greatnesse? 165a Crashaw Alexias Wks. (1904) 287 Seas

had not bin rebuk't by sawcy oares. 1828 Sporting Mag.
XXI. 341 Several East India ships, .with such saucy rigging
that would have made the Yachters raving in envy. 1873

G. C. Davies Mount. «y Mere xix. 173 Slow moving trawlers

and saucy little crab boats. 1878 W. C. Bennett Sea
Songs 78 Tight and saucy—tight and saucy, Trim's the ship

we hail from.

fe. quasi-rtcfo. = Saucily.
1598 Q. Eliz. tr. Plutarch x. 13 Suche vers as Archi-

Lochus againe women Lewdely and ful sawsy made. 1713
Swift Jrnl. to Stella 21 Feb, Methinks I writ a little saucy
last night.

+ 3. Dainty, fastidious, ' spoilt '. Obs. exc. dial.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 214 where cocking Dads make
sawstelads. x6ltCoTQtt., Friand. . saucie, lickorous,daintie-

mouthed, sweet-toothed. 1676 Hale Contempt. 11. 174 Thou
hast a sawcy and a luxurious Palate. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.,

Saucy, dainty as to food.

4. Scornful, disdainful. Now dial.

1716 Gay Trivia 1. 117 In sawcy State the griping Broker
sits. 11774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 300 Sin Merlin laid

Auld Reikie's causey, And made her o' his wark right

saucy. 1786 Burns Tiva Dogs 91 They gang as saucy by
poor folk As I wad by a stinkan brock. 1867 Ellen John-
ston Poems 180 Had ye drest like a dark, aye in a clean

sark, I vow I wad ne'er been sae saucy.

5. Comb. , as saucy-looking aAy. ; t saucy-box =
Saucebox ; saucy-face, an impertinent person.

1684 Otway Atheist iil i, Robb'd, Sir I No, Mr. Saucy-
face. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 21 Nov., Well, but I won't

answer your letter now, sirrah saucyboxes, no, no ; not yet.

1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 92 Come, saucy-face,

give me another glass of wine. 1748 — Clarissa IV. xxi.

96 For why? The dear saucy-face knows not how to help

herself. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair li, Becky laughed,

gay, and saucy-looking.

+ Saucy, a.2 Obs. [f. sauce- in Saucefleme +
-Y.] Affected by Saucefleme.
1600 Surflet Country Farm in. lxxiii. 604 This virgins

milke is good to heale .. saucie and red faces lorig. goutte

roses <r laches rouges du visage]. 1623 Markham Eng.
Houseut. (ed. 2) 20 For a pympled or a red-saucy face.

Saucy : see Sassy.
Saudan t, variant forms of Soudak, sultan.

Saudeor, -der, -diour, obs. forms of Soldier.

Sauder, -dro, obs. forms of Soldeb.

Saue, obs. form of Saw sb.2

llSauerkraut, sourcrout (squm-, sau»j-

kraut). Also 7 sowercrawt,sawer-kraut,8 soure
crud (after Du.), 8-9 sourkrout, 9 sour kraut.

[Ger. ; saner sour + kraut vegetable, cabbage,

whence F. choucroute. Cf. obs. Du. zuurkruid;

the mod. Du. word is zuurkool (iool cabbage).] A
popular article of diet in Germany, consisting of

cabbage which has undergone an acid fermentation.

1617 Moryson /tin. ill. 11. iii. 83 They vse to serue in

sower crawt or cabbage vpon a voide circle of carved Iron.

1633 Hart Diet ofDiseased 1. xiv. 52 They pickle it [cab-

bage] up in all high Germany, with salt and barberies, and
so Keepe it all the yeere, being commonly the first dish you
have served in at table, which they caH their sawerkrant
[sic]. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull n. iii,_ Poor Frog [the

Dutch] . . his children . . live upon salt herring, sowre crud,

and borecole. 1776 Cook in Phil. 'Trans. LXVI. 403 Sour
Krout..is..highlyantiscorbutic. 1825 Lamb Eliana, Mem.
Mr. Listen, A German empiric, who, in this extremity,

prescribed a copious diet of sauer-kraut. a 1845 Hood
Knight

<fr
Dragon xiv, Noble Lord of the soil, Of its corn

and its oil, . . Of our cream and sour-kraut, Of our carp and
our trout. 1845 Cooley Pract. Receipts (ed. 2) 704 Saur
kraut. Prep. Clean white cabbages [etc.]. 1852 Thackeray
Esmomt 11. xiii. (1876) 261 Feeding on train-oil and sour-

crout. 1870 Dubois Artistic Cookery 67 Pheasant with

Sourkrout. 1875 Lowell Spenser Prose Wks. 1890 IV.

269 Mr. Sibbald.. seems to find a sort of national savor

therein, such as delights., the German in his sauerkraut.

Sauf, variant of Saugh.
Sauf(e, -fand : see Safe, Salve, Saving.

+ Saufey. Sc. and north. Obs. Also 5 salfay,

safye, 6 salfer, saufer, sawpheir, saufeir, 6-7

sniffer, 7 sau(l)ffer, saifare, 7, 9 saufey. [Of

obscure origin
;
prob. connected with Save v. ; the

last syllable may possibly represent Fee sb. or Feeb.



SAUGER.

Cf. the synonymous Saughe, Saw-silver.] The
sura paid for recovering lost property.
Persons convicted of having stolen cattle were adjudged

to pay double and saufey, i. e. app. double the value, to-

gether with a sum representing what would have been due
to one who had restored the cattle when it had strayed,
c 1400 Alphabet of Tales 434 Bod he riche man, when he

had be sakett agayn, wolde not pay be salfay. Ibid., Be-
cauce he wold nott hafe gyften be pure man a hondreth
lalentis to safye, as he promysid he sulde do. 1551-2 Resr.
Privy Council Scot. I. 123 It is. .ordanit, that all sik gudis
stolhn or reft, lauchfullie convict, salbe restorit and redressit
with the thre dowbillis and salfer. 1561-2 Ibid. I. 201 That
he. sail.. reliefhim of ane bill fylit upoun him of thre horsis
takin fra the Lord Gray, with the dowble and saufer thairof.
578-9 Ibid. III. 82 And that he that is offendit unto res-
save his redres with dowbill and sawfeir according to the
buke andlawis [of Marchis] foirsaid. 1605 Ibid. VII. 712
In matteris of auld thiftis. .quo jure procedeudum ? quhid-
der by dowble sauffer or be single ? Ibid. 744 That it maye
be lawful! to any man to give saifare for speiring of his
goodis or geir stollen, provyding it does not exceade the
double of the availle of the goods stollen. 1649 W. G.
Surv. Newcastle 33 These Highlanders, .come down, .into
the low Countries, and carry away Horses and Cattell so
cunningly, that it will be hard for any to get them, .except
they be acquainted with some Master Thiefe ; who for some
mony (which they call Saufey mony) may help they to their
stoln goods.

Hence t Saufey v., trans., to redeem by payment
of ' saufey '.

1571 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 00 That na maner of
persoun. .furneis money to the saidis rebellis..under cullour
of saulffiing thair geir.

Sauff\e, -ffand, -fling : see Salve, Saving.
Sauffer, variant of Saufey Obs.
Saufftye, saufte, -tie, obs. ff. Safety.
Saugeour, obs. form of Soldier.
Sanger (sg'gai). The smaller American pike-

perch (see quot. 1883).
1881 Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 526

Stizostedium ceuiadense.. .Sauger ; Sand-pike; Gray-pike;
Horn-fish. 1893 Outing (U. S.) XXII. 88/1 She fished on,
adding now a bass, then a pike or a sauger to her trophies.

Saugh, sauch (s§x)- Se. and north. Also 4
salfe, 7-9 sauf, etc. : see E.D.D. [repr. OE salh
(Anglian) m \\S. sealh Sallow si.] = Sallow.
1368 Durham Halm. Rolls (Surtees) 73 De Waltero Bis-

copp pro una salfe detent, prec i8d. 147a Rental Ilk.

Cup,ir-Angiuf.1879) '• r°3 Plantatioun of treys that is to say
eysses, osarLs, and sauch. 1501 Ace. La. High Treas.
Scotl. II. 83 Item, to George Cambel, gardiner of Strivelin,
to by saucnis and to set thaim, iiij Franch crouns. 1641
Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 120 Att Martymmasse..wee
sette our foreman to cuttinge of white-wilfes, reade-wilfes,
and saughs. 1786 Burns Auld Farmers Satut. Mare x,
Nae whip nor spur, but just a wattle O' saugh or hazel.
a 1834 R. Surtf.es in G. Taylor Mem. (Surtees) 241 They
made a bier of the birken boughs, Of the sauf and the espin
gray. 1844 H. Stephens Si. Farm III. 1178 Of the woods
best adapted for the purpose, I may name the common
saugh or willow. 1891 Atkinson Last 0/Giant Killers 13a
Lower about the slacks were alders and saughs or sallows.

t b. A rope made of twisted sallow-withes. Obs.
1508 Dunbar Flyting 245 Filling of tauch, rak sauch, cry

crauch, thow art our sett. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xii.

56 For this foule deid }our seid man rak ane sauch.
C. attrib., as saugh slip, tree, woody (= withy).

1842 J. Aiton Domest. Econ. (1857) '7' [For] screening
the dunghill, 'saugh slips may be planted,—or better,
saugh stobs, four feet long, may be driven into the ground.

[

1513 Douglas sEneis vn. xL 73 Thair targettis bow that of |

the lycht 'saudi tre. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.)
70 Salix is called.. in english a wylow tree, a salowe tree

i

or a saugh tree. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxii, Did ye notice
if there was an auld saugh tree that's maist blawn down. '

a 1802 in Scott Minstrelsy II. 142 O wae betide the frush
*saugh wand ! 1789 Burns To Dr. Blacitoch vi, I hae a
wife and twa wee laddies,.. But I'll sned besoms—thraw
*saugh woodies, Before they want.

Saugh, obs. form of Sough, channel,

t Saughe. Se. Obs. [If not a misreading, app.
identical with the first element in Saufey, Saw-
silveb.] = Saufey.
1561 in R. Keith Hist. Aff. Ch. It, St.Scotl.{\i^) App. 95

For any Attemptat done since the said 20th Day of Sep-
tember last, Deliverance and Redress shall be made with
Double and Saughe.

Saughen, sauchen (sjx'n), a. Se. [f.

Saugh + -en.] Pertaining to or made of sallow.
Aho/g., ' soft, weak, wanting in energy ' (E.D.D.).
1724 Peden in Biogr. Presbyt. (1838) I. 82 He caused

dig a Cave, with a Saughen-bush covering the Mouth of it.

1875 J. Veitch Tweed 172 They brought him slow From
the hills on a sauchen bier.

t Saught, sb. Obs. (since 14th c. only Se. and
north.). Forms : 1 seht, seaht, 3 seeht(e, saht(e,
seaht(e, seht'e, saihte, selhte, (septe), sauht,
3-5 saght, 4 sa3t(e, sahut, saughte, 5 sau;t,
8 north, saft, 6-9 saught, 7 sauoht. [Late OE.
seht, seaht masc., prob. a. ON. *sseht, *saht fem.
(Olcel. silt, sdlt) :-earlier *sahti-z, f. OTeut.
"sah- perh. identical with L. sac- in sancire to
hallow, make binding (a treaty, etc.), sacer sacred.
The forms with a and an directly represent the ON. word.)
1. An agreement, covenant.
103^50 in Kemble Codex Dipt. (1846) IV. 118 Se seht oe

Godwine eorl worhte betweonan Sain arcebisceop & 5am
birede art sancte Augustine & Leofwine preoste. a 1122
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1091, On Usum sehte wear3
eac Eadgar epeling wi5 bone cyng xe sxhtlad.

131

2. Agreement, freedom from strife, peace. Fre-
quent in the phrase {to be) at saught.
c1100 in Bxda's Hist. iv. xxii. [xxi.] ad fin. (Camb. MS),

Sib «os syOOan seaht & sib [earlier texts Daere sibbe wsere]
mycelre tide seft bon betwyh Sa ylcan cyningas & heora
r;ce awunode. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140, &
sib & sashte sculde ben betwyx heom & on al Engle land.
c 1205 Lay. 2139 pa luueden heom beos leoden mid sibben
& mid sahten. ,11225 Ancr. R. 250 God lihte to eoroe
uorte makien breouold seihte—bitweonen mon & mon [etc.].

enjs Serving Christ 1 in O. E. Misc. 90 Hwi ne serue
we crist and secheb his sauht. a 1300 Cursor M. 3964
Iacob ban sent him of his aght Giftes large, al for be saght.
1460 Lybeaus Disc. 1030 They ryden forth all yn saght.
1003 Philolus cxliii, The feind wald faine man be your wyfe,
Can neuer sit in saucht. 1768 Ross Helenore 27 For as her
mind began to be at saught. Ibid. 29 'Tis true, she had of
warlds gear a fraught : But what was that to peace an'
saught at hame. 1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves Gloss., Saft,
heart's ease, as to be at saft, to be easy and contented, also
reconciled. 1806 R. Jamieson Pop. Ball. I. 207 O gin wi'
thee, regretted maid ! I in the mools at saught were laid,

t Saught, a. Obs. Forms : 1 seht, seeht, 2-3
seht, saht, 3 Ormin sahhte, 3 sseht(e, sauchte,
swahte, 3-4 sauht(e, 3-5 saght(e, 4 sawht,
sawght, saught(e, (sayot), 4-5 sau;t(e, sajt, 5
sawcht, 4-6 Sc. saucht. [Late OE. seht, swht,
prob. a, ON. *saht-r (Olcel. sattr) :-OTeut. type
"sahto-, a passive pple. f. *sah- : see Saught sb.]

In agreement, free from strife, at peace, reconciled.
956 in Birch Cartul. Sax. III. 172 And sas bisceop Sti-

gandae and sa; hirsed on ealdan mynstrae him bass saetipodon
wia scwlcon xersumen swylce hi pa sehtte waeron. CH75
Lamb. Horn. 15 And eour eyper sunegaS bi-foran drihtan
and ec leter je beoS sahte. c 1200 Ormin 5731 pe seoffnde
seollbess sedi^lejjc Iss gribb i manness herrte,..Swa batt
hiss bodij wibb hiss gast Sammtale& sahhte wurrpe. a 1272
Luue Ron 134 in O. E. Misc. 97 Alle heo schule wyp engles
pleye some and sauhte in heouene lyhte. a 1300 Cursor M.
3540 pou and i er selden saght, Abute our forbirth er we
wrath, c 1320 Cast. Love 552 And Pees and Riht cussen
and be saujt and some. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 300 Qwhen
the king ves thus vith htm saucht. 1390 Gower Conf. I.

371 Of this point ye have me tawht, Toward miself the
betre sawht I thenke be, whil that I live. Ibid. III. 313
The wyndy Storm began to skarse, . . The Schipman . .Whan
that he sih the wyndes saghte, Towardes Tharse his cours
he straghte. c 1450 Myrc Festial 26 Scho beboght hur
how bat chyldern don no vengeans, but lyghtly ben sa5t,
bogh bay ben wrothe. 1513 Douglas AZneis 11. vii. 48 Now
lat ws change scheijdis, sene we bene saucht. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xiii. 179 We trowit from thence thay suld
iiaif sittin saucht, And suld naif tyrit of all thair tyrannic.

t Saught, v. Obs. Forms : 1 sehtan, geseh-
tian, 2-5 saujt(e, 3 seehte, seyte, 4 saght, 3-4
sauhte, sahut, sajt, 4-5 saucht, 5 saughte.
[Late OE. sehtan, yt-sehtian, f. seht Saught sb.

Cf. ON. *saihta (Olcel. sattd).]

1. trans. To bring to peace, reconcile.
cicoo in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 304 Cristenum cyninge

Xebyreo . . batt he . . eall cristen folc sibbie & sehte mid rihtre
laxe. Ibid. 312. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1101, Ac ba heafod
men heom betwenan foran & ba broora gesehtodan on ba
xcrad. c 1250 Hymn Virg. 40 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 256
Help me to mi liues ende & make me wi5 bin sone isaujt.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1 1008 Hii brojte him ber to To
makie a porueance. .tut lond uor to seyte. £1320 Cast.
Love 933 Godes sone, p* fro heuene to eorbe wolde come
To sauhte his sustren. a 1400 Hymns Virg. 108 Loke Jwu
assay,_ 'Co sau^ten hem benne at on assent.

2. NT, To become reconciled.
" '375 Cursor M. 3964 (Fairf.) Iacob sende him of his ajt

giftes large wib him to sajt [Gilt, to sahut ; Cott. al for
pe_ saght]. C1400 Gamelyn 150 Graunte me my bone Of
thing I wil thee aske and we schul saughte sone. c 1450
Holland Hcnvlat 844 Thai forthocht that thai faucht,
Kissit samyn and saucht.

Hence f Sau'ghting vbl. sb.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17198 And blith o saghting bou me bed is.

^.'375 Sb Leg. Saints 1. (Katerine} 921 Wald bu. .ask for-

giffnesof bi syne, yheitmychtbu sauchtyng with hymwine.
a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 573 Wrabbe gedcreb
grct hate, Loue norisscheb sau^tynge.

Saught, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Seek.

t Saughtel, v. Obs. Forms : 2 seehtle, 2-3
sahtle, 3 sawghtle, Ormin sahhtlenn, 4 sa^ttel,

sa(u)ghtle, -til, sauhtill, (saxtel), 4-5 sa;tle,

sau;t(e)le, saghtel, 5 sa^till, saghtill, sahtil,

saghetylle, saujthle, saughtel, -tills. [In 12th c.

sahtlian, ssehtlian, f. sseht, *saht : see Saught a.]

1. intr. To come to agreement, become recon-

ciled.

1 154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140, Sithen ber efter

sahtleden be king & Randolf eorl at Stanford. 1340 Ham-
pole Pr. Cohsc. 1470 Now lofe we, now hate, now saghtel,

now strife, c 1375 Cursor M. 3580 (Fairf.) [When a man is

old] ben ys ethe to make him wrab & for tille saxtel sumdel
lab. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 183 It is no science for sothe

forto sotyle [v.r. sauitele] Inne. ? a 1400 MorteArth. 330,
I salle hym surelye ensure, bat saghetylle salle we never.

a 1400-50 Alexander 865 Sire, latt bt wreth a-wai wende
& with }n wyfe sajtill. 01440 Sir Degrev. 1757, I rede
ye sau3thle with the kny5t.

b. To become calm or quiet.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 445 As bat lyftande lome [se. the
ark] luged aboute,. . Hit sailed on a softe day synkande to

grounde. Ibid. C 232 He [Jonah] was no tytter out-tulde
pat tempest ne sessed, pe se saatled ber-with, as sone as ho
moat. Ibid. C. 52a For-by when pouerte me enprecez &
paynez in-noje, Ful softly with surTraunce sa^ttel me
bihouez.

2. trans. To reconcile (persons). Also refl.

SATJLIE.

a 112a O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1066, pa codon gode
men heom betwenen & sahtloden heom. Ibid. an. 1070,
pa twejzen kyngas Willelm & Swacjn wurSon BBhtlod.
C1200 Ormin 6024 He risebb upp & sahhtlebb himm Wibb
Godd burrh rihht daedbote. a 1300 Cursor M. 28565 Quen
man think to traueil lath, to saghtil men bat er wrath. 13.

.

E. E. A Hit. P. B. 1 139 For when a sawele is sailed & sakred
to dry?tyn, He holly haldes hit his. c 1400 Ywaine f, Gatu.
3917 Thou sal do thi power,. .To saghtel the Knyght with
the liown And his lady of grete renowne.
Hence f Sau'ghteling vbl. sb.

01300 Cursor M. 564 Tell me..Howgat and wit quat-
kmthing I sal couer bi saghteling. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
trace (Rolls) 3256 For hat saughtlyng [of the brothers] was
mykel blisse. c 1400 Ywaine *t Gaw. 3680 Than asked the

b"li
S

i

Wlla *lac^ so sone made saghteling Bitwix tham thai
had bene so wrath. CI420 Anturs of Arth. 661 (Douce
MS.) Withe outene more lettynge, Dijte was here sa3tlynge.

t Saughten, v. Obs. Forms : 2 sahtnie,
2-3 sehtne, 3 sahtne, ssshtne, -nie, sehtnie,
seihtni, saehtni, 4 sauhtne, sahutin, saujtne,
-tene, (saxtend), St, sauehtine, 5 saughten. [f.

Saught a. + -en 5.]

1. trans. To reconcile.
ciijsLamb. Horn. 39 pet seste is hat bu scalt sahtnien ba

5 JPI
umsan,e mid alle hine mahte. Ibid. 83 He isehtnede

god & man. c 120s Lay. 8776 Nu hu must me rseden sasht-
men me wi5 bene kaeisere. Ibid. 30036 Heo..spileden bi-
tweonen bat heo wolden alle ba kinges sehtnie. 01225
Ancr. R. 28 Vorte seihtni [v.r. saehtni] me wij> he deore.
wuroe Louerd. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipciaue)
1485 Dere lady, I be pray, bat..bu succure me, & saueh-
tine me & bl sowne.

2. intr. To become reconciled or at peace.
c 1205 Lay. 8254 WiS bon bebu hine seue gnS & late hine

samtne he wi3. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 2 Seseb, seide be
kyng..5e schulle saujtene [MS.D. c 1480 saughten] forsothe
and seme me bothe.

Hence f Sairghtening vbl. sb. (attrib.).
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 3954 (Gott.) Iacob sent ban for-to

fonde, Esau wid sahutinyng sonde, c 1320 Sir Tristr. 1805
Made was be saujtening And alle forjeue bi dene, c 1373
Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. {Clement) 742, & sic mystreutht I here
forsak, & with joure god wil sauchtnyng rnafc. c 1425 Wyn-
toun Cron. v. xi. 3165 Qwhil at be last be hail barne Off
Brettane knyt bairn in sauchtenynge. 1513 Douglas /Eneis
x. xiv. 176 Na frendschip in thy handis, Nane syk trety of
sauchnyng nor cunnandis, My son Lawsus band vp with the.

Sautter, obs. form of Psalter.

t Sail glltliliess. Obs. rare—1
. In 4 saghtli-

nes. [f. Saught sb. or a. + -ly 1 + -ness.] Re-
conciliation. Cf. Saughtness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 29125 If he be funden in bam treu his

saghtlines bat sal him neu.

t Saughtness. Obs. Forms: 1 sehtnyse,
2 sahtnys, 3 seht-, seih(t)-, saht-, seht-, sseht-,
sachtnesse, 4 saght-, sawghtnes, sauht-, seijt-
uesse. [OE. sehtnys, sahtnys, f. seht Saught a.

:

see -ness.] The condition of being reconciled.
ciooo /Elfric Horn. II. 198 Dam dom-bocum pe se Heo-

fonlica Wealdend his folce gesette to some, and to seht-
nysse. 01122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1066, Geaf j>a
bone cyng .xl. marc goldes to sahtnysse. cizoo Ormin
3515 He wass borenn her Sahhtnesse & gri[)b to settenn
Bitwenenn Drihhtin . . & mannkinn. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 5 Cum louerd and biwind us on seihtnesse. c 1205
Lay. 2809 He sette pis lond he sahtnesse wrohte. o 1225
Ancr. R. 250 Pax uobis 1 Seihtnesse beo bitweonen ou.
Ibid. 426 pis is o ping. . bet is God leouest—seihnesse & some
[v. r. sachtnesse & somentale]. o 1300 Cursor M. 4014 Sli
strengh es o be holi gast, To saghtnes mak par wrath es
mast. C1320 Cast. Love 474 Euer on pat ilke stryf pat
a-mong my sustren is a-wake, porw sauhtnesse mowe sum
ende take, o 1330 Otuel 570 Sitte eche man oppon his kne,

?od.. Sende seihtnesse bi-twene \>o knijtes.

Also sauchie. [f.

& biddcth to god
Saughy (sj'xi), a- Se.

Saugh + -y.] = Saughen.
1818 Edin. Mag. Oct. 328/1 Deep down in the sauchie

glen o' Trows, Aneth the cashie wud. 1897 ' L. Keith '

Bonnie Lady v. 47 She might have twisted him like a
sauchie bough in her tender ringers.

Sauht, obs. form of Sault sb.l Obs.

Saul, variant of Sal 2, Soul.
Saulce, -ery : see Sauce, Sauceby.
Sauldyer, obs. form of Soldier.

+ Saule,^- Obs. [a. OF. saouler (mod.F. soAler),

(. saoul (mod.F. soul) full of meat or drink = Pr.

sadol, It. satollo :—L. satullus, dim. of sattir full

:

see Saturity.] trans. To satisfy, fill with food.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. Ixix. (1869) 41 Thei wer

namore sauled ther with than if [etc.],

Saule, obs. form of Sail, Soul.

t Saulee. Obs. Also 4 saule, 5 sawle(e. [a.
'

OF. saoulee (mod.F. soUUe), f. saouler: see Saule v.]

Satisfaction of appetite ; a satisfying meal or
quantity of food.

'377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvl. 11, I wolde.. forto haue my
fylle of pat frute forsake al other saulee [Gloss eduliumj.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 272 He schal drinke no newe
wijn, & he schal ete no greet saule. c 1400 tr. Secreta
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xliv. 73 Wherfore it nedys panne.. to
abstene to mekyll ete and drynke, and fro greet saule. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 6178 My voyded herte to fulfylle

Wych so longe. .hath voyde be, And neuere ne hadde hys
ful sawlee. C1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. v. (1869) 4 Good
it were to faste a litel for to haue ful saulee at the sopere.

Saulf(e, -ff", obs. forms of Safe, Save.
Saulffer, Saulftie : see Saufey, Safetie.

Saulie (sg'li). St. Obs. exc. Hist. Also saullie,

sawlie, sal(l)ie, saly, sauley. [Of obscure origin;

17-2



SAULT.

perh. short for some comb, of saul Sovt.] A hired

mourner at a funeral.

i6ai Sc. Acts 7as. *V (1B16) IV. 626/1 That no duill-

weidis be givin to herauldis, Trumpetons or saullies Except

by the Earlis ai.d lordis and thair wyffes And the number

of the saullies to be according to be number of duilweiddis.

1654 in C Rogers Soc. Life Scotl. (1884) I. v. 161 [(Funeral

of Earl of Buccleuch.) In front marched forty.sixj sahes [or

hired mourners with hoods and bearing black staves]. 1773

R. Fergusson Poems (1800) 169 How come mankind, whan

lacking woe, In Saulie's face their hearts to show ? 181S

Scott Guy it. xxxvii, And then the funeral pomp set forth
;

saulies with their batons, and gumphions of tarnished white

crape. 1864 in R. Paul Mem. xix. (1872) 304, I see in ima-

gination a tall unbendable fellow, .grave as a sauley. 1898

W. Drysdale OldFaces 47 When hearses came into fashion,

people of distinction were conveyed therein, and were pre-

ceded by 'saulies'.

Saull(e, obs. forms of Soul.

Saullie, variant of Saulie.

Saulm, Saulmon, obs. fT. Psalm, Salmon.

Saulpeter, variant of Salpeteb Obs.

t Sault, sbA Obs. Forms : 3-6 saut, 4 saght,

saujt, 4-5 sauht, sawt, 4-6 saute, sawte, 4-6

salt, 6 sault. [Early ME. saut, aphetic form of

assaut Assault sb., with later insertion of / as in

that word.] = Assault sb., in various senses.

i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1 1870 Wib a lance he broa.te a kni3t

atte verste saut per doune. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810)

125 pe Gyour of his oste at bat saut [sc. on Lincoln] was
slayn. a 1340 Hampole Ps. xii. 4 The deuel .. makes his

saute in vs, and bost bifor god, to gare vs be dampned if he

may ouere com vs in any temptacioun. r 1350 Will. Pa-
terne 2651 pe king bi-seget be cite selcoubli harde, & mani
a sad sau}t his sone per-to made. 1375 Bakbour Bruce
xvii. 356 [At the siege of Berwick] Thai trumpit till ane

sawt [v. r. salt] in hy. c 1380 Wyclif Epist. Domin. iv.

Sel. Wks. II. 365 pat je may stonde a3ens be fendis sautis.

145a J. Paston in P. Lett. I. 232 Charlis Nowell with odir

hath in this cuntre mad many not and sautes, c 1477 Cax-
ton jason 11 Tho fewe that yet lyue dare not now yssue

out more for to make ony saulte or scarmusche ayenst their

ennemyes. 1510 Sel. Cases Crt. Star Chamber (Selden) 206

Thomas Withiford. .and dyuerse moo made a Sawte on

Thomas powes and wold haue take hym With stroung

hande owte of his schoppe. c 1510 Skelton Magnif. 2329

Remedy pryncypall Agaynst all sautes [v. r. fautes] of your

goostly foo. 15*3 Earl of Surrey Let. to Wolsey in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 215, I being at the sault of th' abbay,

whiche contynued unto twoo houres within nyght. 1556 J.

Heywood Spider ,y F. lxv. 74 Sir captaine our mind is, To

fiue saute to the copweb. a 1600 Flodden F. iii. (1664) 22

'hough with hard saults they him assaild.

t Sault, sb? Obs. Forms : 4 saut, 5 sawte,

6 saute, 7-8 salt, sault. [a. F. saul:—L. saltus

(u stem), f. satire to leap ; for the form cf. prec.]

1. A leap, jump; spec, of horses (see 1727-52).

iiJSo 7»hn Bapt. io5 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

125 Scho daunced and tumbild diuers saut Ful faire and
wele, with-outen faut. C1400 Brut iv. n perfore p° place

is called 3k in-to f\% day ' be sawte of Gogmagog '. 1607

Markham Caval. 1. (1617) 14 They are many of them na-

turally giuen to bound, & to performe saults aboue ground.

16x6 B. Jonson Devil an Ass 11. vi, [Love] could make
More wanton salts from this braue promontory. 1623

Markham Cheap Hush. 1. ii. (ed. 3) is The loftinesse of a
horses salts and leapes. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxiii,

He rode, .a light fleet horse, unto whom he gavea hundred
carieres, made him go the high saults, bounding in the

aire. 1688 R. Holme Armoury m. xix. (Roxb.) 183/2

Ground salts, is to take vp his fore leggs from the ground
both togather, and bringing his hinder feet in their place.

1728-51 Chambers Cycl., Salts, or Saults, in the menage,

denote the leaps, or high airs and vaults of an horse. ..A
step and a salt is an high air, wherein the horse rising,

makes a curvet between two salts, or caprioles. . . Two steps

and a salt is a motion composed of two curvets ; ending

with a capriole.

2. A sault out : a sally.

1560 Daus Sleidane's Comm. 323 b, To the ende the

Townes men shoulde make no salt out [L. eruptionem].

3. Togo to sault «='to go assault': see Assaut

adv. and Salt sb.2

1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. II. 185 And yet you see this

great.. Duchesse.. run after the male, like a female Wolfe

or Lionesse (when they goe to sault).

II Sault (so, commonly sii), sb.3 North Amer.
[Colonial Fr. sault, 17th c. spelling of saut: see

Sault sb?\ A waterfall or rapid.

1600 Hahluyfs Voy. III. 234 The Captaine prepared two

boats to goe vp the great River to discouer the passage of

the three Saults or falles of the River [Canada]. 1809 A.

Henry Trav. 16 Lachine-.is at the head of the Sault de

Saint-Louis, which is the highest of the saults, falls, or

leaps, in this part of the Saint-Lawrence, i860 Bahtlett
Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Sault, pronounced soo. (Old French.)

The rapids of the St- Lawrence and those connecting the

Upper Lakes retain the French name; as, the Sault St.

Mary, etc.

t Sault, v.1 Obs. Forms : 4-5 saute, sawte, 5

sawlte, 6 saut, sawt, saulte, salt, 6, 9 sault.

[ME. saute, aphetic form of assaute Assault ».]

trans . = Assault v. in various senses.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 552 And thenne the

kynge sente therle marchal vnto T.ouers, whiche they sawted.

1448 Metham Wks. (E. E. T. S.) 55/1474 Offte this serpent

gan saute the bugyl blak The qwyche vpon hys helmet stod.

1 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvi. 384 Yf ye sawte Rey-
nawde, we four that ben here shall helpe hym agaynste you.

1556 J. Heywood Spider % F. Ixxiv. 11 To sawt this castell

a fresh, they haue purueyde. 1560 Phaer /Encid ix.

Eeijb, A towrcwhom all the Italians totall strength

incessaunt stil did saulte.
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absol. c 1471 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 278 At Algate
thay sawtid in an ill seasoun. 1489 Caxton Fayles o/A rmes
1. ix. B iv, To teche hem bettre in all thynges to fighte &
to sawte, they were oftymes put in arraye ofbatailles. c 1500

Melusine xxxvi. 291 And there they rested them by the

space of viii dayes, without sawtyng ne scarmysshing.

Hence f Sau-lting vbl. sb.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vi. 140 Reynawde made
. .all ya castell to be closed rounde about wyth double
walles,. .that it fered no sawtynge of no side of it. 1490 —
Eneydos lxii. 161 Anoone as Eneas herde turnus speke he.

.

lefte the sawtyng of the walles and of the toures.

t Sault, v.2 Obs. rare. Forms : 4 saute, 5
sawlte. [a. F. sauter:—L. saltan, freq. of satire

to leap.] intr. To leap, dance.

1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xiii. 233, I can . . noyther sailly ne
saute ne synge with be Gyterne. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Priv. Priv. 152 Thay hym yaue pryuely a Jytih toode in a

drynke, and by crafte thay makyd hit grow in his bely, and
his bely sawlte hit wax grete.

Sault, obs. f. Salt sb.1 and v.1

t Saultable, a. Obs. Also 6 sawt-, sautable,

7 saltable. [f. Sault v.1 + -able.]

1. = Assaultable a.

1556 J. Heywood Spider # F. lxv, Ere they could anie

peece of the walles batter To make it sawtable. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 1357 Certayne.-souldiers-.mountyng
the top of the breache brought report thatthe place was
saultable. a 1652 BromeOzvw/" Card. v. iii, The Enemie
made saltable six hundred paces there.

2. Capable of being used in assaults.

1563 Foxe A. <(• M. (1596) 246/2 He began to giue sharp

assaults [on the city], with all maner of Saultable engins.

Ibid. 306/2 With ensignes and other munition sautable.

Saulte, obs. form of Salt sb.1

Saulted, erron. spelling of Salted ///. a. 4.

a 1879 A. K. Johnston London Geogr. (1880) 402 A ' saulted

'

horse, or one which has been bitten [by the tsetse fly] and
has recovered. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 18 Sept. 3/1 ' Saulted

horses ' . . are only claimed to be proof against ' horse

sickness '.

Saulter, Saulve : see Psalter, Salve sb>

t Sau'mbu. Obs. Forms : 4 sambu, saumber,
PI. 5 sambu(e)s, sambutes, saumbues. [a. OE.
sambue :—med.L. sambuca, app. ad. OHG. sain-

buoh saddle-cloth, litter.] A saddle-cloth.

13. . K. Alis. 176 (Bodl. MS.) Wib sadel of gold sambu of

sylk. C1330 Arth. A> Merl. 2976 (Kolbing) Saumbers,
quissers & aketoun. 21400 Launfal 050 Her sadell was
semyly sett, The sambus wer grene felvet, Ipaynted with

ymagerye. c 1420 Anturs ofArth. 24 Here sadel sette of

pat like, Saude withe sambutes of silke. a 1450 Le Morte
Arth. 2360 Yuory sadyll and white stede, Saumbues of the

same threde.

t Sau'mbury. Obs. rare—1
. Also sambury.

[A derivative or corrupt form of prec] A litter.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. hi. 178 And shope bat a shereyue

sholde here mede Softliche in saumbury {MS. C. C.C. Cambr.
in his Sambury] fram syse to syse.

Saume, Saumon : see Psalm, Salmon.
Saumpel, -ler, etc. : see Sample, Sampler.

II Saumur (sonwi'r). [The name of a town in

the department of Maine-et-Loire in France.] A
French white wine resembling champagne.
1888 H. J. Newman in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 606/1 In

1874 sparkling Saumur was introduced into the United
Kingdom in its own name. 1906 Daily Chron. 25 Sept. 7/6

Tasting the wine, the witness pronounced it to be Saumur.

Saun, obs. f. Sans ; obs. pa. pple. of Sow v.

Saunape, variant of Sanap Obs.

Saunce, obs. form of Sanctus, Sans.

Sauneing bell. Alteration of saunce-bell Sanc-

tus bell, after sacring-bell.

1600 England's Helicon L 2 b, It [sc. Love] is perhaps

that sauneing bell, That toules all into heauen or hell.

[Repeated by Heywood in Lucrece 3rd Song, with the form

sausing bell.]

Saunote(s bell, obs. forms of Sanctus bell.

Saunctite, obs. form of Sanctity.

t Sau'nder. Obs. Shortened f. Alexanders.
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 43 b, Put therto a litle

butter, and a litle salte, and a litle Saunder.

Saunders, etc. : see Sanders.

Saunders blue (s§-nda.iz,bh<)- [Phonetic

corruption of F. cendres bleues (sandr'ble) 'blue

ashes '.] A name for ultramarine ashes.

1850 Weale's Diet. Terms ; and in later Diets.

Saune, sauns, obs. forms of Sans.

Saunke realle, var. Sang-royal Obs.

Saunpil, obs. form of Sample.

Saunt : see Cent 2
, Saint, Sanctus, Sans.

tSau'nter, sb.1 Obs. rare- 1
. [Of obscure

origin : possibly an alteration of sauntes or saun-

tus Sanctus.] ?An incantation.

156a Turner Herbal 11. 3, I went aboute this busynes all

figures, coniurynges, saunters, charmes, wytchcrafte, and

sorseryes sett a syde [tr. Tragus de Stirpium Hist., 1552,

I. cbtxxvi. 544 Nullis characteribus, nullis couiuratiouibus,

nullis preculis, nulla deniqnc superstitione nsus sum, sed

citra huiusmodi Magicas uanitates, eta].

Saunter (sg-ntai), sb* [f. Saunter v.]

1. The action or habit of sauntering ;
' lounge ;

idle occupation ' (Seager).

1728 Young Love of Fame 1. 231 The tavern ! park

!

assembly ! mask ! and play ! Those dear destroyers of the

tedious day ! That wheel of fops ! that saunter of the town !

Call it diversion, and the pill goes down.

SAUNTERING.

2. A sauntering manner of walking ; a leisurely,

careless gait.

1711 Henley Sped. No. 518 (ad fin.), So likewise the

Belles Leltres are typified by a Saunter in the Gate;.. an
Insertion of one Hand in the Fobb [etc.]. 1853 Lvtton
My Novel xi. ii, Men who make money rarely saunter

;

men who save money rarely swagger. But saunter and
swagger both united to stampprodigal on the_ Bond Street

Lounger. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxvii, The other,

turning round, walked slowly, with a sort of saunter, to-

wards Adam.
3. A leisurely, careless, loitering walk or ramble

;

a stroll.

1828 W. Irving in Life ft Lett. (1864) II. 330 A quiet

saunter about a cathedral . . has the effect upon me of a walk
in one of our great American forests. 1881 Lady D. Hardy
Through Cities fy PrairieLands 105 In one of our saunters

through the city we met two. .girls.

Saunter (sg-ntaj), v. Also 5-8 santer, (7
sawnter, dial, sonter). [Of obscure origin.

It is doubtful whether the word represented by the quots.

under sense 1 is identical with_ the modern word, the
unequivocal history of which begins with the mention by
Skinner (quot. a 1667 under sense 2) ; for the supposed 15th

c. examples see Sauntering vbl. sb. i

The current suggestion that the word is a. AF. sauntrer
(=s'auntrer), to venture oneself, is unlikely (apart from
difficulties of meaning) on the ground that the^ Ar. word,

of which onlyone instance has been found (1338 in Yearbks.

Trinity 12 Edw. Ill, p. 619) is app. an adoption of ME.
auntre to Adventure, and possibly a mere nonce-word

;

the conjecture that it represents a med.L. type ""cxadven-

turare is phonologically inadmissible.]

f 1. intr. ? To muse, be in a reverie. Obs.

c 1475 Partenay 4653 But yut he knew noght uerray cer-

tainly, But santred and doubted uerryly Wher on was or no
of this saide linage. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 29 in N.
4- Q. Ser. v. IV. 397 [To Edw. VI] When straungers greate

yowre presence hathe none take of yowre nobles youe com-
penye too keepe : doo not your selfe sitt santeringe alone:

as wone that weare in studye most deepe. 1589 R. Harvey
PI. Perc. (1590) A ij b, I stood sauntring ouer it, like a whelp
that had scalded his mouth.

2. t a. To wander or travel about aimlessly or

unprofitably ; to travel as a vagrant. Obs. b. To
walk with a leisurely and careless gait ; to stroll.

a 1667 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. (1671), To Saunter
up and down, a.Fr.G. Sauter, Sauteller, Saltare, Saltitare,

q.d. hue illuc Saltitare seu Discurrere. 1677 Miege Diet.

Eng.-Fr., To Saunter about, router en vagabond rCun c6U
S, ifautre. 1678 Butler Hud. ill. i. 1343 What hast thou

gotten by this Fetch ?. . By Santring still on some Adventure,

And growing to thy Horse a Centaur. 1691 Ray S. A> E.
Country Words 1 11 To Santer about ; or go Santering up
and down. It is derived from Saincte terre, i.e. The Holy
Land, because of old time . . many idle persons went from

place to place, upon pretence that they . . intended to

take the Cross upon them, and to go thither. 169a R.

L'Estrange Fables cxliv. 131 The Cormorant is still

Sauntering by the Sea-side, to see if he can find any of his

Brass cast up. 1693 S. Harvey in Dryden's Juvenal IX. 1

Tell me, why saunt ring thus from Place to Place, I meet

thee (Nevolus) with a Clouded Face? 1703 Thoresby Let.

to Ray in Philos. Lett. (1718) 337 [List of Yorkshire words]

To Sonter, to loiter, a santring or sontring Body, one that

squanders the time in going idly about. 1713 Guardian
No. 171 His customers can santer up and down from corner

to corner. 1741 Pope Dune. iv. 311 Led by my hand, he

saunter'd Europe round, And gather'd ev'ry Vice on Christian

ground. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia in. viii, Mr. Harre!

sauntered into the breakfast room. 1826 Scott Woodst. ii,

The preacher.. left the church and sauntered through the

streets of Woodstock. 1873 'Ouida' Pascarel II. 54 He
sauntered about Florence with me. 1883 Stevenson Sil-

verado Sq. 3 The people of hill and valley go sauntering

about their business as in the days before the flood.

1 3. To loiter over one's work, to dawdle. Also

in indirect passive, and quasi-/ni«.r. with away.
1673, '*93 [implied in Sauntering ppl. a.]. 1693 Locke

Educ. § 118. 146 Aversion to his Book that makes him
saunter away his time of Study, c 1731 Bolingbroke Let.

to Swift in Pope's Whs. (1741) II. 107 But I know men.,

who to preserve their health, saunter away half their time.

175a Chesterf. Let. to Son 5 Mar., Business must not be

sauntered and trifled with. 1776 Adam Smith W.N. I. i.

I. 11 A man commonly saunters a little in turning his hand

from one sort of employment to another.

Saunterer (sg-ntarei). [f. Saunter v. + -er 1
.]

One who saunters ; a lounger
; f a dawdler, trifler.

1688 Pett Happy Future St. Eng. 251 The fantastick

Vtopias, Oceanas, and new Atlantis'es that our late Vision-

aries and idle Santerers to a pretended new Jerusalem

troubled England with. 1735 Berkeley Querist § 413

(1750) 46 And quit the Life of an insignificant Saunterer

about Town, for that of an useful Country-Gentleman.

1798 Edgeworth Pract. Educ. (1822) 1. 149 Alcibiades might

have been a saunterer at his book. 183a Scott St. Ronan's

Introd. f 3 Thither, too, comes the saunterer, anxious to

get rid of that wearisome attendant himself

Sauntering (sg-ntarirj), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.]

fl. (Sense uncertain; possibly not from the

existing verb.) Obs.

The interpretation ' loitering, vagrancy ' does not well suit

the context, and the corresponding sense of the vb. has not

been found before the middle of the 17th c. If Sauntrell

means ' pretended saint ', saunteringmny be a back-forma-

tion from it, with the sense 'a pretending to holiness'.

c 1440 York Myst. xxxv. 70 Thoo sawes schall rewe hym
sore For all his saunteryng sone. Ibid. 150 Nowe all his

gaudis no thyng hym gaynes, His sauntering schall with

ale be bought.

2. The action ofthe vb. Saunter; strolling about;

+ dawdling, trifling.

1678 Dryden Kind Kpr. v. i, When the Cuckold finds no

Company, he will certainly go a santring again, c 1685



SAUNTERING.
Villiebs (Dk. Buckhm.) Char. Chtis. II in Coll. ofPoems
156 A Switching kind of Pleasure, called Santrmg, and
Talking, without any Constraint, was the true Sultana
Queen he delighted in. 1693 Locke Educ. % 120. 148 When
hts sauntring at his Book is curtd. 1813 L. Hunt in

Examiner 22 Mar. 178/1 His saunterings and his drinking
parties with Tom, Dick, and Harry. 1849 Macau lay Hist,

Eur. ii. I. 168 Charles came forth from that school with
social habits, ..fond of sauntering and of frivolous amuse-
ments. 1885 Miss Bkaddon Wyllard y

s Weird I. i. 42
Bothwell was fond of late saunterings in the grounds.
attrib. 1796 G. M. Woodward Eccentric Excurs. (1807)

20 This is a general sauntering place for men and cattle.

Sauntering (sg-ntarirj), ///. a. [-ing *.]

1. a. Of a person, his habits or dispositions :

That saunters ; given to strolling about carelessly

;

+ given to dawdling over one's work.
1673O. Walker Educ. (1677) 99 Others are to all purposes

slow and sawntring. 1693 Locke Educ. § 116. 141 This
Sauntring Humour I look on as one of the worst Qualities
can appear in a Child. Ibid.

t Upon the first suspicion a
Father has, that his Son is of a Sauntring Temper, he must
[etc.]. 1703 Kowe Fair Penit. Epil., We'd teach the
Saunt'ring Squire, who loves to roam, Forgetful of his own
dear Spouse and Home. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824)

I. xii. 250 lackey.. was the most thoughtless, whistling,

sauntering fellow you ever knew. 1855 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xiii. III. 307 The idle sauntering habits of an aris-

tocracy.

b. Irons/. Of time : Occupied in leisurely pur-

suits, not strenuous.
1818 Byron C/i. Har. iv. xxxiii, The brawling brook,

where-by, Clear as its current, glide the sauntering hours
With a calm languor. 1849 Robertson Strm. Ser. 1. it. (1866)

24 In our inattentive, sauntering, wayside hours. 1854 S.

DobFLL Balder iiL Poet. Wks. 1875 II. 20 Taskless thro'

the round of sauntering day.

+ 2. Of a story : Trumpery, foolish. Obs.
Perh. a different word : cf. north, dial, saunter in auld

wife saunter ( = 'auld wife's aunter '), an old woman's tale.

17*6 Threlkeld Synofsis Stir/. Hib. D 5 b, A great
Sputter has been made about Fern-Seed, and several saunt-

ring Stories feigned concerning its Collection on St. John's-
eve.

Hence Saunterinffly adv.
184a Blackw. Mag. LI. 240 A gay good-looking young

man rode saunteringly up the main street. 1881 I). C.
Murray Josephs Coat I. vii. 140 You come saunteringly
to a little rise.

Sauntes bell : see Sanctus bell.
Sauntite, obs. form of Sanctity.

t Satrntrell. Obs. rare ~ l
. In 5 sawntrelle.

[Of obscure origin and meaning ; perh. a var. of
Sai.ntbel with the sense 'pretended saint*. Cf.

Sautebel.J Used as a term of contempt.
c 1440 York Myst. xxviii. 190 To take Jesus, pat sawn-

trelle.

t Sau ntry, a. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. SauNTEB sb2
or v. + -Y.] Characterized by sauntering.
173s Lord Tyrawlv in BuccUuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.

Comm.) I. 381, I live a sort of a sauntry strolling life.

Saunts, sauntus, obs. forms of Sanctus.
Sauntys bell : see Sanctts bell.
Saun t z Cfail) : see Sans, Sans fail.

II Saupiquet. rare- 1
. [Fr., f. saupiquer «

Sp. salptcar : see Salpicon.] A piquant sauce.
1656-7 Davenant Entert. Rutland Ho. Wks. (1673) 357

Your Pottages, Carbonnades, GriUades, Ragouts, Hachcs,
Saupiquets, ..and Entre-mets.

Saurel (sprel,. [a. F. saurely 'the Bastard
Mackerel ' (Cotgr.).] A fish of the genua 7>a-
churus.
188a Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 431

Trachurus, Rafinesque. Saurels. Ibid. 43a T. saurus
Raf.—Horse Mackerel ; Skip Tack ; Saurel.

I! Sauria (s§ria), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.L. (Brong-
niart 1799;, f. Gr. cavp-a, aaip-os lizard. (Oppel
used the masc. form Saurii.)] An order of Rep-
tiles, originally including the Lizards and Croco-
diles; subsequently restricted to the Lizards alone.

The term is now little u*ed, being commonly
replaced by Lacertilia.

1834 McMirtkie Curler's Anim. Kingd. 169 The Sau-
ria, or Lizards, whose heart has two auricles, and whose
body, supported by four or two feet, is covered with scales.

1851 Mantki.l Petrifactions iii. % 5. 261 And equally differ
from the vertebra of the Iguana:, Monitors, and all existing
Sauria. 1876 Bell tr. Cegenbauer s Comp. Anat. 420 In
the Saurii the so-called 'crural pores' lead into glands,
which look like compound tubes, and which secrete cells
which harden and fill up the lumen of the glands.

Saurian (sorian), a. and sb. [f. prec. * -an.

Cf. F. saurien.j A. adj.

1. Zool. Belonging to the order Sauria.
i8o7-»9 Edinb. Encycl (1830) XI. 23/1 Saurian Reptiles.

1851 manteli. Petrifactions iii. § 5. 308 TheA mbtyrhynchi,
the most exclusively vegetable feeders of the saurian order.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a saurian.
18*6 Ann. Rep. Yorksh. Philos. Soc. 14 in Lyell Princ.

Geol. (1830) I. 129 note, Having found a saurian vertebra.

1844 Mrs. Browning Dratna ofExile 738 Earth methinks,
Will.,class these present dogmas with the rest Of the old*
world traditions, Eden fruits And Saurian fossils. 1864
DAvin Geol. Mag. I. 61 They were not mixed up with
Saurian remains, or those of any other species of Hybodus.
B. sb. {Zool.) A reptile of the order Sauria.

Now chiefly in popular use, applied esp. to croco-

diles and to large extinct lizard-like animals such
as the ichthyosaurus, plesiosaurus, etc.
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1807-29 Edinb. Encycl. (1830) XI. 23/2 Flat-tailed Sau-
rians. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 148 The vertebra, .of a
saurian.. has been met with in the mountain limestone of
Northumberland. 183a Ibid. II. 103 Of the great saurians,
the gavials which inhabit the Ganges differ from the cay-
man of America, or the crocodile of the Nile. 1851 Man-
tell Petrifactions iii. § 5. 302 Bones and teeth of marine
saurians. 1888 J. Inglis Tent Life in Tigerland 3 The
long ugly serrated back of the man-eating saurian. 1891 F.
Thompson Sister-Songs (1895) 31 Like the back of a gold-
mailed saurian Heaving its slow length from Nilotic slime.

Saurio-coprolite. Palteont. [f. saurio-

(used as combining form ofSadrian) + Coprolitb.]
The fossilized excrement of a saurian.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 353/2 The true ichthyo-coprolites
and saurio-coprolites.

II Sauriosis (sgri^yu-sis). Path. [mod. medical
L., f. Gr. aavp-a, aavp-os lizard + -osis.
Also, more correctly, sauriasis (Gould Illustr. Diet. Med.

1894, Syd. Soc. Lex. 1897).]

A form of ichthyosis (also called in mod.L.
Ichthyosis sauroderma) in which the skin resembles
that of a lizard.

1890 in Billings Wat. Med. Diet. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Saurischian (sjri-skian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Saurischia (f. Gr. aavpa, aavpos lizard + iaxiov

Ischium) + -an.] a. adj. Relating or pertaining to

the Saurischia, a sub-order or order of dinosaurian

reptiles with the inferior pelvic elements directed

downwards, b. sb. A member of the Saurischia.
188? Seeley in O. Jrnl. CeoL Soc. XLIV. 86 This. .is an

intelligible modification of the Saurischian type. 1891 in

Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Sauro- (sjto), before a vowel saur-, combining
form of Gr. aavpo-s lizard, entering into many scien-

tific terms. Saurodont (sgTodjmt), Palseont. [Gr.
oSovt- tooth] a., of or pertaining to the Sauro-
dontidse, an extinct family of fishes ; sb., a fish of

this family. Saurography [-graphy], ' term for

a description of the saurian reptiles ' (Mayne Expos.
Lex. 1858). Saurophatfous(&9rp -fag3s),a. Omith.
[see -phagous], eating or feeding on lizards

and other reptiles {Ibid, and in recent Diets.).

Saurophldian (sgrofi-dian) [see Ophidian] a., of

or pertaining to the order Saurophidia of reptiles

;

sb., a reptile of this order (used in quot. 1882 for a
hypothetical reptile combining the characteristics

of a lizard and a snake). Sauropterygian
(sjjwpterrdjian), Palseont. [Gr. smpvyiov wing,

fin) a., of or pertaining to the Sauropterygia (usu-

ally called Plesiosauria), an order of extinct marine
reptiles in Owen's classification (Palxont. 1S60,

209) ; sb., a reptile of this order ; a plesiosaur.

1896 Roy. Nat. Hist. V. 486 The Extinct *Saurodonts.
'hid, AH the members of the group are collectively spoken
of as the saurodont fishes. 188a Miss Hopley Snakes xv.

Ibid., All the members of the group are collectively spoken
of as the saurodont fishes. 188s Miss Hopley Snakes xv.

263 We might the rather wonder if there were not . . many
unsuspected species of reptiles, compound ophiosaurians, or
'saurophidians in those inaccessible depths. 1861 Owen
Monogr. Fossil Reptilia Kimmeridge Clay 1. 15 The huge
dimensions of the present species of short-necked •Sauro-
pterygian. 1865 — Fossil Reptilia Liassic Format, m. 17
There is no sufficient ground: for encumbering the Sauro-
pterygian group with one or two additional generic names.

Saurogrnathous(s§r(
j-gnabos),a. Omith. [f.

mod.L. Saurognatha pi., f. Gr. aavpo-s lizard +
yva0-os jaw : see -ous.j Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of the Saurognalhw, W. K. Parker's

superfamily of birds, the woodpeckers and their

allies, characterized by an arrangement of the bones
of the palate similar to that in lizards. So Sauro •-

gnathism, saurognathous formation of the palate.

1874 W. K. Parker in Trans. Lintican Soc. Ser. 11. Z00U
(1879) 1. 9, I am confident that the term* saurognathous' for

this kind of palate will not be thought inappropriate. 1884
Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 173 Saurognathism. 1891
J'roc. Zool. Soc. 3 Feb. 122 On the Question ofSaurognathism
of the Pici. By R. W. Shufeldt.

Sauroid (sg-roid), a. and sb. [a. F. sauroide

(Agassiz), ad. Gr. oavpcuSrjs like a lizard, f.

aavpo-s lizard + -fiSr/s : see -oiD.] A. adj.

1. Resembling a saurian or lizard ; a distinctive

epithet of an order of fishes (mod.L. Sauroidei).
1836 Buckland Geol. Q Min. xiv. § 13 (1837) I. 274 M.

Agassiz has already ascertained seventeen genera of Sauroid
Fishes. 1849-51 Owen in Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 881/1 It

is in this.. that the Sphyrienoid fishes .. approach the Sau-

roid type, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 363 An Enaliosaur,

—a marine reptile of large size, of sauroid figure. 187s
Croli. Climate >, T. xviii. 304 The corals and huge sauroid

reptiles which then inhabited our waters.

2. Path. Akin to sauriosis.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Re/. IX. 742 In parts the eruption

may be called sauroid, said to have come after scarlatina.

B. sb.

1. A sauroid fish.

1836 Buckland Geol. 4 Min. xiv. § 13 (1837) I. 282 note.

The Pycnodonts, as well as the fossil Sauroids, have

enamelled scales. 1857 Agassiz Contrib. Nat. Hist. U. S.

I. 187 Ganoids; with three orders, Coelacanths, Acipen-

seroids, and Sauroids.

2. An animal belonging to the Sauroidea, the

second of the three primary groups of Vertebrata

in Huxley's earlier classification ; afterwards named

by him Saukopsiija.

SAUSAGE.

1863 Huxley Elem. Comp. Anat. v. (1864) 74 The Verte-
brata are capable of being grouped into three provinces:
(I.) the Ichthyoids. .(1 1.) the Sauroids.

. ; and (III.) the Mam-
mals. 187s Encycl. Brit. I. 750/2. 1886 Ibid. XX. 437/2.

Hence Sauroidal a. {rare) = Saukoid a. 1.

1858 Geikie Hist. Boitlderv. 63 The massive bone-covered
sauroidal fish.

Sauromatian (sgwm^-fan). Hist. [f. Gr.
2avpofiarat : see SABMATIAN.] =SARMATIAN.
1611 Bible Transl. Pref. p 8 The Hebrew tongue.. is

turned.. into the Language of. . Armenians, and Scythians,
and Sauromatians.

Sauropod {sg-ioppd), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
sauropoda, f. Gr. aavpo-s lizard + iroS-, irovs foot.]

a. <kj>'. m Sauropodous a. b. sb. A member of the
order Sauropoda of gigantic herbivorous dinosaurs.
1891 Century Diet., Sauropod_la.di. and sb.]. 1905 IVestm.

Gas. 3 May 9/3 ' Sauropod ' is one of the many terrible
names they call the poor thing [Diplodocus Car/iegii].

Sauropodous (sgrfj-ptJdas), a. [Formed as
prec. + -ous.] Of, pertaining to, or connected with
the Sauropoda (see prec).
1887 Lydekker in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLIV. 55 This

huge bone, .is clearly Sauropodous. 1895 — in Knowledge
Mar. 70/1 Gigantic sauropodous dinosaurs.

II Sauropsida (s§r^psida), sb.pl. Zool. [mod.
L., f. Gr. aavp-a, aavp-os lizard + oipis appearance :

see -id.] The second of the three primary groups
of Vertebrataia Huxley's classification, comprising
reptiles and birds, etc. Also in anglicized form
Sauro psid. Hence Sauropsidan a., of or per-

taining to the Sauropsida ; sb., a member of the
Sauropsida. Sauropsi'dian a. — Sauropsidan.
1864 Huxley Elem. Comp. Anat. 220 note, Mr. Parker

agrees with my suggestion .. that the basi-temporals of the
Sauropsida (or Birds and Reptiles} are the homologues of
the lingulse sphenoidales of Man. 1864 W. K. Parker in
Geol. Mag. 1. 56 This exaltation of the ' Sauropsidan ' or
oviparous type by the substitution of feathers for scales,

wings for paws, warm blood forcold, . .—this sudden glorifica-

tion of the vertebrate form is one of the great wonders of
Nature. 1873 Mivart Elem. Anat. 47 In Sauropsidans
the number [of cervical vertebrse] is greater. z88x Marsh
in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Apr. 340 It is apparently a generalized
Sauropsid.^ i88x P. M. Duncan in Academy 23 Apr. 303
The head is less sauropsidian and more chelonian.

SauTOUS, a. 1 Obs. [f. Gr. aavp-os lizard +
-ous.] Resembling a lizard ; saurian.

01843 J- F. South Zool. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII.
308/2 The Saurous or Lizard-like Reptiles are distinguished
from the Serpents by the large gaps on the sides of the
Skull. Ibid. 312/1 In the Saurous Order, the Ribs [etc.].

Saurus (sg'rfs). rare. [quasi-L., ad. Gr. ffoupos

lizard : after ichthyosaurus, etc.] A saurian.

1834 T. Hawkins Mem. Ichthyosauri 27 'One more trial,

my boys, your own reward, if successful—ye-o'—the saurus
is safe 1 1841 T11. Parker Pharisees Wks. 1864 IX. 142
The sauri of gigantic size, the mammoth, and the mastodon,
are quite extinct.

Saury (sjri). [app. irreg. ad. mod.L. saurus,
a. Gr. aavpos lizard.] A name applied to various

fishes (tr. mod.L. saurus), esp. the skipper or bill-

fish, Scomberesox saurus; also attrib. as saury
elops, pike, salmon.
xyjt Pennant Tour Scotl. 1769, 284 Saury. Saurus

Rondel. 232. 1776 — Brit. Zool. III. 284 Saury Pike. 1804
Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 1. 66 Saury salmon. Salmo Saurus.
..Shape much elongated : length about twelve inches. Ibid.

125 Saury elops. Elops Saurus. Ibid. 126 In general

habit the Saury Elops bears some resemblance to a Pike,

or rather to a Salmon. z88a Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis
Fishes N. America 374 Scomberesox, Lacepede. Sauries.

Ibid. yj$S. saurus. .Saury ; Skipper; Bill-fish.

Saury, Saus, obs. forms of Savory, Sauce.

Sausage (s^sedg). Forms : a. 5 sawsyge, 6

sawsege, -cedge, sausige, saucege, saussege,

6-7 sausedge, 7 sausidge, sausege, sauceidge,

aawcege, -sidge, -sadge, -sedge, saussage, sau-

cige,sossage, 7-8 sawsage,saucidge, (7, 9 vulgar

sassage, 9 vulgar sossige), 6- sausage; 0. 7
salsage, soulsage, saltsage. [ME. sausige, a.

ONF. saussiche (Central OF., mod.F. saucisse) =
Sp., Pg. salchicha, It. salsiccia :—late L. salsicia,

fem. sing, or perh. neut. pi. of *salsuius (? pre-

pared by salting), f. sals-us salted : see -itious.

For the representation of original -tj in unstressed syllables

by -dj, cf. cabbage, knowledge, and the usual pronunciation

of Greenwich, Woolwich, Norwich, spinach. ]

1. In the original use, a quantity of finely chopped
pork, beef, or other meat, spiced and flavoured,

enclosed in a short length of the intestine of some
animal, so as to form a cylindrical roll (usually,

one of the ' links ' formed by tying the containing

intestine at regular intervals) ; later also, in gene-

ralized sense, meat thus prepared. In the 19th c.

the application of the word has been greatly ex-

tended ; in its widest use, it denotes a preparation

of comminuted beef, veal, pork, mutton, or a mix-

ture of these, either fresh, salted, pickled, smoked
or cured, with salt, spices, flour (sometimes with

the addition of fats, blood, sugar, vegetables, etc.),

stuffed into a container made from an intestine,

stomach, bladder, or other animal tissue.

There are more than 150 kinds of sausage, distinguished

by names indicating the ingredients una the method of
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manufacture. They are divided into two classes, in the

U. S. known as dry sausage, which is a cured product, sub-

jected to a process of drying lasting several weeks, and
fresh or wet sausage*
Bologna sausage: see Bologna. Pelentan-) polony sau-

sage : see Polony 3
. German sausage : see German a? 4.

a. 14.. Vec. in Wr.-Wulcker 609/5 Salsicia [printed

salsicix], a sawsyge. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ina. (Arb.)

29 Keping it in a certayne pickle as we do regottes or sau-

sages. 1573 Baret Alv. s.v. Puddingy A pudding called

a sawsege, tomaculum. 1585 T. Washington tr. Niche-

lay's Voy. XL xi. 46 Certain sauceges and other good.. re-

freshments. 1586 D. Rowland Lazarillo Cj, The euil

eaten sausedge came gushing out after. 1598 Epulario
C iij, To make good Sausseges of Pork or other flesh.

1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 70 Sawsages the pound ten sols, xo^x

Conf. y. Browne, Jesuit A 3, He . . brought them of his

Holinesses bread, and wine, and other rarities, as Bolognean
Sassagesj and such dainties, c 1645 Howell Lett, (1650) I.

v. xxxvih. 174 She must go adorn'd with chaines of Sau-
sages, c 1700 W. Bishop in BallardMSS. XXXI. 122 Your
best Oxford Sossages. 1755 Johnson, Sausage, a roll or
ball made commonly of pork or veal, and sometimes of beef,

minced very small, with, salt and spice; sometimes it is

stuffed into the guts of fowls, and sometimes only rolled in

flower, a 1845 Hood Sausage Maker's Ghost 34 To meet
the call from streets, and lanes, and passages, For first-chop

'sassages\ 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair xl, Her fingers

were like so many sausages. 1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. vii,

Poor Traddles in a tight, sky-blue suit that made his arms
and legs like German sausages. x8«J3 Soyer Pantropheon
390 Pheasant sausages, a delicious mixture of the fat of that
bird, chopped very small, and mixed with pepper. 1863
W. C. Baldwin Afr. Huntingix. 367, I . .made a sheep into
sausages. 1887 Henley Culture in the Slums i. 2 ' Look
sharp , ses she, * with them there sossiges.'

/3. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 183 The fruit [Banana] is

long in fashion of a soulsage. 1648 J. Raymond II Merc.
ftal. 182 In Bolonia..I took a taste of those famous Salt-

sages, that are compos'd at Bolonia.

2. transf. zxAfig. a. Applied to a thing having
the appearance of a sausage or string of sausages.
1650 W. D. tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. (1656) 63 Parted

as it were into ropes, or sawsidges [Lat. in/unes aut farci-
mina], which the anatomists call muscles. 1685 Roxb.
Ball. (1885) V. 599 The iron Sawsages I wear [i.e. fetters].

1879 Stevenson Trav. with Donkey (1886) 79 The sack.,
hung at full length across the saddle, a green sausage six
feet long.

b. Applied to certain kinds of indiarubber.

1903 Times 14 Feb. 4/6 India Rubber.—Mozambique,
good stickless sausage, 3s. 2&<£.. sausage softish, 2s. lod.

3. Mil. — Saucisse, Saucisson 3.

1645 Enchiridion o/Fortif. 34 The figure .. Presents the
form of a Saucidge, the use whereof is to secure the founda-
tions of Workes in Moorish.. grounds. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb,) 102/2 Sauceidges are things made
of fagotts and brush wood to fill vp ditches. 1704 J. Harris
Lex. Techn. I. s. v., Two of these Saucidges are commonly
applied to every Mine, to the end that if one should fail,

the other may take effect. 1763 R. Orme Milit. Trans.
Hindostan I. 276 A serjeant of artillery, carrying a barrel
of gunpowder with a long sausage to it, went forward [etc.].

1845 W. H. Maxwell Hints to Soldier I. 65 A sergeant.,
leaped upon the covered way with intent to cut the sausage
of the enemy's mines.

4. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as in

sausage-factory, -shop ; b. objective, as in sausage-

maker, -seller, -stuffer ; also in names of appliances

used in making sausages, as sausage-cutler, -filler,

^grinder, -machine, -stuffer; c. similative, as in

sausage-fingered, -shaped adjs.

1891 Century Diet., '''Sausage-cutter, a machine for cutting
sausage-meat. 1837 Dickens Pickwick xxxi, 'Celebrated
*Sassage factory ', said Sam. ^ 187s Knight Diet. Mech.

,

*Sausagc-jiller, a small machine for stuffing sausage-meat
into intestines. 1884 Health Exkib. Catal. 110/2 Sausage
Fillers. 1841 Thackeray Men fy Coats Wks. 1900 XIII. 602
The old *sausage-fingered Berlin gloves. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech,, *Sausage-grinder, a machine for mincing meat for

sausages, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3),
*Sausage-

machine, a machine for chopping or mincing meat for the
purpose of making sausages. 1797 Encycl. Brit, I. 212/1
/Eschines . . the son of Cnarinus a *sausage-maker. 157a
Huloet (ed. Higins), *Sawsage seller, one that selleth

sawsages, allantopola. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bet. in. (ed. 3)

454 *Sausage-shaped{botuliformis)\ long, cylindrical, hollow,
curved inwards at each end ; as the corolla of some Ericas,

1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. v, At the *sausage-shop.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sausage-stuffer, a device for
stuffing cleaned intestines with sausage-meat.

cL Special comb. : sausage-curl, a curl re-

sembling a sausage ; + sausage-hose, ?hose padded
so as to resemble sausages ; sausage-meat, meat
minced and spiced to be used in sausages or as

a stuffing; also transf. ; sausage poison, a peculiar

ptomaine sometimes developed in sausages; so
sausage-poisoning ; sausage-roll, a sausage, or
a roll of sausage-meat, enveloped in a cover of flour

paste, and cooked,

represented the Widow Twankey. 1633 B. Jonson Tale
Tub 1. tv. His long *sawsedge-hose. 1806 A. Hunter
Culina (ed. 3) 49 If required, the *sausage meat may be
put into skins. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xvii,

No wonder, I thought, that the men who wrote these things,
were chopped up into sausage-meat. 1843 R. J. Graves
Sysl. Clin. Med. Introd. Lect. 34 In this class appear
miasms, contagions, the similar 'sausage poison of Wur-
temburg. 1876 A. W. Blyth Diet. Hygiene 506/1 Four
hundred cases of *sausage-poisoning are stated to have
occurred in Wurtemburg alone during the last fifty years.

1881 Syd. Sec. Lex., Allantiasis, sausage poisoning. 1881

E. J. Worboise Sissie xx, Arnold, .had nothing but a *sau-
sage-roll for his dinner.

Sausoyre, Sause, obs. ft. Saucer, Sauce.
Sausedge, obs. form of Sausage.
Sauseflem(e, variant ff. Saucefleme Obs.

Sausenap, rare variant form of Sanap Obs.

1 Sau*serling. Obs. rare. Also 5 sawsyrlyng.
[? f. Saucister (contracted) + -ling *.] A sausage.
1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 789/29 Hec trfla, a saw-

syrlyng. cisjo W. Wager The longer thou livest 254
(Brandl), There be good Poddingsat thesigneof the Plough,
You neuer did eate better Sauserlinges.

Sausfle(a)me, obs. variant ff. Saucefleme.
Sausi(d)ge, Sausie, obs. ff. Sausage, Saucy.
Sausither, variant of Saucister Obs.

Sauslyme, variant of Sauceline Obs.

Saussage, -ege, obs. forms of Sausage.
Sausser, obs. form of Saucer.

Saussurite (s^siiireit). Min. [Named after

Prof. H. B. de Saussure (1740-99) who first

described it: see -ite *.] A very compact variety

of zoisite. Also Comb, saussurite-gabbro, a
variety of gabbro in which the component feldspar

and diallage have been partly altered to saussurite.
1811 Pinkerton Petral. I. 362 Saussurite.. from the

western isles of Scotland. 1880 F. W. Rudler in Encycl.
Brit. XIII.541/1 H. B. de Saussure.. found a greenish
mineral, of singular toughness, which he described as jade.

. Its chemical composition, however, is quite unlike that of
jade, and Beudant separated it as a distinct mineral under
the name of ' saussurite '. 1883 Judd in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc.
XLI. 398 The saussurite-gabbros.

Hence Sanssuri'tic a., resembling, pertaining to,

or characterized by the presence of saussurite

;

Saussuritiza'tion (also incorrectly Saussnriza-
tion), conversion into saussurite, or the process by
which saussurite is formed.
1885 Bonney Addr. Geol. Soc. 70 The felspar being

changed into a saussuritic mineral. 1889 M'Mahon in Q.
Jrnl. Geol. Sec. XLV. §32 The felspar in all these rocks
affords more or less evidence of incipient saussurization.
1893 Geikie Text-Bk. Geol. (ed. 3) 618 Saussuritization, the
alteration of plagioclase into an aggregate of needles, prisms,
or grains .. imbedded in a glass-like matrix.., by an ex-
change of silica and alkali for lime, iron and water.

Sausy, obs. form of Saucy.

t Saut. Obs. ra?-e. Irish. Also saulte, sawt(e,
sould(e. [Of obscure origin.] A ransom for

murder or manslaughter.
1528 in zoth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 403 William

Marten . . dessired of the Courte and Comens Thomas Mar-
ten [his] saut, the which saut was jugid uppon the town by
Pers Lynch, .inrecompenc of the slaght and saut of Thomas
Marten. 1533 St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 163 Alterages,
biengis, saultes, and slauntiaghes. 1534 Ibid. 211 Sautes,
otherwyse called raunsomes. xs^jlbid. 496 Neyther canes,
erykes, sawtes, ne byenges.

Saut, Sautable,var. ff. Salt, Sault, Saultable.

li Saute* (sote), a. and sb. Cookery. [Fr., pa.
pple. of sauter to leap (see Sault z>. 2), used trans.

in causative sense.] A. adj. (Sometimes as pa.

pple.) Of meat, vegetables, etc. : Fried in a pan
with a little butter over a quick fire, while being
tossed from time to time.
1869 Gouffe Roy. Cookery Bk. \. vL 90 Beef kidney can

also be saute" in the following way.

B. sb. A dish cooked in the above manner.
1813 L. E, VdePk Cook (1827) 194 Mind, you must never

let the saute' be too much done. 1827 Lvtton Pelham lxvii,

'Long-life to the Solomon of sautes \ was my audible ex-
clamation. 1869 Gouffe Roy. Cookery Bk. 1. vi. 93 For
sautis, the fire should be brisk. 1870 Dubois Artistic
Cookery 56 A sauti of chickens.
attrib. 1813 [see the vb. below]. 1845 Eliza Acton Mod.

Cookery 163 The saute-pan. .is much used by French cooks
instead of a frying-pan.

Hence Saute v. — Salter v. ; Sauteingf vbl. sb.

[1813 L. E. Ude Fr. Cook (1827) 192 Cut your scollops. .,

dip them into some clarified butter, in a saute-pan, sautez
them over a brisk fire.] 1859 Eng. Cookery Bk. 51 Frying or
Sauteing, Broiling, Toasting and Braising of Animal Food.
1868 M aky Jewry JVarne's Model Cookery 51 To ' Saute

'

anything means to dress it quickly, in a small pan, with
a very little butter [etc.]. Ibid., The art of saute"-ing well
consists in doing it quickly, to keep the gravy. . in the meat.

Saute, var. Salt sb.2 , Sault sbs. and vbs. Obs.

Sauteer, obs. form of Psalter.

II Sauter (s^), v. [Fr. (inf.) : see SautS «.]

trans. (See quot.)

1869 Gouffe Roy. Cookery Bk. \. 5 To sauter is to fry with
little butter over a brisk fire. 1891 in Century Diet.

Sauter(e, etc., obs. ff. Psalter, etc.

t Sauterell- Obs. rare. Also sawterell. Var.,

possibly erroneous, of Sauntrell.
c 1440 York Myst. xxxi. 310 Carpe on knave cautely and

caste be to corde here, And saie me nowe somwhat, bou
sauterell with sorowe. Ibid, xxxii. 91 Yone sauterell he
sais, He schall caste doune oure tempill . . And dresse it vppe
dewly with-in thre daies. Ibid. xxxiL 274 Jitt schalte Jwu
no3t, sawterell, bu sune for-sake it.

II Santerne (sotfrn). [Named from the district

Sauterne near Bordeaux, where it is made.] A
white French wine of the Bordeaux class.

1711 Lend. Gaz. No. 4817/6 For Sale.., 32 Hogsheads..
of..Sauternes White Wine. 1833 Redding Wines 154 The
first [wines] in quality are Carbonieux, . .Sauterne, Bommes,
Barsac, and Preignac. 1836 Dickens Sk. Bez, Boarding

Ho. \, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Calton, and Mr. Hicks produced
respectively a bottle of sauterne, bucellas, and sherry.

Sautir, sautre, obs. forms of Psalter.
Sautre, -trie, -trige, -try, obs. ff. Psaltebt sb.

Sauvage, obs. form of Savage.
Sauve, obs. form of Safe, Save.
|| Sauvegarde, Fr. form of Safeguard ii.
1840 Cuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 274 Some [monitors], more

particularly termed Sauvegardes, have the tail more or less

compressed. ^ 188 . Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 276 The Com-
mon Teguexin, or South American Sauvegarde.
Sauvenap, rare variant of Sanap Obs.

Sauveo(u)r, -ver, obs. ff. Saviour, Saveb.

II Sauve-qui-peut {sovkipb). [Fr., subst. use
of a phrase = ( Save (himself) who can \] A general
stampede or complete rout.
[1801 C James Milit. Did., Sauve qui petit ! Fr. Let

those escape that can. This expression is familiar to the
French in moments of defeat, and great disorder.] 1815
Scott Let. in LockhartZ,j# (1837) III. xi. 361 The mar-
shals followed his [Buonaparte's] example; and it was the
most complete sauve qui peut that can well be imagined.
1855ns Thackeray Pour Georges i. (1861) 41 What a fine

satirical picture we might have had of that general sauve
qui pent amongst the Tory party ! 1907 Anthony Hope
Tales of Two People 133 The poor Stock fell two points
more : there had been a sauve quipeut of the timid holders.

Sauvete, obs . form of Safety.
Sauveur, -our, obs. forms of Saviour,

Savable, saveable (s^ vab'l), a. Also 5
sauvable. [f. Save v. + -able. Cf. OF. sauvable,

salvable.] Capable of being saved; orig. chiefly

in Theol. sense. Cf. Salvable a. 1

1:1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 103 Nowe in it be
cristis vertue growes the noumbre of the sauuable. 1530
Palsgr. 323/1 Savable, saluabte. 1638 Chillingw. Reltg.
Prot. 1. Pref. § 39 Those who doe subscribe them are in
a saveable condition. 1751 [J. Young] Affect. Narr. oj
Wager 25 Our unfortunate Lot was cast, where our Lives
were however saveable. 183* Examiner 51/2 They [sc.

small rotten boroughs] are not of a saveable size. 1884-3
Schaff Encycl. Relig. Kuoivl. II. 1211 Who has shown
himself by his works savable ?

U ? Conducive to salvation.
a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) 1. 374 And we find more

admirable and saveable matter in one only Sermon of Jesus,
upon the Mount, than in all the morals of the philosophers.

Hence t Savableness.
1638 Chillingw, Relig. Prot. 1. Concl. 411 Saveablenesse

of Protestants.

Savacu : see Sabictj.

Savage (sarved^), a. and sb. Also a. 3-6
sauvage, {rare 4 saveage, 5 sawage, saffage, 7
savadg(e) ; £. 4, 6-9 (now arch.) salvage, (7 sal-

vadge). [a. F. sauvage (in OF. also salvage) «=

Pr. salvatge, Sp. salvage, Pg. salvagem, It. sel-

vaggio (in the sense wooded, woodland ; also in

learned forms salvatico, selvatico wild), Roumanian
salbatic :—L, silvaticus (in popular L. also with
vowel-assimilation salvaticus) woodland, wild, f.

silva wood, forest ; see Silvan and -age, -atic]
A. adj.

X. That is in a state of nature, wild.

1. Of animals ; Wild, undomesticated, untamed.
Often, and in later use exclusively, with the con-
textual implication of ferocity (cf. sense 9).
a. a 1300 Dial belli). Body <$ Soul 30 (MS. Digby 86)

To binden leounes sauuage. 0x330 Roland fy V. 92 [Presents
offered to the emperor] Sauage bestes. . . Gold & siluer, &
riche stones. 1483 Caxton Knt. de la Tour a j, But a lytel I

rejoyced me in the sowne and songe of the fowles sauuage.
157a BossewellA rtnerie 11. 58 b, An Asse sauage passante.
1506 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 78 Youthful and vnhandled
colts.. Their sauage eyes tum'd to a modest gaze, By
the sweet power of musicke. 16x0 Guillim Heraldry m.
xx. (1611) 163 Now of those [Fowles of Prey] which are
Predable, whereof some are Sauage, some Domestical 1 : the
Sauage I call those that are not subiect to mans gouern*
ment, but doe naturally shun their societie. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 272 An angry and ferocious disposi-

tion, renders the dog, in its savage state, a formidable
enemy to all other animals. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc.
xlvi, A story so absurd As that a new-born infant forth

could fare Out of his home after a savage herd.
B. 154a TJdall Erasm. Apoph. 148 b, Y* partie had the

mynde or stomake, not of a manne, but of a veraye brute
& salvage beaste. 1550 J. Coke Eng. $ Pr. Herald. § 7
(1877)59 We have almaner of bestes salvages that you have,
and more plente of them to chase. x6a8 Wither Brit.

Rememb. 1. 815 Whom late the salvage Bore. .Hath rooted
up, with purpose to devoure. a 1701 Maundrell Joum.
Jerus. (1721) 39 Lyons and other Salvage Creatures.

2. Of country, land, scenery : + a. Uncultivated,

wild. Obs. b. Hence (by association with branch
II), Horribly wild and rugged.
a. c X330Arth.fyMcrl. 5433 (Kolbing) Jte.xii. Driansofbe

Forest sauage, A strong knijt of hei^e parage. 1426 Lvdc.
DeGuil. PiTgr.i'jin, Ifyla-noon,in my passage Into a wood
ful savage. 1533 Ld. Berners Preiss. I. xvii. 18 Northum-
brelande . . was a sauage and a wylde countrey, full of de-

sartis and mountaignes. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay%
s

Voy. 11. ix. 43 The moste part of the yle is hilly and sauage.

1671 Milton P. R. in. 23 Affecting private life, or more
obscure In savage Wilderness. 1774 Pennant Tour Scotl.

in \Tjiy
22 The prospect on all sides quite savage, high

barran hills or dreary wet sands. 1810 Scott Lei. in Lock-
hart (1837) II. ix. 326 The scenery is quite different from
that on the mainland, dark, savage, and horrid, i860 Tvn-
dall Glaciers 1. ii. 1 1 The view fromthis place had a savage

magnificence. 1907 Bp. Robertson in Trans. Devon Assoc.



SAVAGE.

47 Savage and forbidding scenes have laid aside their gran-

deur.

£• *553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 27 It is throughout

baren & saluage, so that it is not able to nourishe any
beast es for lacke of pasture, a 1645 Waller To my Lord
Admiral 12 Eurydice, for whom his num'rous moan Makes
Hstning trees and salvage mountains groan. 1713 Guardian
No. 101 P 5 Fountaine-bleau. .is situated among Rocks and
Woods, that give you a fine Variety of Salvage Prospects.

1853 G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bard. I. 96 The old salvage

character of the hill has disappeared.

t 3. Of a plant, tree, etc. : Wild, uncultivated.

a. 142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 244 Letus sauage,

that is y-callid scariole. c 1580 R. Willes in Hakluyt's
Voy. (1599) II. H. 79 The greater part of the quadrangle [is)

set with sauage trees, as Okes, Chestnuts, Cypresse. 1731
Pope Ess. Man 11. 182 As fruits. .On savage stocks inserted,

learn to bear. 1733TULL Horse-Hoeiug Husb.xlv. (Dublin)

178 St. Foin..grows naturally savage without sowing or

tillage, upon the Calabrian Hilts near Croto. i8ao Shelley
Ode to Liberty iv, The vine, the com, the olive mild, Grew
savage yet, to human use unreconciled.

0. 1599 Haklcyt Voy. II. l 202 A place, .which yeeldeth
balme in great plenty, but saluage, wilde, and without ver-

tue. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 24 Thus the salvage

Cherry grows.

4. a. Of movements, noise, demeanour, manners,

etc. : Wild, ungoveraed; rude, unpolished, arch.
(-14*0-30 Lydg. Dance Machabree in Bochas (1554) 221,

I haue nought learned here toforn to daunce, no daunce in

sooth of footyng so sauage. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i.

62 But you are more intemperate in your blood. Than Venus,
or those pampred animalls, That rage in sauage sensualitie.

1606 — Tr.
<J-

Cr. 11. iii. 135 The sauage strangenesse he
puts on. 1611 — Wint. T. m. Hi. 56 A sauage clamor.

1667 Milton P.L.vu. 36 The Race Of that wilde Rout that

tore the Thracian Bard In Rhodope,. .till the savage clamor
dround Both Harp and Voice. 1781 Cowper Convert. 421
Oh to the club, the scene of savage joys, The school of

coarse good fellowship and noise. 1784 — Task m. 325

Delights which who would leave.. For all the savage din of

the swift pack, And clamours of the field? 1822 Shelley
Tri. Life 142 The wild dance maddens in the van, and
those Who lead it.. without repose Mix with each other in

tempestuous measure To savage music, wilder as it grows.

f b. Of colouring : Crude, harsh, violent. Obs.

0. 1706 Art 0/ Painting (1744) 163 He tam'd the fierce-

ness of his colours, which were too salvage.

6. Of peoples or (now somewhat rarely) of indi-

vidual persons : Uncivilized; existing in the lowest

stage of culture.

Now felt as a stronger term than barbarous, which tends to

be applied to peoples somewhat less remote from civilization.

a. 1588 Shaks. L. L.L. iv. iii. 222 Like a rude and sauage
man of Inde. 1589 Pi'ttenham Eng. Poesie 1. iii* (Arb.) 23

He brought the rude and sauage people to a more ciuill and
orderly life. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 27 Taking for

their leader the Earleof Desmond and others, as Oneale,and
some other of the sauage Irish. 165s Nkedham tr. Seldeu's

Mare CI. 196 The Britains were for the most part an abject

savage people. 1755 Gray Pregr. Poesy 60 She [the Muse]
deigns to hear the savage youth repeat, In loose numbers,
wildly sweet, Their feather-cinctur'd chiefs and dusky loves.

1771 Ann. Reg. 41/1 The highlanders, whom more savage
nations called Savage. 1781 Gibbon Decl. ff F. xxx. III.

170 The barriers, which had so long separated the savage

and the civilised nations of the earth. 184a Tennyson
Locksley Hail 168, I will take some savage woman, she

shall rear my[ dusky race. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) IV. xviL 73 The south., was, through its neighbour-

hood and intercourse with Gaul, somewhat less savage than
the rest of the island. 1906 A. Machen House of Souls
Note 7 We know . . how the enemies of the cruel Star Cham-
ber caused the savage Indian to disappear from the land.

8. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11. xiii. 5 7. 435 In these

times Greece was very saluage, the inhabitants being often

chaced from place to place, by the captaines of greater

Tribes. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iii. $ 12 The more than
Brutality of some salvage and barbarous Nations. 1698

Fryer Ace. E. fnd, <y P. 271 From a Salvage Prince rendred

himself a tame Follower of the Patriarch St. Gregory.

b. Salvage man : the conventional representa-

tion of a savage in heraldry and pageants ; a
human figure naked or enveloped in foliage, arch.

1575 Gascoigne Princely Pleas. Kenelworth (1587) A iv,

There met her in the Forest as she came from hunting one
clad like a Sauage man, all in luie. 1575 I.aneiiam Let.

(187 1) 14 Oout of the woods in her Maiestiez return rooughly
came thear foorth Hombre Saluagio [marg. The sauage
man.) with an Oken plant pluct vp by the roots in hiz

hande, himself forgrone all in moss and Iuy. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xli, On either side stood as supporters .. a salvage
man proper, to use the language of heraldry, wreathed and
cinctured. 1819 — Ivanhoe viii, Reside it stood his squire,

quaintly disguised as a salvage or silvan man. i8ao —
Monast. xvi, The flesh-coloured silken doublet.. in which
I danced the salvage man at the Gray's-Inn mummery.
1874 Greeh Short Hist. viL | 7. 415 The * Faerie Queen '

..in its alternation of the salvage-men from the New World
with the satyrs of classic mythology.

C. Pertaining to or characteristic of savages,
a. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. vii. $ 3. 102 The first

people which after the generall floud inhabited Italic, were
the Camesenes, . . which people liued altogether a sauage life.

1788 Gibbon Decl. flf F. liu. V. 494 The Grecian princess
was torn from the palace of her fathers, and condemned to
a savage reign and an hopeless exile on the banks of the
Borysthenes. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 161 The
civilized man gives up those stimulants of hope and fear

which constitute the chiefcharm of savage life. 1857 Buckle
Civitiz. I. iv. 176 This is the purely savage state ; and it is

the state in which military glory is most esteemed, and mili-

tary men most respected. 1899 R. C. Temple Univ. Gram.
24 The ' savage ' nature of the languages comes out even
more clearly if we apply the theory in another way.
0. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. viii. § 5. 140 There is no
man so impious, as to beleeue that Noah, .could. .set vp or
deuise any Heathen saluage, or idolatrous adoration. 1697

135

Dryden AEneid vn. 925 Like Hercules himself, his Son
appears, In Saluage Pomp a Lyon's Hide he wears.

t d. Remote from society, solitary. Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1085 O might I here In solitude
live savage, in some glade Obscur'd. 1680 Otway Orphan
11. vii, I, methinks, am Salvage and forlorn, Thy presence
only 'tis can make me blest.

1 6. Of decoration : Rustic, imitating natural

vegetation. Obs.
^1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 156 b, The Jawe peces

I ..were karved with Vinettes and trailes of savage worke.

II. With reference to disposition or temper.

f7. Indomitable, intrepid, valiant. Obs.

a. 13. . Coer de L. 485 An hardy knyght, stout and savage,

Hent a schafft with gret rage, c 1330 Arth. 4r Merl. 8270

i
(Kolbing) (?e .v. was Dedinet, be saueage. c 1350 Will.

I

Palerne 4022 But sone sauage men pat seten in be halle

j
henten hastili in honde what pei haue mi^t.-.to wende him

;

[the werwolf] after wi^tli to quelle. 1470 Henry Wallace
vn. 813 With vthowsand welle garnest and sawage. Ibid.

v. 534 A worthy clerk, bath wys and rycht sawage.

+ b. In bad sense: Reckless, ungovernable. Obs.

c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 4759, I praye the, my broder dere,

. .That thow be wyse and not sauage ; 3>f the not to out-

rage, a 1500 Bernard, de cura rei /am. (E.E.T.S.) 300
A inane.. of wyne bat has vsage Ande habundance, and
syne is nocht saflage Th[r]ow mychtines and confort of be

wyne At temporance bydis and sobyr syne.

f 8. Rude, harsh, ungentle (also trans/, of the

sea, a river). Obs. (merged in the stronger sense

9). In the 17th c. a Gallicism.
a. 13.. K. Alls. 4089 (Laud MS.) Darrie hete..Remuen

his tentes. .and setten hem bisides Estrage, A colde water
and a sauage.
0. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 77 Bot vertu set in the corage,

Ther mai no world be so salvage, Which mihte it take and
don aweie, TU whanne that the bod i deie. Ibid. III. 230 For
as the wilde wode rage Of wyndes makth the See salvage,

And that was calm bnngth into wawe. Ibid. 332 And if ye
wiste what I am, And out of what lignage I cam, Ye wolde
noght be so salvage. 1655 F. G. tr. Scnderys Artemenesxw.
ni. 189 Her reputation is high, though hervertue be neither

salvage nor austere,

9. Fierce, ferocious, cruel, a. of animals.

a. c 1407 Lydg. Reson $ Sens, 3680 Lyouns proude in ther

rage, And many beste ful Savage. 1420-2 — Thebes lit. in

Chaucer's Whs. (1561) 374 b, Grekes wening that were yong
of age That this Tygre nadde be sauage And cruely besetting

al the place Rounde about. 1579-80 North Plutarch,
Theseus (1595) 5 The wild sauage Sowe of Crommyon,
otherwise surnamed Phaea. 1611 Bible Wisd. xvu, 19 A
roaring voice of most sauage wilde beasts. 1630 Br. Hall
Occas. Medit. xxviL (1633) 70 Even the Savagest Beasts are

made quiet and docible, with want of food, and rest. 1706
Addison Rosamond 1. iv, What savage tiger would not
pity A damsel so distressed and pretty ! i8so Scott Let.

in Lockhart (1837) IV. xi. 348 For all the kind [of dogs] are

savage at night.

0. 163a Sanderson Serm. 148 Wherein lob alludeth to

ravenous and salvadge beasts. 1696 Tate & Brady Ps. vii.

2 Lest, like a salvage Lion, he My helpless Soul devour.

b. of persons, their attributes or actions.

a. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Theseus (1595) 5 Of a cruejl,

wicked, and sauage pleasure. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii.

348 O then his lines would rauish sauage cares, And plant in

Tyrants milde humilitie. 1594 — Rich. Ill, 1. iv. 265 [Mur.
derer.} Relent? no: Tis cowardly and womanish. Cla. Not
to relent, is beastly, sauage, diuellish. 1599 — Hen. V. 11. ii.

95 What shall I say to thee Lord Scroope, thou cruel I, In-

grateful), sauage^ and inhumane Creature ? 1697 Congreve
Mourn. Bride 1. 1. 1 Musick has Charms to sooth a savage

Breast, To soften Rocks, or bend a knotted Oak. 1749

Smollett Regie. 1. i, A wretch Of soul more savage breathes

not vital air. 1780 Burke Sp. at Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 261

The operation of the old law is so savage, and so inconvenient

to society, that [etc.]. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Fam.
IV. 190 It would be downright savage to leave Lady Mira-

mont now. 1808 Scott in Lockhart (1837) !• '• S2 1'be

magistrates of Edinburgh.. encouraged a savage fellow,.,

one of the under*masters, in insulting his (Dr. Adam's]
person and authority. 1845 Disraeli Sybil m, vii, With
a countenance. . rather brutal than savage. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair ix, He had a savage pleasure in making the poor

wretches [his creditors! wait. 1849 Grote Greece il Hi.

(1862) IV. 457 Hisqueen the savage Parysatis. 1879FROUDE
Cawarxxiv. 419 The troops were savage, and killed every

man that they overtook.

p. 1637 Saltonstall Eusebius* Constantine 137 Hee hath

changed all mansutude and graciousnesse with salvage fury

and cruelty, a 1694 Tillotson Serm. xlii. (1742) III. 198

With what a salvage and murderous disposition they fly at

one another's reputation and tear it in pieces.

C. trans/.

1634 Milton Comus 358 Within the direfull grasp Of
Savage hunger, or of Savage heat. 1818 Shelley Homer's
Hymn to Castor 9 When wintry tempests o'er the savage

sea Axe raging. i8m — Epipsych. 332 So that the savage

winds hung mute around. 1857 Emerson Poems 12 The
bellowing of the savage sea.

10. (Chiefly collcq.) Enraged, furiously angry.

Also, rough or unsparing in speech.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl. (Colburn) 29 Don t

let Emmy know that we have split, else she 11 be savage

with us. 1851 Lvtton Not so bad \ 1. i. 32 You're so savage on

Softhead, I suspect 'tis from envy. 1861 Flor. Nightingale

Nursing (ed. 2) 45 Almost any sick person .
.
if he can speak

without being savage., is exercising self control. 1870

Emf.ksosSoc. ff Solit., OldAgeVtks. (Bohn) III. 134 Michel

Angelo's head is full of masculine and gigantic figures as

gods walking, which make him savage until his furious

chisel can render them into marble. 1875 W. S. Hayward
Love agst. World 3 Come, Jasper, you need not look so

savage. 1899 E. Phillpotts Human Boy no, I think the

Doctor was pretty savage with old Briggs.

III. 11. Comb., asf savage-force, -hearted, -look-

ing, -spoken, t -wild-

SAVAGE.
1784C0WPER Task vi. 487 Vicious in act, in temper ^savage-

fierce. 1819 Mrs. Grant in Mem. <$- Corr. (1844) II. 223
His *savage-hearted prototype. 1795 Seward Anecd. II,

272 They were the most *savage-looking men that I had
ever beheld. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliv, He.. glared
at him with savage-looking eyes. 1894 Outing (N. V.)

XXIV, 230/1 A *savage-spoken old Scotch woman. 159a

Shaks. Rom. <$ Jul. v. iii. 37 The time, and my intents are
*sauage wilde.

B. sb.

f 1. A wild beast. Obs.
x68a Southerns Loyal Brother iv. i, What unfrequented

coast am I thrown on, Naked, and helpless, to be made
a prey To the next coming Salvage of the field ? 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 11 p 12 The suspicion and solici-

tude of a man that plays with a tame tiger, always under a
necessity of watching the moment in which the capricious
savage shall begin to growl. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
I. o Crommyon was infested by a wild sow named Phaea.
..This savage he {Theseus], .killed. 1831 Macaulay Ess.,

Hampden r 14 The man who, in a Spanish bull-fight, goads
the torpid savage to fury, by shaking a red rag in the air.

b. A bad-tempered horse. Cf. Savage v. 4.
1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The 0. V. H. vi, His experience

of similar animals led him to house a donkey in the same
box with Warrener, with whom the savage soon fraternised,

and displayed corresponding improvement in his temper.
1888 W. Day Horse 419 We also nave in Paradox a modern
savage, like his grey prototype.

2. A person living in the lowest state of develop-

ment or cultivation ; an uncivilized, wild person.
a, 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. it. 202 Vouchsafe to shew the

sunshine of your face, That we (like sauages) may worship
it. 1605 Camden Rem., Impreses 174 His conceit was
obscure to mee which painted a savadge of America point-

ing toward the Sun, with Tibi accessv, mihi decessv. 163a

Lithgow Trav. vi. 292 Some scattering Arabs, sold vs

Water...Two of which Sauages our Captayne hyred, to

guide vs. 167a Dryden 1st Pt. Conq. Granada 1. i. 7, I

am as free as Nature first made man, 'Ere the base Laws
of Servitude began, When wild in woods the noble Savage
ran. 1763 J. Brown Poetry fy Mus. iii. 29 The Iroquois,

Hurons, and some less considerable Tribes, are free and
independent Savages. 1907 G. Tyrrell Oil $ Wine 24 To
the savage every stranger is therefore an enemy.
^. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 60 Doe you put trickes vpon's

with Saluages, and Nlen of Inde? 161a Capt. Smith, etc.

Map 0/ Virginia 11. i. 3 Wee traded with the Salvages at

Dominica. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (1883) 40 Among strangers

and salvages.

fig. 1642 Fuller Holy <$• Pro/ St. in. ii. 156 Seeing we
are civilized English men, let us not be naked Salvages in

our talk.

b. trans/. A cruel or fierce person. Also, one

who is destitute of cultnre, or who is ignorant or

neglectful of the rules of good behaviour.
1606 Shaks. Tr. + Cr. v. ni. 49 Hect. Fie sauage, fie.

Troy. Hector, then 'tis warres. 1672-5 Comber Comp. to

Temple (1702) 130 But who would imagine that our Christned

Albion should breed such Salvages? 176a Colman Mus.
Lady 11. 20 So6hy. . .Oh—the people here are all downright
Goths. Mash. Absolute savages—an English catch, a
Scotch jigg, and an Irish howl are all their ideas of har-

mony. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 422 Witness the patient ox,

..Driv'n to the slaughter, .while the savage at his heels

Laughs at the frantic sufTrer's fury. x8«6 Disraeli Viv.

Grey 1. iii, However, . . the young savages at Burnsley Vicar-

age had caught a Tartar. 1847 Tennyson Princess m. 230

Peace, you young savage of the Northern wild ! 1898

Haig-Brown in Westm. Gaz. 1 Feb. 8/1 Schoolboys.. are

not such savages as in the old days.

3. a. = Salvage man (see A. 5 b). b. The ' Jack

of the clock ' (see Jack sbA 6).

«57< Laneham Let. (1871) 15 This Sauage, for the more
submission, brake hiz tree a sunder. 1708 [Hatton] New
View Loud. I. 231 The Ornament of this Church [sc. St.

Dunstans in the West] consists.. of the Clock.. here being

two Figures of Savages or wild Men, well carved in Wood,
..with each a knotty Club in his Hand wherewith they
alternately strike the Quarters. 1780 Edmondson Heraldry
II. Gloss., Savage, Wood-man, or Wild-man. 1803 Mal-
colm Lond. Rediv, III. 461 Their clock and savages, whose
fascinating movements attract twenty pair of eyes every

quarter of an hour. 1908 Daily Chron. 9 Oct. 4/7 [About

1762] it was customary for the Lord Mayor's procession to

be headed by a body of men called ' whifiiers ' . . . These, with

the assistance of some twenty 'savages' or 'greenmen ', as

they were termed, who let off., fireworks, effectively cleared

the way for the City Fathers and the ' Show '.

Savage (sse-ved^), v. Also 6 salvage, [f.

Savage a.]

f 1. intr. To act the savage ; to indulge in cruel

or barbarous deeds. Obs. rare.

1563 Sackville Mirr. Mag., Compl. Dk. Buckingham
xlix, My hart agryesd that such a wretche should raygne,

Whose bluddy brest so salvaged out of kynde, That Pha-

laris had never so bluddy a minde. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vn. xix. 384 Though the blindnesse of some
ferities have savaged on the dead, and beene so injurious

unto wormes, as to dtsenterre the bodies of the deceased

;

yet had they therein no designe upon the soule.

2. trans. To render savage, barbarous, or fierce.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. viii. (1623) 563 Dispositions

not despicable, if they had not been sauaged with a too

carelesse rudenesse. 17*7-46 Thomson Summer 1081 De-
pendants, friends, relations, Love himself, Savag'd by woe,

forget the tender tie, The sweet engagement of the feeling

heart. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxu, I was so savaged by
my wrongs that I delighted in the recital of this adventure.

1828 Southey EpisL, Anniv. 13 Its bloodhounds savaged

by a cross of wolf. 1899 Contemp. Rev. Dec. 882 They are

extremely good-natured and mild-tempered dogs, unless

carefully ' savaged ' by their masters.

t 3. To behave savagely to. Obs.

1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont III. 146 She used to

savage me so. .that I shall never go near them any more.



SAVAGED.

4. Of an animal, esp. a horse : To attack with

the teeth, bite.

1880 \V. Day Racehorse in Train* v. 38 In the stalls the

bars should be put up between them, so that.. they may be

hindered kicking and savaging each other. 1891 N. Gould
Double Event 12 A dangerous horse had thrown Thurton to

the ground, and was ' savaging him. 1894 Pall Mall G.

1 Nov. 7/3 Alexander III was daily caricatured as a bear

with an Imperial crown, who wished to savage the best of

his subjects. 1896 W. C F. Molyneux Campaigning in

S. A/r. <f Egypt 173 [The horse] galloped about with rolling

eyes, savaging every horse or man it could reach.

+ Salvaged, a. Obs. rare, [f. Savage sb. and

v. + -ed.] Savage, barbarous, uncivilized ; also,

rendered savage or cruel.

s6ix Speed Hist, Gt. Brit. v. vii. § 10. 42 Icones and Pat-

ternes of their first and mostsauaged times. 164a H. More
Song of Soul 111. App. xxxv'ui, Madnesse and stupor seize

His salvag'd heart.

Savagedom (sse'ved^dam). [f. Savage a. or sb.

+ -DOM.J The condition of being a savage; the

realm of savages, savage people collectively.

1845 E.Warburton Crescent ty Cross I. 311 We had been
already five weeks in Savagedom, among sands, and deserts,

..and. .had had enough of it. 1889 Jessovp ComingofFriars
ii. 87 The people, .goaded to frequent outbursts of ferocious

savagedom by hunger. 1908 O. Crawfurd in 19/A Cent.

Jan. 63 In the early ages of savagedom this region was
eagerly colonised by Rome.
Savageism, variant of Savagism,

Savagely (ste-ved^H), adv. [f. Savage a. +
-LY*.] In a savage manner; + recklessly (pds.)

t

cruelly, barbarously, fiercely.

a 1400 Launfal 130 So savagelych hys good he besette,

That he ward yn greet dette, Ryght yn the ferstyere. 1563

WinJet Vincentins Lirin. To Q. Marie, Wks. (S.T.S.) II.

7 Raigeing I say, nocht only aganis our mother the haly,

cathohk kirk, bot maist sauagelie aganisthame selfis. 1605

Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 205 Your Castle is surpriz'd : your
Wife and Babes Sauagely slaughter'd. 1749 Smollett tr.

Gil Bias 11. vii. (1782) I, 174 MergelHna being, .withal so

savagely virtuous that she could not so much as endure the

look of a man. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiv, Captain
Crawley looked savagely at the Lieutenant. 1891 Kipling
Light that Failed xiu. (1900) 223 He was savagely angry
against Torpenhow.

Savageness (ssrved^nes). Also 7-8 salv-.

[f. Savage a. + -ness.] The state or condition of

being savage, uncivilized, barbarous, cruel, fierce.

a. 13.. Sir Beues 2363 (MS. S.), I haue herde ot[MS. N.
in] sauagenes, Whenne 3onge men were in wyldernes, pat
bey toke hert and hinde . . ; f>ey slowen hem and soden hem
in her hide ; pus doon men, bat in wood abyde. 1600 Sur-
flet Country Farm 11. liv. 371 He [the vnruly bull] will be-

come gentle, forgetting his naturall sauedgenes. 1604 Shaks.
Oth. iv. i. 200 She will sing the Sauagenesse out of a Beare.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. xxxiv. 261 He kissed

my hand with such a savageness, that a redness remains

upon it still 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt 11, When the latent

savageness of his nature was thoroughly roused.

0. 1660 F. Brooke Xx.Le Blanc's Trav. 353 Leaving them
by reason of their salvagenesse. 1701 W. Nichols Consol.

to Parents 8 A Salvageness and Ferity which the crudest
of Brutes are not subject to.

Savagery (sae'vedsiri, sse'vedgari). [f. Savage
a. + -by, after F. sauvagerie^

1. The quality of being fierce or cruel ; savage

disposition, conduct, or actions; also with a and

//. a cruel action or deed.

1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 48 This is the bloodiest shame,

The wildest Sauagery, the vildest stroke That euer wall-

ey'd wrath. .Presented to the teares of soft remorse. 1794
Coleridge Relig. Musings 182 In savagery of holy zeal.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iv. (1841) 227 They err greatly who
imagine that this man's courage was ferocity, mere coarse

disobedient obstinacy and savagery, as many do. 1877

Tennyson Harold 11. ii. 210 Hast thou never heard His
savagery at Alencon? 1883 Burton & Cameron GoldCoast
I. iii. 75 We shall seldom see these savageries on the eastern

coast of the island.

2. The condition of being wild or uncivilized

;

the characteristics of savages ; the savage state of

human society.

1815 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 327 The progress

from savagery to civilization is evidently first from the hunt-

ing to a pastoral state. x96a R. F. Burton Dakome I. 19

At certain hours the bugle-call from Santa Cecilia intimates

that all about me is not savagery. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.

1. iii, There was a curious mixture in
_
the boy, of uncom-

pleted savagery, and uncompleted civilisation. 1870 Lub-
bock OHg. Civiliz. i. (1875) 3 A tribe which had sunk from

civilisation into barbarism would by no means exhibit the

same features, as one which had risen into barbarism from

savagery. 1904 Sir R. Rodd Sir W. Raleigh ii. 23 Ireland

. .remained abandoned to the savagery of the primeval Celt.

3. Wildness, as of nature or scenery, etc.

187a B. Harte Mrs. Skaggs's Husbands 1, lixcept for the

rudest purposes of shelter from rain and cold, the cabin

possessed but little advantage over the simple savagery of

surrounding nature. 1884 Sala fount, due South 1. vii.

(1887) 97 The appearance of the rock-bound coast is one of

unrelieved savagery.

4. collect, in occasional uses : f Wild vegetation

(obs.) ; savage beasts or savages collectively.

1599 Shaks. Hen. K, v. ii. 47 Her fallow Leas, The Dar-
nell, Hemlock, and ranke Femetary,Doth root vpon ; while

that the Culter rusts, That should deracinate such Sauagery.

1867 Jean Ingelow Story of Doom vi. 10 And had made A
fire, to scare away the savagery That roamed in that great

forest. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Matabele Campaign
xviiL (1807) 464 That the white settlers were not entirely

overwhelmed in the first mad, blood-thirsting rush of relent-

less savagery is a matter for marvel.

136

Savagess (sae'vedses). rare. [f. Savage sb. +
-ess !. Cf. F. sauvagesse. ] A female savage.
1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. ofRom. i. vii. 24 The Empresse

would needs visit the fair Savagesse. Ibid, xxxii. 143 Silvan
and the fair Savagess his wife. 1858 Thackeray Virgin.
xl, The savage and savagess retired together.

t Savagine, a. and sb. Ois. rare. Also -yne.
[a. F. sauvagin, i. sauvage Savage a. Cf. Sp.

salvagina, Pg. selvagina, sa/vagina, It. selvaggina,

salvaggina venison, game.] A. adj. Savage, wild.
c 1430 Lydc. Min. Poems ( Percy Soc.) 246 Savagyne, voyd

of al resoun. 1430-40 — Bochas 11. xvi. (1494) h ij, Of the
forests the bestes sauagyne.

B. sb. A savage.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3914 pai.-Sloje of ba sauagyns

[printed -yus] a sowme out of nombre.

T Savagious, a. Obs. rare. [f. Savage a. +
-lous.] Savage. Hence + Savagriously adv.

1630 Howell Giraffi's Rev. Naples 1. 51 So they sent for

DoctorlulioGenovinoamost savagious man. 1633 Lithgow
Trav. vi. 296 The people generally are. -as sauagiously

tame (I protest) as the foure footed Citizens of Lybia.

Savagism (soe-vedgiz'm). Also savageisra. [f.

Savage a. + -ism.] = Savagery 2.

1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. II. 465 Virtues, .could

alone keep the world from that relapse into savagism to

which mankind is ever tending. 1798 A. P. Tour in Wales
30 (MS.) We began to omit clambering among. .ruins,

merely for the assurance of Superstition and Savageism
having existed when these terror striking fabrics were
erected. 1841 Mary Hennell in C. Bray Philos. Necess.

II.616 Fourier, .divides the history of humanity into four

forms or periods, incoherently social—savagism, patriarchal-

ism, barbarism and civilization. 1877 Sparrow Serm. xiii.

175 There are various kinds of life . . there is that of youth and
age, of ignorance and knowledge, of civilization and savage,

ism, with numerous subdivisions under each.

Savagize (sarved53iz), v. rare. [f. Savage a.

+ -ize.] trans. To render savage or cruel.

1848 Tail's Mag. XV. 140 Earnshaw has been allowed to

grow up on the farm, a man savageized. 1864 Gilfillan in

Mem. (1892) 349 It was but natural that a man, who when
he was close on middle-age had still his reputation and for-

tune tomake [etc. J,.. should be soured and half savagised.

||
Sa'valo. Obs. rare ~ K [Sp., now written sd-

halo : see Sabalo.] The shad. Only attrib.

1622 Mabbe tr. Ale/nan's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 113 Your
Savalo-pyes for the holy weeke.

Savan : see Savant.

Savannah (savanna). Forms : 6 zavana, J
savanar, .savanah, pi. savanse, 7-8 savaua, 7-

savanna, savannah. [In 16th c. zavana, a. Sp.

zavana, cavana, given by Oviedo 1535 as a Carib

word. The later form savana (mod. Sp. sabana)

is an instance of the usual N. American Sp. sub-

stitution of s for 2. Cf. F. savane, G. savanne.

The Sp. sabdna savanna is not, as has been supposed, the

same as sdbana sheet. The difference in accent is shown
by verse examples to have existed already in the 16th c.

;

and the words originally began with different consonants.]

1. A treeless plain
;
properly, one of those found

in various parts of tropical America.
1555 Eden Decades in. iii. (Arb.) 148 Hauynge towarde

the southe a playne of twelue leages in breadth and veary

frutefull. This playne, they caule Zauana. 1604 E. G[rim-
stone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. xxx. 291 The plaines,

which they call Savanas. 1655 I. S. Brief Jrnl. Proc.

Army W. Indies 18 Open ground and plaine Fields, or

Savanars as they there call them. 1661 Hickeringill Ja-
maica 13 Nor are the Woods a more plentiful Nursery for

the Hoggs then the Savana's are for the Beeves and wild

Cattel. 1672 Sir W. Talbot Discov. John Lederer 25 The
Woods being full of Fallow, and Savanse of Red-Deer. 1697

Dampier Voy. I. 87 In the Bay of Campeachy are very

large Savanahs, which I have seen full of Cattle. 1699 Ibid.

II. 11. S3 The neighbouring Savannahs. 1719 Df. Foe
Crusoe 1. us On the Bank of this Brook I found many
pleasant Savana's, or Meadows, plain, smooth, and cover'd

with Grass. 1753 Washington Jrnl. Writ. 1889 I. 17 He
told me that the nearest and levellest Way was now im-

passable, by Reason of many large mirey Savannas. 1756

P. Browne Jamaica 11 The more extended plains are

commonly called Savanas. 1819 Bowdich, etc Mission to

Ashantee 11. xiii. 448 The red and yellow ochres brought to

me, were dug in the neighbourhood of a savannah three

journies south-eastward of Empoongwa. i8»6 Scott

IVoodst. v, Glades..anon opening yet wider into little

meadows, or savannahs. 1865 Parkman Huguenots iv. (1875)

57 Next came the broad sunlight and the wide savanna.

1900 Doyle Gt. Boer War xiv. 235 Between these hills there

lie wide stretches of the green or russet savannah.

fig. 1866 N. ft Q. Ser. ill. IX. 273/1 The allusions. .so

profusely scattered through the vast savannahs of literature.

1893 F. Thompson Poems 49 Whether they swept, smoothly

fleet, The long savannahs of the blue.

2. (See quots.)

1827 O. W. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 113 Close to an

extensive and beautiful pine savannah. Ibid. 114, I had

a long walk into the savannah, which is pretty closely

covered with detached clumps of pine trees of all ages and

sizes. 1865 Reader 23 Sept. 236/3 The army has been

moving through magnificent pine-woods— the savannahs of

the South, as they are termed.

3. attrib. a. simple attrib.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 50 Plain even Savanah Land, with-

out any Trees. 1719 Df. Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe! 1 10, 1 he

open or Savana Fields. 1844 Mrs. Browning Sonn., O
Dreary Life' 7 Savannah-swards Unweary sweep. 1867

Latham Black $ White 118 'Savanna land', meaning wet

land.

b. In the names of birds, plants, etc. : Savan-

nah bird, blackbird, the Crotophaga ani of the
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West Indies ; t savannah crane, ? the \Yhooping

Crane, Grits americana; \ savannah finch, the

grasshopper-sparrow of the U. S., Coturniculus

passerinus ; savannah flower, ' a West Indian

name for various species of EcAites' (Treas. Bot.

1866) ; savannah fox (see quot,); savannah
sparrow, a sparrow of the genus Passercjilus, esp.

P. savanna, common throughout the greater part

of North America; savannah-wattle, the West
Indian trees Citharexylum quadrangulare and C.

cinereum
; fsavannah woodcock, Latham's name

for Gallinago unditlata.

1694 Ray in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 200 In referring the
"Savanna bird to the Lark-kind. 1725 Sloane Jamaica
II. 306 The Savanna Bird. .is four Inches long [etc]. 1862

Wood lllnstr. Nat. Hist. 1 1. 569 The food of the "Savannah
Blackbird is mostly of an animal nature. 1791 W. Bartram
Carolina 220 Amongst other game, they brought with them
a "savanna crane which they shot in the adjoining meadows.
1783 Latham Synopsis Birds III. 270 "Savanna Finch.

1696 Sloane Caial. Plant. Jamaica 89 "Savanna F'lour.

1756 P. Browne Jamaica 182 The Savanna Flower. This
plant is common in the Savannas about Kingston. 1852
G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet. 350 Echites suberecta

( . . Savannah flower). 1879 Wood Waterton's Wanderings
412 Fox Wulpes cancrivora).—This animal is generally

called "Savannah Fox by the colonists, and Mikang by the

natives. 1808-13 A. Wilson Amer. Omith. (1831) II. 249
Priugilla savanna, Wilson.—*Savannah sparrow. Hid.,

The female of the Savannah sparrow is five inches and
a half long. 1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787
"Savannah-wattle. X785 Latham Synopsis Birds V. 132

"Savanna Woodcock.

II Savant (savan). Also fsoavant, savan. [Fr.;

subst. use of savant adj., orig. pr. pple. (synon. with

sachant, now the only form in this use) of savoir

to know :—popular L. *sapere = class. L. sapere to

be wise : cf. Sapient.
The misapprehension of the obs. Fr. spelling savans of the

plural has given rise in Eng. to the incorrect form savau.\

A man of learning or science; esp. one profes-

sionally engaged in learned or scientific research.

1719 F. Halksbee Phys. Mech. Exper. v. 225 [He] made
a Report thereof to the Royal Academy of Sciences of

France ; and, upon his return home, those Scavans thought
it worth their while to re-examine the matter. 1750 Ches-
terf. Let. to Son 24 May, At Paris.. you will find a cargo

of letters, to very different sorts of people, as beaux esprits,

scavants, et belles dames. 1765 H. Walpole Let. to G.

Montagu 22 Sept., I dined to-day with a dozen savans.

1805 Edin. Rev. VII. 232 On one of these occasions, the

savants in waiting were Quintus Icilius and Thiebault.

1848 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) 1. 189, I saw Alfred [Ten-

nyson], and the rest of the scavans. 1864 Chamb. Encycl.

s. v. Manzoni, His mother [being] the gifted daughter of

the great savan, the Marquis Beccaria. 1874 Sidgwick
Meth. Ethics in. v. 263 How shall we compare, .the service

of the savant who discovers a new principle with that of the

inventor who applies it?

II
Savante (savant). [Fr., fem. of savant:

see Savant.] A learned (French) woman.
1766 H. Walpole Let. to Gray 25 Jan., Madame de Roch-

fort is different... Her manner is soft and feminine, and

though a savante, without any declared pretensions. 1813

Byron in Moore Lett. * Jrnls. (1830) 1. 457 Annabella. .is

..an only child, and a savante, who has always had her

own way. 1844 M arc. Fuller Woman in 19th Cent. (1862)

57 There is on her no hue of the philosopher, the heroine,

the savante, but she looks great and noble.

Savar, obs. Sc. form of Savodb.

II Savate (savat). [Fr. ; lit. a kind of shoe : see

Sabaton.] A method of fighting (commonly em-
ployed instead of or in conjunction with boxing) in

which the feet are used. Hence ||
Savateur (sava-

tor), one who is skilled in the savate.

1862 Wraxall Hugo's Miserables exxx. II. 79 The Pa-

risian gamin.. is clever at the savate, and all creeds are

possible to him. 1889 E. B. Michell Boxing(Badm. Libr.)

132 While the practice of the Savate, in which the feet as

well as the hands are used, was growing up in France, an

exactly similar style of boxing was being separately de-

veloped in the remote countries between India and China.

1898 Daily News 25 Oct. 8/5 This mixture of savate with

a sort of elementary boxing would appear to be only effec-

tive when both parties use it. 1899 Ibid. 30 Oct. 6/6 Charle-

mont, the French savateur.

Savation (s^'v^'Jan). dial, (see E.D.D.).

[f. Save v. + -ation. Cf. savation, obs. f. Salva-

tion.] A saving (of money).

1714 Macky Joum. thr. Engl. (ed. 2) II. xii. 181 Which

(to use that Country People's Word) was a great Savation of

Money to my Lord Duke.

t Save, sb.1 Obs. [ad. L. salvia Sage sb.\

whence OE. salute ; assimilated to Save v.] Sage.

H386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1855 Fermacies of herbes, and

eek saue They dronken, for they wolde hir limes haue.

? a 1450 Pol. Rel. *r Love Poems 287 So bat he drynke save

or anteoche.

Save (s^'v), sb? [f. Save v.]

1. An act of saving ; a piece of economy, dial.

and vulgar. (See E.D.D.)
1906 Daily Chron. 9 Feb. 4/4 The fact is, apart from, .the

save in gas and firing, . . when the year's finished 1 Ve calcu-

lated I shall make a profit on it.

2. Football, Hockey, etc. An act of preventing

the opposite side from scoring.

1890 Field 1 Nov. 670/1 Coventry [a half-back) came to the

rescue with a plucky save. 1891 Pall Mall G. 1 Mar. a/i

Gay, in goal, made no mistake and several excellent saves.
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Save (s^'v), v. Forms : a. 3-5 (6 Sc.) salve
;

Sc, 5-6 sa(u)lf(f, 6 salfe, salffe. &. 3-5 sauve
;

also (chiefly north, and Sc.) 3-6saufXe,4-5sawf(e,

sawff, 4-6 sauff. 7. 4 Kent, sove (sovi, sovy).

5. 3- save ; also (chiefly north, and Sc.) 4-6 saw(e,

4-5 saf(e, 4-6 saff(e ; Sc. 5-6 saif(f, (6 saaf). [a.

OF. salver, sauver ( = Pr., Sp., Pg. safvar, It. sal-

vare) :—late L. salvdre to save, f. L. satv-us Safe.]

L To rescue or protect.

L trans. To deliver or rescue from peril or hurt

;

to make safe, put in safety. Const, from, font of.

a. a living being.

c 1250 Kent. Stmt, in O. E. Misc. 32 Lord saue us for we
perisseL 13.. Guy Warw. 122b God. .bat. .heldest Daniel
tram J>e lyoun, Saue me fram bis foule dragoun. c 1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George) 116 To saf his doucbtir fra bat

wrak. c 1470 Got. tf Gaw. 1099 Thus may thow saif me fra

syte. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xc. 284 He that alwayes
hath saued me out of all perelles wyll not forsake me
at this tyme. 01578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot.

(S.T. S.) II. 55 Gif^e. .salve his servandis Are the daith so
far as $e may. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 3 One that I

sau'd from drowning. 169a R. L'Estrange Fatties ix. 9
Save a Thiefe from the Gallows, and he'll Cut your Throat.

1719 Db Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 63 Did not you come Eleven
of you into the Boat, where are the Ten? Why were not

they sav'd and you lost ? 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii,

She fell on her knees, and thanked the Power which had
saved her husband. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. vii,

* O Mr. Symmes !—save me—do save me—do hide me I

'

said Eliza.

b. one's life 'similarly, one's body, carcass, head,

neck, etc.). To save one's skin, to escape unhurt.

To save ones bacon : see Bacon 5 a.

1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 9231 So bat to saui is lif be castel

vp mi jolde. 13.. K. Alt's. 3811 He lefte his pray, and
fleygh to hors, For to save his owne cors. 1470 Henry
WatUice 11. 271 His fostyr modyr. .Did mylk to warme, bis

liff gitfscho mycht saiff. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxvu.

330 He besought our lorde god to saue his body fro mys-
fortune. c 1570 W. Wager The longer thou livest 477
(Brandl), Neither mockes nor gaudes shall your skinne

saue. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. iii. 67 To day, how many
would haue giuen their Honours To baue sau'd their Car-
kasses? 1685 [see Neck sb> 3d]. 1803 Med. Jml. IX.

458 A great many lives were saved by the salutary practice

of inoculation. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 544.1°
have done all in his power to save both the head of Stafford

and the head of Russell. 1896 A. E. Housmam Shropshire

Lad xlvii, See my neck and save your own.

C. a people, state, city.

c x375.fr. Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George) 106 His douchtir.

.

to be dragone suld be gyffine, to sauff be ton. 1474 Caxton
Chesse 11. v. (1883) 59 He shold employe aile his entente to

saue the comyn wele. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. v. (S. T. S.)

I. 34 My citee was saumt be bi helpe. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v.

in- 133 If it were so, that our request did tend To saue the

Romanes, thereby to destroy The Voices whom you serue.

1718 Pope Dune. 1. 197 Could Troy be sav'd by any single

hand. 185a Tennyson Ode on Wellington 200 Yea, let all

good things await Him who cares not to be great, But as he
saves or serves the state. 1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan
Introd. p. xxi, The Bards were saved, but reformed.

d. To rescue (property) from shipwreck, fire, etc.

158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanhedd's Conq. E. Ind. 1. xli.

95 There was kindled in the same [ship] a great fire, so that

nothing was saued, but onely the men. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. 1. 156 Go, go, be gone, to saue your Ship from
wrack. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 73 The fyre

was so vehement that littell or nothing was saved. 1787
Park Mar. Insurances 141 Whereas the circumstance of

the lighters being saved, and the ship lost, was accidental.

1878 Mrs. Hungerford Molly Bawn xxxviii, I saved them
[sc. diamonds] from the fire . . , and have had them re-set.

e. absol.

1560 Bible (Geneva) /so. lix. t The Lords hand is not

shortened, that it can not saue. 1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11.

ii. 80 Your husband he is gone to saue farre off. Whilst

others come to make him loose at home. 173a Pope Ess.

Man 11. 201 The same ambition can destroy or save. 1781

Cowper Charity 226 Oh, 'tis a godlike privilege to save !

i860 W. Whiting Hymn, Eternal Father, strong to save.

2. Tkeol. To deliver (a person, the soul) from

sin and its consequences ; to admit to eternal bliss.

[Gr. ff^(uy
t

L. (Vulg.) salvum facere, salvare,

salvifcare.]
a xa»5 Leg. Kath. 1025 Monnes unmihte ; bet he neodeles

nom upon him scoluen, us for to saluin. 1340 Ayenb. 98
Godes zone bet com to be wordle to zeche an to souy bet

bet wes uorlore. 136s Langl. P. PI. A. I. 82 Tech me..
Hou I may saue my soule. 138a Wvclie Mark xvi. 16 He
that scbal bileue, and schal be baptisid, schal be sauyd

(v.r. saaf]; sothli he that schal bileue not, schal be dampned.
So 1535 Coverdale, 1611.) — James x. 2t In myldenesse
receyue ;e the word insent, that mai saue ^oure soules. [So
in later versions.] c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xviii. 261 If it

be seid .
.
' The crosse of Crist saued the world . . \ the dewe

vndirstonding ther of is this: 'Crist bi his crosse .. saued
the world '. a 1500-34 Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays, Shear,
men 546 A seyd there schuld a babe be borne,. .To sawe
mankynd that wasse for-lome. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de
W. 1531) 20 b, I am passed my purgatory, and I am saued.

1549 Latimer 6th Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 166 We can
not be saued wythout fayeth, and fayth commeth by hear-

ynge of the worde. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 111. ii. 75 For
there is no christian that meanes to be saued by beleeuing

rightly, can euer betecue such impossible passages of grosse*

nesse. 1666 Klnvan Grace Abound. % 202, I was again
much under this Question, Whether the Blood of Christ

was sufficient to save my Soul? 1786 Burns forG. H.Esq.
4 But with such as he, where'er he be, May I be sav'd or

d 'd. C1830 Mooke Epitaph on Tuft Hunter 20 He'd
rather be Genteelly damn d beside a Duke Than sav'd in

vulgar company. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv, Luther learned

Vol. VIII.

now that a man was saved not by singing masses, but by 1

the infinite grace of God. 1893 F. Thompson Poems 61
There is no expeditious road To pack and label men for

God, And save them by the barrel-load.
absol, a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiii. x pat is, bare is na

god bat dampnnes or safes. 1858 Arnot Laws fr. Heaven
Ser. 11. xiii. 101 It is grace accepted that saves.

b. in asseverative phrases, as I hope to be saved,

f so God (or Christ) save me, etc.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeont. Prol. <$• T. 808 Ye shul paye
fourty pound, so god me saue. c 1450 Holland Hoivlat
120 So me Crist saif. c 1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt.
300 As I be saved, ye be ful gentil and noble. 1710 Swift
Jml. to Stella 23 Dec., Remember poor Presto, that wants
you sadly, as hope saved. 17x1 Ibid. 30 June. 1749 Field-
ing Tom Jones vin. xi, As I hope to be saved, I will never
mention a word of it.

C. trans/. To reclaim from moral laxity, or the

like ; to be the * salvation ' of.

1894 Sir E. Sullivan Woman 98 How often you hear it

said that marriage has improved a man—that it has saved
him !

3. Used in certain formulas of benediction, greet-

ing, etc.; as God save you I + Also (in greetings)

with omission of the subject.

{God) save the mark : see Mark sb. x 18.

c 1330 Arth. <$ Mert. 7034 (Kolbing) Wele yfounden, child

Wawayn, Crist saue bi mi?t & bimayn. c 1386 Chaucer
Knt's T. 2250 God saue al this faire compaignye. Amen.
1530 Palsgr. 698/1 God save you, whiche sayeng we use

whan we come firste to ones presence. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. L 70 Sir Protheus : 'saue you : saw you my Master ?

163a Massincer City Madam iv. iv, Luke. Then, as I said

..you were tickl'd when the beggars cry'd, Heaven save

your honour. 1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer in. ii, Save
ye, save ye, Gentlemen. 1888 Lowell Heartsease if Rue
178, I have seen him some poor ancient thrashing Into

something (God save us D more dry.

b. esp. in God save the king I and the like.

c XS90 Beket 755 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. xa8 Sire king, he seide,

god pe loke, and saui bi dignite ! 1340-70 Alex. <$ Diud.
8 1 1 pus dindimus be dere king enditep his sonde, & god by-
secheb to saue be souerame prinse. 1350-70 in Eutogium
Hist. (Rolls) III. 87 Regem [Henricum II] Theutonica
lingua sic affatur\ Godde saue the kyng. [In Giraldus
(Rolls) VIII. 180 God houlde dhe, cumng.] 1535 Cover-
DALft % Sam. xvi. 16 He sayde vnto Absalom : God saue the

kynge. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus n. iii. M j b, Arte rex, or

god saue your royall maiestie. 1558 Prod, in Strype Ann.
Re/. (1709) I. 11. App. i. 389 Goa save the quene. a 1627

Sir J. Beaumont Bosw.-fietd {1629) 9 Some with loud shout-

ing, make the valleyes ring, But most with murmur sigh :

God saue the King.

f4. To spare instead of killing, allow to live,

give (one) his life. Often coupled with slay. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5549 (Hs midwimmen. .did noght als be

king bam badd, Bot sauued bai bar childer Hues, c 1385

Chaucer L. G. W. 1917 So that the site was al at his wUle,

To sauyn hem hym leste or ellis spille. 1470 Henry Wal-
lace iv. 256 Wallace commaundede thai suld na wermen
saiff. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. (1883) 52 Whan he sauyth

the lvf of them that he may slee. 1549 Compl. Scot. xii.

100, I ordand 30U to slay doune al the romans, and nocht

to saif ane of them. 1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xvi. 586

To saue or slay the Sparow that he holdeth closed in his

hand. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VIt tv. vii, 124 And therefore yet

relent, and saue my life. 1642 Laws 0/ War Army Earl
Essex 20 None shall save a man that hath his offensive

Armes in his hands, upon paine of losing his prisoner.

absol. ctTfia Chaucer Prol. 663 For curs wol slee, right

as assoillyng sauith. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 207 Where
himhapneth the victoire, His lust and al his moste gloire

Was forto sle and noght to save.

6. To deliver front some evil which is likely to

befall one ; to protect from something which would

be unwelcome or untoward ; to ensure (one) im-

munity from some hurt or annovance.
a 1300 CursorM. 2985 Fra toche of hir i saued be, \>ax bou

suld not sin in me. 136a Langu P. PI. A. I. 23 pat on
Clothing is fromCheleow to saue. ct^jfi Myrc Festiat 293

ponkyng hym bat sauid hym wyth hys blessing from poy-

synnyng. 1530 Palsgr. 698/1, I save one from daunger, as

harnesse dotbones persone, or as medecyne, or preservatyve

dothe ones heltb, je contregarde. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon Iv. x86 The good barneys saued Huon fro all hurtes,

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 103 But Zelmanes

comming saued Dorus from further chiding. 18*7 O. W.
Roberts Voy. Ceutr. Anter.226 He saved me from much
interruption and many annoying questions, i860 Tyndall
Gtac. x. xvi. 118 A sudden effort was necessary to save me
from falling. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. 0/ To-day xviii.

(ed. 3) 162 This route has the advantage, too, of saving one

from the crowd. .

b. used in invocation or aspiration : esp. with

sarcastic emphasis.
1738 Pope Univ. Prayer 33 Save me alike from foolish

Pride, Or impious Discontent. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 499

But save me from the gaiety of those Whose head-aches

nail them to a noon-day bed. 1798 Canning New Morality

aio in Anti-Jacobin 9 July, Save, save, oh ! save me from

the candid friend I -

C. To be a protection, defence, or means of

deliverance to. „

,

uia-so Lydg. Troy Bk. 111.90 And some wil haue also no

viler To saue his face, but only a naser. 1470 Henry Wal-

lice 11. 71 Couert of treis sawit him full weille. 1543

Grafton Contn. Harding 489 A goodly glose, by the

whiche that place that may defend a thefe, may not saue

an innocent. X77« 7«"»" £«"• lxv"* 33.3 *?ut " sl
}

al
J
n
,

ot

save you. The very sunshine you live in is a prelude to

your dissolution.

6. rejl. (in senses 1 and 5). Often = to get away,

escape (F. se sauver).

a iMMKAncr. R. 98 O none wise ne muwe *e betere sauuen

ou suluen. c 1310 Sir Beues 836 Him com strokes so gret

plente pat fain he was to weren is hed And saue him self
fro be ded. 1x450 Myrc Festial 133 Wherfor, gentyll
knyght, gos hens fast and saue byselfe. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, v. ii. 48 Flye Lords, and saue your selues.

ai7iS Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 585, I saved my self out
of those difficulties by saying to all my friends, that I would
not be involved in any such confidence. 17*9 W. Funnell
Voy. 144 He and his company got to his boat, and so saved
themselves to the ship. 18x7 Ballad 0/ Waterloo 18 All
panic struck, the legions fled, Twas save himselfwho could.
18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xl, The only course by which he could
save himself from degradation and disgrace,

f b. rejl. and intr. To avoid loss. Obs.
a 1548 Hall Ckron., Hen. VI 139 b, So both parties,

rather myndyng to gain or save then to lose, departed for

that tyme. Ibid. 141 b, Thenglishemen sometyme saved,
and sometyme gained, but the moste losse lighted on the
Frenchemen.

_
1696 Phillips (ed. 5) s. v., A Tradesman is

said to save himself that neither gets nor loses.

7. fa. To heal, cure, restore to health. Obs. b.

Later only as a specific use of sense 1 : To rescue

from a sickness which threatens to prove mortal

;

=to save the life of.

136a Langl. P. PL A. vm. 17 Hou heore schabbede schep
schal heore wolle saue. X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI.
387 He was hard i-holde with a strong sikenesse, and my^te
nou^t be i-heled nober i-saved wib no manere medecyne.
1390 Gower Co/if. 1 1 1. 32 Bot as a man that wolde him save,
Whan he is selc, be medicine, a 1400-50 Alexander 2^Z
My-self with a serop sail saue [Dublin MS. safe] 30W be-

lyue. 14 . . OMcium Resurrect, j in Non-Cycle Myst. Flays
3 Why suffred he so forto dy, Sithe he may all sekenes saue ?

X615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) L63 Soe our chirur-

gion was sent for to assist the Duch chirurgion to save the
[wounded] man, yf it were possible. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xli, Her own little boy was saved, actually saved, by
calomel, freely administered, when all the physicians in

Paris had given the dear child up.

8. To keep, protect or guard (a thing) from
damage, loss, or destruction.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 429 And so be strokes were
i-lette, and be walles i-saved. 1387 Charters, etc. Edinb.
(1871) 35 To cast the watir owte and to save the were for

the watir. c 1450 Myrc Festial 39 Hys hall was yche day
of the ^ere new strawed .. forto saue knyghtys clobys bat

setton on be flore. 1553 Wilson Rket. (1585) 117 Fond is

bis purpose, that being in the Raine, casteth his garment in

a bush, and standeth naked himself, for sauing the glosse

of his gay coate. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 63
A Fernl of Brass may be put thereon to save the Head
from cleaving. 167a Wiseman Wounds 11. 00 If the Toes
with part of the foot was shot off, cut off the lacerated parts

smooth, but with care to save as much of the foot with the

heel as you can. 1713-14 Pope Rape Lock n. 93 To save

the powder from too rude a gale. i73$— Donne Sat. ii. 72
His Office keeps your Parchment fates entire, He starves

with cold to save them from the fire. 1907 Hodges Elem.
Photogr. 97 Over-exposed prints may possibly be saved by
further diluting the developer.

fb. To guard (property) from loss or from

passing into other hands ; to keep in safe posses-

sion (for oneself or another). Obs.

X389 in Eng. Gilds{i%-jo) 81 Also, ye skyueyns of ye gylde
yat hauen ye catel m hande, scholene fynden borwes to ye
alderman, for to sauen ye catel, and for to bringe it forht

at ye general morspeche. wybt-outen ani lettyng. X393

Langl. P. PI. C x. 272 When by lord lokeb to haue a-lou-

aunce for hus bestes, And of be monye bow haddist ber-myd
hus meoble to saue. 15*6 Tindale i Tim. vi. 20 O Timothe
save that which is geven the to kepe. 1533 Bellenden
Livy 1. ii. (S. T. S.) f. 15 The realme of latynis and troianis

was sauffit to bis childe Ascanius be prudent tutorie of

lavinia his moder.

+ C. To have (a person) in safe keeping. Obs.

c X386 Chaucer Doctor's T. 200, I deeme anon this cherl

his seruant haue ; Thou shalt no lenger in thyn hous hir

saue.

t d. To make (a place) secure. Obs.

1338 R. BnuHNEChron. (1810) 294 pe toun he suld so saue,

bathe suld not ascape.

e. To save ones pocket : to avoid spending one s

money.
1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 0/1 The tenant for life may

have indirectly benefited himself or saved his own pocket.

f. To save one'sface : to avoid being disgraced

or humiliated. Similarly, to save (another's)face.

[Originally used by the English community in China, with

reference to the continual devices among the Chinese to avoid

incurring or inflicting disgrace. The exact phrase appears

not to occur in Chinese, but ' to lose face' {tin lien), and
1 for the sake of his face ', are common.]
1898 Westm. Gaz. 5 Apr. 5/1 Unquestionably the process

of saving one's face leads to curious results in other countries

than China. 1900 Daily News 25 June 4/5 The commu-
nique* in the Russian ' Official Messenger ' provides the ne-

cessary formula by the adoption of which the Chinese Go-
vernment can save its face.

9. To keep intact or unhurt, preserve, maintain,

safeguard (honour, credit, chastity, and the like).

a 1300 Cursor M. 11232 Rig^ht sua al plain, ..he com and
yede, Saufand his moder hir maidenhede. c 1350 Will.

Paleme 527 My worschipe to saue. 1375 Barbour Bruce
11. 338 Wyrk yhe then apon swylk wyss, That sour honour

be sawyt ay. c 1386 Chaucer SqrJ's T. 523 Til that myn
harte.-Graunted hym loue, vpon this condicioun, That
eueremore myn honour and renoun Were saued. 1390

Gower Con/. I. 19 Good is to save With penance and with

abstinence Of chastite the continence. x$88 Shaks. L. L.L.
iv. i. 26 Thus will I saue my credit in the shoote. 16x7

Morvson Itin. 1. 148 Who to save the reputation of the

Virgin, confessed that he came to rob the house. 1665

Boyle Occas. Reft. u. xi. (1848) 130 Twould be much easier

for the mistaken Physitian to save his Credit, than for the

unprepar'd Sinner to save his Soul. X733 Pope Ep. Cobham
125 Must then at once (the character to save) The plain

18



SAVE.

rough Hero turn a crafty Knave? ifei Lvttom Not so Bad
li. i. 29 The loan saved my credit, and made my fortune.

b. To safeguard (a right, possession) to a person.

c 1460 Fortescub/4^. Of Urn. A/on. xiv.(i88s) 144 Whether

the kynge mey gyve such rewarde.-off his revenues, sav-

ynge to hym sell? sufficiant ffor the sustenance off his estate.

1499 Reg. Privy SealScotl. I. 5% A precept of confirma-

tion of the crownarschip of Carrik. .Salffand to the kingis

hienes service auch and wont. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures

4ib,Vfa man let lande to another for terme of lyfe sauynge

the reuersyon to him. 1571 Act 13 Eli*, c. so § 6 Savinge

to all and every person or persons, .all such Rightes. . w<*

they. .had, might or shoukf have had, of, in or to any the

Mannors Lordshippes [etc.]. 164a tr. Perkins* Prof. Bk.

x. § 648. 379 The Lord doth grant the rent unto a stranger

saving unto him his seignory. 1863 H, Cox Instit. 1. v. 23

We find a clause, .introduced saving the king's rights,

f C. ? To keep, observe (a duty, rule). Obs.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 85 Wherof I can noght bothe save

Myspeche and this obedience, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (verse)

538 And all bai aw be day & night To saue bis rewle in all

per myght.

t a. To preserve the credit of (one's word, oath).

c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. xxix. 72 A man stode ber besyde
& herd, & wold, hys thankes, saue [v.r. Sawe] be prophetes
sawe. 1595 ind Pt. Contention (1843) 125 He shew your
grace the waie to saue your oath.

10. With adj. complement : To keep or preserve

whole, unhurt, etc.

t To save harmless : see Harmless a. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5037 Lauerd..sauue mi childir hale to
me. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 223 Ane angell. .opynd be
dure and savid be seale hale at Saynt Remigius sett on itt.

1535 Coverdale Ezek. xviii. 27 When the wycked man
turneth awaye from his wickednesse . .he shal saue his soule

alyue. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 225 To saue vnscratch'd your
Citties threatned cheekes. 1611 Bible 2 Kings vii. 4 If

they saue vs aliue, we shall Hue. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 566
Which, kindled with dry leaves, just saves unquench'd The
spark of life. 1859 Tennyson Enid 894 To Save her dear
lord whole from any wound.

J- 11. To store, preserve, keep in sound condition.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvL (Bodl. MS.), He
[the heart] is holowj to fong blood, and he is bikke to saue
it. 1601 Holland Pliny II. 507 After that, it ought to be
dried in the Sun, and saued in a brasen box. 1602 Carew
Cornwall (1723) 33 They [the Fish] are saued three maner
of wayes : by fuming, pressing, or pickelHng. 17*8 Pope
Dune. 1. 151 There sav d by spice, like mummies, many a
year, Dry Bodies of Divinity appear.

b. intr. To remain in good condition, to last

without spoiling, to ' keep '. ? U. S.

1891 Century Diet., Save. .To be capable of preservation :

said of fish : as, to save well.

12. trans, f a. Astr. To save the appearances, the

phenomena [tr. Gr. ocpfav ra epeuvoptra (e. g. in Pro-

clus Hypotyp. v. § 10); cf. It. salvar le apparenze,

F. sauver les apparenees'] : said of a hypothesis

which satisfactorily explains the observed facts.

See also Salve z\2 i. 06s.
1625, 1643 [see Phenomenon i c]. 1667 Milton P. L. vm.

82 When they come to model Heav'n And calculate the
Starrs, how they will weild The mightie frame, how build,

unbuild, contrive To save appeerances.

Hence (?orig. allusively) b. To save appearances:

to contrive to keep up an appearance of propriety,

solvency, or the like. (So in Fr. and It.) Cf.

Appearance 12 b.

17x1, 1761 [see Appearance 12 b]. 1844THIRLWALL Greece
VIII. Ixiii. 222 Sparta sent only a handful of men to save
appearances. 1876 ' Ouida* Winter City viii. 234, I suppose
it ' saves society , at least it saves appearances.

13. To prevent the loss of (a game, match, wager,
etc.). Also, in Racing slang, to 'hedge* so as to

protect (oneself, one's ' book ') from loss, or so as

to recover (a certain sum) out of one's losses.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. n. iv. 94 The description Of what is

in her Chamber, nothing saues The wager you haue laid.

17.. in Lilly white Cricket Scores (1863) I. Pref. 10 If a
striker nips a Ball up just before him he may fall before his
Wicket, or pop down his Batt before Shee comes to it to
Save it. 1837 D. Walker Sports <£ Games 217 The striker

..must never follow a ball so far that, in case of no runs
being obtained, he cannot return to save his wicket. x86s
PycRorr in London Soc. II. 114/1 As to his bowling, it

might have saved the game. 1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The
O. V. H. xx, And even his lordship began to grudge that
he had not just saved his book upon him [a horse] in con-
sonance with the Major's advice. 1885 New Bk. Sports
58 But in the Eton field. .even in the sorest straits, by the
feet, and by the feet alone, must the goal be saved.

+ b. To make {a. dangerous voyage) safely. Obs.
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India

<fr
P. 77 This holds with little

intermission till, .the first Full Moon in August ; when our
Europe Ships, if they save their Passage about the Cape,
venture to make in here.

14. ' To take or embrace opportunely, so as not
to lose ' (J.) ; to be in time for, manage to catch.
i73*-3 Swift Reas.Rep. Sacrum. Test.WVs. 1751 IX. 245

The same Persons. .were.. faithful Subjects to Cromwell.
yet being wise enough to foresee a Restoration, they seized
the Forts and Castles here [in Ireland].. ; iust saving the
Tide, and putting in a Stock of Merit sufficient to preserve
[etc]. 180a Canning in G. Rose Diuries (i860) I. 456,
I have but a moment to save the post. 1833 I. Taylor
Fanat. vi. 203 That they may save the hour of. .appoint-
ment. 1849 Thackeray 12 June in Scribner's Mag. I. 409/2
The note must go this instant to save the post. 1865 Trol-
lops Belton Est. vii. 73 There arises a question whether
under such circumstances the train can be saved.

T b. To save one's distance, time : to manage to
arrive at (a given point or time) after being delayed.
1790 R. Cumberland Observer No. 142 f 3 (1791) V. 184

138

Whether Nicolas saved his distance . .we shall not just now
enquire. 1806 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life vi, iv.

Riding out to dinner, many miles off, on a beast that will

not quit his walk, while you know that nothing short of a
full gallop will save your time.

II. To reserve, lay aside.

15. To keep for a particular purpose or as likely

to prove useful ; to set apart, lay by, reserve.

c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (verse) 1582 pat euer-ilkon wil of
hir laue be third part til hir sopper saue. 159a Shaks. Rom.
<$ Jul. 1. v. 9 Good thou, saue mee a piece of Marchpane.
1719 De Foe Crusoe t. (Globe) 136, I saved the Skins of all

the Creatures that I kill'd. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
(1796) xiv. 210 Take. .a bunch of turnips, pare them, save
three or four out, put the rest into the water. 1845 Visit

to Bury St. Edmunds 90, I have one pair [of shoes] ; they
were almost worn out when father died, and as mother can't

buy any more, I save them for Sundays.

16. spec. To collect and keep (seed) in stock for

sowing.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xxiii. 47 The Roots [of

Clary]., perish after the Seed-time: it is mostusuall to save
it; for the Seed seldom riseth of its own shedding. 1763
Mills Sysi. Pract. Husb. IV. 128 The best way to save
the seeds of this plant, is [etc.]. 1801 Farmer's Mug. Jan.
92 It is feared the bulk of the people will not be able to

save seed for next crop.

b. To dry (corn, hay, peat) by exposure to the

air ; to harvest, stack. Cf. win.
1719 De Foe Crusoe L (Globe) 120 When it [the corn] was

growing and grown, I have observ'd already, how many
Things I wanted, to Fence it, Secure it

t
Mow or Reap it,

Cure and Carry it Home, Thrash, Part it from the Chaff,
and Save it. 1764 Museum Rust. I. Ixxxiii. 361 The
farmers pile them up in one of their offices, with an outside
facing of bog turf well saved. 1824 Miss Mitford in

L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 183 The Northumberland people
have an idiom of 'saving hay* for 'making hay'. 1892

Jane Barlow Irish Idylls i. 8 A turf-stack.. when newly
saved '

. . looks like a solidified shadow of the little house.

C. To extract (gold) from quartz.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines fy Mining 69 The gold is

easily saved, being clean, angular, and not very small

;

hence the proportion saved by the mill-process is notably
greater than in any other locality in California.

d. To save clean in Whaling (see quot.).

1891 Century Diet. s. v., I> save clean, to save all (the
blubber) in cutting in : a whaling-term.

17. To store up or put by (money, goods, etc.)

by dint of economy ; to reserve instead of spend-

ing, consuming, or parting with.

1361 Langl. P. Pt. A. vm. 27 Treube-.Bad hem Bugge
Boldely what hem best lykede, And sepben sullen hit a-;eyn
And saue be wynnynge. 14.. How Good Wife taught Dau.
170 in Q. Eli*. Acad. 49 pei. .pat wyll thryue, and per gode
saue, 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L.\\. iii. 39, I haue fiue hundred
Crownes, The thriftie hire I saued vnder your Father. 1753
Johnson Adventurer No. 84 P 14 A nobleman's butler, who
has furnished a shop with the money he has saved. 1842
Tennyson Dora 50 But Dora stored what little she could
save, And sent it them by stealth. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) II. vi. 95 He was able to save money for his son s
education.

b. absol.

1595 Lodge FigforMomus H 1 b, Counsel!, how to spend,
and saue. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. 11. iii. I. 410 Whatever
industry might acquire, if parsimony did not save and store
up, the capital would never be the greater. 1859 Smiles
Self-help ix. 234 Add guinea to guinea ; scrape and save ;

and the pile of gold will gradually rise. 1878 Jevons Pol.
Econ. ix. 86 It is idle to say that the better-paid working
men cannot save.

c. with up. Also absol.

1834 [see Saved ppi. a. 2]. 1830 Smedlev Frunk Fairlegh
iv, A parting gift from my little sister Fanny, who.. had
saved up her pocket-money during many previous months,
in order to provide funds for this munificent present. 1884
Blackley Thrift <$ Indep. 20 To try the system of saving up
a little week by week. Ibid. 57 If, by an effort, he save up.,
^30. Ibid. 91, I set myself to save up for my own old age.

18. To avoid spending, giving, or consuming
(money, goods, etc.) ; to keep (a given amount)
from being spent or consumed or lost and so retain

it in one's possession. Also with indirect obj.

(with or without to) : To enable a person to avoid
spending, giving, or losing.

a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 545/345 Ki suuuer
veut soun doner, Corteis seit de soun manger ;.. He may
saue moneye and gete t>at wol be curteys of his mete. 1539
in W. A. J. Archbold Somerset Ret. Houses (1892) 73 Ther
will be a great soome of money that shalbe salved to the
kinges highnes therbye. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons
6 b, And so consequentlie in their whole Armies to saue
the pay of a great sort of Captaines . . and other Officers.

1596 Shaks. iHen.IV,iu.'iu. 48 Thou hast saued me a thou-
sand Markes in Linkes and Torches. Ibid. v. i. 99, I. .will,

to saue the blood on either side, Try fortune with him, in

a Single Fight. 16x7 Moryson Itin. 1. 207 The said Ianizare

. .will easily save a man more then his wages. 1661 Pepys
Diary 20 Aug., When we came to look for our coach we
found it gone, so we were fain to walk home afoot and saved
our money. 1693 in C. R. Wilson Old Fort William (1906)
I. 12 That old Maxim.. That a Penny saved is two Pence
gott. 171a Swift Let. Eng. Tongue'WVs. 1755 II. 1. 107
You have already saved several millions to the publick.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 406 By carrying this plan into

execution, the public. would save not less than four mil-
lions per annum. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
TechnoL (ed, 2) I. 257 With suitable flues, the saving of
fuel is much greater when turf and wood are employed than
is the case with coal ;. -ird being saved in the case of wood,
and ith only in that of coal, i860 Trollope Framley P.
xxxii, Mr. Sowerby then got into another cab. ..Anyone
else would have saved his shilling, as Mrs. Harold Smith's
house was only just across Oxford Street.

SAVE.

fb. absol. Of a commodity : To effect a saving

in use, ' to be cheap ' (J.).
a 1626 Bacon Compounding of Metals Baconiana (1679)

04 Brass Ordnance.. saveth both in the quantity of the

Material, and in the charge and commodity of mounting &
carriage.

O. With immaterial obj., e. g. labour, time, dis-

tance to be travelled, etc.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fum. Loz>e B ij, Therefore
saue labour for making any further reply hereunto, least

you doe but lose your trauaile herein. 1600 Shaks. A.V.L.
11. vii. 8 He saues my labor by his owne approach. 1601
— Twel. N. 11. it. 6 You might haue saued mee my paines,

to haue taken it awayyour selfe. 1612 Bacon Ess., Despatch
(Arb.) 248 To chuse time, is to saue time. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 3 Fair weather beginning with the
New Moon, made the Captain repent that he had not
passed through the Phare of Messina, which would have
saved him fifty miles in his course. 1847 Marrvat Childr. N.
Forest iv, Edith.. baked all the oatmeal cakes, which saved
Alice a good deal of time. 1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men
in Boat 149 We had dispensed with tea, so as to save time.

19. To be careful or economical in the use of;

to use or consume sparingly.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. vii. 160 His youthfull hose well

sau'd, a world too wide For his shrunke shanke. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 62 For I eat sparingly ; and sav'd my
Provisions (my Bread especially) as much as possibly I

could. 17*9 Swift Direct. Serv., Butler Wks. 1751 XIV.
21 To avoid burning Day-light, and to save your Master's
Candles. 18x6 Scott Old Mori, xl, Next she enlarged on
the advantage of saving old clothes to be what she called
' beet-masters to the new '. 1847 C. Bronte yane Eyre xxix,

Everything, .including the carpet and curtains—looked at

once well worn and well saved.

20. To treat carefully, so as to obviate or reduce

fatigue, wear and tear, etc. To save oneself, to

reduce the amount of one's exertions.

[1756 Chesterf. Let. to Son 14 Dec., Adieu ! I am going
to the ball, to save my eyes from reading, and my mind
from thinking.) 1785 G. A. Bellamy Apology (ed. 3) III.

82 To make use of the theatrical phrase, I never saved my-
self, but often suffered my feelings to possess me so entirely,

as that they deprived me of the power of voice. 1847
Marryat Childr. N. Forest xviii, My eyes are getting
weak, and I wish to save them as much as possible. 1856
Whyte Melville Kate Cov. v. 52 White-Stockings, whom
I had ridden down [to the races], to save Brilliant. 1859
Geo. Eliot Lifted Veil \\, Supposing that he wished merely
to save her nerves. 1907 Symons-Jeune Art ofPunting 17
Beginners, .in order to save themselves and ease the strain

on their arms, .shove crooked and turn the punt round.

III. To avoid orprevent (something undesirable).
A development from sense 18; sense 21 arises naturally

from the sense ' to avoid paying or losing '. Cf. also sense 5.

21. To avoid for one's own part or enable another

to avoid (some burden or inconvenience) ; occas. to

avoid or obviate the necessity for. Const, indirect obj.

of the person (oneself or another) who is relieved.

1606 G. W[oodcocke1 tr. Justin Epit. Emp. Hh 3 b, By
meanes whereof, a little tract of time would saue him a
great deal of wrath. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I.

75 And about midnight [hej departed towards Crates ; which
saved the geveing a present of 2 damaskt fowling peeces, yf
he had staid till morninge. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv.

xvii. 259 How might'st thou by this effugium have sav'd
all thy misfortunes? 1681 Dryden Span. Friar iv. ii. 58
Will you not speak to save a Lady's Blush? 1699 — Ep.
y. Driden n Without their cost_ you terminate the cause
And save the expense of long litigious laws. 1780 Mirror
No. 95 Take my advice, my dear Bell, and save yourself
the trouble. 1790 Scott Let. in Lockkart (1837) I. vi. 168
My letters lie there for me, as it saves their being sent down
to Rosebank. 1813 Southey Nelson II. 135 The hurt done
by their splinters would have been saved also. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xxiii, The best way's to let the blood barken upon
the cut— that saves plasters. 1886 Manch. Exam. 13 Mar.
5/2 The only use of paper money is in saving the wear and
tear of gold. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.WYl.77 A tendency
to take quick steps, as if running forward to save a fall.

+ b. To save (a woman's) longing, to anticipate

and so prevent it. Also trans/. Obs.

1593 King Leir i.ii.133 (Malone Soc), Madam, to saue
your longing, this it is.

^ 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 261 Sir,

you haue sau'd my longing, and I feed Most hungerly on
your sight. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair m. i. (1631) 48
Looke, Win, doe, looke a Gods name, and saue your long-
ing. 1656 Osborn Adv. Son 11. xvi. 54 Our Beldame Eve,
to save her longing, sold us all for an Apple. 1665 Head
Eng. Rogue (1874) I. 88 Come hither Sirrah, I know what
you would have, Tie save your longing.

C. Games. To prevent the opposing side from
gaining (a run, goal, etc.). To save two, three,

four runs (Cricket) : to prevent the scoring of
a second, third, or fourth run for a hit. Also (in

football, hockey, etc.) absol. = to save a goal.
1816 Lambert in Box Eng. Game Cricket (1877) 34 Long

Stop.—This man should stand a proper distance behind the
wicket, to save a run, if the ball should not be stopped by
the striker, or wicket keeper. 1850 ' Bat' Cricket. Manual
(1851) 49 Long Leg. .usually stands to save four runs. 1867
Selkirk Guide to Cricket Ground 35 Saving the Run.—
Stopping and returning the ball so quickly that the batsmen
dare not attempt a run for fear of being run out 1889 Field

5 Jan. 29/3 For the losers, Jackson in goal saved well on
several occasions [hockey]. Ibid. 12 Jan. 65/2 But his shot
was saved by the goal-keeper [footballj.

d. Well saved-, an applauding expression used

when a rider has avoided a fall ; also (in games)
when a brilliant ' save ' has been made.
1859 Whyte Melville Digby Grand I. i. 10 As he fell

upon his head into the road, and recovered himself without
unhorsing me, .

.
' Well saved, my lad, and devilish well ridden

too ', said the jolly General.



SAVE.

1 22. To afford protection from. Obs.
1583 Leg. Bp. St. A ndrois Pref. 46 in Satir.Poems Reform.

I. 348 The plesant plane-trie will the leavs vnfauld With
fairest schaddow to save the sone in symmer.

1 23. To meet or overcome (a doubt) ; = Salve
t>.2 a. Obs. rare.

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 194 Right well, deere Gossip.
ye advized have, (Said then the Foxe) but I this doubt will
save.

IV. Idiomatic uses of certain parts of the verb.
(For those of the pr. pple. see Saving prep.)
24. The infinitive to save has been used to mean

:

+ a. On condition of not injuring. Cf. sense 9.
1397 R- Glouc (Rolls) 1260 Ac ich wolde to sauui lif &

lume bringe him to ech Iawe. [Cf. ante 1242 : bat he vor
his neueu wolde. .Do hey amende merit, sauue lume & lif.]

fb. Saving, having regard to (one's honour,
'presence'). See Saving prep. 2.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 173 'Schyr ', said he,..' To sauff
jour presence, it {is] nocht swa'. c 1470 Got. * Gaw. 1008
And grant the frelcts on fold farar to fall, Baith thair hon-
ouris to saif.

f c. Except, excepting; =*SxvKprep.
c 14*5 Wyntoun Orig. Cron. iv. ix. 1170 Al be cite ban

fande bai Withe bar fais nere wptane, To sauff pe Capital le

atlane. Ibid. iv. xvi. 1600 For nane bar gouernalle bar had,
To sauff barn nys of )outheide.

f25. The pa. pple. saved was used in absolute
construction with a sb., with the sense : Preserving
. . safe or intact, without detriment to, making re-

servation of. Cf. Safe a. 5.
Sometimes placed before the sb. : cf. except, considered.
c 1400 Afioi. Loll. 52 And bus he may lefuly, sauid his

ordre. 143a 50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 79 That he wolde
submitte hym to his grace, his honoure and crowne of his
realme salvede. 1487 Rolls 0/ t'arlt. VI. 390/2 Saved
alwey to youre Grace. .of the said Fee Ferme xviii li. vs.
1539 in W. A J. Archbold Somerset Ret. Houses (1892) 71
We haue determyned (your lordeshippes pleasure savyd) to
differ the same vnto our return. 1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.)

335, 1 haue aunswered your custome, least you should argue
me of coynes, no otherwise then I might mine honour saued,
and your name vnknowen.

+ V. 26. In combinations of verb-stem + object,

used attrib. or adj., as save-soul, save-stake.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 178 Such A Spirit were of A

Save stake, if not promoting Prudence, as they call it. 1799
K. Du Bots Piece Family Biog. III. 129 Martha was gone
on a save-soul pilgrimage to a neighbouring village.

Save (s/'v), quasi-prep, and conj. Forms : a.

3-5 saaf, 5-6 saufe, 5 sawf, sauff, saauf
; 3-5

aaf, 4-5 safe, saaf, 4-6 saffe, 5 sef; 5-6 salf,

6 salfe, saulfe
; 5-6 St. saif

v
f. fi. 3-4 sauve, 4

sawve, 5 sawe, 4-6 salve, 4- save. [Developed
from Safe a. 5, in imitation of the similar de-
velopment in the use of the equivalent V. sauf.
Already in OF. the adj. sauf, fern, sauve, prefixed to a

sb. in the absolute construction (= L. salvd, saJvd: see
Safe a. 5) had often the sense ' being excepted ', so that it

became (like the analogous except ppL adj. in Eng.) func-
tionally equivalent to a prep., and was eventually treated
as such, the masc form sauf being used even before a
fern. sb. Cf. Sp. salvo, Pr. sat.

The fi forms may partly represent the OF. sawe in col-
location with a fern, sb., and partly the ME. form of the
plural adj. But the later exclusive use of the form save is

probably due to the identification of the word with the im-
perative of the vb. : cf. except* which appears to have been
similarly apprehended as an imperative.
The use of a nominative after save (see 1 b) may perhaps

be a trace of the originally adjectival character of the word :

it is, however, to be noted that the same thing occurs with all

the quasi-prepositional words of the same meaning, includ-
ing even saving and excepting, which are in origin pr. pples.
of transitive verbs.]

L quasi-/rc/. Except, with the exception of, but.

Often strengthened by the addition of only {alone,

t alonely, fanerly, ^one) ; also tautologycally save
attd except, Sc fbot saiff.

a. a 1900 Cursor M. 17288+ 438 Alle to-geder bai whore
sauf thomas of ynde allone. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1749
He^est of alle ober, saf onelych tweyne. c 1470 Henry
Wallace xi. 134 Sexte and vi xvi to ded has dycht, Bot
saifTvii men at fled out of thair sycht. 1470-85 Maloky
Arthur xx. vii. 808 Howe they were alle slaync sauf hym
self al only. 01533 ''" Berneks Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(1546) S v, Al thinges haue an ende at last by deth, saufe
onely deathe. 1538 Wkiotheslev Chron. (1875) I. 86 All
the lightes of waxe in every church to be taken downe, saffe
oncly the roode-loft light. 1579 in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. A pp. v. 430 No kynd of. .tymber. .salfe oncly fuell

of wood for fyre.

0. a 1300 Cursor iV. 19485 Disciplis folud bai sa herd J>at

bai bam draf vte o bair ward, Sauue be apostels bat bam
ledd. iv. Gost.Nicod. 483 (Addit. MS.) Bcdrede I lay
rTourty 3here fully sawe two. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. aio
Saue Meede be Mayden no mon dorste abyde. (.1380
Wvcuf Last Age 0/ the Church (1840) 38 Euery lettre in
be abece may be souned wib opyn moub saue .m. lettre

one. c 1435 Eng. Carta, /ret. vi. 18 Trew frendes fonde
he non, sawe Robert, steuenes son. 1451 Roils ofParlt.
V. 220/1 The last day save oon of august. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. IV at No Chronicler save one, maketh men-
cion what was the very cause. 1617 Moryson /tin, 1. 77
The aforesaid boats are . . covered all save the ends with
black cloth. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones vnt. xi, We spent
the next evening, save one, in London. 1806 G. Ellis Let.
in Lockhart Scott (1837) II. iv. 143 The most pleasing poem
in our language—save and except one or two of Dryden's
fables. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cv, 33 No dance, no mo-
tion, save alone What lightens in the lucid east. 1878
St 1.; bbs Const. Hist. III. xviii. 140 All that remained to
England in France, save Calais, was lost.

139

b. followed by the nominative of a pronoun.
(App. the normal construction.)
o. £1400 Maundev.(i839)xxu\ 345 Saf only thei that ben

dwellynge with hym. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 35 For ferde
that ani other shulde haue the loueof her sauf he hym selff.

cisoo Three Kings' Sorts 133 Then were they alle slayne,
sauf y.

£. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. Prol.
<fr T. 803 Saue I and

a frere, In Engelond ther kan no man it make. 1430-40
Lydg. Bochas tx. x.xi[i]. (1494) F vj, There is a lyue left none
of the blode Saue I alone of the royall lyne. 15*8 Tindale
Obed Chr. Man 79 b, Wilt thou so teach . . that no man shall
have knowlege. .in Gods worde save thou only? xoox
Shaks. Jul. C. in. ii. 66, 1 do intreat you, not a man depart,
Saue I alone, till Antony haue spoke. Ibid. v. v. 69 All the
Conspirators saue onely hee, Did that they did, in enuy of
great Caesar. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 814 That mortal dint,
Save he who reigns above, none can resist. 1821 Byron
Juan in. Isles 0/ Greece xvi, Where nothing, save the
waves and I, May hear our mutual murmurs sweep. 1866
Dasent Gisli 5 No one has ever challenged me before this

day, save thou.

c. followed by the accusative of the pronoun.
138a Wyclif Rectus, xxxvi. 5 For ther is noon other God,

saue thee, Lord. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 507 But all saue
thee I fell with Curses. 1893 V.Thomtsqh HoundofHeaven
180 Whom wilt thou find to love ignoble thee, Save Me, save
only Me?

f d. = but for. Obs.
15*3 More De gnat. Noviss. Wks. 83/1 Spiritual pride.

.

carieth with it a blindnes almost incurable saue gods gret
mercye. i8ao Keats Eve ofSt. Agnes xxv, She seem a a
splendid angel, newly drest, Save wings, for heaven.

2. conj. Introducing a sentence which states an
exception ; now only in the full form save that ; =
Except C. i.

u. a 1300 Fall St Passion 23 in E. E. P. (1862) 13 God
jaf him . . foules bestis an be frute saf o tre he him for-

bede. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 339 In his tyme
be monkes of Caunterbury. .were noujt onliche to seculer
men, sauf bat bey lefte nou?t [li^tjliche her chastite. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 36 Lych to the tothir, saf they be not
garnysshed. 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. vii, My curage
grew, for quhat cause I nocht wait, Saif that I hald me
payit of thair estait. a 1533 Ld. Berners Golden Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546J M j, His face was lyke a man, saufe it hadde
but one eye.

0. C1350 Will. Palerne 436 Min hert hoi i haue now
. . saue a fers feintise folwes me oft. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl.
T. 216 He was despeyred, no thyng dorste he seye, Saue in
his songes somwhat wolde he wreye His wo. 1388 Wyclif
Mark vi. 5 And he my^te not do there ony vertu, saue that
he helide a fewe sijk men. 1547 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.
265 Salve onlie that the said lhomas shall [etc). 1617
Mure Misc. Poems xx. 6 My muse, qc,t noght doth challenge
worthy fame, Saue from Montgomery sche hir birth doth
clayme. 2634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 187 Naked from the
waste vpwards, saue that their heads are couered. 1750
Gray Elegy 9 Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tow'r The
moping owl does to the moon complain. 184a R. I. Wilber*
force Rutilius 4- Lucius 270 Then all was still, save that
a vast gush of fire rose up for a moment. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus xiv. 1 Calvus, save that as eyes thou art beloved,
I could verily loathe thee for the morning's Gift.

% confused use,

1530 Tindale Answ.More in. Wks. (1573) 305/2 M. More
. . proueth nothing saue sheweth hb ignoraunce.

b. =* 'But that*, 'were it not that'. Cf.id.?0&.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxvi. 14 From these would I be gone,

Saue that to dye, I leaue my loue alone.

c. Introducing a hypothetical case of exception,
«=

' unless *,
' if . . not ' ; cf. Except C. a.

1390 Cower Conf. II. 119 And thus I mai you sothli telle,

Save only that I crie and bidde, I am in Tristesce al amidde
And fulnld of Desesperance. 1870 Tennyson Holy Grail
80 Who wept and said, That save they could be pluck'd
asunder, all My quest were but in vain. Ibid. 86 Save that
he were the swine thou spakest of. 1807 F. Thompson New
Poems 186 'lis said there were no thought of hell, Save
hell were taught.

fd. As an adversative, »=
' but on the contrary \

136a Langl, /'. PI. A ProL 77 Saue hit nts not bi be Bis*

schop bat. be Boye precheb. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 11.

v. 163 And if. .be herte be hurt, pere lijbno cure peron, saue
he schal die anoon *, for be herte takip no lijf of no lyme of
al be bodi, saue be herte ?eueb lyues to euery lyme of be
bodi. 141J tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 188 Kynde vs
hath grantid two eighen and two ceris, Saue but one tonge.

3. Followed by an adv. or advb. phrase or clause,

expressing the manner, time, etc., in regard to which
an exception is to be made ; = Except C. 3.

a. c 1410 Hoccleve Min. Poems 154/405 Womrnan, with
my swerd, slee wolde I thee heere, Sauf for awe of god.

c 1450 Merlin L 12 Be-fil! yowe neuer this merveyle saf ones?
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. (1549) 113 Beyng not instructed

in any occupation or science, saulfe onely in feates per-

teynyng to wane.
p. c 13*0 Sit Beues 2270 Al is pes bar ichaue went, Saue

in be lond of Dabilent. 1390 Gower Conf II. 173 And yit

withoute experience Salve only of illusion. 1577 Kendall
Flowers ofEpigr. 7 Thy garments all and some Do smell of

Mirr he, and saue of Mirrhc no sent doth from thee come. 1598

H. B. Rdr. to Chaucer in Speght a v b, Unknowne to vs,

saue only by thy bookes. 1611 Bible i Kings xxii. 31 Fight

neither with small nor great, saue only with the king of

Israel. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 258 Over the Tent a Cloud
Shall rest by Day, a fierie gleame by Night, Save when they

iournie. 1750 Gray Elegy 7 Save where the beetle wheels

his droning flight. i86f M. J. HicciNS-fiw. (1875) 165 Save
and except in a dead calm she is utterly unseaworthy. 1875
Manning Mission HolyGhostxiv. 397 For fifty years he never

left Rome, save only when he went out of the walls to visit

the Seven Churches. 1879 Froude Cxsar viii. 79 There
was no longer, therefore, any excuse for its meeting, save on
special occasions*

SAVED.

b. Followed by an inf. (with or without to).

c 1400 Beryn 660 He.. had no thing to doon Saff shake a
lite his eris, & trus, & be goon, c 1450 Myrc Festial 17
' What schall bat serues ben *. pen sayde he :

' be same,
worde for worde, bat ys yn hor natyuyte, saue turne be
natyvyteynto be concepcyon '. 1534 Tindale John xiii. 10
He that is wesshed, nedeth not save to wesshe his fete. 1819
Scott Ivanhoe xl, If thou hast aught to do, save to witness
the misery thou hast caused.

c. Savefor : exception being made for, but for.

1594 Shaks. Rich. III. iv. iv. 303 Of all one paine, saue
for a night of groanes Endur'd of her, for whom you bid
like sorrow. 1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 282 Then was this Island
(Saue for the Son, that [s]he did littour heere..) not
honour'd with A humane shape. 1879 Escott England xxv.
(1S81) 403 The well-conducted soldier, save and except for
a more or less constant ennui.. may pass his days in com-
parative comfort. 1879 McCarthy Own Times II. 283 The
Black Sea is, save for one little outlet.., a huge land-locked
lake. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman iv. xvi. 262 Saue for
the slumbering fire, all was dark within the house.

H 4. Phrases like save your grace
t save your

reverence belong to Safe a. 5. See also Grace sb.

6 d, Reverence sb. 5 ; and cf. Saving.
' Save your displeasure ' (quot. c 1500) is perh. due to a

confusion between this use and sense 1 above.
13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 687 Sauue your grace, wene ich hit

nowt, Hit euere com in his thout. C1500 Three Kings'
Sons 139 It semeth, saufyour displeasir, that (etc.J.

Save, obs. form of Safe, Salve sb. 1

Saveable : see Savable.
t Sa*veage. Obs. rare— 1

, [f. Save v. + -age.
Cf. Salvage.] The action of saving.
1507 in Leadam SA Cases Crt. Star Chamber (Selden

Soc.) 243 The seid ij gromes wer fyne for the sauege of
their lyues to draw out their weppyns.

Save-all (s^-vgl). [f. Save v. + All.]
1. A means for preventing loss or waste.
ff 1655S1K T. Maverne A rchimag. Anglo-Gall. Pref.(i6s8)

2 This Book is a Save-all ; It suffers nothing to be lost.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. xi. in. I. 281 [The poultry] as
they are fed with what would otherwise be lost, are a meer
save-all. 1870 Echo 28 Nov., Wretched shifts and savealls of
reserve and recruiting systems are enough to engage their
attention, so far as their war administration is concerned.

2. A receptacle for collecting matter which would
otherwise be lost and not utilized. Also attrib.

\>Wj Monthly Mag. III. 301 A refrigerator, from which
proceeds an additional worm, to receive the spirit [in cooling
and condensing], before it goes to the save-all. 1823 J.
Badcock Dom. Amusem. 149 The fat of every kind col-
lected in our kitchens, being rendered, or melted down from
day to day, and cast into a 'save-all tub', will be found to

froduce very good soap. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Arckit.
1.443 There is, immediately beneath the fountain [for

spirits], a saveal I, or pierced plate of pewter, through which
the drippings from the glasses percolate, and are collected
in a shallow basin below. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 71/3
Front Damper acting as a ' Tidy Betty ' with Cinder-sifter
or Save-all attached.

3. A contrivance to hold a candle-end in a candle-

stick while burning so that it may burn to the

end ; a common form is a pan with a projecting

pin in the centre on which the candle-end is fixed.

( 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) IV. x*xi. 58 In som this light

goes out with an ill-favor 'd stench ; But others have a save-
all to preserve it from making any snuff at all. 168a Hart-
man True Preserv. Health 348 Heat the pin of a save-all,

and then thrust it into the bigger end [of a small candle],

and so set it upon a candlestick. 1747 GentL Mag. XVI 1.

444/2 Death's a dark-Ian thorn, life a candle's-end Stuck on
a save-all, soon to end in stink. 1895 A rtny 4- Navy Price
List 15 Sept. 1316/2 [Candle] SavealT, White.. each 0/4&.

4. A money-box to receive small savings or con-

tributions.. Also dial, (see quot. 1841).
1837 HowtTT^wr. Life (1842) 228 In this manner, .enter

your rooms..monks with their little savealls in their hands,
collecting for hospitals. 1841 Hartshorne Salofiia Ant.
555 Save-all,..an earthen bottle with slits at the sides,

destin'd to receive all the savings of children.

5. A niggardly, stingy, miserly person. Nowdial.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Saveall,..also a miser.

i8ao"kEATsinZ.//&n. 63 There is old Lord Burleigh, the
high-priest of economy, the political save-all.

0. Naut. A sail set under another sail or be-

tween two other sails. Also attrib.

1794 Rigging * Seamanship I. 83 Vessels with one mast
. .have. .above the cross-jack, a small sail, called a save-all

top-sail. 1846 in Young Naut. Diet. 1878 D. Kemp Man.
Yacht Sailing 366 Save-all, a water sail ; a sail set under-
neath booms in light weather.

7. A pinafore ; overall, dial.

1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies ofPolcartow 103 Ever since I

was a boy in a save-all. 1888 Jessie Fothergill Lasses
of Levernouse iv. 34 The black alpaca monstrosity which
I . .denominated a save-all.

8. attrib. or adj. Parsimonious, stingy.
1812 Southev Ess. (1832) 1. 141 The paltry proceedings of

those save-all politicians, who boast of their economy in
banishing newspapers from the public offices. 1856 R. W.
Procter Barber"s Shop xi. (1883)65 Still pursuing his save-
all theory of a pin a day is a groat a year.

Saved (s^vd),///. a. [f. Save v. + -ed'.]

1. Delivered from damnation. Also absol.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10867 His folk al saued ban sal he mak.
14.. Less, of Dtrige 409 in 26 Pol. Poems 120 J>e sauyd ex-
cusyd, be dampnyd accusyd, As thay deseruyd echon haue.
1509 H. Watson Ship of Fools Prol. (1517) A Jib, That
thorugh theyr labour they may be of the nombre of y9

saued. 1688 Bunvan Jerus. Sinner Saved (1886) 123 If thy
desires be firm.. to become the saved of Christ, and His
servant. 1868 H. Law Beacons of Bible 78 Every saved
soul shines for ever a monument of.. sanctifying grace.

I8-2



SAVELOY.

2. a. Hoarded, laid by ; also with up. b.

Economized ; not spent or wasted.

173a Pop* Ep. Bathurst 194 Benighted wanderers, the

forest o'er, Curse the sav'd candle and unop'ning door. 1834

S. Bagster Mattagem. Bees Pref. 6 Often, .have I spent the

savedup shilling to run into.. the old menagerie in Exeter

"Change. 1875 Smiles Thrift vi.93 Saved money, however

little, will serve to dry up many a tear.

Saveine, obs. form of Savin.

Saveloy (sarvfiloi). [Corruption of F. cer-

velas (sgrvda) : see Cervelat.]

1. A highly seasoned cooked and dried sausage.

1837 Dickens Pickw. lvf Mr. Solomon Pell, .regaling

himself., with a cold collation of an Abernethy biscuit and
a saveloy. 1887 Smiles Life <$• Labour 333 Soyer, the gas-

tronomist,., would stop at a stall in the Haymarket and
luxuriate in eating a penny saveloy.

2. Saveloy marble (see quot,).

1839 Civil Engin, <$ Arch. JrnL II. 452 Certtellata.

Saveloy marble, red ground, white and green, with very
tine interlaced white veins.

t Sa*vement. Obs. Also sauvement. [a.

OF. sauvement', f. sauver Save v. : see -ment. Of.

Pr. salvamen.} Safety, salvation.

13.. Guy Warw. 3840 Iesu,..Saue him fram cumber-
ment, & him 03am bring in sauement, ("1315 Shoremam
7 Sacram. 406 porwe creymie anoynt strange he bi-combe
His sauuement to winne. 13.. E. E. Alltt.P. B. 940 per
so$t no mo to sauement of cities abel fyue. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour cxi. (1006) i£i Symeon..saide with a high voys,
1 Lo ! here the clere light, and the sauement of the worlde '.

1485 Caxton Ckas. Gt. 236 By the is made the path of
sauement.

Saven, obs. form of Savin.
Savenap(e, rare var. ff. Sanap Obs.

Saveo(u)r(e, obs. forms of Saviour, Savour.

Saver (s<**'vai). Also 4 sauver, 4-5 savere,

6 ? sawar. [f. Save v. + -er *. Cf. Saviour.]

1. One who saves, preserves, or rescues from death,

evil, or destruction; a saviour or preserver.

In early use said of Christ = Saviour ; now only used
when saviour would seem inappropriate.

1x1300 Cursor M. 10541 Of hir sal cum bat man sawuer
[other MSS. sauere]. c 1410 Hoccleve Mother ofGod 10

Modir of mercy. .Saver ofus by thy benevolence. 1538 Bale
Brefe Comedy Baptist :n Harl. Misc. (1744) I. 99 Your
kynge, your sauer and redemer. /bid., For all men shall

se their mercyfull sauer playne. 1608 B. Jonson Masque
at Ld. Haddington's, Sauer of his King. 1700 C. Ness
Antid. Armin. (1827) 58 Salvation is the work of the saved,

not of the saver. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle x\x, A statue

erected to Lord Rodney the saver of the Island as he is

always called from having crushed the fleet of Count de
Grasse. 187a Tennyson Garetk <y Lynette 858 For strong
thou art and goodly therewithal, And saver of my life. 1891
Longman's Mag. Feb. 373 He hated his rescuer and saver,

f b. One who keeps or preserves a thing from
destruction or waste. Obs.

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 213 And therfor the
nedyth to haue a constabil that shal not bene a destruere

of thy trees, but a Kepere and a Sauere. 1573 Tusser
ffusb. (1878) 168 Where all thing is common, what needeth
a hutch? where wanteth a sauer, there hauocke is mutch.

c. One who saves (property) from wreck or

destruction ; a salvor.

1629 in Boys Sandwich (1792) 749 And do further ill en-
treat the savers and finders thereof [wrecks]. 1820 W.
Scokesby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 329 The propriety of appro-
priating all wrecked stores to the use of the savers.

f 2. * One who escapes loss, though without

gain ' (J.). (Primarily a gaming term.) To make
(oneself or another person) a saver: to insure

against or compensate for a loss. Obs.

1591 Florio 2nd Fruites 71 S. What can I doewithall?
'I can not mend it. A. If I thought one hand would make
me a sauer, I would play, c 1613 Middleton No Wit like

a Womans u. iii. (1657J 58 You'd need have aclear way,
because y'are a bad pricker. Mrs. Lotv. Yet if my Bowl
take bank, I shall go nigh To make my self a saver. 1668
Howe Bless. Righteous xx. 388 Heaven were a poor Heaven,
if it would not make us savers. 1676 Lee Sophon. iv. i. 45
Your Armies are the Cards which both must play ; At least

come off a saver if you may. 1687 Dryden Hind <y P. in.

344 For laws of arms permit each injured man To make
himself a saver where tie can. >69x — Arthur 11, 18 He
puts the gain of Britain in a Scale, Which weighing with
the loss of Emmeline, He thinks he's scarce a Saver, a 1700
Sedley Poems Wks. 1722 I. 46 We'll Game and give off

Savers too.

3. One who saves, economizes, or hoards up.
1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 56 Some muste bee Sauers, Store

is no sore. 1601 F. Godwin Bps. ofEng. 460 A good sauer
makes a well doer. 1727 Swift St. Irel. Wks. 1755 V. 11. 167
Hence alone comes the dearness of land, since the savers have
no other way to lay out their money. 1755 Johnson, Saver.
. . 3. A good husband. 1830 Cunningham Brit* Paint. I. 319
A saver of bits of thread. 18. . Cobden in Smiles Self-help

(1859) 2J 3 The accomplishment of all other great works..
has been done by the savers, the thrifty. 1869 Daily News
14 Dec, The small farmers are great savers.

4. A means of saving or economizing.
1664 Evelyn Sylva xxii. (1679) *" We find it [sc. the Fir]

an extraordinary saver of Oak. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV.
393/z The railroad, ..when it can be used, is a wonderful
saver. 1903 IVestm. Gaz. 26 Oct. 15/1 The invention is

a great labour-saver.

5. Racing slang. A hedging bet.

189X N. Gould Doub. Event xvii. 123 Wells says Per-
fection will win,.. but I've put a saver on Caloola.

Saver(e, Saveray, obs. ff. Savoub, Savoby.
Save-reverence : see Sir-kevebence.

Saverey, -ie, obs. forms of Savory, Savoury.

140

t Savernapron, rare. [? corruption of AF.
*save-naperon, f. saver Save v. + naperon : see

Apron. Cf. savenappe Sanap.] A table-napkin.
1428-3 Abingdon Rolls (Camden) 94 Item vij sauernaprons.

Item x alie sauernaprons debiles

Saverous, obs. form of Savorous.
Savery(e, obs. forms of Savory, Savouby.
Savete(e, Saveure : see Safety, Savoub.
Savey, savvy (sse'vi), sb. slang. Also 8

scavey, 9 {Sc. savie), savvey, sabe. [The Sc.

savie is perh. a. F. savez {-vous) do you know?
The later slang use is f. Savey v.] Practical sense,

intelligence; 'nous
7

,
gumption.

1785 [see Savey v. below). 1825-82 Jamieson, Savie, know-
ledge, experience, sagacity, Loth. ? 185 . B. Habte Chiguita
9 Hedn't no savey—bed Briggs. 1884 E. Ingersoll in Har-
per's Mag. Sept. 508/2 They don't need much savvey for

that. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 47 He
could ride the best, but the black boy had twice as much
savey. 1892 Kipling & Balestier Naulahka 273 Yqu have
been romping around for six months after something you
hadn't the sabe to hold when you'd got.

Savey, savvy (sarvi), v. slang. Also 8

scavey, 9 sabe(e, savvey. [Orig. Negro-Eng.
and Pigeon-Eng., after Sp. sabe usted you know.]
trans. To know.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, Scavey, sense, know-

ledge ;
' massa me no scavey ', master I don't know, {negroe

language) perhaps from the French scavoir. 1828 Life
Planter Jamaica 137 Dey hab not savey dat de store-

keeper hab be deir broder Joseph. 1833 Mrs. Carmichael
West Indies II. 131 As I went on, I paused and asked
them if they ' savey ' what I said, (comprehended me). Ibid.

135 Misses, you no peak lie, me savey dat well. 1865
Nixon Peter Perfume 58 The 'no sabee' dodge to try
they'd fain. 1874 B. Harte Wan Lee, I asked if the jug-
gler was the father of the baby. * No sabe !

' said the im-
perturbable Hop Sing, taking refuge in that Spanish form
of non-committalism so common in California. 1890 ' R.
Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer {1891) 51 Now do you savey ?

Saveyne, Savico : see Savin, Sabicu.

Savin, savine (sse*vin). Forms : a. 1 safene,

-ine, 1, 5- savine, 4-6 savyne, saveine, 5-6
-eyne, 7 saven ; 4, 6- savin ; &. 6-7, 9 sabine,

8 sabin. [a. OF. savine (in mod.F. replaced by
the learned form sabine, whence the forms above)
= Sp., Pg. sabina, It. savina :—L. {herbd) Sabina,

(

lit. 'Sabine herb' (Sabina fern, of Sabinus Sabine).
Cf. G. saben-, sevenbaum (for the many corrupt forms see

Grimm), Du. zevenboom.]

X. A small bushy evergreen shrub, Juniperus sa-

bina, a native of Europe and Western Asia, with

spreading branches completely covered with short

imbricating leaves, and bearing a small, round,

bluish-purple berry.
The name is also applied to certain trees or shrubs re-

sembling Juniperus sabina, as the Sea Wormwood, Arte-
misia maritima; the dwarf Juniper, Juniperus nana\
C&salpimapulchcrrima (Indian savin) ; in the U. S. to the
Red Cedar, Juniperus virginiana, and to Torreya taxi'
folia, one of the stinking-cedars ; and in the W. Indies to
Cxsalpinta bijuga, Fagara lentiscifotia and Xanthoxylum
Pterota.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 11.312 Nimbas wyrtesafenan & mersc

mealwan. Ibid. III. 38 Wyll in buteran baswyrta. .sauinan
& curmeallan & feferfugean. a ijfiySinon. Barthol. (Anecd.
Oxon.) 18 Ebel, i. savin. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 130 Ther
is an herbe which men cafleth Saveine. a 1400 Pistill of
Susan 69 pe sauyne [MS. Phillipps saveyne] and sypres,
selcoub to sene. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 61 Sauin, is one
of those kindes which, .beareth leafe all seasons of the
yeare. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ii. 49 But th' aged Nourse
. . Had gathered Rew, and Savine. 1607 Topsfll Fourf.
Beasts 240 Agolethrosand Sabine are poyson topoates. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 188 Sabm or Savin will make
fine Hedges, and may be brought into any sort of Form by
clipping. 1811 A. T. Thomson Loud. Disp. (1818) 730 Oint-
ment of Savine. Take of fresh leaves of savine, two parts

;

yellow wax, one part ; lard, four parts. 1838 T.Thomson
C/tem. Org. Bodies 464 Oil of sabine. It is obtained from
the leaves of thejuniperus sabina. Limpid. Has the odour
and flavour of sabine. This plant furnishes a great deal of
oil. x86x Mrs. Stowe Pearl Orr's Id. i. 8 Only savins and
mullens, with their dark pyramids or white spires of velvet

leaves, diversified the sandy wayside. 1884 Sargent Rep.
Forests N. Amer. 183 Juniperus Virginiana.. .Red Cedar.
Savin. Ibid. 186 Torreyataxi/blia... StmkingCedar. Savin.

2. The dried tops of this shrub, used as a drug.
Savin is strongly poisonous ; it possesses emmenagogic

properties, and hence was a common means_ of procuring
abortion. It is also an anthelmintic, used chiefly in veten-
nary practice.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 100Wibbon ilean gemm safinan Smd
to duste. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 97 Sauin, for the bots.

1590 Barrough Meth. Physick m. lvi. 193 Incessions made
of the decoction of laurell berries, & leaues,.. motherwort,
horehound, saueine, althaea, cammomill [etc.]. 1614 Mark-
ham Cheap Husb., Bull xxix. 58 There is nothing killeth

wormes in the bodies of cattell sooner then Sauen chopt
smalland beaten with sweet Butter. 1693 Dryden Juve-
nal v\. 775 Help her to make Manslaughter ; let her bleed,

And never want for Savin at her need. 1736 Bailev
Househ. Diet. 521 Savin, is of an incisive, penetrative and
attenuating quality, . ; being powdered and mix'd with
fresh butter, it is given to the quantity of a dram to persons
troubled with the asthma. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.

Med. xxvi. 334 They were treated with lapis infernalis,

Plenk's liniment, and powdered savine.

3. aitrib. and Comb., as savine-berry, -bush,

-cerate, -oil, -tops, -tree; savin-leaved^adj.
1681 Grew Musaeum 11. § ii. i, 219 *Savine-Berrys. About

as big as those of the common Juniper, and of a blackish

SAVING.
blew. 1671 Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 3 In these Gul-
lies grow *Saven Bushes. 1826 S. Cooper First Lines
$urg' (ed. 5) 448 A discharge should be kept up from the

blistered surface by means of the "savine cerate. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby I. 126 Lyco/odium alpinum, mountain
or *savin-leaved club-moss. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Savine-oil, an essential oil obtained by distilling the tops
of the savine plant. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. vn. 645
Henbane, Wormwood, Hemlock, *Savine Tops. 1611 Tour-
neur Ath. Trag. iv. i, There growes a *Sauin-tree next it

forsooth. 1696 Sloane Catal. Plant. Jamaica 128 Savine
Trees. Ibid. 149 Indian Savin Tree. 1864 Grisebach Flora
W. Ind. Islands 737 Savin tree : Cxsalpinia bijuga and
Fagara lentiscifotia.

Saving (s^-virj), vbl.sb. [f. Save v. + -ING 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Save ; an instance of

this. a. The action of rescuing or protecting;

f a deliverance.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12775 Wijt we ban for quat resun For

sauueing of vr dampnacioun, (>at he now suilk baptiszing

mass ? a 1340 Hampoi.e Psalter xl 6 Safynge of rightwis

and dampnynge of wickid. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. ty Lint.

Mon. vi. (1885) 123 For the repressynge oft* rovers, sauynge
orTowre marchauntes, owre flishers, and the dwellers vppon
owre costes. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxxix. 53 Syr
Henry wolde nat let his wepon go for sauynjj of his honour.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xviii. 50 This election was
myghtely ratifyed by continewall successe of savinges. 1611

Bible Heb. xi. 7 Noah, .prepared an Arke to the sauing of

his house. 1676 Molloy De Jure Marit. 11. v. (1688) 240
If the Ship perishes only, and the Goods are safe, in that

case the Goods ought to pay a proportion of a fifth or tenth

penny, according to the easie or difficult winning or saving

of the said Goods. 1848 Clough Amours de Voy. 1. 21 All

the foolish destructions, and all the sillier savings.

b. The action of saving or economizing in ex-

penditure (of money, time, labour, etc.); an instance

of this, a reduction in expenditure.

1551 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 426 For the. .sawing of

expenssis to the citizens. 1640 G. Herbert Jacula Prud.
119 No Alchymy to saving. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat.
ii. Wks. 1751 XII. 259 Lord Smart. Come, hang Saving !

bring us up a Halfp'orth ofCheese. 1772 C. Hutton Bridges

5 Fewer arches, .will produce great savings in the expence.

1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds vi. 77 A great saving
of time and labour. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. v. § 5 (1876) 45
Saving, in short, enriches, and spending impoverishes. 1854
Ronalds & Richardson Chent. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 257 The
saving of fuel is much greater when turf and wood are
employed. 1883 Law Rep. n Q. B. Div. 569 The object of

the society being the encouragement of saving.

c. In games : cf. Save v. 21c.
1889 Field 26 Jan. 123/1 It was only the brilliant saving

of Holmes, and the sound defence of the backs generally,

that averted two or three scores.

2. concr. A sum of money saved ; chiefly//, sums
of money saved from time to time (by the exercise

of economy) and put by or hoarded up.

1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 656/2 If he could save 500 or ioco£
a Year out of his Estate, he would certainly apply that

Saving towards discharging his small Debts. 1786 Mws.
A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. I. 215 My hard savings

and earnings. 1809 Malkin Gil Biasy. i. r 62 More than
half my savings were laid out on repairs. 1824 Miss Mit-
ford Village Sen 1. 239 She had three or four hundred
pounds to bequeath, partly her own savings, and partly a
legacy from a distant relative. x888 Bryce Amer. Commiv.
11. xliii. II. 132 The working man who puts his savings into

the house he lives in.

b. In the navy: (see quot. 181 5).

1815 Falconer's Diet Marine (ed. Burney), Savings oj
Provisions, implies the bread, wine, spirits, beefj pork,

butter and cheese, which have been saved by the different

persons or messes in any of his Majesty's ships, from the

established allowance of those species ; and for which the
purser pays them, at the expiration of one, two, or three

months at furthest, agreeable to the credit prices stated in

his instructions. 1901 Weslm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 8/2 The Com-
mittee dwells upon the difficulty of framing an ideal ration

so long as canteens and the ' savings ' system exist.

3. A salvo, reservation, saving clause. Now-
only in Law.
1477 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 171/1 AH Offices, Fees, Rents and

Annuitees.. other than Rents services, be in no wise com-
prised or conteyned in this saving. 1542-3 Act 34_<V 35
Hen. VIII, c. 5 § 9 The sauinges reseruinges and prouisions

. .of the saide former act. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 367
Therein the tenant swore to bear faith to his sovereign lord,

in opposition to all men, without any saving or exception.

1875 Digby Real Prop. viii. (1876) 343 The Statute of Uses
contained a saving in favour of wills made before the first

day of May, 1536. 1884 Selborne in Law Times Rep. L.

315/1 The savings from a repealing clause would not apply
to any express antecedent provision of the Act inconsistent

with them.

4. aitrib. and Comb. : t saving bank : see

Savings bank ; + saving-box, a money-box for

savings; + saving(s institution = Savings bank.
1691 D Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks 151, 1 have since

understood, that all Tradesmen in Italy do each of them
keep a Saving-box, into which they put what Mony they
can spare during the whole Year in order to their going in

Pilgrimage. 1830 J. T. Pratt Hist. Sardngs Banks p. vij,

The imperious necessity of Saving Institutions for the in-

dustrious Poor. 183a Encycl. Amer. XI. 216/2 Savings
Institutions, or, as they are often called Savings Banks.

Saving (s^'virj), ppl. a. [f. Save v. + -ing ^.]

1. That delivers, rescues or preserves from peril

;

that protects or guards from anything undesirable.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xu[i.) 5 My bert is ioyfull in thy
sauynge health. 169a R. L/Estrange Fables xxix. 29
There's No Living however without Law : and there's No
Help for't in many Cases, if the Saving Equity be Over rul'd

by the Killing Letter of it. 1718 G. Sewell Proclam. Cupid
15 Woman..A Guardian Angel, and a saving Saint 1804



SAVING.
Wordsw. Vaudracourt, Julia 194 The silver shower, whose
reckless burthen weighs Too heavily upon the lily's head,
Oft leaves a saving moisture at its root. 1885-94 R- Bridges
Eros \ Psyche June xvi, And with that he the wounded
man theyslew, Hiding the saving truth which well theyknew.

b. Savingpiece : a piece of wood to prevent in-
jury to the machine in the process of cutting.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts, eta 160 [Machine for cutting the

edges of books, banknotes, &c.J. Upon this latter board is
placed the ' material to be cut ', with a saving piece between it,

2. Theol.'That delivers from sin and eternal death
by the power of God's grace.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8007 Sceu vs be sauuand tre, sir king.

597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ix.
f 2 That they, .might, .obteine

as well that sauing grace of imputation which taketh away
all former giltines. 1671 Milton P. R. 474 But to guide
Nations in the way of truth By saving Doctrine, a i7tiKm Hymns Festiv.Pott. Wks. t72t I. 309 May I from hisown Writings learn His Love, and Saving.Truths discern.
171* Pope Messiah 107 But fix'd his word, his saving pow'r
remains. 1731 Berkeley Alciphr. vn. § n That notion of
a saving faith which is required in a Christian. 1809-10
Coleridge Friend(iB6$) 207 Good works may exist without
saving principles..

; but saving principles .. never can exist
without good works.

8. gen. That delivers from moral or intellectual
error; also, of a quality, ' redeeming', exempting
from unqualified condemnation or censure. Often
as a direct transference from sense 3.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. ii. 217 If euer thou beest mine,

Kate, as I haue a sauing Faith within me tells me thou
shah. 1735 Pope Pro/. Sat. 40 And drop at last, but in un-
willing ears, This saving counsel, ' Keep your piece nine
years . 185a Tennyson Ode Dk. Wellington iv, Foremost
captain of his time, Rich in saving common-sense. 1865 M
Arnold Ess. Crit. ix. (1875) 373 The obedience demanded
by theology and the knowledge demanded by philosophy
are alike saving. 190a Eliz. Banks Newspaper Girlm
I am not, I believe, without a saving sense ofhumour.
4. Accustomed to save, hoard up, or economize

;

avoiding unnecessary expenses ; tending to reduce
expenses; parsimonious, economical.
'581 Pettie Guaxzo's Civ. Com). 11. (1586) 88 b, If you will

haue riches to be a help to Gentrie, it shall behooue a man
rather to bee sauing, that he may be able to keepe himselfe
rich. 1606 Chapman Mons. D'Olive 1. i, Indeed that's the
savmgst way. ifaS Bacon Ess., Expense (Arb.) 53 A Man
had need, if he be Plentifull, in some kinde of Expence, to be
as Sauing againe, in some other. As if he be Plentifull in
Diet, to be Sauing in Apparel). 1711 Arbuthnot John
bull 1. x. Not but that she lov'd Mony, for she was of a
MVU,K. Temper. *7*' S""FT Direct. Sent., Butler Wks.W i ' ** savln« of your Candles. 1771 Luckombe
Hist. Print. 225 A saving way, similar to this, was. .from
b'ee sets of Punches. .10 cast six different Bodies of Letter.
1848 1 hackeray Van. Fair xi, Mrs. Crawley was a saving
woman and knew the price of port wine.
1 5. ' Not turning to loss, though not gainful

'

(J.) ; neither winning nor losing. Obs.
i6«4 ? Breton / would >, tvonld not Ixxiii, When weather-

beaten Sailes, with winde, & raine. Scarce make a Sauing-
V oyage home againe. 163a in 10M Rep. Hist. AfSS. Comm.
App. v. 478 The greate plentie of come that remaines uppon
their handes,and which they cannot utter at any saveinj; price
1645 Wither Vox Paci/.as A likely means, to get a savine-
game. 1709 Pope Let. Wvchertey 20 May Lett. (1735) I. 40,
I can be content with a bare saving Game, without being
thought an eminent Hand. 1713 Addison Guard. No. 07
r 3 Silvio . . was resolved to make a saving bargain of it. i76<. . . „„ .„, . „„ .„ „„»,; „ ^ving oargain ot it. 1705Museum Rust. IV. ,74, 1 have no great expectations fromk~igh, I fancy, it will be a saving crop.
this plantation, though, .

1816 Scott Mai. Malagr. iii, A country, where industry and,
.- ——• ——•«.'• '**, *» wuiiiry, wncre inoustry and

skUl can but play a saving game, at best, against national
disadvantages. 18*8-31 Webster (with example: 'the
snip has made a saving voyage ').

6. Making a reservation ; furnishing a proviso.
1700 Tyrrell Hist Eng. II. 853 With a Saving Clause,

i£Vl »?? ? ."S',^
d 'awn ,mo Example- 1838 Dickens

Nuh. Nick. I, Will you prevent me?' asked Sir Mulberry,
with a laugh. Ye-es, if I can;' returned the other,
promptly. • A very proper saving clause, that last ', said
Sir Mulberry; 'and one you stand in need of. 185sBrowning Before 33 Now, enough of your chicane of pru.
dent pauses, Sage provisos, sub-intents, and saving-clauses.

Saving (s&-vit)),prep. and conj. [absol. use of
the pr. pple. of Save v. Cf. excepting^ A. prep.
1. Excepting, except ; -Save prep. i.

-.i'3
*6 Chaucer A"«/r T ,,80 No man myghte gladen

Theseus Sauynge his olde fader Egeus. c 1440 Alphabet 0/
rales iy) His guidls wer all tane fro hym safeyng a mantilL
15'3 Douglas ASneis 1. ProU ,5S The thre first bukis he
hes ourhippit quyte, Salfand ane little twiching Polidorus,
And the tempest sent furth be Eolus. 1569 Reg Privy
Council Scot. Ser. 1. II. a Sauffing suche as ar attaynted.
1650 Irapp Comm. Exod. v. 4 Anie thing seem's due work
to a camal minde saving God's service. 1808 Southev
Lett. (1856) II. 115 Saving Joanna Baillie, we had no very
interesting people this season. 1887 Saintsbury Hist.
tlizav. Lit. viu. (1890) 302 There is no complete collection
even of the poems, saving a privately printed one.

t b. All saving but, ne saving but : excepting
only. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3707 A lande, as be buke tellis, a

large & a noble, All sauand bot serpentis & obire sere bestis.
Ilnd. 4037 Sen at we Ioy nouthire gemmes, ne Iuwels in
cohrs, Pelour, pure, ne perle, ne 11a proude wedis, Ne sauand
bot to sustene with oure awen sary craftis.

t c. With pers. pron. in the nominative. Obs.
«5»6 Tindale Rev. ii. 17 And in the stone a newe name

wrytten, which no man knoweth, savinge he that receaveth
hit. [So 1611.) 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 254
Al their people [were] cast away, sauing they, who escaped
by vsing great diligence. 1594 Spenser Amoretli xxxv. 14
All this worlds glory seemeth vayne to me, And all their
showei but shadowes, saving she.
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td. = but for; cf. Save prep, i d. Obs.
1540 Aberd.Rcg. (1844) I. 173 And to deliuer thair schip

a°-a
,

ne'

"

lth hlr Per'mentis, safand awentour of see, to the
saidis Iliomas and Robert.
2. Without prejudice or offence to. Saving (one's)

reverence : see Reverence sb. 5 b.

1 l*3
*6 9HtucP Men*. T. 522 And finally he dooth al his

labour As he best myghte sauynge his honour To haste

fc"
1

!, rU?? mete
.
ln subtil wyse - »387 Trevisa Higdcn

(Kons) VIII. 79 Savynge his owne worschippe [L. salvo
Iwnore suol c 1400 [see Reverence si. 5 bj. c 1400 Destr.
Jroj/ 7587 Therfore, sothely me semeth, sauyng your wille,
Hit is bettur bis bold kyng in the burgh hold. 1530 Tindale
Answ.More sDial. Wks. (1373) 253/2 When we say. .1 be-
shrew him sauing my charitie, there we take it for patience.
i5*i\VlN?ETftr'. Tractatesl.(S.T.S.) I.g And «ow(saifine
zour dew honoris we speik). 1577 Fulke Con/ut. Purg. 38?But sauing his wisedome, he must geue vs leaue to aunswere
for our selues. 1596 Harincton Metam. Ajax Answ. Let
Euen so I must write in this discourse, some time indeede as'
homely (sauing your worship) as you shall lightly see. 1596
Shaks. 71m. Shr. 11. i. 7 r Sauing your tale Petruchio I pray
let vs that are poore petitioners speake too? 1607 Norden
Snrv. Dial. 1. 15 Sauing your tale, Sir, we poore Country-men
doe not thinke it good to haue our Lands plotted out. 1611
Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle 11. ii, You lookt so grim
and, as I may say it, saving your presence, more like a Giant
than a mortal man. 1837 Hallam Lit. EUr. 1. iii. § 96 His
own opinions, saving the authority of the church, he was
willing todefend. 1907 Eliz. Robins Convert ii. 24 There's
nothing I should quite so much hate talking about as politics
—saving your presence.

b. Saving correction [= F. sauf correction]:
subject to correction ; if I am not mistaken, rare.

n,83°TA " W- FoNBLA1<QUE Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837)
11. 65 It seems to me, saving correction, that this does not
concern us.

1 3. With the reservation of. Obs.
urt.Exch. Rolls Scotl. VIII. 403 note, To be haldin. . to

the said Jqhne and Agnes, .saulfing alanerly to ws and oure
successouris the canage of samekl of the saidis landis as the
said Johne and Agnes occupiis [etc.]. 1609 Skene Reg.Maj 43 baifeand alwise the service to the other over-lord,
for the lands haldin of him.

1 4. In default of, for lack of. Obs. rare.
c 1400 Destr. Troy H26, I will say for myself, sauyne'a

bettur, As me thinkes full throly with-outyn threp more:
B. any.

1. = Except, Save conjs. a. With clause intro-
duced by that. Also, f with ellipsis of that.
»535 Coverdale Eccl. v. la And what pleasure more

hath he that possesseth thein, sauynge that he maye toke
vpon them with his eyes ? 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. iii. 8 The
wilde kinde of Buglosse is like to the small Buglosses..
sauing the leaues be rougher, smaller, and narrower. 1600
J. Poav tr. Lee>s Africa vi. 269 The flesh . .tasteth not much
vnhke to the flesh of a dunghill-cocke, sauing that it is more
tough. I7*> Mrs. Manlev Power ofLove 1. 40 The Count
of Briancon's Affairs seemed to keep the same Situations,
saving his Love more and more increased, as his Hopes
abated. v

b. With advb. phrase. Also (rarely) savingfor
= but for, except as regards.
1473 Rental Bk. Cufar.Angus (1879) I- 168 Wiliam beand

alegyt and fre of al aucht and wunt seruys, savand gyfe in
tytne of harueyst we gader our tendis that he supple and
help efter as we neyd. 1513 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. eclxviii.
397 Ibe duke of Lancastre. .thought to haue gone and
dyned in the frenchmens lodgynges (sauynge for the fyre
and smoke that they had made woTde not suffre him). 1I18Cranmej in St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 590 To graunte
nensforth none other lycence to any other printer saving to
theym,for the pnntyng of the said Bible. 1550 Crowley
Last frump. 1218 Delite in nothyng sauinge indoynge thy
duty. 1611 Bible Mall. v. 32 Whosoeuer shall put away
his wife, sauing for the cause of fornication, causeth her to
commit adultery, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Suff. (1662) m.
54 I hough the general breadth be but twenty [miles], saving
by the Sea-side. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop i, Saving in the
country I seldom go out until after dark. 1877 Swinburne
Aole C. Bronte 54 Saving for her ' plentiful lack ' of inborn
baby-worship.

t 2. Provided that. Obs.
»59«-3 >n Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. IV. in The which

Uergie government they would have to be exempted from
the temporall government, saving they speake not agaynst
the Prynces government towelling the supremacye.
Savillgly, adv. [f. Saving^/, a. + -ly 2.]

1. In saving, a sparing, or frugal manner.
•553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices 1.(1558) 47 To leade our life

sauinghe [L. parce), chastclie, sagelie, and soberlie. 1673
K. Head Canting Acad. 167 They begin to quaff at Ot,
saving|y. 1883 R. G. White Wash. Adams 7 Having lived

SAVIOUE.
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Sa?™S*"?, Frugality. 1755 in John.
1876 A. J. i,VANS J /trough Bosnia 1. 32 The savine-
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r-'tf"ness of the race was noticeable in their clothing, which wisthe same they had brought with them from Bulgaria.

Savings bank. Orig. saving bank, also
savings' bank. [f. savings pi. (see Saving vbl.
sb. 2) + Bank sb.s] An institution for encouraging
thrift, by receiving small deposits at interest.
In the United Kingdom there are four classes of these

institutions: trustee savings banks, which are under the
control of the National Debt Commissioners (with whom
the whole of their funds must be invested), but are locally
managed by bodies of trustees, who are prohibited from
receiving remuneration for their services; savings banks for
the army, navy and merchant seamen, established respec-
tively by the War Office, the Admiralty, and the BoarcTof
trade

; post office savings banks (see Post Office) ; and
voluntary savings banks, which are private establishments
not under government control.
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The sum above

stated is the exclusive Property of the Saving Bank specified
in this our Order. 1819 Ann. BiograpAylll.215 In him [sc.G. Kose] the..system of saving banks found an active friend
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844 RA^ £ °^d- Ar"* 'So The Regimental
Savings Bank. 1886 C. E. PtscoELondon of To-day xxv\.
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Inv«tm«n's in Consols have been placed within

the reach of the poor through the medium of the Savings
Bank. Ihd. xliiu (ed. 3) 382 Communications from the
savings_ Bank Department.
Saviour (s^-vyst). Forms : 3-4 sauveur, 3-5

sauveour, 3-5 saveour(e, 4 sauveor, saveor,
-mr, -our, safeoure, Sc. safare, saweoure, 4, 6
sauvour, savioure, 4-6 savyour(e, 5 savyowur,
5-6 savyor, 6 salveour, -iour, Sc. salvior, sal-
weour, 4, 6-8 (9 chiefly U.S.) savior, 4- saviour,
[a. OF. sauveour (mod.F. sauveur) = Pr., Sp.,
Pg. Salvador, It. salvatore :-late L. salvdtor-em

,

agent-n. f. salvare to Save.]
1. One who delivers or rescues from peril.
a 1300 CursorM. 4666 His nam bai chaunged, fra bat ourAnd cald him 'warld sauueour 1

. £.375 Sc. Leg. Saints
1. (Petrus) 674 And petir till hym [Paul] bis can say:.,
far wele ay. . Uedar of heile and saweoure 1 ' 1535 Cover-dale Ecc/us.xWi. 1 A greate sauioure vnto the electe of
God. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 120 Saynct Gene,
vefa is the saviour of Paris. 161 1 Bible Neh. ix. 27 Thou
gauest them sauiours, who saued them out of the hand of
their enemies. 1711 Pope Temp. Fame 163 Bold Scipio,
saviour of the Roman state; Great in his triumphs, in re-
tirement great. 1774 Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV. 185 Those
who.. now dare to persecute the saviour of India. 1871
Browninc {title) Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangau : Saviour of
Society. 1887 A. E. Housman Shropshire Ladi, To fields
that bred them brave, The saviours come not home to-night.

b. trans/, in nonce-uses.
c 1399 Chaucer Purse 16 (Fairf.) Now purse that ben tome my lyves lyght And saveour as doun in this worlde
?"e - .'SS* Latimer Serm. 1st Sund. Epiph. (1584) 297
Likewise shippes and boates . . vpon the Seas are Sauiours,
for they saue vs from the fury, rage, and tempest of the Sea.
1804 SomethingOdd III. 136 Thus died the means I had
looked to as the saviour of myself and children.
2. He who saves mankind from sin and its con-

sequences : as a title of God, and esp. of Christ
(in the latter application often Our Saviour).
Now always with capital S.
<ii3oo Cursor M. rsois Welcum sauuer ! lang has bou

ben, Al sal thoru be be belt. 13.. Coer de L. 2087 He
swore a ful grete othe, By Jesu Cryst our Saviour. 136a
Langl, P. PI. A. xi. 66 Whl wolde god vr saueour suffre
such a worm In such a wrong wyse the wommon to bigyle !
a 1450 Myrc Instr. Par. Priests 12 Jef bow plese thy sa-
uyoure 5ef thow be not grete clerk Loke thow moste on
thys werk. 147a Rec. St. Mary at Hill 16 In the name of
our lord lhesu Criste our Savvour : Amen, c 1500 Lancelot
2096 This is the vyrgyne, this is the blessit flour That lhesu
bur that is our salweour. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge
"• 354 The yere of our saueour in his humanite viii hun-
dreth complet .v. and seuentie. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. i5qThat Season..Wherein our Sauiours Birth is celebrated
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 3 At the sight of a
Crosse or Crucifix I can dispense with my hat, but scarse
with the thought or memory of my Saviour. 1667 Milton
P. L. 111. 412 Hail Son of God, Saviour of Men, a 1738
Swift Serm. Mutual Sub/. (1744) " Our Saviour tells us
that every Man is our Neighbour. 1753 Hanway Trav,

— ..-.£.,. .wj ix. w. nHiifc tr asa. /taams 7 t
savingly in the past on fewer hundreds a year.
2. Theol. In a way that ensures salvation. Com-
mon in the 17th c.

1619 H. Burton Babel no Bet/iel 31 If any. .come to be-
leeue otherwise then that Church teacheth them, to wit,
sauingly, whence haue they that beleefe? 1648 Jenkyn
Blind Guide iv. 120 The naturall man hath no power to
know savingly the things of the Spirit of God. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 260, I seriously pray'd to God, that he would
enable me to instruct savingly this poor Savage. 1877 W.
Bruce Comm. Rev. 5 Practical love is the last link in the
chain which connects man savingly with his Maker.
Savingness (s^'virjnes). rare, [-ness.]
1. ' Tendency to promote eternal salvation '

(J.).
a 1658 Durham Comm. Rev. 11. iii. (1660) 123 One in the

search and trial ofthe sincerity and savingnesse of his Grace,
is not only [etc], a 1677 Manton Christ's Eternal Exist.
vii. (1685) 193 Now if the fulness of the Godhead dwelt in
him who gave this Covenant, we cannot deny either the
certainty or tbe perfection, or the savingness of it.

2. The quality of being saving, sparing, frugal or
parsimonious.

— j 1
i

«. w«. x.ieuuuui. */:>,! iwwi/ii 1 rav,
(1762) 1. 111. xxviii. 121 Who is the king, the lawgiver, the
redeemer, and the savior. 1813 Shelley Q. Mai vn. 144
Millions shall live and die, Who ne'er shall call upon tbeir
Saviour's name. 1864 Tennyson En. Arden 783 O God
Almighty, blessed Saviour,.. Uphold me, Father.

+ b. To receive one's Saviour, to give (a person)
his Saviour, etc. : common ME. phrases referring
to the reception and administration ofthe Eucharist.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6434 But thou yeve me my Saviour At

Ester, a 1450 Myrc Instr. Par. Priests 1883 And Jef he
aske hys sauyour, Gyf hym hyt wyb gret honour. 1470-85
Malory Arthur xvn. xi. 706 Thenne asked she her sa.
ueour and as soone as she had receyued hit the soule de-
parted from the body.

3. Saint Saviour. (See Saint a. 3.) f a. Used
in oaths. Obs. b. [=eccl. L. ecclesia Saneti Sal-
vatoris], the title of the cathedral church of Rome,
usually called St. John Lateran. c. The title of
the monastic order founded by St. Bridget.
n.. Guy Warw. 5318 pou wroche glotoun losaniour, pou

schalt pe }eld, bi seyn Sauour. c 1330 Arth. I, Mert. 2908
(Kolbing) forth went anon sir Kay& ledde his fader, sir
Antour, to be chirche of seyn sauour. 1718 Chambers
Cycl. s. v., Order of St. Saviour, is a religious Order founded
by St. Bridget. 1873 J. H. Blunt Myrr. our Ladye p. xi,
The Monastery of St Saviour and St Bridget of Syon of
tbe Order of St Augustine.



SAVIOURESS.

4. attrib. (appositive), as in saviour-ark, -arm,

•god, -youth ; also saviour-like adj.

1836 Gladstone in Good Words (1871) 366 Is there.. no

•saviour ark That.. bears the children, loved of God and
blest, Unto the land of rest! 18.. Shelley Assassins ii.

Prose Wks. «888 II. 158 How many holy liars. .would his

*saviour arm drag from their luxurious couches. 1738

Wesley Ps. xxiv. vi, This is the chosen Royal Race That

seek their *Saviour-God to see. 1587 Golding De Mornay
xxx. 568 There are two commings of Christ, the one in

lowlynes . . , Poore, Lowely, and *Sauiourlyke ; and the other

in maiestie. 1801 Southey Thalaba x. xxxv, Laila rush'd

between To save the "saviour Youth.

Hence Sa-viouress, a female saviour ; Ba-vlonr-

hood, SaTiourship, the quality or fact of being

a saviour.

C1553 Latimer in Foxe A. <y M. (1563) 1309/2 When men
can not be content that she [sc. our Lady] was a creature

saucd, but as it were a sauioresse, not neding saluation.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. 111. Disc. xix. 143 Polycrita

Naxia [expired] being saluted the Saviouresse ofher countrey.

1650 Fuller Pisgan iv. v. 91 Finding an Egyptian wrong-
ing an Israelite he kils him ; shewing therein some signes

of that Saviour-ship, which God intended him for. 1864

P. Brooks Myst. Inio., etc xviii. (1893) «j What if there

had been for ever a Saviourhood in the Deity. 1893 Athe-
naeum 30 Dec. 919/2 The Indian Buddhist Cult ofAvalo-
kita and his Consort Tara the Saviouress. 1900 R. J.
Campbell inCAr. World Pulpit'31 Jan. 71 The Saviourhood
of Christ. 1905 Marzials Browning 49 Unfolding the
mysteries of his saviourship of society.

Saviour, savir, obs. forms of Savour.

+ Savite. Obs. [f. the name of Professor P.

Sovi + -ite 1.] = Natbolite.
i8s» Amer. Jrnl. Sci. # Arts Ser. 11. XIV. 64 Savite.

Savite, Saviur, obs. ff. Safety, Saviour.

II Savoir faire (savwar f/r). [Fr. ; savoir

(formerly often miswritten Sfavoir) to know, know
how (inf. used subst.) + faire to do.] Tact, ad-

dress ; the instinctive knowledge of the right course

of action upon any given emergency.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxxv, He had great confidence in his

own savoir/aire. 1840 Barham ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Black
Mouscuetaire, He . . show'd so much of the true scavoir/aire.

1886 Munch. Exam. 15 Mar. 5/5 Sir Charles Warren has
the versatility and savoir-faire which will enable him to do
good work as Chief Commissioner of the London police.

II Savoir vivre (savwar vj'vr). [Fr. ; savoir

(see prec.) + vivre to live.] Ability in the conduct

of life, knowledge of the world and of the usages

customary in good society.

•755 Mason Let. to Gray (1853) 30 Though France is

remarkable for its savoir vivre and Italy for its virtu, yet

Germany is the reservoir of solid literature. 1806J. Pinker-
ton Recoil. Paris II. 98 The use of red wine with oysters

shews great want of scavoir vivre. 1878 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. xlviii, People with any savoir vivre don't make a fuss

about such things.

II Savonette (sx-vifaet). Also 8 savonet.

[Fr. (now written savontiette), dim. of Savon soap :

see -et.] (See quots.)

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Savonet, (Fr.) a Wash-Ball or

other Sort of Compound, to wash the Face or Hands with.

1866 Cooley Toilet 438 Savonettes ; Soap Balls ; Wash
Balls.. are made of any of the mild toilet-soaps, scented at

will, generally with the addition of powdered starch or

farina, and sometimes, sand.

b. Savonette-tree [= F. arbre a savonnettes], a

W. Indian tree, Pithecolobium micradenium, the

bark of which is used as a substitute for soap.

1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787.

Savor : see Savour sb. and v.

Savorous (s^'-voras), a. Also 4-7 saverous,

5 savoruss, Sc. sawouris, 5-7 savourous. [a.

OF. saverous, savorous (mod.F. savoureux) :—late

L. saporosus, f. sapor Sapor : see -ous.]

1. Of good savour, pleasant to the taste.

C1450 Holland Howlat 705 Many sawouris salss with

sewaris he send. 1510 Nisbet N. T., Mark ix. 49 Salt is

gude; gif salt be vnsauorous, in quhat thing sal ye mak it

sauorous? 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. Acostds Hist. Indies

ill. xvi. 170 There are two kindes of fishes breed in this

Lake. ., the one they call Suches, which is great and savor-

ous. 1891 F. Tennyson Daphne, etc. 274 Garden sweets. .

And savorous herbs that lay together crush'd.

+ b. fig. That is relished or enjoyed ; delightful.

t a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Roseia, Than yonge folk entenden

ay For to ben gay and amorous, The tyme is than so sa-

vorous. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 366/4 Though she were
resplendysshaunt, wel sauerous and ryght ful of grete my-
racles. 1587 Painter Pal. Pleas. II. 157 b, To gather that

soote and sauorous frute which louers so egerly sue for at

maydens handes. 1657 tr.
' Idiota's' Div. Lover, Holy

Exerc^ But if it proue . . that some other worke, or Exercise,

is, or would be more sauourous or rellishinge to thy Spirit.

1 2. Full of relish, greedy. Obs.

1491 Caxton Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 1. cxv. 138 b,

Many notable lordes-.somwhat to content his sauourous
appetyte. .sende oft tymes to hym grete sommes of money.

Hence Sa vorously adv.

1480 Caxton Ovid^s Met. xv. iii, The tyme was somtyme
that the peple lyvyd w' out etyng of flesshe ; & wer no-

rysshyd saverously of the fruytes of the trees & of herbes.

Savory (s# -vori)
;

sb. Forms: [1 seeperie],

4-6 saverey, 5 gavereye, saferay, savry, 5-6

saveray, 6-7 savery(e, saverie, savorie, 7 sa-

vourie, 7-9 savoury, 7- savory. [Ultimately

from L. satureia ; the form-history is uncertain.

On the one hand the ME. saverey might descend (with

substitution of v for 8) from OE. suterie, a. early OF,

142

*sd$ereie (later sarrie, whence the dim. sarriette surviving
in mod.Fr.) — Yr.sadreia (whence i6thc. Fr. dial. sadriege,
Sp. ajedrea, and perh. by metathesis the synon. sagerida)
:-L. satureiam

%
On the other hand, Heresbach {De Re

Rusticity 1570) cites an It. savoreggia and F. savoreie, and
the latter appears in Cotgr. 1611 as savorie. The existence
of these forms suggests that the ME. saverey may be an
adoption of an unrecorded OF. form which had the v either

as a phonetic development in hiatus (cf. F. pouvoir for early
OF.pooir) or through the influence ofsaveur Savour.
Independent adoption of the Latin word appears in OE.

saturege, ME. Satureie, MHG. saterje (G. saturei), It.

satureja, corruptly santoreggia, Pg, saturagem.]

1. Any plant of the genus Satureia (N. O. La-
bialss), esp. the annual herb Satureia hortensis

(Garden, Summer Savory), or the perennial S.

montana (Mountain or Winter Savory), natives of

the south of Europe, cultivated for use as flavour-

ing ingredients in cooking.
[f 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 314 Feldmoran saed, Siberian

saed, petorsilian s?ed.] a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd.
Oxon.) 37 Satureia, tymbra idem, saverey. c 1420 Liber
Cocorum (1862) 32 Take sawge, persoly, ysope, saveray,

Onyons gode. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 18 Take a Capoun
. .& sethe hym in Water, percely, Sauereye & Salt, c 1440
Pallad. on Husb. Tabula 374 Conaundir, popy, saury, senuy,
oynet. 1483 Cat/t. Angl. 319/1 Saferay, s\a\tureia, herba
est. 1502 Arnolde Chron. (1811) 171 And ete alle maner
fishe w'..vergews made with good erbis sawge & sauery.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 94 Summer sauerie. 1597 Ge-
rarde Herbal 11. clxv. 460 Winter Sauorie is a plant resem-
bling Hyssope. 1697DRYDEN r*irg, Georg. iv. 43 wild Thyme
and Sav'ry set around their Cell. 1786 Abercrombie Card.
Assist. 79 Savory—sow of the summer and winter kind.

1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 967 Many Labiates, such as

Thyme.. Savoury,.. &c., are used.. to flavour sauces and
dishes. x88x Encycl. Brit. XII. 289 The Winter Savory,
Satureja montana, a hardy evergreen undershrub.

2. Dyer's Savory, the Saw-wort, Serraiula tinc-

toria. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl.

3. attrib. and Comb. : savory-seed \ savory-leaved

adj.; savory oil (see quot.); savory thyme,
Thymus virginicus, an American herb.
i83tzHortus Auglicusll.394 Aster Linarii/olius. *Savory-

leaved Star Wort. 1896 Brannt Anim. <\ Veg. Fats II.

577 *Savory oil... Loth the summer savory, Satureja hor-

tensis, L., and the winter savory, S. montana, yield by dis-

tillation.. a volatile oil. C1440 Pallad. on Husb. m. 580
Now *saury seed in faat vndunged londe Doth wel. 1822

Hortus Anglicus II. 105 Virginian or *Savory Thyme.

Savour, savor (s^-vai), sb. Forms: 3-5
savur, 4 safour, safer, sauvur, savoyre, Sc. sa-

wure, -oure, -or, -eoure, 4-5 savore, 4-6 sa-

voure, saver, 5 saveure, saveoure, savowre,
savyr, Sc. sawour, 5-6 savir, 6 savre, savour,

savyour, savar, sawr-, 7 saviour, 8 Sc. sa'r, 4-
savour, savor, [a. OF. savur, savour (mod.F.

saveur) = Pr., Sp., Pg. sabor, It. savore \~L. sa~

porem taste, savour (see Sapor), f. sapere to taste.]

1. Quality in relation to the sense of taste; a
specific mode of this quality, as sweetness, bitter-

ness, etc. ; a taste. Also in fig. context.

Now rare, exc. as denoting a touch or admixture of some
taste other than the proper or prevailing taste of a substance,

a 'smack*.
« 1225 Ancr. R, 102 pes cos, leoue sustren, is a swet-

nesse & a delit of heorte, so unimete_ swote & swete, [pet

euerich worldes sauur is bitter ber amines, a 1300 Cursor
M. 13404 He dranc and feild gode sauur. 1303 R. Brunne
Hanoi. Synne 9988 Hit semeb brede, as be sy^t, And as

brede, sauer hap ry}t. £1315 Shoreham Poems 1. 686 Ne
lef non ober, crysteman, For safour ne coloure. For bat

colour, ne pat sauour Ne be|> nauat ber inne cryste. 13..

E. E. AlUt. P. B. 995 For his make was myst, bat on be
mount lenged In a stonen statue bat salt sauor habbes.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xv. 187 pe larke..is loueloker of

lydene, And swettur of sauour. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret,

Priv. Priv. 208 By the tonge we felen the dyuersite of

Sauores, Swetnes and bittyrnesse, Saltnesse and egyrnesse,

and other Saueoure. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart \. 420 Servit

thai war of mony dyuerss meis, Full sawris sweit, 1587

Golding De Mornay i. (1617) 7 Sounds, Sents, Savors, and
Feelings. 1600 Surflvt Country Farm m. xlix. 533 Cyders
differ one from another, especially in colour and sauour or

relish. 1671 Milton P. R. 11. 342 Meats of noblest sort And
savour. 1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 155 Viands of various kinds

allure the taste Of choicest sort and savour ; rich repast

!

1774 tr. Cluster/. Let. to Son (8 June 1741), [The waters] are

very heating, and disagreeable to the taste, having the

savour of rotten eggs. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. Ind. I. 233
Qualities ofbody ; namely,—colour, savour, odour, feel [etc).

b. The power of affecting the sense of taste, esp.

agreeably ; sapidity, tastiness.

c 1440A Iphabet of Tales 65 Ther wyne had nowder colour

nor savor. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tourm iv b, They ete black

brede and metes of lytyll sauoure. 1816 Scott Old Mart.
xiii, I see auld fruit has little savour—our suffering and our

services have been of an ancient date. 1882 ' Ouida Ma-
remma 1. 12 The lads felt that when no more tales could be

told of the king of Maremma, savour would be gone out of

the goatsflesh roasted in the charcoal in the woods,

f c. Flavouring, spice. Obs.

142a tr. Secreta Secret, Priv. Priv. 187 Lette hungyre

yeue the talent, and not Sause ne Saueure.

2. A smell, perfume, aroma, poet, and arch.

[So occas. L. sapor and the verb sap/re (Pliny). Some
traces of this use occur in OF., though it seems to have

been rare ; in mod.Fr. it is entirely unknown.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 1381 And cipres, be be suete sauur, Bi-

takens ur suete sauueur. 1303 R. Brunne HandL Synne

X1567 She bros.t a smel of grete sauour. 1382 Wyclif John
xii. 3 The hous is fillid of the sauour of oygnement. c 1400

Laud Troy Bk. 6027 The boydies that ther ded lay, That

SAVOUR
hadde be sclayn In fight that day ; Ther come of hem
a foul sauour. c 1450 Myrc Festial 142 pus as be flesche
rostyd, be sauer berof went out into be strete. 1481 Cax-
ton Myrrour 11. vi. 75 [The panther] gyueth oute of his
mouth so swete a savour and smell, that anon the bestes
that fele it seche hym. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit IVemen
8 Throw the sauar sanatiue of the sueit flouris. a 1593
Marlowe Edto. II, v. v, I was almost stifeled with the
sauour. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows m. § 88. 349 Plagues
oft arise, .from noisome savours. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
iv. 88 Then Melfoil beat, and Honey-suckles pound, With
these alluring Savours strew the Ground. 18*0 Shelley
Hymn Merc, xxii, For the sweet savour of the roasted meat
Tempted him though immortal. 1871 Farrar Days 0/ my
Youth ii% (1S76) 20 Like a sweet savour, like a precious
heritage, it lingers here.

b. in figurative context.
a 1225 St. Marher. 4 He is leoflukest lif for to lokin uppon,
and swotest to smeallen ; ne his swote sauur, ne his almihte
mihtc.ne mei neauer littlin ne aliggen. c 1502 Joseph
Arim. (E.E.T.S.) 51 Heyle, tresour of Glastenbury moost
imperyall, In sauour smellynge swete as eglantyne.

c. In the translations of the Bible from Tindale

(1536) onwards, savour occurs very freq. as render-

ing of Gr. 00717, Heb. m re*k smell ; in the Old
Testament lit. of the smell of sacrifices and incense

regarded as pleasing to God, in the N. T. Jig.

chiefly with reference to spiritual sacrifices.

See, e.g., Gen. viii. 21, Num. xxviii. 13, Ezek. vi. 13, 2 Cor.

ii. 15, Eph. v. 2.

d. Used_/%'. for : Repute, estimation ; = Odour
4 b. Now only poet.

1535 Coverdale Exod. v. 21 Ye have made the sauoure of
us to stynke before Pharao. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11.

xv. (1640) 64 Since which time the bad sauour of his life

came to the Popes nose, who sent a Legate to depose him.
1726 W. Penn in Life Wks. (1782) I. 53 These several Things
agreed upon, being of good Savour and Report. 1872
Tennyson Gareth 377 Then came in hall the messenger of
Mark, A name of evil savour in the land, The Cornish king.

3. In various uses, originally Jig. from sense 1.

f a. Attractive quality, merit, value. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 138 Salt bitocneS wisdom ; vor salt 3'me3

mete wordnesse & wisdom sif5 sauur. 13.. K. Alls. 2839
(Bodl. MS.) Tofore be kyng com on harpoure And made a
lay of gret sauoure. c 1320 Cast. Love 72 pauh hit on Eng-
lisch be dim and derk, Ne nabbe no sauer bi-fore a clerk.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 220 b, She had sothly the bame
of good odour and sauoure in conuersacion.

fb. Character, style, sort. Obs.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 258 This admiration Sir, is much
o* th' savour Of other your new prankes. 1639 Rouse Heav.
Univ. x. (1702) 153 Let the excellent and unmatchable oint-

ments of Christ Jesus give an excellent savour to your works.

C. Essential virtue or property : with allusion to

Matt. v. 13 (and Luke xiv. 34). Also, power to

excite relish, interest.

1650 I. Weekes Truth's Confl. \. n This is to put a non-
sense upon the place, and to destroy the savor that is in it.

1850 Marsden Early Purit (1853) 334 Principles which are

permitted to lie barren soon lose their savour. 1885 Patti-

son Mem. 298 All the savour of life is departed,

d. A ' smack *, tinge, or admixture.

1795 Burns ' O ay my wife * 5 Some sa'r o' comfort still at

last, When a' my days are done, man. 1867 Macfarren
Harmony ii. 66 Practised by modern musicians when they
wish to give an antique savour to any particular passage.

f 4. Relish or taste for something ; delight, satis-

faction. 7o catch (a) savour : to acquire a taste

or liking. Obs.
(7X225 Ancr. R. 232 We ne iuindeS swetnesse in none

binge bet we wel doS, ne sauur of heorte. 13. . Coer de L.
3047 To mete hadde he no savour To wyn, ne watyr, ne no
fycour. ?t 1400 Lydg. AZsop's Fab. Prof. 2 Wysdom is more
of pris than gold in cofres To theym, that have savour in

lettrure. Ibid. i. 65 Losengeours. .Whiche have savour in

slewth and sluggardy. Ibid. ii. 101 When a iorrour habe
caught sauour ones To be forsworn, custom makeb hym
strong, c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 393 Hast bou in

me ony gretter sauour pan bat bou haddest first whan bou
me sy. c 1430-40 Abbey of Holy Ghost in Horstm. Ham-
pole I. 333 Plente of oyle, bat es for to hafe delyte and
sauoyre in god. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour m iv, Good
wynes, whereto the good heremyte tooke soo good a sauoure
that he had. .dranke soo moche, that he was dronke. 1555
Watreman Fardle of Facions 11. iv. 140 When they had
caughte a sauour in this holye daye loytering,. .thei made
a longe holy daye also of the whole seuenth yere,

f 5. Perception, understanding. Obs.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. iv. (Skeat) 79 Of this have
I yet no savour, without better declaration. 1548 Udall,
etc Erasm. Par. Matt. in. 1-6 Christ, .of whome they had
a cerlayne sauour and vnderstandyng. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Dialogue iii, But as I can see no merit, Leading
to this favour : So the way to fit me for it, Is beyond my
savour.

Savour, savor (s^-vai), v. Forms: 3savur(e,

4 savir, savyre, safer, 4-5 savere, 4-6 saver,

savoure, 5 savre, savyr, 4- savor, savour

:

Sc, 4 sawer, 5 sawour, 6 sair-, sawr-, 8

sar, sa'r. [a. OF. savourer, savorer (mod.F.

savourer) = Pr. saborar, Sp., Pg. saborear, It. f *«-

vorare (now in learned form saporare) :—late L.

saporare, f. sapor- Savour sb^\

I. To have a savour.

T 1. intr. Of food or drink : To taste (well or

ill); chiefly, to have an agreeable taste. Often

with dative ; hence trans, to be agreeable to the

taste of. Obs.
0x300 Cursor M. 3647, 1 sal bam dight til his be-houe, A

mete als he was wonto loue ; It sat him sauur al to will,



SAVOUR.
Ele he sal ber-of his fill. 136a Langl. P. PI. A, vn. 249
Ete not, Ich hole be til hunger be take. And sende be sum
of his sauce to sauer be be betere. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.
p 48 For soothly, there is no thyng that sauoureth so wel to
a child as the Milk of his Norice. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls)
VIII. 17 per was noo licoure that savoured his mowthe or
that he my^hte discerne in that hit made his chekes colde.
1530 Palscr. 698/2 This potage savoureth, whiche we use
whan the meate is sodden to the pottes bottome. 1563 Hyll
Art t7<xnxV«. (1593) 129 In the fourth day, to sprinckle your
seedes with water,, .for by that meanes (saith he) they will
sauour much better. 1634 G. Herbert tr. Cornarus* Treat.
Temperance 8 That Proverb, wherewith Gluttons use to
defend themselves, to wit, That which savours, is good and
nourishetk. 1686 W. Harris tr. Lemery's Course Chem.
119 Water, .that's heated or boil'd in a Copper vessel for a
whole day together, savours not at all, or not so much, of
the Copper.

tfcjfc
£1450 tr. De Imitations in. xxxix. 109 To whom bou

sauorist, what shal not sauore him arijt 1 and to whom fou
sauorist not, what binge may turne him to mirbe ? [L. cui tit

sapis. . . Et cui tu hoh sapis.] 1516 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W.
1531) 8 Syth the mater is all spiritual!, it shall but lytell
sauour or please the taste of them that be carnal!.

2. intr. To give forth a (specified) scent or odour;
to smell ^something, arch.
13.. Cursor M. 6368 (Gott.) pn wandis..euer bai held lijf

and flour, Sauirand wid a suete sauur. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 1396 As a medue hyt was grene, . . And
saueryd swete as spycerye. 13.. E. E. A Hit, P. C. 275 Per
in saym & in sora,e bat sauoured as helle, per was bylded
his oour, f 1450 Myrc Festial 50 For ber nys no brent
sence bat sauereth so swete yn mannys nase, as dobe a de-
uote oreson yn Goddys nase. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems xxxiv,
34 ' Fy\ quod the Feynd, ' Thow sairis of blek, Go clenge
the dene and cum to me '. 1516 Pilgr.Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
184 Was dulcet & swete to y mouth. .& sauoured wele to
the nose. 1549 Latimer Ploughers (Arb.) i3Asthe saffrone
bagge . . doth euer after sauoure and smel of the swete saffron
that it conteyncd. i6ox Holland Pliny II.m Partbenium
..bringeth forth a white floure, sauouring like an apple, and
having a bitter tast. 1870 W. Mourns Earthly Parad. III.
IV. 218 The spilt blood savoured horribly.

fb. Without qualifying word : To smell offen-

sively, stink. Obs.
153* Primer Eng. + La/. 121 b, Whan he [sc. Lazarus)

in the same foure dayes had lyen So that hys body beganne
to sauoure, a ittt H. Smith Serm. (1637) 348 Like the
snuffe of a candle, which all men looked upon even now
when it shined, and now it so savours, that they tread it

under foot.

3. Jig. t a. To be agreeable or pleasing. Const.
to or dative. Obs. b. With qualification : To be
well or ill pleasing, arch.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15885 'Man ', he sais, 'quin cuth bow

fele Hu pine o bis lijf sauure wele '. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.
ix. 102 But a,it sauereb me nat bi siggynge. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 4 That lyke it (the service) goyth dayle
as throughe your mouthes so let yt synke & sauoure con.
tynually in youre hartes. a 1609 Sir F. Vkre Comm. (1657)
94 This advise could not savour to that young Nobleman.
a lite Contemp. Hist. /ret. (Ir. Archawl. Soc.) I. 375 All the
sermon of that daie . . was of this and such other like stufie,
as not pleasinge or sauoringe unto Christian cares. 1668
Howe Bless. Righteous (1825) 78 Nothing savours with
me ; I take comfort in nothing. 184a Tennyson Vision of
Sin xxiv, What is loathsome to the young Savours well to
thee and me.

4. a. To savour of: to show traces of the pre-
sence or influence of; to have some of the charac-
teristics of; to have the appearance of proceeding
from.

1548 Cranher Catech. Ep. Ded., (We) sauer longest of
that thynge that we fyrste receaue and taist of. 1577 Han-
mer Anc. Ecctes. Hist, no The phrase of that epistle
sauoreth very muche of the Greeke tongue. 161a Drayton
Poty^li. To Rdr. A 1, The Idle Humerous world must
heare of nothing that-.sauors of Antiquity. 1047 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iii. 9 The matter of that Epistle savoureth
of the purer times of the Church. 1700 Dryden Fables
Pref. 'A 2, 1 have written nothing which savours of Immo*
rality or Profaneness. 17x1 Ramsay Three Bonnets t. 120
Your courtship sars sac rankly O' selfish interest. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones 1. x. Such solicitations from superiors
too often savour strongly of commands. 1790 Burke Fr.
Rev. 234 But the institutions savour of superstition in their
very principle. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent it.

viii
; 332 Cromwell, whose actions savoured of the boldest

logic, was a confused speaker. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent
0/Man 47 A spectacular act. .savours of the magician.

b. trans, in the same sense.

1574 Whitgift De/. Ansa: ii. 109 For it neyther sa.
voureth the spirite of God, neither yet any modest and good
nature, but [etc.). a 1634 Randolph Muses Looking-gl. 111,

iii. (1638) « Would thou wert worth the killing. Colax.
A good wish, Savouring as well discretion, as bold valour.

like their flames ', instead of ' thin flames '—these savour the
printer.

II. To give a savour to.

1 5. trans. To flavour with salt or spice. Obs.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 825 penne ho sauerez with salt her

seue* vchone. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 243 Flesche
l-savered i-not by what vertu of herbes. c 1400 I.an/ranc'

s

Ctrurg. 75 Kyddes & lambres, & kalffes tsaveryde with
agresta. c 1440 Paltad. on Huso. xn. 494 Yf hit be not
sauered worth a flie, Olyues grene ygrounde in hit let stie.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 102 Powderit with prymross, saw.
rand all with clowiss. 1693 Lyde Retaking ' Friends Ad-
venture ' 9 Beef without any Salt to savour it.

1 6. To impart a taste or flavour to. Obs. rare ~ '.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 9986 parfore hys wysdom,
hys owne rede, Sauerb hyl (Christ sflesh) yn wyne and brede,

143

7. To season, flavour; to give tone or character to.
1579 Lvly Euphues (Arb.) 44 These old huddles, hauing

ouercharged their gorges with fancie, accompt at honest
recreation meere folly, and hauing taken a surfet of delight,
seeme now to sauour it with despight. 1889 J. Jacobs
Msop's Fables 1. 196 He.. has left out.. that pinch of
humour that has savoured the fabulist.

8. To impart a savour or scent to.
183a Ht. Martineau Ireland ii. 28 On many a petition,

savoured with a scent of potheen, did he turn his back.

III. To perceive a savour.

9. trans. To taste, to perceive by the sense of
taste. In mod. use, to taste with relish, to dwell
on the taste of; also _/?£., to give oneself to the
enjoyment or appreciation of.

.71430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. cxxix. {1869) 125 And j
shulde neuere be at ese if j sauowrede swete thing, c 1440
Gesta Rom. lvi. 373 (Add. MS.) When he sauours the soure
barke with oute for bitternesse he leuyth the swete kyrnelle
with in. 1865 PallMall G. 17 June 11/1 We savour at our
leisurethe delicate satire which we were too excited to
appreciate duly. 1869 Browning Ring<\ Bk. xi. 1762 Deal
each judge His dole of flattery and feigning,—why, He
turns and tries and snuffs and savours it As an old fly the
sugar-grain. 1883 ' Holme Lee ' Loving tf Serving I. iii.

42 He moved hither and thither about his silent house,..
savouring his strange pain. 1889 Max O'Rkll Jacques
Bonhomme 70 Savoring in advance the long list of dainties
for the day.

fb. To relish, enjoy (flavours). Also absot. Obs.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 17 He wolde seie bat

he savered water, for hit kelede his moub and his jowes.
14*6 Lydg. De Gut'/. Pilgr. 16990 For tyl I hadde gone to
Scole with Trybulacion, i savoured ffu. lytil in the soote
mylk of grace. 1566 Pasquine in Trounce 65 If a man giue
them any deintier meate, they can not sauour it, and suche
as they sauoure not, they vtterly dispise.

10. To be conscious, or sensible of (an odour),

f Also absoL Obs, or arch.
138a Wyclif Ecclus. xxx. 19 What shal profiten sacrifice

to the maumet ? and forsothe he shal not eten, ne sauouren
[Vulg, nee odorabi(\. c 1450 Myrc Festial 191 And berwyth
he felde be swetyst smell fat euer he saverde. a 154a Wyatt
That the Season ofEnjoyment 23 What vaileth the flower
To standstill and wither; If no man it savour It serves
only for sight. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. ii. 39 (1st Qo.) Filths
sauor but themselues. 1864 Daily Tel. 8 Sept., You have
the moor pretty much to yourself, can savour all its wild
perfume, and listen to all its cries,

11. To relish, like, care for. Obs. or arch.
So thou savourest in all versions of Matt. xvi. 23 from

Wyclif 1380 to 161 1 % Vulg. sa/r's, Gr. <f>pov*U, Revised Ver-
sion 1881 thou mindest.
C1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 1, I sauyre noglite joye that

with Jhesu es noghte mengede. c 1390 Chaucer Truth 5
Savour no more than thee binove shal. 1451 Capcrave Life
St. Aug. 1 To bese both be holy apostell saide he was det-
tour. to paye ech of hem aftir bat he sauoured. i$a6 Pilgr.
Per/.(\V. de W. 1331) 148 b, Some blynded with sensuafite
& carnal I pleasure, sauouryng nothynge but y l onely that is

delectable to y» body. 1984 Lodge Alarum (Shaks. Soc.) 77
Those that are earthly minded savor not the things that are of
God. i£99 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev.uu'w, Sauours himselfe
alone, is onely kind And louing to himselfe. 1633 Ford
Broken^ H. h 1, Beauteous Pentnea wedded to this torture
By an insulting brother, . .he savours not humanity. Whose
sorrow melts not into more than pity, In hearing but her
name. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. (1900) 23 He [Worldly Wise-
man] savoureth only the doctrine of this world. 1693 Norris
Pract. Disc. (1698) IV. 223 Those false Relishes and de-
craved Tastes of the Soul which dispose it to Mind and
Savour the Earth, and Earthly things. 1866 K. Edwards
Ralegh I. xviiL 376 To give prominence to such rumours
as they know will be savoured at their own Court.

1 12. To perceive, apprehend ; to discover traces

of. Also, to experience. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xciii. 8 The vnwis, withouten

kunyngej& fulis, withouten puruyaunce of thetother warld,
that ere in noumbire of crtsten men.vndirstandis andsauyrs
this. C1440 Gesta Rom. (Add. MS.) no But wolde god,
that wrecnid man.., sauered and vndirstode, and ordeyned
for his laste Ende ! 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys (1874) I.

348 Such seldom savour fortune's happiness. 1567 Gude <y

Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 146 That we, in hartis, may sauour Thy
mercy and thy fauour. x6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xm. Ixxvii.

(16x3) 317 By now, perhaps, thow sauorests [sic] some God-
head.' 1659 Heyijn Certamen Epist. 8 In your writings I

savour a spirit so very distant from my disposition, that I

have small hopes that my words will escape your displeasure,

fb. To savourout : to scent out, get wind of. Obs.

1714 Ramsay Elegy John Coiuper i, There*s none. .Could
sa'r sculdudry out lite John.

t C. intr. To have a suspicion of. Obs. rare" 1
.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido m. ii, Sister, I see you
sauour of my wiles.

Savour, obs. form of Saviour.

+ Sa*vourable, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. savour-

able. f. savourer to Savour.] Pleasing to the taste.

1501 Atkynson tr. De Imitatione 111. vi. 200 Louc.that
maketb. .bitter thynges swete & sauorable.

Savoured (s/i-vwd), ///. a. ff. Savour sb.

+ -ed.] Having savour, with defining adv.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 51 Hearbs and fruits.. Not..
sweet and well savored, But direfull deadly black. 1609

Shahs. Tr. * Cr. Ep. r 2 (1st Qo.), So much and such sa-

uored salt of witte is in his Commedies, that they seeme..

to be borne in that sea that brought forth Venus.

Savourer (s/i*varaj). [f. Savour v. + -br.i.]

One who savours (in various senses).

1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. iv. ii. § 61. 172 She was. .a great

Savourer and Favourer of Wickliflfe his Opinions. 1898
Money-Coutts Rev. St. Love 3 Be all the blight of God's
immediate ban on savourers of poison at the feast of Love.

Savourie, obs. form of Savory and Savoury.

SAVOTJRLY.

Savourily (s^i-varm), adv. Also savoiilj.
[f. Savoury a. + .ly *.]

L In a savoury manner, with a pleasing smell or
taste, appetizingly. Also, f with relish or appetite.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xviit. ix. (Bodl. MS.), A

serpent, .eteb more sauoryly [ed. 1405 sauvurlyj banne J>aie
dede bifore be chaunginge of be skynne. 1617 Moryson
Jtin. in. n. iii. 81 Apples or peares first dried, then prepared
withcinamon and butter very sauourily. 1670 Narborough
Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) 49, 1 can eat Foxes and
Kites as savourily as if it were Mutton. 1790 Blake in Gil-
christ Life (1863) I. 86 Here and there I saw one savourily
picking the flesh off of his own tail. 18*3 Lamb Etia
Ser. 11. Old China, We would eat our plain food savorily.
1841 Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 679 Two small pullets were
brought in,, .smelling most savouryly. 1886 R. F. Burton
Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) III. 103 Roasted meat, With basting
oil so savourily replete !

+ 2. fig. Heartily, pleasurably; appreciatively.
Also, in religious use (cf. Savoury a. 2 b).
x«43 Milton Divorce 11. iii. (1644) 38 Yet that he com-

manded the allowance of adulterous and injurious divorses
for hardnes of heart,.. they can very savourily perswade
themselves. 1662 J. Chandler Van HelmonCs Oriai. 12
Which being seen, and savourily known, I admired my
former ignorances. 1676 O. Heywood Diaries^ etc. (1883)
HI. 147 A blind man prayed pertinently and savourily.

Savouriness (s^'varines). [f. Savoury a. +
-ness.] The quality of being savoury, in various
senses of the adj.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. i. (1495) 438 The.,
lyghtenesse and sauerynesse therof [sc. of reyne water]
shewyth the subtylnesse of her substaunce. 1576 Gascoigne
Steele Gl. (Arb.) 72 These be mv priests, the seasning of the
earth Which wil not leese their Savrinesse, I trowe. 1599
MiNSHEu5/ktv. Gram. 82 It is great sauorines to dine or
eate, and not to paie any shot. i68x H. More Ej*6. Dan.
Pref. 53 This was the tenourof the Testimony. .which they
witnessed with great savouriness and assurance. X791 A.
Young^ Trav. France I. 277 All sorts of vegetables have a
savouriness and flavour, from rich sauces, that are absolutely
wantedJo our greens boiled in water. 1801 Sketch ofParis
I. xxxviii. 455 The savouriness of their cooking. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede 1. v, His mental palate, .found a savouri-
ness in a quotation from Sophocles or Theocritus that was
quite absent from your text in Isaiah or Amos.

Savouring (s^varirj), vbl. sb. [f. Savour v.

+ -1NG !.]

1. The action of the vb. Savour, in various senses.
c X386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 885 Thy fiue wittes, that been

sighte, herynge.smellyng, tastynge or sauourynge, and feel-
ynge. CX430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. lxxii. (1869)42 Ne that
shulde not meeue thee that at the taast, and at the sighte,
at the smellinge, and at the sauouringe, bred and wyn it

may seeme thee, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 59 Touch-
inge, and cussinge and saweringe made of fals delite that
Eue dede to ete the apille. 1574 tr. Life -joArchb. Canterb.
C v b, If they had been closed in lead, and well spiced,.

.

they might haue been kepte from sauoringe yet a while.

T 2. concr. A perfume. Obs.
138a Wyclif Rev. v. 8 Golden fioles ful of saueringis,

whiche ben the preyers of seyntis.

f 3. Something that gives a faint notion. Obs.
x«3 Douglas sEneis I Prol. 44 Jit with your leif, Virgill

. . I wald . . Write sum savoring of thi Eneados.

Savouring, ///. a. [f. Savour v. + -ing 2
.]

1. Having a (defined) smell or taste.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. i. 2 The highe Almaignes do call it

..sweete smelling, or sauering Southrenwood.
_ 1596 Dal-

rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 44 Sueit sairing flouris.

x6ia Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 39 Cynamon water
. . helpeth a bad or evil savouring breath.

2. Pleasing, relishing.

1598 Daniel Civ. Wars 1. xciv, He who had no thought
so hie to clime (With savouring comfort still allur'd along).

3. Imparting savour or relish.

1886 Athenseum 17 Apr. 517/3 The lotos there has its

sweets sharpened with a savouring bitterness,

SavOUringly (s/i-verirjli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2.] In a relishing manner.
1647 Trapp Comm. Jos. iv. 9 And mourn savouringly and

soakingly, with a deep and down right sorrow. 1848
Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 311 You would. .have done just

what I did,—smilingly, gently, savouringly, peel, slice, and
eat. three raw turnips.

Savourless (s^'vs-iles), a. Also 6 saverlea,

Sc. sairles, 7, 9 savorless, 9 Sc. sareless, saur-
less. [f. Savour sb. + -less.] Destitute of savour

;

tasteless or odourless; of immaterial things, void

of interest or eflicacy, insipid.

1398 Trevisa Barth, De P. R. hi. xx. (1495) 67 The tongue
is sauourles that he maye the better take all maner sauour
of thynges. 155a Huloet, Sauourles or wythoute sauoure,
moderns. 1627 Donne Serm. xxii. (1640) I. 223 In my
grave. . I.. shall be all insipid, tastlesse, savourlesse dust.

1633 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. § 128. 319 The rose-tree hath
a sweet flowre, but a savour-Iesse root. 1657 Trapp Comm.
Ps. xxxiv. 8 All flesh is savouries to him that hath tasted of
the Spirit. 1886 Bruce Mirac. Elevi. Gesp. ii. 74 Cast out
as savourless salt. 1907 Outlook t% Oct. 451/2 Most of his

jests when repeated seem almost savourless.

Hence Sa-vourlessness.
1841 H. F. Chorley Music <$• Manners III. 179 The in.

trinsic savourlessness of the Mass which it [the orchestra]
was performing, afade composition by Morlacchi.

t Sa*vourlyt
a. Obs. Also 4 saverly. [f.

Savour sb. + -ly *.] = Savoury a.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 226, I hope no tong mo^t endure
No sauerly saghe say of bat sy$t. 1583 Golding Calvin on
Dent, lxiii. 383/2 Manna.. was a good & sauorly nourish-

ment. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 669 The burning of

flesh of it selfe is not so pleasant and sauourly.



SAVOURLY.

t Sa'vOUrly, adv. Obs. Forms : 4-6 saverly,

5 saverely, 6 savor-, saverlie, 6-7 savourely,

savorly, 5-7 savourly. [f. Savour sb. + -ly ^.]

1. With enjoyment ; with relish ;
pleasantly ;

agreeably; keenly.
,

I3.. Cow. * Gr. Knt. 1937 J*n acoles he (be) kny?t, &
kysses hym hryes, As saueriy & sadly as he hem sette coube.

c 1440 Kw*!«r»'. xxix. 80 Wherfore we counsaile you This

cuppe saueriy for to kisse. 149S [see Savoujilv i, quot.

1308] 1560 Pilkington Expos. Aggeus H ij, The labouring

man feedes saueriy on brown bread, thin drynke, and a

poore supper. 1637 Brief Relat. Passages Star Chamber

25 A Bee came and pitched on the Nosegay, and began

10 suck the flowers very savourly. 1683 Trvon Way to

Health 350 The Cannibals feed on Humane Flesh, and will

most savourly gnaw a Shoulder of Man. 1690 Dryden
Amphitryon 1. i, He.. snuffs up Incense so savourly, when

'tis offer'd him by a fair Hand.

b. Of weeping : Passionately, bitterly.

1662 H. More Antid. Ath. 111. iv. § 4 Other sometimes

bearing the Image of Christ in her arms, weeping savourly.

1722 De Foe Col. Jack ii, Then I fell a-crying as savourly

as I did before, when I thought I had lost it.

2. With understanding; with appreciation; wisely,

effectively.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione I. i. 2 For who euere wol under-

stonde J»e wordes of Crist pleinly and sauerely, he must

studie to conforme all his lif to his lyf. 1529 More Supplic.

Soulys Wks. 301/1 But than he speaketh so sauotlie hereof,

that it well appereth of hys wyse wordes he neyther canneth

anye skill therof, nor neuer came in the house. 1619 Fo-

therbv Atheom. 11. vi. § i (1622) 246 Which folly that wise

King derided very sauorly. 1663 Bunyan Ckr. Behav. Wks.

1692 I. 595/2 For Christians to commune savourly of God's

Matters one with another, it is as if they opened to each

others Nostrils Boxes of Perfume. 1664 H. More Myst.

Iniq. vi. 119 Which life I conceive S. Paul describes very

savourly, when he saith, That the Kingdom of Heaven is.

.

righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.

Savoury (s^'vari), a. and sb. Forms: a. 3

savure, compar. savurure ; 0. 4-5 savery, sa-

vori, 4-6 saverey, 5 saveray, sauvury, 6

savrie, savourye, Sc. sau'rie, 6-7 savourie,

savorie, 7 saverie, 4-9 savory, 6- savoury ; 7.

contracted 5 sarry. [Early ME. savure, app. a.

OF. savouri sapid, fragrant, pa. pple. of savourer

:

see Savour v. In the 14th c. the ending was

associated with the native -y, so that the adj. was

apprehended as f. Savour sb. + -Y.] A. adj.

1. Pleasing to the taste ; appetizing ; agreeable.

138a Wyclif Mark ix. 48 Forsoth euery man schal be

saltid, or maad sauori, with fier. 1387 Irevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 365 At Glyndalkan aboute Jie oratorie of Seint

Keynewyn wilewys bereb apples as it were appel treen, and
beep more holsom ban sauory. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix.

65 Tho bat sitten in be sonne-syde sonner aren rype, Swet-

tour and saueriour. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 136 pai

er ri^t sauoury in be mouth. 1584 Cogan Haven Health
cxcii. (1636) 172 Cookery.. may make that savoury, which

of it selfe is unsavoury. 161 1 Bible Gen. xxvii. 31 And
hee also had made sauoury meate, and brought it vnto his

father. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 300 All.. with keen gust the

sav'ry viands share. 1837 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. II. 35
The natives of some part of Australia eat a kind of cater-

pillar . . of which they compose a dish to them highly savoury.

1865 Kingsley Herew. v, Savoury was the smell of fried

pilchard and hake ; more savoury that of roast porpoise.

b. Gratifying to the sense of smell ; fragrant.

Now rare exc. in negative context : cf. unsavoury.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 209b, They. . perfume

the house with the graines of Juniper, and other savoury

thinges [L. aliisque rebus odoratis]. 18S9 Dickens T. Two
Cities ». i, Cruncher's apartments were not in a savoury

neighbourhood. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xiii. 11 Perfume

savoury.

2. fig. a. Pleasant ; acceptable.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1527 Mi swete lif, se swoteliche he

smecheS me & smealleO bat al me buncheS sauure & softe

(>at he sent me. c 1230 Hali Meid. 39 Ah schal ifinden him
ai swettere & sauurure. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 405

If it be wikke, a wonder thinketh me, Whenne every tor-

ment and adversitee That cometh of him, may to me savory

thinke. 1545 King's Primer, Graces "ir, O Lord lesu

Christ without whom nothing is swete nor sauery, . . blesse

vs&our supper. 160a Shaks. Ham.u. ii. 463 One said there

was no Sallets in the lines, to make the matter sauoury.

.21677 Barrow Serm. Wks. (1716) III. 57 The sense ofhaving

lived well.. is a far more solid and savoury pleasure than

the most ample revenue can afford. 187s Ruskin Fors Clav.

xlix. n The delicious parable, savouriest of all Scripture to

rogues. 1885 R. L. & F. Stevenson Dynamiter 100 Some-
thing taking in the way of colour, a good, savoury choice of

words.

+ b. In religious phraseology, (a) Full of spiri-

tual 'savour'; spiritually delightful or edifying.

(b) Having the savour of holiness; of saintly

repute or memory. Obs.

(a) c 1449 Pecock Repr. I. xvi. 89 The maner of outring

which is sauory in a sermonyng. 1450-1530 Myrr. our
Ladye 49 An other [wyse] is to take hede to the letter only,

after the lytterall understondynge. And thys ys somelyme
sauory, sometyme bareyne, after that the letter ys. 1563

Foxe A. *f M. 1354/2 Many such like answers and reasons,

mery, but sauery .. proceaded from that man. 1626 Bp,

Hall Contempt. O. T. xxi. i. 336 A forced discontinuance,

makes deuotion more sauoury, more sweet to religious

hearts, a 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I. m. 230

Practised by the savouriest of people called Quakers. 1726

Penh in Life Wks. (1782) I. 98 Leaving the Man in a

sensible and savoury Frame. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

xiii. III. 295 His letters and speeches are, to use his own
5hraseology, exceeding savoury. . . He had a text of the Old
estament ready for every occasion.

144

(b) 1642 D. Rogers Naaman Ep. Ded. 4 Hath made your

name sweet and savoury in the Church of God. 1731

Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 487 You need not be told what
a great loss this Church will be at by this good and worthy
gentleman's death, whose name will be for ever savoury in

this Church.

3. Used, in contradistinction to sweet, as the

epithet of articles of food having a stimulating

taste or flavour.

1661 Rabisha Cookery Dissected 157 If you would have it

baked savoury, season it with Pepper, Salt, Cloves [etc.].

1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 283 Pigeons in

Savory Jelly. 1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 278 Omelette,

a Savoury one.

B. sb. A savoury dish (see A. 3) ; spec, a cooked

dish, flavoured with appetizing ingredients, served

at the beginning or end of dinner as a stimulant to

appetite and digestion.

1661 Rabisha Cookery Dissected 138 Another way for a

savory. 1844 Tupper Heart xvii. 168 The board was over-

loaded with solid sweets and savouries. 189S Anthony
Hope Phroso i,

' Why, how early you two have dined I

cried Beatrice. ' You're at the savoury, aren't you ? We've

only just come.'

Savoury, Savowr(e : see Savory, Savour.

Savoy (savor). Also 6 Savoie, Savoye. [a.

F. Savoie, the name of a region of S. E. France,

south of the Lake of Geneva.]

1. In full, Savoy cabbage (f cole, fcoleworl,-f kail,

sprouts'). A rough-leaved hardy variety of the

common cabbage, much grown for winter use.

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. vi. 552 Sauoye Colewurtes. 1597

Gerarde Herball 11. xxxvi. 247 Sauoie Cole is also numbred
among the headed Coleworts or Cabbages. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden lxxxvi, The Savoy Cole and the Cole-flory

. . must be sowed in April. 1689 in Thaiies of Cawdor
(Spald. Club) 353, 1 unce Savoy kaell. 1699 Evelyn Acetaria

§ 11 The Broccoli from Naples, .are very delicate, as are the

Savoys. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 132 The Savoy

Cabbage, which is one of the best sort and very hardy.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 58 Savoys Forced and Slewed.

1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 132 To boil Savoy

Sprouts. 1855 Df.lamer Kitch. Card. (1861) 57 There is a

vulgar idea . . that Savoy cabbages are improved by exposure

to frost. 1856 Glenny Gard. Every-d. Bk. 17/1 Frosts,

that will kill all other greens, will leave Savoy Sprouts.

.

untouched. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 287/2 The savoys come

into use in autumn, and continue until the spring.

2. In full, Savoy biscuit. A kind of sponge-

biscuit, made of finger-shaped pieces of paste

covered with sifted sugar which when baked are

joined together in pairs ; so also Savoy drop, ring.

Similarly Savoy cake, a large sponge cake baked

in a mould ; also called a Savoy mould. Savoy
bag, a bag with a narrow orifice through which

the paste for making the biscuits is laid out.

1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housw. (ed. 9) Suppl. 10 Slips

of bread cut long like Savoy biskets. 1822 Cook's Oracle

(ed. 4) 494 Savoy Cake, or Sponge Cake in a Mould. 1854

G. Read Compl. Biscuit ly Gingerbr. Baker's Assist, (ed. 2)

76 Savoy Cakes... Almond Savoy Cakes. Ibid. 77 Savoy

Biscuits and Drops. 1862 Francatelli Eng. * Foreign Con-

fectioner 96 These Savoy biscuits should present a smooth

surface, and beof a light fawn colour. 1866 Massey's Biscuit

Bk. 3 Savoy Drops. . . Savoy Rings. 1889 R. Wells Bread

# Biscuit Baker 47 The Savoy Biscuits must be laid out

from a savoy bag on ' cap ' paper one half round and one

half long. The French Savoys must be laid out oval, and

when baked two are to be put together. 1892 Encycl. Pract.

Cookery (ed. Garrett) I. 138/2 A Biscuit-bag, sometimes

called a 'savvy-bag' being used very much to prepare Savoy

Biscuits.

t Savoy an, a. and sb. Obs. = Savoyard.
1601 E. A. True Disc. Queen's Voy. title-p, Herevnto is

annexed, the first Sauoyan ; wherein is set forth the right

of the conquest of Sauoy by the French, and the importance

of holding it. 1607 Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts 46 They are

vsed by the Lotharingians and Sauoyens for meat. 1611

Cotgr., Rave de Savoye, the Sauoyan Rape, the greatest

kind of Turnep. 1653 A. Wilson fas. I 94 The Savoyan

Agents bringing moreGold in their hands than on their backs.

Savoyard (slvoi'aid), sb. and a. [a. F. Savoy-

ard (fem. -arde), f. Savoie : see Savoy and -ard.]

A. sb.

1. A native or inhabitant of Savoy.

Well known in other countries as musicians itinerating

with hurdy-gurdy and monkey.
1756-7 tr- Keysler's Trav. (1760) I. 271 T he steward of the

houshold is the marquis de Coudray,..a Savoyard. 1770

[see Hurdy-gurdy 1]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 517/1 They

[sc. marmots] are taken by the Savoyards and others prin-

cipally that they may be exhibited by those itinerants. 1906

W. Walker Calvin vii. 166 The Savoyards pressed Geneva

and made travel unsafe on the roads. _
2. An inhabitant of the precinct of the Savoy

Palace in London, which formerly possessed the

right of sanctuary.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Rum-dukes, the boldest

Fellows amongst the Alsatians, Minters, Savoyards, &c.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxii. IV. 775 At length, in 1697,

a bill for abolishing the franchises of these places .. received

the royal assent. The Alsatians and Savoyards were furious.

B. adj. Belonging to Savoy.
1820 Ranken Hist. France vn. i. VII. 238 The Savoyard

army. 1841 James Brigand ii, Why baron, who would have

thought to meet you thus in a Savoyard inn?

Savoyre, savre, obs. forms of Savour.

Savrie, Savry, Savte, Savur, obs. ff. Sa-

voury, Savory, Safety, Savour.

Savvey, savvy, variant forms of Savey.

SAW.

Savyour, savyr(e, obs. forms of Savour.

Savyte, obs. form of Safety.

Saw (s§), sb.l Forms : i sasu, sasa, 4 sagh,

4-7 sawe, s sae, saghe, sa}e, 5- saw. [OE.

*sagu str. fem., in oblique cases sage (also saga wk.

masc.) =OHG. saga, MLG., MDu. sage (Du. zaag),

ON. sog (Sw. sdg, Da. sav, f saug) :-OTeut.

*sagd str. fem. ; the ablaut-var. *segd appears in

OHG. sega (MHG. sege, mod.G. sage) ; cogn. w.

OE. seax (: —*sahso-) knife, Sax, f. pre-Teut.

root *sok- : *sek- to cut ; cf. L. secare to cut.]

1. A cutting tool consisting of a plate (or, in

some forms, a band or a tube) of metal (usually

steel), one edge of which is formed into a con-

tinuous series of teeth. (Some saws for cutting

stone are without teeth.) In the original form of the

tool, represented by the Hand-saw, and in some

varieties of more modern invention, e. g. the pit-

saw (see Pit sb. 1 14), the saw is moved back-

wards and forwards, each movement in one direc-

tion deepening the groove or 'kerf made in the

wood or other material to be cut. In other

varieties, as the circular saw and the band-saw,

a continuous movement in one direction is substi-

tuted for the reciprocating movement.
Ordinarily saw means the complete instrument including

the handle, frame, or the like, necessary to fit it for use

;

but sometimes the word is applied to the 'saw-plate' or
' saw-blade ' alone.

Also with defining words, indicating special varieties of

form, structure, mode of operation, or purpose, as in band
saw, circular saw, compass saw, drag saw, endless saw,

frame saw,frel saw, gate saw, hand saw, ice saw, joint

saw, keyhole saw, lock saw, meat saw, mill saw, panel

saw, pit saw, rabbet saw, rip saw, sash saw, tenon saw,

web saw. These terms, 50 far as they have been thought

to require notice in this Dictionary, are treated either

under their first element or as main words. A consider,

able number of kinds of saws used for surgical purposes are

distinguished by the names of their inventors, asButcher's,

Ferguson's, Gowan's, Hey's, Lislon's saw.

c 1000 jElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 106/22 Serrula, saia,

net snide, a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia IX. 263/1 He sceal.

.

habban . .aecse, adsan, sage, a 1300 Cursor M. ir)yib Away
to sagh bam ilk crote, wit be sagh o penance treu bat be

frut spring efter neu. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 525 File

sawe and spindelle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 383

pis Perdix-.took a plate of iren, and fyled it, and made it

i-tobed as a rugge boon of a fische, and (>anne it was a sawe.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4096 A burly best with a bake as bedell

as a saje. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) 1 1. 75 After that Ysay

was kytte with a sae of tree. 1533 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott.

VI. 155 Ane saw send to the werkmen in Lochaber to cut

the tymmer for the artailzerie. 1681 Grew Musxum iv.

§ i. 360 A Box of Anatomick Instruments ; sc. Saws, Steel

and Ivory Knives [etc.]. 1784 Cowper Task v. 145 No
sound of hammer or of saw was there. 1816 J. Smith

Panorama Sci. t, Art I. 16 Saws for cutting metals, are

made very narrow,, .and stretched by a screw at one end.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 343/2 The principal modern use of

the saw is to divide wood.
transf. and fig. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1672 Euen so his

sighes, his sorrowes make a saw, To push gnefe on, and back

the same grief draw. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 111. viu.

138 Faction, hatred, livor, emulation, which. .are, serrse

animx, the sawes of the soule. 1871 Kingsley A t Last iv,

You.. see aloft the saw of the mountain ridges against the

black-blue sky.

+ b. In obsolete phrases. To draw the saw (of

contention or controversy) : to keep up a fruitless

dispute. To be under the saw of contention : (of

a question) to be the subject of profitless dispute.

To hand the saw : to take turns, change parts, with

another in some work or function. To hold (a

person) at the long saw : to keep in suspense.

1654 Jer. Taylor Real Pres. A 1, The Question of Tran-

substantiation, which hath already so many times passed

by the Fire and under the Saw of Contention. 1659 Bp.

Walton Consid. Considered 305 Yet if he think fit to draw

this saw of contention further,.. I [etc.]. 1674 N. Fairfax

Bulk tr Selv. 101 Now because ghost cannot hand the saw

thus with body. .Thence 'tis [etc.]. 1688 Lond.Gaz. No.

2329/3 It would be of little avail to draw the Saw any longer

ofAnswersand Retorts. ^ioPrideauxO/^. JithcsPref. 12

Neither will I draw the saw of contention with any one in

answering any of the Cavils, a 1733 North Life Ld. Kpr.

(1742) 79 So, between the one and the other, he was held at

the Long Saw above a Month. 1768 Wesley Wks. (1872)

XIV. 343 Having neither leisure nor inclination to draw

the saw of controversy.

2. Zool. A part or organ with teeth like those of

a saw. Also Comb, saw-bearing adj.

1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 32 A very great Saw,

or weapon of a Saw-fish, with the which he torments the

Whale. 1747 Gould Eng. Ants 4 The double Saw is a hard

bony Substance. Ibid., They [sc. Ants] have four or five

Teeth in a Saw. 1754 Fielding Voy. LisbonVtks. 1882 VII.

64 The sting or saw of a wasp. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man.
Nat. Hist. 222 Saw-bearing Hymenoptera (Securifera). 1866

Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 508/2 Whales are said to be sometimes

killed by sawfishes, and the saw has been sometimes driven

into the hull of a ship. 1871 T. R. Jones Antm. Aingd.

(ed. 4) 360 The saws of the various species of Tenthredo are

as diversified as the habits of the insects to which they

belong. 1885 G. S. Forbes Wild Life Canara 51 A great

saw-fish, which measured about twenty-one feet from the

end of the saw to the tail.

3. [Properly a distinct word, f. Saw v.] a. A
sawing movement. (In recent Diets.), b. Whist.

= See-saw.
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1716 Hoyle Whist (ed. 6) 36 You gain the Advantage of

establishing of a Saw. 1755 Connoisseur No. 60 r 4 (1761)

II. 195, A forces B, who, by leading Spades, plays into A's

Hand, who returns a Club, and so they get a Saw between
them, c 1890 Up to Date Games ofCards 37 Saw, is when
each partner trumps a different suit, and they play those

suits to each other for that purpose.

4. Short for Sawfish, rare*

1888 G. H. Kingsley Sport % Travel vi. (1900) 180 Across
the mouth of the bay cruised a pair of saws, some ten or

twelve feet long.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as saw-
blade, -carriage, machine, 'mandrel, -mark; b.

objective, as saw-filer, -filing, -grinder^ -maker,

•piercer, -setter, -setting; c. similative, as saw-
beal-ed, -leaved, -like, -shaped, -toothed, -topped adjs.

1869-73 T. R. Jones CasseWs Bk. Birds III. 95 The
*Saw-beaked Alcyons (Syma). 1831 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal I. 275 Of the elastic steel, a *saw-blade may be
considered an example. 1886 EncycL Brit. XXI. 345/1
Here they are rolled upon skids leading to the *saw-car riage.

1890 W. J, Gordon Foundry aoo Where the saw-edged
knife in one of the cylinders perforates the web. 1881 Young
£v4ry Man his own Meek, } 347 This *saw-filer's vice may
be obtained [etc]. 1875 Knight Diet* Mech., *Saw-filing
machine, one for sharpening the teeth of saws. 1861 Sat.
Rev. 21 Dec 635 The *Sawgrinders' Union in Sheffield.

x8az Hortus Anglicus II. 252 *Saw-leaved Vetch. 1611

Cotgb. s.v. Scie, Scie de mer, a kind of Whall which hath
a*Saw-likesnowL 1881 Newton in Encycl. Brit.Xll. 358/1
Fine, horny, saw-like teeth. i8*a T. Gill Techn. Repos. II.

217 An improved 'Saw Machine. 166a Comenitts' Janua
Ling. Triltng. 103 The *saw-maker [maketh] saws. 1816 J.
Smith Panorama Set. <t A rt I. 9 Saw makers first harden
their plates in the usual way. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Saw-mandrel, a holdfast for a saw in a lathe. 1873 J.

Richards Operator's Handhk. 117 Saw mandrils.. should
be as strong as possible, to stand the speed. i&}< lire's

Diet. Arts I. 420 The cross cords become embedded in the
•saw-marks by the pressure of the sewing thread. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Sazv piercer, a workman who cuts

the teeth of saws. 188 1 You no Every Man his mtm Mech.
§ 342 Any itinerant * saw-setter, who goes his regular round
..with his bench and files. Ibid. § 346 Useful contrivance
for 'saw setting [etc.]. 184a Brands Diet. Set. etc., s. v.

Securi/ers, The females have a *saw-shaped or hatchet-

shaped terebra. 1868 Rep. Munitions ofWar 102 The rifling

U what is termed in England the Scott or saw-shaped
system. 1988 Fraunce Lawiers Log. l vi. 36 b, Shee is

splayfooted^ crookbacked, tunnebellied, *sawtoothed. &c.
1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 229 Saw-toothed: see
serrate. 1866 Owkn A nat. I'ertebr. II. 495 The saw-toothed
Sterrink (Stenorkynchus serridens). 1874 EassIE Wood $
t'ses 165 Figs. 217 and 218 are each of the kind known as

the saw-toothed roof,, .used in weaving and other sheds.

d. Special combinations : saw-bar, either of

the two bars which hold the saw in a fretwork

machine ; f saw battle, a disposition of troops in

which the battalions form a serrated front ; saw-
bearing a. (see sense 2) ; saw-belly U. S.9 a name
for the glut herring {Clupea festivalis) , and the

alewife (C serratd) ; saw-bench, a circular saw
with a bench to support the material and advance it

to the saw; fsawboard, timber sawn into boards;
saw-buck t". S. [a. Du. zaagM], see Buck sdj;
\9a.vr-cnxt= saw-kerf; saw-cut sb., an incision

made with a saw; saw-cut v. Bookbinding, to make
saw-cuts in (the back of a book) ; saw-doctor, 'an
instrument having an angular punch for cutting

pieces out of the edge of a saw-blade, to increase

the depth of the interdental spaces; a saw-gum*
mer

#
(Knight) ; saw-edge, a serrated edge (in

quot, of a ridge of rock) ; saw-edged a,, having a
serrated edge ; saw-file, a file specially adapted for

sharpening the teeth of saws ; saw-frame, (a) the

frame in which a saw-blade is stretched ;
(b) the

sash or gate of a mill saw ; saw-gin, a form of

cotton-gin in which the fibres are torn from the

seed by revolving toothed discs or circular saws
;

saw-ginned a., prepared by means of the saw-
gin; saw-grass, (a) >= saw-wort; {b) £7.5., a sedge
ofthe genus Cladium ; saw-gummer — Guhmer b

;

saw-handle, (a) the handle of a saw ; (b) slang,

the handle of a * saw-handled * pistol ; saw-
handled a., having a handle shaped like that of
a saw; saw-horned a., having serrate antennae;

saw-horse, a frame or trestle for supporting

wood that is being sawn, a saw-buck; saw-
kerf sb. — Kerf sb. 2 ; v. trans., to make a saw-
kerf in ; hence saw-kerfing vbl. sb. ; saw-log
(see quot.) ; f saw-muscle - Serratus ; saw-
pad (see Pad sb. 8) ; saw palmetto, a palmetto,
Serenoa serratula, with prickly leaf-stalks ; saw-
pierced a., cut out with a frame-saw or piercing-

saw ; so saw-piercing ; saw-plate, (a) the blade
of a saw

; (3) iron in plates of the thickness of the
blade ofa saw; saw-sash t'.S. (see Sash sb? 3 b) ;

saw-set, an instrument for setting the teeth of a
saw : also attrib. ; saw-shark, an Australian fish

of the genus Pristiophorus ; saw-sharpener, (a)

one who sharpens saws ; (b) a name for the Great
Titmouse, Parus major (cf. saw-whetter) ; saw-
spindle, the shaft of a circular saw ; + saw-stage,
? « Saw-pit ; saw-tail, a bird {Temnurus trunca-
tes) inhabiting Cochin China (T.R. Jones CasselVs

Vol. VIII.

Bk. Birds, 1869-73); saw-way = saw-kerf; saw-
whet U.S., a little owl, Nyctala acadica; saw-
whetter, (a) = saw-whet

;
(ft) the marsh titmouse,

Parus palnstris ; saw-work Fortif. (see quot.)
;

saw-wrack Bot., the seaweed Fucus serratus;

saw-wrest — saw-set. Also Sawbill, etc.

1875 Seaton Fret Cutting 18 An iron eye, screwed in
exactly under the lower *saw bar. 1598 Barret Thcor.
Warres 80 The *Saw battell contalneth 3 sharpe angles
framed of 6 battalions. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 582 Around the Gulf of Maine this species is also
known by the names * Kyack ' or Kyauk', ' *Saw-belly ', and
* Cat-thrasher '. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. II. 793
The flooring boards, .were grooved on each edge upon an
ordinary 'saw bench. 1869 Rankine Cycl. Machine <y

Hand Tools PI. Q 16 Improved self-acting saw bench. 1495
Naval Accts. Hen. VII (1896) 226, vij ml Tote of 'Sawborde
price the c—ij'. 1869 ' Mark Twain* lunoc.Abr.y'u (1872)

39 The saddles were peculiar.. .They consisted of a sort of
*saw-buck, with a small mattress on it. 1778 [W. Marshall]
Minutes Agric. 9 Dec 1775 The *saw-carf, instead of bind-
ing, is always kept gaping. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning,
etc. 1 1. 706 The chalk line . . marks the edges of the intended
*saw-cuts with sufficient certainty. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech.
s. v. Bookbinding, Sewing [comes] after *saw-cutting the
backs

>
for the cords. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago xxi, From

the highest *saw-edges, where Moel Meirch cuts the golden
sky, down to the very depth of the abyss. 1846 Louisa S.

Costello Tour Venice 446 A wall of *saw-edged per-
pendicular rock?. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. II.

689 The files used in sharpening saws are triangular, round,
half-round, and mill *saw-files. 1825 J. Nicholson Operat.
Mechanic 442 Let a transverse groove, .be cut in the •saw-
frame to receive that pin. 1801 Miller & Whitney in
Amer. Jml. Set. ft Arts (1832) XXI. 222 The machine for

separating cotton from its seeds, commonly called the *Saw
Gin. i9j^Beeton"sDiet. Comm. s.v. Cotton, Good fair togood
#saw-glnned Surat cotton. 1847 Whittier Drovers 56 Cows
..Disputing feebly with the frogs The crop of *saw-grass
meadows ! 1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Saw-grass, a kind ofcoarse
grass, bog-rush. 1882 ' Ouida ' Maremma I. 187 Thrusting
their snouts amidst the saw-grass. 1891 Villiers-Stuart
Equal. Forests no It turned out to be really a vast expanse
of water hidden beneath saw-grass, which in some places
attains a height of twenty feet, i860 Bartlett Diet. A mer.
(ed. 3), *Saw-gummer, see Gammer. 1837 Lever Harry
Lorrequer v, My friend there. . is a very neat shot when he
has the *saw-handle. 189a Daily Nctvs 4 Aug. 7/1 The
plaintiff, .was a saw-handle maker. 1899 Ld. Rosebery
I'eel 26 But scarcely . . is there any memory of so peppery a
politician with so constant an inclination tothe'sawhandles'.
1837 Lever Harry Lorrequer v. Didn't I tell ye, that pistol

always threw high.. .Oh, Fin, if you had only given me the
*saw-handled one. x86a T .W. Harris Insects Injur. Vezet.
(ed. 3) 45 Serricorn or *saw-horned beetles. 1778 [W. mar-
shall] Minutes Agric. 9 Dec. 1775 The common *saw-horse
makes the cutting of it [sc. firewood] a tedious labour-con-
suming piece of business. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 601/2
A hen.. came in and settled herself in a comer behind a
saw-horse. 1688 R. HolmeArmoury ill. 101/t Kerf, or*Saw
Kerf. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX 1 . 344/2 Gang-saws are seldom
thicker than 14-gauge, and are successfully worked at

18-gauge, making a saw-kerf or waste of but 4 inch. 1887
Archil. Pubt. Soc. Diet. s.v. Saw Curf, Soufflot in 1779
employed workmen to "saw-kerf the joints of the piers, .of

S. Genevieve... Wood-bending is often facilitated by 'saw-
kerfing. 184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life II. 194 We had
made perhaps half the distance when we met a prodigious
* #<aw-log '—that is, the huge trunk of a tree, drawn by
oxen, on its way to the mill. 1615 Crookf. Body ofMan 795
The second muscle is called Serratus maiorov the greater

*saw-muscle, 1846 Holtzapffel Turning, etc II. 712 The
key-hole or fret saw-blade.. is held in a "saw-pad. x86x

Amtr. Cycl XII. 704/1 The *saw palmetto., occurs on the

southern islands of South Carolina, and in sandy soils south-

ward to Florida. 1879 Navy List Sept. 490/1 On the star

to be mounted a dead gilt laurel wreath and "saw pierced

garter with regimental motto. 189a Daily News 10 May
a/4 A saw-pierced picture frame. 1902) Dotty Chron. 15 Oct.

10/7 Art Metal, leaf-beating and *saw-piercing. 1837 Lt.-

Col. Reid in Civ. Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. I. 6/1 Long iron

needles pass through noles in the strips of *saw-plate, and
pin them to the ground. Ibid., To retain theiront ones

in their places, ties are used made of saw-plate iron. 1865

I. T. F. Turnc* Slate Quarries 16 A continuous dropping

of water washes particles of flint sand beneath the saw-
plate. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. II. 607 The "saw-

set .. consists of a narrow blade of steel, with notches of

various widths for different saws.. .In some few cases saw-
set pliers are used. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mech.

I 343 The teeth can be bent to the right or left, as may be

requisite, with the saw-set. x88a Tenison-Woods Fishes

N. S. Wales 98 The *saw«shark must not be confounded
with saw-fish. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 33 Great

Titmouse {Parus major)..*Saw sharpener. 1895 P. H.
Emerson Birds, etc. Norfolk Broodlatul 63 They [sc. great

titmice] are sometimes called 'saw-sharpeners' in the build-

ing season, from the well-known and peculiar grating noise

made by the cock. 1905 Daily Chron. 22 Mar. 8/7 Wood
Turner, Fret Cutter and Saw Sharpener. 18x9 Bees Cycl.

XXI. 5 D/i Circular *saw-spindles are frequently burnt.,

their motion being very quick. 1846 Holtzapffel Turn-

ing, etc II. 754 The saw spindle. .is frequently squared

at one end. ijaa MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb.,

For drawyng out of ij battis to y* "sawstage. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 220 If planks are sawed longitu-

dinally, through their thickness, the *saw-way is called

a ripping-cut. 1839 Audubon Synopsis Birds Amer. 24

Ulula Acadica,..Acadian Night-Owl.. ."Saw-whet. 187a

Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 206 Nyctale acadica. . . Acadian

Owl. Saw-wnet Owl. 1784 Belknap Tour to White Mis*

(1876) 10 The Dr. saw a blue bird, with a white head, which

is said to be a *saw-whetter. 1840 Gosse Canadian Nat. 92

The sound . . is usually thought to resemble the whetting of

a saw, and hence the bird from which it proceeds is called

the Saw-whetter. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 33
Marsh Titmouse (Parus palustris).. Saw whetter. 1728

Chambers Cycl., Bedens,..ot Redan, in Fortification, a
Kind of Work indented in Form of the Teeth of a Saw. .

.

It is also caird "Saw-work. 1868 Paxton Bot. Diet,

*Saw-wrach. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. v. 94 Then with
the *Saw wrest, .they set the Teeth of the Saw. 1788-52
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Saw, This is done by putting an I nstru-
ment, called a Saw*wrisi, between every other two Teeth,
and giving it a little Wrench. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 477/1
A saw-wrest is used for setting the teeth.

Saw (59), sbfi Forms: 1 sasu (sase), ?8aja,

2-5 sa^e, 3 seeije, sahe, 3-7 sawe, 4 sa, sach(e,
sau(e, sauue, saw3e, 4-5 sagh(e, 4- saw. Pi.

3 sae^en, sahen, sawen, 4 saaez, sauez, sawus,
5 Sc. sawiss. [OE. sagu str. fem.= MLG.,MDu.
sage, zage, OHG. saga str. and wk. fern. (MHG.,
mod.G. sage), ON. saga wk. fern, (see Saga) :—

OTeut. *sagd, *sagon-
t f. root of *sagsejan Say v.1

Cf. Lith. pa-saka (:—sokd) story.]

+ 1. A saying; discourse; speech. 05s.
9.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 221/28 Dictn 1. dicione, saju,

net oratione. c 1000 jElfric Gloss, ibid. 165/27 Elogium,
uel diciio, saja. c 1000 Ags. Gosp., Luke x\. 45 Lareow
teonan bu wyrhest us mid btsse sage, c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
133 Deo apostles hine beden bet he scalde suggen hwet beo
saje bicweSe and he seide Semen est uerbum dei. c 1205
Lay. 749 Heo wenden bat his sawen [^1275 sawes] so5e
weren. Ibid. 29658 pa he isaid hauede ba sae^en of ure
drihten. c i«o Bestiary 600 He sweren bi 3e rode . . and he
Se lejen sone. mid here sa^e and mid here song, a 1225
Ancr. R. 360 pis is Seinte Poules sawe. a 1235 Leg. Kath.
358 Alle ich iseo bine sahen sotliche isette. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4167 And ban wil naman mak on sau J>at we him suld
haue broght on dau. Ibid. 24112 Luue wald i spak, might
me wit-stode, Mi reut was all apon bat rode, Na sagh [Edin.
MS. sache] bar moght i sai. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne
3557 He was wunt to seye wykked sawes. r 1350 Will.
Palerne 1112 Alle seide at o sawe ' sire, we 50U rede '. 13.

.

E. E. Altit. P. B. 109 Thenne be sergauntez, at bat sawe,
swengen ber-oute. ti375iV. Leg. Saints xv. (Barnabas) 84
Quhen be paianis hard )>is sa, bai sad [etc.]. c 1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 668 Ful litel wool Arcite of his felawe That was
so ny to herknen al his sawe. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

I. 383 Hk is comoun sawe bat Ibe] contray bat now hatte
Scotfond is an out strecching, and is be norb partie of be
more Bretayne. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1501 Bot ay
boisil dedis and sawes he folowed. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms {S. T. S.) 106, I will nocht that men understand be
my sawis na the King of Jerusalem has gude rycht. 1553
T. Wilson Rhet. 78 Thus we se howe and in what maner
pleasaunt sawes are gathered and used, upon the occasion of
divers wordes spoken, a 1586 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxvii.

12 Thair sawis to be suythe sum will suspect. 1621 T. Wil-
liamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 100 The counsell and
sawe of old men hath in it somewhat.. that is pleasing to

heare, graceful), and of venerable regard.

f 2. A story, tale, recital. Obs.

c 1320 Cast. Love 619 Such wonder nas neuer I-herd in

sawe. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 205 pis bat I hafsaid
it is Pers sawe, Als he in romance laid, ber after gan I drawe.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Panlus) 53 Aymo recordis In his

saw, bat [etc.]. c 1400 St. Alexius 393 (Laud MS.) His
moder ne mi^th lete sorou;, Neiber at euene ne at morowe.
In saw^e as it is seide. c 1460 Eittare 319 As y haue herd
menstrelles syng yn sawe.

+ 3. A decree, command. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 8333 Of his sauues bis was an, bat of his

barnage sa bald was nan, . . in his chamber. .A fote to set, bot
bai war cald. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 250 What for

pe kynges sawe, « skille bei vnderstode, & borgh be londes

lawe, & descent of blod, be triours alle bat caste, & put ber

saw tille on. 14.. 26 PoL Poems 23 That leueb troube,

and falshed vse. And lyue not after goddis sawe. c 1440
York Myst. xlviii. 211 A ! myghtfull god, here is it sene,

|?ou will fulfille y\ forward right, And all £i sawes bou will

may nteyne. 1566 Sternhold & H. Ps. cxix. 97 What great

desire and feruent loue, do I beare to thy saw : All the day
long my whole deuise, is onely on thy law. 159s Spenser
Col. Clout 884 So love is Lord of all the world by right, And
rules the creatures by his powrfull saw.

4. A sententious saying ; a traditional maxim, a

proverb. For {old) said saw see Said ppl. a.

a»75 Prov. Ml/red 35 (Trin. Coll. MS.) ]>is werin be

sawen of kinc Alfred. Ibid. 361 purch sa3e mon is wis.

c 13*0 R. Brunne Medit. 853 Of salamons sawys |e are nat

auysed. 136a Lancl. P. PI. A. vin. 124 *Lewede lorel 1'

quod he ' luite lokestou on be Bible, On Salamones sawes
seldom bou bi-holdest'. 13.. E. E. Atlit. P. B. 1599 His
sawle is ful of syence, sa$es to schawe. C1375 Sc. Leg.

Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor) 653 Fore It is sad in elderys

saw : ' ful harde is hungyre in hale maw.' c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 441/2 Sawe, or proverbe, proverbium, problema.

1470-85 Malory Arthur x. Ixi. 519 Euer hit is an old sawe
gyue a chorle rule and there by he wylle not be suffysed.

1530 Palscr. 265/1 Sawe a proverbe, prouerbe. 1563 B.

Gooce Egtogs i. (Arb.) 31 And many a saged sawe lies hyd
within thine aged brest. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. n. vii. 156

Full of wise sawes, and moderne instances. 1632 E. Robert-
son in Lithgow's Trav. To Author B 4, How ruld with
Lawes The South world is: their Rites, Religious sawes.

c 1705 Pope Jan. <r May 219 We, Sirs, are fools ; and must
resign the cause To heath'nish authors, proverbs, and old

saws. 1764 Oxf Sausage 172 Alone from Jargon born to

rescue Law, From Precedent, grave Hum, and formal Saw!
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 635 The great question

now depending was not to be decided by the saws ofpedantic
Templars. x86x Flor. Nightingale Nursing {ed. 2) 50 It

is an ever ready saw that an egg is equivalent to a lb. of

meat ; whereas it is not at all so. 1884 Tennyson Becket v.

ii, For I was musing on an ancient saw, Suaviter in modo,
fortiier in re.

Saw (s§), vA Pa. t. sawed ;
pa. pple. sawed,

sawn. Forms : 4 sagh, sau, 5 saghe, sa^e,

5-6 sawe. Fa. t. a. weak 3 sahede, 5 sawede,
5- sawed; 0. strong 5 suwe, sew. Fa. pple,

a. weak 3 isahet, 4 i-sawed, saede, sawid,

6 saw'de, sawyde, 7- sawed; 0. strong 5-7

sawen, 5 sowen, 6 sawin, 9 sawn. [f. Saw
St.* ; cf. the equivalent MLG., MDu. sagen (Du.
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zagen), OHG. sagSn, segSn (MHG. sagcn, segen,

mod.G. sdgeti), ON. saga (Sw. saga, Da. save).

The pa. t. was sometimes conjugated strong in the 15th c.

The str. pa. pple., which came into use at the same time, is

now perh. equally current with the wk. form in the com-
pound tenses of the vb., and as ppl. adj. is much more
common.]

1. trans. To cut with a saw. Also with advs.,

asunder, away, off, through ; and const, into.

a 1225 Life St. Juliana 38 Ich makede ben wittie ysaye
beon isahet burh and fnirh to deade. a 1300 Cursor M. 27375
pc preist bi-gin..Away to sagh bam ilk crote. c 1400 Wy-
clijite Bible Prol. to Prophets (1850) III. 225 Manasses
ordeynede and demyde Isaye to be sawid with ynne a cedre
tree, c 1400 Melayne 60 His wyffe & his childire three By-
fore his eghne bat he myghte see Be in sondre sawenn.
c 1430 Pitgr. Ly/Mauhoae 11. cxlviii. (1869) 135 In Iacoband
Esau bou hast seyn be figure ; 1 sawede hem and vnioyned
hem. c 1450 Mirour Satuacioun (1888) 10 Some with sawes
he suwe. 1483 Catk. Angl. 319/2 To saghe a tre, serrare.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 248/2 She . . was taken ofthe deuyls
and departed and sowen a sondre. 1496 Lei. Treas. Ace.
Scotl. I. 281 Item, to othir tua sawaris, at sew with tbaim,
xvij s. viij d. 1538 Elyot Diet., Runeino, to sawe tymber.

1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 42 Now sawe out thy timber, for

boord and for pale. 1577 Hanmer Anc.Eccl. Hist. 'Mo Rdr.
*v b, Their ledges sawed of, their tongues cutte. 1597 Shaks.
zlien.IV,x.\. 70 If 1 were saw'de into Quantities, I should
make foure dozen of such bearded Hermites staues, as
Master Shallow. x6ix Bible i Kings vii. 9 Hewed stones,

sawed with sawes. — Heb. xi. 37 They were stoned, they
were sawen asunder. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
111. L 107 By sawing away of trees. 1664 J. Wilson A.
Commenius v. i, 'Twere better dye at once, Than be thus
saw'd in pieces. 1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. v. 95 When they
direct any of their Underlins to saw such a piece of Stuff.

.

seldom say Saw that piece of Stuff. 1710 J. Conduit in Phil.

Trans. XXX. 917 The Letters probably were either sawed
off, or turned inwards. 1795 J. Holt Agric. Snrv. Lancaster
48 He takes a hand-saw. .and saws the top level. 1847 Act
10 .y 11 Vict. c. 89 § 28 Every Person who.. hews, saws,

bores, or cuts any Timber or Stone. 1876 Encycl. Brit. 1 V.

43/1 {Bookbinding) The volumes are then adjusted and
clamped up.. for the operation of sawing the back. Two
or three grooves are.. sawn straight across the back of the
volume, according to the number of bands on which the
book is to be sewed. 1870, Froude Caesar xxii. 368 Trees
were cut down and sawn into planks. 1886 Encycl. Brit.

XXI. 344/1 With a cutting edge of so light a gauge as to

waste but little of the valuable timber to be sawed.
jig' *S79 G. Harvey in Three Proper Lett. (1580) 63 The

sixte..is also in the same Predicament, vnlesse happly one
of the feete be sawed off wyth a payre of Syncopes, a 1680
Butler Rem. {1759) I. 316 Until between these different

Usurpations that pull several ways, the whole Nation will

in the end be sawed in Pieces. 1879 Farrar St, Paul (iSZ^)

119 The agony of hatred which was sawing their hearts
asunder.

b. To cut as a saw does. Also absol. or intr.

a 1M5 St. Marker. (1862) 22 Ant let scharpe sweord ant
eke smart scher hire bi the schuldren ant sahede hire
ihurhut. a 1325 Prose Psalter (E.E.T.S.) Ii[i]. 2 pou dost
treccherie as a rasour sharp sauaand. 1664 Hubert Catal.
Rarities (1665) 31 A tayl of a Stingray, it will saw like an
Iron saw.
trans/. 1865 Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. xii, The grating wind

sawed rather than blew.

c. To form by cutting with a saw.
1530 Palsgr. 698/2 Have you sawed nothyng but these

two plankes to daye. 1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. v. 87
When you Saw the Bevelling angles upon the square ends
of Pieces. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Character Wks.
(Bohn) II. 59 They sawa hole into the head of the ' winking
Virgin ' to know why she winks. 1875 Seaton Fret Cutting
15 To most people, this method of sawing out a pattern is

inconvenient.
trans/. 1871 Tyndall Fragm. Set. (1879) I. ix. 289 This

wonderful fissure has been sawn through the mountain by
the waters of the 'lamina. 1906 YSelloc Hills $ Sea 17 All
the way down the gorge for miles, sawing its cut in sheer
surfaces through the rock, crashes a violent stream.

d. absol. To use a saw ; to cut with a saw.
c 1340 Nominate (SkeatJ 116 M. cleuyth the horde and

sauith. 146s Mann. «y Housck. Exp. (Roxb.J 309 My
mastyrmade comenaunt wyth ij. sawers of Donwyche : and
thei schalle haue euery werke day that thei saw, vj. d. 1678
Moxon Meek. Exerc. v. 83 You must not Saw j ust upon the
struck line,.. Saw therefore right down with the Tennant
Saw. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables cxiii. 106 Then, 'tis Call
the Doctor, Pothecary, Surgeon; Purge, Flux, Launce,
Burn, Saw. 185a Mrs. Carlvle Lett. II. 184 Carpenters,
into whose head the devil put it to saw the whole day.

e. intr. with passive force. To admit of being
sawn.
17*6 Leoni Alberti's Archit. I. 27/1 Beech, .will saw into

extreme thin Planks. Ibid. 57/1 A white sort of Stone.

.

which Saws easier than Wood itself.

2. trans/. With reference to the movement used
in sawing, a. trans. To saw the air \ to gesticu-
late with the hands as ifsawing something invisible.

Also, to saw one's hand.
1602 Shaks. Ham. lit, ii. 5 Do not saw the Ayre too much

your hand thus, but vse all gently. 1819 Crabbe Tales 0/
Hall xix. 158 ' And what is proud ', said Frances, 'but to
stand Singing at church, and sawing thus your hand ? ' 1824
Miss Ferrier Inker, lxix, He was puffing, and blowing.and
sawing the air with his arms, without ever gaining a single
step upon them. 1884 Sat. Rev. 14 June 778/1 With her
right hand she ceaselessly saws the air.

b. To work (the bit) from side to side in a
horse's mouth. Also with the mouth as obj.

1850 Smedley Frank Fairlegk v, I . . got her head up by
sawing her mouth with the snaffle, and put her [the mare]
fakly at it. 1856 ' Stonehenge Rural Sports 536 If a
horse obstinately refuses to stir, the bit may be gently
' sawed ' from side to side.

C. intr. Said of a fiddler.

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 615/1 Then saw'd and thrumm'd on
ev ry string !

3. intr. (See quot.) ? Obs.

1630 in Binnell Descr, Thames (1^58) 68 No Fisherman..
shall. . saw or search for Barbel within the Limits of London
Bridge.

4. trans. To give a serrated outline to. rare~ l
,

1780 A. Young Tour /ret. I. 242 The coast is perfectly
sawed by bays.

tSaw, v.* Obs. (? twnce-wd.) [f. Saw sb.%]

intr. To speak in saws.
1648 Jenkvn Blind Guide i. 13 He saith, or rather saivetk

thus,..The time will come that youthful 1 Turnusshall Wish
dearly Pallas ne'er has been encountred.

Saw, obs. form of Save v., Show v.. Sow v.

Sawar, obs. form of Sowek.

Sawbill (sg-bil). [f. Saw sb.i + Bill d& A
name applied to various birds with serrated bills.

a. The mergansers (also sawbill diver or duck).

b. A humming-bird of the genus Rhamphodon
(also sawbillhumming-bird). C. U.S. A motmot
(also sawbill roller).

i843Yarrell.5m7. Birds III. 293 This bird [Mergits mer.

Carter] like the Red-breasted Merganser, is also called Saw-
ill and Jacksaw. 1849 Zoologist VII. 2393

'^e re(**

breasted merganser [is] a saw-bill duck. 1856 K O. Morris
Hist. Brit. Birds V. 284 Goosander.. .Sawbill. Jaok-saw.
1861 Gould Trochilidx I. pi. 1 Grypns nxviits. Saw-bill.

1864-5 Wood Homes ivitlwut Hands xiii. (1868) 235 The
Sawbill Humming Bird {Grypus mevius). 1869-73 T. R.
Jones Casselts Bk. Birds III. 83 The Saw-bill Rollers
(Prionites) .. occupy the .. forests of South America. 1871
Coues N.A mer. Birds 178 Momotidx (motmots or saw-bills).

So Saw-billed a., having a serrated bill.

1785 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds VI. 579 Saw-billed

Pelican. 1797— in Trans. LinneanSoc. IV. 121 Saw-billed
Ducks or Divers.

Sawbones (sg'bounz). slang, [f. Saw v^ +
Bone sb.] A surgeon.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxx, ' What, don't you know what
a Sawbones is, Sir ', enquired Mr. Weller ;

' I thought every
body know'd as a Sawbones was a_ Surgeon.' 1874 R. Tvr-
whitt Sketch. Club 166 The vivisectors and sawboneses.
x8o8 Rider Haggard Doctor Therne 196, 1 found her the
affianced bride of a parish sawbones.

Hence Sawbonesing" vbl. sb. (nonce-wd.).

1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose I. 196 If I had., had
to earn my bread quill-driving, .or sawbones-ing.

Sawce, Sawcer, etc. : see Sauce, Saucer, etc.

Sawdan, Sawdant, var. ff. Soudan, sultan.

Sawd(e, variant forms of Sold Obs,

t Sawdee. Obs. [a. OF. soudtfe (corresp. to

Pr. soudada, soldada
t
med.L. solidatd), f. souder:

see Sold v.] Soldier's pay.
c 1500 Melusine 148 * By my feyth *, said Uryan, ' we are

not come hither for to take sawdees ne for no syluer.
1

Sawden, var. form of Soudan Obs., sultan.

Sawder (sg-daa), sb. colloq, [App. a use of

sawder Solder sb. ] Soft sawder : flattery, blarney.

1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. x. 78 If she goes to act
ugly, I'll give her a dose of * soft sawder \ 1846 Shaftesb.
in Life xiv.0887) 342 Soft sawder to the mill-owners (unless

it is skilfully applied) is a damper to the men. 1854 £.
FitzGerald Lett. (1SB9) I. 232 He. .by dint of good dinners
and soft sawder finally draws the country gentry to him.
1886 * Sarah Tvtler ' Buried Diamonds v, Till he had done
listening to the ' soft sawder ' ofCrabtree the banker's . . wife.

Sawder (sp'dai), v. colloq. [f. Sawder sb.]

trans. To flatter, to butter \
1834 Lover Leg. <y Stories o/Irel. Ser. n. 297 His vagabone

mother sawdhered him up afther a manner. 1863 R. F.

Burton Wand. IV. A/rica II. 287 Now *ryUng up* the

agent, then sawdering him down.
Sawder, -dre, obs. forms of Solder.
Sawdour, -oyer, obs. forms of Soldier.

Sawdust (sp-d^st), sb. [f. Saw sb.* + Dust sb.]

1. Wood in the state of small particles, detached

from a tree, plank, etc. in the process of sawing.
1530 Palsgr. 265/1 S&wedust,sievre dais. 1563 Res/ublica

1. iv. 344 What is your brain-pan stufte witl»-a.ll ? wull or
sawduste? 1573 Tusser Hitsb. (1878J 42 Saue sawe dust,

and brick dust, and ashes so fine, for alley to walke in, with
neighbour of thine, a 1680 Butler Elephant in Moon (long

verse) 218 Make Chips of Elms produce the largest Trees,

Or sowing Saw-dust furnish Nurseries. 171a J. James tr.

Le Blond's Gardening 175 Ants, .are driven away by strew-
ing very fine Saw-dust. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson
Chem. Technol. (ed. 2) I. 60 Winkler enclosed his specimens
in crucibles surrounded with saw-dust. 1884 Mrs. C Praed
Zero xi, My doll is stuffed with sawdust.

b. transf. suidfg. (Sometimes with reference to

the use of sawdust for stuffing dolls or puppets.)
<ti873 Mrs. Spofford in Casq. Literature IV. 9/2 The

deviled turkey sizzled . . away to saw-dust. 1890 L. C. D'Ovle
Notches 16 I'll knock the saw-dust out of any two men in

this hole of a place. 1908 Nation 12 Sept. 833/2 The other

characters are all sawdust and wires.

2. In wider sense: Dust of any material pro-

duced in the process of sawing, rare.

167a Wiseman Wounds 11. 138 That done we cleansed the

wound from the Saw-dust. 1835-6 P. Barlow in Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) VIII. 650/1 [Ivory] rubbed over with a little

of its own sawdust.

3. atirib. and Comb., as sawdust-pad ; sawdust-

like adj. ; with reference to the use of sawdust for

strewing the arena of a circus, as sawdust-artist,

-ring; sawdust-powder, a substitute for gun-

powder, prepared by treating sawdust with acids.

1883 Century Mag. XXV. 746/1, I was not flattered at

being taken for a "sawdust artist. 1899 Rodwav Guiana
Wilds 145 The *sawdust-like cassava bread. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 308 Great comfort was derived from
the use of the "sawdust-pads. 1883 F. A. Abel in Encycl.
Brit. XL 278/2 Preparations allied to gun-cotton, in the
production of which wood fibre is used as the starting-point,

are manufactured.. under the name of Schultze's powder,
"sawdust powder, and patent gunpowder. 1902 R. W.
Chambers Maids 0/ Paradise xvii. 206 Once only they
[the circus procession] circled the *saw-dust ring.

Hence Sawdusty a., abounding in, savouring of,

or resembling sawdust ; of the nature of sawdust.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, iv, I remember Mr. Hubble as

a tough high-shouldered stooping old man, of a sawdusty
fragrance. 1863 — Uncomm. Tratr. xxi, A bagatelle-board
shadily visible in a sawdusty parlour. 1880 Con/ess. Frivo*
lous Girl 172 In his society 1 sometimes felt that life was
stupid, but never that it was hollow and sawdusty. 1893

J. T. Hoskins Mr. P.'s Diary 356 Dry, tasteless, sawdusty
white bread. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn Quaker Grandmother 55,
I never liked dressing dolls, it brought one into too close
contact with their sawdusty insides.

Sawdust {^'c\vsx),v. [f. Sawdust *<*.] trans.

To cover, sprinkle, or strew with sawdust. Hence
Sawdusted ppl. a., Sawdusting vbl. sb.

1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury xiii, A..sawdusted
tavern. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. ix,The sweeping and saw-
dusting of the common room. 1882 P. Fitzgerald Recreat.
Lit. Man I. 249 All is duly sawdusted. 1895 J, Davidson
Earl Lavender 177 In the midst of the sawdusted floor.

Sawdyer, Sawdyn : see Soldeb, Soudan.
Sawdyo(u)r, Sawecere: see Soldieb, Saucer.

Sawed (s§d), ///. a. [f. Saw v.* and sb.l + -ed.]

1. That has undergone the operation of sawing

;

= Sawn ppl. a. Also in comb, sawed-off.

1553 Eden Treat. Newc Ind. (Arb.) 15 Certayne sawed
hordes of the thickenes of halfe a hande breath. 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Ckirurg. 38/1 The skinn and muscles
sinck agayne downwardes, and cover the sawed bone. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Improv. 114 The Great Duke of Saxony
hath three great Manufactures; one of Iron, . .another of
Linnen, . . the third of Sawed Timbers of all sorts. 1796 C.
Marshall Garden, iii. (1813)37 Espalier trees should rather
be trained to sawed materials properly framed together.

1841 Orderson Creoleana iii. 30 Cedar posts, sawed stones.

1895 Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 149 A couple of sawed-off
antlers. 1899 Daily Neivs 13 June 4/4 In 1894 Congress
passed an Act taking the duty offsawed boards, shingles [etc.].

2. Serrated.

1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 506 Vulgar Mice, .drinke by
licking or lapping, although their teeth be not sawed. 1757
A. Cooper Distiller m. lit. (1760; 236 This tree hath sawed
Leaves, and large open Flowers. 1839 Lindle^ Introd. Bot.

in. (ed. 3) 461 Sawed (serratus), having sharp straight-edged
teeth pointing to the apex. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms, Saw-tootked or Sawed, serrate.

Comb. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 127 Cutting them
with a long, narrow, sawed-edged knife.

Sawen, obs. pa. pple. of Sow v.

Sawen(t, obs. forms of Seven.
Saweoure, obs. form of Savioub, Savoub.

Sawer (s§*3i). Also 6 eaer, sawar. [f. Saw
v.* + -erI.] One who saws. Now rare ; as a

designation of employment superseded by Sawyer.
1379 Poll-tax West Riding in Yorks. Arckxol. Jrnl. VI.

?24 Willelmus Sagher, Sagher \\d. 1457 Nottingham Rec.
I. 365 Rodger Saxton, sawer. 1536 MS. Ace. St. John's

Hosp., Canterb., Payd to the saers vij s. vij d. 1589 [? Lvlv]
Pappe iv. Hatchet C b, Martin & his mainteiner are both
sawers of timber. 1664 in Holmes Ponte/ract Bk. Entries
(1882) 372 Ordinances made for the good governance .. of

the. .cowpers, patenners, turners, sawers. 1865 Mks. Car-
lvle Lett. (1883) III. 271, I send you a., letter of Madame
Venturi's, with vignette of Venturi sawing. ..I advise you to

read it [another letter] now, with a key: *The Goiilla

'

means George Cooke,, .the sawer Venturi.

Sawer(e, obs. forms of Savour, Sewer.
Sawerkraut, obs. form of Sauerkraut.
Sawete, Sawf, obs. forms of Safety, Salve.

Sawfish (so'fij). [Saw sb. 1 Cf. L. serra saw-

fish (lit. * saw').] A fish of the genus Pristis, the

snout of which ends in a long flat projection wilh

teeth on each edge. Also applied to fishes of

certain allied genera.
1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 17 A Saw-fish, vul-

garly called the Sword-fish. 1668 Charlkton Onomast. T23
Monoceros Ctusii, the little Vnicorn, or Saw-fish. 1681

Grew Mus&um 1. § v. i. 84 The Saw-Fish. Pristis. 1796
StedmaN Surinam I. i. "n Another animal, which is called

the saw-fish, carries also an offensive weapon, i860 G.
Bennett Gatherings Naturalist Austral. 35 There is a
species of Saw-fish peculiar to the Australian seas. 1863
Wood lllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 216 The Tentaculated Saw-
fish (Pristiopkorus drra/us).

Saw-fly. [Saw j*.1] An insect of the family

Tenthredinidm, distinguished by the saw-like con-

struction of the ovipositor.

The saw-flies are very destructive to vegetation, and several

species are designated from the plants attacked by them, as

Pine saiv/iy, rose saiv-fly* turnip saw-fly.

1773 T. P. Yeats Inst. Entom. 177 The Tenthredo is called,

by some English Authors, the Saw-fly, from the formation
of its sting, which differs from that of all other insects, .in

being dentated. .like the instrument from which its name is

taken. 180a Bingley Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 249 The saw-fly

of the gooseberry-tree. 1840 [see Rose sb. 23 c]. 1851 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm (1855) II. 74 The turnip saw-fly,

Athalia spinarum. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 343/1 The
Pine Saw-Fly (Lophyrus pini) causes great damage to

plantations of young Scotch firs.

atirib. 1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomoi. xxiil (1818) II. 331
The saw-fly tribes K'Tentkredinidx).



SAW-GATE.

Sawflom, Sawfte : see Saccefleme, Sapett.
Saw-gate l

. [f. Saw j&I +• Gate sb.2]

t J- a. ? The passage of a saw through the wood
that is being sawn. b. The channel made by a
saw ; a saw-kerf. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny I. 493 You must except the Oke and

the Box wood, which although they be greene, do stifTely

withstand the saw-gate. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 74
By supporting the Saw-gate with wedges, the whole of the
superstructure . . might have been expeditiously severed from
the solid.

2. In fret-sawing, a hole bored to make way for

the entrance of the saw.
1873 Routledge*s Ev. Boy's Ann. 535 Study your [fret-work]

pattern and see where to bore the holes, or saw-gates, as they
are called. 187s Seaton Fret Cutting 15 Now put the.,
saw gate over the V, with the bow of the saw frame turned
to the right.

Saw-gate '-. [Gate sb\] - Gate sbA 8 b.
1857 Proc. hut Civ. Engin. XVII. 25 The saw-gate of

this machine [for sawing ship-timber] is formed of hollow
wrought-iron bars. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek.,Saw-gate, the
rectangular frame in which a mill-saw or gang of mill-saws
is stretched.

t Sawgeat. Obs. [a, AF. *saugeat
t

f. sauge
Saue sb. 1

] (See quot.)
t 1390 Forme of Cnry (1780) 72 Sawgeat. Take Pork..
& . . take and close lit ull Balles in foiles of sawge.

t Sawger. Obs. rare" 9
, [a. OF'. sauger, -ier,

f. sauge Sage sbA] A bed or garden of sage.
c 1440 Promp. Pan; 441/2 Sawger, satgetum. 14.. Voc,

in Wr.-Wulcker 609/1 Salgearium, a sawger.

Sawier, Sawin, obs. ff. Sawyer, Seven.
Sawin, obs. pa. pple. of Sow v.

Sawing (s§'irj), vbL sb. [f. Saw v.1 + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Saw ; an instance of this.

c 1440 Jacob'% Well xxxvi. 233 pat ?e be sauyd fro sawyng
& brennyng of feendys to ioye & blysse euere-Iastynge !

1477-9 Rcc. St. Mary at Hill 82 Paid to Stere for sawyng
of iij kervis of the same, iij d. 1515 Ld. Treat. Ace. Scot/.
V. 11 Item for the sawing of theme ij s. vj d. 1678 Moxon
MtJt. Exerc. v. 95 The Excellency of Sawing is, to keep
the kerf exactly in the line marked out to be sawn. 1839
Ube Diet. Arts 160 {Bookbinding) We thus see that Air.

Hancock dispenses entirety with the operations of stitching,

sewing, sawing-in. 1873 J. Richards Operator's llandbk.
130 After sawing comes planing.

2. //. Sawdust. Now only Sc,
1511-13 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 61 1 Certeyn

refuse ston and sawyngs of both Weldon..and Clypsham
and molded stones. 1598 Florio, Segatura,. .sawing*, saw-
dust. 1857 Livingstone Trav. xix. 367 It closely resembles
wood sawings and on that account is named ' wood-meal '.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sawing a* lion, -machine,
stage, table, -windmill; sawing-bench = saw-
bench (see Saw sb. 1 4 d) ; sawing-block (see

quot.) ; sawing horse, stool, trestle = saw-horse
(see Saw sb. 1 4 d) ; sawing-mill, pit -Sawmill,
Saw-pit ; sawing-stop, a contrivance to assist in

holding wood on the bench while being sawn.
189& Cycling 64 It has the further advantage of eliminating

the friction and ' 'sawing ' action that takes place between
the threads of ordinary canvas. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VIII.
386/t Circular 'sawing benches. 1846 Holtzafffkl Turn-
ing, etc. 1 1. 714 The back-saws, .are often assisted or guided
by *sawing-blocks, in which one or more saw-kerfs.. serve
to guide the blades. Ibid. 711 The log is.. laid on the
common X-form *sawing-horse. 1841 Penny Cyel. XX.
479/1 Attempts have been made to introduce "sawing-ma-
chines with two sets of saws. 17U Lend. Gas. No. 6070/7
The Stone-Yard and *Sawing-MilL 1905 A. R. Wallace
My Life I. 79 Large builders and contractors, who had
planing and sawing-mills of their own. 1560 Ace Fratern.
Holy Ghost, Basingstoke (1882) 13 For a pecc of tymber
lyenge at y" 'Sawinge pitt. 1611 MS. Ace. St. John's IIosp.t

Canterb., For making of a "saing stagge [ = saw-stage] viij d.

1846 Holtzapffkl Turning, etc. 1 1. 709 The board . . is rested
upon a 'sawing stool or trestle. 187s Carpentry a> Join.

37 The 'sawing stop . . will be found a very convenient
adjunct to the fittings of the work bench. 1873 Routtedge"s
Ev. Boy's A nn. 534, 1 am supposing you to be using a 'saw-
ing table {fret-cutting machine), such as I have described.
1611 Cotcr., Chevalet,..a. Nagge, or little horse. .also, a
•sawing Tressle. 1679 Locks in P. King Life (1830) I. 348
See. .the 'sawing-windmill.

Sawing (s§in),///. a. [f. Saw v.i + -in<j2.]

1 1. Of teeth : Like the teeth of a saw ; serrate.

1398 Tkevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xxviii. (1495) 788
Hour ides whelpes ben whelpyd wyth sawyng teeth.

2. Of sounds : Rasping, harsh.
1851 D. Jerrold .£/. Giles v. 41 This reproof and inter-

rogation were put in a hoarse, sawing voice by a man. 1879
St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 85 A sawing diastolic (subse-
quently double) murmur was heard along the sternum.
8awkeye, Sawl : see Sockkye, Soul.
Sawld, obs. Sc. pa. t. of Sell v.

Sawlter, obs. form of Psalter.
Sawmfaill : see Sans fail.

Sawmill (s§ rail), [f. Saw sbA + Mill sb,

Cf. Do. zaagmolen, G. sagemiihte.] A factory in

which wood is sawn into planks or boards by
machinery (formerly propelled by water, wind,
or animal power, now usually by steam).
553 y»— Treat. Neive !nd. (Arb.) 40 Goodly ryuers vpon

the which are bylded manye sawe mylles. 1677 Varrantos
Eng. hnprov. 114 At the descent of the Hills, are infinite of
Saw-Mills that go by Water. 1786 Jefferson Writ. (1859)
II. 12 There are abundance of saw-mills in all the States.
i8»5 J. Nicholson Ofierat. Mechanic 441 Saw-mills, con-
ktructed for the purpose of sawing either timber or stone,

147

[
are moved by animals, by water, by wind, or by steam. 1886
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 345/1 The modern saw-mill stands upon
the banks ofa river or pond.
attrib. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Sawmill dog, Sawmill

gate. x888 Barrik When a Man\ Single ii, The men and
women in the saw-mill kitchen. 1897 Mary Kingslev W.
Africa 197 He was up in the sawmill shed.
Hence Saw'miller [cf. Du. zaagmolenaar, G.

sdgemuller], the proprietor or manager of a saw-
mill. Sawmilling1

, the business of sawing wood
in a sawmill.
1878 N. Atner. Rev. CXXVI. 501 AH.. printers, gun-

smiths, sawmillers,.. shall pay twenty-five cents on every
hundred dollar's worth of gross receipts. 1881 Times 1 July
4/1 The respondent.. is a farmer and saw-miller. 1901
J. Black's Carp. $ Build., Scaffolding 73 The man who is

interested in sawmilling.

Sawmont, obs. Sc. form of Salmon.
Sawmplar, sawmplere, obs. ff. Sampler sb\
Sawn (sjn), ppl. a. Also 6-8 sawen, 7

sawne. [pa. pple. of Saw v.1] That has under-
gone the operation of sawing; = Sawed///, a.

1536 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 108 Pro j.c.

sawen burdes. 1634 W. Wood Neiv Eng. Pros/. 1. v. 16
One kind [of trees] being more fit for clappboard, others
for sawne board. 1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vi. no The
Sawn-away slit between two peeces of stuff is called a kerf.

1679 Ibid. ix. 171 Single Quarters are Sawen stuff. 1707
Mortimer Hush. (1721) II. 202 As for sawn Pales they are
as dear, considering their lasting, as Brick or Stone. 1870
I. Power Handy-bk. 41, 1751. About this date bookbinders
beganto use sawn-backs, whereby the bands on which the
book is sewn were let into the backs of the sheets. 1891
Daily News 5 Feb. 5/4 Sawn timber in brief b rapidly
gaining the ascendency.

Sawn, obs. pa. pple of Sow v,

Sawnap(e, variant forms of Sanap Obs.
Sawnce bell: see Sanctcs bell.

Sawndelynge, obs. form of Sandling 1.

8awndres, -dyrs, obs. forms of Sanders '.

Sawney (sg'ni), sb. [In sense I, repr. a Sc.
local variant of Saxdy, short for Alexander; the
connexion of the other senses is doubtfnK]
L colloa, A derisive nickname for a Scotchman.
a 1704, T. Brown Highlander Wks. 1730 I. 117 And learn

from him against a time of need To husband wealth, as
sawny does his weed. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 4
P 13 Sawney [i.e. a Scotchman just mentioned) turned about
in a great passion. 1764 Wilkes Corr. (1805) III. 125 The
list of the company (of the Macs and Sawneys not in the
French service) would divert you. 1785 [see Sandy sb.].

1883 R. Cleland Inchbracken viii. 55 To . . amuse his superior
mind with Sawney at his devotions.

2. colloq. A simpleton, fool. [?Cf. Zany.]
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Sawuy, a Fool. He's a

meer Sawney, he is very soft. 1807 [Ireland] Mod. Ship
of Foots 226 Quite a sawney. 188a ' Edna Lyall* Donovan
xxiv, A regular sawney— . . weak as water.

3. slang. Bacon.
181a I. H. Vaux Flask Diet., Sawney, bacon. 1856 May-

hbw Gt. World Land. 46 'Sawney-hunters', who purloin
cheese or bacon from cheesemongers' doors.

4. teehn. (See quots.)
189a Labour Commission Gloss., Sawney, term used to

denote the accident when all the threads in a mule are
broken at the same time by some faulty action of the mule.
1901 N. ff Q. Ser. ix. VIII. 170/1 If a minder in a cotton
mill have four or five hundred 'ends' or threads broken
through the chance intervention of an obstacle when the
carriage is on the outward run, or through the sudden
breaking of a band, he is said to ' have a sawney '.

Sawney (s9*ni), a. [app. f. Sawney sb.]

1. Foolish; foolishly sentimental; ? canting,

wheedling.
1805 Foster Ess. 11. vi. 201 A sawney clown on the road.

1843 J. Abbott Journ. Heraut to Khiva I. 21 A tall,

sawney, miserly looking fellow. 1847 Disraeli Tancred 1.

v, She spoke in her sawney voice of factitious enthusiasm.
1873 Miss Broughton Nancy vii, The bronze of his face is

a little paled by emotion, but there is no sawny sentiment
in his tone, none of the lover's whine. 1000 H. Lawson
Over Sliprails 163 A good-hearted, sawny kind of chap.

2. ? trans/.

1847 Disraeli Tattered 1. i, Curzon Street, after a long
straggling sawney course, ceasing to be a thoroughfare.

Sawney (so-ni), v. [f. Sawney sb. (in sense

2).] inir. a. To wheedle, cant. b. To act the

sawney, to fool. Hence Sawneying ppl. a.

1808 Southev Lc it. (1856) II. 63 It looks like a sneaking
sawneying Methodist parson. 1871 Besant & Rice Ready-
money Afort. viii, What's he coming sawneying over here

about, I wonder?
Sawnse bell : see Sanctis bell.

Sawor, -our(e, obs. forms of Savour.

Saw-pit. [f. Saw sbA + Pit sb.] An excava-

tion in the ground, over the mouth of which a

framework is erected on which timber is placed to

be sawn with a long two-handled saw by two men,

the one standing in the pit and the other on a

raised platform.
1408 Nottingham Rec. II. 62 Rogerus Parker fecit unum

sawpytt in alta via. i486 Ibid. III. 256 For drawyng of be

seid tymber fro be wrightes to be sawe pitt. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. iv. iv. 53 I,et them from forth a saw-pit rush at

once. 1617 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. i. x To those

Docks .. belongs their wood-yards, with Saw-pits. 1710

Db Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 116 Two Sawyers, with their

Tools, and a Saw-Pit would have cut six of them. .in half

a Day. 1811 Moore Mr. Orator Puff\\\, He tripped near

a sawpit, and tumbled right in. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV.

SAX.

476/1 The facility with which sawing whole timber is now
done by the aid of the upright saw-frame [etc.], has in large
factories and workshops caused the saw-pits to be out ofdate.
transf. andffg. 1648 Jenkvn Blind Guide i. 5 In Satans

saw-pit school'd he was. 1865 Dickens Mnt. Fr. 1. xii,

Every street was a sawpit.

Sawqui : see Sockeye. Sawr- : see Savour.
tSawsykylle, [a. AF. solseele, ad. L. solse-

quium.] The heliotrope.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 644/18 Hoc solsequium, sawsy-

kylle.

Sawsyrlyng, variant of Sauserling Obs.
Sawt(e 1 see Salt, Sault, Saut.
Sawter(e, -tery : see Psalter, Psaltery.
Sawterell, Sawtire : see Salterell, Saltire.
Sawtooth. [Saw*M]
1. a. A tooth of a saw. b. A tooth (of an

animal, also, of a machine) shaped like a saw, or
forming one of a serrated series.
i6ox Holland Pliny 1. 337 The saw teeth run one betweene

another,.. as we see in serpents, fishes, and dogs. 1835
Ure Philos. Manuf. 113 The saw-teeth of the gin, in tearing
the fibres from the seeds, broke several of them. 1880 Bale
Woodworking Machinery 332 A circular holder, .fitted to
a circular notch at the root of the saw tooth. 1886 Encycl.
Brit. XXI. 344/1 Inserted teeth [in circular saws] are of
various forms and shapes, from that of the ordinary saw
tooth, .to a 'chisel point \
2. attrib. = saw-toothed. Saw-tootb sterrinck,

the Crab-eating Seal, Lobodon carcinophaga.
187. Casselts Nat. Hist. II. 243 The Crab-eating Seal or

Saw-tooth Sterrinck of Owen [cf. saw-toothed 1866 in Saw
sb.\ 5]. 1884 W. S. B. McLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 228 All of
which are covered with garnet saw tooth licker-in wire.

Sawtre(e, -trie, -try, obs. forms of Psaltery.
Sawtrer, obs. form of Psalterer Obs.

Sawturoure, Sawtyr : see Saltire, Psalter.
Sawure, Sawve : see Savour, Salve.
Sawwort (sg'wwt). Also 6 sawewoort, 9

sawort. [f. Saw sb.1 + Wort.] A name given to
various species of the genera Serratala (esp. .5*.

linetoria) and Saussurea, and to Cardutts arvensis.
1597 Geraroe Herbal m. cexxxi. 577 Sawewoort groweth

in woods and shadowie places, c 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's
Eng. Herbal Tab. xxii, Broad Saw-wort. 1777 Lk.htfoot
Flora Scot. I. 448 Serratula alpina... Alpine Saw-wort.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 697 Cardnus ar-
vensis... Corn Saw-wort. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. II. 287
There are a great many other ingredients proper for dyeing
yellow ; such as saw-wort. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org.
Bodies 424 Serratula tincloria, sawort. 1866 Treas. Bot.
s. v. Serratula, The genus is represented in England by
S^ linetoria, the Common Sawwort.

Sawyer (s^'yar). Also 4-5 sawier, 6-7 saw-
yere, 7 sayeure. [Altered form of Sawer, with
assimilation of the ending to the Fr. suffix -ier.

Cf. bowyer, clothier, lawyer.]

1. A workman whose business it is to saw timber,

esp. in a saw-pit.

1350 in Riley Mem. Loud. (186B) 254 [Also, that the]sawiers
[shall take in the same manner as the masons and car-
penters takej.^ 1415 in York Myst. Introd. 22 Sirdellers,

Naylers, Sawiers. 1407 Naval A eels. Hen. VII (1896) 143
Carpenters Sawyers Smythes laborers..& other workemen.
1548 Act 2 4" 3 Edw. VI, c 15 § 3 Any.-joyner hardhewer
sawyer tyler pavyer [etc.]. 1616 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp.,
Canterb., Payd to the sayeures for honndred of bourdes.
1640 Brome Antipodes 11. ii, With see saw sacke a downe,
like a Sawyer. 1809 Med. Jml. XXI. 53 William Waters,
. .a sawyer. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 344/2 The log being
raised on trestle horses instead of one of the sawyers being
sunk in the pit.

2. The name of a New Zealand beetle : see quots.

1789 Anburev Trav. II. 452 These insects, from the de-
struction as well as the noise they make, have the appella-

tion of sawyers. 1898 Morris Austral Eng. 507 A huge,
ugly grasshopper, Deinacrida vtegaccpha la, called by bush-
men the Sawyer. 1890 Sunday Mag. July 488/2 The
Sawyer is reported to saw the branches completely off the
tree, . . the Sawyer beetle is the very largest insect known.

3. If, S. (See quots.)

1797 F. Bailv Tour (1856) 256 These sawyers are large

trunks of trees, which are brought down by the force of the
current. 1841 Catlin N.Amer.Ind. xxxii. (1844) II. 1 We
escaped snags and sawyers, .and arrived here safe from the

Upper Missouri. 188a Society 7 Oct. 8/1 'Snags' and
'sawyers', which mean trees swept away, the end of the
* snag ' being fast in the mud of the river, and the sawyer

'

bobbing up and down.

Sax (sa?ks). Forms : 1 seas, seex, sex, 3 seax,
sax, seex, box, 3-4 sex. In sense 2 : 7 sects, 9
saixe, sax(e, sex, s. w. dial, zax, zex. [OE.
seaXy sex, saex (also in comb. Northumb. wrtlsesx
' writing-knife', i.e.pen) = OFris. sox,OS.

t
MLG.,

OHG., MHG. saks^sdso in comb. OHG. me%psaks
9

weffirahs, MHG. me$$eres, mewer
t
mod.G. tnesser

knife = OE. meteseax ! meat-knife '), ON. sax (Sw.,

Da. sax scissors) :—OTeut. *sahsom, f. root *sah-,

sag- to cut : see Saw sb.1

In the well-known story related by Geoffrey of Monmouth
after ' Nennius ', the signal given by Hengist to his Saxons
for the treacherous slaughter of their British hosts appears
in the form ' Nemet oure saxas 1

. The OE. form would be
Nimad Imvre seax, the sb. being uninfected in the plural.

The two earliest MSS. of Nennius ' (nth c.) have respec-

tively saxas and sexa.)

+ 1. A knife; a short sword or dagger. Obs.

Beowulf 154s Heo.. hyre seaxe jeteah brad brunecg.

a 800 Corpus Gloss., Cutter , saex. c 1000 /Elfric Josh. v. 2
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Wire be nil stxnene sex. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 pet me
sculde in be ehtube dei bet knaue child embsniben mid ane

ulint sexe. c 1*05 Lay. 4015 J>e uniselie moder mid sexe

hine to-snaede. Ibid. 22342 Mid swiSe scarpe sarxen. 1300-

1400 R.Gtouc. (Rolls) App. G. 40 Mid hare sexes hi corue

bat bodi pece mele.

2. A chopping-tool used for trimming slates.

1669 Colepkess in P/til. Trans. IV. 1009 If in hewing it

does not break before the edge of the Sects (the hewing
instrument of the Slatters) you may not much doubt of the

firmness of the Slat. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 400

The Saixe is of steel, and not unlike a large knife. 184a

Gwilt Encycl. Arch. § 1800 {Slates) It is thought to be a good
sign, if, in hewing, it shatters before the edge of the zax.

1886 Elworthy lr. Somerset Word-bk., Sex. a tool used by
slaters... It is a kind of straight chopper, with a bill or point
projecting from the back for ' holing * the slates.

Saxatile (sxksatail, -til), a. Also 7 saxatil.

[a. F. saxatile (16th c.) or ad. L. saxdtilis, f.

saxum rock, stone.]

fL Of the nature of stone. Obs. rare" 1
.

1651 Biggs New Disp. P 140 Gemmes, stones, and things
of a saxatile substance.

2. Zool. and Bot. Living or growing among rocks.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 205 Saxatil fishes yeeld

a dry aliment. Ibid. 238 Julis. . . Is a saxatile Fish. 1786
Abercrombie Card. Assist., Arrati^em. 48 Saxatile or rock
yellow alysson. 1854 Badham Halieut. 42 Turdi and other
saxatile fish of value.

Saxaul (sce'ks^l). Also saksa(o)ul. A shrub,

Anabasis (or Holoxyloti) Ammodendron^ growing
on the steppes of Asia.
1874 H. Spalding Khiva <$ Turkestan 43 Scattered clumps

of saksaoul and dwarf acacias. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl.,
Saxaul. i88z Encycl. Brit. XIV. 64/2 {Khiva) Saksaul
{Holoxylon ammodendron) is found in quantities, and
furnishes excellent fuel.

Sa'xboard. Boat-building. [Cf. ON. sax (a

use of sax= S±x) raised prow of a ship.] (See

quots. 1891, 1898.)
1857 P. Colquhoun Com/. Oarsman's Guide 28 Above

all [the straiks] comes the sax-board. 1891 Winn Boating-
Man's VadC'in. 60 Saxboard or gitnwalestrake, the upper*
most continuous strakeorsideplank in a boat. 1898 Ansted
Diet. Sea Terms s. v. Gunwale, The gunwale strake (in

open boats the saxboard) is the uppermost strake of a boat.

To it the gunwale is fixed.

Sax-cornet : see under Sax-hokn.
Saxe (sseks). [a. F. Saxe Saxony (G. Sac/isen).']

Used attrib. to designate articles which come from
Saxony, as Saxe china ; Saxe blue = Saxon blue

;

Saxe paper (also simply Saxe), an albuminized
paper used in photography.
1864 HardiuUKs Photogr. Ghent, (ed. 7) 304 Fifty whole

sheets of Saxe paper, 18X22. 1866 J. Hughes Pract.
Photogr. (ed. 7) 26 Albumenized Paper...There are two
principal kinds, known as Rive and Saxe, 1876 tr. Tissan-
diet's Hist. Photogr. AdvL 5 Picked Rives and Saxes. x88x
Abney Photogr, 128 Good English paper of the consistency
of medium Saxe answers every purpose. 1904 E. F. Benson
Challoners ii, A pale blue sunshade with a handle of Saxe
china. X905 Westm. Gaz, 2 Mar. 4/2 Bows of the new
Saxe blue. '1908 Ibid. 29 Aug. 13/2 Saxe and turquoise-blue
hinder each other.

T Saxeane, a. Sc Obs.rare~ l
, [f. L. saxe-us

(f. sax-um stone) -+• -ane.] Made of stone.

1560 Rolland Crt. Venus Ii. 488 Ane CIoster-.Triangill
maid, with craftie wark saxeane.

Saxefras, obs. form of Sassafras.

SaxeOUS (socksi^s), a. rare. [f. L. saxe-us of

stone (f. sax-um stone, rock) 4- -ous.] Of or per-

taining to stone, stony. + Saxeous odour, an ex-

halation supposed to be the cause of petrifaction.

1671 J. Webster Metallogr. xxix. 362 That the petrifying
seed doth consist alone in a saxeous or stony odour or
steam [tr. Van Helmont De Lithiasi i. Quod semen petri-

ficum consistat in solo odore saxeo). 1845 Ford Handbk.
Spain 11. 664 Such a saxeous metamorphosis was an old
story even in.. Ovid's time. Ibid. 875 The culprit in the
saxeous change lost two-thirds of his original height.

Sax-horn,saxhorn (sae'ksh^in). [f.the name
Sax : see below.] The name given to a group of
brass musical instruments of the trumpet kind,

invented by a Belgian, Charles Joseph Sax (1791-
1865), and improved by his son Antoine Joseph,
known as Aclolphe. Called also sax-cornet.
Also sax-tuba, a brass instrument of this class.

(Cf. Saxophone, Saxotbomba.)
185a Crystal Palace 285/1 The Sax-horns, which have

become so popular.. are also another modification of the
cornopean. Ibid 285/2 Sax-horns in alto, soprano, tenor,
tuba, bass, &c. 1856 Mary C. Clarke tr. Berlioz* Mod. In-
jr>«/«.234M.Saxhas also produced the familyof sax-horns,
of saxotrombas, and of sax-tubas,—brass instiuments with
a wide mouthpiece; and with a mechanism of three, four,
or five cylinders. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sax-cornet,
Sax-horn, musical wind instruments usually made of brass.
X859 Sala Gas-light <$• D. xxv. 295 From David's harp to
Mr. Distin's sax-horns.

HSaxicava(s3eksi*kava). PI.-©. [mod.L., fern.

of saxicavus : see next.] A genus of bivalve boring
molluscs ; a member of this genus. Also in

anglicized form Sa'xicave {rare),

1826 E. Osler in Phil. Trans. CXVI. m. 362 The Saxi-
cava does not bore like the Pholas, by a rotatory motion.
Ibid. 364^ Where the Saxicava: are numerous, their holes
communicate very freely. ^835 Kirbv Hob. <$• Inst. Anim.
I. viii. 248 The rugose Saxicave [note Saxicava rugosa],

Saxicavous (sseksi'kavss), a. Zool. [f. mod.L.
saxicav-us (i. saxum rock + cavare to hollow, ex-

cavate) + -ous.] Hollowing out rock or stone:

epithet of certain molluscs.
1850 Dana Geol. ii. 122 They resemble, in fact, other saxi-

cavous molluscs. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 456 Saxicavous
shells, by piercing stone and leaving open cavities for rain

and sea-water to fill, promote its decay.

SaxiCOle (sce'ksiktful), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.
saxicola, f. saxum rock, stone + colere to inhabit.]

^ Saxicolous.
188a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 562/1 Saxicole lichens, which

occur on rocks and stones.

Saxicoline (saeksi'k^lain), a. Zool. and Bot,

[f. mod.L. saxicol-a Saxicole + -ink.] a. Living

among rocks, growing on rocks (in recent Diets.).

b. spec. Pertaining to the subfamily Saxicolinm of

passerine birds (the stone-chats).

1809 A. H. Evans Birds 516 As regards the Saxicoline and
Ruticilline forms, attention should be drawn to [etc. J.

Saxicolous (sseksi'k^las), a, Bot. [f. mod.L.
saxicol-a Saxicole + -ous.] Growing on rocks.

1856 W. L. Lindsay Brit. Lichens 104 In northern lati-

tudes, Lichens are usually saxicolous. 188a Vines tr. Sachs*
Bot. 697 Saxicolous Lichens.

Saxifical, a. rare~°, [f. L. saxific-us (f.

saxum rock, stone : see -fic) + -al.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Saxifical, that turns into a stone,

or is made stony.

Saxifragaceous (sseksifrag^-Jas), a. Bot.

[-aceous.] Belonging to the N.O. Saxifragacese,

184s Encycl. Metro/. VI. 177 */i Saxifragaceous shrubs.

189a Nation 11 Aug. 114/3 A saxifragaceous tree.

Saxifragal (sseksi'fragal), a, and sb, Bot. [f.

mod.L. saxifraga Saxifrage + -al.] Belonging

to Lindley's ' alliance ' Saxifragales, which com-
prises the Saxifragacese and four other orders.

Hence sb., a member of this alliance*

1846 Linulev Veget, Kingd. 56k
Saxi fragant, a. rare~°, [f. L. saxi/rag-us

(see Saxifrage) + -ant.] That breaks stones.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Saxifragrant [sic], that breaks
stones, or is broken against stones. 1676 Coles, Saxifra-
gant, breaking (or broken against) stones.

Saxifrage (sEe'ksifreds). Also 6 .saxfrage,

saxefrage, sixfrag(e, 7 saxafrage, -phrage, 8
saxifrige. [a. OF. saxifrage, saxe/rage, sassifrage

(13th c), ad. L. saxifraga (sc. herba\ in Pliny

saxifragum (sc. adiantuni) : see next. Med.L. had
also saxifragia

y
-fragium (It. sassifraga, -fragia).

The Latin name (=rock-breaking) was probably given be-
cause many species are found growing among stones and in

the clefts of rocks. Pliny preferred to derive it from the sup-
posed lithontriptic virtue of the plant {H.N. xxn. xxL § 64
calculos e cor/ore mirepellitfrangitque), and this view has
had great currency ; but saxum is far from being synonym-
ous with calculus.]

1. Any plant of the genus Saxifraga^ esp. *S*.

granulata (White Meadow Saxifrage). The nume-
rous species are mostly dwarf herbs with tufted

foliage and panicles of white, yellow or red flowers

;

many root in the clefts of rocks. Also applied

to related plants, as the genus Chrysosplenium
(Golden Saxifrage), Pimpinella Saxifraga (Burnet

or Rough S.) and P, magna (Great S.), Silaus

pratensis (Meadow or Pepper S.), the genus Seseli

(Meadow S.).

Ci44oPro?n/. Parv. 442/1 Saxifrage, herbe, Saxifragium,
Saxifragia. c 1450 A l/hita (Anecd. Oxon.) 163 Saxifragia

uel saxifraga similis est pimpinello, radice utimur, g"-
#
et a8

,

saxifrage. 15*6 Crete Herball ccccxxxviii, (1529) Z iij, De
Saxifrag-a minori. The lesse saxifrage. 1548 Turner
Names ofHerbes 87 The englishe mens Saxifragia, which
they cal Saxifrage, hath leaues lyke smal perseley, & it

groweth in middowes. c 1550 Lloyd Treas, Health N vij,

Mingle it wyth Gillofloures and Sixfrae. 1551 Turner
Herbal 1. O liij, Pimpinell or roughe saxifrage. 1568 Ibid.

in. 68 The white Saxifrage with the indented leafe is

moste commended for the breakinge of the stone. 1578
Lyte Dodoens n. cii. 287 Of white Saxifrage or Stone-
breake. Ibid. 288 Golden Saxifrage. 1597GERARDE Herbal
11. cccciv. 887 Burnet Saxifrage. x6ia Drayton Poly-olb.

xiii. 221 So Saxifrage is good, and Harts-tongue for the
Stone. 1651 D. Border Physitian 139 The root of Saxa-
frage drunk with Wine and Vinegar cureth the Pestilence.

1683 Ray Corr. (1848) 132 Whether the Seseli .. be a
species distinct from our English Meadow Saxifrage 1 1^85
Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xix. (1794) 270 Common White
Saxifrage flowers early and in great quantities among the

grass. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 295 Pence-
danum Silaus.. Meadow Saxifrage, or Sulphurwort. 1841

Penny Cycl. XX, 486/1 White or Granulated Meadow Saxi-

frage. 1846 Ibid. Suppl. 11. 547/1 Silaus /ratensis, Meadow
Pepper Saxifrage. 1858 Kingsley Miscell. (1855) '• l64
The first stars of the white saxifrage,, .which shine upon
some green cushion of wet moss.

b. (with pi.) Any member of the genus Saxi-

fraga or of the N.O. Saxifragace&.
1578 Lyte Dodoens it. ci. 286 The smal Saxifrages growe

vnder hedges. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xix. (1794)

269 In the second [order] you have all the Saxifrages, forty-

two in number. 1884 Bower & Scorr De Barfs Phaner,

53 The Saxifrages of the division Euaizonia.

1 2. Applied to caraway-seed. Obs,
1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 350 Carum grows plentifully in

our Pastures; the seed they call Saxifrage, which they
gather and send to London.

II 3. Misused for Sassafras.
1670 D. Denton Descr. New York (184s) 4 The greatest

part of the Island is very full of Timber, as.. Maples,
Cedars, Saxifrage, Beach.

4. attrib., as saxifrage-root, -seed, -water.

1547 Boorde Brev. Health ccvii. (1557) 72 Putte thereto

three vnces of Saxfrage rotes, ibid. 71 b, I did take.. of
Saxfrage sedes..an vnce. 1694 Salmon Bale's Disfiens.

(1713) 86/1 Strawberry or Saxifrage Water. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 486/1 The roots of this species [Saxifragagranu-
lata], forming as they do little granular masses, were at one
time sold in the shops under the name of saxifrage seed.

Saxifragine (S3eksi*frad3fn). fa. F. saxi-

fragine (Desorbiaux 1878), f. L. saxifrag-us : see

next.] A species of gunpowder (see quot. 1889).
The statement in quot. 1881 is app. erroneous.
1881 Greener Gun 320 Mataziette and Saxafragine [sic]

are merely aliases for dynamite of different consistencies and
strength. iSSgCcNniLL Diet. Explosives 16 Saxifragine con*

sists of: Nitrate of baryta 77 parts, Charcoal 21 parts, Salt-

petre 2 parts.

t SaxifragOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. saxi-

frag-us (f. saxum rock + frag-,frangere to break)

+ -ous.] That has the property of * breaking* or

dissolving the stone in the bladder. Alsoy?^.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ef. 11. v. 84 Saxifragous herbes,

and such as are conceived of power to breake the stone.

1677 W. Hughes Matt ofSin in. iii. 98, I have six or seven
Instances more,, .which will make such a Saxifragous Dose,
that no scruple can stand before it.

T Sa'xify, v. Obs.~° [f. L. saxum rock : see

-FY. Cf. L. saxificus petrifying.] trans. To turn

into rock or stone. In quot. Saxifying vbl. sb.

1659 Torriano, La/ifcatidne, a saxifying.

SaxigeilOUS (scek-si-d^/has), a, [f. late L. saxi-

gen-us
y

t. sax-um rock + -gen-us begotten, sprung

(from) : see -0U9. The termination is here errone-

ously taken to mean ' producing ', as in Coralli-
genous.] That produces (coral) rocks or reefs.

184a Darwin Coral Reefs iv. § 1. 64 The saxigenous litho-

phytes. x86a M. Hopkins Hawaii 415 Saxigenous polypes
or lithophytes.

t Saxisll, a. and sb, Obs. In 3 Sax-, Ssex-,

Sexisc, Saxiss, -ess. [OE. Seaxisc, Sextsc, f.

Seaxe Saxons : see -ish. Cf. OFris. sassisk, Du.
saksisch, G. satksisch, ON. saxnesk-r.] = Saxon
a. and sb,

0. E. Chron. an. 1009, Brihtric. .forwrefcde WulfnoS cild

pone SuSseaxscian [read -seaxiscan] to bam cyning. c 1205
Lay. 7111 Seoooen comen Sxxisce [c 1*75 Saxisse] men.
Ibid. 14143 Ich wulle biliue senden after mine wiue, bat is

a Sexisc wimnion. Ibid. 14979 Fortimer space Bruttisc &
Rouuenne Saxisc [e 1275 Saxisse]. Ibid. 29963 Anglisce &
Sexisce seouentene busend mid machen weoren to-heowen.
1848 Lytton Harold ix. iii. 305, I know well these Saxish
men.

Saxon (sse'ksan), sb. and a. Forms : 3-5
Saxoyn(e, 4-5 Saxoun, Bessoyne, 5-6 Saxson(e,
4- Saxon, [a. F. Saxon, ad. L. Saxon-em (nom.
sing. Saxo, pi. Saxones, Gr. in Ptolemy 2a£ovc$),

a. WGer. *Saxon- (OE. Seaxan, Seaxe pl.,OHG.
Saksun pi., G. Sachse),

It has been conjectured that the name may have been
derived from *sahsom Sax sb., as the name of the weapon
used by the Saxons; cf. the probable derivation of the Ger-
man tribe-name Chcrusci from OTeuL *heru sword.]

A. sb.

1. One of a Germanic people which in the early

centuries of the Christian era dwelt in a region near

the mouth of the Elbe, and of which one portion,

distinguished as Anglo-Saxons (see Anglo-Saxon)
conquered and occupied certain parts of South
Britain in the 5th and 6th centuries, while the

other, the Old Saxons (med.L. Antiqui Saxones,

Beda ; OE. Ealdseaxe) remained in Germany.
Often, like Anglo-Saxon, applied indiscriminately

to all the Germanic peoples that settled in Britain.

Also, an Englishman who is presumed to be
descended from this people.

1*97 R* Glouc (Rolls) 2540 Hit was of grace )»t be
saxoyns (?us com verst to londe. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 184
A Saxon and a worthi knyht. 7*1x400 A/orte Arth. 3530
Sarazenes and Sessoynes. c 1410 Chron. Vilod. 09 Saxsones
were y-clepud Engestis men. £1450 Merlin xii. 173 Oure
werres a-gein the saxoyns. Ibid. xni. 193 That day Oawein
slowgh many a sarazin of the saxouns. 1547 Boorde lntrod.

Know/, xvi. (1870) 164, I do maruel greatly how the Saxsons
should conquere Englonde. 1781 Gibbon DecL ff F. xxv.

(1787) II. 522 The sea-coast of Gaul and Britain was exposed
to the depredations of the Saxons. Ibid, xxxviii. III. 613
Three valiant tribes or nations of Germany ; the Jutes,
the old Saxons, and the Angles. 1856 Emerson Eng.
Traits, Ability Wks. (Bohn) II. 33 The Norman has come
popularly to represent in England the aristocratic—and the

Saxon the democratic principle. »86a W. H. Jervis Hist.

France v. § 6 (1872) 65 Divided into the three confederacies

of Westphalians, Ostphalians, and Angarians, the Saxons
occupied at this time the greater part of Northern Germany.

b. In mod. use spec, (primarily as the term used

by Celtic speakers). An Englishman as distinct from

aWelshman or Irishman , a Lowland Scot as distinct

from a Highlander. Cf. Sassenach.
1810 Scott Lady ofLake iv. xxxi, He gave him of his

Highland cheer. .And bade the Saxon share his plaid. 1861

Thackeray Philip xxx, Scores of [Irish] gentlemen, .who
would not object to take the Saxoti's pay until they finally

shook his yoke oft".

2. A native or inhabitant of Saxony in its modern
German sense, including the kingdom of Saxony,

the Prussian province of Saxony, and certain princi-

palities.
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1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 4/1 The Saxons, who long since

have done great damage to your coarser sorts of Cloths.

3. Pyrotechnics.

1839 Ure Diet. A rts 480 The sajcons are cartridges clayed

at each end, charged with the brilliant turning fire, and
perforated with one or two holes at the extremity of the same
diameter. 1873 W. H. Browne Pyrotechny viii. 87 Saxons
..[are] used largely in the construction of set pieces; they
are sometimes called Chinese flyers.

4. Ent. A night-moth, Hadena redilinea.

1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 423.

B. adj.

1. Of or belonging to the Saxons (see A. 1).

Formerly often used (like Anglo-Saxon) as the

distinctive epithet of the Old English language, and
of books written in it, and of the period of English

history between the conquest of Britain by the

Saxons, Angles, and Jutes, and the Norman Con-
quest. \ Saxon Angles « Anglo-Saxons.
Old Saxon : pertaining to the Old Saxons or their lan-

guage : see A. 1 and B. 3 b.

1568 Jewel Let. to ABp. Parker 18 Jan., Wks. 1848 VIII.

103, I . . have found . . one book, written in the Saxon tongue.

..It may be Alfricus for all my cunning. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie u. vi. (Arb.) 90 Ryme is a borrowed word from
the Greeks by the Latines and French, from them by vs

Saxon angles. 1605 Camden Rem,, Languages 24 The
Saxon letter Thorne. 1781 Gibbom Decl. a> F. xxv. (1787)

II. 523 The Saxon pirates. IBid. xxxviii. III. 610 The ob-

scure hints of the Saxon laws and chronicles. 1819 Scott
Ivan/we xliii, The last scion of Saxon royalty. 1824 John-
sox Tyfiogr. II. 581 Greek, Hebrew, Saxon, &c, or any of

the dead characters. 1840 Rituale EccL Dunelm. (Surtees)

p. xii, An interlinear version into the Saxon language.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 130 In Ireland Scot and
Southron were strongly bound together by their common
Saxon origin. 186a W. H. Jervis Hist. France v. §6(1872)

65 Witikind became the hero of the Saxon resistance.

b. Used to denote the element in the English

tongue which is derived from Anglo-Saxon.

fSaxon-English, f English-Saxon = Anglo-Saxon.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxx. (Arb.) 72 This word
(song) which is our natural! Saxon English word. ibid. 11.

xiii. 126 Our vulgar Saxon English standing most vpon
wordes monosillable. /Bid. 130 Not content with the ml
Normane or Saxon word. ? 1595-* R* Cabew Extelt. Engl.

Tongue in G. G. Smith Elizab. Crit. Ess. II. 287 In our

natiue Saxon language. 1840 Carlvle Heroes v. (1841) 307
Wheresoever a Saxon dialect is spoken. 1849 *"• W. Nkw-
man Soul 71 Poetry must have Saxon vocables. _x86o

Whyte Melville Mkt. llarb. 2 Mr. Sawyer's fluency in all

Saxon expletives is undeniable.

c. Used (primarily by Celtic speakers : see

A. 1 b) for 'English' in contradistinction to Welsh
and Irish or Gaelic. Also, in wider sense, applied,

like Anglo-Saxon, to the people of England and

of the other English-speaking communities, chiefly

in contradistinction to 'Latin'.

1787 Burns' When Guilford good'' vii, The Saxon lads,

wi loud placads, On Chatham's Boy did ca*, man. a 1845

C. G. Duffy in Spirit of Nation 3 Saxon wiles or Saxon
powers Can enslave ourland no longer Than your own dis-

sensions wrong her. 1847 Emerson Refr. Men, Uses of
Gt. Men Wks. (Bohn) I. 282 Every child of th« Saxon race

is educated to wish to be first. 186a Calvkrley Verses <y

Transl. (1894) 49 Then nectar—was that beer, or whisky-
toddy? Some say the Gaelic mixture, / the Saxon. 1893

j

Lelano Mem. II. 64, I never found a Saxon-Englishman
who had this step.

d. Arch* Used to designate the special variety

of Romanesque architecture used in England in the
' Saxon period \ (Formerly often misapplied to

early Norman buildings.)
vi.. Wakblrton Note on Pope's Ef. Ld. Burlington 29

This, by way of distinction, I would call the Saxon Archi-
tecture. i76a-7i H. Walpolk Venue's Anecd. Paint. (1786)

I. 181 This Saxon style begins to be defined by flat and
round arches. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 232/1 Those
arcades we see in the early Norman or Saxon buildings or

walls. 1815 Scott Betrothed xiii, With doors and windows
forming the heavy round arch which b usually called Saxon.

2. absol. (quasi-sb.). The language of the Saxons:

a. - Anglo-Saxon in its various applications.

Often used for Modern English speech of Saxon

or Anglo-Saxon origin ; English diction derived

chiefly from the Saxon stock, as distinct from the

Latin and French elements.

t English Saxon = Anglo-Saxon.
1388 Purvey Prol. Bible 59 Bede translatide the bible, and

cxpounide myche in Saxon, that was English, either comoun
langa^e of this lond. 1390 Gower Con/. 1. 206 For Couste
in Saxoun is to sein Constance upon the word Romeiu.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie n. v. (Arb.) 90 For this pur-

pose serue the monosillablcs of our English Saxons [sic] ex-

cellently well. Ibid. 111. iv. (Arb.) 157 Neither shall he take

the termes of Northern-men,, .nor in effect any speach vsed

beyond the riuer of Trent, though no man can deny but

that theirs is the purer English Saxon at this day. 1624

Fletcher Wifefor a Month 1, A Letter, But 'tis a womans,
Sir, 1 know by the hand, And the false Orthography, they
write old Saxon. 1663 M. VV. Marriage Broaker-ji He in

olde Saxon's call'd a match-maker. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxvi, Here is a letter, and, if I mistake not, it is in Saxon.
1820 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 312/1 Maund. This word being de-

rived from the Saxon, deserves to be in more frequent and
general use.

b. Old Saxon : the language of the Old Saxons

(see A. 1), especially as exemplified in the remains of

9th century poetry, including the Heliand and some
fragments of paraphrases of the story of Genesis.

1841 R. G. Latham Eng. Lang. iii. 51 Grammatical Struc-

ture of Old Saxon, as compared with Anglo-Saxon. 1908

Wright O. E. Grammar 2 Low German...Up to about
1300 it is generally called Old Saxon.

3. Of or belonging to Saxony in its modern
German sense. (See A. a.)

a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus in. i. 271 With Saxon lans-

knights and brunt-bearing Switzers. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII.
3/1 The thriving..Trade of all sorts of Saxon Cloths. 1842

Macaulay Ess., Fredk.Gt. (near beginning), Even Frederic
William, with all his rugged Saxon prejudices, thought it

necessary that his children should know French. 184a

Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 363 The indigenous Saxon
breed [of sheepJ resembled that of the neighbouring states.

b. Saxon blue = Saxony blue: see Saxony.
Saxon green : cobalt green.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vii. xciv. 432 The blues and
greens, commonly called Saxon, are best dyed in this place.

1766 W. Gordon Gen. Counting-ho. 428, 2 Saxon-green
durants. 1771 Woulfe in Phil. Trans. LXI. 127 Saxon
blues, .are made by dissolving indigo in oil of vitriol. 1775
Romans Hist. Florida App. 19 The color of the water

changes.. to a beautiful saxon blue. 1804 tr. Tingry's

Painter <fr
Varnisher's Guide 302 Smalt, ox the vitreous

oxide of saffer, reduced to coarse powder, is distinguished

by the name of coarse Saxon blue, or enamel blue.

Saxondom (sse*ks;>ndam). = Anglo-Saxondom.
1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1841) 184 East and west to the

very Antipodes, there will be a Saxondom covering great

spaces of the Globe. 1868 Dilke Greater Brit. I. Pref. 8

Sketches of Saxondom may be of interest. 1871 Earle
Philol Eng. Tongue 24 The Anglian kingdom of North-
umbria exhibited the first mature example of a Christian

nation in Saxondom.

t SaxO'lliail, a. and sb. Obs. [f. med.L. Saxo-

nia Saxony + -an.] a. adj. = Saxon a. 3. b. sb.

A Protestant of Saxony.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vi. iv. § 14 Saxonians and Bo-

hemians in their Discipline constraine no man to open con*

fession. 1761 Spence in Epithal. Oxon. Gj, Hail. ., Saxonian
plains ! where deep Visurgis flows.

Saxonic(sieksp-nik),a. [ad. med.L. Saxonic-us,

f. L. Saxon- Saxon.]

1. Of or belonging to Saxony.
C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II.xi.23 They of the Anglican,

. . Saxonick, Wirtinbergick, Palatin, and Belgick confessions.

2. Belonging to the Anglo-Saxons or their lan-

guage.
1678 T. Jones Heart «fr its Sovcraigu 320 Their Saxonick

letter, which much agrees with the character, the Irish still

use. 1714 Fortescue-Aland Forlescue's ABs. tfLim. Mou.
1 This Saxonick way of writing is to be found in Chaucer.

1888 Earle (title) A Hand-Book to the Land-Charters, and
other Saxonic Documents.

t Saxonical, a. Obs. «pree.

1577 Dke Mentor. Navig.$i King Edgar, that Saxonicall

Alexander. 1617 Moryson Itin, 111. 211 The later Inter-

preters, .so interpret the Statute of the Saxonical Law.

SaxO'Xlically, adv. rare. [f. prec. + -LY 2.]

In the Saxonic manner.
1837 S. R. Maitland 6 Lett. Fox's A.$ M. 6 King Ina,

..[or,] as Fox more Saxonically called him, Ine.

Saxonish (sx-ksanij), a. [t Saxon + -ish.]

Belonging to the Saxons ; resembling what is Saxon.

1549 Bale Labor, foum. Leland Pref. B iij, A man lerned

in many sondrye languages, as Greke, Latyne,..Brittyshe,

Saxonyshe, Walshe, Englyshe, and Scottyshe. i577~87

Holinshed Chron. 1. 126/2 Which terme being expired, the

whole dominion of this realme was Saxonish. 1871 Earle
Philol. Eng. Tongue 16 The Welsh and the Gael, have still

called us Saxons, and our language Saxonish.

Saxonism (sarkwniz m). [f. Saxon + -ism.]

1. An Anglo-Saxon idiom or expression ; Anglo-

Saxon characteristics in speech.

1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry 1. ii. 49 The language [of

Robert of Gloucester).. is full of Saxonisms. 1845 Kemble
in Proc. Philol. Soc. II. iax How often have we not heard

it asserted that particular districts were remarkable for the

Saxonism of their speech, because they had retained the

archaisms, kine, shoon, hot/sen ! 1851 H. Melville Whale
III, 1. 10 note, Many other sinewy Saxonisms of this sort.

2. The characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon race

;

attachment to what is Anglo-Saxon.
1884 H. D. Traill in Macm. Mag. Oct. 443 Please to re.

member in abatement of your pride of Saxonism, that its

moral association is not inherited but acquired, a 1894

C. H. Pearson in Stebbing Mem. (1900) 92 The extravagant

Saxonism of the present school [of historians!.

Saxonist (sarksanist). [f. Saxon + .ist.J A
Saxon scholar ; one learned in Anglo-Saxon.

1599 Thynse Animadv. (1875) 31 Vnleste a manne be

a good saxoniste, frenche, and Italyane linguiste. 1770

Archaeologia I. Introd. 25 Mr. Elstob the Saxonist. 181a J.

NicholsL it. Anecd. i8thC.IV. 123 This ingenious Saxonist.

1847 lUacktv. Mag. LXI. 80 Mr. Thorpe, so well known as

one of the very few accomplished Saxonists ofwhom we can

Saxonite (sarksanait). Ceol [f. Saxon-y +

-ite.] A name proposed for a group of pendotite

rocks composed of olivine and enstatite.

1884 Wadsworth Lithol. Studies 85 It is, then, proposed

hereto designate all these rocks by the term saxontte, from

the country in which the terrestrial form was first so well

described by Dathe.

Saxonize (sae-ksansiz), v. [f. Saxon + -ize.]

1. trans. To make Saxon or Anglo-Saxon.

1804 Mitford Inquiry 405 The rest, French, Latin, and

Greek is little more than a magazine of words; rarely

showine. except as in declension, comparison, or conjuga-

lame). 1861 Pearson Early lr Mid. Ages Eng. vi.ji Other

invaders . . poured in . . till the island was Saxonued.

2. intr. To become Saxon (in quot., of Saxony).

1834 TaWs Mag. I. 440/1 Arthur is packed off to Saxonise
at Weimar, to sigh at the feet of Goethe's handsome
daughter-in-law.

Hence Sa'xonized ppl. a., Sa'xonizing vbl. sb.

1867 Shairp Sketches (1887) 67 The decisive Saxonising of

Scotland that took place under Margaret. 1886 Encycl.

Brit. XX. 642 The Saxonized Britons of.Wiltshire.

Saxonly (sse-kssnli), adv. [f. Saxon a. + -ly^.]

In a Saxon manner ; in the Saxon tongue.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 159 pe Flemmynges bat
woneb in be weste side of Wales haueb i-left her straunge
speche and spekeb Saxonliche i-now [L. Saxonice satis

proloqviintur}. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. XV. xciii. 374 Of
Britons (saxonlie calld Welsh, or Strangers). 1864 Lowell
Fireside Trav. 28 Insurgent after no mad Gallic fashion,

but soberly and Saxonly discharging itself. 1870 — Study
Witid^Chaucer (1871) 195 He found our language lumpish,
..too apt to speak Saxonly in grouty monosyllables.

Saxony (sse'kssni), sb. [ad. late L. Saxonia,

the country of the Saxons, f. Saxon- Saxon.
In ME. the name of the country appears in the forms

Saxon, Saxoyne, Sexone, Sessoyna (after OF, Saxoine,
Sessoyne) ; the similar use ot Saxon in Chapman'sA Iphonsus
{a 1634) may be from the mod.G. Sachsen.]

The name of a kingdom of Germany (in Ger.

Saehsen, in Fr. Saxe), used attrib. to designate

products of the country : esp.

1. A fine kind of wool, and cloth made from it.

Also absol. = Saxony-cloth.
Several distinct kinds of fabric are thusdesignated : Saxony

coating. Saxony wool made in coating styles ; Saxony
flannel. Saxony wool in flannel weight and finish, usually

scarlet ; Saxony cord, a black ribbed material with cotton

warp and Saxony weft, used for cassocks and academic robes.

1844 Thackeray Box ofNovels Wks. 1900 XIII. 412 His
Saxony-cloth surtouL 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp.

Tour (1893) 333 Mr. Sponge forthwith proceeded to puthis
brown boots, . .his dress blue saxony, his clean linen, . . into

his solid leather portmanteau. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
654/2 Specimens of the finest Saxony wools.

2. Saxony blue : a solution of indigo in concen-

trated sulphuric acid, much used as a dye. Also

Saxon blue (see Saxon a. 3 b).

1857 Miller Elem. Client. III. 616. 1863 Cluimb. Encycl.

V. 559/t.

t Sa-xony, a. Obs. rare-*. [? f. Saxon + -Y.]

= Saxonish.
156sJ. Halle Lanfranc's Cirnrgiaparna'D&i. pj, Whiche

was translated out of Frenche into the olde Saxony englishe,

about two hundred yeres past.

Saxophone (sEe-ksiftiiun). [f. the name Sax
(see Sax-horn) + Gr. -dnucos voiced, sounding.] A
brass wind-instrument with a clarinet mouthpiece,

invented about 1840 by Adolphe Sax.

1851 Calal. Ci. Exhib. III. 1259/1 Sax, Adolphe & Co.,

Paris... Saxophone, and complete set of instruments for

military bands, invented by the exhibitor. 1884 Encycl.

Brit. XVII. 708/2 Adolphe Sax, a Belgian established in

Paris, who invented the family of saxophones.

Hence Sa'xophonist, a saxophone-player.

1865 Pall Mall G. 28 Aug. 1/2 Hitherto we have had

neither Zouaves, nor drummers, nor Turkish Saxophonists,

nor Danish peasants, introduced into the orchestra.

Sa'XOtromba. [Formed as prec. + It. tromba

trumpet.] (See quot. 1883).

1856 [see Sax-horn). 1883 Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 232/1

In 1845 he (A. Sax] took out a patent. .for a family of

cylinder instruments called Saxo-trombas, intermediate be-

tween the Saxhorn and the cylinder trumpet.

t SaTCOUS, a. Obs. rare-', [ad. L. saxos-us, f.

saxu/n rock, stone : see -ous.] Rocky, stony.

1657 Tomlinson Retwu's Disp. 309 It growes..on stone

walls, old edifices, and rubbages, and other saxous and dry

places [orig. aliisque saxosis
<J-

aridis locis\.

Saxoyne, Saxsum : see Saxon, Sixsome.

Saxt e, -ie, -en, -ine, -ieth, obs. Sc. ff. Sixth,

Sixty, Sixteen, Sixtieth.

t Sa-xter aithe. Orkney and Shetland. Re-

fashioning, after Sc. sax • six', of ON. siltar-eiir

• an oath of six ', i. e. of six compurgators.

1601 in Goudie Diary J. Mill U8S9) 185 Jonat Archbald

is dempt to quite hir selff with the saxter aithe for [etc.].

Saxton, Sax-tuba : see Sexton, Sax-hobn.

||
Sa-xnm. Obs. [L.] (See quot.)

1706 Pihllih) (ed. Kersey), Saxum, Stone or Rock-stone.

1776 G. Edwards Elem. Eossilogy 9 Class II. Stones...

Order VI. Stone of a granulated structure, named Saxum.

1776 in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 525 The mass of native iron lay

on the very ridge, without being fixed to the rock, which is

a grey, stratified saxum.

Say (&'), -s*.1 Forms: 5-6 saye, 6 seeay,

seye, see, sea, 6-7 saie, 6-8 sey, 3- say. [a.

F. saie fem. = Pr. saia, Sp. saya, Pg. saia, It. saja

:—L. saga pi. of sagum military cloak.]

1. A cloth of fine texture resembling serge ; in

the 1 6th c. sometimes partly of silk, subsequently

entirely of wool.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8013 As is chanberlein him brojte

ar he aros aday Amorewe uor to werie a peire hosen of say.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 440/2 Say, clothe, sagum. 1510 Not-

tingham Rec. III. 354 A kyrtylle of sylke seeay. 1538

Starkev England 1. iii. 94 Fyne clothys, says and sylkys,

bedys, combys, gyrdyllys and knyfys. 159° Spenser P. Q.

in. xii. 8 His garment nether was of silke nor say But [etc.].

1650 7. Clcavclaml Revived 68 Saw you the Cloak at

Church to day, The long worne short Cloak lin'd with bay r

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Say, or Saye,. .a very light

crossed stuff, all wool ; much used abroad for linings, and
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by the religious for shirts ; and with us, by the quakers, for

aprons, for which purpose it is usually dyed green. 1778

Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Colchester, It is principally

noted for the manufacture of baizes and seys ; for the sup-

port of which there is a corporation, called the governors of

Dutch-baize-hall. i86» Catal. tnternat. Exhib. II. xxi.

No. 3964 Worsted goods : merinos, says, shalloons, &c.

f D. The thread or yarn from which the mate-

rial is woven. Obs.

1714 Fr. Bk. of Rates 85 Yarn ordinary p. 100 weight

07 00. . . Ditto Sayes per 100 weight 03 00.

TI 2. In erroneous uses. a. Used by Wyclif to

render the cognate L. sagum, in the Vulgate with

the sense of curtain, b. Used to render F. soie silk.

(1380 Sir Ferumh. 213 Olyuer tok his mantel of say [Fr.

son btiaut He soie]. 1388 Wyclif Exod. xxvi. 7 Also thou
schalt make enleuene saies [Vulg. saga lilicina undeci'm)

to kyuere the hilyng of the tabernacle ; the length of o say
schal haue thretti cubitis. 1601 Holland Pliny I. 323 This
is the making of that fine Say, wherof silk cloth is made
[Fr. version : Et c'cst comme se/ait la soye],

3. atlrib. and Comb., as say apron, curtain,

doublet, petticoat ; say-maker, -making, -mill,

•weaver', also +say man, a maker or seller of

say ; f say-thicker, a fuller of say.

1724 Ramsay Tea-t.Misc. (1733) I. 89 And ye's get a green
*sey apron And wastcoat of the London brown. 1531 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill 352 Paid for mending of the *Say Curtens
in be quere, ij d. 1541 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 144 One
*say dublett. 1654 in Cat. St. Papers, Irel., Adventurers
(1903)333 Isaac Key. .*say-maker [delivered] three pieces

of coloured sayes. 16$* Conlin. Foxe%

s A.fy Af.32/2 Follow-
ing the trade of *Say-making. 1488-9 in Finchale Priory
Charters, etc. (Surteesi p. ccclxxxiir, Et solvit Johanni
Francis, 'sayman, pro lez hallyngs de sago viridi. 1904
Essex Rev. July 154 To the south of the Church [ofDedham]
stands a picturesque old Bay and *Say mill. 1636 Dave-
nant Hits v. i, I have nothing on my Bed at home, But a
thin Coverlet, and my wives *Sey Petticoat. 1641 Short
Relat. Soap- Business 18 Dters, Wool-Combers, *Saye-
Thickers, and the like. 1644 Canterbury Marriage Li*
cences (MS.), Peter de Graue. .'say-weaver.

t Say, sb.'2 Obs. Forms : 4-9 say, 5-6 saye,

6 saie, seye, 6-8 sey. [Aphetic form of Assay
sb. It is often uncertain whether the word in-

tended was assay or say with indefinite article.]

1. The action of testing the quality, fitness of a

person or thing; = Assay sb, 1. In later use

only Sc, a probation.
a 1400 R. Brunne's Chron. W/*«(Rolls)4028(Petyt MS.)[fe

note he coube of alle layes,] & mynstralcie all be saies [v.r. al

ber assayesj. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8063 There is no hope so
vnhappy, bat hastes to noght, Ne so vnsikur at a say, as to set

vppon wemen ! 1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.)

299, I have alreadie given him to the Duke of Bulloigne.

.

but if that had not been, it might have been thatyee should
had a sey of him, but now it cannot be helped. 1733 P.

Lindsay Interest Scot, 59 The^ Publick can suffer little by
his Admission without a Sey ; if he does not work well and
cheap he'll find no Business.

2. Trial; trouble; tribulation. = Assay sb, 2,

1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xxxi. 78 For than ^e knew
thay wer 3<?ur fais, Bot now thay cum in freindis dais,
Quhilk is ane sairer sey.

3. Experiment. To set (something) in a say, to

make experiment of. = Assay sb. 3.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 229 Of suche men that now aday
This vice setten in a say.

4. The testing of metals, in order to ascertain

their standard of purity. = Assay sb, 6.

1577-87 Holinsheo Chron. III. 1262/1 A piece of a blacke
stone, ..which being brought to certeine goldfiners in Lon-
don to make a saie thereof, found it to hold gold. 1604 E.
G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist, indies iv. iv. 21 5 They cannot
transport it [gold] from the Indies, for they can neither
custome it, marke it, nor take say, vntill it be molten. 1669
Ld. Sandwich tr. Barba's Metals 1. (1674) 121 All the Mines
. .in that Province have been found out, and first taken say
of, by the Spaniards.

5. Venery. Trial of grease, m Assay sb. 9.
c 1611 Chapman Iliad xix. 246 There, hauing brought the

Bore, Atrides with his knife tooke sey. 1686 IIi.omk Gentt.
Recr. n. 84 Then having sounded the Mot, or Morts, he
that is to break him up (that is, to take say,) first, slits the
Skin [etc.]. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 159
The first that is in cuts his throat, and takes say, which is,

opening his belly, to see how fat he [a stag or buck] is.

b. concr. The cut in the flesh made in the process

of taking say. ? Erroneous use : but cf. sense 9.

1855 Kingsley Westtv. Ho l viii, You may lay your two
fingers into the say there, and not get to the bottom of
the fat.

6. A trial of food by taste or smell. = Assay
sb. 10.

c 1440 in Househ, Ord. (1790) 471 Take the laumpray, and
wassh hym twyse or thries in lewe water,. .se*he hym, and
he schal be fresshe ynogh at a say. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus,
Degusto,. .to taste : to take a little saye. 1639 Massinger
Unnat. Combat in. i, He ne're observ d you., take A say of
venison, or stale fowle by your nose.

7. The act of tasting food or drink before pre-

senting it to a person ot high rank. = Assay sb. 12.

1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1274 A say scho tuk off all

thyng at thai brocht. 1515 Ld. Berners /><?/«. Il.clxxxviii.

575 We toke the saye in the presence of the kinge. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russe Commw. xxvi. 109 The taster.. deliuereth
it [sc. the cup] vnto him with a say, when hee calleth for it.

1647 Stapvlton Juvenal 102 Let your wise guardians, e're

you drink, take say. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 519 The
Kings dishes were brought up cover'd, the say was given,

and all things were performed with satisfaction in that point.

1549 CovERDALE,etc. Erasttt, Par. Hub. vi. 1-6 Now (as it
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were) to take a saye & foretaste of the power of y* worlde
Jo come. 1600 Holland Livy v. xii. 188 Neither as yet is

it for certaine knowne, why he. .was counted a meet man to
have handsel], or take sey of this new dignitie.

8. An attempt, an endeavour. == Assay sb. 13.
1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1870) 45 Thus seeke all

sayes hir sore to salue, by good and honest way. 1610 B.
Jonson Alch. 1. iii, This fellow, Captaine, Will come, in

time, to be a great distiller, And gtue a say. .at the philo-
sophers stone. 1637 C. Dow Ausw. to H, Burton 212 To
discover and prevent this their purpose before it had under-
mined the present government of the Church, as no question
it would have given a good say to it, if it had without con-
troule proceeded as it began.

9. A trial specimen; a sample. = Assay sb. 17.

1530 Tindale Answ. MoreVfks. (1573) 279/2 To geue you
a say or a taste what truth shall follow, he fayneth a letter

sent from no man. 1656 in Irving Hist. Dumbarton, (i860)

535 Item, that neither prentis nor ither personne of the said
Craft be suffered to sett up ane bolhe nor work in the said
burgh till first he offers his sey to the said deacon and be
fund worthy and able to be ane maister of the said craft.

10. Temper of metal. = Assay sb. 18.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xi. 47 A sword of better say.

11. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 7) say-taking-,

say-box, the chest in which coins are deposited

at the Mint for future examination at the Trial of

the Pyx; say-master = Assay-master; say-piece,
anything chosen as an example of excellence.

1532 Ld. Treas. Ace. Scotl.VJ. 103 To ane smytht for the
of taking of the lok of the 'say box. 1641 in R. W. Cochran-
Patrick Rec. Coinage Scott. (1876) 1. Introd. 30 Item that
the say box belong to him when it is broken vp quhich will

not be much because that it conteins bot ane quartre of
euerie say piece. 1721 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. 1 1. 11. iii. 266 The
treasurer, comptroller and "seymaster of the late erected
mints. 1680 Boyle Scept. Chcm, vi. 401 This Gentleman
having brought that Earth to the publick Say- Masters [etc. J.

1641 *Say piece [see above], a 1774 Fergusson Ode to

Gowdspink Poems (1845) 20 Nae mair the rainbow can im-
part Sic glowin' ferlies o' her art, Whose pencil wrought
its freaks at will On thee, the sey-piece o' her skill. 1788 in

Shirrefs's Poe/us (l-jgo) 341 With something of the comic vis,

And, for a say-piece, not amiss. 1540 St. Papers Hen. Vltl,
VIII. 508 The Fienche King, and She also, was at the
making seasoning and *saye taking of the said pa>lies. 1G27
Hakewill APol. iv. x. § 2 (1630) 430 Dinner and supper was
served in with all accustomed ceremonies, as sewing, water,
grace, carving, say taking, &c
tSay, nM Obs. exc. dial. Also 6, 9 sey, 8

cea, 9 sae. [Northern a. ON. sd-r cask (Sw. sa,

Da. saa, bucket), corresp. to OE. saa ' libitorium

'

(? read /ibatorium) in the Corpus Gloss. The
midland form is Soe.] A bucket for domestic or

other use, with two ears through which a pole may
be passed as a handle.
1426 Sc. Acts fas. I (1814) II. 12/2 Of be samyn wyse

[thair be ordanit] thre or four says to be commoun vse. 1564
Wills

(J-
Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 223, y sayes & a chayre,

xij*. 1609 Churchw. Ace, Pittington (Surtees) 60 Item
payed to James Rennet son for a say, iii s. 1752 Rec. Elgin
(New Spald. Club 1903) I. 464 All tubs, ceas, kirns, kits,

stoups, cogs and other cooper work. 1892 G. Stewart
Shetland Fireside Tales (ed. a) 247 She., set every tub an'
sey 'at she could fin.

Say (&?0, sbA [f. Say r.1]

1. What a person says ; words as compared with

actions; also, a saying, dictum. Obs. exc. poet.

1571 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 30 5or .deid is not lyk
aor say. a 1586 Ibid, xxxvii. 39 Bot, gif bei see ?e sussie of
hair sais, Blasone bai will, how ever ;e behaue 30U. 1644
Featly Roma Ruens 1 This hath been the say of all heie-

ticks and schismaticks. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1824J I.

158 The poor woman has so little purity of heart, that it

[the talk] is all say from her, and goes no farther than the
ear. 1741 W. Wilson Conl. Def. Reform. Ch. Scott. 87 The
bare Say of Ministers.. does not bind the Consciences of
Church-members. 1872 Tennyson Gareih <$• Lynette 337 No
boon is here, But justice, so thy say be proven true. 1885
Lvall Ane. Arab. Poetry 21 There rises a lord, to say the
say, and do the deeds, of the noble. 1896 A. E. Hoi;sman
Shropshire Lad lvii, You hearken to the lover's say, And
happy is the lover.

1 2. A current saying, proverb, saw. Obs.
1602 Marston Ant. 4 Mel. IW, Wks. 1836 I. 39 Tisan old

say, Tis an old horse can neither wighy, nor wagge his taile.

( 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabees frnl.w. (1818) 173 Nowto
Kirkland..May that say' be verified, 'Far from God, but
neare the temple '.

3. To have a say : to have a ' voice ' in a matter;

to have the right to be consulted or the power to

influence a decision.

1614 Jackson Creed in. 239 Shall they therefore haue no
saye at all in deciding controuersies ? 1823' Jon Bee* Diet.

Turf%. v., ' I have no say in the business
'

; no power one
way or the other. 1865 Pall MallG. No. 143. 5/r You have
no say in the matter. 1900 Gasquet Eve ofRejorm. iii. 52
Whether rightly or wrongly, those who found the money
wished to have a say in its disposal. 1888 ' R. Boldre-
wood ' Robbery under Arms Iii, One or two more people
that had some say with the Government, was working back
and edge for me.
transf. 1894 Sat. Rev. 17 Mar. 287 Buddha traditions had

a good say in it.

b. U. S. To heave the say : to be in command.
1902 Wister Wrginian xiii, 'So you*re acting foreman',

said I. ' Why, somebody has to have the say, I reckon '. 1906
H. Van Dyke Ideals $ Applic. u. 39 The men who have
1 the say ' about these subjects belong to the ruling classes.

4. What one has intended or planned to say

:

chiefly in phrase to say {out) onis say.
1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ci. 95 He had no sooner say'd

out his Say, but [etc]. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat, (1834) I. 473-
He would not interrupt me for fear I should not have time
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to say out all my say. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vi. i, For
then we should have time to say all our say. 1808 Scott
Marm. 1. xxii, ^Vell hast thou spoke : say forth thy say.
1816 Malcolm Let. in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1891) I. 341,
I have waited to the last, that I might condense all my say
into one short sheet. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxv, I have said
my say. a 1843 Southf.y Doctor cexxviii. (1848J 6r3, I shall

say out my say in disregard of both. 1849 Thackeray Pen-
denuis Ixx, I have done my best, and said my say. 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bcde xxxii, ' Yes, I know I've done it \
said Mrs. Poyser ; 'but I've had my say out, and I shall be
th' easier for't all my life'. 1884 Athenxum 11 Oct. 461/1
[Professor Max Mulier] has a knack of saying his say in a
manner that renders the mere process of reading a pleasure.

b. To have one's say \ to avail oneself of an
opportunity of expressing one's views.
iS$S Kvskin Notes RoyalAcad. iv. 16, 1 merely pay tribute

of admiration in passing, having had my say about Mr.
Dobson's colour before. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel ix,

Lobourne had its say on the subject. 1884 Leeds Mercury
24 Oct. 8/2 After one or two Peers had had their say on that
subject, the Address was agreed to.

5. A talk to or with a person. Now dial.

1786 A. Gib Sacr. Contempt. II. 1. vi. 206 The need of
every perishing Sinner for whom he undertook had a Say
to him before the Sinner's existence..; and to this Say
he was most graciously attentive. 1894 Baring-Goui.d
Kitty Alone I. 83 There's some one wants to have a say
with you.

Say (s^O) v^ Forms : see below. [OF- secgan,

pa. t. s&gde, corresp. to OFris. sega, sedza {moc\.

Fris. sizze), OS. seggian,pa..t. sagda QALG.seggen,
MDu. seggen, sagen, Du. zeggen), OHG. sagcu,

pa. t. sagita, segita (MHG., mod.G. sagen), ON.
segj'a, pa. t. sagda ; repr. OTeut. *scrgse/an, *sagjan
:—pre-Teut. *sokH-. The root is perh. Wlndo-
germanic *soq xt- : *seow

}
found in Lith. sakyti, OS1.

j0<?j'//tosay,(jr.«Vi'«7r« imper.(:—*en-seque —QL.i\\ax\
inseque, iusece) t iviavuv aorist inf., to tell, say,

L. inquavi I say (:—*in-squ-aw).
The normal mod.Eng. phonetic representative of the OE.

inf. secgan (or the 1st sing. pres. secge) would have been
'sedge. As in the case of Buy v., Lie v.', the mod. form
comes from OE. forms which had g (palatal) instead of eg,
as imp. sege, sxge, 2nd sing. pres. ind. segest, saegst, 3rd
sing. pres. ind. segelt, sxgtf. The g represents WGer.^, and
the eg WGer. gg ; the OTeut. stem *sagj- having become
by phonetic law in W.Ger. *saggj. before an inflexional

suffix beginning with a vowel, and *sagi* in any other
position. In Middle English, alongside the tendency, which
ultimately prevailed, to extend the stem se$-, sei-, sai-

(:—OE. seg-) to all parts of the verb, there existed an oppo-
site tendency to extend the stem segg- beyond its etymo-
logical limits. Hence most of the parts of the verb (though
not the pa. t. ) had two widely divergent forms, the distribu-
tion of which does not closely correspond to dialectal divi.

sions. In some northern poetry the two forms occasionally
occur in juxtaposition as distinct words (e. g. * Tille I haue
seggid and saide all my sawe', York Myst. xxxii. 16). In
Robert of Brunne the form segge,

*sedge (implied in sedgeyng)
seems to be appropriated to the sense ' recite ' (as a minstrel)

:

see Sayer i, Saying i.J

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive say (V')- Forms: a, 1 secgan,
seeggau, -can, esecgan, saecg g'ean, 1-2 sec-

geau, seggan, 2 seggou, secgen, -on, segceau,
ssecgen, 2-4 segge(n, siggen, suggen, 2-5 sigge,

3 seuggen, sucgen, suge(n, seg, 3-4 sugge,
Kent, zigge, zygge, 5 sygge, 6 dial, zedge. Also
Dative Infinitive 1 to secgen ne, -anne, 2 to

seggau(n)e, 2-4 to seggen(e, Kent, to ziggene.

P. 2 ssejen, ssein, 2-3 seien, se^en, 2-5 sei(e,

3 sei5en, 3-5 sai, 4 seyen, saien, sei;(e, {perron.

sy), 4-5 seyn(e, sein, 4, 6 Sc. sa, 4-6 sayn,
sey(e,saie, saye, 4-5, (6-7 arch, in rimes) sayne,
saine, 4-5, (6, 9 arch.) sain, 6 sayen, {erron.

sene), 8-9 dial, zay, 3- say. Also Dative Infini-

tive 4-5 to seyne, 4, 6 to saine, 5 to sane, to
seinge, to sein, to seynt, 5-6 to sayne.
a. Beoxt'uI/"BBoponne heswulceshwa^tsecgan wolde. £1175
Lamb. Horn. 67 penne mu^e we wenen and seggen bus.

c 1105 Lay. 18377 fa king.. bad Gorlois suggen [c 1275 segge]
his iwille. c 1250 Rent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 28 We mowe
sigge bet stor signefieth be herte. 1340 Aycnb. 134 pet is

to ziggene. 1340-70 Alisaunder 1033 Now will I cease pis
sawe & segge you more Of hym bat hight Alisaunder. J393
Langl. P. PI. C. xiii. 30 For to seggen as thei seen, c 1415
Seven Sag. (P.) 1708 l'o loke what he wolde sygge. 1553
Respublica v. vii. 14 (Brand!) Iche maie zedge to yowe, Is
fearde pulling owte my throte.

P. a 112a O. E. Chron, an. 1070 (Laud MS.) pa herdon ba
munecas of Burh saejen ban [etc]. 1154 Ibid. an. 1137 p 5
Suilc & mare banne we cunnen saein. (1250 Gen. «y Ex.
2494 Vshedisbodewurdfei^en bead. aiyx>CursorM. 12813
Quat ban sal we sai to bairn? [v. rr.sayne; sai; sey], 1:1300

Havelok 2886 J>e erl ne wolde nouth ageyn pe kinge be. .,

Ne of J>e spusing seyen nay. £1350 Will. Palerne 60 So,
forto sei? al be sope so faire pe cherl glosed, pat [etc.]. c 1368
Chaucer CompL Pile 77 (Tanner MS.) Ther is no more to

seyn [7'. rr. seye, seyne j. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian)
276 For ocht bat he cuth sa ore do. C1400 Brut lix. 55
The v kyng hade Merchemeriche, bat is to seynt, be Erl-

dome of Nichol. c 14JO-30 ? Lydg. Compleynt 99 in Temple
Glas (E. E. T. S.) 60 And of on thyng, soth for to seyne,
I haue gret mater to compleyne. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour
cxiii. (1906) 153 Syn the nwe testament, that is to sein, sen
God was borne of the holy mayden Marie. 1513 Douglas
Aineis 1. Prol. 219 Eneuch thairof, now will 1 na mair
sayne. Ibid. 1. vi. 138 Venus na mair sufferit him plene
nor sa. a 1547 Surrey in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 20, I dare
well sayen. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 118 To say bo to

a battledore, a 1643 Cartwright Ordinary 11. ii, (1651) 62
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Ah benedicite I might soothlysayne. i86sSwinburne Poems
*, Ball., Q. Bersabe 345 Lord God, alas, what shall I sain ?

2. Indicative Present, a. \st pers. sing, say
(s#). Forms: a. 1 secge, (segce), secgge,sa2cge,
2-5 segge, 3 sucge, seuge, sige, 3-4 sugge, 3-5
sigge, 4 auge, sege, sygge. 0. 3 geie, 3-4 sai,

4 seije, seje, 4-5 sey(e, sei, 4-6 saye, 5-6 saie,
(in rime pseudo-arch. 5 sayne, 6 sane), 8-9 dial.
zay, 3- say.
o. 971 Blickl. Horn. 69 Sob is bait ic eow secgge, baet [etc.].

c 1200 Ormin 16632 To fulle so|> I segge be. c 1205 Lay. 2970
Pis ich sucge [v. r. segge) be to seoSe. Ibid. 2985 ich be Gor*
noille seuge. c 1250 Kent. Sen,,, in O. E. Misc. 30 Ine sigge
nacht bet hi ne hedden her before ine him beliaue. a 1275
Fro-.: /El/red 706 ibid. 138 Hie ne sige nout bi ban, bat
moni ne ben gentile man. c 1300 Harroiv. Hell 171 (Digby
MS.) Adam, nou i sege hit be, Tcnlay bou salt alesed be
{ '394 P. PI. Crede 390 And berfore, leue leel man leeue bat
ich sygge. c 1400 Solomon's Bi. Wisdom 203 Ruth to
heuen ne segge ich nou;th bat he euer come.

ts. a 1300 CursorM. 28036, 1 sai [v. r. say) noght bis boqueber
of alle. 136a Langl. P. PL A. 1. 182 For-bi I seije as I
selde er be sljte of bise tixtes. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus tv.

769 A by-word here I seye, That, ' rotelees, mot grene sone
deye . c 1400 Gamelyn 447 (Skeat), I say it for me,, .yuel
mot I the ! a 1450 K'nl. dt la Tour ix. (1906) 13 For y saie
you alle, who that dothe a dedly synne [etc), c 1485 E. E.
Misc. (Warton Club) 48 Furth he went, as y 30W sayne. 1513
Douglas ASneis 111. ix. 96 For, quhow grislie and quhow
freit I aow sane Lurkis Poliphemus. 1530 Palsgr. 696/2,
saye, I tell or speake a thyng.

b. tnd pers. sing, sayest (s^-est), sayst
(s/'st). Forms : a. 1 sejst, sa*ast, 2 seejst, 2-5
seist, 3 seiist, seiest, Ormin se;;st, 3-5 seyst,
3-6 seiste, 4 Kentish zayst, 4-7 saist, 5 (erron.
seyth, seith), 3- sayst, 6- sayest. Also {chiefly
north!) 3-5 sais, says, 4-5 seis, 5 sayes, seyes.
0. 3 Ormin seggesst (.gg-d&), 4 siggest,
(seggez), 5 seggest, seggist.
«.

. 97« Blickl. Horn. 179 On bone bu leoz,ende sagast l>aet

bu sie baet he is. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 39 penne bu seist Di-
miltc [etcl c 1100 Ormin 5188. a 1225 Juliana 11 (Bodl.
MS.) Beo hit sod bat tu seiist [v.r. seistj. a 1250 Owl 4-

Nigkt. 1075 (Jesus MS.) Hwat seystu [v. r. seistu) bis for
myne schome. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10792 Wat seiste
quab bis gode erl. a 1300 Cursor M. 965 He said, ' adam,
now wel sais bou. 138a Wyclif Mark xv. 1 Thou seyst.
1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 227 Alle thynges be to vs bare
and open that thow seyes. c 145a Merlin 17 We may neuer
bileve that this be trewe that thow seiste. 71548 tr. Yirets
Expos. XII Art.Chr. Faith A iv b, The thynge is euen as
thou sayest. 1579 Lvlv Eupkues (Bond) I. 321 Moreouer
thou saist that [etc). 1667 Micron P. L. v. 815 Unjust thou
saist Flatly unjust, to bind with laws the free. 1741-2 Gray
Agrip. 8s Say'st thou I must be cautious, must be silent.
1831 Scott CI. Robert xix, ' Thou say'st a painful truth

',

said Count Robert.
8. t iwj0>m» 1512. 13. . E. E. Aitit. P. B. 621 ' Fare

forthe ', quod be frekez, * & fech as bou seggez '. 140a Jack
Upland's Rejoinder in PoL Poems (Rolls) II. 72 The secte
that thou seggist of.

o. ird pers. sing, says (sez.), arch, saith (sep).
Forms: a. isese p,sees(e p, stciz.fl.saz.aS^se;*,

SS33P, 2 seigtt, 2-3 sasrC, seiB, seiefl Joccas. written
seid, aeied), a-5 seith, 3 sehfl, seerS.e, Ormin
°J 3)P. 3-4 »«ithe, 3-5 seyth, ^A'enl. zayp,zaip,
(2-3 seit, 3 seiet, 4 seyt), 4-5 seythe, 5-6 sayth,

6

saythe, saieth, 6-7 sayeth, 3- (now arch.) saith.
Also (with ending orig. north.) 3-6 sais, 4 aeys,
(sas), 4-j seis, sayse, saise, 4-7 sayes, 5 ? seysse,

5> 7 s*ies, 6 sayis, 9 dial, ses, sez, 4- says. 0.
3 suggetj, 3-4 seggep. Also 4 sigges, 5 segges.
o. 971 Blickl. Horn. 27 Her sajab Matheus se godspellere

battle [etcl Ibid. 55 Her sejb hu se aebela lareow wis
sprecende. 01175 Colt. Horn. 239 pan seied ham god..)e

|senegeden an jeur ecenesse [etc), c 117J Lamb. Horn. 45 !

Eft ure lauerd seolf seit. Maledictus homo [etcl 1 1200
Ormin 10306 He serjb uss bait [etc), a 1250 Owl <y Night.
1072 (Jesus MS.I Wel viht bat wel spekb seyb in be songe.
• '3°° Cursor At. 8282 Als sais [v. rr. sai, saise, seib) |>e
Mori, ctvn Sir Tristrem 1545 He seyt he hab don bis.
1330 k. Brunne Citron. Wace (Rolls) 14779 But M seynt

Bede of bem alle seys, Elles schulde non haue knowe what
wcys"

.i?
34" Ay'n>- '3* Ase zaib lainte pauL 13.. Senyn

Sag. (W.) 2925 Opon the morn, the stori sayse, ITie knight
toke horses and nernays. c 1500 Melusine vi. 28 Thystory
saith, that (etc.). 1508 Dunbar Flyting 133 He sayis [etc).
ij»3 Lp. Berners Froiss. I. ccclxxxvu. 661 If it be as he
dothe, it is as he saythe. 159a Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) B 2,
What sayes the myTitie Mandrecard? 1600 in Shais.Cent.
ofPraise 35 He sayeth that [etcl a 1631 Donne Poems
(1650) 9 Who saies my teares have overflow'd his ground?
1750 Gray Long Story 73 So Rumour says. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxiv, For what saith holy writ.
p. iaos Lay. 28818 Swa alse.be boc us suggeS. <ri27j

Ibid 10500 pe king be greteb Basan an seggeb mid sore bat
[etc), a 1375 Joseph Arim. 209 penne spekes a vois and on
hei? sigges, 'king (etc]', c 1440 York Myst. xxxiii. 98
Agaync Sir Cesar bym selfe lie segges and saies [etcl
d. plural say (s/i). Forms : o. 1 seog(e)a»,

seggatS, seecg(e)ati, seeggap, 2-4 siggep, seggep,
1 sug(g)e«, segep, (segget, ; 1 segge (jue), 2-4
segge, 4 Se. sigge, 4-5 seggen. 0. 4 seith, 4
seyth ;occas. written seyt),seyithe. Also north.
3-6 sais, 4 seis, saise, 5 seise, 6 says, 6-7
sayes. 7. 3-4 sei;eu, 3-6 seyjejn, 4 sein, 4-5
seyne, sain, 4-6 sayn(e, seien, 5 saien, 5 (6-7
arch.) saine, 5-6 sane, sayen, (9 dial, sen);
3-4 sai, seie, 4-; sey, sei, 4-6 saye, £-6 saie,
(8-9 dial, zay), 4- say.
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«. 971 Blickl. Horn. 125 S wylce eac we leorniab, men, bast bamen secgab. .ban [etc], a .175 Colt. Horn. 237 Of be folcewe sigge8 bat hit cumb fastlice fram middenardes. cuos
Lay. 24275 Summe bokes sugge5 \v. r. seggeb] to iwisse bat
[etc], c 1175 Ibid. 27480 For al so segge [v. r. sugeeSl be
writes bat witty men dihte. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xl. 42s
:>e seggen soth

, quod I.
*

p. a 1300 Cursor it. 343 Als clerkes sais bat are wis He
wroght noght first wit partis. Ibid. 6697 Til hir husband
men aght to glue Mendes bat men sais es right. 1 1320
R. Brunne Medit. 675 Sum seyb, 'saue by selfe, ivf bou

™V> S»% }?,'**" K-Vincentius Lirinensis Wks.
(i). I. b.) II. 76 We al says the samyn.
Y- « "SO Celt. >s Ex. 917 Ebruis seijen, wune hem wex
etc], a J300 Cursor M. 14689 Gas lokes be bokes o your
lai, And vnderstandes quat bai sai. c 1320 Sir Tristrem
3220 pai leijen al bi dene pat sain he dar noust fiit Wib his
fo. 136a Langl. P. PL A. vn. 122 3if hit beo sob bat se
seyen. C1400 Destr. Troy 277 Sum sayn full sure.. Hit
was be formast on flete bat on (lode past. 71404 26 Pol
Poems 17/72 In sykernes may he go, and recche neuere what
men say. 1423 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 196 Mor.
ouer hit is not to beleue to folys that Sayne that [etc.].
c 1460 Fortescue Abs. »f Lim. Mon. xvii. (1885) 152 To this
sane [v. rr. sayn, sayen] suche lordes an ojier men. c 1485
Caxton Soiines 0/ Aymon xxii. 481 Wene ye that I shall
do that ye saye for fere of deth ? 1504 in I. S. Leadam Set.
Cases Crt. Requests (1898) 9 And the saide Executours
further seyen that [etc]. 1513 Bradshaw SL Werburge 1.

358 As dyuers auctours sayne. 155a Lyndesay Monarche
0032 Than sail one Fyre, as Clerkis sane, Mak all the hyllis
and valais plane. 1579 J. Stubbes Discov. Gaping Gulf
<-.5 b, A new match betweene hym and Marguerit daughter
of a French Charles, as most men saien. 1581 Pettie tr
GuazzctsCiv. Conv. 1. (1586) 11 What saie you of this? 1602
Breton Mother's Blessing 84 b, But harken to the shep-
heards what they saine, Both of the Sunshine, and a showre
of rame. 1614 B. Jonson Bank. Fair 11. it, They say, a
fooles handsel! is lucky.

3. Indicative past. a. 1st and ird pers. sing.
said (»ed). Forms: 1-2 stesde, (1 sasode), 1-3
s«5de, 2 saisde, stride, 2-4 sede, sade, 2-5 seide,
a

> 5-7 »8d, 3 seaide, sseide, Ormin sejjde, 3-5
seyde, seid, 3-6 sayde, 3-7 saide, 4 seye'de,
sejede, Kentish z(e)ayde, 6V.sad, 4-5 seyd, 4-7
sayd, 5 seyed, 5-7 saied,

§-J sayed, 3- said.
c '<**>1 jtSlfric Saints' Lives (1900) II. 322 pe bis gehyrde

eall and hit eft saede swa swa. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 77 And
pet halt meiden onswerede and seide [etcl c isoo Moral
Ode 131 (Tilnj Drihte self hit sade. c laoj Lay. 1256 He
boute. .hou be laefdi him saride. a 1150 Owl f, Night. 235
(Jesus MS.) For Alured king hit seyde [v.r. seide] & wrot.
13.. A'. Alls. 1375 (W.) Yef ony saide no. 1135s Minot
Poems (ed. Hall) i. 46 Philip Valays.. said he suld baire
enmys sla. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. (Petrus) 83 He sad, he
fubuertit nocht. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 11259 pen be traytur
Anterior.. to be fre sayde. 1 1400 Maunoev. (1839) viii! 98A chirche, where the Aungel seyde to oure Lady of hire
Dethe. c 1440 Cenerydes 64 She seid he was welcome, c 1450
Myrc Festial 168 By vertu of be holy wordys bat be prest
sayed ber. 156a WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks. (S. T. S.) II.

55 He sayd nocht, the thingis haldin of hald. c 1610 Women
Saints 50 He. .with execration sayed :

' If I haue committed
this theft [etc.] '. 1611 Bible Exod. viii. 25 And Pharaoh .

.

said, Goe yee [etc.]. 163a Milton L'Allegro 103 She was
pincht, and pull'd she sed. 1766 Gray Kiiigsgate 1 7

' Ah !

'

said the sighing peer, ' had Bute been true '.

b. 2nd pers. sing, saidest (se-dest), saidst
(sedst). Forms: 1 ssesdest, s&dest, 3 Ormin
sejjdesst, (3-4 said, saide), 4-5 seidest, seydest,
5 seidist, saydes, 6-7 sayd'st, 6- saidst, 9-
saidest.
c 1200 Ormin 8660 Ace do swa summ bu se^desst. a 1300

Cursor M. 15661 pou said [v. rr. saide, seidest] for me if
mister war, to ded thole suld bou fight. C1274 Chaucer
1 roylus 1. 019 So seydestow ful ofte. a 1375 Joseph A rim.
224 pou.. siben seidest to me mi preyere scholde sitte. c 1450
Myrc Festial 19 Ryght as bou saydes, hit ys fallen ! 1535
Coverdale/'j. lxxxix. 19 Thou . . saydest [etc.]. 1596SHAKS.
1 Hen. Ir~, n. iv. 218 What, foure? thou sayd'st but two,
euen now. 1850 Mrs. Browning Felicia Hemans ii, No
need of flowers—albeit ' bring (lowers ', thou saidest.

c. plural, said (sed). Forms : 1 seesdun,
sesdon, 1-2 ssesdon, s&don, -an, 2 saisden,
seeden, ssaidon, seidon, 2-3 seden, saden, 2-5
seiden, 3 sssiden, Ormin se^denn, 3, 5 sayden,
3-5 saiden, seyden, 4-5 saidon, 5 saydyn, -on

;

3-4 sede, 3, 5 seyde, 3-5 seid(e, saide, 3, 5-G
sayde, 4 Kentish zede, 3- said.
c 900 tr. Urdu's Hist. v. x. (1890) 416 Sejdon bait hio hefdon

nyt arende. £950 Lindisf. Gosfi. Mark xiv. 57, & summ
muiin aras leas gecyonise saegdon [C975 Ritshw. ssexdun;
< 1000 Ags. Gosp. saidon, v.r. saez/Jon; cn6o Hatton
sai^den) wi5 him cuoeoendo. 1154 O. E. Chron. ail. 1135,
Men. .sacden 3(at] micel bing sculdecumenher efter. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 89 pa seiden ba iudeiscen men a bismer. c 1205
Lay. 15600 pa cnihtes biliue comen to ban reue & bus him
to saeiden. c tyyaAyenb. 59 Ase we zede hyerbeuore. 1135a
Minot Poems ted. Hall) 1. 43 pai said it suld ful dere be
boght. c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/ Law's T. 113 Diuerse
men diuerse thynges seyden. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12643 Vet
thies lyghers.. Saidon the same kyng..bat [etc], c 1420
Chron. Pilod. 1713 pe lordus. .saydon : Etbeldrede o}te not

to be kynge. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. ix. 198 Thei maden
hem a calf of siluer, and seiden that it was her God. 1470-

85 Malory Arthur i. iii-v. 40 Letters there were wryten in

gold aboute the swerd that saiden thus. 1662 J. Davtes tr.

Olearius Vcy. Amb. 274 An accompt of what they said
concerning [etc].

4. Subjunctive Present say. Forms : sing. 1

seog(g)e, ssecge, 3 segge, sugge, sigge, 3, 6
saie, 4 sa, 4-5 sey(e, seie, 5- say. Plural 1

secg(g)an, secgen, seecgeon, seecgan, saaggon,
2-3 seggen, 3 sey, 4 sa, 5- say.

SAY.

971 Blickl. Horn. 179 pa cwaeb Petrus, ' Secge Simon me
nu, Jif [etc] '. c 1200 Ormin 9272, & lokebb wel batt jure nan
Ne segge buss wibb worde [etc]. C1205 Lay. 13888 Ich
lleue be cniht baet (>u me sugge soS riht. a 1225 Am r. Ii. 3
Sigge so monie [se. beoden], . se heo euer wule. c 1275 Pas.
sion our Lord 523 in O. E. Misc. 52 pat his disciples, .ne
. .seggen to be volke. . He is aryse from debe. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 103 What as evere that ye seie Riht as ye wole so
wol I. c 146a Wright's Chaste Wife 440 If he sey to the
any Jung He schall haue sorowe vn-sowte. 1513 Douglas
A^neis xi. ix. 36 Sytand at eys ilkane say his entent.
5. Imperative say. Forms : a. sing. 1 sasa,

sese, sseje, 2 seje, 3 saeije, ssei, saie, seije,
Ormin sej}, 3-4 sei, sa, 3-5 sey(e, sai, seie, 3-6
saye, 4 Kentish zay, (6 pseudo-arch. saine\
3- say.

971 Blickl. Horn. 233 Saese us bait hraedlice. a 1000 [sec
B. 6]. e 1200 Ormin 9299 Lef maj^stre, se?} uss nu bin rab.
c 1205 Lay. 2269 Seie Iv. r. sei] me Locrin, Saie me lasoe mon.
loid. 30283 Saei3e me biliue hu be beon on sioe. C1275
/ assion our Lord 585 in 0. E. Misc. 54 Saye heom bat ich
astye to mynes vader riche. <i 1300 Cursor it. 11964 Sai
Iv. r. say] bou ; i der noght til him speke. 1340 Ayenb. 1
Zay bis bet uoljeb. 1513 Douglas Mneis vi. v. 46 Say me,
virgyne, quod Enee. a 1600 ? Raleigh in Eng. Helicon L 3,

(

Yet what is Loue, good Sheepheard saine? 1742 Gray Eton
j

21 Say, father Thames ! for thou hast seen Full many a
I

sprightly race.

b. plural, a. 1 seeg(g)at3, segga*, 2 secge*, 2-3
seggetj, 3 suggefj, sigge*, segget, segge. 0. 4

.

seijth, 4-5 sayeth, 5 seith, seiep, sayth(e.
Also north. 3-5 sais, 4 saise, seys, 5 says. 7.
3-4 s«. 4 St. sa, 4-6 sey, 1 saie, seie, 4, 6- say.
97» Blickl. Horn. 71 Seeggap Siones dohtrun baet heora

ctning cymeb. c 1205 Lay. 865 Suggeo {v. r. Seggeb] me to
runun raid baet eou bunche. a 1250 Owl q Night. 1 16 (Jesus
MS.) Seggeb [v. r. Segge] ine if ye hit wisle. a 1300 Cursor
M. 5092 To fotte mi fader sal yee fund, And sais him i am
hale and sund. .1440 York Myst. xxxi. 146 Saie! beene
venew in bone fay, Ne plesew et a parle remoy. 1450 Fas-
tolp in Paston Lett. I. 130 And sey hem on my half that
they shall be qwy t. c 1728 Earl of A 1 leshury Mem. 626,
I concluded with an old English term, 'Say, and keep to
what you say '.

6. Present Participle saying (siFHrj). Forms : a.

1 seog(g)ende, 2-3 seggende. 0. 2-4 seinde,
3-4 saiand, 4-6 sayand(e, 5 seiand, sayn

; 4
seyyng(e, seiynge, -enge, 4-5 seyinge, 4-6
saiyng, sayng, seying, 5 seiyng, seyng, seing,
sainge, sayinge, saynge, saenge, saiynge, seyj-
inK> 5-6 saieng, seynge, seyenge, 6 say-, sai-
eng(e, saing, 7 dial, zaying, 3- saying.
a. 971 Blickl. Horn. i6t Hie baere sobfaestnesse spellodan
& taceii secgende wairon, ba >e Drihten sylf getacnode.
c 1200 Ti in. Colt. Horn. 93 pus seggende, Venite.
0. a 1300 Cursor M. 1 7672 And als i stod saiand mi bede.

c 1320 R. Brunne Medit. 228 He. .cumforted hem ful feyre,
seyyng [etc.], c 1380 Wyclif Wis. (1880) 3 Seiynge.. bat
enst taujte not his disciples.. be beste ordre and religioun.
£1400 Rule St. Benet {Prof,e)\xiv. 42 Sayng in bis wise [etc.].

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 7008 Grace dieu seyng to me.
a 1450 A'nt. de La Tour viii. (1906) 11 A uoys come to her
saieng [etc.]. 1460 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 32 Josue. . spak
with God seiand swech wordeson to him. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xxviii. 3, 1 dremed ane angell came fra Hevin, With
rlesand slevin sayand [etc. ]. 1535 Coverdale Zech. iv. 4 So

. .spake to the angel y» talked with me, sayenge : my
lorde [etc.]. 1549 (Mar.) Bi. Com. Prayer, Matins A iv b,
The priest standyng vp and saiyng. Let vs praye. 1664 J.
Wilson A. Comenius v. vi, What was you saying ?

7. Past Participle said (sed). Forms: a. r

(se-)s8esd, (ge-)sB3d, 2 Jesed, isejd, 2-3 iseed,

is8eid(e, isait, i-, yseit, 3-4 (6 arch.) y-sed,
i-sed, (4 Kent, y-zed), 4 ysade, y-sayd, 2-5
(y-, i-) seid(e, 5-7 sayed, 6 saied, say'd, seede,
3-7 sed, 2- said. 0. > seggid. 7. 6-7 (chiefly

in rimes) saine. S. 5 seden, sadyn, saydyn.
a._ 971 [see B. 2d]. cixjsLawb. Ho,,,. 47 peos ilke weord

be ic habbe her iseit. • c xaoo Triu. Coll. Horn. 103 pus sit

man on his sinne swo ich seid haue. c 1205 Lay. i 1427 No
here ich nenne godne raed be be Jet beo isaed. c 1250 Owl
It Nigkt. 305 (Jesus MS.) Vor heo ne myhte noht alegge pat
)?e vie heude hire iseyd \v.r. ised]. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)
2126 As ichabbe ysed [v.r. yseit]. a 1300 Cursor M. 11261
Quen bai had sai(d) \v. rr. sayd, seid] bat bai wald sai. 13..
E. E. Altit. P. B. 353 Fro seuen dayez ben seyed I sende
out bylyue. c 1330 Arth. It Merl. 525 (Kolbing) Mi deuise
ich haue ysadc c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1010 If yow
thynketb this is weel ysayd. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 154 The
king.. hath al herd how sche hath said, c 1400 Rule St.
Benet (Verse) 531 And when bai al bersawes hafe saide [etc.].

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VIII. 143 These wordes y-seide
the develle evaneschede. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon
xxvi. 560 All that they had sayed. 1515 in Coll. Surrey
Archxol.Soc. (1858) I. 182, I will that there be seede..

v

masses. 1557 Primer Sarum, Dirige Ps. xxvi. I vij, My
heart hath saied set vnto thee. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 94 b, The Ambassadours . . were sayde nayc 1567
Turberv. Ovid's Ep. 116 Alas, poore wretch, my Phaon I

had very neare ysed. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 99
Christ hes it sed,. .That kingdome sail come to greit ruyne.
1637 [see 2 bpnssive]. 1648 in NicholasPapers iCamden) 97
Very much hath beene sayed.. to make the Prince jealous
[etc.]. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 111. ii, Nothing can
be said hyperbolically of God. a 1699 Lady Halkett Auto-
biog. (1875)49 To take that upon him hee had never Saied.
8. (SeeB. 2g.)
y. 1592 Greene Alphonsus 583 Wks. (Grosart) XIII. 354

[You] Shall well repent the words which you haue saine.
16x0 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. 11. 9 O depth, without a
depth farre better seene then saine.
S. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 207 Of the vertu

of Iustice afor in this boke Is largely Saydyn. Ibid, [see

B. 2 e]. Ibid. 131 Seden.



SAY.

B. Signification.

In Eng., as in other Teut. Kings., say is an approximate
synonym of s/eak, from which it differs in having normally

as its object a particular word or series of words, or a
sentence representing the meaning of a particular series of

words. Cf. I* dicere and its representatives in Romanic
(which, however, have also senses that are now expressed

in Eng. by tell)* and L. aio, inquam.
As the word designates not the action of speaking itself,

but its relation to the object,^ its use with reference to

written expression does not ordinarily, like the similar use

of speak, involve any consciousness of metaphor.

1. trans. To utter or pronounce (a specified word
or words, or an articulate sound). Also, in wider

sense, used of an author or a book, with quoted
words as object.

For various idiomatic collocations, as to say nay, to say
bo* to sayfarewell, etc., see the conjoined words.
For as who saith, as ivho should say, see As and Who.

^
c iooo Ags. Gosp. Mark xiv. 58 We je-hyrdon hine secgan

ic to-wurpe bis hand-worhte tempel [etc.]. ^1175 Lamb.
Horn. 35 Sooliche he walde seggen 3if he rmhte speken, wa
is me pet ic efre dude swa muchele sunne. Ibid. 41 And
eft be boc seiS, Ne scule ?e neure god don unforjolden.
c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 5 To be o3er wur5 iseid pat loSe-
Hche word . ..lie maledicti [etc.]. c 1200 Ormin 149, & Godess
enngell se^de himm to..Ne dred te, Zacari^e. <:x33oR.
Brunne Ckron. Wace (Rolls) 11399 At ilka mattyng bei
seide 'chek\ c 1386 Chaucer Prioress1 ProL 11 He sayde,
. .' My lady Prioresse [etc.] '. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xviii.

258 In this maner of eolourid speche we seien : *This ymage
is Seint Peter [etc]'. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxvi. 11, I

sayde in my haist: All men are lyers. 1611 Bible Judg.
xii. 6 Then said they vnto him, Say now, Shibboleth : and
he said, Sibboleth. a 1714 J. Sharp Serm. Wks. (1754) IV.
xyiii. 309 A man that swears and curses to add grace to his
discourse, might as well serve his purpose by repeating a
word or two out of propria quae mnribus, or saying any
scrap of pedlars French. 1821 De Quincey Richter Wks.
1863 XIII. 121 Not whilst you can say Jack Robinson. 187a
Calverlev Fly Leaves (1884) 64 Is it not—(never, Eddy,
say 'ain't it ') A marvellous sight?

fb. In passive, of a word: To be derived.

Const, of. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 93 Vor of crayme is yzed crist and of crist

cristendom.^ c 1440 Lydg. Hors, Sheie $ G. 57 Eques ah
'equo" is seid. .And cheualere is saide of cheualrye. 1597
G. Harvey Trim.Nashe To Rdr., Lent (you know) is saide
of leane, because it macerates & makes leane the bodye,

2, To declare or state in words (a specified fact,

thought, opinion, or intention). Said of a speaker,
writer ; also of a literary composition, a proverb,
etc. Const, to (f in OE. and ME, simple dative).

a. with obj. a clause (introduced by that, or with
ellipsis of that).

971 Blickt. Horn. 9 Se engel hire saejde bset heo sceolde
modor beon hire Scyppendes. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 15 Mom-
mon seiS bet ba weren strotige [1 read stronge] la^e. £1200
Ormin 255 piss Goddspell se3;b batt Sannt Johan Wass [etc.].

c 1386 Chaucer Sqr.'s T. 199 They . .seyde that it was lyk
the Pegasee. £1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6185 Men saide
him bat it was not sothe. CX460 Towneley Myst. ix. 137
Go grete hym well,.. say hym I com. 1561 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 181 Thair is na law that sayis that French-
mennis gudjs unmarkit shall pertene be escheit to the Lard
of Bargany. 1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigrammcs 18
Thou saist thou art as much my frend as any man can be.
1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 178, I formerly said that I bought
a horse at Paduoa. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cviii,

Some say, that it [sc. Sundew] is a searing or caustick Herb,
and very much biting. 1673 Wycherley Gent. Dancing-
Master in. i, What I have said I have said. 1829 K. H.
Digby Broadstone of Honour \. 272 Gibbon says that the
French Monarchy was created by the bishops of France.
1833 Tennyson Lady 0/ S/ialott 11. i, She has heard a
whisper say A curse is on her if she stay. 1859 Geo. Eliot
Adam Bede xlix, It's your kindness makes you say I'm
useful to you.
jig. a 1340 Hamfole Psalter it. 10 ^omxq consciens sais
jou b* $e doe wrange. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. u. i. n My
powers are Cressent, and my Auguring hope Sayes it will
come to'th' full.

b. with obj, a pronoun or quasi-pronominal
word or phrase.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiii. 3 Da andswarude he bu hit

sesst. a 1122 O. E. Ckron. an. 1083, Hwaet ma^on we sec-
gean buton bat hi scotedon swiSe. 1154 Ibid. an. 1135,
Durste nan man sei to him naht butegod. c 1205 Lay. 1164
Brutus hit herde siggen J>urh his sae-monnnen. a 1250 Owl
$ Night, to (Jesus MS.) If ich me holde in myne hegge Ne
recche ich neuer hwat bu segge. a 1300 Cursor M. 12293
And he said noiber ill ne god. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) m.
893 Wher have 3e put hym? Sey me thys. 1593 Shaks.
Rom./fryul.m.iv.aS But what say you to Thursday ? x6ix
Bible Luke xiii. 17 And when hee had said these things, all
his aduersaries were ashamed. 1677 Wood Life (O. H. S.)
II.395 IXBathurst is no great freind to the Masters, and
hath said it often that many of them deserve to be put out of
the house. 1710-11 Swift Jml. to Stella 1 Jan., What say
you to that? X795 Getitl. Mag. 542/2 A good deal has been
said already in your Magazine in praise of Dr. Berkeley.
1840 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. V. IE 51 Let us aim at
meaning what we say, and saying what we mean. 1868
Helps Realtnah xv. (1876) 394 Mauleverer only said that
to tease you.
Proverbial phrase. X377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xvn. 17 For

bough I seye it my-self I haue saued with pis charme Of
men & of wommen many score bousandes. c 1485 Digby
Myst. (1882) 1. 139 Though I sey it my-self I am a man of
myebt. a 159a Greene Geo. a Greene 397 Wks. (Grosart)
XIV. 139 Though I say it that should not say it. x6o6 Hey-
wood -2nd Pt. Ifyou know twt me (1609) C 3, Shall a yong
man as I am, and though I say it, indifferent proper, goe
[etc.]. X736 Sheridan in Swift's Lett. (1768) IV. 181, I have
written a Tittle pretty birth-day poem against St. Andrew's
day. ..It is a very pretty thing (although I say it that
shouldn't say it). 1834 Tracts for Times No, 22. 3, I
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think you, Sir, will allow that it was not badly contrived,
though I say it, who should not say it.

Passive, a 1175 Colt. Horn. 233 pa bis was ise;d. X387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 145 pe whiche i-seide, be em-
perour i-smyten a^en promoted hym sone into a bisshop.
1637 Milton Lycidas 129 Besides what the grim Woolf
with privy paw Daily devours apace, and nothing sed.

C. impers. or with indefinite subject : // says —
the author or the book referred to says. Now colloq.
The use with quoted words as obj, (belonging formally to 1)

and_ the absolute parenthetic use (cf. 3 a, b) are for con-
venience included here.

971 Blickl. Horn. 41 ponne sasfcb on bissum bocum beet
Dnhten sylf cwasde baet [etc,]. aizz$ Ancr. R. 182 Vor
hwon heo is ipreoued, hit sei5, heo schal beon ikruned mid
te cruneof hue. a 1300 Cursor M. 88 18 pus bai fanded
it tre dais, Als it in bestori sais. c 1400 Rule St. Bettet
(Prose) v. 9 Als yure maistiresse leris yu, als it sais ;

' Qui
uos audit [etc.] '.

d. quasi-impers. in passive, with clause (ex-
pressed or understood from context) as real sub-
ject : // is {has been, will be) said. In pres. tense

now chiefly = ' it is commonly said ', ' people say'.
After as the pronoun it is now commonly omitted,
971 BUckl. Horn. 65 Ssgd is baet hit sy wyrtruma ealra

operra synna. a 1225 Ancr. R. 274 Flesches lust is fotes
wunde, ase was feor iseid beruppe. 1258 Prod, in Rymer
Eosdera (1816) I. 1. 378 Alswo alse hit is biforen iseid.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4507 For lang was said, and yeit sua bes,
Hert sun for-gettes bat ne ei seis. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 15
Bot it is seid and evere schal, Betwen tuo Stoles lyth the
fal. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. v. 23 As it is bifore seid in the
iig B

. argument. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Neb.
vii. 1-3 Melchisedech..who as it is said had neyther father,
nor mother. 1780 Mirror No. 75 (1787) III. 6 In the very
next paragraph it is said, ' We have the pleasure of inform-
ing the Public [etc.] '. X798 Garthshere in Paget Papers
(1896) 1. 140 Lady Cahir off with Sr

J, Shelley—Lady Assia
(as is said) do. in Ireland. 1804 Wordsw. Margaret 20 If
things ensued that wanted grace, As hath been said, they
were not base. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 148 We hear it said
That men go down before your spear at a touch. 1861 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 48 It has been even said that this

church was built by the Germans. 1881 Besant & Rice
Chapl. Fleet n. xx. 270 There had been found a man, it was
said, to bell the cat.

te. [After L. dicere, Fr. dire.] With comple-
ment : To speak of, call (by a specified name or
designation) : chiefly in passive. Also (and in later

use exclusively) in passive with adj. or descriptive

sb., = ' to be said to be ', ' to be called \ Obs.
138a Wyclif Bible ProKxiv. 55 Whanne the formere thingis

ben set byhynde, it is seid recapitulacoun, either rehersing
of thing doon bifore. Ibid. Matt. xxvi. 3 The prince of the
prestis that was said Caiphas. 1390 Gower Conf I. 61 The
ferste is seid Ypocrisie. a 1400-50 Alexander 1070 (Dubl.
MS.) Sagittarius for soth men seggen it to name, c 1400
LanfranfsCirurg. 192 Forwhi impetigo serpigo& morphea
ben seid in salerne diuers names, c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Gov. Lordsh. 52 Olde men louyn swylk a kynge, and he ys
sayd vertuous, large and attempre. c 1420-30 Wycliffite
Bible Pref. Ep. St. Jerom. i, I tali, the which sumtyme was
seid Grete Grece. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv.Priv. 201
Prayer othyrwhyle is sadyn a good worke. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 267 The doughters of Syon have sene her, and
they_ have sayde her blyssed. 1484 Caxton Fables ofsEsop
v. xiv, None ought to say hym self mayster withoute that
he haue fyrst studyed. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)
302 What wyll ye shall be done with Jesu that is sayd
Chryst and Sauyour of the worlde. 1540-x Elyot Image
Gov. 108, I saie you most victorious people, branches of
Romulus, subduers of realmes. X589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie 11. in. (Arb.) 84 According to the number of the sylla-

bles contained in euery verse, the same is sayd a long or
short meeter. a 1617 Bayne On Epk. (1643) 66 Thus all

things are said created in or by Christ. xoz8 Coke On Litt.

69 What shall be said a voyage royall shall be adjudged by
the judges. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 277 And why must
he needs make mention of the flesh, where as it was enough
to say him mortal^ 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxv. § 1

The Colour White, [is] the Occasion why he is said whiter
than Freestone,

f. + (a) With direct object and inf. in lieu of
clause. (A Latinism) (obs.), fW With ellipsis

of reflexive obj. before the inf. : To allege oneself

to do or be so and so (obs.). (c) In passive with
following infinitive, to be said to do or be so and so.

The mod. passive use (c) has two different meanings

:

the predicate may denote an alleged or reported fact (as in
quot. 1615), or a descriptive term used (as 111 quot. 1838).
(a) 1563SHUTE Architecture Fj, Whiche oure Author hath

brought to a vniformity, saying the piller to be in height
.9. Diameters. 1583 Fulke Defence vii. 224 lacob, Ioab,
and Shemei which none but madde men will say to haue
descended into a receptacle of soules. 1639 Ld. Digby
Lett. Cone. Relig. (1651) 53 Papias, whom St. Jerome.,
sayes to have been the first Author of it [Millenarianism],
1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 42 It were great
Malice, to say him to be a Man of no Principles.

(h) 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in Diuers of
them doe say to be descended of the line of Mahomet.

(c) 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 243 As warres in some sort may
be saide to be a Rauisher, so [etc.]. 1615 G. Sandys Trav.
152 This is said to have hapned. .about the time that the
Judgesbegan to governein Israel. X671 Blagrave Astrol.
Pract. Physick 165 A planet is said to be peregrine, when
he is out of all essential dignities. 1803 Davy in Phil.
Trans. XCIII. 252 Catechu is said to be obtained from
the wood of a species of the Mimosa. 1838 T. Thomson
Chem. Org. Bodies 980 The trees are then said to bleed.

1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. iii. 72 This
patch may be said to be dove-tailed into its highest part.

1846 Lindley Veget. Kingd. 727 The fruit of khizophora
Mangle is said to be sweet and edible. 1878 Huxi.ey
Physiogr. ii. 21 Rocks which thus allow water to filter

through them are said to be permeable.
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g. With cognate obj. (See Sat sbA 4.)
c 1400 [see A 7 a.], e 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 16 Therfore

take hede...pat none jangill nor jofle at my jate, Tille I

haue seggid and saide all my sawe.

t h. To say (a person) shame, scandal, to make
disgraceful accusations against. Obs.
a xaas Ancr. R. 352 Preise him, laste him, do him scheome,

seie him scheome al him is iliche leof. a 1*50 Owl A> Night.
50 (Jesus MS.) Home bu dest me grome & seist me boj»e
teone & schome. a 1300 Cursor M. 8914 ' O godd ', coth
bai, ' said has sco scam. 1

1828 Scott F. M. Perth xii, I will
saythem no scandal.

i. Phrase. To have something (nothing) to say
to (ox with) : Jig. to have (no) dealings with; of
things, to have (no) connexion with or bearing upon.
1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 267 We had nothing

to say to him. 1780 Mirror No. 75 (1787) III. 5 Perhaps
you have something to say with the gentlemen who make
the news. 1844 W. G. Todd Ch. St. Patrick 27 All then
that Rome had to say to the conversion of Ireland was
simply this. 1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue (1887)624
The imitation has nothing to say to the origin of the words.
1887 G. T. Stokes in Diet. Chr. Biog. IV. 202 The use of
the word Roman here, .has nothing to say to the Church of
Rome. x888 — Irel. % Celtic Ch. 151 With that controversy
the Irish Church had nothing to say. 1904 J. T. Fowler
Durh. Univ. 21 The Churchmen of the North would have
nothing to say to a Puritan and intrusive foundation.

j. To have (something, nothing, etc.) to sayfor
oneself : to be able to adduce (something, nothing}
in defence or extenuation of one's conduct. Also
(colloq.), To have nothing to say for oneself \ to
be habitually silent from a retiring disposition or
lack of vivacity.

1779 Mme. D'Arblay Diary (1891) I. 105 All that I can
say for myself is, that I have always feared discovery [etc.].

X850 J.H. Newman Difficulties Anglicans 1. vii. (1891} I. 221
Eishop Ken. .could not take the oaths,and was dispossessed

;

but he had nothing special to say for himself.

k. Contrasted with do, in certain proverbial
locutions.

Mod. colloq. That's easier said than done. No sooner
said than done

!

3. Absolute uses of senses 1 and 2. a. With
adv. so or thus instead of pronominal obj. (cf. 2 b)

;

also in clause introduced by as.

You don't say so ! a colloquial expression of astonishment
at some statement.
exooo Ags. Gosp. Mark xiv. 16 His leorning cnihtas..

fundon hit eall swa he saede. c 1200 Ormin 463 piss gode
mann..Wass, alls I se^de nu littlaer, $ehatenn Zacaryas.
1297 R. Gi.ouc (Rolls) 8972 Wy seistou so. c X320 R. Brunne
Medit. 134 pey bat ^e hous haue sey seyn ryjt so. 1340
Ayenb. 96 panne he openede his moub. .and bam jmszeayde.
c 1430 Chez: Assigne 162 Thus he seythe to his wyfe in sawe
as I telle, cxsqz Marlowe Jetv of Malta (1633) H 3 b,

Saist thou me so? x6ix Shaks. Wint. T.u. iii. 138 If thou
refuse, And wilt encounter with my Wrath, say so. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 63 If he beleeve things only because
his Pastor sayes so. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra 11. vi.

§ 16. 202 Say you so? x6o8 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. $ P. 262
As we are wont to say, Well done. 1749 Smollett tr. Gil
Bias (1782) III. 7 So saying, he drew his long rapier. 18x4
Southey Roderick xxv. 378 Thus saying, they withdrew a
little way. 1873 Miss Brouchton Nancy xvi, ' You do not
say so !'cry I, in some astonishment. X875 Jowett Plato
(ed. 2) I. 386 Re persuaded by me, and do as I say.
jig. X613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, iv. L 54 All the rest are

Countesses. 2 [Gent.] Their Coronets say so.

b. Used in parenthetic clause indicating the

author of a quoted saying. (When the quotation
purports to be exact, the order of verb and subj.

is often inverted.) Also in parenthetic expressions
like ' shall I say ?

', let us say ' : cf. 10.
c 1230 Hali Meid. 6 ' I-her me, dohter', he sei5. 1197 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 921 Louerd he sede we bep men wide idriue
aboute. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 49 And he asked of hem
of whom spac be lettre .

.
' Ceesar ', pei seiden, ' We seob wel

vchone'. c 1386 Chaucer Ship/nan's Prol. 17 'Nay, bi

godis soule, that shal be nat," Seide the Shipman. 0x529
Skelton Colyn Cloute 1230 It is to drede, men sayes, Lest
they be Saduces As they be sayd sayne. a 1585 Polwart
Flytingw. Montgomcrie 175 Thou was begotten, some sayes
mee, Betwixt the deuil and a dun kow. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 11. ii. 62 Amen, to that faire prayer, say I. Ibid. in. ii. 277
Why then you left me. .In earnest, shall I ^ay? xd^Symonds
Diary (Camdenl 48 A castle, belonging say they to a duke.
169a R. L'Estrange Fables Ixxni. 73 Shew me the Com-
pany (says the Adage 1 and I'll tell ye the Man. X710 Swift
Jml. to Stella 9 Sept,, The Duke of Ormond, they say,

will be Lieutenant of Ireland. 1798 Wordsw. We are
Seven 6 She was eight years old, she said. x88a W. S. Gil-
bert Iolantke 1. Ld. Chancellor's Song, I'll work on a new
and original plan, (Said I to myself—said I),

U In this use, the 3rd sing. pres. is often substi- .

tuted colloq. for the pa. t. said. Hence, in vulgar

speech or jocular imitations of it, says I, saysyon
= l said I *, ' said you \
In uneducated use often with repetition: 'Says I to my-

self, says I
'
; ' Well, says Mr. Smith, says he '.

168a Dryden & Lee Dk. Guise Epil., Jack Ketch, says
I, 's an excellent Physician. X700 Congreve Way ofWorld
in. v, Humh (says he) what you are a hatching some Plot

(says he) you are so early abroad. X700 Swift Mrs. Harris'
Petition 30 Says Cary, says he,.. I never heard of such a
thing. 1706 De Foe True Relation etc. Early Wks. (1889)

443 Mrs. Bargrave asked her whether she would drink some
tea. Says Mrs. Veal, ' I do not care if I do '. 171a Hearnf
Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 381, 1 ask you, says he, because I am
sure, if any one, you can give me information. 1720 Gor-
don & Trenchard Independ. Whig (1728) 215 Says I to

myself.Thisreverendill-tongu'd Parson will certainly quarrel.

X784 Back Barham Doivns I. 79, 1 believe, says I, it has
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caught your sister's dejection. i8as T. Hook Sayings Ser.

u. Doubts <V F. ii, Because, says I to myself, says I, it may
save them there unfortunate, innocent people. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair iii, ' I bet you thirteen to ten that Sophy
Cutler hooks either you or Mulligatawney before the rains .

' Done*, says I. i8$» Dtckens Bieak House v, That warn't

Chancery practice though, says you. 1887 Henley Culture
in the Slums i. 1 ' O crikey, Bill

!

' she ses to me, she ses.

+ O. To speak or tell of something ; to speak

for or against a person or thing. Obs.

071 Blicki. Horn. 117 ponne jehyrdon we mx on bas hargan

tide secgan be bsere halxan browunga ures Drihtenes.

a 1175 Cott. Horn, 237 Of peses fif ceben. .we habbeS $eu

)esed. c M05 Lay. 13470 Ich wulle suggen eow uor5 rihtes

of mire muchele sorjen. a 1300 Cursor M. 798 Her egain

mai naman sai. 1340 Ayenb. 16 Uerst we willeb zigge of be
zenne of prede. a 135a Minot Poems (ed. Hall) ill. 36 And
bare he made his mone playne pat no man suld say bare

ogayne. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. v. 10 For I say [= saw] be felde

ful of folke pat I before of seyde. e 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.)

be. 37 A kirk whare be aungell said to be schephirdes of be
birth of Criste. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) i362_ Bosyl
come, and to him say Of cuthbert purpose and his will.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon vii. 162 As he wolde have
sayd agenst the duke Naymes, there cam a yonge gentilman

[etc-J. 103 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xxx. 44 None durst say

agaynst his opynion. 1534 — Gold. Bk. M. AureL (i54°)

Hj, We haue saied of the hatred that this emperour had
to trewandes. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 13 Alswa gif some of

them sayes for ane partie, and some for ane other. 1709

Mrs. Manley Secret Mem, (1736) II. 175 My Lady herself

can't say against it.

d. with certain advs., esp. well, also + soothly,

truly {true), wisely, etc., the implied object being

some particular saying. Somewhat arch*

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 258 ' Sa ^he suthly ?
' * 3ha, certis,

dame*. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 239 * pou seist

wel',quod batober. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 472 Beter myghte
no man seyne. 140a Kepi. Daw Topias in Polit. Poems
(Rolls) II. 49 Jak, thou seist ful serpen tli. la 14*5 26 Pot.

Poems 103/1, I wole be mendid aif y say mys. C1450
Merlin i. 5 Quod the gode man, * Ye sey amysse '. Ibid.

ii. 35 Thou seiste trewe. 1567 Harman Caveat xix. 73 And
was not this a good acte? nowe. howe saye you? 1590
Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl. v. i, Wei said, let there be a
fire presently. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 11. i. 226 Thou shalt

haue egresse and regresse (said 1 well) and thy name shall

be Broome. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 736 For sev|n

continu'd Months, if Fame say true, The wretched Swain
his Sorrows did renew. 1785 Liberal Amer. I. 47, I find

Sir Edward Hambden is with you, and, if fame say true,

a charming fellow he is. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xvi. The
Immortal, so called, becomes now, if priests say true, an
immortal indeed.

f e. In perf. (pluperf.) tense : When he has said

b 1 when he has finished speaking '. Also, in pa. t.

he said, used in narrative poetry (after L. dixit

or the Homeric ? fict) after the conclusion of a

speech. Obs,
c iaos Lay. 4150 pe Dunewale hauede isaed al his folc

luuede bene ncd. 1400 Destr. Troy 8916 When the soue-

rain hade said, ben he sest here. 1515 Ld. Berners Froiss.

1 1. ccx.x xiii. 722 Whan be had sayd, then he was aunswered,
howe the pope shulde take counsayle to answerc. 1595
Shaks. John 11. L 231 When I haue saide, make answer
to vs both 1 1600 Nasiik Summers Last Will 1 j, Loe, I

haue said, this is the totall summe. 1667 Milton P. L.
v. 869, ix. 664. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 723 She
said, and from his Eyes the fleeting Fair Retir'd like

subtle Smoke dissolv'd in Air. 1711-14 Pope Rape Lock
i. 115 He said; when Shock, who thought she slept too

long, Leap'd up, and wak'd his mistress with his tongue.

1738 Gray Tasso 39 Scarce had he said, before the warriors'

eyes When mountain-high the waves disparted rise. 1757
W. Wilkie Epigoniad 1. 24 He said. The chiefs with in-

dignation burn'd; And Diomed submitting thus return'd.

f. To say well, evil off by: to speak well or

evil of. Now rare, f Also in indirect passive.

«i»50 Owl 4- Night. 9 (Jesus MS.) And ey^er seyde of

obres custe pat aire wrste bat hi ywuste. 1445 tr. Claw
dian in Angtia XXVIII. 269 Thou seith of hem evir wele.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xm. xix. 639 My name Is sir

Launcelot du lake that hath ben ryght wel said of. Ibid.

xxi. i. 840 Thus was syr Arthur depraued and euyl sayd of.

1547 Homilies i. Of Contention 1. T j b, Saie well by them,

that saie euill by you. 155X-6 R. Robinson tr. Mores
Utopia Epw (Arb.) 15 Them which can say well by nothing.

1713 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 16 May, Your ^
new Bishop acts

very ungratefully. I cannot say so bad of it as he deserved.

g. Contrasted with do. (Cf. a k.)

138a Wvcuv Mat. xxiii. 3 Sothely thei seien, and don nat.

[So in the later versions.] c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. xxxv.

103 Shal I be like a man bat saib & dobe not?

i. fa- Of words: To mean, signify. Also, ?>

( for) to say= ' signifies \ Obs.

c 1000 iELFRic De Vet. Test. (Gr.) 7/42 Canlica cantico-

rum, 3aet sefcb on Englisc ealra sanga fyrmest. c 1930 Halt
Meid. 6 Nim jeme hwet euch worS beo sunderhche to

seggen. c 1350 S. Amhrosius 15 in Horstm. Alteugl. Leg.

(1878) 8/2 Oper elles bou mai^t sei bat Ambros Is seid of

ambra and syos : Syos is to seyn ' God ' riht. And ambrum
good sauour plihL c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T. 71 Noght
wiste he what this latyn was to seye, flbr he so yong and
tendre was of age. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 1 These
wordes are writen in holy scrypture & are thus to say in

englyshe. 1541 Copland Guyaon's Quest. K in, Pigneum
in Arabyke is to saye the ars hole. 1604 E. G[rimstone]

D*Acosta*s Hist. Indies v. xvii. 374 A lake. .which they

call Ezapangue, which is to say, water of blood.

b. That is to say (orig. genmdial inf.) : used to

introduce a more explicit or intelligible re-state-

ment of what immediately precedes, or a limiting

clause necessary to make the statement correct.

Sometimes used sarcastically to introduce a state-
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ment of the real fact which a quoted statement

misrepresents or euphemistically veils. Cf. F.

c 'esi-a-dire.

c 1x7s Lamb. Horn. 123 Det is to seggane : Gif ba hefd-

men of |>issere worlde hefden icnawen crist. ^ c moo Tritt.

Coll. Horn. 3 Aduent J>ac is seggen on englis ure louerd

ihesu cristes tocume. C1330 Spec. Gy de Warervyke 413
pis is to seie, i telle J>e : ' pe clene of herte, blessed beih be .

a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 1 pat is at say, fra anguys and
sarynes bou has broght me in tS brede of gastly ioy. c X386

Chaucer Prol. 181 A fissh bat is waterlees, That is to seyn,

a Monk out of his doystre. c 1391 — Astrol. Vro\. 26

Writen in fair owne tonge, that is to sein, in Latin. 1395
E. E. Wills (1882) 4, 1 bequethe to the same Thomas, the

stoffelongyng therto, that is to seye,my beste fetherbed [etc.].

a 1400 in Halliwell Kara Mathem. (1841) 58 pe perpendicle

bat es to say be threde whereon be plumbe nenges. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (Prose) viii. 15 pat es hele of ba bat

#
ere in

sekenes, bat es at say in sinne. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xliii. 172

(HarL. MS.), Seing, thus, Quomodo Jtet istudl this is to

seye, how shulde this be I-done? 1471 Fortescue Wks.
(1869) 530 Hishighnes hath now both titles, that is to saynge
his auncient title, . .and this new title. 1486 Bk. St. Albans,
Haiakitig b ij b, Bot it tempur yowre hawke that is to say

ensayme yowre hawke. 1539 Great Bible title, The Byble
in English; that is to saye, the Content of all the Holy
Scripture. 1^68 Grafton thron. II. 130 Two Aldermen
more.

.
, that is to say, Arnold Thedmare,& HenryWalmode.

1677 Lauderdale in L. Papers (1885) III. Ivii. 89 They pre-

tend they cannot suppress these disorders, that is to say they
will doe nothing towards it. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's

Trav. 11. 25 Three hours after, that's to say, about eleven a
Clock. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. vi. (1875) 77 Francia

Occidentalis, that is to say, Neustria and Aquitaine.

+ C. To say: =' namely ',' to wit '. Obs.

1547 Hooper Declar.Christfy Office v. D iij, Sainct Paule

callith Christ.. the minister and seruant of the saynctes to

say of souche as be here lyuing in this troblyd and perse-

cutyd churche. Ibid. vi. E viij, Hym that had the imperie

and dominion of deathe to say the deuill.

5. f a. With obj. an infinitive or a subjunctive

clause and const, dative : To tell (a person) to do

something. Obs.

971 Blicki. Horn. 47 paet hi seeggan baem Godes folce bait

hi Sunnandajum & rn.-essed.15um Godes cyrican georne

secan. c J»s° Gen. 4- Ex. 4114 Sey him on 5in stede to

gon. a 1300 Cursor M. 6063 Says to mi folk on biskin wis,

pat bai me mak a sacrifice, c 1440 Jacob's Well xxxi. 203

panne saye hem bat bei take of suche an hucche for bat is

trewly gett, & do bat for me. a 1533 Ld. Berners t/uon

Ixxxiii. 200 Say vnto hym that hedrynke to you in the

name of good peace.

b. In passive, of a person : To be ruled, submit

to command or advice. Now dial.

1588 Wills Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 321 Whom I make
my soule executors, equally together, wyllinge and com*
mandinge them that they shalbe sayd and ruled by Ambrose
Lancaster and Roger Megson, if [etc]. 1643 Trapp Comm.
Gen. xxxix. 10 Satan will not be said with a little. 1855

Whitby Gloss, s. v. Sayed, In spite of all I can do, she wont

be sayed. 1888 ' R. Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms
xxxix, Father didn't get well all at once. He went back

twice, .and wouldn't be said by Aileen.

6. With obj. an indirect question : To declare or

make known (who, what, how, whether, etc.).

t In early use const, dat. of person (equivalent to

the modern tell with direct obj.).

a 1000 Riddles xx. 9 Saxa hwait ic hatte. c 1175 Lamb.
Horn. 3 pis godspel [for Palm Sunday) se5 {MS. sed| hu
be helend nehlecnede tc-ward Jerusalem bare burh to dei

mid his apostles, c laco Trin. Coll. Horn, at We habbeS

bigunnen to sege fl = seje] ou on englis hwat bitocneS be

crede [eta], c ««o« Lay. 4613 Ah }ef >e wullen us seuggen

let yc mawen libben whonene 5e beo icumene. a 1300

Cursor M. 3853 And siben he did him for to sai Quat was

be chesiun of his wai. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 222 Bot of

Envie, If ther be more in his baillie Towardes love, sai me
what, c 1449 Pecock Repr. I. iii. 16 Seie to me also where

in Holi Scripture is jouen the hundrid parti of the teching

which [etc], c 148} E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 29 How
ferful trowly there is no topig can saye. a 15^ Skelton

Agst. Gamescht i. 13 But sey me yet, Syr Satropas, what

auctoryte ye haue. .to calle me a knauet i««7 Milton

P. L. vn. 40 Say Goddess, what ensu'd. 01771 Gray
Amatory Lines 7 Ah ! say, Fellow-swains, how these

symptoms befell me? 1884 Law Times LXXVII. 369/2 It

was not then necessary for the court to say authoritatively

whether it was right or not. Mod. Did he say whether he

had been successful t How far these figures can be trusted

the writer does not say.

b. From the 18th c. often in expressions like

' it is hard to say ', ' I cannot say ', where the verb

comes contextually to mean : To judge, decide.

1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 1 Tis hard to say, if greater want of

skill Appear in writing or in judging ill. 1730 Butleb

Anal. 1. iii. 52 No one can say, how considerable this Un
;

easiness and Satisfaction may be. 1891 J. 5. Winter

Lumley x, What the end of it all would have been I really

cannot say.
, ,.

o. absol. In the imperative, introducing a direct

question. In early use often const, dative ;
=

'
tell

(me, us) '. Now only poet.

The U. S. colloquial say seems, when introducing a ques-

tion as well as when prefixed to a statement of fact, to be

a shortening of / say (see 12 b).

c iaoo Ormin 10292 Se33 uss, arrt tu profete. a nas Leg.

Kath 2241 Sei, b« Sathanesses sune,..hwet constu to Jjeos

men bet tu bus leadest? a 1300 Cursor M..5005 Sais me
,

coth iacob, ' how es bis, pat o mi childir an 1 misse 1 a 1351

Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xL 25 Say now, sir John of France

how saltou fare 1 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 303 Sey

me, 3onge man, was by moder ever in Rome 7 a Uff/op"
Gregorys Trental 87 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 263

Sev me, modur, wib-outen feyne, Whi art bou put to al bis

peyne? 1586 Marlowe ut Pt. Tamburl. 11. v, Why say
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theridamas, wilt thou be a king ! 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv.

142 Say? How is that? 1741-a Gray Agrippina 92 Tell

me, say, This mighty emperor,. . Has he beheld the glitter-

ing front of war? 1814 F. S. Key Star-spangled Banner 7
Ol say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave O'er the

land of the free? 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad
xxiv, Say, lad, have you things to do ?

f 7. To deliver (a speech, a discourse) ; to relate

(a story) ; to express, give (thanks) ; to tell, speak

(truth, lies); to express (one's opinion). Obs.

c888 K. JElfreo Boeth. xxx. § 1 pa ongon he eft seggan
spell & cwa:5. 971 Blicki. Horn. 103 On eallum tidum
seeggan we him pane ealra his miltsa. c 1205 Lay. 3032
Cordoille iherde ba lasin^e be hire sustren seiden bon kinge.
Ibid. 4620 We wullet soo sucgen. a 1250 Owl fy Night. 98
(Jesus MS.) Hwar bi men seggeb a vorbysne. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4582 O bis ioseph sai me pi dome, And giue me bar-of

god consail (1350 Will. Palerne 593 Sei3th me al a,our

seknesse & what so sore 30W greuis. c 1386 Chaucer Man
ofLaw's Prol. 46 But nathelees certeyn I kan right now no
thrifty tale seyn. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 29 pus crist

spekip to be iewis & axeb hem whi bei bileuen not to hym
3if he seibe trewbe. 1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 343/1 No
persone of the seide Counseill, shall conceyve. .wrath, a^eins

any other of the seide Counseill, for saiying his advys or
entent. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 17 Item I _wyll that
Maistr Thomas Harlowe sey the sermon at my interment.

1470 Henry Wallace XI. 1214 Master Barbour, quhilk was
a worthi clerk, He said the Bruce amang his othir werk.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxiv. 526 And whan the
kyng simon herde mawgis speke so, he said him grete

thanke. 1498 Coventry Lcet Bk. (E. E. T. S.), There was
a solempne sermon seyde, where the Maire there sette be-

twixt both presidentes. 1544 Patten Exped. Scot. Pref. a v,

The whiche I had, or rather (to saie truth and shame the

deuel, for out it wool) I stale, a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1.

(Arb.) 81 Where they may freely say their mindes. 1657
Burton's Diary (1828) I. 334 Mr. Caryl only prayed, the

other two preached, and very good sermons they said.

1 8. To speak of, mention, enumerate, describe.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 346 Lihte gultes bete3 bus anonriht, bi

ou suluen and bauh siggeS ham ine schrifte. a 1375 Joseph
Arim. 70, I am not worbi to seyn moni of his werkes.

a 1400-50 Alexander5551 And obir sellis he sase at sai wald
he neuir. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5204 The same yle I said you,

Cicill is calL

9. To recite or repeat (something that has a pre-

scribed form) ; occas. to recite from memory, in

contradistinction to reading. Often in traditional

collocations, as to say grace, a lesson, (a) mass, a

prayer, (one' s prayers).
In ritual use say and sing are sometimes equivalent ; but

say is the wider term, and seems often to have been applied

distinctively to recitation without note.

Cisco Trin. Coll. Horn. 17 Ich wille-.segge ou be crede

word after word, a 11*5 Ancr. R. 24 A bisse wise }e muwen,
3if je wulle5, siggen ower Paternostres. a 1300 Cursor M.
28248 My prayers say was me ful lathe. 1303 R. Brunnr
Handl. Synne 10429 Jyf one [sc. a mass] for me were
specyale seyde. C1330 Citron. Wace (Rolls) 93, I see in

song, in sedgeyng tale of Erceldoun & of Kendale, Non
bam says as bai pam wroght. a 1350 Peter iff Paul 292 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 67 pan to be body he made
him boun And sayd Jbore his coniurisoun. 1387 Trevisa
Mgden(Ro\h) III.7 Dauid..made..instrumentis of musik,

in whiche be dekenes schulde seie ympnes and songes. 1415

E. E. Wilts (1882) 23 That ther be x. M'. masses Isayde for

me of gode prestes. C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. xviii.

(1869) 82 The gospel that j haue herd seyd [Fr. chanter]

in oure toun. c 1431 Rcc. St. Mary at Hill 14 An honest

Preest sufficiantlylerned in dyvynete to syng& sey dyuyne
seruice in the said Chapell. c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture
in Babees Bk. 81 And whyle that grace is saying, friend,

looke that ye make no noyse. 1544 Exhort, to Prayer

A ix b. That whyche is printed in blacke letters is to be

sayde or song of the prieste. 160a Marston Ant. S, Mel.

Induct., Faith, we can say our parts, c 1616 S. Ward
Coalfrom Altar (1627) 74 Sermons.. so deliueied, as if one
were acting a part, or saying a lesson by heart. 1641 J.

Trappe Thiol. Theol. viii. 307 They could not say Psalmes

..by heart. 183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 244 Collects

to be said at matins and evensong. 1858 Longf. Birds of

Passage 1. Children ix, Ye are better than all the ballads

That ever were sung or said. 1861 M. Pattison Ess.

(1889) I. 48 The Germans, .had their own masses said in it

[this church] on special days. 1884 J. Gilmour Mongols

xviii. 212 In the act of disrobing, prayers are said most

industriously.

t b. absol. with reference to church services.

C137S Lay Folks Mass-ik. (B.) 27 When be preyst says,

or yf he syng, To hym bou gyf gud herkenyng. 1439 in

Ancestor July (1904) 16, I bequethe to the person for seying

and syngynge atte my dirige viij d. 1558 Kennedy in Wod-
row Sec. Misc. (1844) 151 He can nolder sing nor say. 1607

Topsell Fourf. Beasts 106 Within a short space none of

them were able either to say, reade, pray, or sing, in all the

monastery. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. wks. V. 291 They are as

usefully employed as those who neither sing nor say.

10. On the analogy of expressions like ' let us

say', 'shall we say?', etc (referable to senses

1-3), where the verb has contextually the sense of

'suppose', 'assume', the imperative say is idio-

matically used : a. to introduce a clause, with the

sense 'supposing', 'on the assumption that'';

b. parenthetically, to indicate that a preceding

sentence expresses a supposition or a selected in-

stance; 0. prefixed to a designation of number,

quantity, date, etc. to mark it as an approximate

guess or as representing a hypothetical case.

In commercial documents say is also used, withoutany

implication of inexactness, to introduce any varied repetition

of a numerical or quantitative statement : e. g.,
• a shipment

of 2is(say two hundred and fifteen) tons of coal ;
thirteen

stones (say 182 pounds) '
; ' four editions of 2000 copies each,

.0
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or say in all 8000 copies'. Cf. Ger. sage, Da. siger, Sw.

soger ; the two last arc indicative present, either 1st or 3rd

pers. sing. ; Du. has zegge (old form of zeg, 1st pers.), and

rr. hzsjedis similarly used.
t . , .

e 1596 Sir T. More 1. i. 159 Well, say tis read, what i& your

further meaning in the matter. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1.

iv. 23 Say I do speake with her (my Lord) what then ? 1643

Trap* Comm. Gen* xlvt. 1 But say it had been out of his

way. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr* Parnass.

11. lxxxvi. (1674) 238 When a Prince, say it be not out of

private hatred, but justly doth vex any great Officer. 1736

Bltler Anal. 1. lit 66 Pleasure and Patn are indeed to a

certain Degree, say to a very high Degree, distributed

amongst us without any apparent Regard to the Merit or

Demerit of Characters. 1837A thenxum No. 480, 6 A Venus
—say of Parian marble in early Greek style. 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect. Hi, Early in the week, or say Wednesday. 1863

Kingslev in Lett. etc. (1877) II. 147 The wages of my
people, .average 11s. per week.. .Harvesting, say/5 more.

1875 Cavley In Q. JrnL Pure $ Appl. Math. XIII. 321
Radius vectors belonging to the same angle (or say opposite

angles). 1876 Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 143 But if the

period of (say) 100 years subdivides itself. 1898 Alllmtt's

Syst. Med. V. 450 Equal volumes of, say, thirty and forty-

fold diluted normal acid.

1L The inf. to say is used in parenthetic phrases

with adv. or obj., as so to say, shortly to say,

sootkly to say ; sooth or truth to say, to say (the)

truth; shame to say, etc. (Cf. senses 2, 3, 7.)

f To say better : - ' more correctly speaking \
a 1200 Vices $ Virtues n Sob to seggen, ic not jif ich

auerjete ani Sing dede oat [etc]. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

3747 Bote to sigge {v. rr. segge, seye] ssortliche ber nas ver

ne ner Of prowesse ne of corteisie in pe world is per. a 135a
Minot/Wmm (ed. Hall) L 81 pare dwelled oure king, \>e

suth to saine, With his men;e a litell while, c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 284 For sothe he was a worthy man with alle, But
sooth to seyn, I noot how men hym calle. Ibid. 468 Gat
tothed was she, soothly for to seye. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) xvi. 176 And schortly 10 seye 30U ; thei suffren [etc.].

1437 Libel of Eng. Policy in Polit. Poems (Rolls) II. 181

For here martis bene feble, shame to saye. 1484 Caxton
Fables ofV£'sop iv. viii, Oftyme for to saye trouthe men lese

theyre lyues. 1577-87 Harrison England 11. i. 136/2 in

Holinshed, And to saie truth, one., of these small liuings is

of so little value, that [eta]. 1585 T. Washington tr.

NUholay's Voy. iv. xv. 130 The auncient towne of the Sun
called Heliopolis, or to say better, Solos or Soloe. 1601

Shaks. All's Well n. ii. 12 And indeed such a fellow, to
say precisely, were not for the Court. 1710 Swift Jrtd. to

Stella 30 Nov., But, to say the truth, the present Ministry
have a difficult task, and want me [etc.]. 1845 E. War-
burton Crescent <y Cross I. 311 We had been already five

weeks in Savagedom,..and, to say the truth, we had had
enough of it. i836 C, E. Pascoe London of To-day xxvi.

(ed. 3) 241 Having now, so to say, presented our humble
duty to the Lord Mayor.. let_ us retrace our steps. Ibid.

xli, (ed. 3) 354 The investigation of this question, which,
truth to say, was one of importance.

b. Not to say . . . : used {a) to imply that the

speaker is content with a more moderate statement

than that which he might have made ; (6) colloq.

— l not what one may call ...',* not . . ., properly

speaking \
1736 Ainsworth Lat.-Eng. Diet., Nedum, not to say. 1857

Trollope Barcliester T. xliv, 'Am not I [growing old], my
dear?' 'No, papa, not old—not to say old'. Mod. His
language was irreverent, not to say blasphemous.

12. I say has various idiomatic uses. a. Intro-

ducing a word, phrase, or statement repeated from
the preceding sentence (usually in order to place
it in a new connexion). Now somewhat rare.

c 1220 Bestiary 680 After him prophetes alle mijte her noil

him [Adam] maken on stalle, on stalle, i seie, 8er he er stod.

1540 Great Bible, Ps. exxx. 6 My soule flyeth vnto the Lorde,
before the mornyng watche (I saye) before the mornynge
watche. 1563 W1N3ET tr. Viucenlius Lirin. To Q. Marie,
Wks. (S. T. S.) II. 7 The mony diuerse..sectis, raigeing..

amangis the professouris of Christis name—raigeing I say,

nocht only aganis. .the haly, catholik Kirk, bot [etc.].

1688 Boyle Final Causes iv. 161 For this reason^ I say,

I thought it a part of my duty. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I.

(Globe) 04, I took out one of the Bibles..; I say, I took it

out, and brought both that and the Tobacco with me to

the Table. 1833 Keble Serm. vi. (1848) 134 The case is,

I say, conceivable, of a government., deliberately throwing
off the restraint. 1906 Belloc Hills <$ Sea Introd. 11 They
took a rotten old leaky boat (they were poor and could afford

no other)—they took, I say, a rotten old leaky boat.

b. colloq. qimn imt. Used to call attention to

what is about to be said, (In the U. S. shortened to

say.) Also, as a mere exclamation expressive of

surprise, delight, dismay, or indignant protest.

i6xx Bbaum. & Fl. Knt. Burning Pest. 111. v, I say,
open the doore, and turne me out those mangy companions.
1857 J- 0* Holland Bay Path xxvi. 336 Say ! What are
you laughing at? 1888 Amer. Humorist 5 May 72/1 Say,
boys

;
let's climb the mountain. 1890 L. Falconer Mile.

Ixe liL 80, I say 1 won't it be glorious ?

*f c. Book-keeping. Formerly used to introduce
the correction of an error which the book-keeper
perceives as soon as he has made it, but does not
expunge, in order not to disfigure the page.
1793 Nemnich Comptoir.Lex., Engl, [with example

1 Bought of M. N. / say Sold M. N.*]

13. Combined with advs.

a. Say away intr. = say on. rare.
1821 Scott Kenilw. viii, Say away, therefore, as con-

fidently as if you spoke to your father.

t b. Say forth intr. = say on. Obs.

1390 Goweh Conf I. 47 ' Sey forth ', quod sche, ' and tell

me how'. Ibid. 310 Thus have I, fader, said mi wille
;

Say ye now forth, for I am stille. 1808 [see Say sb.* 4].

O. Say on. In the imperative— * say what you
wish to say '. Now only intr. ; in early use also

trans.
13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1227 ' Sei on dame !

' and sche bigan
To tellen als a fals wimman. 1375 Barbour Bruce xn. 199
Tharfor sais on ;our will planly. c 1489 Caxton Sontus of
Ayman vi. 146 ' But here my wordes, yf it playse you '.

'saye on hardely', sayd the kynge. 1538 Bale God's
Promises iv. (1744) 21, I wyll first conclude, and then saye
on thy mynde. x6xx Bible i Kings ii. 14 He said more-
ouer, I haue somewhat to say vnto thee. And she saide,

Say on. 1667 Milton P. L. viii. 228 Say therefore on. 1851
Tennyson Edwin Morris 57 Yet say on.

d. Say out. trans, (a) To say openly. + (b)

To finish saying, say to the end (obs.).

c 1407 Lydg. Reas. $ Sens. 4583, I say yt out, me lyst nat
rovne, Thus ye shuld hir name expovne. 1693 R. L'Estrangk
Fables ci. 95 He had no sooner say'd out his Say, but [etc.].

1768, a 1843 [see Say sb.* 4]. 1864 J. H. Newman Apol. iv.

(1904) 125/1, 1 apologize for saying out in controversy charges
against the Church of Rome, which withal I affirm that
I fully believed at the time when I made them.

e. Say over, trans. To repeat from memory.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 231 Let the poorer sorte

oftymes saye over theyr Pater nosier, and after receyve the
Sacrament. 16*5 Bacon Ess., Friends/tip (Arb.) 177 Or
that a Man in Anger is as Wise as he that hath said ouer
the foure and twenty Letters. 1680 Baxter Answ. Slit-

lingfl. xxxvi. 60 It is lawful to hear an ignorant raw Lad,
that saith over a dry Sermon as a Boy saith his Lesson.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 47 Doris made a comic rhyme
of it, And said it over to me.

14. Comb. : say-grace, one who says grace at

meals; f say-nay, a refusal; say-nothing a. t

silent. See also Say-so, Say-well.
1688 C. Hoole School-Colloq. 35 Perhaps you should have

a Say-nay (or a Canvas). 1788 V.Knox Winter Even. I.

111. ii. 243 The race of formal spintexts and solemn say-
graces is nearly extinct. 1838 Lytton Alice v. v, She with
her quiet, say-nothing manner slips through all my careless

questionings. 1853 James Agnes Sorel (i860) I. 98 One
of your discreet, see-everything, say-nothing serving-men.

fSay, V-2 Obs. Forms: 4-6,8 (9 Sc.) sey,

4-8 say, 4 sa}e, 5 saie. [Aphetic form of Assay
z>.] = Assay v. in various senses.

L trans. To try, to pnt to the proof, to test the

fitness of ; = Assays, i.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1093 Charlis clipede ys leches . . pat bai

scholde til him go is wounde to enserche & saye. 138a
Wyclif Eccl. vii. 24 Alle thingis I sajede IVuIg. tentavi] in

wisdam. a 1440 Found. St. Bart's (E.E.T.S.) 51 He lost

the light of boithyen ; therfor he graspid abowte. .sayynge
his way with his stayff. c 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 26
And thei ordeined amonges hem how thei shulde saie her
wyfes. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)

I. 243 The blak knicht sayit thame all bot thair was nane
that mycht war him. 1633 T. James Voy. 7 We sayed the
pumps, and found her stanch. 17*5 Ramsay Gentle Sheph.
II. iv, I at ewe-mi!king first sey'd my young skill, a 1801

Gall Poems (1819) 12 Time in vain shall sey his rage To
blot it frae the gilded page. 18x3 Hogg Queers Wake 11.

Earl Walter xlvi, Rise up, Lord Darcie, sey thy brand,
And fling thy mail away.
2. trans., also intr. with of. To try by tasting

;

wm Assay v. 5.
CX450 Bk. Curtasye 764 in Babees Bk,, When be sewer

comys vnto be borde, Alle be mete he sayes at on bare
worde. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S. T. S.) v. 34 Grene leikis

and all sic, men may say. 1674 Ray S. <$• E. C Words 75
Say of it : i. e. tast of it, Snff.

3. trans. To try (on) (clothes) ; = Assay v. f.
1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. iv. i, Phi. Me thinkes, he

lookes like a taylour alreadie. Pha. I, that had sayed on
one of his customers sutes. 16*5 — Staple of N. 1. ii.

Stage direct., He sayes his sute. 1630 — New Inn iv. iii,

She did but say the suit on.

4. To attempt, to try to do (anything difficult)
;

» Assay v. 10.

? a 1550 FreiHs Berwik 368 in Dunbar's Poems 297 On
his feit he slartis vp full sture, And come agane, and seyit
all his cure, a 1585 Montgomerie C/ierrie fy Sloe 361,
I was affrayd to mount sa hich, For feir to get ane fall

:

Affray it to say it, I luikit vp on loft. 16.. Childe Waters
xxx. in Child Ballads II. 87/1 For there is noe place about
this house Where I may say a sleepe.

5. intr. or with ittf. a. To apply oneself, to set

oneself (to do something). Assay v. 17.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1826 Wyb trip

forsetten, ilk ober to gyle, In lyft in wrybyng bey sayed
vmwhile. 14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 708/4906 (E.E.T.S.)
Wherfore, be kyng cast & wolde saie Shape a wei her malis
to with-stonde. c X475 Partenay 354 Sin Aforn vs thre ye
apperen, lo 1 And without worde say for to make passage,
It is noght the dede of gentil corage. a 1585 Montgomerie
Sonn. vii. 6 Of mercy and ofjudgment sey to sing. x6ox B.
Jonson Poetaster, Apol. Dial. Wks. 1616 I. 353 Once, Tie
say, To strike the eare of time, in those fresh straines, As
shall [etc.]. 1632 Heywood 2nd Pt. Iron Age_ v. K 3 This
Diomed? who.. sayd to wound faire Venus in the hand.
1692 Scarronides 11 . 30 With trembling hands he 'says to

pull at, And tear the throatling noose from gullet. 1790 A.
Wilson Poems <$ Lit. Prose (1876) II. 95, I sey'd ance to
cast off my coat
Say, obs. f. Saw sb.l ; obs. pa. t. and pa. pple.

of See v. \ obs. Sc. f. So, Sow v.

Sayable (s^-ab'l), a. [f. Say v.* + -able.]

Capable of being said.

1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. viii. § 9 What is sug-
gested in times of play should be rightly sayable without
toil. x8ox F. M. Wilson Primer Browning 132 Browning
has said all that was sayable concerning the celebrated
cause. 1902 Month Nov. 463 To him, nothing is sayable
which has already been said.

Sayall, variant of Seyal.
Saycrying, Saydly, obs. ff. Sacking, Sadly.

Sayer 1 (s£>*3j). Forms : 4-5 segger; 4seiere,

4-5 seyere,6saier, 6Sc.(garch.) sayar, 5- Bayer.

[f. Say v. 1 + -ee !.] One who says.

fl. A professional reciter. Cf. Disoub. Obs,
c X330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 76, I mad noght

for no disours, ne for no seggers, no harpours.

b. A poet, narrator, arch.
15x3 Douglas Mneis ix. Prol. 27 The sayar eik suld weil

consider this, His mater, and quhamto it entitilltt is. 1806
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 560 This is not a truth of
nature ; it is therefore not the meaning of Samund the

sayer. 18x9 W. Tennant Papistry Stormd (1827) 17 Ilk

comic scene of ilka age, Gleam'd out of ilka sayar's page.

2. One who says (something specified or implied).

1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 158 Lette not the

autorie of the Seyere meve the; take no cure of the Severe
what Persone he is. 0x539 *n Archseologia XLVII. 55
That by the hering of the same devocion may encrease as-

well In the singers and sayers as in the herers. 1587 Sc.

Acts fas. VI (1814) III. 430/1 All sayaris and heiraris of
messe. X768 Boswell Corsica (ed. 2) 331, I cannot endure
long the sayers of good things. 1779 Mme. D'Abblay Let.
Dec. Diary (1891) I. 208, I never.. have been a sayer of the

thing that is not. X838 Wilberforce in Ashwell Life (1880)

I. 119 But merely saying a strong thing would.. do them
no good ; they would only identify the saver with a party.

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 136 Mother of mysteries!
Sayer of dark sayings in a thousand tongues !

•fb. With qualifying word, as false', illt sooth

sayer : One who speaks falsely, ill, truly, etc. Obs.

138a Wyclif Job xvi. 9 My ryuelis seyn witnesse a^en
me, and the false seiere is rered vp a3en my face, a 1400
Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 524/33 Bettre is chidyng of

a sob seyere pen deceyuyng of a Tosyngere. c 1400 title

(of ' Richard the Redeless ') Mum, Soth-segger ! 1533 More
Debell. Salem Wks. 954/2 Lest men myghte thinke he
fayned, he should seke out and bring furth some of those
shrewd sayers himself, a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) N n iij b, The most vylanie in men, is to bee
ylle saiers. xg88 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. 40 We ar

forbiddin be it to bear fals and deceptfull witnes . .as verra-

lie is doone be quhisperars, bakbytters, and euil sayers.

f3. A director. Obs. rare" 1
.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 112/4 (Inv. St. Firmin) And the

peple of thyse cytees meued them eche from his place..

wythout sayer or comander [L. quasi ut unusquisque suum
habuisset praeceptorem et ducem],

t Sayer 2
. Obs. [Aphetic var. of Assayer.

Cf. Say v.2] One who assays or tests; an assayer

of metals, a foretaster of food, etc.

? 1370 Robl. Cicyle 166 in Ellis Metr. Rom. (1805) III. 146
Thy 'sayer [v.rr. assayar, tastour] shall ben an hound,
To assay thy meat before thee, c 1460 Wisdom 868 in

Macro Plays 64 Wyth yow tweyn, wo ys replyede, He may
sey he hathe a schrewde seyer. X579 in R. W. Cochran-
Patrick Rec. Coinage Scotl. (1876) I. Introd.34 The generall

of his cunyehous Mr. Cunyear Wardanis sinkar syer pren-

taris forgearis and vtheris. X835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep.
iv. 2242 The Market Sayer, Corn Pmer, and all the other

inferior officers mentioned above, are annually appointed by
the alderman's court [at Grantham].

II Sayer 3 (sa'yai). India. Also syre, sair.

[Urdu, a. Arab. Jl*» sd'ir, pres. pple. either of

sdra to go or of sciara to remain. (For varions

proposed explanations see Yule.)] A general

name for a class of imposts of the nature of transit

and excise duties, originally levied by the zemindars
within their own estates, and under the East India

Company*s rule chiefly collected by the govern-

ment. Also attrib.

The sayer duties had been abolished in the three presi-

dencies before the rule of the Company came to an end, and
the term is no longer in official use.

1789 in CornwalUs Corresp. (1859) !• 557 What are called

the Sayer collections. 1790 Ibid. II. 492 Our former de-
spatches will have acquainted you that we had taken into
the hands of Government the collection of the internal

duties usually denominated the Sayer. 1811 Kirkpatrick
Nepaul 103 The revenues of a village, .consist principally

in the rent of houses, and the Sair, or duties charged on
salt, tobacco, pepper, beetle-nut [etc], 1850 Directions
Rev. Off. N. IV. Prov. 4^3 There are also other items, called

Sayer or Sewaee collections, which are much prized by the
proprietors, and which in some cases constitute a valuable
property.

Saye'tte. rare~ °. [a. F. sayette, dim. of saie

Say sbA] (See quot.)
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sayette, a mixed stuff of silk

and cotton, also called sagathy.

Sayeure, obs. form of Sawyer.
Sayfe, obs. Sc. form of Safe.

t Say-hand. Obs. rare—1
, f? From the phrase

to say ( «try) one's hand.~\ An attempt, experiment.
171a Wodrow Corr. (1843) I. 362 Upon the 2gth

;
there

was a soldier buried in the High Church-yard with the
English service. This is the first say-hand.

Saying (sei-ii))jvbl.sb.1 Also a. 4-5 segg-, sedge,
sigg-, sygg*, (4 XmL zigg-) ; -ing(e, -yng(e

;

0. 4-6 sai-, sey-; -ing(e, -eng(e, -yng)e ; 4-6
sayng(e, saing, seyng(e. [f. Say v.1 + -ing l

.]

1. The action of Say vA ; utterance, enunciation
;

recitation, f Saying-again = Again saying.
Often (contrasted with doing) denoting a mere assertion

or promise, as opposed to action or performance.
a 1500 Cursor M. 28581 On seuen maners ar bai {sc. sins]

for-giuen,..Of hali water be strenkling, And thoru be pater
noster saying. 1338 U. Rkinne Chron. (1810) Pref. 99,



SAYING
I ;ec in song in sedgeyng tale Of Erceldoun & of Kendale,
Non bam says as bai pam wroght, & in per sayng it semes
noght. 1474 Caxton Chesse 134 Courtoyse langage and
well saynge is moche worth and coste Htyll. c 1475 Par-
tenay 1,24,2 Geffrey answered :

' \fcele saide here haue ye ;

Go forth,' said he, ' without sayng-Again*. 156a J. Hevwood
Prov. <$• Epigr. R ij b, Saying and doyng, are twoo thinges,
we say. 158a Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 3 Say-
ing of Masse, hearing of confessions, preaching ana such
like dueties and functions of Priesthod. 1845 \V. Cory Lett.
ijr JrnZs. (1897) 38 Saying by heart is a tiresome and un-
satisfactory kind of teaching-work.

b. In phrase i There is no saying*= it is im-
possible to say, there is no certainty attainable.

Cf. the more usual there is no telling \
1847 Makryat Childr. N. Forest xx, They won't come

now.. but there is no saying.

2. Something that is said ; now chiefly, something
that has been said by a (more or less distinguished)
person, an apophthegm, a dictum.
1303 R- Brlnse Handl. Synne 734 pe caytyfe bat lay yn

hys bedde, For here seyyng wax sore adredde. 1387-8 T.
Usk Test. Love III. iv. ;Skeat) 255 Certaynly, his noble
sayinges can I not amende. 1463 in Coventry Leet-bk. 32a
And pervppon the kyng, supposyng theyre seying to be
trewe, sent his lettrez of priue sygnet to the Officers of this
Cite. 1530 Palsgr. 427/2 Take no hede to his sayenges for

he is madde. x6n Bible Ps. xlix. 4, I will incline mine
eare to a parable; I will open my darke saying vpon the
harpe. 1671 Milton P. R. n. 104 My heart hath been a
store-house long of things And sayings laid up, portending
strange events. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 52. 336 It is

a Saying I have always admired in Monsieur Bruyere.
1849 Macallay Hist. Eng. v. I. 660 The King read, and re-

mamed, according to the saying of Churchill, hard as the
marble chimney-pieces of Whitehall. 1858 Lytton What
will He do i. viii, Then came sayings of dry humour. 1871
Tennyson Last Tourn. 622 * May God be with thee, sweet,
when old and gray, And past desire !

' a saying that anger'd
her. 1897 Grenfell* & Hunt i,title\ AOHA IHCOY,
Sayings of our Lord.

b. Something commonly said ; a proverb

;

occas. + a current form of speech.
c 1450 Myrc Festial 86 >e haue a comyn sayng among you

and sayn pat Godys grace ys worth a new fayre. 1480
Wakkw. Chron. (Camden) 27 For ther is proveTbe and a
seyenge, that a castelle that spekythe, and a womane that
wille here, thei wille be gotene bothe. 1530 Palsgr. 698/1
God save you, whiche sayeng we use whan we come firste

to ones presence, a 1604 Hanmkr Chron. Irel, (1633) 2

According to the common saying, Where God hath his
Church, the Devil! hath his Chappell. 1709 Steele Tatter
No. 50 P 8, I can see into a Mill-stone as far as another (as

the Saying is). 1861 Max Mulleh Chips (1880) II. xxiv.
250 The name, .was amplified into short proverbial sayings.

fc. ? = Ditty 2. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/1 viii. 3081* It sit him wel to singe and
daunce, And do to love his entendance In songes bothe and
in seyinges After the lust of his pleyinges.

T d. Repetition of a spell or incantation. Obs.
1303 R Brunne Hand/. Synne 542 ' Why ', seyd he, ' wyl

hyt nat ryse. And y haue do be same wyse, And seyd pe
wurdys, lesse ne mo, And for my seyyng wyl hyt nat go 'T

1340-70 Alisaunder 531 With all pe wyle of his werk pe
waie gon enchaunte, By segging of sorscry. c 1500 Melu-
sine 296 So blynd ye are by her sayeng that ye dare not
enquere nor knoweth wher she becommeth or gooth.

+ 3. colled, sing. General habit of speech ; usual
manner of speaking; the remarks of a person con-
sidered collectively, Obs.
c 1440 York Myst. xxx. 484 Nought so, sir, his seggyng is

full sothly soth, It bryngis oure bernes in bale fortobynde.
t. 1570 W. Wager The longer than livest 1774 (Brand!) But
such foole* in their harts do say, That there is no God,
neyther Heauen, nor Hell ; According to their saying they
follow that way.

1 4. A right to speak ; a voice in an assembly.
Also, to have a saying to= * to have something to
say to \ Obs. Cf. Say sb.* 3.

1487 Haiti o/Parlt. VI. 397/ 1 That no merchaunt . . bere any
voice, ne have saying in any Court. 1568 Grafton Chron. 11.

131 These sixe Aldermen.. knowyng that neither the Alder-
men, nor the worshipfull of the Citie, should haue any sai-

yng in the matter, fearing their cause, went into a Canons
house of Paules. 1566 C. Watson Polyb. 67 b, Of the con-
trary part the Carthaginenses ruled on the teas uncon-
trolled and hoped wel to have a saying by land, c 1593
Marlowe Jeiv of Malta 11.(1633) E 1, For though they doe
a while increase and multiply, I'le haue a saying to that
Nunnery. 1607 B. Barnes Dtvits Charter v. ii. K 3, 1 must
haue a saying to those bottels. {He drinkelh.)

f Saying, vbl. sb? Obs. [f. Say v.* + -ino 1.]

The action of S.vy v.~ in various senses.
1511-is Ld. Treas. Ace. Scott. IV. 274 Compt maid with

William Striveling for expensis maid be him apone the
sayng of the led myud of Ilay.

b. Comb. : saying-knife, that with which the
say of grease of a deer is taken.
a 1858 Kingslev jYew Forest Ballad $\ The young man

drove his saying knife Deep in the old man's breast. 186s— Hereiv.xxx'ix, [HeJ pulled out a saying-knife, about half
as long again as the said priest's hand.

Saylch, sayll, obs. Sc. forms of Skal.
Saym'e, obs. forms of Seam sb., lard.

t Say ment. Obs. rare— ]
. [f. Say v.2 + -ment.]

A trial, exploit.

c 1435 Torr. Portugal 50 Torrent sayd:..'An other say-
ment woll I see, Ore I take ordor of knyght '.

Saymno, variant ofSAMKN a. Obs., same.

Sayn e, obs. ff. Saint, Seine, See v.

Saynd'e.Sayndisman: sccSanj>,Samjehman.
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Saynite (s/i-nait). Min. [a. G. Saynit{¥. von
Kobell 1853), after Sayn, Prussia, its locality:
see -ite.] A synonym of Grunauite.
1858 J. Nicol Elem. Min. 298.

Saynsure : see Sainse.
Saynts-bell : see Sanctus bell.
Ii Sayon (sgyon). Antiq. [F., augm. of sale :

see Say sb.] A kind of sleeveless jacket, worn in
the Middle Ages by men ofthe lower classes.
a 1843 Southev Comm.-pl. Bk. (1849) H- 342 Ketro della

Valle describes the Aba as worn by the Persians and Arabs.
He says it is a sayon open in front, and without sleeves.
Sayr(e, obs. forms of Sore.
Sayse, saysi, obs. forms of Seize.
Saysine, saysing, obs. forms of Seisin.
Say-SO (s^-s^a), sb. Now dial, and U.S. [f.

Sayz>.1 + So adv.'] (A person's) mere word or
dictum. Upon my {your) say-so, upon one's word.
Also, To have the say-so: 'to have the say', to
be the authority.

1637 Hevun Antid. Lincoln. \. 49 They are only say-soes,
and no proofes at all. 1676 Moxon Print Letters 2 Their
Say-so stands for no Proof. 1757 Foote Author 11. Wks.
1799 I. 148 Do you love me?. .With all my soul.. .Upon
your sayso?. .Upon my sayso. 1788 Ann. Peg., Poetry 185
On my Sayso, Miss, I'm turn'd thirteen. 1890 D. C. Mur-
ray John Vale"s Guardian I. ix. 169 ' Well, upon my sayso !

'

said Isaiah. 1896 Harper's Mag. XCIII. 33/2 It is just
possible that I took him through from New York without a
train, by the mere say-so of my pen. 190a Wister Virginian
xvi, He was the cook that had the say-so in New York.
Say-well, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 seywel,

seiwel. [f. Say vA + Well adv.] Approval ex-
pressed in words ; verbal commendation. (Orig. as
personification.)

136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 19 pe Cunstable of be Castel.

.

hap fyue feire sones bi his furste wyf : Sire seowel and sey-
wel [etc.]. 15.. Si.v Ballads (Percy Soc. 1844) 6 Say-weil
is good, but do-well is better. i6«8 Gaule Pract. Theorists
Panegyr. (1629) 9 He did not well to them, without their
Say-well of him. 1876 Whitby Gloss. 52 * Say weel is good,
but deea-weel is better ', explained by what the pious matron
remarked, ' I cannot talk my religion, but I can live it'.

II Sayyid (s/i*yid). Also seid, seyd, aeyed,
seyyad, syed. [Arab. A^L, sayyid, lit. 'lord',

'prince*. Cf. Cid.] In Mohammedan countries,

the title given to a man who is supposed to trace his

descent from Husain, the elder grandson of the
1'rophet. Also attrib.

1788 Burke SA agsl. W. Hastings Wks. 1821 VII. 91 He
was a Syed, that is to say, a descendant of Mahomed.
1811 tr. Niebuhr"s Trav. Arab, in Pinkerton's Voy. X. 39
He looked with disdain upon the Turkish Sherriffes, and
the Arabian Seids. 18*? Lady H. Stanhope Mem. (1845)
I. ii. 56 A young seyd, a friend of mine. 1840 Fraser
Koordistan, etc I. iv. 99 All individuals of that order of
Seyeds, called Suggerdn,—that is, who can boast of an in-

disputable descent from the daughter of the prophet in the
male line. 1849 Dry Leaves 22 A Seyyad by birth, he had
killed his brother to obtain some property. 1855 R. F. Bvr-
tonAl-Medinah*r Meccah 11.(1893) 3 In Arabia, .the Sayyid
is the descendant of Hosayn.. . In Persia and India, the Sharif
is the son of a Sayyid woman and a common Moslem.
Sazhen, variant of Sagenk '.

Sbirro (sbrrro). pi. abirri (sbrn) ; also 7
anglicized abirres. -ia. [a. It. sbirro, whence V.
sbirre ; cf. Sp. esbirro."] An Italian police officer.

a 1668 Lassels Voy. /taty 11.(1670) 2$2 This Governour. .hath
besides his own guards, a Barigello or Captain of the Sbirri
or Sergeants. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2224/1 The Sbirresor
Officers of Justice. x688 Lett. cone. Present St. Italy 119
The Sbiri {a sort of men like our Bailiffs) carried him to
another [Judge]. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2890/1 Sbirris or
Officers of Justice. i8so Byron Mar. Fat. 11. ii. 28 Had I

been silent, not a sbirro but Had kept me in his eye, as
meditating .. revenge. 1888 L. Ouphant Episodes 183, I

rolled through Italy in a diligence, in company with sundry
Papal sbirri as fellow-passengers.

'Sblood(zblpd). Obs. exc. arch. Aiso6zbloud,
•sblud, 7 a'bloudjBlud, slood, 8 (affeetea

7

) a'blead.

A euphemistic shortening of Goifs blood {see God
sb. 14), used as an oath or asseveration.

1598 Shaks. 1 Hen. //' (Qo. 1) 1. ii. 82 Zbloud I am as
melancholy as a gyb Cat. 1599 — Hen. ^(Fol. 1) iv. viii. 10
'Sblud. 1604

—

Ham. (Qo. 2)n.ii.3S4S'bIoud. i6o6Chapman
Gentl. Usher 1. i, Slud Aunt, what if my dreame had beene
true. Ibid. n. 1, Slood me thinks a man Should not of meere
necessitie be an Asse. 1606 Sir G. Goosecappe v. i. in Bullen
O.Pl. {1884) HI. 89 Sblood what is learning? An artificial!

cobwebbe to catch flies. 1705 Vanbrugh Country House
11. iv, A parcel of Fellows swear they'll have our Venison,

and s'blead I swear they shall have none on't. 1737 Field-
ing Hist. Reg. 1. i, 'Sblood. Sir, would it be in the Character

of a Politician to make him a Conjurer? 1737 R. Drury
Rival Milliners 11. xii, S'blud and Thunder, Give me the

Settlement again. 1848 Boker Cataynos v. ii. Poems (1857)

I. 103 'Sblood ! but they'd make you caper I

'Sbobs. An unmeaning oath : cf. prec. and

Od*s bobs under Od 1
.

1694 Echard Plautus 170 'Sbobs, as I hope to breath, a
smug-faced little Rogue 1 i8ao J. H. Reynolds Fancy
(1906) 32 'Sbobs ! 1 declare, it does not smack amiss.

'Sbo'dikins. A euphemistic shorteningof God's

bodikins (see God sb. 14 b, Od* 2, and Bodikin).
1676 Durfey Madam Fickle 1. i. (1677) 3 'Sbodikins, I am

told in the Country there's not a true Wit in aM the Fra-

ternity but he. 1694 Echard Plautus 120'Sbudikins, you've

almost walk'd me off my Legs tho". 1733 Fielding Intrig.

Chamberm. 11. ix. S'bodikins ! I am tn a rage. 1733 — 1

SCAB.

Quixote in Eng. in. xiv, 'Sbodlikins ! I find there's nothing
in making love when a man's but once got well into 't.

1790 Bystander 183 'Sbodikins', cried Cozin, 'but 1 do tell

ye I be not'. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 115,
I flopp'd forth, 'sbuddikins ! on my own ten toes.

t'SbO'dy. Obs. rare- 1
. Shortened form of

Coifs body, used as an oath.
x6oi B. Jonson Poetaster 11. i, S'body, glue Husbands the

head a little more, and they'll be nothing but Head shortly.

t 'Shores. Obs. rare~v
. A euphemistic oath :

cf. the preceding words.
1635- Brome Sparagus Card. iv. iii, S'bores I bit my tongue

too hard.

t'Sbud(s. Obs. ='Sbodikixs.
1676 Durfey Madam Fickle 1. i. (1677) 3, I am heartily

glad to see you, Good Mr. Harry. 'Sbud he sprouts up
finely. 1682 Southerne Loyal Brother 11. i, S'buds ! a
Months pay is Nothing to thee. 1733 Fielding Quixote in
Eng. 11. v, 'Sbud ! I'll beat your lanthorn jaws into your
throat, you rascal. 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke 305 S'bud,
we had something better to do.

Sea, obs. Sc. form of Scall sb.

Scab (skasb), sb. Forms: 4-6 scabbe, 4-7
skab, 5-6 skabbe, 6 skabe, scappe, 6-7 scabb,
3- scab. [a. ON. *s£abb-r (MSw. skabb-er, mod.
Sw. skabb, Da. skab from the 1 3th c), correspond-
ing to OE. sceabb Shab sb.,q.\. for cognate forms.
With sense 4 cf. MDu. schabbe, applied to women
with the senses ' slut ' and • scold

' ; possibly this

word, used by foreign vagrants, may have helped
the development of the sense in Eng. ; its etymo-
logical relation to early mod.Du. schabbe (Kilian),

Flem. dial, schab itch (= OE. sceabb) is not clear.
The occurrence of the word in Kentish of the 13th c. is a

difficulty, as the Scandinavian form would be unlikely to be
adopted in that dialect. Perh. the word may in this passage
represent the OE. sceabb, with archaizing spelling due to
the influence of the L. scabies, which it here renders (cf.

Lev. xiii. 6, Vulgate). Association with the Latin word of
similar sound has influenced the later medical use.]

+ 1. Disease of the skin in which pustules or
scales are formed : a general term for skin diseases,

but sometimes spec. — itch or scabies (also, dry
scab), ringworm or tinea, syphilis ; wet scab, eczema.
c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 31 Si Iepre [signefieb]

bo sennen, bet scab bi-tokned bo litle sennen. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 1 1820 pe scab ouer-gas his bodi all. a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 553 Withoute bleyne scabbe or royne. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lxii. (Bodl. MS.), Wete scabbe
[L. scabies humida] with quitter and scales, ibid, lxiii,

Drye scabbe.. somtyme. .comeb of stronge colerike mater
ober melancolikcand bis yuel hatte Impetigo. C1400 L.ui-
/ranc's Cirurg. iqi Also scabbe, sum is drie & summe is

wet. If it be drie, it schal propirli be clepid icche. And if it

be moist, it schal be clepid scabbe. 1530 Palsgr. 265/2
Scabbe, roigtie. 1563 1*. Gale Antidot. 11. 12 It healeth
scabbes, and vlcers of the skinne. x6ai Burton Anat. Mel.
11. iv. 1. v, It driues away Leaprosie, Scabbes, cleeres the
blood. 1658 Osborn King James Wks. (1673) 514 For
(spight of his Tarbox) he died of the Scab. 1671 H. M. tr.

Erasm. Colloi/. 168, I think thou hast got the scab which
they call Spanish. ai68a Sir T. Browne Tracts (ib$2>) 114
Theycommended Unguents of quick-silver against the scab.

174a tr. Het'ster*s Snrg. (1768) I. 279 The Term Tinea at

present is applied to a large dry Scab, which Children and
Infants are subject to upon the Head. 1757 Dyer Fleece

i. 286 Tli' infectious scab, arising from extremes Of want
or surfeit.

t b. fig. Applied to moral or spiritual disease.

15*9 S. Fish Supplic. Beggers (1871) 11 This is the great
scabbe why they will not let the newe testament go a-brode
yn your moder tong. 1567 Paulfrevman Bauldwin's Mor.
/'kilos, viii. ii, It is a scabbe of the world to be enuious at
vertue. 1651 G. Herbert Jactda Prudentum 1137 The
itch of disputing is the scab of the Church [transl. of the
saying Disputandi prurigo est ecclesim scabies). 1791
Wolcot (P. Pindar) Rights 0/Kings Wks. 1812 II. 429 (J

for an ointment to destroy the scab Call'd Envy.

2. A cutaneous disease in animals, esp. sheep,

resembling the itch and the mange.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. Prol. 30 Of pokkes, and of scabbe,

. .Shal euery sheepe be hool. 1513 \ itzherb. Husb. (1534)

C 8 *I"his maner of foldynge shall jbrede noo mathes nor
scabbe. 1538 Starkey England \. iii. 98 When they [i.e.

sheep] are closyd in ranke pasturys and butful [? batful)

ground, they are sone touchyd wyth the skabe. 1697 Dsv-
den Virg. Georg. iii. 468 That free from Gouts thou mayst
preserve thy Care [vis. sheepj, And clear from Scabs. 1748
tr. Vegetius' Distempers of Horses 11 Some indeed have
attempted to call the Scab the subtercutaneous Distemper.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 554 Swine that
have the scab. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 101 The sheep
in the north are quite well—whilst the scab reappears
yearly in the south.

b. A disease of cultivated plants, due to vege-

table parasites, and causing scab-like roughness.
1750 \V. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. iv. iii. 27 (E.D.S.). 1790

Trans. Soc. Arts VIII. 39 The Potatoe is also liable to
other disorders; in very dry seasons, excrescences will arise,

vulgarly called the Scab. 1881 Chicago Times 1 1 June, The
wet weather is likely to produce scab in growing wheat.
1908 Daily Chron. 30 Oct. 1/7 The disease of black scab is

spreading alarmingly among potatoes.

3. The crust which forms over a wound or sore

during cicatrization.

t. 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 185 Anoynte al his heed.,
til al be scabbis berof be wel tobroke. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus Prol. B iij b, They clawe of their owne skabbe.
1581 Mulcasier Positions xxx. no The skinne being
deuided and disvnited with scabbes. 1642 H. More Song
ofSoul m. ill. xliii, Old fulsome hags with scabs and skurf

bedight. 1710-11 Swift Jrnt. to Stella 23 Mar., My sore
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shin itched, and I forgot what it was, and rubbed off the

scab, and blood came. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 371 An elevated

smooth brown scab remained..upon each of the children's

arms, after all discharge from the part had ceased. 1876

I'.ristowe Theory «r Pracl. Med. 316 Not unfrequently,

when the scab seems fully formed, suppuration still goes on
beneath and around it

fig. XS99 Shaks. Much Ado in. iii. 107 Con. Here man, I

am at thy elbow. Bor. Mas and my elbow itcht, I thought

there would a scabbe follow. 1607 — Cor. 1. i. 169. 1709
Coleridge Lett. 16 Sept. (1895) 306 Mere cutaneous scabs

of loyalty which only ape the king's evil. 1893 F. Adams
New Egypt 72 The great city seemed strangely squalid and
mean, a sort of scab that had sprouted at the bosom of
ancient and fertile nature.

b. trans/, in Iron-founding. (See quot. 1884.)
1881 C Wvue Iron Founding30 To avoid scabs and a bad

casting. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Scab, a protube-
rance on a casting formed by the washing away of the mold-
wall.

4. slang. A term of abuse or depreciation applied

to persons : a. A mean, low, * scurvy ' fellow ; a
rascal, scoundrel, j occas. applied to a woman.

< 1590 R. Greenb Fr. Bacon i. (1630) 2 Loue is such
a proud scab, that he will neuer meddle with fooles nor
children. 1591 Lvly Endym. iv. ii, Pages. What are yee
(scabs?) Watch. The Watch: This the Constable. [1599,
1607: see 3 fig.] x^4 Cotton Scarron. 1. 15 A vap'ring
Scab, and a great Swearer, a 1700 B. E. Diet, Cant.
Crew, Scab, a sorry Wench, or Scoundril- Fellow. X70X
De Foe Trueborn Eng. 1. 16 The Royal Branch from Pict-
land did succeed, With Troops of Scots and Scabs from
North-by-Tweed. 17*5 Swift On Wood the Iron-monger
9 This vap'ring Scab must needs devise To ape the Thunder
of the Skies. 1735 Sheridan in Swiffs Lett. 5 Oct., The
devil take all the D's in Christendom, for a pack of saucy
scabs. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 18 * There's a scurf !

'

said one ;

' He's a regular scab,' cried another. 1899 Kipling
Stalky 71 You're three beastly scabs !

b. (orig. U. S.) A workman who refuses to join

an organized movement on behalf of his trade.
i8ix Set. Cases St. Nezv York I. 262 The offending member

was then termed a scab and wherever he was employed no
others of the society were allowed to work. 1881 Standard
3 Nov. 3/4 Mr. Abbott asked Passfield if he had not told
him he heard Hall call Harris a* scab'. 1890 Leeds
Merc. 1 July, Many of them acted as pickets with the
object of preventing any strangers—commonly known as
'scabs', or 'blacklegs', .fiom entering the works.
attrib. and Comb. x88t Chicago Times 11 June, It was

decided to stop the purchase of what is termed ' scab beer

'

to-day. 1893 Columbus (Ohio) Disp. 27 Sept, Their rules
prohibit them to work along with scab switchmen.

5. attrib. and Comb., as scab-bringing adj.

;

scab-mite U. S.
t
the itch-mite, Acarus scabiei;

t scab-picker, ? one who treats sheep for the scab.

1499 Exch. Rolls Scotl. XI. 394 That na forestar hald
undir him in his steid haggar, flegeour, tumour.., pelar of
bark, scab pikar [etc.]. 1611 Cotgr. j Escarotiquc,. .skab-
bringing.

Scab (skteb), v. [f. Scab sb."]

+ 1. trans. To form a scab or scabs upon. Obs.
163a Lithgow Trav. vin. 376 Great drouth And fiery

thirst, that scabbe my lips and mouth.
2. intr. and pass. To become encrusted with a

scab or scabs. Also with over, f To scab off:
to shed a scab.

1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1864/8 A little Scar upon the Ribs
of the fore-side scab'd. 1703 Mead in Phil. Trans. XXIII.
1296 He pointed to a great many little Pustules not yet
Scabb'd over. 1715 Huxham ibid. XXXIII. 394 Those
Pustules arose, maturated, and scabb'd off. 1780 Hunter
ibid. h\X.. 133 The sore being allowed to scab, the slough
and scab unite and drop off together. 1843 R. J. Graves
Syst. Clin, Med. xxix. 392 Thus forming two separate
ulcers, which speedily scabbed. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med,
VIII. 813 A slowly spreading infiltration of the skin, which
tends to scab over.

b. Iron-founding, To form * scabs \
1881 C. Wyue Iron Founding 58 A loam mould run at the

top may scab.

3. slang. To behave as a ' scab ' or blackleg \
1905 Westm. Gaz, 30 Sept. 10/2 A surplus army of labour

which can be relied upon to 'scab* on their neighbours
when these rebel against the capitalists. 1907 U. Sinclair in
Daily Chron. 11 July 3/1 The starving workmen will scab.

Scabard(e, -arge, obs. ff. Scabbard sbJ-

tScabba'do. Obs. [f. Scab sb. + -ado. Cf.

scrubbado.] Venereal disease, syphilis.

1651 Pleas. Hist. Miller ofMansfield 8 Or art thou not
troubled with the Scabbado. 1680 R. L'Estrange Erasm,
Colloq. 62 Hot Baths, .are found to be ill for the Scabbado.
1681 [see Psora]. 1715 Bailey Erasm, Colloq, (1878) I. 290
The new Scabbado.

Scabbard (skarb&id), j£.l Forms : a. 3 scau-
berc, 4 Bcaberke, 4-5 scau-, 5 scaw-, s(o)kaw-,
akau-, skaberk(e, skabrek. &. 4-5 aeabarge,
-erge, 5 skaberge, 7 sca(r)bridge. 7. 4-5 scau-
bert, 5 scawbert, scaubart, 6 scaberth, Sc,

Beau-, scawbart, scaw-, skaw-, schawbert>
scalbart, -bert, 6-7 scabbert. 5. Sc, 5 skaw-
burn(e. e, 4 skawbard, Sc. scalburde, 4-5
8cauberd(e, 5-6 scabard(e, 5-7 -erd, 6 ska-
bard, -ord, 7 scabbord, -erd, 8 -oard, 6- scab-
bard, [a. AF. *escauberc (recorded only in pi.

escaubers, -erz, * vaginas ',
' dolones *, Joannes de

Garlandia, 13th c.), escauberge (13th c. in Registr,

Malwesb., Rolls Ser., I. 55), latinized eschaubena
(an. 1204 in Rot, Chart. 134/1).
Evidence of the existence of the word in continental OF.

has not yet been found, as J. de Garlandia, though resident
in France, was an Englishman. The form represents an
earlier *szalberc, -berge, which must be an adoption of a
Teut. compound, the last element of which contains the
root *berg~ to protect (cf. Hauberk). No such Teut. com-
pound has, however, been found. As to the origin of the
first element two suggestions have been made : (ij that it is

OHG. scala shell, husk, which does not yield a very satis-

factory sense ; (2) that *scalberc is altered by dissimilation
from *scarbere, from OHG. scar, scara, ordinarily meaning
'scissors', but occas. used as a designation forasword. The
I eel. skdlp-r scabbard, skdlm short sword (?a. Gr. tTKaKfitj),

skdtm 'one part of a cloven thing' (Vigf.), pi. bean-pods,
have some resemblance in form and sense, but the possibility

of etymological connexion is very doubtful.]

1. The case or sheath which serves to protect the

blade of a sword, dagger, or bayonet when not
in use.

Usually made of hide or leather, bound with metal; some-
times entirely composed of steel or more precious metals,
and embroidered, inlaid, or decorated with precious stones
and jewels.

a. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5538 To is scauberc he pulte
is hond. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. yyi In-to is scaberke he potte
his swerd. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2845 The swerd..
was alway stylle cloos In the skawberk. c 1450 Merlin 118
Whan Arthur was releved, he drowgh his swerde oute of
skabrek. 1 bid, 347 He. .yede firste to Calibourne and putte
it in the skabeifce whan he hadde dried it clene.

0. C1380 Wvclif Set. Whs. III. 266 It is not liklyche
pat Crist.. schulde carie a swerd in a scaberge for to slee a
sely lombe. c 1475 Partenay 2790 Then drawing his swerd
the scaberge fro, The poynt gayn the dore put he ther-vnto.
1600-1 Churchw. Ace. E. Budleigh (Brushfield 1894) 19 Pd,
for scabridges & for two swordes & a scabridge for a dager
ij" vjd. i673-4_ Totnes Pec. in Jewitt & Hope Corp. Plate
(1895) 1. 162 Paid for a new Scarbridge for ye Town sword.
v. CX325 Chron. Eng. 628 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 296

The scaubert wes gold pur ant fin. c 1440 Promp. Parv,
443/1 Scawbert, or chethe {S. scawberk, K. P. scauberd),
vagina. 1513 Douglas AVneis iv. v. 160 The schawbert
with broun jasp was picht. Ibid. xi. i. 27 Abowt hys gor-
§et .. Was hung hys suerd with evor scawbart fyne. 1535
tewart Cron. Scot, (Rolls) I. 231 Ane scalbert also quifk

was of purpure fine. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-troth (Shaks.
Soc.) 127 Then, .swords might in scabberts sleepe.

6. 1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 25 Item a pirne of
gold for a skawburne to the sammyn swerd.
* £1375 Cursor M, 15791 (Fairf.) Of be skawbard his

squorde he drogh. 14.. Sir Beues (M.) 688 The scabarde
he flfound, the sword was away. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law
ofArms (S.T.S.) no Jhesu Crist. .bad sanct Petir..that he
suld put agayne the suerd in the scalburde. a 1548 Hali.
Chron., Rich. Ill, 25 b, After them folowed the newe erle of
Surrey with the sword of estate in a riche skabard. iooi
Shaks. Twel. N. in. iv. 303, I had a passe with him,
rapier, scabberd, and all. 1617 Mokvson Itin. 1. 111 The
sword with the haft and scabbard of gold. 1675 Hobbes
Odyssey (1677) 93 This My sword, with scabbord all of ivory.
1768 Stekne Sent. Journ., The Sword, He return'd his

sword into its scabbard. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet, s. v.

Unfix, Unfix bayonet, on which the soldier disengages
the bayonet from his piece, and returns it to the scabbard.
1834 Marryat P. Simple I. xix. 325 The officer..drawing
his sword out of the scabbard, struck O'Brien with the fiat

of the blade. i86x Bright Sf. t Amer. 4 Dec. (1876) 97
Every sword leaping

t
/rom its scabbard. i8gx Kipling

Light that Failed xiii, The moonlight glittered on the
scabbard of his sabre.

b. transf. and_/%-. Often in context with sword.
c 1380 Wyclif Serttt. Sel. Wks. 1 1. 368 Poul clepib be sixte

armure, swerd of be Holy Goost.
;
And bus be tunge in

mannis moube is a scaberke to bis swerd. 1589 Nashe
Almondfor Parrat 10 Whiles the sworde of iustice, slept

in his scaberd. 1657 T. M. Life Nim 106 [That] if ever he
met me, he would make my Heart the Scabbard of his
Sword. 1671 Crowne fnliana Prol., Whil'st tongue lyes

still i' th' scabbard of his lips. 1895 Wolseley Decl. fy F.
Napoleon 1.2 He. .sooverstrained the machinery of his mind
and body. .that both deteriorated.. .The sword as well as
the scabbard showed unmistakable signs of wear-and-tear.
attrib. 1605 Kyd 1st Pi. Ieronimo 1. Hi. 105 What bloud

sucking slaue Could choke bright honor in a skabard graue ?

c. Used as a type of peace (opposed to sword).
1802 C. James Milit. Diet. s.v., The favourite expression

of the late Sir William Erskine—Some rise by the scabbard,
and some by the sword ! 1817 Lady Morgan France t.

(1818) I. 88 He sheathed her blood-stained sword in a scab-
bard of peace.

d. In proverbial nses.

1546 J. Heywood Prov.(iB6y) 63 He that striketh with
the swoorde, Shalbe strikyn with the scaberde. 1579
Gosson Apol. Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 67 Considereth he now.,
that hee which strikes with the sworde, shalbe beaten with
the scabbarde? 1607 Middleton Fam. Love v. i, Since he
has strooke with the sword, strike you with the Scabbard

:

in plaine termes Cuckold him. 1823 Lockhart Reg. Dalton
in. vi, There is an old Scots saying, .that 'the blade wears
the scabbard '. 1874 Motley John of Bameveld I. vii. 331
To throw away the sword and fight with the scabbard.

e. In fig. phrase, to throw away the scabbard',

to abandon all thought of making peace.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. x. § 169 He who hath drawn

his Sword against his Prince, ought to throw away the

Scabbard. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 196 The
scabbard seemed to be thrown away on both sides. 1900

A. T. Mahan War S. Africa v. (ed. 2) 200 Not the courage
that throws away the scabbard, much less that which burns
its ships.

f 2. transf. Applied to various kinds of sheath

or integument ; a cocoon, etc. Obs,

[1578 Banister Hist. Man vii. 90 It..prepareth waj; to

the Nerues..as that it deduceth them, hid as it were in a
scaberth, to^ it.] 1608 Topsell Serpents 103 They fold

themselues into a.. web. And thus beeing included in a

Jreenish scabbard.. they all die in Winter. 17x3 A. van
.eeuwenhoek in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 160 An Animal"

culum, that was fix'd in a little Scabboard or Sheath. 1753
Chambers* Cyct. Supp., Scabbard,.. is the skin that serves
for a sheath or case to a horse's yard.

3. attrib. and Comb.y as scabbard-button , clasp,

-maker ; scabbard fish, Lepidopus caudalus, a
fish of long, compressed scabbard-like form and
silvery-white colour; scabbard razor-shell, a
razor-shell, Solen vagina, shaped like a scabbard.
1802 C James Milit. Did. s.v., *Scabbard-butlon, a brass

button or hook by which the scabbard is attached to the
frog of the belt. 1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 302 This
runic *Scabbard-clasp. 1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 176
The *Scabbard-fish. Lepidopus argyreus. 1884 W. Saville
Kent Fishes Brit. 1st. (Fish. Exhib. Lit.) 123 The Scabbard-
fish is distributed abundantly through the tropical waters of

the Atlantic. x6n Cotgr., Fourrelier, a *scabberd maker.
1813 Bingley Anim. Biog, III. 448 The *scabbard razor-

shell.

+ Scabbard, *M Obs, rare—°. Also 9 scalbert.

[f. Scab sb. + -ard. Cf. Du. schobberd beggar,

rogue.] A ' scabbed ' person.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/j Scabbard, or he bat is scabbyd.

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl., Scalbert, a low-Hfed,
scabby-minded individual.

Scabbard (skse-baid), sb.% Also 7 -erd, 7-8
-ord, -oard. [app. ad. MLG. schalbort thin board
sawn off a length of timber in squaring it, f. schale

shell, rind, etc. (see Scale sbA) + bort Board : = G.
schalbrett. (Cf. Scale-board \ which is recorded

later.)] Thin board used in making splints, the

scabbards of swords, veneer, etc., and by printers

in making register (now called scale-board').

1635 Patent Specif. (1856) No. 87, p. 1 1. 9 Scabberds made
of veneer. 1672 Wiseman Wounds 11. 123 Of these [splints]

some are made of Tin, others of Scabboard [ed. 1676 Scab-
bard], Pastboard, and of wood. . .Those of Scabboards are
apt to bow. 1683 Moxon Mech. E.xerc, Printing viii,

Scabbord is that sort of Scale commonly sold by some Iron-

mongers in Bundles; And of which, the Scabbords ^ for

Swords are made : The Compositer cuts it Quadrat high.

X753 Franklin Lei. to J. Bowden 12 Apr. Wks. 1840 V.

299, 1 place them in loose rims of scabboard. 1771 Luckomoe
Hist. Printing 312 The Ribs squeeze closer to the Winter
one Scabbord. X787 Printer's Gram. 116 In mixt matter,
or Italic, a Scabbard at least is required before and after a
thin Brass rule.

b. scabbard-plane = Scaleboard-//^7/w.
X846 Holtzapffel TnmingW. 504 The scale-board plane,

abbreviated into scabbard-plane, for cutting off the wide
chips used for making hat and bonnet boxes.

Hence f Sca'bbarding, the spacing of lines of

type.

1786 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II. 270 Scabbording of
the lines, . . scabbording of the prefaces.

Sca'bbard, v. [f. Scabbard j<M]

1. trans. To put (a sword) into its scabbard ; to

sheathe. Also transf. ncAfig.
1579-80 North Plutarch, Pyrrus (1595) 446 For if any

drewe out his sworde, or based his pike, he could neither

scabarde the one againe, nor lift vp the other. 1679 Crowne
Ambitious Statesman 111. 31 The shining Tongue of then-

chief leading Orator, Ha s neither edge nor point ; but
finely scabberded In Velvet Words [etc.]. x8ia W. Ten-
nant AnsterF. iv. vii, Thus prepar'd To have their persons
scabbarded in cloth. 1866 Ruskin Crown Wild Olive (1873)

130 You find that you have put yourselves into the hand
of your country as a weapon.. .You have vowed to strike,

when she bids you, and to stay scabbarded when she bids

you. 1898 Chr. Herald {ii. Y.) 9 Mar. 200/2 Let the sword
be scabbarded.

2. Mil. To punish with a scabbard (see quots.).

x8oa C. James Milit. Diet. s.v., Infantry soldiers are

sometimes scabbarded under the sanction of the captains of

companies, for slight offences committed among themselves.

ioox W. Starke Obs. Milit. Punishm. 40 The common
punishments, .were scabbarding and cobbing, the former
meaning to beat a man with a bayonet scabbard.

Scabbarded (skarbajded), ///. a. [f. Scab-
bard sb.l orv. + -ed.] a. Having a scabbard (of

a specified kind), b. Sheathed.
1887 Pall Mall G. 21 June 3/2 A bright array of military

and naval uniforms bristling with rich scabbarded swords
and medals. 1888 Kipling Story of Gadsbys L'Envoi,
Tenderest voices cry, 'Turn again*, Red lips tarnish the
scabbarded steel.

3ca*bbardless,rt. [-less.] Lackinga scabbard.

1577-87 HolinshedCAjw*. III. 11-58/2 Had notascaberdles
sword about one of the souldiors . . thrust him almost through
the foot. x8»3 Scott Pcveril xxiii, The scabbardless sword
which lay on the floor, and the empty sheath which hung
by sir Geoffrey's side. 1870 E. Peacock RalfSkirl. II. 3
His grandfather's scabbardless sword.

Scabbed (sksebd, skarbed), a. Now rare,

[f. Scab sb. + -ed 2
. Cf. Shabbkd.]

1. Having the scab or a similar skin-disease

;

covered with scab or scabs; « Scabby i.

a. Of human beings. {Scabbed head, ringworm
of the scalp, tinea capitis.)

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 282 J>ou scabbed Scotte, bi

nek bi hotte, be deuelle it breke. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat)

206 W. hath the wriste scabbut. c 1400 Laufranc s Cirnrg.
186, Si bus bou schalt do manie daies til be dm be more
scabbid ban it was. 1483 Caxton Cato f iv, A wonderful
and foule woman ryghte olde that was scabbed. 1484 —
Fables ofA If'once vii, The porter, .sawe his scabbed hede.

154a Rec. Elgin (New Spald. CI. 1003) I. 67 Calling of the

said James scabbit lyber carlle. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
I. ii. n. vi, Boyes in Germany are so often scabbed, because
they vse exercise presently after meates. X700 T. Brown
tv.Fresny's Amusem. iv.Wks. 1709III. 1. 41 Some of them
having Scab'd or Pimpled Faces, wear a thousand Patches
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to hide them. 1773 W. Buchan Dom. Med. fed. 2) 679 The
most obstinate of all the eruptions incident to children are,

the tinea capitis, or scabbed head, and chilblains.

b. Of animals. *

ciyooHavelok2$o$ pet garte bringe be mere sone, Stabbed,
and ful iuele o bone. 1398 Trevisa Bar/A. De P. R. xviii.

xxviL (1495) 788 The scabbyd hounde is drownydat the laste

wyth a rope, .bounde abowte his necke. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhodc u. civ. (1869) 114 For riht as a scabbed beste hateth

hors comb, . . riht so hate j techinge. 1534 Fitzherb. Hush.

$ 43 If any sheepe be scabbed, the shepeherde maye per-

ceyue it by the bytynge, rubbyng or scratchynge with his

home. \toji)Lona\ Gaz. No. 1403/4 One gray Nag. .having
scabbed heels and malenders. 1709 Steele Taller No. 31

p 3 This great Hero drooped like a scabbed Sheep. 1753
Chamber? Cycl. Supp.* Scabbed heets or frush, in the
manege, is an eating putrefaction upon a horse's frush.

absol. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAtfouce vii, Of euery lame,
scabbed, & of alle suche. .he tooke a peny.

C. Of plants.

1693 W. Bowles in Dryden's Juvenal v. (1697) 107 To
you such scabb'd harsh Fruit is giv'n, as raw Young Soul-
diers at their Exercising* gnaw, a 1735 Earl Haddington
Forest-Trees {1756) 10 In bad soil, they [sc. elms] are nasty,

scabbed, and hide-bound things.

cL Proverbially and allusively : see quots.
r 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 262 Leste one skabbed

schepe infecte al the flokke. 1533 More Del-ell. Salem
Wks. 938/2 The. -putting the scabbed heretikes out of the
clene flocke. 156a J. Hbywood Prov.

<J-
Epigr. (1867) 153

A scabde horse is good enough, for a scalde squyre. 1596
Nashe Saffron Ivalden Wks, (Grosart) III. 71 O scabbed
scald squire (Scythian Gabriel!) as thou art. 1610 A. Cooke
Pope Joan 5 Baronius brands him, not meerely for a skabd
.sheepe, but for an heretical skabby beast. 1651 G. Herbert
Jacnla Prudentum 11 13 A scabbed horse cannot abide the
comb. 1798 W. Huttom Font. Mutton in Life {1816) 367
With all these qualifications she was tinctured with a most
unaccountable species of paltry pride. Thus one scabbed
sheep spoils the flock.

f6. trans/, and fig. Obs.
1630 Davenant Cruel Brothers. K 2b, Hide me swelling

Hills ! rough, and scabbed Rocks. 1674 Marvell Rek.
Trntup. 11. 72 In so rough and scabbed a Latine, that a
man must have long nails, .to distinguish betwixt the Skin
and the Disease, the Faults and the Grammar.

f. Iron-founding. Blistered with scabs \
1881 C. Wvlie Iron Founding 14 The casting is liable to

be faulty, or * scabbed \

2. As a term of contempt : Scurvy ', mean, con-
temptible. Obs.

'579 Northbrookb Dicing 64 b, This scabbed and scuruie
company of Dauncers. 1597 G. Harvey TrimmingofNashe
Wks. (Grosart) III. 25 Thou may est well pr.iye for the duall
number, thou scabbed, scalde, lame, halting adiectiue. 1786
ltary

st Rig cxxx, For our sma' wage, oh, wha wad bide

—

For scabbit aughtpence, woe betide That we should shear?

Hence f Sea bbedly adv., basely, meanly (with
allusion to the scab in sheep).
a 1548 Hall Chron.* Hen. VIII (1550) 187 b, The great

wether [sc. WolseyJ which is of late fallen.. so craftefy, so
scabedly, ye & so untruly juggeled with the kyng.

t Sea bbedness. Obs. [-ness.] 'The con-
dition of being ( scabbed ' or suffering from * scab \
1483 Cath. Angl. 320/2 A scabbydness, scabredo, scabri-

tuao. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex, n. iii. 116 It

causeth no great ytch nor heat, as the skabbednes which
commeth of salte Phlegme. .doth. 1675 Brooks Gold. Key
231 Though the Psora or seabbedness may be cured, yet that
which it called Lepra Physicians acknowledg incurable.

Scabberd, -ert, obs. ff. Scabbard sb.1 , 3.

Sea bbiness. [f. Scabby + -ness.] The con-
dition or quality of beine scabby, lit. andyS^.
1584 Oxjan Haven Health !ix, Fumitorie. .helpeth itching

and scabbinesse. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 77 Most of them
have annexed their own cruelties, infamy, immaturities,
scabbinesse, rottennesse. 1771 J. S. Lt Dran*s Observ.
Surg. (ed. 4) Diet., Psoriasis* a Scurvy Scabbiness in the
Body. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Set. -V Art II. 614 It was
observed, that whenever salt was used, this root was free
ftom the scabbiness with which it is commonly infected.

Scabbing (skaebin),z/*/. sb. [f.ScABc. + -iNGi.]

1. The process of forming a scab.

<747 Wall tn Phil. Trans. XLIV. 593, I now usually
continue it.. till, the Scabbing being perfected, I find it

'lime to cleanse the first Passages. 1805 Med. Jrnl. XIV.
507 The usual inflammation, vesication, and scabbing of the
punctured part. 1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 161 The
wound healed by scabbing.

2. Iron-founding. (See Scab sb. 3 c.)

1883 T. D. West Amer. Foundry Pract. 246 Scabbing in
loam and dry sand moulds.

So Boa'tobing 1

///. a. (orig. the vbl. sb. used atlrib.),

characterized by the formation of a scab.
1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 190 To shew, .the progress of the in-

oculated cow-pock, through its stages of growing into a
vesicle, constitutional disorder, scabbing process [etc. J. 1829
Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 114 The progress of the
disease has often been divided into four stages, an incursive,
an eruptive, a maturing, and a declining or scabbing. 187a
f. Bryant Pract. Sure. 483 Associated with a wound,
punctured or open,, .healing, or scabbing.

Scabble (skx-b'l), v. Also 7 skable, 7-9
scable. [Later variant of Scapple.]
L trans. To rough-dress (stone).
1620 Brunt tr. Sarpfs Counc. Trent 11. 238 As the chezil

ts actiue, not onely in scabling the stone, but in giuing
forme to the Statue. 1624 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson
Washingtons [i860) App. p. lvi, To Blisse one daie scabling
stone for the kitchen range att the stone pitts. 1833 Loudon
Encycl. Archt't. § 939 Stones are said to be scappled or
scabbled when they are dressed with the pick end of the
hammer. 1848 Ace. Quarrendon Church 7 The external
walls are built with random -jointed squared ashlar, scabbled.

185a T. Wright Celt* Rot/tan, <y Saxon v. 154 The facings
of the stones in Hadrian's Wall are sometimes roughly tooled,

or, as it is technically termed, scabbled with the pick.

2. Iron-manuf. = Cabble v.

1849, 1875 [see Cabble v.].

,
Hence Scabbier, a workman whose occupation

is scabbling ; a hammer used in rough-dressing

stone; Scabbling- vbl. sb.
t
rough-dressing; concr.

in pl.y chips of stone; attrib. in scabbling-axe,

-hammer= Scabbler.
1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Scablines* chippings of

stone. North. 1815 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 537 The
only preparation the stones undergo, is that of knocking off

the sharp angles with the thick end of a tool called a scabling
hammer. 1843 Holtzapffel Turning* etc. 1. 171 The scab-
blers use heavy pointed picks. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks
(1885)86 Scabbier. 1881 Leic.Gloss.i-$i Scabblings,the chips
or refuse ofstone made in scabbling it. Ibid.* Scabble, to rough
dress stone with an axe for the purpose, called a Scabbling-
axe. 1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss. II. 597 The tool used for

the purpose [scabbling] is variously called a 'scaplar'or
'scabbier'.

Seabbo(a)rd, obs. forms of Scabbard sb.*, 3.

Scabby (skie'bi), a. [f. Scab sb. + -y.]

1. = Scabbed a. 1.

1536 Grete Herball cccclxxiii. (1529) Bbjb, It causeth
also the skynne that is scabby to be fayre and clene. 1665
Hooke Microgr. 122 Parts of the leaves grow scabby. 1674

J. Scheffer Hist. Laptanit v. 15 They are nasty and
scabby, and use not to comb their heads. 174a tr. Heister's
Surg. (1768) I. 288 There is still a worse kind of Tinea, or
scabby Head, covering the whole hairy Scalp with an ash-
coloured thick Crust. 1759 Brown Compl. Farmer 86
Pigeons are sometimes apt to be scabby on the backs and
breasts. 1801 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tears

<J-
Smiles Wks.

1812 V. 55 Thus scabby heads, the proverb says, For ever
hate a comb. 18*9 Good's Stftdy Med (ed. 3) V. 637 Ec-
pyesis porrigo. Scabbyscall. 1883 Sayck Fresh Light A m:
Mon. 81 Anything leprous or scabby or leap is forbidden.

Comb, a 1697 Aubrey in Selden*s Table-t. CArb.) 4 Selden
was a long scabby-pol'd boy. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3041/4
A middle sized man Scaby faced, with blotches.

b. Proverbially and allusively (c£ Scabbed i d).

Also scabby sheep : a corrupt person, a moral leper.
1610 [see Scabbed x dj. 17*8 Earl of Ailesbury Mem.

(1890) 176 At the Guildhall, those worthy Aldermen excluded
were looked on as scabby sheep. 1861 Mayhew Lond.
Labour III. 90/1, I was the scabby sheep of the family, and
I've been punished for it. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman in.

xviii, One scabby sheep infects the flock.

O. Coalmining. (See quots.)
1888 Oreenwell Coal-trade Terms s.v. Cloggy, when

the roof is . . uneven or scabby. 1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss.

s. v.t A scabby-roof is when the coal does not part freely

from the stone at the top.

d. Iron-founding. = Scabbed a. v e.

1883 T. D. West Amer. Foundry Pract. 246 Scabby cast-

ings in green and sand moulds.

e. Printing. Blotchy, through uneven inking.
188a J. Southward /'rat/. Printing x\\\. 461 Dust, .spoils

the ink, surrounds the rollers and makes them work ' scabby '.

%.fig. Contemptible,mean,vile; stingy/ shabby'.

Now only vulgar.
171* Odes 0/ Horace vm. 12/1 This scabby Lection has

passed current in all the Editions. 1861 Meredith Evan
Harrington 1. vi. 92 A scabby sixpence ?

Scaber (sk£'"b3i),a. In 6 scabre. Now rare.

[a. F. scabre or L. scaber.] Scabrous.
1657 Tomlinson Return's Disp. 459 The shells wherewith

they are tected,. .are outwardly scabre and impolite. 1866
in Treas. Bot.

Scaberd, -erge, etc., obs. ff. Scabbard sbA
ScaberaIons (skabeTUites), a. Bot. [f. mod.L.

sca/'eruius, dim. of scaber."] Somewhat scabrous.
1870 Hooker Stud Flora 274 Stem. . scaberulous.

Scabia(sk/H>ia^,dial. corruption ofScabious sb.

i88x Blackiv. Mag. Apr. 486/2 Purple sea bias and pale
pansies. 1886 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Scabious...
Corrupted to Scabia in S. Cumb. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 26
Sept. 2/3 Still flowers the scabia, still the fuchsias rear Their
purple bells above the tangled grass.

Scabid (skarbid), a. rare. [ad. late L. scabi-

dttSj {.- scabies (see next).] Of the nature of scabies
1829 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 637 Scabid, herpetic,

and other cutaneous eruptions. ^ 1834 J. Houghton in Cycl.

Pract. Med. III. 638 The cases in which much inflammation
has attended the scabid eruption.

II Scabies (sk^-bi,fz). Path. [L. scabies, f.

scabcre to scratch, scrape, prob. related ultimately

to OE. sceafan (see Shave v.).]

+ 1. A general term for skin-diseases character-

ized by scabby or scaly eruption. Obs.
c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 248 Scabies is whanne be i$e

liddis ben reed & to-swolle, & ful of reed pinplis. 1671

Salmon Syn. Med. u xlviii. 114 *wpa, Scabies, Scales or

Tumours rising from corrupted blood. 1693 tr. Blancards
Phys. Diet. led. 2), Scabies* the Itch: 'lis of two sorts,

moist and dry. 174a tr. Heister's Surg. (1768) I. 288 In the

Pox you . . find both Head and Face . . spread with dry Scabs,

and scabby Ulcers, which is called a Venereal Scabies.

2. A contagious skin-disease, due to a parasite,

Sarcoptes scabiei; the itch.

1814 T. BATEMAN.Sjw'Aj/.r(ed.
i
3) 191 The Scabies, or Itch,

is an eruption of pustules, ..it is accompanied by constant

..itching. 1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 636 In whatsoever

form scabies manifests itself, it is to be regarded entirely

as a local affection. 1875 B. Meadows Clin. Observ. 23
Mr. R——, a farmer, of good constitution and quiet habits,

is supposed to have had Scabies about twelve months ago.

tScabilO'Uian. Obs. [Cf. Scavilon.] A con-

temptuous term for some kind of garment.

1600 T. Hill Qnariron Reas. Cath. Relig
%
xvi. 86 Did

not all these new-fashioned attyres, come in with your new
religion ?.. your Gallegascones, your Scabilonians..and a
thousand such new deuised Luciferian trinckets.

So f Scabilonious (scabulo-) a.

1577 A rt. Enq. in J. Raine Vestments* etc. (1866) 15 Great
bumbasted breches, skalinges, or scabulonious clokes or
gownes after the laie fashion.

i S.cabine. Obs. Also -in. [ad.med.L.jc^/>/«j:
see Echevin. Cf. pF. scabin ' a Iudge p (Cotgr.)

and Schepen.] =Echevin.
ij>a6 Sc* Acts fas. V (1814) II. 305/1 J>e burrow masteris,

scabynis and consale of the toun of mydleburgh in Zeland.
1617 Moryson Itin. in. 282 Such are the Scabines and the
Bailies. Scabines are so called of a German word Schaffen
(that is to despatch). 1673 Ray Journ. Lotu C. 42 The
Government is by a Scout or Praetor, four Burgomasters,
nine Scabins, and 36 Counsellors or Senators. 1678 Phillips
(ed. 4), Scabine..a. Judge, Senator, or Alderman,

Scabicsity. rare. [f. Scabious + -ity.]

Scabious condition.
1608 Middleton Trick to Catch Old One iv. v, Out you

babliaminy . . you cullisance of scabiosity !

Scabious (skvibias),^. Forms: 5scabyouse,
5-8 -iose,6 -youa,-iouse,skabious, 6-8 scabius,
6- scabious.

,]
.d. med.L. scabidsa (sc. herbd)*

fem. sing, of scabiosus (see next). Cf. F. scabieuse.]

1. Any of the herbaceous plants of the genus Sca-
biosa (N.O. Vipsaceae), formerly believed to be
efficacious for the core of certain skin-diseases.
Bine Scabious, S. succisa. Field or Meadow Sca-

bious, .S". arvensis. Purple or Sweet Scabious, S.
atropurpttrea. Small Scabious, .V. Columbaria. Devil's
bit Scabious: see Devil's bit. Musk Scabious: see
Musk sb. 4.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 213 Vpon be enpostym. .1 Ieide
scabiose grounden wib grese. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nur-
lure 993 Broke lempk Scabiose Bilgres wildflax is good for
ache. 15*6 Grete Herball ccccvii. (1529) Y ij b, Sethe the
iuce of scabyous in oyle. 1578 Lyte Dodoens I. Ixxiii. 109
The great Scabiouse and Iacea nigra* do grow in medowes
and pastures. The smaller Scabious groweth in medowes
and watery groundes that stande lowe. Sheeps Scabiouse
groweth in the tickles. - . All the Scabiouses are hoate and
dry. 1575 Langham Card. Health (1633) 600 Skabious
boyled by it selfcdoth cleanse the breast and lungs. 1605
Timme Qnersit. 111. 175 Certaine droppes..of this being
given.. against the asthma or tissick, with the water of
scabiose. 17x3 Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 58 The
Leaves next the Root are whitish and jagged like the small
Field Scabiose. 178a J. Scott Poet. Wks. 96 There Sca-
bious blue and purple Knapweed rise. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) XVI. 687/1 The arvensis, or meadow-scabious. 1867
H. Macmillan Bible Teach, vi. 108 All the upland pastures
are strewn thick with myriads of the purple scabious. 188a
Garden 18 Feb. n 8/2 The dwarf Scabious is now used for

pot culture in winter.

b. U.S. Applied to some species of Erigcron.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 200 Erigeron philadelphi-

cum and heterophyllum . . are commonly sold under the name
of Scabious.

c. Sheep's, Sheep?s bit Scabious : see Sheep.
2. (See quot.)
183a J. Rknnie Consp. Butterfi. <y Mollis 6 The Scabious

{Melitxa Artemis* Leach) appears in the middle of May...
Caterpillar.. feeds on the devil's bit scabious.

Scabious (skv'-bias), a. Now rare. [ad. F.

scabieux or its source L. scabiosus, f. scabies : see

Scabies.] Of the nature of or pertaining to scabies

or itch ; in early use = Scabbed, Scabby.
1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxiv. 62 Ifee. .durst not dare

to tell me that his posteriors are scabious, except he tunic
over his Lexicon to see what posteriours and scabious is.

1629 T. Adams Soufs Sickn. Wks. 472 If the humours be
. .thicker, they turne to a scabious matter in the skin. 1653
Gauden Hierasp. 504 Their illfed flocks and scabious Con*
gregations. 1704 G. Psalmanazar Mem. 153 The scabious
disease, which by that time had spread itself all over my skin.

1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 639/1 The insects taken from
the scabious vesicles.

Sca'bish. U. S. [? Corruption of Scabious sb.]

The Evening Primrose, (Enothera biennis.

1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 159. 1846-50 A. Wood
Class-bk. Bot. 263.

f Sca-bness, Obs. App. f. Scab j*.i + -ness, if

not an error for Scabbiness.
c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 222 Anober maner bab

for scabnesse Sc rownesse of body & of skyn.

Scabrate (skvi'br^t), a. [ad. late L. scabrat-us,

i. scaber \ see -ate 2
.] -Scabrous.

1890 Billings Med. Diet.

Scabre : see Scaber.

t Scabre'dity. Obs. [irreg. f. L. seabredo (f.

scaber Scabrous) + -ITT.] Roughness, scabbiness.
162-4 Burton Anat. Mel. m. n. v. iii, Many faults in Phy-

siognomic, and ill colour, . .inequalities, roughnesse, scabre-
dity, palenesse, yellownes.

Scabrid (sk^'brid), a. [ad. late L. scabrid-us,

f. scaber Scabrous.] Somewhat scabrous.
1866 Treas. Bot. 1027/2 Scabrid, Scabriusculous* slightly

rough to the touch. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora p. xv Bor-
raginex, . . Hispid or scabrid herbs.

Scabridge, obs. form of Scabbard sb.1

Scabridity (skabri'diti). [f. Scabrtd + -ity.]

Slight roughness.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 474 Eqmsetum hyemale. .dis-

tinguished by its size, glaucous colour, scabridity, and stems.

ScabritTSCUl0US,tf. Bot. [f. mod.L. scabrius-

cttlusj irreg. dim. f. scaber Scabrous.] = Scabrid.
1866 [see Scabrid].
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Scabro- (dtf^bto), used as combining form of

L. scaber Scabrous in the sense of 'roughly',

'rough and . . .', as scabro-slriate.

1848 Dana Zooph. 476 The lateral [calicles]..very finely

scabro-striate.

Scabrosely (sk^brtfu-sli), adv. [f. *scabrose,

ad. late L. scabrosus, f, ffwr Scaukous.] In a

scabrous manner.
1848 Dana Zooph. 275 Lamellae, .scabrosely serrulate.

Scabrosity. rare—1 . [zidAate L.scabrosit(is,

i. scabrosus (see prec.).] Roughness.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp., Physical Diet.

Scabrous (sk£*"bws), a. [f. L. scabr-, scaber

(related to scabfre to scrape, scratch) + -OUS. Cf.

also late L. scabrosus^ F. scabreux\\

1. Rough with minute points or knobs, as dis-

tinguished from unevenness of surface : esp. Nat.
Hist, and Phys.
1657 S. Pcrchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 1. iii. 7 All her feet are

scabrous, and rough, to take hold at the first touch. 1741
Monro A nut. Nerves (ed. 3) 103 A scabrous bony Ridge.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. in. v. (1765) 183 Scabrous, rugged

;

when the Disk is covered with Tubercules, little knobs.

1790 Bewick Hist. Quadrup. 145 The surface of the skin

was scabrous and knotty, of a close texture, and when dry
extremely hard. 1803 Hekschel in Phil. Trans. XCVI1.
215 A lens that had a very scabrous polish on one side.

x8s6 Kirby & Sp. EntomoL IV. xlvi. 273 Scabrous.. .Rough
to the touch from granules scarcely visible. 18*9 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 427 The ala; of the nose become
swelled and scabrous. 1804 R. B. Shakpe Birds Gt. Brit.

I. 4 [The Rook has] the forehead and sides of face bare,

and covered with a white scabrous skin.

b. In fig. phr. with reference to caustic writing.

1863 M. Hopkins Hawaii 27s He wrote with point and
rapidity, and his pen had a scabrous edge.

2. Of an author, his composition or style : Harsh,
unmusical, unpolished.
Cf. late L. versus scabri (blacrobius).

a 1585 Polwart Flyting w. Moutgomerie 31 Thy ragged
roundels, . .some out of lyne, With scabrous colours, a 1637
B. Jonson Discov. Wks. II. 119 Virgill was most loving of
Antiquity; yet how rarely doth hee insert aquai, and pictaiX

Lucretius is scabrous and rough in these. 1656 Blount
Glossogr. s. v., A Scabrous style, for an unpleasant kinde of
writing. 1693 Drvden Disc. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 70
His IPersius'J verse is scabrous, and hobbling.

3. Full of obstacles, difficult, ' thorny \
1646 R. Baillie Lett. <y Jrnls. (1841) II. 349 We stick

long sometymes upon scabrous questions. 1810 Bentham
Packing (1821) 72 Whosoever would be saved from falling

into error and heterodoxy on this scabrous ground. 183a
Austin Jurispr. ii. 46 We must pick our scabrous way
with the help of a glimmering light. 1904 Times 15 June
7/2 When this scabrous moment arrives the Russian de*

fenders may remember Dragomiroffand his advice.

4. Risky, bordering upon the indelicate.

1881 Meredith Tragic Com. iv. 66 Sentiment, cynicism,
and satin impropriety and scabrous, are among those verses

where pure poetry has a recognized voice. 1882 World
1 Nov. 5 His scabrous novels. 1894 Athenaeum 3 Mar.
275/3 Mr. Maude.. has chosen to write about divorce and
adultery, . .and many other potentially scabrous topics.

Hence Sea brously ot/v. } in a scabrous manner,

t harshly ; Scabrousness, ruggedness, hardness.
157a Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 10 Albeit that some

thingts be obscurly, and some thingis scabruslie spokin.

1727 Bailev vol. \\, Scabrousness, Ruggedness, Roughness.
1847 Fraser's Mag. XXXVI. 519 What a contemporary of
Shakspeare called the scabrousness of our elder literature.

f Sca*b-shin, a. Obs. [f. Scab sb. + Shin sb.]

Contemptuous epithet applied to friars.

1607 Lingua iv. i, Thou taugh'st a scab-shin frier the hel-

lish inuentton ofoouder and gunnes. z6so Melton Astrolog.

59 These scab-shin Fryers.

t Sea'bship. Obs. [-ship.] Used with posses-

sive as a mock title for a contemptible person.

1589 [?Lyly] Pappe iv. Hatchet C iiij, If that Martin
could thatch vp his Church, this mans scabship should bee
an Elder.

Scabulonious : see Scabilonious.

t Scabwort. Obs. [f. Scab sb. + Wort. An
old name of this plant was Scabiosa major.'] The
plant Elecampane, Inula Helenium.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 83 lacea alba, scabiosa id.

g* scabiose, a* scabwort. 106 Grete Herbalt clii. (1529)
I v b, De Enula campana. Elfe docke, Scabwoort, or hors-

hele. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden Ixxix. 148 We in

English call it Elecampane generally, yet in some Countries
of this Land, it is called Scabwort and Horse-heal.

Scace, obs. form of Scarce, Scatch.
Scach, Scacite : see Scatch, Scarcity.

t Scad K Obs. rare~°. In 5 scadde. A corpse.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/1 Scadde [Winch. MS. scaddo],

cadauer.

Scad 2 (sksed). Now dial. (Kent, Sussex, Lines.

:

seeKD.D.). Also skad. [Cf. scag, Skeg.] A wild
black plum ; esp. the bullace, Prunus insititia.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. noOkes, Mastholmes,
Skaddes [orig. firuno sylvestri], Pine trees, and Fyrre.
1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E.D.S.), Scads, black bullace ; or a
bastard damasin growing in the hedges. 1777 Jacob Plantse
Faversh. Index p. xxiii, Scad Tree, or Scad Plumb.
Scad 3 (sksed). Also skad. [Source unknown

;

app. originally used in Cornwall.
Cf. Welsh ysgadan herrings, Norw. dial, skad gwyniad,

Sw. skddde flounder.]

l.The fish Caranx trackurus{ Trachurussaurus]
t

characterized by having its lateral line armed with

bony plates, found abundantly on the British coasts

and used for bait ; also applied to other fishes of
the genus Caranx and related genera (cf. mackerel-
scad) ; the horse-mackerel.
1603 Carew Cornwall 30 Of round fish [there are] Brit,

Sprat, Barne, ..Scad [etc]. Ibid. 35 Some gutted and kept
'

in pickle, as the lesser Whitings, Pollock, Eeles, and Squarie
Scads, a 1672 Willughby Hist. Pise. iv. xii. 290 Cornu-
biciisibus a Scad. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 225. 1845
New Statist. Ace. Scot. XIV. (Ross) 190 The common
mackerel is numerous as is also the scad or horse mackerel.
iSSSGoODEAMer. Fishesz^i The Scads, known in England
as the ' Horse- Mackerels ', appear to occur in all temperate
and tropical waters.

b. attrib.y as scad mackerel, -tiet.

1803 Shaw Gen, Zool. IV. 597 The Scad Mackrel. 1836
1st Rep. Irish Fisheries 167 The Skad-net is very similar

to the Mackerel-net.

2. U.S. (Seequot.)
1882 Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 432

Decapterus punciatus. ..Scad; Round Robin,

Scad 4 (sksed). Sc. [Of obscure origin.] A
faint appearance of colour or light ; a reflexion

;

a faint gleam.
1640 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 490 Yea it reflects a scad

like the cross of Christ. 1788 Picken Poems 53 The wights,
dispos'd for e'ening-fun, Flee frae the scad o' daylight, a 1800
Lord Douglas xii. in Child Ballads I. 102/2 It is but the
scad of my scarlet cloak Runs down the water wan. 1824
Mactaggart Galtoz'id. Encycl., Scades 0' Licht, flares, or
flashes of light. 1890 Sekvick Notaudnms iv. 19, I took a
veezy through the hoose by the scadd o" the lowe.

Scad 5 (sksed). local. [Cf. SBAV-salmon.] The
fry of the salmon.
1861 Act 24 # 25 Vic. c 109 § 4 All migratory fish of the

genus salmon, whether known by the names .. shed, scad,
blue fin, black tip, fingerling, ..or by any other local name.

Scad t; (skced). dial. [Cf. Du. schadde grass,

turf.] A slab of peat ; a tuft of grass.

1880 F. M. Peard Mother Molly iii, I kep un theer, and
vather, he turned up the scads. 1906 Phillpotts Portreeve
1. iv, Two and two the scads stood propped in pairs to dry.

Scad, obs. or Sc. form of Scald.

Scaddle (skce'd'l), a. Now dial. Also 5
skadylle, 7 skad(d)le. [Later var. of Scathkl.J
1. Wild; timid; shy.

1483 Cath. Angl. 341/2 Skadylle; vbi wylde. 1635 L.
Foxe North-West Fox 203 There was fowle, but so skadle,

as they would not abide them to come neere them. 1691
RAYiV. C. Words 60 Scaddle, that will not abide touching:
spoken of young Horses that fly out. 1862 [C. C Robin-
son] Dial. Leeds 398 He's a scaddle horse to ride. 1876
Mid-Yks. Gloss., Scaddle, timid, usually applied to a horse.

2. Mischievous, troublesome; thievish; esp. of

animals.
1589 [?Lyly] Pappe w. Hatchet 3 He shall knowe what it

is for a scaddle pawne, to crosse a Bishop in his owne walke.

1674 Ray S. <y E. C. Words 77 Skaddle : scathie, Ravenous,
mischievous, Suss. 1736 Lewis /. Tenet (ed. 2) 38 A Skaddle
Cat, Boy, &c. 1847 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. wx.Jerry Jarvis^s
Wig, Tib, ..the honestest, the least 'scaddle' of the feline

race. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Scaddle, wild; mischievous;
spoken ofadog that worries sheep ; ofa cat that poaches [etc.].

Scade, obs. f. Scathe ; obs. pa. t. Shed v.

Scadewe, obs. f. Shadow. Scadling, variant

of Scalding sb.1 Scadlips ; see Scald v. i d.

Scaelestious : see Scelestious. Seaside, -ical,

obs. ff. Scene, Scenical.

tScse-vity, sce-vity. Obs.- [ad. late L.
scsevitas, f. scsevus left-sided, awkward, perverse,

unlucky.]
1656 Blount Glossogr., Scevity, unluckiness, lefthanded-

ness. 1658 Phillips, Scaevity.

t Scaf. Obs. Also 4-6 skaf(fe, scaff, 5 scaphe,
6 schaffe, 7 erron. scarfe. [a. OF. scaphe, scaup/ie

f

escaf{f)e, ad. L. scapha light boat, skiff, a. Gr.
(TKCKprj trough, tub, skiff, etc.]

1. A light boat, skiff. Chiefly Sc.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. {Nyckolas) 274, & in a skaf
a-pone be se sayland. 1432-50 tr. Ht'gden (Rolls) VII. 463
William, .was taken into an ober scaphe. 1483 Cat. A tic.

Rec. Dublin (1889) 364 All manner of men that occupieth
shippes, piccardes, scaflfes, and lighteres. 151a Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. IV. 373 To Johnne of Newtoun and thre

marinaris with him in the Inghs skaff. 1535 Sjewakt Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) III. 287 Tha..tuke the se thair in ane Ii till

skaffe. 1576 Foxe A.fyM. 183/2 Entring vpon a time with
his Hauke into a certaine schaffe or cockbote alone. 1600
in Rec. Convent. Roy. Burghs (1870) II. 81 The brugh of

Kinghorne.-is. .hewele trublit be tneskams, skeldrykis and
zowis ofvnfre touns of Leith [etc.]. 1621 Irish Act5Edw.IV,
c. 6 in Bolton Stat. Irel. 38 All other small vessells, as

Scarfes or Boats, not hauing Drouernor Lighter.

2. [tr. L. Jiscella.] An open basket.

_ 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) II. 319 Moyses..was i-doo

in a scaf of risshes l-schape as a Htelboot.

Scafe, variant of Scaife.

Scaff (skcef),^. Sc. Alsoscauff. [f. Scaff v.]

1. Food, provisions. (Cf. Raff sbl 1.)

1768 Ross Helenore 11. 68 We'll ripe the pouch, an' see

what scaff is there. 1806 [see Raff sb. 1 i]. 1819 W. Ten-
nant Papistry Stormed m. (1827) 115 Weel you may see

that siegin' host Had skaff and skink withouten Cost.

2. Scum, refuse (said of persons) ; riff-raff. (Cf.

Raff sb.l 2.) Also scaffand raff, scoff-raff.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxv, We wadna turn back, no for

half a dizzen o* yon scaff-raff. 1816 — Old Mort. v, WP a'

the scaff and raff o' the water side. 1899 Lumsden Edin.
Poems <y Songs 54 Begone, ye scum and scaff!

Scaff (skicf;, v. 1 Sc. [Of obscure origin; cf.

skaigkj which is used in Sc. with a similar though
less emphatically contemptuous sense.
It has been conjectured that scaff may have been an

adoption of the Du. and G. schaffen (whence MSw. skaffa)
to provide or procure (food). The word might possibly have
been brought oyer by soldiers who had served in the Con-
tinental wars; in military use it would naturally have a
colouring that might account for the contemptuous sense of
the verb in Sc]

a. trans. To beg or ask for (food, etc) in a
mean or contemptible manner. Also absol. or intr.

(Still in common use.) b. To sponge upon (a
person). Now rare or Obs.
1508 Dunbar Flyting 133 He sayK thow skaffis and beggis

mair beir and aitis, Nor ony cripill in Karrik land abowt.
i<>.. Aberd. Reg. (MS.) XV. (Jam.), Nae bygging of mair
vittall nor sustenis thaim self, and topping of the samen,
scaffyng thair nychtbouris. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 904
Anescaffing warlot, wanting schame. 16. . Lindesay's (Pit-

scot tie) Chron. Scot. (1814) ^12 (Jam.) They scaffed throche
all Scotland .. for thair particular commoditee.
Hence Sca'ffing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

a 1568 Ye Sonis 0/Men, be tnirry and glaid 30 in Ban-
natyne MS. (Hunter. CI.) 59 Think that this lyfe is nocht
the lent For skafing heir of scruf and skum. c 1600 Alex.
Hvme Poems (S.T.S.) 73/163 Skaffing clarks with couetice
inspired. Ibid. 74/209 Skaffing scribes.

Scaff,".- dial. [Of obscure origin. Cf. Scoffs.]
intr. To eat voraciously.

1797 Bhydcks Burlesque Homer I. 53 Hut how the hungry
whoresons scaff'd; Hew eagerly the beer they quaff 'd.

1882 Jamiesons Sc. Diet., Skaff. . 2. To eat greedily, Shetl.

Scaffat, -ating, obs. fT. Scaffold, -olding.

tSca-ffer. Sc. Obs. [f. Scaff v.* + -kb*.]

A parasite, sponger ; an extortioner.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxiii. 45 Scaffaris, and scamleris

in the nuke. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 99
Juglaris, menstralis, bardis and scaffaris [orig. Mimos,
histrionesy bardos, parasilos], 1598 Aberd. Reg. (1848) II.

167 A multitude of. .skafferis of the wymbes of the puir.

t Sca'fferon. Obs. variant of Chaffkon.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 12 One band had the scaf-

feron, the cranet, the bard of the horse all white. 1586 Ferne
Bias. Gentrie 11. 67 The IJridle, Saddle, Scafferon, [etc.].

t Scaffery. Sc. Obs. Also6skafrie,skaif\f)ry,

7 scafferie. [f. Scaff v.1 or Scaffer : see -fry.]

Extortion ; extortionate taking of perquisites.

1555 Se. Acts Mary (1814) II. 500/1 The wemen perturba-
touns for skafrie of money or otherwyse salbe (etc.). 1561
Aberd. Reg. (1844) 1. 335 N a skaiffry, sic as sampill and scheit
schakin, to be tane thairof. 1606 Act of Council'in Sc. Acts
Jos. VI (1816) IV. 616/2 The with-gait and libertie grantit
vnto Suche shamefull scafferie and extortioun. 1634 Reg.
Prizy Council Scot. Ser. n. (190^) V. 186 For componing.

.

with nombers of thame and taking of compositions frome
thame. .quilk is a foule coosening scafferie. « 1651 Calder-
wood Hist. Kirk Scot. (Wodrow Soc) III. 662 Lyke as the
poorer sort in the burrowes sould not have escaped the
importable scafferie intended.

Scaffle, variant of Scavel.

tSca-ffling,.^. Obs. rare- . [a.MDu. sc{k)a/le-

ling{h, scajlingh.] A kind of eel.

1589 Rider Bibt. Schol. 1720/52 A grig, minima. A scaf-

fling, media. x6ix Cotgk., Pimperneau, a grig, scaffling,

spitchcocke, fawson Eele.

Sea filing", vbl. sb. local, [app. variant of

Scabbling.j //. Chippings of stone.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. s.y., In Caukey Ore, the Scaf-

flings are used to be beaten a little with some small Tool.
1886 Cheshire Gloss. 301.

Scaffling, obs. form of Scaffolding.

t Scaffmaster. Obs. In 6 skafe-. [ad. Du.
schaf-, scaffmeester, f. schaffen to provide + meester

Master sbX\ A steward.
1555 in Hakluyt's Voy. (1589) 298 All the said Agents, pilots,

inaisters, merchantes clerkes, boatswains, stewards, skafe-

masters, and all other officers, .of this present voyage.

Scaffolage : see Scaffouuge.
Scaffold (skre'ftfld), sb. Forms : a. 4 scaffot,

5 skaffaut, 4, 6, 9 dial. -at. fl. 4 scaflfalde, 4-,^

skai\f)ald, 5 scaffhold, skafold, 5-6 scaffolde,

scafold(e, 5-7 skaffold, 6 scaffald, -ould.

skefold, sohapfold, 4- scaffold. 7. 5 schaf-

hold, chaff-, schaffold, shaffolde. 5. 6 skaf-

fell, -oil. [a. NFr. forms corresponding to Central

OF. schaffattt, eschaffaut, esc/iafal, eschaipkal,

earlier escadafaut = Pr. escoiiafalcj formed with

prefix es- (:—L. ex- out) on the Com. Rom. word
represented by OF. chqfau(J)t (mod.F. chafaud)

t

earlier caafau-s, cadefaut
f
Pr. cadafalct

OCat. cada-

fal, Sp. fcadqfalso, now cadahalso, cadatso, Pg.

cadafalso
1
It. catafalco (whence F. catafalque Cata-

falque) :—popular L. *catafalcum, of uncertain

formation : according to some scholars, f. Gr. pre-

fix Kara- (see under Catafalque) + -falicum, f.

fala,phala wooden tower or gallery.

For other related forms see Catafalque, and cf. med.Lat.
scadafale (12th c), scada/attum (13th c), sca/aldus, seal-

faudus, etc. (15th c). The Romanic word has been adopted
by continental Teut. langs. : (M)Du. schavot, G. schavott,
Da. skafot. With the 5-forms in Eng. cf. Scaffoldage.)

A. Illustration of Forms.
a. 1349 Skaffotes [see B. 1

J. 1375 Barbour Bruce xvu. 343
Scaffatis, ledderis, and coueryngis. a 1575 Diurn. Occurr.

(Bannatyne CI.) 68 Vpoun twa skaffattis. 1869 Lonsdale
Gloss., Skaffat, corr. of scaffold.



SCAFFOLD.

1354 Skaffal-

hay CJM1841) 28 Ladderis, Tymbre, Scaffolds, Gynnes.

c 1440 Prom}. Parv. 442/1 Scafold, slage, fata, c 1450 Cor.

Myst, (Shaks. Soc) 298 Here Pylat syttyth in his skaffald.

1533 Bellesden Livy v.viii. \S.T.S.) II. 176 To be rehersit

on scaffaldis for admiratioun and delite. 1536 Kyngston

in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 63 I he preparacion of skefolds.

1570 Levins Manip. 219/10 A Scaffould, theatmm, scena.

c 1618 Moryson /tin. iv. (1903) 308 Mounting vpon stalls,

or litle skaffolds,

Y- *470-*S Malory Arthur x. xliv. 484 They were set

vpon schafholdes to gyue the Iugement of these two
Knyghtes. 15x4 Ace. St. Joh*?s Hosp., Canterb. (MS.),

Payd for x naylls for be chaffoldes. a 155a Leland /tin.

(1769) IX. 140 Apon Schaffoldis yn the midle of the market
place.

6. 1581 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1814) III. 197/1 Wpoun the

skaffeTl the tyme of his executioun.

B. Signification.

L A temporary platform usually supported on
poles or (sometimes) trestles, but occasionally sus-

pended, and designed to hold the workmen and
materials employed in the erection, repairing, or

decoration of a building. Also^/., but now usually

sing., an assemblage of such platforms with their

supporting poles, = Scaffolding.
pi. 1349 Ace. Exch. K. R. Bundle 462 No, 16 If. 7 In .xxvj.

ytciis maeremii emptis pro scaffotes ad idem opus. 1646

enkyn Ref. Remora 30 The building's set up, let the

scaffolds be pulld down. 1696 Bentley CfRei'el. <V Mtssias

32 They must needs be . . abolished, like scaffolds that are re-

moved when the buildings are finished. 1737 Pope Hor.
Ep. 11. L 146 Away, away! take alt your scaffolds down,
For Snug's the word : My dear ! we'll live in Town. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 351 The crowds of workmen,
the scaffolds and the masses of hewn stone [etc.].

«"'<£"• *354 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 94 In mercede
Laur. Wngth sublevante le skaffald in choro. 1360-1
Durham Ace. Roiis (Surtees) 385 Cum cratis fact is pro
skafald. 144a Eton Coil. Ace. in Willis & Clark Cambridge
(1886) I. 387, v. dosyn of hyrdelez for skafold. 169s dEmi-
Hunt's Frauds Romish Monks 182 These Monks, out
of Curiosity, whilst the Work-men were gone to get their

Dinner, did climb up the Scaffold.. to view their Work.
17*4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 97 Bricklayers raise a
low scaffold to build a brick wait 1838 Murray's Hand-
Bk. At. Germany 159 He was suspended by a scaffold, lying
on his back, his eyes protected by a pair of glasses from the
falling dust. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 497/2 As the building
rises, the scaffold is strengthened by diagonal poles, the
lower ends of which rest upon the ground, and which are
tied to the vertical pieces wherever they intersect them.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ft. 1. 423 Every bricklayer who
falls from a scaffold.

fig. 1641 Desham Sophy iv. i, These outward beauties are
but the props and scaffolds On which we built our love. 1701
Swift Contests Nobles fy Comm. iii. Wks. 1751 IV. 37 He
[sc. Sylla] abolished the Office of Tribune, as being only a
scaffold to tyranny, whereof he had no further use. 1768
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 408 Figure, parable, hypothesis
. .serve as scaffolds in raising the building of righteousness
in opinion and conduct.

t b. A painter
1

! easel. Obs.
i6ox Holland Pliny xxxv. x. 1 1. 535 Zcuxis . . brought upon

the scaffold a table, wherein were clustres of grapes so lively

painted, that the very birds of the aire flew flocking thither.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 197 An old woman kept a large
boord, alreadie fitted upon the Asse or scaffold, to have
something drawne upon it.

C Mining, (See quots.)
i860 Eng. 4r For. Mining Gloss, (ed. a), Derbysh. Terms 43

Scaffold, in a mine, a platform made, where some miners
work above the heads of others. Ibid., S, Staffs. Terms 78
Scaffold, planking elevated by stays and ladders, in order
to allow the miner to ascend and disengage the coal in the
upper part of the seam. 1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss., Scaf-
fold, in mining, the platform at the top ofa winning.

f 2. A military engine for assailing a wall. Obs.

1375 Baebour Bruce xvn. 601 Syndry scaffatis thai maid
vith-all That war Weill hvar than the walL c 1400 Rout.
Rose 4176 They [ne] dredde noon assaut Of ginne, gunne,
nor skaffaut. 1481 Caxton Godfrey xxix. 63 They toke poles
and made scaffholdes .. whiche they sctte to the walles.

1 15*0 Barclay Jugurtha (1557) 78 b, Afterwarde he conv
maunded scaffoldes to be made about the walles,

f 3. A raised platform, seat, or stand, used for

the purpose of exhibiting persons or actions to the
public view, making proclamations, or the like.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1675 An heraud on a scaffold
made an ho. 01513 Fabyan Chron. vu. 506 The kynge..
causyd an hyghe scafolde to be made . . where moch people
beynge assemblyd, he shewyd vnto them a longe processe
of his wrongefull enprysonement. 15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss.
I. ccclxix. 606 The yonge kynge was. .in a chayre lypt up
on high, ..and ally* yongnewe knyghtes on lower scaffoldes
at his fete. 1535 Covbrdalb t Esdras ix. 4a Eszdras the
prest & reder ofy* lawe stode vp vpon a scaffolde of wodd.
1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. Wks. (Grosart) IX. 155 Rosa-
mond set vpon a scaffold, to take view of all. 1611 Biblb
a Chron. vj. 13 Solomon had made a brasen scaffold . . and
had set it in the midst of the Court, and vpon it hee stood.
1613 G. Sandys 7'rav. 146 A scaffold, like those belonging
to Queristers, in some of our Cathedrall Churches. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. 54 At the other end of
the Hall.. there is a little Scaffold, on which are several
Dervishes, that play on Flutes and Drums.
4. spec. A platform or stage on which theatrical

performance or exhibition takes place ; esp. in early
use, a temporary stage on which a mystery play
was performed. Obs. exc. Hist.
c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 198 SomtymcHe pleyeth

Herodes on a scaffold hye. 1507 in E. K. Chambers Ate-
diaeval Stage (1903) II. 393 [A) ttchapfold [and] pagentts
[are mentioned). 1519*0' Rec. St. Mary at Hill {1905) 304
Paid for a quarter for the skaffold ouer be porch ayenst palme-

159

sonday. 1565 Cooper TJiesaurus s. v. Scena, Orestes often-

tymes represented on scaffoldes in playes. 1579W.Wilkinson
Confat. Fatu. Love^-j Brought in lykea mute vpon a scaffold,

which departeth dumbe. 1599 Alex. Hume Poems (S.T.S.)

vii. 45 Make scaffalds clare for cumlie comedies. [1801 Strutt
Sports <y Past. m. ii. 143 The ecclesiastical plays.. were
usually performed in churches, or chapels, upon temporary
scaffolds erected for that purpose.]

fig- 1594 1*. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. n. 564 In the mid-
dest of such a. .wonderfull scaffold and theatre. 1654-66
Earl Orrery Parihen. (1676) 560 You ought to_ have so

much respect, as not to be a publick Spectacle on an infamous
Scaffold.

f 5. A raised platform or stand for holding the

spectators of a tournament, theatrical performance,

etc Also, a gallery in a theatre or church. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. vi. 191 There were scaffoldis

and holes that lordes and ladyes myghte beholde and to

gyue the pryse. 1533 Bf.lleniien Livy 1. xxi. (S. T, S.) L
1 19 |?ai war constrenit to mak public setis and scaffaldis in

commoun placis quhare playis war devisit. 1597 Hall-SVi/.
I. iii, Shame that the Muses should be bought and sold, For
euery peasants brasse, on each scaffold. 1638 [see Scaffold
v. 1]. 1671 Milton Samson 1610 The other side was op'n,

where the throng On banks and scaffolds under Skie might
stand. 17*7 MSS. Dk. Portland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. xg,

I hope to get a good place in the Abbey for Lady Margaret
Harley, though till the scaffolds are built I can't yet tell

whereabouts it will be. 1770 Langhornb Plutarch (1879)
II. 891/2 There was a show of gladiators to be exhibited..
and most of the magistrates had caused scaffolds to be
erected round the place, in order to let them out for hire.

fig. 1661 Feltham Resolves 11. xxxviii. 259 By setting us
upon an open and adjacent Scaffold, it gives us a view of

the actions, .that have sway'd the affairs of the World.

6. An elevated platform on which a criminal is

executed. Phr. to go to the scaffold (
m * to be

executed*), to bring or send to the scaffold, etc.

Hence the scaffold is often put for ' execution *,

' capital punishment \
1557 More Rich. Ill (1641) 307 He was at Salisbury, .on

a new skaffold beheaded. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann.
xiv. iv. 204 He brought to the skaffold many descended of
noble houses. 1603 Warner Alb. Eng. viu. xl. 196 She
vnabashed, mounting now the Skaffold, theare attends The
fatall Stroke. 1769 Junius Lett. xiv. 59 Paths which na-

turally conduct a minister to the scaffold. i8j8 Scott F.
M. Perth xxiv, I knew at Paris a criminal.. who suffered

the sentence, .showing no particular degree of timidity upon
the scaffold. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe III. xiii. § 88.

92 We have, .weighed the scaffold against the oppression
of the Convention, and preferred the scaffold. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. IV. xviii. 256 The one man whom.. William
sent to the scaffold on a political charge.

7. A raised framework of wood used for other

purposes ; among the North American Indians, for

the disposal of the dead (cf. Scaffold v. 4).
1534 Fitzherb. Husb. % 32 It is better to laye thy pees and

benes without vppon a reke, than other come, and it is

better vppon a scaffolde than vppon the grounde. 1634 W.
Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1865) 48 There was made here a
ships loading of fish the last yeare, where still stands the
stages, and drying scaffolds, a 1775) C°0K Voy. Pacific in.

iL II. 35 The carcase of the dog, with what belonged to it,

were laid on a whatta, or scaffold, about six feet high. z8ia
Brackenridge Jrnl. in Views Louisiana (1814) 203 A kind
of scaffolds, ten or fifteen feet in height, which I was in-

formed were erected..by the neighboring settlers for the
purpose of shooting the deer by moon light...The hunter
ascends the scaffold, and remains until the deer approaches.
Ibid. 361 The scaffolds are supported with four forks, and
sufficiently large to receive one or two bodies.

8. Iron-foundittg. ' An obstruction in a blast

furnace above the tuyeres caused by an accumula-
tion or shelf of pasty, unreduced materials, adhering

to the lining ' (Raymond Mining Gloss, 1881).
1861 W. Faibbairn Iron 48 So that the materials.. may

[not), .be so retarded as to adhere in a half-liquid state to

the brick-work, and cool there, thus forming what are known
by the name of scaffolds. 1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel <y

Iron vii. (ed. 2) 142 When a scaffold is discovered, the blast

is eased so as to reduce the support from below due to the
pressure of blast. 1891 Min. Evid. Labour Comm. Group
A. II. 304 The variation of the temperature in the furnace
itself would cause what are technically called scaffolds.

9. atlrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) scaffold board,

fflake (see Flake jM i), pole, vantage; scaffold

bracket (see quot.); scaffold hole, a putlog-hole;

(sense 4) t scaffold pageantry, f wheel; t scaffold

play, a mystery play; so f scaffold-player

;

(sense 6) scaffold step.

1593-3 Act 35 Eli*, c 11% 1 Somucheof *ShaffoIde Borde
in quantityeas the saide Clapborde amounteth unto. «866

Tomlinson's Cycl. Arts £ Manuf. II. 482/2 The scaffold

boards are supported by the putlogs. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mcchn *Scaffold-bracket, an implement to form a footing

for a board to support a person in roofing. 1365-6 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 127, 20 *scaffalde flakes Factis ad dictas

fenestras. C1568 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Ace. (1896)

115 John clerke making "scaffold holes, 4d. 1774 G. Whitb
Seloorne, To Barrington 26 Feb., Perhaps they nestle in the

scaffold-holes of some old or new deserted building. 1687

R'efi. on Hind -y P. 24 No more than a Mountebank is to be
credited, who after a deal of "Scaffold-Pageantry to draw
Audience [etc.]. 1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 138 As ifin

•icaffold plaies, he looked to haue napkins cast vp. 1559 In

S:rype Ann. Ref. I. 11. ix. 436 The preachers and *scaffold

players of this newe religion. 1798 W. Hutton Life 7 If a
straggling *scaffold pole could be found. 186a Sat. Rev.

15 Mar. 298 The scaffold poles round the Guards Memorial.

1843 Neale Ball. «y Songsfor People 21 So steadfastly the

*scaffold-steps That good Archbishop trod. 1869 Browning
Ring ff Bk. xii. 167 Guido was last to mount the scaffold-

steps, .as atrociousest in crime. 1884 — Ferishtah's Fancies,

SCAFFOLDING.

A Camel-driver, Reason aims to raise Some make-shift

midway "scaffold-vantage, whence It may. .peer below. 1584
in Coventry Corpus Christi Plays (1902) 91 A iron pynne
and a cotter for the *skaffolde whele.

Scaffold (skse-J^ld), v. Also 6 scafold, 7
schaffold, 7 scaffoie. [f. Scaffold sb. Cf. OF.
eschafateder,]

f 1. trans. To furnish with a platform, stand, or

gallery. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 10 b, The Hall was sea*

folded and rayled on all partes. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden) 95 The Lower House desyre that the

p[ainted] ch[amber] be scaffolde. 1636 Pagitt Christianogr.
111. 101 The streets were scaffolded [ed. 1640 scaffoled] and
covered with precious cloth. 1638 Bp. Mountagu Art. Enq.
Visit. A 2 Is your Church scaffolded every where or in part?
do those scaffolds so made, annoy any mans seat, or hinder
the lights of any windows? 1650 R. Stapvlton Stradd's
Lozv C. Wars 1. 13 The Lists now set up, and scaffolded

like a stage.

2. To put scaffolding up to (a building). Also
intr. in indirect passive with unto.
a 1663 Hevlin Laud (1668) 222 The Tower or Steeple

[was] Scaffolded to the very top, with an intent to take it

down to the very Arches. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Hcng 213
They must of necessity be scaffolded unto, or underpropt
at least. Ibid. 230 Can.. such stupendious Stones.. be..
wrought, raised, scaffolded unto, set and finished in five

Moneths? 1676 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr. (Camden) 134
The middle of Westminster Hall wase all schaffolded. 1836
E. Howard R. Reefer lxx, It was scaffolded to the very attics.

b. trans/. To support with poles.

1884 Harper's Mag. 394/2 The apple-trees were scaffolded

with great stakes to keep their branches from breaking.

c. fig. To prop up.
169. C. Blount Dial, in Coll. Poems 24 New Titles may

be Scaffolded with Laws.

+ 3. To send to the scaffold ; to execute. Obs.

1716 Mem. in J. H. Burton Lives ofForbes ty Ld. Lovat
v. (1847) 116, I was sent to the castlej I believe, to be scaf-

folded next day if I had not been delivered.

4. To place (food) on a raised framework of

wood, for the purpose of drying it or protecting it

from animals; among North American Indians, to

expose corpses on a scaffold (see Scaffold^. 7).

1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 323 note, They .. scaffolded their

dead kinsman. 1806 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 11. 155 In
the afternoon we scaffolded some meat. 1862 D. Wilson
Preh. Man II. xxii. 292 The remains of those whose bodies
had been scaffolded.

6. Iron-founding, intr. To form a ' scaffold \
1880 Wright in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 296 When a furnace

shows a tendency to 'scaffold ' (by the fritting together of

lumps which form a comparatively solid mass inside the
furnace, preventing a charge from descending properly).

Hence Scaffolded///, a.

1862 D. Wilson Preh. Man II. xxii. 292 When the Man-
dans buried the remains of their scaffolded dead, they left

the skull uninterred. 1871 E. B. Tylor Prim. Cult. II. xii.

40 The Samoyed's scaffolded coffin.

Scaffbldage (skae-Ulded^). rare. In 6 scaf-

folage. [f. Scaffold v. + -age. Cf. F. e*cka-

faudage.] -Scaffolding vbl. sb. i,

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. i. iii. 156 To heare the woodden
Dialogue and sound 'Twixt his stretcht footing, and the
Scaffofage [mod. edd. scaffoldage]. 1889 Farrar Lives
Fathers II. xvi. 288 Their hair was elaborated into a scaf-

foldage of curls.

Scaffolder (skse'fcHdaj). [f. Scaffold sb. and
V. +-ER 1

.]

f 1. An occupant of the gallery at a theatre. Obs.

1597 Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iii If he can with termes Italianate

. . Faire patch me vp his pure Iambick verse, He rauishes

the gazing Scaffolders.

2. One whose business it is to erect scaffolding.

1864 Law Times Rep. X. (N. S.) 719/1 ^
The pit. was in

their employment as a scaffolder, and in raising the scaffold-

ing he put his foot on a round putlog. 1901 J. Black's
Carp. $ Build., Scaffolding 29 The operations of the scaf-

folder and builder must not interfere with the traffic of the

town more than needful.

Scaffolding (skse'ftldin), vbl. sb. Forms: 4
skaf\f)aldyng,5 scafaldynge,5-6 Sc. scaffating,

6 Sc scaffalding, scauffaulding, skaffeltein,

ska Ifatting, 6- scaffolding. Also @. 6 skaffol-

lyng, 7, 9 {dial,) scaffling. [f. Scaffold sb, and
V. + -ING 1

.]

1. The temporary framework of platforms and
poles constructed to provide accommodation for

workmen and their materials during the erection,

repairing, or decoration of a building.

1347-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 546 In Hakes et

Skaftaldyng pro opere ejusdem capelle, 15 <Y. 1498 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 389 To mak scaffating for the
masounis and holl barrowis. 151a Ibid. IV. 279 Half ane
hundretht rauchteris for skaffeltein. 15x2s in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (1886) I. 608 Lyme, sand, scaffoldyng,..and
euery other thyng concernyng the same vawtyng. 1641
Milton Ch. Govt. Wks. 1851 III. 129 Knowing that their

high office was but as the scaffolding of the Church yet

unbuilt, 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 636 It burnt the wooden
Drops or scaffolding which supported the column. 18x6

J. Smith Panorama Set. # Art I. 214 In London,.. the
scaffolding for the workmen, in erecting the walte of a
building, is external ; but in Liverpool,, .the scaffolding is

wholly within the building. 1859 Reeve in Jephson Brit-

tany xvi. 268 note, The large building.. on the right,. .is

new, the scaffolding not yet taken down. 190: y. Black*

s

Carp. % Build.. Scaffolding 87 The old fashioned cradles,

swing-boats, ladders, or pole scaffolding.



SCAFFOLDIZE.

0. XS31 Lett. £ Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 185 Cartes caryng of

skaffollyng out of the Kinges storehouse. 1663 Gerbier

Counsel?! Never .. suffer them to begin their Scannings in

the morning. 1886 C/ushire Gloss., Scaffiing, a scaffold for

fig. x6aa Massinger & Dekkf.r Virg. Mart. 11. iii, The
sight of whips, rackes, gibbets, axes, fires Are scaffoldings,

by which my soule climbes vpTo an Eternal habitation. 1697

C Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 241 That is but scaffolding

to pull down our Church, and to build theirown. 171a

Pope Lett. (1735) L 182 Sickness, contributing, .to the

shaking down this Scaffolding of the Body. 1718 Prior

Knowledge 478 New change of terms, and scaffolding of

words. 174* Young Nt. Th. ix. 590 Teach me, by this stu-

pendous scaffolding, Creation's golden steps, to climb to

Thee, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. Introd. p. viii, My wish
has been to give the results rather than the process by which
they were arrived at ; to exhibit the building, not the scaf-

folding, 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvm. xiv. (1872) VIII.

58 That will be an excellent scaffolding for recapture of

Silesia next year. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. i. 9 Laws of

phonology, .forming the scaffolding of the higher and more
comprehensive generalisations of the master-science itself.

f b. A wooden platform or framework ; «= Scaf-

fold sb. 3, 4, 7. Obs.

1537 Lyndesay Q. Magdalene 106 Minor Poems (1871) 557
Rycht costlie scaffalding, Depayntit weill with Gold and
asure fyne. 173a Lzdiard Sethos II. viii. 159 The lords and
ladies were plac'd on scaffoldings behind the king. 1787
Generous Attachment III. 64 He ascended a small scaffold-

ing, and from thence - . harrangired them. 1780 M rs. Piozzi

Journ, France II. 27 Small calves dangle from a sort of
neat scaffolding.

c. Coal-mining. (See quot.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 980 The upper portion of the coal is

first worked, then a scaffolding of coal is left, 2 or 3 feet

thick, according to the compactness of the coal.

d. trans/. A supporting framework.
1886 Mivart in Encycl. Brit. XX. 451/1 The skull of the

Chameleons has even more the aspect of an osseous scaf-

folding than has that of ordinary Lizards.

2. The action of the verb Scaffold, a. The
formation of ' scaffolds * in a blast-furnace ; also

concr. = Scaffold sb. 8.

1864 Percy Metall., Iron % Steel 491 The old method of
blowing-in furnaces, called the 'scaffolding* system, is now
seldom resorted to, 1880 Wright in Encycl. Brit. XIII
299/1 If the hearth slopts too gently, the fall of the mate-
rials downwards as the reduced^ metal and cinder melt is

apt to be retarded, and 'scaffolding' to be produced. 1883
Science 1. 102 At the Durham furnace, a chill had caused
a large scaffolding. 1884 \V, H. Greenwood Steel <y Iron
(ed. 2) 139 Blowing in, blowing out, scaffolding, &c, of the

blast furnace.

b. The action of placing on a scaffold.

186a D. Wilson Pre/i. Man I. 366 The scaffolding and
final sepulture of the bones of the dead, as practised among
many of the Red Indian tribes,

3. attrib. and Comb. (cf. Scaffold sb. 9), as

scaffolding f hole, pole, timber, work.
150-13 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 610 Olde

scaffoldyng tymbre. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 27 Make small
scaffiing holes. 1759 Miller Gard. Did. s.v. Pi/ius, The
Trees.. will make good Putlocks for the Bricklayers, and
serve for Scaffolding Poles. 1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon
80 The scaffolding-poles, planks, and ropes, are always pro-

vided by the employer.

fSca'ffoldize,^- Obs, [f. Scaffold *$. + -ize.]

trans. To convert into scaffolding.

1600 Tourneur Trans/. Metam. xviii, Let Dodon's groue
be lauish in expence, And scaffoldize her oakes for my
defence.

Scaffole, obs. var. Scaffold v. Scaff-raff:

see Scaff sb. Scaft(e, var. Shaft Obs., creature
;

obs. pa. t. of Shave. Scag, var. Skeg, wild plum.

Scagger, var. Skegger, young salmon.

II Scaglia (ska'lya). Geol. fit. = scale, chip of

marble : see Scale sb. 2] A local name in the

Italian Alps for limestone of various colours.

1774 Strange in Phil. Trans. (1775) LXV. 34 This theycall

Scaglia, or Scagliola, from its being composed of thin slaty

strata, which are of a yellowish colour. Ibid. 35 Sometimes
an irregular mass of marble is found among the Scaglia, 1829
Murchison in Phil. Mag. June 406 The upper beds of the

scaglia are red and fissile,

Scagliola (skselyeu'la). Also 6 scaleola, 8-9
scagliuola. [a. It. scagliuola, dim. of scaglia

(see prec.).]

fl. * Scaglia. Obs.
158a Hester Seer. Phiorav, in. xcvii. 121 This AHum

Scaleola or Gesso is vsed much in Italie to make Lyme of.

1774 [see prec.].

2. Plaster-work of Italian origin, designed to

imitate kinds of stone.

1747 [seeb]. 1787 P. Beckford Leti.fr. Hal. (1805) I.

298 John Hugford, an Englishman, Friar of this Convent
[of Vallombrosa, Tuscany], was the inventor ofthe Scagliola.

1813 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 369 The making and polish-

ing the scagliola, now so much used for columns. 1870 F,
Harrison Choice of Bks. (1886) 170 Bepalaced for evermore
in choice saloons resplendent with ormolu and scagliola.

b. attrib.

1747 H. Walpole Let, to Manti 28 July, The commission
for the scagliuola tables. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 270
The basement is painted in rich Scagliola marble. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede xvi, A scagliola pillar. 1859 Sala Tw.
roundClock 245 Supported on the sham scagliola Corinthian
columns, with the gilt capitals, is a trellised balcony.

Hence Scaglio'list, a worker in scagliola.

1817 IVestm. Rev. VII. 289 There is scarcely.. a scaglia-

list, who is not an Italian,

160

Scaife (skv'f). local. Also soafe, skief, skife,

ekeef (see E.D.D.) [? a. Du. sc/ujf( m G. scheibe),

disk, wheel. Cf. Skeith.]

1. A thin iron wheel, sharp at the edge, used in

some ploughs in place of or in front of the coulter.

Also attrib.

1793 G. Maxwell Agric. Huntingdon 10 Instead of a foot

or wheel, to support the beam of the plough, they use what
is called a scaife, which is a circular plate of iron, turning
constantly round. 1877 iV. W. Line. Gloss., Skiefplough,
a plough fitted with a skief. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Sca/e,
the little wheel which runs in front of the coulter of a plough.
1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Skife-na.il, a long nail, having its

head formed so as to suit . . the holes in the plat of a plough.

2. A revolving wheel used in polishing diamonds.
1887 Horological Jrnl. XXIX. 105 The ordinary work-

man puts his diamond on the scaife or cylinder without
taking any particular pains.

Scail(e, var. or obs. ff. Scale, Skail, Squail.

Soail3e(e, -zie, scaillie, obs. ff. Skailue Sc,
slate. Scaily, obs. f. Scaly. Scain, obs. pa. t. of

Shinb. Scaine, obs. f. Skein. Seaip(e, obs.

Sc. ff. Scape. Scair, var. Skair Sc, share.

Seairce, scairse, obs. ff. Scarce. Scait, obs.

Sc. f. Skate. Scaith : see Scathe. Scak, obs.

north, f. Shake. Seal, obs. f. Scall, Shall.

Scalable (sl«i-lab'l), a. rare. [f. Scale ».3 +
-able.] Capable of being scaled or climbed.
1579-80 North Plutarch, Aralus (1595) 1083 Without the

wall the height was not so great, but that it was easily

scalable with ladders. 1626 Minsheu Ductor (ed. 2), Scale-

able. 1839 Eraser's Mag. XIX. 632 Homer made, .heaven
scalable. 1903 Quiller-Couch Adz'. Harry Revel xi, The
cliff hereabouts was . . scalable in a score of places.

llScala caeli (skvHa srtai). Also 5-6 scala

cely , celi, 6-9 cceli, 6 scale, skaly celi. [L.=
ladder of heaven.]

1. The name of a church in the Tre Fontane,
outside Rome, in which St. Bernard is related to

have had a vision of souls for whom he was saying

mass ascending by a ladder into heaven, and to

which an indulgence is attached ; hence, applied

to chapels or altars in England and the masses said

there to which the same indulgence was attached.
See Rymer Fadera XII. 565, XIII. 102-3, Blomefield

Hist. Norfolk (1745) II. 552.
C1380 Wvclif Wks. (1880) 102 Massis at rome, at scala

celi. Ibid., pat if a prest seye a masse at scala celi for a
soule it schal onoon ben out of purgatorie. a 1400 Stac.
Rome 118 (Vernon MS.), In bat place a Chapel is, Scala
celi clepet hit is. c 1500 God spede the plough 74 Then
commeth prestis that goth to rome For to haue silver to

sing at Scala celi. 151s in Coll. Surrey Archxol. Soc. (1858)
1. 182, 1 will that there be seedcin the chapell of Skaly
Celi at Westmynster v masses of the v wounds of our Lord
God. 15x9 Chnrchw. Ace. St. Margarets, Westm. (Nichols

1797) 8 To the Keeper of Scala Celi in the Abbey. 1534
Hylsey in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 12 Massys
off scale celi. 1536 Articles devised by KingUuy b. £1550
Bale K. Johan (Camden) 17 Legacyes, trentals, with scala
cely messys. 1583 Foxf. A. $ M. (ed. 4) 1 178/2 That all par-

takers of the same gylde [of our Lady in S. Botolph's, Boston],
. .which.. shall say or cause to be sayde Masses for soules
departed in paynes of Purgatory, shall, .have the full remis-
sion due to them which visite the Chappell of Scala Cceli,

2. (With reference to the etymol. sense.) A
ladder leading from earth to heaven ; a means of

attaining heaven or heavenly bliss.

1549 Latimer 5M Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 139 Scala
cceli, is a preachynge matter I tell you, and not a massyng
matter. 1603 J. Davies in Sylvester Dn Barias (1621) 651
Making loose lines (forsooth) their Scala Cceli j A Tauerne
for a Temple, to adore, Their only god, their guts. 1616

Bacon NewAtl. 15 The Magnificent Temple,.. the seuerall

Degrees of Ascent, wherby Men did climb vp to the same,

as if it had bin a Scala Caeli.

Scalade (skala'd), sb. Now rare or Obs. Also

7 skal(l)ade, soallet. [ad. It. scalada (Florio),

now scalata (= Sp. escalaJa, whence F. escalade

Escalade sb.), f. scalare to scale, f. scala ladder.]

1. = Escalade sb. i,

1591 Garrard*s Art IVarre 63 A Wall, Trench, Scalade,

Bulwarke. 1600 Holland Livy xxvi. xlv. 620 The citie

was tenable against all skalades. 163a Lithgow Trav. vm,
349 The Ditch.. is mainly pallasaded with wooden stakes,

for preuenting of suddain Scallets. a 1639 Spottiswooo
Hist. Ch. Scot. m. (1677) 138 The Lords had resolved to

enter the Town by scalade. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. xii.

265 The English army, .mounted the walls by scalade. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 111. x. (1872) I. 195 He tried some
small prefatory Siege or scalade of Pesth. 1859 Thackeray
Virgin. II. xxvi. 213 When we had made our famous scalade

of the heights.

2. A scaling-ladder, rare.

163a Lithgow Trav. x. 502 Their Armes, a Crosse, . . Limbd
like a Scallet, trae'd with fleur du Luce. 18*4 Wiffen
Tasso xvm. xcv, Nor ceases to exhort Fresh knights to

mount the tall scalades he bears.

Hence Scala'de v. trans., to attack by escalade.

1719 Shelvocke Artillery v. 393 Places, when attacked or

attempted to be stormed or scaladed.

+ Scala do. Obs. Also 6 skallado, skallader,

6-7 scallado, scallada, scalada. [a. It. scalada

:

see prec. and -ado.]

1. = Scalade sb. 1.

1585-6 Earl Leycester Corr. (Camden) 429 We tooke
another of the fortes..by a flat skallader. 1591 Unton Corr.

(Roxb.) 254 If it be taken by the enemy by scallado. 1610

SCALD,

Holland Camden's Brit. n. 128 They that gave the Scal-

lado were throwen downe headlong. 1629 Maxwell Hero-
dian App. 90 The whole Army beset the Towne, and made
their Scaladaes on euery side. 1688 J. S. Fortification 125
The General . . threatens several other places with the Sea-
lado at the same instant. 1795 Hist. Anecd. Her. <y Chiv.

22 Lloyd took the castle of Cardigan . . by Scalado. 1847
Thackeray in Eraser's Mag. Jan., Assaults, scaladoes,

ambuscadoes, . . became the Captain's chief delight.

2. » Scalade sb. 2.

1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. xxxiv, Adrastus.. boldly gan a
strong scalado reare. 1834 Wiffen Tasso xi. xxxix, Some
raise scalados, nor to mount decline.

Scalage (sk«fHed3). Lumber-trade, [f. Scale
».3 (sense 6 b) + -age.] The amount which a

quantity of timber scales.

1878 Michigan Rep. XXXVI. 168 The total scalage of the

logs to be delivered.

Scalap, obs. form of Scallop.

Scalar (sk^Hai), a. and sb. [ad. L. scalar-is,

f. scala ladder, Scale sb$\ A. adj.

1. Resembling a ladder ; Bot. = Scalarifobm.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Scalar, Scalary, leaning one way,

Iadderwise, not bolt up right. 1880 Linn. Soc. Jrnl. XV.
92 Spire rather high, scalar.

2. Math. Of the nature of a scalar (see B).
1853 Hamilton in Phil. Mag. Ser. iv. V. 322 The two

values of the vector p, which answer to the two values of
the scalar coefficient x. 1853 — Elem. Quaternions 11. i.

(1866) 175 The Scalar (or Scalar Part) of a Quaternion.
Ibid. 111. iii. 721 The scalar equation of the polar of the

latter point. 1873 Maxwell Electr. tf Magn. I. 9 Scalar

quantities do not involve direction,

B. sb. Math. In quaternions, a real number.
1853 Hamilton Elem. Quaternions 1. ii. (1866) 10 The.

.

quotient .obtained by the division of two parallel vectors
by another, including zerD as a limit, may also be called a
Scalar ; because it can always be found . . by the comparison
of positions upon one common scale (or axis). . . Such Scalars
are.. simply the Reals, .of Algebra. Ibid. 11 The combina-
tion, * Scalar plus Vector,' is a Quaternion. x88a Minchin
Unipt. Kincmat. 260 The result of the operation y1 on
any scalar is purely a scalar.

Scalarian (skale^'rian), a. and sb. [f. mod.L.
Scalaria^ i. scala ladder, Scale sb.'£] a. adj. Be-

longing to the genus Sea/aria of gasteropods. b.

sb. A gasteropod of this genus.
1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 501/2 The Scalarians of Lamarck

consist of the genera Vermetus
t
Scalaria, and Dciphinuta.

Scalariform (skalse'rif^nn), a. Bot., etc. [ad.

mod. L. scdldriform-is, f. L. scdldris Scalab, Sca-

LABY : see -fobm.] Of the form of, or resembling,

a ladder; characterized by ladder-like formation,

as cells or vessels of plants having the walls

thickened so that they form transverse ridges.

1836 Buckland Geol. <f Min. xviii. § iii. I. 499 note, The
presence of spiral, or scalariform vessels.

^ 1848 Lindley
Introd. Bot. I. 87 The pits extend into horizontal fissures

resembling what are called Scalariform vessels. 1850 Dana
Geol. App. 1. 727 Spire scalariform. 1885 Goodale Physiol.

Bot. 30 When this kind of marking [in a cell-wall] becomes
linear, or nearly so, it is termed scalariform.

Scalarwise, adv. [f. Scalab a. + -wise.] In

the form of a ladder.

18x6 R. Jameson Char. Min. 129 Scalarwise^ in which
many tessular crystals are arranged like steps of a stair.

+ Sca'lary, a. Obs. [f. L. scdldris : see Scalar
and -ary.]

1. Having the form of a ladder or flight of steps.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xiii. 253 He made..
certaine elevated places, and Scalary ascents, that.. they
might with better ease, .mount their horses. 1651 Howell
Venice 23 Touching this kind of employment the Re-
public hath certain degrees, or Scalary ascents and rules

of removall. 1656 [see Scalar a. 1].

2. = Climacteric «. 1.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 25 The great Climactericall,

Hebdomaticall, Scalary, Decretoriall yeere. 1635 Heywood
Hierarchy in. Comm. 167 The Scalary or Climatericall

yeare consisteth of Seuen yeares nine times told or nine

yeares Seuen times Multiplied.

3. Pertaining to masses of Scala osli.

1536 Latimer 2nd Serm. bef. Convocation i. 48 That satis-

factory, that missal, that scalary.

Scalawag, variant of Scallywag.
Scalbart, -bert, -burde, obs. ff. Scabbard j£.i

Scale, variant of Shalk Obs.

t Scald, sb. 1 Obs. Also 6 skald. [Alteration

of Scall sb. by association with Scald a. (orig.

scaUed).'] = Scall sb.

1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 2 The drye skaldes of it

called in Latinfurfur. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 47 Her
crafty head was altogether bald, And..Was overgrowne
with scurfe and filthy scald. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Upon
Blanch, Blanch swears her Husband's lovely ; when a scald

Has blear'd his eyes. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2930/4 Lately
went from his Master one Martin Middleton...He hath a

Scald behind in his Head.
fig. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angels 104 The fire, the

scald, the Itch of lusts.

Scald (skgld), j£.2 [f. Scald v.]

1. An injury to the skin and flesh caused by hot

fluid or steam.
1601 Holland Pliny xxix. xiii. II. 351 Say the place be

blistered., with any burne or scald. 1749 Bracken Farriery
Imfir. (ed. 6) 301, I am satisfied that Spirit of Wine cam-
phorated, is the very best Thing that can be applied to a

Burn or Scald in Human Bodies. 1845 W- Bowman in

Encycl. Metrop. VII. 865/2 A superficial scald of the whole
body. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 394 ' Scald ' of the
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air-passages. 1890 Bowlby Surg. Path. (1900) 289 Scalds

of the larynx . . in children . . commonly result from attempts

to drink from a kettleful of boiling water.

b. fig.
{Sc.) Disgust, aversion, vexation. See

Heabt-scald, -scad.

O. trans/. Inflammation caused by heat ; an

inflamed part. Also, applied to diseases which

produce a similar effect to that of scalding.

188a Jamieson's Sc. Diet., Skaud, Scad, a scald, or the

mark of it ; also, a galled or inflamed part of the body. 1886

C. Scott Sheep-farming 99 If manure is allowed to accumu-

late therein, it will get into the cleft of the foot and pro-

duce scald. 189s Funk's Stand. Diet., Scald, a destructive

disease of cranberries, . .applied also loosely. .to any sudden
wilting or decay, -of leaves and fruit.

2. The action or an act of scalding articles of

food, utensils, etc.

1661 Rabisha Cookery Dissected 5 You must give your
Endive a scald. 1764 E. Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 160

Put in your damsins, let them have one scald. 1869 Mrs.
Whitney We Girts vi, The coffee-pot and the two pans. . had
their scald, and their little scour. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 7/3
The high scald to which the curd is subjected after breaking.

3. A hot liquor or solution used for scalding.

1684 Han. Wooi-ley Queen-like Closet SuppL 4 After the

first ladder \ =3 lather] let the other be very hot, and cast

them into a Scald every time. 2741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1.

it. no Put your Fruit into boiling Water, . .keep it in a scald

till tender. 1780 A. Young Tour /ret. I. 180 Next put it

into a scald of soap.

4. A patch of land scorched by the sum local.

1795 Marshall Rur. Econ. Nor/. I. 14 'Scalds' are as

pernicious in Norfolk, as quicksands and springy patches

are in cold soiled countries. 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's

St. Tour lxxi, The country.. was all one dingy drab, with

abundant scalds on the undrained fallows.

5. Dodder,Cuscutaeuropeui: cf.SoALDWEED./oca/.

1844 Pkyiotogist I. 1 140 Cuscuta europxa ..is called
' scald ' [in Cambridgeshire] ; it may be presumed, on account

of the scalded appearance which it gives to bean-crops.

Scald, sb? : see Skald.
Scald, sb.*, northern form of Scold.

Scald (skjld), a.l and sb? Obs. exc. arch, and

dial. Also 6 scaulde, Sc. skawd, skaid, 6-7

scalde, 7 scal'd, scauld, 8 Sc. scaw'd, 9 dial.

scalt, scaud. [Later spelling of Scalled.]

1. Affected with the ' scall ' ; scabby.

In the 16th c often in proverbial or allusive use: cf.

Scabbed. (See also Scald-head.)

1519 Mobe Dyaloge 11. iv. Wks. 185 Than shall al these

scalde & scabbed peces scale dene of, & the hole body of

christes holy church remaine pure.
^ 1535 Coyerdale Lev.

xxi. 20 Whether he be blynde,..or is gleyd, or is skyrvye

or scaulde. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 2485 Howbeit I se thy

skap skyre skaid {Bannatyne MS. skawd), Thou art ane

stewat, I stand foird. 154a Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii. M ij b,

He shall appoint him out for such a scald squier as he is.

1546 j. Heywood Prov. * Epigr. (1867) 33 A scald horse is

good inough for a scabde squycr. 1579 Tomson Calvin's

Serm. Tim. 474/2 Some murmure and snarle as scone as

their scald backs are rubbed. 1639 O. Wood Alph. fik.

Phys. Secrets 181 ScaI'd head the cure. [1808 Jameson,
Scaud-man's head, the sea urchin.)

2. fig.
' Scurvy ', mean, paltry, contemptible.

(Cf. Scabbed a. 2.) a. Of persons.

c ijoo Medwall Mature 1. 753 (Brandl) The scald capper

sware . .That yt cost hym euen as myche. 1595 Peele Old
Wives Totems (Gummere) You whorson, scald Sexton and
Churchwarden. 1606 Shaks. Ant. /, CI. v. ii. 215. a i6«s

Fletcher Bloody Brother u i, Your gravity once laid My
head and heck together in the Dungeon, For cracking a
scald Officers crown.

rScald miserable : a burlesque designation app. first used

in 1742 in connexion with a procession of ragamuffins in-

tended to ridicule the Freemasons. A print of 177X repre-

senting this brought the expression into temporary currency
with the sense ' despicable wretch '.

174a {title) An Epistle from Dick Poney, Esq. Grand-
Master of the Right Black-Guard Society of Scald-Miserable

Masons. 1771 (title of plate by Benoisl) A Geometrical

View of the Grand Procession of the Scald Miserable

Masons, Design'd as they were Drawn up over against

Somerset House, in the Strand on the twenty Seventh of

April, Ano. 1742. 1771 Nugent Hist. Fr. Gerund in. vi. 563
Our poor scald miserable of a Friar Gerund. 1773 Berridge
Lett. vii. (1864) 371, I am now, as the world accounts, a
scold miserable. [18*8 St. Angelo Remin. I. 407 The print

of the Scald Miserables . . is by bim [sc. Benoist). Ibid. 408

The contrivers of the mock procession of scald masons,

which actually took place in the year 1742.)

b. Of things.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 260 If it chaunce a scalde

cuppe of thyn to bee broken. 159a Nashe P. Penilesst

Ep. Printer, A scald triuiall lying Pamphlet, called Greens

groats-worth of wit. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. iv. t, If

Lshe have) a fat hand, and scald nailes, let her carue the

lesse, and act in gloues. a i6rj Middleton Widow iv. ii.

Wks. (Bullen) V. 207 I'm rid of a sore burden, for my part,

master, Of a scald little one. a 1774 Febgusson Poems
(1807) 255 A scaw'd bit o' a penny note.

3. Comb., as scald-pate, = Scald-head; scald-

pated a. = Scald-beaded.
161 s Cotgr., Teigntux, scuruie, scauld-pated. Ibid. s. v.

Teigneux, No scauld-pate will the combe indure. 1653

Ueouhart Rabelais u. xxx, Achilles was a scauld-pated

maker of hay bundles. 1659 Tobriano Eng.-Ital. Dictn The
scurfe or scauld pate, tigna, pelarelta.

B. sb. a. A scurvy fellow, b. = Scall.

1S7S Gamm. Gurton ill. iii. 26 Thou skald, thou bald, thou

rotten, thou glotton I 1S98 Florio. Tcgna, the scurfe or

scald that comes to some mens heades.

Scald (sk^ld), a.2 [pa. pple. of Scald v.}

m Scalded///, a.1

Vol. VIII.

Scald cream : clotted or clouted cream. Scald milk

:

milk from which the cream has been skimmed after scalding.

1791 GentL Mag. LXI. 11. 720/2 That cream termed scald,

or clotted cream. Ibid. Those dairies that make scald-

cream butter. 1796 Marshall J?«r._ Econ. W. Eng. I. 251
In ' scald cream dairies', no churn is in use. 1855 Kingsley
Westw. Ho I viii, If it don't ate so soft as ever was scald

cream, never you call me Thomas Burman. 1886 All Year
Round 14 Aug. 34 Who in Cornwall ever thinks of drinking

anything but ' scald ' milk r

Scald (skgld), v. Forms : 3-4 schalde, 4
scalde, scolde, 4-5 skalde, 4-6 schald, 5-6
skald, scalde, 6 scaulde, Sc. scawde, skaude,

( 7 scal'd, scold), 8-9 Sc. scad, scaud, 5- scald.

Pa. t. 5 skaldid, 6 Sc. scaldit, 4- scalded ; 6-7

scalt. />a.///«.4i-scalded(-sk-), skald,58kladd-

yt, 4-6 skaldyd, -id, (etc.), 5-7, 9 dial, scalt, 6
Sc. sc-, skaldit, 9 dial, scald, [a. ONF. escalder,

escauder= Central OF. tschalder, cschauder to bum,
scald (mod.F. (chauder to scald, earlier also to

scorch), = Pr. escaudar, Sp., Pg. escaldar to burn,

scald, make red-hot, It. scaldare to heat, warm
:—late L. cxcaldare to wash in hot water, f. ex-

(see Ex- pre/.1 2. 2) + cal{i)dus hot, warm (see

Calid and Chadd).
The specific use referring to liquid agency, which is the

{imminent use in Fr. (and hence in Eng.), and is more or

ess represented in the other Rom. langs., is prob. to be
accounted for by the fact that cxcaldare could as well be
referred to the cat(i)da sb., hot water, as to the adj. In Eng.
this is the earliest sense of the word, which is first recorded

in the Ancren Riwle (a 1225) both in its simple form (see

quot. s. v. Scalding ppl. a.) and in the compound for-
sch{e)aldc (see For- pref.x

5).

The word entered at an early date into the Scandinavian
languages : early MDa. skolde, MSw. skalda, skolda,

skolla, Sw. siit/la to scald.)

I. 'To burn with hot liquor' (J.).

1. trans. To affect painfully and injure with very

hot liquid or steam.

1340 Ayeub. 66 Hare moub is ase be wy?te bet ualb ine

hot weter bet . . scoldeb alle po bet byeb ber aboute.
_

c 1386

Chaucer Knt's T. 1162 The Cook yscalded for al his longe

ladeh c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2 Scalt, estuatus. 1601 Hol-
land Pliny II. 351 If one be scalded with hot water, lay.

.

an egg to the place. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenoi's Trav.

1. 33 They all drink it sipping, for fear of scalding them-
selves. 1786 Abebcrombie Gard. Assist. 302 For fear of.

.

steam scalding the plants. 1813 J. Thomson Lect.lnflam.

605 Let a piece of linen dipt in brandy.. be immediately

applied to the parts scalded with hot water. i8aa Scott
Nigel xxvii, Scalding yourself, as 1 may say, with your own
ladle? 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 285 Huge stones

and boiling water were in readiness to crush and scald the

plunderer.

b. absol. or intr. To be scalding hot.

a lias [see Scalding ppl. a. 1). a 1639 W. Whateley
Prototypes u xx. (1640) 20 Words of reviling soold as it

were. 164a Fuller Holy Ii Prof. St. 11. xix. 127 Some ex-

cuse there is for bloud enraged, and no wonder if that

scaldeth which boyleth. 181a Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos.

80 Water scalds at 150 .

c. intr. for pass. To become injured by hot

liquid or steam.
1590 Marlowe ind Pt. Tamburl. 11. iii, Now scalds his

soul in the Tartarian streams. 1847 Tennyson Princess v.

448 Those detestable That let the bantling scald at home,

and brawl Their rights or wrongs like potherbs in the street,

d Comb. : scald-chops {humorous), hot tea

;

scald-lips (Sc. scadlips), ' broth containing a very

small portion of barley, and on this account more

apt to burn the mouth' (Jam.).
a 1681 F. Semfill Blythsome Wedding 65 in Poems of

Sempills (1849) 69 There will be..a haggiie.And scadlips

to sup till ye re fow. 1830 Marryat King's Own xl. It was

the signal for tea. ' Hurra for Scaldchops I'

2. trans. To produce an injurious effect upon

(something) similar to that produced by boiling

water, a. Of tears, humours.
a lias [see Scalding ppl. a.i\. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

6576 Hate teres of gretyng, (>at be synful sal scalden in be

dounfallyng. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 48, I am bound

Vpon a wheele of fire, that mine owne teares Do scal'd, like

molten Lead. 1696 Land. Gas. No. 3240/4 The left side of

his face burnt or scalded by some Humor. I7aa Douglas
in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 86 When the Urine begins to

come the right way, it pains and scalds them much after the

same manner. 1873 Bryant Living Lost ii, The tears that

scald the cheek.
absol. 169a Dryden Cleomenes 1. 1, And if a manly drop

or Two fall down, It scalds along my Cheeks. 183s Trench
Justin Martyr 16 The tear which does not heal, will scald

and sear.

b. fig. Of words, language.

1513 Douglas j£ncis 1. Prol. 258 The quent.and curious

castis poeticall,..Caxtoun, for dreid thai suld his lippis

scawde Durst neuer tuiche. 1847 J. MA»T,N=AVw\ {a
Us. 170 He.. grows glib in uttering falsehoods that should

scald his lips.
.

3. To wash and cleanse with boiling water, a.

the carcasses of animals, esp. swine and poultry,

in order to remove hair or feathers, etc.

a 1300 Cursor M.iigSB Ne sal he neuer vp-nse eft,.. Ar

sal bis cok vp-rise was skald yistemight I ci4» Liber Co-

corum (1862) 26 Take capons and schalde and pyke hom

then. «I430 Two Cookery-bks. 25 Fayre smal Chykenys

wyl & clene skladdyd & drawe. isfa Cooper Thesaurus,

Glabrare sues, to scaulde hogges and take of their hcare.

1607 Shaks. Timon 11. it 7* She's e'ne setting on water to

scal'd such Chickens as you are. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery

ii. 32 Gut and scald your Pig. Ibid, viu. 72.

b. vessels, implements, clothes. (Also with out.)

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xiii. 130 Scald the Pot clean.

1750 W. Ellis Country Housewife's Comp. 308 To heat
a good Quantity of Water, .for scalding Pails. 1869 Rout-
ledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 459 Preparing to scald out the fry-

ing-pan. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 339 All milk should
be. .boiled, and the bottle always scalded before use.

_

c. To take off (the hair or feathers of an animal)

with hot water.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 259 He gadereth water

ana heteb it..proweb it vppon hunteres and houndes..and
scaldeb of J>e heere of hem. 1481 Caxton Reynard xlii.

(Arb.) 113 The heer behynde was skalded of. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 26 The Marques Bath., is so hot, as it will scald off

thehaireofa Hogge.

d. To apply a hot lotion or solution to.

I7S3 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farriery xxxi. 260 If thematter
flows in great abundance, and of a thin consistence, it must
be scalded again. 1887 Cassells Encycl. Diet., Scald, to

boil or buck cloth with white soap after bleaching.

4. Cookery, a. To heat liquid to a point just

short of boiling point. Also intr. for passive.

1483 Cath. Angl. 320/2 To Scalde browes, adipare. 1692
Tryon Good House-wife iii. 45 If you take milk and scald
it (but it must be done to a point, not too hot). 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. 11. i, Our meikle pot that scads the whey. 1833
Mrs. Bray Descr. Tamar fy TavyvX. (1836) III. 290 There
was a pan of milk, .scalding over the embers of a wood fire.

1851 Mayhew Loud, Labour I. 192/2 The milk is first

' scalded ', the pan containing it being closely watched, in

order that the contents may not boil.

b. To subject to the action of hot water; to

pour hot liquid over.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 24 Take fayre Bolasse. .in Wyne
boyle hem bat beybe but skaldyd bywese. 1591 Cockaine
Treat. Hunting C j, Ground Otes put in a tub and scalded

with water. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xvi. 147 A But-
tered Tort. Take eight or ten large Codlings and scald

them, c 1830 Glouc. Farm Rep. 33 in Libr. Usef. Knowl,
Husb, III, It is customary with most dairy-maids to scald

the curd with hot whey.

+ 5. trans. To boil to death. Also absol. Obs.

a 1536 in Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E. T. S.) 161 per was on
skaldyd in Sm'ythnld, for poysenyng of dyueris men of be

Bisshop of Rochesters howse. 155a Lyndesay Monarche
4642 Peter, Andro, Iohne, lames, and Paull,. .To byrne and
skald thay neuer pretendit. 1568 Charteris Pref. to Lynde-
say's Wks. {- iij h, To bruyle and scald quha sa et'.er suld

speik aganis thame.

II. To burn.

6. trans. Of the sun or fire, etc. : To scorch, burn.

Also said of certain soils. Obs. exc. dial.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxx. 6 Bi dai noght be sunne skalde

be sal. c 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 667 And Nicholas is

scalded in the toute. C1460 Towneley Myst. xx. 4 Fro
this burnyshyd brandcl red ye be shunand or els the

dwill skald you. 1561 Hollybush Hom. Apoth. 25 b,

Chafynge meates do scaulde the lyver. 1567 Golding
Ovid's Met. vii. 89 b, Swelling heate that scalt their guts

within. 1652 6z Heylin Cosmogr. il (1682) 129 Blest with

a sweet and temperate air
}
not over scalded with the Sun.

1785 Burns Addr. Deilh, I'm sure sma' pleasure it can
gie, Ev'n to a deil, To skelp an' scaud poor dogs like me.

1793 Trans. Soc. Arts XI, 77 A heavy soil will, .scald and
starve any kind of grain. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet let. xi,

That will be as bad as scauding your fingers wi' a redhot

chanter. 1881 Scribner's Monthly XXII. 268 Not a leaf.,

burned or scalded during the hot, dry weather.

absol. c 1578 G. Best in Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) III. 49 I'

any man say the Sunne may scalde a good while before and

after it come to the Meridian. 1630 R . Johnson's Kingd.
4- Commw. 4 Fire, being invested in the body of. .metals,

scaldeth more furiously than in wood. 1686 tr. Chardin's

Trav. Persia 413 The Reverberation of which [high moun-

tain) so furiously heats the place in the dog-days, that it

scalds again.

b. intr. for pass. To be scorched or burnt.

1513 Douglas Mneis iv, x. 89 And all the cost belive of

flambis scald [L. iam fervere litorafiammisl cisao M.
Nisbet N. T. in Scots, Matt. xiii. 6 Bot quhen the sonn

was risen, thai scaldit. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. If, iv. v. 31

Thou do'st sit Like a rich Armor, worne in heat of day,

That scald'st with safetie. 190a Rider Haggard Rural
Eng. II. 392 There the land was light and they scalded.

C. trans/. To become inflamed, sore, or raw.

1580 Blundevil Horsemanship, Horses' Dis. xiv. 7 If

you looke on his tongue, you shall see it almost rawe and

scalte, with the heate that comes out of his bodie. 1808

Jamieson, To Skaude, Siad, When any part of the body is

galled and inflamed, in consequence of heat, it is said to skad.

f7. trans. Of desire, thoughts, etc. : To ' burn',

inflame, irritate. Also intr., to ' burn ' or be fired

with desire. Obs.

c "375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane) 961 Quhene sick

thocht can me schald. 1513 Douglas Mneis vn. vii. 10 The
byssy curis of Turnus mariage Skalding hir breist and
mynd all in a rage. Ibid. xiii. vi. 104 In our [ = over]

ardent desyre Of the bargan he scaldit hait as fyre. 159s
Shaks. John v. vii. 49, 1 am scalded with my violent motion

And spleene ofspeede, to see your Maiesty. 1629 Massinger
Roman A ctor iv. ii, Would not a secret .. Scald you to keep

it? 1667 Cotton Scarron. iv. 65 For which she did so

scald and burn That none but he could serve her turn.

HX 8. Glass-making, [after It. scaldare, F.

e'ehauder.] trans. 1 To bring to a certain heat.

166a Merrett tr. Nen's Art of Glass 247 The Master

workman, who.. with his ponteglo sticks the Glass and

scalds it. 1699 tr. Blancouri's Art of Glass in. 27 With

Blowing, Pressing, Scalding, Amplifying, and Cutting he

forms it [glass] into what shape he pleases.

t II
Scaldaba'nCO. Obs. [a. obs. It. scalda-

banco, f. scaldare to heat + banco bench.] A warm

disputant or preacher.



SCALD-BERRY,

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 11. (1603) 182 The Presby-

terians, those Scalda-banco's, or hot Declamers, had wrought

a great distast in the Commons at the King.

Sca*ld-be:rry. dial. [f. Scald sb? (see quot.

1S3SV] The bramble, Rubus fraticosus.

17*6 Threlkeld Syn. Stirpium Hib. I. 5. W W. Ellis

Country Housewife's Comp. 246 How to make Scald-berry

Pies. Take ripe Scald-berries [etc]. 1838 LoudonA rbore-

turn II. 743 The fruits.. are called. .
scaldberries, from their

supposed quality of giving scald heads to children.

Scald-crow. Also scalte-, scale-, scaul- (see

also E.D.D.). [? f. Scald a.1] A name in Ireland

for the Hooded Crow {Corvus comix). Ahofig.
1834 Lover Leg. <$• Stor. Ire/, Ser. n. 281 That one is for

that poor scaldcrow there, .. little Fairly. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. vii. 268 All the other scaul-crows set upon her,

and pecked her to death there and then. *870. O'Donovan
Merv Oasis (1882) I. L 8 We tear along, .. scaring dozens of

white-backed scald-crows.

Scalded (sk§-lded),///. a\ [f. Scald v. + -ed 1
.]

In various uses of Scald v.

1494 Act n Hen. VII, c. 19 Pillows made of. .scalded

Feathers and dry pulled Feathers together. 161 1 Cotgr.

s.v. Chien, . . The scaulded dog feares euen colde water. 1648

G. Daniel Eclog. iii. 158 Scalded palats, who have lost their

tasts. 1796 Marshall Rur. Econ. W. Eng. I. 250 The cream
thus raised is termed ' scalded cream *, or ' clouted cream '.

1825 Jamieson, Scadded beer, or ale, a drink made of hot

beer or ale. . .Scadded whey, a dish .. made by boiling whey
on a slow fire, by which a great part of it coagulates into a

curdy substance. 1885 R. Bridges Nero 1. ii. 4 Treat her

eyes To hide these scalded rings.

b. Inflamed or raw as if injured by hot water.

cx4$oME.Med.Bk.Q3.&\nnc\i)j6 For a man bat is scalded

on his pintill [v.r. for a scaldid pintil]. 1818 ArtPres. Feet

206 The superabundant excretion produces langour and
feebleness.. ; whilst the matter itself becomes so corrosive

as to produce what is called scalded feet. 1846 J. Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 283 [In sheep] After the scalded

parts have been rubbed off in the manner directed. 1851 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm § 3751 Scalded heads.—Sheep are much
infested in summer with flies [etc.].

t Scalded,///, a? Obs. [f. Scald sb? + -ed.]

= Scald a. 1

1508 Kennedie Flytingw. Dunbar 26 Pretendand the to

wryte sic skaldit skrowis. Ibid, 37 Skaldit skaitbird. 1641

Cowley Guardian v. vi, Give me the Periwig, boy. What ?

shall Empress Tabytha'd husband go as if his head were

scalded? a 1704 T. Brown Satire on Quack Wks. 1730 I.

64 For scalded heads most learnedly advise.

Scalder, sb.i [f. Scald v. + -ee 1.] One who
scalds poultry, vessels, etc

1536 in Houselu Ord. (1790) 237 The said..Clerke shall

see that the said Poultry shall be dayly put into the Scalder's

hands. x6xaMSS. Dk. Rutland(1905) IV. 488 Paid to ascall-

der from London, 16 dayes at v. s. the day. a 1615 Fletcher
& Massinger Elder Brother 11. iii. (1637) D 3 b, Ralph [the

cook] there with his kitchin boyes and scalders.

t Sca'lder, sb? [ad. mod.L. scalder (Olaus

Wormius 1633), f. ON. skdld Skald.] = Skald.
1765 Blair in Macpherson Ossian (1785) II. 290 note, An

extract, which Dr. Hicks has given from the work of one

of the Danish Scalders. Ibid. 291 This Lodbrog was a king

of Denmark,, .and at the same time an eminent Scalder or

poet. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. Diss. i. e 4 b, In

the place of their old scalders a new rank of poets arose,

called Gleemen or Harpers.

Scalder (sk^ktaj), v. north, dial. [? f. Scald

v. + -ER 5 .] trans. To scald, scorch. Hence
Sca'ldered///. a. (see quot. 1796).
1600 Fairfax Tasso xvm. lxxxv. 332 The hardie Duke..

comforts those that from the scaldred hides, With water

stroue th'approaching flames to chace. 1796 Marshall^?ur.
Econ. Vorks. (ed. 2) II, 341 Scaldered, chafed, blistered, or

partially excoriated, whether by friction, heat, or corrosion.

. . Scalderings, the under-burnt cores of stone lime : the

surfaces of which peeling off, in scales or shells. 1804 R.
Anderson Cumbld. Ball. si

;
L.scawder'd my fit. 1876

Whitby Gloss., Scalder'd, skin-chafed, leprous.

Scald-fish. [app.f.ScALDa.1
: seequot. 1812.]

The smooth sole, Pleuronectes arnoglossus.

1812 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 325 Pleuronectes arno-
glossus...The scales are so deciduous that the friction of the

trawl alone is sufficient to remove them; when taken out

of the net, they are usually.. in that bare state which gives

some propriety to the name they are known by of Scald-

fish. 1836 (see Megrim *l 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. xvi.

(ed. 4) 346.

Scald head, scald-head. [Scald aX\
1. A person's head diseased with ringworm or

some similar affection.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 49 A scalde head is soone
broken. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 53 Meane of stature he was,

& euill proportioned : hailing euer a scald head, a 1756
Eliza Heywood New Present (1771) 247 An infallible

Remedy for a Scald Head. 1826 Hood Irish Schoolm. xix,

The Pedagogue, with sudden drub, Smites his scald head,

that is already sore. x88a yamieson's Sc. Diet., Scaud-head,
Scant-head, a head disfigured with patches of scrofula.

trans/. x8o8 Mrs. Kemble Day after Wedding 12 I'll

make you a toupee. I hate your scald-heads, all dragged
up at the roots.

2. A popular term for tinea or other similar scalp

affections.

1675 Han. Woolley Gentlew. Comp. 179 For a Scald head.
Take a Candle, and let it drop upon it as hot as you can,

in so doing it will scale off. 17*5 Bradley's Fam. Diet, s.v.,

There are several sorts of Scald Heads, some resemble the

Grains of Figs . . ; others are small bits of Flesh . . and others

are like Fannous Tetters. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. VII. 791/1
Porrigo is a generic term for an eruption of psydracious

pustules, usually termed scald-head. 1871 Napheys Prezu

tf Cure Dis. in. xiii. 1077 One of the forms of 'scald head \

162

So Scald-headed a., having a ' scald head '.

1837 Cablyle Fr. Rev. in. vi, Is Royalty grown a mere
wooden Scarecrow ; whereon thou, pert scaldheaded crow,

mayest alight at pleasure and peck ? 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics I. 111. iv. 103 Every humpbacked, one-eyed, scald-

headed passenger had to pay a penny for each infirmity.

Scald-hot, a. Obs. exc dial. Also 5 sohalde-,

9 seal-, scaul-. [f. Scald v. + Hot a. Cf. Sw.

skallhet, Da. skoldhed.'] Scalding hot.

tlMA, Christina vi. inAitgliaVlll. 122/25 She poured
scalde-hoot watir on bos membrys bat were harmles with-

buten. a 1500 E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 89 Whanne hit is

more than schalde-hote, drawe owte 3our fyre clene. 1858

N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 3) 52 Hur voun thare wis zummat
seal hot to hur caf. 1867 Poole & Barnes Gloss. Wexford,
Scaul, Scald, e. g. ' Scaul hoate ', scalding hot.

Scaldio : see Skaldic.

t Scalding, sbA Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 5
skalding(g), soaldyn,6 schalding,6-7scadling.

pf.ScALDa. +-ING 1 .] a. ?The carcass of a 'scald'

sheep, b. A sheepskin of small value, ? one taken

from a ' scald ' sheep.

a. 130.-3 Sacrist Rolls Ely (1907) II. 17 Pro ii carcos.

bouum et iij scaldyngis missis Episcopo. 1338 in Dugdale
Monasticon (1819) II. 585/1 Vitulina et ij. skaldynges.

b. 14*9 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 352/1 A nail of Lambeswolle, is

at the value of ix d. or x d. , and a shorlyng feel or scaldyng,

at ob. or 1 d. the best. 1442 Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 397 That
na man by woll skynnis derar than x d., schorlinges vi d.,

scaldynes iii d. 1538 lbid.{MS.) XVI. (Jam.), Small wnwollit

skynnis sic as hoyg schorlingis, scadlingis, and fuitfaill.

1661 Sc. Acts C/ias. //(i82o)VII. 253/2 Futfells&skaldings.

Scalding, sb.2 Hist. (In 7-8 often erron.

stalding.) [Cf. 0¥.eskallin,esca.lin,escarUn(\%-

14th c.) : see Escaline.] A Flemish coin intro-

duced into England and Ireland in the 13th century.

[cizSs in Cat. Doc. rel. Irel. (1879) III. 8 The bishop [of

Waterford, Stephen de Fulborn].. caused new money to be

made. It was called Scalding, Bishop's money, or Stephen-

ing, from the name ofthe bishop.] 1605 Camden Rem. (1623)

176 Rosaries, Stepings, and Staldings. 1716 M. Davies
Athen. Brit. III. 78 Pollards, Crocards, Staldings. 1866

Rogers Agric. 4- Prices I. xi. 178 A considerable circula-

tion of Flemish coins.. was effected in England at the close

of the thirteenth century. These pieces went by the name
of Pollards, Crockards, Scaldings, Brabants, Eagles [etc).

Scalding, vbl. sb. [f. Scald v. + -ing 1.]

1. The act of burning with hot fluid or steam.

Also, f a scalded part.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxix. (149s) 682 The
rynde of the plane helpyth to ease scaldyng and brennynge
yf it is layed therto. 15*6 Grete Herball cxix. (1520) H j b,

Lay it vpon the scaldynge with a feder, and it wyll heale.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxxi. 121 The wilde Mulleyne stamped,
is good to be layde vpon burnings and scaldings. xoos
Shaks. Learn, vi. 131 There's hell,, .there is the sulphur-

ous pit ; burning, scalding, stench. 1694 [see Sanable 2].

174a tr. Heister's Surg. (1768) I. 240 The Burns., which
are occasioned by boiling Liquors (which we call Scalding).

b. trans/. A hot sensation as of scalding.

x597GERARDE//V?-Art/in. xxxviii. 1 174 The same is good.,
against frettings of the bladder, and scalding of the vrine.

X709 Brit. Apollo No. 44. 2/2 A Scalding i* th' Urine.

fc. Inflamed or sore condition. (Cf.SCALDEDlb.)
c 1450 ME. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 76 Pro le scaldynge virge

quod vocatur apegalle. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. cccxiv.

745 Good medicines.. for vlcerations and scaldings in the

priuie parts.

d. Horticulture. Injury done to plants by the

sun's heat after watering.

188a Garden n Mar. 169/2 The stem leaves .. which are

subject to scalding, should never be syringed on bright

mornings. 1890 Daily News 12 Sept. 2/3 There have been
heavy dews and fogs, and as these have been followed by
hot sun, it has caused what is known as scalding [in hops].

2. The use of boiling or hot liquid in the prepara-

tion of the carcasses of animals, etc. for food ; the

use of hot lotions (in farriery) ; the partial boiling

of milk, etc. ; a quantity of liquid thus heated.

139. Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) 65/1 Pro skaldyng
porcorum et porcellorum. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6820 Without
scaldyng they hem pull. 1487 Act 4 Hen. VIt c. 3 The
Slaughter of Beasts, and Scalding of Swine, had and done
in the Butchery. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farriery xxxi.

260 The manner of scalding is first to clean the abscess well

with a piece of sponge dipped in vinegar ; then put a suffi-

cient quantity of the mixture into a ladle with a spout, and
when it is made scalding hot, pour it into the abscess. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., Scalding, a. The last boiling or

bucking of cloth with white soap after bleaching, b. The
soap itself. 1882 yamieson's Sc. Diet. s.v.Scaudin, ' l'\\

hae anither scaudin o' whey the day.' .
.

' That's a big scaudin

o' milk ye hae.'

b. pi. Scalding hot liquid. To cry scaldings :

see quot. 1867.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxv, He carried off a large

wooden platter, and .. returned with it full of boiled pease,

crying ' scaldings ' all the way. 1839 J. Snowe Leg. Rhine

I. 104 This temerarious lad was wont now and then to fling

scaldings over him. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Scald-

ings I, notice to get out of the way ; it is used when a man
with a load wishes to pass, and would lead those in his way
to think that he was carrying hot water. 1878 H. C. Adams
Wykehamica xxiii. 432.

3. attrib. (See also Scalding-house.)
1608 H. Clapham ErrourLeft Hand 34 The Pope hath

a mighty allowance annually from the Courtizans scalding-

tubs. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentl. Farriery xxxi. 259 Some
make their scalding mixture milder. 1805 R. W. Dickson
Pract. Agric. II. 1023 The outside of the dairy or scalding-

room. 1831 Youatt Horse ix. 153 In extreme cases [of

poll-evil], even the scalding mixture of the farrier may be

called into requisition;

SCALDRY.

Scalding (sk^-ldiq), ///. a. [-ing^.]

L That scalds ; scalding hot.

aizz$Ancr. R. 246 f>eo bet beo5 wiSinnen helded schald-

inde water ut, & werieS so be walles. 1481 Caxton Reynard
xlii. (Arb.) r 13 The cook . . toke a grete bolle full of scaldyng
water, and caste it on his hyppes behynde. 1590 Marlowe
2nd Pt. Tamburl. 111. v, Searing thy hateful flesh with

burning irons and drops of scalding lead. 1641 J. Jackson
True Evang. T. 1. 27 He had caused him to be thrown into

a Caldron of scalding oyle. 1755 Hales in Phil. Trans.
XLIX. 1. 339 To give the milk a scalding heat. 1816

Scott A ntiq. xiv, He . . drinks his tea scalding. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxx. (1856) 260 Some sugared cranberries,

with a little butter and scalding water, and you have an
impromptu strawberry ice.

f b. Of the sea, etc. [rendering L. torrens] :

Boiling, seething. Also subst. = Torrent. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20882 Apon be skaldand see he [sc.

St. Peter] yede. a 1300 E. E. Psalter exxiii. 5 Oure saule

over-fore scaldand. Ibid. exxv. 4 Turne, Laverd, our
wrecchednesse, AIs skaldand in south esse. 1513 Douglas
sEneis vi. iv. 59 Schaldand hellis flude, Flagiton.

fc. Of fire, the sun, etc.: Scorching. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 23 Mony prowd trumpour

with him trippit Throw skaldand fyre. 1577 tr' ^u^ngey>s
Decades 11. ix. 210 Least, .hee happ to fall into the scalding

lyme kill. 1596 Shaks. 3 Hen. fil, v. vii. 18 In Summers
scalding heate. 1621 Burton Auat. Mel. 11. ii. m. 335
Built, with high houses, narrow streets, to keep out these

scaulding beames. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 32 The
Banks of Brooks will make a cool retreat For the raw
Soldiers from the scalding Heat. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 63
They fallow it when the Sun is pretty high, which they call

a scalding fallow. 17*0 De Foe Capt. Singleton vi. (1840)

98 A scalding sand, which.. drove about in clouds.

2. trans/, and fig. Producing an effect or sensa-

tion like that of scalding, a. Of tears, etc
axzzs Ancr. R. 246 WorpeS ut uppon him schaldinde

teares. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. i. (1621) 13 He, that

in Sommer, .. Scorched all day in his owne scalding sweat.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 556 Parent with scalding thurst 1715
Pope Iliad 11. 331 He. . From his vile Visage wip'd the scald-

ing Tears. 1829 Good's Study Med. (ed.3) V. 469 [Paruria]

Ardens. Scalding strangury. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith
v. i. § 2. 293 Where is the eye that has forgotten its scald-

ing agonies. 1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagariiu xix, Greta
..wept scalding tears.

+ D. Of desire, etc. : Burning, hot, fervent. Obs.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptista) 81 In skaldand
word luf god sal bay, C1400 Sc. Trojan War 11. 1674 A
blynd fulische desyre . . to pass into bar land With eger willis

and scaldand. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 34 To breath

out scalding sighes smothered within the fornace of his

thoughts.

f c. Of utterances : Caustic, stinging. Obs.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 74 Our venomous and
scalding words, which burne like coals of Juniper.

Scalding hot, a. Also 4 sciadeng. [f. Scald-

ing vbl. sb. + Hot a.] Hot enough to scald.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 259 peryn he gadereth

water and heteb it in his rennynge scladeng [sic ; Caxton
skaldyng] hoot, c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 17 Whan be

Mylke his skaldyng hote, caste be stuf ber-to. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 233 They [sc. springs at Bath] are in

maner skalding hote. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 566 Put your
first Wort into the Copper again, make it scalding hot. i8ifi

Scott Old Mori, xxxvi, Keep your ain breath to cool your
ain porridge—ye'U find them scalding hot, I promise you.

1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 302 A scalding-hot steam.

Jig. 156a Cooper Answ. Priv. Masse iiL 14 b, Your
scaulding hotte and firebourning charitee. 1679 Alsop Me-
lius Inq. Introd. 29 There's more danger of being lukewarm
in Reforming than scalding-hot.

Scalding-house, [f. Scalding vbl. sb. +
House sb. 1] A room in which utensils or the

carcasses of animals are scalded.

Z42X Cov. Leet Bk. 32 Allso-sone as the skaldyng-house.

.

be full fynyshid and redy that they skald ber swyne in the

same house. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 920/1 In the

scalding house, a yeoman and two groomes. 16. . Massin-
ger, etc. Old Law in. ii. (1656) 39 And my three Court
Codlings that looke parboyld, As if they came from Cupids
scalding house. 1688 R. Holme Armoury iv. xii. (Roxb.)

499/2 The Skalding house. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.

Agric. I. 56 The milk-house, the scalding and pressing

house, and the salting-house.

fb. fig.
Euphemistically for : Hell. Obs.

1549 Latimer 7th Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 205 Even in

the skaldinge house, in the vgsomnes of the place. Ibid.

208 You are lyke to go [to] ye Scalding house, and ther you
shal haue two dishes, wepynge and gnashinge of teeth.

II Scaldino (skald/'no). [It., f. scaldare to

warm.] A small earthen brazier, used in Italy.

1866 Howells Venetian Life iii. 35 The scaldino is a

small pot of glazed earthenware, having an earthen bale :

with this handle passed over the arm, and the pot full of

bristling charcoal, [etc.]. 1873 ' Ouida ' Pascarel II. 23 She
sat opposite me,, .toasting her feet on an earthen scaldino.

t Sca'ldness. Obs. [f. Scald a. + -ness.]

Scabbiness.
1327 Andrew Brunswyke"s Distyll. Waters Tiijb.The

same water heleth the scaldnes of the hede. 156a Turner
Herbal 11. 112 Radish.. filleth vp with heyre agayne the

places that were bared with scaldnes.

tScaldrag. Obs. [f. Scald v. + Rag j£.i] One
who scalds orboils rags : a nickname for a dyer.

1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. n. 165 To cal a Justice

of the Peace, a Beadle; a Dyer, a Scaldragge.

Scaldricks : see Skellock, wild mustard.

f Sca'ldry. Sc. Obs. [?£> scald, Sc. form of

Scold sb. + -by.] Abusive speech.

1502-3 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) 97 Personis convict for

flyting and scaldrie.



SCALDWEBD.

Sca'ldweed. = SCALD$/'.-5. i866in Treas.Bot.

t Scaldy , a\ Obs. rare" °. [f. Scald a. + -Y.]

Scalled.

1598 Flobio, Tegnoso, scaldie, or scurfie, hauing a sore head.

Scaldy (sk§*ldi), a? local, [f. Scald sb$ + -y.]

Of land : Containing * scalds * (see Scald sb$ 4) ;

easily affected by drought.
1898 Rider Haggard Farmer's Year{\Zqi)) 64 A good but

rather scaldy piece of land. 1899 — Rural Eng. 366 Forty-
four coombs of oats, .not a bad return from this scaldy soil.

Scale (sk^il), sbX Forms: a. 3- scale; also 4-7,

9 skale, 5 skaylle, 9 scaile, skail. 0. 3-7

(9 dial.) scole, 3, 6-7 scoale, 6-7 skole, 7 scoal,

scowle, skoal(e. [a. ON. skdl str. fern., bowl,
pi. (weighing) scales (Sw. skal, Da. skoal: cf.

Skoal) - OHG. scAla (MHG. scMle, mod.G.
schale) :—OTeut. *skiela, ablaut-var. of *skald,

whence OE. scealu shell, husk, drinking cnp,
weighing scale (see Shalk j<M),OHG. scala shell,

husk (MHG., mod.G. schale) ; the quantity of the

vowel is doubtful in OS. skala cup, and in the

ODu. antecedent of MDu. schale (Dtt. schaal),

though it is probable that in Dn. as in Ger. two
original forms, sk&la cup, scales, and sk&la husk,

shell, have become phonetically coincident. For
the OE. scealu the inflexion appears to attest the

short vowel in all the senses. The WGer. *skala

(:—OTeut. *shield, skald) passed into OF. aseschale,

esca/e cup (med.L. scala 'patera'), also husk
(mod.F. icale). For the Teut. root *skel- : skal- :

sksel- to separate, divide, cf. Shale, Shell, Skill.

See also Skele.
Between the first quarter of the 13th c. and the 16th c. the

a forms (containing the vowel a) represent the northern
pronunciation, the j3 forms being midland and southern. In
the 16th c, however, the northern scale seems to have found
its way into the London dialect, being used by Palsgrave
and later by Spenser and Shaks. In the 17th c scale is the
prevailing literary form, though scole (with other equivalent
spellings) occasionally appears down to the middle of the
century.)

+ L. 1. A drinking-bowl or cup. Obs.
a. c 1S05 Lav. 5368 M\c mon nom an honde ane scale

[c 1275 scelel of rede golde. Ibid. 14965 Heo fulde hir scale

of wine. 1390-1 Earl Derby's Exp. (Camden) ioo/ai Vasa
Argentea. . . pro vj skales argcnteis. c 1460 Tottmeley Myst.
xii. 249 Ve hold long the skayll. Now lett me go to. ^1475
Cath. Angt. (AddiL MS.) 320/2 A Scale of Ale. 1511-ia
Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 662 Pro 4 dd. Ciphorum et

add. Scalez. 1616 in A'. Riding Rec. (1884) II. 118 Geo.
Smales [presented] lor. .selling ale in scales and pottes not
sealed. ?<zi8oo Jolly Ilitufs Squire xi. in Child Ballads
(1884) I. 429 There's ale into the birken scale, Wine in the
horn green.

0. a ss>5 Ancr. R. 214 A dischs ine his one bond, & a
scaile [v.rr. schale, skale] in his oder. c 1175 Lay. 1180 Ane
scole he bar an honde al of rede golde mile was in be scole.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. X145 A bassyn, a bolle, ober a scole.

II. Apparatus for weighing.

2. The pan, or each of the pans, of a balance.

Also Jig. + To hold scale vrith : to balance, to

equal in weight.
a. c 137X Sc. Leg. Saints xxii. (Lauren/ins) 739 Quhene we

wald in skale put don his ewil consawit suspicione. .& in-to

be tothyre skale his gud dedis ware al hale, c 1440 A ipkabet

0/ Tales 349 In be to skale it weyed more ban all bat evur
bai cuthe put in be toder skale. 1483 Cath. Angt. 320/2 A
Scale of a balan, tanx. 1590 Shaks. Mids. A7

, in. ii. 132
Your vowes to her, and me, (put in two scales) Will euen
weigh, and both as light as talcs. 1604 — Oth. 1. iii. 331 If

the braine of our liues bad not one Scale of Reason, to poize

another of Sensualitie. 1654 Ambrose Ultima 103 This one
sinne of refusing Christ may perhaps hold scale with the
united horrours of all the rest whatsoever. 1687 Dryden
Hinder P. ii- 624 Till when, your weights will in the balance
fail A Church unprincipled kicks up the Scale. 1713 Steele
Engtishm. No. 55. 355 [They] made their Court by throwing
themselves into the Scale of unlimited Loyalty. 1770 Burke
Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 306 In a contest, .where nothing
can be put into their scale which is not taken from ours.

184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 192/1 They [sc. the soils] are.,
placed in opposite scales of a balance, and poised. 1859
fennyson Geraint ^25 While slowly falling as a scale that

falls, When weight is added only grain by grain, i860 L.

Harcourt Diaries G. Rose 1. 179 He . . would, Brennus-likc,

have thrown his sword into the scale of liberty. 1868
Browning Ring <y Bk. v. 474 This time 'twas my scale

quietly kissed the ground, Mere rank against mere wealth.

p. c 1440 Jacob's Well 4 Whanne bis smal precyousston
was leyd in a scole, it was so heuy, bat no-thing teyd in be
ober scole, was it neuere so heuy, my^te weyin it vp. 1594
T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 183 The skoles in a payre
of balance. 1601 Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. ii. xxvi. ()6
lustice, which being the very soule and life of gouernment
is oft time compelled to help the lightest scoale with her
finger. 1611 Cotgr., Bassin tfxme balance, the scowle of
a balance. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magic 1. iii. 16 Both the
scoles being empty shall hang in a:quitibrio.

3. //. (fin 16th c. rarely construed as sing.).

A weighing instrument ; esp. one (often called a
pairofscales) consisting of a beam which is pivoted

at its middle and at either end of which a dish, pan,

board, or slab is suspended. Also fa.
a. 1480 Wardrobe Ace. Edw. IV (Nicolas 1830) 131

Standisshes with weightes and scales iij. 1530 Palsgr. 182
Vnes btlances, a payre of balans or scales to wey with. 1583
Golding Calvin on Deut. xciv. 56 Wee must not wey our
own woorkes in our owne scales. 150a Shaks. Rom. Sf Jul,
\. ii. 101 In that Christall scales, let there be waid, Your

163

Ladies loue against some other Maid. 1693 Bkntley Boyle
Lect. viii. 4 If we consider the Dignity of an Intelligent
Being, and put that in the scales against brute inanimate
Matter. 1697 Floyer Eng. Baths Pref. C5 By Sanctorius's
Scales he found the Body to weigh less after bathing in cold
Water. 1719 D'Urkey Pills III. 83 Their Scales were
false, their Weights were light. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. ii, The
goddess who had inclined the scales of battle in favour of
1'heodosius.

_ 187^ Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 117 Public
scales, at which citizens could weigh their corn food. 1884
Lowell Democracy (1887) 42 In the scales of the destinies
brawn will never weigh so much as brain.

fi. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. v. 1 Then take thescoales and
the waight, and deuyde the hayre a sunder. 1571 Golding
Calvin on Ps. xxvii. 1 As it were weying in a pair of skoles,
whatsoever power is in the world and in hel. 1647 Ward
Simp. Cobler 38 A sin.. that seemes small in the common
beame of the world, may be very great in the scoales of his
Sanctuary, a 18*5 Forby Voc. E.Anglia, Scoles, pi. scales.

b. as an attribute of Justice.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 204 And poyse the Cause in
lustice equall Scales, Whose Beame stands sure. 1604 [see
Baker i]. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict, x, In one hand
a paire of euen scoals she [Justice] weares. 1861 A. Leigh-
ton Storied Trad. Sc.Life Ser. 11. 71 We have left the heart*
broken Ailsie suspended in the upper scale of justice.

c. To hold the scales even or equally : to judge
impartially. (Cf. 4 b.)

1648 Earl of ^Westmoreland Otia Sacra 118 [The King
of Heaven] in his hands the Skoals doth hold so even, That
[etc.]. 169a Dryden Eleonora 108 Equally the scales to
hold Betwixt the two extremes of hot ?.nd cold.

4. sing. =pl. (sense 3). Often Jig., esp. in To
lurn the scale : said of an excess of weight on one
side or the other.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/2 Scole, to wey wythe, . . libra,
balanx. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. iv. i. 330 If the scale doe
turne But in the estimation of a hayre. <? 1625 Fletcher
Nice Valour 1. L (1647) 149 As even as the thirteenth of
September, When day and night lye in a scale together.
i6»7 Speed England xxiv. § 3 The Victor in Rome. .with
so equal an hand bare the Scoale of Resistance, that their
owne Writers evermore terme it a dangerous Warre. 1674
Hickman Quinquart. Hist, (ed. 2) 137 He is., afraid to come
either to the pole or to the scale; either to weigh, or to
number authorities with us. 17x0 De Foe Copt. Singleton
vii. (1840) 119 We had. .three pound and a half, .according
to.. weight and scale. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/Isles in. x, And
if my words in weight shall fail, This ponderous sword shall

turn the scale. 1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing(ed. 2^41
When the scale was trembling between life and death. 1888
l$R\CKAmer. Comttnv. I. v. 62 The odd man whose casting
vote would turn the scale as between the seven republican
members of the Commission and the seven Democrats. 1902
Daily Chron. 7 Oct. 5/3 A cargo of Welsh coal . . was put on
the scale to-day at fifteen dollars per ton.

b. Equal, even scale (poet.) : a just balance

;

also, a condition of equilibrium or indecision.

160a Shaks. Hani. 1. ii. 13 In equall Scale weighing De-
light and Dole. 1667 Milton /'. L. vi. 245 Long time in

eeven scale The Battel hung. ^ 1671 — P. R. 11. 173 Belial,

in much uneven scale thou weigh'st All others by thy self.

173a J. Hammond Love Elegies xi. 6 lis Gold o'erturns

the even Scale of Life. 1781 Cowper Table T. 251 Kind
Providence .. weighs the nations in an even scale.

o. spec, in Racing. Clerk of the Scales : the

official who weighs the jockeys, etc To ride or

go to scale : (of a jockey) to ride to the weighing-

room before or after the race.

a 1837 [Apperley] Turf (1852) 37 Wright is..a steady.,
rider, and comes light to the scale. 1856 ' Stonehenge '

Brit. Rural Sports 364 In Catch Weights any person can
ride without going to scale. 1857 G. A. Lawrence Guy
Liv. iv, He wouldnave dismounted before riding to scale,

and so lost the stakes. 1877 Sayles Law of Racing 52
A horse shall not be qualified to run.. unless bis name has

been notified as a starter to the clerk of the scales. 1894
Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs. Life II. 201, I.. could go to scale

about 14 sts. 7 lb.

5. Astr. {pi. and + sing.) The sign of Libra.

Chiefly poet.

1631 Heywooo London's Jus Hon. Bjb, Sayle By the

signe Libra, that Celestiall scale. 1667 Milton P. L. x.

676 By Leo and the Virgin and the Scales. 1687 Dryden
Hind* P. iil 505 The Sun, already from the Scales declined.

1847 Basham Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. The Truants iii, They
filled the Scales with sulphur full, They halloed the Dog-
Star on at the Bull.

6. attrib. and Comb., as scale balance, baroscope,

instrument, maker ; scale-beam, (a) — Beam sbX

6 ; (b) a weighing instrument of the steelyard kind;

scale-box, a box to contain a pair of scales

;

scale-pan, either of the dishes or pans of a balance.

1809 J. Hutchinson {title) The Spirometer, the Stetho-

scope, and *Scale-Balance, a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692)

97 Bringing the *ScaIe-Baroscope to an exact equilibrium.

1723 Lond. Gaz. No. 6172/10 William White. ., *Scalebeam-

maker. 1789 C. Clarke (title) A new Complete System of

Weights and Measures... with considerable Improvements

on the Scale-Beam. 1884 Knight Did. Mech. Suppl. 782/1

The scale beam was still further relieved by thefifth lever.

1708 S. Sewall Diary 23 June (1870) H. 226 They.. fin d

Mr. Tho. Banister.. \os. Breach of the peace for throwing

the pots and *Scale-box at the maid. i88x Instr. Census

Clerks (1885) 81 Scale Box Maker, attyi Boyle Hist.

Air (1692) 98 Taking out my "scale-instrument, it appears

to weigh precisely a drachm. 1758 Rep. Comm. Weights

* Meas. 57 They make use of single Weights made by their

present "Scale-maker, Mr. Freeman, and his Father, who
was likewise Scale-maker to the Mint. 1894 Daily Neivs

26 Feb. 7/1 Mr. Thomas Avery, formerly head of the well-

known'firm of scale-makers. 1830 Kater & Lardner Mech.

xxi. 289 Place a weight in each *scale-pan.

Scale (sk^l), sbt Forms: 4- scale; also 4-7

skale (4 scaale, 5 scaile, skaylle, 6 skaile, 7

SCALE,

scail, 8 skeal, 9 seal, skail, skeel). [aphetic a.

OF. escale (12th c), mod.F. Scale husk, pod, chip
of stone :—OTeut. *skald (see Scale sb. 1

, Shale
sb.). OF. had also escaille (13th a), mod.F. icaille

scale of fish, shell 'of oyster, etc. = It. scaglia

:—Romanic (also med.L.) scalia, a. OTeut. *skalja

(see Shell sb.) from the same root; this is pern,
the source of some of the ME. spellings.]

1. One of the small thin membranous or horny
outgrowths or modifications of the skin in many
fishes and reptiles, and some mammals, usually
overlapping, and forming a complete covering for

the body. Also applied to the minute structures
forming the covering of the wings of butterflies, etc.

13" G"? Wanv. (A.) 7 161 pe smallest scale bat on him
[sc. a dragon] is No wepen no may atame. c 1381 Chaucer
Pari. Foules 189 Smale fischis lite With fynnys rede &
skalis syluyr bry3te. 14.. Sir Bates (M.) 2478 Upon the
dragon he smote so fast, Where euer he hit, the skales
brast. 1549 Compi. Scott, vi. 37, I beheld the pretty fische
..vitht.. there skalis lyik the brycht siluyr. 1604 E. G[rim-
stoneJ D'A costa's Hist. Indies iv. 113 Those which they
call Armadillos are [defended] by the multitude of their
scales. 1611 Cotgr., Tablette, . . the scales of a Hawks legs.
I74_3 H. Baker Microsc. (ed. 2) 172 The Cuticula, Scarf-
Skin, or outward Covering, of the Body, is remarkable for
its Scales and for its Pores. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 324
Leviathan . .Turns to the stroke his adamantine scales. 182G
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IIL 389 A vertical flat scale, ob-
servable on the footstalk of the genus Formica, &c. Ibid.
646 The gorgeous wings of these universal favourites [the
Lepidoptera] . . owe all their beauty . . to an infinite number
of little plumes or scales. 1834 M cMvmRiBCuviers Anim.
Kingd. 186 Batrachians have neither scales nor shell ; a
naked skin invests their body. 1884 Day Commercial Sea
Fishes o Scales may take on many characters, as denticles
in the sharks, osseous plates in sturgeons.

b. collect, sing.

14.. Sir Beues (M.) 2537 Under the skale al on hyght
Thedragons hede he smote of ryght. 1665 Hookb Microgr.
184 The leges., were all of them cover'd with a strong hairy
scale or shel. 1820 Shelley Promeik. Unb. iv. 304 The
anatomies of unknown winged things, And fishes which
were isles of living scale. 1843 Marryat M. Violet xliv,

Its body is covered with scale so hard as to be impenetrable.
1880 F. Francis Angling ix. (ed. 5) 306 They all began to
change their scales and assume the silvery salmon scale,

fc. Used for : Kind or genus of fish. Obs.
I^5 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 72 The Seas (which dyuers

skaile Of fish contents).

+ d, transf. ? Surface, outside. Obs.

13.. E. E.Altit.P. A.X005 Pe emeradc.sogrene of scale.

2. One of the small laminre of epidermis which
become detached from the tissue beneath in certain

diseases of the skin ; t hence, applied with or

without qualification to various skin diseases.

(Cf. Scall, with which it was probably confused in ME.)
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 585/25 Furfura, the scales of

the hede or berde. 14.. Notn. ibid. 675/33 Hec glabra,
a scale, c 1450 in Vicarys Anat. (1888) App. ix. 228 His
syght shall neuer fale, And heles of torne-seke, and of scale.

1507 Gerarde Herbal 1. xxiv. 34 The ashes of them mixed
with vineger helpeth the scales and scurfe of the head. 1609
Markham Famous Whore (1868) 30 Of french disease, of
Leprous cureless skale. 1685 Jas. Cooke Marrow Chirurg.
vi. ix. (ed. 4) 214 The Cuticula [in Scarlet-fever] falling off

in Scales or great Fleaks. 1818-20 E. Thompson Cutlen's

Nosologia (ed.3) 3ioLepidosis.—Scales. i8*9Good*s Study
Med. (ed. 3)111. 27_ The spots fall off in brannyscales. 1876
Duhring Dis. Skin 48 Scales are dry, laminated masses of

epidermis which have separated from the tissues beneath.

3. A part (e. g. a husk) that may be peeled off

or detached in flakes ; a comparatively thin plate,

lamina, or flake of any kind.

In Surgery, scale is used for 'an exfoliated lamina of

bone ' j in Anatomy for ' a thin scale-like bone '.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 131 An other frute browght
from those landes beinge full of scales and with keys much
iyke a pine apple. 1594 Blundevil Exerc. in. 1. vi«. 141

The skales of an Onion. x6n Coryat Crudities 363 [Hemp
stripped] by certaine wooden instruments.. that do very

easily seuer the stranne from the scale. 163a Sherwood
s. v.. Little scales of broken bones. 1739 Sharp .S«>£\ Introd.

45 Every scale of a carious Bone is flung off by new Flesh

generated between it and the sound Bone. 1759 Miller
Gard. Diet. s. v. Firus, The rigid Scale of the Cone. 185a

Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. XIV. 277 Iridosmine from the same
locality occurs in lead-colored scales. 187S Encycl. Brit. III.

707/2 {Birds) The main part of the frontal bone, covering the

hemisphere, is a convex radiating scale. 1901 Scotsman 18

Sept. 7/8 The gold, .was found in nuggets and scales.

fb. A slate. (Cf. Skaillie.) Obs. rare- °.

c 1481 Caxton Dialogues 40 Descailles de iieulles, With
skaylles with tyles.

c. The tartar that collects on the teeth.

T.S94 [see Scaly a. 1]. 1874 Salter Dental Pathol. 4- 5JMPK
xxiv. 321 It [sc. salivary calculus] frequently affects a single

tooth . . in the form of a fast-growing scale.

d. Bot. A flattened, membranous, more or less

circular plate of cellular tissue, usually a rudi-

mentary or degenerate leaf, as the covering of leaf-

buds of deciduous trees, the bracts of catkins, etc.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. Explan. Terms 387 Stipula, a
Scale at the Base of the Footstalk which it supports. 1787
tr. Linnafus' Fam. Plants I. 203 Nectaries five : each with

an hearted concave scale. i8ox Med. frnl. V. 395 Lime-
trees of America ; petals provided with a scale, at their

basis. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 292 Flowers [of the

Grass tribe] consisting of imbricated bracteae, of which.,

the innermost at the base of the ovarium [are called] scales.

1856 Delamer Fl. Gard. 130 The undeveloped flower-buds

21 -a



SCALE.

are protected by membranous scales. 1884 Bower & Scott

De Barys Phaiur. 93 The glandular scales of the Hop.

e. A mollusc ofthegenus Terebratula{\Anomia).

1784 G. Walker Boys' Coll. Shells 22 Anomia. The

Scale. Anemia Squatnmula. The scale anomia.

f. The protective covering of insects of the

family Coccidse, which remains when they die and

protects the eggs and afterwards the young beneath

if hence, = scale-insed ; also, the diseased con-

dition of plants caused thereby.

1S22 Traits. Hort. Soc. (1826) VI. 117 Directions for de-

stroying the Bug and Scale on Pine-apple plants. 1850

Hookers jrnl. Bot. II. 353 The ' Brown Scale' or Coccus,

so injurious to the Coffee-plants in Ceylon. Ibid. 356 The
number of eggs contained in one of these scales is prodi-

gious. 188a Garden 18 Feb. 117/1 Pines are subject to the

attacks of mealy bug and brown and white scale. 1906

Marlatt (title) San Jose or Chinese Scale.

4. Taken (after Acts ix. 18) as a type of that

which causes blindness (physical or moral).

a 1300 Cursor M. 19691 Skales fell fra his [sc. Saul's] eien

a-wai, And had his sight forth fra bat dai. 138a Wyclif
Acts ix. 18 And anon ther felden from his y5,en as scabs

[Vulg. tanquam squamae ; Gr. »<r«i Aeiu'Ses], and he re-

ceyuede si?t. [So in later versions.] i6xx Bible Transl.

Pre/, r 17 Hee remoueth the scales from our eyes, the vaile

from our hearts. 1629 Sir W. Mure True Crncifixe 971

The skailes of darknesse which our eyes be-night. 1701

Stanhope Aug. Medit. in. xv. 236 Command the Scales of

my old Errors to fall off. 173a W. Ellis Pract. Farmer
11. 20, I hope in time the Scales will be taken off the Eyes

of the Landlord's Mind. 1896 N. Munro Lost Pibroch, etc.

83 One may look at a person for years and not see the

reality till a scale falls from the eyes.
_

5. orig. //. but now usually collect, sing. The
film of oxide which forms on iron or other metal

when heated and hammered or rolled.

15*6 Grete Herball clxx. (1 529) K v b, The scales of yren

. .is that yl fleeth of the yren whan it is forged. 1611 Cotgr.,

Escaille ifacier, de bronze, tferain, defer, &c. ; the Offalls

of Steele, &c. ; the skales that fly from them when they are

hammered. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 417 The
Iron scales of a Smith's forge. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem.

II. :oo Copper, in the state of scales, is not completely

oxidated. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 284 The act

of forging produces a strong scale or coating which is spread

over the whole of the blade [of the razor]. 1864 Percy

Metall., Iron cy Steel 21 It is this oxide which is known as

iron scale, or hammer slag. 1880 Jefferies Hodge $ M.
II. 72 As blow follows blow the red-hot 'scale ' driven from

the surface of the iron on the anvil by the heavy sledge,

flies rattling against the window in a spray of fire.

b. Salt-making. An incrustation of dirt or lime

on the pan bottoms, c. The hard deposit or ' fur

'

which gathers in boilers and other vessels in which

water is habitually heated. (Rarely//.)

1848 Knapp's Clum. Technol. I. 269 Some [brown scum]

attaches itself to the bottom of the [salt] pans (the scale).

187s Knight Diet. Mech. [Of steam-boilers]. 1881 Metal
World No. 18. 280 It is absolutely essential to the successful

use of any boiler, except in pure water, that it be accessible

for the removal of scale. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop
Receipts Ser. 11. 48/1 Boiler 'scales' nearly everywhere

are principally composed of sulphate of lime.

0. Thin board. [Cf. MDu. schale.] Obs. or dial.

1683 [see Scabbard sb.']. 1707 Mortimer Husb. 339 Of
the th in Lamina or Scab of the Wood . . they make Scabbards.

1847 Halliwell, Scales, the outermost cuts of a piece of

timber with the bark on, not thick enough to be called

planks. Devon.

7. a. Any of the thin pieces of metal composing

scale-armour (see 12). Also colled, sing. (In

poetry used vaguely.) b. See quot. 1853.

1809 T. Hope Costume Anc. Plate 18 Dacian warrior..

with a coat of mail, or scales. 1820 Shelley Ode to

Naples 68 Clothed in armour of impenetrable scale ! 1847

Tennyson Princess v. 39 Sheathing splendours and the

golden scale Of harness. 1853 Stocqueler Mil. Encycl.,

Scales, a sort of armour consisting of brass plates, laid like

scales one over the other, to defend the glandular parts,

and the side-face of a dragoon. These scales are attached

to the helmet, and can be buttoned up in front. 1875 J.

Anderson in Encycl. Brit. 1 1. 554/2 Cuirasses ofbronze scales.

8. Cutlery, a. Each of the two plates of bone,

horn, ivory, or wood which form the outside of

the handle of a knife or razor.

1834-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 650/1 The
handle [sc. of a knife], consisting of two side pieces called

scales, is rivetted through the tang on each side. 1877
Encycl. Brit. VI. 734/1. 1904 Army ft Navy Stores Circ.

Aug. 71 Toilet Knife. (Best Sheffield make and finish.)

Pearl or tortoiseshell scales.

b. Each of the metal sides of the handle of a

pocket knife on which such plates are riveted.

1834-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 650/1.

1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

9. A plate of metal worn instead of an epaulette

by soldiers, sailors, and firemen. [F. tcaiUe.]

1846 in E. E. Napier Exc. Southern Afr. (1849) I. 287 An
old blue frock coat with large scales. 1851-153 Burn Naval
<r Mil. Diet. 11. 227/1 Shoulder scale or strap. 1894 R.
Mansfield Chips 54 The officers of the line wore blue frock

coats with small brass epaulets, called ' scales '. 1894 C. N.
Robinson Brit. Fleet iv. vii. 512 In 1846, scales, or epaul>

ettes without bullion, were authorized for captains and com-
manders... The next year the scales..were abolished.

10. (Seequots. i860, 1880.)
i860 Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss., Cornwall Terms, Seal,

A shale or portion of earth, rock, &c, which separates and
falls from the main body. 1880 W. Corn-wall Gloss., Scat,

Scale, loose ground about a mine. 1884 Falmouth Sr Pen-
ryn Weekly Times 19 July 5/2 What is commonly known
among miners as a ' jomb ' or ' scale ' of ground.
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11. (See quot. 1885.)
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 242 The several kinds of crude

paraffin extracted are classed as ' hard scale ' or ' soft scale ',

according to their fusing points and consequent degrees of

hardness [etc.]. 1889 Pall Mall G. 23 Jan. 7/3 The prices

fixed on by the Association for burning oil and scale.

12. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) scale-backed,

-bright, -like, -marked adjs. ; scale-fashion adv.

;

(sense 2) scale-crust; (sense 2d) scale-leaf; (sense 5)

scale-cleaner, -preventive; scale-armour, armour

consisting of small overlapping plates of metal,

leather, or horn; scale-back, one of the family

Aphroditidx of scale-bearing annelids ; scale-

bark, bark which is shed in scale-like pieces,

as that of the plane-tree ; scale-beetle, a tiger-

beetle (family Cicindelidm); scale-blight, the

disease caused by the scale-insect ; scale-blue, the

groundwork of royal blue with a scale-pattern

characteristic of some Worcester china; scale-

borer, ' an implement for removing the scale from

boiler-tubes' (KnightDid.Mech.iS?;,); scale-bug

U.S.=* scale-insect; scale carp.the common typical

carp, Cyprinus carpio; scale-fern = Cetebach

(q.v.), so called from the scales clothing the back

of the fronds ; scale-flsh, (a) a fish armed with

scales; (<) see quot. 1857; (c) the scabbard-fish

(Cent.Dict.); scale-foot, the scabbard-fish; scale-

hair, a short flattened hair resembling a scale

(cf. hair-scale, Hair sb. 9 a) ; scale-insect (see

sense 3 f), any of the insects of the genus Coccus

or family Coccidse, which infest and injure certain

plants, having the appearance of scales ; scale-

moss, a plant of the N .O. Jungermanniacem

;

t scale-oyster, a scallop; scale-pad, the part

of the tail covered with scales in the Anomaluridm
(or scale-tailed squirrels); scale-pattern, a pattern

having a representation of scales; an imbricated

pattern ; scale-quail, an American quail of the

genus Callipepla, having scale-like plumage; scale-

roof<=scaledroof (see Scaled///. a\ 2 c); scale-

shell, a name for various molluscs ; scale-

shouldered a., ? wearing a ' scale' (sense 9) on

the shoulder; scale-skin, a term including several

scaly diseases ; scale-stone Min., (a) transl. of G.

schalstein = tabular spar or wollastonite ; (*)

anglicization of Lepidolite ; scale-tail, a squirrel

of the family Anomaluridse, having scales on the

under side of the tail ; so scale-tailed a. ; scale-

tang (see quot.); scale-wing, a lepidopter; scale-

winged a., lepidopterons ; scale-work, work,

ornament, decoration.etc,of an imbricated pattern;

scale-worm = scale-back ; scale-wort, the plant

Lathrsea squamaria.
184a W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist. xvii. § 6 (ed. 3) 526 Both

horses and men [of the Sarmatians] were covered with a

curious kind of "scale armour formed of the sliced hoofs of

animals. 1881 Cassettes Nat. Hist. VI. 330 "Scale-backs.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 11. 539 "Scale-Backed Sciaena.

1859 K. Cornwallis New Worldl. 20 Scale-backed arma-

dilloes. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 558
[These] throw off the superficial periderm.. in the form of

"scale-bark. 1855 Ogilvie, Suppl., *Scale-beetles. 1898

Daily News 5 July 6/4 Mr. W. M. Maskell. .was considered

the chiefauthority of the day on "scale-blight. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 5 May 9/3 A pair of handsome "scale-blue Worcester

vases. 1555 Phaer JEncidu. 21 Their, ."skalebright necks.

1883 Century Mag. Oct. 811/2 The orange's worst enemy is

a curious insect, the "scale-bug. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist.

Aquatic Anim. 619 The ' "Scale Carp ' ; with regular, con-

centrically arranged scales, being in fact the original species

improved, 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 93 Wrought Iron

Manufacture:.."Scale Cleaner. 1898 J. Hutchinson in

Arch. Surg. IX. 308 A slight formation of exfoliative "scale-

crust. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Escaille, a plated Corselet made
"scale-fashion. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E. D. S.) 17

Asplenum. ..It maye be called in englishe Citterach, or

"Scaleferne, or Finger-feme. 1861 D. T. Ansted Channel
1st. 11. viii. (ed. 2) 182 The scale-fern is met with, though

rarely. 1601 Holland Pliny I. Table, "Scale fishes have

no ears. 1651 T. Barker Art 0/Angling (1653) 8 This feed

will gather the scale Fish together, as Carp, Tench, Roach,

Dace and Bream. 1814 A mer. Newsp. in Byron Corsair

111. xxiv note, The superior scale and shell fish with which

its waters abound. 1857 Perley Hand-Bk. New Brunswick

24 The pollack, the hake, and the haddock, when dry-cured,

are designated by dealers, ' scale-fish '. ibid. 28 The torsk,

or cusk, is . . dry-cured as a ' scale-fish '. i8a8 Fleming Brit.

Anim. 205 Lepidopus. "Scale-foot...Two pointed scales in

place of ventrals. 1898 Packard Text-bk. Entom. 198

Kellogg has detected these "scale-hairs, as he calls them, in

Panorpa. 1840 Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 572 The young
•Scale-insects have the body oval, very flat. 188a Vines tr.

Sachs' Bot. 433 The buds produced on the leaf-stalks de-

velope into long underground stolons furnished with "scale-

leaves. 1611 Cotgr., Les Escaillons dupalais,. .the skales,

or "skale-like diuisions in the roofe. .of the mouth of a

horse. 1883 Science I. 150/2 The supposed scale-like nature

of penguin-feathers. 1892 Pater Emerald Uthwart Wks.

1901 VIII. 228 Fritillaries.. Snakes' heads, the rude call

them, for their shape, "scale-marked too. 1846 Lindley

Veget. Kingd. 59 These "Scalemosses differ from the Liver-

worts in the regularly valvate condition of the spore-cases.

1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) 275 "Scaleoisters, moules, welkes,

et hanocynes. 1898 Proc. Zool. Soc. 17 May 451 Before

the spot above the end of the lower "scale-pad is reached

the tail is covered with long black hair. 1898 Engineering

Mag. XVI. 145/1 Mineral Oils as "Scale-Preventives. i86»
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H. Marryat Year in Sweden II. xliii. 83 The "scale-roof

was struck by lightning. 1713 Petiver Aquat. Anim.
Amboinae Tab. 16/30 Auris marina. ."Scale-shell. Ibid.

16/31 Operculum callorum . . Scale-shell. 1891 Century

Diet., Scale-shell, a bivalve mollusk of the family Lepto-

nidae. 1893 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour iv, Gigantic

"scale-shouldered footmen. 1829 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3)

V. 585 Lepidosis. "Scale-skin. 1819 Bakewell Introd.

Min. 11. 346 Lepidolite, or "Scale-stone . . is composed ofscales

or minute laminae. 1841 MauhderScLSt Lit. Treas.,Scale-

stone, or Schaalstein. 1888 Riverside Nat. Hist. V. 132

The technical characters .. of "scale-tails are unmistakably

sciurine. Ibid. 131 The.. "Scale-tailed Squirrels. 1831 J.

Holland Manuf. Metal. II. 14 When the handles [of table

knives] consist of sides, nailed upon a flat piece of iron, con-

tinued from the blade,., they are called "scale tangs. 1864

Athenxum 13 Feb. 228/3 Sixty very common species of

"scale-wings. 1857 Lardner Anim. Phys. § 243 Lepi-

doptera. "Scale-winged. 1737 Whtston Josephus xn. it.

361 Of the cisterns of gold, there were two ; whose sculp-

ture was of "scale.work. 187s Fortnum Maiolica viii. 69

The ground, .sometimes covered with scale work. 1882 Cas-

settes Nat. Hist. VI. 330 "Scale-worms. 1849 Balfour Man.
Bot. § 063 Lathrxa squamaria, "Scale-wort, is parasitical

upon the roots of Hazels, Cherry-laureis, and other trees.

Scale (sk^il), sb.3 Forms : 5-8 skale, 6 Sc.

scaill(e, 5- scale, [ad. It. scala or its source L.

scala :—prehist, *scansla (scand- + -tla), f. scandere

to climb (see Scand v.). Cf. Pr., Sp., Pg. escala,

OF. eschiele (mod.F. ichelle)]

I. +1. A ladder; in early use, a scaling-ladder.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 7962 pay haue . . Her wallis

maskued, and ageyn oure skahs..made gret ordinaunce.

1426 — De Guil. Pilgr. 56C, I sawh. .ffolkys, wych dyde
entende To helpe her ffrendys to ascende. . By scalys throgh

the strong closure, a 1572 Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I.

452 Preparatioun of scailles and ledderis was maid for the

assault. 1591 Harington Orl. Fur. v. ix, I taught him by

a scale of cord to clime. 1611 Cotgr., Eschellette, a little

ladder, or skale. ai68a Sir T. Browne Tracts (1683) 33
A Scale or Ladder was made that reached unto the Roof.

t b. In figurative and allusive uses, freq. with

reference to Jacob's ladder {Gen. xxviii. 12). Obs.

14.. Lydg. in Tundale's Vis. 123 Sython tbou [the B. V.

MJ of Jacob art the ryght scale.. the laddur of holynes.

1494 Hytton's Scala Perf (W. de W.) Envoy, This boke.

..Scale of perfeccion calde in euery place. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 11. 24 b, All true and frutefull Natvrall Philo-

sophic, hath A double Scale or Ladder, Ascendent and

Descendent. « 1616 Sir J. Dawes Poems USj6) II. 211 The

Jacob's scales, whereby shee [Faith] clymes the skyes. 1667

Iilton P. L. iv. 354 In th' ascending Scale Of Heav'n the

Starrs that usher Evening rose, a 1680 Butler Rem. (17S9)

I. 3 The lofty Tube, the scale With which they Heav'n

itself assail, Was mounted full against the Moon. 1781

Cowper Retirem. m A scale by which the soul ascends

From mighty means to more important ends. 1820 Hazlitt

Led. Dram. Lit. 14 They are the scale by which we can

best ascend to the true knowledge and love of him.

1 2. A rung or step of a ladder. A\soJig. Obs.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 442/1 Scale.. of a leddur, scatare.

1530PALSGR. 265/2 Scale of a ladder, eschellon. i6o8Willet

Hexapla Exod. 453 The steps or scales of wooden ladders.

1670 G. H. Hist.Cardinals I. ill. 69 The Cardinalship being

only a scale and step towards Episcopacy. <ii68a Sir T.

Browne Tracts i. (1683) 5 Ladders signifie Travels, and the

Scales thereof Preferment.

1 3. A flight (of stairs) ; a staircase. Obs.

1592 R. D. Hypnerotomachia 9, I came by a long gal lone

to a salying scale or downe going staire. 1658-9 in N.
Riding Rec (1888) VI. 16 No mariner, .do moor, fesse or

tye any ship etc. to the said bridge, the Jewells, scales, or

any part thereof. 1705 Addison Italy, Caprea 259 Several

ancient Scales of Stairs, by which they us'd to ascend 'em

[sc. mountains}.

II. 4. Mus. a. A definite series of sounds

ascending or descending by fixed intervals, esp.

such a series beginning on a certain note (cf. Key
sb. 1 7 b) selected for the purposes of musical com-

position, b. Any of the graduated series of sounds

into which the octave is divided, the sounds varying

according to the system of graduation adopted.

For the various scales of ancient and modern music, see

Chromatic a. 5, Diatonic a. 1, 2, Enharmonic a. 1, 2, Har.
monic a. 4, Major a. 4 c, Minor a. 6 c, Melodic a., Pytha-
gorean a.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 2 Here is the Scale of Musicke

which wee terme the Gam. Ibid. 7 Phi. Why then was
your Scale deuised of xx notes and no more? Ma. Because

that compasse was the reach of most voyces
:_
so that vnder

Gam vt the voice seemed as a kinde of humming, and aboue

E la a kinde of constrained shrieking. 1697 Evelyn Nu-
tnismata viii. 285 Aretine.. improved the Scale and set the

first Gamut. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techu. II, The Scale of

Musick among the Greeks, consisted of fifteen Notes, or the

Distances of two Octaves. 1777 Sir W. Jones Ess. Imit.

Arts Poems, etc 198 In the regular scale each interval

assumes a proper character. 1818 Busby Gram. Mus. 362

The fifth of any Minor key is related to that key, because

its scale, in order to be perfect, requires only one change in

the octave of that key,—the sharpening of its sixth. 1866

Engel Nat. Mus. ii. 24 The musical scale varies in different

nations, having in some instances more intervals than ours,

in others fewer. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms

s. v.. By starting from any note in the semitonal scale, we
can have twelve minor modes. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.

80/2 To this scale of four notes, G, A, b B, C, were subse-

quently added a note below and a note above, which made
the hexachord.

.

c. In particularized use (chiefly //.) : Any scale

taken as a subject of instruction or practice.

1865 Dublin Univ. Mag. 1. 267 She taught the very young

collegians their 'scales'. 1870 Miss Bridgman A'. Lynne
II. xiii. 2S5 She could just scamper through the scales.

1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. i. 11 We will try a
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scale. x888 Poor Nellie ii. i. 89, 1 do wish she would forget
to play her scales some morning.

d. The compass or range of a musical instrument.
1818 Busby Gram, Mus. 484 The Violino, bulky in its me-

chanical construction, and deep in its scale. Ibid. 485 The
Clarinett. .is an instrument of the reed species. Its scale
extends from E below the F Cliff note to E in alt.

f e. The musical staff. Obs.

1598 Riddles Heracl. $ Dernocr. SoL 21 The scale of mu-
sicfce is made with lines and spaces. 1609 Dowland Ornith.
Mierol. 83 It is necessary for yong beginners to make a Scale
of ten lines. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Scale of the
Gamut, or Musical Scale, is a kind of Diagram, consisting
of certain Lines and Spaces drawn to shew the several
Degrees, whereby a Natural or Artificial Voice or Sound
may either ascend or descend.

5. A succession or series of steps or degrees ; a
graduated series, succession, or progression ; esp.

a graduated series of beings extending from the
lowest forms of existence to the highest {scale of
fei*g(Sj creatures, existence, life, nature, etc.).

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. 28 b, The speculation.. That
all things by scale did ascend to vnitie. 1643 Sir T. Browne
Relig. Med. 1. § 30 How so many learned heads should so
farre forget their Metaphysicks, and destroy the Ladder
and scale of creatures, as to question the existence of Spirits.

1711 SPect. No, 519 f 8^ If the Scale of Being rises by such
a regular Progress, so high as Man. 173a Pope Ess. Man 1.

47 '1 hen, in the scale of reas'ning life, 'tis plain, There must
be, somewhere, such a rank as Man. a 1781 Watson
Philip III, vi. (1793) II. 183 A great addition to its power
and importance in the scale of nations. 1855 Bain Senses
Sf Int. 1. ii. 314 A scale of degrees from the most perfect
opacity.. to the most perfect transparency. 1859 Darwin
Orig. Spec. ii. 54 Plants low in the scale of organisation.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. vii, I have made up my mind
that I will become respectable in the scale of society, 1883
H. Drummond Nat. Law in Spir. Wn Eternal Life 211 As
we ascend in the scale of Life we rise also in the scale of
longevity.

D. A regular series of tones or shades of colour
produced by mixing with different proportions of
white or black. (Cf. It. scala di colori.)

1854 Martel tr. Chevreuts Colours (facing p. 308), Table
of a classification of several varieties of dahlias by scales of
colours. 187a Church Colour v. 41 Every colour admits
of three scales.

6. Math, a. A number of terms included be-
tween two points in a progression or series.

1695 Halley in Phil, Trans. XIX. 59 A continued Scale
of Proportionals infinite in Number between the two terms
of the ratio... If there be supposed between 1 and 10 an
infinite Scale ofmean Proportionals, whose Number is 100000.
1785 Hutton Math. Tables 22 There may be as many sets
or scales of logarithms as we please, since they depend in-
tire^y on the arbitrary assumption of the first two arilh-
meticals. 1887 CasselCs Encycl. Diet- Scale 0/ a Series :

In algebra, a succession of terms, by the aid of which any
term of a recurring series may be found, when a sufficient
number of the preceding ones are given.

b. Arilk. Any of the various conceivable sys-

tems of notation which agree in the principle that

the value of a figure varies in geometrical pro-
gression according to its serial place, but are dis-

tinguished according to the number chosen as the
1 radix ' or constant multiplier.
The ' scales ' are usually designated by the adj. derived

from the Latin distributive numeral, as binary, ternary,
denary, duodenary scale, though decimal and duodecimal
scale are sometimes substituted. In quot. 1797 scale seems
to be loosely used for radix.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 290 If eight were the scale,

6 times 3 would be two classes and two units, and the
number 18 would be represented by 22. 1861 T. Lund
Wood's Elem. Alg. f 367 When the radix is a, the scale is

called Binary; when 3, Ternary; when 10, Denary or
Decimal. 1871 C Davies Metric Syst. I. 18 The scale of
tens was adopted. 1875 [see Denary].
7. A graduated table (of prices, charges, etc).
1788 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 360 A scale of their value

for every month has been settled according to what they
sold for at market. 1865 Shareholders' Guardian 8 Nov.
845/1 Reduction in Scale of Charges for Advertisements.
1895 Lti'M Times XCIX. 544/1 The solicitor's own remune-

,

ration is in the main based upon a scale of allowances fixed
in the year 1807.

8. A metrical scheme, rare.

1835 Anthon Horatii Poimata p. xxiii, The scale of the
mixed Iambic Trimeter is.. as follows.

III. 9. A set or series of graduations (marked
along a straight line or a curve) used for measuring
distances, registering the height of a liquid, mer-
cury, etc., or determining amounts or quantities by
inspection ; a graduated line, arc, etc. ; spec, the
equally divided line on a map, chart, or plan
which indicates its scale (sense 11), and is used for

finding the distance between two points.
In quot. 1606/I., graduations.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrot. 1. § 12 Next the forseide cercle of

the A. b. c, vnder the cros-lyne, is Marked the slcale, in
Maner of a Squyres or elles in Manere of laddres. 15*7
R. Thoske in Haktnyt's Voy. (1589) 253 Set the one foot of
the compasse in the said transuersall line at the end of the
nether scale, the scale of longitude, and the other foot
sheweth the degree of longitude that the region is in. 1606
Shaks. Ant. 9f CI. 11. vii. 31 They take the flow o' th* Nyle
By certaine scales i' th' Pyramid. 1615 N. Carpenter
Geog. Del. 11. iv. 65 The Distance of any two places set
downe in the Chart, being taken and applyed to the
scale, will shew how many miles it container. 165s {title)

Posthuma [S.J Fosteri : the Description of a Ruler, Upon
which is inscribed divers Scales ana the Vses thereof. X7»
J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 85 A small double Line

165

divided . . which is called the Scale of the Plan, and is always
at the Bottom of the Paper. 1728 Chambers Cycl., Decimal
Scales,.. to expedite Decimal Arithmetic, by Shewing by
Inspection the Decimal Fraction of any Part of Money,
5?|H*i or Measure. 173$ Mortimer in Phil. Trans.
XLIV. 681 Fahrenheit begins his Scale from o. the Point
to which the Mercury hath been observed to fall by the
greatest Cold in Ysland. 1873 Act 36 <$• 37 Vict. c. 85 § 3A scale of feet denoting her draught of water shall be marked
on each side of her stem. 1889 Welch Text-bk. Naval
Archil. 12 Scale of tons per inch. Scale of mean drafts,

f b. Scale oflogarithms, ofnumbers (see quots.).
t6$> Wwgate A rith. 11. iv. 291 The Line of Proportion

consists of two scales, viz. the scale of Logarithmes, and the
Scale of Numbers. Ibidn The Scale of Logarithmes is,

a scale ofequall parts described vnder the common line,
and abutting vpwards vpon the same line. Ibid. v. 299
The Scale of Numbers is a scale of Proportionall parts
described aboue the common line, and abutting downwards
vpon the same line. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Pro-
portional Scales, sometimes also called Logarithmetical ; are
only the Artificial Numbers or Logarithms placedon Lines, for
the ease and advantage of Multiplying, Dividing, Extracting
Roots, &c. by the means of Compasses, or by STiding-Rules.

O. Diminishing scale : see quot. 1842.
1753 F. Prick Brit, Carpenter (ed. 3) 46 Make a diminish-

ing scale, by setting that distance up, from t to I. 184a
Gwilt Archit. Gloss., Diminishing Scale, a scale of grada-
tion used in finding the different points for drawing the
spiral curve of the Ionic volute.

10. An instrument consisting of a strip or blade
of wood, ivory, metal, or cardboard having gradu-
ated and numbered spaces upon it, used for

measuring or laying down distances.
Diagonal, Guttler's, Marquois scale '. see the qualifying

words. Plane (tplain} scale : see Plane a. 3.

1607 Norden Surv. Dial. 111. 125 By the plot which he so
maketh, a stranger by scale and compasse may truly find the
quantities of the particulars. 1660 J. Moore Arith. 1.

Introd. 15 Those who use a decimall foot, yard or scale.
1701 [see Reducing vbl.sb. 2). 1758 Watson Milit. Diet.
(ed. 5), A Scale, a Rule used by Engineers to draw Forti-
fications on Paper, and another sort used by Gunners to
take the Dimensions of their Guns. 1779 Ramsden Descr.
Engine for dividing Strait Lines $ Its uses for dividing
all sorts of navigation scales, sectors, &c. must be obvious.
1840 Bruff Engin. Field-rvorh (ed. 2) 142 Press the rule
gently, and move the slider on the scale. 1887 D. A. Low
Machine Draw. Introd. 5 The best scales are made of ivory,
and are twelve inches long.

b. Scale of equalparts= \Aaxte scale (Plane <z.3).

1630 [see 9 b]. 1777 Waddington Epit. Navig., Elem.
Geom. 85 To make a Mercator's Chart by Meridional Parts,
to be set off from a Scale of Equal Parts. 1809 Troughton
in Phil. Trans. XCIX. 1. 109 A finely divided scale of
equal parts.

1L The proportion which the representation of
an object bears to the object itself; a system of
representing or reproducing objects in a smaller or
larger size proportionately in every part. To scale :

with exactly proportional representation of each
part of the model.
i66« J. Graunt Bills of Mortality xi. 61 The Map of

London set out in the year 1658 by Richard Newcourt,
drawn by a scale of Yards. 1681 Ray Corr. (1848) 130 To
draw them in piccolo, using a small scale. 1683 Grew
Anal. PL a As for their Figures, it were much to be wished,
That they were all drawn by one Scale ; or, at most, by
Two ; one, for Trees and Shrubs ; and another for Herbs.

1793 Smkaton Edystone L. § 97, I made some progress in
laying down to a scale, the measures taken upon paper.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 370 The model of the best and
cheapest cottage, on a scale of one inch to a foot. 1889
Welch Text-bk* Naval Archit. i. 18 Construct to scale the
curve of tons per inch immersion. 1895 Bookman Oct. 26/3
Single page plans of small districts on a fair scale.

in phr. used attrib. 1887 J. T. Walker in Encycl. Brit.

XXII. 709/3 For large scale work in plains. Ibid.
t The

smaller scale hill topography.

f b. A unit of dimension in a representation of

an object, bearing the same proportion to the unit

of dimension in the object itself, as the size of the

object shown on the plan bears to the actual size

of the object which it represents. Obs. rare.

1679 Moxon Meeh. Exerc. 130 If you make every half

quarter of an Inch to be a Scale for two Inches. . : And if

you make every half quarter of an Inch to be a Scale for

four Inches.

12. Relative or proportionate size or extent;

degree, proportion.

1607 B. Jonson Volfione En. Ded., With what ease I

could baue varied it, nearer his scale (but that I feare to

boast my owne faculty) I could here insert. 1813 Welling-
ton in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XL 6 Castanos told me that he

did not think the scale of command sufficient for him who
had commanded in Catalonia. 1867 A. Barry SirC. Barry
vi. 207 That practice,.. both in scale and area, began to

diminish. 1877 Freeman Norm. Cong, (ed.3) II. x. 515 Its

scale no doubt far surpassed that of any church then stand-

ing in England. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer

(1891) 359 He..adhered to the scale of non-expenditure

which he found at Rainbar.

13. fig. A standard of measurement, calculation,

or estimation.

i6»6 Bacon Sylva § 835 Definite Axiomes are to be drawn
out of Measured Instances: And so Assent to be made to

the more Generall Axiomes, by Scale. 1651 Hobbes Le-
viath. 11. xxvii. 157 The Degrees of Crime are taken on
divers Scales. 1691 Ray Disc. ii. (1732) 91 Taking my
Measures.. by the Scale of the Eye. 173a Pope Ess. Man
11. 393 Ev'n mean Self-love becomes, by force divine, The
scale to measure others' wants by thine. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XXII. 193/1 A scale according to which the natural ferti-

lity of different soils can be classed.

SCALE.

b. Phr. On or upon a {large, small, liberal, etc.)
scale.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 703 Were education.. Conducted on
a manageable scale. 1793 Burke Lei. to SirG. Elliot in
Corr. (1844) IV. 151 On a far larger scale.. than civil wars
have generally extended themselves to. 1808 Scott Auto-
biogr. in Lockhart I. i. 49, I have all my life delighted in
travelling, though I have never enjoyed that pleasure upon
a large scale. 1843 Prescott Mexico 1. ii. I. 35 His ordin-
ary domestic expenditure . . was certainly on no stinted scale.
1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xiii. 739 It must be allowed that in
his intellect, everything was on a great scale.

14. a. Sculpture. = scale-stone (see 16). b.
Painting. 'A figure subdivided by lines like a
ladder, which is used to measure proportions be-
tween pictures and the things represented ' (Cos-
selts Encycl. Diet).
1834-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 788/3A wooden perpendicular rule the height of the work, which

is movable from the strip of marble or scale under the model
to that under the block of marble which is to be cut.

15. The ratio of the width of an organ-pipe to
its length.
1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 78 A pipe of a large

1

scale ', by which organ builders mean a wide pipe, gives
a much louder tone than a narrower one of the same length.
1884 Bosanquet in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 830/2 The scales
. .and voicing of the open diapason vary with fashion.

IV. 10. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 9) scale-

pipette, -reading; (sense 4) scale degree, passage,
singing; (sense n) scale drawing, plan-, (sense

7) scale charge ; scale-micrometer (see quot.)
;

scale-paper, paper having printed upon it divi-

sions in eighths, tenths, &c. of an inch for draw-
ing in proportion (Diet. Archit. Publ. Soc. 1881);
scale-stairs Sc.

t
* straight flights of steps, as op-

posed to a stair of spiral form ' (Jam.) ; so scale-
staircase; scale-stone, -stool (see quot. 1859).
1890 Daily Neius 5 Feb. 6/4 Each tenant has been black-

mailed of eight guineas for a simple licence, in addition to
the *scale charges for the conveyance of the house. 1889
Century Diet. s.v. Degree, To distinguish between degrees
of the staff and degrees of the scale, the terms staff-
degree and *scale-degree are sometimes used. 1856 Orr's
Circ. Set'., Meclu Pliilos. 260 In addition to th?. *scale-

drawings of the whole, it is the practice of the best engi-
neers to execute full-sized drawings of details. 1890 W. J.
Gordon Foundry 155 A complete set of scale drawings,
in which every detail is set out. 1875 Knight Diet. AfecVi.,

'Scale-micrometer, a graduated scale in the field of a
telescope for measuring distances between objects. 1907
Daily Chrou. 16 Nov. 5/2 Her., facile execution of the
*scale passages. 1875 Knight Diet. Meclu, *Scale-pipette,

a tubular pipette having a graduated scale on the side.

1908 Westm. Gaz. xo Aug. 3/1 All the old *scale plans
and technical drawings. 1873 Maxwell Electr. # Magn.
II. 338 The *scale-reading at certain definite times. 1890
Daily Netvs 17 Feb. 3/2 Imperfect *scale singing, c 1730
Burt Lett. N. Scot. in. (1754) I. 63 [In Inverness] a round
Stair Case, [is called] a Turnpike; and a Square one
goes by the Name of a *Skale Stair, 1811 Scott Kenilw.
vi, Access was given to them \sc. apartments] by a large
"scale staircase, as they were then called. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXI. 142/1 The whole instrument is then removed to

the ^scale-stone on which the rough block is placed. 1859
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 8) XIX. 868/2 If the model is to be copied
in marble or stone, the first step is to procure a block of the
required size. Two stones, called *scale-stones, are then

prepared, upon one of which the model or plaster cast is

placed, and upon the other the rough block of marble. The
fronts of these stones have figured marks or 'scales 'exactly

corresponding. 1893 Symonds Michel Angelo I. 104 The
ingenious process of ' pointing the marble ? by means of the
* pointing machine ' and ' scale-stones '. 1874 ' N. D'Anvers '

Elem. Hist. Art, Sculpture (1889) 176 The cast and the

marble are placed on two blocks, called *scale- stools, exactly

alike.

Scale (sk^I),^.4 dial. Also8skell, oskeal(l.

[a. ON. skdli wk. masc. :—OTeut. type *skmlon-,

f. *shsel- (: *skal-, *skel-) to separate : see Scale sbA,

Shale sb. Cf. Sheal, Shieling.] A hut, shed.

of cattle in summer, .. were Skells or Scales. 1878 Cumbld.
Gloss., Skeall, a scale ; a shed or building on the fell. 1895
Lakel. «y /eel. Gloss, s. v., Used of wooden huts put up as a
temporary protection for- turf, which are called ' peat scales \

f Scale, sb.b Obs. [ad. raed.L. scala, whence
OF. eschiel{l)e, eskiele (see Eschele).] A maniple,

squadron, or battalion.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxx. 135 Withouten be principal!

oste. .and also withouten certayne scales [orig. Fr. escheles]

bat er ordaynd for forraying. 1591 Garrards Art Warre
166 These bodies. .are of many called maniples, or scales.

Scale (sk^l), sbfi [f. Scale z/.3]

fl. = Escalade. Obs.

1577-87 Holinsheo Chron. III. 1190/1 Diuerse bands.,

entnng the ditches offered the scale. 1589 Ive Pract.

Fortify The fort.,will be free from surprise, skale, and
myning. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Nib. x. (1821) 121 Sur-

prised by Scale, a Castle in the heart of the Countrie. 1667

Milton P. L. xi. 652 Others to a Citie strong Lay Siege,

encampt ; by Batterie, Scale, and Mine, Assaulting.

2. The estimation of an amount of timber stand-

ing or in logs ; the amount of the estimate.

1877 Mich. Reports XXXIV. 376 To conclude the parties

in that respect by his scale. Ibid. XXXV. 521 The scale

bill showed four hundred and ninety three thousand five

hundred and seventeen feet of white pine. 1880 Northwest.

Lumberman 24 Jan., For punky knots the general rule is



SCALE.

to allow the whole scale of the log for defects. Ibid., A
buyer should be allowed . .one-halfthe scale of the punky log.

+ Scale, sb.i Obs. [ad. OF. scal{l)e
t
escal{l)e

(raod.F. escaU, esp. in phr.Jaire escale to go ashore)

or its source It. scala = Sp., Pg. escala seaport,

harbour :-L. scala ladder (see Scale sb.*).] a. A
landing-place ; occas. a custom-house, rare.

168a Wheler Jottrn. to Greece in. 246 On the other side

..is the Scale, or Custom-house for the Grand Signiors

own Subjects. 1683 in Misc. Curiosa (1708) III. 49 Montanea

..is the Scale or Landing-place for Prusa. 1813 J. C. Hob-

house Journey (ed. a) 639 At the extremity of the inner bay

there is a sort of scale or landing-place.

b. A seaport town ; a trading port ; a centre of

trade or traffic ; an emporium.
1613 Sir A. Sherley Trav. Persia 9 The Turke hauing

giuen certaine scales to trade in. 1628 Digby Voy. Medit.

(Camden) 42 The 24. the English Viceconsull att Scanderone

came to me with a letter from the Aga there desiring me to

be gone, for that I disturbed the Gran Signiors scale there.

<:i645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 38 A Maritim Town, ..her

chiefest Arsenal for Gallies, and the Scale by which she

conveys her Moneys to Italy. 168a Wheler Joum. to

Greece 1. 16 It [Spafato] being the chief Scale of Trade for

Shipping of Goods from Turky to Venice.

attrib. 1674 Evelyn Navig. <y Comm. Misc. Writ. (1825)

648 Tripoly, and Alexandretta. ., and. .Aleppo., to which
scale merchants came.. from all the oriental countries.

Scale (sk/il),^.1 Also 7 skale. [f. Scale sbX\

1. trans. To weigh in scales, find the weight of.

1691 Virginia Stat, at Large (1823) III. 76 That the

court . .appoint .. fitt . . persons . . to. . scale such leatheras they

shall find sufficiently curryed. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr.

692/1 The cheeses go. .to the. .weigh-house to be scaled.

D. Baking, To weigh out (dough) in proper

quantities for making up into loaves. Usually

with off.

1841 Guide to Trade, Baker 40 The dough is pitched out

of the trough on to the lid of the opposite trough, when it

is cut into masses and weighed—technically scaled off. 1875

J. Paton in EncycL Brit. III. 253/2 It [sc. dough] is then

'scaled off*, i.e., weighed on scales in pieces of 41b. 4 oz.,

if 4 lb loaves are to be made. 1890 Set. Atner. 1 Mar.

140/3 It [sc. the sponge] is.. 'scaled' into loaves, and baked.

f 2. fig. a. To weigh as in scales ; hence, to

compare, estimate. Obs.

1603 Shaks. Meas.forM. in. i. 266 By this Is your brother

sauea, your honor vntainted, the poore Mariana aduantaged,

and the corrupt Deputy scaled. 1607 — Cor. 11. in. 257
Skaling his present bearing with his past.

T b. With up : To compensate, balance. Obs.

1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 1, I put Charge and Care
in one Scale, and Resolution in the other, which scaled

them both up.

3. To weigh, have a weight of (so much).
1862 H. H. Dixon ('The Druid*) Scott # Sebright 13

Eleven Jstone] was his regular racing weight, and he scaled

ten and a half at a pinch. 1867 Lowell Study Wind., Gt.

Public Char. (1871) 68, I scale one hundred and eighty

pounds, but when I'm mad I weigh two ton. 1888 Rider
Haggard Matwa*s Rev. iv, The single tusk of the big bull

[elephant] scaled one hundred and sixty pounds.
absol. 1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' O. V. H. xxix, At a weight

to which Ralph could not scale. x886 Times {weekly ed.)

6 Aug. 13/4 The deer. . are sure to scale heavily when the

stalking is in full swing.

b. Racing. To be weighed. To scale in : to

be weighed after the race, to ' weigh in '.

1859 H. H. Dixon ('The Druid *) Silk $ Scarlet 127 No
welcome (1) was printed after his name till he scaled-in for

Wanton. 1869 * Wat. Bradwood ' O. V. H. xviii, The open
steeplechase, for which the jockeys had long ago scaled.

Scale (sk^'l), v.2 Also 6 scaale, 7 skale. [f.

Scale sbZ Cf. F. hailler.]

1. trans. To remove the scales from (fish, etc.).

c 1440 Pro/ft^. Parv. 442/1 Scalyn fysche, exquamo. 1530
Palsgr. 699/1 You are a cooke for the nones, wyll you
sethe these roches or you have scaled them? 1598 Epnlario

F iv, The fish which you wil rost would not be scaled. 1674
tr. Scheffer's Lapland 98 A kind of glew made of Perches
skin well scaled. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 117 Scale,

and clean your Salmon down the Back. 1800 Phil. Trans.

XC 163 Three herrings, .. after being scaled and gutted.

b. In various technical uses :

(a) To remove the scale or film of oxide from the surface

of (metal), esp. as a preparatory process for tinning. Also
absol. (b) To clean the bore of (a gun or cannon) by firing

off a charge of powder, (c) To remove tartar from (the teeth).

170a Saverv Miner's Friend 71 A red Heat, and sudden
cooling it again, will Scale the Copper. 1728 Rutty Tin-
Plates in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 633 If you scale with
Vinegar, ..you need only plunge the Leaves once or twice

at farthest. 1784 J. King Voy. Pacific v. x. 447 We un-
moored, and scaled the guns. 1805 Pike Sources Mississ.

(1810) 2 We.. discharged our guns at a target, and scaled

out our blunderbusses. 1823 Byron island 11. xxi, We have
got some guns to bear, And scaled them. 1839 Ure Diet.

Arts 1252 They [sc. iron plates] are. .once more exposed to

ignition in a furnace, whereby they are scaled, that is to

say, cast their scales. 1840 De Loude Dentistry 97 The
principal parts of operative dentistry, .consist of scaling the
teeth, lancing and scarifying the gums [&c.].

2. To remove as scale ; to take off or away in

scales. Also, to separate into layers. To be scaled'.

to have the surface removed in scales or flakes.

a 155a Leland Itin. (1768) I. 96 They be sore woren and
seal id with wether. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 11 87
This aire . . forceth out of it a deale of rust, and skaleth as

it were much terrestrial substance from it. 1611 Cotgr.,
Rugine, the Iastrument wherewith a Surgeon scaleth bones.

16x1 Bible Tobit iii. 17 To scale away the whitenesse of

Tobits eyes. 1667 Waterhouse Narr. Fire in Londott 75
The Stones of the outside so scaled, as if the Fire was
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greedy to eat out all firmness in them. 1668 CuLPEprER &
Cole Barthol. Anat. in. viii. 146 It may be scaled into

four plates. 1754 J. Bartlet Genii. Farriery (ed. 2) xxxv.

293 Taking care that it does not penetrate too deep, so as

to scale off the thin bone. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII.

6 If the external coat be scaled off. 1843 Civil Eng. <y

Arch. frnl. VI. 161/1 The stones being. .scaled by frost.

tb. ?To split off scales or flakes from (coin)

for the purpose of fraud. Obs.

1576 Act 18 EHz. c. 1. § 1 Yf any person, .deminishe

falsefy skale or lighten the proper Moneys or Coignes of

this Realme.

3. intr. To come off (or away) in scales, flakes,

or thin pieces ; to flake or peel off. Also, of skin

eruptions : To shed scales.

15*9 [see Scald aA 1]. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 407
Annoint him. .vntil the fiered place begin ne to scale. 1675
Han. Woollf.y Gentliv. Comfi. 179 It [sc. a scaldhead] will

scale off. 1743 Pococke Descr. East I. 8 The pillar is well

preserved, except that it has scaled away a very little to

the south. 175a Hollis in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden),392 It

is hoped the Voyage and Climate has not made it scale or

fade. 183a Lyell Princ. Geol. II. 220 Smalt angular frag-

ments of limestone, which scale off under the influence of

frost and rain. 1843 R. J.
Graves Led. Clin. Med. xxx.

385 Crops of pimples which scale away. 1884 Howells
Sums Lapham 1. i, It ain't a-going to crack nor fade any ;

and it ain't a-going to scale.

4. trans. Of disease : To cover with scales, rare.

1889 Tennyson Happy vii, The leper plague may scale

my skin but never taint my heart.

Scale (sk<?il),z>.3 Forms: 5 skayle, 5-7 skale,

6 scaile, skaille, 7 skaile, skall, scall, 5- scale,

[f. Scale sb$ Cf. OF. escaller (15th c); also It.

scalare, Sp., Pg. escalar.1

I. 1. a. trans. To attack with scaling ladders

;

to take by escalade.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3034 The kynge . . Skyftis his skoti-

feris, and skayles the wallis. 1412-20 Lydg. Chton. Troy
11, 6420 To skale be wal after bei be-gonne. 1475 Bk. No-
blesse (Roxb.) 16 To aproche the towne for to scale yt. 1587

Greene Euphues his Censure Wks-(Grosart) VI. 220 Had
not the citizens made as violent an intermedley,..the citty

had bene scaled and sacked. 1617 Moryson /tin. h. 24
Great multitudes of the assaylants.. attempting to scale the

fort. 1737 Pope Hor. Ep. 11. n. 40 He leap'd the trenches,

scal'd a Castle-wall. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xxxviii. V. 35
The assailants offered large rewards to the first who should

scale the walls.

b. To climb, get over (a wall or the like) ; to

ascend (a mountain) ; to get to or reach the top of.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 31 How often have I scaled

the craggie Oke, All to dislodge the Raven of her^ nest t

1605 London Prodigal in. iii. 255 That to him is as impos-

sible As 'twere with me to scale the pyramids. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. 11. xvi. 94 To find the Height of an House,
..and the length of the Ladder which will Scale it. 1680

Otway Orphan in. vii. (1705) 1301 I'll scale the Window
and come in by force. 176a Goldsm. Cit. IV. lvii. 256 She
proposed that instant to scale the garden wall, i860 Tyn-
dall Glac. 1. vii. 50 It has long been the ambition of climbers

to scale this peak. 1878 Maclear Celts i. 8 Scaling the

mighty barrier of the Alps, they descended upon the fertile

vales of Southern Europe.

C. transf. and fig. or in fig. context.

1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.) 172 When Cupide scaled first the

fort, Wherin my hart lay wounded sore. 1563 Sackville
Induct. Mirr. Mag. xix, When sickenes seekes his castell

health to skale. a 1625 Fletcher IVotu. Pleased i. i, Is

your old Mistris growne so coy and cruell, She must be

scal'd? 1755 Young Centaur vi. Wks. 1757 IV. 245, I shall

scale the summit of human nature. 1847 Tennyson Princess

vu. 245 She that out of Lethe scales with man The shining

steps of Nature. 1908 19th Cent. Oct. 621 He^ has proved

the value of attempting, at least, to scale the loftiest heights.

d. Of waves beating upon a ship or a cliff.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) 1 1. 109 }our brymme blastis awake
the wilde wawlis, and scalen sely Peter ship. 18*3 Byron
Island \\\. i, When scaling his enormous crag the wave Is

hurl'd down headlong.

2. To ' mount ' (the skies) : to ascend or climb

up into (heaven). Often allusive.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 6 pus men moten nedis scale

[7'. r. sti^e] heven. 1585 Montcomerie •$*>««**& xiii. 3 Bright

Apollo.. Quhais glorious glance 5k stoutly skaillis the skyis.

1614 Chapman Odyss. iv. 57 He vtter truth in all ; When
heauens supremest height, the Sunne doth skall. 1762-71

H. Walpole Vcrtue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV. 6 He piles

palaces on bridges, and temples on palaces, and scales

Heaven with mountains of edifices. 1784 Cowper Task in.

221 God never meant that man should scale the heav'ns

By strides of human wisdom. 1815 Shelley AlastorzjS
[A swan] rose as he approached, and with strong wings
Scaling the upward sky [etc.]. 1877 H. M. Field Lakes

of Killarney 198 This is the highest pass in Europe. .and

on this day it seemed as if we were scaling heaven itself.

3. intr. To climb {over)
y
ascend, mount.

« 1547 Surrey ^««# n. (1557) Cj, The Grekes..rered vp
ladders against the walles, Under the windowes scaling by
their steppes. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 265 b, He
..was avauncing his ladders to scale. 1S93 Shaks. Lucr.

440 Her bare breast,.. Whose ranks of blue veins, as his

hand did scale, Left their round turrets destitute and pale.

160 1 Holland Pliny 1. 170 He., was honored with a murall

crown of gold for skaling over the wall in an assault. 1645

Symonds Diary (Camden) 224 Our men alighted and with

their pistolls scalld and gott in. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool
o/Qual. (1809) I. 171 Having scaled as far as the dining-

room. 1843 Tennyson Two Voices lix, That men with

knowledge merely play'd, I told thee—hardly nigher made,
Tho' scaling slow from grade to grade.

b. Of steps, etc. : To ascend, mount.
1667 Milton P. L. m. 541 The lower stair That scal'd by

steps of Gold to Heav'n Gate. x86i Lytton & Fane Tann-

SCALED.

hauscr 88 Flights of blinding brilliancy of stairs .. that .

.

Scaled to the City of the Saints of God. 1863 P. S. Wors-
ley Poems $ Transl. 9 Far up the vault a dazzling pave-

ment, . . Scaled to the zenith.

0. Of the voice or a musical instrument : To
rise high.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 101 3 Call and I follow, I follow \ let

me die. High with the last Tine scaled her voice. 1901 G. L.

Dickinson MeaningofGood 227 The rhythm grew more and
more rapid, the instruments scaled higher and higher.

II. To measure or regulate by a scale.

4. trans. To fix the exact amount of. U.S.

1798 Washington's Rep. I. 130 Two accounts, in one of

which he scales the credits, and in the other fixes them at

their nominal amount.

to. With down : To reduce in amount according

to a fixed scale or standard. ? orig. U.S.
1887 Pall Mall G. 31 Oct. 6/1 There are several ways. .in

which boy and girl labour is utilized [in New York] to the

disadvantage of adult labour, with the consequence of scaling

down the adult's income. 1888 Jml. Franklin Inst. Oct.

340 At this rate it will require seventeen and one-half years,

provided there be no failure of the bills during that period,

and that the item be not scaled down.

6. Lumber-trade, a. To measure (logs), or esti-

mate the amount of (standing timber).

1867 Lowell Fitz Adam's Story 526, I expect I can Scale

a fair load of wood with e'er a man. 1873 Wisconsin Rep.

XXXI, As soon as said logs shall be all rafted they shall

be scaled. 1877 Michigan Rep. XXXV. 412 The logs were

to be scaled by a scaler named.

b. Of timber: To produce or furnish (so much).
1853 Lowell Moosehead Jml. Pr. Wks. 1800 I. 32 Their

eye, accustomed to reckoning the number of feet a tree will

scale. 1884 C. S. Sargent Rep. For. N. Amer. 555 Trees

which would scale from 1,000 to 3,500 feet of lumber each.

6. a. To estimate the proportions of.

1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile vi. 144 In the absence of any
near object by which to scale them. 190a Btackw. Mag:
June 865/2 The inability of the Australian labouring man
to scale things correctly.

b. To provide a standard of proportion for.

1874 Micklethwaite Mod. Par. Churches
_ 29 Pews..

architects say, scale a building ; that is, they give the eye a
constant standard forjudging of its size.

Scale-board 1
, [f. Scale sb. 2 + Boabd sb. 2 Cf.

Scabbard $b$\ Thin board used for hat-boxes, silk

hats, veneer, etc., and by printers for justifying.

171X Act 10 Anne c. 18 § 62 To export such Paper Past-

board Mildboard or Scaleboard. 1821 J. Smyth Pract.

Customs (ed. 2) 202 Scaleboards, from Germany, are packed
in Bundles, weighing 50 at each Draught. 18*3 Crabbe
Technol. Diet. s.v. Printing, To the furniture belong also

scale-boards. 1855 Ogilvie SuppI-, Scale-board, in print-

ing,, .commonlypronounced scab'-board. zBj+Spori's Diet.

Engin. VIII. 3091 In sawing veneers or scale-boards.

attrib. 1846 [see Scabbard sb.2 b]. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Scaleboard-plane, one for planing off wide chips, for

fruit, hat, and bonnet boxes and other objects. x88x Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 81 Scaleboard Box Maker.

Scale-board 2
, [f. Scale ^.i + Boabd sb.

1

-]

A board used as one of the pans of a pair of scales.

1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet., Beam-Scale, a
simple lever, the arms of which are equal^ At the end of

each arm a scale board is suspended by chains.

Scale-board 3. [First element uncertain.]

(See quot.)

1891 Min. Evid. Labour Comm. Group B. (1892) I. 54/2

Copper ore . . is brought up on scale-boards or shoots. Ibid.

Gloss., Scaleboard^ a kind of large shovel, made of planks,

which serves as a shoot and guide, down which goods are

slid from ship to quay.

Scale celi, obs. form of Scala c*li.

Scaled (sk^ld),///. a.1 [f. Scale tk* + -ed 2.]

1. Having or furnished with scales, as a fish or a

serpent ; scaly. Now rare exc. as second element

of comb., as silver-scaled, and Her.
a X400-50 Alexander 3865 Scalid neddirs. c 1420 Lydg.

Assembly ofGods 614 Formyd lyke a dragon, scalyd harde
as glas, x'586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 1. 235 The creatures

chelled, named Conchilia, and also of those that are scaled

(called insecta). 1589 Eldred in Hakluyfs Voy. 232 Eu-
phrates, -hath diuers sorts of fish in it, but all are scaled.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 11. v. 95 A Cesterne for scal'd Snakes.

1659 T. Pecke Pamassi Puerp. 155 The scal'd Crocodile,

out-weep Thee can. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 455/1 An
Indian scaled Hedghog. 1868 Cussans Handbk. Her. vi.

91 Fish are described as being Scaled and Finned of

whatever Tincture they may happen to be.

2. a. Of armour. Cf. scale-armour ; Scaly a. 5.

*555 Watreman Fardle Facions 11. vii. 160 A brestplate

emboussed, of skaled woorke. 1657 G. Thornley Daphnis

#t Chloe (1893) 20 Their Scaled and nailed Corslets. 1825

Fqsbroke Encycl. Antiq. II. 7Z2 Scaled Armour also occurs.

1834 Penny Cycl. II. 368/2 Whether this was the scaled-

armour,., or that made of flat-rings.. is not quite clear.

b, = Imbricated 2, 3.

1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot, Explan. Terms 392 Imbricata,

scaled. 187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 238 Callipepla

[sottamata]...Scaled Partridge. Blue Quail X884 Ibid.

(ed. 2) 570 Scardafella inca... Inca. Dove. Scaled Dove.

1884 Fortn. Rev. Apr. 533 The tear-bottle of scaled and
iridescent glass. 1893 F. Adams New Egypt 97 The.. date-

palms, with their scaled trunks.

C. Covered with tiles in imitation of scales.

x86a H. Marrvat Year in Sweden 1 1, xliii. 80 The church

boasts the loftiest scaled spire in Sweden. 1896 W. Morris
in Mackail Life 1. 231 The earlier house and its little gables

and grey scaled roofs.

Scaled {skend),ppl.a.2 [f. Scale t/.2 + -edi.]

From which scales have fallen or have been removed.
XS99 H. C in Greenhatn's Wks. (1601) Epigr. Rdr., From

wjiose hie top thy scaled eyes may see, A glorious light that



SCALED.
shall enlighten thee. 1601 Holland Pliny xxvi. xiv. II.
265 The spills of broken and skated bones. 1718 Rutty Tin-
Plates in Phil. Trans. XXXV. 636 To prevent this,, .they
might first make an Essay with small Pieces of the scaled
Plates. 1840 Bkowning Sordetl* 1. 503 A touch divine
And the scaled eyeball owns the mystic rod. 1873 J. &
C. S. Tomes Dental Surg, (ed. 2) 560 In order to secure the
smoothness of the scaled surface, they should be polished
with pumice-powder on a piece of wood.

Scaled (sk^ld),///. a.3 [f. Scale sb? + -ed 2.]
Provided or furnished with a graduated scale.
1900 Daily News 24 Aug. 5/1 Equipping the marksmen of

every battalion with detachable scaled sights.

Scaled,///, a.* [f. Scale v? + -edI.] That
has been taken by escalade.
1614 Brathwaite Threnode in Poets Willow 75 See how

the Iuy twines Vpon the mines of a skated wall.

Scale-dish, north, dial. [? f. Scale rf.i]
1. A shallow dish, esp. used for skimming milk.
1641 Best Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 18 Then putte it to the

ale and make thereof two great possattes in two scale-dishes.
1787 J. Clarke Surv. Lakes Introd. 30 Every kind of dish
likewise which is thin at the margin is a Scale-dish 1820
Brockett A'. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Scale-dish, a thin dish used
in the dairy for skimming milk.

2. (See quot.)
i8»8 I Card] Craven Gloss., Scale-dish, an implement made

of tin with a short wooden handle for filling a scale with
flour, &c
t Sea ledness. Obs. [f. Scaled ///. a.i]

Scaly condition. (Cf. Scalledness.)
1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scalydnesse, escalerie.

Scaledrake (steH,dr«k). Also 6-7 skail-
draik, -drake, 9 skale, skel-, skieldrake. [The
first element is of obscure origin : see Sheldrake.
Cf. dial, scale-, skell-duck, and site/-, skeeling-
goose.'] -Sheldrake.
1600 Sc Ads Jas. VI (1816) IV. 236/2 Ony..skeIdraikis

herroun butter, or ony sic kynd of foullis. 1659 Lady Ali-
mony 11. ii. B 4, Who is she that looks like a mouted Scale-
drake f 1813 Montagu Ornith. Diet. Suppl., Shieldrake
..Scaledrake. 188$ Swain-son Prov. Names Birds 153Common Sheldrake ( Tadorua comuta) . . .Skeldrake or Scale
drake (Orkney Isles). Hid. 188 Oyster catcher Ulxmatopus
ostrilegus).. .Skeldrake or Skieldrake (Orkney Isles).

Scaleful (sk<?ilful). [f. Scale sb.i + -fulI.]
As much as a scale will hold.
1844 H. Stephens Bi. farm III. 888 The weight of the

number of scalcfuls required to fill each pack.

Scaleless(sktr -l,les), a. Also 7 skalesse. [f.

Scale sb.2 + -less.] Having no scales : chiefly of
fish and reptiles.

i6ix Cotgr., A rule, a certaine skalesse fish. Ibid.,Graeieitx
seigneur, a skalelesse fish, of a long forme. 1803 Shaw Gen.
Zool. IV. 370 Scaleless Chanodon. CJutlodon Alepidotus.
188a Huxley in Nature 9 Mar. 437/1 The scaleless parts of
the body., of the fish. 1884 P. Robinson Fishes ofFancy
in Fish. Exhib. Lit. III. 37 Egypt, where the scaleless fish
were taboo in consequence of their.. unwholesomeness.
Scalelet (sk<ii,let). Bot. [f. Scale sb.2 +

-let.] A small scale.

1787 tr. Linnaeus' Fam. Plants 1. 102 Asperugo. . .Cor(olla)
onejjetal'd. ..Throat closed : with Scalelets five.

Scalene (skalrn), a. and sb. [ad. late L. sca-
lenus : see Scalenus. Cf. F. scalhu.] A. adj.
1. Geom. a. Of a triangle: Having three un-

equal sides.

1734 Builder's Diet, s.v., A scalene Triangle, scalenum
Triangle. 177s Harris Philos. Arrangem. xv. 377 The
Genus, Triangle, being divided into equilateral, equicrural,
and scalene. 1801 Bournon in Phil. Trans. XCI. 183 The
crystal is often seen placed upon one of its scalene tri-
angular sides. 1833 Dickens St. Bos, Tales ii, With one
round and two scalene triangular beds, containing, .an un-
limited number of marigolds. 1854 H. Miller Sch. t, Schm.
v. 87 The sail itself. . formed a scalene triangle.

b. Scalene cone, cylinder: one of which the
axis is not perpendicular to the base.

,
^
81 Wau-,s A *kT"l*r Sections L 73 The Scalene Cone

and Cylinder. 1807 T. Young Not. Phil. II. 21 The sub.
contrary section of a scalene cone is a circle.

C. Scalene cell : see quot.
187s Cayley in Q. Jrnl. Purr Sg AMI. Math. XIII. 321The scalene cell is. .a system of 3 pairs of equal rods PA,QA ; PB, QB; PC, QC jointed together at and capable of

£'"'::?. about ,he P°inu p> Q< A > B'C; the three lengths
PA, PS, PC. being all of them unequal.
2. Anal. Scalene muscle = Scalenus.
Scalene tubercle, an elevation on the upper edge of the

first rib, from which the scalenus amicus muscle originates.
i8»7 Abernethy Surg. Wks. I. 133 The outer margin of

the scalene muscles.

B. sb. 1. A scalene triangle, rare.
1641 H. More Song ofSoul 11. u n. lvii, But if 't consist of

points : then a Scalene I'll prove all one with an Isosceles.
2. Anal. = Scalenus. 1891 Century Diet.

t Scalenity. Obs. [f. Scalene + -ity.J The
quality of being scalene.
1788 T. Taylor Proelut I. Dissert, p. Ii, Do you by this

means destroy the equality of its angles to two right ones ?
Certainly not t—take away its scalenity, yet this general
affection remains.

Scalenohedron (skalftwihrdrffa). Ciyst.
[mod.L., f. Gr. onaKrpim Scalene + itpa seat, base.]
A hemihedral form of the rhombohedral system in
which the faces are similar scalene triangles.
1854 Pereira's Polarized Light (ed. a) 199 Hemihedral

Forms. 1. Rhombohedron. 2. Scalenohedron. 1878GURNEY
Crystallogr. 48 A figure bounded by eight scalene triangles,
which has been termed an octahedral scalenohedron.

167

So Soalenohedral (-hrdral) a., pertaining to, or
having the form of, a scalenohedron.
1890 Amer. Jrnl Scl Ser. m. XXXIX. 375 Scalenohedral,

surrounded by.. rhombohedral, depressions.

Scalenoidal (skje4»hordal), a. Cryst. [f.

Scalene + -oidal.] Having scalene faces.
1883 Heddle in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 354/2 Producing, .in

the dimetric system 'pyramidal ' and ' scalenoidal ' forms.
II Scale'lion. Geom. Obs. [a. Gr. OTraA.r/i'oV (sc.

Tpi-you'oi' triangle), neut. of axaKrjvos Scalenus.]
= Scalenum.
1570 Billingslev Euclid 1. def. xxix. 5 The angles of an

Isosceles or a Scalenon, may diuersly vary. 1690 Locke
Hnm.Und. iv vii. § 9. 301 The general Idea of a Triangle,
.

.
neither Equilateral, Equicrural, nor Scalenon ; but all and

none of these at once.

Scalenous (skalrnas), a. Now rare. [f. L.
scalen-us + -ous.] _ Scalene A. i, i b.
1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. xiii. (1687) 187/2 A Pyramid

consisteth of four triangles,, .each whereof is divided .. into
six scalenous triangles. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II,A Cone is called Scalenous when one side of it is longer
than the other. 17x8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Scalenum, A
Cylinder, whose Axis is inclined, is. .said to be Scalenous.
1767 Ducarel Anglo-Norman Antio. 5 The figure of this
camp, approaches nearly to that which mathematicians
call a Scalenous Triangle, c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale)
108 A scalenous or oblique cone.

Scalent (sk*i-lent), a. and sb. Geol. [f. Scale
v.3 + -ent.] Applied by H. D. Rogers to a series
which with the Premeridian forms the upper part
of the Silurian in the Appalachian chain.

t>
,8s* H.\P- ?9GEI,S Gt°>- Pennsyk: I. 383 Scalent and

Pre-Mendian Limestones of the General Tuscarora Syn-
clinal, /lid. II. 11. 754 Scalent Series, or Onondago Salt
and Niagara Limestone Groups of New York.

II Scale*nnm, sb. Geom. Obs. [L. (sc. triangu-
lum), neut. of scalenus (see next).] A scalene "tri-

angle. Also predicalively as adj. Cf. Scalenon.
1570 Billingslev Euclid 1. def. xxvi. 4 Scalenum is a tri-

angle, whose three sides are all vnequall. 1653 H. More
Schol Antid. Ath. Philos. Writ. (17.2) 144 The rest of the
scalenums which make up the Square. 1735 Berkeley Def.
Free-thmkingi 45. 56 It [a triangle] must be neither oblique
nor rectangular, neither equilateral.equicrural, nor scalenum.
1787 Gent/. Mag. LVII. 11. 1059/2 The true figure of the
encampment is rather an isosceles than a scalenum.

II Scalenus (skal*-n»s). Anal. PI. scalenl
(-si). [modX. (sc. musculus), a. Gr. okoXtjvos
uneven, unequal, odd (number), scalene.] One of
a set of muscles of triangular form situated in the
lower lateral region of the neck. Also attrib.

r'
7?* 4.J

,A",1S Lex- Techu. '» Scaleni, are three Muscles
of the Thorax, so called from their Figure, having three
unequal Sides. 1830-47 ToticCs Cycl. Anal. III. 562/1 The
scaleni. .extending from the transverse processes to the
first two ribs. 1873 Mivart Elem. Anal. ii. 71 In the
Guinea Pig,, .the first rib bears a little spinous tubercle for
the attachment of the scalenus muscle.
Scalepp, obs. form of Scallop sb.

t Scaler '. Obs. [f. Scale sb.i + -er«.] a
manufacturer of scales.

M,S "lJ^* m->"'- Intr°d'- P- xxiii, Cuttellers..BIade-
smyth . . Shethers . . Scalers.

Scaler • (slcii-lai). [f. Scale v. 2 + -eb I.]

1. One who removes scales or scale from fish,
boilers, etc.

1611 Cotgr., Escailleur, a skaler, piller, shaler of. 1728
Rutty Tin-Plates in Phil Trans. XXXV. 635 This.. is
kept as much a Secret by the Blancher, as the acid eroding
Menstruum is by the Scaler. 189a Eastern Morn. News
(Hull) 1 June 4/8 Henry Toyne, boiler scaler.

2. An instrument for removing scales or scale.
1881 Coleman DentalSurg. Q Pathol, xvi. 290A . . removal

of all salivary deposition from the exposed fangs of the teeth
. .can only be effected by very narrow sharp scalers. 1884
Knicht Diet. Mech. Suppl., Scaler, a dentist's tool for re-
moving scale or tartar from teeth. 1891 Century Diet.,
Scaler, an instrument resembling a currycomb and usually
made of tin, used for removing scales from fish.

Scaler s (sk/Hai). [f. Scale v.s + -eb '.]

1. "One who scales a wall or a mountain.
IJ68 Grafton Chron. II. 525 Martyn Godfrey called the

scaler. 159! Percivall Sf. Did., Escalador, a scaler, a
pilferer, Sealarum conscensor. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvii.
xxxl, lirimarte the scaler [orig. espugnator de le cittd].
1698 Fryer Ace. E. India 4> P. 99 Upon the Top they have
piled spiked Timber toannoythe Scalers. 1862 Thorniiury
Turner I. 3rs Jove hates the old scalers of heaven's walls.
1897 Alllutt's Syst. Med. III. 461 Nose-bleeding.. which
befell the first scalers of Mont-Blanc
2. Lumber-trade. Onewho scales or measures logs.
1887 Ceniemp. Rev. May 762 Each district is supplied

with its Corps of State inspectors, 'scalers', &c. 1893
Scribner's Mag. June 710/1 The logs .. measured by the
quick-witted scaler.

8. One who uses a scale in surveying.
*84o Civil Eng. A> Arch. Jrnl. Dec. 406/1 By allowing

two young hands to figure for each scaler, they check one
another.

Scalesman (sk/i-lzmaen). [f. scales, pi. of
Scale sb. 1 + Man sbX\ A man who uses scales

;

a weigher.
1838 Arnold Hist. Rome I. xiv. 273 Five Roman citizens

. .were to be present as witnesses, and a sixth, called the
weigher or scalesman. 2881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 34
Railway Officials and Servants. . . Scalesman. 1889 Star
2 Jan. 4/6 Butchers.—Wanted first rate scalesman.

t Scalet. Obs. [ad. It. scaletla, dim. of seala
ladder. Cf. Sp. escalela.] (See quot. 1876.)

SCALING.
1640 Hexham Princ. Art Milit. 111. 6 Because it mav

sometimes happen, that.. you may be driven to dismount
and remount your peece.., you must carry along with you
'a

* e
-

arne
'
a winch, or a Scalet. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson

Milti. Diet., Scalet, an ancient name given to a lifting-jack
It was chiefly used in extricating wheels from deep ruts and
soft ground.

Sealeton, Scalfe : see Skeleton, Scalp sb.'i

Scalfer, Seal-hot : see Skilfeb, Scald-hot.
t Scalier. Obs. [ad. F. escalier.] A staircase.
165a Urquhart Jewel 120 A private passage, which led

them to a Lanterne Scalier. 1653 — Rabelais 1. liii, In the
midst there was a wonderful scalier or winding-staire.

Scaliness (skylines), [f. Scaly + -ness.]
The condition or character of being scaly.

o
6
o"

C
?
TG£-' TiS"<»h a scurfe, or scalinesse of the skin.

1818-20 E. Thompson Nosologia (ed. 3) 325 A thickened,
hard, rough.. texture of the integuments of the body with
a
o'
e

c. j
n
j
y t0

?caliness- l8l9 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) V.
587 Red dandnff. Scaliness common to the body generally.
1899 Allbntfs Syst. Med. VIII. 661 Its excessive dryness,
roughness, and scaliness.

t Scaling, sb. Obs. [Of obscure origin ; ?cf.
Scavilon.] Some kind of garment.
•577 Eccl. Proc. of BJ>. Barnes (Surtees) 17 Great britches

gascogne hose, scalings, nor any other like monstrous and
vnsemely apparelL

Scaling (sk^Hirj), vbl. sbX [f. Scale ».i +
-ing 1.] The action of weighing in scales ; esp. in
Baking and Racing (see Scale v\ i b, 3 b).
1841 Guide to Trade, Baker 42 Engaged in pitching the

dough, cutting scaling off [etc.). 1864 Daily Tel. 9 June,
ihe large field anticipated [for the Hunt Cup] rendered it
necessary that the business of weighing and scaling should
be vigorously pushed forward.

Scaling (sk^i-lirj), vbl. sb? Also 7 skaUing,
[f. Scale v. 2 or tSJi + -ing 1.]

1. The action of Scale v. 2 ; the removal or peel-
ing off of scales or scale.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Escamadura, scaling of fish.
1601 Holland, Pliny xxi. xxv. II. i 4 i The skaFling and
pilling of the face. 1686 Goad Cetest. Bodies 1. ix. 30 The
crumbling and scaling of Brick and Stone in Frosts that are
extreme. 1899 Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 553 As the spot
[or psoriasis] enlarges, .it often becomes very slightly raised
above the surface, and the scaling is more marked.

b. In technical and manufacturing use.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 335 The plates, .keeping each other

also from scaleing, or being beaten, away into Cinders or
wast. 17*8 Rutty Tin-Plates in Phil. Trans. XXXV.
633 The scaling will still be more expeditious, if you dissolve
a little Sal-armoniack in the Vinegar. 1825 J. Nicholson
Oper. Mech. 725 To prevent the copper from scaling. 1881
Coleman Dental Surg, f, Pathol, xvi. 294 In the process of
scaling, great care should be exercised to remove all frag-
mentary portions from between the teeth.
attrib. 1840 De Loude Dentistry 98 The dentist.. will

have a great number of those scaling instruments. 1853-62
Burn Naval f, Mil Diet. n. 227/1 Scaling oven (for tin),
fourneau A d/caper. 187s Knight Diet. Mech Scaling-
bar (Steam.), a rod for detaching scale in boilers.

c. concr. That which scales off; scale, scales.
1651 French Distill i. 4 To these adde the Caput Mor-

luiim, of Vitnall, and Scaling of Iron. 171a J. Morton
Nat. Hist. Northampt. 41 The Kealy Soil is such as is
plentifully strewed with., a Stone in very small Masses...
I hey have the Name of Keale, Kale, or Scale, for that they
seem to have been Scalings of larger Masses. 1811 Self
Instructor 534 Scalings of iron vitrified. 1894 Baring-
Gould Deserts S. France I. 143 Thin flakes.. of the rock
scale off. .and these scalings accumulate all along the foot
of the escarpment.

2. Arrangement of scales.

1711 Bradley Philos. Ace Wks. Nat, 72 To give my
Reader the Satisfaction of observing.. different Methods of
their Scaling [sc. of serpents). 1898 Proc. Zool Soc. 17 May
451 On the upper side of the tail, .only a few scattered hairs
appear, barely hiding the rather coarse ordinary scales, but
as the hair thickens the scaling becomes finer.

Scaling (sk^'-liq), vbl. sb.3 [f. Scale ».s]

1. Climbing, mounting; escalade.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. cexxx. 262 The castynge of

stonys, or scalynge of the wallys, or fyllynge of the dyches.
1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i. 20 In the scaling and
assaults of batteries or walles. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. I. i.

§ 6 He daily walls
#
them with his Providence, against the

scaling of the swelling Surges. 1802 C. James Milit. Diet.
s. v. Ladder, The success of an attack by scaling is infal-
lible, if they mount the 4 sides at once. 183a G. Downes
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 533 The scaling of the walls by the
Duke of Savoy's troops.

+ b. •= Scaling-laddeb. Obs. nonce-use.
1582 Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 58 They clinge thee

scalinges too wals.
,

2. In senses of Scale v.% II: Measurement or
estimation of quantities

; graduation (of charges,
etc.) ; the construction of a scale. Also attrib.
cijto Ceua Fiennes Diary (1888) 121 The scaleing hall

where their stuffs are all measured. 187s Knight Did.
Mech., Sealing,., the process of adjusting sights to the guns
on shipboard was formerly so termed. 1877 Michigan Rep.
XXXV. 506 The scaling at that mill would appear.. to have
been very carelessly kept. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
159 Who threatened repudiation of the whole national debt
if there should be resistance to such small scaling. 1899
Westm. Gaz. n Nov. 7/r The scaling down of the fixed
dividend from 7 to 6 per cent.

Scaling (skti-lirj),///. a. [f. Scale v.2 + -ing 2.]
That forms or sheds scales.

1897 Allbntfs Syst. Med. II. 219 The gradual appearance
of copper-coloured scaling papules. 1898 P. Manson Trop.
Diseases xxxvii. 583 A ring of scaling epidermis.



SCALING-LADDER.

Scaling-la dder. [Scaling vbl. sb.$] A
ladder used in the assault of fortified places.

c 1400 Brut 11. 382/22 Bryggez of letbir, scaling laddres.

14x2-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 6442 Skalyng ladderis for

sautis marcial. 1571 Digces Pantom. I. xxv. H iij, You
may in this manner .. tell the iuste length of the scaling

laders. 1697 Drvden Mneidw. 605 Some mount the scaling

Ladders, some, .by Posts and Pillars hold. 1739 tr. Roltiris

Anc. Hist.ui. i, 1. 298 He caused rams, mantles, and scaling

ladders to be got ready. 180a C James Milit. Diet. s.v.

Ladder, Scaling-ladders . . are made . . sometimes of fiat staves,

so as to move about their pins, and shut like a parallel ruler.

1893 Forbes-Mitchell Remin. Gt. Mutiny 97 A number
of men . . carrying scaling-ladders.

t>. A fireman's ladder used for scaling buildings.

1868 E. M. Shaw Instr. Scaling Ladders 4 The scaling

ladders at present used by the Metropolitan Fire Brigade.

1888 Merryweather Fire Brigade Handbk. 106.

c. Her. A charge representing a ladder having

two grappling-hooks at the top.

1780 Edmondson Her. II. Gloss., Scaling-ladder; in bend,
between two caltraps.

Scaliwag, variant of Scallywag.
Scall (skgl), sb. (and a.), Obs* exc. Sc. and

north.diaL Also 4-6 scalle, skalle, 6-7 scaul(e,

skall, 6, 9 skal, 7, 9 seal. ft. Sc. and north. 4 sea,

6 skaw, 5, 7, 9 scaw. [prob. a. ON. skalle a
(naturally) bald head (Sw. skalle skull; d.skallig

bald), app. a derivative of OTeut. *skal- (whence
Shale sb.* Shells.).] A. sbt A scaly or scabby
disease of the skin, esp. of the scalp. Dry scall ;

psoriasis. Humid or moist scall : eczema.
Honeycomb, milk, milky, ringworm scall : see the quali-

fying words.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 11819 * n u *s heued he has be scall.

c 1374 Chaucer To Scriv. 3 Vnder by long lokkes bowe
most haue be scalle. 1:1440 Pallad. on Huso. vi. 138 They
wol been in good poynte Withouten scorf or scalle. 1516
Crete Herbalt exxiri. (1529) H ij b, Agaynst scalles of the
heed..bruse grene camomylL a 1529 Skelton Howe the
Douty Duke 0/ Albany, etc. 219 Wks. 1843 IX 74 Sfcll of
scabbes and scaules. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. i. in.

(1641) 99 Through their salt phlegms their heads were hid
wtk skalls. 160 1 Holland Pliny xx. ix. II. 52 It mundifieth
the skurfe or dandrune in the head, the running scalls like-

wise that are bred there. 1611 Bible Lev. xiii. 30 A dry
skall, euen a leprosie vpon the head or beard. Ibid. xiv. 54
This is the law for all manner plague of leprosie and skall.

1694 Salmon Batey
s Dis/ens. 157/1 The Leprosie, white

Scall, and all sorts of Ulcers which are not corroding. 1829
Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 641 The furfuraceous or branny
scall.. is often mistaken for a pityriasis or lepriasis, parti-

cularly where it appears in the scalp. 1833 Todd in Cycl.

Pract. Med. I. 671 Ecthyma.. papulous scall.

£• ^ x375 Sc- Leg. Saints xxxv\.(Baptista) 1067, & bar-to

sic a sea had he bat of his body nocht was fre. a 1450 Palis
Paving i. 182 The lypir and the faland III, Wild fyre and
scaw. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot., Descr. Alb. x. C j, This
oulie hes ane singulare virtew aganis all maner of cankir
and skawis. 1867 E. B. Ramsay Scot. Life $ Char. v. (ed. 15)

115, I*ve had. .the scaw [note, The itch]. 1870 J. K. Hunter
Life Studies xxvi. 190 Brimstone and butter was., the great
medium for curia' the scaw.

b. attrib. : scall-bladder, a vesicle of eczema
(Syd. Soc* Lex. 1897).

B. attrib. or adj. =Scalled. Also Comb.,
scall-patched adj.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. in. L 125 To be reuenge on this

same seal1-scuruy-cogging-companion the Host of the Garter.
1602 Narcissus {1893) 569 Goe to, y'are a scall scabbe. 163a
Lithgow Trav. 1. 3 Shallow scal-patch'd pates.

Scall, obs. form of Scale v. 3

I Scallag. [Gael, sgalag = Ir. sgolSg. Cf.

Scolog.] A predial bondsman in the Hebrides.
1666 J. Fraser Polickron. (S. H. S.) 84 The very place

named Beam ni Scallag, that is, the Servants Gap, becaus
the men who did the slaughter were servants and scallags.

1793 J. L. Buchanan Trav. W, Hebrides Introd. 6 The
scallag, whether male or female, is a poor being, who, for

mere subsistence, becomes a predial slave to another. 1807

J. Hall Trav. Scot. II. 549 The state of our negroes is

paradise compared with that of the scallag.

t ScaUard, sb. (and a.). Obs. [f. Scall + -aed.

Cf. Scabbabd so.2] One who has the * scall \
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/1 Scallarde (S. scallar), glabrio.

1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scallarde, tigneux,

D. attrib. or adj. 1 Wretched, mean.
c 1580 J. Hooker P. Carew in Arcliseologia XXVIII. 124

The save syde, wheare as was a scallarde fysher boate pro-
vyded for theyme to carry theyme into Englande.
Scallawag, variant of Scallywag.
Scalled (skgld), a. Now ran. Also 4 scallede,

scallid, scaled, 5 skallyd, skallid, 5-6 scally d. 6
skalled. [f. Scall + -ed 2

.] = Scald a. Scalled-

head = Scald-head.
1340 Ayenb. (1866) 224 pe mezels, be dyau„, pe doumbe,

be ssoruede, be scallede. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 627 With
scaled browes blake and piled berd. 1436 Lydg. De Guil.
Pilgr. 14676 And I kan sette (or folk take hed) A Coyffe vp-on
a skallyd heed. X530 Tindale Pract. Prel. C, As the maner
of scalled horses is, the one to clawe the other. 1546 Pkaer
Regim. Life, Bk. Childr. S vij, The heades of chyldren are
oftentimes vlcered, & scalled. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. 97
A Dumb Youth, with a scalled head. 1829 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) V. 637 Ecpyesis Porrigo galeata. Scalled
head. 1871 Napheys Prev. <y Cure Dis. iil iv. 732 Scalled
head and other troublesome skin diseases.

Hence t Sca'lledness, scabbiness.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. iii. (Bodl. MS.), Vn-
nepe suche skalles ober schorfe is yheeled but somme for

ober skallednes ober pillednes leue and beb isene alwaye
berafter. 1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scallydnesse, roignevseU*
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Scallet (skae'let). local. Also -ot. A bed of

freestone in Wiltshire and Somerset.
x8a5 in Britton Beauties Wilts. III. 414 The upper beds

[of the Portland series of oolitic rock] are known to the
quarry-men by the name of the Scallot beds. 1839 Civil
Eng. $ Arch. yrul. Oct, 376/2 The scallet, which is the
finest in grain, is used for ashlar.

Scallet, obs. variant of Scalade.

t Sca-lling", ppl. a. Obs. [f. Scall + -ing a
.]

Producing ' scall ' or scab.

1659 Gauden Slight Healers (1660) 93 To. .infect the
whole body with that itch, and scab, or scalling humor.

Scallion (skse'lian). Forms : 4 scalone,
scaloun, 5 scalon. scalyone, 5-6 scalyon, 6
scallyon, 6-7 scalion, 7 skallion, 6- scallion.

[a. AF. scal{o)un = OF. eschalo{t)gne '.—pop.L.

*escalonia, for class. L. Ascalonia (sc. csepa onion),

f. Ascalon* name of a seaport of Palestine. Cf.

Sp. escalona; also It. scatogno (-.—Ascalonium* sc.

allium).'] a. The sballot. Now dial. b. The
Welsh onion or ' chibol \ c. An onion which fails

to bulb but forms a long neck and strong blade.

13. . Coer de L. 6834 For thy lyff and thy barouns He
wyl not geve two skalouns. 1393 Langl. P. PL C ix. 310
Perselye and scalones, Chiboles and chiruylles. a 1400
Octouian 1313 He seyde hy ner worth a scaloun Alle y-fere.
<- 1440 Palladius on Husb. iv. 635 In oil & luce of scalons
longe With pepur mixt, ennoynte her pomys. 1347 Boorde
Brev. Health xv. 12 b. They muste eat no salades, garlyke,
ramsons, onyons, chybolles, or scalyons. 1551 Turner
Herbal 96 A scalyon differeth from an onyon^n that it

hath a great deale lesse heade and a longer neck, and
thycker. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden F 2 Not content to

..sustaine his hungry bodie with wythred^ scallions and
greene cheese. 1620 Venner Via Recta vjL 139 Scallions

and Chibols are much of the nature of Onions. 1699 [see

CibolI. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 9 Let such as
have sprouted be planted for Spring scallions. 1855 De*
lamer Kitch. Card. 39 To supply, .a substitute for scal-

lions, whether the term is interpreted to mean the green
tops of onions which do not bulb in the spring and the
shoots from old bulbs of the preceding or former years, or
the Welsh onion. 1882 Garden 30 Dec. 577/1 Scallions find

favour with many who object to Onions generally.
attrib. and Comb, c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health xiii.

F iij b, Put oyle & scalion seed together. 1580 Baret Alv.,
A Scallion onion, Ascalonia. 111625 Beaum. & Fl. Lovers
Cure 11. i, What a scallion fac'd-rascall 'tis I

Scallop, SGOllop (sk^-top, sksebp), sb, Forms:
a. 5 scalap, -opp, 5, 7 scalop, skalop, 6 scalepp,
-oppe, scallopp(e, skallap, -op, 9 scallope,

scallap, 6- scallop. £. 7s(c)kollop, 7-8scollup,
7- -op. [aphetic a. OF. escalope: see Escallop.
While the pronunciation (sk^'lap) is still in all uses the

more common of the two, the spelling scollop appears now
to be confined to sense 2, and even in that application is less

usual than scallop.]

1. A shell-fish of the genus Pecten*
a. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2 Scalop, fysche [ Winch. MS.

Scalap]. 1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scaloppe a fysshe. x6ox Hol-
land Pliny xi. li. I. 353 The great Scallops make a certainc
noise as they shoot out of the water. 1617 Moryson Jtin.
I. 70 The skalops which they call holy cockels, twelue for

a lire. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 747 No Ltuing Creatures, that
haue Shells very hard ; (As Oysters, Cockles, Mussles, Scal-

lops). 0711 Petiver Gazophyl. vii. 62 Madras spotted
Scallop. 1716 Gay Trivia n. 417 And luscious 'scallops,

to allure the tastes Of rigid zealots to delicious fasts. 1802
Binglf.y Anim. Bt'og. (1813) III. 454 The Scallop has the
power of progressive motion upon land, and likewise of
swimming on the surface of the water. 1841 T. R. Jones
Anim. Kingd.xxix. 391 In the Scallops (Pecten) the edges of
the mantle are studded with,. pearl-like points.

p. 1630 T. Taylor (Water P.) Wks. 1. 117/1 The blushing
Prawne, the well-armed Oyster, the Scollop, the Wilke.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. £p. v. i. 234 Oysters, Cochles,
Sckollops, and other testaceous animals. 1661 Rabisha
Cookery Dissected 125 First boyl your Scollups, then take
them out of the shells and wash them. 1705 Phil. Trans.
XXV. 2160 (2), I took this. .Scollop and Sea Horn.

b. A scallop-shell ; a vessel resembling one,

used in baptism, etc.

a. 140X Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 452 Item j scalap et

j navis argent' deaurat'. 1408 Ibid. 402 Et in 1 scalopp
argent, pro sale benedicendo. 1639 T. Heywood Londini
Status Pacatus A 4 b, A person representing the ancient
River Nilus, mounted in a Sea-Chariot, and seated upon
a silver Scallop. 1796 Morse A /tier. Geog. I. 357 A lump,
taken fresh from the stratum,, .exhibits, in perfect shape,

innumerable muscle shells, scallops, &c.
^. 175a Pococke Tour (1891) 87 The woman also melted

tallow m a scollop and dipt the rushes in it.

O. A pilgrim's cockle-shell worn as a sign that

he had visited the shrine of St. James at Compo-
stella.

? a 1400 Morte A rth. 3474 With scrippe, ande with slawyne,
and skalopis i-newe, Both pyke and palme, alles pilgram
hym scholde. 1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 83 The stooll..

coloord and garnyschyd wl scalepps and othyr sygnys of
Seynt Jamys. 153a in Weaver Wells Wills (1800) 186 My
bedes with scallopps. 1710 Parnell Hertnit 25 The pilgrim-

staff he bore, And fix'd the scallop in his hat before. 1871

Lowell Study Wind., Pope 291 As little typical of the in-

ward man as the scallop of a pilgrim.

2. An object of the shape of a scallop-shell ; a

part or formation resembling a scallop-shell.

1609 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 5, I will have my Derege in

my house,.. and at Mr. Perot be at the same dener; and at

tharbe skallapis of mayne breid. 1629 Dekker London's
Tempe (Percy Soc) 43 Bases and buskins cut.. at the top
into silver scollups. 1668 Culpepper & Cole Barthol.
Anat. 1. xiv. 32 A Mans Liver is not divided into Laps or

scalloped.
Scollops. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 374/1 The Scallop, as

covers the Winding hole [in a watch].

b. esp. One of a series of convex rounded pro-

jections forming the scalloped edge of a garment or

other object. Also, a scalloped form, a scalloping.
This use prob. has a double origin; a 'scalloped' edge

may be compared either to a row of scallop-shells, or to the
edge of a scallup-shell.

1613 Beaumont Masque ofInner Temple D b, The hinder
part cut into Scallops, answering the skirts of their doublets.

c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888} 16 All of them gather'd
up y* upper peticoate in little scallops. 17x3 Guardian
1 Sept., The Men have contented themselves with the Re-
trenchment of the Hat, or the various Scallop of the Pocket.
1768 Pennant Brit.Zool. (1776) II. 414 Four scollops on the
exterior toe.. each finely serrated on their edges. 1839^-47
Bowman in Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 508/1 Thus giving
a slight scallop, or regular indentation, to the edge. 1867
Augusta Wilson Vashti iv, The girl sewed on, working
scallop after scallop, and flower after flower. 1886 Miss
C F. Woolson East Angels ix, The beach waved in and
out in long scallops.

+ C. Lace or edging of a scalloped pattern ; a
scalloped lace band or collar. Obs.
1603 in 38/A Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. App. 444 Stamells,

stanimes, scallops, tapessary or tapestry. 1661 Pepys Diary
7 Dec, My wife and I were talking about buying-cf a fine

scallop . . which is to cost her 45$.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) scallop-bank,

dredge ; (sense 2) scallop-wise adv. ; quasi-adj. =
* scalloped ', as scallop capital, lace, moulding, tile,

top; scallop-leaved, -necked, -shaped, -striped, -tailed,

-toed, -winged adjs. ; scallop budding (see quot.)
;

scallop crab, a pea-crab inhabiting scallops;

scallop hook tip (see quot.); f scallop-iron (see

quot.); f scallop slate, ? shale containing fossil

scallops ; + scallop-stone, ? a fossil pecten.

1851 Woodward Wfollusca iii. 12 *Scallop-banks at twenty
fathoms. 1825 Greenhouse Comp. I. 234 The *scalIope or
French mode of budding, in which a section or scallope of
bark and wood containing a bud is taken from one, tree,

and applied to a part of the stem of another tree, where a
similar scallope had been removed. 1862 Rickman s Archil.
(ed. 6) 138 The *scollop capitals are.. frequently used. 1887
Goode, etc. Fisheries U. S. v. II. 571 The ordinary *scallop

dredge holds from one to two bushels. 1829 J. F. Stephens
Calal. Brit. Insects II. 156 Platypteryx . .lacertula..*Sca\-

lap Hook-tip. 1688 Holme Armoury m. 397/1 Sadlers

Tools..a Larg *Scallop Iron,.. being a kind of Punch to

cut Leather Scallop wise. ijo6*Jtudibras Rediv. (Nares),

Pinners..Edg'd round with ancient *scollop laces. 182s

Hortus Anglicus II. 76 *Scollop-leaved Iron Wort. 1848
Rickman s Archil, (ed. 5) p. xx, Two varietiesof *scallop

mouldings. 1783 Latham Synopsis Birds IV. 643
#Scallop-

necked Pigeon. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxvi.

334 *Scollop-shaped condylomata, c 171 z Petiver Gazophyl.

vi. 51 Flat thin *Scallop Slate. 1668 Charleton Onomast.
267 iVc/*V«7»-..*Scollop-stone. X873 Browning Red Cotl.

Nt.-cap 567 One level, *scallop-striped With bands of beet

and turnip and luzern. x8o» Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 276
*Scollop-tailed Gecko. 1674 Rav S. a> E. C. Words 92 A bird

of the Coot kind, *scollop-toed. 1845 Yarrell Brit. Birds
I. Index p. xxvii, Scallop-toed Sandpiper. 1728 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Tyle, *ScalIop or Astragal Tyles, .. their lower

Ends are in Form of. .a Semicircle, with a Square on each
Side. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 128 P10A Pair of Shoes
with high ^Scollop Tops. 174^9 B. Wilkes Eng. Moths <r

Butterflies 39 The *Scallop winged Moth laid her Eggs on
the 5th of August. 1829 J. F. Stephens Catal. Brit. Insects

II. 97 Cymatophora..Oo.. Scallop-winged Oak AI[oth].

1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 38 Greane vellvet

cutt in leaves *scallopwise. z688 [see scallop-iron].

Scallop, scollop, v. [f. Scallop^.]
1. trans. 10 shape or cut {out) in the form of a

scallop-shell ; to ornament or trim with scallops.

1749 Shenstone Irreg. Ode after Sickness 100 To fence

for you my shady grove And scollop ev'ry winding shore.

1760-7* H, Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) IV. 155 A vest of

silver brocading, scalloped over a petticoat of the same
fabric. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 26 June (1815) 197 This
fellow, .having no inclination to curry any beast out of the

stable, was at great pains to scallop his nails in such a manner
that the blood followed at every stroke. 1809 Pinknev
Trav. France 203 It fits closely, and is scolloped round the

neck, arms, and at the bottom, a 1810 J. Henry Camp.
agst. Quebec (1812) 21 The face of the rock was, as it were
scalloped out, down to the water's edge. 1836 Hor. Smith
Tin Trump. I. 44 The bow windows and balconies that

scallop the narrow side streets. 1908 Blackw. Mag. July
101/2 Their edges are elaborately scalloped with a drop of

clear water lodged in each rounded notch.

b. Mining* (See quot.)

1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, Scallop, to cut . .the sides

of a heading without holing them, or using powder.

2. Cookery* To bake (oysters, etc.) in a scallop-

shell or similar-shaped pan or plate with bread

crumbs, cream, butter, and condiments.

1737 [see ScAixorED 2]. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Eng. House-
kpr. (1778) 287 To scollop Potatoes. Boil your potatoes,

then beat them fine [etc.],. .put them into scollop shells,.

.

put them in a Dutch oven [etc.]. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish
Clerk II. 75 Lobsters, boiled, scalloped, and hot-buttered.

1885 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 555 The shell (of the scal-

lop Pecten maximus\ is often used for *scalloping* oysters.

Scalloped, scolloped (skpbpt, skarlapt),

///. a. Also a. 8 scallaped, 9 scallopped, scal-

lopt. 0. 8 scollopt, 9 scoloped. [f. Scallop
sb. or v. + -ed.]

1. Having the border, edge, or outline cut into

a series of segments of circles resembling a scallop-

shell, a. Nat. Hist. (Sometimes the specific name
of an animal or plant : see quots.)
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a. 168a Grew Anat. PI. in. i. i. 105 A scalloped Paren-

chymous Ring, or a Ring of many short and slender white
Arches. 1778 M. Harris Anrelian p. xvii, Inferior Wing
scallaped. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Scalloped leaf, this

term may be applied to thefolimii Rcpandum. 1819 J. F.

Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zoot. XI. 43 The feathers that

cover the sides of the neck are scalloped in the centre. i8ai

Clare VHt. Minstr. II. 11 1 Scallop'd briony. 1869 [see

hook-tip, Hook sb. 18J. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss, hot.

Terms, Scalloped, crenate.

0. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 414 The toes ex-

tremely singular, being edged with scolloped membranes
like the coot. 18x9 Samouelle Entomol. Commend, 423
Geometra emarginata. The scolloped Double-line. 1872
Coues N. Amer. Birds 51 The lobation may be either

scolloped, or cut out at the joints, as in the coot, or plain.

Comb. [cf. Scallop sb. 3]. 183a J. Rennie Consp. Bntterfl.
$ Moths Index, Scolloped Winged Broad Bar.

b. Of articles of dress.

1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2234/4 A brown colour close-bodied

Coat, with scollop'd Pockets. 1716 Gay Trivia 1. 32 The
wooden Heel may raise the Dancer's Bound, And with the
scallop'd Top his Step be crown'd. 1863 Longf. Wayside
Inn, Sicilian's T. 83 The King's Jester, thou Henceforth
shalt wear the bells and scalloped cape. 1888 Lady 25 Oct.

378/1 Cloth hats and bonnets, with scalloped edges.

c. Of utensils, architectural features, etc.

17G6 Compl. Farmer s. v. Mole 5 O 4/2 Scoop them out

at once, with what Mr. Bradley calls a scolloped mole-hill

plough. 1840 Buel Farmer's Comp. 150 The concave, or

scalloped roller, is adapted to the form of ridges. 1870

F. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf. 176 The caps of the columns.,
are scalloped. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic
§ 9/2 Leather edging with scalloped edges or strips of

American leather cloth should be attached to the shelves.

2. Cookery. (See Scallop v. 2.)

1737 Ochteriyre House Bk. Ace. (1907) 3 Scotlopt oysters.

1791 Huddesford Salmag. 93 And shoals of bawling
cnorister-. He ate, like scallop'd oysters. 18*7 Hose Every-
day Bk. II. 58 Stewed oysters 1 I ordered scolloped 1

3. Wearing/a seallop-shell, rare.

183a G. Downes Lett. Cont. Countries I. 324 A pilgrim

regularly scalloped.

Scalloper (skrrUpai). [f. Scallop v. and sb. +
-EK 1

.] a. One who makes scalloped ornament,

etc. b. One who gathers scallops.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 70 Lace Finishing...

Scolloper. Ibid. 89 Glass Scolloper. 1887 Goode, etc.

Fisheries U. S. v. II. 577 At Wickford, R. I., there live a
few scallopers, and three boats are owned.

Sca-lloping, sco lloping, vbl. sb. [f. Scal-

lop sb. or v. + -ixg 1.] The action of the vb.

Scallop. Also concr., scalloped ornament, edging,

marking, or the like.

a 1800 Peggy Irvine iv. in Child Ballads V. 301/2 Her
petticoats was of the silk so fine, set out with the silver and
scolloping. 1889 A. R. Wallace Darwinism 255 Minute
examination detects differences in form and scalloping of

the wings.
attrib. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.. Scalloping-tool (Sad-

dlery), a tool for giving an ornamental edge to leather straps.

So Scalloping ppl. a., forming * scallops*.

x8.. Whit-tier Prose Whs. (1889) II. 381 A long scallop-

ing range of lulls.

Scallop-shell. Cf. Escallop-shell.

1. The shell of the scallop, or, more usually, one

valve of it : freq. with reference to its being a pil-

grim's badge. (Cf. note s. v. Escallop-shell.)
1530 Palscr. 265/2 Scaloppe shell, quocqmtle de saint

Jacques. 156a Inv. St. Margaret's Westm. in Malcolm's
Londinium IV. 137 One Cope of crimson velvet with scallop

shells of silver, a 1618 Raleigh Pilgrimage 1 Give me my
Scollap-Shell of Quiet, My Staff of Faith to lean upon. 1747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 95 Put your Oysters into^Scollop-

shells for that purpose. 18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xxviii, By the

scallop-shell of Compostella, I will make a martyr of him.

attrib. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1811) II. 102 The outside

of the boxes inlaid with scallop shell-work.

2. Collectors' name for the moth Triphosa (Eu-
cosmia) undulata.

1829 J. F. Stephens Catal. Brit. Insects II. 140.

Sea Hum, v. Basket-making. [Of obscure

origin.] trans. (See quot.)

1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 423/1 These [sc. the stout osiers

that are to form the ribs of the basket 1 are forced or plaited,
' scallumed ', between the rods of the bottom from the edge
to the centre, and are turned up, * upset \ in the direction

of the sides.

t Scally, a. Obs. rare. [f. Scall + -y.] =
Scalled. Cf. Scaly a. 4.

1530 Palscr. 323/1 Scally or scourfy, roigneux. 1609
Dampier Voy. II. 11. 74 Over its [the Alligator s] Eyes there

are two hard scally Knobs, as big as a Mans Fist.

Hence f Bca-Hlness. (Cf. Scaliness.)
1610 Markham Masterp. 1. xcv. 189 Any drynesse or

scallynesse of the skinne.

Scallywag, scallawag (skse-liwieg, -awaeg).

slang or colloq. (orig. U. Si) Also 9 seal 1 i-,

scala-, scallo-, akalle-. [Origin obscure.]

1. A disreputable fellow ; a good-for-nothing ; a

scapegrace, blackguard ; in Trade Union slang,

a man who will not work.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Scalawag, a favorite epithet

in western New York for a mean fellow; a scape-grace.

1855 Hauburtom Nature 1. 112 You good-for-nothing young
scallowag. 1893 Leland Mem. II. 178 There are so many
scaltawags from the East come here, that we are obliged to

be a little particular. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss.,

Scalliwags, an opprobrious term, equal to scamp or villain,

applied to men who wilt not work.

3. An impostor or intriguer, esp. in politics ; in

U. S. Hist., a native white of the southern states

Vol, VIII.

who was willing to accept the reconstructionary

measures.
1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 27 Sept., Thecouncilmen toooften

belong to the comprehensive genus ' scallywag '. They have
intrigued and speechified, and stumped their ward. 1879
Tourgee Foots Err. (1883) m/25. 1885 Times (weekly
ed.) 29 May T2 Our correspondent tells us that the new
system [i.e. of Mental Healing] has not yet fallen into the

hands of the 'Scalawags'. 1886 Forum Apr. 128 Then
came the absurd process called Reconstruction, with its

swarm of leeches, carpet-baggers and Scalawags.

8. U. S. A name for undersized or ill-conditioned

cattle. Perhaps the original use of the word.
1854 Netu York Tribune (Catt\e Rep.) 24 Oct. {Cent. Diet.),

The number of miserable 'scallawags* is so great that.,

they tend to drag down all above themselves to their own
level 1868 Daily News 18 Sept., Wade Hampton explained

the origin of the term.. by saying that 'scalawag ' was the

name applied by drovers to lean and ill-favoured kine.

Scalmuse, Scalop(e, Scalo(u)n, Scalour:
see Shawm, Scallop, Scallion, Squalob.

Scalp (skselp), sb.1 Also 4-7 skalp, 5-7 scalpe,

6skalpe ; (chiefly.SV.)5>8skap, 6 scawpe, skape,

7 scop, 8-9 scaup, scawp, 9 scap. [Northern

ME. scalp; presumably of Scandinavian origin,

though the Eng. senses are not found in any
Scandinavian or Teut. language. Cf. ON. skd/p-r

sheath, Da. dial, skalp shell, husk, MLG. schulpe,

scholpe, MDu. schetpe (Du. schelf) shell; the sense

of these words suggests derivation from OTeut.
*skal-, *skel- (see Scale sb.*), but a Teut./- suffix

is not known.
The It. scalpe, given by Oudm 1540 with the rendering

le test, and by Florio 16 11 with the rendering 'scalp ,

seems to be of doubtful genuineness. The Eng. word in
- sense 3 has passed into several European langs. : F. scalpe,

G., Sw. skalp.]

1. The top or crown of the head ; the skull,

cranium. Now only Se. and north, dial, {scaup,

scap).
a 1300 E. E, Psalter vii. 17 His wiknes in his scalp doune

falle. ri4oo Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxiv. 153 Of be scalpe

[v.r. brayn panne] of be heued he gers make him a coppe.

c 1460 ToTimeley Myst. xvi. 353 Then thi skalp shall I clefe.

c 1480 Henryson Mot. Fab^ Trial ofFox 1026 (Charteris

MS.) With bludie skap, and cheikis bla and reid. 1508

Dunbar Test. Kennedy 52 To hede of kyn, bot I wait

nought Quis est ilk, than 1 schrew my scawpe [Bann. MS.
skapej. 105 Coverdale Ps. lxvii[i). 21 The God that

smyteth his enemies vpon the heades & vpon the hayrie

scalpes. [Similarly 1611.] 1541 R* Copland Guydon's Quest.

Chirurg. D iij b, What is the skull or scawpe of the heade ?

Answere. It is that parte of the heade that is full of heare,

wherin the anymal membres are conteyned. 1590 Shaks.
Mids. N. iv. i. 69 Take this transformed scalpe, From off

the head of this Athenian swaine. 1598 Stow Surv. 270 In

digging the foundation of this newe woorke .. there were
founde more then an hundred scalpes of Oxen, or Kine.

1607 1'qpskll Fonr-f. Beasts 124 [Their] homes, .grow, .not*

to their bones or skalps, but to their skin. 16. . Robin Hood
$ Tanner'ix, If I get a knop upon the bare scop thou canst

as well shite as shoote. 1650 G. P. Coment'us' Janua Ling.
xxiv. 297 If the skull \marg. scalp, brainpain] bee one entire

bone. 17*4 Ramsay Vision iii, To..skonce my skap and
shanks frae rain. 1809 J. Lumsden Edin. Poems if Songs
198, I wat for*t sunc nis Scotch scap reissils.

fig. 1596 Nash r Saffron Walden F 2 Not content to baue
the naked scalp of his credit new couered with a false peri-

wig of commendations.

b. The head or skull of a whale exclusive of

the lower jaw. In recent Diets.

2. The integument of the upper part of the head,

usually covered with hair and moving freely over

the underlying bones.
Formerly often + hairy scalp; cf. quot. 1535 in sense 1.

Possibly this Bible phrase (a literal rendering of the Heb.)

may have caused the development of sense 2.

i6t6 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Scatpe.the haire skinne of

the head. 1651 Biggs New Disf. f 259 Those fained vapours

. . stirre up the tempest of the diseases causation, before they

can come to the hairy scalp. 1656 Blount Gtossogr., Scalp

(Pericram'on), the skin compassing and covering all the skull.

1676'WisEMAN Chirurg. Treat, v. ix. 374 The Hairy scalp.

1713 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Turning-Evil, Then take

a long sharp Knife and a Hammer, and cut the Scaup two

Inches square, and turn it up. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 444
Five or six small sptculae of bone worked themselves through

the scalp, (the wound being healed). 1871 Darwin Emotions
xiv. 352 The naked scalp of a very young infant reddens

from passion. 1894 H. Drummond Ascent Man 117 Every

one has met persons who possess the power of moving the

whole scalp to and fro.

Phrase. 184a Tennyson St. Sim. Slyl. 2 From scalp to

sole one slough and crust of sin. 1890 Talmace hrom
Manger to Throne 78 Christian infidels . . who are from scalp

to heel surcharged with unbeliefs. ##>

trans/. 1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus 111.47 He that

inquireth into the little bottom of the globe-thistle, may
finde that gallant bush arise from a scalpe of like disposure.

b. Her. The skin of the head of an animal.

1688 Holme Armoury 11. 166/1 The Horns of a Bull

fixed upon the curled Skalp.. with two Ears, Sable. ™
Nisbet Syst. Her. 11. iv. 337 The Attinngs of a Stag fixed

to the Scalp. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her. II, Dymock...

Crest., the scalp of a hare, the ears erect sa.

3. The scalp with the hair belonging to it cut or

torn from a man's head : prized by American

Indians as a battle trophy.

1601 Holland Pliny vii. ii. I. 154 The former Anthropo-

phagi . .whom we have placed about the North pole, .
.
use .

.

to weare the scalpes, haire and all, in steed of.. stomachers

before their breasts. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 1. 19

Two or thiee miles further they came up with some Heads,
Scalps, and Hands cut off from the bodies of some of the
English. 1748 Washington yrnl. 23 Mar., Writ. 1889 I. 3
We were agreeably surprized at ye sight of thirty odd
Indians coming from war with only one scalp. 1781

Gibbon Decl. fy F. xxvi. II. 24 The scalps of their enemies
formed the costly trappings of their horses. 1817 J. Brad-
bury Trav.Amer. 42 The dance of the scalp. 1837 W. Irving
Capt. Bonneville I. iv. 76 The chief, .had his scalps to show
and his battles to recount. 1867 Parkman Jesuits in N.
Amer.xix. (1875) 282 Elevenfreshscalpsflutteredin the wind.

b. fig. as the symbol of a victory gained.
1870 M. D. ConwayEartkivardPilgr. xxu'l 27&The savage

creed that wears the scalp of Shelley at its belt, jooa C. N.
6 A. M. Williamson Lightning Conductor 141 If I had
been, that girl wouldn't have got back into the house with-

out being proposed to, and having another 'scalp' to count,

as they say American beauties do.

4. A wig made to cover a part of the scalp.
iBoiC/tron.ii\Ann. Reg. 458[Patent]fora method ofmaking

perukes and scalps. 1843 Thackeray Ravenswiug i, Mr.
Eglantine, the celebrated perruquier. .whose, .patent venti-

lating scalps are known throughout Europe.

5. A bare piece of rock or stone standing out of

water or surrounding vegetation (thus resembling

a hairless skull). Sc. and north, dial, (pronounced
and often written scaup).
1721 Ramsay Prospect 0/ Plenty 215 {1877) I. 52 Plenty

shall cultivate ilk scawp and moor. 172a Newcastle Courant
1 Sept. AdvL (E. D.S. 71) The Ship called the John and
Margaret,, .now lying upon the Scalp against Mr. Jennison's
Key. North Shields. 1865 G. Taie in Hist. Bertu. Nat.
Club (1868) V. 151 On the scalp of the rock where it dips

into the hill, four figures are traceable. 1871 Daily News
21 Aug., There there is a bare ' scaup ' of boulders and
scanty turf. 1903 Expositor Jan. 11 The grey argillaceous

soil is shallow, stony and constantly interrupted by scalps,

ledges and knolls of naked limestone.

b. The cap of a mountain. Chiefly poet.

x8xo Scott Lady oj L. in. ix, Ben-an's grey scalp the

accents knew. z8i6 Byron Ch. Har. in. Ixii, The Alps,.,

whose vast walls Have pinnacled in clouds their snowy
scalps. 1848 Clough Bothie 1. 58 The frosty scalp of the

Cairn-Gorm. 1875 J. Grant One 0/ the 600 III. xxi. 290
When the snows of Christmas whiten the scalps of Largo
and the Lomond Hills.

0. attrib. and Comb. a. (sense 1) scalp-house
dial., a charnel house.
1890 Murray's Handbk. Lincolnshire 113 Below is a

groined undercroft, known as the 'scaup (skull-) house'.

b. (sense 2), as scalp hair, length, muscle, wound.
180s Southey Madoc 11. xvi, On the front it (the spear]

met him, and plough'd up The whole scalp-length. 185*

H. Melville Whale iii. 24 There was no hair on his

head . . nothing but a small scalp-knot. 1868 Darwin in Life
4- Lett. (1887) III. 99, I believe all anatomists look at the

scalp-muscles as a remnant of the Panniculus carnosus.

1879 St, George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 237 Forty cases of simple

scalp-wounds. 1890 Billings Med. Diet., Scalp-tumor,

caput succedaneum ; cephalhematoma.

c. (sense 3), as scalp-bearer, -dance, -hunter,

•mark, -merchant, -trophy, etc. ; scalp-knife =
scatping-knife; scalp-lock, a long lock of hair left

on the head (the rest being shaved) by North
American Indians as a challenge to their enemies

;

soalp-money, money paid as a reward for * bring-

ing in ' scalps of men or animals.

17U S. Sewall Diary 13 June (1879) H» 35 1 Council would
have had subsistenceand^ 100 Scalp-money. 1795Coleridge
Condones ad Pop. 46 In America the recent enormities of

their Scalp-Merchants. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. v. 52 Ax,
quiver, scalpknife on the girdle hung. 1817 J. F. Cooper
Prairie II. i. 5 His head was shaved to the crown, where a

large and gallant scalp-lock seemed fearlessly to challenge

the grasp of his enemies. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt.
xvii. 121, I became a scalp-hunter. 1866 Whittier Snotv-

Bound 261 How the Indian hordes came down.. And how
her own great-uncle bore His cruel scalp-mark to four-score.

1877 G. Gibbs Tribes of W. Wash. 222 A figure of a man,
with a long queue, or scalp-lock, reaching to his heels. 1878

C. Tuttle Border 'Tales 17 The weird music of the scalp-

dance. Ibid. 18 One by one the squaws fell in behind the

scalp-bearer.

Scalp (skselp), sb.2 Chiefly Sc. and north.

Forms : 6 skap, scawip, skalp, scalfe, scalph,

7 scap, 7, 9 scaup, 6- scalp, [Perh. a specific use

of prec. (effsense 5), but the forms with/, ph point

to the possibility of a different origin. Cf. Shelp.]

A bank providing a bed for shellfish, esp. oysters

and mussels; an oyster or mussel bed or colony.

(Often mussel-, oyster-scalp.)

1521 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 98 Nane of the mussillis

..now begingin to gader one ane now skap at the northt

watter, besya the Cunningar hillis. ?iS-. Aberd. Reg.
(jam.), The scawip of mussillis & kokilliss. 155a Huloet,
Muskleskalp. Ibid., Oyster scalph, ostrifer. [Cf. Elyot
Diet., Ostrifer, the place in the sea, whiche is apte to in-

fender oysters.] 1557 Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (Selden

oc.) II. p. lxvii, Mussel scalfe. 1587 Burgh Rec. Edin.

(1882) 488 Tocaus brek the swame of the mvssill scalp in

the heavin of Leyth. 1593, 1879, 1896 [see Musskl sb. 4].

a 167a Willughby Ornith. in. (1676) 279 Avis h«c the Scaup-

duck dicta est, quoniam scalpam [Ray (1678) 365 Scaup] i.e.

pisces testaceos fractos seu contritos esitat. 1793 Statist

Ace. Scot. VIII. 461 A scalp of a small kind of mussels.

186a Macm. Mag. Oct. 503 There used to be great battles

between the men of Newhaven and the men of Fisherrow,

principally about their rights to certain oyster-scalps. 188a

Standard 26 Sept. 2/1 Boston Deep, which is admirably

suited for mussel culture, returns, now that the 'scalps' are

protected, over 5000 /. per annum.

t Scalp, v.1 Obs. [ad. L. scalp^re.] trans. To
cut, carve, engrave ; to scrape, scratch.
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i«j (implied in Scalping vbl. si.'). iM» Evelyn Chalcogr

i.oWith the., stile, we only cut the Vernish, razing, and

Scalping as it were, the Superficies of the Plate. * z7°4

R. &o?d Poet. Whs. (.774) I- 95 Critics. .Should, .not, un-

skilful, yet with lordly air, Read Surgeon s lectures while

they scalp and tear. i8o» M. Moore Lascettes II. 23 Ihe

points of their swords scalped off their noses.

Scalp. ^ Also 7 skulp (?). [f. Scalp si\

From Eng. are F. scalper, G. ska/firm, Du. scalpeeren,

Sw. skalpera.] . - . .

1. trans. To cnt off the scalp of (a person):

chiefly said of the North American Indians.

1676 N. S. Narrat. New-Eng. 14 Laying him for dead,

they flead (or skulp'd) his head of skin and hair. 1697

S. Sewall Diary 13 Sept. (1878) I. 459 Indians shot and

scalped him about noon. 1754 H. Walpole in World III.

285 The Chippoways and Orundaks are still very trouble-

some. Last week they scalped one of our Indians. 1867

Parkman Jesuits in N. Amer. xix. (1875) 281 They sought

out the bodies, carefully scalped them, and set out in triumph

on their return. 1877 G. Gibbs Tribes of W. Wash. 192

None of the western tribes within my observation have pur.

sued the practice of scalping the slain.

aisol. c 1778 Conquerors 61 Whose Indians scalp d and

carry'd desolation.. to christian nation.

fig. 1849 N. Hawthorne Let. to H. Mann 8 Aug., I shall

do my best to kill and scalp him in the public prints. 1856

Ferrier Inst. Metaph. xi. ix. (ed. 2) 298 Dr. Reid and his

followers, instead of scalping a doctrine, have merely toma-

hawked a word.

b. U. S. political slang.

1891 Century Diet., Scalp, . .to destroy the political influ-

ence of, or punish for insubordination to party rule.

2. transf. a. U.S. (See quot. 1895.)

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Scalp, to level by cutting off, as

the tops of cradle-knolls and the knobs of logs laid in cor-

duroy roads ; as, to scalp a road.

b. dial. To strip off (the turf or upper soil).

1806 Forsvth Beauties Scot. IV. 524 Unmerciful destroyers

of all the grounds around them, scalping and tearing up
every bit of better soil. 1866 Edmondston Shetland <y

Orkney Gloss., Scalp ;
' To scalp the land '—to pare off the

surface of the soil, S.

3. Milling, a. To separate the ' hair or fuzz

from (wheat, etc.) by attrition and screening, b.

To separate the different sizes of wheat, etc. from

one another by means of sieves or screens.

1883 Neftel Rep. Flour-Milling (10th Census U. S. ) 16

The wheat is scalped in four reels. 1884 [see Scalping

vol. so. 2, 3].

4. Stock Exch., etc. To buy at very low rates so

as to be able to sell at less than official rates.

x888 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. 12/1 A professional speculator,

who ' scalped ' the market on a big scale for a small profit

per bushel. 1891 Century Diet. s,v., To scalp railway-

tickets.

Scalp, z»- 3 rare. = Scapple v.

1725 J?Webb'sStone-HengBS They were scalped [ed. 1665

scapled] at the Quarries. 1883 Stonemason Jan., It is then

trimmed (or scalped) into shape by men called block-choppers.

Scalped (skaelpt),///. a.l [f. Scalp ».2 + -ed1.J

a. Having the scalp torn off. b. Of a mountain :

Having a naked summit. Of land : Having the

turf stripped off.

1754 Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) II. 27s A long list of

ruined Virgins by means of this Act will undoubtedly be as

acceptable to its Abettorsas a Number of scalped Christians

to an Indian Chief. 1855 Browning Childe Roland xxx,

A tall scalped mountain. 1890 St. Nicholas May 556/2
Many a good in-field [for base-ball] has no turf on it, and
is called a 'scalped* field.

Scalped, ppl. a.2 dial. In quot. soauped. [f.

Scalp so.2 + -ed a.] Cultivated on a ' scalp '.

1894 Standard 10 Feb. 6/7 'Scauped', or cultivated

mussels.

Scalpeen (skaelprn). Anglo-Irish. [Ofobscure

origin : cf. Scalpin.] (See quot.)

1834 Lover Leg. <$ Stories Irel. Ser. n. 18 Peter.. deter-

mined on a cargo of scalpeens. Ibid. 55 Scalpeens is pickled

mackerel.

Scalpel (skse-lpel), sb. [ad. L. scalpell-um, -us,

dim. of scalper, scalprum. Cf. F. scalpel (in 16th c.

scalpelle), G. skalpel.] A small light knife used

in surgical and anatomical operations.

1742 Simson in Edin. Med. Ess. V. 1. 445 The Scalpel is

about an Inch in length, and a third in Breadth. 1879 T.

Bryant Pract. Surg. II. 5 Shaving the redundant mass off

the cartilage with a scalpel. 1893 W. R. Gowers 'Man.
Dis. Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 333 If a scalpel be passed over

the surface, it removes a little pyo-lymph.
attrib. 174a Simson in Edin. Med. Ess. V. I. 447, I con-

trived the Scalpel-ring I have sent you the draught of, which
may be used safely with the Uterus at any Distance.

b.fig.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxi, Whoever should happen to over-

hear their character discussed in their own scrvants'-hall,

must prepare to undergo the scalpel of some such anatomist.

1851 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. xi. (1855) 339 It demands,
too, for this serious service the most acute intellectual

scalpel which the metaphysician can handle.

Hence Scalpel v. trans., to cut with a scalpel

;

Scalpellic a., involving the use of the scalpel.

1748 tr. Vegetius' Distempers of Horses 53 Let the whole
Circumference of the Soal of the Hoof be scalpelled or cut
with a Lancet. 1877 Ruskin Wks. IV. 155 note. Ocular
and passionate study of nature [as opposed, to] telescopic,

scalpellic and dispassionate.

Scalpe'lliforrn, a. Bot. [ad. mod.L. scalpel-

liformis : see prec. and -pobm.J ' Having the form

of a common penknife-blade, but planted vertically

on a branch' {Treas. Bot. 1866).
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Scalper 1
, scauper (skae-lpai, skg-par).

[Partly a. L. scalper, by-form of SCALPRUM, partly

f. Scalp ». 1 + -er 1
.]

+ 1. Surg. = Scalprum 1. Obs.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Scalper or Scalping Iron {scal-

prum), a Surgeons Instrument, to scrape or take away cor-

rupt flesh from the bones ; a Lance to let blood with.

2. Engraving. A kind of graver used for hollow-

ing out the bottom of sunken designs.

1688 Holme Armoury m. 308/1 The Scalper, is a kind of

Graver with a flat point ; its use is to clear the bottoms of

broad Letters or Escochions sunk into the Metal. 1821 Craig

Lect.. Drawing, etc. vii. 377 A large square tool, called a

scawper. 1855 tr. Labarte's Arts Mid. Ages iv. 122 With

scalpers he tooled or hollowed out all the spaces. 1869 Eng.

Mech. 10 Dec. 298/3 Scaupers are used for cutting out the

white parts of the block.

Scalper 2 (skie-lpai). [f. Scalp v.2 + -er i.]

1. One (esp. an American Indian) who removes

scalps.

"795 Coleridge Condones ad Pop. 45 Did not this employ-

ment of merciless Scalpers rouse the indignation of Britons ?

1807 J. Barlow Columb. vi. 371 Scalpers and ax-men rush

from Eerie's shore. 1884 E. P. Roe in Harper's Mag.
Mar. 617/2 This treacherous scalper of birds.

fig. 1904 Sat. Rev. 29 Oct. 536 The scalpers of the yellow

press had not time to put on their war-paint,

2. U. S. slang, a. One who buys and sells at a

profit, but at a price lower than the official one,

unused portions of long-distance railway tickets.

1B82 Nation 5 Oct. 276 (Cent. Diet.) The eternal quarrel

between railroads and scalpers. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift

Amer. 51, I went round to all the railroad ticket agents,

called scalpers, in the city, and at last decided to go down
as far as Topeka in Kansas, as that was the cheapest journey

1 could pick out for the distance.

b. Stock Exch. One who sells stock at lower

than the official rates.

1888 Pall Mall G. 15 Oct. 12/1 'Old Hutch,' by which

title B. P. Hutchinson has been known on the Chicago

Board of Trade for years as the champion scalper and

speculator. 1891 Times 8 Oct. ix/i Late trading was dull,

but steady, on moderate covering by * scalpers '.

3. A scalping-knife. rare.

1893 Leland Mem. II. 297 A tussle a la Choctaw, with

biting, gouging, tomahawk and scalper.

4. A ' scalping ' machine : see Scalp v.2 3.

1886 W. A. Harris Techn. Diet. Fire Insur. 251 Scalpers,

or Scalping Reels, the simple hexagon dressing-reels with

iron shaft, iron arms, and iron rails clothed with tin or steel-

wire cloth. Ibid. 252 Wheat is partially crushed by rollers,

and afterwards passed through the scalpers and the silk

dressing-machines.

Scalph, obs. form of Scalp sb.2

tSca'lpin. Obs. Also5-6scalpyn,6 scalphyn,

7 scalpion. [Of obscure origin: cf. Scalpeen.]

The whiting.
c 1400 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) II. 72 Toutz maners

grociz pissouns.cestassauoir Samoundes, Congres, Melewels,

Lenges, Hakes, Scalpyn et Harrynges venauntz au dite ville

de Bristuyt hors del meer. 1548(30 June) Admiralty Court
Oyer <$ Terminer 35 Departyd therewithe [i. e. with a fishing

boat] from Poole towards Wynchelsey on Scalpyn fare.

1549 in Pat. 4- Close Rolls, Irel. (i860 I. 196 [For every
cwt. of] scalphyn [or other fish 1 d. ]. 160a Carew Cornwall

35 Whitings (in the East parts named Scalpions).

t Scalping, sb. Obs. [?f. Scalp aM-f-iNG 1
.]

(See quot.)
1746 Catesby in Phil. Trans. XLIV. 126 Mr. Joice, in

digging the Foundation of an House . . found, at the Depth
of 6 Feet, a Part of a Jaw-bone..; then one Foot of Scalp-

ing or Sand-bed ; then eighteen Inches of Stone.

Scalping', vbl. sb.i [f. Scalp v.1 + -tngI.]

In t scalping iron= Scalper ! I.

155a Huloet, Scalping yron for a surgeon, scalpelhtm,

scalprum. [Also in later Diets.]

Scalping, vbl. sb. 2 [f. Scalp v.2 + -ins i.]

1. a. Surg. The laying bare of the bone of the

skull by cutting and raising the scalp.

1739 Sharp Surg, xxvii. 139 For it never happens that we
inquire for a Fracture of the Scull by scalping, but that the

Scalp itself is contus'd. 1787 Med. Commun. II. 153 Which
he had experienced before the scalping and trepanning.

1897 Syd. Soc. Lex.

b. The tearing off of the scalp of an enemy.

1747 Gentl. Mag. 43 Scalping is cutting the skin from the

eyebrows round the head and peeling it off. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U. S. VI. xxiv. 3 He taunted Burgoyne with the

murders and scalpings by the Indians in his employ.

2. In technical and slang uses (see the vb.).

1871 CowiE Shetland viii. 158 (E. D. D.) The ruinous

process of ' scalping ', or removing the turf of the commons
for manuring the farms. 188a Nation 5 Oct._ 276 (Cent.

Diet.) A corporation like the Pennsylvania Railroad must
protect itself against loss through scalping. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Scalping (Milling), brushing the hair

or fuzz from the ends of wheat grain to prevent its getting

into the flour. 1894 Standard 3 May 7/1 ( Farmer) A scalping

of the Stock at the expense of the genuine investor. 1901

Dundee Advertiser 23 Apr. 4 Numbers of crofter grazings

have been spoiled.. by 'scalping', irregular peat cutting,.,

and careless heather burning.

3. attrib. and Comb., as scalping act, party ; fig.

in scalping pleasure ; scalping-maehine (see

quot.) ; scalping-tuft, a scalp-lock.

1750 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northfield (1875) 38r

Our Men will not venture out after the Enemy on any
Scalping Act whatsoever. 1757 Washington^/.*//. Writ.

1889 I. 454 note. They have detached their principal force

into many scalping parties. 1777 Fox in Hansard's Pari.

Hist. (1814) XIX. 523 The most violent, scalping, tomahawk

SCALY.

measures. 1826 J. F. Cooper Mohicans iii, The well-known
.

and chivalrous scalping-tuft. 1883 Neptel Rep. Flour-

milling (10th Census U. S.) 9 The resultant chop ' is sepa-

rated into.. flour, middlings, and bran, by means of bolts

technicallycalled'scalping-reels '. 1884 Bath Herald^ Dec.

6/5 A ' scalping ' machine. . separates the ' middlings ' from

the larger pieces of wheat.

Scalping, ppl. a. [f. Scalp v.2 + -ing2.]

That scalps (in various senses).

1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) V. 75

A scalping Indian. 1903 Times 3 Mar. 9/2 Chicago, March 2.

Wheat. . . Scalping traders were moderate buyers.

Scalping-knife. [Scalping vbl. sb.2] A
knife such as is used by the North American

Indians in scalping their enemies.

1759 Johnson Idler No. 40 r 7 A. .Mohawk Indian war-

rior,.. with his scalping-knife, tom-ax and all other imple-

ments of war ! 1815 Macaulay Ess., Milton (1&43) I. 8 The
Mohawk hardly feels the scalping-knife while he shouts his

death-song. 1867 Parkman Jesuits in N. Amer. xxii.

(1875) 328 They had no motive for exchanging the comforts

of home . . for . . the scalping-knives of the Iroquois.

b. fig. and allusively.

1764 Churchill Gotham 1. 5 Whilst her brave rage, not

satisfied with life, Rising in blood, adopts the Scalping-

Knife. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. Introd. Addr. r 37 Peter Pain-

son's last labours shall now go down to posterity unscathed

by the scalping-knife of alteration.

Scalpless (skarlples), a. [f. Scalp sb.i +

-less.] Without a scalp.

1756 J. Clubbe Misc. Tracts, Physiognomy (1770) I. 17

The scalpless musty skull of the famous Helen. 1850 Kings-

ley Alton Locke I. vi. 90 A tall cast of Michael Angelo's

well known skinless model—his pristine white defaced by

a cap of soot upon the top of his scalpless skull.

Scalpriform (skaylprih/im), a. [f. L. scalp-

rum (see next) + -form.] Chisel-shaped : applied

to the incisors of rodents.

1828 Lancet 3 May 130/2 These chisel or scalpriform teeth.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 454 Rhizophaga. Two scalpriform

incisors in both jaws. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 6.

II Scalprum (skae'lprcm). Also7«z7-<>«. scalpra.

[L., f. scalplre Scalp v.1]

1. Surg. A rasping instrument ; a raspatory.

1688 Holme Armoury iu. xx. (Roxb.) 235/2 The Scalpra

or Scraping Toole ; it is to scrape or shave bones with all.

1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 303 With the knife appro-

priated to this use and the scalprum, a piece of the scalp is

to be removed. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Scalprum.

.

Name for a denticular raspatory used in trepanning.

2. Anat. The cutting edge of an incisor. Also,

a scalpriform incisor.

184a Brande Diet. Sci., etc., Scalprum, in Mammalogy,
the cutting edge of the incisor teeth.

t Soa'lptize, v. burlesque nonce-wd. [f. L.

scalpl-,scalpereScALFvA + -1ZE.] trans. Toscratch.

1708 Motteux Rabelais v. xx. 60 You have, .scalptiz'd

your Heads with frequent Applications of your Ungicules.

Sca'lpture. rare. [ad. L. scalptura, f. sca/pt-,

scalplre Scalp v.1] Carving, graving.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sculpture, ..s. graving in Mettal,

a cutting or scratching. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's

Anc. A rt Introd. § 27 (ed. 2) 10 Scalpture (the art of cutting

stones and dies).

Scalpy (skre-lpi), a. dial. [f. Scalp rf.l] Having

a thin covering of soil suggesting a scalp.

1621 Brathwait Omphale in Nat. Emb. 222 Where scalpie

hils and sandie vales imply, The ploughmanstoile's requited

slenderly. 1808 Jamieson, Scalpy (pron. Scaupy), a term

applied to ground, when the soil is thin. 1877 N. W. Line.

Gloss. s.v., Some's so near th'rock it's scalpy, and, in a way
o' speakin', good to nowt.

Scalt : see Scald a.2 and Scald v.

Scalter, scaltre, var. ff. Shaltree Obs.

Scaly (sk^'-li), a. Also 6-7 skaly, 6-7, 9
scalie, 7 scaily, St. skailly, 7-9 scaley. [f.

Scale sb.2 + -y.]

1. Abounding in, covered with, or consisting of

scales; having a surface that peels off in thin

plates or layers.

1538 Elyot Diet., Sguantmosus, skaly. 1594 Plat Jewell-

ho. in. 74 If your teeth be verie scalie, let som expert Barber

first take off the scales. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 442
The scalie Sutures of the Temple-bones. 1682 Whelf.r

Journ. to Greece 1. 14 The surface, .is covered with a scaly

rock. 1793 Gentl. Mag. May 422/1 An altar-tomb, or altar,

of scaly stone. 1857 Miller Elem. Che/n., Org. 111. 82 A
scaly, sweetish, gummy mass. 189a E. Lawless Grania ii.

7 The wind.. tearing off fragments of scaly stone from the

rocks.

2. Of fishes, serpents, and other animals ; freq.

in poetry= pertaining to or consisting of fish {scaly

flock, herd, nation, tribe).

1518 Paynell Salerne's Regim. O ij b, The more skaly

that fishe is, the better hit is. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 57
The silver scaly trouts. c 1614 Sir W. Mure Dido $ jEneas
in. 127 The skailly squadrones of the liquid lakes. 1629

Milton Hymn Nativ. xviii, The scaly Horrour of his

foulded tail. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.xv, So hear the

scaly herd when Proteus blows. 1704 Pope Windsor For.

139 The patient fisher takes his silent stand,..With looks

unmov'd, he hopes the scaly breed. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Pieee 1. ii. 108 Season the Scaley Side first. 1828 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 450 The body of these fishes is scaly.

1857 J. Hamilton Less,from Gt. Biogr. (1859) 278 His own
line quivered with a scaly captive. 187a Baker Nile Tnb.

viii. 1 1 5 A strip of the scaly hide of a crocodile.

b. In specific names, usu. repr. L. squamosus,

squamalus, or squameus : see quots. Scaly ant-

eater, scaly lizard, names for the pangolins.
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1681 Grew Muszum 1. iii. 46 The Scaly-Lizard.. is a yard

and I long. 1774 Golds.m. Nat. Hist. (1862) I. vi. iii. 468
The Pangolin, which has been usually called the scaly

lizard. 180a Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 74 Scaly Tortoise. Tes-

tudo Squamata. 181* Ibid. Vlfl. 463 Scaly Lory. Psit-

tacus squameus. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVII. 186/1 Pangolins,

a name in common use to designate the Scaly Ant-eaters.

187a Coles Key N. Amer. Birds 227 Genus ScardafeUa
Bonaparte.. Scaly Dove.

c. Scalyfish (slang) : see quot.

1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Scaly Fish, an honest,

rough, blunt sailor.

3. Of plants and their parts : Covered with scales

or consisting of scale-like elements.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cexxxvui. 588 Small scaly knops,
like to the knops of Come flower. 1688 Holme Armoury
11. 80/2 The Arbor Vitas, or Tree of Life hath a small scaly
leaf. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 242 The main bulbs
of lilies, of the scaly tribe, will not keep good so long out of
the ground as the solid bulbous kinds. 1839 Lindlev httrod.

Sat. 111. (ed. 3) 470 Scaly.. , covered with minute scales, 6xed
by one end ; as the young shoots of the Pine tribe. 1857
A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 46 When the scales are
narrow and separate, as in the Lily, the bulb is said to be
scaly. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Pkaner. 622 Rhi-
zomes with scaly leaves.

b. Scaly fern or spleenwort, the ceterach.

Scaly water-moss, Fonlinalis squamosa.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 789 Scaly Water-

moss. 1859M iss Pratt Brit. Grasses 224 Common Ceterach,
or Scaly Spleenwort,

4. Of skin diseases. Scaly ringworm, tinea im-

bricata. Scaly tetter, psoriasis.

157s Turberv. Venerie lxxix. (1908) 228 The skaly Mange,
which.. taketh off the skinne where it goeth. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 112 Those who make a free use of it,, .have
a scaly appearance, not unlike the leprosy. 1799 Med. yrul.

II. j 12 Scaly Tetter. i8a6 S. Cooper First Lines Surg.
(ed. 5) 194 In the majority of cancerous diseases, the skin has
a yellowish or lead-coloured tinge, and is dry and scaly. 1898
P. Mahson Trap. D'ts. Introd. p. xiii, Tropical scaly ringworm.

b. trans/. Of trees : Infested with the scale insect.

1894 Times 14 May 3/4 This [wash] is strained before being
sprayed upon the scaly trees.

5. Of armour. Cf. scale-armour s. v. Scale sb.2

and Scaled. Chiefly poet.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. i. 146 A scalie Gauntlet now,
with ioints of Steele, Must gloue this hand. 1747 Gray
Cat 16 Their scaly armour's Tyrian hue. 1781 Gibbon
DecI. 4- F. xviii. II. 120 His cuirassiers..glittering with
their scaly armour. 179s Cowper Iliad xv. 641 His corslet
thick With plates of scaly brass.

6. Min. (See quots.)

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed.2) II. 339 Brown Scaly Iron
Ore. 18x5 Aikin Man. Min. (ed. 2) 200 Scaly Talc,.. an
aggregate of minute scales of a greenish colour. Ibid. 202
Scaly Chlorite,. .composed of glimmering scaly particles.

1816 R. Jameson Min. (ed. 2) 111. 243 Red Ironstone. This
species is divided into four subspecies, viz. Scaly Red Iron*
ore [etc).

7. slang. Poor, shabby, despicable ; esp. (of per-

sons) mean, stingy ; occas., in poor health, 'seedy'.

1793 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 19 Poor Anax ! he was quite
scaly before his departure, but is now recovering apace. 1821
Egan Life in London 11. iii. (Farmer), If you are too scaly
to tip for it, I'll shell out, and shame you. 1843 Spirit
Publ. Jrnls. 233 They had proved themselves so very scaley,

by forgetting to remember the waiter. 1844 Dickens Mart.
Chut, xxviii, A reg'lar scaly old shop, warn't it ? 1875
Besant & Rice Harp <y Cr. I. x. 206 If 1 were an author—
they are a scaly lot, and thank Heaven I am not one.

8. Comb., chiefly parasynthetic Scaly-bark
(hickory), the hickory or hickory nut.

1634 Milton Comus (Facsimile MS. 1899, 13), The scalie-

harnest dragon. C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. vii. 64 Scaly-like
Fruit. 1781 Latham Gen. Syn. Birds 1. 246 Scaly-breasted
Parrakeet. 1803 Shaw6V«. Zool. IV. 400 Scaly-tailed scarus.
1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 2) 237 Scaly foliated, when
the folia cover each other only partially. 1836 Penny Cycl.
VI. 332/1 Carya alba, white-shell-bark, shag-bark, scaly-

bark hickory {Jugians squamosa, Michaux). 1859 Miss
Pratt Brit. Grasses 21 Scaly-stalked Club-rush. 1893 Ad-
vance (Chicago) 23 Mar., A pretty young woman rings your
bell to ask, * You all buy some scaly-barks 7

'

Scalyon, obs. form of Scalliox.
Scam, obs. form of Shame ; van Scaum v. t

Sc.

Scamandee, variant of Scamato Obs.

Scamander (skamae-ndai), v. [app. f. the

name of the river Scamander (Xtcanavdpot Homer),
in imitation of Meander v.

Cf. York*, dial. * skimaundering, hanging or hovering
about' (Almondbury Glossary).]

intr. To wander about, take a devious or winding
course. Hence Scamander sb.

t
devious progress.

1864 Hotten's^ Slang Diet. (ed. 3) 220 Scamander, to
wander about without a settled purpose. 1868 M. Collins
Sweet Anne Page II. 195 Isola had given up 'scamander-
ing\ 1873 — Miranda II. 247 When he got into an un-
known town, it was his wont tosinuously scamander through
i l 1873 67. Pauls Mag. Feb. 1 33 H is two . . doggish friends
. .made miles of scamander for his every furlong.

t Scamato. Obs. Forms: 6 scamato, 7 scam-
matie, scamoty, scamandee. [app. repr. some
mod. Or. corruption of med. Gr. fy&furov Samite.
Cf. mod. Chios dialect trxandyKt and <7«a/u.ai'6pa, axd/iav.

tifiov ' spun cotton
1

(Paspatcs Xuucbe VKmvo-dpKOv, 1888 ; in

a quot. there given the latter is associated with iCfiirov : cf.

quots. below}.!

Some kind of textile fabric.

1570 Campion in Hakluyt's Voy. (1590) II. L 115 For we
do vse to buy..of their Scamato and Dunite, that the poore
people make in that towne [sc. ChioJ. i6»5 Purchas Pit-
grimes n. 1812 The downie or woolly substance, .of which

I the Ilanders doe make a certaine stuffe called Dimitie, and
I
another called Scammatie. 1660 Act 12 Chas./l,c.^Sc2.moty

j
the peece containing seven yardes & J. .vy s. vj d. 1687 A.

I Lovell tr. TkevenoVs Trav. 1. 99 In most of these Villages

j

are made the Stuffs, which they call Dimite, and Scamandee,

Scanible, sb.l Sc. and north. Forms : 5
skamyll, 9 skemmel; 6 pi. skaymlis, scamles,
scamells, scambills, skemlis, 7 skemmillis.
[Northern var. of Shamble sb. ; prob. due to Scan-

dinavian influence ; cf. ON. skemill, Da. skammel
footstool.]

1. A bench ; now, ' a kind of long form used in

a farm-house kitchen * (E. D. D.).
c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1352 Thai xxx*y dayis his band

thai durst nocht slaik, Quhill he was bundyn on a skamyll
off ayk. 1885 Hall Okihe. Shadow ofa Crime x, [He] had
placed the benches called skemtnels down each side.

t 2. //. (const, as sing.). A slaughter-house (also

fig.) ; a meat or fish market ; a shambles. Obs.

1549-50 Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 58 To brek fischis

apon the skemlis of the foirgate. 1561 Aberdeen Reg. (1844)

1-334 F°r makking of ane skaymlis of tre at the fysche cors,

for laying of the quhyt fysche tharupoune. 1570 Buchanan
Admonit. Wks. (1892) 23 Sum convoyarisofhim to ye scamles
that slew his guidschir. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxv.

94 We sail avenge it on that clan, ^our freind that to the
scambills sauld. 1582-8 Hist. Jos. VI (1804) igs They
marchit . . to Edinburgh, and plantit a gairdhous at the comon
scamells. 1607 Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) 1. 116 The fische

skemmillis.

t Scamble, iM Obs. rare, [f, Scamble z>.]

A scramble, confused struggle.

1609 J. Davies Humours Heau yn on Earth t. clxxxiii.

(Grosart) 23/x Here Bugs bestirre them, with a bellowing
rore, As at a Scamble we see Boyes to sturre, Who for

Soules scamble on a glowing (lore ; Biting and scratching,

like the Cat and Curre. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 1. xvi.

320 This pretended Triumvirate is no Supreme Magistracy,
but a Political Scuffle or Scamble or transient Shuffle be-

twixt these three men, Octavius, Antony ana Lepidus.

Scamble (skae'mb'l), v. Also 6 skamble, 9
Sc. and dial, skammel, skemmel, -il, skemmle,
skemble. [Of obscure origin ; app. related both
to Shamble and Scramble vbs.

y which are not

recorded until much later.]

+1. intr. To struggle with others for money, fruit,

sweetmeats, etc. lying on the ground or thrown
to a crowd ; hence, to struggle in an indecorous

and rapacious manner in order to obtain some-
thing. Const./or

t after. Obs. (now superseded by
Scramble).
1539 Taverner Erasm. Prw. (1545) 22b, The apes.,

skambted and went together by y* eares for the nut tes.

1553 Respubltca I. iii. 176 Avar...Therefore catche that

catche maye, hardely, & spare not,.. the Devyll ys a knave
an 1 catche not a flyce, . 1 doubte not to skamble and rake
as well as one. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxvt. (Arb.)

66 Ladies and gentlewomen.. with their handes wantonly
scambling and catching after the nutles. 1595 Shaks. John
iv. iii. 146 England now is left To tug and scamble, and to

part by th* teeth The vn-owed interest of proud swelling

State. 1600 Holland Livy xliv. xlv. 1199 Ihe king,.. laid

out fiftie talents among them upon the river side to skamble
for. 1609 [see Scamble sb.]. 1621 Burton Anal. Mel. 1. ii.

in. xv. 178 margin, I had no money, I wanted impudence,
I could not scamble, temporise, dissemble. 1636 Sir T.
Whntworth Let. in Carle's Coll. (1735) 6 Every man had
his money at a day, not scambling one before another with-

out so much as giving of thanks. 1668 J. Owen Expos.
Ps. exxx. 68 This may consist with an obstinate resolution

to scamble for something upon the account of self endeav-
ours. 1687 Wood Life 5 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 237 After the

king had don his breakfast, they began to scramble [MS.
19 D (3) fol. 00 scamble]. [In WockTs MS. drafts of this

portion of the Life the word occurs several times, variously

written scramble and scamble.]

t b. To struggle wildly. Obs.

1591 Lylv Sapho <}• Phao iv. iii, He [a stockdoue]. .scam-

bling to catch hold to harbor in the house hee had made,.

.

sodainely fell.

2. trans. To scatter (money, food) for a crowd
to scramble for. Obs. exc. dial.

Also Sc. (Roxb.) * Skemmel, skammel, to throw things

hither and thither in a slovenly and careless way ' (Jam.).

«573-*» Tusser Husb. (1878) 1:2 Keepe threshing, .to haue
to be suer fresh chaffe in the bin. And somewhat to scamble,

for hog and for hen. 1600 Holland Livy lxix. 1246 C. Ma-
rius..had purchased a sixth Consulship by a largesse of

money skambled amongst the tribes. 1894 Northttmbld.

Gloss, s. v., At weddings it is customary to scammle money
after leaving the church.

f 3. To seize in a scuffle ; hence, to take in a rapa-

cious or unscrupulous manner. Const, away. Obs.

1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1629) 150 Hee will not be a

raiser of new stirrs in Italy ; as divers of them to scamble

somewhat for theyr owne haue beene. 1638 Ford Fancies

1. iii, Perhaps The scambling halfe a duccat now and then

To rore and noyse it with the tailing hostesse. 1695 Wood
Life 9 Nov. (O. H. S.) III. 495 There were

.
on7 some

gentlemen and ordinary people, .in the Area who [after the

king's departure] rudely scamb[I]ed away all the banquet.

4. intr. To make one's way as best one can ; to

stumble along, lit. andyf^. Now only dial.

Also Sc. 'to climb or walk over slight or loose obstacles,

to climb over rocks or walls * (Jam. s. v. Skemmel).

1571 Campion Hist. /ret. To Rdr. (1633), From thence to

Henry the Eight, because nothing is extant orderly written,

..I scamble forward with such records as could be sought

up. 1579 GossoN Seh. Abuse 23 b, I haue in my voyage

suffred wrack with Vlisses, & wringing-wett scambled with

life to the shore. x6« Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. in. xv. 181

When they contemne Learning, & think themselues suffi-

ciently qualified, if they can write & read, or scamble at
a piece of Evidence. 1685 H. More Cursory Refl. Baxter
8 Having scambled through a multitude of Authors carelesly

and superficially, he was [etc.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
To Scamble, to rove or wander up and down. 1901 Miss
Hayden Trav. round Village ii. 42 You had best try an*
scamble through the water afoor 'tis too late. Ibid. xv. 254
How do 'ee manage to scamble along wi'out Kizzy?

fb. To make shift, find means somehow. Obs.
1608 Merry Devil Edmonton D 4 b, Be ready but to take

her at our hands, Leaue vs to scamble for her getting out.

f c. To make shift for a meal. Obs. rare"1
. (Cf.

Scambling vbl. sb. b.)

1591 Lyly Sapho fy Phao in. ii, Molus. I am in the deapth
of my learning driuen to a muse, how this lent I shall

scamble in the court, that was woont to fast so oft in the
Vniuersitie. Criti. Thy belly is thy God.

t d. quasi-trans. To scamble out : to get through
(a period of time) in a haphazard way. Obs.
1571 Campion Hist. Irel. xi. (1633)34 1° this division they

scambled out a few yeares, untill the malice of Carassus a
Britaine forced a quietnesse betweene them.

5. To throw out the limbs in a loose and awkward
manner in walking ; to shamble. Obs. exc. dial.

1633-1853 [see Scambling///. a.]. 1825 Jamieson, Skem-
mel, skemble, skammel.
6. trans. To collect in a haphazard or irregular

manner ; to scrape ' together', up. Now dial.

1577 Harrison England Ep. Ded., It may be.. that your
Honour will take offence at_ my rashe and rechlesse be-
hauiour vsed in the composition of this volume, and much
more that being scambled vp after this maner, I dare
presume [etc.]. e 159* Marlowe Jeto of Malta I. i.

(1633) ^ 3i They say we are a scatter'd Nation : X cannot
tell, but we haue scambled vp More wealth by farre then
those that brag of faith. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)

541 Before the enemie should perceive the weaknesse of his
power, which was not great, and scambled up upon the
suddain. 1638 Wotton Let. to Bacon 6 Nov. in Reliq.
IV. (1672)471 With this dispatch I will intermingle noother
vulgar subject, but hereafter I will entertain you with as
jolly things as I can scamble together. 1834 Tail's Mag.
'• 544/2 Each might, without much difficulty, 'scamble up
some sort of husband ' from among the corps.

7. To remove piecemeal ; to cut away.
1707 Mortimer //ft.s£. 426 Finding myWoodcutin patches,

and other parts of it scambled and cut before it was at its

Growth. 1888 Athenaeum 11 Feb. 186/2 This band. .was
left untouched when the sculptor scooped or scambled away
the substance to give depth of space for the relief of the
two figures.

Hence Sca'mble-shamble v. (twnce-wd.) intr.,

to lounge or shamble.
1887 Ruskin Praeterita II. 33a He went scamble-sham-

bling on, a plague to the end.

Scambler (skarmbla-i). Sc. Also 6 seamier,
skam(e)lar. [app. f. Scamble v. + -EU 1

.

The vb.t however, is app. not recorded in Sc. before the
igth c, and derivation from Scamble j^. 1

, a bench, would not

be inconsistent with the sense. Cf. Gael, sgimilcar.]

A parasite, sponger.
iSoo-ao^DuNBAR Axrwilxiii. 45 On pur hienes follows eik

. . ScafTaris, and scamleris in a nuke, And hall huntaris of

draik and duik. 1508 Kennedie Fiyting iv. Dunbar yt

Skaldit skaitbird, and commoun skamelar. 1533 Bellenden
Livy v. iii. (S. T. S.) II. 153 pe maist parte of be knichtis

. . war passand like skamlars tnrow be cuntre. 17*1 J. Kelly
Sc Prov. 274 It is well ken'd your Father's Son was never

a Scambler. [Foot-note. One that goes about among his

Friends for Meat.] 1755 Johnson Scambler (Scottish), a bold

intruder upon one's generosity or table.

Scambling (skas'mblirj), vbl. sb. [-iNol.J

The action of the vb. Scamble.
c 1538 R. Cowlev in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 98 Such

havok and skameling as they make was never seen, to the

utter pilling and beggering of the land. 1584 Leycesters

Commonw. 106 And how so euer thes two conioyned Earles,

do seeme for the tyme to draw together, and to playe

bootie : yet.. Hastings for ought I see, when he coinmeth

to the scambling, is like to haue no better luck by the Beare,

then his auncestor had once by the Boare. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, v. ii. 218. 1659 Gauden Serm. etc. (1660) 9 What-
ever scambling and confusion in Civil and Regular Magis-

tracy mens ambition brought on the state of the Jews, yet

[etc.!. 1878 Grosart H. More** Poems, Mem. Introd. 10/1

Those noble old folios, matterful and painstaking, and put-

ting to shame the literary scambling of to-day.

b. f The action of making shift for a meal or

for meals. Scambling day : see quot. {obs.). Also,

a makeshift or informal meal. Now only dial.

c 151a Regul. Northumberld. Househ. (1 770) 80 This is the

ordre of the Service of Meat and Drynk to be servyd upon
the Scamlynge Days in Lent Yerely as to say Mondays
and Setterdays thrughe out Lent and what they shall have att

the said Scamlyngs. 1563 PiLKiNGTON.etc. Burnynge Patties

Ch. I iiij, Some . . eat more at that one dynner, than the poore

man can get at three scamlinges on a day. 1606 Marston
Parasitaster 11. i, Come Sir, a stoole boy, the Court Feasts

are to vs Seruitors Court Fasts, such scambling, such shift

for to eate and where to eate. 1873 W. P. Williams &
W. A. Jones Somerset. Gloss., Scamblin, irregular meal.

Scambling (skce'mblirj),///. a. [-ING 2
.]

fl. Contentious, rapacious. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. i. 94, 1 know them, .. Scambling
out-facing, fashion-monging boyes. 1599— Hen. V, r. i. 4 The
scambling and vnquiet time, a 1639 Wotton Life Bucking,
ham (1642) 29 He was no sooner entred into the Town, but

a scambling Souldier clapt hold of his bridle. 1691 New
Disc, ofOld Intreague xvi. 28 Whose regular noise,. .Some
dreadful scambling combate did present.

2. Clumsily or carelessly executed; slipshod,

slovenly ; makeshift. Also of a person : Blunder-

ing, bungling.
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SCAMBLINGLY
1589 Nashe Anat. Absurd. Cj, Who is it, that reading

Bcuis of Hampton, can foibeare laughing, if he marlce what

scambling shyft he makes to ende his verses a like. 1599

Harsnet Disar.t. Fraud. Darrel 275 It is not llkelie that

the Diuell coulde bee dispossessed, by such almost pnuate,

slender, interrupted, and scambling prayers. 1653 H. More
Antid. Ath. 11. vii. § 5 (1712) 61 Or if you will say, that

there may some scambling shift be made without them [etc.).

1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston 721 [Provincialisms.] You've

made a scambling dinner, I fear. 1884 Rogers Six Cent.

IVork $ Wages II. 412 The establishment of a rule that

members of such unions would denounce and expose dis-

honest and scambling work.

3. Irregular, rambling, scattered.

159a Wyrley Amtoriefyj The scambling chace eight leags

endurd right, Ending almost at the gate of Reans. 1657

Owen RevieivNat. Schism ix. 141 To declare the way of his

exerting his Authority.. is not a matter to be tossed up and
down in this scambling chase. 1658 Evelyn Diary 27 Sept.,

To Bedington,. .a fine old hall, but a scambling house. 1680

Morden G«#'. Rect.,Ganges Penins. 404 Her Capital City,

which is large but scambling. 170a D. Granville Rem.
(Surtees) 241 Letters, .to my scatter'd, scambling, and some-
times scabby sheep. 1786 tr. Sfarrmaii's Voy. 324 Being

. .upon a plain under the shelter of a few scambling thorn.

trees. 1891 Reports Provinc.Dev.(E..T>.T>.) There wad'n on'y

two or dree scamlin ones [sc. pheasants) down thick way.

4. Straddling, shambling.
1633 Ford Love's Sacr. v. i, Can you imagine, Sir, the

name of Duke Could make a crooked leg, a scambling foot,

..fit for a Ladies pleasure, no. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufit's
Theat. Ins. 952 The Gnat . . hath six long crooked scambling
legs, .growing from his prominent breast. 1852 R. S. Sur-
tees Sponge's Sp. Tour viii. 33 On horseback, Tom was a .

.

hard-bitten little fellow.., while on foot he was the most
shambling, scambling, crooked-going crab that ever was seen.

Hence Sca'mblingly adv.
1611 Cotgk. s. v. Griffe, Griffe graffe, by hooke or by

crooke, . . scambl ingly, catch that catch may. 1755 in Johnson.

Soame, variant ofScAUM; obs. form of Shame.

t Sca*mel. Obs. rare~'. Meaning uncertain:

the statement in quot. 1866 is of doubtful value.

Some have proposed to read staniel.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 176 And sometimes Tie get thee

young Scamels from the Rocke. [1866 H. Stevenson
Birds of Norfolk II. 260 At Blakeney Mr. Dowell states

that bar-tailed godwits are known to the local gunners by
the singular appellation of 'Picks 1 and 'Scamells \ . .He
believes by *Scamells' aie meant the females and those

found singly in autumn.]

Scamely, obs. form of Scammony.
Seamier, Scamles: seeScAMBLEB.ScAMBLEji.1

Scammatie, variant of Scamato Obs.

tScammel, a. Obs. rarer '. [Perh. connected

with Scamble v. : cf. Sc. ske.mmel ' a tall, thin,

ungainly person ' (Jam.) ; also dial, scrammel
' a lean, gaunt, ill-favoured person or animal'

(E.D.D.).] Lean, scraggy.

1658 tr. Porta's Nat. Magic 11. ix. 39 That [mule] which
is begotten of the wilde Asse, cometh nothing behind the

other, but only that it is unruly and stubborn, and^ some-
what scammel, like the Sire [L. nisi, quod . .strigosum

patris pro/eret habitum],

i
Scarn.mcvn.ial, a. Obs. rare — 1

, [f. L.

scammoni-um + -al.] = Scammoniate a.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. v. xiii. 167 Rhabarb or

some scamoniall Medicine is often added to Cassia.

t ScammO'niate , a. and sb. Obs. [ad. mod. L.

scammoniaius (neut. -alum as used subst.), f. L.

scammonium Scammony.] A. adj. Made with or

containing scammony ; hence, purgative. Also_/ff.

x6ao Bp. Andrewes Serm., Holy Ghost xiii. (1629) 740
Neither Scammoniate, tormenting the conscience ; nor yet

Opiate stupifying it. 1651 Biggs New Disp. § 113 A Scam-
moniate medicine. 1725 Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 389 The
hot, scammoniate, aloetic Purgers seem not so proper.

B. sb. A medicine containing scammony; a

purgative medicine.
166s M. N. Med. MedUinx-fi<) Ill-corrected Scammoniates.

Scammonic (skamp'nik), a. Chem. [f. L.

scammon-ium Scammony + -ic] Scammonic acid

=jalapic acid : see Jalapin.
1864 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Client. XVI. 408.

Scammonin (skae'imftiin). Chem. [Formed as

prec. + -IN.] = Jalapin. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.

t Scammonite, «• Obs.rare~ x
. [ad. L. scam-

mffniles, a. Gr. oKaniuvv'tTrp, f. oxannoivia Scam-
mony.] Medicated with scammony.
1601 Holland Pliny xiv. xvi. I. 421 In like mailer also is

made the Scammonite wine.

Scammony (skaem^ni). Forms: 1 soamonie,
(-am, Lat. accus.), 3 soamoi(e)ne, 5 scamely,
5-6 scamonie, scammonye. 5-7 soamony, 5
skamonye, 7 -ony, 6-7 scammonie, 6- scam-
mony. [ad. L. scammonia, scammonium (also

scammoned), a. Gr. axa^uavia, -aviov. Cf. OF.
scamonee, escamonie (mod.F. scammonie), Pr., Sp.,

Pg. escamonea, It. scammonea.']

1. A gum-resin obtained from the tuberous roots

of Convolvulus Scammonia (see sense 2) used in

medicine as a strong purgative; also, the dried

tuberous root from which the drug is prepared.
Also with qualifying word indicating the place of export,

esp. in A leppo, Smyrna scammony.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 272 Nim scamoniam \<;n penis

gewe^e & gegnid smsele. /bid., Wyrtdrenc scamonian
jeceos bus. c xaos Lay. 17740 Appas.. dude ber to atter ba

scamoiene {c 1175 scamoine] hatte. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy

172

in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 173 That wee sliulde have no nede
to skamonye, Turbit, euforbe [etc.]- c 1475 Non-Cycle
Mystery PI. (E.E.T.S.) 73/506, I haue gyven hyr a drynke
madewyth scamely. ijafi Crete Herball ccccciii. (1529)

Cciij b, Scamony is often contrefayted with mylke of y*

herbe of catapucie. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 19 You may make
it as strong a Purging Medicine, as Scammony. 1875 H. C.
Wood Therap. (1879) 470 Scammony acts upon the system
like jalap, but is somewhat more irritating.

fig. 1678 B. R. Let. Pop. Friends 4 What Protestant

Scammony is strong enough to make a thorough-pae'd
Catholick Disgorge Infallibility ?

b. (See quot.)

1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 956 A spurious kind of Scam-
mony. has been prepared from the root of Convolvulus
(Calystegia) senium; and several plants belonging to the

order Asclepiadacese yield a purgative exudation which has
been used under the names of Montpelher and Bourbon
Scammony.
2. The plant Convolvulus Scammonia, native in

Syria and Asia Minor, having a fleshy root which
furnishes the scammony (sense 1) of commerce.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 61 Scammony . .hath a leafe like

Iuie. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccv. 716 Of Scammonie,
or purging Bindweed. 178s Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xvi.

191 This genus contains several remarkable plants; as

Scammony. .and Jalap.

3. altrib.

1871 Garrod Mat. Med.(ed.$) 282 Compound Scammony
Powder... Scammony Mixture. Ibid. 283 Scammony resin

also forms an important ingredient in extractum colocynthi*

dis compositum. 1887 Bentlev Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 627 This
Scammony as also Scammony Root, and Scammony Resin,

are official in the British Pharmacopoeia.

Scamoniall: see Scammonial.
Scamoty, variant of Scamato Obs.

Scamp (skaemp), sb. Also 9 Sc. skemp. [f.

Scamp vj]
1. A highway robber, arch.

178a Messink Choke 0/ Harlequin (Farmer), Ye scamps,

ye pads, ye divers. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue%

Scamp, a highwayman; royal scamp, a highwayman who
robs civilly ; royal foot scamp, footpads who behave in like

manner. 1809 G. Andrewes Diet. Slangy Scampfoot, a
street robber, a foot pad, spicer. 1834 H. Ainsworth Rook-
ivoodiw. v, A rank scampi

+ b. Highway robbery. Obs,

1786 Life Miss Davies n He resolved to go upon the

scamp. 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet, s.v., The game of

highway robbery is called the scamp. ..Donefor a scamp
signifies convicted of a highway robbery.

2. A good-for-nothing, worthless person, a ne'er-

do-well, 'waster*; a rascal. Also playfully as

a mild term of reproof.

a. 1808 Jamieson, Scamp, a cheat, a swindler ; often used

as to one who contracts debt, and runs off without paying

it, Loth., Perths. 1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Scamp, a

mean rascal, a fellow devoid of honour and principle. 1833

Marryat P. Simple xxix, He was a sad scamp. 1837

Dickens Pickw. xlvii, Those are the cleverest scamps I

ever had any thing to do with. 1844 Lockhart Let. 13 May
in Life A Lett. (1897) II. 199 Ben Disraeli, the Jew scamp,

has published a very blackguard novel. 1874 L. Stephen
Hours in Libr. (1892) II. vi. 181 The prodigal who has been
with scamps in gambling-houses. 1878 Browning Poets
Croisic 133 This scamp Voltaire !

J3. 1818 Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck I. 110 Ye're surely

some silly skemp of a fallow, to draw out your sword on a
puir auld woman. 18*4-7 Moir Mansie Wauch xxii. (1828)

339 Skemps that had not wherewithal to pay lawful debts.

3. U.S. (Seequots.)
1882 Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 538

Trisotropisfalcaius Poey.—Scamp. 1884 G. B. Goode, etc.

Nat. Hist. Agnatic A nim. 413 Another fih\\..Mycteroperca

/alcata, is called at Pensacola by the name ' Scamp '.

Scamp (skaemp), zj.1 [app. cogn. with Scamper
v,, which occurs earlier. An earlier evidence of

the word may exist in the mock-heraldic Scampant
(<r 1585).] intr. fa. cant. (See quot. 1753). b.

Sc. With advs. about, off (See quot. 1867).

1753 Disc. John Poulter (ed. 2) 39 I'll scamp on the

Panney ; [— ] I'll go on the Highway. 1867 Gregor
Banffsh. Gloss., Scamp, to go about in an idle manner;
often with the idea of mischief; followed by aboot and
through.

Scamp (skxmp), v.- [Prob. of dialectal origin

;

cf. Skimp v., used dial, in the same sense ; the

source may possibly be ON. skemma to shorten, f.

skatnm-r short : see Scant a,]

1. trans. To do (work, a task, etc.) negligently

or hurriedly. Also to scamp off, over. Cf. Skimp v.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 392 (Printer) The
best work which cannot be 'scamped' over. 1861 Smiles
Engineers I. n From the very earliest times the tendency

to 'scamp ' work seems to have existed. 1867 G. Musgrave
Nooks in Old France I. ii. 80 A perilous mode of scamping
off their work. 1888 W. P. Frith Autobiog. III. v. 112 A
portrait, in which. .the man's figure had been what we call
1 scamped '.

absol. 1859 Smiles Self-Help viii. 211 There are trades-

men who adulterate, contractors who 'scamp' [etc,].

2. U.S. intr. (in quot. quasi-^<z«.r.) To be stingy

or excessively economical. Cf. Skimp v.

1894 C. Meriwether in Nation 16 Aug. 116/2 If three or

four collars more are added for rent, the tenant either scamps
the life out of himself and family, or crops the land to death.

3. Comb. : scamp-work, scamped work.
1840 Marryat Olla Podr. xxviii, To use a joiner's phrase,

everything abroad is comparatively scamp-work. 1884 E. H.
Plumptre in Expositor Apr. 275 What we call 'scamp-

work' in building was as common.. in Ezekiel's time, as it

is with us.

SCAMPERING.

Hence Scamped///, a.

1871 Carlvle in Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 198 The house
was . . misbuilt . . a despicable, cockney, scamped edifice. 1885

J. G. Wood My Garden Wall in Longm. Mag. VI. 518
This one little bit of 'scamped' brickwork is almost the
only part that is worth watching.

t Sca*mpant. Obs. nonce-wd. [quasi-Her.
after Rampant ; cf. Scamp v.~\

£1585 in Pel. Ant. II. 122 [Burlesque coat of arms] A
lyther lad scampant, a roge in his ragges.

II Scampavia (skampavra). Also 8 scam-
pavie. [It., f. scampare to run off, decamp (see

Discamp v.) + via way, away.] A swift sailing

vessel used in the Mediterranean.
1723 Pres. St. Russia I. 35 Three Russian Scampavies

full of Russian Soldiers. x8oa Naval Chron. VIII. 122
Quick sailing little vessels called scampavias. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Scampavia, a fast rowing war boat of
Naples and Sicily.

Scamper (skae'mpaj), sb.1 [f. Scamper v.~\

The action of scampering, in the senses of the vb.;

also, an instance of this. Also in the phrases to be

on or upon the scamper, to put to the scamper.
1697 Vanbrugh Msop Pref., The first day it [sc. this Play]

appear'd, 'twas routed.., the fourth it gave a vigorous
Attacque, and the fifth put all the Feathers in Town to the
scamper. 1766 Colman & Garrick Clandestine Marr. v.

ii, If we had not watch'd them and call'd up the fammaly,
they had been upon the scamper to Scotland by this time.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. xi. f 4 Those who are always on
the scamper see a great deal of the country. 1885 Fieid

7 Feb. 147/3 A f°x - 'le<l hounds a short but merry scamper
over a stiff country. 1888 Burgon 12 Gd. Men II. v. 4 He
loved, .a scamper round the garden.

Scamper(sk3e*mp3j), sb? [f.ScAMPz>.2 + -£Ri.]

One who scamps work.
1851 Mavhew Loud. Labour II. T99 To a notorious

'scamper', he one morning sent three cart-loads of *mac*
at is. a load, all to be used in the erection of. . one , . house.
1884 C. Gibbon By Mead * Stream II. xxxii. 144 Work
was scamped : he detected it, and dismissed the scampers.

Scamper (skse'mpai), v. [Of uncertain origin.

In our quots. first recorded in 1687, but very common be-

tween that date and T700. Not improbably the word was
originally military slang, either from obs. Du. schampen 'to

escape or flie, or to begone' (Hexham 1660), which is a. OF.
escamper to decamp, or from It. scampare to decamp, run
away: see Discamp v. A less likely, though possible, sup-

position is that it represents a ME. derivative of the OF.
word, preserved in some non-literary dialect.]

tl- intr. To run away, decamp, l bolt \ Obs.

1687 T. Brown Saints tn UproarWks. T720 I. 89 It rejoices

me to consider, with what wonderful Alacrity you EacSC
Ursula and her Virgins] scamper'd over the Alps, and with-

out a Farthing of Money in your Pockets. 1688 in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. i44Upon beat of drum, .[they] have
scampered away, and by flight provided for their safety.

1693 Dennis Impartial Critick hi. 18 Beanm.. .But whose
are those Verses ? If they are thine, I scamper immediately.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 189 We were fore'd to cut our Cables
in all haste, and scamper away as well as we could. 01700
B. E. Diet. Canting Creiv, Scamper, to run away, or Scowre
off, either from Justice, as Thieves, Debtors, Criminals, that

are pursued; or from ill foitune, as Soldiers that are re-

pulsed or worsted. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I.

191 The wagoners took each a horse out of his team and
scampered. i8aa Byron Juan viii. lxxv, The Turks at

first pretended to have scamper'd. 1833 M. Scorr Tom
Cringle ix, The few of the Pirates who had escaped having
scampered into the woods.

2. To run or caper about nimbly ; to go or

journey hastily from place to place. Also with

advs. about, away, off, etc.

1691 [see Scampering vbl. sb.]. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 517
For which reason, I suppose, they represented so many
Serpents scampering about in the printed Picture that was
made of him. 1760-8 Golusm. Cit. W. Pref., I have been
set up for half-pence, to fret and scamper at the end of my
chain [like a dancing bear]. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch.
Strike i. 3 Barefooted children were scampering up and
down these stairs at play. 183s Willis Pencillings II.

xlvi. 63 The current scampers through between the two
castles. 1873 Holland A. Bonnie. ii\. 60 A black fox dashed
across our way, and, giving us a scared look, scampered
into cover. x88a Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. L 3 He is

devoured by impatience to be scampering off again.

fig. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne 11. xiii. 285 She could

just scamper through the scales.

Hence Sca'mpered///. a.

1894 Mrs. Dyan Man's Keeping(iBgg) 249 After a scam-
ered-through breakfast. 1906 Daily News 21 Mar. 6/5
'he usual scampered mid-day meals.

Scamperer (skccmpsrai). [f. Scamper v. +
-er 1 .] One who scampers ; + ? a street ruffian.

171a Steele Sped. No. 276 f 3 A very gay.. old Man..
who has been, he tells me, a Scowrer, a Scamperer, a Breaker

of Windows [etc.]. x8oa Miss Edgeworth Manoeuvring
vi. (1809) 149 This ever idle, ever busy scamperer. 1804

Hull Advertiser 4 Feb. 3/3 A gang of scamperers. 1871

Tvndall Forms of Water § 14 p 123 They were no idle

scamperers on the mountains that made these wild recesses

first known.

Scampering (skse'mparin), #£/.*£. [f. Scamper
v. + -ing».] In the senses of the verb.

1691 Mountfort Greenwich Park 11. iii. 22 Sir Tho...
Lets have a Dance... La. Haz. I think we had better

Dance at Home. ..Sir Tho. Agreed, then we'll first to

Supper, and then for a Rubbers at scampring. 1765 Tucker
Lt. Nat. II. 677 Nobody else can know in what instances

I have restrained its [sc. a horse's] scampering*. 1843
Macaulay Ess., Mine. DA rblay r 40 A cry of ' The King !

was set up. A general scampering followed. i86fi G. Mac-
donald A. Forbes 25 A terrible noise of scrambling and
scratching and scampering in the very toom be>ide her.
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SCAMPERING.

Scampering (sk;e'mparirj),///.<i. [f. Scamper
v. + -ing -.] In senses of the verb.

1859 K. Cornwallis Panorama of New World I. 199 A
scampering crowd of agile young runners. 1876 Bf.sant &
Rice Cold. Butterfly Prol. 1 In these days of Pacific Rail-
way's and scampering Globe Trotters.

Scamphood (skarmphud). nonce-wd. [f.

Scamp sb.+ -hood.] The quality of being a scamp.
1866 Carlvle E. Irving in Remin. (1881) I. 205 Hazlitt,

. .a fine talent too, but tending towards scamphood.

Scamping (skarmpirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scamp v.-
+ -ing l.J The action of the vb. Scamp.
1861 Smiles Engineers III. 467 He did all thoroughly and

honestly. There was no scamping with him. 1890 \V. I.

Gordon Foundry 150 A scamping in the work, ..a flaw in
the metal, may mean the destruction of the train.

Scamping (skse-mpirj),///. a.i [f. Scamp vA
or sb. + -ing C] That behaves as a scamp, good-
for-nothing.
183a \V. Stephenson Gateshead Poems 63 The scamping,

filthy loon. 1839 Storehouse Axholme 244 note, You are
not one of these scamping Dutchmen, but one of the original
. . inhabitants of the country.

Scamping {skx-mpii)), ppt. a.2 [f. Scamp v.-

+ -ING 2.J Oi a workman, etc. : That scamps work.
1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour 1 1. 199 One man . . informed me

that ' mac ' was most in demand among scamping builders.

Scampish (skarmpij),*. [f. Scamp j*. + -ish.]

Having the character or disposition of a scamp
;

characteristic of a scamp.
1847 De Quinckv Sp. Mil. Nun xxiii. Wks. 1854 III. 76

The alcade personally renewed his regrets for the ridiculous
scene of the two scampish oculists. 189a Nation 28 Apr.
325/3 His temporary religious fervor isascampish aberration.

Hence Sea mpishly adv., Scampishness.
1858 S. Bvooks Cord. Knot ii. (i860) 16 But he did his best

for Arundel, alternately dilating upon the scampisfiness of
Robert Spencer and the vulgarity of his wife [etc.]. 1880
Miss Braddon jfust as Iam ix, Vargas had been scampishly
disposed at his best.

t Scampsman. Obs. [f. scamp's, Scamp sb.

1 b + Mas sb.] A highwayman.
•799 Spirit Publ. Jrnts. (1805) III. 352 Memorandum.—

If any thing done by scampsmen on the Fulham road, send
the traps to pull up Bounce and Blunderbuss. 1834 H. Ains-
worth Rookwood 111. v, * The Game of High Toby ', Forth
to the heath is the Scampsman gone.

Scampy (skae-mpi), a. [1. Scamp sb. + -t.]

— SCAMPISH. In some recent Diets.

Scan (sksen), sb. [f. Scan v.] The action of
scanning; close investigation or scrutiny; per-
ception, discernment; a scanning look.
1706 Col. Rec Pennsylv. II. 266 May bear the scan of our

superiors. 1775 Washington 28 Nov. in Sparks Writings
(1834) III. 178 (Funk) What will be the end of these
manoeuvres is beyond my scan. 1817 Hare Guesses (1859)
215 The princes and lords of thought shoot forth their winged
words into regions beyond the scan of the people. i8j8
Coleridge Card. Boccaccio™ All spirits, .that . . lent a lustre
to the earnest scan Of manhood, musing what and whence
is man. 1903 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 480/1 A curious watch-
fulness pervades every man—a quick scan of every rock and
bush on walking abroad.

Scan (skaen), v. Also a. 4-7 scanne, 6-7
scann, skan(ne. B. 5-8 scand. [ad. L. scand!re,
lit. to climb, in late L. to ' scan verses. Cf. F.
scander (perh. the source, but in Fr. diets, first

cited from the 16th c), Sp. cscandir, It. scandere
(also to climb), G. skandiren, Du. skandeeren.
The Latin word is cogn. w. Sk. stand to leap and Gr.

<T<c*rla\ov stumbling-block, Scandal; derivatives in Eng.
are Scansion, Scansorv etc., Scale sb.1

; also, from L. com-
pounds, the vbs. ascend, descend, transcend.]

1. trans. To analyse (verse) by determining the
nature and number of the component feet or the
number and prosodic value of the syllables; to
indicate the structure or test the correctness of (a
verse) by reciting it with metrical emphasis and
pauses, or by counting on the fingers the feet as
they occur in recitation. Also occas. to describe
prosodicaUy (a word or sequence of words) ; to
find (a particular kind of foot) in a given portion
of a verse.

». 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. Ixxxv. (BodL MS),
& who kanne scanne [in 1495 printed scand] averse may
knowe h* be myddel silable slondeb for a schorte silable in

be secunde verse, c 1440 Promp. Pan: 442/2 Scanne verse
{P. scannyn versis), scando. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep. B ij,

Those verses.. Whichelonge deliberation.. hath not. .on the
fingers scande. a 1613 Overburv A wife, etc (1638) 93 He
treads in a rule, and one hand scannes verses, and the other
holds his scepter. 1638 H. Rainsford in G. Sandys' Div.
Poems To Author, Thy Lines I weigh not by th'Originall

;

Nor skan thy Words how evenly they fall. 1706 W. Walsh
Let. to Pope 9 Sept, P.s Wks. (1736) V. 51 They scan their
verses upon their fingers. 1874 Svmonds in Forln. Rev.
Dec. 769 But a trochee in the fourth place ! (for so he
[Johnson] scanned the lines), O Milton and Cowley ! shame
upon your ears ! Ibid. 770 Critics like Todd think nothing
of scanning an anapaest in the place of one of Johnson's
feet. 1900 Skeat Chaucer Canon \ 15 It is impossible to
scan the Ormulum until one has learnt the grammar.
iransf. 1791-a Wordsw. Descr. Sk. 147 There an old man

an olden measure scanned On a rude viol.

0. 1495 [see quot 1308 in a]. 1643-53 Leichton Covtm.
1 Pet. ii. 12 (1693) 366 The word is My Observers, or those
that scand my wayes every foot of them, that examine them
as a Verse, ..If there be but a wrong measure in them, they
will.. mark it. 17*9 Mandeville Fab. Bees II. 416 The
manner of standing and chanting those Verses.
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b. absol.

1643 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 292 An eare
that could measure a just cadence, and scan without articu-
lating. 1735 Pope To Arbuthnot 165 Each Wight, who
reads not, but who scans and spells, a 1740 J. Warton
Sappho's Advice 30 A pen I handled for a fan, And learnt
not how to dance but scan.

c. intr. (for pass.}. To admit of being scanned,
to be found metrically correct.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iii, Martin, .proceeded. .to
convert these. . into Latin that would scan. 1863 F. A. Paley
tr. Aeschylus 184 note, The lines will neither scan nor con-
strue like ordinary verses.

f 2. trans. To criticize ; to test or estimate the
correctness or value of; to judge by a certain rule

or standard. Sometimes with allusion to sense I

.

C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. t. (Camden) 95 Constantinus..did
banishe Arrius,. .bie cause hee went abowte to skanne the
Christian relltgion with mischevus lies and glosinges [quod
Christiana dogmata nefariis commentis vtetiri est impie
coualits). 1584 Cogan Haven Health cexviii. (1636) 252 If
a man would exactly scanne the temperature of beere. 1607
Hieron Wks. I. 179 The loue of fathers toward their chil-

dren, . . of egles to their young ones, of hens to their chickens,
all these haue beene but shadowes to it, but no sufficient

measures by which to skanne it [sc. God's mercy]. 1618
Naunton in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 64 For to write I

had neither leysure, nor lyst to have my lines scanned by
any equivocating preists. 1671 Drvden Conq. Granada 11.

i, The Rule of Happiness by Reason scan. 173a Pope Ess.
Man 11. 1 Know then thy self, presume not God to scan.

1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759) I. u 64 We attempt to scan
the divine Justice by our narrow conceptions of it. 1764
Goi.dsm. Traz\ 313, I see the lords of human kind pass by.
. .True to imagin d right, above control, While e'en the pea-
sant boasts these rights to scan, And learns to venerate
himself as man. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. Ind. II. v. iv. 428
The feeble discernment which has generally scanned the
proceedings of the East India Company.
0. 1585 J. Noroen Sinfull Man's Solace 161 b, If thou,

oh sillie booke, doe chaunce To light into the hand Of any
such as takes delight Ech others worke to scand.

t b. intr. To pass judgement on, upon ; to form
an opinion of. Often in indirect passive. Obs.
158a A. Munday Eng. Romayne Lyfe i. 10 But when the

Pope had scanned on this hasty business, .they were denyed
their request. 1583 Goldikg Calvin on Dent, v. 36/1 By
these wordes he betokenelh, that wee must rest wliolely
vppon that which God saiih, and not stande scanning after
our owne fancies. Ibid. xhi. 76/1 When men will needes
scanne of Gods workes and prouidence according to their
owne reason : they shall finde thinges to grudge at. 1587
Turberv. Trag. Tales 42, I leaue for you to scan, Both of
the maydens rich attyre, and Jewels of the man. 1589
Puttenham Eng. Pocsie (Arb.) 132, I intend not to proceed
any further in this curiositie. .nor. .lo haue it put in exe-
cution in our vulgar Poesie, but to be pleasantly scanned
vpon. 160s Rowlands Tis Merrie^ir.. 23 And when they
meete, they do discourse and scan About whose choyce
hath got the kindest man. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of
God 111. xvii. 132 If this hadde hapened in our times, Lord
how it would haue beene scanned vppon.

3. trans. To examine,consider,or discuss minutely,

f To scan out : to discover by examination.
1550 Crowley [nfornt. «y Petit. 706 Scan the wordes of

the Psalmist concernyng this mattier. 1586 Let. to Earl
Leicester 16 But you Lawyers are so nice in sifting and
skanning euery woorde and letter. 1596 Babington Notes
upon Genesis x'u 82 The time of this lower built, and speech
confounded, may be asked. ..I stand not vpon coniectures
to scan it out. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 245 My Lord, I

would I might intreat your Honor To scan this thing no
farther. 1674 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 166 Whoever
scanns y* words of y* Adress cannot.. putt any other con-
struction upon them then such as we have done. 1770
Golosm. Des. I'ill. 161 Careless their merits or their faults

to scan, Hb pity gave ere charity began. i8a8 J. W.
Choker in C. Papers 11 July (1884), It is wonderful with
what facility and accuracy he scanned all those facts. 1871
Darwin Desc. Man II. xxi. 402 Man scans with scru-

pulous care, the character and pedigree of his horses , . before
he matches them. 1886 Uowen in Law Rip. 31 Chanc.
Div. 379 We ought not, I think, to scan the pleadings too
narrowly upon a question of the right to discovery.

ft. a 1635 Randolph Poems (1638) 11 The smooth Viper
every member [of sleeping Lycoris] scands.

t b. With clause as obj. Obs.
1558- Phaer sKncid hi. F iv b, And what those walls

shuld be we skanne, & councel great we take. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits v. 55 There riscth a like difficultie,

in skanning whence it commeth that nature made two eyes,

and two cares. i6at T. Williamson tr. Goulards Wise
Vieillard 189 It belongs to some god, to scan and to see
which of all these opinions is true.

1 4. To interpret, assign a meaning to. Obs.
1563 H eywood Prov. O iij. This woord enough twoo waies

we may skan. Thone much enough, thother littell enough.
160a Shaks. Ham. 111. iii. 75 And now lie doo't, and so tie

goes to Heauen, And so am I reueng'd : that would be
scann'd, A Villaine killes my Father, and for that I.. do
this same Villaine send To heauen. 1608 Willet Hexapla
Exod. 463 But concerning the limiting of the space of sixe

yeares for seruice, . . what might bee the reason thereof, thus

it is diuersly scanned. 1. Some do thus moralize it [etc.].

1611 Heywood Gold. Age v. i, The Fates.. Haue sum-
mon'd Saturnes three sonnes to the Tower, To them the

three Dominions to assure Of Heauen, of Sea, of Hell.

How these are scand, Let none decide but such as vnder-

stand. 1641 Milton Reform. 1. 4 Hence men came to scan
the Scriptures by the Letter.

5. To perceive, discern. Now rare.

1558 Phaer sEneid n. F j b. Whan sodenly the sound Of
feete we heare to tread, and men full thicke my father

skand. 1605 Hist. Copt. Stukeley C 4, My meaning had
you beene but heere euen now, you might haue scand with-

out my vtterance. 1768 Beattie Minstrel 1. 1, One part,

one little part, we dimly scan Through the dark medium of
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life's feverish dream. 1792 Cowper Stanzafor 1792 ii, Man
..not wise enough to scan His best concerns aright, Would
gladly stretch life's little span To ages, if he might. 1808
Scott Marmion in. xii, His thoughts I scan not; but I

ween, That [etc.]. 1868 Tennvson Lucretius 192 A satyr.

.

draws Nearer and nearer, and I scan him now Beastlier
than any phantom of his kind.

6. To look at searcliingly, examine with the eyes.
1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T„ Young Lady's T. II. 251

His wild.. eyes now scanned heaven impatiently. 1810
Scott Lady of L. 11. xxi, While Roderick scann'd, For her
dear form, his mother's band. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge
ii, 'Humph', he said, when he had scanned his features,
'I don't know you'. 1853 Kingslev Hypatia x. She. .sat
scanning him intently from head to foot. 1861 J. H. Bennet
Shores of Medit. 11. xii. (1875) 412 The lost dog will scan
the features of those who pass him in the street. 1893
F. C. Selous Trav. S. E. Africa 375, I climbed to the top
of the bill in order to scan the country on ahead.

t7. To climb. Obs. rare- 1
. [A latinism.]

1596 Spenser F. Q. vii. vi. 8 Whose silver gates, .she
entred,..Ne staide till she the highest stage had scand.
Hence Scanned ppl. a.

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. 11. ii. H iiij, As thou in lawfull
scanned vearse canste well descryue a thinge. 1598 Marston
Pygmal. iv. 154 When once they can in true skan'd verses
frame A braue Encomium of good Vertues name.
Seance (skaens), sb. Sc. Also 7-9 skance.

[f. Scance vX\ a. A glance ; a glimpse, b. A
gleam (of light).

a. J787 J. Skinner Misc. Poetry (1809) III. 108 O happy
hour. .That..gae him..Sae braw a skance Of Ayrshire's
dainty Poet. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873) 66
Then they stumbled on a field of the laird's.. and took a

' skance ' of what was going on there.
b. 1819-20 ' Antiquary ' St. Patrick 168 (Jam.l, I looket

up amang the craigs an saw a red scance o' light beekin'
on the taps o'the highest o' them.

Scance (skans), z\l Chiefly Sc. Also 6-7, 9
skance, 7-S scause. [app. f. L. scans-, ppl. stem
of scandlre to climb, to Scan.]

1 1. trans. To examine critically, to scrutinize

;

to turn over in one's mind, to reflect on ; also (with
indirect question as obj.), to debate with oneself,
' wonder . Cf. Scan v. 2, 3. Obs.
1597 Montcomerie Chcrrie <y Slae 1357 Give him jour

glide advyce; And panse not, nor skance not, The perril
nor the pryce. 1603 Philotus ci, Full oft this matir did 1
skance, Bot with my self befoir. 1638 H. Adamson Muses
Threnodie (1774) 161 How that can be forgote I greatlie
scance.

2. intr. To reflect, comment, descant. Const.
of, on, upon. Cf. Scan v. 2 b.
1606 Rollock Led. 2 Thess. 28 (Jam.) To scanse of these

things ouer far it is but vaine curiositie. 1739 A. Nicoi.
Nature without Art 69 Oh my Muse, I want Engine To
scance upon the Ancient Name. Ibid. 80, I ne'er admire
the Learned, tho' they Scance On Stile and Numbers. 180S
A. Douglas Poems 151 (Jam.) Now round the ingle in a
ring On public news they re scancin*.

t3. = Scan vX Obs. rare-- 1
.

17°* T. Watt Gram, made easy (1742) 78 To know how
to Scanse the 10 Ode of the first Book [of HoraceJ
4. trans. To climb. (Cf. Scan v. 7.)
1714R. Smith Poems(i8sil 112 His Pious Soul did Jacob's

Ladder scanse. 1861 R. \V\ Dixon To Shadow viii, If ever
thou didst scance In a wayward wistful dance Up and
down. .On the wall with giant scrawl.

Scance (skans), w.2 Chiefly Sc. [Of obscure
origin ; cf. Askance.]
1. intr. To glance, look with disdain.
l6nCoryat'sCnidities Panegyr. Verses h j b, The Country

Boores dasht with the matter Beganne on him to skance
awry. 1883 R. Cleland Inchbracken xiv. 113 Cockin'her
neb at decent folk, an' scancin' at my tuscan bonnet.

2. To make a display or show.
1813 Picken Poems I. 123 (Jam.) In silk an' sattin ilk ane

seances, An' gawze beside.

Hence Sca'ncing ///. a.

a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 344 Where now cou'd
shine The scancin glories o' carmine?

Scance, obs. form of Sconce (fort).

Scand, rare obs. form of Sand sb.-

Scandal (skxtidM), sb. Forms: a. 3soandle,
schandle, schaundle ; 0. 6-7scandale,soandall,

7 skandall, 6- scandal. [Early ME. scandle,

scha{u)ndle, a. ONF. escandle, Central OF.
eschandle, semi-popular ad. eccl. L. scandalum
cause of offence or stumbling, ad. Gr. anavbaKov,

recorded only in Hellenistic literature, in the fig.

sense ' snare for an enemy, cause ofmoral stumbling',

but certainly an old word meaning 'trap' (cf. the

derivative anav8a\T]6pov spring of a trap), believed

to be f. the Indogermanic *sitand- to spring, leap

:

cf. L. scandere to climb, to Scan.
Before the 16th c. the word occurs only in the Ancren

Riwle, exc in the forms treated s.v. Slander sb. (from the
OF. variants escandre, esclandre). In the 16th c. it was
re-adopted from the Latin in the form scandal, possibly
after the Fr. learned form scamlale, which had been intro-

duced to represent the strict sense of eccl. L. scandalum,
as distinguished from the senses that had been developed
by F. esclandre. Cf. Sp. escdndalo, Pg. escandalo. It.

scandalo, G. skandal (which has developed the sense ' up-
roar '), Du. schanttaal.)

1. In religious use. a. Discredit to religion

occasioned by the conduct of a religious person

;

t conduct, on the part of a religious person, which

brings discredit on religion. Also, perplexity of
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conscience occasioned by the conduct of one who
is looked up to as an example.
a. a ix*$ Ancr. R. 12 Auhhwarse wummon liueSoSer mon

bi him one, eremite o6er ancre, of bincges wiouten hwarof
scandle ne kume : nis nout muche strencSe. Ibid. 108 Auh
er ben bet biddunge arere eni scbaundle, er heo ouh for to

deien martir in hire meseise. Unci. 380 5^ nowen nout un-

nen bet eni vuel word kome of ou : uor schandle is heaued
sunne.
0. 1581 Pettik tr. Guazzos Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 135

A punishment of her lightnesse and vanitie, by meanes
whereof she hath giuen occasion of scandale and offence.

a 1633 G. Herbert Priest io Temple xxiv, So for Scandall

:

what scandall is, wher given or taken ; whether, there being
two precepts, one of obeying authority, the other of not
giving scandall, that ought not to be preferred, especially

since in his obeying there is scandall also. 1740 C. C.
Graves in Wesley's Jrnl. 1741-3 (1749) 63, I am heartily

sorry, that I have given offence and scandal, by frequenting

the meetings and attending the expositions of the persons
commonly call'd Methodists. 1863 Krouoe Hist. Eng. VII.

24 Catholics-. could not appear in Protestant assemblies
without causing scandal to the weaker"brethren.

b. Something that hinders reception of the faith

or obedience to the Divine law; an occasion of
unbelief or moral lapse; a stumbling-block; =
Offence 2.

The New Testament phrase flhe scandal of the Cross
(Gr. to <TKav&a\ov tou OTaupou, Vulg. scandalum cruris)

seems to have been used by some writers with a colouring
derived from sense 2.

158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xiii. 41 They shal gather out
of his kingdom al scandals. — Gal. v. 11 Then is the
scandal [1611 offence; 1880 (Revised) stumbling-block] of
the crosse euacuated. 1607 B. Barnes Divils Charter 1. i.

A 3 b, Since all skandalls are remou'd and cleer'd. 1619
Sanderson Serm. \. (1689) 3 Despising is both a grievous
sin in the despiser, and a dangerous scandal to the despised.

1625 Bacon Ess., Unity in Religion (Arb.) 423 Heresies and
Schtsmes, are of all others, the greatest Scandals. 1689
Hickerincill Modest Intj. in. 28 Are not they that thus
Excommunicate, the Schismaticks, by laying a Scandal in

their Brothers way; 1754 Sherlock Disc. I. vii. 214 The
Resurrection.. has wiped away the Scandal and Ignominy
of the Cross. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc. (1873) 107 Then,
heavenly calmness, lest thou fall, Where scandals line the
way. 187a A. de Vere Leg. St. Patrick 117 That Crown
of Truths, Scandal of fools, and conqueror of the world.
1908 Tyrrell in Hibbert jrnl. Jan. 247 As a shock and
scandal to the religious imagination of the masses, the thesis

of Darwin is insignificant beside that of Galileo.

2. Damage to reputation; rumour or general

comment injurious to reputation.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. 1. 15, I wonder much That you
would put me to this shame and trouble, And not without
some scandall to your selfe, With circumstance and oaths, so
to denie This Chaine, which now you weare so openly. 161

1

— IVint. T. 1. ii. 330 Giue scandall to the blood o' th' Prince,
my Sonne,.. Without ripe mouing to't? 1615 W. Lawson
Country. Housew. Gard. (1626) A 2, I could, .so shroud my
selfe from scandall vnder your honourable fauour. 1643
Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 1 For my_ Religion, though
there bee severall circumstances that might perswade the
world I have none at all, as the generall scandall of my
profession [etc.]. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1.

102 A Stranger who had never seen them before, may with*
out scandal, stop and talk to her he likes best. 2694 Penn
Rise <$ Progr. Quakers i. 17 Persecuting one another, to
the shame and scandal of their common Christianity. 1706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 42 Get drunk like a
Gentleman, with no Scandal. 1798 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls.

(1799) II. 259, I have practised levities for the sake of dis-

repute—and have written lampoons to be involved in the
scandal i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth xii, The ill consequences
or scandal which might arise from such a measure. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 387 To the scandal of our
domestic regulations, the guns were all impracticable.

fb. A disgraceful imputation. In later use, a
baseless imputation, a slander. Obs.
160a Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 29 You must not put another

scandall on him That hee is open to Incontinence. i6ai
T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 114 Cleansing
vs from the filth of so many scandalls and imputations
wherewith we haue beene disgraced and diffamed. 1708
Swift Sentim. Ch. Eng. Man Wks. 1751 IV. 93 To affirm
that he [James II] had any cause to apprehend the same
treatment with his Father, is an improbable scandal flung
upon the nation by a few bigotted French scribblers. 1785
Pope's Odyss. 11. Notes I. 104 Eustathius..quotes Herodo-
tus, as affirming that she [sc. Penelope] had a son, named
Pan, by Hermes ; but the Bishop declares it is all a scandal.
18x4 Scott Swiffs Works, Right 0/ Prcced. betw. Physi-
cians cy Civilians (1824) VI. 326 note. Even Father Chaucer
alludes to this scandal upon the medical faculty.

3. A grossly discreditable circumstance, event, or

condition of things.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI
t
iil i, 69 Oh, what a Scandall is it

to our Crowne, That two such Noble Peeres as ye should
iarre? 1613 Porchas Pilgrimage (1614) 225 A scandall are
the alterations which they are forced by the Inquisitors to
make in their Authors and Monuments of Antiquitie. 1853
J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. Ser. 11. in. vi. 142 There were
great scandals among Bishops and Priests, as well as heresy.
1878 Leckv Eng. in 18M C. I. iii. 490 Those Fleet marriages
which had become one of the strangest scandals of English
life. 1885 Law Times LXXIX. 37/2 The thousand and
one scandals of metropolitan misgovernmen t,

b. coner. A person whose conduct is a gross dis-

grace to his class, country, position, or the like.

1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck m. iv. What shall I call thee,
thou grey-bearded scandal, That kick'st against the sove-
reignty to which Thou owest allegiance ? 1683 Wood in

Life tO. H. S.) III. 60 Duncombe, a drunken M.A. of
St. Marie Hall, a scandall to his profession. 1735 Pope
Odyss. vni. 387 But say, if that lewd scandal of the sky, To
liberty restor'd, perfidious fly. 1743 Francis tr. Hor.

t
Odes

u. xiii. 4 Thou bane and scandal of my land. 1814 Scott
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Ld. of Isles v. xxiv, So let it be, with the disgrace And
scandal of her lofty race ! 1889 Spectator 28 Dec.

t
A Prime

Minister nowadays is under no temptation to nominate men
who will be either drones or scandals.

4. Offence to moral feeling or sense of decency.
i6aa Mabbb tr. Aletnan's Guzman d'Alf. 11. 273 The

people take great scandall thereat. 171a Steele Sped.
No. 546 Pi It gives me very great Scandal to observe,
where-ever I go, now much Skill, in buying all manner of
goods, there is necessary to defend yourself from being
cheated. i8ax Byron Two Foscari v. i, Why So rashly?
"Twill give scandal. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxiii,

That old wretch had given himself up entirely to his bad
courses, to the great scandal of the county. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 43 The disclosure, indeed, could not be
made without great scandal. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 160
The injured husband came raging on board and tried to

shoot the captain, which made a great scandal.

6. The utterance of disgraceful imputations ; de-

famatory talk. Now often playfully in milder
sense, talk that is concerned with the faults or

foibles of others, malicious gossip.

^ The word differs from the etymologically identical Slander
in not implying the falsity of the imputations made.
1396 Lodge Wits Misery 17 The next Harpie of this breed

is Scandale and Detraction. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables
xxxL 31 Those Liberties in Conversation.. .When they
Exceed these Limits, they Degenerate into Scurrility,

Scandal, and Reproach. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 32
F 11 Secret History and Scandal have always had their Al-
lurements. 1779 Sheridan Critic 11. i, Sneer. No scandal
about Queen Elizabeth, I hope? 1867 Freeman Norm.
Cong. (1876) I.vi. 411 Scandal affirmed that neither of them
was really of kingly birth. 1886 Welldon Serm. Harroiu
x. (1887) 148 Even in the worst courts there have been ladies
upon whom the breath of scandal has never passed.

6. Law. Any injurious report published concern-
ing another which may be the foundation of legal

action.

1838 Bell Diet Law Scot, s.v., All actions upon scandal,
. .although competent in inferior courts, may also be brought
before the Court of Session.

b. An irrelevancy or indecency introduced into a
pleading to the derogation of the dignity of the
court.

1750 Vesey's Chanc. Cases (1773) II. 24 The single ques-
tion is, whether these charges, referred for scandal and im-
pertinence, may be relevant to the merits. >8oi Ibid. (1827)
VI. 514 It is not to be called scandal, if material, and rele-

vant to the justice of the case, 1835 J. S. Smith Chanc.
Pract. (1837) I. 567.

7. Comb.y chiefly objective, as scandal-bearer,

-bearing adj., -monger, -mongering, -monging sb.

and adj., -mongejy; scandal-broth, -potion,
-water, humorous names for tea ; scandal-crimp,
an agent for collecting scandal ; scandal-proof, f sb.

see quot. ; adj., unable to be touched by scandal.
171a Steele Sped. No. 427 F 1 The Unwillingness to

receive good Tidings is a quality as inseparable from a
*Scandal-Bearer, as the Readiness to divulge bad. 1790
Burns Let. to Cunningham 13 Feb., The *scandal- bearing
help-mate of a village priest. 1795 Potter Diet. Cant (ed.

2), Scandal broth, tea. 1798 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Tales
Hoy Wks. 1812 IV. 389 Even Rose's News-hunters, his
*Scandal-crimps Are changed to wits. 17*1 Amherst Terras
Fit. xxxiii. 173 There is no society in the world without
*scandal-mongers and tale-bearers. 1899 Watts-Dunton
Ayhvin v. 11. 216 A man may be a scandal-monger without
being really malignant. .1865 Cornh. Mag. Nov. 579 The
infernal *scandal-mongering in the neighbourhood. 1874
Helps Soc. Press, xii. 158 The grander vices of calumny
and scandal-mongering. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 12 Mar. 2/1 A
scandalmongering old lady. 1838CARLVLE Misc. (1857) IV.
186 Are_ there not dinner-parties, 'aesthetic teas*, ""scandal-
mongeries? x8ox Col. G. Hanger Life II. 109 Gossiping,
*scandal-monging,andsweethearting. 1904 Edith Rickert
Reaper 57 Get you home for a scandal-monging body

!

1786 Burns Twa Dogs 224 Whyles, owre the wee bit cup
an1

platie, They sip the *scandal potion pretty, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, *Scandal-proof a thorough pae'd Alsa-
tian, or Minter, one harden'd or past shame. 1904 Sladen
When we were lovers in JaPan 11. viii, Their friendship
was still recognised as scandal-proof. ^ 1873 Leland Egypt.
Sketch-Bk. 234 The Tabbies [kill their neighbours' reputa-
tions] with ' *scandal-water '.

Scandal (skae-ndal), z;. Forms: 6-7 scandall,
scandale, 7- scandal, [f. Scandal sb.]

f 1. trans. To disgrace, bring into ill repute or
obloquy. Obs.
159a Nobody <y Someb. E 2 b, O God, that one borne noble

should be so base, His generous blood to scandall all his
race. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xxn. 586 Scandalling the Court,
With men debaucht, in so abhorr d a sort. 1662 J. Wilson
Cheats il in, Lest the Profession should be scandal'd by it,

we hold it better, to trust Providence, by forswearing the
Fact. 1684 Bunvan Holy Life 99 If you will not leave off
to name the name of Christ, nor yet depart from iniquity,

you also scandal the sincere professors of Religion.

2. a. To spread scandal concerning (a person)

;

to defame. Now arch, and dial, (see E.D.D.).

T b. To vituperate, revile. Obs.
1601 Shaks, Jul. C. 1. ii. 76 If you know That I do fawne

on then [sic], and hugge them hard, And after scandall them
. .then hold me dangerous. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vi. 245, [I]

intreat you . . onely to abstaine from scandalling and mocking
our Rites. 1700 Dryden Floivcr % Leaf 607 She. .gave me
Charms and Sigils, for Defence Against ill Tongues that

scandal Innocence. 1894 F. S. Ellis Reynard the Fox 79
And Reynard's crimes were finely handled ; Well he and
Ermelyne were scandalled.

f 3. To be a cause of stumbling to ; to injure by
evil example. Obs.
1632 Strafford in Browning Life (1892) 301 As for his
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example of life, itt was soe vertuouse, or so viciouse, as I

beleeue wee might finde hundreths scandalled sooner, then
one betterd by it.

t4. To shock the feelings of; to scandalize. Obs.
1643 Chas. I in Clarendon Hist. Reb. vi. § 346 To the

great danger of scandaling of our well affected Subjects.
1701 Steele Chr. Hero (1711)60 There are Earthly and
Narrow Souls, as deeply Scandal'd at the Prosperity the
Professors and Teachers of this Sacred Faith enjoy.

+ Scandalist. Obs. [f. Scandal sb. + -ist.]

One who causes scandal.
a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850) II. 262 That public

scandalists should be suspended the Eucharist.

Scandalization (sk3e:ndatoiz<?i'j3n). [f. Scan-
dalize z>. + -ATION.] The action of scandalizing;
the condition or fact of being scandalized.
1530 Dial. Gent. % Husb. in Roy Rede me (Arb.) 168 Let

one lyue neuer sowyckedly Inabhominablescandalisacion.

.

I

They shall make of him no accusacion. 1881 Daily Tel.
: 14 Feb., The Princeand his wife, to the amusement of some
and the scandalisation of others, indulged in a violent bout
of fisticuffs in opencourt. 1883 Harper's Mag. Dec. 90/1

1 State of scandalization and outraged proprieties.

Scandalize (skse-ndatoiz), vl [a.F.scandal-
iser (OF. escandalister), ad. eccl. L. scandalizdre,

I

ad. late GT.<TKay5a\i^€tv,{. a/cavSakov: see Scandal

j

sb. and -ize. Cf. Sp. escandalizar, Pg. escandal-

isar, It. scandalizzare, scandalezzare.]

f 1. trans. To bruit abroad, make a public scandal
of (a discreditable secret). Obs. rare -1 .

c 1489 Caxton Blauc/iardyu 44 Ye wyll scandalyze & vttre
your mysfal that is now happed to you of one man.
2. To be the occasion of stumbling to ; to injure

spiritually by one's example. Now rare.

1538. Pole Let. 1 Aug. in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. App.
IxxxiiL 214 But they that scandalize a whole Nation, what
shal follow? 1609 Downam Chr. Libertie 78 Thou doest
scandalize . . thy weake brethren.

3. To utter false or malicious reports of (a per-
son's) conduct ; to slander, to charge slanderously

(f with). Now somewhat rare. In early use also

t to insult, treat with contempt.
1566 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. xlviii. 4Z& He came

thither.. to embrace the Truth, which he had for a long
time scandalized and rejected. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist.
Ivstine xx. 77 Let lustice carry his ballance neuer so euen,
the gouernment shall be dispised, the lawes scandalised,
religion disdained, authority slandered. 1631 Hevwood
London's Jus Hon. Ded. to Sheriffs, The Tribunes of the
people . . are cal'd Sacro Sancti, whose persons might not be
jniured, nor their names any way scandaliz'd. 1705 Van-
brugh Confederacy iv. 53 We'll read Verses, ..tefi Lies,
scandalize our Friends. 1790 Pennant Loudon (1813) 499
He was scandalized with suicide. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxvi, To tell his tale might be interpreted into scandalizing
the Order. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop iv, The company
being accustomed to scandalise each other in pairs. 1865
Intell. Observer No. 42. 412 Scandalise or malign the owl's
character.

b. absol. and inir. To talk scandal.

_ 1745 Franklin On ScandalWUs. 18S7 II. 27 If to scandal-
ize be really a crime, what do these puppies mean? 1888
Henley Bk. Verses 122 Saving to scrub, to bake, to brew,
Nurse, dress, prattle, and scandalize, Nothing is left for the
men to do.

4. trans. To bring shame or discredit upon; to
disgrace. Obs. exc. poet.

1583 Stvbbzs Anat. Abus. 11.(1882)91 Nor yet any church
scandalized with the wicked Hues of their pastors. 1631
Gouge God's Arrows 1. § 45. 78 To live under the Gospell
of Christ, and to live in sinne is. .to scandalize the Word of
Grace. 1659 Burton's Diary (1828) IV. 438 The Committee
thought it reasonable to.. adjourn to the Inner Court of
Wards, he being scandalized to stand at that bar where he
had been judge of the Court. 1700 T. Brown Amusem.
Ser. <$• Com. 32 There's a Beau, .going to sell himself to
Barbadoes, to keep himself. . from Scandalizing his Relations
at Tyburn. 1880 Tennyson Columbus 189 We, who bore
the Cross Thither, were excommunicated there, For curbing
crimes that scandalised the Cross.

5. To horrify or shock by some supposed viola-

tion of morality or propriety.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 42 Others.. were more

scandalized at so precipitate a Promotion of a person of
Such an Education. 1676 North's Plutarch, Add. Lives
90 The Spaniards. . had by their filthy behaviour scandalized
all the chief inhabitants of the Island. J706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 14 He is much scandaliz'd to
find any in his Ship out-witting him. 1770 Gibbon Misc.
Wks. (1814) IV. 623 The critic is scandalized at the epithets
of scanty and suspicious. 1849 James Woodman v, You
will scandalise our reverend friend here. 1873 Symonds Gk.
Poets iii. 79 The prudes of antiquity were scandalized at
Solon, for having penned some amorous verses of very
questionable character.

Scandalize (skse-ndalaiz), v.2 Naut. [Altera-
tion of Scantelize, assimilated to prec. Cf.
Scantle v. 4.] trans. To reduce the area of (a
sail) by lowering the peak and tricing up the tack.
186a 'Vanderdecken 1 Yacht Sailor 18 Keep your peak

standing, or scandalise the mainsail. 1867 N. <y Q. 28 Sept.
260/2 Scandalising a Sail. This phrase is neither very new,
nor confined to Thanet. It was in common use among
Cornish sailors fully forty years ago.

Hence Sca*ndalized ///. a.

1893 Clark Russell/^ Noble 205We reduced theschooner
down to what is termed a scandalised mainsail and a jib.

Scandalized (skze-ndabizd),///. a. [f. Scan-
dalize v.1 + -ed l.] In senses of the verb ; now
only, Horrified, shocked.
1664 H. More Myst. Inig. 1. 11. vii. 130 By their absence
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and silence will they preach and inculcate Atheism and
Infidelity into their scandalized Clergie. 1861 Lytton Sir.
Story xxvi. (1864) 8a My eye turned in scandalized alarm
towards Mrs. Poyntz. 1890 S. J. Duncan Soc. Departure
305 Mrs. Kitzomnipo. .smoketh cigarettes, .under the very
noses of the scandalised.

Scandalizer (sk?e*ndabiz3.i). [f. Scandalize
v. + -er K]
1. One who slanders ; a libeller.

163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 409 A damnable scandalizer of the
Church. 1680 J. Phillips Dr. Oates's Narrat. Vind. 52
The Scandalizer of the Presbyterians, and the Vindicator of
the English Catholicks. 1865 Cortth. Mag. Nov. 484 The
assembled fathers decreed that the corpse of the scandaliser
of women should forthwith be exhumed.
2. One who places a moral stumbling-block in

the way of another. ? Obs.
1680 Baxter Cath. Commun. 1. xi. (1684) 28 Even those

little ones of whose scandalizers and neglecters Christ spake
so terribly, were none of them without some Sin.

Scandalizing (skse'ndatoizin), vbl. sb. [f.

Scandalize z/.
1 + -ing >.] The action of the verb

Scandalize in various senses.

1575 Gascoigne Posies Ep. to Rev. Divines ppj, [They]
haue presumed to thinke that the same was indeed written
to the scandalizing of some worthie personages. 1637
Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerent. 11. ix. 39 They are rather to be
thought obstinate tn scandalizing, who.. take not away the
occasion of the scandal). 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxiii.

237 It was thought fit that the Scandalizing of such a Person
should not be passed over without publick Satisfaction.

1816 W. Duncan Sel. Orat. Cicero x. 311 Scandalising has
nothing in view but contumely.

Scandalizing (skre'ndabizin), ///. a. [f.

Scandalize v -
l + -ing -.] That scandalizes.

1. Causing offence.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. tv. xii. § 2 Good things haue no
scandalizing nature in them. 1661 Gurnall Ckr. in Arm.
III. Ep. Ded-, Neither have you in this scandalizing Age
laid a stone of offence before others, but admirably vindi-
cated the honour of Religion.

2. Uttering malicious and false reports.

1646 ' Alethecraph'js' Let. to G. Wither 1 Being stig-

matized, at least with the name of lying and Scandalizing
Bard. 1847 Mischief0/the Muses 45, I bear the jokes Of
cruel scandalizing folks. 1876 Clark Russell is he the
Man* II. 226, I would.. wash my hands of this unjust
scandalizing neighbourhood.

t Scandalled, ///. a, Obs. Also 7 scandald.
[f. Scandal v. + -xd 1

.]

1. Disgraced, shameful.
1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. L 90 Since they did plot The

meanes, that duskie Dts, my daughter got, Her, and her
blind-Boyes scandald company, I haue forsworne.

2. Slandered, falsely accused.
a 1639 T. Carew Fern. Honour 3 When scandalPd vertue

might be bold, Bare foot, upon sharp Cultures spread O'r
burning coles to march. 1660 Plea/or Ministers in Seguesfr.

3 What with him was the highest cognizance of (not the
scandalous but scandaledj Puritan Ministers, but the brand
of Raschals?

t Scandaller. Obs. [f. Scandal v. + -ebA]
One who utters scandal ; one who slanders.
c xtooVf.Hvnsotiin lttteil.Observer{\Z6i) XI. 107 Libellers,

scandalors of the state, and such like. 1684; ' Philo Pater '

Observator Reproved 5 The first step to it in Petitioning
against the Observator, for a Common Scandaler of the
Church and Church-men.

Scandalous (skoe'ndaUs), a. (and sb.). Also
6 scandelouse, 7 acandolous, scandelous. [a.

F. scandaUux = Sp., Pg. escandaloso, It. scandaloso,

med.L. scandalous, f. eccL L. scandalum : see
Scandal sb. and -ofs.] A. adj.

fL Of the nature of, or causing, a * stumbling-
block * or occasion of offence ; also, bringing dis-

credit on one's class or position. Obs.
159a Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds Bundle 149 No. 13

Hereby you are growen vene scandalouse and offensive
vnto many. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxvii. 216 Many Laws.

.

may be found both scandalous and full of greevance to their
Posterity that made them. 1670 Walton Lives 1. 47 He
was enabled, .to make such provision for his children that
they were not left scandalous, as relating to their or his
Profession and Quality.

f b. In the 17th century applied to ministers of
religion who were regarded as unfit for their office

on the ground of heresy or unbecoming conduct.
1631 High Commission Cases (Camden) 219 That such

were scandalous and fitt to be therfore removed from the
ministry. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. nr. $ 56 Who were
quickly taught, to call all those against whom such Petitions
and Articles were exhibited the Scandalous Clergy; which
appellation was frequently applied to men of great Gravity
and Learning, and the most Unblemish\1 lives. 1667 Mar.
vetx Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 242 Yesterday was the debate
concerning, .the punishing of scandalous Clergymen.
2. Of the nature of a scandal

;
grossly disgrace-

ful. Also (now rarely) of a person: Guilty of
grossly disgraceful conduct, infamous.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. XL iii. 121 But this most cruell vsage

of your Queene .. somthing sauors Of Tyrannie, and will
ignoble make you, Yea, scandalous to the World. 1681
i lavkl M<?th. Grace xxxv. 588 The scandalous falls of good
men are like a bag of poison cast by Satan into the spring
whence the whole town is supplied with water, a 1704 T.
Brown Eng. Sat. Wks. 1730 I. 28 Domitian, the most
scandalous emperor,and most infamous ofmen. 17*1 Heaknk
Collect. (O.H.S.) VII. 91 The most scandalous Election that
ever was in Oxford. 1760 Junius Lett. Ixviii. 348 Scanda-
lous traffic, is introduced into the administration of justice.

1770 Burke Pres. Viscont. 52 Persons not only generally

scandalous in their lives hut the identical persons who [etc.]*

1828 Scorr F. M. Perth xxv, I.. was this instant setting
forth to Kinfauns, to plead my innocence of this scandalous
charge. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 96 The worst
that can be said of him is that he was indolent, luxurious,
and worldly : but such failings . . are scandalous in a prelate.
1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. xx. 445 The great extent to
which they [bribes] were accepted has long been one of the
foulest scandals of a scandalous reign.

3. Of words and writing : Defamatory, libellous.

Of persons : Addicted to or loving scandal.
1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 122 Shall we thus permit
A blasting and a scandalous breath to fall, On him so neere
vs? 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 167 They were not content to
returne a resolute answere, but added scandalous words,
terming us meschini. 164a (title) An Ordinance, .for pro-
hibiting the printing.. of any Lying Pamphlet scandalous
to His Majestic 1646 H. Markham Let. in \ith Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comiu. App. v. 2, I shall not trouble your
Ladyship with her scandelous and sawcy language of my
Lorde or yourselfe. 1700 Congreve Way of World It. ii,

He. .will willingly dispence with the hearing of one scandal-
ous Story. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones n. vii, The most
scandalous tongues have never dared censure my reputation.
1821-22 Shelley Chas. /, m. 48 In distraining for ten
thousand pounds Upon his books and furniture at Lincoln,
Were found these scandalous and seditious letters. 1875
Tennyson Q. Mary v. ii, But I am small and scandalous,
And love to hear bad tales of Philip.

4, Of a statement, etc. : Not pertinent to the
case, irrelevant.

1750 VeseysChanc. Cases (1773) II. 24 Nothing pertinent
to the cause can be said to be scandalous. 1809 Ibid. (1827)

: XV. 477 The introduction of irrelevant and scandalous

I

matter upon affidavits. 183s J. S. Smith Chattc. Pract.

I

(1837)1.567.

f 6. Path. ? Putrid, offensive. Obs.
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, vn. vi. 66 These are the

Ulcers which render,/?stulae am Scandalous. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Disfens. (1713) 183/1 It cures the Scurvy, (even
when it is become scandalous)*

B. sb. slang. A periwig.
a 1700 in B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew. *

Scandalously (skse-ndatosli), adv. [f. Scan-
dalous a. + -ly z

. j In a scandalous manner.
1601 in Moryson Itin. (1617) 11. 25a Some seditious persons

..speak scandalously. 1631 Gouge God*s Arrows Treat.
III. 9 39 Provided that the good lawes..be not herein
scandalously violated. 1756 Buhkb Vind. Nat. Soc. 51 So
scandalously debauched a People as that of Venice, is to be
met with no where else. 1810 Scott Let. in Lockhart
(1837) II. viii. 302, 1 have been scandalously lazy in answer-
ing your kind epistle. 1895 Law Times XCIX. 409/2 The
number of convictions is so scandalously out of proportion
to the number of crimes committed.

Scarrdalousness. [f. Scandalous a. +
-NESS.] The quality of being scandalous.
1646 P. Bulkbley Gospel Covt. v. 383 If we open the

mouthes of men against our profession, by the reason of the
scandallousness of our lives, we shall have the greater sinne.
1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 462 They even surpassed
the Pittites in the prodigality and scandalousness of their
grants [etc.).

II Scandalum magna-tuiu. Law. PI.

scandala magnatum. Obs.exc. Hist. [med.L.,
' scandal of magnates ' : scandalum Scandal sb. y

magnfitum gen. pi. of magtuis Magnate.
The term was suggested by the wording of the statute

a Ric. If stat. x c. 5, which provides penalties for the
offence; the Anglo- Fr. text of the statute, however, does
not contain any literally equivalent expression.]

The utterance or publication of a malicious report

against any person holding a position of dignity.

(In popular writings, the plural was sometimes
misused as a sing.) Also transf, in jocular use,

something scandalous.
1607 Middletom Phoenix F j b, A Writ of Delay, Long-

sword. Scandala Magnatum, Backesword. 163a Massin-
cer City Madam 1. i, "Tis more punishable in our house
Then Scandalum magnatum. 168a N. O. Boileau's Lutrin
it. 14 Venturing at last on Scandalum Magnatum, Two
thousand more; yet still the Jade did rate 'um. 1691 R.
L'Estrakge Fables clvi. 141 A Scandala Afagnatrtm, or a
Libel upon his Superiors. 1713 Addison Trial Count Tariff
y He in the First Place accused his Adversary of Scandalum
magnatum. 1771 Burke Sp. Powers Juries (1816) I, 83
The statute of scandalum magnatum is the oldest that I

know. 1850 Smedley Frank Fairlegh iv, Scandalum mag-
natum t not a true bill.

Scandaroou (skamdarz/Ti). Also 7 skan-
deroun. [Presumably from Scattderoon y Isktm*

derftn
t the name of a seaport in Syria.]

+L ? A swindler, fraudulent dealer. Obs.

1631 Weever A nc. Funeral Mon. 342 There are a com-
pany of notable Slcanderouns which greatly desire to be
stilcd Merchants, and these are such as runne from house
to house, from ^Ia^ket to Market, . . with packs and Fardels

vpon their backes, filled with counterfeit and adulterate

wares. . : and these are called Pedlers.

2. A variety of Carrier Pigeon.
Perh. so called from the fact that ' formerly the Pigeon was

employed by the English Factory at Scanderoon to carry

intelligence of the arrival of their ships in that port to

Aleppo* (Encyct. Metrop. XVII. 37).

i860 Brent Pigeon Bk. 21 The Scandaroon, or Great
Horseman (Colnmba tuberculosa).. .This is another breed

of the Wattled Pigeons. 1879 L. Wright Pract. Pigeon
Keeper 80 We should, .be very much inclined to try a cross

with a white Scandaroon.

Scancle lit (skoe'ndent), a, Zool. and Bot. fad.

L. scandent-em, pr. pple. of scandZre to climb : sec

Scan v.] Climbing; ascending.

ai68a Sir T. Browne Tracts (1683) 7 Hedera or Ivy,

which notwithstanding, except in its scandent nature, agreed
not fully with the other, cvjw Petiver Gazophyl. ix. 84
A scandent Plant with long opposite Leaves, and a Melon-
like Root. 1811 W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 38
Root perennial, stem scandent, red. 1847 Hodgson in Jrnl.
Ast'aticSoc. BengalXVl. 11. 700 The Goats have callosities

on the chest and knees. ..Eminently bold, saucy, and
scandent. 1879 M. Collins Pen Sketches I. 116 Covered
by blossoming wistaria and other scandent plants.

t Sca'iiderbeg, sb. and a. Obs. Also 6-7
scanderbag. [A use of the Turkish appellation
{^Iskander — Alexander, witib the title Beg sb.) of
George Castriotes, who led a successful revolt of
the Albanians against the Turks in the 15th c]
a. sb. The proper name used allusively : One re-

sembling Scanderbeg. b. adj. Used as an epithet
of abuse : Rascally.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1. ii. (1601) B 4, Horson

Scanderbag rogue.
^ a 1635 Randolph Heyfor Honesty m.

i. (1651) 21 And I will be the Scanderbeg of the Company,
The very Tamberlane of this ragged rout. 1684 Otwav
Atheist 1. i, The Scanderbeg-monkey has not behav'd him-
self unhandsomely.

Hence f Scanderbegfging ppt. a.

1593 O. Harvey New Letter D 3 b, Haue you forgot the
Scanderbegging wight?

Scandian (skse-ndian), a. [f. h.Scandia (app.
a synonym of Scandinavia) + -an.] = Scandi-
navian ; subst. an inhabitant of Scandinavia.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 1. i. § 3. 3 The Danish, Scandian,

or perhaps the Gothic [dialect], to which belongs the Lan-
guage used in Denmark, Norway, Swedeland, and Island.
1708 Chamberlayne •?/. Gt. Brit. I. in. iii. (1743) 162 Nor-
way, inhabited by the Progeny of the old Scandians. 1887
Skeat Princ. Engl. Etymol. 454 The only objection to the
title ' Scandinavian ' Is its length, on which account I shall

take the liberty to shorten it to ' Scandian*.

t Scandic, a. Obs. [f. Scandia (see prec.) +
-ic] = Scandinavian.
1708 Chamberlayne^SV. Gt. Brit. I. iit. iii. (1743) 162 Their

Christian names were generally Scandic. 1808 Finlay St,
Hist. <V Rom. Ballads I. p. xx'ix, The Scandic scholars, we
know, lay claim to an extravagant antiquity for their Edda,
Scandinavian (sk£e:ndin^i*vian), a. [f. L.

Scandinavia + -an.
The name Scandinavia, which appears in the existing

text of Pliny, is a mistake for Scadinavia, a. Teut. *SkadU
nauja, whence by normal phonetic development OE.
Scedenig (Beowulf 3336) = ON. Sidney (adopted in OE. as
Scdnlg), the name of the southern extremity of Sweden ; the
terminal element is *anjd, OE. it, ig, island.]

Of or pertaining to Scandinavia, a geographical
term including the three countries Norway, Sweden,
and Denmark. Also as sb., one connected ethno-
graphically with one of these three countries.

1784 Jerningham (title) The Rise and Progress of the
Scandinavian Poetry. 1830 Scott Ivanhoe xlri. note, The
architecture of the ancient Scandinavians. 1864 D. Cook in
Once a /K<«£ 26 Nov. 627/2 The flowing flaxen Scandinavian
locks which Mr. Fechter's picturesque Hamlet has brought
upon the boards.

HenceScandinavianism, the characteristic ideas

of the Scandinavian people.
1864 Daily Tel, 11 May, During the first quarter, however,

of the present century, there was a national reaction in

favour of Scandinavianism. 1907 Academy 5 Oct. 962/1 In
plastic art there is a certain Scandinavianism visible, which
has lasted longest in Iceland.

t Scandiscope. Obs. [irreg. f. L. scandhe to

climb + -SCOPE (used unmeaningly).] A machine
for cleaning chimneys, invented by G, Smart.
1825 Hone Every-day Bk. II. 6*17 Pray order maids the

Scandiscope And not the climbing boy.

Scandium (skoe'ndiom). Chem. [f. Scandia :

see Scandian and -ium.] A metal discovered by
Nilson in 1 879 in the Scandinavian mineral euxenite.

1870 Academy 13 Sept. 198 P. T. Cleve has isolated the
metal scandium. 1887 Atlienmum 3 Sept. 299/3 Three
recognized gaps have been filled by the discovery of the

elements gallium, scandium, and germanium. 1905 Ibid.

22 July 118/2 Sir Norman Lockyer has also observed in the
chromosphere of the sun the spectrum of the rare element
scandium, the predicted discovery of which was one of the
crowning triumphs of Mendeleeffs Periodic Law.
Scandle, obs. form of Scandal.

t Sca'ndular. Obs. rare- , [ad. late L. scan-

dularis, f. scandula a roofing shingle.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Scandular, that is ofwooden Tiles,

or Shingles.

Scane, obs. form of Skein.

t Sca*nic, a. Obs. rarer- 1
, [f. Scania (latinized

form of ON. Skdney. see Scandinavian) + -ic]
= Scandinavian.
1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 192 The Scanick, of old

the Gothick.

Scanke, obs. form of Shank sb.

Scanklyone, variant of Scantillon.
Scanlot, obs. form of Scantlet.

Scanmag (skte'nmarg), slang. The abbreviated

form {scan, mag.) of Scandalum magnatum, used

jocularly as a word in the sense of ' scandal \
1779 Sheridan Critic 1. ii, The publisher, .threatening

himself with the pillory, or absolutely indicting himself for

Scan. Mag. 1826 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man ofMany
Fr. (Colburn) 124, 1 can give you a daily abstract of fashion-

able scan-mag. 1841 W. H. Maxwell Scotland (1855) 17

Scan-mag is never heard of. 1859 Sala Twice round Clock

(1861)135 The swarms of flies, .noisily buzzing their scan-

mag in private parlours.



SCANNABLE.

Scannable (sk^-nabl), a . [f.ScANi>. + -ABLK.]

That can be scanned.
i8z8 Black™. Mag. XXIII. 751 Sonnets..which are not

even scannable nonsense verses.

Scanner (skae-nai). [f. Scan v. + -er i.j

1. One who scans or examines critically.

1557 R* Recorde Whetstone hm], [Lines.] To the curiouse

scanner. 157S Recorde s Gr. Arts CCvij, Suche scanners

\sc. cunning Lawyers] shoulde seeme to cunning, and yet

not so cunning as cruelt. 1604 Babington Com/.Notes Levit.

xiii no Beware euer to be a curious scanner of other mens
Hues, or a rash iudge. 1834 F. Mahony Reliq. FatherVrout

iv.(i 836) 170 The keen and scrutinizing philosopher, the scan-

ner of whate'er lies hidden in the folds of the human heart.

2. One who scans verse.

1800 W.Taylor in Monthly Mag. X. 317 The scanner has

to consider neither the articulation of the vowels, nor the

position of the consonants. 1906 H. Van Dyke Ideals <y

Applic. xi. 237 We are spending infinite toil and money to

produce spellers and parsers and scanners.

Scanning (skse'nirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scan v. +

-iNG 1
.] The action of the vb.

1. Pros. = Scansion 2.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2 Scannynge, of verse, scansio.

1586 W. Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 69 All quantities

necessary to the skanning of any verse. 1676 Marveli.
Mr. Smirke 6 This Scanning was a liberal Art that we
learn'd at Grammar-School. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 258

It will be verse only to the scanning, and neither verse nor
prose to the ear. 1886

J.
B. Mayor Eng. Metre iv. 54 We

come now to the lines which are said to be beyond the reach

of analysis by feet. I give what I consider the true scan-

ning of each.

b. Path. (Cf. Scanning///, a. 2.)

1887 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Apr. 732/2 A case of locomotor
ataxy . . with ' scanning ' of speech.

2. Close investigation or consideration, critical

examination or judgement; discussion, comment,
perception, discernment. Cf. Scan v. 2 b. Phrases,

f to have (a matter) in scanning, f to come, fall

to scanning.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 238 Therfore muste

prynces and noble men be at the slcannyng therof. 1575
Recorded Gr. Arts Cc vj b, If some cunning Lawyers had
this matter in scanning, they would determine this Testa-
ment to be quite voide. 1576 Gascoigne Spoyle of Ant*
werp Cvij, But I leaue th? skanning of theyr deedes vnto

God. 1602 Carew Cornwall 57 Another question falleth

sometimes into scanning, namely [etc.]. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. vii. xliii. (1632) 411 It was therefore instantly de-

sired, that the cause might once more come to scanning.

1670 HoBBEsi?M£>«i?/A(i84o) 167 The private interpretation

of the Scripture, exposed to every man's scanning in his

mother-tongue. 1690 Pomfret Mam Earl 0/ A 76
Ev'ry teeming thought, Is to the scanning of her judgment

j

brought. 1704 Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714) 1. 413 They used
a sweet fluent kind of Rhetorick. .which. .servM only to

put a present good Face upon an Argument, but would
not bear Scanning. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1841) 165

The ' Tree Igdrasil ' buds and withers by its own laws,—too

deep for our scanning.

Scanning (skscnirj),///. a. [f.ScANz*. + -ing 2
.]

L That scans or examines closely; critical,

searching.
'

1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. iii, When his eyes fell again
they glanced round with a scanning coolness. 1881 E. F.
Poyster Among t/te Hills I. 196 She hated to meet her
neighbours and feel their scanning glances.

2. Path. Epithet applied to a measured manner
of speaking or utterance, with more or less regular

pauses, characteristic of certain nervous diseases.

1866 Flint Princ. <y Pract. Med. (1880) 740 The patient

speaks in a slow, monotonous manner, with, intervals be-

tween syllables, as in scanning. The peculiarity is known
as the 'scanning speech'. 1890 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VII.
58 A peculiar defect of speech described as a scanning
utterance. Ibid. 382.

Hence Sca-nningly adv.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iv. xxxiv, Jacob looked up
into his face scanningly for a moment or two. 1884 E.
Fawcett Rutherford ix. 96 He looked down for a moment
scanningly at. .his delicate filbert-shaped nails.

Scans, obs. form of Sconce, fort.

Scanse, obs. var. Scance v.1

Scansion (skse'nfan). [ad. L. scansion-em^ n.

of action f. scandfre to climb, Scan. Cf. F. scan-

sion (G. scansion)^ It. scansione.]

fl. The action of climbing up. Obs. rare" 1
.

1654 2. Coke Logltk 200 Ascension is the scansion or
moving from an inferior place to a superior.

2. Pros. The action or the art of scanning verse

;

the division of verse into metrical feet ; also, an
example of this.

1671 in Phillips. 1779 Lowth in Semi. $ Rem. (1834)
387 The author. .only intended, that we should give him
credit awhile for the truth of his scansion, a 1849 Poe
Rationale of Verse Wks. 1864 II. 249 The object of what
we call scansion is the distinct marking of the rhythmical
flow. 1874 Symonds in Fortn. Rev. Dec 772 In this prosody
[of blank verse] scansion by time takes the place of scansion
by metrical feet. 1894 Sala London up to Date ii. 30 He
is an amiable poet, .and does not bite, unless the accuracy
of his scansion be impeached. 1900 Skeat Chaucer Canon
§ 37 Chaucer has certain peculiarities of grammar, upon
which the scansion of his lines largely depends.

Scansionist (skse-njanist). [f. Scansion +
-1ST.] One who is versed in the art of scansion.
1849 Eraser's Mag. XXXIX. 106 The scandalised scan-

sionist stumbles at occasional trochees. 1907 T. S. Omond
Eng. Metrists ii. 60 All musical scansionists of prose seem
to me apt to read into it a factitious regularity.
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+ Scansive, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [f. L. scandere

(ppl. stem scans-) + -ive.] = Scandent a.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 279 Both [black and white
pepper plants] are scansive [L. scansills est],

||ScanS0res(sk£enso»"«z),//. Ornitk. [mod.L.,

pi. of *scansor, agent-n. of scandhe to climb.] The
name given by llliger (181 1) to his first Order of

birds, comprising the Climbers (see Cumber 3).

1835-6 Owen in Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 268/1 Order III.

Scansores.. .The disposition of the toes, .gives the Scan-
sores great facility in climbing the branches of trees. 187a
Nicholson Palxont. 395.

Scansorial (sksensoa'rial), a. and sb. [a. L.

scansori-us, used for climbing (f. scandere to climb

:

see Scan v.) + -al.] A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to climbing; spec, of the feet

of birds and animals, adapted for climbing.

1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat.^ VII. Expl. Terms,
Scansorial^ formed for climbing : Applied to the feet of birds

which have two toes before and two behind. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 146/2 In the Certhiadx the foot is not strictly

scansorial. Ibid. 206/2 Birds which have.. three anterior

toes and one posterior scansorial one.
^ 1877 Coues Fur-

Bearing Anim. vii. 215 A tardy terrestrial animal.. lacking

..the scansorial ability of the Martens. 1884 — Key N.
Amer. Birds [ed. 2) 130 The zygodactyle or yoke-toed

modification.. was formerly made much of, as a scansorial

or climbing type of foot.

2. That climbs or is given to climbing ; spec, of

a bird, belonging to the Order Scansokes.
Scansorial barbet, a barbet of the family Capitonidae or

Barbets proper as distinguished from the Puff-birds.

1835-6 Owen in Todays Cycl. Anat. I. 26B/2 The scan-

sorial families are the. .Parrots.. Woodpeckers, Wry-necks
..Cuckoos.. Toucans. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 146 The
Scansorial birds. 1841 Selby in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I.

253 Of the Scansorial tribe, the Picus major (great spotted

woodpecker) is the only species. 1871 C. H. T. & G. F. L.

Marshall (////*•) A Monograph of the Capitonidae, or Scan-
sorial Barbets. 187s Blake Zool. 19 The scansorial Ape
of the Old World.

B. sb. A bird of the Order Scansores.
1842 in Bkande Diet. Sci., etc. In recent Diets.

Scausorious (skaensoo'rias), a. rare. [f. L.

scansori-us (see prec.) + -ous.] prec.

1814 W. E. Leach Zool. Misc. I. 71 Cuckow...The feet

are generally considered as scansorious, or formed for climb-

ing {pedes scausorii). 1815 J. F. Stephens in Shaw's Zool.

IX. 66 note, The Parrot genus (Psiltacus) affords a good
example of true scansorious feet.

Scansory (skarnsori), a. rare. [ad. mod.L.
scanscri-us oi or for climbing, f. scandere to climb.]

Of or pertaining to climbing; given to climbing.

1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp.264 Scammony..is a lacte-

ous, volvulous, scansory, and smooth Plant, 1826 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 546 They are eminently the

scansory or climbing legs in almost all insects.

Scant (skaent), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-7
skant, 5-6 scante, 6 skaunte. [a. ON. skamt
(neut. adj. used absoi.) : see Scant aJ\

1. Scanty supply ; dearth, scarcity.

a 1350 S. Andreto 274 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg, (1881) 7
When pai saw it skarslt spring, ban hoptd bai to haue skant
of corn And of fruyt. c 1460 Towneley Myst. iiL 198 Yit of
mete and of drynk haue we veray skant. c 1475 Rauf
Coiljcar 273 The King buskit him sone with scant of
Squyary. c 1565 Aijp. Parker Ps. xxiii, How can I want,
or suffer scant, whan he defendth my side, a 1599 Rol-
lock Serm. xiii. (1616) 255 There is no want nor scant of
mercy in Him. a 1639 T. Carew To A. L. 54 Like the ant

In plenty hoord for time of scant. 1721 Ramsay Keitha
77 Hynds and herds whase cheeks bespake nae scant. 1757

J. H. Grose Voy. E. Indies 360 If there is a scant of wood,
or rain intervenes to damp it. 1823 Galt Entail I. ix. 66
There was neither scant nor want at his burial.

f2. Want, need, requirement. Obs. rare~ x
.

c 1550 Songs $ Poems Costume (Percy) 82 With meate
before the set, Suffise but nature's scant.

1 3. Naut. The action of Scant v. ; the drawing

ahead (of wind). Obs.

X59S Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) ig The scant of winde we
had on Wednesday.

Scant (skrent), a. and adv. Now mainlyliterary.

Forms : 4-8 skant, 5 skantt, (schante, 6
skaunte), 5-6 scante, skante, 5- scant, [a.

ON. skamt, neut. of skamm-r short, brief (
=-•OHG.

scavwi). For the retention of the neuter ending cf.

Thwart and Quart a. See also Scant sb.]

A. adj.

1. Existing or available in inadequate or barely

sufficient amount, quantity, or degree ; stinted in

measure, not abundant. Said of commodities, esp.

provisions ; also of immaterial things, actions,

qualities, etc.

a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 501 He wrot so

faste til bat he want, For his parchemyn-skin was so scant,

To speken pel hedde such space. 1428 in Surtees Misc.

(1890) 3 Iren waxed skant and dere. c 1449 Pecock Repr.

v. viii. 530 Thei lyueden streitH and in scant mete and
drinke. 15x3 Douglas Mneis 1. Prol. 307 Thocht in my
translatiouneloquenceskantis. 1548 Hall Chron.,Edw.IV
(1550) 41 b, If vrgent necessitie should expostulate, he wer
of scant abilitie, to conscribe and set furthe a newe armie.

1550-3 Decaye Eng. in S. Fish Supplic. Beggers (1871) 96
The more shepe, the skanter is the whit meate. 16*4

Fletcher Rule a Wife 111. (1640) 39 She had but a scant

fame. 163a Lithgow Traz>. 1. 29 Deuotion waxed scant

amongst the Christians. 1636 Heywood Chall. Beauty 111.

F 1, They are full of large promises outward, but lin'd with

narrow and scant-performance within. 1714 Prior Viceroy

SCANT.

xiv, By which provisions were so scant, That hundreds
there did die. a 1771 Gray Dante 23 What scant Light
That grim and antique Tower admitted. 1818 Scott Heart
Midi, viii, Doctor, my breath is growing as scant as a

broken-winded piper*s. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain xiii.

In the country money is rather scant. 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883) 250 The notices of this part of their journey are

scant.

b. Preceding a sb. without article or other quali-

fying word : Very little, less than enough.
185a Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 279 You do scant justice to

Dover. 1855 M. Arnold Balder Dead ii. 90 Scant space

that warderleft for passers by. 1898 Rider Haggard Dr.
Theme 7 This country is too full ; there is scant room for

the individual.

fo. Limited in numbers, numerically rare. Obs.

1581 Pettie Guazzo^s Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 55 b, Philoso-

phers and Oiatours, who are very scant in the world,

t d. To come scant of : to fall short of. Obs.

1607 Dekker & Webster Northw. Hoe 1. A 2, True, but

yet it comes scant of the Prophesy : Lincolne was, London
is, and Yorke shall-be.

2. Of a quantity or amount of anything: Limited,

stinted ; not full, large, or copious.

1556 Lauder Tractate 260 Than can $e be no manerwant
Gold, thocht ;our pose wer neuer sa skant. 1598 Barnfield
*As itfellvpon a Day' 35 &ut if store of Crownes be scant,

No man will supply thy want. 1611 Bible Micah vi. 10

The scant measure that is abominable. 1634 Sanderson
Serm. (1689) 264 Many others that have a scanter Portion.

1634 Milton Comus 308 In such a scant allowance of Star-

light. 1766 Goldsm. Hermit iv, And tho
1 my portion is

but scant, I give it with good will. 1885 Manch. Exam.
16 May 6/1 The attendance. .was. .so scant as to suggest

that many members must have anticipated the holiday.

1891 F. Thompson Sister-Songs (1895) 19 And of her own
scant pittance did she give, That I might eat and live.

b. Barely amounting to, or hardly reaching (a

specified number or amount). ChieHy U.S.*, cf.

Scant adv. 1 b.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. vi. 70 We have just a scant

two day's allowance of meat for the sick. 1895 Funk's
Stand. Diet., Scant, a. 2. (Colloq.) Being just short of the

measure specified : often with the indefinite article even
with a plural noun ; as, a scant half-hour ; a scant five

yards.

3. Limited in extent ; not wide or spacious.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) H vij b,

Though the realme of Italy was scant, their hertes were
grette. a 1639 Spottiswood Hist. CIl Scot. v. (1677) 255
By reason of the skant and narrow passage many were
killed. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set', v. 23 And lye in as

narrow a room as their images take up in our scanter Cra-

niums. 1743 Blair Grave 219 The petty Tyrant Of scant

Domains Geographer ne'er notie'd. 1863 Kinglake Crimea
11. xvi. 407 The curt, red shell-jacket he wore was as though
it were a world too scant for the strength of the man.

4. Having a scanty or limited supply; poorly

furnished. Const, of.

1577-95 Descr. Isles in Skene Celtic Scott. III. App. 436
Quhairthrow thai are scant of fire. 160a Shaks. Ham. v.

11. 298 He's fat, and scant of breath. 164a Declar. Lords
<$- Comm. to Gen. Assembly Ch. Scot. 13 You were scant of

furniture of this kind your selves. 1789 Burns To Dr.
Blacklock ix, But to conclude my silly rhyme (I'm scant o,'

verse, and scant o' time). 1833 Tennyson Tivo Voices 397
Tis life whereof our nerves are scant. 1856 Kane Arct.

Expl. II. App. 11. 311 We were scant of fuel. 1879 Steven-
son Trav. with Donkey 72 Cold, naked, and ignoble, scant

of wood, scant of heather, scant of life.

5. Deficient or lacking in quality ;
poor, meagre,

not full or rich. Chiefly of immaterial things.

Const, in.
a 1631 Donne Ecstasie 39 Poems (1633) 279 A single violet

transplant, The strength, the colour, and the size, (All which
before was poore.and scant) Redoubles still, and multiplies.

1633 G. Herbert Temple, True Hymn iv, Whereas if th'

heart be moved, Although the verse be somewhat scant,

God doth supplie the want. 1850 Blackie sEsckylus I. 26

Hence it spread Not scant in strength, a mighty beard 0/

flame.

f 6. Sparing, parsimonious, not liberal. Also in

good sense : Chary, not lavish. Const, of. Obs.

c 1366 Chaucer A. B. C. 175 Sithe he his merci mesured
so large, Be ye not skant. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/* Scant,

parens, c 1550 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture, For the Wayting
Seruaunt 41 Be not to liberall nor to scant, vse measure in

eche thing. 1602 Shaks, Ham. 1. iii. 121 For this time,

Daughter, Be somewhat scanter of your Maiden presence.

a 1631 Donne Serm. lxxii. (1640) 727 God in his owne be-

halfe complaines of the scant and penurious Sacrificer.

a 1639 T. Carew To A. L.21 Did the thing for which I sue

Only concern myself, not you..Then had you reason to be

scant. 1649 [cf. scant-handedness in 8]. 1651 Davenant
Gondibert \\. L 2 When Infant Morn.. With a scant face

peep'd shylie through the East.

7. Naut. Of wind : Too much ahead, so that the

ship has to sail very close. Cf. Scant v. 2.

(Opposed to large or free.)
1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 276 The winde grew scant

[orig. scarso] to approch to land, a 1642 Sir W. Monson
Naval Tracts 11. (1704) 255/1 We ply into the Bay with

a scant Wind. 1793 Rennell in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII.
189 Yet the wind, being both scant and light, we could

never overcome the tendency of the current. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's PVord-bk., Scant, a term applied to the wind when
it heads a ship off, so that she will barely lay her course

when the yards are very sharp up.

8. Comb. f as scant-feathered adj. ; f scant-brain,

one lacking in wits; fscant-handedness, nig-

gardliness ; scant-of-wind a., causing shortness of

breath ; scant o* grace Sc> a graceless fellow.

1864 A. Leighton Myst. Leg. Edinb. (1886) 122 Those
*scant-brains who deny ghosts. 187a Coui-s Key N. Amer.
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Birds aoi Tarsi long, *scant-featbered. 1649 W. Sclater
Comm. Malachy (1650) 161 To what cause should we impute
the •scant-bandedness of men professing of Religion, and
the fear of God ; that they, notwithstanding, should so
niggardly contribute? 1813 Scott Quentin D. xiv, 1 never
love a man better than when I have put my *scant-of-wind

collar about his neck. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. m.
xvii, Your tippanizing "scant o' grace, Quoth she, gars me
fang duddy. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvni, I ken'd that
cant-o'-grace weel eneugh frae the very outset.

B. adv.

1. Hardly, scarcely ; barely. Now dial, (see

E.D.D.).
1c 1450 Compend. olds Treat, in Roy Rede me (Arb.) 175

Other Gospels ben yet in many places of so olde englishe
that scant can anye englishe man reade them. 1493 /'aston
Lett. III. 376 Hors flesche is of suche a price here that my
puree is schante able to bye one hors. 156a Cooper Anew.
Priv. Masse vit. 47 b, I thinke you wyl scant affirme it,

although ye be ready to affirme straunge thinges. 1586 \V.
Webbe Eng. Poetrie (Arb.) 29 He would haue a cast at
some wanton and skant comely an Argument. 1587 Fleming
Contn. Holinshed III. 1982/1 His lordship himselfe scant
with sixteene horses..returned towards the passage. 159a
Bacon Wks. (1862) VIII. 198 It was wont to be a token of
scant a good liegeman, when the enemy spoiled the country
and left any particular mans houses or fields unwasted. a 166 1

Fuller Wot thies,S urrey (1662) m. 82 Some who could scant
brook the name of Bishop were content to give.. him a
good Report.

b. qualifying a numeral (which sometimes pre-

cedes). Now arch. (? U. S.)
c 1400 Maundev (1839) xxiii. 252 And wban the! wil fighte,

thei wtlle schokken hem to gidre in a plomp ; that jif there
be 20000 men, men schalle not wenen, that there be scant
10000. 1466 Mann. 4- Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 362 The ij*".

federbed conteynethe of lengthe iij. Flemyshe stykes, iij.

quarters and more, and in brede iij. Flemyshe stykes scant*

1501 Will ofSomer (Somerset Ho.), A mast of Corall weyng
vj' 1 skant. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. «fr Commw. 55 Often
thousand rowers .. scant the fourth part returneth againe.
1604 E. G[rimstoxe] tr. Acostd's Hist. Indies in. iv. 128
They have scant any neede to touch their sailes in the
whole voiage. c 1715 Ramsay Vision iv, A man . . With baird
thre quarters skant. 1808 Scott Mann. v. xxxiii. Scant
three miles the band had rode, a 1849 Hawthorne T:vice-

told 7*., Gt. Carbuncle^ While scant a mile above their heads,
was that bleak verge where the hills throw on* their shaggy
mantle of forest trees. 1867 Howells Itat. Journeys h. 1a

At the rate of five miles scant an hour.

to. with superfluous negative. Obs.

c 1400 [see b). 1508 Fisher Ps. U. Wks. (1876) 133 He
sholde. .not leue scante a dogge. 1515-ao Voxpopuli 24 in

Hazl. E. P. P. III. 269 Thei be not able to feade In theire

stable scant a steade. 155a Latimer Serm. Bexterly (1584)
271 Many of vs.. are so slouthfull that we will not scant
abide one houre to heare the word of God. 1583 L. M. tr.

Bk. Dyeing (1588) 39 Warme it over the fire, so that you
may not skant suffer your hand therein.

T d. Used with a following when {but, but thai)

to indicate immediate succession of events. Obs.
«55' T. Wilson Logike (1580) 58b, In this worlde a childe

shall scant be out of his shell, but [etc]. 1560 Rollano
Crt. Venus 11. 648 Skant was he vp, quhen at the end was
he. c 1610 Women Saints 95 She had scant thrice repeated
these wordes, but that the mayd came oute of the water
with the booke. a 1718 Parnell Fairy Tale 31 But scant
he lays him on the floor, When hollow winds remove the
door.

f 2. Scantily. Obs. rare.

c 1440 Pa/lad. on Ihub. v. 18 And fodder for thi beestes
therof make First scant long. Sedprimo farcinsprmbenda
est nouitas pabult\. c 16*0 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855)

153 A heart courageous never breathed scant.

Scant (skrent),z>. Also 6-7 skant. [lScanto.]
L intr.

f L To become scant or scarce. Obs.
1436 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. i8q Alias ! fortune begynneth

so to slant [read scant ?], Or ellis grace, that dede is go-
vemaunce. 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 35 In Wallace ost so
scanty! the wictaill, Thai mycht nocht bid [na] langar till

assail I. 1586 Bright Melanck. x. 45 Spirit, .is either plenti-
ful), or scanteth, as it hath want, or.. nourishment. 1611
Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiii. 94 Where.. they continued
till their maintenance began to scant. 16*4 ' R. Jones'
(T. Lushington) Resnrr. Serm. (1659) 77 Of these in their
order, as the time hath scanted.

t b. To be diminished. Const, of. Obs.
1607 Relat. Disc. River in Copt. Smith's Wks. {Arb.)

Introd. 42 The Ryver skantes of his breadth a. mile before
we come to the Ilet mentyoned.

2. Naut. Of the wind : To become unfavourable,

to draw too much ahead. Const, upon, with.

(Cf. Scant a. 7.) ? Obs,

I "553 J- Locke in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) H. L >°4 About
the third watch the winde scanted, so that we bare with the
shore. i6a8 Dicby Voy. Medit. (1868) 15 The wind scanted
much vpon vs, so that wee had much adoe to double the
point. 1769 [see Scanting z>£/.rA. J. 1833 W. Scoresby Jmt.
Whale Fish. 392 The wind declined and scanted during the
night, so that we could not fetch our port.

II. trans.

3. To furnish (a person, etc) with an inadequate
supply ; to stint or limit in respect of provision

;

to put or keep on short allowance. In pass.,

to be restricted in the matter of supply, to be
straitened {for). ? Obs. (cf. 3 b).
1606 Shaks. Tr, % Cr. iv. iv. 49 He.. scants vs with a

sinyle famisht kisse. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 230 They are
neither scanted for victuals, nor straitened for lodging. 1613
F. Robartes Revenue Gosp. 135 These wil be glad to scant
the Minister, that they may haue the more for their owne
luxurie. i6a6 Bacon New Atl. 17 [He] bad us not to scant
our selves ; Foe he would procure such time as wee desired.
169a R. L'Estrange Josephus, Antiq. xm. xvi. (1733) 347

Vol. VIII.

The Camp was for some short Time scanted for Water.
1719 D'Urfey Pills I. 243 The Germans bemoaned their
Condition, Squadrons were scanted, Officers wanted.

b. with of 1 To put or keep on short allowance
of; to keep (one) short of; to abridge or deprive
of. In pass., to be in want of, have only a scant
supply of, be badly off for. Now rare.

1565 Jewel Repl. Harding xvi. vi. 552 M. Harding is

much scanted of good Authorities, when he is thus driuen
by Tales, & Fables, to countreuaile the Tradition of the
Apostles. 1597 Sir R. Cecil in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1.

III. 42 A man, whose fortune scants him of meanes to do
you service- 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. J34
They skanted him of victuells. 1670 Lond. Gaz. No. 517/3
The other Yacht happening to be scanted of Water near
Flaerding. 1861 Trench Ep. 7 Churches Asia 125 This
promise. .is misunderstood, or at any rate is scanted of its

full meaning, unless [etc.]. 1877 Patmore Unknown Eros
(1890) 115 She scants me of my right. z888 Lowell in
Even. Post 17 Apr., I. .shall not allow myself to be circum-
scribed and scanted of elbow room.

C. To limit or restrict in (a supply, endowment,
etc.). 7 Obs.
1600 Holland Livy xxi. xvii. 403 In the number of ships

especially was Cornelius skanted. x6xx W. Sclater Key
(1629) 129 Howsoeuer the Lord bath scanted thee in the
things of this life. 17*3 Williams in Phil. Trans.XXXll.
266 Had I not been scanted in Time. 1788 Clara Reeve
Exiles I. 190, I was so scanted in my allowance, that I

dared not make acquaintance where I had not the power
to make suitable returns. 1836 Lane Mod. Egypt. II. xii.

228 Miserable, or unfortunate, or scanted in my sustenance.

t d. with subject a thing. Obs. rare.
1618 Gaule Pract. Theories (1629) 21 Time would long

fayle me, ere the Truth would here scant mee. Ibid. 61
What weake notions straighten our harts? What imperfect
sounds and syllables scant our mouths? While we labour
to apprehend his Nature, Person, and Acts.

4. To make scant or small ; to reduce in size, cut
down ; to diminish the amount of. ? obsolescent.
c 1590 E. Wright in Hakluyfs Voy. (1599) II. ii. 163

Hereupon also our allowance of drinke, which was scant
ynough before, was yet more scanted, because of the scarcitie
thereof in the shippe. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

<f- CI. iv. ii. 21
Scant not my Cups. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 120 The
wrong end of the Perspective, which scants their dimen-
sions. 1668 H. Mors Div. Dial. ii. 1. 221 The Generations
of men being not considerably scanted for all these four
greedy devourers of them. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 92
As the clearing away of the woods scants the streams. 1880
Sat. Rev. No. 1291. 118 He has not hesitated to expand
rather than scant the meaning of the original. 1886 Field
13 Feb. 204/2 Having had to scant the printer's bill to the
lowest penny.

t b. absol. Cf. Scanting ///. a. Obs.

1577 Tusskr Husb. (1878) 184 111 huswiferie wanteth with
spending too fast. Good huswiferie scanteth the lenger to
last. 1611 Biblx a Kings iv. 5 Borrow not a few. Marg.
Or, scant not.

5. To stint the supply of; to refrain from giving,

to withhold ; to be niggardly of. Now rare, "fTb
scant out : to dole out sparingly.
1573-80 Tusser Husb. {1878) 10 This tree. .whose fruite

to none Is scanted, in house or yet in fee Id. 1590 Shaks.
Com, Err. it. ii. 81 What he hath scanted them in haire,
hee hath gtuen them in wit. 1599 — Hen. V, n. iv. 47 Doth
like a Miser spoyle his Coat, with scanting A little Cloth.
c 1603 Hevwood & Rowley Fortune by Land <y Sea 1. ii.

(1655) 8 What age doth scant me In sprightly vigour, He
make good in wealth. 1605 Shaks. Lear l i. 281 You haue
obedience scanted. 1630 Davenant Just Italian v. i. H 3,
Th'obedience which I scanted to his life, Vnto his memory
Tie strictly pay. a 1654 Selden Table.T. (Arb.) 48 When
Constantino became Christian, he so fell in love with the
Clergy, that he let them be Judges of all things, but that
continued not above three or four Years,. .and then. .all

Jurisdiction belonged to him, and he scanted them out as
much as he pleased. 1768 H. Walpolb Myst. Mother v.

L (1791) 74 Oft as they scant obedience to the church. 1846
Browning Lett. (1899) I. 392, I cannot undervalue my own
treasure and so scant the only tribute of mere gratitude
which is in my power to pay.

1 6. gen. To confine within narrow bounds, de-

prive of free scope ; to limit, restrict, hedge in.

1596 Shaks. Merck* V. 11. i. 17 If
#
my Father had not

scanted me And hedg'd me by his wit to yeelde my selfe

[etc. J. 1611 lip. Mountagu Diatribm 174 If Christ in Mel*
chisedec, shall be so scanted, as to be tyed vnto onely
Spoyles. a 1628 Preston Effect. Faith v. (1637) 248 Wee
scant God according to our measure; we square Gods
mercy according to our owne thoughts, a 1631 Donne
Serm. xlv. {1640) 455 Though there be no. . imminent danger
. .of inhibiting or scanting the liberty of the Gospel.

7. To treat slightingly or inadequately; to neglect,

do less than justice to. Now rare.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 268 And Heauen defend your good
soules, that you thinke I will your serious and great busi-

nesse scant When she is with me. 1644 J. Farv Gods
Severity (1645) 27 How are our devotions scanted and slub-

bered over? 1851 Neale Mediaeval Hymns 101 Letter

held by, spirit scanted, Saw the Synagogue supplanted.

1 8. Naut. In passive, of a ship : To be impeded

by the ' scanting * of the wind. Cf. sense 2. Obs.

1555 (16 Oct.) Admiralty Court Exam, x, The Pellican

being a myle.. behind thother sbipps was scanted with the

wind.

Hence Scanting vbi, sb.

i6»5 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1696 They sayled for certaine

dayes with aforewind till it came upon the skanting. 1626

B. Jonson Staple o/N, n. i, Your macerating of your body
thus with cares and scantings of your dyet, and rest. 167a

Drvden Cono. Granada 1. Heroic Plays a 3 b, And, there-

fore, in the scanting of his Images, and design, he comply'd

not enough with the greatness and Majesty of an Heroick
Poem. 1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780), Scanting, the

variation of the wind by which it becomes unfavourable to
a ship's course, after having been fair or large. It is dis-
tinguished from a foul wind, as in the former a ship is

still enabled to sail on her course, although her progress is

considerably retarded.

Scanted (skse'nted), ppl. a. [f. Scant v. +
-ed 1

.] In senses of the verb: Made scant or

small, stinted, diminished, restricted, etc.

1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido 1. A 4, And euery beast the
forrest doth send forth, [shall] Bequeath her young ones to
our scanted foode. 1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 67 While I to
this hard house.. returne, and force Their scanted curtesie.

<jx6£5 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 53 Wherein my Lord
of Essex so wrought, by despising the number and quality
of Rebels, that Norris was sent over with a scanted force.

1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball., Two Dreams 112, I have
no wit to shape in written rhymes A scanted tithe of this
great joy they had.

t Scantelize, v. Obs. [f. Scantle sb. + -ize.

Cf. Scandalize v.2] trans. To shorten, curtail.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. iii. § 22. 18 By which account
the great supposed antiquity of Brute, is now lessened by
seuen hundred fiftieand two yeares; and the time so scan tel*

ized betwixt his and Cesars entrance, that two hundred
forty six yeares onely remaine.

t Scanten, v. Obs. rare. [f. Scant a. + -en 5.]

intr. To wax scant, diminish.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xix. 22 The

diminishing of our victuals, which began to scanten. 1613
F. Robartes Revenue Gosp. 113 [They] will not be found so
vnfaithfull, as to neglect their workes for the scantning of
their temporarie hyre.

t Scantillon. Obs. Forms : 3 schauntillun,

3-4 scantliun, -lion, -lyoun, 3-5 -lyon, scan-
tilon, 4 -iloun, 4-5 -ilone, -elon(o, -eloun,
-ylloun, -il(l)ioun, 5 -ylyon, -ylone, -eleon,
-ulon, skantulon, -yll$on, skanklyoti(e, scank-
lyone, 5-6 scantlon, 7 scantillon. See also

Scantling. [Aphetic f. OF. escantillon. eschantil-

Ion (mod. F. tchanlillon), of uncertain etymology.
According to Hatz.-Darm., an alteration (influenced by

cantel Cantle) of *esc(h)andillon, related to Pr. escandilh
gauge, It. scandaglio sounding-line ; commonly regarded as
f. L. scandire to climb, to Scan.]

1. A tool used by masons and carpenters for

measuring the thickness of anything ; a gauge.
a 1300 Floriz § Bl. 325 Ber wib be squire and schauntillun,

Also bu were a gud Mascun. a 1300 Cursor M. 2231 And
do we wel and make a toure, Wit suire and scantilon \Gott.
scantHon, Trin. scanteloun] sa euen, pat may reche heghur
ban heuen. Ibid. 8775 [>e king did cast wit scantliun \GStt.
scantlyon, Fair/. scantiHoun, Trin. scanteloun], And did
mak al be timber bun. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7064 Though it

were of no vounde stone Wrought with squyre and scanti-

lone. 15. .Debate Carpenter's Tools 107 in Hazl. E. P. P,
I. 83 Soft, ser, seyd the skantylbjon.

2. Dimension, measured size; in carpenters' and
masons' work chiefly sectional dimension, thickness.
(1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) xxv, pen shulde

be lymmer go beder as be hert yede in, and take be scante-
Ion of be trace, be- whiche he shulde kutte of bis roddes
ende, and ley it in be talon of be trace. 145a in Willis &
Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 282, iij sengulere Principalis.. in

Scantlyon accordyng to the_ Principalis, a 1513 Fabvan
Chron. vi.clxi. 154 Theyse .u. storyes..occupy in Frenshe,
of leuys of great Scanteleon ouer .lxiiii.

3. ? A stick cut to record a certain measurement.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xxv, Ley it in be

talon of be trace per as he yede in hardest grounde euen in

be botome berof, so bat be scanteloun vnneth touche at

neiber ende be erth. And pat done, he shulde hewe a bough
of grene leues and ley it ber as be hert yede in and kutte

an ober scantelon per after to take to be hunter.

4. A strip or piece serving as a specimen ; a

sample.
1465 Mann, fy Househ. ExP. (Roxb.) 492 My master bout

of Barthelmew Syates a short goune clothe of cremysen
velvet... And a short goune clothe of tawny velvet.. .And
the said Barthelmew hathe it tokepe, and my master hathe
sealed it at bothe endes, and take a scantylone of eche
of them. 1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scantlon ofa clothe, eschantil-

lon. ioWHolland PlutarclCs Mor. 403 This booke,

wherein their words are gathered, and comprehended to-

gether by themselves, as the verie scantillons (as I may so

say) and seeds extracted a part from their lives.

Scantily (skse*ntili), adv. [f. Scanty a. +
-ly 2

.] In a scanty manner or measure.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. S That nourishment
which their vegetable food so scantily supplies. 1840 Dickens
Old C. Shop i, Though more scantily attired than she might
have beenj she was dressed with perfect neatness. 1897
D. Lyall in Brit. Wkly. 7 Jan. 214/5, I knew nothing but
my medical work—and that but scantily.

Scantiness (skavntines). [f. Scanty a. +
-Ness.] The quality or fact of being scanty.

1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 571 Considdering that
victualis ar cariit furth of this realme be marchantis and
utheris..to the greit incres of derth and skant'mes. a 1695

J. Scott Chr. Life in. [iv.] iii Wks. 1718 I. 673 Such is the
Scantiness of Sensual Goods, that we not being able to
content our selves with any one of them, are fain [etc.],

1745 Life Bampfylde-Moore Carew 71 The . .frugal Way of
Life to which the Scantiness of their Pay obliges those
Military Gentlemen to live. 1814 L. Murray Eng. Gram.
(ed. 5) I. 198 The too frequent use of such words tends to
breed a suspicion, that one labours under a scantiness of
ideas. 1848 Dickens Dombey i, Miss Tox's dress,. .had a
certain character of angularity and scantiness. 1888 Burgon
Lives 12 Good Men II. x. 253 The scantiness of manuscript
authority under which the text.. labours.

t Scanting, ///. a. Obs. [f. Scant v. + -ing 2
.]

Inclined to be sparing or niggardly; chary in

giving or bestowing.



SCANTITY. 178 SCANTLING.

1613 Uncasing of Machiav. 22 At such a time or care

friends are scanting. 1674 J. B[rian) Harv. Home iv. 25

Gods hand in pouring forth will not be scanting.

Hence f Sca'nting-ly adv.

16*7 \V. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 261 Scantingly, it

should seeme, the Lord had distributed to these poore
Artisans., the good things of this life, a 1661 Fuller
Worthies-, Wilts (1662) iil> 148 Richard Smart.. but once,
andthatscenLingly[?««^scantingly]mentionedbyMr,Fox.

Scantity. rare, [irreg. f. Scant a. + -ity,

perh. after quantity.'] Scantiness ; scarceness.

c 1386 Chaucer Parson's T. + ytf, Isey nat that honestitee

in ciothynge of man or womman is vncouenable, but certes

the superfluitee or disordinat scantitee [v.rr. skantitefe,

scantite] of ciothynge is repreuable. 1550-3 Dccaye Eng.
in S. Fish SuPplie. Beg^ers (1871) 95 Shepe & shepemasters
doeth cause skantyte of corne. 1577-87 Harrison England
in. iv. 225/2 Such is the scantitie of them here in England,
in comparison of the plentie that is to be seene in other
countries. 1839 J. H. Newman Paroch. Serm. IV. xv. 265
At least there are cases where this wavering of mind does
arise from scantiness of prayer ; and ifso, it is worth a man's
considering.. whether this scantity be not perchance the
true reason of such infirmities in his own case.

Sca'ntle,^'. Also 6 skantell. [?f. Scantle^.]
1. = Scantlet i, Scantling sb. 2 b.

c X5»5 Contract in Gage Hengrave (1822) 43 All man' of
tymber, hewyn and sawyn, of all manner of skantells, y

l

shall be nedeful and redy to y° worke.

2. A small piece or portion, a scantling. •

In 1506 'scantle' of the Qq. is perh. simply an error for

'cantle , the reading of the Ff.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, in. i. 100 (1st Qo.) See how this

riuer comes me cranking in, And cuts me from the best of
all my land, A huge halfe moon, a monstrous scantle out.

1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. vii. 194 The future cannot
be confined to so short a scantle.

3. Slate-making. See quots. (two distinct senses').

1850 Ogilvie, Scantle, among slaters, a gauge by which
slates are regulated to their proper length. 1865 J. T. F.
Turner Slate Quarries 15 There are, in addition to these
'size slate*. .a small, irregular sort, called 'scantle', made
of pieces too small to make ' size slate '. This last kind is in
great request in west Cornwall, and forms a very strong roof.

..All scantle is cut by boys. 1887 Diet. Arch. Publ. Soc,
Scantle, a gauge for regulating the proper length of slates.
1 Scantle slates * are squared slates as opposed to rag
slates.

t Scantle, v. Obs. Also 6 skantle, 7 scantel.

[? dimin. of Scant v. : see -le 3. In sense 3 perh.

a back-formation from Scantling.]
1. trans. To give scant provision to, stint, put on

short allowance; = Scant v. 3.

1581 Rich Farewell (Shaks. Soc.) 184 There to be fedd
with bread and water, {and yet to be scantled with suche
short alowance, as it was not able to suffice nature). 1630
Brathwait .£«£. Gent lent. 220 Besides, you should be some-
times so scantled, for want of subjects, that [etc.].

b. with a thing as subject : To be wanting to,

fail to supply. Cf. Scant v. 3 d.

1641 Brathwait Turtle's Triumph 15 Time would sooner
faile me, then this subject scantle me.

2. To make scant or small; to diminish, cut

down, curtail ; to limit, restrict.

1596 Harington Ulysses upon Ajax 67 b, Loosing his
repose, and scantling his repaste. 1596 Lodge Wit's Miserie
14 The chines of Beefe in great houses are scantled to buie
chains of gold. x6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xii. § 7. 275
Vortiporus. .succeeded him in the Kingdome of the Britains,
which then was much scantled by the intrusions of the
Saxons, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts <y Mon. (1642) 40 En-
larged mercies must not be cooped up, or scantled.

b. To narrow the meaning or application of.

1644 li p. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings v. 56, 1 shall give thee
the heathen for thine inheritance [etc.] : which is not to be
scantled by conceiving it onely of the calling of the Gentiles
to the communion of his Church. Ibid. 65 This is not to be
so scantled, as if there were no more influence from Kings
upon the Church but by honour and riches.

3. To adjust to a required measure ; to make
proportionate to.

1621 Bp. Mountagu Dtatribar uo-i ri We are not to expect
a like exactnesse and accurate handling in alt passages.
But it sufficeth to be scantled according to the Subject,
1625 J. Robinson Ess. iii. (1638) 18 How graciously our
wise and good God provides for our slipperie state, in
scantling bis promise of good things of that kinde to our
SpirituaTl skill, and care of using them. 17x1 W. Suther-
land Shiplmild. Assist. 62 The Knee being scantled to suit
the Stem as far as 'tis join'd to it.

4. To shorten (sail) ; similarly of a bird, to draw
in (its wings). Cf. Scandalize z>.2

a 1592 Lodge & Greene Looking-glass (1598) F 2 b, Then
scantled we our sailes with speedie hands. 1630 Drayton
Noah's Flood in Muses EUz. 100 The soaring Kyte there
scantled his large wings.

5. To parcel out.

1740 Chesterf. Let. to Son o Oct, The Pope's .. territories
. .will, most undoubtedly, within a century, be scantled out
among the great Powers, who have now a footing in
Italy.

6. intr. Of wind : To become 'scant*. (But app.
here taken to mean ' to become light \)
16*7 Drayton Moon-calf in Agincourt, etc. 173 She could

sell windes to any one that would,. .Which euer as the Sea-
farer vndid They rose or scantled, as his Sayles would driue,
To the same Port whereas he would ariue.

Hence fScantled///. a.
t
made scant, limited.

1604 Drayton Owle 1294 This small Portion ofmy scantled
Store 1 1622 — Poly-old. xxiv. 12 JWelland] in her scantled
banks, though wandring long inclos'd. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu
Acts $ Mon. (1642J 33 This was their pittance, and scantled
allowance in those dayes.

t Scantlet. Obs. Also 6 soanlot. [?f.

Scantle sb. + -et ; or f. Scantling by substitution
of the suffix -LET for -ling.]

1. Prescribed size, scantling.

i5°*-3 (4 .Jan.) Office of Augment. Miscell. Bk. xxxvi.
No. 146, iiijc. M 1

. of goode Iawfull & sufficiant breke
[= bricks) & thurgh & suerly to be brent and after the
Scanlot of ix ynches & a halfe of lengthe large & in brede
& thyknes accordynge to the same lengthe.

2. ?A limit, boundary.
1547 Salesbury Welsh Diet., Ystordyn ['a trigger in

bowling; a mark tojump from* (Owen Pugh)], scantlet.

3. A limited quantity, small portion.
a 1642 Suckling Lett, to Sev. Persons of Honor {1659) 9*

I have been something curious to consider the scantlet of
ground that angry Monsieur would have had in. [Allusion
to Shaks.: see quot. 1596, Scantle sb. 1.] a 1676 Hale
Prim. Grig. Man. (167^) 226 As the World grew by that
means fuller, so their Lives were successively reduced to a
shorter scantlet, till they came to that ordinary Age . . which
now they have.

Scantling (skoe'ntlirj), sb. Also 6-7 scantlin,
skantling, 7 acantelinge. [Etymologizing altera-

tion of Scantillon, after -ling l. The develop-
ment of some of the senses appears to have been

influenced by association with Scant a.]

fl. A builder's or carpenter's measuring-rod.

Cf. Scantillon i. Obs. rare— *.

XSS^J- Heywood 5y*/(&r <y /?*. xvii. 27 Whtche sqwyre shall

sqware me, a scantlin well bent, For a right rewle, to show
me innocent.

fh.fg. A rule or standard of measurement or

! estimation.

1587 Golding De Mornay x. 156 That nothing in al the
Worlde is made of nought,.. is a measuring of the builder
and his building by one rule or skantling. 1678 Lively
Oracles iii. § 19. 269 To mesure immensity and omnipotence
by our narrow scantling.

2. Measured or prescribed size, dimensions, or

calibre, f a. with reference to material objects

generally.

1526 Househ. Ord. (1790) 215 They shall neither send nor
bring into the Court. .. any Pike of less scantling than
eighteen inches long. 1588 Acts Privy Council (1897) XVI.
171 Provyde bullettes of all scantelins to be sent to the Lord
Admirall, and two last of poulder. 1607 Topsell Four-f
Blasts 148 Dogs of a middle scantling beetwixt the first and
the second. 1683 Pettus Fleta Miu. 11. 15 The water. . keeps
at one scantling, neither swelling higher nor decreasing.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 390 Having several holes of different

Sizes fit for the scantlings of all fingers. 1708-g Prior The
Mice 100 A coat not of the smallest scantling. 1725 Bradley
Fam. Diet. s. v. Elm, Truncheons of the Boughs cut to the
Scantling of a Man's Arm.

b. techn. with reference to the measurement of

timber and stone, and of ships or other vessels.
As applied to timber, the word usually denotes the sectional

dimensions (thickness and breadth) of abeam etc, in contra-
distinction to the length. The scantling of a block of stone
is its measurement in all three dimensions. In Shipbuilding,
used in sing, and PI. for the dimensions of the various parts
of a vessel, regarded collectively.

1555 Act 2 <5- 3 Philip
<fr
Mary, c. 16 § 5 Any Wldrye or

Boate.. which shall not bee. .according to thold quantitie,
scantlyng, thicknes of boorde, goodnes & good proportyon,
heretofore had & used. 1608 Willet Hexafla Exod. 605
That is the vsuall scantling for the thicknes of planke boord.
1615 E. S. Britain's Buss in Arber Garner III. 625 A Buss
of thirty-five Last, that is, of seventy Tons, is of a very
good and meet size or scantling, wherewith [etc.]. 1673
Temple Ess. Ireland'Wks. 1731 1. 120 Forbidding any Man
to cut down any Oak. .unless it be of a certain Scantling.

1792 Trans. Soc. Arts X. 31 Voung oaks and chestnuts of
the same age and scantling. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 91 The harder the quality of the moorstone, the more
exactly, .it could be split to the size or scantling required.
1812 Capt. Garden Let. 28 Oct. in Examiner (1813) 4 Jan.
6/z The United States is built with the scantling of a
seventy-four gun ship. 1829 P. Nicholson Carp, in Encycl,
Metrop. (1845) VI. 235/1 In regard to squared stones
the term [scantling] is applied to the three dimensions
of length, breadth, and thickness, 1837 Civil Eng. <$• Arch.
Jrnl. I. 6/2 The piles are from twelve to twenty-five feet

long, and eight by six inches and a half scantling, shod with
iron. 1874 Pollen Aue. «$• Mod. Furniture Introd. 34
Veneers of well mottled wood or of precious wood, small in
scantling, were glued on pine, cedar, &c, as a base. 1888
Daily News 17 Oct. 4/7 A fine twin screw steamship, built
of steel to the same scantlings as if of iron, a 1895 l.n. C. E,
Paget Autobiog. vi. (1896) 196 Our armour-clads were on
the scantling of line-of-battle ships, but with the addition of
considerable beam or width.

T O. of immaterial things. In the 17th c. often,

the measure or degree of (a person's) capacity or
ability. Obs.
1586 Ferne Blaz. Geutrie 94 If it can be so, that our

Gentle-man before proposed, the scantling and measure of
his liuing considered. 1600 Surflet Country Farm SEE.

xlix. 530 When.. the apples shall be well prepared, and
come to a good scantling of ripenes. 1624 Bp. Mountagu
Immed. Addr. 144 The Angels behold what they can be-

hold and see, and Archangels as much as they are capable
of, each according vnto his owne measure and scantling.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 74 The Rochellers per.

ceived by the scantling and grandure of this preparation,
the natural issue could be no other than their ruine. 1692
R. L'Estrange Fabtescxli. 129 Though 'tis a Hard Matter
to find out a Woman, even at the Best, that's of a Just
Scantling for her Age, Person, Humour, and Fortune to
make a Wife of. 1716 J. Sharpe \2ih Serm. 3 Oct., We
then according to our scantlings return glory to Him when
we serve those purposes He made us for. a 1734 North
Exam. 11. iv. § 143 (1740) 307 We may propose the Extremes
to shew the Scantling of the Author's false and inveterate

Malice. 1756 Monitor No. 39 I. 381 There are many others,
whose abilities are of the same scantling; that have large
salaries too.

td. Of one (or a) scantling-, of the same size;

hence, much alike, 'much of a muchness*. (0/"is

sometimes omitted.) Obs.

1551 Edw. VI Jrnl. in Lit. Rem.(Roxb.) II. 337 My lord
marcus" reward was delivered at Paris, worth 500 pound,
my lord of Ely's 200, mr. Hobbies 150, the rest al about
on scantling. 1633 Shirley Bird in Cage 1. i, Vour
Lordships wisedome and mine is much about a scantling
then. 1679 Alsop Melius /no. Pref., That there can be
No Unity hoped for, . . nor peace maintained, unless all men
be of a scantling in their judgments.

f e. To take a scantling of: to measure or esti-

mate the size or amount of ; hence, to judge of,

estimate. So to have a scantling of'. Obs.
1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1. iii. 15 By this now may a

carefull Christian take some scantling of his own estate
with God. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 655 If you take
their scantling and length as they crooke a little, then are
they about three foot long. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. vi.

11 We pour forth our selves in this floud of speech, that
thereby ye may take a scantling of our over-abundant love
to your souls. 1657 Sanderson Serm. Pref. § 15 (1689) 74
From hence chiefly.. we are to take our best scantling,
whereby to judge what is, and what is not, to be esteemed
Popery. 1674 Govt. Tongue ix. § 15. 154 We have not so
just a scantling of our selves, as to know to a grain what
will level the scales, and place us in tbe right mediocrity.

f3. Limited measure, space, amount, etc; a limit.

1597 Bacon Ess., Hon. fyReput. (ad fin.), Such asexceede
not this scantling [L. qui non ultra hoc Poles sunt] to bee
sollace to the Soueraigue and harmelesse to the people.
1600 Surplet Country Farm 11. lxvi. 414 The butterflies.

.

are forciblie kept within a narrow scantling, the pot it selfe
being not wide, but narrow. 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 281
Wo to them that ayme at the cherishing of the people in a
kind of formall Religion, and would haue none to exceede
their owne Laodicean scantling ! 1621 Bp. Mountagu
Diatribse 2 Because it farre exceeded the scantling of their
Poore. Vnderstandings, and Vndertakings. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. xx. (1653) 331 Which when they are too
strictly swathed with Bands, reduce the Breast to so narrow
a scantling as is apt to endanger.. the life of Children.
1678 Butler Hud. 111. ii. 1046 And setting all the Land on
fire, To burn t' a Scantling, but no higher. 1691 Sir T. P.
Blount Ess. 74 But this certainly is to measure Truth by a
wrong Standard, and to Circumscribe her by too narrow a
Scantling.

+ b. spec, in Archery, applied to the distance
from the mark, within which a shot was not re-

garded as a miss. Also^. Obs.
1577-87 Stanyhurst Descr. Ireland i. 11/2 If I may

craue your patience till time you see me shoot my bolt, I

hope you will not denie, but that as neere the pricke as you
are, and as verie an hagler as I am, yet the scantling shall
bemine. 1584 W.E[lderton]' Yorke, Yorkeformy Monie*
in Halliw. Yorksh. Authol. (1851) 4 And then was shooting
out of crye. And skantling at a handfull nie. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russe Commw. xix. 72 b, Not suffering them to
eate, til they haue shot neere the marke within a certein
scantling. «i66i Fuller Worthies, Lond.{ 1662) 11. 191 A
poor Blew Cap.. played so well thereon [sc. a fire-engine],
that, .he could hit within the scantling of a Shilling.

4u A portion, allotted quantity, allowance, arch.
1659 Gentlem. Calling vi. x. 432 Nor is their pride so

affronted, as to be forgot in the distribution of their time, a
good scantling of it is cut out to its use. 1765 Sterne 'Jr.

ShandyMl I. xxi, The muleteer. . thought not of to-morrow. .,

provided he got but his scantling of Burgundy. 1835
Thiri.wall Greece 1. vi. 17X The practice of burying crim-
inals alive, with a scantling of food by their side.

5. A small or scanty portion or amount, a
modicum (of things material or immaterial).
1585 Higins Junius'' Nomencl. 412 Ramentum,..^ frag-

ment, remnant, scantling, or litle peece of marble, or other
thing. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 537 The former hoofes
of a horse being scraped, and the same fragmentes or
scantlinges thereof being beaten in the duste. 1665 Brath-
wait Comment Tivo Tales (1901) 24 One now resolved to
sleep out that small scantling of time which is left him.
1743 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 4 Apr., I am really ashamed
to send this scantling of paper by the post, over so many
seas and mountains. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. I.

p. iv, I cannot find about me the smallest scantling of
veneration for your virtues. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley III.
iv. 89 But a scantling of apples enriched the trees. 1858
Caklyle Fredk. Gt. ix. xi. (1872) III. 190 You shall get back
your Lombardy,—all but a scantling which we fling to
the Sardinian Majesty. 1876 Page Adv. Texi-bk. Geol.
i. 26 Some scantling of geological knowledge will be of
advantage.

fta. An epitome, abridgement; also, a small
remnant. Obs.
1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs To Rdr. (1880), The booke..

bemg but a pamphlet or skantling. 1693 J. Edwards Auth.
O. 4- N. Test. I. 425 Velleius Paterculus. .is an Epitomizer,
a Scantling of an Historian. 1708 Hudson in Hearne Coll.

3 Aug. (O. H.S.) II. 123 Thetford. .is nothing but y« poor
scantling of an ancient spatious town.

+ 6. A sample, pattern, specimen. Hence, a
sketch, outline, rough draft. Obs.

1567 Golding Ovids Met. Epist, 379 How Ovids scantlings
with the whole true patterne doo agree. 1597 Beard
Theatre Gods Judgcm. (1612) 539 This is but a tast and
scantling of those torments and punishments which are
prepared and made ready for them in the world to come.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <y Cr. u iii. 3^1 For the successe (Although
particular) shall giue a scantling Of good or bad, vnto the
Generall. 1663 Marq. Worcester (title) A Century of the
Names and Scantlings of such Inventions, as at present
I can call to mind to have tried and perfected, a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy 1. (1670) 82 And all the way long we
saw such a continual Suburbs of stately Villas and Villages,
that these scantlings made us in love with the whole Piece
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it self, Genua. 1679 C. Nesse Antid. agst. Popery 104 To
five but a scantling and landskip of some of them, a 1680
utler Rem. (t759> I- 108 Had you sent a Scantling of your

Wit, You might have blam'd us, if^t did not fit. 1704 Swift
Tale of Tub -ax. 201 This I have produced, as a Scantling
of Jack's great Eloquence. 1838 T. Mitchell Clouds 0/
Anstcph. 113 The slight tests to which Strepsiades is put
in the versea following, are of course but a dramatic scant-

ling of those probations to which candidates were often put
before admission into the philosophic schools of antiquity.

7. cotter, in technical use (see 2 b). a. A small

beam or piece of wood ; spec, one less than five

inches square.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 42 The cutting of their Scantlings.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exert., Printing xxii. p 1 The Com-
postter sends, .for. .good strong Wast-Paper, and cuts it

into so many several Scantlins as the number of each
Scantlin of his Boxes in his Case are. 1704 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4003/4 A Good quantity of.. Oak Timber, fit to be cut
for Planks and Scantlings for Shipping, . . is to be sold. 1784
Cowper Task 111. 753 He that saw His patrimonial timber
cast its leaf, Sells the last scantling, and transfers the price
To some shrewd sharper. 1820 P. Nicholson Carp* in En-
cycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 233/1 In the construction of naked
flooring and roofing the small timbers which are used are
called by the general name of scantlings. 1889 'Mark
Twain' Yankee at Crt. K. Arthur xxiii. 257 About two
hundred yards off. . we built a pen of scantlings.

b. collect, sing. Timber in the form of scantlings.

1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 520 Boards, scantling, staves,

shingles. 1901 J. Black's Carp. <$• Built/., Scaffolding iii.

32 If it is decided to use scantling [for ladder-sides] the two
pieces should be tapered fiora about 3* in. by 2 in. at the
bottom end.

o. A block or slice of stone of a fixed size ; also

collect, sing, stone cut into scantlings.

1716 Leoni AlbertCs Arckit. I. 38/1 Whether square
Stone, or uneven Scantlings. Ibid. II. 16/1 The method of
cutting Marble into thin scantlings.. scarce half an inch
thick . Ibid. 4 1/2 The Ancients .

.
, instead of panes of glass,

made use of thin transparent scantlings of Alabaster. 1824
Fowler Corr. (MS.) 482 Account of stone .. sawn into scant-
ling at Quarry. 1835 J. Nicholson Opera/. Mechanic 622
The blocks [of slate], .are, by the application of wedges,
reduced into layers, called scantlings, from four to nine
inches in thickness, and of any required length and breadth.
1842 Gwilt Encycl. Arch. % 1799, $ 1909.

o. (See quot.) Cf. Cantling 2.

163a in E. B. Jupp Carpenter? Co. (1887) 301 The making
and layei tig of all manner of beare Joysts Stilling* and
Scantlyngs for Vinteners, Brewhouses fete.]. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Scantling,., -j. trestle or horse in a cellar for

holding casks on tap.

9. attrib., as scantling board, piecet prop ; scant-
ling stick Shipbuilding (see quot. 1874).
1883 Daily News 17 Sept. 8/1, 150 Standards of Timber,

consisting of deals battens, 'scantling boards. 1584 in

Feuillerat Revels Q. Eli*. (1908) 368 For ti "scantling peeces.

1853 Kane Griunelt Exp. xxi. (1856) 164 The 'scantling
props still stuck in the frozen soil. 1874 Thearle Naval
Archil. 55 A stick is provided for each head and sirmark,
and upon this stick are marked the mouldings of all the
square body frames measured square to the surface at
that head or sirmark. These sticks are known as 'scantling
or moulding sticks.

t Scantling, a. Obs. [f. Scantling s6.]

1. Very small, insignificant in size or extent.
165* Benlowes Theoph. 1. xliv, Heav'ns Glorie to atchieve,

what scantling Span Hath the frail Pilgrimage of Man !

Whi.:h sei>, when risen ; ends, when it but now began.
a 1763 Shenstone Elegies x. 30 How would some flood
with ampler treasures blest, Disdainful view the scantling
drops distil ! 1788 Burns Let. to Ctarimda 6 Mar. (Globe)
402 How little of that scantling portion of time, called the
life of man, is sacred to happiness.

2. techn. Cut into ' scantlings* or thin slices.

172* Leoni AlbertCs Arch. II. 46/1 The Window must
bc-.paned with scantling talc

Scantling, v. ? Obs. rare. [f. Scantling sb.}

trans. To construct (a ship) of a certain scantling.

1780 Cam-. W. Young Let. to Comptroller 24 July {Ld.
llarham Papers), Small 20-gun ships who were only scant-
lined to carry six pounders, might very well bare twelve-
pound carronades.

Scantlins, adv. Sc. [f. Scant a. + -lin(£)s
t

-ling *.] Scarcely, hardly.

01774 R- Wmaumm Poems (1807) 235 When merry Yule-
day comes, 1 trow, You'll scantlins And a hungry muu.

t Scantlo meter. Obs. [f. Scaktl(ujg) +
-(o)HETKK.} (See quot.)
1844 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 11. 99 The Scantlometer. The

instrument thus named, the invention of Mr. Wylson, deter-
mines the scantlings of joists and rafters, the former level,

the latter sloped to any pitch not exceeding sixty degrees.

Scantly (skscntli), adv. [f. Scant a. + -ly*.]

1. Scarcely, hardly, barely, arch.
Exceedingly common from the 15th to the middle of the

17th c, ; in the i8lh c. it had app. become obsolete ; revived
in literary use by Scott.
c 1375 Sc Leg. Saints xvii. (Martha) in Scantly be todir

day land bai qubare be body lay. c 1440 Ipomydon 1228
Scantly had they the mete corvyn, That in comyth the
kyugu messyngere, And grette the lady in thys manere.
11449 Pecock Repr. 1. iii. 15 jit of thilk vertu or gouern-
aunce scantli is writen in al Hoii Writt ten lynes. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxi. 460 Ye can scantly heve up
your staff. 15*0 Nisbet N. T., Luke ix. 50 And scantlie

\lVycl. vnnethe ; Vulg. vix] he gais away at to drawand
him. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, s. v. Cerrus, The MM
rough like a chesten, scantly holsome for swyne. 1575-85
Abp. Sandys Serm. x. 153 Wee are hearers of the woord,
and yet skantly that. 1627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 321,

I say it is scantly foure inches long* 1805 Scott Last
Miuftr. 111. xvii, His kirtle. .Keach'd scantly to his knee.

a 1844 Campbell Napoleon <y Brit. Sailor 65 Our sailor

oft could scantly shift To find a dinner, plain and hearty.
1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 287 We hold a tourney here
tomorrow morn, And there is scantly time for half the work.

tb. with superfluous negative. Obs.
1585 Parsons Chr. Exerc. 1. viii, 87 For scantly, there is

not a seuere saying of God.. which commeth not now tc
his mind.

f2. Sparingly; at little cost. Obs.
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales ix. 8, I Hff als skantlie as I can,
& diligentlie 1 kepe all my merchandise.

3. In scant measure ; inadequately ; scantily.

Also rarely f grudgingly.
1509 Barclay ShyP of Folys (1874) I. 223 And where as

the angels ar ther with reuerence . . worshyppynge our
holy sauyour These vnkynde caytyfs wyll scantly hym
honour, a 1585 Montgomery CherrU <y Sloe 1058 Tor all

the proverbs they perusit, 5e thocht them skantly skild.

1606 Shaks. Ant. a> CI. 111. iv. 6 He hath.. spoke scantly
of me. a 1631 Donne Serm. vii. (1640) 70 Indeed, God can
doe nothing scantly, penuriously, singly. 18x7 Keats Soun.
i, Cynthia is from her silken curtains peeping So scantly,

that it seems her bridal night. 1840 Hood Kilmansegg,
Birth xvi, Tables sprang up all over the lawn; Not fur-

nish'd scantly or shabbily, a 1859 De Quincey Posth. IVks.

{1891) I. 50 On that ground, agreeably to the logic I have
so scantly expounded.

b. Curtly. 'I rare.

1884 Howells Silas Lapham (1891) I. 133 ' How? * asked
the Colonel scantly.

Scantness (skae'ntnes). [f. Scant a. + -ness.]

1. The condition of being scant or insufficient in

quantity.
C1386 Chaucer Parson's T. P415 The synful costlewe

array of clothynge, and namely in to muche superfluite, or
elles in to desordinat scantnesse [v. r. skarsenesse]. c 141a
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1243, 1 am so drad of monyes
scantnesse, That myn hert is al makid of lightnesse. 1574
Dee in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 33 Considering your nier*

vailous skantnes of leysor from very waighty matters. 1608
R. Dobson in Lismore Papers Ser. n. (1887) I. 124 As for

the skantness of it, I know it is as full of stufte as any
gowne you haue..woru. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj., Stat.
David II, 45 There is great ratitie, and skantnes within
the Realme, ..of silver. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 193
The miserable scantness of our capacities. 1684 Baxter
Twelve Arg. i. 3 Tho the scantness of History. .tell us not
what words were then used. 1846 Trench Mirac. Introd.
iii. 30 All scantness and scarceness, such as this lack of
bread in the wilderness, . . belonged not to man as his portion
at the first.

+ b. Penury, lack of comforts or necessaries.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxvi. 124 tfcii Hffe with grete

wricchedness and scantness. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2
Scantnesse, partitas, parcimonia.

+ o. — Scarcity 3. Obs.
"543 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) 1. 190 The grit dartht and

skantnes in the contray.

t 2. Of the wind (cf. Scant a. 7). Obs.
'574 W. x^ovm* Regimentfor Seay\*.{\$w')*io\i, Tydes,

currentes, or the scantnesse of the wynde, which may put
the ship vnto the leewardes of his course.

Scanty (skarnti), a. [f. Scant sb. or a. + -y.]

1. Of a quantity, store, supply, or any collective

unity : Meagre, slender, not ample or copious.
1660 Harrington Prerog. PoP. Govt. 11. v. Wks. (1700) 379

Clemens says they were very few, their Assemblys privat,

and very scanty things. 1666 Culieper & Cole Bartfwl.
Anat. Man. 111. i. 323 More plentiful or scanty influx of
the Spirit. 1690 Locke Hum. Und in. v. % 8 The terms
of our law. .will hardly find words that answer them in the
Spanish or Italian, no scanty languages. 1791 Cowper Iliad
xix. 259 Me, in no scanty measure, thou excell'st. 1836 Lu.
St. Helans in Croker Papers {1884) 2 Nov., [The] King.

.

used to dispatch his solitary and scanty meal in a very short

lime. 1830 Lytton Alice nt. i, Proud aristocrats began to

recollect that a mushroom peerage was supported but by
a scanty fortune. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, Since her
early gladness in this best-loved boy, the harvests of her
life had been scanty. 1907 A. Lang Hist. Scott. IV. xviii.

465 Congregations were scanty.

2. Deficient in extent, compass, or size.

1701 Stanhope tr. Augustiue*s Medit. n. ii. 115 They pro-

portion their Regard to Him according to their own Scanty
Notions of His goodness toward them. 1709 Steele Tatter
No. 128 F 4 Vou appear to my Imagination more agreeable
in a short scanty Petticoat, than the finest woman ofQuality
in her spreading fardingal. a 1711 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.)
Whs. (1753) I. 264 This scanty road bears us not both to-

gether; And we must once divide, to part no more. 17*5
watts Logic 1. vi. % 9 Our Minds are narrow and scanty in

Iheir Capacities. 1873 Dixon Two Queens lit. iii. I. 129

They sailed from Harfleur in the scantiest craft that ever

ventured for a crown. 1874 Whyte Melville Uncle John
xiv. II. 95 Scanty trousers..and a forward set of the hat.

3. Existing or present in small or insufficient

quantity ; not abundant. \ Of wind := Scarce a. 1 b.

1674 Josselym Two Voy. 196 The wind was scanty all

along. 1705-6 Penn in Pa. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. 107 My
paper is scanty and time more so. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.

vi. 9 30 If our scanty experience were made the rule and
measure of truth. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 304 He drives,

his flocks to pick the scanty blade. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 409
Breath very short, urine scanty. 1804 Naval Chron. XL
80 Wind scanty, but fair. 183$ James Louis XIV, I. 211

Forage and provisions beginning to grow scanty, and the

winter approaching. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. Unit.),

Such a description, composed from scanty and dispersed

materials, must necessarily be very imperfect. 1871 Free-

man Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 173 With regard to Wor-
cestcrshire our knowledge is in one way still scantier, while

in another it is much fuller. 1884 Manch. Exam. 20 May
5/2 He pegged away, however, with his scanty dollars until

he came into alliance with Jay Gould.

+ 4. Parsimonious. Of soil: Yielding little. Obs.

1692 Dryden Eleonora 105 She. .Ascribed above their

due to every one, Unjust and scanty to herself alone. 1794
Burke Pref. to BrissotsA ddr. Constituents T 21 He allows
a space of time for the duration of these agitations : and
least he should be thought rigid and too scanty in his
measure, he thinks it may be long. 1796 Colkridge Ode
Depart. Yr. ix, With.. daily toil Soliciting for food my
scanty soil.

Scap : see Scalp, Scape v., Shape.

Scape (sk<?ip), sb.1 Also 4 schap, 4-6 skape.
[Aphetic var. of Escape sb. 1

}
1. An act of escaping; = Escape s^. 1 arch. Now

chiefly in hairbreadth scape, after Shakspere : see

Hairbreadth. (Often written ''scape.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 23730 AH sal we rin into his rape, we
wat Fat bar mai li na scape. 13. . K. Alis. 4273 (Bodl. MS.),
He hab ylore his foo . . And bymeneb his skape sore, a 1500
Aruoldes Chron. (1502) B ij, That the sherefs of Iondon
bee amerced for a scape of thefes at C. s. only. 1591 G.
Fletcher Russe Commw. xiii. 48 You shall seldome see
a Russe a traueller, except he be with some Ambassadour,
or that he make a scape out of his Countrie. 1653 Dorothy
Osborne Lett, to Sir W. Temple (1888) 51 But a propos of
Monsr. Smith what a scape has he made of my Lady Bar-
bury. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 29 lo hold long
subsistence seems but a scape in oblivion. 1739 G. Ogle
Guattherus <r Griselda 77 How great our Scape, who never
yet knew Man ! 1897 Church Quarterly n The romantic
scapes, .of St. Athanasius gave birth to no literature of song
and legend like the wanderings of Prince Charlie.

+ 2. A transgression due to thoughtlessness ; also,

with different notion, a breaking out from moral
restraint, an outrageous sin; often applied to a
breach of chastity. Cf. Escape sb 1 7. Obs.

c 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 3 He,
wepynge hys dedis and reducyng to mynde the scapis of
his yougth and ignoraunces. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 60 b,

Maydens that haue made a scape are commonly called to
bee nurses, c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon vii. 136 My Lord,
pardon vs, we knew not what you were : But Courtiers may
make greater scapes than these. 159a — DisPut. Hee <$- S/iee

Connycatchers C 1 b, The old Croane. .sayd the childe was
hers, and so saued her daughters scape. 1599 Marston
Pygmal., Sat. v, Slight scapes are whipt, but damned deeds
are praised, a 1656 Hales Golden Rem. 1. (1673) 91 Men are
universally more apt from the errours and scapes of good
men to draw apologies for their own. 1671 Milton P. R.
11. 189 Then lay'st thy scapes on names ador'd, Apollo,
Neptune, Jupiter, or Pan. 1681 W, Robertson Phraseol.
Gen. (1693) 560 One miscarriage, one scape in bad company,
will not quite undo me.

T 3. An inadvertent mistake ; esp. a slip of the

tongue or a clerical error, a ' fault escaped
'

;

= Escape sb.1 6. Obs.

1565 Jewel RepL Harding To Rdr. F 3 b, To consider
better the ouersightes, and scapes of his former Booke. 1586
Hooker Learned Disc. § 39 (1612) 68 Let no man. .thinke
bimselfe..alwaies freed from scapes and oversights in his

speech. 1613 Sir E. Houy Counler-suarle 33 Such scapes
oftentimes happen, when the Author Mmselfe cannot attend
the presse. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag., Penalties % Forf,
11 Such As poyson all they see, foul all they touch, And on
Mechanick Scapes forge Arts detraction. 1703 J. Blair in

W. S. Perry Htst.^ ColL Amer. Col. Ch. I. 153 Involuntary
Scapes of Transcription excepted.

T 4. To let a scape : to break wind. (See also

Escape sb.1 4 b.) Obs.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly N iv, I for my parte,

through laughter, had almost let goe a skape, as Priapus
did. 1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 104 She would
not misse her fistyng curre for any thyng : and why?
Eorsothe when so she letts a scape, she cries me, fie curre,

fie. 1618 Barnevelfs Apol. B 2 b, This is the language of

dissimulation, with whom a scape passes for currant, vnder
the name of coughing. 1681 \V. Robertson Phraseol. Gen.

(1693) 584 To let a fart or let a scape.

+ 5. //. ? Grapes that have been left ungathered.
1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 667 In some Countries they

also giue them [sc. swine] the scapes or refuse Grapes of
Vintage.

6. =Scapement. Cf. Scapes. 2 and scape-wheel.

1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI, 312 Exactly like those of a
common clock with the dead scape.

7. Comb. : + scape-door, a door through which

to escape, a means of escape ; scape-spring, a

spring that is automatically liberated when its

action is required; scape-wheel, = ^cfl/tf-w//^/.

1607 Hieron Defence 1. 44 To himselfe a *scapedoore to

flie out at. i8»5 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 512
Fig. 518 represents a side view of the *scape-spring which
locks the wheel. x8aa Imison Sci. % Art I. 85 Thus the
motion begun by the weight is transported to the *scape
wheel. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 18/2 The scape-wheel tooth

does not overtake the face of the pallet immediately.

Scape (sk^ip), sb.2 [ad. L. sedpus, a. Gr.
(Doric) oTraTTos (Hesych.), cogn. w. oktjtttpov

Sceptke. Cf.F. scape, Sp.escapo. See also Scapus.]

1. Arch. The shaft of a column. (With reference

to the alleged sense= Apophyge, see Escape sb. 2)
1663 Charleton Chor. Gigant. 20 From the third part of

their Scape, or lower part, upward. 1843 Gwilt Archil.
Gloss., Scape or Scapus, the shaft of a column ; also the
little hollow, above or below, which connects the shaft with
the base, or with the fillet under the astragal.

f 2. The tongue of a balance. Obs.
(So L. scapus trutinx is explained by Cooper 1565 ; Lewis
& Short render it * beam '.]

1633 G. Herbert Temple, Justice ii, The beam and scape
Did like some tott'ring engine show.

3. Bot. A long flower-stalk rising directly from
the root or rhizome

;
\*gen., a stem or stalk.

1601 Holland Pliny xiii. xi, I. 392 The scape or stalke
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that ariseth from it hath three sides with three corners

triangle-wise. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xv. (1794) 166

Ribwort Plantain has. .the scape angular and twisted. 18*4

J. Barhet in Trans. Hort. Soc. (1826) VI. 152 The scapes

are short, generally half the length of the leaf-stalk. 1885

Goodale Physiol Bot. (1892) 384 The scapes of many plants

develop at a rapid rate.

attrib. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 32 Draba rupestns..

scape-leaf 1 or o.

4. Omilh. (See quot.)

187J Coues Key N. Amen Birds a A perfect feather con-

sists of a main stem, or scape (scapus, .\ and a supple-

mentary stem or aftershaft.

5. Ent. (See quots.)

18*6 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 366 Scapus (the

Scape). The first and in many cases the most conspicuous

joint of the Antennae. It includes the Bulbns. fbid.xxxiv.

515 The scape, or first joint, by means of the bulb inoscu-

lates in the torulus, or is suspended to it. 1898 Packard
Text-bk. Entomol. 57 In the more specialized forms it [the

antenna] is divided into the scape, the pedicel^ and a/«-
gellum (or clavola).

Scape (sk^'p), sb.3 [Back-formation from

Landscape.] A view of scenery of any kind,

whether consisting of land, water, cloud, or any-

thing else. Also as the second element of combs,

formed in imitation of landscape, as Sea-scape,

cloud-scape, and various nonce-words.

1773 G. Whits Selbome, Let. to Barrington 9 Dec,
Mr. Ray. .was so ravished with the prospect from Plumpton-
plain, near Lewes, that he mentioned these scapes in his
' Wisdom of God in the Works of the Creation with the

utmost satisfaction. 1776 — Let. to J. White 9 Aug., He
first of all sketches his scapes with a lead pencil. 1796
Charlotte Smith Marchmont IV. 330 My simile.. brings

me to remark on the landscape, or rather the prison-scape

around me. 1853 Warter Faroeh. Fragments W. Tarring
362 During the ten years I have lived hard by the Downs,
I have never seen a single dotterel on their scapes, much
less a trip of them. 1868 Daily News 3 Sept., Some of

these cloud-scapes are extremely grand. 1885 [W. H.
White] Mark Rutherford's Deliv. it. (1892) 18 Some relief

from the contemplation of the landscape or brick-scape.

1907 E. W. Coleridge Christabel 3 Here was one of those

moon-scapes which the poet should depict in verse.

Scape (sk^p), v.1 Forms: 3 scapie, 4 scap,

skape, 4-5 skap, schap(e, 4-6 skape, 5 scappe,

sckap, shape, skapp(e, 5-6 Sc. sohaip, 6-7
scaipe, 9 dial, sceape, 4- scape. Also 4-6 sir,

pa. t. scope, skope, 4 skepe.. [Aphetic var. of

Escape v. Frequent in prose use till near the end
of the 17th c. ; subsequently only arch, and poel.,

and often written
y
scape.]

1. = Escape v. in its various senses, a. intr.

c H75 Lav. 826 Ne lete $e nanne cwicke scapie to felde.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5009 For bar vs tok be hei baili, To scap
[Colt, schap, Trim, skape] wit gisel war we fain. 1303
R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10667 For l*e ne shulde skape
by be weye, He dyd on hym, bondes for to leye. 13..

Gosp. Nicod. 240 (Add. MS.) Pilate saide: 'is bis he bat
heiode pursewed soo? '

' 3ha *, bai saide, ' pardye, and 5it

he skappid hym fro'. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 155 Mony
ladde per forth-lep to laue & to kest, Scopen out pe scabel
water, bat fayn scape wolde. C1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks,

Soc.) 141 Yf thou be gylty thou mayst not schape. c 1489
Caxton Blanchardyn xlvii. 181 He was ryght wrooth and
sory that she was scaped soo from hym. 1506 Kal. Shepk,
(Sommer) 159 She shall be syke in the age of .v. yere she
shall be in daungere of dethe : and yf she skape she may
leue tyll .xliij. yere. 15*6 Tindale Matt. v. 18 One tytle

of the lawe shall not scape tyll all be fulfilled. [So 1557
(Geneva).) 1540 Cranmer s Bible, 1 Sam. x\v. 41 Saul and
Jonathas were caught, but the people skaped free. 1573
Satir. Poemt Reform. x\. 163 Thay fryit in furie that he
schaipit quick, c 1630 Mure Ps. exxxix. 7 Where from thy
spirit shall I scaipe? Where from thy presence flee? 1634
Milton Comus 814 What, have you let the false enchanter
scape? 1665 Hooke Microgr. PreC, How difficult it will

be for any., to scape from being discover'd. 169a R.
L'Estrange Fables lxxi. 70 In the case of a Battle, where
the Soldier grows Every day less apprehensive of the

Hazzard, by seeing so many People Scape, 1744 Armstrong
Art Preserv. Health, in. 583 Of many thousands few un-
tainted 'scaped ; Of those infected fewer 'scap'd alive. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 831 The croaking nuisance lurk'd in ev'ry

nook ; Nor palaces, nor even chambers, 'scap'd. 1814 Cary
Dante, Par. I. 89 Lightning, scaped from its own proper
place. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles m. iv, In hurry of the night,

Scaped noteless, and without remark, Two strangers sought
the Abbot's bark.

0. strongpa. t.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13541 Thus I skope fro the skathe with
skyrmeofmy hondes. Ibid. 13616 Aschatus hen skepe furth

with his skire wordts. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 257 So bat

nopyng lafte saue be kyng, bat vnnebe scope, and a ?eong
sonne of his wyfe. 1480 Caxton Trevisa's Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 534 But he scope fro hem in to his lordes place. 1536
St. Papers Hen. Vlll{\%i$ II. 352 They scaled the bridge,
which thothers perceyvyng, scope oute at thother ende
thetof. 1538 Ibid. III. 19 Your son Bartholomew scope
then hapy, for he was with Aylmer.

b. trans.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29260 J>e man..mai noght pis cursing
scape. 13.. K. Alis. 7735 (Bodl. MS.), Myne honde ne
skapeb he neuermore. c 1386 Chauckr Man of Law's T.

1151 Now is she scaped al hire auenture. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls)IV. 295 No day schulde hym scape bat he
nolde rede, write, ober declare rijtwisnesse. ^ c 1440 Gene-
rydes 2849, I see noo cause, for we shall do right wele And
skape ther handes, doughte ye neuer a dele, c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 223 For trewly I am so woundyrly seke
I may nevyr schape this grett seknes. 1547 && ofMar-
ckauntes bj, Nothynge scapeth them, but at their plasures

[sic] they occupi it. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1.

(1586) 37 b, It is sowed in April or later, in May, to scape
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the frostes. 1593 UdalVs Key of Hdly Tongue Note by
Printer, The Typographical faultes, which perhaps haue
scaped us. 1596 Danf.tt tr. Comines (1(314) 1Z°* I maruelled
to heare such a word scape him. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xc, Ah
doe not, when my heart hath scapte this sorrow Come in

the rereward of a conquerd woe. 1693 Locke Ednc. § 93
(1699) 148 Courage in an ill-bred Man, has the Air, and
scapes not the Opinion of Brutality. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to

Stella 14 Dec, If Patrick had been at home, I should have
'scaped this ; for I have taught him to deny me almost as

well as Mr. Harley's porter. 1784 Cowi-er Task iv. 185
While we retrace with mem'ry's pointing wand,.. The
dangers we have 'scaped. 1859 Tennyson Guinevere 345
Pray for him that he scape the doom of fire. 1878 Browning
La Saisiaz 75 Ye mounts Where I climb to 'scape my fellow.

2. The verb-stem occurs in objective combina-
tions, as scape-gallows, one who has escaped the

gallows though deserving it; so f scape-Tyburn
;

T scape-sermon, an excuse for not preaching a

sermon. Also Scapegrace, Scapethrift.
1799 Washington Writ. (1893) XIV. 154 The •scape-

gallowses of the large cities. 1838 Blackw. Mag. X LI 1 1. 520
The Whigs now support all the scape-graces, and some-
times scape-gallowses. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11 r. xiii.

167 Thirdly, I believe that Mr. Curate was not provided,

and that's enough at any time, for a •scape Sermon. 160a

F. Hering A tiat. 4 *Scape-Tibornes, Dog-leeches, and
such like baggage.

Scape (sk^'p), z>.2 Horology. [Back-formation

from Scapement.] intr. Of an escapement or one

of its parts : To perform its function (in a certain

manner).

1739 [see Escapement 2]. 1761 [see Dead a. 24 b]. 1884

F. J. Britten Watch <$ Clockm. 141 The pallets 'scape
over three teeth of the wheel.

Scape (skfip), int. A conventional imitation

of the cry of the snipe when flushed. Hence used

subst. as a nickname for the snipe. ,

1862 G. H. Kingsley Sport «V Trav. (1900) 380 The. .half-

frozen sedges in which one kills friend Scape at home, 1870

H. Stevenson Birds Norf. II. 324 Its warning cry of* scape,

scape * on rising attracted my notice. 1903 Westm. Gaz.
25 Nov. 2/3 Sceape ! Sceape ! a sudden gleam of mottled
grey Rising from nowhere wings its wizard flight.

Scapegoat (sk^-pg^at). [f. Scape sb.1 orz».i

+ Goat.
App. invented by Tindale (1530) to express what he be-

lieved to be the literal meaning of Heb. "HSW C-azilzel, oc-

curring only in Lev. xvi. 8, 10, 26. (In verse 10 he renders

:

'The goote on which the lotte fell to scape 1

.) The same
interpretation is expressed by the Vulgate caper emhsarius
(whence the Fr. bouc imissaire), and by Coverdale's (1535)
rendering ' the fre goate ', but is now regarded as untenable.

The word does not appear in the Revised Version of 1884,

which has ' Azazel ' (as a proper name) in the text, and ' dis-

missal* in the margin as an alternative rendering.]

1. In the Mosaic ritual of the Day of Atonement
(Lev. xvi), that one of two goals that was chosen

by lot to be sent alive into the wilderness, the sins

of the people having been symbolically laid upon
it, while the other was appointed to be sacrificed.

1530 Tindale Lev. xvi. 8 And Aaron cast lottes ouer the
.it. gootes : one lotte for the Lorde, and another for a scape-
goote. (So 1537, 1539, 1560 (Geneva), 1568, 161 1.) 1651
Hobbes Leviathan xli, Our Saviour Christs sufferings seem
to be here [sc. in Lev. xvi] figured.. : He was both the
sacrificed Goat and the Scape Goat.

2. One who is blamed or punished for the sins

of others. (So F. bouc e'missaire.)

1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 204 Coun try-boys.

.

are patient, too, and bear their fate as scape-goats, (for all

sins whatsoever are laid as matters of course to their door,

. .), with amazing resignation. 1867 Freeman Norm, Conq.
I. vi. 416 He has been made the scape-goat for many of the

sins both of other individuals and of the whole nation. 1888

Brvce Amer. Commw. v. lxxxviii. III. 193 The leaders of

Tammany undertook to make a scapegoat of Conolly—the
least respected and most unpopular of their number.
attrib. 1877 Tennyson Harold 1. ii, A scapegoat mar-

riage—all the sins of both The houses on mine head. 1895

J. Morley in Daily Neivs 3 Dec. 3/2, I for one am not

foing to launch scapegoat Bills. I am not going to say this

iill or that Bill was wrong, and that, therefore, we de-

servedly lost the elections.

H The formation of the word has been imitated

in nonce-combinations (chiefly jocular) in which
the name of some other animal is substituted for

'goat* (cf. the quots.).

1765 H. Walpole Let. to Earl ofHertford 12 May, That
scape-goose, Lord Halifax. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaVs
Hist. Indies I. 86 They have a scape-horse, analogous to

the scape-goat of the Jews. 1831 SoUTHEYinC?. Rev. XLIV.
286 To place himself in so prominent a position that he
was noted for a scape-rat.

Scapegrace (sk*?i*pgr*?ts), sb. and a. [f. Scape

v. + Grace sb.
t
the etymological notion being 'one

who escapes the grace of God \ Cf. the older

scapethrift and wanl-graee.] A. sb. A man or boy

of reckless and disorderly habits ; an incorrigible

scamp. Often used playfully.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. p 3 That scape-grace Leganez
had incurred the penalty of the rod. 18x9 Scott Let M
Lockhart (1830) IV. 294 Most of the Irish of that class are

scapegraces—drink, steal, and lie like the devil. 1852

Thackeray Esmond 111. i, He.. was the most charming
young scapegrace in the army. 1897 Meredith Amazing
Marriage I. xv. 168 Mention of her old scapegrace of a
father lit her up again.

IT Applied to a female, rare.

a 1847 Eliza Cook RoryO'More Hi, Hebe, that teasing

young scapegrace.

SCAPHOCEPHALUS.

B. adj. That is a scapegrace ; characteristic of

a scapegrace.
1830 Forrester I. 202 A warrant, sir, to bind over your

scapegrace friend there to keep the peace. 1836 T. Hook
G. Gurney II. 189 After a sort of scapegrace' acquaintance

with the maddest wag of London. 1856 Masson Ess. iv.

120 The scapegrace young earl.

Sea pel. Bot. rare. [ad. mod.L. scapellus

(Lindley 1839), dim. of scapus Scape sbX\ 'The
caulicle, or neck formed between the root and cotyle-

don at the time of germination ' ( Treas. Bot. 1 866).

Seapelar, -eler, obs. forms of Scapular sb.

Scapelarie, -y, obs. ff. Scapulary.

Scapeless (sk^i-ples), a\ Bot. [f. Scape sb.2

+ -less.] Destitute of a scape.
1828-32 in Webster.

Scapeless (sk<?i-ples), a.2 [f. Scape rf.l or

t\l + -less.] Not to be escaped from ; inevitable.

1850 Ulackie SEschylus 1. 164 My fate is fixed and scape-
less. 1883 R. Bridges Prometlieus 1227 The scapeless net
spread in thy sight around thee.

Scapellar, scapelor, obs. ff. Scapular.
Seapelori, -y, -elry, obs. forms of Scapulary.

Scapement (skfi'pment). [Aphetic form of

Escapement.] = Escapement 2.

1755 [see Escapement 2]. X789 Trans. Soc. Arts II. 245
A Scapement, for the use of clock-makers. 1822 Scott
Nigel ii, They.. have no more regularity in them than a
watch without a scapement. 1879 Cassclts Techn. Ednc.
I. 190/2 The mechanism by wmch these numbers are
counted is technically called a scapement.

Scaper, obs. form of Shaper.

Sca'pethrift. Obs. exc arch. [f. Scape v. +
Thrift.] A spendthrift.

c 1460 Tcnvneley Myst. ii. 384 How, pyke-harnes, scape-
thryft ! how, pike-harnes, how ! 1526 Skelton Magnyf.
761 Howe be it, of Scape Thryfte your clokes smelleth
musty. 1577-87 Holinshed Hist. Scot. 263/r He gathered
a power of wicked scapethrifts .. burnt the towne letc]. 1656
Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advls.fr. Parnass. I. i. 3 Scape,
thrifts, who have but the purse of a private man, yet will

spend like a Prince. sBj/RGe/ilt. Mag.CVlll. 11. 71 Ascape-
thrift laid his hand on his father's plough.

+ Sca-phage. Obs. rare—', [app. f. Gr. oxaip-os

act of digging + -age.] (See quot.)
1610 W. Folkingham Art oj Survey 1. vii. 14 Scaphage

is the digging, deluing, and preparing of the Soile with
Spades or other handie-tooles for the sowing, setting, plant-

ing, and propagating of. .Plants, Trees, &c. [Hence 1688

in Holme Armoury 111. 333/2, misspelt Scaphiage.}

Scaphander (skaefae-ndai). [ad. F. scaphandre

(so named by La Chapelle, the inventor, 1775),
f. Gr. axaipt] boat + avBp-, drf/p man.] A cork belt

used as a support in swimming.
1825 CLtas Gymnastics 165 A third . . follows behind . . with

the scaphander. [In recent Diets, with erroneous explana-
tion : a water-tight suit for a diver.]

Seaphe, variant of Scaf.

Scaphite (skarfait). [ad. mod.L. scaphiles

(Parkinson 1804-11), f. Gr. OKaiptj boat (with

reference to the boat-shaped form of the shell) : see

-ITE.] A cephalopod of the fossil genus Scaphiles.

1822 Convbkare Outl. Geol. it. ii. § o. 162 Turrilite. Sca-
phite [etc]. 1835 Kirby Hai. 9t Inst. Anim. I. i. 20 The
Baculites, Hamites, Scaphites.

Scapho- (skse'fo), comb, form of Gr. axa<prj boat,

in many scientific terms (ofwhich themost important
will be found as Main words). Scapho-calcaneal
a., pertaining to the scaphoid and calcaneum (in

recent Diets.). Scapho-cu'boid a., pertaining to

the scaphoidand cuboid bones. Scapho-cuneiform
a. ,

pertaining to the scaphoid and cuneiform bones.

Scapho'jrnathite [Gr. yvaffos], a flat oval plate in

the gill chamber of fishes, which by movement
promotes a constant flow of water through the

gill ; hence Scaphognathitie a., pertaining to

a scaphognathite (Cent. Did. 1891). Scapho-
lu-nar a. [cf. Lunar B. 3], the epithet of a small

bone in the carpus of some animals ; also ellipt.

as sb. Sca'pho-trape'zium, a bone in the carpus

of the sloth tribe, corresponding to the scaphoid

and the trapezium united.

1876 Quains Elem. Anat. (ed. 8) I. 177 *Scapho-Cuboid
Articulation. Ibid. 178 *Scapho-Cuneiform Articulation.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 104 The branchia. .act mainly
as the "scapho-gnathite does. 1854 R. Owen in Orr's Circ.

Sci.t Org. Nat. 1. 252 The., end of the *scapho-lunar bone.

1870 Flower Osteal. Mammalia xvi. 279 The first row
consists of a scapho-lunar and a cuneiform. 1854 R. Owen
in Orr's Circ. Sci.. Org. Nat. I. 246 The "*scapho-trapezium

is characteristic of the sloth-tribe.

II
ScaphocephaluS (ska;:fose

-
fal3s). Path.

[mod.L., f. Gr. aicaipi] boat + x«pa\ri head : after hy-

drocephalus.} ' Boat-shaped head ' ; a condition of

the skull (caused by premature ossification of the

sagittal suture preventing transverse development),

in which the length greatly exceeds the breadth.

1865 Thurnam in Nat. Hist. Rev. Apr. 247 In the Negro
..the more marked features of true scaphocephaly are

more rarely seen.

Hence Scaphocephaly, Scaphocephalous
adjs., of or pertaining to scaphocephalus ; Scapho-
cephalism, Scaphocephaly= Scaphocephalus.
1863 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. I. t. ix. 236 Professor v. Baer.
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..proposes the term scaphocephaly to indicate the same
boat-like head-form. 1888 Amer. Naturalist July 614
Scaphocephalism . . occurs from defective parietal bone
formation. 1880 Mayne's Med. Vac. (ed. 6), Scaphocepha-
lous. 1890 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 240 There are other

types lot idiots] of less importance, such as the amaurotic,
syphilitic, choreic, scaphocephaly [etc. J. 1901 Nature
12 Sept. 490/2 Two. .papers.. on deformed heads of living

subjects; the one in a case of oxycephaly or acrocephaly
and the other of scaphocephaly.

Scaphocerite (skafp*serait). [f. Gr. OKcup-r)

boat + *«/>-as horn + -lTE.] The third section of

the antenna of an arthropod.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vL 314 Next, a basicerite,

to the outer portion of which a flattened plate., here called
the scaphocerite, is articulated. 1893 Stebbing Crustacea
iv. 38 A thin plate, known as the antennal scale.., while
those who love long words are privileged to call it the
scaphocerite.

Scaphoid (skae'foid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
scaphoidis, a. Gr. 0tea(poft5fi$, f. <r>ca<p-r] boat : see

-OID. Cf. F. scaphoide.] A. adj. Shaped like a
boat Chiefly Anat. and Zool. Scaphoid bone = B.

Scaphoidfossa : the fossa of the helix of the ear.

Scaphoid tubercle : the short process of the malleus.
1741 A. Monro Anatomy (ed. 3) 51 The Ligaments

stretching from the Heel-bone to the Scaphoid Bone. 1858
H. Gray Anat. 35 A small, ova), shallow depression, the
scaphoid fossa. 1876 Trans. ClinicalSoc. IX. 72 The hollow
which should exist between the internal malleolus and the

scaphoid tubercle was entirely obliterated. 1884 Coues
Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 118 Where the lateral feathers

slant upward from the lowermost central pair, like the sides

of a boat from its keel, this is the scaphoid . . or carinate .

.

tail. 1901 Osler Pract. Med. (ed. 4) 1. 26 Peritonitis may
occur . . with an abdomen flat or even scaphoid.

B. sb. [Short for scaphoid bone ; in mod.L. sea-

phoidesj] The first proximal carpal bone in Mam-
malia, or the corresponding bone in the foot. See
Navicular A. 1,

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 249 One
inch in front of the malleolus you feel the projection of the
scaphoid; the joint is one inch beyond it. 1873 Mivart
Elem. Anat. 151 A concavity on the radial side to receive

a prominence of the scaphoid.

T Scaphoi'dal, a. Obs. rare" 1
. [Formed as

Scaphoid + -al.] Boat-shaped, hollowed out.
1681 Wharton Eclipses Wks. (1683} 102 The Earth is not

Cubical, nor Pyramidal, Scaphoidal, or otherwise Hollow,
. .but on every side perfectly round.

Scapiform ^sk^i'pifpjm), a, [f. L. sedp-us

Scape sb.'1 + -form.] Having the form of a Scape
(in various senses).

1796 Kirwan EUm. Mi*, (ed. 2) II. 338 Scapiform Iron
Ore. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bet. 229 Scapiform, scape-
like. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Hot. Terms 232 Scapiform,
. . resembling a scape, a stem wanting leaves.

Scapigerous (skapi-dgeras), a. Bot. [f. L.

sedp-us Scape sb.2 + -gerous.] Bearing a scape

;

having a stalk devoid of leaves.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 215 Taraxacum, Dandelion.

Perennial, scapigerous herbs.

Scapiller, obs. form of Scapular.

t Scaping, vbl. sb. Obs, [f. Scapr v.1 + -ino *.]

The action ot the verb Scape ; escaping.
C1374 Chaucer Boetk. iv. Pr. iv. (1868) 135 They wene

that either the leve or the mowinge to don wikkednesse, or
elles the scapinge withoute peyne, be weleful. c 1450 tr.

De Imitation* 11. xii. 59 It must be so, for bere is no remedie
of scapyng fro tribulacion of euel men & sorowe, but bat
bou suffre. 1596 Pifgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 20 b, Fewe
there be that gothe safely by this waye, but with great
ditficultye and hard scapynge.
Scaple, Scapler, obs. ff. Scapple, Scapular.
Scaplerie, -erye, -ory, obs. ff. Scapulary.
Scapolite (skarptflait). A/in. [ad. G. ska-

polith v D'Andrada 1800), f. Gr. axairo-s rod (see

Scape sb.
>£

) + Ki$os stone : see -lite.] One of a
group of minerals (including dipyre, ekebergite,

marialite, etc.) composed of silicates of aluminium,
calcium, and sodium.
i8oj T. Thomson Syst. Chem. III. 480 Scapolite. 1879

Ruiley Study ofRocks x. in.
Scappe : see Scab sb., Scape v., Shape, Skep.
Scappel, obs. form of Scapple v.

t Scapperboiling, a. Obs. ? Hotheaded.
1673 Kirkman Unlucky Citizen 53 Who would trust such

a Scapperboyling young Gtddy-braind Coxcomb as 1 was?
Scappiller, obs. form of Scapular sb.

t Sea pple, sb. Obs. Also scaple. Anglicized
form of Scapula.
1578 Banister If1st. Man r. 2 Some great bones haue no

manifest hollownes, as the . . Scapple bones. Ibid. 25 b marg^
The shoulder blades or scaple bones. Ibid., The vse of y"

cartilage in y* vniting of the shoulder to the scaple.

Scapple (skae'p'l), v. Forms: (4?8corpil),
5-7 acaple, 8 scappel, 9- scapple. See also

Scarblr v., Scalp z».3 [Aphetic a. Olc.tscapelcr,

eschapeler to dress timber.] trans. To reduce

the faces of (a block of stone; fin 15th c. also

of timber) to a plane surface without working them
smooth.
1443 Contract in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386,

xvj fote of Seuerant tabic scapled with poynts. 1479 W.
Waynflete ibid. 4x0 Hcshalle dygge and reyse and
scaple the best stone yn the same quarrey. 1587 Holinshed
Chron. III. 1538/1 And there was for this purpose alreadie

perfectlie hewed of the same stone seuen thousand foot, and

six thousand foot more was scapled. 1665 J. Webb Stone-
HengZZ They [many of the upright StonesJ were scapled at
the Quarries. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 1 r3 The best way
to get our stone rough scappelled, nearly to the shape I

required. 184a Civil Engin.
<J-

Arch. Jrnl. V. 320/1 The
face stones should be roughly squared on the beds and
joints, or what is called m the North 'scappled' to the
form of the curve. 1845 Parker Gloss. Archit. (ed. 4),
Scapple^ . . the term is now used exclusively (or nearly so) m
reference to stone,but was formerly applied to timber also,

and must have^ signi6ed the barking of a tree, or, more
probably, squaring it with the axe. 1849 E. Dobson Ma-
sonry <$ Stonecutting 89 The block being roughly scappled
to its shape. 1904 Griffiths 50 Years Public Life xxii.

333 His brother, in a Portland Quarry, scappling a block of
stone, presents a family likeness.

Hence Sca'ppled ///. a. Sca'ppling vbl. sb.
t

the action of the vb. (aJso attrib.) ; in dialectal

use concr. in //., fragments of stone chipped off in

scappling.

[1399 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 15 Pro scor-
pillyng lapidum.] 1473 4 in Swayne S'arum Churchw. Ace.
(1896) 15 Item in hewinge and scapelynge of j elme viij d.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 107 The stone . . had always been
snipped off in., what is called rough scappelled blocks; to
be sawn and fair wrought to the particular purposes, where
wanted. 1890 A rchaeol. Jrnl. XLVII. 162 Of the tools it

is clear the scappling hammer and small axe were the chief.

Also Scapple-dress v. trans., in the same sense.

1840 Civil Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 30/1 AH the front

stones of the foundation were laid with a lewis of this kind,
as well as the backing of squared stones, which were pre-
viously scapple-dressed at the quarry.

11 Scapula (skte'pidfla). PI. scapulas. [L.

scapula, in class. Latin only pi. scapulx the

shoulders, shoulder-blades. Cf. Scapple sb.]

1. Anat. a. The shoulder-blade, blade-bone, or

omoplate (in man and other animals).

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 26 In the toppe of the shoulder
blade, betwene the Processe Acromion, and the supreme
part of Scapula. 16x5 Crooke Body ofMatt x. xxiii. (1631)

773 Of the muscles of the Shoulder-blade called Omoplata
or Scapula. 1671 Wiseman Wounds 1. viii. 73 The other
wound under the Scapula was painful. 1808 Barclay Mus-
cular Motions 380 When the scapula is meant to form a
steady support for the humerus, its antagonist muscles are
made to act with an equal force, or to moderate one another
with the steadiness required. 1876 Bristowe Theory ff

Pract. Med. (1878) 361 All that part of the back of the chest
situated below the lower angle of the scapula.

t b. Scapula of the nose* mocLL. scapulas nasi,
* the lateral portions of the nose ' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).
1650 Bulwer Antkropomet. vii. (1653) 118 The Elegancy

of the Scapula of the Nose,..and that beauty which so
manifestly appears in the wings of the Nose.

2. Ent. (See qnot.)
1836 Kirbv & Sp. EntomoL III. 369 Scapula (the Scapula).

The second joint of the Brachium, answering to the Tro-
chanter in the legs.

II Scapulalgia (skaepiwlre'ldgia). Path. Also
anglicized sca*pulalgy ^Mayne's jI/a/. Voc.,\ 889).
[mod.L., f. Scapula + Gr. -a\yia, dkyos pain.]

1855 Dunglison Med, Lex. , Scaputalgia, arthralgia of the
shoulder-joint. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 33 Feb. Epitome 39
Hysterical Scapulalgia.

Scapular (skse'piiilai), sb. Forms : 5 scape-
lar, scapulare, 6 scap e ler, -uler, -iller, -ellar,

skappler, ;,y scapulaire, 7 -air,6-scapular. [ad.

med.L. scapulare (whence It. scapulare), i. scapula

shoulder ; for the formation cf. L. colldre Collar sb.

and -ar. For the earlier forms in Eng. (and for F.

scapulaire, whence some of the forms above), see

Scapulary sb. (In senses 3 and 4 properly a
distinct word, subst. use of Scapular a.)]

1. EccL a. A short cloak covering the shoulders;

prescribed by the Rule of St. Benedict to be worn
by monks when engaged in manual labour, and
adopted by certain religious orders as a part of

their ordinary costume.
In later times often confounded with the cowl.

[c 960 jEthelwold RuleSt. Benet (Schroer 1885) 89 Ha;b-
ban hy eac mid to wyrcenne scapulare, baet is gehwa:de
cugelan and slyflease.) 1483 Cath. Angl. 331/1 Scapulare.

1499 Protnp. Parv. (Pynson) O ni, Scapelar. 1509 Barclay
Skip 0/ Foots (1874) II. 334 Hange vp the scapler: the

amys cowle and frocke Or other habyte of eche relygyon
Vpon a tre clene dede or rottyn stocke. 154.6 Langley tr.

Pol. Yerg. de Invent, viu iii. 134 The Chanons Clotbyng
was a white Cote, and a Hnnen rochet under a blacke Cope,
with a Scapuler to couer their hed and shoulders. 1547
[njunct. Ytsitors Windsor'ii, in Wordsw. Tracts ofClem.
Maydeston 334 note. Wee require you . . that all Prebendaries

. .doe surcease from useing or wairing any blacke cope or

Scapuler of Cloath above their surphses. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxii. 139 The Chaem was apparelled in

a long Gown of violet Satin , . . with a kind of Scapulair about

his neck. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India * P. 397 We Housed
ourselves Cap-a-pee under Felts,.. with a Scapular to pull

over our Heads and Face. 1814 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles vi. 11,

The rule that bid thee wear Dim veil and woollen scapu-

laire. soo8 Btackw. Mag. Dec 808/1 His hands were

clasped under his white scapular.

b. An article of devotion composed of two small

squares of woollen cloth, fastened together bystrings

passing over the shoulders, worn as a badge of

affiliation to the religious order which presents it.

1870 Daily News 5 Sept. 6 The old lady was working a

scapular for a second youth who had gone to the front.

1884 Catholic Diet. (1897) 831/3 There are four other sca-

pulars [besides that of the Carmelites] used in the Church :

that of the Trinity, of white linen with a red cross, given by

the Trinitarians.
. ; the Servile scapular of the Seven Dolours

• ; that of the Immaculate Conception, .given by the Thea-
tines.. ; the red scapular of the Passion, .given by the
Vincentian Fathers.
attrib. 1854. Faber Groxvth in Holiness xv. (1873) 282

World-wide devotions as the rosary, and scapular-prayers.

f c. One who wears a scapular. Obs. rare — *.

11 1550 Image ipocr. iv. 211 in Skeltott's Wks. II. 441/2
Some be Vitlers, Some be Scapelers, And some Cubiculers.

f2. Surg. A bandage passing over and around
the shoulders to support other bandages, etc. upon
the lower parts of the body. Obs.

I7^4
_64 Smellie Midwifery I. 161 Sometimes a bandage

applied round the lower part of the belly, and supported
with the Scapular is of singular service. 1758 J. S. tr. Le
Dran's Observ. Surg. (1771) 109 Compresses, which were
secured by a Napkin round the Body and the Scapular.

3. Ornith. [Elliptical for scapular feather : see

Scapular a. 2.] Any feather which grows from
the plerylss humerales or scapular region.
1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 440 The back, coverts

of the wings, and scapulars, are black. 1884 J. H. Gurney
Diurnal Birds Prey 151 In No. 1 the scapulars had become
slightly paler.

4. Ent. (See quots.)
i8»6 Kirby & Sp. EntomoL III. 378 Scapularia (the

Scapulars). Two pieces one on each side the Medipecttts,
which succeed the Peristethium, and lie between the mid-
legs and the Pteropega, or wing-socket. Ibid. IV. 494
The South American species {Goliath micans

y
&c.) have

not this projection of the scapulars.

Scapular (skae'pi^lai), a. [ad. mod.L. scapu-

laris, 1. L. scapula : see Scapula and -ar. Cf.

Scapulary a.]

1. Of or pertaining to the scapula.
1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. v. ii. (1727) 286 The Viscera of

the Belly counterpois'd with the Weight of the scapular
Part, and that useful Cushion of Flesh behind.

^ 1847-9
TodcCs CycL Anat. IV. 438/1 The scapular region is some-
times the seat of furuncular inflammation. 1848 Quants
Elem. Anat. (ed. 5) I. 517 The scapular arteries. 1880
Gunther Fishes 59 The scapular or humeral arch is

suspended from the skull by the post-temporal.

2. Ornith. Applied to any feather which grows
upon the pterylee humerales.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 364/3 The Craker, c Sea-

Pheasant, .the scapular feathers are black. 1768 Pennant
Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 435 The scapular feathers black and
white. 187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 16 The scapular
feathers or scapulars.

3. Ent. Pertaining to the scapular in insects
;

see Scapular sb. 4.
1826 Kirby & Sp. EntomoL 111.379 Spiracula Scapularia

(the Scapular Spiracles). Two spiracles observable, one in

each scapular, in Acrida laurifolia, &c.

4. In names of birds : scapular crow - scapu-

lated raven (Corvus scapulatus) ; scapular wag-
tail (see quot).
1813 J. Latham Gen. Hist. Birds VI. 336 Scapular Wag-

tail. Jora scapularis.

Scapulary (skse-pi/flari), sb. Forms: 3 sca-

pelori, 4 scapelry, chapolory, .5 scapelerey,
scaplerie, -erye, -or(e)y, scapelarie, -ory»

(kapelary), skaplorie, 5, 7 scapelary, scapu-
larie, 6 skapellarye, 5- scapulary. [ad. med.L.
scapularium, a var. of scapulare Scapulae sb. (the

pi. scapularia being common to the two sing,

forms). Cf. F. scapulaire, Sp., Pg. escapulario.

The confusion of the ending witn L. -orium, -ory,

appears in the AF. eschapeloyre (J. de Garlandia,

12th c), whence app. the 14th c. form chapolory.

The 15th c. form kapelary^ if not a mere scribal error, may
be compared with med.L. capulare, capnldrium, OF. ca-

pillat're, which seem to be etymologizing alterations of

scapuldrium (as if derived from caput head).]

L Eccl. a. ~Scapular sb. 1.

[a 1030 Rule St. Benet Iv. (E. E. T. S.) 91 Culam onwintre
piece on sumere binne oooe ealdnesse & scapularian for

weorcum.] a 1215 Ancr. R. (Cleop.)424 Inwi3 be wanes
ha muhe werie scapeloris hwen mantel ham heuegeS. c 1x90

S. Eng. Leg. 1. 287/^30 Al bi-neobe sat a frere in is scape-

lori ?wijt, his hod i-drawe ouer is ehen. C137S Sc. Leg.
Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 672 With bat schokest be cule away
& scapelry but delay, c 1394 P. PL Crede 550 pei schapen

her chapolories & strecchep hem brode. 140a Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 69 Thou axist me, Jacke, of my grete hood,

what that it meneth, my scapelarie and my wide cope, and
the knottide girdil. c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 341 He doffid

his cowle & did on his skaplorie, and so he dyed, c 1474
Inventory in Paston Lett. 1 1 1

.
4 10 Item, a scapelerey with an

hodde. c 148$ Frere $ Boy in E. E. Misc. (Warton Club) 56
The bramblys..rent hys [the friar's] kyrtyll and his kape-

lary, And all hys other wede. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche
5858 Gyf ?e tuk the Skapellarye, That ?e mycht leif more
plesandlye. 1687 Loud. Gaz. No. 2282 The Commissary of

the Inquisition, .put on him the Habit of Penance, which
is a Yellow Scapulary with a Red Cross, before and behind.

1875 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 87 They \sc.

Cistercian monks] wore white robes with black scapularie*.

b. = Scapular sb. 1 b.

1674 Brevint Saul fy Sam. xiii. 277 The Badg it [sc. this

Confraternity] gives which is caird the Holy Scapulary,

is made of two small Pieces of woollen Stuff [etc.]. 1699
Burnet 39 Art. xxii. 228 They [sc. indulgences] are also

affixed to.. Rosaries and Scapularies. 1903 Morley Glad-

stone x. iii. III. 407 They found on his corpse the scapulary

worn by devout catholics,

f 2. Anat. (See quot.) Obs.

1615 Crooke Body 0/Man vni. i. (r63t) 533 The double

Scapulary, or the veines of the shoulder-blade. 1668 Wilkins



SCAPULARY.
Rial Char. 11. vi. $ i. 178 The upper Convexity of Breast

and Back.. Shoulder, Scapulary.

+ 8. Surg. =Scapulab sb. 2. Obs.

1754-64 Smellik Midwifery III. 427, I applied a large

compress, and over all the napkin and scapulary. 1879

Stormonth Man. Sci. Terms, Scapulary, a broad bandage

with two flaps passed over the shoulders.

4. = SCAPUI*AB sb. 3.

1854 Owes in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org-. Nat. I. 223 Those

(feathers] which lie over the humerus are called 'scapu-

l.iriie ', or scapularies. 1874 Wood Nat. Hist. 261 On the

neck, the back, the shoulders, and the scapularies, the black

hue is shot with bronze, green, and purple.

Scapulary (skte -pi«lari), a. In 6 scopelary.

[ad. ¥. scapulaire and mod. L. scapuldrius, i.

scapula : see Scapula and -arit.]

f 1. Scapulary mantle : a cloak covering the

shoulders. Obs. [Cf. OF. cote escAapulaire.]

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 46 b, The kynge was in

a scopelary mantel, and hatt of clothe of syluer.

2. = Scapular a. i.

1785 J. Lucas in Med. Commttn. II. 92 The canula was
secured in the wound by a bandage, withscapulary straps.

1880GONTHER Fishes x. 150 The Heart is situated.. between
the two halves of the scapulary arch.

Scapulated (skae-pi^U'ted), a. [f. mod.L.
scapuldt-us (see Scapula and -ate 2

) + -ed 1
.]

ScapulatedRaven : thebook-name of Corvus (Ptero-

corax) scapulatus distinguished by a patch of pure

white feathers upon the scapular region.

1869-73 T. R. Jones CasselCs Bk. Birds I. 260 Through-
out the whole of the Soudan and the lower parts of Abys-
sinia the Scapulated Raven is found living in pairs.

Scapulette (skae -
pi(ilet). Zool. Also scapulet.

[a. G. scapulette (Haeckel) : see Scapula and
-ette.] (See quots.)

1887 Amer. Jm). Sci. Ser. in. XXXIII. 123 The smaller

appendages to the oral cylinder are sixteen in number, and
are known as the scaputettes or upper leaf-like appendages.

1894 Gould Illustr. Diet. Med. etc, Scapulet, Scapulette, in

biology, one of the leaf-like appendages of the manubrium
of certain Cnidaria.

Scapuliniancy (skse'piSlimseuisi). [Hybrid

f. L. Scapula + -mancy.] Divination by means of

the cracks in a shoulder-blade put into the fire.

1871 Tylor Prim. Cult. I. 112 Divination by a shoulder-

blade, technically called scapulimancy or omoplatoscopy.

Hence Soapulimantic a., pertaining to scapuli-

mancy (Casselfs Eticycl. Did. Suppl. 1902).

Scapulo- (skaepijJlo), used as combining form

of L. scapula, the shoulder, in many scientific

terms. Scapnlo-axi'llary a., -brachial a.,

defining particular dorsal areas. Scapulo-olavl"-

cular a., of or belonging to the scapula and

the clavicle ; also sb. , the scapuloclavicular joint.

Scapnlo-co'racoid a., of or belonging to the

scapula and the coracoid. Scapulodynia [Gr.

oowij pain], pain in the muscles of the shoulder.

Scapulo-humeral a., of or belonging to the

scapula and the*humerus. Scapulo-radial a., of or

belonging to the scapula and the radius. Scapulo-
trlnar a., of or belonging to the scapula and the

ulnus. Scapulo-vertebral a. , of or belonging to

the scapula and the spine.

1899 Alloittt's Syst. Med. VI. 865 *Scapulo-brachial or

3rd dorsal area.. .*Scapulo-axillary or 5th dorsal area. 1858

H. Gray Anal. 158 "Scapuloclavicular Articulation. The
Scapuloclavicular is an arthrodial joint, formed between
the outer extremity of the clavicle, and the upperedge of

the acromian process of the scapula. 1854 Owen in Orr's
Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 210 The *scapulo-coracoid arch, .is

applied, .over the anterior thoracic hcemal arches. 1870
Flower in Jrnl. A nat. May 242 Superior border, anterior

in most animals, with scapulo-coracoid notch. 1866 Flint
Princ. Med. 835 Valleix entitles the affection here situated

•scapulodynia. 1840 W. J. E. Wilson Attat. Vade M. (1842)

1 14 The •scapulo-humeral articulation is an enarthrosis. 1899
Syd. Sac. Lex., *Scapulo-radial... ,lScapuIo-ulnar...•Sca-
pulo-vertebral.

II Scapus (sk/i-pi/s). PI. BOapi (sk^i-pai). [L.

:

see Scape sb.*]

1. Arch. = Scape sb? I. 1 Obs.

1563 Shute Archil. B iv b, Vpon the foote of the piltor,

directly & vpright set Scapus, ..the which Scapus, is the
boddy of the pilior. 1598 Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 1. xxiv.

85 The Scapus or shafte with his base and capitel. 1664
Evelyn tr. Frcart's ArcAit.,etc. 139 The Rings.. begirting
the Scapus of a Column near the Apophyges. a 1728 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. I. (1729) 20 The slender round
Scapi of the Pillars of the Abbey-Church in Westminster.

t2. Bot. =SCAPE flW 3. Obs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Scapus, the strait Stalk or
Shaft of a Plant, standing upright like a Pillar or Column.
176a Ehret Ophrys in Phil. Trans. LI1I. 81 These en-
compass a triquetrous scapus.

3. Ornith. = Scape sb? 4.
1882 H. Gadow in Proc. Zool. Soc. 420 Fig. 1 . .s, scapus

or shaft. i883_ Martin & Moale Vertebr. Dissect. 95 It

possesses a main stem or scapus composed of quite different
proximal and distal portions.

f4. Ent. =Scapej*. 2 5. Obs.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. 323 To begin with the

first joint, or scapus.

Scar (skai),fi,l Forms: 4-sskerre(5sckerre),
skarre, 4-6 skar, 4-5, 7 acarre, 5 skyrre, 7 soarr,

7- scar, (8-9 dial, skeer, 9 Sc. skair). Also
Scaub. [App. a. ON. sker neut. (Da. skjxr, Sw.

182

skdr) recorded only in the sense of a low reef in

the sea, a Skerry (cf. sense 3). Cf. Gael, sgeir

a rock in the sea (from ON.), f. OTeut. *sher- to

cut : see Shear v.)

+ 1. A rock, crag. Obs.

13.. St. Cristo/er 135 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 456
He ioked abowte ; bane was he warre Of an ermytage vndir

a skerre. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 99 pe mount of

Oreb is a partie of be mounte of Synay,..but hit is harde
to come perto for hije rokkes and skarres [L. propter
scopulos prxntptos]. 1388 Wyclif i Sam. xiv. 4 Scarris

brokun bifore [Vulg. scopitliprserupti]. a 1400-50 Alexan-
der 4865 Rochis & rogh stanes rokkU vnfaire, Scutis to be

scharpe schew sckerres a hundreth. c 1450 Mirk's Fesiial

206 For ber was non erbe to make a graue, he layde hit

vndyr a honging skyrre. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

II. 415 Ane fair castell standand on the se skar. Is callit

now the castell of Dumbar Efter his name.

2. A lofty, steep face of rock upon a mountain-

side ; a precipice, cliff.

1673 Dejpos. Cast. York (Surtees) 196 She and Jane Make-
peace of New Ridly had trailed a horse of the said Geo.

downe a great scarr. 17*1 Ramsay Ode to the Ph i,

O'er tlka cleugh, ilk scar, and slap. 1776 Pennant Tour in

Scot. 11. 347 Wensley-dale, a beautiful and fertile vale..

in many parts doathed with woods, surmounted by long

ranges of scars, white rocks, smooth and precipitous in

front, and perfectly even at their tops. 1833-4 J- Phillips

OeoL in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 703/2 The magnificent

ranges of scars which oegird the hills of Derbyshire and
Westmoreland. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. (Song), O
sweet and far from cliff and scar The horns of Elfland

faintly blowing ! 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 157 And in the

silver dusk you hear, Reverberated from crag and scar,

Bold bugles blowing points of war.

3. A low or sunken rock in the sea; a rocky

tract at the bottom of the sea.

a 171a Halyburton Memoirs ii. {1824) 74 We were* in

imminent danger of shipwreck on the scars of England.

1791 ' G. Gambado * Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809) 106 My horse.

.

ran straight on for the cliffs above the Scar. 1823 W. Scoresby
Jrnl. Whale Fish. 6 A bank or 'scar ' stretches from Kirk-

holm Point on the west side. x88a J. B. Baker Hist. Scar-
borough 329 The bottom [of the sea] from hence all the way
to the edge of the Dogger Bank is a scarr.

4. The rough burnt-out cinder left in a furnace ;

= Clinker sb.i 3.

185a Eng. <y Foreign Mining Gloss. 62 Scars, clinkers.

1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss.

0. attrib., as scar-limestone, a carboniferous

rock occurring in the Pennine Range.
1831 A. Sedgwick in Trans. Geol. Soc. (1836) Ser. n. IV.

70 Great scar limestone.

Scar (skai), sb.2 Forms : 5-7 scarre, 6 scare,

6-7 skar(re, 7 scarr, 4, 6- scar. [Prob. aphetic

a. OF. escare (F. escarre, now written eschare),**

Sp., Pg., It. escara, ad. late L. esc/iara, an Eschar
or scab formed in the healing of a burn or wound, a.

Gr. *<Tx*Pa lit* ' hearth \ The Eng. sense has prob.

been influenced by association with Scab sb.%]

1. The trace of a healed wound, sore, or burn

;

^Cicatrix i.

1388 Wyclif Lev. xxii. 22 If it is blynd, if it is brokun, if

! it hath a scar [Vulg. cicatricem]. {Gloss in 5 MSS. c 1420 -

j

30 : that is a notable fouleness dwellinge after the hehnge
|

of a wounde). 1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scarre of a wounde,

]
covsture. ., trasse . . , cicatrice. 155J9 Mirr. Mag., Salisb. xii,

j
Of cured woundes beset with many a skarre. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 307 That wound neuer groweth to a skarre,

which is not plyed with playsters. x6oi Shaks. Alt's IVell

iv. v, A scarre nobly got, Or a noble scarre, is a good liu'rie

of honor. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Mil. 63 The
Warrior his deere skarres no more resounds, But seems to

yeeld Christ hath the greater wounds. 1658 A. Fox Wurtz 1

Surg. 11. x. 87 At the Throat usually happen gross scarrs.

167* Wiseman Wounds 1. viii. 73 He presently stript him-
self of his shirt, and shewed the Doctor, who both see

and felt their scars [1676 the Cicatrices] and replied they
are well, a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jems. (1732) 70 A
great scar upon his Arm, which he told us was the mark
of a wound. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars Air i, I am a son

of Mars, who have been in many wars And show my cuts

and scars wherever I come. 1810 Scott Lady of L. US.

iv, His naked arms and legs, seamed o'er, The scars of

frantic penance bore. 1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost
viii. 216 If you had ever been wounded, there would be a
scar left behind.
trans/. 174a Young Nt. 7% 1. 430 As from the wing no

scar the sky retains.

b. Jig. A fault or blemish remaining as a trace

of some former condition or resulting from some
particular cause.

1583 Babington Commandm. ix. (1590) 404 Let no proofe

be brought for it, and neuer so much against it, yet stickes

the scarre of suspition still. 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's

Lett. I. 169 There is now no longer meanes to cover this

skarre which dishonoureth the face of State. 1710 Sach-
everell Sp. Impeachment 57 The Prosecution wou'd leave

a Scar upon his good Name. >8ao Shelley Fragm. Satire

19 The leprous scars of callous Infamy, i860 Emerson Cond.

Life, Worship Wks. (Bohn) II. 397 Another scar of this

scepticism is the distrust in human virtue.

f o. In phrases to bring, to draw, to cure to a

scar, to treat a wound until it cicatrizes ; to induce

healing. Also/^-

. Obs.
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 440/1 Penaunce. . plas-

tereth and patcheth vp, and maketh muche woorke to cure

the wound and bring it to a scarre. 1578 Lyte Dodoens
\. xxxix. 57 The leaues . . doth cure and heale olde woundes,
that are harde to close or drawe to a Scarre. 16*9 Gaule
Holy Madn. 285 Bold Heart and Braue ! that hath already

I

curbed his Passions and cured them to a skarre.

SCAR.

2. Nat. Hist. A mark or trace indicating the

point of attachment of some structure that has been

removed ; Bot. and Conch. - Cicatrix 2 and 3.

1793 Maktyn Lang. Bot. (1796), Hilum...The external

mark or scar of the umbilical chord on some seeds, where

they adhere to the pericarp. 1836 Buckland GeoL *y Min.
xviii. § 2 I. 475 Scars of leaves small. 1861 Bentley Man.
Bot. 97 The outside of the stem of a Fern is marked with

a number of scars. 1870 H. A. N icholson Man. Zool. xlyi.

(1875) 338 The 'foot '..is essentially a muscular organ... its

retractor muscles usually leaving distinct impressions or

scars (the 'pedal impressions') in the interior of the shell.

3. attrib. and Comb., as scar-bearer ; scar-clad,

-seamed adjs. ; scar-edge = Hilum; scar-wort,

? some species of Lepidium.
a 1701 Sedley Tyrant of Crete 1. ii, Sure, he was •scar-

bearer to some army. 179a J. Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ep. to

Ld. Macartney 59 And lo ! The *scar-clad Veteran adores !

1887 Amer. Naturalist XXL 576 Four out of the twenty
with the *scar-edge up, after exhausting the nourishment
stored in the cotyledons, perished in their attempts to make
a successful growth. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. iii, There rose

the *scar-seam'd Veterans spear. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden ccexvi. 588 Of Pepperwort or Dhtander... There
is a kinde hereof called *Scarrewort, after the Greek name,
either because it maketh a marke in the hand of him that

shall hold it, or because it taketh away all manner of Scarres.

Scar (skai), 5^.3 [Perh. an altered form of

Scarth (a. ON. sl'arS), the loss of the th {6) may
have taken place in the plural : cf. clo"es (kl^oz) for

clothes. Cf. also ON. skor Score sb.]

+ 1. A crack, chink; a cut, incision. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 20 And ek fulofte a litel Skar Upon
a Banke, er men be war, Let in the Strem. c 1407 Lydg.
Reas. <$- Sens. 5427 The tother [bow], hydouse and ryght

blak,. . Ful of knottys and of skarrys, The tymber is so ful

ofwarrys. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2 Scarre, or brekynge,
or ryvynge. c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. v. 7 1 2 (Arund.)

Thei myght see light as it gan creepe Thurgh-oute the

scarres. 1653 Walton Angler vii. 150 You must take your
knife . . cut or make an insition, or such a scar as you may put

the arming wyer of your hook into it. .and. .draw out that

wyer or arming of your hook at another scar neer to his tail.

2. A fragment, 'shard*. Obs. exc. dial, (see

E.D.D. s. v. Scard).
1698 Thoresby in Phil. Trans. XX. 311, I got also some

Scars of broken Urns,, .which are of the finest blew Clay I

have seen.

Scar (skai), sbA See also Scare sbS>, Scaro.

[ad. L. scarus.] «ScarU3. Also scar-fish.

1748 tr. Horace, Sat. 11. ii. (ed. 3) 117 Those who gorge
and cloy themselves by over-eating, can relish neither

Oysters, Scar, no, nor the Lagois itself. 1828-3* Webster,
Scar, a fish of the Labrus kind. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Catal. 380 Zanzibar has a large import trade of dry and
salt fish, principally shark and scar-fish.

Scar (skar), a. Sc. and north, (see E.D.D.) Also

5-6 skar, 6 sker, 8-9 scaur, [a. ON. skiarr

(Norw. skjerr), whence skirra to Scare.]

1. Shy, afraid ; scrupulous.

1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 126 That daye Neptunus
hid hym, lyke one sker. 1 1560 A. Scott Poems \. 211

Quhilkis ar no1 skar to bar on far fra bawidis. 1573 Satir.

Poems Reform, xlii. 61 The vther sayis : 'thocnt 3e wes
skar, Me think that now 3e cum ouir nar\ 1785 Blkns
Addr. to Deil iii, An' faith ! thou's neither lag nor lame,

Nor blate nor scaur.

b. Of a horse : Shy, easily scared, restive. Of
sheep : Wild. [So ON. skiarr.']

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 357 The cappilL.is

nought skeich, 11a git sker, 11a scippis nought on syd. 1679
Fountainhall Decisions (1759) I. 59 The horse being scar,

he twice threw him off, and so he broke his neck. 1714 in

Shirreff Agric. Shetld. (1814) App. 61 That such as had
scar sheep might be appointed to tame them.

1 2. ? Easily provoked. [Cf. Norw. skjerresinnad

(Aasen) in the same sense.] Obs. rare.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxL 301 Ye ar bot to skar, good sir

abate.

Scar (skai), v. [f. Scar sb.'*]

1. trans. To mark with a scar ; to disfigure by
inflicting a wound.
1555 Eden Decades <Arb.) 164 A certayne well learned

phisytion of Ciuile, was scarred with lyghtnynge in the

nyghte season. 1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 4 Yet lie not shed
her blood, Nor scarre that whiter skin of hers then Snow.

1737 [S. Berington] G. iti Lucca's Mem. (1738) 32 One of

the Balls went thro' my Hair, and the other scarr"d the

side of my Neck. 1757 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks.
X. 262 In the same design of barbarous ornaments, their

faces were generally painted and scarred. 1834. Marrvat
P. Simple xli, She was scarred with the small-pox. 185a

Mitchell Dreatn Life 219 The old maples are even now
scarred with the rude cuts you gave them. 1884 Punch
13 Sept. 122/1 I'm., scarred with brambles from head to foot.

b. trans/.

1697 I^kyden Virg. Georg. 1. 100 But if the Soil be barren,

only scar The Surface, and but lightlv print the Share.

1850 Mrs. Browning Crowned^ Buried xviii, I would that

hostile fleets had scarred Torbay. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.

Eur. x. U894) 241 It is scarred and gashed by some of the

. . gullies of the Dolomite mountains. 1908 Outlook 10 Oct.

460/2 Durham has been scarred and blackened by modern
industrialism.

O.fig.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. 81 Chastitie being once scarred

is neuer saiued.

2. a. trans, with up. To heal, cover with a scar.

b. intr. with over. To heal ; to become covered

with a scar as a sign of healing.

1609 [Bp. W. Barlow] Ansiv. Nameless Cath. 266 This

\ Antilofite the Antapologer . . would salue by a figure in Gram-



SCARAB.

mar called Acyrologie, and would scarre vp the wound by
an impropriety of speech. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw.
III. ctx. 577 Wounds which were just beginning to scar
over were reopened by the war of 18 12.

Scar, obs. form of Scare sb. and v., Shear.
Scarab (skavrab). Also 6 scarabb e, 6-7

scarabe, 7 scarrab, -ubb. [ad. F. scarabfo,

Scarabkb (= Pr. escaravai, Sp. escaraiajo, Pg.
escarabeo, scaraveo, also dim. escaravelho, It.

scarabeo,a\$oscarafaggio), ad. L. scarabseus, Scara-
b.lus. Cf. Gr. Kapapos, dim. Kdpafliov, also *dpa/3i'j,

horned beetle, stag-beetle, also sea crayfish.]

1. In early nse, a beetle of any kind (chiefly re-

ferred to as supposed to be bred in and to feed

upon dung). Now rare exc. as applied to the
scarabseid beetle, Ateuchus sater, reverenced by
the ancient Egyptians (cf. sense 2).

1579 Gossos Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 10 The Scarabe flies ouer
many a sweete flower, and lightes in a cowshard. 1615
Makkham Pleas. Print, ii. (1635) 15 A hollow Cane in
which he may put them [Maggots, etc.], and Scarrabs. 1681
in Phil. Collect. XII. 54 A large Scarabe, I found among
Goods brought from the Indies. 1776 G. White Selhorne,
To Barrington 3 Apr., This stomach was. . stuffed.. with
. . various insects, such as small scarabs, spiders, and dragon-
flies. 1845 Browning Glove 34 An Arab As glossy and black
as a scarab. 1904 Budge yd q 4M Egypt. Rooms Brit.
Mus. 187 A deceased king is said to have entered the boat
of the Sun in the form of the scarab.
at trio. 158a Lvly To Author in T. Watson's Poems (Arlx)

29 Not vnlike vnto..the Scarab flies, which enter into the
roote and neuer touch the rinde.

t b. trans/, and Jig. esp. as a term of abuse
for a man. Obs.
c 1600 Dis.'r. Emperor 11. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) HI.

105 But be assurd I am no scarabb for a castrells breakfast.
1601 B. Joxson Poetaster iv. vii, They are the moths, and
scarabes of a state. 1610 — Alch. I. i, Fac. You might talke
softlier, rask.il!. Svb. No, you scarabe, I'll thunder you, in
peeces. 1676 Durff.y Madam Fickle 11. L (1677) 11 Mu^t
a Man of honour wait your leisure, ycu Doe, and miss his
necessary diversion, through the negligence ofsuch a Scarab,

2. Antiq. A gem (of carnelian, emerald, obsidian,

etc.) cut in the form of a beetle {scarabeus),
having on the flat under-side a design in intaglio.
Scarabs were worn either as signet-rings or attached on a

chain hung round the neck. They were common among
the Egyptians, Etruscans, and the peoples of Western Asia.
1878 A. S. Murray in Encycl. Brit. VIII. 640/2 But

excepting the form there is singularly little in common be-
tween the scarabs of Etruria and of Egypt 1900 Petrie
Deiuiereh 7 From a scarab found in this tomb it is probably
of the XHth Dynasty.

Scarabsean (skxrabran),ii. rare. Also scara-
bean. [f. Sc.vraii.k-i-s + -an.] Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of, a scarabaeus or scarab.
1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xiv. | 1. 327 As

the Scarabean Flea, or Wag-taile, that skips from place to
place. 1837 Eraser's Mag.X\l. 404 On the opposite face
is the same boat and globe

t
without the scarabaean symbol.

1867 F. Francis Angling vi. (1880) 231 Folding up its wings
[it] resumes its scarabean appearance.

Scarabseid (slaeriibrid), a. and sb. Ent.
ff. mod.L. scarabteid-m (Leach 1817), f. L. scara-
bseus: see Scarab.ei.'s and -id.] a. adj. Of or
pertaining to the Scarabmdsr a large family of
lamellicom beetles, including cockchafers, stag-
beetles, dung-beetles, etc. b. sb. A scarabseid beetle.

So Scarabeoidan, a beetle of the family Scara-
bxidr. Scarabsa'idoid a., resembling a scara-
bseid; used by C. V. Riley to denote the third
stage in the larval development of hypermetamor-
phic beetles, as oil-beetles {Mcloidte). Scara-
b«» idou» a. » Scarab.kid a.
184a Brands Diet. Sci., etc., Scarabxidans. 1884 Science

s Feb. 127/2 The ordinary hairs of scarabaeidous beetles.
1891 Century Diet., Scarabatid [a. and si.]. 1898 Packard
Text-bh. Entomol. 692 This Riley denominates the scara-
bxidoid stage of the second larva.

Scarabaeist. Also scarabe e ist. [f.SCARA-
B.EUS + -1st.] One who studies the Scarabmidse.
See quot. 1872; in allusion to this passage the word is

sometimes used derisively for a narrow specialist.

187a O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.d. ii, ' I suppose you are
an entomologist ? ' . .

* Not quite so ambitious as that, sir. .

.

I am often spoken of as a Coleopterist, . . but I have no right
to so comprehensive a name.. .Call me a Scarabeeist if you
will." 1883 Athenaeum 24 Mar. 380/1 If only it can con-
vince the ' scarabaeist ' that there are realms of wonder and
of interest beyond the limits of his own domain.

Scarabseoid. (ska:rab<'-oid),a.and.r#. [f.ScARA-
B£us 4- -oil).] A. adj. a. Ent. = Scarabsndoid
(Cent. Diet.), b. Anliq. Resembling a scarab.
1889 Alhenjrum 1 1 May 602/3 A collection of early Greek

scarabaeoid gems.

B. sb. a. Ent. — Scarab.kid sb. (1895 in Euni's
Stand. Diet.), b. Antiq. (See quot. 1887.)
1887 Amelia B. Edwards tr. Maspero's Egypt. Archxol.

v. 242 Others \sc. scarabzi] again but vaguely recall the
form of the insect, and are called scarabaeoids. 1888 A the-mum 16 June 765/1 The collection of Phoenician scarabs
and scarabaeoids of hard stones is large and curious.

II Scarabaeus (skxrab<'2s). PI. scarabsei
(-brai). Also 6, 7-9 -beus. [L. : see Scarab.]
1. Ent. A beetle of the genus Scarabseus, formerly

a very large genus corresponding to some extent
with the modern family Scarabseidse ; now an Old

183

World genus (Linnseifs 1767) of lamellicom beetles
typical of the Scarabmidx (see Scabab^id) . Some-
times used loosely— Scarabseid sb.

[i.tta-50 *•". Higden (Rolls) II. 200 Somme thynges goe in
to other kyndes by corrupcion, as bees of roten calfes, and
vermyn callede scarabei [L. scarabari] of corrupte horses.]
1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities {1665) 39 A great Scarabeus
of the Amazons. Ibid, 41 A little brown Scarabeus of East
India. 1741 Warburton Div, Legal, iv. iv. 112 To signify
the Sun, they sometimes painted a Hawk,.. sometimes a
Scarabaeus with a round Ball in its Claws. 1876 Van
Benedeu's Anim. Parasites viii. 167 The larva of the large
scarabaeus (Orycles nasicornis}

t which is found in tan.

2. Antiq. = Scarab 2.

1775 Tassie's Catal. Impress. Gems 4 Reverse of Scara-
beus. i860 C. \V. King Antique Gems 123 This manner of
mounting the scarabeus was often used by the Egyptians.
Ibid., Some early Etruscan scarabei. 1886 Guide Exhib.
Galleries Brit. Mus. 54 Agate scarabaeus... Inscribed in
Phoenician with the name Vesha-el.

Scarabean, variant of Scabab&an a,

Scarabee (skse'rabi). arch. Also (9scaribee),
//. 6-7 scaxabies. [a. F. scarabie : see Scarab.]
= Scarab i.

1591 Spenser Vis. Worlds Vanitie iv, The kingly Bird,
that beares Joves thunder-clap, One day did scorne the
simple Scarabee.

^ 1599 Drayton Idea No. 31 Vnto my
gitcn no common iudgement flies, I scorne all earthlie dung-
red scarabies. 1665 Nef.dham Med. Medicinae 197 Horses

generate Wasps and Scarabees. 1820 Shelley (Edipus 1.

157 The beast Has a loud trumpet like the scarabee.
attrib. 1830 Marryat King's Chvn xx, Little animals of

the scaribee tribe, denominated weevils.

b. trans/. andjfe. —Scarab i b.
1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 102 Let mee vnrippe
my sorrowes, that my brest May void such Scarabees, that
vse to sit Vpon each vlcer. 1677 2nd Packet 0/ Adv. to
Men cfShaftesbury 15 Some few Scarabees of the Law.
Scarabeus, variant of Scarabjsus.

Scaraboid (skce-raboid), sb. and a. [f. Scarab
+ -OID. Cf. Gr. Kdpapou&Tjs, also ixdpa0<uSrjs like a
teapa&os (see Scarab).] A. sb.

1. Antiq, — Scarab.eoid sb. b.

1879 A. S. Murray in Encycl. Brit. X. 137/1 Four porce-
lain scaraboid3 from Camirus. 1886 Guide Exhib. Galleries
Brit. Mus. 54 Jasper scaraboid.. [with] Phoenician inscrip-
tion. Ibid. 190 The Greeks. . had no favour for finger-rings
with a beetle on the back of them. They preferred the
scaraboid, with its plain, smooth back, for gems that were
to be worn as swivel rings.

2. A scarabseid. 1891 in Century Diet.

B. adj. Resembling a scarab or scaraboid.
1888 A. S. Murray Brit. Mus. Catal. Engr. Gems Introd.

17 Gems of the true scaraboid form,

Scaramoche, -oshf obs. ff. Skirmish.

Scaramouch, (skarramautj), sb. Forms : a.

7 scaramuzza, scaramoucha, -ouchi(o, -ouchd,
-oche, scaramuccio, -uccie, -uohi(o, -ucha,
soarramuccio, 7-8 scaramouch! ; fi. 7 schara-
mouch, 7- scaramouch, [ad. It. Scaramuccia
(see sense 1) ; the name is a use of scaramuccia
Skirmish sb., in allusion to the character of the
personage. The form, which now alone survives,

comes through the F. Scarantouche (Moliere) ; the
a forms represent corruptly the Italian original.]

1. (As proper name, with capital S.) A stock
character in Italian farce, a cowardly and foolish

boaster of his own prowess, who is constantly
being cudgelled by Harlequin.
The character was intended in ridicule of the Spanish don,

and was dressed in Spanish costume, usually black j the
costume was often adopted in masquerades.
The clever impersonation of the part by Tiberio Fiurelli,
who brought his company of Italian players to London in
1673, rendered the word very popular in England during the
last quarter of the 17th c.

a. 1 66a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Amb. vt. 380 Such
distorted Countenances and Postures, as Scaramuzza him.
self would be much troubled to imitate. 1673 Wvcherley
Gentl.'Dancing-Master m. i. 39, I didde go to the Italian
Academy at Paris thrice a week to learn to play de Fool of
Signior Scaramouche. 1673 Drydkn Epit. to Univ. Oxon.
15 Stout Scaramoucha with Rush Lance rode in, And ran a
lilt at Centaure Arlequin. 1673 A. Marvel Rekearsall
Transp. 11. 60 There were no less than six Scaramuccios
together upon the Stage. 1676 Shadwell Virtuoso v. 88
Entry of Scaramonchi [sic] and Clowns. Ibid. 89 Enter
Sir Formal in Scaramoucha's habit. 1696 V. Alsof God in
Mount 13 Where are the Jesters, the Buffoons, the Scarra-
muccioes? Will not these afford a more pleasing entertain-

ment?
p. 1677 E. Ravenscroft (title) Scaramouch. Ibid., The

Persons Names. Scaramouch, a Philosopher... Harlequin.
1678 Dryden Kind Kpr. L i. (1680) 10 But I speak no
Italian, a few broken scraps which I pick'd from Scaramouch
and Harlequin at Paris. 1749 H. Walpolb Let. to Mann
3 May, A troop of harlequins and scaramouches. 1771 T.
Hull Sir IV. Harrington (1797) I. M3 Mrs. Granville a
nun, myself a shepherdess, Lord S. a scaramouch [at the

Masquerade], 1855 W. Irving Tour Prairies xix, Like a
posture-master or scaramouch at a circus. 1876 'Ouida'
Winter City x. 315 She was silent watching the whirling

of the pierrots. .scaramouches and dominoes.

b. A puppet representing Scaramouch.
1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 98 He gave motion to

a small wooden scaramouch that danced well in tune. 1819

S. Rogers Human Life 492 The booths whitening the

village-green. Where Punch and Scaramouch aloft are seen.

1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Lab. III. 52 This here is the Scara-
mouch that dances without a head.

SCARCE.

2. trans/, and Jig. In later nse often employed
loosely as a term of contempt : A rascal, scamp.
0. 1676 Durfey Madam Fickle II. i. (1677) 11 Tot. Hoy;

Scaramouchi, Rascal, Poltron, Popinjay !.. must a Man of
honour wait your leisure, a 1683 Oldham Rem. (1684) 113
Without doubt he was. .design'd for the Scaramuchio of
Mankind.
P. 1694 Ier. Collier Miscetl., OfDuelling 32 It makes

the Laws cheap and ridiculous, the Solemnities of Justice
a piece of Pageantry, the Bench a few Reverend Poppets,
or Scharamouches in Scarlet. 1716 in W. W. Wilkins Polit.
Ballads (i860) II. 175 The scaramouches everywhere With
open throats bawl'd out. 1814 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 141
He swore no scaramouch of an Italian robber would dare
to meddle with an Englishman. 1865 Meredith Rhoda
Fleming x, Once I was an idle young scaramouch.
3. attrib.

1870 Disraeli Lothair Ivii, The Sicilian with his scara-
mouch tricks got on very well with the gentle and polished
luscan. 1906 Athenaeum 10 Mar. 294/3 Irresponsible
Kitty.. lived merrily throughout her scaramouch childhood
and flirting girlhood.

Hence Scaramouch v. inlr., to act the part of a
scaramouch, or to behave like a ' scaramouch '.

1834 Beckford Italy I. 119 The rabble were gathered in
knots round the strollers and mountebanks, singing and
scaramouching in the middle of the square. 1864 Mrs.
Lloyd Ladies ofPolcarrow 134 Didnthe use to scaramouch
up over-stairs just the like o' that, when he was a purtv
little fellow 1

Scaramouch, obs. form of Skirmish sb.

Scarbabe : see Scabebabe.
Scarborough, (skaubur^). Also 6 Soar-, Skar-

boro(w, Scarborough, 7 Soarburg, Scarre-
borough. The name of a town on the coast of
Yorkshire, used attrib.

1. Scarborough warning. Very short notice, or
no notice at all ; a surprise.
The statement of Fuller, that the phrase originated in an

allusion to the surprise of Scarborough by Thomas Stafford
in April 1557, is disproved by the earlier example below.
1546 J. Heywood/,w.(i562)Eij,A daie er 1 was wedde,

I bad you (quolh I) Scarbiough warnyng I had (quoth he)
wherby, 1 kept me thens. a 1561 T. Mountain in Strype
Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. 189 Your friendship, Mr. Charlys,
is but hard and scarce, in giving me this Scarborow Warning
[viz. the notice that he was to be hanged 'even this Foor-
noon ']. 159a Lyly Sj>. to Eliz. at Quarrendon i. Wits. 1902
I. 45S Trie Knight wisheth it may be a watch (better than
Scarborows warning) to the Noble Gentelmen of your
Courte. 1603 lip. T. Matthew Let. 19 Jan. in Cardwell
Confer. (1840) 166, I received a message.. that it was his
Majesty's pleasure that I should preach before him upon
Sunday next ; which Scarborough warning did not only
perplex me, but (etc.). 1697 De la Pryme Diary (Surtees)
125 ' Scarburg^Warning ' is a prove"rb in many places of the
north, signifying any sudden warning given upon any
account. 183a Scott Redgaiiutlet ch. xix. The true man
for giving Scarborough warning— first knock you down,
then bid you stand. 1890 P. H. Emerson Wild Life on
Tidal Water 8 Tha wind wos werry moderate! but that
shifted an' come round strong from the norrawest, an' hove
her ashore j 'twos a Scarboro' warnin'.

t b. Hence in nonce-uses. Obs.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. /ret. iii. 12 in Holinshed, And
withall, as far as their scarborrough leasure coulde serue
them, they ransacke the Prince his thesaure. 158a— Azneis
iv. (Arb.) 116 Al_ they the lyke poste haste dyd make, with
scarboro scrabbling (L. rapiuntque runnlque],

2. Scarborough lily, Vallota purpurea.
i88j Garden 9 Sept. 224/2 A correspondent sends us two

blooms of the Scarborough Lily.

tScarbot.e. Obs.-" Also scharabot. [Aphetic
a. F. escarbot, in OF, also cscharbol(e, f. L. scara-

bxits with Fr. dim. suffix -ot. (Cf., however, late

OE. scearn-budda, Sborn-bud, dung-beetle, which,
or some equivalent continental form, may have
influenced the Fr. word.)] A beetle.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 4 .(
:\h Scarbot [ WinchesterMS. scar-

bote], flye, scabo. 14.. Voc. in Wr..Wulcker 609/47 Scaralro,

anc* a scharabot (et anc9 a bytylle).

t Scarboyle, v. Obs. rare — '. [ad. F. escar-

bouilter (16th c. in Littr£), OF. escarbel/ier.]

trans. To smash, to break in pieces.

1502 Star Chamber Cases No. 1, They ryvefilled, spoyled,
scar boy led and made havokk of her said goods.

Soarbridge, obs. form of Scabbard sb.1

Scarbroite (ska\ibr<?|3it). Min. [f. Searbrd

a form of Scarborough + -ite 1.] A hydrous sili-

cate of alumina, found near Scarborough.
1829 W. V. Vernon in Philos. Mag. Ser. 11. V. 180 It.,

may be distinguished by the appellation of Scarbruite. 1883
M. F. Heddlk in Encycl. Brit. XVI. 424/2.

Scarce (ske°js), a. and adv. Forms : a. 3-7
soars, skars(e, 4-8 scarse, (5 scarske), 5-7
skarce, 6 .SV. skairs(e, skarss, skers(s, skaris,

skairce, 7 Sc. schairoe, 5- scarce ; /3. 5-6 scace,

6 scas(e, skace, skase, .SV. scaysse. [ME. scars,

a. ONF. scars, escars, escas (Central OF. eschars,

mod.F. (chars, now only said of coin, with the

sense ' below standard value ', and of wind, in sense

1 b below) = Pr. escars, escas, Sp. escaso, Pg.

escaco, escasso. It. scarso :—popular L. *scarsus

(med.L. scarsus from It. and Fr.), prob. repr. an
older *excarpsus, pa. pple. of *excarpfre ( = class.

L. excerplre to select out, Excerpt), t'.ex (see Ex-)
+ carpeYe to pluck. Cf. MDu. schaers (Du. schaars)

from Fr.] A. adj.
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fl. Restricted in quantity, size, or amount;

scanty. Obs. " ._
'

«. i»07 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6862 His moder he dude ek in

warde & scars liflode ire found. 1340 Ayenb. 53 N ou behoueb

to habbe tuo mesures ane little and ane scarse, bet he useb

touore be uolke. And anobre guode and large, bet he useb
-

.et non ne y-zyib. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 457

ri|e clobinge and scars [L. villi et rara veitii\ we havep

in stede of gold and of greet array, c 141a Hoccleve De
Reg. Prim: 478 His hous in london is to streyt & scars To
dooii his craft. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hilt. Scot. I.

1. 90 Bot at evin only they first prepaired the table, and

that verie scharpe and skairs.

p. 1509 Barclay Ship of Fools (1874) II. 103 Than was
theyr fode seas, theyr lyuynge lyberall Theyr labour comon,

they knewe no couetyse.

•f b. Of wind : Slight in force or strength

;

almost calm. Obs.

C1400 S/. Altxlui (Laud 622) 560 pe wynde was gret, &
nothing skars, bonder dyned shille. 1511 Guylforde's Pylgr.

(Camden) 11 How be it y* wynde was so scarce and calme
that we coude not come to the towne of Corfona tyll Mon-
day ayenst nyght. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 401 Wee sayled

neere to the coast on the same side, with very scarce winde,

and in a manner calme.

to. Of the water of a river, etc. : Low. Obs.

173a Earl of Oxford in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) VI. 150 This year has been very bad for them [the

boats}, the water is very scarce.

+ 2. Of persons, their attributes and actions

:

Stingy, sparing, niggardly, parsimonious, penu-

rious. Also, sparing or chary of. Obs.

a. 1:1330 King-of Tars 92 Sire, the kyng of Tars Of wikked
wordes nis not scars. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 1244 Bothe he
was scars and chinche. c 1386 Chaucer Mellh. r 633 Ye
shul vse the richesses, . .in swich a manere, that men holde

nat yow to scars, ne to sparynge, ne to fool large, c 1400

Cato's Morals 211 in Cursor M. App. iv. 1672 Be scarske

of bi louing. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 128 b/i And gaf
to them largely to ete suche as they asked but to herself she

was hard in her sekeness & skarce. £1500 Three Kingi
Sons 78 The sone of a mighti kynge hath delyuerd a felaw

that he knew not, which hath not ben scars, nor of so pore

corage, but that he hath wele to his knowlage delyuerd the

sone of the grettist kynge that leuyth. c 1510 Barclay
Afirr. Gd. Manners (1570) Gj, Men oft haue repented of

wordes superflue, But seldome of scilence doth any man
repent, Wherfore scarce of wordes is counted great vertue.

1531 Elyot Gov. in. xxvii, Superfluous in wordes, or elsto

scarse. 01539 in Archseologla XLVII. 54 Wee. .aduertise

you all to be contented to lyue under a scarcer manour for

a tyme then ye haue doon in tymes past. 156a Shute
Cambine on Turkish Aff. 52 b, They knewe him to be of

nature scarse, and not liberal. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell.

viii. (1628) 244 Whereas many haue written of these Etymo-
logies, yet are all of them very scarse in shewing the reasons

of many their interpretations, a 1639 T. Carew To A. L.
12 And 'twere a sin There to be scarce, where she hath bin

So prodigal of her best graces.

p. 1414 Brampton Penit. Pi. (Percy Soc.) n To synfull

man thou were nevere scace Of ' Ne reminiscaris, Domine 1

'

a 1550 Vox Populi 740 in Hazl. E. P. P. III. 293 By cause
thei be so base, Thei wylbe neadye and scase [Marl. MS.
skarsse}.

b. Of a period of time: Characterized by
scarcity. TObs.
c 1290 A II Sainti Day 41 in 5. Eng. Leg. I. 419 Ech man

. .made bane day feste, And in a skars tyme of be a.ere ase

we wyten, it was in May. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia n.

31 Powhatan . .and some others that are provident, rost their

fish and flesh vpon hurdles..and keepe it till scarce times.

3. Of food or other commodities, rarely of im-

material things : Existing or accessible in deficient

quantity.
o. c 1374 Chaucer Former Age 36 Ther as vitaile is eek

so skars and thinne That noght but mast or apples is ther-

inne. c 1450 Brut 448 In bat tyme money was skarse. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 7 Where words are scarse, they are

seldome spent in vaine, For they breath truth, that breath

their words in paine. 1607 Dampier Voy. I. 301 The Padre
told Capt. Swan that Provision wafi now scarce on the

Island. 184a Tennyson A udley Crt. 31 Then touch'd upon
the game, how scarce it was This season. 1878 Stubbs
Comt. Hist. III. xviii. 90 Money was scarce. 1896 Law
Times C. 488/2 Like most other lawyers, Inglis had his

probationary period when work was scarce.

0. 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 37 For my
tyme is lytel here; My dayes be waxen wonder scace.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, iv. 153 All thyng there

was scace, by reason of the continuall warres.

4. Existing in limited number ; seldom seen or

met with ; rare. Said chiefly of things that are

sought after by collectors, e. g. a book, coin, en-

graving, a species of plant or animal.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xlviii, [Gems] ben
preciouse for bey ben scars and diuerse ; for all bat is scars

and selden hadde [L. omne enim rarum] is clepid gret and
preciouse. 1705 Addison Italy, Bolonia 434 The scarcest

of all is a Peicenniui Niger on a Medallion well preserv'd.

1710 Hearne Coll. (O. H. S.) III. 41 A scarse Book. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xvii, You will not find it a scarce

quality here. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. A> It. Note-bki. II. 219
Good bakers were as scarce in ancient Rome as in the

modern city. 1873 Chamb. Jrnl. 27 Dec. 821/2 The wood-
cock . . is much scarcer than it used to be. 1884 Chr. World
31 July 583/3 Knowledge is scarce, wisdom is scarcer.

b. in collectors' names of butterflies and moths.

183a J. Rennie Butterfl. % Moths 1 The scarce Swallow
TaifT Ibid. 2 The scarce Clouded Yellow. 1884 Leisure
Hour Jan. 48/1 The rarest is one of the fen-country butter-

flies, known as the ' Scarce Copper \

f O. said of a disease. Obs. rare.

1518 Paynell Salerne's Regim. biij, Pontike melancolye

is very scarse.

5. Scarce of: poorly or scantily supplied or

184

provided with ; deficient in ; not having much of,

short of. Now rare or Obs.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. O ij b, In
places drye and scarce of flesshe, as the fyngers and ioyntes.

1547 Boorde lutrod. Knoivl. xxx. (1870) 198 These coun-
treys be baryn of wine and corne, and skarse of vitels. 1667
Milton P. L. ill. 433 Dislodging from a Region scarce of
prey To gorge the flesh of Lambs. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 1098 We are very scarce of such
citizens. 1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) III. 253 'this

route.. is very scarce of water. 1847 Marryat Childr. N.
Forest xiii, Wc are scarce of provisions.

6. Phr. To mate oneself scarce : to absent one-

self, go away, keep away, colloq.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. i. f 2 My liberty was granted

only on condition of making myself scarce in the two Cas-

tiles. 1826 Scott Jrnl. (1890) I. 169 Rose late in the morn-
ing, past eight, to give the cold and toothache time to make
themselves scarce, which they have obligingly done, i860

Thackeray Loz'eli, When Lovel's wife began to show me
that she was tired of my company, I made myself scarce.

1895 Mrs. H. Ward Bessie Costrell iv, Just mek yourselves

scarce, all the lot o' yer.

7. Qualifying a noun of action, forming a phrase

equivalent to the gerund qualified by scarcely, rare.

1841 Lever C. O'Malley lxxvii, She. .with a half smile of

scarce recognition passed by me.

B. adv.

tL Scantily, sparsely. Cf. Scarcely adv. 1.

Obs. rare.

C1300 Behet 274 (Percy Soc.) 13 And of the beste him
silve he at swithe scars and lute, c 1450 Mirk's Festial

9 For when hit schall be dere, hit walleth scarce ; and when
hit schall be gret schep, hit wallebe plentwysly ynogh.

2. Barely, only just ; not quite ;
= Scarcely

adv. 2. Now only literary. Also ffull scarce

.

See the remarks under Scarcely 2, which apply also to

the uses of this word. Before advs. in -ly the form scarce

is often adopted instead of scarcely, to avoid the iteration

of the suffix.

o. 1413 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xvi. 71 A litel

hows whiche hath in euery side skars a mannes lengthe.

1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. xii. 73 All wee haue done,

is but our dutie and skarse that. 1565 Reg. Privy Council

Scot. I. 402 Skairis aneuch to sustene this thair realme.

1577 Kendall Floivers ofEpigrammes 4 b,_With worldly

cares he was so toste, that scarse he tooke his reste. 1591

Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, 1. i. 112 Retyring from the Siege of

Orleance, Hauing full scarce six thousand in his troupe.

i6at Bp. Mountagu Diatribz 40 The blinde may Judge
as well of colours, as may Master Selden of a deceiving

argument, who hath saluted Logick scarce along. 1644
Milton Areop. (Arb.) 54 In a hand scars legible. 1671
— P. R. 111. 85 Till Conquerour Death discover them scarce

men, Rowling in brutish vices. 1676 Prideaux Lett. (Cam-
den) 54, I scarce think she would marry on [ = one] with

nothing, a 1699 Lady Halkett Autobiog. (1875) 44 They were

so shaken they could skarce hold there feett. a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1766) I. 188 He scarce ever went to their meet-

ings. 1720 Waterland Eight Serm. 119 The other Con-
struction .. is scarce Sense. 186a Tennyson Idylls of K.
Ded. 6 And indeed He seems to me Scarce other than my
own ideal knight. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day xx.

(ed. 3) 200 A sleepy little town scarce bigger than a village.

1886 Stevenson Treai. 1st. xiv, I ran as I never ran before,

scarce minding the direction of my flight, so long as it led

me from the murderers.

0. 1526 Tindale Acts xiv. 18 With these sayings scase

refrayned they the people. 1548 in Cal. Scott. Pap. (1898)

I. 91 Her ovarlope ys so sanke, scaysse abull to bere her

ordynans. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 470 The stowte Soul-

diour for faintnesse could scase welde his weapon.

fb. with pleonastic negative. Cf. Scarcely
2 b, Scant adv. 1 c. Obs.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. Pref. r 8 For the verse I do
challenge none, being a thing that euery body that neuer

scarce bayted their horse at the Vniuersitie take vpon them
to make. 1624 Ld. Kensington in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I.

III. 177 They will not conceive mee nor scarse receive mee
but as a publike instrument for the service of an alliance.

1685 J. Dunton Lett. fr. Neiv-Eng. (1867) 13 Not Heljo-

gabalus himself could scarce boast a more delicious table.

o. with reference to time. Cf. Scarcely 2 c.

a. 1513 Douglas sEneis xu. iii. 90 Scars had Juno thir

wordis brocht to end, Quhen [etc.]. a 1547 Surrey Mneid
II. (1557) B iii, Scarse spake I this, when wailing thus he

sayd. 1665 Boyle Occas. Reft. iv. ii. (1848) 173 We had
scarce entred those Fields, when our Ears were saluted

with [etc.]. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 850 There he her met,

Scarse from the Tree returning. 1799 S. Turner Hist.

Anglo-Sax. 352 Scarce had they submitted, but the Huns
were invading him [CharlemagneJ.

p. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI 90 He had skace ended

his exhortacion, but the Englishmen beyng encouraged

with his prudent persuasion, sette on their enemies.

d. Qualifying a ppl. adj. used attributively.

Commonly hyphened.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, iv. iii. 50 Our scarse-cold Con-

queror,.. Henrie the fift. 1594 Kyd Cornelia in. i. 86 His

iawes. .slyghtly couer'd with a scarce-seene skyn. 1607-ia

Bacon Ess., Fortune (Arb.) 376 A number of litle and scarce

discerned vertues. 1631 Milton Epit. March. Winch. 20

He at their invoking came But with a scarce-wel-lighted

flame, c 1665 Bp. King Let. to Walton, The scarce-closed

wounds of a newly bleeding State and Church. 1814 Byron
Lara 11. xix, The accents his scarce-moving pale lips spoke.

1868 FitzGerald tr. Omarxc, And once again there gather'd

a scarce heard Whisper among them. 1899 H. Wright
Depopulation 102 The pair rose from the scarce-tasted

breakfast.

t 3. Seldom, scarcely ever, rarely. Obs.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leilie'i Hilt. Scot. I. Prol. 40 The
turtle dwe, the feldifare, the nichtingale, with vthiris na-

tiounis ar frequent bot skairs with us ar fund. 1600

Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. ii. 41 For those that she makes faire,

SCARCELY.

she scarce makes honest 1663 Wood Life (O. H. S.) 1. 479
Never or scarse was the like seen.

4. Used (after L. vix) for : With difficulty, rare.

1667 Milton P. L. vil 470 Scarse from his mould Behe-
moth biggest born of Earth upheav'd His vastness. 1819
Shelley Prometh. 11. v. 17 How thou art changed ! I dare

not look on thee;.. I scarce endure The radiance of thy
beauty. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. xv. 49 For a brass

demon . . Leaped on him, and he scarce departed thence,

Leaving the riches o'er the cavern strewn.

t Scarce, v. Obs. rare. Forms : 4 skarse,

5 scarce, 5, 7 scarse. [f. Scarce a. Cf. Scarcen.]

1. Mr, a. To become less, diminish, b. To
become scarce.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 313 The wyndy Storm began to

skarse. 01500 Brut 400 (MS. Galba), By that tyme her
vitailis scarsid sore with-ynne the Cite.

2. trans. To make less ; to rarefy.

c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 442/2 Scarsyn, or make Iesse, minoro.

1508 Florio, Scarsare, to scarce, to spare, to pinch, to

cut off, to scant. 1603 Platt Fire of Cole-ballei, When
the smoke doth passe and become scarsed through the lome.

t ScaTCehead. Obs. rare. [f. Scarce a. +
-head.] Stinginess, niggardliness.

Cf. dial, scarceheed
1
scarcity, want ' (Elworthy W. Somer-

set Word-bh. 1886).

1420-2 Lydg. Thebes m. in Chaucer's Whs. (1561) 369/1

I

But in his Courte let him first deuise To exile Scarcehed

and Couetise. 1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 1. i. A iiij, A
niggerde cloune, At whose scarceheade and couetyce the

worlde did outas make.

+ Scarcelei'. Obs. [ad. some derivative (? Fr.

Sp., or It.) of F. escarcelle (16th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), Sp. escarcela, It. scarsella, pouch carried

at the girdle.] A kind of courier : see quot.

14.. Direct. Travellers in Eng. Stud. VIII. 278 Who-so
woll ride faste and with-oute hevy cariage, good were to

fynde atte Brigges suche a scarceler as bereth marchauntes
lettres ; which will fayne ride with men for fyndyng of hym
and his hors, w'oute eny other wages.

Scarcely (ske>.isli), adv. Forms : see Scarce

a. ; also a. 4 skarsohliche, 6 (charsely), 5ir.

seairslie, skarslie, skirslie, skayirslye, 6, 8

Sc. skairslie, 7 Sc. skaircelie ; P. 6 skaoely.

[f. Scarce a. + -ly 2
.]

\ 1. Scantily, in small quantities ; inadequately,

sparingly, niggardly, parsimoniously. Obs.

13. . K. Alls, ion (Bodl. MS.), In a castel she was yshett

And was assigned lyueresoun Skarslich [ We&rrSkarscbliche]

6 noujth a foysoun. 1340 Ayenb. 34 Auarice is disordene

loue zuo disordene him sseweb.-ine spendinge scarsliche.

a 1400 Cato 569 in Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 603 Preise

a mon so scarsliche,Whom bat bou wolt him proue. c 1440

Gesta Rom. xxxvi. 147 (Harl. MS.), Bryng home thi gre-

hounde,. .and fede it so scarsly, that hit breke no more loos.

1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. (1556) 15 He dranke wine not

scarcely, not to muche, but competently. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 718 It was verie scarcely inhabited, of

few and small Nations. 1669 Milton Acced. Grammar
To Rdr., It hath been long a general complaint.. that the

tenth part of mans life, -is taken up in learning, and that

very scarcely, the Latin Tongue.

2. Originally used to express a restrictive quali-

fication, = ' barely ',
' only just

' ; hence also,

= ' barely, or not quite ',
' only jnst, if at all '. In

mod. use the original sense survives only in definite

statements of fact. In sentences relating to belief,

expectation, or estimation, the word now (as occas.

in ME.) serves as a restricted negative (= 'not

quite'). Often, however, the qualification really

relates, not to the contents of the sentence in which

the adv. occurs, but to the degree of the speaker's

belief: thus ' You will scarcely maintain this pro-

position' is equivalent to ' I cannot quite believe

that you will maintain ', etc. Cf. Scarce adv.

and Hardly adv.
The adv. qualifies verbs, adjs., advs., and advb. phrases,

and esp. numerals (sbs., adjs., and advs.), designations of

quantity, and indefinite pronouns^ In many cases it may
most correctly be regarded as qualifying the whole predica-

tion, though placed in proximity to the word in the sentence

to which the qualification chiefly relates.

a. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10614 pe sink pors scarseliche

mid ssipes ei?tetene. c 1374 Chaucer Tr. <j- Cr. 11. 43 Eek
scarsly been ther in this place three That han in love seyd

lyk and doon in al. c 1386 — Pars. T. r 927 And if he

abide to his laste day scarsly may he shryuen hym or re-

membre hym of hyse synnes. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

I. 17 Knowleche of greet dedes is so nyh loste and forget,

bat skarsliche [1527 charsely, Caxton 1482 scarsely] bare

names of places we haueb now in mynde. c 1430 Pilgr.

LyfManhode 1. lxxxiii. (1869) 47 Serteyn, quod he, a kyte

a litel enfamined shulde skarsliche be ful sauled ther with ;

For it is litel. 1576 Fleming Pauoplie Epist. 205 Somewhat
there is in them, wherewith I am skarcely pleased. 1596

Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. x. 294 About this

tyme the pest was ryfe in Scotland, cheiflie in Dundei,

Abirdine, and in sum vtheris tounes and dorpes, quhilkes

a hail jeir skirslie [sic] culd be clinsed. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. v. 37 One of my fellowes had the speed of him

;

Who almost dead for breath, had scarcely more Then
would make vp his Message. 1713 Steele Engliihm.

No. 40. 259 In Paris. .there are scarcely six Streets

wider than the narrow End of St. Martin's-lane. 1781

Sir J. Reynolds Tour Flanders Wks. 1797 II. 122 It

[the drapery] is scarcely ever cast with any choice or skill.

1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton r 19 The genius of Petrarch

was scarcely of the first order. 1857 T. Moore Handbk.
Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 4 Sometimes it [the Caudex] is scarcely

or not at all lengthened, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. x. 65 The
rain continued with scarcely any pause, a 1885 ' H. Con-
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way' Living or Dead viii, He..blamed my partner, who
could scarcely believe his ears.

&. 154a Lament. <y Piteous Treatise in Hari. .Misc.

(1809) IV. 541 That skacely ther remayned ynough {grain]

to serue us in our journeye homeward. 1551 Robinson tr.

jfam*l Utopia 11. vii. (1895) 239 But in that newefonnde
parte of the worlde, whiche is scaselye so farre from vs

beyonde the lyne equinoctial), as [etc].

f b. With pleonastic negative, or in an implied

negative context. Obs. (Cf. Scarce adv. 2 b.)

c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Biaunche 289 Ne [coude] nat scarcely

Macrobeus . . 1 trowe arede my dreames even, c 1400 Rom.
Rose 5460 Than shulde they seen who freendis ware For of

an hundred, certeynly, Nor of a thousand ful scarsly, Ne
shal they fynde unnethis oon. Whan povertee is comen
upon, e 1570 W. Wager The longer thou livest 177 (Brandl),

Not one good man is scarsly among ten. 1795 Fate of
Sedley II. 158 Recollection, however, returned before I had
scarcely written a line.

C. With reference to time : Barely, only just.

Chiefly with pluperfect tense, before a clause intro-

duced by when or before.

154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 231 Augustus beeyng scacely
come to mannes state was putte to haue dooynges in the
commenweale. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. i, I had scarcely

taken orders a year before I began to think seriously of
matrimony. 1779 Mirror No. 1, He is scarcely seated
before every body present begins to form some notion of
bis character. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixvii, In old-

fashioned days, . .when you were scarcely born. 1875 Jowett
Plato (cd. 2) I. 10 He bad scarcely said the word, when
Charmides entered.

f a Used (after L. vix) for : With difficulty. Obs.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. 1. 19 This you see I scarcely

drag along, Who yeaning on the Rocks has left her Young.
Ibid., Georg. in. 167. Ibid., A^neidw. 558.

Scarcement (ske«Msment). Sc. and north.

Also 6 Sr. skarsment, 9 scarsement. [app. f.

Scarce v. + -ment.] a. But/ding. A plain flat

set-off or rebate in a wall, or in a foundation or

bank of earth. Also trans/, a flat ledge project-

ing from the face of a rock. b. Mining. A ledge

left projecting into a mine-shaft.
a. [1398 in Hist. Dunelm. Script, tree (Surtees) p. clxxx,

Erit eciam planus mums et in fundamento spissitudinis

sive latitudinis duarum ulnarum, cum quatuor bonis et

securis scarcementis.] 1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. in. xvii,

Skarsment, reprise, corbel], and battellingis. 18*4 Mac-
taggart Gallovid. Encycl., Scarcement, a shelf amongst
rocks ; a shelf leaning out from the main face of a rock; on
scarcements, build sea-fowl. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit.

I 1073 The foundations to be laid with flat-bedded stones

laid in regular courses, and to be taken in by regular
scarsements (sets back) as shown in the sections. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. of Farm I. 170 The outside walls should
be founded with stones, .so laid, in reference to the line of
foundation, as to form a scarcement of 6 inches on each side

of the wall above them. 1899 Mrs no Preh. Scot. x. 393
A scarcement or ledge, nearly a foot in width, ran round
the entire inner court.

b. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 971 If a strong bed of sandstone
occurs, a scarcement of it is left projecting about 3 feet into

the shaft- 1881 in Raymond Muting Gloss.

Scarcen, v. How dial. (seeE.D.D.). Also 6-7
scarsen. [t. Scarce a. + -en 5. Cf. Scarce v.]

X. trans. To make meagre or lean.

1594 Carkw Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 399 These three
things.. scarsen and drie vp the flesh, and their contraries,

fatten and enlarge the same.

2. intr. To become scarce.

1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 387/2 If drafts abound
on a particular place, they tend to stink in value. If drafts
scarcen on a particular place, they tend to rise in value.

Scarceness (ske»*jsnes). Now rare. Forms

:

see Scarce a. ; also a. 6 charsnes, Sc. scaircenes,

7 .SV. scairsenesse ; 0. 6 skasenea ; 7. 5 skarnes,
scarries, 6-7 scarnesse. [f. Scarce a. + -xess.
The y forms are not easy to account for, but they occur

so frequently that it is difficult to regard them as due to
misprints or scribal errors.]

+ 1. Niggardliness, stinginess. Of soil : infer-

tility. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28628 Gain pride bat orisun mai rise, And

fast gain flesh couetis, Almus gain scarsnes wit-stand. 1390
Gowbr Conf. II. 286 And thus be cause of my scarsnesse

Ye mai wel understonde and lieve That I schal noght the
worse achieve The pourpos which is in my thoght. 148a
Monk of Evesham I. (Arb.) 100, Y knowe not onethe any

Erelate in thys dayes, that vsyd so grete scarsnes to her
ynnys folke as sche me semyd dydde to her cosynis. 1509

Barclay Ship of Fools (1874) II. 97 Theyr scarsnes nowe is

tournyd to couetyse. 1678 Dryden All for Love 1. i, /Egypt
is doom'd to be A Roman Province ; and our plenteous
Harvests Must then redeem the Scarceness of their SoiL

1 2. a. Of diet : Scantiness, meagreness. b. Of
persons : Abstemiousness. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Whs. {1880) 316, & so scarsnesse of heere

foode tellith to men bat bei ben hooly. 1451 Capcravb Life
St. Gilbert (E.E.T.S.)Q7 What schuld we speke of his diete,
with what scarsnesse of mete & drynk he was fed? 15*6
Pilgr. PerfC^l. de W. 1531) 47 Wede them out by absti-
nence, chastite, hardnes in weryng, scarsnes in fedyng.

3. Deficient supply, scarcity.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 251 Neuerbeles in Hanni-
bals tyme bey were i-constreyned for to goo out of skars-
nesse of kny^tes. c 1450 tr. De Imitation* 11. Contents
(T893) 39 Of skarsenes of louers of the crosse of crist. 1508
Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cii. Wks. (1876) 173 For in so grete
charsnes [ed. 1555 skaresnesj of ryghtwyse people, tyme is

to sbewe mercy vpon it. 15*6 Grete Herball xci. (1529) Fij,
Agaynst cough & scarcenesse of breth caused of cold take
(etc.]. 1553 Edf.n Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) ai Yet hath it

wheate and fleshe ; but create scarcenesse of wood. 1651

Vol. VIII.

Reg. Commission Gt. Assemb. 3 Jan. (S. H.S.) III. 176 It

shall be a shame for any in this land . . becaus of the scairse-
nesse of men, to make use of such. 1812 G. Chalmers Dom.
Econ. Gt. Brit. 30 Nor, need you fear this scarceness of
money.
0. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 47 Ther schal also sprynge

therof grete penury and scasenes of al thyngys necessary
for mannys lyfe.

y. c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) 109 pat is, as be Glose
seib.bat I falle not in to forgeyting of euer lasting, for nede,
or scarnes of passing bingis. 1533 Coverdale 2 Sam. iii.

29 And in the house of Ioab there ceasse not one to haue a
renninge yssuc.and to haue scarnesse of bred.

+ b. absol. Scarcity of food or provisions. Obs.
1481 Caxton Godfrey xciii. 144 And was grete suffrete and

scarsenes in thoost. 1530 Palsgr. 266/1 Scarsnesse or hungre,
famine. 1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 4 By reason whereof
a great scarsenes and derthe doeth insue to the kinges sub-
iectes. 1538 Bale Gods Promises v. (1744) 26 A scarsenesse
vii. years, or else iii. monthes exyle. 1555 Eden Decades
1. in. (Arb.) 78 They are content with soo lyttle, that in
soo large a countrey, they haue rather superfluitie then
scarsenes.

+ 4. Want, poverty. Obs.
a. j.535 Coverdale Ps. lxyii. 6 He is the God y l

. .bryngeth
y* presoners out of captiuite in due season, but letteth y*
rennagates continue in scarcenesse [So 1611]. 1581 Styward
Mart. Discipl.u. 162 [He] pittied in his heart the scarse-
nesse or pouertie of an expert man of warre.
0. 15x8 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 79 They five diligently all

excesse Livynge in poverte and scasnes With smale dryncke
and browne breade.

y. c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) 26 For wan bei prey for

plentey, and pees, . . he wil send hem skarnes & noises.
c 1650 Earl of Westm. 178 in Percy's MS. Ball. <£ Rom.
(1867) I. 308 For the* haue knowen me in wele and woe, in
neede, scarnesse & pouertye.

5. Uncommonness, rarity.

167a Boyle Ess. Gems ii. 113 The Rarity of transparent
Gems, . . and the great Value, which their Scarceness and
mens Folly sets upon them. 1744 Berkeley Sin's § 22 The
folly of man rateth things by their scarceness. 1871 Free-
man Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 66, I have already spoken
of the scarceness of Castles in England before the Norman
Conquest.

Search, obs. form of Scratch.
Scaroht, obs. form of Scrat, hermaphrodite.

Scarcity (ske»usitt). Forms : 4-5 scarsete(e,
skarsete, -cete, seharsete, (scarestee), 5 scar-

cete, -ie, 6 -sety, -cety, Sc. skaircetie, 7 skar-
sety ; 4-5 scarste(e, 5 skarste; 4-6 scarsitee,

4-5 -citee, -site, skarsytee, 5 skersytye, scar-

cyte, -sytie, 5-6 -cite, -scitio, -ssite, 6 skarsyte,
-sitie, -citie, scaoity, 6-7 scarcitie, 5-7 -sitie,

6- scarcity, [a. ONF. escarcete*, Central OF.
escharsete*, t esc{h)ars\ see Scarce a. and -ity.]

The quality, condition, or fact of being scarce.

f 1. Frugality, parsimony ; niggardliness, stingi-

ness, meanness. Obs.

1340-70 Alex. <r Dind. 871 For almus-dede do ?e non as
)e demen alle, But skarsete & skabe vn-skilfully fonden.
£1386 Chaucer Melib. P634 For right as men blamen an
Auaricious man by cause of his scarseteeand chyngerie, In
the same wise [etc]. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAKsop v. xii,

Thow dyest for honger by cause that thy mayster gyueth
the no mete by his grete scarcyte. 1531 Elyot Gov. 111. xxii,

Althoughe I dispraysed nygarshyp and vicious scarsitee.

2. Insufficiency of supply ; smallness of available

quantity, number, or amount, in proportion to the

need or demand.
13.. K~. Alls. 54795 (Bodl. MS.), Wexe to bygge in bis

Cite, Of whiche hij hadden scarsete. c 1450 Brut 436 And
tho was.. grete scarste of come and of othir vitailL 1571
Act 13 Eliz. c. 14 § 1 The excessive pryce of Bowe Staves
w*k groweth principally by the Scarcitie of Bowe Staves
brought into this Kealme. 1599 Nashe Lenten St uffe 26
Of leade and tinne is the most scarsity in forraine dominions,
and plenty with vs. 1651 Reg. Commission Grt. Assemb.

5 Jan. (S. H.S.) III. 189 The scarsitie of ministers in Cath-
ness and Orkney. 1760 Johnson Idler No. 103 r 2 Value
is more frequently raised by scarcity than by use. That
which lay neglected when it was common, rises in estima-

tion as Its quantity becomes less. 1833 Ht. Martineau Fr.
Wines

9f
Pol. v. 80 Now tell me. .whether you think it a

good thing or not that there should be a scarcity of wine?
i88x W. Newton Serm. Boys $ Girls 108 There was one
year a great scarcity of rain.

b. attrib. : scarcity value, an enhanced value

due to scarcity. So scarcity price, rent, etc.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. in. iv. § 6 (1876) 283 Things which
cannot be increased ad libitum in quantity, and which
therefore, if the demand goes beyond a certain amount,
command a scarcity value. 1904 Daily Chron. 8 Oct. 3/3
The taxability of scarcity rents and profits.

IT O. Comparative fewness, small number (of

something not desirable), rare.

X663 Gerbier Counsel 93 The Hollanders.. Vant of their

scarcity of theeves. .but attribute the same scarcity to that

defence they.. make against Theeves.

3. absol. Insufficiency of snpply, in a community,

of the necessaries of life, dearth. Also an instance

of this, a period of scarcity, a dearth.

c 1450 Brut cexxiv. 292 J>er folwyd in Engelond good
chepe, and wonder grete plente of chanaree, vitaile and
marchaundice, and bere ajens, honger, scrafte I? read scarste],

mischif, and nede of money. 1584 Powel Lloyds Cambria
71 After such a famine there followed a Scarsitie in South
Wales. 1686 J. Scott Chr. Life 11. iv. § 2 Wks. 1718 I. 271

All Hands are at work, . .to store them [sc. apartments) all

with Provision against the ensuing Time of Scarcity. 1781

Gibbon Decl. ^ F. xxxi. III. 220 That unfortunate city

gradually experienced the distress of scarcity, and at length

the horrid calamities of famine. i8ox Farmer's Mag. Jan.

23 1 1 is short allowance alone that can then prevent a scarcity

from ending in absolute famine. 1803 Malthus Popul. 111.

v. 399 These general reasonings have been strikingly con-

firmed during the late scarcities. 1908 Q. Rev. July 224
Lesser visitations of scarcity have occurred in various

provinces.

f4. Scantiness (of diet). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R.vi. xx. (1495) 207 In scarsetee

of dyetes seke men fayllen moost. X526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de
W. 1531) 82 b, Scarcite in meate, and the bely alway som-
what hungry, is..praysed.

T 5. Deficiency, shortcoming. Obs.

£1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 364 In full euy^dence and open
tooknynge bat god takib pis ordenance in his chirche as full

sufficient, and in no wise fawtye in scarste or excesse ber-of.

c 1393 Chaucer Compl. Venus 80 And ekke to me it is

right gret penaunce Sith ryme in englisshe habe suche
skarsytee [v.rr. scarstee, scarestee, etc.] To folowen word
by word be curyosytee Of Graunsone flour of hem bat make
in fTVaunce. 14x2-20 Lvdg. Troy Bk. 11. 168 Preying be
reder, wher any word myssit, Causyng be metre to be halte

or lame, For to correcte, to saue me fro blame : Late hym
nat wayte after coryouste, Syth bat in ryme ynglysch hath
skarsete [v.r. skersytye]. £1450 — Secrees 872 Set in A
meene of prudent governaunce, That ther be nouthir skarsete
nor excesse, But a ryght Rewle of Attemperaunce.

1 6. The condition of being slenderly or inade-

quately provided (const, of) . Also absol., straitened

condition with regard to means of living or com-
fort ; penury, hardship. Obs.

1387^ Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 465 perfore it is good to

lyve in good rule and in plente^ and noujt in stre"i3tnesse,

scarsite, and meschief [Caxton, in strayte skarste and mes-
chyef]. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 93 Soche poverte is

plente, For by it avoydynge scacite All welthynes they
nave. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 11. 145
This king commandet to bring vpe the gouth w l al hardnes
and skaircetie. 1509 Hakluyt Voy. I. 599 Gunne-powder,
whereof they were in great skarcitie. 1607 Shaks. Timon
Ii. ii. 234 When he was poore, Imprison'd, and in scarsitie

of Friends, I cleer'd him with fiue Talents. 1610 — Temp.
iv. i. 116 Scarcity and want shall shun you, Ceres' blessing

so is on yon.

7. In full, Root of scarcity : the mangel-wurzel.

Also scarcity plants root.

For the origin of the name see Mangel-wurzel.
1787, 1789 [see Root sb. 1 3 b]. 1800 [see Mangel-wurzel

0). X803 A. Hunter's Georg. Ess. III. 100 Another new
article which has been very lately introduced, is the Mangel
Wurzel, or Scarcity Plant. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860)

367 Beta vulgaris, the Beet, with its varieties, the Scarcity

and Mangel Wurtzel.

Sca'rcy, a. Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. V.). [f.

Scaboe a. + -y.] = Scarce.
1677 Plot Oxfordsh. 51 Now 'tis so scarcy, that 'tis a

common thing to sell it by weight.

t Scare, sb.1 Obs. [a. ONF. escar, var. of

escarn (Central OF. cschar{ii), vbl. sb. f. escarnir

to deride. Cf. Scorn sb. and v. The final e may
be the ending of the dative case.] Scorn, derision,

contempt.
c iao5 Lay. 5835 panne we heonne i-funde farren ure fren*

den to scare. Ibid. 30746 Iswenched us saere folke to scare.

Ibid. 29548 He talde heom godes leore and duden him to

scare.

Scare (ske*j), sb.2 Also 6-7 scarre, 7 skar(e,

9 dial. scar. [f. Scare :.».]

fl. Fear, dread. Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4731 And bai for skere of be skrike

into be schaw fledd. 1578T. N. tr. Cong. W. India 2% They
would sell him no provision for scare of the Governour
Velasques. x6i6 T. Scot Philomythie \. (ed. 2) C4D, The
night is come, the Shepheard soundly sleeps As he had
wont, no skar his conscience keeps.

2. An act of scaring or a state of being scared

;

a sudden fright or alarm ; esp. a state of general

or public alarm occasioned by baseless or exagge-

rated rumours ; occas. in generalized use, panic.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill, 39 They were sodaynely
amased and striken with a soden scare. 1600 Holland
Livy vnr. xxxvii. 308 At Rome there happened a scare by
night, which raised euery man so suddainely out of their

first sleepe. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil Mem. (1683) 70 This I

said by the way to give her a little scare from marriage.

1664 Pepys Diary 25 Nov., God knows this is only a scare

to the Parliament, to make them give the more money.
1711 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 280 He was seiz'd

upon the Scare of the Popish Plot. 1844 G. W. Kendall
Santa Fi Exped. I. 97 Nothing can exceed the grandeur
of the scene when a large cavallada, or drove of horse,

takes a 'scare'. x88x Standard 4 Jan., We are evidently

to have another Fenian scare. 1887 Fenn Master Cerem.
xiv, You did give me a scare. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 22 Feb.

8/1 The time to buy stocks is when prices are depressed by
scare.

f 3. Something that scares or frightens ; spec, a

scarecrow. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 265/2 Scarre to scar crowes. 1607 Markham
Caval. n. (1617) 12 When you make an old ridden horse

lead you the way where there bee manie Scarres and Bog-
gards. 1620 — Farew. Husb. (1625) 96 The nearer that

these Blinkes or Scarres come to the ground.. so much the

better it is, lest the fowle finding a way to creep under them,

begin not to respect them. 18*4 Loudon Encycl. Gard.
(ed. 2) § 1483 Engines ofalarm, or scares, are the bell or

gong alarm for man ; and the rattle-engine driven by hand,

or a small wind-engine for herds. x8a8 M'Dowall Poems
71 Rather hold him up a bug-bear or scar.

4. attrib. and Comb. : scare-string, an arrangement

of twine on and about seed-plots and fruit-trees to

frighten away birds. Also (in recent journalistic

use), scare-head, -heading, a heading to a column
24



SCAEE.

of newspaper matter written in extravagant lan-

guage to produce a scare
'
; scare-line, a sensa-

tional announcement upon a newspaper poster;

similarly in scare-letter, -novel, -politics, -report, etc.

1888 Pali Mail G. 29 Oct. 3/1 A Japanese newspaper.,

has no such thing as head lines or scare heads. 1889 Pask

Eyes of Thames 151 The young birds pay little heed to the

scare strings, and pull up the seedlings to their heart's con-

tent. 1894 Stead If Christ came 104 The sensationalists

who manufacture scare heads for the Chicago papers. 1894

Daity News 15 Mar. 5/8 The men who manufacture scare

headings for the paper saw the chance, and they worked up

a great sensation. 1907 Westm.Gaz. 25 Mar. 9/3 When we
members want to stimulate our jaded senses we go into the

street and read the scare-lines on some of the posters.

t Scare, sb$ Obs. rare. See also Scab sb* [a.

F. scare, ad. L. scants.'] <=Scarus.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scare, a sort of Fish. 1803

Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 488 Scare Labrus..Labrus Scarus.

Scare (ske^i), sb.* Golf. [orig. Sc. dial., a
joint or splice (e. g. of a fishing-rod : see E.D.D. ),

a..QN.shpr{:—*skaru\—OTeut. *skara).'\ The part

of a golf club where the head joins the handle.

1881 Forgan Golfers Handbk. 35 Scare, the narrow part

of the club-head by which it is glued to the handle. 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 473/1 (Golf} Scare, the part of the club

where the head and shaft are joined.

Scare (ske*i), a. rare, [modernized form of

Scab a., after Scare z\] Timid, frightened.

1885-94 R. Bridges Eros # Psyche Dec. iii, But ere Her
tale was done resumed his manner scare, Ran down, and
on his way in darkness kept.

Scare (sice**), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. soared
(skeajd). Forms: a. 3-6 skerre, 4 Sc. sckir; j8.

6-7 scarre, 5-7 skar, 5-8 scar, 6-7 skarre, 7 Sc.

scarr, skarr, 7-9 Sc, scaur; Pa. t. and pa. pple.

4 Sc, schard, 4, 6-9 scarred, 5 scharid, 5-7
skard, 6 scard, Sc skarred, skarrit, 9 dial.

scart
; 7. 4-5 score, 5 skere, 6 skeare

; 9 dial.

(and 17. S. vulgar) skear, skeer ; 5. 4-5 skayre,

5-7 skare, 6- scare ; Pa. pple. 7 skaerd. [ME.
skerre, a. ON. skirra (Icel. only in phr. skirra

vandraeSum to avoid strife, and refl. skirra-sk with

accus. to shrink from ; but cf. Norw. sh/erra, Sw.
dial, skjarra to scare), f. skiarr (:—*skerro-) shy,

timid, startled : see Scab a.

The ME. skerre normally became skarre; the form scar,

now dialectal, is therefore regular. The phonology of the 8

type (represented by the mod. standard form), and of the y
type (represented by the dialectal skeer) is obscure.]

JL trans. To frighten, terrify.

a. ciaoo Ormin t-jd He [sc. the devil] wile himm fserenn,

jiff he ma33, & skerrenn mare & mare, c 1375 Sc. Leg:
Saints xxv. (Julian) 595 pat takine be feyndis sckiris, & of
par mycht & purpos merrys.

fl. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 214 Cum thow agane to skar us
with thy strais, We sail gar scale our sculis all the to scorne.

x«>68 Grafton Chron. II. 90 King Richard so scarred the
French kinges host, that he tooke the kinges Sumpter horse
and parte of his treasure. 1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. v. x. 21

There is a Vord will.. Scarre Troy out of it selfe. 1671
Flavel Fount. Life xi. 31 When they should find them-
selves more skarred than hurt by His Threats, 1711 Ramsay
Concl. 6 Daft, giddy thing ! to. .spang o'er dykes that scar

the blate. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. Green Shutters 279 He
never met what scaured him 1

?. a 1400-50 Alexander 3865 pan comes bare*out creuesses
manylcins he wis, Scorpions bairn to scere & scalid neddirs.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 457I2 Skeryn' a-wey, abigo. 1558
Phaer jftneid V 4 b, Now gastly sights mens hearts to

skeare, In forgyng fire they shope. 184s Judd Margaret
it. v. {1874) 254 Don't be so despit skeered, Mr. Hadlock.
S. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. ii. 28 My selfe, as farre as

I could well disceme,. .Am sure 1 scar'd the Dolphin and
his Trull. 1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xii. Ixix. (1612) 291 At
first she feares, but lastly finds the Armor was vn-man'd :

When skaerd, and cheerd, with Dorcas she did enter, theare
at hand, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes 1. xi. (1640) 107
Let not every shew of danger skare you. z686 tr. Chardins
Trav. Persia 165 Such dreadful Precipices, that scar'd me
to look down. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. fy Com. 37,
I that am always more scared at the sight of a Sergeant, or

Bayliff, than at the Devil and all his Works. X738 Gray
Propertius m. 44 The triple dog that scares the shadowy
kind. 18x0 Scott Lady ofL. 11. xxx, A thousand villages

in names Shall scare the slumbers of King James I 1825 J.
Nf.al Bro. Jonathan I. 104 Ye wasn't skeered, nor nothin*

was ye tho'? a X839 Praed Poems (1864) II. 12 Who scared
me with that Gorgon face? 1864ISLACKMORE Clara Vaughan
(1872) 50 Turning to me, ' Doon'e be skeared, Miss Clerer.'

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 505 Such practices, .scare the
multitude out of their wits.

f b. r To alarm, put on the alert (a sentry). Obs.
13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 838 In grete flokkez of folk, bay

fallen to his ^atez, As a scowte wach scarred, so be asscry
rysed. a 1400 Morte Arth. 2468 DiscouerL of schotte-

mene, and skyrmys a lyttille ; Skayres thaire skottefers, and
tbeire skowtte-waches. c 1415 Cast. Persev. 1907 in Macro
Plays 134 Schapyth nowjourescheldysschene, )eneskallyd
skoutis for to skerre up-on ;one grene grese

!

c. To frighten away, drive off. Now chiefly

with adv. , exc. with reference to keeping off birds

from corn, etc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13404 This Ascatus with skathe skerrit

of his rewme Pelleus.
t
c 1450 Mankind 800 in Macro Plays

29 He skaryth ws with a bales; we may no lengere tary.

X573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 125 Keepe cart gap weele, scare

hog from wheele. 1641 Milton Reform, 1, 4 Being scarr'd

from thence by the pangs, and gripes ofa boyling conscience.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 237 They were soon
scared away, when we assured them we were Christians.

X785 Burns Death $ Dr. Hornbook xiii, Mony a scheme in

186

vain's been laid To stap or scaur me. 1816 Scott Antia.
xxvi, Ou, that wad be the lights and the noise that scarr d
us awa. 1851 D. Jkrrold St. Giles xii. 114 A chap, with
rags on him, not fit to scare birds in a bean-field.

d. Scare out, up. U. S. To frighten (game)
out of cover. Hence Jig. to bring to light, to

discover.

1853 Putnam's Mag. Sept. 304/2 A great man..does not
make the noodles and nobodies that he may scare up any
where, his chief agents. X857 The States (Washington)
(Bartlett i860), A very useful bag in a family, in scaring up
eggs for breakfast. x86a Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. iii,

where can you scare up names like them among your mud-
sill folks? 1874 Long Atner. Wild-fowl Shooting 142 We
probably won't scare out any very large batches of ducks.

f 2. intr. To take fright ; to be scared (at). Obs.

0. 13. . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 598 Bot of be dome of be doube
for dedez of schame He is so skoymus of bat skabe, he
scarrez bylyue. c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. ix. (Wolf $
Fox) iii, I am rad, gif thay me se on far, That at my figure

beist and bird will skar. X500-20 Dunbar Poems xxx. 6

With him and with his abbeit bayth I skarrit, Lyk to ane
man that with a gaist wes marnt. a ioosMontgomerie
Devot. Poems vi. 62 Then prayers, almesdeids, and tearis,

Vhilks ?it to skorne jee skantly skar, Sail mair availl than
jaks and spearis. 1629 Sir W. Mure True Crucifxe 1775
Thou must not skarre vpon thy Soares to looke, To read

thy dittay in that sacred Booke. 1682 Peden Lords
Trumpet 30 Scar not at the cross for it is the way to the

crown. X7xo in Calderwood Dying Testim. (1806) 157 What
ails poor harlot Scotland to scar so much at that noble gift.

1711 Wodrow Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. (1829) 1. 1. iv. 358 He
cried with a loud voice,

(
I beseech you . . not to scar at

sufferings for the interests of Christ.*

6. 1699 T.Boston Art ofMan-fishing (1900) 52 Every
parish will scare at thee as a monster of men. 1731 —
Mem. (1899) 48 Being everywhere scared at by some.

3. To take a scare (see Scare sb.'2) ; to be alarmed

by rumours or the like.

xooo Academy 8 Sept. 194/1 The big depositors wouldn't
scare.

4. Comb, with an object-sb., forming sbs. with

the sense ' one who or something which scares ', as

scare-bear, -beggar, -bullfinch, -christian, -goose,

•sinner, sleep.

1843 P. Parley's Ann. IV. 216 Logs hung vibrating from
the branches of trees, and other *scare-bears. 1806 Sporting
Mag. XXVII. 186 He.. is the *scare-beggar of the parish.

X840 Zoologist VII. 2568 A stuffed cat.. has been found a
capital *scare-bullfinch. 177a Nugent tr. Hist. Friar
Gerund I. 455 Whom he esteemed the most redoubted
*Scare-christian that dignified the pulpit in that age. 1887

R. Garnbtt Carlyle iv. 67 Letters poured in, countermand-
ing subscriptions until the *scaregoose should be removed.
1765 Sterne Tr.ShandyVll.vi\,Uostop that death-looking,
long-striding scoundrel of a *scare-sinner, who is posting

after me. X817 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1818) II. 401 The
great lantem-ffy . . from its noise in the evening.. is called

*Scare-sIeep by the Dutch in Guiana.

Scare, obs. form of Shear.

t Sea're-babe. Obs. Also 7 soarbabe, scarre-

babe. [f. Scare v. + Babe sb.] Something to

frighten children ; a bugbear, bogy.
« 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1594) 279 Therfore take heed of

hell, for Purgatorie is but a scarre babe, a 1606 Wily Be-
guiled (1623) E 2, lie. .come like some Hob-goblin. .And like

a Scarbabe make him take his legges. 1621 A. Cave Serm.
16 They become scarre-babes and bugbeares to their inno-

cent neighbours.
attrib. 1594 Epit. of' Old Scarlett ' in Peterb. Cal/t., A

Scarebabe mighty voice with visage grim.

So f Sea"re-bairn.
1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 495 An Hagg

or scare-barn, a bug-bear to frighten children,

t Sca*re-bug, sb. Obs. Also 6 scare-bugge,

7 scarbug, scarbugg(e, skar-bugg. [f. Scare
sb.2 + Bug sbA] «= Bugbear.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent, exciv. 1204 All those which

nowadayes doe name themselues Bishops and Prelates, are

but scarebugs set vp by the diuelL i6ox Dent Pathiv.

Heaven (1603) 345 For sinne is no scar-bugge. 16x8 S.

Ward Jethro's Just. Peace 18 These complements without
the substance are but empty gulls and scarbuggs of malestie.

164a D. Rogers Naaman 536 Haue made his solemne
Commands, idle scare-bugs, and haue turned them into

shadowes. X657 Trapp Comm. Ps. Iii. 5 Think not that

these things are spoken on in terroretn, for a Scarebug, for

they shall all be surely fulfilled upon thee.

attrib. x6x6 Manifest. Abp. ofSpalate's Motives 5 Surely
(in the scare-bug feares, which from my tender yeeres haue
possessed mee) I haue held them detestable.

t Sca*re-bug, v. Obs. Also 6 searrebugge.
[f. prec] trans. To frighten with idle terrors.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. lib, Now thinkest thou that

I..can be scare-bugd with the plague? X596 — Saffron
Walden 134 Shcscarrebugges me with a Comedie, which
shee hath scrawld and scribeld vp against mee.

Scarecrow (skeeuknJu), sb. Forms : 6 scarre-

crowe, skar-crowe,6-7 scarTecroWjScarcrow(e,

7 skar-crow, 7- scarecrow (formerly often written

with hyphen), [f. Scare v. + Crow sbA]

1, A person employed in scaring birds.

*553 T. Wilson Rhet. 47 b, Plate as young boyes or scarre

crowes do, whiche showte in the open and plaine feldes at

all aventures hittie missie. X908 E. C. Palmer in Daily
Mail 11 Apr. 6/5 He is not ashamed of being a scarecrow.

2. A device for frightening birds from growing

crops, usually a figure of a man dressed in old and
ragged clothes.

1592 Nobody iy Somebody H 4, Let me be hangd vp
sunning in the ayre, And made a scar-crow. 1637 Hevwoou
Royall King 111. ii, Wots thou who's returnd, The unthrift

Bonvile, ragged as a scarre-crow. 17*6 De Foe Hist. Devil

SCARE-FIRE.

!i. iii. (1840I 202 We set the devil up like a scarecrow to

frighten children and old women. X763 Lloyd Nightingale

Poems 96 Critics, who like the scarecrows stand Upon the

poet's common land. X874 Geo. Eliot Coll. Break/. P. 427
Can you . . Frighten the blind with scarecrows ? 1887 Besant
The World went xx, No scarecrow in the fields ever had
such clothes.

b. fig. Something (not really formidable) that

frightens or is intended to frighten ; a ' bogy .

1589 Marpret. Theses Martin. D ij, All the bishops of

England are too weake to deale with a scarre-crowe, that

hath but the name of reuerend Martin written vppon it.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. Vl
t 1. iv, Here, sayd they, is the Terror

of the French, The Scar-Crow that affrights our Children

so. 164a Hales Schism 1 Heresie and Schisme as they are

commonly used, are two Theological scar-crows. x686 T.
Brown To Ld. Chancellor Wks. 1709 III. 111. 99 So grisly

Comets from the Dung-hills rise, Those upstart Scare-crows

of the wond'nng Skies. X746 Wesley Princ. Methodist

23, I should wonder if the Scarecrow of sinless Perfection

was not brought In some way or other. 181a Examiner
12 Oct. 653/2 That idle scarecrow,—the Bribery Act. 1870
Thornbury Tour round Eng. I. iv. 89 What a scarecrow

to a blushing curate that stiffold lady, .must have been.

3. A person whose appearance causes ridicule

;

+ a lean, gaunt figure {obs.) ; one who resembles a

scarecrow in his dress, ( a guy.'

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iii. 7 Thereat the Scarcrow wexed
wondrous prowd. X596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. ii. 41. 1625

B. Jonson Staple ofN. iv. iv, A true Souldier. .runnes those

vertuous hazards, that this Scarre-crow Cannot endure to

heare of. 1671 Marvel Reh. Transp. 1. 50 You never saw
such a Scarcrow as he makes him. 1711 Addison Sfiect.

No. 9 f 2 In Opposition to this Society [of Fat-men), there

sprung up another composed of Scare-Crows and Skeletons.

1749 Berkeley Word to the Wise Wks. III. 441 People well

fed, and well clad, instead of famished, ragged scarecrows.

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, viii, In front of the schoolmaster's

desk, half a dozen scarecrows out at knees and elbows.

1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. v. 192 A grim
and ugly scarecrow, on whom every buffoon may break his

jest. 1881 W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy n, I was sorry

to see a fine young man throw himself away upon such a
scarecrow.

+ 4. An alleged name of the Black Tern, Hydro-
chelidon nigra, and of the Hooded Crow, Corvus

comix. Obs.
a 167a Willughby & Ray Ornith. (1676) 269 Larus niger

Gesneri. . . The Scar-crow. 1802-33 Montagu** Ornith. Diet.

258 Hoody, Dun Crow, Scare Crow.

5. attrib. (quasi-a^.)
1603 2nd PL Return fr. Parnass. 1. vi. 408 Hang him,..

That when the cloud of his inuention breakes, Cannot out-

cracke the scarr-crow thunderbolt. 1644 Milton Divorce
Introd. 4 The greatest burden in the world is superstition;

not only of Ceremonies in the Church, but of imaginary
and scar-crow sins at home. 1663 Cowley Verses

<J-
Ess.,

To Royal Soc. iii, The Orchard's open now, and free ; Bacon
has broke the Scar-crow Deitie. 1761 Wesley Jrnl. 19 Feb.

(1827) III. 40 Many may forget my scarecrow name. 1837
Lockhart Scott VI. 68 He was a scarecrow figure—attired

much in the fashion of the strugglers. 1894 Jeaffreson
Bk. Recoil. II. xxv. 223 Wearing a scarecrow hat. .in his

rural walks.

Hence Sca'recrowlsh, Sca-recrowy adjs.

1862 Thornbury Turner I. 277 All through the ' Liber

'

the figures are admirable, except the larger ones in the home
pastoral scenes, and they are rather weak, sketchy and scare-

crowy, 189a Mar. North Recoil. Happy Life I. 94, I found
his worship in an extra scarcecrowish costume.

Scarecrow (skeVikr<?u), v. Also 6 scarre-

crow. [f. Scarecrow sb.]

+1. trans. To frighten, as with a scarecrow. Obs.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 69 That old acquaintance,

..is neither lullabied with thy sweete Papp, nor scarre-

crowed with thy sower hatchet 1675 Duffett Mock
Tempest I. 42 Yea, I will scare-crow tnee, I will top and
scourge thee.

2. To dot and disfigure as scarecrows do.

1853 Fraser's Mag. XLVIII. 471 Yet wilder specimens of

the human race.. here and there scare-crow the broad, sadly

picturesque expanse.

Scared (ske®jd), ///. a. [f. Scare v. + -ed *.]

Frightened, startled.

1715 Pope Odyss. xi. 782 Sad groans and dismal sounds

Stun my scar'd ears. 180a Coleridge Picture 6 Hurrying
along the drifted forest-leaves, The scared snake rustles.

1833 J. H. Newman in Lyra Apost. Ixxx. (1836) 96 Let

your words be strong, Your cry be loud, till each scared

boaster flies. 1907 A. C. Benson A Itar Fire 266 The Master
has a very scared and dull pupil alas !

Scare-devil, [f. Scare v. + Devil sb.]

T 1. A name for plants of the genns Hypericum,

formerly supposed to possess the power of curing

persons possessed with devils. Obs. rare ~~ \
1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth. $ Papists in. (1754) 178

Such is the herb Hypericum, called also St. John s-Wort,

and Scare-Devil.

2. dial. A name for the Swift {Cypselus opus),

perh. with reference to its dark colour and rapid

flight.

X831 Montagues Ornith. Diet. 462 Skeer devil.. Skir

devil. A name for the swift. x886 Elworthy W. Sonz.

Word-bk., Scare-devil, the swift.

t Sca*re-fire. Obs, Also 6 skarifyer, 7 scar-,

scarre-, skare-, skar-. [Prob. a corruption of

Scathefire, as if f. Scare j£. 2] A sudden con-

flagration.

157a Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 143 Payd to Thomas
Clarke for his payns at the skarifyer at Mr. Burtons.

1600 Holland Livy xxvi. xxvii. 604 These speeches.,

were interrupted and stayed by occasion of a Scare-6re,

that began in sundrie places together about the Forum.
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1637 Pocklington Altare Christ. 132 We reject private

Masses.. to be a remedy against Pestilence, inundation,
tempest, scare-fire, &c. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Bell-man,
From noise of Scare-fires rest ye free, From Murders Bene-
dicitie. 1684 S. G. Angl. Spec. 4^9 Of Manufactures, the
greatest is the Engine, for quenching of Scare-fires.

Jig. 164a Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St. in. xxv. 230 The Priests

niched mens hearts into Charity with the Scare-fire of
Purgatory.

t Sca*re-fly. Obs. [f. Scare v. + Fly sb.~\

1. One who drives away flies : used to render Gr.
dtrofivtos as an epithet of certain deities, rare" 1

,

1587 Golding De Mornay xxiii. 402 And hereof it came
that the Chananites called their Belzebub, and the Greekes
their Iupiter, by the name of Scarefly.

2. A device for frightening away flies.

1863 All Year Round 13 Sept. 9 An ingenious Florentine
gentleman has communicated to the world, a scare-fly.

Scareful (ske»'jful), a. Now rare exc dial.

[f. Scare sb. + -ful.] Terrifying, alarming.
1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vl (1593) 144 The scarefull erne

With booked talents trussing up a hare. i6« Gurnall
Chr. in Arm. 1. verse 13, viL {1656) 370 The evil day is not
such a scareful thing to thee that art a Christian, as thou
shouldest start fur it. 184s J. F. Cooper Deerslayer iii, It's

skearful to think for how many causes one gets to be your
inimy.

Scaremonger (ske^'-imz^rjgdj). [f. Scare sb.

+ -monger 1.] One who occupies himself in

spreading alarming reports ; an alarmist. Hence
Sca'remongerinfr vbl. sb., the action of a scare-

monger; the spreading of alarming reports.

1888 Pall Mall G. 23 May 4/1 Neither the scaremongers
nor the peacemongers will feel any security whatever that
the Cabinet is taking the country into its confidence. 1907
Standard 95 Nov. 6/6 To dismiss as' scaremongering ', and
the like, criticism founded upon facts of common knowledge.

Scarer (ske»*raj). [f. Scare v. + -er *.] One
who or something which scares.

1740 Richardson Pamela I. Introd. 30 Till the Ghost
of Lady Davers, drawing open the Curtains, scares the
Scarer. i8ao Exaatiner No. 621. 154/1 Like a scarer away
of birds from the gtapes. 1865 Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. v,

To a old bird like myself these are scarers. 1879 Escott
England \. 299 When he commences life as an agricultural
labourer, it will probably be, not in the capacity of scarer—
bird -scaring is now generally done by inanimate scarecrows.

Scarestee, obs. form of Scarcity.
Scarey, variant of Scary a.

Scarf (skajf), s6A PI. scarfs, scarves.
Forms: 6-7 scarfe, scarff e, scarph(e, skarf(e,

7 skarffe, 6- scarf. [Of obscure history ; not
recorded before the middle of the 16th c, but prob.
a. ONF. escarpe =» Central OF. esckarpe, mod.F.
e'eharpe sash, sling for a wounded arm, etc. (whence
It. seiarpa, ciarpa, Sp. ekarpa, G. sckdrpe, MDu.
seharpe, and mod.Du. sjerp), prob. the same word
as OF. escharpe, escarpe, esquerpe, esereppe, etc., a
pilgrim's scrip suspended from the neck ; of Teut.
origin : cf. ON. skreppa Scrip sb. 1

The more normal form scarp is found (almost as early as
scarf) in the heraldic sense 5 a ; possibly, though unrecorded,
it may have been the original Eng. form in all senses. It
is noteworthy that all the words of the form scarp have
variants with/: for the change of final/ into /after liquids
cf. Scalp sb.* Various Ger. dialects have scherfe, schar/e
(whence Russian Uiap<|rb) for the literary Ger. sckdrpe,

but thiscoincidence with Eng. seems to be merely accidental.
The original plural form scarfs has never gone out of use;

but from the beginning of the 18th c. the form scarves (on
the analogy of halves, etc.) has been common, and in London
commercial use it appears to have become universal. No
other sb, of other than native origin has this change off
into v in the plural.]

L A broad band of silk or other material, worn
(chiefly by soldiers or officials) either diagonally
across the body from one shoulder to the opposite
hip, or round the waist; =Sash sb. 1 2.

The purpose of the military 'scarf' or 'sash* is now
merely decorative or significant of rank or the like. Origin-
ally, it served for carrying things, and some references to
this use occur in the early quots. below.
«555 l?alluded to in quot. for sense A 1566 Paimkr

Pal. /'leas. I. 51 His wife Panthea brought him an armure
of goldc,..and a crimsen skarfe. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nichotay's Voy. iv. xiii. 126 b, The target.. bee carryed in
a scarfe about his shoulders. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 20
Flourishing entred Iohn Leiden the Botcher into the field,

with a scarffe made of lysts like a bow-case. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado il i. 198 What fashion will you weare the Gar-
land off?. . vndcr your arme, like a Lieutenants scarfe ? 1644
Symonds Diary (Camden) 41 A man in compleate coloured
armour and scarfe. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav.
350 The men wear apparel of Deer-skins.., one arm un-
covered, and so they wear their garment like a scarf. 1660
Tatham Roy. Oak 2 Eight other Gentlemen carrying
Banners in Plush Coats, and Skye coloured Scarffs about
their Shoulders. 1689 Loud. Gaz. No. 3445/4 Lost-., an
Officers Scarf with four gold Fringes round the Wast, set
on Crimson Silk, and a very deep Fringe at each end. 173a
Pope Im Man iu 279 Scarfs, garters, gold, amuse his riper
age. 1761-71 H. Walpole Virtue's Anted. Paint. (1786)
V. 130 Cromwell, half-length in armour, page tying his
scarf 18J3 Scott Quentin D. ii, Over his left shoulder
bung an embroidered scarf, which sustained a small pouch
of scarlet velvet. 1837 Caklylk Fr. Rev. xm. iii, Munici-
pality and Mayor have on their scarfs>. 1874 Motley
Barneveld I. ii, 126 Forty-eight pages in white, yellow,
and red scarves. 190a Amery War S. Africa II. 189 Their
colonel . . had led waving his silk scarf to his men.
2. ha I. A band of silk or other material worn

round the neck, with the two ends pendent from
the shoulders in front, as a part of clerical costume.
In the 18th c. spec, the scarf worn by a nobleman's
chaplain (cf. quot. 1866) ; hence, a chaplaincy.
1555 Lady Vane Let. to Philpot in Foxe A. <y M. (1583)

1829/1, 1 will supply your request for the Scarfe yee wrote of,

that ye may present my handy worke before your Captayne.
I55S Philpot Let. to Lady Vane 10 Dec ibid. 1837/2 You
haue so armed me to the Lordes battell both inwardly and
outwardly. . . You haue appointed me to so good and gracious
a General of the field, ..that [etc.].. .The Scarffe I desire as
an outward signe to shew our enemies. 1710 Swift Jrnl.
to Stella n Dec, I dined with Mrs. Vanhomrigh, to desire
them to buy me a scarf; and lady Abercorn is to buy me
another, to see who does best: mine is all in rags. 171a
Budgell Sped. No. 539 F 3, I yesterday heard a young
Gentleman, that look'd as if he was just come to the Town,
and a Scarf, upon Evil-speaking. 1738 Mrs. Delany Life
fy Corr. (1861) II. 35 The Duke of Portland is very sorry
not to be able to grant a scarf to our acquaintance—his are
all filled up. 1844 Life C'tess Huntingdon I. 132 The ex-
cellent Lady Huntingdon . . invited him to her house .

. , gave
him her scarf, and as her chaplain, he continued long to
preach to the poor in her kitchen unmolested. 1866 Direct.
Anglic, (ed. 3) 359 Scarf worn by Chaplains; it is made of
silk of the colour of the nobleman's livery to whom the
cleric is chaplain. . .The Black Scarf is worn over the Gown
by Doctors in Divinity, Cathedral Dignitaries and Bishops*
Chaplains. 1903 Church Times 11 Dec. 748/4 A deacon is

entitled, like any other clergyman, to wear the broad black
tippet, or scarf, over his surplice.

3. A broad strip of silk, gauze, or other fine

material, worn hung loosely over the shoulders or

otherwise as an ornamental accessory tothe costume.
156a J. Heywood Prov. «$ Epigr. Bb j b, When do mothers

fray their babes most from duggis. When they put on
blacke scrafs [sic], and go like beare buggis. 1583 Greene
Mamillia 11. Wks. (Grosart) II. 220 Needlesse noughts, as
crisps and scarphes worne Alia Morisco. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Abuses 1. Gjb, Then must they haue their silk

scarffes cast about their faces, & fluttering in the winde
with great tassels at eueryend, either of gold, siluer or silk.

159a Marlowe Massacre Paris I. A 7 b, They that shalbe
actors in this Massacre Shall . . tye white linnen scarfes

about their armes. 1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours
Blood xxviL 33 Why in the Stop-throate fashion doth he

fo.
With Scarfe about his necke? Hat without band 1 1601

iiaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 289 Marcellus and F hiuiiis, for DuUfaMj
Scarffes of f^a^arA W

P

1 ^
if

^ ^ 1^ r<" ?" f
*-u silence. 1624 Section's

£.. Rummyng PtoI. 82 ScarisVieatners, and swords, And thin
bodkin-beards. 1631 Heywood Fair Maid of West 1. Wks.
1874 II. 264 Trickt in skarfle and feather. 1713 Lond. Gaz.
No. 517 V 4 A black Gause Scarf;.. a blue Lustring.Scarf
with a Gause Body. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV.
xlii. 282 What a pretty show they will make, with their

white hoods, white gowns, white petticoats, white scarves !

1766 Lond. Mag. July 335 The new thing called a Scarf,

with its depending tassels. looks so much like an advertise-

ment that if the place of abode was added, there is no doubt,
but that it would draw in custom. 1837 Dickens Pickw.
iv. Two young ladies in scarfs and feathers. 1859 Tenny-
son Marr. Geraint 169 A purple scarf at either end whereof
There swung an apple of the purest gold Sway'd round
about him. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola Introd., His.. cap,
with its- .long hanging strip of drapery, to serve as a scarf

in case of need. 1887 Bowen Virg. A£neid iv. 138 Dressed
in a Tyrian scarf with a fringe of broidery gay.

fb. used as a bandage for the eyes, or a veil.

15J87 Golding De Mornay xx. (1617) 349 His [God's]
spiritual nature, which we cannot possibly comprehend, but
as it were through a glasse, or a scarfe. i6iz Chapman
May Day Plays 1873 II. 349 My assurance is that Cupid
will take the scarfe from his owne eyes and hoodwinke the
old buzzard. 164a R. Carpenter Experience n. vii. 170
And if anything slip under the rehearsall it is to be a scarff

over the face, and to shew, the griefe could not be expressed.

a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Whs. (1660) 232 They have but a
maske or scarfe over their faces.

O. trans/. and_/f^.

1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 82 And with each end of thy blew
bowe do'st crowne My boskie acres, and my vnshrubd
downe, Rich scarph to my proud earth. 1614 Drumm. of
Hawth. Poems (1616) Fj, Among the lesser Lights as is

the Moone, Blushing through Scarfe of Clouds on Latmos
Mountaine. i8aa Shelley Triumph 357 Still before me
on the dusky grass, Iris her many-colourea scarf had drawn.
1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xxvii, The moon had risen

slowly^ breaking through a rent scarf of cloud that barred

her solemn, white disc 1880 Stevenson Across the Plains
ii. (1892) 89 The fogs are in possession of the lower levels;

they crawl in scarves among the sandhills.

d. spec. The scarf of black crape or silk worn
over the shoulder by mourners at funerals.

1739 Will in Payne Engl. Cath. (1889) 53 No scarves,

gloves, nor hat-bands. 1842 Tennyson Morte Arth. 194

A dusky barge, Dark as a funeral scarf from stem to stern.

1850 G. J. French Tippets 8 note, The modern custom of

wearing at funerals both a hatband and a scarf over the

shoulder, curiously marks the extravagance which has crept

into such ceremonies.

e. A band of warm and soft material worn round

the neck in cold weather ; = Comforter 6.

1844 Mrs. Gaugain Knitting, etc. II. Accomp. 37 Warm
Crochet Scarf. Worked in eight-ply Berlin wool.

f. A necktie or cravat that more or less covers

the bosom of the shirt.

1865 Morley Mod. Characteristics 79 Gorgeous scarves

which have been long superseded by white ties. 1886 Pas-

cob Lond. of To-day (ed. 3) xli. 35s Most gentlemen are

now content with the made-up scarves of all sizes, colours,

and materials, which [etc.).

+ 4. A sling for an ailing limb. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 29/2 He must
weare his arme before on his breste in a scarfe. 1600 Shaks.

A. V. L. v. ii. 23 Oh my deere Orlando, how it greeues me
to sec thee weare thy heart in a scarfe. c 1645 Howell

Lett. (1650) I. 260 Lesly .. carried his foot in a scarf for a
wound he had received at Buckstobo. j656Ridgley/V<xct'.
Physick 165 The arm must be carried in a Scarf. 1828 Scott
F. M. Perth xxi, His wounded arm was supported by a
scarf, or sling of crimson silk.

5. Her. a. = Scarp sb.1

1688 Holme Armoury 1. 30/1 He beareth Argent, a Scarpe
Purpure, of some termed a Scarf. 1738 Chambers Cycl.
(ed. 2) s.v. Bend-sinister, The bend-sinister is subdivided
into the scarf, or scarp, and the battoon. 1833-4 Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) XV. 431 The Bend sinister consists of
similar lines drawn in an opposite direction from tixs sinister
chief"to the dexter base of the shield. Its diminutive is the
scarfoccupying one half of its breadth.

D. = Banderole 2.

1780 Edmondson Her. II. Gloss., Scarf a small ecclesias-
tical banner, hanging down from the top of a crosier.

T 6. A scroll or plate bearing an inscription.
1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. XX. x. § 40 The Vault thus pre-

pared, a scarfe of lead was provided some two foot long,.

.

therein to make an inscription.

7. attrib. and Comb., as scarf-maker, •veil; scarf-

like adj. and adv. ; scarf cloak, a light narrow
cloak or tippet; scarf-loom, a loom for weaving
figured fabrics of moderate breadth (Knight Diet.
Meek. 1875) » t scarf-man, a clergyman of rank
entitling him to wear a scarf; f scarf-officer, an
officer who is entitled to wear a scarf; scarf-pin,
a pin for fastening a scarf, or worn for ornament
in a scarf (sense 3 f) ; scarf-ring, a ring for hold-
ing a scarf (sense 3 f) in position.

1804 Jacksotfs Oxford Jrnl. 4 Aug. 2/3 *Scarf cloaks of
leno or worked muslin over coloured silks, are universally
worn. x6n Cotcr., Escharpeux, .. *scarfe-like. 183*
Meanderings of Memory I. 109 Scarf-like and ethereally
slight. 1874 Boutell Arms $ Armour iv. 67 Suspended
from a baudrick, or scarf-like shoulder-belt, this sword
reached from the hollow of the back to about the middle
of the thigh. 17*5 Lond. Gaz. No. 6403/4 Anne Howard,
. .

#Scarf-maker. 1711 P. H. Impartial Viexv of 2 late
Parlts. 23 The inferior Priests and Deacons, and all under
the Degree of *Scarf Men were made to understand. 1710-
11 Addison Sped. No. 21 p 2 We may divide the Clergy
into Generals, Field-Officers, and Subalterns. Among the
first we may reckon Bishops, Deans, and Arch-Deacons.
Among the second are Doctors of Divinity, Prebendaries,
and all that wear Scarfs.. .It is found that there has been a
great Exceeding of late Years in the Second Diwsion,
several Brevets having been granted for the converting of
Subalterns into "Scarf-Officers. 1859 Habits ofGd. Society
iii. (new ed.) 142 A *scarf-pm which is neither large nor
showy. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 12 Dec. 4/3 A useful *scarf-veil.

Scarf (skajf), sb. 2 Also 5 scarnTe, 6 skarfe, 8

scarfe, 8-9 scarph, 9 skerf. [Words of related

form and identical meaning (chiefly belonging to

the nautical vocabulary) are found in several mod.
langs., but recorded much later than in English :

F. e'eart (:—*escarf) a scarf, vbl. noun from icarver

{\—*escarver) to scarf ; Sp. escarba, Pg. escarva a
scarf; Du. sckerfz. scarf, verscherven (whence G.
verscherbeti) to scarf; Sw. skarf, Norw. skarv
piece added to lengthen a board or a garment,
also the joint or seam by which this is effected

;

Sw. skarfva, Norw. skarva, skjerva to lengthen by
joining or sewing on an additional piece (Da. has

in this sense s&arre, the relation of which to the

Sw. form is obscure).
The relation of these words to each other and to the

English sb. and vb. is uncertain. The fact that the Sw.
words are not, like those in the other langs., exclusively

technical, but have a wider meaning, seems to afford a
slight presumption in favour of Scandinavian as the ultimate

source. But even assuming this, it remains doubtful whether
the Eng. sb. comes from Sw. (or some other Scandinavian
dialect) directly or through the medium of OF. *escarf.

The Sw, skarf"has commonly been referred to the Teut.
root *skert-, shard-, represented by OE. scearfian (=OHG.
scarpdn, G. scharben) to cut into shreds, OE. sceorfan str.

vb., to gnaw, bite, scarify, Du. scherf{= OHG. scirbi, G.
scherbe) potsherd ; but affinity in meaning seems wanting. ]

1. Carpentry and Shipbuilding. A joint by which

two timbers are connected longitudinally into a

continuous piece, the ends being halved, notched,

or cut away so as to fit into each other with mutual

overlapping.

1497 [see scarftimber in 3]. c 1580 H. Smith in Hakluyt's
Voy. (1599) I. 453 Wee haled aground to stoppe a leake,

which we found to be in the skarfe afore. 1626 Capt. Smith
Accid. Yng. Seamen 8 Next your Nauell timbers, and bind
them all with sixe foote Skarfe at the least. 1691 T. H[ale]
Ace. New Invent. 47 The Scarfs of her Keel and Stern.

1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780) s.v. Apron, The scarf

thereof should be at some distance from that of the stem.

1779 Barnard in Phil. Trans. LXX. 108 PI. 3^ Beams of

Fir 12 inches square, put across in halves, with 12 feet

scarph. i8aa P. Nicholson Prad. Builder 280 In each
piece of timber to be joined, the parts of the joints that

come in contact are called scarfs. 184a Civil Eng.^ <y Arch.
Jrnl. V. 362/1 The scarf of the poles is shown in Fig. 3.

1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archil, viii. 109 The ends of

these planks are supported on the frames, adjacent ones
being formed into a scarph.

*|* D. Shipbuilding. The overlapping of adjacent

timbers in a ship's frame, in order to secure con-

tinuity of strength at the joints. Phrase, To give

scarf. Obs.
1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 39 Let the Top-

timber be placed.. that they may give Scarf to the Port-

holes. 1769 [see Scarf v.7 i bj. 1797 Encycl. Brit. XVII.

379/2 These represent the length and scarf of the several
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timbers in the midship frame. ciBsoRudim. Nav. (Weale)

141 The lower.. riders.. fay alongside the floor riders, and

give scarph above them.

2. Metal-working. (See quots.)

1843 Holtzapffel Turning, etc. I. 220 In smith's work

likewise, the joinings are called scarfs. . . The scarfs required

for the shut, are made by first upsetting or thickening the

iron... It is next rudely tapered off. 1875 Knight Diet.

Meek., Scarf, the flattened or chamfered edges of iron pre-

pared for welding. 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Sen
111. 297/2 The point of the scarf is farthest into the fire.

3. Comb,*, scarf-joint = senses 1 and 2; hence*

scarf-jointing, the process of joining timbers by
means of a scarf

; + scarf-timber, timber in short

lengths for scarfing ; scarf-weld (see quot).

1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 252 The four stones.. were
..to be united to each other by Hook-*Scarf-Joints. 1851-4
Cycl. Useful Arts (ed. Tomlinson) I. 329 The common scarf

joint is made by merely halving^ each piece of timber for 1

a certain length, and then bolting or strapping the two i

pieces together. 1907 Proc. Soc. Antiq. 1^ Feb. 349 The '

method of construction is that known technically as *scarf-

jointing. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 312 Certeyn
*Scarffe Tymbre price—viij* vjd. 1882 Ogilvie, *Scarf-
weld, a peculiar joint made in welding two pieces of metal,

as iron, together.

t Scarf, sb.$ Mil. [Alteration of Scarp sb.]

= Scarp sb,2

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Coraxa entre dos muros, a
scarfe between wals, Musculus. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres
v. i. 126 These Caualleres .. haue also their Scarphe or
Alambor [Sp. alambor declivity of a ditch]. 1603 Court
Roll in Athenaeum 21 Nov. (1885) 668/3 Euerie man shall

make vpe sufficiently all the Scarfes betwixt the milne 8c

Restone Inges betwene this & Christmas next. 1645 Enchir.
Fortif. 6 The Talud, or Scarfe, of the outside of the Ram-
part. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BocealinCs Advts.fr. Parnass.
11. xlii. 297 Ditches, Ravelins, Scarfes, & Counter-scarfes.

Scarf (skaif), sb* Orkn, and Shell, dial. Also

7, 9, scarfe, 9 scarff; and see Scart. [a. ON.
skarf-r, Nonv., Sw. skarf.] A cormorant or a shag.
1668 F. Jessop in P/tilos. Lett. Ray (1718) 38, I have pro-

cured the Skin of a great Bird which he that gave it me
call'd a Scarfe. a 1693 UrquharPs Rabelais 111. xiii. 107
The sussing of Kttnings, clamring of Scarfes, whimpring of
Fullmarts. 1744 Preston Zetland in Phil. Trans. XLIII.
61 (2) Whaps, Toists, . .Plovers, Scarfs, &c. 1805 G. Barry
Orkney Isl. 300 The Shag (pelecanus graculus), so well
known by the name of Scarf, is very frequently seen. Ibid.,

The Cormorant, .our great Scarf, is a species not so
numerous as the former. 1868 D. Gorrie Summers <$•

Winters in Orkneys v. 153 A lazy scarff here and there
raised himself up at length over the surface.

Scarf (skiui), sb. 5 Whaling. A longitudinal

cut made in a whale's body.
1851 H. Melville Whale II. xxv, 181 As the blubber in

one strip uniformly peels off along the line called the
' scarf. 1874 C M. Scammon Marine Mammals 63 (Cent.)
A scarf is cut along the body and through the blubber, to
which one end of a tackle is hooked.

Scarf (skaif), v.1 Also 7 scarfe, skarfe, 9
skarf. [f. Scarf sbl]

1. trans. To clothe, cover, or wrap with or as

with a scarf or scarves ; to invest with a scarf; + to
blindfold.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat. iv. vi. 46 The sturdy Plough-man doth
the soldier see, All scarfed with pide colours to the knee.
1613 Heywood Brazen Age 11. ii. C3, Why doth Adonis..
shun this Iuory girdle of my armes 1 To be thus scarft the
dreadfull God of warre Would giue me conquered kingdomes.
1632 Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathieu's Unhappy Prosperitie
05 Claudius caused that of Augustus to be taken from the
Theater of the Gladiators, that it might not ever be present
at murther, or be alwayes scarfed, a 1640 J. Day Peregr.
Schol. (1881) 48 Slitely shadowed or scarft with a thin tinsell

or Tirean vaile. 1805 Southey Modoc 11. xix, Bare Of foot,

of limb, scarfed only round the loins. 1849 M. Arnold
Resignation 5 Warriors.. Scarfd with the cross. 1894 Du
Maurier Trilby vi. (1895) 280 Our three friends.. duly
scarfed and scarfpinned [etc.].

b. trans/, andJig.
1605 Shaks. Mocb. in. ii. 47 Come, seeling Night, Skarfe

vp the tender Eye of pittifull Day. 1630 Drumm. of Hawth.
Flowres of Sion 18 Scarff 'd in a rosie Cloud, Hee doth
ascend the Aire, c 1640 Rowley, etc. Witch ofEdmonton
11. ii, Blushing Adonis scarft in modesties. 18x4 Cary
Dante, Hell xxxiii. 92 Others skarf'd in rugged folds of ice.

1876 Farrar Marlb. Serm. xxxi. 309 The great sun is still

shining, though it be scarfed by earthly vapours. 1697 F,
Thompson New Poems 112 Who scarfed her with the
morning ?

2. To wrap (a garment) about or around a person
in the manner of a scarf. Also trans/, rare.
160a Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 13 Vp from my cabin My sea-

gowne scarft about me in the darke, Grop'd I to finde out
them. 16x3 Heywood Silver Age 111. 1 3 b, My fingers Il'e

intangle in these curies, And scarfe my Iuory arme about
thynecke. X705 Southey Joan ofArc ix 256 On the earth
the chieftain slept, His mantle scarft around him. 1807 —
Esprietla's Lett. II. 252 They, .had a large mantle of gray
checquered cloth scarft round them.
to. To bind up (wounds) with, or as with a

scarf; ? to place (a limb) in a sling. Obs.
x6oi Bp. W. Barlow Defence 161 Wee scarifie them, we

scarfe them not. 1605 A. Wotton Answ. late Popish
Articles 25 Let them shift themselues, as they list, and
skarfe their soares, according to their fancies. 1643 Trapp
Comm. Gen. xliv. 1 Had it been fit for him to scarfe their
bones before they were set.

Scarf (skaif), z/.2 Also *i scarfe, scarff, skarf,
8-9 scarph. [f. Scaef sb*]

1. trans. To join by a scarf-joint.

x6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman*s Gram. ii. 3 Those are skarfed

188

into the ground timbers. 1643 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang.
Unl. xlviii. § 530 The Joyner plaineth plankes . . he
skarfeth and ioyneth them close with culver-tailes. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v., Thus they say the Stem of

a Ship is Scarfed into her Keel ; and they imply by it, That
the two Peices are shaped away slanting, so as to join with
one another close and even. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L.
§ 42 Timbers, properly scarphed together. 1841 Civil Eng.
ty Arch.Jrnl. IV. 285/1 Tye-beams..were formed almost
wholly of short lengths, averaging not more than 20 feet,

lapped and scarfed. 1850 Longk Building Ship 137 The
keel of oak for a noble ship, Scarfed and bolted, i860
Encycl. Brit, (ed, 8) XX. 186/1 The several pieces are
scarphed together.

"b. (See quot.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776) s.v. Scarfs But when
the ends of the two pieces [of timber] are cut square, and
put together, they are said to butt to one another ; and
when another piece Is laid upon, and fastened to both, as

in the case in all frame timbers, this is called scarfing the

timbers ; and half the piece which fastens the two timbers
together is reckoned the length of the scarf.

2. Metal-working. To bevel or flatten (the ends

or edges of the pieces of metal to be welded).

1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 188 The extremities of

each bar are scarfed. 1861 Fairbairn Iron 211 Mr. Bertram
scarfs the edges of the plates, places them together [etc.].

1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. in. 303/1 Scarf it

for welding.

3. intr. To be joined with a scarf. Const, to.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 35 The inner end of the

boom, to which it scarfs with a tongue. 1860 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 8) XX. 185/2 The foremost end of the keelson scarphs
to the stemson.

Scarf (skaif), z>.3 Whaling, [f. Scarp $6fi]

trans. To make a * scarf or incision in the blubber

of (a whale). Also absol.

185X H. Melville Whale II. xxv. 182 The heavers singing,

the blubber-room gentlemen coiling^ the mates scarfing, the

ship straining, and all hands swearing occasionally. 1887

Goode, etc. Fis/teries U. S. v. II. 278/1 The second mate
'scarfs', or cuts the.body blubber.

Scarf-bolt, incorrect form of Scarp-bolt.
Scarfe : see Scafp.

Scarfed (skaift; poet, ska-rfed), ppl. a.1 [f.

Scarp v. 1 + -ed.] Invested with a scarf; wearing

a scarf ; also, decorated with or as with scarfs.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. n. vi. 15 The skarfed barke puts
from her natiue bay. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. v. xii. 356
Scarfed tricolor Municipals. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876)

I. xiv. 269 Their fire pelted straight into the group of the
scarfed Deputies.

Scarfed (skauft),///. a.2 [f. Scarp v? + -ed*.]

Joined by means of a scarf. Scarfedjoint= Scarf
sb.2 1.

X704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Skarfed, the Sea Term,
when one Peice of Timber is let and fastned into another.

1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. I. 170/2 Scarfed tie-beams. 1805
Southey Modoc 11. xxv, Tear up the deck, the severed

Slanks bear off, Disjoin the well-scarfed timbers. 1825 J.
Ticholson Operat. Mechanic 652 The joint is what is de-

nominated a naif-lap, or scarfed joint.

t Scarfing, vbl. sb.1 Obs, [f.SCABFZ/. 1 + -ING 1.]

concr. A covering network.
1613 Chapman Maske Inns Court, To euery one of which,

wastacktaScarffingofSiluer; that ransinuouselyin workes
ouer the whole caparison.

Scarfing (ska-ifiq), vbl. sb.% [f. Scarf v.2-]

1. The action of joining by means of scarfs.

1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. 89 So when the stem or
any other timber, .is too short, it is peeced in this manner, and
that they call scarffing. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11.

(1780), Assembler, to unite the several pieces of a ship, as
by.. scarfing, scoring, tenenting, &c. x8»3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 280 Scarfing, is.. the art of connecting two
fiieces of timber together, in such a manner as to appear
ike one piece. 1894 C. N. Robinson Brit. Fleet 247 1 o Sir

Robert Seppings we owe the device known as ' scarphing '.

b. concr.

167X Phillips, Skarfing, (in Navigation) is one piece of

wood let into another, or so much wood cut away from the

one as the other. 1791 Smeaton Edystone L. § 54 ?tote, A.

.

draught. .in which. .the places and nature of the scarfing

or joinings [could be] distinguished. 1847 G. A. Smeaton
Builder's Man. 79, Fig. 17 is a representation of a scarfing,

which is very simple. 1908 Cradock Whispersfr. Fleet 108

The fore and aft thwarts that strengthen the sailing thwart

are called scarping [sic.].

t Sca-rfing, vbl, sb.* [f. Scarp sb.z + -ing i.]

= Scarping.
1721 Perry DaggenJu Breach 129 He will.. repair with

good Scarfing the Walls or Banks belonging to the Levels.

Scarfing (ska-inn), ///. aX [f. Scarf v.1 +
-ing 2

.] Enveloping like a scarf.

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 48 For Earth's bosom
pants, and heaves her scarfing sea.

Scarfing, ppl. a* [f. Scarp v? + -ing 2
.]

That scarfs, or servos as a longitudinal tie.

1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. i. 9 The builders afterwards

applied a short scarphing keelson-piece. Ibid., The side

keelsons . . had to be strengthened in a similar manner, except

that the scarphing angle-irons had no plate between them.

Sca'rf-skin. [Scarf sb, 1 , in the sense oflight

outer covering.] The outer layer of the skin ; the

epidermis, cuticle.

X615 [see Cuticle i]. 1774 Goldsmith Nat. Hist. (1862)

I. xi. 215 The blackness lay in the epidermis, or scarf-skin,

which was burnt up like leather. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's
F. 660 Not a hair Ruffled upon the scarf-skin. x88a Encycl.

Brit. XIV. 383/2 The first operation to which they [*:. hides]

are subjected is depilation, which removes, not only the

hair, but also the scarf-akin.

SCARIFIED.

b. trans/.

X669A ddr. YoungGentryofEng. 53 Raise up but the skarfe

skin which covers this fine mould. 1796 New Ann. Reg.

144 By making four or five small longitudinal incisions with

a sharp-pointed knife . .on one side only of the head or pod,

just through the scarf-skin. 1847 H. Miller First Impr.
Eng. xi. (1857) *75 L*1 us-. strip the vast landscape here of

its upper integuments,, .beginning first with the vegetable

mould—the scarf-skin of the country.

tSca'rfways,^. Obs. rarer- 1
, [f. Scarp sb.1

+ Way sb. witn adverbial s.] = next.

X653 Urquhart Rabelais l xxvii, Thus went he out in a
faire long-skirted jacket, putting his frock scarfewayes
athwart his breast.

Scarf-wise (skaufwsiz), adv. [f. Scarp sb. 1

+ -wise.] In the manner of a scarf; passing from
the shoulder across the breast and tied beneath the

arm. Cf. F. en Scharpe.
1581 Goldwel in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1788) II. 129 A

scrowle or band of silver, which came scarfe-wise over the

shoulder, and so downe under the arme. x6oi Holland
PUny xxxm. iii. II. 462 Let them have their chains of gold
as large as they list under their arms or crosse over their

sides, scarfe-wise. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. xl. 160

Great chains of gold scarf-wise about them. 1900 Daily
News 26 Nov. 7/4 A wide red ribbon with green edges
athwart his chest scarfwise.

t Scarry, a. Obs. [f. Scarf sb.1 + -y.] Re-
sembling a scarf. Scar/y skin - Scarf-skin.
x6ii Cotgr., Escharpettx, scarfie. x6ax Lady M. Wroth
Urania 511 Alasse you frowne, and pull a scarfie Clowd
ouer your diuine face to hide your fauour from me. 1744
tr. Boerhaave*s Inst. III. 295 Over all these is extended the

Cuticle or scarfy Skin.

Scarfyre, obs. variant of Scarefire.

Scarification (skseTifik^Jan). Also 5 scari-

ficacioun, 6 scaryfycacyon, skarificacion, 7
8carrification, [ad. late L. scarification-em, n.

of action f. scari/icdre to Scarify. Cf. F. scari-

fication (1314 in Hatz.-Darm.).]

L The action of scarifying ; an instance of this.

c 1400 tr. Secreto Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 86 Latynge of

blood, noght by openynge of veynes, but by scarificacioun

of filesch. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe in. viii. (1541) 61 In
what memberthe bloud is gathered, the body being fyrst

pourged by scarification, the grefe maye be cured. x6oi

Holland Pliny xvn. xxvii. I. 545, I cannot omit one
manner of cure by way of Scarification. For when the bark
is poore and leane [etc.]. 167a Wiseman Wounds I. x. 101

Also cupping with scarification of the Neck and Shoulders.

1758 J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 47 These Scari-

fications procured..a Discharge of Serum. X823 Scott
Nigel xxi, While his chin sustained from the razor literal

scarification. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 496 In
massive swellings of the tongue and throat relief has been
given by scarification.

Jig. 1881 J. H. Ingram Poc's Wks. I. Mem. 34 He began
that system of literary scarification—that crucial dissection

of bookmaking mediocrities, which [etc.].

2. concr, A slight incision or a number of slight

incisions made by scarifying.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. O j b, Ye
ought to make certayne scaryfycacyons very depe with the

rasour. 156a Bullein Dial. Sorenes $ Chir. 17 Laie upon
the same skarificacion baie Salte. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabet-

houer's Bk. Physicke 363/2 Therby shall the scarifications

be kept open. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 350
They..make incisions in their face, then laying gumoni
fire, hold over their faces that smoak may colour the scari-

fications. 178a Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman II. 138 Whose
. .face was rendered more disagreeable .. by deep scarifica-

tions of the small-pox.

Scarificator (ska^rifik^tai). [a. mod.L. s^zn"-

ficator (F. scarificateur, Pare 16th a), f. late L.

scarificdre to Scarify.]

1. Surg. An instrument used in scarification, for

making several incisions simultaneously.
161 1 Cotgr. , Scarificateur, a Scarificator, or Scarifier; an

Instrument wherein there are 18 sharpe wheeles, the which
let goe at once doe scarifie, and make incision, in as many
seuerall places. 1634 H. Crooke Expl. Instr. Chirurg.
xxxii. 54 For this purpose Pareus hath an instrument which
he calleth the Scarificator. It is a box wherein are fastened

many rownd wheeles as it were, sharpe as phlegmes^ which
[etc.]. X74« tr. Heister's Surg. (1768) n. 402 This Eye-
brush, or Scarificator. 1875 tr. von Ziemssen's Cycl. Med.
X. 115 The useful scarificators devised by C. Mayer.

"b. (See quot.)
1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Scarificator,..an instrument

with a blunt edge, used chiefly in the operation of tooth-

extraction, for separating the gum from the tooth.

c. A lancet for scarifying the skin.

1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 434 The scarificator may
be contaminated by contact with one person under the in-

fluence of syphilis and convey the disease to the next.

1 2. Agnc. = Scarifier 3. Obs,

1776 Bowden Farmers Director 12 By cutting the surface

of the meadow with an instrument called a scarificator. 1814

Shirreff Agric. Orkney 67 The scarificator being after-

wards, at seed time, used to loosen the soil, if necessary.

3. One who scarifies; = Scarifier i.

1748 Richardson Clarissa IV. 84 What tho' the scarifica-

tors work upon him [a man mortally ill] day by day?

Scarified (skse-rifaid),///. a. [f. Scarify v,

+ -ed l.] In senses of the vb.

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 126 As a cupping-glasse

draweth blood out of a Scarified place of the body. 1654

Gayton Pleas. Notes 67 With a face and skinne as scarrified

as that body before an Almanack. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVIII. 120/1 These [glasses] being placed upon the scari-

fied parts. 1879 Atcherley Trip Boerland 185 borne

soothing ointment applied to my scarified limbs.



SCARIFIES.

Scarifier (skarrifaiai). [f. Scarify v. + -eb >.]

L One who or something which scarifies, lit.

BlAfig.
1566 Securis Detection D ij b. Playster makers, clyster

geuers, scarifiers, letters out of bloud, &C. 1683 Salmon
Doron Med. 1. 79 Cicatrizers, or ' Scarrifyers'. 1855 DlCKtNS

Lett. (1880) I. 403, I have almost finished No. 3, in which

I have relieved my indignant soul with a scarifier. 1862

Thackeray Piiilip xvi, There is an air of fashion in every-

thing which Digges writes, . . which makes me pretty certain

that D. was my scarifier.

2. = Scarificator i.

1611 in Cotcr. ; and in later Diets.

3. Agric. An implement for loosening the soil.

1797 Billingsley Kim Agric. Somerset 278, His [Rev.

J. Cooke's] instruments called the scuffler, and scarifier, are

the best contrivances I ever beheld, for the pulverization of

the soil. 1880 J. W. Hill Guide Agric. Implements 472

Improved four-wheel wrought iron lever Scarifiers.

4. Road-making. A machine used for breaking

up a road. Cf. Scarify v. 3 b.

189a Daily News 21 Oct. 5/5 Our new acquaintance ' the

scarifier', whose operations when the roadway of the Thames
}

Embankment is remaking attract so much attention. 1901

Athenaeum 1 June 697/1 Scarifiers . .appear to have been

first introduced in England in 1884 ; and these machines
j

form very valuable adjuncts to steam rolling.

Scarify (skarrifsi), v. Also 6-8 scarrify. [a.
j

F. scarifier (i3-i4th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. late L,
j

scarlficdre, altered form of scarifare to scarify, ad.

Gr. aKapi.pa.n9ai, recorded in the senses ' to scratch I

an outline, sketch lightly, to do anything slightly or
|

slovenly ' (L. & Sc), f. <r*at«d>-os pencil, stilus.]

L trans, (chiefly Surg.) To make a number of

scratches or slight incisions in (a portion of the
|

body, a wound). Hence gen. to cover with
j

scratches.

I54« R- Copland Galytrit Temp. F iv, Yf it appere pale,

..ft must be scarified and made to blede. 158a Stanyhurst
ASncis il (Arb.) 43 You me byd, O Princesse, to scarrify a
festered old soare. loot Holland Pliny xxxu. vu. II. 440

j

Divers .. with foure . . teeth of this serpent, scarifie the gums
j

of the upper chaw, in case the teeth therein doe ake. 1604

R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Scarifie, to launce, or open a '

sore. 1661 Evelvn Chalcogr. 19 By Insculping, Scarify-

ing, and making a kind of Incision into it. 1749 Fielding i

Tom Jones u. ix, The captain . . had his veins scarified. 1751 !

Smollett Per. Pic xxxix. (1779) II. 28 Fixing her nails in

his antagonist's (ace, she scarified all one side of his nose.

1788 Gibbon DecL ft F. Iv. V. 552 They shaved their hair,
j

and scarified their faces. 1865 Lubbock Prek. Times xni.

(1878) 450 The body was scarified in horizontal bands. 1876

Trans. Clin. Soc IX. 169 These places were accordingly

scarified under the ether spray. 1908 H. D. Rolleston
Die. Liver 118 The local pain . .[should be] relieved by cold

applications, poultices, scarifying the skin [etc.).

trans/. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. xi. 198 If I offend her,
I

she's sure to scarify my throat with black pepper the I

next day.

b. fig. To make sore, wound. Also, in mod.
j

use, to subject to merciless criticism.

1581 Stanyhurst ASnsis n. (Arb.) 55 Theese woordstheyre
j

valiant courradge dooe scarrifye deeply. 1714 Sped. No. 595

r 6 You have Quartered all th* foul Language upon me,

that could be raked out of.. Billingsgate, without knowing
. . whether 1 deserve to be Cupped and Scarified at this rate.

i7»i {title) Medicina Flagellata, or the Doctor scarify'd.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby l ii, There.. he. .cut up a rising

genius . . or scarified some unhappy wretch. 1884 West.

Morn. News 13 Sept. 4/4 Next week he will be heard at

Northampton, whither he goes to scarify the Tories.

o. trans/. (? Associated with Scar si.) To
cover with scars, to scar.

1687 Loud. Gas. No. 2271/4 A Chesnut Gelding. ., scarri-

fied with the Farcie in both his hind Legs. 1*97 Ibid. N».

3318/4 A Bay Nag with the near Flank a littfe Scarrified

with some former hurt. 186a Dana Man. Geol. 540 Mount
Monadnock . . is scarified from top to bottom on its northern

and western sides.

H d. App. misused for : To anoint (a wound).
1596 Warner Alt. Eng. ix. xlix. (1612) 326 Which had

scarrifide our wounds, if wounded, with the Balme Of her

sweete Presence. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 78 Then
scarifie the wound with that oyntment, till it be wrought in.

2. To make incisions in the bark of (a tree).

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 601 The turgent trunk let

scarifie. That humour effluent out of hit hie. 1658 tr.

Porta'l Nat. Magic ill. xvii. 98 Boring the stock, or scari-

fying it round about. 1814 Loudon Encycl. Garden. | 7455
As the trees get old.. or infected with canker,.. or rotten-

ness, tbey are scarified. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 326

Every tree . . was scarified for turpentine. 1887 Lady Brassey
Last Voy. xiiL (1889) 300 The vineyards [Australia].. were

not in their best looks, having only just been scarified, as

the process is called. It means cutting off the branches and
reducing the vines to small and ugly bushes, destitute of

leaves at this season.

3. a. Agric. To break up or loosen (ground)

with a scarifier, b. Road-making. (Cf. quot.

181 7 and Scarifier 4.)

180$ R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 21 Instruments.. for

scarifying and stirring the earth between the rows of drilled

crops. Ibid. 468 Scarifying the corn, first operation. 1817

in Repert.Arts.tlc XXXft. 132 Secondly, a harrow, which

is intended to scarify the uneven parts of any road, leav-

ing it even after the operation, previous to the use of the

great roller. 1893 7";/. R. Agric. Soc. Dec 822 Scarify

or cultivate the stubble as soon as possible. ...
absol. 1829 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 196 Skernfy [sic] and

harrow two or three times over each field.

Hence SoaTifying vSI. sS.

1533 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541) 53 b, Letting of bloudc,

scanfieng callid cupping, sweating, &c. 1667 Decay C/ir.

189

Piety Pref. § 10 It being too probable that this is Gods last

experiment upon us, like the causticks and scarifyings to a

lethargic patient. 1783 Cullen First Lines Physic § ccxev.

Wks. 1827 II.32 To draw blood .. by cupping and scarifying.

1880 Jefferies Hodge * M. II. 74 He contracts to do their

ploughing and scarifying at so much per acre.

attrib. 1599 A. M. tr. GabelAouer's Bk. Physicke 363/2

Scarifye the skinne of the tumor with scarifyinge instru-

mentes. 1865 Mom. Star 15 Mar., To try whether the

scarifying process may not do more to bring South Carolina

back to the Union than [etc.].

Sca'rily, adv. [f. Scary a. + -ly 2.] Timidly.

1880 Howells Undisc. Country ix. 133 The light.. was
held scarily aloft above the head of an elderly woman.

Scaring (skesTirj),^/. sS. [f. Scare v. + -ins 1
.]

The action of the vb. Scare.
1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 32 No scaring with dog.^ 1580

Keg. Privy Council Scot. III. 295 Scarring and debarring of

the salmound fischeis. l6u Cotcr., Espoventement

.

.a

frighting, fraying, skaring. 185a G. W. Johnson Cottage

Card. Diet. s.v. Scares, It is best to employ boys for the

short time scaring is required.

Scaring (ske»-rirj), ///. a. [f. Scare v. +
-ING 2.] That scares ; terrifying.

1641 Milton Re/orm. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 64 As a tender

Mother takes her Child and holds it over the pit with

scarring words that it may learne to feare, where danger is.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 205 As a child, when scaring sounds

molest, Clings close and closer to the mother'sbreast. 1813

Coleridge Night-Scene 37 A rude and scaring note, my
friend ! 1879 Baring-Gould Germany II. 207 Let not

women be frightened by the scaring name.

t Sca'riole. OSs. Also 5 skariole, 6 scaryole.

[ad. (through med.L.) It. scariola (whence F.

escarole, scarole.] Broad-leaved endive.

C1400 tr. Secreia Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 73 Wyldc letus

bat feldmen clepyn skarioles. 1422 Ibid, Priv. Priv. 244

Letus sauage, that is y-callid scariole. 1526 Crete Herball

cL (1529) I v, Endiuia is endyue. . . It_ is otherwyse called

scaryole. i597GERARDE/WrA<x7ii.xxvii. 2^2. 1658 Phillips,

Scariole, a kind of herb otherwise called broad leaved

endive. 17215 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Syrup, Two Leaves

of Succory, Dandelion, Endive or Scariole.

Scariose (ske->'ri<jiis), a. Bot. [ad. mod. L.

scaridsus, of obscure origin.] = Scarious.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxvi. (1794) 383 Tbe scales

in the Artichoke are scariose or ragged. 1806 Galpine
Brit. Bot. 21 Glumes scariose. 1881 Baker in Jrnl. Linn.

Soc. XVIII. 279 Stipules large, brown, deltoid, scariose.

t Scariot(h. OSs. Aphetic forms of Iscariot.

c 1380 Wyclip Wks. (1880) 49 pei leden wib hem a scarioth

stolen fro is eldris by befte to robbe pore men bi beggynge.

c 1550 R. Bieston Bayte Fortune B iij b, Great cause hath

now the Scariot to wepe & to bewaile it.

Scarious (ske'Tias), a. [ad. F. scarieux, ad.

mod.L. scaridsus Scariose a.]

1. Bot. Having a dry and shrivelled appearance.

1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. Expl. Terms,

Scarious, dry and rigid, as if dead. 1819 Pantologia,

Scarious lea/, in botany. 187a Oliver Elem. Bot. 11. 261

The scarious perianth by which the Order [Juiicacese] is

distinguished from Liliacea:. 1881 G. Allen in Nature 17

Aug. 372 The corolla is thin and scarious.

2. Zool. Dry, not fleshy.

1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 1. 49 In some animals.,

the tongue is scarious cartilaginous, or provided with a

corneous investment. 187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 47

When the harder sorts of either scutella or plates are

roughened without obvious elevation, the leg is said to be

scabrous or scarious.

Scaritid (skarritid), a. [f. mod.L. Scarries :

see below.] Pertaining to the Scaritini, a tribe

of ground-beetles of the family Carabidte, typified

by the genus Scarites. So Scaxi-tidan, a beetle

of this tribe.

1837 Kirby Richardson's Fauna Bor.-Amer.1V. 6 Oxy-

gnathus De Jean, and some of the other Scantidans. 1890

Century Diet. s. v. Mono, The genus pertains to the scaritid

section of Carabider.

t Scarkle, v. OSs. rare- 1
. [Cf. Dispabfle,

TJisparklb vSs.] trans. To scatter, disperse.

c 1450 Roll in yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. (1872) 280/1

For therby be the Frensshemenne riched, the Englishmenne

povared ; they mightlyrecured of men & peple, we dlstroied

;

they to gader, we asstindred scarkeled.

Scarlad, scarlat, obs. ft. Scarlet sS. and a.

t Scarlatical, a. nonce-wd. Having the pre-

judices characteristic of those who wear the ' scar-

let ' of a doctor of divinity or law.

167a Wood Li/e (O. H. S.) II. 243 Dr. Clerk.. lazy and

idle, scarlaticall.

Scarlatina (skailatf-na). Path. Also 9 scar-

let(t)ina. [a. mod. L. scarlatina (Sydenham 1676),

a. It. scarlattina (used by Lancelotti in 1527), fern,

of scarlattino adj., dim. of scarlatlo Scarlet. Cf.

F. scarlatine, Sp., Pg. escarlalina.] - Scarlet

fever. (Popularly often misapprehended as de-

noting a milder form of the disease than that

designated by the vernacular term.) ....
1803 Med. 7ml. X. 455 Several children were .

.seized with

the measles and scarlatina. 1813 Wilberforce Let. in Lt/e

(1818) IV. 131 One of our children having had the bcarlet-

tina. 184s G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. I. 300

Persons suffering from scarlatina. 1863 Miss Braddon

Eleanor's Victory III. i. 16 She looks as if she were going

to a ball j or going to have the scarlatina.

allusively 18*3 Moore Fables Holy Alliance 49 Woe to

Kings when Freedom's fever Once turns into a Scarletina

!

Scarlatinal (skailatfnal), a. [f. prec. + -al.J

Belonging to, or resulting from, scarlatina.
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1861 Graham Pract. Med. 683 Hence, for want of caution

at this time we may have the scarlatinal dropsy. 1878 L.

Browne Throat $ Dis. 137 In scarlatinal sore throat the

local differences are not so welljnarked.

Scarlatinifornt (skailatf-nifpim), a. [f.

Scarlatin-a + -(i)fobm.] Resembling the rash

or eruption of scarlatina.

1866 Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 1042 A scarlatiniform

eruption. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 65 Eruptions of

toxic character, erythematous, scarlatiniform [etc. ].

Scarlatinine (skailatrnin). [f. Scarlatin-a

+ -iNE.] The hypothetical infectious principle of

scarlatina.

1864 Farr in Rep. Reg. Gen. Suppl. 34 When any zymotic

matter such as varioline, scarlatinine or typhine finds its

way into a village or street, it is more likely to pass from

house to house. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 164 A toxine

has been extracted from the urine, of which the chemical

composition has been ascertained, and to which the name
Scarlatinine has been given.

Scarlatinoid (skailatrnoid), a. and si. [-0ID.]

a. adj. Having the appearance of scarlatina, b. sS.

One of a group of Erythemas which closely resemble

scarlatina.

1886 Fagcf. Princ. Med. (1888) I. 172 A diffused scarlati-

noid eruption. 1899 A llbutt's Syst. Med. V 1 1 1 . 464 The first

group which they call Puteoloids and Scarlatinoids com-
prises the erythemas which simulate the erythematous

eruptive fevers in all their stages.

Scarlatinous (skajlaU'nss), a. [f. Scarla-

tin-a + -ous.] Affected with scarlatina.

1878 T. Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 141 Scarlatinous tonsils.

Scarlatte, obs. form of Scarlet sS. and a.

t Scarle. OSs. Also 5 skerel(e. [Earlier

skerel, f. skerre Scare v. : see -el.] A scarecrow.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 457/2 Skerel, larva \c 1460 Winch.,

skerele]. 1483 Cath. Angl. 321/2 A scarle or visern, larua.

Scarless (skaules), a. [f. Scar sS* + -less.]

1. Showing no scar ; lacking blemish.

1630 Drumm. of Hawth. Flowres 0/ Sion D 2, Amidst

that Masse of Ruines they did make, Safe and all scarre-

lesse yet remaines my Minde. 1863 Possib. Creation 103

The living canvass.. is. .as scarless and unsullied, as if it

had never been touched by the burning pencils of the sun.

1891 Meredith One 0/ our Conq. I. xii. 226 His pride in

appearing woundless and scarless.

2. Leaving no scar.

1823 Byron Juan xm. lxxxii, Escaping with a few slight

scarless sneers.

Scarlet (ska-ilet), sb. and a. Forms : 3-7

scarlat, skarlet, 4 soarleit, scharlette, 4-6, 8

soarlett, 5 soarlatte, scarlad, skarlot, 5-6 soar-

lot, skarlat, 5, 8 skarlett, 6 soarlette, skarlette,

skarlote, skerlyt, 3- scarlet. [Aphetic a. OF.

escarlate sb. fem. (mod.F. icarlate) = Pr. escarlal

masc., -ata fem. In Fr. and Pr. recorded from

the 1 2th c. ; the other Rom. forms are later : Sp.,

Pg. escarlate, -ata, It. scarlatlo, med.L. scarlat-

{t)um, -a, scarletlum (1204 in Excerpta Historica

393). In Teut. the word appears as ON. skarlat,

skallat, MHO. scharl&t, early mod.Flem. schaerlat

;

also, with etymologizing alteration (cf. Lake sS.6),

MRG.scAar/acA(en,MLG.,T)u.sc/iarlaien(whence

Da. skarlagen, Sw. skarlakan, Icel. skarlak, skar-

lakan). From It. are prob. mod. Gr. aieapkaTov,

Church Slav, skriilato, Serbian skrlet,Talk, iskerlet.

If the OHG. scarlahhan, in a gloss explained as 'shorn

cloth' irasilis) be identical with this word (the interpre-

tation as well as the form being due to popular etymo-

logy), it is the earliest evidence of its existence. It is

hardly possible that this OHG. word can be the source of

the Rom. forms. The prevailing view is that OF. escarlate

is an alteration of Pers. O^ljUi saoaldt, siqalat, suqlat, a

kind of rich cloth, a derivative of which appears as Cicla-

toun. (The form ijiLjLi saqirlit, given in some Arabic

dictionaries, is modern and prob. adopted from some Euro-

pean language.)]

A.sS.
. .. .

1. fa. In early use, some rich cloth, often of

a bright red colour, but (according to Fr., MDu.,

and med.L. sources) also sometimes of other colours,

as 'pers', blue, green, brown. OSs. b. In later

use, cloth or clothing of the colour described in 2.

t Scarlet in grain (s. engreyned, grayned s., etc.) : cloth

fast dyed of a scarlet colour (cf. Grain ii.' 10 and Ingrain

a.). It is doubtful whether ' scarlet and grene ', frequently

occurring in ME. poetry in descriptions of splendid attire,

originated in a misunderstanding of this phrase.

c 1250 Death 10 in O. E. Misc. 168 ?e bat sittet l-schrud

wi3 skarlet and wi3 palle. irot R. Glouc (Rolls) 6390 A
robe he let him ssape uerst of blod red scarlet here. 13.

.

A". Alls. 4987 Hy clothen hem with grys and ermyne With

golde and siluer and skarlet pers fyne. 13. . Reinbrun v,

Scarlet and grene wel y-wroujt. c 137S Cursor M. 25463

(Fairf.) Naufer aske I skarlet ne grene Ne purtraied stede.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 4464 And we han her scarletes & grene,

& clobes of tarse. c 1386 Chaucer Sir Thopas 16 His rode

is lyk scarlet in grayn. a 1400 Morte Arth. 3459 And one

he henttis a bode of scharlette fulle riche. 14.. Guy 0/

Warm. 8996 Hys lymmes were bare and euyll beseyn, 1 hat

some tyme were clad in scarlet in greyne. a 1420 IVyctt/s

N. T., Rev. xviii. 16 Wo ! wo I thilke greet citee, that was

clothid with bijs and purpur, and reed scarlet. 1480 Coven-

try Leet-bk. 438 The seid Recordor answered & saide that

they shuld not be relesed berof for be best pece of scarlet in

Englond. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon ix. 23 Huon toke hys

cloke of skerlat& wrappyd it about hys arme. M45 R""
Custom /to. d vj b. In primus a brode cloth payetb xu. a
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scarlette xxxiiii. 1IS48 Hall Citron., Hen. K ?£, 'IT"

Mayre of London., appareled in orient grayned Skarlet.

1588 Hickock tr. Fredericks Voy. 31 Ships bring cloth of

Wooll, Scarlets, Veluets, Opium and Chickenes. 1640 J.

Master Daily Expensc-bk. 4 Aug., tor 4 ya & half of right

french scarlet at 45 •. 1662 Comenius Janua Ling. Trilmg.

go Sattins, damasks, scarlets, cobweb-lawns [etc.]. 1796

Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 123 An Ambassador,

whose robes are lined with a scarlet dyed in the blood of

Judges. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 501 Then the trumpets

blew Proclaiming his the prize, who wore the sleeve Of
scarlet, and the pearls.

2. A brilliant vivid red colour, inclining to orange.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 442/2 Scarlet, colowre, lulus. 1530

Palsgr- 265/2 Scarlet a reed colour. 1648 Heerick Hesper.,

Weeping Cherry, Which rubies, corals, scarlets, all For

tincture, wonder at. 1690 Locke Hum. Vmi. in. iv. § 11

His Friend demanding what Scarlet was ? the blind Man
answered, It was like the sound of a Trumpet, a 1734 R.

North Life John North (1742) 237 Scarlet was commonly
called the King's Colour. 1788 Cowper Gratitude 29 This

moveable structure of shelves, . . Where flaming in scarlet

and gold My poems enchanted I view. 1856 Ruskin -Mc><£

Paint. IV. v. in. § 24. 53 In this chord the scarlet is the

most powerful colour. 1894 K. Grahame Pagan P. 68 A
riot of scarlet on gold, the red poppy of our native fields

tosses heavy tresses with gipsy abandon.

b. A pigment or dye of this colour. In recent

use also spec, any one of a certain group of coal-tar

colouring matters used in scarlet pigments and dyes.

1653JER. Taylor Serin,for Kwir (1678) 333 A ship laden

with Persian Carpets, and the ingredients of the rich Scarlet.

167a W. S. Polygraphice 178 For a Scarlet. Take Vermi-

lion, and deepen it with Lake or Indian Red. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Beds xxi, He had already a high reputation

in the district for his dyes, and he was bent on discovering

some method by which he could reduce the expense of

crimsons and scarlets. 1861 O'Neill Diet. Calico Print, <r

Dyeing 61 The best scarlets are still obtained from cochineal

alone as colouring matter. 1886 tr. Benedikfs Chem. Coal-

tar Colours 198 The scarlets have replaced cochineal to a
considerable extent in wool-dyeing.

3. Official or ceremonial costume of scarlet, as

the uniform of a soldier, the gown or robe of a

doctor of divinity or law, a judge, a cardinal, etc.

;

also, the scarlet coat worn in the hunting field

(= Pink si. 6). Hence occas. the rank, dignity,

or office signified by a scarlet robe.

1496 in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. (1907) IV. 212

All they of the xxiiij that hath be maire shall ride in Scarlett

ayenste the Kynge. 1568 T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 8r

For Fortune may as then, make kings as pleaseth her : Since

she the riche and noble men, to scarlets can prefer. i6io_ B.

Jonson Alch. 1. iii, This Summer He will be of the Clothing

of his company. And, next spring, call'd to the Scarlet.

1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) no The Lord Maior
with his confraternity of Aldermen also mounted and in

their Scarlets. 1685 Rycaut Contn. Lives Popes 16 After

this he made little account of his Scarlet, or degree of

Cardinal. 1706 Hearne Collect. (O.H. S.) I. 311 White
Kennett..sometimes waited on Dr. Wallis to Church with

his skarlett. 1764 Oxf Sausage 38 The splendid Fortunes

and the beauteous Face . . Too soon are caught by Scarlet

and by Lace. 1885 Field 7 Feb. 147/3 A good man in

scarlet is down at the first fence. 1891 Morris Poems by

the Way (1896) 17 What mayor shall rule the hall we built?

Whose scarlet sweep the floor?

4. f a. One who wears a scarlet uniform or in-

signia ; e. g. a judge. 06s.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. viii. 18 Open Rebukes are for

Magistrates, and Courts of Iustice : for Stelled Chambers,
and for Scarlets, in the thronged Hall, c 1683 Restoration

in Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks. (1775) 103 Do the Lords
bow, and the regarded Scarlets, Kiss their gam'd goles, and
cry we are your servants ?

b. occas. Persons clothed in scarlet ; men in the

hunting field (cf. Pink si. 6 b) or on the golf links ;

also soldiers in red uniform.
1827 Sporting Mag. XIX. 353 The whole field was fairly

pounded : I was one among the number, and consider my-
self a good bit of scarlet too. 184a G. F. Carnegie Golfiana

in R. Clark Golf(1Z75) 150 He whirls his club to catch the

proper swing, And freely bets round all the scarlet ring.

1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad xxxv, Gay the files of

scarlet follow.

+ 5. ? An aristocratic street ruffian, a Mohock.
1755 J. Shebbeare Lydia(ij6g) II. 437, 1 expected to have

seen her . . encouraging the young bloods, bucks and scarlets

at a riot in Drury-lane.

6. Short for scarlet strawierry (see B. 4 c).

1815 Sir Jos. Banks in Trans. Hart. Soc. I. 55. 1814 J.
Barnet Ibid. (1826) VI. 155 Princess Charlotte's Strawberry
. .is perhaps the richest of all the Scarlets. 1828 Trans.
Hort. Soc. (1830) VII. 345 Old Scarlet.

7. A small moth, Erastria ostrina.

183* J. Rennie Consp. Butterfl. t, Moths 97 The Scarlet

{£. ostrina, Curtis} appears in June.

B. adj. (Originally the sb. used attrib.)

L Having, or pertaining to, the colour scarlet

(see A. 2).

CZ386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 559 Therfore I made my
visitacions, . . And wered vpon my gave scarlet gytes. 1436
in E. E. Wills (1882) 107 All-so I wol that Iohn Melbourne
haue my scarlet goune furred with rnartrouns. 1479 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 415 He to come in ..his Skarlat cloke furred.

150Z Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xlvi, Purpour colour, punik
and skarlote hewis. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ill. (Sommer)
248 Sixe maides, all in one liuerie of skarlette petticotes.

a 1633 T. Taylor Gods Judgem. 11. vii. (1642) no He kept

two or three tall fellowes in Skarlet Liveries. 1677 Wood
Life (O.H.S.) II. 386 The chancellour,..and the rest of

his retinew, put on scarlet habits. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Mrs. T. 1 Apr., Mine (sc. a sofa] is of

scarlet cloth, with a gold fringe. 1784 CowrER Task 1. 320

190

Trie sycamore, capricious in attire, Now green, now tawny,

and ere autumn yet Have chang'd the woods, in scarlet

honours bright. 1816 Keats To my Brother George 130

The poppies show their scarlet coats. 1879 St. George's

Hosp. Rep. IX. 722 She also now had a scarlet eruption.

b. Clothed in scarlet, wearing a scarlet uniform

or distinguishing dress.

1591 Shaks. I Hen. VI, I. iii. 56 Out Tawney-Coates, out

Scarlet Hypocrite. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851

III. 280 The invincible warriour Zeale shaking loosely the

slack reins drives over the heads of Scarlet Prelats and such

as are insolent to maintaine traditions. 190a Words ofEye-
witness 3 There is no more universally beloved individual

in the world than this same scarlet Atkins.

c. Red with shame or indignation. fAlso
transf. blushing, indignant.

1865 Baring-Gould Werewolves xii. 222 Several times his

face had become scarlet, and his eyes had fallen. 1881

W. H. Mallock Rom. igth Cent. II. 120 She flushed scarlet.

transf. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, ill. iii. 99 But ere the

Crowne he lookes for, Hue in peace, Ten thousand bloody

crownes of Mothers Sonnes Shall ill become the flower of

Englands face, Change the complexion of her Maid-pale

Peace To Scarlet Indignation.

2. fig. a. Of an offence (after Isa. i. 18), hence

occas. of an offender : Heinous, deep-dyed.

[1613 Shaks. K. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 255 (To Wolsey) Thou
scarlet sinne.] 1641 J. Shute Sarah $ Hagar(i6w) 206Who
doth forgive.. even foul sins, crimson, scarlet iniquities, upon
humiliation. 1656 Sir G. Wharton Hemerol., Proanaph. 30

The Final cause [of earthquakes], is a sign ofan Angry God,
justly provoked by the Scarlet crimes of a sinful People.

1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 97 How preach

up, as thou dost, Vertue and Moderation, when thy self art

Scarlet deep tinged with the. highest Crimes?

b. in allusions to the glaring effect of the colour.

1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 16 The deathblow which
had been struck at scarlet vice and bloated hypocrisy.

3. General combinations : a. parasynthetic, as

scarlet-iarred,-blossomed, -breasted,-circled, -coated,

-coloured, -crested, -flowered, -haired, -moustached

adjs. ; frequent in specific names of animals and

plants.

183a J. Rennie Consp. Butterfl. % Moths 227 The "Scarlet

Barred Gold (Lampronia sanguinella, Stephens). 1845
Florist's Jrnl. 178 The well-known *scarlet-blossomed cur-

rant. 1822 Latham Gen. Hist. Birds II. 121 •Scarlet-

breasted Parrot. . . Inhabits New-Holland. 1704 Pope Wind-
sor For. n6 His purple crest, and *scarlet-circled eyes. 1693

R. Duke in Dryden's Juvenal iv. (1697) 78 So many Ses-

terces were swallow'd down, To stuff one "Scarlet-coated

Court Buffoon. 1617 Hieron Wks. (1619) II. 317 The citie

of Rome, .may shew her selfe to bee indeed that •Scarlet-

coloured Harlot, described by John in his Reuelation, 1753

Chambers Cycl. Supp. s.v. Lychnis, The lesser "scarlet

flowered Constantinople lychnis. 1872 Routledge's Ev.
Boy's Ann. 419/1 The "Scarlet-Haired Poppy. 1872 Coues
Key N.Amer. Birds 192 Bill dark ; "scarlet-crested, "scarlet-

moustached.

b. qualifying the name of a colour, as scarlet-

crimson, -red, -vermilion.
1882 Garden 7 Oct. 312/2 Of older self-flowers. Joseph

Green, bright "scarlet-crimson, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 456
Hir hosen weren of fyn "scarlet reed. 1390 Spenser F. Q.
1. ii. 13 A goodly Lady clad in scarlot red. a 1711 Ken
ChristophiiPoet. Wks. 1721 1. 510 She saw the Place where
Jesus bled, And dy'd the Turff of Scarlet-red. 1882 Garden
29 July 104/2 It has flowers. .of bright scarlet-red_ hue.

Ibid. 25 Mar. rg6/2 Many drooping flowers..of a brilliant

"scarlet-vermilion hue.

4. Special collocations: scarlet-day, t scarlet-

gowri day, an occasion in university or civic life

observed by the public wearing of state or official

robes of scarlet; f scarlet-grain, = Alkebmes i,

cf. Kebmes; scarlet lady, whore, woman,
abusive epithets applied to the Church of Rome
in allusion to Rev. xvii. 1-5 ; Scarlet Lancers,

nickname for the 16th Lancers, from their dis-

tinctive red tunic ; scarlet rash, a scarlet eruption,

symptomatic of certain diseases; scarlet ward,
a part of a fever hospital reserved for patients

suffering from scarlet fever.

1632-33 in Publ. Colon. Soc. Mass. VIII. 361 [That the

lecturer should preach on all the] "scarlet days, as they name
them. 1721 Amherst Terrx-Fil. No. 39 (1726) II. 51 He
preached it upon a scarlet day, when the vice-chancellor

and all the doctors %p to church in red. 1888 Daily News
11 June 5/7 In University parlance it was a Scarlet Day.

1710 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. m. (ed. 23) 663" The
"Scarlet-Gown Days in the University of Oxford. IS97

Gerarde Herbal in. xxx. 1158 The Oke which beareth

the "scarlet graine is a small tree, xoox Holland Pliny

xxvn. ix. II. 280 The berrie Coccum Gnidium, in colour

resembleth the Scarlet graine. 1807 Syd. Smith Peter

Plymley's Lett, ii, I will not dispute with you whether the

Pope be or be not the "Scarlet Lady of Babylon. 1873

Punch 23 Aug. 72/2 Let us be just even to the Scarlet Lady.

188s' J- S. Winter' (title) Booties' Baby: a story of the

"Scarlet Lancers. 1822-29 Goad's Study Med. (ed. 3) III.

16 The angina gangrenosa (sore throat with "scarlet-

rash) usually commences in the winter or the spring. 1888

Honnor Morten Sk. Hosp. Life 51 The laconic order, ' To
the "Scarlet Ward ', is given. 1648 Winyard Midsummer-
Moon 1 The "Scarlet-whore of Babylon spawn'd it with her

menstruous profluviums. 1709 Taller No. 190 r 2 Nor yet

did that Epistle at all come unto thee from the Mansion.

House of the Scarlet Whore. 1816 Southey Poet's Pilgr.

n. iii. 10 note, I have seen her somewhere called the "Scarlet

Woman. 1867 Lowell Gt. Publ. Char. Wks. 1890 II. 274

The latter old lady [sc. the Church of Rome] may be the

Scarlet Woman, or the Beast with ten horns, if you will.

b. In names of birds, insects, etc. : scarlet can-

tharis, a beetle, Cantharis cardinalis; scarlot

SCABLETEER.

finch, Fringilla coccinea (Shaw) ; scarlet gros-

beak, the Cardinal-bird ; scarlet ibis, Eudocimus
ruber, a bird congeneric with the typical Ibis, native

in tropical America ; scarlet lory, a name given to

several birds of the Parrot-tribe ; scarlet macaw,
Psittacus macao, a parrot native in S. America and

the West Indies ; scarlet mite, Trombidium holo-

sericeum ; scarlet mussel, a shell-fish (see quot.)

;

scarlet snake, a name applied to two colubriform

snakes of tropical America (see quot.) ; scarlet

sparrow, Tanagra rubra; scarlet spoonbill, Pla-

talea ajaja ; scarlet tanager, the Red bibd,

Pyranga rubra ; scarlet tiger (moth), Hyper-

campa dominula.
1806 Shaw Gen. Zool. VI. 81 One of the most elegant

insects of this genus is the "Scarlet Cantharis. 1783 Latham
Synopsis Birds III. 270 "Scarlet Finch.. .Inhabits Sand-
wich Islands. 1837 Gould Birds of Europe III. PI. 206
"Scarlet Grosbeak. 1785 Pennant Arctic Zool. II. 458
"Scarlet Ibis. X75Z G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds IV. 172

The "Scarlet Lory. 1811 Shaw Gen. Zool. VIII. 533 Psit-

tacus grandis . .Scarlet Lory. Ibid. 386 The "Scarlet Mac-
caw. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. 492 The little "scarlet

mite

.

.(Trombidium Jwlosericeum). xfyzPhil. Trans.Vll.

5022 The "Scarlet-Mustle, having a purple-vein, which being

prickt with a needle yeilds a perfect Purple or Scarlet Juyce
that will not be washt out of the Linnen died therewith.

1842 HoLBROOKiV". Amer.Herpet. III. 127 Rhinostoma coc-^

cinea. . .The Scarlet Snake. Ibid., The ' Couleuvre ecarlate

'

(Scarlet Snake) of Bosc is quite another animaj, doubtless

the Calamaria elapsoidea. 1764 G. Edwards Glean. Nat.
Hist. in. 278 The "Scarlet Sparrow. 1819 Shaw Gen. Zool.

XI. 642 "Scarlet Spoonbill. 1808-13 A. Wilson Amer.
Ornith. (1831) II. 226 "Scarlet Tanager. 1832 J. Rennie
Consp. Butterfl. !, Moths 42 The "Scarlet Tiger (Hyper-

caiupa Dominula, Stephens) appears in June.

C. In names of plants and fruits: scarlet banana,

Musa coccinea; scarlet-bean =-- scarlet runner;

scarlet cardinal-flower, scarlet lobelia, Loielia

cardinalis (see Caedinal-floweb) ; scarlet con-
volvulus, Ipomxa coccinea ; scarlet geranium,
a pelargonium with scarlet blossoms, largely

used as a bedding-plant (see Geranium 2 and

Pelargonium) ; scarlet maple, Acer ruirum

;

scarlet oak, Quercus coccinea (see Oak i b);

also f tne Holm Oak, Quercus Ilex ; scarlet

painted-cup (see Painted ///. a. 4) ; scarlet

pea (see quot.); scarlet pimpernel, Anagallis

arvensis (see Pimpernel 3 and 3 b) ; scarlet

runner (bean), Phaseolus multiflorus (cf. Bean

3) ; scarlet sage, Salvia fulgeits, a native of

Mexico (Miller Plant-n. 1884, 245) ; also S. splen-

dens, a native of Brazil (Cent. Diet. 1891) ;
scarlet

seed, a name of two tropical trees (see quot. 1866);

scarlet strawberry, any cultivated variety of the

Virginian Strawberry, Fragariavirginiana, having

scarlet ' fruit
'
; scarlet thorn, Crataegus coccinea.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 29 The "scarlet banana.

1731 Millb* Card. Did. s.v. Phaseolus, The "Scarlet Bean.

1852 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 168 Some scarlet beans that

were growing in his own piece of garden. X698 "Scar-

let Cardinal-Flower [see Cardinal-flower]. 1856 O. W.
Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. x. (1895) 253 Dream of that winding

shore Where scarlet cardinals bloom—for me no more.

1823 Crabb Technol. Did. s.v. Scarlet, "Scarlet-Convol-

vulus. 1760 "Scarlet geranium [see Geranium 2]. 1870

Ruskin Led. Art vi. 162 There are few flowers of which

the impression on the eye is more definitely of flat colour,

than the scarlet geranium. 1874 "Scarlet lobelia [see Lo-

belia]. 1833 Penny Cycl. I. 79/2 The nursery-men usually

call this species the cut-leaved "scarlet maple. Z597 Gerarde
Herbal 111. xxx. 1159 For want of a fit English name, we
haue thought good to christen it by the name of "Scarlet

Oke, or Scarlet Holme Oke : for Ilex is named of some in

English Holme. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blonds Gardening

148 The Scarlet-Oak, or Holm. 1882 Garden 13 May
323/3 A specimen of the Scarlet Oak. 1753 Chambers
Cycl. Supp. App. s. v. Pea, "Scarlet Pea, . . the English name
of a genus of plants, called by Linnaeus Glycine. 1855 Miss

Pratt Flcnver. PI. IV. 238 "Scarlet Pimpernel. 1824 Loudon
Encycl. Card. (ed. 2) § 3634 The "scarlet runner ranks first

for its prolific property and long continuance in fruit. 1756

P. Browne Jamaica 368 The "Scarlet-seed. 1866 Treas.

Bet., Scarlet-Seed. TernstrSmia obovalis, and Lxtia Tham-
nia. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 256 The "scarlet

strawberry. 1882 Garden 12 Aug. 145/3 The "scarlet Thorn .

.

is a bold, vigorous-growing American species.

Hence Scarletness. rare.

1611 Florio, Scarletezza, rednesse, scarletnesse.

tSca-rlet, v. Ois. [f. Scablet si.] trans.

To clothe in scarlet; to colour scarlet. Chiefly

passive. Hence ScaTleted ///. a., in quot tinged

with scarlet.

IS53 Bale Vecacyon 10 The Idolatour, the tyraunt, and

the whoremonger are no mete mynisters for hym, though

they be neuer so..fynely forced, pylyoned, and scarletted.

1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 49 The whole earth is

almost a purple Island, scarletted and redded with the bloud

of Martyrs. 1685 Sir G. Mackenzie Religious Stoic 11. 23

At which we should scarlet our cheeks with blushes. 1688 R.

HolmzArmoury iv. ix. (Roxb.) 382/1 Fine scarletted murrey.

t ScaTleteex. Ois. [f. Scablet si. + -eeb.]

One clothed in scarlet, as a soldier in uniform, or

a doctor in the gown of his degree.

1637 N. Whiting Albino $ Bellama 142 Then say (faire

Lady) truth I doe not jeere, Will you be wedded to a scar-

leteere ? 1677 Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 386 The chancellour,

with the bedells before him and the scarleteers after him.



SCABLET FEVER.

Scarlet fever. A contagious febrile disease,

distinguished by a scarlet efflorescence of the skin
and of the mucous membrane of the mouth and
pharynx. Also known as Scarlatina.
1676 Jas. Cooke Marrow Chirurg. vl it (1685) 214 The

first and last [i.e. Small-Pox and Rossalia] of these were in
Warwick at the writing hereof; the last going under the
name of Scarlet Fever. 1799 M. Underwood Dis. Childhood
(ed. 4) I. 227 Whenever the Scarlet-fever becomes epidemic
among adults, children rarely fail being attacked by it in
great numbers. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair i, Poor Miss
Birch died of the scarlet fever. 1876 Bristowe Theory 4
Pract. Med. (1S78) 156 Down to the sixteenth or seventeenth
century scarlet fever was confounded with measles.

b. An instance or an attack of this disease, rare.
1775 Sheridan St. Pair. Day 1. i, He had rather see his

daughter in a scarlet fever than in the arms of a soldier.
1870-* Liddon Elem. Relig. iv. § 1, [He] will be. .as well
as another who may have happily survived a scarlet fever.

t Sea rletite. nonce-wd. [f. Scablet sb. +
-rex.] One who hunts in scarlet (see Scarlet sb. 3).
1829 Sporting Mag. XX 1 1 1 . 426 The wagons . . were . .some

of them occupied by scarletites from Melton.

Scarlety. noncc-wd. [f. Scablet sb. + -t.]
Having a tinge of scarlet.

1840 Ruskin Diary 23 Aug. in Harrison (1903) 53 Note
the intense scarletty purple of the shattered larch stems.

Searling, Soarlot : see Skirling, Scarlet.
Soarmesh, -rnige, -moge, -m o uch e, etc.,

obs. forms of Skirmish sb. and v.

Scarn, Scarries se, obs. ff. Soobn, Scabceness.
t Sea ro. Obs. It. form of Scabuh.
1722 Diaper tr. Option's llalient. 1. 215 Here Scaro's feed.

Ibid. 1. 219, n. 1078, iv. 58, 61.

t Scaroticjue. Obs. ran- K = Eschabotic.
1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 0054 The touch of an hot Iron,

the application of Vitriol or other Scarotiques.

Scarp (skarp), sb.1 Her. Also searpe, [a.

ONK. escarpe = Central OF. escharpe (mod.F.
icharpe), lit. sash : see Scarf sb.~\ A diminutive
of the bend sinister, one-half its width, crossing
the shield diagonally from the sinister chief to the
dexter base. (Cf. Scarp sb.1 5 a.)
156a Legh Armory (1597) 64b, Knowe that this [bende

sinyster] conteineth as much in breadth as a dexter bende
doth. The halfe whereof is called a Searpe, and no bastard's
mark, neither may it be charged with any thing. 1610
Guilum Heraldry n. v. (1611) 52. 1780 Edmondson Her.
II. Gloss. s.v. Searpe, In blazon, it should be named Scarp,
without mentioning the word sinister. The French call it

a Bar. 1868 Cussans Her. (ed. 4) 58.

Scarp (.skarp), sb. 2 Also 6-7 scarps ; and see
Scarp sb.3 [ad. It. Scarpa, whence F. escarpe
Escarp.]
L Fortif. = Escarp sb. 1.

1589 Iv* Pract. Fortif. to The searpe that the Curtin will
make may bee some 28. foote, or more or lesse. 1654 Cokaine
Dianea iv. 280 On the top they [the walls) are made after
the fashion of a searpe. 1709 Luttreix BriefRtl. (1857)
VI. 471 The enemy.. lye 2 leagues off behind the scarp.
1876 Bancroft Hut. 0. S. HI. xiii. 199 The left extended
to a scarp surmounted by an abattis.

t b. The total pitch or ' batter ' of a bank. Obs.
1630 R. Norwood Fortif. 113 If the ditch be dry it must

be tne deeper, and have the lesse searpe. 1669 Staynrkd
Fortif. j 1 tit Inward Scarp of the Parapet...The outward
Scarp of the Kampire. . . The Scarp of the Ditch.
2. The steep face of a hill ; — Escarp sb. 2.

180a Playfair Iltustr. Huttonian Theory 410 The scarps
of the hills face indiscriminately all points of the compass.
1901 H. Trench Deirdre Wed 32 Far up, where darkling
copses over-grow Scarps ofthe gray cliff from his river'd base.

Scarp (skajp), ».l [f. Scabp sb. 2] trans. To
cut to a steep face, to slope ; also to scarp away,
down; «= Escabp i\
1803 Wellington Let. in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 584 The

rock is scarped on each side. 1807 G. Chalmers Caledonia
1. 1. iv. 1 57 The top of the bank . . was artfully scarped away,
to augment the strength of the defences. 1829 Scott Anne
ofG. iii, 1'he elevation of the site . . was on this side a steep
eminence, which had been scarped like a modern glacis, to
r?ndeT..

,be b«ilding more secure. 1865 Geikif. Seen. * Geol.
Scot, iil 66 The result has been, .to scarp the coasts of the
Sbetlands into the most rugged and fantastic cliffs. 1894
Wolreley Marlborough II. 173 The rock on which this fort
stands was scarped towards the city. 190s R. Haggard in
Windsor Mag. Jan. 244 The rock upon one side of it had
often been scarped by the hand of man.
Hence Scarped///, a., reduced to a steep face,

laid bare, cut away, steep.
1813 Treat. Field Fortif. 26 When the earth scarped off

is used to encrease the height, the original surface should
be cut (etc.]. 1837 Caelyle Fr. Rev. III. v. vi, Redoubts
are carried, and Passes and Heights of the most scarped
description. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ivi, ' So careful of the
type t but no. From scarped cliff and quarried stone She
cries 'a thousand types are gone : I care for nothing, all
•hall go . 1877 L. Morris Epic ofHades il 102 Once the
waters Broke louder on the scarped reefs.

Scarp (skiip), v 2 Agric. [Of obscure origin

;

possibly the same word as prec.] intr. Of land

:

To be torn up irregularly.
1843 JrnL R. Agric. Soc IV. 11. 563 The land is not

liable to scarp, as after the common roller. 1S66 Black-
more Cradock Notuell xi. His mighty forehead would scarp
and chine like the headland when the plough turns.

Scarp-bolt (ska'ipboult). Shipbuilding. Also
erron. gcarf-. [App. a. Da. skarpbolt lit. ' sharp
bolt'.] (See quot. 1852.)

191

[»8s» J. Fincham Outl. Ship Build, (ed. 3) 26 The long
bolts, through the knee of the head, and the deadwood, are
pointed bolts (Swedish, skarpbultar ; Danish, skarpbolte

;

Dutch, puntbout ; German, scharfbolzen . .).] 1867 Smyth
Sailor's WordJik. s.v. Bolt, Scarp-bolts and keel-bolts,
pointed, not clinched, used for false keel or temporary
purposes. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2051 Scarf-bolt.

Scarph(e, obs. forms of Scabp sb. and v.

Scarpine (ska'-ipm). Also 6 Se. scarpene.
[ad. It. scarpino (dim. of Scarpa shoe), whence F.
escarpin, Sp. escarpino.]

1 1. A light shoe. Obs. rare — *.

a 1586 in Pinkerton Am. Se. Poems (1786) 184 Thair dry
scarpenis..; Thair mullis glitteran on thair feit. 1611 Florio,
Scarpini, Scarpines, Pumps, or Sockes.

2. Hist. An instrument of torture for the feet.

(Cf. Boot sb.z 3.)
1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho', vii, I was put to the scarpines,

whereof I am. .somewhat lame of one leg to this day.

Scarping (skajpirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scabp v 1 +
-ing 1.] A steep slope ; the rocky face of a hill,

t Also//, the amount ofslope or batter in an escarp.
1639 R. Norwood Fortif. 105 The scarpings thereof [sc. of

the Kampire] within and without are [etc.]. 1909 Contemp.
Rev. Apr. 478 The scarpings of an overhanging cliff.

Sea rpnient. rare — \ [Aphetic for Escarp-
ment, after Scabp v. 1 ] = Escarpment i.

1864 Lewis Jerusalem 223 The foundations of the Temple
were . . formed by scarping the sides of the rock and carrying
up a wall upon the scarpmenL
Scarpyn, obs. form of Scobpion.
Soarr(e, obs. forms of Scab, Scare.
Scarred (skaid), ///. a. [f. Scab v. + -xo 1

.]

1. Of a human or animal body or its parts

:

Bearing scars or traces of wounds or sores.
c 1440 YorkMyst. xxxiii. 35 5aa, and with schath of skelpys

yll scarred. 187a L. P. Meredith Teeth 176, I have seen
the scarred hero of many battles cry like a child when called
upon to have a tooth extracted. 1899 Allbult's Syst. Med.
VI. 22 Especial attention was directed to the exclusion of
cases of scarred kidneys, of which there were many.
2. trans/. Of inanimate objects : Bearing traces

of injury, weathering, or the like. Often of rocks,
etc. : Broken as by a convulsion of nature.
1600 Marlowe Lucan t, C j, Headles darts, olde swords

With vgly teeth of blacke rust fouly scarr'd. 1816 Shelley
Mont Blanc 71 How hideously Its shapes are heaped
around I rude, bare, and high, Ghastly, and scarred, and
riven. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxvii, In the sheer pre-
cipices. .scarred with ruddy rocks and sunless woods.
3. Bot. (See quot,)

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Cicatrisalus intneus s. caulis.
A scarred stem. Marked with the remains of leaves that
have fallen off. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. ill. (ed. 3) 468.
Scarre-fire, obs. variant of Scabs-pibe.
8oarrif|y(e, obs. forms of Scarify.
Scarring (ska'rirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scab v. + -inqI.]
The action of the vb. Scar in various senses ; an
example of this ; concr. an assemblage of scars.
1816 J. Scott Paris Revisited (ed. 3) 221 The charges of

the cavalry had trampled deep scarrings into the ground.
1898 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. V. 327 [There was] slight scarring
in the right bronchus. 1906 Q. Rev. Jan. ist The results
in regard to scarring were good.

Scarring (ska-rin) ,///. a. [f. Scar v. + -ma 2
.]

That scars, in various senses of the verb ; causing
a blemish ; undergoing cicatrization.

1833 J. H. Newman ' Latest born of Jesse's race ' 28
Strange, that guileless face and form To lavish on the scar,
ring storm ! 1899 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. VIII. 771 In scarring
lesions the [hair] follicles are destroyed.

Soarrubb, obs. form of Scarab.
Scarry (ska-ri), a.' [f. Scab sb. 1 + -v.] Pre-

cipitous, rocky.
138a Wiclif Job xxxix. 28 In heje sett scarri Binds [Vulg.

in prxruptis silicibus) he [sc. the eagle] bideth. 1577
Harrison England I. xi. [xv.] 31 b, in Holinshed, The Ure
. .receyueth the Bume, by south west (as it dyd the Wile,
from very deepe scarry rockes, before at Askaran). 1853
G. Johnston Nat. Hist. E. Bord. I. 80 A high, steep, scarry,
and partially wooded bank. ioo« H. Trench Deirdre Wed
32 Many a mountain's scarry flank.

tSca-rry,a.2 Obs. [f. Scab sb.2 + -t.] Of the
nature of a scar ; also, marked with scars.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. ii, If they might be redue'd
t'a scarry stuffe [T.a cicatrice], 169$ Lond. Gas. No. 31 13/4
The Hair wanting on the Rump, a gall'd scarry back. 1894
Monthly Packet Christmas No. 193 Scarry indentations
[in buns] made by small dried currants.

t SoaTTy, a.3 Obs. rarer-1. 1 Thin, meagre.
1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 239 But thay men

wych haue the body more scarry^ and the ouertures streyte,

shulde vse Sotille diet and in lytill quantite.

Sears e, Scarsement, obs. ff. Scarce, -mekt.

Scarsitoe, obs. form of Scaboitt.

Scart (skart), sb. 1 Sc. Forms I 5, 9 searth, 6
skarth, 8-9 skart, 7- scart, 9 scrath (? error).

[The forms searth, scart, are successive corruptions

of Scarp sb."\ The Cormorant, Phalocrocorax

carbo. Also applied to the Shag, P. graculus,
c 1450 Holland Howlat i8r The Searth a fische fangar,

And that a perfyte. 1513 Douglas jQZncis v. iii. 49 A
standand place quhar skarthis with ther beikis. .glaidlie

thaim pron3e and bekis. 1710 Sibbald Hist. Fife ff Kin.
ross 45 The Fowls which most frequent the Bass are the..
Scarts [etc.]. 18x6 Scott Antio. viii, D'ye think ye'll help
them wi' skirling that gate like an auld skart before a flaw
0' weather? 1852 J. Wilson in Btaeiiu. Mag. LXXII. 395

SCARY.
He sits a cormorant on the tree of life. . . A searth—not an
eagle—not a swan. 189a Black Three Feathers 183 The
black rocks basked in the sunlight, the big skarts standing
on their ledges, not moving a feather.

Scart (skart), sb.2 Sc. [Metathesis of Scrat sb.}

1. A scratch.
a 1585 Polwart Flytingw. Montgomerie 555 With scartes

and scores, athort his frozen front. 1718 Ramsay Christ's
Kirk Gr. in. xvii, Wi' her nails she rave his face, Made a'
his black baird bloody Wi' scarts that day. 1871 C. Gibbon
Lack ofGold xi, Folk never see a scart on their ain backs.
1897 Crockett Lad's Love xxvii. 266 It never does to
mislippen the scart o' a pin on the thickest skull.

1 2. A mark made by a pen. Obs.
1824 Scott St. Ronan's iii, What signified, she said, a

w-heen bitsof paper, wi' black and white scarts upon them,
that he ca'd bushes, and trees, and craigs? 1861 Ramsay
Remin. Ser. n. 122 He has nayther corned himsei', nor had
the ceevility tae sen' us the scart o' a pen.

Scart (skait), sb.3 rare. [? var. of Scat sb.] A
gust, puff (of wind) ; a strip (of cloud).
i860 G. H. Kingsley in F. Gallon Vac. Tour 127 Donald,

who assures me that some day a scart of wind will snatch
the paper out of my hand. 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Apr. 568
The gusty wind blew thin wisps and scarts of cloud athwart
the sharp hooks of the crescent moon.

Scart (skart), v. Sc. Also, 4, 6, 9 skart.
[Metathesis of Scrat v.]

1. trans. To scratch, scrape. Also absol.
CI|7S Sc Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 249 With hyre

handis [she] skartyt hir face. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
Wemen 93 To see him scart his awin skyn grit scunner
I think. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages 36 With skarting
[scho] causit hir face to bleid. 1821 Scott Pirate xv, Ye
scart the land with a bit thing ye ca' a pleugh. 1893
Crockett Stickit Minister 75, I fand the hoose, by scartin
a match an' readin' the plate on the gate.

1 2. To gather together carefully. Also absol.
1639 Mure True Crucifixe 2573 If Loue of Money,..

Moue thee to scrape, to scart, to pinch, to spare. 1725
Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii, And syne the fool-thing is

obliged to fast, Or scart anither's leavings at the last.

f 3. trans. To scribble. Obs. rare — l
.

1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 144 I've skarted
some odds and ends wi' the keelivine on brown paper.
Hence Sca-rted ppl. a., scribbled over.
1814 Scott Wav. lxv, And what use has my father for a

whin bits o' scarted paper?
Searteh, obs. form of Scratch.
Searth (skarj>), sb.1 Also 4-5 skarth. [a.

ON. skartS neut., notch, cleft, mountain pass (MSw.
shardh neut., notch, diminution, ruin, skardher
masc, broken piece) = OE. sceard Shabd, Sherd.]

f 1. A fragment, sherd. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxi. 15 My vertu. .is wex vile as

a pot searth. 13. . Childh. Jesus 340 in Archiv Stud. neu.
Spr. LXXIV. 331 His pecherehe brake. .Andjhesugadirde
pe skarthes. 1:1460 Tomicley Myst. xii. 160 The mylk
pycher was layde, The skarthis was the tokyn.
fig. 148a Caxton Trevisa's Higden m. xviii. 132 b, Both

the wyues. .chidden him alto scarthes by one assente.

2. A cliff, a bare rock. dial.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland iii. 45 To our right was a
bold searth of dark rock thronged with ravens. 1869 Lons-
dale Gloss., Scar, Searth, a line of rock bare of vegetation.

t Searth,^. 2 Obs. [Altered form of Scrat sb.]

An abortion, monster ; a hermaphrodite.
1508 Dunbar Flyting 58 Revin, raggit ruke, and full of

rebaldrie, Searth fra scorpione, scaldit in scurrilitie. 1508— Tua Mariit Wemen gi Ane skabbit skarth, ane scor-
pioun. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)

I. lis Of the skartht [c 1603 scratche (MS. I:.), c 1598 scarcht
(MS. I.)] yat was born of baith the kyndis maile and female.

Scartling (skautlirj). Sc. [f. Scart sb.1 +
-lino 1.1 A young scart or cormorant.
1893 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 444 In several nests were found

young scartlings—fluffy, dull-grey, ungainly creatures.

II Scarns (ske>r»s). PI. seari (skeVrai). [L.
scarus, a. Gr. oicapos.] A fish described by ancient

writers ; in mod. use, the name of the typical genus
of the family Scaridse,; a fish of this genus, a
Pabbot-fish. Cf. Scab sb.4 , Scare sb.'S, Scabo.
1601 Holland Pliny ix. xvii. 1. 245 The fish called Scarus

..is said to chew cud. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. III. 6 The
salmon also is said to be of this number [ruminants] : and,
if we may believe Ovid, the scarus likewise. 1803 Shaw
Gen. Zool. IV. 11. 394 Green Scarus [etc.]. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xii, The soundsof the fish called scari. 1883 Encycl.
Brit. XVIII. 324 Ever since the time of Aristotle it has been
maintained that the Scarus ruminates.

Scarved (skaivd), ///. a. =Scabped.
1885 Perring HardKnots 81 The noted beauty—she who

was admired, courted, beautifully scarved and apparelled.

Scary (skeW), a 1 Also 6 (9 vulgar) skeary,
9 scarey, vulgar skeery. [f. Scare sb. 2 + -T 1.]

1. Terrifying, frightful.

1582 Stanyhurst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 100 But toe the, poore
Dido, this sight so skearye beholding, What feeling
creepeth? 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie II. v. 68 If any can
pretend to know the world, or to have seen scary sights, it

is myself! 1854 'Marion Harland ' Alone xiii, A Giant
Grim, who frequents places of amusement to corner children,
and relate scary stories to them. 1894 D. C Murray
Making Novelist 29 Whatever the miners thought about it,

it was rather a scarey business for me.
2. Frightened, timorous.
1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie II. vi. 92 A skeary comrade in

the woods is apt to make a short path long. 1842 in Coouet-
Dale FishingSongs (1852) ro4 The scary trout glides swiftly
out. 1887 I. R. Ranche Life Montana 137 My mount was
a young 'scarey' horse. 1873 Carleton Farm Ball. 8
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Women are skecry critters. 1894 Fenn Real Gold 138, I

want to talk. It keeps one from feeling a bit skeary.

Seas ^e, obs. forms of Scarce.

t Scat, sbA Obs. {rare after OE.). Also 3 sat.

[OE. sceai masc., - OFris. sket, OS. skat (MLG.,
Dn. schat, whence next), OHG. scaz (MHG. schaz,

mod.G. sekatz), treasure, ON.j&z#-rtribute(whence
Scat sb.% ; Da. skat, S\v. skatt), Goth, skatt-s piece

of money, money :—OTeut. *skatto-z. Cf. Sceat.
The sc stands for (J") ; if the word had survived its form

would be *shat.\

Treasure, money ; in ME. only in phr. scat and
sic)rud.
axxas O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070, Swa manega

gersumas on sceat & on scrud & on botes swa nan man
ne maei o5er taellen. a 1200 Moral Ode 367 Ne sal per
ben naSer scat ne srud ne wereldes wele none, c 1250 Gen.
<£- Ex. 795 God gaf him 5or siluer and gold, And hird, and
orf, and srud and sat. Ibid. 3169 Quat-so he boden, srud
or sat, Egipte folc hem lenen oat.

t Scat, st>.2 Obs. rare—1
. In 5 scatte. [a. Du.

schat : see prec] Treasure.
1481 Caxton Reynard xvi. (Arb.} 35, I haue so grette

scatte and good of syluer and of gold that seuen waynes
shold not conne carye it away.

Scat (skset), sb.% Also 5 skatte, 5-6 skait, 6-9
scatt, skat(t. [a. ON. skatt-r : see Scat sb.1]

L a. gen. A tax, tribute. Now only Hist, with
reference to countries under Scandinavian rule.

1501 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 116/1 The rasing of al
unlawis, eschetis, profnttis, skattis and dewiteis according
to the said regalite. 1506 Exch. Rolls Scot. XII. 703
That the fredome and privelege of halikirk be observit..
without ony scatt, stent, taxation, or extortion to be maid
in tyme cuming. 1513 Douglas sEneis Prol. 24 Wrangys
to redres suldweyr be vndertane. For na conquest, reif,

skat nor pensioun. 1863 Longf. Wayside Inn, K. Ola/
xvi. xii, Laying waste the kingdom, Seizing scatt and
treasure. 1886 J. Corbett Fall 0/ Asgard ii. 22 He will

not be content with setting his men over us and taking scatt.

b. In Orkney and Shetland, the land-tax paid
to the Crown by a udal tenant. + Also, in certain

parts of Scotland and the north of England, the
designation of variouslocal imposts in the 1 5- 1

7th c.

1577 in D. Balfour Oppressions in Orkney <$ Zetld. (1859)
18 Ane dewtie thai pay to the Kingis Majestie for thair
scat and landmales zeirlie. 1598 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II.

172 Ilk howsholder in Futtic.to pay the skait vsid and
wont. i6iz Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV. 481/2 Toillis, an-
chorages .. scattis, land maillis [etc.]. 1814 Shirreff Agric.
Orkney 30 Subject only to the tax of scat and tithe. 1821
Scott Pirate xviii, We must pay scat and wattle. 1838
Bell Diet. Law Scot., Udal Right is that right in land,
which though dependent on the Crown as superior, for pay-
ment of a tribute called Skat, is completed [etc.]. 1859 in
D. Balfour Oppressions in Orkney % Zetld. 128 Skat, the
Tax upon all land occupied by Odal-red, for the support of
the Crown, and expense of government.

C. attrtb.f as scat-field^ scat tax
; \ scat gild,

the payment or tax of scat
' ; \ scat haver, malt,

oats, malt, taken in payment of ' scat
'

; scat land,
land subject to scat \
14.. Customs o/Malton in Surtees Misc. (1890)60 For

sellyog of the same [heryngj thay schall gyffe to y* *skatte-
gyld hijd. 1483 in R. Davies York Records (1843) 175 In
esyng of the tolls, murage, bucher penys & skaitgyld.
tM4~S Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 172 Decern boll avene
que vocatur *Scathaver de bondis de Heworth. 1450-51
Ibid. 187 Et de vs. rec. pro xij bollez de Scathaver. 1502
in Peterkin Rentals ofOrkney (1820) 12 Item w l flawis j d
terr« *scatland an 1 in butter scat vij d. 1438-9 Durham
Ace Rolls (Surtees) 63 Pro 7 bondis antedictis in precio

7 quar. de *Scatmaltez sic sibi vend, hoc anno. 1868 D.
Gorrib Summers fy Winters in Orkneys v. 158 Ruga who
collected the King of Norway's corn, or the *Scatt-tax in
Orkney. 1881 Standard 26 July 5 [Shetland] The sheep
and ponies run on the ' Scatfield , or common ; and the
' Scat tax * is not a popular impost.

Scat (skaet), sbA dial. (See E.D.D.) [Perh.

onomatopoeic; the identity of the word in the

various senses is uncertain. Cf. Squat sb.]

1. A blow or buffet.

187a Mrs. Lynn Linton Joshua Davidson 6 It was a
laugh . .that seemed to mean the same thing as ' scat ',—our
Cornish word for a blow. 1901 Mrs. E. L. Vovnich Jack
Raymond 173 The soft and pitying eyes seemed to shame
him ' like a scat in the face *,

2. * Anything burst or broken open ; the sound
of a rent; the sharp sound of a bullet' (E.D.D.).
Cf. Scat v.3 and adv.
1895 Crockett Bog-Myrtle 294 A shot rang out, followed

immediately by the scat ' of a bullet against the rock.

3. A brief spell of weather ; a short turn of work.
1880 Cornwall Gloss. s.v., A scat of fine weather. 1882

F. W. P. Jago Ane. Lang. Cornwall 256 A scat of frost.

1895 E. M. Siooke Not Exactly i. 24 An' cashionaUy 'e

dooes a scat to gardenin'.

4. A sudden or passing shower of rain.
17.. Prov. in Brice Gazetteer (1759) s- v- Haldon, When

Haldon hath a Hat, Kenton beware a Skat [Risdon (1714)
47 Squatt]. 1834 G. Roberts Lyme Regis 252 Scatt, a
shower. 1897 E. Phillpotts Lying Prophets n. vi. 187
Presently a scat of heavy rain on a squall of wind shut out
the harbour for a time.

t Scat, v\ Obs. In 5-6 scatte. [In Caxton,
a. l/lD}i.sckatten

t
{. schat Scat sb£\ in the Sc. use

perh. a. ON. skatta
t f. skatt-r Scat sb.%] trans.

To oppress by exactions.
1481 Caxton Reynard xlii. (Arb.) 114 Whan they be

myghty and doubted thenne ben tbey extorcionners and

scatte and pylle the peple. 1543 A berdecn Reg. (1844) I.

101 The toune is hauely murmurit be the landmen, that the
vittell hyaris of the merkat,_ scattis thame grytlie in taking
of sampills, scheyt-schakkingis, and sic oder ewill vsit

custum. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)

I. 67 He conselled thame [to] exerceis skarting [v.r. scat-

ting] and oppressioun wpoun the realme.

t Scat,^. 2 Obs. In 6 sfcatt, 6-7 scatt. [Altera-

tion of Scot v., due to association with Scat sb.%]

intr. In phrase to scat and tot (later to scat or con-

tribute) m * to scot and lot ', i. e. to contribute

equally to the defraying of some charge or cost.

1560 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1875) III. 87 Personis..quhilkis
. . nother scattis lottis extentis walkis nor wardis nor yit beris

na portable charges within this burgh. 1581 in Rec. Convent.
Roy. Burghs (1870) I. 117 The acts of burrowes maid anent
the scatting and lotting for pilleit and cassin guids. 1594
Ibid. 449 Nather skatt and lott with thame. 1612 Ibid. U.
340 That no monye sould scatt or contribute with onye goods
castin or pilleyit.

Scat (skset), z\3 dial. [Cf. Scat sbA] trans.

To break in pieces, shatter.

1837 J. F. Palmer Dial. Devonsh. Dial. 79 To Scat, to
dash any fragile body on the ground. 1893 ' Q.' (Quiller-

Couch) Detect. Duchy 306 The van . . scat itself to bits

against the bridge.

Scat (skfet\ adv. dial. Also skat, scatt. [Prob.

onomatopoeic : cf. Scat sbA] To go scat : to fall

down ; to break in pieces ; to become bankrupt.
1867 Rock Jim an* Nell xxix. (E. D. S. No. 76), I've trad

upon a patch, I'm veared a shall go scat. 1887 ' Q.'(Quiller-
Couch) DeadMan^s Rock 7 Finally my father's bank broke
—or, as we say in the West ' went scat '. 1887 Baring-
Gould Gaverocks xxxiii, Little Ruth wiped up the mess
made by the broken eggs. Poor Ruth was sore distressed
at their ' going scatt ' on the floor.

Scat, int. colloq. [? identical with ' ss cat
!

' (i.e.

a hiss followed by the word**W) used in driving away
cats,] Begone! Hence jocularly used as verb (intr.).

1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls x. (1874) 218 l Scat !
' cried

Stephen. And Ruth scatted. 1880 J. C. Harris Uncle
Remus xxii. (1883I no Wen ole man Rabbit say 'scoot*,
dey scooted, en w'en ole Miss Rabbit say ' scat ', dey scatted.

Scatald, obs. form of Scattald.

Scatch 1 (sksetj). Forms: 5-6 scache, 6
skache, 7 skatch, 6-8 scatch, 9 dial, sketch,
[a. ONF. escache m Central OF. eschasse (mod.F.
ichasse), whence Du. schaats Skate sb. 2]
1. A stilt ; usually pi. scatches. Obs. exc. dial.

1545 Elyot Diet., Grallatores, they which dooe goe on
styltes or skaches. 1570 Levins Manip. 5/44 A Scache.
grallus. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. i, Others grew in the
legs, and to see them, you would have said they had been
. .men walking upon stilts or scatches. 1681 W. Robertson
Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 915 Never,, .till geese go on scatches.

1730 Bailey (fob), Scatches, Stilts to put the Feet in to
walk in dirty Places. 1893 Baring-Gould Cheap jack
Zita xii, Sketches?—does that word puzzle you..? They
are what some folk call stilts.

2. ?A scaffold-pole. [So F. frhasse.]
1420 Searchers Verdicts in Surtees Misc. (1890) 15 William

of Alne . .sail fynde the brygges, the scaches, nayles, and all

the tymbre that sail ga un to the gutter.

f Scatch 2
. Obs. Also 5-6 scache. [ad. It.

scaccia (ska'tfa), whence F. escache."] An oval
bridle-bit. Also scatch-mouth.
1565-80 Blundevil Art Riding 111. xxiii. 51 Some are

called Canon bits, some scatches. 1598 Florio, Scaccia,
the mouth of a bit called a scache. 1607 Markham CavaL
n. (1617) 56 The next bytt you shall vse after the Cannon,
shall bee the plaine Scatch. 1611 Cotgr., Scace, a Scatch
bit, 1704 Diet. Rust. (1726) s. v. Bit, The ends of a Scatch-
mouth can never fail, by reason of their being over-lapped.

Scate, obs. form of Skate.

t Sca*tebrous , a. Obs. rare — °. [f. L. scate-

bra a gushing forth, f. scatere to gush, spring forth

:

see -ous.] (See quots.) Hence f Scatebrosity.
17*1 Bailey, Scatebrosity, a flowing or bubbling out.

Scatebrous, bubbling out like Water out of a Spring, abound-
ing. 1755 Johnson, Scatebrous, abounding with springs.

Scater, obs. form of Scatter v.

Scathe (sk^»S), sb. Now arch, and dial, (see

E.D.D.). Forms: 3- scathe, scath, 3-4 sckathe,
3-7 skathe, 3-8 skath, (4 skade, 5 ecade) ; Sc,

and north. 4-9 scaith, skaith, 4-7 skaithe, 5
scaythe, 5-6 skaitht, 6 skayth(t,scaithe, skeath.
Also 3-5, 7 schath, 3-6 schathe, 4 schatht. [The
existing word is a. ON. skade wk. masc, harm,
damage (Sw. skada fern., Da. skade) = OE. sc(e)aSa

masc, one who injures, malefactor, also (rarely)

hurt, injury, OFris. skatha, skada injury, OS. skado

masc, malefactor, MDu. schade masc. and fem.

(Du. schade fem.), injury, OHG. skado masc.
(MHG.,mod.G. schade) :-OTeut. *skaJ>on-

t
f. root

*skaf>-,whence Goth.skafiis harm, skapjan= Scathe
v. ; the ablaut-var. *sko~J>- is represented in ON.
sk69 neut., that which harms, skM-r harmful. On
the other hand, Layamon's scatSc in sense 1 almost
certainly had (J), and represents the OE. sceatSa

(the mod. form of which would have been *shatke).

The ME, spelling with sch- is of doubtful phonetic

interpretation : in most of the verse examples the

word thus written alliterates with sk-
t
and must

therefore be regarded as ofScandinavian etymology

;

but some of the other instances may possibly

(though there is no definite evidence) represent

the native word.
The Teut. root *skap- is believed to represent an Indo-

germanic *skath- : sketh- \ cf. Gr. a-<nnj0>js unscathed.]

fl- One- who works harm; a malefactor; a
wretch, fiend, monster. Obs.
Beowulf 274 Scea5a ic nat hwyle, deojol daedhata. ciooo

Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxvii. 38 Da waeron a-hangen mid hym
twegen sceaban. c xa©5 Lay. 1923, & bus be ha^e scaoe ferde
to helle. Ibid. 14945 He wende bat hit weore so<5 bat beo
scac*e saeide. Ibid. 25877 For nu anan cumeS be sca5e be

\

alle bine leomen wule to-dra^en.

2. Hurt, harm, damage.
Usually sing, and without article ; but also occasionally

1 with a (etc.) or in pL
rtiooo Cmdmon's Gen. 549 CwaeS, baet sceaSena maest

eallum heora eaforum aefter si33an wurde on worulde. c 1*50
Gen. <$ Ex. 2314 Bis sonde hem ouertakeS raSe, And bi-

calleS of harme and scaSe. a 1300 Cursor M. 6686 pe smiter
sal quite his lechyng And be scath \Gbtt. skade] of his liging.

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 4 Hou thai mai yem thaim fra schathe.

1377 Langu P. PI. B. hi. 57 Who may scape be sklaundre
be skabe is sone amended, c 1440 York Myst. xviii. 77, I

praye pe. Iorde, kepe us fro skathe. Ibid, xxxiii. 35 With
schath of skelpys yll scarred. 1450 in Charters, etc Edinb.
(1871) 71 We ar informit. .pat bat dreid the evil and skath
of oure enemeis of England. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's
Distyll. Waters Kiv, fror all that it muste be knowen for

the great schathe that therof myght come, a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.J I. 22 It sail redound to his
avantage and to our gret skaith and schame. 1606 Drayton
Ode written in the Peak 30 Strong Ale and Noble Cheare,
T'asswage breeme Winters scathes, a 1670 Spalding Troub.
Chas. I (1829) 2 To the great hurt and skaith of the king's
lieges. 17. . Ramsay Failing 0/a Slate v, Watching sylphs
flew round, To guard dear Madie from all skaith. 1785
Burns Death fy Dr. Hornbook ix, I red ye weel, tak care o'

skaith, See, there's a gully ! 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy $
Greece (1898) I. xvi, 355 Round them [obstacles] . . he passed
nimbly, without scar or scathe. 1895 Huxley in Life (1900)
II. xxiii. 401 It was cheering.. to hear that you had got
through winter and diphtheria without scathe.

b. Phr. To do {work, -f make) scathe, to do harm.
Const, indirect (dative) object, with or without to.

+ To wait (one) scathe [ = Icel. veita einhverjum
skada], to inflict injury upon.

i 1205 Lay. 12026 Maelga wes inne Seise per he scaSe
makede. Ibid, 15784 Ne do3 heo noht muchel sca5e. c 1250
Gen. «5- Ex. 850 An oere he werken scka3e and bale, c 1300
Havelok 1352 Dwelling haueth ofte scabe wrouth. 1303 R.
Brunne Hatidl. Synue 5987 Or ouber skabe he wyl hym
weyte. c 1350 Will. Palerne 4051 {>at no burn nere so bold
. . to wait bewerwolfno maner schabe. c 1470H en ry Wallace
I. in Is nayne in warld, at scaithis ma do mar, Than weile
trastyt in borne familiar, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes o/Aymon
xiii. 308 Grete hurte & scathe was there made of bothe
partes. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. i. 7 And wherein Rome hath
done you any scathe, Let him make treble satisfaction.

1595 Locrine v. ii. 33 Nor can I finde in heart to worke his
scathe. 1632 T. Taylor God's Judgem. 1. 1. xvi. (1642) 57
His owne side came to the worse, doing more scath to them-
selves, than to their enemies. 1715 IVodrow Corr. (1843)
II. 114, 1 cannot tell particularly what skaith they did. 1834
H. Miller Scenes fy Leg. xxii. (1850) 316 They were doing
great skaith, it was said, to victual and drink. 1865 J. M.
Neale Hymns on Paradise 68 If manifold temptations Of
the fiend should work thee scathe.

o. The corresponding passive notion is expressed
by to get, havet take scathe. + Also, to catch, find,
hent, kep, thole, etc, scathe.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10648 Sey me be sobe,
and, as y am knyjt, pou ne shalt haue for me skabe ne
ply3t, 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 65 Withouten gult, god
wot gat I bis scabe. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 151 Lest he
skabe hent. 1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 358 Menand the
scath that he had tane. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5103 Hit is

skille for his skorne, bat he scathe thole, c 1420 Avow.
Arth. xvi, He began to dotur and dote Os he hade keghet
scathe. 1470-85 Malory Arthur x. xxx. 464 To redresse
the harmes and the scathes that he had of them. 1513
Douglas /Encis m. v. 116 How grete harme and skaith..
That childe hes caucht throw lossing of his modir ! 1549
Compl. Scot. vi. 60 The fyir slaucht vil consume the vyne
vitht in ane pipe. .& the pipe vil resaue na skaytht. 1572,
1721 [see Kep v. 2 b). 1586 Warner Alb. England \. vi.

(1589) 20 He tolde what skath theCentaures late, .had found.
1642 in Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc) p. xvii, Suche
personis as had cum from Irland, and had gottin great
skaithe thair. 1730 T. Boston View this <$- other World
263 He could not miss to catch skaith, if all the better care
were not taken to prevent it. 1839 Hark. Campbell Only
Daughter \\\, The Laird of Kilmore.-took no scaith from
the. .attractions ofthe Misses Sibellas, and Miss Anabels of
the county, and at the age of forty he was still a bachelor.

d. A 1literatively coupled with scorn. Chiefly Sc.
a 1300 CursorM. 23338 For bair misfair suld f>ai not murn,
Ne ans for bairskathes skurn [Gott. schathes schurn]. C1400
Destr. Troy 1874 For to wreke vs of wrathe, & the wegh
harme Bothe of skathe & of skorne. 1508 Dunbar Tua
Mariit Wenten 358 And thus the scorne and the scaith
scapit he nothir. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 41 One doth the
skath, and another hath the scorn. Prov. 1755 Johnson,
Scath in Scotland denotes spoil or damage : as, he bears the
scath and the scorn. A proverb. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt.
xv, iv, (1865) V. 308 Let us take the scathe and the scorn
candidly home to us.

e. quasi-concr, A physical hurt or damage.
e 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. in6Conuenyenthitistoknowe,

of bathis Whil speche is mad, what malthis hote & colde
Are able, ther as chynyng, clift, or skathe is, To make hit

hool and watir wel to holde,

f. Something which works harm.
1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 46 The Adders death is

her own broode, the Fencers scath, his own knowledg. 1795
MACNEiLL(r7/7*) Scotland's Skaith. 1888 Henley .#£. Verses
102 The pride I trampled is now my scathe, For it tramples
me again.
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g. spec. ' Injary supposed to proceed from witch-
craft ' (Jam.).
179S Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 12a This is done with a view

to prevent skaith, if it should happen that the person is not
cany. 1899 J. Spence Shetland Folk-Lore 111 The person
who attempted to cross a fisherman's path when on his way
to the boat, intended to do him scathe.

3. Matter for sorrow or regret In various
phrases, as // is scathe, it is a pity. // is {great)

scathe of him, he is a great loss. To think (no)
scathe of, think (it) no scathe, (not) to regret,

think (it) no harm. [CC G. schade.]
CU50 Gen. fjt Ex. 2298 In fulsum-hed he wurffen glaoe,

Iosep ne 5oht 5or-of no scaSe. c 1300 Havelok 2006 But it

is of him mikel scabe : I woth bat he bes ded ful rape. 13.

.

Guy Warw. 1543 Sir, in be sond he libe, & bat is sca>*.
13.. Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 674 Bi Kryst, hit is scabe, bat bou,
leude, schal be lost, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 446 But she was
som del deef, and bat was scathe, c 1450 Merlin xxxiii. 678
And that was grete scade that thei sholde die so soone.
15. . Christ's Kirk Gr, viii. Grit skayth wes'd to haif skard
him. 1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems 11 (E.D.D.) To cheat
the rich some think nae skaith. 1870 Morris Earthly Par.
HI. iv. 57 They deemed it little scathe indeed That her
coarse homespun ragged weed Fell off from her round arms.
1 4. An injury, damage, or loss for which legal

compensation is claimed. In pL =damages ; also,

costs or expenses incurred by the claimant.
Chiefly.fr. 06s.
1456 Sir G. Have Law Anns (S.T.S.) 136 He may de-

maund his sea this at the lord, be way of accioun of dett.
a 1500 Arnolds Chron. (1811) 118, 1 promyse to make good
all cost is and scathes that may growe therby for defaute off
payment. 1504 in Littlejohn Aberd. ShenffCrt. (1904) 48
Thomas Leslie, .protest it for thar costs skaithts and ex-

r:nses. 1^78 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Lotus Scot. 1. xix.
iv. (1699) 104 The Unlaw to be ten Pound, and mends to

the Party, conform to the skaith.

6. attrib. and Comb., as scathe-deed, -ivork\
objective, as scathe-causer, scathe-taking vbl. sb.
cizo$ Lay. 1547 Swa be rimie wulf bane he wule on

scheapen scaSe were wrchen. Ibid. 29578 pa nine isend
hafden mid heore scade deden. a 1300 Cursor M. 28161
Quen i sagh ober men mistad, of his fare wald i be gladd,
for his ded and his vn-hele, for skath takyng of his catelL
1550 Mirr. Mag., Hen. VI xiii, If likewise such as say the
welken fortune warkes. Take Fortune for our fate, and
sterres therof the markes, Then destiny with fate, and Gods
wil al be one : But if they meane it otherwise, skath causers
skyes be none.

Scathe (sk/ifi*), z>. Forms : 2-5 skathe, 4-9
scathe, scath, (4 sckathe); chiefly Sc, 5-6
kayth(e, 6 ska, 5-9 scaith, 8-9 skaith. [a.

ON. skaSa impers., it hurts (Sw. skada, Da. skade
to hurt, injure) ; corresponding to OE. sc(e)aHian

to injure, rob, OFris. skathia to injure, OS. scadon
(Essen Gl.) to slander, Va.schaden to injure, OHG.
skad&n (MHG.,mod.G. schaden) :-OTeut. *skaj>o-

/an, f. *ska)>on- Scathe sb.

ON. had also another verb from the same root, skebj'a
(pa. t. skadde), corresponding to OE, sceHton (orig. strong,
pa. t. sceSd, pa. pple. ($e)sc£aden, whence by analogy an inf.

form sceaSan ; commonly weak, pa. t. scctfedc), Goth, skaiian
(pa. t. tkdp). There is no evidence, however, that the ON.
skcoja was adopted in English, or that either of the OE.
vbs. (with initial J) survived into ME.]
1. trans. To injure, hurt, damage. Now arch.

and Sc.

c moo Obmim 4468-9 Forr ajfT bu skabesst ani^ mann pu
skabesst firrst te sellfenn. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 759, Y schal
scapye hem nrjt & day bat bileueb on Mahounde. a 1400
Reiig. Pieces Jr. Thornton MS. 26 He bat will noghte
sckathe his euencristyn, he sail noghte consente ne na con-
saile gyffe to do hym ill. c 1460 Townetey Myst. xxii. 365
Syrs, I haue a great t Iornay That must be done this same
day, Or els it will me skathe, 1470-85 Malory Arthur n.

xii. 00 That wille I not, sayd the knyghte, for hit wylle
scathe me gretely and now do yow none auaylle. 1566 Reg.
Privy Council Scot. I. 468 Throw the quhilk [false coin].,
this commoun weill hes bene greitlie hurt, and oure Soveranis
and thair trew subjectis defraudit and skaythit. 159a Shaks.
Rom. iff yul. 1. v. 86 This tricke may chance to scath you.
17*8 Ramsay Last Sp. Miser xv't, But that ne'er skaith tl or
troubled me, Gin I grew rich. 1784 Burns Eft. y. Rankine
iv, Think, wicked Sinner, wha ye're skaithing. 18*9 H.
Miller Lett, on Herring Fish., I manna skaith the rape.
1840 Harmam Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. St. Nicholas, Holy Church
. .the wolves doth mock who would scathe her flock.

+ b. spec. To subject to pecuniary loss. (The
amount is expressed by a second object or intro-

duced by of'.) Obs.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 167 He aw to be
payu of the baroune of all his soume of lenth that he war
scathit of. ? 1496 in Lett. Rich. Ill * Hen. VII (Rolls) II.

69 Ther entred neuer a straunger ship here sithins Midknt,
and that hath skathed the Kinges grace c.li. 1600 Darrell
Detect. Harsnet*s Lying Disc. 202 The poore man. .had as
Hue she had so kindly imbraced another as him, for the
lotting salutation .. scathed him 4. nobles. 160a How Man
may ehuse Good Wife C r, He crosse thy name quite from
my reckoning booke : For these accounts, faith it shall
skathe thee somewhat.

+ C. absol. To do harm. Obs.
1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1132 It ma nocht scaith, suppos

it do na waill.

2. To injure or destroy by fire, lightning, or similar

agency ; to blast, scorch, sear. poet, and rket.
This, and the derived sense 3, appear to have been de-

veloped from the Milton passage (quot. 1667), perh. partly
through sound-association with scorch.

I1667 Milton P. L. 1. 613 As when Heavens Fire Hath
scath d the Forrest Oaks,.. With singed top their stately

Vol. VIII.
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growth though bare Stands on the blasted Heath.) 1810
Scott Lady 0/L. in. x, The monk resumed his mutter'd
spell :..The while he scathed the Cross with flame. 18x3— Rokeby iv. iii, The pine-tree scathed by lightning-fire.
1814 — Ld. 0/ Isles iv. viii, Seek not the giddy crag to
climb, To view the turret scathed by time. 1831 Carlvle
Sart. Res. 11. viii, The fire-baptised soul, long so scathed and
thunder-riven, here feels its own Freedom. 1844 Thirlwall
Greece Vlll. lxiii. 240 The flames that scathed Thermus.
x88a Farrar Early Chr. II. 213 The whole country had
been scathed with fire and drowned in blood.

fig. 184a Manning Sernt. (1843) I- vL 83 Familiar consent
to evil . . scathes and deadens the spiritual sense.

3. fig. To sear or ' wither ' with fierce invective
or satire. Cf. Scathing/^/, a.
185a Robertson Serm. Ser. in. (1857) 152 At the same

time that He scathed with indignant invective the Pharisees.
18)67 Froude Short Stud. Ser. 1. I. 77 {Erasmus <$ Luther
iij His satire flashed about,.. scathing especially his old
enemies the monks.
Hence Scathed ppl. a.

1791 Gilpin Forest Scenery 11. 71 Many of the oaks are
scathed, and ragged. 1831 Scott CI. Root, xxix, The hulk
of the Grecian Admiral, burnt to the water's edge, and still

sending forth a black smoke from its scathed beams and
planks. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain vi, Its scathed and
gigantic crags. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy III. 152 Is
that one withered scathed little stick to be our sole protection
against the storm ?

t Scatixefire. Obs. Also 7 scath-, skath-,
schath-, 8 dial, scale-. See also Scareftre. [f.

Scathe sb. + Firk sb. Cf. G. schaden/euer, Da.
skadeild, Norw. skadeverme.J A destructive fire

or conflagration.
163a Hevwood 2nd Pt. Iron Age v. i. 1 4, These horrid

sights Lighted by scathe-fires. 1658 W, Burton Itin.
Anton. 155 Her frequent Schathfires have rendred her not
less magnificent, but more famous, a 1663 Bramhall find.
Jr. Popery vi. (1672) 115 In a great Scathfire it is wisdom
not only to suffer those Houses to burn down which are
past quenching, but [etc.], 1796 Peggk Derbicisms Ser. L
60 (E.D.S.) Scale-fire, when a house or town is on fire.

Scathefal (sk^-Sful), a. arch. Forms: see

Scathe sb. [f. Scathe sb. + -fol. Cf. Ormin's
unnskapefuU.j Hurtful, harmful, injurious.
(Tooo tr. Gregory's Dial. 209 Swa bonne jeweorSeS ba?t we

becumaS bonne fram bam idlan wordum to bam sceaSfullum.

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 249 Gif the hapnys ony thing, That
anoyus or scathfull be. 1513 Douglas AVnet's 11. L 34 And
sum, wondring, the skaithfull gift beheld. 15*7 Andrew
Brunswyke's Distylt.Watcrs B)b, This water, .withdryveth
thescadefull swellyng in the bely. 1586 Warner Alb.Eng.
1. v. (1589) 15 Hercules, .with skathfull strokes bestird his
Club so well,.. that (etc.). 1601 Shaks. Twel. N.v. i. 59
With which such scathfull grapple did he make With the
most noble bottome of our Fleete. 1855 Singleton Virg.,
Georg. 1. 1. 80 That scathful rust should prey upon its stalks.

t Scathel, <z. Obs. Forms : 4 scathel, -ylle,

5 skethill, skathil 1, -ell, 6 skate II. /3. 5
Bchatell, schathill. See also Scaddle a. [a. ON.
*skpPu//=*OHG. scad(h)al, scadel, scatai, -el, Goth.
skabuls :—OTeut. *ska}>ulo-, f. *skaf- : see Scathe
sb.} Injurious, harmful, dangerous. AUoabso/.&s sb.

a 1300 CursorM. 28773 Almus askes to be wroght o ri^ht wis
aght,. .for elles vnmedi sal it be, scathel and wrangwise als

to be. 13.. E. E. Allit. P, C. 155 Mony ladde per forth.

lep to laue & to Rest, Scopen out pe scabel water, bat fayn
scape wolde. a 1400 Matte Arth. 3a Scathy lie Scottlande
by skylle he skyftys as hym lykys. Ibid. 1642 That no
skatheile in the skroggez skorne vs here-aftyr. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 4067 Ascalaphus, a skathil duke & skant mon in wer.
Ibid, 13442 There were sones vpposyde, . . To Askathes full

skete, skethill of hor hond. <? 1400-50 Alexander 2992 pat
skapid-.skatheles fra all his schath iltdukis [Dubl. scapett..

schatheles. .schatell], 1515.SVo/. Fieldw in Chetham Misc.
(1856) II, Those skatell Scotts, that all the skath diden.

Scatheless (skiffles), a. Forms : see Scathe
sb. [f. Scathe sb. + -less. Cf. ON. skaSIauss.]

Without scathe ; unharmed, t Const, of.

riaoo Ormin 12038 ^iffbatt he lupe dun All skabelses till

eorbe. c 1350 Will. Paterne i855Toa-schapeschaples fram
bat schaimul best, a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1550 That
scathles, fulle sykerly, 1 myght unto the welle goo. a 1400-

£9 [se* Scathel]. 1563 Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 241 To
eip him skaithless ofthe samyn [penaltyJ. 1818 Scott Hrt.

Midi, xv, ' I wad ware the best blood in my body to keep
her skaithless,' said Jeanie. 1865 Trollops Belton Est.
xx viii. 341 It is a game from which you will come out scathe-

less, but I have been scalded. 1884 Law Times LXXV1 1 1.

57/t The wife and the fortunate individual who shared her
indictment escaped scatheless.

Hence Scatheleasly adv.

1844 Tupper Heart xi. 121 In the hope..of ruining him,
if not of getting scathelessly off themselves. 1858 J. H.
Bbnnet Nutrition vi. 209 The soldier who.. passes scath-

lessly through twenty campaigns.

+ Sca-thely, adv. Obs. \i. Scathe sb. + -ly 2.]

With damage or injury. Only in allit. phr. to scape

(or aschape) scathely.

c 1350 Will. Pa/erne 2794 fat we so scabli ar a-schaped

god mowe [we] bonk. 01400-50 Alexander 612 If any
scolere in be scole his skorne at him makis, He skapis him
full skathely hot if he skyp better.

Scathing (sk/i-Cirj), ppl. a. [-ing 2.]

1. That scathes or blasts (see Scathe v. 2).

1794.Coleridge MonodyDeath Chatterton 51 The scathing

lightning. 1813 Byrom Corsair 1. x, Mark how that lone

and blighted bosom sears The scathing thought of execrated

years ! 1858 Gladstone Homer II. 180 He launches the

scathing thunderbolt,

2. Of invective, etc. : Very sharp and damaging

;

searing, 'withering', cutting.
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1865 Lecky Ration. (1878) I. 251 Week after week he
launched from the pulpit the most scathing invectives. 1893
Times 28 Apr. 9/4 Mr. Goschen*s speech was a scathing
exposure of the contrast between promise and performance.
Hence Sca-thingly adv.
1847 Tail's Mag. XIV. 238 A feeling of his insignificance

flashed scathingly on the quivering pride of Robert Ander-
son. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. xxii. 497 That Duke of
Savoy whom Milton has made scathingly famous.
Scatire, obs. form of Scatter v.

Scatol, variant of Skatol Chew.
Scatologic (skaet^-d^ik), a. [f. Scatolog-y
+ -ic.l Ot or pertaining to scatology (sense 1).
1891 J. G. Bourke (title) Scatalogic [sic] Rites of all Na-

tions. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Scatology (skatp-lodsi). [f. Gr. a/car-, Gtcwp

dung + -(o)logy.]

1. That branch of science which deals with dia-
gnosis by means of the fasces. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
2. That branch of palaeontology which treats of

fossil excrement or coprolites. In recent Diets.

3. Filthy literature, rare.
1876 N. # Q. Ser. v. V. 31 Mr. Swifte's suggestion that

scatology may be derived from scateo. 1887 Saintsbury
Elizab. Lit. x. 370 A large quantity of mere scatology and
doggerel.

Scatomancy (skse't<9moensi). [ad. mod.!,, scato-
mantia : see prec. and -mancy.J Divination or
diagnosis based on the examination of the faeces.

1569 )• Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes lxxxiii. 145 b,
For this cause Scatomancie, Oromancie, Drymimancie, be
called the diuinations or Prognostications of Phisitians,
gathered by_ ordures and vrines. 1861 Reade Cloister cj- H.
xxvt, I studied at Montpelier... There learned I Dririmancy,
Scatomancy, Pathology [etc.]. 1897 in Syd. Soc. Lex.
tScatomanter. Obs. rarer-1

, [irreg. ad. mod.L.
scatomantis, f. Gr. CKar(o)- dung + ji&vtis pro-
phet.] One who practises scatomancy.
1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes lxxxiii. 145b,

[The name Scatofhagos] afterwards was deriued to all Posi-
tions, in suche wise, that wee call them Scatophagians and
Scatomanters, that is, ordure eaters, and lookers on ordure.

Scatophage (skae-tofeids). [ad. mod.L. scato-

phag-us, a. Gr. aicaTo<pdyos : see Scatophagous a.

Cf. F. scatophage adj.] A scatophagous insect or
animal ; esp. a dung-fly. In recent Diets.

t Scatophagiau. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. mod.L.

scatophag-us (see next) + -ian.] One who feeds on
dung. . 1569 [see Scatomanter],

Scatophagous (skat^-fagas), a. [f. mod.L.
scatophag-us, a. Gr. fficaTO<payos, f. gko.t(o-), onwp
dung : see -phagous.] Feeding upon dung.
1891 in Century Diet. 1896 Nature 16 July 247/2 In

Stomoxys, . . the larva; are normally scatophagous.

ScatOSCOPy (skatp-sk^pi). rare~°. [Cf.prec.
and -scopy.] Inspection of the faeces for the purpose
of divination or diagnosis. In recent Diets.

Scataes, obs. pi. form of Skate sb.2

Scattald (skse-tald). Orkney and Shell. Also
7 scat(t)ell, 8 scatald, scatteld, scat(t)hold,
scattald, -old, scathald, skattald. [ad. local

Scandinavian *skatthald (= ON. skatt-r Scat
sb.$ + hold Hold sb.] The common ground for

pasture or furnishing fuel, etc of a district.

Hence Soa'ttalder, one who shares in the scattald.

Also in-scattalder « ' scattalder * ; out-skattalder,

a resident in the district who has no share in the
scattald.

1615 Acts eta Orkney j- Shell. (Mnitl. CI. 1840) II. 174
Anent going throuch thair nychtbours scattell. . . It sail not
be lesum to ony personc.to go throuch his nychtbouris
scatell or comontie with ane scheip dog Except [etc.],

a 1733 Shetland Acts 32 in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1892)
XXVI. 201 That every scatald have a sufficient pund. Ibid.

35 ibid.. All horses belonging either to outscattalders or in-

scattalders. Ibid. 39 ibid., That the Sheriff. . ride the marches
of the parish..when required thereto by the scattalders.

1809 A. Edmonston Pres. St. Zetland I. 148 The uncul-

tivated ground, outside of the enclosure [or town], is called

the Scatthold, and is used for general pasture, and to furnish

turf for firing. 1883 Ckamb. Jrnl. 211 Beyond the turf
dikes is the scattald or common.

Scatter (skse'taj), sb. [f. Scatter v.l

1. The action or an act of scattering; wide or

irregular distribution; dispersion. Now chiefly

with reference to shot.

164a J. W[eall] Prepar. Fast 4 We are exposed aswell
to Foiraigne and intestine mischiefes. This divide and
scatter, if it be not prevented, will be no small curse. 1650
T. Vauchan AnthroPosophia 68 Advt. to Rdr., Let Them
[sc. the Galenists] not mangle, and discompose my Book
with a scatter of Observations, but proceed Methodically to

the Censure of each part^ 1893 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec. 5/1
Had there been no deflection from the hard skull the shot
. .would have been smaller in scatter than it is.

2. A small quantity loosely distributed or inter-

spersed ; a scattering, sprinkling, rare.

1859 R. F. Burton Centr. A/r. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX.
158 Its sole displays quartzose sand, with scatters of granite.
1888 Daily Neivs 17 Mays/8 The bodice, too, had a scatter

of diamonds and pearls.

Scatter (skoe'toi), v. Forms : 2 scatere, 3-6
soater, skater, 4 schatre, scatir(o, 4-5 scatre,

5 skatre, (sohatir), 6 scattre, skattir, sketer, 7
•katter, 6- acatter. [Early ME. (12th c., Mid-
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land); of obscure origin; formed with iterative

suffix (see -Eli 5).

This and Shatter v. (which appears much later) are com-

monly regarded as respectively northern and southern

representatives of an OE. *sc(e)aterian, which is referred

to a supposed Tcut, root *skat- cogn. w. Gr. trKtS-avvvvat

to scatter. The etymological identity of the two vbs.

seems, however, doubtful, although they have some affinity

of sense. It is true that in ME. scatter occurs only in

northern and midland texts, with one exception (quot, 1330,

sense 4); and that in this sole southern instance the MS.
spells it with sck, which should normally stand for (J). But

initial (sk) from OE. sc in a native word would be no less

abnormal in northern and midland than in southern English.

The alleged cognates in Du. and LG. are questionable.

Two instances are cited of MDu. schaderen, with the

senses ' to squander (money) ', ' to shed (blood) * ; but this

does not agree in form. The sense ' to scatter ' assigned to

early mod.Du. schetteren, rests on the authority of Kilian,

whose citation of the Eng. word renders his testimony
suspicious. The Du. and MLG. schateren to resound, to

laugh uproariously (MLG. once, to be shattered byan ex-

plosion) would seem to be onomatopoeic ; at least their sense

cannot easily be derived from that assigned to the alleged

Teut. root. Cf. Scat v.
1 and Squatter ?'.)

1. trans. To dissipate, squander (goods or posses-

sions). Obs. or arch.

1x54 O. E. Chron. an. n 37, He hadde set his tresor ac he
to deld it & scatered sotlice. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel.

Wks. II. 78 For }if pes ordres geten nevere so myche good,
bei seien pat al is ber ordris, and it were a deedli synne to

scathe bes goodis in be world. 15*2 More Dequat. Noviss.

Wks. 94 They would, .neuer be so mad, gredily to gather

together that other men shal merely sone after scatter

abrode. c 1645 Howell Lett. vi. xvii. (1650) I. 204, I leave

the rest of all my goods to my first-born Edward, to be con-

sum'd or scatterd (for I never hoped better), a 1716 South
Sertn, (1744) VIII. 326 And was it not worth the.. seeing

his substance scattered, his children struck dead [etc.].

absol. 1879 G. Campbell White <$• Black 243 Mr. J
says the Germans are the only men who are saving ; all the

rest scatter.

2. To separate and drive in various directions (a

body of men or animals, a collection of things)

;

to disperse, dissipate (a quantity of matter) ; to

dispel (clouds, mists).

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvii. 16 [xviii. 14] And he sent his

arwes, and skatered pa. 1382 Wyclif Matt. xxvl. 31, I shal

smyte the sheperde, and the sheep of the floe shulen be
scatered. 158a Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 19 Duck downe
theire fleete with a tempest, Or ships wyde scatter. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Illy iv. iv. 513 Buckingham's Armie is dis-

pers'd and scatter'd. 1596 — Merch. V. 1. i. 33 Dangerous
rocks, Which touching but my gentle Vessels side Would
scatter all her spices on the streame. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. x. 453 Lyk a certane sone, new risen

to skail and skattir the Cloudis of al tumulte. 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden xxiii, 49 The Leaves of wild Clary .

.

put into Pottage .. scatter congealed blood, c 1788 Burns
Ep. to R. Graham 26 Some spumy, fiery, ignis fatuus
matter, Such as the slightest breath of air might scatter.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ilL 30 A breeze.. keen and hostile,

scattering the snow. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cow. IV. xviii.

117 The terrible name ofOdo scattered them in all directions.

1879 Miss Braddon Clov. Foot xxviii, 'What has become
of all the photographs?'.. 'Given to Tom. Dick and Harry
—scattered to the four winds. I have not kept one of thein.'

absol. 1594 T. B. LaPrimaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 283 It is the
nature of this enemy of mankind [sc. the Devil] to scatter,

to disioyne and separat.

Jig. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 45 So doth God
scatter the counsells of his enemies. [Cf. Vvlg. Ps. xxxitfi^

10 Dominus dissipet consilia gentium.] 1822 Shelley tr.

Calderon iii. 145 So that Heaven May scatter thy delusions.

1869 Lecky Europ. Mor.^ I. iii. 430 No one did more to

scatter the ancient superstitions than did Cicero.

b. intr. for refl. To separate and disperse ; to

go dispersedly or stragglingly. + Also of a hawk

:

To go to a distance.

C1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 158 And kepe we vs to-gedre
trew That we skater not a-sondre. 1486 Bk. St. Albans
b iij b, When thay [a Couy of partrichys] be putt upp, and
begynne to scat re, ye most haue markeris to marke some of
thaym. 15.. Scot. Field 513 in Chetham Misc. II, When
the Skottes . . seen our men sketer They, .came downwarde.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, mi. ii. 126 The Commons like an
angry Hiue of Bees That want their Leader, scatter vp
and downe. 1610 Guillim Heraldry 11. v. (161 1) 46 The
Fillet is shaped long and narrowe for the more commodious
vse of women in., restraining of their haire from scattering

about theire browes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 138 Sound dif-

fuseth it selfe in round. . ; But if the Sound, which would
scatter in Open Aire, be made to goe all into a Canale ; It

must needs giue greater force to the Sound. 1771 Encycl.
Brit. II. 541/2 She [the falcon] must also have two good
bells, that she may be found when she scattereth. 1795
Southey Joan ofArc si. 309 Aright, aleft, The affrighted

foemen scatter from his spear. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
II. 74 The stems generally decline and scatter from each
other, instead of being upright and close together. 1817
Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xix, When on my foes a sudden
terror came, And they fled, scattering. 1909 Blackzu. Mag.
Aug. 230/2 The fugitives scattered for miles, bearing appal-
ling tales of massacre.

c. refl. Now rare or Obs.

1535 Coverdale i Chron. xv. [xiv.] 9 The Philistynes came,
and scatered them selues beneth in y* valley of Rephaim.
1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 128/2 They be enimies
to the Churche, and scatter themselues farre from vs. 1625
B. Jonson Staple of N. iv. ii. 175 Skr. He'll let you ha'
your liberty—. Aim. Goe forth, Whither you please, and
to what company— . Mad. Scatter your selfe amongst vs.

f d. trans. To separate, drive apart (one or more
individuals//-*?//* the main body). Obs.

1588 Earl of Leicester in Defeat Sp. Armada (Navy
Rec Soc.) II. 35 Two of the greatest carracks that the King
of Spain had in his fleet, being scattered from the rest.
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a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Derbysh. (1662) 1. 234 Their ships

with the violence of the wind were much shattered, and the

Bonaventure, scattered from the other two ships.

fe.flg. To dissipate, distract (the mind, etc.).

1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 122 A warnynge to take hede
that yf the mynde were eny thynge scatered before, then
to gather yt ageyne to gyther. 16x5 B Jonson Staple of
iv". iv. ii, Look, look, how all their eyes Dance i' their heads
(obserue) scatter'd with lust 1 1715 tr. T. a A'empis' Chr.
Exerc. uu xv. 138 If thou art hereby scattered in thy

Mind.
3. trans. To throw about in disorder in various

places.

c 1330 A rth. .$• Merl. (Kolbing) 553 Ac bo bai come bider

eft, Her werk was al vp aleft & yschatred here & pere.

CX386 Chaucer Can. Yeotn. Prol. $ T. 361 The pot to-

breketh..And somme [of the metals] are scatered al the

floor aboute. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xx. 142 The fragments
of rock scattered about were., polar.

f b. To throw down (a thing) negligently ; to

drop. Obs. rare— 1
.

a 1640 Wizard (MS.) (Nares), It is directed to you ; some
love-letter, on my life, that Luce hath scattered.

4. To distribute to various positions; to place

here and there at irregular intervals. Chiefly in

pa. pple.
(71380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 445 Mykel more if newe

religious be skaterud in Cristendome. 1549 Allen Par.
Leo jfude ufon Rev. 8 These are y° messengers of Anti-

christ, scattnd thoroweout the whole worlde. 171a Swift
Let. Eng. Tongue Wks. (1755) II. 184 William the Con-
queror proceeded much further ; bringing over with him
vast numbers of that nation, scattering them in every mo-
nastery, 1837 Lockhart Scott I. x. 326 Many tributes to

his memory are scattered over his friend's other works.

1868 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. 130 So long as works of art

are scattered through the nation, no universal destruction

of them is possible. x88a P. G. Tait in Encycl. Brit. XIV.
583/1 If stars be scattered through infinite space, with
average closeness.

f b. intr. in pres. pple. used with a vb. of rest

(= scattered'). Obs.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions Pref. 6 From Adam to

the floud..when men Hued skateryng on the earthe. 1716
Church Philip's War (1867) II. 149 He answered, there

were several Families, but theyliv'd scattering. 1726 Leoni
Albertis Archil. I. 66/2 Laying all the.. earth into the
furrow again inward, so that none might lie scattering

outward.

5. trans. To throw or send forth so that the

particles are distributed or spread about; to sow
or throw (seed, money, etc.) broadcast ; to sprinkle,

strew ; to diffuse (fragrance).

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4682 Molle on pair heueds
bai scaterd. 1530 Palsgr. 699/1, I scatter small thynges
abrode, as peasyn, or beanes. 1535 Coverdale Ps. cxlvii.

16 He..scatereth y« horefrost like ashes. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

$ CI. 11. vii. 25 As it [sc. the Nile] ebbes, the Seedsman
Vpon the slime and Ooze scatters his graine. 1644 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 54 Some of our men by the King's com-
mand scattered some papers, that if any would come in .

.

they should be pardoned. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$ P.
107 The Governor.. bestows his Largess.. liberally scatter-

ing Rupees, 1811 Shelley Ginevra 126 The matin winds
from the expanded flowers Scatter their hoarded incense.

1861 Miss J. M. Campbell in Bere Garland cfSongs 61 We
plough the fields and scatter The good seed on the land.

absol. 1748 Gray Alliance 17 Scatter with a free, though
frugal, Hand.

b. trans/, and^. Also, + to spread (reports, a
prophecy).
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 118 O ioyfull report, and

most acceptable rumour, which was scatered abroade. 1601

Shaks. All's Well 1. ii. 54 His plausiue words He scatter'd

not in eares, but grafted them To grow there and to beare.

(£1662 Heylin Laud n. (1671) 251 The Lady Davies..
scatters a Prophesie against him. a 1771 Gray Birds 2 The
song-thrush there Scatters his loose notes. 1858 Longf.
M. Standish iv. 74 A hand-grenade, that scatters destruc-

tion around it.

C. intr. for refl.

1577 B. Googe HeresbacWs Husb. 1. (1586) 35 When it

[Pulse] is rype it must be geathered . . for it scattereth very

soone. 164a Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 233 The Bishop
should separate the scabbed sheep from the sound, least

their infection scatter. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton v.

(1840) 93 The small shot..scattered among them. 1817

Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xlvi, A wood Whose bloom-inwoven
leaves now scattering fed The hungry storm.

d. Of a gun, a cartridge: To distribute (the

shot). Chiefly absol.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. ii. 320 You must also be well

acquainted with the Condition of the Gun, whether it be
apt to scatter, or carry the Shot round within Compass.

1833 J. F. Cooper Pioneers i, The gun scatters well. 1881

Greener Gun 439 Cartridge loaded to scatter the shot.

e. Physics. Of a surface, semi-opaque substance:

To throw back (light) brokenly in all directions.

1833 Herschel Astron. § 45 (1839) 32 The sun.. illumin-

ates the atmosphere and clouds, and these again disperse

and scatter a portion of its light in all directions. 188a

P. G. Tait in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 583/2 In order that a sur-

face maybe illuminated., it must be capable of scattering

HSnt '

6. To sprinkle or strew with something.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. x. 35 A narrow way, Scattred with

bushy thornes and ragged breares. 1667 Milton P. L. xi.

649 Now scatter'd lies With Carcasses and Arms th' en-

sanguind Field Deserted. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton

vi. (1840) 106 The ground was scattered with elephant's

teeth. 290a E. Phillpotts/?/jw i, Where the desert spread,

all scattered with great stones.

7. Comb.: scatteraway rare, dispersion ; scatter-

charge, load, a charge for a gun, made to dis-

SCATTERED.

tribute the shot when fired ; + scatter-story, one

who ' spreads ' a report or story ; scatter-tuft, the

genus Sporochnus, one of the algals (Cassettes

Encycl. Dict. % 1887); f scatter-wise adv., in

straggling order.
1851 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <$ Eng. L 325 So complete

was the "scatteraway, that one of the brethren never stopped
till he reached Saint-Gall. 1881 Greener Gun 439 The
*scatter-charge has good penetration at 30 and 40 yards

190X Ibid. (ed. 8) Index, ^Scatter loads, a 1670 Hacket
Cent. Serm. (1675) 734 Julian, and some other such *scatter-

stories as himself, do make more reports of. .unreasonable

creatures, than of reasonable men. 1875 Dasent Vikings
III. xviii. 278 They sail very *scatter-wise in coming back,

if, indeed, these few ships be part of the host.

Scatterable (skartsrabl), a. [f. Scatter v.

+ -ABLE.] That may be scattered.

1800 Herschel in Phil. Trans. XC. 523 The rays of heat
are.. less refrangible than those of light; and.. they are

also, if I may introduce a convenient term, less scatterable.

Scatteration (sksetar^Jan). rare. [f. Scatter
v. + -ATION.] The action of scattering.

1776 Mrs. A. Grant Lett. fr. Mountains (1806) I. 212

After the dissolution and scatteration of last year's happy
trio. 1865 N. Y. Times 25 Feb., The scatteration of Cobb s

forces. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX. 750/2 Scatteration

of effort is dissipation of energy.

Scatteraway : see Scatter v. 7.

Sca'tter-brain. [f. Scatter v. + Brain sb.

Cf. the earlier Shatterbrain.] One who is in-

capable of serious connected thought ; a thought-

less, giddy person.

1790 Cowper Let. 31 July Wks. 1836 VI. 324 Though I have
seen you but once, . . I have found out that you are a scatter-

brain. 1898 Baring-Gould Old Eng. Home xu. 284 The
generality of these scapegraces are simply scatter-brains.

So Sca-tter-brained a., that is a scatter-brain

;

characteristic of a scatter-brain.

[1747: cf. scattered-Brained, Scattered ppi. a. 6.] 1804

Currie in Creevey Papers (1904) I. i. 30 A scatter-brained

fellow. 1866 Carlyle Remin. I. 122 A cheerful scatter-

brained creature.

Scattered (skee-tsid),/^/. a. [f. Scatter v.

+ -ED *.] In senses of the verb.

1. Of a flock, tribe, company of persons, troops,

etc.: Disunited and dispersed; disorganized; also,

spread out in all directions.

1388 Wyclif Jer. 1. 17 Israel is a scaterid flok. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. vi. 93 And hauing France thy Friend^

thou shalt not dread The scattred Foe, that hopes to rise

againe. 1786 Burns' The gloomy night*, The Hunter now
has left the moor, The scatt'red coveys meet secure. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 412 From the field of battle

he made his way., to the neighbourhood of Louvain, and
there began to collect his scattered forces.

b. figm Of feelings, thoughts, etc. : Distracted,

discomposed ; vagrant. Now rare or Obs.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 26 It doth require .. some
labour to settle our wild scattered thoughts. 1667 Milton
P. L. xi. 294 Adam . .his scatterd spirits returnd, To Michael
thus his humble words addressd. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xFv,

One word from Isaac, -recalled her scattered feelings.

2. Widely separated one from another
;
placed

here and there ; spread over awide area; straggling.

1595 Polimanteia in Brydges Brit. Bibl. I. 281 Moume
for the trulie Hon. Ferdinandos death : whom though scat-

tered teares haue honoured in some few sonnets, yet [etc.].

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 112 Having passed long suburbs and
scattered houses we came within a Musket shot to the

mountaine. 1715 Pope Iliad I. Ess. on Homer 18 Some
other scatter'd Stories of Homer. 1791 Burns Lamentfor
Earl Glencairn iii, Ye scatter'd birds that faintly sing. 1828

Scott F. M. Perth xxvii, A few aged and scattered yew trees.

1845 Budd Dis. Liver 175 Ulceration of the gall-bladder.

.

may lead to scattered abscesses in the substance of the liver.

1897 Wesim. Gaz. n Mar. 2/1 The Poor-law Conference.

.

showed a remarkable consensus of opinion in favour of the

substitution of the boarding-out and scattered home system
for the present barrack schools.

3. Cast or driven about loosely in all directions

;

thrown broadcast. + Of the hair : Disordered.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 304 His Legions..lay..Thick as..

scattered sedge Afloat, when with fierce Winds Orion arm'd
Hath vext the Red-Sea Coast. 1785 Cowper Task iv. 121

Oh Winter, ruler of th* inverted year, Thy scatter'd hair

with sleet like ashes fiird..I love thee! Ibid. v. 67 The
sparrows peep...Well they eye The scatter'd grain. 1839

J. Main Abercrombie's Ev. Man his <nvn Gard. 40 Let

grass be rolled with a wooden roller, to which all the scat-

tered worm-cast earth will readily adhere.

t b. Of a single thing : Cast off ; thrown negli-

gently, let drop. Obs.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 3 Whom having lost,. .And find-

ing in the way the scattred scarfe, The fortune of her life

long time did feare. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. in. v. 104 Loose
now and then A scattred smile, and that He Hue vpon. 1781

Cowper Table-T. 674^ [He], like a scatter'd seed at random
sown, Was left to spring by vigour of his own.

4. spec. a. Bot. Occurring at wide and irregular

intervals (see quots.).

[1640 : cf. Scatteredly.] 1796 Withering Brit. Plants
I. 225 Cal. none, (except some scattered sheaths). Ibid.

III. 176 Root-leaves on leaf-stalks, somewhat toothed, beset

with scattered hairs. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. m. (ed. 3)

492 Scattered {sparsus) ', used in opposition to whorled, or

opposite, or ternate, or other such terms. 187a H. C. Wood
Fresh-w. Algx 54 Filament single, mostly scattered.

b. Ent. (See quot.)

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 313 Scattered (Sparsi).

When simple eyes are separate from each other and not

arranged in a certain order.



SCATTEREDLY.

c. Physics, Of light : Refracted and dispersed in

all directions.

1808 Herschel in Phil. Trans, XCIX. 280 The [prisma-

tic] hows are formed by scattered fight. 1878 Abney Treat,

Photogr. xii. 88 The blurring caused by the reflection of the

scattered rays from the plate.

5. Covered with scatterings; strewn or littered

with something, rare,

1798 Bloom field Fanner's Boyt
Winter 56 [He] Fills the

tall racks [with hay] and leaves a scatter'd road.

6. Comb. : t scattered-brained — Scatter-
brained.
1747 Mem, Nutrebian Crt. II. 14 [Expressions] such as

easy fool, scattered-brained madman.

Scatteredly (skse-t3idli),a*rV. [f. Scattered
///. a. + -ly *.J In a scattered manner ; dis-

orderedly, irregularly ; + intermittently.

i6xx Speed Theatre Gt, Brit. I § 3 All other Hands and
Ilets, which doe scatteredly inuiron it. 1640 Parkinson
Theat. Bot. 283 Sometimes also growing scatteredly on the

stalks. 1684 H. More Ahstv. Remarks upon Morels Expos.
275 What is more scatteredly and interruptedly done as to

time, and place,, .is- .represented as done at one time, and
in one place. 1847 Hardy in Proc, Berw. Nat. Club II.

No. 5. 252 Elytra, .minutely and scatteredly punctulate.

188a R. A. Proctor in Knowledge No. 41. 176 Meteors of

the Perseid system may.. be seen.. in greater number, but
with shorter paths near Perseus ; more scatteredly, but
with longer paths at a distance from that constellation.

Scatteredness (skx'tardnes). rare. [Formed
as prec. + -nbss.] Scattered condition.

1667 H. More Div. DiaL v. iv. (1713) 408 The Defectu-
ousness and Scatteredness of the Prophecies.

Scatterer (skse'torai). [f. Scatter z/. + -ER 1
.]

One who scatters, in the senses of the verb.

1535 Coverdale Nahum U. i The scaterer shal come vp
agaynst the, & Laye sege to the castelL 1555 Philpot Apol.
/or Spitting upon Arrian A 8 b, Least you might appeare
to be scatterers w l heretiks, rather than gatherers together

with Christ, 1616 T. Scot Philomytkie I. (ed. 2) F 2, There
be few scraping fathers, but their children prooue witty
scatterers, or foolish retainers. 1738 Wesley Hymns, * The
Sun of Righteousness appears ' 1, Adore the Scatterer of
your r ears, Your Rising Sun adore ! 187a Spurgeon Treas.

Dav. Ps. lix. 11 He who is the shield of his people is the

scatterer of their enemies.

Scattergood (skarUJgud). [f. Scatter v. +
Good sb. (sense 7).] One who dissipates or

squanders goods or possessions ; a spendthrift.

1577 Kemdau. Floxoers 0/ Epigr, 56 A mery iest of a
scattergood. 1659 W. Brough Sacr. Princ. 220 If the first

heire be not a scatter-good, the third is commonly a lose-all.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, v, That young scattergood, the Laird

of Bucklaw. 1884 Blackmore Tommy Upmore II. 178 You
have heard what careless scattergoods all honest sailors are.

Sea tter-gun. U. S, colloq. [f. Scatter v. +
Gux sb.] A shot-gun.

187 . G. H. Kingslev Sport <y Travel v. (1900) 142, 1 take
up my scattergun and wander away. 1891 C. Roberts
Adrift Amer, %yj A 'double-pronged scatter gun'.

&catterheaaed,<z. rare~x
. = Scatter-brained.

1867 E. FitzGeralo Lett. (1889) I. 308 A scatterheaded
Paddy tike myself.

Scattering ^skge-tarin), vbl. sb. [-lng *.]

1. The action of the verb Scatter, in various

senses ; also, an instance of this.

138s VVyclip Jas. L 1 James -.to the twelue kynredis,
that ben in scateringe abrood, h elthe. a 1495 Cursor M.
15541 (Trin.) pis ny^t shal ben a scateryng [v.rr, sculd,

skaile, parting] bitwene ;ou and me. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan.
xii. 121 There muste nedis folowe.skatenngs and dissipa-

cionsofnacions. 1588 Sir \. Hawkins in Defeat Sp. Armada
(Navy Rec Soc.) I. 359 By the occasion of the scattering
[MS. schateringe] of one of the great ships from the fleet

x66aSiiLLisGKU Orig. Sacrmui. i. $ 1 By reason of the pro-

miscuous scatterings of good and evil in this life. 1866 B.
Stewart Heat % 189 (1876) 186 As in the case of light. ., 50
also with regard to heat there is a diffuse reflection or
scattering about of the rays.
attrib. 1833 Herschel Astron. % 45 (1839) 33 Were it

not for the reflective and scattering power of the atmosphere,
no objects would be visible to us out of direct sunshine. .

.

This scattering action of the atmosphere [etc].

2. concr. That which is scattered.

a 1340 Hampolb Psalter cxlvi. 2 Dispersiones Israelis

ccngregabit.. .pt scatiryngis of isracl he sail gadire. 1546
Supplic.ofPoore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 71 They. .must leue
the latward fruit, with the scateryng of theyr corne, for the
poor to gather, a 166a Heylin Laud 1, (1671) 156 Which
alone will be able to bind up the scatterings of divided
affections into strength. 169a South 12 Serm. (1697) II.

455 The former Instances of Temporal Prosperity, which
are but (as it were) the promiscuous Scatterings of his

Common Providence. 1747 W. Gould Ants 36 A white
Substance, not altogether unlike the Scatterings of fine

Sugar. 1908 Betw. Trent $ Axeholme 107 On the grass.

.

lies a thick scattering of petals.

b. A sparse number or amount ; a small pro-
portion (of persons) interspersed.

j6*8 Earle Microcosm, xxxii. G, He has his sentences
for Company, some scatterings of Seneca and Tacitus. 1690
C. Nesse /fist. O. 4- N.T. I. 180 The gentile world wherein
God had some scatterings of holy ones. 1896 Strand Mag.
XII. 348/1 There is a scattering of Europeans among the
divers.

Scattering (skarUrirj), ppl. a. [f. Scatter r.

+ -an '-.]

1. In intransitive senses, a. That disperses in all

directions ; hence vagrant, roving, stray, f Of
action : Erratic.
t\\*pBrut\. 191 Thus staterand [?rf<ur'scaterand]ScoUes,

holde y for sottes, of wrenches vnwar. [Cf.Skiterende Scottes

195

v.r. C1330 in Langtoft Chron. (Rolls) II. 252.] 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 121 The naked seely sowles were slayne for

the most parte lyke scaterynge sheepe. 1604 Shaks. Oth,
in. iii. 151 Nor build your selfe a trouble Out of his scat-

tering, and vnsure obseruance. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692)

36 The scattering Spirits remaining in the Heart may for

a time being agitated by heat, cause these faint Pulsations.

17x8 Rowe tr. Lucan iv. 190 The scatt'ring clouds disclos'd

the piercing light. 17x4 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840)

122 They sent about twenty scattering troopers.

b. Lying scattered or spread out over a compara-
tively wide area ; occurring sparsely or irregularly

;

sporadic; of a composite thing, having its parts

so spread out ; straggling. Now chiefly U. S.

Of votes (VS.) : Miscellaneous, cast for candidates whose
poll is too small to call for separate enumeration.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 439 A small village it is

in these daies, inhabited in scattering wise. 164a Fuller
Holy <r Prof. St. v. xiv. 414^ Then first he sells.. some
stragling mannour..as counting the gathering of such
scattering rents rather burdensome then profitable. 1677
Hubbard Indian Wars (1865) II. 256 Many of these

scattering Plantations in our Borders .. were contented to

live without. .Yoake of Government. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 192 Yet, lab'ring well his little Spot of Ground,
Some scatt'ring Potherbs here and there he found. 1709
Strype Ann. Ref, xxxii. 325 Now to gather up a few more
scattering passages that happened this year. £17x0 Cflia
Fiennes Diary (1888) 164 They being scattering houses,

here one, there another. 1828-3* Webster, Scatterings

not united ; divided among many ; as, scattering votes.

1856 Olmsted Slave States 642 Washington is a mean,
scattering village. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. xiii. 266 When
the Etruscans were Latinized, but for the scattering words
which they had written down, their speech passed out of all

reach of knowledge. 1879 A. Johnston Hist. Amer. Poli-

tics (1884) 22X The Electoral votes, .were found to be, for

President, Grant, 286, T. A. Hendricks, of Indiana, 42, and
21 scattering. 1888 Amer. Jrnl. Psychol, I. 408 Letters

appearing in the record less frequently than five per cent

of these numbers have been regarded as scattering errors.

C. That scatters or falls here and there.

1761 Wesley Jrnl. 20 June (1827) III. 61 We had only
some scattering drops (of rain]. 1794 Nelson 21 Jan. in

Nicolas Disp, (1845) I. 364 They only got a few scattering

shot at us.

2. That causes dispersion.

1808 Herschel Col. Rings in Phil. Trans, XCIX. 280 A
scattering glass applied to the incident ray, had no other

effect than to diminish the brightness of the [prismatic] bow.

Hence + Soatteringness. Obs. rare~ *.

1747 in Col, Rec. Pennsylv, V. 102 The scatteringness of
the Settlements, .must ever render them liable to Depreda-
tions.

Scatteringly (skartariijU), adv. [f. Scatter-

ing ppl, a. + -LT 2
.] In a scattering manner ; so

as to disperse in all directions ; not compactly and
in a body ; irregularly ; intermittently.

1570 Foxe A. tjf M. (ed. 2) 350/1, I thought here good to

packe them all in one general heape together, as I finde

them in Malmesbery, and in other sondry autors scater-

yngly recited. X597 Gerarde Herbal u ci. 163 The Humble
Bee Orchis hath, -leaues, which growe scatteringly about
the stalke. 165a Heylyn Cosmogr. iv. 127 The Houses
scatteringly built amongst Hills and Gardens, c 1680 Sir T.
Browne Tracts 126 Some [Gradual Verses] are scatteringly

to be found in Homer. 1746 S. Simpson Agreeable Historian
I. 300 This town .. consists of one Street, lying scatteringly

almost a Mile in Length. 1880 W. G. T. Shedd Homiletics
v. 118 Too many sermons are composed scatteringly all

along through the week.

Scatterling (skartailirj). [f. Scatter v, +
-LTJM l.j A wandering or vagabond person; a

vagrant. Also trans/. Now arch,

1590 Spenser P. Q. 11. x. 63 Yet oft annoyd with sondry

bordragings Of neighbour Scots, and forrein Scatterlings.

x6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit, ix. ix. § 8. 5x0/2 But God was
no better pleased with these, then with the other scatterlings

at Lincolne. 18*4 Blackw. Mag. XVI. 517 From mossy
hillock, and tremulous stalk, We gather d the lovely

scatterlings.

attrib. 1880 Blackmore Mary Anerley II. iv. 62 The four

. .had nothing to do with, and little to say to, any of the

scatterling folk about them.

Scattermonch (skse-taxmautj"). [Alteration

of Scaramouch after Scatter v.] (See quot. 189a

and cf. Scaramocch 3.)

189a Stevenson & L. Osborne Wrecker 194 note, In sea

lingo (Pacific) Dutchman includes all Teutons and folk from
the basin of the Baltic ; Scattermouch, all Latins and Le-

vantines. 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 360 Scatter-

mouches and ruffians from the four seas.

Scattery (skae-tari), a. [f. Scatter v. + -t.]

Characterized by scattering; scattered; sparse;

straggling.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini 1. 4 And the far ships, lifting their

sails of white Like joyful hands, come up with scattery

light, . .true to the wished-for day. X847 Lu.Jeffrey Let.

20 Apr. in Ld. Cockburn Life (1852) II. 4*3 The village is

very small and scattery, and all mixed up with trees. 1877

Blackmore Erema xvi. (1880) 96 Not to benefit the world

in general, in a large and scattery way—but to right the

wrong of my own house.

t Scaturiency. Obs. rare — *. [f. next: see

-excy.] The condition of being scaturient.

1667 H. More Div. Dial. 111. xlv. (1713) 544 Is it so difficult

to determine, whether is more expedient,.. Fruitfulness or

Sterility, or if you had rather, Aridity or Scaturiency?

Scaturient (skatiu»*rient), a. [ad. L. scatu-

runt-em )
pr. pple. of scaturtre

t
f. scatere to flow

out.] That flows out or gushes forth.

1684 tr. Baneft Merc. Compit. vt. 321 The glandulous

substance of the Paps is a little contracted, so that they do

SCAURIE.

not so readily receive the milky humour, that way scaturient.

1805 Edin. Rev. VII. 214 He wielded. .a pen so scaturient

and unretentive, that.. he himself must have been often

astonished .. at the extent of his lucubrations. 1831 Lamb
Elia Ser. 11. Newspapers y$yrs > Gg®* We we^ remember.

.

sallying forth., to trace the current of the New River., to its

scaturient source, a 1876 M. Collins Pen Sketches (1879)

I. 150 The drip and tinkle of its scaturient waters.

1 Scaturi-gillOUS, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. scatu-

rigin-osus, f. scatiirigines pL gushing waters, f.

scaturire : see Scaturient and -ous.] Full of

or abounding in springs. In quots. fig.
5656 Blount Glossogr., Scaturiginous, ..that bursts out,

or runs over, out of which water riseth,
17J08

Brit. Apollo
No. 36. 2/1 Our Querist.. has exhausted his Scaturiginous
Brains, to explore Epithets. 1709 Ibid. II. No. 64. 2/2
Thou .. from whose Scaturiginous Inventive Faculty, such
a Multiplicity of Horisonant Phrases arise.

Scaubard,-art,-erc,etc.,obs.rT. Scabbard^.1

Scaud, variant form of Scald a.1 and v.

Scauff, obs. Sc. form of Scaff sb.

Scaul, obs. f. Scall sb. and Sc. f. Scold.
Scaulde, var. f. Scald a.1 ; obs. f. Scald v.

Scaum (sk§m), sb. Sc. and dial. Also scam,
scame, skaum. [Belongs to Scaum v.]

1. A burn or scorch ;
* the act of singeing clothes

by putting them too near the fire, or by means of

a hot iron' (Jam.) ; also, a mark of burning.
1813 Picken Poems 1. 132 (Jam.) But ay whan Satan blaws

the coal, I find it's best the scaum to thole. 1874 G. Mac-
donalu Malcolm II. xix. 260 To hide a scaum she had taen
for a' her pride.

2. A thin haze or mist ; a light, misty vapour.
1824 Mactacgart Gallovid. Encycl. 421 There is red

scaum, white scaum, and many others. By the colour_ or

hue of the scaum do Watherwiseakers guess about coming
weather. 1835 Jamieson, Scaum o

l the sky. 1877 J. Veitch
Hist. <fr Poet. Sc. Border xii. 426 A wide-spreading web of

greyish cloud, the skaum of the sky.

Scaum (skgm), v. Sc. and dial. Also scam(e,
skaum. [Of obscure origin.]

1. trans. To bum slightly, scorch, char. Also,
1 to bespatter' (Brockett JV. C. Gloss., ed. 2, 1829).
a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) II. 247

Ane fyriecrosof tymber, quhatrofeverie point of the cros was
scamit and brynt with fyre. 1808 Jamieson App., To Scam,
to scorch. 1825— ToScaum

t
Scame, v. a. to burn slightly;

to sin§e. 1841 W. Aitken Poet. Wks. 53 Some had their

claes tied in a clout To keep them frae be'n scaumed. x88>

Pall Mall G. 26 July 4/2 Then comes a bitter March wind,
with snow and sleet, which * scam ' the soft plants, and leave

them withered as if they had been touched by fire.

2. * To envelope in a mist or haze, to shade

'

(E.D.D.).
1871 P. H. Waddell Ps. lxxx. 10 The heights they were

scaumed wi' her shadow.
Soaumpioun, obs. form of Champion.
fScaunt, a. Obs. rare" 1

. [Aphetic form for

ascaunt. See Askant adv,] Oblique.
1741 Beiterton's Eng. Stage v. 66 The Contraction of the

Lips and the Scaunt Look of the Eyes, expresses the

Gesture of a deriding and malicious Person.

Scaup (skgp). Short for Scaup-duck. Also
Comb, scaup-pochard (rare) = scaup-duck.
X707 Latham in Trans. Linnean Soc. IV. 116 The trachea

of the Pochard, at first sight, seems to be similar to that of

the Scaup. 1824 J. F. Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XII.
11. 198 Scaup pochard (Fuligula Marila). Ibid. 200 The
Scaup, .inhabits Iceland, and the more northern parts of the

continents of Europe and America. 1905 Blackiv. Mag.
June 768/2 A small party of scaup. .next came into focus.

Scaup, variant form of Scalp sb. 1 and ja.
3

Scaup-duck (sk9p
(
d»k). [?f. scaup Scalp sb.2 :

see quot. a 1672.
The Icel. skdlpluvna (hdna=hen), occurring once as the

nickname of a man, is prob. unconnected.)

A duck of the genus Fuligula, esp. Fuligula

marila, inhabiting the seas of northern Europe,

Asia, and America.
a 1673 Willughby & Ray Ornith. in. (1676) 279 Avb hacc

the Scaup-duck dicta est, quoniam scalpam i.e. pisces testa-

ceos fractos seu contritos esitat. 1785 Pennant Arctic

Zool. II. 565 Scaup Duck. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I.

661/1 The maula, or scaup-duck, is less than the common
duck. x886 Newton ibid. (ed. 9) XXI. 378/2 The female

Scaup-Duck can be readily distinguished from the Dunbird
or female Pochard by her broad white face.

Scauper, variant form of Scalper 1.

Scaur (skgi). Chiefly Sc. [dial. var. of Scab
sb. 1

] A precipitous bank ; a cliff; the ridge of a hill.

1805 Scott Last Minstr, 1. xii, Is it the roar of Teviot's

tide, That chafes against the scaur's red side? 1834 H.
Miller Scenes <y Leg, iv. (1857) 45 Its place on the rock

has ever since remained as undistinguishable as the scaurs

and cliffs around it. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 54 Down the

shingly scaur he plunged. 1871 M. Collins Marq. <$

Merck. II. i. 6 Hesper shone Like a beacon over the moun-
tain scaurs, 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 243 Dwarf
pines..grew thinly among loose stone and gravel scaurs.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. ix, 193 Scaur and ravine changed
and rolled back to jagged mountains.

Scaur, var. Scar a. ; obs. Sc. f. Scabe v.

Scaurie (skg-ri). Orkney and Shetland. Also

ecorey, scourie, aoowry> skoray, soorie,

sko(r)rie, skory. [Scandinavian: cf. Norw.skaare

(Aasen), ON. skdre.] The young of any kind of

gull.

1805 G. Barby Orkney 1st, 303 The Brown and White

Gull.. which the people here call the scorey, is much more
25 - a
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rarely met with than most others. 180ft P. Neill Tour
Orkney

«J-
Shetland 25 The Brough..is the resort and

nursery of hundreds of scauries, or herring-gulls {larus

fuscus). I believe the Orkney name scaurie is applied to

this gull only while it is young and speckled ; and it loses

its speckled appearance after the first year. i8zx Scott
Pirate v. For your harvest on the crag, I suppose you mean
these scowries, or whatever you call them. 1844 W. H.
Maxwell Sports <$ Adv. Scot, xxxviii. (1855) 300 A skoray,

or young kittiwake. 1890 J. Spence Sketlattd Folk-Lore 14

The plee o' the skorie, the birr o' the snipe.

t Scant, v. Obs.—° [Origin obscure; connexion

with mod. dial, scant, to push with the feet, is un-

likely.] intr. ?To dart. Hence Scautand///. a.

a 1400-50Alexandcr 4200 pire Cocatricesse in creuessis bar
kindiles J>ai brede, Scorpions many score scautand neddirs.

Scavage (skce'vedg), sb. Also 5 scawage, 6
8kawage,skavag(e, 7 scavadge. [a. AF. scawage,

schawage {Rolls of Parlt. an. 1402), e=North-

Eastern OF. escauwage, f. escauwer to inspect, ad.

Flemish scauwen = OE. sceawian Show v.

The OE. synonym was sciaivung (see Showing vbl. sb.),

the ME. form of which was adopted into AF. as scawenge
(1419 in Liber Albas 223). In the 15th c. lawyers were
aware of the etymological meaning, and invented the word
Shewace as an explanatory synonym.]

1. A toll formerly levied by the mayor, sheriff,

or corporation of London and other towns on
merchant strangers, on goods offered for sale

within their precincts. The toll was prohibited by
Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 8. Also attrib. Obs. exc Hist.

1474 Caxton C/iesse m. vii. (1481) h vij b, And by the
purse been signefyed them that receyue the costumes, tolles,

scawage, peages and duetees of the cytees and townes.
a 1500 Arnolde Chron. (181 1) p. xivj The marchaundyses
wherof skauage ought to be taken in London, and how
meche, 1502 in I. S. Leadam Star Chamber Cases (1903)

90 He was Skavage gatherer in London, both to the maire
and Shreves there. Ibid. 92 There was skavage askyd by
oone James skavage gatherer then of oone Skrevener Fre-
man of Excestre for cloth bi him brought to London by
water, and he refusid to pay it. a 1513 Fabyan Chron.
vii. 338 This yere [1252] the cytezyns [of London] had
graunted of y* Kyng, y l no cytezyns shulde paye scauage or
tolle for any bestis by them brought, as they before tymes
had vsed. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 8 § 4 The tables so
to be sette upp in the Cytie of London touchynge Scavage.
'583 Rates Custom ho. g iij, heading, Scauadge. 1641 W.
Hakewill Libertie ofSubject 123 There are other duties
then Customes and Subsidies due upon the landing of wares

;

for example Wharfage, Cranage, Scavage and such like.

1676 Molloy De Jure Marit. n. xiv. (1688) 325 Scavage is

an ancient Toll or Custom exacted by Mayors, Sheriffs, &c.
of Merchant-Strangers for Wares shewed or offered to sale

within their" Precincts. 1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames
xi. 332 Of Scavage (Le. Shewage or Surveying) of certain
Goods imported by Foreign Merchants.

f 2. The fulfilment of the duties of a scavager.
1547 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters* Co. (1887) 386 Item payd

to the skavynger for hys hole yeres skavag, . . ij ,

j 3. Refuse, etc. scavenged from the roads. Obs.
1706 in J. E. Cox Ann.St. Helen's Bishopsgate vii.(i876)

127 Mr. Chewter had leave to sink a place for laying in of
dung or scavage.

Scavage, v. rare. [Back-formation from
Scavageb.] trans. = Scavenge v. Also intr,

for reft. (jig.). Hence Scavaging vbl. sb.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 222/1 The scavaging
work, moreover, was 'scamped'. Ibid. 252/2 The general
depreciation of wages in the scavaging trade. Ibid. 259
The street-orderly system of scavaging the metropolitan
thoroughfares. 185a Meanderings ofMenu I. 56 The brain
will scavage and the breast unstuff.

Sea vager. Also skavager. [a. AF. scawa-
ger

t
f. scawage Scavage sb. : see -eb. 2

.

1307111 R. R.SharpeCtf/.Z.*?//. Bk. C.City of'London (1901)
151 note. Pro curia de scawageriis. 1419 Liber Albus
(Rolls) 333 Lez scawageours averont iiii deniers pur chescun
tile n usance issint remoez ou debrusez.}

jl. An officer whose duty it was to take 'scavage',

and who was afterwards also charged with the duty
of keeping the streets clean. Obs.

M77-9 Rec- St- Mary at Hill (1905) 83 Item, paid to the
Skauagers for the pament endited. viij d. 1536 City 0/
Lond. Rep. ix. 183 b, in Vicarfs Anat. (1888) App. m. 171
Item, for by cawse compleynt was made by one of b* scava-
gers of y* Warde of Faryngdon, for kepyng of the stretes

there vnclene. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep. n. 845
Searchers for unwholesome Meat. Scavager to gather the
Money. Gaoler.

2. Used for Scavenger 2. rare.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 218 The nominal wages

of the scavagers. Ibid. 221, 252.

Soa-vagery. rare- 1
, [f. Scavage sb. + -ery.]

= SCAVENGERY.
1851 Mayhew Lond, Labour II. 217/2 In scavagery, the

average hours of daily work are twelve. Ibid. 259/2 When
the sages of the city sewers did not consider any proposed
improvement in scavagery worthy their attention.

Sc;avan.(t : see Savant.
Scavel (skae'vel). dial. Also 5, 7 scavell, 6-7

skavell, 6 skavel, 7 ?skeval, 9 skafell, skaffel,

seaffle. [? f. ON. ska/a to scrape, Shave v.] A
small spade (see quot. 1823").

C1440 Jacob's Well xxvii. 178 Now schal I telle 50U, how
3e schal caste out be hard wose of 3oure synnc.wyth a
scauel ofconfessioun. Ibid. 179 A scauel, in be heued beforn,
hath a scho of yren, scharp & my?ti, & an heued, hole &
narow, & a long stele, an handyll. 1559 in Boys Sandwich
(1792) 737 One workeman with a spade or skavell may digg
in one howre C. foote. 1573 Tusseb Husb. (1878) %% With

skuppat and skauel, that marsh men alow, c 16x3 Spelman
Relat. Virginea 47 They digg many holes which before the
English brought them scauels and spades they used to make
with a crooked peece of woode. 1823 Moor Suffolk IVds.

352 Skaffel, a small spade or skuppet used in draining...
It differs from a spade in not tapering toward the edge, and
in having its sides slightly turned up.

b. attrib., as scavel work ; scavel-man, scavel
spitter (see quots.).
1581 in C. Welch Tower Bridge (1894) 103 [A number of]

showtmen, now called *scavelmen. 1584 Faversham Parish
Reg. (MS.), John Price a scauelman or dicker. 1587 Flem-
ing Contn. Holinshed III. 1544/2 A great manie marshmen
were assigned to laie the fleech vpon the sides of the wals,
and were called scauelmen. 1803 Naval Chron. XV. 58
The scavelmen are a description of labourers, .who attend
to clean and pump the docks, and in general assist the ship-
wrights. 1750 Blanckley Nov. Expositor*Scavel Spitters,
are a small Spade, only shod half way, and are used for

digging Clay. 1643 Burghmoie Book B, Canterb. (MS.),
Which persons are appointed for the *Scavell work and are
disired to digge Turf and earth for the fortification.

Scavenage (skse-vened^). [Irreg. f.ScAVEN(GE)
+ -age.] The action or work of scavenging.
1878 Lancet 12 Jan. 64 The system of scavenage for the

borough. 1885 Scientific American 9 May, The Jewish
priests maintained a system of scavenage, themselves super-
vised the cleansing of cities and habitations.

Scavenge (skee'vends), v. [Back-formation
from Scavenger.]
1. trans. To clean out (dirt, etc.).

^1644 Quarles Sheph. Orac. ii. (1646) 22 Should I but
name The Tithe of that base dunghill trash, brought in By
your Dominicans, scaveng'd out agin By worse Franciscans.

2. To scrape dirt from (the streets) ; also, to

cleanse (the surface of a river).

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 197/2 In wet weather
there is at least twenty times more ' mac ' than dung sca-
venged. 1866 Act 28 3-30 Vict. c. 89 § 52 The Conservators
shall catise_ the Surface of the Thames to be effectually
scavenged, in order to the Removal therefrom of Substances
liable to Putrefaction.

transfix 1858 Kingsley Misc., Chalk-Stream I. 182 They
are VorticelUe ; and every one of those bells, by the ciliary

current on its rim, is scavenging the water—till a tadpole
comes by and scavenges it.

3. absol. or intr,

1883 Harper s Mag. Mar. 528/1 We saw fleeting glimpses
of working-women scavenging, hanging out clothes, huck-
stering. 1894 Daily Nrzvs 26 Apr. 2/4 Mr. Milvain..
objected to the Conservancy being released.. of their power
to scavenge eastward.

Scavenger (skse'vend^a-i), sb. Also 6 ska-
vinger, -ynger, scavengers, 6-8 scavinger, 7
skavenger. [Altered form of Scavager, with
intrusive n as in passenger, messenger.]

1. = Scavager 1. Now only Hist.
1547 [see Scavage sb. 2]. X598 Stow Surv. 328 In Sepul-

chers parish common Counsaile six, Constables foure, Sca-
uengers foure^etc.]. 1638 Tarlton's Jests C 1 b, When
Tarlton dwelt in Gracious street., he was chosen Scauenger,
and often the Ward complained of his slacknesse, in keeping
the streets cleane. 1677 Thoroton Nottlnghamsh. 492
There is an Officer of the Town called the Scavenger, that
looks to the Pavement and Streets of the Town, and attends
upon the Majors wife. 16915 Lond. Gaz. No. 3053/2 An Act
for Exempting Apothecaries from Serving the Offices of
Constable, Scavenger, and other Parish and Ward-Offices.
1766 Entick Lottdon IV. 4 The government of this ward is

in one alderman,, .seven scavengers, and a beadle. 1835
App. Munic. Corpor. Rep. 1. 172 (Aberystwith), The Sca-
vengers are appointed in the same manner. The persons
usually selected for this office are the churchwardens and
overseers of the poor, and they employ the paupers in
sweeping the streets.

fb. As the title of an official under the East
India Company. Obs,
1702 MS. list in Yule 5. v., John Butt, Scavenger and

Cornmeeter, Tevenapatam, Merchant. 1700 Fort William
Cons, in Long Set. Rec. Gov. (1869) 245 (Yule) Mr. Handle,
applying to the Board^ to have his allowance of Scavenger
increased . . we allow him Rs. 20 per month more than before.

2. A person whose employment is to clean streets,

by scraping or sweeping together and removing
dirt, t Also, a person employed to keep clean

a church.
1530 Palsor. 266/1 Scavenger that clenseth stretes, bovevr.

1563-83 Foxe A. <$ M. 19/2 And as in the other vnder
wardens cometh the order of Scauingers : so neither doth
the Popes Monarchy lacke his kaynilrakers. 1598 Bp. Hall
Sat. vi. ii. 99 To see..a cloked Frere Sweating in the
channell like a Scauengere. 164a Laws 0/ War Army
Karl Essex 21 The rest [shall] serve for Pioners and Sca-
vengers, till a worthy exployt take off that Blot. 1690 C.
Nesse Hist. $ Myst. O. <$• N. Test. I. ioiThe sorry sca-
vengers who live honestly by emptying privies. 1696 Act
8 .5- 9 Will. Ill, c. 37 § 1 To the end the Dirt and Soyl may
be heaped ready for the Scavenger to carry away. 1714
Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733) I. p. xi, Now would I ask
if a good citizen., might not assert that dirty streets are

a necessary evil inseparable from the felicity of London,
..without any prejudice either to the blackguard or the

scavingers. i7»S-6 in J. L. Chester Westm. Abbey Reg.

(1876) 316 John Chittham, Scavenger to this Church : in the
South Cloister. x8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral 7^(i8i6) I.

xvi. 136 The scavenger, with his broom, .was clearing away
a heap of mud. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv, xiv, A scaven-

ger's cart happening to stand unattended.. Mr. S. found
it impossible to resist the temptation of shooting Mr. Silas

Wegg into the cart's contents.

b. transf. One who or something which removes
dirt or putrid matter. Applied to various animals

that feed on decaying matter, esp. the scavenger

beetle.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 1 Chiefe scauinger of chins.
1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. Swine i. 87 The Swine, .is

the Husbandmans best scauenger, .. for his food and liuing
is by that which would else rot in the yard, 1648 Winyard
Midsummer-Moon 4 Thus sinkes and common shoares are
the best scavengers. 1719 Bavnard Health (ed. 2) 6 And
Fasting's Nature's Scavenger. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. i.

(1870) 10 Numerous spiders, which 1 suppose prey on these
small attendants and scavengers of the waterfowl. 1854
Owen in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 164 The sturgeons
may be called the scavengers of the great rivers which they
frequent. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. 48/1 The argala..is
extremely useful in removing noxious animals,and devouring
all sorts of carrion. It is called the scavenger in Calcutta.
1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 307 The Sil-
Phidse (burying or sexton beetles, scavengers, &c). 1899
Altbutfs Syst. Med. VII. 710 The spider-cells .. act as
phagocytes or ' scavengers ', multiplying upon and removing
the degenerate nerve-elements.

C. Jig. in various uses : One who collects filth ;

one who does * dirty work * ; a dishonourable per-

son. Also, in favourable sense, one who labours
for the removal of public evils.

156* Pilkington, etc Bumyttge Paules A vij, In like
maner where thys scauenger sweping the stretes with his
bookes . .hais spoken the truth, not trulyc.I shal passe
ouerit with silence. 158a Stawyhvrst s&neis Ded. (Arb.) 9
Are there not diuerse skauingers of draftye poetrye in this

oure age, that bast theyre papers with smearie larde (etc.].

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. ii, The gentleman-
citizen hath satisfied me, lie talk to no scauenger. 1642
Milton Apot. Stnect. Wks. 1851 III. 265 That Suburbe sinke,
as this rude Scavinger calls it,.. shall be in my account a
more honourable place then his University. 1767 A. Camp-
bell Lexiph. (1774) Pref. 30, I am no other than a literary

scavenger.
^ 1771 Junius Lett, lxvii. (1788) 340 note. In the

senate, their abilities have con6ned them to those humble,
sordid services, in which the scavengers of the ministry are
usually employed.
3. A child employed in a spinning-mill to collect

loose cotton lying about the floor or machinery.
Also, a roller used to collect the loose fibres or

fluff; also called scavenger-roll.

1833 Lytton England % Engl. {ed. 2) I. 201 My children
shall never go into a factory, more especially as scavengers
and piecers. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 289 The masters
paid the spinners the full allowance of wages for these
piecers and scavengers, as they are called. 1853 — Diet.
Arts (ed. 4) II. 831 In the mules we notice a peculiar
arrangement of * scavenger ' is applied. The object of this

apparatus is to clear particles of waste from the top of the
carriage, and the operation is effected by means of a roller.

4. attrib. and Comb., as scavenger duck, shovel,

zvork ; scavenger-like adj. and adv. ; scavenger-
cell « Phagocyte ; scavenger-roll (see sense 3)

;

T" scavenger-stuff (see quot. 1787).
1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VIII. 324 In the lowest layer

' ^scavenger ' cells and nuclei cover the spindle cells. 1884
Good Words Nov. 746/2 A band of *scavenger ducks pick-
ing up the garbage. 1611 Cotcr., Voyer, a Surueyer..c4
highwayes . . who . ,*Scauinger-like, giues order that they ba
made cleane. 1890 Spectator 28 June, When such scavenger-
like work is thus forced upon a man of letters, it is [etc.1.

i6tx Cotgh., Paelle a bourbe, a "Scauingers shouell ; . .such
a one as durt is vsually remoued, or taken vp, with. 1787
Winter Syst. Husb. 332 *Scavenger stuff, is a mixture of
coal ashes and street dirt. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 312
There is so little "scavenger work required in fine spinning,
on account of the small quantity of waste from the long-
stapled cotton.

b. In designations of certain animals (see 2 b) :

scavenger-beetle, a necrophagous beetle, espe-

cially one of the family Scaphidiidm ; scavenger-
crab, any crab which feeds on dead animal
matter ; scavenger-vulture (see quot.).

1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 182 *Scavenger-Beetles
(Scaphidiidx). 1857 A. White Pop. Hist. Brit. Crust.
Index, *Scavenger-crab. 1894 19/A Cent. XXXVI. 436
Scavenger crabs line this coast in myriads. 1885 Hornaday
2 Yrs. in Jungle vi. 61 No wonder the builder of such a nest
is called the "scavenger vulture [Neophron percnopterus}.

Sea*venger, v. rare. [f. Scavenger sb.]

1. trans. To remove dirt from, chieflyjig. ; also,

to make dirty with scavenging.
a 1644 Quarles New Distemper (1645) 3 All the Romish

Rubbish and Trumpery was scavengerd out of this [the new
Reformed] Church. 1806-7 J* Beresford Miseries Hum.
Life (ed. 3) 11. x, After having scavengered your hands and
gloves in slaving to drag up each [shoe out of the quagmirel
2. intr. To work at scavenging.
1843- [implied in Scavengering vbl. sb.]. 1894 Season X.

71/3 Scavengering with bent spine in the gutter.

Scavengering (skrevend^arirj), vbl. sb. [f.

Scavenger v. + -ing1.] The action or work of

removing filth, etc. from the streets. Also attrib.

1841 Literary Gas. 11 Dec. 801/3 M. de Lucy, .recom-
mended that steam should be used for melting the snow..,
in order to facilitate the process of scavengering. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXVI. 472/2 In Cairo these vultures are.,
prized for their scavengering services. 1 860 A 11 YearRound
No. 72. 510 The. .management of a barrow, as applied to

scavengering, is a matter of serious moment. 1885 Daily
Neius 31 Jan. 5/1 The scavengering alone costs 1,300/. a year.

fig. 1869 Echo 26 Aug. 4 It is. .asort of moral scavenger-
ing to which the Commissioners are condemned.

Scavenger's daughter. Also Skeving-
ton's, Skeffington's daughter. [From a jocular

perversion of the name Skevington. See Daughter
6 c] An instrument of torture (invented in the

reign of Hen. VIII by Leonard Skevington or

Skefrlngton, Lieutenant of the Tower), which
(bringing the head to the knees) so compressed
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the body as to force the blood from the nose and
ears. Also t Skevington's gyves , irotts.

1564 in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs 686 trtarg-.. Thys Engine
is called Skeuyngtons dues, wherein the body standeth
double, the head being drawen towardes the feete. 1580
Kishton Diarium in Sanders De Schism. AngL (1586)

I ip, 10 [Dec. J Thomas Cotamus & Lucas Kirbeus presby-
ten, Scauingeri filiam ad vnam horain & amplius pass., ex
quo prior copiosum sanguinem e naribus emisit. 1580-1 in

D. Jardine Use Torture Eng. (1837) 84 We have made trial!

of hym by the torture of Skevington's Yrons. 1604 Jrnls.
Ho. Commons I. 209/1 An Engine devised by Mr. Skeving-
ton, some time Lieutenant of the Tower, called Skevington's
Daughters, or Little Ease. 1826 W. E. Andrews Review
Fox II. 369 One of the instruments of torture, called the
Scavenger's daughter, employed in the Tower on Catholics.
1897 Diet. N**- Biog. LH. 325/1 Leonard [Skeffington]. .the
inventor of an instrument of torture, known as ' Skevington s

irons ' or ' Skevington's daughter*.

Scavengery (skse-vendjari). [f. Scavenger
sb. + -T.] The municipal or state arrangements for

cleaning and removing dirt, refuse, etc. ; the action
of collecting and removing dirt from*the streets.

1656 Earl Mokm. tr. Boccalini's Polit. Touchstone 449
Since Tuscany did breed a numerous rascallity of turbulent
mad-caps, .he had yet farther very greatneed ofthose Gallies,
which were as the scavengery of his State, by which he kept
it cleanly. 1663 Rollock in Marq. Worcester's Exact Def.
Water Engine 6 Whole Cities may be kept clean, . . needing
no other Scavengery than by means thereof [i. e. of the Water
Engine] to void their Dirt, and avoid Noisomness. 1715
M. Davies A then. Brit. I. Pref. 56 The Brutal Scavengry
of Cacarello's Modus. 1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour if.

207/2 By one or other of these modes of scavengery all the
public ways of the metropolis are cleansed.

Scavenging (skse'vend^irj), vbl. sb. [f. Sca-
venge v + -ING 1

.] Street-cleaning; removal of

filth ; also, the cleaning of a river, etc.

1851 Mayhew Lond, Labour 1 1, 208/1 The private scaveng-
ing of the metropolitan mews. 1883 Summary 26 July 6/4
He considers . . that nothing short of a daily scavenging [of
the Regent's Canal] will be satisfactory.

trans/. 186* Sat. Rev. XIII. 618/2 He was accustomed to
cut a number of sermons out of the volumes in order to carry
on his scavenging in his own garret

t Scavilon.es, sb. pi. Obs. rare. [Of obscure
origin : cf. Scabilonian.] ' Long drawers worn
under the hose by men in Queen Elizabeth's time

*

(J. R. Planche" CycL Costume 1876, I. 447).
1577 Holiksmeo Ckron. II. 1859/a Nayler put offhys nether

stockes, and so bare foote and bare legged saue hys siIke
scauilones to the ankles, .came in.

Scavinger, obs. form of Scavenger sb.

Scaw (sk§). Also skaw. [Shetland dial.,

repr. ON. singe."] A promontory.
1 8a 1 Scott Pirate viii, A child might travel with a purse

of gold from Sumburgh-head to the Scaw of Unst, and no
soul would injure him. 184a Longf. Skeleton in Armor
xiv, Vet we were gaining fast, When the wind failed us;
And with a sudden flaw Came round the gusty Skaw.
Scaw, var. Sc. f. Scall sb. ; obs. f. Show v.

Seawage, obs. form of Scavage.
Scawbard, -art, -ert, obs. ff. Scabbard sbJ-

Scawde, Sc. form of Scald a. and v.

tScawe. Obs. rare—\ [Of obscure origin and
meaning: cf. s. w. dial, seovy, scawzy, 'uneven in

colour, blotched, streaky, mottled* (£.D.D.),
also squally in quot. 1553 s.v. Bandy a. 2.

The mod. Sc. scaw, 'a faded or spoilt mark' (Jam.) is a
form of Scall so., and is prob. unconnected.]

Some kind of defect in cloth.

'463-4 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 501/2 In case that eny such
diversite, or rawe, scawe, kokcll, or fagge happen to be in
any part of the seid clothes.

t Scawed, a. Obs. [?f. prec + -ed2 ] Spotted.
1398 T«evisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. lxxv. (Bodl. MS.),

Some Catte is white and some is reed and some is blacke
and some is specked and scawed [orig, maculosum],
Scawip, obs. Sc. form of Scalp sb.2

Scawl, Sc. form of Scold.

Scawp(e, obs. and var. ff. Scalp sb}-

Seaymes, variant of Squaimous, squeamish.
Scayne, variant of Skean, obs. form of Skew.

'

Scayse, obs. Sc. form of Scarce adv.

II Season (sk^'z^n). Prosody. PI. scazons,
also scazontea (skaz^iitfz). [L., a. Gr. <x«d^wv,

sb. use of pres, pple. of attafatv to limp, halt.] A
modification of the iambic trimeter, in which a
spondee or trochee takes the place of the final

iambus ; — Choliamb. Also scazon iambic.
The name was also applied by some ancient metrists to a

similar modification of the trochaic tetrameter catalectic,

and to various other metres which are variations of some
common type of verse produced by a change in the last foot.

1673 0. walker Educ. xi. 124 Archilochus and Hipponax
two very bad Poets, .invented those doggrel sorts of Verses,
Iambics and Scazons. 1806 C. Svmmons Life 0/ Milton
(1810) 138 On the occasion of Salsilli's illness Milton sent to
him those scazons, which are rich in poetic imagery, though
inaccurate in their metrical construction. 1869 H. Snow Theo-
critus, Epigr. xix. Notes (1873) 221 The.. catalectic scazon
iambics, /bid. xxi. 221 The metre, is scazon iambic 1889

J.Jacobs Coxton's ASsop 21 the Babrian scazon is., influ-

enced by Latin metre.

Hence f Scaxontian a., Scazontic a., consisting

of, written in, scazons; sb. «* Scazon.
1781 Klpminston tr. Martial Pref. 3 He [Martial] some*

times..chooses the Iambic stanza, .and often the Scazontian.

1845 H. Thompson in Encycl. Metrop. X. 412/1 Cneius
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Matius . . wrote Mimiambics, which differed from the Mimes
of the two former authors only by being written in scazontics.
1898 R. Ellis in Class. Rev. Mar. 12 1/2 There is a semblance
here of a scazontic original.

Sceane, variant of Sene, synod, visitation.

Scear, variant of Sear sb. (of a gun).
Scearche, obs. form of Search.
Sceat. PI. soeattas. Hist, and Numism.

Also written 8-9 skeat (//. skeats, skeattas), 9
soaett {pi. scaettas)

; 9 erron. forms sceatta,
skeatta, pi. sceattee, skeatte. [a. OE. sceat,

scsrU (see Scat sbX). The OE. pronunciation was
(Jat) or (Joet).] a. Hist. A coin or denomination
of money mentioned in OE. documents, app. of
somewhat different values in the different kingdoms.
(In Mercia 250 sceattas are mentioned as equivalent

to a ' pound
'

; in Kent the value seems to have
been 8V of a ' shilling '). b. Numism. Adopted
by modem writers as the name for a small Old
English silver coin, about 1 5 grains in weight, the

examples of which belong to the 7th and 8th c.

Also occas. applied to an Old English gold coin
of similar size.

[c 970 Merc. Laws ii. (Lieb. 462), Donne bio" cynges anfeald
wergild six bexna wer be Myrcna laxa, baet is xxx busend
sceatta, & baet biS ealles exx punda. a 1000 Laws Aztkelb.
xxxiii. (Lieb. s\ Gif feaxfang jr,eweorS, L sceatta to bote.
It id. lxxii. (7), Gif bare mycclan taan naejl of weorbeS, xxx
scaetta to bote. Et pam obrun xehwilcum x scaettas sebete.l

1720 J. Johnson Collect. Ecct. Laws etc. Ck. Eng. Laws
Ethelstan an. 926 No. 2, The King's single Weregild is.,

thirty Thousand Skeats, in all, 120 Pound. 18x7 Riding
Ann. Coinage I. 203 Sceattas are known of the early Kings
of Kent. Ibid. 217 The Sceatta. 1845 Petrie Eccl. Arclut.
Ireland 224 The skeattas or English pennies. 1853 Hum-
phreys Coin Collect. Man. II. 410 Many skeattas are with-
out inscription at all. i860 C. R. Smith in Arckxol. Can-
liana III. 39 The earliest Anglo-Saxon silver coins, com-
monly called scaettas. 1887 C. F. Keary Catal. Ags.
Coins Brit. Mus. Introd. 22 The immense difference in
character between the sceattas and the pennies.

t Scede. Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. L. sceda, var. spell-

ing of scheda : see Schjtoe.] A strip of papyrus.
16*8 Burton Anal. Mel. Democr. To Rdr. (ed. 3) 50 Like

that scede or Scytala Laconica, so much renowned of old in

all contracts, which Tully so earnestly commends to Atticus.

Scedula, scedule, scedull, obs. ff. Schedule.
Scog g, Scegger : see Skeo, Skegger.

II Scelalgia (skelae-ldjia). Path. Also in anglic-

ized form scela'lgy. Tmod-L., f. Gr. er*«A-oi leg +
-0X710, fLVyot pain.] Neuralgia in the leg.

1855 Dunglison Med. Lex., Scelalgia, pain of the leg.

1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Scelalgia, . .scelalgy.

Scelerate (se'lerct), a. and sb. Also 6-9
scelerat, 6 Sc. seelerait. [ad. I .. scelerdtus, pa.

pple. of scelerdre, f. sceler-, scelus wickedness : see

-ate 2. Cf. F. scilirat (in Cotgr. 161 1 ; OF. had
scelerf). It. scellerato, Pg. scelerado.]

T A. adj. Atrociously wicked. Obs.
a 1513 Fabyan Ckron. vn. 675 And fledde is now clerely the

scelerat flokke. a 1548 Hall Ckron., Rick. Ill 29 b, His
myscheuous actes and scelerate doynges. 1560 Holland
Crt. Venus 11. 296 So seelerait, and ingrait for to chois. 1613
Sir A. Sherley Trav. Persia 8 The scelerat treason con-
spired against vs. 16*5 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1845 There
was resistance against such a scelerate Prince. 1665 Win-
stanley Loyal Martyrol. 102 Such a Scelerate Villaine.

a 1734 North Exam. 1. iii. f 98 (1740) 191 The most scele-

rate Plot that ever was heard of.

B. sb. An atrociously wicked person, a villain,

wretch. Obs. exc. arch.
The spelling scelerat is after the F. sceleratj the word has

been occasionally used by Eng. writers with italics and
accents as a foreign word.

1715 Cheyne Pkilcs. Princ. Relig. u. 88 Hence it is, that

Scelerats, can by no Arts, nor any Amusements how violent

soever, stifle the Cries of a wounded Conscience. »7»8-3i

Lelt.Jfr. Fog's jtrnl. (1732) I. 15 That honourable Prison

[the lower of London] is reserv'd for illustrious Scelerates.

1790 Burns Let. to (? G. Hatnilton), Creation-disgracing

scelerats such as they, God only can mend, and the devil only

can punish. 1880 Shorthouse J. Inglesant xxii. 295 He
was, and is, a scelerat and a coward.

Hence t Sce -lerately adv. ; f Sce-lerateness.
1613 Sir A. Sherley Trav. Persia 5 The punishment was

nothing proportionable to the sceleratnesse of the fact. 1632

Lithgow Trav. v. x88 My companion fled, and escaped the.

sceleratnesse of their hands. Ibid. x. 493 The peruerted

policy of subtile Serpents, had sceleratly suggested my con-

cealment.

t Scelerous, a. Obs. Also 6 scelorous. [f.

L. scelerds-us full of wickedness, f. sceler-, scelus

:

see Scelerate and -ods.] Wicked, villainous.

i«4 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 Wilfull burninge of Houses,

and other scelerous Dedes and abhominable malifactes. 1567

Harman Caveat Epist. (1869) 20 Not one amongst twenty

[of these vagabonds] wyll discouer eyther declare there

scelorous secretes. i«S7 W. Morice Coena quasi Koii-i) I

31 Lest the city, .be as Philip styled one in Greece, that

fostered all scelerous persons, a 1660 Contemf. Hist. Irel.

(Ir. ArchacoL Soc.) I. 277 Come on then, blinde beetles,.,

lett apeere your scelerous acte, your inimitable foperie.

t Scele'stic, a. Obs. rare-1
. In 7 -ique. [f.

L. scelest-us wicked, villainous (f. sceles-, scelus;

see Scelerate) + ric] Wicked.
i6a8 Feltham Resolves 1. v. 12 The World hath not better

men, then some, that suffer vnder that name [of Puritan]

:

nor withall, more Scelestique Villaines.

SCENABY.

t Scele^stious, a. rarer1
. In 7 scselestious.

[f. L. scelest-us (see prec.) + -ious.] Wicked.
1608 Heywood Salust 13 This scaelestious match.
Soelet(on, obs. forms of Skelet(on.

Scelidate (se-lid^t),a. [f. mod.L. scelid- (see
next) + -ate.] Having legs.

1877 Le Conte Slum. Geol. 11. (1879) 328 It is a true
scelidate, or legged fin.

! Scelides (se'lidiz),//. [mod.L., pi. oi*scelid-,

scelis, f. Gr. <r«e\os leg.
The formation was perh. suggested by Gr. Trcpto-KcAi's

leg-band. The Gr. crxeAtc rib of beef is a later form for

The posterior or pelvic extremities of mammals.
184a in Brande Diet. Sci., etc. And in later Diets.

Scelidosanr (sc-lidospj). Paleeont. [ad. mod.
L. scelidosaur-us, f. scelid{o)- (see Scelides) + Gr.
aavp-a, aavp-os lizard (see Sauria).] A dinosaur
of the genus Scelidosaurus, the typical genus of the
family Scelidosauridse of stegosaurian herbivorous
dinosaurs. Hence Sce^lidosau'riana., of or per-
taining to the Scelidosauridse ; sb. , a scelidosaurian
reptile. See lidosau'riform a. = next. Sce^lido-
sauToid a., pertaining to or characteristic of the
Scelidosauridm ; sb., a scelidosauroid reptile.
1861 Owen Monogr. Fossil Reptilia Liassic Format. I.

5 It most probably formed part of a very young or foetal

Scelidosaur. 1869 Huxley in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXVI.
44, 1 think it will be proper to restrict the name Palxosaurus
to the latter (or Megalosauroid) form of tooth, and to use
Thecodontosaurus for the former (or Scelidosauroid) type.
Ibid. 45 On the other hand, the teeth of Thecodontosaurus
are Scelidosaurian in character. 1885 Lydekker Reft. $
Amphibia Maleri <y Denwa Groups 29 Scelidosaunform
teeth. 1891 Century Diet, Scelidosauroid [a. and sb.].

II Scelidotheriuni (se^idDflo-riom). Palseont.

[mod.L. (Owen 1840), f. scelid{p)- (see Scelides) +
Gr. Oripiov wild animal.] A genus of megatherioid
edentate mammals. Also anglicized See'lido-
theTe, an animal of this genus.
1840 Owen in Zool. Beagle 1. 75 The teeth, however, are

fewer in the Scelidothere than in any Armadillo. 1847
Ansted Arte. World xv. 309 The Scelidotherium. .differs

rather more from the Megatheroid type than either the
Mylodon or Megalonyx. . . In all important points however.

.

the Scelidothere and the Megatherium are so closely ana-
logous that they hardly admit of a separate description.

Soellat, obs. Sc. form of Skillet.
Scelleton, Scellum : see Skeleton, Skellum.
Scelp, Sceme, Scemiter : see S kelp, Scheme

sb. 1, Scimitar.

Scemmel, obs. form of Shamble sb.1

II Scena (j^'na). [It., ad. L. scena Scene.]
1. a. A scene in an Italian opera ; the words and

music of the scene, b. A composition consisting

largely of recitative of a dramatic and impassioned
character, for one or more voices with accompani-
ment ; either forming part of an opera, or composed
separately for the concert-room.
1819 T. Hope Anast. (1820) III. 323 This gentleman.,

wondered he should have inspired me.. with the scenas of
a_ pastoral. 18x5 [see Scene 13]. 184a Lytton Zanoni 1.

iii, The applause with which they had hailed the overture
and the commencing scenas. 1845 A tkenxum 22 Feb. 204
A beautiful scena by Romberg. 1861 Miss Braddon Lady
Audley xxxii, My lady's piano was. .covered with scattered
sheets of music and exquisitely-bound collections of scenas
and fantasias. x886 Mrs. Craik King Arthur vi. 232 She
placed the trio before him. It was one of those dashing oper-
atic scenas of the last generation, full of show and difficulty.

2. Used jocularly= Scene ii.

1847 J. G. Lockhart in Croker Papers (1884) III. xxv.
103, 1 hear there was a very hot little scena at a late Carlton
Club dinner between Stanley and Lord George Bentinck.

II Scenario (J^na-rw). [It., f. scena Scena.]

A sketch or outline of the plot of a play, giving

particulars of the scenes, situations, etc.

1880 Stevenson Let. to Henley Feb. Lett. (1899) I. iv. 167,

I shall make you a full scenario as soon as the Emigrant
is done. 1883 Grove Diet. Music III. 241 Scenario, an
Italian term, meaning a sketch of the scenes and main
points of an opera libretto, drawn up and settled preliminary

to filling in the detail. 1884 P. Simpson in Pall Mall G.

19 May x/2 As the next step, I write an elaborate scenario

. . minutely setting down, not only the scenes as they follow,

the action of the personages engaged, the sense of all they
have to say, but even the 'stage business '.

T Scenary, sb. Obs. [ad. It- scenario : see

Scenario and -ary 1 B. a.]

1. ' The disposition and consecution of the scenes

of a play ' (J.) ; •= Scenario.

169s Dryden Dufresnoy's Art Paint. Pref. 44 To make
a Sketch, or a more perfect Model of a Picture, is in the

Language of Poets, to draw up the Scenary of a Play. 1719
Boyer Eng.-Fr. Did., Scenary (the ordering of the Scenes

of a Play) Arrangemeut des Scenes d'nne Piece de Theatre.

1736 Pope Dune. in. 328 note, The Edition of Shakespear
..took up near two years more, in the drudgery of com-
paring Impressions, rectifying the Scenary, &c.

2. ' The representation of the place in which an

action is performed ' (J.).
1729 Pope Dune. 11. 26c note, The progress of the sound .

.

and the scenary here of the bordering regions, . .are imitated

from Virg. Aen. 7 on the sounding the horn of Alecto. 1808

Ramsay s Gentle Shepherd I. 109 The plot, characters, and

stinary of this exquisite transcrlDt from nature.



SCENARY.

3. =SCENEBY 3.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 417 F 3 A Poet.. must gain a due
Relish of the Works of Nature, and be thoroughly con-
versant in the various Scenary of a Country Life. 1748
Anson's Voy. in. ii. (ed. 4) 415 The fortunate animals too.

.

partake in some measure of the romantic cast of the Island,
and are no small addition to its wonderful scenary. 1808
Ramsays Gentle Shepherd I. p. x, The minute coincidence
between its natural scenary, and his descriptions.

t Sce*nary, a. Obs. [ad. L, seen-, scmnarius
scenic, f. scena, scscna Scene : see -ary 1 A.]
Scenic, theatrical.

1730 A. Gordon Maffefs Amphith. 18 In the Morning
Scenary Diversions were exhibited. 1758 Borlasb Nat.
Hist. Cornwall 298 The scenary part of these performances
[Miracle Plays] was much worse than the composition.
Seence, obs. form of Cense v. 1

Scend, 'seend, var. ff. Send sb. and ».3 (JVaut.).

Scene (s/n). Also 6 sean, 6-7 seane, sceene,
6, 8 schene, 7 sccen, sceane(e. [a. F. schie (14th
c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. scena, scxna stage, scene,
a. Gr. aKi)vq tent or booth, stage, scene.
Dryden {Virg, Georg. m. 38) rimes the word with train.]

I. With reference to the theatre.

1. Antiq. The stage of a Greek or Roman theatre,
including the platform on which the actors stood, and
the structure which formed the background (usually
representing the outside of a house or temple).
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 241 Apaturius Alabandeus

made.. a scene [^scenam, Vitruv.j with a neat hand, where-
in he made images instead of columnes... He made more-
over an upper-scene [=episceniutn, Vitruv.j, wherein the
seelings of the porches, the halfe-house-tops were diversly
adorned by the Painter. 1682 Wheler Journ. Greece v. 365
The Scene is oblong, jetting out six Paces more forward in
the Front, than the Seats of the Spectators. 1734 tr. Rollin's
Anc. Hist. Pref. (1827) I. 125 The division for the actors
was called in general the scene, or stage.

2. [ = F. scent.] The stage or theatre taken as
standing for either the dramatic art or the his-

trionic profession. Now only arch.
1682 Wheler Journ. Greece 370 For [athletic] games had

such an officer belonging to them.. .But whoever heard of
such an officer belonging to the Scene ? 1607 Dryden ASneis
Ded. (a) 3, I have more than once already maintahVd the
Rights of my two Masters [Homer and Virgil] against their
Rivals of the Scene, even while I wrote Tragedies my self.
17x3 Pope Prol. to Cato 41 Our Scene precariously subsists
too long On French Translation and Italian Song. 1761
Churchill Rosciad 475 Giddy with praise, and puff'd with
female pride, She quits the tragic scene.

T 3. The action or representation of a piece upon
the stage ; a stage-performance ; a play or drama
in representation. Obs. exc. as in b.
159a Kyd Sp. Trag. iv. iv. 79 To die today for fashioning

our Scene. .And in a minute starting vp againe, Reuiue to
please too morrowes audience. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, Prol. 4A Kingdome for a Stage, Princes to Act, And Mouarchs to
behold the swelling Scene. 1608 Merry Devil 0/Edmonton
Prol. 3 Your silence and attention, worthy friends, That
your free spirits may with more pleasing sense Relish the
life of this our actiue sceane. 1634 Heywood & Brome
Late Lancashire Witches Prol., We are forc'd from our
owne Nation To ground the Scene that's now in agitation.
1679 Dryden Troilus <$• Cr. Pref. b 3, And now behold King
Richard entring upon the Scene. 1697 — A5neis Ded. (a)

2 b, The Poet who Flourish'd in the Scene is damn'd in the
Ruelle. 18x4 Orpheus 1. ii, They crowd the trembling poet's
scene.

b. Tht scene opens or is opened: a phr. used to
express the beginning of the action of a play, or of
an act or scene. Cf. F. ouvrir la scem

t
' commencer

la representation ? (Littr^).

1673 Settle Empress of Morocco I. L Scene opens, Muly
Labas appears bound in Chains. Ibid. 11. i, The Scene 1

opened, is represented the Prospect of a large River. 1693
j

Rymer Short View Trag. i. 14 The Scene opening presents
15 Grandees of Spain.

4. The place in which the action of a play, or part
of a play, is supposed to occur. Hence also, the
setting of a dialogue, novel, etc. Phr. To lay the
scene (see Lay v.

l 20 b) ; to change, shift the scene.

1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. iv. Hi. 18 Well doon, Balthazar, hang
up the Title : Our scene is Rhodes. 159a Shaks. Rom. <$

Jul. Prol. 2 In faire Verona, where we lay our Scene. 1599— Hen. V, 11. Prol. 42 Vnto Southampton do we shift our
Scene. x6xx B. Jonson Catiline 1. it As soone. .As is a vaile
put off, a visor chang'd, Or the scene shifted in our theaters.
1668 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesy 43 He has remov'd the
Scene in the same Act from Rome to Catiline's Army, and
from thence again to Rome. 171a Addison Spect. No. 357
F 7 Asia, AfricK, and Europe are the several Scenes of his
[Virgil's] Fable. 17*5 Pope's Odyss. 111. Notes I. 157 The
Scene is now remov'd from Ithaca to Pylos. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 5 The scene is laid in Crete.

5. A subdivision of an act of a play (or of a short
play which is not divided into acts), marked by the
entrance or departure of one or more actors (and,
in romantic or non-classic drama, often by a change
of local). Hence, the action and dialogue com-
prised in any one of these subdivisions ; a situation
between certain actors.
In editions of the Roman dramatists, and of the French

classic dramatists, the entrance or exit of any actor makes
a new numbered 'scene*. In the English drama, on the
other hand, the 'scene* is a distinct subdivision of the act,
marked by the fall of the curtain or the leaving of the stage
empty ; even when the local and the actors remain the same
in two consecutive 'scenes', the stage is not supposed to
have been occupied continuously through the interval.
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1540 Palsgr. Acolastus \. i. C iij b, All the versis of this
scene be Senarii. 156a J. Heywood Prov. <$ Epigr. (1867)
147 In volewmes full or flat, There is no chapter, nor no seane,
That thou appliest like that. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag. iv. i. 187
And all shalbe concluded in one Scene, For there's no
pleasure tane in tediousness. 16x1 Florio, Scena.. .Also
any one scene or entrance of a Comedie or Tragedie. 1665
Sir R. Howard Four New Plays To Rdr. b, The Spanish
Plays, .being nothing but so many Novels put into Acts and
Scenes.

_
1668 Dryden Ess. Dram. Poesy 20 [In the ancient

drama] it is to be accounted a new Scene, not [1684 p. 14
not only] every time the Stage is empty, but every person
who enters, though to others, makes it so ; because he in-
troduces a new business. 1678— All/or Loz>e Pref. (end),
I prefer the Scene betwixt Antony and Ventidius in the
first Act, to any thing which I have written in this kind.
1756 Foote Engl, ret.fr. Paris Epil., Does not this poison-
ing scene The sacred right of Tragedy profane. 1783 Blair
Led. xlv, 1 1. 496 The entrance of a new personage upon the
Stage, forms what is called a New Scene. 2865 T. W.
Robertson Society Act I. Scene I.—Sidney Daryl's Cham-
bers, in Lincoln's Inn.

b. The pi. is sometimes put for <a play',
'dramatic writing'.

1664 Dryden Rival Ladies Ep. Ded. A 3 b, Following
the New way, I mean, of writing Scenes in Verse. 1710
Granville Epil. for ' Brit. Enchanters' 27 Our Autnor
wou'd excuse these youthful Scenes, Begotten at his En-
trance in his Teens.

1577 Whetstone Life <$ Death of Gaskoigne B iij b,

His Sean is played, you folowe on the act. 159a Greene
Philomela (161 5) E 4, Till Fortune, .entred into the Theatre
of Philomelaes life and beganne toacte a baleful! Sceane in
this manner. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. ii. 38 Dnt. What
meanes this Scene of rude impatience? Qu. To make an
act of Tragicke violence. 1595 Lodge FigforMomus Gib,
In that shamefull schene of treasons play. 1596 Lam barde
Peramb. Kent (ed. 2) 407 At this place of the Bishop in
Hailing, I am drawing on the last Scsene of my life. 1638
Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 72 We are now to present you
upon the Asiatique stage, various Scanes compos'd of a
miscelany of subjects. 1648 Herrick Hesp., To Mistress
Amie Potter, Nature has pre-compos'd us both to Love;
Your part's to grant ; my Scean must be to move.

d. Mus. = Scena i b.

i8»s Danneley Encycl. Mus., Scena or Scene, a piece of
music composed of a recitative, an andante or a largo, a
targhetto

x
and an agitato or allegro. The cavatine, or

first air, is often separated by a couplet de recitatif. A
scene may be for one or more voices.

6. The material apparatus, consisting chiefly of

painted hangings, slides, etc., set at the back and
sides of the stage, and intended to give the illusion

of a real view of the local in which the action of
a play takes place ; the view thus presented to the

spectators at any time during the action of a play.

Also, any one of the painted hangings, slides, etc.

used for this purpose.
On the Elizabethan stage, the curtain or hanging at the

back of the stage, concealing the vestry or green-room,
stood^ in lieu of scenery. Painted scenes and elaborate
machinery, the representation of buildings or landscape in
perspective, etc., were a principal feature of the privately-
produced masques of Jas. I and Chas. I and, later, of the
operatic play (see Opera i).

1540 [see Scenish). 1605 B. Jonson Masque of Blackness,
First, for the Scene, was drawne a Laudtschap, consisting
of small woods, ..which falling, an artificial! sea was seene
to shoote forth. 1608— Masque at Ld. HadingtotCs Marr.,
The scene to this_ Masque, was a high, steepe red cliffe,

aduancing it selfe into the cloudes. 16x8 Holyday Techno*
gamia Prol. marg., Here the vpper part of the Scene open'd,
when straight appear'd a Heauen [etc.]. i6ag Bacon Ess.,
Masques, And let the Masquers, or any other, that are to
come down from the Scene, have some Motions, vpon the
Scene it selfe, before their Comming down. 1633 Shirley
Tri. Peace 7 A Curtaine being sodainly drawne up, the
Sceane was discovered representing a large streete with
Sumptuous Pallaces. 1656 Davenant {title), The Siege of
Rhodes Made a Representation by the Art of Prospective
in Scenes. And the Storysung in Recitative Musick. 1667
Flecknoe Damoiselles a la mode, Of Persons represented,
Any Italian Scenes with four Doors serving, a 1693 Aubrey
Lives (1898) II. 244 He has some scaenes to it, which in
those dayes were only used at masques, 17x9 Young Busiris
iv. (Stage-dir.), The back scene opens. Ibid,, Scene shuts on
them. 1737 Pope Hor. Ep, 11. 1. 315 Back fly the scenes,
and enter foot and horse, a 18x4 Gonzanga v. v. in New
Brit, Theatre III. 161 All the characters appear lost in
astonishment and terror as the scene closes them in. 1904
IVestm. Gaz. 4 Jan. 9/1 The opening of the doors at the
back of the stage caused a draught which blew over a large
fan-scene containing a number of incandescent lights.

fig. 1748 Hume Philos. Ess. Hum. Underst. vii. (1751)
104 The Scenes of the Universe are continually shifting.

t b. pi. ?A succession of realistically-lighted

stage-pictures, telling their story without words or
action. Obs.
1625 Bacon Ess., Masques^ The Alterations of Scenes, so

it be quietly, and without Noise, are Things of great Beauty,
and Pleasure : For they feed and relieue the Eye, before it

be full of the same Obiect. Let the Scenes abound with
Light, specially Coloured and Varied. 1650 Davenant
Pref. to Gondibert 8 Painted History, when with the
cousenage of lights it is represented in Scenes, by which
we are much lesse inform'd then by actions on the Stage.
1657 — Entert. Rutland-Ho. ij Would you meet tolje
delighted with Scxnes? which is, to be entertain'd with
tlw deception of motion, and transposition of Lights ; where,
whilst you think you see a great Battel, you are sure to get
nothing by the Victory.

o. trans/. A curtain or veil; also, a decorative

hanging on a wall.
1638 SirT. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 138 When the greene

and crimson scxnes [ed. 1677 p. 13a curtains or scenes] of

SCENE.

silke were drawne, from this Apollo, wee lookt into a great
square court. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Upon some women 8
Out-side silk, and out-side Lawne; Sceanes to cheat us
neatly drawne._ x66a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 194
Instead of Tapistry, they have a kinde of Scenes or Shutters,
which serve them also for Pictures.

f d. pi. Used to describe the appearance of strata

or clusters of clouds, piled one above another.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. xv. 83 Frosty, mist, fair

;

clouds in scenes. Ibid. 11. ii. 162 We often times see Clouds
as in several Stories, Lofts or Scenes, one over another.

7. Behind the scenes : amidst the actors and
stage-machinery, where ordinary spectators are
not admitted.
1668 Dkyden Ess. Dram. Poesy 32 Things hapning in the

Action of the Play, and suppos'd to be done behind the
Scenes. 167a — Assignation Epil. 21 His Nuns are good,
which on the Stage are shown, And, sure, behind our
Scenes you'll look for none. 1791 Boswell Johnson an.

1749, She was carried offto be put to death behind the scenes.
1890 All Year Round 29 Mar. 302 (art.), Behind the Scenes
at the Lane. •

1748 Chesterf. Lett. 16 Feb., I, who have been behind
the scenes, both of pleasure and business. 1812 Mar. Edge-
worth Absentee v, Miss Pratt, .had obtained the entrie to
a number of great houses, and was behind the scenes in
many fashionable families. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I.

158 Another personage of greater importance was behind
the scenes in this movement.

II. In various established metaphorical uses.
Sense 8 is developed from 4 ; senses 9-11 from 5, though in

sense 9 there is some mixture of sense 6.

8. The place where an action is carried on and
people play their parts as in a drama. Phr. To
enter or appear on the scene, to quit the seene. The
scene of action, the place where events are actually

;

happening or business being done.
1594 Constable Diana vm. iv, Meeting Heroick feete in

euery line, That tread high measures on the Scene of Fame.
1608 D. Tuvil Ess. Pol. <y Mor. 125 True vertuous actions,

' are neuer seene vpon the Scene, but when by the necessitie
of Lawes, they are enforced to show themselues. 1648
Petit. Eastern Assoc. 8 Awakening endlesse war upon our
Brinish Scenes, a 1658 J. Cleveland Wks. (1687) 100 The
Sand was always the Scene of Quarrelling. 1659 Clarke
Papers (Camden) IV. 294 The persones in the proclamacion
mencioned having made this citty parte of their scene to
act their designe upon. X673 Dryden Marr. a la Mode

,
in. i, But though these are not My Province, I have Scene
enough within To exercise my vertue. X677 Miege Eng.-
Fr. Diet. s. v., There will be the Scene of Action this Cam-

i paigne, ce sera la le Theatre de la Guerre. 1685 South
1

Serrn. (1727) I. 388 The viith of the Romans (which has been
1
made the unhappy Scene of so much Controversy about these
Matters). X704 Royal Let. 25 June in Loud. Gaz. No. 4037/1
To render that. .Kingdom a Schene of Blood and Disorder.
1705 Addison Italy Pref., There is [not].. so much as a
Mountain or River that has not been the Scene of some
extraordinary Action. 1721 De Foe Mem. Cavalier {1840)

37 The part I acted on this bloody scene. 1701 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Rom. Forest i, Paris, the scene of her former
happiness. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. vii, It was
clear she could not quit the scene of action. X857 Living-

;
stone Trav. ix. 181 My arrival on the scene was felt to be so

j
much weight in the scale. 1884 Manch. Exam. 16 Feb. 4/6
West Somerset was the scene, yesterday, of the first con-
tested county election under the provisions of the Corrupt
Practices Act. 1889 Field 19 Jan. 67/3 Whereupon Mr. Cal-
vert's solicitor came upon the scene, with a demand for an
undertaking not to offend again.

b. The world in which man is an actor; the

theatre of this life. Often in phr. (this) scene of
i
things. To quit the scene, to die.
1662 H. More Philos. Writ. (1712) Pref. 25 Which makes.

.

the whole scene of things evidently to begin from Adam.
1681 S. Parker Demoustr. Law ofNature 112 Who would

: enter upon this tragical Scene of things onely to appear and
so return into dust and silence? 1736 Butler Anal. 1. in.

61 The known Course of human Things, the Scene we are
I now passing through, a x8aa Shelley Ess., Lett, etc (1840)

I

I. 225 Life, .strips, as it were, the painted curtain from this

scene of things. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11. viii.

, 261 This universal hying scene of things is after all as little

I

a logical world as it is a poetical.

9. A view or picture presented to the eye (or to

the mind) of a place, concourse, incident, series of
!
actions or events, assemblage of objects, etc.

l653 JER- Taylor Serm.for Yr. i. 11 This is the greatest
i Scene of Majesty that shall be in that [i.e. the last] day, till

j

the Sentence bee pronounced. x66o F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc s

Trav. 249 At last all vanished, leaving a scene of. .lovely
trees. X667 Milton P. L. xi. 637 But now prepare thee
for another Scene. 1704 Pope Summer 59 See what de-
lights in sylvan scenes appear ! 1705 Addison Italy, Antiq.
near Naples 216 About Eight Miles Distance from Naples

\
lyes a very noble Scene of Antiquities. 1715 Pope Iliad xvi.

: 360 The smiling Scene wide opens to the Sight. 1781

:
Gibbon Decl. <5- F. xxx. (1787) III. 171 This scene of peace
and plenty was suddenly changed into a desert. X797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian xiii, The travellers stopped to admire the
scene. 1797 Southey ZrrY. Resid. in Spain x'm. 240 A most
curious scene did our dressing-room exhibit, a 1828 H. S.

Vandyk Tlte Light Guitar (Bartlett's Fam. Quots.), Oh,
leave the gay and festive scenes, The halls of dazzling light.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii, We of peaceful London
City have never beheld . . such a scene of hurry and alarm, as
that which Brussels presented, i860 TYNDALL<j/rtC 1. xi. 72
The scene outside was at once wild, grand, and beautiful.

b. fig. A vista or prospect of something ex-

pected or to come.
176a T. Mortimer Ev. Man his own Broker (ed. 5) 173

Light Horse [otherwise called 'scrip 'J. .is the Commodity
to Jobb with, and opens a most extensive scene of it.



SCENE.

10. An action, episode, complication of events, I

or situation, in real life.

1679 Season. A dv. Protest, 3 The Roman Party was never

wanting in any bloudy Scene to cjestroy Christ s Disciples. !

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables xlii. 44 And 'tis a Pleasant

Scene enough, when Thieves fall out among themselves, to

see the Cutting of One Diamond with Another. 1766 in 3rd
ReP. on E. India Camp. App. No. 74 //. o/C. Rep. Comm.
III. 400 We think the vast Fortunes acquired in the inland

Trade have been obtained by a Scene of the most tyrannic

and oppressive Conduct that ever was known in any Age
or Country. 1766 Fordyce Serm. Yng. Worn. (1767) II.

xiii. 224 You were not made for scenes of danger. 1833 T.

Hook Parson's Dau. 1. vii, A scene followed, the like of

which is often enacted in higher places and by more impor-

tant personages. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 18 Not
at all disconcerted by the scene that had just occurred, the

wily Roman undertook to justify himself. 1878 Simpson
Sch. Shaks. I. 29 Then he disappears from this scene in his

career.

"b. An episode, situation, etc., forming a subject

of narration or description.

C1630 Milton Passion 22 These latter [ed, 1673 latest]

scenes confine my roving vers. 1704 Prior Celia to Damon
112 Say, Shepherd, say: Are these Reflections true? Or
was it but the Woman's Fear, that drew This cruel Scene,

unjust to Love and You? 1850 Smedley {title) Frank Fair-

legh, or Scenes from the Life of a Private Pupil. 1858

Geo. Eliot {title) Scenes of Clerical Life.

11. An exhibition of excited or strong feeling

between two or more persons ; a stormy encounter

or interview. To make a scene, to make a dis-

turbance, * kick up a row \ [Cf. F. fain une
scene quelqu '»//).]

1761 Foote Lyar m. (1786) 65 My father has got to the

bottom of the whole Abington business. Pat. The deuce !

Y. Wild. We parted this moment. Such a scene ! 1787
Mme. D'Arblay Diary Aug., She counselled me . . to avoid

complaints that led to scenes of such violence and impro-

Eriety. 1804 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 169 The record-
ation should be accompanied with /c/at, and.. it was in-

tended to make a scene of it. 1831 Society I. 252 Aubrey .

.

had just sense enough to see the folly of making a scene.

1844 Disraeli Coningsby viu. vii, From an anticipatory

horror of something like a scene. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair Ixiv, Madame de Belladonna made him a scene about
you, and fired off in one of her furies. 1887 Spectator 10 Sept.

1202 One of those scenes in the House of Commons which
now occur once or twice in the week. 1888 Poor Nellie 34
You made a regular scene.

t III. 12. A screen for the reception of images
projected from a lens. Also scene-plale.

1706 Phil. Trans. XXV. 2237 A Sevenfoot Telescope was
fitted up with a Scene to receive the Species of the Sun cast

through it. /did. 2339 Mr. Abr. Sharp cast the Species of
the Sun on a Scene-plate, behind his Seven foot Glass.

IV. 13. altrib. and Comb. t as (sense 11) scene-

making; scene-dock [Dock j£.3] , the place in which
scenes are stored in a theatre ; t scene-drawer

Scene-shifter; t scene-keeper, one who has

charge of the scenes in a theatre
; f scene-man

= Scene-shifter ; scene-painter, one who paints

scenes or scenery for the theatre ; scene-painting,
the art of painting scenes according to the roles of

stage-perspective ; Jig. descriptive writing in a bold

and vivid style ; also attrib. \ scene-plate (see

sense 12); scene-plot, the list and description of

the scenes in a play ; scene-room, a room where
scenes are stored (in quot. Jig.) ; f scene-work,
dramatic representation ; stage-scenery. Also
Scene-shifter.
1885 J. K. Jerome On the Stage iii. 29 Piled up at the

back, in what was called the ' "scene dock '. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 90 P 3 Door-Keepers came out clad like Cardi-
nals, and "Scene- Drawers like Heathen Gods. 1669 E.
Chahbkrlaymb Pres. St. Eng. 280 "Scene-keeper, Coffer-

Maker, Wax-Chandler,.. one of each. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. xxx, Not molesting him with passionate appeals
and "scene-making. 1737 Fielding Eurydice Hissed Wks.
1903 III. 409 His levee iscompos'd of. .box-keepers, "scene-

men, fiddlers, and candle-snuffers. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias
vn. viiL (1783) III. 67, 1 was obliged to undergo the civili-

ties of the 'scene-painter, the music [etc.]. 188a lllustr.

Land. News 16 Dec. 619/3 Scene-painters and scene-shifters.

1754 Kibby Perspective 11. vi. 76 The Design of •Scene-
Painting, is not only to decorate the Theatre, but to make
that Part of it which lies beyond the Stage, appear much
longer than it really is. 18*5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan II.

251, I know my propensity for scene-painting. 1838 Mac-
aulav in Trevelyan Life (1880) II. 11 A bold,, .scene-paint-

ing manner is that which . . succeeds best in periodical

writing. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Paint. 30$ Scene Painting
is an extensive and peculiar walk of art, with its own laws
and practical and scientific rules. 1881 Stevenson Virg.
Puerisque (1895) 332 That stage-wardrobe and "scene-room
that we call the memory. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks.
1851 III. 261 Likening those grave controversies to a piece
of Stagery, or "Scene-worke where his owne Remonstrant.

.

must of all right be counted the chiefe Player. 17*8 Cm am-
bers Cycl. s.v. Architecture, Counterfeit Architecture, which
we otherwise call Scene-Work.
Hence t Scened pa. pple., displayed or set as in

a stage-scene, staged. Scening- vbl. sb.t
furnish-

ing with stage-scenery.
1691 Sancroft in D'Oyly Life (1821) II. 17 Our course of

employment and action [continues] the very same, only not

scened so illustriously ; nor set off with so good company
and conversation, a 1750 A. Hill Wks. (1753) *• io5 "
were a downright shame, if these good people, who gave
the Tragedy all its merit, of fine dressing and sceneing,

should be suffered to lose their money.

Scene, ob*. form of Seine.

199

Sceneful, a, rarer1 [-ful.] Abounding in

scenes or scenery.

1746 Collins Ode, Manners 78 O Nature boon...The
Sports and I this hour agree, To rove thy scene-full world

with thee.

Scenery (srneri). [Alteration of Scenary, as

if f. Scene + -eby. The word is not in Johnson,

who gives only Scenary.]

+ 1. Dramatic action ; a moving exhibition of

feeling. Obs.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 213 When he opened tt,

never was such a piece of scenery. He trembled like a devil

at receiving it : Fumbled at the seal, his fingers in a palsy.

1808 Svd. Smith Peter Plymley's Lett. iii. Wks. 185$ II.

144/2 If there were any great scenery, and heroic feelings,

any blaze of ancient virtue, any exalted death, any termina-

tion of England that would be ever remembered, ever

honoured in that western world, where liberty is now retiring,

conquest would be more tolerable, and ruin more sweet.

2. The decoration of a theatre-stage, consisting

of painted hangings, slides, etc., representing the

scene of the action ; theatre-scenes collectively.

1774 Lond. Mag. Nov. 518/2 It is said that the scenery

only, which has oeen painted on purpose for the Maid 0/
the Oaks, cost 1500 L 1789 Twining Aristotle's Treat.

Poetry 1. 72 Sophocles increased the number of actors to

three, and added the decoration of painted scenery. 1837

J. F.CooPER JE'«tf/rt«rf(ed. 2)111.97 The chief merit [of the

play] was the scenery. 1890 All Year Round 29 Mar. 306
The dangers of flying flats and rolling scenery.

b. transj. and. Jig.

1770 Burke Pres. Discont. 12 To recommend this system
to the people, a perspective view of the Court, gorgeously
painted, .. was exhibited to the gaping multitude. .. The
whole scenery was exactly disposed to captivate those good
souls, whose [etc.]. 1774 J. Adams Diary 9 Oct., Wks. (1850)

II- 395 Went., to the Romish chapel...The scenery and the

music are so calculated to take in mankind, that I wonder
the Reformation ever succeeded. 1835 Pickens^. Bos,
Tales, Mr. W. Tottle ii, 'Take off the covers, Martha,'

said Mrs. Parsons, directing the shifting of the scenery with
great anxiety. 1867 F. D. Maurice Patriarchs $ Law-
givers vL (ed. 4) 120 However shifting the scenery of a man's
life may have been. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxix,

Gwendolen was just then enjoying the scenery of her life.

3. The general appearance of a place and its

natural features, regarded from the picturesque

point of view ; the aggregate of picturesque

features in a landscape.

1784 Cowper Task v. 741 He looks abroad into the varied

field Of nature, and.. Calls the delightful scen'ry all his

own. His are the mountains, and the vallies his. 1801

Campbell Hohenlinden 8 But Linden saw another sight

When the drum beat at dead of night, Commanding fires of

death to light The darkness of her scenery. 1837 Lockhart
Scott I. viu. 265 He was so enraptured with the scenery of

the lakes as to take a house in Keswick. 1871 Mozley
Univ. Serm. vi. (1876) 124 A kind of passion for scenery

and natural beauty.. has. .gained an extraordinary power
over people's minds. 1881 Froude Short Stud. (1883) IV.

11. iii. 194 Anyone with a well-stored memory is affected by
historical scenery.

b. with defining word prefixed. Also applied to

the varied aspect of clouds and sky.

i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 124 The magnificence of

English park scenery. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. * It. Note-bks.

1 1. 48 The entire cloud and sun scenery was fully presented

to us. 1897 Outing{V.S.) 440/2 One of the most impressive

pictures of tree-scenery that man ever beheld,

f O. Picturesqueness. Obs. rare.

1786 Sir I. Reynolds Disc. xiii. Wks. 1797 I. 287 As such
buildings depart from regularity, they now and then acquire

something of scenery by this accident.

4. (With a and //.) A landscape or view ; a

picturesque scene ; also, the pictorial representa-

tion of a landscape. Now rare.

1777 J. Forster Voy. round World II. 367 The pleasure

of contemplating a great variety of rich sceneries, made us

some amends for the wretchedness of our diet. 1794A. Young
Trav. France I. 83 A very little cleaning would make here

a delicious scenery'. 1814 Sporting Mag. XLIV. 66 Beauti-

ful Indian sceneries from the skilful hand and unsophisti-

cated pallet of this worthy academician. 1851 Carlyle
Sterling m. iv, At Naples next,.. was due admiration of

the sceneries and antiquities. 1879 Dixon Windsor I. i. 3
The houses of famous men, the sceneries of great events.

Scene-shifter. One who shifts and arranges

the scenes during the performance of a play.

175a Johnson Adventurer No. 3 F 9 Haifa dozen scene-

shifters. 1760-1 Goldsm. Cit. W. xcvii, The scene-shifter's

whistle. 1887 'Edna Lyall' Knt.-Errant (1889) 144 Be-

hind the scenes the very scene-shifters and carpenters were

eager to congratulate him.

fig. 1903 Ld. R. Gower Rec. * Remin. 02 When once the

Great Scene-Shifter has made his final call, which none can

disobey.

So Scene-shifting vbl. sb. ...
1818 Lady Morgan A utobiog. (1859) 212 The. . mechanical

aids of science and scene-shifting. x88a Macm. Mag.
XLVI. 330/2 The unwonted silence of the scene-shifting.

Scenic (sf'nik, senile), a. Also 7 scenicke,

Bchenick, 7-8 sceniok. [a. F. sctnique (14th c),

ad. L. sc?nic-tts, saenic-us, a. Gr. chtjvik6s belonging

to the stage, theatrical, f. ff/crjy^ Scene.]

1. Ofor belonging to the stage, dramatic, theatrical.

Scenic poet= L. poeia scenicus. Scenic games =\*. ludi

scenici (dramatic entertainments, as distinguished from

athletic sports).

1633 H. Holland in Shaks.fol, Upon the Lines and Life

of the Famous Scenicke Poet, Master William Shakespeare.

1640 R. Baillie Canterb. Self-convict. Postscr. 3 Any who
had perused your former schenick writs, that comedle of

SCENICAL

your seven Sages. 1728 Chambers Cycl., Scenic Games
t or

Representations. 1781 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry III.

200 The ridicule of scenic exhibition. 1796 Morse Atner.
Geog. II. 186 Ireland now produces a catalogue of celebrated

scenic writers. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xu. ii. (Rtldg.) 425
She is all that.. veteran managers seek when they sign

articles, in scenic qualifications. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey
II. 201 These scenic edifices are amongst the most interest-

ing. .remains that have come down.. from antiquity. 1879
H. Phillips Addit. Notes Coins 18 A scenic mask of Pan.

b. Represented on the stage.

1747 Johnson Prol. Opening Drury Lane 61 Bid scenick

virtue form the rising age, And truth diffuse her radiance

from the stage. 1838 T. Mitchell Clouds^ of Aristoph.

360 (note) The scenic Socrates here folds his arms. 1868
Whyte Melville White RoseYix. III. 237 The long-drawn
aisles of its scenic cathedral had been darkened so skilfully,

as to convey an idea of dim religious grandeur, and vast

architectural space.

c. Fitted for the stage.

1857 De Quincey Bentley Wks. VI. 176 note, The most
popular and scenic of the Shaksperian dramas.

d. Of or belonging to stage-scenery or stage

effect.

1868 Whyte Melville White Rose lviii. III. 230 It is the

great scenic triumph of the play, and a burst of grand
music appropriately heralds its exhibition to the audience.

i88a Farrar Early C/tr. 9 The Drama had degenerated
into a vehicle for the display of scenic splendour or ingeni-

ous machinery. 1889 Haigh Attic Theatre iii. § 7. 139 As
changes of scene were almost unknown in the Greek drama,
the scenic appliances were of the simplest character.

2. Jig. Resembling, or likened to, stage repre-

sentation and stage effect; dramatic or theatrical

in style.

1857 Mrs. Mathews Tea-Table Talk I. 85 Her charities

were wide,.. often spontaneous, though perhaps somewhat
scenic. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. xiv. 226 He was
impelled to be contriving scenic effects and surprises. 1870

^. H. Newman Gramm. Assent 1. iv. 93 Christianity is a
istory supernatural, and almost scenic. 1878 R. H. Hutton

Scott ii. 19 The lad began his study of the scenic side of

history.

3. Of or belonging to natural scenery. In recent

use: Abounding in fine scenery, affording land-

scape views.
184a Dickens Atner. Notes xv, The country round this

town being very flat, is bare of scenic interest. 1906 Scrib-

ner's Mag. July 87/1 The Grand Trunk Pacific, .will be a
scenic line. 1908 Westm. Gas. 6 July 2/2 The Scenic Rail-

way at the Exhibition.

4. With reference to painting or sculpture : Re-
presenting a * scene ' or incident in which several

persons are concerned.
1848 Mrs. Jameson .Sacr. $ Leg. Art II. 159 The' Martyr-

dom of St. Laurence ' by Baccio Bandinelli the sculptor, is

arranged as a scenic bas-relief. 1850 — Leg. Monast. Ord.

300 The most perfect scenic picture in the world. 1890

(J. H. Moore Gothic Archit. x. 307 There is far less

antagonism between what is decorative and what is scenic

in painting than is sometimes supposed.

Scenical (srnikal, se'nikal), a. Also 5 sceni-

calle, 6-7 scenioall, 7 8C8enical(l, scenecal. [f.

L. scenic-us Scenic + -al.]

1. Of or belonging to the stage ; = Scenic a. 1.

Scenical games, plays, \disports = L. ludi scenici (see

Scenic a.i).

1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 101 This, .institucion off

dispones scenicalle [L. Ista institutio ludorum scenicortim],

1579 Nokthbrcoke Dicing (1843) 97 Your bishops, .hath

forbidden and prohibited those kynde of scenicall and enter-

lude playes. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 11. ii. vi. iv. (1624)

251 Vse honest and chast sports^ scenicall shewes, playes.

i6»3 Middleton & Rowley Sp. Gipsy in. i. 57 The scenical

school Has been my tutor long in Italy. 1749 Fielding

Tom Jones vn. i, Those scenical representations, which
Thespis is first reported to have invented. 18*3 De Quincey
Lett, on Educ. iv. Wks. i860 XIV. 75 Each steps Forward

as a scenical person, to play a distinct part or character.

1890 Spectator 2 Aug., If scenical representation affects us

more powerfully than actual suffering, must not the influence

of the theatre be, on the whole, harmful to character!

b. with special reference to stage-scenery.

1 791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1858) III. 9 These scenical

effects existed in great perfection in the Masques. 1884

Symonds Shaks. Predec. viii. (1900) 233 The absence of

scenical appeals to the sense of sight.

2. Jig. a. (Chiefly in bad sense.) Resembling,

or likened to, stage-representation and stage-illu-

sion ; theatrical in style.

a 1563 Becon Compar. Lord^s Stopper $ Mass Wks. III.

97 b, 'the Massemonger handlyng hys scenicall and stage-

Fyke Supper, calleth vpon the dead very busyly. 1622

Peacham Compl. Gent. vi. (1634) 42 That same ampullous

and scenicall pompe, with empty furniture of phrase, where-

with the Stage, and our petty Poelicke Pamphlets sound so

big. 1833 Coleridge Table T. 15 Aug., In Gibbon.. nothing
is real, vivid, true : all is scenical, and, as it were, exhibited

by candlelight 1845 J. Martineau Ess. (1890) I. 235 If

the universe and God set the example of being scenical,

what shall hinder religion from becoming histrionic?

f b. Fictitious, pretended ; illusory, imaginary

;

not real or genuine. Obs.

(Cf. Florus 11. xiv. § 4 Invictusque a veris regibus, ab illo

tmaginario et scenico rege superaiur.)
1610 Healey St. A ug. Citie ofGod vi. vii. 245 Therefore

this fabulous, scaenicall, filthy and ridiculous diuinity [orig.

theologia fabulosa, thcatrica, scenica] hath al reference

vntotheciuill. 1643 SlRT* Browne Relig. Med.iuinear end),

These scenical and accidental differences between us, cannot

make me forget that common and untoucht part of us both.

1660 Fuller Mixt Contempl. 11. xlu 60 King Hen. the

seventh was much troubled (as he was wont to say) with

Idols, Scenecal Royaletts, poor petty, pittifull Persons, who



SCENICALLY.

pretended themselves Princes. 170$ Steele Toiler No. 167

r 4, I . .who look upou the Distinctions amongst Men to be

meerly Scenical.

C Resembling a stage-scene.

a 1706 Evelyn True Relig. (1850) I. vii. § 2. 363 Many
things and actions they speak of as having done, which they

did no otherwise than in prophetic vision and scenical

imagery. 1741 Warburton Div. Legat. II. 485 The scenical

image ofJob and his friends sitting together on the ground

seven days and seven nights without a word speaking. 183a

De Quincev Charlemagne Wks. V. 354 The second form [of

History] is that which may be styled the Scenical.

Scenically (s*~n-, se*nikali), adv. [f. prec. +
-lt 2

.] In a scenic or scenical manner.
1650 A. 15. Mutat. Polemo 2 He must now act a Kings part

more Scenically. 1689 J. Howe in H. Rogers Life (1836)

384 The prayers were also read but carelessly, sleepily, or

scenically, flauntingly, and with manifest irreverence. 1890

H. Ellis Ibsen's Pillars of Soc, etc Pref. 7 They [the

Scandinavians] possess.. a stage on which great literary

works may be performed, and the burning questions of the
modern world be scenically resolved.

t Sce'nish., a. Obs. [f. Scene + -ish.] Scenic.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. B ij, In this scenyshe appar-
aylynge [L. In apparotu scaenico], i. the settying forth or
trymming of our scenes, that is to saye (our places appoynted
for our players to come forth of)*

Scenist (srnist). ? Obs. [f. Scene + -ist.]

One who has to do with stage-scenery : a. A scene-

shifter ; b. a scene-painter.

1803 Pic Nic No. 8 (1806) II. 43 The scenistsand machinists
a»e their patrons. i8a6 Blackw. Mag. XX. 57 The reader
must make the same allowances for such deficiency, as are
granted to the scenist, or decorator of the drama.

Sceilite (srnait). rare. [ad. L. scenites, a. Gr.

otcTjviTTjSj f. tTKrjtrq tent : see -ite. Cf. F. scenite

(adj.).] One who dwells in a tent ; a member of

a nomad tribe dwelling in tents.

1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 678 The Arabian Scenites

neuereate hereof. 17*8 Morgan Algiers I. L ioTheSabaean
Arabs, like all other Nomades or Scenites,

b. attrib. or adj.

175a Chambers Cycl. s.v. Ambulatory, The itinerant or
scenite life is the fife of nature. 1844 G. S. Faber Eight
Dissert. (1845) II. 370 A scenite breeder of cattle.

Scenograph. (srn^graf). rare* 1
, [ad. Gr.

ffKTjvoyfKup-os, f. ff/eijvjj Scenb + ypa<p-uv to write,

draw, paint.] *=next.

184s Wornum in Smith's Did. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq. s. v.

Painting § 10 Clisthenes of Eretria is mentioned as architect

and scenograph.

Scenographer (sfn^'grafw). [Formed as prec.

+ -er !.] A scene-painter ; one who draws build-

ings, etc. in perspective.

1598 R. Havdocke tr. Lomazzo 11. 199 Astronomers, Sceno-
graphers,. Makers of glasses, 1669 E. Chamberlayne Pres.

St. Eng. (ed. 2) 267 Scenographer, or Designer of Prospects.

1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Arte. Art § 107 (ed. 2) 75
An architect and scenographer called Cleisthenes.

Scenographic (s/htfgrse'fik), a. Also8scheno-.
[a. F. sc^nographique or ad. Gr. a/crjvoypa<piK-6s, f.

otajvoypcup-os Scenograph.] Of or belonging to

scenography, scene-painting, or drawing in per-

spective.

1670 Moxon Pract Perspective 2 There be two sorts of
Ichnographies named in this Book, viz. the Geometrick
Ichnographie, and the Scenographtck Ichnographie. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v. Scenography', The Sceno-
graphick appearance ofany Figure, Body, or Building. 1719
B. Taylor Princ, Linear Perspective 6 The Representation

of any Object is no other than its Schenographic Projection

on the Plane of the Picture. £1780 Barry Led. Art v.

(1848) 202 The scenographic part of optics examines how the

drawings of edifices should be drawn. 18x3 T. Busby Lu>
cretins II. iv. Comm. p. xxi. The information of the sense

goes no further than to the scenographic existence of the
object. 1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mi\ller\s A nc. Art$i%4 (ed. 2)

167 Scenographic pictures, in which illusion was the highest

aim, were also employed at the games.

b. quasi-j^. in pi. The principles of perspective.

1761 Kirby Persp. Archit. I. i. 2/1 The doctrine of projec-

tion may. .be considered as consisting of three distinct

branches,.. viz. Orthographies, stereographies, and sceno-

graphics, commonly stiled Perspective.

Hence Scenographical a. m Scenographic.
Scenogra-pMcally adv.

1703 T.N. City $ C. Purc/iaser 60 More than one Facemay
be represented in one Diagram Scenographically. 1729
Shelvocke Artillery iv. 207 The oblique lines, upon the
one and the other Scenographical Figure.

Scenography (sihp'grari). Also 7 -graphic,
seriography, b* scheno-, 9 skenography. [a. F.

scenographic (16th c. schenographic in Littr£) or

ad. L. seenographia, a. Gr. a/crjuoypoupia, f. OKtjv-q :

see Scene and -gbapiiy.]

T L The representation of a building or other

object in perspective ; a perspective elevation.
Distinguished from Ichnography and Orthography.
1645 Enchir. Fortif. Table (at end), Scenographic^ is the

modell or draught of any work presented with its shadowes,
. . with its dimensions according to the Rules of Prospective.

1659 Leak IVaterwks. 33 The Senography or Perspective.

1705 Greenhill.^mbalming 203 We shall., here onlyrepre-
sent to you the Ichnographyand Schenography of theantient
Burial-Places of the Egyptians. 1843 Civil Eng. <$ Arch.
Jrnl. VI. 131/1 The idea of the scenography, or view in
perspective, taken on the angle.

2. Scene-painting (in ancient Greece).

1738 J. Hamilton Stereogr. I. vii. ii. 370 Scenography is the
Art of Painting on several Planes or Scenes at different

Distances, and in various Positions with respect to the Eye!
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in such Manner, that all those different Scenes, .may..
represent one intire View. Let QYSZ represent the Room
intended for a Theatre. 1848 Wornum Ltd. Paint. Barry,
etc. 201 note, Perspective scenery (scenography) was intro-

duced on the Greek stage as early as the time of itschylus.
1903 tr. Mantzius Hist. T/ieat. Art I. 131 Aristotle states

. .that Sophocles introduced skenography,

II Scenope'gia. In 4 s(c)eno-, synofegia.
Also 8 anglicized scenopegy. [L.scenopegia, a. Gr.
ffmjvomjyia, f. GKtjvrj SCENE + m\yvvvai to fix. Cf.

F. scenope'gie.'] The Jewish Feast of Tabernacles.
c 1380 Wvclif Sel. Wks. II. 103 A feste of Jewes, bat bei

clepen Senofegia [v. r. synofegia). 138* — John vii. 2
Scenofegia [1388 Senofegia]. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v.

Tent, The Scenopegy or Feast of Tabernacles.

Scent (sent), sb. Forms : 4-7 (9 rare) sent,

5-6 sente, 6 cent, 7- scent. [ME. sent, f. sent

Scent v.

Orig. a term of hunting. It is possible that there may have
been an AF. *sent, verbal noun from sentir to scent.]

1. The faculty or sense of smell. Chiefly, and
now exclusively, with reference to animals (esp.

dogs) which find their prey or recognize objects by
this sense.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 26 In Gyllisland thar was that
brachell brede, Sekyr off sent to folow thaim at flede.

1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 20 Fisches lurk-

ing amang the stanes thay [sc. dogs] seik out with thair

sent. 164a Jer. Taylor God's Judgem. 11. vii. no He had
all the Aromaticks and Odoriferous Perfumes to delight his

sent in smelling. 1735 Somerville Chase 1. 94 The perfect

Hound, in Scent and speed Unrivall'd. 1784 Cowper Task
111. 621 The sight is pleas'd The scent regal'd. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 277 The dog, having the help of
scent as well as of sight, is superior to the savage.

b.j§r.
1590 Nashe Pasq uits Apol. 1. Wks. (Grosart) I. 218 It may

be I am of some better sente then you take me for, and find-

ing a MachiauelHan tricke in this plot.. I was [etc.]. 1812

SporiingMag. XXXIX. 237 An eminent Evangelical Divine
..long celebrated for the keenness of his scent in 'legacy
hunting'. 1838 Prescott Ferd. fy Is. (1846} I. L 104 The
courtiers, with the quick scent of their own interest,., soon
turned their attention to the same polite studies. 1857 J. G.
Holland Bay Path xxvi, 315 All of them had a scent for

heresy so subtle and acute that [etc.],

H c. In etymological sense : Perception by the

senses, feeling. Obs. (? nonce-uses.)

14.. Hoccleve Jereslaus
1 Wife 850 And ther-to eek as

sharp punisshement As bat dyuyse ther kowde any wight,

Thow sholdest han y-preeued by the sent. 1500 Spenser
F. Q. 1. i. 43 He bids thee to him send for his intent A
fit false dreame, that can delude the sleepers sent.

2. The odour of an animal or man as a means of

pursuit by a hound ; hence a track or trail as indi-

cated by this odour.
Cold scent : see Cold a. 12. Hot scent '. see Hot a. 8 a.

1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 500 [The sleuthhund] hym luffit

swa, That fra he mycht anys feill The kyngis sent, .he yald
change it for na thyng. c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby
182) i. 7 b, For the fuos ofsomme hares is of hotter sent thenne
some, c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 141 The stoitri stoppyt..
Rycht wa thai [sc. the Englishmen] war that losyt was thair

sent. 1576 Turberv. Hunting xiv. 36 When they haue well
beaten and founde the tracke or sent of the Harte. 1596
Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, i. 24 He [sc. a hound].. twice to
day pick'd out the dullest sent. 1686 Hlome Gentl. Recr. 11.

88/2 When one or more of them [sc. foxhounds] opens, 'tis a
sure sign that he is upon the Scent. 1693 Humours Town 8
It would be to as little purpose to seek you, as to follow the
Chace upon a wrong Scent. 1726 DeFoe Hist. Devil w. ii.

(1840) zoo We can follow as hounds do a fox upon a hot
scent. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) III. 329 What adds
to this entertainment is the strong scent which the fox leaves,

that always keeps up a full cry. 1885./^'^ 7 Feb. 147/2 Once
in the open, it was obvious that there was only half a scent.

1897 Encycl. Sport 1. 583/1 Scent—The odour g^ven off by the

fox. . . It is burning if. . strong ; breast-high, if so good that

the hounds do not stoop to it ; moving, if it is so fresh that

it must be recent.. \flighty or catchy, if variable; holding,\i

good enough, but not very strong.

h.jig.
1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. n. v. 134 He is now at a cold sent.

1605 Verstegan Dec. Iniell. ii. 30 His tale . . hath as plain a
sent as a man need to wish, to fynd out a fable by. 1656
Heylin Extran. Vapulans 15 Foltow this Game a little

further, now we are on the sents. a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1766)11. 144 The scent of preferment willdrawaspiring
men after it. 1765 Sterne Tr.Shandy iv. xviii, Trim found
he was upon a wrong scent. 187a £. Rev. Jan. 267 Another
false scent by which the Proletariat have long been led

astray is that [etc.].

c. transf* in the game of Hare-and-hounds 1

Fragments of paper scattered on the ground by the
( hares * to serve as a track for the ' hounds \
1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. vii, It's the turn of our house

to find scent for . . Hare-and-Hounds.

d. Phrases. To follow (or rarely pursue) the

scentj to get {a or the) scent of, to have (a) scent

o/t lit. and fig. To lay, put (hounds) on or upon
the scent; hence fig. toput (a person) on or off

the scenty also on a false, wrong scent. To lose,

recover the scent, lit. (of hounds) and fig. ; also, to

lose the scent, (of the game) to baffle the hounds by
passing through water. To carry a or the scent, (of

ground) to retain the scent of the game ; also (of

fox-hounds) to follow the scent, f Full scent

(advb.) : ? of a hound, excited by the perception

of the scent (in quot. transf).
la 1400 MorteArth. 1040 Bot thow mosteseke more southe

..ffor he [sc. the giant] wills hafe sent hym selfe sex myle

SCENT.

large. 14. . Hoccleve Jereslaus' Wife^i. [There was] An Erl
. . Beforn whos howndeswas a fox rennynge, . . And as pat they
ran they hadden a sent Of the lady and thidir be they went.

1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 350 This is to let my
Sec. Ni. know that I am still close following the same senL
1683 Temple Mem. Wks. 1731 I. 399 All further Thoughts
of a present Peace ended, and left me only to pursue the
cold Scent of a Mediation in the common Forms. 1688 in

Phil. Trans. XVII. {1693) 784 One day there came three or
four full sent to tell me they were certain they smelt the
Pines. 17x1 Sped. No. 116 F5 He immediately called in

the Dogs, and put them upon the Scent. 172a De Foe Col.

Jack (1840} 51 He had got a scent of it. 1730-46 Thomson
Autumn 446 Oft in the full-descending flood he [the stag]

tries To lose the scent. 1781 [see Lay v.1 15 h]. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. vii, ' Thou hast lost the scent,' said Varney, ' of thy
comrade TressUian.' 1832 John Bull 26 Nov. 379/2 The
hounds were for some time at fault. They soon, however,
recovered the scent. 1832 * Nimrod in Q. Rev. Mar. 219
The scent being seldom sufficient to enable the hound to
carry it up to his [sc. the fox's] kennel. 1862 Miss Braddon
Lady Audley xxx, How if she.. wished to throw my poor
friend off the scent by this false announcement? 1878
1 Brooksby ' HuntingCountries 1. 8 The surrounding country
being strongly fenced, and carrying a good scent, a bad
hunter is of little use here. 1882 AiNGERZawivi. 116 Lamb
hadaloveof.. putting hisreaderson afalsescent. 1884 L.J.
Jennings CrokerPapers I. iii. 77 The police, .had got scent

of the intended affray.

3. In wider sense : Distinctive odour. Now
almost exclusively applied to agreeable odours,

e. g. those of flowers.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 41 Every man rose fro

the table abhorryng & eschewyng the sente and sauour of

the dede man. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, iv. iv. (1555) C ij b,

Andinmymouthe, ithadamarueylouscentOfdyuersspyces.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas u v. 148 The fragrant sents of

flowry banks. 1635 Stafford Fern. Glory (1869) 116 It is im-
possible to handle perfumes, without bearing away part of

their sent, 1718 Pope Iliad vi. 359 Her rich Wardrobe.,
Where treasur'd Odors breath'd a costly Scent, 1774G0LDSM.
Nat. Hist. (1776) II. 226 The Negroe nations, .of Guinea.

.

have an insupportable scent. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomoi.
IV. 140 There is scarcely a scent odious or agreeable that

may not be met with in the insect world. 1862 Loncf.
Wayside Inn 1. Prol. 195 His garments breathed a spicy

scent Of cinnamon and sandal blent.

fig. a 1586 SidneyA rcadia 111. (Sommer) 266 One . . would
haue iudged that his eies would haue run into him & his

soule out of him; so vnkindly did either take a sent of

danger. 1590 Nashe Pasquits Apol. 1. Wks. (Grosart) I.

212 When I see the theefe, and the sente of Church-robbers
is in my nosthrils. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) 1 1, viii.

252 Perhaps some scent of the coming danger reached him.

4. An odoriferous liquid prepared by distillation

from flowers, etc. ; a perfume.
1750 Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 74 It has the smell and

colour of myrrh, and is used as a scent. 1898 CasselCs

Mag. June 42 A certain celebrated scent, made from the

original recipe.

5. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as scent-ball,

-casket, -sachet', instrumental, as scent-laden adj.;

objective, as scent-snuffing adj. ; special comb. :

scent-bag, (a) a pouch, sac, or gland found in

some animals, containing a secreted odoriferous

substance ; (b) a bag containing a strong-smelling

substance drawn over ground to make an artificial

scent for hounds; (e) = Sachet 3; scent-bean,

an aromatic bean carried with the snuff in a snuff-

box ; scent-bottle, a bottle of scent; spec, an

ornamental bottle containing scent, smelling-salts,

etc. for the toilet-table or pocket ; scent-box, (a)

a box for carrying scent ; (b) Pugilistic slang, the

nose; scent-dog Sc, a pointer; scent-gland, a

gland which secretes an odoriferous substance

;

scent-holder, -jar, an ornamental vase or jar,

usually with perforated top, in which odorous

substances are kept to perfume an apartment

;

scent-organ Ent. and Zool., an organ that secretes

scent, a scent-bag, scent-gland ; scent-scale Ent.,

a perfumed scale found on the males of some Lepi-

doptera ; scent-spray, an ornamental scent-bottle

with apparatus for distributing the scent ; f scent-

strong a., having great scenting powers; scent-

tuft Ent.,3. brush-like scent-bearing organ (Web-
ster Suppl. 1902) ; scent-vase= J"^»^r; scent-

wood, a Tasmanian evergreen shrub, Alyxia buxi-

folia (Treas. Bot. 1866).
1682-3 E. Tyson in Phil. Trans. XIII. 38 Two Baggs

which I have taken the liberty to call the *Scent-baggs (in

a viper]. 1889 C. D. Warner in Harpers Mag. Oct. 726/2

The young men. .expended an immense amount of energy

. . in riding at fences after the scent-bag. 1892 Cootey's Cycl
Pract. Receipts 1487/1 Scent-bags. See Sachets. Ibid.,

*Scent-balls. 189a H. Ainslie Pilgr. Land of Burns 85

Their mouths were dry as snuff-boxes, and their tongues

rattled therein like unto *scent beans. 1833 T. Hook Par-
son's Dau. 1. iv, Cut-glass *scent bottles. 17.. in Ashton
Social Life (1882) I. 158 A Cane with a Silver Head and
*Scent Box. 1836 Sporting Mag. XVIII. 315 Pat napped
him on the scent-box. 1879 Piessk Perfumery (ed. 4)

Index, *Scent-casket. 1804 Crockett Raiders 29 Nosing
them for myself like a *Scent-Dog after birds. 1683 E.

Tyson in Phil. Trans. XIV. 377 Those scent-bags, or

*scent-glands, I have formerly mentioned to be in other

Animals. 1866 Owen Anat. v'ertcbr. I. 615 [During the

breeding-season] the anal scent-glands are in active func-

tion in both groups [sc. Lizards and Serpents]. 183a G. R.

Porter Porcelain $ Gl. 22 A *scent-jar. forty-four inches

high... The scent is allowed to escape through hexagonal

openings in the neck. 1816 Kibby & Sp. Entomoi. xxi.
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(1818) II. J45 Another insect .. furnished with osmateria,
or "scent-organs. 189a B. Hinton Lord's Return 306
A silken coverlet, quilted and perfumed likea #scent-sachet.
1898 Packard Text-bk. Entomol. 108 To these *scent-scales
is applied the term androconia. 150a Shaks. Ven. A> Ad.
693 For there his smell with others being mingled, The hot
*sent-snuffing hounds are driuen to doubt. 1897 Daily
.Yews 9 July 6/3 A silver and Venetian glass 'scent spray.
1591 Sylvester Du Bar/as Lv. 660 The *sent-strong Swal-
low sweepeth to and fro.

Scent (sent), v. Forms : 5-7 (9 rare) sent,
6-7 sente. (7 cent), 7- scent. [ME. sent, a. F.
sentir to feel, perceive, spec, to smell ; = Pr., Sp.,
Pg. sentir, It sentire :—L. sentire to feel, perceive.
The spelling scent (for this and the sb.) does not occur in

our material until the 17th c A revival of the etymological
spelling sent was attempted by A. and I. C. Hare (Guesses
at Truth, ed. 1838).)

1. trans. Of a hound or other animal : To find
or track (game, prey, etc.) by the smell; also, to
scent out. In later use said also, with wider applica-
tion, of persons and animals : To become aware of
the presence or approach of, or to recognize at a
distance, by the sense of smell ; also {rarely), to
inhale the smell of, to smell at.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 183) i. 7 b, Whan hares

be ygete with the kynde of a conynge . . the houndes lust nor
sentith hem nought so wele. 157s Turberv. Venerie 117
By that time he have gone xxor xxx pace*, the slot is better,
and the bounds shall sent him much better. 160a Shaks.
Ham. 1. v. 58 Ghost. But soft, me thinkes I sent the Morn-
ings Ayre ; Briefe let me be. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav.
(ed. 2) 179 Let us goe cent the Caspyan ayre. it»x R.
Keith tr. T.a Kempis' Soliloquy ofSoul x. 177, 1 myself have
even scented from afar the celestial Spices. 18*9-34 Goo.t's
Study Med. (ed. 4) III. 200 The refreshment which is felt
on scenting the pungent vapour of carbonate of ammonia.
1834 Pringle Afr. Si. ix. 307 Our oxen had scented the
water at a distance. 1853 Kane Grimiell Exp. xxix. (1856)
339 A bear and two cubs, that had . . been scenting our foot-
marks of the day before. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr, Eur.
iv. 330 These animals [sc. sheep-dogs] scent the traveller
from an incredible distance. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage
295 Like vultures scenting their prey afar.

b. fig. To perceive as if by smell ; to find out
instinctively ; to detect.

'553 Respublica r64 Nowe a wheale on suche noses..
That so quicklie canne sente where hidden golde dothe
lye. ci6ao Fletcher & Mass. Double Marriage \. ii.

Per. Is Virolet in [the conspiracy) ? Am. The head of
all, he onely scented me. 1658 Cleveland Rustick Ram-
pant (1687) 416 Perhaps not senting the Design of the
Clowns. 1833 I. Taylor Fanaticism ii. 36 The religious
classes who.. will scent a heresy in every such definition.
1870 A. R. Hope Schoolboy Fr. xiv. 183, I thought he would
scent us out. 1897 L. J. Trotter John Nicholson xix. 337
Chamberlain, scenting possible mischief, made a forced
march to Amritsar.

to. In etymological sense: To discern, per-
ceive. Obs. rare.

1586 Bright Metanch. xix. 115 Soules haue sense of
thinges without organicall senses : and when they bee but
fancies, yet that which ministreth the object . . is sented with
the mimic only. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1633) B 4, Hir
horns . , are the proper organum of the sense of feeling ; by
which, with the least touch, the Bee sodainely sentetn any
tangible object.

2. intr. Of a hound or other animal : + a. To
perceive the smell of (the quarry). Obs. b. To
hunt by the sense of smell ; also, to ' smell about

',

sniff the air for a scent.

c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 183) ii. 1 1 And he shall
kepe hym.. always in be myddell of the water for cause
that the houndes shall not sent of hym. 1508 Marston
Pygmai. iv. 151 But Grillus subtile-smelling swinish snout
Must sent, and grunt, and needes will finde it out. 1667
Milton P. L. x. 379 So sented the grim Feature, and up.
turn'd His Nostril wide into the mirky Air. 1730 Swift
Ansn. Detany's Fable 8 The hound would scent ; the wolf
would prowl.

fig. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts * Mon. (1643) 30 But at
length they began to sent after the Egyptians gods.

3. To exhale an odour', to smell. [So F. sentir.]

Now rare or Obs.
C1400 Beryn 3765 This gardeyn is..ful of may flouris,

. .'1 he wich been so redolent, & sentyn so a boute. 1578
Lyte Dodoens l xliii. 63 The seede is small and black, and
senting like Rosin. 1664 Hubert Catai. Rarities (1665) 66
A stone that smells only when it is blown on, and the harder
one blowes, the stronger it sents. 1698 FhykxAcc. E. India,
Q P. 18a The Fruit when Green scents like Turpentine.
1843 tr. Custine's Empire of Czar I. 135 This perfumed
Cerberus, for he scented of musk at the distance of a league,
released us.

fig. 163a Masmnger & Field ^Vi/<i/ Dowry iv. i, Season
now your youth With one braue thing, and it shall keep the
odour, .and on your Tombe Sent like sweet oyles and Frank-
incense. 164a Fuller Holy * Prof. St. iv. xvi. 331 Such
is the fresh nature of some Embassages, if not spent pre-
sently, they sent ill. i8a6 Lamb Elia Ser. it. Genteel Style
in Writing, They [sc. Sir William Temple's essays] scent
of Nimeguen, and the Hague. 1831 Frosts Mag. IV. 584
The very air scents of knavery.

4. trans. [From the sb.J To impregnate with an
odour ; to perfume.
1697 Drvden Vlrg. Georg. 111. 636 With Smoak of burning

Cedar scent thy Walls 17*5 Pope Odyss. vm. 398 An
hundred altars rue, And breathing odours scent the balmy
skies. 179a Belknap Hist. NcioHampsh. III. 147 To
decoy him, the hunters scent the ground with a drug. 1837
Dickens t'icktv. vii, The hundred perfumes of the little

flower-garden . . scented the air around. 1899 A llbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 76a The ointment may be scented with any
essential oil.

Vol. VIII.
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Scent, obs. form of Saint.

Scented (se-nted), ///. a. [f. Scent v. and sb.]

1 1. With prefixed adv. : Endowed with the power
of tracking by sense of smell. Obs.
1579 E. K. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ep. Ded., So Marot,

Sanazarus, and.. other. .Poetes, whose foting this Author
every where followeth ; yet so as few, but they be wel
sented, can trace him out. i6£6 Earl Monm. tr. Bocca-
lints Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. lii. 104 There were .. Beagles
which were very well sented to find out wild beasts.

2. Impregnated with perfume
; perfumed.

Scented caper, tea : see Caper sb. 1
4.

1740 C. Pitt sEneidiv. 318 Paris. .In scented tresses and
a mitre gay. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1149 The scented soap
being put into toe frames, speedily consolidates. 1879
Piesse Perfumery (ed. 4) 316 Scented shells. Venetian
Shells . . are . .steeped into the scent. . .When dry these shells
will serve for perfuming jewel-cases and work-boxes.
3. That has a scent or perfume ; exhaling a scent.
1666 Bovle Orig. Formes a> Qua/. 376 One of the subtlest

and strongest sented Drugs. 1784 Cowper Task vl. 151
The scentless and the scented rose. 1849 M. Arnold Ober-
mann xlii, The scented pines of Switzerland. 1886 Britten
& Holland Plant-n., Scented Fern. Nephrodium Oreop-
teris, Desv.

Scenter (se-ntat). [f. Scent v. + -er 1.] One
who or that which scents, in the senses of the vb.
Also scenter out.
16x1 Cotgr., Flairenr, a senter,smeller, venter. 1838 Hare

Guesses Ser. n. (1866) 307 The senters-out [sic] of allegories.

Scentfal (se'ntful), a. [f. Scent sb. + -pcl.]
1. Full of or abounding in perfume ; fragrant.
161a Drayton Poly-olb. xv. 196 The scent-full Camomill.

I73*~3 Savage VolunteerLaureat 11. 34 Ye blossoms, . . send
your scentful tribute to the skies.

1 2. Having keen scent or sense of smell. Obs.
1616 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. iii. 55 For whom (had she

not so beene nourished). .The sentfull Osprcy by the Rocke
had fish'd.

Scenting (se-ntirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scent v. +
-iNo'.] The action of the verb.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Flairement, smelling,

senting. 1855 Bain Senses f, Int. 11. ii. § 3 (1864) 166 In
scenting, a pointer keeps his nose close to the ground. 1853
Piesse Perfumery 100 The perfumer uses musk principally
in the scenting of soap. 1890 ( R. Boldrewood ' CoL Re-
former (1891) 209 An unusually difficult tract of country. .,
where ' scenting was slow.

t b. Sensation. Obs. rare~ K
1657 S. Purchas Pol. Flying-Ins. 23 Bees have all the five

senses, though there do not appear all those outward Organs
of senting, which some other Animals have.

Scenting, ppl. a. [f. Scent v. + -inq 2.]

1. That exhales an odour or perfume.
»577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 33 b. Strong sentyng

Leekes of Tarcntine. 1505 P. 1. G. Btanchardyn (1890)
316 All costly odors and sweet senting spices. 177a T.
Simpson Vermin-Killer to The scenting oils may be used
as mentioned for rats.

2. Of or pertaining to hunting by scent. Of a
hound : That hunts by scent. Sporting. Of a day,
country : Characterized by the prevalence of a
(good, bad, etc.) scent.

•S77 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 5t The sentyng hounds
pursude the hastie Hare of foote. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones
vu. iv, When any thing in the least soured him, as a bad
scenting day, or a distemper among his hounds. 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 543/1 It will be well to select a good scent-
ing covert . . for the first morning.

[Sceritingly: see Scantinoly a. (quot. 31661).]
Scentless seTitles), a. [f. Scent sb. + -less.]

1 1. Without the faculty of smell. Obs. rare -1 .

1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. m. Law 1473 Their
deaf, dull Idols, sent-lesse, sight-Iesse, dumb.
2. Without odour or perfume.
a 1618 Sylvester Tri. Faith iv. xv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 18

By Faith three Hebrews, .escape the raging Fire : (Their
very garments sent-lesse and entire). Z756 C Lucas Ess.
Waters I. 98 Each ingredient before mixture was scentless.

1813 T. Moore Last Rose ofSummer to Where thy mates
of the garden Lie scentless and dead. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 44 Flowers . . scentless.

3. Hunting. Of ground : That does not carry

scent.

1880 'Brooksby 1 Hunting Countries 11. 318 Foxes occa-
sionally travel on to these scentless heights from the Vale.

Seep, obs. form of Sheep, Skep, Skip.

Sceppe, Scepper, variants of Skep, Skepper.

Scepsis (ske-psis). [a. Gr. axi^nt inquiry,

hesitation, doubt, f. oietir-TfoOcu : see Sceptic]
Sceptical attitude in philosophy.
1876 J. Martineau Ess. * Addr. (1891) IV. 94 Among their

products were the system of Locke, the scepsis of Hume,
the critical philosophy of Kant.

Sceptic, skeptic (ske-ptik), a. and sb. [ad.

F. sceptique adj. and sb., or its source late L. seep-

ticus {Sccptici sb. pi., the Sceptics), lit. inquiring,

reflective, assumed by the disciples of Pyrrho as

their distinctive epithet ; f. ffxew- in axtitTtaOat to

look out, consider, ablaut-var. of CKoir- in aitoTruv

to look, oxoiros watchman, mark to aim at, etc. :

see Scopb sb. Cf. Sp. escJptico, Pg. sceptico, It.

scettico, G. skeptiker sb., skeptisch adj.

In Fr. the sc is pronounced (s) as in sceptre.^ In Eng.
direct recourse to Greek produced the pronunciation with

(sk). The spelling with sk-, for which cf. Skeleton, occurs in

the earliest instance, and has been used occas. by later writers.

it is adopted without comment or alternative in Johnson's

SCEPTIC.

Dictionary, but did not become general in England ; in the
U.S. it- is the ordinary form.]

A. adj. = Sceptical a. Now rare exc. as the
epithet of a school of philosophers (see 13. 1).
ciS7S G. Buchanan Let. to Randolph Vernac. Writ

(S. T. S.) 57, I can not tak you for ane Stoik philosopher, .or
ane cairless [margin skeptik] hart that taks cuccaldris as
thyng indifferent. 1598 Marston Sco. Villanie 1. i. 174 Fye
Gallus, what, a Skeptick Pyrrhomist [sic] ? 1634 Whitlock
Zootomia 331 Calling, .humble Ductility after further Rea-
son, and Discovery, Sceptick Inconstancy. 1709 Shaftesb.
Moralists 1. ii. 27 Using a known Sceptick Privilege, and
asserting strenuously the Cause I have hitherto oppos'd.
1839 Morn. Herald 14 Sept., The sceptic geologists of the
British Association. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia II. 3Free from the sceptic distrustfulness..so common.
B. sb.

1. Philos. One who, like Pyrrho and his followers
in Greek antiquity, doubts the possibility of real
knowledge of any kind ; one who holds that there
are no adequate grounds for certainty as to the truth
of any proposition whatever. Also, often applied
in a historically less correct sense, to those who
deny the competence of reason, or the existence of
any justification for certitude, outside the limits of
experience.

1587 Golding De Moniay i. (\$ai) 10 There was in deede
a kinde of Philosophers called Scepticks .. (that is to say
Doubters) which did rather suspend their Judgements con-
cerning the Godhead then call it in question. 1608 Bp. Hall
Chat-act. 151 Hee is a Scepticke, and dare hardly giue credit
to his senses, a 1631 Donne Paradoxes (1652) 33 The Skep-
tike, which doubts all, was more contentious then either.
1633 Massinger Guardian in. vi, And I have eyes too. .

.

If I have no belief in their assurance, I must turn sceptick.
1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. Ep. Ded., Confidence in uncer-
tainties is the greatest enemy to what is certain ; and were
I a Sceptick, I de plead for Dogmatising. 1768-74 Tucker
t-l-Mat. (1834) II. 576, 1 am apt to think there never yet has
really been such a monster in the world as a thorough
sceptic.

_ 1781 Cowper Conversat. 138 Howe'er ingenious on
his darling theme A sceptic in philosophy may seem [etc. J.

187a Morley Voltaire (1886) n The old-fashioned nomen-
clature puts him down among sceptics. 1893 J. Owen (title)
The Skeptics of the Italian Renaissance.
2. One who doubts the validity of what claims

to be knowledge in some particular department of
inquiry (e.g. metaphysics, theology, natural science,
etc.) ; popularly, one who maintains a doubting
attitude with reference to some particular question
or statement. Also, one who is habitually inclined
rather to doubt than to believe any assertion or
apparent fact that comes before him ; a person of
sceptical temper.
1615 Ckooke Body ofMan 48 The Philosopher., calleth the

head, the chest, and the belly, principalt Organs, because the
most irresolute Scepticke, cannot but acknowledge their
action and diuerse composition. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. 1.

iii. (r66a) 14 In the meantime I am a Sceptick, and know
little in this whole doctrine of Spirits, and spiritual work-
ings, further than Scripture clearly revealeth. 1657 Treat.
Conf. Sin 343 If we still continue Scepticks in the settle-
ment of Church and Doctrine. 1785 Watts Logic 11. iii. § 3
The Dogmatist is in haste to believe something. ..The
Sceptick will not take Pains to search Things to the Bottom,
but when he sees Difficulties on both Sides resolves to be-
lieve neither of them. 1779 Johnson L. P., Milton roa If
every sceptick in Theology may teach his follies, there can
be no religion. 1820 Byron Mar. Fat. I. ii. 154 Tis the first

time that honour has been doubted. And were the last, from
any other sceptic. 1848 Lytton Harold XI. i, But one smile
of the sceptic or the world-man was seen on the paling lips
of those present 1887 Pall Mall G. 7 Nov. 3/3 Who says
there is no romance in food 1 Let the sceptic turn to ' Lorna
Doone '.

3. spec. One who doubts, without absolutely
denying, the troth of the Christian religion or
important parts of it ; often loosely, an unbeliever
in Christianity, an infidel.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. Pref. § 8 So an Atheist or a
Sceptique may not conclude as well. 1674 T. Smith (title)

Christian Religion's Appeal from the groundless prejudices
of the Sceptick to the Bar of Common Reason. 17x1 G.
Hickes Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 154, 1 wish.,
such men would.. not give such advantage to deists and
sceptics. 1781 Crabbe Library 26r There sceptics rest, a
still-increasing throng. 1863 R. B. Girdlkstone Anat.
Scepticism 100 In listening to the arguments of a sceptic
you are breathing a poisonous atmosphere.

4. Occas. used with reference to the etymological
sense : A seeker after truth ; an inquirer who has
not yet arrived at definite convictions.
a 1618 Raleigh Sceptick (i6jr) 1 The Sceptick doth neither

affirm, neither denie any Position : but doubteth of it, and
opposeth his Reasons against that which is affirmed, or
denied tojustifie his not Consenting. 1653 Gauden Hierasp.
06 Which temerity, .hath, we see, made some poor souls turn
Scepticks

_
and Seekers after true Religion. 1865 Grote

Plato I. vi. 212 Several critics of antiquity considered Plato
as essentially a sceptic—that is, a Searcher or Enquirer, not
reaching any assured or proved result 1870 M. D. Conway
Earthw.Pilgr. xxi. 248 A Sceptic, then, is one who shades
his eyes in order to look steadfastly at a thing.

5. atlrib. and Comb. , as sceptic-Christian, -friend;
sceptic-like, -ridden adjs.

1709 Shaftesb. Moralists 1. iii. 38 But., bore with me when
I treated all his Thoughts as visionary ; and when "Sceptick-
like I unravel'd all his Systems. 171 1 — Charac. HI. Misc.
Refi. 11. ii. 72 The best Christian in the World, who.. de-
pends only on History and Tradition for his Belief in these
Particulars, is at best but a *Sceptick-Christian. Ibid. v. ii.

288 To deal the better with his "Sceptick-Friend, he falls

26
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again to personating. 171 H.ckes Two Treat. Chr. Priesth.

(1847) I. =67 He may..regale his atheist-ridden, or theist-

ridden, or *sceptic-ridden. .or devil-ridden mind.

Sceptical, skeptical (ske-ptikal), «. [f.

Sceptic + -al.J a. Of persons: Inclined to or

imbued with scepticism (in the various senses of

that word) ; in modem use often, dubious or in-

credulous, b. Of doctrines, opinions, etc. :
Char-

acteristic of a sceptic ; of the nature of scepticism.

1630 Fuller Holy War lv. v. (1640) 176 Desiring rather

to be sceptical! then definitive in the causes of Gods judge-

ments. 1660 Pepvs Diary 15 May, My Lord and I walked

together.. talking together upon .. religion, wherein he is, I

perceive, wholly sceptical, saying, that indeed the Protest-

ants as to the Church of Rome are wholly fanatiques. 1736

Butler Anal. 1. ii. 42 There is no Sort of Ground for being

thus presumptuous, even upon the most sceptical Principles.

1788 Hvrke Sp.agst. W. Hastings \Vks.1S21 VII. 82 There

were at that time, it seems, in Calcutta a wicked sceptical

set of people, who somehow or other believed, that human
agency was concerned in this elective [? read electric] flash,

which came so very opportunely. 1870 Baldw. Brown Eccl.

Truth 231 There is a sense in which everyage is. . bound to be

sceptical. 1840WHEWELL Philos. Induct. Set. (1847) II. 465

The Catastrophist's dogmatism is undermined by the Uni-

formitarian'sskeptical hypotheses. 1884 Rvle Princ. Church-

men (ed. 2) 435 Many a sceptical saying is nothing more than

a borrowed article, picked up and retailed by him who says

it, because it seems clever. 1885 Pater Marius 1. 157 He
continued the sceptical argument he had commenced.

Sceptically, skeptically (ske ,ptikali),<afc.

f. Sceptical + -LY 2
.j In a sceptical manner

;

ike a sceptic.

[1633 : see Scepticly adv.] 1671 J. Webster Metal-

logr. v. 84 Things being yet so far from being certainly

known that I dare but Sceptically treat of them. 1709

Shaftesb. Charac. (1711) III. Misc. Rejl. 11. ii. 74 He con-

descended still, on many occasions, to speak sceptically, and

with some Hesitation and Reserve, as to the Certainty of

these Divine Exhibitions. 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur. ill. in.

III. 203 Even this [the atomic theory] has been sceptically

accepted by our cautious school of philosophy. i88a Har-
jet's Mag. May 908 ' Where did they get the banjo 1 asked

. .Jones, skeptically.

t Scepticalness, skepticalness. 06s.

rare. [f. Sceptical + -ness.] The quality or

condition of being sceptical.

1633 Fuller Serin. Assurance (1647) 4 Continual] waver-

ing, or Scepticalness concerning our Calling and Election.

Scepticism, skepticism (skeptisiz'm).

[ad. mod.L. sceplkismus, f. late L. sceptic-us : see

Sceptic and -ism. Cf. F. scepticisms]

L Philos. The doctrine of the Sceptics; the

opinion that real knowledge of any kind is un-

attainable.
1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Scepticism, the Doctrine or

opinion of the Scepticks. 167a Phil. Trans. VII. 5081 Here

he taketh occasion to examine Pyrrhonisme or Scepticisme,

professed by a Sect of men that speak otherwise than they

think. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 576 There is an

air of positiveness in all scepticism, an unreserved confidence

in the strength of those arguments that are alleged to over-

throw all the knowledge ofmankind. 1840 Whewell Philos.

Induct. Sci. (1847) 1 1. 655 There is by no means any ground

of general skepticism with regard to truth involved in the

doctrine of the necessary combination of two elements in all

our knowledge. 1908 Hibbert Jml. Oct. 82 Consistent

rationalism always in the end collapses into scepticism.

2. Sceptical attitude in relation to some particular

branch of science ; doubt or incredulity as to the

truth of some assertion or supposed fact. Also,

disposition to doubt or incredulity in general;

mistrustfulness ; sceptical temper.

1646 T. Edwards Gangrsena 1. 156 First bring in Sceptisc-

ism [sic] in Doctrine andToosenesse of life, and afterwards all

Atheism. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. Ep. Ded., Sceptic-

ism is less reprehensible in enquiring years. 1776 Gibbon

Decline $ F. xv. (1782) I. 602 A state of scepticism and

suspense may amuse a few inquisitive minds. 181a Retrosp.

Rev. V. 103 He was a little tainted with the scepticism of

that Irish prelate who qualified his admiration of Gulliver's

Travels by hinting, that there were some things in them of

which he had his doubts. 1880 Disraeli Endym. xlviu,

Endymion had often listened, half with fondness and half

with skepticism, to Waldershare dilating, .on the character

and qualities of Imogene.
,

8. Doubt or unbelief with regard to the Christian

religion. Cf. Sceptic B. 3.

1800 Med. Jnd. III. 227 The general prevalence of infi-

delity and scepticism has been, with some degree of justice,

attributed to enthusiasm in religion. 1836 Hor. Smith Tin

Trumpet (1876) 322 Scepticism may be assumed as an excuse

for immorality. 1884 Rvle Princ. Churchmen (ed. 2) 433

A vague kind of scepticism or agnosticism is one of the

commonest spiritual diseases in this generation.

t Scepticity. Ois. rare- 1
, [f. Sceptic +

-ITY.] The quality of being sceptical.

1650 Charleton Paradoxes Ep. Ded. 5 Whether my
Scepticity, even in such Notions.. be not evidence strong

enough.

Scepticize (ske-ptisaiz), v. [f. Sceptic + -ize.J

1 1. trans. With away : To remove (a certainty)

by casting doubt upon its proofs. 06s.

1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 11. Introd. a The more subtle

[unbelievers] are ready to Scepticize away those grounds.

2. intr. To play the sceptic ; to take up the posi-

tion of a philosophical doubter.

1698 H. B. Free but Modest Cens. 6 He hath a great mind to

Scepticize, and to maintain Paradoxes. 1709 Shaftesb.

Moralists 11. i. 44 You can afford to scepticize where no one

else will so much a* hesilate. 184a I'ennyson in Mem.

202

(1897) I. 178 You used to scepticize till we both ran away.

1893 Nat. Observer 25 Nov. 44/1 Mr. Owen is best described

as scepticising pour encourager les autres.

t Scepticly, adv. 06s. = Sceptically.

1633 Tames in Hearne's Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 9, I, who
skeptiklye scarce dare . . speake.

Sceptire, obs. form of Sceptre s6.

t Sce'ptism. 06s. rare. [Badly formed on

Scept(ic) + -ism. ] = Scepticism.

1658 J. Robinson Stone to Altar 96 Without subscribing

to a Protagorean Sceptism, That which is true in one place,

may be false in another.

Sceptral (se-ptral), a. [f. Sceptee s6. + -AL.]

Pertaining to a sceptre ; serving as a sceptre.

1838 Erasers Mag. XVIII. 447 Zeus grasps the sceptral

lightnings of the air. 1877 Blackmore 0>/>/f xxxviii, The
|

Carrier, .bore with a bent arm and set muscle the sceptral
;

whip of the family. 1884 Swinburne Midsummer Holiday

12 Sceptral stems bore stars whose reign endures, not flowers

that fall.

Sceptre (se-pt3.i), s6. Forms : 3-6 ceptre, 4
ceptire, 5 ceptur(e, eeptyr, 5-6 ceptour, 6 1

cepter ; 4 septir, 4-6 septor, septre, septur(e,
j

4-7 septer, 5 seipter, septere, 5-6 septour(e, 6

septar
; 4 seeptir(e, sceptree, 5 sceptoure, 5-6

|

seepture, 6 sceptar, 6-9 scepter, 4- sceptre.

[ME. ceptre, septre, sceptre, a. OF. ceptre, sceptre

(mod.F. sceptre) = Sp. cetro, Pg. sceptro, It, scetlro,

scetro, ad. L. sclptrum, semptrum, a. Gr. oktjtitpov

staff, sceptre, f. root of OK-qwrcoeai to prop oneself,

lean on something.]

1. An ornamental rod or wand (often of gold and

jewelled) borne in the hand as a symbol of regal or

imperial authority.

In England the royal assent to a bill passed by Parliament

is signified by the king's touching it with his sceptre.

a 1300 CursorM. 7863 pai sett a ceptre in his hand, bat man
clepes kyngs wand. 01340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 511

Sceptire is be kyngis wand, pat bitakyns his pouste. c 1386

Chaucer Monk's T. 3564 And she that bar the ceptre

ful of floures Shal bere a distaf hire costes for to quyte.

a 1400-50 Alexander 502 pe king was sett in his sale with

septer in hand. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vm. xiii[il. (1494)

D ij b, Swerde, sceptre [1554 scepter, 1558 seipter] crowne

and state Imperiall. c 1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden)

10 A septre with the dowe, and a rodd of gold for the

King, and with a septre of iuere also with a dove and

an other rodd of gold also, for the Quene. 1513 Brad-

shaw St. Werburge I. 151 Duke Engystus in honour excel-

lent, With septre and crowne fyrst reygned royally. 1555

Eden Decades (Arb.) 124 She appeared to them shakynge

a septer in her hande. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. lv. i. 190

His Scepter shewes the force of temporall power, The attri-

bute to awe and Maiestie. 1613 — Hen. VIII, IV. i. 38

Who's that that beares the Scepter? Marquesse Dorset.

1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2461/3 This Act being touched with

the Scepter, the President . .Adjourned the Parliament to the

17th of this instant June. 1756-7 'r. Keysler's Trav. (1760)

IV. 353 The figure of a sceptre inclosed within a wreath of

crowns and sceptres interwoven. 1813 Scott Trierm. 11.

vii, I swear by sceptre and by sword, as belted knight and
Britain's lord. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. vi. 105 So
sit I, like the King upon his throne : I hold the sceptre, here,

—and lack the crown alone. 1882 ' Ouida ' Maremma 1.

147 The eagle with spread wings upon his ivory sceptre.

b. Her. A representation of this.

1610 Guillim Heraldrym. i. (1611) 191 The Field is Iupiter,

a Scepter Roiall in Pale. 1831 H. Thompson Heraldry in

Encycl. Melrop. V. 614/2 It is not usual, but Heraldic and
allowable, to marshal behind the Arms of the Sovereign the

different Sceptres to which he is entitled. 1909 Fox-Davies

Compl. Guide to Heraldry 298 The other chief emblem of

sovereignty—the Sceptre—is occasionally met with, as in

the Whitgreave crest of augmentation.

O. In figurative context.

1750 Johnson Rambler No. 3. T 9 When her examination

had convinced her[iir. Criticism], that the laws ofjust writing

had been observed, she touched it with the amaranthine end

of the sceptre, and consigned it over to immortality. 1813

S

H

elley Q. Mab v. 1 76 Though they [sc. Tyranny and False-

hood] wield With blood-red hand the sceptre of the world.

If d. Used to render Gr. axrjVTfOV staff.

1526 Tindale Heb. xi. 21 By fayth Iacob when he was a
deyinge, blessed both the sonnes of Ioseph, and worshipped

on the toppe of his Ceptre.

2. fig.
Taken as the power or authority symbol-

ized by a sceptre ; hence, royal or imperial dignity,

sovereignty, supremacy.
138a Wyclif Gen. xlix. 10 The septre fro Juda shal not be

takun awey. c 1400 Destr. Troy, up Of Septur and soile

he sesit his brothir, And hym crownede as kyng in bat kithe

riche. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xliv. 6 Thy seate (o God) en-

dureth for euer : the cepter of thy kyngdome is a right

cepter. 01586 Sidney Arcadia 111. (Sommer) 303 b, She

(in whose mind Venue gouerned with the scepter of Know-
ledge). £i6ao A. Hume Brit. Tongue (1865) 3 Your Ma-
jesties self noe less, commanding, at your first entne to

your Roial scepter, to reform the grammar, and to teach

Aristotle in his aun tongue. 1781 Logan in Sc. Paraphr.

xviii. iv, His sceptre shall protect the just. J788 Gibbon

Decl. $ F. xlvi. IV. 504 The Persian conqueror governed

his new subjects with an iron sceptre. i8ao Byron Mar.

Fal. 1. ii. 269 Could I not shatter the Briarean sceptre Which

in this hundred-handed senate rules. 1865 Ruskin Sesame

ii. § 90 Before the myrtle crown, and the stainless sceptre,

of womanhood. 1901 Fuller-Maitland Ox/. Hist. Music

IV. Introd. 4 The student of history watches the sceptre of

musical supremacy passing, as it were, from England to the

Netherlands.

3. A popular name of the sceptred gold unite

first coined in 1604; also, t the name suggested

for a silver coin in 1695.

SCERNE.

1695 Lowndes Rep. Ess. Amend. Silver Coins 62 One
Piece which may be called the Sceptre or the Silver-Unite.

1736 Folkes Gold Coins 6, 2 Ja. I. Sovereigns or Units,

vulgarly called Scepters. 1763 Sneli.ing Gold Com 22 The
Unitie or Unite.. is also frequently called a scepter, from

the scepter in the king's hand, in distinction to those .. called

Laurels, from the laureated head. 1870 Henfrey Eng.

Coins 1. 56. .

f 4. A constellation in the southern hemisphere.

1728 Chambers Cycl., Scepter, Sceptrum, in astronomy,

one of the six new constellations of the southern hemisphere,

consisting of 17 stars. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 476 There are

many other constellations formed by different individuals ;

but these are not now generally admitted. Such are.. the

Sceptre of Brandenburgh [etc.]. 1850 in Ogilvie.

6. attri6. and Comi., as sceptre-6earer, f -holder,

f -staff, f-wand; sceptre-6earing adj.; f sceptre

broad-piece, -piece, t -unite = sense 3 ; sceptre-

flower (see quot. 1866); t sceptre-rule (see

quot.) ; f sceptre-state, a king.

1598 Florio, Scetrigero, a ruler, a "scepter-bearer, a

sergeant at armes. C1611 Chapman Iliad 11. 69 The other

"scepter-bearing States, .obeyd The peoples Rector. 1625

K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis 11. viii. 88 Restore them;
or no reverence shall withstand Of thy crown'd head, or

scepter-bearing hand. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No. 3739/4 A
striped Silk Spring-Purse with "Scepter Broad Pieces of

Gold and others, Guineas, Pistols, &c. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

•Sceptre-flower. Sceplranthus. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb.

i. 81 A Scepter.. is so proper to a King, as he is called a

•Scepter-holder. 1695 Locke Further Consid. Value Money
86, 1 Crown or "Scepter piece 063. 1736 Folkes Gold

Coins (1745) 12 A unit of his IJas. I] 2* year, called a

scepter piece. 1611 Florio, Scetro, . . a Kingdome or •Scepter-

rule. 183a Tennyson (Enone 124 Till thy hand Fail from

the "sceptre-staff. 1598 Chapman Iliad 11. 83 The other

•scepter-states Rose and obayde the Generall. 1853 Hum-
phreys Coin-Coll. Man. xxxii. 464 After the coining of the

units—coins of similar value—these pieces were sometimes

called "sceptre units. 1456 Sir G. Have Lavj Arms
(S. T. S.) 189 The "scepter wand suld nocht be away tane

fra the princis of Jowry.

Sceptre (se-pt3j), v. [f. Sceptre s6.]

1. trans. To furnish with a sceptre.

1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 260 When he was.,

crowned with thornes, Septred with a rede in derysyon and

scome. 1634 Bp. Hall Contempt. N. T., Christ be/. Pilate

263 Thy head smitten, thy hand sceptred with a reed.

,11711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 I. 156 Jesus..

Crown'd with sharp Thorns, and scepter'd with a Reed.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 223 Most like a mighty

king was he, And crowned and sceptered royally.

2. To touch (with a sceptre) as a sign of royal

assent or ratification. (Cf. Sceptres*, i.quot. 1689.)

1851 Miss Strickland Queens 0/Eng. I. Introd. 18 Wil-

liam 1 1 1., arrogated exclusively to himself the privilege of

sceptering or rejecting bills.

Hence Sce-ptring v6l. s6.

1821 Examiner 449/1 The real meaning of scepterings

and anointings.

Sceptred (se-ptsid),///. a. Also 6 cepturyt,

7- sceptered. [f. Sceptred. + -edI.] Bearing

a sceptre ; invested with regal authority. Sceptred

unite= Sceptre s6. 3.

1513 Douglas ySneis XI. vi. 25 Thys ancyent kyng dyd
set hym dovn amyd The cepturyt men, as first and prin-

cipall. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 193 But mercy is aboue

this sceptred sway, It is enthroned in the hearts of kings.

1631 Milton Penseroso 98 Som time let Gorgeous Tragedy

In Scepter'd Pall com sweeping by. 1667 — P. L. 11. 43

And next him Moloc, Scepter'd King Stood up. 1754 Gray
Progr. Poesy 20 Perching on the scept'red hand Of Jove.

1806 Landor Rose Aylmer, Ah, what avails the sceptred

race ? 1816 Byron Ch. Har. in. xli, For sceptred cynics earth

were far too wide a den. 1817 Ruding Ann. Coinage 11. 221

Scotland, where the Scepter'd Unit.. still continued to be

coined as before. 1894 Boyd Carpenter The Son o/Man
ii. 36 We see beneath the sceptred symbols of earthly power

an unexpected feebleness.

Sce'ptredom. [f. Sceptre s6. + -dom.]

1 1. Period of sceptred rule ; reign (of a king).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 9 In a faire text hand texting

vnto vs how in the Scepterdome of Edward the Confessor,

the sands first began to growe into sight at a low water.

2. Sovereign authority.

1878 Boardman Creative Week 251 (Cent.) The Sabbath
comes down to us., imperial with all the sceptredom of the

Creator's example.

Sceptreless, a. [f. Sceptre s6. + -less.]

a. Obeying no sceptre, b. Wielding no sceptre.

1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. ill. iv. 194 The man remains

Sceptreless, free, uncircumscribed. 1838 Talfourd A then.

Captive 1. i, Sceptreless, uncrown'd, Unheeded.

t Sceptriferous, a. 06s. rare-", [f. Sceptee

s6. + -iferous.] Bearing a sceptre.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1658 in Phillips.

t Sce'ptrous. nonce-wd. [f. Sceptre si. +

-ous.] Of the nature of a sceptre.

182J T. G. Wainebright Ess. * Crit. (1880) 270 The
sceptrous wand of fairy Oberon, the lily.

t Sce'ptry, a. [f. Sceptre s6. + -y.] Sceptred.

1819 Keats (Mho 1. i. 107 E'en for his highness Ludolph's

sceptry hand, I would not Albert suffer any wrong.

Seepture, Seer, obs. ft". Sceptre, Shear.

Seere, Seerge, obs. ff. Scare v., Search v.

t Scerne, v. 06s. rare ~ '. [Aphetic for Dis-

cern v., after It. scernere.] trans, with oij. clause.

To perceive, discover.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. x. 22 But, as he nigher drew, he

easily Might scerne that it was not his sweetest sweet.

Scese&e, obs. form of Chisel.

Seevity, var. ScJtVRY, Soew, obs. f. Skew.



SCH.

Sch. This sequence of letters corresponds in

present or past English spelling to the various

sounds or combinations of sounds
J, t/, sk, s, stf.

In ME. it was one of several modes of expressing

the sound (J), represented in OE. by sc, and in

mod.E normally by sk. With this value it con-
tinued to be used in Sc. down to the beginning of
the 1 7th c. In ME. sch was sometimes miswritten

for ch, pronounced (tf). In this Dictionary the
words occurring in early texts spelt with initial

sch which are not entered with this spelling will

ordinarily be fonnd under sh or ch.

In modern spelling sch has the value (J) only in

a few alien words from German (e. g. schnapps),
in schist (of Gr. origin, influenced in pronunciation
by German) and its derivatives, and in the abnor-
mal (British) pronunciation of schedule. Formerly
sch was often used for (J), after German and
French example, in transliterations of Oriental
words, as in scheiinah, schah, haschisch; but in

these sh is now almost universally used instead.

In mod.E. (sk) is the normal pronunciation of
sch in words of classical derivation, where it

represents L. sch, Gr. a\. (The only exceptions
are schist etc. and schedule, mentioned above, and
schism etc. for which see below.) Sch is also pro-
nounced (sk) in Italian words, e. g. scherzo. In
Du. words the native pronunciation of sch is (sx)
initially and (s) finally; but in the few Du.
words with initial sch that are used in English
without change of spelling the English custom is

to substitute (sk).

In ME. texts initial sch sometimes occurs where the
alliteration or the etymology shows that it is to be pro-
nounced (sk). This probably arose from the fact that many
Tcut. words existed in two dialectal forms, one from OK.
with tf), and the other from ON. with (sk), and as both
forms were used by the West Midland and Northern allitera-
tive poets, they were often confused by the scribes. The
existence of etymological spellings like schote for scoU
(School sb. x\ which occur sporadically from the 13th c.,

may have had some effect in suggesting the use of sch as a
symbol for (sk).

The only words in which sch now represents (s)

are schism and its derivatives, the pronunciation
of the ME. form cisme (from OF. cisme) having
survived although the spelling has been altered in

accordance with the ultimate etymology. A simi-
lar explanation applies to the now obsolete pro-
nunciation of schedule as (se'dial).

The pronunciation of sch as (stf) occurs only
medially in woids like escheat, eschew, discharge,

where the s and the ch belong to different syllables.

Scha, sohach, obs. forms of Shah.
t Schadon. Obs. Also 8 skaddon. [a. Gr.

o-xaJW (Aristotle).] The larva of a bee.
1600 C. Butler Fern. Mon. (1633) I 3, The weather keep-

ing them [sc. Bees] in, they can do nothing but breed and
hatch their schadons. 1657 S. Purchas Vol. Flying-Ins.
71 That no schadon.. can break through into a cell on the
other side. 1736 Bailey Househ. Diet. 93 The skaddons
or young bees that are in the combs.

Schagh, obs. f. Shaw. Schako : see Shako.
Schalde, obs. f. Scald. Schallemele, schalme,
-muse, etc. : see Shawm. Sehamatize : see
Shamhatizk v. Sohamel, obs. f. Shamble.

II Schanse (skans), si. S. Afr. Also schanze,
schantze. [Du. schans (Cape Do. skans) • G.
schanze. Cf. Sconce.] A heap or breastwork of
stones used as a protection against rifle fire.

1880 Times 18 OcL 4/3 Some of these paths are.. barred
by lines of schanzes. or stone barricades. 1896 St. yasnts's
Gas. 10 Jan. 4/1 Wherever there was a decent lot of rocks
and schantzes . . to hide behind. 1899 G. H. Russell Under
the Sjambok ii. 25 The ruined kraals and schanscs were the
abodes of innumerable serpents. 1900 Daily News 15 Jan.
5/5 The first line of schanzes, or stone breastworks,.. were
promptly occupied by the Boer sharpshooters.

Hence Bonanza v. trans., to fortify or protect
with a schanse or schanses. rare. ,

1901 Contcmp. Rev. Dec 888 The English had schanzed
the long ridge for a long distance.

Schape, Schapfold, obs. ff. Chape si., Scape,
Scaffold. Schapps : see Shaps. Scharabot,
var.ScARBOT. Sohat(e,obs.ff.SKATE. Sohathill,
Schathles: see Scathkl, Scathless. Schauld,
Bchaule, var. ff. Shald. Schaundle, Schaun-
tillun : see Scandal, Scantillon. Schawage,
Sohawbert, Schawd : see Scavaoe, Scabbaud,
Shald. Sohawnter, Sohayle, -lie, obs. ff.

Chantbt, Skail. Sch earn, obs. f. Scheme.
Scbeo(h: see Sheikh. Scheoina: seeSHEKiKAH.
Schecon, obs. f. Chicken. Schedare, Sohe-
daw, obs. ff. Sheatheb, Shadow.
t Schede. Obs. Also 7 skeadie. Cf.ScEDE. [ad.

L. scheda (whence med. Gr. a\itri), also sceda or
scida.\ A written paper.
zj66 in C. Plummer Elizab. Oxford (O. H. S.) 200 There

were divers schedes of verses in Greek, Latin, and Hebrew,
set upon the doore. 1609 Hkvwood Troia Brit. vn. Argt.,

203

Iasons rich Fleece, and proud Troy once more racst By
Hercules, in our next skeades are placst. Ibid. xii. iii, And
all thy skeads Achilles Fame display.

Schede, obs. form of Sheath.
t Schediasm. Obs. Also in Gr. form sche-

diasma. [a. Gr. (rxc&aoyia, f. qyiMfw : see
next.] An extemporized work, a jotting.
1656 Blount Glossogr.

f Schediasm, a sudden invention, or
a work extempore. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. I. Pref.
83 The best Collections of Historical Schediasma's and
Memoirs that ever were publish'd. 1787 S. Parr Let. Aug.,
Wks. (1828) VII. 403, I beg of you to print the Schediasm.
for it is extremely useful.

' Schediastic, a. Obs, rare- 1
, [ad. Gr.

*<rX«5ta<rn/ros (implied in -tiku/s adv.), f. <rx*8ia(ctv
to do a thing off-hand.] Off-hand, superficial.
a 1640 Jackson Creed x. viii. Wks. 1654 IX. 44 Such

schediastic surveyors of the book of grace.

SchedulateCfe-dittl^t),^ rare-* 1
. [ad.mod.L.

*schedulat-us
y f. schedula: see next and -ate 2

.]

Specified in a schedule ; scheduled.
1811 W. Scott in Dodson"s Rep. (1815) I. 39 Mr. Hansen

has, by his act in paying the wages schedulate, waved all
objection to the informality of the proceedings.

Schedule (Je*di«l, Je-dal ; U.S. ske*di«l), sb.

Forms : 4-6 cedule, sedule, 5-6 cedull, sedulL,
6-7 cedul, 8ceduil, scedule, shedule, 6 sche-
dul(l, (chedull, seadule, 7 shedulle), 6- sche-
dule. Also 7 in Latin form scedula. [ME.
cedule, sedule, a. OF. cedule (mod.F. c/dule), ad.
late L. scedula (in med. and mod.Latin also written
schedu/a), dim. of L. sceda (med.L. also scheda) :

see Scede, Schede sbs. The word has passed
from Latin into most of the Rom. and Teut. langs.

:

Pr. cedula, cedola, Sp. cidula, Pg. cedula, It. cedola;

MHG. zedele, zetele (mod.G. zettet), MLG. sede/e,

MDu. cedule, cedele (Du. cede/, ceet), Sw. sede/,

Da. seddel, Icel. sedill.

In the 16th c, both in Fr. and Eng., the spellings scedule
and schedule, imitating the contemporary forms of the Latin
word, were used by a few writers. In Fr. this fashion was
transient, but in Eng. schedule has been the regular spelling
from the middle of the 17th c The original pronunciation
(se*di«l) continued in use long after the change in spelling

;

it is given in 1791 by Walker without alternative; in his
second ed. (1797) he says that it is 'too firmly fixed by
custom to be altered ', though on theoretical grounds he
would prefer either (ske'divl), favoured by Kenrick, Perry,
and Buchanan, or—'if we follow the French —(Je'diwl).
The latter he does not seem to have known either in actual
use or as recommended by any orthoepist. Smart, however,
in 1836 gives { Je'diwl.1 in the body 01 his Dictionary with-
out alternative, although in his introduction he says that as
the word is of Gr. origin the normal pronunciation would
be with (sk). Several later Diets, recognize (se'diul) as
permissible, but it is doubtful whether this was really
justified by usage. In England the universal pronunciation
at present seems to be with ( f) ; in the U.S.. the authority of
Webster has secured general currency for (sk).J

+ 1. A slip or scroll of parchment or paper con-
taining writing; a ticket, label, placard; a short
note. Obs,

xjffj Rolls 0/ Farlt. III. 378/2 [HeJ hatheconfessyd..
alle the matiereand poyntziwreteinthisgrete rouleannexid
to this sedule. c 1440 Alphabet of Talts 58 He prayed hym
write his confession in a scrow, and at he wold gin it vnto
be bisshopp.. .And be preste otTerd bis cedull vnto bis bis-

shopp. c 1465 Ftumpton Corr, (Camden) 14 Scribled in
hast with mine owne nand. .the 21 of June, which day your
dayly Bedewoman.. desired that by this rude sedule, she
may humblie be recommended to your, .mastership, c 1470
Henry Wallace 11. 216 Compleyn, Sanctis thus, as your
sedull tellis ; Compleyn to hewyn. 1483 Caxton Golden
Leg. 114/2 He had in hys honde a cedule wherein was
wreton the oryson of our lord. (1x513 Fabyan CAron. (181 1)

548 The cedule or by 11 of renouncement, sygriyd with Kynge
Kychardes hande. 1513 Ld. Berneks Frot'ss. I. cclxxii.

408 Writyngcs and seadules to be set vp on the pales,, -say-
eng thus [etc.}. a 1533 — Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) M iiij,

Cedules to hange aboute the peoples necke, to heale the
feuer quartayne. 1560 Holland Seven Sages 36 Als sane
as schc* the Chedull had out red. Under hir feit incontinent
it tred. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xiv. iv. 300 A Sche-
dull or Scroll, containing the names. 1598 Barckley Fetic.
Man (1631) 225 About the pigeon's necke they had fastned
a little schedule wherein was written [etc.]. 16. . Beaumont
& Fl. Tri. Love ii. Four Plays (1647) 33/2 The States ad-
vise, that Letters missive be straight dispatcht..And Sche-
dules too divulg'd on every post, to enquire the lost Duke
forth. 1612 W. Parkes Curtaine-Dr, (1876)^ 8 Fixed a
copious Scedule ore his head, Where all his mischiefes are
lnregistred. 16x5 T. Bedwkll Arab. Trudg. L 2 b, Lawes
written by Mohammed, as they say, in schedules & title

scroles. 1635 Pagitt Ckrislianogr., Relig. Brit. 56 As
Pope Urban sent his Bull to Eve, so he sent her a Schedule,

or booke of the office or service for that day. 1650 Fuller
FisgaAiv, vi. 107 Phylacteries .. being schedules, or scrouls

of parchment.. wherein the Decalogue, and.. four other

sections of the Law were written.

2. fa. Originally (as specific use of sense 1), a

separate paper or slip of parchment accompanying

or appended to a document, and containing ex-

planatory or supplementary matter; in 1 6-1 7th c.

sometimes used for a codicil to a will. Obs, b. Hence
(without material reference) an appendix to an Act

of Parliament or a legal instrument, containing

(often in tabular form) a statement of details that

could not conveniently be placed in the body of

the document, o. In wider sense, any tabular or

classified statement, esp. one arranged under head*

SCHEDULE.

ings prescribed by official authority, as, e. g. an in-

solvent's statement of assets and liabilities, a return
of particulars liable to income or other tax, and
the like. Also occas. a blank form to be filled up
by the insertion of particulars under the several
headings.
With reference to the British Income Tax, * Schedule A*

1 Schedule B,' etc, are the official names for the forms of
return applicable severally to the various classes into which
sources of taxable income are divided.
c 1420 Hen. V. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. hi. I. 72 We sende

yow closed wiyin yis lettre a Cedule contenyng ye names of
certein maistres for owr grete shippes. 1429 Rolls oj Farlt.
IV. 346/2 Aftre the fourme and effect of the Cedule annexed
to this Bille. 1478 Bury Wills (Camden) 80 The same
cedule is annexid to myn testament. 15x6 Nottingham
Rec. III. 349 The cedule of the yerely rentes. 1531-2 Act
23 Hen. t/Ill, c 4 This Acte of Brewers and Coupers
whereuntothis Cedule is annexed. 1560 Q. Eliz. in Ellis
Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 265 We will that you shall from time
to time address several Schedules containing the names of
all such hable Scholers. x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 263,
I will giue out diuers scedules of my beautie. It shalbe
Inuentoried and euery particle and vtensile labell'd to my
wilL X607 Cowell Interpr, s. v. Clerk of the extreates*
He also maketh ceduls of such summes extreated, as are to
be discharged. 16*5 Maldon (Essex) Documents (Bundle
201. no. 2), The trained men within the sayd parish (whose
names are specified in a Scedula heerevnto annexed). 1626
B. Jonson Staple ofN. 1. vi, Your father . . Left it in writing
in a Schedule here, To be annexed to his Will ; that you.,
should take [etc]. X735 Berkeley Querist § 179 Whether
there should not be published yearly schedules of our trade.
X788 J. Powell Devises (1827) II. 277 Certain acts on the
part of the insolvent are necessary, as the delivery of a
petition and schedule, constituting it a voluntary alienation,
as distinguished from a bankruptcy. 1805 Wellington in
Gurw. Desp

: (1837) II. 6x2 Of which territories, etc a de-
tailed list is given in the accompanying schedule. 1824
Saunders' K. B. Rep. I. 308 a, note, When an inferior court,
in obedience to the writ of certiorari, returns an indictment
to the K. B. it is annexed to the caption, then called a
schedule, and the caption concludes with stating, that 'it is

presented in manner and form as appears in and oy a certain
indictment annexed to this schedule '. 1831 J. Macintosh
Sp. No. Commons 4 July, Wks. 1846 III. 538 It does not
only itself exhibit the principle of the schedules of this Bill,

but [etc.]. 1838 Bell Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Schedule of
poinding^ When a poinding is completed, the messenger or
officer who executes it, leaves a schedule for the debtor, of
the particulars of the effects taken. 1852 M cCulloch Taxa-
tion 11. iii. (ed. 2) 288 The head of settlements in the stamp-
duty schedule. 1863 Kingsley Water-Babies iv, TheChan-
celjor of the Exchequer, .jumped at the notion; for he saw
in it the one and only plan for abolishing Schedule D. 1873
Daily News 12 Sept. 4/5 Both schedules show a rapid
increase in the number of persons assessed. 1882 A. Mac-
farlane Consanguinity 13 He took for the basis of his
scheduleofquestions the Roman method ofdenoting relation-
ships. X887 Live Stock Jml. 1 July 21/3 The schedule of
the annual [agricultural] show.. to be held atOrmskirk on
July 20th. has been received.
transf. and^4>. 1x630 Donne Serm. ix. (1640) 95 Then

the Accuser will be ready to interline the schedules of thy
debts, thy sins, and insert false debts. 1649 Ter. Taylor
Great Exemp. 1. 118 He gave particular schedules of duty
to several states of persons. 1653 — Serm. for Yr. ii. 27
The Devill shall accuse the Brethren.. and shall tell.. the
long schedule of omissions of duty. 1654 tr. Scudery*s Curia
Pol. 4 Hedin . .desired permission to be inserted in the Sche-
dule ofmy Triumphs. 1659 Gentl. Calling (1696) 17 Having
given this Schedule of undeniable Priviledges they enjoy.

3. U. S. (See quot.)
x86oBartlett Dict.Amer.(t&. 3), Schedule, in the State

of Rhode Island, the printed 'Acts and Resolves 1

of the
General Assembly.

4. A time-table. Chiefly U, S, (but cf. Schedule
v,). Also trattsf.

1873 Hale In His Name vi. 47 Halting was not in John
of Lugio's schedule for that afternoon. 1883 C. D. Wahner
Roundabout youmey 2 We travel fast and we reach places
at the time named on the schedule. 1891 Scribner's Mag.
Sept. 270/1 A steamer to-day leaves her wharf at the moment
of time set forth in her schedule. 1902 Munsey's Mag,
XXVI. 606/2 A regular train schedule was established

between Caloocan and Manila.
attrib. 1884 J. G. Bourke Snake Dance Moguls i. 6

There was no probability of trains running on schedule
time for several days.

T 5. Used to render Sp. ee'dula and It. cedola

:

a. A royal writ or permit; b. A bond or promis-
sory note. Obs,
1622 M abb,-: tr. Ale/nan's Guz. tCAlf. 11. 357 The Captaine

..gaue me leaue to goe at Hbertie vp and downe the Gaily,
till his Majesties Royall Scedula should be sent for my
absolute discharge, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 11. xiv.

125, I have procur'd a Royal Cedule..by which Cedule I

have power to arrest his very person. 1668 Lo/td. Gaz.
No. 278/2 He presented the Pope with.. a Cedule of 7000
Ducats, as a Tribute. 1761 Ann. Reg. 290/1 Heavy penal-
ties contained in the. .royal cedules issued on like occasions
in times past.

Schedule (Je-di"l, U> S- ske-di/d), v. [f. prec]
1. trans. To enter in a schedule or list. In rail-

way use : To enter (a train) in the time-table (cf.

Schedule sb, 4).
1862 Shirley Nugae Crit. § 7. 303 The mind is not inces-

santlywatched ; its most flimsy experiences are not officially

scheduled. 1869 Daily News 31 Aug., He was told that he
would be scheduled as a briber. 1883 Act 46 * 47 Vict, c 52
9 122 (10) Any creditor of the debtor . .shall be entitled to be
scheduled as a creditor of the debtor for the amount of his

proof. 1887 Jessopp Arcady ii. 31 To have one's career in
a manner cut short by being scheduled with the infirm, is

really too bad. 1891 Law Times XC. 376/2 The liabilities

he had scheduled amounted to nearly £2500. 1897 Daily
26-2



SCHEDTJLIZE.

News 13 Sept. 7/6 Trains which are scheduled to run have

to get through some time.

2. To affix as a schedule^ an Act ofParliament).

1885 J. Pearson in Lata Times' Rep. LI 1 1. 385/1 A cer-

tain number of these are scheduled to the Act. 1908 Act
8 Edw. VII, c. 20 § 3 (4) The letter addressed by senate of

the University to the corporation . . which is scheduled in

an appendix to this Act.

Hence Scheduled///, a., Sohe'duling vbl.sb.

1881 Daily News 21 Jan. 2/1 Antrim was not in the

scheduled district. 1888 Ibid. 5 Nov. 5/2 Students.. must
make up their minds for which particular competition they
shall enter, and. .must, .waste no time by straying from the

scheduled path. 1894 Times (weekly ed.) 9 Feb. 108/1 The
Scheduling of Canadian cattle. .may prove. .a blessing in

disguise.

Schednlize (Je-di«taiz), v. rare-1
, [f. Sche-

dule sb. +-IZE.] intr. To make schedules.
183* J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag. XXXII. 407 We shall

either have it in our power to cancel the Whig schedules in
toto—or be convinced . . that, schedulize to the end of the
chapter, the national heart is Tory.

Soheele, obs. form of Sheal v.

Scheelite (Jrbit). Mitt. [f. the name of K. W.
Scheele, the discoverer of tungstic acid + -ITE.]

Tungstate of calcium, found in brilliant crystals of
various colours.

1837 Dana Min. 208. 1878 H. P. Gurney Crystallogr. 79.

Scheelitiue (JHitin). Min. Also scheeletirte.

[f. Scheelite from its resemblance to that mineral

+ -ine.] An obsolete synonym of stolzite.

1843 Chapman Pracl. Min. 41 Scheelitine. 1849 NicoL
Matt. Mitt. 386. 1854 T)\x\Syst. Min. (ed. 4) 349 Scheeletine.

Sclieererite (Ji'Tsrait). Min. [Named after

von Scheerer, its discoverer : see -ITE.] A solid

hydrocarbon, found in pearly, tabular crystals.

1836 T. Thomson Min., Geol., etc. I. 59 Scheererite. .

.

Observed in the year 1822. 1883 Ettcycl. Brit. XVI. 429/1.

Soheete, obs. f. Shoot, Skate. Sohefe, obs. f.

Sheaf, Sheave. Soheff: see Chief a.

Schefferite (Je'fsrait). Min. [Named 1862
after H. T. Scheffer, a Swedish chemist : see -ite.]

A manganese pyroxene, of yellowish or reddish-
brown colour. 1868 in Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 215.

Sohei(o)k : see Sheikh. Scheild, obs. f.

Shield. Schein, obs. Sc. f. Sheen a. Sclicind,
obs. f. Shend v. Soheip, obs. f. Sheep, Ship.
Soheir, obs. f. Sheer a. Soltek, Schekc,
Schekinah, Schekkar: see Sheikh, Shake,
Shekinah, Shaker. Sclieker, Sohekyn, obs.
ff. Chequer sb.*, Chicken.

t Schelchene. Obs. rare. Also 3 -ine. [OE.
*scieken, scylcen :—OTeut. *skalkinja, fem. of
*skalio-z (OE. sceak) servant.] A female servant.
c 1000 /Elfric Horn. (ed. Thorpe) II. 162 *J?aet heora mod

wurde ontend to salnysse, burn cWa scylcena plexan.
a \zz$Attcr> R. 12 Al nis bute ase a schelchine to seruien
be leafdi to riwlen oe heorte. Ibid. 390. c 1273 Passion
our Lord 279 in O. E. Misc. 45 per com o schekhene gon
bat wes myd kaypbas.

Scheie!, Seheldbrede : see Shield, -board.
Seheldroun, -dtrome : see Sheltron. Sehel-
dur, etc. : see Shoulder. Scheie : see Shell,
Sheal. Schellam, -urn : see Skellum.

II Sch.elli.ng (ske-lirj, in Du. sxe-lirj). Obs. exc.

Hist. Also 6 shylyng, 7 stalling, schilling,

7, 8 skelling. [Du. : see Shilling. Cf. Schil-
ling, Shilling.] A silver coin formerly current
in the Low Countries, of the value of 6 stivers

or from 5</. to l\d. sterling.

1535 Joye Apol. Tittdale (Arb.) 22 In al I had for my la-

bour but xiiij shylyngis flemesshe. 169a Lond. Gaz. No.
2829/3 After which time such Skellings are only to pass
for five Stivers and a half each. 1693 Dryoen Persius
VI. (1697) 485 And prize a hundred Zeno s just as much As
a dipt Sixpence, or a Schilling Dutch. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke*s
Voy. E.Ind.6The Cash-keeper paid us. .three Dutch Sel-
lings every day while we stayed on shoar. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Schelling, a Coin in Holland and Flanders,
containing 12 Groots or 6 Stivers and equal to 6| of our
English Money. 1772-84 Cook Voy. (1790) 1252 At the Cape
. -it was discovered that a number of counterfeit schellings
..had been circulated. 1785 G. Forster tr. Sparrman's
Voy. Cape G. Hope (1786) I. 68 Eighteen China oranges I

had bought in Paarl for one skelling Dutch.
Sehelling : see Schilling.
Schelly: see Skelly.

Schelm (Jelm). arch. Also 6-T shelm(e.
[Ger. ; for forms repr. the equivalent Du. schelm
(sxe-bm), see Skellum.] A rascal. (A term
of abuse or contempt, attributed to German
speakers.)

1584 ? Sidney Disc. Def. Earl LeicesterMisc. Wks. (1829)
272 An evil tongued shelm, as the Germans especially call
such people. 1603-5, J. Melvil Mem. (1735) 23 The Land-
grave called him Shelm, Pultroon, Traitor [etc.). 111634
Chapman Alphonsus n. ii. 62 Thou art a schelm. Ibid. 11.

iii. 109 Call you me shelme? 1835 Scott Q. Durward ii,

The rascally schelm shot my bird with an arrow. 1889 Doylk
Micah Clarke 202 Some rascally schelm . . stabbed my horse.

Hence f Schelmish a. [G. schelmisch\ rascally.
a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus m. i. 173, 1 highly do mistrust

this schelmish bowr.

Scheltopusik : see Sheltopusik.
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Schema (skrma). PI. schemata (skf-mata).
[a. Gr. axviia > form, figure : see Scheme sb.']

1. Philos. In Kant : Any one of certain forms or
rules of the ' productive imagination ' through which
the understanding is able to apply its ' categories

'

to the manifold of sense-perception in the process
of realizing knowledge or experience.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176 To the subsumtionof an object

under a category, a schema, ' time *, is indispensable, and,
apart from all sensation, this schema itself does not subsist.

1877 E.Caird Philos. Kant 11. x. 408 The schema in itself

is nothing but a product of imagination. 1880 Adamson
Kant in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 852 The specific forms of pro-
ductive imagination are called schemata.

2. A diagrammatic representation.
1890 Gould New Med. Diet., Schema, figure or design

made by the abstraction of certain exceptions or peculiarities,

in order to show the general law or type.

Schematic (skt'martik), a. [ad. mod.L. schl-

maticus, i. schemat- Schema, Scheme sb. Late Gr.
had ffxr/MaTi/ros in the sense ' false, pretended ',

from jv^ii in the sense ' appearance ' (see Scheme
sb. 8 c). Cf. G. schentalisch.]

1. Pertaining to a scheme or schema ; of the

nature of, or resembling, a diagrammatic repre-

sentation ; t corresponding (to something else)

according to a scheme.
i7oi_ Beverley Grand Appeal. Question 6, I shall, by

applying each portion of Time to its proper Schematick
Prophecy^Justify this Plan of Time. 1856 Dove Logic Chr.
Faith II. li. no He must confine himself to a.. schematic
mensuration of the changes. 188a W. P. Mears (title)

Schematic Anatomy; or, Diagrams, tables and notes treating
of the association and systematic arrangement of structural
details of human anatomy. 1800 Gould Ne~.u Med. Diet.,

Schematic, pertaining to or of the nature of a schema. 6".

eye, one showing the proportions of a normal or typical eye.
1902 W. James Var. Relig. Exper. 209 It, seems to me a
true account—so far as conceptions so schematic can claim
truth at all.

2. Pertaining to logical 'figure'.
1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxii. (1866) I. 446 That a

hypothetical reasoning was exposed to the schematic modi-
fications of the categorical,

3. Suggested ormodified bya preconceived system.
1894 R. V. French Lex Mosaica 174 What is said of him

is made up merely of the schematic devices of the redactor.

4. Fine Art. Following a conventional type.
1868 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life III. 45 Their art symbolised

these in grand schematic forms. 1907 IVeslm. Gaz. 13 July
2/1 The drawing of the features and of the hands (which is

less schematic than is customary with Van Dyck).

t Schematical, a. Obs. [Formed as prec.

:

see -ical.]

1. Pertaining to rhetorical figures.

1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pardoned 1. i. (1713)6 Touching
the ancient use of this schematical and figurative way of
expression.

2. Pertaining to or founded on a scheme or
methodical arrangement.
1701 Beverley Grand Apocal. Question Pref. a 2 b, I may

shew; That there is strength in Schematical Arguments
from, and according to the Laws of a Mystic Prophecy.
3. ? Statistical, rare- 1

.

1762 tr. Busching*s Syst. Geog. V. 462 The new genea-
logical, schematical, Imperial^ and political manual mentions
by name the present provincial-commendator thereof.

Schematically (ski'mse-tikali), adv. [f. as
prec + -ly 2

.] a. By means of a tabular arrange-
ment, b. In a definite pattern ; according to a
symmetrical plan.
1881 Attter. Naturalist July 514 Which can be represented

schematically. 1892 Symonds MichelAngelo (1B99) L iv. 170
These [figures] are schematically arranged in three planes.

Schematism (skz-matiz'm). [ad. mod.L.
schlmatismus, a. Gr. r/xiW"*™ otto's the assumption
of a certain form or appearance, f. <rx'?/'aT'Tc"'

:

see Schematize v. Cf. G. schematismus.]

1 1. The use of a ' scheme ' or rhetorical figure.

1617 Collins De/. Bp. Ely 11. x. 446 By tongues, we may
understand otntie prodigiosum, euen all miracles, the genus
by the species, no vnusuall schematisms
2. Mode of arrangement of parts or particles;

inner structure. Now rare.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. vn. xiv. 336 Not any Bustles

or Counter-blasts ofvarious Aspects of the Heavenly bodies,
that do and undo according to the diversities and contrarie-
ties of their Schematisms and Configurations. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva (1679) 8 Some haply might here recommend to us
a more accurate Microscopical examen, to interpret their
most secret Schematismes, which were an over nicety for
these great Plantations. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 109 The
pores or interstitia, which may, perhaps, be even in the
texture or Schematism of that part of the Wood. 1686

J.Goad Celesl. Bodies 1. 39 Planetary Aspects are no vain
Terms of a Bawbling Art, but are Mysterious Schematisms
of a secret Force. 1846 Lewes Hist. Philos. III. iii. 42
The latent schematism [Bacon's lalens schematismus] is

that invisible structure of bodies on which so many of their

properties depend, i860 Dora Greenwell Patience of
Hope 24 The structure, the schematism of our faith.

3. A schematic arrangement; a set form for

classification or exposition. Also, the schematic
method ofpresentation, orexcessive addiction to this.

1701 Beverley Grand Apocal. Question 21, 1 shall there-
fore compare Three Schematisms of Prophecy, and one
Great Apostolic Scripture to Clear this. 1828 Pusey Hist.
Ena. 1. 47 Homiletic consists only in a philosophical schemat-
ism, how a sermon is logically to be arranged. 1887 Pali

SCHEME.
Mall G. 23 June 3 There are pages and pages of this sort of
thing, chock-full of schematism and mathematical symbols.
1902 Denney Death of Christ 211 One could not go to the
New Testament with a more misleading schematism in his

mind. 1905 Sanday Crit. Fourth Gospel 131 Here we have
a 'schematism', a stereotyped formula, which shows poverty
of invention.

4. Philos. ' Schematizing ' action (of the intellect).

In Kant : The application of the categories, by
means of schemata (see Schema i), to the data of

sense-perception.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 176/1 fart. Kant). 1865 Grote

Plato II. xxiv. 259 Indispensable to the exigencies and
consistent schematism of the theorising intelligence.

Schematist (skrmatist). [L Gr. <xxvt*aT-t

cx^a Scheme sb. + -ist.]

1. The framer of a ' scheme * or system of doc-
trine.

1693 Chauncy Rej. to Williams 13 You are sure I am
against all the Confessions of Faith that are orthodox (but
indeed you say, which we call orthodox) that we, I suppose,
are, you and your Schematists. 1906 Expositor Aug. 163
The Christian schematists adjusted to the theogony of the
Neoplatonists the Scripture doctrine of God.

f 2. One who propounds a scheme, a projector.
1710-11 Swift Exam. No. 31 f 4 He fill d the Anti-

chambers with a Crew of his Dependants and Creatures,
such as Projectors, Schematists, Occasional Converts to a
Party. 1711 — Let. to Abp. King 26 Aug., The treasurer
. .makes little use of those thousand projectors and schema-
tists, who are daily plying him with their visions. 1716 M.
Davies Athen. Brit. III. Diss. Drama 4 Astrology.,
allegorizes the discontented Schematists of all States and
Churches; such as Jacobites, Non-Jurors,.. &c 1718 Free-
thinker No. 64 Some of our Schematists might be able to
project a Form of Law &c. which, abstractedly considered,
may appear as useful as that, which we enjoy. 1739 Cibbek
Apol. (1756) I. 294 As much if not more in favour with their
chief manager as a schematist than as an actor.

Schematize (skf-mataiz), v. [ad. Gr. cxiy/ia-

Tifav, f. vxVPa-T- t ffxwa Scheme sb. 1 Cf. G.
sehematisiren.]

f 1. intr. To assume new forms or shapes. Obs.
1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. Pref., I have observ'd thy

Nature-scoffing Art Wherewith th'ast Schematiz'd in every
part.

2. trans. To formulate in regular order ; to re-

duce to a scheme or formula.
1878 E. Jenkins Haverholme 84 If the Benjingo ideas

were_ to be schematised you see that they might lead to
prodigious consequences. 1886 Mayor Eng. Metre vii. 117
The refrain, .(thus schematized w-ov^-vy-v-^wv-v-),
3. To give conventional form to.

1908 A. Lang Orig. Religion 4 The tendency of repre-
sentative art to ' schematise ' its designs into what seem
mere geometrical patterns.

4. Kantian Philos. To apply the categories,

by means of schemata, to the data of sense-

perception.

1839 Penny Cycl XIII. 176 The notion of substance is

said to be schematised, when it is not conceived of absolutely
as a self-subsisting thing, but as one which persists in time.
1877 E. Cairo Philos. Kant 11. x. 407 To ask how the cate-
gories are schematised, is simply to ask how they are applied
to the form of inner sense, that through it they may be
applied to the matter of all sense.

Hence Sche'matized ppl. a. ; Sche'matizing
vbl. sh and ///. a.

1828 De Quincey in Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 900 To say,
therefore, that a man is a great thinker.. is but another ex-
pression for saying that he has a schematizing . . understand-
ing. 1893 W. G. Collingwood Ruskin I. 96 The details of
schematised Aristotelianism. 1903 Hibbert Jml. Mar. 603
The charge of schematising may be brought with more
justice against M, Loisy himself.

Schematologetically, adv. nonce-wd. [f. Gr.
ffX*7M<* Scheme sb.l 1,] liymeansof figured language.
165a Urquhart yeivelWks. (1834)292 Schematologetically

adorning the proposed theam with the most especial and
chief flowers of the garden of rhetorick.

Sch.e*matoma:ncy. rare. [f. Gr. axv^^y,
axVrW- form + -mancy.] A form of divination, by
which the personal history of a man is inferred

from his form and appearance.
1826-7 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XVIII. 175 [Modes of divi-

nation among the Arabs.] Schematomancy {kiydfaJC).

Scheme (sk/m),^.1 Forms: 7 skeme, scerae,
?sceame, 7-8 scheam, 6- scheme, [a. med.L.
schema^ a. Gr. <JXJOxa form, figure, f. root ox-
:—pre-Hellenic zgh-, zero-grade of Indogermanic
*segh-> whence Gr. cx~(tv to have, hold, be in such
or such a condition. Cf. F. schema, scheme, It.,

Pg. schema, G. schema. The earlier uses in Eng.
show direct influence from Gr. ; the usual med.L.
rendering of oxvt10- being figura, the Eng. scheme
was in the i6-i7th c. a synonym of Figure^, in

several technical senses.]

f 1. Rhet. Any of the recognized modes of
deviating from the ordinary use and arrangement
of words for the sake of effectiveness or beauty of
expression: = Figure sb. 21. Obs.
IS53 T. Wilson Rhet. 94, I might tary a longe time in

declaryng the nature of diuerse Schemes, whiche are woordes
or sentencies altered, .contrarie to the vulgare custome of
our speache. 1617 Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. viii. 304 By a
scheme of speach they are made to be casters on of the per-
fume. 1684 Tillotson Serm. (1714) III. xUx. 5S6 In the
Text, by a very elegant Scheme of Speech he does a* i*



SCHEME.
were, once more set them at liberty; and, as if they had
never engaged themselves to God by Covenant before, he
leaves them to their free choice.

+ 2. A diagram showing the relative positions,

either real or apparent, of the heavenly bodies.

1638 Burton Anat. Met. 11. ii. m. (ed. 5) 257 [They] are
all so confident, that they have made skemes and tables

of their motions. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 107 Amongst his

Observations and Schemes of this Comet. 1755 B. Martin
Mag, Arts <y Sci. 23 What do you intend by those small
Stars round Jupiter and Saturn, in the Scheme? 1774 J.
Bryant Mythol. I. 341 They borrowed all the schemes under
which the stars are comprehended, from the Egyptians.
18x4 J. Johnson Typogr. I. 419 The volume is decorated with
schemes of spheres and the signs of the Zodiac.

+ b. esp. in Astrology , a diagram representing

the position of the planets at the hour of a person's

birth, a horoscope ; —Figure sb. 14. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Alck. iv. iv

f
My most honor'd ladie, (For

so I am now to stile you, hauing found By this my scheme,
you are to vndcr-goe An honorable fortune, very shortly).

1647 Lilly Chr. Astro/, title, The first [Book] containing
the use of an Ephemeris, the erecting ofa Scheam of Heaven.
1708 Swift Predict. Wks. 1751 IV. 188 Upon reviewing
ray Schemes, I quickly found the cause of that Error. 1770
Langhornk Plutarch (1851) I. 472/2 A Chaldean scheme
was found in his bosom as he lay. 1815 Scott Guy M. iv.

+ 3. In wider sense : A diagram ; a figure drawn
to illustrate a mathematical proposition, or to eluci-

date descriptions of natural phenomena, machinery,

etc. ; a map or plan of a town ; an architect's

designs for a building ; and the like. Obs,

1649 J. Ellistone tr. Behmen's Epist. vi. § 81 (1886) 100
Like as my writings do sufficiently and largely show, and
here only is represented briefly in a figure or scheme. 1660
Boyle New Exp. Phys. Stech. Proem 9 The shape of the
Glass, you will find express'd in the first Figure of the
annexed Scheme. 1665 Phil. Trans. I. 28 The Author
hath.. drawn all the Schemes of these 60 microscopical
objects with his own hand. 1674 Ray Colt. Words

t
Wire-

Working 134 The Description whereof would be tedious
and difficult to understand without a Scheme and therefore
I shall omit it. 1682 Weekly Mem. 214 In the next place
he gives us a scheme of the city of Lepanto. 1695 Alincham
Geom. Efitt. 117 The delineating of any Geometrick Scheme
or Figure. 1703 T. N. City * C. Purchaser 60 Unless the
Schemes be very large, it will be very difficult to take the
Dimensions nicely. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Scheme.
is the representation of any Geometrical or Astronomical
Figure or Problem, by Lines sensibly to the Eye ; and these
are otherwise called Diagrams. 177s Luckombe Hist.
Print. 89 He used a great variety of mathematical schemes,
maps, and other useful devices to embellish his works. i8»6
Scott Woodst. xxxii, * This,' said he, * is a scheme of the
citadel, as I call it, which may hold out long enough '.

1646 Crasmaw Sospetto d'Herode xlvi, What ever Schemes
of Blood, fantastick-frames Of Death Mezentius. or Geryon
drew, a 1701 Sedley Tyrant 0/ Crete v. i, Look upon my
misfortunes, and you shall find A perfect scheme of all your
saddest evils. 1717 De Foe Ch. Scot. (1844) 6, I shall give
it [the Particulars] at large in the Scheme I purpose to
draw of the State of these Judicatories.

4. An analytical or tabular statement, a. A con-

spectus, exposition in outline; an epitome exhibiting

the structure of a book, passage, argument, etc.

;

also, an outline draft of a projected literary work.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. n. % 68 [Mr. Pym said] that

he had only laid that scheme [sc. the enumeration of griev-

ances] before them, that they might see how much work
they had to satisfy their country. i6*a Needham tr. Seldens
Mare CI. 16 Having given you a plain scheme of the Law.
1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. MatL vi. 9 So perfect is the
method of the Lord's Prayer, that I had thought to have
Anatomized it and set it before thee in a Scheme. 1695
Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth (1723) a, I intend this but for

a Scheme of a larger Design. 1878 Dale Lett. Preach, iii.

75 You may occasionally find it necessary to make a ' scheme

'

of an argument in order to grasp it. 188a Farrar Early
Chr. II. 394 The student who reads it [sc. the First Epistle
of St John) in the light of some well considered scheme
will gain more advantage from it than others, even if details
of his scheme be untenable.

b. A table, a methodical list; a prearranged
system of classification. + In University slang :

see quot. 1780.
Perh. obs. exc, as reintroduced from German ; cf. G. schema

blank form to be filled up.
a 1677 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ii. 132, I shall prefix a

short Chronological Scheme of Times, a 171J Burnet Own
Time (1766) II. 318 He desired me to give him a scheme of
heads fit to be spoken to, and of the order in which they
should be laid. 1780 Gentl. Mag. L. 278 He provides what is

here called a scheme, which contains a collection of all the
questions, which will probably be asked him in each science.
1868 Bain Mental <y Moral Sci^ Ethics 11. 546 In Chapter ix.

is given his [Hobbes'] Scheme of Sciences. 1884 tr. Lotzc's
Logic 188 The difference or the kinship between any two
conceptions M and A7* should he exactly indicated by their

position in the universal scheme. 1895 Daily News 14 Sept.
2/4 In the majority of the programmes the chief orchestral
work will be Tschaikowsky's 'Symphonie Pathetique' ..

while the rest of the schemes will be devoted to Wagner.
O. Pros. A tabular analysis of the admissible

varieties of structure in a particular kind of verse

or stanza ; the structure of a verse or a stanza as

represented by such an analysis.

1838 T. Mitchell Clouds ofAristoph. 120 The following
scheme of the metre in which this Address is written.. is

given by the learned editor of Hephawtion.

6. a. A plan, design ; a programme of action ; the

designed scope and method of an undertaking or a

literary work, etc. Phrases, to + cast, lay a scheme.
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I

1647 Clarendon Hist. Re?>. m. § 254 To lay the scheme
[MS. sceme] how the next year should be spent. 1704 Addi-
son Campaign 64 Our god-like leader, ere the stream he
past, The mighty scheme of all his labours cast. 1718 Col.
Rec. Pennsytv. III. 59 That first fframed the Scheme and
then Laid the Solid ffoundation of this fflourishing Colony.
1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World{i-]$-j) 5, 1 also reminded
them of the scheme of the voyage. 17*7 Gay Begg. Op. 1.

x, That is the whole scheme and intention of all marriage-
articles. 1738 Wesley Ps. exxxix. iii. 3 Thine Eye with
tender Care survey'd The Growth of every Part, 'Till the
whole Scheme thy Thoughts had laid Was copy'd by thy
Art. 1754 Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) I. 22 The one laid
the scheme, and the other took the Town. 1756 Bukke
Snbl. <$ B. Introd. (end), It is the nature of our particular
scheme, and the single point of view in which we consider
it, which ought to put a stop to our researches. 1775 —
C<w._(i844) II. 53 This is no time for taking public busi-
ness in their course and order, and only as a part in the
scheme of life, which comes and goes at its proper periods.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlvii, It forms no part of our
scheme to tell what becameof the remainder. 1859 Jephson
Brittany x. 162 For us they are things of the past, they find
no place in our scheme of life. 1883 Froude Short Stud,
IV. 11. ii. 179 The scheme of teaching for the higher class
of men was essentially good.

b. Hence, A plan of action devised in order to

attain some end ; a purpose together with a system
of measures contrived for its accomplishment ; a
project, enterprise. Often with unfavourable notion,
a self-seeking or an underhand project, a plot (cf.

Scheme v., Scheming ///. a.)
t
or a visionary or

foolish project. Phrase, to lay a scheme.
This is now the most prominent use, and in some degree

colours the other senses so far as they survive.
1718 Free-thinker No. 90. 249 This was the Scheme which

the Heads of the Parliament-Party pursued. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. (1858) 333 The scheme hit so exactly with my
temper. 1746 Col. Ret. Pennsytv. V. 51 It is no new thing
for Arbitrary Princes to contrive and promote Schemes for
the subversion of a Government. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 73 F 4 Plans of elegance and schemes of pleasure. 1759
Robertson Hist. Scot. m. Wks. I. 243 But this deep-laid
scheme was in a moment disconcerted. 1775 A. Buknaby
Tray. 23 Some few, indeed, have been rather more enter-
prising, and have endeavoured to improve their estates by
raising indigo, and other schemes. 1776 Adam Smith W. N.
11. ii. 1. 384 The idea of the possibility of multiplying paper
money to almost any extent, was the real foundation of
what is called the Mississippi scheme. 1814 Jane Austen
Mansfield Park\i\i

t Her opposition to Edmund now, arose
more from partiality for her own scheme, because it was her
own, than from anything else. 1826 Scott Woodst. xxxii,
Men come and go, lay schemes, and alter them, in my
house, without deigning to consult me 1 183a Ht. Mar-
tineau Ireland iii. 36 Dan proposed a grand scheme to his
father-in-law. 1857 Act 20 4- 21 Vict, c 84 Preamble, The
Charity Commissioners .. have provisionally approved and
certified (among ether Schemes for the Application and
Management of Charities) a Scheme for the College of
God's Gift in Dulwich. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xxiti, He
never thought of any scheme for removing his enemy. 1868

J. H. Blunt Re/. Ch, Eng. I. 353 The end of this vast
scheme of spoliation. 1888 J. Inclis Tent Life 306 The
great irrigation schemes of the North-West Provinces. 1895
Bookman Oct. 22/2 At the Congress of Ryswick.. Louis
placed his own dynastic schemes above the interests of the
nation.

c. In generalized sense :
' Scheming ', contriv-

ance, design, rare
~ l

.

1790 Paley Horx Pant, i. 4 A coincidence which shows,
by its very obliquity, that scheme was not employed in its

formation.

d. An escapade of a humorous character, a
* spree \ Now only dial.

X758 Johnson Idler No. 33 All the provisions bespoke by
some rakish fellow-commoner in the next room, who had
been on a scheme to Newmarket. 1763 Foote Orators 1.

(1780) 6 Will and I are here upon a scheme from Oxford.
zjS+Oxf.Sausage 26 Woodstock, farewell ! and Wallingford
adieu ! Where many a Scheme reliev'd the lingering Day.
1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v., fCamb.], I never used to have
such schemes when I was young.
Comb. 1764 Oxf. Sausage 44 No scheme-enamour*d Youth.

6. f &. A hypothetical construction, a theory.

Obs* b. A body of related doctrines, a specula-

tive system.
a. 1673 Baxter Cath

%
Theol. 1. L 58 Many Arminians write

as if the order of Intention and of Execution were the same,
and so begin at the other end, and give us a Scheme just

contrary to the first sort. 168a Creech Lucretius v. (1683)

162 And this the later Babylonian Sect Doth hold, and the

Chaldean Schemes reject. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 69 P 4
Eboracensis has read all the Schemes which Writers have
formed of Government and Order. 1715 Watts Logic 11.

iii. § 3 Thro' the Influence which our own Schemes or Hypo-
theses have upon the Mind, we sometimes become so sharp-

sighted as to find these Schemes in those Places of Scripture

where the holy Writers never thought of them.

b. 1685 Temple Ess. Learning Wks. 1731 I. 291 Des-
Cartes was the next that would be thought to excel the

Ancients, by a new Scheme or Body of Philosophy. 1754
Sherlock Discourses (1759) I«L 12 Complete Schenw of

Natural Religion drawn from Principles and Axioms of

Reason. 1858 Sears A than, m. viii. 324 His comprehensive
scheme of theology.

7. A complex unity in which the component ele-

ments co-operate and interact accordingto a definite

plan ; a system of correlated things, institutions,

arrangements, etc. ; also, the manner in which
such a system is organized.

1736 Butler Anal. 1. vii. 121 {chapter-heading\ Of the
Government of God, considered as a Scheme or Constitution,

imperfectly comprehended. 177* Priestley Inst. Relig.

(1782) I. 39 Evil.. is a necessary part of the whole scheme.

SCHEME.

1791 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 278 He then asked me whether
I had seen that scheme of absurdity, the French constitution,
and what I thought of it._ 1820 Shelley Sensit PI. 11. 4
There was a Power in this sweet place, An Eve in this
Eden ; a ruling Grace Which to the flowers, did they waken
or dream, Was as God is to the starry scheme. 1833 T.
Hook Parson's Dan. 1. i, To this disadvantage (the only
one, perhaps, of the scheme of society to which it belongs)
may be attributed many of those ill-assorted matches made
by ladies of quality. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. iii.

(1852) 69 In the present scheme of things, man is so closely
linked with his fellow man,. .that in a thousand instances
the moral exchange is both required and made. 1840 S.
Wilberforce Sp. Missions (1874} 89 But it must be that a
little while longer, and this nation, aye, and all the great
scheme of nations, of which it is part, will have passed
utterly away, and be no more. 1859 FitzGerald tr. Omar
lxxiii, Ah Love! could thou and I with Fate conspire To
grasp this sorry Scheme of Things entire, Would not we
shatter it to b:ts ! 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 41 From
thine apprehended scheme of things deduce Praise or blame
of its contriver. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 121 Pulpit and
platform overflowing, Ready the scheme of things to revise.

b. Painting. Scheme of colour : the system of
selection and arrangement of colours characteristic
of a particular painter or school, or adopted in a
particular picture. Also trans/.
1884 Sat. Rev. 7 June 745A We wish that this artist would

abandon the chocolate-like scheme of colour in which he
has indulged for the last few years. 1905 P. White Patient
Man vii. 67 Mrs. Dacre was proud of the 'scheme* of the
dining-room, although she admitted it was a little trying to
the complexion by daylight.

f8. In certain senses of Gr. <7xi)j*a. a. = Figure
sb, 10. b. Stateliness, pomp. o. Form, aspect,

appearance. Obs.
&.

t
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 311 Every picture con-

sisting of many figures must needs have some historicall

part in it, seeing it is butadull and unprofitabb thing when
many schemes are heaped up together without either sense
or learning,

b. 1647 H. More Poems Pref., So high confidence might
become the heat and scheme of Poetry much better than
sober Philosophy.

O. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 125 The Nation
and race of men were.., under the scheme of. .specious
plain-dealing, most perfidious. 1664 H. More Myst. /nig.
vii. 21 It is likely the imposing Priests would pretend either
of these to the people (though not in that odious i-chenie)

as persuasions of the presence of the Daemons themselves
in these consecrated Places and Images. 1677 Gale Crt.
Gentiles m. 84 For they had the scheme of truth not
the substance. 1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. iv. § 14
(1756) 99 Be not under any brutal metempsychosis while
thou livest, and walkest about erectly under the scheme of
man. 1743 N. Appleton Serm. 13 Contending for the same
Thing ultimately, but in a different Scheme.

t9. Ancient Music. (See quot. 1753. Cf. 4 c)
1711 A. Malcolm Treat. Mus. 534 The mutual Distances

of these Meses Potestate are expressed in the Scheme by
(:) which signifies a Tone, (J a Semitone or Limma. 1753
Chambers' Cycl, S«pp.

t
Scheme.. in the antient music, is

used for the varieties arising from the different positions of
the tones and semitones in a consonance. 1811 T. Busby
Diet. Mus. (ed. 3).

Scheme (skfm),^.2 ?Obs, Forms: 8soheam,
skeen, 9 skene, 8- scheme. [Of obscure origin.
Some etymologists have conjectured that scheme-arch is

an adaptation of a hypothetical It. arco scemo, 'imperfect
arch * ; but this seems very unlikely.]

The arc of larger radius in the middle of a three-

centre arch or elliptical arch ; chiefly attrib.
t

in

scheme-arch, an arch of this kind (but by various

writers defined as an arch of the form of ft circular

segment less than a semicircle).

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 273 Let the length given be
A B, .. describe the Hanse AG ;.. then, .describe a part of
the Ellipsis BH, which is called the House : The other part
to be described from G to H, is called the Scheam. 17*5
W. Halfpenny Sound Building 2 To describe a Scheme-
Arch. 177a Hutton Bridges 78 A scheme or skeen arch is

a segment less than the semicircle. 184a Civil Eng. <y

Arch. Jrnl. V. 251/2 Scheme or Skene, or Imperfect Arch,
less than semicircle.

b. quasi-awj?. Constructed with a ( scheme \
1703 T. N. CityffC. Purch. 8 Of Circular Arches, there

are 3 Kinds; Semicircular, Scheme, or Skeen, and Arches
of the 3d. and 4th. Point. 1715 Leoni Palladia's Archil.
(1721) I. 71 The Ceilings are either made semi-circular, or
scheme (orig. a schitfo], that is, so flat as to have in height
only one third of the breadth of the Room.

Scheme (sk/m), v. [f. Scheme j£.i]

1. trans. To devise as a scheme ; to lay schemes
for ; to effect by contrivance or intrigue.

1767 Lewis Statius' Thebaid 11. 320 For useless lay the
now-neglected Chain ; Threats fail'd, and Punishments were
schem'd in vain. 1831 Scott Ct, Robt. xxxiii, Offences
which were wilfully and maliciously schemed. 1868 F. K.
Paget Lucretia 180, I resolved to adopt both plans, and if

possible, scheme a mode of escape. 1893 M cCarthy Red
Diamonds 1. 3 That modern travel, .which has schemed out
its great scheme of the Euphrates Valley railroad.

b. intr. To lay schemes ; to use ingenuity, resort

to contrivance ; to devise plans, esp. underhand or

with sinister motive.
1842 Browning Count Gismond ii, And doubtlessly ere he

could draw All points to one, he must have schemed. 1851
Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables x. (1852) 117 You may scheme
for me as much as you please ; but I'm not going to give
up this one scheme of my own. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt.
xxi. iv. X. 27 It is not true that Friedrich had schemed to

send Henri round by Petersburg. 1866 Kingsley Hereto,

xix, Half-a-dozen plans suggested themselves to his crafty

brain as he sat brooding and scheming.



SCHEMED.

2. trans. To reduce to a scheme or formula. Also,

to scheme out : to plan methodically, rare.

1716 M. Davies Aiken. Brit. II. 19 The King's having

the Opinion or Endeavour of. .any Body, .in Scheming out

the rough Draft.. of the Treatise.. can't be any Argument

that the King was not the Author of it. 1858 Blshnell

Nat. tg Supernal, xii. (1864) 400 It may scheme out a system

or hypothesis. 1865 — Vicar. Sacr. I. 11. (1866) 21 Every

such attempt to scheme the work of Christ, and put Him in

the terms of the understanding.

3. intr. To go on the spree. Also trans, to play

truant from (school). ? dial. Cf. Scheme sb.1 5 d.

1738 Mrs. Montagu Lett. (1809) I. 32 We all came croak-

ing down to breakfast the next morning, and said we had

caught no cold, as one always says when one has been

scheming. 1905 Blackiu. Mag. Oct. 510/1 He would be

leathering me for scheming school.

+ Schemed, a. Obs. [f. Scheme sb.2 + -ed 2.]

Constructed with a Scheme {si. 2).

1715 Leoni Palladia's Archit. (1721) I. 80 The Arches are

schem'd [orig. sctw a schiffo\

Scliemeless (skf'mles), a. [f. Scheme sb.1 +
-less.] Destitute of plan ; lacking a plot.

1877 Browning Agamemnon 118 Since I'm schemeless

[Gr. Svatnixavui] How to raise up again by words—a dead
man ! 1887 Pall Mall G. 28 Dec. 1 1/1 He began to turn to

account an old inherited habit of sending himself to sleep

by making up fanciful, schemeless stories.

Schemer (skrmai). [f. Scheme v. + -er *.]

1. One who devises or enters into schemes.

1734 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C'less Mar Feb.

(1893) I. 477 They call themselves Schemers; and meet
. .three times a week, to consult on gallant schemes. 1760

C.Johnston Chrysali. iv. (1822) 1. 29, 1 therefore immediately

became a Schemer. 1831 Lytton Godolphin xxii, I was born

a schemer. 1875 Longf. Masoue Pandora in, Tempt no

more the noble schemer.

2. One who plots, or lays plans in an underhand

manner.
1849 Marryat Valerie vii, Lady M is a schemer, al-

ways plotting. 1884 Chr. Commonw. 14 Feb. 416/2 England
has always been too much the prey of fanatics and schemers

in matters of this kind.

3. (Cf. Scheme v. 3.) One who plans methods

for evading duties ; a shirker.

1843 Gavin Feigned or Factitious Dis. 32 The— regiment

..were all schemers and malingerers.

4. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Schemer, one who has

charge of the hold of a North Sea ship.

Schemer, obs. form of Shimmer.

Schemery (skrmari). rare. [f. Scheme sb. 1

+ -bry.] Scheming practices.

1822 Examiner 273/1 The long-expected Ministerial

Schemery for the Relief, .of the People. 1828 Ibid. 184/2

The hollow schemery of Prince Metternich.

Scheming (skrmirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scheme v. +
-ma '.] The action of the vb. Scheme ;

planning,

contrivance.

1813 Shelley Q. Mai v. 163 Blunting the keenness of his

spiritual sense with narrow schemings and unworthy cares.

1843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 246 It needed a deal of scheming

..to make them fit our high room. 1884 Church Bacon
ii. 32 Essex.. drifted into discontent,,. into questionable

schemings for the future of a reign that must shortly end.

Scheming (skrmii)),ppl. a. [f. Scheme v. +
-ma 2

.] That schemes ; contriving, plotting.

1838 Lyttom Alice I. i, An artful, scheming, almost heart-

less man. Ig&iContemp. Rev. Oct. 514 This class is. .recruited

. .from voluble, scheming men and zealous charlatans.

Schemist (skfmist), [f. Scheme sb. 1 + -ist.]

1 1. A framer of ' schemes ' or horoscopes ; an

astrologer. Obs.

1641 Brome JoviallCrem 1. (1652) B 1 b, Another Schemist

Found, that a squint-ey'd boy should prove a notable Pick-

purse.

+ 2. One who is concerned with intrigues ; a

plotter. Obs.

1724 Bp. Downes in Nicolson Epist. Corr. 581 The
schemists have laid out Armagh for the Archbishop of

Dublin. 18*5 G. M'Cann Right Private Judgcm. 266

Manes was an arrogant philosopher and a great schemist.

3. One who forms a scheme ; a projector.

1753 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 42 Her Under-
taking is more likely to do Honour to our Country, than

that of any other Schemist now in being. 1769 Burke
Late St. Nat. Wks. 1842 I. 112 Are not these schemists

well apprised, that the colonists, .import more from Great

Britain, ten times more than they send in return to us 1 1875

Jevons Money (1878) 246 A number of Schemists have urged

from time to time, that, .there ought to be an interest-bear-

ing currency.

Schene, obs. form of Chain, Scene.

Schenick, Schep, obs. ff. Scenic, Cheap.

II Schepen (skif'pan, in Du. sx?'psn). Forms

:

5-6 skepyn, 6 skepon, 7 skepen, 8 schepin,

9 schepen. [Dn. schepen = OS. scepino, OFris.

sceppena, OHG. sceffin, scaffin, sceffi.no (MHG.
schep/e, scheffe, mod.G. schoffe) :—OTeut. types

"skapino-z, *skapinon-. Cf. Echevin, Scabine,
Skevein.] A Dutch alderman or petty magistrate.

c 1481 Caxton dialogues 43 Somme of the skepyns Ryde
with [the condemned] There as they be put to death. 1587
Fleming Contin. Holinshed III. 1341/1 The amptman,
boroughmaisters, and skepons of Antwerpe came to the said

palace of S. Michaell the next thursdaie. 1681 H. Nevile
Plato Rediv. 77 For Form sake [they] defer something to

him as the Approbation of their Skepen and other Magis-

trates, and some other Matters. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour,

206

Netherlands I. 222 The city magistrates consist of two
. . burgomasters, and seven schepins or aldermen. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. in. ii. (1820) 163 This potent body consisted

ofaschoutor bailiff,, .fiveburgermeesters. .and five schepens.

Scher, obs. form of Sir.

Soherald, var. Shirrel Sc. Obs.

t Scherand. Sc. Obs. [Origin unknown : ? a

form of the name of the French river Gironde]
The designation of a kind of wine.

1536 Elgin Rec. (New Spald. Club, 1903) I. 30 The pynt
of fine Scherand or Amzerk vyne xd. 1564 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. I. 299 The tun of Scherand wyne..and the

pynt of Scherand wyne.

Seherat, -att, -et(t: see Chariot, Shirrel.

Schere, obs. f. Cheer, Sir. Seherk, obs. f. Sark.

II Scherm (skerm). South Africa. Also skarm,
skerm, schirm. [Du., =G.schirm screen, pro-

tection.] A screen or barrier constructed of

brushwood or the like, to serve as a protection

for troops, as an ambuscade from which to shoot

game, or to prevent cattle from straying.

1861 C. J. Andersson Okavango xxv. 262 A few bushes

having been cut down, and a sort of skarm constructed, we
both ensconced ourselves at night-fall therein. 1885 Rider
Haggard Solomon's Mines iv, We went to work to build a

scherm. 190$ Outlook 29 July 124/1 With a terrific crash

a mob of cattle burst from their scherm of thorns.

Soherv-, scherw-, obs. Sc. spelling of Serv-.

II Scherzando (skertsa'ndo), adv. Mus. [It.

,

gerund of scherzare to sport, play, f. scherzo : see

next.] Playfully, sportively; used to indicate that

a movement or passage is to be rendered in a

lively manner. A\so attrib. (quasi-orr/.), and ellipt.

as sb., a 'scherzando' movement. So {rarely)

Scherzandissimo (It. superlative).

i8ji Busby Diet. Mus. (e/1. 3), Scherzando, or Scherzo,

in a sportive, playful manner. 1876 Stajner & Barrett
Diet. Mus. Terms, Scherzatido, Sclierzandissimo. . . (1 ) Play-

ful, lively, jokingly, merry. (2) A movement of a lively and
droll character. 1881 Fuller-Maitland in Groz'e's Diet.

Mus. III. 245/2 The phrasing of a scherzando passage is of

paramount importance.

II Scherzo (ske'rtso). Mus. [It., lit. sport, jest

;

of Teut. origin: cf. MHG., mod.G. scherz sport.]

A movement of a lively character, occupying the

second or third place in a symphony or sonata.

1862 E. Pauer in Programme 8 Mar., Scherzo, a piece of

jocular and cheerful character. 1891 Prout Counterpoint

(ed. 2) 69 It is comparatively seldom that a long passage of

double counterpoint is to be found in a scherzo.

Jig. 1907 Q. Rev. Apr. 411 Shall we dwell . . on the scherzo

in the suite, that,.comic exposure of the fantastic enigma
called the ' Mirror of Justices ' ?

Schese, var. chese, obs. f. Choose v.

Scheselle, obs form of Chesil \ Chisel sb.1

II
Schesis. Obs. [mod.L., a. Gr. o-x«<ris rela-

tion, state, condition (in medical writers = sense

2 below), root ax- :—pre-Hellenic *zgh-, weak
grade of *segh-, whence Gr. <?xf"' to have, hold,

etc. : see Scheme v.]

1. The manner in which a thing is related to

something else ; relation.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v. 723 The Idea of God or

an absolutely Perfect Being including in it.. a necessary

schesis or relation to existence, it follows, .that He doth

exist. 1678 Norris Miscell. (1699) 160 If that mind which
has existing in itself from all Eternity, all the simple

Essences of things, and consequently, all their possible

Scheses or Habitudes, should ever change, there would
arise a new Schesis in this Mind that was not before.

2 Phys. A temporary habit or state of the body.

Cf. Schetic a. ; the explanation in quot. 1706 is erroneous.

1684 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet., Schesis is the Disposition

of the Body. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Schesis, the Habit

or Constitution of the body ; accordingly as it is fleshy or

lean, hard or soft, thick or slender.

Schesse, obs. f. Chess sb.1 Schet, obs. f.

Sheet, Shoot v., Shut, Skeet adv. Schetare,

obs. f. Shooter. Sohete, obs. f. Sheath, Sheet,

Shoot, Skeet adv. Sohetel, obs. f. Shuttle.

Scheten, obs. f. Shoot, Shot. Seheter, obs. f.

Shooter. Seheth(e, -are, -ere, obs. ff. Sheath,

Sheather.

tSchetic, a. Path. Obs. [a. mod.L. sche-

ticus (in schetica febris), ad. Gr. o'xo'tKos (taken

in the etymologically admissible sense ' related to

a <rx«'<rts Schesis 2, or temporary condition of the

body'; the classical senses are 'holding firm,

holding back, retentive'), f- o"X-> «X*» : see Schesis.]

Of diseases : see quots.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Schetick-Feaver, a Feaver so

call'd because it is chiefly seated in the Blood, and maybe
easily cur'd ; upon which account it is oppos'd to a Hectick

Feaver, that is fixed in the Very Habit of the Body, and

not to be remov'd without great Difficulty. 1753 Chambers'

Cycl. Supp., Schetic diseases, a term used by the old writers

in medicine to express such diseases as were not deeply

rooted in the constitution, but might be easily removed,

t Sche'tical, a. Obs. [See prec. and -ical.]

1. Path. = Schetic a.

1666 G. Harvey Morb. Angl. ii. 14 Afeavor that's grown

habitual, in opposition to a Schetical or moveable feavor.

2. Relative.
a 1688 Cudworth Imnmt. Mor. 1. ii. (1731) 158 Moral

Good and Evil are Schetical and Relative Things.

SCHILLING.

Hence t Sche-tically adv., in a relative sense.

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 1S8 Images, Statues

and Symbols.. are only Schetically Worshipped by them,

the Honour passing from them to the Prototype.

Schett(e, obs. ff. Sheet, Shut v.

Sohetylle, Schever(e,obs. ff. Shuttle, Shiver.

t Schew, v. Aphetic variant of Eschew v.

c 1500 Medwall Nature (Brandl) 1. 346 To hawnt vertue

and schew all vyce.

Schew(e, obs. ff. She, Sheaf, Show v., Sky.
Sehewill, var. Shewel Obs.

Sehey, obs. form of Shy a.

Scheyff, Sc apbetic var. of Eschew v.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 111. 264 My lorde, my consaill will

I gin ; Bot ye do it, fra scaith ye may nocht scheyff.

Scheyl, Schi, obs. ff. Shall v., Sky. Schia-
tica, Sehiaticke, obs. ff. Sciatica, Sciatic.

Schicsh, obs. form of Sheikh.

II Schiedam (skz'davm). Also schiedamm,
sk(i)edam. A variety of gin, so called from the

town in Holland where it is distilled.

1821 Scott Pirate xvii, There was the potent Irish Usque-
baugh—right Nantz—genuine Schiedamm. 1831 Tre-
lawny Adv. Younger Sou I. 291 A dusty-looking stone

bottle of the right bamboo-coloured skedam. Ibid. II. 35
To take a glass of skiedam. 1833 Hood To Adm. Gambier
vi, Consider, too—before all Eau-de-vie, Schiedam or other

drinkers, you rebut. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed xv,

A bottle of peculiarly strong Schiedam.
Comb. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 542/1 Schiedam-punch.

Schieferspar (/f-fs-iispai). A/in. [Half-trans-

lated ad. Ger. schieferspath (1789 C. A. S. Hoff-

mann in Bergindnnisches Jrnl. I. 187), f. schiefer

slate + spalh spar.] = Slate-spar.

1807 J. Murray Syst. Chcm. III. 672 The Schieffer Spar,

or Argentine, ..occurs always massive. 1836 '1'. Thomson
Min., Geol., etc I. 114 Calcareous Spar. . . Schiefer spar.

Schiende, var. Shend. Sehiff(e, obs. ff. Skiff.

Schil, obs. f. Chill a., Skill ; var. Shill, shrill.

Schild, obs. form of Child.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial (1905) 205 For wondyr sory he was

for his wyfys deth, and nedys he most se his schild dye.

II
Schill (Jil). Also sohieL [Ger. schill.'] A

European pike-perch ; the Zander.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 89/1 In Europe two species occur,

the more celebrated being the 'Zander of North Germany
or ' Schiel ' of the Danube (Lncioperca sandra). 1888 Goode
Amer. Fishes 14 In the Old World, as in the New, there

are two well marked species, the Zander, or Schill, Siizostc-

dion lucioperca, and the Berschick, or Sekret, ff. volgensis.

Schill, Sehille, obs. ff. Chill a., Shell.

II Schiller (Ji-laj). Min. [Ger., play of colours,

glistening brightness.]

1. In certain terms adapted from Ger., denoting

minerals or rocks having a shining surface, as

schiller asbestos, rock, -stone ; also Schiller-spar.

1804 Jameson Syst. Min. I. 428 Schiller Stone. Schiller-

stein.— IVerner. 1862 Dana Man.
_
Min. 146 Picrolite,

Schiller asbestus. A fibrous serpentine, of an olive-green

color, constituting seams in serpentine. 1862 Schiller rock

[see Schillerite].

2. A peculiar lustre characteristic of certain

minerals, as hypersthene. Also attrib.

188s Judd in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLI. 383 The peculiar

phenomenon expressed by the term ' Schiller . 1888 Teall
Brit. Peirogr. 446 Schiller-plane, a plane in a crystal in which
occur the enclosures giving rise to thephenomenon ofschiller.

Schillerite (JHareit). Min. [f. Schiller +
-ite.] An aggregate of anorthite and enstatite,

allied to diallage.

1862 Dana Man. Geol. vii. 82 Schillerite or Schiller rock,

Diallage rock. A dark green to greenish-black rock made
up of Schiller spar.

Schillerization (Ji lareiz^-Jan). [f. Schil-

lerize + -ation.] A process of change in crystals,

giving rise to a ' schiller ' appearing when the

crystal is turned in various directions.

1885 Judd in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLI. 383 It will be con-
venient to have a general name for this kind of change, and
I propose to employ the term ' Schillerization ' to express

it. Ibiti. 3S5 The phenomena of Schillerization. 1888 Hut-
ton Ibid. XLIV. 746 Some of these crystals show traces of

schillerization in one direction.

Schillerize (JHsrsiz)

,

v. [f. Schiller + -ize.]

trans. To subject (a crystal) to the change known
as schillerization. Hence Schillerized ///. a.,

Schrllerizing vbl. sb. (in quot. attrib.).

1885 Judd in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLI. 383 Thus I shall

call diallage and pseudo-hypersthene ' Schillerized augites ',

bronzite and the typical hypersthene of Labrador ' Schiller-

ized ferriferous enstatites . Ibid. 384 All Schillerized

minerals on analysis yield a small but notable proportion of

water. 1886 — in Mineral. Mag Dec. 88 The Schillerizing

process. 1890 Cole & Gregory in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc.

XLVI. 310 The augite is not schillerized.

Schiller Spar (JHaiispai). Min. [ad. G.
schillerspath (1786 Heyer in Chemische Annalen
I- 335) : see Schiller and Spar sb.] - Bastite.

1796 Kirwan Elem. Min.(eA. 2)1. 221 Schiller Spar. 1813

Bakewell Introd. Geol. 79 Shining lamina; of schiller spar

or crystallized serpentine. 1854 Dana Syst Min. (ed. 4)

160 Diallage. .includes Schiller spar (in part) and Bronzite.

1870 Rutley Stud. Rocks x. i2o Enstatite becomes altered

to Schiller-spar or bastite, talc, etc.

II
Schilling (ji'lui). Also 8 shilling. [Ger.

;

see Shilling. Cf. Schelling, Shilling.] A
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silver coin and money of account formerly in use in

North Germany, of the value of TV mark or 1

2

pfennigs; latterly slightly over \d. sterling.

In some parts of Germany, where coins of various states

circulated freely, the names sekiltittg and groschen were

till about 1870 treated as synonymous.

1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. vn. Ixxxviii. 407 [Dantzig],

Shillings, or 18 phennigen..i grosch. Ibid. II. 1. hi. 17

[Hamburg], They keep their accounts in marks and schil-

lings, sixteen schillings to a mark. 1838 Murray's Hatidbk.

N. Germ. 299/2 Warm sea-baths.. cost 24 schillings.

Schilteroun,-thrum,etc.,var.ff.SHELTRONC^.

|| Schi'mmel. Chiefly S. African. [Ger. (Ji'm'l)

and Du. (sxi'm'l, Cape Du, skim'l).] A roan horse.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair \xvi, * There's. .Kunz.. com-
ing down the market with three schimmels.^ Ibid., Up
sprang Francis to the box, away went the schimmels, and
Dobbin with his head on his breast. 1899 Rider Haggard
Sioaltow v, You may take my best horse.. the thorough-

bred schimmel. 1905 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 393/2 Saddle
the blue schimmel and ride hard after Baas Hartley.

Sohin, obs. form of Skin.

|| Schindylesis (skindil/'sis). Anat. [mod.L.,

a. Gr. ffx^SiiAijffts (Hippocrates cited by Galen).]

An articulation formed by the reception of a thin

plate of one bone into a fissure or groove in another.

1830 R. Knox BictanVs Anat. 280 Schindylesis is a
synarthrosis which results from the reception of the crest or

ridge of a bone into the groove of another. 1889 Leidv
Human Anat. (ed. 2) 5a
attrib. 1840 \V. J. E. Wilson Anat. Vade M. (1842) 42

The schindylesis suture is the reception of one bone into

a sheath or fissure of another.

t Schine. Obs. rare -1 , [ad. L. (Vulgate)

schinus,&. Gr.^xiVoj the mastic-tree. Cf. China-.]
Schine-tree - Mastic sb. 2.

1609 Bible (Douay) Susanna 54 Under a schine tree.

II Schinkel. Obs, rare. \V>vt, schinkel knuckle,

shinbone, schink gammon, ham j cf. G. schinken

ham.] A ham, gammon.
a 1634 Chapman Alphonsus in. (1654) 33 He and his

fellow bowrs.. Have brought a schinkel of good raw Bacon.

Schip, -ard, obs. forms of Sheep, Shepherd.
Sohiph, obs. form of Skiff.

Schippe, obs. f. Shape v., Ship, Skip.

Sohipper : see Skipper (of a ship).

II Sckipperke (sxi'parka, JrpwkO. [Du. dial.,

lit. 'little boatman*.] A kind of lapdog.
1887 Field 1 July 7/2 The Schipperkes. .little black dogs,

born without tails, some 10 lb. in weight or so,.. are bred
by the boatmen in Holland, .and. .are said to be excellent

bands at killing rats. 1895 ' F. Anstey ' Lyre fy Lancet
xi. in Ought a schipperke to have meat ?

Schir, obs. form of Sheer, Sir.

t Schirk, v. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. schir, Shire a.

+ -k as in Lurk, Talk vbs.] trans. To brighten.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4816 pe schaflis of pe schire son

schirktnd pe cloudis.

Schirme, var. Skirm Obs, Schirra, obs. f.

Sheriff. Sohirrhua, etc. : see Scirrhus, etc.

Sohlrryve, obs. Sc. form of Shrive.

Schism (siz'm), sb. Forms : 4-7 sciame, 5
cisme, cissime, 5-6 sisme, sysme, scysme,
6 scissym, sciseme, cysme, Sc. scisma, 6-7
sohisme, 7 seism, shism, 7- schism. [ME.
scisme, cisme, sisme, a. OF. scisme, cisme (mod.F.
schisme) m Pr. scisma, Sp. cisma, Pg. scisma (masc.

schism, fem. whim), It. scisma schism, cisma dis-

cord, ill-will, ad. eccl. L. schisma neut., a. Gr.

o*X*o*/«x rent, cleft (in the N. T. applied fig. to divi-

sion in the church), f. <sx&-, <sxl(*iv to split, rend.

In the 16th c. the spelling was altered in Eng. (as also in

Fr.) to schisme by assimilation to the late L. and Gr. form.]

1. In the versions of the New Testament, used to

represent the Gr. axio^a in some passages, where
the sense is that of a (metaphorical) rent or cleft.

138a Wyclif 1 Cor. L to, I bisecbe 3011.. that je alle seye
the same thing

t
and that scismes, or dyuysiouns, dissenciouns,

or discordis, be not among ;ow. 155a Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (1884) 4 Lat na scismes discord or divisioun be
amangis vow. 158s Bible (Rheims) 1 Cor. xii. 35 That
there might be no schisme in the body. [So 1611.]

2. Eccl. A breach of the unity of the visible

Church ; the division, either of the whole Church
or of some portion of it, into separate and mutu-
ally hostile organizations ; the condition of being
so divided, or an instance of this. Also trans/.

with reference to other religious communities.
According to the definition given repeatedly in various

forms by Augustine and other Fathers, the term has refer-

ence to outward separation, not to inward divergence of
belief. Hence a ' schism ' does not necessarily proceed from
heresy ; indeed the most prominent application of the word
is to separations caused by disputes on matters of discipline,

the validity of an election to a bishopric or of a sentence
of deprivation, or the like.

1390 Cower Con/. 1. 15 And so to speke upon this branche,
Which proud En vie hath mad to springe, Of Scisme. [The
reference is to the Papal schism : see h.\ c 1400 Apol. Loll.

(Camden) 20 be seed is of scysmis schuld be tan a wey. 1440
in Wars Eng. in France (1864) II. 453 Goddes chirche
[was] supported, and thestate and oonhede thereof observed

;

scismes, like elles to have growed thereinne, letted and
thoo that were growen letted and ceassed. 1456 Sir G.
Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 25 The kirk. .was all..inob-
scuritce of scisme and of wem. 1549 tew//. Scot. xix. 160

Doutles thy abusione, and the sinister ministratione of thy
office, is the special cause of the scisma and of diuers sectis

that trublis al cristianite, and quhou beit that the rute of
tbir scismes and sectis be in germane, denmark and ingland,

*55B Q. Mary Will in J. M. Stone Mary I Engl. (1001J
508 In the tyme of the late Scisme within this Realme.
a 1600 Hooker Serm. Jude i, § 11 (1614) 18 If they breake
the bond of vnitie, whereby the body of the Church is

coupled and knit in one, . . tliis is to separate themselues by
schisme. 1630 Prynne Anti-Armin. 175 By which words
he doth reiect the Scisme of the Donatists. 1678 Cudworth
Intell. Syst. 231 Faustus-.took up this conceit—That both
the Christians and Jews.. were no other than schisms or
subdivided sects of paganism, 1689 Popple tr. Locke's 1st

Let. Toleration 61 Schism then.. is nothing else but a
Separation made in the Communion of the Church, upon
account of something in Divine Worship, or Ecclesiastical

Discipline, that is not any necessary part of it. 1781 Burnev
Hist. Mus. II.46 The schism between the Greek and Latin
churches, which happened in the ninth century. 1831 Scott
Ct. Robt. vii, In order to compel the Patriarch to submit
himself to the Pope, adopt the Latin form of the cross, and
put an end to the schism.

b, sj>ec. A state of divided spiritual allegiance

in Western Christendom (or, at an earlier period,

in Christendom generally) caused by a disputed

election to the Papacy ; esp. The Great { Western)
Schism (1378-1417); other 'schisms' arose from
the claims of the rivals of Alexander III (1159-

1177) and of the antipope Felix V (1432-1448).
1460 CAPCRAVEC4r<7*. (Rolls) 88 In his tyme was a scisme

betwix him [Symmachus] and on Laurens, c 1460 Brut 507
This yere be general Counsel of Basile deposed Pope
Eugeny ; & pei chese Felix .

.
; & ban began be Scisme which

endured vnto be yere of oure Lord Ihesu Crist M 1
iiij c

xlviij. a 1513 Fabyan Citron, vn. cexxxvi. 273 The sisme,
y* after fell amongis the cardynallys, for eleccion of the

pope Alexander the .iii. : which sysme, by mean of the first

Frederike than emperoure, endured almooste .xx. yeres.

a 154.8 Hall Citron., Hen. V, 34 The long scisme and
devision sprong & continued in the catholike church. 1651

N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 11. vi. (1739) 34 The Popedom
was now under a Schism between two Popes, Clement and
Urban. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. viii. 167 The schism of
the Papacy between Alexander and Victor. 1845 Encycl.
Metrop. XII. 182/1 The death of Gregory was followed by
serious difficulty respecting the choice of his successor,

which gave rise to the long-continued dissension in the

Church, commonly called the Great Western Schism. 1885
Mullinger in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 502/1 The outbreak of
the great schism struck no less deeply at those sentiments
of veneration and deference which bad been wont to gather
round the pontiff's chair.

o. The offence of promoting the formation or

contributing to the permanence of * schisms' or

divisions in the Church or a portion of it; the

state of being culpably separated from the Church.

Phrase, In schism,
1401 Repl. Friar Topias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 41 Now

is that seed of cisme sowen in the chirche ; the whete fadith

with the Moure, oure fode is for to feche. 1551 Crowley
Pleasure f P. 359 You layde to theyr charge herecie, Sisme,

and Sedicion also. 15^7 Card. Pole in Strype Eccl. Mem.
(1721) III. App. Ixviii. 254 And for theyr remayninge in

Schisme, great Plages of God remayninge sty II upon them.

1567 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 324 That doth not

comply with the orders of the Church, lately purged or

clensed from Sisme and Idolatry. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel.

xii. (1633) 36 That the onely report of his holynesse and
cunning, excited the Scotts (late christened, but abiding in

scisme). x66s Bh. Com. Prayer, Litany, From all false

doctrine, heresy, and schism. 1670 Walton Lives 1. 13
There could be no such sin as Schism, if an adherence to

some visible Church were not necessary. 1680 Popple tr.

Locke's 1st Let. Toleration 61 Use, which is the Supream
Law in matter of Language, has determined that Heresy
relates to Errors in Faith, and Schism to those in Worship
or Discipline. 1704 Nelson Fest. 4r Fasts n. x.^ (1705) 512
Till our refractoriness degenerates into the grievious Sin of

Schism. 1169 Blackstonb Comm. iv. iv. 52 The sin of
schism.. is by no means the object of temporal coercion and
punishment. 1810 Shelley Peter Bell Prol. 11 Shielding

from the guilt of schism The orthodoxal syllogism. 184a

Tennyson Epic 16, I heard The parson..Now harping on
the church-commissioners, Now hawking at Geology and
schism. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 113 And
then, despite all heresy and schism, theocracy will nourish.

cL A sect or body formed by division within the

Church ; a body which, either in Christendom

generally or in some portion of it, maintains an

ecclesiastical organization distinct from that of the

Catholic Church ; a schismatic sect.

cijii 1st Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) 290 They doo therfore

with a more constante mynde perseuer in theyr fyrst fayth

..than doo man ye of vs bemge diuided into scismes and
sectes whiche thynge neuer chaunceth amonge them. 1577

tr. Bullingers Decades in. vi. 366 Neither Christ nor our

saluation is to bee found without the church, in the sects or

schismes of wicked heretikes. ^1645 Howell Lett. (1650)

II. 9 Hence comes it that the earth is rent into so many
religions, and those religions torn into so many schismes,

and various forms of devotion. 1649 Milton Eikon. xxvn.

215 That Church that from the name of a distinct place

takes its autority to set up a distinct Faith or Government,

is a Seism and Faction, not a Church. 1840 Macaulay
Ess., Ranke (1850) II. 143 If a noble lady is moved. .she

will end by giving her name to a new schism. 1884 Tenny-

son Becket 1. iii, And that I cannot sign : for that would

make Our island-Church a schism from Christendom.

Jig. 1640 Habington@. Arragon iv. i. If your designe Be
to convert me ; for I know you hold All Ladies in a Schisme,

who are young and proud.

+ e. ?A schismatical opinion. Obs. rare" 1
.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 55 Not to count him fit to

printhis mind without a tutor and examiner, lest he should

drop a seism, or something of corruption.

3. gen. In early use, a state of disunion, dissension,

or mutual hostility. Now with more restricted

meaning (influenced by sense 2 and the Gr. etymo-
logy)* a division into mutually opposing parties

of a body of persons that have previously acted in

concert. Also, in recent use, a severance of unity,

a discord, breach (between persons or things).

c 1425 Lydg. Assembly ofGods 411 The goddys remembryd
the scisme odyous Among the three goddesses that she
[Discord] had wrought At the fest of Peleus. c 1440 Cap-
grave Life St. Katlt. 11. 454 (MS. Arund.), (

It is ful perill-

ous, he seyde, ' to be a mayde And eke a cjveen ; }e may be
ful sone afrayde If ony rysynge or ony sisme [MS. Rawl.
scisme] be sterde.' 1447 Bokenham Seyntys (Roxb.) 36 But
whan that cyte [Antiocn] wyth scysme was ner nowt Oon
Austyn to Tuskayne from thens me [St. Margaret] browt.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxviii. 196 (Add. MS.) Where that was
cissime and debate amonge any, he labored for to make
accorde, that good accorde shold be had. 1477 Coventry
Leet Bk. 420 Eny persone . . that haue eny seducious langage,
which myght sowe eny sysme betwixt the kynges goode
grace and enyhis lordez. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. x.
§110 But this Schisme carried all the Reputation and
Authority to the Army, and left none to the Parliament.
1783 Burke Indian Committee Vfks. II.216 An open schism
instantly divided the Council. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Pitt
F 10 The schism which had divided the Whig party was
now completely healed. 1839 Black-io. Mag. XLV. -j6o

The eternal and inevitable schism between the Romanticists
and the Classicists. 1851 M. Hopkins Strength 4- Beauty
xiv. 261 (Funk) It is a prejudice, as disastrous as it is un-
founded, that there can be a schism between the heart and
the intellect to the advantage of either. 1852 T. Parker
Ten Serm. Relig. iii. (1863) 42 Attraction is the most general
law in the material world, and prevents a schism in the
universe. 187a H. T. Buckle Misc. Wks. I. 252 The schism
between literature and the government was aided by another
schism between literature and religion.

b. nonce-uses. A faction, party; a set or class

of people.
1819 Shelley Peter Bell 11. v, He had on an upper Benja-
min (For he was of the driving schism). 1820 — Witch of
Atlas lxxv, In a band The gaolers sent those of the liberal

schism Free through the streets of Memphis.

t 4. Mus. ~ Schisma. Obs. rare.

1653 Ld. Brouncker tr. Des Cartes' Compend. Mus. 30
A ceriaine Fraction, which may be the difference betwixt
a Tone major and a Tone minor, which we nominate a
Schism [orig. quam schisma nominavtus]. 1694 W. Holder
Harmony 86, Note, whenever I mention Diesis without
Distinction ; I mean Diesis Minor, or Enharmonic : and
when I so mention Comma ; I mean Comma Maj'us, or
Schism.

•fl 5. Used jocularly in the etymological sense

:

A rent or tear (in a garment).
1767 Sterne Tr. Shandy IX. xxiv, My shirts ! see what

a deadly schism has happen 'd amongst 'em. 1772 R. Graves
Spir. Quixote (1783) II. 140 He, .levelled his needle at the
schism in his Master's trousers.

6. attrib. and Comb., as schism-sower, time
;

Schism Act, the statute 13 Anne c. 7 (1714

;

repealed in 17 19 by 5 Geo. I, c. 4), requiring all

teachers to conform to the Established Church

;

so Schism Bill ; schism-house, -shop, a con-

temptuous term for a nonconformist place of wor-
ship (occasionally also applied to a proprietary

chapel licensed for Church of England services).

1733 Free-Briton No. 200 p 6 This was the Act which
repealed the *Schism-Act. Ibid, r 1 The *Schism-Bill.

1814 W. Wilson Dissent. Ch. Lond. IV. 533 The schism
bill received the royal assent June 25, 1714. ^843 Miall
in Nonconf. III. 607 What the vicar calls ' "schism-nouses'.

1893 Church Times 21 July 757/4 In Romish schism-houses

in this country. 1801 Col. G. Hanger in Life II. 404
You might travel 60 or 70 miles and not see a church, or

even a *schism-shop. 1823 Southev Let. to Mrs. Souihey
30 Dec. in Life (1850) V. 154, I recollected that in most
schism shops the sermon is looked upon as the main thing

for which the congregation assemble, c 1449 Pecock Repr.
11. it. 139 Therfore the a$enseiers her of ben to be reiated

and rebukid as . . *scisme sowers and disturblers of the peple.

1589 Nashe Martins Months Mind Ep. to Rdr. D 1, Al
such vntractable and seditious scisme sowers. 1539 Wrio-
thesley Chron. (1875) 1. 107 The great studie and stedfast-

ness that he had taken and contynued in all the *scysme
and division tyme.

+ Schism, v, Obs. rare. [f. Schism sb.] inlr.

To separate schismatically.

1604 H. Jacob Reasons taken out 77 He that differeth

from the Gospell ioyneth not to the Church, but schismeth

from it. 1610 J. Robinson Jitstif. Separation Wks. 1851

II. 293 It is necessary that he whichthinks it a true church
return unto it, from which he hath wickedly schismed. 1645
Kiffen in R. Baillie Anabaptism (1647) 69 The notorious

guilt of schisming from Rome.

II Schisma (skrzma). Acoustics, PI. schis-

mata. Also 9 skhisma. [late L. schisma ( dimi-

dium commatis ' (Boethius, quoting Philolaus), a

special use of Gr. crxifffia division : see Schism sb.]

A term denoting a small interval of musical pitch.

f a. In ancient Greek use, the half of a comma.
Obs. fb. By Descartes and some later writers

applied to the difference between a major and

a minor tone; = Comma 3 (1). Obs. c. The
difference between a diaschisma and a syntonic

comma, represented by the ratio 32.805 : 32.768.

1653 [see Schism sb. 4]. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. SuM. 1875

Ellis Helmholtz' Sensat, Tone 111. xiv. 431 note. This sub-

stitution, .amounts to a temperament with perfect Fifths,

and major Thirds too flat by a skhisma, or nearly the eleventh

of a comma. 1876 C. Brown Mus. Common Things 11. 38
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Between all enharmonic changes, . . the interval ofthe schtsma

always occurs, 32,768 : 32,805, the difference being 37. 1876

Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Schisma {Gk.), an

approximate half of a Pythagorean comma, that is, half of

the difference between twelve fifths and seven octaves. 1883

Ellis Helmholtz' Sensed. Tone Addit. (ed. 2) 432 Twelve

Fifths up and seven Octaves down give the sum of a Comma
and a SkhUma, known as the Pythagorean Comma.

t Schi'Smacy. Obs. In4scismacye,cismacie.

[f. Schismat(e : see -act.] = Schism sb. 2.

1387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VII. 149 In tyme of bis

Henry, so moche scismacye (L. tantum schisma] was in fce

chircbe of Rome, bat bre men were chosen popes. Ibid.
%

pis Henry cornynge to Rome for to cese be cismacie [L.pro
schismate sedando\

Sclii smarch, Obs. [ad. med.L. sckismarcka>

f. schtsma Schism sb. + -arc/ia, a. Gr. -dpxv* ruler.

Cf. heresiarcA.] A founder of a schism.

1657 J* Watts Dipper Sprinkled 31 Your own original

Authors and Scismarchs.

( Schismat e. Obs. rare. [In 15th c. scismat{e y

a. OF. scismat (Godefr.), app. a back-formation

from scismaiique Schismatic] = Schismatic sb.

c 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 3702 5e assent to sin or to

scismates. Ibid. 4598 To bow bairn to scismats. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 123 Yn pes orisons, holy chyrch prayth for all

maner folke, for Iewes,. .for herytykys, for scismatys.

Schismatic (sizmre'tik), a. and sb. Forms

:

4-6 scismatik, 5 cysmatyke, scismattike, 5-6

sys-, scismatyk, 6 scyamatik, -yk(e, schis-

matik, sys-, scismatick, 7 scismatique, 6-J"

schismatike, -ique, -icke, 7 shismatick, 7-

schismatic. [ME. cysmatyke, scismatik, etc., a.

OF. cis-, scismatique (mod.F. schismalique, after

Gr. ; the altered spelling came in both in Fr. and

Eng. near the end of the 16th a), ad. eccl. L.

schismaticus, a. eccl. Gr. axtff/mTtK^> £ (JxlfftxaT'>

ffxiV/ia Schism sb. Cf. Pr. sismatic
i
Sp. cismdtico,

Pg. schismaiico, It. scismatico.

Johnson, Walker, Todd, and Smart (1836-48) have the stress

schi'smatic, which appears in many early verse examples.

The accentuation now current is given by Webster in 1828

;

cf. quot. 1822 (Byron).}

A. adj. Of or pertaining to schism or schis-

matics ; of the nature of schism
;

guilty of the

offence of schism.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 73/2 Cysmatyke, cismaticus, cis-

mattca. Ibid. 456/2 Sy^smatyk, scismaiicus . 1456 Sir G.
Have LawA r/«j(S.T.S) 109 The subject is of the Emperour
suld kepe thair obedience till him alset he war scismattike.

151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 19 Preamble, Whiche Scismatyk
demeanure of the seid Frensche King ys and hathe ben
parlyous and terrible example to all Cristen fayth. 1534 in

Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 8 Yn the whych ser-

mondes he prechyd dyvers sysmatyke and yronyous opinions.

1543 Bale Yet a Course at Rom. Foxe 98 b, Hontyngton.

.

can not amonge all hys heretyques fyndc.one scysmatyk
Prest. 1645 Evelyn Diary 1 July, I went over to St. George's

to the ceremonie ofthe schismatic Greekes.who are permitted

to have their Church, tho' they are at defiance with Rome.
1738 Morgan Algiers I. Hi. 59 The Schismatick Mahometans
..employed 'their utmost malice against that unhappy
City. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v'ni, It was to be hoped, that,

though she was the widow of an enthusiastic corporal of
Cromwell's dragoons, her grandson might be neither schis-

matic nor anti-national. 1822 Byron Werner iv. i, Though
the schismatic Swede, Gustavus, is Gone home. 1864 Pusey
Led. Daniel (1876) 258 The schismatic kingdom of Israel.

1865 — Truth Eng. Ch. 65 There may be schismatic acts,

which have not the deadhness of the sin of schism. 1887
Ruskin Prmterita II. 312 The.. Modern Painters were.,
more startled than flattered by my schismatic praise.

B. sb. One who promotes or countenances

schism or breach of external unity in the Church
;

one who is guilty of the sin of schism ; a member
or adherent of a schismatical body.
1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xi. 115 For cryste cleped vs alle

come if we wolde, Sarasenes and scismatikes. c 1440 Jacob's
Well iv. 28 Alle, bat kepyn holy cherch-godys, or wyth-
holdyn pat am alyenyd awey be sysmatykes. .& nojt wyln
restoryn pe godys a$en [etc.]. 1460 Capgrave Chron.
(Rolls) 24a And because that the Spaynardis were scis-

matikes, the Pope Urban graunted [eta]. 1526 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 218 b, MaUcyous lyuers, as moost
specially ben these heretykes and scismatykes. 1579 W.
Wilkinson Con/ut. Fam. Love 2 Whosoever doth cut a
sunder the unitye, and disturbe the peace of the Church,, .is

a Schisraatique. 1600 Sir John Oldcastle iv. iii. 134 Old
Ruffian past-grace, vpstart schismatike. 1621 Burton* Anat.
Mel. 111. iv. 1. i. 715 Enthusiasts, Diuinators, Prophets,
Sectaries, Scismaticks. 1642 Chas. I Declar. to County
York 3 June 2 Separatists and Shismaticks. 1650 Hubbert
Pill Formality 34 Are they not still called Roundheads,
Sectaries, Schismaticks, and what not ? 1678 Evelyn Diary
22 Feb., Dr. Pierce preach'd at White-hall on 2 Thessal. 3.

6 against our late Schismatics, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)
I. 230 Support all Schismatics and Sects. 1688 Answ.
Talon's Plea 16 There is none but the Greek Schismaticks
that reject the Councill of Florence. 1726 Ayliffe Parer-
gon 480 By the Laws of England a Schismatick is one that
divides and separates himself from the Established Church
of the Realm, not on Fundamentals of Faith, but on some
Points of Religion relating to Church Discipline and external
Worship. 1769 Blackstone Cotnm. iv. iv. 52 Papists and
protestant dissenters .. were supposed to be equally schis-
matics in departing from the national church. 1849 Mac-
aulay Hist. Eng. il 1. 164 Both [the puritans and quakers]
were schismatics. Both hated episcopacy and the liturgy.

1859 Jephson Brittany vi. 73 Fleury was no longer read by
the young clergy, being considered a GalHcan and a schis-

matic 1866 Geo. Eliot F\ Holt xxiii, The wretched cavils

of the_ Nonconformists, and the noisy futility that belongs
to schismatics generally.

loosely. 153S Stewart Cron. Scot. 29455 Schort quhill

befoir his dais war compleit, The scismatik calHt wes
Mohomeit, In Arrabie closit his latter dayis.

Comb. 1577 tr. Bellinger's Decaties in. viii. 422 They saide
that Paulcdid schismatiquelike sowe in the churches a
certeine doctrine peculiar to himselfe.

b. spec. In Roman Catholic use, one of those

Roman Catholics who in the reign of Elizabeth

conformed by occasionally attending the services

of the Church of England, in order to avoid the

penalties denounced against recusants.

1584 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. S. J. (1880) VI. 726 The
schismatics who come to church, and yet in heart are
Papists, they do most mischief. 1600 in Morris Troubles
Cath. Fore/. 1. iv. (1872) 194 And this doth touch chiefly

schismatics, whose wives for the most part are all recusants,

and many Protestants, besides Catholics. 1877 Foley Rec.
Eng. Prov. S. J. I. 1. 147 His friends and relations were
Protestants, but his parents and brothers schismatics.

O. transf. andjrig-.

(1165a Brome Mad Couple Addr. to Stationer, But 'tis

the Custome, and who won't submit, Must be esteem'd a
Schismatick in wit. a 1704 T. Brown Sat, upon Fr. King
Wks. 1730 I. 60 My breeches too . , I found grown Schismat-
icks, and fall'n asunder. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Pitt r 19
Pulteney..was the schismatic; they [the Whigs] were the

true Catholics, the peculiar people, the despositaries of the

orthodox faith of Hampden and Russell.

Schismatical (sizmartikal), a, [Formed as

prec. + -al.] = Schismatic a.

a 1548 Hall Chron., K. Hen. V, 34 b, Gregory the xij was
one of the Scismatical numbre. 1558-9 Act 1 Eliz. c. 1 § 19
Any Error, Heresie, Scisme or Scismaticall Opinion. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage

(1614J
s&jPeucerus maketh the Egyp-

tian Caliphs to be Schismaticall from their first entrance,which
was (as he saith) in Anno 703. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World
11. xxvi. 600 Syracon, Captain of the Turkes, that had
beene in Aegypt, goes to the Caliph of Baldach, offering his

best meanes for the extirpation of the Schismaticall Caliph.

1637 Decree Star-Chamb. concern. Printing § 1 in Milton
Areop. (Arb.) 9 That no person. .shall presume to print.,

any seditious, scismaticall, or offensive Bookes or Pamphlets.
1642 Compi. to Ho. Comm. 15 Schismatical men addicted to

Anabaptisme and Brownisme. 1659 Bp. Walton Consid.
Considered 190 That Manasseh. .built a temple on Mount
Gerizim, . .and there worshipped God, and offered sacrifices,

(though in a schismatical way,) is out of doubt. 1680

Baxter Rep. Sttilingfleet's Let. vi. 16^ And_ therefore your
accusation of us thus grounded is Shismatical and unjust.

1686 Ansiv. to Printed Pager \& Then the Church of Rome
is the most Schismatical in the World, that denies Com-
munion with all Churches that are not in all Tridentine
points one with her. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 18/1 The
Prophets of the Grove, were not indeed Prophets of the

Lord, as Elijah was, but they were the only Prophets of

the Schismatical Jewish Church at Samaria. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. II. xxvii. 123 He put Pisa under an interdict, and
all the places which gave shelter to the Schismatical Council.

1826 Scott Woodst. x, But what are these schismatical

proceedings to our present purpose? 1879 R. T. Smith
Basil the Great x. 124 The passage above quoted in respect

to baptism, concerning the failure of the gifts of the spirit

in schismatical bodies after the first generation, shows how
strongly Basil held the doctrine of Apostolical Succession.

1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knozvl. I. 204/2 One who
has received heretical or schismatical baptism when he might
have had the Catholic.

b. spec, in Roman Catholic use. (See Schis-

matic sb. b.)

1582 Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 108 This blessed

man . . had an old schismaticall priest to his uncle.

Schismatically (sizmartikali), adv. [f.

Schismatical a. + -lv 2.] In a schismatic manner.
1554 Bonner Art. Visit. B ij, Item, whether any such, as

were ordered scismatically and contrary to the olde order

& custome of the catholike churche, or being vnlawfully and
scismaticallye married after the late innouation and maner.
a 1600 Hooker Eccl. Pol. vn. ix. § 2 Aerius, so Schismatic-

ally and stifly maintaining it, must even stand where
Epiphanius and Augustine have placed him. 1661 Terms
of Accomm. 9 It was done schismatically. 1683 Addr.fr.
Sudbury in Lond. Gaz. No. 1847/3 Those People who in

their Fanatick Zeal have Schismatically divided from the

best constituted Church in the World. 1691 Wood Aih.
Oxon. II. 256 He.. preached very schismatically. 1871

Freeman Norm. Conq. IV. xvii. 94 With what eyes.. did

Stigand look on the works of the predecessor whom, in

Norman belief, he had unjustly and schismatically driven

from his throne.

Schisma ticalness. rare. [f. Schismatical

a. + -ness.] The quality of being schismatic.

1664 H. More Myst. Iniq., Apol. x. 562 Your mere Schis-

maticalness and Contumacy against the Church is so. 1637
H. Stubbe Further Justif. War Neth. 47 Their Bishops
were recalled, and a plenary toleration granted unto them;

i their Madness, or Schismaticalness being left to the immediate

i
punishment of God. 1681 H. More Expos. Dan. Pref. 00
We are to.. repent us.. of our Schismaticalness and Rebel-

liousness. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettlewell in. lxix.

362 The Schismaticalness of the Congregations.

tSchismaticating,///.«. Obs.-1 [f. Schis-

matic + -ate 3 + -ing 2
.] = Schematizing ppl. a.

1712 M. Henry Nat. Schism (1886) 5 Some of the schis-

maticating doctors the Church has known.

Schisma'tico-, combining form of Schismatic.

1689 Apol. Fail. Walkers Ace. 25 It being Canonico-
Prelatically impossible, tho Schismatico - Presbyterially

certain. 1818 G. S. Faber Horm Mosaics I. 315 Their
Schismatico-political mode of worship.

Schismatisni. nonce-ivd. [f. Schismat-ic +
-ism.] Schismatic principles.

1859 Mrs. Gaskell Round t/te Soft 223 But. at any rate,

he is a Baptist, and has been in trade. What with his

schismatisni and Mr. Gray's methodism, I am afraid all the

primitive character of this place will vanish.

Schismatist (si*zmatist). rare. [Formed as

next + -ist.] A schismatic.

1754 Lel.fr. Member ofCh.ofScot, to ElderofSeceders 52
He says not to these schismatists you are not a Member of
the Church. 185a Btackzv. Mag. LXXI. 750 [He] hopes
the best for Schismatists, but can't See aught for them
within the covenant. 1895 Cath. Ne*ius 12 Oct. 7/5 It

would be one of the greatest triumphs of Leo's sovereignty
if he succeeded in winning back the Alexandrian schis-

matists to the true faith.

Schismatize (si'zmataiz), v. [a. OF. scisma-

tiser(Cotgc.),f.Gr.(Txi(rPaT-t<7X' (Tria Schism + -ize.]

1. intr. To behave as a schismatic ; to favour or

advocate schismatic principles ; to lead or belong

to a schismatic body.
1601 W. Watson Sparing Discov. A 3 b, The Secular priests

haue onIy..Schismatiz'd and rebelled against M. Geor.
Blackwell and his Jesus Masters. 16x1 Cotgr., Scisma-
User, to Scismatise it, or play the Scismatick. 1657 J.
Sergeant Schism DisPatc/ft 89 Therefore to schismatize
is to divide himself voluntarily from the Church. Ibid. 382
Which being too weak a ground m the iudgment of every
prudent Conscientious man to hazard his Soul upon, as he
must if he begin to Schismatize upon no better Grounds.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 1. ii. 42 From which [Church] I

rather chose boldly to separate than poorly to schismatise

in it. 1689 Hickeringill Ceremony-Monger ConcX. iv. Wks.
1716 II. 488 Must we Schismatize from Scripture, and from
all the Protestants in the World, to follow a Custom they
got into the Greek Church? 1705 — Priest-cr. 1. ibid. III.

13 If [the Church of England] say true, then it is impossible

..to Schismatize from her. 17x6 M. Davies A then. Brit.

III. 11 All Foreign Calvinists. .disown and condemn our
Dissenters for Idiotizing as well as Schismatizing in their

Uncivil as well as Unchristian Obstinacy. 1833 J. H. New-
man A rians 1. 1. (1876) 6 His intimate friend . . Lucian^ who
schismatized or was excommunicated on his deposition.

1864 — Apol. 239 It may be the providential means of

uniting the whole Church in one, without fresh schismatiz-

ing or use of private Judgment.

b. transf. To make a division in a political party.

1793 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 52, 1 am not sure whether
some of the more furious republicans may not schismatize

with him.

2. trans, a. To lead into schism, b. To divide

into parties, rare.

1645 Liberty of Conscience 35 We must distinguish the

persons who are in the error, whether Heresiarchs and ring,

leaders, or whether followers only,, .whether schismatizing,

or schismatized. 1813 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 202 They
[these questions] now schismatize every people whose minds
and mouths are not shut up by the gag of a despot.

Hence Schrsmatizing///. a.

1657 J. Sergeant Schism DispachH 559 To reunite..

a

schismatizing Congregation to the Body it broke from. 171a

M. Henry Nat. Schism (1886)0 The great schismatizing

principle which has been so much the bane of the Christian

Church.

t Schi'Smic, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Schism sb. +
-ic] Schismatic.
1608 Sylvester Du Bartas xu Iv. BL Sckisme 525 Then to

Carmel's top The Schismick Priests were quickly called up.

1614 — Little Bartas 1047 Vouchsafe our souls rest, without

Schismick strife.

1 Schrsmless, a. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Schism

sb. + -less.] Without or free from schism.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. i.vi. 22 The peace and good of the

Church is not terminated in the schismelesse estate of one

or two kingdomes.

Schist l (fist). Geol. Also 8 shist ; and see

Schistus. [a. F. sckiste (in 16th c. scistk, in 18th

c. occas. chile, in accordance with the then usual

pronunciation), a. L. schistos adj., fissile, readily

splitting {lapis schistos, a kind of stone mentioned

by Pliny), a. Gr. oxiaT°s (
ffX* Ai0os, * probably talc',

L. & Sc), f. <Tx&-t <JxK*lV t0 split : see Schism^.]
A crystalline rock whose component minerals are

arranged in a more or less parallel manner.
Some continental writers call any fissile rock a 'schist \

prefixing the word ' crystalline ' to denote the rocks de-

scribed in the above definition. The parallel structure in

schists is independent of original stratification, being due to

metamorphic action ; indeed, many schists are modified

igneous rocks.

1795 Mills in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 41 A thin stratum

of vegetable soil lies uppermost ; then clay, mingled with

fine sand, composed of small particles of quartz, mica, and
shist. 183a Oe la Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 309 The schist,

and its accompanying clays, contain an abundance of fossils.

1885 Teall {title ofpaper) On the Metamorphosis of Dolo-

mite into Hornblende-Schist. 1886 Bonney Pres. Addr.
Geol. Soc. 57 Again in the mouth of one geologist a ' schist

'

will mean any rock that has arough fissility,. .while another

restricts the term to the foliated rocks. 1903 A. Geikie
Text-bk. Geol. 246 A rock possessing a crystalline arrange-

ment into separate folia is in English termed a Schist. 1904

Van Hise Treat. Metamorphism (U. S. Geol. Survey) 780
Illustrations of the use of the term Schist both as the name
of a definite rock and with a structural signification are

furnished by the terms mica-schist, chlorite-schist, and
hornblende-schist as generally used.

b. attrib.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 36 The evaporation of the Schist

Lixivium. Ibid. 39 For evaporating the schist liquors. 1878

Schiller's Technol. Diet., Schist-oil. 1903 Geikie Text-bk.

Geol. iv. viii. § 1 (ed. 4) 782 The schist district of the Elbe

valley hills in Saxony.

Schist 2 (skist). Acoustics, rare. In_ quot'.

skhist. [ad. Gr. axt(TT°v > neut. of <JxiffT& s divided;

see Schist 1.] A small interval equal to one-

eighth of a schisma. t8?S tsee Schistic «.*).
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Schistaceous,n- Bot. [f. SchistI + -aczocs.]

Having the colour of schist or slate, blue-grey.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

t Schistic, a-1 Obs. rare- 1
. In 8 erron.

schystio. [ad. assumed Gr. *oxuttik6s, f. oxt&-,

OX'S*'" t0 SP'"' : see Schism sb.] Dividing, ana-

lytical. (In quot. humorously pedantic?)

1743-3 Fielding Phil. Trans. Wks. 1771 VI. 500 We are
forced to proceed, .by the metabolic or mutative [method],
not by the schystic or divisive.

t Schrstic, a? Geo/. Obs. [f. Schist 1 + -ic]
Pertaining to, resembling a schist : = Schistoid.
1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 259 The rocks in the parish are

mostly whinstone.and schistic strata. 1807 HEADKICK/Jmm
So Masses of schistic rock.

Schistic (skrstik),a.3 Acoustics. In 9 skhistic.

[See quot.] Of a system of musical temperament,
or tones as tempered on this system : Based on an
allowance for the difference of a ' schist '.

1875 Ellis tr. Helmhottz' Seasal. Tone App. xix. 652
Skhistic, or Heltnholtzian [temperament] as it may be called.

..The name Skhistic is derived from skhist..which I use
for the small interval that is one-eighth ofthe Greek skhisma.
/bid., The complete series of skhistic tones. Ibid. 764 If

skhistic intonation could be easily produced in practice.

Schistify, v. Geo/, [f. SchistI + -ipy.] trans.

To develop a schistic structure in, to change into

schist. Hence Schistified ///. a.

1890 Cole & Gregorv in Q. Jrnl. Geol. SocYXN\. 301
Some of this rock is fine-grained, and some schistified with
large diallage- and felspar-eyes. Ibid. 305 This rock was
described . .as a schistified serpentine,

Schistoid (Jt'stoid), a. Geol. [f. Schist 1 +
-old.] Having the nature of, or resembling, schist.

1851 Th. Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 398 We saw
in the mountains of Upper Orinoco,, .granites passing into

gneiss, and schistoid hornblendes. 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex.

Schistoscope (ski-stoskcup). Chromatics, [f.

Gr. <rxi<TTu-s divided, divisible (see Schist 1
) +

-scopk.] An optical instrument producing com-
plementary colours side by side.

1874 S. Kens. Mus. Co/at. Sci. Apparatus No. 3678 (1877)

935 Rose's Schistoscope, for the physiology of colour. 1879
Rood Mod. Chromatics xi. 161 Perhaps the.. best [instru-

ment] is that which was contrived by Bruckc.and called

by him a schistoscope. . .This.. is_ merely a combination of

a low-power simple microscope with a polariscope.

Schistose jVsta»s), a. Alio 8-9 shistose.

[f. Schist * + -ose 1
.]

1. Geol. Laminated ; having a formation re-

sembling a schist.

1794 Kirwan Elctn. Min. (ed. 2) I. 182 Shistose Clay...
i'* variety, Slate Clay, Shale. iBji Tales My Landlord,
Fair Witch Gins Llyn 1 1. 353 A conical hill, called Cerrig

Tym, composed of a schistose rock. 1838 W. F. Ainsworth
Res. Assyria, etc. 337 With a foliated or shistose fracture in

one direction. 1879 CasseU's Techti. Educ. IV. 255/2 The
ores are rich, and are found in pockets in a schistose rock.

t 2. Cleaving after the manner of a schist. Obs.

1831 Macculloch Syst. Geol I. 158 A soft claystone, with
a schistose tendency on exposure.

1 3. Abounding in, characterized by schist. Obs.

1843 Portlock Geol. 175 Quartz veins are abundant in

many parts of the schistose country.

4. Bot. ' Slaty, as to tint ' (B. D. Jackson, 1900).

Schistosity. Geol. [f. Schistose + -m\]
The direction or line of cleavage in a rock of

crystalline formation.
1888 Ti:all Brit. Peirogr. 446 Schistosity, .. denotes the

fissility of the crystalline schists. 1901 J. Horne in Nature
19 Sept. 513/2 Before the planes ofschistosity were developed
in these Dalradian schists.

Schistous (JVstas), a. [f. Schist 1 + -oi's.]

1. Geol. = Schistose a. 1.

180S-3 tr. Pallas 's Trav. (1812) II. 115 It is scarcely ever
observed in thin layers between schistous minerals. 1833
L. Ritchie Wand, by Loire 123 An immense schistous rock.

1875 Wonders o/Phys. World 1. i. 29 The schistous slate

separates readily into leaves.

2. Formed of schist.

1829 Peacock Mis/ort. Elphin xi 139 Prince Rbun being
safe in schistous bastile, Taliesin commenced his journey.

183s Browning Paracelsus 1. 812 In the steady, rolling

Mavne.. is mixed its mass of schistous ore. 1840 Arnold
Jrnl. in Stanley Life (1858) II. 351 Bare schistous hills.

3. Nat. Hist. —Schistose a. 4.

1858 Mavne Expos. Lex., Schistosus. .sometimes applied
the same as A rdisiaceus, to indicate a shade of blue, as the
Coluber schistosus '. schistous.

II Schistus. Obs. Also 9 shistus, 7 in Gr.
form schistos. [mod.L.; see Schist 1 .] = ScHiST a

.

[1601 Holland Pliny xxxv. xv. II. 558 Of alume.. there
is one kind which the Greeks call Schistos, and the nature
thereof is to cleave along into certaine filaments or threads
like haires. 1623 Cockekam hi, Schistos, a stone of Saffron
colour, easie to he cleft into tbin plates.] 1775 Masson in

Phil. Trans. LXVI. 306 A kind of rotten schistus or slate.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 12 Micaceous shistus, granite,

gneiss, chlorite-shistus, sand-stone, and lime-stone. 1831
Brewster Optics xiv. 115 Take a plate of regularly formed
mother-of-pearl, with its surfaces nearly parallel, and grind

these surfaces upon a hone or upon a plate of glass with
the powder of schistus.

t Schize, v. Obs. rare — 1
, [ad. Gr. ffxtfri",

after the derivative Schism sb.] intr. To separate

from, to commit schism. Cf. Schism v.

1596 H. Clapham Brie/e Bible 1. 80 As they had schized

from the true Church, so now likewise from the true wor-
ship to a false.

Vol. VIII.

209

Schizo- (sksizo, skaiz(v), irreg. representing Gr.

<rxi{fiv to split, combining with other words of
Greek origin in various scientific terms. Schizo-
carp (-kajp) Bot. [Gr. /rapiros fruit], a term applied
to dry fruits which break up into two or more
one-seeded mericarps without dehiscing. Hence
Schlzoca-rpic, Scliizocarpous adjs., 'resembling
or belonging to a schizocarp' [Cent. Diet. 1891).
Schizoccele (-sfl) Zool. [Gr. koiKov a hollow], a
perivisceral cavity formed by a splitting of the

mesoblast. Hence Schizoccelic, Schlzocce'lous
adjs. Sehizodinic a. Zool. [Gr. tvSiWs birth-

pains + -ic], belonging to a group of Mollusca, in

which a temporary rupture of the body-wall takes
place for the extrusion of the genital products.

|| Schl'zodon Zool. [mod.L. ; Gr. oSokt- tooth],

a genus of rodents, distinguished by having a molar
with single internal and external folds, which meet
in the middle of the tooth.

||
Schizogenesis Biol.

[mod.L. (Haeckel, 1 866) ; Gr. yivtots reproduc-

tion], fissiparous generation. Schizogenetic a.

Bot. [-genetic] = schizogenic ; hence Schizo-
gene-tlcallyaafe. Schizogenic (-dge'nik) a. Bot.

[-OEN 2 + -ic], formed by cleavage; applied to

cavities formed by the splitting of the common
wall ofcontiguous cells. Schizogenous(-(rd3ih3s)
a. Bot. [-gejj 2 + -ocs] m schizogenic. Schizo-
trnathiam (-(Vgnabiz'm) Ornith. [Gr. fvaB-os jaw
+ -ism], a condition in which the bony palate is

cleft from the posterior nares to the end of the

beak. Hence Schizognathous a., having a cleft

palate. Schizogony (-p'g&il) Zool. [ad. mod.L.
schizogonia (Haeckel) ; Gr. --yopta, reproduction]
= schizogenesis. Hence Schlzogo nic a., pertain-

ing to schizogony ; spec, schizogonic cycle, the

second of the two stages in the life-history of

a Coccidian. ]|
Schlzomycetes (• msisr t/V.) sb. pi.

Biol, [see Micetes], a group of microscopic, rod-

like, unicellular organisms, multiplying by fis-

sion, variously known as Bacteria, Microbes, etc.

;

rarely in sing, schizomycete. Hence Schizo-
myce tic, -mycetcus adjs. Schizophyte (-fait)

Biol, [-phyte], a microscopic organism multiply-

ing by fission, akin to Schlzomycetes. Schi'zopod
(-ppd) Zool. , a member of the || Schizo poda sb. pi.

[Gr. not- foot], a sub-order of crustaceans, named
from the apparent splitting of the thoracic limbs

produced by the great development of the exopo-
dites ; hence Schizopodons a. Schizorhinal a.

Ornith. [Gr. jiv-, fit nose], having each nasal

bone deeply cleft or forked. Schlzothecal a.

Ornith. [Gr. 0ij*r/ a case], having the podotheca
divided by scutellation or reticulation.

1870 Henfrey's Bot. § 247 In such a case the term 'schizo.

carp is employed to designate the whole fruit. 1905 Balfour
xx.Goebel's Organogr. Plants 11. 160 Andreaea. .is an excep-
tion, and its sporogonia are 'schizocarpous, for no lid is

produced. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. i. 51 That
form of perivisceral cavity which I have termed a 'schizo-

ccele. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life Introd. 30
The well-known term schizocoele may be retained for them
(the coelomic cavities of Vertebrata\ 1900 Lanhesler's
Treat. Zool. in. 26 Formerly the system was supposed to

develop as a cleft in the mesenchyme, and therefore was
called the ' *schizocoelic system '. 1875 Huxley in Encycl.
Brit. II. 53/1 In the Lamellibranchiata and Odontophora,
there is every reason to believe that the perivisceral cavity

is formed by splitting of the mesoblast, or that they are
'schizoccclous. 1883 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 682/1 Ccelomate animals are, according to this nomen-
clature, either "Sehizodinic or Porodinic. 1848 Water-
house Nat. Hist. Mammalia II. 265 Schizodonfuscus.
The Brown 'Schizodon. 1891 Century Did., 'Schizo-

genesis.
.

, fission as a mode of reproduction ; generation by
fission. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 213 To
the first, "schlzogenetic, category belong the larger air-spaces

in stem, roots, and leaves ofmany marsh and water-plants.

Ibid. 209 The reservoirs arise "schizogenetically. 1885 Good-
ale Physiol. Bot. 99 note, The first mode of development of

intercellular spaces has been termed "schizogenic. 1883

Athenaeum 29 Dec. 870/3 [Mr. J. R. Green concludes] that,

at least in some species [of Hypericacea:], there is also a
series of 'schizogenous ducts. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer.
Birds (ed. 2) 170 "Schizognathism is the kind of 'deft

palate' shown by the columbine and gallinaceous birds.

187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 229 The palate is •schizo-

gnathous. 1887 Hubrecht in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. Mar.

613 "Schizogony having once been established, it must have

been further beneficial to the species. 190a Encycl. Brit.

XXXII. 816/1 The "schizogonic cycle .. occurs in human
blood, giving rise to malarial fever. 1880 A. Flint Princ.

Med. 96 The living organisms to which the advocates of the

germ theory attribute the causation of the infectious diseases,

are embraced under the name " schizomycetes. 1898 Salter

tr. Lafnr's Techn. Mycol. I. title, "Schizomycetic Fermenta-

tion. 190a CasseU's Encycl. Diet. Suppl., "Schizomycetous.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knoivl. (N. Y.) XII. 229 'Schizophyte, a

microscopic organism belonging toCohn'sorderschizoporeae,

and allied to bacteria, .regarded as a variety of bacillus.

1887 Garnsey & Balfour tr. De Bary's Bacteria 37 This

group has received the name of Fission-plants or Schizo-

phytes. 1841 Brande Diet. Sci. etc., "Schizopods. 1877

Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 348 This may be termed the

Schizopod stage. 1840 Cnvier's Anim. Kingd. 422 note, The
"Schizopoda..have been found to be more nearly allied to

SCHCENANTH.
the order Stomapoda. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex.

t
Schizo-

Podus, applied . . to a tribe of the Crustacea?

.

. the feet of wh ich
are deeply divided into slender branches : *schizopodous.
1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 367 The Schizopodous
PodoPhthalmia. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2)

165 In the Columbidae,. .the nasal bones are *schizorhinaI.
X896 Newton Diet. Birds Introd. 91 Herein he [Garrod]
strove to prove that Birds ought to be divided into two
Subclasses—one, called Holorhina!,..and the other, called
Schizorhinal. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 125
Such a podotheca is holothecal. . . The generic opposite is

*schizothecal.

II Schi'ZZO. Obs. Also skizzo ; //. schizzos,
scizzi, scizzis. [It. : see Sketch sb.] A sketch.
1686 Aglionby Painting Illustr. Explan. Terms s. v., The

Schizzos are ordinarily reduced into Cartoons in Fresco
Painting, or Copyed and Enlarged in Oyl-Painting. Ibid.
Hi. 117 He seldom Designed a Story in his first Schizzos,
that he did not do it four or five several ways, to choose at
last the best, a 17334 North Exam. 11. iv. § 6 (1740) 234
The Crafts-masters of that Plot, from the very first Scizzi
of the Design, considered [etc.]. 1736 Lediard Life Marl-
borough \. Ded. 5, I have aim'd at no more than a brief
Skizzo^ of it in my Preface. 1793 Sir E. Harington (title)

A Schizzo on the Genius of Man.

II Sclilafrock (Jla-f|rpk). [G., f. schlaf-en to

sleep + rock coat, gown.] A dressing-gown.
_
1836 Longf. in Life (1891) I. 248 One nasty little professor

in a dirty schlafrock took the pipe out of his mouth and
kissed me on the lips. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixv, A
student, in jack-boots and a dirty schlafrock^ was lying on
the bed smoking a long pipe.

II ScMoSS (JVs). [Ger.] A (German) castle.

[16x7 Moryson Itin. 1. 202 A Castle (which the Dutch call

Schlosse).] 1883 ' Ouida ' Wanda I. 61 She had a beautiful
little schloss on the green Ebensee. 1806 Strand Mag.
XII. 282 Virginia creeper draped the quaint grey schlosses
with crimson cloaks.

Schnapper (Jhse'paj). Formerly also snapper.
[An alteration, after the equivalent G. schnapper.
of Snapper (f. Snap v. + -eb !), a name which has
been given independently in various parts of the

world to many different fishes. The original form
is retained in some English books, but is obsolete

in Australia and New Zealand.] A valuable sparoid

food-fish {Pagnts unicotor) t
abundant upon the

coasts of South Australia and New Zealand.
i8»7 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales I. 68 Snappers, bream,

flat-heads, and various other descriptions of fishes, are all

too found plentifully about. 1850 Clutterbuck Port
Phillip iii. 44 Besides the fish above numerated, are the
Schnapper, black-fish and eel. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Col.

Reformer (1891) 171 The first fish, a twelve-pound schnapper.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1859 All Year Round No. 4. 80We had been accustomed

to, .fish.. for Schnapper-fish weighing from seven to twenty-
five pounds. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food Fishes N. S. Wales
31 Schnapper-fishing.

II Schnapps, schnaps (Jnceps). [Ger.] An
ardent spirit resembling Hollands gin.

1818 Blackw. Mag. III. 403 Enjoy your schnaps, give
sorrow to the wind. 1823 Byron Juan x. lxxi, Not like

slow Germany wherein they muddle Along the road,.. and
also pause besides, to fuddle, With 'schnapps', a 1848
O. W. Holmes On Lend. Punch-bowl 16 He went to Ley-
den, where he found conventicles and schnaps. X885 C.
Lowe Bismarck II. 488 A General, talking of drinks, had
laid down the principle: 'Red wine for children, Cham-
pagne for men, Schnaps for Generals*.

Schnebelite (Jn/i'belait). [f. the name Scknc-

bel-in (see below) + -ite.] An explosive principally

composed of specially treated chlorate of potash,

invented by the brothers Schnebelin c 1893.

1893 Daily News 22 Sept, 6/6 L'Abbe Schnebelin, who
was illustrating by a series of experiments the advantages
of Schnebelite gunpowder. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 25 June 6/2
Though the base of the Schnebelite.. is chlorate of potash,

the . powder seems to be less dangerous to handle than any
other.

Sclmeiderian (Jnsidio'rian),^. Anal. [f. the

name of C. V. Schneider of Wurtemberg (1610-

80), who investigated this structure.] Schneiderian

membrane, the mucous membrane of the nose.

X803 Med. Jrnl. X. 115 The inflammation of the Schnei-

derian membrane, and that of the mucous membrane of the

bronchise were much more frequently absent than present.

1899 AllbuWs Syst. Med.Wl. 753 Situated in the Schnei-

derian mucous membrane is a large number of bipolar cells.

II
Schnorrer (JnpTSi). Jewish. [Yiddish var.

of G. schnurrer, u schnurren (slang) to go beg-

ging.] A Jewish beggar.
1892 Zangwill Childr. Ghetto \. 4 The Schnorrer felt no

false shame in his begging. 1899 Daily Chron. 10 Mar.

3/4 The crowd of half-starved immigrants, consisting of
street hawkers and schnorrers, who are the plague of the
Jewish Board of Guardians.

Scho(e, obs. form of She, Shoe, Show.
Schoehe : see Scotch v.

t
Souch v.

1 Schcenanth. Obs. Also (erron.) echee-,

scec-. [ad. mod.L. sch&nanlhus, a. late Gr.

eX°ivavQ°s (also <xxotvdv6rj, (TXotvdvBiov) , f. (r^ofy-os

rush + avQos flower.] A sweet-scented grass of

Asia, Andropogon Schcenanlhus, formerly used in

medicine ; camel's-hay.
170J Petiver in Phil. Trans. XXIII. 1257 This is easily

known from the other Schaenanths in having hollow Oat-
like husks. 171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs I. no Schoenanth.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., Scarnanth, or Schsenanth . .

,

the dried stalk of a plant brought to us from Arabia.
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SCHCENE.

+ Schoene. Obs. Also schene. [ad. L. schojnus,

a. Gr. axotvoij commonly believed to be a use of

ffXotfos rush, rope, but possibly a foreign word.

Cf. F. sekZnc}\ An ancient measure of distance

mentioned by Gr. writers and Pliny (chiefly as in

use among the Persians) ; the length is variously

stated at from 30 to 60 stadia (= 3J to 7 miles).

*555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 300 Islamic. is extended be-

twene the south and the north almost two hundreth schoenes

in longitude. X603 Holland Plutarch's Mar. 274 Measure
not wisedome by the Persian Schcene. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 132 Three Schoenes aboue the South angle of the

Delta, (each Schoene containing fiue miles at the least, and
sometimes seuen and a half). 1674 Jeake Aritlu (1696) 112

In Aegypt they reckon by Schcenes of various Magnitude,
some 60, some 40, some 20 Furlongs.

Schoenobatic (skiiwbae'tik), a. rare~~\ [ad.

Gr. ffxowo&aTitc-oSj f. ax0lV0^TVs ff* schosnobates)

rope-dancer, t, oxotvo-s rope + f$a* f
fiaivtiv to walk.]

Pertaining to rope-walking. So Schceno batist, a

rope-walker, rope-dancer.
1839 Black™. Mag. XLVI. 21 A troop of young schoeno-

batists. 1862 Loudon Rev. 23 Aug. 160 Scaenobatic [sic]

or acrobatic feats.

Sohofeet, obs. form of Soffit.

Schoffe, obs. form of Scoff, Shove.
Schoind, variant of Schtnd Obs.

Schoir, -ling, Sc. forms of Shore, Shorling.

Scholar (sk^-lar). Forms: 1 scolere, scoliere,

3-7 acholer, 4-5 scolera, 4-6 scoler, 5 scolare,

skolere, scolier, {Caxton escolyer), 5-6 scolar,

5-7 scolier, 6 scolear, -eir, scollar, skoller, sko-
lar,6-7 seholler,-ar, schooler, 7 schoolar, skool-

ler, skollar, (sholar), 6-9 vulgar sehollard, 9
scholard, 6- scholar. [OE. scolere, scoliere

( mOHG. scuolari, MHG. schuolmre, early mod. G.
schuler, now schuler), ad. late L. scholar-is (f.

schola School), with substitution of the native

ending -ER \ The word is rare in OK., and the

ME. scoler(e may be wholly or in part a. OF.
escoler, escolier (mod.F. e'colier). Cf. Du. scholier

(?from Fr.), MDu. also scholare, scholer.]

1. One who is taught in a school ; now esp. a boy
or girl attending an elementary school. Often

qualified by prefixed word, as Sunday, infant

scholar, Day-scholar.
C1055 Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 308 Seo

raiding ping5 baene scoliere. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 51
A fraternite was begonne..of ?onge scoters, a 1400-50
Alexander 641 If any scolere in be scole his skorne at him
makis. 140a Hoccleve Let. Cupid 211 That boke scolers

lerne in hir chyldehede. 1538 Starkey England r. i. 3 He
was neuer gud mastur that neuer was scoler. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. in. t. 18, I am no breeching scholier in the
schooles. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 266 Two Schoole
maisters and threescore and ten schoolers, a 1656 Bp. Hall
Rem. Wks. Special. Life 8 Some unwise friends . . perswaded
him [my Father] to fasten me upon that School as Master,
whereof I was lately a Scholier. 1820 Southey IVesley II.

162 In two or three months there were twenty-eight scholars,

notwithstanding the strictness of the discipline. 1843 {title)

The Sunday Scholar. 1888 J. Runciman in Contemp. Rev.
LIV. 39 An accurate inquiry disclosed the fact that 38 per
cent of these poor scholars were breakfastless every morning.

b. One who is receiving, or has received, his in-

struction or training from a particular master ; a

pupil (of a. master). Now arch, or rhetorical.

c 1000 Canons of Edgar 10 in Thorpe Laws II. 246/14
pact senis preost ne underfo of>res scolere. c 1305 St. Edm.
Can/. 247 in E. E. P. (1862) 77 His scolers ]>at ihurde of
him gode men were ynou?. 1340 Ayenb. 39 Ine bis clergie

he(> dame auarice uele scolers. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

III. 195 Pictagoras hadde bis manere by seuene sci-

ences : non of his scoleres schulde to fore be seuenbe 5ere
axe resoun nober skile of his lore. 1471 Caxton Recnyell
(Sommer) II. 396 Hys escolyers that lerned of hym. 11590
Marr. Wit fy Wisd. viii. (Shaks. Soc.) 56 Wit. Your most
vnworthy sehollard Giues to you immortal! thainks. 1606
Shaks. Ant. $ CI. iv. xiv. 102 Thy Master dies thy Scholier

;

to do thus I leamt of thee. 1644 Milton Areap. (Arb.) 68
We are become., the backwardest Schollers, of whom God
offer'd to haue made us the teachers. 1699 Bentley PJial.

ii. 57 While young, he was Scholar to Thales. 1745 J. Ham-
mond Love Elegies xiii, And teach my lovely schofar all I

know. 1869 Tennyson Coming of Arthur 153 Merlin's
master (so they call him) Bleys, Who taught him magic;
but the scholar ran Before the master. 1896 Besant
Master Craftsman (1897)67 It looks like Grinling Gibbons
. . or perhaps one of his scholars.

o. transf. One who acknowledges another as

his master or teacher; a disciple.

1577 Vautroullier Luther on Ep, Gal. to That they were
the ministers of Christ and the Apostles scholers. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. vii, § 3 To professe themselues therein
schollers and followers of the auncient. 1606 B. Barnes
Offices 11. 50 Gower and his Scholier Chaucer. 1759 John-
son Idler No. 68 F 4 The Romans confessed themselves the
scholars of the Greeks. 1791 Burke Let. Memo. Nat.
Assembly Wks. VI. 37 Your masters, who are his [Rous-
seau's] scholars. 1843 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. V. viii.

127 They think it a fine thing to.. profess themselves the
devil's scholars,

d. With qualifying adj. : One who is quick (or

the reverse) at learning.
c 1605 Rowley Birth of Merlin 11.111,232 Prince. Dost

think thy Lady is of thy opinion? Gent. She's a bad
Scholar else ; I have brought her up, And she dares owe
me stilL 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 214 He was the

210

aptest Scholar that ever was. 1733 in Swzft's Lett. (1766)
II. 177, I am conscious of only one [good quality], that is,

being an apt scholar.

2. One who studies in the ' schools ' at a univer-

sity; a member of a university, esp. a junior or
undergraduate member. Now only Hist, and in

official use.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7999 \>e four}* sone was
a scoler, To lerne more he dyde hys power, c 1340 Hampole
Prose Treat. 7 A scolere at pares had done many full syn-
nys. (-1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 4 With hym ther was
dwellynge a poure scoler, Hadde lerned Art, but al his
fantasye Was turned for to lerne Astrologye. 1478-3 Rolls
ofPdrlt. VI. 33/2 Your humble Oratours and Subgiettes, the
Chaunceler and Scolers of the Universite in your Toune of
Oxonford. 157a Act 14 Eliz. c. £ § 5 All Scollers of the
Universityes of Oxford or Cambridge y

l goe aboute beg-
ginge, not beinge aucthorysed under the Seale of the said
Universities. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 139 Such a con-
fusion of degrees, that the scholier knowetn not his dutie
to the Bachelor, nor the Bachelor to the Master. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 247 The Burgesses
and skolleris [at Aberdeen]. 16x3-14 Aberd. Ace. in Spald-
ing Club Miscell. V. 94 Gave to ane Hungarian scolier for

his supporte . . 3 lib. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 43 The Schollers
here in the night commit many murthers. i68x Lond. Gaz.
No. 1656/2 At the very Entrance whereof, the Scholars were
placed ; First, the Under-Graduates, then the Batchelors of
Arts. x868 LocalAct 31 $32 Vicl.c. 50 Preamble, The Chan-
cellor, Masters, and Scholars of the University of Oxford.

+ b. In the Elizabethan period, often applied to

one who had studied at the university, and who,
not having entered any of the learned professions

or obtained any fixed employment, sought to gain

a living by literary work. Obs.
x
Sfi7,

Ritgr. Pamass7/s 1. 74 (Macray) Let schollers be as
thnftie as they maye, They will be poore ere theire last

dyinge daye.

3. One who has acquired learning in the ' Schools '

;

a learned or erudite person ; esp. one who is learned

in the classical (i.e. Greek and Latin) languages
and their literature.

13.. E. E. AIM. P. B. 1554 Scoleres skelten beratte be
skyl forto fynde, Bot J>er was neuer on so wyse coube on
worde rede. 1540-1 Elyot Image Govt. (1549) 80 In the
habite of aschooler of philosophic 1599 Shaks. Much Ado
il i. 264, I would to God some scholier would coniure her.

1607 Peele*s yests (C1620) 11 He goes directly to the
Mayor, tels him he was a Scholier and a Gentleman.
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribx 181 As becommed a Gentle-
man and a Scholer. 1779-81 Johnson L.P., AheusideV/ks.
1787 IV. 290 A very conspicuous specimen of Latinity,
which entitled him to the same height of place among the
scholars as he possessed before among the wits. x8ao Lamb
Elia 1. Christ's Hospital, Matthew Field belonged to that
class of modest divines who affect to mix in equal propor-
tion the gentleman, the scholar, and the Christian. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits% Religion Wks. (Bohn) II, 97 Thus
the clergy for a thousand years have been the scholars of
the nation. 1886 R. C. Christie in Encycl. Brit. XXI.
362/2 Joseph Justus Scaliger (1540-1609), the greatest
scholar of modern times.

b. with qualifying word indicating the degree
of one*s attainment.

( 1290 St. Francis 154 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 58 Bernard, bat
was a guod scholer, formest to him cam. 1598 Shaks.
Merry IV. iv. i. 82 He is a better scholier then I thought
he was. 1639 Lenton Yng. Gallants Whirligigg in Marr.
Wit <$• Wisdom (Shaks. Soc) 125 His Childhood next. .Re-
quired them to put him unto schoole, Where in processe of
time he grew to bee A pretty scholier. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc. vi. 11 An ignorant mans faith..may be
as strong as the faith of the greatest Scholier. 1717 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let. to Pope 12 Feb., I pass for a great
scholar with him, by relating to him some of the Persian
tales. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 224 He.. made me..
a much better Scholar in the Scripture Knowledge, than I

should ever have been by my own private meer Reading.
1820 Lamb Elia \. Chrises Hospital, Under him were many
good and sound scholars bred.

C. In illiterate use, one whom the speaker regards

as exceptionally learned. Often merely, one who
is able to read and write. Freq. in vulgar or dial,

form scholard, sehollard, etc.

1644 Quarles yudgem. $ Mercy Wks. (Grosart) I. 79 The
Vicar of our Parish, .being so good a Churchman, and so
great a Sehollard, and can speake Latine too. 1667
Dryden & Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all n. ii, Nay,
faith, sir, I am not so good a sehollard to say much.
1678 Quack's Acad, in Harl. Misc. (1809) II. 33 The admir-
ing patient shall certainly cry you up for a great sehollard,

provided always your nonsense be fluent. 1824 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser. 1. 207 He [sc. a lad of thirteen] is a great
' scholar ', too, to use the country phrase. 1853 Lytton
My Novel 1. iii, You know Mark was a sehollard, sir, like

my poor, poor sister. 1893 Peel, Spen Valley 274 When the
paper was bought by Law*s work-people, they had to seek
up John Jowett, or some other scholar to read it aloud to

them.
4. A student who receives emoluments, during a

fixed period, from the funds of a school, college, or

university, towards defraying the cost of his educa-

tion or studies, and as a reward of merit.
At the colleges ofOxford and Cambridge and in the Univer-

sity of Durham such students wear a distinctive academic
dress, and have special seats in hall and chapel.

1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII,c 22 § 5 Any particular persone
being fellowe or scoler of any of the said Colleges or Halles.

1584 Powel Lloyd's Cambria 400 The Warden and Scholers

of new College in Oxenford. 1693 Dryden Persius iii. (pref,

note), I remember I Translated this Satyr, when I was a
Kings-Scholar at Westminster-School, for a Thursday-
Nights Exercise. X831 Oxf. Univ. Herald 19 Feb. 3/3 The
election for a Vinerian Scholar, in the room of Mr. Giles,

SCHOLARLESS.
will take place on Thursday. Ibid. 1 1 June 3/2 On Monday
last, Mr. Spranger, commoner of Exeter Coll. was elected
a Scholar of" that Society. 1853 *C Bede' Verdant Green
1. v, A scholar's gown was accordingly produced. 1857 Act
20 <y 21 Vict. c. 84 Sched. § 71 The foundation scholars at
the lower school [Dulwich] shall be appointed by the
governors.

5. attrib. and Comb.,as scholar-craft, -part',phrase;
appositive, as scholar-printer, -saint ; f scholar-

respecting adj.

1820 Scott Manasf. xi, And since you like *scbolarcraft
so well, Mary Avenel, you shall see whether Edward or I

have most of it. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac. I. 333 note, The
full advantage of a just and liberal Education, by uniting
the *Scholar-part with that of the real Gentleman and Man
of Breeding. X599 Porter Angry Worn. Abingi. (Percy Soc.)

27 That womans will borne, common, *scholler phrase. 1902
M. R. James in Camb. Mod. Hist. \. xvii. 619 The sixteenth
century was the age of publication. What had been re-

covered was given to the world by the great *scholar-
printers. 1595 Polimanteia in Brydges Brit. Bibl. I. 275
A *schollar-respectinglionor. 1894 Dublin Rev. Oct. 340
The serene *scholar-saint, the Benedictine, Jean Mabillon.

b. Scholar's mate : see Mate sb. 1 b. Also

f scholar's check.

1656 tr. Biochimo's Chesse-Play 17 The Schollers Mate.
1688 Holme Armoury lit. v. 264/1 Scholars Check.

Hence Scholar v. {nonce-wd. in pa. pple. and
gerund), intr. to act the scholar or learner; trans.

? to educate as a scholar.

1793 Mme. D'Arblay Lett. (1843) V. 402, I have been
scholaring all day, and mastering too; for our lessons are
mutual. 1836 Mahony Reliques I. 509 (tr. Gresset) Thus
for a time did Vert-Vert dwell Safe in this holy chadelle

;

Scholared like any well-bred abbe, And loved by many a
cloistered Hebe'.

Scholarch (skylark). Hist. [ad. Gr. <rx<>k-

apx~Vs (mod.L. scholarcha, G. scholarch), f. ffxoAl7
School + -apxv^ ruler,] The head or ruler of a
school : spec. a. The head of an Athenian school

of philosophy, b. In certain parts of Germany,
Switzerland, and France, an official, or one of

a body of officials, formerly charged with the in-

spection of the schools within a city or district.

1863 Dowding Life G. Calixius 145 * I will not deny, 1 he
tells the Scholarchs of Niirnberg, 'that' [etc.]. a 1871
Grote Aristotle (1872) I. ii. 52 The Scholarchs, successors

of Theophrastus at Athens. 1875 M. Pattison Casaubon
260 Laurence, the scholarch, Casaubon's successor as clas-

sical professor. 1884 Ch. Quarterly XIX. 227 The first

Scholarch after the fall of Constantinople was Matthew the
Camariot. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 718/2 Xenocrates..,
scholarch or rector of the Academy from 339 to 314 b.c
Hence SchoTarchate [= G. scholarchat], the

office of a scholarch ; the body of scholarchs.

176a tr. Busc/iing's Syst. Geog. V. 514 The greatest part

of the clergy in the town are referred to the scholarchate

and the ecclesiastic office, and those who officiate at the
spital to the upper administrator thereof.

ScliO'lardom. rare, [-dom.] The realm of

scholars or scholarship ; scholars collectively.

188a Eraser's Mag. Oct. 440 Under the new secretary [of

the Philological Society] .. scholardom was ruled to ad-

mirable effect. 1907 T. C. Middleton Geog. Knovjl. Time
Discov. Amer. 18 note, A most damaging blunder in

scholardom.

Scko'larliood. rare. [-hood. ] (In quots.

)

a. The body of scholars, the learned world, b.

The condition of being a scholar or learner.

1837 Tail's Mag. IV. 726 The whole scholarhood of Eng-
land consented to kiss the toe of William Gifford. 1880

J. Ross Hist. Careax. 306 He is entirely ignorant of their

meaning for at least two years of his scholarhood.

t Schola'riail. Obs. rare"1
. [? f. L. scholari-s

Scholar + -an ; or f. Scholar + -iax.] ?A scholar.

1647 Boyle Let. 8 May, Wks. 1772 I. p. xli, I am confident

..that those elevated spirits will not prove half so costive

and pedantical, as the great scholarians of our colleges.

Scholarism. Now rare. [f. Scholar + -ism.]

The learning of the ( schools *
; scholarship. Some-

times used disparagingly.

1588 Greene Perimedes To Gentl. Rdrs. A 3 b, If there

be anye in England that set the end of scollarisme in an
English blanck verse, c X590 Marlowe Fanstus Chorus
(1604) A 2, So soone hee prontes in Diuinitie, The fruitfull

plot of Schoterisme grac't, That shortly he was grac't with
Doctors name. x6n G. H, Anti-Coton 64 [He] hath a pup-

pose to erect a new Colledge in the Vniuersitie, where he
will raise the study of good letters, which are falne, sith

these men have soyled them, by reducing them vnto a
miserable kinde of Schollerisme.

#
1878 Doran Mem. Gt.

Towns 225 There was an impression that this new-fangled

scholarism was a very sad matter indeed.

t Schola rity. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. scko-

laritat-em, OF. sc\K)olaritS, f. scholar-is Scholar :

see -ITT.] The status of a scholar.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia"s Rev. v. iv. Wks. 1616 I. 251

Content, IMe pay your scholaritie. Who offers? X895

Rashdall Univ. Europe Mid. Ages II. 11. 505 The certifi-

cate of 'scholarity' was to be refused if the applicant's

Latinity proved unequal to the strain.

Scholarize, v. rare—1
, [f. Scholar + -ize.]

intr. To study at a university.

1894 J. H. Wvlie Hist. Eng. Hen, IV, II. 359 Thomas
Gascoigne, a sickly youth then scholarizing at Oriel.

SchO'larleSS, a. rare"1
, [-less.] Without

scholars or pupils.

1887 Ruskin Prmterita II. 310 Turner being.. lawless

alike and scholartess.



SCHOLARLIKE.

Sch.0 larlike, a. and adv. [-like.] A. adj.

T 1, Pertaining to scholars or ' the schools
'

;

scholastic. Obs.

1^77 tr. Bullinger's Dec. v. yt. 8<fe We do not meane a
childlike and scholerlike examination [orig. examen..puer-
ile et scholaslicum]. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Scholastiaue, scholerlike. 150a Nashe StraJtge Newes D 3,

They . . bad him performe all the Schollerlike ceremonies and
di^putatiue right appertaining thereto.

2. Resembling or befitting a scholar or learned

man ; scholarly.

1589 Marprel. Epitome Bib, What cannot a smooth
tongue, and a schollerlike wit bring to passe ? 167a Dryden
Def. Epii. in Cong. Granada 11. 172 Truewit was a Scholar-
like kind of man. 1734 A. A. Sykes 2nd Defence, Dissert.
Phlegon^ 6, I_ shall always acknowledge the schollarlike
manner in which they have both wrote. 1858 Motley Let.
28 May, Corr. {1889) I. 227 Stirling, .is mild, amiable, bald-
headed, scholarlike. 1862 Max Muli.er Chips (1880) I. ix.

195 He set to work in a more scholarlike spirit.

f B. adv. Like a scholar or learned man ; in a
manner befitting a scholar. Obs.
i«i T. Wilson Logike Bj b, Euery mans wit, can geue

lightly a reason of diuers thinges,. .& yet not be able to set
the same in order Scholerlike, either to proue, or to confute.

1589 Marprel. Epitome B 1 b, Wherein he hath behaued
himsclfe verye scholerlike- 16*7 Abp. Abbott Narr. in
Rushw. Hist. Colt. (1653) I. 441, 1 pray you tell his Majesty
that I am dealt with neither Manly nor Scholar-like.

So f Scholar-likely adv.

1599 H. Buttes Dyets Drie Dinner To Rdrs. Aa 2 b,

Thus very rudely, I obtrude vnto thee not a banquet, but
a byt rather of each dish Scholler-likely, that is, badly
earned. For Schollers are bad Caruers.

Sch.olarlin.ess (skflailines). [f. Scholarly
+ -ness.] Scholarly quality or character.
1611 Cotgh., Scholarite, scholarship, schollerlinesse. 1868

Miss Yoscr.Cameos (1877) I.xviii. 132 That mixture of scho-
larliness and high spirit that was inherent in the Norman
and Angevin princes. 1906 Hihbert yrnl. Oct. 54 The
writer's argumentative force and facile scholarliness.

Scholarly (sk-flaili) , a. [f. Scholar + -ly 1
.]

Not in Johnson or Todd.
Pertaining to, or characterizing, a scholar ; befit-

ting, or natural to, a scholar; learned, erudite.
1638 Peacham Valley of Variety Ep. Ded.. They are

compact of rarieties, to enable ingenious and schollerly dis-
course. 18a 1 Scott Kcnihv. xii, And learned Master Mum-
blazen, too, can say scholarly things of their inferiority.

1863 Geo. Eliot Komola vii, The scholarly poet's temper
[trot] more and more venomous. 1908 R. Bridges Set.
Poems R. IV. Dixon (1909) p. xix, A tallish elderly figure,
its littleness lost in a slight, scholarly stoop.

Scholarly (skpTaili), adv. rare. [f. Scholar
+ -ly a

.] As befits a scholar.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. iii. 2 What saies my Bully
RoolceT speake schollerly, and wisely. 1868 Contemp. Rev.
IX. 287 The revision is carefully and scholarly done. 1903
Kn ling 5 Nations 50 We shall harness horses (Death's own
pale horses) and scholarly plough the sands.

Scholarship (skp-lajjip). Forms : see Scho-
lar, [-ship.]

1. The attainments of a scholar ; learning, erudi-
tion ; esp. proficiency in the Greek and Latin
languages and their literature. Also, the collective

attainments of scholars; the sphere of polite
learning.

1589 Nashe Pref. Greene's Menapkon (Arb.) 16-17 IT.
Atchelow) hath more than once or twise manifested his
deepe witted scholarship in places of credit. 16*4 Gataker
Transubst. 75 He hath a singular piece of Scholarship by
himselfe to justify his Exposition. 1784 Cowper Tt'roc. 280
Ye once were justly fam'd for bringing forth Undoubted
scholarship and genuine worth. 1833 D' Israeli Cur. Lit.
Sex. 11. (1851) 313 Scholarship has "hitherto been a term
reserved for the adept in ancient literature. 1887 Rusk in
Prteterita II. 18 His memory (the necessary instrument of
great scholarship) errorless and effortless.

b. Applied, by unlearned speakers, etc., to edu-
cational attainments of a more modest character.
i6ao Rowlands Nt. Raven 8 Then for my scholarship

a gentleman, Both reade and write, and cast a count I can.
1650 Cowlev Guardian 1. iii. Hast thou scholarship enough
to make a Brewers clerk? 1758 Johnson Idler No. 26 p 6
My reputation for scholarship, .was. .considered as a crime.
i860 Warter Sea-board II. 30, I did not tell you what the
lady said to me on my telling her I was no scholar. * Never
mind that,* said she. .

.
' Your no scholarship is no hindrance

if you are only faithful.'

+ 0. 'Literary education*
(J.J. Obs. rare.

1644 Milton Educ. 3 This place should be at once both
School and University, not needing a remove to any other
house of Scholarship, except it be some peculiar Colledge
of Law^ or Physick.

2. The status or emoluments of a scholar (see

Scholab 4) at a school, college, or university.

i$3S-4 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 42 ft 1 The.. Felowshippes
Scolershippes Dimishtppes. .within the said Universities.
a 1583 Sir H. Gilbert Q. Eliz. Achad. (i860) 10 And also
the other vniuersities snail then better sumze to rcleive
poore schollers, where now the youth of nobility and gentle-
men, taking vp their schollarshippes and fellowshippes, do
disapoincte the poore of their livinges and avauncementes.
1746 T. Warton Prop'. Discontent 23 A Scholarship but
half maintains, And College Rules are heavy Chains. 1829
R. Gilbert Liber Sc/tolasl. 3 Craven Scholarships. Ibid.

5 Dean Ireland's Scholarships. 1857 Hughes Tom Brotvn
1. vi,_ I know I'd sooner win two School-house matches
running than get the Balliol scholarship any day. 1884

J. F. Moss Handbk. New Code 78 What are called Ele-
mentary School Scholarships. x86i J. S. Watson Life
Porson xx. 239 He wag sent, on a scholarship, to Jesus
College, Cambridge.
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t Scliolaster. Obs. [a. med.L. seholaster, ad.
OF. scoiaistre, escolastre (mod.F. {col&tre), altered

form of escolaste, a. L. scholasticus : see next.] The
holder of a prebend in a cathedral, to which certain

teaching duties were attached.
In quot. 1793 app. used loosely for a scholastic divine.
173a Hist. Litteraria IV. 298 The old Translators, .have

render'd it [EcolAtre] by a very unusual term, viz. the Scho-
laster Anselm. 1793 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. II. 63 The inex-
pugnable ignorance and superstition ofthe ancient heathens,
. .and of the popish scholasters and canonists.

Scholastic (skoUe'stik), a. and sb. [ad. L.
scholasticus, a. Gr. ax.o\aoTuc6s studious, learned,

subst. a learned man, scholar, f. ax°^Cuv to de-

vote one's leisure (to learning), orig. to be at

leisure, f. (xxoKrj leisure : see School sb.

Cf. F. scolastique, Pr. escolastic, Sp. escoldstico, It. scolas-
tico, G. schotastisch adj., scholastikcr sb. ]

A. adj.

1 1. Of persons : Having the characteristics of

the scholar or student, as distinguished from the

man of affairs. Obs.
1641 Milton Reform, it. 72 Then shall the Nobles possesse

all the Dignities and Offices of temporall honour to them-
selves, sole Lords without the improper mixture of Scholas-
tick, and pusillanimous upstarts, the Parliament shall void
her Upper House of the same Annoyances [etc.].

2. Of or pertaining to the teaching or methods
of the Schoolmen.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 13 This man

[Duns Scotus] meruellouslie amplifiet and helpet the scho-
lastik Theologie. 1644 Milton Educ. 2, I deem it to be an
old errour of universities not yet well recover'd from the
Scholastick grosnesse of barbarous ages, that.. they present
their .. novices at first comming with the most intellective

abstractions of Logick and metaphysicks. 1713 S. Clarke
Script. Doctr. 11. 349 The Scholastick Writers in later Ages,
have generally put this matter upon another Foot. 1759
Goldsm. Pres. State Pol. Learn, xi. Wks. (Globe) 443/2
The absurdities of scholastic philosophy. Ibid. 444/1 This
slowness of conferring degrees is a remnant of scholastic
barbarity. 1770 Burke Pres. Discont. Wks. II. 340, I re-

member an old scholastick aphorism, which says, ' that
the man who lives wholly detached from others, must be
either an angel or a devil . 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 329/2
Those of the former class [ofactive mind] sought for satisfac-

tion in the scholastic philosophy. . .It was for the most part
a revival of the philosophy qf Aristotle.^ 1873 W. G. Ward
Ess. Pkilos. Theism (1884) I." 160 On this particular there is

no difference of doctrine, but only of words, between other
writers of the scholastic following and the philosopher of
Kdnigsberg. 1884 Pennington WicliJ ill. 120 He is answer-
ing in a scholastic manner those who had attacked him
with the weapons of the schoolmen.

3. Pertaining to schools or school education.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 96 The Bishop of Lincoln
. .a man of great wit, and good Scholastick learning. 1691
Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) II. 241 The queen has sent a
letter to the vicechanceller of Cambridge, to have an account
what persons in any scholastick preferments have not taken
the oaths. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 137 p 11 It is too
common for those who have been bred to the scholastick

profession .. to disregard every other qualification. 1791
Boswell yoknson an. 1759 1. 190 note, Mr. Muller, of Wool-
wich Academy, the scholastick father of all the great
engineers which this country has employed for forty years.

1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. vii. (ed, 2) 157 Bavaria.

.

has reached the eighth of its people in the number of its

scholastic youth. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 297
Carstairs. .united great scholastic attainments with great
aptitude for civil business. 1870 Dickens E. Drood 111, A
dainty room, with nothing more directly scholastic in it

than a terrestial and a celestial globe.

4. Following the methods of the ' schools ' ; be-

fitting the school ; in bad sense, ' pedantic, need-

lessly subtle' (J.).
1779 Johnson L. P. f Cowley Wks, II. 28 The following

lines of Donne..have something in them too scholastick.

18*0 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 266 It [Sidney's Arcadia]
is not romantic, but scholastic ; not poetry, but casuistry.

i860 J. Martineau Ess. II. 56 The perspicuous good sense

and scholastic precision of Whattly. 1871 Earle Philol.

Eng. Tongue % 251 The modifying words especially.. look

very much like scholastic products.

B.sb.

L A Schoolman or a disciple of the School-

men ; a representative or adherent of the scholastic

philosophy.
1644 MiltonDivorce Introd. 5 Doubt not, worthy Senators,

to vindicate the sacred honour and judgment of Moses your
predecessor, from the shallow commenting of Scholasticks

and Canonists. 1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 97 Aristotle,

Gassendus, Des Cartes, with the numerous family of the

scholastics, all ran into the same trackless error. 1818 Hal*
lam Mid. Ages (1872) III. 426 It was not only a knowledge

of Aristotle that the scholastics of Europe derived. 1875

Longf. MonteCassino vi, In its streets The Angelic Doctor

as a school-boy played, And dreamed perhaps the dream

that he repeats In ponderous folios for scholastics made.

1907 Academy 30 Nov. 184/2 In the year 1907.. one must
hesitate to discuss Antonio Rosmini—the last of the

Scholastics.

+ 2. A scholar, man of learning ; occas. a mere

scholar, as opposed to a man of the world. Obs.

1657 Idiota's Div. Love Ded, 2 They perswade themselues

..that hee hath taught you more high, and euident truths,

..then all the subtile Scholasticks and subtle politicks put

together could haue done. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 244 r 2

The Town Orators . . despise all Men as unexperienced

Scholasticks who wait for an occasion before they speak.

1748 Hume Ess. Mor. <y Polit.(ed. 3)223, I. .am in Danger
. .of passing for a Pedant and Scholastic.

SCHOLASTICISM.

f3. =Scholaster. Obs. rare" 1
.

1844 CRMKS&.Hist. Lit. Eng. 1. 49 In 1179 it was ordered
..that in every cathedral there should be appointed and
maintained a head teacher, or scholastic.

4. Hist. (repr. Gr. axoKaffrtKos). In the Byzan-
tine Empire, an advocate.
1846 PennyCycI Suppl. 11.558/1 Socrates, the ecclesiastical

historian, .followed the profession of scholastic or advocate.

5. R. C. Ch. A member of the third grade in the
organization of the Society of Jesus.
1876 J. Morris in J. H. Pollen Life (1896) 181 Three dif-

ferent communities under one Rector— the novices, scho-
lastics, and Tertian Fathers. 1881 Memorials Stonyhurst
College iii. 21 The English Jesuits had another College in
Belgium, at Lie'ge. This was for the higher studies of
their own scholastics.

6. An artist who adheres to * scholastic ' or aca-
demic methods.
1892 Daily News 30 Apr. 6/2 Idealists and naturalists,

scholastics and impressionists, were necessarily exclusive
when each was struggling for the ascendant, and claiming
for its school the possession of the truth.

tSchola*stical, a. and sb. Obs. Also 5-6
sco-, 6 sko-. [Formed as prec. + -ICAL.] A. adj.

1. Story Sckolastical : tr. med.L. Historia
Scholastica, the title of a work by Petrus Comestor.
*43»-5° f. Higden (Rolls) IV. 367 Also hit is redde in the

story scolasticalle, that [etc.],

2. Following the teaching of the Schoolmen;
pertaining to Scholasticism. = Scholastic A. 2.

1551 Cranmer Answ. to Gardiner in. 73 So you condemn
of madnes not only al y" scholastical doctors.. but also your
own former saieng. 1599 Sandys EuroPx Spec. (1632) 155
Which scholasticall subtilities plaine suiteres doe not love.

1639 Rouse Heav. Univ. ii. (1702) 18 The Scholastical
Commentators living in those which are called the dark
ages of the Church. 1669 Barrow Expos. Creed (1697) 14
margin, This scholastical acception is not ancient.

3. Following the methods of the ' schools
'

;

befitting the school, academic ; in bad sense, pe-
dantic, unduly formal or subtle.

1531 Frith Judgm. Tracy Wks. (1573) 70 A proper dis-

tinction, by the whiche you may escape the scholasticall
snares and mases. 1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 69 Tbys
vnyuersal and scolastycal consyderatyon of a veray and
true commyn wele lytyl schal profyte. a 1583 Sir H. Gil-
bert (?. Eliz. Achad. (1869) 2 For of what Comodity such
vse ofarte wilbe in our tounge may partely be seene by the
scholasticall rawnesse of some newly Commen from the
vniuersities. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World w. vii. § 2. 298 A
matter of such consequence, as was not to bee omitted, in

regard of any scholasticall disputation, a 1626 Bacon Con-
trov. Ch. Eng. Resuscit. (1657) 177, I speak not of the vain,
Scholasticall, Manner of Preaching. 1679 Evelyn Diary
4 Apr., The Bishop of Gloucester preach'd, in a manner very
like Bishop Andrews, full of divisions, and scholastical, and
that with much quicknesse. 1793 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. II.

37 Terms of art and scholastical expressions.

4. Belonging or attached to a place of learning

;

academic. = Scholastic A. 3.

1536 Boorde Let, in Introd. Knowl. (1870) 59 In the partes
batl am yn, be kynges grace hath many, 3e, (& in maner)
all maner of persons (exceppt some skolastycall men) bat
be hys aduersarys. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. Pref. v. § 1

The fauour of proposing there in conuenient sort whatso-
euer ye can obiect (which thing my selfe haue knowen
them [sc. the schools in universities] to graunt of Scholas-
ticall courtesie vnto strangers) neither hath (as I thinke) nor
euer will (I presume) be denied you. 1612 Brinsley Lud.
Lit. xiii. 174 And the rather haue I bin careful to seek out
the easiest and plainest way, that I might allure & draw on
myschollars in this exercise, .. to proceed as in a scholas-

ticall play, with vnderstanding, loue and delight, a 1672
Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 120 A. W...did never afterwards

care to hear of New Coll. school to have given him scholas-

tical education but applied all that he had to that of Thame.
1673 Ray yourn. Low C. 36 No Scholastical Habits as
Gowns or Caps worn by the Students [in Leyden],

fB. sb. ~ Scholastic B. i. Obs. rare— l
.

1565 Jewel RePl. Harding 259 There is Scotus againste

Thomas : . . the Nominales against the Reales : the Scholas-

ticalles against the Canonistes.

Scholastically (skolae'stikali), adv. [f. Scho-

lastical + -LY.2] In a scholastic manner ; like a

Schoolman ; in the manner characteristic of the

schools or of schoolmasters.

1559 Bercher Nobility Wotnen (Roxb. Club 1004) 114 Ye
muste geve me leave to speake a lyttle Scolastycallye. a 16x9

Fotherby Atheotn. Pref. 8 Dealing onely Scholastically,

by way of Logical! Arguments. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac.
Misc. 111. i. 141 When our Princes and Senators became
Scholars, they spoke scholastically. 181a L. Hunt in Exa-
miner o Nov. 716/1 Poets and others who have been scho-

lastically brought up. 1883-3 Schajfs Encycl. Relig.
Knotvl. III. 2221 The old-fashioned, scholastically developed
Lutheran orthodoxy.

Scholasticate (sktflce'stiktfit). EccU [ad. mod.
L. scholasticatus (« stem), f. scholasttc-us Scho-
lastic a. : see -ate K\ A house of studies for

members of the third grade in the Society of Jesus.

1875 J. Morris Troub. Cat/t. Forefathers Ser. n. 280
Wherever he went he found the fathers who had been with
him in the Novitiate or Scholasticate, now Rectors and
Superiors. 1895 Month July ioi Let it be placarded in the

novitiates and colleges and scholasticates the world over.

t Scliolas-ticated, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scho-

lastic + -ate 3 + -ed l.] Filled with subtleties.

177a Nugent tr. Friar Gerund 11. i. 270 Seeing Friar

Toribio so scholasticated with these vain sophistries.

Scholasticism (sk<?larstisiz'm). [f. Scho-

lastic + -ISM.]
27-2



SCHOLASTICIZING.

1. The doctrines of the Schoolmen; the pre-

dominant theological and philosophical teaching

of the period a.d. 1000-1500, based upon the

authority of the Christian Fathers and of Aristotle

and his commentators.
1 756-82 J.Warton Ess. Pope (ed. 4) I. vi. 313 But the talents

ofAbelard were not confined to theology, jurisprudence, phi-

losophy, and the thorny paths of scholasticism. 1854 Mlt-

man Lat. Chr. vi. ii. (1864) III. 389 Erigena..the parent of

scholasticism.. as a free discursive Speculative Science,

before it had been bound up with rigid orthodoxy.

2. Servile adherence to the methods and teaching

of the schools ; narrow or unenlightened insistence

on traditional doctrines and forms of exposition.

1861 Holland Lessonsin Life x. 146 He found his county

tied up in formalism, scholasticism, and tradition, and by

strokes as remarkable for boldness as strength he set it

free. 1878 Bayne Purit. Rev. ii. 47 This argument . .was

quite in the manner of seventeenth century scholasticism.

1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 127 Contact with the world had.

.

enabled them so far to raise their heads out of the
(

heavy

fog of Jewish scholasticism. 1884 Hunter tr. Renss' Hist.

Canon 341 The unattractive form of the works it produced

has in general the stamp of a dull, dry scholasticism.

Scholasticizing (skolarstissizirj), ppl. a. [f.

*scholasticize vb. (f. Scholastic + -ize) + -ing *.]

Inclining to or favouring scholastic principles.

1857 Baden-Powell in Oxford Ess. 174 The lingering

remains of the old scholasticizing spirit. 1908 Conlemp.
Rev. Aug. 187 These and other baleful consequences of the

scholasticising and centralising tendencies inaugurated by
Pope Pius IX.

t Scholasticly, adv. = Scholasticallt.

'597 Jas. VI Dzmonol. To Rdr., But onelie, to speak scho-

lasticklie . . I reason vpon genus, leauing species and differen-

tia to be comprehended therein.

Sohold, obs. form of Scold sb.

Schold(e, obs. pa. t. of Shall v., obs. ff. Shoal.

tSchole. Obs. rare- 1
. Anglicized form of

Scholium. (Cf. Scholy.)

150S W. Allen Def. Purgatory x. 98 Aske theime where
these prety scholes were first picked.

Sehole, obs. form of School, Shovel.

tScholian. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. Scholi-um +

-an.] = next.

1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie 0/ God xix. xii. Vives 768

Our scholians say that wee must neuer respect words in

matter of diuinity or Philosophy.

Scholiast (skiw-luest). [ad. late L. scholiasta,

a. late Gr. o-xoXioo-tt}s, f. <sxo)j.i.fav (see Scholiaze

v.), f. Gr. <tx<5ai-oi' Scholium. Cf. F. scoliaste

(16th c. scholiaste), It. scoliaste.'] One who writes

explanatory notes upon an author ; esp. an ancient

commentator upon a classical writer.

In quot. 1820 perh. misused in the sense of ' schoolman

'

or * scholastic ' (as if = G. scholast). The mistake is not un-

common : cf. Funk's Stand. Diet. s. v., where the sense is

recognized (with a quot. from C. Bucke 1837).

1583 Fulke Def. Tr. Script, iv. 137 They [the General

Epistles] are not sent to any particular Church or persons,

but to all in general, as the Greeke scholiast truly noteth.

1642 Milton Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 282 Which the

Masorethsand Rabbinicall Scholiasts not attending, have
often us'd to blurre the margent with Keri instead of Ketiv.

1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 143/2 The scholiast

upon Thucydides tells us, Themistocles served the people

of Corcyra. i8ao Scott Monast. xxxi, This is no vain

question, devised by dreaming scholiasts, on which they

may whet their intellectual faculties until the very metal

be wasted away. 1837 Hallam Lit. Eur. 1. iv. § 20 Intbis

academy a Greek press was established, where the scholiasts

on Homer were printed. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt Introd.,

He let it pass, with all the discreetness ofan experienced theo-

logian or learned scholiast, preferring to point his whip at

some object which could raise no questions. 1880 Swinburne
Stud Shaks. 5 Least of all will the method of a scholiast be

likely to serve him as a clue to the hidden things of Shake-

speare.

fig. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 41 With what pride

did we hail her [the ship's] return 1 She was our scholiast

upon Robinson Crusoe and the Mutiny of the Bounty.

Scholiastic (sk<?u'liaestik),a. andrf. rare. [f.

Scholiast + -ic] a. adj. Of or pertaining to a

scholiast. +b. sb. ? A scholiast (obs.).

1684 N. S. Crit. Enq. Edit. Bible App. 292 There is no-

thing that Simon has written concerning the public Notaries
of the Hebrew Nation, but what these Diminitive Saints

and nice Stomack'd Scholiasticks are extreamly offended at.

1891 Saintsbury Polil. Verse Introd. 15 They require, .a

rather unusual amount of scholiastic annotation to render

them intelligible to generations not their own.
' Scholia:sting. Obs. rare—1

, [f. *scholiast

vb. (f. Scholiast) + -ing 1
.] The action of making

a scholium ; a commentary, annotation.
1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 212 The ancient Scholiasting

upon him [sc. Hesiod], writ thus, that Hesiods Love was
ovpofios epuK, os KOI 6<6f.

t Scho'liaze, v. Obs. rare ~ '. [ad. late Gr.

axokxafav, f. o'xoai-oi' Scholium.] intr. To write

scholia, comment.
1645 Milton Tetrach. 64 He..who thinks to Scholiaze

upon the Gospel.

t SchO'lical, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. scholic-us,

Gr. axo\"cos (f. Gr. o-xoAr), L. schol-a School sb!)

+ -al.] Pertaining to schools, scholastic.

a 1656 Hales Golden Rem. (1688) 351 It is a common scho-

Heal error to fill our papers and note-books with observations

of great and famous events.

212

t ScholiOgrapher. Obs. rare-1
, [f. late Gr.

o-xoAioypdip-os, f. o'xoaioi' Scholium : see-GEAPHEE.]

A writer of scholia.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4656/3 Corrected .. by the help of

ancient MSS. the best Editions, Scholiographers, &c.

I! Scliolion (sken-lifjn), sb.1 Now rare. [Gr.

:

see Scholium.] = Scholium i.

1579 E. K. Spenser's Sheph. Cat. Ded., Hereunto haue I

added a certain Glosse, or scholion, for thexposition of old

wordes. 1616 T. Brightman (title) The Revelation of S.

Iohn illustrated with an Analysis and scholions. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1858 Gladstone Homer I. 53 An
ancient Scholion, recently discovered, names four poets who
worked under thatprince [Pisistratus]. 1882 Farrar Early
Chr. II. 487 note, The opinion that the Lady is a Church is

mentioned . . by an ancient scholion.

t Scholist. Obs. [? f. L. schola School sb. +
-1ST. (But perh. an error for sciolist.)] 1 0ne who
has nothing but school training, a mere theorist.

1618 W. Lawson New Orch. # Gard. (1623) 1 A Gardner. .

.

Concerning his skill, hee must not be a Scholist, to make
shew of or take in hand that, which he cannot performe.

1671 Panton Spec. Juv. 104 To breed Gentlemen at Schools,

and in Learning, is the way to make them meer Scholists

and Pedants.

II Scholium (sk^-lii'm). Pl.soholia (sk<?u'lia)}

also 8 scholiums, 6-7 erron. soholias. [med.L.,

ad. Gr. <rxb\iov Scholion, f. cxoAf/ School sb.1 Cf.

F. scolie fem. (from the med.L. plural) in sense 1,

scolie masc. in sense 1 b.]

1. An explanatory note or comment ; spec, an

ancient exegetical note or comment upon a passage

in a Greek or Latin author.

"535 J°VE Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 23 And when I shulde

make scholias, notis, and gloses in the margent as himself

and his master doith. 1660 Heylin Hist. Quinouart. 11.42

Mr. Fox was fain to make soom Scholia's on it, to reconcile

a gloss like that ofOrleance, which corrupts the Text. 1760-2

Goldsm. Cit. IV. cxiii, Almost every word admits a scholium,

and a long one too. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 136 Short

Scholia are added to almost every chapter, containing

various readings, or various translations, selected with much
judgment and critical acumen. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann.
Q. Neighb. ix, Judy, however, did not choose to receive the

laugh as a scholium explanatory of the remark. 1904 R. C.

Jebb Bacchylides (Proc. Brit. Acad.) 9 From a scholium on
the Iliad (24. 496) we know that Bacchylides spoke of

Theano as having borne fifty sons to Anterior.

b. In certain mathematical works (e. g. Newton's

Principia) : A note added by the author illustrating

or further developing some point treated in the text.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Scholium, is a remark made
leisurely, and as it were by the by, on that Proposition,

Subject or Discourse before advanced, treated of, or delivered.

1715 tr. Gregory's Aslron. (1726) I. 23 Which is evident

likewise concerning the Orbits of Mars, Jupiter and Saturn,

from the Scholium to Prop. 9. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind
1. xiv, Some . . cast all their . . metaphysical and . . moral learn-

ing into the method of mathematicians, and bring every

thing relating to those abstracted or those practical sciences

under theorems, problems, postulates, scholiums, corollaries,

&c 1824-5 Barlow in Encycl. Mctrop. I. 314/2 A scholium

is a remark applied to some preceding propositions,^ order

to point out their relative connection, or general utility and
application.

1J2. ? A 'copy-book maxim', trite saying.

1830 Marryat King's Own xix, The old scholium, that
' too much familiarity breeds contempt '.

Scholl, dial. var. School sb?
Scholtrum, variant of Sheltbon.

tSchO'ly, sb. Obs. Also 6-7 scholie; 6 //.

sohollies. [Anglicized form of Scholium. Cf.

F. scolie (in 16th c. sclwlie).] =Scholium.
1549 Becke Bible (1551) Ded., One.. commodious Byble is

put furth wyth certayn sundry Prologues, schollies, or biiefe

Annotations. 1570 Billingsley Euclid title, Whereunto
are annexed certaine Scholies, Annotations, and Inuentions,

of the best Mathematiciens, both of time past, and in this

our age. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 111. viii. § 2 That Scholie

had neede of a verie fauourable Reader and a tractable.

a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1898) I. 100, I haveadded plaine de-

clarations and examples, manifold additions, scholies, an.

notations, and inventions which I have gathered.

t Scho'ly, »• Obs. [f. Scholy sb.]

1. trans. To write scholia upon ; to annotate.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. in. viii. § 16 The dutie of their

teachers, .must needes be somewhat more, then only to read

the sentences of scripture, and then paraphrastically to

scholie them. i6t» T. James Corrupt. Scripture iv. 51 His

Epistles are likewise censured and scholied in 2. places.

2. intr. To comment.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxii. § 7 The very chiefest cause

of committing the sacred word of God vnto bookes, is sur.

mised to haue bene, least the Preacher should want a text

whereupon to scholie. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. 1.

', I have prefaced and scholied sufficiently unto the Text,

come now to seek out [etc.].

Sehomaclie,Seriom(e,obs.ff. Sumach, Shame.

Scheme, obs. pres. pi. of Shall.

Schoodic (sk«-dik). The name of a lake on the

borders of Maine and New Brunswick ; used attrib.

in Schoodic salmon or trout, the name of a variety

of salmon (Salmo salar, var. sebago) which in-

habits landlocked lakes.

1883 G. B. Goode Rev. Fish. Industr. U. S. (Fish. Exhib.)

69 Station for collecting eggs of the Schoodic salmon. 1884
— Nat. Hist. Aquatic Auim. 470 The ..' Fresh-water

'

Salmon, known.. in different parts of Maine as "Schoodic

Trout *.

h
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School (skttl), sb.1 Forms: I sc61 (?scolu),

2-7 scole, 3-6 (in Comb.) scol, 3-7 sehole, (4
cole), 4-5 skule, 4, 6 scoole, 4-6 skole, Sc.

seule, 5 skoole, (sowylle), Sc. sculle, 5-6 scoll,

Sc. sooulle, 6 skoll, scolie, Sc. scoile, scwle,

scuil(l, scb-uill, sehuile, scoill, skuil(l, 6-7
sehoole, schoule, (scool), (7 Sc. scoull, scooll),

6- Sc. schule, 7- school. [OE. scdl str. fem., a.

L. schola (in Rom. pronunciation scold) school,

a. Gr. cxoAiJ, orig. leisure, hence employment of

leisure, study, and (in later use) a school. The
L. word has been adopted in nearly all the Rom.,
Teut., and Celtic langs. : OF. escole (mod.F. icole),

Pr., Cat, Pg. escola, Sp. escuela, It. scuola, Rou-
manian scoald ; OHG. scuola (MHG. schuole,

mod.G. schule), MDu. sehole (Du. school, mod.Fris.

skoalle), ON., MSw. skdle wk. masc. (Sw. skola

fem. , Da. skole) ; Olrish scol (mod. Ir., Gael, sgoil),

\Je\shysgol, Breton skol; also Russ. nuto-ia shkola.

An OE. form scolu occurs once in the OE. Chron. (Parker

MS.) an. 816. It is doubtful whether this is to be read as

scdltt, with irregular » due to some analogy, or as scolu,

which might be an adoption of L. schola with original short

vowel (perhaps from the pronunciation of Britons : cf. .rElfric

Gramm., Praefatio). The OE. scolu troop (see Shoal) which
is often confused with this word, is certainly unconnected.

The curious 14th c. form cole is perh. aphetic from OF.
escole.]

I. Place or establishment for instruction.

1. An establishment in which boys or girls, or

both, receive instruction.

See also Boarding-, Charity-, Grammar-, Infant-,

Public, Sunday-school; also Free sclwol (Free a. 32 b),

Normal school (Normal A. 3), etc
c %aaoRl.T%K. Saints' Lives $Yt3\)\. soEac baer leomode

on (xere ylcan scole se aeoela Gregorius. a 1225 A ncr. R.
422 Ancre ne schal nout forwuroen scolmeistre, ne turnen

hire ancre hus to childrene scole. c 1386 Chaucer Prioress'

T. 43 A litel scole of cristen folk ther stood.. in which ther

were Children an heepe. c 1440 Alpluibet of Tales 475
When he was a child and went vnto be skule. 1512-13 Ace.

Ld. High Treas. Scotl. IV. 404 Maister David Vocat,

maister of the scule of Edinburgh. 1577 M. Lok in Fro-

bisher's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 87 My late father, .kept me at

scboles of grammer in England till I was xiij yeres olde.

1707 J. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Gt. Brit. in. xi. 386
There are in London divers endowed Schools, which in

France would be stiled Colleges. 1784 Cowper (title) Tiro-

cinium : or, A Review of Schools.

b. Used, without article, to mean : Instruction

in, attendance at, a school. Chiefly in set phrases,

as to be at sclwol, to go to school, to put, send, f set

to school.

cicoo Sax. Leechd. III. 184 Cildru on scole betaecen.

c 1205 Lay. 9897 He wes isende to Rom to leornien in scole.

la 1300 Oxf. Student 19 in E. E. P. (1862) 41 pis child was
sibbe ido to scole. 13. . .9. E. Legendary (MS. Bodl. 779)

in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXII. 337/17 Crissaunt. .to

cole (so often in this MS.] gan to go. c 1430 Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc.) 255, I hadde in custom to come to scole

late. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 1. ii. 38 The thyrd syster..

was put to scole in a nonnery. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
cxvii. 419 He set me to scole to Parys. 1590 Shaks. Mids.

N. iil ii. 324 She was a vixen when she went to sehoole.

1596 — Merch. V. 111. iv. 75 That men shall sweare I haue
discontinued sehoole Aboue a twelue moneth. 1751 John-
son Rambler No. 141 r 5 From school I was dismissed to

the University. 1846 Dickens Cricket on Hearth i. 25 She
and I were girls at school together. 1848 J. H. Newman
Loss fy Gain 1. xii, Some say that school is the pleasantest

time of one's life. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, The
stock contrivances of boys for wasting time in school.

c. fig. in various phrases. To go to school (Jo,

f with) : to submit to be taught (by), f To hold

al school : to have under one's control, to keep in

tutelage. Toput, fset to school: to subject to teach-

ing ; often, to presume to correct (one's superior).

? 1404-8 Man know thy setfg in 26 Pol. Poems 27 Lerne
to dye, and go to skole, Sip bou fro deb may not fle.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 16900 Tyl I hadde gone to

Scole with Trybulacion. 1546 J. Heywood Prom. (1867)

97 Why sonne thinkst thou me such a foole? That my
childe shall set his mother to scoole? 1570-6 Lambarde
Pcramb. Kent (1826) 301 Wee must give these good fellowes

leave (after their woonted manner) to set the Holy Ghost
to sehoole. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 68 WeeT set thee to

sehoole to an Ant, to teach thee ther's no labouring i' th*

winter. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. § 15. 30 What
reason may not goe to Sehoole to the wisedome of Bees,

Aunts, and Spiders? 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1.

vi. (1739) 14 Rome held now the most part of the Churches
of Europe at School. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 261

The Calf, by Nature and by Genius made To turn the

Glebe, breed to the Rural Trade. Set him betimes to

School. 1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xlvi, You must e'en

fo
to School yet, you are no Conjurer, for ought I see. 1883

I. Pattison Milton's Sonnets 46 Milton had put his poetical

genius to school to the Italians, Dante, Petrarch,and the rest.

d. To f hold, keep (a) school : to be the master

or mistress of a school. To teach (a) school (now

dial, and U. S.) : to teach in a school.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 114 For whanne I schal nvyn yhen
close, Anon min herte he wole oppose And holde his Scole

in such a wise, Til it be day that I arise. 1426 Lvdg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 21105, 1 lernede mykonnyngoff Sathan, Wych
halt hys scole nat hennys ffer. 1487 Caxton Bk. Gd.

Manners 1. xvii. (W. de W. C1515) E vj b. He became so

poore that for to gete his lyuynge he taught the lesson and
neld scole to smale chyldren of Corynthye. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Ludum aperire, to beginne to keepe a sehoole.

1590 C. Ockland in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 74, I teach
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schole at Grenewych. x686 Parr Life Ushtr 75 Forbidding
them, under great penalties, to teach Schools. 1715 Pope
Iliad I. Ess. on Horner 14 Phemius.. taught a School in

Smyrna. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 169 The
Business of Teaching School, .leaves but little Time for

Study. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 196 There.. The village

master taught his little school. i8ai Combe Syntax, Wife
111. 47 An Elephant might keep a school. 1828-30 Godwin
inC. K. Paul Life (1876) II. 304 (Eugene Aram] keeps school

at Netherdale. 1883 Harper's Mag. July 226/1 By keeping
school.. she strove to provide for her. .family. 1891 J. F.
Kirk Suppl. to Allibone's Diet, Eng. Lit, s.v. Emerson, He
taught school for three years. 1893 Leland Mem, I. 21 An
infant school, .kept by the Misses Donaldson.

e. Proverbial phrases. To tell tales out of school
(or fthe school), tforth of school: said lit. of

children (now rare or 00s.) ; hence fig., to betray

damaging secrets. Also, fto tell out of school.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 19 To tell tales out of
schoole, that is hir great lust. 1579 Gosson Sck. Abuse
(Arb.) 24, I shoulde tel tales out of the Schoole, and bee
Ferruled for my faulte, or hyssed at for a blab, yf I layde al

the orders open before your eyes. 16x9-30 in Crt. $ Times
Ckas. I (1848) II. 65 We have some news at Cambridge, but
it is too long to relate ; besides, I must not tell tales forth

of school. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx i.iv. § 10.70,1 am
very prone to think that the ground of the great pique in

some of the Greek writers against Herodotus, was, that he
told too many tales out of School, and had discovered too

much of the Infancy of Greece. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist
221 Which book, were it extant, .would tell tales out of the

school. 1690J. Norris Refi. Cond. Hum. Life Ep. Ded.
(1691) A 6b, *Tis well if I do not.. make them Angry with
me for telling out of School. 1887 T. A. Trollope What
I remember II. vi. 102 A very handsome, .supper, at which,
to tell tales out of school,., the guests used to behave
abominably. 1894 Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs. Life I. 31
Possessing a slight failing in the shape of ' telling tales out
of school as the saying is.

f. Used, without article, for : A session of
school ; the set time of attendance at school.

1598 Shaks. Merry W, iv. i. 10 How now Sir Hugh, no
Schoole to day? 1797 F. Reynolds The Will v. (ed. 3)57
Alb. School's up! School's up! 1834 Tracts for Times
No. 22. 5 It still wanted a considerable time to school. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 11. iv, About ten minutes before school
Martin and Arthur arrived in the quadrangle. 1881
O'Shauchnessy Songs ofa Worker 176 In yonder quiet
ground against the church Where between schools the chil-

dren play with flowers. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 42 Keeping
me in after school to study.

g. Those who are present in, or are attending, a
school ; the scholars of a school.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12476 AH be scole on Mm can wonder.

1857 Hughes Tom Broion 1. v, The whole school of three
hundred boys swept into the big school to answer to their
names.

h. Applied (with denning word, as upper', lower
school) to a division of a large school, comprising
several forms or classes. Also, in Jesuit schools,

a form or class.

16J9 Wadsworth Pilgr. ui. 15 The Students of the three
under schooles, go up to those of the upper. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. viu, The lower-fourth form, .was the largest
form in the Lower school. 1857 Act 20 $• 21 Vict. c. 84
Sched. S 45 There shall be two schools, viz. an * Upper
School ', and a ' Lower School ' [at Dulwich]. 1880 Mactn.
Mag. No. 245. 423 The genera) students, or boys at Stony-
hurst, are. .divided into seven forms, or, as they are called
there, ' schools \

L The building in which a school is carried on.

At Rugby, a school-house ; also, the large class-

room of a school-house.

1843 Dickens Christm. Carol ii, The school is not quite
deserted. . . A solitary child . . is left there still. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. viii, There was another large unoccupied desk
in the corner of the great school. Ibid. 1. be, They saw 6 1 c
or six nearly new balls hit on the top of the School, /but.,

After one or two attempts, [they] scaled the schools.

j. High school. A designation applied (with
some variety of use) to certain classes of schools
for secondary education in the British Islands and
the United States. Also aitrib.
The fitst school known to have been so designated in Great

Britain is that established in Edinburgh in 1519. In the
year of its foundation this is referred to in the records of the
Town Council as ' the principale schule ' and ' the principall
gramer schule ', and it had by municipal enactment the ex-
clusive privilege of teaching the higher branches of school
learning within the burgh. In 1531 it is mentioned as * the
hie schule ' (see below) ; this appellation occurs frequently
in the 16th c, and from the 17th c. onwards has continued
to be the official name of the institution. About the middle
of the 19th c. the name of 'High School' was given, in
imitation of the example of Edinburgh, to the principal
secondary school in many Scottish burghs; these schools
having been for the most part either founded or reconsti-
tuted about that time. In the United States, the term seems
to have come into use about 1824, and is applied to a class
of schools to which pupils are admitted when they have
completed their course in the elementary school, and which
afford preparation for the college, the university, or the
technical school. In England, when used without qualifica-
tion, the designation ' High School ' is understood to refer
to the schools established and managed by tbe Girls* Public
Day-school Company (founded 1874) and to some other
schools similar to these in the method and character of the
instruction given. The few schools for boys in England that
are known as ' High Schools ' are chiefly of recent founda-
tion. While a ' high school ' in the American sense of the
term gives advanced instruction only, the schools so desig-
nated in Britain usually include elementary classes.

1531 Edinb. Tojvn Council Bee. 19 Mar., I. 38 a, Maister
Adam Melvil maister of the hie Schule oblist him to male
the bairnys perfyte gramarians within thrie jeires. 1818

Scott Hrt, Midi. iii, The old Town-Guard of Edinburgh,
who. .were, in my boyhood, the alternate terror and derision
of the petulant brood of the High-school. 1826 Ace. High
Schoolfor Girls (Boston, U. S.) 3 The English High School
[for boys] has been in successful operation since 1821 ; and
the satisfactory result of this experiment prepared the way
for the establishment of the High School for Girls. 1844
Emerson Led. Neiv Eng. Reform. Wks. 1884 I. 262 In a
hundred high-schools and colleges.

2. The place in which an ancient Greek or

Roman philosopher taught his hearers.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 154 He..3ed full

of[t]. .to be scule of phylosophy. 1549 Compl. Scot. Prol.

13 He persauand thir tua princis entir in his scule, he
changit the mater of that present lecture. 1594 Ashley tr.

Lays Le Roy 67 b, Alexander..gaue to the Philosopher
Anaxarchus to set vp his Schoole, a hundred talents. 1634
Milton Cotnus 439 Or shall I call Antiquity from the old
Schools of Greece To testifie the arms of Chastity? 1651
Horbes Leviath. iv. xlvi. 369 Also the Philosophers them-
selves had the name of their Sects, some of them from these
their Schools. 1781 Gibbon Decl. $ F. xvii. II. 40 The
most famous school [of jurisprudence! was that of Berytus,
on the coast of Phoenicia.

3. gen. An institution in which instruction of any
kind is given (whether to children or adults).

Often with defining word indicating the special

subject taught, as dancing, music, riding school.

In recent use, after French example, employed as

the official title of various institutions for superior

technical or scientific instruction, e. g. The School

of Mines, The School of Economics, etc
Also in the names of certain organizations established by

various nations for the systematic prosecution of archae-
ological research, as the British School at Athens and at
Rome.
ci4JU>Promp. Parv. 449/2 Scole, ofpleyynge gamys, or werre,

or other lyke.
. ,
gignasium. C1570 Pride fy Lowl. (iS+i) 48

Then to the Master of the daunsing schoole. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Ludns gladiatorius, a schoole offence. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Axb.) 4b T\\<i Senators of Rome, .caused
Schooles of Defence to be erected in Capua, a 1583 Sir H.
Gilbert £. Eliz. A chad. (1869) 5The .. Mathematician .. shall

haue in his Schole a shippe and gallye, made in modell. 1641
Evelyn Diary 5 Oct-, To this school join the music and
mathematical schools. 1683 Cot. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 03 Pro-
posed that care be Taken, about the Learning and Instruc-
tion of Youth, to Witt, a scoot of Arts and Siences. 180a
C. James Miiit. Diet, s.v., Royal Military School or Col-
lege. 18x6 J. Scott Vis. Pans (ed. 5) 232 The school of
mines [in ParisJ. 1835 Rep. Set. Committee on Arts <y

Manvf 35 They praytd for assistance towards establishing
a school of design. 184$ Disraeli Sybil in. viiL Lady Maud
. .longed to teach in singing schools. 1886 C E. Pascoe
Lond. of To-day xxxvi. (ed. 3) 315 At Chatham.. is the
School of Military Engineering.

\>.fig.

x579 Gosson {title) The Schoole of Abuse. 1589 R.
Harvey PI. Perc. 10 Or else a free schoole of skolds
shalbe set vp for the nonce. 1596 Shaks Tom. Shr.
iv. i. 54 Tra. Faith he is gone vnto the taming schoole.
Bian. The taming schoole: what is there such a place?
1605 tst

m
Ft. Jeronimo 1. iii. 23 From drinking schooles..

From dicing houses. 1690 {title) The School of Politicks;
or tbe Humours of a Conee-house. A poem. 1777 Sheri-
dan {title) The School for Scandal. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <y

F. I. V. 190 The science of astronomy was cultivated at

Babylon ; but the school of the Arabs was a clear firmament
and a naked plain. 183a Thirlwall in Phitol. Mus. I. 495
The ancient rhetoricians were a class of babblers, a school
for lies and scandal.

C. Formerly often adopted in the titles of

manuals of instruction in particular subjects. Now
only Mus., as the title of an instruction-book deal-

ing with a particular instrument.
1696 R. H. {title) The School of Recreation : or a guide

to the most ingenious exercises of Hunting, Riding, Racing,
Fireworks [etc]. 1733 (title) The School of Miniature,
erected for the instruction of the ignorant. 1845 *" Holmes
Mosart 7 The system of fingering laid down in this violin

school.

d. spec, —riding-school. Hence [after F. 4cole\

the exercises or system of training for horses and
riders practised in the schools. High school [ = F.

haute 4coW\ : the more difficult class of exercises

taught in the schools.
1850 Wayte Equestrian's Man, 5 Tuition, in the school

alone, can seldom make a good rider. 1881 E. L. Anderson
How to Ride, etc Introd. 5 It is to be regretted that, in

this nation of horsemen, riding as practised in tbe schools,

should have fallen into disuse; for tbe manige is the

foundation of horsemanship. 1884 — Mod. Horsemanship
143 (title ofchapter) The High School.

4L fig. A place, environment, etc., where one

gains instruction or training in virtue, accomplish-

ments, or the like ; a person or thing regarded as

a source of instruction or training.

c 1000 ^Elfric Saints' Lh>cs (Skeat) I. 38 Her synd eac

ba cnihtas..mid 8am ic becom to cristes scole. C1314

Guy Warw. 384 (Auchin. MS.) pou art y-taujt to a liber

scole. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 634 And bere thow wost

bat I haue out myswent, Eschewe bou bat, for swych byng
: to be scole is. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 174 As he which of the
! Scole of helle Is tawht. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam.
Love 1 b. Whether this family haue bene taught in the

!

schole of the holy ghost, or in the schole of the Anabap-
I tistes. 1583 Body in I. H. Pollen Acts of Engl. Martyrs

(1891) 55 From our school of patience, the 16th Sept., 1583
[Le. from prison]. 1603 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. 29 The
./Egyptians; which Nation we know was one of the most
ancient Schools of the world. 1656-63 Davenant Siege of
Rhodes v. (1672) 64, 1 was bred in Natures simple School.

1671 Milton /'. A', in. 238 Empires, and Monarchs, and
thu radiant Courts, Best school of best experience. 1705

Addison Italy Pref., Italy . . is the great School of Musick and
Painting. 1759Goldsm. Pres. St. Pol. Learn, xi. Wks. (Globe)

443/2 They keep the student from the world, which, after

a certain time, is the only true school of improvement. 1813
Byron Corsair 1. xi, Warp'd by the world in Disappoint-
ment's school. 1833 E. Everett Oral. (1850) I. 395 The
men of 1776 were trained in the strictest school of British

military discipline and conduct. 1840 Macaulay^ Ess.,

CUve (1897) 531 A succession of commanders, formed in the
school of Clive. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Eur. xlix. § 4 VII I.

3 The best of all schools—that of great operations and ad-
verse fortune. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, First Visit

Wks. (Bohn) II. 5 He [Coleridge] said, .that Sicily was an
excellent school of political economy.
5. The body of persons that are or have been

taught by a particular master (in philosophy,

science, art, etc.) ; hence, in wider sense, a body
or succession of persons who in some department
of speculation or practice are disciples of the same
master, or who are united by a general similarity

of principles and methods.
Sometimes (e. g. in Roman, Venetian, Tuscan School ;

British, French, Flemish School; with reference to paint-
ing), the term denotes in the first place those whose training
was obtained in the same locality ; but in the main this

local association is understood to imply more or less com-
munity of doctrines or style.

161a Bacon Ess., Atheism (Arb.) 330 Most of all, that
schoole which is most acused of Atheisme, doth demon-
strate Religion. That is, the Schoole of Leusippus, and
Democritus, and Epicurus. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy
Communic. i. § 4. 66 If by faith we eat the flesh of Christ

;

as it is confessed by all the Schooles of Christians; then
[etc.]. a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759)1. 217 A peripatetic Cobler
scorn'd to soal A pair of Shoes of any other School. 1728
Chambers Cycl., School, in Painting, is a Term used to

distinguish the different Manners of Places, and Persons :

As, the Roman School, tbe Venetian School, the Flemish
School, &c. 1771 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. iv. Wks. 1707 I.

61 The Roman, the Florentine, the Bolognese schools...

These are the three great schools of the world in the epick
stile. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vii. II. 195 William
Wycherley, the most licentious and hardhearted writer of
a singularly licentious and hardhearted school. 1864 J. H.
Newman A/ol. v. (1004) 173/1 There are various schools of

opinion allowed in the Church : and on this point I follow

others.

b. fig. A set of persons, who agree in certain

opinions, points of behaviour or the like. Of the

old school: old-fashioned.

1798 Monthly Mag. Feb. 127/2 He was a whig of the old

school. 1817 Byron Beppo xxxiv, He was a lover of the

good old school. 18*7 Scott Chron. Canongate vi, She did
not hesitate to admit him to her boudoir, after the privilege

of the French and the old Scottish school. 1844 Thirlwall
Greece lxiv. VIII. 295 He was a Roman of the new school,

which studied to soften the homely roughness of the old

Italian character.

6. slang, fa. (See quot. 181 2.) Obs. b. A
company of thieves or beggars working together.

181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., School, a party of persons

met together for the purpose of gambling. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour I. 244 He scraped acquaintance with a * school

of shallow coves' ; that is, men who go about half naked,
telling frightful tales about shipwrecks [etc.]. 1856 Wynter
Cur. ofCiv. xii. (i860) 478 Inferior classes of thieves work
in smaller 'schools/ say of a couple of women and a boy.

Ibid. 481 What is called a ' school ' of boys, who pick pockets

tn concert, under the eye of a master. 1859 Slang Diet.,

School, or Mob, two or more 'patterers' working together

in the streets.

II. Senses of mediaeval academic origin.

7. An organized body of teachers and scholars in

one of the higher branches of study cultivated in

the Middle Ages ; esp. one of the various bodies

of this kind which jointly constituted a university;

a faculty, f In early use the article is commonly
omitted after a preposition. Now only Hist.
coco Bxdas Hist, 111. xiii. (1890) 190 Sum leornungmon

in scole [L. scolasticus auidam\. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks.
I. 93 Siche doutes we shulden sende to be scole of Oxen-
forde. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. 7*. 478 No maister, quod
he, but seruitour, Thogh I haue had in scole swich honour.

c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 105 He lefte be logykk skule, &
made hym a monk of Ceustus ordur. c 1449 Pecock Repr.
1. xvi. 88 Summe werers of piliouns in scole of dyuynyte
han scantli be worthi for to be in the same scole a good
scoler. 1617-ao Moryson Itiu, (1903) 319 The publike
schoole at Strasburg was not reputed an universitie yet gave
thedegreesof Bachelorsand Mastersof Artes. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. iv. xlvi. 370 That which is now called an Univer-
sity, is..an Incorporation under one Government of many
Publique Schools, in one and the same Town or City. In
which, the principall Schools were ordained for the three

Professions, that is to say, of the Romane Religion, of the

Romane Law, and of the Art of Medicine.

b. collect, plural. (In later use always the

schools.) The faculties composing a university;

universities in general ; the sphere or domain of

academic discussion or traditional academic doc-

trines and methods.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4610 Is bar na tare in }oure land,

labour of scolis, Fesike, ne no philosofy. c 1449 Pecock
Repr, 1. xvi. 89 Manye, whiche neuere leerned ferther in

scolis than her granimer. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

I. 103 He..haittit all that cunnyng wer in scuillis. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 111 That sik fre-

halderis-.sulde susteine thair eldest sones at the schuilis,

quhill perfytlie tha vndirstude the Canon lawis. ax6z8
Preston Breastpt. Love (1631) 199 We learne at Schooles

what to say in such a controversie, how to dispute rather

than how to live. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirnrg. 111.

x. (1678)62 Which I have sometimes shewed in the Physick

School*, at such times as I there dissected Anatomies. 1638
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Chillingw. Relig. Prol. i. v. § 63. 279 Boyes in the Schooles

know, that a Posse ad Esse, the Argument followes not.

1644 Dicbv Two Treat. Ded. a iv, 1 haue not endeauoured
to expresse my conceptions eyther in the phrase, or in the

language of the schooles. 1649 Lovelace Lucasta 84 And
henceforth .. Be able to dispute ith* field, And Combate in

the Schooles. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. in. iii. § 9. 192 This
whole mystery of Genera and Species, which make such a
noise in the Schools. 1701 Swift Contests of Nobles rt>

Comm. Wks. 1755 II. u 12 A mixed government partaking

of the known forms received in the schools. 1774 Burke
Sp.Amer. 7a-r.(i775) 52 These are the arguments of states

and kingdoms. Leave the rest to the schools; for there

only they may be discussed with safety. 1785 Cowper Task
11. 534 Is Christ the abler teacher or the schools?

fO. In various phrases, as to go to school, to study

at a university ; man of school', one who is versed in

the learning of the schools; degree of schoolis, in

schools, a university degree. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. Pt. B. xx. 271 Enuyc.heet freres to go to
scole, And lerne logyk and lawe. C1380 Wyclw Eng. Wks.
(1880) 427 Degre takun in scole makib goddis word more
acceptable. Ibid. 428 So prestis wib-oute degre of scole
may profile more pan don pes maystris. Ibid., & bus men
of scole trauelen veynly for to gete newe sutiltees. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. "477 Thogh a man wer neuere so
wys, And hadde lernyd at Parys, Thys thyrty yer at scole
be In that noble vnyuersyte. 1451 Rolls ofParlt. V. 222/2
After the degrees in Scoles singulerly of the seide Scolers.

*5X3 Douglas sEneis 1. Prol. 381 Amange clerkis in scule.

I59I-S Spenser Col. Clout 702 A filed toung, furnisht with
tearmes of art, No art of schoole, but Courtiers schoolery.
1611 Coryat Crudities 392 Though it be no Vniuersitie to
yeeld degrees of Schoole to the students. 1638 Bp. Moun-
tagu Art Enq. Visit. A 4, Of what degree in schools is he?

T d. To hold or keep schools : to engage in aca-

demic disputation or discussion. Obs.
c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 329 In fayre langage,.

.

which ye and mo holde scoles of dayly. 1533 More Debell.
Salem Wks. 949/2 We wyl in this matterkeepe no longe
scholes. 1567 J ewel Def. Apol. m. 345 Wherefore doo your
Doctours keepe sutche note Schooles emongst them selues.

T e. //. with sing, construction ; An assembly of
the schools * of a university, a public disputation.
c 1470 Gregory in Hist. Coll. Cit. Loud. (Camden) 229

Mayster Halden kept the scholys with in the Fryers and
dysputyd a gayne a Gray Fryer..; and at that scholys
were many grete docters and clerkys to geve hym audyens.

8. The School, the Schools : the Schoolmen, the

scholastic philosophers andtheologians collectively.
Now rare or Obs,
a 1614 Donne Btodofaro? (1644) 127 Many of the Schoole,

as Aquinas Fra. Victoria, Sotus, Bannes. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. iv. xlvi. 374 A Xunc-stans (as the Schools call it).

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx 11. vi. § 3. 181 The spirit of
Prophecy came upon them><rr modum impressionis trans-
euntis

t as the Schools speak. 1683 J. Norris Parting 3,

Poems (1684) 20, I now believe the Schools with ease, ..That
should the sense no torment seize, Yet Pain of Loss alone
would make a Hell.

9. a. sing. The building or room set apart for the
lectures or exercises of a particular * school ' (in a
university), b. pi. A building belonging to a uni-

versity, containing rooms serving in some cases
originally for lectures in the several faculties, in

later times chiefly for the disputations and exercises

for degrees, and for meetings of the academic body
or of portions of it. Hence, in modern Oxford
use : The building in which most of the university

examinations are held.
c 1590 Marlowe Faustus (1604) A 3 b, He haue thein fill

the publike schooles with skill [mod. edd. silk] Wherewith
the students shalbe brauely clad. 1644 Evelyn Diary Jan.,
We went into some of the Scholes [of the Sorbonne], and in

that of Divinity we found a grave Doctor in his chaire,
with a multitude of auditors, who all write as he dictates.

a 1674 Clarendon Hist Reb. vm. § 120 They caused pro-
visions of corn to be laid in,, .assigning the public schools
to that purpose. 1697 Evelyn Acc. Archit. Misc. Writ.

(1825) 366 Or compare the Schools and Library at Oxford
with the Theatre there. 1706 T. Hearne Collect. 3 Oct.
(O. H. S.) I. 292 Forreigners.. frequently go to ye Schools
to hear Lectures. 1751 Wesley Wks. 1872 II. 222, I went
to the Schools, where the Convocation was met, 1861
Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxiv, There is no more char-
acteristic spot in Oxford than the quadrangle of the
schools. 1873 Students* Handbk. Univ. Oxf. 151 A copy
of it must be deposited in the Music School.

10. In modern Oxford use. a. pi. The periodical

examinations for the degree of B.A.
1828 J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 180, I am going out

of the Schools, and Dornford (I fancy) will supply my place
for the ensuing examination. 1861 Hughes Tom Brotvu
at Oxf. xxiv, The row of victims. .' sitting for the schools ' I

as it is called. 1868 Freeman Norm. Conq. II. App. 581 A
j

former colleague ofmine in the Oxford Schools. 188a Society
;

18 Nov. 11/2 The schools at Oxford are 'on' once more,
!

and white ties are again the order of the day.

b. Each of the several courses of study, in any .

of which an * honours' degree in Arts may be !

taken : corresponding to the Cambridge Tripos \ j

At present the ' Schools ' are as follows : ' Liters Hu- '

maniores ' (i. e. classics), Mathematical and Physical Sci-
ence, Natural Science, Jurisprudence, Modern History, !

Theology, Oriental Languages, English Language and I

Literature, Modern Languages.
1873 Students' Handbk. Univ. Oxf. 1 10 Those who have

obtained Honours in the School of Theology.

t III. II. The doctrine or teaching of a master;
the lore or knowledge of a subject imparted by
teaching. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 84 As thou hast preid above That
I the Scole schal declare Of Aristotle. Ibid. III. 139 Ther
mai a man the Scole Here Of Rethoriqes eloquences. 1433
Jas. I. KingisQ. vii, Quhich to declare my scole is ouer
Jong, c 1460 Wisdom 86 in Macro Plays 38 Teche me be
scolys of yowur dyvynyte. 15 . . Piers ofFullham 3 in HazL
E. P. P. II. 2 A man, that lovyth fyscheng and fowlyng
bothe, ofte tyme that game schall hym be lothe, of that
crafte all thoghe he can the scole, yn the see, in rever, in
ponde, or yn pole. 15.. Mayd Emlyn 128 ibid. IV. 87 Thus
by her scole Made hym a fole, And called hym dodypatc.

f b. A particular method or discipline taught.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 125 Frenssh she spak ful faire and

fetisly, After the scole of Stratford atte Bowe. — Millers
T. 143 In twenty manere koude he trippe and daunce After
the scole of Oxenforde tho. c 1400 Bcryn 2403 So yee aftir

my scole Wol do, & as I rede 3ew. c 1400 Sozudone Bab.
1141, I shall the lerne a newe scole, If thoue so hardy to
fighte be. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 11. 14 At the wendyng
slake The yoke, thyne oxen neckes forto cole : But drawing
by the home is noo goode scole. a 1589 Skklton P. Sfarowe
117 It wold syt on a stole, And lerned after my scole For
to kepe his cut.

+ C. Schooling, discipline. Obs.

2449 Pecock Repr. 111. viii. 328 Certis thefreelnes of the
wil is to be kutt awei and to be leid aside with greet bateil,

greet scole, and greet craft.

IV. Repr. L. schola, Gr. tTxoA.77, m la*e senses,

f 12. A hostelry at Rome for the reception of
pilgrims. Obs.
O. E. Chron. an. 816, J>y ilean -$eare forborn Ongolcynnes

scolu. (agoo in Thorpe Diplomat. Anglicum (1865) 116
Ic [./Ethelwulf] on Rome. .EngHsce scole gesette. t 145a
Brut 316 Seynt Peters pens,. .be whiche Kyng Iva [sic]..

ferst graunted to Rome, for be scole of Engelond ther to
be continued.

f 13. A public building, gallery, or the like. Obs.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xi. 44 A kirk theked with leed,

bat es called be Scole of Salomon. 1534 Whitinton Tut-
lyes Offices 1. (1540) 33 Solon fyrste edifyed the schole of
Areopagus in Athenes. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. v. II.

568 In the same place, and namely in the schoole or gallerie
of learned men, there be many more images highly com-
mended.

14. Hist. One of the cohorts or companies into

which the Imperial guard was divided.

1776 Gibbon Decl. <$ P\ xiii. I. 3S8 The avenues of the
palace were strictly guarded by the various schools^ as they
began to be called, of domestic officers. Ibid. xvii. II. 57
The whole number consisted of three thousand five hundred
men, divided into seven schools, or troops, of live hundred
eaii.

V. 15. [f. School v."] A cross-country ride.

189a Field 9 Apr. 512/2 Then began a cheery 'school*
over some scrubby hills.

VI. attrib. and Comb.
16. Simple attributive.

a. Pertaining to a school (sense 1 ) or schools,

as school-age, eleven, -fee, -French, -friendship,

-hours (Hour 2 b), flaw, -life, 'prank, prize, + -re-

cess, -teacher, -vacation, warden, -work, 'fear, etc.

Also School-board, -book, -day, -ma'am, -mastkr,
-mistress.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 716 So soon as children

have passed *school-age, they [etc.]. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown n. viii, The Captain of the *School eleven., accom-
panied them. 1511-12 Acc. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 24a
In hail! payment of half ane 3eris burd and *scoile fee.

1870 Act 33 # 34 Vict. c. 75 § 25 The school board may, if

they think fit, . . pay the whole or any part of the school fees

payable at any public elementary school by any child [etc.].

1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras xv. (1843) 145 About
half of them know the language well, and the rest speak it

like *school-French. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 436 "School-friend-

ships are not always found, .permanent and sound. 1740 J.

Clarke Educ. Vouth{ed. 3) 137 Out of *School-Hours. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair ii, Surreptitiously nursing it [a doll]

in school hours. 1650 J. M. (title) "School-Laws, or Qui Miht
in English. 1857 H ughes Tom Brown 11. viii, The care with
which he has watched over every step in your "school lives.

1885 Welldon Senn. Harrow i. (1887) 6 In a few days per-

haps, .you will feel the continuity of your school-life; but for

the present it seems to you to have been broken. 1799 Ht.
hzKCauterb. T.,Poet's T.{ed.2) 1. 48 Playing *school-pranks

with his companions. 1904 ' E. Nesbit ' Phoenix <$• Carpet
xi. 206 Its conversation, .was entertaining and instructive

—

like "school prizes are said to be. 1795 Jemima I. 63
A pressing invitation that she would spend the next "school

recess at the Hall. 1847 Webster, *Scliooldeacher, one
who teaches or instructs a school. 1787 Hawkins Life
Johnson 471 Whose son in his "school-vacation was come
home. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep. iv. 2897 The two
"School Wardens [at Kingston-upon-Thames] are elected in

like manner. Their duty is to visit and superintend the

school. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown ii. vi, There could be

no reason for stopping the "school work at present. Ibid,

11. ii, There were thirty-eight weeks in the *school year.

b. Taught in or attending school, as school-child,

-chum, -companion, + -fere, -maid, -miss, etc. Also

SCHOOL-BOY, -FELLOW, -GIRL, -MATE.

1840 Carlvle Heroes iv. (1841) 207 He [Luther] had to

beg, as the "school-children in those times did. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 705 The first case of illness was
a school-child. 1846 Mrs. Gore Eng. Char. (1852) 149 The
stupid "school-chum of his private secretary ! 1771 Smol-
lett Humph. CI. 31 May (1815) 108 The departure of your
*school-companions. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 449
One Calistenes, AHsaundre *scolefere under Aristotil. Ibid.

VII. 397 He. -went to Rome at be laste wib oon of his scole

feres. 1603 Shaks. Meets,for M. 1. iv. 47 Is she your cosen ?

Isa. Adoptedly, as *school-maids change their names By
vaine, though apt affection. 1873 Black Pr. 7'huleu, I take

her to be an affected *school-miss.

c. Belonging to or connected with the school as

a building (cf. 1), as school-bell, building, -chapel,

•door, -roof -yard, etc. See also Schoolhodse.
1862 Calveklev Verses <§• Transl. (1894) 12 When the

*school-bell cut short our strife. 1829 R. Gilbert Liber
Scholast. 167 The *school buildings are well adapted [etc.].

1884 Tablet 11 Oct. 591/2 The erection of a *schooI-chapel
was immediately begun. 1641 Milton Clu Govt. BE. Concl.
62 There is not that sect of Philosophers among the heathen
so dissolute . . but would shut his "school dores against such
greasy sophisters. c 1340 Hampoley

s Wks. (1895) I. 140 An
Abbot bat..neuer lift vp his heued to see be *scole-rouf.

1870 Emekson Soc. <$- Sol. v. 99 The warm sympathy with
which they kindle each other in *school-yard, or in barn or
woodshed.

d. Pertaining to the Schoolmen (cf. sense 8),
or to the 'schools' of universities (cf. sense 7 b),

scholastic, academic, as in school-account, f -amorist,

-argument, author, -clerk, + dispicion, -ethics ,

-exercise, + implement, -language* -logic, -manner,
matter,-medicine,morali$t, morality,name,-opinion,
-pedantry, philosopher, philosophy, -phrase, -ques-

tion, quiddity, -subtilty, -syllogism, term, -theo-

logy, trick, etc. ; school-like adj. and adv. See also

School-craft, -divine, -divinity, -doctor, -man,
-point.
1701 Norris Ideal World 1. vii. 408 To lay open the

^school-account of this matter, and unravel it through all

its abstrusities. 1644 Ullwlk Chirol. 163 Thus the *Schoole-
Amorist [ =Ovid]. 1587 Golding De Mornay xv. (1592) 225
The holy Scripture.. vseth no *schoole arguments to make
vs beleeue that there is a God. 1551 Ckanmer Answ.
Gardiner m. 90 Is it not plainly written of all the Papists,
both lawyers and *schole authors, that [etc], a 1583 Sir H.
G ilbert Q. Eliz. A c/iad. (1 869) 3 The greatest #Schole clarkes
are not alwayes the wisest men. 1600 W. Watson Deca-
cordon (1602) Pref. A 2, Arguments of proofe in shew holden
on a whole day by fine wits, in a *schoole despicion. 17x0
Berkeley Princ. Hum. Kno7ul. \. § 100. 145 One may make
a great progress in *School-Ethics without ever being the
wiser or better Man for it. c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, i. in
Anglia X. 327/43 Hem bat in *scole-excersyse. .sechene
boo binges bat bene nedefulle to sowle-hele. 1586 Hooker
Answ. Trovers xvL (1612) 19 These "schoole implements
are acknowledged by graue and wise men not vnprofitable
to haue beene inuented. 1639 Drumm. of Hawth. Disc.
Imprests Wks. (1711) 229 For ladies, who understand not
the *school languages. 1840 Carlyle Heroes v. (1841) 289
Eagerly devouring what spiritual thing he [Johnson] could
come at ; school-languages and other merely grammatical
stuff, if there was nothing better ! 1563-87 Foxe A. $ M.
(1596) 14/2 Such as more distinctlie and *schoolelike discusse
this matter. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. i. 129 His learn-

ing labours not the schoole-like glosse. 1645 Milton
Tetrach. 23 Such a methodical and School-like way of de-
fining. 1818 Hallam Mid. Ages ix. n. {1819) III. 538 Phi-
lology. .degenerated through the prevalence of *school-logic.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 229 b, He discourseth at
large the article of Justifycation after the *scoo!e maner
[orig. more scholastico], c 1386 Chaucer Friar's Prol. 8 Ye
han heer touched al so moot I thee In *scole matere greet
difficultee. 1447 in Epist. Acad. Oxon. (0. H. S.) I. 260 All

his buks of study, also oder boks longyng to scole mater.

1731 Hist. Litteraria III. 260 The Venereal Disease had
just then made its appearance, which the common *SchooI-
Medicine was not able to cure. i7ioNoRRisC//r. Prud. iv.

149 This the "School-Moralists.. have abundantly proved.
Ibid. iii. 125 The *School Morality. 1581 Sidney Apol.
Poetry (Arb.) 41 Who thinke vertue a *schoole name. 1751
Warburton Pope's Ess. Man 11. 81 note, For this dangerous
*school-opinion gives great support to the Manichean or
Zoroastrian error. 1704 Norris Ideal World 11. Pref. 16
Which, .would perhaps savour a little too much of ''school-

pedantry, a 1704 T. Brown Dial. Dead, Reas. Oaths Wks.
1711 IV. 96 A *School-Philosopher with his newest set of
Distinctions. 1701 Norris Ideal World 1. ii. 72 It agrees
not with the principles of the *School-Philosophy, that will

by no means allow the essences of things to be eternal. 1759
Goldsm. Pres. State Pol. Learn, xu Wks. (Globe) 443/2
Universities., where the pupils, .support every day syllo-

gistical disputations in school philosophy. 1668 Howe
Blessedn. Righteous xii. 218 Servato ordine finis^ as the
*School-phrase is. 1586 Hooker Answ. Trovers xvi. (1612)
18 If. .it were a "schoole question, a 1625 E. Chaloner
Six Serm. (1629) 30 The husbandman.. vsed not.. those
"schoole quiddities to simple labourers. 1629 H. Burton
Truth's Tri. 6y No Romish sophistrie, or *schoole-subtilty
can inuent any probability. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists i. 4
Her "School-Syllogism and her Elixir, [are] the choicest of
her [Philosophy's] Products, c 1386 Chaucer Merck, X.
325, I counte nat a panyer ful of herbes Of "scole termes.
1825 Southey in Q. Rev. XXXI. 380 It is (to use a school
term) an inseparable accident of Lisbon. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 512 And if one could, it were but a *schoole
trick.

17. locative, in sense ( at school *, with ppl. adjs.,

as sclwol-bred, -made, -taught, 'traincd
t
etc.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 840 And if it chance.. That though
"school-bred, the boy be virtuous still. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.
Med. VII. 870 As in chorea, so in tic, there are cases which
appear to be "school-made. 1765 Goldsm. Trav. 41 Let
*school-taught pride dissemble all it can, These little things
are great to little man. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa
x. 214 Boys trained in the mission school and married to
"school-trained girls.

18. objective and obj. gen., as school-drilling,

-leaving, manager, -leaching, etc.

1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 347 The whole
system of "school-drilling education. Ibid. 349 Such and
a thousand similar recreations . . should enter into the school*
drilling of the day. 1901 Daily Chron. 21 Nov. 3/6 A.,
"school-leaving certificate. 1888 Pall MallG. 12 Jan. 4/t
The celibacy of the ' school marm * is a heresy which as yet

only exists in the pious dream of ^school managers and
school boards. 1847 Webster, *Schoeidcachingt the busi-

ness of instructing a school.
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19. Special combinations : school air Horseman-

ship, an 'air' (Amsb. 17) which horses are taught

in the school ; + school-butter, (a) cf. quots. 1584-

93 (sense obscure) ;
{b) slang, a flogging ; (c) U.S.

1 a teasing call to school children ' (Payne Word-
list East Alabama) ; school-cap Geol. (see quot);

school-dame, an old woman who keeps a small

school for young children ; school-gait (see sense

3 d) ; school-gallop (see quot.) ; school-going

sb., attendance at school; school-going a., that

goes, or is suitable to go, to school
; + school-

hall, the room or building in which university

disputations were held; f school-hire, = school-

wage ; school-learning, f(a) the learning of the

schools' (7 b), {b) education at school; school-

mamma, -mother, an elder girl at a girls'-school

who acts as a protectress of one or more younger

ones
; + school-pace, = school-gait ; school-pence,

a small weekly sum of money paid for tuition in

elementary schools; school-rider, a school-trained

horseman; so school-riding; f school-rod [cf.G.

schulrute], a birch-rod or cane ; t school-scholar,

one who has the learning taught at school (sense

1); school-section U.S., 'a section of land set

apart for public schools' (Bartlett i860) ; school-

ship, a ship used for the instruction and training

of boys in practical seamanship; school-tide =
school-time (b) ; school-time, (a) the time at which

school commences, or during which school con-

tinues ;
{b) that period of life which is passed at

school; school-wage (now dial.), the periodical

payment made for tuition at school.

1885 Dodge Patroclus <$• Penelope 58 Horses educated in

all the 'School airs which are applicable to road-riding.

1584 A. Munday Fidete <fr
Fortunio 1473 in Archiv Stud,

neu. Spr. CXXIII. 76 O that I had some of Pediculus \L e.

Pedante's] *Schoole-butter to make me a lip salue. 1593 G.

Harvey Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 231 Should^ the

Butterwhore . . try all the conclusions of her cherne.she might
peraduenturc in some sort pay thee home with Schoole-

butter : but vndoubtedly she should haue much adooe, to

stoppe thy Ouen-mouth with a lidde of Butter, a 1700 B. E.

Diet. Cant. Crew, School-butter, a Whipping. 1809 Trans.

Geol. Soc. Ser. it. II. 42 The bed below this is called the

Top Cap... The next bed is called the "School Cap..; it

consists of a compact limestone extremely cellular [etc].

a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. 101 We could suppose our
senses to be the "school-dames that first taught us the

alphabet of this learning. 185a T. Parker Ten Serm.
Relig. L (1863) 10 He must study the anicular lines on the

school-dame's slate. 1733 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl, A "school

face or gate denotes the same with ecoute. 1885 Dodge
Patroclus •$ Penelope 130 The traverse is a School gait

rarely needed on the road. 1884. E. L. Anderson Mod.
Horsemanship 1 48The "School Gallop is a pace of four beats
and is procured from the ordinary gallop by demanding a
close union, and by sustaining the forehand with the reins

(etc-l. 1896 A. Morrison Child ofjago 78 'School-going

was a practice best never begun. 1884 Athenaeum 15 .Mar.

347/3 According to these statistics 1 out of 4 boys and 1 out

of 89 girls of school-going age are under instruction. 1900

Daily News 1 June 6/4, 93/200 school-going children. 1509
Parlt. Devyll'S xl, I wyst hym [Jesus] neuer go to scole,

And yet I sawe hym dyspute in the "scole hall, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 449/2 *Scole hvre, scolagium. 1588 Wilts

*t Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) II. 182 For schole heir of the

chtlder, for twoe wekes, is. 2d. More paid to Mr. Turpen,
that was owne for Abraham schole heir, 8s. 1681 W. Robert-
son Phrased Gen. (1603) 1099 Schooling or school-hire,

minen'al. a 1583 Sir H. Gilbert^. Eliz. Achad. (1869) 10

In the vniuersities men study onely "schole learninges. 1751

Eliza Heywood Betsy Thoughtless I. 8 He having finished

his school-learning, and was soon to go to the university.

1840CARLYLE Heroes it (1841) 84 Mahomet. .had no school-

learning, of the thing we call school-learning none at all.

1876 Miss Yonge Womankind v. 31 The institution of

*"school mammas* may secure a protector for each. i8a6

Miss Mitford Village II. 30, I.. provided myself with a
"school-mother, a fine tall blooming girt 1753 "School

pace (see school gait above]. 1889 19M Cent. Oct, 741 The
parents are to pay "schoolpence. 188a K. L. Anderson
School-training for Horses 75 A distinguished "school-

rider, who gave me my first practical lessons in this move-
ment. 1897 Ld. Ribblesdale The Queen's Hounds 364
He was probably not so good a school rider as the Prince

Imperial. 1881 E. L. Anderson How to Ride, etc. Introd.

6 "School-riding, in one form or another, is used in all

armies, and, indeed, wherever the horse must be under com-
mand. 1633 Ford 'Tis Pityv.ni, A "Schoole-rod lceepes

a child in awe. a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1898) I. 328 At four-

teen, he went away [from school] a good "schoole-scholar to

Magdalen-hall in Oxford, a 1734 North Life Sir D. North
(1744) 2 In the End, he came out a moderate School-
scholar. 1849 Rep. of Com. of Gen. Land Office (Bartlett

i860), "School-section. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer.
37 A school section is a section of land.. set apart by the

Government for the purpose of raising funds for building

and maintaining schools. 1867 Longp. in Life (i8gi) III.

89 We stopped near the "school-ship, which was crowded
with boys. 1808 Scott Autobiog. in Lockbart Life (1830)

I. 63 My greatest intimate from the days of my "school-tide

was Mr. John Irving. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3)

191 Such Boys, win be at Liberty out of "School-time.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lvi, The introduction of crackers

in school-time. 1890 Lancet 4 Oct. 708/1 Life here* is but

the school-time of eternity hereafter. 154a Richmond Wills

'Surtees) 36 To finde John Fell meate and drinke, clothing,

bolts, and "scolewaige to goo to the scole.. to he be xxvi

yeares of aige. 1864CARI.VLE Fredk. Gt. xv. iii. IV. 30 He
ts now about to be taught several things;—and will have

to pay his school-wages as he goes.

School (skwl), j£. 2 Forms: 5 sooll, 5-7 scole,

scul(le, 6 skoole, Se» scuill, 6-7 skul, skole, 6-9
scull, skull, 7 skoule, scoale, schole, 7-9 scool,

8-9 schull, 9 dial, schule, scholl, 9- school.

[a. Dn. school troop, multitude, ' school ' of whales
:—yiDw. schole,OS.scola\xoo^ = 0^scolw.~-OTent.
*skuld str. fem., perh. orig. 'division', f. *skel-

y

skal-, skul- to divide : see Skill, Shell.

1. A shoal or large number of fish, porpoises,

whales, etc. swimming together whilst feeding or

migrating. Also in a school, in or by schools.

c 1400Laud Troy Bk. 14205 Thei falle thikkere thanheryng
fletes In-myddes the se In here scole. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

450/2 Sculle, of a fysshe (scul offysh, S.), examen. i486 Bk.
St. A tbans f vij, A scoll of (Tysh. a 155a Lelan-d liin. (1769)

V. 70 They [bream] appere in May in mightti Sculles, so that

sumtime they breke large Nettes. ^1578 Lindesay (Pit-

scottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 317 Thair come in our firth

ane scuill of heirinng. c 1585 Janes in Haktuyt's Voy.

(1600) III. 102 We saw to the West of those Isles three or

foure whales in a skull. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 108 And
this skole of fish continued with our ship for the space of

fiue or sixe weekes. X603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1891) 121

They swymme in great scooles together. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

<y Cr. v. v. 22 And there they flye or dye, like scaled sculs,

Before the belching Whale. 1615 G. Sandys_7V<oi/. 100 He
saw at the mouth of Nilus. .a scole of dolphins rushing up
the river. 1641 S. Smith HerringBuss Trade 25 According
to the conveniency of the Skoles and places of fishing. 1655
Walton Angler x. (1661) 173 Repaire to the River, where
you have seen them to swim in skuls or shoates in the

Summer time. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 402 Shoales of Fish

that. .Glide under the green Wave, in Sculles that oft Bank
the mid Sea. 1673 H. StubbeFurther Justif. WarNetherl.
ApoL, etc 127 The latter should not fish within eighty miles

of the Coast, least the Scholes of Herrings should be inter-

rupted. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) I. 380 A great

Shoal, or, as they call it, a Scool of Pilchards, came swim-
ming., into the Harbour. 1791 Lincoln in Belknap Hist.
New-Hampslu (1792) III. 456 These fish. .take each schull

its proper river. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed

(1827) 36 Great skulls o' haddock, cod and ling. 1839 Beale
Sperm Whale 20 The groups, herds, or 'schools', which
are formed by the sperm whale, are of two kinds. 1863

Pennell Angler-naturalist 285 The smolts assemble in

sculls of from forty to seventy together. 1884 Leisure Hour
Jan. 64/* A 'school' of porpoises gambolling in mid ocean.

2. trans/. + a. A troop, crowd (of persons)

;

a large number, mass (of inanimate things). Obs.

b. A flock, company (of animals).

1555 Phaer Mnetd 11. (1558) D ij b, About him ronnes of

boyes & girles y* skull [Lat. 238-9 Puericircum innupixque
pnellae Sacra can/tut). Ibid. ix. (1584) Ovj, Go fisgigs,

frisk your woods in double pype in skipping skooles [Lat.

617 lie per alia Dindyma, not adsuetis biforem dat tibia

cantumi 1563-87 Foxe A. * M. (1596) 83/2 A scull of

pictured boies did band, about that lothsome sight. Ibid.

85/1 The youth in skuls flocke and run togither. 1567

Drant Horace, Epist. To Rdr., So greate a scull of ama-
rouse Pamphlets haue so preoccupyed the eyes, and eares

of men, that (etc.). 159a Lyly Midas iv. iii, lie warrant

hee hath by this started a couey of Bucks, or roused a scull

of Phesants. X665 Boyle Occas. Reft. vi. iii. (1848) 348
When we dip them [oysters] in Vinegar, we may, for sauce

to one bit, devour alive a schole of little Animals. 1858

K. H. Dicby Children's BowcrW. 13 Sitting on their heels

by the margin of a pond to feed what they call the school of

ducks that gathers round them. 1861 Dv Chaillu Equal.

Afr. xiii. 194 A school of hippopotami. 1880 Times 24 Nov.
10/3 The Macclesfield tipplers [pigeons], which fly in schools

or Meits ' for hours against anotner school. 1894 R. Leigh-

ton Wreck Golden Fleece 189 Look at that school of gulls

yonder.

3. attrib. : school-bass, the Scisena ocellata \

school-cod, a cod inhabiting the open sea, opposed

to shore-cod'; school-fish U.S., any fish which

usually appears in schools or shoals, also one of

a school of fish ; spec, the menhaden. So school-

schnapper, -shark, -whale.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 372 The

smaller fish of the species [Scixna ocetlatdl are called

simply * Bass ' or * "School Bass '. Ibid. 201 Still another

class of fish is known., as 'Deep-water Cod', 'Bank Cod',

and • 'School Cod*. 1876 Goode Fishes of Bermudas it

The smaller "school- fishes. 188a Tenison-Woods Fish N.
S. Wales 40 The time of the appearance of the ' "school

schnapper' is the early part of summer. 185a Mundy An-
tipodes viii. (1855) 198 The ' *school-shark ' is dealt with as

above. But if the 'grey-nurse' or old solitary shark be

hooked, the cable is cut [etc.]. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whal-
ing Voy. II. 176 A "School Whale, upon being attacked by

the boats, rejected from her stomach a bony fish.

School (skwl), v. 1 Forms: see School sb. 1

[f. School sb.i Cf. G. schulenJ]

1. trans. To put or send to school ; to educate

at school.
#

1577 Stanyhurst Deter, /ret. vii. 24 b in Hohnshed,

schooled in the vniuersitie of Parise. x6oo Shaks. A. Y.L.

1 i 173 Yet hee's gentle, neuer school'd, and yet learned,

full of noble deuise. 1846 Eng. Rev. VI. 138 The number

actually schooled in the State schools was no less than

3,021,421. 1850 Lynch Theo. Trinat xi. 211 How he was

born, cradled, schooled, tailcoated, colleged, and the like.

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. i, My father, .being a great

admirer of learning sent me to be schooled at Tiverton.

1884 G. Allen Philistia II. 13 Eight children to be washed

and dressed and schooled daily.

+ 2. To have as a member of one's school or sect.

cx<70 L. Gibson in Collect. B. L. Ball, .y Broadsides

(1867) 115 It seemes, by your doynges, that Cressed doth

scoole ye,— Penelopeys vertues are cleane out of thought.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Bed. Hist. (1619) 73 This man was first

schooled by Vatentinus.

8c

3. 'To teach with superiority, to tutor' (J.);

t in early use, to ' lecture', admonish, reprimand.
1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 10 This is the

wai that thes fellonli men have taken to school and coole

me, silli soul, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps.
m
l. v, Mildly the

good, God schooleth in this wise. 159a in Fowler Hist.
C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 160 She [Q. Eliz.] schooled Dr. John
Rainolds for his obstinate preciseness. 1606 J. Carpenter
Solomon's Solace xxil. 91 He hearkened to. .his mother
when shee schooled him. ^1610 Heywood & Rowley
Fortune by Land <V Sea 1. i. Nay school us not old man,
some of us are too old to learn. x6aa Fletcher Span.
Curate 1. i, Arsen. Fy upon thee. This is prophane. Mil.
Good Doctor, doe not schoole me, For a fault you are not
free from. 1624 Visibility of True Ch. 91 He schooleth
and lessoneth the Pope plainly, a 1657 R. Loveday Lett.

(1663) 272 That's my Landlord's fault, for which I shall

school him. 1687 Dryden Hindfy P. m. 306 It now iemains
for you to school your child, And ask why God*s anointed
he reviled, 1691 — K. Arthur m. ii, My former Lord,
Grim Osmond, walks the Round : Calls o er the Names,
and Schools the tardy Sprights. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, f schooVd him, I chid him severely. 1710C0NGREVE
Poems, Of Pleasing "Vi

r

ks. 1720 II. 426 So Macer and Mun-
dungus school the Times, And write in rugged Prose the
Rules of softer Rhymes. 1746 Smollett Rod. Random
xlv, The doctor.. was infinitely surprized to find himself
schooled by one of my appearance ; and . . cried, ' Upon my
word ! you are in the right, Sir ! 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xviii, ' I ken a' that as weel as— I mean to say,' he resumed,
checking the irritation he felt at being schooled,—a discipline

of the mind, which those most ready to bestow it on others,

do themselves most reluctantly submit to receive. 1865
Livingstone Zambesi Introd. 13 Many will prefer to draw
their own conclusions from them rather than to be schooled
by us.

t b. To give a lesson to (a person) by punish-

ment ; to chastise. Obs,
a 159a Greene yas. IV, 111. ii, I say thou art too pre-

sumptuous, and the officers shall schoole thee. 1595 Locrine
in. iii. 25 Then wil we schoole you, ere you and we part

hence. (They fight.] x6a8 Ford Lovers Melancholy v. i,

Take hence the wag, and school him fov't.

4. To educate, train (a person, his mind, powers,

tastes, etc.) ; to render wise, skilful, or tractable by
training or discipline. Often transf., said of God,
the experiences of life, surrounding influences, etc.

1' 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1594) 38^ Now, Salomon, full^ of

wisdome, and schooled with experience, is licensed to giue

his sentence of the whole world. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd
855 For he was school'd by kinde in all the skill Of close

conveyance. 1657 J* Watts Dipper Sprinkled 59 Visited

of God with sickness, and so scholed, and enlightned by
him therein and thereby. 1755 Smollett Quix. (1803) IV.

169 A teacher of the Gentiles, schooled by Heaven, and whose
professor and master was Jesus Christ himself. 176a Goldsm.
Nash 174 A mind neither schooled by philosophy, nor

encouraged by conscious innocence. 1826 Disraeli Viv.

Grey in. i, Having schooled his intellect in the Universities

of two nations. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. iv, Leila, thou hast

been nurtured with tenderness, and schooled with care.

1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) II. vii. 229 They were too

well schooled in the tricks of reservation. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 1 14 Among these was Xanthippus, . . one who had
been well schooled in war by the admirable training which
the Spartan discipline still gave. x888 Bryce Amer.
Connmv. xcv. III. 337 But the ambition of American states-

men has been schooled to flow in constitutional channels.

b. To discipline, bring under control, correct

(oneself, one*s mind, feelings, thoughts, etc.).

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse, etc. To Gcntlew. Citizens (Arb.)

58, I haue seene many of you whiche were wont to sporte

your selues at Theaters, when you perceiued the abuse of

those places, schoole your selues, and of your owne accorde

abhorre Playes. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 15 My deerest

Cooz, I pray you schoole your selfe. 1657 Trapp Comm.
Ps. xiii. 6 Though before he had schooled himself out of his

distempers. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. xiv, Now must Matilda

stray apart, To school her disobedient heart. 1837 Disraeli

Venetia v. v. She had too long and too fondly schooled

herself to look upon the outraged wife as the only victim.

1844 Kinglake Eothen xxi. 326 After the first half hour I

so far schooled myself to this new exercise [riding a drome-

dary] that [etc.]. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. x, Clara

schooled herself into a resolution to bear it with good

humour. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.Der. vi. xlviii, No wonder

that Deronda now marked some hardening in a look and

manner which were schooled daily to the suppression of

feeling.

C. With advs. To school away : to remove by

instruction or discipline {rare). To school down :

to subdue by training.

1833 Chalmers Const. Man 1. v. (1834) I. 194 It may at

least school away those prepossessions of the fancy or of the

taste, that would lead us to resist or to dislike such evidence

when offered. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (ed. 3) II. ii. 63 Lord

Raglan.. was so schooled down by long years of flat office

labour that it shocked him to see a man bearing no uni-

form, yet warlike, and armed to the teeth. 1867 Trollope
Chron. Barset II. Hi. 90 At home she had schooled herself

down into quiescence.

d. passive. To be educated in (certain beliefs,

sentiments, habits). Also const, inf.

1841 Miall in Noncofif. I. 529 We. .have been so schooled

in modern ecclesiastical phraseology that we cease to regard

it as singular. 1862 Lytton Str. Story 10 Their seniors are

cramped by the dogmas they were schooled to believe when
the world was some decades the younger.

6. To instruct or inform (a person) how to act

;

to teach (a person) his part.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. May 227 So schooled the Gate

[goat] her wanton sonne, That answerd his mother, all

should be done. 1387 Hooker Ir. Hist. 79/1 in Holinsfied%

Wherefore it was blazed in Ireland, that the king [Hen. VII]

..had schooled a boie to take vpon him the earle of War-

wikes name. X596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 9 But sir here
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comes your boy, Twere good he were school'd. 1874 H. R.

Reynolds John. Baft. vii. 440 Herodias schooled Salome

in the part she was to play. 1883 S. C. Hall A elros/tct

II. 271 Schooled by my guide, it was not difficult to realise

the scene [etc.].

6. To train or exercise (a horse) in movements.

i860 'Wat. Bradwood ' The O. V. H. xix, The way you

hadschooled him (a horse]. 1890 Daily News 23 Dec. 2/4

Some well-known horses on the flat are being schooled for

hurdle jumping. 1881 E. L. Anderson How to Ride, etc

60 Part 11, How to School a Horse. The Early Education

of the Horse.

b. intr. To ride straight across country.

188s Field 4 Apr. 428/2 We schooled back to the Poor-

house Gorse, and a couple of fences of the order intricate

had to be jumped, under the penalty of a long round. 1891

Ibid. Apr. 512/2 Let me draw a discreet veil over sundry

acts of renaging and recusancy on the part of good hunters

and good riders, for in every country it will be found that

some few celebrities of the hunting field have a rooted anti-

pathy to ' schooling \

7. trans. To rear (a plant) in a nursery.

1901 Cornish Naturalist Thames 122 The young osiers .

.

should be taken from a nursery in which they have been
' schooled * for one year.

School (sk»l), vfi Forms: see School sb. 2 [f.

School si.*] intr. To collect or swim together

in ' schools ' or shoals (of fish). To school up : to

collect or crowd close together at or near the sur-

face of the water, said of fishes.

1597 Breton Wits Trenchmour (Grosart) 10/1 The Herings

seldom scull, but on a thick misty morning. 1606 S. Gar-
diner Bk. Angling 45 Fishes of each kind skull togeather.

171S Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 264 Let the Wind
blow which Way it will, that Way they be. dead whales] will

scull a Head, tho' right in the Eye of the Wind. 1873- [see

Schooling ppl. a.1 and vbl. si. 1
]. 1884 Goode, etc Nat.

Hist. Aquatic Anim. 375 Yellow-tails..do not school, but

swim singly or in pairs. 1891 Century Diet. s. v., Men-
haden do not school up until the beginning of the summer.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. viii. 154 The caplin schooled

once more at twilight.

Schoolable (sk«-lab'l), a. rare. [f. School
sb.1 + -ABLE.]

fl. Capable of being schooled or trained Obs.

1594 Carf.w Huarte's Exam. Wits iv. (1596) 38 Amongst
beasts of one kind, he which is most Schooleable and skilfull

is such because he hath his braine better tempered.

2. Of proper age to attend school.

1846 Eng. Rev. VI. 138 In 1831 the number of children

between the ages of 7 and 14, the approved schoolable

period, was 2,043,030. 1869 Ec/to 15 Mar., 250,000 children

of * schoolable ' age. x888 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Educ.
1886-87, 59 Each tax-payer..would have a far less burden
to bear in the work of getting all the ' schoolable ' children

within the schools.

t Scboolage. Forms: 6 soolage, 7 scollage,

seholage, sohoolage. [f. School si. 1 + -age. Cf.

med.L. scolagium, OF. escolage.]

1. Sc. The fee paid for tuition at school. Also

schoolage-fee.
1511-iz Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 242 Itemthe

xxviij day of'Januar, send with William Alresky to Maister
David Wocat for half ane jeris burd and his scolage fee

at his entre this day to the scoile. 1602 Stirling Burgh
Rec. (1887) I. 101 And thrie pundis vjs. viijd. to be payed to

ilk ane of thame be the maister of the scole furth of the

excres of his scollage mair nor wes first conditionate to him
be his contract. 1607 in J. Grant Burgh. Sch. Scot. 11. xiii.

(1876) 467 Bringing with them [to school] their quarter's

seholage. 166. Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 238 And it

salbe be lawchfull for the said maister Thomas to take for

ilk townes bairn in schooleage, each quarter of the yeare,

six shilling eight pennyes Scotts money.

2. Instruction in school ; the services of a

schoolmaster.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 454 Vou are well enough

served and receive a due Minervall for your schoolage.

Sohoolar, obs. form of Scholar.

t Scb.oola
-

tioii. Obs. — • [f. School w.i +
-ATios.] Schooling, education at school.

1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 22 That throogh good scoola-

tion becam az formalt in his action az had he been a bride

groom indeed.

School board. [Board sb. 8 b.] In England
and Wales from 1870 to 1902, and in Scotland

since 1872, a body of persons elected by the rate-

payers of a ' school district ', and charged by
statute with the provision and maintenance of
sufficient accommodation in public elementary
schools for all the children of the district.

In England school boards were established only in dis-

tricts in which either a majority of the ratepayers approved,
or the existing accommodation in public elementary schools
was considered by the Education Department to be insuffi-

cient. The Education Act of 1002 abolished school boards
in England, and transferred their duties and powers to the
County Councils.
In Scotland there is a school board in every school district

(which is usually either a burgh or a parish). By the Act
of 1872 the control of the burgh and parish schools estab-
lished by previous Acts, was vested in the school boards,
which are also required to establish and maintain such
additional schools as may be needed.
1870 Act 33 «, 34 Vict, c 75 § 10 If. .the Education De-

partment are satisfied that all the public school accom-
modation required..has not been so supplied.. the Educa-
tion Department shall cause a school board to be formed
for the district. 1871 Act 35 f, 36 Vict, c 62 § 8 A school
board shall be elected in and for each and every parish and
burgh [in Scotland]. 1876 Fawcett Pol. Econ. 11. viii.

(ed. 5) 234 A school board is very rarely established in a

216

country parish. 188a M. Arnold Ir. Ess., etc. 131 You
often see the School Boards, .making the programme of
their elementary schools too ambitious.

attrib. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed xiv, Alf was not

a nice child, being puffed up with many school-board certi-

ficates for good conduct

School-book. [Cf. G. schulbuck.]

L A book of instruction used at school.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 103 A patent [was] granted
him to print Latin School-books. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair 1, His bundle of school-books hanging by a thong.

1855 Tennyson Brook 9 In our school-books we say,. .They
flourish'd then or then.

b. attrib.

1751 Pope's Wks., Epil. Sat. i. 76 note, Full of school-book

phrases and Anglicisms. x8ai C. Simeon Let. 27 Nov. in

Carus Life (1847) 558 The abundance of your own personal

labours, and of those engaged in the School-book Society,

amazes me.

2. An account-book, register, etc. belonging or

relating to a particular school.

1870 Act 33 <y 34 Vict, c 75 § 72 If the managers or teacher

of any school refuse.. to allow the inspector to.. examine
the school books and registers.

Schoolboy (sk«-l|boi). [f. School sb.1 + Boy.]

1. A boy attending or belonging to a school.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 403 O ! neuer will I trust to

speeches pen'd, Nor to the motion of a Schoole-boies tongue.

i6oo — A. Y. L. 11. vii. 145. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev.
iv. v. Death, what talke you of his Learning ? he vnderstands

no more then a schoole-Boy. 1654 J ER - Taylor Real Pres.

80 Every Schole-boy knows it. 1788 Burke Sp. agst. W.
Hastings'Wks. XIII. 37 School-boys without tutors, minors

without guardians. 1813 Southey in Croker Papers (1884)

I. 49, I should go to the task like a schoolboy. 1881 Crowest
P/iases Mus. Eng. 164 The merest schoolboy, it would be

thought, could have detected the absurdity of such a musical

passage.

2. attrib. passing into adj. ; also schoolboy-like adj.

1687 Settle Rep. Dryden 6 This great pretender to

Learning has not wit enough to make an Allegory, but
violates the common School-boy Rules of sence. 171a

Addison Sped. No. 523 r 2 A parcel of School-Boy Tales.

1798 Southey Autumn 18, I call to mind The school-boy

days. i8oz H. Martin Helen of Glenross III. 74, I cannot
help laughing at his schoolboy-like joy in his new play-

things. x8ia Byron Ch. Har. 11. xviii, Or schoolboy Mid-
shipman that. .Strains his shrill pipe as good or ill betides.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxx, In his big schoolboy hand-
writing. 1887 Spectator 15 Oct. 1380 This curiously school-

boy way of insulting a foreign nation.

Hence Schoo*lboydomf Schoolboyhood, the

state or condition of being a schoolboy; also,

schoolboys collectively. Schoo-lboyism, action

or conduct characteristic of a schoolboy.
1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxi, The pedantic school-

boyism of calling a house-keeper a nymph. 1854 Whewell
in Life (1881) 436 The recollections of schoolboyhood. 1880

R. G. White Every-Day English 277 The first great Eng-
lish grammar, the one by which school-boydom has been
chiefly oppressed, was written by an American. 1893
Temple Bar XCVIII. 139 Schoolboyhood whispers derision.

Schoolboyish (skw'lboiiij), a. [f. Schoolboy
+ -ISH.] Schoolboy-like.
1831 Erasers Mag. IV. 278 All this being not particularly

new, and rather schoolboyish withal. 1888 Academy 18 Feb.
112 An eminently schoolboyish story.

Schoolcraft (sk/Hkraft). arch. [f. School
sb.1 + Craft.] Knowledge taught in the schools.

1629 B. Jonson New Inn 11. ii, He has met his parallel in

wit and school-craft. 183a W. Irving Alhambra II. 187

Take care how you play off your Schoolcraft another time
upon an old soldier. 1862 Lytton Str. Story II. 271 Had
I been less devoted a bigot to this vain school-craft, which
we call the Medical Art.. I might [etc.]. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. xv, Schoolcraft and honesty never went yet together.

Schoold, variant of Shald, shallow.

Schoolday (sk«*ld^). [f. School j<M + Day.]
1. //. The days or period (of one's life) at which

one is at school.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in.ii. 202 O, is all forgot? All

schooledaies friendship, child-hood innocence? 1594 —
Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 169 Tetchy and wayward was thy Infande,

Thy School-daies frightful!,..Thy prime ofManhood, daring.

1798 Lamb Old Familiar Faces 1, In my joyful school-days.

1883 Ld. Blackburn in Law Rep. 10 App. Cases 388 In

his schooldays or in his grown up days.

attrib. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby vn. ii, When two school-

day friends. . meet at the close of their college careers.

2. A day on which there is school.

185a Walcot William of Wykekam 233 On whole school-

days, morning school lasts from 7 till 8 a.m. ; middle school

from 9 until noon ; evening school begins at 2, and ends at

6. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown n. v, It is a whole school-

day. 1873 Routledges VouugGentl. Mag. Dec. 101/1 During
the holidays, or on a school-day.

School-divine. = Schoolman i.

1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. m. ix. § 2 The greatest amongst
the Schoole diuines studying how to set downe by exact

definition the nature of an humaine lawe . . found_ not which
way better to do it then in these words [following]. 1613

Salkeld Treat. Angels title-p., Collected out of the holy

Scriptures, ancient Fathers, and Schoole-Divines. 1737
Pope Hot. Ep/st. 11. i. 102 In Quibbles Angel and Arch-
angel join, And God the Father turns a School-divine. 1863

Pusey Truth Ping. Ch. 214 What school-Divines call ' Po-
tentia proxima*.

School-divinity. The religious principles

and doctrines maintained and taught in the Schools,

or by the mediaeval moralists and divines.

1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits ix. (1596) 124 The truth

of schooldivinity abhorreth many words. 16x6 S._ Price
Ephcsns Warning 48 It is a true axiome in schoole-Diuinity,

SCHOOLGIRLISH.

that..whatsoeuer is spoken of God bodily, must be vnder-

stood figurattuely. X710 Addison Whig-Examiner No. 4
F 1 The most abstruse and profound tract of school-divinity.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1841) 140 His [Dante's) education

was the best then going ; much school-divinity, Aristotelian

logic, some Latin classics.

School doctor.
+ 1. = School-divike.
1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 40 b, Marke here how past

all shame oure scole doctours are. 1563 Jewel Reft. Hard'
ing 259 The Schoole Doctours canne in no wise agree

:

there is Scotus againste Thomas [etc.]. 1609 Bible (Douay)
1 Kings viii. Annot. 587 Who so desireth, may search the

iudgement of ancient Fathers, and see S. Thomas, and other

schole Doctors.

t 2. The teacher of a school. Sc. Obs. rare.

1730 T, Boston My Life (1908) 7 The school-doc tor's son
put a pipe-stopple in each of his nostrils.

3. The medical attendant of a school ; esp. a
medical practitioner who receives a fixed salary for

his services in attending the pupils when ill.

Schooldom (skw-ldsm). [f. School sb.i +
-dom.] The domain or world of school or schools

;

the persons, things, and conditions concerned in

the affairs of schools.

i8a6 Miss Mitford My Godfather in Lit. Souvenir $)$
A young girl, just freed from the trammels of schooldom.

1834 Marion Harland Alone iv, A summons to' the study*

was an event of rare occurrence . . in the annals ofschooldom.

190a Spectator 26 July no The sense of injustice in this

particular has permeated the ranks of schooldom.

Schooled (skwld), ///. a. [f. School z-.
1 +

-ed 1
.] Taught, trained, or disciplined.

1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Columbus xl, This all-

schooled forbearance would surpass. 1877 Black Green
Past, iv, Forgetting indeed in this one outburst all his

schooled reticence. x88a E. L. Anderson School-training

for Horses 120 It is not necessary to use a sharp spur upon
a schooled horse.

Schooler, obs. form of Scholak sb.

Schoolery. rare. [f. School sb\ + -ery.]

That which is taught in a school, or as in a school.

xsgx-s Spenser Col. Clout 702 A filed toung, furnisht with
tearmes of art, No art of schoole, but Courtiers schoolery.

1807 [Ireland] Mod. Ship of Fools 266 Rear'd in folly's

ideot schoolerie, Every age thus boasts its foolerie. 1894
W. S. Gilbert His Excellency 1. 12 Oh you may laugh at

our dancing-schoolery, It's all very well, it amuses you.

Schoolfellow (sk«*lfeh?o). [f. School sb.* +
Fellow sb.] One who is or formerly was at the

same school at the same time with another.

In early use sometimes applied to one's contemporary at a
university.

1440 Sir R. Laidamis Let. in Athenxum (1B64) 10 Sept.

340/2 Ye and Y where scollfelaus sumtyme at Hylmyster.
155X Robinson More's Utopia Epist. (1895) 19 The old

acquayntaunce, that was betwene you and me in the time
of our childhode, being then scolefellowes togethers. 158X

Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Convers. 1. (1586) 11 A Gentleman
sometime my Schoolefellowe at Pad._whoin learning was
not inferiour to anie Scholler in the Uniuersitie. x6oa Shaks.
Ham. in. iv. 202 (1604 Qo.) My two Schoolefellowes. 1669

R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 425
Mr. Vernon, who was a schoolfellow of mine. 1690 Locke
Educ. § 70 (1699) 97 The emulation of Schoolfellows often

puts Life and Industry into young Lads. 1783 Cowper Vale-

diction 35 Thy schoolfellow, and partner of thy plays. 1848

Thackeray Van, Fair xlix, The Colonel's countenance.,

wore as many blushes as the face of a boy of sixteen assumes
when he is confronted with his sister's schoolfellows.

Hence School-fellowship.
i7«a Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 628 It seems there are some

secret remains of what we call school-fellowship, that have
led him to a better opinion of my book than it deserves.

1844 S. R. Maitland Dark Ages 128 Who was perhaps
bound to him by what is often the closer and stronger tie

of school-fellowship.

Schoolfol (skilful), [f. School ^i + -ful.]

As much or as many as a school will hold.

x88x Academy 22 Oct. 307 Such a monster may perchance
exist, ..but surely not a whole schoolful of them. 1900
Daily News 16 Aug. 6/7 We enjoyed it like a schoolful of

children.

Schoolgirl (sk«-lgajl). [f. School sb* +
Girl.] A girl attending school.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn. ii, Fortune, wearied out with

the school-girl's tricks she had been playing me. 183X

Macaulay Ess., Boswelfs yohnson r 5 Every school-girl

knows the lines: 'Scarce had lamented Forbes paid..*.

1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xiii, You play a little, I see;

like any other English school-girl.

b. attrib. passing into adj.

183a L. Hunt Sir R. Esher (1850) 87 A proper school-girl

tone. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xiv, Not three in three

thousand raw school-girl-governesses would have answered
me as you have just done.

Hence Schoolg-irlhood, the state or condition of

being a schoolgirl. Schoo'lgirlism, the action or

conduct of a schoolgirl. Schoo'lglrly a.
t
like a

schoolgirl, schoolgirlish.

iSSsSpectator ioio/s It is all absurdly missish and school-

girly. 1889 'F. Anstey' Pariah 1. ii, It isn't nearly so

school-girly as it used to be, is it ? 1893 Collingwood Life
Ruskin I. 60 Emancipated from schoolgirlhood. 1901

Academy 8 June495/2 Southport, with its sponge-cakeyness
and school-girlism is surely worth study.

Schoolgirlish (sk»-lg3ilij), a. [-ISH.] Re-
sembling or characteristic of a schoolgirl.

1867 Miss Broughton Cometh up as Fl. I. i. 9 So school-

girlish as if you had never seen a man before ! 1881 Miss
Braddon Asphodel III. 8 What a romantic schoolgirlish

notion !
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Hence Schooljrirlishness.
1886 Pall Mall G. 12 Oct. 5/2 That rather objectionable

quality .

.
' school-girlishness ', sentimentality, or ' gush '.

School-house.
1. A building appropriated for the use of a school

;

also, the dwelling-house provided by the school

authorities for the use of the schoolmaster or

schoolmistress, usually attached to or adjoining

a school.

1429 Nottingham Rec. II. 122 Unara domum vocatam
'Scolehous'. 15*3-4 Rec. Si. Mary at Hill 321 Paid for

makyng clene of a chambre in the Abbottes yn for to be a
skole bowse for Northfolkes children. 1583 Leg. Bp. St.
Androis 40 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, Maitland, Mel-
will, and Matchevellous, Learned never mair knaifrie in a
scholehous. 1590 Spenser /*". Q. 1. x. 18 To haue her knight
into her schoole-house plaste That of her heauenly learning
he might taste, a 1610 Healey Cedes (1636) 156 It is an
easie thing for one to be a deepe scholer,..& yet bee as

prone to drunkenness [etc.] as hee that neuer saw the inside of

a school-house. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I. 115 In the
Diocesse of Raphoe there is a freeschoole. .but there is noe
publicke schoolhouse built there or elsewhere in that Dio-
cesse. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, ix, But when, seated on the

benches of the school-house, they began to con their lessons

together, Reuben [etc.J. 1870 Act 33 <$ 34 Vict. c. 75 § 72
If the managers or teacher of any school refuse.. to allow

the inspector to inspect the schoolhouse or examine any
scholar. 1875 M cIlwraith Guide Wigtownshire 45 Here
are the school-house, play-ground, and teacher's dwelling.

b. transf. n.n&Jig.
1x440 Jacobs Well xxil 147 pe taueme is welle of glo-

tonye, for it may be clepyd be develys scolehous & be

deuelys chapeL 1541 (title) Here begynneth a lytic boke
named the Scole house ofwomen, a 1568 Ascham Schotem.

1, (Arb.) 6a Erasmus, .saide wiselie that experience is the

common scholehouse of foles, and HI men. 1607 Hieron
Wks. 1. 232 He doth first traine them vp in the schoole-

house of His church.

C. attrib.

^1440 Alphabet of Tales 426 Hym happend se be scole-

howse dure oppyn. 1679 First Cent. Hist. Springfield,
Mass. (1898) I. 427 To Sam: Ely.. for entertaining the
schoole house raisers. . 1. 05. 00. 1841-4 Emerson Ess., Love
Wks. (Bohn) I. 73 The rude village boy teases the girls

about the school-house door.

2. At some public schools, the name given to the

headmaster's house. Also, the boys belonging to

the ' school-house \
X857 Hughes Tom Broxvn 1. v. The long line of grey

buildings, beginning with the chapel, and ending with the

school-house, the residence of the bead-master. Ibid., The
School-house are being penned in their turn, and now the
ball is behind their goal. 1887 Spectator 25 June 859/2
When the sixth form, or the School House, played against
the rest of the school.

Schooling (sk»*lirj), vbL sb. 1 [f. School z\l

+ -INO 1.]

1. The action of teaching, or the state or fact of

being taught, in a school ; scholastic education.
c 1449 Pecock Re/r. 1. xvi. 90 Rut certis her withal y

wolde that profound and groundli scoling m logik, philsophi,

and dyuynyte, and lawe were not left bihinde. 1579 North-
brooke Dicing (184$) 121 All the world seeth so many small
children, that are orphans, lacking schooling for want of
helpe. 1588 W. Kempe Ednc. Children F 3 b, He shall

proceede to the second degree of Schooling, which con-
sisted in learning the Grammar. 1599 Heywood 1st Pt.

Edw. IV, 111. 11, That halfyear's schooling at Lichfield

was better to thee than bouse and land. 1766 Entick
London 1 V. 42a There is a char i ty-school . . for 36 boys • • for

schooling only, x763 Wesley Wks. 1872 XIII. 93, I will

give you a year's schooling and board at Kingswood School.

i8ao Scott Monasl. Introd. Ep., Whose sons he had at

bed, board, and schooling, for twenty pounds per annum
a-head. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc Amer. III. 138 To give
her Sunday-schooling, and a certain amount of weekday
schooling in the year. 1844 Thackeray Barry Lyndon 1,

Six weeks' was all the schooling I got. 1894 Mrs. Ouphamt
Hist. Sk. Q. A ntte vii. 337 The son.. after sundry local

schoolings went to Charterhouse. 1904 R. C J ebb Bac-
ckytides (Proa Brit. Acad.) 17 The man of mere lore and
schooling.

b. transf. and fig.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastusn. i. Hiijb, Suerly it shulde not
greue me so moche, so it myghte be lefull for me, nowe
to folowe thy dyscipline .L to be one of thy scoolynge.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's fust iv. xx. (1634) 740 The cere-

moniall law was the schooling of the Jewes. 18x3 Scott
Trierm. Introd. iv, Then, Lucy, hear thy tutor speak, For
Love, too, has his hours of schooling. 1838 Prescott Ferd.

$ Is. il ix. III. 53 The severe schooling of these wars had
prepared it for entering on a bolder theatre of action. 1851
Thackeray Eng. Hum. i. (1876) 158 His mind had had a
different schooling. X870 Lowell Among my Bits. Ser. 1.

(1873) 12 But perhaps there is no schooling so good for an
author as his own youthful indiscretions. 1899 H. Latham
(title), Pastor Pastorum, or the Schooling of the Apostles
of our Lord.

O. The maintenance of a child at school, con-

sidered as involving expense ; hence, cost of school

education.
1563 Haddington Council Rec. in J. Miller Rem. Old

11adtiington (1683) 183 Ilk bairn [was to pay] ilk term xij

of skoilings silver alanerlie. c 1610 Lady Compton in Grose
Auliq. Rep. (1808) III. 438 Find my Children Apparel and
their Schooling. x68x W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693)

1099 Schooling or school-hire, minerval. 17*7 Philip Quarll
(1816) 34 His parents.. being no longer able to continue his

schooling. 180s Mar. Edceworth Moral T. (ed. 2) I. iv.

25 She could not afford to pay for her little lass's schooling.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlvi, She would . .pay his half-

year's schooling. 1885 Law Rep., Weekly Notes 150/2 The
husband refused to pay for the schooling of one of the two
youngest daughters.

VOL. VIII.

J%* 1S77 '• & L'isle's Legendarie B v, In deede during
the raigne of Francis the second they were euen with him,
and paid for their scholing, as hereafter more at large wil

appeare.

d. The employment or profession of teaching in

school; * schoolmastering . rare.

1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras {1843) 149 They
had not much of a school, only five or six boys ; I do not
think that schooling will ever be their vocation.

attrib. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 621 For such is all the mental
food purvey'd By public hacknies in the schooling trade.

e. slang. A term of confinement in a reformatory.

1879 Horsley Jottingsfr. Jail i. (1887) 8 ' This is young
——, just come home from a schooling ' {a term in a re-

formatory).

T 2. Disciplinary correction, chastisement ; also,

admonition, reproof, scolding. Obs.

1557 N. T. (Genev.) 2 Cor. Argt., Albeit certeyn wicked
persones abused his afflictions to condemne therby his auto-

ritie, yet they were necessarie schollings, and sent to hym
by God for their bettering. X590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. i. 116

But Demetrius come, And come Egeus, you shall go with
me, I haue some priuate schooling for you both. 1601

T. Chamberlain in St. Papers, Dom. 1598-1601 (1869) 544
The Lord Keeper has had some schooling about it [the

vacant Mastership of the Rolls], and is much troubled, but
only cares that Hele may miss it._ X703 Quick Serious
Inquiry 32 And she would be there in her stead to give him
such a Schooling.., as he never had in all his Life. 1818

Scott Rob Roy xiii, I confess I thought the schooling as

severe as the case merited.

t"b. To have in schooling': to be engaged in

tutoring or admonishing. Obs.

1553 RespubUca v. vi. 1537 Ah, in feith, dame Veritee hath
had youe in scooting of late, a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1592)

597 Because ther is such warning before vsj now we haue
the drunkard in schooling, I will spend the time that is left

to shew you the deformity of this sinne.

3. a. The training or exercising of horse and
rider in the riding-school, b. The exercising of

horses in the hunting field. Also attrib., as school-

ing-match.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., School, or Schooling, in the

manege, is used to signify the lesson and labour both of the

horse and horseman, i860 Trollope C. Richmond iii, In

Ireland a schooling match means the amusement of teach-

ing your horses to jump. 1869 'Wat. Bradwood' The
O. V. H. xxvii, Ralph had gone.. to improve the occasion

by testing the schooling of the four-year-old filly- .over the

timber obstacles. 1890 Daily News 2 Dec. 3/7 The school-

ing of horses over hurdles and fences. 1893 Star 24 Dec.

3/6 Alec Taylor has had schooling hurdles put up.

4. slang. (See quots.)

1859 Slang Diet., Schooling, a low gambling party. X883

Pall Mall G. xo Dec. 1/1, 1 saw no 'schooling' or gambling
groups.

Schooling, vbL *M [f. School sb. 2 and v. 2 +
-ING 1 .] The action of swimming together in

schools or shoals.

1880 Rep. Roy. Comm. Fishing N. S. Wales 12 [The
schnapper] has its periods of migration and accumulation

in shoals, a movement so well expressed by the term ' school-

ing ' that we shall adopt the phrase for the future. 1884

Goode, etc Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 374 In November,
when schooling begins, the fish are full-roed.

attrib. X883 E. P. Ramsay Food Fishes N. S. Wales 12

The schooling-season is midsummer.

Scnoo'ling, ///. a.i [f. School v.1 + -ing 2.]

1. That schools, instructs or educates ; also, f ad-

monishing, reproving.

X753 Richardson Grandison^Zi) II. v. 73 Let me reckon
with you, Harriet, said Miss Grandison (taking my hand
with a schooling air). x83o-5» Bailey Festus 333 All the

schooling spheres he had passed through. X896 Kipling

Seven Seas 65 And the schooling bullet leaped across and
showed them whence they came.

2. Attending school.

1890 Star 15 Dec. 4/3 We have over 1,000 schooling

children.

Schooling, ///. a.2 [f. School sb.% or v. 2 +
-ino *.] That swim together in ' schools \
X873 S. Powel in Rep. U. S. Fish Commission 1871-2, 74

The scup are known to be schooling, wandering fish of the

high seas ; and come from the Gulf Stream and from the

Florida Cape. 1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 189 Mackerel,

mullet, silversides and all our other schooling species con-

tribute also a share to its support.

Schoolingly, adv. nonce-tvd. [f. Schooling

vbL sb.l + -ly 2.J So as to afford a lesson.

X87X Meredith H. Richmondlv, The end. .came abruptly,

and was schoolingly cold and short.

t SchOO'lish, a. Obs. rare"1
, [f. School sbl

+ -13H.1 Savouring of the ' schools ', scholastic.

cx6x8 Bolton Hypercrit. iv. 8 5 In tnis fine and meer

schoolish Folly. .George Buchanan is often taken.

School-keeper, schoo lkeeper.
L One who * keeps school

'
; applied to a school-

master or mistress. So School-keeping.

1857 H. Mokley Gossip 183 After two years of school-

keeping. X871 M. Collins Mara. % Merc/i. I. iv. 126
i
God

is too strong for City men and school-keepers. X885 [W. H.

White] M. Rutherford's Deliv. iv, He was tired of school-

keeping in England.

2. The caretaker of a school building.

1889 Daily News 28 Nov. 3/6 A small room in the school-

keeper's house. x8of Ibid. 10 Sept. 3/6 Making it requisite

for the schoolkeepers to undertake the arduous work of

carrying up the water for flushing these closets.

Schoolless (sk«-lles), a. [f. School sb.l +

-less.] Having no school, or attending no school.

16x4 Sylvester Little Bartas 1009 [The Holy Spirit

enables] Som (School-lesse, Schollers ; Learned, studi-lesse)

To understand and speak all Languages. 1848 Blackiu.

Mag. LXIV. 151 Our schoolless art.. has wandered into

strange and lower lands. i86x M. Arnold Pop. Educ.
France 101 The 21,025 schoolless children of Glasgow. 1904

J. Wells Life J. H. Wilson xiv. 119 The Saltmarket. .was
swarming with school-less arabs.

ScliooT-ma'am. (J. S. Also -marm. A
schoolmistress.

1843 S. Judd Margaret n. viii, She is the best School-

ma'am I ever went to. 1886 Stevenson Silverado Sa. 82

The school-ma'am.. walking thence to the.. shanty where
she taught the young ones. X897 Gunter Susan Tnrttbull

xi. 131 In this cheerful way the Schoolmarm runs on for

over an hour, the sky looking very dark for poor Irene.

Schoolman (sk«"lmsen). [School sb.1

Cf. G. schulmann, a man belonging to the scholastic

profession.]

L One of the succession of writers, from about

the 9th to the 14th century, who treat of logic,

metaphysics, and theology as taught in the * schools

'

or universities of Italy, France, Germany, and
England ; a mediaeval scholastic.

a 1540 Barnes Art. xvii. Wks. (1573) 213/1 Your owne
scholemen say, the popes power is so greate, that no man
can, nor may discusse it. 1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst.

n. 76 Peter Lombard and the other scholemen. a 1591 H.
Smith God's Arroiu v. (1614) 87 Thomas Aquinas, a school-

man of the Papists. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. iv. xlvii. 383
The frivolous Distinctions, barbarous Terms, and obscure
Language of the Schoolmen. 1690 Locke 2nd Let. Tolera-
tion 38 And the Artisan must sell his Tools, to buy
Fathers and School-men, and leave his Family to starve.

1751 Hume Enq. Princ. Morals vi. 120 He would stand,

like the Schoolman's Ass, irresolute and undetermin'd,

betwixt equal Motives. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xii.(i907)

I. 170 The substantial forms and entelechies of Aristotle

and the schoolmen. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I. i. 17 This
opinion which was propounded by the schoolman Ockham.
2. One who is versed in the traditional learning

of the 'schools', esp. (cf. sense 1) one who is

expert in formal logic or school-divinity. ? Obs.

a 1550 Image ipocr. 103 in SkeltoWs Wks. (1843) II. 434
It is no play., for laymen; But only for schole men For
they be witty men. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. u. ix. (1633)

1 15 Wonderfully courteous, a ripe Schooleman. 1590 Nashe
Pref. to Greene s Arcadia (1616) 2 Some deepe-read Sc^oole-

men or Grammarians. x6aa Bacon Hen. VII 202 The
King had (though hee were no good Schooleman) the

Honour to conuert one of them [sc. heretics] by Dispute at

Canterburie. a 1635 Fletcher Women Pleas'd iv. i, To
absolve this Riddle? Diviners, Dreamers, Schoolemen,
deep Maguians, All have I tride, and all give severall

meanings, a 1631 Donne Poems, The Will 30 To Schoole-

men I bequeath my doubtfulnesse. 1690 Luttrell Brief
Ret. (1857) II. 134 In the schools at Rome, .it was held by
the majority of the school men to be lawfull. 173a Pope
Ess. Man 11. 81 Let subtle schoolmen teach these friends

to fight, More studious to divide than to unite.

3. One engaged in scholastic pursuits ; a pro-

fessional teacher or student.

X7XJ Steele Sped. No. 278 ft Of late she has got ac-

quainted with a Schoolman, who values himself for bis great

Knowledge in the Greek Tongue. 1756 Toldervy Hist
2 Orpfians IV. 110 These quotations are made use of.. to

deter certain schoolmen whom they have been concerned to

see employing their hours in censuring, or rather abusing

those literary personages. 1870 Disraeli Lotkair Pref. 15

These great matters fell into the hands of monks and school-

men. 1884 Congregational Year Bk. 80 The schoolman

was greater than the warrior.

4. slang. A fellow-member of a 'school' or gang.
i834AiNswoRTH.ffi?<?£iMwrfiii.v. ' Jerry Juniper's Chaunt',

The knucks in quod did my schoolmen play.

Schoolmaster (sk/Hmastai), sbA Forms :

see School sb. 1 and Masteb sb.1 [f. School sb.1

+ Master sbA Cf. G. schulmeisler, Du. school-

meester
t
Sw. skolmastare, Da. skolemesler.'J

1. The master of a school, or one of the masters

in a school.

t Schoolmaster of Grammar: a teacher of Latin in a

school.
'

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 522 J>es sondes mon..brohte wio him
ftfti scolemaistres. 1439 Coventry Leet Bk. 118 Mayster

John Pynchard, skolemayster of Grammer, shall haue the

place that he duelleth Inne for xls. ye yere, whyles that he

duellithe In hit & holdythe gramer skole hym-self ther-Inne.

1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. xv. 18 Othir scolemaiestres vse

the same way now. X531 Elyot Gov. 1. xv. (1880) I. 166 If

the name of a schole maister were nat so moche had in con-

tempte. X546 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 198 For the meynten-
aunce of a scolemaster of Gramer. a 1583 Sir H. Gilbert

Q. Eliz. Achad. (1869) 2 First, there shalbe one Schole-

maister, who shall teach Grammar, both greke and Iatine.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 465 [He and]
Robert Maxual baith scuil maisteris. x6io Holland Cam-
den's Brit. 254 Master Lilye Schoole*maister of Paules.

Ibid. 761 Reginold Bainbrig. .head schoolemaster of Apple-

bey. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. m. x. § 16. 245 'Twould be

a hard Matter, to persuade any one, that the Words which
his Father or School-Master.. used, signified nothing that

really existed in Nature. vj%* De Foe Col. Jack (1840)

173 Every good scholar is not fitted for a schoolmaster, the

art of teaching is quite different from that of knowing the

language taught. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul {1842) I,

249 The sum commonly paid to a schoolmaster in Peshawer,

is about fifteen pence a month. 18x5 Falconer's Diet.

Marine (ed. Burney) s.v., The heads of the examination of

a schoolmaster for the Royal Navy, are as follows.

b. The schoolmaster is abroad', a saying of Ld.

Brougham (see quot. 1828) which became pro-

verbial, at first in its original meaning as expressing

exulting confidence in the results of the spread of

popular education, afterwards chiefly in derisive use.

28
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Sometimes jocularly misapplied, as if abroad meant { not

at home \ * gone out of the country '.

1818 Brougham in Times 30 Jan. 3/3 Let the soldier be

abroad, in the present age he could do nothing. 1 here was

another person abroad... The schoolmaster was abroad..

and he trusted more to him, armed with his primer, than he

did to the soldier in full military array, for upholding and

extending the liberties of his country. 1831 Praed Why <r

Where/ore in Pol # Occas, Poems {1888) 138 The school-

master's abroad, you see ; And, when the people hear him
speak, They all insist on being free, And reading Homer in

the Greek ; The Bolton weavers seize the pen, The Sussex

farmers scorn the plough. 1836 Haliburton Clockmaker
Ser. 1. xv, Well, they've got a cant phrase here, ' the school-

master is abroad', and every feller tells you that fifty times

a day. 1853 Lytton My Novel r. x, In those dark days,

before the schoolmaster was abroad. 1857 Trollope Three
Clerks ii, 'Well, I believe it's quite a new thing,' said

Marie Tudor. 'The school-master must be abroad with
a vengeance, if he has got as far as that.' [1886 Minchin
Growth Freedom Balkan Penin. 53 The progress of educa-
tion in Bosnia and Herzegovina since the Austrian occupa-
tion has been immense. The schoolmaster has crossed the

Save. Since 1878, no less than forty schools have been
established under Government auspices.]

O. trans/, and Jig.
1516 Tindale Gal. iii. 24 The lawe was oure scolemaster

vnto the tyme of Christ. 1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle vi. 51

Therefore the heauenly scholemaster knappeth vs on the

ringers, tyll we apprehende and learne his wyll moreper*
fitely. 1605 Camden Rem., Inhabitants 10 Our countrimen
have twice beene schoolemaisters to France. First when
they taught the Gaules the discipline of the Druides ; and
after [etc.]. 1678 j. Browne Disc. Wounds 51 Anatomy.,
is an excellent Schoolmaster, the which perfectly learneth

us to know how the Nerves which are sprinkled about the

Face [etc.]. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) II. 506 The sailors

of Salamis became the schoolmasters of Hellas, teaching
the Hellenes not to fear the barbarians at sea.

td. Used for the later Schoolmistress. Obs.

Quot. c 1460 perhaps hardly belongs here, as the poet seems
to be comparing the lover's timidity in the presence of his

lady to a boy's dread of his schoolmaster. The alteration

in the Trinity MS. removes the awkwardness of the expres-

sion, but destroys the point.

a isa$ Ancr. R. 422 Ancre ne schal nout forwunSen scol-

meistre, ne turnen hire ancre hus to childrene scole. c 1460
Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 137 His scole-maister [MS.
Trin. scolemaystress] had suche auctorite That.-Speke
coude he nat, but upor. her beaute.

t e. Applied to a private tutor. Obs.

C1510 Robt. DenyII m Thorns Prose Rom. (1827) 1. 10 My
sone me thyncke it necessary and tyme, for me to gete you
a wyse scole mayster, to lerne vertues and doctrine. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. A, A st?/diis,..a princes schole

maister or instructour in learnyng. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr.
1. i. 94 And for I know she taketh most delight In Musike,
Instruments, and Poetry, Schoolemasterswill I keepe within

my house, Fit to instruct her youth. Ibid. 1. ii. 133. 1645
Symonds Diary (Camden) 226 Dr. Dereham, .received one
Horner to be a schoole-mr. to some youthe in his howse.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol.45 A yong Scholar, who was then
School-master in his Familie.

2. Used as a name for certain species of fishes.

Also attrib.

1734 Mortimer Nat. Hist. Carolina fy Bahamas in PhiU
Trans. XXXVIII. 316 Perca marina, pinnis branchia*
libus carens. The School-master. 1876 Goode Fishes of
Bermudas 55 The School-master Snapper and Silk Snapper
of the fishermen probably belong to this genus.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1642 J. Eaton Honey-c. Free Justif. 103 The school-

master-like governement began to slacke and cease. Ibid,

104 Schoole-master-like whippings indicted in former times.

1898 A. D. Coleridge Eton in Forties 401 Okes was conscious

of a difficulty in divesting himselfof a schoolmaster manner.
1898 Academy 5 Nov. 189/1 Thring was the most original

and striking figure in the schoolmaster world of his time.

Hence {nonce-wds.) Schoo'lmasterhoodjthe state

or condition of a schoolmaster. Schoo*lmaster-
ism, the action of a schoolmaster.
i86x E. Steere in Mem. (1888) 400 Dry schoolmasterism

is a dreary thing, but dry formal office-saying and Bible-

reading is a great deal worse. 1887 Spectator 29 Oct. 1452
With no more knowledge of actual schoolmasterhood than
such as he had gained in organising the squire's school.

Schoolmaster, sb. 2 [f. School sb. 2, after

Schoolmaster sb}] The leader of a 'school' of

fishes, etc. ; esp. a bull whale.
1839 Beale Sperm Whale 178 The old 'schoolmaster

had outwitted those in the boats. 1848 Chamb. Inform.
People I. 692/1 The sailors call a herd [of whales] a ( school ',

and the old bulls the 'schoolmasters , 1851 H. Newland
The Erne 181 Your honour might have landed a school-

master [i.e. salmon] with it ten minutes afterwards. 1851
H. Melville Whale III. ii. 25 Now, as the harem of whales
is called by the fisherman a school, so is the lord and master
of that school technically known as the schoolmaster.

Schoolmaster, v. [f. Schoolmaster sb}]

1. trans. To govern, regulate, or command in

the manner of a schoolmaster, rare.
1891 Chamb. Encycl. VII. 611 Opitz, originallya school-

master, schoolmastered poetry into lifeless imitation of

fseudo-classical models. 1893 G. B. Shaw in Fortn. Rev.
eb. 279 He [Gladstone] so towers above them.. that he is

able to schoolmaster them into grudging submission.

2. intr. To be a schoolmaster, rare.
1908 Daily Chron. 18 June 4/6 Carlyle and Edward Irving,

who school mastered together in thesame Kirkcaldy Academy
for a couple of years.

Schoolmastering, vbl. sb. [f. Schoolmaster
sb} + -ing *.] The occupation or profession of a
schoolmaster ; also, an education in school.
1844CRAIK Sk. Hist. Lit.Eng. 1 1. 221 His son, though born

to the throne, .received a schoolmastering fit for a bishop.

218

1845 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) !• "i. x°° The native bias is

so strong, that it is beyond the art of all the schoolmaster-
ing in the world to alter it. 1859 Shairp in W. A. Knight
Shairp «$• his Friends (1 888) 200As to schoolmastering . . all t he
best comes first. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvi. v. IV. 301
A Candidatus, say Licentiate, . . Subsists, I should guess, by
schoolmastering.. in the Villages about. 1894 Parry Stud.
Gt. Composers, Schubert 227 Schoolmastering was a charac-
teristic occupation of the family.

Schoolmastering, ppl- a. [f. Schoolmaster
sbA + -ing 2

.] Like, or acting as, a schoolmaster.
1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son vii, You don't take me

for that lubberly school-mastering parson on board, do you ?

1893 Times 13 Feb. 5/3 Its artificial schoolmastering tone.

Sclioo'lmasterish., a. [f. Schoolmaster sb}-

+ -ish.] Like, or characteristic of, a schoolmaster.
1866 Pall Mall G. 15 Dec. 1 The duke of Argyll's presence

and address are hard, rigid, schoolmasterish. 1883 Black
Yolande II. ix. 157 He claimed a sort of schoolmasterish
authority over her. 1896 Nation (N. Y.) 3 Dec. 421/2 At
the risk ofseeming schoolmasterish.

Hence Sclioolmasterislmess.
1789 Bentham Mem. <$• Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 217 Your age

and character fit you better for intimacy with him ; the

schoolmasterishness of mine acting naturally as a repellant.

Schoolmasterly, <*. piY*j Characteristic

of or resembling a schoolmaster.
1865 Sat. Rev. 15 July 77/1 With a masterly knowledge

of his subjects, the member for Lynn never seems to get

beyond the schoolmasterly way of treating thern. 1880

Miss Broughton Second Th. 1. xii, Still speaking in that

rather harsh and schoolmasterly tone.

Schoolmastership. [-ship.] The office or

work of a schoolmaster ; a post as schoolmaster.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. 49 He [God] did in dede
in fewe worries sette oute hys [Christ's] scholemaistership

vnto vs, when he said, heare him. 164a J. Eaton Honey-c.

Free Justif. 105 Not needing that legall schoolemastership.

189s Times 15 Feb. 5/4 Schoolmasterships are likely to be
bestowed in future on local candidates. 1894 Athen&um
14 July 57/1 He . . left his parish schoolmastership at Ruthven.

Schoolmate, [f. School sb,1 + Mate sb. 2]

A friend or companion at school.

1563 Homilies II. Place % Time ofPrayer 1. 141 Shewe
you to be like them, whose schole mates you take vppon
you to be, that is, the Apostles and Disciples of Christ.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 303 One of her school-mates,

who was priding herself over the rest of the scholars. 1894 S.

Fiske Holiday Stories (1900) 206 They had been playmates
and schoolmates, .as long as they could remember.

Schoolmistress (sk/Hmistres). Forms : see

School sb. 1 and Mistress. A woman who teaches

in a school ; a mistress in a school, t In early

use with wider sense, a female teacher, governess.

Also trans/, andJig.
a 1500 Sir R. Rot's La Belle Dame 137 (MS. Trin.), [see

quot. c 1460, Schoolmaster sb. x 1 d]. 1535 Coverdale Wisd.
viii. 4 For she [wisdom] is y* scolemastresse of ye nurtoure

of God, & y° choser out of his workes. 1560 Becon Catech.

vi. Wks. I. 537 b, Al that they [sc. nuns] were commaunded
to do of their scholemastresses and goueruesses. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. xn. xiii. (1604) 176 A schoole-

mistris of such practises was chosen of purpose, called

Locusta of late condemned of empoisoning. 1630 Fuller
Holy War 11. xii. (1640) 59 Phenicia was the schoofmistresse
of Grecia, and first taught her her alphabet. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 1 v. vii, But Nature, it seems, hath not been so expert

a School-mistress. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vi, She had
more of the air of a schoolmistress than Mistress of the Six

Joily-Fellowship-Porters.

t Schoo*l-point. Obs. [f. School sb.1 + Point
sb.] A point taught or debated in the schools.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xxxiv. 20 It is needful for

them to be exercised with sundry scholepoints. 1587 —
De Mornay ix. (1592) 113 It is also a schoolepoint of Platoes

teaching, That in these high matters of the Godhead,, .and

such other like, we must giue credit, .to the sayings of men
of most antiquitie, as folke that were, .nearer to God than

we. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xii[ij. (Arb.) 180 We
are to teache Ladies and Gentlewomen to know their

schoole points and termes appertaining to the Art. a 1653

Gouge Comm. Heb. v. 12 They stuff their Sermons with.

.

obscure comparisons, and curious School-points.

attrib. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 131, I neuer

saw yet any Commentarie vpon Aristotles Logicke-.that

euer I lyked, bicause they be rather spent in declaryng

scholepoynt rules, than in gathering fit examples for vse

and vtterance.

iSchoo-lric. Obsr x U.S. [? f. School sb} +
•ric, after bishopric] ? A school district.

1789 Hist. Pelham, Mass. (1898) 227 That Each School

Rick Shall Build and Maintain their own School Houses.

1797 Ibid. 228 District Lists of the Assesment of every

School Rick.

Schoolroom (sk/Hr#m). [f. School sb. 1 +
Room sb,]

1. A room in which a school is held. Also, a

room in a private house, in which the children of

the family receive instruction or prepare their

lessons.

1775 Ash, Schoolroom, a room in which a school is kept.

1817 Shelley Rev. Islam Ded. iii, Until there rose From
the near schoolroom, voices. 1837 H. Pidgeon Mem.
Shrewsbury 144 The school rooms are in the rear of the

buildings, in which twenty-five boys and as many girls

receive their education. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair viii,

We have a schoolroom on the second floor, with my bed-

room leading into it on one side, and that of the young
ladies on the other. x86o M. Arnold Rep. Elem. Schools

(1889) 86 This..may excuse individual managers for the

dirty and unhealthy state of their school-rooms. 1867 W. L.

Collins Public Schools 176 The noble schoolroom [at

Westminster], nearly a hundred feet in length.

SCHOOI-TEB

2. Accommodation for teaching.

1891 Century Diet. s. v., The city needs more school-room.

Schoolt, variant of Shald, shallow.

Schoolward (sla7"lw9Jd), adv. and a. [f.

School sb}- + -ward.] A. adv. Towards school

;

in the direction of school.

[c 1386 Chaucer Prioress' T.qj To scoleward and bom-
ward whan he wente. 1451 Capgrave Life St. Gilbert

(E. E. T. S.) 118 This clerk in his weye to skoleward fell in

grete heuynesse.] 1801 Wordsw. Prioress' T. 98 Home-
ward and schoolward whensoe'er he went. 1848 Lowell
Biglozu P. Ser. I. Introd., Poems 1890 II. 24 The ramble
schoolward through dew-sparkling meads. x886 A. Win-
chell Geol. Talks 47 This mill-pond was dear to every
school-ward trudging urchin that had to pass it.

B. adj. Directed or going toward school.

1888 Daily News 13 Sept. 4/7 By the time a boy reaches
the first big station on his schoolward road. 1898 Blackw.
Mag. Aug. 271 The depression of the schoolward journey.

So Schoclwards adv.

1859 J. C Atkinson Walks <$• Talks (1892) 86 Away they
went schoolwards, as hard as they could.

Schooly (skw-li). U. S, [Cf. School sb.2]
The menhaden. 1891 in Century Diet.

Schooner (sk«*naj), sb} Forms : 8 scooner,
skooner, 8- schooner. [Of uncertain origin;

recorded early in the 18th c. as skooner, scooner;

the present spelling, which occurs only a few years

later, may be due to form-association with school,

or with Du. words having initial sch. The word
has passed from English into most of the European
langs. : Du.schooner,schoener,G. schoner, schooner,

schzmer (recorded 1786), F. schooner, schoaner,

Da. skonnert, Sw. skonare, skonert.

The story commonly told respecting the origin of the word
is as follows. When the first schooner was being launched
(at Gloucester, Mass., about 1713), a bystander exclaimed
' Oh, how she scoons !

' The builder, Capt Andrew Robin-
son, replied, ' A scooner let her be !

* and the word at once
came into use as the name of the new type of vessel. The
anecdote, first recorded, on the authority of tradition, in

a letter of 1790 (quoted in Babson Hist. Gloucester, p. 253),
looks like an invention. The etymology which it embodies,
however, is not at all improbable, though there seems to be
a lack of evidence for the existence of the alleged New
England verb scoon or scun, * to skim along on the water '.

Cf. Sc (Clydesdale) scon, * to make flat stones skip along
the surface of the water ', also intr. ' to skip in the manner
described ' (Jam.). The early examples afford strong ground
for believing that the word really originated about 1713 in

Massachusetts, and probably in the town of Gloucester.

The evidence of two or three old prints seems to prove that

the type of vessel now called ' schooner ' existed in England
in the 17th c, but it app. first came into extensive use in

New England.]

1. A small sea-going fore-and-aft rigged vessel,

originally with only two masts, but now often with

three or four masts and carrying one or more top-

sails.

The rig characteristic of a schooner has been defined as con-
sisting essentially of two gaff sails, the after sail not being
smaller than the fore, and a head sail set on a bowsprit.

1716 in Hist. Rec. (Boston) XXIX. 231 Ye Skooner May-
flower from North Carolina, imx Mosfs Prince Let. tn

J. J. Babson Hist. Gloucester (Mass.) (i860) 252 Went to

see Capt Robinson's lady. This gentleman was the first

contriver of schooners, and built the first of the sort about
eight years ago. 1714 Boston [Mass.) News-Letter 16 Apr.,

Upon the 4th instant Benjamin Chadwell in the Scooner
Good-Will, of Marblehead, was taken by a private sloop.

1725 Ibid. 22 Apr., The Schooner Swallow. 1741 in Bulke-
ley & Cummins Voy. S.Seas (1743) 126 Witness our Hands,
on Board the Speedwell Schooner, in the latitude 50 : 40 S.

this 8th Day of November, 1741. 1774 T. Hutchinson Diary
I. 336 We are in pain for Cap. Dundass and passengers in

a scooner sent Express from Gen. Gage, and spoke within
Scilly the i6th. 1840 Longf. Wreck of Hesperus i, It was
the schooner Hesperus, That sailed the wintry sea, 1908
Toilers ofDeep Sept. 178/2 Both the warship and the fish-

ing schooner were sounding fog-alarms.

2. U. S. (See quot. 1904).
1858 (see Prairie SchoonerJ. 188a B. Harte Flip i, The

blinding white canvas covers of mountain schooners. 1891

E. Roper By Track <r Trail xii. 174 Goods and passen-

gers are delivered by the railway to be conveyed by prairie

schooners' over this road. 1904 P._ Fountain Gt. North-
West xxviii. 342 A prairie schooner is a waggon furnished

with all sorts of stores likely to be required in outlying

stations and farms.

3. attrib. and Comb., as schooner-rigged adj.

;

schooner-frigate, -gun-vessel, -yacht, vessels

of various classes resembling a schooner in build

or rig.

1799 Naval Chron. II. 271 Admiral Knowles constructed

..a*schooner frigate, that carried twenty twelve-pounders

on the main-deck, and two eighteen-pounders on her fore-

castle. 1769 [see Rigged ppU a. 1 b]. 181* Exantiner

7 Sept. 576/1 A large *schooner-rigged canoe. 1895 Oracle

Encycl. I. 503/2 Brigantine, a small vessel, partly square-

rigged and partly schooner-rigged. 1806 A. Duncan Life

ofNelson 136 The . . *schooner gun-vessels made their escape.

1876 T. Hardy Ethelberta xxxv, A *schooner-yacht, whose
sheets gleamed like bridal satin.

Schooner (sk«-nai), sb.2 [Of obscure origin;

perh. a fanciful use of prec] a. U. S. ' A tall

glass, used for lager-beer and ale, and containing

about double the quantity of an ordinary tumbler

(Webster, Suppl. 1879). b. Hence, in British use,

a customary measure (see quot. 1896) by which

beer is sold by retail in various places.
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1886 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 21 July 2/4 Scene : A beer

farden. Mr. Schweitzer (referring to the music) :
' Dot vos

leyerbeer.* Mr. Hooligan (excitedly, in view of the fact

that only one schooner stands on the table between the two
gentlemen) :

' Ye're a liar, it's my beer '. 1895 N. B. Daily
Mail (Glasgow) 23 Sept. 4 He . . had two glasses of whisky
and a schooner of beer. 1896 Ibid. 7 Mar. 2 Of these [local

measures] 'the schooner' containing 14 fluid ounces, or
2 4'Sths imperial gills, occupied perhaps the most prominent
place. ., being found in everyday use, under various names,
in London, Glasgow, Aberdeen, and elsewhere.

O. Comb. : schooner-house, a place for the sale

of schooners of liquor.

1893 E. M. Whittemore Delia ix. 59, I was having a big
time sporting round schooner houses.

Schoot, obs. f. Schuyt. Schoppe, obs. f.

Chop v., Shop; obs. pa. t. of Shape v.

Sehor\e, Schorch, Sohorchattis : see Score,
Shore, Scorch, Scrochat.
Sohorer, obs. i.ehorer charwoman (see E.D.D.).
c 1638 Earl Cork in Dor. Townshend Life <y Lett. (1904)

303 That all the Women Servants under the Degree of
Chambermaids be certainly known by their names to the
Steward,, .and no Schorers to be admitted in the house.

Schorge, obs. f. Scorch v.1
, Scourge sb.

Schorl (Jiftfl). Mitt. Forms : 8 sohoerl, 8-9
shirl, shorl. schorl, [a. G. schorl, in the 18th c.

also schierle, schirl, schiirl, schurl, sckurell, schir-

licA, schbrlich, schorlel, in 16thc.se/trul; of obscure

origin. From Ger. are F. schorl, Sw. skirl, Da.
si/%rl.] Tourmaline, esp. the black variety.

Formerly applied loosely to various other minerals, esp.

with prefixed adj., as in White schorl, a name for albite,

Blue schorl. hsMyue. etc.

[1761 Da Costa Tourmalin iaPhil. Trans. LI I. 446 The
miners of Germany vulgarly call them Schirl, and some*
times our English miners name them Cockle and Call.]

1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 24 It is evident that skirl contains
nearly as much earth of allum as the Cornish porcellane
clay. 1784 Cullkn tr. Bergman's Phys. 9/ Chem. Ess. II.

125 A form which, even among the schoerls themselves, is

extremely rare. 1811 Pinkerton Petrol. II. 132 This rock
is chiefly composed of the common black shorl, the black
tourmaline of Haiiy. 1855 Leivchild Cornwall 72 Schorl
may be observed between and approaching the joints of
granite in many places, as, for example, near the Logan
stone. 1894 Baring-Gould Deserts S. France I. 106 These
are sandstone, schorls, and days.

b. Comb., as schorl-rock (see quot. 1 88a) ; so

schorl-schist.
1811 Pinkerton Petrol. II. 132 "Shorl rock. 1838 Lyell

Etem. Geol. 201 Schorl rock and schorly granite. 1882

Geikis Text Bk. Geol. 11. ii. i 6. 134 Tourmaline rock or

schorl-rock, is a crystalline aggregate of quartz and black
tourmaline or schorl. 1885 Ibid. 11. ii. § 7 (ed. 2) 131 Tour-
maline-schist (* Schorl-schist).

Schorlaceous (JpAe''fx), a. Mitt. Also 8 sh-.

[f. Schorl 4- -aceoub.] Of the nature of schorL

1794 Kirwan Etem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 89 A fibrous or striated

limestone, .which consists of asbestine or shorlaceous parti*

cles. 1830 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc vL 157
It is very frequently porphyritic and here and there schorla-

ceous. 1886 F. H. Butler in Mineral. Mag. Dec 79 The
black highly schorlaceous rock.

+ Schorlite. Min. Obs. Also 8 shorlite. [ad.

G. schorlit (Klaproth 1 788) : see Schorl and -ite l

2 b.] = Pyonite.
1794 Kirwan Etem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 280 Siliceous genus..

Shorlite. .. Infusible at 168°, and no way altered by heat.

1831 Jameson Man. Min. 189 Schorlite, or Schorlous Topaz.
1836 f. Thomson Min. Geol., etc. I. 254 Pycnite, or Schor-
lous Beryl. Schorlite, stangenslein.

Schorlomite (Jp-iWmsit). Min. Also erron.

schorlamite, schorlemite. [irreg. f. Schorl;
named by Shepard 1846 from its resemblance to

that mineral.] A vitreous black silicate of ti-

tanium, iron and calcium, resembling garnet.

1846 C. U. Shepard in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. II. 252
Fragments of pure schorlomite an inch in diameter, .may
be detached from this skeleton-crystal. 1858 J. Nicol l-.lem.

Min. 275 Sphene, Titanite. . .Schorlamite, black shining.,

from Arkansas, is related. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 426/1
Schorlomite (Fcrrotitanite).. .Perhaps a titaniferous garnet

t Schorlous, a. Min. Obs. [f. Schorl +

-0O8.] kesembling or having the nature of schorl.

1816 Jameson Syst. Min. (ed. 2) I. 61 This substance .

.

might then be named schorlous topaz. 1836 [see SchorliteL

t Schorly, a. Min. Obs. [1. Schorl + -ly'.]

Containing schorl ; chiefly in schorly granite.

1838 Lyell Etem. Geo' 201 When felspar and mica are

also present, it may be called schorly granite.

Sohorn(e, Schorte, obs. ff. Scorn, Shim.
Schorters's, Schortschettis : see Scrochat.

Schottische (JptfJ", jV't-J), si. [a. G. (der)

schottische {lam), the Scottish dance.
The quasi-Fr. pronunciation given above is the prevailing

one, but has no justification ; the form used in Fr. is Scottish,

regarded as Eng. and pronounced (slurtiT) ; Littre gives also

the semi-German spellings schottish, scnotisch, but with the

same pronunciation. In German the pronunciation is (ff'tifa).]

A dance of foreign origin resembling the polka,

first introduced in England in 1848. Also the

music for such a dance.

18S9 Sala Tto. round Clock (i860 299 An adept in the

Schottische. 1H1 Athenxum 25 Jan. 111/3 The 'Polka
tremblante ', or Schottisch, is alsoa Bohemian national dance,

and was brought out in Paris by Cellarius in 1844. 1891

E. Scott Dancing as an Art 168 The Schottische is very

seldom danced now in its original form... The dance con-

sists of two distinct parts...The first part may appear to

bear^ a certain resemblance to the polka ; but there is a
considerable difference in the nature of the movements.

b. Highland or Balmoral Schottische : a lively

dance resembling the Highland fling. Military
Schottische : a dance of American origin.
1882 Society 21 Oct. 5/2 There were a couple of reels, a

Highland Schottische [etc.]. 1894 E. Scorr Dancing 134
The Military Schottische or Barn Dance was known to and
danced by the Americans long before it became generally
popular over here. Ibid. 137 Scotch music is naturally the
music most suitable for the Highland Schottische.

Schottische (J?t*-J"), v. [f. prec] intr. To
dance a schottische.
187a ' Mark Twain ' Innoc. at Home xiii. in Roughing It,

etc. (1882) 340, I polked and schottisched with a step pecu-
liar to myself—and the kangaroo.

Schoul.Sohourge : see Sohool,Scowl,Scourge.

II Schont (skaut,in Du. sxout). Also'5-6 scoute,
6 scowte, 7-9 scout. [Du. schout, MDu. schout,

schoutet, schoutheet, corresponding to OS. scult-

hlto (Essen Gl.), MLG. schultHe, schulte (mod.
LG. schulte), OE. scultkita (Corpus Gl.), scyld-

hkta, -kdta, OFris. skeldata, skelta, OHG. scult-

heito, -heizo (MHG. schullheize, -heilze, mod.G.
schultheiss, schulz, schulte) :—OTeut. type *skuldi-,

skuldohaiton-, -tjon-, i.*sknldi-z,skulda obligation,

duty, + *hait- to command (see Hight v.). Cf.
med.L. scultetus.] A municipal or administrative

officer in the Low Countries and in Dutch colonies.
Originally the schout was the lord's bailiff in a subject

town or village. In later use the functions and status of
the officers so named have varied according to time and
place as widely as have those of the English bailiff, the
term sometimes denoting a municipal dignitary of high
rank, and sometimes a mere police officer.

c 1481 Caxton Dialogues 43 Bayllyes, sc jutes, Some of
the skepyns, Ryde with. aigooArnolde's Chrou. (1B11) 230
We late you weten in beryng witnesse and certifiyng for

troueth that y* day of the date of these presentis before
oure scoute and vs and appered thesse persones. 1533
J. Coke in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 44, I resorted to toe
Scowte, borowmaisters, and skepyns of the said towne of
Barowe. 16x7 Moryson Itin. 111. 285 Ten Judges ofcriminal!
causes (vulgarly called Skout). 1670 Temple Let. to Sir
J. Trevor 15 Aug., Wks. 1720 II. 233 Theysaid the Magis-
trates did not know the Man, nor any of their Officers. But
if I could send some body that did to the Town-house,
they would send their Scout with bun to execute what I

desired. 1673 — Obs. United Prov. ii. 82 The Scout, who
takes care of the Peace, seizes all Criminals, and sees the
Sentences of Justice executed, and whose Authority is like

that of a Sheriff in a County with us, or a Constable in a
Parish. 1809 [see Schepen]. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Schout, a water-bailiff in many northern European ports,

who superintends the police for seamen.

Schout, obs. form of Scout sb.3

Sohow(e, obs. ff. She, Shoe v., Shove.
Schowhe, obs. variant of Chough.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 84/2 Coo, birde, or schowhe, tnone-

dula, nodula.

Schownd, Schowne : see Schynd, Soon.
Schoy e, Schoyne, obs. forms of She, Shoe.
Schrad, Schreame, Sohreape, Sohreen(e,

obs. forms of Shred, Scream, Scrape, Screen.

Schreibersite (JrarbDjzait). Min. [Named
after von Schreibers, of Vienna.] A phosphide of

iron and nickel occurring in meteoric iron.

1846 C U. Shepard in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. II. 383
Schreibersite. 1868 Lockyer Elem.Astron. i 31S Besides
these substances, a compound of iron, phosphorus and
nickel, called schreibersite, is generally found : this com-
pound is unknown in terrestrial chemistry.

Sohrepe, obs. form of Scrape.

Sohrich-owl, obs. form of Screech-owl.

Sehrippe, Schrole.obs.ff.ScRiPx*.1
,Scroll sb.

Schrozatis : see Scrochat St, Obs.

II Schrund (Jrund). [Ger.] A crevasse.

1871 E. WHYMVlwScra/nbles amongst Alps^ xiv. (1000)263

A schrund is simply a big crevasse. 1884 — in Good Words
Feb. 10't/i Schrunds or great crevasses.

Schryohe, obs. form of Screech.

Schuce, var. Scuse. Schuche, obs. f. Such.

Schucheon, -ion, obs. forms of Scutcheon.

II Schuit (skoit, Du. sxbit). Also 7 scuit, 9
schuyt. [Du. schuit, earlier schuyt :—MDu. schtile,

adopted in Eng. as scute, scoute, etc. (see Scout

sb.). Cf. Shout sb.*] A Dutch flat-bottomed

river-boat.

1666 Lond. Gaz. No. 28/2 There were seven or eight hun-

dred Seamen sent from Rotterdam, with sixteen or twenty

Scuits, and two Men of War. 1833 Marryat P. Simple

xxvii, He's built like a Dutch schuyt, great breadth of

beam, and very square tuck. 1899 Academy 18 Nov. 567/1

The Dutch eel schuyt is familiar to Londoners.

Sohul, Sohuldo, obs. ff. Shall, Shield.

t Sohuldere. Obs. rare— 1
. Given as a synonym

of Colder sb.i

c 1440 Promp. Pan. 86/2 Coolder, schuldere,. .petrosa.

Schuldi, variant of Shildy a., guilty.

I Schule, v. Obs. rare. [ME. schtile, repr.

OE. *scy~lan, *scielan (only in comb, bescylan), f.

sceolh awry, oblique. Cf. OHG. scilihen (MHG.
schilhen,mod.G. schielen).] »'»f>.Tolook obliquely.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 210 Summe luglurs beoS bet ne kunnen

semen of non ooer gleo, buten makien cheres, & wrenchen

mis hore muS, & schulen mid hore eien. Ibid. 212, & %\i

per is out to eadwiten, ooer lodlich, piderward heo schuleS
mid eiSer eien.

Schule, Schull: see School, Shall, Shovel.

t Schulle. Obs. rare-1
. [ME. = MDu., MLG.

schulle, scholle (mod.Du. schol), whence mod.G.
scholle. Cf. Da. skulle, skulde, Norw. skuldra
(Aasen).] A plaice.
a 1300 Havelok 759 pe Butte, be schulle, be bornebake.

Schulle : see Shall, Shell, Shill a., Skull.
Schultze (Ju-ltsa). [The name of Eduard

Schultze, the inventor, used attrib.] Schultze (also

Schultze's) gunpowder,powder: an explosive having
nitrolignin as its chief constituent, first made in

England in 1863 ; hence Schultze cartridge, one
charged with this powder.
x88i Greener Gun 321 Schultze powder. ..Schultze gun-

powder., is manufactured from light fibrous woods. 1885
Field 31 Jan. 139/2, I have used a large quantity of Schultze
cartridges during the past season.

Schulzite (fu-ltsait). Min. [Named after its

discoverer W. Schulz : see -ite.] = Geocronite.
1849 J. NicolMan. Min. 483 Geokronite occurs . . at Me'rc'do

in Galicia. .with galena {Schulzite).

Schunder, -ir, obs. Sc. forms of Sunder.
Schup(e, obs. forms of Shape v., Ship.

tSchur. Obs. rare. [ = MLG. schur, OHG.
sc&r; cf. the derivative OHG. scura, LG. schure,

mod.G. scheuer barn.] A shed, hovel.
a 1400-50 Alexander 4049 And bar bai schewid him in

schurrys [orig. tugttria] to schellls & to caues. 1455 in
Stevenson Rental 0/Houses in Gloucester 18 Ric. Hanley,
cuttelar, tenet.. unum curtilagium cum schura.

Schurge, Schurgynge, Sohurling: see
Scourge, Shrugging, Shorling.
Sohut, obs. form of Scout sbfi

Schute, variant of Chute.

w
18x7 J. Bradbury Trav. 317 They pass betwixi two rocks

in the Indian schute.

Schute, obs. form of Shit, Shoot.
Sohw, obs. form of She, Show.
Schwartzembergite (fwautsambaigait).

Min. [Named by Dana, 1868, after Schwartzem-
berg, its discoverer : see -ite.] Oxy-chloro-iodide

of lead, found in small yellow crystals.

1868 Dana Min. (ed. 5) 120. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 385.

Schwassle : see Swatchel.
Schwatzite (fwsetsait). Min. Also erron.

sehwartzite. [Named in 1853, f. Schwaz, Tyrol
+ -ite.] A mercurial variety of tetrahedrite.

1887 Dana Man. Min. fy Peirogr. 150 Schwatzite. 1891
T. E. Thorpe Applied Chem. 1 1. 07/1 Mercurial fahl-ore has
been named Schwatzite, from Schwatz in Tyrol.

Schweizerite (Jwsrtssreit). Min. [Named
in 1847 after M. E. Schweizer, its discoverer: see

-ITE.] ^ ANTIGORITE. In some recent Diets.

Schwendenerisra (fwe'ndensriz'm). [f.

Schwendener + -ISM.] The theory ofS. Schwendener,

a German botanist (1829- ) that lichens are para-

site fungi growing upon algae (see quot.).

i88j Encycl. Brit. XIV. 556/2 Not being able otherwise

to account for the origin of the gonidia, and following up
one or two alternatives put forward by De Bary..he [sc.

Schwendener] promulgated the hypothesis now familiarly

known as Scbwendenerism.

II Schwe'nkfelder. Also Schwenckfelder,
Schwenkfeldter. [Ger.] = Schwenkfeldian sb.

1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2404 The
Schwenckfelders do not observe the sacraments. 1884

American VIII. 280 There are Germans, also, who are

Schwenkfeldters.

Schwenkfeldian (Jwerjkfe-ldian), sb. and a.

Also6Zuenk-,Swenk-,8uengfeldiau,Schuenk-
fildian. [f. the name Schwen&feld+ -ian.] a. sb.

One of a sect founded by Caspar Schwenkfeld, a

Silesian Protestant mystic (1490-1561). b. adj.

Belonging to this sect.

156a tr. Jewels Apol. 19 b, Certen newe sectes. .as Ana-
baptistes, . . Zuenkfeldians. 1564 Harding; Anno. Jewel's

Challenge xv. 154 The Swenkfeldians. 1587 T. Rogers
Eng. Creed 11. 41 Who wil not vse the Sacraments at al, but

contemne them, as the Schuenkfildians. 1876 R. Barclay
Inner Life Relig. Soc. 243 In 1734, forty Schwenkfeldian

families travelled to England, and finally emigrated to Penn-
sylvania. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 463/2 Schwenkfeld left

behind him a sect (who were called subsequently by others

Schwenkfeldians, but who called themselves ' Confessors of

the Glory of Christ).

Hence Schwenkfeldianism.
1579 St. Papers, Foreign 1510-80, 81 Nestorianism, Eiity-

chianism, Suengfeldianism and the like damnable heresies.

Sehwlis, obs. Sc. pi. f. Shovel. Sohwne,
Schwt : see Shun, Shoot. Sohwyne, obs. Sc
f. shoon: see Shoe. Schye, Schyffe, Schygge,
obs. ff. Sky, Sheave, Shig. Sohyld, -er, Sohyl(e,

SchyHe, Schyn, obs. ff. Child, Shoulder, Skill,

Shell, Chain. Sohynbalde, -band, -bawde

:

see Shin-.

t Schynd, skynd. Orkney and Shetland. Obs.

Also schoind, schownd. [repr. ON. skyn per-

ception, in MSw. examination, inquiry.] See quot.

1859. Also attrib.
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1576 in Oppress. Orkney <r Zetld. (1859) 58 For making of

the divisioun of the said airschip, callit ane Scheind. Ibid.,

The Laird compellit him to pay ane ox pryce, viz.—thre

dolouris, for his scheind fee. 1501 Ibid. 102 Ane breiff of
divisioun, callit in Denmark and Norroway ane Shownd
Bill. 1859 D. Balfour Ibid. Gloss. 128 Schynd, Schoind,
Schownd, an Inquest of Thingmen to examine, sanction,

and confirm all procedure respecting the Succession, Im-
pignoration, or Alienation of Heritage ; anciently by a vivii

voce doom, but frequently (after the accession of the Scot-

tish Jarls) by a Skynd-bref or ' Schynd Bill '. 1883 J. R.
Tudor Orkneys

<fr
Shell, ii. 18 If disputes arose as to the

due division of the property, it was sealed by a Schynd, or
inquest held by the Odallers who constituted the local Thing
or court of the district.

Schyp, obs. f. Sheep, Ship. Schyppune: see

Shippen. Sohyrohe, obs. f. Church. Sob.yr(e,
Schyrray, Sohyrreff, obs. ff. Shibe, Sheriff.
Sohytle, -ttyl, Sohytte, obs. ff. Shuttle, Shut.
SohytyUe, var. Shittle a. Sohytz, obs. f.

Sketch. Schyver, -vyr, obs. ff. Shiver.
Sohyyd : see Shide.

t Scia. Obs. rare. Also 5 seie. Cf. Sciat.
[med.L., app. aphetic for the pi. ischia (see Ischium)
taken as sing.] The hip.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 11. x. 176 J)e place of be coniun-

cioun of bese boones is clepid be scie. Ibid, x-j-j pat oon
veyne berof is clepid sciatica, & bat obere is clepid renalis,
&..oon veyne serueb for be scie, & bat ober for be reynes.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. K iij b, The
great fote lasteth fro the ioynt of the buckle called scia,
vnto the ferdest parte of the toes.

II Sciasna (ssiifna). [L., a. Gr. axiatva a fish,

perh. the meagre.] + a. In the 18th c. a name of
the Meagre. Obs. b. In mod. scientific use, the
name of the genus to which the meagre (S. aquila)
belongs ; also a fish of this genus.
1774 Goldsmith Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 62 The Scisena.

Scisenoid (saiii'noid), a. and sb. Ichth. [f.

Sclen-a -K-oiD. Cf. F. sci/Snot'de.] a. adj. Belong-
ing to, characteristic of or resembling a sciaenoid

or the scirenoids. b. sb. A fish of the family
Scisenidse (of which Sci^na is the type).
1840-5 Owen Odontogr. I. 100 Sciaenoids [etc.]. 1863 T.

Gill in Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. 28 Catalogue of the
North American Scisenoid Fishes. 1880 Gunther Study of
Fishes 427 To this fish (Pogonia chromis) more especially
is g_iven the name of ' Drum , from the extraordinary sounds
which are produced by it and other allied Sciamoids.

llSciage (s*ag). [Fr., f. scier to saw.] A
sawing movement of the hand used in massage.
1885 D. Macuire Massage (ed. 4) 46 Sciage is a pressure

of a come-and-go movement, similar to the action of a saw,
and is practised with the hard side of the hand. 1900 in
Gould Diet. Med.

[Sciagram, -grammatic, etc. These forms,
which the prevailing rules for the treatment of
words of Greek etymology would require instead
of Skiagram, etc., do not appear to have been in
actual use down to the present time (1910). The
words are therefore given in this Dictionary with
the spelling Si-. The forms Skiagraph, -grapher,
etc., which are almost universally adopted for the
terms relating to the production of pictures by
means of the Rontgen rays, are given in their

alphabetical place, though etymologically identical

with Sciagraph, etc.]

Sciagraph, (sai-agraf). Forms: ? sciograpri,

7, 9 sciagraph. [Formed (as if on Gr. type
*oniaypa<f>ov) after Sciagraphy.]

1 1. A representation of the section of a building.
Obs. So F. sciagraphie. (Cf. Sciagraphy 2 b.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sciagraph {schigrapha) a descrip-

tion of the whole frame and contrivance of every room. 1855
in Ogilvie, Suppl.

f2. A diagram. Obs. rare -1 .

i°57 J- B[eale) Herefordsh. Orch. 17, I did.. set kernels
of the finest sort of apples, with delineating in a sciagraph
the several kinds in severall places.

3. A picture obtained by means of the Rontgen
rays. See Skiagraph.
1898 Daily News 1 Apr. 6/% The visible effect of the X

Rays is only.,a shadow. ..It is not enough for the surgeons
to have a fine ' sciagraph '. 1901 Nature 24 Oct. 625/1 A
sciagraph exhibited before a meeting of the Zoological
Society.

Sciagrapher (s9i|avgraf;M). rare. Also 7
scio-. [f. Cir. amiypi(p-os, later oiaoypa<pos (f.

<r/«d shadow + -ypaqios depicting, etc.) + -ER 1 : see
-grapher.] One who practises sciagraphy.
1690 Levboubn Curs. Math. 205 The complete Sciographer

can cause the Sun to trace out his way upon the Earth

;

and by the Shadow of an Axis, to point out to us those
Atomes of Time into which our artificial Day is. .divided.
1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's Ane. Art § 136. 113 Apollo-
dorus of Athens, the sciagrapher, was the first who directed
a deeper study to the gradations of light and shade.

Sciagraphie (s3i,agne-fik), a. Also scio-
and see Skiaobaphic [f. Gr. a«idypa<p-os (see
prec.) + -lc] Of or pertaining to sciagraphy.
1815 R. Brown Princ. Pract. Perspective 2 Sciagraphie

Perspective is the art of projecting shadows of objects from
a luminous body. 1867 Barrv Life C. Barry ix. 308 Scio-
graphie and orthographic rules and systems.

220

Sciagraphical (sai^rse-fikal), a. Also 7-8
scio-. [Formed as prec. -f -ical.] Of or pertain-
ing to sciagraphy ; of the nature of a sciagraph.
1690 Leybourn Curs. Math. vm. 698 This Sciographical

Art [sc. Dialling]. 1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit, II. 76
These Sciographical Pamphlets [sc. on Dialling] were writ
at the desire of William Tyler. 1893 Cornhill Mag. June
633 A shadowy cross, cast by crosslights, on the shaft of the
central pillar of the Lady Chapel, which is surely a scia-
graphical curiosity.

Hence Sciajfra-phicallyaafej. X737U1 BailewoI. II.

Sciagraphy (ssise'grafi). Forms : 6-9 scio-
graphy, 7, 9 sciagraphy. See also Skiagraphy.
[a. F. sciagraphie, sciographie, ad. L. scia-, scio-

graphia, a. Gr. atcta-, GKioypatpia, f. <TKta-
t otcto-

ypa<pos : see Sciagrapher.]
1. That branch of the science of Perspective

which deals with the projection of shadows ; also,

the delineation of an object in perspective with its

gradations of light and shade. Cf. Scenography i.

t
1598 R. Haydocke tr. Lomazzo iv. xxii. 173 Sciographie

is.. the second part of Perspective; considering the self
same reasons of the shaddowes of bodies, which Delineation
or drawing doth. 1664 Evelyn tr. Frearfs Archit. 122
Scenography, or (as some) Sciagraphy, which is the same
object elevated upon the same draught and center in all its

optical flexures, diminutions and shadows, together with a
fore shortning of a third side, so as the whole solid of the
edifice becomes visible in perspective. 1788 T. Taylor tr.

Proclus I. 78 [Optics] is divided into that which is properly
called optics..; and into universal catoptrics. . : as also into
that which is called sciography, or the delineation of
shadows. 1789 Smyth tr. Aldrich's Archit. 1. 1. i. 2 Let
the Architect first make a draught on paper of the intended
work: 1. the Ichnography. .; 2. Orthography..; 3. Scia-
graphy, or Scenography, which exhibits the front and the
sides retiring in a perspective view. 1823 Gwilt (title),

Sciography; or Examples of Shadows, and Rules for their
Projection. 1868 R. C Puckett Sciagraphy Introd., This
..book does not treat upon.. Linear Perspective; but is

limited to the perspective projection of shadows.

b. = Scenography 2.

1850 Leitch tr. C. O. Mutter's Ane. Art § 324. 380 This.

.

gave rise to a separate branch of perspective painting, sceno-
graphy or sciagraphy, in which..more careful and delicate
design was sacrificed to the attainment of illusive effects for
distant beholders unskilled in art.

IT O. In allusion to the etymology : The depict-
ing of shadows.
1639 Fuller Holy War m. ii. in Let those who are de-

lighted with Sciographie paint out (if they please) these
shadow-Patriarchs.

+ 2. A sciagraphie delineation or picture. Obs.
1611 Coryat Crudities 486 Plate, A Sciographie or Modell

of that stupendous vessell which is at this day shewed in
the Palace.. in.. Heidelberg. 1648 Herrick Nesper., On
Julia's Picture, How am I ravisht ! when I do but see
The Painter's art in thy Sciography?

fb. = Sciagraph i. Obs.
The only sense of F. sciographie given by Littre* ; it would

appear to have arisen from some misunderstanding of the
statements of ancient writers respecting <r«iaypa<£i.'a.

1704 J. Harris _/,£.*•. Techn. I, Sciagraphy^ . . in Archi-
tecture, . . is sometimes taken for the Draught of a Building
cut in its Length or Breadth, to show the Inside of it ; as
also the Thickness of the Walls, Vaults, &c 1755 in John-
son, Sciagraphy.

1 3. An outline, draught, rough sketch. Chiefly

fig. Obs,

[1624, Wotton F.lem, Arch. 65 Let no man that intendeth
to build, setle his Fancie vpon a draught of the Worke..
or. .vpon a bare Plant thereof, as they call the Schiographia
or Ground lines.] 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 146 The first

sciography and rude delineation of atheism. 1683 Weekly
Memorials 22 Hereto is added Dr. Slades Sciagraphy of the
Nutrition of Animals. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. ix. 32
Nature being nothing else but a Sciagraphy of Divinity.
1721-31 Bailey, Sciagraphy, a profile or platform ; the first

rude draught of a thing. 1738 Ray Coll. Travels (ed. 2) II.

445 And thus much of the Sciography, or of the artificial

and architectonical part [of the Pyramids].

f 4. The art or practice of finding the hour of

the day or night by observation of the shadow of
the sun, moon or stars upon a dial. Obs.
[i635j.W[ELLs](////*)Sciographia,OrtheArtofShadowes.]

1651 Hobbes Lcviath. 40 Table, Consequences from the
Light of the Starres. Out of this, and the Motion of the
Sunne is made the Science of Sciography. 1679 Moxon
Math. Diet., Sciography. .is the Art of Shadows, compre-
hending Dialling, and part of Astronomy, as far as serves
for finding out the hour of the Day or Night, or other
Question, by the Shadow of the Sun, Moon, or Stars. 1731
Bailey, Sciagraphy, . . the Art of Dialling.

Sciamacliy(s3i|3emaki),sliiamachy(sli3i-).
Also 7 sciamachie, 7-9 scio-, 8-9 skio-, 9 skia-
machy. [ad. Gr. o-«td/*ax<a, f. axid shadow + f*ax~ t

fi&xtv&ai to fight.

The Gr. word is explained as having originally meant 'a
fighting in the shade , i.e. in the school ; cf. L. umbratilis
exercitatio (Cic). It was, however, also used in the sense
of 'a fighting with shadows'.]

A sham fight for exercise or practice ; also, the

action of fighting with a shadow. Often fig.
1623 Cockeram, Sciamachie, counterfeit fighting. 1637

Ironside Seven Quest. Sabbath To Rdr. B iij b, Least thou
shoulcurt perhaps think I affected a Sciomachy or Umbra-
tilous skirmish. 1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koicij xv. 187
Their arguing against it is but a Sciamachy. 1748 Answ.
Scurrilous Libel 12 But enough of this skiomachy. 1833
Thirlwall in Philol. Museum II. 170 A great part of
Cotta's argumentation becomes a mere sciomachy. 1862 Chr.
Remembrancer Apr. 446 As we have no taste for skiomachy,

SCIATIC.

we leave the fuller exposure of this portentous mare's nest
to other hands. 1895 Meredith AmazingMarriage I. viii.

88 It was a piece of skiamachy, difficult to render clear to
the defeated.

Sciamanoy, obs. form of Sciomancy.
Scian (saian), a. [f. Scio, mod. It. name of

Chios, the reputed birthplace of Homer.] Chian.
1820 Byron Don Juan in. lxxxvi. Isles of Greece ii. The

Scian and the Teian muse,.. Have found the fame your
shores refuse.

Scians, obs. form of Science.

II Sciapodes (ssiise-pi&Uz),//. In derron. Sio-
podes. [L., a. Gr. oicianoSfs pi., f. acid shadow
+ TtoS-, irovs foot.] A fabulous people of Libya

' with immense feet which they used as sunshades

'

(Liddell & Scott). Hence Scia'podous a.
1581 J. Bell I/addon's Ans-w. Osor. 267 Seeing that the

very poreblinde do see it,, .yea wherewith the Siopodes are
so well acquainted also :. . that it is merueile that any man
could be so shameles to deny it to be true. 1798 Ferkiar
Varieties ofMan 200 The people were . .sciapodous, having
feet so large as to shelter the whole body.

t Sciat. Obs. rare -' . The sciatic vein.
1503 Kal. Sheph. (SommerJ hiij, The wayn qwych ys

wnder the anthleht of the fowt & yt ys namyt scyat led.
1506 sciat].

t Sciathcric, a. and sb. Obs. rare. In 7
scioterique, 8 scio-, sciatheriok. [ad. late Gr.
ovndflqpt/cos, f. OTndSjypas (also axiaSrjpov, omoBrjpos),
sun-dial, lit. 'shadow-catcher', f. axia shadow

+

Orjpav to catch. Cf. L. sciolhirtcon (Pliny), a sun-
dial.] a. adj. = Sciathebical a. b. sb. in pi.

form Sciatherics, the art of dialling.
1677 Cary Chronology 1. 1. § 1. ii. 6 The marking out the

Time of the day in such a way as in the Scioteriques, or
Art of Dialling, . . was rightly imputed to Anaximines. 1711
Bailey, Sciotherick, investigating Shadows. Sciotherick
Telescope, a Mathematical Instrument for observing the
True Time for adjusting Pendulum-Clocks, Watches, &c.
x755 Johnson, Sciatlierich, belonging to a sun-dial.

t Sciatherical, a. Obs. Forms : 7 (scio-
ferioall), eoia-, soiotherioal, -tericall. [Formed
as prec. + -ai,.] Concerned with the recording of
the shadows cast by the planets, esp. that of the
sun as a means of finding the hour of the day.
1614 Tomkis Albumazar 1. vii, With Sciofericall instru-

ment, By wayof Azimuth and Almicantarath Tie seeke
some happy point in heauen for you. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. xviii. 259 There were also..Sciotericall or
Sun Dialls. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sciatherical. Ibid.,
Sciotherical. 1755 Johnson, Sciatherical. . . This should be
written skiaikerical.

Hence t Sciathe-rically adv., after the manner
of a sun-dial.
a 1646 J. Gregory Posthuma (1650) 37 Let the Plane bee

sciaterically prepared, and it shall bee necessarie for the
shadow of the Sun to go back.

Sciatic (sai,se-tik), aA and sb. Forms: 6
scyatyke, so(h)iaticke, syatioke, 7 sciatique,
(seatiok), 7-8 sciatiek, 8- sciatic, [a. F. scia-

ttque, ad. med.L. sciatic-us, corrupt form of L.
ischiadic-us (see Ischiadic). Cf. Pr. sciatic, Sp.
cidtico, Pg., It. sciatico] A. adj.

1. Affecting the hip or the sciatic nerves.
[1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vn. lvii. (1495) 271 It

helpith them moche that haue this euyll that hyghte Scia-
ticapassio.] 1547 Boorde Brev. Health xxiii. 9 A gout or
a syaticke passion. 155a Lyndesay Motiarche 4926 Off
Malideis it generis mony mo, ..As, in the theis, Siatica
Passio.J 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 225 Sciatickc
goutes. 1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F. xlvi. IV. 492 His body was
tortured with sciatic pains.

2. Of or belonging to the ischium or hip.
Sciatic artery, the larger of the two terminal branches of

the internal iliac; it is distributed to the muscles of the
back part of the pelvis. Sciatic nerve, each of the two
divisions of the sacral plexus, esp. the great sciatic nerve,
which is the largest nerve in the human body; it emerges
from the pelvis and passing down the back of the thigh ex-
tends to the foot. Sciatic notch, each of the two notches
on the posterior border of the hip bone. Sciatic vein, t(«)
the sciatic artery (obs.) ; (b) f each of the companion veins of
the sciatic artery.

[c 1400 Lanfranc's Chirurg. n. x. 177 pat oon veyne berof
is clepid sciatica, & pat obere is clepid renalis] 1597 A. M.
tr. Guillcmeau's Fr. Chirurg. 30/1 The third is the Schia-
ticke vayn, which externallye demonstrateth her selfe above
the anckle. 1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v. Vein, Sciatique
vein.. is a branch of the thigh vein, which descends down
the leg to the outward ankle. 1741 Monro Aunt. Nerves
(ed. 3) 69 The largest Nerve, .of the Body. .is. .known by
the Name of Sciatic or Ischiatic Nerve. 1780 Phil. Trans.
LXX. App. 32 Having laid bare the sciatic nerve of a rabbit.
1828 R. Knox Cloquet's Anat. 117 The other two notches
are situated, .between the sciatic tuberosity and the sacrum.
They are named the Sciatic notches. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl.
Anat. II. 250/1 The alteration in the condition of the
sciatic artery.. caused by ligature of the femoral . .artery
presents.. remarkable results..: its branch to the sciatic
nerve becomes greatly enlarged. 1881 Mivart Cat 213 The
sciatic artery, which passes out of the pelvis at the great
sciatic notch.

B. sb.

+ 1. The ischium or hip. Obs.
1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Ljb, That

[sc. the joint] of the lytell fote is moste dyffycyll [10 set],

& that of the kne is more, and the scyatyke is meane. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Coxa, the bippe or buckle bone. .Some-
time the sciatike.

+ 2. = Sciatica. Obs.
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1656 Cowley Davideis 1. Note 32 Baptista Porta.. says,

that..Sciatique [is to be cured] by a Musical Instrument
made of Poplar. 1678 Jas. Dk. of Albany in 15/A Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. viii. 233 The fitt of the seatick

came so violently on me, that I am forced to make vse of
my wifes hand, not beein able to writ myselfe. 1737 Pope
Hor. Ep. 1. vl 54 Rack'd with Sciatics, martyr'd with the

Stone. i8ox Ranken Hist. France^ I. 1. v. 76 Marcellus
the empiric. mentions with distinction a remedy for the
sciatic, or hip-gout.

3. Short for sciatic nerve, vein.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. M iij, And
there be .viij. [veynes to be let blode] in the fete, two on
theknees,twosopheynes,twoscyatykes,[etc]. 1741 Munro
Anat. Nerves (ed. 3) 70 The two Crurals, with the Sciatic

..are distributed to the inferior Extremities. 1899 Alt-
butt"s Syst. Med. VI. 667 If one sciatic is paralysed alone,

the patient can still walk.

Sciatic (s3i,2e-tik), a.- Naut. 1 Obs. Also
8 akiatic. [Of obscure origin : cf. Triatic a.]

Only in sciatic stay (see quot. 1805).
Not known to the English nautical experts consulted.

1794 Rigging Sf Seamanship 1. 175 Skiatic-stays are ropes
used for hoisting or lowering burdens in or out of ships.

1805 Mariner's Diet. (Washmgton, U. S.), Sciatic Stay, a
strong rope fixed from the main to the foremast heads in

merchant ships ; when loading or unloading it serves to
sustain a tackle, which, travelling upon it, may be shifted

over the main or fore hatchways. [Hence 1815 in Falconer's
Diet. Marine{td. Burney), and in some later Diets.]

Sciatica (saiisetika). Forms : 5 cyetica,

sytyca, seyetyka, ciatica, 5-6 siatica, 6 seat-

tica, schiatica, 6-7 oyatica, 7 sciathica, scya-

tica, sciattica, 6- sciatica, [a. med.L. sciatica

(passio), fem. of sciaticus Sciatic a. Cf. F. scia-

tique.~\ A disease characterized by pain in the

great sciatic nerve and its branches.
In the first quot. misapplied, perh. with jocular intention.

a 1450 Mankind (Brand!) 464 Remembre my brolcyne
hede. . 3e, goode ser, & be sytyca in my erme. 1477 Paston
Lett. III. 215 Elisabet Peverel hath leye sek xv or xvj
wekys of the seyetyka. c i$ao Skklton Magnyf. 1956
Allasse, I haue the cyatyca full euyll in my hyppe ! 1543
Traheaon Vigo's Chirurg. v. v. 169 Nowe we wyll come
to the cure of the goute (called sciatica) of the huckel bones.
1603 Shaks. Meat,for M. 1. ii._ 59 How now, which of your
hips has the most profound Ciatica? 1607 — Timon iv. i.

33 Thou cold Sciatica, Cripple our Senators. 1687 Tenner
in Magd. Coll * Jot. II (0. H. S.) 211 The Bishop ill of
his sciatica. 1839 Barmam Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. St. Gengnl-
phus, Rheumatics,—sciatica,—tic-doloureux ! i860 Emer-
son Cond. Life v. Behaviour Wks. (Bohn) II. 392 If you
have headache, or sciatica, or leprosy, . . I beseech you, by
all angels, to hold your peace. 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med.
(1880) 801 Sciatic neuralgia, or sciatica. 1871 Napheys
Prev. <$• Curt Dis. m. iv. 701 A victim to sciatica, or neuralgic
pain in the hip.

fig. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Ep. Ded. B 3, They
are the verie bolts & the glanders to the gentle Readers, .

.

the Sarpego and the Sciatica of the 7. Uberall Sciences.

b. An attack of this disease.

1444 Paston Lett. I. 50 He hath hadde a cyetica that hath
letted hym a gret while to ride. 1606 [see Lime-kiln bj.

1641 Brome fovial Crtiv 1.(1652) C 4, He., was taken lame
with lying in the Fields by a Sciatica. 168a N. 0. Boileau's
Lutrtn iv. 83 He curst an old Sciatica that Stop'd htm.
1697 Sir J. Floyer Eno. Baths Pref. b 7 Erysipela s, Scia-
tica's, Fluxes. 17a* Hearne's Collect. (O. H. 5.) VII. 38*
For a Sciatica. A Catsktn tann'd with the Fur on, and
layd upon the Part affected. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1.

iv, He was all that time afflicted with a Sciatica. 1831
Scott F. M. Perth Introd., Well, enough that I awake
without a sciatica.

fc. Sciatica cress, grass (see quot. 1886).
1561 Turner Herbal n. 20 Of Sciatica cresse or wilde

cresse. Iberis. Ibid. 20b, It may be called in Englishe..
sciatica cresses, because the herbe is good for the sciatica.

1597 Geharde Herbal 11. xiv. 197 Sciatica Cresses hath
many slender braunches. .with small, long, and narrowe
leaues, like tho^e of garden Cresses. The flowers be very
small, and yellow of colour. Ibid. Table Eng. Names,
Sciatica grasse, that is wilde Cresses. 1886 Britten & Hol-
land Ptant-n., Cress, Sciatica, A name invented by Turner
(Herb.) for a cruciferous plant (which Prior identifies with
Iberisamara, L.,bu t which seems to us a species of Lepidium).

Sciatical (sai.ae-tikal), a. [f. Sciatic -al.]

fl. - Sciatic a, 2. Obs. rare- 1

.

*597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 12/2 The Scia-
ticalle vayne in the externalle anckle.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of sciatica. Of
a person : Affected with sciatica. Now rare.
1657 Tomlinson Renou's Disp. 202 Empasms are used.,

to help the Hydroptical, or Sciatical . . Patients, c 1714 Pope,
etc Martinus Scriblerus vi. (1756) 28 Whence is it that I

daily deplore my sciatical pains? 1765 Sterne Tr. Shamty
vn. xxi, Overlooking a sciatical old nun.. Margarita, the
little novice, was elected as the companion of the journey.
1886 Times 13 Apr. 10/1 The [Canadian) Premier continues
to improve in health, the sciatical pains are diminishing daily.

Hence Sciatically adv., 'with or by means of
sciatica' (Webster 1864).

t Scibility. Obs. [f. L. scibilis knowable (here
taken in the active sense = able to know), f. scire

to know : see -blb and -itt.] Power of knowing.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 11. v. 33a That God doth not

know things future by the Innnitie or Immensitie of his own
Scibilitie or Scientivitie.

Scien, obs. form of Scion.

Science (sirens). Forms : 4 sienz, cience,
ciens, 4-5 siens, ayence, syense, 4-6 ecyence,
sciens e, 4, 6-7 sience, 5 scians, 5-6 syens, 6
sienc, scyens, 6-7 scyense, 4- science, [a. F.

science = Pr. sciensa, Sp. ciencia, Pg. sciencia, It.

scienza, ad. L. scientia knowledge, f. scienl'em, pr.

pple. of scire to know.]
1. The state or fact of knowing ; knowledge or

cognizance ^something specified or implied; also,

with wider reference, knowledge (more or less

extensive) as a personal attribute. Now only
Theot. in the rendering of scholastic terms (see

quot. 1728), and occas. Pkilos. in the sense of
1 knowledge ' as opposed to * belief ' or * opinion \
0x340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 500 Aid thyngis deport fra

5owre mouth: for God of sciens is lord, and till him ere
redyd the thoghtis. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 11. pr. vii. (1868)

59 pe soule whiche hat haj> in it self science of goode werkes
[ L. sibi mens bene consct'a]. 1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2697
Therfor ye trewly ber the name Cherubin, fFul of scyence
And of dyvyne sapyence. 153a More Confut. Tindale
Wks. 361/2 Whereof saynt Paule cryeth hymself, O altitudo
diuitiantm sapientie fy scientie del. O the heyght and
depene^ of the ryches of the wysedome and scyence of god.
i6ox Shaks. All's Well v. iii. 103 Plutus himselfe,. .Hath
not m natures mysterie more science, Then I haue in this

Ring. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 680 O Sacred, Wise, and
Wisdom-giving Plant, Mother of Science. 1678 Gale Crt.
Gentiles iv. in. 36 Some of our Opponents resolve Gods cer-

tain prescience of sin into the infinitude of his science.

1697 tr. Burgersdicius* Logic 11. xx. 99 The word science is

either taken largely to Mgnifie any cognition or true assent

;

or, strictly, a firm and infallible one ; or, lastly, an assent of
propositions made known by the cause and effect. 1700
Rowe Amb. Step-Mother 11. ii. 852 What makes Gods
divine But Power and Science infinite. 1725 Pope Odyss.
11. 198 For lo ! my words no fancy'd woes relate : I speak
from science, and the voice is Fate. 17*8 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Science, Divines suppose three kinds of Science
in God: The first, Science of mere Knowledge. ..The
second, a Science of Vision. ..The third, an intermediate
Science. 1753 Johnson Adventurer No. 107 P 18 Life is

not the object of Science : we see a little, very little ; and
what is beyond we can only conjecture. x88a Seelev Nat.
Relig. 260 Though we have not science of it [supernatural-
ism] yet we have probabilities or powerful presentiments.

fb. Contrasted or coupled with conscience,

emphasizing the distinction to be drawn between
theoretical perception of a truth and moral con-

viction. Obs.
i6ao T. Scott God fy King (1623) 84 This my Sermon, .is

perhaps tost by censure and science for a while, but scarce
touched by conscience, or drawne into practise, 1637 Abp.
Laud^-S/. Star-Chamber 14 June 6a The Author is clearely
conceived .. to have written this Book wholly, .against both
bis science and his conscience. 1654 Owen Doctr. Saints*
Persev. xi. 249 A wilfull perverting of it, contrary to his own
science & conscience.

2. Knowledge acquired by study; acquaintance

with or mastery of any department of learning.

Also \pl. (a person's) various kinds of knowledge.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1289 Wyth alle be coyntyse bat he

cowbe . . De-uised he [salomon] pe vesselment, . .Wyth sly«
of his ciences, his souerayn to loue. 1390 Gower Con/. II.

8a And Heredot in his science Of metre, of rime and of
cadence The ferste was of which men note, c 1400 Destr.
Troy 5524 £pistaphus..a discrete man of dedis, dryuen
into age, And a sad mon of sciens in the seuyn artis. C1440
Gesta Rom. xxxiv. 132 (HarL MS.) No man myght be
likenid to him in no kynne sciens. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) t6 Clerkis of hye science, the quhilkis had
the grete dignities in haly kirk, c 1475 Partenay 107 As
rose is aboue al floures most fine So is science most digne
of worthynesse. 1538 Bale John Baptist in Hart. Misc.
{1744) I. 105 You boast your selues moch, of ryghteousness
and scyence. 1557 North Gueuara's Diall Pr. 11. xxx.

(1568) 138 b, The auncient women were more esteamed
for their sciences, then for their beauties. 156a WinJet
Cert. Tractates I. 16 Giue Johne Knox and ze affirmis

zour selfis Lauchful be ressoun of zour science [etc.]. 1738
Gray Propertius ii. 52 Be love my youth's pursuit, and
science crown my Age. 1781 Cowfek Conversation 14 As
alphabets in ivory employ, Hour after hour, the yet un-
letter'd boy, Sorting and puzzling with a deal of glee Those
seeds of science calT'd his ABC.

b. Trained skill. Now esp. (somewhat jocularly)

with reference to pugilism (cf. 3 c) ; also to horse-

manship and other bodily exercises.

1785 Mrs. Bellamy Apol. (ed. 3) IV. 156 She could by no
means be said to surpass Mrs. Yates, who joined hard-

earned science to her other great qualifications. 1793 W.
Roberts Looker-on No. 33 (1797) II. m Mr. Powell, the

fire-eater, is a singular genius ; and Mendoza has more
science than Johnson. x8xa Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 22

Molineux sparred neatly early in the fight, nut he lost his

science after he had been a good deal punished. iB&g Field

12 fan. 41/2 It was most disappointing to their huntsman
to have the cup thus dashed from his lips when it only

required a kill to render complete as fine an exhibition of

science as could possibly be seen.

3. A particular branch of knowledge or study
;

a recognized department of learning.

In the Middle Ages, 'the seven (liberal) sciences' was
often used synonymously with * the seven liberal arts , for

the group ofstudies comprised by the Trivium (Grammar,

Logic, Rhetoric) and the Quadnvinm {Arithmetic, Music,

Geometry, Astronomy).
13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 48, I wil that ye teche him euyn

The sutelte of science seuyn. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T.

1122 As yonge clerkes . . Seken in euery halke and euery

heme Particuler sciences for to lerne. C1400 Lanfranft
Cirurg. 7 Therfore he bat wole knowe what siurgie is, he

most vndirstonde, bat it is a medicinal science. 1411 Rolls

o/Parlt. IV. 158 Thre Sciences that ben Divinite, Fisyk,

and Lawe. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. eivb, Bott in thes

borduris ther is a grete difTerens emong men pretendyng
t heym experte and wyse in thys sciens.

^ 1509 Watson Ship

of Foots ii. (1517) A iij, It is they the whiche ben yMeest ex-

perte in scyences, as in lawe. 154a Udall Erasm. Aiopk.
61 A philosophier of Athenes excellyng in all the mathema-
tical sciencies. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 5 The
good affeccion whyche I haue euer borne to the science of
Cosmographie. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. II, i. 57, I do pre-
sent you with a man of mine Cunning in Musiclce, and the
Mathematickes, To instruct her fully in those sciences. 1613
Vvrch.ks Pilgrimage (1614)795 Mexico is now an Vniuersitie,
and therein are taught those Sciences which are read in our
Vniuersities of Europe. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 11.

yi. § 3 The right understanding of the principles of a science,
is the ground why all things belonging to that science are
understood. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I, 93 To Witt : a
scool of Arts and Siences. 1737 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. ii.

(1840) 59 And thus you have an honest system of the science
called Magic. 1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 1, 1 was taught
the rudiments of no science, except reading, writing, and
arithmetic. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer^s F. 435 So Leolin
went ; and..toil'd Mastering the lawless science of our law.
1892 Westcott GosPel ofLife 89 Theology is the crown of
all the sciences, and Religion the synthesis of all.

transf.
_
175a Adventurer No. 9 f 10 Give us .. that master

of the science the celebrated Hoyle, who has composed an
elaborate treatise on every fashionable game. 1770 Burke
Pres. Discont. 66 Underhand and oblique ways would be
studied. The science of evasion, already tolerably under-
stood, would then be brought to the greatest perfection.

1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 20 Unpardonably deficient
in the sciences of anecdote and match-making. 1810 Syd.
Smith Public Schools Wks. 1859 t 188 His sister, who has
remained at home at the apron-strings of her mother, is

very much his superior in the science of manners. 1826
Lamb Elia n. Pop. Fallacies xvi, But facts and sane in-
ferences are trifles to a true adept in the science of dissatis-
faction. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. iv. 1 28 Scott did not pursue
the science of chess after his boyhood.

b. Contradistinguished from art : see Art sb. S.
The distinction as commonly apprehended is that a science

(=ejrioTij/x>j) is concerned with theoretic truth, and an art
(^tc'x*^) with methods for effecting certain results. Some-
times, however, the term science is extended to denote a
department of practical work which depends on the know-
ledge and conscious application of principles ; an art, on
the other hand, being understood to require merely know-
ledge of traditional rules and skill acquired by habit.

1678 Moxon Mech. Dyalling 4 Though we may justly
account Dyalling originally a Science, yet.. it is now be-
come to many of the Ingenious no more difficult than an
Art. 171a Budgell Sped. No. 307 P 5 Without a proper
temperament for the particular Art or Science which he
studies, his utmost Pains and Application.. will be to no
purpose. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Miu. (ed. 2) I. Pref. 1 1 Previous
to the year 1780, mineralogy, though tolerably understood
by many as an art, could scarce be deemed a Science. 1834
Southey Doctor cxx. (1862) 294 The medical profession.,
was an art, in the worst sense of the word, before it became
a science, and long after it pretended to be a science was
little better than a craft. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr. 58
The development of the photographic image is both an art
and a science.

c. The noble science {of defence} : the art of box-
ing or that of fencing. Now jocular. Also, in

mod. slang, the science. (Cf. sense 2 b).

c 1588-1839 [see Noble A. 9]. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xlix,

Up to that time he had never been aware that he had the
least notion of the science [sc. fencing].

t d. A craft, trade, or occupation requiring

trained skill. Obs.
c xa8o Chitde of Bristowe 78 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 114 He

gaf hym gold gret plenty, the child hys prentys shuld be,

his science for to conne. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)
67 Whan a virgyn begynneth fyrst to lerne to sewe in the
samplar, that scyence to her as than semeth very harde.
1530-1 Act 22 Hen. VIII, c. 13 That no. .peisones..shalbe
enterpret or expounded hande craftesmen, in, for, or by
reason of usyng any of the sayde mysteryes, or scyens, of
bakyng, bruyng, surgery or wrytyng. 1551 Robinson tr.

Morels Utopia in. iv. (1895) 139 Husbandrye is a scyence
common to them all ingenerall, both men and women,
wherin they be all experte and cunnynge. 1576 Lich-
field Guilds (E.E.T. S.) 26 The Master, Wardens and
Combretheren of the mystery, crafte, and Scyence of the
Taylers of the Citie of Lichffelde. xooo Dekker Gentle
Craft (1610) Bib, My lolly coze. .Became a Shoomaker in
Wittenberg, A goody science for a gentleman. 1660 Boston
Rec, (1877) II. 156 No person shall henceforth open a shop
in this Towne, nor occupy any manufacture or Science, till

hee hath compleated 21 years of age.

4. In a more restricted sense : A branch of study

which is concerned either with a connected body of

demonstrated truths or with observed facts sys-

tematically classified and more or less colligated

by being brought under general laws, and which
includes trustworthy methods for the discovery of

new truth within its own domain.
1725 Watts Logic n. ii. § 9 The word science, is usually

applied to a whole body of regular or methodical observa-
tions or propositions,.. concerning any subject of specula-
tion. 1704 Hutton Philos. Light, etc. 117 Philosophy must
proceed in generalising those truths which are the object of
particular sciences, i860 Abp. Thomson Laws Th. § 131
<ed. 5) 281 Classification of the Sciences. Mathematics...
Astronomy. . . Physics [etc.], 1882 Adamson in Encycl. Brit.
XIV. 781/2 It may be said that in all sciences there are im-
plied clearly defined notions, general statements or judg-
ments, and methodical proofs.

b. with defining word.
The many conflicting systems proposed in recent times

for the classification of the sciences, and the need frequently
arising (apart from any formal classification) for a common
designation applicable to a group of sciences that are related

by similarity of subject or method, have given currency to

a large number of expressions in which the word science is

qualified by an adj. 1 he application of these collocations, so

far as it is not obvious, is explained under the adjs. Among
the most prominent of the adjs. designating particular
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classes of sciences are : abstract* concrete* biological* descrip*

tive, exact* experimental* historical* matliematual, me-
chanical* moral* mixed* pure* natural, physical,

"795 Burke Let. to Earl Fitsivilliam Wks. IX. i, I am
not sure, that the best way of discussing any subject, except

those, that concern the abstracted sciences, is not somewhat
in the way of dialogue.

5. The kind of knowledge or of intellectual

activity of which the various ' sciences ' are ex-

amples. In early use, with reference to sense 3

:

What is taught in the schools or may be learned

by study. In mod. use chiefly : The sciences (in

sense 4) as distinguished from other departments

of learning ; scientific doctrine or investigation.

Often with defining adj. as in 4 b.

In the 17th and iSth c. the notion now usually expressed
by science was commonly expressed by philosophy.

1387 Trf.visa HigHcn (Rolls) I. 3 After solempne and wise
wnteres of arte and of science, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv.

159 And jif jou lyke to knowe the Vertues of the Dyamand
. . I schalle telle 3011 : as thei be^onde the See seyn and
afferme of whom alle Science and alle Philosophic comethe
from, c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxiv. 112 He also hade a sone
passyngly wyse ande witty, . . ande no man myght be likenide
to him in no kynne sciens. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxxi. 191
The Principles of naturall Science. 1668 Dryden Ess. Dram.
Poesy 9 Nothing spreads more fast than Science, when rightly
and generally cultivated. 174* Gray Eton 3 Where grate-
ful Science still adores Her Henry's holy Shade. 1744
Akenside Pleas, /mag. 11. 127 Speak ye the pure delight,

whose favoured steps The lamp of Science through the
jealous maze Of Nature guides. 1739 Goldsm. Bee No. 3
P 2 Nature was never more lavish of its gifts than it had
been to her [Hypatia], endued as she was with the most
exalted understanding and the happiest turn to science.

1857 H enfrey Hot. § 1 Botany is that department of Natural
Science which deals with Plants. 1859 Ruskin Arrows 0/
Chace (1880) I. 194 How strange it seems that physical
science should ever have been thought adverse to religion !

1864 Cobbold Entozoa 298 This species is new to science.

Comb, a 1628 F. Grevil Treat. Hum. Learn, xxvii, Strong
instances to put all Arts to schoole, And proue the science*

monger but a foole. 1857 READE Course of True Love 151
Casenower, the science bitten, had read all the books.

b. In modern use, often treated as synonymous
with * Natural and Physical Science', and thus

restricted to those branches of study that relate to

the phenomena of the material universe and their

laws, sometimes with implied exclusion of pure

mathematics. Also attrib., as in science-class*

-master* -teacher, -teaching.

1867 \V. G. Ward in Dubl. Rev. Apr. 255 note* We shall

..use the word 'science ' in the sense which Englishmen so
commonly give to it ; as expressing physical and experi-
mental science, to the exclusion of theological and meta-
physical. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. Introd. 14 An ac-
quaintance with science or with the systematised knowledge
of matter and its properties. 1895 Educat. Rev. Sept. 25
Science-teaching is nothing, unless, it brings the pupil in

contact with nature.

+ 0. Oxford University. Formerly applied to

the portions of ancient and modern philosophy,

logic, and cognate subjects, included in the course

of study for a degree in the school of Literae

Humaniores. Obs.
1831 Gladstone Diary in Morley Life (1903) I. 78

Examined by. .Hampden in science. 1848 J. H. Newman
Loss Sf Gain in. iv, Our men know their books well, but
I should not say that science is their line. 1855 M. Patti-
son Oxf. Studies in Oxf. Ess. 290 A new element of un-
certainty came in, in the difference between taste and
scholarship on the one hand, and attainment in Aristotle
(science, it was called) on the other. 1884 E. A. Freeman
Let. (MS.) 10 Feb., I remember him years ago as a logic

and science coach. I don't mean for cutting up cats, but
what science meant then, Ethics, Butler, and such like. 1903
Atkensum 7 Feb. 176/3 He had none of his brother's love
for the Greek philosophy, then known as ' science *.

6. Man of science, f a. A man who possesses

knowledge in any department of learning, or trained

skill in any art or craft. Obs. b. In modern use,

a man who has expert knowledge of some branch
of science (usually, of physical or natural science),

and devotes himself to its investigation.

155* in Vicaryy

s Anat. (1888) App. li. 119 Here after is

declared the names of all sucheofficers, menofScyence, Arty-
ficers, Craftismen, and other mynistres. 156a W1N3KT Cert.
Tractates I. 16 Sen the saidis lordis and gentilmen being
men of science [etc.]. 1759 Johnson 2nd Let. to Gazet-
teer 8 Dec., No man of science will deny that architecture
has. .degenerated at Rome to the lowest state. 1819 Shel-
ley Peter Bell 3rd iv. xix, It was his fancy to invite Men
of science, wit, and learning, Who came to lend each other
light 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. iv. vii, The man of science
himself is fonder of glory, and vain, An eye well -practised
in nature, a spirit bounded and poor. 1890 L.. Gallienne
G. Meredith 71 The man of science is nothing if not a poet
gone wrong.

Scienced (sai-enst), a. [f. Science + -ed^.]

+ 1. Possessed of science, learned. Obs.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinHs Advts.fr. Parnassus 53

Other Scienced men were served with all the delicacies of
Learning. 1743 Francis Horace, Odes I. xxxiv. 3, I mock'd
at all religious Fear, Deep sc'ienc'd in the mazy Lore Of
mad Philosophy. 1746 — Horace* Ep. 1. xviii. 165 Enquire
of every sciene'd Sage. 1836 R. Furness Astrologer m.
Wks. (1858) 161 Beyond the scienced reach of ought refined
In Herschell's mighty ken, or Newton's mind.

2. Trained, well versed, in the knowledge of the
art of self-defence.

18*0 Btackw. Mag. VI. 613 He was a stronger and taller

man than Mendoza. .full of pluck, and fine scienced.

t Sciencer. Obs. [f. Science + -ku1.] A pro-

fessor of a particular science.

1547 Baldwin Mor. Philos. 1. vii. (1550) B v, Whan it was
asked hym what sciencer he was, he [sc. Pythagoras] an-
swered, a Philosopher. 1630 Westcote Vievu Devonsk.
(1845) 301 The other two, with their protector the mystical
sciencer, proceed.

Scieneial, obs. form of Sciential.

t Sci*encist. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Science + -ist.]

One who works on scientific principles.

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric* Digest 8 This is the
money-getting Farmer, whose Agriculture the Sciencist
ought to endeavour to excel.

T Sci*ency. Obs. rare. [ad. L. scientia : see

Science and -ency.] The condition or fact of
knowing; = Science i.

1642 H. Moke Song ofSoul 1. 11. xxvi, His name is Dae-
mon, not from Sciency, Although he boasteth much in skil-

full pride. Ibid. it. iii. 1. vi, My hackney fails, not I ; my
pen, not sciencie.

Sciens(e, obs. forms of Science.

Scient (sai-ent), a. and sb. [ad. L. scient-em,

pr. pple. of scire to know.] A. adj. Having
science, knowledge, or skill. Now rare.
C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 27 The clerk that

I of tolde, Which was ful fayne feithful counsel to make,
For he was scient, expert, and ful bolde. 1597 J. King On
Jonas (1618) 156 Of what people? The most scient and
skilfull in the seruice of God. i<5a6 Cornwallis Disc.
Prince Henry (1641J 7 To this so rare a disposition, which
being by a Prince entertained, cannot but make him.,
scient of the Offices appertaining to his high estate,., is to
be added (etc.]. 1798 Landor Gebirv, Wks. 1846 II. 498
Together these her scient hand combined and more she
added. 1820 T. G. Wainewright Ess. ty Crit. (1880) 24
Watching with scient eye the number of aureate particles.

B. sb. A man of science, scientist, rare.

1889 Harper's Mag. Feb. 383/1 Philosophers, historians,
and scients. 2894 Ibis Oct. 555 The contributors to the
Tromsci Museum's Annual may be called 'scients' or 'sa-
vants', but, please, Mr. Cocks, not 'scientists'.

II Scienter (sai|e*ntai)
F

adv. Law. [L., f.

scient-em : see Scient,] Knowingly. Often as sb.

in the phr. to prove {a) scienter, etc., to prove that

the act complained of was done knowingly ; law
of scienter; the law with regard to the necessity of
1 proving a scienter * in order to obtain damages.
1824 Starkie Evidence II. 469 The plaintiff must prove

not only the falsity of the representation, but also the
scienter, the knowledge of the defect on the part of the
defendant. 1879 CassetVs Techn. Educ. IV. 252/2 The use,
therefore, of the name of another manufacturer, whether
done scienter or not, is an interference with his business.

1897 Daily News 15 Dec. 5/4 In this case the plaintiff stood
in a lucky position in regard to the law of scienter. 1898
IVcstm. Gas. 23 Nov. 3/2 When the injury is to cattle or
sheep, the necessity of proving ' the scienter ' was abolished
by the Dogs Act, 1865.

Sciential (saiie'njal),**. Forms : 5 scieneial,

7 sciential!, 7- sciential, fad. med.L. scientialis,

i. L. scientia : see Science.]
1. Of or pertaining to knowledge or science,

f Scientialfaith : faith resting on demonstrative
evidence.
c 1456 Pecock Bk. of Faith (1009) 141 The more cleer,

sure, and expert evydencis ben had for a scieneial feith,

the more is thilk scieneial feith. 1605 6. Jonson Masque
Blackness Wks. (1616) 898 His light scientiall is, and (past
mere nature) Can salue the rude defects of euery creature.

1645 Milton Tetrach. 23 Those Sciential rules which are
the implements of instruction. 1667 — P. L. ix. 837 The
power, .whose presence had infus'd Into the plant sciential

sap. 1680 I, C. Vind. Oaths <$ Swearing (ed. 2) 3 An
oath hath place but in such things as depend upon testimony,
and the speakers credit and honesty, and is not to be used in

things purely sciential and probable by demonstration. 1788
T. Taylor Proclus I. 19 He ascended to the greatest and
most consummate or telestic virtues ; employing for this

purpose, the felicity of his nature, and a sciential institution.

i8ao Lamb Elia 1. Oxf. Vac., The odour of their old moth-
scented coverings is fragrant as the first bloom of those
sciential apples which grew amid the happy orchard. 1827
Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1838) IV. 423 Their entire consonance
with., the Scriptures and with the sciential and the practical

reason. 1834 Whewell in Todhunter Ace. Writ. {1876) II.

j 86 Modes of conception, sciential conditions, or whatever
else you can help me to call them.

2. Endowed with knowledge.
1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dicies 17 The wiese man

knoweth the prouffit of the riche & the riche knoweth not
the prouffit of the scieneial wiese man. 1646 Gaule Cases
ofConsc. 28^ That is the Magicall, Speculative, Scientiall,

or Arted Witch. 18x0 Keats Lamia 1. 191 Not one hour
old, yet of sciential brain To unperplex bliss from its neigh-
bour^ pain. 1891 Meredith One of our Conq. I. xiv. 265
A sciential rascal.

Hence f Scie'ntialness. Obs. rare- 1
.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Famitye of Loi>e 39 b, Onely
the taking on knowledge which is learned out of the scien-
tialnes of the letter, .is blamed by HN.

I Scientiate. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. L. scientia

Science + -ate *.] An adept in a science.

1647 tr. MalvezzPs Pourtract 100 Such as will Iearne an
Art or a Science, the first object that they set before them,
is not immediately that of the Art, or that of the Science,
but an Artist, or a Scientiate.

1 Scie litic, a. Obs. In 6 scyentyke. [irreg. f.

L. scient-ia Science + -ic (Unless it be a mistake
for scientific, of which in that case this would be
the earliest example in Eng.)] = Scientific 0.

Also f Scie'ntical a.

1541 R. Copland Gnydons Quest. Chirurg. Pref., There
be ryght many and sondry sortes, aswell of very good and
scyentyke bokes, as of ryght expert men within this Realme
in the scyentycall arte of Cyrurgery. Ibid., Your scyen-
tycall beneuolence.

Scientician (soiienti jan). [f. scient- (see Sci-

entist) after physician, etc.] = Scientist.
1885 J. S. Grimes Geonomy 49 in Science 13 Feb. 142/1

The reason why scienticians have neglected to investigate

the laws of the currents thoroughly, ..is that [etc.].

Scientific (saiienti'fik), a. and sb. [ad. late

L. scientificus, f. scient-em, pr. pple. of scire to

know (or perh., less regularly, f, scienti-am know-
ledge : see Science) + -ficus making, f. facere to

make. Cf. F, scientifique, Sp. cientifico, Pg., It
scientifico.

The ultimate source of the word is to be sought in Aris-
totelian expressions like that in Post. Anal. 1. ii. (71 b), where
it is said that unless certain essential conditions are fulfilled,

a syllogism will not be demonstrative, ' for it will not pro-
duce knowledge* (ov yop jrotijo-ei eirioTijji.tji-, rendered in the
translation attributed, to Boethius ' non enim faciet scien-

tiam*). In pursuance of the suggestion of this phrase, the
translator in the iame chapter renders avbAoyivubv tffiorq.

ixovucov by ' syllogismum epistemonicon, id est facientem
scire ', and in 1. vi. uses ' scientific^ demonslraiiones ' for ai

eirtcrrmioi'L'cai diro5ct'£eif. In this application the word sur-

vived in Latin text-books of logic down to Aldrich, though
some of them have instead scientiam pariens or faciens
scire.

From having been thus employed as a contextual inter-

f

(relation of €jtiot»j/j.o*'ik6« (pertaining to science or know.
edge; =med.L. scientialis), the L. scientificus was after-

wards used inappropriately (instead of scientialis) in the
13th c. translation of Aristotle's Ethics (vi. L § 6) to render
this Gr. word where it designates the theoretic as opposed
to the deliberative facultyof the soul. This use was fol-

lowed by Aquinas ; it is in this application that the It.

scientifico is used by Dante, and the F. scientifique by
Oresme (14th a). Hence the prevailing sense of the adj. in

subsequent Latin, in the Rom. langs., and in English, has
been ' pertaining to science'; it is merely by a contextual
accident that in phrases like 'scientific investigation* the
word admits of being interpreted in its etymological mean-
ing. Aquinas also uses scientificus for ' expert in science,

learned *, a sense which still survived in 16th c. Latin. The
lateness of the first appearance of the word in English is

remarkable.]

A. adj.

+ L Of a syllogism, a proof : Producing know-
ledge, demonstrative. Cf. Scientifical a. 1. Obs.
To be distinguished from the mod. use in phrases like

'scientific proof ', 'scientific evidence ', where the adj. has
the sense 3 or 4 below.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem.^ m. ix. 198 Aquinas.

.

maketh the Law of Nature to containe certaine principles,

having the same place in practicall reason, which the prin-

ciples of scientifike demonstrations have in speculative

reason. 1667 South Serm. (1823) I. 360 No man who first

trafficks into a foreign country has any scientific evidence
that there is such a country, but by report, which can pro-

duce no more than a moral certainty.

2. Of persons, books, institutions, etc. : Occupied
in or concerned with science or the sciences. In

early use, + concerned with the ' sciences ' or
* liberal arts \ opposed to mechanical.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Pocsie 1. L (Arb.) 10 The premises

considered, it giueth to the name and profession no smal
dignitie and preheminence, aboue all other artificers, Scien-

tificke or MechanicalL 1815 Banks in Fragm. Rem. Sir
H. Davy (1858) 208 By the more brilliant discoveries you
have made, the reputation of the Royal Society has been
exalted in the opinion of the scientific world. 182a Lamb
Elia 11. Detached Th. on Bks. $ Reading, In this catalogue
of books which are no books . . I reckon Court Calendars, .

.

Scientific Treatises, Almanacks, Statutes at Large. 1884
F. Temple Relat. Relig. fy Sci. i. (1885) 4 The scientific man
often asserts that he cannot find God in Science. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life Pref. 7, I may mention
that scientific periodicals on the general subject and its

branches have since 1870 been almost doubled.

lib. Having scientific knowledge or given to

scientific study ^/"something, nonce-use.

1877 Ruskin Fors Clavig. No. 75 VII. 63 Behold, there

is the Universe ; and here are we, the British public, in the

exact middle of it, and scientific of it in the accurate*!

manner. 1884 Ibid. No. 95 VIII. 257 Most men are not
intended to be any wiser than their cocks and bulls—duly
scientific of their yard and pasture, peacefully nescient of
all beyond.

3. Of or pertaining to science or the sciences ; of

the nature of science.
17M Wollaston Relig. Nat. iii. 50 Who by a proper

exercise of his mind in scientific studies first opens and
enlarges its capacity. i8i» Sir H. Davy Chem. Philos. 2

Analogy confirmed by experiment becomes Scientific truth.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. xiv. 485 It is quite possible that

forms now generally acknowledged to be merely varieties

may hereafter be thought worthy of specific names,..and
in this case scientific and common language will come into

accordance. 1871 Morley Carlyle in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1.

(1878) 163 The familiar distinction between the poetic and
the scientific temper is another way of stating the same
difference. 190a Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. Pref. 15 To study
religions in a scientific spirit is to admit that all religions,

if not equally good, spring at least from a common source.

4. Of an art, practice, operation, or method:
Based upon or regulated by science, as opposed to

mere traditional rules or empirical dexterity. So
of a worker or agent : Guided by a knowledge of

science, acting according to scientific principles.

1678 Moxon Meek. DyalUngs Scientifick Dyalists..have
found out Rules, to mark out the irregular motion of the

Shaddow ... And these Rules of adjusting the motion of
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the Shaddow to the motion of the Sun may be called Scien-

tifick Dyalling. X903 Chamberlain Sp. Glasgow 6 Oct. 42
The one is profitless taxation, the other scientific taxation.

b. Devised on scientific principles.

*794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 320 Had the Romans any
thing so scientific as a sun-dial, even during the second
Punic war? 1878 Beaconsmeld in Times 11 Nov. 10/4 But
our North-Western frontier [of India] is a haphazard and
not a scientific frontier.

C. Characterized by * science * or trained skill.

186a Lillywhite's Cricket Scores <V Biogr. I. 440 William
Searle..was..as a batsman .. steady and scientific. 1885
Field 17 Jan. 82/3 A strong wind and a spongy ground
were against a scientific display [of football].

B. sb.

1. A man of science, colloq.

1830 Lvell Let. in Smiles Mem. J. Murray (1891) II.

xxxiL 391 The scientifics having at last a government to

which they are not ashamed to turn courtiers. 1853 ^e
Mobcah in Graves Sir W. R. Hamilton (1889) IIL 464
This meeting of Hteraries and arts—not a scientific among
them but myself. 1883 Black Shandon Bells xxi, Some of
the scientifics, as she calls them, are very fond of shooting.

2. //. [See -ic a, -ics.] Scientific matters, nonce-

use or vulgar.
184a Lover Handy Andy v, ' Leave off your confounded

scientifics, there,' shouted Murphy, from the head of the
table, ' and let us have a song.'

Scientifical (s3i,enti'fikal), a. Also 6-7 -all.

[f. late L. scientific-us + -ax : see Scientific]

+ 1. Of a syllogism, proof, evidence :
' Producing

knowledge ', demonstrative. Also, of a conclusion:

Demonstratively proved. Obs.
1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 30 But in the meanwhile they

presume that this point of philosophy is Scientificall : and
doth it indeed Sub scientiam cadere,as they presuppose ?

1638 T. Spencer Logick 282 Our next labour must be, to
set out these scientificall Syllogismes by other properties.

1658 Baxter Saving Faith viiL 62 But multitudes, .discern
not this evidence so clearly, as may make it scientifical to
them. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. vl % 31 Who ever supposed
that scientifical proofs were necessary to make a Christian ?

T 2. Designed for the furthering of knowledge.
1592 Bkard Theatre Gods Jndgem. (1612) 143 This is the

diuimtie and goodlie instruction that commeth. .from that
scientificall Vniuersitie and Colledge of the right reuerend
Masters. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 42 She is alwaies
furnished with nurseries of scientificall gra fifes, which she
disperseth up and downe to unfold the sacred Oracles. 164a
T. Taylor Gods Judgtm. 1. 1. xxii. (1642) 89 This is the
Divinity., that commeth.. from that scientifical University.

3. Expert in science; occupied in or concerned

with science ; treating of science. Now rare.

c 1645 Howell/.*//. (1655) III. ix. 18 And in these modern
times, the most speculative and scientificallest men, both in
Germany and Italy, seem to adhere to it. 1756-83 Wakton
Ess. on Pope I. 8 iii. 177 No author ever adorned a scien-

tifical treatise with so many beautiful metaphors. 1793
Smeatom Edystone L. 8 61 note, Consulting my scientifical

friends respecting this fact, 18*7 Hood Craniology 36
Those scientifical hotch-potch men. 1840 Thackeray Pan's
St. Bk. 1. 169 Works political, philosophical, ..scientifical,

theological.

4. Of or pertaining to science, rare,

1777 Priestley OnAirPrcf. 16 It is rather to be regretted,
however, in such a number of nobility and gentry, so very
few should have any taste for scientifical pursuits. 1783
Blagues in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 372 This was the period
of scientifical enterprise. 1796 Wansey Jrnl. 268 Sense of
security, which scientifical pursuits require. 1855 Milman
Lai. Chr. xiv. viii. (1864) IX. 300 Under a guild,, .there
had been.. more close adherence to rule in the scientifical

and technical parts.

Scientifically (sai,enti*fikali), adv. [f. Scikx-

ti fical + -ly *.] In a scientific manner ; accord-
ing to the laws of science

; f by means of ' scien-

tific' or demonstrative reasoning.

1640 J. Stoughton Def. .f Distrib. Div. i. 18 Many things
he did know then scientifically, which now be doth so much
as opinionatively. a 1688 Cudworth Inrmut. Mor. (1731)
227 Consider what the Subject of it is, Scientifically com-
prehended. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 217 The tortoises
of the northern states are of several species but have not
been scientifically designated. 1855 Kingsley Gtaucus 69
A party of genera and species which connect families scien-
tifically far apart. 1876 E. R. Lankester Hist. Creat. I.

i. 6 We are now in a position to establish scientifically the
groundwork of a non-miraculous history of the develope-
ment of the human race. 1885 FitzGerald in Law Rep.
10 App. Cases 227 _

The law upon this subject has been
properly and scientifically put in a later case.

Scientificalness (s9i,enti-fikalnes). [f. Scien-
tifical + -XE83.] The quality of being scientific.

1866 Reader 24 Feb. 206/3 Though markedly deficient in
scientificalness. 1876 Morley Comte in Crit. Misc. (1886)
III. 365 The whole of our knowledge will be impressed with
. . the character of posit ivity or scientificalness.

+ Scientifi ciall, a. Obs. rare. [Bad form of
Scientifical, after artificial.} = Scientifical.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vii. 26 In naturall

Philosophy,.. is expected a satisfaction from scientificiall

progressions, and such as beget a sure and rational! belcefe.

1649 J E *. Taylor Gt. Exemp. Disc iii. § 21 In other
sciences the terms must first be known and then the rules,

and conclusions scientificiall.

Scientifico-, used as comb, form of Scikntific
a.

t
in hyphened nonce-formations with adjs., ex-

pressing the sense 'scientific and (something else)'.

188a Times 21 Apr. 5/4 Erasmus Darwin,. .known, .by
his scientifico-poetic work ' The Botanic Garden \ 1884
Contemp. Rev. Mar. 395 The novelist proceeds with that
*dentifico-historical conscience. 1887 Ibid. May 715 He

[Sardou] attempted to dethrone Jules Verne in the realm
of the scientifico-geographical spectacular piece.

Seientintically, adv. A burlesque nonce-word,
formed by a blending of scientifically and tint.

1761 Sterne Tr. Shandy III. v, He must have redden'd,
pictorically and scientintically speaking, six whole tints and
a half, .above his natural colour.

tScie*ntious,a. Obs. [ad. late L. *scientiosus

(implied in scientiose adv.), f. scientia knowledge,
Science : see -ous. Cf. OF. sciencieux.'] Full of

knowledge, knowing. Hence + Scientiously adv.
1651 Biggs New Disp. § 76 There is none amongst alt of

them that hath scientiously described the properties of
simples. 1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. Suppl. 239 b, Ser-
jeant Glyn..can scientiously satisfy any Man, that ther be
such impious confederals with Satan. 1657 W. Morice
Coena quasi Koii^j Def. xxi. 200 Ministers . . must be obeyed
by more scientious auditors when they speak in his name.

Scientisni (sai'entizm). [i. scient- (see Scien-

tist) + -ism.] The habit and mode of expression

of a man of science.

1877 Eraser's Mag. XVL 274 Its dogmatism on the one
hand, ..and its 'scientism' on the other, even when most
atheistic, are tempered with mutual civility. 1895 Daily
News 14 Nov. 6/5 By scientism he meant to express that
change which had come over the thought of the world in
consequence of the wonderful additions to the common
stock of knowledge. 1903 Contemp. Rev. May 727 What
modem Scientismknowsas the Supersensuous Consciousness.

t Scienti'SSimous, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. L.

scientissim-us, superl. of sciens knowing + -ous.]

Very learned.
t6Sf> J- Jones Judges Judged 88 The Wise, Learned,

. . Scientissimous Interpreters of the Laws of England.

Scientist (sai'fintist). [f. scient- (in L. scientia

Science, and in Scientific) + -ist.] A man of

science.

1840 Whewell Phitos. Induct. Set. I. Introd. 113 We
need very much a name to describe a cultivator of science
in general. I should incline to call him a Scientist. 1840
Blacktv. Mag. XLVIII. 273 Leonardo was mentally a
seeker after truth—a scientist ; Coreggio was an assertor of
truth —an artist. 1853 *

'• Hall in Leslie's Misc. II. 169 Atra-

bilious scientists. 1878 T. Sinclair Mount 13 They know
that the sun is better where it is than under the scalpel or
other instruments of the intense scientists.

Scientistic (s3i,enti*stik),a. rare. [f. Scien-
tist + -ic.] Characteristic of, or having the attri-

butes of, a scientist. (Used depreciatively). Hence
Scientistically adv.
1878 T. Sinclair Mount 105 ' The more the, worse ', is the

fearful political fact of the coming time ; and it will by and
bye be seen that scientistic free-trade is responsible for it.

1883 Wright Dogtn. Scepticism 12 All that may be scien-
tifically true or scientistically false in connexion with bio-

plasmic theories.
^ 189a Sat. Rev. 6 Aug. 160/1 The most

conscientiously scientistic of scientists.

t Sci'entive, a. Sc. Obs. [a. OF. scientifi f.

scient Scient a. : see -ive.] Well-versed, learned.

1560 Holland Crt. Venus u. 536 Then Desperance de-
liuerit his missiue Vnto thir ten, so sweit and scientiue.

1560 — Seven Sages 10 Within ;eiris fine He sail be mair
cunning and Scientiue Nor I. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. II. 44 He was sa weil instructed,..and in at

sciences was sa scientiue and cunning, that in qubat science
he was curmingest culd na man tel.

tScienti*vity. Obs. rare"1
, [f. Scientive +

-ITT.] The power or faculty of knowing.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 11. 331 The Scientivitie of God

and his Intellect is never satisfied with any finite or infinite

number of existent singulars of any one species or al. Ibid.

332 [see Scibilitv].

Scientixo (sai'entaiz),^. rare. [f. scient- (as in

Scientist) + -ize.] intr. To lay down scientific

propositions, to theorize.± Murray's Mag. May 697 Some few of your phi to-

rs, .have scientised over it.

f Scientman. Obs. rare—l
. [?f. Scient + Man

sbj] A man of knowledge.
1636 Prynne Unbish. Tim. (1661) 127 Therefore these

Elders, must certainly be the better, the most eminent
Scient men, and so Paramount the Angel-Bishops in all

these respects.

Scieve, obs. f. Sieve. Sci. fa., abbrev. f. Scire

facias. Scift(e, obs. ft. Shift. Soil., abbrev.

1 Scilicet. Scild, obs. f. Shield. Scilence,

obs. f. Silence- Scilfisc, obs. f. Shellfish.

il Scilicet (sai'liset), adv. (sb.). [L. scilicet —
scire licet 'it is permitted to know .] To wit;

that is to say ; namely. Abbreviated sci/. or sc.

13B7 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 335 Looke to fore in be

firste book Capitulo Grecia, scilicet El[l]adia. 1547 Hooper
Declar. Christ 4- Off, xii. L vij b, God sentithe an other

mystres to scole man, scilicet aduersitie. 1601 [W. Watson]
Dial. Sec. Priest fc Lay Gentl. Pref. *iij b, Vntill they

heare the case decided : and who they are, scit. the secular

priests or the Iesuits. 1643 in J. Simon Ess. Irish Coins

(1749) 120 They.. -shall stamp the same on the one side with

these letters (scilicet) C. R. for Carolus Rex. 165a Gaule
Magastrom. xviii. 160 The ultimate end of the universe, sc,

to know, and love God. 1855 J. S. Watson tr. Xenophon's

Anab. 1. x. ft 3 note
}
[For lrpbt t«»» 'EAA^vwk] Brodasus sug-

gested irpbf rbru>v EW^vntv, scil. trrparoirtSov.

f b. Used ironically : Forsooth,

i539 Cromwell in Merriman Life <$ Lett. (1902) II. 207

That holy (scilicet) father of R[ome].

0. as sb. The word 'scilicet' or its equivalent,

introducing a specifying clause.

1650 Hobarfs Rep. 171 Now I come to the use of a (viz.)

or (sc.) Or in english (that is to say) and the nature and force
of it. t66gt'rohe's Rep. Jas. I (ed. 2)429 But it was adjudged,
ih&t postea convertit, is sufficient, and the scilicet is void.

1805 East's Rep. V. 253 Where that which comes under
a scilicet is consistent with what went before.

liScilla (si-la). [L.«Gr. axikKaJ] a. Bot. A
genus of liliaceous plants ; a plant of this genus,

a squill, b. Pharmacy. The bulb of Urginea
Scilla (formerly called Scilla ntaritima).
1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard. § 6502 Some species of scilla,

muscari, iris, allium, oxalis. z88o Echo 4 Oct. 4/1 Hardy
bulbs, tulips, crocus, and scil las for example.

Scilling, obs. form of Shilling.

Scillitic, a. Pharmacy, rare" , [ad. L.
scilliticus \ see next.] (See quot.)
1876 Dunclison Med. Lex., Scillitic, containing squill.

Scillitin (si'litin). Chem. Also -ine. [a. F.
sci/liline

t
f. scillit-ique obtained from squills, ad. L.

scilliticus, a. Gr. (tkiXXItikos, f. ffrnKkhfy of the
same meaning, f. afcikka Scilla, Squill : see -ite

and -IN.] (See quot. 1819.)
1819 Children Chem. Anal. 288 Scillitin is the bitter

principle of the scilla maritima or squill. 1850 Chem. Gaz.
VIII. 276 The author [Bley] has obtained scillitine in a
crystalline state. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 479
Scillitin has been asserted to be the active principle of
squill ; but the scillitin of different authors is diverse.

Scillonian (silJa-nian), a. and sb. [f. Scilly +
-onian (? after Devonian; but cf. Islonian, ( a

native of the Isle of Axholme ', Peacock Manley ^
Corringham Gloss.).] a. adj. Pertaining to the

Scilly Isles or their inhabitants, b. sb. An in-

habitant of the Scilly Isles.

182a Woodley Scilly Ist. 1. v. 108 The majority of the

Scillonians..are very exemplary. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz.
2 Aug. 4/1 The dominant, .idea in every Scillonian breast.

1896 Besant A rmorel 1. iv, ' Now to a Scilly boy—' ' A
Scillonian,' the girl corrected him.

Sciloooo, Scilwis : see Sirocco, Skillwise.
Scim, Scima, obs. forms of Skim, Cyma.
Scimble-scamble, obs. f. Skimble-skamble.
Scimitar (si'mitai). Forms : a. 6 cimitarie,

-erie, 7 -ary, -ery ; 6 semeterrie, -iterie, -orie,

6-7 -arie, scimitarie. 0. 6cemiterTe,-are,cimy-
ter, 6-7 cimiterre, cymiter, 6-9 cixniter, 8 -etar,

7 cymitar, -et(t)er, -etre, cemiter, -ar, -eter,

7-9 cimeter. 7. 6 semitor, symitare, 6-7 semi-
tar, 7 -iter(e, -yter, symeter, 8-9 simitar. 5. 7
scindifer, skimiter, scemiter, 7-9 scimiter,

scimeter, scymitar, -etar, -iter, -eter, scime-
tar, 6- scimitar. [Adopted in the 16th c. in

various forms from different Rom. langs. The
word appears as F. cimeterre (15th c. in Hatz.-

Darm. ; also ? sannelerre, ?sauveterre, and 16th

c. cimiterre), It. scimitarra (formerly also cimi-

tard), Sp. cimitarra, Pg. cimitarra, semitierra,

samitarra. A Turkish origin would be expected,

but no likely etymon has been found in that lan-

guage ; the Persian .- *»* shamshir, formerly

pronounced shamsher (whence Gr. aafii^pa 'a

barbarian sword', Suidas) agrees in sense but is

unsatisfactory as to form. The Basque *cimeterra
' sharp-edged ', has been suggested as the source,

but this appears unlikely, and recent Basque diets,

do not give the adj.

In Chr. Richerius Thorigneus De Rebus Turcarum (1540),

cymitharra is given as the name by which the Janizaries

called their weapon ; but this does not prove that the word
was Turkish.]

1. A short, curved, single-edged sword, used

among Orientals, esp. Turks and Persians.

a. a 1548 Hall Chrott., Hen. VIII, 6 b, Appareled after

Turkey fashion . .girded with two swordes, called Cimiteries.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 8 A trenchant Turkish semi-

tone, 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxvii. 403 By one onely

blow of a Cimitary or broade Persian Sword. 1613 Bingham
Xenophon 79 With the stroke ofa Cimitery. 16*3 Cockeram
i, Semitarie, a crooked Sword or Faulchion.

p. 1570 North tr, Plutarch, Alexander (1595) 7^1 He.

.

ran sodainly to him with a cimiter drawen in his hand.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. v. 3 Vppon her thigh her Cemitare
was tide. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 28 The Patrone. .drawing

a Turkish Cymiter, beginneth to lay about him. 1781 Gibbon
Deci. <y F. III. xxxiv. 266 They worshipped their tutelar

deity under the symbol of an iron cimeter. 1838 Lytton
Leila 1. ii, The curving cimiter. 1886 Harper's Mag. Feb.

467/2 Shemr raised his glittering cimeter.

v. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 91 He dies vpon my Semi-
tars sharpe point. 1593 Kyd Sol. <r Pers. 1. iii. 100 With
this Semitor I.. Endured some three or foure howers com-
bat. 1634 Sik T. Herbert Trav. 53 An vnexpected Semiter

..cut off his head. 166a Evelyn Chalcogr. Table, Damas-
cus Symeters. 1690 Gt, Scanderberg 78 His Semitar had
cleaved so fast to his hand in the heat of the Fight, that

it could not be pluck'd off.

h. 156a J. Shute tr. Two Comm. 11. 43 The sworde that

Scanderbeg strake the beste with was a Scimitar bending
lyke vnto a falchion. 16..1 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. vii,

If they haue a good skimiter, [they] had rather haue a blow
on their arme, then their weapon hurt. 1669 Pavenant
Alan's the Master iv. 57 Suppose that with a Syrian Scemi-

ter,..! were mine'd into a Py. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 82 r 10 A Scymitar once wielded by a soldier. 1788

Gibbon Decl.Hf F. Ixvii. VI. 441 In the hands of the Turks,

the scymetar was the only instrument of conversion. 1813

Byron Corsair iii. 8 Therefore came I.. To smite the smiter



SCINCIDOID.

with the scimitar. 1831 W. Irving AlhambraU. 64 His

scymetar and dagger were of the workmanship of Fez. 1870

Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. vi. (1875) 310 The Scythians wor-

shipped an iron scimetar as the symbol of the war-god.

D. trans/, and fig.
1689 Cotton Winter xxxv, And Pendant by their brawny

Thighs, Hang Cimetars of burnisht Ice. i8»s Scott Talism.

iii. To raise up the scimitar of resistance.

2. Short for scimitar razor-shell (see 3).

1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 70 The grey scimitars are

Solens. ...
8. attrib. and Comb., as scimitar-horned, -shaped

adjs. ; scimitar-pea, a variety of pea (named

from the shape of the pod) ; scimitar-pod, the

woody legume of the tropical climber Entada
scandens ; scimitar razor-shell, the Solen Ensis

;

scimitar-tree, an evergreen tree of the genus

Harpephyllum.
J895 J. G. Millais Breathfr. Veldt (1899) 145 The noble

presence of the *scimitar-horned sable antelope.
^ 1844

Stephens Bk. Farm II. 550 The Carolina, blue "scimitar,

and blue and green tall and dwarf imperial [peas]. 1856

Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 576 The blue scimitar pea. 1871

J. Smith Domestic Bot. 432 *Scimitar Pods {Entada scan-

dens\.. lis large hard-wooded flat pods.. resemble a sword
or scimitar. 1819 Turton Conchol. Diet. 160 Solen Ensis,

•Scimitar Razor-shell. 1776 J. Lee Introd. Bot. Expl.
Terms 386 Acinaciforme, *scymitar-shaped. 1850 R. G.
Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 142/2 Knotted,
scimitar-shaped horns.

Hence Sci'mitareda., (a) bearing or armed with

a scimitar ; (6) ' scimitar-shaped, acinaciform

'

{Cent. Did. 1891).
1845 E. Warburton Crescent <$• Cross II. 280 Turbaned

and scimitared servants. 1885 Meredith Diana xxxv, The
scimitared Mesrour.

Scin, Seine, obs. forms of Skin, Skink.

Scincidoid(sinsicloid). [f.mod.L. Scincidmpl.,

£ L. scinc-us Skink : see -id and -oid.] A lizard of

the family Sdncidse.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 73/1 Scincidoids.

Scinele, obs. form of Shingle.

Scincoid (si-rjkoid), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
scincoides (neut. pi. -oidea), f. scinc-us Skink :

see -oid.] a. adj. Resembling a skink ; belonging

to the group Scincoidea or the family Scincidse of

skink-like lizards, to. sb. A skink-like lizard.

1790 J. White yrnl. Voy. N. S. Wales 242 The Scincoid,

or Skinc-formed Lizard. 179 . G. Shaw Naturalist's Misc.

PL 179 The Scincoid Lizard is a native of New Holland.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 72/2 Oppel included under his

Scincoids..the Scinks, the genus Sefs, the Scheltopusiks,

the genus Anguis, and the Orvets. 1870 Gillmore tr.

Figuier's Reptiles If Birds ii. 40 The smooth scales of

various Scincoid Lizards.

Scincoidian (sinkoi'dian), a. and sb. Also

-ean. [f. as prec. + -ian.] = Scincoid.
1840 Penny Cycl. XVIII. 258/2 Scincoidian Lizards, or

Lepidosauri. 1841 Ibid. XXI. 74/1 There is not a single

Scincoidian whose geographical range is confined to Europe.

1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. Ixiv. (1875) 481 The
Scincoidean Lizards.

Scind (sind), v. rare. [ad. F. scinder, or its

source L. scind-tre : see Scission.] trans. To
divide, make a scission in.

1870 Baring-Gould Orig.ft Dev. Pel. Belie/"II. ii. 25 A
fatal mistake to scind what is by its nature indivisible.

Scind, variant of Sjnd v. dial., to rinse.

t Scindapse. 06s. rare—1
, [ad. Gr. amvScaftos

a ' thingumbob ', a what-d'ye-call-it.]

1x641 Hp. Movntagu Acts $ Mon. Cli. (1642) 211 So might
the Sibyls be Scindapses, Counterfaits, Eniia rationis, no
such creatures.

Seinder, var. Sindeb v. Seine, obs. f. Shine.

t Sciniphes. 06s. (See Ciniphes.)
1607 R. Qarew] tr. Esiicnne's World of Wonders Ep.

Ded. F 5 Whose prouidence reacbeth from the Center to

the Circumference ; from the silliest Scyniph to the highest

Seraphin. 1609 Bible (Douay) Exod. vjii. coram., Sciniphes,

smale flying beastes, especially molesting mens eyes.

Seink: see Skink.

t Sciutill, sb. 06s. or arch. Also 7 syntille,

7, 9 scintil. Anglicized form of Scintilla.

1599 inA rchpriest Controv. (Camden) 1. 158 This gentleman,
in whome. .neuerscintill of disloyalty, .did once lurke. 1644
Bp. Maxwell Prerog. Chr. Kings xiii. 128 The scintil from
the flint-stone. 1653 A. Wilson fas. I, 55 Some little scin-

tils of Love, i860 Sangster Hesperus, etc. 26 No scintil

of their [the stars'] jewelled flame.

t Sciutill, v. 06s. [ad. F. scintiller or L.

scintillare, f. scintilla (see next).] intr. To sparkle.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supptic. (1751) 150 His brvast so filled

was with ire, That's eyes both sparkled and scintilled.

II Scintilla (sinti 'la). [L.] A spark ; always

fig., a minute particle, an atom.
1692 T. Watson Body ofDin. 434 God takes notice of the

least scintilla, the least spark of grace in his Children.

"1734 North Examen in. ix. § 11 (1740) 655 Such was
the Disposition . . in most People, upon a Scintilla of Evi-
dence, to conclude the King was a Papist. 1851 Helps
Comp. Sotit. xii. (1874) 229 They are daring words,.. but
they have a scintilla of truth in them. 1887 T. A. Trol-
lope What I remember III. xxii. 324 She expressed herself
..accurately., but without a scintilla of animation.

Sciutillant (si'ntilant), a. Also 8 scintilant.

[ad. L. scintillant-em, pres. pple. of scintillare to

Scintillate. Cf. F. sciutillant.'] Scintillating.

1737 M. Green Spleen 219 Who can view the pointed rays,

224

That from black eyes scintillant blaze? 1790 R. Kkrr tr.

Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 497 Red scintilant zeolite from
Edelfors. x8o6 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. Expl.
Terms, Scintillant, emitting sparks of fire when burnt. 1864
G. Musgrave Ten Days in Fr. Parsonage II. ii. 53 Cloth
of gold, ..silk, and other scintillant adornments. 1890 Clark
Russell Shipmate Louise III. xli. 289 By this time the
island had melted into the scintillant dusk of the sky.

b. Her. Emitting sparks.
16x0 Guillim Heraldry m. iv. (1611) 95 He beareth seven

Firebrands flammant and Scintillant proper. x868 Cussans
Haudbk. Her. viii. (1893) 130.

1794 Mrs. Piozzi Brit. Synon. I. 400 Hudibras too, of all

books perhaps most dazzling with scintillant brightness.
1828 D'Israeli Chas. I. viii. 1. 249 His scintillant wit. 1880
Ruskin Notes on Front «$• Hunt 9 Genius . . scintillant enough
to be made more vivid by contraction.

Scintillate (si-ntil^t), v. [f. L. scintillate

ppl. stem of scintillare, f. Scintilla. Cf. F.
scintiller (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. intr. To send forth sparks or Little flashes of

light ; to sparkle, twinkle.
1623 Cockeram 1, Scintillate, to sparkle or leape vp. X789

Maskelyne in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 262 They appear to
cast out rays of a determinate figure,.. and to scintillate a
little, if the air be not very clear. 1824 Galt Rothelan I.

11. ix. 226 Now and then the glancing of armour scintillated

out from the grey. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg., Lady Rohesia,
Her eyes.. scintillating like flint and steel. 1869 Dunkin
Midnight Sky 191 The latter [planets] have been known
to scintillate more or less. 1894 Mrs. F. Elliot Roman
Gossip xv. 319 Her dark eyes scintillating with fury.

h.fig.
1864 Reader 23 Apr. 515 A work scintillating throughout

with wit and humour. 1899 Ellen T. Fowler Double
Thread vii. 93 My wit is all of the p.m. variety, and never
scintillates in the morning.

2. trans. To emit as a spark or sparks ; to send

forth ("sparkles of light) ; to flash forth.

1809 W. Irving Knickerb. 1. ii. (1820) 46 That this globe
was originally a globe of liquid fire, scintillated from the
body of the sun, by the percussion^ of a comet, a 1864 N.
Hawthorne Mother Rigby's Pipe ii, The star on Feather-
top's breast had scintillated actual flames. x866 Pall Mall
Gaz. 13 Oct. z A little too much given to scintillate bitter

epigram.

3. pass. To be ornamented with bright specks.

1851 Turner Dom. Archil. II. iii. 87 Painted of a green
colour, scintillated or starred with gold.

Scintillating (si-ntil^tin), ppl. a. [-ING 2.]

That scintillates ; sparkling, lit. zcnAfig.

1775 Ash, Scintillating, sending forth sparks, sparkling
as the stars. X789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. (1791) 33 Cold
from each point cerulean lustres gleam, Or shoot in air the
scintillating stream. 1810 Shelley Zastrozzi i. Pr. Wks.
1888 I. 6 A scintillating flame darted from the ceiling to
the floor. 1883 F. Harrison Choice o/Bks., etc. (1886) 401
It is a very inferior task to extract statements from a thou-
sand writers, and then to piece them together into a sort of
scintillating mosaic.

Scintillation (sintil^'Jsn). [ad. L. scintil-

lalion-em, n. of action f. scintillare to Scintillate.

Cf. F. scintillation (Cotgr., 161 1).]

1. The action of scintillating ; emission of sparks

or spark-like flashes of light.

1623 Cockeram i, Scintillation, a sparkling. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Scintillation, a sparkling up of fire, or new wine
leaping in the glass. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. vi. 96
Coruscation, or scintillation, is a certain sign of Metals that

are unripe. 1836 Macgillivray Trav. Humboldt x. 125
The fire-balls seemed to explode, but the largest disappeared
without scintillation. X843F De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun § 19

(l853) 59 The sudden scintillation from Kate's dress played
upon by the morning sun. 1862 Miller Elem. Chem.,
Org. 686 The red prussiate burns with scintillation when
introduced into the flame of a candle.

b. An instance of this ; a flash, a spark.

1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1, § 32 That is the Spirit

of God, the fire and scintillation of that noble and mighty
Essence, which is the life and radical heat of spirits. 1646
— Pseud. Ep. v. ix. 247 Our Saviour, and the Virgin Mary
. .are commonly drawne with scintillations, or radiant Halo's

about their head. 1791-a Cowper tr. Milton's Ode to his

Father 22 Some scintillations of Promethean fire._ 1866

Tyndall Fragm. Set. iii. (1876) 83 The heat there is com-
petent to raise iron to a temperature at which it throws off

brilliant scintillations. X869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. 39 Iron

wire held in the flame burns with beautiful scintillations.

C. spec. The twinkling or tremulous motion of

the light of the fixed stars.

1652 Gaule Magastrom. xiii. 115 About the magnitude of

the Stars...About their scintillation or their trepidation.

1789 Maskelyne in Phil. Trans. LXXIX. 261 When I look

at the brighter fixed stars, at considerable elevations, . . they

appear to me without scintillation. 1873 Herschel Pop.

Led. Sci. vii. § 101. 317 The twinkling of the stars and the

changes of colour they exhibit during the different phases

of their scintillations.

d. of the flashing of the eyes.

1838 J. M. Wilson's Tales Borders IV. 175/1 While the

fire flashed frae his ee in almost palpable scintillations o'

fury. 1867 Miss Broughton Cometh Up xxxvi, An angry
scintillation flashes from Dolly's superb black eyes.

2. fig. A flash, a brilliant display (of wit, of

thought).
1751 Johnson Rambler Ho. 141 P 7 A man who.. dazzles

the attention with sudden scintillations of conceit. 1821 V.

Knox Grammar Sch. 77 Displaying., scintillations of great

genius, a 1864 Ferrier Grk. Philos. (1866) I. xii. 349 Every
time his pages are turned they throw forth, .new scintilla-

tions of thought. 1867 Lydia M. Child Rom. Republ. xxiii.

282 These small scintillations of wit.

SCIOLUS.

IT Misused for Scintilla.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 5 Had he had the least

scintillation of animosity, or inajestick indignation. 1862
Goulburn Pers. Relig. 1. iii. (1871) 32 If the soul has the
least scintillation of a desire to be holy. X883 S. C. Hall
Retrospect I. 240 He. .had not a scintillation of eloquence,
and his manner was brusque.

Scintillator (si'ntiU«tai). [f. Scintillate v.

+ -OR.] A scintillating star.

1872 Proctor Ess. Asiron. xx'i. 256 Capella is another
notable scintillator.

Scintille-scent, a. [irreg. f. L. scintillare to

Scintillate + -escent.] ? Scintillating feebly.

i860 Ld. Lytton Lucile n. iii. § 13. 13 One pale, Minute,
scintillescent, and tremulous star.

t Sci'ntillize, v. Obs. [f. L. scintillare to

Scintillate + -ize.] intr. To scintillate.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xx. (1737) 89 The Probity that
scintillizes in the Superficies of your Persons.

Scintillometer (sintil^m/tai). [f. L. scin-

iilla spark + -(o)meter.] Aji instrument invented

by Montigny for measuring the intensity of the

scintillation of the stars.

1877 Monthly Notices Astrou. Soc. XXXVII. 204 A scin-

tillometer, formed of a circular plate of thick glass, was
mounted obliquely in the tube of the telescope.

So Scinti lloscope [see -scope]. (See quot.)
iya&Nature 1 Nov. Advts. p. vii/2 Glew's Scintilloscope.

.

Shows a magnificent display of scintillations, showers of
sparks, direct from the mineral Pitchblende, Radium,..
Thorium, or any radio-active substance.

Scintillose, a. rare" , [f. L. scintilla spark

+ -ose.] 'Full of sparks' (Bailey, vol. II, 1727).

Scintillous, a. rare. [f. L. scintilla spark +
-ous.] Scintillating.

1826 Moore Mem. (1854) V. 49 The grand march of the
line, ..coming after the broken and scintillous verses that
precede it. 1837 Richardson, Scintillant,. .Scintillous.

Sof Scinti'llously#</e'.,so as to produce sparks.
a 1529 Skelton Bk. 3 Foles Wks. 1843 I. 203 Wyth theyr

eyen beholdinge a trauers, ofstomackes chaufed syntillously.

Scintle, variant of Skintle v.

T Sci'O 1
. Obs. [Subst. use of L. scio I know.]

At Oxford University : The formal testimony, by
a member of the faculty, to the fitness of a candi-

date for a degree. Also, a person who gives this

testimony.
Before a candidate could proceed to a degree, a certain

number of members of his faculty had to ' depone ' secretly

to the Vice-Chancellor in favour of his fitness with regard
to conduct and learning. Nine were required in Arts, three

in the other faculties. The Vice-Chancellor put the question

to each in Latin, and the answer was given in the word
' Scio ',

' Credo ', or
( Nescio '.

1664 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 16, I gave a scio for Sr. Boen
and Sr. [Henry] Knap of Merton Coll. 1681 Ibid. 518 The
scio's taken in Adam Brom's chapel. 171 1 Hearne Collect.

(O.H.S.) III. 278 His Scios were Dr Turner [eic.l.

Scio 2 {$i\o). [Modern name of the island of

Chios (see Chian).] In full Scio turpentine:

turpentine obtained from Pistacia Terebinthus.
X830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 129 Scio turpentine is yielded

by Pistacia Terebinthus. X837 R. Ellis Laws <5- Regul.
Customs III. 482 Scio or Cyprus is obtained from thtPinus
Pistacia.

Sciofericall, variant of Sciatherical Obs.

Sciograph, -er,etc.,obs. ff. Sciagraph, -er, etc.

Sciolism (sai'^liz'm). [f.next: see -ism.] The
character or qualities of a sciolist

;
pretentious

superficiality of knowledge.
1816 Coleridge Statesm. Man. App. 31 That epidemic of

a proud ignorance occasioned by a diffused sciolism. 1855
Kingsley Glaucus 44 The tendency to shallow and con-
ceited sciolism, engendered by hearing popular lectures on
all manner of subjects. 1876 Farrar Alarlb. Stmt. xvi.

148 The empty sciolism of much that calls itself criticism.

Sciolist (soivHist). [f. late L. sciol-us (see

Sciolous a.) + -1st.] A superficial pretender to

knowledge ; a conceited smatterer.

1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 20 The Generall Sciolists

or Poettasters of Britannic, 1656 Blount Gtossogr. To Rdr.
A4, Every.. homebred Sciolist being at liberty. .to coyn
and innovate new Words. X782 V. Knox Ess. ex. (1819! II.

264 Contemptible sciolists who called themselves theatrical

critics. 1817 Coleridge Biogr. Lit. I. iii. 58 In proportion

as a still greater diffusion of literature shall produce an
increase of sciolists. 1880 Swinburne Stud. Shaks.iB The
last resource of an empiric, the last refuge of a sciolist.

Hence Sciolistic a., characteristic of a sciolist.

1831 W. Godwin Thoughts Man 369 Must there not be
in this subtle distribution much of what is arbitrary and
sciolistic? 1870 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. (1873) 298
Sciolistic theorizing and dogmatism.

Sciolous (sai^las), a. Now rare, [f. late L.

sciol-us smatterer (dim. of L. scius knowing, f. scire

to know) + -0U3. Cf. It. sciolo."] Having a smat-

tering of knowledge, sciolistic.

1639 Ld. Digby Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 18 Only sciolous

wits float onely in uncertainty. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr.

87, I could wish, that these sciolous Zelotists had more
Judgement joynd with their Zeale. 1836 D. Hoffman
Course Legal Study (1846) 794 The elaborated works of

ignorance,, .the speculations of the sciolous. 1861 Temple
Bar IV. 114 Legros was not the superficial, supercilious,

sciolous man many of his countrymen are.

II Sci olus. PL scioli. Obs. [L. : see prec.]

A smatterer, sciolist,

i6xj T. James Corrupt. Script, v. 7 Certaine Scioli, or

cunning men, which tooke vpon them.. to mend the old



SCIOMANCY. 225 SCIERHUS.

Bookes vpon coniecture. 1658 Burton Comment, /tin.

Antoninus 34 Camden .. advises to exclude these words, .

.

as a glossema foisted in by some sciolus.

Sciomachy, variant of Sciamachy.

Sciomancy (saivTmaensi). Also 7 -mantie, 8

scia-. [ad. mod.L. sdotnantia, f. (Jr. gkio-, oma
shadow + ftavrua : see -mancy. Cf. F. sciomance

(Cotgr. 161 1).] Divination by communication
with the shades of the dead.
1613 Cockeram, Sciomancie, diuination by shadowes.

1647 A. Ross Mystag. Poet. xii. (1675) 307 This. .was but
Sciomancy, or a sight of shadows only, not Necromancy.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sciomantie, . . the part of Necro-
mancy, practised by shadows, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais
111. xxv, If you be afraid of the Dead,..! will make use of
the Faculty of Sciomancy. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Scio-
mantia, The Witch who conjured up the Soul of Samuel.

.

did it by Sciomancy. 175a Ibid. (ed. 7), Sciamantia, Scia-
mancy, or Sciomancy. 185a Roget Thesaurus § 511 Divina-
tion. . . By ghosts ; Psychomancy. By shadows or manes

;

Sciomancy.

Hence Sciomantic a., pertaining to sciomancy.
1859 Mem. E. Henderson vi. J78 The actual not scio-

mantic appearance of Samuel at Endor.

Scion (sai-an). Forms : a, 4 si-, syoun, 5-6
syon, syun, 6-7 si-, syen, 6 sion, 7 seyon. &. 5
cyun, 6-9 cion, 7-8 oi-, eyen, cyon. 7. 6 scy-

ence, 6-7 science, 6-7 siens, sient, 7 sienoe,

cions, cyons, -ens, sciance, cyence, scient. 8.

4, 8-9 soyon, 5 scioun, 7 sci-, scyen, 5- scion.

[a. OF. dotty dun, cyan, sion> mod.F. scion (Picard

chion)
t of obscure origin.

The early forms in OF. are inconsistent with the commonly
assumed derivation from scier to saw.]

1. f a. gen, A shoot or twig ; also, a sucker. Obs.

excfg. b. spec. A slip for grafting, a graft.

a. c 1305 Land Cokayne 74 in E. E. P. (1862) 158 pe
siouns beb al sedwale. c 1380 Wvclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I.

166 Asa sioun mai not bere fruyt but if it stonde stable in
be vyne. 1388 — Num. xiii. 34 Thei. .kittiden doun a
sioun with hU grape, which twei men baren in a barre.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 457/2 Syvn, of a tree. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 341/3 A Syon or A twige. 1513 Douglas /Ends
111. i. 71 The thrid syon of treis [L. tertia hastiiia]. 1590
Greene Neuer too late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 97 A crooked
sien will proue a straight tree. 1615 Bhathwjlit Stmffade
(1878) 170 Seyons young tender plants Where the quire of
wood birds chants. 164s D. Rogers Naaman 843 The grafT-

ing of a sien into the stocke. 1693 Evelyn De la Quint.
Combl. GarJ. Refl. Agric. 75 Young Siens growing out at

the Roots.
fl. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 79/r Cyvn' of a tre, surculus,

vitulamen. 157a Mascall Plant. «, Graff. (1592) 14 When
trees shall be thus proined, they shall bring great Cions
from their rootes, which shall be frank & good to replant.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. ii. 92 From Roots hard Hazles,
and from Cyens rise Tall Ash. a 171a Lisle Hush. 441
Cyons grafted upon suckers. 1796 C Marshall Gardening
vu. (1813) 85 Proper stocks being ready, and cions or buds
procured. 180a W. Forsyth Fruit Trees xxii. (1824) 304
The cion preserves its natural purity and intent, though it

be fed ana nourished by a mere crab.

y. 1513 Fitzherb. Husb. (1525) 46 The scyences growynge
aboute the tree of the same. 1577 B. Goocb Heresbach's
Husb. 11. (1586) 76 The yoong sciences plucked from the
rootes of the trees will growe. 1597 Gerakde Herbal 1.

xxv. 34 The roote. .from the which there doth snoote foorth
manic yoong sciences. 1600 Surplkt Country Farm in. v.

431 The title sciences of cherry trees growne thick with
hairie roots. .being remooued [etcj. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus iL 14 No more than a sient can bring forth fruit

which is not set into a stocke. 16*6 Bacon Sylva % 453 If
you can get a Cions to grow vpon a Stocke of another kinde.

1657 Austen Fruit Trees t. 48 Graft every Cyence into its

own kind. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. v. 87/1 Suckers,.,
sprouts ; some call them Sciences.
6. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. cxviii. (Tollem.

MS.), Propago is a 3onge spray of a vyne, bat spryngeb of
a scyon. c 1440 Pa/lad. on Husb. It. 89 Lest the sciouns
crokidly vp crepe. 1619 T. Taylor Comm. Titus Ded.,
Not tied to it as scion to a tree. 1791 E. Darwin Bot.
Gard. 1. 104 Emerging scion, or awaken'd seed. 1814
Southey Roderick xix. 78 Ne'er shall it clothe its boughs
Again, nor push again its seyons forth. 1849 H. Miller
Footpr. Creat. xii. (1874) 217 The species propagated itself

by seed, bud, or scion. 188s Garden 25 Mar. 200/1 In
making the scions only the well ripened portions of such
shoots are used.

0. fig. and. in Jig. context.

1590 Lodge Rosalyndei 1592) A 4b, Sbewe your sclues siens
wortbie of so florishing a tree. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. i. 1

Some of the vertuous race Rose up . . That cropt the branches
of the sient base. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 93 You see
(sweet Maid) we marry A gentler Sien, to the wildest Stocke.
1658 Milton Lett. Slate Wks. 1851 VIII. 404 To prevent
the extirpation of this most antient Scicn of the purer Reli-
gion. 1684 T. Hockin Gods Decrees 161 To be really in
Christ, is to be grafted into him with the Cyon of divine
grace. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 45 Upon that body and stock
of inheritance we have taken care not to inoculate any
cyon alien to the nature of the original plant. 1818 Busby
Grant. Mus. 429 Imitation, a scion of which the Fugue is

the parent-tree. i8ji Lams Elia 1. Imperf. Sympathies,
An humble and secular scion of that old stock of religious
constancy.

2. An heir, a descendant.
1814 Mrs, J. West Alicia de Lacy IV. 248 To guard the

precious scion of a noble house. 1816 Byron Dream it,

Herself the solitary scion left Of a time-honour'd race.

1817 Malthus Popul. I. 135 Young scions are then pushed
from the parent stock, and instructed.. to gain happier
seats for themselves by their swords. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Cony. Ill, 22 Nosonof a kingly father, no scion of legendary
heroes. 1871 Dixon Tower III. vi. 5 1 A scion of the imperial
Hapsburg line.

Vol. VIII.

Scioptic (s3i,p*ptik), 0. and sb. [f. Gr. am*
shadow + 6irmroy pertaining to vision : see Optic a.
Frorn the dates of our examples, it would appear to be a

correction of the less regularly formed Scioptric]
= SCIOPTRIC.
1738-5» Chambers Cycl, Scioptic [ed. 1728 Scioptrick], a

sphere or globe of wood, with [etc.]. 1775 Ash, Scioptic,
belonging to an instrument used in the camera obscura.
1794 G. Adams Nat.

<f-
Exp. Pkilos. II. xv. 178 The scioptic

ball . . may be considered as a kind of artificial eye. 1828-321
Webster, Scioptics, the science of exhibiting images of
external objects, received through a double convex glass
into a darkened room. [App. an error: cf. quot. 1706 s.v.

Scioptric B.] 184a (see Scioptric a.].

SciopticOn (sai,(7"ptik^n). [Formed as prec
with Gr. neuter ending.] A magic lantern adapted
for the exhibition of photographed objects' (Knight
Did. Meek. 1875).
1876 S. Kens. Mus. Catal. Set. Apparatus No, 964 a

(1877) 245 Sciopticon. 1879 Nature 16 Oct. 20472 Advt.
1883 Eng. Mech. 6 Apr. 104 Of the oil-lanterns it will be
supposed that I prefer the sciopticon. 1885 C. G. W. Lock
workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 401/2 To make an enlargement on
a 12 by 10 opal, using a sciopticon burning paraffin.

Scioptric (sei,p*ptrik), a. and sb. Now rare
or Obs. [f. Gr. enctd shadow, after catoptric, dioptric.

Cf. Scioptic] A. adj. Scioptric ball-, a ball of
wood with a hole made through it in which a lens

is placed, used in the camera obscura.
a 1764 J. Harris Treat. Optics (1775) 269 For holding the

lens, there is a little convenient apparatus to be had ready
in the shops, called a Scioptric-ball. 1783 P. Fletchers
Purple 1st, v. xxxvi. note, Herein is described the Camera
Obscura, .. which exhibit the pictures of external objects in
their proper colours, by means of a convex glass, or Scioptric
Hall, either in a darkened chamber, or portable box. C1790
Imison Sch. Arts I. 270 A scioptric ball and socket being
fastened against a hole in the window-shutter in a darkened
chamber. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 36^1 Put the object-
§lass of a 10 or 12 feet telescope into the scioptric ball. 184a
rande Diet. Sci. etc., Scioptic Bailor Scioptric Ball.

B. sb. = scioptric ball : see A.
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s. v. Obscura Camera,

Such ready fitted are now commonly sold., on Ludgate-hil),
and are called Scioptricks. [1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Scioptricks, a part of Optics. See Obscura Camera.] 17*1
in Bailey.

Scioterioall, -ique : see Sciatherical, -theric.

Soiothe'ism. [f. Gr. ff*io-, okicl shadow + 0€-6s

god + -ism.] A proposed term for the form of re-

ligion in which ghosts take the place of gods.
1886 Huxley mi 19M Cent. Apr. 493 This sciotheism, as it

might be called. 1886 Blacktu. Mag. CXL. 794 She has
been discoursing ,. upon sciotheism.

Boiotherioal, -therick : see Sciatherical, -ic.

Scions (sai-as), a. rare~\ [f. L. sd-us (see

Sciolist) + -ous.J Having knowledge.
a 1834 Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1839) J V". 428 Brutes may

be, and are scious.

Soip, Soipper, Soipple, obs. ff. Ship, Skipper,
Sipple. Soir(e, obs. ff. Sheer a., Shire.

II Scire facias (»i«'« fip**jiacs). Law. [Subst.

use of the Law Latin phrase scire facias, do
(him") to wit \ the characteristic words of the writ.]

A judicial writ, requiring the sheriff to do the party

concerned to wit that he should come before the

Court to ' show cause ' why execution should not
be taken against him, or why letters patent, such

as a charter, should not be revoked. Often abbrevi-

ated sci. fa.
In England now practically superseded by other forms of

procedure for most purposes, except the revocation of royal
charters.

144 . Rolls o/Parlt. V. n 1/1 And he . . be admitted therto,

and have for his action in this case, a scire fac
1

ayenst hym
that offendith ayenst this Ordenaunce. 1456 Coventry Leet-
bk. 295 And thei to haue for the seid forfatores seueral
Scire facias vpon this mater ayenst suche as offenden. 1544
tr. Nat. Brevium 176 In these cases a man shal haue a scire

facias within the yere. 1641 Argts. Hutton $ Croke title- p.,

A Scire facias brought by the Kings Majesty, in the Court
of Exchequer, against John Hampden Esquire. 1688 Shad-
well So. Alsatta 1. 5 Put the Case you are indebted to me
20/. upon a Scire facias. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III.

48 It's jurisdiction is to hold plea upon a scire facias to

repeal and cancel the king's letters patent [etc.]. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) II. 73 He may recover the debt out of the

goods of the cognizor, by a scire facias , or take his body.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. II. xxxi. 279 The power.. to

bring a chartered colony, by a scire facias, before the Eng-
lish tribunals.

Scirmige, -yssh, obs. forms of Skirmish.

Sciroo(co : see Sirocco.

tScirpean, a. Obs." [t L. scirpe-us (f.

scirpus bulrush) + -an.] ' Of or belonging to bul-

rushes' (Blount Ghssogr. 1656).

Scirra, Scirreve, obs. ff. Sierra, Sheriff.

I
Scirrhe. Obs. Also 7 schirrh, achirr(h)e,

sohyrrhe, skirrh, 8 schir. [a. F. scirre, scirrhe

(16th c. ; now squirre, squirrhe), ad. Gr. atcippot

SCIRRHUS.] « SCIRRHUS.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. i. Furies 486 Phlegmons,

Oedems, Schyrrhes, ErysipHes. 1608 Ibid., Index Hardest
Words, Schirrhes, a kinde of hard (yet paine-lesse) swellings

in the flesh. 1601 Holland Pliny xxiv. xix. II. 207 Whether
the matrice haue a schirre in it and be hard or swolne. Ibid.

xxx. xiv. II. 397 Hard tumors, schirrhs, and impostuma-
tions of the matrice. x6o6 — Sueton. Annot. 15 These

Cancers be certain tumors or swellings,.. which he called
Scirrhes. 1659 Macallo Can.Physick 66 The latter declares
an intemperature, that is, an inflammation, a skirrh or wind
to be in those parts [liver and stomach, etc.]. 1761 tr.

Sto'rck's 2nd Ess. Hemlock 3 Fifteen schirs, the smallest of
which was equal to a hen's egg. [In a footnote, the trans-
lator says he has chosen this form to avoid ' the disagree-
able hissing of the word schirasses *.]

Scirrho- (si'r^slc-), used as combining form of
Scirrhus, in scirrho-contracted adj.

1829 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 385 What is usually
called a scirrho-contracted rectum. 1835 Cycl. Tract. Med.
IV. 578/1 It has been clearly proved, .that scirrho-contracted
rectum, .is of not infrequent occurrence.

Scirrhoid (si*roid, sk-), a. [f. Scirrhus +
-OID.] Resembling scirrhus.

1855 Dunglison Med Lex.

II Scirrhoma (sir^u-ma, sk-). Path. [mod.L.
(in tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. 1684, Phillips, ed.

Kersey, 1706), f. Gr. ctcippwfia, aicipaifia, f. otcippos,

cxipos Scirrhus : see -oma,] A schirrous tumour.
1834 Cycl. Pract. Med. III. 657/2 Carcinoma may be

divided into two species, the first of which we have called
scirrhoma, the second cephaloma.

t Scirrhose, a. Obs~l In 8 schirrose. [ad.
mod.L. scirrhosits : see -ose.] = Scirrhous.
1723 Robinson Th. Physick 159 Schirrose Tumours.

Scirrhosity (sir^-siti, sk-). Also 6 schir-
rositye, 7 scirrosity, 7-8 schirrosity, 8 scyr-
rhosity, schirrhosity. [ad. mod.L. scirrhositds,

f. late L. scirrhos-us Scirrhous: see -ity.] A
morbid hardness or scirrhous condition of an organ
or a part ; the quality or state of being scirrhous.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 363/1 First on
the schirrositye, be it wher it will, you must applye a little

Sheepes-woolle dipped in Oyle of Lillyes. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxx. iii. II. 406 They breed obstructions and schir-
rhosities in the bellie. 1669 Phil. Trails. IV. 980 In dis-
eases of. .Spleen Liver and Mesentery; and the scirrosity

and hardness of those parts. 1730 Stuart ibid. XXXVI.
346 In Scyrrhosities of the Liver. 1733 Cheyne Eng.
Malady 11. vii. § 1 (1734) 184 A discoverable. .Schirrosity,
or Cancer already extant in it [the Stomach]. 176a R. Guy
Pract. Obs. Cancers 30 They often produce Schirrhosities
which have afterwards proved cancerous. 1776-84 Cullen
First Lines Physic § 258 Wks. 1827 II. 12 It is in glandular
parts chiefly that scirrhosity is observed. 1822-29 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 387 The existence of transverse fila-

ments [in the gut] is generally preceded by scirrhosity.

Scirrhous (siras, sk-), a. Also 6 schirrhouse,

7 skirrous, skyrrhua, 7, 9 scirrous, 7-9 schir-
rous, 8 skirrhous. [ad. F. scirr(h)eux (16th c.

;

now sauirreux), ad. mod.L. scirrhosus, f. L. sdr-
rkus : see Scirrhus and -ous. Cf. Sp. escirroso,

Pg. scirrhoso, It. sdrroso."] Proceeding from, of

the nature of, or resembling a scirrhus.

1563 T. Gale Antidot. 1. 4 These medicines.. make softe

bodyes whiche bee scirrhous and harde. 1599 A. M. tr.

Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 362/2 For harde knobbes, and
Schirrhouse tumefactiones. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan 183
The substance of the spleene is more rare and open then
that of the Liuer, but yet is oftner afflicted with scirrhous
tumors. 1666 J. Smith Old Age 186 The entrails of man.,
become far harder and faster, and more Schirrous than they
were before. 1674-7 J. MountsAnal. Obs. (1896)23 The Liver
preternaturally large and Skyrrhus. 1754-64 Smellie A/id-

wifery X. 132 The parts will grow schirrous and a cancer
ensue. 1776 Trial ofNundocomar 33/1, I believe he has
a scirrhous liver. 1790 J. C. Smyth in Med. Commun. II.

481 A. .tumor of the indolent or skirrhous kind. 1855 Rams-
botham Obst. Med. $ Surg. 227 Skirrhous glands may be
detected by their being more or less firmly attached to the
surrounding structures. 1878 Bryant Pract. Surg. I. 119
Scirrhous cancer.

b. transf. Indurated ; covered with hard ex-

crescences. Alsofig.
1658 Franck Northern Mem. (1821) 299 Worms that are

taken and dragM forth out of a hard and skirrous earth. 1781
Sir J. Reynolds Tour FlandersVJVs. 1797 II. 97 A fine

portrait of Vesalius the Anatomist, when young, by Tin-
toret. He has a skirrous bone in his left hand, the other
holds a compass. 18x6 Southey in Q. Rev. XVI. 512 In
attempting to produce an effect upon schirrous hearts and
distempered intellects. 184a Tennyson Amphio/164 Blow,
flute, and stir the stiff-set sprigs, And scirrhous roots and
tendons. 1845 S. Judd Margaret 1. ii. (1874) 7 The father

disclosed a merry expression of face, shining, scirrhous skin,

and a plump, ruby head.

Hence Sci*rrhousness (Bailey vol. II, 1727).

II
Scirrhus (srr#s, sk-). Path. PI. scirrhi,

also anglicized scirrhusses. Also 7 skyrrhus,
schirrous, 7-8 schirrhus, 8-9 schirrus, //. 7
scirri, 8 schirri. [mod.L., a. Gr. OKtppos, pro-
perly otctpos a hard coat or covering, a hardened
swelling or tumour, related to atcipos hard. Cf.

F. scirre (16th c. ; now squirre), Sp. escirro, Pg.
scirrho, scirro, It. scirro.]

1. A hard, firm, and almost painless swelling or
tumour ; now spec, a hard cancer.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 460 In this place sayth Bauhine
..I found a scirrhus or hard tumor. 1658 Rowland tr.

Moufet's T/teat. Ins. 1000 For a Schirrous of the womb he
usetn a Buprestis. 1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. ii.

S 3. 140 The Priest., thrusts his hand into the region of the
lower belly, and looks if there be an ulcer, or a scirrhus.

1674-7 J- Molins Anat. Obs. (1896) 20 The weaknesse of the
Liver caused by a Skyrrhus. x68i tr. Willis' Rem. Med.
Wks. Vocab., Schirri and scirri are bard swellings In the

flesh, without pain, but hardly curable. 1684 Boyle Porousn.
Anim.Q Solid Bodies Yi.55 The outward Medicine resolved

29
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the scirrhus. 1766 Genii. Mag. Dec. 578/3 A schirrus in

the right breast.. had considerably encrcased, looked livid,

oozed a little, and was painful. 17^* Heberden Comm.m.
(1806) 13 Dropsy. .or scirrhi of some of the viscera. 1866

A. Flint Princ. Med (1880) 46 A scirrhus is a hard cancer

in which the fibrous stroma predominates.

"b.fig.
1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. (1647) 22 And when that

Callum, Schirrus or Incrustation drawn over it by nature.

.

is once fleyed off, the Conscience becomes so pliant and

supple, that the least imaginable touch is painfull unto it.

2. The disease of having a scirrhus (sense 1);

an instance or attack of this disease.

1605 Timme Quersit. in. 161 Of the congelations of these

salts comes goutes stones, scirrhus, hardnesse, and divers

kinds of obstructions. 1651 Biggs New Disp. § 155 The
dysentery, Colick or nephritick Convulsions, schirrhus, &c.

17x0 Quincv Compl. Disp. 121 It somewhat inclines by
Urine, and is reckon'd good in Schirri. 173* Arbuthnot
Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc. 323 And many chronical

Distempers, as Jaundice, Dropsy, Schirrus's and Scurvies.

18x3 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 126 To regard schirrus as

one of the usual effects of ordinary inflammation. 187a

Peaslee Ovar. Tumors 20, I also think a single ovary to

be more frequently affected by scirrhus than Doth. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 97 According to Douglas Powell,

scirrhus is the most frequent form [of mediastinal cancer],

Sciruy, obs. form of Scurvy.

t Sci'Scitation. Obs. rare. [f. L. sciscita-

tion-em inquiry, f. sciscitdri to ask, inquire, ques-

tion, f. scisc-ere search, seek to know, inceptive of

scire to know.] Questioning.

1634 Bp. Hall Contempt., N. T. 1. Annunc. 8 There is not

a more noble proofe of our faith, then, .without all sciscita-

tion, to goe blindfold whither he will lead us. 1646 Trapp
John ix. 7 He believeth and doth as he was bidden, without

sciscitation. 1656 — Heb. xi. 8 He is to be obeyed without

sciscitation, with a blinde obedience. 1690 C. Nesse Hist.

«r Myst. O. <fr N. Test. I. 132 Abraham.. immediately de-

parted without sciscitation or carnal reasonings.

[Seise v. : see List of Spurious Words.']

Sciseme, obs. form of Schism.

Scism(a, -e, etc., obs. forms of Schism, etc.

Scissel (sisel). Also 7 scizell, 9 sizel, scis-

sil(e. [a. F. cisaille * the clipping of coyne pre-

sently after the stampe* (Cotgr. 161 1), verbal noun
from cisailler to clip with shears.] (See quot. 1842.)

i6aa Malvnes Aiu\ Law-Merck. 282 The wast of Copper,
which commeth by melting of Bullion, remeltmg of the

Brocage and Scizell, and by working, hammering, often

nealing and blaunching of the moneys. 1834-6 Barlow in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 613/2 The remainder of the

plate between the holes left by the blank was remelted

again, under the denomination of sizel. 184a Bkandf. Diet.

Set., etc., Scissel, the clippings of various metals produced
in several mechanical operations concerned in their manu-
facture. The slips or plates of metal out of which circular

blanks have been cut for the purpose of coinage are called

scissel at the Mint. 1864 Chamb. Encycl. VI. 481/2 The
scrap left after the blanks are cut out, called scissel, is sent

back to be remelted. 1868 Seyd Bullion <y foreign Exch.
273 The perforated ribbons .. called Scissel go back to the

Melting Room.

f
Scissible : see Scissilb a., quot. 1626.]

Scissile (sisil), a. [ad. L. scissilis, i.scindgre

to cut or divide. Cf. F. scissile (161 1 Cotgr.), It.

scissile.] Capable of being cut or divided; spec,

in Min. y that splits into laminae, esp. of alum.
1621 WVdowes Nat. Philos. 30 Hard Allome or Allome

Scissile is thicke, and cleaueth. 1626 Bacon Sylva^ § 846
The Differences of.. Scissile and Not Scissile [1635 Scissible

and Not Scissible] ; and many other Passions of Matter are

Plebeian Notions. 1670 Phil. Trans. V. 2040 We found it

[a stone] somewhat scissile and reducible by a knife into

thin lamina's or plates. 1731 Arbuthnot Aliments vi. (1735)

194 Animal Fat.. is scissile like a Solid. 1753 Chambers'
CycL SuppL s.v. Alum, Scissile or fossile Alum.

Scission (si'Jan). [a. F. scission (14th c. in

Hatz.-Darm.) ( = It. sassione), ad. late L. scis-

sion-em a cleaving or dividing, f. L. scindere

(ppl. stem sciss-) to cut or divide.]

1. The action, or an act of cutting or dividing, as

with a sharp instrument.
1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, v. Hi. 357 Nerves may be

many ways wounded, viz. by Scission or Puncture. 1835
Kirby Hob. «5> Inst. Anim. I. Introd. 25 Mix them, and you
have an animal which begins to absorb fluid, and . . multiplies

itself by scissions or germes.

^-fig. Division, separation ; in early use « Schism.
1443 Sc.Acts yas. II (1814) II. 33/1 Alsua at ferme &

faste, obedience be kepit til our haly fadir the pape Eugene
. .And at rigorouss processis be maid agaynis be fauorarts

ofscissione, & the agaynstandaris of be said obedience. 1736
Hervey Mem. Geo. II, 252 A scission (which is the term the
Poles have to express an election decided by arms and not
by voices). X789 Jefferson Writ. (1853) II. 561 The Princes
of the blood, .presented and published a memoir, threaten-
ing a_ scission. 1798 Ibid. IV. 246 If on a temporary
superiority of the one party, the other is to resort to a scis-

sion of the Union, no federal government can ever exist.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. in. iii. (1872) 97 Things ripen
towards downright incompatibility and what is called * scis-

sion \ 1870 Baring-Gould In Exiiu Israel I. xiv. 185 The
Church was divided into two classes,..and the scission be:
tween them was almost as sharp as that between the noble
and the roturier. 1887 Stevenson Merry Men, etc (ed. 2)

123 He feared ..some scission in the continuity of man's
experience.

Scissiparity (sisipse'riti). Biol. [f. L. sciss-

ppl. stem of scindhe to cut or divide + par-e*re to

produce, bring forth + -ity. Cf. Pabity 2.] Re-
production by fission, fissiparity, schizogenesis.
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1877 Bateman Darwinism 32 This most simple mode of
reproduction by scissiparity or self-division is the same by
which cells are reproduced. 1901 Nature 12 Sept. 496/2
On scissiparity in the Hydroides, by M. Armand Billard.

So Scissi'parous a. - KISSIPABOUS.
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Scissor (si'zsj), v. Also 7 cizar, 9 scissar.

[f. Scissors sb.~\

1. trans. To cut with scissors, to cut up, off, or

into pieces with scissors. Also, t io prepare or

trim (the beard) with scissors.

161a Two Noble K. 1. ii. 59 My poore Chinne too, for tis

not Cizard iust To such a Favorites glasse. 1840 L. Hunt
Seer ix. 21/2 The young shoots of it [sc. ivyj.. point in

a most elegant manner over the edge of a glass or

decanter, seeming to have been newly scissared forth

by some fairy band. 1883 Fenn BrownsmittCs Boy 24,

I scissored off two or three berries in the way he had taught
me. 1886 PallMallGaz. a Sept. 1 When the luckless Abdul
Aziz was scissored into a bloody grave. 1894 D. C. Murray
Making ofNovelist 31 Each folio being scissored into half

a dozen pieces.

2. To clip out (extracts) from newspapers or the

like. Also absol.

1865 Dubl. Univ. Mag. I. 146 Lucy surreptitiously scis-

sored these charming songs, and kept them in a little

volume. 1893LELAND Mem. II. 133, I had for a long time,

at intervals, been at work on a book to be entitled the
' Origin of American Popular Phrases '. I had scissored

from newspapers, collected from negro minstrels [etc.].

Scissorer (si-zerai). U.S. [f. Scissor v. +
-er 1.] One who uses scissors ; hence, a compiler.

1878 Cornell Rev. Feb. 188 Ye scissorers of the college

press 1 1808 Pall Mall Gax. 26 Sept. 4/1 He certainly does
show., considerable ability and discrimination as a scissorer.

Scissoring (si'zerirj), vbl. sb. Also scissors-

ing. [f. Scissor v. + -IHa '.] The action of

cutting with scissors.

182a Blackw. Mag. XII. in He may have written some
pretty things, but he is taken now to slum, scissorsing,

namby pamby, and is quite spoiled.
_ 1892 Mrs. Sala

Famous People 4 By half-past ten or so his task of scissoring

is over.

b. //. Clippings made with scissors.

1890 Bradford Observer 6 Jan. 8/3 Is it [the Review of
Reviews] not all made up of scissorings from the magazines?

Scissors (srzaiz), sb. pi. Forms : a. 4-5 sis-

souros, sisours, 5 sesours, syssoris, sysors,

-our(e)s, -owrys, sing, -owre, 6 sycers, sysers,

syzers, sis(z)ers, 6-8 sissars, siz(z)ers, 7 sizars,

sizzors, sissers, sissors, sing, sizar. (1. 5 cysors,

sing, cysowre, 5-6 cysars, 6 cysers, -ours,

cyzers, oycers, cyssers, oisars, sing, cizar, 6-7
oiz(z)ers, 7 cizars, oissours, ois(s)ers, cissars.

7. 6 seissoures, 7 scisers, scizars, scizzers,

7-8 scissors, scizzars, 7-9 soizzors, scissars,

7- dial, seithers (see also E.D.D.), 8 scizers, 7-
scissors. [ME. sisours, cysowres, a. OF. cisoires

(mod.F. only in the sense ' large shears'; the sense

'scissors ' is expressed by the cognate ciseaux, pi. of

OF. cisel, mod.F. ciseau: see Chisel sb.) = It.

cesoje (rare ; the usual word is forbid), a fem. pi.

ad. late L. *cisoria (neut.) pi. of cisorium cutting

instrument (Vegetius, 4~5th c), f. -cis-, -cidire, the

form assumed in prepositional compounds by cses-,

csedtre to fell, strike, beat, slay, cut. The last

sense, rare in the simple vb., is prominent in most
of the compounds (as abscidere, concidlre, incidere,

excidire) ; hence the late L. use of cis- instead of

cses- in derivatives related to this sense.

The spelling with sc, first found in the 16th c, appears to

be due to etymologizing confusion with L. scissor, agent-n.

f. scindere to cut, split, rend. (Cf. also scythe.) There
appears to be no evidence of this confusion at an earlier

date, though in Eng. mediaeval documents scissor (written

also cissor, cisor) was the usual Latin word for a tailor.]

1. A cutting instrument consisting of a pair of

handled blades, so pivoted that the instrument can

be opened to a shape resembling that of the letter

X, and the handles then brought together again so

as to cause the edges of the blades to close on the

object to be cut.

The larger instruments of this kind, especially those which
are too large to be manipulated with one hand, are called

shears. Tailors call the large size shears, the medium size

trimmers, and the small size scissors or cuts. In Sc. dia-

lects all sizes of the article are called shears, the word
scissors not being in use.

a. in //. form with plural construction, either in

singular or plural sense. When qualification by

a numeral or an indefinite article is required, pair

of scissors is used.
a. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 690 (Fairf.) And moo berdys

in two oures Withoute Rasour or Sisoures Y-made then

greyndes be of sondes. t 1400 Beryn 2916 Getith a peir

sisours, sherith my berd a-noon. Ibid. 2917 Som went to

with sesours. ei4S» Bk. Curtasye 830 in Bah is Bit., (>e

snof of horn dose a-way With close sesours, as^ I ?ow say

;

pe sesours ben schort and rownde y-close, With plate of

irne vp-on bose. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 82 No Mer-
chant Stranger. . shaH bring into this Realm . . Tailors Shears,

Sysors. 1530 Palsgr. 251/1 Payre of sycers, ciselets,/orces.

C1580 Tusser Husb. (1878) 36 A buttrice and pincers, a

hammer and naile, an aperne and siszers for head and for

taile. 159* Greene Quif Utst. CourtierD 3 b, Then begins

he to take his sissars in his band and his combe. 1617

Morvson Itin. 11. 45 The haire on his chin., he used almost

SCISSORS.

I
daily to cut it with his sizers. 1650-63 Cowley CutterColt'

I

man Street 1. vi, He. .had neither mony enough to hire a
I Barber, nor buy Sizars. 1682 Shadwell Lane. Witches 11.

22 Out upon that filthy visage, My maid with her Sizars in

I
two minutes shall Cut me a Better in brown paper. 1706
Vanbruch Mistake iv. ,15 And there's thy pretty Pocket-

I
Sissars thou hast honour d me with. 1710 De Foe Crusoe
I. (Globe) 57, I found, .one Pair of large Sizzers.

p. 1483 Cath. Angl. 65/1 A Pare of cysors. 1487 Ann.
Barbcr-Sur$. Lond. (1890) 530 My plaster box..and the

cysars therein. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 175 His man
with Cizers nickes him like a foole. 1599 Hakluvt Voy.
II. 11. 87 A paire of sharpe cyzers. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's
Afrieaww. 304 They..shaue off their haires to the very
bones without any cizzers or rasors. 1673 E. Browne Trav.
Germ., etc. (1677) 161 Cut in pieces with large Cissars. 1686
Ylot Staffordsh. 391 InthemanagementofherCisers. a 1697
Aubrey Brie/ Lives (1898) II. 21 He would bring a paire

of cizers in his muffe.

y. 1568 Gonsalvio's Sp. Inguis. Pref. *B iij b, This gentle-

man . . toke a paire of scissoures, and pared his maker where
he was ouergrowne. 1612 Woodall Surg. Male Wks. ( 1653)

17 Two pair of good Scissers for to cut hair. 1664 Wood
Life (O.H.S.) II. 8 For grinding my scithers, id. 1673
Ray Journ. Low C. 460 They take the fairest bunches, and
with a pair of scissers snip off all the faulty grapes. 1785

J. Collier Mus. Trav. (ed. 4) 104 Clipping my beard with
a pair of scissars. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) I.

103 Their beards . . are never touched by scissors. 183a G. R.
Porter Porcelain «V Gl. iv. 172 Any superabundance of

material is cut away by the scissors while the glass is red-

hot. 1856 Orr's Circ. Sci., Meek. Philos. 99 Scissors and
carpenters' pincers are examples of double levers of the first

kind. 1886 H. C. Dent Yr. Brazil 409 My men advocated
. .cutting them [sc. ticks] in two with scissors.

+ b. in sing, form, — pair of scissors. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 78/2 Cysowre, forpex. Ibid. 4^6/2
Sysowre, schere,^^?-^^. 1611 Cotgr., Ciselet, a little sizar,

or chisell. Ibid., Forcetle, a cizar, a small paire of sheeres.

1[c. in pi. form construed as sing. rare.

X843 Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxix. 390, I removed the

callous edges with a scissors. 1847 Emily Bronte Wuther.
ing Heights ix, Now don't you think the lad would be hand-
somer cropped?, .get me a scissors. 1849 Miss Warner
Wide Wide Worldiv, What a lovely scissors ! did you choose

it, mamma, or did it belong to the box ? 1906 Westm. Gaz.

21 Mar. 12/1 Which is easily removed with a scissors.

d. trans/, andyf^. (Cf. shears^ which is more
common in dignified metaphor.)
1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion 111. 75 This good Servant.,

somewhat courtailed our Commons, and for this reason we
gave him the nick-name of being Hortensius his Sissors.

174a Young Nt. Th. v. 698 Aid me, to keep pace With
destiny ; and ere her scissars cut My thread of life, to break
this tougher thread Of moral death, that ties me to the

world. 1770 tr. Mme. Du Socage's Lett. II. 211 The
scissars of time cut their [Alps'] summits into a thousand
strange forms. 1843 Carlyle Past 4- Pr. 11. xvi. 169 And
Jocelm's Boswellean Narrative suddenly shorn through by
the scissors of Destiny, ends. 1883 Sat. Rev. 13 Oct. 464/2
A Life of Gargantua on which he has plied the not unneces-

sary scissors.

e. Scissors andpaste (t paste and scissors) : pro-

verbially referred to as the instruments used by the

newspaper sub-editor or the mere mechanical com-
piler. Also attrib,

1817 Scott Let. 16 June in Lockhart (1837) IV. 65 The
incidents selected should have some reference to amusement
as well as information, and may be occasionally abridged

in the narration ; but, after all, paste and scissors form your
principal materials. i8»6 F. Reynolds Lift fr T. II. 408,

I hastily commenced an alteration, and as hastily concluded
it, aided with those two effective co-operators, paste and
scissors. 1867 C/iamb. Jrnl. 14 Dec. 785/1 (title o/article)

Scissors and Paste.

2. Wrestling. A grip with the wrists crossed like

a pair of scissors. Also attrib.

1904 Skinner Jiu-jitsu 117 Hasami Shime, or Scissors

Grip. 1900 Daily Chron. 10 Feb. 8/1 At the second meeting
Crazier quickly fixed his favourite scissors hold. Ibid. 8/2
In the second bout Crozier, after a few minutes, again put
the scissors on, and this time pinned his man down after

using the double nelson.

3. A mechanical contrivance for gripping a block

of stone.
189a Stevenson Across the Plains 108 That two men should

handle a stone so heavy, even swinging in the scissors.

4. slang. An exclamation of disgust or impatience.

1843 Selby Ant. $ CI. (Farmer), Oh, scissors; insinuate

that it takes nine of us to make aman ! 1893 Milliken 'Arry
Ballads 33/1 Oh, scissors ! jest didn't we give 'em tantivy.

6. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in form scissor-),

as scissor-blade, -case, -maker, -smith ; scissor-like,

-tailed, -winged adjs.; scissor{s-/ashion
t
-%vise3idvs.

;

scissor-beak, -bill, a skimmer or shearwater,

esp. Rhynchops nigra ; sciaaorhird— scissor-tail;

scisaor(8)-grinder, (a) a man who grinds scissors

;

{d) a dial, name for the nightjar, Caprimulgus

europmus; scissor-tail, either of two American

birds of the family Tyrannidm, Milvulus /orficattts

and M. tyrannus ; scissor-tooth, the sectorial or

camassial tooth of a carnivore.

1839 Darwin Voy Nat. vii. (1845) 137, I here saw a very

extraordinary bird, called the *Scissor-beak {Rhynchops
nigra). 1839 Beale Sperm Whale 212 The large grey

pelican, the *scissors-bill and diver. 1869-73 T« R- Jones
CasselTs Bk. Birds IV. 185 The Scissor-bills (Khynchopes)

constitute a group of night birds, /bid., The Indian Scissor-

bill (Rhynchops orientalis). Ibid. II. 161 The *Scissor

Bird of the Brazilians {Milvulus tyrannus), . . is occasionally

met with in the United States. 1879 St. George's Hosp.
Rep. 514 After closure of the 'scissor-blades. 1706 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4234/5 Two "Scisser Cases.., both of Silver. 1895

Outing (U. S.) XXV 1 . 68/2, 1 . . worked my long legs "scissors-
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fashion through the water. 1869 Lowell Under the Willows
227 Here The *Scissors-grinder, pausing, doffs his hat. 1893
in Cozens-Hardy Broad Nor/oik 50 The Nightjar [is known
as the] 'Scissor-grindei '. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric.

(1869) 316 It [sc. the instrument] consists of a *scissor-like

frame. 1886 GI'nther in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 77^/2 They
[the piked dog-fish) cut the lines with their scissors-like

teeth. 1704 Loud. Gaz. No. 4082/4 *Scizer or Knife-maker.
1623-4 Act 2t Jos. /, c 3i I 6 The Occupacion of a Cutler,
*Scissorsmith, Shearsmith or Sicklesmith. 1813 Examiner
10 May 294/2 S. Broadhead and £. Gurney, Sheffield,

scissor-smiths. 1839 Darwin l^oy. Nat. vii. (1845) 138 A
bird with a forked tail, terminated by two long feathers
(Tyrannus savana) and named by the Spaniards *scissor-
tail, is very common near Buenos Ayres. 187a Coles Key
X. Amer. Birds 169 Swallow-tailed Flycatcher. Scissor-
tail. 1894 Newton Diet. Birds 111. 816 Scizzors-tail, Mil-
vulus forfcatus, one of the most beautiful of the Tyran-
nidae. 18*3 Latham Gen. Hist. Birds VII. 348 *Scissars-
tailed Goatsucker. .. Inhabits Paraguay. 1811 Shaw Gen.
Zool. VIII. 1. 2S0 Scissars-tailed humming-bird. Trochilus
Furci/er. . . Native of Paraguay. 1840 Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd. 151 The camassicr, or *scissor-tooth. 1894 Outing
<U. S.) XXIV. 53/1 A short .. column of *scissor-winged
birds. 1873 C W. Thomson Depths 0/Sea v. 214 A pair of
scoops .. close upon one another scissorwise on a hinge.

Scissure (srjiui). ? Obs. Also 6 scissur. [a.

F. scissure (16th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L.scissura,

f. scindert (pa. pple. scissus) to cut, divide : see

Scission.]

1. A longitudinal cleft or opening made by cut-

ting or separation of parts ; a rent, fissure.

i$ti GuyIforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 26 Therby also .. is a scis-

sure or clyfte in the stone rok, so moche that a man almoste
may lye thcrin. 1616 S. Price Ephesus IVam. 37 Like an
earthquake,, .whose rent & scissure is the breaking of the
heart. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. Hi. 9 A robe that is thus
artificially mangled, ifthe scissuresand breaches be reconciled
with ' borders ofGold and studdes of Silver ', . . appeares more
tlorious, than the former continuity could have made it. 1656
>lount Glossogr,,Scissnre,a. cleft, a cut or rent ; the division

or parting of a river, a 1660 Hammond Serm. ii. (1664) 20 As
when the Body is torn asunder, the Soul is without any
farther act of violence forced out of its place, that it takes
its Might home to Heaven, being thus let out at the Scissure,
as at the Window. 1681 H. More Exp. Dan. 6 As if a
Ctayie ground should cleave with a wide scissure and
swallow down a sudden Torrent, 1759 tr. DuhameCs Hush.
(1762) 1. viii. 37 And divides it, by making in a manner a
scissure. i8» T. Taylor Apnleius 169 He thought that
the wounds which he had made with his lance would re-

semble the scissures of teeth.

b. Jig. A split, division, schism.
[1634 M. Wilson Charity Maintained 1. v. 9 3. 152 Con-

trary to which, is Schiime, from the Greeke word signifying
Scissure, or Diuision.) 1643 Howell Trit Informer (1661)
22 To proceed in the true discovery of these Domestick
scissures. 1644 — Engl. Tears 181 Torn and rent into so
many scissures and Sects, c 1645 — Lett. (1655) III. mil. 6
To this Sect [the Presbyterians] may be imputed all the
scissures that have happen 'd in Christianity. 1647 Ham-
mond Power 0/ Keys tv. 67 It would both unpeople their
assemblies, and necessarily cause a dangerous scissure in
the multitude. 1654 Bramhall Just Vitut. ii. (1661) 14
Schisms signifies a criminous scissure, rent, or division in
the Church.

2. Anal., etc. A natural cleft or opening in an
organ or part.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 263 Scissure is a passioun in a
mannes tunge bat is as it were kutting. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts (1658) 340 In the male [hysna, under the
tail) there is a scissure like the secrets of a female. 164s
H. More Song ofSoul 11647) Notes 138/2 It being a round
fruit, and representing the seminall fullnessc of the Earth,
by its scissure in the side, full of kernells or seeds. 1658
A. Fox tVurtz* Surg. 11. viii. 71 If you find after the open-
ing of the skin, neither fracture nor scissure. 1668 Wilkins
Real Char. 11. vii. 177 That Scissure of the Face through
which we breath and receive our nourishment. 17*5 Brad*
ley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Ewer, These two Lobes [of the Liver]
are separated by a Scissure or Cleft through which the
Umbelical Vein enters. 1 8*1-39 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3)
IV. 633 Whether the blood occupy the great interlobular
scissure, and thus lie upon the corpus callosum.

+ b. A segment. Obs.
166a H. Stubbk Indian Nectar iii. 20 It is.. divided into

several scissures, and pieces, as is a cow's kidney.

3. Tbe action of cutting.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 8 Socrates with many
mo in wisedome excellent, .. Let growe their here without
cutting or scissure.

Soissym, obs. form of Schism.

+ Scitament. Obs.-° [ad. L. scit&menta neut.

pi., f. scitus elegant, dainty, pa. pple of seiseere:

see Sciscitation.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Scitament, a kind of meat having
a very pleasant taste; Also pleasantness, or a fine or witty
thing set to adorn ones talk.

ScitamineOUS (sitami'nras), a. Bot. Also
ncitaminous. [f. mod.L. Seitaminem (1810 R.
Brown Prodr. 305, altered form of Scitamina neut.

pi., the name given to this order byLinnseus 1751,
suggested by L. scit&menta : see prec.) + -ous.]

Oior pertaining to the Scitamine&, a former order

of monocotyledonous tropical plants, including the

present orders Musactm and Zingiberacem.
1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. Expl. Terms,

Scitamineous, of a spicy taste and odour. 1818 Colebrookk
Import Colonial Corn 130 It is to be had. .from yams,
potatoes, arrow-roots,, .orchideous roots and scitamineous.
iS*4 Loudon Encycl. Gard. (ed. 2) 93a Ncitaminous, or

Reedy Stove Plants. 1851-9 Hooker in Man, Sci. Enq.
426 Nothing is known of the origin of the scitamineous

fruit to which the name Large Round China Cardamom has

been gjven. 1851 Richardson Geol. (1855) 175 Palms and
scitamineous plants.

Scitation, obs. form of Citation.

t Scite. Obs~° [ad. L. seitum (plebis) a decree
or ordinance (of the people), neut. pa. pple. of
seiseere to accept, approve, hence to appoint, de-
cree, ordain.] (See quot.)
1656 Elount Glossogr.y Scite, an Ordinance, Decree, or

Statute.

Scite, obs. form of Cite v. and City.
Scithers, obs. and dial, form of Scissors.
Scitie, obs. Sc. form of City.

tSci'ture. Obs- 1 [f.L. tt7/-,ppl.stemof scire

to know + -ube.] Knowledge.
c 1540 Privy Seal ofHen. VIII Miscell. Bk. (A. O.) xxx.

18 Know ye that we of our certen Sciture and mere mocion
. .haue given licence [etc. J.

Sciurine (sai'iurin), a. and sb. [f. L. sciiir-us,

ad. Gr. axiovpos squirrel (f. okiol shadow + ovpd tail)

+ -ine.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to the genus
Sciitrus or subfamily Sciurinm of squirrels, b. sb.

A sciurine rodent ; a squirrel.

184a Brands Diet. Sci. etc., Sczuriues...Thc name of a
family of Rodents of which the genus Sciurus is the type.
1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mns. Nat. Hist. (1868) I.

212 The Sciurine Petaurist {Petaurus sciureus) or Sugar
Squirrel. 1877 Coues& Allen N.Amer. RodentiaZy* It is

at once recognizable by. .its general Sciurine form. 1883
Encycl. Brit. XV. 416/2 In the Sciurine and Hystricine
Rodents the tibia and fibula are distinct.

Sciuroid (saiiiG»*roid), a. [f. L. sciur-us (see

prec.) + -oiD.]

1. Zool. Oforpertaining tothe Sciuridw, or squirrel-
family. 1891 in Century Diet.

2. Bot. 'Curved and bushy, like a squirrel's tail

'

(B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 1900).
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Sciuromorph. (s3iiiu»*r<mipif),<z. [ad. mod.L.
Sciuromorph-a neut. pi., f. Gr. cttiovpos (see Sci-
urine) + pofxpii form.] A rodent of the superfamily
Sciuromorpha, comprising the Sciuridx, Anoma-
luridm, etc.

x88a Pop. Sci. Monthly XX. 423 The sciuromorphs (squir-
rels and marmots). 1891 in Century Diet.
Hence Sciuromorphic

f Sciuromorphinert<//V.,
of, pertaining to, or resembling the Sciuromorpha.
iZQxCeniury Diet. s. v. Sciuridat, A family of sciuromor-

phicsimplicident rodent mammals. iS^Athenaeum^i Mar.
4*5/3 Mr* F. G. Parsons read a paper on the myology of
the hystricomorphine and sciuromorphine rodents.

Sck-, an occasional ME. spelling for Sc- or Sk-.
Sol- : ME. and Sc. variant of Sl-.

Sclaff (sklxf), v. Golf. [A use of Sc. setoff
1 to strike with the open hand or with anything
having a flat surface ', * to walk in a clumsy way
without properly lifting the feet, to shuffle along .

Prob. of onomatopoeic origin; cf. setoff %h.
t
'the

noise made by a slight blow ' or * in shuffling the
feet

1
(E.D.D.).] a. Mr. (See quot. 1897.) b.

trans. To scrape (the ground) behind the ball in

striking ; also, to hit (a ball) after having scraped
the ground with the club. Hence Sclaffed///. a.

t

Sclafflng vbL sb.

1893 A. Lang in Long$n. Mag. Apr. 651 That they might
toe or heel the ball And sclaflf along like me. 1896 W. Park
Jr. Game ofGolf26g In barfing a ball the stroke is played
with the intention of lofting it high in the air, whereas a
ftclafTed ball ts not necessarily lofted high. 1807 Encycl.
Sport I, 473/1 (Golf) Sclaff, to scrape the surface of the
ground with the sole of the club head before striking the
ball. Ibid. 469/2 ScIafTing is also the result of striking the
ground behind the ball. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 13 May 3/1 An
uncertain proportion are snorter, in consequence of sclaffing

the ground, than the players had intended.

Sclave, Solavic, Sclavonian : see Slav, etc.

II Sclera (skll»-ra). [mod.L. f. Gr. <sK\rjp6s

hard.] The sclerotic coat of the eyeball.
1888. J. M. Clarke in Jml. Morphol. II. 261 Immature

eyes, in which the sclera has attained no excessive growth.

t Scleragogist. Obs- 1 [f. next + -ist.] One
who practises 'scleragogy*, a rigorous ascetic.

a 1641 Bp. Mountacu Actsfi Mon. Ch. (1642) 403 AsceUe
and Scleragogists they were in most . .rigid manner.

t Scleragogy. Obs. [ad. Gr. fftcKijpayaryia

hardy training, u ffickijp-os hard, harsh + dVyary-77

conducting, guiding.] Severe discipline or training

;

hard treatment of the body ; mortification.

1611 Bp. Mountagu Diatribe 379 Amongst Christians,

that Scleragogie of the ancient Monks and Ascetae was in

feeding vpon those \dxava. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance
Div. Off. 149 Godly sorrow or contrition, which the Sclera-

gogy.. was most like to create. 1680 Counterplots 15 We
have heard from St. Jerome of the abstinence and Sclera-

gogy of Montanus.

Scleral (skli«-ral), a. [f. Sclera + -al.] Of or

pertaining to the sclera or sclerotic.

1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 139 The blade is now
pushed on a little way in the .scleral plane. 1888 J. M.
Clarke in Jrnl. Morphol. II. 266 The scleral portion of

the visual surface is of the same structure as the test. 1890
Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. in. XXXIX. 410 In the compound
eye of Phacops are continuous patches of scleral integu-

ment between the ommatidia.

Scleranth (skll»'raenb). Bot. [Shortened ad

mod.L. Scleranthem, f. Seleranthus (see below),

f. Gr. <neKijp~6s hard 4- dvBos flower.] A plant be-
longing to the N.O. Scleranthex, of which the

typical genus is Seleranthus or Knot-grass.
1846 Lindley Veget. Kingd. 513 Those perigynous plants

which are stationed with Scleranths in Ficoidals.

Sclere (skli^j). Zool. [ad. Gr. ff*\i}p6*t neut. of
c/fAnpoy hard.] A hard siliceous or calcareous body
forming an element in the skeleton of a sponge.
1887 Sollas in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 413/1 The walls of

Ascetla are strengthened by calcareous scleres, more espe-
cially designated as spicules.

Sclereid (skli»T2,id). Bot. Also sclerid.
[Irreg. f. Gr. <TK\ijp-6s hard : see -ID.] (See quot.)
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms 233/2 Sclereid, a

sclerotic or stone-cell, a strongly thickened or lignified cell

;

it is sometimes spelled Sclerid.

II Sclerema (skli©rz"*ma) . Also scleremia.
[mod.L. form of F. selereme, f. Gr. oK\ijp-6s hard,
on the supposed analogy of ozdhne (Edema. The
form in -ia is due to assimilation to other names
of diseases.] (See quot. 1858.)
1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Sclerema, Scleremia, term for

the hardening of the cellular tissue of new-born infants.
1879 Khory DigestMed. 60 The skin has a peculiar marble-
like feel in sclerema and in morphosa. 1899 Allbntt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 675 The genus ' scleremia ', in which he included
also the oedematous sclerema of infants.

II Sclerenchyma (skli°re*rjkima). Also angli-
cized sclere'nchym. [mod.L., f. Gr. fftcXyp-os hard
+ «7Xt7*a *"* infusion, after parenchyma.]
1. Zool. The hard substance of the calcareous

skeleton of sclerodermic corals.
1861 J. R. Greene Client. 161 The 'sclerenchyma' or

coral tissue.

2. Bot. (See quot. 1900.)
1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sac Bot. 106 The scleren-

chyma in the carpel of stone-fruits (the tissue of the stone
in Prunus, Cocos, &c.) forms closed massive layers. 1881
Encycl. Brit. XII. 15/2 De Bary includes under the name
ofsclerenchyma all the hard thickened cells of plants, whether
long or short, which have become greatly thickened, and
whose cavity is nearly if not quite obliterated. 1883 Hux-
ley Pract. Biol. 57 The dark-brown bands, .consist of cells

which are so much elongated as almost to deserve the name
of fibres and constitute what is termed sclerenchyma. 1900
B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Sclerenchyma, k) for-

merly applied to stone-cells, sclereids; (2) afterwards pro-
posed for bast or liber cells, which are immensely thickened,
with their protoplasm lost.

attrtb. 1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 16/1 The wall of the
sclerenchym fibre often exhibits peculiar split-like pitted
markings. x88a Bower in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Sci. XXII. 287
Long unbranched sclerenchyma fibres with smooth walls.

Sclerenchymatous (sklierenki-matas), a.

[f. mod.L. sclerenehymat-, Sclerenchyma + -ous.]

Consisting of, or containing sclerenchyma.
1861 J. R. Greene Calent. 215 The numerous laminae of

a sclerenchymatous deposit. 1881 Bower in Q. Jrnl.
Microsc. Set. XXI. 20 Scattered irregularly through the
cortical tissue.. are sclerenchymatous cells.

II Scleriasis (skliererasis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. Gr. c/c\rip-6s hard, after elephantiasis.] A hard
tumour or induration ; a scirrhus.

1684 tr. Blancard*s Phys. Diet., Scleriasis, is a Hardness
of any part. 1849 in Craig. 1869 Lancet 18 Dec. 842/2
Dr. Faj;ge brought to the Society a living specimen of
Scleriasis or Scleroderma. 187s J. L. Milton Dis. Skin
333 Diffused scleroderma {scleriasis).

Sclerid, variant of Sclereid.

Sclerite (skli»T9it). Zool. [f. Gr. GK\-qp-6$

hard + -ite,] In the anatomy of invertebrates,

each of the definite component portions into which
the hard portion of the substance of certain animals
is divided.
1861 J. R. Greene Coslent. 161 Five kinds of these spi.

cules, or 'sclerites*. '877 Huxley Auat. Inv. Anim. vii.

410 [In the cockroach.] On the under side of the lingua are
two broader sclerites, which also unite and form an arch.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 141 note, In the
neck there are certain chitinous pieces, or cervical sclerites.

1894 Athenaeum 10 Feb. 184/1 He [M. Laurie] considered
the first two ventral sclerites of the abdomen to be append-
ages and not sternites.

Hence Scleritic a., pertaining to sclerites ; of the

nature of a sclerite.

Scleritis (skllaraHis). [f. Sclera + -itis.]

Inflammation of the sclera, sclerotitis.

1861 Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 703 Affections.. due to
parenchymatous scleritis are rarer still.

Sclero- (sklia-n?), occurring in scientific terms.

1. As combining form of Gr. aK\rjp6-s hard.
Scle^robra'chiate a. [L. brachium arm], the dis-

tinctive epithet of those brachiopods in which the
arms are supported by a hard plate. Sclero-
da'ctylo a, Bath, [Gr. S6.ktvXos finger], suffering

from ScleToda'ctyly [mod.L. sclerodactylia^ a
form of sclerodermia affecting the fingers and toes.

Scle:roske*letal a., pertaining to or of the nature
of the ScleTO-ske'loton, the hardened or ossified

fibrous and tendinous tissues which enclose organs.
1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist.163 *ScIerobrachiate-

Brachiopods (Scterobrachiata). 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VII L676 The fingers [may become] ' clawed ' (*sclerodactyIe,
acroscleroderma). 1897 Ibid. II. 74 Well-advanced cases
[of leprosy] have frequently been confounded with. .*sc!ero-

dactyly [etc.]. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 134
Certain bones developed apart from the systematic endo-
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SCLEROBASE.

skeleton, in fibrous tissue, are called *scleroskeletal. 1854

Owen in Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 163 loose [bones] de-

veloped in tendons, ligaments, and aponeuroses, [form] the

' 'solera-skeleton '. -

2. As combining form of Sclera (chiefly written

with hyphen). Scle^ro-coTnoala., pertaining to

the sclerotic coat and the cornea. Scle:ro-irrtis,

inflammation of the sclerotic coat and the iris.

1876 Clin. Soc. Trans. IX. 3 The plan I now adopt is to

make a very small incision in the sclera-corneal junction.

3. Used (after Sclebotium, Sclerotic a.2) to

form the names of a number of chemical substances

obtained from ergot, e.g. solereTythrin, a red

colouring matter ; scleromircin, a gummy nitro-

genous substance.

1876 Pharm. Jrnl. 17 June 1001/1 Scleromucin. Ibid.

1001/2 Sclererythrin. Scleroiodin. Ibid. 1002/1 Scleroxan-

thin. Sclerokrystallin. 1878 F. H. Butler in Encycl. Brit.

VIII. 521 [Er^ot contains] minute quantities of sclererythrin,

scleroiodin, with sclerokrystallin, scleroxanthin, and other

substances.

Sclerobase (skliaToWs). Zool. Also in mod.
L. form sclero-basis. [f. Gr. <rn\i]p6-s hard +
paats Base si., Basis.] The axis or stem of a
compound actinozoan when forming a horny or

calcareous skeleton. Hence Sclerobasio a., per-

taining to or consisting of a sclerobase ; also as

the epithet of those corals (in mod.L. Sclerobasicd)

which have a sclerobase.
1861 J. R. Greene Calient. 153 The ' sclerobasic ' coral,

lum, a true tegumentary excretion, formed by the conver-

sion of successive growths from the outer surface of the

ecderon. Ibid. 154 Section of a sclerobasis shows it to be,

in some cases, solid or nearly so. Ibid. 156, Fig. 28

©, epitheca; I, sclerobase. 1870 H. A. Nicholson Man.
Zool. I. xiii. 99 There may be no corallum, or rarely a
' sclerobasic ' one. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. iii. 161

It is in these Octocoralla that the form of skeleton which
is termed a sclerobase.. occurs. 1879 Stormonth Man. Sci.

Terms s. v. Sclerobasic, Forming a solid axis invested by
the soft parts of the animal—called the sclerobase.

Scleroblast (skli»T0blsest). [f. Gr. a«k7jp6-s

hard + -blast.]

1. Bol. A stone-cell or sclereid.

188* Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 125 Of very common occurrence

are, moreover, groups or layers of scleroblasts(especially in

the cortex of many woody plants and the juicy flesh of

pears). 1884 Masters Hen/rey's Bot. (ed. 4) 461 The term
. .scleroblast or stone-cell.

2. Zool. The tissue from which sponge-spicules

are produced.
1887 Solus in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 4:7/2 (Sponge) The

sigmaspire is formed as a superficial spiral thickening in the
wall of a spicule cell or scleroblast. 1909 J. W. Jenkinsom
Experim. Embryol. 3 In some Sponges the scleroblasts

begin to secrete spicules in the larval period.

Sclerocele (skll'-rosfl). Path. 1 Obs. [f. Gr.

o-*Xnpd-s hard + Kr/At? tumour.] A hard tumour.
i8ix Ramsden {title), On Sclerocele, Hydrocele [etc].

Scleroclase (skli»T0kl^s). Min. [f. Gr. ovtXn-

po-s hard + kAoW fracture.] (See quot. 1896.)
1868 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 5) 88 As the name Scleroclase is

inapplicable, and the mineral was first announced by Sarto-

rius v. Waltershausen, the species may be appropriately

called Sartorite. 1896 Chester Diet. Min. 244 Scleroclase,

a syn. of sartorite. Sometimes used as a syn. of dufrenoysite.

Scleroderm (skliaTodaim), sd. and a. [ad.

mod.L. sclerodermus, a. Gr. "ttkijpoSfpnos, f. r/*An-

pos hard + Sipixa skin.] A. .5/'.

1. a. A fish of the group Sckrodermi, which have
the skin covered with hard scales, b. A polyp
of the division Sclerodermoid.
1840-5 Owen Odoniogr. I. 82 Scleroderms. 184s Brands

Diet. Sci., etc, Scleroderms, a name given by Cuvier to

his_ family of Plectognathic fishes, comprehending those
which have the skin covered with hard scales. 1896 H.
Woodward Guide Fossil Rept. fy Fish Brit. Mns. 121 Fossil

Scleroderms, in an excellent state of preservation, are found
in the Eocene Slates of Claris.

2. ' The hard or stony external skeleton of sclero-

dermatous zoantharians, or corals in an ordinary

sense; corallum; coral' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

B. adj. ' Of or pertaining to the Sclerodermi ;

sclerodermous ' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

II Scleroderma (skliarodauma). Path. [mod.
L., formed as prec] A chronic hardened condi-

tion of the skin, resulting from hypertrophy of

connective tissue.

1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. (1880) 763 The affection called

scleroderma or sclerema, also sclerodermia and sclereinia,

may be here noticed. 1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 69 Hyper-
trophy of the connective tissue is noted in scleroderma.

Sclerodermatous (skliarodaumatas), a. [f.

Gr. OK\r)p6-s hard + Sepptar-, Scpfia skin + -OUS.]

Having a hard skin.

1. Zool. Belonging to the division Sclerodermala
of zoantharian polyps. In recent Diets.

2. Path. Pertaining to scleroderma.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 494 Unusual forms of

wheals . . may simulate . . gummata or sclerodermatous
patches.

II Sclerodermia (skli»r<xl5-.imia). Path. [mod.
L., f. Scleroderma : see -la 1

.] = Scleroderma.
i86« [see Scleroderma). 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.

675 In sclerodermia the most marked character is a peculiar
bard stiffening and immobility of the skin.
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Sclerodermic (sklx»wd5*jmik), a. [f. Sclero-
derm + -ic]

1. Zool. a. — Sclerodermatous a. i.

1861 J. R. Greene Ccelent. 187 Basal gemmation, among
sclerodermic Corals, affords very different products. 1875
Blake Zool. 365 The sclerodermic corallum differs alto-

gether from the corallum. 1879 Stormonth Man. Set.

Terms, Sclerodermic, applied to the corallum deposited
within the tissues of certain Actinozoa.

b. Of or pertaining to the order Sclerodermi of

fishes.

2. Path. = Sclerodermatous 2.

1899 Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 677 Parts at some dis-

tance from the sclerodermic integument.

Sclerodermite (sklisrtfdaumait). [f. Sclero-

derm + -ITE.] One of the hard bodies of which
the skeleton of Crustacea is composed ; also, one

of the hard skeletal parts in certain Actinozoans.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi. 308 The sides only
being strengthened by calcareous plates extending inwards
from the dorsal hard skeletal element, or sclerodermite.

1884 Sedgwick, etc. tr. Clans' Text-bk. Zool. 1. 231 In all

cases definite calcareous bodies, the sclerodermites, form the
foundation of the skeleton.

Sclerogen. (skliaT^dgen). Bot. [f. Gr. o-fcKrj-

06-s hard + -gen.] The hard lignified matter on
the sides of some cells, which gives hardness to

wood, fruit-stones, etc.

183S Lindley Introd. Bot. (1839) 4 Turpin has remarked
that this thickening of the membranous sides of cells by
means of a hard sedimentary matter, called by him sclerogen,

is what causes the grittiness of the pear. 1861 Bentley
Man. Bot. 11 It is these deposits which give hardness and
firmness to the wood of plants and to the stones of fruits,

and" hence the name of Sclerogen . . has been given to them.

Sclerogenic (skliar^d^e'nik), a. Phys. and
Path. [f. Gr. OK\r\p6-s hard + -gen + -ic] Tend-
ing to produce hardening (of animal tissues).

1892 Brit. Med. Jml. 17 Sept. 653/1 In this way the
creasote treatment of tuberculosis was combined with the
* sclerogenic ' method introduced by M. Lannelongue. 1905
H. D. Rolleston Dis. Liver 184 It [i.e. alcohol) gives rise

to cirrhosis in a secondary manner, either by leading to the
production of sclerogenic poisons [etc.].

Sclerogenoid (sklisj^'d^ihoid), a. and sb.

Zool. [f. mod.L. Sclerogen-idss (f. Gr. ctc\r]p6s hard

+ yiv-vs cheek) + -old.] a. adj. Belonging to the

family Sclerogenidm or mail-cheeked fishes, b. sb.

A fish of this family.

1861 T. Gill Caial. Fishes Eastern N. Amer. 5 The Cot-
toids and other Sclerogenoids..are now placed after the
Scombroid and before the Blennoid group.

SclerogeXLOUS (skliar^dsfnas), a.* [f. Gr.

cicXrip6~s hard + -GEN + -0U8.]

1. = Sclerogenic.
1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 456/1 The filling up of

their cavities [i.e. those of the cells] with.-sclerogenous
secretions. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbanr's Comp. Anat. 28
Apparently indifferent cells, which secrete a "sclerogenous
substance. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 July 6/2 Dr. Lanne-
longue calls his method the sclerogenous method—that is to
say, a method destined to render the flesh and fibres attacked
capable of being cicatrized.

2. Consisting of sclerogen.

1856 W. L. Lindsay Brit. Lichens 40 The thick sclero-

genous cell-wall of the seed of the.. Ivory Palm.

SclerogeilOUS (skliar^rdsftias), a. 2 Zool.

[Formed as Sclerogenoid + -ous.] — Sclero-
genoid. In some recent Diets.

Scleroid (sklI»'roid), a. [f. Gr. ffic\r}p6-s hard

+ -old.] a. Pot. ' Having a hard texture, as the

shells of nuts*, b. Zool. ' Hard, as a sclere or

sclerite; scleritic; sclerous' {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1856 in Henslow Diet. Bot. Terms 166.

I! Scleroma (skH»r<?tt*ma). Path. Also anglic-

ized sclerome. [mod.L., a. Gr. <T*Xf}/w/*a, f.

cKKijpovv to harden, f. GtcKrjpo-s hard : see -oma.]

= SCLERIASIS I.

[1684 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet., Scleroma, the same (as

Scleriasis). 1813 Crabb Technol. Dict. t Scleroma (Med.)
or seleromis,..si hard tumour, or induration.] 1857 Goodsir
in Edinb. New Pkilos. Jml. V. 122 For the entire frame-
work of an Entomasome..I employ the term Sclerome.
Ibid. 123 The source and mode of origin of the Sclerome
in the Vertebrate Embryo. 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex.,
Scleroma,.

.

a sclerome. i874BucKNiLL&TuKEMa«./>
.yc/*.

Med. Insanity 530 The term scleroma or scleriasis has indeed
very properly been substituted for that of cirrhosis, which
refers to the colour of the diseased liver, and is obviously
inappropriate to designate an analogous change in the brain

or spinal cord. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 889 Hence
the name rhinoscleroma is not strictly correct, and some
authors, as Paultof, speak of scleroma simply.

Sclerometer (skli»rp"nu"t3.i). [f. Gr. <tkKtjp6-s

hard + -meter. Cf. F. scttrometre.] An instru-

ment for measuring the hardness of crystals.

1879 in Webster, Suppl. 1886 Judd in Mineral Mag.
Dec 85 A means of expressing the cohesive force in different

parts of a crystal mass as determined by the sclerometer.

1895 Story-Maskelyne Crystaltogr. i. § g^The hardness of

crystals in different directions has been estimated by means
of an instrument termed a sclerometer.

[I Sclerophthalmia (skli^fbx-lmia). ?Obs.

Also 8 anglicized scleropthalmy. [mod.L., ad.

late Gr. fftckijpwpOaXnia, f. Gr. cxKijpo-s hard +
6<p$a\n6> eye.] (See quots.)

SCLEROTIC.

[1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Scleropthalmia, a
hard Blearedness of the Eyes accompanied with Pain, a slow
Motion of the Eyes, with redness and dryness of 'em.] 1704

J. H arris Lex. Techn, I. Scleropthalmy [with definition from
Blancard]. 1728 Chambers Cycl., Sclerophthalmia, a kind
ofOphthalmia wherein the Eye is dry,hard, red, and painful

Sclerose (skli»r^a*s), v. [Back-formation from

next.] trans. To affect with sclerosis ; to harden.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 599 The long-continued
deep seated inflammation has sclerosed the bone.

Sclerosed (skli^-st),///. a. [f. Sclebos-is

+ -ED 1.] a. Path. Affected with sclerosis ; ren-

dered abnormally hard.
1878 A. MCL, Hamilton Nerv. Dis. 100 Separated from

the brain-tissue in the vicinity by a sclerosed mass. 1896
Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 382 No power can renew sclerosed
nerve-cells. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX. 292,

I had removed by superficial excision some sclerosed patches.

b. Pot. Hardened; lignified.

1881 Shattock in Linn. Soc. Jml. XIX. 6 In the case
which I have described the sclerosed tissue is formed of the

indifferent cells of the pith. 1887 Garnsey tr. De Bary's
Fungi 499 Sclerosed, exhibiting sclerosis.

Sclerosic (sklianm-sik), a. Path. [f. Scleros-is

+ -ic.] = Sclerotic a. 3.

1889 W. B. Lewis Mental Dis. 464 We regard these

multiple lesions not as a primary sclerosic change, but [etc.].

Sclerosing (skli»r<?u-sirj),///. a. [f. Sclerose
v. + -ing 2

.] Becoming affected with sclerosis.

1894 Educator (Philad.) Sept. 118 The most common
lesions which appear to have caused loss of hearing are to

be classified under the term sclerosing processes of the

middle ear. 1897 A llbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 425 Perinephritis,

either of the sclerosing or suppurative variety.

Sclerosis (skli»r<?a*sis). Also 4-7 sclirosis.

[med.L. (written sclirosis in Alphita, 15th c), a.

Gr. otckrjpwffts, f. otcXijpovv to harden, f. aickrjpos

hard : see -osis.]

1. Path. + a. A hard external tumour. Obs. b.

A morbid hardening of any tissue or structure.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vn. lix. (1495) 274 Of me-
lancolia comyth a postume, and yf the matere is all wythout
the postume highte Sclirosis. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg.
222 Ofte per comeb berof sclirosis or a festre. 1543 Tra-
heron Vigo's Chirurg. 7 And there is apannicle compouned
in y* eye called sclirosis. Ibid., Table, Sclerosis. 1846 G. E.
Day tr. Simoti's Anim. Chem. II. 411 Sclerosis. Ragsky
has analysed bone in several cases of this affection. %86t

Bumstead Ven. Dis. (1879) 593 Sclerosis of the tongue is

most frequent about the fifth year of syphilis. 1879 Khory
Digest Med.'wx This inflammation occurs in the liver or the
kidneys where it is known as cirrhosis, when in the brain

or cord, it is called sclerosis. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 642 There was diffuse sclerosis [of the spinal cord}.

2. Bot. (See quot. 1887.)
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 28 When..

a

hardening of the wall thus occurs, this process will for the
future be indicated by the term Sclerosis. 188^ Garnsey
& Balfour tr. De Bary's Fungi 499 Sclerosis, induration
of a tissue or a cell-wail either by thickening of the mem-
branes or by their lignification.

Sclerotal (skli»r<?u'tal). Anat. [f. Sclerot-is
+ -AL.] Any of the component plates of the bony
ring which protects the sclerotic coat of the eyeball

in certain birds and reptiles.

1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Set, Org. Nat. 1. 179 An ossi-

fied part of the eye-capsule, commonly in two pieces, ' scle-

rotals '. 1884 Coues Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 182 It is

reinforced by a circlet of bones, the sclerotals.

Sclerotic (skli9r(7'tik),a.1 andi<5. In 7 sclero-,

sclirotyke, -tike. [a. med. and mod.L. sclerd-

iicus (med.L. in fem. form Sclerotica), a. late Gr.

*0k\7}p<»tik6$ having the property of hardening,

pertaining to sclerosis or hardening, f, axKrjpovv

:

see Scleroma.] A. adj.

1. Anat. In sclerotic coat', membrane, tunic=B. 1.

Cf. Sclerotica.
1543 Traheron Vigors Chirurg. Interpr., Sclirotike. The

fyrst skynne of the eye, which conteyneth vnder hym all the
other skinnes, & couereth, in y" hinder parte the glassye,

and crystalline humour, is called in Greke Scleros, and
barbarouslye sclirotike, that is to saye, harde. 1691 Ray
Creation 11. (1692) 26 The ciliary processes, or rather the
ligaments, observed in the inside of the Sclerotick Tuni-
cles of the Eye,..do serve instead of a Muscle. 1741
A. Monro Anat. of Nerves (ed. 3) 44 After piercing the
sclerotick Coat. 184a Brande Diet. Sci., etc. s. v. Eye,
The internal parts of the eye are, the sclerotic membrane,
which is the hard outer case of the globe [etc.]. 1882
Newton in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 244/1 The irides are of a
light orange, and the sclerotic tunics,—equivalent to the
* white of the eye ' in most animals, ..are in this [the Lam-
mergeyer] very conspicuous.

b. Of or pertaining to, or connected with the

sclerotic coat of the eye.

Sclerotic bone, plate= Sclerotal ; sclerotic ring, the ring
formed by the sclerotic bones of the eyeball.
1822 29 [see Sclerotitis]. 1840 MACGiLLivRAYi?rr7. Birds

III. 150 The Sclerotic Bones.. are in this eye fifteen in

number. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iii. § 3. 160 The
bony sclerotic plates of the organs of vision. 1883-4 Medical
Ann. 13/1 Less likely to be followed by complications than
sclerotic. . incisions. 1896 H.Woodward Guide Fossil Rept.
Brit. Mus. 8 A genus of Crocodiles remarkable for the
presence of a sclerotic ring in the eye and the absence of
bony scutes.

+ c. See quot (?A misapprehension.)
1681 tr. Willis' Rem. Med. Whs. Vocab., Sclerotick, that

is troubled with some tumor in the third panicle of the
eye, called the cornea membrana, or somewhere thereabouts.
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2. Of medicines : Adapted to harden the tissues.

,696 Phillips (ed. 5), Sclerotic Medicines, such as unite

the parts more firmly amongst themselves. 1858 Mayne
Expos. Lex., Sclerotic, applied to drying medicines.

3. Path, Of or pertaining to sclerosis ; affected

with sclerosis.

1543 Tbaheron Vigo's Ckirur^. 78 Apostemes sclerotyke,

of the fyngers and toes. Ibid,, Table, Sclirotyke aposteine.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 521 The lesion invariably

consists of a nodule or mass of hard_ sclerotic tissue with a
calcified centre. Ibid. 864 Alcohol is usually said to. .lead

to sclerotic changes in the valves of the heart.

4. Bot. Hardened, stony in texture.

Sclerotic cells, grit-cells or sclereids ; scleroticparenchyma,
grit-cells or stone-cells in pears, etc.

1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 330 A sheath
composed of sclerotic ligmfied elements goes all round the

bundle. Ibid. 419 The outer layer of the cortex of the root
is often sclerotic in a high degree.

B. sb.

\» The hard outer coat of the posterior part of

the eyeball, forming the white of the eye.

1690 J. Edwards Demonstr. Exist. God n. (1696) 30 It is

the foremost part of this skin which hath the epithet of
corneous, and the hinder is properly the sclerotick. 1751
Spry Morbid Eye in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 19 Yet the blood-

vessels of the conjunctive were no way enlarged, nor in the

least redder than that and the sclerotic were before. 187a

Huxley Physiol ix. 225 The eyeball is composed, .of a.

.

case consisting of fibrous.. tissue the greater part of which
is white and opaque, and is called the sclerotic. 1900 J.
Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. XI. 42 He is a pale sallow man
with very white sclerotics.

2. A medicine for hardening the flesh, etc.

1728 in Chambers Cycl. ; and in later Diets.

Sclerotic (skli»rp*tik), a.2 [f. ScLEROT-ruM +
-10.] Sclerotic acid, one of the two most active

constituents of ergot.

1876 Pharm. Jnd. 17 June iodi/i In ergot there also

occurs from 2 to 3 per cent, of a substance similarly soluble

in water,, .this, .we have named Sclerotic Acid.

II Sclerotica (sklinytika). Also 6 slirotiqua.

[med.L. sclerotica (written sclirotica in Lanfranc

c 1300), fem. (with ellipse of tunica ttinic) of

*sclirdtictts, a. Gr. *ok\t}pojtik6s : see Sclerotic a.

The form in Lanfranc represents the late Gr. pronuncia-
tion of ij as it cf. OF. sclirotioue (mod. F. scUrotique),

Sp. esclirdlica.)

= Sclerotic sb. 1.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. E iij b, In
the inwarde party it is called slirotiqua and in the outwarde
cornea. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 536 The Sclerotica formed
like a Cup. c 1790 Imison Sch. Arts I. 196 It is contained
in three membranes; the outermost is the Sclerotica ', the
second the Tunica Choroides. 1880 GOnther Fishes viL 1 13
The sclerotica is cartilaginous in Chondropterygians.

Sclerotical (skli^tikal), a. [f. Sclerotic
+ -al.] «= Sclerotic. 1897 in Webster.

Sclerotioid (skIi»rda-tioid), a. Also sclero-

toid. [f. SCLEROTIUM + -old.] Resembling a
sclerotium.
xB$? M.

J.
Bzkkeley Cryptog. Botany$405 Alargestipitate

species with a sclerotoid rooting base. 1874 Cooke Fungi
102 Ergot, which is the sclerotioid condition of a species of
Claviceps. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. BoU Terms, Sclero-
tioid, sclerotoid, like a sclerotium.

tSclero'tis. Obs. [mod.L.] ^Sclerotica.
1670 Phil. Trans. V. 1042 The Optique nerve after its in-

sertion into the Eye is inflected, and extends it self on the
Concavity of the Sclerous about the breadth of 2 or 3 lines.

I! Sclerotitis (skllwoi'tis). Path. [mod.L.,
f. prec. : see -itis.] Inflammation of the sclerotica.
1823-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 550 Sclerotic inflam-

mation, or sclerotitis, as it is frequently termed. 1897
Allbutfs Syst. Med. III. 68 The affections of the eye in
gonorrhoea! rheumatism .. take the form of conjunctivitis, or
sclerotitis, and iritis.

II Sclerotium (skli*r£o*ti#m). PI. sclerotia.
[mod.L. (Tode 1790), f. Gr. axKrjpos hard.]

f 1. A former genus of Cryptogamia, comprising
small, hard black bodies producing smut in wheat
and ergot in rye ; now known to be a particular

stage of growth of the mycelium of certain fungi.
18x9 Patttotogia, Sclerotium, in botany, a genus of the

class cryptogamia, order fungi. 1845 Encycl. Metrefi. VI.
51/r The spur, or ergot, is by some considered as a fungus,
a species of sclerotium.

2. A tuberous body forming on the mycelium of

a fungus, from which it becomes detached when its

growth is complete. (See quot. 1879.)
1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 350 Ergot. The sclero-

tium (compact mycelium or spawn) of Claviceps purpurea,
produced within the pateae of the common rye, Secule
cereale. 1879 G. Murray in Encycl. Brit. IX. 828 Sclerotia
are tuberous bodies composed ofdensely interwoven mycelial
hyptue enclosed by a layer of pseudo-parenchyma... They
were long regarded as independent forms of fungi, but it

has been discovered that they are only resting states in
which nourishment is stored up.

3. Zool. In Mycetozoa, a cyst-like growth en-
closing a portion of the plasmodium in its dormant
stage.

1885 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 841/2.
1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Li/e 009 But if the
Plasmodium is ripe for sporulation, its resting-phasc, the
sclerotium, has a different character.

Sclerotome (sklI»-n?Ufom). AnaL Also sk>.

[f. Gr, <TK\i}p6-t hard+ to/m} section, and -rdpos

cutter : *ee -tome.]

1. A sclerous element intervening between suc-

cessive myotomes.
1857 Goodsir in Edinb. New Philos. Jrnl. V. 122 To a

segment of the sclerome I apply the designation Sclerotome.
187a Humphry Myology 98 A piece of the lateral muscle
with one of the myotomes dissected out to shew the sclero-

tome, or intermuscular septum. 1894 [see Myotome i].

2. A knife used in incising the sclerotic.

1885 Lancet 11 July 56/1 The eyeball is then rotated.,

and a lance-pointed sclerotome passed through the sclerotic.

Sclerotomy (skliarfrtomi). Surg. [f. Gr.

aKkrjpo-s hard {here repr. its derivative Sclerotic)

+ ~ro(ua cutting.] Incision into the sclerotic coat

of the eye-ball ; an operation of this kind.
1876 Clin. Sec, Trans. IX. 139 The operation of sclero-

tomy, as performed in the following cases, is a modification

of that proposed by M. Quaglino of Pavia. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 535 A late sufferer from glaucoma, for whom
two sclerotomies had been done elsewhere.

Sclerous (skli»Ti?s), a. [f. Gr. <rtc\r]p-6$ hard
+ -ous.] a. Phys. Of animal tissues : Hard, bony.

b. Path. Indurated, affected by sclerosis.

184s Todd & Bowman Phys. Anat. I. 48 The sclerous

tissue contains a large proportion of inorganic material, to

which it owes its hardness. 1876 Dunglison Med. Lex.,
Tissue, Sclerous. This name has been used collectively for

the cartilaginous, osseous, and fibrous tissues. 1897 All-
butVs Syst. Med. 1 1. 863 The cord changes are due to slowly
encroaching sclerous changes. 1899 Ibid. VI. 486 In so far

as the sclerous condition of the skin acts as an impediment.

Scleuthe, Scleve, obs. ff. Sloth, Sleeve.
Seley, obs. f. Sly. Scleyre, var. Skleie Obs.

Solinder, obs. Sc. f. Slender. Sclink, obs. f.

Slink, a kind of leather. Sclirosis, Sclondre,
obs. ff. Sclerosis, Slander.

Sclopeta. Antiq. [?'PI. of med.L. sclopetum

(see next), or perh. an incorrect sing. : cf. Sp.

eseopeta.] =Sclopette.
1709 Steele Toiler No. 34 F 5 His [sc. the antiquary

* Don SalteroV] double-barrelled Pistols, Targets, Coats of
Mail, his Sclopeta, and Sword of Toledo.

Sclopette (sklopet). Antiq. [ad. med.L.
sclopettum

t sclopetum, f. sclopus ; see Esclopette,
Escopette.] ' A hand-culverin of the end of the

fourteenth century' {Cent. Vict. 1891).
Scluse, Scnorte, obs. forms of Sluice, Snort.
Sco, obs. form of She, Shoe.

Scoad (sk<?od), v. s.w. dial. Also 7-8 scode.
trans. To scatter (ashes or other agricultural dress-

ing). Hence Scoa'ding vbl. sb.

160a Carf.w Cornwall20The charges of this Beating, Burn-
ing, Scoding and Sanding, . .amounteth to twentie shillings

for euerie Acre. '7^7 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Scode, to
scatter. Cornw. 1864 T. Quiller-Couch E. Cormv.^ Words
in Jml. R. Inst. Cornw. Mar., Scoad, to scatter, spill. * To
scoad dressing '. a 1870 J. Couch Hist. Polperro vi. (1871)
118 The turf is collected into separate ' burrows' or heaps,
burnt, and the ashes * scoaded ', or scattered over the field.

Scoal(e, Scoale, obs. ff. Scale sb.1
t
School sb.2

Scoar(e, Scoase, Scoat : see Score, Scorse,
Scote v.

tScob x (sk(7b). Obs. Also 5 scobe, 5-6 skobbe,
7 scobb. [Of obscure etymology.] A box, a chest.

1469-70 in Swayne Sarum Churchw.Acc. (1896) 13 Pro
ijbut dauibus. . vnuin.

.
pro parua skobbe in Vestibulo. 1481-9

Ibid. 368 A lytell key to the scobbe by fore the Rood Awt'.
1507-8 Ibid. 361, j skobbe pro ornamentis Altaris predicte

imponend'. 15*1-1 Ibid. 65 A loke to the sextens scobe.

1550-51 Ibid. 91 Sold' to Xpofer tucker a skobbe w°h we
Receyued therfor xxd.

b. Winchester School (seequots. 1862 and 1891).
c 1615 in Walcott WilliamoJ Wykeham (1852) 167 Item,

for a scobb to hold his books o 36. 186a H. B. Wheatley
Anagrams 141 At Winchester School the boys are in the

habit of calling the huge old boxes that serve them for desks,

skobs; skob being box (or rather boks) spelt backwards. 1891

Wrench Winchester Word-bit., Scot, or Scobb, an oak box
with a double lid, set at the angles of the squares of wooden
benches in School. It is used as desk and bookcase. 1893
Q. Ren. Oct. 382 Here stood the *Scobs' or oak boxes which
contained all that a boy could call his own.

Scob 2 (skpb). Weaving. (See quots.)

1863 J.Watson Art Weaving 141 Whenthe weft passes

over a portion of the warp without being interwoven with
it, the defect is that the yarn hangs loose at that part, and
it is called a Scob, Float, or Flow. Ibid., Scob or Float

Preventer. 1878 Barlow Weaving 442 Scobs (Scotch term),

the warp and weft not properly interwoven.

f Scobberlotcher. Obs. [Cf. Scoppeeloit.]

An idler. (So explained in context.)

a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1898) II. 26 Dr. Kettle, when he

scolded at the idle young boies of his colledge, he used these

names,.. Rascal-Jacks, Blindcinques, Scobberlotchers.

Scobby (sk^'bi). A north-country name for

the chaffinch, Fringilla ccelebs.

1813 Montacu Omith. Diet. Suppl. 185a F. O. Morris
Hist. Brit. Birds II. 236.

t Scobe, sb. Obs. [a. L. scob-em, scobs.] Sawdust.
c 1440 I'allad. on Hush. in. 901 Ek populer or fir is profi.

tabullTo make & lye among hem scobes abull. Ibid. iv.

491 Hem summe in cedur scobe. .wel witholde.

t Scobe, v. Obs. trans. To gag.

165a NicoVs Diary -3,0 Sept. (MS.) (Jam.), One of them had

his mouth scobit a 1657 Sir J.
Balfour Ann. Hist. Wks.

1825 III. 316 [General Monk] in a rage commandit Mr. Jo.

Robertsone not to speake one word, wich if he presumed
to doe, he wold scobe his mouthc.

Scobiform (ske^'bif^im), a. Bot. [f. L. scobs

sawdust, filings + -(i)fobm.] Like sawdust or

filings in appearance.
1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 11. xxiii. (1765) 129 The seeds are

scobiform. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 52 Seeds scobi-

form, subulate, smooth.

II Scobina (skoborna). Bot. [mod.L., use of

L. scobina rasp.] ' The zigzag racnis of the spike-

lets of grasses '( Treas. Bot. 1866).
1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. n. (ed. 3) 153 In the spikelets

of Grasses the rachis has an unusual, toothed, flexuose
appearance, and has received the name of scobina from
Dumortier.

Scochen, -eoun, -ynne, etc. : see Scutcheon.
Scode, variant of Scoad v. dial.

Scodgy (skp-dgi). Sc* Also 8-9 scogie,
scougie, scudgie, skodge, skodgie, skudgy.
[Of obscure origin.] 'A boy or girl who cleans

boots, or does the dirty work of the kitchen ; a
drudge' (E.D.D.). Also attrib.

1786 Har'st Rig xci, The Scogie lass does rin wil haste
And bring the hale. 1850 A. M cGilvray Poems 208 Look
after cleaning pans and tins, And all the scudgie matters.
1895 P. H. Hunter jfas. Inwick x. 124 Misca'in me for a
turncoat, an' a rinawa, an* scodgy to the laird.

Scoff (sk^f), lM Forms : 4 skof(f, {pi. scoffes),
4-6 soof, 6 Sc. skwff, skuf, 6-7 scoffe, skoffe, 7
(schoffe), Sc. skuff, 6- scoff. [ME. sco/, skof, of

obscure origin.

In sense the word agrees with ON. shop neut. (the ablaut-
variant skaup is more common), corresp. to OHG. scoph,

scopf and prob. cogn. w. OE. scop poet : see Scop. It is

possible that there was a cognate and synonymous form
*skofof which the Eng. word may be an adoption ; cf. early
mod. Da. skuf, skof, jest, mockery, skuffe to jest, mock,
also (as now) to deceive, disappoint, MLG. schoven*, Richt-
hofen cites a single instance of OFris. schqf, which he inter-

prets ' mockery .]

1. a. 'Contemptuousridicnle; expression of scorn;

contumelious language '

(J.) ; mockery. Phrase,

to make scoff. Now rare or Obs.
13. . K. Alts. 667 {Laud MS.) This nis nou^th romaunce of

skof [Lincoln's Inn MS. scof]. Ibid. 5461 Nov it is ypassed,
hij ne don berof Bot gamenen togedies, & ek scoff, c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7586 ' Drynk hail ', he sey£,
& drynkeb ber-of, Kyssyng hym in bourde & scof. 1340
Ayenb. 128 Do away be scones and be scornes. a 1450
Myrc What maner pynge Jk>u art gulty of, Telle me boldely
& make no scof. c 1530 Crt. Love 1185 ' Bereve me, god-
desse ', quod he, [of 1 thy might, My skornes all and skoffes,

that I have No power forth, to mokken any wight That in

thy service dwell. 1538 Bale Bre/e Comedy Tempt. Chr.
D iv, If ye do beleue, that ye are the sonne of God, Beleue
thys also, if ye leape downe here in scoff, From thys hygh
pynnacle, ye can take no harme theroff. a 1572 Knox
Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 I. 49 The Bischope was heightly
offended, asweill at the skwff and bitter mock, as at the
bold libertie of that learned man. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v. ii. 363 By heauen, all drie beaten with pure scoffe. 1596
Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 188 Doubtles gif we
returne, we sal vndirly a perpetual skuf and shame. 1598
Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. 1. in. (1622) 6 [Augustus] asked the
opinion of the Pontife in a scoffe, whether there might be
a lawfull marriage betwixt them. 1612 T. Taylor Comm.
Titus i. 1 As in nicknames taken up in scoffe. 1617 Moryson
Itin. 1. 205 Ueing to receive the Sacrament he demaunded in

scoffe a great piece of bread, a 1854 H. Reed Led. Brit.

Poets (1857) 360 It was a piece of scoff at his political foes.

b. A derisive jest, an expression of mockery.
1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 14 And npw he was

thurrouly furnisshid with a cumpani of gud lusti cuts and
stateli scofs. 1604 Hieron Wks. I. 502 The schoffes of
Ismalitish papists. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie o/Godxiu.
xvi. (1620) 456 But the Philosophers.. thinke they giue vs

a witty scoffe for saying that [etc.]. 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 313 We. .telling him of these spirits, being
a Protestant, he made a scoffe at it. c 1665 Mrs. Hutchin-
son Mem. Col Hutchinson (1885) I. 37 He detested all

scoffs at any practice of worship. 1741 Watts Improv.
Mindi.xlv, Some little souls. .for want of a due acquaint-

ance with other sciences make a scoff at them all in com-
parison of their favourite science. 1751 Earl Orrery Re-
7'iarks Swift (1752) 124 The scoffs and sarcasms of Swift,

like the bite of the rattlesnake, distinguish themselves more
venomously dangerous, than the wounds of a common ser-

pent. 1818 Shelley Rev. Islam xn. iii, Yet none do wreak
their scoffs on him. 18*7 Coleridge Lit. Rent. (1839)

IV. 319 Why, this is the very scoff of a late Unitarian
writer. 184a J. H. Newman Par. Sernr. VI. xvii. 258
Worldly men have their scoff at our failure of discernment
now. 1877 Froude Short Stud. (1883) IV. 1. x\. 130 With
the scoffs came tales of the retribution which instantly over-

took the scoffers.

f c. transf. A mere jest. Obs.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. K 4 b, Day by day he disgested
his meate with leading her the measures [making her 'dance',

by flogging].. .The ballet of the whipper of late days here
in England, was but a scoffe in comparison of him.

2. An object of contempt or scorn ; a mark for

derision or scoffing.

1640 Sir W. Mure Counter-Buff'382 Then with a daring
boldnesse, thou reviles That sacredname, and with baseskurtll

stiles.. Thou makes of it a sesam, a skuff, a sport. 1660 N.
Ingelo Bentiv. 4- Ur. 1. (1682) 77 Is not he the common
scoff of all beholders? 1668-9 Pepys Diary 31 Jan., Dr.
Waterhouse . . was mighty passionate against people that

make a scoff of religion. 167a Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.)
Reltearsal in. ii, How has my passion made me Cupid's

scoff 1 1733 Swift Apol. 55 And since I 'scap'd being made
a Scoff, I think I'm very fairly off. 1781 Cowpek Hope 743
These are thy glorious works, eternal truth, The scoff of

wither'd age and beardless youth. 1817 Keatinge Trav.

I. 215 Ancient history, even where only founded on tradi-

tion, so long the scoff of shallow ignorance, pseudo-phtlo-
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sophy, and sordid indolence. «8»s Macaulay Ess., Milton

r it The principles of liberty were the scoff of every grin-

inn.

rest
g courtier. 1855 — Hist. Eng. xvi. III. 623 But the

_t of his army was the scoff of all Europe.

Scoff (sk?f), sb? S.African. [CapeDu., repr.

Du. schqft, quarter of a day, hence each of the four

meals of the day.] Food; also a meal. (Cf.

Scaff sb.)

1879 Atcherley Trip Boerland 101 Kafirs, .get wages

varying from i$s. to^ 1, besides theirfood, or 'scoff' . . Indian

or mealie flour. 189a Ld. R. Churchill Men, Mines, <y

Anim. ix. (1895) 132 They were stranded without any skoff.

1899 Flynt Trampingwilh Tramps 11. iii. (1900) 251 Scoffs

always more plenty than money. 1000 S. Chambers Rhode*
siaus 63 The Dones left over from the Boss's skoff.

Scoff (skp(),v.l Also 4 scof, 6-7 scoffe, skoffe.

[f. Scoff «Mj
1. intr. To speak derisively, mock, jeer. Const.

attfof, f over, f upon, f with. Chiefly implying

unworthy derision, as of something deserving re-

verence or consideration.

a 1380 St. Savina 255 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 97
Hit neodep not to be forte scof. 1530PALSGR. 706/1, ,1 scoffe,

I bourde or jest with one,/* we bottrde. I scoffe with hym,
je me bourde a luy. /did., I scoffe, I jest upon one, je
joncke and./? larde. Ha*t thou naught els to do but scoffe

upon me. 1560 Jewel Reply to Cole Wks. (1609) 37 The
Councell of Paris was scoft at, and iested out of all parts.

1570 Levins Matiip. 156/39 To skoffe, scommari. /1x57a

Knox Hist. Re/. 1. (1586) 163 In this disputation manie
other thinges were merily skoft ouer. 1590 Spenser E. Q.
1n.vi.21 Thereat Diana gan to smile, in scorne Of her vatne

plaint, and to her scoffing sayd. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,
in. ii. 45 Burg, [to Joan of Arc] Scoffe on vile Fiend,

and shamelesse curtizan. 16x1 Bible Transl. Pre/. F 2

And yet for as worthy an acte as euer he [David] did .

.

he was scorned and scoffed at by his owne wife, a 1643
Ld. Falkland, etc. Infallibility (1646) 94 There is a diffi-

culty which may exercise you instead of scoffing of his

Lordship in the close of the Chapter. 1655 Walton Angler
i. (i66x) 4 'Tis an easie thin* to scoff at any Art or Recrea-

tion ; a little wit mixt with ill nature, confidence, and
malice, will do it. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 629 So they
among themselves in pleasant veine Stood scoffing. 1758
Johnson Idler No. 18 p 3 Among the numbers whom you
have taught to scoff at the retirement of Drugget, there is

one who offers his apology. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 180

And fools who came to scoff, remain'd to pray. i8ai Shel-
ley Song,* Rarely, rarely, contest thou* ii, With the joyous
and the free Thou wilt scoff at pain. 1859 Tennyson Marr.
Geraint 58 And by and by the people. .Began to scoff and
jeer and babble of him As of a prince whose manhood was
all gone. 1886 G. Allen Darwin xii. 201 Harvey*s

<
grand

discovery, .was scoffed at for nearly a whole generation.

2. trans. To scoff at, deride, ridicule irreverently.

? Obs. exc. U. S.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 170 Such grosse questions are

to be aunswered with slender reasons, and such idle heads
should be scoffed with adle aunsweres. c 159a Marlowe
Massacre Paris (?x6oo) B 3, Was it not thou that scoftes

[sic] the Organon, And said it was a heape of vanities ?

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. ii. 163. 1607 B. Barnes Divils
Charter 1. v. C 2, Scoffst thou me Gismond with continuall

taunts! 1624 Quarles Job Militant xi. 39, I would not
scoffe you, nor with taunts torment ye. 1643 Trapp Comm.
Gen. xxxvi.24 This same foolish wittiness Alexander wittily

scoffed, when he gave [etc]._ 1676 Glanvill Seasonable

Reflect. 35 To Scoff Religion is ridiculously^ proud and im-

modest. 1733 Swift Apol. 148 To see th' important Man
of Dress Scoffing my College Aukwardness. 1795 Southey
Joan o/Arcx. 319 HcscofTd their easy fears. X891 Mary
A. Dodge Washington Bible Class ii. 48 (Funk) The men
who are increasing the sum of the world's knowledge are
studying, not scoffing the Bible. 1892 Gunter Miss Divi~
dends (1893) 210 Oh, how I have scoffed them in my heart.

+ b. To scoffout : to dismiss or put aside scoff-

ingly. Obs. rare.

1549 Latimer •jtk Semi. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 200 They
that be called to aunswere wyll not aunswere directlye, but
skoffe the matter out. 1551 Cranmer Answ. Gardiner 1.

10 And so scoffe out both these hygh mysteries of Christe.

Scoff (sk£f), vt2 slang and dial. Also scorf,

skoff. [app. orig. a variant of Scaff v., taken

into slang from dialectal use ; latterly associated

with the South African Scoff sb. 2 ]

1. trans. To eat voraciously, devour; also gen.

to eat.

1864 Hotten's Slang Diet., Scorf, to eat voraciously. 1876

Whitby Gloss., Skoff, to eat with audible voracity. 1883

Clark Russell Sailors' Lang., Scoffing, eating. To scoff

a thing is to eat it. 1886 W. H. Long Diet. Isle Wight
Dial. 61 They zet down and scoffed every bit o' grub there

was on the taable. 1895 A. Patterson Man <$• Nature in
Broads 122 A bunch of grey lag-geese as wor scoffin* (eating)

the young wheat in a field up hinder. 1901 W. S. Walker
In the Blood'w, Those birds kill snakes do they?. .Rather.

. . They goes down themselves and scoffs them.

b. intr. To eat or feed ; to have one's food with,
[Cf. Du. scho/ten to take one's meals.]

1899 Lowth Dau. of Transvaal xi. 191, 1 say, here come
those three, still skofnng. 1900 S. Chambers A' kodesians 18

I'll 'skoff* with Achtile this month.
2. trans. To seize, plunder.

1893 Kipling Matty Invent., Judson fy the Empire
}
Are

we a set of hairy pirates to scoff the storeroom of a painted
Levantine bumboat? Ibid., There's enough [gold-leaf] for

two first-rates, and I've scoffed the best half of it. 1898
Hyne Capt. Kettle xi. 289 Some of those lousy Portuguese
have been on board and scoffed all the money. 1903 B.
Mitford Veldt Vendetta 123 Why the Kafirs'd have skoffed
the whole span long before and started out to rake in more.

t ScO'ffage. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Scoff z/.l + -age.]

The action or fact of scoffing.

a 1639 Whateley Prototypes 1. xix. (1640) 322 These
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gracelesse young men think the threats but words of sport,

counterfeit words which have no truth nor substance in

them, but were very mockery and scoffage.

Scoffer (sk^-fw). Also 6 scoffar. [f. Scoff
V.I+4B1.1
1. One who scoffs. Const, at ; also (now rarely)

of. Often spec, one who scoffs at religion or

morality.
1470-85 Malory A rthurx.x\\\\. 488 He was a good kny;t

buthe was a scoffer and a Iaper. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus
iv. ii. S ij, The order or felowshyp of scoffers, or common
gesters. a 1568 Ascham SchoUm. \. (Arb.) 33 In yougthe
also they be readie scoffers. x6oo Shaks. A. Y. L. if 1.

v. 62 Cry the man mercy, loue him, take his offer, Foule
is most foule, being foule to be a scoffer. x6xx Bible
Transl. Pre/ T 16 We might also be charged (by scoffers)

with some vnequall dealing towards a great number of good
English wordes. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. «$• Comrttw. 190
It is also naturall to the French, to be a great scoffer;

for men of light and unsteady braines, have commonly
sudden and sharpe conceits. X691 Wood Ath. Oxon. II.

195 He closed with the Presbyterians, notwithstanding

he had before. .been a scoffer of them.
^
a 1768 Secker

Serm. (1770)1.209 They have, .become Railers and Scoffers

at it [Christianity]. 1790 G. Walker Serm. II. xxx.

327 The impious scoffer of his Maker, of providence, of
religion and of a future world. 18x4 Wordsw. Excurs. 11.

484 This dull product of a scoffer's pen. 185a T. Parker
Ten Serm. Relig. iv. (1S63) 76 The long line of scoffers from
Lucian..down to Voltaire. 1853 Herschel Pop. Lect. Sci.

ii. § 5 (1873) 52 What would Anaximander or the scoffer of

Anaxagoras have said, could he have known what we now
know. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 445 To put
any other interpretation on his words would be. .to give an
occasion of triumph to scoffers. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong.
III. xii. 80 The subject of foolish and brutal jests among
the profligate scoffers of his Court.

1 2. A jester, buffoon. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 268/1 Scoffer or jestar, gandissevr. 1540 —
Acolastus 11. i. Hiijb, Take me hardely in all the hast to

be bounde prentyse to thy felowshyp or craftes men of

scoffars. X568 Withals Diet. 65 a/2 A scoffer, histrio. 1623

Cockeram 1, Mimicke, a scoffer, a iester.

t Sco'ffery. Obs. rare, [f. Scoff vJ- + -ery,

after mockery.] a. A mockery, ridiculous pro-

ceeding, b. Mockery, jeering, derision.

X577 Harrison England ui. vii. 108 b, King Henrye..
thought it a mere scoffery to pursue any fallow Deare with
hounds or greyhounds. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie I.

xxxi. (Arb.) 76 Skelton a sharpe Satirist, but with more
rayling and scoffery then became a Poet Lawreat. 1836
Eraser's Mag. XIV. 507 With.. a scowling scoffery of all

the principles which those who gathered together the

National Assembly had contemplated.

T SCO ffi-C, a. Obs. rare*1
. In 7 scophick. [f.

Scoff sb.1 + -ic] Resembling, or of the nature

of, a scoff. So also f Sco'fflcal a.

1653 R. Baillie Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 86 You must make
me a forger of meer reproachful, and scoffical calumnies.

X654 Hammond Answ. to Animadv. v. § 1. 118, I must in

the same Scophick [sic ; but in Wks. 1684 Scoptick] humour,
be styled a learned man.

Scoffing (sk£-fin), vbl. sb. [f. Scoff z/.i +
-ING 1.] The action of Scoff v.1 ; fa scoff.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 277 Of scornyng and of scoffyng

and of vnskilful berynge. 1519 More Supplic. Soulys Wks.
332/1 He laithagaynst it nothing butskofnng. 1530PALSGR.
268/1 Scoffyngesor tryfles,/redaynes. 17*3 Swift Epitaph
Judge Boat 2 Pray, Gentle-folks, forbear your Scoffing.

1820 Byron Mar. Eat. v. i. 425 Men whose vice is to start

at vice's scoffing. X883 R. W. Dixon Mano iv. xv. 188 He
bitter jests and filthy scoffing made.

b. C^w*.: scoffing-stock [cf. Laughing-stock],

an object of scoffing.

X571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxix. 13 Hee was a scoffing-

stock to y* very princes. 166a Bargrave Pope Alex. VII
(1867) 96 The other Cardinals do but make him their

scoffing-stock to laugh at. 1870 F. Jacox Recr. Recluse I.

iv. 86 This same scoffing-stock of the school . .displayed the

energetic originality of genius.

Scoffing (sk^'firj), ///. a. [f. Scoff vl + -ing 2
.]

That scoffs ; contemptuous, derisive.

1538 Elyot Did., Scum'litert in raylynge or scoffyng

facion. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. i. Hijfb, Dysours or

skoffyng fellowes. «xs86 Sidney Arcadia n. (Sommer)
184 b, And so in this iollie scoffing brauerie he went ouer
vs all, saying [etc]. 159a Greene Upst. Courtier 1^ 3, Ques-
tioning with one that I met why these women were so chole-

ricke, he, like a skoffing fellow, pointed to a bush of nettles.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 534 Niele, a scoffing Poet
in those daies, . . wrot thus ofthem, a 1637 B. Jonson Discov.,

Nil gratius (1640) 91 Indeed, .nothing is of more credit, or

request now, then a petulant paper, or scoffing verses. 1683

Soame & Dryden tr. Boileau s A rt Poet. in. 77X A Socrates

himself in that loose age, Was made the pastime ofa scoffing

stage, a X859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxiii. V. 70 The people

of the capital had been annoyed by the scoffing way in which
foreigners spoke of the principal residence of our sovereigns.

Scoffingly (sk^-nrjli), adv. [f. Scoffing///, a.

+ -ly 2
.] In a scoffing manner.

1538 Elyot Diet., Ironice, mockyshly, scoffyngly. 1560

Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 32 b, To this decree of thevrs

aunswereth Philip Melancthon, and after that Luther
him selfe, but skoffyngly. 1641 Pet. Isileworth 4 He had
rather hear an Organ . . than singing of Psalmes, which scoff.

ingly he called Hopkins his jigges. X725 Pope's Odyss. lit

Notes I. 167 What the Suitors had spoken scoffingly in the

preceding book,, .appears in this not to be impracticable.

1870 R. C. Jebb Sophocles* Electra(zd. 2) 126/1 Clytaemnes*
tra says scoffingly. . * now by thy favourite goddess '.

t Scoffion. Obs. rare-1
, [a. F. scoffion (Du

Bellay, 16th c), escofflon (Moliere), a. Sp. escofion

or It. scuffione augmentative of Sp. escofia, It. scuffia %

SCOGH.

synonymous and cogn. w. Sp. cofia, It. cuffa :

see Coif sb.] A kind of head-dress.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv. xiv. 249
Lelia a Romane Dame bestowed vppon a scoffion [orig.

tocado) and a garment embroidered with pearle and emerald
400000. ducats.

tScO'fting. Obs. rare- 1

. [?f. Du. sckoft

blackguard.] A term of contempt for a person.

X514 Barclay CU. $ Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 16 This
scorfy scoftynge declareth openly Agaynste rural) men, re-

buke and injury.

Scog, variant of Scug v. Sc. and dial.

t Sco'ggan. Mech. Obs. Also 8 scoggen. [Of
obscure origin ; as it was a quasi-personal name,
it may have been an application of Scoggin.
Commonly alleged to be from a dialect verb scog, to idle,

loiter; but no such sense of the verb is known to exist.

Desaguliers, the sole authority for the 'Humphrey Potter'

story, does not say that the boy invented ' Scoggan ' to save
himself labour ; he merely substituted one automatic con-

trivance for another less efficient. But the truth of the

whole story has been questioned : see the art. Newcomen
in Did. Nat. Biog.]

An automatic contrivance for opening valves in

Newcomen's steam engine ^1713. (See quot. 1744.)
1719 Plate repr. Netvcomen's engine (Did. Nat. Biog.

art. Newcomen), Scoggen and his mate that do more work
than the boy [? = buoy], 1744 Desaguliers Exper. P/tilos.

II. 533 They used before to work with a Buoy in the Cylin-

der.., which Buoy rose when the Steam was strong, and
open'd the Injection,, .thereby they were capable of only

giving six, eight, or ten Strokes in a Minute, 'till a boy,

Humphry Potter, who attended the Engine, added (what

he call'd Scoggan) a Catch that the beam Q always open'd

:

and then it would go 15 or 16 Strokes in a Minute.

Scogger (skfgai). north, dial. Also skogger,

scugger. [Cf. cogger Cocker sb.1 2.] A footless

stocking, or a knitted article of similar form, worn
either as a gaiter or as a sleeve to protect the arm;

also the foot of a stocking worn over the boot to

prevent slipping on ice.

1615 Brathwait Strappado 130 Fute-sare I was, for

Bille shoon had neane, ..Nor hose-legs (wele I wale) but

skoggers aud, That hardly hap't poore Billes legs fra caud.

1820 Southey Wesley I. 51 note, So the word [snuffersj..

may possibly be a misprint for scoggers, as such sleeves are

called in some parts of England. 1829 Brockett N. C.

Gloss, (ed. 2), Skogger, the leg of an old stocking ; used by
countrymen to keep the snow out of their shoes. 1887 D.
Donaldson SuppL to Jamieson, Scoggers, Scuggers. 1899

Cumberld. Gloss., Scogger.

tScO'ggery. Obs. rare. [App. for *scoggiwy

:

see next and -by.] Buffoonery, scurrility.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 95 Villanie, scoggerie,

and popularitie. Ibid. 266 You might haue left such scog-

gerie as Parsons hath set out in Greenecoate, to Tarleton,

Nashe, or else to some Puritane Martin Mar-prelate.

t ScO'ggin. Obs. The name of John Scoggin

(or Scogan), court fool to Edw. IV, used allusively

for : A coarse jester, buffoon.

The allusion is to a fictitious compilation entitled Scoggin's

Jests, licensed for printing in 1566; the 17th c. edition^

attribute the work to Andrew Boorde.

Shakspere (2 Hen. IV, 111. ii.) confused the jester with

Chaucer's friend Henry Scogan.

1579 G. Harvey Three Proper Lett. (15&0) 55 Some wordes
we haue indeede, as for example . . ayer, both pro acre, and
pro h&rede, for we say not Heire, but plaine Aire (or him
to, (or else Scoggins Aier were a poore iest) whiche are

commonly, and maye indifferently be vsed eyther wayes.

1593 — Piercers Super. 2 Malice was neuer such an
hypocrite, as now ; and the world neuer such a Scoggin, as

now. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xlii. 258 [Stinking Orach]
is of a most lothsome sauour.., vpon which plant if any
should cbaunce to rest and sleepe, he might very well report

. .that he had reposed himselfe amongst the chiefe of Scog-
gins heires. X607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World 0/
Wonders 253 Playing the Scoggins with the Scripture ; a

common thing at this day euen among the Laity. x6»5

Hart Anat. (Jr. 1. ii. 26 Hauing discoursed a little with

this Scoggin concerning the errand he came for. 1653 R.

Sanders Physiogn. etc. 67 He that hath such a thing, de-

serves to be a Scoggin, an Vlespiegle, for he knows all the

Tricks of knavery.
Comb. 1607 R. Qarew] tr. Estienne's World 0/Wonders

281 Ridiculous and Scoggin-Hke speeches.

Hence Sco'gginism (also 7 Scoganism), scur-

rilous jesting. Sco-gginist, a scurrilous jester.

Sco-gginly a. (in 7 Scoganly), scurrilous.

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Sufer. 17 The Ciceronian may
sleepe, til the Scogginist hain plaid his part. One sure

Conny-catcher, woorth twenty Philosophers. Ibid. 149 They
. . may peruse his guegawes with indifference : and nnde .

.

no honesty, but pure Scogginisme j no Religion, but precise

Marlowisme. 1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy l viii. 46
But what doe I trouble my Reader with this idleScoganisme T

Scolds or Iesters are onely fit for this combat. Ibtd. in. iii.

269 Where is the shame of this Romane Priest, whiles he so

manifestly belies our holy, reuerend, worthy Master Foxe,

whom this Scoganly Pen dare say playes the Goose in the

inconstancie of his Relation of this Nicholas?

t Scogh. Obs. rare. Also skowe, skuwe,.

scoe. [a. ON. skdg-r.~\ A wood.
a X375 Cursor M. 15826 (Fairf.) Bab ouer hil & scogh.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3915 And many scopid into be scoghe

without scath mare. Ibid. 5157 Scho gaffe skirmand skrikis

at all be skowis range. £14*0 Anturs o/Arth. 53 (Irel.)

Alle dyrkyns the dere, in the dym scoghes [v.r. skuwes],

For drede of the dethe droupus the doe. Ibid. 129 The
bryddus in the boes That t>f the gost gous Thay scryken in

the scoes [v. r. skowes],

Scoile, scoill, obs. Sc. forms of School sb.*
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ScoinSOn(skoi'ns3n). Arch. [Refashioned form

of Scuncheon, after its source, OF. escoincm.]

Used attrib. in scoinson arr^ — REAB-ARCH ; also in

scoinson shaft.

1842 Willis Arch. Nomencl. Mid. Ages 57 The 'pilastres

des ecoinsons ' of Roubo, correspond exactly in position to

the mediaeval 'scoinson shaft (or rear-shaft) above described.

1849 E. Sharps Decor. Window Tracery v. 28 In Windows
which are placed in walls of considerable thickness, or where
the Tracery lies near the outer surface, . .there frequently

occurs an arch which is not to be confounded with the Win-
dow-Arch... The object of this Arch, to which Professor
Willis was the first to call attention, and which he has named
the Scoinson-Arch, appears to have been twofold. 1851
Turner Dom. Archit. II. 166 The scoinson arch is trefoiled.

1887 A rckit. Publ. Soc. Diet, Scoinson arch, . . Also rere and
rear arch. The interior edge of a window side.

Scoir, Scoit, Scok: see Score, Shoot, Shake.

Scoke (sk^uk). U. S. [Of obscure origin.] The
poke-weed, Phytolacca decandra.

1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 145 Gargit or Skoke. 1856 A.
Gray Man. Bot. {i860) 361 Phytolacca decandra, (Common
Poke or Scoke. Garget. Pigeon-Berry). iS66Treas. Bot.s.v.

Scol, -age, -ar, etc : see School sb. 1 , Skoal,
Schoolage, Scholar, etc. Scolay: see Scoleye.
Scolourye, obs. form of Skdlkery.
Scold (skJuld), sb. Forms : a. north, (now north,

dial. and Sc.) 3-4, 8-9 scald, 4-6 skald, 5 skawde,
scawde, skalde, scalde, 9 scauld, scaad. 0.

3-7 scolde, 4-6 skolde, 5-7 skold, 6 schold,

skould , 6-7 scould, 7 scowld, 3- scold. 7. north.

6 scolle, skol, scaule, scoule, 8 scaul, scawl.

[App. a. ON. skdld neut. (see Skald), originally

meaning a poet ; the sense-development postulated

is strange, but the probability of a sense 'lam-

pooner ' as an intermediate stage seems to be indi-

cated by the fact that the derivative skdldskapr, lit.

! akaldship ', poetry, has in the Icel. law-books the

specific sense of libel in verse.]

X. In early use, a person (esp. a woman) of ribald

speech ; later, a woman (rarely a man) addicted

to abusive language.

In the example from Ormin, the sense may be 'minstrel'.

a. ciaoo Ormin 2192 Full wel birrb ure maddenn ben
Forrshamedd, jiff mann brinngeb Biforenn hire unnbxwfull
word & waelinng word burrh scaldess. a 1300 Cursor M.
22030 {Anticrist] sal be born, .of bismer brem and bald And
geten of a glotun scald [Gtftt. of glotun and skald] pat bar

may be na fuler tuin. Ibid. 29342 Womman commun and
alsua scald, Alle ar sutlk for cursd laid, c 1400 Vwaine .$

Caw. 69 He was of his tong a skalde, And for to boste was
he ful balde. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 596 Lett bren
this bawde and bind her fast. A fals skawde hang at the
last; so shall thou. 1483 Cath. Angl. 322/1 A Scawde,
barda, vt supra v6i scalde. 1508 Kennedy Flyting w.
Dunbar 322 And knaw, kene skald, I bald of Alathya. 1825
Jamieson, Scaid, 1. A scold ; applied to a person.

0. c lajs Prop. AEtfred 412 in O. E. misc. 127 Be bu
neuere to bold, to chiden agen oni scold. Ibid. jo$ He is

cocker, be f, and hording, scolde, of wrechedome he is king.

c 1315 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) li. As wel wol a knyv
chide As eny scold in a toun. 136a Langl. P. Ft. A. xu.

34 And when scripture be skolde badde bus wyt y-sheued,
Clergie in-to a caban crepte anon after. 1377 Ibid. B. xix.

279 Ne sholde no scorner ne scolde oute of skyl bym brynge.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 229 A claterer, a ianguler, a flyter, a
curser, a swercr, and a skold of hur mow be. a 15*9 Skelton
Agst. Venemous Tongues Wks. 1843 I. 132 A sciaunderous
tunge, a tunge of a skolde, Worketh more mischiefe than
can be tolde. 1565 ChiId-Marriages 127 She takes her for

do schold, nor an vnhonest woman. 1577 Harrison England
111. vL 108/1 Scoldes are ducked vpon cuckingstooles in the
water, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. (1598) 345 Miso inter-

rupted his tale* with rayling at Damxtas, with all tho>e
exquisite termes, which I was neuer good skold inough to

imagine. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. t. 11. 188, I know she is

an irkesome brawling scold. 1611 Bible Ecclus. xxvi. 27
A loude crying woman, and a scolde, shall be sought out to
driue away the enemies. 161 1 Cotcr., Causeresse, a scowld,
a brabling woman. 1640 in toM Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. iv. 433 For leading scoldes bridled along the Town at
Mr. Baylines commaund, Cd. 164s Fuller Holy

<f- Prof.
St. in. xxiii. 218 Fame hath much of the scold in her; the
best way to silence her is to be silent. 1713 Shaftesb.
yudgm. Hercules iii. Charac. (1723) III. 368 The Painter..
will doubtless beware of representing his Heroine as a mere
Scold. 178a Mrs. H. Cowlev Bold Strokefor Husband \.

ii, Every body supposes my lady an arrant scold. 1817 Cole-
ridge b tog. Lit. xxiii. (1907) if. 206 The Prior was one of the
many instances of a youthful sinner metamorphosed into an
old scold. 184a Mrs. Gore Fascination 15 'If you only
manage to drink the wine / send to fetch for you/said the
scold of a wife, 'you won't be much the worse for it.' 1863
P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 67 Too often he is under the
dominion of a forbidding scold, who, in addition to her other
bad qualities, is slovenly and unthrifty.

Y- 1569 scolle, 157a skol [see scold-cart^ below]. 1570
Levins Manip. 43/45 A Scaule, rixosa mnlier. Ibid. 218/15
A Scoule. 1718 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 111. xvi, Ye's
thole for this, ye scaul. 1785 Burns Addr. Deil xviii, His
itl-tongu'd, wicked Scawl [sc. Job's wife].

b. Common scold: a woman who disturbs the

peace of the neighbourhood by herconstant scolding.
1467 Crt. Roils Maiden, Essex (Bundle 43 na 1), Eadem

Katerina est communis scolde. 1581 f. Bell Itaddons
Answ. Osor. 500 Lyke a common skold in a Cage. 1769
Blackstoms Comm. iv. xiii. 169 A common scold, communis
rixatrix, (for our law-latin confines it to the feminine gender,)
is a public nusance to her neighbourhood. 1858 J.

P. Bishop
Comm. Crim. Law II. $ 147 A common scold is one, who,
by the practice of frequent scolding, disturbs the repose
of the neighborhood.

c. Comb. : scold's bit, bridle = Branks 1
1

;

f scold-cart, a cart used for the public exposure
of common scolds.

1569 Nottingham Fee. IV. 135 Mendyng of the scolle kart,

157a ibid. IV. 145 Mendyng the skolcart. 1604 Ibid. IV.
265 Wee desire we may haue a scould carte for scoulds, and
to carye criples in. 1858, 1869 Scold's bridle [see Branks l 1 ].

1884 Chr. World 4 Sept. 661/5 Then came Walton, where the
famous scold s bit is preserved in the church.

2. [From the verb.] An act of scolding; a
scolding rebuke. ? Obs. exc. Sc.
a. 1773 Fercusson Farmer's Ingle 54 The waefu* scald

o' our Mess-John to bide. 1831 R. Shennan Tales, Songs,
etc. 65 (E.D.D.) Whiles they got a skelp or scauld. 1871
W. Alexander Johnny Gibb iv. 33 Aw doot Gushetneuk
cam* in for a bit scaad yon'er.

fl. I7a6 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess Mar Apr.
(1893) I. 495 Mamma and I were in an actual scold when
my poor father expired. a 1774 Goldsm. tr. Scarron's
Com. Romance (1775) II. 133 The Lady Abbess had already
put him in an ill humour by the scold she gave him for

overturning her. 1778 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 31 Oct.,

To-day Mrs. Williams and Mrs. Desmoulins had a scold.

1807 Williams Let. to Parr 28 Dec in Parr's Wks.
(1828) VIII. 293, I should not have been so long in

answering your sharp scold and soothing invitation had I

not [etc.]. 1847 Mrs. Carlyle Let. Dec in New Lett. (1903)

I. 237, I have not had to transact one scold since this girl

came to me. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <r Schm. (1858) 91 His
scold died out good-naturedly enough in the end, and I

saw him laugh as he turned away. 1891 ' L. Keith ' My
Bonnie Lady ix. 93 Now that I have given you your scolds
well say no more about it.

Scold (sktnild), v. Forms : a. 4-6 scolde, 5
scoolde, =,-6skolde,6scoulde.skowlde,scowde,
skoolde, 6-7 scould, 7 scowlde, (9 dial, scoud),
6- scold. &. north, and dial. 6 scaule, scoule,

9 scalL y. Sc. 8 scald, scauld. [f. Scold sb.

Notwithstanding the close resemblance in form and mean-
ing with the WGer. str. vb. OFris. skelda, OS. sceldan (in

a gloss}, Du.,M LG. schetden. OHG. sceltan (M HG., mod . G.
schelleu), there appears to be no etymological connexion.]

1. intr. +a. Originally, to behave as a scold;

to quarrel noisily, to brawl ; to rail at or wrangle

with some one ; to use violent or unseemly lan-

guage in vituperation ; said chiefly of women. Obs.

b. Now with milder sense (partly as absol. use of

sense 3) : To use undignified vehemence or per-

sistence in reproof or fault-finding ; colloq. often

merely, to utter continuous reproof.
a. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. 11. 81 To scorne and to scolde

sclaundere to make. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi.

xiii. (1495) 197 Noo man hath more woo than he that
hath an euyll wyfe, cryenge and janglynge, chydynge and
skoldynge. xs»6 Tindale A''. 7*. Prol. A ij b, Lestwe. .fall

from meke lernynge into ydle despiciouns, braulinge and
scoldynge aboute wordes. 1530 Palsgr. 706/2, I scoulde,
as a man or woman dothe that chyde, je tence.. .They
scolde togyther lyke two women, a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIIi, 160 b, Every day almost they would bryng
them furth openly and scolde and chyde with them, and
make them beleve that they woulde hang thein if they were
not payed. 1584 in D. Fenner De/. Ministers (1587) 43
Let him goe home and skoolde with bis wife. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. t. i. 177 Mark'd you not how hir sister Began to

scold, and raise vp such a slorme, That mortal eares might
hardly indure the din. 1607— Cor. v. vi. 106 Pardon me
Lords, 'tis the first time that euer I was fore'd to scoul'd.

c 16x8 Morvson Itin. iv. (1903,) 239 Some runn out to braule
and scowlde like women with the next enemyes. 1673
Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 265, I told her I came to be merry
and not to be scolded at. 1675 Alsop Anti Sozzo hi. ii. 193
Therefore go scold with the Apostle : that which will bring
htm off will bring off the Doctor. 1713 Sw iit Cadenus <t

Vanessa 287 For Gods, we are by Homer told, Can in

Celestial Language scold. 172a De Foe Col. Jack vii,

I scolded heartily at him when he came back. 1764 Wesley
frnt. 21 June, A woman had ' scolded with her neighbour '.

j
1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 24 Apr. (1815) 37 He might

!
harp as long as he pleased upon her scolding; but she
never scolded, except for his advantage. i8as A. Cun-

, NiNGHAM Tradit. Tales, Death of Laird of IVarlsworm
(1887) 273 All women love to be married, were it only for

the sake of having somebody to scold at. 1833 T. Hook
Parson?* Dan. 11. 111, I have no doubt that Lady Frances
will, at first, look grave, and even perhaps scold, but it will

wear oft 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre iv, I just put my two
arms round her, and said, ' Come, Bessie 1 don't scold.'

0. 1570 Levins Manib. 44/2 To Scaule, rixari. Ibid.

218/24 To Scoule. z8ao J. Johnstone Poems 127 (E. D. D.)

I'm sure that ye a' got a part o't, And needna scall oft sae

at me.

2. qu&si-trans. with complementary adj., adv., or

phrase expressing the result of scolding. Also

+ to scold it out : to continue wrangling to the end.

< 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon xiii. 48 Stand on thy guard, I

cannot scold it out. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. i. 173 £*dy.
An hundred Marks? By this light, lie ha more... I will

baue more, or scold it out of him. c x64S Howell Lett.

(1655) IV. vii. 18 She had scolded her Husband one day out

of doores. 1650 B. Discotliminium 10 Meer morall pru-

dence might suffer wise men to stand still.., and such

shallow heads as I am, to scould themselves quiet. 1754
Warburton View Bolingbr. Philos. 1. 34 My Master is not

a man to be scratched and scolded out of his Kingdom.

1783 Cowper Let. 17 June, No man was ever scolded out

of his sins. 1887 R. N. Carev Uncle Max v. 42, I scolded

back the foolish thoughts, and felt ashamed of myself for

entertaining them.

3. trans. To address (esp. an inferior or a child)

with continuous and more or less angry reproach

;

to chide.
This construction is prob. oflate Introduction from northern

dialects. Johnson does not mention it in his Dictionary

(1755), though Boswell reports him as having used it orally

in 1763. The use is still colloquial rather than literary, and
its associations are somewhat undignified ; but it is quite

free from the discreditable implications which the intransi-

tive use (sense 1) has not yet wholly lost.

17x5 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. xxiii, Auld nick Should
tempt their wifes to scald Them for't. 1763 Johnson in

Bosivell (1831) I. 418 You may scold a carpenter who has
made you a bad table, though you cannot make a table.

X771 Smollett Humph. CI. 2 June (1815) 120 She has left

off scolding the servants. >78x Cowper On MadaiCs A nsw.
Neivton 12 But the strife is the strangest that ever was
known, If a man must be scolded for loving his own [wife].

183a Lvtton Eugene A. 1. v, Well, Walter, I feel, for the
first time these ten years, that I have a right to scold you.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxi, She scolds the servants
from morning till night. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi xix.

398 The headman scolded the fellow for his meanness. 1889
Mrs. Oliphant Poor Gentt. xiii. III. ip She scolded Anne,
. .but so softly that Anne fell asleep in the middle of the
little lecture.

ScoldableCskJa'ldab'l),**. nonce-wd. [f. Scold
v. + -able.] Fit or suitable to be scolded.
1857 Miss Mulock Woman's Th. iii. (1858) 44 A kissable,

scoldable, sugar plum-feedable plaything. 1903 Westrn. Gaz.
22 May 3/2 The small caddie is a defenceless, a scoldable thing.

Scolde, obg. form of Scald v.

Scolder 1 (skJu'Ulaj). [f. Scold v. + -er 1
.]

One who scolds. Formerly, fa common scold.

1483 Coventry Leet-bk. 59 A Cookestowle . . to punysche
skolders and chidders as be law wyll. 1497 Will in Strype
Stow"s Sunt. (1754) I. 573/2 Provyded that al Vacabonds,
Scowldars, and Brawlers be rewarded after the Mind and
Discretion, and good Conscience of mine Executors, c 1510
Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) G iij, Heare not that
scolder and braulmg hounde of hell. 1595 Kath. Oliver
Conf.in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser. 111.(1907) I. 273, I have
bene a scoulder and a slaunderouse person, and a source of

strife amongst my neighbors. 1673 H. Stubbe Further
Justif. War Netherl. 70 A Scoulder and a Taunter is

reckoned .. with Thieves and Idolaters. X794 Coleridge
Robespierre 1. 183 The cool ferocious Robespierre turn'd

scolder ! 1875 M. Collins Sweet <$• Tw. 1. 1. vii, 102 Betty
Carr was a finer scolder .. than you will easily meet with.

Scolder 2 (sk^n-ldai). Orkneys. Also 8 sceolder.

The oyster-catcher, H&matopus ostrilegus.

a 1795 G. Low Fauna Oread. (1813)91 The Sea-Pie. .Ore.

Sceolder. X805 G. Barry Orkney 1st. 306 The Sea Pie. .in

some places here gets the name of the scolder.

Scolding (sk^o'ldirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scold v. +
-ing !.] The aciion of the verb Scold; vitupera-

tion, angry reproach, reproof.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f. vij, A scoldyng of keinsteris. 1547

Nottingham Rec. (1889) IV. 92 We presentt Anes Fyllddyng
for okypying of comyn skowdyng. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
I. . Summer) 59 He fell to a fresh scolding, in such man-
nerlie manner, as might welt shewe he had passed thro'

the discipline of a Tauerne. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. ii.

109 And she knew him as wel as I do, she would thinke
scolding would doe little good vpon him. 1651 Baxter
Inf. Babt. 239 And then they make Religion the pretence
for all their scoldings. 1755 J. Shebbeare Z^rYa (1769) II.

33 Mrs. Clench, asl am informed, was obliged to turn her
and her mother out of doors, they kept such an eternal

scolding to-gether. X877 O. W. Holmes How not to Settle

it 12 A page of Hood may do a fellow good After a scolding

from Carlyle or Kuskin. 1875 W. S. Havwaro Lo-.-c agst.

World 38, I shall give him a good scolding after dinner.

b. attrib, and Comb., as scolding-match; + scold-

ing cart ~ scold-cart (Scold sb. 1 c) ; scolding-

stock nonce-wd.
t an object for scolding; f scold-

ing stool, a cucking stool.

M74 *" yrnl. Chester Arch. etc. Soc. (1861) vi. 216 Costes
doon in makyng of the scooldyng stoole. 1629 in W. Kelly
Anc. Rec. Leicester (1855) 78 Paid to Frauncis Pallmer for

making two wheeles and one barr for the Scolding-Cart

ij"* '754 Fielding Voy. Lisbon Wks. 1882 VII. 65 She
played on two instruments.. ; these were two maids, or

rather scolding-stocks. i8m Macaulay Hist. Eng. x v. III.

548 Report indeed spoke of some scolding matches between
the Chancellor and his friend.

Scolding' (sk^o-ldin), ppl. a. [f. Scold v. +
-ing 2.] That scolds.

I X533 Frith Another Bk. agst. Rasietl B iij, He. -calleth

them raylynge gestynge and scoldinge wordes. 1577 ^ EN"

Dall Flowers ofEpigr. g$b. But Molzus. .caste in his wife,

and saied, Naught heauier than a skoldyng wife, I deme
there can be waied. t$g6 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1, ii. 100 Her
name is Katherina M inula, Renown'd in Padua for her
scolding tongue. 1638-56 Cowley Davideis m. note 37
Juvenal says of a loud scolding woman, that she alone was
able to relieve the Moon out of an Eclipse. 1719 D'TJrfev
Pills II. 324 Think what lives Some of you daily Live with
Scolding Wives. 1844 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 298, I have
written Jeannie a very scolding letter.

transf. and fig. x6ox Shaks, Jul. C. 1. iii. 5, I haue seene
Tempests, when the scolding Winds Haue riu'd the knottie
Oakes. X855 Tennyson Brook 84 The gate Half-parted
from a weak and scolding hinge, Stuck.

Hence Sco'ldingly adv.

1548 Elyot Diet., Rixose, scoldynglie.

tScoldster. Obs. rare~ x
.

[f. Scold sb. + -ster.] A scold.
c 1600 in A. H. A. Hamilton Quarter Sessions (1878) 85

[By the entry in the Sessions Book, it appears that Agnes
Pringe was indicted for a] Skolster.

Scole, obs. f. Scale sbA; School; Shoal ; Skull.
Scolear, obs. form of Scholar.
Scolecid (skrff'sid). [ad. mod.L. ScolBcida

neut. pi., f. Gr. c^wAr/f Scolex : see -id.] An
animal of the class Scolecida of Annnloida.
1864 Huxley Elem. Com/. Anat. 76 The ciliated larva

of some Scolecids and Echinoderms.

In 7 skolster.



SCOLECIFORM.

Scoleoiform (sk0le*sif£im),fl. [f. modX.$cd/e~c~ t

Scolex + -(i)form.] Resembling or having the

character of a scolex.

1891 Century Diet, s. v., The measles of pork is the scole-

ciform stage of Taenia solium.

Scolecite (sk^l/sait). Formerly skol-, scole-

zite. [f. Gr. oicajktjK-, okuj\i)£ Scolex + -ite l.

The name ir. sense 1 was given because the mineral some-

times curls up when heated. The orig. form scolezite is f.

Ger. scolezit (1813, see Chester Diet. Min. 1896).]

1. Min. Hydrous silicate of aluminium and cal-

cium, found in needle-shaped crystals and fibrous

or radiated masses.
18*3 W. Phillips Min. (ed. 3) 40 Skolezite. 1819 Nat.

Philos^ Optics xviii. 61 (U. K. S.) Scolezite. 1857 Dana
Man. Min. (1862) 167 Scolecite resembles natrolite.

2. Bot. The vermiform carpogonium of certain

fungi.

1875 Cooke & Berkeley Fungi 173 Tulasne observes that

this 'scolecite' or ringed body can be readily isolated in

Ascobolus furfuraceus. 188* Vines tr. Sac/ts* Bot. 310 The
adjacent threads put out small branches, pollinodia, the

terminal cells of which attach themselves firmly to the
anterior part of the scolecite.

t Scolecobrotic. 06s.-1
[f. Gr. ovwX?;*(o>,

ofcuKrjf Scolex + ppamtcos inclined to eat. Cf.

<7ko}\t]k6&parrot worm-eaten.] A vermifuge.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. 369 Ascarides [are killed]

by suppositories, clysters, with scolecobroticks, &c
Scolecoid (sk*?l/~koid), a. Also erron. scoli-

cecoid. [ad. Gr. (TKOjKrjKoeiSrjSj f. a/cojkrjK-j atcwXijg

worm, Scolex : see -old.] Resembling a worm or

a scolex.

1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Scolecoides, resembling a worm ;

vermiform: scolecoid. i864[see Scolex]. lSgimCenturyDict.

Scolecology (skp\tkp'\oc\^\\ [ad. mod.L. seff-

lecologia
i

f. Gr. (tkcoKtjk^o)-, ckujX^ worm, Scolex
+ -\oyia -logy.] A treatise on worms.
1858 in Mayne Expos. Lex. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

Scolecophagous (skpl&frfagas), a. [f. mod.
h.scd/ecophagyts

}
a. Gr. OK<u\ijKo<pdyos {.<XK<u\rjK(oy

t

<tkw\i]£ worm (seeScolex) + -<f>ayos: see-PHAGOUS.]
* Worm-eating, as a bird * {Cent. Diet. 1891).
Scoleir, -er(e, obs. forms of Scholar.

tScoleryng. Obs. rarer1 , [f. scolere Scholar.
The sense seems to require a fern, rather than a dim. forma-

tion, but it is not easy to explain -///fas a fern, suffix, as
c«r//«£-(CARLiNE l

), the only example ofthe fern, ending -ing,

is purely northern. But Chaucer or bis scribe may have
been familiar with the Du. and LG. suffix -in.]

?A female scholar.

14. . Chaucer's Wife's Prol. 44-45 Diverse scoles maken
parfyt clerkes. .; Of five husbondes scoleryng am I.

II Scolex (sk^a-leks). PI. sooleees (sk(7lf-siz),

also erron. soolices (sk^ulisfz). [mod.L., a. Gr.
(Ticw\t]£ {pi. <rtc<b\7]tce$) worm.] The larva or em-
bryo produced directly from the egg in metagenesis

;

esp. the larva or head of a tapeworm or other para-

sitic worm.
1855 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (ed. 2) 135 The Scolex,

therefore, in this stage of development is synonymous with
'the head ', or, as it might as well be called, the * root 1

of
the worm. 1864 Cobbold Entozoa 265 These thickened
portions, in their turn, become true scolices, or, in some
cases, scolicecoid formations. 1888 Rolleston & Tacksom
Anim. Life 233 Van Beneden's discovery of proscohces with
scolices in all stages of growth in the intestine of the Lump-
fish.

attrib. 1857 tr. von SieboloVs Tape # Cystic Worms (Syd.
Soc.) 87 This worm [bothriocephalus latus\ is never met with
amongst our cattle in a scolex condition. 1865 Nat. Hist,
Rev. July 349 A small scolex-cyst.

f Scoleye*, v. Obs. rare. Also(z».r>-.)scolay,

scoleie, scholey, schole hoye, skole-aye. [?a.

AF. *esco/eiert
f. OF. eseole School.] intr. To

attend school ; to study as a scholar.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 302 But al bat he myghte of his

freendes hente, On bookes and his lernynge he it spente,

And bisily gan for the soules preye Of hem bat yaf hym
wher with to scoleye. a 1400-50 Alexander 645 J>us skilfull

lange he scolaid & be scole vsed. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas
iv. ix. (1494) o vj, Calistenes was in his youth put for to

scoleye [MS. Rawl. scoleie, 1554 scoleye, 1558 scholey] In
the two scoles of prudent Socrates And of plato.

Scolezite, obs. form of Scolecite.

Scolicecoid, erron. form of Scolecoid.
Scolier, obs. form of Scholar.
Scoliograptic, a. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. okoXiq-

ypavT-os marked with oblique lines (f. ckoXio-s

bent, crooked + ypawrSs marked as with letters, f.

ypa<p-uv to write, mark) + -ic] Obliquely marked.
1853 Eraser's Mag. XLVII. 257 All. mackerel are nearly

simitar in form, hue, and the scoliograptic markings of their

sides and backs.

Scolion (skf?o-li;5h). Gr. Antiq. Also skolion,
scolium, erron. scholion. [Gr. otcoXtov.'] A song
sung in turn by the guests at a banquet.
1603 Holland Plutarch 1257 Terpander was the inventour

of those songs called Scolia, which were sung at feasts.

1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. vi. iv. 7 Which Athenaeus,
proveth against the Calumiations of Hemophilus not to be
a sacred hymne or Paean, but a Scolion or Festivall Song.
1776 Burney Hist. Mus. I. 467 In the following Scolium,
Timocreon gives bis opinion of riches. 1850 Mure Lit.

Greece III. 101 The celebrated scolion, or series of scolia,

addressed to Harmodius and Aristogiton. 1874 Mahaffy

232

Soc. Life Greece x. 296, I mean the Scolia, when one guest
commenced a sentence in verse, and handed a branch to
any other he chose, who was compelled to finish the verse
in the cleverest way he could.

II Scoliosis (sk(?li<?u*sis). Path. [mod.L., a.

Gr. <TKo\iotois
f f. okoKi-os bent, curved, crooked':

see -osis.] Lateral curvature of the spine ; dis-

tinguished from lordosis and cyphosis. Hence
Scoliotic a. [see -otic], pertaining to scoliosis.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scoliosis. 1849-52 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. IV. 949/1 The vertebral column misformed by
scoliosis. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Scoliotic. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Scoliosis Brace, a brace for treating lateral

curvature of the spine. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VI. 555
The arguments centering round the nature of the scoliosis

which is so common.
Scolk, Scolker : see Skulk, Skulker.
Scoll, obs. form of School; variant of Skoal.
Scollage, Scollar : see Schoolage, Scholar.

t Scollardicall, a. Obs. rare. [f. scollard

(see Scholab 3 c)+ -ical.] A supposed illiterate

epithet for a man of learning.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 69 These peevish Scollardicall

Doctors (that will not let people beleive Lies quietly).

Scolle, obs. f. School *M, Scold, Skull.
Scolier, Soollerie, obs. ff. Scholar, Scullery.
Scollop, sb.1 and v. : see Scallop.

Scollop (sk(?*bp), sb.~ Irish. Also scolp. [a.

Irish sgow.] A thatch-peg.
1813 Mar. Edgeworth Early Lessons (1829) III. 107 The

thatcuer .. fastens them down with bent twigs which he
calls scollops. Here is a scollop : you see it is sharpened
at both ends that it may stick in the roof. 1873 O'Curry
Manners Anc. Irish III. 32 The house. .was thatched with I

straw, rushes, or sedg[e, and neatly fastened down with
what are now Anglicised 'scollops'. 1888 Laws Little
Eng. 421 [Pembrokeshire word] Scolps, thatch pegs.

Scollup, obs. form of Scallop sb.

II ScolOC (skp'lok). Hist. Also seoloch, scolog.

[Olrish scolder i. scol School ; cf. mod.Irish scol6g>

scaldg farmer, rustic, and Scallao (though these

may be of different origin).] (See quots.)
Cf. Reg. Dunelm. De Cuthberti Vita (Surtees), p. 179

:

Clerici ill! . . qui Pictorum lingua Scollofthescognominantur.

1852 J. Robertson in SpaldingClub Miscell.V. Pref.App.
56 Three offices or grades of a scholastic kind—the Scolocs,

the Master of the Schools, and the Ferleiginn—obtained
in the ancient Scottish Church. Ibid. 59 The Lord Bishop
protested . . that the heir of every Scolog (' cujuslibet Scolgi

',

' cuius Scolagij ') should enter to his heritage by inquest
and seisin. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. (ed. 2) I. 399 Re-
searches througn the records show that among the Culdees
there was a grade of churchman—the humblest, apparently
—who was called the scholar. In the Pictish language, as
we are told, he was called Seoloch. 1888 W. Lockhart
Ch.Scot. 13th c. 122 There had been, .a deadly feud between
two Scolocs or Scologs {clerici scholares).

ScolopaceOUS (sk^bp^i-Jas), a. Ornith. [f.

mod.L. sco/opdeeus, f. L. scolopax snipe, woodcock,
a. Gr. ffKo\6ira£ : see -aceous.] Resembling a
snipe ; spec, used as epithet of a species of courlan,

Aramus scolopaceus. Also— next.

1785 Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds V. 102 Scolopaceous
Heron, .inhabits Cayenne. 18x9 J. F. Stephens in Shaw's
Gen. Zool. XL n. 540 Scolopaceous courlan {Aramus Sco-
lopacea). 183s Kirby Hab. <$ Inst. Anim. II. xxiii. 454
The plumage of others, especially of some of the scolopa-

ceous tribe, is beautifully mottled. 1841 Selby in Proc.
Benu. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 254 Of the Scolopaceous family,

there are two. .residents.

Scolopacine (skp'topasin), a. and sb. [ad, mod.
L. scolopacinus, f. L. sco/opac-em, scolopax: see

prec. and -ine 1.] a. adj. Belonging to the sub-

family Scolopacine or the family Scoiopacidss,

typified by the genus Scolopax
y
and including the

woodcock, redshank,etc b. sb. A scolopacine bird.

In recent Diets.

Scolopender (sk^bpcmtai). Also 6-8 scolo-

pendre. [a. F. scolopendre, ad. L. scolopendra.J

1. =SC0LOPENDRA 2.

156a Turner Herbal n. 55 The same [leaves of wild mint]
. . are dronken . . agaynst scolopendres & stynginges of ser-

pentes. 1569 J. Sanford tr. Agrippds Van. Artes 138 Ser-

pents, Salpeges, Scolopenders. 1597 Gerarue Herbal u.

ccxv.553 Mint. .istakeninwardlyagamstScolopenders. 1610
Marcelline Tri. Jos. 1 5 His Squadrons are prepared, and
consiste of Furyes, Scolopenders, Stellions, Phalanges, and
Philemons, more mad and enraged then those of Orestes.

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1045 The great

earth Scolopender. 1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 35 This creature,

in its figure, is like the Land Scolopendre. Ibid. 37 Having
put these Sea Scolopendres upon my fingers, they thrust a
great number of their prickles into the skin, and caused
a sharp pain for some hours. 1867 Morn. Star 29 Jan., The
body and tail of a monster scolopender. 1881 Darwin Vcg.

Mould ii. 62 Can the plug^s aid in concealing the burrows
from scolopenders, . .the bitterest enemies of the worms ?

f2. =SCOLOPENDBA I. Obs.

x6jj8 Phillips, Scolopender, . .also a certain fish, which
having swallowed a hook vomited up its entrails, and rid of

it sucketh them in again.

f 3. =Scolopendbium. Obs. [Cf. Gr. CKo\6tnvZpa

used by Galen for CKoKoirtvSpioy.']

1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Scolopender.

.

. Also a certain Medi-
cinal Herb, vulgarly call'd Harts-Tongue, in Latin Scoto-

pendria, such as Sea-green, Nightshade, Water Lentils, &C
II Scolopendra (sk^bpe-ndra). Also 7 erron.

scolopendria. [L., a. Gr. ffKoKotrtvSpa.']

fl. A fabulous sea-fish which ' feeling himselfe

SCOMBER.

taken with a hooke, casteth out his bowels, vntill

hee hath vnloosed the hooke, and then swalloweth

them vp againe' (Bullokar Eng. Expos. 1616).
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 23 Bright Scolopendraes, arm'd

with siluer scales. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 278
But, if the Scolopendra have suckt-in The sowr-sweet
morsell with the barded Pin, She hath as rare a trick to
rid her from it : For, instantly, she all her guts doth vomit

;

[etc]. 1635 Swan Spec. M. (1670) 342 The Scolopendra is

a fish, .which refuseth not the bait, but [etc.].

2. A centipede or millipede. Also, a Linnean
genus of myriapods, including the largest and most
formidable of the centipedes.
i6o8Topsell.SY?^«/j-3i There are Scolopendraes Vipers,

and Slow-wormes in Creete, yet. .they are without venome.
1611 Cotgr., Scolopendre, the Scolopendria, a reddish,
many-legd, and venomous worme. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. xv. 142 Upon the same ground hath arisen
the same mistake concerning the Scolopendra or hundred
footed insect 1673 E. Brown Trav. Germ., eta (1677) 17
An Indian Scolopendria, or Forty-foot. 1751 Chambers
Cycl. s.v. Dying [Advancement of], The amber-coloured
scolopendra will give, with lye, a most beautiful and pleasant
azure, 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxiii, 167 We discovered
some scolopendras, or centipedes, no less than eight or ten

inches in length. 1829 H. Murray N. Amer. I. xL 516
Rattlesnakes and scolopendras crawled about. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moquin-Tandon v. ii. 265 The Scolopendra are insects

belonging to the order Myriopoda and to the family Chilo-
poda. They are commonly termed Millipedes.

f 3. Applied in reproach to a woman. Obs.

1633 Shirley Gamester il ii, More wine, you varlets

!

And call your mistress up, you scolopendra. a 1668 Dave-
nant Siege v. (1673) 83 Go bring a Barrel hither; why?
when you Scolopendra.

Scolopendre, obs. form of Scolopender.
Scolopendria, obs. erron. f. Scolopendra ; obs.

t SCOLOPENDRIUM.
Scolopendriform (skpbpe'ndrif/jm), a. Ent.

[f. modX. Scolopendra (see Scolopendra 2) +
-(i)form.] Resembling a centipede ; spec, applied

to the larvae of certain water beetles.

1828 Kirby & Spence Entomol. xxx. III. 167 [The larva
of Gyrinus] appears to be the most perfectly Scolopendri-
form of any yet known.

Scolopendrine (skpbpe'ndrin), a. [f. mod.L.
Scolopenarin&y f. Scolopendra (the Linnean genus :

see Scolopendra 2) + -ine.] Resembling or re-

lated to the centipedes. Scolopendrine scale-

back, a polycha^tous marine annelid of the genus
Eo/ynoe'j as P. scolopendrina ; a kind of sea-centi-

pede.
1882 Casselfs Nat. Hist. VI. 230 This Scolopendrine

Scale-back [Polynoc scolopendrina] is four inches in length.

Ii ScolOpendrinm (skpl<?pe-ndri£m). Also 7-8
scolopendria. [mod.L., ad. L. scolopendrion = Gr.
CfcoXoiTcvSpiov a hart's-tongue fern, so called from
a fancied resemblance to the scolopendra.] A genus
of ferns ; a fern of this genus ; = Hart's-tongue.
16x1 Cotgr., Scolopetuirie vraye, .. called Vraye, to make

it differ from Harts-tongue, or stone Harts-tongue, which is

also (falsly)tearmed Scolopendria. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.
11. iv. 1. Hi. 439 Scolopendria, Cuscuta, Ceteratche, Mugwort.
17*9 in Dampier's Voy. (ed. 3) III. 428 The Flat-ring'd
Scolopendria. Is black, with yellow Edges on the Rings.
1882 Geikie Geol. Sketches 9 Not a vestige of vegetation
could we see save, .some dwarfed scolopendriums.

Scolopendroid (sk^I^pe*ndroid),a. [f. Scolo-
pendra + -01D.] Resembling a scolopendra.
1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 548/1 In the Scolopen-

droid races, the rings are flattened.

Scolopophore (skpUp^fosj). Ent. [i Gr.
ckoKoit-, atcokoip spike + -phore.] The sheath en-

closing the terminal rod of certain cells in insects.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 503.

Scolping, Scolyon, obs. ff. Sculpin, Scullion.

Scolytid (skp'litid). [ad. mod.L. Scolytid-m,

i. Scolytus'. see next and -id.] A member of the

family Scolytidx of small wood-boring beetles.

1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. (Camb. Nat. Hist.) 295 The work
of particular Scolytids can be recognised by the initiated.

Scolytoid (sk^rlitoid), a. Ent. [f. mod.L.
(Geoffroy, 1762) Scolyt-us + -OID.] a. Pertaining

or resembling the coleopterous family Scolytidm.

t>. spec. A term used by C. V. Riley to denote the

sixth and final larval stage of insects which under-

go hypermetamorphosis.
1883 C. V. Riley in Amer. Naturalist XVII. 790 We

would propose, therefore, the following arrangement. Tri-
ungutin=first larval stage.. .Scolytoid=sixth larval stage.

1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. (Camb. Nat. Hist.) 272 Scolytoid
larva.

Scorn, obs. form of Scum v.

|] Scomber (sk^-mbaj). PI. scombri (skf?*m-

brai). [L. scomber^ ad. Gr. fftcofifipos tunny or

mackerel.] A mackerel. In mod. use only as the

L. name of the genus.

1623 J. Webster in Cockeram To Author, Thy leaues

shall scape the Scombri, and be read. 1772-84 Cook's Voy.

(1790) I. 217 Oysters of different sorts, cavalhe or scomber,
flat fish. 1854 Baoham Halieut. 193 Here, accordingly,

the thunny fishery is exclusively carried on, nor was one^of

these scombers, he says, ever known to visit the opposite

shore of Chalcedon.

Scombre, obs. form of Scummer.



SCOMBROID.

Scombroid (sVmbroid), a. and sb. Also
(earlier) scomberoid. [f. Gr. aicopfSp-os Scomber
+ -OID. Cf. F. scomberdide (Cuvier).] A. adj.

Resembling the mackerel ; beronging to the family
ScombridsB.
1841 fenny Cyci. XX. 462/1 They much more closely re-

semble the teeth ofcertain Scomberoid fishes. 1880 Gunther
Fishes 294 The Scombroid genus, Gastrochisma.

B. sb. A scombroid fish.

1842 Brasde Did. SA, etc, Scomberoids...1he name of
the family of fishes of which the genus Scomber is the type
1849-51 Owen Tctth in Todd's Cycl. Anal. IV. 874/2 As
in Trichiurus, and some other Scomberoids. 1877 Streets
Contrib. Nat. Hist. Hawaiian 1st. 58 The Carangoids and
Scombroids.

Scome, Scomer, obs. ff. Scum, Scummeb.
Scomfish (sko-mfij), v. Sc. and north. Also

8 seonflce, 8-9 scumfish
; pa.pple. 4 seonfyste,

8 sounfest. [Shortened f. Discomfish.] trans.

fa. = Scomfit z». Obs. b. To snffocate, stifle, choke
(with heat, smoke, a bad smell). Also, to injure,
' do for '. (See E.D.D. s.v. Scumfish.)
a. c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. (Martha) 67 And as seon-

fyste stil he stud.

b. 17*8 Ross Helenore 30 Her stinking breath Was just
enough to sconfice ane to death. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss.,
Scumfish'd, smother'd. N. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxix,
A' thing is sae poisoned wi' snuff, that I am like to be scorn-
fished whiles. 1819 — Montrose iv, Without scomfishin

-

them with so much smoke. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xviii,
111 scomfish you if ever you go for to tell.

t Scomfit, sb. Obs. Forms : 4 scoumfyt,
soonflt, soumflte, 4-5 scorn-, skomfite, 6 skum-
flte. [f. Scomfit v. ; cf. Discomfit sb.] Defeat,
discomfiture.

13. . K. Alis. 950 Ac the scoumfyt, and the damage, Feol
on neom of Cartage, c 1330 Beues 890 Iosian lai in a castel
& sej bat sconfit euerich del. c 1330 A rth. 4 Merl. 6445
(Kolbing) After bis bataile & scumfite. 1411 tr. Secreta
Secret., Priv. Priv. 129 How youre Same graunde Syre
wyth few Pepill Arthure Macmurgho wyth myche pepill to
scomfite sette. 1540 St. Paters Hen. VIII, III. 173 At
the skumfite gyven upon ONeyle and ODonell at the Iaste
insurreccion.

t ScO'mfit,^. Obs. Forms: 4 scum-, scoom-,
scouiu-, scounfit(e, -fyt, -phit, -flthe, 4-5 skora-,
sconfit(e, -fyt, 4-6 scomfit(o, -fyt(e, 5 -fet(t,

scum-, scowmfet(e, skunflt, schomfyt. Pa. t.

and pa. pple. 4 scumfyghte, scoom-, skoumflt,
-fyt, 4-5 scum-, skomflt(e, -fyt(e, -fet, 5
sckonfet, scoumfyght, (scomfede, -fide), 4-6
scomfyt(e; also regularly scomflted, etc. [Short-
ened f. Discomfit v.] trans. To defeat, vanquish,
discomfit.

1303 R. Biunni Handl. Synnt 4980 pe folk of Isrel had
boght, and syghte, For bey were twyys scumfyghte. 13..
Coer de L. 3777 Yiff he scounfithe us in bekyr. 1340 Ham-
polk Pr. Consc. 2269 And when be devel herd hynit>us say,
Alle skomfit he vanyst oway. 13 . . Cursor M. jiw (GOtt.) bai
erscumphiteJ wid(.airfas. c 1380 Wvclif Set. Wis. III. 147
By bat pel wan bo world and scounfitiden bo fende. c 1420
Chron. Vilod. 3440 He. .scomfede his enmyes & droff hem
any.. 14M Misvn Fire 0/Love 30 All binge he scumfetis,
all binge lie ouercomys. c 1440 Generydes 570 So rebukyd
and skomfite as he was. c 1470 in Three i$th Cent. Chron.
(Camden) 20 Kynge Edward was scomfide and put to flight.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virl. xn. 214 Whan I had scomfyte
this serpent venymous. Ibid. 226 How . . Haue ye scomfyted
..The.. dragon. 01513 Fabyan's Chron. vn. 324, & gaue
to hym batayll, & scoumfyght hym at lengthe. 1530 Palsgr.
706/1, 1 scomfyte, or I overcome,.// vayncs.. . Hefiath scorn.
fyt all his ennemyes.
Hence t Scomfit///. a. (in quot. absol.), f Scom-

fiting vbl. sb.

<: 1333 in Minos's Poems (ed. Hall) App. i. 26 So bere itte was
wellc semyng, |>atte with multitude is no scomfiting. (1450
Lovelich Grail lii. 738 For it is A ful gret Merveyl to life,
the Conqwerour to be scomfyt golden to be. 1483 Calk,
Angl. 323/2 A scomfetynge, superacid, triumphus.

t Sco mfiter. Obs. rare- 1
. In 5 skomfltoore.

[Shortened f. descomfilour Discomfitkb.] A dis-
comfiter, victor.

a 1400 Morte Arth. 1644 Loke je skyfte it so that vs no
skathe lympe, ffor na skomfitoure in skoulkery is skomfite
euer.

t Scomfiture. Obs. Forms : 4 scomfitour,
5 soom-, skomfiture, -fyture, -fytour, -fertour,
scumfetore. [Shortened f. Discomfitube.] Dis-
comfiture, defeat.

13. .
Guy Warm. 5235 Wei gret it was be scomfitour.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 1561 Skilfulle skomfyture he skiftez
as hym lykez. _c nfo Brut 439 But God was lord and
maistir of that victone and scomfiture. c 1471 in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 278 When the comens the skomfertour did under,
stonde, Thay seuyd owte freshly, thay kepud none araye.
a 1513 Fabyan's Citron, v. cxi. 84 He made a newe voyage
ageyne theym, & made of theym a nother scomfiture.

t Scomm. Obs. Also 7 soomme, scorn, [ad.
L. scomma (Macrobius), a. Gr. amupfui (<7*<u/t/«tT-)

F

f. aniiv-Ttiv to jeer, scoff.] A flout or scoff.
The sense 'a buffoon ', by which J. explains a mutilated

version of quot. 1692, is recorded in all subsequent Diets.
a 1619 Fotherbv Atheom. 11. i. % 8 (1622) 189 Whose vaine

ostentation is worthily scoffed with scomme of the Orator.
16*8 W. Sclater Three Sertn. (1629) 6 Enough of this,
least I incurre the prouerbiall scomme; Sus Mineruam.
1692 R. L'Estrange Fables ccccx. 386 The Scomms of
Great Men, or buffoons of Quality, are every jot as Wolvish
in Conversation, as they are here in the Fable. 1711 Puckle

Vol. VIII
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Club (1723) 8 Scomms and derision unbridle fear, and make
the peasant brave the prince.

Hence fScomma"tic [Gr. o-*<u^oti*-os], f Scorn-
ma'tical adjs., characterized by gibe or scoff,

t Scommatically adv. f Sco'mmatism, scoff-
ing, f Sco'mmatizing ///. a., derisive.
1601 Bp. W. Barlow Defence 88 This imputation scomma-

ticall of faithlesse Adeline. 1613 Sir E. Hoby Counter-sri.
Ishmael Rabshacheh 8 Those vniust Cauills and scoma-
tizing imputations. 1650 Hobbes Ausiu. Davenant F 3
From hence have proceeded three sorts of Poesy, Heroique,
Scommatique, and Pastorall. . .The Heroique Poem Drama-
tique is Tragedy. The Scommatique Narrative is Satyre.
1656 — Six Lessons vi. 55 Whatsoever is added of con-
tumely, either directly or scommatically, is want of Charity
and uncivil. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. xviii. 67 As he that
has been casting his angle a good part of the day into the
river, and brings home no fish, may yet be rightly saluted
Mr. Fisherman or Mr. Angler at his return, though not
without some kind of Scommatism at the bottom. Ibid.,
By way of Scommatical reproach. 1668 E. Howard Usurper
Epist. A 5, The other extream..is that of Farce or Scom-
matick Plays. 1671 Shadwell Miser 1. (1672) 6, I know as
well as you that 1 depend (Scommatically) upon a Father.

Scommar, Scomme, obs. ff. Scummer, Scum.
Scommer, scomor, -our,-ur,obs. ff.ScrjMMER.
Scon, variant of Scone.

Sconce- (sk(ms), sb.1 Forms : 4-6 skonse, 5-6
skonce, scons(e, (5 sconsce, 7 skons, 8 dial.

scoance), 5- sconce. [Aphetic a. OF. esconse

lantern (also hiding-place), ad. monastic L. sconsa,
shortened f. absconsa, fem. of L. absconsus, pa. pple.
of abscondfre to hide. Cf. Olcel. skons, ?lantern,

candlestick (1397 in a church inventory).]

+ 1. A lantern or candlestick with a screen to pro-
tect the light from the wind, and a handle to carry
it by (as distinguished from a lantern carried sus-
pended from a chain). Obs.
c 1392 in Fabric Rolls Yorh Minster (Surtees) 129 Pro

reparacione de iij skonses fractis in vestiario, X2d. 14..
S. Etheldred 351 in Horstm. Altengi. Leg. (1881) 290 And
in a sconsce he hadde hurre candelle with hurre lyjt. 1434
E. E. Wills (\%Zi) 102, Y bequethe..to..sir Iohn Russhe-
brok a skonce. 1450 Pol. Ret. * L. Poems 11 It wexyth
derke. thou nedyst A scons, i486 Bk. St. Albans dij b,
Clymbe to her with a sconce or a lanterne that hath bot oon
light. 1530 Palsgr. 268/1 Scons to sette a candell in,
lanterne a mayn. 160a Middleton Blurt iv. iii, Wood.
Yonder's a light, Master Constable. Bin. Peace, Woodcocke,
the sconce approaches. 1644 Evelyn Diary 22 Nov., The
windows of the whole city were set with tapers put into
lanterns, or sconces, of several coloured oiled paper. C1746
J. Collies (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. (1787) 10 It
begun t' be dark, on I'r beawt Scoance in a strawnge Country.
trans/. andySV. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks. 445/1

Tindal..hydeth himself in the darkencs.se of the deuill,
walking with a sconse of a dimme light, to make men wene
he would shewe them the way. 1747 Hervey Medit. II. 85
The moon is of signal service, .to the Mariner, .to explore
his way and under the influence of this beaming Sconce, to
avoid the fatal rock.

b. A flat candlestick with a handle for carrying.
1834 Lov*" Ltt- * Stor. Irel. Ser. 11. 190 Put a candle in

the tin sconce. 1858 Mrs. Oliphaht Laird o/Norlawl.
v. 55 Taking the candle . . she stood with the little flat brass
sconce in ner hand. 1897 Barrere & Leland Slang, Sconce
(public schools), a tin candlestick.

2. A bracket-candlestick, usually of brass or iron,

to fasten against a wall ; esp. an ornamental bracket
for holding one or more candles, often fitted with
a mirror. Also, a candle-bracket for a piano, etc.
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 363 The mynyster of hyghe

masse schaL.lyght the quyer sconses..as ofte as nede is.

1509-10 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 270 Paid for iij plattes with
nosis for be skonsis ijd. 1662 Pepys Diary 4 Jan., Seeing
how my pewter sconces that I have bought will become my
stayres and entry. 1685 Drydf.n tr. Lucretius 11. 28 If
Golden Sconces hang not on the Walls, To light the costly
Suppers and the Balls. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 381/2
The forms., of these.. Sconces, are numberless; some having
them with Faces, others with Birds, Beasts, Fish, Trees
and Flowers; some with round or oval imbossed works.
m6 Hctrne Collect. 4 Dec. (O.H.S.) I. 310 Mr. Thomas
Cherry was buried on Wednesday. . . The Rooms were very
handsomely set out w,k black sconces &c. proper for such
occasions.

^ 1729 Swift Direct. Serv. i. (1751) 22 You may
likewise stick the Candle so loose, that it will fall upon the
Glass of the Sconce, and break it into Shatters. 2755 John,
son, Sconce, a pensile candlestick, generally with a looking-
glass to reflect the light. 1811 Scott Kenilw. vi, The dark
colour.. was relieved by the number of lights in silver
sconces, which hung against the walls. 1859 W. Collins
Q. o/Hearls{iBj5) 41 This strange scene was lighted up by
candles in high and heavy brass sconces. 1881 Besant &
Rice Chapl. 0/Fleet 11. iv, Wax candles, arranged upon the
walls on sconces. 1908-9 Civil Service Supply Assoc. Catal.
1212 Piano Candle Sconces. Ibid. 1241 Adjustable shaving
stand . . with . . Sconces and best mirror.

3. A street-lamp or lantern attached to a wall.
Only in descriptions of Continental life.

1849 James Woodman ii, A sconce was lighted on the side

of the nunnery. 1873' Ouida' Pascarel 1. 176 The oil wicks
were lighted in the iron sconces of the streets.

4. The tube in an ordinary candlestick in which
the candle is inserted. 1850 in Ogilvie.

5. attrib., as sconce candlestick, light, maker.
1455 in Anstey Munim. Acad. (Rolls) II. 664, j. *scons

candelstik of latone. 1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 427 *Skonce
light. 1530 Palsgr. 268/1 "Sconsmaker, lattternier. 1688
Holme Armoury ill. 381/2, S. the like O. with a Candle
burning in the Socket proper, is the Badge of the Sconce-
makers.

SCONCE.

Sconce (skf?ns), sb? arch. Also 6-7 sconse,
skonce. [Of obscure origin

; possibly a slang use
of Sconce sd.i or of Sconce s&* (though in our
quots. recorded earlier than the latter).] A jocular
term for : The head ; esp. the crown or top of the
head; hence, 'head', ability, sense, wit. fAlso
put for the person himself.
1567 Turberv. Efit. t etc. 105 A curled Sconce he hath,

with angrie frowning browe. 1577 Kendall Flowers of
E^igr. 94 b, Bartlet a pleasant sconse, whose mirthe all men
did muche delight. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625)
47 Master B. found Socrates in my Letter, and sent to seeke
out your well reputed skonce to expound it. 1593 G. Harvey
New Let. Notable Contents C 2 b, The Princock. .that can
play vpon his warped sconce, as vpon a tabor. i6ai Burton
Anat.Mel, Democr. to Rdr. 64 Much learning.. hath crackt
their skonces. 1645 Milton Colast. 25 How many are there
..who have such a Fee simple in their sconse, as to take a
Leas of their own Lands from another? 1651 Cleveland
Poems 20 Who swears &c., swears more oaths at once Than
Cerberus out of his triple Sconce. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 15 Sept, He. .running into the house, exposed his back
and sconce to the whole family. 1809 W. Irving Knickcrb.
vi. viii. (1840) 370 As he stooped .. Peter Stuyvesant dealt
him a thwack over the sconce. 1883 Century Mag. XXVI.
915/2 To put it [the sum] up to twelve dollars.. if she.,
showed any sconce for the business. 1888 J. Inclis Tent
Life in Tigerland 197 He had received a crack on the
sconce.

Sconce (slcpns), $b$ Forms : a. 6-7 skonce,
sconse, (7 sconch), 6- sconce. 0. 6 seance,
skance, 7 skants, scans, [a. Du. schans (in

early mod.Du. also written schantze, schentze),
with assimilation of form to Sconce sdA and sb&
The word (of which the synonymous early mod. Du.

senranse, schranUe, seems to be a variant) is found also in
late MHG. and mod.G. schanze fem. ; in the 16th c. it had
in Du. the senses 'brushwood', 'bundle of sticks', 'screen
of brushwood for soldiers ', ' earthwork made with gabions

'

(cf. Du. schanskorfgabion). The ultimate origin is obscure

;

the late appearance of the word in Teut. would suggest the
probability of some Romanic source, but neither form nor
sense supports the hypothesis of adoption from OF. esconse
hiding-place (cf. Sconce sb. 1

) which app. does not occur in
any military application.]

1. Fortif. A small fort or earthwork ; esp. one
built to defend a ford, pass, castle-gate, etc., or
erected as a counter-fort.
a. 1571 Digges Pantom. 54 To make Plattes, and set

downe the proportion of anye Sconces, Fortes, Bulwarkes,
or Townes, 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. 178/2 in Holinshed,
Caluerleigh.-went vnto that end of the towne where the
seneschall scaled the wals, & there he made a sconse, or a
littlebulworke, and., saued the towne. 1599 Shaks. Hen. I-',

hi. vi. 76 They will learne you by rote where Seruices were
done ; at such and such a Sconce, at such a Breach. 161

1

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. DC xv. § 39. 630/1 And raising the
rampier to a great thicknes whereon he erected many
sconces of earth like vnto Castles. 1639 R. Norwood Fortif.
134 Of small ForLs or Field Skonces, and marking them out
Mechanically, and first of a Skonce of foure sides. 1656
Heyun Surv. France 11 Neither is there any of the least
Sconces or Blockhouses, on the shore-side of that Countrey
[Hampshire], a 1668 Davenant Siege (1673) 67 The Out-
works are made perfect, and our River Guarded by a Sconce.
1673 Sir J. Moore Mod. Fortif 94 Of small Forts or
Skonces, which are built for Defence of some Pass, River, or
other place. 17*7 A. HamiltonNew Ace. E. Ind. I. xiii. 147
The Citizens built Sconces in convenient Places, about half
a Mile without the Wall, to protect the Suburbs. 1755
Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 288 They had raised two sconces or
breast-works over against two fords passable at low water.
i8ai Scott Kenilw. i, [He] was shot at the head of his
regiment at the taking of a sconce near Maestricht. 1849

[J. Grant] Mem, Kirkaldy xxi. 246 The Earl of Morton
and his troops, .threw up a battery on the southern part of
Calton Hill... This sconce they hoped would command the
Canongate.
p. 1598 Barret Theor. IVarresv. i. 141 To carrie victuals

or munition . . to a distressed Seance. Hid. Gloss. 252 Skance
%

a Dutch word : and is a small fortresse built of turffe and
earth, commonly vsed in the low countries, 163a Holland
Cyrupaedia 115 To the end it might be, as a warlike and
defensive fortresse for themselves, so a strong skants, and
offensive to the Assyrians. 1675 Loud. Gaz. No. 1017/1
They had beaten the Indians from a certain Scans, on the
foresaid Promontory of Land.

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 37 And you vse these blows
long, I must get a sconce for my head, and Insconce it to.

c 159a Bacon Conf. Pleasure (1870) 23 It is her goverm* and
her gverm* alone that hath (bene y«J sconse and forte of all

Europe. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnificence
337 Honour is but a puffe.. Health but a sconce of paper.
x6xs T. Adams Blacke Devitl 55 If he loose the sconce of
the understanding, yet give him the citadell of the affections.

1633 — Exp. 2 Peter i. 6 All sins break in at the loss of the
sconce, orcapitol, reason. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch.
Porch xxii, Look to thy mouth : diseases enter there. Thou,
hast two sconses, if thy stomach call ; Carve, or discourse.
1647 Ward Simple Coblerd To authorise an untruth, .is to
build a Sconce against the walls of heaven. 1655 Fuller
Ch. Hist. iv. 148 This was one of the best bulwarks and
sconces of Soveraignty. 0x670 Hacket Abp. Williams n.
(1693) 166, I spend too much time to pull down a Sconce of
Sand. 1676 Hobbes Iliad m. 221 Great Ajax, Who of the
Argives is the Sconce [SpKos'Axauav]. 1711 in 10th Rep. HisU
MSS.Comm.

, App. v, 198 Flanders was., to be garrisoned, to
the end that it might be a sconce between them and France,
C slang, f To build a sconce (see quot. 1 730).

1640 NABBEsi?nVrV in. i, By battering downe with th 'engine
of their purse Some sconch your drunken valour in a taverne
Hath built with sack. 1641 Bratiiwait Eng. Gentlem. 23
These have beene Men in their time, . . but now their
fortunes falling to an ebbe,. .they are enforced.. to erect a
Sconce whereto the Roarers make recourse, as to their

80
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Rendevous. 1649 Dk. Newcastle Country Capt. 1. i. 7 Vnd.

Hee shall read warrstomeandfortification. Tho. Foraneede

I could teach you to build a sconce Sir. 1687 [see sconce-

building in 5]. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s.v., To
build a large Sconce, to run deep upon Tick, or Trust.

a 1704 T. Brown Lett. Jr. Dead m. Wks. 1730 II. 282

A lieutenant and ensign whom once I admitted upon trust,

..built a sconce, and left me in the lurch. 1730 Bailey (fol.),

To build a Sconce, to run a Score at an Ale-house, Tavern,

&c- so as to be afraid to go there, for fear of being dunn'd.

1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) I. 174 Cribbing from the

till, and building sconces, and such-like tricks. 1765 Goldsm.
Ess. viii. Wks. (Globe) 307/2 He ran into debt with every-

body that would trust him, and none could build a sconce
better than he,

2. transf. A protective screen or shelter (from

fire or the elements).

1591 R. Bruce Sertn. R 3, We ar no more bot as stubble
is to the fyre, so ar we in the presence of God, who is a con-
suming fyre, except we haue a sconce, except wee haue
Christ Iesus to gang betuixt vs and him. a 1616 Beaum. &
Fl. Scorn/. Lady v. 13b, I am.. a rascal : one that vpon
the next anger of your brother, must raise a sconce by the
high way, and sel switches, a 1670 Hacket Cent. Serm.
(1675) 454 He would make small Sconces or Tabernacles
upon the top of the Hill. x688 Holme Armoury m. 449/1
Some call it [sc. an Umbrella] a Skonce, which Gentlewomen
. .beare up. .to keep and shadow them from heat. 1730 A.
Gordon MaffeVs Amphith. n. xiv. 348 The fervent Heat of
the Sun made some kind of Sconce or other necessary at
the Games.
3. dial. a. A screen, partition.

1693 Kennett Parock. Antiq. s.v. Helowe-wall, Hollen
in the North is a wall, .to secure the family from the blasts

of wind rushing in when the heck or door is open : to which
wall on that side next the hearth is annext a sconce or serene
ofwood or stone. 1829 BROCKETTiV". C. Wds.(ed. 2), Sconce,
..a short partition near the fire upon which all the bright
utensils in a cottage are suspended. 1863 J. C. Atkinson
Danby Gloss., Sconce, a screen.. lined with some reflecting

metal, which is set before the fire when a joint is roasting.

1876 Whitby Gloss., Sconce, a screen or partition.

b. (See quots.) [Perhaps a different word.]
1781 Hutton Tottr to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., Sconce, a fixed

seat by the side of a fire place. 1829 Brockett N. C. Wds.
(ed. 2), Sconce, a seat at one side of the fire-place in the old
large open chimney. 1885 Hall Caine Shadmv ofCrime vi,

She cleared the sconce and took down the flitches that hung
from the rannel tree to dry. 1886 Alice Rea Beckside
Boggle 4 A long freestone slab, or sconce, as dale folk call

it, firmly fixed into the wall by the fireplace, which must
have made a comfortable fireside couch in olden times.

4. (Also sconce~piece.) A low water-washed ice-

berg (see quot. 1856).
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. vii. 72 Just then, a broad sconce-

piece or low water-washed berg came driving up.. .As the
sconce moved rapidly close alongside us, McGary managed
to plant an anchor on its slope. 1889 R. Collinson Jrnl.
H. M. S- Enterprise 204 We. .were, .unable to see our way
among the sconces, and . . I hove-to for daylight.

5. Comb. : sconce-battle, a particular mode of
drawing up troops in the field ; f sconce-build-
ing a., that ' builds a sconce ' (see 1 b) ; f sconce-
korf [Diu schans-korf], a gabion.

163s W. Barriffe Mil. Discipl. xcv. (1643) 273 The *Sconce
Batiell is a Figure most properly fit for a whole Regiment.
1687 T. Brown Saints in uproar Wks. 1730 I. 80 Thou
huffing, puffing, *sconce-building ruffian, 1629 tr. Pclegro-
mt'us' Shertogenbosh 41 Our Land-souldiers. .did set on fire

some *Sconce-kornes [tread -korues = -korves].

Sconce (skpns), sbA [f. Sconce v. 2)
1. At Oxford (? formerly also at Cambridge) :

t a. A fine imposed for a breach of university or

college discipline (obs.). b. A fine of a tankard
of ale or the like, imposed by undergraduates on
one of their number for some breach of customary
rule when dining in hall.

1650 in Rashdall & Rait Netu College (1901) 1^6 Taking
off the sconce [misprinted scoure] which, for their absence
from prayers, was laid upon them by the said Warden.
1653 in 4th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. (1874) 456/1 In the
case of neglect thereof they shall be punished by sconce, or
imposed exercises, as to the officers of the said Colleges.,
shall seeme meete. 1691 WrooD Ath. Oxon. I. £21 Upon the
hearing of one of Sir Hen. Savile's mathematic lectures by
accident, or rather to save the sconce of a groat, if he had
been absent. 1707 in Hearne Collect. 23 Dec. <O.H.S.) II.

83^ The Dean put y* usual Sconce for missing Prayers upon
his Name. 1763 Colman Terrae-Filius No. 1 P 10 If I fine

them for their Irregularities, it shall be in a much more
moderate Sum than Forty Shillings, or any other Sconce
imposed by the Proctors. 1885 N. <y Q. Ser. vi. XII. 523/2
When I was at Oriel,.. sconces were the fines.. inflicted in
the ' gate-bill '. . . Sconces, as fines for offences in hall contra
bonos mores, were in vogue in other colleges but not
with us.

attrib. i88sA?".<r <).Ser.vi. XII. 449/1 The sconce-tankards
held about two quarts.

f2. In extended application: A mulct, fine

(exacted, e. g. from a member of a society, from
a servant). Obs.

1683 Bars-ard Life Heylin 112 The exacting of Sconsesor
perdition mony, which he [as Treasurer of Westminster]
divided among them that best deserved it. 1703 MS. Bk.
of Receipts Ashm. Museum ab, Gilacholuim's sconces or
Forfeits out of his wages, Beginning Oct. 22, 1703.

t Sconce, ^. T Obs. [f. Sconce sb.% Cf. Du.
(be)schansen.']

1. trans. To fortify, entrench ; in later use, to
shelter, protect. To sconce away Sc, to ward off.

1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. 153/2 They set vppon
the towne of Ioor, that was sconsed [orig. beschanst\ and
compassed about with woodden stakes. 1620 Brathwait

Five Senses 75 Long time, therefore, haue I resolued to
sconce my selfe betwixt these two. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. xiv. (1626) 282 A little Bay, by Scylla haunted, lies.

.

sconst from the Seas and skies Distemper. 1690 C. Nesse
Hist. $ Myst. O. <y N. Test. I. 208 A screen to sconce and
shelter us from consuming fire. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 65 He's pretty well scone'd against
Bullets. C1715 Ramsay Vision iii, To.. skonce my skap
and^ shanks frae rain. 1746 D. Graham Hist. Rebel!, x.
Writ. 1883 I. 178 Confin'a into a stinking stye, And 'bove
his head two hydes of kye, To skonce away the sooty rain.

2. [? By etymological association with F. esconser

(Cotgr.).] To hide, screen from view.
165a Urquhart yeivelizz With so close and secret a minde

did he harbour in his heart, that new love, ..remotely skons-
ing it from the knowledge of all men. 1663 Sir G. Mac*
kenzie Religious Stoic xtii. (1685) 146 As if a thicket of trees
could have sconced him from his all-seeing Maker.

Sconce (sk(?ns),2/.2 [Of obscure origin. As
a term of University slang, it may have arisen from
some far-fetched reference to Sconce sb.1, sb. 2, or

sb.3 Our first two quots. refer it to Sconce sb.2
;

so app. also quot. 1641 in sense 2,]

1. trans. At Oxford (? formerly also at Cam-
bridge) : To fine, mulct; often with the penalty

as second object. Formerly said of university and
college officials, with reference to fines inflicted for

breaches of discipline. Now only of undergraduates

when dining in hall : To fine (one of their number)
a tankard of ale or the like, as a penalty for some
breach of good manners or conventional usage.
16x7 Minsheu Duclor s.v., Wherevpon comes the terme in

Oxeford to sconce one, Lat. Mulctare pecunia, i. to set vp
so much in the butterie booke vpon his head to pay for his

punishment. 1628 Shirley Witty Fair One iv. ii, I have
had a head in most of the butteries of Cambridge, and it

has been sconced to purpose. 1687 Magd. Coll. A> yas. II
(O.H.S.) 224 The said persons entering the Buttery, and
taking out their crosses, M'. Charnock thereupon sconced
the Butler ten shillings each. 1687 Settle Refl. Dryden
1 1 The poorest Freshman in the University would be sconced
for half so great a blunder. x688 Wood Life Apr. (O.H.S.)
111. 265 The vicechancellor told him the Coll. was to be
sconced : Charnock said he had provided a preacher. 1706
Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 238 D' Mill.. saying.. that no
Master of Arts in the Hall should for ye future have any
Privilege of sconsing or otherwise punishing the Servants
in the Hall. 1707 Ibid. II. 9 Yesterday the Vice-Chaunc.
scons'd all that were without their Hoods at S l Marie*s.
1728 Johnson in J. Hawkins Life (1787) 9 [He said to

Jordan] Sir you have sconced me two-pence for non-atten-
dance at a lecture not worth a penny. 1821 Etonian II.

391 Hall dinner. Was sconced in a quart of ale for quoting
Latin. 1853

( C. Bede ' Verdant Green in. xi, There was a
shout of indignation and he [the punster] was sconced by
the unanimous vote of the company.

2. In extended application (cf. Sconce sb. 2).

1641 Milton Ch. Discipl. n. 85 We must of duty still

appear before them once a year, .to be taxt by the poul, to
be scons't our head money.. in their Chaunlerly Shop-book
of Easter. 1755 Connoisseur No. 57 F 7 (The toast-master
of a drinking society] punishes an offender by sconcing him
a bumper. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers IV. xi. 107 A theft

committed on any one of these three [Rogation] days, was,
by Alfred's laws, sconced in a two-fold 'hot' or fine. 1869
Gladstone Sp. Ho. Comm. 18 June, This superstition.. by
which every officer., who only had the good fortune to tie

himself to the tail of some Judge,.. had built up around
him this sanctity of tenure, by which the public had been
sconced generation after generation. 189a Symonds Life in
Swiss Highl. xvL 346 He who comes last is sconced three
litres of Veltliner for the company. 1901 Speaker 27 Apr.
99/1 Why should a small village public-house be sconced
five or six times as much as one of the great gin-palaces.

1905 Morley Gladstone iv. ii, I. 471 A new minister, who
. .did not shrink from sconcing the powerful landed phalanx
like other people.

f b. To sconce off: to take off, rebate. Obs.
1768 Foote Devil 11. Wks. 1799 II. 260 The widow, .paid

my bill . . without sconcing off sixpence.

Hence Sco'noing vbl. sb. (Also attrib.)

1695 Kennett Paroch. Antiq. App. 688 Neither are any
polling Officers to draw fees and sconcing money to enrich
themselves. 1885 N. <$ Q. Ser. vi. XII. 448/2 Sconcing was
a privilege possessed by the senior scholar or commoner
dining in hall of fining any delinquent.

Sconce, z/.3 nonce-wd. Aphetic form of En-
sconce v.

1841 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. n. Auto-dafe, All, save
Privy-purse Humez, Who sconced in his room is.

Sconce, dial, form of Scunch.

Sconcer x (skfrnsaj). north, [f. Sconce sb.1 +
-er ]

.] ? - Sconce s&J- i.

173X Inv. G. Bamforth, Sheffield,A\&rge glass, sixsconcers.

Sconcer 2 (sk/rnsai). [? f. Sconce v. l + -er 1.]

A malingerer.

1843 G. Hector Feigned Dis. 43 One was pronounced by
the surgeon an imposter, the other was admitted. It is

probable he had received a hint that one of them was a
sconcer.

Sconoh, Sconcheon, obs. forms of Sconce sb.%,

SCUNCHEON.
Scond(e, obs. forms of Shand, shame.

Scone (sk<?un, skpn). Orig. Sc. Also 6-9 soon,
skon, (8 sconn). [Perh. a shortened adoption of

MDu. schoonbrot, MLG. sckonbrot 'fine bread'.
The LG. word is explained in the Bremen glossary {1771)

as a sort of white loaf with two acute and two obtuse angles,

and the similar schSnroggen ('fine rye') in the Hamburg
dialect denoted 'a seed-cake with three rounded corners'.

(See Grimm's Deutsches Wb. s.v. Scho'n.) From the latter

word are MSw. skanrogglt, MDa. skonroggen, Icel. skonrok
' a biscuit '(Vigf.).]

1. A large round cake made of wheat or barley-
meal baked on a griddle ; one of the four quadrant-
shaped pieces into which such a cake is often cut,

or a cake of this shape separately baked. Also
with denning words, denoting varieties of this

cake, as butter, potato, soda, treacle scone ; brown
scone, one made of whole meal; drop, dropped
scone, one made of a small portion of batter
dropped on the griddle or on a tin and baked

;

fried scone, one in which the ingredients are

made into a batter and fried ; sweetie scone Sc.

(see quot. 1808).
The Eng. Dial. Did. has an 18th c. quot. for ' three nucket

scons' (three-cornered scones). The context of quot. 1513
below shows that a four-cornered cake was meant.
1513 Douglas Mneis vii. iii. 15 The flour sconnis war sett

in, by and by, Wyth wther mesis. 1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 43
Thai hed na breyd bot ry caikis and fustean skonnis maid
of flour. 1744 in Scottish Jrnl. Topogr. {1848) I. 334/2,
3 Pyes and Bread and a Currand Scone. 1787 Burns Scotch
Drink iv, On thee [sc. John Barleycorn] aft Scotland chows
her cood, In souple scones, the wale o' food ! 1808 Jamieson
s.v. yule §4 What the vulgar call a sweetie-skon, or a loaf
enriched with raisins, currants, and spiceries. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm, xxvi, Never bad there been such . . making of car-
cakes and sweet scones. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xx,
We lay on the bare top of a rock, like scones upon a girdle.

2. (More fully scone cap.) * The old broad bonnet
of the Lowlands' (Jam.).
1820 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 322 From the shepherd's sheallng

. . to the pillared palace . .—from the scone cajp, to the jewelled
bonnet. 1826 G. R. Gleig Subaltern xvn, The Lowland
bonnet, or scone.

Sconfice, obs. form of Scomfish v. dial.

Sconn, obs. f. Scone. Sconner, var. Scunner.
Sconscyence, rare obs. fonn of Conscience.
Scontion, variant of Scuncheon.

t Sco/ntre, v. Obs. rare—1
, [app. ad. It. scon-

trare. Cf. Rescounter v.] intr. = Encounter i b.

1545 St. Papers Hen. VIII, X. 515 It is raported that
Barbarossa is going to Alger with 10 or 12 galeis, and that
thlmperial galeis are departid to scontre with him.
Seooehion, obs. form of Scutcheon.
Scool(e, Scoolde, obs. ff. School, Scold v.

Scoomfit(e, -phit, etc., obs. ff. Scomfit v.

Scoomme, obs. form of Scum.

ScOOp (sk«p, locally skJnp), sb.1 Forms : 4-6
scope, Sc. and north, skowp, 5 scowpe, 6 skop(e,
scoupe, skoupe, Sc. skwpe, skupe, north, skoppe,
6-7 scoope, 7 skoope, scowp, 7- scoop. [App.
of twofold origin (which is reflected in the diversity

ofpronunciation): (1) a. MLG.schdpe fern, (whence
prob. MSw. skdpd) or MDu. schdpe, schoepe (mod.
Du. schoep) vessel for drawing or bailing out water,

bucket of awater-wheel, corn-scoop = MHG. schuo/e

(early mod.G. schu/e, mod.HG. dial, schuffe)

:_WGer. *skopon-
1

f. *skop- ablaut-var. of *skap-
t

root of *skappjan to draw water (OS. sceppian,

LG., Du. scheppen, OHG. scephan, MHG. schepfen
t

modL.G.sckbpfen)
; (2) MDu. schoppe fem. (mod.Du.

schop) — MLG. sckuppe shovel (whence mod.G.
schiippe) :—OTeut. type *skuppon-, prob. repr. an
older %skubn6-, f. root *skud- : skeud- : see Shove v.

The two words, though etymologically quite distinct, have,
owing to their close resemblance in form and sense, been to
some extent confused in continental Teut. The senses of
both are represented in the Fr. adoption icope{c\$\-$ escope,

mod. dial, escope, escoupe, icoupe) vessel or ladle for bailing
out water, large shovel, skimming-dish. It is possible that
the word may have come into Eng. through Fr. ; but the Fr.
word is first found nearly a century later than the Eng., and
as the term was in nautical use immediate adoption from Du.
or LG. is not improbable.}

1. A utensil for bailing out, ladling or skimming
liquids ; usually in the form of a ladle or a concave
shovel with a straight handle. Now chiefly Naut.
and dial.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8168 Folk-.bat be
water wib scopes vp drowe. c 1362 Durham Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 566 In emendacione unius scope pro aqua evacu-
anda in quarera, ij d. c 1440 Jacob's Well x. 65 A scope is

deep & hool to resceyue watyr. 151a Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scotl. IV. 454 Item, for vj greit skowpis for the greit schip
to cast the watter, iij s. 1594 in Archaeologia XLVIII. 133
Item one mashefatt,. .iij sooesand ij scopes. x6ooSurflet
Country Farm m. Ii. 546 Be furnished of..scoopes of iron,

to draw and emptie out the oiles. 1668 Charleton Onomast.
96 The long crooked scoop with which Dutch Mariners throw
up water to wet their sails. 1725 Bradlev Fam. Diet. s. v.

Coal, Water, .is dash'd on with a great Dish or Scoop. 1769
Falconer Did. Marine (1780), Scoop, a little hollowed
piece of wood, employed to throw water out of a boat. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 417 The scoop best adapted to
this purpose [i.e. lifting liquid manure] is a small wooden
pitcher, ..the helve passing through its sides in an oblique

direction. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Scoop, a long
spoon-shaped piece of wood to throw water, when washing
a ship's sides in the morning. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Scope,
a bowl with a straight wooden handle fixed to it. Used for

baling or skimming... In salt making a scope is a wooden
bowl used for skimming the scum from brine.

b. trans/, and Jig.
c 1440 Jaco&s Well i. 2 Watyrs of cursyng.-muste be

cast out of ?oure pytt with a scope of penaunce. 1589 R.
Harvey PI. Perc. 3 They had neede be large long Spoons



SCOOP. 235 SCOOPER.
(say you) if I come to feed with such whipsters. Let me
alone, for my actiuity, at the dish meat, and a long arme,
though my scoope be the shorter. 1859 Dickens T. Two
Cities 1. v, Some men kneeled down, and made scoops of

their two hands joined, and sipped.

c. The bucket of a water-wheel or of a dredging

or draining machine. [So Du. sckoepj]

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Alcaduz, the scoope in a water
wheele. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Scoop (Hydraulic En-
gineering), the bucket of a dredging-machine. 1888 W. H.
Wheeler Drainage Fens v. 73 The scoops beat or lift the

water from the lower to the upper side.

<L Applied to a mechanical contrivance for

drawing water.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Bascule a tirer Veau

..a scoupe to drawe water out of a shallow well. 1851-4
CycL Useful Arts (ed. Tomlinson 1867) I. 516/2 Mr. W.
Kairbairn . . has contrived a new form of scoop or alternating

trough [for drainage purposes].

2. A kind of shovel (varying greatly in size and
shape according to its special purpose), used for

dipping out or shovelling up and carrying mate-

rials of a loose nature ; usually an implement of

iron, tin, etc. with a short handle and a broad,

concave, or curved blade, the part of which next the

handle is often covered over to form a receptacle

for the material scooped up.

1487 Naval Ace, Hen. Vtl (1896) 63 Shovilts . . iij ddj,

Scopis..j. 1495 Ibid. 203 Skoopes for pitche. 1581 J. Bell
Haddons Answ. Osor. 478 His accusations, .are throwen
together in an heape with full skoupes. 1678 Phil. Trans.

XII. 1070 Brewers use to keep their Barly..laid about a

foot in depth, and so turned over now and then with

Scoops. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 549 The charge of coals is

most conveniently introduced [into the gas retort] in a tray

of sheet iron, made somewhat like a grocer's scoop. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 384 A couple of wooden scoops,

. .to shovel up the corn in heaps, are useful implements in

acorn-barn. 1851-4 CycL Usefit Arts (ed. Tomlinson 1867)

I. 739/2 [Gas-making.] Each retort is recharged by means
of a long curved tray of sheet-iron,, .called a scoop. 1906

Daily News 16 Sept. 6 Huge canvas scoops were used to

shovel the dried hops into, .neaps.

fb. A gunner's ladle= Ladle sb. 2 a. Obs.

1525 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scott. V. 258 Skupis for the

artal^ere. 1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 1092 The Gunners in

charging her, wet not at all the scoop, or spunge.

3. An instrument with a spoon-shaped or gouge-

shaped blade, used for cutting out a piece from some
soft material, or for removing a core or an embedded
substance, a. Applied to various small utensils in

domestic use : chiefly short for apple-scoop, cheese-

scoop, potalo-scoop, for which see the first element.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xiv. 134 With a small Scoope
very carefully take off the Eye [of the Codling] as whole as

you can, and scoope out the Core. 1774 Mrs. Dklany Lett.

Ser. 11. II. 81, I have not been able to get your silver scoop

yet.. .1 could not wait for it, as I thought you might want
the fruit. 1805 R. W. Dicksom Pract. Agric. II. 612 The
eye or root-bud of the potatoe..is usually cut out of it by
a scoop . . to the thickness of about half a crown.

b. A similar instrument for surgical purposes.

1739 Sharp Surg xviii. 86 It is much safer to.. lay bold

of it [the Stone) with the Forceps, than endeavour with the

Scoop, .to force it outwards. 1895 Arnold <$• Son's Catal.

Surg. Instruments Index, Acne, aural, gallstone, lithotomy,

lupus scoops [etc].

O. (See quot.)
186a Piesse Perfumery (ed. 3) 254 Balls are cut by hand,

with the aid of a little tool called a ' scoop ', made of brass

or ivory, being, in fact, a ring-shaped knife.

d. Applied to certain tools used in excavation

of soil ; hence, the quantity of earth taken up at

once by a scoop. + Also in Gardening, a hollow

troweL
1706 London & Wise Retired GartTner I. vi. 254 The

Displanting Scoop is made use of to take up some Sorts of

Plants with the Earth about them. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm I. 503 The scoop, .is then employed to cut under the

last narrow spit. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Preset. Agric. (ed. 4)

I. 238 Now take a navigator's scoop, that will measure three

and a half inches from edge to edge, taking straight across

the front or hollow side. With this instrument commence
digging another ditch. . . After the first few scoops have been
taken out of the lower ditch.. the covering in should com-
mence. 1881 Young Ev. Man His own Meek. § 1 100 The
bottom [of a drain) being made smooth and level by means
of the scoop.

f4. A kind of basket. Cf. Skep, and MDu.
schoepe winnowing-basket ( = Fak sb}- 1 a). Obs.

1546 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 174 A thirde q'. a
scope of Olyves cost vj*. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees)

103 To take the same bushel I or scopp that wee measured
the come in. 1673 O. Heywood Diaries (1883) III. 204
They let him down in a scoop or basket.

5. A variety of coal-box, somewhat resembling

a flour-scoop in shape ; short for coal-scoop.

1850 in Ogilvie; ancl in later Diets.

6. Short for scoop-net.

1865 Lubbock Prt-tu Times xiv. (1869) 513 The fish nets..

are of two kinds, the scoop and the seine.

7. altrib. and Comb., as scoop-load, -spade, -tool;

scoop-like, -shaped'adjs. ; scoop driver (see quot.);

coop wheel [cf. 1 c], a wheel driven by wind or

steam for lifting water.
189a Labour Commission Gloss, s. v., The *scoop driver.

.

guides the scoop into the [gas] retort, turns it over^ and
then brings it back again for filling. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg.

Treat, til. v. 240 A •Scoup-like Instrument. 1883 F. Day
Indian Fish 64 A scoop-like net for catching small fish.

1841 7ml. Franklin Inst. Oct. 233 A 'scoop load may be

taken at one tenth of a cubic yard. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 302 The buckets, .are.. *scoop-shaped. Ibid. I.

601 Any loose soil, .should betaken out by a "scoop spade.
1800 Trans. Soc. Arts XVIII. 153 An iron-edged *scoop-
tool. 1838 Civil Fug. 3* Arch. Jrnl. 1. 90/1, I have always
used *scoop-wheels, the float-boards of which dip 5 feet

below the water's surface.

Scoop (sk«p), sb.2 [f. Scoop v.]

1. The action or an act of scooping.
174a Young Nt. Th. ix. 910 Excavated grots.. yawning

wide From Nature's structure, or the scoop of Time. 1851
W. Bolland Cricket Notes 13 That runs were obtained more
readily., by off hitting than by the old scoop to leg. 1908
Edin. Rev. Apr. 396 He makes wild scoops at the fighting
fish.

2. concr. A place scooped or hollowed out; also,

a natural concavity or hollow resembling this

;

rarely, an artificial basin for water. Also scoop-out.

1764-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) IV.
289 He felt the delicious contrast of hill and valley chang-
ing imperceptibly into each other, tasted the beauty of the
gentle swell, or concave scoop. i8ai Clare Vill. Minstr.
I. 115 Here a knoll and there a scoop. 1871 Rossetti
Poems, Dante at Verona xxviii, The conduits round the
gardens sing And meet in scoops of milk-white stone. 1874
1". Hardy Farfrom Mad. Crowd II. ii. 21 All foot and
horse tracks made previous to the storm had been abraded
and blurred by the drops, and they were now so many little

scoops of water. 1884 Milit. Engineering 11. 33 Most of
the pieces would be fired through countersloping scoops.

1900 Daily News 1 June 3/1 Lying in a shallow scoop-out
among the hills.

3. In various slang uses. a. On the scoop, ' on
the drink, or a round of dissipation ' (Farmer).
1884 Graphic 30 Aug. 223/2 A young stockbroker. . who,

in the absence of his wife, has gone on the scoop with his

father-in-law. a tBg^MiLUKEtt'A rry Ballads ^y An English
Milord on the scoop carn't be equalled at blueing a quid.

b. If. S. (See quots.) Cf. Scoop z/.i 5 b.

1886 Phonetic yrnl. 6 Feb. 63/1 In American newspaper
offices an item of news is valued largely according to the
likelihood of its being an exclusive piece of information, or
a ' scoop '. Ibid, 63/2 ' Has the Herald got that water-pipe
contract paragraph in its City Hall column?' 'No,'
answers the Tribune city editor,..' It's a scoop'. 189a

Howells Mercy w^ 'Anyscoops?' asked Pinney, warily-
' Anything exclusive?' 189a Nation (N. Y.) 29 Dec. LV.
487/3 Is there one of us. .who would not. .conceal one [sc.

a reporter) of his own in the shrubbery .. so as to get 'a
scoop ' on his contemporaries?

O. U.S. * A sudden breaking down of prices for

the purpose of buying stocks at cheaper rates

followed by a rise '.

1879 in Webster, Suppl. ; and in later Diets.

d. A lucky stroke of business, a ' haul \
1893 Kipling Many Invent. 166 You'll see how I work a

big scoop when I get it. 1909 Daily Chron. 27 July 1/6

Her engagement.. at the Palace is a big 'scoop'.

Scoop (sk«p), vy Also 4-5 scope, 4, 6 scoupe.
[f. Scoop *M]
1. trans. To lade or bail out (water) with or as

with a * scoop \ Also with out. Now rare.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8164 Do scope pis

water, & turn be borne. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 155 Scopen
out be scabel water, c 1440 Jacob's Well i. 2 Vnder pis

watyr in ;oure pytt, whan pis watyr is scopyd out, is deep
wose be-netbe. Ibid. x. 65 Jow nedyth. .to scopyn out bis

corrupt* watyr of curs wyth be scoope of penauns. 1530
Palsgr. 699/2 Let us scoupe out the water out of this

ponde. a 16*5 Fletcher woman's Prize 1. ii, Tis as easie

with a Sive to scoope the Ocean, as To tame Petruchio.

1697 Dryden Mneid ix. 26 He scoop d the water from the

crystal flood. 1773 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary July
(1889) I. 226 The waves seemed to redouble their violence,

and the boat scooped one fairly over us.

absol. £1440 Jacob's Well x. 66 pe scope of bi penaunce
. .muste be deep in sorwe, . .& ellys thou scopyst in veyn.

2. To remove or detach (a portion of friable or

soft material, or part of a heap of objects) by
passing a scoop or concave instrument obliquely

througn the mass, so as to leave a rounded hollow

;

to rake in as with a scoop. Chiefly with away,

out, up. Also, to take out (a core, some embedded

object) with or as with a scoop.

16m Mabbe tr. Altaian's Guzman dAlf. 11. 135 There

are some kinde of people so cruell and vnconscionable, that

they thinke of nothing but deceit and cozenage, scooping

like shouels all to themselues. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath.

11. x. 8 5 (1712) 71 Her Forefeet are broad, that she may
scoup away much Earth at a time. 1718 Pope Iliad xiv.

578 Full in his Eye the Weapon chanc d to fall, And from

the Fibres scoop'd the rooted Ball, 1747 [see Scoop sb. 1
3].

1807 G, Chalmers Caledonia I. I. iv. 161 It was plainly

formed by scooping the earth from the sides. 1836 W. Irving

Astoria I. 164 The Indians.. scoop them [sc. fish] up with

small nets. 1867 Howells Ital. Journeys iii. 16 The name

of Byron..had been scooped away by the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. 187* Rossetti Poems, Last Confession 546 She .

.

fell, and her stiff bodice scooped the sand Into her bosom.

absol. 1705 Addison Italy, Sienna, etc 393 Whatever

part of the Harbour they scoop in, it has an Influence on

all the rest; for the Sea immediately works the whole

Bottom to a Level.

b. To heap up, or collect together as by means

of a scoop ; fig* to obtain by effort from various

quarters.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eug. xx. IV. 503 The government,

instead of laboriously scooping up supplies from numerous

petty sources, could now draw whatever it required from

an immense reservoir.

C. U. S. To take (oysters) with a dredge. Also

intr. "891 in Century Diet. ...

3. trans. To hollow out with or as with a scoop

;

to form a concavity or depression in. Also with out.

1708 Philips Cyder 1. 396 The little Race of Birds, that
hop from Spray to Spray, scooping the costliest Fruit. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 50 F 3 As soon as this Rock was thus
curiously scooped to their Liking. 1736 Whole Art Gaming
31 Such as Quatre-Trois. .are made new by the Die-maker
..whereas Loaded Dice are easy to Scoop or Load. 1731
Pope Ep. Burlington 60 Consult the Genius of the Place
in all; That.. scoops in circling theatres the Vale. 1801
Mollard Art ofCookery 127 Take clean turnips and car-
rots, and scoop or cut them into shapes. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Eur. iii. (1894) 88 The rocks below having been
scooped out by the glacier in old days. 1880 Miss Bird
Japan II. 84 The posts are scooped at the top, and heavy
poles, resting on the scoops, are laid along them.

b. intr. To make a hollow as with a scoop.

(In quot. indirect passive?)
1863 Baring-Gould Icclatui 189 A pitch black rock, scooped

into by the stream.

4. To form by scooping or as if by scooping.
Also with out.

1730-46 Thomson Autumn 740 These.. The mountain-
cisterns fill,—those ample stores Of water, scooped among
the hollow rocks, c 1750 Shenstone Elegy xx. 10 See the
wild Sons of Lapland's chill domain, That scoop their Couch
beneath the drifted Snows ! 1760 Goldsm. Trav. 290 The
firm connected bulwark [sc. the dikes of Holland] . . Spreads
its long arms amidst the wat 'ry roar, Scoops out an empire,
and usurps the shore, a 1813 A. Wilson Foresters Poet.
Wks. 217 Scooped from the woods unnumbered spots were
seen, Embrowned with culture. 1816 Byron Prisoner of
Chilton vii, He died, and they.. scoop'd for him a shallow
grave. x8a7 Hood Mids. Fairies 433 Sometimes we scoop
the squirrel s hollow cell. 1841 B. Hall Patchwork I. vii.

107 Vaults scooped out by the running water. 1856 Stanley
Sinai A> Pal. i. 60 One of us scooped out a horse, more com-
plete than any of these sculptured animals, in ten minutes.

1877 A. B. Edwards Up Nile xviii. 484^ The path was scooped
out to a depth of four feet like a miniature railway cutting.

5. slang, a. To take or take up in large quantities

;

to appropriate (something) in advance of or to the

exclusion of other competitors. Chiefly to scoop in

(or up).
188a J. D. McCabe New York 160 (Farmer) He runs

seventy 'busses on this line, and scoops in three 'r four

hundred a day. 1888 Howells Annie Kilburn xl 118 The
Irish are spreading out into the country and scooping in

the farms that are not picturesque enough for the summer
folks. 1901 G. Douglas House with Green Shutters 11

They felt it. .a. .personal defeat that he. .should scoop every
chance that was going.

b. In journalistic use. (Orig. U. S.) To * cut

out * a rival reporter or editor, or his paper, by
obtaining and publishing exclusive or earlier news.
1884 Christian World 5 June 421/2 He said he was not

going to be scooped out by the other fellow. 1886 Phonetic
yrnl. 6 Feb. 63/1 The ever-gnawing anxiety of the city

editor [in America] is to 'scoop' the opposition papers.

1902 Eliz. Banks Newspaper Girl 38 Miss Jackson across

the way has got it, and she's going to print it in to-morrow's

paper, and I shall be scooped.

o. intr. Of a right whale : To feed by taking in

large mouthfuls of brit. U. S.

1887 Goode, etc Fish, tndustr. U.S. v. II. 264 Again the

whale may be * scooping* or feeding.

t ScOOPi v* Obs. rare. In 7 scoup, scoope.

[Cf. Swoop v.] intr. Of a bird : To swoop at.

Also trans. To take (something;) with a swoop.
1605 Chapman All Fooles 111. G, Like a Iacke-daw that

when he lights vpon A dainty morsell, kaas and makes his

brags, And then some kite doth scoope it from him straight.

x6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. xlvi. § 12. 160 Whiles they

were measuring out the circuit, an Eagle scouping at the

line, flew with it ouer the Sea.

Scooped (skupt),ppl. a. [f. Scoop v. 1 + -ed *.]

1. In various senses of the verb. Also scooped-out.

1726 Whole Art Gaming 28 The Three first Frauds... 1.

Loaded and Scooped Dice. 1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 425
On the point of them [sc. the arrows] is fixed.. a scooped

point of buck-horn. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II.

612 The scooped sets [of potatoes], though they grew, con-

tinued in a perfectly dwarfish state. 186s S. Lucas Seen-

laria 137 Philip of Spain..comes out after this test little

better than a scooped turnip. x886 Phonetic Jrnl. 6 Feb.

63-4 ' How did you let the Tribune man "get away with

you" again yesterday?' inquires the excited city editor...

Then away the ' scooped ' reporter goes to study the Tri-

bune file. . . But a ' scooped ' city editor is a disagreeable

man to argue with. 1897 Anne Page Afternoon Ride 61

Round scooped-out spaces. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 24 Aug. 13/1

Venetian lace bordering the scooped-out front.

2. [f. Scoop sb. l ~\ Of the hands : Hollowed and
joined so as to form a scoop, rare.

1860 Sala Badd. Peerage i, She stooped..and. plunged
her scooped hands into the kennel.

Scooper (skw-pw). [f. Scoop v.* + -er K}
1. One who or that which scoops.

1668 [implied in b]. 1755 in Johnson, a x86x T. Win*
throp Canoe <y Saddle iii. (1883) 27 The Indians.. sweep
down stream with a scoop-net. Salmon, .are taken twenty
an hour by every scooper. 1897 Syd. Soc. Lex., Scoopers*

Pneumonia
}
a form of chronic Pneumoconiosis occurring

among grain-scoopers. 1908 Speaker 1 Aug. 633/2 The
custom was for the steamboat company to go to a ' boss

shoveller' and hire his gang of ' scoopers '.

b. A name for the Avocex (see quot. 1668).
1668 Charleton Onomast. 96 Avoselta,.. the Scooper

(because his long narrow beak, arched upward, resembles

the long crooked scoop). 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 399.

1856 Morris Nests 4- Eggs Brit. Birds III. 15.

2. A tool used for hollowing out portions of the

surface worked upon; esp. in Engraving.
30-2
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1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 437/2 Other lines being of the same

width through their whole depth, must have been produced

with that species of graver called a scooper. 1839 Chatto
Wood Engraving 653 Gravers; tint-tools ; gouges or

scoopers; and flat tools or chisels. \&j*SponsDict.Engin.

v 1817 [Engravers' tools] A flat scooper ; .
.
a round scooper.

1884 Cassetfs Family Mag. Feb. 152/2 [Modelling m clay]

A scooper and two or three. .scrapers will be.. required.

Scooper, Scoopet : see Scupper, Scdppet.

Scoopfal(skwpful). Also -full. [f. Scoop sbA

+ -ful.J A quantity that fills a scoop.

17*5 De Foe Voy. round World II. 94 The Water falling

thus hard, every Scoop-full upon the Sand., wash 'd a great

deal of it away. 1881 Scribner\s Mag. XXII. 217/1 They
throw rapid scoopfuls . . over their shoulders.

Scooping (sk«*pin), vbl. sb. [f. Scoop v.i +
-ing l.] The action of the vb., in various senses.

1841 Jrnl. Franklin Inst. Oct 233 For successful scoop-

ing [in excavation] the ground usually requires loosening.

1865 C. Geikie Scenery «$• Geol. Scotl. iv. 80 The scooping
out of hollows in solid rock.

attrib. 1871 Tyndall Fragttt. Sci. (1879) I. ix. 301 The
scooping power of a glacier. 1895 Daily News 23 Nov. 5/6

Scooping and boring tools.

b. concr. A concavity, hollow.
1862 Ansted Channel Isl. 1. ii. (ed. 2) 27 Two or three

such scoopings out of the surface are passed on the south-

east coast. 1894 Baring-Gould Deserts S. France I. 141

There are. -the same caves and scoopings.

Scooping (sk«*pin), ppl. a. [-ING 2.] That
scoops, in the senses of the verb. Of a rock, the

sea : That forms hollows or depressions.
1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 79 The shepherd leaves his

unprotected flock, And flies for shelter in some scooping
rock. 1828 Hood Poems, To Tom Woodgate xiv, Be mine
the swelling, scooping sea, That is both hill and dale ! 1864

J. C. Atkinson Stanton Grange 44 The poor trout were
flung out with scooping hands.

b. Scooping Avocet= Scooper i b.

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 425 Scooping Avoset.
iSzS Fleming Brit. Anim. 101.

Hence Scocpingly adv., so as to resemble a

scoop.
1750 G. Hughes Barbados 232 These leaves turn very

scoopingly inward on the upper side.

Scoop-net. [f. Scoop sb.l or v.] A small

long-handled net ; a dip-net.

179a Belknap Hist. New Hampsk. III. 90 The Indian
scoop-net is shaped like a pocket. 1883 Goode Fislu Industr.
U. S. 51 The ordinary scoop or dip net, also called crab-net.

Jig. 1895 Crockett Men Moss-Hags xxiv, The townsfolk
stood about, but not too near, .lest they should be called in

question for compliance with the deed,.. for the King's
scoop-net gathered wide.

Scoore, obs. form of Score, Scoub.
Scoorse, Scoory : see Scorse v.\ Scoury a.1

Scoot (skat), sb.1 Sc. Also scout, [f. Scoot
v.] (See quots.)

1825 Jamieson, Suppl., Scout, a syringe. 1880 Jamieson's
Diet., Scoot, 1. A gush or flow of water; also, the pipe or
opening from which it flows. Clydes. 1887 Service Dr.
Duguid in. iv. 259 Stottin' up the gate like a haw from a
callan's gulshock scoot.

Scoot (sk«t), sb* dial, or slang, [f. Scoot z*.]

The action or an act of ' scooting '.

1864 Morning Star 2 Feb., House-rent, too, as it elegantly
expresses it, is on the ' same scoot upwards '. 1884 F. R.
Stockton Lady or Tiger? 95 Ev'ry dog an' man an* nigger
made one skoot fur that tree.

Scoot (skwt), v. Also 9 skute, skewt, 8-9
scout. [In sense 1, which is purely Sc, the word
prob. represents a ME. *skute

t
of Scandinavian

origin, cogn. w. ON. *ski6ta to Shoot. The iden-

tity of the word in senses 2 and 3 is not quite

certain.]

L Sc, a. trans. * To eject, jerk, or squirt ' (Jamie-
son, 1880).
1805 J. Nicol Poems I. 155 (Jam.) An* gut an* ga' he

scoutit. 1897 C. Grey Misanthrope''s Heir xv, Naebody
kent he was there till he scootit the water on Maister
Ogilvy.

b. intr. (See quot.)
1880 Jamieson's Diet, s. v., To scoot, , . to flow or gush out

with force. Clydes.

2. Sc, and U. S, To slide suddenly, as on slippery

ground.
1838 J. C. Neal Charcoal Sk., Pair of Slippers ' (Farmer).

Notwithstanding his convulsive efforts to clutch the icy
brickshe skuted into the gutter. 1851 H. Melville Whale
III. xii. 79 The enormous casks.. scoot across the slippery
decks, like so many land slides.

3. slang or colloq. To go suddenly and swiftly, to

dart ; to go away hurriedly. Often with advs.
The (? originally nautical) slang word, written scout and

prob. pronounced (skdut), seems to have become obsolete
early m the 19th c The modern scoot was app. imported
into general British use from the U. S.
1758 Capt. Tyrrell Let. 9 Nov. in Ann. Reg. II. (1759)

61 The largest frigate being troublesome, I gave him a few
ofmy lower deck pills and sate [ =set] him a scouting like a
lusty fellow, and he never returned to the action again. 1780
Capt. Young Let. 3 June in Barltam Papers (MS.), They
had rigged out the fore topmast studding-sail booms to scout
for it, 1805 J. Nicol/WotjII. 103 (Jam.) Wi'armraxt out,
awa* she scouted. 1810 Splendid Follies II. 28 Sponge
was actually obliged to scout out of the room to conceal his
risible muscles. 1847 Lowell Biglow Papers Ser. 1. ii,

An' th' Cunnles, tu. could . . send the insines skootin' to the
bar-room with their banners. X856 Knickerbocker Mag.
Mar. (Bartlett i36o), When he goes skewtin about, buying
goods tn business hours. 188a B. Harte /•'/// ii, Ver had

better drop that axe and scoot round getting the stranger
some breakfast, 189a Sat. Rev. 27 Feb. 244/1 He scoots
off like a rabbit in the opposite direction. 1897 Olive
Schreiner PeterHalket 66 A nigger man met them twenty
miles off, and he said they were skooting up for Lo-Ma-
gundPs country as fast as they could go. 1904 J. Sweeney
At Scotl. Yard xiii. 339 Forster always got wind of the
warrant's being drawn out and.. conveniently scooted.

Scoot, variant of Scout.

Scooter (skw-tsi). [f. Scoot v. + -er 1
.]

1. One who ' scoots ' or goes hurriedly.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglias.v., 'To run like scooter,

1

i. e. very nimbly. 1893 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 367/2 We do
not. .curse the harmless Saxon... Ifhe is circling the coast of
Antrim on mail-cars, we call him a ( Scooter '—nothing worse.

2. Sc. and north. A syringe, squirt.

1829 in Brockett N. C. Words. x88a in Jamieson,
3. U. S. [Perh. a different word : cf. cooler dial,

form of Coulter.] A simple plough with a single

handle used for marking furrows, making drills,

breaking up the soil in furrows or between rows of

plants.
1868 Rep. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 414, 100 bushels

of cotton seed were turned under with a Brmley plow, fol-

lowed in the same furrow by a scooter, breaking the soil

six orseven inches. 189*, Rural World 14 Dec 867/2 If
there is no proper subsoil plough, then run a..scooter in

the furrow. 1905 Times, Engineering Suppl. 9 Aug. 189/3
As soon as the tobacco plants are firmly set, a 'scooter ' is

run between the rows, which throws up a flat-bottom
furrow.

Scop (skf7p). Hist. Also (erroneously) sc6p or

scop. [OE. scop, sceop = OHG. scoph, scqfma.se,
cogn. w. OHG. scoph (?neut.) poetry, fiction (' com-
mentum*), sport, jest, derision (' ludibrium'), ON.
skop railing, mocking: see Scoff *M] An Old
English poet or minstrel.

Beowulf496 Scop hwilum sang hador on Heorote. cS8S
K. /Elkkku Boeth. xli. § 1 Omerus se goda sceop. c 1205
Lay. 22705 Scopes ber sungen of ArSure ban kingen. 1848
Lytton Harold x\. i, I have heard scops and harpers sing
[etc.]. 1887 Morley Introd. to A. Cunningham's Tradit.
Tales 8 The recitations of the Scop and gleeman. 1893
Brooke Early Eng. Lit. I. 12 The Scop and the gleeman
were professional persons.

Scop, obs. f. Scalp sb.1 ; obs. pa. t. of Shape.

I! Scopa (skJupa) . Ent. [L. scopa, in class, use

only in pi. scopm twigs, shoots, a broom or brush.]

A bundle or tuft of bristly hairs on the legs of bees,

used for collecting pollen ; a pollen-brush.
180a Kirby Monogr. Apurn Anglia? I. 109 Scopa. This

term, which is used oy Schrank to denote another part, to
which I have given its diminutive [i. e. scopula] as a name,
I have adopted to signify the thick coat of hairs which ex-
ternally covers the posterior tibiae of many of these insects,

by means of which they probably brush the pollen from the
flowers. 1840 Westwood Introd. Classif. Insects II. 260
The other instruments consist of bundles of hairs, whence
they have been termed the scopa or scopula by Mr. Kirby,
* la brosse ' by the French, and which we may call the pollen
brushes.

Scoparin (skjo-parin). Also -ine. [f. Sco-
parium + -in.] A diuretic principle found in the

common broom.
1850 Stenhouse in Phil. Trans. CXLI. 422 This veryim-

pure jelly consisted chiefly of a crystalline yellow colouring
matter (scoparine). 1862 Miller Elem. Chern., Org. (ed. 2)

470 Scoparin.

Scoparious (skopeVriss), a. [f. mod.L. sco-

parius, f. scopa : see Scopa and -arious. Cf. late

L. scoparius a sweeper.] Broom-shaped, scopi-

form. In recent Diets.

llScoparium(sk0peVri£m), Scoparius (sk<?-

pea'rios). [Use of mod.L. specific name ; see be-

low.] Pharmacopceial names for the tops of the

common broom, Spartium scoparium or Cytisus

(Sarothamnus) scoparius.
1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 411 Diuretics.. Digitalis.

Squill. Scoparium [etc.]. X875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879)

483 Scoparius .. is a most efficient hydragogue diuretic.

Scopate (skJu*p^it), a, Ent. [ad. mod.L.
scopdt-us, f. scopa : see Scopa, -ate 2

.] (See quot.)
18*6 Kirby & Sp. Eniomol. IV. xlvi. 347 Scopate {Scopata),

When it [the tibia] is quite covered with a brush of hairs

with which it brushes off the gross pollen, and in which it

carries it.

T Scope, sb,1 Obs. rare. In 4 scoppe. [Re-
lated to Scope vX\ A leap or skip.

13.. K. Alts. 5777 Tho hy seighe that folk, I wys, Hy
?lumten doune, as a doppe, In the water at on scoppe. 1688

Iolme Armoury 111. xix. (Roxb.) 184/1 Scop of an horse,

is the distance of his treat vpon the ground from the fore-

feete to the hinder feete, in his full speed.

Scope (sk<?up), sb.* Also 6 scoope, skoape, 6-7
skope, Sc, scop. [ad. It. scopo aim, purpose, ad.

Gr. ff/coiros mark for shooting at, aim, f. gkoti-

ablaut-variant of axcir-, fftctmeaBcu to look out.]

f 1. A mark for shooting or aiming at. Chiefly

in figurative context, and tending to coincide with

sense 2 or 3. Obs.
156a Aberd. Kirk Sess. Rec, (Spalding Club) 4 Seing also

the haill scripture of God to tend and shote at this scope
and mark. 1579 Spenser Shef>h. Cat, Nov. 155 O !. .slipper

hope Of mortal men, that swincke and sweate for nought,
And, shooting wide, doe misse the marked scope, a 1602

W. Perkins Cases Consc. (1619) 24 The sinner makes an
abberration from the scope or marke that is set before him.

1670 Milton Hist, Eng, v. Wks. 1851 V. 223 The Saxon

Annalist,.. runs on a sudden into such extravagant fansies

and metaphors, as bare him quite beside the scope of being
understood. 1673 O. Walker Educ. 1. vi. 49 From want of

such a scope or marke it comes that most men shoot under,
employ their minds in little by-businesses. 1677 Gale Crt.

Gentiles iv. 170 This is the primary end of our life, unto
which al our actions ought to colhme, as arrows to their

scope. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 54 He shall be a scope to

envy in all future times.

f b. The goal or terminal point of a race, a

journey, etc. Obs. rare.

c x6n Chapman Iliad xxm. 301 He better skild, that rules

worse horse, will all obseruance bend Right on the scope
still of a Race [323 ouei Tcpju.' opoue]. a x6a8 Preston New
Covt. (1634) 182 Every step a man takes tends to some scope
or other East or West or North or South,

2. Something aimed at or desired ; something
which one wishes to effect or attain ; an end in

view ; an object, purpose, aim. Now rare.

c 1555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (Camden) 229 The
seventh Counsell of Carthage and the Milevitane Counsel!,
which both tend to one end and scope, that there should
be no appellations made out of Affricke. 1559 tr. Geminus'
Anat. 4/1 If there be 300 scopes or endes of the vse of the
partes of the bodie. 1584} Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 645
His Majestie hes thocht it maist convenient to mak manifest
the cours and scope of the dangerous and indirect dealing
pretendit. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xcvi. (1612) 383
A mortall Man, sinfull as ye, or worser is the Pope, Your
Coyne of all his Practises and Pedlaries the scope. i6ai
Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 60 Gaine being the scope of
all merchants. 1669 Boyle Contn. New Exp. 1. (1682) 95
One of the scopes I propos'd to my self in this experiment
was to discover [etc.]. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 494 Thy
coming hither, though I know thy scope, I bid not or forbid.

1731 Swift On Death of Swift 499 Alas, poor Dean ! his

only Scope Was to be held a Misanthrope. 1736 Berkeley
Disc. Wks. 1871 III. 422 Plato. .even maintains religion..

to be the chief aim and scope of human life. 1774 J. Bryant
Myihol. I. 171 Truth was the scope, at which they aimed.
1853 M. Arnold Scholar Gipsy xvii, O Life unlike to ours !

Who fluctuate idly without term or scope. 1869 Mozley
Univ. Serm. i. (1876J 8 These societies have two distinct

scopes and ends.

t b. A person who is an object of desire or

pursuit. Obs.
1590 Spenser F. Q. in. iv. 52 He. .cursed night, that reft

from him so goodly scope. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.
Acad. n. 10 God, who is the scope, which we desire & shal

one day attaine vnto. 1624 Sir J. Davies Ps. xxxix, Of my
desires Thou art the only scope, 1707 tr. Wks. Ctess
D'Anois (1715) 646 Being impatient to see the Princess, who
was the only Scope of his hopes and desires.

T C. To scope : lo the purpose. Obs.

1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 72 Tis conceyu'd, to scope.

+ d. Degree of excellence to be aimed at. Obs.

1674 Playford Skill Mus. Introd. A 4 b, Musick. .hath
been the study of Millions of Men for many thousand years,

yet none ever attained the full scope and perfection thereof.

3. The object which a writer or speaker has in

view, that which he wishes to express or enforce ;

the main purpose, intention, or drift of a writer, a
book, etc. ; + the subject, theme, argument chosen

for treatment. Now rare : cf. sense 6 b.

1536 Cranmer in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 24 The
scope and effecte of both my sermons stode in three thyngs.

1549 Latimer 5/A Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 134 marg.,
The scope or state of the boke, tendes to dysuade the kinge
from hys supremycye. 155a — Serm. Septuag. Sunday
( I584) 323 Euery parable hath certum statum, a cer-

tayne scope, . . it is enough for vs when we haue the meaning
of the principal! scope, and more needeth not 1581 R.
Goade in Confer, n. (1584^) I iiij, Out of the whole scope
and drift of the place, it is euident to be spoken onely of
the Apostles. « 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1594) 127 The scope
of the Euangelist is this : First, that Christ would not
hinder his doctrine for mother, or brethren, or any kinsman.
1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. x. (1627) 157 To consider well the
scope and drift of the Author. 1617 Moryson Itin. hi. 5
This is the scope of all I say : That by this course the good
become best, the bad prove worst, a 1703 Burkitt On
N. T. Mark xii. 8 The design and scope of the parable, is

to discover to the Jews.. their obstinate impenitency under
all the means of grace. 1709-ix Pope Ess. Crit. 120 Know
well each Ancient's proper character ; His fable, subject,

scope in ev'ry page. 1776 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. Roy.
Acad. vii. (1778) 322 It has been the main scope and prin-

cipal end of this discourse to demonstrate^ [etc.]. 1866
Felton Anc. <$• Mod. Gr. II. 1. xii. 227 In its scope and
substance the argument of Demosthenes may be compared
[etc],

b. The intention or tendency of a law ; the drift

or meaning of a proposal.
1647 Sprigge Anglia Rediv. in. vi. 155 No sooner did the

General satisfie himself in the scope of these Overtures
from the Prince and the Lord Goring; but [etc]. 1674
Allen Danger Enthus. 32 According to those plain Pre-
cepts of the Gospel which answer the Spirit and Scope of
the Law. 1696 Bentley Serm. OfRev. <fr

Mcssias 14 The
scope and tendency of the Law it self is always mine and
every man's advantage.

f C. A person who is a subject or theme of dis-

course. (Cf. 2 b.) Obs.

1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 134 All which had respect unto
the Messias, as the scope of all the prophets, and the com-
plement of their prophecies.

f 4. Med. A plan or method of treatment ; = In-
tention 10, 10 b. Obs.

1590 Barrough Meth. Physick v. xvii. (1596) 312 By this

cataplasme you shall very welt accomplish the second in-

tention or scope of curing herpes. x6»S Hart Anat. Ur.
Pref. Ajvb, Afterwards also were set downe diuerse scopes
and indications requisite for the cure of the disease. 1634
T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xvm. xiv. (1678) 422 The



SCOPE. 237 SCOPIFORM.
Palliative cure of that Gout . . is performed by four scopes.

x6oo Blancakd Lex. Med. 234 Endeixis est morborum
indicatio, qua demonstratur, quid sit faciendum.. .A[ngL]
A scope.

5. fa.? Skill in aiming. Vbs. rare. b. The
range of a missile weapon ; also Jig. Cf. 8.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V, 65 He knewe that he was
nether free from disdain nor yet deliuered from the scope
of malice. 1594 2nd Rept. Dr. Faustus in Thorns E. Eng.
Prose Rom. (1858) III. 397 With great scope throwing his
launce forwards just upon the Turks face. 1830 (jAlt
Lawrie T. l i, My infirmity, .led me to ettle at butts far

beyond the scope of the spring that was thought to be in
my bow.

6. The distance to which the mind reaches in its

workings or purpose ; reach or range of mental
activity ; extent of view, outlook, or survey.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxix. 7 Desiring this mans art, and

that mans skope. 177* Mason Mem. Gray 5 These papers
. .will ascertain, not only the scope and tum of their genius,
but of their temper. 1807-8 Wordsw. White Doe m. 57
With wishes of still bolder scope On you we look, with
dearest hope. 1836 Random Recoil. Ho. Lords xvL 404
He is..a man of very limited scope of mind. 1850 Ht.
Martineau //&/. Peacev.it. (1877)111.205 No one doubted
his patriotism : the question was of its scope and enlighten-
ment. z86x Buckle Civiliz. II, i. 46 In the progress of
civilization, the scope of the intellect is widened ; its horizon
is enlarged. i86z Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxxix, Her
intellect was rather limited in its scope.

b. The sphere or area over which any activity

operates or is effective ; range of application or of

subjects embraced ; the reach or tendency of an
argument, etc. ; the field covered by a branch of

knowledge, an inquiry, concept, etc
1830 HtkscHEL Stud. Nat. Phil. 305 Like particular

theorems in geometry, which. .have. .their several scopes
and ranges of extensive application. 1844 H. H. Wilson
Brit. India in. vi. III. 247 An arrangement of a more de-
liberate and comprehensive scope was at the same time
adopted. 1855 Lynch Rivulet lxxx. iv, And teach how
great our treasure. How great salvation's scope. 1857
Gladstone Glean. VI. i. 47 He may accuse us of incapacity
even to measure the scope of our own arguments. 1874
Green Short Hist. vi. § 4 (18S2) 304 Art, if it lost much in
purity and propriety, gained in scope. 1875 Stubbs Const.
Hist. III. xviu. 53 The deliberations of the parliament al-

most immediately took a much wider scope. 1895 Bookman
Oct. 25/2 this history . . is not dissimilar in scope to Bright's
well-known History of England.

O. In phrases, as within, beyond (one's) scope.
1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. xii. 107 Every thing that

falls within the scope of our enquiry. 1789 Burke Corr.
(1844) III. 105 Things, indeed, have already happened so
much beyond the scope of all speculation. 1808 Welling-
ton in Gurw.

t
Des6. (1835) IV. 169 They did not come

regularly within the scope of a military dispatch. 1854
' C. Bede ' Verdant Green it. xi, [ He J soon saw that the ques-
tions were within his scope, and that he could answer most
of them. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. 4- //. Note-bks. (1871) II.

240 We were above the scope of many of the showery clouds
that haunt a hill-country. 1868 M. Pattison Acad. Org. v.

i3i An historical enquiry into what Oxford was is beyond
the scope of this memoir. 1884 Law Times Re/. L. 367/2
At the time of the accident, Moore clearly was not acting
within the scope of his employment.

f d. To have the right scope of: ? to take the
right view of. Obs.

»S63-*3 Fp>M A. if M. II. i86i/i Well sayde the king,
I well pcrceiue that you haue the right scope of this matter.

7. Room for exercise, opportunity or liberty to
act ; free course or play. Often in phrases, togive
scope {to a person or thing) ; to have or take scope.

Also followed by defining inf., or byfor.
1534 del 26 Hen. VIII, c. 13 (| x) To great a scope of

vnreasonable libertie should be giuen to all cankarde and
traiterous hartes. 1553 T. Wilson Rket. 17 Wherein we
might take a large scope if we would fully speake of all

tbyuges that are comprehended vnder honestie. 1567 Fen-
toh Trag. Disc. 1396, The dames of Myllan haue a more
skoape of libertie then the reste of the Ladies in any part
in Italic 1576 E. Waterhousb Let. to Sir H. Sidney in
Collins Lett. State (1746) I. 147 Because I wold give free
Scope to all Men to utter their Opinions concerning my
Behaviour. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. iv. Hi. 108 Be angry when
you will, it shall haue scope. 160a W. S. Cromwell l iii. 99
Giue not such cruel! scope vnto your hart. 1610 J. Robin-
son Justif.Separat. 171 With their transcendent jurisdiction
in their .. Diocesan Churches [they] take their scope with-
out orb, or order. 1615 Bacon Ess., Simulation (Arb.) 509
So that no man can be secret, except he giue himselfe a
little Scope of Dissimulation. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Red.
1. f 139 As his person and parts were such as are before
mentioned, so he gave them full scope, without restraint.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xix. § viii.

(1669) roi Which is much safer than that they should be
allowed Scop, to break out into the Extreams of either
Cruelty or Cowardliness. 1765 Blackstone Comnt. I. 43
Here the inferior legislature has scope and opportunity to
interpose. 1768 Sterne Sent. fourn.. The Captive, I gave
full scope to my imagination. 1809 Med. Jml. XXI. 188
On this, he pitched on Bristol, where.. there appeared to
be full scope for an honourable and successful career. 1855
pRKSCOTT Philip l/t 1. i, The more adventurous found a
scope for their prowess in European wars. 1876 Miss
Bkadoon J. Haggard's Dau. II. 72 Perhaps you nave too
much common sense, Naomi. You will not give your fancies
scope.

T b. An instance of liberty or licence. Obs,
2603 Shaks. Meas./or M. L ii. 131 As surfet is the father

of much fast, So euery Scope by the immoderate vse Turnes
to restraint.

8. (With more reference to literal space or mo-
tion). Room to move in ; space or range for free

movement or activity. (Phrases as in prec. sense.)

1555 Eden Decades 111. vi. {Arb.) 163 The sea is here very
large, so the waters haue their full scoope. 1555 W. Watre-
man Fardle Fadons Pref. 7 Walking at free skope emong
the wanderyng beastes of the fielde. 1591 Savile Tacitus,
Hist. 111. xxih. 128 To haue an open passage and free scope
to shoote out. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xx. xii, Then through
his hoast, that tooke so large a scope, He road. 1600 Sur-
flet Country Farm \. xxi. 119 They be very fierce, and in
that respect they are not accustomed to haue either so much
scope or light as other birdes. x6ox R. Johnson Kingd. <y

Commw. (1603) 184 In no place plants may take larger scope
to spread their branches.. then in this countrie. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World 11. i. § 9. 229 Amraphel who held
Babylonia it selfe, seemeth at this time to haue had no
great scope or large dominion. 1615 Crooke Body 0/Man
368^The heat when it hath too much scope or roomth..is
easily dissipated and vanisheth. a 1616 B. Jonson Hymcneei,
Barriers Wks. I. 930 And to their wiues men giue such
narrow scopes, As if they meant to make them walke on
ropes. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xlviii, To give the ordnance
leave to play and range with the larger scope [orig./<»/r
mieux douner lieu d farlillerie].^ 1790 Burkb Fr. Rev.
Wks. V. 403 Publick virtue..requires abundant scope and
room, and cannot spread and grow under confinement. 1809
Campbell Gertrude 11. ii, Yet wanted not the eye far scope
to muse, Nor vistas open'd by the wand'nng stream. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus Ixviii. 67 He in a closed field gave scope
of liberal entry.

9. Extent in space, spaciousness ; a (large) space,

extent, tract, or area.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. ix. 46 So huge a scope at first him
seemed best, To be the compasse of his kingdomes seat.

1600 Sir F. Verb Comtn. 93 They would the rather attend
the growing of the tide, .that the scope of the sands might
be less spacious and serviceable forhorsmen. ?i6oz Bacon
Let. in Spedding Life (1862) II. 369 The land is good land,
and well countenanced by scope 01 acres, woods and royal-
tics. 1834 Disraeli Rev. Epick 11. v. 63 Of adamant That
mighty reservoir : its scope secure Might screen a navy.
1904 A. L. Salmon Pop. Guide to Devonsh. 59 The moormen
may fish and dig turf, and use the infinite scope for pastur-
ing their cattle.

1 10. A tract (of land) ; esp. a piece of land be-

longing to an individual owner. ? Anglo-Irish. Obs.

1569 Irish Act Eliz. (1621) 313 The whole North of Ireland
. .wherein he had a scope of a hundred and twentie miles
long, and a hundred and odd miles broade to runne and
roome himself. 1577 Stanvhurst Descr. Irel. iii. n in

Holinshed, The paroche was meared from the Crane castle,

to the fishambles, called the cockehil with Preston hys Innes,
and the lane thereto adioyning, which scope is now vnited
to S. Iobn hys paroche. x6i> Davies Why Ireland, etc 133
The Scopes of Land which were graunted to the first Aduen-
turers were too Large. 1659 Burton*s Diary (1828) IV. 470,

& That he had gotten vast sums ofmoney and scopes of land,

y fraud, a 1687 Petty Pol.A rith. i. (1690) 1 1 Shall not much
more time be spared if they [1000 men] lived all upon a
Thousand Acres, then if they were forced to live upon ten
times as large a Scope of Land. _ a 1691 Boy i.e Hist. A ir
(1692) 164 The Czar's chief physician confirmed to me . . that

m the year 1664, or 65, extraordinary dry and great scopes
of land were set on fire, and miserably wasted by the great
heat of the sun.

U. Naut. The length of cable at which a ship

rides when at anchor. Also riding-scope.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. 437 This obliged us to let go our
Sheet Anchor, veering out a good scope of Cable. 17x6
Shelvockje Voy. round World 265 Having our yaul in tow,
and having but a short scope of boat rope for her. 1841
Riding scope (see Riding vol. so. 7]. x868 Hat. Encyct. I.

691 At long scope, Rodgers' [anchor] dragged 7 feet 8* inches.

1885 Law Times Rep. LI 1 1. 53/2 A tow which is being
towed with a long scope of hawser by night. 1893 Clark
Russell Ida Noble 98 We'll, .ride to a short scope.

fl2. Short for Hoboscope. Obs. rare— 1
.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus iv. v, Casting the Scope of mens
Natiuities.

t Scope, v.l Obs. Also 4, 7 scop, 4 schope.
[a. ON. skopa (in phr. skopa skeih to take a run); cf.

MSw., Norw. skopa to skip, leap. Cf. Scoup z/.]

1. intr. To leap, skip. In later use only of horses.

13. . Cursor M. 19080 (Gott.) pe propheci was ban fild

sua, bat said be halt suld scope \c 1400 Edinb. scop] as ra.

Ibid. 23569 Mani thinges mai we do, pat forto do war littel

fro, Als forto schope and forto rin, Quen it war better for to

blin, 1483 Cath. Angl. 323/3 To Scope, ybi to rynne or
lepe. 1567 Drant Horace, Ep. \. xiv. Eiiijb, Yet thither-

warde assuredlye my harte, and mynde is bente._ And
burnes. and burnes to braste the bondes which doe inclose

it so, That it ne can goe scope abrode where it woulde
gladly goe. 157a Satir. Poems Reform, xxxiii. 140 Wer
not thir thingis that maks me leif in hope, At libertie to se

this Lyoun scope, One day to Rore and Ramp vpon his

ibis. 1607 Markham Caval. 1. 2 That your Mares and Colts

may not bee thrung'd vp,..wanting libertie to scope and
runne vp and downe at pleasure. Ibid. 5 That a Foale may
. . by scoping or galloping vp and downe the hill, come to a
purenes of winde, and a nimblenes of bodie. 1639 T. de
Gray Compl. Horsem. 5 Grounds, .are very profitable for

your colts to scope, run, and play in.

2. trans. To make (a horse) leap for exercise.

1607 Markham Caval. vi. 29 Then you shall gallop and
scope him gently vp and down to keep him wanne. 1688

Holme Armoury \u. xix, (Roxb.) 184/3 Termes used about

dressing and feeding of horses. . . Scop or aire him.

+ Scope, v.* Obs. rare. [f. Scope sb?]

1. intr. To aim at (see quot.). nonce-tise.

1668 Howe Blessedn. Righteous xv. 267 And the word
[o-KQirovvTuv 2 Cor. iv. 18] here rendred {looh).. doth not

import..a taking notice, or assenting onely, that there is

such things, but a designing or scoping at them (which is

the very word) with an appropriative eye.

2. tram. ? To calculate the scope or range of.

1807 J. Barlow Columb. v. 608 Lincoln . . Scoped the whole

war and measured well the foes.

Scope, obs. form of Scalp sb.*

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 16 In the head and scope of
the scull are yet diuerse and sundry little Perforations.

Scope, obs. form of Scoop sb. and v.

Scope, scopid, obs. pa. t. of Scape v.l

a 1400-50 Alexander 3915 And many scopid in be scoghe
without scath mare.

-SCOpe, an ending representing mod.L. -scopium
(f. Gr. GKoittiv to look at, examine) in Microscope
and Telescope. Hence used, by addition to
Greek stems, to form many words denoting scien-

tific instruments or contrivances for enabling the
eye to view or examine or make observations ;

as autoscope, baroscope, chronoscope, dynamoscope,
gyroscope, helioscope, laryngoscope, ophthalmoscope,
periodoscope, etc. (Cf. F. -scope, It. -scopio, etc.)
187a O. W. Holmes Poet Break/.-t. v. 123, I hope you

won't lose any patients by my making a little fun of your
meters and scopes,

Scopeboard, obs. (perverted) var. of Scupper.

t Sco-pefol, a. Obs. In quots. -fuIL [f. Scope
sb.$ + -ful.] Having or affording large scope.
1598 Florio, Ampio, ample, large, scopefull. 1603 —

Montaigne 11. xii. 315 Giving them that were disposed to
mock at him, a pleasant and scopefull occasion to doe it.

x6xi Cotgr., A mple,

.

. wide, large, scopefull, spacious.
a 1618 Sylvester Posthumi, Sonn. vii. Wks. (Grosart) II.
322/iSith round beleaguer'd by rough Neptune's legions
Within the straite-nookes of this narrow lie; The noblest
volumes of our vulgar style Cannot escape unto more scope-
full Regions.

t ScO'pel, SCO'pple. Farriery. Obs. [? con-
traction of Scopperil.] A seton : =Scopperil 3.
1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757^ L 337 Scopels or

round Pieces of Leather with Holes in the Middle, lap'd
round with Tow, are the most fit and proper in these Cases.
Ibid. II. 17 They can only bleed a Horse, draw a Sole, put
in a Rowel or Scopple, cut for the Lampers.

Scopeless (skJu'ples), a. [f. Scope sb. + -less.]

a. Having no purpose or aim ; objectless (? Obs.).

b. Not affording scope or opportunity.
1666 Bp. S. Parker Free $ Impart. Censure (1667) 81

Which scopeless desire of searching^ into things exempt
from humane Inquisition, is that which renders Curiosity
Criminal. x866 J. H. Newman Gerontius § 1 And drop from
out this universal frame Into that shapeless, scopeless, blank
abyss, That utter nothingness, of which I came. 1882
Society 7 Oct, 12/2 Mr. E. H. Sothern acted well in the
scopeless character of the Squire's son.

Scopelid (sk^'p/Iid). [ad. mod.L. Scopelid-m,

i. Scopel-tjs : see -id.] A fish ofthe group Scopelidm.
188a Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 279

Family XLIL—Scopelidae. (The Scopelids.) 1887 Heil-
prin Distrib. Animals 297 Among the better known bony-
fishes . . are the . . scopelids.

Scopelidan (sl«>pe*lidan). [f. mod.L. Scope-

lid-te (see prec.) + -an.] = Scopelid.
i859-«j Sir ). Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868)

II. 149 Scopehdans.

Scopeliform (sk^pe'lif^im), a. [f. mod.L.
Scopel-us + -(i)fobm.] = Scopeloid a.

In some recent Diets.

Scopeloid (skp'prtoid), sb. and a. Zool. [f.

Scopel-us + -oid.] A. sb. A fish of the family

Scopelidm (see Scopeud).
1880 GUnther Fishes 42 In addition to the rayed dorsal fin,

many Malacopterygian fishes (as the Salmonoids, many
Siluroids, Scopeloids, efc.) have another of greater or lesser

extent. 1896 H. Woodward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit.

Mus. 112 Herrings, Scopeloids, etc., occur abundantly in

association with these.

B. adj. Like or pertaining to the Scopelidx.

In recent Diets.

II SC0pelus(sk^ ,

p^li's). Zool. [mod.L.; intro-

duced (along with the Fr. form scope'le) in 1 Si 7 by
Cuvier, who gives the etymon as * ok6tkXos, Greek
name of an unknown fish ' ; the Gr. word, however,

app. means only a rock.] The typical genus of

the family Scopelidm : see Scopelid.
1840 Cuvier*s A nun. Kingd. 320 Scopelus, have the gape

and the gill openings very deep. 1880 Gdnther Fishes 585
Some species never rise to the surface ; indeed, Scopeli have
been brought up in the dredge from almost any depth to

2500 fathoms.

Scoper, obs. form of Scuppeb.

t ScO'petine. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. Scopetini

pL| one of the religious orders following the Augus-
tinian rule (Du Cange).] (See quot.)

'537 Orig. <$ Sprynge of Secies 27 The Scopetines or S.
Saluators order. The yeare after Christes byrtn .Mccclxvii.

dyd thys order begynne by certayne spirituall fathers of
saynt Austins order.

Scopett, obs. form of Scuppet.

t Scopi'feroilS, a. Obs. [f. mod.L. scopifer (f.

L. scop-a Scopa + -fer bearing) + -ous.] (See quot.)
1826 Kirby& Sp. Entomol.W. 324Scopiferous(JT«'/;ye,rar).

When they [the antenna:] are furnished with one or more
dense brushes of hair.

Scopiform (skJu-pif^im), a. Nat. Hist. [f. L.

scop-a Scopa + -(i)form.] Arranged in bundles

;

broom-shaped, fascicular.

1794 Kirwan Eletn. Min. (ed. 2) I. 278 [Zeolyte] Its texture

. .either stelliform or scopiform. 1853 Dana Crust. 11. 1034
Of the two setiform processes, one is closely ciliate, and the

other has a short scopiform extremity.

Hence Sco'piformly adv., in a scopiform manner.

1804 Jameson Syst. Min. I. 589 Their cross fracture ex-

hibits a scopiformfy diverging aspect.



SCOPIOUS.

t Scopious, a. Obs. [f. Scope sb. + -(i)ons.]

Wide, spacious. B
isoo T. M[iddleton] Micro-cyiiicOHti.Cn, Streames y'

are^ard their course Swel with more rage, & far more

greater force, Vntill there full stuff gorge a passage makes

Into the wide mawes of more scopious lakes. 161a Hooker

Semi. in. iii.Wks. 1888 III. 623, 1 should have a large and

scopious field to walk in, if I did here endeavour [etc.].

Scopol- (skwl), nsed Chem -
antl Pharm. lo

form names of certain extractive principles obtained

from Scopolia Japonica (Japanese belladonna), as

Scopolamine, Scopolenin, Seopoletin.

The genus Scopolia was named after Scopoli, an Italian

naturalist of the i8thc. .

1893 R. H. Harte, etc. Local Therap. 399 Scopolenine.

An alkaloid present in Japanese belladonna. 1899 Cagney
tr. von Jaksch's Clin. Diagu. (ed. 4) 397 In cases of poison,

ing with deadly nightshade berries . . the urine has a peculiar

fluorescence.., due to the presence of seopoletin. 1899 All-

butt's Syst. Med. VI. 837 Dilatation of the pupil.. de-

pendent., upon., the application of some drug (atropine, .

.

scopolamine, etc.).

t Scopo'lian. Ent. Obs. [ad. mod.L. Scopo-

lidn-us, app. f. the name of Scopoli, an Italian

naturalist of the 18th c] A collector's name for

a small brownish-red moth, Semasia scopoliana.

1829 Stephens System. Cat. Brit. Insects II. 180 Semasia
Scopoliana. . . Scopolian. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. t, Moths
169 The Scopolian.

T Scopo'logy. Obs. rarer1
, [f. Gr. okotto-s aim,

end (see Scope sb.) + -logy.] A (suggested) name
for a science of the ' ends ' of human conduct.

1730 Chamberlayne Relig. Philos. Pref. 34 A Scopology,

or Study of Ends, would prove one of the most exalted Parts

of Philosophy.

Scopperil (sk^'paril). Forms : 5 scop(e)relle,

5, 7, 9 scopperell, 6 scopperelle, 7-9 scop-

peril^), soop(p)ril, scop(p)erel, sooprel. See

also Scopel. [Of obscure origin; a remarkable

similarity of form is presented by mod.Icel. skop-

para-kringla spinning-top, f. skoppa to spin like a

top; cf. MSw. skoppa to jump, run about, MDu.,
mod.Du.jf/fo//««toswing,sea-saw; also Scopes. 2

]

1. A kind of teetotum or small top (spun with the

thumb and finger) made by passing a pointed peg

through the centre of a disc (often a flat button or

button-mould). Now dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

In some dialects applied to a small disc (as a button-mould)

apart from its application.

c 142^ St. Christina xxlv. in AngliaVM. 128/35 Alle hir

body was. -turnyd in to a whirlynge about as a scoprelle or

a toppe bat childer playe with. 1483 Catk. Angl. 324/1

A scoperelle, giraculum. i6ai G. Markham Hunger's Pre-

vent. 117 Vpon the least touch it will twerle and tourne as

round as any Scopperill. 1636 W. Sampson Vow Breaker
1. i. B 2, If once we creepe out o' th shells, we run from our

ould loves like Scopperells, weomens minds are planetary.

b. trans/. Applied to an active, restless child

;

also to a squirrel, dial. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1 2. Her.- A badge in the form of a disc. Obs.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. bivb, Diaclys be called in

armys scopprellys. 156a Lech Armory (1597) 37 The sixt

badge are Diacles, commonly called Scopperelles.

3. dial. A seton : = Scopel.
1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., A Scopperil, a plug put

into an issue or seton made in the diseased part of an animal

to drain off the humours. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss. 82 Scop-

perel. 1893-4 Northumbld. Gloss. II. 603 Scopper, scop-

peralt, scoperal, a seton.

Sco'pperloit. dial. Also 7 skoppoloit, -lot.

[Of obscure origin : cf. Soobberloiohee and

Scoterlope v.] (See quots.)

1691 Ray .S. * E. C. Wds. in A Scopperloit, a time of

idleness, a play-time. 1787 in Grose Prov. Gloss. 1878

S. H. Miller & Skertchly Fenland iv. 131 Skoppolot,

Skoppoloit, romping, rude, indelicate play.

Sooppet, obs. form of Scuppet.

Scopple, variant of Scopel Obs.

Scops (skpps). [a. mod.L. Scops (generic name),

a. Gr. audit// the little horned owl.] A genus of

Strigidse containing nearly forty species distin-

guished by plumicorns upon the head ; now usually

scops owl. Also a member of this genus, a horn-owl.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey). 1781 Latham Synopsis Birds

I. 129 Scops. E.O. [i.e. belonging to the division 'Eared

Owls '.] 1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 1. 234 The Sc.°Ps is a

native of the warmer parts of Europe, and is of a migratory

nature. 1825 Sporting Mag. XV/271 The scops or little

horned owl. 1887,4thenxum 19 Mar. 387/2Thelittlescopsowl.

b. Comb. Soops-eared a., having plumicorns

upon the head, the characteristic feature of Scops.

Prob. arising from a misunderstanding of quot. 1781 above.

1825 Selby Itlustr. Brit. Ornith. I. 56 Scops-eared Owl.

1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier's Reptiles * Birds 551 The Scops-

eared Owl. .is remarkable for its diminutive size.

f Sceptic, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [ad. Gr. ana-

utikos, f. anintTuv to mock, jeer.] A. adj. Mocking,

satirical.

1670 S. Ward Serm. agst. Anti-Script. 57 Julian and
Lucian and other Scoptick wits.

B. sb. pi. Mocking or satirical writings.

a 1644 Quarles Sheph. Orac. i. (1646) 0, I fear'd thy game-

some wit began to paint, In shadow'd Scopticks some that

beare the Crook In our blest Island. i6j6 Blount Glossogr.,

Scopticks, Jests, Jeers, Flouts, Cavils.

tSco;ptical,a. Obs. [f.prec. + -AL.] = prec. a.

[ 1611 Chapman Iliad xvl. Coram. 235 It flies all his
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Translators and Interpreters; who take it meerely for

serious, when it is apparantly scopticall and ridiculous.

1684 H. More Answer 59 The Remarker here is very

Magisterial and somewhat Scoptical.

t Sceptically, adv. Obs. [f. Scoptical +

-ly 2.] In a scornful, satirical manner.
cx6n Chapman Iliad 11. Comm. 35 In this first and next

verse, Homer (speaking scoptically) breakes open the foun-

taine of his ridiculous humor following. 1647 R. Stapylton
Juvenal 114 Jove's secret springs : scoptically spoken, as if

the astrologers were inspired by Jupiter[etc.]. 1686 H. More
Real Pres. 55 Not as one scoptically would make us to

profess, that this real participation of the Body and Blood

of Christ, has no reality any where but in our phancy.

II
Scopula (skfj-piula). Ent. [late L. scopula,

dim. of scopa a broom.) A small brush-like group

of hairs upon the tarsus of bees and spiders.

x8oa Kirby Monogr. Apum Anglix I. no Scopula. This

is the name by which I denominate the hairs which cover

the inside of the plantae, called by Schrank scopa, and by
Reamur ' la brosse '. x8x6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xix. (1818)

II. 127 note, Underneath they [the posterior plants:] are fur-

nished with a scopula or brush of stiff hairs set in rows.

1844 Blackwall in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 62 Those remarkable

appendages termed scopulx or brushes, with which the tarsi

of numerous species of spiders are provided.

ScO'ptllate, * W, mod.L. scopuldtus : see

prec. and -ate 2
.] (See quot. 1826.)

i8a6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 348 Scopulate. . .When
the first joint [of the tarsus] on the under side is covered

with a dense brush of rigid hairs. 1901 Proc. Zool. Soc. I.

212 Both tarsi and protarsi scarcely scopulate in the middle.

Scopulipede (skp-pi«lipi"d), a. Ent. [ad.mod.

L. scopnliped-, -pes, f. scopula (see Scopula) +ped-,

pes foot.] Of certain bees : Having the feet fur-

nished with scopulse.

1881 Casselts Nat. Hist. V. 367 The Scopulipede Solitary

Apid;e, or those furnished, like the Hive Bee and the Hum-
ble Bee, with an apparatus for the conveyance of pollen on

the hind legs. Ibid. 368 Closing our account of the Scopu-

lipede Bees with this brilliant foreigner, we must now pro-

ceed [etc.].

tSC0'pul0US,a. Obs. [ad. h. scopulosus craggy,

'{. scopul-us a rock.] Abounding in rocks, rocky.

Hence tSco'pulousness, fScopulo-sity (rare~°).

159S Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 261 How Scopu-

lous, stendirrie, or stanie, was the stedd.-quhairon thay

than stude. 1658 Franck Northern Mem. (1694) 211 Edin-

burgh., stands on a mighty scopulous Mountain. 17a!

Bailey, Scopulosity, Abundance of Rocks. 1787 — vol. II,

Scopulousness.

Scor, Soorar, obs. forms of Score, Scourer.

II Sco rbuch, -buicke. Obs. [Du. : see next.]

= Scurvy.
1598 W. Phillip tr. Linsclioten 1. iii. 8 With sicknes and

diseases, as swellings of the legs, and the scorbuicke. 1601

Holland Pliny xxv. iii. II. 212 marg., Some thinke this

disease to bee the Schorbuck or Scorbute. 1613 Porchas
Pilgrimage vm. iv. (1614) 748 The Scuruie or Scorbuch

much consumed the French in these partes.

t ScO'rbut(e. Path. Obs. [a. F. scorbut,

whence Sp. escorbuto, Pg. escorbut, scorbuto, It.

scorbuto, mod.L. scorbutus (whence G. scorbut).

The Fr. word is app. ad. MLG. schorbuk, early mod.Du.
schorbuyck, scheurbuik (now sckeurbuik), whence G. schar-

bock, Da. skerbug, MSw. skorbiug (Sw. skSrbjugg), OIceL
(14th c.) skyrbjug-r. If the word be orig. LG. or Du., and
not an adoption from some foreign source, the etymological

sense must be 'disease that ruptures or lacerates the belly'

(MLG., MDu. schoren, Du. scheureu to break, lacerate,

MLG. buk, Du. bulk belly). Cf. early mod.Du. scheur-

tnond (moud= mouth) scurvy of the gums, scheurbeeu (been

= bone) scorbutic affection of the bones.]

«= Scurvy.
1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xvii. 201 Water Cresse. .is verie

good against the scuruie or scorbute. 1611 in Birch Crt. «r

Times Jos. /(1848) I. 137 His disease proves.. to be nothing

but the scorbut, or, as we term it, the scurvy. 1634 Sir T.

Herbert Trav. 5 The Calenture, Scorbute or Scuruie,

Feauers [etc.]. 1665 J- Gadbury London's Deliv.yW.^
His frivolous supposition of the Plague its taking beginning

from the disease called the Scorbute.

attrib. 1665 E- Maynwaring Treat. Scurvy 65 The Scor-

bute Pills are efficacious against the defects and errors of

digestion in the first, second and third Office.

Scorbutic (skf5ibi»tik), a. and sb. Path. Also

7-8 scorbutick, 8 scurbutick. [ad. mod.L. scor-

buticus : see prec. and -ic. Cf. F. scorbutique.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to scurvy ; symptomatic of or

proceeding from scurvy ; of the nature of scurvy.

Of a patient : Affected with scurvy.

Scorbutic gums, a condition of the gums induced by
scurvy, characterized by swelling and a tendency to bleed.

1655 Culpeper, etc. Riverius 1. v. 19 This is very manifest

from the Scorbutick Palsey, or that which is joyned with

the Scurvy. 1665 E. Maynwaring Treat. Scurzy 51 The
colour of scorbutick spots declaring this Disease, is to be

regarded. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzhergen in Ace. Sev.

Late Voy. 11. 194 Plenty of Vetches, which recover'd our

Scorbutick Men. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. ii. 31J Vegetables

extremely conducive to the cure of. .scorbutic disorders.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 425/1 No attempt.. at any

chemical examination of the properties of scorbutic blood.

1837 Dickens Pickwick xxxii, A renewal of hostilities be-

tween the scorbutic youth and the gentleman in the sanguine

shirt. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxi. (1856) 267 Light

cases of scorbutic gums were already on my black-list.

1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 128 Rickets is produced as

certainly by rhachitic diet, as is scurvy by a scorbutic diet.

1898 Ibid. V. 589 Very frequently, the first manifestations

of a scorbutic taint are excited by extreme cold.
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f 2. Of articles of diet, remedies, etc. : Good
against scurvy, anti-scorbutic. Obs.

xoo6 Salmon Earn. Diet., Scorbutic-Syrup. Ibid., Scor-

butick-Water. 1710 T. Fuller Pharm. Extemp. (1719) 17

A sweetning Scorbutic Ale. Ibid. 187 A Scorbutic Foment.

1789 Buchan Dom. Med. App. (1790) 705 Scorbutic Whey.
This whey is made by boiling halfa pint of the scorbutic juices

in a quart of cow's milk... The scorbutic plants are, bitter

oranges, brooklime, garden scurvy-grass, and water-cresses.

B. sb.

fl. The scurvy. Obs. rare— 1
.

1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem. (1830) 118 He was advised to

go to Bath for his scorbutic, that still hung on him.

f 2. A remedy for the scurvy, an anti-scorbutic.

a 1774 Harte Eulogius 85 Spoon-wort was there, scorbutics

to supply.

3. ' One affected with scurvy'.

1855 Dunglison Med. Lex.

t Scorbtvtical, a. Obs. [f. Scorbutic + -al.]

Relating to, characterized by scurvy.

1636 Ridgley Pract. Physick 181 Also there is a Gangreen
Scorbutical which beginneth commonly from an internal

cause. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat. 11. iv. 177 A Person

..of a full and scorbutical! Body. 1753 Maitland Hist.

Edin. (1768) 507 An unctuous substance wherewith it is

covered is said to be good for scorbutical disorders.

Hence f Scorbtvtically adv.

1665 Needham Med. Medicinx 393 Persons that are..

Scorbutically inclined. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, il

iv. 178 Thus in scorbutically-babited ill Bodies.. we fre-

quently see these simple Ulcers afflicted with sharp Humours.

t Scorbu'ticism. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scorbutic

+ -ism.] A general tendency to develop scurvy,

a scorbutic habit of body.
1665 Needham Med. Medicinx 86 There are but few Cases

wherein there is not somwhat of Scorbuticisms mixt.

Scorbutized, ///. a. nonce-wd. [f. Scor-

but-ic + -ize + -ED !.] Affected with scurvy.

1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. vii. 83 Yesterday's walk makes
my scorbutized muscles very stiff.

II Scorbutus (sepbiatas). Path. [mod.L.:

see Scorbute.] Scurvy.
1866 A. Flint /V/mc. Med. (1880) 1121 Scorbutus, .is fre-

quently combined with other diseases.^ 1876 tr. Wagner's
Gen. Path. 235 To the cachectic dropsies belong also those

of scorbutus and conditions resembling it.

Scorce, obs. variant of Scoese sb. and v.

t Scorch., sb.1 Obs. Forms: 5 8corche, skorch,

scorce, 6 scorch, [a. OF. escorche, escorce (mod.F.

(corce)^\ Rind, bark.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. x. viii, The chylde, of whiche

Mirra was grete, grewe, w [ payne under the scorche &
rynde. 1481 — Myrrour 11. x. 90 Other trees there growe .

.

that bere notemygges, And of the rynde and scorce is the

canell or synamome. 1579 W. Langham Gard. Health (1633)

15 Make.. Almond milke.., and eate it wilh Sugar, and
powder of the ryndes and scorches of a Pomegranate.

Scorch, (skpitj), sb* Also 7 scortoh. [f.

Scorch v.1]
1. A marie or impression produced by scorching

;

a superficial burn. Also^^".
1611 Cotgr., Maquereaux, red scorches, or spots on the

legs of such as vse to sit neere the fire. 187a Cuyler Heart-

Thoughts 38 The ugly scorch upon the commercial integrity

of the merchant.

2. Scorching effect (of the sun or fire).

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 330 Not onely their

legitimate and timely births, but their abortions are also

duskie, before they have felt the scortch and fervor of the

Sun. c 1790 Cowper Wks. (1837) XV. 318 When he calls it

a balm to Ileal the scaroj those corrosive./*>« [Milton P. L.
11. 401], we almost feel the scorch^ and the pleasure of the

remedy. x86a Lady Duff-Gordon in F. Galton Vac. Tourists

(1864) 162They said the thermometer was at about 130 where

I was walking yesterday, but (barring the scorch) 1 could

not have believed it.

h.fg.
i6a6 Bp. H. King Serm. Deliv. 9 Which . . shelters vs from

the scorches of the last Iudgement. 167a W. Penn Spir.

Truth Vind. 52 Persecution comes, with the Scorch of

which they are wont to singe and wrap up like a Scrole.

1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 212 Profligate magnates

quailed., whenever this scorch of eternal reason was sent in

upon their conscience.
t ^

3. [From Scorch z>.1 3.] An act of ' scorching
;

a rapid run on a cycle or a motor-car.

188s Cyclist 19 Aug. 1084/1 Another 24 hours scorch

!

1890 Polytechnic Mag. 13 Mar. 161/1 An impromptu scorch

was started by the members trying to keep behind a really

fast cabby to obtain shelter from the wind.

4. attrib.: soorch-patch (see quot.); scorch

pencil, a tool used in ' poker-work '.

1897 J. Hutchinson in Archives of Surg. I. 62 'Scorch-

patches '
is, I think, the best descriptive epithet to apply to the

brown patches which occur in the macular stage of leprosy.

1903 Daily Mail 21 Aug. 9/2 The chief instrument used is

a ' scorch pencil ', so called because with it the required

design is burnt upon the prepared wood surface that is to

be decorated.

Scorch (sk/rtj), tv.l Forms: (? 5 schorge),

5-6 skorch, scorche, (6 schorch, 7 scorge, Sc.

scrotch), 6-8 scortch, 6- scorch. [Related to

the earlier synonyms Scorken, Scorkle.
The formation is obscure. It has been supposed that the

word is identical with Scorch v.' to skin, the sense being

altered by association with scorken, scorkle. Against this

is the fact that scorch, to skin, occurs only in a few trans-

lations from Fr. (where the original has escorchier), and is

therefore not likely to have had any real currency.]

1. trans. To heat to such a degree as to shrivel,
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parch, or dry up, or to char or discolour the sur-

face ; to burn superficially.

14.. Chaucer's Boeth. 11. metre vi. (Addil. MS.) (1868) 55
Alle be poeples bat \>e violent wynde Nothus scorch ifi

[Comb. MS. scorklith; orig. has torret]. 1430 Lydg. St,
Margaret 415 This gemme of maydenhede Was brent
with brondes..Hir sydes skorched. 1471 Caxton Re-
eujreii (SommeT) I. 43 Whan the pelagyens sawe this dede
man of whom the skyn was scorched the fflessh rosted the
senewes shronken [etc.]. 1511 Guylforde%

s Pilgr. (Cam-
den) 11 An hande with parte of the arme of seynt John
Baptyste, some what scorcherde [sic] with the fyre as it

was brente. 1553 Eden Treat. Newt Ind. (Arb.) 14 The
bod yes of men oegin to waxe blacke and to be scorched.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm, 118 They..wer after let

downe into the fyre from on hyghe, and there synged and
skorched. 1611 Bible Rev. xvt 8 Power was giuen vnto
him to scorch men with fire. 1634 Milton Comus 029
Summer drouth, or singed air Never scorch thy tresses fair.

1697 Drvden Virg. Georg. rv. 616 Twas Noon ; the sultry
Dog-star from the Sky Scorch'd Indian Swains, the riveU'd
Grass was dry. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 279 He did not
awake till the fire came near enough to scorch him. 1764
Harmer Observ. L 5 20. 45 He had many times his forehead
so scorched as to swell exceedingly. 1781 Cowper Expost.
15 Fiery suns, that scorch the russet spice Of eastern groves.
1813 Shelley (). Mabvit. a His resolute eyes were scorched
to blindness soon. 1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 49 Her
skeleton, .remained entire in the chair, which was only a
little scorched. 188a * Ouida ' Maremma 1. 18 Much beaten
about by sea-winds and scorched by poisonous suns.

absol. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 138 They quenche the
skaldyng fire, which skorched with bis heate.

c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxxix. xiii, Scorcht with Thy
wrath is Thy anointed one. 16*0 Sanderson Sernt. 27 Feb.
(1632) 307 Take Truth without Mercy ; as an hot poyson it

scaldeth vs, and scortcheth vs in the flames of restlesse De-
spayre. 170a Prior Song to his Mistress 1 Whilst I am
scorch'd with hot Desire.
absol. 1851 Whittier Chapel 0/Hermits 178 The fame

that crowned him scorched and burned.

c. with away, up.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. Hi. 74 The appetite of her eye did
seeme to scorch me vp like a burning-glasse. a 1691 Boyle
Hist. Air (1692) 165 The weather being very dry and hot,
the grass and other vegetables were scorched up. 1697 Dry*
den Virg. Georg. 11. 516 Whose Leaves are not alone foul
Winter's Prey, But oft by Summer Suns are scorch'd away.

d. trans/. To shrivel up as if by heat.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 274 If a mans feete be

scorched with cold, the powder 01 a Hares Wooll is a
remedy for it. 1905 Rider Haggard Gardener's Year Oct.

333 Even the hardy Sea-Buckthorns . . have been sadly
scorched by the spray brought up in the recent gales.

e. intr. for reft.

QuoL c 1430 may belong to Scorch v.*; the form in any
case is irregular, and may be due to misreading.
c 1430 Two Cookery Bks. 42 With a lytil Watere, late hem

sebe til fcxy ben drye, & bat bey schorge. 1896 A. Austin
England's Darling 1. iii, And then together we will watch
the cakes, Nor let them scorch.

f 2. trans. To burn, consume by fire. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 3412 Ther o soule man escapid noght, But

scorched and brend were to Askes small. 158a Stanyhurst
Mneis 1. (Arb.) 18 As thogh that Pallas could not bee fullye
reuenged, Thee Greek fleete scorching. 16*4 Middleton
Game at Chess 11. LDi, Here (wench) take these papers,
Scorch 'em me soundly ; bume 'em to French-russet.

3. intr. To cycle or motor at high speed.
[Cf. F. bruler le Pavi, lit * to burn the pavement ', said of

a furious driver.]

1891 Wheeling 25 Feb. 405 Be wise in time, and do not
'scorch* while you are out of condition. 1898 Allbutfs
Syst. Med. V. 852 The father.. with his nervous system
corroded by drudgery and care is determined to scorch on
his bicycle or to climb the Alps with any of them.

t Scorch., v.2 Obs. (Only in translations from
Fr.) In 5 akorche. [a. OF. cscorchier (mod.F.
e'corcher) :—popular L. *excorticSre, f. ex- (see Es-)
+ cortic-, cortex bark. Cf. Escorse v.] trans. To
strip off (skin or bark), to flay. AlsoyS^.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Mankede I. xx. (1869) 15 Shere yow

youre shepherde may at his neede but to skorche yow is not
yiue him leeue. ibid. m. xvi. 143 Whan the poore ben
skorched thus and to pulled and that alle here goodes ben
thus shaken and drawen out and arased. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 6 Her fader.. made cast her in-to the Riuer,
and drenche her and her childe, And made to scorch [orig.
tscorchier] the knight quicke.

t Scorch, v.* Obs. AIso6skorch,schortch,6-7
scortch(e. [An alteration of Score v.

;
perh. after

scratch. Cf. Scotch z\] trans. To slash with a knife.
c 1550 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture B ij, Afore dyner nor after,

with thy knyfe scorche [1577 scortcnej not the borde. 1597
J. Payne Royal Exch. 23 Baulls preists .. skorched there
fleshe to the bones with there knyves. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
m. iv. 13 We have scorch'd the snake, not kill'd it. 1656
Cowley Misc., Duel 20 The Living and the Killing Arrow
..broke the Bones, and scortcht the Marrow. 18*3 [see
Scorched///. a*\
Scorchanarrow, obs. form of Scobzonera.
8corcheatis : see Scrochat Sc. Obs.

Scorched (sk^itjt), ///. a.i [f. Scorch vA
+ -KD*.]

1. Burnt and discoloured by heat, touched by fire.

1595 Shaks. John 111. i. 278 And falshood, falshood cures,
as fire cooles fire Within the scorched vemes of one new
burn'd. 1639 G. Daniel Ecclus. xxxviii. 81 The Smith..
To apt the Met tall ; thrusts his scorched Browes Into the
flames. 1715-20 Pope Iliad xxi. 14 As the scorch'd Locusts
from their Fields retire, While fast behind them runs the
Blaze of Fire. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam in. 1365 My
scorched limbs he wound In linen moist and balmy. 1897
Mary Kincsley IV. Africa 397 'People should be careful
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with fire *, I say sententiously and they all agree with me,
the scorched ones enthusiastically.

2. Parched by the sun.
a 1593 Marlowe Lucan 1. 208 Like to a Lyon of scortcht

desart Affricke. xooo J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa Descr. Places
43 Thither do the people resort, partly for the watring of
their scorched grounds. 1707 Mortimer Husb.

t
Kalendar

July, The Earth now would be glad of refreshing showers
to moisten the scorched Vegetables. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam x. iv, Like the roaring Of fire, whose floods the wild
deer circumvent In the scorched pastures of the South.

3. Nat. Hist, f a. Having an appearance as if

shrivelled by heat (obs.). b. Having colouring re-

sembling a scorch.
1682 Lister Gadart ofInsects 33, I could never Observe

from these kind of Catterpillars a perfect and compleat
Butterfly, but with contracted, and as it were scorched
Wings, not to be expanded/or fit for flight. 183a T. Rennie
Bntterfl. a> M. 162 The Scorched Blunt-wing. Ibid. Index
276 Scorched Carpet. Scorched Wing. 184s Lindley Sch.
Bot. vi. (1858) 84 The scales scorched at the apex. 1859
Miss Pratt Brit. Grasses 37 Carex ustulata (Scorched
Alpine Sedge).

t Scorched, ///. ff. 2 Obs. rare—1
, [f. Scorch

T/.3 + -ed 1.] Slashed, divided.

18*3 Scott Quentin D. i, The members of the League.,
like a scorched snake might re-unite.

Scorcher (sk/-jtjai). [f. Scorch ?.i t -er2.]
One who or something which scorches.

L colloq. A very hot day.
1874 M. C. Explorers 25 One regular scorcher we camped

before noon. 1899 F. V. Kibby Sport E. C. Africa xxiii.

259 A heavy mist . .gave promise of a hot day, and it turned
out a ' scorcher *.

2. colloq. One who cycles or motors furiously.
1885 Pennell Canterb. Pilgr. Pref., Nor does it seem to

us worth while, .to record our time, since we were pilgrims,
and not scorchers. 1901 Daily Tel. 7 Jan. 8/3 (Farmer),
As a result of complaints as to the excessive speed at which
motor-cars are driven . . the police have been keeping a sharp
look-out for scorchers.

3. slang, a. Something scorching or stinging ; a
scathing rebuke or attack, b. One who causes
a ' sensation \
1888 Patt Mall Gas. 27 Jan. 1/1 We have no doubt that

his * letter, in the strongest Saxon I could command ', about
the Intelligence Department was, as the schoolboys would
say, 'a regular scorcher.' 1899 Doyle Duet (1909) 44 A
perfec' pair of scorchers.

t ScO'rcheresse. Obs. rare—1
, [a. OF. cscor-

cheresse, fem. agent-n. f. escorchicr to flay, Scorch
i>. 2] A female flayer ; in quot.y^,
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode in. xvi. (1869) 143 This hand

is a skorcheresse and a baconresse of poure folk.

Scorchet(t)is : see Scrochat Sc. Obs.

Scorching (skf-jtfirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scorch vA
+ -INO 1.]

1. The action or an act of burning superficially,
or of parching or shrivelling up by intense heat.
1563 Hvll Art Garden. (1593) 16 And if. .you dout either

the coldnes or botnes of the season, in the scorching or
burning of your seedes, then couer your beddes with the
chaffe of come. 1649 Bp. Reynolds Hosea v. 22 Those
parts of the world which are under, .perpetual! scortchings.
1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort., Jutt4 (ed. o) 74 The excessive
Scorchings of this, and the two following Months.. do fre-

quently indanger the untimely falling both of Blossom and
fruit before their maturity. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)1.
641 The scorchings of unextinguishable flames and gnaw-
ings of the never dying worm.

t b. //. Fragments detached by scorching. Obs.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 253 Goates Home being

burned at the end, and the pieces or scorchinges that rise

thereof, must be shaken into a new vessel vntill the home
be quite consumed. 1676 T. Macs Mustek's Monum. 59
Then with your Working*knife, or Chizzel, take off the
Scorchings to the clean Wood.
2. The action of riding a cycle or driving a

motor-car at a furious pace.
1891 Wheeling 4 Mar. 422We are.. in a strong position to

denounce the abuse of ' scorching ' through inhabited parts
of the country. 1898 Daily Neivs 22 July 8/2 Do you ever
scorch?— I do not know what you calfscorching.

Scorching (skp-jtprj), ///. a.- [f. Scorch v.1

+ -i>*g %.] That scorches, burning, withering.

1563 B. Googe Eglogs, etc (Arb.) 87 The Body dryed by
broyfyng blase Of preuy schorchyng Flame. 1628 Mure

|

Doomsday 206 There, to the drunkard 's parched throate, I

Justice doth scratching drought allote, In floods of fire.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 691 How had the World Inhabited,
though sinless, more then now, Avoided pinching cold and
scorching heate? 1697 Drvden Virg. t Past. 11. n While in

the scorching Sun I trace in vain Thy flying footsteps. 1745
Watts' Hymn%

* How bright these glorious spirits shine.

Hunger and Thirst are felt no more, Nor Suns with scorching

Ray. 181a Byron Ch. Har. 1. vi, He v from his native land

resolved to go, And visit scorching climes beyond the sea.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) HI. 299 Under the heat of a
scorching sun.

fig. 1646 Crashaw Steps, Charily 43 No more shall

thou..on Gods Altar cast two scorching [1648 scortching]

eyes. 1666 Bunyan Grace Abound. § 294, I have been
about to preach upon some smart and scorching portion of
the word. 1895 Ld. Acton Study Hist. 59 After looking
about for a scorching imprecation, he [Titus Oates] began to

call them Tories.

b. trans/. Causing a burning sensation, irritant.

1768 Miller Gardener's Diet. (ed. 8), Thapsia. .

.

The
deadly Carrot, or scorching Fennel.

Hence Sco'rchinffly adv., Scorxhingness.
1593 Nashe Christ's T. 70 b, Hauing naturatly cleere

beauty, scortchingly blazing, which enkindles any soule that
comes necre it. 1775 Ash Suppl., Scorchingtress.
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+ Scorching, ///. a.2 oi>s. [f. Scoech v.z

+ -ino2.] Cutting, slashing.

1570 in B. L. Ballads (1867) 179 The sister dire, fearce
Atropos, with schortchyne cuttynge knyfe, Hath shred the
threede that Ionge dyd holde this godly ladies lyfe.

' Scorchvillein. Obs. [a. AF. *escorche-
villein, {. OF. escorchier (mod.F. (corcher) to flay +
villein] A ' flay-villein ' ; an oppressive lord.
'577-87 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. v. 32/1 in Holinshed.

[The nickname of Abp. Henry de Loundres; Stanyhurst
tells a story to connect it with Scorch v. 1

]

II Scordatura (skprdatu-ra). Mus. [It. scor-
datura, !. scordare to be otit of tune, short for dis-
cordare Discord ».i] A term used for the altera-
tion in the manner of tuning some stringed instru-
ments in order to produce particular effects.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Did. Mus. Terms, Scordatura

(It.) the mis-tuning of an instrument. When a violinist
alters the accordatura of his instrument for a special pur-
pose, he is sometimes said to make a scordatura. 1888
EncycL Brit. XXIV. 245 The violoncello is less amenable
to the scordatura than the violin.

II ScOTdium. Bot. Obs. Also 6 scordion.
[mod.L. (cf. L. scordion, Pliny), a. Gr. onopSiov a
plant that smells like garlic. Cf. G. skordien, MDu.
scordioen.'] A name for the Water-Germander, Teu-
crium Scordium, a plant formerly in use in medicine
as a sudorific, an antidote for poisons, etc.
[1:1050 Herb. Apuleii in Cockayne Sax. Leechd. I. 174Wid naedran slite genim has wyrte be man scordean .

.

nemne5.] 1548 Turner NamesHeroes (E.D.S.) 71 Scordium
groweth in diuerse places of Germany,. .& I heare saye that
lt groweth also besyde Oxforde. 1578 Lvte Dodoens I. lxxv.
Ill Scordion is hoate and dry in the thirde degree. 1597
Gerarde Herbal 11. cciv. 535 Called in English Scordium,
Water Germander & Garlicke Germander. 1757 A. Cooper
Distiller 111. xv. (1760) 169 Of the Leaves of Scordium one
Pound and a Half. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1040/1 Scordium, Teu-
crium Scordium.

Score (sko»j),rf. Forms: 1 seoru, 3-6 seor, 4-5
schoro, 4-6 skor,4-7 skore, 5 St. seoyr, skowre,
5, 7 scoure, 6 scoore, Sc. scower, skoir, 6-7
scoare, St. scoir, 3- score. [Late OE. scoru
str. fem. (sense 16), a. ON. skor str. fem., notch,
tally, the number of twenty (cf. skora wk. fem.,
notch) :—OTeut. type *skura, f. *skur-, wk. grade
of *sker- to cut : see Shear ».]

I. A cut, notch, mark.
1. f A crack, crevice (obs.) ; a cnt, notch, or

scratch ; a line drawn with a sharp instrument.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 2660 Than shal thou go the dore bifore,

If thou maist fynde any score, Or hole, or reft, what ever it

were. 1570 Levins Mattip. 174/11 A skore, crenale. a 1585
Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie 555 With scartes and
scores, athort his frozen front. 179. Belknap Hist. Neiu-
Hampsh. III. 113^To procure the sap, an incision is made
by two scores, an inch and a half, or two inches deep. 1884
Knight Diet. Mcch. Suppl. 783/2 To make a score on the
future angles of the box in order to make the stuff bend
readily.

b. Naut. and Mech. (a) The groove of a block
or dead-eye round which the rope passes

;
(b) a

notch or groove made in a piece of timber or metal
to allow another piece to be neatly fitted into it.

^ 1794 Rigging <$• Seamanship I. 29 The cross-trees are let

into the trestle-trees, with scores. 1815 Falconer's Diet.
Marine (ed.

#
Burney), Score 0/ a Dead-Eye. is the hole

through which the rope passes, c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 155 Tabling, letting one piece of timber into
another by alternate scores or projections. 1874 Thearle
Naval Archil. 16 A score, the width of which is equal to
the siding of the post, xooi J. Black's Carp, ty Build.,
Scaffolding 89 This is called the 'strap' and lies in the
' score ', or channelled part of the block.

2. A line drawn ; a stroke, mark ; a line drawn
as a boundary.
The sense, though in our examples not found in literal use

earlier than the 16th c, seems to be old, as the fig. phrases
in b apparently belong to it.

150X Douglas Pal. Hon. ill. lxxviii, Prosperitie in eird
is bot a dreme, Or like as man war steppand ouir ane scoir.

1603 Philotus exxv, Trowis thow to draw me ouir the scoir,

Fals feind with thyalluring. 1681 GiBin WodrowHist. Slip.
Ch. Scot. (1722) II. App. lxxiii. 80 Drawing Scores betwixt
the Books of the Bible. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. iii. 144/2
Feathers of a Ducks Wing, or such like.. to wipe off a
superfluous score made in a draught by the Charcoal. 1710-
xx Swift Jrnl. to Stella 9 Feb., It was that ugly score
[foot-n. A crease in the sheet] in the paper that made me
mistake. X783 Burns Rantin\ Rovin' Robin v, I see by
ilka score and line. This chap will dearly like our kin'. 1818
Scott Rob Roy i, Draw a score through the tops of your t's.

X830 Comic Almanack Sept. (1870) 63 We've chalked a
score on every door Of publican or sinner. 1859 Darwin
Life fy Lett. (1887) II. 171, 1 hope you will mark your copy
with scores.

b. Phrases, f Out of score, beyond the mark,
excessively, unreasonably (frequent in R. Brunne) ;

T over score, over the mark, aside.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6872 De aumenere was
wroth berfore, pat he asked so oute of skore. Ibid. 11225
But leuer ys me my moube to steke pan y spak o?t oute of
skore. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. Prol. 496 As now war tyme
to schift the wers ouer scoir.

t c. ? A track, trace of footsteps. Obs.
c X330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3377 To trauersen

hem al ouer bere score, & passe be Romayns wel byfore.

Ibid. 13694 After hym his folk held wel pe score.

3. spec. The ' scratch ' or line at which a marks-
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man stands when shooting at a target, or on which

the competitors stand before beginning a race.

1513 Douglas JEneis v. vi. 70 He suld full sone haue

skippit furth befoir And left in dowt quha first coyme to the

scoir 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xx. 69 Stand to, thair-

foir, fyle not the scoir, But all togidder draw, c 1880 in

Greener Gun (1881) 506 In case of breech-loaders, the party

called to the score shall not place his cartridge in the gun

until he arrives at the score.

b. Phrases. To go off {set off, start) at score,

of a horse, to make a sudden dash at full speed

;

fig. of a person, to break out suddenly into im-

petuous speech or action. So to go offfull score,

to keep on at a score.

C1800 R. Cumberland "John De Lancaster (1800) II. 95

John and his steed were in the same humour for a start at

score. 1807 [E. Goulburn] Epwell Hunt 117 Resolv'dat

all Hazards to follow Bob Canning ; To accomplish which
End he kept on at a Score. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvii,

Madge no sooner received the catch-word, than she vindi-

cated Ratcliffe's sagacity by setting off at score with the

song : 'O sleep ye sound. Sir James, she said '. 1833 Moore
Mem. (1854) VI. 300 Talking of a paragraph lately which
stated that all the Church dignitaries meant to resign .., he
went off at score on the sad state we should be reduced to

by such a resignation. 1834 J. Wilson in Blackw. Mag.
XXXV. 1016 Start at score and make play we must, if we
were now to resume the contest. 1848 Dickens Dombey yi,

Lest the black-eyed should go off at score and turn sarcastic.

1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting iii. 64 His horse, Bles-

bok, went off at score, and followed the spoor as accurately

as any dog. 1867 M. Arnold Celtic Lit. 71 After the

mediaeval touch of the visit to the buttery in the land of the

Trinity, he goes off at score :
' I have been instructed in

the whole system of the universe [etc.]'. 1869 ' Wat. Brad-

wood ' The O. V. H. xxxiv, The slackened rein . . encouraged

the gray to take a final kick and fling, and then set off at

score up the slope. 1900 Pollok & Thom Sports Burma iii.

99 The bull picked himself up and went off full score.

c. Curling. = Hog-scoke.
1862 Chamb. Encycl. III. 368/2 {Curling), At a certain

distance from each of the tees, a score—the bog-score— is

drawn across the ice. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 713/2 {Curling),

Every stone to be a hog which does not clear this score.

4. A line that crosses out or cancels something.

a 1756 Pennecuik's Collect. Sc. Poems 120 A roll of sins

hath got the clergy's score.

t 5. pi. as the name cf a game. Ois.

1710 Ruddiman Gloss, to Doug/as' /Eneis s.v. Skore, The
word score, is.. most used at the long Bowls, which are

sometimes call'd the Scores, because they make draughts or

impressions in the ground where they are to begin and
leave off.

6. Mus. A written or printed piece of concerted

music, in which all the vocal and instrumental parts

are noted on a series of staves one under the other.

Commonly stated to be so called from the practice (not now
always followed) of connecting the related staves by ' scores

*

or lines continuing the bars.

1701 Land. Gaz. No. 3748/4 The Score of Musick for the

Fairy Queen. 1752 Avison Mus. Express. Advt., Music is

said to be in Score, when all the Parts are distinctly wrote

and set under each other, so as the Eye, at one View, may
take in all the, various Contrivances of the Composer. 1784

Cowper Task 11. 360 He. .sells accent, tone And emphasis

in score. 1785 Geo. Ill in Mrs. Delany Life A> Corr. (1862)

III. 247 The King has just received the copies of the three

operas M™. Delany so obligingly borrow'd for him. He
thereforereturnsthethree scores. 1845 E. Holmes Mozart 13

This concerto was written with a full score of accompani-

ments, and even trumpets and drums. 1883 Rockstro in

Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 427/1 The most important varieties

(of scores] are (I.) the Vocal Score; (II.) the Orchestral, or

Full Score; (III.) the Supplementary Score, or Partitino

;

(IV.) the Organ, Harpsichord, or Pianoforte Score ; (V.) the

Compressed Score; and (VI.) the Short Score. Ibid. 434/1

The term Short Score is indiscriminately applied to Organ
and Pianoforte Scores of works originally written with

Orchestral Accompaniments ; to Compressed Scores ; and

to maimed transcriptions, in which the leading Parts only are

given in extenso.

b. A musical composition with its distribution

of parts.

1881 Crowest Phases Mus. Eng. 205 The London Musical

Society has set itself the task of familiarising English people

with those scores which are either little known, or which
have not had a hearing in this country.

7. Weaving. =Beee^.3
1711 [see Beer si.'\ 17*6 Act 13 Geo. I, c. 26 § 13 So as

to distinguish the Number of biers or scores of Threads in

the breadth of the said Cloth.

8. A cut or slash, as with a whip.

1882 J. T. Morse Jr. John Q. Adams iii. (1885) 230 There
was scarce a back in Congress that did not at one time or

another feel the score of his cutting lash.

II. Notch cut for record, tally, reckoning.

t 9. A notch cut in a stick or tally, used to mark
numbers in keeping accounts ; also the tally itself.

c 1460 Launfal 419 All that Launfal had borwyth before

•Gyfre, be tayle and be score, Yald hyt well and fyne. c 1460

Bk. Curtasye 416 in Babees Bk., Yf bo koke wolde say bat

were more, pat is bo cause bat he base it in skore. 1530
Palsgr. 268/1 Score on a tayle, taylles. 1538 Elyot Did.,
Crene [1545 Cr*warJ,..the scores whiche men vnlerned do
make on styckes for their remembrance.

#
1565 Cooper

Thesaurus, Crena, a notche in a skore. Ibid., Tessera,..

a tayle or score, wheron the number of thynges deliuered is

marked. 1S93 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, :v. vii. 38 Whereas before,

our Fore-fathers had no other Bookes but the Score and the

Tally, thou hast caused printing to be vs'd.

b. Games. A mark made for the purpose of re-

cording a point or the like. Cf. Chalk sb. 5.

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 102 Lanterloo...

Having dealt set up five scores or chalks ; and then proceed

240

forwards in your Game. Ibid., Every deal rub off a score,

and for every trick you win set up a score by you till the

first scores are out, to remember you how many tricks you
have won in the several deals in the Game. 1801 Strutt
Sports <y Past. 11. iii. 84 It is called a run, and one notch or

score is made upon the tally towards the game. Ibid. in.

vii. 203 One chalk, or score^ is reckoned for every fair pin

;

and the game of skittles consists in obtaining thirty-one chalks

precisely.

10. A record or account (of items of uniform

amount to be charged or credited) kept by means

of tallies, or (in later use) by means of marks made
on a board (with chalk), on a slate, or the like.

Now chiefly, the row of chalk marks on a door, or

of strokes on a slate, which in rural alehouses

serves to record the quantity of liquor consumed

on credit by a regular frequenter. Hence occas.

trans/., a customer's account for goods obtained

on credit.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 362 ?if bat be axkere bryngeb

skore ober wryt, and aske be berynge y-hole-cheche. .

.

Whos paye y-maked by skore ober by scryt ober by sywete,

so b4 he bere tayle ober scryt, to preue hit vp-on hure

nature. C1421 26 Pol. Poems 119 pe fendes redy my rolle

to rede, pe countretayle to shewe, be score, c 1450 Mirk's

Festial 255 And he anon radly laft all his scores, and
cownturs, arid his bokes, and suet Cryst forbe. 1483 Cath.

Angl. 324/1 A score, epimeridia. 1591 R. Percivall Sp.

Diet., Tablilla, writing tables, a score. 1593 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 80 There shall bee no mony, all shall eate

and drinke on my score. 1614 Ravenscroft in Festive

Songs (Percy Soc) 40 When all is gone we have no more,

Then let us set it on the score, Or chalke it up behinde the

dore. 1648 Crashaw Steps to Temple Matt, xxiii, The
stones that on his Tombe doe lye Keep but the score of them
that made him dye. a 1704 T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711

IV. 20 He ought to have preach'd against.. rubbing out of

Ale-house Scores. 1837 Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851)

II. i. 9 A familiar visitor of the house, who might be sup-

posed to have his regular score at the bar. 1867 Lowell
Fitz Adam's Story 388 These paid no money, yet for them
he. .chalked behind the door With solemn face a visionary

score. 1887 Jessopp Arcady i. 19 Formerly every man had

a score at the village shop.

f b. In, upon, on (the) score : in debt. To run

into scores or in score, to run or go on or upon {the)

score : to incur debts. Upon the score of: indebted

to. Also on score, upon the score : on credit. 06s.

1568 Fulwell Like will to like E ij, But now my masters

you are on the score. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. iii.

11 in Holinshed, The citie merchants not vttering their

wares, but to such as had not redy chinkes, and therevpon

forced to run on y° score, were very much empouerished.

1592 Greene Upst. Courtier G j, If any chance to go on

the skore, you skore him when he is a sleepe. 1596 Shaks.

Tarn. Shrew Induct, ii. 25 If she say I am not xiiiid on

the score for sheere Ale, score me vp for the lyingst knaue

in Christendome. 1601 Rowlands-TV* Merrie 11 There's

many deale vpon the score for wine, When they should pay
forget the Vint'ners Syne. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl.

Soc.) I. 57 He had stolne and pawnd his companions aparell,

..and was gon upon the score in divers howses. 1633 G.

Herbert Temple, 'The Sizeiv,Those have their hopes : these

what they have renounce, And live on score. 1649 Milton
Eiion. v. 42 He had . . begger'd both himself and the Public

;

and besides had left us upon the score of his needy Enemies,

for what it cost them in thir own defence against him. 1649

Bp. Hall Cases Consc. 1. vii. 66 Seneca reports of a Pytha.

gorean Philosopher at Athens, who having run upon the

score for his shoos at a shop there [etc.], 1658 H. Crom-
well in Thurloe St. Papers VI. 820 The country, to whom
the army is in score, will be all in a flame. 1659 Genii.

Calling (1696) 75 'Tis become so fashionable a thing to run

into Scores, and so unfashionable to pay them [etc]. 1667

Pepys Diary 30 Dec, I perceive he is known there, and do

run upon the score for plays. 1685 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin

195 Every. Saturday she used to sum up, and never went on

score. 170a Yalden /Esop at Crt. iii. 43 See, injur'd Britain,

thy unhappy case,.. If fond of the expensive pain, When
eighteen millions run on score : Let them clap mufflers on

again, And physick thee of eighteen more. 1760 Goldsm.

Cit. IV. lxv, I..drank while I had money left, and ran in

score when anybody would trust me.

11. The sum recorded to a customer's debit in a

' score* (sense 10) ; the amount of an innkeeper's

bill or reckoning. Also, fa debt due to a trades-

man for goods obtained on credit {ois.).

1600 Ball. Coll. Ace. {MS.), Item, paid to Warde the

Baker for 2 skores dewe in Mr. More's yeare, 8I1. 18s. 9d.

1601 Shaks. All's Well iv. iii. 253 After he scores, he neuer

payes the score. 1615 Brathwait Strappado 133 Chauke

me on Vinters, and for aw thy skore, Let great words pay

for aw, still run on more. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Country

Life 14 Or how to pay thy hinds and clear all scores. 1667

Pepys Diary 6. Apr., Away to the Exchange, and mercers

and drapers, up and down to pay all my scores. 1675 Kidder
Charity Directed 31 How often do men contend at a Tavern

who shall pay the score. 1677 Otway Cheats ofScapin 11.

i, Some Scores that are due to the Landlady. 1687 Sedley

Bellamira v. i. 53, I have been in the Country, and have

brought wherewith to pay old Scores, and will deal here-

after with ready Mony. 1701 Peunsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem.
IX. 79 Hasten over rents, and all thou canst, for many call

upon me for old scores. 1715 PR'OR Dcnmi-Hallg6\Whm
in the morning Matt ask'd for the score, John kindly had

paid it the evening before. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.ix,

After having paid our score. 1761 Brit. Mag. II. 626 He
had run a score at the public house, which he had no mind

to discharge. 1766 Cowper Wks. (1837) XV. If.. you

think I can afford to quit scores with the little Doctor, I

shall be obliged to you if you will do it forthwith. 1807

[Ireland] Mod. Ship of Fools 236 Or, when in school, neg-

lecting book, Or, running scores with pastry cook, I hat

breech should feel the twitch of birch. 1814 W. Irving

T. Trav. I. 230, I agreed that he should pay the score at
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our next meeting. 1886 Contemp. Rev. July 80 The week's

score at the public-house is paid up and a fresh one started.

b. fig., esp. in certain phrases. To clear, pay,

quit a score or scores : to requite an obligation
;

sometimes, to revenge an injury, to ' be even with'

some one. f To cut the score, cut scores : to for-

give a debt.
<n6i7 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 170 God cuts all scores be-

twixt him and his children. 1634 H. Sydenham Serm.
(1637) 70 That that Justice which is conferr'd on them, con-

sists rather in the participation of Christs merits, who cut

the score, than in any perfection of Vertues. 1672 Dryden
2nd Pt. Cong. Granada v. ii, Yet, forced by need, ere I can
clear that score, I like ill debtors, come to borrow more.

1690 Locke Govt. 1. ix. § 90 To the Grandfather, there is due
a long Score of Care and Expences laid out upon the

Breeding and Education of his Son. 1707 Norris Treat.

Humility vi. 252 Which she readily accepts, and perhaps

does not make so much haste to quit scores, as Pride does.

1775 Sheridan St. Patrick's Day 1. i, Are you sure you do
nothing to quit scores with them?

12. [Originally a figurative use of sense 10.] Ac-

count, reason, ground, sake, motive. In phrases

on, upon the score {of) : by reason of, for the sake

of, with regard to.

1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 346, I presume not to expect this

for my own sake and meerly upon the score of Christian

love. 1651 Evelyn Diary 6 Sept., He.. embark'd for Scot-

land with some men he bad raised, who.. were all..im-

prison'd on y« Marq. of Montrose's score, a 1654 Selden
Table Talk (Arb.) 70 By reason.. their great Grandfather

did not do it, upon that old Score they think they ought

not to do it. 1654 Dickson Explic. Ps. exxix. 1 (1655) 263

The persecution of former enemies is imputed and put

upon the score of present persecutors. 165s Clarke Papers
(Camden) III. 3 The House of Peeres was never yet denied

by them to be dissolved upon the like scoare. 1661

Boyle Style of Script. (1675) 244 Divers that first believe

the Scripture but upon the Church's score, are afterwards

by acquaintedness brought to believe the Scripture upon
its own score. 1667 Dryden Ind. Emp. 1. ii, 1 could not

do it on my Honour's score. 171a De Foe Plague (1884)

250 Men..began to be over-easie upon that Score. 1751

Affecting Narr. Wager 47 The Crew.. were however on
that Score implacably incensed against the Captain. 1769

Blackstone Comm. IV. 51 All persecution and oppression

of weak consciences, on the score of religious persuasions,

are highly unjustifiable. 1802 Mrs. J. West Infidel Father

I. 231 An eminent solicitor..whom it was fashionable to

consult on the score of settlements. 1827 Hallam Const.

Hist. x. (1876) II. 269 It was necessary to summon a parlia-

ment on the usual score of obtaining money. 1847 Marryat
Childr. N. Forest xviii, Master Heatherstone knows more
on that score than any one. 1859 Mill Liberty iv. 165

Other countries are not asked to.. release any portion of

their inhabitants from their own laws on the score of Mor-
monite opinions. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius iv.

59 You have some right to flatter yourself on that score.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. xlvi. II. 198 This state of

things, .disposes the men on one side to reject a proposal

of the other side on the score, not of its demerits, but of the

quarter it proceeds from. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr. 13

Much trouble on this score will be avoided.

f 13. A list, enumeration ; number as counted.

Also by score : (after a numeral) by tale, precisely

so many. Obs.

c 1325 Chron. Eng. 253 (Ritson), That were sixti yer by

score Er then Crist were ybore. 1577 tr. Bullinger's De-

cades (1592) 1052 So that hereby wee may iudge what great

store the Lorde setteth by Infantes, and learne not to wype
them out of the skore of Gods people, a 1586 Sidney Ps.

xxx. iii, Thou would'st not sett me in their score, Whom
death to his cold boosome drawes. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi.

ix. 21 My lambes doe every yeare increase their score.

14. Games. The record or register of points made
by both sides during the progress of a game or

match ; also the number of points made by a side

or individual. Toget the score : to obtain the highest

number of runs (in a cricket-match).

1742 Hoyle Whist 8 If a Revoke happens to be made, the

adverse Party may take down 3 Points from the Scores, or

add 3 Points to his own Score, or take 3 of his Adversary's

Tricks ; the Revoke takes place of any other Score of the

Game. Ibid. 68 This Method of Play may be made use of

at any Score of the Game, except at 4 and 9. 1778— Games

74 Score of the Game is the Number of Points set up, ten

of which make a Game. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Sutherl. (Colburn) 33 The care of the score [at billiards] was

solely confided to the charge of the tall gentleman in the

stockinet pantaloons. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. vii, The score

of the Dingley Dellers was as blank as their faces. 1850

'Bat' Cricketer's Man. 98 It was on this occasion .. that

Mr. Ward obtained the unprecedented score of 278 runs

in one innings. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxx.

It was true that she liked keeping the score at cricket.

1862 Lillywhite's Cricket Scores $ Biogr. I. 20 Hogsflesh

(by the score) bowled in the second innings of Kent, but

he is not inserted among the batsmen on the Hambledon
side. Ibid. 225 John Small, sen. who got the score in the

second innings of Hampshire. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan, Der.

x, The belief in both naturally grew stronger as the shooting

went on, for she promised to achieve one of the best scores.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 578/2 {Cricket), The score was kept by

notching each individual run on a stick. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mauo n.viii. 9s The town in this game made the losing score.

b. Phr. To make a score off one's own bat

:

see Bat sb.2 3 c.

1869 Trollope He knew, etc. xii. (1878) 67 Do you know
the meaning of making a score off your own bat, Martha I

15. colloq. [From the verb.] a. lit. in games

:

An act of ' scoring ' or gaining a point or points.

b. fig. A successful ' hit' in debate or argument.

1844 Mardon Billiards 94 For should he play it slowly

and miss the score, he will, .leave a certain canon for his
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opponent. 1873 Bennett & 'Cavendish' Billiards 301

This position gives the striker such command over the

balls that it is almost impossible not to leave a score. Ibid.

586 A miss should be given so as to leave a difficult score

for the adversary. 1875 EncycL Brit. III. 675/2 {Billiards),

No score can be reckoned for a foul stroke. 1901 Scotsman

15 Mar. 7/4 A loud cheer signified that.. this was a distinct

score. 1901 S. Paget Mem. Sir J. Paget 11. 407 An admir.

able ' score ' that he made at Harewood Place.

III. A group of twenty.

[Presumably from the practice, in counting sheep or large

herds of cattle, of counting orally from 1 to 20, and making

a ' score ' (sense 9) or notch on a stick, before proceeding to

count the next twenty.]

16. A group or set of twenty. Primarily a sb.,

const, of (in OE. gen. pl.\ but owing to ellipsis

and loss of inflexions often serving (when preceded

by a, or inuninflected pL by a numeral) as a nume-

ral adj. (Cf. dozen, hundred, thousand, etc.)

The combinations Threescoreand Fourscore are common
as mere archaistic synonyms for sixty and eighty; the

similar combinations with other numerals are rarely used

exc when there is intentional division into groups of 20.

[anoo Bury St. Edm. Etc. in Napier Conirib. OE.
Lexicogr. 56 Daet is..v scora [glossed quinquies uiginti]

sczp..& viii score [octies uiginti} xcerc xesawen.] cizqoS.

Eng. Leg. I. 101/13 Folke . . bi manie scor to-gadere. a 1300

Cursor M. 3209 Sex scor and seuen yeir liuedf sarra. c 1330

Arth. <r Merl. 3099 (Ktilbing) Wib him he brou*t britti score

Wi^t knistes him bifore. 1340 Ham pole Pr. Const. 349a

Bot yhit far er ful many ma Of veniel syns, be manya score.

136a Lancl. P. PL A. m. 118 Heo makeb men misdo mom
score tymes. CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 52

Sewyne schore of rule & na ma. a 1400 Morte Arth. 2344

The taxe and the trebutte of tene schore wynteres. c 1400

Destr. Troy 2638 My fader was a philisofer, & of fele yeres,

To the nowmber of nene skowre. c X470 Gol. t\ Gaw. 483

Seuyne score of scheildis thai schew at ane sicht 15..

Scot. Field 231 in Chetham Soc. Misc. II, There were killed

of the Scottes moe than xij scower. 1583 Bp. Middleton
Injunct. in and Rep. Ritual Comm. (1868) 426/2 Excepte

there bee at the leaste, three for euery score communicantes
that bee in the Parishe. 1996 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew 1. ii. 111

Sbee may perhaps call him halfe a score knaues, or so.

1611 — Cymb. in. it. 69 How many score of Miles may we
well rid Twixt houre, and houre r 1645 Shetland Witch
Trial in Hibbert Descr. Shetl. Isl. (1822) 600 At your re-

tume they continuit with you, and conversit ut supra, als

far back agane as scoir and threttein. a 1649 Winthrof
New Eng. (1825) I. 286 They chose divers scores men, who
(etc). 1696 Lond. Gat. No. 3190/4, 4» stout Cambridge-

shire Wethers, worth about 14 L a Score. 1734 tr. Rollins

Anc. Hist. (1827) I. 340 Six score thousand, a 174a Somer-

villk Yeom. Kent 82 Neighbours around, and cousins went

By scores, to pay their compliment. 1768 Sterne Sent.

Journ. (1778) 1. 69 (/» the Street), I form'd a score different

plans. 1775 C Johnston Pilgrim 273 He taught him to.,

bend his body into half a score antic postures. 1800 Lo.

K eith in Paget Papers (1 896) 1 . 223 The inhabitants of Genoa
Die by Scores of hunger. 1810 Crabbe Borough v, Till he

bad box'd up twelve score pounds at least, 1842 Macaulav
Lavs, Lake Regi/tns xxviii, And still stood all who saw them
fall While men might count a score. 1848 Thackeray Van,
Fair xxxiv,There werea score ofgenerals nowround Becky's

chair. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. vii, I wished a round

score of men.

b. with ellipsis oiyears (referring to age). Now
rare exc. in Threescore and Fourscore.
13.. SeuynSag. (W.) 1019 He thoughte wel, at a score,

He sscholde passi him before. 1900 H. Sotcliffe Shame-
less Wayne viii (1905) 101 He died at two-score.

17. A weight of twenty or twenty-one pounds,

esp. used in weighing pigs or oxen.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xui. 631 As a shepe of sevyn skore

he weyd in my fyst. 1766 Museum Rust. I. 475 To kill

several hogs in a season, which shall weigh from eight to

ten score. 18*5 Cobbett Rural Rides 274 The thousands

of scores of bacon and thousands of bushels of bread that

have been eaten from the long oak table. 1819 Glover's

Hist. Derby I. 217 At fifteen months old, they weigh about
28 score. 1858 ulster fml. Archseol. VI. 36: Tne meal
came down to three thirteens the score. 1885 W. Westall
Old Factory xix. 134, lit send them a score of meal and
half a score of flour and some milk.

1 18. A distance of twenty paces. Oos.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 157 For I should se one
streame wyth in a score on me. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.

III. 1x42/1 The trees were pulled up by the roots and cast

twelve score off. 1588 Sir W. Wyntkr in Defeat Sp.
Armada (Navy Rec Soc.) II. 10 My fortune was to make
choice to charge their starboard wing without shooting of

any ordnance until we came within six score of them. 1591
Lvlv Entert. Elvetham Proeme, Wks. 1902 I. 432 Other
such buildings, .fourteene score off from the house on a hill

side. 2598 Shaks. Merry tV. ill. ii. 34 As easie, as a Canon
will shoot point-blanke twelue score. i6u Drayton Poly-
olb. xxvi. 33: At Markes full fortie score they vs'd to Prick

and Roue. 1646 Eldred Gunners Glasse 71 Foure Demi-
Cutverings to the moule Rod or Pole, distant 53 score. 167a

H. More Brief Reply Pref. « 4 b, Wherein the Authors
fancy, .leaping overall boundaries of Church-Authority, .

.

runs on at eleven-score, as if be were upon a warm scent,

giving chase to some of bis Platonical Idea's [sic].

19. Coalmining. (See quot 1851.)
1754 T. Gardner Dumvich 216 This Port [SouthwoldJ is

of singular note in merchandizing Corn and Coals, where
twenty-one is deemed a Score. J789 Brand Hist. Newcastle
II. 681 The wages of hewers 2s. 8d. for hewing every score

or twenty corves of coals. 181a Hodgson in Raine Mem.
(1857) I. 98 Persons who. .wrought 624 scores of coal, equal

to 1300 Newcastle chaldrons. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade

Terms, Northumb. <\ Dnrh. 46 Score, a standard number
of tubs or corves of coals at each colliery, upon which the

hewers* and putters' prices for working are paid. It varies,

in different localities, from 20 to 26 tubs.

20. (See quot.) 1 Obs.
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i8J4//«kk/<. Words IX. 88 Strips (of straw plait] are.,

sold in scores, or pieces twenty yards long.

IV. 21. attrib. and Comb., as score-keeping;

score-board, (a) a blackboard in a public house, on

which debts are chalked up; (b) in Cricket, a large

board erected so as to be seen by the onlookers,

on which the score ofthe game is kept ; score-book,

a book for preserving the scores ofgames; a scoring-

book ; score-card, (a) a printed card with a blank

form on which spectators may enter the score in a

game of cricket or baseball; (b) U. S., ' in exhibi-

tions of poultry, a rating card ' (Funk's Stand. Diet.

1895); (c) see quot. 1909; score-game Golf, a

game in which the player's object is to obtain the

highest score possible (opposed to matchgame') ; so

score-play; score-paper = score-sheet; score-

sheet (see quot. 1895).
i8a6 Hor. Smith Tor Hill (1838) I. 90 A species of desk

on which was lying a black "score-board and a lump of

chalk. 1884 Harper's Mag. Jan. 199/1 The club has its

own score-board. 1904 Daily Chron. 26 July 7/1 The score-

board showed Somerset 147 up for the loss of four wickets.

1861 Lillywhite's Cricket Scores * Biogr. I. 191 In Brit-

cher's printed 'score-book, Mr. J. Tuflon is.. put down as

bowled merely. 1903 W. J. Ford Hist. Comb. Univ. C. C.

Pref. 9 TheC. U. C. C has but.. two scorebooks. 1903

Daily Chron. 4 July 5/7 For without stop-watches, 'score-

cards, and constant figuring, one had no idea where the

contestants were. 190$ McClnre's Mag. June 125/3 The
football score-card privilege is ' sold to a New York expert*.

1909 Eastwood Rep. to L. G. B. on Amer. Methods Milk
Supply 09 Most of the cities which I visited have adopted

the score card system ofinspection. When examining a place

where milk is. .sold, the inspector fills up a card containing

a printed list of the details on which he is required to report.

For each detail amaximum score of a certain number of points

is assigned. 1905 Daily Chron. 19 Aug. 9/7 The amateurs

like match play "best because they do better in it than they

do at the 'score game. Hid. 20 Dec. 3/4 Many witty things

he has to say, as, for instance, on 'score-keeping. 1847

W. Dehisom Cricketer's Comp. p. xv, [Such runs) ought in

fairness not to be placed on the 'score-paper as single byes.

1862 Lillywhite s Cricket Scores * Biogr. I. 315 Scorers, or

those who copied the score papers into the book, must have

been very careless. 190a Westm. Go*. 2 Jan. 2/1 In 'score

play. .the same argument does not apply. 1895 Funk's
Stand. Did., 'Scon-sheet, a sheet ruled or designed for

scoring ; specifically, in baseball and cricket, a sheet ruled

for recording all the features of the game.

Score (sk5»j), v. Also 5-7 skore, 6 scoore,

6-7 sooure, 7 scoar. [a. ON. skora to make an

incision, to count by tallies, f. skor : see Score sb.

The Eng. development of senses has been largely

influenced by the sb., and in some senses the vb.

may be regarded as an Eng. formation on this.]

I. To cut, mark with incisions.

1. trans. Tocut superficially; tomake scores or cuts

in; to mark with incisions, notches, or abrasions of

the skin. Also.f To score auiay, toremove bycutting.
C1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 231 If bou desirist to cure

glandulas & scrophulas. .kutte pe skyn endelongis be necke,

. .& bane score [Latin discarnare] him & drawe him out al

hool with be cloob. c 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb. VI. 119 Have
a thing therfore Made like a swerde this folk \sc. the testicles]

away to score. 1500-10 Dunbar Poems Ixxii. 55 His feit

with stanis war rewin and scorde. a 15x0. Skelton Agst.

Garnesche iv. 34 Thow wolde haue scoryd hys habanon.

1570 Levins Manip. 174^7 To score, crcnare, incidere.

161a Fletcher Prophetess iv. v, Scoring a man ore the cox-

comb is but a scratch with you. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. i.

124 She with her teeth scored his skull in notches in many
places. 1704 J. Clark Agric. Here/. 44 When the trees

are unkindly 'hide-bound ', they are ' scored ' by cutting

the bark with the point of a knife. 1807 J. Barlow Columb.

v. 615 Here stood stern Putnam, scored with ancient scars.

18x4 W. Irving T. Trav. (1850) 380 He.. found most of the

tall trees, .more or less scored by the axe. 1845 Darwin
Voy. Nat. v. (1870) 84 The elephant, .deeply scores with its

tusks the trunk of the tree. i8ji Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt.

x. 75 We see the primitive plough of the forking tree-branch,

scarcely scoring the soil. 185a M. Arnold Tristram *
Iseult 111. 172 A briar in that tangled wilderness Had scor'd

her white right hand. 1871 Baker Nile Trib. xl 186 Young
infants are scored with a razor. 1891 Century Diet., Score,

to make a long shallow cut in (cardboard or very thick

paper), so that the card or paper can be bent without

breaking, as for book-covers or folded cards. 1896 A. E.

Houshan Shropshire Lad lxii, Out of a stem that scored

the hand I wrung it in a weary land.

b. spec, in Cookery. To make long parallel cuts

upon (meat, etc).
.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xii. 236 A calf lyuer skorde with

the veryose. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 87 To Roast a

Cod's Head. Wash it very clean and score it with a Knife.

1771 Mrs. Haywood New Present 95 The skin [of a loin

of pork] must then be scored cross-wise. i&U H. Stephens

Bi. Farm II. 168 Some butchers in the north country score

the fat of the closing of the hind quarter. 1853 Sover

Pantropheon 138 Having previously scored the back of the

animal [to be baked].

o. To mark by cuts of a whip. Also trans/.

and absol. ....
1006 Shaks. Ant. f, CI. iv. vii. 12 Let vs score their backes.

1785 Burkk Sp. Nabob o/Arcofs Debts Wks. IV. 286 The
remaining miserable last cultivator, who grows to the soil,

after having his back scored by the farmer, has it again

flayed by the whip of the assignee. C1806 Sir R. Wilson

Cafe o/Good Hopcia Li/e (1862) I. 362 It is not pretended

. . that the lash never scores at the caprice of ill temper.

+ d. Sc. To score aboon the breath : to gash the

forehead of (a suspected witch) with a knife or a

SCORE.

rusty nail, in order to render her incapable of mis-

chief. Obs.

1787 W. Taylor Poems 93 (Jam.) A witty wife did than
advise Rob to gang to Maukln Wise, An1 score her over,

ance or twice, Aboon the breath. 1807 Hocc Mountain
Bard Note xi. He seized her forcibly, and cut the shape of

the cross on her forehead. This they call scoring aboon the

breath.

e. Geol. To mark with scratches or furrows;

said esp. with reference to glacial action.

1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, ili. 19 All around the rocks

are carved, and fluted, and polished, and scored. 1878

Huxley Physiogr. 161 These stones, pressed^ by the_weight
of ice above, scratch and score the rocky bed in the direction

of the ice-flow. 1879 Le Conte Elem. Geol. 1. ii. 66 If the

water be not sufficiently deep, they ground, and being swayed
by waves and tides they [sc. icebergs] chafe and score the

bottom in a somewhat irregular manner.

+ 2. To fracture, wreck (a ship). Obs.

1504 in Charters, etc Ediub. (1871) 188 The schip callit

the Litill Martin latlie skorit or brokin in tha partis. 1513
Douglas /Eneis v. iv. 91 Hir foirschip hang, and sum
deill scorit throwout [orig. inlisaqueprora pependit], 1513.
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 482 Item, for the mendyng
of the said boit, scho beand skorit with greit artailyery

passand to the schippis. 1546 [see Scoring vbl. sb. 1].

3. To produce (marks, figures, etc.) by cutting.

Also (with allusion to sense 10), to record or ex-

press by cuts or notches.

1590 Spenser /''. Q. 1. i. -2 And on his brest a bloodie crosse

he bore, ..Upon his shield the like was also scor'd. 159Z

Shaks. Com. Err. 1. ii. 65 She will scoure your fault vpon
my pate. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone HI. ii, Draw your lust

sword, And score your vengeance, on my front, and face.

1616 R. C Times* Whistle (1871) 81 My pen shall point

thee out, And thy lewde actes vpon thy forehead score.

1824 W. Irving T. Trav. (1850) 38oOn the bark of the tree

was scored the name of Deacon Peabody. 1869 Froude
Short Stud. Ser. 11. (1871) 325 If we except the Athenians
and Jews, no people so few in number have scored so deep

a mark in the world's history as you [Scots] have done. 1889
— Two Chiefs 0/Dunboy xxvii. 415 They shall .. score such
marks on you as the quarter-master leaves on the slaves

that you hire to fight your battles.

4. Naut. To make a ' score ' or groove in ; to

fix by means of a ' score '.

1779 Barnard in Phil. Trans. LXX. 108 PI. 3, E. Pillars

in hold about which every half Beam was scored. 1845
Encycl. Metrop. VI 1 1. 298/1 These brass wheels., are fixed

over the centre of each block that is to be scored. 1869

Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. ii. 27 This bulb-iron is scored down
between the floors sufficiently deep to lay hold of the

Keelson-pieces with a double row of rivets.

5. U. S. [?fig. use of 1 c] To rate, scold severely.

1891 Lounsbury Studies Chaucer III. vii. 223 Even poor

Lipscomb.. was soundly scored for his grossness and vul-

garity. 1896 Nation LXIII. 37/2 He does not hesitate to

score the Germans for their obstinate adherence to their

own language and manners.

TX 6. To mark with a line or lines.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvl vii. (1495) 555 Thouh
sytuer be white, yet it makyth blacke lynes and strakes in

the body that it is scoryd therwyth or rulyd therwy th. 1530

Palsgr. 706/2 Whan your tymber is well scoored, you can

never fayle to sawe it right. 160a 2x<i Pt. Return/r. Par-
nassus ill. iii. 1326 Then with his nayle score the margent as

though there were some notable conceit. 163a Marmion Hol-

lands Leaguer 1. v. No name or title but on posts and tren-

chers, And doors scored with a coal instead of chalk. 167a

Essex Papers {1&90) iB, I desire his Maj"« would bee pleasd

to review y» sevrall clauses w6* for his greater ease I have

scored with a pen in the severall copys here transmitted.

1784 W. King Coot's 3rd Voy. v. vii. III. 151 They have

likewise a method of scoring them [sc. gourds] with a heated

instrument. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. s 185 Covered

with cement, scored (lined) in imitation of stone, and white-

washed. 1848 Thackeray Vau. Fair I, Passages had been

scored in his favourite books. 1869 Parkman Discov. Gt.

West xiii. (1875) 154 The plains were scored with their path-

ways. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton ii. 20 Fields and meadows,

scored with hedges. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 384 A
votive tablet covered with Punic characters and scored with

rude figures ofa triangle and an uplifted hand. 1881 Froude
Short Stud. (1883) IV. 11. 1. 163 We had found .. a copy of

the once famous Tract 90. .scored over with pencil marks.

b. absol. To make marks.

1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 272 Upon Torrefaction it was all

become a Yellow Ochre, and would score like it.

T c. To mark out (a path, a boundary, etc.).

1608 Day Hum. out 0/Breath 11. i, Giue me money, ile be

thy snaile and score out a siluer path to his confusion. 1610

G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. iv. 20 Acquieting the soules

that newe before Their way to heav'n through their owne
blood did skore. 1633 G. Herbert Priest to Temple xiii,

These Two Rules..excellently score out the way, and fully,

and exactly contain..what course is to be taken. 1638 G.

Sandys Parapkr. yob 55 Hast thou . . Scor'd out the bounded
Suns obi iquerwayes? 165a Needham tr. Selden's Dominium
MarisAdvt., The limits thereof, beeingafluentelement, could

not bee scored out, or certainly determined. 1712 J. James
tr. Le Blonds Gardening 84 Never to take up the Stakes till

the Track be scored out very plain upon the Ground.

f d. To score out : to sketch in outline, adum-

brate. Obs.

1615 Crooke Body o/Man 265 Almost in the same instant

the first threds of the spermaticall partes are together and

at once skored or shaddowed out with rude lines.

7. To draw a line through (writing, etc.) in order

to cancel. Often with out.

1687 Johnston in Magd. Coll. * 7as. It (O. H. S.) 154 In

the.. Paper I found it scored out. asfzn Fountainhall
Decis. (1759) I. to Where the penalty in a bond was left

blank, and the said blank scored, the Lords refused to

modify any expences. 183a Ht. Martineau Ireland hi. 42

Scoring the lease from corner to comer, with his newly-
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mended pen. 1871 Blackie Lays Ht'ghl. 184 His full

Mercy's gracious store With liberal dash thy guilt shall

score And blot the sentence. 1879 Daily 7*/. 29 May, The
passage in the will containing the bequest of the annuity

to the noble Lord and his Lady was scored out.

t 8. trans. To stripe, braid. Obs. rare.

1604 T. M. Black Bk. D 3 b, A payre of Veluet slops,

scored thicke with Lace.

9. Mus. a. To write down in score, b. To com-

pose or arrange for orchestral performance.

1839 Hood Storm at Hastings xvi, Handel would make
the gusty organs blow Grandly, and a richstorm in music

score us ! 1850 W. Irving Goldsmith xxxiv. 326 He pre-

tended to score down an air as the poet played it. 1871 R.
Browning Prince Hohenstiel-Schwangou 1813 Who scores

a septett true for strings and wind Mulcted must be. 1884

American VIII. 94 Mr. Gilchrist skilfully scored the can-

tata for full orchestra. 1885 Manchester Exam. 9 Jan. 5/6

The Adagio is scored with great beauty, the treatment of the

wood instruments and horns being especially effective.

III. To record by scores.

10. To record (debts) by means of notches on a
tally ; hence to write down as a debt. Also with up.
c 138(5 Chaucer Shipman's T. 416 And, if so be I faille,

I am your wyf ; score it vp-on my taille, And I shal paye,
as soone as euer I may. c 1460 Bk. Curtasye 407 in Babees
Bk. t J>er-fore on his ?erde skore shalle he Alle messys in

halle bat seruet be. 1530 Palsgr. 706/2, I score, I marke
upon a tayle or score, je marque. Score it, I pray you, for

forgettyng. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. iv. 29 Score a Pint
of Bastard in the Halfe Moone. 1600 Rowlands Lett.
Humours Blood viii. 14 He.. scores his dyet on the Vitlers

post. 1631 Hevwood Fair Maid of West 11. 15 When I

brought them a reckoning, they would have had me to have
scor'd it up. 1669 Etheredge Lot>e in Tub 1. ii, The
Chandler refus'd to score a quart of Scurvy-grass. 1719
D'Urfev Pills IV. 184 Let's.. keep drinking and scoring
brisk Claret. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones viii. xii, He
answered: 'That signifies nothing: Score it behind the
door*. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge lxxxii, Joe provided him
with a slate, upon which the old man regularly scored up
vast accounts, i860 Sala Badd. Peerage iv, Pleading some
ridiculous three-and-ninepence scored against me on the slate.

jig. 1600 Holland Livy xxx. 760 And certes you also
..may skore up this for none of the least, c 1600 Shaks.
Sonn. cxxii, Nor need I tallies thy dear love to score. 1647
N. Bacon Disc. Gov. Eng. 1. Ixiv, (1739) 133 The Subject
must be contented rather to score it up against the future,

than require present pay. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's
C. xxxvi, I won't deal with you now, . . I'll score it against ye,

and some time I'll have my pay out o* yer old black hide.

1883 Tvndall in Contemp. Rev. XLIV. 39 His [Rumford's]
inference from his experiments was scored in favour of those
philosophers who held that heat is a form of motion.

T b. To score (something) on a person or thing

:

to lay to the charge of, to impute to. Ops.
1645 Milton Colasterion 3 Bearing us in hand as if hee

knew both Greek and Ebrew, and is not able to spell it;

which had hee been, it had bin either writt'n as it ought, or
scor'd upon the Printer, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Surrey
(1662) in. 96 This was the true Cause of his Kxecution,
though in our Chronicles all is scored on his complying in
a Plot.

1 11. intr. To run up a score ; to obtain drink,
goods, etc. on credit. Obs.
1594 Nashe Vnfort. Trav. K 1 b, Pitch and pay, they will

pray all day : score & borrow, they will wish him much
sorrow. 1631 Hevwood Fair MaidofWest 1. 12 It is the
commonest thing that can bee for these Captaines to score
and to score, but when the scores are to be paid, Non est
inventus. 16. . Cleveland May Day xiv. Wks. (1687) 253
Then lose the Flood-gates George, wee'll pay or score. 1717
Philip Quarll 83 Being as welcome to score, as with ready
Money. 1779 Mirror No. 23 r 3 Which title {sc. of an honest
fellow] he continued to enjoy. .while he had credit to score
for his reckoning.

b. trans. To add (an item) to one's score ; to

incur (a debt). In quot. fig.
1681 Dryden Sp. Fryar 1. :. 3 It seems the holy Stallion

durst not score Another Sin before he left the world.

12. trans. To enter as a debtor. Also with up.
159a Greene Upst. CourtierG j, If any chaunce to go on

the skore, you store him when he is a sleepe, and set vp
a grote a daye more than he hath. 1596 Nashe Saffron
Walden L 4 b, He stood noted or scoard for it in their
bookesmanieafairedayafter. 1639 Fuller Holy Warv.lx.
1 1640)244 By dying for the Crosse [they did] crosse the score
of their own sinnes and score up God for their debtour. 1801
Huntington GodGuardian of Poor 64 Thus I scored up my
blessed Master, who, in his own time, always discharged
my debts with honour. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. P 17
You may earn your board easily enough, by scoring up the
customers, and keeping my ledger.

f b. To score up : to placard as an offender.
1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 38 b, I thinke

good they [flatterers] were scored up among the intolerable.
J%$ Shaks. Tarn. Shr. Induct, ii. 25 If she say I am not
xiui. d.on thescore for sheere Ale, score me vp for the lyingst
knaue in Christendome.
13. To record the number of (anything) by notches

or marks ; to keep an account of; to count and set
down the number of (e. g. sheep). Also with up.
a 1400 Quatrefoil ofLove in Fnmivall Miscett. 128 Oure

werkes are wretyn and scorde, In a role of recorde. 1571
Campion Hist. Irel. 11. ix. (1633) 119 Wherein the age to
come may skore him among the auncient Princes. 1609
Rowlands Whole Crew 7 When I was Maid, with Chalke
behind our doore, Some fiue and forty Suitors I did score.
1621 I. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard^o, I haue
not taken vpon mee to score vp all the accidents and occa-
sions to further old age. 1631 A. Wilson Swisser in. ii,

Wee will score vp Summs Of our embraces. 1633 G. Her-
bert Temple, Good Friday iii, Or shall each leaf, Which falls
in Autumne, score a grief? 1656 Cowley Anacreontics vi.
Poems 34 An hundred Loves at Athens score, At Corinth
write an hundred more. 1681 Dryden^/. Fryar 1. i. 6 We
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were in hast ; and cou'd not stay To score the men we
kill'd: But there they lye. 1681 — Abs. <$• Achit. 1. 542
Such were the tools ; but a whole Hydra more Remains of
sprouting heads too long to score.

14. In a game or contest : To set down in the
score : often with complementary obj. Chiefly in

passive,
174a Hoyle Whist i. 15 If your Game is scored i, 2, or 3,

you must play the Reverse. 17.. in Lilly-white*s Cricket
Scores <$• Biogr. (1862) I, Pref. 10 Y« Umpires. .in case of
hindrance mayorder a Notch to be Scored. \%6zLillywhiie ,

s

I
CricketScores fy Biogr. 1. 22 Leg-before-wicket was also intro-

|
duced about this time [1775], but at first simply scored down

I as bowled. Ibid. 191 [Aug. 12-15, T 795l In this match 'leg-
' before-wicket' is found scored for the first time. 189a Hur-
linghamClub Rulesi^i Ifabird that hasbeenshot at perches
or settles on the top of the fence, .. it is to be scored a lost bird.

b. absol. or intr. To record the points in a game
or contest, to act as scorer.

1846 W. Denison Sk. Players n Mr. Whittaker.. accom-
panied Mr. Mynn, and scored for him. x86a Lillywhite^s
Cricket Scores % Biogr. I. 244 No one was bowled out on the
England side, therefore (owing to theimperfect way of scoring
at this period [1798]) it is impossible tosay whogot the wickets.
1891 W. G. Grace in Outdoor Games 14 The great thing in
keeping score, after keeping it correctly, is to score neatly.

15. trans. Of a player or competitor: To add (so

many points) to one's score. Also said ofan incident

in the game : To count for (so many points) in a
player's score. Phr. to score a miss : see Miss sb. 1

7 b.

174a Hoyle Whist 8, A and B are to score 10 Points.
178a Burnby in Kentish Gaz, 20-3 Nov., Now the Batsman
. .Sends the Ball Over alt Scores six Notches for the feat.

1833 Nvren Yng. Cricketers Tutor 81 When a batter.,
was scoring more runs than pleased our general, he would
put Mann in to give him eight or twelve balls. 1850 ' Bat *

Cricketer's Man. 100 Pilch scored sixty-one. 1856 'Capt.
Crawley ' Billiards (1859) 33 My first stroke scored three.
i86a 'Cavendish' Whist (1879) 2 To score honours is not
sufficient ; they must be called at the end of the hand. 1869
Trollope He knevu, etc. xxii. (1878) 125 On the present
occasion a great many sixpenny points [at whist] were
scored. 1885 Manchester Exam. 13 July 5/5 Two batsmen
of the Harrow eleven, .scored respectively 100 and 135.
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 264/2 (Curling) Souter

t to score a love
game ; not to allow the opponents to score. 1898 ibid. II.

262/2 (Ringoal) If the ring hit the goal-post and glance off
it through the goal, it shall score a point to the server.

b. intr. To make points in a game or contest

:

said of a player or competitor ; also, of a card or
an incident in the game.
1844 Mardon Billiards 115 But, should the striker not

score, it is at the option of the opponent to break them or
not. Ibid. 116 If either of the balls lodge on a cushion, it is

off the table ; and should a canon or hazard be made, it does
riot score. 1853LYTTON My Novel ix.xi, It might score well in
the game. 1862 Lillywhite's Cricket Scores

<J-
Biogr. 1. 440

William Beldham was now fifty-five years of age, and still

continued to score largely. 1873 Bennett & ' Cavendish '

Billiards 417 Sometimes it is advisable to combine safety
with an attempt to score. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 676/1 The
player whose ball is in hand cannot score, unless he play his
ball out of baulk before striking the object-ball. 1889 Field
12 Jan. 47/3 Spit drew out three lengths, scored thrice, and
after a few exchanges with Gradation, picked puss up.

O. To count or be reckoned in a score.
1885 Field 10 Dec. 847/1 The hazard scores to the striker.

16. trans/, and fig. (chiefly colloq.) a. trans.
To gain, win (a success, etc.).

1883 J. Hawthorne Dust xv. 124 She felt that she had
scored the first success in the encounter. 1884 A thcnxum
24 May 658 Occasionally the latter editor scores a point.
1884 Manchester Exam. 12 Mays/3 Last year he scored
two unequivocal successes. 1885 Ibid. 13 Jan. 5/1 Prince
Bismarck has at length scored a victory in his impracticable
Reichstag. 1908 Athenaeum^ June 786/2 Though never
exactly profound, Macaulay invariably scores his point.

b. intr. To achieve a success; to make a hit.

To score off (a person) : to gain a triumph over, to

make a point at the expense of.

i88a ' Lucas Malet ' Mrs. Lorimer 1. xiii, For once she
felt she had scored oflf her adversary. 1884 Illustr. Loud.
Neius 29 Nov. 522/1 The hat was cut and smashed, the lord's
head was uninjured ; so that, happily, the lord may be said
to have 'scored'. 1887 Doyle Study in Scarlet (1892) 87,
I told you that, whatever happened, Lestrade and Gregson
would be sure to score. 1890 Saintsbury in New Rev. Feb.
143 The Republic scores by its appeal to.. the most widely
diffused of human weaknesses. 1891 Spectator 1 Aug. 148/1
Boys home for the holidays delight in 'scoring off* their
most beloved friends and relatives.

IV. 17. intr. To ' go off at score ' (see Score
sb. 3 b).

1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxxviii. 160 They [the
hounds] score away full cry on getting upon more propitious
ground. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 583/1 (Fox-hunting) Scoring.
Hounds ' score ' when the whole pack speak to a strong
scent.

Scored (skoaid), ///. a. [f. Score v. + -ed 1.]

In senses of the vb. : Marked with lines, furrows,

or grooves.

153S in Weaver Wells Wills (1890} 208 To henry my son,
a red scoryd cow. 1775 Schuyler in Sparks Corr. Amer.
Rev. (1853) L 4 1 * I • • ueg V°u to erase the scored part of the
letter after perusal. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. s.v., Scored
stem, exaratus caulis, marked deeply with parallel lines,

or rather grooves. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I.

210 Seeds 2, egg-oblong, convex and scored on one side.

1854 Hooker Himal. Jrnls. II. xviii. 45 With ragged bark,
and scored timbers. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Scored
Pulley, a pulley grooved around its perimeter for a round
band. 1897 Bookseller's Catal. Oct. 10/1, 4 vols in 2, cr. 8vo,
full bound scored russia.

SCORIATED.

tScorel, skorrell. Obs. ?Loppings of trees.

1671 Ma/don (Essex) Borough Deeds (Bundle 97. no. 2), To
John Wright for one load of skorrell and three load of slag
wood to make a groyn. 18x7 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct.
(ed. 2) 128 To take the mantle off the water, lash bits of
scorels, about four feet long, to each other [etc.).

Scorel, obs. form of Squirrel.

Scoreless (sko»-.iles), a. [f. Score sb. + -less.]

1, Making no * score ' or mark.
161 x J. Davies Rights Living % Dead (Grosart) 69 Thy

patient bearing this thy Scourge (or Crosse) Doth make it

score lesse.

2. In a game : Having no score.
1885 Field 4 Apr. 447/1 When both their hands had been

disposed of they were still scoreless. 1890 Times 20 May
11/1 Three Notts batmen had been got out scoreless.

Scorer (skoa-rai). [f. Score v. + -er *.]

1. One who marks trees for felling.

1394 in Archxologia XXIV. 310 Et sic deficiunt ij lodes
xij pedes [meremii] unde respondent le scorer et le carier et
alii ministri ibidem. x88o Lnmberman %

s Gaz. 7 Jan. 28
The scorers and liner fell the trees and roughly trim the
two opposite sides.

2. Any instrument used for scoring (see quots.).
1688 Holme Armoury m. vi. 290/2 The Scorer is a round

piece of Iron-plate fixed in another long piece,.. with this
Taylors score, or make a mark on Cloth before they venture
to cut it. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (ed. 2) 374 The
scorer is a well known instrument used by woodmen in
marking numbers on timber trees. 1875 Knight Diet.
Mech. 2056 Scorer [.Joinery), an instrument employed to
cut transversely the face of a board to enable it to be planed
without slivering.

3. In a game or contest : One whose duty it is to
keep a record of the score.

"773 Kentish Cricketers in Canterbury Jrnl. 21-8 Sept.,
And underneath the shady tree The Scorer's fix*d the Runs
to see. 1833 Nyren Yng. Cricketer's Tutor 65 The whole
eleven, witri the umpire and scorer, were conveyed in one
caravan. 1837 Dickens Pickw. vii,The umpires werestationed
behind the wickets; the scorers were prepared to notch the
runs. 1890 W. Camp in Century Mag. June 206 There is

one scorer, who records the order in which contestants finish,

as well as their time.

4. One who makes a score.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 July 8/2 The highest scorer in the

first stage of the Queen's Prize. 1901 Scotsman 11 Mar.
4/8 Credit must be given to Bell, to whom the scorer was
indebted for getting the ball.

Scorey, variant of Scaurie.
Scorf, Scorfy, obs. ff. Scdrp, Scurvy a.

Scorge, obs. var. Scourge so".1 , sb. 2
t and v.

II Scoria (skoVria). PI. scoriae (skoeTi,;) and
(rarely) sco*rias. Cf. Scorium, Scort. [L. scoria
dross, a. Gr. cttajpia, f, okwp dung. Cf. Y. scorie.]

1. The slag or dross remaining after the smelting
out of a metal from its ore. Also trans/.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xliv. (1495) 568 Syndre

hyght Scoria and is the fylth of yren that is clensyd therfro in
fyre. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxui. iv. II. 467 The grosse sub-
stance cast up from the pot or vessell & swimming aloft.. is

named Scoria. 1683 Digby Chym. Secrets 105 See that you
do not cast away the Scoria. 1758 Reid tr. Macouer's Chym.
1. 146 These floating matters take the name of Scoriae. 1878
Newcomb Pop. Astron. ill. ii. 245 Dark patches, like scoria,
floating on the molten surface of the photosphere. 1887
A. M. Brown Anim. Alkaloids 144 Those alkaloids and
extractive^ matters.. must be regarded as veritable scoria,
resulting in the processes of physiological combustion of
the elements of the organic tissues.

fig. 1808 Bentham Sc. Reform 41 So redundant is the
population of the Inner House found to be,.. so large the
proportion of the mass that runs into scorise [etc.). 1836
Emerson Nature, Lang. Wks. (Bohn) II. 154 ' Material ob-
jects', said a French philosopher, 'are necessarily kinds of
scoriae of the substantial thoughts of the creator '.

2. Rough clinker-like masses formed by the cool-
ing of the surface of molten lava upon exposure to
the air, and distended by the expansion of im-
prisoned gases.
179a Belknap Hist. New Hamfsk, III. 37 A company of

persons.. have found further evidences of internal fires;
particularly a large quantity of scoriae. 1830 Herschel
Stud. Nat. Phil. 294 The ejected scoriae of volcanoes are
receptacles in which mineral products previously unknown
are constantly discovered. 1896 F. M. Crawford Corleone
ii. (1898) 16 A barren stretch of burnt lava and scoriae, which
had descended . .from some lower crater of the volcano.
attrib. 187a C. King Sierra Nevada xi. 235 The further

ascent lies up along scoria ridge of loose, red, pumiceous rock.

Scoriae (sko»*riaek), a. [f. prec. + -ac] =next.
a 1849 Poe Ulalume 15 These were days when my heart

was volcanic As the scoriae livers that roll. 1878 Langley
in Newcomb Pop. Astron. 280 Views which regard. .the
spots as analogous, .to scoriae matter.
fig. 1870 Friswell Mod. Men of Lett. xvi. 275 There is

something scoriae about the face, as if the fires of a volcano
had nearly burnt themselves out. 1876 Farrar Marlb.
Serm. iii. 26 They rush madly to the ' scoriae fire of passion

'

and consume their very beings with draughts of its liquid fire.

Scoriaceous (sko*ri,^*j3s), a. [f. Scoria +
-ACE0U8. Cf. F. scoriae*?.] Having the nature of
scoria.

1776 Phil. Trans. LXVI. 527 Since it has no one character
of scoriaceous matters melted by artificial fire. 1821 H. E.
Lloyd tr. Kotzebue's Voy. III. 352 Scoriaceous Lava, re-
sembling the dross of a forge. 1882 Geikie Text Bk. Geol.
11. ii. § 3. 89 Portions, .are called scoriaceous, this being the
character of the rough clinker-like scoriae of a recent lava
stream.

Scoriated (skoa'ri^ted), ///. a. [f. Scoria +
-ate 3 + -ed l.j Reduced to scoria, scorified.
1891 Neiv Rev. Oct. 325 Hideous tracts of scoriated refuse.
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t Scoria tion. Obs. rare. [Aphetic form of

Excoriation.] = Excoriation 3.

158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. in. li. 73 The oyle of Vitrioll

healeth all the Scoriaciones of the mouth.

Scorie, variant of Scaurie.

Scorifixation (sko»:rifik^*J>n). [f. Scorify;
see -fication.] The process of reducing to scoria

;

formation of scoria or slag ; spec, as a method of

refining or assay.

1754 Lewis in Phil Trans. XLVIII. 683 The scorificatiou

and dissipation, which most of the metals suffer in the fire.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 762 If., the extremity of the
hook.. is covered with a thin, shining, smooth crust, the
scorification is perfect. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss, s. v..

The operation involves roasting, fusion, and scorification

proper, or the formation of a slag.

attrib. 1877 Gtt Silversmith's Handbk. 18 The scorifica-

tion process, .is.. applicable to the assay of all kinds of
argentiferous ores.

b. transf. (Cf. Scoria 2.)

1867 W. W. Smyth Presid. Addr. Geol. Soc. 72 We may
conclude that the peridotic rocks.. are the most direct pro-
ducts of a scorification which took place at an enormously
remote epoch. Ibid. 73 Such is the metallurgical sense in

which the scorification of the globe is intended to be under-
stood.

Scorified (skoa-rifeid), ///. a. [f. Scorify +
-edI.] Reduced to the form of scona.
1815 Edin. Rev. XXV. 99 The scorified remains of a cur-

rent of lava. 1878 Ramsay Phys. Geol. 614 The scorified

rampaits of the forts in Bohemia.

Scorifier (sko^rifaiai). [f. Scorify + -er*.]

A vessel of fire-clay used in the process of the

purification of metals in assaying.

1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. L 177 These vessels are
called Tests, or Sconfiers : they are scarce ever used but in

the Docimastic art, that is, in making small Assays of ores.

1861 J. Percy Metallurgy^ Fuel, etc 456 Sconfiers or roast-

ing dishes. 1881 Metal World No. 6. 83 The scorifier must
be large enough to admit the charge without filling it.

Scoriform (sk6*rif£im), a. [f. Scoria + -form.]

Having the form of scoria, resembling scoria.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 169 The substance..

melts into a scoriform mass. 1862 G. P. Sckope Volcanoes
23 Instantaneously congealed into a thick scoriform crust.

1871 Hartwigs Subterr. World vi. 62 The black chaotic
rocks of scoriform lava which form the floor of the crater.

Scorify ;sko°rifti), v. [f. Scoria + -fy.]

1. trans. To reduce to scoria or slag.

1794 Lewis in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 686 Mixtures of
platina with bismuth ..were.. scorified in assay-crucibles.

i&» Imison Sci. fy Art II. 214 The lead which in this

operation is scorified, and scorifies along with it the imper-
fect metals. 1864 Q. Jrnl. Sci. 1. 492 The iron is fused under
an oxidizing flame, by which about 10 °/o is scorified.

2. To convert (lava) into scoria.

185a T. Ross tr. Humboldts Trav. I. ii. 115 Wherever
these lavas are scorified, and where they have a shining
surface, . . the development of vegetation is extremely slow.

Scoring (sk5**riri), vbl. sb. [f.ScoRE v. + -ing 1
.]

1. The action of the verb Score in various senses

;

an instance of this.

1546 St. Papers Hen. Vl/r,X\. i45M'Seymourwhoianded
here yesternyght . .

, scapyng a scoryng, beyng chased furst by
that knave cowerd Burley, and put in gret dawnger with the
shot of a sacre. 1593 Greene Dtsput. Hee 4 SAee Conny-c.
V 4, Hearing how that poore woman did finde fault with his

scoring, the Gentleman not only put her out of doores with-
out wages, but would haue arrested her. 1698 Plot Black-
lead in Phil. Trans. XX. 183 [CalledJ by Dr. Merret,
Nigrica Fabrilis, from its use in Scoring. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marin* 11. (1780), Assembler, to unite the several

pieces of. .a ship, as by .. scarfing, scoring, tenenting, &c.
1885 Athenaeum 4 Apr. 446/1 The bold drawing and em-
phatic scoring of the graver. 1893 F. F. Moore / Forbid
Banns (1899) 109 Julian did not admire this 'scoring' on
Bertha's part.

2. cotter. Lines or figures scored.
1688 Holme Armoury m. Hi. 94/1 Scoreing or Strick lines

on the Canvice to sow straight. 1864 Reader 13 Feb. 209/3
Sir Charles Nicholson.. referred to the scorings of human
or animal forms on rocks. 1890 St. Nicholas Nov. 66/2 In
the sandstone . . the deep, broad scorings can be plainly seen.

3. attrib. : scoring board, a board on which
the state of the score at a match or contest is

shown; scoring-book, a book in which the scores

of games are entered ; scoring engine Naut., a
machine for scoring blocks; scoring iron (see

qttot. 1688); scoring-knife, a knife for marking
turf; scoring machine — scoring engine; also, a
machine for scoring cardboard for making boxes
(Knight Did. Meek. 1884); scoring-sheet »
score-shut ; scoring stroke Golf, a stroke in

score-play ; scoring-table Cricket, the table at

which the scorer or scorers sit.

1894 Times 16 July 8/t The Scottish eight was at least
nine points better than the "scoring boards gave them credit
for being. 1856 ' Stonehkngk ' Brit. Rural Shorts 111. L i.

400/2 (Cricket), *Scoring-books (Lillywhite's). 1883 F. M.
Crawford Dr. Claudius vii. The little card-box and the
scoring-book of the players. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 147 The
*»coring engine receives two blocks . .and forms the groove
round their longest diameters for the reception of their ropes
or straps. 1688 Hor .me Armoury iil ix. 397/1 A 'Scoanng
Iron. . . With this . . they Scoarearid run Veineson the Leather.
1715 Bradley's Fain. Diet. s. v. Green-plot, After the Lines
are thus scored out with a sharp 'Scoring-knife. 1845 F.ncycl.

Metrop. VIII. 298/1 Scoring the blocks . . is performed by the
'•coring Machine. 1891 \V. G. Grace in Outdoor Games 1

5

*Scoring.sheei. Match played at Bilbery. 1857 Hughes

Tom Brown it. viii, 'How many runs?' Away scamper three
boys to the *scoring-table.

Scorious (skos-ri3s),a. [f. Scoria + -ous.] Of
the nature of scoria ; abounding in scoria.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. n. 59 By the fire they
omit . .many drossie and scorious parts. 1676 Boyle in Phil.
Trans. XI. 808 The other part of the Cone.. is of a more
scorious Nature. 1816 P. Cleaveland Min. 256 In porous
or scorious lavas, the crystals are more friable and opaque,
than those in more compact lavas. 1853 Th. Ross tr. Hum-
boldt's Trav. I. ii. 73 These debris form a wall of scorious
rock. 1863 Mrs. Speid Last Yrs. India 34 Aden—shrub-
less, fiowerless, dusky, grim, and scorious.

t SCO rium. Obs. Erroneously formed sing, to

Scoria, mistaken for a neut. pi.

1681 Grew Musaeum in. § ii. i. 325 The Scorium of the
Freybergick Silver] Ore. 1705 Addison Italy, Antiq. near
Naples 237 As we see the Scorium of Metals always gathers
into a solid Piece.

tScOTken, v. In 3 (Ormin) scorrcnenn. [?a.

ON. skorpna to be shrivelled, f. skorpenn shrivelled.]

In passive : To be scorched or parched.
c 1*00 Ormin T474 J>e rihhte dom iss starrc & harrd & all

be rihhte wraeche, Swa summ itt waere scorrcnedd laf batt iss

wibbutenn crummess. Ibid. 8626 Forr batt te land wass
dri^edd all & scorrcnedd burrh be druhhbe.

t ScO rkle. v. Obs. rare. [? Altered form of

prec] trans. To scorch.
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. u. met. vi. (Camb. MS.) (1886) 43
And ek nero gouernede alle be poeples bat the vyolent wynd
nothus scorkTith [Addit. MS. scorchib; orig. has torret],

and bakyth the brennyng sandes by hys drye hete. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 450/1 Scorklyd, nstillatus. Scorkelyn, ustnlo.
Scorklynge [v.r. Scorkelyngl ustillacic.

Scorn (skpm), sb. Forms : a. 2-3 skarn, 3
scam, scharne. &. 2-7 scorne, 3-4 schorn,
3-7 skorn, 4 schorne, 4-7 skorne, 6 Sc. scrone,
2- scorn. [Early ME. skarn, schartie, aphetic a.

OF. escarn, escharn m Pr. esquern-s, Sp. escarnio,

Pg. escarnho, It. sckertto ; a Com. Rom. word of

Teut. origin: cf. OHG. skern, MHG. scherti, OS.
seem, early mod.Du. scheme mockery, sport.

The 3 forms, which both in the sb. and in the vb. appear
equally early with the a forms, are not easy to account for.

The remarkable similarity of form and sense with It. scornare,
lit. to deprive of the horns (:—popular L. *ex-corudre, f. L.
comity horn), hence to disgrace, slander, deride', scorno (vbl.

sb.) dishonour, insult, contempt, has given rise to the sug-
gestion that the form of the Eng. words may have been
influenced by OF. escorner (mod.F. /comer) to deprive of
horns. Hut although the Fr. verb occurs (rarely) in the
16th c. with the sense * to put to confusion *, * to mock ', this

seems to be a late adoption from Italian; OF. escorner
has, besides its literal meaning, only the transferred sense
to despoil. In the 16th and 17th c. the It. word may perh.
have influenced the Eng. literary use.]

1. Mockery, derision, contempt ; in mod. use,

indignant or passionate contempt.
a. c 1200 Ormin 4402 patt tu ne take nohht wibb skarn,

Wibb haebinng, ne wibb idell, pe name off ure Laferrd Crist.

Ibid. 4876, & all onn harbing & o skarn Off me gabe^^whxr
spaeche. c 1305 Lav. 17307 pa be king Gillomar makede
niucchel hoker & scarn.

ft. ciwao Trin. Coll. Horn. 169 po ne rmhte no man for

stenche cumen himenden. .ac mestmanne gremede him mid
scorne. a 1125 Ancr. R. 106 Amid be muoe me gurde him
sumecherre, inoh reSe, ase me to beot his cheokcn, & spette

him a schorn [v. r. o scharne]. c xaoo S. Eng. Leg. I. 255/8
Gret scorn heo hadden of alle bulke : bat icristnede were.

1303 R. Brunnk Handl. Synne 12495 With skorne wenest
bou be quyte As a fats ypocryte. 1340 Ayenb. 22 pe vifte

out-kestinge of be ilke stocke is scorn. ^ 1377 Lancl. P. PI.

B. x. 304 In scole bere is scorne but if a clerke wil lerne.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 5557 Hit is heghly to haue, & of hert

dryue Soche sklaundur & skorne, bat skat his to mony. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 147 pen was he for scorne lad to be gate of

be cyte of Rome. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1530,259
The vestymentes [betokeneth] the garmentes in y» whiehe
our Sauyour was clothed in scorne. 1518 Lyndesay Dretne
2132 Quhilk bled with effusioun, With scrone and derisioun.

And deit with confusioun, Confirmand our peace. 1599
Shaks. Muck Ado 11. iii. 133 Shall I, saies she, that haue
so oft encountred him with scorne, write to him that I loue

him? -1616 T. Scot Philomythie 11. C 3, As when laden

gun Spits forth its load, in scorne to be restrnind. a 1645
Waller To A. H. 12 Till my just disdain Of her neglect

above that Passion bom, Did pride to pride oppose, and
scorn to scorn. 17x9 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem. *r Observ.

25 The Bull, immoveable, looks down upon the Dog with

an Eye of Scorn. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 201 Or tell me, if

you can, what pow'r maintains A Briton's scorn of arbitrary

chains? 1866 Swinburne Select, fr, Byron Pref. 15 Scorn

is brief or silent : anger alone finds vent in violent iteration

and clamorous appeal. 188s 'Ouida' Maremma I. 25 His
great black eyes blazing in a scorn he strove to assume.

b. AHiteratively coupled with scathe, Sc. and

arch.
a 1300 (see Scathe sb. 2 d). c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii.

(Instin) 767 Iustine & cypriane ofbe caldrone son wes tane

als hale Sc fere, but schath & schorne, as bai ware of bare

modir borne ! c 1400 [see Scathe sb. 3 dj. a 1583 Mont-
gomery Cherrie * Slae 211 As skorne cummis commonhe
with skaith. 18x9 Scott Leg. Montrose iv, And at the best

I shall be ill enough off, getting both the scaith and the scorn.

X864 [see Scathe sb. 2 dj.

C. personified.
1500-zo Dunbar Poems xliL 81 Thrucht Skornes noss thai

put a prik, This he wes banist and gat a blek. 1599 Shaks.

Much Ado in. L $t Disdaine and Scorne ride sparkling in

her eyes, Mis-prizing what they looke on. 1613 J, Davies
Muses Teares (Grosart) 5 For Hate, by feare, is held from

bold Attempt : But, Scorne doth make it daring. 174a

Gray Eton 73 Ambition this shall tempt to rise, Then whirl

the wretch from high, To bitter Scorn a sacrifice. 1833

T. Hook Parson's Dau. 11.. vi, The mark for scorn to point
his finger at.

2. A manifestation of contempt ; a derisive

utterance or gesture ; a taunt, an insult, arch.
c 1*75 Lay. 29564 And subbe jteiden] hine on mid hire foule

scornes. a 1330 Otuel 1316 po otuwel sau} is cheke bon, He
3af clarel a skorn a non. c 14x0 Sir Cleges 393 He cam
anon, and teryde natt, Wythout any skorn. 1523 Skelton
Gart. Laur. 1382 Also a deuoute Prayer to Moyses hornis,

Metrifyde merely, medelyd with scornis. 1604 Shaks. Oth.
iv. i. 83 Do but encaue your selfe, And marke the Fleeres, the
Gybes, and notable Scornes That dwell in euery Region of
his face. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables xi. T2 What Man
then that is not stark Mad, will Voluntarily Expose himself
to the.. Scorns of Great Men ! X850 Tennyson In Mem.
Ixix. 9, 1 met with scoffs, I met with scorns From youth
and babe and hoary hairs.

3. f a. Matter for scorn, something contemptible.

(Cf. to think scorn in 4.) Obs. b. An object of

mockery or contempt.
ci3$oLeg. Rood (1871) 81 Scho.. trowed no vertu in be

tre; Hir thoght it was scorne in hir wit pat ober men so
honord it. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxi. 6 But as for me, I am
a worme and no man : a very scorne of men and the outcast
of the people. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 106 Thou.,
art confederate with a damned packe, To make a loathsome
abiect scorne of me. 1671 Milton Samson 34 Made of my
Enemies the scorn and gaze. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables
cexxiii. 195 But in a Dead Calm, a Man loses his Spirits, and
lies in a Manner Expos'd, as the Scorn and Spectacle of 111

Fortune. 1718 Free-thinker No. 57. 29 Let him live to be
the Scorn of every Honest Man. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 111.

82 A scandal and a scorn To all who look on thee.

4. Phft f To bring, + drive to scoriiy to shame,
disgrace ; \to do (a person) scorn, to insult ; f to

get the scorn (Sc), to be treated with contumely

;

+ to hold, + have scorn at, of, to entertain a feeling

of contempt for ; to laugh to scorn, now arch, and

literary (see Laugh v. 3) ; + to make scorn at, to,

to mock, deride ; f to put a scorn on, upon, to offer

indignity to ; to speak scorn of, to revile, speak
opprobriously of ; + to take scorn at, to despise

;

•\to take scorn, to be indignant that, to disdain to

do something
; t to take at or in scorn, to feel as

an indignity; to think scorn of, to despise; to think

{it) scorn, to disdain (const, that or inf.\ now arch.

and literary.

In the i6-i7th c./oul often appears as an intensive quali-

fication of scorn in these phrases. Cf. quot. c 1275 in 2.

<t 1300 [see Drive v. 17J. ciXMoBeues 1357 Beues..lou;
hem alle ber to scorn. cx33oR. BrunnkCA/w*. Wtf«(RoI!s)
5391 Scorn hym bought, &swor his heued ber truage schold
nought so be leued. ctyj$ Cursor M. 16701 (Fairf.) To
hym mekyll scorne they made, a 1400-50 Alexander 641

If anyscolere in be scole his skorne at him makis, Heskapis
him full skathely bot if he skyp better. < 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xxii. 103 )Hse smale men hase als grete scorne at be

grete men. c 1430 Chev. Assigne 264 And he of suche one
gret skorne he powte. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xvi.

297 Syre Sagramore loked vpon syre Tristram and hadde
scorne of his wordes. Ibid. x. iii. 417 That strong knyght
toke his wordes at scorne and said he said it for mockery.

1513 Cromwell in Merriman Life ty Lett. (1902) I. 38 They
wold thynck grete skorne, to take lether for our prynce.

1535 Coverdale Ps. cv[ij. 24 Yee they thought scorne of

yl pleasaunt londe. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 94
Thay wist no* how to get him pynd, That thame had drevm
to skorne. xs6x T. Hoijy tr. Castigliones Courtyer iv.

0577) V vj, Neyther can I thinke that Aristotle and Plato

tooke scorn at the name of a perfect Courtier. 1568 Grafton
Chrou. II. 213 Thus he passed.. with Trumpes and Pipes

of Reedes bloweu before him, to do him the more scorne

and despight. 1575 tr. Martorat's Apocalips 49 In Dathan,
Core, Abyron: and in the Prophetes of Baal: all whych
perished miserably for taking skorne to amend. 1577 Han-
mer Anc. Eccl. Hist. (1619) 228 Neither took I in scorne

that I coupled myself with you in those affaires. 1579 [see

Hold v. 12J. 1581 Hanmek Jesuites Banner Aid, Yee
take scorne that I tearme him a cripled sotdiour. 1593 Adp.
Bancroft Dangerous Positions iv. i. X37 They doe take it

in scorne to be thought so weake. x6ox Dent Pathiv.

Heauen 309 They hold scorn to be taught. 16x1 Bible
Esther iii. 6 Hee thought scorne to lay hands on Mordecai
alone. 1615 Brathwait Strappado 222 The God of heauen,

Who in his great compassions, thought 't no scorne, That
the Creator take the creatures forme. 162a Mabbe tr. Ale-

man's Guzman dAlf. 1. 248 So his Steward, .turn'd me out

of doores. Which I tooke in that foule scorne.. that in a
'kind of sullen and dogged fashion.. I left the house. 1633
[see Put r. 23 bj. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Goth. Wars 11. 53
h\\ sat and ate witIThim, and put licentious scornes on him.

1738 Wesley Ps. ii. i v, The Lord . . Shall . . laugh to Scorn their

furious Pride, a 1850 Rossetti Dante fy Circle 1. (1874) 7
Messer Corso spoke great scorn of Messer Vieri, calling him
t the Ass of the Gate '. 1856 F. E. Paget Owlet o/Owlst.
227 The worst manager among them thinks scorn of
wastefulness in a superior, i860 [see Laugh v. 3% 1876
Treeman Norm. Cono. V. xxii. 35 The straightforward and
business-like writs which did not think it scorn to speak to

Englishmen in the English tongue.

6. Comb.) a.sscortt-blighted,-poinling,-ivorlhya.<5)3.

1819 Sheil Evadne II. ii. 33 Be all who bear Colonna's
name 'scorn-blighted. 1898 Arch Story Li/e xi. 253; I

made myself as blind as I could to the "scorn-pointing

finger pointed it ever so scornfully. 160a Carew Cornwall
1. 66 To make great prouision vpon small hope of vtterance

were to incurre a *skorne-worthy losse. 1859 W. Anderson
Discourses (i860) 19 It makes a most scorn-worthy exhibi-

tion of itself.

Scorn (skpin), v. Forms : a. 2-3 skarne, 3
scarue, (aceem). 0. 3-5 schorn, 3-6 skorn, 4
scornie, 4-7 scorne, skorne, 6 Sc. scowrn,

7 vulgar sciuorn, 3- scorn. [Early ME. scarne,

schorne, aphetic a. OK. escarnir, escharnir,
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SCORN.

eschtrnir= Pr. esquernir, escamir, Sp., Pg. escarnir

(more commonly escarttecer), It. schernire :—Com.

Uom. *skerniret
of Tent origin ; cf. OHG. skernSn,

skirndn (MHG.Jf/wm«),MDu. and early mod.Du.

schernen to ridicule, treat with contumely, f. the sb.

represented by OHG. skern> OS. seem : see Scorn sb.

With regard to the vowel of the £ forms see the remarks

under the sb.]

f 1. intr. To speak or behave contemptuously

;

to use derisive language, jeer. Const, at, with. Obs.

«. c 2200 Ormin 7397 j*a beb hemm jarrkedd mare inoh

& werrse pine inn helle, pann iff bejj haffdenn herrd itt

nohht Ne skarnedd tasr onn^aness.

p. 1303 R. Bbunne Handl. Synne 12481 Skorne nat, and
seye bou wylt forsake by synne^and eft a$en hyt take. 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 221, 'I rnle not scorne \ quod scrip-

ture 'but scryueyns li?e*. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 178

Thei scornen, whan thei seen ony strange Folk goynge
clothed. 1449 Paston Lett. I. 85 And dey bade me do my
wurst, bycause I had so fewe schyppys and so smale, that

they scornyd with me. c 1520 Nisbet N. T. Matt. xxyii.

29 Thai knelit before him, and scornit, and said, Haile, king
of Jewis. 1565 Jewel Repl. Harding(i6i 1)302 And in like

sort Iuuenal an Heathen Poet, scorneth at this folly. ci66o
Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 297 Scorning at anything that

seemed formall. 1816 Scott Antiq. xxxiii, She gecked and
scorned at my northern speech and habit.

f2. trans. To treat with ridicule, to show ex-

treme contempt for, to mock, deride. Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 248 And hweSer so he de<5, hokerec* &

schorne5,& lauhweS pe olde ape lude tobismare. a 1300 K. E.
Psalter ii. 4 pat wones in heuen scorne bam salle, Ami lauerd
sal snere with-alle. 1340 Hampole Pr. Come. 1189 Bot ba
"»at wille him folow, he ledes And bam scornes and taries in

lis nedes. C1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 506 It is a shame
that the peple shat So scorne thee and laughe at thy folye.

1421 Coventry Leet-bk. 27 Allso that no man throw ne cast

at noo straunge man, ne skorn hym. c 1440 Ipomydon 323
That they hym scornyd wist he noght. 1470 Henry Wal-
lace vi. 133 'Quhom scornys thow ?

' quod Wallace. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 98 The ja him skrippit with a skryke,
And skornit him as it was lyk. 2577 Kendall Flowers of
Epigr. 52 b, Replide the Goddesse : what? skornste thou
in armour me ? 1631 High Commission Cases (Camden) 208
He that in the two former partes of his life mocked and
scorned all both the message and messengers of God.
3. To hold in disdain, to contemn, despise.

0. a 1275 Prov. JElfred 238 in O. E. Misc. 1 17 Bi-foren

he be bimened, bi-hindin he be scarned.

0- c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiii. {George) 417 Nocht-bane,
bo bu oure godis skorne, bu tellis ws first quhar bou wes
borne, c 1300 Young Childr. Bk. 57 in Babees Bk.

t
Scorne

not be pore, ne hurte no mane, c 1590 Marlowe Faustus
iii. (1604) B 2 b, Learne thou of Faustus manly fortitude,

And scorne those ioyes thou neuer shalt possesse. 1600 in

T. Stafford Pac. Hib. y xiv. (1633) 87 Hee must be main-
tained with a convenient attendance, that they may not
scorne him. 1669 Dryden Wild Gallant 111. 37 Franc. Come,
come, you'r a slanderful huswife, and I squorn your hal*

lottry trick. 1697— Virg. Past. 11. 43 Nor scorn the pipe

:

Amyntas, to be taught, With all his kisses would my skill

have bought. 1697 Congreve Mourning Bride in. viii,

Heav'n has no Rage, like Love to Hatred turn'd, Nor Hell
a Fury, like a Woman scorn'd. 174a Young Nt. Th. t. 411
'Tis not in fdlly, not to scorn a fool. 1813 Scott Rokeby 1.

viii, Death had he seen. ., Knew all his shapes, and scorn'd
them all. 1837 Wordsw. Miscell. Sonn. 11. i. z Scorn not
the Sonnet. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. xm. 1 To be scorn'd
by one that I scorn.

b. Jig. Of things : f To defy, be secure against

{obs.) ; also poet, to be immeasurably superior to.

1648 Gage West Ind. xviii. 130 Such is this Golfe, whose
entrance is straitned with two rocks or mountains on each
side (which would well become two great Peeces and so
scorne a whole fleet). 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 319 Where
lawns extend that scorn Arcadian pride.

4. With inf. as object. To feel it beneath one, to
disdain indignantly to do something.
1605 (Wayer ?] Dick Bowyer C 2, I scorne to humble the

least part about me. 1701 De Foe Truebom Eng. 36 They
scorn their Laws or Governours to fear. 1780 Burke Sp.
Bristol Wks. III. 373 We were saved the disgrace of their
formal reception, only because the congress scorned to re-

ceive them. 1837 Lockhart Scott (18391 II. 104 He scorned
for a long while to attach any consequence to this complete
alternation of habits. 1885 E. Arnold Secret ofDeath 23
Thou Scorned'st to tread the path of wealth, wherein The
foolish perish.

+ 5. Comb.\ scorn-book, an unwilling learner;

scorn-gold a.t out-vying gold in colour. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia 1. Eel. i. (1598) 86 Braue crest to

him her scorn-gold haire did yeeld. 1683 N. O. Balkan's
Lntrin 1. Argt., St. George oth' back-side of the Horn-book,
The Dragon kills, to Humour Scorn-book.

Scorned (skpmd), ppl. a. [f. Scorn v. + -ed *»]

Despised, contemptible.
1598 Q. Eliz. Horace 151 The hilz ther frute do yeld, a

skorned mouse is bom. 1616 T. Scot Pkilomythie 11. C 1,
The crested Horse, .with head Tost in the ayre his hardned
hoofes doth tread The scornd earth with contempt, a 1625
Fletcher Knt. Malta 1. i, The wages of scornM Love is

baneful hate, a 1704 T. Brown Sattreon Quack Wks. 1730
I. 64 Be the most scorn'd Jack-pudding in the pack, a 1883
Chr. G. Rossetti Poems (1904) 176/2 The scorned thiefwho
hangs by Thee.

Scorner (skp-maj). [f. Scorn v. + -ee *.]

1. One who scorns, derides, mocks or contemns

;

esp. one who scoffs at religion.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4934 Lyers, robbours, and
lechours, Skorners, and also auoutours. C1381 Chaucer
Pari. Foules 357 The fesaunt skornere of the cok be nyghte.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/1 Scornare, derisor. 1500-20 Dun.
bar Poems xx. 35 Be nocht in countenance ane skornar,

nor by luke. 1596 Spenser State Irel.Wks. (Globa) 640/1Very

244

present in perrills, very great scorners of death. t6$yPenit.

Conf. ix. 291 As Apes are inimical imitators of mens actions,

so do skorners usually act. 1651 Baxter Saints' Best in.

(ed. 2) 43 The vilest.. scorner at Godliness. 1713 Berkeley
Guardian No. 3 r 1 Whatever one of these Scorners may
think, they certainly want Parts to be Devout. 1817 Cole-
ridge Biog. Lit. ii. (1907) I. 24 From others only do we de-

rive our knowledge that Milton, in his latter day, had his

scorners and detractors. 18*0 Sh elley To Skylark 100 Thou
scorner of the ground 1 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 402 Not
a scorner of your sex But venerator.

b. Phr. Seat {chair', stool) of the scorner, the

position of a mocker (a reminiscence of Ps. i. 1).

1589 Nashe Pasquils Ret. C iiij, He roares and he fomes,

and sets himselfe downe in the Scorners Chayre. 1596
Spenser F. Q. vi. viii. 21 Thus I triumphed long in lovers

f>aine, And, sitting carelesse on the scorners stoole, Did
augh at those that did lament and plaine. 1788 V. Knox
Winter Even. (1790) I. xliv. 377 The frontispiece to the

Rules ofholy dying cannot but excite mirth even in those

who do not habitually sit in the seat of the scorner.

U 2. As a proposed term of rhetoric : see quot.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 219 Yee haue
another figure much like to the Sarcasnius, or bitter taunt

..and is when with proud and insolent words,_ we doo
vpbraid a man, or ride him as we terme it : for which cause

the Latines also call it Insultatio
y
I choose to name him

the Reprochfull or scorner.

Scornful (sk^unful), a. [f. Scorn sb. + -tul.]

1. Full of scorn, contemptuous, derisive.

a 1400 Morte Arth. 1840 Thow skornede vs lang ere with
thi skornefulle wordez. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. cexxx.

244 And whan he had of hem but a short and a scornefull

ansuere he told it to the kyng. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shreiu v.

ii. 137 And dart not scornefull glances from those eies. 1667
Milton P.L. x. 625 To gratifie my scornful Enemies. 171a

Steele Spectator No. 272, 1 offered . .to each of them a Kiss;

but, one, more scornful than the rest, turned her Cheek. 1848
Dickens Dombey liv, The same defiant, scornful woman still.

quasi-rtrfr. 1667 Milton P. L. xv. 536 So saying, his

proud step he scornful turn'd.

b. absol. (Cf. Scorner i b.)

1555 Coverdale Ps. I. i O blessed is y9 man, y*. .sytteth

not in y^ seate of the scornefull. 1894 K. Grahame Pagan
P. 73 Did they, .sit at the table of the scornful and learn,

with Dante, how salt was alien bread?

C. Const of
1704 Prior Let. toBoilean 180 The English Muse. .Scorn-

ful of Earth and Clouds, should reach the Skies, a 1763
Shenstone Elegies x. 22 Honorio built, but dar'd my laws
defy ; He planted, scornful of my sage commands.

+ 2. Regarded with scorn, contemptible. Obs.

1570 Levins Manip. 187 Scornful, ridiculus. a 1586
Sidney Apol. (Arb.) 66 But I speake to this purpose,

that all the end of the comicall part, bee not vpon such
scornefull matters, as stirreth laughter onely. 159s Greene
l/pst. Courtier D 2, Of a scornefull Taylor, he sets up an
vpstart scuruy Gentleman. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 520 So thy
suruiuing husband shall remaine The scornefull marke of
euerie open eye. 2596 Edw. Ill, 1. ii. 7 Thou dost not tell

him, what a griefe it is To be the scornefull captiue to a Scot.

1618 Withek Motto (1621) C 2, To whom the riches of the
minde, doe seeme A scornefull pouerty. 1614 Donne Deyot.
(ed. 2) 277 And wee haue heard ofdeath, vpon small occasions,

and by scornfutl instruments ; a pinne, a combe, a haire,

pulled, hath gangred, and kild.

Scornfully (skp\mfuli), adv. [f. Scornful a.

+ -ly a
.] In a scornful manner.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 356 Fyrumbras on him glente ys
ey?e scornfullich & low. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys vn. 156
(Horstm.) Oon Tbeophyl preyid hyr schornfully. .That she
sum rosys woldhymsendyn hastyly From hyr spousysgardyn.

1533 Bellenden Livy 111. 242 And in J>e mene tyme ane of be

equis cryit skornefully, It was propir to romanis erare to

mak ane vane manassing, ban to gif batall. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. Wt iv. ii. 43 Their ragged Curtaines poorely are let

loose, And our Ayre shakes them passing scornefully. i66x

Cowley Vis. Cromwell 55 It was bold to violate so openly
and so scornfully all Acts and Constitutions of a Nation,

and afterwards even of his own making. 1783 W, Thomson
Watson's Philip HI (1839) 367 He scornfully declined to

solemnize the double marriages. 1835 W. Irving Tour
Prairies xxiv, ' Bread,' he would say, scornfully, ' is only fit

for a child.' 1906 H. Van Dyke Ideals viii. 153 It is the

fashion nowadays to speak scornfully of a book religion.

Sctvrnfulness. [f. Scornful a. + -ness.]

The quality or state of being scornful ; contemptu-

ousness ; f contemptibleness.

*535 Coverdale Job xxxiv. 7 Where is there soch one as

lob, that drinketh vp scornefuines like water? 1581 Sidney
Afol. Poetry (Arb.) 66 The scornefuines of the action,

stirreth laughter. 1606 Holland Sueton. 203 Hee exacted

also with great skornefulnesse and extremitie, good money
rough and new coyned. 1665 J- Fraser Polichron. (S.H.S.)

315 Montrose, .receaved no answer from him but what
relisht of scornful 1ness. 17*7 Bailey vol. II, Scornfulnesst

contemptuousness.

Scorning (sk^-jniq), vbl. sb. [f. Scorn v. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Scorn.
0x205 LAY- 27°t Nefden heoof heore kinge buten heora

scaerninge. a 1240 Lofsong in Cott. Horn. 207 Bi his scorn-

unge and bi his spotlunge and bufettunge. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl. Synne 12484 ?yt wyl y warne be of o byng, Yn
shryfte make bou no skornyng. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

635 Afterward speke we of scornynge which is a wikked
synne, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 291 in Babees Bk.

t

Speke not lowd be war of mowynge & scornynge. 1526

Pilgr. Per/I (W. de W. 1531) 250 b, And here consyder with
thankes, the paynes & illusyons or scornynges that he
suffred. 1641 1. Jackson TrueEvang. T.\u 152 Breaches of

charity. .by the wincking and scorning of our eyes. 17..

Ramsay Throw the Wood iii, I'm fash
rd wi' their scorning.

1833 Tennyson Goose 42 He took the goose upon his arm,
He utter'd words of scorning.

fb. Phr. to laugh or take to scorning. Obs.

13.. Cursor M.1&3Q (Gdtt.) Quen bai forsoke his sarmon-

SCOBPEE.

ing And toke his speche to scorning. Ibid. 2028 Cam.. was
vnkind enogh, To skorning he his fader logh.

Scorning (skpunirj), ppl. a. [f. Scorn v. +
-ing*.] That scorns; scornful, contemptuous.
c 1325 Lei le Freine 62 A proude dame..Squeymous and

eke scorning, c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 346 The skorn

-

ynge lay. 1483 Cath. A ngl. 324/1 Scornande, deridens,
illudens. 1582 Stanyhurst /Encis t. (Arb.) 18 And Paris

his scorning iudgement dooth burne in her entrayls.

Hence ScoTningly adv.
c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxiii. (Add. MS.) 80 The Porter toke

all his wordes in scorne; neverthelesse scornynglyhe went
to the Emperesse,. .and told her all the prive tokens that

he had herd.

t Scorning-stock. Obs. rare~\ [f. Scorn-
ing vbl. sb. + Stock sb.] An object of scorn.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer) 301 CHnias, finding

himselfe the scorning-stocke of euery companie.

t ScO'rnleSS, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Scorn sb. +

-LESS.] Free from insult or contempt.
c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 27 Speke no good of frend ne foo,

Let non skorneles fro 30W wende.

tScO'rnliche, adv. Obs. rare~\ [f. Scorn
sb. f -liche : see -ly 2

.] Scornfully.

c 1300 Bekei 710 (Percy Soc.) 34 The Kyng bihuld him al

anhoker, and scornliche somdel I0U3.

Scorny(sk^Mni),<z. vulgar, [f. SCORN^. + -T 1
.]

Todd (1818) quoted Mirr. Mag. but the earliest ed. reads
sconty, Scurvy.

Scornful, contemptuous.
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xii, And off she sot, look-

ing as scorney as a London lady. 1867 G. Muscrave Nooks
<y Corners O. France I. 334 The 'scorny ' look 1 gave to

these ridiculous lumps.

Scorodite (skf riddit). A/in. Also skorodite.
[ad. G. skorodit (1818), f. Gr. oKopob-ov garlic : see

-ite ! (so called from its odour when heated).}

Hydrous phosphate of iron, found in pale-green

or brown crystals and crusts.

1823 W. Phillips Min. (ed. 3) 321 Skorodite. 1836 T.
Thomson Min. Geol.

% etc I. 475 Scorodite. 1857 Dana Man.
Min. (1862) 249 Scorodite.

t Scorp, v. Sc. Obs, rare. [Of obscure origin :

cf. Scrip v. 2] intr. To mock, deride, scoff.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 544 Thir ^oung lordis sum
scorpit with greit scorne, Sayand agane [etc.). a 1572 Knox
Hist. Ref. 93 (Jam.) Thair was presentit to the Quein
Regent..a calfe having two heidis, whairat sche scorppit

[1586, 1846 scripped, 1644, 1790 skipped], and said, 'It was
bot a comoun thing

1

.

II Scorpsena (sk^ipfna). Also 8 scorpena.
[L., ad. Gr. oieopiraiva a kind of fish ; app. irreg.

fem. f. o-KopnioSj SCORPION.
The fish named vKopvaiva by the ancients was prob. so

called from being prickly (cf. the cognate tricopirtV, cncopTrtof,

which are names of fishes expressly described as having
spines). The application of ScorPxna as a mod. generic
name is due to the resemblance of the word to It. scorpina
(see Scorpkne). J

In early use, a name applied vaguely (like the

vernacular synonyms scorpion-fish, sea-scorpion)

to various prickly fishes, chiefly of the families

Scorpxnidx and Cottidx. Now only as the name
of a genus (Linnaeus 1758) of acanthopterygian

fishes, originally of wide extent, but subsequently

much restricted ; the typical genus of the family

Scorpsenidx.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scorpxna, or Scorpides, the

lesser Scorpion-fish. 1752 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 269 The
red Scorpa.-n.-i, with numerous beards. 177a Cook's Voy.

(1790) I. 15s In all the coves of this bay we found plenty of
cuttle-fish,..scorpenas,or rock-fish [etc.l 1774G0LDSM. Nat.
Hist. (1824) III. 62 The Scorpsna or Father-lasher.

Hence Scorpae'nid, a fish of the family ScorpSB-

nidse. Scorpsenoid, a. of or pertaining to the

Scorpttnidx ; sb. a scorpsenoid fish.

1842 J. Richardson in Ann. <y Mag. Hat. Hist. IX. 120
Ceniropristes scorpenoides (Cuv. & Vat.), Scorpenoid Centro-
pristes. 1862 T. Gill in Proc. Acad. Nat. Set. Philad. 329
Scorpa;noids. 1880 G'unther Stud. Fishes 413 The habit of
living on the bottom has also developed in many Scorpxnoids
separate pectoral rays, by means of which they move or feel.

Ibid. 417 To complete the list of Scorpa^noid genera, we
have to mention Tsnianoius [etc.]. 1885 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) III. 249 The latter [name]. . is inapplicable to the

Scorpxnids, because they are entirely unlike the cod.

Scorpene (skp\ipfn). Forms: 8 scorpen, 9-

scorpene. [Anglicized form of Scorpjena ; in the

U. S. perhaps ad. the cognate Sp. eseorpina, It

scorpina.] = Scorpena; now only U. S. as a

name for Scorpxna guttata.

1777G. Fobster Voy. round World 1. 126 Scorpens, mullets,

horse-mackrel, and many other sorts. 1884 Goode, etc
Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 263 Scorpene {Scorpaen* gut.

lata)..known by the names 'Scorpene*, 'Scorpion', and
* Sculpin *.

Scorper (sk^upai). [A misspelling of scauper:

see Scalper 1.] a. Wood- and Metal-work. 'A
gouging-tool for working in a depression, as in

hollowing bowls, butter-ladles, etc. Also used in

removing wood or metal from depressed portions

of carvings or chasings' (Knight Vict. Mech. 1875).

b. A jeweller's instrument for drilling holes and

cutting away parts of the metal-work around set-

tings to hold precious stones {Cent. Diet. 1891).

1843 HoLTrAPFFEL Turning I. 164 Small gouges, chisels,

and scorpers of various forms and sizes [for working ala-



SCORPIAC.

basterj. 1883 Mollktt Did. Art <y Archxol. y Scorpers, in

wood engraving, tools used for cutting away large spaces

after outlining or engraving, so as to leave only the drawing
in relief. 1884 F.J. Britten Watch <£ Clockm. 230 Scorper,

a kind of graver used for squaring the corners of sinks, easing
watch bezels and other purposes.

t Scorpiac, a. Obs.~ l [a. late Gr. aKoptnaK-6s

pertaining to a scorpion, f. o/topnios Scorpion : see

-ac] Stinging like a scorpion ; in quot. ./?£.

a 1670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1693) 82 To wound him
first with Arrows of sharp-pointed Words, and then to Sting
him with a Scorpiack censure.

Scorpillyrig : see under Scapple v.

II Scorpio (skjrjpio). Asir. [L., see Scorpion.]
A zodiacal constellation, the Scorpion. Also, the
eighth sign of the zodiac, named from this ; situated

between Libra and Sagittarius ; entered by the sun
about 23 October.
£1391 Chaucer Astrol. r. § S The names of the Twelve

Signes, as Aries. .Scorpio. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R.
in. x. (1495) 3*3 The sygne of Scorpio hath the hous of deth
and of drede. a 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. v,

Scorpio dreading Sagittarius dart, a 1670 Racket Abp.
Williams 1. (1693)83 The two malignant Signs of the Zodi*
aque, Sagitary and Scorpio* 1741 Poor Robin C 3 b, Next
Scorpio comes, an ugly Beast. 1899 R. H. Allen Star-n.

364 In southern latitudes Scorpio is magnificently seen in
its entirety.

Scorpioid (sk^ipioid), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.
aKopmou&Tj?) f. a/copmo-s Scorpion : see -OID.]

A. adj.

1. Bot. (Seeqnot. 1875.)
1839 Lindlev fntroii. Bot. 1. ii. (ed. 3) 160 The cyme of

Monocotyledons.. is kelicoid or scorpioid, according as its

peduncles ar«s komodromal or antidromal. 1875 Bennett
6 Dyer Sachs* Bot. 150 «<?fV,The term scorpioid was intro-

duced by H. P. De Candolle . . toexpress a unilateral cyme the
undeveloped portion of which is usually rolled up. . . Bravais
amended De Candolle's definition of the scorpioid cyme by
pointing out that the flowers are in two rows parallel to the
pseud-axis. 1896 G. Henslow Wild Flowers 156 The
flowers are arranged in scorpioid or curled racemes.

2. Zool. a. Resembling a scorpion; belonging to

the scorpion family . b. Resembling the tail of

a scorpion ; ' cincinnal ; coiled in a flat spiral
*

{Cent. Diet.).

1864 Webster, Scorpioid, Scorpion-like.

B. sb.

1. Bot. (See quot.)
1855 Ogilvie Suppl., Scorpioid, an inflorescence which is

rolled up towards one side, in the manner of a crosier, un-
rolling as the flowers expand. 1866 in Trtas. Bot.

2. Zool. A scorpion or scorpion-like animal.
1887 Heiltrin Dittrib. Animals 146 The discovery of a

true scorpioid (PaUeophoneus) in the Upper Silurian de-
posits of both Sweden and Scotland.

Scorpioidal (slc/ipiordal), a. Bot. [Formed
as prec. + -al.] = Scorpioid a. 1.

1835 J. S. Henslow Bot. 1. iv. 85 If. .one bud only is

developed in the dichotomous cyme, and always on the same
side of the axis, it assumes a peculiar character, termed
' scorpioidal '. 1857 A. Gray First Lets. Bot. (1866) Gloss.,
Scorpioid or Scorpioidal.

II Scorpioides. 06s. Also 7 erron. acorpoidea.
[mod.L. scorpioides^ a. Gr. ff/copwiouMs, neut. of
oKopwiotiMjs : see Sookpioid.] Scorpion grass.

1578 Lyte Dodoens i. xlii. 61 Scorpioides or Scorpions
grasse. .is a small, base or lowe herbe. 1669 Evelyn Kal.
Hart., Apr. (ed. 3) 15 Sow divers Annuals to have Flowers
allSummer; as. .Scorpoides, Medica, Holyhock [etc. J. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scorpioides, a kind of Pulse.

t Scorpiolocnst. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. mod.L.

scorpiolocust-a, f. L. scorpi-us (see Scobpion) + to-

custa Locust.] A locust resembling a scorpion
(see Rev. ix. 3-10).
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. xxxix. 256 Whome by

the iust Judgement of God these Scorpiolocustes [orig. scor.
piolocustx\ distroie with their poyson.

Scorpion (sk^-jpisn). Also 3 scorpiun, 4-5
scorpyo(u)n, scorpien, 4-6 scorpioun, scor-
pione, 5 acorpyone, (scarpyn, 6 scorpiowne,
7 scorpean . [a. OF. scorpion, scorpiun (also
escorpiun; mod.F. scorpion) «= Pr., Sp. escorpion

r

Pg. escorpido, It. scorpione :—L. scorpidnem {scor-

pio), extended form of scorpius (whence It. scorpio),

a. Gr. anopwios.
The word has been adopted into all the Teut. langs.

:

OHG. scorpjo, scorpo, MHG., MDu, scltorpie, MLG.
schorpie; also, in forms showing later adoption from Fr.
or Latin, mod.Ger. skorpion, MDu., mocLDu. schorpiocn,
MLG. schorpion, Sw., Da. skorpion.]

L An arachnid of any of the genera (Scorpio,

But/tus, AndroctonuS) etc) forming the group
ScorpionidsB, having a pair of large nippers and a
general resemblance to a miniature lobster ; they
inhabit tropical and warm temperate countries in
both hemispheres. The intense pain caused by the
sting of the scorpion (situated at the point of the
tail) is proverbial.
a 11*5 {see b]. a 1300 Cursor Af. 693 f>e scorpion for-bare
U stang Fra bestes bar he lai amang. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xviii. 153 For of alio venymes foulest is be scorpioun,
138a Wyclif Luke xi. 12 Lthir if he scbal axe an ey,
whether he schal dresse to him a scorpioun 1 c 1475 Pict.
Voc. in Wr.-WQlcker 766/4 Hie scorpio, a scarpyn. 1593
Shaks. a Hen. VI, 111. ii. 86 But well fore-warning winde
Did seeme to say, seeke not a Scorpions Nest, Nor set no
footing on this vnkinde Shore. 1683 Robinson in Ra/i

245

Corr. (1848) 137-8 Since my coming to Montpellier I have
seen several scorpions creeping on the walls...Animals stung
by these scorpions fall generally into tremblings and convul-
sive motions. 1770G0LDSM. Des. Vill. 352 Those poisonous
fields with rank luxuriance crowned, Where the dark scorpion
gathers death around. 1806 Shaw Gen. Zool. VI. 485 The
common Italian Scorpion usually measures something more
than an inch in length from the head to the setting on of the
tail. Ibid. 486 The Scorpio Afer of Linnaeus, or great African
Scorpion. 188a E. R. Lank esteh in Linn. Soc. Jml. XVI.
Zool. 455 The beautiful citron-coloured Scorpion, Androcto*
nus/unestus. Ibid. 460A large number of Italian Scorpions
belonging to the species Euscorpius italicus, E. carpathicus,
and E. flavicaudus. Ibid. 462 The Androctonus occitanus
or yellow Scorpion of Southern France and Spain. 190a —
in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 538/2 The desert Scorpion, Buthus
austrolls.

b. in allusions to various fabled habits or pro-
perties of the animal.
The flesh of the scorpion was supposed to be a cure for

its own sting (see also 1 e). The alleged fact, related by
ancient writers, that a scorpion, when surrounded by a ring
of fire, will commit suicide oy stinging itself, is discredited
by naturalists, though many persons in modern times have
claimed to have observed it.

a 1235 Ancr. R. 206 pe scorpiun is onescunnes wurm bet
haued neb,ase me seiS, sumdel iliche ase wummon,& is neddre
bihinden, make5 feir semblaunt, & fiked mid te heaued, &
stingeo* mid te teile. c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 814 O thou
fortune Instable, Lyk to the Scorpion, so deceyuable, That
flaterest with thyn heed, whan thou wolt s[t]ynge. a 1625
Fletcher& Mass. Cust. Country v. v,Women . . reliish much
of Scorpions, For both have stings, and both can hurt, and
cure too. a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 137 The
Scorpion sucks the Poison he convey'd, An antidote to his
own Poison made. 1813 Byron Giaour xvi, The Mind, that
broods o'er guilty woes, Is like a Scorpion girt by fire. 18x9
Shelley Cenci n. ii. 70 And we are left, as scorpions ringed
with fire. What should we do but strike ourselves to death?

O. trans/, andyS*^.

a i3»s Ancr. R. 206 Ich ne der nemen peo unkundeliche
kundlesofbissedeouelscorpiun, attri iteiled. C1386 Chaucer
Manciple's T. 167 Traitour quod he, with tonge of Scor-
pion Thou hast me broght to my confusion. 1500-20 Dun-
bar Poems iv. 57 That scorpioun fell \ue. Death] hes done
infek Maister Johne Clerk, and James Afflek. a 1548 Hall
Chrou., Ifen. V 44 Some private Scorpion in your heartes.

.

bath caused you to conspire my death and confusion. 1605
Shaks. Mach. iil ii. 36 0, full of Scorpions is my Minde,
deare Wife. 1719 Young Busiris u. \

t
That thought has

fixed a scorpion on my heart That stings to death. 1825
T. H. Lister Granby xvii. (1836) 112 * That detrimental
class, the Scorpions.' 'What do you meant 1 'Why,
younger brothers.'

d. Her, A representation of a scorpion as an
armorial bearing (see quot. 1780).
1780 Edmondson Her. Gloss, s. v., It is.. usually borne

erect, or with its head strait upwards, ..in which case it is,

in blazon, called a. Scorpion, without any addition..; but
when it is borne with the head downwards, it is to be called,
in blazon, a Scorpion reversed. 1906 Vinycomb Fid. 4-

Symb. Creatures in Art 122 The Scorpion.. is generally
borne erect.

f e. Oil of scorpions, scorpion's oil : an oily

substance formerly prepared from scorpions, used as
an antidote against the sting of a scorpion, and for

other medicinal purposes. Obs.

1594 Nashe Un/itrt. Trav. L x, Ere the officers come to
extend, lie bestow an hundred pound on a doale of bread,
which He cause to be kneaded with scorpions oyle, that will
kill more than the plague. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts
185 Wherunt o he layed Garlicke, Rue, and oile of Scorpions.
X663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Pkilos, l ii. 48 The Oyl ofScor-
pions is not onely Antidotal against their Stings, but is wit-
nessed, .to be very useful to bring away the descending Stone
of the Kidneys. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 1. i. 57 Take Oil
of Scorpions, and Oil of Bees-wax, of each a like Quantity.

f. Applied to other animals resembling or
popularly confounded with the scorpion : (a) to
arachnids of the closely related groups Pseudo-
scorpimidm(Ja\Vig&> or false scorpions, including the
chelifersorbook-scorpions) andPedipa/pi(including
the genus Thelyphonus, known as whip-scorpions);

ifi) in the U.S., to tarantulas, centipedes, various

lizards, etc. {Cent. Diet. 1891) ; + (c) see Water-
scorpion.

1709 [see scorpion-lizard in 8 c]. 1863 Wood Iltustr. Nat.
Hist. III. 679 Book Scorpion, Ckelifer Wideri.

2. Aslr. The constellation and (now somewhat
rarely) the zodiacal sign Scorpio.
c 1384 Chaucer //. Fame 11. 948 Til that he sey the Scor-

pioun, Whiche that in heuen a sygne is yit. c 1400 Treat.
Astron, 4 (MS. Bodl. Add. B. 17), The vtij signeis Scorpio,

he regnep in octobre and is y cleped the signe ofa Scorpion
b* is an Adder. 1593 G. Harvey New Letter Wks. 1884 I.

278 Not much vnlike the progresse of the resplendent Sunne
in the Scorpion. X667 Milton P. L. x. 328 Satan in like-

ness of an Angel bright Betwixt the Centaure and the Scor-

pion stearing His Zenith. 1754 Hill Urania s. v. Scorpio,

The Scorpion is not a very large constellation, but, for its

extent, it contains a considerable quantity of stars, and some
of them very conspicuous. Ibid., They call this.. Cor Scor-

pionis, the Scorpion's Heart X785 W. Herschel in Phil.

Trans. L.XX.V. 256 In the body ofthe Scorpion is an opening.

1868 Lockyer Guillemin'sHeavens (ed. 3) 3S2 The bifurcation

[of the Galaxy] continues through the Wolf, the Altar, the

Scorpion,and Sagittarius. 1870 Mrs. Lockyek Flammarion's

Marv. Heavens Si The Scales and Scorpion only formed
one sign with the Latins before Augustus : the Scales were
then tne claws of the Scorpion. 1880 Longf. PoeCs Cal.

t

Oct, Then on the frigid Scorpion I ride.

3. Applied to certain fishes armed with spines

:

a. Used to render L. scorpio, scorpius, Gr. GKopnios,

in ancient writers, b. In Australia and America,

SCORPION.

the local name for certain species oi Scorpxnidse
(of. Scorp^ina, Scorpene, and scorpionjish).

c 1530 Andrew Noble Lyfe in. lxxxvi. in Babees Bk.,
The Scorpion of the see is so named because whan he is

taken in any mannys handes he pricketh him with his stinge
of his tayle. 1608 Topsell Serpents 1 10 Catterpillers . . are
also a very good meate to diuers byrdes..& to a certaine
Sea-fish called a Scorpion. Ibid. 223 The Scorpion of the
water or of the Sea, whose discourse or history is to be found
among the fishes.

^ 1874 Hill in Tenison-Woods Fish N. S.
Wales (1882) 49 The scorpion or Fortescue, as these fish are
popularly termed by fishermen, have been known for a long
time, and bear that name no doubt in memory of the pain
they have-hitherto inflicted. 1884 [see Scorpene].
4. f a. A name for Aconite, b. The scorpion

plant, Genista scorpius.
1601 Holland Pliny xxvir. iii. II. 2^1 And for that the

root [of Aconite] doth turne and crooke inward in manner of
a Scorpions taile, there be that give it the name Scorpion.
x6o8 Topsell Serpents 231 The greene Scorpion which is

bredde of Basil!, . . beeing beaten and pounded with the herbe
Scorpion, and so made into pills, then dryed and put into a
glasse, are very profitable tohiin that hath the Falling-sick-
nesse. 1840 Pa
scorpius.

nesse. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Scorpion, see Genista

5. In the figurative passage 1 Kings xii. 11 (and
2 Chron. x. 11), where chastisement 'with scor-
pions* is referred to as a symbol for severe oppres-
sion, the word has commonly been supposed to

denote a kind of whip made of knotted cords, or
armed with plummets of lead or steel spikes, so
as to inflict excessive pain. Allusions to the
passage are common, esp. (after Milton) in the
phrase a ivhip or lash of scorpions.

i38jWycliF2CA«7«. x. 11 My fader beet 50U with scourgts,
I forsothe schal beten 3011 with scorpiouns [1388 Y schal bete
30U with scorpiouns, that is, hard knottid roopis]. 1390
Gower Conf. III. 229 If he hem smot with roddis smafe,
With Scorpions thou schal t hem smyte. ^1632 T. Taylor
God's Judgcm. 1. 1. x. (1642) 26 They.. chose rather to bee
. .scourged with Scorpions, .than yeeld to deny their Maker.
X667 Milton P.L. 11. 701 Back to thy punishment, False fugi-
tive, and to thy speed add wings, Least with a whip of Scor-
pions I pursue Thy lingring. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even.
(1790) I. xx. 180, 1 speak my thoughts freely, though I know
the editors of newspapers have vengeance in their own hands,
and are able to repel their assailants, wit h a lash of scorpions.
1816 Byron Siege 0/Corinth xxL 31 Scourge, with a whip of

scorpions, those Whom vice and envy made my foes.

b. Hence used quasi-//**/, as the name of a sup-
posed ancient instrument of torture. Also Antiq.
as the name of a mediaeval weapon (see quot. 1870).
X541 Elyot Image Gov. xxxix. 98 His correction mought be

no lasse than that he being al naked, shuld by his Iybertines
be fyrst of all whipped throughoute the citie of Rome with
whyppes full of ruelles called Scorpions. 1817 Shelley Rev.
Islam x.viii, He..bade the torturing wheel Be brought, and
fire, and pincers, and the hook, And scorpions. 1870 Black
tr. DemmitCs Weapons ofWar 425 Scorpion or nail, with
four chains without halls,., a Hussite weapon of the fifteenth

century [figured].

6. (tr. Gr. OKopirios> L. scorpio
y
scorpius.) An

ancient military engine for hurling stones, darts,

and other missiles, used chiefly in the defence ot

the walls of a town.
138a Wyclif i Mac.\\. 51 He..ordeynyde..tourmentisfor

to cast stoons and darts, and scorpiouns for to sende arowis
[1388 scorpiens, 1535 Coverdale scorpions to shute arowes;
1609 Douay). 1584 Hudson Du Barias* Judith in. na
Here croked coruies, fleeing bridges tal, Their scathfull

scorpions that ruynes the wall. 1600 Holland Livyxxiv. 533
They within shot closely against the enemies, some arrowes
out of bowes, some quarrels out of scorpions and brakes.

a 1693 Urquharts Rabelais ill. Pro!., Baltsts, scorpions, and
other such warlike engines. 1840 [see Onager 2]. 1879
Froude Cxsar xix. 325 The slings, the crossbows, the scor-

pions were all at hand and in order.

7. Military slang. A nickname for a civil in-

habitant of Gibraltar. Also Rock-scorpion.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 342 The houses.. are fit only
for. .scorpions', as those born on the Rock are called. 1889
H. M. Field Gibraltar 34 A choice variety of natives of
Gibraltar, called ' Rock scorpions *.

8. attrib. and Comb.-, a. simple attrib. (ofteny?^.),

as scorpion-nest', -stingy scorpion-like adj.

X58X J. Bell Haddon's answ. Osorius 497 Somucb rayling
in such *scorpionlike nipping &bitternesse. 1668 H. More
Div. Dial. iv. xv. (1713) 320 Scorpion-like Locusts. 18x3
Byron Corsair a. iv, Dream they of this our preparation,
doom'd To view with fire their "scorpion nest consumed?
1797 The College 2 Hardly could .. Syd'nham*s worth her
*scorpion*sting assuage.

b. With sense ' stinging like a scorpion' (cf. sense

5), as scorpion curse
t
las/i, w/iip, etc.

X803 H eber Palestine 1 1 1 Israel's sons by *scorpion curses
driven. 1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 11. 513 His hand,
Armed with a*scorpion lash, tooo Pilot 23 June 526/2 But
exactitude in the handsof second-rate scholars is a "scorpion-
scourge. X865 Ruskin Sesame i. § 31 It [the nation] must
discipline its passions, and direct them, or they will dis-

cipline it, one day, with "scorpion whips.

o. Special combinations : f scorpion-bow, ? =
sense 6 ; scorpion-broom = scorpion plant (b) ;

scorpion-bug U.S.y the water-scorpion {Cent.
Diet. 1891); scorpion fish, any spiny fish of the
genus Scorpsena or family Scorpmnidse ; also, an
East Indian cat-fish (Saccobranc/ius) ; scorpion-
fly, an insect of the family Panorpidm> the slender

abdomen of which is armed with forceps, and curls

like the tail of a scorpion; scorpion iris, lrisalatat

a native of Spain and Northern Africa; scorpion-
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lizard, some kind of North American lizard ; scor-

pion lobster, a long-tailed decapod crnstacean of

the family Thalassinidx ; scorpion oil = oil of

scorpions : see sense I e {Cent. Diet.) ; scorpion
plant, (a) a Javanese orchid, Arachnanthe moschi-

fera {Renanlhera arachnitis), having creamy-white

or lemon-coloured flowers, somewhat resembling a

spider; (b) a plant of South-western Europe, Genista

scorpius, also called scorpion-broom, or -thorn

;

scorpion senna, the Coronilla Etnerus, a common
plant of Southern Europe, with bright-yellow

flowers; scorpion-shell, a gastropod of the Indian

seas and Pacific, of the genus Pteroceras, having a
development of long tubular spines from the outer

lip of the aperture ; scorpion-spider, a name given
to various arachnidans (see quots.), now usually any
arachnidan of the order Pedipalpi, a whip-scorpion

;

scorpion's tail, any plant of the genus Scorpiurus
;

scorpion('s-thorn = jf(!^'o»//fl«/(b); scorpion-
wort, (a) = Scorpion grass ; (b) Ornilhopus scor-

pioides, native of Southern Europe.
1641 Hinde y. Bruen xxxviii. 118 Cyprian strikes them

through, as with a "Scorpion bow. 1884 W. Miller Plaut-n.
193 Genista scorpius, "Scorpion Broom. Scorpion-plant.
166 j Lovell Hist. Anim. *, Mitt. 221 "Scorpion-fish.. .They
are not the worst of fishes, especially if taken in the winter, yn
stony places, & the pure Sea. 1863 Wood lllustr. Nat.
Hist. III. 247 Red Scorpion-fish—Scorpxna scrofa. 1883
F. Day Indian Fish (Fish. Exhib. Pubf.) 36 In some fresh,
water siluroids they [the eggs] are of a light pea-green, as
in the scorpion fish, Saccobranchusfossilis. 1668 Charleton
Ouomast.4SScorpioalatus,the''ScorpionFly. 1869G.GUYON
in Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip 1 Jan. 23 The Scorpion. fly is quite
harmless. 1900 field 15 Dec. 936/1 The "Scorpion Iris (/.

atala).—Bulbs of this lovely blue iris are now flowering in
pots in a cool greenhouse. 1709 Lawson Voy. Carolina 131
The "Scorpion-Lizard is no more like a Scorpion, than an
Hedge-Hog; but they very commonly call him a Scorpion.
He is of the Lizard Kind, but much bigger. 1858 BairdOt/.
Nat. Sci. s. v. Macroura, The "scorpion lobsters of India,
Thalassina, which live a part of their lives on land. i865
Treas. Bot., "Scorpion-plant, Renantlura arachnitis ; also
Genista scorpius. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Etnerus, "Scor-
pion Sena. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Swedenll. 271 Among
the ruinsgrows the scorpion senna. 175a J. HiLLHist.Anim.
144 The "Scorpion-shell, commonly called the Spider-shell.
'&&-&* Sir J .Rkhakdsos, etc Aftts. Nat. Hist. (1868)11.341
Genus Pterocera.—The Scorpion Shells, as they are called.
l8o» tr. Pallas

1

Trav. 1. 1 t 2, 1 had before observed the Phalan.
giunt araneodes, or "scorpion-spider. 1880 Silver & Co. A'.

A/riea (ed. 3) 179 The large and wonderfully swift scorpion-
spiders [Galeodes] abound in the dry upland districts. 1884
Sedgwick, etc. tr. Clans' Te.rt-6i. Zool. 1. 506 Pedipalpi(Scor-
pion-Spiders)... The Scorpion-spiders are allied both to the
Spiders and the Scorpions. 1548 Turner Names 0/Herbes
(E. D. S.) 41 Heliotropium mai be called in englishe "Scor-
piones tayle. 1835 Partington Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. I.

747/r The Scorpiurus (scorpion's tail) of botanists. 1866
Treas. Bot. s.v. Scorpiurus, [The seed-pod] has a fancied
resemblance to the tail of some reptile—whence its name,
Scorpion's-tail. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 326 "Scor-
pion s Thorn. Ulex. 1578 "Scorpion-wort [see Scorpion
grass]. i6iiCoTGR.,LV*7y/tf<fc//Vz/r*,Scorpionwort, orscor-
piongrasse. 1715 Bradley Fain. Diet., Scorzonera, or Scor.
pion-wort, a Plant that has Leaves a span long. 1852-6 Wright
Did., Scorpion-wort, the plant Qrnithopus scorpioides.

Scorpion grass. A plant of the genus Myoso-
tis; the iorget-me-not or mouse-ear. Also with quali-
fying words, denoting particular species or varieties.
Lyte and some other botanists assign the name to Scor.

piurtts sttlcatus (' scorpion's tail '), 'with which various
species of Myosotis are associated ' (Britten & Holland).
1578 Lyie Dodoens 1. xlii. 61 Bysides these two kindes of

Scorpioides.thereisyet twoo other small herbes whichesome
do also name Scorpion grasse, or Scorpion worte. 1608
Topsell Serpents 254 To this end they doe prescribe Bay-
berries, Scorpion-grasse [etc.]. 1690 Ray Synopsis Meth.
Stirpiutn (1724) 229 Mouse-ear Scorpion-grass. £17x0 Peti-
ver Cat. Ray's Eng. Herbal Tab. xxix, Water Scorpion

-

grass, Field Scorpion -grass. Small Scorpion-grass. 1768
Miller Gardener's Diet. (ed. 8) Index, Scorpion.grass, or
Caterpillar, see Scorpiurus. 1833 Proc. Benu. Nat. Club I.

No. 1. 29 Myosotis sylvatica—Wood Scorpion-grass. 1865
Gosse Land $ Sea (iZjj) 235 The early scorpion-grass or
hill forget-me-not.

Scorpionic (sk^rpip-nik), a. rare. [f. Scor-
pion + -ic] Pertaining to the scorpion.
a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 331 Which like

Apocalyptick Locusts fierce, Their Scorpionick Poison did
disperse. 1886 Proctor in Sci. Amer. 3 July 3/3 Below the
Serpent Bearer we find the Scorpion (Scorpio), now fully
risen, and showing truly scorpionic form.

Scorpionid (skjfupionid), a. [f. mod.L. Scor-
pionidse pi., f. L. scorpion-em Scorpion : see -id.]
Of or pertaining to the group Scorpimidsp, of
arachnidans, typified by the genus Scorpio.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1902 Nature 25 Sept. 529/2

i he facts do not prove the total independence ofthe scorpionid
and limuloid series. Ibid., The Silurian Scorpions simplify
the existing Scorpionid type.

t SCO rpionist. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scorpion

+ -1st.] One bom under the sign Scorpio.
1689 Wonderful Predict. Nostredamus 3 When the two

Scorpionists [Jas. II and Louis XIV] conjoin'd shall be.

t Scorpionly, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scorpion

+ -lt 1.] Scorpion-like.

•S73 Daus tr. Bul/ingeron Apoc. (ed. 2) 120 b, Of their Scor-
pionly tayles,and of the fiue monethes I haue spoken before.

t Scorse, -r*. Obs. rare-». [f.ScoRSEr.ij Barter,
exchange.

246

1590 Spenser F. Q. h. ix. 55 Yet liuely vigour rested in hts
mind, And recompenst him with a better scorse : Weake
body well is chang'd for minds redoubled forse.

Scorse (skf7js), v.* Obs. exc. dial. Also 6
scorss, skose, skoase, 6-8 scorce, 6-7, 9 scose,

7 scoarse, scoorse, skorce, 7-8 scourse, 8 scoss,
dial, scoase (see also Eng. Dial. Did.). [Early
1 6th c. scose, scorse, related to the synonymous
Coss, Corse vbs.

Prof. Skeat suggests that the vb. is a back-formation from
Scorsek, and that this arose from horse-scorscr, corrupt form
Of HORSE-CORSER.]

1. trans. To barter, exchange.
1509 Barclay Shyp ofPolys (1874) I. 159 And for one god

scosyth gladly twayne. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 481
Pryuate Commodye withe Commone wealthe to scorse: as
Rentis to come downe from owterage so hye too Price in-

different to helpe manye bye. 1565 Jewel Repiie Mark-
ings Answ. viii. § 5. 382 These partes bicause they are
iomed in one Mysterie, therfore oftentimes thei scorce names,
the one enterchangeably with the other. 1590 SpenserT*'. Q.
in. ix. 16 But Paridell sore brused with the blow, Could not
arise, the counterchaunge to scorse. 1598 T. Bastard
Chrestoleros vi. xxii. (1880) 76 He that will loue through
water and through fire,. .Which will not scorse me for a
better friend. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 45 Their fortune
will'd that after they should scorse Blowes with the big.
boan'd Dane, exchanging force for force. 1618 Ainsworth
Annot. Lev. xxvii. 10 Not alter or, not scourse it, nor change
it. i6»3 Middleton More Dissemblers v. i. 84, 1 know the
barber will scourse it [a fiddle] away for some old cittern.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Scoss or Scourse, (old word)
to change. 1853 W. D. Cooper Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2), Scorse,
or Scose, to exchange.

2. intr. To make or effect a barter or exchange.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng. vi. xxxi. 139 Pollitians knowe to

cheapen, what to offer, when to skoase [rime cloase]. 1591
Harincton Orl. Fur. xx. lxxviii. (1634) 159 One was on
foote the tother on a horse You thinke perhaps the hors-
man vantage had No sure, no whit ; he would have wished
to skorce For why, at last to light he must be glad. 1600
Heywood \st Ft. Edw. IV, 111. i. (1613) F 1, A'. Ed. . .Wilt
thou take my courser for thy mare? Ho... If I were so mad
to scorce, what boote wouldst thou gtue me ? 1614 B. Jon-
son Barth. Fair in. iv, Will you scourse with him? you are
in Smithfield, you may fit your selfe with a fine easy-going
street-nag. 1662 Rump Songs I. 209 Did'st thou not scourse,
as if enchanted For Articles Sir Thomas granted 1

Hence ScoTsing vbl. sb.

1509 Barclay Ship 0/Fools (1874) II. 141 Of folysshe ex.
changes scorsynges and permutacions. 1611 Cotgr., Com.
Permutant, changing, scoorsing, bartering, interchanging.
Ibid., Courratage, brokage ; scoursing, horse-scoursing.
1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 479 Barter (vulgarly called Truck
and Scosing) and the Concerns thereof.. may be comprised
under the 10 following Cases.

t Scorse, z>.
2 Obs. l^nonce-wd.) [f. It. scorsa

a run, f. scorrere :—L. excurrere : see Excur.]
trans. To chase.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. ix. 3 Him . . From the country back
to priuate farmes he scorsed [rimes coursed, forsed].

t Scorser. Obs. [f. Scorse v.* + -erJ.] One
who exchanges or barters. See also Horse-corser.
I53 1 Elyot Gov. i. x, Virgile leaueth farre behynde hym

all..hakneymen, and skosers. 1567 Jewel Def. A60I. vi.

738 Christe sommetime thruste sutche Buiers, Sellers,
Brokers, & Scorsers out of the Temple. 1611 Cotgr.,
Compermutant, a changer, scoorser (etc. J. 1617 [sec Horse-
corser]. 1755 j[ohnson s. v. Scourse, A horse scourser.

Scorsheatis : see Scrochat Sc. Obs.
Scort, obs. form of Short.
Scortation (skpjt^i-Jsn). rare. [n. of action to

L. scortdri: see next and -ation.] Fornication.
1556 Knox Baptism Wks. 1855 Iv - ™7 The Halie Gaist

..wald have restraynit and exceptit it, as he hath done
scortatioun^ 1651 Baxter Inf. Bapt. 85 The sanctifying of
the unbelieving Husband or Wife cannot be meant ofmaking
or continuing the Marriage lawfull,in opposition to Adultery
(or scortation). 1658 Rowland tr. Afoufet's Theat Ins. 919,
I see no reason why the modesty of the Bee and of the
Drone, whereby theyabandon publick scortation and venery,
should debar them of the private use of copulation. 1794 tr.

Stoedenborg's Delights Jvisd. Conjugial Love (1811) II. 312
It is a scortation more opposite to conjugial love than the
common scortation, which is called simple adultery. 1885
L. Oliphant Sympneumata 113 Rapacity,.. filth, and scor-
tation.

t Scorta'tor. Obs. rare-1
. [L. scortdtor, agent-

n. f. scortdri to associate with harlots, f. scort-um
a harlot.] (See quot. 1656.)
16*5 T. Adams Lycanthropy 26 There be..luxurious scor-

tators, and their infectious harlots. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
Scortator, a whoremonger, a hunter of Harlots.

Scortatory (skputatsri), a. rare. [f. prec :

see -ORY.] * Pertaining to, or consisting in, forni-

cation or lewdness' (Webster, 1864).
, 1794 {title) tr. Swedenborg's Delights of Wisdom concern-
ing Conjugial Love : after which follow the pleasures of In-
sanity concerning Scortatory Love. i860 Emerson Cond.
Life, Worship Wks. (Bohn) 1 1. 396 Here are . .churches that
proscribe intellect ; scortatory religions.

Soortoh, Scorte, obs. ff. Scorcb, Short.
Scortitsche : see Scrochat Sc. Obs.

t ScO*ry. Obs. [Anglicized form of Scoria.]
(See quot.;
1607 Topsell Four./. Beasts 182 The little scoriesor Iron

chips which flie off from the Smithes hotte iron while he
beateth it.

Scorza (skp-jza). Min. Also skorza. [Ger.
(1800 : see Chester Diet. Min.), said to be Walla-
chian.] An obsolete name for epidote, when found
in the form of dark green sand.

SCOT.

1821 Ure Diet. C/tem., Scorza, a varietyof epidote. 1837
Dana Syst. Min. 293. 1868 Watts Diet. Chetti., Slcorza.

t Scorzoner. Obs. rare. [Anglicized form of
Scorzonera. Cf. F. scorsonire (also spelt scor-
zonire).'] - Scorzonera.
1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccxlii. 599 In English we may

call it Scorzoner after the Spanish name, or Vipers grasse.
1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 343/1 A Dyet of Veal
and Chicken Broth, with Scorzoner and Sarsaparilla in it.

Scorzonera (sk^izonli'Ta). Also rarely 7 scor-
sonera, skarsinarie, scozonera, 8 scoroha-
narrow, -enarrow. [a. It. scorzonera (whence
mod.L. scorzonera) = F. scorsonire, scorzonere, Sp.
escorzonera, Pg. escorcioneira

;
prob. f. It. scorzone

some kind of venomous snake, Sp. escorzon (Cat.
escorcu), some kind of toad or lizard deemed
venomous. Cf. the following

:

»58o J. Frampton Monardcs' 2 Med. agst. Venom 133Ihey call this herbe Escnercotura because it doeth heale .

.

the hytmges of this beast called Escorcu [printed Estorcu\
in the Catalan tongue, and the same roote is like loo the
sayde beast.]

A plant of the modern genns (Tournefort, 1700)
Scorzonera, esp. S. Hispanica or black salsify,
much cultivated in Europe for its root which is

used as a vegetable and somewhat resembles the
parsnip. S. Hispanica was also formerly called
vipers-grass. Also the root of this plant.

It was supposed to be good against the bites of vipers and
other venomous creatures.
1619 Parkinson Parad. 301Wee call them in English Vipers

grasse, or Scorsonera. 1666 Oldenburg Let. to Boyle
15 Nov. B.'s Wks. (1744) V. 363 Colonel Blunt presented the
company., with excellent scorzoneras, which he said might
be propagated in England as much as parsnips. 1690 in
J mines ofCawdor (Spald. Club) 353, 2 drope of skarsinarie
. .ane unce of Turkie persell. 173a Arbuthnot Rules 0/
Diet in Aliments, etc I. 250 Scorzonera, demulcent in the
Small Pox. 1738 Ochtertyre House Bk. (S. H. S. 1907)
142 Eggs bufft harrings and scorchanarrow. 1756 J.Hill Brit. Herbal 444 Tall, narrow-leaved Scorzonera.
>866 Treas. Bot. S.V., Scorzonera hispanica. .is a native of
Spain, but is cultivated in this country ; and its root is sold
in the markets as Scorzonera. x88a Garden 11 Nov. 425/3
Salsafy and Scorzonera can be strongly recommended for
culture. 1884 W. Miller Plani-n. 122 Scorzonera, French,
Scorzonera picroides (Picridium vulgare). Scorzonera,
Garden, Scorzonera hispanica.

X>. attrib.

1666W.BoghvkstLeimogr. (1894)76Juniper berryes.'Scor-
zonera roots. 1731 Genii. Mag.l. 91 Sow 'scorzonera salsfy,
and slip skerrits of the last years growth. 177a Graves Spir.
QtiU. (1820) 1 1. 155M r. Selkirk asked him, what the virtues of
that *Scorzonera-water were, which he observed he drank
every day after dinner.

Scot (skpt), sbS- Forms : i //. Scottas, 3-6
Sootte, 4 Skot, Skotte, 6 Skott, (Skote), -j

Soott, 5- Soot. [OE. *Scol, pi. Scottas, ad. late
L. Scottus ; first in writers of c 400. Late Latin
had a variant Scolus (cf. ined. Gr. Xkwtos), which
became the usual form in med.L. A third form,
Scdtus, may perh. be inferred from the ON. Skotar
pi., though the examples of it in med. Latin verse
are prob. mere mistakes.
The source of the late Latin word is obscure. There is no

evidence that it represents the native name of any Gaelic-
speaking people (the Irish Scot, an Irishman, pi. Scuil, ap-
pears to be a learned word from Latin), nor does it exist in
Welsh, though Welshmen in writing Latin have from the
earliest times used Scoti as the rendering oiGwyddel (Gaels).
It may possibly be an adoption of a name bestowed at an
early period by Britons or Gauls on a Gaelic people (cf. the
Gaulish personal names Scottos, Scottios) ; Sir J. Rhys has
suggested that it may have meant ' tattooed ', cogn. w. Welsh
ysgwlhr a cutting, carving, or sculpturing ; other conjec-
tures have also been offered.
The OHG. Scolto (MHG, mod.G. Schotle), MDu.Schotte,

Schot (mod.Du. Sclwt), agree with the Eng. form ; adoptions
from literary Latin appear in OF. Escot, Sp., Pg. Escoto, It.
Scoto.]

1. Hist. One of an ancient Gaelic-speaking people,
first known to history as inhabitants of Ireland,
who in the 6th century a.d. settled in the north-
west of Great Britain, and from whom the northern
part of the island ultimately received its name.
Down tothe reign of Alfred, Scottas was the ordinary

word for Irishmen (as Scotland fox Hibemia). In the next
reign there were relations between the Anglo-Saxon king-
dom and the kingdom of the Scots in North Britain, and
from that time onward the name was no longer associated
with Ireland except in historical statements.

£>._ E. Chron. an. 891, prie Scottas comon to jElfrede
cyninge, on anum bate butan aelcum gerebrum of Hibernia.
a 900 Bxda's Hist. i. i. (1800) 28 Hibernia Scotta ealond.
c 1105 Lav. 5575 Bruttes & Wailsce, Scottes & Densce. c 1386
Chaucer Alan 0/Law's T. 482 This Constable was no thyng
lord ofthis place . . But kepte it strongly many wyntres space,
VnderAlla,king ofalNorthhumbrelond,..Agayn the Scottes.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) I. 331 And bat londe [Hibernia]
hatte Scotland also, for Scottes woned bcre somtyme, or bey
come into be ober Scotland, bat longede to Bretayne. c 1400
Brut lxxvi (1906) 76 Arthure turnede him a}eyne bere bat
he was, into be place (rat he hade lefle be Scottes. 1570-6
Lambarde Petatub. Kent 2 These Scots (as them selues
do write) were a people of Scythia, that came first into
Spaine, then into Ireland, and from thence to the North
part of Britaine. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

1. 80 Theaeir quhen the scottis cam in the lies of Albion
first, quhilkes we cal Hebrides now. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng.
xtv. lxxxiii. (j6ia) 346 Till the Picts, a People stout,Were by
th' inuading Irish-Scots long thence debelled out. 1797 Encycl.
Brit, (ed. 3)XIV. 560/1When the Scots became masters of the
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low country. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. (ed. 2) I. 286 A chief

among the Scots of Ulster, . . who lived in the middle of the

third century. 188a Rhys Celtic Brit. v. 154 Now the Scots

were Christians, while the Picts ruled over by Brude were

still pagans. Ibid., Columba, who was connected with the

royal family of the Dalriad Scots, came over from Ireland

in the year 563. ... ,
+ b. Comb. , as Scot-lede, -thede, the people of

the Scots. Obs.

c iaog Lav. 20047 J?er liSen to-somne alle Scotleode. Ibid.

20417 Al Scot-beode he ^af his ane peine.

2. A native of Scotland, a Scotchman, a Scots-

man, t Irish Scot : a Highlander.
Since the 17th c. till recently chiefly Hist. exc. in jocular

or rhetorical use. In Scotland there has latterly been a ten-

dency (esp. in newspaper writing) to the more extended use

of the word.

1338 R. BsuiNNECAnwi. (1810) 304 At Foukirke in Scot-

lond, Scottis escapid none, a 135a Mlnot Poems (ed. Hall)

ii. 1 Skottes out of Berwik and of Abirdene. 1387 Tbevisa
HigcUn (Rolls) 1 1. 73 pe see pat departeb Englische men and
Scottes in be est half, c 1475 Hart. Contin. Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 520 The firste Edwardc.wan Scotlonde, magre the

Scottes stronge. 1513 [?S k elton] in Flugel Neuengl. Lesebnch

(1895) 155 Of the out yles ye rough foted scottes we have well

eased you of the bottes. a 1536 Songs, Carols, etc. (E. E.T. S.)

102 A litill balet-.made at M r
. Shawes table by a Skote.

1536 A. Boorde in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. II. 303 Shortly

to conclude, trust yow no Skott, for they wyll yowse flatter-

yng wordes, and all is fal(s]hode. 1585 Pilkington Expos.

Nehemiak iv. 13. 61 If any shoot ill fauouredly, we saie he

Shooteth like a Scott. 1587 Golding De Momay ii. 22 It

is. .one selfesame Sunne that maketh the Ethyopian blacke,

and the Scotte yellowish. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 212

Those same Nt>ble Scottes That are your Prisoners. 1631

Pohy in Crt. <V Times Chas. I (1848) II. 125 The same
Mackey, a Western or Irish Scot,, .was, of all the Scots, most

affected by the King of Sweden. 1639 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 78 For whoknoethe, when your Mali« is neer the

borders, what Scots may flocke to you, if I be gone. 1793
Burns Brute's Addr. 1, Scots ! wha hae wi' Wallace bled,

Scots ! wham Bruce has aften led. 1849 Macaulay /rTr/. Eng.

L 1. 66 In perseverance, in self-command, in forethought, in

all the virtues which conduce to success in life, the Scots

have never been surpassed. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. VI.

xli. 281 Paul Jones, a Scot by birth, in the service of the

United States.

Comb. 1643 (Angier] Lane. Vail. Achor 18 We (Scot-

like) knew not the meaning of a Pardon.

3. dial. (See quots.)

1787 Marshall Rural Econ., Nor/. 387 Scots, Scotch

cattle. 1886 Fietdy Aug. 217/3 Prime large oxen 4s. 6d. to

4s. 3d. ditto Scots &c 4s. 8d. to 5s.

4. slang. (See quots.)

tSia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Scot, a person of an irritable

temper, who is easily put in a passion, which is often done

by the company he is with, to create fun, such a one is de-

clared to be a fine Scot. 1859 Hotten s Slang Diet. 87

Scot, temper or passion ;
' oh ! what a scot he was in '. 1864,

Eliz. Murray Ella Norman II.53/I am tired.'—'Yes and
in a greater scot than I ever saw you. Why, we can raise

you worse than Ma !

'

^—
Scot (sk.pt), sb.2 Also 3-4 scoth, 4 scott, 5-6

scotte, 6 skot t, skotte. [Ultimately identical

with OE. sc{e)ot
t
gesc{e)ot Shot sb. ; its formal

relation to this is somewhat uncertain.

There can be little doubt that ME. scot is in part of Scan-

dinavian origin, a. ON. shot ; but in some instances it may
represent the OF. escot (mod.F. /cot), which is an adoption

of the Teut. word; in some uses, again (esp. in Rome-scot)
the OE. written form may have been preserved traditionally

or revived from documents.]

1. A payment, contribution, ' reckoning *
; esp.

payment for entertainment ; a or one's share of

such payment; chiefly in the phrase to pay (for)

(one's) scot: tit. andfg.
i*97 R* Glouc (Rolls) 6001 Verst hii wolde ete & drinke

. .& subbe be louerd of be hous quelle. .& subbe brenne al is

bous al uor hor scot ywis. 1340 Ayenb. 51 And banne me
hine [sc. the glutton] anhongep. pis is bet scot : bet me ofte

PaVP- <398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xxiii, (1495) 313
After souper that is freely yeue it is not honest to compella
man to pay his scot, c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhocU in. xxii.

(1869) 147 pat is bilke bat biseecheth bred for be loue of

Sod, and wole in no place pay scotte for no thing bat she
ispendeth. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour i iij b, God payeth

y* grete scot for he rendred to C. double. 1534 NIore
Com/, agst. Trib. \\. Wks. 1177/a If so be.. that they haue
founde out so easye awaye to heauen, as to take no thought,

but make mery, . .and then letteChrystes passion pave for all

the scotte. c 1566 Merie Tales 0/ Skclton in S.'s Wks. (1843)

I. p. lviii, Ise bay for your skott to London. 1.7*9 ** Walkden
Diary 4 July (1866) 29, I asked him what I owed him ;..I

gave him half-a-crown, but be gave me 6d. back.. .So we are

clear of all the scots that I know of. 1759 in Catat. A rchives

All Souls* Coll. (1877) 227 The scots have been very high.

i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 346 No
system of clientship suits them ; but every man must pay
his scot. 1870 A. Steinmetz Gaming Table I. viii. 214
Some silly lad., allows himself to be., wheedled into paying
their scot. 1879 Pattison Milton iii. 36 He paid^ his scot

by reciting from memory some of his youthful Latin verses.

1879 Miss Jackson Shrcpsh. Word-Sk.
t
Scat, an ale-house

reckoning.

fb. Comb., as scot-penny.

1319 in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 13 Solvent denar' qui

Scot peny vocatur. 1338 Anatrver Gild Rolls ibid. 335
Summa denariorum reccptorum de scotpanes, sigepanes et

hanspanes in domo inferior! xliL*. \ui.

f2. A customary tax laid on, or a contribution

paid by subjects according to their ability ; a custom

paid to the use of a sheriff or bailiff; a local or

municipal tax. Obs.

1387 Trfvisa Higden (Rolls) II. 97 Scot, a gaderynge in

work of baylifes. 143*^50 tr, Higden ibid., Scot, that is the
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paymente of a certeyne money to the vtilite of the lorde.

1545 Elyot Diet., Cloacarium, scotte in a towne for clens-

ynge of commune draughtes. 1646 J. Benbriggb Usura
Accom. 15 So they may. .at least be eased in their Scots
and Taxes.

3. spec. A tax levied on the inhabitants of the

marshes and levels of Kent and Sussex (see quots.).

1793 A. Young Agric. Sussex 22 In Pevensey, and gener-

ally in all the levels, is raised a tax by the acre, called Scot,

both general and particular. The general scot is applied

for the purposes of paying water-bailiffs expenses.. .The
particular scot is applied for the.. looking after the streams
and sewers. 1896 Daily Nexus 1 June 4/6 This ' scot ' is a
special rate on the agriculturists of the marshes, and in some
years has amounted to as much as 8s. in the £.

4. Scot and lot (earlier lot and scot) : a tax levied

by a municipal corporation in proportionate shares

upon its members for the defraying of municipal

expenses. Phrase, To pay (a person off) lot and
scot (fig.), to pay out thoroughly, to settle with.

Also shot and lot : see Shot sb.

xa*7 in Gross Gild Merck. (1890) II. 211 Si aliquis natiuus

alicuius in prefato Burgo manserit, . . et fuerit in prefata

Gilda et Hansa et loth et Scoth cum eisdem Burgensibus

fete.]. 13*0 Rolls 0/ Parlt. I. 377/2 Quod cum villa de
Pevenese.. fuerit. .in Lote & Scott cum ilia villa de Hast,
inges. 1494 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 189, 1 shalbe redyatscoUe
and lotte, and all my duties truly pay and doo. 1537 in

W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford 150 Robt. James.. shall

here almaner of skotte and lotte. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII,

c.42 §6 The said harbours.. sbal beare and pay tot and scot

. .within the sayd citie. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iv*ii5

Twas time to counterfet, or that hotte Termagant Scot, had
paid me scot and lot too. 1640 Jrnl. Ho. Commons II. 14

The Election was free to every one that paid Scot and Lot.

1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. "5 P3The freeholders of

Great Britain, as well as those that pay scot and lot. i8sa

Galt Sir A. Wylie xii. I. 92 Ye maun just gang your ways,

for scot nor lot will I pay you, or the like o you. 1835 App.
Munic. Corpor. ReP. 1. 5 The Juries are selected by the

bailiffs from the inhabitants paying scot and lot. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxiv, I'll pay you off scot and lot by
and bye. 1865 — Mut. Fr. 1. xvi, She paid scot and she

paid lot when she had money to pay. 1876 Browning
Pacckiarotto xiii, This notable Club Pacchiarotto Had
joined long since, paid scot and lot to, As free and accepted
' Bardotto .

b. attrib.

17 18 Prior Protogenes fy Apelles 1 2 Protogenes, Historians

note, Liv'd there, a Burgess Scot and Lot. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias 111. iv. f8 This is really too flattering, interrupted

the scot and lot gentleman. 1831 Lincoln Heraldry Apr.,

By Scot and Lot Voting. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep.
11. 1059 (Seaford, Kent) The Commonalty are the scot and
lot inhabitants. 1869 Rogers Hist. Gleanings I. 67 The
scot*and.lot voters. 1898 J. E. C. Bodley France II. 111.

iii 157 Scot-and-lot electors.

Scot (skpt), sb,% [Cf. led. Skotti, a nickname
for ' a horse whose body and tail are of different

colours' (Vigf.),J&>//a (fox's) tail ; also Scutj£.]

1. A name of a horse. Now dial, (Suffolk) : see

E.D.D.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 616 This Reue sat vpon a ful good

stot,That was al pomely grey, and highte Scot. Ibid. Friar's

T. 245 Hayt Brok, hay t Scot, what spare ye for the stones?

f 2. An old name for the hare. Obs. rare 1
. Cf.

SCOTABT, SCOTEWINE.
a 13RS Names 0/ Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 The scot, the

deubert (etc. J.

Scot (skft), v. See also Shot v. [f. Scot sb.2]

+ 1. intr. To participate, share {with a person).

a xms A ncr. R. 348 Ase ;e schotte3 mid him of his pine

on eoroe, also $e schulen scotten mid him of his blisse ine

heouene.

b. Sc, in phr. to scot and lot : see Scat v.2

1531 Burgh Rec Edin. (1871) II. 53 Because the saidis vn-

fremen nowthir scottis lottis, walkis nor wardis within our

said fredome. 1583 J. Balfour Practicks (1754) 48 Gif ony
wedow buy and sell within burgh with the nichtbouris, sche

sail scot and lot with thame in taxatiounis and utheris he I pis.

2. trans. To lay (a person or property) under

contribution of ' scot ' ; to assess.

r 1790 in Catal. Archives All Souls' Coll. (1877) 326 List

of owners of land scotted to Lydd Wall. 1774 E. Iacob

Faversham 28 AH which lands and tenements are geldablj

by the abbot, and scotted and lotted as well as ourselves, for

the service of our lord the king. 1864 Lower in Sussex

Archxol. Collect. XVI. 253 As low lands drained at a public

or common charge are still said to be ' scotted '.

Hence Sco'tted///. a.
t
Sco'tting vbl, sb.

1545 Aberdeen Reg. (Jam.), Thair scotting & lotting, with

the furing of his guids furth of Aberdeen to Leyth. 1893

Doncaster Chron. 10 Nov. 1/5 That the sum of ^500 be

allowed from the estate in reduction of the engine rates on

the scotted lands.

SCO-tale, SCOt-ale. Obs. exc. Hist. Also 2

soot(t)hale, (scotteshale), 4 scotal(L [f. Scot

sb.2 + Ale.] An ' ale ' or festival at which ale was

drunk at the invitation of the lord of the manor or

of a forester or other bailiff, for which ale a forced

contribution was levied.

[1155-8 in Col. Charter Rolls (1906) II. 472 Q"«i omnes

sint quieti de burdeL.et de scotala..ita quod vicecomes

meus. .scotalam non faciat.] 1190 in Stubbs Set. Charters

(1895) 266 Quod omnes sint quieti de jeresgieve et de scottes.

hale, ita quod si vicecomes nostervel aliquis alius baillivus

scotthale facial. 1117 Charter 0/ Forest vii, Nullus fore-

starius vel bedellus decetero faciat scotale, vel [etc.]. 1*35-

5a Rentalia Glastonbury (Somerset Rec. Soc) 108 Item,

potabit iij scotallas. 1474-5 >n Swayne Sarum Ckurchw.

Ace. (1896) 17 Et in clauis emptis pro domo scotale hoc

anno, vd. 1598 Manwood Lames Forest xxi. § 4 (1615) 203/2
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A Scottall or Scot-ale is, where any officer of the Forest doth
keepe an Alehouse, .and by colour of his office doth cause
men to come to his house, and there to spend their money,
for feare of hauing his displeasure. 1660 Somner Gavelkind
29 It seems to be the same with what was afterwards called

Scot-ale, whereof you may read in Matth. Paris, the Charter
of the Forest, Bracton, the Mirroir, and elsewhere. 1874
Stubbs Const. Hist. xiii. (1897) I. 672 Next to this the 'scot-

ale ' seems to have been the most burdensome local custom.
The nature of this exaction is very obscure. It was however
levied by the sheriff for his own emolument, probably as a
reward for his services in maintaining the peace.

t Scotart. Obs. rare* 1

. [? f. Scut sb, + -art,

-ARi). Cf. Scot sb,% 2.] An old name for the hare.

a 1325 Names 0/ Hare in Ret. Ant. I. 133 The hare, the

scotart, the bigge, the bouchart.

Scotch (skfrtj), sb.l In 5 skoch, 8 skotch,

dial, squotch. [Cognate with Scotch v,1]
1, An incision, cut, score or gash.

£1450 Two Cookery-bks. 102 Kut him in be bakke in two
or pre places, but no^t borgh, And drawe him in be sket
[Douce MS, skoch] next the hede, as thou doest a rounde
pike. 1516 Grete Herball eclxxiii. (1520) P iv b, In that

countree the people make scotches or clyftes in the barke of
this tre. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Cicatricosa vitis, a vine
full of scotches and choppes. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. iv.

vii. 10 Wee'l beat 'em into Bench-holes, I haue yet Roome
for six scotches more. 1615 N. Carpenter Geog, Del. i. ii.

U°35) 37 A round bowle .. indented here and there with
scotches. 1655 Walton Angler xiii. (1661) 194 Then give
him [the eel] three or four scotches with a knife. 1684 Lond.
Gaz. No. 1895/4 A pretty big chubbed Man,. .a Scotch in

his Face. 1787 Grose Prov. Gloss,, Skotch, or Squotch, a
notch, or cut. 1787 W. H.Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 387
Scotches, scores, or notches. 1831 L. Hunt Boileau s Battle

0/ Bks. 51 All arm them as they can : one gives a scotch

With 'Love's Decree"; another, with the 'Watch'.

2. spec. A line scored or marked upon the ground,

in the game of Hopscotch. Also Comb, f scotch-

hoppers, -hob
}
names for the game.

1677 Poor Robin To Rdr., The time when School-boys
should play at Scotch-hoppers. 1693 Locke Educ. § 76 (1699)

1 16 Dancing and Scotch-hoppers would be the same thing to

them, were the Encouragements and Discouragements equal.

Ibid. § 129. i8«3 E. Moor Suffolk Words, Scotch-hob. 1890
Wedgwood in N. <$ Q. Ser. vn. X. 64 Taking care that the

tile shall be driven clear over the scotch, or scored line.

1 3. Phr. Out of all scotch and notch
f

? beyond
all bounds or calculation. Cf. Scotch v.1 i b. Obs.

1589 Marprel., Hay any Work A ij b, The pleasure which
you haue done vnto me, Is out of all scotche and notche.

1594 Lylv Mother Bombie 11. iii, We gird them and flout

them out of all scotch and notch, and they cannot see it.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Thou wilt be as ready as

any catchpoule, out of all scotch & notch to torment him.

Scotch (skptj), sb.2 Also 7 skatch.o skotch.

[Belongs to Scotch v,2 : of obscure origin
;
pern,

cogn. w. Scote v.

If the 17th c form skatck be correct, the word may be

identical with Scatch sb., stilt.]

1. A block placed under a wheel, a cask, or the

like, to prevent moving or slipping.

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xiii. § 458 Behind
there is a skatch to stay the wagon in some steep descent.

1861 J. B. Keene Pract. Gauging 40 They [sc. casks] are to

be firmly fixed, by means of scotches placed underneath, in a

horizontal position, bung upwards. 1859 F. A. Griffiths
Artil. Man. (1862) 115 Iwo shod handspikes, and two
scotches. 1877 Field Exerc. Infantry 415 The wheels must
be well secured with lashing rope and scotches. 1897 Daily
News n Feb. 8/5 The scotches failed, and the boiler began
to back down the hill.

h.fg.
1601 Sir W. Corkwallis Ess. ii. xlv. (1631) 251 It is time so

soon asour breathing hath set a scotch upon Time. 1861 Ruf-
fini Dr. Antonio x, The Baronet, who did not like so many
scotches put to his plans. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss, s. v., So we
often speak metaphorically of ' putting a scotch on a person's

wheel , i.e. checking him ; and to put a scotch on a project

is to put difficulties in its way.

2. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Scotch, a slotted bar which slips

upon a rod or pipe, and forms a bearing for a shoulder or

collar thereon, so as to support it while a section above is

being attached or detached. Used in boring and tubing

wells.

Scotch, (sk^tj), a. and sb,$ Also 7 Scot'sh.

[Contracted var. of Scottish.

The three forms of the adj., Scotch, Scottish, Scots, are still

current, with some difference in use, which, however, is

somewhat unsettled. Down to the middle of the 16th c. the

only form used in southern English was Scottish ; but in

the dialect of Scotland (and hi that of the north of England
in the 14th and 15th c.) the form was Scottis (cf. Inglis m
English), subsequently contracted to Scots. So far as our
quotations show, the contraction of Scottish into Scotch is

not recorded before 1570 (in the compound Scotchman),
though the colloquial pronunciation which it represents may
well be much older ; instances of Scotchcap, Scotchjig occur
in 1591-99, but the adj. did not become common in literature

until the second half of the 17th c.
#
From that time until

recently Scotch has been the prevailing form in England,
though Scottish has always been in use as a more formal
synonym. In Scotland, the authors who wrote in dialect

(down to Ramsay and Fergusson early in the 18th c.) used
Scots, while those who anglicized adopted the form Scottish.

But before the end of the 18th c. Scotch had been adopted
into the northern vernacular; it is used regularly by Burns,and
subsequently by Scott ; still later, it appears even in official

language in the title of the 'Scotch Education Office'.

Within the last half-century there has been in Scotland a
growing tendency to discard this form altogether, Scottish,

or less frequently Scots, being substituted. At present,

while in England Scotch is the ordinary colloquial word, the

literary usage prefers Scottish in applications relating to
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the nation or the country at large or its institutions or

characteristics. Thus it is usual to speak of ' Scottish litera-

ture ', ' Scottish history ', ' the Scottish character \ 'a Scottish

lawyer* ' the Scottish border '. On the other hand, it would

sound affected to say ' a Scottish girl \ « a Scottish gar-

dener,'and there is no alternative for expressions like 'Scotch

tweeds', * Scotch whisky'. Although 'the Scottish dialect'

is now the usual designation, it is seldom that Scottish is

used as a sb. instead of Scotch. Recent usage favours Scots

in 'Scots law ', and it is now almost universal in historical

references to money, as ' a pound Scots '.]

A. adj.

1. Of persons : Of, belonging to, or native to,

Scotland.
1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxiv. (1612) 350 Ferquard

did with the fatall Chaire, earst spoke-of, send his Sonne.

That thereupon ofScotch-Kings Here the Title first begunne,
And all Scotch-Crownings earst as his, on it were Else-where

done. 1654 H. L'Estrange Ckas. I (1655) 166 The Scot'sh

Revolters in the state I left them, were not like to meliorate

nor to goe lesse in animosity, c 1655 Milton Sonn., Forcers

ofConscience 12 By shallow Edwards and Scotch what d'ye

call. 1701 Cowets Interpr., Acre, an old sort ofDuel fought

by single Combatants, English and Scotch, between the Fron-
tiers of their Kingdom, with Sword and Lance, a 1704 T,
Brown Laconics wks. 1711 IV. 15 An English Bull-dog, and
a Scotch Presbyterian, are of a different Species from all the

Bull-dogs and Presbyterians in the World. 1775 Brit.

Chronol. II. an. 1717, 19 June, Several of the Scotch clergy,

being convicted a second time, of not praying for king
George by name, were silenced for three years. 1838 W.
Bell Diet. Law Scot. Pref. 7 To which no Scotch lawyer

of the present century can refer, without [etc.]. i860

Thackeray Round. Papers, On some carp at Sans Souci,

That tipsy Scotch gentleman who used to come to the

chambers sometimes. 1861 Pearson Early <y Mid. Ages
Eng. xxvi. 313 His marriage with Maud, the aunt of the

Scotch king. 1894 Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs. Life II. 201 He
had no Scotch blood in him that I know of!

b. Scotch cuddy; draper, + merchant', etc. : a

travelling draper or pedlar : see quots. and Scotch-

man l I a.

1706 Phillips <ed. Kersey), Pedler, one that sells small

Wares about the Streets r a Hawker; a Scotch or wand 'ring

Merchant. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxn, [He] spoke of Jarvie

as a petulant, conceited Scotch pedlar, with whom there was
no dealing. 1894 Northumb. Gloss., Manadge-man, an
itinerant vendor of goods on credit for household require-

ments. Sometimes called in Newcastle a ' Scotch draper '.

190X G. Douglas Ho. Green Shutters 96 The ' Scotch

Cuddy ' is so called because he is a beast of burden, and not

from the nature of his wits. He is a travelling packman, who
infests communities of working men, and disposes of his

goods on the credit system, receiving payment in instalments.

ibid. 08 Sandy, .had been a Scotch Cuddy in the Midlands.

1908 E. Parry in Daily Chron. 9 June 4/7 A Scotch draper
is a credit travelling draper, and I believe they originally

came from Scotland.

c. In the names of military bodies consisting of

Scotchmen.
Scotch Greys : sometimes used for the official form Scots

Greys (see Grey sb. 8).

1756 Act 29 Geo. If, c. 17 § 5 The Corps in the Service of
..the United Provinces, distinguished by the Name of The
Scotch Brigade. 1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 139
At this moment the Scotch Greys poured in upon the enemy
as a flood. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. iii,The corps long main-
tained in the service of the States of Holland, and called the

Scotch Dutch. 1853 Stocqueler Milit. Encycl., Scotch

Brigade, a brigade of Scotchmen, gentlemen and others,

who served under the elector of Bavaria in the reign of

James I, and subsequently under Gustavus Adolphus in the

thirty years' war.

d. Characteristic of Scotland or its people.

1815 R. Bell Conveyance of Land Introd. 8 The statute

acting (agreeably to Scotch ideas) as a charter of confirma-

tion in favour of every subsequent purchaser. 1834 M.
Scott Cruise ofMidge viii, ' What ship is that ?

' This was
answered Scotch fashion—' What felucca is that ? * 1900 St.

James's Gaz. 9 Apr. 3/1 What the sailors call ' Scotch sea-

manship ', which is all stupidity and main strength.

e. Scotch cousin : a distant relative (in allusion

to the practice in Scotland of tracing kinship to

remote degrees).

1864 Times 10 Aug. (Hoppe), A Scotch cousinship of ten

removes. 1887 Mary Cholmondeley Danvers Jeivels i, I

have no deserving nephew or Scotch cousin.

2. Of things : Of or pertaining to Scotland or its

inhabitants (often denoting a particular variety or

quality of the thing named, e.g. Scotch ale, cambric,

carpet, paling, rite, whisky, etc.).

S?1 ) 1595 Esce Scotch cap]. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. i.

7 The first suite is hot and hasty like a Scotch jigge (and
ull as fantastical). 1669 Dighy Closet Opened 114 The ex-
cellent Scotch Ale is made thus, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Creiv S.V. Luggs, A Scotch Proverb. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VI 1 1.

296/2 The Scotch Settlement there [at Darienl ijSs Spanish
Rivals 7, I have stuck to my master like a Scotch plaid, in

all weathers. 1783 Burns Scotch Drink i, I sing the juice
Scotch bear can make us. Ibid, ii, O thou, my Muse I guid,
auld Scotch Drink ! 1808 Scott in Lockhart (1837) I. i. 58
The Scotch law lectures were those of Mr. David Hume.
1820 Trials for High Treason Scot. (1825) I. 93 We are
here to deal with Scotch law in a Scottish court. 183a
Scoreby Farm Rep. 5 in Libr. Useful Knowl., Husb. Ill,
Scotch-Paling, neat light fence, peculiarly adapted for gar-
dens, for securing single trees,, .was introduced at Scoreby
[Yorkshire], from Lanarkshire, by John Wood, Esq., M.P.,
a few years ago. 1838 \V. Bell Diet. Laiu Scot, sin Scotch
law language, however, the term absolute disposition is

generally used in relation to heritable property. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 263 The three-ply imperial carpet, called the
Scotch, is coming very much into vogue. x8« J. F. W.
Johnston Chem. Common Life xiv. I. 337 While malt
liquors give our Scotch and Irish whiskies. _ 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Scotch-cambric, a cotton fabric made in imita-

I
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tlon of French cambric 1861 Pearson Early fy Mid. Ages
Eng. xxviii. 337 The transition of races that was rapidly
going on in the Scotch Lowlands. 1883 Grove's Diet. Mus.
III. 437 The impressions of his [Mendelssohn's] Scotch tour
in 1829.

b. As the epithet of various weights and mea-
sures, etc. (differing from the English standard),

nsed formerly in Scotland. Scotch acre, 6,084 square
yards; Scotch ell, 37-0958 inches; Scotch mile,

see Milej^.1 1; etc. Cf. Scots a. 16, Scottish a.

1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 314 The half-Davoch .

.

consists of ninety-six Scotch acres of arable land.. with a
competent quantity ofmountain or grazing land. 1785 Burns
Death <$ Dr. Hornbook vii, Its stature seem'd lang Scotch
ells twa. 1786— Auld Farmer's Saint. Mare x, But sax
Scotch mile, thou try't their mettle. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)
X. 718/1 The Scotch quart contains 210 inches. 1799 J.
Robertson Agric. Perth p. vi. Table Weights etc., 1 Scotch
pint = 103.4 cubic inches. . .A Scotch acre commonly = 6084
square yards. N.B. If the difference of inches were narrowly
attended to in making the Scotch chain, a Scotch acre would
be equal to 6150.7 square yards. x8oi Farmer's Mag. Apr.
179 A good crop of hay, upon an English statute acre, will

not exceed 240 Scotch stone. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xix, At
the rate of twelve shillings (Scotch) per diem. 1843 Loudon
Encycl. Agric. Suppl. (1857) § 8308 The following table ex-

hibits the cost per Scotch acre of draining in this method.

o. With the names of various animals and birds.

Scotch dipper, duck, teal, local U.S. for the Charitonetta
or Bucephala albeola (in Cent. Diet. 1891 and later Diets.).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Scotch-hobby, a little sorry,

scrubbed, low Horse of that Country. 1847W. C.L.Martin
The Ox 61/1 Black Scotch cattle. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI.

515/2 The chief breeds of coursing greyhounds now in vogue
are the Newmarket, the Lancashire, and the Scotch. 1885
Swainson Prov. Names Birds 28 [The sedge-warbler is

called] Scotch nightingale (Roxburgh ; Stirling). 1887 Field
18 June 845/3 Some people at Felling-on-Tyne..were taken
in by buying skinned cats for ' Scotch hares ',

d. With the names of various insects, esp. butter-

flies and moths. (See quots.)

183a J. Rennie Butterft. # Moths 13 The Scotch Ringlet
{Hipparchia Blandina, Leach) appears in August. Ibid. 19
The Scotch Argus {Polyommatus Artaxerxes, Stephens)
appears at the end of July. Ibid. 135 The Scotch Pug
{Eupithecia cognata, Stephens). . . Scarce. Fifeshire and
Mid Lothian. 1869 Newman Brit. Moths 68 The Scotch
Amulet (Dasydia obfuscata). 1876 J. Gibson in Encycl.
Brit. IV. 595/1 Other species are extremely local, as the
Scotch Argus {Lycaena artaxerxes), confined to a few Scot-
tish hillsides. 1887 Casseirs Encycl. Diet., Scotch-sawfly,
the genus Lopbyrus.

3. As the designation of the variety of northern

English which is vernacular in Scotland. Hence
of words, expressions, etc., belonging to this, and
of works composed in it. Cf. Scots a. 2, Scot-
tish a.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 560/1 marg., Causes of the
purity of the Scotch dialect of this ancient language. 1801

W. Beattie {title). Fruits of Time Parings, being a small

collection of original poems, Scotch and English. 1828 P.
Cunningham N.S. IVales (ed. 3) II. 239 Many spoke the
Scotch dialect so broadly as almost to puzzle me to unravel
it. 1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd., To secure the adherence
of stout, able-bodied, and, as the Scotch phrase then went,
pretty men. 1863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1649/2 Similar
to the Scotch pronunciation of the initial H. 1878 Encycl.
Brit. VIII. 398/2 So in early Scotch books we find zellow,

ze,yat,yem.

4. Special collocations : Scotch bait(seequot.);

f Scotch boot m Boot^. 3
3; f Scotchbum, a kind

of bustle; Scotch catchMus. = Scotch snap; Scotch
chocolate, coffee slang' (see quots.); Scotch col-

lops (seeCollop1 2 c); Scotch douche [ - F.douche

frossaise] (see quot.) ; Scotch face Printing (see

quot.) ; f Scotch fall, an article of dress ; Scotch
fiddle slang, the itch (see Fiddle sb. 4 c) ; Scotch
fines, a particular quality of rags used in paper-

making ; Scotch furnace, ' a simple form of ore-

hearth used in smelting lead ores * {Cent. Diet,

189*); Scotch hand, hearth (see quots.);

f Scotch-land, Scotland; Scotch marriage (see

Marriage 2); Scotch mist (see Mist sb,* 1 c),

also allusively; hence Scotch-misty a., character-

ized by Scotch mist ; Scotch pebble (see Pebble
sb. 2 c); Scotch prize JVaut., a capture by mistake;

t Scotch rabbit, ? a ' Welsh rabbit
' ; + Scotch

saddle, a particular variety of saddle (cf. Scotissh

sadell, Saddle sb. 1 b), also attrib.ox adj.; Scotch
scale Mus. (see quot.); fScotch-sleeve, ?a person

wearing sleeves of ' Scotch cloth ' ; Scotch snap
Mus. (see quot.) ; Scotch spur Her., a bearing

representing a prick spur; Scotch stone (see

quot.); Scotch terrier (see Terrier). See also

Scotch bonnet, cap, cloth.

1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., *Scotch bait, a halt and a rest-

ing on a stick, as practised by pedlars. 1697 Collier Ess.

Mor. Snbj. l (1709) 123 They.. immediately.. got a sort of

"Scotch-Boot to bend their Hams"in. 1607 Dekker & Web.
Ster Westw.-Hoe 11. ii, That French gowne, Scotch fals,

"Scotch bum, and Italian head-tire you sent her. 1785 Grose
Did. Vulgar T. t

*Scotch chocolate, brimstone and milk.

1864 Hotten's Slang Diet., *Scotch coffee, biscuits toasted

and boiled in water. Sea. 1883 Clark Russell Sailor's

Lang., Scotch coffee, hot water flavoured with burnt biscuit.

1891 Century Diet., *Scotch douche, a douche of hot water,

beginning at a temperature of 40 CL increased gradually to

45-5o°C.,and immediately followed by cold water; more
generally, a succession of alternate hot and cold douches.

SCOTCH.

Ibid. s. v. Serif in the "Scotch-face it (the serif] is curved
like a bracket on the inner side. 1607 'Scotch fall [see
Scotch bum]. 1675 Earl op Rochester Tunbridge Wells
120 And then more smartly to expound the Riddle Of
all this Prattle, gives her a "Scotch Fiddle. 1880 J. Dun-
bar Pract. Papermaker 23 *Scotch Fines. 1884 GirCs
Own Paper Jan. 155/3 Littfe rolls of butter (made with the
two little wooden bats known as "Scotch hands). 1881 Ray-
mond MiningGtoss.,*Scotch hearth, alow forge or furnace
of cast-iron, with one tuyere, in which rich galena is treated
by a sort of accelerated roasting and reaction process.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. iv. 88 In *Scotch-land. 1768
Goldsm. Good-n. Man v, Landlady. . . For certain, *Scotch
marriages seldom turn out well. 1647 J. Cleveland) Char.
of^Lond.-Diurn. 7 This is he, that hath put out one of the
Kingdoms eyes, by clouding our Mother-University, and (if

the "Scotch-mist further prevaile) will extinguish this other.
1662 Gusman's Ephemen's A 2 b, Since the first Scotch Mist
in England 20 [years J. 1679 C. Nesse Antichrist 204 By sun-
dry vials powr'd upon it, a Scotch mist is upon it. atyoo-
[see Mist sb. 1 1 c]. 1866 Carlyle Remin. I. 210 A windless,
Scotch-misty, Saturday night 1867 Smyth Sailors' iVord-
bk.*Scotch prize, a mistake; worse than no prize, or one liable

to hamper the captors with heavy law expenses. 1747 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery ix. 97 To make a *Scotch-Rabbit. Toast
a Piece of Bread. ., butter it, cut a Slice of Cheese,, .toast it

on both Sides, and lay it on the Bread. 1598 Florio,
Naso schiacciato, a flat *Scotch-saddie nose, c 1800 Busby
Diet. Mus. *Scotch-Scale, a Scale differing from that of
the other nations of Europe by its omission of the fourth
and seventh ; a peculiarity from which all the genuine Scot-
tish melodies derive their national and distinguished char-
acter. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. ii. ut 30 Poor Lawn-
Sleeves (or *Scotch-Sleeves)..was so assaulted, as. .he had
probably perished by their violence. 1883 J. M. Wood in

Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 437 "Scotch Snap or Catch is the
name given to the reverse of the ordinary dotted note which
has a short note after it—in the snap the short note comes
first and is followed by the long one. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. viL 304/1 "Scotch Spur. 1847 Gloss. Heraldry 293 The
Scotch or prick-spur has a spike instead of a rowel. 1881

Encycl. Brit. XII. 135/1 Among hones of less importance
..may be noted. .Water of Ayr stone, "Scotch stone, or
snake stone, used for tools and for polishing marble.

b. In names of plants : Scotch asphodel (see

Asphodel 2 d) ; Scotch attorney, a name given

in Jamaica to various species of Clusia or woody
vines which twine round the trunks of trees and
destroy them (cf. Scotchman i d); Scotch barley,

{a) a Scotch variety of barley ;
{b) 'a variety of

pot-barley (Barley sb. 1 b), made by simply grind-

ing off the husk* (Ogilvie Suppl. 1855) ; Scotch
bear, bigg, bear {sb£), and bigg, grown in Scot-

land; Scotch broom, 'an American designation

of the common broom, Cylisus scoparius' (Cent.

Diet. 1891); Scotch cinquefoile, crocus, curlies

(see quots.) ; Scotch elm, Ulmus montana

;

Scotch fir (see Fib 1) ; Scotch gale = Gale
sb."1 ; Scotch geranium, Geranium Robertianum
(Britten & Holland 1886); Scotch grass, the

Panicum molle of the West Indies (see quots.)
;

Scotch greys, a variety of oats ; Scotch heath
or heather (see quot.); Scotch kale (see Kale
ib); Scotch laburnum (see Laburnum); Scotch
lilac (see quot.); Scotch lovage m Lovage b;
Scotch meroury (see Mercury^. 10 d ; Scotch
parsley = Lovage b ; Scotch pine (see Pine sb.2

2); alsoattrib.; Scotch primrose (seePrimrose 2);

Scotch rose (see quot. 1820) ; + Scotch scurvy-
grass, the sea-side bindweed, Convolvulus Soldan-

ella. See also Scotch thistle.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed .3) II. 358 Tofieldia palus-

tris.. "Scotch Asphodel, Marsh Tofieldia. 1864 Grisebach
Flora W. Ind. Islands 787 *Scotch attorney : Clusia.

1871 Kingsley At Last v, The Matapalo (or Scotch Attor-

ney, as it is rudely called here). 1707 Mortimer Husb.
(1721) I. 131 In Lincolnshire they sow a sort of Barley that

they call "Scotch Barley. 18*5 Loudon Encycl. Agric.

§ 4689 Of pot-barley there are two sorts, pearl and Scotch ;

both are produced by grinding off the husk. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts 87 The "Scotch beer or bigg, is the hordeum
vulgare hexasticon. Ibid. 91 An inferior Scotch bigg.

1843 Baxter Brit. Ph&nog. Bot. VI. 470 Sibbaldia pro-

cumbens. Procumbent Sibbaldia. *Scotch Cinquefoil. 188a

Garden 28 Jan. 66/2 The Cloth of Silver or "Scotch Crocus

is a large variety of the Italian Crocus biflorus. 1891 Century
Diet., *Scotch curlies, a variety of kale, so called from its

curled leaves. 1840 Baxter Brit.Phaenog. Bot.V. 386 Ulmus
montana. Mountain Elm. "Scotch Elm. Wych Elm.

1696 Vlvkkkrt A Imagestum Wks. 1760 II. 297 The "Scotch

Firr. 1897 Baring-Gould Bladys xxh, The wind sang in a

Scotch fir rooted in the red cliff overhead. X795 Statist.

Ace. Scot. XIV. 60 Near to the King's Well, in the same
barony, is to be found what is called the "Scotch-gale, a

species of the myrtle. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 133

"Scotch Grass, This plant is cultivated and thrives very

luxuriantly in all the low and marshy lands of Jamaica.

X839 Penny Cyct. XIII. 75/1 The Scotch grass grows with

great luxuriance by the sides of the rivers [of Jamaica],

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 578 The blue oat.. is

suggested in Miller's Dictionary as the sort known to farmers

under the title of *Scotch Greys. 1891 Century Diet.,
*Scotch heath or heather, most properly, Erica cinerea.. ;

also (U.S.), the common heather, Calluna vulgaris. 1840

Paxton Bot. Dict.,*Scotch laburnu??r
t
see Cytisus alpinus.

1759 Miller Gard. Diet. (ed. 7) s. v. Syriuga, One of these

[varieties] has white Flowers, one blue, and the third has

purple Flowers ; the latter is commonly known by the

Title of *Scotch Lilac, to distinguish it from the other.

1731 Ibid., Ltgusticum; Scoticum... "Scotch Lovage. 1774
Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772, 310 Ligusticum scoticum,

"Scotch parsley, or the shunis of this island [Hebrides],

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Abies 3/2 The "Scotch Pine
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or Pinaster, will grow on the North or East side. 1840 Lou-
don tr. Kdllar^s Treat. Insects 363 The Scotch Pine Bark-
Beetle. Hylesinus(Hylnrgus) pimperda, Fabr. 1863 Prior
Plant-n. 184 *Scotch-Primrose. 1731 Miller Gara. Diet.

s. v. Rosa 6, The strip'd "Scotch Rose.. .The sixth Sort is

found wild in Scotland. i8ao J. Sabine in Trans, Hort.
Soc. (i8aa) IV. 281 The Scotch Rose has been, and still is,

sometimes called the Burnet Rose; itistheRosaspinosissimn

of the English authors. 1787 Lichtfoot Flora Scot. I. 140
Convolvulus foliis reniformibus pedunculis unifloris..Sea
Bindweed. *Scotch Scurvy-Grass.

B. sb. (Elliptical uses of the adj.)

1. The Scotch (pi.) : The inhabitants of Scotland
or their immediate descendants in other countries.

1781 J. Ripley Set. Orig. Lett. 41 Let the words English
and Scotch be entirely obliterated and lost in that more
ancient and significant word Britons. ^ 1818 Scott Rob Roy
iv, The Scotch of that period were guilty of similar injustice

to the English. 1835 Loudon Encycl. Agric. § 4718 The
fine powder which is produced by husking the corn,, .forms
the sowens of the Scotch. 1861 Pearson Early <$• Mid.
Ages Eng. xxviii. 337 Meanwhile, the Scotch were divided
by a quarrel as to who should lead the van.

b. Scotch and English : the English Border
name for prisoner's base ; cf. French and English
(see French sb. 2 b).

180a W. Hutton Hist. Roman Wall 105 The children of
this day, upon the English border keep up the remembrance
[of former scenes] by a common play, called Scotch and
English, or, The Raid (inroad). 1825 Jamieson, English
amiScotch, a common game among young people. 1869 Mrs.
Somerville Personal RecolL (1872) i. 22 In our play-hours
[at school in 1790] we amused ourselves, .at 'Scotch and
English ', a game which represented a raid on the debatable
land, or Border between Scotland and England, in which
each party tried to rob the other of their playthings.

2. The Scotch language : see A. 3.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant Cretv, Sawny, a Fool. He's a metr

x<z7VMv,heisverysoft, tho'(in Scotch) it is only for Alexander.
i8j8 Scott Hrt. Midi, iv, Which is to say, in plain Scotch,
the gallows. 18x4 — Redgauntlet let. til, I myself have
since that time acquired Scotch in perfection, and many a
Scotticism withal. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 400/2 The
revival of [interest in] Lowland Scotch last century. 1696
Ashbv-Sterrv Tale of Thames viii, I can read French as
well as I can English, but it is impossible for me to compre-
hend Scotch.

3. Often ellipticaily (the sb. being contextually

known), e. g. for Scotch whisky ; also — a glass of

Scotch whisky. Also formerly for Scotch snuff.
18J3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusent. 100 The finely levigated

snuftTknown as 'Scotch '. 1886-96 Marshall He Slumbered
(* Pomes,' 118)1 Farmer) In the early evening watches he had
started well on Scotches. 1893 H. Crackanthorpe Wreck'
age 125 Two bitters and a small Scotch. 1894 Sir J. Ast-
i.ey Fifty Yrs. Life II. 124 And over a drop of Scotch and
a cigar discuss the leading topics of the day. 1898 G. B.
Shaw Plays II. You never can tell 307 Waiter. .Scotch
and syphon for you, sir?

Scotch slept/), z.-. 1 Forms: 5scocche, skocche,
Hchoche, 5-6 skoche, 6 scotche, 6-7 skotch,
6- scotch. [Of obscure origin ; identity with
Scorch v.i (first in 16th c.) is hardly possible.}

1. trans. To make an incision or incisions in ; to

cut, score, gash. ? Obs.
i 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3727 With his nayles

cracched be his face, And scocched \Ro.\b. skocched] it

with knyues, and to-rente, c 1450 Two Cookery-bks. 101

Schoche him [the fish] by be hede in be backe, . . And skoche
him in two or ii). peces in be bak, but nojt thorgh. 15. . Scot.
Field 21 8 Chetham Soc. Misc. 1 1, Our Englishmen full egerly
at tilde them to shott ; Skochen the cruel! Scottes with their

kene arrowes. 156s Turner Herbal 11. 46 b, If ye will haue
the iuice, ye must scotche & jpryck the rootes in many places.

1576 Tukberv. Venerie xlih. 131 When they haue well
skotched it [the deer-skin] with their wood-kniucs, that the
houndes may the more easily teare oft* the Aeshe. 1596
Nashe Saffron WaUUn Ep. Ded. C 3 b, I..willdeliuer him
to thee to be scotcht ana carbonadoed. 1601 Holland
Pliny iv. v. I. 74 Thus many creekes doth scotch and cut
Peloponnesus. 1651 T. Harker Art of Angling (1653) 17
Wash the Eele cleane.. .Scotch it all along both the sides.

1675 Haw. Woollev Gentlew. Comp. 129 Scotch with your
knife the back of the Carp. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 33
When you have clear'd the Pig of both [skin and hair],

scotch him down to the Bones.
also/. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 73 How euer ye scotch,

saue pole and crotch.

t b. Phr. To notch and scotch. (? A term used
in Tennis : cf. Scotch sb. 1 3.) Obs.
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 198 He scotcht him, and notcht him

like a Carbinado. 1797 Mme. D'Arblav Lett. Dec. (1891)
IV. 49 They play all day at tennis, and learn with vast skill

to notch and scotch and go one.

2. Theobald's generally accepted conjectural read-

ing oiMacb. in. ii. 1 3, ' We have scotch'd the snake,

not kiird it' (see Scorch #.3), has become a stock
quotation, in which the verb scotch is taken to mean:
To inflict such hurt upon (something regarded as

dangerous) that it is rendered harmless for the time.
1798 Cooke in Ld. Auckland's Corr. {1862) III. 393, I fear

relaxation and too much clemency ; but the snake must be
killed not scotched. i8ao IWron Afar. Fal. in. ii. 268 Would
that the hour were come ! We will not scotch, But kill.

1843 Le Fevre Life Trav. Phys. II. it. viii. 279 The malaria
is scotched, not killed, and the intermittent returns at some
future period. 1879 Merivale Early Ch. Hist. ii. 86 It was
by Augustine most of all that the Arian heresy was scotched,
if not actually killed. 1894 Haking-Gould Deserts S. France
II. 115 From the lime ofSt. Louis, the feudal power in France
was scotched, though far from killed.

b. To crush, stamp upon, stamp out (something
dangerous).

Vol. VIII.

\Z%% Q. Rev. XXXIL277 If we, in our own language,
were to scotch the insidious forgetfulness, we might, per-
haps, be accused of ' coarse and insulting abuse '

; and shall
therefore only cite the gentle remonstrance of Lord Byron.
1880 A. H. Hitth Buckle I. iii. 189 Attempting to scotch
the pestiferousgerms of heresy. 1908 Expositor Dec. 527
Fanaticism which constitutes a danger to mankind should
be scotched.

Hence Scotched ///. a., cut, scarred ; also in

scotched collops
t an etymologizing perversion of

Scotch collops ; Scotching" vbl. sb.

1559 Feckenham in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. ix.

26 There was no scotchinge nor cuttinge of the Faces and
Legs of the Crucifix and ImageofChrist. 1625 Lisle DuBar-
tas, Noe 98 The Lombard left, . . Unto the skotched [balafrez]
Hunnes the divers furrowd marge Of Ister. 1708 W. King
Art Cookery 21 A Cook perhaps has mighty things profest,
Then sent up but two Dishes nicely drest, What signifie

Scotcht-Collops to a Feast.

Scotch(skptf),s>.2 Also8skatch. [f. Scotch^.2]
1. trans. To block or wedge (a wheel, log, gate,

etc) so as to keep from moving or slipping.

Also with up (see quot. 1898). Also_/5[f.

164a Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. n. xiii. § 4 Hedges and
counterhedges. .serve for barracadoes, and will stick as bird-

lime in the wings of the horse, and scotch the wheeling about
of the foot. 1645 T. Hill Olive Branch (1648) 29 If now
jealousies and misunderstandings should creep in, and scotch
the wheel. 1663 Drydf.n Wild Gallant i.L(i66g) 2 Then will

I first scotch the Wheeles of it, that it may not run. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kzxsty)'Yo Skateh a Wheel. 1713 M.Henry
Cone. Meekness $ Quietn. of Spirit (1822) 141 Abigail
prudently scotched the wheels of his passion. 1844 Emer-
son New Eng. Reformers Wks. (Bohn) I. 259 Stop, dear
nature, these incessant advances of thine ; let us scotch
these ever-rolling wheels. 1859 F. A Griffiths A rtil. Man.
(1862) 125, 2 has charge of the. .skidding, scotches the
wheels. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 323 It was. .noticed that
near most of the gates that would have had to be opened, a
stone was lying, as if it had been used to ' scotch ' it. 1887
S. Chesh, Gloss, s-v., To scotch a ladder is to ' foot ' it, and
thus prevent its slipping. 1895 Lo. Watson in Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 636/2 Hopper, .insufficiently scotched the
waggon which ran down the incline and killed the deceased.
1898 Ansted Diet. Sea Terms s.v., To be scotched up is to
be supported, as a boat may be when propped or 'scotched
up 1

against a quay by timber shores or legs.

k. Jig- To render inoperative, cripple the action

of; to frustrate (a plan).

1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. 18M C. I. 33 The name of Spino-
zism was of course dreaded by them [sc. the Debts] ; they
takecare both toavoid the imputation, and to make it unde-
served by carefully scotching their logic. 1895 in Funk's
Stand. Diet. 1897 ' O.Rhoscomvl ' White Rose Amo 163,

1

scotched the project of retreat for this council, at any rate.

+ 2. intr. (Chiefly with negative.) To hesitate,

scruple, boggle, or stick at\ to hesitate to do

something. Also, to haggle with a person for
something. Obs. exc. dial.

i6ox Dknt Pathw. Heaven 74 For when [men] come to
gluing vnto holy and necessarie vses, then they will sticke

at a pennie, and scotch at a groat, and euery thing is too
much. 1627 J.Carter Plain Expos. 47 He will nave vs
value our humiHtie, loyaltie, and pliablenesse to the higher
powers. .at so high a rate, as to scotch at no hardship, to
give them, or their assignes, iust content. Ibid. 81 God hath
giuen the greater,, .wherefore out of question, hee will not
scotch with vs for the lesse. a 18*5 Forbv Yoc. E.Angtia,
Scotch v. to spare ; to refrain. . . So when we say ' I did not
scotch to tell him my mind ', we mean ' I did not at all mince
the matter'. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss-, Scotch, to hesitate,

stick ut. ' He scotches at nowt '.

3. intr. Of a horse : ? To boggle, shy.

1894 Sir J. Astlev Fifty Yrs. Life II. 216 Soon after he
{se. a racehorse] started he began to scotch, and was on the
point of stopping to kick.

Hence Scotching1 vbl. sb. Also Scotcher
noncc-wd., an implement for scotching or blocking.
1800 Mar. Edcewokth Parents' Assist. (1856)460, 'I call

this thing my scotcher,' said Paul, ' because I always scotch
the wheels with it.' 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artit. Man.
(1862) no This is called scotching, or chocking.

Scotch, variant of Scutch sb. and v.

Scotch bonnet.
1. (See Honnet sb. 1.)

a 1803 J. Beattie {title), To the Right Honourable Lady
Charlotte Gordon, Dressed in a Tartan Scotch Bonnet, with
plumes. 1840 Dickensc?Ax*C.6'&?/xvh, Their Scotch bonnets,

were ornamented with plumes of jet black feathers. 1876

A'Beckett Holiday in Scot. Highlands 29 The sentry, .in

spite of wearing a Scotch bonnet, had evidently been born
in the sister island.

2. //. a. The fairy-ring mushroom, Marasmius
oreades. b. The bonnet-pepper, Capsicum lelrago-

num.
1696 Rav Synopsis Stirp. Brit. (ed. 2) 13 Fungus lamella-

tus,.. Scotch-bonnets. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,Scolch-

bonnets, a name for the champignon ; also for a variety of

capsicum. 1861 H. Macm illan Footn. Page Nat. 256 Every
one is familiar withthecommon campignon or Scotch bonnets,

which form those sour ringlets in the grassy meadows popu-

larly called fairy rings, i860" in Treas. Bot.

Scotch cap.
1. A man's head-dress made of thick firm woollen

cloth, without a brim, and decorated with two tails

or streamers.
One form is the Glengarrv which is elongated, with a

depression in the middle. Another is the Balmoral, which

is round and flat, the top projecting all round the head.

1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 2ogypon his head an old Scotch

cap he wore. 159JS Locrine iv. ii. 20 Stage- Direct ion, Enter
Strunibo with a pitchforke and a scotch-cap. 1889 Clark

Russell Marooned (1890) 274 Nothing was wanting to him
but his Scotch cap.

2. U.S. a. The wild black raspberry, Ruhits
occidentalis. '

1891 in Century Diet.

b. The salmon-berry, Rubus parviflortts.
190a in Webster Suppt.

t Scotch cloth. Obs. A textile fabric re-

sembling lawn, but cheaper; said to have been
made of nettle fibre.

167^ Grew Anal. Plants, Trunks (1682) 139 Hemp, is

nothing else but the Sap-Vessels of the Barque of the Plant
so called. And Scotch-Cloath, is only the Housewifery of
the same Parts of the Barque of Nettle. 1696 J. F. Merck.
Wareho. laid open 37 Scotch Cloth . . is a sort of white Sleasie
Soft-Cloth, ..and since Callico hath been dear, is much used
for Linnens for Beds and for Window Curtains, a 1704 T.
Brown Dial. Dead, Reas. Oaths Wks.1711 IV. 76 A Physi-
cian turn'd a Zealous Expounder of the Bible ; or a Sworn
Friend of Scotch-Cloth, reconciled to Lawn-Sleeves. 1738
Genii. Mag. VIII. 147/1 A high Altar.. at which a brawny
Priest officiated in a Habit of Scotch Cloth.
atirib. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. (1721) 1. 54 Because

this is a Prying Age, and Scholarship and Craft is not now
. .confin'd to a Cassock, or Scotch-cloth Sleeves.

Scotoheon, obs. form of Scutcheon.
Scotcher, variant of Scutcher.
Scotchery. nonce-wd. [f. Scotch a. + -ery.]

Scotch characteristics.

1740 H. Walpole Let. to Conway 23 Apr., His solemn
Scotchery is a little formidable.

Scotchify,

(skp*tJif3i) > z;. [f. Scotch a. + -(i)fy.]

trans. To render or make Scotch. Hence Sco tchi-
fied///. a. ; also Soo^tchlfica'tion.
I79S yemima II. 94 That man.. who sometimes talks

scotchified. 1817 J. Evans Excurs. Windsor, etc. 487 The
general^ character of the place [Ostend] was marked by the
long windows and Scotchified gable ends of the houses.
18x4 T. Gilchrist Eiym. Interpr. 272 Even the English are
perceived to be Scotchified in their speech after a short
residence in the North. 183a Eraser's Mag. VI. 501 [It] is

only a Scotchification of a well-known Spanish proverb.
1850 T. M cChie

<
Mem. Agnew 211 They begged him not to

'Scotchify' their Sunday, 1891 Daily News 19 Jan. 5/6
The 'Scotchification of Essex '—we use the local expression.
..It is all owing to Scotch agriculturists taking a fancy for

Essex farms.

ScotchiueSS (skp'tjines). [f. ScOTCHY a. +
-ness.] The state or condition of being Scotchy.
1815 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 411 [Murray's letters have]

a certain cast of Scotchiness about them. 1876 J. Bkown
Lett. (1907) 247 Your mother would have rejoiced in Bogle
— his sense, his homeliness,, .his Scotchiness.

Scotchion, obs. form of Scutcheon.

Scotch-Irish, a. Belonging to that part of

the population of northern Ireland which is de-

scended from Scotch settlers. Also absol. in plural

sense. So Scotch-Irishman.
1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. IV. iii. ^33 But its convenient

proximity to the border counties of Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia had been observed by Scotch-Irish Presbyterians and
other bold and industrious men. 1883 Harpers Mag. Feb.
421/2 The so-called Scotch-Irish are the descendants of the
Englishmen and Lowland Scotch who began to move over
to Ulster in 1611. 1897 Outing (U.S.) XXX. 136/2 Late in

the afternoon we got into the Scotch-Irish part of the valley.

t Sco tchism. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Scotch a. +

-ism.] A Scotch peculiarity. (Cf. Scotticism.)

1737 Ozell Rabelais III. 231 note, This is not a Scotch-
ism out an Irish-ism.

Scotchman (sk^tfmsen). Also 6 Scotche-
man, 7 Sc. Scotsshman. [f. Scotch a. + Man.]
A man of Scottish nationality.

The usual English name ; the prevalent form used now
by Scotch people is Scotsman.
1570 Levins Manip. 21/3 Scotcheman, Scotus. 1597 P.

Lowh Chirurgerie title. The Whole Covrse of Chirurgerie.
..Compiled by Peter Lowe Scotchman. 1633 Massincer
City Madam 11. ii, May the Great Fiend, booted & spurr'd
With a Stthe at his girdle, as the Scotchman saies, Ride
headlong down her throat. 1671 Fraser Polickron. (S. H. S.)

491 After the peace he went up to Pole with other Scotssh-

men. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scots or Scotch-men, the
People of Scotland, a part of Great Britain, 1763 Johnson
in Boswell (1791)1. 231 The noblest prospect winch a Scotch-

man ever sees is the nigh-road that leads him to England !

1773 Macpherson Ossian's Poems (1806) I. Dissert. 37 A
Scotchman, tolerably conversant in his own language, under-
stands Irish composition. 1820 Scott Monast. Introd. Ep.,
1 Then,' said I, 'you are a native Scotchman. .?' * Not so,

answered the monk ;
' I am a Scotchman by extraction

only.* i8ai Lamb Elt'a 1. Imperf. Sympathies, I have been
trying all my life to like Scotchmen and am obliged to
desist from the experiment in despair.

Comb. 1833 ** Ritchie Wand, by Loire 26 Determining.

.

to be exceedingly prudent and Scotchman-like.

b. (Also /-lying Scotchman.) A familiar name
for the Scotch express (London to Edinburgh) on
the Great Northern and on the London & North-
western Railway. Cf. Irishman b (

A
).

1874 R. C. Rapier Signals Railw. 56 On arriving at King's
Cross, the Flying Scotchman had not yet departed. [1879
Flying Scotsman: see Scotsman.] 1881 Reynolds Engine-
driving Life 5g The same express-men . . were proceeding
downabank. .at about 3a.m. in summer with the 'Scotchman .

1885 G. Doluv Dickens as I knew him 33 A railway carriage
which was being dragged along at the rate of fifty miles an
hour by the ' Flying Scotchman '. 1893 Strand Mag. Feb.

195 This Scotch Express (significantly named 'The Flying
Scotchman') is believed to be the fastest train in the world.

o. A travelling draper or pedlar : see Scotch a.

1 b. dial. (See examples in Eng. Dial. Vict.)
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1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 381 Mother, here's the
,

Tallyman, Mother, here's the Scotchman.

d. Scotchman hugging a Creole, a West Indian -

{

name for various species of Clusia.

xtv, M. Scott Tom Cringle xiv, Do you see that Scotch.
,

ma,?hugging the Creole ! 1889 Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 25 May
6/6 One more queer tree is the wild fig, familiarly called

Scotchman hugging a Creole '.
•

o. A New Zealand name for a smaller kind ot

the prickly bushy grass called 'Spaniard' (Aci-

fhylla colensoi).

1895 W. S. Roberts Southland in 1856, 39 (Morris) As we
neared the hills speargrass of the smaller kind, known as

' Scotchmen ', abounded, and although not so strong and

sharp-pointed as the ' Spaniard ', would not have made a

comfortable seat.

2. Naut. A piece of hide, wood, or iron, etc.

placed over a rope to prevent its being chafed.

1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man., Scotchman, a large

batten placed over the turnings-in of rigging. 1850 R. G.

Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902) 1/2 On the top of

this are placed coarse Kaffir mats made of reeds, which act

as a Scotchman (to use a seafaring phrase), to keep the wag-

gon sail, which is of stout canvas, from chafing, c i860 H.
Stuart Seaman's Catech. 83 A Scotchman should be made
of leather,, .to allow the new skin to harden. 188a Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6) 68 How is the lower rigging protected

from being cut by the futtock rigging ? By lashing iron

Scotchmen on the shrouds.

3. 5. African. A florin. (See quot. 1879.)

1879 Atcherlev Trip Boirland 55 In dealing with the

Kafirs, I frequently heard the term 'Scotchman' applied to

a two-shilling piece : and upon enquiry was informed that an
enterprising gentleman of that nationality having once

passed a large number of florins to the Kafirs as halNcrown

pieces, the latter had ever since christened the florin ' Scotch-

man '. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess x, Jantj^ spat upon the
1 Scotchman ', as the natives in that part of Africa [Trans-

vaal) call a two-shilling piece.

4. U.S. The 'Scotch duck', Charitonetta (or

Bucephala) albeola. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

5. colloq. A Scotch fir.

1901 ' Lucas Malet ' Sir R. Calmady vi. vii, ' What shall

we do with it (a piece of land]?' 'Oh, plant,' she said.

' With the ubiquitous Scotchman ?
' 'It wouldn't carry any-

thing else, except along the boundaries.'

Scotchness (skptfnes). [f. Scotch a. + -ness.]

Scotch quality or character.

1865 G. Macdonald A. Forbes xxv'iii, Annie had a certain

Scotchness in her which made her draw back from the offer.

1892 Stevenson Let. to J. M. Barrie (1899) II. 247 My own
Scotchness tends to intermittency.

Scotchwoman, [f. Scotch a. + Woman ;

orig. two words.] A woman who is a native of

Scotland or of Scotch descent.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, The neat, clean, quiet-look-

ing little Scotchwoman, who now stood before her. 1827—
Chron. Canongatev, Knowing her honesty, .. and, although

a Scotchwoman, her cleanliness and excellent temper.

Scotchy, sb. colloq. [f. Scotch a. + -v.] A
nickname for a Scotchman.
1861 Two Cosmos II. 62 Will you come it now, Scotchy,

and I don't mind if I forgive you if you can lick me?

Scotchy (skfrtji),a. [f.ScoTCHa. + -T.] Having
the characteristics of what is Scotch.

1815 Southey Lett. (1856) II. 414 It is impossible that any
compositions can be more booksellerish and more Scotchy.

1896 Ashby-Sterry Tale of Thames viii, I don't read them
all [i.e. Scott's novels]. Some of the very Scotchiest ones I

cannot stand.

Comb. 1874 A. J. C. Hare Story My Life (1900) IV. xvii.

258 A great Scotchy-looking house.

tScote, sb.i 06s. [Cf. Du. school 'sheet'

(i. e. rope), whence OF. escoule (mod.F. bottle).]

1A kind of cable.

1394 Issue Roll, Easter 17 Rich. II, 5 Sept. (Devon), [Five

cables, weighing 5941 lbs... two] scotes [weighing 348 lbs.].

t Scote, sb 2 Ops. rare. [?a. MDu. schote, a

definite quantity of some article.] = Beat sd.s

1633-4 *V. Riding Rec. III. 365 A labourer for stealing 7
scotes of hemp. Ibid., A labourer presented for stealing

7 beates or scotes of hemp.

Scote (sk»"t), sbfi dial. [Of obscure origin :

cf. Norw. skota pole, bar, forked stick ; also OF,
escot (mod.F. (cot) stump.] (See quot. 1890.)
1839 Herefordsh. Gloss., Scote, a dragstaff (Glouc). 1890

Glouc. Gloss. 132 Scote, an ironshod staff attached to the axle

of the hind wheel of a waggon to prevent it running back
down hill.

Scote (sk(?»t),z>. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7-8 scoat,

9 seort. [f. Scots sb.z Cf. Scotch v.2] trans.

To set a drag upon (the wheel of a wagon).
164a R. Harris Serm. 45 This is that that scoat's the busi-

nesse in publike. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), To Scoat, to put a
Stone or peece of Wood under a Cart to stop it from going
forward. 1890 Glouc. Gloss. 132 Scort or Scote.

Seoteino'graphy. nonce-wd. [f. Gr. okothvo-s

dark + -ypaxpia : see -graphy.] Illegible writing.

1770 Twining Let. 17 Sept., in Parr's Wks. (1828) VIII.
267, 1 thought myselfa tolerable adept in this art of scoteino-
graphy, but I give you the wall.

t Scoteo graphy. Obs. [irreg. f. Gr. ok6-

t€0-5 gen. of okotos darkness + -ypa<pia writing :

see -okaphy.] (See quot.)

1803 J. Gough in Nicholson's yrnl. VII. 53 Scoteography
or the Art of Writing in the Dark.

Scoter (skcu-tst). [Of obscure origin.] A duck
of the genus QEdemia, esp. QEdemia nigra, a native

of the Arctic regions and common in the seas of

Northern Europe and America. Also scoter-duck.

250

1674 Ray Collect., Catal. Birds 96 The Scoter '.Anas niger.

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 494 Scoter.. .This bird is

allowed in the Romish church to be eaten in Lent. 1808-13

A. Wilson & Bonaparte Amer. Ornith. (1831) III. 212
Scoter duck. 184s Zoologist III. 1077 The scoter. .has

occurred twice in winter at some water in Basing parish.

1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier's Reptiles A- Birds 239 The writers

of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, .had very vaguely
described the Scoter Duck.

t Scoterlope, v. Obs. [Metathesis of Scop-

peeloit v., after Lope v.] intr. ?To wander

aimlessly.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. xix. 113 God mindeth to

try our obedience, by restreining vs from, .scoterloping ouer

the fieldes [orig. F. de courir a travers champs) to raught

at euerie thing that we like off.

Scotewache, obs. variant of Scoutwatch.

t Scotewine. Obs. rare ~ ». [Cf. Scot sb. 3 2,

Scotart.] An alleged name for the hare.

01325 Names ofHarem Ret. Ant. I. 133 The scotewine,

the skikart.

Scot-free, a. Also rarely 6 scotchfree, 7

sootts-free. See also Shot-free. [f. Scot sb.2 +
Free a. Cf. MDu. schotvri (the mod.Du. schotvrij

'shot-proof is independently formed), OSw. skut-

frt-r.'] Free from payment of ' scot ', tavern score,

fine, etc. ; exempt from injury, punishment, etc.

;

scatheless. Almost exclusivelypredicative ; esp. in

the phrase to go scotfree.

In the mod. use of the expression, ' scot ' is probably often

interpreted as a mere intensive.

?ia.. Charter of 1066 in Kemble Cod. Diplom. IV. 191

Scotfre and gauelfre, on schire and on hundrede. 1531 Tin-

dale Expos. 1 John (1537) 22 The poore synner shulde go
Skot fre without oughte at all. 1546 St, Papers Hen. VIII,

XI. 129 What damages their cuntrey and peple had suffred

by this warre, and that Your Majestic went not all scott

free, a 1548 Hall Chron., Edvi. IV, 233 They payed no
money, but were set scot free. 1567 Maplet Green Forest

93 Daniell scaped scotchfree by Gods prouidence. 1579-80

North Plutarch, Tiberius t, Caius (1595) 878 Caius..had
charged the poore citizens with an annuall rent for the lands

..Liuius..did please them by. .letting them haue the lands

scotfree. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf IL 231

The first speaker scapes scot-free. 1665-* Wood Life

(O. H. S.) II. 73 Oxford escaped scot fre of the plague.

1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 117 She should not, for

all the trouble she has cost you, go away scot-free. 1792

Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes ofCondolence Wks. 1794 III. 237
Scot-free the Poets drank and ate ; They paid no taxes to the

State 1 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xii, Do as much for this fellow

and thou shalt pass scot-free. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask
Mamma xiv. 45 The sporting inhabitants thereof preferred

the money-griping propensities of a certain Baronet . . to the

scot-free sport with the frigid civilities of the noble Earl.

1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. xiv. 1. 133 The people had not been

heavily taxed, and the clergy had passed, .scot-free. 1877

Black Green Past, xiii, When some notorious offender has

got off scot free.

H b. ? Mis-used for: Without inflicting damage.
1652-66 in Gilbert Contemp. Hist. Irel. 1. 25 [They] shooted

at him with earnest leuell, and not scotts-free for presently

he was tumbled to the earth deadly wounded.

|| Scotia (sk<5irjia). Arch. [L. scotia (Vitru-

vius), a. Gr. okot'io, f. okotos darkness (so called

from the dark shadow within the cavity) ; cf. F.

scolie."] A hollow moulding. = Casement i.

1563 Shvte Archil. 11 The nethermost Trochilus or Scotia.

1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archil. 125 Our Workmen retain

the antient Scotia, .but more vulgarly they call it the Case-

ment. 1789 Smyth tr. Aldrichs Archit. (1818) 90 Other
particles of an order are hollow, the common name to which
is scotia. 01878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879) I. 152

In England another kind of base is frequent, in which a
bead is substituted for the scotia.

t Scotian, a. nonce-ivd. [f. med.L. Scotia

Scotland + -an.] Of or belonging to Scotland.

1803 Leyden Scenes Infancy 1. 232 But long Their fame

shall flourish in the Scotian song.

Scotic (skp-tik), a. Also 8-9 Soottio. [ad. late

L. Scoticus, Scolticus, f. Scol-us, Scott-us: see Scot

sbA~\

f 1. Used as a designation for the Scottish dialect.

C1645 Howell Lett. (165s) II. 74 The English speech.,

hath.. divers subdialects..but her chiefest is the Scotic,

which took footing beyond Tweed about the last conquest.

2. Pertaining to the ancient Scots.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 183 The uncorrupted native

language of the Irish is the Gaedhloc, or Scottic. 1851 D.
Wilson Archacol. fy Preh. Ann. Scot. 470 Cairbre

<

Riada, a
celebrated Scottic warrior. Ibid. 479 The Scotic line of

princes. 1873 Contemp. Rev. XXI. 253 Our method of

colonization has failed with the children of the Scotic race.

1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1232 Celestius,

the companion of Pelagius, is supposed by some to have

been of Scotic, i.e., Irish origin. 1902 Macbain in Skene
Highlanders Scot. 400 Donald being likely a Scotic prince.

t ScO'tical, a. Obs. rare—1
. [Formed as prec.

+ -ical.] Of or belonging to Scotland ; Scottish.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV (1550) 16 b, Wherof the

occasion shall bee to you declared accordyng to the Scot-

ticall histories.

Scotican (skp-tikan), a. [f. late L. Scotic-us

(see Scotic), after Anglican.] Of or pertaining

to the Scots ecclesiastically.

1635 [see Anclican a. 1]. 1830 Chambers Jas. I, II. ix.

257 Equalizing the Anglican and Scotican Churches. 1844

Bp. Sage's Wks. I. Mem. 23 They regarded the Scotican

Church.. as schismatical.

Sootice, -ioism ; see Scomcfe, -icism.

Scotiety. humorous nonce-wd. [f. the name

SCOTO-.

Scotus, in imitation of scholastic terms.] The
essential nature of John Duns Scotus.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. ill. 97 The very Scotiety of Scotus

belongeth to England as his Native Country.

Scotify : see Scottify.

tSco'tism 1
. Obs.~° [f. late L. Scol-us Scot

+ -ism.] = Scotticism.

1570 Levins Manip. 146 [Words that end in isme] be of

three sortes. . .Thesecond be taken of a countrey or language,

as of. . Scotte, Scotisme, Scolismus.

Scotism- (skoirtiz'm). Theol. [ad. med.L.
Scotismus, f. Scol-us (see Scotist) + -ism.]

1. The teaching of Scotus or the Scotists.

a 1871 G. S. Morris tr. Ueberweg's Hist. Philos. (1872)^ I.

454 Scotism is. .like Thomism, one of the doctrines in which
Scholasticism culminates. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 429/2
Hervaeus Natalis {ob. 1323) and Thomas Bradwardine {ob.

1349) were determined opponents of Scotism. 1900 Month
July 50 This would go to show that Scotism, for which
England had been celebrated in the middle ages, had already

lost its hold on English Catholic thought.

2. //. (nonce-use). Subtleties such as are charac-

teristic of the Scotists.

1645 Milton Tetrach. 28 These ages wherin Canons, and
Scotisms, and Lumbard Laws, have dull'd, and almost ob-

literated the lively Sculpture of ancient reason.

Scotist (skou'tist), sb. and a. Eccl. [ad. med.L.

Scotista, f. Scolus : see below.] a. sb. A follower

or disciple of John Duns Scotus (known as ' The
Subtle Doctor '), a scholastic philosopher and

theologian of the 13th c, whose system in many
respects was opposed to that of Thomas Aquinas.

(See Dunce.) b. adj. Belonging to the Scotists.

1530 [see Dunce, etym. note]. 1562 tr. Jeu'ets Apol. 21

Howhappeneth it then that the Scotistes and the Thomistes

do agiee no better about merytes ofconueniency, and merites

of duety ? 1661 tr. Erasm. Life Colet in Colet's Serm. 75 H is

Bishop.. was a superstitious and stubborn Scotist. 1709
Pope Ess. Crit. 244 Scotists and Thomists now in peace

remain Amidst their kindred cobwebs in Duck-lane. 1884

Catholic Diet. (1897) 826/2 Decrees were passed requiring

the Scotist doctrine to be taught in all the Franciscan

schools. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 429 This primacy of the

undetermined will.. was the central contention of Scotists

against the Thomist doctrine.

t Scotistical, o.l Obs. [f. prec. + -ICAL.]

Pertaining to or characteristic of the Scotists.

1600 tr. Garzonfs Hosp. Incur. Fooles A 4 b, Betweene
them and Folly there is a iust Logical! equipollence. .and a

Scotisticall Identitie. 1716 M. Davies A then. Brit. III.

Diss. Drama 4 The Thomistical and Scotislical Schools and
Preaching Orders of Dominicans, Franciscans [etc.].

t Scoti'stical, a 2 Obs. [f. Scot sbA + -istical

(see -istic).] ? Favouring what is Scottish.

1650 A. B. Mutat. Polemo 14 Neither can they imagine

whether these Scotisticall Pioneers will be Scots or no Scots.

t Sco'tistry. Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Scotist + -ry.]

The habit of thought proper to a Scotist.

1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Colet 105 His own Bishop, of

whose Sophistical! Scotistry the Deane made no great ac-

count, and the Bishop as little of his Ciceronian Divinity.

t Scotize, v. Obs. Also 6-7 scottize. [f.

Scot sb.1 + -ize.] intr. To imitate the Scots ; to

favour Scottish ways. Hence Sco-tizing ///. a.

lS93 Abp. Bancroft Dangerous Positions 41 headline,

English Scottizing for Discipline. 1607 Sir J. Harington
Nugse Ant. (1804) II. 25 His Majestie had long since under,

standing of his wryting against the genevising and scotising

ministers. 1623 W. Lisle jElfric on O. /$ N. Test. To Rdr.

13 An Englishman Scottizing once to our King was roundly
reproued for it. 1659 Gauden Tears Ch. III. xix. 323 A
Scotizing zeal, a 1662 Heylin Laud lv. (1668) 328 The
English had Scotized in all their Practises. Ibid. v. 460
Thereby drawing on himself the general hatred not only of

the Scots, but Scotizing English.

t Sco'tized, ///. a. Obs. [f. prec. + -ED '.]

Imbued with Scottish (ecclesiastical) principles.

1657 Sanderson Serm. Pref. § 24The rigid Scotised, through-

paced Presbyterian on the one side and the giddy Enthusiast

on the other. 1711 G. Hickes Tivo Treat. Chr. Priesth. Pref.

Disc. 220 The High-scotized Flyers..among the Presby-

terians.

+ Scotnail. north. Obs. Forms : 4 scot-, 4-5
schot-, 5 shot-. [Cf. Du. schotspijker (f. schot ?par-

tition + spijker nail).] Some kind of nail. Cf.

Scotsem-nail.
1349-50 in Bp. Hatfield's Surv. (Surtees) 202 In spykings

ferri, lednaylls, schotnaylls et bordnaylls empt. pro aula

cooperienda ut supra, 3s. rod. 1349-50 Durh.Acc. Rolls

(Surtees) 550 Spykyng', et Scotnayls pro fonte infra Abba-
thiam. 1374 Ibid. 211 Et in spikyngs, schetnaill' pread
schotnaill

1

], stanbrod. .42s. sd. 1449-50 Ibid. 239, 200"* del

spikyngez, 2co'r> del shotnaill. 1454 Ibid. 149 Item..ij

wayneclowtez cum spikyng et shotnaylt.

Scoto- (skp'to, skeu'tu), combining form of late

L. Scotus Scot sb. 1
, prefixed (with hyphen) to

ethnic adjs. (rarely sbs.) either with the sense ' be-

longing to Scotland ', as in Scolo-Brilannic, -Celtic,

-English, -Gaelic, -Gallic, -Norwegian, -Scandi-

navian adjs., Scoto-Norman sb., or with the sense

' partly Scottish and partly . .
.

', as in Scoto-

Irish adj.

1650 B. Discolliminium 45 The good man is in such a
wofull Scoto-Britannick pickle. 1824 G. Chalmers Cale-

donia III. in. vi.253This Scoto-Irish people. 1828-43Tytler
Hist. Scot. (1864) 1. 249 The Saxons and the Scoto-Normans.

1837 Lockhart Scott II. 332 The clergy of the primitive

Scoto-Celtic Church. 1846 C. Innes Liber de Calckou
(Bannatyne Club) Pref. 30 The permanent incorporation of
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the Scoto-Saxon lowlands with the kingdom of Scotland

proper. 1851 D. Wilson Archxol. <y Preh. Ann. Scot. 490
The subsequent history of the Scoto-Norwegian kingdoms.
Ibid. 522 Scoto-Scandinavian relics. 7858-61 Ramsay .tfemir/.

vi. (1870) 245 Scoto-Gallic words were.. differently situated.

1867 Burton Hist. Scot. I.vii. 261 The Scoto-Irish saints.

1876 Smiles -St. Natur. viii. (ed. 4) 138 Their language is

Gaelic, whereas that of the rest of the county [Banffs.] is

Scoto-English. 1905 Athenaeum 7 Oct. 466/1 Most purely
Scoto-Gaelic words prefix the article.

Scotograph. (sk<?«"t$graf). [f. Gr. gkqto-s

darkness + -yfxxpos : see -graph.] An instrument

for writing in the dark, or without seeing.

1869 Nuttall Diet. Set. Terms, Scotography an instrument
with which a blind person may write.

Scotography (skfltpgran). rare. [f.Gr. <t*otos

darkness : see -graphy.] The exhibition of the

effect of the Rontgen rays ; the production of a
picture by means of such rays ; = Radiography.
Hence Scotographic a. — Radiographic a.

1896 Sir Alfred Wills in Times 10 Mar. 12/2 [The X
rays] have very little in common with light. Would not
'scotography' be a better name for their work than ' photo-
graphy '? 1896 Wesim. Gaz. 18 Mar. 1/3 A correspondent
who was present on Friday sends us some notes of that

remarkable ' skotographic * seance,

II Scotoma (skot^-ma). Path. PI. BCOto-
mata (sk0t<?a*mata). [late L. scotoma, a. Gr. o/co-

Tcjfta dizziness, f. gkotow to darken, make dim-
sighted, f. chStos darkness.]

+ 1. Dizziness accompanied by dimness of sight;

— Scotomy. Obs.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr. s. v. Scotomia,
Some go about, to make a foolysh difference of scotoma, and
vertigo. 1829-39 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 534 Hence
Linncus. .haseven made scotoma, or dizziness withblindness
and a tendency to swoon, a distinct genus also.

2. An obscuration of part of the visual field, due
to lesion of the retina or of the ophthalmic centres

in the brain.

1875 Walton Dis. Eye 645 Without limitation of the visual

field or scotomata, . .direct vision maybe much diminished in
the region of the yellow spot. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 219 Central scotoma, or loss of vision in the central
part of the field, is common [in diabetes].

t Scotoma tical, a. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
scotomatic-us (f. scotoma : see prec.) + -al.] Suf-

fering from or under the influence of scotoma.
1656 Blount Glossogr. a 1691 Baxter in Reliq. B. (1696)

1. n. 199, I was then under great Weakness and Soporous or
Scotomatical Ilness of my Head.

II Scoto mia. Path. [med.L., irreg. f. scotoma,

after names of diseases in -iaj] —Scotoma i.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg-. Interpr. s. v., Scotomia.
They shoulde saye, Scotoma, and it is a disease, when [etc ].

17*8 Chambers Cycl., Scotomia, or Scotoma, in medicine, a
dizziness or swimming in the head. 1879 Khory Digest
Med. 13 There may be flashes of light or muscas volitantes
or scotomia.

t ScO'tomy. Path. Obs. [Anglicized form of
Scotomia.] = Scotoma i,

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 118, & if bat he hadde scotomie,
bat is to seie a maner sijknes, whanne bat ber semeb as flien

or oberc smale gnattis fleen tofore his yjen. a 1500 in James
West. MSS. Trin. Coll. Camb. (1902) III. 494 Scotomye is

such a sekenes of the Brayne that maketh a man to seme
that he sethe flyes or blake thingis in be eyre. 1533 Elyot
Cast. Helthe ii.xxxiv. (1541) 50 In swellyng of the body and
legges. .mygrimes, and scotomies, which is an imagination
of darkenes. 1605 B. Jonson Voipone 1. iv. (1607) C 2, How
do's be, with the swimming of his head ? Mas. O, Sir, tis

past the Scotomy; he, now. Hath lost bis feeling, and hath
left to snort, a 1640 Massinger, etc. Old Law in. ii

t
I ha

got the Scotony [sic] in my head already, The whimzy : you
all turne round, do not you dance gallants? 1710T. Fuller
Pharmacol. 222 We employ it [Le. the Infusion] with happy
Success in. .Scotomy, &c
t ScO'toSCOpe. Obs. [f. Gr. <jk6to-s darkness

+ -scope.] An instrument which enables the user

to see in the dark.
1664 Pepys Diary 13 Aug., There comes also Mr. Reeve

with a microscope and scotoscope..a curious curiosity it is

to discover objects in a dark room with, c 1670 Collins in
Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 291 The perfection of
telescopes, microscopes, scotoscopes, and burning glasses.

t Sco*try. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Scot sb. 1 + -by.]

The Scots collectively.

c 1470 Harding Chron. ccxl. (1812) 420 note, Betuene the
see of the West occion, And the hilles of Scotlonde Occident,
The wilde Scotrie have their propre mancion.

Scots (skpts), a. {sb.) Orig. Sc. and northern.

Forms : 4 Skot(t)is, 4-6 Scottis, 5-7 Seottes, 6
Skottos, Scotes, Scotis, 6-8 Scotts, 7- Scots.
[Orig. Scottis, northern var. of Scottish. (Cf.

Inglis English.)
For the relation in use between this form and the two

others, see Scotch a.)

1. Of or belonging to Scotland or its inhabitants,

Scottish, Scotch.
a «3ja Mi sot Poems (ed. Hall) i. 79 And barfore many a

Skotus brid With dole er dight bat bai most dwell. 1473
Warkw. Chron. (Camden) 2 The Seottes host. 1500-30
Dunbar Poems Ixxxvii. 40 Fair gem of joy, Mergreit of the
I meyne : Gladethe thoue Queyne of Scottis rcgioun. 1513
Douglas A^neis 1. Prol. 103 This buik I dedicaite, Writing
in the language of Scottis natioun. 162a .Malvnks /J«t,

Luw-Merch. 80 Scots-coale, Wheat, Barley and all kind of

graines in both Kingdomes. 1637 Monro Exped, it. 23 The
other Scots Officers of the Regiment. 1707 Dr.BurneyZ.*/.
to Mme, D'Arblay 28 Sept., A Scots lady. 18*7 Hallam

Const. Hist. xvii. (1857) III. 337 The Scots parliament took

care to bring on the crisis by the act of security in 1704.

1903 Buchan Watcher by Threshold 125 He thought Scots
games inferior to southern sports.

b. Qualifying the name of a coin or a money of

account (in contradistinction to sterling), as mark
Scots, penny Scots, pound Scots, shilling Scots (see

the sbs.). Also in names of weights and measures

denoting a particular variation from the English

standard, Scots acre, boll, mile, pint, stone, Troy
weight (see the sbs.). Now arch, or Hist.
15*0 Charges cone. Dk. Albany in G. Douglas Wks. (1874)

I. Introd. 109 Fourty thousand pund of Scottis money.
Ibid, Bettir than ten thousand pundis Scottis. 1632 [see

Mile^. 1 2]. 1641 in Cochran-Patrick Rec. Coinage Scot.

(1876) I. Introd. 30 The king hes vpon the coinage of euerje

Scots staine of siluer bulyion 64 ti. 1697 in A. I. Ritchie
Churches o/St. Baldred (1880) 39 Whoever shall desire the

great bell to be rung to any burial, must pay for the same
ten shillings Scots. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 455 From
eleven to twelve pecks, Linlithgow measure, of Dutch or
Riga seed, is generally sufficient for one Scots acre. 1775
Brit. Chronol. an. 1719 II. 51/2 An act for laying a duty of
two pennies Scots, .upon every pint of ale or beer that shall

be vended or sold within the town of Inverness. X791 Burns
Tarn o' Shunter 7 We think na on the lang Scots miles..

That lie between us and our hame. c 179a Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) X. 718/1 It was enacted by..James VI that it [the

pint] should contain 55 Scots Troy ounces of the clear water
of Leith. i8ox Farmer's Mug. Jan. 72 In one instance, the
produce is stated to be.. 92 Scots bolls per English statute

acre. 18*4 Scott Redguuntlet xx, What say ye to anither
pot? or shall we cry in a blithe Scots pint at once? 1838
W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Schools, The salaries of the
schoolmasters were to be fixed at from 300 to 400 merks
Scots. Ibid. s. v., Sterling money is twelve times the value
of the same denomination of Scots money. 1883 American
VI. 270 A legacy by word of mouth is good to the extent of

;£ioo Scots, or j£8 6s. 8d. sterling.

O. With reference to law. Cf. Scottish a. 1 e.

In this application recent literary usage favours the form
Scots rather than Scottish or Scotch, but Scottish legal

writers have apparently never followed this rule.

1766 Blackstone Comm. 11. iv. 57 These inferior feudatories

. . held what are called in the Scots law ' rere-fiefs \ 1773
{title) An Institute of the Law of Scotland. . By John Erskine
..Sometime Professor of Scots Law in the University of
Edinburgh. i8ao Trialsfor High Treason Scot. (1825) I.

1 5 The old Scots law of treason was by no means well defined.

d. In the names of trees and plants. More
commonly Scotch.
c 1710 Cklia Fiennes Diary (1888) 20 On y° right side of

y* house is a large grove of firrs halfe scotts halfe norroway.
17*8 Bradley Diet. Bot. II, Scots Scurvy-Grass, t.e. Solda-
nelta. xy$y Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIV. 761/2 The [pinus]

rubra, commonly called the Scots fir, or pine. 1908 Q. Jrnl.
Forestry Jan. 70 The whole enclosure was planted in the

spring of 1905 with oak, . .larch, and Scots pine.

f e. Sects goose : the barnacle goose. (So Nor-
folk dial. Scotch goose : see E. D. D.)
1668 Charleton Onomast. 98 Anser Bernicla, the Barna-

cle, or Scots-goose.

2. Of language : a. The distinguishing epithet of

the dialect of English spoken by the inhabitants

of the Lowlands of Scotland. Also absol. as sb.,

the Scottish dialect.

154a Sc Ads Mary (1814) II. 415/1 It salbe lefull to all

or souirane ladyis lieges to naif be haly write bat1 be new
testament and fie auld in be vulgar toung In Inglis or scot*

tis of ane gude and trew translatioune. 1563 WinJet Cert.

Tractates Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 74 ' By ' in Scottis and in Ing-

lis toung is nocht ane. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. II. 179 Translating the iEneids of Virgil in scotis ; sa

rycht . . that ilk scotis verse concordat with the latin. 1788 in

Shirre/s' Poems (1790) p. xxvi, For Scots is neither flat nor

lame : ..When we had kings and courts at hame, They spake

nae ither. 1818 Scott RooRoy xxvii, Kilted loons that dinna

ken the name o' a single herb or flower in braid Scots, let abee

in the Latin tongue. 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur. II. v. § 77 It

would be a great omission to neglect . . the Scots and English

ballads. 1861 7'wo Cosmos 1. 294 To use a good old-fashioned

Scots phrase. 190a Buchan Watcher by Thres/told2Si She
speaks broad Scots.

b. Used quasi-/f7j/. for : Scottish Gaelic, rare— 1
.

1831 Scott Cast. Dang, v, An antique language, .. being a
species of Scots or Gaelic, which few would have compre-

hended.

3. Characteristic of or peculiar to Scotland or a

Scotsman. Now rare or Obs.

1616 W. Haig in J. Russell Haigs (1881) 163 That Scots

kindness (ever ready to a friend, but oft inconsiderate). s8ia

Sporting Mug. XXXIX. 17 Captain Barclay.. has reduced

Crib from upwards of sixteen stone to the above weight, by
Scots living.

4. Mil. a. In names of regiments in the British

Army, as Scots Fusiliers, Scots Greys (see Grey
sb. 8), Scots Guards, b. In names of bodies of

mercenaries in foreign service, as Scots Brigade,

ScotsDutch (seethe equivalent formsunder Scotch).

1637 Monro Exped. 11. 25 Which.. thereafter was still

called the Scots Briggad commanded by Hepburne. 1646

SC Acts Chas. I (1870) VI. 1. 597/a S'. Robert Murray

Lieut : colonell to the Scotis Regiment of the guard in

France. 1813 Scott Quentin D. vii. note%
Such disputes

between the Scots Guards, and the other constituted authori-

ties of the ordinary military corps, often occurred. 186a

A. K. Murray Scottish Regiments 70 The Scots Fusilier

Guards, with the Grenadiers and Coldstreams, were stationed

in the chateau and grounds of Hougomont. 1867 Burton

Hist. Scot. III. xxvii. xo8 The celebrated Scots Guard was

established—it is said to have begun in the few who survived

the slaughter at Verneuil. i&zMacrnitlan's Mag. XLVII.

443 Twenty-five mounted infantry of theand Battalion Royal

Scots Fusiliers. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xti. 132 Lieuten-
ant-colonel in a regiment of the Scots- Dutch.

t Sco tseni-nail. Obs. Also 4 scotsem,
scotsum-, scotsom-, 5 scotseme-, scotesem-,
schotsem-. [Presumably formed as Scotnail ; the

middle syllable may be Seam sb., rivet.]

1336 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1895) App. 17 In C clavis de
scotsem emptis..iij d. 1371 Fabric Rolls York Minster
(Surtees) 7 In io.m. de Scotsomnail emptis pro celura. 1408
Durhum Acct. Roll in Eng. Hist. Rev. XIV. 518, ccclx

schotsemnaylle, c ad viii 1'; c clavis parvis [etc.]. 1434
Fubric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 53 In xij.m de stone-

brodes, in v.in Scotesemnailes, 5s. sd. In vij.m dccc Scotsem-
nailes, os. 2d.

Scotsman (sk^-tsmsen). Forms : 4 Scottis

man, 5 Scottys man, Seottes man. Scotesman,
5-6 Scottisman, Scottesman, 6 Scotisman, 7
Scotts man, 7-8 Scots-man, 6- Scotsman, [f.

Scots a. + Man (orig. two words).] = Scotchman.
c 1375 Barbour Bruce xi. 8 Quhen he herd schir Philip

say, That Scottis men had set ane day To fecht [etc.]. c 1433
Wvntoun Cron. ix. xxi. 401 par Scottismen fel gret tyn-

saille. c 1490 Paston Lett. III. 366, I conceyve also that the
same Thomas is noysed in Norffolk for a Scotesman borne.
1515 Minute 0/Council in G. Douglas Wks. (1874) I. Introd.
61 My Lord Gouernour traistit nocht that ony Scotisman in

the realme wald sek help at Inglismen in his doingis. 1548
W. Patten Exped. Scot. D viij b, But what saynte so
euer he bee, he is sure no Seottes mans frend. 1565 Staple-
ton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. til. xxi. 97 These priestes were
called Cedda» Adda, Betti, and Diuna, who was a scottes-

man borne, the other thre english. 1637-50 Row Hist.
Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 441 Books and Treatises published by
Scotts men. 1780 Mirror No. 82 The Earl of Bute, who
was both a Scotsman and a favourite. 1818 Scorr Hrt.
Midi, iv, Are not we, like them, Scotsmen and burghers of

Edinburgh? 1879 G.N.R. Tourist-guide 1 The splendid
express known as the ' Flying Scotsman '. 190a Gairdner
Eng. Ch. 16th Cent. xiii. 246 The Protector might.. have
reckoned on the devotion of a little band of Scotsmen in a
Scottish stronghold by the sea to assist him.

Hence Sco'tsmanship, the nature or quality of

a Scotsman.
1828 Examiner 56/2 If there is gallantry in Dudley, con-

ceit in Ellenborough, Scotstnanship in Melville. 1894 R.
Wallace in Life fy Lust Leaves (1503) 485 ' Proud ' of

his Scotsmanship, he might [etc.].

Scotswoman. [Scots a.] = Scotchwoman.
1820 Scott Abbot iii, ' 1 he slothful hinds !

' exclaimed Mary,
thinking and feeling like a Scotswoman of the period. 1822
— Nigel viii, The old Scotswoman.

Scott(e, variant forms of Scot.

Scottall, Soottel(l, obs. ft". Scotale, Scuttle.

Scottio, variant of Scotic.

fl Scottice, Scoticd (sk^-tis*), ado. [med.L.

Scottice, ScStice, f. late L. Scottic-us, Scotic-us Scot-

tish.] In Scotch.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi., note L, Lockman, so called from

the small quantity of meal (Scottice, lock) which he was
entitled to take. 1861 Two Cosmos II. 129 An enormous
pair of old worn-out shoes (Scottice, bauchles).

Scotticism, Scoticism (skptisiz'm). [f. late

L. Scotic-us {Scotticus) + -ism. The spelling with tt

has prevailed owing to the analogy of Scottish.']

1. An idiom or mode of expression characteristic

of Scots ; esp. as used by a writer of English.

1717 De Foe Mem. Ch. Scot. tt. 137 This is a Scoticism in

Speech. 1759 W. Robertson Hist. Scot. vtn. Wks. 1851 II.

323 Many of those vicious forms of speech, which are de-

nominated Scotticisms, have been introduced by them [law-

yers] into the language. 1772 Wesley Jrnl. n Dec. (1827)

III. 470 The book is wrote with great accuracy of language,
(allowing for a few Scotticisms). 181s L. Hunt Feast oj
Poets Notes 62 His style in prose, setting aside it's Scot-

ticisms, is very well where [etc.]. 1892 B. MatthewsA meri-

cunismsfy Briticisms i6The Scotticisms of the North Briton.

2. Scottish sympathies.
1807 G. Chalmers Culedonia I, 11. i. 230 His ardour of

Scoticism hurries htm headlong, from the paths of truth.

1862 Lowell Lett. I. 361 He seems to me a remarkably
good critic, where his Scoticism doesn't come in his way.

Scotticize (skp'tisaiz), v. [f. late L. Scotticus

(Scolicus) Scottish, Scotch (see Scotic) + -ize.]

L trans. To imbue with Scottish ideas or charac-

teristics.

1763 Wilkes M. Briton Na 34 None but Scots or Jacobites,

or such English as are Scotticized, must expect favour or

preferment under him. 1859 Masson Brit. Novelists Hi.

204 He [Scott] has Scotticized European literature.

2. To give a Scottish form to (a foreign word) ;

to turn (a work) into Scottish dialect.

1874 Small Douglas' Wks. I. Pref. 165 He accordingly, in

his version of Virgil, does not scruple to Scotticise a Latin

word. 1901 Law N. T. in Scots (S.T.S.) Introd. 15 A Scot-

ticised transcript of it was added, .at the end of the volume.

Scottifled (skfvtifaid), ppl.a. Also 7 scotifled.

[f. next + -ed l.] Having Scottish characteristics.

1644 Needham Case o/Commonw. 67 The ambition of a few
sco lifted English. 1763 Wilkes N. Briton No. 37 P 4 The
chaste and scrupulous integrity of the knot of Tories, Scot-

tish members, and Scottified English. 1814 Scorr in Lock-
hart (1839) III. 315, 1 think you will like it [The Lordo/the
Isles] : it is Scottified up to the teeth.

Scottify (skfrtifai), v. Also Scotify. [f. Scott-

(ish) + -(i)ft.] trans. To render Scottish.

i860 F. J. Furnivall Forewords Q. Eliz. Acad. 17 The
conclusion then forced on me was, that Adam Loutfut . . had
copied the poem from an original, and scottified it as he
copied. 1881 Athenarum 8 Jan. 55/3 The chap-books sold

by Scotch pedlars at the annual Lammas Fair of Kirkwall

[Orkney] played an important part in Scottifying the ver«

32 -a
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nacular. 1903 G. G. Smith Spec. Mid. Scots p. xxxv, It may
be a ' Scotifying ' of Sfouthern] those.

Hence Sco ttiflca tion, the process of Scottify-

ing'; qaasi-eoncr. a rendering into Scottish dialect.

i860 F. J.
Furkivall Forewords Q.Etiz.Actui. 17 Which

scottification I hope some day to print opposite Caxton's

own text. 1804 A. J. Balfour in Times 23 July 3/2, 1 watch
with satisfaction the gradual Scottification of England by
this great golfing propaganda. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 11 May
2/2 Scotification is clearly Lord Rosebery's policy.

Scottish.(sk{7'tiJ"),a.andj£. Forms: [1 Scyttisc,

Scyttysc, Scittisc], 2 Scottysc, 3 Sco'ttisc, 5
Scottissh,6 Seottys(s)he, Skottishe,Skottyshe,
6-7 Scottishe,Skottish,7-9 Scotish,6- Scottish.
[Late OE. (12th c.) Seotiisc, a new formation on
Scotia Scot sb. + -isc

t
-ish 1, replacing the older

Scyttisc with umlaut. Cf. MDu., Du. schotsch, LG.
schottsch, G. schoitisch (earlier schottisch), ON.
skotzk-rJ\ A. adj.

1. Of or belonging to Scotland or to the people
of Scotland ; esp. of persons : ofScotch nationality,

birth, or descent. \ Scottish cap -Scotch cap.
f * 900 tr. Baeda's Hist. m. xxi. (1890) 222 Se nyhsta waes

Scyttisces cynnesj ba o5re waeron Englisce.] C1205 Lav.
29355 Patric perleche mon bat wes a Scottisc bein scone an
his londen. c 1450 Merlin xiii. 197 For thei were but two
scottissh myle fro the town. *5°7 in Songs, Carols, etc.

(E.E.T.S.)i54perwasgretplenteofSkottishesamon. 1548 W.
Patten Exped. Scot. Lvij, The Skottish goouernor. .caused
the erle Bothwet to be let out of prison. 1553 in Roy. Engin.
Jrnl. 3 Mar. (1910) 174 Euery souldiour to have Jackes
covered w«> fustian & Skullis with Scotishe cappes. 1596
Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, 1. iii. 259 Then once more to your Scottish
Prisoners. Deliuer them vp without their ransome straight.

16*8 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Pennyless Pilgr. E 4, The otde
Prouerbe of a Scottish Miste was verified, in wetting mee to
the skinne. 1637 Monro Exped. 1. 55 Here also our Scottish
High-Iandmen are prayse-worthy. 179. Burke Let. to W.
Smith Wks. IX, 407 A zealous Anglican or Scottish Church
principle. 18*7 Scott Chron. Canongate ii,A . . broken-down
Scottish laird. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U.S. II. xlii. 559 The
settlement of the Scottish emigrants at Port Royal.

b. In the names of various trees and plants : cf.

Scotch 4 b, Scots i d.
i8s5Mi5sPRATT/r/cwfr./'/.V.270 "Scottish Asphodel. 1796

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 297 "Scottish lovage, or
Sea Parsley. 1855 Miss Pratt Floioer. PI. IV. 232 "Scot-
tish Primrose. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccxciiL 690 Sol*
danella..'\n English Sea Withwinde,.. of some. ."Scottish
Scuruie grasse.

fc. (See quot.)
1623 J. Tavlor (Water-P.) Praise Hemp-seed 7 Many a

Gallant . . Hath got the Spanish pip, . . or the Scottish fleas,

or English Pox, for al's but one disease.

d. Mil. Scottish Guard'= Scots Guard. Scottish

Rifles (see quot 1888).
1833 Scott Quentin D. v, With these followers, and a

corresponding equipage, an Archer of the Scottish Guard
was a person of quality and importance. 1888 Lawrence-
Archer Brit. Army 240The King's Own Scottish Borderers.
Ibid. 246 The Cameronians...This peculiar old corps.. now
ibrms the first battalion of the Scottish Rifles.

e. Used with reference to law. Cf. Scots a. 1 c.

17*6 {title) Minor Practicks, or, a Treatise of the Scottish
Law. Composed by. .Sir Thomas Hope .. Advocate to His
Majesty King Charles I. 182G Scott Jrnl. 9 June, The
consequence of this will in time be, that the Scottish
Supreme Court will be in effect situated in London. Then
down fall—as national objects of respect and veneration

—

the Scottish Bench, the Scottish Bar, the Scottish Law her-
self. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 639/2 Art and Part, a term
used in Scottish Law to denote the aiding or abetting [etc.].

1 2. Scottish, earth Min., strontian. Obs.
1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 1. 13 Scottish, or Stronthian

Earth.

f 3. trans/. Marked by Scottish characteristics.

1532 More Con/ut. Barnes vm. Wks. 739/2 The rude rime-
lesse runninge of a scottishe ieste. 16x0 Marcelune
Triumphs Jos. I To France B^b, My life is innocent,
my heart Christian, my tongue to Scottish, and be is too
good and wise a King, to bee flattered by any. c 1620 A.
Hume Brit. Tongue 1. vii. (1870) 18 The assumption is Scot-
tish, and the conclusion false.

4. Applied to the language (see Scots a. 2).

1780 Mirror No. $3 The Scottish dialect is our ordinary
suit ; the English is used only on solemn occasions. 1818
Scott Rob Roy iv, This was the first time I had heard the
Scottish accent. 1862 Chamb. Encycl. IV. 66/1 Gavin
Douglas (died 1522), whose best work is a translation of
Virgil's /Eneid into Scottish verse.

5. Comb. ,as Scottish-hearted'; Scottish-French,
French spoken by Scots; Scottish-Irish -Scotch-
Irish.
1823 Scott Quentin D. v, The well-known sound of the

^Scottish- French was as familiar in the taverns near Plessis,
as that of the Swiss-French in the moderr. guinguettes of
Paris. 1818 — Hrt. Midi, xviii, Walking hand in hand
with the real noble *Scottish-hearted barons, 1876 Bancroft
Hist, U.S. IV. xviii. 443 Presbyterians of *Scottish-Irish
descent.

B. sb. (absolute uses of the adj.)

1. The Scottish language.
1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. Wks. 1851 II. 368 The letters

were very early translated into Scottish. 1818 Scott Rob
Roy xxxv, Nor was there the least tincture of that vulgarity,
which we naturally attach to the Lowland Scottish. 1886
Etuycl. Brit. XXL 541/2 Bellenden also translated the first

five books of Livy into Scottish.

2. The Scottish (with pi. sense) : the Scots, rare.
1632 Swed. Intelligencer 11. 13 The Scottish have hitherto

had the honour and the danger, to be the first men that are
put upon such a businesse. 1814 Scott Wav. xviii, The

large measure which the Scottish allowed of their land.
1831 — Cast. Dang, xx, The necessary conditions were
speedily agreed on, which put the Scottish in possession of
this stronghold.

1 Scottish, v. Obs. rare~x
. In 7 Scotish.

[f. the adj. (Cf. to English.)] trans. To render
in the Scottish tongue.
1623 Ltsle Mlfric on O. <$• N. Test. To Rdrs. 04 b, At

length I lighted on Virgil Scotished by the Reuerend Gawin
Douglas.

t Sco'ttishman. Obs. [f. Scottish a. + Man.]
= Scotsman.
[1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 389 pe Scottyshe men

..took a carabum-.and wente berynne.] 1523 Surrey in
Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. I. 215 Bothe with thies contreymen
and Scottishmen. 1530 Palsgr. 268/1 Scottyssheman, Es-
coyssoys. 1548 W. Patten Exped. Scot. G vij, The Scottish-
mens pykes wear as long or lenger then their staues. 1632
Swed. Intelligencer 1. 86 One Scottish-man protested he
had kill'd 18 men with his owne hand. 1748 Smollett Rod.
Rand. xlii. Contents {1760) II. 41 We are accosted by a
priest, who proves to be a Scottishman. 1808 Scott in

Lockhart 1. 1. 3 Every Scottishman has a pedigree. 1831— Cast. Dang, xix, It seems almost unnatural for Scottish-
men and English to meet and part without a buffet.

Scottishness (skp-tijnes). [f. Scottish a. +
-ness.] The quality of being Scottish.

1859 Ramsay Remin. 154 It is the Scottishness that gives
the zest.

Scotty (skf?*ti), sb. colloq. [f. Scot sb.l + -y.]

A nickname for a Scotchman.
Scotty (skp'ti), a. [f. Scot sb} + -y.] a. Having

the characteristic temperament of a Scot. b. [Cf.

Scot sb.1 4.] Angry, ' cross \
1892 Stevenson Let. to J. M. Barrie (1899) II. 247 We

are both Scots besides, and I suspect both rather Scotty
Scots. 1901 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 220/2 It made me scotty
with every one and every thing.

Scotyile, Scouce : see Scuttle, Scouse.
Sooug, Scouk : see Scug, Skulk.
Seoul, Scould, obs. forms of Scowl, Scold.
Scoulding : see Sculding Orkney and ShetL
Scoule, obs. form of Scold, Scull.

Scoulerite (sktt'larait). Min. [Named after

Dr. J. Scouler.] An impure variety of mesole

;

also, a pipe-stone from N. America, having a
similar composition.
1840 R. D. Thomson in Lond. $ Edin. Phil. Mag. Ser.

in. XVII. 408 My son.. distinguished it [this mineral] by
the name of Scoulerite, in honour of Dr. Scouler. 1843

J. E. Portlock Geol. 215 The Scoulerite variety occurs,
rarely, at Portrush in small spheres. 1850 Ansted Elem.
Geol., Min. etc. § 422 Scoulerite, Pipestone.

Scoulion, Scoull(e, obs. ff. Scullion, School.
Scoult, obs. form of Scout sb.*

Scoulyon, Sooum, obs. ff. Scullion, Scum.
Scoumar, variant of Scummer, pirate.

Scoumfit(e, -phit, etc. : see Scomfit.

Scoundrel (skau'ndrel), sb. and a. Also 6
skown-, skoundrell, scondrell, 7 skundrell,
scoundril, 8 scoundrell. [Of unknown origin.
Derivation from Sc. Scunner sb. and v. is inadmissible on

phonological grounds ; and although scoundrel is now ver-
nacular in Scotland (pronounced skw'nrel or skw'ndrel), all

the early examples of the word are English. The phonetic
character of the word suggests a Fr. origin ; it might con-
ceivably represent an AF. derivative of escondre to abscond,
but the late date of its first occurrence is against this sup*
position.)

A. sb.
l A mean rascal, a low petty villain *

(J.).

Now usually with stronger sense : An audacious
rascal, one destitute of all moral scruple.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng.w. xxxx. 137 Must I, thought I,

giue aime to such a Skrub and sueh a Saint, That Skown-
drell, and this Counterfeit. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. 22
You see my quarter stafTe, is it not a blesse begger, thinke
you? A washing blow of this is as good as a Laundresse,..
and must needs dry beate a skoundrell, if it be artificially

managed. 1594 Lodge Wounds Civ. War iv. G 3, Clown.
Haue I master thou scondrell ? I haue an Orator to my
master. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iii. 36 By this hand they
are scoundrels and substractors that say so of him. 1605
Chapman All Fooles v. L I 3, Your Mother.. a lustie stoute
Woman, bore great Children, you were the verie skundrell
of am all. 1613 Bingham Xenophon 119 If you take away
my life, you shall put an honest man to death for a cowards
and a scoundrels sake. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 17 Nov.,
I often advised the dissolution of that Parliament, although
I did not think the scoundrels had so much courage. 1734
Pope Ess. Man iv. 212 If your ancient, but ignoble blood
Has crept thro' scoundrels ever since the flood. 1775 John-
son in Boswell 7 Apr. (1791) I. 478 Patriotism is the last

refuge of a scoundrel. 1834 Southey Doctor liii. (1862) 121

When a woman is married for the sake of her fortune, the

chances are five hundred to one that she marries^ villain, or
at best a scoundrel. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxxx, ' They are

great scoundrels,' said Mr. Pickwick. 1877 TennysonHarold
iv. i, My father, Who shook the Norman scoundrels off the
throne. 1879 Froude Csesar xv. 224 He saw these high-

born scoundrels coming home loaded with treasure. 1886

Stevenson Treasure 1st. x, If you keep on drinking rum,
the world will soon be quit of a very dirty scoundrel

!

b. attrib. and appositive.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. ii, Of a Jourdan Coupe-tete,

who has skulked thitherward.. and will raise whole scoun-
drel-regiments. 1850 — Latter-d. Pamph. 11. 9 (Model
Prisons.] The ' sympathy ' of visitors.. for his interesting

scoundrel-subjects.. was evidently no joy to this_ practical

mind. Pity, yes :—but pity for the scoundrel-species 1 1894
H. Nisbet Bush GirVs Rom. 120 This scoundrel-fool Shaf.

ton had been the cause of his misfortunes.

B. adj. Now rare.

1. Of a person : That is a scoundrel ; having the

characteristics of a scoundrel ; scoundrelly. Of a

company : Composed of scoundrels.

1643 Milton Divorce If. i. (1645) 33 We read, not that the
scoundrel people, but the choicest, the wisest, the holiest of
that nation have frequently us'd these lawes. a 1700 B. K.
Diet. Canting Cretv, Scab, a. .Scoundril-Fellow. 1710 Swift
Jrnl. to Stella 21 Yittc, I met that beast Ferris,. .and that

scoundrel dog is as happy as an emperor. 1715 Hearne
Collect. (O. H. S.) V. 53 The Printer is that scoundrel Rascal
Curie. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1638 The cruel wretch
..has squander'd vile, Upon his scoundrel train what might
have cheered A drooping family of modest worth. 1807
Crabbe Par. Reg. in. 789 We'll vex those scoundrel-boys.
1833 L. Ritchie Wand by Loire 187 The scoundrel governor
. .was the Duke of Montpensier.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a scoundrel.
Of conduct: Mean, unprincipled.
1681 Hickeringill Dial. Philautus -V Timoth. iii. 5

Shouldest thou not in all justice and Conscience, instance
something.. that deserves, .such scoundrel, Billings-gate
Ribaldry..? a 1704 T. Brown Dectam. in Def. Gaming
Wks. 1709 III. 1. 134 What.. is there more scoundrel? What
more beastly, than a man depriv'd of his Manhood..by an
Inundation of Claret? 1729 Mandeville Bees II. 101 An
Italian No-man of Scoundrel Extraction. 1731 Medley
Kolben's Cape G. Hope (1738) I. 227 He [jr. the Hottentot
dog] makes such a Scoundrel- Figure, that all his good
Qualities together, are hardly a Ballance for it. 1738 J.
HiLDROi 1 Let. Commatidm. (ed. 4) 17 Stealing we all know
is the most pitiful, scoundrel Act of Injustice. 1748 Thom-
son Cast. Indol. 1 . 1, ' A penny saved is a penny got '— Firm
to this scoundrel maxim keepeth he. 1757 Warburton
Lett, to Hurd xciiL (1809) 218 He. .died. .here in Eng-
land; but of so scoundrel a temper, that he avoided ever
coming into my sight. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <y

Frances (1767)111. 84, I am shocked at the mean, scoundrel
Behaviour of Mr. P . 1850 Thackeray Pendennis Iviii,

Her parents .. encouraged me, with all sorts of coarse arti-

fices and scoundrel flatteries.

f 3. Of a thing : Base, degraded in character or

type. Obs. rare.
1700 Astry tr. Saavedra's Royal Politician II. 16b Trade

was ruin'd by this troublesome, scoundrel Metal. 1717
A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxviii. 75 Their Reli-
gion is also a Sort of scoundrel Mabometism.

Hence Scoundrelz/./ra«j.,?to treat asascoundrel,
to vilify. Scoundreldom, the world of scoundrels,
scoundrels collectively ; also = Scoundeelism.

t Scou-ndrelish a.
t
befitting a scoundrel. Scou 11-

drelship, the behaviour of a scoundrel, scoundrel-

ism. Scoundrelry, scoundrels collectively.

1701 W. Nicolson Let. 9 May in Evelyn Diary <y Corr.
(1906) 721 This being one of the matters wherein I am
scoundreled by the late reply of Dr. Wake. 1705 Rowe
Biter 1. i, I being in somewhat scoundrelish, or, as your
Honour calls it, scurvy Terms with him my self. 1837
Carlyle Diamond Necklace xvi, Let the eye of the mind
. . astound itselfwith the magnificent extent ofScoundreldom

;

the deep, I may say unfathomable, significance of Scoun-
drelism. 1856 Chamb. Jrnl. VI. 361, I was dirty and grim-
looking enough to represent any amount of scoundrelship.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861)415 It is astonishing to
find how much foreign riff-raff and alien scoundrelry will

turn up at a masquerade. 1864 Reader 23 Jan. 101/1 With
such consummate scoundrelship in the foreground, one may
be pretty sure.. that there is no lack of incident. 1864
Kingsley Rom. <$* Tent. iii. 68 AH greedy villains and ad-
venturers, the scoundreldom of the whole world. 1876
Froude Hist. Eng.lxix. XII. 1 11 Either as an effect of loose-

ness of life, or from inherent scoundreldom of temperament.

Scoundrelism (skau'ndreliz'm). [f. Scoun-
drel sb. + -ism.] The character, conduct, or

practices of a scoundrel ; also, a piece of scoun-
drelism, a scoundrelly act or trait.

1611 Cotgr., Villaquerie, villanie, roguerie, rascalitie,

skowndrellisme. 1773 Johnson in Boswell Tour Hebrides
(1785) in Why, Sir, ..There is generally a scoundrelism
about a low man. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. ix, Thus
. .shall the Bastille be abolished from our Earth ; and with
it, Feudalism, Despotism; and one hopes, Scoundrelism
generally. 1890 G. B. Shaw Fabian Ess., Socialism 194
Hungry mobs, nuclei of all the socialism and scoundrelism
ofthe city. 1902 F. E. Hulme Proverb Lore ii. 62 The
epigrams (of John Davies] are, most of them, of a most offen-

sive character... There are two hundred and ninety-two of

these scoundrelisms.

Scoundrelly (skau-ndreli), a. [f. Scoundrel
sb. + -ly !.] Having the character of a scoundrel

;

of, belonging to, or characteristic of a scoundrel

;

characterized by scoundrelism.
1790 Burns Let. 2 Mar., Mankind are by nature benevo-

lent creatures, except in a few scoundrelly instances. 1816
Scorr A nli$. vi, I have directed the constables to take up
that old scoundrelly beggar, Edie Ochiltree, for spreading
disaffection. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 266, I

read on till I got to the base and scoundrelly part of the
address. 1847 Thackeray in Frasers Mag. Jan. 1 16/2 Tom
Starlight, the poacher,.. inveighing against the tyranny of a
scoundrelly aristocracy. 186a Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vm. iv.

III. 18 Money backf 'I will none of His scoundrelly
money*. 2885 Vpool Daily Post 9 Feb. 4/8 A scoundrelly
pasha, .opened the gates of the city and let the Mahdi in.

t Scoundrelously, adv. rare~K [f. Scoun-
drel + -0US + -LY 2.] In a scoundrelly manner.
1681 Hickeringill Dial. P/ulautus <$• Timoth. xiii. 28

Thou handiest the matter, .so scoundrelously, and so far

below the Rules of all Logick and Morality.

Scouner, obs. form of Scunner v.

Scoup (skaup), v. Chiefly Sc. Forms : 5-6
scoupe, 6 skowp, 8 scowp, 7- scoup. [Of
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obscure origin ;
perh. cognate with the synonymous

Scope v.2] intr. To bound, caper, skip. Of an

animal : To go with leaps and bounds.
a 14J5 Cursor M. 23569 (Trin.) Mony bingis may we do

pat better were vndone ben so As for to scoupe [Cott. skip,

Fair/, lepe, GStt. schope] & to ryn Whenne bettur tyme
were to blyn. 1530 Palsgr. 699/2, I scoupe, as a lyon or

a tygre dothe, whan he doth folowe his pray, je vas par
saulUes. I have sene a leoparde scoupe after a bucke.
a 1585 Montgomerie CAwrrV^ Sloe 23 The hart, the hynd,
the dae, the rae, . .War skowping all fra brae to brae, Amang
the water broxe. 17*1 Ramsay Elegy on Paiie Birnie vi,

The corky cowp That to the Papists' country scowp, To
lear' ha, ha's. 17.. — Addr. of Thanks iii, Lads. .scowp
around like tups and bulls. 1739 A. Nicol Nature without
Art 87 Your Head's sae fu* o canty Tales That scoups o'er

many Muirs and Dales. 1756 Pennecuik's Collect. Se.

Poems 55 But dawt red-coats and let them scoup Free, for

the fou of cutty-stoup. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvi, * Wha
the deil are ye !

' said the fat dame to poor Jeanie, .

.

' scoup-
ing about a decent house at sic an hour in the morning ?

'

b. Phrase.
a 1801 Ld. Thomas <y Pair Annie xv. in Child Ballads

I I. 70/1 The shame [i. e. the DevilJ scoup in his company.
18x4 Scott RedgauntLi Let. xi, Deil scowp wi' Red-
gauntlet !

Hence Scou ping vbl. sb. Also Scorrper.
a 157a Knox Hist. Re/, iv. Wks. 1848 II. 416 Witnes the

Lordschip of Abercome,..and diverse utheris..gymn in

heritage to scouparis, dansaris, and dalliaris with dam is.

a 1585 Polwart Flyting w. Montgomerie 757 Land lowper,

light skowper, ragged rowper like a raven. 1503 B. Barnes
Parthenopkil <y P. Ode xl. in Arb. Garner V. ,57 To see

the frisking, and the scouping !

Scoupe, obs. form of Scoop.

Scour (skau»i), sb. 1 Also 4 skour(e, skowr(e,
scowr, 6 8coure. [See Scour v.1]
1. The action of moving rapidly or going in

haste; anmorrush. + Adv. phr. good scour

=

with

hasty movement, at a good pace {obs.)*

a 1300 A*. Alis. 4276 To his ost he farith, good skour.

c 1796 J. Burness Tkrumtny Cap 31 Sae on they gaed at a
gude scow'r. i8ao L. Hunt Indicator No. 16 (1822) I. 123
Robin . . was a fine eager-looking dog, and seemed to have all

his faculties ready for a scour.

T 2. An onset or attack. Obs.
a 1400 Rel. PiecesJr. Thornton MS. 96 Thane schalle erthe

for erthe suffire scbarpe scowrrys [v.r. schouris]. '575
Gamm. Gurton v. ii 196 (Manly), Hodge. Was not wel blest,

Gammer, to scape that scoure?

3. The rush of a driving wind.
1808 Jamieson, Skour of wind. 1906 G. A. B. Dewar

Faery Year 65 The thrushes and blackbirds love the driving
scour and the wind-rocked tree.

Scour (skau»j), sb.% Also 8-9 scower. [f.

Sooun v.2]

1. An apparatus for washing auriferous soil. Cf.

SCODBZ'.'* 11 d.

1619 Atkinson in Mac/arlane's Geogr. Collect. (S.H.S.)
III. 30 In all these places following.. natural gold is to be
found out, & you shall alwayes find skilfull seekers and dis-

coverers thereof, .for to use the Trough or Skower ; but not
very perfit in the Buddie. 1824 G. Chalmers Caledonia
1 1 1 . vi. viii. 733 The places where the gold mines were form-
erly wrought, at the gold scours, in the valley of the Elwan.

2. The action of a current or flow of water in

clearing away mud or other deposit; in Civil

Engineering, an artificial current or flow produced
for this purpose; also, an engineering work con-

structed for the purpose of producing such a current.

17.. in Lcdi&rd Life Marlborough (1726) III. 458 The use-

less Refuse, took a cleansing Scour, Along the rapid Scheld's
intrenched Shore. 1739 in Labelye Result View Level
Fens (1745) 39 Experienced Mechanick-Practice in making
Drains, Sluices, Banks, Scours, &c. 1736 Badbslade New
Cut Canal 5 C.ipt. Perry was making Sluices, .to hold up
Water to make a Scour, by the force of which he expected
to drive the Sand to Sea and deepen that River. 1745
Labelye Result View Fens 33 As to artificial Scours by
means of Reservoirs, or relieving Basons or Sluices. 1878
Huxley Pkysiogr. 146 The scour of the ebb-tide co-operates
with the rapid flow of the river to sweep away any sediment.

1890 Engineer LXVIII. 453 (Cent) There is a low water
depth of only about 4 ft., but this is to be increased by about
20 ft. by dredging and scour. 1909 Daily News 15 Dec. 9
A small piece of land at the far end of the reservoir.. to-

gether with.. 15 manholes, one air valve, three scours in

connection with the pipe line.

3. A place in a river where the bottom is scoured

by the stream; a river-shallow with a gravel bottom.
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xli. § 6 (1689) 310 In

March they shoot into the Scours to spawn. 1787 Best
Angling (ed. 2) 30 Angle.. for pearches, in scours. 1833
Bowlker Art ofAngling 82 The haunts of Roach, during
spring, are on the shallows and scowers. 187s Taunt Map
0/ Thames 21/3 Below are fine scours and deeps, affording
good fishing.

4. Se. A hearty drink {of'a beverage); a 'swig'.

Cf. Scoub f.2 1 1 e.

1714 Ramsay Tea-t. Misc. (1733) II. 167 If that her tip-

pony chance to be sma' We'll tak a good scour o't, and ca't

awa. 17*8 — Robt., Ricky, $ Sandy 132 We'll take a scour
o't to put aff our pain.

6. A kind of diarrhoea in cattle.

1764 Museum Rust. I. 450 It actually gives, or inclines

them to a scower (and other disorders well known to the

shepherds). Ibid. II. 9 A remedy for the white scour in

sheep. 180a Willich Dom. Encycl. IV. 60/2 The White
Scour is an uncommon looseness, occasioned by feeding

sheep on putrescent vegetables. 1881 Sheldon Dairy Farm-
ing 61/2 An effectual preventive of 'scour ', a malady from
which young calves, when reared away from their mothers,

are constantly liable to suffer.

6. The detergent matter used in scouring wool.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 657/1 The wool. .was rinsed in

a current of clean water to remove the * scour \

7. An act of scouring, cleansing, or polishing.
Mod. colloq. Give the floor a good scour.

8. Comb. : scour-hole, a hole made in mud or

sand by the scour of the tide ; scour-way (see

quot.) ; f scour-wort, a name suggested for Sa-
ponaria officinalis.

1890 Kipling City Dread/. Nt. 24 She sank there, and the
next tide made a *scour-hole on one side of her. 1895 Funk's
Stand. Dict^ *Scourway, Geol., a drainage-furrow caused
by a strong current, as by a glacial river flowing over a

f
ravel plain. 1548 Turner Names Herbes (E. D. S.) 66
ladicula. .if we had it here, it myghte be called in english

sopewurt or *skowrwurt,

Scour (skauai),^.1 Forms: 4 scur(e, schoure,

4-7 skour(e, scoure, 5-8 scowr(e, 6-7 skowr(e,
7-8 scower, 6- scour. [Of obscure origin.

In some of the senses explained below there may have been
coalescence ofwords of identical form but etymologically un-
connected ; it is difficult in some uses to distinguish between
this verb and Scour v.2, by association with which its sense-

development has certainly been influenced. The relation to

the cognate Scour sb. 1 is uncertain ; from the early date of
the latter, it is perh. more likely to be the source of the
verb than a derivative of it, so that the sb. may be ad. ON.
skiir storm, Shower sb., and the vb. may correspond to

Norw. skura to rush violently. In the originally military

uses, the vb. may perh. be partly a back-formation from
Scourer.
The current view, that the verb is a. OF. escourre (—L.

exenrrire, f. ex- out + currere to run) seems untenable, as
the OF. word would normally have assumed in ME. the form
scurre instead of scoure.]

1. intr. To move about hastily or energetically

;

esp. to range about in search of something, or in

movements against a foe.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 390 Corineus herwib harde smot &
stured [MS. a scurede, scured, y scuryd] him aboute, &
made is wey bi eiber side& percede be route, c 1470 Henry
Wallace ix. 180 Skour weyll about for scoukaris in the se.

1477 Paston Lett. II I. 185 In plesurys new, your hert dooth
score and raunge So hyeand ferre. X576TURBERV. Venerie
Ixii. 176 Lette hun carie them [the hounds] home vncoupled,
that they may skoure at large and skommer. 1594 Kyd
Cornelia iv. t. 196 He that, .fearles scowres in danger's

coasts, T'enlarge his countries liberty. 1603 Knolles Hist.
Turks (1621) 641 Barbarussa thus scouring aiongst the coast

of Italic, . . strucke such an exceeding terrour into the mindes
of the citizens [etc.]. 16x5 Heywood Four Prentises 1. D 3 b,

Sirra go you and scoure about the hill. 1647 Trait Cotnm.
Rev. iv. 6 Furnished with six wings apiece, -to scoure about
for the peoples benefit. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables cexxiv.

196 There was a Freak took an Ass in the Head, to Scoure
abroad upon the Ramble. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To
Scour about, to ramble or run raking about. 1735 Somer-
villk Chase in. 323 While these intrepid Bands . . out-fly the

Storm, And scowrtng round, make Men and Beasts their

Prey. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. n. ii, Furnishers scour

in gigs over all districts of France. 1865 A. Smith Summer
in Skye 1. 152 How John Kelly shouted and objurgated, and
how his dog scoured about I [driving cattle]. 1870 Sala in

Daily Tel. 26 June, The City authorities scoured fruitlessly

about in quest of a new site for a debtors prison.

b. To move rapidly, go in haste, run. Chiefly

with advs., indicating the direction, etc.

13.. K. Alis. 3722 Lordynges, he saide, hit is nought to

fleon 1 We buth the ost and the water bytwene... Hit is

beter that we to heom schoure [Bodl. scoure]. So longe so

we may dure, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xi. (Symon \ Judas)
297 J>ai wysmen ban scouryt bam faste. 151a Helyas in

Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 104 The swanne put him
afore the shippe, the which he made to scoure upon the

water in suche wise that they were anon ferre fro Lyleforte.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 20 The lady, .from him fled away
with all her powre : Who after her as hastily gan scowre.

a 1600 FloddanF. iii. (1664) 23 The Scots anon they scoured

in And plyed apace unto their prey, a 1630 Tom Thumb
410 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 229 She took him up between her

jaws, And scower'd up a tree. 163a J. Havward tr. Biondfs
Eromena 39 The Galley scowred away a maine course.

169a R. I/Estrance Fables lxxxiii. 81 They.. Scoure oft*

themselves and leave Those that Trust them to pay the

Reck'ning. 1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. IVks.

(1709) 139 He scourM after me as hard as he could. 17x0

De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 566 Away he scowered, and left

my Pilot .a compleat Victory. 1810 Southey Kehama
xxiii. xi, Through the red sky terrific meteors scour. 1843

Borrow Bible in Spain viii. 51, I ..scoured on my way with

more speed than before. X85X Carlyle Sterling 11. iv, Ster.

ling., took to daily riding in summer; scouring far and wide

on a swift strong horse. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi viii.

181 Dogs turn tail and scour off in dismay.

+ C. (Without adv.) To depart in haste, run

away, decamp. (Chiefly colloq. or slang.) Obs.

a 159J Greene Alcida (1617) H 2, Wherevpon the mariners

reioyced, hoising vp sailes, and thrusting into the maine, we

scowred and returned home to the court. 1687 Sedley

Bellamira Prol., Till all the Ladies and some Gallants

scowre. x688 Shadwell Sq. Alsatia, Expl. Cant, To

Scamper, to rubb, to scowre, to run away. x688 Luttrell

BriefReL I. 486 Some of them that lay most obnoxious are

scowring; several of which are taken and secured making

their escapes. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse iv. iv. {end), No,

no ; fire over their Heads only to fright 'em ; I'll warrant

the Regiment scours when the Collonel's a Prisoner. 1753

Foote Englishm. in Paris 1. Wks. 1799 I. 35 How the

powder flew about, and the Monsieurs scour d.

2. trans. To pass rapidly over or along (a tract

of land or water) ; esp. to traverse in quest of some-

thing, or in order to capture or drive away a foe.

Cf. Scour v.*B.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 363 And bis lore shulden

preitii leme, and speciali hey prelatis, sft £ei shulden scure

[v.r. skoure] be weie to be oost bat comeb aftir. 1456 Sir
G. Haye Law 0/ Arms (S. T. S.) 230/11 Gif a Franche
knycht . . had runnyn before Bordeaulx to scoure the contree
and tak prisounens. a 1513 Fabyan Chron.w. exciii. 196
This Kdgar.,vsed, in the somer tyme, to scowre the see
with certeyne shyppes of warre. 1553 Brende Q. Curtius
D viij, By that time such as were s^nt before to scowre the
countrey, came in, and reported. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

464 The king before he would take his voyage, sent the Erie
of Huntyngdon to serche and scowre the Seas. Ibid. 833
The noble men., without any tariyng, scouryng the wayes
as fast as their horses could runne. 1594 Kyd Cornelia v.

79 Euen so our battails . . Dyd scoure the plaines in pursuite
of the foe. 1636yd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 73/2 You.,
may spare part [of your fleet] to scour the Channel to the
Land's End westward. 1667 Milton P. L. 529 And Scouts
each Coast light-armed scoure, Each quarter, to descrie the
distant foe. 1776 Johnson Let. to Boswell 5 Mar., I know
not but we may scour t*he country together, for I have a
mind to see Oxford and Lichfield. 1807 G. Chalmers Cale-
donia I. in. iii. 342 Their piratical countrymen.. scoured
those coasts, in quest of prey. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v.

v, Patrols .. scour the streets, all that night. 1856 Stanley
Sinai fy P. xi. (ed. 3) 390 The sloping hills, .scoured by herds
of gazelles. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels A nim. Life 116
He went aloft, scoured the hold, examined the galley.

b. Jig. To run over in the mind, with the eye, etc.

1883 Sunday Mag. July 452/2, I stand here scouring the
universe with my imagination. 1909 Max Beerbohm Yet
Again 69 You scour the list vaguely, and order a pint of 273.

3. spec, in I7th-i8th century slang (cf. Scourer!
2). a. intr. To roam about at night uproariously,

breaking windows, beating the watch, and molesting

wayfarers.

1673 Shadwell Epsom Wells 11. i, You drink Burgundy
perpetually and Scower as you call it. 1687 Sedley Bella-

mira in. 1. Wks. 1778 II. 152, I went home drunk, and
scour'd outragiously. X7ia Steele Siect. No. 358 f 1 There
is no Inhabitant of any standing in Covent-Garden, but can
tell you a hundred good Humours, where People have come
off with little Blood-shed, and yet scowered all the witty

Hours of the Night. 1717 Prior Alma in. 233 From Milk-

sop He starts up Mohack :..So thro' the Street at Midnight
scow'rs : Breaks Watch-men's Heads, and Chair-men's
Glasses. X756 Gentl. Mag. XXVI. 37 As bees for honey
range from flow'r tofiow'r, From house to house I see Mun-
dungus scow'r !

b. trans. To ill-treat or ' maul ' (the watch,

wayfarers, etc.) while roistering in the streets.

1681 Drvden Sjt. Fryar Prol. 39 Scowring the Watch
grows out of fashion wit. X687 Sedley Bellamira iv. i.

Wks. 1778 II. 177 Mer. The house is beset: What's here,

scourers ?.. Cun. Well scour 'em for a company of uncivil

fellows, thus to disturb lovers at their innocent recreations.

1693 Scarronides 11. 33 Our Watch they scowre, and greet

with ill-blows. 1723 Briton No. 19 (1724) 83 They got drunk,

..scower'd the Watch, abused the Constable.

C. To roister through (the streets).

1691 Comedy, Win Her $ Take Her h t. 2 We'Ie scour

ev'ry street And kick all we meet. 1753 Scots Mag. Oct.

49I^ We scoured the street after our nocturnal revel.

Scour (skau»i), v.2 Forms : 3-4 schur, skur,

3-5 scur(e, 3-7 skour(e, 4-7 skowre, 4-8
scowr(e, scoure, 5-6 score, 5-7 skore, scoore,

6 skower, 5-9 scower, 9 dial, scaur, 4- scour.

[Prob.a. MDu. or MLG. sck&ren (mod.Du. schuren,

mod.LG. scniiren), whence mod.G. sckeuern and

MSw., Sw. skura. Da. skure; Du. has also a vb.

schuieren to brush, which is prob. a dialectal

variant. The Du. and LG. word is prob. a. OF.
escurer (mod.F. icurer) = Pr., Sp. escurar

t It.

sgurare, scurare (rare) :—popular L. *excftrdre

(med.L. esciirare, scurare) to polish, scour, f. ex-

out + curare, in class. Latin to take care of (f. cura

care), in med.L. also to clean (so F. curer).

Direct adoption from OF. escurer is not likely, as the word
should in that case have become scure in mod. Kng. (cf.

cure, pure). The same objection applies to the hypothesis

of adoption from monastic Latin, unless it be supposed that

the word had been English for some centuries before the

date of the first known examples. Possibly the word was
brought in as a technical term by Flemish workmen.]

1. trans. To cleanse or polish (metal, earthen-

ware, wood, etc.) by hard rubbing with some

detergent substance. Sometimes with compl. adj.,

as bright, clean. Also const. oj,jrom (rust, etc.).

?a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 540 Hir heer was as yelowe

of hewe As any basin scoured newe. c 1440 Alphabet 0/
Tales 223 Sho . . wasshid dysshis & skowrid pottys. c 1450

Merlin xx. 313 Thei. .scowred hauberkes and furbisshed

swerdes and helmes. 1530 Palsgr. 707/1, I scoure vessel,

I make it bright and cleane. 1576 Gascoigne Steele Gl.

(Arb.) 78, I see you Peerce, my glasse was lately scowrde.

1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 62 They skowre them so bright that

a man may beholcf his face in them. i6aa Mabbe tr. Ale-

man's Guzman ttAl/. 1. 132, 1 was. .in my Masters Kitchen,

scowring of the Panns and the Spits. 1697 Dryden Mneid
vi. 11 14 By dint of Sword his Crown he shall increase; And
scour his Armour from the Rust of Peace. 1709 Female
Tatler No. 4/3 When the Cook Maid's Sick, he'll.. scowre

down the Stairs. X7ia Arbuthnot John Bull in. vii,

Grudging a quarter of a pound of Soap and Sand to scowre

the Rooms, c 17x4 Arbuthnot, etc. Mem. Martinus Scrib-

lerus 1. iii, The Truth was, the Maid.. had scoured it as

clean as her Andirons. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xiv. II. 195

His slaves were scouring the vessels of gold and silver dis-

played on the sideboard. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair liv,

[He] passed by the scared female who was scouring the

steps. X878 Huxley Pkysiogr. 193 The stone largely used

for scouring paint is a lava of very porous texture.

b. Jig. Also with over, up (cf. ' polish up ).

Now rare or Obs.



SCOUB.

a 1300Cursor M. 25867 Elsmoght moght na clensing fire pi

saulskurtomakeitschirre. Ibid-. 28058 parforilkani rede for-

loke pat pai. .skir |>am sua wit pair m-sight, hair conscience
sua clene and bright, bat bai bar-in leue nakin thing bat ani
nede haf o scuring. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. (Egipciane)
1219 pai . . bat bame-sel? ofe syne wil scoure. c 1430 Pilgr.

LyfMaiihode iv. xli. (1869) 195 She leueth no thing bat she
ne correcteth and skowreth and forbtsheth. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial^ Wherfor pys tyme of Lenton ys ordeynt only to
scowre and to clanse your concyens of all maner roust and
fulbe of synne. 1556 Parker Ps. cxix. i4oSkord cleanefull
out thy word is seene : fine tride from drosse impure. 1594
Hooker Eccl.^ Pol. 1 v. xii. § 5 Some few . . who . . are not so
scowred of their former rust, as to forsake their auncient per-
swasion. 1608DayLaw Trickes i.i, HowthedawScouresore
hisrustie phrases! i6u Speed CAr<?«.ix. xxiv. 871/2 [Q. Eliz.
said] I haue been enforced this day to scowre vp my old
Latine, that hath laine long in rusting. 16x7 Moryson Itin,
1. 161, I will..scoure up that little Toscane language, which
. .shall be remaining unto me. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1.

v. (1640) 7 Heraclius. .scoured bright an old holy-day with
a new solemnitie. 1654 — Two Serm. 58 Such who by Art
and Education., have scoured over the dimme inscription of
the Morall Law, that it appeared plaine unto them.

c. ahsoL or zntr.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tourv\\\, (1906) 11 Score so long on this

plate till ye haue hadde awey all the blacke spottis. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 111. i. 315 Item, she can wash and scoure.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 248 P5 The Wench in the Kitchen
sings and scours from Morning to Night. 1859 Geo. Eliot
Adam Bede xxxii, Listening to all manner 0' gossip when
they should be down on their knees a-scouring.

d. trans, {hyperbolically). To thrust (a sword,
knife) in a person's body.
1613 Hayward Will. I 68 Encouraging one another.. to

scoure their swords in the entrailes of their enemies. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx, Have ye a mind I should scour my
knife between your ribs, as my mother says?

e. To clean the inside of (a gun) after firing.

1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle v. i, Let me see
your p«ece neighbor Greene-goose, when was she shot in?
Greene. And like you maister Captaine, I made a shot euen
now, partly to scoure her, and partly for audacity. 1627
Capt. Smith Scamatfs Gram. xiii. 61 Souldiers scowre your
peeces. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurlz' Surg. 1. in. 9 Even as
Musq^uetieres are scouring their Musquets after much
shooting.

t f. slang. To wear (fetters) ; to sit in (the
stocks). 06s.
c 1450 Mankind 634 in Macro Plays 24 Me semyth ;e haue

scoryde a peyr of fetters. 1533 J. Heywood Pardoner fy
Frere 602 Thou shalt not escape me, Tyll thou hast scouryd
a pare of stokys. 1561 Awdelay Prat. Vacab. (1869) 84
To skower the cramp-rings, to weare boltes or fetters, a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Scoure, to wear.

2. trans. To remove grease or dirt from (cloth,

wool, silk, etc.) by some detergent process.
1467-8 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 630/1 The said Clothes.. clene

scowred, full dryed, and redy to the sale, c 1483 Caxton
Dialogues 34 Rescourer vne robe, Skowre agayn a goune.
1496 Coventry Leet Bk. 574 To scoure & fresche old bo-
nettes. 1565 Act 8 Eliz. c. n § 2 The same Cappe [shall]
be first well scoured and closed upon the Banke. 1601
Holland Pliny xix. i. 1 1. 5 There is a kind of Poppies much
sought after for blaunching and bleaching of linnen cloths;
for being skoured therewith, it is wonderfull how white and
pure they will looke. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 362 In some
Lakes the Water is so Nitrous, as if Foule Cloaths be put
into it, it scoureth them of it selfe. 1683 Wilding in Collect.
(O. H.S.) I. 257 For scouring my Coate 00 00 06. 1751 Cham-
bers'^ Cycl. s. v. Dying, Dying 0/thread is begun by scour-
ing it in a lye of good ashes. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf
iii. 107 When the cloth is woven, he sends it., to be 'scoured'
and fulled \ z888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 657/1 Stale urine
was a favourite medium in which to scour wool.

b. absol. PClsofig.
1624 Quarles Job Militant Med. vi. 41 Teares, mingled

with thy Blood can scower so, That Scarlet sinnes snail
turne as white as Snow. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 362 Warme
Water scoureth better than Cold.

3. To wash vigorously (the hands, face, teeth)

;

to * scrub '. Now onlyjocular.
1589 Warner .4Z£. Eng. vi. xxx. (1612) 147 Vnto the Trough

he hies, And skowres his coly fists and face. 1602 How
to ckuse good Wife m. iii. F 4, He had a pound of sope to
scowre his face. 1675 Hobbes Odyssey (1677) 72 They.,
gave him th

1

oyl to scour his skin withal, a 1704 Compleat
Servant-Maid (ed. 7) 65 To wash the Face, to keep it smooth
and to scower it clean. 1713 Swift Midas 71 British Midas*
dirty Paws ; Which, .the Senate strove to scour. 1871 R.
Ellis Catullus xxxvii. 20 And teeth a native lotion hardly
scours quite pure.

b. trans/. To cleanse (the teeth) by chewing
some substance. Also, f to scour one's mouth on,

to abuse, vilify.

1598 Florio To Rdr. aviij, Let Aristophanes and his come-
dians make plaies, andscowre their moutheson Socrates. 1781

j

C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper I. 83 To eat cold beef, and
drink strong beer for breakfast, and to scoui bis teeth after
it with a quid of tobacco.

4. To cleanse (a wound, ulcer, the entrails of an
animal) by treating with some medicament.
c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 9 Take, wasshe tho isues of

swannes anon, And skoure tho guttus with salt ichon. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health Pref. 4 That they dense and scoure
the woundes from al corupcion. 16x2 Woodall Surg. Mate
Wks. (1653) 31 This unguent serveth well to cleanse and
scowre ulcers. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery (1796) xviii, 290
Take your eel and scour it well with salt.

5. To clear out (a channel, ditch, drain, etc.) by
removing dirt, weeds, etc. Also with out, f up.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. 754 The canel skoured was

so clene. 15x9 Presentm. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 31
The grett Inquest..commandes all wattersewers . . be dykid
and scoried be Withesonday. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. f 123

254

Than scoure the olde dyche, and cast it«vp newe. 1579 in
W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 403 The. .ryvers.,
shalbe ryde and scowred. 1589 Ive Praet. Fortif. 3 It may
haue the riuer turned into the ditch to skowre the ditch of
any thing that may be cast into it. 1645 Symonds Diary
(Camden) 231 A large ditch, .lately scowred and cast vp.
1657 G. Thornley Daphnis fy Chloe (1893) 79 He scowred
the Fountains, that the Water might be clear and transparent.
1724 DeFoe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 52 Working hard to
scour their moats. 1740 J. Leakokd Observ. S. Level Pens
21 It is proposed. .To scour out St. John's Eau.and lay the
Earth on the Norfolk side. 1747 Franklin Lett. Wks.
(1887) II. 8r, I first scoured up my ditches and drains, and
took off all the weeds. 1785 Burke Sp. Nabob o/Arcot's
Debts Wks. 1006 III. 232 These watercourses again call for
a considerable expense to keep them properly scoured and
duly levelled. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 433 The
hedger now resumes his work of water-tabling and scouring
ditches. 1886 Act 49 <y 50 Vic. c. 49 § 9 The Admiralty may
. .dredge scour and deepen the foreshore and bed of the sea
within the said limits.

b. To scour a hedge (see quot. 1847).
1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 13 § s The Hayes, Fenses, Dykes or

Hedges . . shall from time to tyme be diked, scoured, repaired
and kept lowe. 1847 Halliwkll, Scour. (1) To scour a
hedge, to deepen the ditch, and to breast up the hedge with
the soil taken out. North.

6. To clear out or cleanse by flushing with water.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1547/1 So as by the

space of foure daies there could be no water reteined within
the pent, to scowre the mouth of the hauen. 1619 S. At-
kinson GoldMynes Scot. (BsinmityneC\ub)i Sufficient water
..for..scowring places, .with which all sorts of earth are to
be washed or scowred. 1642 Fuller Holy <$ Pro/. St. iv.

xix. 339 If his land accosteth the sea, he considereth-.what
Keys are^ rusty with sands and shelves, and what are
scoured with a free and open tide. 1839 Civ. Engiu. <y Arch.
Jml. II. 86/1 The projection of this isle,, .forcing the tide-

wave southward, causes it to run northward, again, with
great force, and scour out the Bay of Weymouth. 1847
Lyell Princ. Geol. xix. (ed. 7) 263 During other seasons of
the year, the ocean makes reprisals, scouring out the channels.

b. with away : To form (a channel) by flushing.
(.1683 Cowley's Voy. in Cook's Voy. (1790) III. 846 There

cannot be so great a lack of water, but must needs scowre
a channell away at the ebbe deepe enough for shipping to
goe in.

c. To clear or refresh (the throat) with liquor. Sc.

1787 W. Taylor Scots Poems 4 (E. D. D.) Upo' that hint
I scour'd my rusty throat. x8ox W. Beattie Fruits of
Time Parings (1873) 15 (ibid.) Lat's see a drappie o* yer
beer, To scour my crap.

7. Of a medicine, or of one who administers it

:

To purge (an animal, a person, the body, etc.)

;

to evacuate (the stomach or bowels). Also, to

cleanse (worms, fish, etc.) by purging.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 542 Thai eyt it with full gud will,

That soucht [nane othir] salss thar-till Bot appetyt, that oft

men takys ; For weill scowryt war thar stomakys. 1577
B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 35 b, At which tyme
they are very good to skowre horses. 1594 Kyd Cornelia
hi. li. 71 Like to a Curre that Carrion hath deuour'd, And
cannot rest, vntill his mawe be scour'd. x6xo Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 434 Ponds or Stewes . . to feed Pikes and
Tenches fat, and to scoure them from the strong and muddy
fennish taste. 1653 Walton Angler vi. 138 A Lob or
Garden worm, which should be wel scowred, that is to say,
[kept] seven or eight dayes in Moss before you fish with
them. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic 87 Clysters in great
quantity if you would scowre the guts. 1691 Braggadocio
"'. i- 35) I hate to have a puddle o' your Outlandish Nu-
sance cloging my Stomach. Top. Pun.—a scouring Bottle
of Pontack will scour it again, Mun. 1765 Treat. Dom.
Pigeons 29 Pease, wheat, and barley are apt to scour your
Pigeons too much. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct.
(ed. 2) 132 Scour them [sc. gentles] in sand, in a flannel bag.
X843 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 210 [He] immediately proceeded
to scour him with the most potent medicines. 1856 ' Stone-
henge ' Brit. Sports 1. v. ii. § 3. 236/2 All these worms should
be scoured, a process which consists in starving them, by
placing them in damp moss. 1888 J. Inglis Tent Life in
Tigerland 71 This food, .has a tendency to scour the animals.

b. absol. Ofmedicineorfood: To act as a purge.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. xlvi. 261 PelHtorie of the wall..

hath force to scoure. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xx.42
The ordinary great Celandine.. scowreth and cleanseth

effectually. 1884 Farm <y Home 25 Oct 275/2 Potatoes and
middlings tend to scour.

c. refl. Chiefly of worms and fish : To become
clean by purging.

1594 Plat Jewell-ho. m. 12 These wormes did first scoure

themselves, either in mosse, lome, or bran. 1661 Lovell
Hist. Aniiu. <$ Min., Isagoge d 4 b, Pond-fish . -are not so
sweet as river fish, except they have been kept in rivers to

scoure themselves. Ibid, d 6 b, Snailes..are best towards
winter having scoured themselves. X867 F. Francis Angling
iv. (1880) 104 Pike..spawn from early April to the end of
May, ..and, after a short rest,.. scour themselves in the

streams or shallows.

d. intr. (for rejl.) To be purged. Of worms,

fishes, etc. : To be cleansed by purging. Of cattle:

To have diarrhoea.

159a Repentance ofRobert Greene D 2, Al his paine was
in his belly. And although he continually scowred, yet still

his belly sweld. 1616 Surfl. & Markham CountryFarm iv.

xvi. 514 The wormes.. will not onely Hue long therein, but

also scoure and feed. x68i Chetham Anglers Vade-m. iii.

§ 16 (1689) 26 The Dew preserves them [sc. baits] and makes
them scour and thrive. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 242

If you turn Sheep into Wheat or Rye to feed, let it not be
too rank, .lest it make them Scowre. X725 Bradley's Fam.
Diet. s. v. Bait, A dead Man's Skull beaten to powder for

the Worms to scour in. X764 Museum Rust. II. 147 Those
which had the lask, and scowered. 1909 Daily News 5 May
4 Young spring grass is about the worst food for calv«s,

causing them to scour very badly.

SCOUB.

8. fig. To rid, clear (a place, the sea, etc.) of ot
from an enemy or other undesirable occupants.

Closely associated with Scour v. 1
2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 475 Hc.schurd [Golt. skourd, Trin.
scoured] bat curt o bam sa clene, bat sithen bar sted was
neuer sene. 1531 Dial, on Laws Eng. 11. xlvii. [Ii-1 97 L

tThe lord of the narowe see is boundcto scoure the see of
pyrattes. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. lxiv, As.. Some
fleet-wing'd haggard. -th'ayre of all her feath'red flock*
doth skower. i6n Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle v. i,

And like a sort of true-borne Scauingers, scoure me this
famous Realme of enemies, a 1627 Hayward Ann. Q. Eliz.
(Camden) 49 He was appointed to skowre the seas from un-
lawful! adventurers. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India iff P. 98 It is
the Catwals Business with a Guard of near Two hundred
Men, to scower the Streets.. of idle Companions. ai7oi
Maundkell Joum. Jems. 28 Feb. (1732) 4 Maintaining
the ways in good repair, and scouring them from Arabs,
and Robbers. X716 B. Church Hist. Philip's War(iZ6$)
I. 1 80 Church received a Commission . . to Scoure the Woods
of some of the lurking Enemy. 1786 W. Thomson Watsons
Philip III, vi. (1839) 317 This.. contributed not a little to
scour the sea from the pirates. 1826 Scott Diary in Lock-
hart Life (1839) IX. 17 He might have done well there could
he have scoured his brains of politics. 1876 Voyle <y
Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v., To scour the country
means to clear the country of the enemy for miles around.

k- fig- (of a devastating plague).
1607 J. DAviEsSumma Totalis (Grosart) 21/2 The Plague

(which late our Mother-Citty scour'd And erst the King-
dome made halfe desolate !)

^•flS' T° Deat > scourge. Hence, to punish, treat
severely.

L-1386 Chaucer Pars. T. T 596 He-.broghte ayerde to
scoure with the child, c X400 Rule St. Bcnct 1536 pe nouices,
whils bai er jing Aw to be scorid for swilk a thing, c 1425
Lydg. Testament Minor Poems (Percy Soc.) 255 Of the
yeerde somtyme I stood in awe, To be scooryd that was al
my dreede. c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 259 He tuke a wand
and skowrid bairn bathe, e 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 737
5a ! thys hard balys on bi bottokkys xall byte !. .cum vp, yt
horsons, and skore a-wey be yche ! c 1590 Marlowe Faustus
977 He teach ye to impeach honest men : stand by, lie
scowre you for a goblet. [1599 Shaks. Hen. V, n. L 60 If
you grow fowle with me Pistolf, I will scoure you with my
Rapier, as I may, in fayre tearmes.] 1662 Pepys Diary
4 Feb., We shall scoure him for it. 1730 Fielding Author's
Farce 1. viii, But I will pay the dog, I will scour him.

10. To sweep or rake (a place, position, a body
of men, etc.) with gun-shot. Also, to command
(a position, etc.) with one's guns.
1563 W. Cothe in 15M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. 11.

32 Our steple. .on the which stoode iii fayre Demi-Colveryns
to skowre the topp of the hills. 1578 T. N. tr. Cong. W.
India 320 Cortes unshipped three peeces of ordinance to
scoure the Cawsey, which was full of enemies. 1589 Ive
Pract. Fortif. 11 That the artillerie which shoulde scoure
the front of yl one Bulwarke might lye couered in the other
Bulwarke. c i6ao Fletcher & Mass. Double Marriage 11.

i, How many saile of wel man'd ships before us,.. Have we
pursued and scowerd. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. «y Commw.
304 The South part.. is well defended with Casemats, the
better to scoure the Curtaine. X704 Lond. Gaz. No. 4082/3
The Ditch is doubly Palisadoed, with very good Flanks
within, to scour the Moat when they enter. X706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), To Scour the length ofa Line, to rake a Line
from end to end with the Shot, so that every Bullet which
comes in at one end, sweeps all along to the other. 1781
Simes Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 12 Small parties of light cavalry
to scour the flanks. x8o» C James Milit. Diet. s. v. Firing,
Street Firing is the method of firing adopted to defend or
scour a street, lane, or narrow pass of any kind. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. V. xx. 567 He ordered up heavy artillery

and scoured the woods with grape.

II. To remove, get rid of. Chiefly with advs.,

as away, off, out. a. To remove (rust, dirt, etc.)

by cleansing or hard rubbing. Also fig.
c 1410 Lydg. Life Our Lady lxv. (? 1484) k j, He came for

our sauacion To scoure aweye the rust of al our blame.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/2 Scowryn [Winch. MS. scoryn]
a-wey ruste, erugino, erubigino. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV,
111. ii. 137, I will..staine my fauours in a bloody Maske:
Which washt away, shall scowre my shame with it. 1631
Sanderson Serm. II. 15 The stains will not easily (if at all)

be scoured off again, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § 31
He would often speak that there was much of good in the
order of bishops, if the dross were scoured off. 1806 J.
Beresford Miseries Hum. Life xi. No. 18 (ed. 3) I. 263
The face or hands.. begrimed with that mysterious sort of
filth, which, as soon as you have, with great difficulty,

scoured it away, returns again and again. x866 Redgrave
Cent. Painters 1 1. 605 Many a one whose qualifications con-
sist only in the reckless impudence with which he dares to

use the spirit or the alkali to scour off dirt and art together,
places a half-washed portrait in the window, and dubs him-
self a restorer.

b. To drive (an enemy, etc.) out 3/" the land.

1470 Henry Wallace vn. 16 How thai suld tak on hand
The rychtwys blud to scour out of Scotland, a 1600 Floddan
F. viii. (1664) 73 The gray gooswing did work such greif,

And did the Scots so skoure and skaile. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1638) 287 After that Scanderbeg had thus.,

scoured the Turks out of euery corner of Epirus. 1605
Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 56 What Rubarb, Cyme, or what Pur-
gatiue drugge Would scowre these English hence? 1643
Fuller Holy § Prof. St. v. iii. 365 King Saul, who had
formerly scoured Witches out of all Israel. 1655 — CA.
Hist. in. 112 Fullers earthj a precious ware is daily scowred
hence, though by law forbidden to be transported.

C To discharge, evacuate, purge away (a

humour, disease, excrement, etc.).

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1585) 190 b, It

scowreth away the collections of a Plurisy beginning. 16*0

Fletcher Chances in. ii, Has given me a dam'd Glister,.

.

Has almost scour'd my guts out. 1620 Venner Via Recta
vii. 157 It concocteth and scowreth downwards crude and



SCOUR.

phlegmaticke humors. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ciii,

The same stamped with Honey, .consumeth and scoureth

away the Ulcers of the Head. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv.

xltit, They sow . . but . . Wind-flowery . . herbs that may make
One break wind to the purpose, these scowre them off care-

fully. 1737 Bracken Farriery Imfir. (1757) II. 84 There
are Horses which put off, or scour off their Meat (as we
say) very fast.

cL To remove or clear away by flushing with

water.
c 1581 T. Digges in Archzohgia. XI. 227 Beache . . vnder

the Sowthern jawe of the haven mowth . . by the force of the

Master Sluce shall allway be scowred and remooued. 1596

Harincton Metam. Ajax^-x By turning astreame of water

on the mickesons, he scowred away that in a weeke, that

an hundred could scant haue done in a yeare. 1619 Atkin-
son in Maefarlane's-Geogr. Collect. (S. H. S.) III. 31 Their
usual manner is, when they seek for Gold . . to frame or make
a long seuch or scowring place into which they bring the

stream of water, to scowr away the light earth from the

heavy sandy, earth. 1849 Lvf.ll 2nd Visit U. S. (1850) II.

152 The tide enters far up each channel, scouring out mud
and sand.

te. To drink off (a health). Obs. Sc. (Cf.

Scoch sb? 3.)
1718 Ramsay Chrisfs Kirk Gr. in. xi, He-.scour'd aff

healths anew, Clean out that day.

t Scour, v.$ Obs. rare. [Aphetic f. discourse,

Discover.] trans. To divulge, reveal, disclose.

1584 Munday Fidele fr Fortunio 12 in Archiv Stud. net*.

Spr. CXXIII. 48 Heare you Maister Fortunio.. Doo but

scoure your minde to mee, and shut vp your greef : Either

lie finde you some ease, or you shalbe hangd for a theef.

tScourage 1
. Obs. Forms: sscur-, 6 seurr-,

scower-, scourage, scouradge. [f. Scour vA +
-age.] The act of scouting or skirmishing. Phr.

to make or keep scourage,

1470 Hardyng Chron. Pref. 1 To scarmyse als, and make
sykyr scurage. 1520 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 43 It is

ordred that Sir Griffythe Ryce, Sir William Bulmer, Sir

Richard Tempest, with theyre cumpanyes, shall make scur-

rage that day for discoueryng the cuntrey for the kings

suertie. 1557 Lo*Warton in Strype Feci. Mem. (1721) III.

11. 266 Our Men.. upon their Retyre followed them with
Scowerage towards Tividale. 1560 in J. Scott Berwick*
upon.Tweed (18S8) 448 Yf any soldiers of the garrison be
appointed to keep scourage. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 108 He
is to appoynt which bands of Horse shall go to the watch
or scouradge.

Scourage 2
. rare. In 7 -idge. [f. Scour z\ 2

+ -age.] Material for scouring ;
* refuse water after

cleansing or scouring* (Ogilvie, 1882).
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. H. T. (1618) Pref.

30 The sope, niter and scouridge, that the Iesuites are able

eyther to beg, to borrow, to steale, or otherwise come by

;

are not able to cleanse the vulgar translation.

Scoure, obs. form of Score sb. and v.

Scoured (skau»jdV/^/. a. [f. Scodr v. 2 + -ed*.]

1. Polished by rubbing; cleansed by scrubbing

with a detergent. AlsoyS>.
c 145* M* E. Med. Bk. (Heinnch) 186 Droppe hyt in a clene

scoured bacyn. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. i. 7 They glistred,

as it had bene fayre scoured metall. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. Eph. iv. 17-23 He cannot be sene, but onely
with the scoured iyes of the soule. 1675 Han. Woollky
Gentlrtv. Com/. 141 Set it a-boiling in a clean scoured
skillet. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 465, I saw seven white
scoured Elephants Teeth. 185a Mrs.Stowb Uncle Tom'sC.
xviit, Dinah would contract such an immoderate attachment
to her scoured tin, as to insist upon it that it shouldn't be
used again for any possible purpose.

b. With out, of a glass : Cleaned out, emptied. St.

1805 J. Nicol Poems I. 158 (Jam.) An 1
ilka blade had fill'd

his wame, \W monie scour d-out glasses.

2. Of silk, wool, etc : Treated with a detergent.
166 . Petty in Sprat Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 305 The same

scowred Silk. 1716 Gay Trivia m. 970 The new-scower'd
Manteau. £1830 Mrs. Sherwood Houlston Tracts III.

No. 81. 6 She wore a scoured silk trimmed with gimp. 1868

J. Turner Woollen Mann/. Assist. 56 To find weight of
greasy wool required to produce a certain weight of scoured
wool.

b. quasi-JA. = scoured wool.
1804 Times 14 Mar. 3/4 The Continent again purchased

freely of scoureds. 1897 Daity News 19 Mar. 9/5 Good
bodied and light dry scoureds maintain previoussenes prices.

3. Purged ; cleansed by purging.
t6j3 Walton Compl. Angler xi. (1878) 87 At a well scowred

lob-worm he [sc. the barbel] will bite as boldly as at any bait.

1873 G. C. Davies Mount. $ Mere xiii. 106 A small well-

scoured red worm will take them when nothing else will.

Scourer 1 (skau»*r3J). Forms : 5 skoverour,
skowrrour, skouriour, scorer, -ar, 6 sourer,

skourer, 6-8 scowrer, 8 scowerer, 5- scourer.

See also Scurrier. [In sense 1 orig. aphetic

f. Discoverer (OF. descouvreor) ; afterwards con-

fused with the agent-n. f. Scour z/.l + -kr 1.]

1 1. One sent out to reconnoitre ; a scout or

avant-courier ; -Discoverer 2 and Scurrier.
a 1400 Morte Arth. 3118 Than skyftes bes skouerours,

and skippes one hyllis, Discoueres for skulkers that they no
skathe lymppene. c 1470 Henry Wallace hi. 103 Send twa
skowrrouris to wesy weyll the ptayne. Ibid. iv. 431 Set
skouriouris furth the contre to aspye. c 1471 Arriv. K.
Edtv. IV (Camden) 28 The Kyngc.sent afore hym his

forrydars and scorars, on every syde hym. c 1500 Melusine
xxx. 224 Thenne he loked on the ryght syde vpon a lytel

mountaynne & sawe the grete batayll, and sawe the watche
and the scourers al about the cost. 1534 Morr Com/, agst.

Trib. n. Wks. 1181/2 Out was our scurer sent agayn,..to
ihew wher aboute y* place was. 1553 Brende Q. Curtins
H vij, By the spring of the day the scourers that he sent
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before to discover, returned to him wyth reporte that Darius
was comming. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Antecnrsor, a fore

runner, . . a scourer. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 109 To give

order that the Scowrers come not out of the fielde till the

Trumpet sounde. i8a6 Hor. Smith Tor Hill (1838) I. 39
The scourers now took the lead, looking vigilantly around
them.

2. In the 1 7th- 1 8th c. : One who made a prac-

tice of roistering through the streets at night, beat-

ing the watch, breaking windows, etc.

167a Wycherley Love in Wood v. ii, No Burgundy man
or drunken Scourer will reel my way. 1684 Wood Life
(O. H. S.) III. 120 Several lusty fellows. .pull'd down some
of the railes before Ball : Coll : and broke windowes in

S. Giles and Magd. parishes. These they call 'Scourers'.

1691 Shadwell {title) The Scowrers. 171a Steele Sped.
No. 276 P3 [He] has been, he tells me, a Scowrer, a Scamp-
erer, a Breaker of Windows. 1716 Gay Trivia 111. 325 Who
has not heard the Scowrer's Midnight Fame ? 1840 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. xi. III. 58 In those days of highwaymen
and scourers.

3. One who ranges over (land or sea).

1878 B. Harte Hoodlum Band ii, Who but the Pirate

Prodigy—the relentless Boy Scourer of Patagonian seas?

Scourer a (skaua-rw). Also 5 scourour, 6

skourer, 6-8 scow(e)rer, 7 skowrer. [f. Scour
! z;.2 + -er 1.] One who, or a thing which, scours.

1. One who polishes or cleanses by hard rubbing.

I Used esp. as the designation of certain servants in

! the Royal Household.
1576 in Nichols Progr. Eli$. (1823) II. 39 Ten services to

;

the Porters and Skowrers of all sides. 1647 Haward Crown
' Revenue 32 Six Porters, and Scourers, Larges at Easter:—
5.0.0. 166s Comenius* Jamia Ling. Tritiug. 103 The

i
sword-cutler [maketh] swords, which the scourer furbisheth.

1669 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. 317 Three Turn-
broaches, each 18/. 5J. Two Scowrers, each 18/. 5*. 1767
S. Paterson Another Trav. I. 209 So scowerers assist paint-

ing, and plaisterers mend statuary. 1840 Th ickeray Cathe-
rine ii, A small person. .acted as scourer, kitchen-wench,
and scullion. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 18 Apr. 12/2 The ' Kitchen
Staff ' comprised a chief cook.., two assistant cooks, four

scourers, three kitchenmaids.

\>. fig. (with new). One who furbishes afresh or

renovatei.

1554 T. Martin Marr. Priests ii. B j, Oure menne (beinge
but newe scourers of their olde heresie).

2. One who cleans wool, cloth, clothes, etc.

1574 Life Abp. Parker B vij b marg., His Father was an
honest poore man, a scourer or Calender of worsteddes of
Norwich. 1688 Lend. Gaz. No. 2328/4 One Zechariah
Pickford,..a Scowrer by Trade,.. is lately gone away with
a Cantoon grey cloth Bed. 1756 Foote Engl, ret.fr. Paris
1. Wks. 1799 I. 102 Carry, .his coat to a scowrer's. 183a
Marryat N. Forster xxxi, Bottlecock and Co., Dyers,
Callenderers, and Scourers. 1886 Lond. Gas. 5 Jan. 68/1
Dyer and Scourer.—Robert Pullar, Perth.

3. One who cleans out drains, etc.

e 1515 Masser scourer [see Masser -J. 1536 in Gentl. Mag.
(1813) May 427 John Wylkynson of Busshopgate strete in

London, scourer of synks. 1540 MSS. Dk. Rutland (Hist.

MSS. Comm.) IV. 309 Maser scowrer. 190a C. G. Harper
Cambridge Road 206 The main drains are scoured by
' scourers \

4. An implement or contrivance for scouring or

scrubbing.
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., Scourer, a form of grain

cleaner in which the berry is subjected to a rubbing action
to remove all extraneous matters. 1885 Harper's Mag. Jan.
276/2 Hides brought to the currying, .are put under a
* scourer ', a machine constructed of a number of diminutive
wheels, which are made to move powerfully and swiftly over
the yet damp hide.

+ 5. A wad or sponge for cleaning out the bore

of a gun ; a ramrod fitted with such a contrivance.

1467 Maldon (Essex) Court Rolls (Bundle 43, No. 14), 1

posnet, 1 scourour, et i ladell. 1591 Garrard's Art Warre
4 His scowrer must be trimmed on the end with a Lynnen
cloth. 161 s Cotgr., Esqueuillon, a Spunge, or Scourer for a
peece of Ordnance. 1616 J. Lane Contn. Sqr.'sT. v. 249
With ladles, chargers, skowrers, carthridges. 1631 in Rymer
Fardera XIX. 315 For a new Musket with Mould, Worm
and Scowrer. o/. xv*. vid. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4455/4
Fine Triangle Worms.., expenene'd for drawing of Balls

cut of Pieces, with Scowerers and Washers to them. X711

Milit. -r Sea Diet. (ed. 4), Rammer, or Scourer, is a Rod
belonging to all Fire-Arms.. serving to thrust down the

Powder and Ball.

6. A purgative agent, a cathartic.

1719 Quincy Compl. Disp. 96 Spleenwort .. has.. been
reckon'd.. a Scowrer of the Spleen. 1840 Blaine Encycl.

Rural Sports § 31 13. 1002 The process of worm scouring is

somewhat mechanical...Sound moss is the best scourer.

Scouress. nonce-wd. [-ess.] A female scourer.

1648-60 Hexham, Een Schuerster, a bcouresse or aWoman
scourer.

Scourge (skwdj), sb. Forms : 3-5 schurge,

3-6 schourge, scurge, 3-7 skurge, 4 sohorge,

4-5 skourge, scowrge, 4-6 skorge, scorge, 6

scourdge,squorge,7skurdge,scurdge,4-scurge.

[a. AF. escorge, escurge, related (the precise nature

of the relationship is obscure) to OF. escorgiee

(mod.F. icourgte) = It. scuriada, scuriata (earlier

scoriata) :—popular L. *excoriata scourge, lit. strip

of hide, f. late L. excoriare to strip off the hide, f.

ex- KX' + cori-um hide.

Another view is that the sb. is a verbal noun from escorgier

to scourge, and that this directly represents late L. excoriare

in the sense to skin by flogging (cf. Hide v.). OF. had also

a parallel form corgie sb., an English adoption of which

appears to occur in the following example :

13. . S.£, Legendary (MS. Bodl. 779) in Archiv Stud, neu.

SCOURGE.

Spr. LXXXII. 410/107 Witstauis & wit courgis he let hem
bete so faste.]

1. A whip, lash. Now only rhetorical, with re-

ference to the torturing of human beings, or to

ascetic discipline. Formerly £?//., e.g. in ^ top

and scourge (see Top sb.).

The use as applied to a whip for a top still survives dial. :

see E.D.D.
a ia»5 Leg. Kath. 1551, & beaten hire bare flesch & hire

freoliche bodi mit cnottede schurgen. a 1300 Cursor M.
25542 Wit knotted skurges hard and lang. c 1330 Arth. fy

Merl, 8445 (Kolbing) He laid on wib schourge &bad hir go.

c 13755c. Leg. Saints xxxviii. (Adrian) 41 And bad his tor-

mentouris son bring Skurgis of senonis felry mad. 138a
Wyclif John ii. 15 And whanne he hadde maad as a scourge
of smale coordis, he castide out alle ofthe temple. [So in most
later versions.] a 1400-50 Alexander 1924 Laches me b's

losengere . . pat I may him skelp with a skorge. c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 147 Oon knelith doun, requerith

of the tothir, Pleyn remissioun of oold cursidnesse, Bete
with a scorge, took it with meeknesse. a 1500 St. Margaret
196 in Brome Bk. 113 They bete hyre with scowrgysstronge.

1535 Coverdale Ps. lxxxviii. 31, I wil vyset their offences

with the rodde, and their synnes with scourges. 1567 Gude
# Godtie Bali. 153 First I was betin lang, With scurgis

scharp and Strang. 1609 Bible (Douay) 3 Kings xii. 11 My
father bette you, with scourges, but I wil beate you with
scorpions. 1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 47 Escocheons
with severall bearings alluding to the passion, of the scourge,

whip &c. 173a Lediard Sethos II. vn. 83 Scourges ofcords
..made the blood flow from every part, a 1793 G. White
Poem in Selborne (1854) 8 The happy schoolboy brings

transported forth His long forgotten scourge, and giddy gig.

1842 Tennyson St. Sim. Styt. 177 Mortify Your flesh, Tike

ine, with scourges and with thorns. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
xxv. 11 The scourge's heavy branding.

t b. A blow with a whip. Obs. rare ~ \
1741 tr. D1Argens' Chinese Lett. xii. 74 The next Moment

he called for Cords, to imitate the frowzy St. Dominic, who
gave himself 300,000 Scourges every Week.

2. fig. and in figurative context ; chiefly, a thing

or person that is an instrument of divine chastise-

ment.
The Scourge ofGod (= L. fiagethtm Dei) : a title given by

historians to Attila, the leader of the Huns in the 5th century.

138a Wyclif Isa. xxviii. 15 Scourge flowend [Vulg. fla-
gellum inundans ; 16x1 the ouerflowing scourge], c 1386
Chaucer Clerk's T. 1157 He . .suffreth vs as for oure exercise

With sharpe scourges of Aduersitee fful ofte to be bete in

sondry wise, 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 247, I am
Athila, Goddes scourge [L. Egosum Attilaflagellnm Dei),

c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 44 pat sellen soules for temperal get-

yng, t>ey maken skourges to here owe betyng. 1574 tr.

Marlorat's Apocalips 32 The faithfull had neede of inuin-

cible constancie and incredible pacience, that they may know
them to be gods squorges,and the instrumentes of his wrath.

1819 Shelley Cenci 111. i. 316 Mocking our poverty, and tell-

ing us Such was God's scourge for disobedient sons.

3. a. A cause of (usually, widespread) calamity.

Applied, e. g. to a cruel tyrant, a warrior, a war,

a disease that destroys many lives, b. One who
1 lashes ' vice or folly.

Primarily identical with the figurative sense 2; but used

without conscious reference to divine chastisement.

C1535 Ld. J. Butler in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 48
OConnor that evyr hath bene the oonly scourge of the Eng-
lishe pale.. is his right hand. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 410 b. Marques Albert y* scourge of priests. 1596
Spenser Sonn., Seanderbeg, The scourge of Turkes, and
plague of infidels, Thy acts, o Seanderbeg, this volume tels.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxvi. 89 Glory and curiositie are

the scourges of our soules. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. iii. 97 You
haue bin a scourge to her enemies. 1716-46 Thomson
Summer 1499 Raleigh, the scourge of Spain ! 17*7 Tindal
Rapin's Hist. Eng. IV. 275 Though this terrible Scourge
[the plague] had fallen no less heavy on France, Philip was
making great Preparations to renew the War. 1756 C
Lucas Ess. Waters II. 60 The great Swift, that severe

scourge of the vices and follies of his time. x8»i-a Shelley
Chas. /, 11. 301 And I speak it not As loving parliaments,

which, as they have been..The scourges of the bleeding

Church, I hate. 1879 Walley (title) The Four Bovine

Scourges: pleuro-pneumonia, foot-and-mouth disease, cattle

plague, tubeicle (scrofula). 188a 'Ouida' Maremma I. 23

He had the same temper as of old made the tyrants of

Padova and Verona . . the scourges of their generation.

f4. [After L.fiagel/unt.] An offshoot of a vine

or other tree, a sucker. Obs.

138a Wyclif Isa. xvi. 8 The lordis of Ientiles hewen doun
his scourges; vnto laser thei ful camen. C1440 Pallad. on
Husb. in. 113 The squorges hie & graffes from the folde,..

for fruitful let hem not be tolde. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. liv. 80
Beluedere..hath diuers small shutes or scourges.

5. attrib. and Comb., as scourge-procuring, -proof,

-tormented adjs. ; scourge-crop [cf. Scourge v. 3],

the result of a method of cultivation which im-

poverishes land ; f scourge-stick, a whip used

with a child's top (also trans/.) ; f scourge-top, a

whip-top.
184a J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 192 When a minister's

incumbency is apparently drawing to a close, one *scourge
crop after another is sometimes taken from a glebe. 1593
Nashe Chrises T. (1613) 137 Wherefore did our Sauiour
thunder forth such a terrible woe against the causers of
offence, or discontent, hut that it was the most heynous
*scourge-procuring transgression of all others? 1808 Cole-
ridge Lett. (1895) II. 528 The ass's skin is almost *scourge-

proof. c 1500 World <y Child(Koxb. Club) A ij b, I can with
my *scorge stycke My felowe vpon the heed hytte. 1585

Higins Junius* Nomenel. 297 Flagellnm . . : a scowrgesticke.

1662 ). T. Grim, Collier ofCroydon 18, 1 am wbipt up and
down with the scourge-stick of Love. 1693 Locke Educ.

§ 130 (1699) 243 But if they had a Top, the Scourge*stick, and
Leather-strap should be left to their own making and fitting.

i6a7 W. Hawkins Apollo Shroving Prol. 5 Prot.

.

,
We play



SCOURGE.

at our best game. Lola, What? Blow-point?../W. No
Tomboy, no. Nor *seourge-top, nor Trusse, nor Leape-frog.

1888 Longman's Mag. XIII. 516 Scourge-tops, peg-tops

and humming-tops were all patronised. 1900 Swinburne
Astrxa Victrix 66 We loosed not on these knaves Their
*scourge-tormented slaves.

Scourge (skiJid*,), z>. Forms: 3, 6 scurge,

(3 scruge), 3-4, 6 skurge, 4 schourge, (4-5

schoruge), 4, 6 skourge, skurge, 4-7 scorge, 5

sc(h)owrge, skorge, chorge, shorgo, 5-6
skowrge, squo(u)rge, 3- scourge, [a. OF.
escorgier, either f. escorge Scourge sb. (which
however occurs in AF. only), or directly repr. late

L. excoridre (see the sb.)-]

1. trans. To beat with a scourge; to whip
severely, flog. Now rhetorical (cf. Scourge sb. 1).

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5304 Hii nome him an scourgede
him & subbe naked him bounde To a tre. a 1300 Cursor
M. 16398 Iesus..to scruge he taght bem til. Ibid. 19356
For ban wit suepes bai bam suang, And scurged sare, pai

let bam gang. 138a Wyclif John xix. 1 Therfore Piiat

took thanne Jhesu and scourgide. C1400 in Hamfiole's
IVks. I. 203 Then Pilate comandede theyme bat he sulde

be betyne & scborugede. 1447 Bokenkam Seyntys 1. 337
(Horstm.) The tormentours hyr shorgyd so cruelly That lyk
as watyr in a ryuer So ran hyr blood owt plenteuously.
Ibid. in. 283 And anone she chorgyd was so cruelly That
uerrey pete it was to behold & se. 1508 Kennedie Flyting
w. Dunbar 327 With ane hauthorne skurge thy self and
dyng. 1530 Palsgr. 731/2, I squourge one with whyppys,
je fouette. 1625 Peebles Charters, etc (1872) 413 Item, to
the man that scorgit Issobell Gray xiijs. .jd. 1642 Milton
Apol. Smect. Wks. 1851 III. 291 They scourg'd the confes-
sors of the Gospell. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)

87 Our people did scourge him severely from head to foot.

a 1873 Lytton Pausanias 11. i, Let him pass, ..he will get

scourged if he is too late. 1903 A_. Smellie Men o/Cove-
nant (1908) I. ix. 167 It was his habit to scourge and afflict

himself.

b. With complementary adv. or phrase: To
drive or force by or as by blows of a whip.
1667 Milton P. L. iv. 914 Till the wrauth, Which thou

incurr'st by flying, .scourge that wisdom back to Hell Which
taught thee yet no better. 1744 Armstrong Art Preserv.
Health 11. 18 This vital fluid [sc. the blood].. scourg'd for

ever round and round, Enrag'd with heat and toil, at last

forgets Its balmy nature. 181 2 Landor Ct. Julian v. ii,

How bitter is the tear that fiery shame Scourges and tor-

tures from the soldier's eye. 1870 Bryant Iliad I. 11. 47
If I Shall fail to. .send thee forth, Howling,. .Scourged from
the council with a storm of blows.

C In figurative context.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. i. 4 Comets importing change
of Times and States, Brandish your crystall Tresses in the

Skie, And with them scourge the bad reuolting Stars. 1831-2

Shelley CAaj. /, 11.218 For the waves never menace heaven
until Scourged by the wind's invisible tyranny. 1887 Times
11 Aug. 13/3 The great masted ironclads throb and shake.

.

and their great screws scourge the water behind them.

2. fig. To punish, chastise, correct (often said of

God, with reference to Heb. xii. 6) ; to lash
*

with satire or invective ; to afflict, torment ; to

devastate (a country) with war or pestilence.

1382 Wyclif Heb. xii. 6 Forsoth he scourgith euery sone
that he receyueth. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 111. ix. 74 So
that goddes hand, whiche that merciably me hath scorged,
herafter in good plite from thence merciably me kepe and
defende. 1530 Palsgr. 707/1 God hath scourged the lande
of Italye very sore in our tyme. 1540 — Acolastus v. iii.

Z j b, To seke out Pelargus agayne, which scourgeth or
lourmenteth hym selfe with vnreasonable ,i. endlesse cares.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 225 This house, and
the whole He was scourged thrice within the space of twenty
yeeres and a little more by the Danes. 1607 Dekker Wh.
Babylon H 4, You shall with rods of iron scourge these

treasons. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 530 The wars that

have scourged Europe since the treaty of Westphalia. 1833
Lytton Rienzi 1. iii, That is the way one patrician always
scourges the insolence of another. 1876 T. Hardy Ethel-
berta xlviii, God has got me in his power at last, and is

going to scourge me for my bad doings.

3. Sc. To exhaust the fertility of (land). Said of

a crop ; also of the agriculturist. Also absol.

1799 J. Robertson Agric Perth 166 Both crops scourge
the ground. 1830 Kyle Farm Ret. 47 in Lib. Use/. Knowl.,
Husb. Ill, A tenant. .was unable to make the necessary
outlays on his farm, and forced to scourge as far as he could.

1842 J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 55 He will find it to be
his interest to scourge every thing out of the land. 1888

J. Harrison Scot in Ulster vii. in Flax, .is a crop which
scourges the ground.

4. Comb. + scourgemutton (lit. a scourger of

sheep), one who is irrationally cruel.

1581 J. Bell HaddotCs Answ. Osor. 181 b, This cruell

scourgemotton [orig. Orbilius] weried throughly w* whip-
yng poore Luther miserably,.. doth now at the length hyde
is rod. Ibid. 385 This cruell scourgemutton.

Scourged (skmd^d)
t
ppt. a. [f. prec. + -ed 1

.]

1. Beaten, flogged.

1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 232 Ye shall applye vpon
the skourged place this cerote [following1

. 1503-83 Foxe
A. <r M. 2062/i In this societie of the scourged professors
of Christ, was also one lames Harris. 1693 S. Harvey
Dryden"s Juvenal ix. (1697) 238 Let the Great Man, whom
gaping Crowds attend, Fear a scourg'd Slave. 1713 Young
Last Day 11. 242 Now tell the scourg'd Impostor"he shall

bleed ! 1831 Gen. P. Thomi"son Exerc. (1842) I. 454 There
will always be a difference of opinion on the amount of evil

between the oppressor and the oppressed, between the
scourger and the scourged. 1853 O. W. Holmes Poem
Amer. Med. Assoc. 47 The scourged racer.

trans. 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Wallace liv. 5
While the scourged oak and shaken pine Aloft in brighten'd
verdure shine.

E
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2. Of land : Exhausted by improper cultivation.
1880 New Virginians I. 85 A sign of scourged land and

disgraceful farming.

Scourger (skzJud^aj). Also 6 Sc. skurgeare,
7 Sc. scurger. [f. SCOURGE v. +.KR.]
1. One who scourges or flogs

; f an official charged
with the duty of whipping offenders.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Rabroveur de petits

en/ans, a scourger, a rebuker of children by the way. 1612
R. Sheldon Serin. St. Martinis 23 The mercilesse scourgers
whipped and tormented him. 1663 Aberdeen Reg. (1872)
IV. 203 Thetuo litle housses under the Gallowgait Port to
be ane duelling hous to the said scurger dureing his service.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 321 Every dis-
trict magistrate has., a scourger, to inflict corporal punish-
ment. 1886 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. cxxix. 3 The scourgers
tore the flesh as ploughmen furrow a field.

b. (See quot.)
1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Scourger, a cab-driver

who treats his horse with undue severity.

2. fig. One who punishes or oppresses; one who
' lashes ' with satire or invective.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xv. (S. T. S.) I. 189 The pepill
had na litill Indignacioun, bat bis marcius sulci rise sa hais-
telie to be bare new fieschour and skurgeare. 1577-87
Holinshed Chron. III. 1242/2 Joseph de Chancic.was
tresuror in the second yeere of the scourger of the Scots
king Edward the first. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 1. Hi, The West
must own the Scourger of the World. 1881 W. R. Nicoll
Incarn. Saviour xxiii. 377 He was the scourger of Pharisees.

1 3. = Flagellant. Obs.
iS37 Orig. <$ Spiynge o/Sectes 22 Scourgers of the .1. secte.

Ibid. 37 Scourgers of the .II. secte. 1728 Tindal Rapin's
Hist. Eng. VI. 467 The Sect of the Scourgers.

Scourging (skis-jd^irj), vbL sb. [f. Scourge v.

+ -ing1.J The action of the vb. Scourge.
1. Infliction of blows with a whip. NXsofig.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter xxxi. 13 Many ere be scourg-

ynges the swyngyns of synful : bot hopand in lord mercy
sail vmgif. c 1425 Processional Nuns Chester (1899) 31 Ihu
thy Crowne satt full soore and thy scowrgynge when thow
bett wore, 1513 Douglas JEneis vii. vi. 133 Thou may
skurgeyngis and strakis in lugeings fais, And thow of
frendis may mak mortale fays. 1563-83 Foxe A. $ M. 2060/1
The scourging of Thomas Greene, c 1570 W. Wager The
longer thou livest 142 (Brandl), I am good at scourging of
myToppe. 1625 T. Godwin Moses <$- Aaron v. (1641) 206
This beating or scourging was commanded, Deut. 25. 2, 3.

where the number of stripes was limited, which the ludge
might not exceed. 1796 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 390 You
remember with what indignation I heard of the scourging
of the soldier at Carrick. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 257
In spite of all the scourgings I suffered at that school. 1893
Athenseum 30 Sept. 445/3 Those whom we have seen put
to death certainly bore no traces of recent scourging.

b. As a part of religious discipline.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 1055 Thanne is discipline eek in
knokkynge of thy brest, in scourgynge with yerdes, in knel-
ynges. a 1425 Cursor M. 23289 (Trin.) And for bei wolde no
scourgyng bole for loue of heuen kyng bei shul be beten euer
on on. a 1440 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 41
Betwene oure squorgyng, ?eue we thankyngys to God. 1665
T. Spencer Disc. Vulg. ProJ>h. 42 Severe disciplines of the
body by excessive fastings and scourgings.

f 2. transf. Correction. Obs. rare.

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 42 And bus she norisshebe
him in hir manere With no thinge but with skowrginge of
hir chere.

3. A picture of the scourging of Our Lord :
—

Flagellation b.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 350 Here is also the
scourging of Christ, and the four seasons by Albani.

4. The action of impoverishing the soil by reck-

less methods of cultivation.

1842 J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 192 Let the same rule
hold in respect to an outgoing incumbent which restricts an
outgoing tenant, and let that rule be—no scourging.

Scourging, //>/. a. [f. Scourge v. +-ing 2
.]

1. That chastises with a scourge, lit. and fig.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxiii. ii, The scourging

plagues, which on their neighbours fall, Torment not them.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, There is a thing cald
scourging Nemesis. x6oo C. Edmonds Observ. Cxsar's
Comm. vii. xv. 79 Our English nation caried a scourging
hand in France. 1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. I. v. 20 Next,
lay thy scourging Hand, good L. .d Upon that High-Church
Scribe, Ned Ward.
2. That impoverishes (ground under cultivation).

a 1790 Sir W. Murray in J. Robertson Agric. Perth 167
note, Perhaps lint.. is not a very scourging crop. 1851
Chamb. fml. 3 May 279/2 Exhausting the natural soil with
a scourging succession of grain crops.

Scouridge, Scoune : see Scourage, Scauuie.

Scouring (skuua'rin), vbL sb* [f. Scour v. 1 +
-ING 1 .] The action of advancing as a scout, of

roving with hostile purpose, of moving swiftly

about, of overrunning a country, etc.

c 1471 Arriv. K. Edw. IV (Camden) 3 By the scuringe of
suche persons as for that cawse were, by his said rebells,

sent afore into thos partes for to move them to be agains

his highnes, the people were sore endwsed to be contrary

to hym. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. ii. 15 The Enemies Drumnie
is heard, and fearefull scouring Doth choake the ayre with

dust. 1611 Cotgr., Escumement,..& scowring of the seas.

1829 W. Irving Cong. Granada I. xlii. 371 Journeying se-

curely along the pleasant banks of the Xenil, so lately sub-

ject to the scounngs of the Moors. 1872 Spencer Princ.

Psychol. II. 541 As the motions are superfluous bounds and
scourings around.
attrib. 1781 Simes Milit. Guide (ed. 3) 11 Scouring parties

of light cavalry. 1905 Daily Chron. 1 June 4/2 It was in the

course of these scouring operations that Admiral Rozh-
destvensky was captured on board a destroyer.

SCOURING.

Scouring vbL sb. 2 [f. Scour #. 2 + -tngi.]

1. The action of polishing or cleaning by hard
rubbing.
a 1300 [see Scour v. 1 b]. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R.

xvi. 1. (1495) 552 By frotynge and scourynge of grauel golde,
bras and yren is made bryght. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 197/1
Glacynge, or scowrynge [ Winch. MS. shoryng] of harneys,
pernitidacio, perlucidacio. 1477-9 Rec- Si- Mary at Hill
80 For scowryng of the Standardiscandilstikkis, & the Rode
loft. 1547 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 387 Paid to
the bedylls wyffe for skoryng of the vessel!, iiij d. 1620
Sanderson Serm. 1. 140 Brass and copper and baser metals
are kept bright with scowring. c 1714 Arbuthnot, eta Mem.
M. Scribl. 1. iv, Thus, .hath Heaven, .afflicted me with the
scouring of my Shield. 1862 Morrall Needle-making 11
The next process is scouring,

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 147b, Those doctours..
nether thought or once dreamed.. of any soch whisperinge
or of pardons, or scouringe of purgatory as they have fayned.

2. The process of cleansing wool, cloth, etc.

1464 Mann, fy Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 251 Payd to the
taylor, for makenge, lynynge, and scorynge of my masterys
blake gown, iij.s. lx.d. 1467-8 Rolls ofParlt. V. 630/1 The
seid brode sette Clothes, after all the said sufficiant and
perfit werkmanshipj scowring, full driyng. 1548 Act 243
Edw. VI, c. 26 White Ashes, .are verie necessarie. .for the
..dyinge and scowringe of wollen Clothe. 166. Petty in

Sprat Hist. Roy. Soc. (1667) 304 Scowring and Washing of
Stuffs to be dyed, is to be done with special Materials. 1713
Guardian No. 38 (1756) I. 163 It is the last time my black
coat will bear scouring. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV.

339/2 After the sorting, the first process is scouring, by
which the wool is cleansed from the grease.

3. The action of cleaning out a ditch, a gun-bore,

etc. ; the clearing of a channel by flushing or by a
natural flow of water. Also with out.

1458-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 411 In le scurryng
unius fossati. 1479-80 in Finchale Priory Charters (Surtees)

p. cccxlvii, Pro le scowryng fossatorum et factura sepium.
1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 234 Abought skowryng &
clensyng of. .the Kynges dokke. 1543 in Lett. <y Pap.
Hen. VIII, XVIII. 11. 118 For skoryn of a water souer.

1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 18 § 8
t
The scowring, clensinge, repair-

ing, and keping of the said Ryver of Lee. 1575 Notting-
ham Rec. IV. 159 Payd for skowryng of the guns to Thomas
Lockesmeth ijs. 1662 Petty Taxes 12 The cutting and
scowring of rivers into navigable. 1780 [see Horse so. 23).

1859 T - Hughes {.title) The Scouring of the White Horse.
1878 Huxley Physiogr. 147 There is sufficient scouring out
of the mouth [of the river] to keep its channel open. 1898
Jml. Sch. Geog. (U. S.) Oct. 283 This scouring cuts the
uplands into hills, but eventually they, too, are worn down.

4. The action of purging the bowels. + Also
concr.y a purgative medicine.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 234 If these receytes and
skowrings yeelde no remedie then must you to the actual

cauterie. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. i. 9 Let exercises

and mashes of sweet Mault after, be his usual scowrings.

1682 Lond. Gaz. Na 1742/4 All sorts of Drugs for Purging,
Scouring, and Sweating of Running-Horses or Hunters.

b. The state or fact of being purged ; a loose-

ness or flnx of the bowels, diarrhoea ; esp. as a
disease in cattle (— Scour sb.2 2).

1597 Gerarde Herbal m, clix. 1378 Lungwoort. .stoppeth

the bloudie flix, and other flixes and scourings, either vp-

wards or downwards. 16x5 Crooke Body ofMan 92 Hee
ate a pound of Cherries, heereupon he felt into a scowring.

1753 Chambers' Cyct. Suppl. s.v. Sheep, It generally throws
them into scowerings. 1787 ' G. Gambado ' Acad. Horsem.
(1809) 26 Horses full of grass are very subject to scourings.

1884 F. J. Lloyd Sci. Agric. 297 Diarrhoea. This is termed
when applied to animals, 'scouring*.

1 5. The action of clearing or ridding of undesir-

able occupants or the like. Obs.

1606 Holland Sueton. 92 The skouringe or riddance of

the worke-house prisons.

8. The action of beating, drubbing or chastising;

also^. Phr. to scape or escape a scouring.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 17000 BIyssed be the betynges
and skowrynges that compellyn a chylde to declyne from
his trespacys and his errours. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.)

44 With what a manly countenance you giue your brethren

this scouring. 1600 Holland Livy xxn. 457 In my former
Consulship, I hardly escaped a scouring. 1663 Dryden
Wild Gallant v. i. (1669) 70 What a scowering have I scapt

tonight. i72iDeFoe^/^w. Crtt/a//«-x.(i84o) 187 Aylesbury
escaped a scouring for that time. 1771 Smollett Humph.

scouring.
CI. 8 June (1815) 140 Certain it is, I have not 'scaped a

7. concr. Dirt or refuse removed by scouring.

1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. iv. 475 If any person, .haue cast

the scouring of any ditch, -into the high way. 1652 French
Yorksh. Spa iii. 34 The Sulphur-Well in York-shire smells

like the scowring of a Gun that is very fowl. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 28 Apr.(i8is)53 It is very far from being clear

with me, that the patients in the pump-room don't swallow
the scourings of the bathers. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet
Castle i, lhe Thames (not yet polluted by the tide, the

scouring of cities, or even the minor defilement of the sandy
streams of Surrey). 1857 Kingsley^/wc. (1859)11. 371 And
out of the scourings of that vast mass of chalk was our
gravel-pit made.

•f* b. Dirt or scum naturally collected. Obs.

1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 229 The frogs, bred in the slimie

scowring Of the moist moores.

c.fig. (esp. of persons: cf. Off-scouring 2 b).

1721 Lett. Mist's Jml. (1722) 1. 76 The Scum and Scouring
of the People. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xl, The associate of

the scourings of the jail and hulks. 1853 H. Reeve in Life

fy Corr. (1898) I. 271 How far will the next 'Quarterly'

support this strain? Unhappily Croker's influence still

condemns us to several sheets of bis scourings.



SCOURING.

8. Tanning, (See quot.)

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 307/t (Tanning) After
which they [the hides] are removed into another pit called
a scowering, which consists of water strongly impregnated
with vitriolic acid, or with [etc.].

9. attrib. and Comb., as scouring-work ; also
scouring bit (see quot.); + scouring clay or
earth, fuller's earth ; scouring drops (see quot.

1867); + scouring house, a room where plate,

pewter, etc. is scoured ; also fig. ; scouring ma-
chine, mill, an apparatus for scouring cloth after

weaving; scouring paper, emery-paper, glass-
paper, or the like ; scouring power (see quot.

'855) J ^ Bcourmg-Tod = scouring'Stick ; scour-
ing rush, Equisetum hyemale ; scouring sand, a
kind of sand used for scouring ; + scouring-stick
= Scoureb 2

5 ; also transf. (jocular); fscouring-
stocks, a form of scouring-machine ; scouring-
stone, a stone used for cleaning paved floors;

f scouring woman, a charwoman.
i860 Eng. <j- Foreign Mining Gloss., Derbysk. 43 *Scour-

ing bit, a bit attached to the ends of boring rods for the
purpose of extracting the rubbish. 1660 Marvell Let.
29 Nov., Wks. (Grosart) II. 26 To-morrow will be carryed
up that [bill] against transporting Wooll,. . Fullers Earth
and all 'Scowring clay. 1808 Times 10 Jan. 1/3 Bayley's
•Scouring Drops, for taking grease out of silk, woollen
cloth, &c. 1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Sci. etc, Scouring
Drops, the essential oils of lemon and of bergamotte are
sold under this name. 1661 Petty in T. Birch Hist.
Roy. Soc. (1756) 1. 61 The best Woobum earth resembleth
Castle-soap not obscurely, that and all other "scowring
earths consisting.. of very fine sand, answering to the salt

in soaps [etc J. 1603 Inv. in Gage Hengrave (1822) 21 Y>
chamber over y* 'skoringe house. Ibid. 22 Y> scooring
house. 1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Tim. ii. 21 O happy be you
that you be now in this scouring house : for shortly you shall
be set upon the celestial shelf. 1851-4 Tomlinson's CycL
Use/. Arts (1867) II. 938/1 This form of washer is called a
*scouring-machine in Yorkshire. 1799 G. Smith Labora-
tory I. 399 They must before they are sent to the dye-house,
be welfscowered in a "scowering mill. 1771 Mrs. Haywood
New Present 252 To rub the stove and fire-irons with
•scowring-paper. 1858 Simmokds Diet. Trade, Scouring-
Pafer Maker, a manufacturer of emery and glass papers for
brightening metals, &c. 1838 Civil Eng. * Arch. frnl. I.

338/1 He. .expresses his complete disapproval ofthe 'scouring
power. 1855 Ocilvie SuppL, Scouringpoiver, the efficiency
of a stream of water employed to carry away shingle, &c,
from the mouth of a harbour, river, and the like, by flushing.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 118 Lance-wood., is very hard, tough
and heavy, therefore Privateers esteem it very much.. to
make. .

*Scowring-Rods for their Guns. 1845-50 Mrs. Lin-
coln Led. Bot. 113 In the 'scouring rush (Equisetum), the
quantity of silex is such, that housekeepers find it an excel-
lent substitute for sand, in scouring wood or metals. 1648
Hexham ii, Schuer-zandt, 'scouring-sand, or gravell. 1700
in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1539 Not unlike what we call white
scowering Sand. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1228/1 One
of the gunners, .was shot in the side with a piece of •scowr-
ing stick, left in one of the calivers. 160a Dekker Satirom.
Wks. 1873 I. 229 Wher's the Sering thou earnest about
theef O nave I found thee my scowring-sticke. x6»5
Mark-ham Souldiers Accid. 3 Straight scowring stickes,
headed at the one end with Rammers of borne, suitable to
the bore of the Piece. 1687 A. Lovf.li. tr. Thevenofs Trav.
1. 72 They.. ram down a sizable Bullet with the Scowr-
ing-stick, which is all Iron. 1835 Ure Phil. Mann/, 187
The helves of the fulling-mallets are placed in a position
different from those of the 'scouring-stocks. 1648 Hexham
ii, Een schuer-steen, a •Scouring stone. 1804 Speight
NidderdaU 380 A small excavation from which in former
times scouring-stones for the flagged floors of Ripley Castle
were obtained, c 1610 Middleton, etc Widow 11. t, I ha'.

.

no child of mine own, But two I got once of a *scowring
woman. x6ao Fletcher Chances t. vi, To. .consume my
selfe in candles And "scowring works, in Nurses Bells and
Babies. 1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 154 [This soup]
may be considered as an assistant to Archxus, when he
has any scouring work to perform.

Scouring, ppi. a. 1 [f. Scour z/.i + -nrG 2
.]

That moves about with hostile purpose ; spec*

roistering through the streets.

1691 Shadwell Scowrers v. iii. 51 They tell me you were
disturb'd with Roysters, and scowreing Rogues. 1704 Swirr
Mech. Operat. Spirit ii, A set of roaring, scouring com-
panions, overcharged with wine. J716 Gay Trivia in. 314
If hapless you Should chance to wander with the scowVing
crew.

Scouring, ///. a.2 [f. Scour z>.2 + .INQ 2.]

1. That cleanses; detergent.

1594 Plat Jewelt-ho. n. 31 Those scowring effectes, for
the which it \sc. Fullers* earth] is diuerse wayes had in vse
amongst vs. 1600 Surflet Country Farm m. xxvii. 484
The wood being burned doth yeelde a sharpe smoke, and
the ashes a verie scouring lee.

2. Purging, cathartic

1597 Gebarde Herbal w. xvi. 199 Lampsana is of nature
hot, and somewhat abstersiue or scowring. 1656 Ridgley
Pract. Physick n Scowring things, as figs. 1743 Lond. <y

Country Brewer 11. (ed. 2) 93 Barley, .is scouring.

fig. 1617 Hiebon Wks. II. 196 To see how that scowring
potion of Reproofe would worke to his humiliation, before he
would minister to him any Cordials. 1864 Bunyan Holy
Life Beauty Chr. 43 Repentance is the scouring grace, 'tis

that which purges.

3. Of slag: Having an erosive action on the
hearth of the furnace.
1880 Wright in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 206/1 If the slag be-

comes more or less of a 'scouring' character. 1884 W. H.
Greenwood Steely Iron no Heavy burdens and a reduced
temperature of the furnace are accompanied by a scouring
slag or cinder, flowing as freely as water.

Vol. VIII.
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Hence Scotrringly <wrV. (in quot. = cathartically).
1528 Paynell Salerne's Regint. (1541) 67 Muste prouoketh

one to pysse, by reason y* the erthy partes scouryngly
bitethe the bladder.

Scourse, obs. variant of Scorsb v.1

Scou'ry, a.1 Sc. Also 6 skowry, 9 scoory.
Shabby, disreputable. Hence Scouriness.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxii. 15 The tod wes nowder lene

nor skowry, He wes ane lusty reid haird lowry. 179a A.
Wilson Poems «$• Lit. Prose (1876) II. 27, I wha stand
here, in this bare scoury coat Was ance a packman. 1814
Saxott <$• Gael 111. 58 (Jam.) That little whippy maun be
casting up our poortith and your scouriness. a 1894 J. Shaw
in R. Wallace Country Schoolmaster (1899) 352 A ' scoory-
looking blade ', a broken-down looking tramp.

t Scoury, a.2 Obs. rare— 1
. [? f. Scour v?- or 2

+ -Y.] ? Scouring, bitter, sharp.
<xi774 Fergusson Partner's Ingle Poems (1845) 39 May

Scotia's summers aye look gay and green Her yellow hairsts
frae scoury blasts decreed.

Scouse (skaus). Alsoscouce. [Shortened from
LOBSCOUSE.] =L0BSC0USE.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast v, The cook had just made

for us a mess of hot 'scouse'. 1876 C. H. Davis Polaris
Exi. vi. 163 A couple pounds of which we used last night
making scouse. 1884 Pall Mall Budget 22 Aug. 13/2 Bear
and walrus were boiled up with vegetables and made into
scouce or soup.

t Scout, sb.l Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 scowte.
[a. ON. sktitc (in Icel. 'cave formed by jutting

rocks
1

, Vigf.) ; cf. skuta to jut out, cogn. with
skidta to Shoot v.~\ A high overhanging rock.
13. . Gaw.fyGr.Knt. 2167 peskwezof be scowtes skayued

hym bojt. 1781 Hutton Tour to Caves (ed. 2) 94 Gloss.,
Scout, an high rock. 1869 in Lonsdale Gloss.

Scout, sb.% Obs. exc. St. Forms: 4 scoute, 5
skowte, scowte, 5, 9 Sc. scout, 9 Sc. scoot.

[? cogn. w. Scout v.*] A term of contempt
applied both to men and women.
t

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2285 Roland cryede an he* 'mount-
ioye wan he be-huld bay scoute. c 1425 Seven Sag. (P.)
2218 The godman ..callyd hys wyf foule scout c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (Shales. Soc.) 217 Come forthe, thou stotte ! com forthe,
thou scowte ! c 1485 Digby MysU (1882) 1. 313 Avaunt, ye
skowtys [addressed to women], I defye you euery-chone.
i8aa Galt .Sir A. Wytie 1, ' Base scoot ! exclaimed Andrew,
. .

* what puts such a thought into your head ?
' 18*5 Jamie-

son, Scoot, Scout, a term of the greatest contumely, applied
to a woman; as equivalent to trull, or camp-trull. 1869 R.
Leighton Scotch Words,*tc 18 The learned, pious, yet un-
worthy skoot, Neglects his sacred trust to catch a troot

!

ScOUt (skaut), sb.S Forms: 5 scowte, 5-7
skowt, 5-8 scowt, 5, 9 scut, 6 skut,6-8 scute, 7
scaut, schut, skeut, 7, 9skute, 5, 8-9 schout, 9
scoot, 7- soout. [a. MDu. schUte (mod.Du. sckuit:

see Schtjit) = ON. sktita (Sw. skuta, Da. skude).

Cf. Shout sbj] A flat-bottomed boat ; 'a Dutch
vessel, galliot rigged, used in the river trade of
Holland ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).

' A boat called skoute,' app. Flemish, is mentioned in Close
Roll 20 Edw. II (Latin ; 26 Sept. 1326).

1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) 239 Item, de qualibet scut de-
scendente in dicta Ripa ti>. Queen-HytheJ, cum busca sive
blado, capiendus est i denier. 1436 in Exch. Rolls Scot. IV.
679 Pro naulo barce vocate scowte. 1407 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 382 Item to ane scowt that baid apone the
King, and landit his folk and hed thaim on burd. 1550
Bale Image Both Ch. xviiL B b vj, All they that occupye
boates, wheries, and scutes, or sayle vpon the sea. 158a
Stanvhlbst Atneis, etc (Arb.) 136 Where skut's forth
launched, a 1609 Alex. Hume Day E$tivall$i The Salmon
out of cruifs and creils Up hailed into skowts. 1617 Mory-
son //in. l iv. 42 We went in a skeut by water, .one mile to
Dockam. 1700 T. Brown Ace. Joum. Exon. Wks. 1709
III. il 101 Had I been travilling in a Dutch Scout, or a
Gravesend Tilt-Boat, I could not have been treated with
less Manners. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 157
Hoys, Bilanders and Schouts, . .vessels peculiar to their in-

land and coasting Navigation. 1837 Line. <r Lincolnsh.
Cabinet 18 The Witham. .covered with, .a portable kind of
boats called schouts. 1893 Stevenson Catriona xxii. 261 Ye
can get a passage down the Maes in a sailing scoot.

attriB. 1493 Halyburion's Ledger (1867) 34 Item to the
schout man ilk pip 4 ga

. Ibid. 37 Item for schout hir, toyll,

and pynor fe, 12 g*.

b. A vessel more or less similar used in warfare.

Cf. Scoot sbt 5.

1703 Lond. Gaz. No. 3950/4 A Scout, of an unknown
Name, taken by the Chester. 1799 Capt. Winthrop in

Naval Chron. II. 343 Lieutenant Searle .. commanded a
school converted into a gun-boat.

Scout (skaut), sb* Forms : 6 scoult, skowlt,
scowte, 6-7 scoute, skout, 7 scowt, skowt, 6-

scout. [a. OF. escoute fem., action of listening,

concr. listener, scout, vbl. noun from escouter to

listen = Pr. escoltar
t
Sp. escuckar

t
Pg. escutar

t It.

ascoltare :—L. auscultdre.
The compound Scout-watch appears in our quots, much

earlier than the simple word.]

1. The action of spying out or watching in order

to gain information ; chiefly in the phrases on or

in (the) scout, to the scout.

1553 Brende Q. Curtius H vij, But those y
l discovered

for the Percians, were but a .M. horsemen, whiche kepynge
the scoute a farre of, semed to the Macedons to be a great

army. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1980/2 The
order of their march was this, . . the light horssemen . . tended
to the skout a mile or two before. 16x8 Bolton Florus
1. xvii. (1636) 50 None of these things hindered the General!
from sending his brother in scowt, to discover the pase. 1687

SCOUT.

A. Lovell tr. Tkevenofs Trav. 11. 199 There are Malabar
Barks commonly upon the scout, especially in the evening,
skulking behind some Points of Land. 1719 De FoECrusoe
j. (Globe) 203, I set my self upon the Scout as often as pos-
sible. 1775 P. Schuyler in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853)
I. 29 Capt. Baker . . without my leave, went upon a scout and
. .was shot. 1788 Cowper Mrs. Throckmorton?s Bulfinch
34 A beast forth-sallied on the scout, Long*back'd, long-
tail'd, with whisker'd snout. 1864 Sir T. Seaton From
Cadet to Colonel xviii. 373, I thought it advisable to send
Hodson on scout to Bilram. 1892 Bierce In the Midst 0/
Li/e 23 The commander asked him if in his scout he had
learned anything of advantage to the expedition.

2. Mil. One sent out ahead of the main force in

order to reconnoitre the position and movements
of the enemy. Hence occas. in wider sense : One
sent out to obtain information.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 91 He fownde two scoutes of

his ennemyes. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. ii. 10 What tidings
send our Scouts? 1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 7 Some
bodyes of theire horse and many of their scoutes appeared
on the hill. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 529 Others from the
dawning Hills Lookd round, and Scouts each Coast light-
armed scoure, Each quarter, to descrie the distant foe. X725
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 346 While they lay here
..expecting the return of their Scouts, they used what dili-

gence they could in getting provisions. 1816 Scott Antiq.
iii, Davy Wilson . . was the very prince of scouts for search-
ing blind alleys, cellars, and stalls, for rare volumes. 1837 W.
Irving Capt. Bonneville III. 53 The captain, therefore, con-
tinued to maintain the most vigilant precautions; throwing
out scouts in the advance, and on every rising ground. 1869
Browning Ringff Bk. xn. 724 This foul-mouthed friar shall
find His Noah s-dove that brought the olive back, Is turned
into the other sooty scout, The raven. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-
Powell Matabele Campaign iv, Without special training a
man cannot have a thorough confidence in himselfas a scout.

t k- fig- and in fig. context. Obs.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi. 630 The Ears . . The bodie's

Scouts. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 889 In this sea we
may see many Hands which Nature hath seemed to set, .

.

as skowts to espie, and as Garrisons to defend their

soueraigne, Earth. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Search v, I

sent a sigh to seek thee out, . . Wing'd like an arrow : but my
scout Returns in vain. 1659 W, Chamberlayne Pharon-
nida in. iv. (1820) II. 6$ Had not the wise endeavours of her
maid, .griefs pale scouts betrayed, By sly deceit.

C. Boy scout : in the British Empire, a member
of an organization (first established in 1908 by
Gen. Baden-Powell) consisting of boys who meet
periodically to practise exercises and to undergo
training in the duties belonging to a scout.
The name of girl scouts is sometimes incorrectly applied

to the 'Girl Guides', an organization formed in imitation
of the Boy Scouts.

[1908 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Scouting/or Boys 3We had
an example of how useful Boy Scouts can be on active ser-

vice, when a corps of boys was formed in the defence of
Mafeking.] 1908 Scout 18 Apr. 1 Although the Boy Scouts
have only been set going within the last two months, they
are rapidly increasing all over the country. 1909 Daily Mail
6 Sept., The following message from the King was read at
Lieutenant.General Baden-Powell's review of the Boy Scouts
at the Crystal Palace on Saturday.. .' The King is glad to
know that the Boy Scouts are holding their first annual
?arade. Please assure the boys that [etc.]*. 1909 B. W.
Ienderson in Times 21 Sept., At Oxford we have seen the

number of Boy Scouts rise from 30 to 300 in nine months,
and there are no scouts, I believe, outside the organization.

f 3. A body of men sent out to gain information.
1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1198/2 The English scout,

being thirtie good barquebutters, were set upon by the ene-
mies, a 1619 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. 0/ Malta iv. ii, Mount.
What were those past by? Roe. Some scout of Souldiers, I

think. 1716 B. Church Hist. Philip's War{iS6y) II. 57 He
immediately sent away a Scout of 60 Men. 1775 L. Brown
in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) I. 462 Being informed..
that two scouts, of fifty men each, were sent out often.

4. One who keeps watch upon the actions of
another ; a watchman, f Formerly often in oppro-
brious sense : A mean spy, a 'sneak 1

: cf. Scout sb.2

1584 A. Monday Fidele % Fortunio 465 in Arch. Stud.
neu. Spr. CXXIII. 57 As close as I can, in this place I wil
stand, Unseen vnto any, yet vewing of all : A prety scowte
to take a knaue in a pit-fall. 1596 Bacon Max. $ Use Com.
Law 11. {1635) 4 These constables should keepe watch about
the towne for the apprehension of rogues and vagabonds,
and night-walkers, and eves-droppers, scouts, and suchlike.
1691 Mountfort Greenwich Park v. ii. 54, I suppose the
Spark was come, for one of her Scouts came and whisper'd
her. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xv. For though I be a poor
cobler s son I am no scout. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. xi.

f 7 Lamela performed the office of a scout. 1883 Century
Mag. July 327/2 The leading oil brokers of Bradford and
Oil City employed scouts to watch it [the boring] after the
hole had got down nearly to the depth where it was expected
the oil-bearing sandstone would be reached.

b. slang. Used allusively for ' watch * = pocket
timepiece.
1688 Shadwell Sq.Alsatia 11. 1. 23 Sirrah. Here's a Scout:

What'saClock? what's a Clock, Sirrah? axjoo B. E. Diet.
Cant. Crew, Scout, a Watch. 1821 Haggart Li/e (ed. 2) 28
Sporting an elegant dross-scout, drag, and chats... I suc-
ceeded in undubbing the stretch which slung the scout
round her waist.

5. A type of war-vessel adapted for the purposes
of reconnoitring. Cf. scout-ship, vessel; also Scout
sb$ b, which may have been confused with this.

1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4233/1 The Monk and Experiment
Men of War,., put ashore near Cape de Gat a French Scout
of 40 Guns. 1867 Smvth Sailors Word-bk., Scouts, small
vessels of war for especial service. 1896 Daily Heivs 20 Apr.
5/1 Many of our older scouts and commerce-protectors will

show a higher rate of speed. 190a Westm. Gaz. 24 Oct. 6/2
The Admiralty have accepted the tenders of [certain ship-

33
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building firms].. for the construction by each firm of one

vessel described as a 'scout '. These scouts are a new de-

parture in the Navy.

6. Cricket. = Fieldsman a. Also in Baseball.

1 Obs t>. A boy who is employed to run after the

balls at ' practice '. (Cf. Scout vA i c.)

1814 Miss Mitfobd Village Ser. i. 178 He was.. nothing

of ascout to John Simmons. 1837 Dickens Pickw. vn, It

fell upon the tip of the bat, and bounded far away over the

heads of the scouts. 1851 Lillywhite Guide to Cricketers

54 Mr. Dark engages .. to attend on the Marylebone Club .

.

six boys as scouts. 1870 Emerson Misc. Papers, Plutarch

Wks. (Bohn)III. 347 They are like the baseball players, to

whom the pitcher, the bat, the catcher, and the scout are

equally important.

7. In pigeon-shooting: An outlying marksman

set to prevent the escape of wounded birds.

1859 ' Stonehenge ' Shot-gun 1. ii. 9 But if a bird, so hard

hit by the shooter that, in the opinion of the referee, it

would have fallen within bounds, is shot at by a scout, the

shooter may be allowed another bird.

8. attrib. and Comb., as scout boat, t canoe, -craft,

-law, f-path, patrol, t -shallop, -ship, vessel;

t scout-ken slang {see quot.).

190a Westm. Gaz. 16 July 7/3 Designs and tenders.. for

ten *scout boats. 1798 Col. Barrow in Naval Chron. (1799)

I. 247, 1 sent out two *scout canoes. 1908 R. S. S. Baden-
Powell ScoutingforBoys 24 A scout's badge, .is given him
when he passes the tests in *scout-craft necessary to make
him a scout. 181a J.

H. Vaux Flash Diet., *Scout-ken, a
watch-house. 1750 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Northfteld,

Mass. (1875) 378 About twelve or fifteen Indians Way-laid

the *Scout-Path from Fort Dummer to Colerain. 1909 Daily
Chron. 21 Aug. 5/4 To direct and help those who were form-

ing *scout patrols all over the world. 1704 S. Sewall Diary
1 Apr. (1879) II. 98 Read Brother's Letter about a •Scout-

Shallop. 1694 Luttrell Brie/Rel. III. 356 A *scout ship

of theirs [the French] taken gives account that [etc.]. 1849

Grote Hist. Greece 11. lviii. (1862) V. 166 They awaited the

return of the three scout-ships from Egesta. 1869 Daily
News 13 July, The "scout vessels I have mentioned were
necessary enough at first. 190a iVestm. Gaz. 17 July 4/1
Tenders had been asked for a new ' Scout ' vessel.

Scout (skaut), sbfi Forms : 6 scowt, 7 scoute,

7-9 skout, 9 {dial.) scoot, 8- scout. [Of obscure

origin: connexion with Coot sb.1 appears to be

impossible.] A local name for various sea-birds

native to Great Britain; as the Guillemot {Alca

troile), the Razor-bill {Alca tarda), and the Puffin

{Fratercula arctica). Green scoot : a local name for

the Green Cormorant {Phalacrocorax Graculus).

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist, Scot. I. 26 Ane certane

kynd of fowle, in our mother toung named the Skout. 1635

Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 98 Abundance of fowl

breed here, solangeese, storts, scoutes, and twenty several

sorts of fowl, a 167a Willughby Ornith.ni. in. iv. (1676)

244 marg.. Alia avis est quam Scoti circa insulam Bassam,

& Northumbrici circa Fernas insulas Skout vocant. 1710 Sib-

bald Hist. Fife $ Kinross 4s The Fowls which most frequent

the Bass are..the Scout, the Scarts [etc]. 1805 G. Barry
Orkney /si. 305 The Guillemote..here the skout, remains

with us all the winter. 185a Macgillivray Brit. Birds

V. 392 Phalacrocorax Graculus. The Green Cormorant.
. .Green Scout 1893-4 Northumo. Gloss., Scoot, the guille-

mot, Uria troile. So-called near Spittal.

Scout (skaut), sbfi [Of unknown origin : iden-

tity with Scout sbA has been conjectured, but evi-

dence is wanting.] At Oxford (also at Yale and

Harvard) : A (male) college servant.

In the first quot. the word seems to be applied to a woman
(unless ' goody ' is peculiarly used).

1708 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 117 One shilling to

goody Earl a Scout y* belongs to Oriel Colledge. 1750
Student I. 55 My scout, indeed, is a very learned fellow.

1800 Sporting Mag. XV. 85 Waked at eight o'clock by the

scout, to tell me the bell was going for prayers, a 1851 Vale
Lit. Mag. XI. 282 (Hall College Words), We had to send

for his factotum or scout, an old black fellow.
_
1888 Mrs.

H. Ward R. Elstnere 52 The scout who intrusively asked
him every morning what he would have for breakfast.

Scout (skaut), v.1 Also 4-6 skowt, 6 scoute,

skoute, 6-7 scowt, 7 skout. [f. Scout sb.*]

L intr. To act as a scout, to play the spy; to

travel about (in search of information).

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 483, & ho skyrmez vnder skwe &
skowtez aboute, Tyl hit was nya.e at he na}t & noe ben
sechez. a 157s Gascoigne Posies, Dan Earth. 108 Such was
his hap. .To watche and warde at euery time and tyde,

Though foes were farre yet skowted he alwaye. 1500 Sir
R. Williams BriefDisc. War 31 Besides, they must skoute,

discouer, with all dueties that belongs vnto an Armie. 1601

Shaks. Twel. N. lit. iv. 193 Scout mee for him at the
corner of the Orchard like a bum-Baylie. 1644 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 7 We scouted beyond Cumner, and mett
with some of them. 1756 Washington Lett. Writ. 1889 I.

357 If they are at greater distances, it is inconvenient for

the soldiers to scout. 1826 Scott Woodst. x, It will be
necessary that I scout abroad a little. 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 665 Keyes, who had been out scouting
among his old comrades, arrived with news more ominous
still. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xx. 192 Keeping only one
eye above the edge ofour . . shelter, [he] scouted all round the
compass.
tratisf. 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Spir. ii. Misc. (17x1)

03 These are the Men who pretend to understand a Book,
y scouting thro the Index.

b. To skulk, lie hid (as a spy) in concealment.
Obs. exc. dial. (See E. D. D. s. v.)

1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 23 The little Conie loues
to scoute, In Berries that are digged out. 1633 Hart Diet
ofDiseased Introd. 3 Many of these supposedPhysitians .

.

lie skouting in corners of the famous Citie of London.

2. =FLBLDf. 5. ? Now dial.

303
by i

258

1828 [implied in Scouting vbl. sb. 1
2]. 1887 Havergal

Hereford. Gloss, s. v., In Herefordshire cricket fields, to

scout out = to field out. 1908 Daily Chron. 14 Aug. 4/7 On
many suburban cricket grounds, where the small boys of the

neighbourhood gather to field (or scout, as they call itj for

the members at the nets.

+ 3. trans. With adv., to scout round: to sur-

round with a watch. Also in passive, to be fol-

lowed about by spies. Obs.

16x9 Fletcher Bonduca v. ii, Take more men, And scout

him round. 1671 Wood Life (O. H. S.) II. 227, I must be

a papist : and then, upon that account, I was scouted about.

4. To reconnoitre, to examine with a view to

obtaining information.

1704 Swift Bait. Bks. Misc. (1711) 260 One surveys the

Region round, while the t'other scouts the Plain. 18*1 Clare
Vill. Minstr. II. 23 The fox is loth to 'gin a long patrole,

And scouts the woods, content with meaner prey. 1871

Daily News 24 July, Bazaine has been condemned by every

military authority in Europe for not scouting the ravine of

Gorze. 1900 Ibid. 25 May 7/2 Major Karri Davies, with eight

men of the Light Horse, were ordered to scout the country.

Scout (skaut), v.2 Forms : 7 scowt, skowt,
8- scout. [Of Scandinavian origin : cf. ON. skuta,

shite sb., a taunt, prob. f. root of skidta to Shoot.

Cf. ON. sMtyrdi, also skotyrlti, abusive language.]

f 1. trans. To mock at, deride. Also absol. Obs.

1605 Marston Dittch Courtezan Prol., As for some few,

we know of purpose here To taxe and scowt. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. in. ii. 130 Flout 'em, and cout 'em : and skowt 'em,

and flout 'em. ifioi Wood Life (O. H. S.) III. 357 He
scouted me and tofd of 'virtue' (for 'vertue') [i.e. that the

former was bad spelling]. 1768 Goldsm. Goodn. Man 11,

When he speaks upon his legs, by the Lord he's prodigious,

he scouts them.

2. To reject with scorn (a proposition) ; to treat

as absurd (an idea) ; to dismiss scornfully the

pretensions of (a person, a work, etc.).

1710 Palmer Proverbs 102 They pass the rhodomontade
tillthey'reexpos'dand scouted. 1711 HearneC<7/&<*.(O.H.S.)

III. 133 Those who laugh at and scout it. 1781 Mme.
D'Arblav Let. 6 Apr. (1891) I. 426 The people.. who have

been fond of blood and family, have all scouted title when
put in any competition with it. 1819 F. Hamilton Nepal
315 All alliances with the chief,. .are scouted by the purer

inhabitants ofthe southern mountains. i8mHazlitt Table-t.

Ser. 11. x. (1869) 212 Many great philosophers have not only

been scouted while they were living, but forgotten as soon
as they were dead. 1849 Dickens Barn. Rudge xxxix, His
turned-up nose, .scouted all things of earth with deep dis-

dain. 187a Q. Rev. Jan. 251 Simple and obvious remedies

are scouted or neglected. 1883 Mrs. R. Ritchie Bk. Sibyls i.

47 The poem, .was scouted at the timeand violently attacked.

1884 Tennyson Becket 11. ii, I am glad that France hath
scouted him at last. 1898 Bodley France II. 111. v. 247 The
King, .scouted the idea of his functions being reduced to

those of an English monarch.

Scout, Scoutchin : see Scoot sb.i, Scutcheon.

Scouted (skau'ted), ppl. a. [f. Scout v.2 +
-ed 2.] Scorned, flouted.

x8io Naval Chron. XXIII. 38 No public breakfasts cheer

these scouted tars.

t Scou'ter. Obs. Also 7 skooter, scowter.

[f. Scout vA + -er 2
.] A scout or spy.

164a in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. iv. 434 To
Robert Addams..for goeing as a skooter to Coventry to

hearken out how nere the soldiers were cominge. 1645
Symonds Diary (Camden) 193 The horse, .were persued by
a body of the enemyes horse and loose scowters. c 1776 in

W. Irving Washington (1856) II. 606 A famous scouter and
wood-hunter. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie xviii, But this is

a scouter in his war-paint 1

II
Scoutette, SCOUttet. Obs. rare. [MDu.

schoutet
%
schoutheet : see Schout.] = Schout.

1534 St. Papers Hen. VIIIt VII. 543 Yisterdaye I had the

Scouttet and Lordes of this town at dynner with me. ibid.

547 The Quene hath send owt hyr placarts of comandment
to all drossarts, scoutettes, ballyys, and othyrs offyssers of

the conttres abowth.

Scouth (skaub). Sc. Also 8-9 scowth, skouth.
Opportunity, scope. Also, abundance, plenty.

Also in phrase Scouth and routh : see Eng . Dial. Diet.

1591 R. Bruce Serm. (1843) 387 There are Bands which
circle & fetter him, that he hath no scouth or liberty to run
out. 17*8 Ramsay Robt., Richy, <$ Sandy 10 He seeks the

dowy glen That he may scowth to a' his mourning len. 1785
Burns To Rev. J. RTMath x, They talk o' mercy, grace,

and truth, For what?—to gie their malice skouth On some
puir wight. 1815 Finlayson Rhymes 38 (E. D. D.) The
sturdy tiller 0' our plains, Whose work demands nae scowth
o' brains.

Scouting (skau'tirj), vbl. sbJ- [f. Scout v.l +
-ing *.] The action of the vb. Scout.

1. Spying, reconnoitring.

1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 22 Some scowting beyond
Banbury that evening; little or no hurt on neither side.

1754 in Temple & Sheldon Hist. Norlhfeld, Mass. (1875)

285 However, if the scouting be faithfully peiformed, there

will not, I apprehend, any considerable body of the enemy
get within ye line aforesaid undiscovered. 1893 Leland
Mem. I. 30 Often I sat on a little cricket at his feet, and
listened to tales of battles, scoutings, and starving.

attrib. 1856 W. Irving Washington III. 852 He had
recently signalized himself in scouting-parties.

b. The exercises practised by boy scouts \
1908 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Scoutingfor Boys 1 Instruc-

tion in scouting should be given as far as possible through
practises, games, and competitions.

2. Fielding at cricket. ? Obs. exc. dial.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 38 Both were so completely

knocked up, with alternately bowling and scouting, as to be

nearly incapable of walking home.

SCOUTY-AULIN.

T ScOU'ting, vbl sb.l Obs. [f. SCOUT M +

-INO l.] A snubbing reproof, a scolding.

1794 Maria J. Holroyd Lett. (1896) 301, I gave Louisa a
good scouting for indulging her moralizing turn.

Scouting (skau-tin),///. a. [f. Scout v.* +
-ing 2.] That scouts ; watching, exploring, spying.

1663 BriefAce. Turks Late Exped. 21 There followed into

the Town a great Body of Tartars after these scouting

Troupers. i8ao Clare Rural Life {ed. 3) 31 The owls mope
out, the scouting bats Begin their giddy round. 1907 Stand-
ard 19 Jan. 7/5 Scouting air vessels could follow night and
day every movement of the armies.

t Scou'tinger. Obs. rare- 1
. [?f. Scouting

vbl. sb. + -er 1 ; or f. Scout sb.* after harbinger,

messenger, etc.] ? A military scout, a spy.

164a True Copy ofLet.from Oxford 7 A good scoutinger

is worth a kingdome, being the very key of the worke, and
for want of it, many rare opportunities are lost.

Scoutmaster, scout-master (skenrt-

mastai). [f. Scout sb.* + Master sb. 1
]

1. A leader or captain of a band of scouts. In

recent use, also the officer who has charge of a
' troop* of boy scouts.

1579 Digges Straliot. 99 The Scout maister oughte dili-

§ently to viewe and note rounde aboute the campe. 1590

ir R. Williams Brief Disc. War 16 The General of the

horsmen hath to serue him, his Lieftenant, Colonels, Cap-
taines, and Scoutmasters. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. n.

xxi. 235 Captaine Crofts the Scout-Master [was killed] with

a shot in the backe. 175s Genii. Mag. XXV. 54 Parson
Hudson, an able divine, was his scout-master, and Chilling-

worth his engineer. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxv, The scout*

master arrived after a brief delay. 1908 R. S. S. Baden-
Powell Scoutingfor Boys 25 The badge is worn by scout

masters on the left side of the hat or cap.

fig. 1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr. d iiij b, Archbishop

Laud, .takes the words which Heylin (his Scoutmaster) had
found passable.

b. Scoutmastergenera! : (Hist.) The chief of the

intelligence department of the Parliamentary army.
1644 Whitelocke Mem. (1853) I. 321 Scoutmaster general

Bedford came to the house with letters from the commis-
sioners in the army, of the particulars of the battle at New-
bury. 1647 $>?*igg AngliaRediv.i?(>(L\s\. of Officers), Major
Watson, Scoutmaster Gen. to the Army. 1682 Bunyan Holy
War 289 Forasmuch as he [Mr. PrywellJ was so naturally

inclined to seek their good, and also to undermine their foes,

they gave him a Commission of Scoutmaster-general. 1736

Carte Ormonde II. 498 No body was more active in pro-

curing these witnesses, than the Bishop of Meath, who had
been Scoutmaster General to Oliver Cromwell's army.

II 2. Erroneously used for Schout.
165a Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. 5 The

Sheriffs [of the cities of Holland] together with the Scout-

master [orig. Scittteto) deal in the administration of Justice

both Civill and Criminall. 1690 Moral Ess. Pres. Tiixes vii.

117 There is in every one of these parishes of Holland, one
they call a Scout-Master, which is the chief Magistrate of it.

T ScOU't-watch. Obs. Forms : 4 scowte-,

skowtte-, 4-6 skowte-, 4-7 skoute-, 5 scote-,

(erron. skoulk-), 7 skowt-, 5-8 scout(e-, 4 -waeh,

4-5 waoche, 5-6 -wache, watche, 6-8 -watch.

[f. Scout sb.* + Watch sb.]

1. A sentinel, spy ; one that keeps guard.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 838 In grete flokkez of folk, bay
fallen to bis ;atez, As a scowte-wach scarred, so be asscry

rysed. a 1400 Morte Arth. 2468 Skayres thaire skottefers,

and theire skowtte-waches. 1443 Beckington's Jrnl. (1828)

97 Whan they were approched nigh the same toune there

comme upon theym the skoulk wache, and there a showte
was made of St. George d'Angleterre. 1470-S5 Malory
Arthur 1. xiii, But the scoute watche by her hoost cryed

lordes att armes for here be your enemyes at your hand.

156a [? Pilkincton] Burn. Paules Ch. (1563) B v, The word
Episcopus is Greke, and signifies a Scoutwatche, an ouer-

loker or Spie. 1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Kings xiiL 34 And the

servant that was the scoutewatch, lifted up his eies, and
looked : and behold much people came by a byway. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scouts or Scout-Watches, Sentinels

that keep Guard in the advanced Posts.

2. The action of keeping watch and guard.

1464 Mann. Honseh. Exp. (Roxb.) 161 Item, my mastyre

Eayd the same day to ix. men that made scotewache on
orse bakke, vj.s. viij. d. 153a Hervet A'enophon's Treat.

Househ. (1768) 75 It is best to kepe watches and scoutwatches

both by nyght and by daye. 1556 J. Heywood Spider <\ F.

Ixiv. 2 Being in scoutwatch : a spider spiyng me, In the head
spiders name: wild me speedilie, To tell this to you all.

1616 J. Lane Conin. Sgr.'s T. v. 357 Make skowt-watch,
inrodes, gett intelligence.

3. A body of men told off for the purposes of

watching and keeping guard.

1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xvi. 17 If theyr Scoutwatche
hard any noyse, or mouyng of people drawyng to the cite

warde, than tncontynent they shulde gyue them knowledge.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xix. § 50. 723 Neither durst he
for the Kings Scout-watch demand direction to Tamworth.

Scouty-aulin (skw'ti^lin). dial. Sc. Forms

:

8 scuti-allan, 8-9 scouti-aulin, 9 scoutiallin,

scouty-, sc00tie-allan, scoute-, scouti-allen,

scouty-aulin. [app. f. *scouty
t
*scooty adj. (f.

scout = Scoot v. i) + aulin, allan
t
which is used

separately as the name of the bird. Cf. the syno-

nymous dirty allan.] The Arctic Gull or Skua
{Stercorarius crepidalus, or richardsoni).

itoj Brand Descr. Orkn. etc. (17031, There isa Fowl there

called the Scutiallan, of a black colour, and as big as a Wild
Duck, a 1795 G. Low Fauna Oread. (1813) 118 The Arctic

Gull.. .Ore. Scouti-Aulin. 185a Macgillivray Brit. Birds
V. 492 Lestris Richardsonii. Richardson's Skua. . . Scoute-

allen. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 870 It [Stercorarius

crepidatus) is.. the Shooi of the Shetlands, and the Scouti-
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alien of the fishermen of Orkney and on the east coast of

Scotland.

Sco van. Mining (Cornw.). [Related to next.]

= Scove sb. Scovan lode : see. quots.

1778 Prvce Mitt. Cornub. 90 A Scovan Lode, is formed of

a hard compact crystalline Stone, either of a brown or black

hue, according to the colour of the Tin with which it is

mixed. Ibid. 105 If it takes itscourse through aScovan Lode,
it mostly damages.. the Scovan. 1814 W. Phillips in

Trans. Geol. Soc. II. 118 When tin ore is intimately mingled
with quartz and chlorite, the vein is termed a scovan load.

i860 Eng. <f Foreign Mining Gloss., Cornlv, (ed. 2) 22

Scovan lode, a lode having no gossan on its back or near
the surface.

Scove. Mining (Cornw.). [Prob. from Celtic

Cornish.] (See quots.)

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 90 The Ore is often rich, pon-
derous, and solid in this Stone ; and when it is worth one
half for Metal, they call it Scove. 1808 Polwhele Cornish*
Eng. Vocab. 56/2 We say of a rich lode 'lis all skove; pure
and clean. 1880 D. C. Davies Metallif. Min. 420 Scove
Clornish], very pure tin that hardly needs dressing.

SCO vel 1. Ois.exc.dial. [a. early mod.F. escou-

velle (Cotgr.), dim. of escouve (:—L. sedpa) broom.
(The ordinary Fr. word for the baker's ' malkin ' is

tcouvillon, OF. escouvillon.)'] A baker's malkin.
156a Withals Diet. 44 b/i A scouell, dragge, or malkyn,

wherewith the floore of the ouen is made cleane, peniculus.

1662 Comenius' Jantta Ling. Triling. 84 But first be [sc. the

baker] rakes the fire from it with a scovel (maukin, cole-rake).

1688 Holme A rmourym. 317/1 Bakers Terms in their Art.

. .A Scovel, a Maukin, an Oven sweep.

Scovillite (sk<f"-vitait). Min. [f. the name of

the Scoville ore-bed, Salisbury, Conn., U.S., its

locality : see -ite.] Hydrous phosphate of cerium,

yttrium, and other rare metals ; rhabdophanite.
1883 Brush & Penfield in Amer. Jrnl. Set. Ser. 111.

XXV. 463. 1884 Atkenxum 12 Apr. 479/1 The author [Mr.
W. N. Hartley] shows that a new mineral, scovillite, de-

scribed by Brush and Penfield. .is but a variety of rhabdo-
phane. 180a [see Rhabdophanite : s. v. Rhabdo-].

SCO vin. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 scoven. [Altered

form of Scovel.] = Scovel.
1657 C. Beck Universal Char. H 7, A malkin or scoven.

1884 Upton-on-Sc-.'crn Gloss., Scovitt, a cloth, mat, or old
fishing-net, attached to a pole and used for cleaning out a
baker s oven.

Scovy, a. dial. Also scovey, scawvy. [Cf.

Scawe, Scawkd a.] Streaked, mottled, smeared.

1777 Horse Subsecivx 382 (E. D. D.) Scovy wool, wool
of several colours, not duely mixt in scribling, but streaky.

..Scovy cloth, when the abb, or the woof is not all of the

same colour, ..and the cloth appears in streaks or lines.

1864 T. Q. Couch Wds. E. Comvi. in Jrnl. R. Inst. Cornw.
Mar., Scovey, spotted, mottled. 189a Sarah Hewett Pea-
sant Sp. Devon ito Scawi'y=smenry. 'Goan'scrub thickee

planche floor again ; 'tcz za scawvy I'm ashamed tu zee W
+ Scow ', skow. Sc. Obs. [Possibly a. Du.

schouw (see next) in an unrecorded sense ; the HG.
etymological equivalent, schalte, has in Bavarian

dialects the sense ' wood for coopers, thin laths

'

(Deutsche* Wb. s. v.).] //. Strips of wood for

wattle-work, barrel-staves, fixing thatch, etc.

1524-5 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1869) 1. 221 Thai had maid ex-
penssis vpoun the standand graith of the commoun mylnis
in stra, scowis, rauchteris, lyme [etc.]. 1538 Aberdeen Reg.
XVI. (Jam), Girchtstingis & skowis. 1543 Ibid. XVI II.

(ibid.), 1 ymmei skowis Suadene buirdis, guirdstingis and
boddummis. 1614 Shipping Lists 0/ Dundee in Wedder-
burne Compt Buih 1 S. H. S.) 246 The said bark laitlie arryved
frome Mefstrand contenand . . auch thowsand barrelhs of
Skowie [tread Skowis] &ane hundreth pypstalfhs. 1705 Sc.

Ads Anne (1824) XI. 293/2 Knaple, skows, hoops, dutch
nets. -shall be free of custome.

Scow I (skau). U. S., Scotland, Ireland. Also
skow. [a. Du. schouw, HDu.schouwe,schoude—
LG. schalde, HG. dial, schalte punt-pole, boat pro-

pelled by a pole ; related to OS. seal/an to push (a

boat) from the shore. Cf. Gael. sgolh.~\

1. A large flat-bottomed lighter or punt.
1780 Jefferson Corr. Wks. 1859I. 254, I have empowered

Colonel Carrington to have twelve boats, scows or batteaux,
built. 1841 Carlyle in Froude Life in Land. I. 221 Three
fishers too, whose rude Annan voices I heard busy in their

skows in the Gallowbank Pool. 1848 Bartleit Di .'.

A titer., Scow. . . On Lake Ontario they are sometimes rigged
like a schooner or sloop, with a lee-board or sliding keel,

when they make tolerably fast sailers. 1862 W. H. Russell
in Times 4 Apr., By 2 o'clock .. about 8,500 menwere on
their way to.. Fortress Monroe. They were carried in 12

large river steamers, some of which tugged scows for horses
and artillery. 1877 Ld. Hai HERLEYin Law Rep., App. Cases
11. 842 The navigation [on the river Leven] appears to be
carried on in what are called scows, large barges, I suppose
we should call them. 1878 Bret H arte Hoodlum Band
102 A long, low, sloop-rigged scow, . . worked her way out of
the mill-dam towards the Sound. 1880 Antrim ft Down
Gloss., Shetrw, a large flat barge, used to receive the mud
raised by a dredging machine. 1884 G. Allen Strange
Stories 154 Captain Pierpoint arranged to take down a scow
or flat-bottomed boat, laden with grain, from Milwaukee
for the Erie Canal. 1009 Times 27 Jan.6/5 For the water
he would use skows (flat-bottomed boats) which would also

be capable of progressing upon the ice.

2. Applied locally to a coracle.

1835-81 Jamieson, Skow, a small boat made of willows, &c.
covered with skins, Moray.

3. atlrib., as scow-crew ; scow-shaped adj.

•775 J. Adams in Fain. Lett. (1876) 60 Father Smith
prayed for our scow crew, I doubt not. 1897 Outing
lU. S.) XXIX, 547/1 A clumsy, scow-shaped cattle-boat.

Scow (skau), v. 1 [f. prec] a. intr. To cross

over (a river) by means of a scow. b. trans. (See

quot. 1838-33.)
1749 W. Douglass Summary I. 460 The ferry is about

80 rod, and. .runs two or three knots, scowed over in about

9 minutes. 1828-32 Webster, Scow, to transport in a scow.

Scow (skau), v. 2 Naut. [Of obscure origin.]

trans, in To scow an anchor : on a foul bottom, to

bend the cable to the crown and stop it within the

ring, so that in weighing the seizing may be broken
and the anchor tripped. Hence Scowed ppl. a.

1878 D. Kemp Man. Yacht Sailing 366 Scowing an
Anchor. 1879 W. Rossiter Diet. Sci. Terms, Scowed
anchor.

ScOW'banker. slang(7anddial.). Also skow-,
skull-. [Of obscure origin. Adm. Smyth {Sailor s

Word-book, 1867) gives a word scow-banker with

the explanation ' a manager of a scow ' ; but this is

prob. a mistake.] A loafer (see quots.).

1864 Hotlen's Slang Did. 233 Show-Banker, a fellow who
loiters about the premises of anyone willing_ to support him
without the necessity of working for his living ; a rogue, a
rascal. Common at Melbournej Australia. 1866 A. Michie
Retrospects 4 Prospects 9 (Morris) A skull-banker is a species

of the genus loafer. . . He is a haunter of stations, and lives

on the squatters,.. affecting to seek work and determining

not to find it. 1898 E. E. Morris Austral English, Skull-

banker, or Scowbanker, a slang name in Australia for a
loafer, a tramp.

Hence Scow'bank v. intr., to loaf; also sb. =
Scowbankeb. Scow-banking-

/>//. a.

1868 B. Brierley Fratchingtons iii. 40 Ifskeawbankin' fro

aleheause to aleheause isno' drinkin', what is ? 1881 Clark
Russell Sailor's Sweeth. I. ii. 44 A sprinkling of black-

browed scowbanks from Mediterranean ports. 1888 Shef-

Jield Gloss. SuppL, He's a scow-banking sort of fellow 1

1901 F. E. Taylor Folk Sp. S. Lane. (E.D.D.), He does
nowt bu' skeaw-bank abeawt o day.

Scowde, obs. form of Scold v.

Scowder (skau-dai), sb. Sc. Forms : 8 scow-
der, scouder, 9 scowdher, scouther. [f. the vb.]

1. Scorching, slight burning.
a 1774 Fergusson Election Poems (1845) 40 Till, in a birn,

beneath the crook Theyre sengit wi' a scowder, To death
that day. 1793 T. Scott Poems 358 (E. D. D.) Love has

fie'n his heart a scouder. 1816 Scott Black Dwarf vii,

f things be otherwise than weel wi' Grace Armstrong,

I'se gie you a scouther, if there be a tar-barrel in the five

parishes.

2. Anglo-Irish. (See quot) //'/. and/ig.
1830-2 W. Carleton Traits Ir. Peas. (1844) II. 131

1 Franky,' they would say, ' is no finished priest in the larnin';

he's but a scowdher'. Now a scowdher is an oaten cake laid

upon a pair of tongs placed over the. -embers. .
;
In a few

minutes the side first laid down is scorched : it is then

turned, and the other side is also scorched.

Scowder (skau-dai), v. Sc. Forms : 6 skolder,

skowder, 7 scouther, 8 scouder, 7- scowther,

scowder. [Of obscure origin : with the 16th c.

form skolder cf. the synonymous Scalder v.] a.

trans. To scorch, burn slightly, b. intr. To under-

go scorching. Hence Scowdered///.a., scorched;

also see quot. 1781. Scowdering///. a., scorch-

ing ; also (of cold, etc.) withering, blighting.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 1 22 Fy ! skolderit skyn, thow art bot

skyre and skrumple. Ibid. 171. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

II. 534 His skowdrit skyn wes blak as ony ruke. 1606 Birnie

Kirk Buriall (1833) 4 By scowdring their skins in the

Sunne. 167a Past, nil on Stair Family in Bi. Scotish Pas-

quilt (1868) 183 On shoulder clap made her Mess James em-
brace, And lick the dreepings of his scouther'd face, atnt
YzRGVSSOHFariner's Ingle viii. Poems ( 1 800) 134 For weel she
trows,..That kye hae tint their milk wi' evil eie, And corn

been scowder'd on the glowin kilL 1776 C Keith Far-
mer's Ha' x, Gude scoudered bannocks. 1781 Hutton
Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss., Scowder'd, over-beated with

working. 1799 J. Struthers/W. Wks. (1850) II.2o2Cauld
winter wi' his scowdering eye. 1831 M iss Ferrier Destiny

I. xx, Your cook's not a good hare-dresser... After all, I

believe it's only a little scowthered. 1856 G. Henderson
Pop. Rhymes Berwick 54 We'll.. send them [sc. witches)

name, r
i'o scouther forever in h—'s blue flame ! 1875

Stevenson Lett. (1809) I. 109 The snell an' scowthenn

norther blaw Frae blae Brunteelan*.

Soower, obs. form of Score, Scour.

Scowl (skaul), sb* Also 6 soowle, 7 sooul.

[f. Scowl v.] A louring or malevolent look.

1500-10 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 123 The air was dirkit with

the fowlis, That come. .With skryking, skrymming and with

scowlis, To Uk him in the tyde. 1625 in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 1. III. 206, 1 suppose none but a Queene could have cast

such a scowl, a 1764 R . Lloyd Genius, Envy tr lTwtw 9

Each letter'd, grave, pedantic dunce Wakes.. And, being

dull, looks wond'rous wise, With solemn phiz, and critic

scowL 1847 Tennyson Princess vn. 114 By axe and eagle

sat, With all their foreheads drawn in Roman scowls,. .The

fierce triumvirs. z86o Abp. Thomson Laws Th. § 27. 39

Natural signs, as a scream to express terror, a scowl for

hatred. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 369/2 He was received

with scowls and curses.

b. trans/. Of clouds, the elements, etc.

1648 Crashaw Delights of Muses, Death Herrys, A
ruddy storme whose scoule Made Heavens radiant face looke

foule. 1878 Browning Poet's Croisic Prol. 2 Sky—what a

scowl of cloud.

t Scowl, sb* U. S. Obs. 1 Corrupt f. Scow.

1778 T. Anburey Trav. America (1789) II. lix. 278 We
crossed the river in scowls, which are flat bottom boats, large

enough to contain a waggon and horses. 1796 H. Wansey
7rni7f6 While our coachee, and all its passengers were pass-

ing this fine river in a scowl.

t Scowl, sb.3 dial. Obs. Forms : 6 skoole,

skole, scowle, scoule, 8 scoil. [Cf. Scowles.]

Rubbish, debris.

1538-9 in R. N. Worth Cat. Tavistock Par. Rec (1887) 17

Itm for Caryngeawaye of the Skoole there ij d . Ibid. 18 Itm
for Carynge oute of the Skole of the churche ij d ob. 1561-2

Ibid. 26 Itm payed for Caryinge of Scowle that laye in the

churche yarde ij' viij d . 1574-5 Ibid. 33 Itm paid for cary-

adge awaie of the scoule, iiijd. 1777 Horx Subsecivx 380
(E. D. D.) Scoil, rubbish ; the head of a quarry before the

solid rock is reached.

Scowl (skaul), v. Forms : 4 skoul, 5 scboul,

5-6 scowle, 6 skoule, 6-8 scoul, 6-7 scoule,

7- soowl. [Prob. of Scandinavian origin ; cf. Da.
skule of the same meaning.]

1. intr. To look with louring brows and a malig-

nant or threatening expression ; to look angry or

sullen. Const, at, on, upon.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2225 Devels sal-.raumpe on

hym, and skoul, and stare, c 1400 Laud Troy Book 16158
Menelaus hadde grete envy Off that quene Pantasaly,..

On hir that tyme ful foule he schouled And seyde : that

[etc.]. C1440 Proinp. Parv. 450/1 Scowle, wythe eyne,

oboculo. 1535 Coverdale Job xvi. 9 Myne enemy skouleth

vpon me with his eyes. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 21A
mistres that scowles. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. ii. 35 But with
bent lowring browes, as she would threat, She scould, and
frownd with froward countenaunce. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II,

v. ii. 28 Euen so, or with much more contempt, men's_eyes

Did scowle on Richard. 1702 Yalden AZsop at Crt. viii. 33
Shall I [sc. Phoebus) the universe benight. .Because you
[sc . an owl] rail and scoul. 1803 Jane Porter Thaddcus
1, His brow scowled. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, Albany
scowled, but was silent. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,

Wealth Wks. (Bohn) II. 71 Whether it were not possible to

make a spinner that would not rebel, nor mutter, nor scowl,

nor strike for wages? 1882 B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. Mil.

Serv. I. vi. 119 We met many disbanded soldiers, . .but

beyond scowling at us they did us no harm.

b. To be exhibited or expressed frowningly or

with a scowl, poet, or rhetorical.

1719 Young Busiris 1. i, A sullen gloom Scowls on his brow,

and marks him thro' the dusk. 1812 Crabbe Tales xv. 296

Amazement scowl'd upon his clouded face. 1824 W. Irving

T. Trav. I. 89 A menace scowled upon the brow.

2. trans/, andJig. Of inanimate things (sometimes

personified) : To assume a gloomy, forbidding, or

threatening aspect.

1587 Churchyard Worthies of WalesN 4, When . . Clowdes

waxe cleere, that now doth lowre and skoule. 162a Mabbe
tr. Aleman's Guzman dAlf. 1. 56 What squint-ey'd Starre

hath scowl'd vpon me? 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. 1. 312

The Day returns, the Heav'ns no longer scowL 1783 Cow-
per Task 111. 541 Not so when winter scowls. Assistant art

Then acts in nature's office. 1846 Keble Lyra Innoc^Zji)
16 Fretting cares scowl far aloof. 1905 J . B. Firth Highways
of Derbyshire 168 The edge.. scowls down upon a bleak

Staffordshire moorland.

3. trans, in nonce-uses. To send forth with a

scowl ; to express with a scowl.

1667 Milton P.L. ii. 491 As when. -the dusky clouds.,

o'respread Heavn's chearful face, the lowring Element

Scowls ore the darkn'd lantskip Snow, or showre. 1757

Gray Bard 11. iii. Fell Thirst and Famine scowl A baleful

smile upon their baffled Guest.

Hence Scowling vbl. sb. Also Scowler.
1575 GammerGurton 1. i, There is howlynge and scowlyng,

all cast in adumpe, With whewling and pewling. 1858

O. W. Holmes Aut. Break/.-T. viii. (1859) 188, 1 had rather

meet three of the scowlers than one of the smilers.

Soowld(e, Scowle : see Scold, Scale sb. 1

t Scowled, a. ? Striped.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 450/1 Scowlyd, radiatus.

Scowles, sb. pi. dial. [Of obscure origin : cf.

Scowl rf.3] (Also scowl-holes.) See quots. Hence

Scowle v. intr., (of mine-workings) to cave in.

1835 ilk Rep. Dean Forest Comm. 3 The excavations,

provincially called Scowles, which exist in many parts of the

Forest, have evidently been made for the purpose and in the

course of getting out the ore. 1884 N. $ Q- Ser. vi. X. 288

The word applied to the actual quarries is usually scowl-

holes, Scowles having become a place-name in several

localities. 1890 Glouc. Gloss., Scowles. .A very common word
here [i.e. Forest of Dean] for the sides of workings in coal

or iron mines falling in. The miners say ' scowling in '.

Scowlful, a- nonce-wd. [f. Scowl sb. + -ful.]

Fnll of or characterized by scowling.

1881 F. T. Palgrave Vis. England vji The musket

gripp'd ; the brow firm set ; a scowlful smile of joy.

Scowling (skau'lin), ppl. a. [I. Scowl v. +
-1NO 2.] That scowls ; having a sullen or malignant

expression of countenance.
155a Huloet, Skowlyng of countenaunce, superciliosus.

1577 Kendall Flowers ofEpigr. 15 b, Then euery skowlyng
scholemaster would read with harshie voyce Thy verse.

121586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 125 But Miss. -came

with skowling eyes to deliuer a slauering good morrow to

the two Ladies. cx6i8 Moryson /tin. lv. (1903) 290 The
Conversation of gentlemen is very Austere, full of scowling

gravity. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VIII. 158

laughters, wno surveyed her with scouling, frightened atten-

tion. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xviii, Prue had a
peculiar scowling expression of countenance. 1872 Dixon
Ttnver III. viii. 75 A young man. .with sickly face and
scowling brow.

b. trans/.

1513 Douglas Mneis vn. xiii. 19 Or on the scharp craggy

rochis hie, . . Wyth hingand hewis and mony a skowland bra.

1583 T. Watson Poems (Arb.) 114 What scowling cloudes

haue ouercast the skie. 1737-46 Thomson Summer 1124

In rueful gaze The cattle stand, and on the scowling heavens

Cast a deploring eye. i8?i Blackie Lays Highl. 2 Wilt

thou change the smiling Erin For the scowling Pictish skies?

33 — 3
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Hence Scowlinffly adv., with a scowling face.

»75S 'n Johnson. 1838 Eraser's Mag. XVIII. 32 The..

beldame, .scowlingly opened the door.

Scowlke, Saowmar : see Sccix, Scummer.

Scowmfet(e, Scowner : seeScojifit,Scunner.

Soowp.e, Seowrge : see Scoop, Scourge.

Scowry, var. Scaurie ; obs. f. Scourt.

Soowse, var. Scuse, aphetic f. excuse vb,

SsowtCe, Soowth : see Scout, Scouth.

Sooyer, Sooymes, -oub : see Squire, Squai-

mous. Sooyr, obs. Sc form of Score.

Scr-. 1. While as a general rule an initial sc- or

si- in a mod.Eng. word indicates that the word is

not of OE. origin (OE. sc- being normally repre-

sented, in dialects as well as in standard English,

by si-], it is doubtful whether the rule applies to

the combination scr-. The modern representation

of OE. scr- in dialects varies between (Jr-), (Jar-),

(jr-), and (sr-), and there is some reason for sup-

posing that in some localities it normally becomes
(skr-). Several words of undoubted OE descent

(there being no corresponding form in Scandinavian)

have in ME. or in mod.E. two parallel forms with

(Jr-) and (skr-) respectively: e.g. sired, screed,

from OE. scriade ; sirew, dial, screw, from OE.
scrtawa ; ME. screpe and schreape, from OE. sere-

fan to scrape. The same variation of the initial

consonant appears in some other words, which

have not been found in OE., but which have

Teut. cognates : scream, ME. also scireame • scram

and siram dial, to benumb, to paralyse (cf. OE.
scrimman of similar meaning) ; skrog and scrag

dial., a bush. As the combination (skr-), unlike

the Midland (sr-), is consistent with the articula-

tor habits ofstandard English,somedialectal forms

with this beginning have found their way into the

literary language ; in one instance {screed, sired)

an OE. word with scr- survives in two parallel

forms with differentiation of meaning. In view of

these facts, it seems doubtful whether there is suffi-

cient ground for the usual assumption of Scandina-

vian origin for words like scrape, which existed in

OE. {scrapian) as well as in ON. (skrapd).

2. Many Eng. words beginning with scr- agree

more or less closely in meaning with other words
differing from them in form only by the absence of

the initial s. Examples of such pairs are crab

(apple), scrab; crag(neck), scrag; cramble, scram-

ble; cranci,scranci; cratci, scratci; crawl, scrawl
(v.l) ; creak, screak ; crimple, scrimple ; cringe,

scringe ; croak, scroak (dial.) ; crump, scrump

;

crumple, scrumple ; crunci, scrunch ; crush,

scrush (dial.). It does not appear that these

coincidences are due to any one general cause

(see the articles on the several words), but it

is probable that the existence of many pairs of

synonyms with scr- and cr- produced a tendency to

change cr-, in words expressive of sounds or physi-

cal movements, into scr- so as to render the word
echoic or phonetically symbolic ; apparent exam-
ples arescrawl vb.l, scranch, scrunch , scringe, scroak.

For other instances in dialects see Wright En?. Dial.

Gram. § 323, where examples are also given of parallel forms
with (sk, k) before a vowel or (w).

Scraa, variant of Scraw.
Scrab (skrseb), sb.1 Sc. and norti. Also 6

skrab. [Prob. of Scandinavian origin : cf. Sw.
dial, skrabba of the same meaning, Sw. scrabba

sea-scorpion.] The crab or wild apple = Crab sb*
Also attrib., as scrab -apple, scrab-tree.

1467-8 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 92 Pro ij bus. de
Scrabbez emp. pro verius inde fiend., xxijd. 1513 Douglas
yffi"nets VH. iii. 18 Braid trunschouris dyd thai fyll..Wyth
wyld scrabbis and wther frutis large. 1528-9 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 163 Scrabstre medow. 156a Turner Herbal
11. 47 Malus Sylvestris in Englyshe in the Southe countre,

a Crab tre, in y* North countre a Scrabtre. 1587 Wills <$• Inv.

N. C. (Surtees i860) 157, iiij mells for brusing of skrabbes, 6'.

1595 Duncan Af>p. Etym. (E. D. S.), Vnedo,fintctus arbittii,

a scrab-aple. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Scrab-apple.

t Scrab, sbl Sc. Obs. [Cf. Scrub sb.] In

plural, 'Stumps of heath or roots' (Jam.).
1768 Ross Helenore 1. 20 A hail half mile she had at least

togang, Thro' birns an' pits an 1
scrabs, and heather lang.

Scrab (skrab), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 skrab.
[a. Du. scirabben : allied to Scrape z/.]

1. trans. To scratch, claw. lit. and_/%\
1481 Caxton Reynard xxxix. (Arb.) 106 Reyner . . stode

aboue the wynde skrabbing and casting wyth his feet the
duste [orig. boven wijnds staen scrabben indat slo/]. 1808

olice of theW. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXVI. in The poll

urious. .enough : without er

he remaining pleasures out of their

metropolis is already curious, .enough : without employing
new ferrets to scrab the remaining pleasures out of their

skulking-holes. 1823 Moor Suffolk Words s.v., A dog scrabs
rabbit from its burrough.

_
1880 Antrim $ Down Gloss,

s. v., The cat near scrabbed his eyes out.

2. To snatch, grab.

1890 P. H. Emerson Wild Li/e on Tidal Water xxiii.

100 When we see them Tom Taylors li. e. Stormy Petrels]

we scrab the nets in quick as we can.
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Hence Scrabbed ///. a., scratched; also in

scrabbed eggs (see quot.). Scra'bbing vbl. sb.

a i8»5 Forbv Voc E. AngUa, Scrabbed-eggs, a lenten
dish, composed of eggs boiled hard, chopped and mixed,
with a seasoning of butter, salt, and pepper. 1880 S. Lake-
man Kaffir-Land 13 That small garden..was overrun with
weeds and scarred with poultry scrabbings. 1890 Daily
News 20 Nov. 5/1 Small need was paid in those days to
scrabbed face and bleeding hands.

Scrabble (skrarb'l), sb. [f. Scrabble v."] A
scrawling character in writing, hence, a document
composed of such characters. Also, a picture com-
posed of or characterized by careless or hastily-

executed line-work.
1842 P. F. Tvtler in Burgon Mem. xiv. (1859) 311 Pere-

grine's letters they could read, but the Duchess of Suffolk .

.

defied them.. with her fearful scrabbles. 186a Miss Yonge
Countess Kate i, With some peaked scrabbles and round
whirls intended for smoke. X867 Smyth Sailor*s Word-bk.,
Scrabble, a badly written log. x88i Ruskin in igtk Cent.

Oct. 517 Yesterday, .came to me from the Fine Art Society,

a series of twenty black and white scrabbles. 1908 Athe-
naeum 1 1 Apr. 457/2 A composition of some grace, but much
of it executed in a scrabble of lines which wants repose.

Scrabble (skrce'bT), v. Also 7 scrable. [a.

Du. schrabbelen (in sense 2 ; for sense 1 cf. schrab-

belaar ' bad writer, scrawler', Verdam), frequenta-

tive of schrabben Scrab v.]

1. intr. To make marks at random ; to write in

rambling or scrawling characters ; to scrawl, scribble.

1537 Bible (Matthew's) 1 Sam. xxi. 13 And hc.raued in

their handes and scrabled on the dores of the gate. [So
1611.] 1625 [cf. Scrabbled///, a.}, a i6a8 Preston Serm.
bef. His Majestic (1630) 86 We reckon men mad . . when they
scrabble vpon the walls. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampt.
Gloss., Scrabble, to write in an uncouth and unsightly man-
ner; to make unmeaning marks, as boys often do with chalk
on a wall or gate, a 1889 in Baring-Gould & Sheppard
Songs of West (1005) 67 So with his finger dipp'd in blood,

He scrabbled on the stones.

b. trans. To write or depict (something) in a

scrawlingmanner; also, toscrawl upon (something).
1856 Miss Yonce Daisy Chain 11. v. (1879) 386, 1 do scrab-

ble down things that tease me by running in my head, when
I want to clear my brains. 1857 H. Miller Sch. fy Schm.
ii. 21 One of my first attempts at a work of art was to scrab-

ble his initials with my fingers, in red paint, on the house-
door. 1883 Spectator 5 May 557 Technically the painting
is better., though the white ruff of thecollie could be im-
proved by being toned down, and not being scrabbled about
so much. 1894 Corn/till Mag. June 635 The face of the
cliff is . . scrabbled all over with marks of men's hands making
homes for themselves in the living rock.

2. intr. Of an animal : To scratch about hurriedly

with the claws or paws ; hence, of a person, to

scratch or scrape about with the hands or feet.

1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. xv. 93 Cast out.. fresh
straw right ouer against the barne, where the pullen vse to

scrabble. 1668 J. Howe Blessedn. Righteous xiii. 240 Tis
a low, Dunghil spirit ; fit for nothing but to rake, and scrab-

ble in the dirt. 1863 Wood in Intell. Observ. IV. 22 The
mole . . then scrabbled about until he came upon the rest ofthe
worm. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 74 Gangs of the prying gull

That shriek and scrabble on the river hatches. 1900 Elinor
Glyn Vis. Elizabeth (1906) 62 Upon which Victorine looked
coy, and began scrabbling with her toes on the parquet.

b trans. To make scratching movements with.

1890 W. H. Pollock in Longm. Mag. Aug. 406 The
parrot .. scrabbled his beak on the edge of his food-can.

3. intr. Of a person : To scramble on hands and
feet; to stumble or struggle along; lit. andyf^.

;

also occas. of an animal. Now somewhat rare.

1638 2nd Relat. Accidents Wydecombe 23 Then presently

the rest of the people scrabled forth the Church as well as

they could. 1666 Bunyan Grace Abound. § 198, 1 did liken

myself, .unto, .a child that was fallen into a mill-pit, who,
though it could make some shift to scrabble and sprawl
in the water, yet [etc]. 1678 — Pilgr. Progr. 1. 167
Little-faith came to himself, and getting up made shift to

scrabble on his way. 1738 Universal Spectator 11 Nov. 3/3
The Hog had scrabbled up Stairs, shook the Child out of
its blankets, [and] kill'd it. 174a Wesley Exir. Jrnl. 1 Mar.
(1749) 32 The boat . . was driven down among the rocks : on
one of which we made shift to scrabble up. 1774 J. Adams
in Earn. Lett. (1876? 12 One member of the General Court,

he said, as they came down stairs after their dissolution at

Salem said to him, ' Though we are killed, we died scrab-

bling, did not we?' 1812 J. Henry Camp. agst.Quebec 115
Scrabbling out of the cavity, without assistance. 1854 Miss
A. E. Baker Northampt. Gloss. s.v., I have hard work
to get a living, but I hope I shall manage to scrabble on.

1894 Blackmore Pcrlycross xxxvi, A dozen or so of poor
creatures, . . too tipsy to battle with the wind, . . wallowed upon
sacks, and scrabbled under the stanchion-boards, where the
gaiety [of the Fair] had been. 1900 F. T. Bullen Idylls 0/
Sea 184 The poor possessors of only a four-oared galley hope
to rise to the dignity of a lugger, so that they may quit

scrabbling along the shores.

4. trans. To scratch or rake (something) up, offt

out, etc. hurriedly; to obtain by scratching or

raking about.

1657 Bunyan Vindic. Gospel Truths (1862) II. 203 How
dost thou run about the bush, seeking to scrabble up an
answer. 1658 F. Osborne Trad. Mem. K. Jas. 85 The
King.. casting himselfe upon the heap scrabled out the
quantity of 2 or 3 hundred poundes. >8o8 Sporting Mag.
XXXII. 82 The wool, with part of the skin scrabbled off.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 121 The snow had been scrab-

bled up by the puffed hands in the death agony. 1899 F. T.
Bullen Way Navy 95 The trimmers must he flat and scrab-

ble the coal away as fast as it is pelted down. 1905 E. Nes-
bit Amulet \. in Strand Mag. May 587/2 It scrabbled a
hasty hole in the sand.

reds 399 A generous juvenile
;', which are instantly 'scrab-

SCRAG.

6. intr. To struggle or scramble^/* (something),
1698 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife lit (1709) 32 That Phantome

of Honour, which Men in every Age have so contemn'd,
they have thrown it amongst the Women to scrabble for.

1861 C. C. Robinson Dial. Leeds \

'scrammles' a handful 'o' peis',

bled ' for.

Scrabbled (skrse-b'ld), ///. a. [f. Scrabble v.

+ -ED*.] Inscribed with scrawling characters,

written in a scrawling style.

1625 Jackson Orig. Unbelief xlvii. 425 [They] frame such
compositions of sacred lines, as men in phrenzie. .do out of
scrabled_ walls or painted cloaths. 1857 H. Miller Sch. t\

Schm. vii. 141 The blank spaces were occupied with deplor-
ably scrabbled couplets. 1880 Webb Goethe's Faust 11. iv.

101 A scrabbled parchment, signed and sealed.

t Scra'bblement. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scrabble

v. + -MENT.] Writing of a rambling character like

that of a madman.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 219 Of

the departed Saints Patronage, wee reade not, but in the
scrablements of the Iesuites.

Scrabbling (skrse'blirj),^/.^. [-ingI.] The
action of the vb. Scrabble ; also, an instance of this.

iS8aSTANYHURSTyS«^/jiv.(Arb.) 116AI they the like poste
haste dyd make, with scarboro scrabbling. 1631 Bolton
Comf. Affi. Consc. xiv. (1635) 74 Such.. speeches are but as
so many catches and scrabblings of a man over head in water.
01650 P. Fletcher Fathers Test. (1670) 20 They were sud-
denly frighted by some noise (perhaps the scrabling of their

cat or dog).

Scrabe (skr<?»b). Sc. and north. Also 7 skrabe,

9 scraib. [a. Da. scrabe
t
ad. Fseroese skr&pur; cf.

next.] The Manx Shearwater, Pujffinus anglorum.
1676 J. S. tr. Debes' Descr. Fxroe ii. 144 The other eatable

Sea Fowls are found in great quantities.., namely the
Skrabe [etc.]. Ibid. 145 The Skrabe builds, .under the
Earth, scraping with its Beak and Claws,, .whence it is

called Skrabe. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 781 note, Scraib
and Scraber are also used [for the Shearwater] in Scotland.

Scraber (skr^i'bai). Sc. [Of obscure origin; in

Gaelic sgrabair. Cf. prec] A name for the Black
Guillemot, Uria Grylle, and the Manx Shearwater,

Puffinus anglorum.
1698 M. Martin Voy. Si. Kilda (1749) 30 The Scraber [the

black Guillemot, Uria Grylle], so called in St. Kilda. 1768
Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 412. 185a Macgillivray Brit.
Birds V. 441 Puffinus Anglorum. The Manx Shearwater.
..Scrabe. Scraber. 1857 F. O. Morris Hist. Brit. Birds
VI. 33 Black Guillemot. Common Scraber.

T Scrabroun. Obs. rare~x
. [ad. corrupt form

(see Diefenbach) of L. crabron-em, crdbro hornet.]
1388 Wyclif Exod. xxiii. 28 And Y schal sende out bifore

scrabrouns [1382 stynggynge flies, Vulg. crabrones],

Sorac(o)n, obs. forms of Scbatch.

Scrae (skr/), sb. 1 Sc. Also scray, ekrae.

[?Subst. use of Scrae a.]

1. A diminutive or skinny person.
1803 Jamieson in Scott Minstrelsy III. 363 [To a crying

child], Lie still, ye skrae. i8a3 Lockhart Reg. Dalton vn.
ii. III. 1 10 Yon poor shaughlin* in-kneed bit scray of a thing

!

1819 W. Tennant Papistry StomCd (1827) 136 Lean skraes
o" men.
2. 'A shrivelled old shoe* (Jam.).
X7ai Kelly Sc. Prov. 251 Mickle Sorrow comes to the

Screa, e'er the Heat come to the Tea [
— toe]. Spoken when

one holds his Shoe to the Fire to warm his Foot
Scrae (skr<?), sb:1 Orkney and Shetland, [a.

ON. skreiS dried fish.] Dried fish. Also serae-fish.
1806 P. Neill Tour Orkney $ Shell. 78 The gables of the

cottages here, were.. hung round with hundreds of small
coalfish, ..strung upon spits, and exposed to dry, without
salt. The fishes dried in this manner are called scrae-fish.

Scrae {skrej, a. Sc. Also skrae. [? a. LG.
sehrae, schra, schrade, etc. (see Grimm s.v. schrade)

lean, dried up, shrivelled.] Thin, lean. Also
Comb, scrae-shanked a.

182a Hogg Three Perils of Man II. vii. 232 The skrae-

shankit Laidlaws. 1898 L. E. Hamilton Mawkin of the
Flcnv xviii. 241 This skrae-shankit laddie.

Scrae, var. Scree Sc. and tiorlh., debris of rock.

Scrafis(c)h, -fissh, etc.: see Scbayfish.

Scrag (skrasg), sb.1 Also 6 skrag, skragge,
8 scraig, scragg. [As the senses are those of the

older Crag sb.2 (and sb.3), it is probable that this

is an alteration of that word, due to some feeling

of phonetic expressiveness.
The senses below are placed in the order of their first ap-

pearance in our quots. ; the order of arrangement in Crag
sb. 2

is prob. in accordance with that of development.]

1. A lean person or animal. (In depreciatory use.)

Cf. Crag sb.% (which occurs only in Uoall).
154a TJdall Erasm. Apoph. 270, 1 feare . . yonder same spare

slendre skragges and pale salowe coloured whooresoonnes
[orig. 'L.graciles illos ac pallidos]. 158a STANYHURSTy^«m
in. (Arb.) 89 We beheld a windbeaten hard shrimp, With
lanck wan visadge, . . A meigre leane rake . .When the skrag
had marcked [etc]. ci6ooZ,«j/ ,jZ>0w.iy.v

1
YouseeIambut

a scrag, my Lord ; my legs are not ofthe biggest. 1602 Dekker
Satirom. L 4 b, Horace was a goodly Corpulent Gentleman,
and not so leane a hollow-cheelct Scrag as thou art 1608

Topsell Serpents 66 The elder sort of them are rough, hard,
thinne and leane scragges, .. nothing but skinne and bone.

c 1815 Scott in Lockhart (1837) III. 379 May be some bird

bad whispered Daisy [his charger] that I had been to see the

grand reviews at Paris on a little scrag of a Cossack, while

my own gallant trooper was left behind. 184s S. Judd
Margaret 11. v. (1881) 255 We are going to catch every
scrag that comes this way from the Pest.



SCRAG.

2. The lean and inferior end of a neck of mutton

(or veal). Also (earlier) scrag-end (also used

trans/.). Cf. crag-end, Cbag sb 2
3.

a 1644 Quakles Virgin Widows, i, The Devill a bit of
meat have I gotten these nine dayes, but once a leane scrag

end of a Neck of Mutton. 17*8 E. S[mith] Compl. Honsew.
29 To dress a Neck of Mutton. Take the best End. .and
cut it into Stakes- •! Take the Scrag-End of the Mutton,
break it in pieces [etc.]* 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ii. 33
A Leg of Mutton . . : Or a fine Neck, with the Scraig cut otf.

Ibid. 35 Shalot-Sauce for a Scraig of Mutton boiled. 175a
Yieuusg Amelia v. ii, They sat down., to a scrag ofmutton
and broth, a 1754— Fathers in. i, I may not marry whom
I please, but must have crammed down my throat some.,
scrag end of a woman of quality. 1769 M rs. Raffald Eng

.

Housekpr. (1778) 61 Cut a scrag-end of a neck of veal in

pieces. Ibid. 63 Take a scrag of veal [etc.]. 1771 Mrs.
Haywood New Present 32 Boil the scragg an hour before
you put in the other end (of the neck]. 1820 Lamb Etta
Ser. 1. Christ's Hosp., In lieu of.. our scanty mutton scrags
on Fridays..he had his hot plate of roasted veal. 1837
Hood Hymeneal Retrospect. 1. viii, That neck, not a swan
could excel it in grace,..Though now a grave 'kerchief you
properly place, To conceal the scrag-end of your charms !

1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xu, Lady MacScrew.. serves

up a scrag-of-mutton on silver. 1874 Mrs. H. Wood Master
0/ Greylands xxxi, I could only get the scrag end this

morning, aunt : the best end was sold.

3. The neck (of a sheep). Cf. Crag sb 2
3.

184a Bischoff Woollen Manuf. (1862) II. 3S4 The scrag
or neck should be strong and masculine. 1869 Daily News
1 Aug., The judges thought the breed much improved, both
in their scrags and general symmetry,

4. slang. The neck (of a human being).

[1756 : ? Implied in Scrag r. 1.] 1819 Vidoco's Mem. IV.
265, I adwise you to nose on your pals, . . that'll be the best

vayTo save your scrag. 1847C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxx\u,
I have your little pearl necklace at this moment fastened
round my bronze scrag under my cravat. 1857 * Dlcange
Anglicus' Vulgar Tongue 43 And you must sport. .a yel-

low wipe tied loosily Round your scrag. 1887 Henley Vil*

Ion's Straight Tip 27 Until the squeezer nips your scrag.

5. Scrag-whale, a firmer-whale of the sub-family

Agapkelinm, esp. Agaphelus gibbosus, common in

the North Atlantic ; so also + scrag-tail whale.
1701 C. Wolley Jrnl. New York (i860) 39 A Scrag-tail

Whale. 1715 Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 258 The
Scrag Whale is near a-kin to the Fin-back, but, instead of a
Fin upon his Back, the Ridge of the After-part ofhis Back is

scragged with halfa Dozen Knobs or Nuckles. 1835 O. Macy
Hist. Nantucket 1. ii. 28 A whale, of the kind called 'scragg ',

came into the harbor. 1850 Gray Catal. Mammalia Brit.
Mus. 1. 18 Balxna gibbosa. The Scrag Whale.

Scrag (skrxg), sb 2 Now chiefly dial. [Of
obscure origin : cf. Shbag, Scrog, Shbog sbs.]

1. A stump of a tree ; also, a rough projection (on

a pole, trunk, or stump of a tree, rock, etc.).

1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 99 b, The sielie Beast to scape
the Dogs did iumpevpon a roole. The rotten scrag it burst,

from Cliffe to Seas he fell. 1574 R. Scot Hop Garden 30 It

ii very necessarie that your Poales be streyght without
scrags or knobbes. 1855 Carlyle Misc. Ess. (1857) IV. 346
His wish was,. .Only liberty to cut, of scrags and waste
wood, what would suffice for his charring-purposes, in those
wild forests. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xviii. 174 It was
a rough part, all hanging stone, and heather, and bit scrags
of birch wood. 1890 Gtouc. Gloss., Scrag, a crooked, forked
branch. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross xvi, He took the
springy spar of ash .. and getting a good purchase against
a scrag of flint, brought the convexity of his pole to bear on
the topmost jag of boulder.

2. Rough, rocky and barren ground.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vm. v. II. 359 Friednch Wilhelm

found it scrag and quagmire ; and left it what the Tourist
sees. Ibid. ix. iii. II. 426 Fields grew green again, desolate
scrubs and scrags yielding to grass and corn. Ibid* xviii.

x. V. 242 Nypern, with its bogs and scrags.

Scrag (skneg), v. slang. [f. Scrag sb.1]
L trans. To hang (on the gallows).
1756 Toldervy //«/. 3 Orphans ill.m Many an honester

man than he.. has been scragg'd...Scragg'd, said she, is

being hung in chains. 1780 K. Tomlinsos Slang Pastoral
10 If he does, he'11 to Tyburn., be dragg'd, And what kiddy's
so rum as to get himself scragg'd. 1837 Lytton Petham
lxxxiii, If be pikes, we shall all be scragged. 1841 Barham
Ingot. Lee. Ser. it. Dead Drummer, So Justice was sure,..

And the Sergeant, in spite of his ' Gammon
', got ' scragg'd '.

b. To wring the neck of; also, to garotte.

i8»3 ' Jos Bee Diet. Turf 213 Cock-feeders, when they
twist the necks of their dungs, call it scragging them. 1883
W. E. Norris No New Thing xxv, * Confound the fellow !

he exclaimed ;
* I wish to heaven his mother had scragged

him when he was a baby!' 1886 W. H. Mallock OldOrder
Changes 1. 290 That I might send some minion to meet him
and have him scragged on the road. 1897 Encycl. SPort I.

429/2 (Football), Scrag, (K.) to screw an opponent s neck
under the arm in order to induce him to drop the ball.

2. Comb.x acrag-boy, the hangman.
17 . . in W. Ireland 60 Years Ago (1847) 83 De scrag-boy

may yet be outwitted.

Hence Scragging vbl. sb. ; also aitrib. in scrag-

ging-post, the gallows ; Sera gger, the hangman.
1811 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet. , Scragging-post, the gallows.

1834 H. AiNswoRTii Rookwood v. i. 381, I wish I was as cer-

tain of my reward, as that Turpin will eventually figure at

the scragging post. 1837 Dickens Pickwick x, Iseyer mind
George Barnwell,, .it's always been my opinion, mind you,
that the young 'ooman deserved scragging a precious sight

more than he did. 1897 P. Warung Old Regime 213 We're
all astuffedin 'ere tilllnescraggercomes along for youfellows.

t Scragged, a. 1 Obs. Also 6 skragged.

[? Alteration of Cbagoed. Cf. Scbao sb*] Rough
and irregular in outline ; of ground, rugged and
barren. AUo/g. Cf. Cbaggld a. 1
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1519 Horman Vulg. 177 Beste hylly grounde is nat that:
the whiche is hye vpright, and skragged, but that the whiche
is ful of wodde, herbes, and grasse. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
Concl. 53 The universities., fed with nothing but the scrag-
ged and thorny lectures of monkish and miserable sophistry.

169a Bentley Serm. viii. § 10 (1724) 331 Is there then any
physical deformity in the Fabric ofa Human Body; because
our Imagination can strip it of its Muscles and Skin, and
shew us the scragged and knotty Backbone? 1725 [see

Scrag sb. 1
5).

Scragged (skrsegd), a 2 Also 6 skregged, 7
scregged. [f. Scrag sbA +-ED 2

.] Scraggy.
a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1592) 1030 Many of vs.. after

twenty or thirty yeares feeding, are as skregged and leane
as we were before. 1607 T. Twine Palt. Paineful A dvent.
viii. F, Her bodie of comely stature, . .not scregged with
leanenesse, nor vndecently corpulent. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc.
Compit. 111. 100 That Noble Person.. scragged, as it seems,
of a cold and dry temper, .was frequently taken with the
Colick. 170a Vanbrugh False Friend I, The Handsome,
she's all Divinity..; The scragged lean pale Face, hasa shape
for Destruction. 1800 Mrs. Hervey Mouriray Fam. 11. 45
That man with the scragged neck.

Scraggled (skrarg'ld),///. a. [Formed as next

+ -ED l.J Drawn with rough and irregular strokes.

1858 Sal. Rev. 20 Nov. 507/1 The hazy and lazy impertin-
ence which asked us to accept a blue blot for a man, and a
scraggled scratch for a tree.

Scraggling (skrargUirj), ///. a. [As if £.

*scraggle vb. (L Scbag sb. 1 and sb.2) + -ING 2
.]

+ 1. Scraggy, meagre. Obs. rare "" \
1616 T. Adams Sacrif. Thankfulness zo The Lords Sacrifice

must be fatte and faire ; not a leane, scraggling, starued
Creature.

2. Straggling, irregular in outline or distribution.

a I7*a Lisle Husb. (1752) 79 They, by being weak, were
forced to plough the ground scragling. 1766 Mrs. S. Pen-
nington Lett. III. 169 Where scraggling sloes their ebon
branches spread. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampt.
Gloss.

}
Scraggling, irregular, scattered. Applied principally

to a village where the houses are situated irregularly.. . Also
applied to vegetation that grows wild and disorderly. 1870
Hawthorne ling. Note-bks. I. 471 The remains [of Hastings
Castle] being somewhat scanty and scraggling.

Scraggly (skrae*gli),a. [Formed as prec. + -Y.]

Irregular or ragged in growth or form ; scraggy.

1879 Tourgee Foots Erraudvii. 26 He had a long scraggly
beard. _ 189a Harper's Mag. Dec, 115/1, I watched her
struggling up the.. hillside, passing in and out of sight
among the scraggly pines.

Comb. 1889 Mary E. Wilkins Far-away Melody (1890)
28 The walls, .had ascraggly-patterned paper on them.

Scraggy (skrargi), «.l [f. Sckao sb. 1 + -Y.]

1. Of persons, animals, or their limbs : Lean, thin,

bony. Chiefly in depreciatory use.
1611 Cotgr., Cadavreux, . . leane, skraggie, ileshlesse.

Ibid., Rachais, leane, carrion, scraggie. 1731 Akbuihnot
Diet (1735) 2c*> A Uody hard, dry, scraggy, hairy, warm.

.

with firm and rigid Muscles [etc] are Signs of strong, rigid,

and elastic Fibres. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 84
He is a giant of a man for statu re;., large-boned and
scraggy. 1781 Justamond Priv. Life Lewis XV, II. 133
Her sister, who was thin and scraggy. 1848 Thackeray
Bk. Snobs xviii, A bevy of dowagers, stout or scraggy.
1851 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 143, I hope the summer will

plump out my poor scraggy arms. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr.
Eur. iv. 350 Our party started . . in a long procession,
mounted on scraggy ponies. 1898 W. White Jrnls. 214
There were too many scraggy necks and shoulders.

b. trans/. w\<\Jig. Meagre, thin, scanty.

1837 Carlyle Misc. (1857) IV. 64 The scraggiest of pro-
phetic discourses. 1881 Spectator 24 Dec. 1654 'Receive me,
thy poor Christian. .* is very poor and scraggy, when com-
pared to the stately simplicity of. .' Recevez-moi ' [etc.}.

1897 Gladstone Let. 25 J une, in Daily News 30 June 7/2,
1 thank you for the Newark paper, a contrast with the
scraggy sheet which strove to live there in my time.

2. Of meat: Lean. Scraggy end- scrag-end.

«7»S Bradley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Broth, The scraggy End of
a Neck of Mutton. 1871 M. Collins Marq. $ Merck. I.

ii. 65 He ate.. scraggy chops.

Hence Scraggily a.iv, l; Scra'gginess 1
.

1865 Miss Braddon Sir Jasper \, That general scraggi-

ness which distinguishes the arrangements of a gentleman's
servants when they are cast upon their own resources. 1867

Carlyle Remin, II. 148, I recollect being thankful (scrag-

gily thankful) for the day of small things. 1869 Pall Mall
Gaz. 9 Sept, 12 Where. .do all the scraggy, bad-fleshed

beasts come from . .and what is the cause of their scragginess ?

Scraggy (skraygi), a'1 [f. Scrag sb.2 + -T.

In some applications dithcult to distinguishfrom Scraggy a.']

Rough, irregular or broken in outline or contour

;

esp. of rocks, rugged ; of a stem or branch, knotted

,

full of projections; of trees, ragged, stunted or

scanty in growth.
X574 R. Scot Hop Garden (1578) 35 If your Poales be

scraggye, so asyou cannot slryp the sialkes from them. 1686

B. Randolph Pres. St. Morea 6 The Wal Is are high, and their

Foundations on scraggy Rocks. 1708 J. Philips Cider 1. 8

A scraggy Rock, whose Prominence Half overshades the

Ocean. 1796 Kirwan Etem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 276 [Black

Cobalt ore] Its surface scraggy and botryoidal. 1815 Mme.
D'Arblay Diary (1876) IV. lxvi. 365 The walk was im-

mensely long, .through the scraggy and hilly streets. 1858

Carlyle Fredk. Gt. iv. ix. II. 21 There is game abundant

in the scraggy woodlands. i8<9 R- F. Burton Centr. Afr.

in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XX I X. 1 The plateaus produce . . bush

and scraggy thorn. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 396 To use

a broken scraggy touch for the tops of mountains.

Hence Scra'gglly adv. 2
; Scra-ffffinesa 2.

188a Blackmore ChristowellW, Within a landyard the lane

is jumping scraggily, with ribs of solid rock. 1885 Harper's

Mag. Jan. 274/1 With their scraggy edges looking the very

climax of scraggyness.

SCRAMBLE.

Scraicli, scraigh (skrex), v. Sc. [Echoic

:

cf. Scraugh, Skreigh vbs.
t parallel onomato-

poeias with different vowels.] intr. To utter a
harsh cry. So Scraich., seraigh. sb.

t
a harsh cry.

(See Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Screig/i.)

1783 Burns Ep. to Lapraikl, While .. Paitricks scraichan
loud at e'en.. Inspire my Muse.
Scraip, obs. Sc. form of Scrape v.

Serall, obs. form of Scrawl, Scroll.

Scram (skraem), a. s.w. dial. Also skram.
[Cogn. w. Scram v!\ Abnormally small, insignifi-

cant-looking, puny. Scram hand, a withered hand
(KLvfoitiiyy^Vest Som. Gloss.) j hence Comb, scram-
handed adj.

1825 J. Jennings Dial. W. Eng. 6gSkram adj., awkward ;

stiff, as if benumbed. Ibid., Skramhanded adj., having
the fingers or joints of the hand in such a state that it can
with difficulty be used ; an imperfect hand. 1853 Pulman
Rustic Sk. (1871) Gloss., Scram, small, puny. 'What a
scram cheeld !' 187a Hardy Greenwood Trcev, There's sure
to be some poor little scram reason for't. 1891 — Tess xxix,
I'd ha' knocked him down wi' the rolling-pin—a scram little

feller like he !

Scram (skr^m"), v. s.w. dial. Also 9 scramb,
skram. [var. of Shram v. ; cf. OE. scrimman
(once; ?str. vb.) to shrivel, shrink.] pass. To be
paralysed ; to be benumbed (with cold). Also
trans/, of a wheel. Hence Scra'mmed ppl. a.

[c 1400 Berynzjfii ACrepilL.with hondis alfor-skramyd.]
1697 R* Pierce Bath Mem. 1. x. 235 He. .being, .willing to
play ; but, not having a ready Use of his Lower Parts,
could not, but was Scramm'd, drawn up altogether. 1825

J. Jennings Dial. W. Eng. 69 To Shram v. a., to benumb
with cold. 1847 Halliwell, Scrambcd, deprived of the use
of some limb by a nervous contraction of the muscles.
Somerset. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xlii, On a frosty winter
night he'll keep me there.. till my arms be scrammed fur

want of motion. 1894 Beatrice Whitby Mary Femvick's
Dau. III. iii. 63 When the engine stops, her wheels get
clogged up, and scrambed [with snowl.

Scramasax (skne'masceks). Antiq. Also-saxe,
and in L. form -saxus. [a. OFrankish *scrd?ua-

sahs (latinized : cum cultris validis, quos vulgus
scramasaxos vocant ', Gregory of Tours, 6th c), f.

*scrdmo of uncertain meaning + sahs : see Sax.] A
large knife used by the Franks in hunting and in

war ; identified by antiquaries with a particular type

of weapon found in Teutonic burial-mounds.
186a Proc. Soc. Antiq. 4 Dec. 163 One of these weapons was

the scramasaxus, or knife-shaped sword of the Anglo-Saxons,
with one edge. Ibid., Index, Scramasax from Little Hamp-
ton. 1870 Black tr. Demmin's Weapons of War^35 The
long dagger or cutlass about twenty inches in length, called

a scramasaxe.

Scramble (skrx*mVl), sb. [f. Scramble v.}

1. A struggle with others for something or a share

of something ; hencei an indecorous struggle, a
confused or disorderly proceeding.
1674 Essex Papers (1892) I. 201 The Truth is, y° Lands of

Ireland have bin a rrteer scramble, & y
3 least done by way

of orderly distribution of them as perhaps hath ever been
known. 1687 Wood Life 5 Sept. (O. H. S.) III. 257 His
majesty.. seeing the people begin to scramble after the vie*

tualls. .he stood still to see tbe beginning of the scramble.
169a R. L'Estrange /'W/fj I.ccclxxv. 347 Somebody threw
a Handful of Apples among them, that set them presently

together by the tars upon the Scramble. 1745 in Priv. Lett.

Ld. Malmesbnry (1870) I. 21 He declined making purchases
in land, that by leaving what he had in money, the scramble
might be made the easier among those that came after him.

1788 A. Falconbridge Ace. Slave Trade 33 Sometimes the

mode of disposal [of slavesj is that of selling them by what
is termed a scramble. . .The negroes were . . placed together in

a large yard,, .the doors ofthe yard were suddenly thrown
open, and in rushed a considerable number of purchasers.

.

[who] seized such of the negroes as they could, .lay hold of.

1839 Carlyle Chartism iii. (1858) 12 The arrangements of
good and ill success in this perplexed scramble of a world.

1839 Dk. Wellington Let. 12 Nov. in Croker Papers (1884),

It is probable that I-ord Melbourne's Government.. will..

give us a better chance of tranquility than a Government
Formed by a scramble of Tories ! i860 Miss Yqxgk Stokcsby
Seer. ii. (1880) 191 Lessons were always rather a scramble.

1870 LowellAmongmy Bks. Ser. 11. (1873) 107 That scramble

after undefined and indefinable rights which ends always in

despotism. 1907 Ld. Curzon Frontiers 8 But the scramble

for new lands . . will become less acute as there is less terri-

tory to be absorbed.

2. An act of scrambling or struggling progression

;

a scrambling journey.

1755 Johnson, Scramble.. .2. Act of climbing by the help

of the hands. 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunt, xli, A scram-
ble of five miles brought us to the eastern end of the valley.

1865 G. Macdonald Alex. Forbes viii. The rats made one
frantic scramble and were still. 1873 Hale In His Name \,

Felicie liked nothing better than a brisk scramble to the top.

Scramble (skrse'mb'l), v. [Of obscure origin;

first recorded late in the 16th c. Cf. dial, scramb,

scrame * to pull or take together with the hands '

(Hutton Tour to Caves, ed, 2, 1781), also Scbawm,
Scamble, and Cbamble z'bs.1

1. intr. To raise oneself to an erect posture, to

get through or into a place or position, by the

struggling use of the hands and feet ; hence, to

make one s way by clambering, crawling, jumping,

etc. over difficult ground or through obstructions.

Cf. SCAMBLE V. 4.

ai$96 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 221 The cowardly



SCRAMBLED. 262 SCRANNEL.
wretch fell down, crying for succour, & (scrambling through

the legs of them that were about him) gat to the throne.

Ibid, in. 320 But Amphialus scrambled vp againe. 1614 J,

Taylor (Water P.) Water-worke Ded., But if you will not

assist me, I will attend the next hightide, & scramble yp
into Pauls Church-yard. 16x9 Fletcher M. Thomas 1. iii,

Dor.

.

. I know she loves him. Alice, Yes, and will not lose

him, Unless he leap into the Moon,. -And then she'l scram-

ble too. x6aa Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d*Alf. 1. 132

My Master & my Mistrisse. .scrambled (as well as they

could) to bed [after a drinking-bout]. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Tkevenot's Trav. 11. 67 We.. then scrambled up a very
high and steep hill. 1740 Cibber Apol. (1756) I. 52 In this

alarm our troops scrambled to arms. 177a Pennant Tours
in Scot. (1774) 339 The height was taken by a little boy,
who scrambled to the top. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville
II. 117 Sometimes they scrambled from rock to rock, up the

bed of some mountain stream. 284a Tennyson St. Simeon
181, 1 hardly, with slow steps,, .and much exceeding pain,
Have scrambled past those pits of fire. 1855 Browning
Fra Lippo 65 There was a ladder ! Down I let myself,
Hands and feet, scrambling somehow. 1877 Owen Desp.
Wellington p. xxvi, Lake's . . over-confident attempts to
scramble into Bhurtpore without proper appliances.

b. transf. zti<\Jig.

1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals n. m. 180 Girolamo Farnese.

.

has made a shift, without any Foreign assistance, to scram-
ble into several Honours. 1785 Cowper Tiroc. 125 Lisping
our syllables, we scramble next, Through moral narrative,

or sacred text, 1863 Cowden Clarke Shahs. Char.xvi. 411
He is a fellow who wilt scramble througli the world with a
light heart. 1879 Miss Braddon Vixen i, He had only
time to scramble through a hurried toilet 1900 Elinor
Glyn Vis. Elizabeth (1906) 93, I had not even scrambled
into my clothes when the clock struck five.

j\xx3&\-refl . (with complement). 1815 Tane Austen Emma
iii, A . . boarding-school, . . where girls might be sent to be out
of the way, and scramble themselves into a little education.

C. trans. To collect or gather up hastily or in

disorder ; also, to cause (a crowd) to move in

hurried confusion.
1822 M. A. Kelty Osmond I. 214 She had scrambled the

boy's nine-pins into a bag. 1833 T. Hook Lovcfy Pride xi,

He hastily scrambled up the papers. 1853 Lytton My
Novel vm. v, Juliet, scrambling up her hair, darted into the
house. 1859 Sala Gaslight <$ D. xxix. 339 These poor
wretches have been scrambling and scraping their passage-
money together for months. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 9 Nov. 7/1
There is no earthly reason for rushing and scrambling the
crowds into tight-fitting places.

2. intr. To strive or struggle with others for

mastery ; to contend with a crowd for a share of

food, coin, wealth, etc. Cf. Scamble v. i.

<:i59o A. Gorges Let. to R. Cecil in P. F. Tytler Life
Raleigh (1833) 132 At the first I was ready to break with
laughing to see them two scramble and brawl like madmen.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1289 Many of them, in

scrambling for the money that was cast abroad,, .having
their hands and fingers cut off. 1637 Milton Lycidas 116
Of other care they little reck'ning make, Then how to scram-
ble at the shearers feast, And shove away the worthy bidden
guest. 1692 Ray Creation 11. (ed. 2) 56 Had we wanted this

Member [sc. the hand] in our Bodies, we must have lived .

.

without any Artificial .. Meats ; but must have scrambled
with the wild Beasts for Crabs and Nuts. 1696 Bbookhouse
Temple Opened 33 The Servants of God were not left to
scramble for their Livings. 1722 Wollaston Relig. Nat.
ix. 205 When we are got out [into the world], and left to
scramble for ourselves, how many hardships and tricks are
put upon us. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 77 Which
exposed their sure inheritance to be scrambled for and torn
to pieces by every wild litigious spirit. 1848 W. H. Kelly
tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten V. II. 549 Princes. .were seen
scrambling for lucre with footmen and prostitutes. 1862
Lady Duff-Gordon in F. Gallon Vac. Tourists (1864) 163
He. .amused himself by making the little blackies scramble
for halfpence in the pools left in the bed of the river.

b. trans. To contend or struggle with others for

(a share of something distributed) ; hence, to seize

rapaciously or unscrupulously.
1647 R, Stapylton Juvenal 5 A little basket now before

the doore They set forth, to be scrambled by the poore.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 126 His [the king's] re-

vocation . . of such things as had been depredated and scram-
bled away from the Crown in his Father's minority. 1656
OsBOBN^rfz'. Son 27 The meanest; who have the impudence
to scramble up any thing that suits to their advantage.

C. To scatter (money, etc.) to be scrambled for.

1851 Mayhew Land. Labour II. 563/2 And then they
scrambles money between us. 187s New Q. Rev. Oct. 202
A fairy princess, . . who scrambles the diamonds to the crowd.

3. To cook (eggs) in themanner called 'scrambled*.
1864 in Webster. 1903 Muusey's Mag. XXIX. 247 She

scrambled eggs and bacon, and ate them.

Scrambled (skrse-mb'ld),///. a. [f. Scbamble
v, + -ed *.] In the senses of the verb.
1609 Armin Maid o/More-Cl. G j b, Ha, what scrambled

ends beape vp confusedly? 1873 Black Pr, Thule xviii,

The scrambled dinners in the small cabin.

b. Scrambled eggs ^ a dish of eggs broken into the

pan and fried with milk, butter, salt, and pepper.
Cf. SCBABBED///. a.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 9 Feb., 'Here you,' he cried.,
'bring me..some scrambled eggs '. 1897 M. L. Hughes
Mediterr. Fever v. 192 In the later stages eggs lightly
poached or scrambled may safely be used.

Scramblement. nonce-wd. [f. Scbamble v.

+ -MENT.] The action or an act of scrambling.
1747 Mrs. Delanv Life tf Corr. (1861) II. 481 After the

dinner is over the common people are let in to carry off all

that remains . ; you may imagine what a notable scramble-
ment it occasions.

Scrambler (skrse'mblaj). [f. Scramble v. +
-IB 1.] One who scrambles. (Cf. Scambleb.)
1687 Wood Li/es Sept. (O.H.S.) III. 237 Dr. Derham..

was here noted for a scrambler, being in his scarlet, so
notorious that they flung things in his face. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No. 40 p 1 All the little scramblers after fame fall

upon him, publish every blot in his life [etc.). 1806 W. Tay-
lor in Ann. Rev. IV. 251 Nature.. proportions the multipli-
cation of the people to their comforts, and thus provides an
everlasting supply of scramblers for subsistence. 1861 Sat.
Rev. 7 Sept, 236 A scramble for sovereigns . . would be sure to
attract plenty of scramblers. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur.
xiii. (1894) 337 The mountaineer.. is not a mere scrambler.

Scrambling(skrse-mblirj),^/.^. [-LNG*.] The
action of the vb. Scbamble ; an instance of this.

1598 Chapman Achilles Shield Ded., His [Virgil's] skir-
mishes are but meere scramblings of boyes to Homers. 1641
Milton Ch. Discipi. 1. 9 The Bishops, when they see him
tottering, will leave him, and fall to scrambling, catch who
may, hee a Patriarch-dome, and another what comes next
hand. 179a Barlow Constit. 0/1791, 13 Money, .creates a
perpetual scrambling for power. 1819 Byron Juan 11. cvii,

At last, with swimming, wading, scrambling, he Roll'd on
the beach, half senseless. 1888 Garnett Emerson ii. 86 An
age was impending of selfish scrambling and shameless
manoeuvring. 1908 M. M. Harper Rambles in Galloway
vii. 109 We were amply repaid for all our scramblings and
genuflexions by the extent and beauty of the prospect.

b. attrib.t as scrambling-ground, -place,

1878 E. Jenkins Haverkolme 49 He. .protested against
making the House of Commons a mere scrambling place
for office. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 2 Feb. 1/1 The Soudan flung
away to be the scrambling-ground of the piratical adven-
turers of the world.

Scrambling (skne'mblirj), ///. a. [f. Scram-
ble V. + -ING %l

, Cf. SCAMBLING ppl, a.]

1. Of persons : That scramble or contend one with
another. Also applied to a meal at which the
partakers help themselves to what they can get.
1607 Beaumont Woman Hater m. iv, Farewell my fellow

Courtiers all, with whome, I baue of yore made many a
scrambling meale In corners, behind Arasses, on staires.

1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vm. 42 Scatter thy Nuts among the
scrambling Boys. 1851 Jane Porter Sir E. Seawards
Narr. III. 17 We enjoyed our scrambling meal infinitely

more than we did our dinner yesterday. 1834 Ht. Martineau
Moral 11. 52 To be divided . .among a scrambling multitude.

2. Irregular or rambling in form or habit. Of a
plant : Of straggling or rambling growth.
1G88 Holme Armoury ir. 86/2 Scrambling Trees are

such as grow confusedly wide and spreading, and will not
be kept in order. 1826 Scott Woodstock xxi, A huge old
scrambling bed-room. 1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 46
Shrubs, having sometimes a scrambling habit. 1851 Florist
228 Scrambling Roses, to be pegged down during their sea-

son of growth, do not make the kind of effect in beds that
one could wish. 1863 Prior Planl-n. 200 Scrambling Rocket.

b. Of a person : Shambling, uncouth.
1765 Cowper Lett. 14 Sept., I am upon good terms with .

.

five families, besides two or three odd scrambling fellows like

myself. 1821 Scott Kenilw. x, What should such an ill-

favoured, scrambling urchin do at court ?

3. Irregular, unmethodical.
1778 Pr. Frederick in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

I. 417 There had been a scrambling fight between Admiral
Biron and Monsieur Destin. 1780 Newgate Cal. V. 196 The
ceremony was a business of so scrambling and shabby a
nature, that she could as safely swear she was not, as that
she was married. 179s Nelson 29 July in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) K. 64 The scrambling distant fire was a farce. 1829
Carlyle Misc. (1857) II. 45 Their too purblind, scrambling
controversies. 1878 Stubbs Mediaeval <y Mod. Hist. vii. 137
Peter [of Blois] seems to have led a scrambling sort of liter-

ary existence. 1893 G. Tregarthen Austral. Comtnw. 244
The scrambling, and inefficient administration of the law.

Hence Scrainblingrly adv.
1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. Impr. (ed. 3) To Husbandman,

Half or one third part of so much land as many of you Till,

shall.. yeeld you as much corn as all that great quantity
scramblingly husbanded.

Scran (skrcen), sb, slangand dial. Also skran.
[Of obscure origin ; the coincidence with mod.
Icel. skran rubbish, odds and ends (Bjorn Haldor-
son, 1 8th c.) is prob. accidental.]

+ 1. (See quot. 1725.) Obs,

1724 in Bacchus fy Venus, Collect. Canting Songs (1737)
N2, E'er for the Scran be had tipt the Cole. 17*5 New
Cant. Diet., Scran, a Reckoning at a Boozing-ken.

2. a. A collection of eatables
;
provisions for a

slight repast or picnic ; a portion of food carried

by a labourer into the field for a meal. Cold scran,
cold refreshment, b. Broken victuals; rarely,

scraps of butchers* meat.
1808 Jamieson s.v. Skran, t. Fine skran, a phrase used by

young people when they meet with anything, especially

what is edible, which they consider as a valuable acquisition,

S. 2. The offals or refuse of human food, thrown to dogs,

Loth. 182&-30 T. Wilson Pitman's Pay 1. lxxxi. (1843) 14
Se weel she ettles what aw get.. That nyen can say we..
want for owther claes or scran. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
I. 418 Most of the lodging-house keepers buy the 'scran'
(broken victuals) of the cadgers. 1857 ' Dlcange Anglicus
Vulgar Tongue, Scran, food. Thieves. 1859 HottetCs
Slang Diet, Scran, pieces of meat, broken victuals. 1887
Kent Gloss., Scran, a snack of food ; the refreshment that

labourers take with them into the fields, a 1892 Milliken
'A rry Ballads 3 But to cart you off suddent to Chawbacon*
shire and cold scran. . .1 call it 'ard lines.

3. Phrase. Bad scran to — / = bad luck to '.

Chiefly Anglo-Irish.
1841 Lever Charles CMalley Ixxxv, Bad scram [sic] to me

if I wouldn't marry you out of a face this blessed morning
just as soon as I'd look at ye. 1867 Kennedy Banks Boro
xxv. 190 But bad scran to the note they'd give me back.

4. (From the verb.) The action of collecting

broken victuals.

1864 Hotten's Slang Diet. (1865) s. v. Scran, Scranning
or * out on the scran ', begging for broken victuals.

5. Comb. : scran bag, {a) a cadger's receptacle

for broken victuals ; {b) a soldier's haversack
; (c)

a receptacle for impounded articles negligently left

lying about the deck by sailors ; hence scran-bag
v., to impound (such articles) ; scran-pock Sc,

(see quot.) ; scran wallet Sc. ~ scran-bag (a).

1855 [Burn] Autobiog. Beggar-boy 17 Your professional
pickpocket looks down with contempt upon a knight of the
*scranbag. 1864 Hotten's Slang Did. 222 Scran bag, a
soldier's Haversack. 1898 Tit-Bits 26 Mar. 493/3 The 'scran-
bag ' as the sailors term it, is the receptacle for alt loosearticles
of clothing, &c, which are left about the ship by the men.
1903 L. Yexley in G. T. Wilson Log ofH.M.S. Phaeton p. i,

The Scran Bag. 1899 F. T. Bullen Way Navy 20We came
to the cells, and, lo ! the only prisoner was a ( bike ', ' *scran-
bagged ' and awaiting ransom by its owner. 1825 Jamieson
Suppl., * Skran-pock. 1. A beggar's wallet. .Loth. 2. A bag
meant for receiving the spoil or plunder of the dead who may
have fallen in battle, when it is gathered by the women who
follow the army. S.O. The term was thus explained, at the
time of the trial of the Radicals at Falkirk, A. 1819. 1861
Quinn Heather Liutie (1863! 192 Regardless o' '*scran-
wallat ' watchers, Or vile nefarious beggar catchers.

Scran (skrasn), v. [f. Scran j£.]

1. slang, a. trans. To provide with ' scran ' or

food. b. intr. To collect scran or broken victuals.

£1743 in Hone Every-day Bk.(iB2y) H'.527 Tickets to be
had for three Megs a Carcass to scran their Pannum-Boxes.
1839 in 'Ducange Anglicus' Vulgar Tongue (1857) 33
Scranning, begging. [Peculiar to the Scotch. J 1859 Hotten's
Slang Diet., Scranning, begging for broken victuals.

2. Sc. trans, and intr. (See quots.)

1825 Jamieson, Suppl., To Skran, to make a promiscuous
collection of things in whatever way, either by fair or by
foul means, Edin. 1867 W. Gbegor Banffsh. Gloss., Skran,
to gain ; to gather ; to catch ; as, ' Fin we're at the Heilan
fishan, we're eye skrannin' something '.

Scranch (skrgnj), sb. dial. [f. Scbakch v.] A
' scranching * noise or sound.
i88x T. E. Brown Fo'c's'le Yarns 188 It [sc. the storm]

come With a rip and a roar,.. Rip-rip-rip—you know the
scranch of it.

Scranch (skrpnf), v. Obs. exc. dial. Also
scraunch. [App. an onomatopoeic formation, re-

lated to Ckanch v. (which is slightly later in our
quots.) ; cf. crunch, scrunch vbs., and Scb- a.

Mod.Du. and LG. have a vb. of similar form and sense:
schransen to eat heartily, in 16th c. (Kilian) schrantsen,
' mandere.dentibusfrangere', W. Flcm,schranzen to crunch,
chew noisily.]

1. trans. = Crunch v. i.

1620 Shelton Quixote 11. xiii. 78 Sancho fell to, without
inuitation, and champed his bits in the darke, as if he had
scraunched knotted cordes. 1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat.
Ins. 983 Locusts. .have teeth. .with which they easily eat
ears of corn, and scranch them with a great noise. 167a Mar-
vell Reh. Transp. 1. 84 [Hejepicurizesupon burning Coals,
drinks healths in scalding Brimstone, scraunches the Glasses
for his Desart. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), ToScranch, to

crunch, crack, or break any hard thing between the Teeth.

1707 Curios, in Husb. <V Card. 72 We see the Swine scranch-
ing the Acorns. 171a Steele Sped. No. 431 P3, 1 then took
a strange Hankering to Coals ; I fell to scranching 'em.

*755 Johnson, To Scranch, To grind somewhat crackling
between the teeth. The Scots retain it. 1785 [R. Graves]
Eugeuius I. vi. 35 Flora . . scranching her apple. 1823 Moor
Suffolk Words, Skranch, the act of chewing or munching
any thing that sounds short under the tooth, green apples,
raw carrots, hard biscuits, &c ' How *a dew skransh em '.

1894 Northumb. Gloss., Scranch, scrunch, to grind with a
crackling noise between the teeth.

2. = Cbunch v. 2.

1845 Judd Margaret 1. xvii, (1874) 158 A troop of boys and
girls.. were coming up the hill, goring and scranching the
crust [of the snow] with their iron corks. 1853 G. J. Cayley
LasA(/brjas\. 261 [It] broke, being scranched in my pocket,
when I fell off pony-back.

Hence Scratching vb/. sb. and ppl. a.

1846 W. Sandys [Jan Treenoodle] Spec. Cornish Dial. 38
(E.D.D.) Apples ripe for scranching. 1854 Miss A. E.
Baker Northampt. Gloss. s,v. Scraunch, A bow drawn in,

an awkward, unskilful manner across a violin makes a
scraunching noise.

Scranky (skrse'rjki), a. Sc. and north. Also sk-.

[Cf. Norw. shrank lean, large-boned figure (Ross)

;

?cogn. w. Shrink v.] Lean, slender, scraggy.
17.. Ramsay Addr. Thanks xiv, Ye lads of little rent,

Wha . . did lament Your purses being skranky. 1826 J. Wilson
Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 289 The skranky ancle bespeaks
skranky neck and bosom. 1835 M. Scott Cruise Midge xiv,

It was a desolate-looking place, .lumbered, .with several

skranky leathern-backed Spanish chairs. 188a J. Walker
Sc. Poems 114 Poor devils, scranky as the kitchen tongs.

Scrannel (skrae*nel), a. [Cf. Norw. skran lean,

shrivelled.] Thin, meagre. Now chiefly as a
reminiscence of Milton^ use, usually with the

sense : Harsh, unmelodious.
1637 Milton Lycidas 124 Their lean and flashy songs Grate

on their scrannel Pipes of wretched straw. 1667 H. More
Div. Dial. n. xvtii. (1713) 145 As lank and scrannel as a Calf
that sucks his Dam through an hurdle. 1788 Anna Seward
Lett. (iSii) II.92 His voice has a scrannel tone. 18580. Mac-
donald Phantasies xvii. 209 Voices like those of children
in volume, but scrannel and harsh as those of decrepit age.

1862 Smiles Engineers III. 20 Time. .which he spent in

birdsnesting, making whistles out of reeds and scrannel

straws [etc.]. 1868 Browning Ring$ Bk. vi. 1000 Now from
the stone lungs signed the scrannel voice. 1889 Antiquary
Nov. 196 It would have.. made the scrannel list of honest

men show thinner still in history. 1908 Dobson De Libris

191 In this cash-cradled Age, We grate our scrannel Musick.



SCRAWNY.

b. Comb. : scrannel-piping, the use of a
'scrannel pipe'.

1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. lit. x, A kind of infinite, (in-

sufferable, Jew's.harping and scrannel-piping.

Scranny (skrarni), a.i Chiefly dial. [Cf.

Scraxnel.] Lean, thin. Of diet : Poor, meagre.
i8ao Clare Rural Life (ed. 2) 89 Want ! thy confinement

makes me scranny. _ x8io Shelley (Ed. Tyr. 1. 268 Rat...
Creeping thro' crevice, and chink, and cranny, With my
snaky tail, and my sides so scranny. 1867 E. Waugh Owd
Blanket iii. 71 Hard wark. .an' poor scranny Iivin\

Scranny (skrse-ni).o.- dial. Crazy, wild, 'silly'.

1858 Bailey Age 178 The people must go scranny once a
year. 1861 J. C. Jeaffreson Bk. Doctors xxiii. 259 His
niece's scranny lover. 1886 .S". W. Line. Gloss, s. v., Oh,
dear ! I'm well nigh scranny. The bairns are fit to drive one
scranny.

Scrap (skrsep), si.1 Forms : 4-7 scrappe, 8

Sc. scrape, 6- scrap, [a. ON. skrap scraps, trifles

(Sw. sirap, Da. sirai), f. root of skrapa Scrape ».]
\.pl. The remains of a meal ; fragments (of food)

;

broken meat, rare in sing. Alsoyf^.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 15 Jif I mijte gadre som-

what of )>e crommes pat falleb of lordes hordes... And also
;if 1 my^t gadre eny scrappes of be releef of be twelf cupes.
•SJ6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) iff, I shall in general!,
gather certayne scrappes & crommes that holy doctours hath
left behynde them in wrytynge. c xsso Cheke Matt. xv. 27
For y* whelpes eat of y" scrappes yl fal from yeer M™. table.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 40 They haue beene at a great
feast of Languages, and stolne the scraps. 1610 Rowlands
Martin Mark.ail E 3, The muggill will tip you/at scraps
andglorious bits, the Beadle will well bumbast you. 1612
Bacon Ess., 0/ Judicature^ (Arb.) 456 Those that ingage
Courts in quarrels of I urisdiction, . . for their own scrappes and
aduantage. 1621 Burton Anat, Mel. 1. ii. iv. vi. 207 He
drinks water, and Hue's of wort leaues, pulse, like a hog, or
scraps like a dog. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. Ep. to Rdr., He
who has raised himself above the alms-basket, and not con.
tent to live lazily on scraps of begged opinions, sets his own
thoughts on work to find and follow truth. 1718 Pope Odyss.
xvn. 259 'Twas but for scraps he ask'd. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat. I. 239 Feeding them only with delusive expectations and
stale scraps of enjoyment. 1810 Crabbe Borough xiii. Wks.
1834 HI. 221 Scraping they lived but not a scrap they gave.
1856 Macaulay Johnson Misc. Writ, i860 II. 274 He ap-
peased the rage of hunger with some scraps of broken meat.
1859 Geo.Eliot Adam Bede xxi, He brought out of the
pantry a dish of scraps [for a dog].

2. A remnant ; a small detached piece ; a piece
very small by comparison with the whole ; a frag-

mentary portion. Often with negative context =
(not) the least piece, a. Of material things.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 39 Neuer so little scraps or
shreds or short ends of lace. 168a Bunyan Holy War (1905)
261 If Mansoul come to be mine, I shall not.. consent that
there should be the least scrap, shred, or dust of Diabolus left

behind. 1716 Swift Gulliver m. ii, Like the scraps of paper
fastened by school-boys at the end of the string that holds
their kite. 1761 Gray Let. J. Brown 24 Sept., Then I got
a scrap of supper, and . . walked home. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxvi, As she passed through the crowd,..a scrap of paper
was thrust into her hand. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
II. 27 Not a scrap of meat, or an ounce of biscuit, was left
on board. 1878 Black Green Past, xxix, Without a scrap
of jewellery either round her neck or on her hands.

D. Of immaterial things, conversation, literary

compositions, etc.

1607 Marston What yon will 11. i, A horse, a horse, my
kingdom for a horse, Looke the I speake play scrappes.
1693 Locke Educ. % 166. 209 Languages are to be learn 'd
only by reading, and talking, and not by scraps of Authors
fot by Heart. 1700 Cohgreve Way 0/ World 1. v, He is a
ool with a good Memory, and some few Scraps of other

Folks Wit. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 96 r 2, 1.. was forced to
get what Scraps of Learning I could by my own Industry.
17«8 Wodrow Corr. (1843I III. 359 My Lord Grange took
up the debate, . . in a very distinct discourse, which I cannot
pretend to resume ; it's but scrapes I can give. 1767 Wesley
Jrnl. 17 July, In my scraps of time..! read over that.,
poem. 1847 Tennyson Princess 11. 353 Follow'd then A
classic lecture,.. With scraps of thundrous Epic lilted out
By violet-hooded Doctors. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. II.
App. 613 There is not a scrap of evidence in support of it.

1879 M cCarthy Own Times II. xxix. 400 He could turn to
account every scrap of knowledge..which he happened to
possess. 1888 Blrcon 12 Gd. Men I. i. 22 The following
note. .is almost the only scrap of his early private corre-
spondence which has reached me.

o. A small picture, cutting, etc. to be put in a
ScbaP-book or used for ornamenting a screen, box,
or the like.

1880 N.«r Q. Ser. vi. II. 212/1 Having mounted many
scraps of many kinds, including photos, I have found nothing
so good as a. .solution of gum arable.

8. pi. a. The pieces of blubber, fish, etc. remain-
ing after the oil has been extracted. Also collect,

sing. b. (See quot. 1823.) dial.
Cf. the synonymous Crap so. 1

3.

1631 E. Pelham Gods Power 22 The Frittars or Graves of
l
i" v^t

la
!

e
'
"""*• **'' Th<:se fc* th<: Scraps of the Fat of

the Whale, which are flung away after the Oyle is gotten
out of it. 1813 Moor Suffolk Words, Scraps,.. the small
pieces of fat pork remaining after the operation of boiling
for the purpose of extracting the lard. 1839 T. Beale
Sperm Whale 187 The crisp membranous parts after the oil
is extracted, and which are called by whalers ' scraps ', serv-
ing for fuel. 1878 L. Maddocks Menhaden Pish. Maine
32 The article bears the same name when bought and sold
as material for the superphosphate manufacturers, being
called green or dry scrap, according to the moisture con-
tained. 1879 G. B. Goode Catat. Anim. Resources U.S.

scraps. Fish-scraps. 1898 F. T. Bullen
/iii. (1900) 18 The fires were fed with 'scrap'.

187 Oil-factory scraps. Fish-scraps.
Cruise Cachalot iii. (1000) 1 8 The fires \
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4. Founding* a.//. Remnants of metal produced
in cutting up or casting, b. = Scrap-iron.
a. 1790 Keir in Phil, Trans, LXXX. 367 In cutting out the

rolled plated metal into pieces of the required forms and
sizes, there are many shreds, or scraps as they are called,
unfit for any purpose but the recovery of the metals by
separating them from each other. 1891 Labour Commission
Gloss, s. v., When the bottom of a puddling furnace requires
renewing, malleable scrap-iron is put in and burned up till

the bottom is covered with a coating of silica. This opera-
tion is termed ' putting scraps on '.

b. 1846 Greener Gnu 136 'Twopenny' or ' Wednesbury
skelp '..is made of an inferior scrap. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 109 The pigs are to form the bath in which wrought
iron and steel scrap is to be melted.

5. attrib, quasi-a^'. Consisting of scraps.
1815 Gentl. Mag. LXXXV. 11. 540/1 The scrap-knowledge

of musick is immethodically made up of second-hand quota-
tions. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 14 Nine tons and more
of mild scrap steel. 190a Daily Chron. 4 Jan. 6/6 While
two women.. were digging for scrap coal into a disused
railway embankment.
6. attrib, and Comb., as scrap gatherer \ scrap-
box, a receptacle for scrap-iron ; scrap-cake, {a)

dial, (see quot. 1877) ; (b) the solidified residuum
of tried-out fat

; (c) refuse of fish, etc. ; scrap
dinner, a makeshift dinner ; scrap-furnace, one
for melting scrap-iron; scrap-hopper, a trough
used in trying out blubber; scrap-monger, one
who deals in (literary) scraps ; scrap-pie, a pie con-
sisting of scraps or remains of meals ; scrap pud-
ding (see quot.). Also Scrap-book, -heap, -iron.
1858 Greener Gunnery 15 If they could return and see

their handiwork consigned to the *scrap-box as old iron.

1877 Holderness Gloss., *Scrap-keeaks, cakes made ofdough
mixed with scraps of fat or dripping. 1879 U.S. Comm.
Fish <\ Fisheries V. 174 This cheese or scrap-cake is ground
to different degrees of fineness. 1776 in A rckives ofMary-
land XI. 96 Will it be agreeable to the Governor and your-
self to take a "Scrap Dinner with me tomorrow. 1824 Miss
Mitford Village Ser. 1. 182 Mr. Sidney always came un-
seasonably. . . So sure as we had a scrap dinner, so sure came
he. 186 1 Fairbairn Iron 89 Balling and *scrap furnaces.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 136 Parasites and
•scrap-gatherers at free-cost feasts. 1879 G. B. Goode
Catal. Anim. Resources U.S. 175 "Scrap-hopper. 1786 Wol-
cot(P. Pindar) Ep. Boswell 23 Thou, curious *scrapmonger,
shalt live in song When Death hath still'd the rattle of thy
tongue. 18*9 Caroline Bowles (Mrs. Southey) Chapters
on Churchyards ILL 23 Just as the 'young gentlemen 'had
risen from their Saturday's commons of *scrap-pie and stick-
jaw. 1876 J. Pavn Halves xii, ' Scrap pie ' and unattractive
cutlets. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk., *Scrap pudding, a
fmdding made by mixing flour with the small pieces of meat
eft after the fat of a pig has been melted down to lard.

Scrap (skrsep), so? slang. Also 8-9 scrapp.
+ L (See quots. 1725, 1809) Obs.
1679-80 C. Hatton in H. Corr. (Camden) 217 The factious

personns of his gange,. .now mightily commiserat him, as
if his accusation wase only to carry on y" pretended Presbi-
terian plot ; for in truth they are in great feare Sf Rob'.
Payton shou'd bring them into y* scrappe. 17*5 New Cant.
Diet, Scrap, a Design, a purpos d Villainy, a vile Intention ;

also a perpetrated Roguery : He ivhiddles the -whole Scrap \

He discovers all he knows. 1809 G. Andrewes Diet, Slang,
Scrapp, a villainous scheme.

2. A struggle, scrimmage, tussle ; a boxing-match.
1874 [see Scrap ».'L 1885 G. Dolbv Dickens iv. 102 Papers,

which he threw carelessly amongst a group of passengers to
be scrambled for—producing an effect more resembling a
'scrap' in a game of football than the action of a lot of
sober citizens. 1905 Century Mag. Aug. 485/1 A suggestion
to match the two coxswains . . for a ' feather-weight scrap '.

Scrap (skraep), vA dial, [var. of Scbab v.}
inlr, (See quot. 1895.)
c i4?$Calh. Angl. 324/2 (MS. Addit.), To Scrappe asa hen

dose, ruspare. 1895 E. AngLGloss^ Scrap, to scratch in
the earth ; asa dog or other animal having that propensity.

Scrap (skrsep), v.2 slang, [f. Scrap sb. 2] a.
inlr. To fight, box. Also, to scrimmage.
1874 Hotten's Slang Diet. 280 Scrap, to fight. Also used

as a substantive. 1891 Anthony's Phoiogr. Bull. IV. 137
Look . .at the football picture opposite ; note the two quarter
backs scrapping with each other in friendly combat.

b. trans. To box with (an opponent).
1893 P. H. Emerson Signer Lippo xvii. 83, I could put up

my docks, so I was backed to scrap a cove bigger nor me.

Scrap (skrsep), w.3 [f. Scrap sb, 1
]

1. trans. To break up into scrap-iron (machinery
or ironwork which has become worn out or super-

seded) ; to consign to the scrap-heap. Also jig,

1902 Daily Chron. 27 Oct. 8/4 The Americans would
'scrapp it [sc. a machine] at once if they discovered that
something better had got on the market, 1904 G. B. Shaw
Comm. Sense Municipal Trading 41 Private enterprise. . will

not start a new system until it is forced to scrap the old
one. 1906 Morning Post 6 July 6/6 A clause which will

have to be 'scrapped*. 1908 Sat. Rev. n July 38/1 The
policy of.. building fast small cruisers while scrapping
numerous vessels of older type.

2. To make scrap or refuse of (menhaden or
blubber). 1891 in Century Diet.

Scrapable (skrvi-pab'l), a, [f. Scrape v. +
-able.] Capable of being scraped.
1840 Caroline Fox Old Friends (1882) 71 [A picture]

which, upon examination, he found scrapable; he scraped
and developed a Coreggio.

Scrap-book. [f. Scrap sb.i] A blank book
in which pictures, newspaper cuttings, and the

like are pasted for preservation. Hence occas. as

the title ofa printed book of miscellaneous contents.

SCRAPE.

1815 (title) The Scrap Book, or a selection of. .anecdotes.
J854 Thackeray Leech's Pict. (1869)328 Great swollen scrap,
books,.. full of the comic prints of grandpapa's time. 1881
Lang Library 2 An assortment of broadsheet ballads and
scrapbooks, bought in boyhood, was the nucleus of Scott's
library.

Hence Scra*p-book z>., to piece in a scrap-book.
1881 'Mark Twain' Tramp abroad xlvi, I scrap-booked

these reports during several months. 1883 North Star
25 Oct 3/2 We trust that our wage-earning readers especially
will scrap-book these Letters, for after-study.

Scrape (skrfip), sb.1 [f. Scrape v.]

I. Means, act, or result of scraping.

1. An instrument for scraping, a scraper, f &•

A scraping tool held in the hand {obs.), b. Eastern
U.S. * A small dredge ' (Funk's Stand, Diet.).
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 607 Or brasen scrapis out of

euery dalke Hem scrape [orig. uncinis sereis tollendi sunt
vermes exfcu\. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. xx. (Roxb.) 247/1
The Fourth is an Iron Scrape . . set in a wooden handle, it is

for the skullion to scrape and dense the furnice hole,

2. An act of scraping, a. gen.
1483 Cath. Angl. 324/2 A Scrape (MS. Addit. to Scrappe)

as a hen dose; ruspare. 1553 Ascham Disc. Germ. 27b,
And how soone emig [read einig] may be turned into e-wig,
not with scrape of knife, but with the least dash of a pen, so
that it shall neuer be perceiued, a man that will proue.may
easely see. 161 1 Cotgr. Gratture, a scratch, a scrape.

b. Scrape of a pen (Sc.) : a hasty scribble, a
small scrap of writing. Cf. Scribe sb.

y
Scrip sb.

1690 Earl of Melfort in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV.
198 And in all this time we have not one scrape of a pen to
free us from all these pains we suffer. 18x4 Scott IVav.
xiii, It.. wad cost but the scrape of the pen to make it out.
1830 Galt Lawrie T. ix. viii, Just give me a scrape of a pen
to him to transfer the amount to your credit.

C. An awkward bow or salutation in which the
foot is drawn backwards on the ground. Often
coupled with bow or leg.

i6»8 Earle Microcosm., Scholler(Arb.) 4 1 But his scrape is

homely, and his nod worse. 1660 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 366
That they might make long legs and scrapes to them. 1721
Amherst Terrm-Films No. 39(1726) II. 50 A formal fellow.,
going to see an acquaintance ofhis . . made a thousand scrapes
and cringes. 17a! De Foe Col. Jack vi, I , . made him abund-
ance of bows and scrapes. 1787 J. P. Andrews A need.

(1790) 146 He drew from his purse a guinea, and with a
scrape,_made an uncouth offer of it. 184a Lover Handy
Andy i, To every one of these assurances .. Andy made a
bow and a scrape, i860 Blackmore Lorna D. xv, Uncle
Reuben made his very best scrape and then walked up to
the table.

d. A drawing of the bow over the violin.

1831 Coleridge Table-t. 7 July, He can actually sell the
tones of his fiddle at so much a scrape. 1847 Disraeli Tan-
cred iv. xi, Baroni appeared.. with his violin. He gave a
scrape or two, and the audience became orderly.

e. jocular. A shave,
1859 Hotten's Slang Diet., Scrape, low wit for a shave.

1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie iv, I's jist gang ower to the
barber's an' get a scrape.

f. fencing. (See quots.)
1889 Pollock, etc Fencing(Uadm. Libr.) 52 The scrape.—

If slang were allowed, this ought to be called the ' scrooge '

;

but there is no English word which precisely reproduces the
Frenchfroissf. It is delivered in tierce when the adversary
has his point too low, or his arm stretched out. Ibid., Giving
his sword a scrape which ought to unnerve his hand for the
moment. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 385/1 (Fencing), The
scrafe (this is the nearest English word for the French
froissf) is made only in the high lines and mostly in the
upper line (tierce).

g. A sound of scraping,
1886 Hall Caine Son ofHagar n. xiv, The harsh scrape

of Natt's clogs was on the gravel

3. One who ' scrapes * or uses excessive economy,
a miser. Obs. exc dial, (see E. D. £>.),

1717 Bailey vol. II, A Scrape, as meer Scrape, a saving
industrious Person.

4. a. A place scraped bare on a hillside, dial.

1781 Beckford_ Th. upon Hunting (1802) 258, I have
known them lie in sheep's scrapes, on the sides of hills,

and in small bushes. 1848 Barnes Poems A'ural Life (ed. 2)

Gloss., Scrape, a sheep-scrape ; a bare place, where the turf
has been scraped off by sheep's feet on a steep down-side.
1894 Patterson Newfdld. words in Tram. Amer. Folk-
Lore Soc. (E.D.D.), Scrape, a rough road down the face of
a bank or steep hill, used specially in regard to such as are
formed by sliding or hauling logs down.

b. A place where the soil has been scraped up.
1862 Athenaeum 27 Sept. 391 The deer which.. were

addicted, at certain seasons, to dig up the land with their
fore feet, in holes to the depth of. .half a yard, contributed
a new word to our language. These were called 'scrapes '.

1901 Scotsman 9 Apr. 7/4 Rabbit holes and scrapes at once
appeared in shoals to the terror of the old golfers.

5. A layer (of butter) scraped thin; chiefly in

bread and scrape (colloq.).

184.7 C Bronte Jane Eyre vii, A double ration of bread
..with the delicious addition of a thin scrape of butter.
1861 London Rev. 16 Feb. 170 Cutting the children's bread
and scrape ! 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy xlvii, Some
fieople have their happiness thinly spread over their whole
ives, like bread and scrape !

6. (See quot. 1879.)
1856 Olmsted Slave States 343 It [turpentine] is occasion-

ally.. scraped off, and barreled by itself. It is, therefore,
known in market as 'scrape '. 1879 F. H. Butler in Encycl.
Brit. IX. 711/1 The concreted turpentine obtained in the
United States by making incisions in the trunk of a species
of pine, Pinusaustralis, . . is commercially known as 'scrape '.

1884 C S. Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 517 The yield
of the 'scrapes '..is estimated, .at from 60 to 70 barrels of
280 pounds [of turpentine] each.



SCRAPE.

II. 7. An embarrassing or awkward predicament

or situation, usually one into which a person is

brought by his own imprudence and thoughtlessness.
[Prob. from the notion of being ( scraped ' in going through

a narrow passage : see Scrape v. 4 c, and the later sense 9. J

1700 Steele & Swift Tatter No. 71 ? 8 A Youngster in a

Scrape, is a Word out of Date. 1714 Mrs. Manlev Adv.

Rivella 89 Cleander told Rivella what a Scrape they were

brought into. 1740 tr. De Mouky's Fort. Country.Maid

(1741) I. 273. I congratulated myself on my Dexterity in

getting out of the Scrape. 1755 Johnson, Scrape, diffi-

culty ;
perplexity ; distress. This is a low word. 1771

Franklin Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 11, I was generally the

leader of the boys and sometimes led them into scrapes. 1818

Byron yuan 1. xx, And let few opportunities escape Of
getting her liege lord into a scrape. 1845 Disraeli Sybit 11.

vii, Every scrape of the government was a step in the ladder

to the great boroughmonger. 1861 Hughes Tom Broivnat

Oxf. v, Here one has only just to take care of oneself, and
keep out of scrapes. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset xlvi, If

you don't take care, young man, ..you will find yourself in

a scrape with your Madalina. 1873 Black Pr. Thule iv, If

anyone was in a scrape about money.

Scrape (skrc'p), sb.% dial. [Of obscure origin;

the ON. skreppa mousetrap has been compared,
but connexion is very doubtful.] A trap for catch-

ing birds ; = Shrape sb.

1620 J. Wilkinson Treat. Statutes 124 Next you shall en-

quire if there be in euery parish . .a crow net, . . and it is not
enough to haue one, but it must be vsed, & scrapes made in

the winter to that purpose. 1668 Worlidge Diet. Rust.,
A Shrape, or Scrape, a place baited with Chaff or Corn to

entice Birds. 1706 Baynard Cold Baths II. 425 Catch'd
like Sparrows in a Scrape of Chaff. 1877 E. Leigh Cheshire
Gloss. 177 Scrape, seeds or corn laid on the snow, in order
to get a raking shot at birds.

Scrape (skr^p), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. scraped
(skr^jpt). Also 6 Sc. scraip(e, skraip (pr. pple.

screpand, serepping, 7 rarely pa. pple. scrapen.
[ME. scrape (also Shrape), pern, (see Sor- i) di-

rectly repr. OE. scrapian (see quot. under sense 4)

;

perh. a. the corresponding ON. skrapa to scrape,

erase, in Icel. to clatter (Sw. skrapa, Da. skrabe

to scrape) — MDu., Du. schrapen :—OTeut. type

*skrapojan, f. root *skrap-, ablaut-var. of *skrep- in

OE. screpan (str. ; ME. Screpe wk.) to scrape.

Other cognates are Du., LG. sckrafpen to scrape (whence
G. schrappen, schrapfen), MHG, schrepfen (mod.G.
schrdpfen) to scarify ; the Du. scrabben Scrab v. is prob.
more remotely connected.
The Teut. root *skrep- : skrap- may be a metathetic form of

*skerp- : sharp- (see Sharp a.) ; cf. OE. scearpian to scarify.]

1. trans. To remove (an outer layer or something
excrescent or adhering) by drawing across the sur-

face the edge of some instrument held nearly per-

pendicularly. Chiefly with advs., off, away, out
}

or const,from, off, out of.

1382 Wvclif yob li. 8 The whiche with a sherd scrapide

[1388 schauyde] awei the quyture, sittende in the dunghil.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 213 pat men of bat
lond ete be flesche of her owne children, and menyscrapede
of be pouder of an hil and ete it as it were mele. C1440
Pallad. 011 Husb. iv. 608 Or brasen scrapis out of euery dalke
Hem scrape, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/2 Scrapyn, or schavyn
a-wey, abrado. 1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 240 b, He
scraped y*stynkyng fyltn & corrupcyon of her deed body.

1535 Coverdale Lev. xiv. 43 After y* the stones are broken
out, & the playster scraped of [etc.]. 1568 Grafton Chron.
II. 16 Of this Robert reporteth Reynulph that he scraped
from one Beame of his Church in Couentrie tiue hundreth
marke, to fill

_
the hande of king William. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. IV, 1. 1. 205 He. .doth enlarge his Rising, with the
blood Of faire King Richard, scrap'd from Pomfret stones,

Deriues from heauen, his Quarrel], and his Cause. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 550 With kniues in their hands,
to scrape from their legs the bloud-leeches. 1686 N. Cox
Gentl. Recreat. (ed. 3) v. 94 After your Groom has. .scrapt

off all the Sweat from your Horses. 1729 Swift Direct.
Serv. i. Wks. 1751 XIV. 23 When you cut Bread fora Toast, .

.

lay it on the Coals; . .and, ifyou find it toasted quite through,
scrape off the burnt Side, and serve it up. 1782 Cowper
Gilpin 189 But let me scrape the dirt away That hangs
upon your face. 1786 Chelsum Hist. Engrav. Mezzoiinto
6 These parts are scraped away in a greater or less degree,
as the lights are intended to be stronger or weaker. 1845
Budd Dis. Liver 191 Covered by a soft pulpy matter, which
may be readily scraped away. 1855 Tennyson Brook 193, I

scraped the lichen from it [the tombstone]. 1877 R. H. Hut-
ton Ess. (ed. 2) I. 37 Like dry colours scraped off a picture.

+ b. spec. To erase (writing, etc.) with a knife.

Chiefly with advs. out, away, off, and const, out of.

The earliest recorded use ; the older Screpe v. occurs in
the same sense. Sometimes (as in quot. 1563-83) the sense
appears to be : To delete by crossing through with a pen.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 7044 And commaunded alle

yn rape A-wey bat wrytyng for to skrape. 71384 Chaucer
Wordes unto Adam 6 Soofte adaye I mot thy werkrenewe,
Hit to correcte and eek to rubbe and scrape, And al is

through thy negligence and rape, c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hode 11. xxi. (1869) 83 Which thing if it so were, riht so alle

hise ordenaunces shulden be put out of the book, and de-
faced and scraped. ''.ai$oo Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) 190,
I will skrape this awaie anon, Their as a virgine is wrytten
on, I will wryte, a good woman. 1530 Palsgr. 707/1 Scrape
out this tyne, it is falsely written. 153a Mork Confut. Tin-
dale Wks. 421/1 A. .learned priest, that through out al the
ghospels scraped out diabolus and wrote Iesus ChrisUts.
1563-83 Foxe A. <$ M. 1591/2 Then he tooke his penne &
said that he would scrape it out for my pleasure. 1577 Ho-
unshed Chron. II.1189/1 Bookes. .beautified with Images,
the heads wherof had bin scraped off. 1600 J. Hamilton
Facile Traictise 152 Screpping out the word is (ful 0/grace)
and putting in. .(frelie beloouit). Ibid. 276 Screpand out
thir wordis, Except [etc. J. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. t. ii.
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9 Thou conclud'st like the Sanctimonious Pirat, that went
to sea with the ten Commandements, but scrap"d one out
of the Table. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. xv. (Roxb.) 19/2
One end was sharpe to make the letters, the other end broad
with an edge, to scrape what was amise, out againe.
trans/, andfig. c 1350 Will. Palerne 448 Faire so his figure

is festened in mi ^out {read bout], bat wip no coyntise ne craft

ne can y it out scrape. 1387Trevisa tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 431
Haue mynde of Moyses, hym was levere be scraped out of pe
book of lyf. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV, -20-$ Hisvnhappy
predestinate chaunce coulde not by any polhcy be put by,

nor by any instrument scraped away, c 1580 Sidney Ps. ix.

xii, The poore in sprite Shall not be scrapt, from out of
heav'nly score. 1598 Shaks. Merry IV. iv. ii. 231 Yes, by
all meanes: if it be but to scrape the figures out of your
husbands braines.

2. To deprive of an outer layer or to free from
excrescent or adhering matter by drawing the edge
of some instrument over the surface; to abrade,

clean, or render smooth, or to obtain scrapings

from, by this process.
£1430 Two Cookery~bks. 18 Take be Mawes of Turbut,

Haddok, or Codelyng, & pyke hem clene, & skrape hem, &
Wasshem clene. 1530 Palsgr. 707/1, I scrape a parchement
skynne to make it the better to write on. Ibid., Scrape the
knedynge troughe or you put in the meale. 1535 Cover-
dale Lev. xiv. 41 Then shall he command, .the house to be
scraped within rounde aboute. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. 43 And with a piece of glasse he skrapeth his fingers.

1592 Shaks. Rom. $ yul. 1. v. 2 Where's Potpan, that he
helpes not to take away? He shift a Trencher? he scrape
a Trencher? 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows 1. § 25 Onicha, a
kind of spice very cleare, which being scraped giveth an
extraordinary sweet savour. 1645 Milton Colast. 19 It may
bee his trenchers were not scrap't. 166a Faithorne Art
Graving 48 After you have graved part of your work, it will

be necessary to scrape it with a sharp edge of another Graver.
1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc, yoinery 70 These hard woods
are. .more properly said to be Scraped than Plained. 1725
Bradley's Family Did. s. v. Horse-radish, The Root . . is

scraped and used with Vinegar for Sauce to roast Beef,
Mutton, &c. 1791 Boswell yohnson an. 1783 (1811) IV.
205 He., scraped the joints of his fingers with a pen-knife,

till they were quite red and raw. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xh, The gravel walk and terrace had been scraped quite
clean, i860 Tyndall Glac. n. xxii. 349 Iceat 32 may. .be
scraped with a knife with even greater facility than some
kinds of chalk. 1880 Standard 12 Apr. 2/8 He at once
seized him and discovered that he had a gold band brace-
let,., worth about 5/... It had evidently been tested, for it

was' scraped ' in more than one place. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz.
16 Oct. 2/2 An ironclad's.. bottom is always foul when she
cannot be periodically docked and scraped. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., Scraping, cleaning thespars ofa ship and
parts ofthe hull with a small piece of sharp iron, steel, or glass.

b. To remove the dirt from the soles of (one's

boots or shoes) by drawing them over a door-

scraper.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xliii, I'd scrape my shoes on the
scraper of the door.

C Used jocularly for : To shave.

x773 Fergusson Poems (1807) 280 Their barber bauld his

whittle crooks And scrapes them for the races.

d. To inscribe or portray on stone by scraping

away the surface.

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 728/2 But if he feele it

written there in dede as he saith he doth, then he feleth it

scribled and scraped in his hert by the croked clouen clawes
of thedeuill. 1581 L. ALDERSEYin//o£/wj'/\r F^y. (1589) 182
The outside of the [holy] sepulchre is very foule, by meanes
that euery man scrapes his name and marke vpon it. 1848
Thackeray Van. ^a;Vxliv, The family arms were just new
scraped in stone.

6. To produce(a mezzotint engraving) byscraping

the prepared copper plate. Also absol.

1747 Sculptura-Hzst.-Techn. 225 Mezzotinto, called Scrap-
ing or Burnishing on Copper. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's
Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 239 Several prints were made from
his works, and several plates he etched and scraped himself.

1892 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Feb. 3/1 The painter has scraped a
mezzotint from his picture.

f3. Of a beast or bird : To remove (soil, etc.) by
scratching with the feet or claws ; to make (a hole)

by scratching. Also absol. or intr. to scratch in

the ground. Obs.
C1430 Sir Tryam. 392 (Percy Soc.) Hys gode hownde..

scraped on hym bothe ryne and mosse, And fro hym nevyr
wolde gone ! c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 308 Sho [a wolf]
began to skrape & grafe abowtepe rowte with hur naylis.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/2 Scrapyn, as hennys, ruspor.

1530 Palsgr. 707/1 Yonder dogge scrapeth to make a hole to

hyde his dyner in. 1538 Elyot Diet., Scalpturio, to scrape
as a Cocke dothe, or other fowles. ? a 1598 D. Ferguson's
Sc. Prov. No. 327 (1785) 13 He is a proud tod that will not
scrape his ain hole.

fig. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacral 1. v. § 5 Those Arabick
traditions which that author scrapes as much for, as iEsops
Cock did on the Dunghill. Ibid. 111. ii. § 4 Scraping and
searching into the natures of things.

b. trans, with adv. or phrase, f To scrape out,

forth : to dig out with the nails or claws. Also^.
1530 Palsgr. 707/1 She loved nat her housbonde whyle

lie lyved, and now she wolde be gladde to scrape hym out
of the yerthe with her nayles. 1549 Compi. Scot. To Rdr.
12 For ane hen that seikis hyr meyt in the mydding, may
scraipe sa lang amang the fyltht, quhil sche scraip furtht

sum aid knyfe that hes been tyn t. 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849)

205 The females [turtles] . . lay their eggs in holes [in the sand]

which they scoop out with their fin-like feet. The work being
accomplished, the sand is again scraped back over the eggs,

and the surface made smooth as before.

1 4. To scratch with the finger-nails or claws

;

also intr. Also, to caress (a dog, etc) by scratch-

ing or clawing. Obs.

SCRAPE.

c 1000 Sign Language § 67 in Techmers Zeitschr, II. (1 885),

5if bu segera beburfe, bonne scrapa bu mid binum fingre up
on pinne wynstran human, a 1400-1450 Bk. Curtasye 87 in

Babees Bk., Yf by nown dogge pou scrape or clawe, pat is

holden a vyse emong men knawe. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
450/2 Scrapyn, a(s) bestys {MS. S. schrapen), scalpo. 1577
Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 97 Thou Hkst ill men, ill men
thee laude. So Mufes of mules are scrapt and clawd. 1607
Toi'SELL Four-/. Beasts 163 The little Dog, seeing his true

maister returned home, ranne barking to the doore, .. fawn-
ing and scraping his Lord and maister also.

+ b. Phr. Go scrape! 2^. a form of contemptuous
dismissal. Obs.
x6ix Cotgb., Envoyer au grat, to send a grazing; a

Maister to put away his man ; (and, perhaps from this

phrase came our contemptuous, Goe scrape).

+ C. To scratch, lacerate (with thorns). Obs.
c 1430 Lydg. Miu. Poems (Percy Soc.) 113 The prystdemyd

them devylles both, wyth them he wolde not mett; He
sparyd nother hylle, nor holte, busche, gryne, nor grett

;

Lord 1 he was fowle scrapyd !

f d. To make a scratching noise with the finger-

nails on (a door), by way of an unobtrusive signal.

In later use intr. with const, at. Obs.
Cf. Scratch v. 7.

c 1400 Beryn 481 ^it trowid he no gyle, but went[e] nere
to, And scrapid the dorr welplich, & wynyd with his mowhh.
1718 Free-thinker No. 24. 173, I hope we shall never.,
condescend to Scrape, instead of Knocking, at a Great
Man's Door. 1829 Lytton Devereux iv. vi, We came to
the door of a second chamber, at which Fleuri scraped
gently.

5. C/%*. of sense 3.) ' To gather by great efforts,

or penurious or trifling diligence '

(J.) ; to amass,

get possession of, collect, or bring together with
difficulty. Now only with together or up.
[1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. L H ij b, It shuld not greue

me.. to scrape my lyuyng out of the harde stone walles,
with my nayles.] 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Ephes.
Prol., Whan was there more haftyng and craftyng to
scrape money together, .than now. 15S9 Mirt. Mag.,
Northumbld. xvi, Who in my cause al that he could ey
skrapte. 1588 Munday's Bang. Daintie Conceits, ( The
Statelie pine* v, The wealthy chuffe, that.. scrapes and
scratches all the mucke he may. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v.

ii. 27 Thereafter all that mucky pelfe he tooke,..The which
her sire had scrap't by hooke and crooke. 1617 Mory-
son Itin. 111. 178 Buste..in scraping up money for such
idle expences. 1644 Milton Educ. 2 We do amisse to
spend seven or eight yeers meerly in scraping together so
much miserable Latin, and Greek. 1654 Jer. Taylor Real
Pres. 142 But to make up this also he does corradere scrape
together some things extrinsecal to the words of this autho-
rity. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 278 The greatest, but not
best part of men.. scrape up Wealth by Hooke, or by
Crooke. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. x. L 24 The Prelaticall

party complained, that to swell a number, the non-conformists
did notchuse, but scrape Subscribers. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 299 F 2 By the Age of Five and twenty I had scraped
together Four thousand two hundred Pounds Five Shillings,

and a few odd Pence. 1805 H. K. White Let. Apr. Life <$

Rem. (1850) 330 The poor Tallow-chandler, who. .at length
scraped money enough to retire. 1841 D'Israeli Amen.
Lit. (1867) 683 The fervent dean scraped together all his

properties.. to endow it [a College]. 1888 Burgon Lives 12

Gd. Men II. x. 272 The first money he was able to scrape
together by strict frugality. 1890 ' L. Falconer ' Mile. Ixe
iii. 80 They really must scrape some men together to balance
all these heavy girls.

b. To scrape (an) acquaintance : to get on terms

of acquaintance with by careful effort and insinua-

tion ; rarely with up. So \ to scrape kindred.
* A low phrase. To curry favour, or insinuate into one's

familiarity ' (J.). Cf. \to scratch acquaintance, Scratch v. i e.

1600 Rowlands Lett. Humours Blood Epigr. xxxi, One
newlie practiz'd in Astronomie . . Would scrape (forsooth) ac-
quaintance of the skie, And by his arte, goe knocke at heauen
dore. zooa How a Alan may Chusegd. Wife F 1 b, O this

acquaintance was well scrapte of me. 1641 G Burges
Serin. 5 Nov. 58 Although God be gratiously indulgent, yet
is he not inconsiderately prodigal! of mercies to all that
scrape acquaintance with him in their troubles. 1658 \V.

Burton Itin. Anton. 157 Affecting relation to Troy, and
scraping kindred thence. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824)
I. Ix. 402 Mrs. Harris scraped acquaintance with Mrs. Thomas.
18*5 Mrs. Sherwood Vug. Forester (Houlston Tr.) I. 5 He
contrived to scrape acquaintance with certain smugglers.

1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury lix, Two or three of the
immates.. with whom Jack had already scraped up an ac-

quaintance. 1880 L. Oliphant Land of Gilead \. 8 After
establishing ourselves .. we went out to look about us, and
scrape acquaintance with the people. 1904 F. Whishaw
Lovers at Fault v. 43 Her two dearest friends had contrived
to scrape acquaintance without introduction.

O. absoL and intr. To hoard up penuriously ; to

save or economize ; to gather together money, etc.

with labour and difficulty. Now chiefly dial.

155a Latimer Serm., St. Andr. Day (1562) 120 They
intend to gette that money agayne which they haue layed
out, and afterwarde to scrape for purchasyng. 155* — 1st

Sund. Epiph. (1584) 302 b, Euery manne scrapeth for hym-
selfe. a 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1594) 109 Zacheus, which
before hee had seene Christ, knew nothing but to scrape

;

but as soone as he had heard Christ, all his minde was set

vpon giuing. 159a Nobody fy Someb. D 3, Let them grieue
That scrape for wealth, I will the poore relieue. 1760
Goldsm. Cit. W. lxv, She scraped and scraped at pleasure,

till I was almost starved to death. 1835 Court Mag. VI.
74/2 How he got it [so much money], save by scrape-
scraping, the Lord alone knows. 1881 Century Mag. Nov.
133 You do have a hard time, don't you?., to slave and tug
and scrape to get a house over your head.

6. Used disparagingly for : To play (a fiddle)
;

occas. to scrape catgut ; to play (a tune, etc.) on
the fiddle. Cf. F. rMer. Chiefly absol.

*599 lsee Catgut i ]. 1607 Dekker & Webster Westward



SCRAPE.

Hoe t v. i, They are but rozining, sir, and theile scrape them-
selues into your company presently. Mono. Plague a their

Cats guts and their scraping. 16^3 Massinger
^
Dk. 0/

Milan \\. i, You shall scrape, and lie sing, A scuruie Dittte

to a scuruie tune, a 167a Wood Life \Q. H.S.) I. 189 Like
contry fidlers [to] scrape for our livings. 1764 Oxf Sausage
17 Save where some Fiddler scrapes a drowsy Tune. 1779
V. Knox Ess. lxxi. (1782) I. 310 It is .. necessary to do little

else than scrape and pipe. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast
xxvii, The musicians were still there.. scraping and twang-
ing away. 184a Lever J. Hinton ix, While fiddles, French-
horns, and dulcimers, scraped and blew their worst. 1848
Dickens Dombey lviit, He . . was scraping consolation out of
its deepest notes.

7. To rub harshly on (a surface) in passing along

orover it, so as to cause abrasion or producea grating

noise ; to draw (something) roughly over a surface.

1731 Pope Ep. Burlington 152 The chiming Clocks to
dinner call; A hundred footsteps scrape the marble Hall.

1857 O. W. Holmes Autocrat iii, Somebody happened to

scrape the floor with his chair just then ; which accidental

sound, .broke the charm. 1871 Darwin Descent ofMan 1 1.

xiii. 61 Turkey-cocks scrape their wings against the ground,
and some kinds ofgrouse thus produce a buzzing sound. 1S97
Encycl. Sport. I. 473/1 (Golf) Setoff, to scrape the surface

of the ground with the sole of the club head before striking

the ball.

b. intr. To graze against or on.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV. 344 When the animal
therefore is compelled to make a step forward, it scrapes on
the back of the nails along the surface. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. xlvi. (1856) 423 Fangs of broken ice, which scraped
against the beach as the tides rose and fell.

fc. trans/. To pass very closely along. Obs.

1603 Knolles Hist Turkes (1621) 750 Then scraping
along the island Prochita. ., he put into the bay of Puteoli.

d. To draw one's feet noisily over the floor.

Hence + trans, to insult by doing this in a public

assembly (06s.). Also To scrape down : to silence

(a speaker) by making a noise with the feet.

1561 [see Scraping vbl. sb. 1 bj. 1773 Jebb in Disney
Mem. I.'s Wks. 1787 I. 57 The young men were offended at

him [Wilgress] for his behaviour as proctor, and therefore

scraped him. When the sermon was over, the vice-chancellor

called to the proctors, to take the names of all the gentle-

men in one of the galleries. 1785 [see Scraping vbl.sb. 1 bj.

183a Tour through College 25 (Hall College Words), They
not unfrequently rose to open outrage or some personal mo-
lestation, as..'scraping him'. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
xxu. IV. 749 Another [orator] wascoughed and scraped down.

8. intr. To make obeisance, to bow drawing the

foot back, ' to make an awkward bow' (J.).
Often to bow and scrape, with contemptuous reference to

over-ceremonious politeness or reverence.

1645 Gipps Serm. 12 Who will scrape to a keeper for a
piece of Venison, who may have free accesse to the master
of the game to aske and have? 1646 J. Whitaker Utziah
24 Have you not known some in a low condition, to bow
and scrape? 1761 Churchill Rosciad 306 By turns trans-

form'd into all kinds of shapes, Con-tant to none, Foote
laughs, cries, struts, and scrapes. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xxviii, He ducked with his head and shoulders, scraped
with his more advanced hoof, ..and withdrew to his own
domains. 1867 Trollope Chron. Barset xxxv. I. 301 Bow-
ing and scraping and rubbing his hands together.

t b. trans. To scrape a teg : to make a leg (see

Leg sb. 4). Obs.
160a [see Leg sb. 4]. 167a H. More Brief Reply 328

Scraping many legs to him, and desiring him to tell his

demands, /bid.. And scraping many Legs, asked a largess

of the Knight. 1681 D'Urpev Progr. Honesty v. 5 Sure he
has some suit to beg. That thus he sneaks and scrapes a Leg.

9. intr. To scrape along : to manage or* get along*

with difficulty. To scrape through : to get through

a trial, an examination, so as just to escape failure.

1884 W. Cudworth Yorkih. Dial. 4- Character Sk. 33
(E.D.D.) Boath him an' his father hed scraped along withah t

wommanly help. 1905 Vachell The Hill iii. 51 We must
mug up our 'cons* well enough to scrape along without
1 puns ' and extra school. 1007 Elinor Glvn Three Weeks
i, He scraped through his ' Smalls ' and his ' Mods'.

b. trans, (causatively.) To scrape (a person)

through : barely to enable him to get through.
1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 243 A futile effort to

scrape Billy through an examination, xooa Weslm. Gaz.

7 July 7/2 The. .tests of fitness for promotion,.. for which
officers cram up a little theoretical knowledge, just sufficient

to scrape them through.

10. Comb. a. in contemptuous designations of

persons, as t scrape-all (see quot.) ; + scrape-

good, a miser, also adj. miserly ; scrape-gut, a

fiddler; + scrape-pelf, -penny, -scall, a miser;

f scrape-shoe, ? an obsequious person, a toady ; b.

\ scrape-pan, an instrument for scraping a salt-pan.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, *Scraf>c-all, a Money-
Scrivener 1 also a miserable Wretch, or griping Fellow.
1611 Cotgr., Caoueduc, a niggard, micher, miser, •scrape-

good, a 1693 L'rf/uhart's Rabelais in. iv, None will there

be. .a Scrape-good wretch or churlish hard hearted refuser.

1837 Lockhart5c-<?// I. v. 152, I greatly doubt, sir, you were
born for nae better than a gangrel *scrape-gut. 1746 T.
Lowndes Brine Salt improved 10 And then instantly, with
the common iron •scrape-pan, stir the Brine very briskly in

every part of the pan for^bout a minute. 1626 W. Ff.nnhk
Hid. Manna (1652) 38 No covetous, nor drunkard, *scrape«

pelfe, nor swearer,, .partaketh of it with you. 1584 Lodge
Alarum agst. Vsurers 3 b, Assuring him y* he is to think

wel of his master #scrapepeniey" vsurer. 1755 [see Scrapkk i ].

1601 Withals Diet. 80/1 Regarding nothing but the gaine,

a Scraper, or *scrape-scall. 1607 Puritan 1. iii. 12 Why,
how now, we three? Puritanicall *Scrape-shoes, Flesh a
good Fridayes ! 163a Massinger City Madam iv. i, Live
•crape-shoo, and be thankful!.
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Scrapeage (scraped?,). rare-\ [f. Scrape v.

+ -agk.J That which is scraped off.

1851 [see RakeageL
Scraped (skivipt), ppl. a. [f. Scrape v. + -ed*.]

1. Deprived of the surface, or freed from excre-

scent or adherent matter, by scraping. Also, re-

duced to the condition of scrapings.

'597 A. M. tr. Guillemean's Fr, Chirurg. 20 b, They
stoppe it with scraped linte. 1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl.
Housekpr. (1778) 21 Garnish it with, .scraped horse-radish.

1853 Whyte Melville Digby Grand i, My companion es-

caped . . with no greater injury than a black eye and a scraped
shin. 1897 W. Anderson Lupus 8 Applying caustic potash
to the scraped area. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 543
Scraped raw beef, taken at first in very small quantities, has
been well borne.

2. Collected together or amassed. Alsoscraped-up.
1508 Marston Sco. Villanie H 4, His huge long scraped

stock Of well penn'd playes. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop ii,

And add a few scraped shillings every week to the money
you can hardly count. 1897 Mary Kincsley IV. Africa
387 By the aid of it . . and a carefully scraped-up candle and
a box of matches, the fire soon blazes.

3. St, in well-scraped, ill-scraped, said of the

tongue of a person as having or lacking refinement

and courtesy of speech. Cf. Filed///, a.

1785 R. Forbes Poems Buchan Dial. 24 Thersites, Wha
for s lll-scrappit tongue, .got on his back Puss wi' the nine
tails hung. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvii, It's ill-scraped

tongues like yours, that make mischief atween neighbour-
hoods and nations. i8ao — Monast. xxvi, Martin should
keep a weel-scrapit tongue in his head. 1858, 1884 Ill-

scraped [see III- B.L

t Scrapelet. Obs. In 7 skraplet. [f. Scrape
sb. + -LET.J A small scraping.
1615 Lisle Du Bartas

t
Noe Pref. i Conyes..do make

many skraplets and profers on the ground before they dig
earnestly for their neast or litter.

t Scrapeling". Obs. rare"1
, [f. Scrape v. +

-ling.] A money-grubber, miser.
1629 Gaule Distractions 321 Is it you. .old Pouch-penny?

Methought, twas some such Scrapeling.

Scraper (skr^i-pai). [f. Scrape v. + -er *.]

I. One who scrapes.

1. One who ' scrapes together ' ; esp, one who
strives meanly to make and save money, a money-
grubber. Now rare.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. m. 216 As about this

E
resent question he taketh in a maner al out of Augustines
okeof repentance, which is foolishly botched of good & bad

by som scraper together. 1619 Hieron Wks. I. 35 The
rakers and scrapers of this world, . . as though there were no
God in heauen to make prouision for them, layabout them,
leauing no vile vngodly oppressing courses vnassayed. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Cn. Porch xxvi, Never was scraper
brave man. 1755 Johnson, Scraper, a miser; a man intent
on getting money; a scrapepenny. 1882 Besant All Sorts
xlii. Everywhere there are scrapers and scatterers ; the
scrapers are few, and the scatterers are many.

T b. An unscrupulous plunderer. Obs.

1598 Barret Theor. Warres 1. ii. 11 Not m the spoile of
apparel, robes, and trash. Least he be accounted an vnruly
scraper, as too many now a dayes be. a 1604 Hanmer
Chron. /ret. (1809) 320 Hugh Tirell his fellow scraper,

tooke from the poore Priests at Armagh, agreat brasse panne.

2. One who scrapes (something specified or im-
plied). Mezzotint scraper-, see Scrape v. 2 e.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Escarvador, a scraper, Scalptor.

1762-71 H. Walpolk Vertue's Anted. Paint. (1786) III.

234 note, He was both painter and scraper in mezzotinto.

1788 Ld. R. Seymour in Murray's Mag. I. 484 A Carrot
Scraper in St. James* Market, who sleeps in a little Kennel.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 943 After which it [parchmentj is

transferred to the scraper. This workman employs here an
edge tool of the same shape as the fleshing-knife, but larger

and sharper.

b. A derogatory term for a fiddler.

1611 Chapman May-day iv. i, Strike vp, Scrapers. 1709
Addison Tatler No. 157 P 16 Mr. Bickerstaff. .summons
all his Disciples, whether. .Toasts, Smarts,.. Musicians or

Scrapers, to make their Appearance at the Playhouse. 1835
Carrick, etc. Laird ofLogan (1841) 140 * Vear !

' responded

the astonished scraper of cat-gut. 1898 Besant Orange Girl

1. i, A common scraper on a crowd like a one-legged man
with a Jack in the Green.

c. A contemptuous term for a barber.

179a New Year's Morning Edin. 12 (E.D.D.) Gart the

puir scraper tyne his feet. 1869 Public Opinion ig June
(Farmer), The beard and moustache which the sailors in

the Royal Navy will be permitted to wear, thereby doing
away with the objection that blue-jackets have to the scraper.

3. A bird that ' scrapes' or scratches in the soil.

Used Ornith. to render mod.L. Rasores, a former

order of gallinaceous birds.

1615 Chapman Odyss. xxiv. Epil.. Yet this inestimable

Pearle, wit all Our Dunghil Chanticleres, but obuious call j

Each Moderne scraper, this Gem scratching by; His Oate
preferring far. 1837 Maccillivpay Brit. Birds I. 100 Order

1. Rasores. Scrapers. 1894 Month Oct. 163 The old school

of ornithologists divided them., into birds of prey, perchers,

climbers, scrapers, waders, and swimmers.

II. An instrument for scraping with.

4. A scraping instrument held in the hand. a. gen.

and in various technical applications : see quots.

155a Huloet, Scraper or rubber, scalpruvt. Scrapynge

knylfe, scalprum. 1751 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Bookbinding,

Manner of gilding books on the edges.—The book, being

put in the press, between two boards, is scraped with a knife

called a scraper. 1849 Weale's Diet. Terms, Scraper, a piece

of iron used to take out the pulverized matter which remains

in a hole when bored previous to blasting. 185a Morfit
Tanning <y Currying (1853) 203 Over which the skin . . is laid

SCRAPER.

with the hair side up; and he then scrapes the surface

strongly from above downward, with the scraper. 1894 Sir

J. Astley Fifty i'rs. Life I. 14, 1 hated scraping ham—that

was a job I did bar; for in the first place, it isn't easy, and
the next, you are more likely to scrape your knuckles with
the scraper than the ham. 1895 Stores' Price List, Artists'

Scrapers. 2$ in. Steel Blade, Ebony Handle. Ibid., Steel

pipe bowl scraper.

"b. {a) Antiq. Used to render the L. strigil

(see Strigil). (b) * An instrument with which to

clean the tongue by scraping off the fur* (Cent.

Did. 1891). (c) An instrument for scraping off

the sweat from horses.
(a) 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxiv. (1887) 123 Then with

certaine scrapers called Strigiles, they had all their filth

scrapie of their bodies. 1756 C. Smart tr. Hor.. Sat. 11. vii.

(1826) II. 165 Is that boy guilty, who by night pawns a
stolen scraper for some grapes? 1904 Budge yd «y 4//1

Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 43 Iron strigil, or skin-scraper.

(/') 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2040/4 A Gold Scraper for the

Tongue. 1895 Stores' Price List, Tongue Scrapers (Tor-

toiseshell and Ivory).

(c) 1667 Dk. Newcastle Method ofDressing Horses 124
But, the Best of all is the Knife-[of-]Heat

t
which is the

Scraper ; for, when he is Hot, Scraping of Him gets all the

Sweat. .outofhim. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. i^sKi^ling
Maltese Cat in Pall Mall Gaz. 26 June 2/2 [A polo pony]
stiffening up to get all the tickle out of the big vulcanite

scraper.

C. An instrument (of various forms) used for

scraping off paint, tar, adhesive labels, etc. from

wooden surfaces.

A common form in nautical use consists of a triangular

plate of metal, with a handle inserted perpendicularly in

the middle; another form has a curved blade between two
handles.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Neiu Invent. 80 Cleaned with brushes,

or Scrapers ifbarnicled. 1883CLARK Russell Sailors' Lang.,

Scraper, a triangular iron instrument for scraping the deck.

d. Engraving. A three-sided tool used to re-

move burrs left by the graver, etching needle, or

dry-point, or to obliterate lines. Also the similar

instrument used in * scraping
f
mezzotint.

1747 Scuiptura-Hist.-Techn. 225 Take a Burnisher, or

Scraper, and burnish that Part of the Plate. 1883 Mollett
Diet. Art ty ArchseoL, Scraper, an engraver's tool for re-

moving burrs.

e. An implement of varying construction used

by uncivilized peoples for removing the hair from

skins. Hence, in prehistoric archaeology, applied

to a particular type of flint implements (otherwise

known a.s thumb-Jlints) , from their conjectured use.

1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 71 The so-called 'scrapers'.,

are oblong stones, rounded at one end, which is brought to

a bevelled edge by a series of small blows. 187a J. Evans
Anc. Stone Implements xiii. 268 One of the simple forms

into which flakes are susceptible of being readily converted

has, in consequence of its similarity in character to a stone

implement in use among the Esquimaux for scraping skins

and other purposes, received the name of a 'scraper , or, to

use the term first, I believe, employed by the late Mons.
E. Lartet, a gratioir. 1900 ArchseoL Mliana XXII. 83

A 'thumbflint or 'scraper and also a large rough flint core

were found by a tenant of one of the glebe farms.

6. An appliance, usually consisting of a metal

blade with a horizontal upper edge, fixed outside

the door of a house for persons to scrape off upon

it the dirt from the soles of their boots or shoes

before entering.

17*9 Swift Direct. Serv. iii. Wks. 1751 XIV. 47 Never
clean your Shoes on the Scraper, but in the Entry,.. by
which.. the Scraper will last the longer. 1833 J. Bennett
Artificer's Lexicon 366 Scrapers. Garden, hall, and door,

from is. 6d. 1871 Punch 2 Dec. 235/2 Due observance of

the scraper and the door-mat.

6. Lithography. (See quot. 1875.)
1825 J. Nicholson Operat. Mechanic 304 Behind the ink-

ing-cyhnder K, a rubber, or scraper, is placed, to press very

lightly against the cylinder, and to prevent the ink accumu-
lating in rings round the cylinder. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Scraper, the board in a lithographic press whose
edge is lowered on to the tympan-sheet, to bring the requisite

pressure upon the paper.

7. A machine (or scoop) drawn by horses or oxen

for excavating ditches, canals, etc., for levelling

and making roads, or for raising and removing

soil, dirt, weeds, etc. a short distance.

1840 H. S. Tanner Canals <y Rail Roads U.S. 259 Scraper,

a machine drawn by horses or oxen, for excavating trenches,

for canals, rail-roads, &c. 1884 Longman's Mag. Feb. 414
Subsequent snows are removed by means of a 'scraper', a
kind of scoop upon wheels which is drawn over the ice by
horses. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 588/1 A horse scraping

machine which delivers the mud at the side is also used, the

blades of the scrapers being mounted obliquely.

b. An instrument for scraping dirt, mud, etc.

from roads, etc. Also road-scraper.

1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (1857) § 2464 The scraper

may be described as a broad hoe, of treble the usual size and
strength, used in cleaning roads or court-yards, and some-
times in cleaning grassy surfaces. Ibid. § 3133 The Dutch
hoe is a good road and lawn scraper. i8«j8 Simmonds Diet.
Trade, Scraper,.. a long hoe for cleansing roads of mud.
1909 Daily News 22 Dec. 6/i There were some men out
with scrapers, but.. until late in the afternoon^ pedestrians

had to wade through, .the. .streets ankle deep in slush.

C. U. S. A small dredge for taking oysters, etc.

1887 G. B. Goode, etc. Fisheries U. S. v. II. 571,

III. Slang or jocular uses.

8. Anglo-Irish. Phrase : to take to one's scrapers

:

to take to one's heels, decamp.
34



SCRAPE-TRENCHER.

18*4 Mactaggart Galioz'id. Encycl. 47 She took to her

•scrapers', as the Irish phrase it. 184a Lover Handy
Andy xxxvi, He took to his scrapers.

9. A cocked hat.

Perh. with allusion to the shape: see 4 c.

1828 Moir Mansie Wanch xi. 95 He had a well-worn

scraper on his head, peaked before and behind. 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bit.* Scraper. . . Also, metaphorically, a cocked

hat, whether shipped fore-and-aft or worn athwart-ships.

IV. 10. attrib. and Comb., as in scraper-knife ;

scraper-box, the frame holding the 'scraper' of a

lithographic press ; scraper-mat, a door-mat of

wire or parallel strips of metal serving the purpose

of a scraper ; scraper-plane - scraping-plane (see

Scraping vbl. sb. 3).

1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 79 The . . *scraper-box [in the

lithographic press]. 1903 Daily Siail 3 SepL 7/3 The bee-

keeping beginner should provide himself with.. a *scraper-

knife, a comb foundation [etc], 1884 Health Exhib. Catal.

89A Metal *Scraper-Mats.. suitable for all gravel-walk

entrances. 1895 Stores' Price List, Adjustable *scraper

Planes. .. For scraping and finishing Veneers [etc.!

Scrape-trencher. Obs.tyic.Hist. [f. Scrape

v. + Trencher.] A servant whose office was to

scrape the trenchers after nse. (In Oxford colleges

the term was in regular use till the 1 8th c.)

1603 H. Crosse P'ertues Commw. (1878)77 Euery slouenly

seruingman, and greasie scrape-trencher will exceede the

bounds of his calling. 1607 G. Wilkins Miseries Euf.
Marr. 1. A 2, But stay, here is a Scrape-trencher ariued.

1688 Holme Armoury 111. 199/1 The Common Servants to

each Hall., are. .the Porter, Scrape Trencher, Cook, and his

under Servants. 1691 Case of Exeter Colt. 3 Ferdinand
Smith, Scrape-trencher of the Colledge. 177a Foote Nabob
in. Wks. 1799 II. 318 Mr. Scrape-trencher, let's have no
more of your jaw ! 1862 Grant Capt. ofGuard i, A train

of cut- throats, swashbucklers, and scrapetrenchers.

attrib. 1857 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <$• Eng. II. 496 The
King should present himselfwholly disarmed, not having even
a scrape-trencher blade or whittle-dagger.

Scrap-heap. [f. Scrap sb 1
] A heap of

Scrap iron ; an accumulation of disused and
broken-up ironwork for refounding. Hence fig.
in phrases, as to cast on or consign to the scrap-

heap, to cast aside as worn out or superseded.

1838 Civil Eng. <$ Arch. Jrnl. I. 121/1 note, All its con-

temporary rivals [sc. locomotive engines] that have escaped
the fate of the ' scrap heap ' have been re-made. 1891 [see

Scrap iron]. 1903 G. B. Shaw Man $ Superman xxxi,

This is the true ioy of life. .; the being thoroughly worn out
before you are thrown on the scrap heap.

Hence Scra*p-lieap v. trans. , to consign to the

scrap-heap. So Scra*p-heaping vbl. sb.

1905 Daily Neius 4 Dec. 6 The recent scrap-heaping of war
vessels. 1907 IVestm. Gaz. 4 Mar. 7/3 They cannot very
well ' scrap-heap * the boats.

t Scrapiana, pL Obs. [quasi-L., f. Scrap sb, 1

or Scrape v. : see Ana.] A collection of literary

scraps or * scrapings '.

1792 {title) Scrapeana. Fugitive Miscellany. 1811 Mrs.
Jackson in SirG. yackson's Diaries <$ Lett.iiSjj) I. 256, 1

shall finish the last volume of scrapiana I began here. 1818

{title) Scrapiana : or elegant extracts of wit : being a com-
plete collection of humorous pieces in prose and in verse.

Scrapill, obs. form of Scrapple sb. 1 and v.

Scraping (skr^pirj), vbl. sb, [-ing*.]

1. The action of the verb Scrape in various senses.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/2 Scrapynge, or sehawynge,
rasura, abrasio. 1577 Holinshed Chron. II. 1189/1 The
Abbot of saint Albons sent the boke so disfigured with scrap-
ings & blotting out. .vnto the king. 1612 Dekker If it be

not good X> 3 b, Each one sweares (By Orpheus fiddle-case)

they will tickle your eares If they can doo 't with scraping.

1641 Milton Ch. Govt. Wks. 1851 III. 130 All your learned
scraping in antiquity. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy xv, They [the
poultry] had siccan a skartmg and scraping in the yard, that
there's nae getting a bean or pea keepit for them. 1834
Dickens Sk. Boz, Steam Excursion, Htre the scraping [i.e.

bowing] was renewed. 1843 Browning Pied Piper iv, Only
a scraping of shoes on the mat. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
x. (1856) 72 The scraping of my pen over the paper. 1897
Ailbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 430 It is better to treat each focus
independently by scraping or by the excision of a wedge.

b. The noise produced by drawing something
roughly over a surface, f Also, the action of

expressing disapproval of a speaker by shuffling

the feet (see Scrape v. 7 d).

1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's Courtyer 1. K 2 b, Then
was there hard a great scraping of fete in the floore. 1785
Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Scraping, a mode of expressing
dislike to a person or sermon, practised at Oxford by the
students, in scraping their feet against the ground during the
preachment, a 1801 G. Wakefield Mem, (1804) I. 94 A
comical incident.. respecting that scraping of the Proctor,
Mr. Wilgress, whilst preaching. 1894 Hall Caine Manx-
man 436 Therewas the scraping ofa chair behind the speaker.
1897 'A. Hope' Phroso xvii. (1905) 327 The scraping of
men's limbs and the rasping of cloth on the rock.

2. //. concr. That which is scraped off, up, or
together. Rarely sing.
15x1-12 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 321 Thescrapenis

of certane giltin weschele. 1533 Respublica 1. L 97 The
fliettance, the scrapinges,. .The skimmynges, the gubbins of
booties and praies. 1575 Gascoicne Posies, Flowers 33
Catche, snatche, and scratche for scrapings and for crommes.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 391 The scraping of the inward
pans of his own hooues beaten into powder and mingled
with wine. 1678 Phil. Trans. XII. 1063 A fourth sort we
have which we- call Scrapings, that is a course sort of Salt
..that cleaves to the tops of the sides of the Phats. 1730
Swift Lady's Dressing Room 40 The Bason takes whatever
comes, The Scrapings from her Teeth and Gums. 1790

266

Speechlv Cult. Vine 33 The dust and scrapings from roads.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, The Streets, Morning, An apprentice

. . thinking of. .the miseries of the milk and water, and thick

bread and scrapings. 1899 Ailbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 704
The microscopic examination of scrapings reveals at once
their [sc. certain diseases'] characteristic fungi.

fig. 1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr. Jewel 1. 32 The scrap-

inges of malice it selfe. i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 77, 1 .

.

trusted him with all, AH my poor scrapings from a dozen
years Of dust and deskwork.

3. attrib, and Comb., as scraping-iron, -knife,

machine, -plane, -tool; scraping-ground, a place

where deer scrape or rub the velvet off their antlers.

1877 HallockSportsman's Gaz. 89 (Cent.) The lordlybucks
begin their nocturnal rambles over their favourite runways
and *scraping-grounds. 1717 Protestant Merc. 16 Aug. 4
The Tree . . scraped on the Bark, as if it had been done with a
*Scraping-Iron or Addice. 1906 Daily Chron. 16 Feb. 6/6

The pressure of the scraping-iron used by the workman was
sufficient to knock a huge hole in the vessel. 1382 Wyclif
Jer. xxxvi. 23 He kutte it with a *scraping knife of the

scribe, 1662 Comenius' JamtaLing. Triling. 87 A Butcher

. . scalds swine all over first with hot water, and scrapes them
with a scraping knife. 185a Morfit Tanning <$ Currying

(1853) 166 For removing the hair, the scraping-knife alone

must be used. 1886 *Scraping machine [see Sckaper 7].

1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 483 This tool is called a
*scraping plane, and is used for scraping the ivory keys of

piano-fortes, and works inlaid with ivory, brass, and hard-

woods. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Escoplo, a *scraping toole,

a plaine for a carpenter.

Scra'ping, ppl. a. [f. Scrape v. + -ing 2.]

1. That scrapes, in varioussenses ofthe verb Scrape.

1599 ist Pt. Ret. Parnass. Prol. 2 That scrapinge legg,

that dopping curtisie. 1790 Burns Let. to Mrs. Dunlop
8 Aug., A guality rather rare in compliments of these grin-

ning, bowing, scraping times. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
ch. xix, The blind scraping scoundrel [a fiddler]. 1879 Organ
Voicing 17 A scraping or chiffing noise is sometimes heard

accompanying a note. 1890 H.G. Dakyns Xenophonl. In-

trod. 121 note, Scraping courtiers and nodding satellites.

2. esp. Money-grubbing, miserly.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. iii. 69 He shall spend mine
Honour, with his Shame ; AsthrtftlesseSonnes, their scrap-

ing Fathers Gold, a 1618 Raleigh Prerog. Part. 27 The
Duke of Lancaster was as scraping as shee. 173a Fielding
Miser m. iii, You are never mentioned but by the names of

covetous, scraping, stingy. 1861 Thornbury Turner(i%62)

I. 74 He had always been brought up to be saving and thrifty

by the careful scraping old barber, his father.

Hence Scra'pingly adv., in a scraping manner.
1680 J. Sharp Serm. on Eccl. iii. 10, 26 That live scrap-

ingly and uncharitably,-. all their lives long.

Scrap iron. [f. Scraps.1 ] Iron which has

already been cast or wrought and broken up or

cast aside for re-casting or re-working; broken

pieces and small articles of old and disused iron-

work. Also attrib.

Scrap wrought iron, scrap consisting of pieces of malleable

iron, which when re-cast produces a superior iron.

1823 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf 214 Mere ' gatherers of scrap-

iron*. 1839 Civil Eng. ty Arch. Jrnl. II. 432/2 The bolts

to be of the best scrap iron. 1862 Times 13 Aug. 4/2 In

another, -process scrap wrought iron is melted in admixture
with pig iron. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss. s.v., In
Government yards, where they do not sell old boilers, &c.
these are broken up and the^ pieces are placed in hearjs

(scrap heaps) and sold as old iron. Men employed at this

are said to be on scrap iron work.

Scraplet (skne-plet). Forms : 6 scrappelet,

9 scraplet. [f. Scrap sb.1 + -let.] A small scrap.

1519 Horman Vulg. 160 Fet a voyder to haue awey this

scrappelettis \quisquilias\. 1878 E. W. Benson Cathedral
viii. 123 He thinks his little scraplets will do more for him
and his people than the ' History ofthe Jews'.

Scrapling (skrse-plirj). [f. Scrap sb}- + -ling.]

A smallscrap. (See E.D.D. s.v. Scrappling.)
1843 Tennyson in Mem. (1897) I. 220 Don't be angry at

this scrapling.

Scrappe, obs. form of Scrap.

tScra'pper 1
. Obs,rare-K [f.Scraps + -er*.]

One who collects scrap-iron.

1648 in Victoria Hist. Sussex II. 245 Russell the scrapper
for pickinge of soe much iron as made three tunne and 17
hundred at 3

1
' per tunne.

Scrapper 2 (skrarpaa). slang, [f. Scrap v. 2-

+ -er ]
.J

A pugilist.

1874 in Hoitens Slang Diet. 280. 1904 J. A. Rns Roose-
velt v. 104 He was a scrapper first, last, and all the time, with
but little regard for whom he tackled, so long as he had him.

Scrappet (bkrarpet). rare. [f. Scrap sb. 1 +
-et.] A small quantity or amount, a little scrap.

1901 Pilot 19 Jan. 75/2 Scrappets of science such as can
be read in penny weekly papers.

t
1905 F. Harrison in

IVestm. Gaz. 24 Feb. 6/3 Political interest is transferred to

scrappets in halfpenny prints.

Scrappily (skraa'pili), adv, [f. Scrappy a. +
-LY2.] In a scrappy manner.
1886 Max Muller in Contcmp. Rev. June 779Carlyle..

was still a raw, narrow-minded, scrappily educated Scotch-
man. 1909 Athenaeum 28 Aug. 244/2 The attempt at final

summary is rather a failure, being written scrappily.

Scrappiness (skrarpines). [f. Scrappy a. +
-ness.] The state or condition of being scrappy.
1867 Lond. Rev. 17 Aug. 183 What shall we say of the local

newspaper? its essence is scrappiness. x88x Athen<eum
25 June 840/3 The great fault of his selection [sc. Arnold's
Poetry ofByron) is its scrappiness.

Scrapping (skrarpirj), vbl. sb,1 slang, [f.

Scraps.+ -ing 1
.] Fighting; boxing. Also attrib,

1891 Pall Mall. Gaz. 28 May 7/3 Discussing the rival

merits of a wrestling match, of a lottery, and of a scrapping

SCRAT.

match. 1897 Howells Landl. Lion's Head 387, I got to

scrapping with a man, ..and he left his marks on me. 190a

Blackrv. Mag. July 40/1 What do you want me for? Is it

for a straight 'scrapping' with Boers?

Scrapping, vbl. sb. 2 [f. Scrap v.t + -ing 1
.]

The action of ' sending to the scrap-heap \
1905 Daily Chron. 23 May 4/4 The scrapping or sale of

ships that ought to have been retained. 1907 Morn. Post
i7jan. 2/3 The scrapping of ships.

Scrapple (skrse'pl), sb.1 dial. Forms : 4
scrapill, scrapyll, 7 skrapple, 7~9 scrapie, 9-
scrapple. [f. Scrape v. + -el. Cf. WFlem.
schrepelm the same sense.] A tool used for scraping

or raking up.

1354 in Finchale Priory Charters (Surtees) p. xxxvij, j

scrapill, j securis. 1397 Ibid. p. cxviij, Item j por et j

scrapyll. 1615 W. Lawson Country Hoi/sew. Gard. (1626)

46 A skrapple of iron.. For Nettles and ground-Iuy after

a show re. 1825 Jamieson, Scrapie, 1. An instrument used
for cleaning the Bake-board, Roxb. 2. One for cleaning a
cow-house. 1875 W. Dickinson Cumbriana 51 The girl

came out with a small coal-rake, to which the old dame
pointed, saying, ( Whe, that's what a scrapple may be !*

Scrapple, sb. 2- U.S. [dim. of Scrap sb. 1
] An

article offood made from scraps of pork, etc. stewed

with meal and pressed into large cakes.

1871 Naphevs Prev. % Cure Dis. 1. ii. 59 The sausage and
scrapple of New Jersey. 1881 Harper's Mag. Jan. 181 Milk,

eggs, sausage, scrapple, vegetables, and poultry, all fresh

from the farm.

Scra'pple, v. dial. Also 6 skraple, 8 scrapie.

[f. Scrapple sb. 1
] To scrape or use a ' scrapple'.

1504 Nottingham Rec. III. 321 Forskraplyng of ij. trees.

1711 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 138 This pavem*., after a
little earth was scrapled away from its surface.. was very
fresh and faire. 1847 Haluwell, Scrapple, to grub about.
Oxon. i88x J. Sabgisson JoeScroap's journ. 48 (E.D.D.)
They scrapplt up t*wet spots gayly week

Scrappy (skrse'pi), a. [f. Scrap sb.1 + -y.] Con-
sisting of scraps ; made up of odds and ends; dis-

jointed, unconnected.
1837 Howitt Rnr. Life {1842) 474 If you take any of the

volumes of the living poets [in Germany], you are amazed at

. . the short and scrappy nature oftheir effusions, a 1849 Poe
Marginalia xlin. Wks. 1864 III. 509 The partial genius is

flashy—scrappy. 1858-9 Thackeray Virgin, lvi, It may be
that,. there is a dreadfully scrappy dinner, the evident re-

mains of a party to which I didn't invite you. 1864 Brown-
ing Youth S( Art 62 Each life's unfulfilled, you see; It

hangs still, patchy and scrappy. x888 Frith Autobiog. III.

vii. 156 This chapter, .is intended to be desultory, disjointed,

..scrappy, in fact. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 436 My
classical knowledge is scrappy.

Scrapy(,skr^-pi),a. [f. Scrape v. + -y.] Having
or producing a harsh grating noise.

1890 ' L. Falconer ' Mile. Ixe ii. 47, I get tired of hear-

ing her scrapy voice. 1890 Working Men's Coll. Jrnl. iot

A particularly loud and scrapy violin.

Scrapyll, obs. form of Scrapple sb.1

t Scrashf
v. Obs. rare"1

. [Onomatopoeic var.

of Crash v.] = Crash v. i.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rom, ofRom. in. iiL 8 Hee seized upon
the Knights Shield with his teeth, and pulling it easily from
him,.. hee scrashed it into a thousand pieces whilst hee
trampled it under his feet.

Scrat, sb.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5 skratt,

scrat(t)e, scrette, 6 scrayte, skarth^t, {erron.

karthe), scarcht, scratche, 6-7 skrat, 7-8, 9
{dial,) scrat, scart, scratch. See also Scarth sb.2

[Perh. repr. OE. *scratta (?miswritten scritta)
t

app. (in spite of the difference of sense) corresp. to

ON", skratte wizard, goblin, monster, mod.Icel.

skratti devil (MSw. shrallegobYm) ; cf. OHG. scrato,

skraz (pi. skrazzd, skrezza) satyr, wood-demon,
MHG. schrat{e

1
schraz, sckrag, goblin, elf; for

many mod.Ger. derivatives see Grimm s.v. schrat.]

1. A hermaphrodite.
c 1000 Mi.Fs\c Gloss. inWr.-Wulcker 161(wHcrmafroditus,

waspenwifestre, w^/scritta [?mx</scratta], net IxeddeL 14.

.

Norn. ibid. 695/2 Hie et hee armifraudita, a skratt. c 1475
Pict. Voc. ibid. 793/31 Hee armifodrita, a scrate. 1482
Caxton Trevisa's Higden 11. i. 73 Somtyme one of man-
kynde is both man & woman & suche. .in englyssh is called

a scrette [1527 scratte]. 155a Huloet, Scrayte whyche is

both male and female, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.
5c^.i.xxxi.(S.T.S.)I.i45 Anebairnebornequhilkhad baiiht

the kyndis of maill and famell, callit in our langage karthe
[v.rr. scarcht, scratche]. 1600 Holland Livy xxxix. 1036
An Hermaphrodite or Skrat. 1634 T. Johnson Parey's
Chirurg. xxv. iv. (1678) 592 Hermaphrodites, or Scrats. 1691

Ray A^. C, JVords, A Scrat; an Hermaphrodite: used of

Men, Beasts, and Sheep. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss., Scrat,

scart, scratch;.. a. female hermaphrodite sheep.

2. dial. (See quot.) Cf. Scratch sb.%

1855 Robinson WhitbyGloss., Scrat, Satan, generally with
the prefix—old, ' Aud Scrat '.

Scrat, sb.- Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 scratte. [f.

Scrat v.]

1. An act of scratching, a mark resulting from
scratching. Also, f a weal made by a whip.

1542 Udall Erasrn. Apoph. 84 b, The markes or scrattes

ofthe stripes declared as plainly as if he had spoken it., how
he had been handled. 1865 Atkinson Danby Gloss., Scrat,

a scraping, or scratching together, with pains and toil.

2. A small portion or part of anything.

1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super. 172 The golden Asse, in

the superabundance of his rich humours, promiseth many
other golden mountaines; but hath neuer a scrat of siluer.

1877 Holderness Gtoss.,Serat, a trifle, or minimum of income.
.

.
' He's not woth a scrat '. 1896 Lumsden Poems 89 Sma'
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wheat was saun, an' maist o' that Was droun'd out to a
waesome scrat Ere Mayday cam.

3. One who scrapes; a saving, miserly person.
01700 B. E.Dict.Cant. Crew s.v. Fifty,. . He'llflay a Flint,

of a meer Scrat or Miser. 1866 Mrs. Lynn Linton Lizzie
Lorton xvi. II. 77 Bella was an industrious, hard-working
little body, generally called a ' lile scrat ' by her neighbours.

Scrat, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 3-6 scratte,
4-6 skrat, 5 akratt, 6 scratt, 4- scrat. Also 6
Scart v. [Early ME. scratte, of difficult etymology.
The sense coincides with that of MSw. kratta to scratch

(so also in mod.Sw. dial. ; cf. Sw. kratta to rake) = OHG.
krazzdn (G. kratzen) :—OXeuu *krattoj'an, believed to be
the source of It. grattare, Sp., Pg. gratar, F. gratter to
scratch, Grate v} Possibly the ME. word may be an
alteration (see Scb- 2) ofan unrecorded "cratte (either :—OE.
*crattian or adopted from Scandinavian), representing this
Teut. verb. Another possibility is that the word may be a.
OF. esgrater, f. es- (see Es-) + grater, gratter (see above).]

1. intr. To use the nails or claws for attack ; to
scratch (at a person).
«i»5 Ancr. R. 186 And nis bet child fulitowen bet

$chrepeo[/l/J>". T'scratteS] a;ean, & bit upon be?erde? c 1500
Smyth ty Dame 374 in Hazl. E. E. P. III. 215 All way fast
gan she scrat At hym wyth all her myght. 1526 Skelton
Magnyf. 1314 A peryllous thynge, to cast a cat Vpon a
naked man, and yfshescrat. 1790 Mks. Wheeler Westmid.
Dial. (1821) 69 l*hey braaid, skrat, an fout, like mad fowk.
2. trans. To lacerate, wonnd, or mark superfi-

cially by dragging the nails, claws, or anything
pointed or prickly, over the skin or surface.

1340 Hampole Pr. C. 7378 Ilk ane scratte other in be face.

<~*375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxi. (Eugenia) 365 For-bi hyr face
scho skratit bare, And of hyre hewid rugit be bare, c 1440
Alphabet 0/ Tales 515 And ban he come home all tobittyn
and skrattyd with thornys and breers. 1530 Palsgr. 707/2
The catte hath scratte hym by the face. 1577 Hellowks
Guenara's Chron. 107 Hee caused the brestes of the priests
to be scrat with combs of yron in his presence. i6ai Burton
Anal. Mel, 111. hi. 11. L 684 It is an ordinary thing for women
in such cases, to scrat the faces, slit the noses of such as they
suspect. 1797 Bridges Horn. Trav. I. 235 If they won t

fight, their steps he traces, And-.scrats their faces.

tb. fig. in passive. To be superficially marked.
1559 Avlmer Harbormvt h^\ A little scratted with 50m

shewe and apparance of learning.

0. with advs. ; To pull out, scrape off with the
claws or nails.

c 1500 Robt. Deuyll in Thorns Prose Rom. (1828) I. 9 He
scratte out theyr eyen. 1589 Nashe Martin*x Months Mind
Ep. Ded., We shall reach them a rappe, as they will neuer
clawe of, except they scratt off the skinne from the verie bones.

3. To rub lightly with the finger-nails, etc., to re-

lieve itching or the like ; Scratch v. a.

I54» Udall Erasm. Apoph. 324 Scrattyng his hedde with
one fvnger. 1576 Turberv. Venerie xlvii, Sometimes he
would skrat his thyghes with his foote. 1598 Hall Sat* \u
i, And bite my nayles, and scrat my dullard head.

4. intr. Of a bird or animal : To rake in the
ground with the claws. Also trans/, of persons.
1556 J. Hevwooo Spider <* F. xv. 58 While ye were in that

cliche scrallyng, And scratting in the myre to saue your life.

i6si Burton Anat. Mel. r. ii. in. xii. 156 Seeing a Crow
scrat vpon the muck-hill, [hej returned in atl hast. 1859
Geo. Eliot Adam Bede i, If a man..scrats at his bit o'
garden, and makes two potatoes grow i'stead 0' one [etcj.

b. trans, with advs. To get out, up, by scratching.
a 1560 Becon Fl. Godly Prayers Pref., Wks. II. 176 The

lewes were compelled for very hunger.. to scratte out the
most filthy and stinking dounge,..and for very famine to
eate it. 1864 Mrs. H. Wood Trev. Hold I. ii. 22 The hole
was scratted out by the dog. 1886 Chesh. Gloss, s.v., Th' ens
have been i' th' garden, and scratted up everythink.

5. intr. (fig. of 4). To struggle to make a living

or to gain money : Scratch v. 5.

"579 w* A. Spec. Rem. Lawless Love c j(Roxb. Club), He
..scrapes and scrattes as though all were his owne, And
hoordes it vp within his bagges to rust. 1587 Mirr. Mag.,
Wolsey ii, Ambitious minde, a world of wealth would haue,
So scrats and scrapes, for scorfe, and scoruy drosse. 1861
Geo. Eliot Silas Si. xiv, We may strive and scrat and fend,
but its little we can do arter all.

Hence Sera tting vol. sb., and///, a.
« «375 Cursor M. 1 1823 (Fairf.), & wifskratting be toke be

skurf he barked ouer as a turfe. 1555 Watrkmam Fardle
Facions 11. viii. 179 Thei canne finde none ende of their
scratt inge, but the more thei haue, the fellier gnaweth their
longing. 1593 Churchyard Challenge x The resiles race,
that mortair men doe runne, Seemcs smooth to sight, yet full
of scratting breers. 1603-3 i" P- '• Tytler Hist. Scot. (1864)
IV. 312, 1 hope you will bear with my molesting you too long
with my scrattinge hand. 1667 Lacy Sauny the Scott 11. t.

(1698), I take as Muckle Pleasure, Sir, in Scratten and Scrub-
ben, as ye de in Tiplin and Mowing.

Scratch (skrastj), sb\ [f. Scratch V.}

1. Result of scratching.

1. A slight tearing or incision ofthe skin produced
by a sharp instrument. (Sometimes applied slight-
ingly to a trifling flesh-wound.) Cf. Scrat sb*
a 1586 Sidnev Arcadia 1. (Sommcr) 82 Al the Lion could

do, was with his paw to teare of the mantle and sleeue of
Zelmane, with a little scratch, rather then a wound. 159s
Smaks. Rom. 9r Jul. \\\. t. 06 Ben. What art thou hurt!
Mer. I, I, a scratch, a scratch, marry 'tis inough. Where is

my Page? go Villaine fetch a Surgeon. 1613 Realm. &
Ft, Philastcr v. i, Leon. Are all his wounds well? Tra.
All, they were but scratches, but the losse of blood made
him faint. 167a Wiseman Wounds 1. x. 96 But if the bloud
. . be recent, it possibly happened from some scratch of your
Terebra. 1719 Db FozCrusoe 11. (Globe) 394 The third had
a little scratch in the shoulder. 18x8 Scon F. M. Perth
iii, Surely a few drops of blood from a scratch, and a few
silly words from a foolish wench's lips, are not to part father
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and son. 1851 Tennyson Edwin Morris 63, I would have
hid her needle in my heart, I'o save her little finger from a
scratch. 1889 Corbbtt Monk i. 10 The young ensign passed
through the four months of.. fighting without a scratch.

i59a Iimme Ten Eng. Lepers vii. H 2 b, Rase it over but
with a little scratch, and all the matter of love is gone. 1682
Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. (1756) 94 Angred pride makes a
noise, like Homerican Mars, at every scratch of offences.

1759 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 30 Nov., Our loss is a
scratch, one lieutenant and thirty-nine men killed [etc.].

c. slang. Nogreat scratch : of no serious import-
ance, of no great value.
1844 Maj. Jones' Courtship 136 (Bartlett), There are a

good many Joneses in Georgia, and I know some myself that
ain't no great scratches. 1864 Hotten's Slang Diet. s.v., ' No
great scratch ', of little worth.

2. 9b.pl. A disease of horses, in which the pastern
appears as if scratched ; ~ cratches, Cratch sb* 2.

1591 PercivallS/. Diet., Arestin, the scratches in ahorses
pasterns, Scabies in equorum suffragine. 1650 B. Dis-
colliminium 16 My Mare hath the Scratches on her hinder
Heeles. 1754 Bartlet Genii. Farriery xxxvii. (ed. 2) 305
Scratches in the heels have so much affinity with the grease
. .that (etc.]. x88i Scribner's Monthly XXII. 644 The his-
tory of a galled shoulder or of an obstinate case of scratches.

fig- *59$ Nashe Saffron Walden 26 So hath hec.vnces-
santly perswaded me to preserue my credit from iadish dying
of the scratches.

b. The mange. Cf. Cratch sb.'1 i.

1828 Sporting Mag. XXIII. 26 The appearance of mange,
or scratch as it is sometimes called, among my hounds.
3. A mark or furrow produced by the grinding

contact oftwo substances ; a shallow linear incision.
1661 Faithorne Art Graving 48 And if you perceive any

scratches in your plate, rub them out with your burnisher.
1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Smithing 15 The course File
cuts deep and makes deep scratches in the work. 1816
J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 818 The scratch made on
the glass at the commencement, need scarcely be more than
a point. 1863; Dana Man. Geol. 538 There are diep scratches
or groovings in the rocky surface of the country across which
the stones were carried. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr. 25
Any adherent grit will cause scratches.

4. A rough or irregular mark made by a pencil,

paint-brush, etc. ; hence, a slight sketch, a hasty
scrawl.
1646 Evelyn Diary Apr., 400 leaves full of scratches of

Indians. 1653 Urql'Hart Rabelais 1. xxviii, Drawing scratches
on the hearth with a stick burnt at the one end. 175a Mrs.
Delany Lift $ Corr. (1861) III. 124, I send you a little

scratch not worthy to be called a sketch. 1785 Cowper Let.
to Newton Wks. 1836 V. 153 Every scratch of his pen was
accounted a treasure. 1811 Byron Let. to Dallas Wks. 432
note,A scratch under last, to show where thejoke lies, a 1871
De Morgan Budget Parad. (1872) 466 If any one should
have the sense to leave out of his Greek the unmeaning
scratches which they call accents. 1908 Outlook 14 Nov.
655/2 The scratch of a Minister s pen may be worth millions
of dollars to some favoured person or some inside syndicate.

5. Sporting. A line or mark drawn as an indica-

tion of a boundary or starting-point ; f in Cricket,

a 'crease' (obs.); in Pugilism, the line drawn
across the ring, to which boxers are brought for an
encounter. Hence in various phrases (often fig.),
as to come up to the scratch

t
to bring to the scratch,

to toe the scratch, etc.

1778 Cotton in Nyren Yng. Cricketer*s Tutor(\%$$) 67 Ye
strikers. . Stand firm to your scratch, let your bat be upright.
i8ai John Bull 7 Jan. 29/3 He started a few seconds before
the time and came up in speed to the scratch at the moment
appointed. 1830-57 De Quincey BentleyVtks. VII. 131 No
prudent champion, however game, would have chosen to
offer himself to the scratch for a second round. 1881 Sports-
man's Year-bk. 37 [Pigeon shooting rules.] 21. In Shooting
Matches. .The shooter is bound in his turn to appear at the
scratch within five minutes when called upon. 1894 Sir J.
Astlev Fifty Yrs. Life I. 41 Some eight or ten toed the
scratch, and I won very easily.

b. The starting-point in a handicap of a com-
petitor who receives no odds; sometimes colloq.

used ellipt. for such a competitor.
1867 Athlete for 1866, 9 W. Collett, scratch 1. 1876

Bicycle Jrnl. 18 Aug. 7/1 Mr. Tom Sabin, of the Coventry
Bicycle Club, has won, during last week, three races from
scratch. 1886 Field 31 July 182/2 In the [lawn tennis]
match between Messrs. G. Butler (owes 15) and E. A. Butler
(scratch), the odd set again had to be resorted to.

6. The sound produced by the friction of two
more or less rough surfaces.

1787 Mme. D* Arblay Diary 8 Nov., At the Royal doors
there is always a particular kind of scratch used, instead of
tapping. 1898 G. 1 J. ShawArms <$Man 1. 8 There is a scratch,
and the flame of a match is seen in the middle of the room.

7. Salt making. (See quot.) Also attrib.

Perhaps $0 called because scratchedfrom the side ofthe pan.
Possibly, however, it is a different word : cf. Scratchings.
1713 Brown in Phil. Trans. XXXII. 354 Whilst the Brine

is boyling, there precipitates a hard crusty Matter, . . Part of
it fixes on the Bottom of the Irun Pan so hard, as to be after-

wards dug off; and this the Workmen call Scratch. 1753
Chamber? CycL SuppL, Scratch, in the language of the salt-

workers of our country, the name of a calcarious earthy or
stony substance, which separates from sea water in boiling

it for salt. Scratch pans, in the English salt-works, a name
given to certain leaden pans, which [etc.]. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 627/1 At the four corners of the salt-pan,

where the flame does not touch its bottom, are placed four
small lead pans called scratch pans.

II. 8. An act of scratching, rare.

1765 Museum Rust. III. 15^, I pass a moderate-sized roller

over the field, and then give it a slight scratch with a pair of
light harrows. 1844 O. W. Holmes Versesfor After-dinner

SCEATCH.

28 No rubbing will kindle your Lucifer match, If the fiz

does not follow the primitive scratch. 1861 Hughes Tom
Broiun at Oxf. xxxvi, Lifting the back of his short hat off
his head to make room for a scratch. 1899 Daily Neivs
31 Mar. 4/7 The little finger is going to descencf on the
nearly bald pate and gently tickle it—the scratch of feigned
wonderment or perplexity.

b. A skirmish, a trivial fight.

1840 De Quincey Style Wks. XI. 21S The philosopher
should not have had it all his own way; there should have
been a 'scratch' at least between us.

till. 9. (See quot.) Obs.
1618 Atkinson Gold Mynes Scot. (Bannatyne Club) 1 The

iron raake or scratch to cull and devide the great stones.

IV. 10. Ellipt. for scratch periwig (see n).
Possibly the etymological notion was ' a periwig that gives

opportunity for scratching the head*.

175S Connoisseur No. 77 r 1 His long lank greasy hair may
be exchanged in Middle-Row for a smart bag or a jemmy
scratch. 1^64 Oxf. Sausage 26 Quips, and Cranks, and
wanton Wiles, That love to live within the one-curled
Scratch. 1806 Surr Winter in Lond. II. 119 A stout short
man, with a flaxen scratch. 1830 O. W. Holmes Treadmill
Song 30 Don't pull his hair, Because he wears a scratch.
1904 Baroness von Hutten Pam 285 Either his hair is be-
ginning to grow, or he is wearing a craftily made scratch.

V. 11. attrib. and Comb.
a. attributive uses of sense 5 b, as scratch-car,

-line, -man, -player, -race.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 21 Apr. 4/2 Two thousand two hundred
and thirty-one yards separated the limit car from the
•scratch car. 1897 Encycl. Sport 1. 62/1 (Athletics) *Scratch
line, the mark from which the length ofany race is measured.
X877 Bicycle Jrnl. 7 Sept. 6/1 The ultimate result was a
brilliant and well earned victory by the two *scratch men.
1888 A ihemeum 16 June 760/3 The tone of brutality towards
bad players which *scratch players always adopt. 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 473/1 (Golf) Scratch player, a good player,
who receives neither handicap nor penalty. 1864 Hotten's
Slang Did., *Scratch-race (on the Turf), a race where any
horse, aged, winner, or loser, can run with any weights.
1888 P. Furnivall Phys. Training 6 Next comes the
knotty point as to whether the rider intends training for
handicaps or scratch races.

b. Special combinations (some of which may
perh. be referred to the verb) : scratch-block, a
scribbling block (cf. sense 4) ; scratch-card, an in-

strument for polishing metals formed by fastening
long lengths of steel wire upon a pad of leather or
cloth ; scratch-carding, the use of the scratch-card-,

scratch-cat, humorous epithet for a spiteful per-
son ; scratch-coat (? U. S.), a rough coating of
plaster scratched before it is quite dry in order
that the following coat may adhere properly

;

hence scratch-coated a., treated with such a coating
of plaster ; scratch-comma, a diagonal stroke
used by some early printers in place of the comma;
scratch-cradle,a nameforCATS-CBADLE; scratch-
figure Typogr. « scratchedfigure ; scratch-finish
(see quot.) ; scratch-grass, a dial, name for Ga-
lium Aparine, Cynosurus cristatus, and, in U.S.,
Polygonum sagittatum

; f scratch-hoeing (see

quot.) ; scratch-knot, a simple form of scratch-

brush consisting of a single bunch of wire ; scratch-
pan (see sense 7) ; scratch-periwig = scratch-wig;
scratch-rattle = Scratch-back 2; scratch-weed,
Galium Aparine; scratch-wig, a small, short wig;
scratch-work (see quot.). Also Scratch-bbush.
X897 Flanorau Harvard Episodes 192 His note-books

and "scratch block were lying open. 1839 *Scratch card
[see Scratch-brush]. 1839 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man.
3 The operation of ^scratch-carding is . . to commence. 1880
*Ouiim ' Moths I. 39 She was the most obstinate, humdrum,
nasty old *scratch-cat in the County. 1891 Century Diet.,
*Scratch-coat. 18*3 J. F. Cooper Pioneers xi, The brown
sides of the 'scratch-coated walls. 1888 Jacobi Printers'
Voc., ^Scratch comma, a sign thus / used in old documents
and reprints. It is now used as a shilling mark. 189a
Lounsbury Stud. Chaucer 1. 342 The mark that goes under
the name of a scratch-comma. 1823 Nares Gloss, s. v.

Cratch, A childish game, corruptly called "scratch-cradle.
1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc, "Scratch figures. 1891 Cen-
tury Diet., *Scratch-finish, a finish for decorative objects
of metal-work, in which a surface otherwise smooth is

diversified by small curved scratches forming irregular scrolls

over the whole field. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bol. 475
Polygonum sagittatum. "Scratchgrass. x886 Britten &
Holland/Y«m/-m., Scratch Grass. 1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing
Husb. vii. 56 The Shallow Horse- Hoeing.. is but an Imita-
tion of the Hand-Hoe, . .and maybe properly called "Scratch-
Hoeing. 1905 Hasluck Electro-plating, Fig. 44 "Scratch-
knot. 1771 Smollett Humph. Clinker 31 May, Our..
footman . . lost his "scratch periwig. 1870 Bartley i Square
Mile E. London 50 The abolition of Greenwich and other
fairs having much damaged the sale of the "scratch-rattle
toy, which was his speciality. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower.
PI. III. 154 (Goose-grass or Cleavers)... Leaves, stems, and
globular fruits are all bristly, and the latter often cling to the
clothing, . .thus it is called. ."Scratchweed. 1868 Paxton's
Bot. Diet., Scratch-weed. 1775 Mme. D'Arblay Early
Diary 26 Mar., [Garrick] was himself in a most odious
"scratch wig. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 7 A
good-humoured, easy-going veteran in a scratch wig. 1710
J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, *Scratch-work, in Italian,
Sgrafitti. was a way of Painting in Fresco, by preparing
of a black Ground, on which was placed a white Plaster

;

and this White being taken off with an Iron Bodkin, the
Black appears thro the Holes, and serves for Shadows.

Scratch (skrsetf), sb.2 colloq. (now chiefly dial.)

[Alteration of Scbat sb. 1 , after Scbatch v.] A
name for the devil, usually Old Scratch.
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1740 Christmas Entertainments iv. (1883) 38 Old Scratch

or Nicholas the Antient. 1736 Amorv Buncle (1825) I.,303

Scratch was the name I had for the evil one. 1763 [see Old
a. g]. 1858 Troixoi-e Three Clerks xx, He'd have pitched

me to Old Scratch, .if [etc.]. 1873 Will Carleton Farm
Bail. 43 Do you mind my melon-patch—How you gohbled

the whole batch,. -just to raise the scratch?

Scratch (street/), a. [Orig. the sb. used attrib.]

1. Hastily sketched, roughly drawn.

1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xx. 98 A scratch

inaphe had made on a bit of paper.

2. Gathered together promiscuously, hastily as-

sembled. Scratch vote, division, majority : one

which, owing to accident or stratagem, does not

represent the actual state of opinion in a consti-

tuency or deliberative body (cf. snap, snatch),

1859 Jephson Brittany ix. 147 Our pack was what is called

a 'scratch pack". Every one contributed a dog or two.

1864 Times 17 Mar. (Hoppe), Compared with the Oxford
men, those sent up by Cambridge on this occasion were
little better than a scratch crew. 1872 Lever Ld. Kilgobbin
lxiii, The company was what he irreverent lycalled . .a scratch

team. 1883 Sherer A t Home ffin India 119 A scratch troop

of domestics, .secured all the glass doors. 1891 Newcastle
Daily Jrnl. 9 Oct. 4/6 All he looks forward to is_ a scratch

majority, obtained.. by keeping the whole question in the

dark. 1900 Edin. Rev. Jan. 266 Scratch brigades, .hastily

constituted with scratch staffs.

b. absoL A scratch crew.
1896 Daily News 26 Mar. 7/2 The eights paddled up

steadily against the ebb, the scratch stopping short at
Barnes with the Dark Blues going on. 1908 Daily Chron.
a Apr. 6/5 It is not so easy to race away from a fresh scratch
towards the end of a twelve minutes row.

Scratch (sknetj), v. Forms: 5 scracch,

scartch, 6 scratehe, skratch(e, scarche, 6-7
scrach, 5- scratch. [App. produced by a con-

fusion of the synonymous Scrat, Ceatch ybs.

First in Caxton. The form scartch, scarche, which occurs

once in Caxton and once in Du Wes, may possibly be a mere
misprint, although metathesis of ra is not uncommon.)

1. trans. To wound superficially by dragging the

claws or finger-nails over the skin. Also, in wider

sense: To wound superficially with anything

pointed and hard dragged over the skin or in con-

tact with its moving surface, so as to produce a

slight linear tearing or abrasion.

1474 Caxton Chesse 11. i. (1883) 20 He scracchid hym in

the visage, c 1489 — Sonnes of Aymon xxii. 491 For she

scartched her face and pulled her heres from her hede for

grete sorow. 1530 Palsgr. 720/1 Se howe she hath scratched

me by the face, c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. ibid. 943 To
scarche, esgratigner. Ibid. 945 To scratehe, esgratigner.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's Terap. 2 D ij b, He hath scratched

hymself in any party, as on the arme, and sodaynly is rysen

a blyster or pustule. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. ii, How
way-ward is this foolish Toue ; That (like a testie Babe) will

scratch the Nurse, And presently, all humbled kisse the

Rod? 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 238 Who to

expresse their zeale the better, burne and scratch their armes
and breasts, cutting their flesh. 1766 Gray Impromptus 6

Bishop of Chester,.. If you scratch him will fester. 1870

Bryant Iliad I. v. 155 A golden buckle scratched her

tender hand. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 57 But all

too soon my kitten Became a full-sized cat, by which I've

more than once been scratch'd and bitten.

b. With adv. : To tear out (e.g. the eyes) or to

drag off'(a portion of the skin, a pimple, etc.) with

the claws or nails.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv. 209, I vow, I should haue
scratch'd out your vnseeing eyes. 1609 B. Jonson Masque
ofQueens Wks. 1616 I. 952, I scratch'd out the eyes of the

Owle before. 1674 Brevint Saul at Endor 120 Thus when
she killed one once and scratch t out the eie of another.

C. absol. or intr. To use the claws or nails as

weapons of offence. Also occas. of inanimate

things, to produce a scratch or superficial abrasion.

1589 Pappe w. Hatchet Lyly's Wks. 1902 III. 406 If

a field may be pitcht we are readie : if they scratch wee will

bring cattes. a 1629 Goffe Courag. Turk in. iii. (1632) E 3,

Enter some Truls both sides, they fight and scratch. 1839
Hood Rural Felicity 28 But, mercy on us, how nettles will

sting, and how the long brambles do scratch. 1855 Mac-
aulay Hist.Eng.xxu I v. 666 It was betterto die biting and
scratching to the last than to be worried without resistance or

revenge. 1885 Sat. Rev. 3 Jan., Children, especially when
they grow to years of discretion, should not scratch.

T d* fig* To skirmish or fight without doing

serious injury. Obs.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden O 4, Euerte circumstance I

cannot stand to reckon vp, as how wee came to take know-
ledge of one anothers being there, or what a stomacke I had
to haue scratcht with him. 16*5 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)

I. 103 What is it for his Allies to scratch with the King of

Spain, to take a Town to day, and lose it to norrow.

2. trans. To rub or scrape lightly (a part of the

body) with the finger-nails or claws (e.g. to relieve

itching). So to scratch one's head, as a gesture

indicating perplexity.

1530 Palsgr. 707/2 Come, scratehe my backe, I pray the.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 7 Scratch my head, Pease-
blossome. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 83 In the morning when
they turne them [their Hogges] forth, they scratch them
with their fingers, as Barbers doe mens heads. 1645 Evelyn
Diary 29 Sept., An antiq of a dog in stone scratching his

eare. 17x1 Steele Sped. No. 498 r 3 The fellow thereupon
surrendered his whip, scratch'd his head, and crept into the
coach. i8a» Byron Juan vi. 100 He scratch d his ear,

the infallible resource To which embarrass'd people have
recourse. 1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Jan. 1/2 The homely
adage, ' Scratch my back and I'll scratch yours.*
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b. intr. for rcfl.

J590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i. 28 If my haire do but tickle

me, I must scratch. 1698 Fryer Acc, E. India <y P. 92
So stupid, that notwithstanding Chints, Fleas, and Mus-
keeto's, torment them every Minute [they] dare not presume
to scratch where it itches. 1810 Spirit Pubt. Jrnls. XIII.
71 My dogs itch and scratch with the mange.

3. trans. To make slight linear abrasions on (a

surface of any kind).

1669 Evelyn Diary 13 July, Observing that, .some idle

persons began to scratch and iniure them [viz. marbles].

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. ix. 73 Marble is soft, and can
be scratched with a knife. 183a G. R. Porter Porcelain <y

Glass xvi. 324 These specimens were sufficiently hard to

scratch rock-crystal. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 676 The stones

which have produced the furrowing are sometimes scratched

themselves.
absol. 1878 Huxlev Pkysiogr. 134 The coarse sediment

scratching along the bottom, helps to tear it up.

b. hyperbolically. To furrow (the soil) very

lightly for the purpose of cultivation.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. hi. 797 The labVing Swain
Scratch'd with a Rake, a Furrow for his Grain. 1733 Tull
Horse-Hoeing Husb. vii. 62 Sarrition scratched and broke

so small a part of the Earth's Surface, i860 Chamb. Encycl.

I. 82/1 The ground, in such cases, requires no further

culture than treading in the seed by animals or slightly

scratching the surface with bushes. 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 422 Its cultivators—if those who just scratch the

surface of the earth may be so called.

C. To produce (marks) or portray (an object) by
light incisions on a surface.

1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 71 Another huge large

stone, three pictures of men in armes scratcht upon the

stone. 1741 Middleton Cicero II. viii. 235, 1 had scratched,

as it were, out of the block, some faint resemblance of an
image. 187a Tennyson Gareth <V Lynette 522 When both
were children, and in lonely haunts Would scratch a ragged
oval on the sand, And each at either dash from either end.

f cl. intr. In the election of the Lord Mayor: To
put a mark against the name of the candidate voted

for. Obs.

1773 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 142/1 The number of aldermen
who scratched for each being equal, it was decided . . by the

casting voice of the present Lord-Mayor.

e. trans. To polish = Scratch-brush v.

1856 G. Gore in Orr"s Circ. Set'., Pract. Client. 76 After

being again washed in water, they are 'scratched 'at the brush.

1877 G. B. Gee Silversmith's Handbk. x. 161 After either

of the processes of whitening or plating, the work has to be
scratched, unless required to be left a dead white.

4. intr. Of a bird or animal : To remove earth,

etc., with the claws. Also trans, with advs., to

scratch out, to extricate or disinter with the claws;

to scratch up, to heap up by scratching.

c 1520 Andrew Noble Lyfe in Babees Bk. {1868) 220 They
put their bylles in the erthe sometyme so depe that they
can nat gete it vp agayne & than they scratehe theyr billes

out agayn with theyr fete. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 247, 1 found
they [sc. jackals] had scratched up the earth almost to his

body. 1867 Miss Broughton Cometh Up xxiv, We..found
the doomed chanticleer scratching and scraping peaceably
on the dunghill.

5. fig. a. To struggle to make money, to 'scrape'.

Also trans, to scrape up (money). Now dial.

1509 Barclay Ship of Fools (1874) I. 43 If he can be a fals

extorcyoner Fasynge and bostynge to scratehe and to kepe
He shall be made a comon costomer. c 1550 Vertuous
ScholehousC 6, Thou doest scratehe and rake so long at home.
1560 Pilkington Expos. Aggeus (1562) 66 Is it tyme for

you that ye scrape and scratch together, all ye can laye

youre handeson? 1900 Pearson's Mag. May 475/2 For this

they put by ivery ha'penny they could scratch an' save.

b. intr. with adv. To get along, on, through

with difficulty.

1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 11. iv. 53, I think a body
might have a chance to make out to scratch along to live

here. 1867 Miss Broughton Cometh Up xx\x, I suppose
we shall manage to scratch on pretty much as other people

do. 1887 Kentish Gloss, s. v., 'Times is bad, but I just

manage somehows to keep scratching along '. 1890 Eug.
Illustr. Mag. Dec. 1 52 Charley . . contrived toscratch through
for the Edinburgh M.D.

1 6. trans. To seize rapaciously, as a bird with its

claws ; to get possession of by effort or with diffi-

culty. To scratch acquaintance= * to scrape acquain-

tance * (see Scrape v. 5 b). Obs,

1582 G. Martin Manif. Corrupt. Script, vi. 96 What a
peeuish, malicious, & impudent corruption is this,, .to seeke

to scratch aduantage of the word Presbyter, & to make it

signifie an Elder, not a Priest cx6io Rowlands Terrible

Batt. 2 The great and good report which my beloued friend

. .hath giuen of you, hath made me more then halfe in lone

with you, which makes me thinke in some sort (as the rude
and rusticke phrase is) to scratch acquaintance of you.

1658-9 Ludlow in Burton's Diary {1Z2Z) III. 145 If we take

the people's liberties from them, they will scratch them back
again. 1680 C. Nesse Ch.Hist.3S7 Satan, with all his savage
sanhedrims, could not yet scratch Christs Apostles out of

their mansions.

+b.intr.7f7j^rt^/f
>
/i7r,tostnigglefiercelytoobtain.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Atisw. Osor. 415 Such as will

skratch for heaven by force [orig. violentis Mis, qui regnum
Dei raptun sunt], must undertake no small travayles. 1618

Fletcher LoyalSubj. iv. iii, And were I fit to be your wife

. .Trust me I would scratch for ye but I would have ye.

7. a. trans. To scratch out : to erase (writing)

with a penknife. Also (cf. 3 c), to delete by

crossing through with a pen.
1711-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 25 Jan., I have often scratched

out passages from papers and pamphlets sent me,, .because

I thought them too severe, a 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers

(1765) I. iv. 253 [He] did, with his knife, scratch out the

SCRATCH-BRUSH.

letters. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 302 The butler

refused to scratch Hough's name out of the buttery book.

b. To erase the name of (a person) from a list

;

hence t*o expel from a club or society {obs.) ; to

expunge from a list of candidates or competitors

;

Sporting, to withdraw (a horse or other animal)

fromthe list ofentries forarace orothercompetition.

1685 Roxb. Ball. (1888) V. 607 They kick'd me out of Gold-

smiths'-Hall . . ; One cursed Tory scratch'd me ! iSag Ex-
aminer 762/1 All payments should be made on the quarterly

night, or be scratched ; if ladies got intoxicated, they would
be scratched. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labourl. 343 Of course

I got ' scratched ' from the trade Society. 1852 Dickens
Bleak Ho. lxiii, 'Scratch you out of her will, I think you
mean?' 'Of course I do. In short.. I mean

—

to—Scratch

me.' 1859 Hotteti's Slang Diet. s.v., Tomboy was scratched

for the Derby at 10 a.m. on Wednesday. 1885 Truth 28 May
854/2 If he is not to start, the sooner Lord AUngton scratches

him the better.

0. U.S. Politics. Of a voter : To erase the name
of (one or more of the candidates) from the party

ticket. Also absol.

1888 Urvce Amer. Comtmu. in. lxvi. II. 494 The number
of candidates is often so great, and the knowledge which the

average citizen has . . of them so small, that many who would
be glad to ' scratch ' or ' paste ' have really no data for

doing so. 1890 C. L. Norton Polit. Americanisms 100.

d. intr. for refi. To withdraw from a competi-

tion
;
jocularly , to withdraw one's acceptance of an

invitation.

In Oxford University, formerly said of an undergraduate

who after having entered for an examination, and perhaps

having done all or part of the paper work, withdrew his

name before undergoing the viva voce, with the intention

of presenting himself for the examination at a later time.

1866 Mysteries ofIsis 292 He was ploughed for 'Smalls*'

as you know; eventually he had 'scratched' at 'Mods',
and on a second attempt had been again ploughed. 1878

Athletic World $ Apr. 12/1 Middlesex scratched to Charing
Cross tin a cup-tie]. 1897 Punch 6 Nov. 210/2 Wonder.,
how many people will scratch at the last moment.

f 8. intr. To fish with a line with three or four

hooks attached. Obs.

1659 T. Barker Angling (ed. 2) 41 Nicholas Harridans..
hath killed many a dish of Barbells that way with scratching.

9. To drag the nails or claws over a surface so

as to make a faint grating noise. Also, of a pen,

to move over the paper with a slight noise.

1703 Rules ofCivility 14 At the door of a Prince-.it would
be rude to knock ; we are only toscratch. [Cf. quot. 1787 in

Scratch sb. 1 6.] 1909 Daily News 2 Oct. 4/6 He [a dog]

scratched so persistently at the door, that they let him have
his way.

Hb.The verb-stem (or theimperative) issometimes

used quasi-adv. to express the sound of scratching.

1848 Mrs. Gaskell Mary Barton xxix, The pen went..

scratch, scratch over the paper. 1858 Lvtton What will

He do 1. i, Scratch across his back went one of those ingeni-

ous mechanical contrivances familiarly in vogue at fairs.

c. trans. To rub gratingly on a rough surface.

1875 F. T. Buckland Log-Bk. 98 A match being scratched

on a "box for ignition. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 163 One
may scratch a thought half a dozen times and get nothing at

last but a faint sputter.

10. To scribble, write hurriedly or carelessly.

Also with advs.
1806 Scott Fain. Lett. June (1894) I. ii. 47, 1 also scratched

down another ballad the morning of the day of meeting.

1883 Reade in Harper's Mag. June 98/1, I.. left her to

scratch him a receipt. 1889 Lady Waterford in Hare Two
Noble Lives (1893) III. 461 The usual scene, Jenny singing

and me scratching off letters for the second post.

11. intr. Of horses : To contract the disease

known as * the scratches ' in the hoofs.

1737 Bracken Farriery Imfr. (1757) I. 345 They would
grease and scratch sooner behind than before.

12. Comb, (with object), as scratch-eye adj.;

scratch-my-back = Scratch-back 2 ; scratch-

penny, a money-grubber (cf. scrape-penny).
1681 Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1751) 36 It turned to a*scratch*

eye scuffle. 1887 Mayor s Proclam. Oxf. 19 Aug. (St. Giles"s

Fair), Any person, .who may prove to have assaulted any
. . person, . . by means of a squirt, *scratch-my-back. c 1817
Hogg Talcs <y Sk. V. 213 Are the military to starve, that a
*scratchpenny may thrive ?

Scratchable,"' nonce-wd. [-able.] Capable
of being scratched. (Cf. Scratch zj. 3 b.)

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvm. viii. (1872) VII. 236
[The] country, .is now under poor plough-husbandry, arable

or scratchable in all parts.

Scratch-back. [f. Scratch v. + Back sbX\

1. An instrument for scratching the back to allay

itching, usually in the form of a small hand of ivory

or metal fixed to a long handle; a back-scratcher.

1864 Chambers" Bk. of Days II. 238/1 [Description].

1880 Goldw. Smith Cotvper vii. 107 It is almost as easy
to get a personal memento of Priam or Nimrod as it is to

get.. a spinning wheel, a tinder box, or a scratch-back.

2. A toy formed on the principle of a rattle, pro-

ducing a sound of tearing cloth when rubbed upon

a person's back.
1858 Lytton What will He do 1. i, But to pay such a price

for a scratch-back !—Prodigal ! 1865 Knight Passages
Work. Life III. xil 263 Greenwich Fair too has died out

•—its bonnettings and its scratch-backs.

Scratch-brush, (skrx-tj.broj),^. [f. Scratch

sb. or v.] A brush offine wire used in gilding, electro-

plating, etc. to polish or clean articles of metal.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 740/1 First, the gilded

piece of metal is rubbed with a scratch brush (which is a
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brush composed of brass wire) till its surface is made smooth.
1839 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. 3 The [gun] barrel.. is to

be well rubbed over with a steel scratch card or scratch
brush, until the rust is.. removed. 1873 Spon Workshop
Rec. Ser. 1. 174/2 For delicate objects, scratch-brushes are
made ofspun glass. 1877 G. R Gee Silversmith's Handbk.
x. 162 The beautiful frosted surfaces to be seen upon silver

lockets . . are all produced by means of the scratch-brush.

b. attrib. scratch-brush lathe, a lathe with a
circular revolving scratch-brush.
1856 G. Gore in Orr's Circ. Sci., Pratt. Chem. 48 ' Scratch

brush' lathes.. for scouring and preparing the surfaces of
metal articles to receive a deposit. 1877 G. B. Gee Silver-
smith's Handbk.^ Fig. 40 Scratch-brush Lathe.

Scratch-brush (skrartJ,brr>J), v. [f. prec. sb.]

trans. To polish by means of a scratch-brush.
1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 87 Take it out and scratch-

brush it in clean water. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch
<J-

Clockm. 135 The articles must be.. rinsed in water and
scoured with sand, or scratch-brushed.

Hence Scratcli-brusher, a workman who
operates a scratch-brush ; Scratch-brushing vbl.

sb., the process in which a scratch-brush is used.
1839 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. 3 The barrel will [then]

be sufficiently corroded for the operation of scratch-brushing.
1885 Brit. Aim. Comp. 94 (Occupations) Scratch brusher.

Scratched (sknetjt),///. a. [-edI.]

1. In senses ofthe verb Scratch. Scratchedfigure
(Typogr.) : A numeral figure with a slanting line

drawn across it, used in printing examples of
arithmetical operations involving cancelling.
156a A. Brooke Romens <fr Juliet 2422 With scratched

face, and heare betorne. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing
356 Scratched figures.. were used here in that Species of
Arithmetic which is called Division. 1871 Amer. Encycl.
PrintingttC. Ringwalt), Scratched Figures, .are frequently
called canceled figures. 1890 Anthony's Pkotogr. Bull. 111.

409, I purcha-sed a small printing frame . . and some scratched
negatives from a local photographer.
Prov. 1584 Lylv Alex. <y Camp. iv. iv, Truth Is never

with out a scracht face. 1625 J. Robinson Ess. xxxiii. Wks.
1851 I. 142 Truth goes with a scratched face, less or more.

b. Sporting. Withdrawn (from a race, etc.).

1869 ' Wat. Bradwood
\
The O. V. H. xix, The peccant

owner of the scratched animat

t2. slang. Drank. Obs.
x6aa J. Taylor (Water-P.) Water Cormorant B4 b, For

though hee be as drunke as any Rat, He hath but catch t a
foxe... Or some say hee's bewjtcht, or scratch t or blinde.

Scratcher (knrtjai). [f. Scratch v. + -eb *.]

1. One who scratches, in various senses of the vb.

1557 Edgeworth Serm. Repert., Giuers of their owne
shale be riche, scratchers of other mens be euer at beggers
state. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <V Setv. To Rdr., They must
look for no better fare from a world of Bears and Scratchers,
than [etc). 1736 Ainsworth, Sculptor, a graver, a cutter
in metal, a scratcher, an etcher. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 26 June (1815) 107 His master declared he was the best
scratcher in the family. 185a Jkrdan Autobiog. 1. xxiv. 203
We have a considerable proportion of very superficial
scratchers of the soil, both among authors and critics.

to. Ornith. Used in//, to render mod.L. Rasores
i

in Illiger's system (181 1) an order of birds includ-

ing the families Gallinacei, Epollicati^ Columbini,
Crypturi and Inepti. Cf. Sckapeb 3.
1831 Montagu's Ornith. Diet. (ed. Rennie), Rasores

(Uliger), Scratchers, a family of birds who scratch their
food from the earth. 1851 Richardson Geol. (1855) 310,
4th Order.—Rasores (or Scratchers, fig. 213).

c. U.S. Polities. A voter who ' scratches \ i. e.

declines to support some of the candidates named
on his party ticket. Cf. Paster.
1887 A tlantic Monthly LI I. 327 To whom a ' scratcher ' or

a ' bolter ' is more hateful than the Beast.

d. In certain trades : A scratch-brusher.
i88t Ins tr. Census Clerks (1885)96 Electro and other Plated

Ware Manufacturer.. Scratcher. 1884 B'ham Daily Post
24 Jan. 3/3 Chandelier-Trade.—Women Scratchers wanted.

e. U.S. Cant. (See quot.)
1894 N. Amer. Rev. Apr. 454 A professional forgery gang

consists of : First, a capitalist or backer ; second, the actual !

forger, who is known among his associates as the ' scratcher '.

2. An instrument used for scratching, a. A tool
used in plastering to roughen the surface of the pre-
liminary coating.
181s P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc. 3i2(Plastering) Scratcher,

the instrument for scratching the plaster, as its name implies.

1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 121/2 After the coat is laid
on, it is scored in diagonal directions with a scratcher.

fb. = Scratch-back 2.

1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Greenwich Pair, The noise of these
various instruments, . . the shouting, the * scratchers ', and the
dancing, is perfectly bewildering.

c. Comb. (See quot. 1858.)
1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Scralcher-up, a bookbinder's

tool. 190s Hsslvck Bookbinding iv. 52 After lightly pasting
the back of each book, a ' scratcher up ' is drawn several
times. .down the back.

t Scra*tchets, //. Obs. rare. [f. Scratch
sb. +-et.] - scratcnes

t Scratch sbA 2 a.

161 x Florio, Crepdccijt the scratchets, or rats-tailes in a
horse ; some horsemen say they are little chaps or rifts about
the coronet of the horses hoofe. 1683 Snafe Anat. Horse
1. ii. (1686) 3 Inflammations or breakings out, which we call

Grease in the heels or Scratchets.

Sera tchifica tion. jocular nonce-wd. [f.

Scratch v. + -(i)fication.] A spiteful attack.

1840 Miss Edgeworth Let. in H. Zimmern Mem. (1883)
206 Among the various scratchifications and scarifications

in this volume, you may remark that there have been
reiterated scratches at Mrs. and Miss Wilmot.

Scratching (skne'tjirj), sb. Obs. exc. dial.

Chiefly pi. Also 5 //. scrachenis. [App. a cor-

rupt form of the word which appears variously as

CRATCHEy, CRACON, CRACKLING 3, CRAWKE ; cf.

also the synonymous Criton (K. cretons), Croote
(Wyclif).] a. The refuse of tallow remaining after

refining, b. The residue of pork fat left after

rendering lard : = Crackling 3 b.
e 1440 Psatmi Penz't. ci. 3 (1894) 36 My bones beth drie

and forsoke, As scrachenis [Vulg. cremium] that beth for-

fryed. 16.. More's note to Ray s N.C. Words, Greaves or
Scratchings, sebi reliquiae. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bcde
xviii, She'd take a big cullender to strain her lard wi 1

, and
then wonder as the scratching run through. 1867 F. Francis
Angling ii. (1880) 70 Scratching as they term greaves on the
Trent. 1883 Knowledge 18 Aug. 99/1 ' Scratchings '—a
delicacy greatly relished by our British ploughboys, but
rather too rich in pork fat. 1899 Pishing Gaz. 2 Dec. 455/1
Scratchings, or. . the refuse of the tallow chandlers' boilings,

is anything but a desirable substance to handle.

Scratching (skroe-tjirj), vbl.sb. [-ing*.] The
action of the vb. Scratch in various senses.

1549 Latimer Plougkers (Arb.) 24 For what shall I loke for

amonge thornes but prickyng and scrachinge ? 1606 Shaks.
Tr. <$• Cr. 11. i. 30, 1 would thou didst itch from head to foot,

and I had the scratching of thee. 1700-71 H. Brooke Fool
o/~Qual.(iBog)lV. 37, I heard a scratching about my bed; I

am sure it must be rats. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U.S. (1822)
60 In the broadcast method the after-culture must, of course,
be confined to hoeing, or, as Tull calls it, scratching, i860
Tvndall Glac. 1. xv. 100 We crossed the Grimsel pass, and
traced the [glacier] scratchings to the very top of it. 1884
Boston {Mxss.) Jrnl. 7 Oct 1/8 There is always more or less

scratching of names of the Electors, and a recount would be
necessary to settle this point alone. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst.
Med. VIII. 490 Pruritic dermatoses in which rubbing and
scratching are induced.

b. attrib. and Comb.
t as scratching tool; scratch-

ing-board, a board upon which arc posted the
names of those who have withdrawn from a com-
petition; scratching ground, -shed, shelter, a
part of a poultry-run reserved for the dust-bath

;

scratching post, a stake (or the like) against which
animals rub themselves to allay itching.
1891 N. Gould Double Event 118 Judging from the

•scratching-board there would be good fields. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 26 Jan. 1/3 One of the Crick hens, .wearied of her
legitimate 'scratch!ng-grounds, and flew over the low wall
that divided the holdings of the neighbours. 1895 Outing
(U.S.) XXVII. 47/1 We little dreamed that one of our nags
would use the bow of our birch as a 'scratching post 190a
L. Wright in Encycl. Brit. XXXI. 881/2 In several cases
it [the colony plan] has been abandoned for the system of
bouses and 'scratching sheds. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st.

Li/e vii. in The harder blocks would serve as "scratching
and grinding tools.

Scratching (skrartjlrj), ///. a. [-ing?.] That
scratches, in various senses of the verb.

1577 Kendall Flowers o/Epigr., Trifles 3 A Crowne of
thorne with scratching pricks our Christ did willing weare.
1614 Latham Falconry (1633) 34 These kinde of scratching
Hawks, that I did never love should come too neere my
fingers.

#
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. ii, Like the legs of

scratching poultry.

tScra'tchiiiglyv^. Obs.rarc1
. [^Scratch-

ing ///. a. + -ly \] In a scratching manner.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 122b, Like a cat,

when scratchingly she wheeles about after a mouse.

Scratchlesa (skrartj,les), a. [f. Scratch sb.l

+ -less.] Without a scratch.

1887 Browning Parleyings, Apollo 9f Fates, Not scratch-

less but unscathed, he somehow eluded Each blow fortune

dealt htm.

Scratchy (skrae'tfi), a. Also 8 scrachy. [f.

Scratch sb*+-\\]
+1. Farriery. Affected with the disease known as

' the scratches
'
; see Scratch sb. 1 2. Obs.

1710 Lond. Gaz. No. 4788/4 Lost.., a. .Mare. ., her Legs
very hairy and scrachy. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 294 Being
well fed, or want of exercise, will frequently excite swellings,

which are by no means connected with a scratchy heel.

2. Ofwork executed with the pen or brush : Com-
posed of scratches, as opposed to bold, firm lines.

1817 Hood Progress 0/ Art ii, Some scratchy strokes..

Sumc'd for my design. 1866 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 332
Such a scratchy, illegible hand. 189a Nation 29 Dec. 502/2

The illustrations are..occasionally scratchy.

3. Of hair : Scanty, straggling.

i8ao L. Hunt Indicator No. 46 (1822) I. 371 His mane is

scratchy and lax.

4. Apt to scratch.

1866 Cockavnb Sax. Leechd. III. 402 This interlineation

. .has been written with a scratchy pen. 1874 Svmonds Sk.

Italy ff Greece {1898) I, viii. 145 He swept the frescoes over

with a scratchy broom.

5. Sporting. Of action: Ill-sustained, uneven,
4 ragged '.

1881 Sportsman's Vear-bk. 100 Over a short course, where

a fast, scratchy stroke often gets a bad boat home in front.

1894 Field 9 June 829/1 Galston's action was of a scratchy

character, and Sempronius did not look at his best. 1908

Daily Chron. 2 Apr. 6/5 The Dark Blues did several starts,

some of which were scratchy and some were good.

Scrath (skrab). Sc. [Metathesis of scarth t

SCART sbX\ m SCART sb.\ SCARF sbA
16. .in Mac/arlane's Geogr. Collect. (S. H. S.) II. 133 The

Scrath, the Badochare two great black fowls. 1880 ' Shirley
'

(J. Skelton) Crookit Megxxi. 228 A large scrath with a look

of insatiate gluttony stamped on its ugly face. 1893 Black'

wood's Mag. Aug. 228 Some aeons ago, the scrath and the

phoca had the [Orcadian] islands pretty much to themselves.

T Scra'ttle, v. dial. [Frequent, f. Scrat v.]

1. fair. To keep on scratching ; trans, to scrape

away by quickly repeated movements.
1739 Shenstone Let. Wks. 1777 III. 5, I sat down, and

wrote thus far: scrattle, scrattle, goes the pen. 1817 Wil-
buaham Chesh. Gloss., Scrattle, to scratch, as fowls do. 1870
Daily News 16 Apr., The authoress, .can toil through along
day ' scrattling ' the snow away from frozen sheep.

2. (See quot. 1864.)
185c, Kingslev Weshv. Ho! xxx, Nobody, .cared for

nothing but scrattling up and down alongshore like to prawns
in a pule. 1864 — Roman <$ Teuton 175 With west-country-
men, to scrattle still means to scramble or shuffle about.

Hence Scrattling vbl. sb., scraping, scratching.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, lii, A bouncing and

scrattling was heard on the stairs, and a white bull-dog
rushed in.

t Scrattop. Obs. rare-1
. [? For scrat-up

t
f.

Scrat v. + Up adv.] (A term of abuse.)
1593 Nashe Strange Nerves G 3 b, Why thou arrant butter

whore, thou cotqueane, & scrattop of scoldes, wilt thou neuer
leaue afflicting a dead Carcasse.

Scraugh (skr^x),^ &• [Belongs to Scraugh
z>.j A loud, hoarse cry.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxiv, I blew sic points of war, that
the scraugh of a clockin-hen was music to them, a 1826
Mom in J. Wilson Nodes Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 198 The old
woman o'er the way To our cheer a scraugh gave back.
1893 Northumbld. Gloss. s.v., The scraugh of a heron.

Scraugh. (skr2x), v. Sc. Also 9 scrauch.
[Echoic : cf. Scraigh, Skreigh vbs.] intr. To
utter a loud hoarse cry.

1805 A._ Scott Poems 15 (Jam.) Thus gaed they on wi'
deavin din, A* scraughin, yelpin thro' ither. 1818 Scott
I/rt. Midi, xviii. And if ye are deaf, what needs ye sit cockit
up there, and keep folk scraughin' t'ye this gate? 1831

J. Wilson Noel. Ambr. Wks. 1856 III. 102 The unhappy
somnambulists are scrauching.

Hence Scrau*ghing///.a. , in quot. harsh, guttural.

1849 R. Cubzon Monasteries Levant iv. vi. 421 My know-
ledge of his scraughing language did not extend very far.

1897 F. Mackenzie Sprays N. Pine xviii. 231, I carena
though I never hear your scrauchin' voice again.

t Scraw, */'. 1 north. Obs. Also 5 skraw. [a.

ON. skrd a dry skin, a scroll.] A scroll or tag of

parchment or leather.

( 1460 Towneley Myst. xxiii. 516 How felowse, se ye not
yond skraw? It is writen yonder within a thraw. 1483
Cath. Attgl. 325/2 A Scrawe . . , cedula. a 1641 Spelman
Glossarium (1664) 459 Pictatium est epistola brevis &
modica; vel schedula de membrana excisa ; vel ilia particula
corii, qua? solea: repeciata: insuta est.. .Anglice A scraw, or
a speck, or a clout of a shoo.

Scraw (skrj), sb.2 dial. (Anglo-Irish, Sc,
Manx.) Also 8 sera, 9 scraa. [a. Irish and Gael.

sgratkj pronounced (skra).]

1. A turf used for covering the roof of a hovel

beneath the thatch, or for burning.

1725 Swift Drapier's Let. vii. Wks. 1755 V. n. 152 That
odious custom. .01 cutting scraws (as they call them) which
is flaying off the green surface of the ground to cover their

cabins, or make up their ditches. 1813 Ann. Reg., Chron.
37 Witness dug down, and on the rim of the ground got a
scraw, under which he discovered a body stark naked. 1894
Hall Caine Manxman 1. iv. 19 Fixing her hazy eyes on
the scraas under the thatch.

1 2. A thin covering of grass-grown soil formed
upon the surface of a bog. Obs.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 120 This Bog is

generally covered over with a Scraw, or Scurff of mossy
Grass. 1810 Mar. Edgeworth Mem. R. L. Edgetvorth II.

316 A slight surface of peat heath or grass, called by the
common people a shaking scraw.

3. Comb., as scraw-spade; t scraw-bnilt adj.

1789 D. Davidson Seasons, Spring 42 Down frae the
sera-built shed the swallows pop. 1830 Carleton Traits
(1843) I. 294 A scraw-spade is an instrument resembling
the letter 1 , with an iron plate at the lower end, considerably
bent, and well adapted to the purpose for which it is intended
[cutting sods J.

t Scraw, sb.3 Obs. Also 6 skralle. [?a. Du.
schraag trestle.] A frame upon which textile

fabrics are hung to dry.

c 1563 Churchw. Ace. St. Dutistan, Canterbury (MS.), I tern

solde [a] skrallefor a Towell. 1791 Hamilton Bert/toilet's

Dyeingl. u.ii.ii. 161 Akindofbroad ladder, .called ascraw
or scray, on which the fleece is drained. 1837 Whittock
Bk. Trades (1842) 192 In dyeing wool in the fleece, a kind of
broad ladder with very close rounds, called by the Dyers of
this country, a ' scraw ' or ' scray ' is used.

t Scraw, v. Obs. rare—1
. [Echoic : cf. L.

scredre.'] inir. To clear the throat, to ' hawk \
Hence f Scrawing vbl. sb.

1656 Ridglev Tract. Physick 38 If it come forth by spitting
alone, it proceeds from the gums ; if by scrawing from the
Throat [etc.].

Scrawl (skrgl), sb.1 Forms: 8 scrall, skrawl,
skrale, 7- scrawl, [f. Scrawl v.2]
1. Something scrawled; a hastily and badly

written letter, a careless sketch.
1693 Congreve Old Bach. v. vii, There, read. (Shows

Letters.) That.. That's a Scrawl of Quality. 1739 Lady
M. W. Montagu Let to C'tess Pom/ret Jan. (1893) II. 37, I

forget you are at Paris, and 'tis not polite to trouble you
with such long scrawls as might perhaps be supportable at
Moiits. 179a Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837J I. vii. 188
Taking the advantage.. of my father's leaving this place,

who will take charge of this scrawl, I sit down to answer
your favour. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk.-bk. (1867) 52 A
scrawl from his pencil brings an enormous price. x88a



SCRAWL.
B. D. W. Ramsay Recoil. Mil. Serv. I. xi. i86 An hour or

two had not elapsed before I received a scrawl in Sir Colin's

own handwriting.

fb. //. Scrawled or illegible characters. Obs.

1718 Tickell Horn-bk. 34 So from the letters of our native

tongue, Put in Greek scrawls, a mystery too is sprung.

(Z1767 Harte Vis. Death 264 In sable scrawls I Neros
name perus'd. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. 11. 290 Mark now in

what confusion, stoop or stand, The crooked scrawls of many
a clownish hand.

2. A careless, illegible style of handwriting.

1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 3 Nov., A bad scrawl is so

snug. 1775 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary, Let. Nov. (1889)

II. 00 Her hand-writing.. was..a miserable scrawl. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xv, The scrawl of childish hands.

Scrawl (skrgl), so.' dial. [Perh. f. Schawl v.l

But cf. OF. escroudle river-shrimp.] (See quot.

1847.)
1847 Halliwell, Scrawl, the young of the dog-crab, or a

poor sort of crab itself. Line. 1861 Tennyson Sailor Boy
12 And on thy ribs the limpet sticks, And in thy heart the

scrawl shall play.

Scrawl, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4, 6-7
scrawle, 5-6 scraule, 6 scrale, skrall(e, skrawl,

6-7 scraul, scrall, 6-8, 9 {dial.) scrawl. [App.

an altered form of Crawl v., perh. suggested by
Sprawl v. of cognate meaning.]

+1. intr. To spread the limbs abroad in a sprawl-

ing manner ; to gesticulate. Obs.

<:i38o Wyclif Serin, cexxx. Sel. Wks. II. 204 And bis

spirit cryinge, made him scrawle [v.rr. spraule, scraule], or,

al to-teerynge him, went oute from him. 1560 J?HAERsEneid
ix. A a 2, As he there did pendant skralle ; He pluckt him back
by foarce. 158a Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.) 51 Hee freams,

and skrawling to the skye brayes terribil hoyseth.

2. To move with a scrambling and shuffling

motion. — Crawl v.1 i.

1530 Tindale Lev. xi. 41 AH that scrauleth vpon the erth.

1573-80 Tvsser Husb. (1878) 108 If gentils be scrauling, call

magget the py. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xxiv. § 84.

1 155 Not so few as one hundred and twentie of knowne
Iesuites and Seminaries scrawled like Frogs, thorow her
faire soyle. 1677 Coles Eng.-Lat. Did., To scrall (stir);

tnotito. 1719 D Urfey Pills I. 127 He scrawling, she tug-

ging, with hawling and lugging, Through Window at last

he got in. 1851 Cumberland Gloss^ Scrawling. 1892 C. A.

Clarke Turn Fowt Sketches 40 (E. D. D.) T' poor pig what
had just scrawled through t' bottom o' t' cart.

+ 3. trans/. To teem. = Crawl v. I 5. Obs.

1530 Tindale Exod. viii. 3 And the ryuer shall scrale with

frogges. 1643 Lichtfoot Glean. Ex. (1648) 14 The waters.

.

scrawle with frogges.

Scrawl (skrgl), v.2 Also 7 scraut, scrall.

[Perh. a use ofScrawl *J, the development of sense

being suggested by the coincidence of the initial

cons.-group with that of scrabble^ scribble, scroll.]

1. trans. To write or draw in a sprawling, untidy

manner.
1612 [implied in Scrawling vbl. sb.]. 1629 Quarles

Argalus <y Parth. in. Wks. (Grosart) III. 274 To whom
poore Vulcan.. Scrall'd many a thank. 1748 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Ctess Bute 26 July (1893) II. 169, 1 enclose

to you a rough draft of it [my garden] drawn (or more
properly scrawled) by my own hand. 1781 Cowper Truth,

156 Who, where'er he came, Scrawl'd upon glass miss

Bridget's lovely name. 1879 McCarthy Own Times xxvii.

II. 304 The war correspondent now scrawls his despatches

as he sits in his saddle under the fire of the enemy. 1887

Jessopp Arcady vii. 215 [The] accomplishment of scrawling

their names at the bottom of a cheque.

b. To cover (a surface) with scrawling inscrip-

tions or marks. Also with over.

1647 Cowley Mistr., Written in Juice Lemmon ii, Like

Hypocrites, which seem unspotted here ; But when they

sadly come to dye, And the last Fire their Truth must try,

Scrauld ore like thee, and blotted they appear. 1771 Smol-
lett Humph. CI. 13 July (1815) 237 The windows of all

the inns are scrawled with doggrel rhimes. 1841 Borrow
Zincali I. ix. 1. 153 Many people carry papers about with

them, scrawled with hieroglyphics, i860 Motley Nether I.

I. i. 2 Letters, .all to be scrawled over in the margin by the

diligent old man. 1889 Rider Haggard Allans Wife 36
The western tempest was scrawled all over with lines of

intolerable light.

2. intr. To scribble, to write carelessly or awk-

wardly. Also f to scrawl it.

161 1 Cotgr., Griffonner, to write fast, and ill ; to scrible,

to scrall it. [1647 1 ? indirect passive ; see 1 b.] 1748

Richardson Clarissa (181 1) IV. 47, I have ordered Dorcas
. . to be always scrawling with a pen, lest inky fingers should

give suspicion. 1842 Tennyson Day-dream 142 The butler

drank, the steward scrawl'd. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 75
Splash and scrawl, Completed lay thy piece, swift penman
Paul!

t Scrawla'tion. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Scrawl vl

+ -ATION.] ? Disorderly behaviour.

1774 TopladyZ^. 11 Jan., Wks. (1853) 853 Perhaps it may
conduce to render both your antagonist, and his antecedent
scrawlation (forgive a homely Devonshire term), more
conspicuous, than they might otherwise have been.

Scrawled (skrgld),///. a. [f. Scrawl v.2 +
-ED 2

.] Scribbled, badly written.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lviii, Many other scrawled
memoranda regarding the bygone frequenters of the house.

Scrawler (skr^-lai). [f. Scrawl v 2 + -er i.]

One who writes carelessly.

1734 Swift Let. to Miss Hoadly 4 June, I will shew the

paper to every female scrawler I meet, who will soon spread
about the town, that your writing and spelling are ungenteel

and unfashionable, more like a parson than a lady. 1831

Trelawny Adv. Younger Son 1, ix. 65 The paltry, dirty

scrawler [the captain's clerk].

270

Scrawling (skrg'lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scrawl v. 2

+ -ing !.] The action of Scrawl v.2 ; scribbling,

careless untidy writing.
161a Brinsley Lud. Lit. xx. 230 Schollars now will be

carefull to keepe their Greeke Testaments faire from blotting

or scrauling. 1764 Reid Inquiry iy. §2. 108 Is it not pity
that the refinements of a civilized life, instead of supplying
the defects of natural language, should root it out, and plant

in its stead . . the scrawling of insignificant characters ? 1809
W. Irving Knicktrb. vi. viii. (1820) 424 The drop of ink
which hangs trembling on his pen, which he may either

dash upon the floor, or waste in idle scrawlings. 1848

Dickens Dombey xxxvii, After much painful scrawling and
erasing,, .the old woman produced this document.

t Scrawling, ppl. a. 1 Obs. [f. Scrawl v.* +
-ing 2.] Crawling.
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 219 The duste

brought forth the scralling Use. 1589 Rare Tri. Love <y

Fortune 1. in Five Old Plays (Roxb. Club) 84 Brought up in

blood, and cherisht with sctauling snakes. 1637 G. Daniel
Genius of this Isle 285 Here Scrauling wretches, too, too

bad to tell, Endure a Torment.

Scrawling (skrg-lin), ///. a. 2 [f. Scrawl v.2

+ -ing 2
.] That scrawls. Of handwriting: Care-

less, untidy, illegible.

1747 Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 375 Parsons.. could make a
shift to write a scrawling hand. 1860 All Year Round
No. 52. 33 He was continually shaking sand from a pepper-
box over scrawling entries in marble-covered copy-books.

1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xvii, Written.. in a loose,

scrawling uneducated hand.

Scrawly (skrg'li), a. [f. Scrawl v.2 or sb.* +
-Y.l Badly or untidily written; irregularly designed.

1833 Mrs. Stowe in C. E. Stowe Life (1889) 70 The enve-

lope was written in a scrawny, scrawly, gentleman's hand.
X859 G. Wilson Life E. Forbes iii. (1861) 76 Its statements

are exceedingly brief, some in ink, many in pencil, all of
them very scrawly. 1901 Pall Mall Gaz. sj May 6/1 Three
yellowish eggs with their unmistakable black, scrawly marks.

Hence Serawliness.

1903 F. W. H, Myers Human Pers. II. 168 Before one
can feel sure that the resemblance is in more than some
formal scrawliness.

Scrawm (skrgm), v. dial. [App. a phonetic-

ally symbolic formation after words beginning with

scr-.] trans. To scratch.

In dialects also in other senses: To scramble, sprawl; to

climb, clamber ; to scribble, scrawl : see Eng, Dial. Diet.

i88o Tennyson North. Cobbler'w, He scrawm'd an' scratted

my faace like a cat. 1886 i*. W. Line. Gloss., Scrawm, to

scratch, scrawl ; as of a foot-rule packed up carelessly with
tools,

—'They're scrawming it all over'.

Scrawny (skr^ni), a. U. S. [Variant of

Scranny.] Lean, scraggy.

1833 [see Scrawly]. 1847 Emerson Poems, Alphonso
Wks. (Bohn) I. 408 Yon pale, scrawny fisher fools. Gaunt
as bitterns in the pools. 1876 C. D. Warner Winter on
Nile ii. 35 What a lot of scrawny old women. 1883 W. H.
Bishop Old Mexico xxiii. 333 The.. tough, fragrant, but

scrawny, eucalyptus is much in use as a shade-tree.

Hence Scrawniness, scragginess.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home (1883) I. 390, I often

found, . . in the persons of such of my dear countrywomen as

I now occasionally met, a certain meagreness, (Heaven
forbid that I should call it scrawniness !)

Scray 1 (skr^i). Ingscraye. [History obscure:

cf. the synonymous Welsh ysgrden, ysgraell.] The
common tern, Sterna hirundo.
i668Wilkius Real Char. 11. v. § 4.155 Sea-swallow, Scray.

1678 Ray Willughlys C?r«r'M.353lnotherplacesofEngland
they are called Scrays. 1813 Montagu Omitk. Diet. Suppl.,

Tern—Common. . . Rittock or Rippock, Spurre, Scraye. 1852
Macgillivray Brit. Birds V. 638.

Scray 2
- dmL [?Altered form of Spray.] A bush.

c 1650 Robin Hood fy Butcher 14 in Percy Folio MS. I. 20

Robin he marcht in the greene forrest, vnder the greenwood
scray. 1869 E. Peacock in Once a Week 27 Mar. 230 The
thorn scray grows at the horn of the river.

Scray 3 . dial. = Scrawl. -* 1791 [see Scraw*£.s].

tScrayfish. Obs. Forms : 4 scrafisse, -fysse,

-fisch, -fish, skrafysch, -fissh, schraf(f)ysch, 5

scra(y)fysche. [Corruptly ad. OF. eserevisse

(mod.F. icrevisse) : see Crayfish.] A crayfish.

1309-10 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 6 De Ix de Scrafisse.

1333-4 Ibid. 20 In xxvij Skrafysch, playc' [etc.]. 1355-6
ibid. 555 Et in 30 Skrafisshes empt. pro d'no Priore, $s. ad.

1397 in Finchale Priory Charters (Surtees) p. cxviii, Item

vj scraffysch. 1483 Cat/i. A ngl. 324/2 Scrayfysche (MS. A
Scrafysche) ; vbi stokfysche.

t Scrayfoot. dial. Obs. [?f. Scray 3.] atirib.

in scrayfoot pot) a pot with a tripod support.

1512 Bury Wills (Camden) 249 Bras potte called a scray.

fote potte.

Scraze (skr£iz), v. dial. [App. a blending of

Scratch and Graze vbs.~\ trans. To scratch, graze

(see E.D.D.). Hence Scraze sb., a scratch or graze.

1703 Evelyn Mem. (1857) III. 397 A defluxion which fell

into one of my legs, caused by a slight scraze on my shin

bone, falling on a stump as I was walking in Brompton Park.

1865 East Kent Gazette 7 Jan. 4/5, 1 found a small scraze of

the right shin, which might have been caused by a fall.

1 Screable, a. Obs.- [f. L.^r^-^tohawk,
hem : see -able.] See quot. and cf. Excreable.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Screable (screabilis) that may be

spitted out. 1721 in Bailey. 1755 in Johnson.

Screade, obs. form of Screed.

Screak (skr;~k), sb. Now chiefly dial. For

forms see the vb. [f. Screak v.]

1. A shrill cry; a shrill grating sound.

1513 Douglas /Eneis 11. xii. 14 The 3»ng childring, and

SCREAKY.
frayit matroums eik, St tide all on raw, with mony peteous
screik. Ibid. iv. viii. in And oft with wild skrek the nycht
oule, Heich on the ruif, allane, was hard 3oule. 1614 H. A.
Scourge of Venus (1876,1 30 What may these scremes &
dolefull scriks portend, a 1710 Bp. Bull Serm. xx. (1713)

III. 801 Others peep forth into the Light, as it were only to

see it, and having, by a Skreek or two given Testimony to the
Misery of this Life, presently die and vanish. 1727 Philip
Quarll 87 His Landlady ..gave a Screek as if she had seen
the Devil. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. I. 223 Their note of
anger or fear is very harsh, between a chatter and a skreek.

1799 Southey Eng. Eel., Dancing Bear 3, I would rather
hear cat-courtship Under my bed-room window in the night,

Than this scraped catgut's screak. 1819 W. Tennant Pa-
pistry Storm d (1827) 34 And siccan hidyous yells and
shrieks!—A'thewarldsounditwi'lheirskrieks ! 1894 Tablet
8 Sept. 362 The old flagellants, .whipped themselves to the
screak of the fife and the roll of the drum.

b. In a screek, ? crying out with pain.
1681 O. Heywood Diaries (1835) IV. 81 Very sick, much

pained, had been in a screek most part of the night.

2. A name for some species of Shrike.
1802 Montagu Orniih. s. v. Shrike, Murdering-bird.

Skreek, or Skrike. Night-jar.

3. Screak of'day , daybreak (dial. : see E.D. D.).
Cf. Skreigh, Skrike, Creek sb. 2 , Creking.
1768 Ross Heleuore (1789) 51 Ilka morning by the screak

o' day, They're set to wark. 1830 Carleton Traits (1843)
I. 60 That morning we were all up at the skriek of day.

Screak (skrfk), v. Now chiefly dial. Forms

:

a. 5-6 screke, 6 skrek(e, screake, Sc. screik, 6-7
screeke,skreeke, 6-8 screek, scriek,6-9Skreak,
skreek, skriek, 7-8 screeck, 6- screak. $. 6
skrick(e,pa. pple. skrigd, 7 scrick(e, scrik. See

also Skrike. [a. ON. skrkkja, prob. echoic ; cf.

Screech, Shriek vbs. In dialects there are parallel

forms with other vowels, symbolizing different

varieties of sound, as scraik, scrawk, scro/ee.]

1. intr. To utter a shrill harsh cry; to screech or

scream. Also with out.

la 1500 Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 37 (Passion), Though
he sore skricke, A buffitte shall bytte. 1567 Drant Horace,
Ep. t A. P. B iiij, They all would screeke vnto the skye and
laugbe at hym aloude. 1605 Armin Foole upon F. (1880J 14
The cracke made them all screeke out. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xiv. x. 25 Dreadfull spectres and fansies

skreaking hideously round about him. a 1670 Hacket Cent.

Serm. (1675) 588 The Impenitent shall howl, the Unjust
skreek out 1707 tr. Wks. C'tcss D'Anois (1715) 374 She
skreem'd, she skieek'd, she baul'd, she yaul'd. 172a De Foe
Plague (1884) 78 Her Mother, .scriekt out. 1787 Minor 11.

x. 08 The situation made the servant screak.

b. of certain animals.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 513 When mice cry and
scieeketh aboue their ordinary custome, it presageth an
alteration and change of the Weather. 1614 H. A. Scourge
of Venus (1876) 30 To heare the night-crowes scrik, and
goblins play. 1863 Kingslev Water-Bab. 32 The very
magpies and jays followed Tom up, screaking and screaming.

c. Of things such as an ungreased hinge or axle

:

To make a shrill grating sound. Cf. Creak v.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Strideo, Tibia stridebat

cantu, screaked. 1609 Bible (Douay) A mos ii. 13 Behold
I wil screak under you, as a wayne screaketh loden with
hay [Vulg. stridebo.. stridet], 1676 Hobbes Iliad xvi.

(1677) 247 The yoke screeks [xvi. 470 icptVe 3e ^u-yoe]. 1715
tr. Pancirollus" Rerum Mem. I. iv. xvii. 222 They oil'd the

Hinges of the Door, least they should screak and make a
Noise. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Vitis, Especially

when the Screw is perceiv'd to be rough, or screaks in the

Nut when the Trendle is turn'd. 1843 Dickens Christui.

Carol Iv. 130 Stop till I shut the door of the shop. Ah!
How it skreeks? 1904 Westm. Gaz. 14 July 2/3 The noise

that the state pencil can make in the hands of a chi]d._.

can only be rendered by a word which is onomatopoeic if

not correct
—'screak '.

2. trans. To cry out or utter with a screak.

1569 W. Hubbard Ceyx <y Ale. A vij, She screeketh out,

why doest thou flie and leaue me alone. 1598 Q. Eliz.

Plutarch xiv. 19 Whan.. old man had skrigd out, 'O worthi

me whom nide to spike constrains.

t Screaker. Obs. In 6 skreker. [-er!.]

One who screaks.

1549CHALONER Erasm. on Folly I iij, But and if the skreker

(the preacher I woulde have saied) falleth out of his purpose.

Screa'king, vbl. sb. [-ing 1
.] The action of

the verb Screak ; utterance or emission of a shrill

cry or grating sound.
1565 Cooper Thesauruss.v. Stridor, To heare the screakyng

or crashyng of a saw. 1597 Morley Inirod. Mtts. 7S0 that

vnder Gam vt the voice seemed as a kinde of humming, and
aboue E la a kinde of constrained skricking. 1668 Culpepper
& Cole Bartlwl. Anat. m. ix. 149 The noise of Water-
streams, or the screekings of Grass-hoppers. 1722 De Foe
Plague (1754) 95 Terrible Shrieks and Skreektngs of Women.
1728 Morgan Algiers I. iv. 129 These Brutes, whose Lan-
guage resembled the Screeking of Bats. 1816 Scott Old
Mort. xiv, The screaking of a cracked fiddle. 1905 Westm.
Gaz. 12 May 4/2 A silence broken only by the perpetual
' skreeking ' of the katydids in the locust-trees.

Screaking, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] That screaks;

that makes a shrill strident sound.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Art'dus, Sonus aridus, a

shrill screkyng sounde. 1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 125, I

would become a Cat To combat with the creeping Mouse
and scratch the screeking Rat. 1615 Rowlands Melancholie

Knt. 30 Your skreeking Parrot will distract my sence. 1686

Plot Staffordsk. 384 Which joynt.. moves not without a

strong screaking pressure of the parts. 1825 Hazlitt Spirit

ofAge 88 With a harsh screaking voice.

Screaky (skrrki), a. rare. Also screeky,

skrieky. [f. Screak sb. or z>. + -y.] Apt to screak.

1892 Dial. Notes{V. S.) v. 231 (Kentucky Words) Skrieky,
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creaky. 1893 R. Bridges Humours ofCourt in. ii. 2473 I'll

shut him in the screeky cupboard.

t Screaling. Obs. rare ~~ ,
. [app. in some

way related to Norw. skrxtfng, Da. skrselling

weakling, Olcel. Skrklingjar (pl.)» the name given

to certain American aborigines.] A dwarf, pygmy.
1613 W. H. in R. Anton Moriomachia, Their indifferent

dealings Did proue them to meane Knights, not Gyants, nor
Screahngs.

Scream (skiim), sb. In 6 Sc. screym,
skreyme, 7 schreeme, 8 skream. [f. Scream v!\

A shrill piercing cry, usually expressive of pain,

alarm, or other sudden emotion.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iiL 61 And (as they say) Iamenttngs

heard i' th' Ayre ; Strange Schreemes of Death. 1708 Pope
Ode on St. Cecilia's Day 57 Dreadful gleams, Dismal
screams. i8ao Shelley Prometheus 1. 498 Oh, ye who
shake hills with the scream of your mirth. 1842 Apperley
Life Sportsman ii. 33 His scream, or view-halloo, is, indeed,
wonderful. 1848 Thackeray Van, Fair xxxix, She dropped
them with a scream of terror. 1877 A. B. Edwards Uj> Nile
xix. 563 It was a sharp, sudden scream, following a shot.

b. transf. Applied to the shrill cry of certain

birds and beasts, and to any similar noise.

1513 Douglas sEnels xn. v. 76 And sone the other fowlis

heich in the sky Turnit agane, with mony screym [ed. 1710
skreymej and cry, To chais and to assail thar aduersair.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 14 The scream of a
peacock. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 1. x, The eagles answer'd
with their scream. 1840 Alb. Smith Pottteton Legacy xvi.

138 The engine gave a shrill scream. 1855 Tf.nnyson Maud
1. iii, Listening now to the tide.., Now to the scream of a
madden *d beach dragg'd down by the wave.

Scream (sknm), v. Forms : 2 scrfiome, 3
screame, 4-5 screme, skremo, 7 schreame,
8 skreem, skream, 7- scream. [Early ME.
senvnten, screamm, schreamen

%
perh. :—OE. *scrse-

man. Cf. mod. WFris. skrieme to weep (for the

sense-development cf. weep, cry) :—OFris. *skrtma.

Early ME. sc may stand for either (sk) or (J)

;

see the rare parallel form Shbeam. In Shak-
spere's schreame, schreeme (see Scbeah sb.) sch

probably stands for (sk), after the spelling of words
of classical derivation.]

1. inlr. To utter a shrill piercing cry, normally
expressive of pain, alarm, mirth, or other sudden
emotion. Also, to produce unpleasantly loud and
shrill upper notes in singing. Also with out, away.
aitoo Twelfth Cent. Horn. 128 pxr is ece eadrjnesse;

baer eald nc graned, ne child ne scra^meS. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 37 pat wif . . bat ihereS, hwen ha cumeS in, hire

beam screamen [MS. Bodl. schreamen]. c 1325 Pol. Songs
(1839) 158 Heo biginnith to shryke ant scremeth anon.
c 140a Laud Troy Bk. 9908 A dredful dreme that lady
dremed, That In hir sclepe sche cried & scremed. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 325/2 To screme. 1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham
Soc.) 6 Others elder..guided these little ones, and sung,
screaming, and squeaking, and straining their voices. 1706
Phillips. ed. Kersey), To Scream or Scream out, it cry out,
especially as one that is scar'd or frighted. 1707 tr. Wks.
C'tess D Anois (1715) 374 She skreem d, she skreek'd. 1775
Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 4 These antipatriotic prejudices are
the abortions of Folly impregnated by Faction.. .They are
born only to scream and perish. 178a Cowper Mutual
Forbearance 27 Yes, truly—one must scream and bawl—

I

tell you, you can't hear at all ! z82 1 Scott Kenilw. xxxiii,
' Nay, scream away if you like it,' said he, still holding her
fast. 1825 Dannelf.y Encyci. Mrts., To Scream, is to sing
in so loud a manner that the tones of the voice cannot be
appreciated. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 311 She
screamed for help.

b. Of certain birds and beasts: To emit their

characteristic shrill cry.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 747 Putois garit. Fulmarde
scremyth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 910 A wonderfull noyse (the
cry of the dragon] Skremyt vp to the skrow with a skryke
rTelle. 1605 Shaks. Macb.tt. 11. 16, 1 heard theOwle schreame,
and the Crickets cry. 1720 Pope Iliad xvii. 529 So flies a
Vulture thro' the clam'rous Train Of Geese, that scream,
and scatter round the Plain. 1757 Gray Bard 38 The
f,iniish'd Eagle screams, and passes by. i860 Tvndaix Glac.
1. xi. 87 A marmot screamed near me. 1894 Hall Caine
Manxman 415 Under the cliffs, where the sea-birds scream.

c. Of an inanimate thing : To make a noise like

a scream.
1784 Cowper Task iv. 478 The fiddle screams Plaintive and

piteous. 179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes ofCondolence V/ks.

1794 III. 233 Wild screams the trumpet's brazen note so
clear. 1827 Scott Chron. Canongate iv. There it (the sign
of an innj hung, creaking, groaning, and screaming in every
blast of wind. 1882 F. W. H. Myers Renewal of Youth
138 Winds that screamed and storms that fled. 1886 Corbett
Fall ofAsgard II. 159 The ships screamed and groaned,
. .as they ground together.

d. auasi-/nw/f. with complementary adv. or phr.
1801 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) I. x. 334 Bugles indeed

we have ; but it is only to scream us out of bed at five in the
morning. 1862 F. W. Robinson Owen iv. ix, If he stayed
there by her side, she would scream the house down in a
minute more.

2. Jig. To express oneself angrily, excitedly, etc,

in speech or writing.

[1775: see 1.} 1880 G. A. Simcox in Macm. Mag. XLI.
401 The Bishop of Exeter ' screamed ' at the idea of having
to listen to the same speaker for two months.

#
1883 Brit.

Q. Rev. Oct. 445 ' The Times'

—

..it screamed, it bullied, it

worked itself up into a perfect whirlwind of wrath. 1890
Spectator 7 June, We receive quite as many communications
screaming at us for 'insufferable complaisance* towards
Mr. Gladstone.

3. trans. To utter with a scream. Also with out.

17x0 Steele Tatler No. 15 F 2 Clapping me on the Back
and skreaming a Lullaby. 1823 Byron Island iv. xiii, The
sea-birds.. screaming high their harsh and hungry dirge.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Streets—Night, Mrs. Macklin . . has
no sooner opened her little street-door, and screamed out
'Muffins!* with all her might, than [etc.]. 1890 Doyle
White Company xxxi, Screaming out the doggerel lines

which had long been the watchword of the Jacquerie.

Screamer (skrf-mai). [f. Screams. -h-er 1
.]

1. One who screams; one who sings in shrill

piercing tones.
1713 Swift Jml. to Stella 15 Nov., She must have been

tortured with the noise oftheGrub Street screamers mention-
ing her husband's murder to her ears. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xxvi, The screamer aforesaid, who added good features

and bright eyes to the powers of her lungs. 1830 Cunning-
ham Brit. Painters I. 208 An age which lavished its tens of
thousands. .on Italian screamers. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour I. 223/2 The ballad singers—or street screamers, as
we calls 'em.

2. An animal that utters a cry like a scream.
1801 Southey Thalaha in. xxxix, Forth from her shadowy

haunt Flies the large-headed screamer of the night. 1818
Scott Rob Roy xxvii, These tiresome screamers of the
morass [the lapwing and curlew]. 189a W. H. Hudson
Naturalist in La Plata i. 15 At night when camping out I

have heard its [the aguar:Vs] dismal screams, but the screamer
was sought in vain.

3. spec, a. A name for the birds of the S. American
family Palamedeidm ; esp. the Kamichi or Horned
Screamer, and Chauna ckavaria, the Crested

Screamer.
The name Crested Screamer is also given to the Seriema

or Cariama (Palamedea cristata Linn., Dicholopkns crista*

tus Illiger) of Brazil.

1773 Pennant Genera ofBirds 43 Palamedea of Linnams,
AnAima and Cariama of Brisson.. .1 call it Screamer, from
the violent noise it makes. Only two species. 1785 Latham
Gen. Synopsis Birds III. i; 18 Homed Scr[eamer]. Pala-
medea coruuta Ltn. Ibid. 20 Crested Scr[eamer]. Pala-
medea cristata Lin. 1869-73 T. R. Jones Casselts Bk.
Birds IV. 91 The Brazilian Cariama, or Crested Screamer
(Didiolophus cristatus). Ibid. 95 The Screamers (Pala*
medese) constitute a group of strange birds. Ibid. 96 The
Aniuma or Horned Screamer (Palamedea cornuta) is

characterised by a horn upon the brow. 189a W. H. Hudson
Naturalist in La Plata i. 20 The spur-winged crested

screamer; a noble bird as large as a swan.

b. A local name for the swift.

1813 Montagu Ornith. Diet. Suppl. 185a F. O. Morris
Brit. Birds II. 75.

4. slang, a. A person, animator thing of excep-

tional size, attractiveness, etc. ; a splendid speci-

men ; e. g. a well-grown or beautiful female ; a
* heavy swell ' ; a large fish ; a large sum of money.
1837 A. Greene Glance at Nrtv York (Bartlett 1860), The

folks are all waiting to see the fast steamer . . ; Ah, here she is

now; sir, ain't she ascreamer? 1846 Mrs. Kirkland West.
Clearings 44 * But she's a screamer of a girl,' persisted

Master George; ' I'd rather have her than all the rest.' 1850
Smedley Frank Fairleigh xiii. Well, you are a screamer,

and no mistake... Be merciful towards the ladies. 1853
Whyte Melville Digby Grand xx, I am in for a 'screamer

,

and the bill for which I am arrested is only a ruse to prevent
my leaving England. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf
xxxvi, I., lost one screamer just up the back ditch there. He
must have been a four-pounder.

b. A composition of a startling or exaggerated

character; e.g. a thrilling or funny story, a 'scream-

ing' farce. Also, a person who tells exaggerated

stories.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xvi, A peculiar style of broad-
side-essay called 'a screamer*. 1849 Alb.Smith Pottleton

Legacy xxiii. 234 'Stranger,' said the man..'you are a
screamer !

' 1854 Househ. Words VIII. 77 Actors speak of
such and such a farce being a 'screamer*. 187a 'Mark
Twain ' (title) Screamers ; a gathering of scraps of humour,
delicious bits, and short stories. 1888 in Echoes fr. Oxf.
Mag. (1890) in And I'll write you a regular screamer Ifyou
dare to come up in the Long.

Screaming (skrfTnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scream v,

+ -ikg I.] The action of the verb Scream.
e 1400 -Destr. Troy 10182 The skrew for be skrykyng &

skremyng of folke, Kedoundet with dyn drede for to here.

1687 T. Brown Saints in Uproar Wks. 1730 I. 72 Such
roaring and screaming, such swaggering and bouncing,

1768-74 Tucker LI. Nat. (1834} II. 443 N°r may we pretend

to faint awayat the screamings of a country church, because

we happen to have a fine ear. .for music. 189a Henley
Song ofSword 9 A noise Of the screaming of eagles.

Screaming,///, a. [-inq2.]

1. That screams ; sounding shrilly.

160a B. Jonson Poetaster To Rdr. 100 Like so many
screaming grasse-hoppers. 1700 Drvden Theodore fy

Honoria 100 And from afar he heard a screaming sound, As
of a Dame distress'd, who cry'd for Aid. 1781 Cowper
Hope 353 The screaming nations, hov'ring in mid air, Loudly

resent the stranger's freedom there. 180a Uierce In Midst

of Life 89 Storms of screaming grape, which . .
splintered the

trees. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Ladxxxv, Far the

calling bugles hollo, High the screaming fife replies.

2. trans/, and fig. a. Tending to excite screams

of laughter ; said esp. of a farce.

1854*0 Bede* VerdantGreen il x, It was a situation for

a screaming farce. 1873 Hopkins Making Worst ofit viii,

The gorgeous and screaming new and original burlesque

drama.

b. Violent or startling in effect ;
glaring.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxi,
* !

' burst out his

father with a screaming oath. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr.

700/2 When we. .added these startling spots of colour, .the

effect was rather screaming.

c. slang. First-rate, splendid.

1864 Hotten's Slang Diet, Screaming, first rate, splendid.

1879 Miss Braddon Cloven Foot I. vi. 125 'Weir, cried the

manager, radiant, ' a screaming success. There's money in

it.' 1883 E. Pennell-Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 314
The Belvoir have, again, had a screaming run, a brilliant

day, and a grand finish. 1897 Badminton Mag. IV. 386
The Rioters had come out of the wood on a screaming scent.

Hence Screa-mingly adv. ; chiefly in the phr.

' screamingly funny ' (cf. prec. 2 a).

1847 Kinglake Eotheu 173 The joyous girls will suddenly,

and screamingly, and all at once, explain to each other that

[etc.]. 1879 Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) III. 368 You
would be screamingly amused by one. 189a Cornkill Mag.
Apr. 444 They are screamingly funny.

Screamy (skrrmi), a. colloq. [f. Scream sb.

or v. + -Y.] Given to screaming ; having a scream-

ingvoice or sound ;jig. characterized byexaggerated
or undignified expression of anger, complaint, or

the like; violent or glaring in colour.

188a Spectator 25 Feb. 265/t The two thoroughly unworthy
and screamy [sonnets] on Carlyle's Reminiscences, by Mr.
Swinburne. 1885 Truth 11 June 927/1 Dining-rooms..
fidgety with glitter, gilt, and screamy colouring. 1891 Jml.
cfEduc. 1 Nov. 572/2 We deprecate the 'screamy temper
in which so many of the aggrieved feel and write.

Hence Screaminess.
1884 Haweis Mus. Life 233 A word about violin strings. ..

Thick strings will mellow the screaminess of a Stainer. 1891

Spectator 9 May 666/2 She impairs its effect for English
readers by a certain screaminess of tone.

Screane, obs. form of Screen v.

t Screa'tion. Obsr~° [f. L. scredre to hawk>

hem : see -ation.] Hawking or spitting.

1658 Phillips, Screation, a spitting.

Screbel, screble, obs. forms of Scribble z».1

Screoh, obs. form of Screech v.

tScrede, v. Obs. rare. [dial. var. of shrede,

Shride v.] trans. To clothe, array.

a 1400 Octouian (W.) 1676 In armes that owghte the

Sarsyns deede The Crysten knyghtes gonne hem screde.

Scree (skr*), sb. Also 9 erron. scrae. [a. ON.
skritfa landslip (Sw., Da. skred), cogn. w. skri'da

to slide, glide ( = OE. scridan to go, glide).

The existing form of the sing, is prob. a back-fonmiion

from the pi. screes, in which the medial 5 is dropped as in
1 clo'es ' for clothes.)

A mass of detritus, forming a precipitous, stony

slope upon a mountain-side. Also the material

composing such a slope.

1781 J. Hutton Tour to Caves (ed. 2) Gloss. 06 Skirl, or

screes, small stones or pebbles. 1813 Scott Trierm. in.

viii. Far on the sloping valley's course, . . Shingle and Scrae,

and Fell and Force, A dusky light arose. 1851 Eraser's

Mag. XLIV. 137 The cliffs, and screes, and snowpatches

looked uglier and steeper. 1905 Wevman Slan'ecrow Farm
209 And now the screes of Bow Fell, flecked with snow,

were not more cold and hard than her face.

attrib. 1888 Davison in Q. Jml. Gcol. Soc. XLIV. 232

The instability of scree-material being so great, the causes

of its motion are consequently numerous.

Screech (skrftj), sb. Forms : 6 skreeche,

7 scriech, screitch, skreech, 7-8 skriech, 8

schreetch, skreetch, 7- screech, [f. Screech v.

Cf. Scritch sb.]

1. A loud shrill cry, usually one expressive of

violent and uncontrollable pain or alarm.

1560 Ovid's Narcissus A ij b, Ecco-.the dobbeler of

skreeche [rime speche}. 1614 Sylvester Bethulia's Rescue

11. 238 Th' one insulting proud ; Th' other in skrieches,

and sad cryes, as loud, Deafned the shores. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 1. 11 A great lamentation, accompanied with grones

and skreeches. i6a8 Ld. Cahleton in ElUs Orig. Lett. Ser.

1. III. 259 Hut to returne to the screeches made att the fatall

blow given. I7aa De Foe Plague (1884) 109 A Woman gave

three frightful Skreetches. 1743 Appleton Serin, 93 Draw
forth Teares, yea, to cause Schreetches and screamings out.

a i8aa Shelley Hate-song 3 He sang a song which was
more of a screech [rime-word ditch] 'Gainst a woman that

was a brute. i8<x Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables xix. (1852)

230 Shouting to her at mouth-wide screech. 1864 C. Geikie

Life in Woods vii. (1874) 128 Suddenly an unearthly sound

broke from one side, a sort of screech.

ffig. 1671 Flavel Fount. Life xii. 35 Oh what a fearful

scriech will thy Conscience give.

2. A name for various birds having a harsh dis-

cordant cry, e.g. the Barn-owl {Strixjlammea), the

Swift (Cypselus apus), the Missel-thrush (Turdus
viscivorus), etc. Now only dial.

1637 G. Daniel Genius of this Isle 346 Where the owle
And yelling Screitch, (full of portent and Fate) Late kept.

1803 Montagu cVw**M.Z>/W., Swift.. .Screech. i8aaSHELLEY
tr. Goethe's Faust ii. 67 Are the screech, the lapwing, and
the jay, All awake as if 'twere day? 185a F. O. Morris
Brit. Birds II. 75 Swift.. .Black Martin. Screech.

3. transf. A harsh, squeaking sound made by
some inanimate object.

183a Ht. Martineau Hill <y Valley iii. 46 He was com-
pletely roused by a creak and screech of the latticed window.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home II. 85 We could hear

the galloping sweep of a railway train . . and its discordant

screech.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., with the

sense 'screeching, loud and discordant'.

a 1830 Cockburn Mem. (1856) 179 A wild-looking.. man
with sandy hair, a screech voice, and staring eyes,

b. In dial, names of birds with reference to their

characteristic cry (cf. sense 2), as screech-bird,

-thrush, the Fieldfare {Turduspilaris) ; screech-
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cock, -drossle, -thrush, the Missel-thrush {Turdus

viscivorus) ; screech-devil, -martin, the Swift

{Cypselus opus); screech-hawk, the Nightjar

{Caprimulgus Europmts). See Eng. Dial. Diet.

x8oj Montagu Ornith. Diet., Swift. . .Screech Martin.

1839 Macgillivray Brit. Birds II. 114 Turdus viscivorus.

The Missel Thrush. .. Screech Thrush.

TT 5. Misused for Scbeak, Skreigh, break of day.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius iii, I am a very early

bird : I get up at the screech of dawn.

Screech (skntj), v. Forms : 6 skrech, 7
screen, skriech, scrietch, 8 skrietch, screetch,

7- screech. [Echoic modification of Scbitch v.~\

1. intr. To utter a sharp, piercing cry, as of pain

or alarm ; to scream or call out with a shrill voice

;

also occas. used trans/, of inanimate things.

1577 Kendall Florvers of'Epigr. 26 b, Thou weepest still,

thou skrechest shrill, thou halest from head thyne heares.

1603 Marston Antonio's Rev. m. iii, Now croakes the toad
and night crowes screech aloud. 1704 Loud. Post 28-30

June 2/1 The Nurse and 2 Maids who lay in a Room back-
wards, were heard to Skriech out a considerable time, in a
most pitiful manner. 179a Wolcot (P. Pindar) Odes of
Condolence Wks. 1794 III. 232 The fiddles screech with
rapture one and all. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exped. xix. (1856)

146 Crowds of Auks and Ivory Gulls, screeching with ex-
ecrable clamor. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. Troub.
in. x, I screeched out all the more.. when I remembered
the quarrel that had took place at dinner. x888 Henley
Bk. Verses 152 A draggled fishwife screeches at the gates.

2. trans. To utter (a word or sentence) with a
loud, shrill, piercing sound.

1844 Disraeli Coningsbys. iv. 205 'Rigby', screeched a
hoarse voice, 'don't you mind'. 1889 Barrie Window in
Thrums 149 Next minute she screeches, What, what, what? *

3. To cause to utter a shrill, squeaking noise, rare.

1862 Lady Duff-Gordon in F. Gallon Vac. Tourists (1864)

161 When I went into the hall, a Dutchman was screeching
a concertina hideously.

Screeclier (skrftjw). [f. Screech z>. + -ER 1
.]

1. One who screeches. lit. and^Sg".

1869 J. Burroughs Wake-Robin viii. (1895) 210 The fly-

catchers, .are not properly songsters, but are classed by
some writers as screechers. 1884 St. James's Gaz. 25 Jan.
6/2 They are as unpatriotic in their way as screechers about
Bulgarian atrocities. 1908 Academy 11 July 27/2 These
screechers are beginning to learn that hysterics are of little

use where argument is concerned.

2. A dial, name for several birds having a harsh

screaming cry; e.g. the Swift {Cypselus apus), the

Gull-billed Tern (Sterna anglica), and the Missel-

thrush {Turdus viscivorus).

1848 Zoologist VI. 2290 The common swift is in G[louces-
tershire] a'screecher*. 1864 Atkinson i?/>vT*-//.,Screecher..

.

Gull-billed Tern. Sterna Anglica.

Screeching (skrrtfirj), vbl. sb. [f. Screech v.

+ -ing *.] The action of the vb. Screech ; shrill

crying, howling.
1616 Breton Good <$• Baa\ie, Vnqniet Woman Wks.

(Grosart) II. 12/2 Her voice is the skrieching of an owle.

1673 Hickbrtngill Gregory F. Greybeard 307 This rat-

catcher owl. .with her howtings and scrietching she spoils

themusick. 1753 Miss Collier A rt Torment. Concl. (1811)

221 How have I seen a whole company made uneasy from
the screeching of a cork between some person's fingers I

1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. fy Port, exxix, They make a
most disagreeable screetching. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth vii,

'I prithee, peace', said Craigdallie, who was obviously tired

of the tuneless screeching of the worthy deacon. 1871
O. W. Holmes Smiling Listener 54 More banging, more
screeching of fiddle and drum.

Screeching (skrrtjirj),///. a. [f. Screech v.

+ -^0^.] That screeches. Hence Screechingly
adv.
1816 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1839) V. 141 My old peacock,

who chooses to. .sit below my bedroom window to keep me
awake with his screeching lamentation. 1854 N. Brit. Rev.
XXI. 217 Old ones cry out screechingly. 1886 W.J. Tucker
E. Europe 209 The screeching appeals which greeted the
discovery of our misdemeanour.

Scree'Ch-Owl. Also 7 ekreech-, 8 scriech-.

[f. Scbeech v. ; altered form of Scritch-owl.]

L A name for the Barn Owl {Aluco Jlammeus
Fleming, Strix Linn.), from its discordant cry,

supposed to be of evil omen.
1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, i. iv. 21 The time when Screech-

owles cry, and Bandogs howle. 1612 Dekker London
Triumphing Bib, Let Bats and Skreech-Owles murmure
at bright Day. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 7 f 2 A Screech-
Owl at Midnight has alarmed a Family, more than a Band of
Robbers. 1773 G. White Selborne, To Barrington 8 July,
From this screaming probably arose the common people's

imaginary species of screech-owl, which they superstitiously

think attends the windows of dying persons. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. III. vi. vi, Long-winded, unmelodious as the
screech-owl's, sounds that prophetic voice. 1872 Calverley
Fly Leaves (1884) 5 And the screech-owl scares the peasant
As he skirts some churchyard drear.

2. trans/. Applied to a bearer of evil tidings, or
one who presages misfortune.
1606 Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. x. 16 Let him that will a screech-

oule aye be call'd, Goe in to Troy, and say there, Hector's
dead. 18x9 Scott Ivanhoe xxx, ' Vile murderous hag !

'

replied Front-de-Bceuf j
' detestable screech-owl

!

' 1896 Jane
Barlow Mrs. Martin's Comp., etc. 50 To be pitied for
havin' to put up wid the ould screech-owl's foolish talk.

3. attrib.

1796 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Satire Wks. 1812 III. 409 Of
Screech-owl satire Pitt has shorn the wings. 1815 Scott
Guy M. ii, The harsh and dissonant voice, and the screech-
owl notes to which it was exalted when he was exhorted to
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pronounce more distinctly. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vi.

vi, Then, secondly, his rejected screech-owl Oration.

Screechy (skrrtji), a. [f. Screech sb. + -y 1
.]

Of a voice : Given to screech; loud, shrill, and
discordant. Also trans/
a 1830 Cockburn Mem. (1856) 154 His voice, .got sputter-

ing and screechy when he became excited. 1865 Pall Mall
Gaz. 24 Apr. 10 She has a moderate mezzo soprano, rather
reedy and screechy in its upper notes. 1891 Leeds Mercury
8 Oct. 8/6 Vilification of the screechiest kind.

Screed (skrfd), sb. Forms: 4 screade, 5
screde, 6 Sc. skreid, screid, 7 Bkread, 8-9
skreed, 7- screed. [Variant of Shred sb.

y
repr.

OE. scr4ade\ cf. Scr- i.]

I. 1. A fragment cut, torn, or broken from a
main piece ; in later use, a tom strip of some tex-

tile material. Also collect, sing. Obs. exc. dial.

1:1315 Shoreham i. 824 pa} eny best devoured hyt,..

Ech screade %et al so longe hys godes body, Ase lest be
fourme of brede, t 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wi'ilcker 655/n floe

Presegmen, screde. a 1460 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 252 Robes
made of scredes. a 1510 Douglas Conscience j Of his habite
out cuttit thay ane skreid. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages 37
Scho raif hir clais all into screid. 18*5 Choker Fairy Leg.
1. 162 He has been sometimes seen going about with hardly
a skreed to cover him. 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 208
By a screed u' her druggit goown tangled on a blackthorn.

b. A strip of land ; a parcel of ground.
1615 Brathwait Strappado 220 Thou Ahab, thou that by

extortion gaines. Some Skreads of Land to better thy
demains. 1644 Slingsby Diary (1836) 126 Northscales, a
town in Wawne [Walney] Iseland wch is a narrow screed of
land lying before Fourness, 1793 Smeaton Edyslone L. § 337
The sea encroached upon these cliffs, by taking off parallel

Screeds. 1843 Lincolnsh.^ Topogr. Soc. Papers 64 The
triangular screed of land lying on the north side of the Cross-
cliff hill, was the ancient Swine-grun of Lincoln. 1889 Raike
Hist. Hemingborough 165 There is a long screed or tongue
of land called Bishop's Meadows.

C. An edging, a bordering strip ; the border or

frill of a woman's cap. dial.

1828 Caer Craven Gloss., Skreed
f
a border or shred of

cloth. 1849 C Bronte Shirley xxiii, The screed, or frill of
the cap, stood a quarter of a yard broad round the face of
the wearer. 1853 Whitby Gloss., A Screed, a border or edge
of paper, or other flat surface. 'A cap screed,'

2. [fig. A long roll or list ; a lengthy discourse or
harangue ; a gossiping letter or piece of writing.
a 1789 in Ross Helenore To Author p. vii, I here might gie

a skreed of names. 181a Chalmers Let. in Hanna Mem.
(1840) I. 293 Mr. Manson threatens a long screed of poetry
on the subject. 1816 Scott Fam. Let. 28 Dec. (1894) I. 392
The lady would not be kept from Eildon Hills when there
was any worthy., to give her a screed of doctrine. 1884 St.
James s Gaz. 31 Oct. 7/1 What Montaigne meant by his

*emprunts' was something altogether different from Mr.
Tregellas's great screeds of cribbing. 190a A. Dobson
S. Richardson v. 117 Richardson's reply is a screed of
malevolence.

b. A piece, portion (of a literary work).
1829 Scott Jrnl. 12 June, After dinner I . . took a screed of

my novel.

t C. A (drinking) bout. Obs.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxv, Naething confuses me unless it be

a screed o'drink at an orra time. 1823 Galt Entail xxxu,
Had he no deet amang hands in one o' his scrieds wi' the
Lairds o' Kilpatrick, I'm sure I canna think what would hae
come o' me and my first wife. 1828 J. Wilson Noel. Ambr.
Wks. 1856 II. 59 A skreed in any room of his house clears
my head for a month.
0. Plastering, a. An accurately levelled strip of

plaster formed upon a wall or ceiling, as a guide
in running a cornice or in obtaining a perfectly

even surface in plastering ; a strip of wood used
for the same purpose.
1812 P. Nicholson Meek. Exerc. 308 Floating Skreeds

differ from cornice skreeds in this, that the former is a strip

of plaster, and the latter wooden rules for running the cor-

nice. 1846 Penny Cycl. Suppl. II. 431/2 Ledges or margins of
plaster, called screeds, are formed at the angles. 1855
Reinnel Masons' etc. Assist. 61 The work must be correctly
plumbed up by means of fiat-headed nails, and screeds for the
guidance of the floating rule formed with Roman cement.

b. Comb. : screed-coat, a coat of plaster made
level with the screeds {Cent. Did. 1891).

C. (See quot.)
1901 J. Black's Carp, fy Build., Home Handier. 92 The

concrete [for the floor should be], .thrown on..and its upper
surface brought perfectly level by passing a 'screed ', or large
wooden straight-edge, over it.

II. 4. Sc. [From the verb.] A rent, tear. Also

fig. t Obs.
a 1728 Ramsay Tit for Tat iii, He had lent ane's Guts a

Skreed, Wha had gi*en him a broken Head. 1786 Burns
Holy Fair iv, Ye, for my sake, hae gien the feck Of a' the
ten comman's A screed some day.

6. Sc, A sound as of the tearing of cloth ; hence,
1 any loud, shrill sound ' (Jam.).
a 1805 Macneill Poems (1844) 125 Fearfu* ye sang till some

agreed The notes war true ; Whan grown mair bauld, ye
gae a screed That pleased nae few. 1805 J. Nicol Poems
II. 12 (Jam.) Their cudgels brandishM 'boon their heads,

—

Their horns emittin martial screeds.

Screed (skrfd), v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5
screde, 8 skreed, 8- screed. [Orig. a var. of

Shred v., repr. OE. scrfadian; in later use f.

Screed sb.]

1. trans. To shred, tear, rip.

C1430 Two Cookery Bks. 30 Take Apples, & pare hem,
an smal screde hem in mossellys. 17.. Fair Helen xni. in

SCREEN.

Child Ballads II. 212/2 And out he took a little pen-knife,

And he screeded the winding-sheet.

b. intr. for refl.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxi, Had I been in ony q' your rotten

French camlets now, or your drab-de-berries, it would hae
screeded like an auld rag wi* sic a weight as mine.

2. intr. To produce a sound as of tearing cloth.

Hence, of a musical instrument, to make a loud
shrill sound.
a 1706 Watson"s Collect. Sc. Poems 1. 38 It made me

Yelp, and Yeul, and Yell And Skirl and Skreed. 1756
Pennecuik's Collect. Sc. Poems 77 He gar'd his pipe, when
he did play, Baith skirl and skreed. 1835 Carrick, etc
Laird of Logan (1841) 77, I mind the verra tune that the
fiddler played to us, as weel as if I heard the bow screeding
o'er the strings the noo.

3. To screed off,away \ togiveaudibleexpressionto,
to relate or repeat (a matter) readily from memory.
a 1774 R. Fergusson Poems (1807) 239 Sing then, how, on

the fourth of June, Our bells screed aff a loyal tune. 1839
Ballantine in Whistle-Binkie Ser. n. 5 There's nae Carritch
question, nor auld Scottish sang, But the loun screeds ye aff

in the true lowland twang.

Screeding (skrrdirj), vbl. sb. Plastering, [f.

Screed sb. + -ing *.] The forming of the screeds.

1835 J. Nicholson Oper. Meek. 617 When the screeding is

finished, compo is prepared in larger quantities and.. the
workmen spread it. .over the wall in the space left between
each pair of screeds.

Screen (sknn), sb.1 Forms: (?4 scren), 5-6
serene, 5-7 skrene, skreene, 6 scren, skreine,

7 skrein, 6-7 screene, 7 schreen(e, 8 skreyn,
7-9 skreen, 7- screen. Also 6-7 serine, skrine.
[Of difficult etymology. The sense corresponds with
that of F. icran, OF. escran ( 1

3 1 8 in Hatz.-Darm. ),

in glossaries also escrin, escren (Du Cange s. vv.

Anlipirgium
t
Antypird) ; Godefr. gives one instance

oiescrime fern, in the same sense. The ME. skrene,

skreene, however, does not admit of being regarded
as an adoption of any of these forms; though it

may represent some AF. variant or derivative. The
form has probably been influenced by confusion

with serene= Scrine, chest, coffer.

The OF. escrin, escren (? whence escran) is prob. a. OHG.
skirm, skerm (mod.G, schirm) of the same meaning; the
fern, escrine is presumably a derivative of the same word.)

1. A contrivance for warding off the heat of a fire

or a draught of air. a. A piece of furniture con-
sisting usually of an upright board or ofa framehung
with leather, canvas, cloth, tapestry, or paper, or

of two or more such boards or frames hinged
together. Cf. Fire-screen.
The meaning of the word in quots. 1393-1403 is uncertain

;

it is not impossible that they ought to be placed under
Scrine, coffer. In quot. 1530 the meaning may be a fireguard.

1393 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) I. i94Unum skreu[?;«w?skrenj
ferreum. 1403 Nottingham Rec. II. 20, j. skrene, iijs. 14..
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 564/24 Antipcra, a serene, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 450/2 Serene.., ventifuga. c 1460 Bk
Curtasye 462 in Babees Bk., And fuel to chymne* hym falle

to gete, And serenes in clof to y-saue bo hete Fro bo lorde
at mete when he is sett. 1530 Palscr. 271/1 Skrene made
ofwycars to put bytwene the fyre, escrain, estrane. 1603
Inv. in Gage Heugrave (1822) 27 Itm, one great foulding
skreene of seaven foulds. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit.
ex'u. (1633) 282 This screene, that stands betwixt me and the
fire, is like some good friend at the Court, which keepes me
from the heate of the unjust displeasure of the great. 1711
Hermit 25 Aug. 2/1 Indian Skreens must be purchased to
succeed Abraham and Isaac [on tapestry]. 1854 Honseh.
Words V'III. 58/2 Tables, chairs, pole-screens and cheval-
screens. 1899 Cowan Hist. Kiss 230 There was a draught*
screen just at the door.

b. A frame covered with paper or cloth, or a disk
or plate of thin wood, cardboard, etc. (often decor-

ated with painting or embroidery) with a handle
by which a person may hold it between his face and
the fire ; a hand-screen. Also applied to a merely
ornamental article of similar form and material.
1548 MS. Hart. 1409 If. 61 Two Iitle Skrenes ofsilke to hold

againste the fier. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xvi. (Roxb.)
83/1 The first is nominated a screene, it is a thing made round
of crisped paper, and set in an handle to hold before a Ladies
face, when she sits neere the fire. 1712 Steele Spectator
No. 336 p 2 [They] plague me.. to cheapen Tea or buy a
Skreen. 1851 Dickens Bleak Ho. ii, Is it what you people
call law-hand? she asks.. toying with her screen.

O. A wooden seat or settle with a high back to

keep away draughts.
1826 Wilbraham Cheshire Gloss, (ed. 2) 77 Skreen, a

wooden settee or settle, with a very high back, sufficient to
screen those who sit on it from the external air. 1879 in

Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. Suppl. 512.

d. A contrivance in the form of a screen (sense

1 a), for affording an upright surface for the display

of objects for exhibition ; a flat vertical surface pre-

pared for the reception of images from a magic
lantern or the like; a frame for photographs resem-
bling a folding screen.

1859 R. Hunt Guide Mus. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 46 The
screen on the eastern wall . . exhibits the russet and bird's-eye

marble, m the base. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 Some of the
most delightful panel screens for photographs I ever set

eyes on.

6. Mining. (See quot.)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal Mining, Screen, . . a cloth brattice

or curtain hung across a road in a mine to direct the venti-

lation.
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SCREEN.

2. Arch. A partition of wood or stone, pierced by
one or more doors, dividing a room or building into
two parts.

c 1460 Bk. Curtasye 28 in Babees Bk., And sithen byfore the
serene bou stonde In myddys be halle. 1553 Bale tr. Bp.
Gardiners Serm. H j b, I am.. compelled to take my wyfe
Truthe to me, whan she corameth agayne at leynght peeping
behynde the serine. 1589 Hay any Work for Cooper 44
When he hadd gotten some fatte meat of O the fellowes
table, would go to the skrine, and first wipe his mouth on
the on[e] side and then O the other, because he wanted a
napkin. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. x. 37 Streight th' other fled
away. And ran into the Hall, where he did weene Him selfe
to saue : but he there slew him at the skreene. 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr. 11. 118 He always loved good talk, and often would
;et behind the Skreen to hear it. 1851 Turner Dom. Archit.
. ii. 44 Behind the screen, or ' in the screens ' as it was called

was. .the Lavatory. 1875 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xi. (1897)
380 The name [chancellor], derived probably from the
cancelli, or skreen behind which the secretarial work of the
royal household was carried on.

b. Eccl. (See Chancel-screen, Rood-Screen.)
1643 Evelyn Diary 24 Dec., They greatly reverence the

Crucifix over the skreene of the Quire. 1763-71 H. Walpole
Virtue** Anted. Paint. (ij$6) II. 265 He committed the
same error at Winchester, thrusting a screen in the Roman
or Grecian taste into the middle of that cathedral. 18*6
Scott Woodst. i, Two fair screens of beautiful sculptured oak
bad been destroyed. 1908 F. Bond {title) Screens and
Galleries in English Churches.

c. A wall thrown out in front of a building
and masking the facade.
184a R. Brown Dom. Arch. 318 Screen, a row of columns

with their continued entablature, erected along the top of
a dwarf-wall, between which and the dwelling-house is a
court, generally attached to palaces. 1886 C. E. Pascoe
Land, of To-day xxxL (ed. 3) 283 The screen on the White-
hall side [of the Admiralty). Ibid, xxxii. 295 Devonshire
House, a large mansion with a screen in front, at the corner
of St. James s Street.

d. Mil. = Screen-battery (sense 7 below).
1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3) 35 Small

openings are made in the screens corresponding with the
embrasures of the batteries.

3. trans/, a. Applied to any object, natural or
artificial, that affords shelter from heat or wind.
Ramsay's application of the word to a scarf worn by a
woman over the head has been echoed by later writers as if it

were a dialectal specific sense.

1538 Elyot Diet., Vmbella, a lyttel shadow, also a skrine
to kepe away the light of the sonne. 164a Fuller Holy <y

Prof. St. in. vii. 167 A South-window in summer, .needs the
schreen of a curtain. 1714 Ramsay Tea-/. Misc. (1733) I. 66
My mistris in her tartan screen. 1784 tr. Beckfordfs vatheh
(1868) 31 When the sun began to break through the clouds
they ordered a pavilion to be raised, as a screen from the
intrusion of his beams. 1818 Scott Hr/. Midi, xxv, Her
tartan screen served all the purposes of a riding.habit, and
of an umbrella.

b. Something interposed so as to conceal from
view. AX^o fig.
1605 Sh aks. Macb. v. vi. x Now neere enough : Your leauy

Skreenes throw downe, And shew like those you are. 01674
Trahf.rne Chr. E/hics (1675) 91 All Things are naked and
open before his Eyes, and there be no Walls to exclude,
or Skreens to hide.. nor Distance to over come, but all

Thingsequallyneer and fair, a 1704*1?. Brown On the Beauties
Wks. 1730 I. 44 Next, over all, must Phryne's skin be drawn
..Through which most lovely and unfaithful screen The
various passions of the soul are seen. 1788 Burke.Sp. ags/.
W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 384 The screen, the veil spread
before this transaction, is torn open by the very people
themselves, who are the tools in it. 1818 Scott Hr/. Midi.
xiv, The sun set beyond.. the screen of western hills. 1851
Gallenca Italy 23 He sought, it would be difficult to say
whether a comfort or a screen in the observance of religious
practices.

o. Mil. A small body of men detached to cover
the movements of an army.
189a Homk & Pratt Pr/cis Mod. Tactics 81 The disper-

sion on a wide front which is necessary to obtain what is

generally called the cavalry screen necessarily entails weak-
ness. 1894 Gall Mod. Tactics fed. 3) 175 Large bodies of
infantry when there is a possibility of contact with the
enemy will be covered by what is now called a screen of
troops in extended order.

d. A line or belt of trees planted to give pro-
tection from the wind.
1644 Evelyn Diary 21 Mar., A pretty garden,, .having at

the entrance a skreene at an exceeding height, accurately
cutt in topiary worke. 1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II.

75 In a part of the skreen, which divides these grounds from
the road, we have an opportunity of remarking the disagree-
able effect of trees planted alternately. 1843 J. Wilson Chr.
North (1857) I. 246 Screens of oak and sycamore trees. 188a
Garden 28 Jan. 65/1 All.. screens of Privet, Beech, Holly,
Yew, &c. to be kept thick must be cut annually.

4. _/%•. A means of securing from attack, punish-
ment, or censure. Abo, anything which intervenes
obstructingly.
1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 107 To haue no Schreene between

this part he plaid, And him he plaid it for, he needes will be
Absolute Millaine. i6>5 Bacon Ess., Envy (Arb.) 514 There
be so many Skreenes bctweene him, and Envy. 1760 Ann.
Reg. III. Misc. Ess. 213 A worthless rascal who has found
out the art of deceiving under the screen of royal authority.
1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. v. viii. 651 He would not
have scrupled to form for himself a screen out of his own
ambiguity. 1877 Northcote Rom. Catacombs 1. i. 24 They
furnished a real and legal screen for the protection of the
Christian Society. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 56 There's
no longer screen betwixt soul and soul's joy.

b. (a)Seequot. i7io;(£)achaperon. 1 nonce-uses.
1710 Steele Ta/ler No. 171 Advt., All false Buyers at

Auctions being employ'd only to hide others, are from this
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Day forward to be known in Mr. BickerstafTs Writings by
the Word Screens. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xiv, I will bribe
old Martha with a cup of tea to sit by me and be my screen.

5. An apparatus used in the sifting of grain,
coal, etc. Cf. Scry sb.

x573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 37 A skuttle or skreine, to rid
soile fro the come. 1667 Merret in Phil. Trans. II. 466 The
Skreens are made with two partitions, to separate the dust
from the Corn, c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary ti888) 101 A
frame..made all of small wire just as I have seen fine Screens
to screen Corne in. 1760 Mili.es in Phil. Trans. LI. 538
The smaller coal is separated from the clay by a skreen, or
grated shovel. 1805 Dickson Pract. Agric. I. PI. xiv, The
corn passes through the skreen G into the hopper H. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 547 There is a portable screen or
harp for riddling and depositing the stones. 187a Raymond
Statist. Mines «y Mining 61 An improvement has been made
. . by the substitution, at several mills, ofcoarse screens, with
apertures one-quarter of an inch in diameter, instead of the
one-eighth-inch screens heretofore in use.

b. An arrangement of bars at the end of an over-
flow pipe, to prevent the escape of fish from a pond.
1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 57 They had. .gone through the

screen at the mouth of the pipe.

6. Applied to various portions of optical, electri-

cal, and other instruments, serving to intercept
light, heat, electricity, etc.

1819-13 Barlow Optics in EncycL Metrop. (1845) III.

474/2 A skreen of gauze, or gummed muslin posited verti-
cally. 1878 EncycL Bri/. VIII. 29/1 What are called
electrical screens, i. e. sheets of metal used to defend
electrical instruments, &c, from external influences. 1879
Cassells Teckn. Educ. III. x (Photogr.) A screen of ground-
glass. 1893 Sloane Elec/r. Diet., Screen, Electric, a large
plate or a hollow case or cage of conducting material
connected with the earth, and used to protect any body
placed within it from electrostatic influences. 190a Encyel.
Bri/. XXVIII. 54/1 Screens which become fluorescent
under the influence of the Rontgen rays are generally made
of platino-cyanides.

7. attrib. and Comb., as screen-bulkhead, -door,

f -fan,fence, -plantation, -shape, wall, -tvork (also

fig*i\ + screen-faced, \ -like adjs. ; screen-battery
Mil, (see quot.) ; screen-cell, a part of a gaol
where a prisoner may be kept under constant ob-
servation ; screen-chamber, an enclosure contain-
ing a screen (sense 5) ; screen-cloth, f (a) the
material used to cover a screen

; (6) Mining, a mat
hung in an airway to promote ventilation ; screen-
man, a worker at the screen (sense 5), spec, in the
Coal-trade — Screener; screen-perch (see quot.);
screen-tower, an elevated building containing a
series of screens (sense 5).
1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Die/, (ed. 3) 35 A *screen

battery is a parapet of earth running across the front of the
batteries and thus forming a screen. 1707 Encyel. Bri/. (ed.

- under the
He was

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <y

Mining 43a The screens are provided with latticed hoppers,
which allows a current of air to flow freely up through the
•screen-chambers. 1603 Inv. in Gage Hengrave (1822) 27 A
•skreen cloth, -ofgreen kersey. 1889 Pall Mall Gas. 22 Apr.
3/1 By the expenditure ofa few shillings in hanging a mid wall
of screencloth a plentiful supply of air could nave been ob-
tained. 1840 Civil Engin. a> Arch. Jml. III. 84/1 Its effect
is. .unavoidably impaired by the interference of two pairs of
"screen doors. 1601 Munday Down/. Robt. Earl Hunting-
don B 4 b, Is it thy part, thou 'screenfac't snotty nose. To
hinder him that gaue thee all thou hast 7 1664 Butler Hud.
11. iii. 367 Are sweating Lan thorns, or 'Screen-fans, Made
better there than th'are in France? 1856 Morton Cyct.
Agric. II. 817 Along the side [of the plantation] most ex*
posed to the sea-breeze, erect a "screen fence composed of
turf [etc]. 1611 Cotgil, Araroye, a round or *skreene-
like ornament of feathers, worne by the West-Indian
Sauages at their backes. 1851 Green-well Coal-trade
Terms Northumb. 4r Durh, 48 *Skreenmen. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., Screeners or Screenmen, men at bank
who shovel the coals over the flat of the screens into the
wagons and clean them. 1891 Harting Bibl. Accipitr. 229
* Screen-Perch, the form of perch used for hawks when kept
in a room. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 420 Soften the
rigour of winter, by sheltering the lower farms with "skreen*
plantations. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/3 A smaller frame,
screen shape,.. to hold six 'midget' photographs. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines 4- Mining 447 AH (the ore] was
elevated some seventy feet to the top of the "screen-tower.

1900 Yorksh. Archaeol. Jml. XV. 303 The "screen-wall
between the pillars of the nave. 1648-58 Hexham s.v. Voye,
The Top of some "schreene-worke. 1850 Parker's Gloss.
Archit. (ed. 5) I. 416 The oldest piece of screen-work that
has been noticed is at Compton church, Surrey. 1858
Froude Hist. Eng. II. 354 Unhappily, behind thescreen*
work of these poor saints, a whole Irish insurrection was
blazing in madness and fury. 1904 Gasquet Eng. Monastic
Life ix. 30 In some places, it is true, certain screenwork
divisions appear to have been devised.

Screen (skr/"n),^. 2 Cant.tObs. [? Connected
with Screkvb sb. and v.] A bank-note. Chiefly

in queer screen, a forged bank-note.
181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Queer screens, forged Bank-

notes. 1830 Lytton P. Clifford xxxi, Bill Fang.. was
stretched for smashing queer screens. 1864 Hot/en's Slang
Diet*, Screen, a bank note. QueerScreen, a forged bank note.

Screen (skrih), v. Forms: 5 screane, 7screene,
skreene, 7-9 skreen, 7- screen, [f. Screen sb. 1]
1. trans. To shelter or protect with or as with a

screen, from heat, wind, light, missiles, or the like.

c 163a Poem in Atkenxum 27 Jan. (1883) 121/2 From whose
inward light The Angells with their wings must skreene
their sight. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 30 Back'd with a ridge

of hills That soreen'd the fruits of the earth and seats of

3) XVII. 404/1 The beam abaft, which comes under
•screen bulkhead. 189a Pall Mall Gas. 24 Oct. 5/2 He
confined in a "screen cell. 1877 Raymond Statist. Min,

SCREENED.
men From cold Septentrion blasts. 1728 Chambers Cycl.
s. v. Eye, To screen his Eye, he will presently cover it

therewith. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 440 He therefore timely
warn'd himself supplies Her want of care, screening and
keeping warm The plenteous bloom. 1823 W. Scoresby
Jrnl. Whale Fish. 201 The adjoining mountains.. skreened
the ice near their bases, from the solar rays. 1879 Geikie
Geol. in Encyel. Brit, X. 268/2 Being hard, they resist the
action of the falling drops and screen the earth below them.

b. To shut off by something interposed, rare.
Now only with off.

1700 Dryden Sigism. <$• Guise. 211 The Curtains closely
drawn, the Light to skreen. 1861 Tyndall Fragm. Sci.

(1871) 384 You will perhaps try whether the magnetic power
is not to be screened off.

2. To hide from view as with a screen ; to shelter

from observation or recognition.
1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. iv. 196 Clouds, .shall skreen

the Sun from us. 1711-xa Swift Jrnl. to Stella 6 Jan.,
When he came out, Mr. Secretary, .walked so near him
that he quite screened me from him with his great periwig.
1784 Cowper Task 1. 168 Our fav'rite elms, That screen the
herdsman's solitary hut. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy xxv, A small
hedge, which imperfectly screened the alley in which I was
walking. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India in. vii. III. 357
The Coorgs effectually screened themselves behind the
bushes. 1893 Hansard's Pari. Deb. 30 Mar. 1500 To send
vessels to seawhose lights are screened on different principles.

b. Mil. To employ a body of men to cover (an
army's movements). AUoabsol. (Cf.ScREEN^.^c.)
i88x Bell tr. C. von Schmidt's Instr. Training Cavalry

173 In all these different cases the leading thought,. must.

.

be to see without being seen, reconnoitre and screen. 1884
Trench Cavalry in Mod. War 270 The duties to be per-
formed by the division—i. e. ..to screen the movements of
one's own army, to unmask those of the enemy [etc.]. 1899
Weslm. Gaz. 11 Dec. 1/3 The duty of reconnoitring the foe

and screening the friend.

c. In immaterial senses.

1670 Cotton Espernon 1. iv. 151 The artifice of his Enemies
so skreen'd his merits from his Majesties observation, that
he receiv'd very little thanks for his labour. 169s Bentley
Boyle Led. i. 6 There are some Infidels among us, that . . to

avoid the odious name of Atheists, would shelter and skreen
themselves under a new one of Deists. 18x3 Shelley Q.
Mob v. 27 Compelled by its deformity, to screen With flimsy

veil of justice and of right, Its unattractive lineaments.

3. To shield or protect from hostility or impend-
ing danger; esp. to save (an offender)from punish-

ment or exposure ; to conceal (a person's offence).

C1485 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 58 If I shold therfore

screane myself, & my frynds also, & not put me therfore to

hurt. 1630 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. cxii. (1633) 283 But how
happy am I, if the interposition of my Saviour . . may
screene mee from the deserved wrath of. .God. X693 Locke
Educ. § 214 (1699) 376 He that Travels with them is to

skreen them ; get them out when they have run themselves

into the Briars [etc.]. X738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 141/2 Were
there any Hopes that he could ever be brought to skreen

the most notorious Corruption, I dare say he would meet
with the Approbation of this virtuous Society. 1780 New
Newgate Cat. V. 206 All his artifices could not screen him
from the justice of his country. X817 Jas. Mill Brit. India
II. v. ix. 696 Mr. Hastings had taken presents, and skreened

himself by giving them up at last to the Company. 1824

W. Irving T. Trav. II. 244 Great exertions were made to

screen him from justice, but in vain. 1850 Browning
Easter-D. ix, No misery could screen The holders of the

pearl of price From Caesar's envy. 1894 Sir J. Astley
Fifty Yrs. Life II. 4, I more than once helped—or at any
rate screened—a man who had taken a drop too much,

f b. intr. To interpose oneself as a protection.

1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion v. 11, I.. took no care to

approach to his assistance, being unwilling to skreen betwixt

him and the abuse.

4. trans. To sift by passing through a r screen \

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort., May 67 Mixing it [sc. earth]

with.. very mellow Soil, screen'd and prepar'd some time

before. X693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 251 A Skreen..

with which one Man will Skreen as much Lime.. as two
Men can with a Sieve. X763 Museum Rust. (ed. a) I. 79 If

it is necessary to screen all the corn at this time, a small

screen is fixed under the aperture of the second floor. 18x5

J. Smith Panorama Sci. * Art 1. 191 Sea-coal ashes, sifted

or skreened through a sieve or skreen \ an inch wide. 1847

Act 10 4- 11 Vict. c. 89 § 2S Every Person who. .slacks, sifts

or screens any Lime. 190X Daily Chron. 11 July 7/6
Screening water through fine gauze was sometimes sub.

stituted for filtration.

fh.fg. Obs.

1657 Reeve Gods Plea 249 How ought we to skreen and
riddle our soules concerning the steyn of blood-shed.

5. In the Inns of Court : To post upon a screen

or notice-board.
1870 Echo 10 Jan., An attempt was made by the Benchers

to shame them into honesty by 'screening
1

or posting their

names in the dining hall. 1895 Daily News 22 Oct 5/3
The Treasurer of the Inner Temple.. has caused to be

screened in the vestibule of the Hall an invitation [etc].

6. Comb. : screen-berth (see quot.).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Screen-berth, pieces of can-

vas temporarily hung round a berth, for warmth and privacy.

Screened (skr/nd),ppl.a. [f. Screens. + -ed*.]

1. Protected by a screen, sheltered.

1696 Whiston Theory of Earth iv. iv. 355 In the more
retired and skreen'd Plains and Valleys. 1833 T. Hook
Parson's Dau. in. xi, A screened-oflf place was made up for

the maids. 187a Browning Ring $ Bk. ix. 567 Midnight
meetings in a screened alcove Must argue folly in a matron.

1894 Daily News 3 Jan. 5/4 Thirteen degrees of frost in the

heart of London is a record which is not often obtained from

a screened glass.

b. fig. Concealed, hidden away.
1844 Queen's Regul. 123 The positive absence of Crime is

the criterion of a well-established Discipline, not its screened

existence.
35
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2. Sifted by means of a screen.

1677 J. WIorlidce] A rt Gard. 1. iii. 32 The Gravel Walkes

.which if made with a fine skreened red Gravel do very

much adorn your Garden. 1807 A. Young Agric. Essex II.

103 He now does them [sc. the drains) with picked and

skreened stone. 1838 Civil Engirt, % Arch, Jrnl. I. 341/2

Acomposition of 'screened '(otherwise almost uselessly small)

coal, river mud, and tar. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

Screened-coal. sifted or large coal; that from which the

breeze or fine dust has been separated.

3. Posted upon a screen. (See Sckeex v. 5.)

,897 Westm. Gaz. 12 May 4/3 Two are described in the

screened list, as gentlemen.

Screener (skn-nai). [f. Sckeen v. + -erI.]

(See quot. 1816.)
1816 J. H. H. Holmes Coal Mines Durh. <$ Northumb.

247 Screeners, men employed to screen the coals, which
descend an iron screen into the wagon, and suffer the small

coal or culm to pass through. 1892 Daily News 21 Mar.

6/2 The screeners . . who sift and load the coal at the pit bank.

Screening (skn-nin), vbl. sb. [-ING 1
.] The

action of the vb. Screen in various senses.

1. The action of sheltering or concealing with or

as with a screen.

X788 Burke Sp. agst. W. Hastings Wks. XIII. 246 It was
done for the screeningof his own guilt. 1893 Hansard's Pari.
Deb. 30 Mar. 1500 The new Order in Council in reference

to the screening of side lights in passenger vessels.

attrib. 1881 Bell tr. C. von Schmidt's Instr. Training
Cavalry 231 Four squadrons being placed in 1st line for

screening and reconnoitring purposes.

2. A sorting or sifting carried on by means of a
* screen*.

1715 Bradley*s Fam. Diet., Skreyn, an Instrument . . made
of Lath for the Skreening of Earth, Sand, Gravel, &c.

1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 128 This was then easily

separated by proper screening, and the wheat proved^ so

good, that the bakers bought it at the highest market price.

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 4- Mining 451 Screening
through fine screens is, at best, a very imperfect, .operation.

b. //. Material which has passed through the

operation of screening.

1730 Wriglesworth yml. of the * LyelV 23 Sept., This
morning put out another Boat Load of our Screenings. 1885

Law Times' Rep. LII. 427/2 The footpaths, .should be
made of good gravel or ballast, or fine stone screenings.

3. The posting of an offender's name upon a screen

or public notice-board.

1908 Westm, Gaz, 28 Mar. 7/1 The Benchers .. have im-

posed the penalty of a reprimand and 'screening*.

Screening' (skn'nirj), ppl. a. [f. Screen v. +
-ING 2

.] That screens; that hides or protects.

18x7 Hughson Walks through London 395 The screening

colonade of the latter will be taken down. i86x Geo. Eliot
Silas M. 1. 11, He felt hidden even from the heavens by the
screening trees and hedge.

Screeny, a. nonce-wd. [f. Screen sb. + -t.]

? Resembling the kind of decoration usual on screens.

1820-3 Pynb Wine <$- Walnuts (1823) I. xx. 262 Reynolds
..observing that Wilson's pictures were screeny in effect.

This was in allusion to the sudden effects of his lights on
the shadows,

Screeve(sknv),^. Sc.tmdslang. Alsoscrieve,
scrive. [f. Screeve v.2] a. A piece of writing

;

fb. spec, a banknote, = Screen sb.2 (pbs*)\ O. a
begging letter (now the usual sense).

1788 W. Brodie 10 Apr. in Roughead Trial of Brodie
(1906) 154 Acquaint him I glimed the scrive I had of him. x8ox
SportingMag. XIX. 88 Fearns asked, what he gave for the
one-pound screeves ? 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Screeve,

a letter, or written paper. 1897 Crockett Lad's Love xxix,

Juist gie me a screeve o'a note to that effect.

Screev© (sknv), z*.1 Now dial. Also 5 scryve,

9 screive. [Aphetic a. OF. escreve-r (usually said

of wounds) :—L. *excrepdre : see Es- and Creve.]
intr. Of a wound : To open and discharge matter.

In mod. dial., to ooze, exude moisture.
a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 382 His woundis scryved and

stilte he lay And in his bedde he swownyd thrye. 1882

Lanes. Gloss. , Screeve, to froth at the mouth as in a fit.

1886 Cheshire Gloss., Screeve, to ooze out, to exude moisture.

1887 S. Cheshire Gloss, s.v., A sack of corn may screive;

liquid manure in a pigsty is said to screive out. But the

word is specially used of moisture exuding from a corpse.

Hence Scree*ving vbL sb.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 121 In scryuyngis of be brayn
panne.

Screeve (skrfv), v.2 slang. Also scrieve.

[Ultimately from L. scri&fre to write ; the proxi-

mate source is uncertain ; possibly It. scrivcre.

Cf. Sc (Ayrshire) scrieve, ' to read or write quickly or con.
tinuously ' (Jam.) ; but connexion of the slang word with
this is very doubtful.]

1. trans. To write.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 246 Ah ! once I could
'screeve a fakement' (write a petition).

2. inir. To draw pictures on the pavement with
coloured chalks; to be a *pavement artist*.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 415, 1 then took to screev-
Ing (writing on the stones). 1876 Mrs. Ewing Jan ofWind-
mitlxxxl. 302 A street-artist who was ' screeving \ or drawing
pictures on the pavement in coloured chalks. 1887 Henley
Villon's Straight Tip 1 Suppose you screeve ?

Screeve (skrfv), T/.3 dial. [app. a. ON. skre/a

to stride (Norw. skreva, Da. skrseve, Sw. skrefva to

open one's legs wide, straddle.] pass. Of horses:

To have the legs split apart in running on ice.

18. . Wheeler Fens App. 12 (E. D. D.) Screeve, a term used
to describe an accident which occasionally happened to horses

274

in the fens when running over ice in winter their legs became
parted and torn off at the joint. 1895 Naturalist 321 The
poor horses.. got on the ice in winter, and were screeved.

Screever (skrrvai). slang. Also 9 scriever.

[f. Screeve v.2 + -er *.l

1. A begging letter writer.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 313
( He writes a good

hand ', exclaimed one, as the screever wrote the petition.

2. A pavement artist.

1876 Mrs. Ewing Jan of the Windmill xxxv. 336 The
horrors of his life as a screever. 1894 Marks Pen $
Pencil Sk. II. 100 The pavement-artist, or ' scriever ', as he
is called in the profession.

Scremus, obs. Sc. form of Skirmish.

Screpand, obs. Sc. pr. pple. of Scrape v.

t Screpe, v. Obs. [OE. screpan str. vb. : see

Scrape v, Cf. Shrepe v.] trans. To scrape,

scratch out, erase. In OE. also inlr. to scratch.

C725 Corpus Gloss. 1828 Scaipio, scriopu. Ibid. 1805

Scarpinat, scripiS. <rp75 Rushw. Gosp. Mark ix. 18 And
faemeS & gristbites mi5 tooum & screpes. [Mistranslates

arescit.] ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 38 Screp bonne of bam
fsete bat bibswiSe god sealf bam men be haefS bicce brsewas.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 344 Vor nis non so lutel bing of beos bet be

deouel naueS embreued on his rolle. Auh schrift screapeS

hitof.and makeShimuorteleosenmuchelof hishwule. £-1230

Hali Meid. 33 Ha beoS iscrepte ut of Hues writ in heuene.

Scrapping, obs. Sc. pr. pple. of Scrape v.

t Scresent, var. of or error for Crescent sb. 3 b.

1486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. d vij b, Powderit with cros-

lettys molettys Scresentis smale briddis or other difference.

t Screte, a. Obs. rare — 1
. Supple, pliant.

ci^oPromp. Parv. 450/2 Screte, or lethy {Winch. MS.
Streyte, or ly'thy], gracilis, lentus.

Screutore, obs. form of Scrutoire.

Screvelio, obs. form of Scrivello.

Screw (skrw),^.1 Forms: 5scrwe,skrew(e,6-7
skrue, skrew, 6-8 scrue, 7- screw. [Apparently,

in spite of the difference of sense, a. OF. escroue

fern., also escro masc. (mod.F. e*crou) female screw,

nut ; not found in the other Rom. langs. The
Teut. langs. have (though not recorded from their

earliest periods) a word meaning ' screw ' which
may be related in some way to the OF. word :

MLG-, MDu., schrUve (mod.Du. irreg. schroef),

late MHG. schritbe (mod.G.schraube), Sw. skrufva,

mod.Icel. shrufa, Da. skrue. The North-eastern

OF. escruve, a screw (misread escrime : the exam-
ples are placed by Godefr. under that word), is

prob. from MDu.
The ultimate etymology of the Fr. word, and the nature of

its relation, if any, to the Teut. words, remain obscure.

Diez's suggestion that it represents the L. scrobem, ditch, is

phonologically impossible. Baist, followed by Kluge, would
refer both the Fr. and the Teut. words to the L. scrd/a sow
(in med.L. also an engine for undermining walls), compar-
ing the Sp.puerca sow, also (=tuerca) female screw ;_ but
this does not account for the Teut. forms. The supposition

that the Fr. word is an adoption from the MLG. schruve
presents very great difficulties.)

I. The general name for that kind of mechanical

appliance of which the operative portion is a helical

groove or ridge (or two or more parallel helical

grooves or ridges) cut either on the exterior surface

of a cylinder {male screw) or on the interior surface

of a cylindrical cavity {female screw). Hence ap-

plied to various other contrivances resembling this.

Ordinarily screiv without defining word is taken to mean a
male screw, which seems indeed to be the proper sense in

Eng. ; but there are occasional exceptions in speaking of

instruments in which the female screw is the moving part of
the combination.
A screw is called right-handed or left-handed according

as the rotation necessary to carry the screw away from the
operator is towards his right or his left.

1. A male screw (see above) with a correspond-

inglygrooved or ridged socket inwhich it can revolve

or which can revolve upon it ; used for the purpose

of converting a motion of rotation into a motion
of translation bearing a fixed proportion to it.

a. As an apparatus for raising weights or apply-

ing pressure or strain.

For a supposed earlier instance see quot. 1393 under
Screen sb. 1 ; skreu being prob. a misreading for skren,

screen. Whether quot. 1497 belongs to this word is some-
what doubtful ; the spelling skrewe would not be expected
to occur so early if the Fr. etymology is correct.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (SurteesUoo Item 1 rabitstoke cum
2 scrwes. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. J-V/(i8o6) 95 Skrewewith
herapperetl. Ibid. 122 Lading gynnesij. Skrewesj. Wilkyn
rammes iij. 1599 T. M[oufetJ Silkwormes 35 Then those

great coches which themselues did driue Withbended scrues,

like things that were aliue 1 Ingenious Germane, how didst

thou conuey Thy Springs, thy Scrues, thy rowells, and thy
flie? 1629 Massinger Picture rv. ii, He moues like the faery

King,onscruesandwheelesMadebyhisDoctorsrecipes, 1683
Moxom Mech. Exerc, Printing xxv. 352 Heputs them into

the Standing Press . . observing to set in every Pile . . an equal
number of Hooks, that each Pile may equally feel the force

of the Screw, aijn Ken Blandina Poet. Wks. 1721 IV.

520 Then on the Rack the Saint they stretch, Her Limbs
with Screws and Pulleys retch, X768 Tucker Lt. Nat. 1.

iii. 59 A curious engine compounded of wheels, screws and
pulleys. 1815 J. Nicholson Cper. Mech. 14 The hollow screw,

or the counterpart in which a screw operates, when in the

form of a small movable piece, is called a nut, and the cavity

is termed a female screw. 1861 F. Campin Hand-turning v.

105 Double, triple, and quadruple screws, are those which
have two, three, or four distinct threads upon them.

SCREW.

b. Considered as one of the mechanical powers

;

in mechanical theory treated as a modification of

the inclined plane.
1570 J. Dee Math. Pref. c iiij b, For, in many thinges, the

Skrue worketh the feate, which, els, could not be performed.
1648 Wilkins Math. Magic 1. ix. 56 The sixth and last

Mechanick faculty, is the Screw, which is described to be a
kind of wedge that is multiplyed, or continued by a helicall

revolution about a Cylinder. 1764 J. Ferguson Lect. iii. 43
The screw .. cannot properly be called a simple machine,
because it is never used without the application of a lever.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 14 The screw is applied to

mechanical purposes chiefly to obtain great pressures in

small distances. 1879 Casselts Techn. Edttc. I. 33/2 The
efficiency of the screw is largely diminished by friction. .

.

This contrasts the screw with the lever, for in the latter the

effect of friction is quite imperceptible.

C. Used for regulating or measuring longitudinal

movement.
i6ia Woodall Surg. Mate (1639) 7 Of the Speculum oris

with a screw. 1833 Arnott Physics II. 158 The coal. .was
moved up like the wick of a lamp, by its screw. 1840 Civil
Engin. <y Arch. Jrnl. III. 78/1 I'his movement may be also

effected.. by a screw and pinion. 1881 F. Campin Mech.
Engin. iv. 50 The lathe generally travels the tool rest by a
screw called the ' leading screw '. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
244/2 The screws of micrometers are generally made with

50 or 100 threads to the inch.

d. With various qualifying words. Bench screw :

a joiner's vice. Double screw : one with a pair of

screws to carry the vice-cheek with a parallel

motion. Endless screw*, see Endless a. 4b. Per-

petual screw — prec. Scretv of Archimedes, water
screw — Archimedean screw.

1574 Eden in Decades Life 47/1 An engin .. wherewith a
man with the strength of onely one hande, by helpe of the

instrument called Trispaston (which in our tongue some cal

an endlesse Scrue), brought a Shyp. .from the lande into the
sea. 1641 Water screw [see Cochlea]. 1648 Wilkins
Math. Magic 1. ix. 60 Another invention, commonly styled

a perpetuall screw, which hath the motion of a wheel, and
the force of a screw. 1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Invent.

§ 54* 35 How to make a Water-scrue tite, and yet transparent.

1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. iv. 60 The Bench-Screw .. to

Screw Boards in whiles the edges of them are Plaining or
Shooting. Ibid. 61 Sometimes a double Screw is fixed to the
side of the Bench. 1807 T. Young Nat. Philos. I. 328 A
single pipe wound spirally round a cylinder which revolves

on an axis in an oblique situation, has been denominated the
screw of Archimedes. 182 1 R. Turner A rtsfy Set. 91 note,

When the screw acts in a wheel, it is called a perpetual

screw. 1848 L. Hunt Jar of Honey 187 The lower deck
could be pumped by a single man, with the aid of a machine.
. .which we..name the screw of Archimedes.

e. The screws (rarely the screw) : an instrument

of torture formerly in use, designed to compress the

thumbs of a prisoner in order to extort a confession

;

the thumbikins \ Cf. Thumbscrew.
1663 Aron-bimn. 32 The Bedlam, and the chain, the whip

and the skrews, all the violences of a severe discipline.

01715 Burnet Own Timexvu (1900) II. 422 Little screws
of steel were made use of, that screwed the thumbs... They
put his thumbs in the screws ; and drew them so hard,

that [etc.]. 1788 Cowper Negro's Compl. 31 Your knotted
scourges, Matches, blood-extorting screws. 1840 Hood Up
the Rhine 177 Crush the thumbs of the Jew With the vice

and the screw, Till he tells where he buried his treasure.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 259 Carstairs.. hated
prelacy with the hatred of a man whose thumbs were deeply
marked by the screws of prelatists.

2. fig. A means of ( pressure' or coercion.
1648-9 Eikon Bos. xW. 113 When Politicians most agitate

desperate designs against all that is settled . . in Religion, and
Laws, which by such scrues are cunningly, yet forcibly

wrested by secret steps.. from their known rule and wonted
practise. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 50 There being sufn*

cient Props and Engines, nay Screws and Pulleys, if you
will, to raise mens Love and Devotion. 1796 G. Walpole
in B. Edwards Proc. Maroon Negroes 19^ All this will . . prove
to your lordship the impropriety of holding forth more harsh
conditions..: Should there be any person so dull, .as to think
that another turn of the screw would be better, ask him this

question. 1803 Wellington in Gurw.Desp. (1837) I. 497
This chief ought.. to be pressed upon this point., and all the
screws, menaces, &c might be brought to bear upon him.
1855 Ulnstr. Lond. Neivs 28 July 126/2 His Lordship owned
himself unable to resist the mild influences of the screw '

[sc. of a deputation]. 1861 Times 22 Aug., The farmer . . the
tradesman . . the passengers who travelled less frequently . .

,

had all felt the screw before it touched the Railways. 1883
Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Nov. 3/1 If any body wants anything
nowadays, he must put on the screw on the powers that be,

and the only efficacious screw is that of agitation.

b. Phrases. To put on, apply, turn the screw or

screws and similar phrases : {a) to apply moral
pressure ; (£) to force the payment of a debt or

loan ; also rarely, to limit the giving of credit.

1845 Judd Margaret 11. vii. (1874) 290 We didn*t put on
the screws half hard enough. The Insargentsoughttohave
been hung. 185a Dora's Sertn. I. 302 (Bartlett 1859) Love
strains the heart-strings of the human race, and not unfre-

quently puts the screws on so hard as to snap them asunder.

1859 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., To put the screws on % to

turn the screws, to press, and figuratively to extort, to en>

force payment in money transactions ; to force a debtor, by
any compulsory means, to pay. i860 All Year Round
26 May 160 When there is work and plenty of it, the opera-

lives turn the screw upon the masters. 1861 Hughes Torn
Brown at Oxf. x, These creditors., are sueing him in the..

Court, thinking now's the time to put the screw on. 188a

E. O'Donovan Merv Oasis \. 317^ The local authorities

kept on the screw for their own private benefit. 1883 Sir

H. Cotton in Law Times Rep. XLIX. 150/2 It cannot be
said that he did it.. for the purpose of putting the screw
on the company, and forcing them to abandon a defence
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bona fide claimed by them. 1888 Bkyce Amir. Commw.
II. xliit. 133 note1 Occasionally the assessors of a country
town take it into their heads to apply the screw.

3. A metal pin or bolt (cylindrical or, more com-
monly, slightly tapering) with a spiral ridge upon
its shank, used in joining articles of wood or metal,
fastening fittings to woodwork, etc. (It is turned
and driven in by means of a screwdriver or spanner.)
Blake's screw : see quot. 1879. Wood screw, a more

definite name for the screw commonly used for woodwork.
1622 F. Markham Five Dec. Wan. ix. 35 See that the

breech [of the gun] be strong and close, all the screwes and
pinnes about it fast and sure. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. I.

li. 22 And then I look upon the boards, the legs, the hinges,
the screws, the glue.. as one thing, which I call a table.

1794 \V. Felton Carriages (1801) 1. 105 A nut headed screw,
is a large, thick screw with a strong thread. 1816 J. Smith
Panorama Set. % Art I. 39 A screw-plate is a cheap and
handy instrument for making screws. 1841 Penny Cyct.
XXI. 109/1 The blanks for wood-screws were formerly
forged by the workmen who make nails. 1879 Casselfs
Techn. Educ. III. 256/1 The outside planking is temporarily
secured to the frames by fastenings, known as ' Blake s

screws'.. .These screws consist of bolts with an eye formed
on one end and a wood-screw cut on the other. 1885 J. B.
Lkno Boot $ Shoemaking xvi. 131 Brass, and Iron Screws.
These are usually employed in clump work.

b. A screw loose : fig. something wrong in the

condition of things; a dangerous weakness in some
arrangement.
1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 166 The others. .had got a

screw loose. i8ai Ibid. VII. 192 A screw, it seems, has
been loose between Neat and the Champion of England.
1848 Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole xli. It was evident that there
was a screw loose in the programme. 1833 E. FitzGeralo
Lett. (1889) I. 21 In fact, a genius with a screw loose, as we
used to say. 1844 IJickkns Martin Chuz. xiii, I see well
enough there's a screw loose in your affairs. 1870 K. Brouch
Marston Lynch xii. no There may l>e some little screw loose
between him and the. .step-daughter. 1883 V. Stuart
Egypt 3M Who will put his finger upon the loose screw?

C. Helical grooving or ridging.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 34/2 A bolt 12 inches long,
and with a inches of screw on the end.

4. Each of the component parts of a screw-fasten-

ing or screw-joint.

1648 Bury Wills (Camden) 217, 1 give him alsoemychaine
of beads with scrues. 1684 R.H. School0/Recreation (1696)
165 And lastly his Landen Hook, with a Screw at the end to
screw it into the socket of a Pole. 1688 Holme Armoury
in. xv. (Roxb.) 22/2 The second, .a long round Inke-horne,
some haue only a screw at each end, one for Inke, the other
to put in the pens. 1800 Med. Jrut. IV. 181 The tube is

divided into four parts, which are well joined by screws.

T b. Needle and screw, screw and bodkin : some
kind of fastening for jewellery. 06s.

1605 in Heriofs Mem. (1822) App. vii. 202 Item, put to v
great diamondis, v needles, and v scrues of gold. 1607 Ihid.
313 Item, made a screw and a bodkin for a Jewell, c 1610
Ibid. 217 For gold, and making of a needle and a skrew for

the King of Denmark's picture.

6. The worm or boring part of a gimlet ; also,

t the gimlet itself.

1577 Harrison England 1. viiL 19/1 in Holinshed. Which
some doe liken.. to a vice, skrew, or wide sleeue, bycause
they are very small at the east end, and large at west.. .They
resemble the slope course of the cutting part of a skrew cr
gimlet. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Confession x, No scrue,

no piercer can Into a piece of timber work and winde. As
Gods afflictions into man. 181j P. N icholsoh Mech. Exerc.
34 At the lower end [of the augerj is a worm or screw of a
conic form, for entering the wood.

6. An instrument terminating in a ' worm ' for

screwing into something in order to pull it out ; esp.

a corkscrew ; also, the ' worm' itself. A\so fig.
Screw or kettle— corkscrew {i.e. wine) or hot water (i.e.

grog).

1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Koicij Dial. iii. 145 They
must be strange Scrues ana Wires that shall draw this con-
clusion from the Text. 170a Bottle Screw [see Bottle^. 1

5].

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 461, I have stopped the
bottle with a good cork; I can draw it out again with a
screw. 1819 Edin. Ann. Reg. (1823) XII. App. 74 James
Smith proved his making a worm or screw to the ramrodj^f
the pistol. 183J J. Barringtok Si: III. iv. 44 He was the
hardest-goer either at kettle or screw, .of the whole grand-
jury. 183s W. H. Maxwell My Life II. i. 7 Good eating,
produced good drinking;. .and the commander politely in*

quired whether I would be for ' screw or kettle '.

b. A gunner's instrument. Obs. exc. Hist.
? 1594 Barwick Disc. Weapons 8 His scrues and wormes to

serue all for his skowring sticke. 1611 Cotcr., Tirebourre,
a worme, or skrue ; the Instrument wherewith a charged
Cannon is vnladen. 1870 C. C Black tr. A. Demmtns
Weapons of War 409 Swiss cannon rammer.. the end of
which contains a wadding screw.

7. A screw-propeller (see Propeller 3).
Hoisting screw, one adapted to be disconnected and lifted

when not required for use.

[1788 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) 1. 408 We. .constructed
a machine in the form of a screw with short blades, and
placed it in the stern of the boat, which we turned with a
crank. 1815 R. Trevtthick in A bridgm. Specif. Patents,
Marine Propulsion (1858) 62 A worm or screw.. which re-

volves in a cylinder,.. or without a cylinder, at the head,
sides, or stern of a vessel.) 1838 Civil Engin. fy Arch. Jrnl.
I. 38^/1 The propeller or paddle. .will be worked by a com-
municating shaft, acting upon a screw called the Archinie-
dean screw, in the application or use of which the invention
is grounded. 1839 Ibid. II. 442/2 The screw [of the Archi-
medes] consisted of one whole turn of a single thread, 7 feet

in diameter, and 8 feet pitch. 1861 Murray Shipbuilding
131/1 The hoisting screw has been adopted generally for

war-steamers. 1867 Dickens Lett. (1880J II. 303 The pas-

sage here was delightful, and we bad scarcely motion beyond
that of the screw.

8. A ship driven by a screw-propeller.
(EIHpt. for scretv-steamer.)

[1844 Proc. Inst. Civ. Engin. III. 82 A diagram of the
propeller usedon board the' Liverpool Screw 1

.] 1867 Dickens
Lett.(i%%6) II. 310 These screws are tremendous ships for
carrying on, and for rolling. 1876 A'Beckett Holiday in
Scot. Highlands 2 The ' Seven Stars ' was a long three-
masted screw. 1887 Scribners Mag. I. 533/2 Many of the
iron screws, .are still in..service.

9. Something having a spiral course or form.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, cccxlvi, This subtle

Gin Thus open'd, & hee following the Scrue, Run in a
Labirinth, without a Clew. 1682 Phil. Collect. XII. 151
They have a skrue or spiral Valve within them . . ; this skrue
in both the Intestina winds about twenty turns. 1833 Brew-
ster Nat. Magic x. 251 The German also exhibited his

strength in twisting into a screw a flat piece of iron. 1857
Gosse Omphalos 136 [Screw-pine.] A tree of this size makes
a 'screw', or imperfect spire of leaves in about three years.

1869 Blackmore Lorna D. x, There was scarcely the screw
of his tail to be seen.

b. «= screw-stone (see 22).
1719 Woodward Catal. Eng. Eossils u. 102 A Mass of

Stone, with several of these Screws. . . From the same Mine.
£1774 J. Walcott Descr. Petrifactions 41 Stones. Which
represent the interior form of univalve shells ; in which they
were moulded when soft. . . From Fig. 48. to Fig. 54. inclusive
are called by the quarry-men Screws, i860 R. Damon Geot.
Weymouth

<fr Portl. 76 The common 'screw', Cerithium
Porttandicum, so characteristic of the roach [-bed], is almost
entirely absent.

10. slang, a. (See quots.)

1795 Potter Diet. Cant (ed. 2), Screw, a false key. 1811
Lex. Balatron., Screw, a skeleton key... To stand on the
screw signifies that a door is not bolted, but merely locked.
181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., To screw a place is to enter it

by false keys ; this game is called the screw. Any robbery
effected by such means is termed a screw. 1890 Westm.
Gaz. 29 May a/i So the next night I borrows a bunch of
screws—them's skeleton keys—and an old jemmy.

b. A prison warder, a turnkey.
1811 Egan Life in Lond. ii. (1869) 60 Washing the ivory

with a prime screw. Ibid. xiv. 379 The officer., was com-
pelled to put him under the screw. 1877 Five Yrs. Penal
Serv. ii. 77 The slang name for all the officials is 'screws '.

IX Senses derived from Screw v.

11. An act of screwing up; a turn of the screw.
1709 Wodbow Corr. {1843) I. 84 So I term those that.. are

followers of Mr. M'MUIan, and some that are a screw higher
than he. 1781 Cowper Truth 385 What is man?. .An in-

strument, whose chords upon the stretch, And strain 'd to
the last screw that he can bear, Yield only discord in his

Maker's ear. 1796 Earl Balcarres in B. Edwards Proc.
Maroon Negroes 20, I am perfectly with you, that the pin
ought not to receive another screw ; but also clear that it

ought not to be relaxed.

D. Billiards. A stroke by which a twist is given
to the cue-ball by striking it below its centre ; also,

the twist resulting from this stroke, esp. in the

phrase to put on screw.

1849 H - Turner Billiards (title-page), The Side Stroke—
the Screw—and the Double. 1856 Pardon (' CapL Crawley *)

Billiards (1859) 17 The Screw or Twist., is made by striking

your ball very low, with a sort of jerk. 1866— Billiard Bk.
ii- 38-9 The High Oblique Screw. The effect of the High
Screw is to cause the ball to jump a little, and to twist back
on reaching the Object-ball. Ibid. ix. 106 The Slow-screw
is made with a decided twist, your ball struck low. 1873
Bennett & 'Cavendish' Billiards 190 Balls thus struck
are said to be played with screw.

o. Cricket. A twist imparted to the ball in its

delivery.

1867 Selkirk Guide to Cricket Ground 35 Screw, a twist

put upon the ball by the bowler to make it vary in pace and
direction after the pitch. 1891 W. G. Grace in Outdoor
Games 13 The next ball, very swift, with lots of screw on,
is snicked into the slips.

d. Rowing. The action of swinging the body
from one side to the other during the stroke. (Cf.

Screw v. 16 a.)

1875 W. B. WooDGATE Oars <V Sculls viii. 6* For the fault

which causes the screw may be his own, though unconnected
with his swing.

12. slang. A tonic, a ' pick-me-up*.
1877 Five Yrs. Penal Serv. iii. 232 He was in the habit of

taking every morning a * screw ' in the shape of a little dose
of bitters to correct the effects of the last evening's festivities.

13. The state of being twisted awry ; a contortion

(of the body or features).

1708 Hickelty Pickelty in Ashton Soc. Life Q. Anne I.

140 The nice Management of his Italian Snuff box, and the

affected Screw of his Body, makes up a great Part of his

Conversation. i8a8 Lights <* Shades I. 195 You are all in

a screw : every limb is disjointed : you lisp and you smile.

1848 Dickens Dombey i, Running up to him with a kind of

screw in her face and carriage, expressive of suppressed

emotion.

14. A small portion (of a commodity) wrapped

up in a twist or cornet of paper; esp. a penny

packet (of tobacco) ; also, a wrapper of this kind.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tuggses at Ramsgate, The poison-

ous voice of envy distinctly asserted that he. .retailed.,

tobacco by the screw, and butter by the pat. 1839 ' J. Fume
'

Paper on Tobacco 114 A penny paper oftobacco is in London
termed a screw. 1844 Dickens Martin Chuz. xxxvi, A
knife, some butter, a screw of salt. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair lvii, A halfpenny-worth of snuff in a cornet or ' screw'

of paper. 1893 Miss F. M. Peard Swing of Pendulum i,

Followed by children shyly inviting him to buy paper screws,

containing each four or five strawberries.

15. One who forces down (prices) by haggling

;

a stingy, miserly person.

1835 Fhith Autobiog. (1888) III. iii. 46 Aunt is just as
great a screw as ever. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair viii,

They both agreed in calling him an old screw; which means
a very stingy, avaricious person. 1893 C G. Leland Mem.
II. 211 He and his wife had the reputation of being fearful

screws.

16. U. S. College slang. (See quot.)
1851 B. H. Hall College Words 265 In some American

colleges, an.. unnecessarily minute, and annoying examina-
tion of a student by an instructor is called a screw The in-

structor is often designated by the same name. An imperfect
recitation is sometimes thus denominated. Ibid., Passing
such an examination is often denominated taking a screw.

III. Senses of obscure origin.

17. A horse not perfectly sound; also trans/., a

cow not perfectly healthy.
Ferh. originally a race-horse that can be made to obtain a

place by ' screwing ' on the part of the jockey.
1821 Sporting Mag. VIII. 262 The farrier, .pronounced

her 'a most complete screw'. 1847 Illustr. Lond. News
2 Oct. 219/2 Mr Drinkald [won] the Chester Cup, with an
old screw. 1859 Meredith R. Ftverel xviii, ' Doctor ',

replied Sir Austin, ' if you had a pure-blood Arab barb
would you cross him with a screw?' 1864 l/otleu's Slang
Diet. (1865), Screw, an unsound, or broken-down horse, that
requires both whip and spur to get him along. 1891 Law
Times XC. 395/1 Defendant bought the cow in question
and a smaller one,.. remarking that they were both screws.

1893 Chesney Lesters III. 11. xxi. 12 Lionel was mounted
on an obvious screw, but in good going condition.

18. slang. Salary, wages.
1864 Hotten's Slang Diet, Screw, salary or wages. 1884

Hunter & Whvte My Ducats xxviii. (1885) 453, I said it

was in payment of my screw—my salary, I mean. 1894
Doyle Sherlock Holmes 58 The screw was a pound a week.

IV. aitrib. and Comb.
19. Simple attrib. a. with the meaning * of or

belonging to a screw \ as screw-arbor, -curve,-head,

-hole, motion, -worm.
1777 Ramsden Descr. Engine 1 A Circle of Brass being

fixed on the *Screw Arbor. 1856 Orr's Circ. Set'., Mech.
Phiios. 247 The drawing of a *screw-curve. 1688 Holme;
Armoury m. 436/1 A Key for a "Screw Head. 1835 Sir J.
Ross N.- W. Passage iii. 52 The *screw holes in the flaunches.

185a Seidel Organ 63 There is upon every key a *screw-
worm and brass wire.

b. with the meaning, ' of or pertaining to a screw-

propeller', as screw-blade, -post, -shafting.

1844 Proc. Instit. Civ. Engin. III. 77 The *screw blades.

188a Ocilvie, *ScreW'Post, the inner stern-post through
which the shaft of a screw propeller passes. 1886 Pall Mall
Gaz. 5 Aug. 3/2 A warship, .with all her armour in its place,

her **screw-shafting and propeller fitted.

0. with the meaning 'fitted with, or driven by
means of, a screw-propeller', as screw boat, ship,

steamer, steamship, vessel; also screw fleet, a fleet

of screw-vessels.
1848 Woodcroft Steam Navig. 91 The screw boat, the

Francis B. Ogden. Ibid. 101 The first screw steamer, the
Ericsson. 1850 E. P. Halsted Screw-fleet ofNavy Introd.

4 These trials., caused their Lordships to lay the foundation
of our present Screw Fleet, by ordering the construction of
' Screw ships ' . . to the extent of twenty-three vessels. Ibid.

ii. 12 Screw-frigates. Ibid. 14 Screw-corvettes. 185a J.

Bourne Screw Propeller x. 216 H.M.S. ' Amphion ', the first

screw vessel constructed in this country. 1854 F. Moresby
Two Admirals (1909) 158 The ability of the screw fleet to

hold the Russian ships m check. 1861 Murray Ship-build-

tug 132/2 Results of! rials made in her Majesty's Screw-ships.

i886Encycl. Brit. XXI. 825/2 Screw steamship propulsion.

d. Used in names of appliances operated by or

working upon a screw, as screw-borer, -brake,

candlestick, -clamp, -collar, -elevator, -feed, gilt,

lever, liftingjack, -pad, -valve, -ventilator.

1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Borer, *Screw-borer, an in-

strument, .for searching or exploring the nature of any soil.

1871 Z. Colburn Locomotive Engin. xxv. 268/2 A *screw-

brake is applied to the engine. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

315 "Screw Candlestick, with double sockets..; by the help

of the Screws the sockets are raised or lowered according to

pleasure. 18*5 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 302 These galjies

are attached to the four sides of the central axis of the prism

by the *screw-clamps. 1854 Perfira Led. Polar. Light
301 By means of a *screw-col!ar he managed to vary the

distance between the first and second compound lens. 1884

Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Screrv Elevator. 1874 Ray-
mono 6th Rep. Mines 512 In place of the *screw-feed . . a
new hydraulic feed has been tried with success. 1853
Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 765 Thus constructed the ' *screw
gill ' continues to be the most esteemed in principle. 1884

W. S. B. M cLaren Spinning v. § 65. 62 Screw gill boxes.

1801 Encych Brit. Suppl. II. 796/2 s. v. Weaving, The
rollers.. are cylinders, pressed together by a *screw lever.

1851 OJfte. Catal. Gt. Exhib. 236 Improved *screw lifting

jacks. 18x3 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 257 Pressure is made
with a *screw-pad over the extremity of the wounded artery.

1850 Fownes Elem. Chem. (ed, 3) 159 Furnished with a
*screw-valve of peculiar construction.

20. Objective and obj. genitive, as screw-chasing,

-cutter, -cutting, -maker, -making, -manufacturer,

^slotting', instrumental, as screw-driven, -propelled,

-torn adjs.
;

parasynthetic, as screw-stoppered,

threaded adjs.

1888 Lockwoods Did. Mech. Engin., *Screw Chasing, the

cutting.. of screw threads in the lathe by means of chasing

tools. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 605 The temporary
*screw-cutter possesses the same interval or thread as before.

1909 Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 9/7 Wanted. .Engineer.—Good
general turner and screw cutter. 183a Babbage Econ.
Manufxx. 82 *Screw-cutting. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning
II. 580 The screw-cutting lathe. 1831 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal I. 209 A Staffordshire *screw-maker. 1747 Gen. Descr.

'Trades 31 *Screw-making is also a Branch by itself. 1841
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Penny Cycl. XXI. 109/1 In the infancy of screw-making the

thread was formed with a file. 1853 Ure Diet. A rts (ed. 4) 1 1.

588 The screw-making machine. 1848 Woodcboft Steam
Navig. 101 The New Jersey was the first *screw.propelled

vessel practically used in America. 1888 Lockwood's Diet.

Meck\ Engin.* *Screw Slotting, the slotting of the grooves

in the heads of cheese-headed and button-headed screws.

1891 Daily News 1 Dec. 7/4 Two tin gallon cans, "screw-
stoppered, full of naphtha. 1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr.
29 Never, .use screw-stoppered beer or other bottles. 1865
in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Nails (1873) 29 x ^Screw-
threaded bolts. 1897 Kipling Copt. Own vii. 143 The little

schooner staggered.. in a rush of "screw-torn water, as a
liner's stern vanished in the fog.

21. Similative, as in screw-twist ; screw-like,

-shaped adjs. ; screw-wise adv. ; also quasi-adj.

with the meaning * spiral ', as in screw gut, gutter*
motion* stair, stair-case.

1681 Grew Mnsstum 1. § v. i. 99 The *Skrew-Gut of the
Raja.. winds between parallel hues like a Screw or Stair-
case. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 738 The water might
be conducted more regularly from the apex to the base . . by
forming round it a "screw gutter. 1705 Observ. Seed-Vessels
Polypodium in Phil. Trans. XXV. 1872 The "Screw-like
§arts of the Seed Vessel. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 754/2
crew-like or helical motion. 1882 Minchin Unipl. Kine-

matics 244 *Screw Motion of a Liquid. 1760 J. Lke /ntrod.
Bot. 1. xiii. (1776) 34 The Figure of the Filaments is either
..Spiral, "Skrew-shaped, as in Hirtella [etc.]. 1867 N.
Macleod Starling II. x. 116 He.. lived in a very small
house, above his shop, which was reached by a "screw stair.

1786 Mackenzie LoungerHo, 87 § 6A "screwstair-c&se. 1894
R. Bridges Nero 11. 111. n. 1234 Very few Are what they
show the world : there's a "screw-twist In every mind. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Tkevenofs Trav. hi. 46 Fasten to each of the
two pieces that are_ to enter into one another, some Iron,
Copper, or Silver wire, turned "Screw-wise.

b. Similative (quasi-a^'. ), as in screw-shelly snail*

-turbo* applied to various gasteropods with slender
spiral shells.

1731 Medley Kolbeu's Cape G. Hope II. 212 There is a
Sort of Water-Snails at the Cape, which the Europeans there
call Screw-Snails. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Turbo* the
Screw-Shell... 5. The screw-Turbo, with variegated lines
and spots. 1819 Turton Conchol. Diet. 62 Helix Terebra.
Screw Snail-shell. Ibid, 95 Murex Gyrinus. Screw Rock-
shell. Ibid. 165 Sirombus. Screw-shell. Ibid. 216 Turbo
Terebra. Screw Turban. 1859-61 Sir J. Richardson, etc.

Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 339 The family of Turret or
Screw shells (Turritellidx).

22. Special combinations: screw-alley, -area
(see quots.) ; screw auger, an auger with a spiral

shank ; screw-barrel sb. (see quot. 1888) ; screw-
barrel a., {a) of a fire-arm, having a screwed barrel
(see Screwed///, a. 5 b) ; also ellipt. as sb. a fire-

arm with a screwed barrel ; {b) Mech. see quot.
1888; screw battery, a battery composed of
screw-guns (see screw-gun a); screw-bell (see

quot.); screw-blank, the piece of metal upon
which a thread or worm is to be cut to form a
screw; screw board (see quot); screw-bolt,
a bolt with a thread or worm at the end to be
secured by means of a screw-nut; hence screw-
bolt v.* trans.* to fasten with a screw-bolt; hence
screw-bolting vbt. sb., the use of screw-bolts;
screw-box, f(a) — Nut sb* n

; (b) a tool for

cutting the thread on a wooden screw ; screw-cap
(see quot.) ; screw-chuck, a variety of lathe-chuck
(see quot.); screw-coupling (see quot.) ; screw-
cute, fashioned as a screw, furnished with a screw-
thread; screw-die = Die sbA 6 a; screw-dock
U.S., a dock in which the cradle is raised by screws

;

screw-dog, a clamp adjustable by a screw, to hold
timber while being sawn ; screw-dollar If. S., * a
medallion of which the obverse and reverse may be
screwed together to form a box ' ( Cent. Diet. 1 891 ) ;

screw-drill, a drill with a spiral shank; screw
engine, (a) a machine for raising water by means
of a screw, a water-screw; {b) a steam-engine
adapted to drive a screw-propeller; screw-eye,
(a) a screw having a loop or eye for its head

;
(b)

' a long screw with a handle, used in theatres by
stage carpenters in securing scenes' {Cent. Diet.);
screw-eyed a. , having the eyes screwed up ; screw-
fish llf.S.y 'fish packed under a screw press*
{Cent. Dict.)\ screw forging, a screw-blank of
forged iron ; screw-gear, gear consisting of an
endless screw and a toothed wheel ; screw-grip
(action), see quot. and Grip sb.* 5; screw-gun,
see quot. 1877-81; screw-hook, {a) see quot.
1688; {b) seequot. 1875; (0 a small hook, usually
of brass, with a screwed shank to screw into wood-
work; screw-jack

=

Jack sdA 10; screw-joint, {a)

Mech., a joint formed by screwing together the
ends of piping, etc.

;
{b) Anat.

t a joint in which
there is a slight lateral sliding of one bone upon
the other; screw-key, {a) = screw-wrench

; {b)
a key furnished with a thread or worm; screw-
line Bot. (see quot.) ; screw-lock, one operated
by turning a wormed key on a similarly wormed
pin ; screw-machine, (a) a machine operated by
a screw

; (b) a machine for making screws (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875); {c) see quot. 1884; screw-

mandrel, a screw-cutting mandrel having on its

spindle screws of various sizes and pitches; screw
medal U. S. -screw-dollar (Cent. Diet.); screw
micrometer (see Micrometer 2); screw mill, a
mill for driving screw-cutting machinery ; screw-
moulding, {a) the moulding of screws in sand for

casting; {b) the forming of screws in metal collars,

caps, etc. {Cent. Diet.) ; + screw mouth, an ill-

shaped mouth ; screw-nail, a screw or wood-screw
(see sense 3) ; screw nut = Nut sb. 1 11

; + screw
pelican Dentistry (see quot.) ; screw pile, a
foundation pile with a screw at its lower end adapted
for screwing instead of driving ; hence screw-pile,
-piled adjs., built upon screw piles ; screw-plate,
a hardened steel plate for cutting the threads of
small screws by means of a series of drilled and
tapped holes of various diameters; Screw Plot
Hist., an imaginary plot to destroy the Queen and
the Court on Thanksgiving Day, 1710, by the re-

moval of some of the iron bolts from the timbers
of the roof of St. Paul's in order to cause its fall;

screw-press, a machine in which pressure is ap-
plied by means of a screw; screw propeller (see

Propeller 3) ; screw-pump, an Archimedean
screw; f screw range, ?a cooking range with screw
adjustment for the grate; screw-rasp, a kind of

file (see quot.) ; screw rod, a binding or connect-

ing rod with a screw and nut at one or both ends
{Cent. Diet.); f screw-rope, ?a rope for use with
some form of screw-jack ; screw-rudder (see quot.)

;

screw shackle (joint), a variety ofcoupling joint

;

screw-shaft, {a) a shaft having a screw-thread cut

upon it ;
{b) see quot. 1 869 ; screw spanner —

screw-wrench ; screw-spike (see quot.) ; screw
stock = Die sbJ1 6 a ; screw-stone, a stone con-
taining the hollow cast of an encrinite {= pulley•-

stone, Pulley sb. 1
5) ; screw-tap, {a) a screw of

hardened steel used for cutting an internal or female
screw

;
{b) a draw-tap with a screw-down plug

;

screw-thread, the spiral ridge of a screw ; also,

one complete turn of its thread regarded as a por-
tion of a unit of length of the axis of the screw

;

screw tool, a lathe-tool for cutting screws ; screw-
tool cutter (seequot. ); screw-turn {dial.) ,-turner,

a screwdriver; *f screw-ways adv., in a spiral or

twisted direction; screw-well (see quot.); screw-
wheel, the toothed wheel associated with the end-
less screw in screw-gearing ; screw-wire, a cable-

twisted wire used to fasten the soles of boots to the

uppers {Cent. Diet.); screw-wise adv., after the

manner of a screw, spirally; screw-worm, (a) see

quot. a 1 892 ;
{b) the larva of certain American flesh-

flies ; screw-worm chuck = screw-chuck ; screw-
wrench, a wrench or spanner adapted to fit over
or grasp the heads of screw-bolts, nuts, etc., and
turn them. Also Screw-cut, -cutter, -cutting,
Screwdriver, Screw-pin.
1866 Chamb. Encycl. V111. 685/2 In screw-steamers,..

a

tunnel, known as the "screw-alley, has to be kept open for

the shaft of the screw from the engine-room to the stern.

1888 Lockwood^s Diet. Mech. Engin.* *Screiv Area in a pro-
peller is the area of the circle described by the tips of the
blades. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 149 They were at
work, .with broad axes and *screw augers. 1741 /V«7. Trans.
XLII. 173 A short *Screw-barrel Pistol. 1753 Hanway
Trav. (1762)1, 111. xl. 179 Being ignorant also how to use the
screw-barrels, he offered to return them. 1888 Lockiuoods
Diet. Mech. Engin.* Strew Barrel* a chain barrel having a
continuous spiral groove cut around its periphery to receive
the links edgeways. 1877-81 VovlkSlStevensou Mtlit. Diet.
Suppl. 26/2 The "screw battery did excellent service in the
last Afghan war. 1881 Raymond MiningGtoss.* * Screw-bell*
a recovering tool in deep boring, ending below in a hollow
screw-threaded cone. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II.

147 The "screw-blank being exactly turned in the lathe to the
thickness and length required. 1887 Archit. Pttbl. Soc.
Diet.* *Screw board, or Side board, the vertical board at
the side of a carpenter's bench pierced with holes.. which
admit of pins for holding up the object to be planed [etc.],

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 42 The. .fastening of the out-
side uprights to the solid, by means of Jag-bolts, or "screw-
bolts. 1795 Herschel in Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 376 Two
loops.. are "screw-bolted to the ends of them. 1869 Sir E.
Reed Shipbnild. xxi. 475 "Screw-bolting has been almost
universally adopted in the French iron-clads. 1677 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. 1. 5 The Nut or "Screw-Box hath also a
Square Worm. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 593 The
instrument which is commonly employed for making long
screws in the soft woods, namely, the screw box. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech.* *Scrcw-cap* 1. A cover to protect or conceal the

head of a screw, 2. A cover for a fruit-jar. 1895 Mod. Steam
Eng. 87 The "screw-chuck ,. shows on its right side a flat

circular surface, from the centre of which projects a large,

coarse, conical screw for holding firmly any large piece of
wooden work. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.* *Screzv-coupliug*

(a) a device for joining the ends of two vertical rods or
chains and giving them any desired degree of tension.; 0)
a screw-socket for uniting pipes or rods. 1794 Pigging %
Seamanship X 2 b, Cylindrical pieces of wood or iron,

"screw-cut at one end. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning 11. 503
On cutting external screws, with *screw dies, 1864
Webster, *Screw-dock. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.*
Gridiron.. .The Americans also use for a similar purpose an
apparatus called a screw.dock. 1869 Rankine Maehine .*•

Hand-tools PI. Q 16, 4 The carriages to support the ends of
the timber are furnished with adjustable "screw-dogs. 1869
C. KnightMechanician 126A *screw-drill . . is advantageous
for drilling long holes. 1767 J. Ferguson Led. Suppl. 22
Archimedes's "Screw-Engine for raising water. 1852 J.
Bourne Screw Propeller ix. 199 Screw engines are divisible
into two great classes—geared screw engines and direct-act-
ing screw engines. 1873 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Nails*eic.
332 "Screw-eyes, adapted for holding stair rods [etc. J. 18x0
Splendid Follies 1. 158 The demure looking "screw-eyed cat,
1818 E. Woolley in Abridgm. Specif. Patents* Nails, etc.

(1873)19 The "screw forging is formed or shaped from round
or cylindrical rod iron. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Screw-
gear. 1908 IVestm. Gaz. 14 May 4/2 The commutator is

driven by screw-gear from the magneto driving shaft. 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 498/2[Guns] The "Screw Grip Action.. .The
barrels.. are held down, first by the ordinary Purdey bolt
system operated by a vertical shaft .

.
; this shaft carries upon

it the ' screw grip '. .working in a square-threaded screw cut
in.. the breech. 1877-81 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet.
Suppl. 26/1 To be added to the list of M.T. guns is the "screw
gun, which takes in two, being fastened together by a screw,
hence its name. 1688 Woi-we. Armoury \\\. xvl (Roxb.)87/i
Two "screw hookes (or Boate hookes with screws). 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Screw-hook (Surgical), an instrument
for withdrawing foreign bodies from the ear or nostrils.

1719 De Foe Crusoe rv. (Globe) 54 In the Carpenter's Stores
I found . . a great "Skrew-Jack. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning
II. 680 Cast-iron water-pipes with "screw joints. id6* Syd.
Soc. Lex.* Cochlearthrosis..

.

Screw joint. 1850 Ogilvie,
"Screw wrench orkey. 185a Seidel Organ 28 The screw-
key. .is an invention of our own time. 185s in Abridgm.
Specif. Patents* Locks (1873) 134 A screw pin (being an exact
counterpart of the key, which is a screw-key) is fitted to the
lock plate. 1869 C. Knight Mechanician 16 Screw keys.,
have screwed ends, for the convenience of having a nut to
prevent the key slipping back.. while in use. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms* *Scretv-lines, spirals in pbyllo-
taxis. 1685 Loud. Gaz. No. 2037/4 A black-brown Geld*
ing.., with a "Screw-lock on his near Foot before. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXI. 108/2 The ingenious "screw-machine
which was invented by Mr. Hunter.. consists of one convex
screw which works in the interior of another convex screw.
1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 115/2 Standard Screw Machine
for attaching the soles of boots and shoes with screws instead
of rivets. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot tjr Skocmaking xxiii. 189.
1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xi. 199 Another sort of Mandrel
is called the "Screw-Mandrel. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning
II. 612 The screw-mandrel or traversing mandrel. 1798 S.

Shaw Staffordsh. I. 109/1 The brook.. turned a corn mill,

which was converted into a "screw mill, .about 1766. 1707
Wks. C'tess D'Anois (1715) 374 She would not change her flat

Nose and her "skrew Mouth for all Gratiosa's Beauty. 1660
Fuller Mixt Contempt, xxxiv. 51 "Screw-nailes, which had
holes prepared for their reception. 1831 J. Holland Manuf.
Metal I. 199 The wood screw, or, as it is sometimes called
. ., the screw nail. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <* Art I.

39 The pin by which the spirals of a "screw nut are formed,
is called a tap. 1688 Holme Armoury m. 435/1 A "Screw
Pelican,., a kinde of pincers to draw out the. .grinding teeth
withall. 1840 Civil Engin. % Arch. Jrnl. III. 182/2 The
foundation of the building is formed of seven "screw piles.

1893 Kipling Many Invent. 6 Dowse was in charge of a
"screw.pile Light called the Wurlee Light. 1840 Civil
Engin. % Arch. Jrnl. III. 181/2 The "screw-piled pillars.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 7 The "Screw-plate is a plate
of Steel, .with several holes in it, each less than other. 1884
F. I. Britten IVatch

«J-
Clockm. 232 Screw a piece of steel

of the desired size in an ordinary right-handed screw plate.

17M A. Boyer Hist. Q. Anne 480 Which pretended "Screw-
Plot, (as it was afterwards called) many of the Tories . . were
ready enough to charge upon the Whigs. 1688 Holme
Armoury m. 371/1 He beareth Gules, a Stationers, or Book-
Binders "Screw-press, Or. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. i.

23 note* The device on its title-page of the press-man at
work on the screw-press of the day. 1839 "Screw propeller
[see Propeller 3]. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 42
[The water] that soaked from the Bed of the River.. we
conveyed into the S.E. Corner for the "Screw-pump. 1798
Times 28 June 4/1 The very neat and excellent Household
Furniture, Plate, China, a capital "Screw Range, a Copper,
and other Effects, 1688 Holme Armoury m. 388/1 A Flote,
or "Screw-Rasp, .is three Square, smooth on one side, and
toothed like a Sawon the other two. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen.
K//(i8o6) 118 Gynne rope with an hoke of iren.-j, "Skrew
rope. i87$KnightDiet. Mech.,*Screw-rudder*axi application
of the screw to purposes ofsteering, instead of a rudder. 1882
W. J. Christy Joints 102 "Screw Shackle Joint. This.. is

used by the carpenter with tie-rods. Ibid. i26Coupling Joint.
..Amongst builders it usually takes the form of a hinge,
union, screw shackle [etc. J. 185a J. Bourne Screw Propeller
x. 216 The bearings of the "screw shaft are of cast iron.

1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 787 These gills are supported
and traversed by their extremities, taken into the threads
of two screw shafts. 1869 C. Knight Mechanician 386
The screw-shafts of a pair of engines properly include the
crank-shaft, all the intermediate shafts, and the propeller-
shaft. Ibid. 120 "Screw spanners . . may be made to fit nuts
and heads of several different diameters. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech.* *Screw-spike t a round spike having a shallow
screw-thread cut on a portion of its stem. It is driven partly
home and screwed the remaining distance. 1846 Holt-
zapffel Turning II. 605 These "screw stocks were found
to cut very rapidly. 1719 Woodward Catal. Eng. Eossils
11. 102 This is one of those Bodies that are call'd, the' im-
properly, "Screw-Stones. From a Lead-Mine near Works-
worth, in the Peak, Derbyshire. 1829 J. Phillips Geol.
Yorksh. 109 The screw-stones which are casts in the central
hollow of crinoidal columns. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ii.

31 The "screw-tap, that makes the Screw in the Nut. 1869
E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 14 Common taps do
not answer, and the best screw taps, .must be used. i8xz
P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc. 353 "Screw Threads, the parts
which are left standing between the spiral grooves of the
screw. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem. Technol. (ed. 2)

I. 271 The rocking motion of the bars is accomplished by
what is vulgarly called a drunken screw-thread. 1817
Schellen SPectrum Anal. § 25, 88 In order to measure
accurately the amount of motion the value of a screw-
thread must be ascertained. 1811 P. Nicholson Mech.
Exerc. 370 "Screw Tools are employed in cutting ofmMM
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ofvarious sizes of threads. 1846 Holtzatfiel Turning II.

591 The cutter [sc. tap] is then called a hob, or a *screw-tool

cutter. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 208 So that a
*screw-turner will only operate up*n the screws in one
direction. 1705 Derham in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2140 Which
not only separateth the fibres of the Iron . . but also changeth

their situation from Longways to *Skrew-ways. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. ,

*Screiv-^vell, a hollow trunk over the screw

of a steamer, for allowing the propeller to be disconnected

and lifted. 1825 J. Nicholson Oder. Meek, 428 The *screw-

wheel to act in the worm. 1731 Medley tr. Kolberis Cape
G. Hope II. 126 The horns of the Hottentot hart, .run up
twisting, *screw-wise, to about half their length. 1884
Leisure Hour Feb. 84/2 The screw-pine, .with long prickly

leaves set screw-wise, a 189a G. H. Kingslby Sport <$•

Travel v. (1900) 120 Wherever we stopped in the woods we
could hear the queer creaking rasp of the big boring grub
which they call the "screw-worm. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
IV. 704 To the larva of the latter [Sarcophaga Georgina] the

term * screw-worm ' has been applied. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade. *Scre?u~vjrench, a turn-screw ; a bed-wrench. 1866

Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 571/2 Screio-ivrench, a tool used for

grasping the flat sides of the heads of large screws.

b. In names of plants,as screw-bean, -mezquit,
-moss (see quots.) ; screw-palm, -pine, any of

the plants belonging to the N.O. Pandanacem (see

quot. 1836) ; also attrib. ; screw-stem, a plant of

the N. American genus Bartonia (or Centaurelld)

;

screw-tree (see quot.).

1866 Treas. Bot. 930/1 Prosopis pubescens, . . is the "Screw-

bean or "Screw Mezquit of the Americans, .and is so called

from the screw-like form of its pods. 1869 C. C. Parry in

W. A. Bell New Tracks N. Amer. II. 289 In the river

bottoms we meet with luxuriant growths of mezquit and
'screw-bean*. 1817 Purton Brit. Plants II. 540 Tortula.

"Screw-moss. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 11. L 309 The common
or Wall Sere*.moss. 1851 E. Forbes Veg. World i. in Art
Jrnl. Illustr. Catal., Hats, made of the leaves of •screw-

palms. 1836 Buckland Geol, <y Mtn. (1837) I. 503 The
Pandanex, or 'Screw-Pines..abound in the Indian Archi-

pelago. ..Their aspect is that of gigantic Pine apple plants

having arborescent stems. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 687
Pandanaceae.—The Screw-pine Order. 1873 Drury Use/.

Plants India 325 Pandanus odoratissimus. . . Fragrant
Screw-pine. 190a A. Alcock Sat. in Indian Seas 58
Scenery, which consists chiefly of slimy creeks and screw-

pine swamps. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-bk. Bot. 454 Centaur-
etla autumnalis. . . "Screw-stem. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
330 The "Screw Tree. [Helicteres 7amaicensis

t
]ax.^.] This

curious shrub is very frequent in the low gravelly hills.

Screw (skrw), sb* Also 7, 9 sorow. [Prob.

of Fr. origin : cf. F. escrouelle (Cotgr.), now Scroti-

elle, of the same meaning.] A small crustacean of

either of the genera Gammarus and Niphargus\

a river-shrimp.

1684 R. Sibbald Scotia Illustr. II. vti. x. 34 Squilla,

nost ratibus the Scrow. x8o8 Tamieson, Scrozv, the name
given most commonly to the minute cancri observed in pools

and springs,.. also occasionally applied to some of the

aquatic larvae of flies and beetles. 1834 J. Wilson Let. 27

June, in J. Hamilton Mem. v. (1859) 186 We found their

interior crammed full of screws, or fresh-water shrimps.

1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 3), Scroivs, the small

>hrimp-Iike insect found in fresh-water pools. 1850 A. White
List Sfiecim. Crustacea Brit. Mus. 52 Gammarus fluvia-
tilt's. The Freshwater Screw. 1857— Brit. Crustacea 182

Gammara locusta, Common Coast Screw. Ibid. 187 Ni-
phargus aquilex... The Well Screw.

Screw (skr«), sb$ Orkney attd Shell. Also

scroo, skroo, skrew (see E.D.D.). [a. Norw.
skrue, skruv, ON. sknif] A small stack (of corn,

hay or straw).

1814 Shirreff Agric. Shetld. 155 Forty Linlithgow bolls

are sometimes preserved in one of these piles, here called

beaks or screws. 1807 Sir H. Maxwell Mem. Months 46
The slender ricks, locallycalled ' screws '. . shaped like pepper-
.'•:.
Screw (skrw), v. Forms: 7 scrue, (screue),

skrue, screwe, 7-8 skrew, 6- screw, ff. Screw
sbX Cf. Du. schroeven, G. sckrauben, Icel. skrufa,

Sw. skrufva, Da. skrue.]

I. To attach with a screw or screws.

1. trans. To attach with an inserted screw or

screws ; hence Jiff., to fix firmly. To screw down,
up : to close and secure with screws.
i6n Shaks. Cymb. 11. it 44 Why should I write this downe,

thats riueted, Screw' d to my memorie. 1669 Sturmy Maru
tier's Mag. 11. xvi. 93 The best way to hold the Quadrant..
is to skrew it with a Brass-Pin. .to a Staff. 1669 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 559 The outward dores to

have. .locks to them well scrued on. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
II. 1. ii. 25 If while our backs are turned an unlucky boy
screws a piece of deal upon one of the leaves [of a table).

176a Gentl. Mag. Jan. 43 The coffin being skrewed down
before she came. 1791 in A bridgtn. Specif. Patents, Fire-
arms (1859) I. 33 The trigger has a spring screwed to the
frame. 1815 I. Smith Panorama Set. <V Art 1. 30 A square
piece of wood, -. being firmly screwed to the under side of
the board. 186a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11. vii. 183
Think of being screwed down in a coffin, and put into the
cold ground. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot <y Shoetnaking xxiii.

189 The boot, instead of being nailed or riveted, is Dy this

machine really screwed together. 1885 Law Rep. 15 Q.B.D.
359 A metal cap was put over the shaft and screwed to the
bearer.

II. To press, strain, orforce with or as with ascrew.

2. To force, press, or strain, by or as by means of

a screw ; to compress or hold fast in or as in a vice.

To screw up : to tighten by turning a screw, f Also,

to torture with ' the screws'.
1612 Woodall Surg, Mate (1659) 7 This Speculum serveth

to screw open the mouth, .for conveying nourishment. 1620

Stvetnam Arrayned iv, ii. I 3, You Iwue spoke to mutch 1

alreadie, you damn'd Rogue But weele reward.. you for't.

Skrew his iawes. 1677 Moxon Mcclu Exerc. ii. 30 Screw
the shank. .in the Vice. 1680 Ibid. xii. 208 And screw your
Work a little lightly up : Then..you may without more ado
screw up your Work tight. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 25
Coeus, and Gyges. .Were. .Dungeon'd.. and all their limbs
Lock'd up like veins of metal, crampt and screw'd. 1903
Haslvck Bookbinding xi. 104 Screw the book into the press.

b. transf. To screw in, up : to compress the

waist of (a person) by tight-lacing.

1785 Holcroft Tales 0/ Castle (ed. 2) I. 17 Ridiculous
vanity made her bear.. to be screwed up till she could
scarcely breathe. 1815 Jane Austen Emma iii, The mistress

of a school—not of a seminary, .where young ladies for

enormous pay might be screwed out of health and into

vanity. 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Man ofMany Fr.
(Colburn) 107 The eldest girl.. was screwed in, and poked
out, to look like a woman.
3. To stretch tight by turning a screw; esp* to

increase the tension or pitch (of a musical string) by
winding up the screws or keys. Chiefly with up.

Often in figurative context.

1653 Benlowes Theoph. m. xcviii, Love, to high Graces
key skrues up low Natures Strings. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccalinfs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. xii (1674) 15 They break
the strings by scruing them up too high. 1679 Dryden
Troilus fy Cr. Pref. bib, For what melody can be made on
that Instrument all whose strings are screw'd up at first to

their utmost stretch, and to the same sound ? 1760 Sterne
Tr. Shandy m. v, Being a lover of such kind of concord as
arises from two such instruments being put in exact tune,

—he would instantly have skrew'd up his to the same pitch.

1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 469 Screw not the chord too

sharply lest it snap.
transf. 1831 O. W. Holmes My Aunt 30^ They pinched

her feet, they singed her hair, They screwed it up with pins.

absol. 1677 W. Hughes Man ofSin 11. xii. 216 Agatho
screwed a Note above Ela when he Decreed, .. that the
Popes Decrees should be received as if S. Peters mouth had
confirmed them.

b. Jig. With object a person or his attributes.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 60 Lady. We faile? But screw
your courage to the sticking place, And wee'Ie not fayle.

1615 Chapman Odyss. ix. 438 [He] occasion gaue For me
to vse my wits ; which to their height, I striu'd to skrew vp.

1617 Fletcher Valentinian it. i, All your arts, .screw to th'

highest ; For my main piece is now a-doing. 1646 Quarles
Judgem. <y Mercy 1. Wks. (Grosart) I. 69/1 Let's skrue our
pamper'd hearts a pitch beyond the reach of dull-browd
sorrow. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xxi. clxx, The Voice,

though scrued to appear Divine, seemM something out of

tune to Her. 1673-5 Comber Comp. Temple Pref. (1702) 6
When we need Varietyand Novel Expressions to skrew us up
into a Devotion, a 1677 [see Peg sb. 1 2a]. 1833 Examiner
272/2 The first series of calculations by which the Bourbon
government was screwed up to undertake this awful. .busi-

ness. 1840 Tennyson Vis. Sin iv. vii, Let me screw thee

up a peg: Let me loose thy tongue with wine. 1868 M.
Pattison Academ. Org. v. 369 To screw up their exertions

to an unnatural pitch. 1873 Tristram Moabv. 92, I had
some difficulty in screwing my courage, .to open an abscess,

x886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll x, My love of life screwed to

the topmost peg.

refl. 1841-44 Emerson Ess. vii. Prudence Wks. (Bohn) I.

zoo He.. must screw himself up to resolution. 1858 S.

Brooks Gord. Knot xlvi. (i860) 348 Whether Earnshaw
screwed himself up to assent to the terms that night, or
[etc.]. x868 C. Rossetti Let. in Life Anne Gilchrist (1887)

1 73, 1 am not certain that in any atse I should have screwed
myself up to accept it [sc. an invitation], as I am shy
amongst strangers.

c. With immaterial object ; esp. to stretch, strain,

force the meaning of (words).
16*8 Prynne Censure Mr. Cozens 32 Those Prayers were

published.. in the very infancy of Reformation,.. therefore

our Author may not racke and scrue them to our Aged and
noone-tide seasons of the Gospell. 1640 Howell Dodonas
Gr. 127 Matters being scrued up to this height, a 1658

Cleveland Poems (1659) 98 Since then the Heroes of the

pen with mee Nere scrue the sense With difference, We
all agree, agree. 1664 Power Exp. Phitos. 1. 69 Let us
screw our Enquiry a little further. 1698 Clark Scripture

yustif. Ep., I have not first taken up a Notion and then
screwed and wrested Scripture to countenance and confirm

it. 1807 Jefferson IfrrV. (1830) IV.67The British commis.
sioners appear to have screwed every article [of a treaty] as

far as it would bear. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 213 Or, rigidly

screwing up right into wrong, did they convert a legal claim

intoavexatiousextortion? 1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic.

Evid. (1827) IV. 215 This may be done. -by jurisprudential

construction, screwing up misdemeanours into felonies.

d. To screw up : to raise (a payment, rent, etc.)

to an exacting or extortionate figure.

1631 W. Bradford Hist. Plymouth Plant. (1896) 357 He
scrued vp his poore old father in laws accounte to aboue
200'' and brought it on y9 general) accounte. 1654 Nicholas

Papers (Camden) II. 126 He is now only bussy to scrue up

his pension by Lord Percy,-. and he hath gott an order to

be this day paid two pounds. 1696 in Home Papers (Hist.

MSS. Comm., 1902) 270 When wee got 2 secretaries the

admission of Writers was scrued up to 800 merks. 1697

Vanbrugh Msop iv. ii, I screw up their rents till they break

and runaway. 1725 Swift L>rapier's Let. vii. Wks. 1824VII.

40 The rents of Ireland,, .have been of late so enormously

raised and screwed up. 1838 Lytton Alice 1. vii, While

some of my tenants appear to pay nominal rents, .others are

screwed up higher than any man's in the county. 1883

Fortn. Rev. Nov. 676 Screw up your rents as your neigh-

bours are doing.

4. To operate or adjust (an instrument) by turn-

ing its screw.

1708 J. Philips Cider n. 100 When the Press, by utmost

Vigour screw'd, Has drain'd the pulpous Mass. 1795 Phil.

Trans. LXXXV. 140 Whilst the instrument was screwing

to its focus. 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 158 The surgeon always

screws the tourniquet till he suppresses the pulse in the

lower part of the limb. 1837 Browning Strafford I, i, How

that man taught Tyranny.. To ply the scourge yet screw
the gag so close That strangled agony bleeds mute to death.

1902 Hasluck Bookbinding iv. 52 The standing press.. is

screwed down tightly.

5. To extort by pressure, a. To force or draw
out (information, a secret, the truth, etc.) from a

person by moral pressure ; to draw out by close

questioning ; to force the admission of.

In quot. 1715 lit. to force out by applying the thumbscrew.
162a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman aAlf. 11. 65 A certaine

friend of his,.. told him.. that euery one might scrue what
he would from me, and draw all those secrets from me.
163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady 1. vii, Int. Hee Will screw you
out a Secret from a Statist—. Com. So easie, as some Cobler
wormes a Dog. 1650 Stapylton Strada's Low-C.^ Wars v.

137 Was any of his Ministers of State so dull-brained, ..to

suffer these mysterious parts of Government to be scrued
out of his mouth or hands? 1699 W. Clagett 17 Serm. 370
The court by multiplying questions may screw out the truth

at last, 11x7x5 Burnet 0%vn Time xvi. (1900) II. 423 Upon
what was screwed out of these two persons,, .six or seven
gentlemen of quality, were clapt up. 1794 Scott Let. 5 Sept.

in Lockhart, He tried them on every side, and screwed out
of them the evidence they were so anxious to conceal. 1818

—Rob Roy xix, I screwed out of him these particulars.

b. To force or exact (money) out of oxfrom (an

unwilling giver, a miserly or necessitous person) ;

to get (something) out of (a person) by pressure.

1693 Humours Town 95 What they can in any way screw
out of the Necessitous. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. 127 Find-
ing not a Penny to be screw'd out of the Prig. 1718 Ozell
tr. Tournefort's Voy. Levant I. 128 They made a thousand
Scruples before they would let us see them [sc. Alum mines];

only to skrew a little Mony out of us. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, viii, They held.. that their business.. was to get as

much from every boy as could by possibility be screwed out

of him. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shahs. I. 51 Cecil, not^ being
able to screw it out of the Queen, had to pledge his own
credit. 1882 Century Mag. XXIV. 785 The rate of taxation

is simply the maximum that can be screwed out of the people.

6. To put compulsion upon, to constrain, oppress.

a. To oppress (a person, esp. a tenant) with ex-

actions; also to screw down, to screw out of, to

deprive of or dispossess of by extortion.

1658 IV/tole Duty Man ix. (1687) 90 Landlords, who..
rack and skrew them beyond the worth of the thing. 1792
Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 80 The system of" laws which . .had
screwed the Roman Catholics out of their landed property.

1826C0BBETT RuralR ides (1885) II. 191 In order to see how
the labourers are now screwed down, look at the following

facts. 1838 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 225 They are so screwed
by taxes,.. that they never have a farthing in hand. 1842

Lover Handy AndyM, 'The lord' had been screwed out

of a good sum of money by way of separate maintenance.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix, He quarrelled with his

agents and screwed his tenants by letter.

b. To force (a seller) to lower his price, to

'beat down'.
1677 Yarranton Eng. fmtirov. 178 The severe customs..

that some of the greatest Traders.. use unto some of their

own Trade, by scruing and pinching them in such things

they sell them in their necessity. 1745 De Foe's Eng.
Tradesman (1841) I. xix. 179 They should not stand and
haggle and screw the shopkeeper down. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour I. 294/2 They're fairish customers, but they
often screw me. 1853 Lytton My Novel xii. vii, Why I am
not sure that it is already bought—that is, paid for. . . Spend-

quick complains that Levy screws him.

o. To examine rigorously. Obs. exc. in U. S.

college slang (see quot. 1851). Also absol.

1626 B. Jonson Staple ofN. v. iii, And there hee sits like

an old worme of the peace.., screwing, Examining, and
committing the poore curres. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Boscg's

Compl. Woman Pref, They examine all the conceits, they

weigh all the words, they scrue all the syllables [orig. F. Us
espluchent toutes tes syllabes], 1851 B. H. Hall College

Words 265 ScrtiVy to press with an excessive and unneces-

sarily minute examination. 1851 O. W. Holmes Song of
* Tivcnty-nint

y 10 At last the day is ended, The tutor screws

no more.

7. To produce, attain, or elicit with an effort.

Also with out, up, or complementary phrase.

1679 Alsop Melius tnq. it. v. 325 All that can possibly be
screwed out of these instances of Paternal Authority is no
more than this. X814 Sporting Mag. XLIII. 47 One of our

Place-mongers. .To serve a Premier and betray the Nation
At length screwed out a situation, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy,

Bergamo 54 Screwing a smile into his dinnerless face.

a 1848 O. W. Holmes Nux Paste. 33 It's a vastly pleasing

prospect, when you're screwing out a laugh, That your very
next year's income is diminished by a half.

^ 1859 Darwin
Lifetf Lett. (1887)1!. 106 Ifyou could screw time to send me
ever so brief an answer. 1869 }. Greenwood Seven Curses
Lond. ix. 170 If I entrust my tailor with stuff for a suit, and
it afterwards comes to my knowledge that he has 'screwed'

an extra waistcoat out of it. 1874 Helps Soc. Pressure ii,

32 Another inventor screws light out of coals. 1898 J. B.

Wollocombe Morn till Eve it 15 Gillard . .saw his opponent
in front of him, doing his utmost to screw up a trot.

8. intr. To be parsimonious.

1849 Thackeray Let. 10 Apr., I must screw and save in

order to pay off the money. 1853 — Newcomes xliv. Did
you ever hear of me screwing! No, I spend my money like

a man.
III. To turn a screw.

9. trans . To work (a screw or something fashioned

as a screw) by turning.

1635 Quarles Embl. 1. Invoc, Rowze thee, my soul,..

Skrue up the heightned pegs Of thy Sublime Theoiboe
foure notes higher. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 23 He
resolvd to governe them by subalterne Ministers, who it

seems scrud up the pinnes of power too high. 1648 Wilkins
Math. Magic 1. ix. 59 The chief inconvenience of this in-

strument is, that in a short space it will be screwed unto its

full length. 1665 Hooki Microgr, 13 That a pin be screw d
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so firm and hard, that though it has a convenient head to it,

yet it can by no means be unscrew'd by the ringers. 1680

Moxon Meek, Exerc. xii. 208 Screw your Pike wider or

closer, according as the length of your Wcrk reguires. x688

Holme Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 273/1 The Spanner. .is

put on the Nut heads and so to screw and unscrew them at

pleasure. 1856 Farmer's Alag. Nov. 396 A^ series of posts

driven or 'screwed' {with Mitchell's Archimedian screw)

into the ground. 1869 C. Knight Mechanician 122 The
simplest mode.. consists in screwing a hard steel screwed

plate on to the piece to be made into a screw. X879 Casselfs

Teckn. Educ. I. 34/2 Their nuts [may be] kept tight by the

simple process of screwing a second nut down home on the

top of the first.

10. To insert or fix one thing in, into, on, to, or

upon another or two things together by a turning

or twisting movement, one or both having the sur-

face or part of it cut into a screw for the purpose.
161a Woodall Surg. Mate, Enema Fumosum (1639) G 2,

Put the pipe prepared into the fundament.. with the first

short pipe screwed to it. Ibid. G 2 b, The stopple to be
screwed upon the head thereof. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theve-
nofs Trav. 11. 79 These trumpets are taken in two at the
middle . . j when they have a mind to sound, they skrew the
two parts together. 1688 Holme Armoury m. xv. (Roxb.)
22/1 A pockett Inkhorne with, .the penner or top screwed
on tt.^ 1774 Mackenzie Maritime Surv. 28 Screw the Ball
firm in the Socket. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.xm. III.

371 Mackay.. ordered all his bayonets to be so formed that
they might be screwed upon the barrel without stopping it

up. 1883 F. Campin Details of Mack. xi. 159 The bolt is

screwed into some part of the cast-iron framework.

b. jig. f (a) To implant firmly (a notion) by
means of gradual insinuation ; to contrive to insert.

Also refl. to insinuate oneself by degrees (into a
person's favour, etc.). Obs. (b) colloq. To have
one's head screwed on right or the right wayt and
similar phrases, implying the ability to use one's

brains to one's own advantage, or to ' know what
one is about \ To screw one's head on tight, to

make an effort to prevent its being * turned '.

i6ix Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xliv. (1632) 414 That
opinion was skrewed deeper into their fearefull conceit by a
cloud appearing. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. n. iii. 11. 389
Others buy titles,.. and by all meanes skrew themselues
into ancient families. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman
(TAlf 11. 339 Thus by little and little, I went scruing my
selfe into his seruice, getting more ground still vpon him.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 160 Howbeit a while after they
got breath, and screwed into their good fauour and opinion
King Cazell. 1641 Fuller Holy <$ Prof. St. 1. ii. 5 HI
customs being not knockt, but insensibly scru'd into our
Souls. 1674 Govt. Tongue ix. 157 No discourse can be
adm inist red, but. .they [sc. Boasters] will, .screw in here and
there some intimations of what they did or said. 1667
Dryden & Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all 11. ii, Vou
would do well to screw yourself into her father's good
opinion. x68o C. Nesse Church Hist. 47 He trys his

skill by an intrinsick engine, screwing himself into the
minds of Israel. 1826 Scott Prov. Antic. Scot. 194 He
had screwed himself into the partial confidence of Laird
Bour. 1855 Burn Autobiog. Beggar-boy (1859) 95 It was
true I had a small quantity of brains, but the fact was, my
head was npt screwed on right to enable me to turn them to
my advantage. 1897 M. Creighton Let. Life & Lett. (1904)
1 1, vii. 235, Ifeel it necessary to screwmy head on tightand go
my own way gently. 1900 Daily News i2Dec. 7/5 Elizabeth
has, to use a slang phrase, 'her head very well screwed on '.

C. intr. in passive sense. To be adapted for join-

ing or taking apart by means of component screws.
1680 Moxon Aleck, Exerc. xiv. 235 A Brass Coller with a

Female Screw in it, to screw on the Mandrel, 1776 G.
Semple Building in Water 18 The Rods were in three
Pieces, .which screwed together occasionally. 1791 Gilpin
Forest Scenery 11. 43 He carried with him a gun, which
screwed into three parts, and which he could easily conceal
in the lining of his coat. 1821 John Bull 18 June 215/1
The head [of the vessel] screws off at the middle of the
neck. 1881 F. Campin Mech. Engirt, iv. 53 The face-plate
which screws on the mandrils.

d. trans. To screw out: to take out (a screw)
by turning ; to unscrew, rare.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xviii. {1632) 904 Euill

opinions once fastened in mens hearts, hardly can be screwed
out againe. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 109/1 An apparatus
for screwing the patterns.. out of the mould, so as to leave
the impression of the thread uninjured.

11. intr. To penetrate as a screw ; to penetrate
with a winding course. In quots. jig., to worm
one's way.
16x4 C Brooke Ghost Rick. Ill, xxxix, Proud of this

Knowledge I scruM into the state, And of that Nature got
intelligence. 1627 P. Fletcher Locusts n. xxviii, By flat-

tery They [sc. the Jesuits] worme and scrue into their con-
science. ' 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr. 80 They have a way
to scrue into the most inmost Closets of Princes. 1642 D.
Rogers Naaman 447 To scrue and dive into the hearts of
men by degrees.

IV. To move in a twisting direction.

12. trans. To twist round, esp. to twist with
violence so as to alter the shape. To screw one's
neck : to kill by wringing the neck. To screw up :

to twist (e.g. a piece of paper) into a spiral form.
axixx Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 2721 I. 173 The

Pillars on which arch'd Heav'ns rely, Were on their several
Bases screw'd awry. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. viii, They
all pinched me at once, and in a dreadfully expert way

:

screwing up such little pieces ofmy arms that I could hardly
forbear crying out. 1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The O. V. H.
xxiv, Jack screwed his moustache,.. in deep deliberation.
1872 Roulledge's Every Boy's Ann. Dec. 46/1 1*11 screw
his neck. 1888 F. Hume AJadame Midas 1. ii, I wish
you'd screw that bird's neck, Slivers ; he's too clever by half.

13. To twist awry, contort (the features, body,
mouth) ; to twist (one's head, oneself) round in

order to look at something.
1599 B. Jonson Ev. Alan out of Hum. v. i, Screw your

face a t'one side thus, & Protest. 16x2 Two Noble K. v. i.

117 The aged Crampe Had screw'd his square foote round,
The Gout had knit his fingers into knots. 1635-56 Cowley
Davideis m. 55 Sometimes a violent laughter scru'd his face.

1645 Qoarles Solomon's Recant, ii. Sold. ii. Wks. (Grosart)
II. 174/2 What pleasure is't, to skrue An Antick face and
grimme. 1673 Dryden A/arr. a la Mode iv. iii, Oh how
you'd. .scrue your Face into a submissive Smile, a 1680
S. Butler Characters (1908) 134 He is always giving Aim
to -State Affairs, and believes by screwing of his Body he
can make chem shoot which Way he pleases. 1815 Scott
Guy Al. ii, Some grotesque habits of. .screwing his visage,

while reciting his task, made poor Sampson the ridicule of
all_ his school-companions. 1821 W. Irving Sk.-Bk. I. 74
(Rip van Winkle) The self-important man.. screwed down
the corners of his mouth, and snook his head. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. ii, Screwing himself round to catch a glimpse in the
glass of the waist buttons. x88i Fenn Vicars People xlvi,

Setting his teeth, and screwing his mahogany.brown face
into a state of rigid determination. 1889 F. Cowper Capt.
ofthe Wight 304 From where Ralph stood, by screwing his
head a little he could just see the top of the masts.
fig. 1647 C. Harvey School ofHeart Poems (Grosart) 171
An heart.. That's.. screw'd aside with stubborne wilful-
nesse, Is onely fit to be cast forth.

b. To screw up ; to contract the surrounding
parts of (the mouth, eyes).

1743 Fielding Journeyfr. this Worldi. ii, But that female
spirit screwing up her mouth, answered, she wondered at
the curiosity of some people. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xvi,

Jo screws up his mouth into a whistle. 1883 F. M. Craw-
ford Dr. Claudius ii, Mr. Barker screwed up his eyes and
put out his jaw.

T" o. To produce (a gesture) by contortions. Obs.
1635 Quarles Embl. 1. x. 41 See how their curved bodies

wreathe, and skrue Such antick shapes as Proteus never
knew. Ibid. iv. iii. 193 My antick knees can turne upon
the hinges Of Complement, and skrue a thousand Cringes.

14. To propel by a spiral movement ; to force or

squeeze (one's body) by a tortuous movement into,

through^ etc. (a comparatively small space).
1635 Swan Spec. Al. vi. § a (1643) 201 They [springs] do (as

it were) scrue themselves up to the convenientest place of
breaking out. 1669 Sturmy Alariner's Mag. v. i. 2 A Silk
thred [is] twisted and screwed through a small hole..and
fastned with a small wooden pin. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. «$

Alyst. O. ty N. Test. I. 109 If the subtle serpent can but see
a hole, .he will easily screw in his whole body. 17x9 D'Ur-
fev Pills I. 127 He screw'd himself under the Bed. 18x2
Scott Fam. Lett. 2 Sept. (1894) 1. 257We are all screwed into
the former farmhouse. 1835 [see Screwer], X872 Bagehot
Physics $ Pol. (1876) 42 They have screwed themselves into
the uncomfortable corners of a complex life. 1868 Pitt-
Rivers Prim. Warfare II. 125 [The boomerang] is caused
to rise by virtue of its rotation, screwing itself up in the air.

15. intr. To wind spirally.

1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 55 They [sc. the shoots
of the honeysuckle] coalesce for mutual support, the one
screwing round the other to the right, the other to the left.

16. Sporting, a. intr. flowing. (See quot. 1898.)
1875 W. B. Woodgate Oars fy Sculls viii. 68 Possibly..

each man [sc. of a pair of oarsmen] may screw to match
the other instinctively. X898 Encycl. Sport H. 297/2 (Row-
ing) Screw, to swing the body from one side to the other
during the stroke, instead of swinging straight backward
and forward. If the man swings toward his oar during the
stroke he is said to screw ' into the boat

' ; if away from it

'out of the boat*.

b. trans. Rugby Football. To cause (the scrum-
mage or one's opponents in a scrummage) to twist

round by pushing in a body to the right or left.

Also absol. (Said of either set of forwards com-
posing a scrummage.)
1887 Shearman Athletics <J Football 311 One team..

cleverly 'screwing 1 the scrimmage and taking the ball out.
X889 H. Vassall Rugby Football 32 It is no use trying to
screw as long as your opponents have command of the ball.

You must then . . devote your energies to stopping your oppo-
nents from screwing you. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 408/2 You
must wheel to the side on which you can best screw off
your adversaries, and then rush ahead with the ball. 1901
Scotsman 11 Mar. 4/8 The Englishmen screwed the first

scrum in capital style.

C. Games. To impart a screw or twist to (the

ball) ; to cause to swerve. Also absol.

18391 Bentley's Miscell. VI. 348 Cue in hand,.. chalking,
screwing, and pocketing . . after a most extraordinary fashion.

x88i Forgan Golfer's Handbk. 35 Screw, see Draw [i.e. to
drive widely to the left hand]. 1887 Shearman Athletics
<5- Football 350 The back knows, .when he should kick true,

or when he should * screw *.

d. intr. (for reji.) Racing. Of a horse: To
force his way through. Also trans. Of a rider

:

To force (a horse) over (an obstacle) ; to screw in,

to force to the front at the finish of a race.

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports § 1658. 470 Others [sc.

horses] however screw through, that is, they actually push
themselves through these hedges. 1842 Lever J. Hinton
viii, I have been trying a new horse in the Park, screwing
him over all the fences. 1856 H. H. Dixon Post $ Paddock
48 Alfred Day..screwing in Vivandiere half a head in front

of Butler.

17. intr. Of Polar ice-floes : To ram together.

X90X [see Screwing vbl. sb.]. 1909 Westm. Gas. 4 Sept.

9/2 At the 88th degree the ice screwed badly.

V. In various uses from senses of the sb.

18. trans. To break into (a house, etc.) by means
of a ' screw ' or skeleton key.
181a J, H. Vaux Flash Vict, Mem. 1819 II. 204 To screw

a place is to enter it by false keys. 1879 Macm. Mag. XL.
503/1 We went and screwed (broke into) his place, and got

thirty-two quid. 1896 A. Morrison Child of Jago xxiv. 236
He was . . the King of High Mobsmen. . . He did no vulgar
thievery : he never screwed a chat, nor claimed a peter.

19. To furnish with a helical groove or ridge;

fto rifle (a firearm) {obs.); to furnish (a screw-

blank, pin, cylinder, etc.) with a thread or worm

;

to cut a screw-thread upon.
1635 A. Rotsipen in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Fire-arms

(1859) I. 22 To rifle, cutt out, or screwe barrells as wyde or

as clos. or as deepe or as shallowe as shalbe required. 1680
R. H. Mitit. Discipl. 1. ii. 22 Carabins. .whose Barrel. .is

screwed and rifled : that is to say, wrought and crevassed

in the inside . . in form of a Screw. 1833 J. Holland Mannf
Metal II. 145 The vice-pin intended to be screwed . . is placed
in the stock. 1869 C. Knight Alechanician 346 Screwed
plugs.. for screwing nuts to stated diameters. x88o Daily
Tel. 23 Dec, The breech part,.. with the front end screwed
for the purpose of uniting with the barrel.

absol. X870 Amateur Mech. Workshop 46 It is of great

importance when serewing., that the pin should be passed
perpendicularly through the tool.

20. intr. To travel on the water by means of a
screw-propeller ; also trans, in to screw its way.
i860 W. H. Russell Diary India I. vii. 94 We lay-to

during the night, and now we are screwing up against the.

.

current. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden I. 165 We
screwed slowly along till we landed on the little jetty. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 1 Sept. 2/1 The boat rolled and screwed its

way northward.

21. trans. To make a screw of (a horse), to ' crock '.

1890 *R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 102 Jedwood
will see you far enough before he gives you another one in

his place, if you screw him doing his work.

VI. 22. The verb-stem in comb. a. with advs.,

as screw back (see quot.) ; screw-down a.,

adapted to be closed by screwing ; b. with sbs.,

as screw cannon (also screw-back cannon)
Billiards, a cannon made by striking the ball very

low down and so causing it to recoil from the

object ball ; screw kick, shot, stroke (in various

games: see quots.), one that causes the ball to

swerve ; screw-smile nonce-wd., a forced smile.

Most of these admit of being regarded as combinations of
Screw sb. 1 II.

1884 W. Cook Billiards 12 *Screw Back, the same rotary

motion [as that described under screw} causing the ball to

run backwards after striking another ball. x866 Pardon Bil-

liard Bk. xl 125 Another very good stroke is the Wide
*Screw Canon.. .This may be made with a slow twist.. from
the baulk. X873 Bennett & 'Cavendish' Billiards 325
A screw-back cannon may here be made by playing a three-

quarter ball on the red, without side, No. 2 strength. 1862

Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 54 Strong round-way "screw-

down bib and stop cocks. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval
Archil, xi. 124 Their upper ends are fitted with screw-down
valves. 1887 Shearman Athletics <$ Football 349 The back
may turn the ball with a *screw kick. 1887 Field 5 Nov.
714/1 [Assoc. Football] The Harrow captain.. putting in a
low *screw shot. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 252/2 [Croquet] The
chop, *screw, or stop stroke. Ibid, 254/1 It resembles the
screw shot in billiards. 1879 Meredith Egoist xiii, The
well-known #screw-smile of duty upholding weariness worn
to inanition.

Screwable (skr/7-abl), a. [f. Sceew v. +
-able.] Capable of being screwed.
18. . Engineer LXIX. 411 (Cent.) A screwable bracket.

Screwage (skrw-ed^). rare— K [f. Screw sb\
+ -age.] The action or process of screwing.
1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xx. vi. IX, 105 The Butes and

Hardwickes working incessantly with such rare power of
leverage and screwage in the interior parts.

Screwdriver (skr«*draivaj).

1. A tool for turning screws into or out of their

places. It is shaped like a chisel, with a blunt

end which fits into the nick in the head of the screw.
1812 P. Nicholson Meek. Exerc. 353 Screw Driver, a tool

used to turn screws into their places. 1840 Thackeray
Catherine vii, A screwdriver and a crowbar. 1842 Gwilt
Archil. § 2109 Some [bitsj. .are provided with a screw-driver
for sinking small screws into wood.
Comb. 1893 Dunglison's Diet. Med. Sci. (ed. 21), Screw-

driver teeth, peculiar teeth seen in young subjects of
hereditary syphilis.

2. punningly. One who drives a ' screwy ' horse.

1835 Apperley Nimrods Hunting Tours 215 (Farmer)
Mr. Charles Boultbee, the best screw driver in England.
Hence Screwdrive v. (nonce-wd.), trans., to

drive in as if with a screwdriver.
1894 Clark Russell Good Ship MoJwck I. 105 He stared

at me for some moments fixedly, as though he would screw-
drive his gaze through my brain.

Screwed (skrwd), ///. a. [f. Screw v. + -ed 1.]

1. Attached or fastened with inserted screws, or

by means of component screws.
1770 Ann, Reg. ig The great superiority of the Russians

may be attributed . . to their charging with screwed bayonets.
1874 Ruskin ForsCtav. IV. xxxix. 53, I was stopped, .by a
sign over a large shop advising me to buy some ' screwed
boots and shoes '. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot $ Skoem, xxiii.

189 With a screwed boot.. the fastening actually holds for

its entire length in the leather. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
831/1 The principal disadvantage in the use of standard
screwed soles is the great difficulty met with in removing.,
an old sole.

1 2. Strained or forced with or as with a screw.

Of wit : Strained to its highest pitch. Obs. rare.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xl I, And rais'd her self to that
transcendent pitch Of Monstrousness, which never any
Fiend With Hell's most scrued wit before could reach.
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3. Furnished with an adjustable screw.
1688 Holme Armoury 00b 39S/1 A single Beak Pellican

with a screw,, .called a Screw'd tooth Forcer.

4. Twisted round or awry. a. Of the face : Con-
torted. Of (the surrounding parts of) the eyes

:

Contracted. Also with up.

1697 Vanbrugh Relapse (1708) Pref., As for the Saints

(your thorough-pac'd ones I mean, with screw'd Faces and
wry Mouths) I despair of them. 1710 Steele Tatler No.
957 Pi Notwithstanding.. the Pliancy of the Matter in

which the Images are wrought, .he did not think it possible

for it to be twisted and tortured into so many skrew'd Faces
and wry Features. 178s Burns Holy Fair x, On this hand
sits a chosen swatch, Wi' screw'd up, grace-proud faces.

1901 C. Holland Mousmi 15 [His] gravely screwed-up eyes.

+ b. Winding, spiral. Obs. rarer- 1
.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent Invent. § 48 A scrued Ascent,
instead of Stairs.

c. Twisted into a spiral form.

1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xix, He held the usual screwed bit

of whity-brown paper in his hand, from which he ever and
again unscrewed a spare pinch of snuff.

5. Having a helical groove or ridge on its surface.

Screwed plate — screw-plate (see Screw sb.1 22).

Screwea' work, the cutting of screws.

1655 Mrq. Worcester Cent. Invent § 71. (1663) 51 A Key
perfectly square, with a Scrue turning within it.. and no
heavier then the triangle-scrued Key. 1716 Hallev Lights
in Air'in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 421 Certain skrewed or striate

Particles, adapted to the Poresthejr are to enter. 1819
Peckston Gas-Lighting 299 Service-pipes . . are . . screwed at
one end, and furnished with a screwed socket at the other.

1843 Holtzapffkl Turning I. 72 (The wood of the apple-
tree) is better adapted, .for screwed work. 1869 C. Knight
Mechanician 122 Screwed plates are.. screw formers for

rods, wire, small bolts [etc.£ 1883 F. Cam pin Details 0/
Mack, xix. 224 The strength of a bolt or any description of
screwed end must be determined from its diameter. 1907
H. A. Bethei l Mod. Guns 9 The screwed breech of the
gun is cut away to match.

b. Of a firearm : Furnished with a screwed bar-

rel, i.e. one having a helically grooved bore.
1646 EvELVN-DiVrry (1850) 1. 24o(Geneva) Excellent screwed

guns. \b*fl Burton's Diary { 1 828)11. 48sThe two persons be in.:?

apprehended, they were found to have screwed pistols. 1678
Loud. Gax. No. 1371/4 A Case of screw'd barril Pistols. 1680
R. H. Milit. Discipl. 1. ii. 23 The King commands at pre-
sent that in every Troop of his Guards be carried eight rifled

or screwed Carabins.

6. Partly intoxicated ;
' tight \

1838 Barham Ingot. Leg., Witches Frolic. Alone it stood,
while its fellows lay strew'd, Like a four-bottle man in a
company screw'd, Not firm on his legs, but by no means
subdued. 1859 Lang Wand. India 381 Intoxicated ! not a
bit of it ! Screwed, nothing more ! 1881 F. A. Pai.ev in

Eraser's Mag. Feb. 20a We read in Plato of Alcibiades
coming to a party somewhat ' screwed '. 1891 Kipling Light
that Failedxi. I swear I can see all right when I'm—when
I'm moderately screwed.

7. Comb, screwed-surfaced joint Anat. ^screw-
joint b (see Screw sb. 1 23).

1875 W. Turner Hunt. Anat. 1. 68 An important modifi-
cation of the ginglymus is the screwed-surfaced joint.

Screwer (skr/rw). [f. Screww. + -er*.] One
who or that which screws. Also with ///.

1654 R. Whitlock Zootomia 484, \ am, sahh he, incredibly
taken with Musick and Dancing.. it seemcth a Screwer up
of lower Passions (more than Pins). 18*6 Cobbett Rural
Rides (1885) II. 198 A cruel screwer down of the labourers.

1835 Ure Philos. Mann/. 214 The locks of flax are screwed
into the holders by a boy called the screwer. 184a Col.
Hawker Diary (1893) II. 342, I left the carbine in charge
of Jones, a very clever ' screwer together '. 1881 Greener
Gun 285 The gun is sent to the screwer to have the trigger*

plate let in and the breech pin fitted.

Screwiness (skrw'ines). [f. Screwy a. 4-

-ness.] The state or condition of being screwy.
187a Daily News 26 Aug., [The horses] are certainly on

the confines of screwiness. 1886 Baring-Gould Court
Royal 1. vi. 06 A screwiness about money.

Screwing (skr«*irj), vbl, sb. [f. Screw v. +
-INO l.] The action of the verb (in its various
senses) ; also, an instance of this.

1673 Remarques Humours Totvn 54 A scruing np the
courage of a friend to those fantastick heights. 1680 Bunyan
Mr. Badman (1905) 115 Extortion is a screwing from men
more than by the Law of God or men is right. 1738 Swift
Pol. Conversat. Introd. 18 Every Turn of their Hands,
every Screwing of their Bodies. 181a [see Screwsman].
18*5 T. Hook Sayings Ser. ii. Sutherl. (Colburn) 27 The
tall gentleman ..played billiards with uncommon skill, and
possessed all the delicate arts of chalking, and twisting, and
screwing. 1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports | 1647. 468
For screwing and creeping, however, he beat every horse we
ever rode. /hid. $ 1658. 470 Screwing . . is a method ofgetting
through the thick hedges that cannot be got over. 1848
Illustr. Lond. News 22 Jan. 36/3 Cheapness, economy, or
'screwing* will be found at the bottom of most railway
casualties. 1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV. 610/2 But if the
vessel is caught in an 'ice screwing', the ramming together
of giant floes, it will be crushed likean eggshell. 1903 Daily
Chron. 21 July 1 1/1 Counsel explained that 'screwing meant
committing burglary.

b. attrib. and Comb, (in the sense 'cutting

screw threads'), as screwing apparatus , •engine
,

-machine, table, tackle, tool, trade; screwing
die, stock = screw die, stock (see Screw j<M 22).
1850 Ogilvie, Screiving-machine, a highly important im-

plement, .for forming the screws of bolts and nuts by means
of the machinery of the factory. 1861 F. Campin Hand-
Turning 120 Dies very similar to the above are also used
in a machine called a screw irig-engine. 1869 Rankine
Machine $ Hand-tools PI. R 1, Sets of screwing dies. Hid.,

This form of screwing stock . . produces threads approximat-
ing in accuracy to those cut by the slide lathe. 1870 Ama-
teur Mech. Workshop 47 The above [stock) forms the most
usual screwing apparatus of the general mechanic. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Screwing-table, a kind of screw-stock,
used for forming threads of screw-bolts or wooden screws.
1890 Daily Netvs 22 Sept. 2/6 Lifting and screwing tackle
are in good demand. 1909 Installation News III. 58 Screw-
ing tools.

Screwing (skrwnrj), ///. a. [f. Screw v. +
-ing 2.] That screws (in the senses of the verb).
1707 in Sewalfs Diary (1879) II. 39* The Governour, with

his Son Paul.. are very Screwing and Exacting upon the
People. 1737 Swift Let. 30 Mar., Wks. 1841 II. 789 Your
society has raised the rents., to four times the value of what
they formerly paid ; which is beyond all I have ever heard
even among the most screwing landlords of this impoverished
kingdom. 1889 Daily News 25 May 5/4 Screwing ice,

maelstroms, and impassable ice. .stopped them.

Serewish (sicrw'ij), a. rare. [f. Screw sbA +
-ish.] Of the nature of a screw.

157^0 J. Dee Math. Pref. c iiij b, Archimedes, setting to
his Skruish Engine, caused Hiero the king, by him self, at
ease, to remoue her \sc. a ship]. 1829 Sporting Mag. XX III.

285 How unlucky then that he chanced to have so screwish
a set [of horses].

Screw-pill. [Screws. 1] A pin with a screw

cut upon it : a. the screw of a vice ; tXsafig. ; b. an
adjusting screw,' finger screw ; C. the pin which
forms the foundation of a screw.
16:4 T. Freeman Rub <$• Gl. Cast G 2, Since these three

\sc. Chaucer, Lydgate and GowerJ knew to turne perdy The
Scru-pin of Phylosophy As well as they [sc. the Greeks and
Romans). 1631 in Rymer Fozdera XIX. 31s For a whole
Worke, consisting of the Pan, the cover of the Pan, the
Scutchionand the screw Pynn. a 1646 J. GregoryPosthuma
(1650), Terrestrial Globe 265 It [the Quadrant) is.. affixed

to the Meridian with a little Screw-pin, to bee removed at
pleasure. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 29 The Nut is

turned about hard upon the Screw-pin. 1765 H. Timber-
lake Mem. 16, I pulled the trigger, which missing fire, broke
off the upper chap and screw-pin. 1826 Sporting Mag.
XVII. 175 A screw-pin, by which to regulate the main-
springs of locks of every description of fire-arms, 1833

J_. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 146 The screw-pin is some-
times infirm, in consequence of its having but partially re-

sisted the torsion, 1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts
Ser. 111. 115/2 By means of a nut on the screw-pin they are
pressed closely together.

Screwsman (skr/Z'zmaen). slang, [f. Screw
sb. 4* Man sb. : after cracksman, etc.]

181 a J. H, Vaux Flash Diet. Mem. 1819 II. 204 Screws-
man, a. thief who goes out a screwing. 1910 Dundee Ad-
vertiser 8 Jan. 7, I believe you are a ' screwsman '. Where's
the jemmy and the 'twirls 1

Screwy (skr;7*i), a. [f. Screw sbA and v. + -yi.]

1. Slightly * screwed ' or tipsy.

x8»o T. Creevey in C. Papers (1904) I. 339, I. .drank an
extra bottle.. : not that I was the least screwy, but [etc.).

1835 Thackeray Newcomes xlvii, Blest if I did'nt nearly
drive her into a wegetable cart. I was so uncommon scruey !

2. Of a person : Given to screwing, mean, stingy.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 295/1 Mechanics are capital
customers.

.
; they're not so screwy. 1861 J. Pycboft Agony

Point xliiL (1862) 367 Whereas before we never knew what
we could afford. .and I used to feel a very unpleasant
* screwy ' sensation from one year's end to the other. 1876
Miss Braddon J. Haggards Dau. xxx, He was so hard
upon 'em, and that screwy, never a drop of milk or a fagot

to give 'em. 1887 Blackmore Sprt'nghaven II. xx. 287 To
a scrimpy and screwy man. .such a position would have
done a deal of harm.

3. Of a horse : That is a screw
' ; unsound.

185a Smzdley L. Arundel xxlii. It's like turning a screwy
horse out to grass. 1899 Baring-Gould Book o/West I. vii.

106 Two likely-looking hunters, perhaps a little screwy, were
brought round.

4. Of a track : That winds about.
1891 Atkinson Last ofGiant Killers 15 A jaggy, steep,

screwy little trackway.

Screwze, obs. form of Scboze v.

t Scrib 1
, Obs. [? var. of Scrub,] ? A miser.

(Quot. 1608 is obscure, and the text may be corrupt

;

with ' bonny scribs* cf. ' bonny scrubs* in Scrub sb.3)

1600 Breton Pasquils Madcap 16 If she haue playde the
thrifty prowling scribbe, To purchase Grasse to grea2e the

Bullockes ribbe. 1608 Middleton Mad Worldiu. iii, Why
then set forward ; and as you scorne. .tweluepenny Pandar-
isme, and such base bribes, guard me from bonny Scribs, and
bony Scribes [ed. 1640 adds and bony ragsj._ 1634 Withat's

Diet. 575 Promus tnagis quant condus. He is none of these

miserable scribs, but a liberal! Gentleman.

t Scrib 2
. nonce-wd. Abbreviation ofScribblesb.

1795 Dr. Burnev Let. to Mme. D'Arblay 7 May, It strikes

three o'clock ;.. and I must send off my scrib.

Scribable(skr3l-bab'l),<r. Obs. exc. arch. Also

5 scryvable. [irreg. f. L. scrtb/re to write : see

-able. The form scryvable represents a possible

OF. *escrwable.] Suitable for being written on.

14.. Lvdg. Ballad ofdeceitful Women 44 Though al the

erth . . Were parchemyn smothe, whyte and scribable. c 1450

M. E. Med. Bk. (Hemrich) :8a Wyt leber or in good [v.r.

scribable] pauper. Ibid. 14 Scryuable. a 1500 Arnolde's

Chron. (150a) 26 Paper scribabil the bale, vi. d\ 1889

Lowell Lett. (1894) II. 412 One filled every scribable corner

of his foolscap.

Scribacious (skrtib/ijw), a. rare. Also

incorrectly -atious. [f. L. scribere to write +
-ACI0U8.] Given to, or fond of, writing. Hence
Scribaciousness, fondness for writing.

a 1677 Barrow Pope's Snprem. (1680) 165 We have some
Letters of Popes (though not many; for Popes were then

not very scribacious . . ). 1870 Emerson Soc. fy Soltt.. Books
Wks. (Bohn) III. 87 Cornelius Agrippa 'On the Vanity of
Arts and Sciences '

is a specimen of that scribatiousness

which grew to be the habit of the gluttonous readers of his

time.

Scribal (skrai'b'l), a. [f. Scribe sb. + -al.]

1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of a scribe

or copyist, or his work.
1857 Erasers Mag. LVI. 674 Jobares was an easily com-

mitted scribal corruption of Jomanes. 1868 R. Morris O.E.
Horn. Pref. 6 The scribal blunders that it contains. 1893
Skeat in Athenaeum_ 17 June 765/1 Scribal errors abound
throughout [Chaucerian MSS.j.

2. Of or pertaining to the Jewish scribes.

1863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1164/2 (Scribes) We must
look Dack to what is known of the five pairs, .of teachers
who represented the scribal succession. 1896 Expositor
Feb. 109 The saying . . is diametrically opposed to the Scribal
method of teaching.

T Scrrbbet. Obs. Also 7 scribet. [? f. Scribe
v. + -ET.] A charcoal for drawing.
1673-4 Grew Anat. Trunks etc. (1675) 75 It [sallow]

maketh an excellent Coal for Painters Scribets. 17*5 Brad-
ley's Earn. Diet. s.v. Salloiu, Sallow-Coal is.. the best of
all for Painters Scribbets to design their Work with.

Sori'bblage. nonce-wd. [f. Scribble v, + -age.]

Scribblings, ephemeral writing.

1805 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XX. 39 The polemic
scribblage of theology and politics.

Scribblative (skri-blativ), a. rare. Also
scriblative. [f. Scribble v.i + -ative. Cf. talka-

tive.] Pertaining to scribbling.

1829 SouTHEY-Sir T. More II. 48 All of which are., denied
by our professors of the arts babblative and scribblative.

x88i Sat. Rev. 26 Feb. 282/2 He did not see anything that

hundreds and thousands of professors of the arts gaddative
and scriblative have not seen before him.

Sori'bblatory, a. nonce-wd. [f. Scribble v. 1

•v-atory: see -ORY.] Tending to cause scribbling.
1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) V. 246 The

dilatory, scribblatory . .mode of the courts of equity.

Scribble (skrrb'l), sb. Also 7-8 scrible. [f.

Scribble z;. 1
]

1. Something hastily or carelessly written, esp. a

depreciatory term for a letter (usually one's own)

;

also, a worthless or trivial composition.

1577 Sidney Lett. Misc. Wks. (1829) 304 But I will leaue

[that] till I may my selfe say it unto yow, and so, his

speeches at my farewell, wch I am afraide I was in the

beginninge of these scribbles to longe in, 159a Unton Corr.

(Roxb.) 397 Your honors pardon I crave for this my
shorte and hastie scribbles. 163a Hide in Randolph's
Jealous Lovers To Author, When they that write by
fucs.se, Scatter their scribbles, and invade the presse. 1691

Vood Ath. Oxon. II. 155 He made a shift to get a Hvely-

hood by his mendicant scribbles. 1711 Hearne Collect.

(O. H.S.) III. 131 In the Margin, .are some scribbles. 1730
Swift in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 33 H
a scribble comes out complaining of our hardships here, it

is infallibly laid at my door. 1814 J. Adams Wks. (1856) X.
96 As you seem to have found some amusement in some of

my scribbles, I beg your acceptance of another morsel. 1865

Princess Alice Mem. 14 Aug. (1884) 107, 1 have made little

scribbles on the way.
2. Hurried or negligent and irregular writing

;

an example of this. Also, a number of irregular

and unmeaning marks made with pen or pencil.

1709 Steelk & Swift Tatter No. 70 r 7, I shall trouble

you with no more Scribble. 1788 Twining in Select Papers
T. Family (1887) 185, 1 shall refer you for my thanks to the

packet which you will receive, containing no less than five

sheets of scribble. i8a8 D'Israeli Chas. /, I. ii. 19 The
hand-writing of Charles. .was elegant, and opposite to the

slovenly scribble of his father. 1841 Hawthorne Amer.
Note-bks. (1868) II. 2i Did you ever behold such a vile

scribble as I write since I became a farmer? 1881 Fitch
Led, Teach. 192 The scribble of men who think good writing

a thing for clerks and shopmen. 1896 Amer. Annals Deaf
Feb. 70 The speed of writing, even at a scribble, hardly

exceeds thirty words a minute.

+ b. trans/. A hurried manner of walking. Obs.

(? nonce-use.)

1665 Howard Committee 1. 1, O are you come, Long look't

for comes at last. What,—you have a slow set pace, As well

as your hasty scribble sometimes.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1653IF. Philips] Constd.Crt. Chancery 24 Other Mungrel

and"Scrible dashed hands made out of the Roman and
Italian. 1907 Edin. Rev. July 230^ The conventional
' scribble ' foliage has descended to oblivion with the drawing
books of our fathers.

Scribble (skri*bT),z>.l Forms: 5 soribyl, 6

scribel, -il, -ul, screble, scrybel, skrible, 6-7
acryble, scrible, 6- scribble, [app, ad. late med.
L. scribillare (cf. rare class. L. conscrtbillare), a
diminutive formation on L. scribere to write. Cf.

G. skribbeln, skribeln, for which recent writers

substitute sckreibe/n
t

f. sckreiben; OHG. had scribi-

IdnQt), ' scriptitare \]
1. trans. To write hastily or carelessly, a. To

write in an irregular, slovenly, or illegible hand
through haste or carelessness ; also, to produce
(marks, a drawing, etc.) or portray (an object)

by rapid and irregular strokes like those of hurried

writing, b. To write hurriedly or thoughtlessly,

so that what is written is faulty in style or worth-
less in substance.
c 1465 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 14 Scribled in hast with

mine owne hand in default of other helpe. 1490 Paston



SCRIBBLE. 280 SCRIBBLINGLY.

Lett. III. 363 Scribyllyd in the moste haste, at..Aucland.

1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 56 For at y* time, .could scant

haue sufFised vnto y* bare wryting alone, all had it bene but

in paper & scribled forth in hast at aduenture. 1537 Lavton
in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 77 Scribullede

this Satterday, an written with the hasty hand of your
assurede servant. 1575 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 90
An answer toa..vayne letter, .scribblid longe since. 1653

Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1903) 15 This (if you can read it,

for 'tis strangely scribbled) will be enough to answer yours.

169a Bentley Boyle Led. ii. 38 That the innumerable
Members of a 'Human Body '..were at first fortuitously

scribbled, and bymeer accident compacted into this beauti-

full, and noble, and most wonderfully usefull Frame. 1710-
11 Swift Jml.to Stella 31 Jan., So I could not scribble my
morning lines to MD. 1764 Oxf. Sausage 184, I scribble

Verses? why you know, I left the Muses long ago. 184a
S. Sharpe Egypt under Romans iii. 66 Travellers . . have at
all times been fond of carving or scribbling their names on
the spot. 1884 Publisher§ Bookbuyer's Jrnl. 15 Nov. iq/i

Writers who scribble bosh. 1899 M. Creighton in Life fy

Lett. (1004) II. xii. 403, I must scribble a line to tell you
how much I feel for you.
Jig. 153* More Confut. Tindale Wks. 728/2 But if he
feele it written there in dede as he saith he doth, then he
feleth it scribled and scraped in his hert by the croked
clouen clawes of the deuill.

b. With various advs., as away, down, out.

f Also to scribble up : to compile hastily.

lS83 J- Hawkins in Archaeologia XXXIII. 193, I

have brefflycscryblyd out a note of the joynnynge of
thordynary and extraordynary together, which I send.

1596 H. Clapham Briefe Bible 11. 234, I haue for your
vses, sodainly scribled vp this Breviarie of the Bible. 1619
Hales Golden Rem. 11. (1673) 70 His sudden and unexpected
departure hath made me scrible up this, more rudely and
concisely than I had intended. 1800 Lamb Lett. (1849) 113,
I could not resist so facile and moderate demand, so scribbled
out another, omitting sundry things. i8a6 J. W Croker
in C. Papers (1884) 20 Mar., I was easily induced to take up
my pen..and I scribbled away a reply. 1831 Greville
Mem. 31 July (1875) II. 174, I have scribbled down all I can
recollect of a very loose conversation. 1901 Athenaeum
31 Aug. 294/1 The liquid brush-work with which the light

leaves of the oak were rapidly and easily scribbled down by
the painter.

o. To cover with scribblings. Chiefly with over.

1540 Palscr. Acotastus Ep. Ded. A iij b, They chuse
moste commonly the very worste [words], and therewith
scryble the bokes of theyr latyneauc tours, a 1593 Marlowe
Ovid's Elegies 11. v. 18 Not silent were thine eyes, the
board with wine Was scribled, and thy fingers writ a line.

x593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii, 88 Is not this a lamentable
thing.. that Parchment being scribled ore, should vndoe a
man. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 83 How_[they will] gird the
Sphear With Centric and Eccentric scribl'd o'er, Cycle and
Epicycle, Orb in Orb. 170a Addison Dial. Medals in. Wks.
1766 III. 154 Having scribbled over both sides [of the medal],
they are forced, as it were, to write upon the margin. 1717
Berkeley Tour in Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 519 Most of these
obelisks are scribbled over with hieroglyphics. 185a Thacke-
ray Esmond 1. iii, The page found my lord's sheet of paper
scribbled over with dogs and horses. 1859 Tennyson Merlin
# V. 527 Thou read the book ! And every margin scribbled,
crost, and cramm'd With comment. 1882 B. D. W. Ramsay
Recoil. Mil. Sen/. II. xiii. 26 The walls of every room are
scribbled over with the names of visitors.

J}g- l&S l Hobbks Leviath. 11. xxx.176 TheCommon-peoples
minds.. scribbled over with the opinions of their Doctors.

2. intr. To write something hastily or carelessly,

either as to handwriting or composition ; to pro-

duce abundance of worthless writing. Also, to

make random or irregular lines resembling careless

writing.

1534 Cranmer Let. cxviii. Misc. Writ, (Parker Soc.) II.

291, I have, .made them to write their shepe mark, or some
other mark, as they can.. scribble. 1601 Q. Eliz. Let. to

Mountjoy in Moryson's /tin. 11. (1617) 151, I end, scribling

in hast, Your loving Soveraigne. E. R. 1661 Marvell
Let. to Mayor ofHull 1 June, If I wanted my right hand
yet I would scribble to you with my left, rather than neglect
your business. 1721-2 Bolingbroke in Swift's Lett. (1766)
II. 23 The expression is equivocal ; a fault, which our Ian*

guage often betrays those, who scribble hastily, into. 1780
Cowper Progr. 318 Ye. .teach her. .To scribble as you
scribbled at fifteen. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia x. vi, Con-
tenting himself with doing nothing but scribble and scribe.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. v, I have scribbled myself but
have not yet published. 1880 Print. Trades Jrnl. XXX.
35 If a man scribbles for a Newspaper, or writes a magazine
article. 1888 Burgon 12 Good Men II. v, 36 He utilized a
railway journey.. to get out his writing materials, and to
scribble on a kind of swing-desk.

t>. To scribble on : to go on or continue scrib-

bling or writing carelessly.

1575 Gascoigne Posies, Herbs 141 My hasty hand forth-

with doth scribble on apace. 1683 Agathocles 6 The har-
den'd Wretches sinn'd, and scribbled on.

C. quo&i-trans. with complementary adv. or

phrase.
71704 T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 25 Stay but a

while, and you'll find he'll scribble himself out of his little

Reputation. 1734^ Pope Let. to Swift 15 Sept., I have
scribled the remainder of this page fulL 1837 Lytton E.
Maltrav. 1. xv, At our age we have passion, fancy, senti*

|

ment ; we can't read them away, nor scribble them away.

1 3. Comb, as scribble-mania m Scribbleo-
j

mania ; scribble - paper = scribbling paper
\

scribble-wit, a wit who scribbles (see quot.).
1672 Wvcherley Love in Wood 11. L 26 Lyd. But what is

your Chamber-Wit or Scribble-Wit? Dap. He..searches
all the Records of Wit, to compile a breviate of them for

the use of Players [etc.]. 179a Coleridge Let. to M. Evans
11895) 35, I have never had the scribble-mama^ stronger on
me. 1854 ' C. Bede 1 Verdant Green 11. ii, Having furnished
the table with pens, ink, and scribble-paper.

Scribble (skrib'l), v 2 Forms : 7-8 scrible,

7 scruble, 8- scribble. [Prob. from LG. ; cf.

the synonymous G. schrubbeln, schrobbeln, schro-

beln, schruppeln, schroppeln, Sw. skrabbla ; the vb.

is a frequentative f. LG., Ger. schrubben, schrobben :

see Scrub z>.] trans. To card or tease (wool)
coarsely, to pass through a 'scribbler*.
168a [implied in Scribbler 3

, Scribbling v61. sb. 3
]. 168? Rec.

Cloth Manuf. New Mills (S. H. S.) 142 That noe cloath . . be
permitted to be woven, scribled or dressed by any of our
servants. 1733 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 106 AtGallowshiels
are made a few coarse Kerseys,, .and was their Wooll better
scribled,. .they might serve in place of the lowest-pric'd
York-shires. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 181 The woolhav.
ing been scribbled in the ordinary way. 1884 W. S. B.
M cLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 53 All woollen yarns are carded
or, to use another name, ' scribbled '.

Scribbleable (skrrb'lab'l), a. nonce-wd. [f.

Scribble v.1 + -able.] Capable of being scribbled

or written on.

1867 Howells Ital. Journ. 83 Every scribbleable inch of
its walls.

Scribbled (skri'b'ld),/^/. a. 1 [f. Scribble v. 1

-f -ED1
.] Carelessly or hastily written or composed

;

also hastily or carelessly written on.

1548 W. Thomas Ital. Grant. Epist. (1567), I knowe these
fewe sciibledde rules to bee muche imperfect. 1591 Horsey
Trav. (Hakluyt Soc.) 266, I. .haue forboren to incert..som
propper inferrences for explanacion of such names.. and
terms, as you haue not been used to read, especially in so
scribled a hand. 1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 32, 1 am a scribled
forme, drawne with a pen Vpon a Parchment, and against
this fire Do I shrinke vp ! 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden)52 Mr. Sergeaunt Crewe and Mr. Attourney perused
the scrybled booke and perfected the same in the places
marked by their noates taken therof. 1643 F. Bell in Mrs.
Hope Franciscan Martyrs Eng. xiv. (ed. 3) 194 Bychaunce
they found in my pockett a little ragg of scribbled paper in
Spanish. 1656 Disc. Auxil. Beauty 54 111 scribled bills;

which seem to be as so many charms or spells. 1909 P. C.
Simpson Life of Rainy II. xxi. 183 It is a scribbled and
unfinished draft.

Hence f Scri'bbledly adv. rare.

1681 H. More Expos. Dan. Pref. 7 It being writ. .so
scribledly as I may so say, and brokenly. 1683 — Illustr.

Dan. v. 55 The writing being writ more scribledly on puipose.

Scribbled,///, a, 2 [f. Scribble v.2 + -ed*.]

Carded, or passed through a * scribbler \
1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 171 The scribbled wool is

weighed.

Scri'bbledom. nonce-xvd. [f. Scribble sb. +
-dom.] The practice of * scribbling*.

1887 Miss Betham-Edwards Next of Kin Wanted II.

xvii. 221 Without any apprenticeship to the sublime art of
scribbledom, she could write sweet, unalloyed, rustic English.

Scri'bbleism. nonce-wd, [f. Scribble sb. +
-ism.] Scribbling.

1801 Coleridge Let. to Southey (1895) 363 Other perse-
verants in the noble trade of scribbleism.

Scribblement (skrrb'lment). [f. Scribble v.1

+ -ment.] Something scribbled; = Scribble^, i.

a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 175, I see lines and
scribblements (as before) going athwart the lines, c 166a
F. Kerby in O. Heyivood's Diaries (1883) III. 24 The in-

tents of them who first set down these scribblements. 1784
Cowper Let. to Umuin 20 Oct., I am tired of this endless
scribblement. Adieu ! 1783 — To same 22 Oct., The
crabbed epigrams and scribblements of the minor poets.

1833 Carlvle in Fronde (1882) II. 382 In about a week
hence. .1 shall be done with this scribblement. 1887 T. A.
Trollope What I remember II. xvii. 349 The exhortation
addressed to me.. was the writer's characteristic mode of
exciting me to new scribblements.

Scri:bbleomania. [f. Scribble v.1 +
-mania.] The craze or mania for scribbling.

1815 [see -mania]. 1877 M. Pattison in Fortn. Rev.XXll,
660 Catherinot is a bye-word, the typical case of scribbleo-

mania,—of the insanabile scribendi cacoethes.

Scribbler 1 (skri-bbj). [f. Scribble z/.i + -erI.]

One who scribbles or writes hastily or carelessly
;

hence 'a petty author; a writer without worth ' (J.).
a 1553 Udall Roister D. m. v. (Arb.) 58 Fare thou well

scribler. ,. Scriuener. Fare ye well bibbler. 1610 Bp. Hall
Agst. Brownists ii. 5, I neuer yet could see any Scribler so

vnlearned, as that he durst not charge his opposite with
ignorance. x68a Dryden Religio Laid Pref. 7 The first

Presbyterian Scribler. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E.
Ind. I. Ded,, I have known some Scriblers, or Authors,
dedicate their Works to great Men who they hardly knew
any more of than their illustrious Names. 1778 Mme.
D'Arblay Diary Aug. (1891) I. 25 She talked, .very highly

of a new novel called ' Evelina ' ; though without a shadow
of suspicion as to the scribbler. 1825. Macaulay Ess.,

Milton P 46 Venal and licentious scribblers, with just

sufficient talent to clothe the thoughts of a pander in the

style of a bellman. 1880 L. Stephen Pope v. 124 The
Dunciad was thus a declaration of war against the whole
tribe of scribblers.

attrib. 1834 Tail's Mag. 1. 727/1 Slave parasite and joker,

With scribbler-satirist.

Scri'bbler 2
. [f. Scribble v. 2 + -er *.]

1. A person who scribbles wool, or who tends a

scribbling-machine.
168a Rec. Cloth Manuf. Nero Mills (S. H. S.) 16 To

ingage 2 shear-men, 2 weavers and 2 scrublers. 1733 P. Lind-

say Interest Scot. 109 We have but few Scriblers who under-

stand the close mixing of Wooll on the Cards for Medleys.

1774 Act 14 Geo. IIf, c. 25 § 1 If any Picker, Scribbler,

Spinner or Weaver .. shall not return all working Tools.,

delivered out. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. i. 1. 14 lne wool-

comber. .,the dyer, the scribbler [elc.J.

2. A machine for scribbling (wool).
180$ J. Luccock Nat. Wool 146 The chief point of atten-

tion in the scribbler is to break it [the staple] no further
than the hookedness of the pile will admit ofT 1884 W. S. B.M cLaren Spinning (ed. 2) 191 We now have the wool ready
for the scribbler, or first carding machine.
attrib. 1815 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 391 The scribbler-

engine has three distinct parts or cylinders in one frame.

Scri'bble-SCra:bble, adv., sb., and a. colloq.

[Reduplicated formation on Scribble v.~\

T A. adv. In a scribbling manner. Obs.
1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 22 A Iewes letter scrible

scrable ouer the Copurtenaunce of a mans countenance, will
dash a body wickedly.

f B. adj. Covered with scribble. Obs.
170a Farquhar Twin-Rivals v. iii, Uboo, here ish nothing

but scribble scrabble Paper, I tink.

C. sb. fl. A scribbler. Also, ?aharnra-scarum
person. Obs.

1665 Howard Committee 1. i, By your grave and high
demeanor make yourself Appear a hole above Obadiah

;

lest your Mistriss Should take you for another scribble
scrabble as he is. 1707 Muses Mercury I. 216 I'll be your
Arbitrator, Quo' Scribble Scrabble ; so he op'd The Oyster
fat, and at a sup, He swallowed down the Creature.

2. A scribble ; hasty or careless writing.
1838 W. Irving Life # Lett. (1866) III. 123 But enough

of this scribble scrabble. 1839 Ibid. 145, I am running on
into idle 'scribble scrabble ' about a matter now passed away.
So Scribble-scrabble v., trans., to scribble.
i860 W. Collins Worn. White (1861) 255 The respectable

lawyers who scribble-scrabble your deeds and your wills.

Scribbling (skri'blirj), vbl. sb\ [f. Scribble
vX + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of the verb Scribble v.1

ci$3* Latimer Let. to Baynton in Foxe A. $ M. (1583)
1751/2, I had made an end of this scribling, and was begin-
ning to write it agayne more truely and more distinctly, and
to correcte it 1536 Beerley in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries
(Camden) 132 My lowly and myck scrybutlyng unto your
nobull grace at this tyme. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 595 When
they promise to give scribbling o'er. 1820 Byron Blues
11. 9 What with learning, and teaching, and scribbling, and
shining In science and art.

2. Something scribbled ; a scrawl or scribble.

1705 Hearne Collect, n Dec (O.H.S.) 1. 124 In this Book
are a great many scribblings of William Smith. 1835 W.
Irving Abbotsford r 2, I. -had reason to think, from the
interest he had taken in some of my earlier scribblings, that
a visit from me would not be deemed an intrusion. 1856
Stanley Sinai <y P. i. (ed. 3) 58 Their likeness to the scrib-
blings ofcasual travellers in halting-places. 1894 R. B. Sharps
Birds Gt. Brit. 1. 47 There are distinct scribblings near the
larger end [of the eggs], similar to those ofa Yellow Bunting,

3. Short for scribblingpaper.
1859 Stationers* Hand-bk. 64 Demy Scribling (scribling

demy), a writing paper ofa printing demy size.

4. attrib. as scribbling-block, -book, diary, paper

;

scribbling: itch, tr. L. Cacoethes scribendi.

1908 Outlook 26 Sept. 397/t With pencil and *scribbling-

block in his hand. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis xlii, He had
taken the manuscript out of a long-neglected chest, contain-
ing., old Oxbridge ^scribbling-books, his old surplice, and
battered cap_ and gown. 1883 Stationers' % Booksellers'

Jrnl. Advt. iii, Small *Scribbhng Diary. 1787 Wolcot (P.

Pindar) Ode upon Ode Wks. 1812 I. 440 I'm much afraid of
that same *scribbling-itch._ 1905 A. Dobson De Libris 149
But that some scribbling itch attacked Him in and out of
season. 1803 Gradus ad Cautabr, 118 *Scribblingpaper, an
inferior sort used by the mathematicians, and in the lecture

room.

Scribbling, vbl.sb.% [f. Scribble v.2 + -ing*.]

The action of Scribble v.2 ; the first process in

the operation of carding wool.
1683 Rec. Cloth ManufNew Mills (S.H.S.) 56 For piking

scriblling and oyll. 10s. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 165 Scrib-

bling is merely a rude species of carding the oiled wool.

1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 339/2 The various stages in

the manufacture ofwoollen cloth, then, are:— . .8. Oiling and
teasing. 9. Scribbling by first carding-engine.

b. attrib. asscribbling-card, -machine, -mill, etc.

168a Rec. Cloth Manuf New Mills (S. H.S.) 17 One
dozen scrubleing cards. vj^Statist, Ace. Scot.XV. 80They
have erected a teasing or scribling, and a carding machine.

1796 Monthly Mag. May 350/1 The scribbling mill at Hol-
beck, near Leeds, has been lately consumed by fire. 1805

J. Luccock Nat. Wool 170 Kemps are commonly much
coarser than the wool in which they are found, and often so
intermingled with it as not to be separated even by the
motion of the scribbling machine. 1857 P. O. Directory
yorksh.1051 ScribblingMillers. 1876 W. Cvdworth Rojtnd
abt. Bradford 373 Extensive premises, .containing willey-

ing, moiling, scribbling, and condensing machinery. 1888

J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 659/1 Tig. 4—Diagram of

Scribbling Card.

Scri'bbling, ///. a. [f. Scribble z>.i + -ing *.]

1. Given to scribbling.

1595 Hist. France Ep. Ded. A 4, In this scribling age.

1641 Howell Vote ii, Scribling pamphletors who story stain

With loose imperfect passages. 1765 Goldsm. New Simile 2

Long had I sought in vain to find A likeness for the scribbling

kind.

f 2. Badly or carelessly written. Obs. rare.

159a G. Harvey Four Lett. Wks. (Grosart) I. 187 Is this

Greene with the running Head, and the scribling Hand.
1621 Sir G. Calvert in Fortescue Papers (Camden) 154
An yll favored piece of paper and a scribling hand.

Hence Scri-bblinglydw^., in a scribbling manner.
1653 in Shropsh. Parish Documents (1903) 246 What was

disorderly and scribblingly set down on this side was taken

out of a luse paper, a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1898) 1. 10 These
minutes which I have hastily and scriblingly here sett downe.

i860 in Worcester.
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Scribbly (skri-bli), a. [f. Scribble sb. + -y.] ?

Characterized by scribbling, resembling a scribble,
j

Scribbly gum, Australian, a variety of gum-tree

(see quots.).

1883 F. M. Bailev Synopsis QueenslandFlora 174 (Morris)
Scribbly or \Vhite-Gum...A tree, often large, with a white,

smooth, deciduous bark, always marked by an insect in a
scribbly manner. 1898 Morris Austral Engl. s.v. Gum,
Scribbly Gum Eucalyptus hmnastoma. Smith. Scribbly
Blue Gum E. leueoxylon^ F. v. M. (South Australia).

Scribe (skraib), sb. 1 Also 4-6 scrybe. [ad.

L, scriba writer, amanuensis, secretary, f. scrfbe're

to write. Cf. F. scribe (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).

Sp., Tg.escriba, It. scriba.] A writer; one whose
business is writing. In various specific or limited

applications.

1. Jewish Hist. A member of the class of pro-

fessional interpreters of the Law after the return

from the Captivity ; in the Gospels often coupled

with the Pharisees as upholders of ceremonial

tradition.

Used, after the Vulgate scriba, to render Gr. ypafiy-artv^

in the New Testament. The corresponding Heb. word is

"|£1D sdplter, active pple. ofsdphar to write, to count, num-
ber. In Biblical Heb. the sb. had generally the sense 2

below ; it was also used for a man of learning, a scholar,

and as the designation of Ezra (Ezra vii, Neh. viii. 9, etc.)

it comes near to the post-Biblical use.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 383 And so may sarasenes be
saued, scribes and iewes. 138a Wvclip Matt. vii. 29. [And
in all later versions.] 1390 Gower Con/. I. 14 And thus for

Pompe and for beyete The Scribe and ek the Pharisee Of
Moises upon the See In the cbaiere on hyh ben set. 153a
More Confui. Tindale Wks. 510/2 These heretikes may
properly bee calted not onelye mercennaries, . . but also verye
Scribes and Pharisees. . . For these be false Scribes, that is

to wit wryters, not wryting any true bokes of scripture, but
fals gloses and contrary commentes vpon scripture. 1671
Milton P. R. 1. 261 What was writ Concerning the Messiah,
to our Scribes Known partly. 1862 Stanley yew* CIu (1877)

I. xix. 365'I'he Religion, .was fully revealed.., not prophets
were needed to declare it, but ' scribes ' to expound and
defend it.

2. Anc. Hist* A general designation for any
public official (whether of high or low rank) con-

cerned with writing or the keeping of accounts ; a

secretary, clerk.

The usual rendering of L. scriba and Gr. ypajiftarcvc, and
of Heb. sbphir: cf. the note under sense 1.

138a Wvclif 2 Kings xviii. 18 Forsothe Eliachym,. .prouost

of the hous, wente out to hem, and Sobna, scribe [1388
scryueynj, and Joache, the sonc of Azaf, chauncelere. x6ix

Bible 2 Kings xxv. 19 The principal! Scribe of the hoste

[marg. Or, scribe of the captaine of the hoste], which mus-
tered the people of the land. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xxxii.

IV. 330 Tisamenus, who.. had filled the office of a public

scribe. 1849 Layard Nineveh xiii. II. 76 The secretaries

and scribes from the palace left their divans.

+ 3. Used as the official designation of various

public functionaries performing secretarial duties.

1530 Palscr. 268/1 Scrybe in a spyrituall court, scribe.

Scry i>e in a temporal! court, grejfier. 1533 Ace. Ld. High
Treat, Scot. VI. 160 To Thome Cameroune, scribe to the
futband vs. 1533 in Sel. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I.

93 The noble "John Aborow Englysheman patron of the
thypp Saynt Mtghell. ..And allso the noble John Andreas
allso Englysshman scrybe of the saide shipp consenting
(etc. J. 1560 Mattland Club Misc. III. 225 Gevin vnder
the Seill quhilk we wsc.and the subscriptioun manuall of
our scribe [of a kirk session]. 156a Burgh Rec. Edin, (1875)
III. 153 The council continewis Jhonne Young, writer, thair

scribe, and ordanis him to seme [etc.]. 1581 Lambabds
Eiren. iv. iv. (1588) 431 If any Ordinarie, or his scribe, or
register have taken mo, or greater fees.. then he ought to
take. 1641 Baker Chron., lien. VIII (1653) 396 Amongst
other Officers of the Court [of Hen. VII I's divorce], Stephen
Gardiner.. sate as chief scribe. The Court being set, the
Judges commanded silence, whilst their Commission was
iead ; which done, the Scribes commanded the Cryer to call

the King. 0x707 S. Patrick Autobiog'. (1839) 13 And soon
after made me the college scribe, which brought me in a
great deal of money, many leases being to be renewed.

+ 4. One who writes at another's dictation ; an
amanuensis. Obs.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi. clix. (1533) 88 b, One of the fore-

sayde two persones so condempned was scrybe to the pope.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 146 That my master being scribe,

To himselfe should write the Letter. 1598 B. Jonson Ev.
Man in H. v. i. 323 These two gentlemen.. very strongly
supposing me to be your worships scribe, entreated me to

procure them a warrant, 1838 Lytton Calderon i. 64 This
remarkable personage had risen from the situation of a con-
fidential scribe to the Duke of Lerma.

MP
a X47S Ashby Dicta Pkilos. 961 The first vertue is to kepe
man is tong, For it is scribe of his discrecion, For what it

wol say it writith at longe. i860 Farrar Grig. Lang, vii,

152 The senses themselves can tell us nothing except in so
far as they are 'scribes of the soul '.

5. A copyist, transcriber of manuscripts ; now
esp. the writer of a particular MS. copy ofa classical

or mediaeval work.
'53$ Joye Apol. Tindale (Arb.) 43, 1 tolde his scrybe, euen

him that wrote and corrected the testament for him, 161 x

Bible Trattsl. Pre/. F 6 The Grecians.. had many of their

seruants, ready scribes, to copie them [the books] out.

a 1638 Mf.de Wks. (1672) 878 If the Scrivener, whom I hired

to write me out a fair Copy thereof, had not disappointed
me, I could ere this have lent you a Copy, it may be, as

good as the Authors; 1 believe somewhat more distinct, by
such directions as I gave my Scribe. X746 Francis tr.

Horace, Art 0/ Poetry 481 we ne'er those Scribes with

Vol. VIII.

Mercy treat, Who, though advis'd, the same Mistakes I

repeat. 1850 Sir F. Madden Wycliffitc Bible List of MSS. 1

No. 65 Each scribe has peculiarities of orthography. x86t '

Paley sEsckylus (ed. 2) Snpplices 247 note, If the nomina-
j

tive had been found by a scribe in his copy, he was not '

very likely to have altered it. 189a .Lounsbury Stud,
j

Chaucer I. 375 No one familiar with the work of the scribe

will be disposed to pay too much respect to his authority.

6. A penman, one (more or less) skilled in pen-

manship. Now somewhat arch.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iv. 4 Write downe thy mind, bewray
thy meaning so, And if thy stumpes will let thee play the
Scribe. X705-6 Penn in Pennsylv. Hist. Soc. Mem. X. Ill,

I must recommend him to your care, being a scribe and an
accomptant. 1849 James Woodman ii, I could make out
plain court hand a great deal better when written by a good
scribe. 185* Dickens Bleak Ho. liii, Mr. Bucket.. is no
great scribe ; rather handling the pen like the pocket-staff

he carries about with him.

f b. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

1696-1715 Laws Maryland ii. (1722) 3 One Master, One
Usher, and One Writing-Master or Scribe to a School.

7. Used (more or less playfully) for : One who
writes or is in the habit of writing ; an author

;

the writer (of a letter, etc.).

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 31 Your shameles rymes, .

.

o Scrybes prophane [orig. Pro/ones escriuains], 17x2 Addi-
son Sped. No. 475 F 4, I have been engaged in this Subject
by the following Letter, which comes to me from some
notable young female Scribe. 1778 Mme. D'Arblay Diary
20 July (1S91) I. 16 As I am often writing. .he commonly
calls me the scribe. x886 Tupper A utobiog. 60 Some frivolous

larks in the Waterford days, wherewith I need not say the
present scribe had nothing to do. 180a Du Maurier Peter
Ibbetson I. 7, 1 am but a poor scribe, ill versed in the craft of

wielding words and phrases.

b. Applied to a political pamphleteer orjournal-

ist ; chiefly with contemptuous notion, a party

hack. (Coloured by sense 4.)
1826 Cobbett Eur. Rides {1885) II. 100 The impudent

scribes would make us believe, that England was formerly
nothing at all, till they [the Scotch] came to enlighten it.

1830 LV Israeli Chas. I, IILxiv. 303 Leighton seems to

have been the first of our political scribes. . who [etc.]. 1884
St. James's Gaz. 8 Feb. 3/1 So conscious are the scribes of

the Government of the state of feeling in the country. 1885
Liverpool Daily Post 1 June <;/3 The youngest scribe of a
Tory organ could manage national affairs much better.

T 8. A cuttle-fish. (See quot.) Obs.

x6« Mouffet & Bennet Health's Improv. xviii. 151

Cuttles, (called also, -scribes for their incky humour).

9. Comb. j as scribe palsy, 'writers
1 cramp'

(Dunglison's Diet. Med. Set. 1876) ; scribe-work
nonce-wd., work for • scribes ' or clerks.

18*0 W. Irving Life ft Lett. (1864) II. 415. There is likely

to be but moderate scribe work in the legation.

Scribe (skraib), sb. 2 [f. Scribe v. Cf. Scbive sb.'*]

1. A tool for scribing (see Scribe v.) in. Car-

pentry, Building, etc.

i8ta P. Nicholson Mech. Exere. 212 (Bricklaying) The
Scribe is a spike or large nail ground to a sharp point, to

mark the bricks on the face and rack by the tapering edges
of the mould, in order to cut them.

b. attrib. scribe-awl (see quot.) ; scribe-mark,

a mark made with a scribing-iron on a log, etc

;

a mark scored on stone as a guide for cutting.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Scribe-awl, an awl used for

making lines to be followed in sawing or cutting out work.
188 1 Young Every Man hie own Mech. § 156 The following

are the * scribe marks ' indicating the quality of Memel and
Dantzic timber. 1883 Nasmvth Autobiog. xiv. 256 The
delicate scribe marks by which the mason some 1900 years
ago lined out his work on the blocks of stone he was about
to chip. x888 Burt Stand. Timber Mens. 278 Table of
Scribe Marks of Cubic Contents on Log Timber.

2. dial. A written mark ; a scrap of writing :

usually scribed the pen. (Cf. Scrape sb. 1 2 b.)

1805 R.Anderson Cumbld. Ball., Ruth iii, She.. Ne'er
yence sent the scribe of a pen. 1839 Brockett N. C. Words
(ed. 2), Scribe of a pen, a letter. 1903 Crockett Banner
ofBlue viit. 88 Jeems Carlyle never wrote a scribe o' print,

or hand-write either.

Scribe (skraib), v. [Of obscure history; in

sense 1 pern, aphetic for Describe v. ; in sense 2

partly ad. L. scribfre to write, partly f. Scribe sb.1

Cf. Scbive v.]

1. In technical uses. a. trans. Originally, in

Carpentry, to mark the intended outline of (a

piece of timber) with one point of a pair of com-

passes, moved parallel with the other point which

is drawn along the edge of the piece to which

the ' scribed ' pi^;e is to be fitted. Now in wider

sense: To mark or score (wood, metal, bricks)

with a pointed instrument (often regulated by a

gauge or similar contrivance) in order to indicate

the outline to which the piece is to be cut or

shaped ; to draw (a line, etc.) in this way.

X678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vii. 112 To make these two
peeces of Stuff joyn close together all the way, they Scribe

it, (as they phrase it,) thus [a long explanation follows).

1688 Holme Armoury nr. 101/2 Scribe, is the drawing of a

line or stroak with the Compasses upon a piece of stuff that

is straight, therebyto cut it so as it mayjoin toan Irregular

piece, whether bowed or cornered. x8xx Self Instructor 1

528 With your ivory point scribe them. X878 Mayer Sound '

154 WHh the separated points of a pair of spring dividers
,

scribe around the edge of the templet. 1902 P. Marshall
|

Metal Tools 18 The edge against which the required line

IS scribed. , '
!

b. Hence, to shape the edge of (a piece of
;

timber, metal, etc.) so that it will fit into the

irregular edge of another piece or to an uneven
surface. (See quot. 1S42.)

1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. viit. 140 The Joysts are always
scribed to project over.. the Roundness or waynniness of
the upper side of the Girder. 1811 P. Nicholson Meek.
Exerc. 177 To Scribe one piece of Board or Stuff to another.
Ibid., Thus the skirting boards of a room should be scribed
to the floor. 1830 Hedderwick Mar. Archit. 259 Make a
mould for the foot of the stem with its cog or coak, scribing
it so that it will fit very completely. 1837 Whittock Bk.
Trades (1842) 289 (Gun-Maker) Parts of the locks and
springs are ' scribed ' in to the butt of the gun-stock. 184a
Gwilt Encycl. Arckit. Gloss., Scribing, fitting the edge of
a board to a surface not accurately plane, as the skirting of
a room to a floor. In joinery, it is the fitting one piece to
another, so that the fibres of them may be perpendicular to
each other, the two edges being cut to an angle to join.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 69, 6 slots are then laid at
due distances upon the heads, and the latter are scribed to
the size of each slot, to regulate the mortises.

c. To draw (lines) on wood with a pointed tool.

X890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 59 A drawing-board, .on

which the lines are first chalked and then carved, or scribed.

d. To mark (timber, a cask, etc.) with a scrib-

ing-iron.

x8sg [implied in Scribing vbl. sb. 2]. 1883 Clark Russell
Sailors' Lang., Scribe, to mark packages in bond with the
number and weight. 1888 Burt Stand. Timber Meas. 75
The Raze Knife, for scribing the numbers and contents on
the logs for identification.

e. To delineate with incised marks.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Story o/Ung 12 He. .Pictured

the mountainous mammoth..Out of the love that he bore
them, scribing them clearly on bone.

2. a. inir. To act as a scribe, to write, b. trans.

To write down, rare exc. dial.

178a Miss Burney Cecilia x. vi, Contenting himself with
doing nothing but scribble and scribe one day

% 1787 J.
Clarke Lakes Introd. 26 To scribe is still to write. 1801

Southey in Robberd Mem. W. Taylor (1843) I. 378 As if

the author of ' Joan of Arc ' and of ' Thalaba ' were made
a great man by scribing for the Irish Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer. 1838 Eraser s Mag. XVII. 322 A writer, .scribing

about Jeffery as if it was a living thing. 1883 Stevenson
Earn. Stud., PePys (1888) 299 He desires that.. gentleman,
..to recall., the very line his own romantic self was scribing

at the moment. 1894 Crockett Raiders (ed. 3) 364 Patiick
Walker (he that scribes the stories of the sufferers and has
had them printed).

Scribed (skraibd), ppl. a. [f. Scribes'. + -ed 1
.]

1. Carpentry, Building, etc. In sense 1 ofthe verb.

1882 W. J. Christy Joints 61 [Mason's Joints] Scribed
Joint—This occurs where stone cornices and mouldings
unite with corresponding ornamentations in cast iron. Ibid.

74 [Joiner's Joints.] Scribed Joint is formed by scribing.

2. Her. Of an escutcheon: Having its base formed

by two undulating curves meeting at the apex.

189a E. Castle Engl. Book-plates 128 The square-sided,

eared, scribed or angular based escutcheon.

Scribedom (skraibidam). [f. Scribe sb.1 +
-dom.] The (Jewish) scribes as a body.
X863 Smith's Diet. Bible III. 1164/2 (Scribes) The spirit

of Scribedom was growing.

Scribel, obs. form of Scribble v. 1

t Scribelet. Obs. rare"1
. In 6 scriblet. [f.

Scribe sb.1 + -let.] An insigni6cant scribe or

writer.

1599 Broughton's Let. ii. 10 Your scriblets, forsooth, must
countenance the Bible.

Scriber (skrai'baj). [f. Scribe v. + -er*.] A
tool or appliance for scribing.

1834-6 P. Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 296/2
The chisels [of the mortising machine] are provided with

small teeth,.: these are called scribers. 1869 C. Knight
Mechanician 109 A scriber for marking diagrams on tables

or plattens, is a piece of steel wire which [etc.]. 1875 Car-
pentry <y Join. 58 With a steel scriber or sharp hard pencil

trace each dovetail carefully on the end of the wood. X908

Remin. Stonemason 104 The workman runs round the pattern

with a sharp-pointed tool called a scriber. This scriber

ploughs a minute furrow in the stone.

attrib. 1869 C. Knight Mechanician 111 A scriber-block

is an instrument consisting of two principal parts ; these are

the movable scriber, and the block to which the scriber is

attached... Scriber-blocks are principally used to mark
straight lines upon engine-work of all classes. 1902, P.

Marshall Metal Tools 19 A little chalk rubbed over the

surface of the metal will often enable the scriber lines to be

more clearly seen.

Scribeship (skrai-bjip). rare—*, [f. Scribe

sh\ + -ship.] The office or function of a scribe.

1624 Bp. Mountague Gagg To Rdr. 5 The Scribe was
some puny-nouice in euery point of Scrib-ship. 1810 in

Spirit Puol. Jmls. XIV. 149 Myself his scribe, and all my
scribeship then To note how many casks were gaug'd.

Scribing (skrsi-bin), vbl. sb. [-ING 1.]

1. The action of the verb Scribe.

17x0 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Scribing, when the Joyners

would fit a piece of Board, &c to an irregular Surface, or

any other irregular Piece : they [etc.]. X876 Papworth in

Encycl. Brit. IV. 494/1 This operation is called scribing,

and the result of it is evidently to make the skirting fit

down on the floor with the utmost precision. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas, Story of Ung 50 Ung, a maker of pictures, fell

to his scribing on bone.

2. concr. The identifying mark on a cask, etc.

;

//. incised markings on stone, etc. ; also, writings,

scribblings.

1859 M'Clintock Voy. ' Pox' in Arctic Reg. xiii. 242 The
heading [of a cask] has been brought on board, but the
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'scribing ' upon it is very indistinct. 189s IMm* j8 Nov.

83 A number of mysterious rock-scribings. 189s A thcimiim

14 Dec. 839/1 Many of them [megalithic remains] are marked

with scribings and other ornamentations. 1897 Crockett

Lad's Love Ded. g But if you like my scribings not—well,
pass ; at least I was entirely happy when I wrote them.

8. attrib. In the names of various instruments or

appliances for 'scribing', as scribing-block, gauge,

-iron, point, etc. (See quots.)

1863 F. C/M?v* Mech. Engin. 66 (Cent.) A *scnbing-block,

which consists ofa piece of metal joined to a wooden block

at one end, and having at the other a point ; it is useful for

making centres, and for similar purposes. 190a P. Marshall
Metal Tools jg Sometimes, .a scriber is used in conjunction

with a scribing block or surface gauge. 1839 Ure Diet. A rts

a6g A *scribing cutter is made to traverse round, and cut

the pieces [sc. for the heads of casks]. 1895 Mod. Steam
Eng. 84 "Scribing gauge. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Scribing-iron, an iron-pointed instrument for marking casks

and logs of timber. 1879 Nature 30 Oct, 623/1 It is necessary

that one and the same "scribing point should describe the

sum of the two motions.

Scribism (skreibiz'm). [f. Scribe aM + -ism.]

The teaching and literature of the ancient Jewish

scribes (Scribe sb.l 1); the qualities of the scribes.

1657 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 11. 203 As of all the

other your Texts alleged against us, so of this, and the

Scribism of the same. 1850 F. W. Robertson Serin. Ser.

111. v. (1857) 72 With our Evangelicalism, Tractarianism,

Scribeisms, Pharisaisms, we have ceased to front the living

fact. 189a Bruce Apologetics 11. iv. 219 A risk which the

subsequent career of scribism shows to have been far from
imaginary.

t Scribi'Stical, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Scbibe sb.l

+ -ISTICAL.] Characteristic of or relating to the

scribes (Scribe sb.1 I).

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 61 Their Pharisaical

holinesse and Scribisticall zeale and religion.

Soriblative, variant of Scribblative a.

Sorible, etc., obs. forms of Scribble, etc.

t Scrick-Shoe. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. MDu. sc/iric-

schoe, f. stem of schricken to stride + schoe Shoe sb.
j

Cf. MHG. schritesclmoch, mod.G. schlittschuh, in
j

the same sense.] A skate.

1659 Hoole Comenius' Vis._ World (1672) 275 Boyes exer-
j

cise themselves in runing, either upon the Ice, in Scrick-
I

shooes,..or in the open field.

Scriddan (skridan). Sc. Also scridan. [a.

Gael, sgriodan.'] (See quot. 1820.)

1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. VI. 24g The farms which are bases !

to high mountains, as in Kintail, suffer great losses from
1

what is called Scriddan, or ' mountain torrent'.. .The farm
of Auchuirn . . was, in 1745, rendered uninhabitable, .by an
awful Scriddan. x8ao Gleu/ergus I. 203 (Jam.) When the

rain falling on the side of a hill, tears the surface, and pre-

cipitates a large quantity of stones and gravel into the plain

below* we call it a scridan. 1820 Marmaiden 0' Clyde 1. in

Whitelaw Bk. Sc. Ballads (1857) g3/2 There's no ae burn in

braid Clydesdale But wimples at my will, Nor a scridden

broun that but my leave Comes tumbling doun the hill.

tScride,^. Sc. Obs. [? Echoic : cf. Screed zi.]

inlr. To make a shrill sound. Hence Soriding
vbl. sb.

C1690 in Roxh. Ball. (1888) VI. 608 What? shall my Viol

silent be, or leave her wonted Sending?

Scrie, Scrieb. : see Scry, Skkeigh.

Scrieve (sknv), v. Sc. Also soreeve, skrieve,

soreive, scrive. [app. a. ON. sire/a to stride.]

inlr. To move or glide along swiftly. (See also

ling. Dial. Diet, and Jam.)
1785 Burns Halloween xxiv, She thro' the whins, an 1 by

the cairn, An' owre the hill gaed scrievin. — Sc. Drink v,

But oiPd by thee, The wheels o' life gae down-hill, scrievin,

Wi' rattlin glee. 182a Hogg Perils cfMan I. £4 Scrieving

o'er law and dale. 1896 Crockett Grey Man 1. 3 A screed

of muirburn screeving across the hills.

8crift(e, obs. forms of Shrift.

Scriggle (skri'gT), sb. Chiefly dial. [f.

Scriggle v.] A wriggle; also, a scrawly piece

of writing.
183a J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. in Blackxu. Mag. Apr. 607

Unproductive of so much as the scriggle of a single tadpole.

1895 E. Angl. Gloss., Scriggle, a quick motion caused by
tickling, a wriggle. 1905 Daily Chron. 18 Sept. 4/5 The
last scriggle I had from him came on Friday night.

Scriggle (skri'g'l), v. Chiefly dial. : see Eng.
Dial. Diet. Also sk-. [Phonetically symbolic :

cf. Scruggle v.] inlr. To wriggle or struggle.

1806 Bloomfield WildFlowers, Horkcy 169They skriggl'd

and began to scold, But laughing got the master. 1830 W.
Taylor Hist. Snrv. Germ. Poetry II. 359 How brisk [the

fish] play And swarm, and scriggle everywhere ! 1895 E.
Angl. Gloss., Skriggle, to wriggle or struggle away.

Hence Scriggler, a wriggling creatu.e ; Scri-g-

gling ppl. a., that ' scriggles
'

; Scri-ggly a.,

wriggly, scrawly.
i8a3 E. Moor Suffolk Words 355 A skrigglen eel. 1854

Miss Baker Northampt. Gloss. IT. 207 A person who writes

a light, scratchy, irregular hand, is said to write a scriggling
hand. 1888 Fenn Dick o' Pens 232 The scriggly legs of a
beetle. 1895 A. Patterson Man $ Nature on Broads 51
Into it [the eel-set] the scrigglers swim. 1905 Daily Chron.
16 Nov. 4/6 L. F. Austin's scriggly manuscript.

t Scright. Obs. In 4skrythe (but rimed with
-nyghte). [f. Scbike v.] A shout, cry.

13. . St. Cristo/er 315 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 459
Wnene bat it was abowte mydnyghte, Bysonde be water he
herde a skrythe, Full lowde one heghte he herde it cry.

Seriit, variant of Scrite, writing.
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Scrike (skraik), sb. Now only dial. : see Eng. I

Dial. Diet. For forms see the vb. [f. Scrike v.

Cf. Screak sb.]

1. A shrill cry, a screech ; = Screak sb.

13.. Coer He L. 4709 The Crystene men gunne make a
scryke : Anon they wunnen ovyr the dyke, c 1400 Destr.

Troyoio A wonderfull noyse Skremytvp to the skrow with

a skryke (Telle, c 14*5 Seven Sag. (P.) 491 A grete scryke
up he nam. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems, Fen^eit Freir 97 The
ja him skrippit with a skryke. 1548 Udall Erasm. Far.,

Mark xv. 37 Jesus.. gaue a great skryke, and therwith

yelded vp the ghost. 1631 Celestina xix. 190 You will haue
mee fill my Fathers house with cryes and skrikes. 1891

Atkinson Last of Giant-Kilters 107 The savagest scrike

ever uttered by a raving giant.

2. Skrike of day; the dawn. Cf. Screak sb. 3.

1746 Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks. (1862)

41, 1 geet up be skrike o Dey. 1866 Urogden Prov. Lines.

Scrike (skraik), v. Now only dial. : see Eng.

Dial. Diet. Forms : 4-6 scryke, skryke, 4-7, 8-9

dial, scrike, skrike
;
pa. t. 4 skry;te. [Prob. of

Scandinavian origin : cf. Norw. skrika (str. vb.),

Da. skrige. See also Shriek.] inlr. To utter a

shrill harsh cry; = Screak v. i.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7347 pe devils ay omang on bam
salle stryke, And be synfulle pare-with ay cry and skryke.

c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 744 Senge braie, Ape scrikith.

c 1380 Sir Ferumbr. 1609 Loude pay cryede & skryjte an
hye :

* Mahoun wat is by red ?
' c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1671

He woke w* bat & scrykede for fere, ct^zo Anturs 0/
Arth. 129 (Douce MS.) pe birdes in be bowes, J>at one be
goost glowes, pei skiyke [Ireland scryken] in be skowes.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. iii. 232 For all if she stryke, yit fast

will she skryke. 1590 Greene Never too /rt/tf(i6oo)p8 Hee
is such a sneaking fellowe, that.. touch him and he will

:

scrike. 1506 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 18 The litle babe did
]

loudly scrike and squall, a 1600 Flodden Field i. (1664) 8

Their names make, .children skrike.
j

Hence Scrikinff vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also

Scri'ker, one who scrikes.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7352 pare salle be swilk rareyng

and ruschyng.. And skrykyng of synfulle. .1400 Destr.

Troy 10182 The skrew for be skrykyng & skremyng of folke,

Redoundet with dyn drede for to here. C1440 Promp.
Parv. 450/2 Scrykynge, of chyldyr, vagitus. 1399 Hak-
luyt Voy. II. n. 112 Notwithstanding his pitiful 1 [amenta- i

lion and skrikings. 1631 R. Bolton Com/. Afft, Consc.
\

(1640)241 They shall never more be heard, though with
,

much violence they throw their scrikings into the Aire. 163a
:

Lithcow Trav. ix. 401 A scriking noyse, as if it had beene
i

the chirking of Frogs. 1891 Atkinson Last of Giant-

Kilters 149 Others used to call it the ' Scriker
1 because of

the awful scrikes (shrieks) it uttered.

Scrim (skrim). [Of obscure origin.] A kind

of thin canvas used for lining in upholstery, and

for other purposes. Also attrib.

179a Statist. Acc. Scot. VI. 514 A few yard-wides called

Scrims. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Scrims, thin canvas

glued on the inside of a panel to keep it from cracking or

breaking. 1881 Carter 4- Co.'s Pract. Gardener 75 It is a

good plan to have coarse scrim canvas strained over the

ventilators. 1881 T, Moore in Encycl. Brit. XII. 220/9
They should have attached to them scrim cloth (a sort of

thin canvas), which admits light pretty freely, yet is suffi-

cient to ward off ordinary frosts. 1885 N. Y. Weekly Sun
13 May 6/7 White goods, scrim curtains and table damasks
have a fairly liberal outlet. 1895 Daily News a Feb. 2/6
The recent briskness in scrims has shown no sign offalling off.

fScri'mer. Obs. rare" 1
. In 7 scrimure.

[aphetic var. of Kscrimer.] A fencer.

160a Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 101 (Qo.2
)_
The Scrimures of

their nation He swore had neither motion, guard nor eye,

If you opposd them.

1 Scri'inish, sb. Obs. Forms: 6 skrimishe,

skrymisshe, scrimishe, scresmys, screamishe.

[f. Sceimish v. Cf. the later form Scrimmage sb.]

1. = Skirmish^.
1557 Machvn Diary (Camden) 144 The xvij day of July

was a scresmys at Margyson be-twyn the Englysmen and
Frenchemen. 156a Montgomery in Ardt<eologia XLVII.
224 As the auncient and faulmous Romainges..who exer-

cised theire souldiors to the screamishe, to marche in bat-

taile [etc.]. Ibid. 226 To be instructed yn martiall fealtes.

.

whithe the marche, scrimishe, and order of battaile.

2. An alarm, an outcry, rare. Cf. Scrimmage 2.

1505 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 391 Every
man that answenth not the crye or skrimishe at every of

the town gattes..with his feansabull weapon, to paie and
forfayte xii.</.

t Scriniish., v. Obs. In 6 skrymysshe,
skryssmys. [variant (after OF. eseremiss-) of

Skirmish v. (a. OF. eskermiss-), q. v. for the full

history. Cf. the later form Scrimmage v.] intr.

To skirmish.

1533 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xviii. 9 b, And some of the

oste mounted on good horses, and rode forth to skrymysshe

with theym. 1554 Machyn Diary (Camden) 60 Ther the

qweyns men and [Wyatt's] men dyd skryssmys.

Scrimmage (skrimidg), scrummage
(sknrmid5), sb. Forms: a. 5 scrymmage, 6

scrymage, 7 scrimage, 7, 9 skrimmage, 8

skrimage, 8-9 scrimmage ; 0. 9 skrummage,
scrummage. [Altered form of Scrimish sb.

s
the

ending being associated with -age suffix. Cf. the

parallel skirmage, obs. var. of Skirmish sb.]

f JL Skirmish sb. Also, a fencing bout. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace m. 359 Ane Inglisman, on the gait,

saw he play At the scrymmagis a bukler on his hand. Ibid.

ix. 458 Then Ixmgaweill, that ay was full sawage, With
Wallace past, as ane to that scrymmage. 1549 MSS. Dk.

SCRIMMAGER.
Rutland (Hist. MSS. Comm.) IV. 356 To ij Duchemen (hat

were hurt in the scrymage at Dunbar, xs.
_ 1567 E)rant

Horace, Ep. 1. xviii. F v, The Oste deuydes their bargies, and
the water scrymage then.. in foishe guyse is playde by
youthely men. 1643 Par. Reg. St. Marys Beverley 30 June,
O'r great scrimage in Beverley & god gave us the victory.

t2. An outcry, alarm ; = Scrimish^. 2. Obs.
163a Acts Durham High Comm.Crt. (Surtees) 30 Shee

heard her mistris. .make a great skrimmage or outcry.

3. eolloq. A noisy contention or tussle; also, a

confused struggle between persons, often with ex-

change of blows ; a free-fight, scuffle.

a. 1780 Johnson Lett. 6 June, Mrs. Vesey protests that
I do not love them since that skrimage. 1826 J. F. Cooper
Mohicans xx, That we shall have what you may call a brisk

push of it, is probable ; and it may happen, a brush, a skrim-
mage. 1844 Catholic Weekly Instr. 127 The wild exultant
cry so frequently heard in an Irish scrimmidge. 1884
Manch. Exam. 15 Nov. 5/2 There was generally a chance
of a scrimmage with the police when these mounted pro-

cessions took their outing. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
138 Fearful scrimmage heard going on alt the time on the

deck below.

p. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words 356 Skrummage, a
battle, a fray ; probably skirmish. 1830 Marryat King's
Own xxvi, In two scrummages only^ two men were killed

out of hundreds. 1833— P. Simple x\\\, ' Was there a fight?'
' Not much of a fight—only a bit of a skrummage—three
crowner's inquests, no more.* 1905 Daily Chron. 15 July
6/3 [The] entrance arrangements, which necessitated a

scrummage lasting from five to fifteen minutes to those who
were ticket-holders.

b. dial. A confused, noisy proceeding. (Cf.

Eng. Dial. Diet, and Scrimmage v. 2.)

1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho! xxx, If everybody's carantjng

about to once, each after his own man, nobody'lf find nothing
in such a scrimmage as that.

4. Rugby Eootball. Originally, a confused struggle

in which the players on either side endeavour to

force their opponents and the ball towards the

opposite goal ; now, an ordered formation in which
the two sets of forwards pack themselves together

with their heads down and endeavour by pushing

to work their opponents off the ball and break

away with it or heel it out. Phr. To earry the

scrimmage, to gain ground in a scrimmage. To
hold the scrimmage, to prevent one's opponents
from gaining ground.
0. 1864 Field 10 Dec 403/2 After several severe scrim-

mages in the School goal, a run-in was obtained. 1887
Shearman Athletics <$- Football 311 The first and essential

requisite to a forward team is that it should be able to ' hold ',

if not always to ' carry the scrimmage*. 1899 W. Camp in

Football (Badm. Libr.) 287 (American Football) Someone
upon his side.. must place the ball on the ground at that

spot for a ' scrimmage , as it is termed.

p. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown \. v, Then the two sides

close and you can see nothing for minutes but a sway-
ing crowd of boys, at one point violently agitated. That is

where the ball is... This is what we call a scrummage,
gentlemen. 1867 Rontledge's Handbk. Football 47 A Scrum-
mage commences— i. e. the holder puts the ball down on
the ground, and all who have closed round on their respec-

tive sides begin kicking at the ball. 1889 H. Vassall Rugby
Football 32 A team must contain enough honest workers

to be able to hold the scrummage. 189a Outdoor Games
548 A maul, or tight scrummage. Ibid. 549 A loose scrum-

mage may be described as half way between a maul and a
dribble.

b. A tussle for the ball among players (in various

games).
1883 F. M. Crawford Mr. Isaacs \\\\, [Polo] Twice the ball

was sent over the line, .by long sweeping blows from Isaacs,

who ever hovered on the edge of the scrimmage. x98gFieldi2
Jan. 61/3 [Hockey] Lucas putting the ball through out of a
scrummage in front of goal off the goal-keeper. Ibid. 89/1,
[Association] A scrimmage in the mouth of the goal appeared
likely to result in a further point.

Scri'mmage, scrummage, v. [f. the sb.]

1. intr. t To skirmish, quarrel ; to scramble ; to

argue ' {Eng. Dial. Diet.).

ai8a£ Forby Voc. E. A nglia, Scrimmage, Scrummage \. t

to skirmish, &c.

2. To bustle about.

1833 T. Hook Love fy Pride vi, You keep here, sir, while
I go skrimmiging about the premises. 1883 Pennell-
Elmhirst Cream Leicestersh. 255 Without a scent, hounds
scrimmaged hither and thither with the cubs in the low
dense gorse. 1887 Hare Story Life (1900) VI. 59 She
scrimmaged at the fire, and raked out all she possibly could.

3. Rugby Eootball. To put (the ball) in a scrum-

mage as a means of re-starting the game when and
where it has been temporarily stopped, as for some
breach of the rules ; also, to propel or take along

in a scrimmage.
1881 Sportsman's Year.bk. 165 The ball is scrummaged

where the act of off-side was committed. 1887 Field 19 Nov.
790/1 The ball had been dead a short way outside, and when
scrummaged off was removed out of danger. 189a Outdoor
Games 540 If it [sc. the ball] is scrummaged over [the goal-

line], the chances are ten to one that the defending sido

avert disaster by means of a touch-down.

Scri'mmager, scrummager. [f. Scrim-

mage v. + -er1.] One who takes part in a scrim-

mage.
1881 Sportsman's Yeard'k. 263 [Hockey] A somewhat

heavier stick best suits the scrimmager. 1889 H. Vassall
Rugby Football 28 But as every [forward] player . . has to go
into scrummages whether he likes it or not, he can at least

learn not to spoil the play of the genuine scrummagers.

fig. X903 Q. Rev. Apr. 534 It is the fashion to decry those
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hardy scrimmagers whose battle-pieces occupy so much of
the old reviews.

Scrimmaging, scru minaging, vbl. sb.

[(. Scrimmage v. + -ing l.] The action of the vb.
18&7 Shearman Athletics <V Football 304 It became

necessary to choose some for their scrimmaging, and others
for their dribbling and following up. 1889 Field 26 Jan.
123/1 A lot of fast scrummaging was indulged in.

b. altrib.

1887 Field 19 Nov, 790/1 The forwards are a capital set in
the open, but lack scrummaging power. 1887 Shearman
A thirties 4 Football 305 The loose scrimmaging system.

Scrimmaging, ///. a. [f. Scrimmage v. +
-ixo -.] That scrimmages ; bustling, fussy.

1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. TonrxW. (1893) 75 Mrs.
Jawleyford . . was a very scrimmaging, rough-and-ready sort
of woman. Ibid. lii. 293 Their management [pack of
houndsj was only of the scrimmaging order.

Scrimp (skrimp), a. and ado. [This and the
related Scrimp v. first appear in the 18th c. The
origin is obscure; cognate forms are Sw., Da.
skrumpen shrivelled, MUG. schrimpfen (Mid.Ger.
schrimpen str. vb.) to contract, trans, to wrinkle
up (the nose), G. sthrumpfen to shrivel; also
Shrimp si., in ME. a diminutive creature. More
remotely allied are OE. scrimman to be paralysed,
Scram a.] A. adj. Scant, scanty, meagre.
1718 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II- 380 They say the young

man is none of the greatest abilities, and the people are not
so much for him, and his call scrimp; and its alleged this
aversion comes from the Presbytery. 1715 Ramsay Gentle
Sheph. \\\. iv, He gangs about soman frae Place to Place,
As scrimp of Manners as of Sense and Grace. 1733
W. Crawford I n/idelity (1836) 59 Our own soul. .is. .too
scrimp an image to give us either a full or clear representa-
tion of him. i8i» Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Hush. Scot. 1. 15
The accommodations necessary for preparing the grain for
market ought never to be too scrimp. 1854 Miss Keddie
Phemie Millar I. ii. 24 Mrs. Millar in a scrimp dark green
woollen dress. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. xviii. 386 Edward,
though poor and scrimp of means, has always enjoyed a
happy home. 1897 VVestm. Gaz. o Nov. 1/3 Their scrimp
management of the most lucrative investment in the worlcl.

+ B. adv. Scarcely, barely. Obs.
1824 Miss Kerriek Inker, xl, Not that he's come so far as

to need it—for it's but scrimp six mites. 1834 M. Scott
Cruise Midge xi. (1863) 189 And I can scrimp deny that same.
Scrimp (skrimp), v. Also Sc. skrimp. [See

Scrimp a.J
L trans. To keep on short allowance ; esp. with

regard to food.
a 1774 Fergusson Poems (1807) 254 At Hallow-fair, whare

browsters rarc.dinna scrimp ye o' a skair O' kebbucks frae
their pantries. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxix, I trust you
winna skrimp yoursell for what is needfu' for your health.
1886 Tennyson Locksley Hall After 221 There the Master
snimps his haggard sempstress of her daily bread.
2. To cut short in amount ; to be sparing of.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 726/2 Pensions and sinecures were
now defensible By wisdom's rules; and who could think of
scrimping 'em. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary in. iii. Do not
scrimp your phra<e, But stretch it wider.

3. intr. To economize, to be niggardly.
1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. viii. Poems 1890 II. 131

While we are saving and scrimping at the spigot, the
government is drawing off at the bung. 1909 New York
Observer* Sept. 313/2 The result of overwork in frequent
but fruitless endeavors to scrimp on household expenses.
Hence Sori'mping vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1855 Mrs. Whitcher Widm Bedott P. xxvii. (1883) 123
Bethiar Nobles, .knows. .how every lady in town carries
on her kitchenary consarns, how scrimpln' they live, and
nil that. 1893 Lelano Mem. I. 290 This wretched scrimping
prevailed through the whole business.

Scrimped (skrimpt), ///. a. Also 8 St.

serimpit, -et. [f. Scrimp v. +-el>1.] Stinted,
contracted, narrow.
1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. i. i, A Mind that's serimpit

never wants some Care. 1786 Burns Ep. to J. S. iii, That
auld, capricious carlin, Nature, To mak amends for scrimpet
stature, She's turn'd you off a human-creatute On her first

plan. 1889 Daily Tel. 22 Apr. 2 The 4th West Surrey had
the new haversack, the cover of which is too scrimped.

Scrimpiness (skrimpinis). [f. Scrimpy a. +
-M hJ ' Scrimpy' quality, meagreness.
1858 Surtees Ask Mamma li, Monsieur, ri>ing in the gig,

showing the scrimpiness of his coat.

t Scri mple, v. Obs. rart. [Cf. Crimple v. ;

also Scromple v. and O.schrumpeln, schrumpfeln.]
trans. To shrivel with fierce heat, to scorch. Also,
to crumple, crinkle. Hence + Scrimpled//)/. a.

JS35 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 396 The Scotlis
hirdls..Of scrymplit tedder mony closbow maid, a 157a
Knox Hist. Kef. Wks. 1846 I. 17 A trane of powder was
..sett a fyre, quhilk gave to the blessed martyre of God a
glaise, skrimpfed bis left band, and that syd of his face.

Scrimply(skri'mpili),a</i>. [f.ScRlMPa. + -LY^.]
1. In a niggardly, parsimonious manner.
1724 Ramsay Health 364 Nor scrimpty save from what's to

merit due. a 1718— Miser \ Minos 6 He. .scrimply fed on
Crumbs and Water. 1864 J. Brown Jeents 5 Nature..had
finished off the rest of Jeems somewhat scrimply, as if she
had run out of means.
2. liarely, scarcely.

1786 Burns Vision 1. xi, Down ffow'd her robe, a tartan
sheen, Till half a leg was scrimply seen. 1873 Contemp.
Rev. XXI. 432 It is a cheap and easy course, but scrimply
honest.

Scrimpy (skri-mpi),<r. [f. Scrimp a. + -Y.] Of
meagre dimensions, scanty.
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1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Scrimpy. 1866 Mrs. Gas-
kell Wives <*( Dan. xiii, A..jacket over her scrimpy and
short white petticoat. 1883 Mag. ofA rt Aug. 402/1 A hall
and staircase less abjectly 'scrimpy' than those usually
met with.

Scrimshank (skri-mjsink),^. Mil. slang. Also
skr-. [Of obscure origin.] intr. To shirk duty.

Hence Scri-mshanking vbl, sb. and///, a. ; also

Scrimshank s/>., an act of ' scrimshanking '

;

Scri*mshanker, a shirker.

1890 Barrere & I.eland Slang Scrimshank v., Scrim-
shanker.

^ 1893 Kipling Many Invent. 135 If Mulvaney
stops skrimshanking. .1 lay your lives will be trouble to
you. 190a Blackw. Mag. Jan. 2/2 A skrimshanking Tommy.
1903 Ptlot^ 17 Oct. 378/1 We all know that you are due for

a long skrim-shank next month.

Scrimshaw (skri*mj^),^. Naut. [Of obscure
origin ; the surname Scrimshaw

t if not actually

the source, may have influenced the form of the

word. Cf. prec] A general name (also scrimshaw
work) for the handicrafts practised by sailors by way
of pastime during long whaling and other voyages,
and for the products of these, as small manufactured
articles, carvings on bone, ivory, or shells, and the

like. Also Scri-mshaw v., trans, to decorate or

produce as scrimshaw work ; absol. to employ one-
self in scrimshaw work ; Scri'mshander, -shandy
m Scrimshaw sb.; Scri^mshonerjOnewhopractises
scrimshaw work.
1851 H.Melville Whale 1. 14, I found a number of young

seamen . . examining . . divers specimens of scrimshander.
Ibid. II. 128 Other like skrimshander articles. 1864 Iioften s

Slang Diet., Scrimshaw, anything made by sailors for them-
selves in their leisure hours at sea is called Scrimshaw-work.
1883 Clark Russell Sailors' Lang., Scrimshandy, an
Americanism signifying the objects in ivory or bone carved
by whalemen during their long voyages. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. 198 Collection illustrating the games, amuse-
ments, literature, art-work of the fishermen ; musical instru-
ments, carvings scrimshandy '), &c. Ibid. 207 Walrus tusks
scrim -shawed, and frame made of walrus ivory. 1887 Goodk,
etc. Fisheries of If. S. v. II. 231 Scrimshawing is. .the art.,
of manufacturing useful and ornamental articles at sea. 1898
F. T. Bullen Cruise of* Cachalot* viii. 83 The great jaw-
pans were sawn off, and placed at the disposal of anybody
who wanted pieces of bone for 'scrimshaw', or carved work.
Ibid. xxi. 258 Such pieces as were useful to the * scrimshoners

'

for ornamenting their nicknacks. 1906 B. Lubbock Jack
Derringer 171 Specimens of skrimshander, raie shells and
Japanese nitchkies in cabinets.

Serin (skrin). dial. Mining. Also 9 skrin,
scrinn. [Cf. MDu. schrinde, schrttnde (Kilian)
= OHG. scrunta (mod.G. schrttnde) fissure, crack,
OHG. scrintan (MHG.,MDu. sc/irinden)to crack.]

(Seeouot. 1881.)
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. D 4, In Serins they are usually

made by Choaking in long Stones between the two Sides.
18*9 Clover's Hist. Derby I. 65 Small (lead) veins, usually
called strings, or serins, often extend from the rake. 1836
R.Furness Astrologer 1. Wks. (1858) 135 In shaft, and
scrinn, broad-rake, flatt, pipe, and vein, His mode of timber-
ing shew'd all others mean. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,
Serin, or Skrin, Derb., a small subordinate vein.

Scrinch (skrintj), v. C7. S. [Cf. Scringk v.]

intr. To sit closely, to squeeze together.
1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls vi", Nor have to scrinch all

up. .for fear she'd touch us.

t Serine. Obs. Forms : a. 3, 5-6 scryne, 6
serine, scrynne, skryne,6-7 skrine; &. 5 serene,
6 screene. [a. OF. escrin (mod.F. 4crin jewel-

case) :—L. scrinium box for books and papers,

writing-desk, whence OE. serin Shrink sb. Cf.

MDu., Du. schrijn (MDu. also schrein, sckreen,

whence possibly the forms above).] A box for

the safe-keeping of valuables ; spec, a chest in

which the relics of saints are preserved, a Shrine.
a lfpoLeg. Roodti^ji) 46 pe quene of seluer and [ofj gold

an riche scryne wro^te. 14^.. Voc. in Wr.-WUlcker 610/35
Scrinium, vas vet locus ubt libri vet thesauri servantur, a
serene."* 1450 Mirk's Fesiial 180 He com to pe chyrch and
to bescryne of Saynt Wenefryd. a 1553 Udall Royster D.
tv. vii. (Arb.) 73, I haue seene your head with it full many
a tyme, Couered as safe as it had bene with a skrine. 1556
Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 94 Item the vlh day of Janu-
arij [1555I was sent Edwardes day and thene was sett up
the scr>'nne at Westmyster. 157x1 Levins Mam'/. 69/31
A screene, scrinium. 1591 G. Fletcher Rttsse Commw.
VL17D, In the great Church.. is erected a stage whereon
standeth a serine that beareth vpon it the Imperiall cappe
and robe of very riche stuffe. 1648 Hexham 11, Een Schrijne,

a Skrine, or a Coffin.

b.jfe
154a Udall Erasm. A/oph. 145 b, The mynde or solle of

marine is. .housed or hidden within the tabernacle or skryne

of the bodye.

! Scrinerary. Obs. rare—', [ad. It. serine-

rario, erron. form of scriniario.] »Schiniary.
1670 G. H. tr. Hist. Cardinals \. 111. 85 The Chancellor.

.

had under him twelve Scrineraries,and oneProto-Scrinerary.

Scringe (skrindg) , sb. [Belongs to Scringe v. 2]

A kind o? seine net. Also scringe net.

1851 Act 14 4- 15 Vict. c. 26 § 6 It shall not be lawful for

any Person to use for the Purpose of taking Herrings, .any
Sweep, Circle, Ring Net, or Scringe Net, or any Net pro-

hibited by the said.. Acts. 1895 *

J.
Bickerdvke' Sea

,

Fishing 282 There are broadly speaking, three descriptions I

' of seine nets : (1) the common or deep-water seine, (2) the 1

tuck seine, and (3) the ground seine, foot seine, or scringe.
,

SCRIP.

Scringe, v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 (dial.)

skreenge, skringe. [Altered form of Cringe :

see Scr-.]

1. trans. To screw up (one's face) ; to shrug (the

back or shoulders) from cold.
1608 Arm in ATest JVinn. (1880) 51 This morrall motion gaue

the world such a buffet, that she skrindge [?r*v*rfskringed]
her face as though she weie pincht home. 1823 E. Moor
Suffolk Words 355 Skringe, screw, shrink; in this sense,
sheep clipped in cold weather are said to skringe their
backs up.

2. To squeeze violently.

1790 Mrs. Ann Wheeler Westmorld. Dial. iii. 73 Tom.

.

fel a top on him an skreengd him terrably. 1854 Miss
Baker Northampt Gloss., Skringe.
3. intr. To flinch, cower.
« 1825 Forby Voc. £. Angtia, Scringe... to cringe; to

shrink as it were from fear of chastisement. 1861 Lowell
Bigloxv P. Ser. 11. i. Poems 1890 II. 230 That makes European
tyrans scringe in all their gilded pel'ces. 1897 Bartram
People o/Clepton vii. 192 Ye needn't scringe, Exeter, tain't
so baad as all that.

Scringe (skrind^), v:1 dial. Also screenge,
skreenge. [Prob. a use of the dialectal skreenge
'to scourge, flog' (Jam.).] intr. To fish with a
scringe net. Also trans. Hence Scringing vbl,

sb. and///, a. Also Seri'nger.
1825 Jamieson, Skrecugin. 2. A mode of fishing with small

nets during the night, without the aid of torches, oii
the coast of Argyleshire. This mode of fibhing is simply
scourging the water. 1898 Macmanls Send of Road 208
Her bate wasn't to be foun', nor yet her like again, an'
screenge all Irelan' with a herrin' net. 1901 Scotsman 4
Mar.10/1 It is a fashion for yacht owners to say that scring.
ing, if carried on by their crews, is not carried on by their
consent. Ibid., On the calm summer nights scringing crews
will travel long distances. Ibid., Professional senngers are
in no sense sportsmen.

Scri'niary. [ad. lateL. scrtnidrius
y f. scrinium

:

see Scrine.] A keeper of the archives.
1866 Stubbs Lett. (1904) 104 The Archbishop of Treves

was Ludolf, and a Ludolf was scriniary in 978, and may
have been the same person.

Scrip (skrip), sb* arch. Forms : 3-7 scrippe,
4-5 scripe, skrippe, 4-6 skrip, 5 scryp(e,
skryppe, 5-6 skryp, scryppe, 3- scrip. Prob. a.

OF. escrep(p)e Avallet, purse, bag for alms (later

escerpe
t
escharpe, mod. F. icharpe scarf). Cf. Shrip.

ON. had skreppa (Sw. skrappa, Da. skreppe) in the same
sense, but it is doubtful whether the word is native or from
OF. The OF. word is commonly supposed to be of Teut.
origin; cf. the MHG. gloss 'scherbe, pera' (Graff.). The
commonly cited OE. scripp has no existence ; the supposed
instance is a scribal or editorial mistake for scip (ship). J

A small bag, wallet, or satchel, esp. one carried

by a pilgrim, a shepherd, or a beggar.
In ME. frequently coupled with Bourdon 2 (=staff); cf.

OF. escrepe et bordon.
a 1300 A". Horn 1093 Horn tok bmdon and scrippe. a 1300

Cursor M. 1x4-2$ pair scrippes. .bam failed neuer o drinc ne
fode. 1303 Lancl. P. PI. C. vm. 180 Ich seyh neuere pal-
mere with pyk ne with scrippe [v.r. shrippe] Asken after
hym. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7405 She had a buidoun al of
'Ihefte And a scrippe of Fainte Distresse. 1483 Caxton
Cold. Leg. 262/3 [He] clad hym with thabyte of a pylgryme
. .a scryppe on his sholderand a pylgryms staff in his right
honde. 15*4 in G. Oliver Historic Colt. (1841) App. 15
A staffe and scryppe of Seynt James. i57»-3 in Nichols
Progr. Eliz. (1823) I. 324 A scrippe of mother-of-perle,..
hanging at three little cheines of golde. 1610 Fletchek
Faithf. Sheph. 1. \, Every Shepherds Boy Puts on his lusty
green, with gaudy hook, And hanging scrip of finest Cordo-
van. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Captivd Bee 23 He laid his
tittle scrip Of bony 'fore her Ladiship. 1661 Morgan Spit.

Gentry 11. viii. 104 Argent a Cheveron between three Pal-
mers scrips Sable. 1766 Goldsm, Hermit vii, A scrip with
herbs and fruits supplied. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge
xlv, He wore, hanging with a long strap round his neck, a
kind of scrip or wallet, in which to carry food. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. 1. 11. 458 A staff he bore, but nowise was he
bent With scrip or wallet.

allusively. 1587 Greene Penelopes Web D 1, Fallen from
a Crowne to a Cottage, and from a Scepter almost to a Scrip.
Comb. 1530 Palsgr. 799 Scryppe wyse, lyke or in maner

of a scryppe.

t Scrip, sb.'1 Sc. Obs. [f. Scrip v.
1

-] A scorn-

ful grimace.
1470 Henry Wallace vi. 143 Ane maid a scrip, and tyt

at his lang suorde.

Scrip (skrip), sb$ Obs. exc.dial.(sec K.D.D.).
[App. an alteration of Scrap sb. and Scrape sb. t

with weakened vowel expressive of smallness

;

prob. influenced by association with Script sb.]

1. A small piece or scrap (of paper, usually with
writing upon it ; rarely, of other things).
1617 Hieron Wks. II. 92 There is not the least scrip of

the bill kept in hand for any second demand, when once
the bond is cancelled. 1676 C. Hatton in Hatton Corr.
(1878) 134, I punish myself yi I may revenge myself on you
for yr little scripps of paper. 1681 E. Murphy State Irel.

§ 16 He would not save the least scrip of his goods. 1691
Locke_ Consid. Lower. Interest (1692) 25 That cannot be
till scrips of Paper can be made current Coin. 1704 J. Pitts
Relig. Mohammetans v. 33 They'll not suffer a scrip of
clean Paper to lie on the Ground. 1754 Shebbeare Matri*
mony (1766) I. 243 Of such strange Importance can Love
make a Scrip of Paper, and a few black Lines. 1809 W.
Irving Knickerb. To Public (1849) 27 And here have I..

collected, collated, and arranged them, scrip and scrap.

2. Scrip {of a pen) : a small scrap of writing. Cf.

Scrape sbA 2 b, Scribe sb.* 2.

17x0 R. Ward Life II. More Pref., It was the Expression
36-2
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of a very great Person, That not a Scrip of the Doctor's I

should be lost. 1775 Jefferson Let. Writ. 1892 I. 489, I

never had received the scrip of a pen from any mortal

breathing. 1779 J.Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876) 357 *or

God's salce never reproach me again with not writing or

with writing scrips. 1874 .V. * Q. Ser. v. I. 66, I sent you

a 'scrip at once, to thank you for the parcel, and now write

more fully. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 2/3 When I write to

you, I often sigh To see so poor a scrip.

3. U. S. Fractional paper currency.

1889 Macoun List Canatlian Plants, The price of the list

is 50 cents per copy. Scrip preferred to postage stamps.

Scrip (skrip), sbA [Short for Subscription.]

1. (Short for + subscription receipt.) Originally,

a receipt for a portion of a loan subscribed. Now,
in strict commercial use, a provisional document

entitling the holder to a share or number of shares

in a joint-stock undertaking, and exchangeable for

a more formal certificate when the necessary pay-

ments have been completed ; often collect, sing*

Hence, in loose or popular language, applied to

share certificates in general.

176a T. Mortimer Ev. Man own Broker (ed. 5) iv. 174
The receipts for the 3 per Cent. Annuities, are called by the

Brokers, Scrip, and Light-Horse. ..In the month of March
. .just after the second payment, a person may buy a receipt

for 500/. Scrip, for 25/. 1796 Grose Did. Vulgar T. (ed. 3)

s.v., Scrip is also a Change Alley phrase for the last loan

or subscription. What does scrip go at for the next
rescounters? what does scrip sell for delivered at the next

day of settling? xSzo G. G. Carey Guide Publ. Funds
10 When the loan is in progress .. the separate parts.. are

called Scrip. 1828-32 Webster s.v., A certificate of stock

subscribed to a bank or other company, or of a share

of other joint property, Is called in America a scrip. 1833
Thackeray in National Standard 18 May, The eighths,

halves, and quarters, scrip, options, and shares. 1848 Rev.
Statutes Wisconsin (1858) 40 No scrip, certificate, or other

evidence of state debt. 1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph.
vii. 4 You find a dying railway, you say to it, Live, blossom
anew with scrip. 1855 Tennyson Brook 4 Lucky rhymes
to him were scrip and share. 1865 Shareholders' Guard.
8 Nov. 847/2 'Scrip '..is applied to the stocks given in ex-

change for a loan, as Reduced Scrip, Consol Scrip, Sec. 1888

F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. ii, The small table before him was
covered with scrip. 1901 Rules Stock Exch. 141 In case

the payment of an instalment on Foreign or other Scrip falls

on a Settling-day,

b. attrib.

1798 Citron, in Ann. Reg: 33/1 Robert Reaves the stock

broker who was.. found guilty.. of forging scrip-receipts.

1839 De la Beche Rept. Geol. Cornw. etc. 565 The number
of shares has amounted to 10,000 or more in the scrip mines,

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xi, The shares were
scrip shares, making the dividend payable to the bearer.

1850 Carlyle Latter-d. Pamph. vil 3 Mounted on some
figure of a Locomotive, garnished with Scrip-rolls proper.

1869- Redfield Law Railways (ed. 4) L 7 They have no
right to decline accepting such scripholder, as a shareholder.

1881 Chicago Times 4 June, The directors of the Atlanta

and West Point railroad have decided to issue a scrip divi-

dend of 100 per cent, interest. 1882 Ogilvie, Scrip-company

,

a company having shares which pass by delivery, without
the formalities of register or transfer.^ 1901 Rules Stock
Exch. 129 Every bond or scrip share is to be considered
perfect, unless it be much torn or damaged.

2. Bookselling. (Short for subscription price?)

A trade price 25 % below the published price.

So called because this was originally the price at which
books were sold bjj the publisher to the booksellers who
'subscribed * them, i. e. agreed before publicationto take a
certain number of copies. Now, however, ' scrip 'is the most
unfavourable trade terms that are given, the ordinary trade
rate being known as * sale price \
1884 Bookseller 6 Nov. 1173/1 To enter the books at scrip.

1897 Publishers' Circular 3 July 8/2 Those dealers who
refuse to come into the arrangement.. should be supplied at

no better terms than scrip.

t Scrip, v?- Obs. rare. In 5 skryp. [f. Scrip

sbX\ reft. To provide oneself with a scrip.

1426 Lydc. De Guil, Pilgr. 6515 Whan they hem skryppen
euerychon.

T Scrip, z>.3 Sc. Obs. Also 6 skrip(e, 7 scirp.

[Cf. Scobp v.1 a. trans. To mock, deride, b.

intr. To scoff, jeer.

CX450 Holland Howlat 67 Sum skripe me with scorne.

1500-20 Dunbar Fen^eit Freir 97 The ia him skrippit with
askryke. a 1572 Knox Hist. Re/. Wks. 1846 1. 119 The
Cardinall scripped and said, ' It is but the Island flote \ 1651
Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 278 When Lethington
had viewed the Apologie, he scripped and said, ' Homines
obscuri'. 1658 R. Baillie Lett. $ Jnds. (1841) III. 362
They scirp at all we can doe or say for peace.

tScri'ple, sb. Obs. Also 4 scripil(le, scripul,

5 scrypull, 6 scripple. [ad. L. serlpulum, var.

of scrupulus, -um Scruple, esp. in the sense of
' small weight \] = Scruple sb. 1 and 2

.

c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 201 pus seien seintis, bat him
wantib not scripul of privy felowship, bat leeveb to blame
an open synne. 1382 — Exod, xxx. 13 A side, that is, a
nounce, hath twenti half scripilles. Ibid. 1 Sam. xxv. 31
This shal not be to thee.. into scripil of herte [Vulg. in
scrupulum cordis], c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. n. 418 Putte
theryn A scriple of foyl, and half a scriple of fyn Saffron.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 18 This holy apostoll preuet so oure
fay, bat he lafte no scrypull yn no parte beryn. 1540 J. Hev-
wood Four PP. 614 Here isa syrapus de Bizansys A lyttell

thynge is ynough of thys For euen the weyght of one scrip-
pull Shall make you stronge as a crippull.

t Scriple, <*. Obs. rare. In 5 scrypyll. [Origin
obscure, but cf. Scrupleness.] Scrupulous.
a tgooMzDWall Nature 1. 1281 (Brandl) Yf he varyagayne

Of scrypyll ymagynacyon.
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ScripleSS (skri'ples), a. [Scrip sbA] With-
out scrip or wallet. (With allusion to Matt. x. 10.)

1850 J. Hamilton Mem. Lady Colquhoun vi. 234 Then it

was that on the adherents of the new and scripless Institu-

tion was poured out that spirit of joyful contribution. 1867
R. Palmer Life P. Howard $ As purseless, scripless and
shoeless as the seventy-two disciples of Christ.

Scrippage (skri*ped3). [f. Scrip sb. 1 + -age.]

In Shakspere's phr. scrip and scrippage^ modelled
on bag and baggage ; rarely used independently.
1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. IB.fi. 171 Come Shepheard, let vs

make an honorable retreit, though not with bagge and
baggage, yet with scrip and scrippage. 1812 Scott Fam.
Lett. 20 Sept. (1894) I. viii. 259, I wrote to Morritt that I

would make a raid on him with bag and baggage, scrip and
scrippage about Monday. i8s&Chamb. Jrnl. IV. 218, I..

found I should be knocked entirely to pieces
>

by the graze

and jam of the boxes and scrippage, as the tide of carrier-

ponies crushed past me.

t Scri'pper. Cant. Obs. (See quot.)

1591 Greene Not. Discov. Cosenage (1502) C 2, In high Lawe
The theefe is called a High lawier. He that setteth the
Watch, a Scripper. 1608 Dekker Itelman o/Lond. (ed. 2)

G 4 b.

Scrip-scrap, colloq. [reduplication ofScrap
sb.'] Miscellaneous scraps ; odds and ends.

[1804 J. Collins (title) Scripscrapologia.]_ 1894 Leisure
Hour Feb. 266 [Heading of a collection of snippets.] Scrip-

scrap.

Script * (skript). Also 5 skrlpt. [In ME. an
etymological spelling of Scrite (so OF. escript for

escrit :—L. scriptuni) ; later, ad. L. script-urn^

neut. pa. pple. of scribSre to write, used subst.]

1. Something written ; a piece of writing. Now
rare. + Script ofmart : see Mart $bJ>

C1374 [see Scrite]. c 1400 St. Alexius (Laud 108) 409
In his hond he fond a skript [Vernon MS. skrit; rime as
tyd]. 1600 Holland Livy xlii. 1129 Hedelivered unto them
a script to this effect as followeth. 1624 Fletcher Wifefor
Month 1. ii, Do you see this Sonnet, This loving Script ? do
you know from whence it came too? 1665 J. Eliot Commun.
Ch. Pref., A few copies of this small script are printed,

1690 Evelyn Let. Aug. in Pefys' Diary (1879) VI. 168

This hasty script is to acquaint you that [etc.]. 1723
Hearne's Collect. (O. H. S.) VII. 315 He delivered to me a
Parchment Script, .the words of which Script here follow.

1781 W. Pollard Let. to Dr. Parr 25 Feb. in P.'s Wks.
(1828) VIII. 383, I once more repeat, that any script of
paper assuring me of your welfare will give me the greatest

satisfaction. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia vm. ad fin., For-
give this feeble script, which doth thee wrong, Measuring
with little wit thy loftyLove. 1900 Coniemp. Rev. Mar. 374
The green banner with its script of gold.

fig. 1891 Harpers Mag. Mar. 534/2 A beardless face,

full of the script of years.

2. Handwriting, the characters used in hand-
writing (as distinguished from print). Also attrib.

,

as in script hand, letter.

i860 S. S. Haldeman Analyt. Orthogr. iii. 25 Script and
printing are essentially different. 1865 M. Pattison Ess.
(1889) I. 86 The press in each country.. reproduced exactly
the script-hand of each_ country. 1885 'S. Luska ' Asttwas
written 184 The writing is German Script. 1887 (title)

Script Letters for Perforating and Sewing. 1899 Huttom in

Life ofH. Calderzuood (1900) 288 It was written in full on
a sheet of ship paper in his own clear script.

b. Typogr. (In full script type?) A kind of type
devised to imitate the appearance of handwriting.
1838 Timperlev Printers* Matt. 63 Script Type. Script

was in former times called Cursive. 1841 W. Savage Diet.
Printing 751 Since 1820 theEnglish letter founders have
produced a variety of beautiful Scripts of different sizes.

1846 Wood <$• Shanvoocts Spec. Bk. Type
x Great Primer

Script, cast on a common Square Body.
c. Used ailrib. of systems of shorthand which

resemble longhand in general appearance and in

the movements of the hand that are required.
1888 (title) Science Victorious !. .Published by the Script

Phonography Co. of Scotland. Ibid. 7 Shorthand con-
structed on the Script or one-slope principle. 1907 Daily
Chron. 16 July 6/6 The shorthand was Mr. Malone's script

system.

3. A kind of writing, a system of alphabetical or

other written characters.

1883 Sayce Fresh Lt.fr. Anc. Monum. i. 15 The inscrip-

tions of Nineveh turned out to bewritten in the same lan-

guage and form of cuneiform script. 1883 I. Taylor At'
P/iabet I. 268 Thus both scripts were probably employed
concurrently for a considerable period. 1899 Athen&uw
26 Aug. 277/2 A., knowledge of Japanese, especially of its

complicated scripts. 1009 Expositor May 437 Recent excava-
tion has carried the history of the use of the Babylonian
script in Palestine a little further.

4. Law. x The original or principal instrument,

where there are part and counterpart \ Cf. rescript.

1856 Bouvier Amer. Law Did.(ed. 6) s.v. Part, Cove-
nants were formerly made in a script and rescript, or part

and counterpart.

5. In theatrical parlance, short for Manuscript.
(Written ''script.)

1897 Westm. Gaz. 13 May 10/ 1 Hearing of the success of
the play from a friend, Macready wrote asking to see the
'script. 1900 Ibid. 22 Mar. 10/1 Mrs. Campbell has had
the 'script of Tess' on her hands for quite a while.

t Script 2
. Obs. [Var, of Scrip j^.4] ^Scurp

sb.* 1.

1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. II. in. 374 The Bank of England
give no interest upon their notes, whereas the Bank of the
Universe improve what we have lying there to immense
advantage, far beyond what could be made in Script by
any Jew or clerk in the secretary office let into secrets.

SCRIPTUBAL.

Scriptioil (skri-pfan). [ad. I., scription-em,

f. scribere to write. Cf. OF. escripsion, escricion!\

+ 1. A writing ; a document ; an inscription. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillenieau's l'r. Chirurg. 5 b, To imploye

their time in the readings of my scriptsons [tic] and writ-

inges. 1607 Bp. J. King Serm. 5 Nov. 34 Let the scription

of those tables bee. Non nobis ttoiuitte{elc\ 1693 Drydes
Dcd. yd Misc., I care not much if I give this handle to our

bad illiterate Poetasters, for the defence of their Scriptions,

as they call them.
2. The action of writing, rare.
1802-12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 279

Recordation, registration, scription.

3. Handwriting ; a kind of handwriting, rare.

1846 Maskell Moii. Rit. II. p. xxxiv, The vellum is

rough, and the scription careless. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers
I. \iuote, This Angle-Saxon MS. is of the early part of the

ninth century, and a fac-simile of its scription is given by
Hickes. Ibid. I. iii. 275 Britain taught Ireland a peculiar

style of scription.

T Scriptita -tioa. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. *scrip-

litdtion-em, n. of action f. scriptitare, frequent, of

scrlbere to write.] Continual writing.

1653 R* Baillie Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 38 The^Brownisti,
whose contrary scriptitations had divulged all their divisions.

Scriptitious (skripti -j3s),a. rare. [f.L. script-,

ppl. stem of scribere to write + -itiols.] Com-
mitted to writing. Hence Soriptttiously adv.

1802-ia Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) I. 55 Scrip-

titious or scriptitiously delivered depositional testimony.

tScriptoir, -our. Obs. [Aphetic a. OF.
escriploire, ad. L. scriptorium : see Sckiptobium

and cf. Sckuioibe.] A pen-case.

1474 Caxton Chesse in. iii. (1883) 93 And that is signefied

by the scriptoire and the penne. 1513 Douglas ^Sntris xn.

Prol. 305, I hynt a scriptour and my pen furth tuike, Syne
thus begouth of Virgill the twelt buike.

Scriptor (skri-pt<J.t). rare. Also 6 -our. [a.

L. scriptor, agent-n. f. scribere to write. Cf.

OF. escriptor, scripteur.'] A writer, a scribe.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 306 Tacitus, The
Roman scriptour. 1847 Ld. Lindsay Chr. Art I. p. clxxiii.

No art was allowed there except that of the scriptor.

tScriptOre. Obs. Also8-ure. [? Etymologiz-

ing refashioning of scritoire, Scrutoibe.] A
writing-desk, escritoire.

1716 in J. O. Payne Engl. Calh. (1889) 84 Several of the

goods were very good, and particularly a scriptore. 1724
Let. to IV. Woods Swift's Wks. (1824) VII. 76 Every monied
man, instead of a scriptore, or an iron chest,., must have a
warehouse. 1732 in \V. Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 137 A
Scripture [escritoire]. 175a Ibid. 140 Old wainscot Scriptore.

Scriptorial (skriptoa-rial), a. [f. late L.

scriplori-us Scriptoby + -al.] Relating to or

used for writing.

1831 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) II. 156, I must not

take all your encomiums about my scriptoria] genius. 1859
Mactn. Mag. 31 Graphic or scriptorial materials.

+ Scriptcvrian, a. Obs. [Formed as prec. +
-ak.] = Scriptoby a.

1656 Blount Gtossogr., Scriptorian, of, belonging, or

serving to writing.

II Scriptorium (skriptOVrirm). PI. scrip-

toria, -rums. [med.L. f. L. script-, scribere to

write : see -obium.] A writing-room ; spec, the

room in a religious house set apart for the copying

of manuscripts.

1774 T. West Antiq. Furttess Expb Ground Plan, H, the
chapter-house, over which were the library and scriptorium.

1828 H. Angelo Remin. (1830) I. 66 The attics or scripto-

riums of the poets of the last age. 1874 Green Short
Hist. iii. § 1 (1882) 113 Writing-rooms or scriptoria, where
the chief works of Latin literature .. were copied and illu-

minated. 1907 Times, Ltt. Suppl. 18 Jan. 17/1 Drowsy in-

telligences and numbed fingers in a draughty scriptorium,

will easily account for deviations.

Scriptory (skri'ptari), a. and sb. rare. [ad. L.

scriptor i-us,i. script-, scribere to write : see -ORY.]

A. adj. 1. Pertaining to or used in writing.

a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. Tracts i. (1683) 82 Reeds,
Vallatory, Sagittary, Scriptory, and others. 1827 Carlyle
Germ. Rom. III. 21 Let the English reader fancy a Burton
writing, not an Anatomy^ 0/ Meianctwly, but a foreign

romance, through the scriptory organs of a Jeremy Ben-
tham. 1905 Daily Chron. 31 Jan. 4/3 There is a tendency
nowadays to unify the scriptory characters of all languages.

2. Expressed in writing, written.

1704 Swift Tale of Tub ii. 67 Of Wills, duo sunt genera,
Nuncupatory and Scriptory. 1805 Eugenia de Acton Nuns
ofDesert II. 133 Selwyn. .was assured that Aurora had no
intercourse, either verbally or scriptory, with any one.

B. sb. A writing-room, scriptorium.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 35 These clerks

to have dynners & soupers to theyre scriptory.^ 1844 Paley
Church Restorers 14 It was the favourite scriptory of the

writer.

Scriptour: see Scbiptor, Scriptlbk.

t Scri -ptule. Obs. [ad. L. scriptulum, var.

spelling of scripulum = scrupulus Scbuple.] The
weight called a scruple.

iooi Holland Pliny xxxili. iii. II. 463 A scriptule of gold

was taxed and valued at twentie sesterces.

Scriptural (skrrptiural), a. [ad. mod.L. scrip-

tiirdl-is, f. L. scriptiira Scripture.]

1. Based upon, derived from, or depending upon

Holy Scripture.
1641 J. Jackson True Evong. T. I. 53 A method.. very

Scriptural!, and Authentick. 1715 Watts Logic in. 1^(1736)
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333 The Importance of any scriptural Doctrine or Duty.
183a J. J. Buarr Sk. Reform. Fug. v. 95 An eager appetite

for Scriptural knowledge was excited among the people.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y //. XoU-bki. (1871] II. 219 Immense
engravings of Gothic or scriptural scenes. 1881 Stubus
Mcd.fr Mod. Hist, xii. (1S86) 288 The translation of the
Bible and Scriptural formula; of prayer.

2. Of or pertaining to writing.
1802-12 Blntham Ration, Judic. Evid. (1827) III. 28 Cases

of scriptural forgery [draw] upon the arts of the engraver,
the paper-maker [etc.]. 1841 DTskaeli Amen. Lit. (1867)

73 The day arrived that even barons were incited to scrip*
tural attempts.

Scripturalism (skri'ptiuraliz'm). [f. prec. -f

-ism.] Close adherence to or dependence upon
the letter of Holy Scripture.

1858 J. Martineau Stud.Ckr. 33 In every branch.. of the
Genevan Reformation.. a rigorous Scripturalism ^prevails.

1899 Dowden in Contemp. Rev. July 24 The spirit of the
Reformation.. lost some of its more liberal temper in a
narrow Scripturalism.

So Scripturalist, + ? one well versed in Holy
Scripture ; an advocate of scripturalism.

1725 De Foe Tour Gt. Srit. II. lii. 20 King Charles II
ridiculing the warm Disputes among some Critical Scrip-
turallists.. concerning the visible Church. 1857 Gladstone
Clean. (1879) VI. 84 Those Scripturalists of the present day,
who conceive that the measure..aims at the vindication of
Bible freedom against the tyranny of the church.

Scripturality (skriptiurarliti). [f. Scrip-

tural + -ITT.] Tne quality or condition of being

scriptural or based upon Holy Scripture.

1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 487 We give them credit for scrip*

turality of creed. 184a G. S. Faber Prov. Lett. (1844) H.
62 If we reject unscripturalhies, we must, would we be con*
sistent, reject Scripluralities also. 1904 J. Gibson Wal-
denses n The boldness and scripturality of the preaching.

Scripturalize (skri'ptiuralaiz), v. rare. [f.

Scriptural + -IZE.] trans. To render scriptural.

1858 F. W. Fades Spir. Confer. 382 This I must heighten,
modify and scripturalize a little.

Script/orally (skrrptiurali), adv. [f. Scrip-

tural + -ly 2.] Li accordance with the Scriptures

;

by means of Scripture.

1679 Penm Addr. Prot. 11. iii. Wks. 1782 IV. 80, I shall
briefly say something of what is not faith, before I speak of
that which appears to me to be truly and scripturally such.

1833 J. H. Newman Ariaiis i. \ 4 (1876) 112 A scripturally-
worded creed.

Scripturalness skrrptiuralnes). [f. as prec.

+ -n l.ss.] «* Scripturality.
1874 Morley Compromise i. (1888) 35 Firm persuasion of

the greater scripturalness of episcopacy. 1881 Brit. Q.
Rev. Jan. 42 Not upon the scripturalness or the rationality
of her creed, but upon its ecclesiastical authority.

+ Scriptura rian. Obs. [f. mod.L. scrip-

turarius (see next) + -an.] One who makes Holy
Scripture the sole authority for religious belief.

A form scriptuarins (i after textuarius) occurs in mod.L. 1

the printed reading in qriot. 1718 may be due to the author.
1678 Lively Oracles vt, \ 1. 165 Protestants, .being call'd

by thein [Romanists] in contemt .he Evangelical men, and
Scripturarians. 1718 Prideaux O. <fr N. Test. Connected \\.

v. (1719) 265 From hence they had the name of Karraites,
which is as much as to say Scriptu[r\arians.

t Scripturary. Obs. [ad. mod.L. scripturari-

tts, f. scriptura Scripture : see -aby.] = prec.

1659 Thorndike EpiL Trag. Ch. Eng. l xxvl 190 But,
there is another sort of Jews called Scripturaries,.. which
admit nothing but the leter of the Scriptures.

Scripture (skirptifu), sb. Forms: 4-6 scrip-

tur, scrypture, 5 scryptour, skreptour, skryp-
t(o)ur, 5-7 scriptour, 6 acriptuir, acriptor,

scryptor, akrypture, akripture, acriture, 4-
acripture. [ad. L. scriptura writing, f. script-,

seribe*rc to write : see -ure. Cf. OK. escriture,

also written tscripture Craod.F. ecriture), Sp., Pg.
escritura, It. scrittura.]

I. (Usually with capital initial.) The sacred

writings of the Old or New Testament, or (more
usually) of both together ; Holy Writ ; the Bible,

Often with holy prefixed.

a. Scripture (without demonstrative).
a 1300 Cursor M. 327 For-bi es godd, als sais scripture.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 6452 And this ageyns holy scripture. 1447
Bokenmam Seyntys Prol. 60 (Horstm.) And to thys manyfolu
of nature Exaunplys accordyth weel scrypture. c 1485
Digby Plays, Mary Magd. 1522 And on be sonday, he gan
rest take, as skryptur declarytt pleyn. c 1511 \st Eng. Bk,
Amer. (Arb) Introd. 31 They haue theyr scrypture in ye
Greekes speche. 1565 Stapleton tr. Staphylus* Afol. 167
He acknowledged the bookes off the Machabees for Scrip,
ture. 1596 Shaks. Merck, V. 1. iii. 99 Marke you this Bas-
santo, The diuell can cite Scripture for his purpose. 1638
Chillingworth Relig. Prot. 1. 11. 54 Scripture is as perfect
a rule of Faith as a writing can be. 1746 Hervey Medit.
<i8i8) 53 Every page of scripture will sanctify thy passion.

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. i. I. 82 The extreme Puritan .

.

employed, on every occasion, the imagery and style of Scrip-
lure. 185a Manning Grounds 0/Faith it. 28 Holy Scripture
is Holy Scripture only in the right sense of Holy Scripture.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 264 The revelation of God in
nature is presupposed by that in Scripture.

0, the {Holy) Scripture. Now rare*
a 1300 Cursor M. 22168 Queber bat he be crist or nai, pat

bai of here be scriptur sai. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour Ixxx'u.

11906) 105 Ensaumpte is of Sarra, whom the scripture hathe
in grct Recommendation. 1676 Glanvill Ess. Pht'los. <V

Relig. v. 24 That there is a Goa ; or, That the Scripture is

his Word. 1741 Johnson Morin in Gcntt. Mag. XI. 377/2

After his Return [from Mass] he read the Holy Scripture,
dined at eleven [etc.]. 1831 Scott Ct. Rout, xxviii, I have
. .renounced what the Scripture calls the pride of life.

7. pi. the {Holy) Scriptures, (j In early use

also without article.)

138a Wyclif John v. 39 Seke ;e scripturis. 1516 Tindale
1 Cor. xv. 4 Accordynge to the scriptures [138a Wyci.ie vp
the scripturis^ 1388 after scripturis]. c 1560 A. Scott Focms
(E. E. T. S.) 1. 171 Cans everye stait to pair vocatioun go,
Scolastik men be scriptouris to descrywe, And maiestratis
to vse pe swerd also. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 111. xx.xiii. 206
The Scriptures are not made Laws, by the Universall Church.
1704 Nelson Fest. fy Fasts xviii. (1739) 229 The Perfection
and Perspicuity of the holy Scriptures. 178a Priestley
Nat. <5- Rez'. Relig. I. Pref. 35, I would teach the knowledge
of the scriptures only. 1831 Scorr Ct. Robt. i, But while
many of the converts were turning meekly towards their
new creed, some, .were limiting the Scriptures by their own
devices. 1871 E. F.Burr Ad Fideue i. 7 The Scriptures,
illuminators of mankind.

b. A particular passage or text of the Bible.

Now rare (after biblical use).

138a Wvclik Mark xii. 10 Wher ge han not rad this scrip-

ture [so all later versions]. The stoon the which [etc.]. 1565
A llen Defence Purg. xvii. 283 For which we haue broughte
diuerse scriptures, all construed by most learned fathers for

that sense. 1607 R. Wilkinson Serin. Whitehall 1 This
whole chapter is a scripture written for women. 18x8 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxvii, I have marked a scripture.. that will be
useful to us baith. 1845 Kitto Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s. v. Scribes,
At the close of this striking Scripture our Lord thus describes
these men. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 44 Worse than had
he heard his priest Preach an inverted scripture, sons of men
Daughters of God.

C. Something as surely true as Holy Scripture
;

-= Gospel sb. 4.

1573 G. Harvey Common-pl. Bk. (Camden) 10 Marri not
so, that I can strait WW take it for scripture what soeuer he
hath giun his wurd for.

d. sing, ox pi. Sacred writings or records.
1581 Marbeck Bk. ofNotes 257 A Councell. .decreed, .that

no Scripture be read in the Church, but Canonicall. 1764
Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) IV. 358 His [Homer's] works and
those of his successors were the scriptures of the nation.

1841 Elphisstone Hist. India I. v. 225 The system.. pro-
fesses to be founded on the authority of the Vedas, and
appeals for proofs to texts from those Scriptures. 1854
Ihoreau Walden (1884) 116 Most men do not know that
any nation but the Hebrews have had a scripture.

e. fig. and allusively.

174a Young Nt. Th. ix. 644 'Tis elder Scripture, writ by
God s own hand ; Scripture authentic ! uncorrupt by man.
1774 Blrke Sp. Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 369 Here, Sir, is a
canonical book of ministerial scripture ; the general epistle

to the Americans. 1839*48 Bailey Festus 281 Festus. What
are ye orbs? The words of God—the Scriptures of the
skies? 1908 W. Raleigh in S. Lee's Shaks. Tr. <y Cr.
Introd. 16 This scripture [Guido's History of Troy] was
divulged in England, for the benefit of the men of Shake-
speare s time, in two principal versions.

2. The action or art of writing ; handwriting, pen-

manship. Also carter, written characters. Now rare.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 255 Somme men have

chaungede the names for feirenesse of scripture. 1426-7 in
Cat. Proc. Ckanc. Q. Eliz. I. (1827) Introd. 21 Symkyn hathe
had the hole scripture rased of a chartre undre the seal of
armez of my lord of York. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. Re-
capit. L in Ashm. {1652) 186 By Fygures, and by Colors, and
by Scrypture playne. 1535 Coverdale Ezra iv. 7 The
scripture of y* letter was wrytten in the Syrians speach.

1847 Disraeli Tancred 11. xii, The handwriting was of that
form of scripture which attracts ; refined yet energetic

;

full of character. 1875 Ruskin Fors Clav. lviii. 295 The
wooden blocks of Germany abolished the art of scripture.

3. An inscription or superscription j a motto,

legend, or posy. Also, in generalized use, in-

scribed words. Obs. exc. arch.

13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 1546 When hit be scrypture hade
scraped wyth a strof penne. tfi374 Chaucer Troylus in.

1369 Sone after this they speke of sondry thinges, As fil to

purpos of this aventure, And pleyinge entrechaungeden hir

ringes. Of which I can nought tellen no scripture. 1420
Hen. V Let. in Rymer/^aMWvrt^og) IX. 907/2 As touching
the Scripture of the Seeles, us seemeth that this word Re-
gent may be owte wel ynogh. c 1440 Gcsia Rom. xxxii.

123 (Add. MS.), On the batle was this scripture written, he
that shall pleye with me [etc.], 1447 Bokenham Seyntys x.

234 (Horstm.) In hys hand holdyng a scrypture, Wych
wrytyn was wy* lettrys of gold. 1463 Bury Wilts (Camden)
40 My owune seel of sHvir, therin a egle with scripture.

1533 J. Coke in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 44 With a scrip-

ture over ber head, saiyng that Love was lighter then a
fether. 1540 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 98 For my grave a
picture of lat ten. .with scriptur about it and the iiij evau-

gelistes. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 90 The xvilj.

day of the same monyth [July 1554] stode a man on the

pyllery. . with a paper and a scryptor on hys hed, that was
consentynge there-to. a 1600 Ftodden F. iv. (1664) 32 A
certain scrall, whose scripture said.Jack of Norfolk be not

too bold. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. roo Three fair basons, . . with

a Scripture, Orate pro anima Will. Normanton. 1900 Hope
in Yorks. Archaeol. Jrnl. XV. 296 A scroll with this scrip-

lure. .Benedicitefontes Domino.

4. A written record or composition
; //. writings.

Obs. exc. arch.
Sometimes with more or less allusion to sense 1 ; cf. id, l e.

1382 Wyclip Isa. xxxviii. 9 The scripture of Ezechie, king

of Juda. c 1386 Chaucer KntJ's T. 1186 And over his heed

ther shynen two figures Of sterres, that been cleped in

scriptures, That oon Puella, that other Rubeus. a 1400-50

A lexander 2 1 19 (Ashmole) Scamandra be slire node be scrip-

tour it callis. £1450 Lovelich Merlin 5799 So now we
knowen be that scripture of these aventures. 1611 Shaks.

Cymb. in. iv. 83 What is heere, The Scriptures of the Loyall

Leonatus, All turn'd to Heresie? 1755 Smollett Quix.
(1803) II. 239, I am nut so well read in the scriptures of

errantry as your worship. 1845 Trenxh Huts. Led. 1. 15
Through a Scripture alone, that is, through a written record,

could any great epoch.. transmit itself unimpaired to the
after world. 1876 Swinburne Erechthcns 517, I had made
no question of thine eyes or heart, Nor spared to read the

scriptures in them writ, Wert thou my son.

t b. In generalized use : Written composition.

1390 Gower Conf.Xl. 89 Thei that writen the scripture

Of Grek, Arabe, and of Caldee. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 5 But for to tellyng alle the circumstaunces..
Conveyed be scripture with fulle grete excellense ; Alle to
declare, I have noone eloquence. 1430-40 — Bockas 1. xv.

(r494) e iij, And as poetis recorde by scripture He callyd

was the faire adonydes. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M.
Aurel. (1546) C iiij, There haue bene many famous and
renoumed by scripture and leming. 1595 Locrine I. ii. 34,
I will dite an aliquant loue-pistle to her, and then she hear-
ing the grand verbositie cf my scripture, will loue me pre-

sently.

f c. />/ scripture : in writing ; on record. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. (1868) 17, I haue put it in

scripture and remembraunce. c 1470 Harding Chron. lxxiii.

xix, The Secretorye shulde put it in scrypture. 1535 Cover-
dale Ecclus. xliv. 5 They ..brought forth the pleasaunt
songes in scripture. 1571 Campion Hist. Iret. 11. vii. (1633)

99 It shall never bee chronicled, nor remaine m scripture,.

.

that Ireland was lost by my negligence. 1609 Bible (Douay)
1 Mace. xii. 21 It is found in Scripture of the Spartians,
and the Jewes that they are bretheren.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attributive, with

the sense 'of or pertaining to Holy Scripture ', as

in scripture-lesson
%
light\ mine, sword; 'recorded

in Holy Scripture*, as in scripture account, history',

miracle, saint, story.

1718 Atterbury Serm. (1734) I. 195 The "Scripture Ac.
counts of these things are short. 1693 J. Edwards A ut/ior.

.

O. <y N. Test. I. 305 Mr. Selden. .avers that the most im-'

pious Customs among the Gentiles had their Original from'

Scripture-History. 1821 Scott Kenihv.Wi, Scenes takenfrom
Scripture history. 1867 W. L. Collins Public Schools 56
There is a "Scripture or Greek Testament lesson at 4. 1627
Sanderson Serm. (1681) I. 262 By reason of the darkness of
their understandings,and the want of #Scripture-light. 1781
Cowper Hope 298 That cannot bear the blaze of scripture

light. 1781 — Retireiu. 698 Strong judgment lab'ring

in the "scripture mine. 1751 J. Brown Ess. on Shaftes-
bury's Charac. 284 This seems to be the true light, in

which the evidence arising from the "scripture-miracles

ought to be placed. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 1. Pref. 12
The Prayers of the greatest and most illuminated "Scripture-

Saints are rather frequent. 17x1 Steele Sped. No. 142 t2
The Tapestry Hangings, with the great and venerable

Simplicity of the "Scripture Stories, had [etc.]. 1736 Geutt.

Mag. VII. 345/1 The World assails thee with ambition, wield

Tby "scripture-sword.

b. attrib., passing into adj., with the senses * used

in or adopted from Holy Scripture ', as in scrip-

tureexpressionjanguage, name,phrase,^ speaking,

style, word-, ' derived from, prescribed by, or con-

formable to Holy Scripture, scriptural ', as in scrip-

ture church, doctrine, notion, proof, rule, view,

warrant.
1720-1 Lctt.fr. Mist's Jrnl. (1722)11. 94 One might justly

have expected, that their Opposition to the "Scripture

Church should have been clearly demonstrated, from the
Writings of the New Testament. >7ia S. Clarke {title) The
"Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Hydriot. \. t Collectible from "Scripture-expression. 1791
Boswell Johnson an. 1773, 3 A^r., A scripture expression
may be used, like a highly classical phrase, to produce an
instantaneous strong impression. 1745 L Mason Self-
Knoivl. u iii. (1853) 33 A good and a had Principle, (called

in "Scripture-Language the Flesh and the Spirit). 1713
Steele Guardian No. 132/4 When thou art converted, thou
must take to thee a "Scripture-Name. 1861 Mrs. Stowe
Pearl Orr's 1st. iv. 24 Miss Jones . . called her twins Tiglath-
Pileser and Shalmaneser— Scriptur' names both, but I never
liked 'em. 1650, Pearson Creed 353 For in this particular the
"Scripture-notion of priority excludeth an antecedent, but
inferreth not a consequent. 1649 Milton Eikon. i. 10 The
lip-work of every Prelatical Lkurgist, clapt together, and
quilted outof*Scripturephrase. i8a7[ApPEKLEv] Turf{1852)

125 The Scripture phrase, .is now every day being verified,

the race not being to the swift. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. n.
vii. § 9 "Scripture-proofe. . in strength & value exceedeth all.

167a Disc. Cone. Evang. Love 68 The sentence of Natural
Reason, or "Scripture-Rule. 1834 Tractsfor Times No. 22.

7

TotrythisAthanasianCreedbyScripturerules. 1617 Hikkon*
Wks.{xtio) II. 369 The last clause, ' Thou wilt not despise ',

is to be obserued also, as being; such which, in "Scripture-

speaking, betokeneth more then is expressed. i686[Hickes]
SPec. B. Virg. 30 S. Ignatius . . mentions her by the name of

plain Mary in the "Scripture-stile. 1791^ Fash. World 216
From a "scripture view of what real religion is. 1834 Tracts
for Times No. 24 {title) The Scripture View of the Apos-
tolic Commission. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xix, The bits o'

stane idols were broken in pieces by *Scripture warrant.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 948 There are vsed also "Scripture-

Words. 1851 Pusev Let. Bp. London (ed. 3) 127/1 That
wide-opened Hand, trickling (in Scripture-words) with 'the
Blood of God '.

o. Objective and objective-genitive, as in scripture

knowledge, qnoter, scorning (adj.), searcher \ adver-

bial, as in scripture diviner, learned adj. (hence
-leamedness), -read adj.

1826 W. E. Andrews Exam. Fox's Cat. Prot. Saints
2^ His list of heterogeneous fanatics and "scripture-

diviners. 1661 BoVL&Style ofScript. (1675) 140 Every new
degree of "Scripture-knowledge. 1579 W. Wilkinson Con*
fat. Earn. Love A ij b, Vnto which. .holy annoynting no
conceited *Scripturelearned orDoctour of the letter . . hath in

these days attained. 1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. vi. (1625) 28
In whose bookes nothing is more frequent then the tearm-
ing of Gods reuerend ministers, and preachers, Scripture*

learned. 1608 H. Clapiiam Errour Right Hand 49 Leaue
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your *Scripture-learnednesse, and submit your selfe to the

spirit of Loue. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3)

II. 268 [In women-convict ships] there was not a single

'Scripture-quoter, such as we find in men-ships. 1888

Doughty Arab. Des. I. 144 Great "scripture-read scholars.

1503 Nashe Christ's T. 58 Bold blasphemies and 'Scripture-

scorning ironies against God. 1844 Ld. Leigh Walks in

Country ISO The humble *scnpture-searcherprays for grace.

d. Special combinations : Scripture Janus

nonce-wd., one who quotes Holy Scripture ' both

ways'; t Scripture-proof a., secured by Holy

Scripture ; Scripture-reader, (a) a reader of the

Scriptures; so scripture-reading; (b) one who is

employed to read the Bible to the uneducated poor

in their own houses ; scripture-wort, letter-lichen.

1715 PiTTis Life Radcliffe 53, I cannot be indue'd to love

a •Scripture-Janus, such as is the Arch-Bishop of Glascow.

1641 Sanderson Serin. (1681) II. 5 When their doctrines

were found not to be »Scripture-proof. 1647 Trapp Comm.
1 Cor. ii. (1656) 663 Our whole preaching must be Scrip-

ture-proof, or it will burn, and none be the better for it. 1625

Godwyn Moses ti Aaron 1. ix. 43 They had their name DWp
Karaim,.. or 'Scripture readers, because they adhered to

Scripture alone. l88» Ogilvie, Scripture-reader, one

employed to read the Bible in private houses among the poor

and ignorant. 1849 Stovel Canne's Necess. 55 These "scrip-

ture-reading believers in the Lord. 1856 "Scripture-wort

[see letter-lichen, Letter ii. 1
8). 1866 in Treas. Bot.

t Scripture, »• Obs. [f. Scrotum: sb.'] trans.

To write, place on record.

C1470 Harding Chron. cxlii. xv, At Newerke died, at

Worcester sepultured, In chronicles, as is playnly scryptured.

Ibid, cxi.vn. ii, As some menne wrote the right lyne to de-

pryue, Through great falshed made it to bee scriptured.

t Scrrptored, a. Obs. Also 6 scryptured.

[f. ScRTPTURE sb. + -ED 2
.]

1. Learned or versed in the Scriptures ; well ac-

quainted with Holy Scripture.

153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 391/2 Me semeth it is.

.

of such a scriptured manne not very scripturelye spoken.

'533 — Answ. Poysoned Bk. Wks. 1093/1 Whither he bee

scryptured or not, he hath a very bare barain wytte when

he can wene y* this argument were aught.

2. Warranted by Holy Scripture.

1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) E 2 b, Although there be

nothing more plentifully scriptured nor buriall exemples.

3. Coveied with writing.

1856 D. G. Rossetti Burden 0/ Nineveh xx, Those

scriptured flanks it cannot see. 1899 T. S. Moore Vine-

dresser 35 When I read from the scriptured scroll Those

ancient words I prize.

Scriptureless(skri-ptiuiles),a. [-LESS.] Not

according to or founded upon the Scriptures.

1563 Davidson Ansiv. to Kennedy in Wodrow Sec. Misc.

1. 238 He callis thaim factious men, because thay will not

subscrive to Scriptureles Councels. 1606 Birnie Kirk-

Buriall ti$n) B3, Buriall is ordinarilie traduced asascrip-

turelesse thing. 1885 A. Blackburn in Homiletic Rev.

July 57 There is a godless spiritualism, a Christless Uni-

tarianism, and a Scriptureless ' new theology '.

t Scrrpturely, a. Obs. [f. Scripture sb. +

-LT 1.] Scriptural.

1549 Olde Erasm. Par. Eph. Prol. 2 In scripturely fastyng,

in ghospellike prayer. 1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 45 The
which scripturely speche S. Paul vseth thus.

tScrrpturely, adv. Obs. [-ly 2
.] Scriptarallr,

1532 [see Scriptured///. a.'J.

Scripturian (skriptiuaTian), sb. and a. rare.

Also 7 -ean. [f. Scripture sb. + -ian.]

A. sb. A biblical scholar ; a scripturist.

1599 Chapman Hum. Days Mirth G 3 b, Flo. Cursed be

he that maketh debate twixt man & wife. Lent. O rare

scripturian ! you haue sealed vp my lips, a 1612 Harinc-

ton Epigr. (1633) iv. Ixxxiii, Great Scriptureans . . , That

cite Saint Paul at every bench and boord.

B. adj. = Scrifturarian a.

1826 Examiner 35/2 An Irish Priest.. had called him a

Bible-reading vagabond, a Scripturian rapscallion, &c.

merely because he refused to part with his Bible.

Scripturiency (skriptiftaTiensi). [f. Scrip-

turient : see -enct.] A mania for writing.

1652 Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 262 Though scrip-

turiency be a fault in feeble pens. 1685 Reflect, on Baxter
1 The Disease of Scripturiency in R. B. taken notice of.

1717 Entertainer Ho. 3. 18 This Bladder of Scripturiency.

Scripturient (skriptiu» -ricnt), a. and sb. [ad.

L. scriptnrient-, pres. pple. of late L. scriplurire

to desire to write, f. L. script-, scribfre to write.]

A. adj. Having a desire for writing or authorship.

1643 Copy 0/ Two Lett. 5 This I know, that a Scripturient

Engine, may finde matter enough for exercise in Gerson,

Bucerus.and other moderne Authors, which yet lye un-

answered. 1710 R. Ward Li/e H. More 151 He labour'd

under the Scripturient Disease, a 1711 Ken Lett. Wks.

(1838) 84 There is a remarkable scripturient person, who
keeps correspondence with your adversaries here.

B. sb. One who has a passion for writing.

1659 Heylin Examen Hist. 11. Pref., Most of our late

Scripturients affecting rather to be doing, then to be

punctual! and exact in what they doe.

T Scripturing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Scripture sb.

+ -ING l.J Reading or discussing of the Scriptures.

1588 J. Udai.l Dioirephes (Arb.) 7 As for these contro-

uersies and this Scripturing, I neuer trouble my selfe with it.

Scriptnrism (skri-ptiuriz'm). [f. Scripture

sb. + -ISM.]

."L Reliance upon the Scriptures alone ; devotion

to Scripture.

1864 Gladsionk in Morley Li/e v. x. (1903) II. 165 This

286

rude shock to the mere scriptnrism which has too much
prevailed. 1889 T. K. Chevne Orig. Psalter v. (1891) 202

The Song of the Sun was provided with a new conclusion

more in harmony with the intense Scripturism of the post-

Exile period.

2. A Scripture phrase or expression.

1884 J. W. Hales Notes \ Ess. on Shaks. 181 There are

several ' scripturisms ' in Hamlet.

Scripturist (skri-ptiurist). [f. Scripture sb.

+ -IST.]

L One who is versed in the Scriptures.

1661 Boyle Style of Script. (1675) 140 To engage us to

grow ready Scriptunsts. 1713 Nelson Life Bull 509 He
was also esteemed a very good Grecian and a great Scrip-

turist. 179a W. Newcome Eng. Biblical Transl. 6 Wiclif

was not only a good divine and scripturist, but well skilled

in the civil, canon, and English law. 1878 C. Stanford
Symb. Christ ii. 38 The Puritan fathers, those_ devout

Scripturists, delighted to say that they found in Scripture a

hundred and eight of His names.

2. One who bases his religious belief or opinions

upon Scripture alone.

1624 Godwyn Moses # Aaron (1641) 47 The Sadduces

were termed D'i-np Karaim, Biblers, or Scripturists. 1737

Waterland Rev. Doctr. Eucharist Introd. git must argue

great Conceitedness. .for a Man to expect to be heard, or

attended to, as a Scripturist, or a Textuary, in opposition to

the Christian World.

t Scri'pulOUS, * Obs. rare. Also 5 screpu-

lus, 6 scripulus. By-form of Scrupulous : cf.

Scriple sb.

1464 Coventry Lect Bk. 328 For-somoche as the mater

dependyng betwix Joh. Abery & Will. Bedon on that oon
partie and Will. Huet on the other.. ys screpulus & doubte-

full. 1549 Compl. Scot. 165 Sum scripulus preistis, hefand

there consciens subiect to traditions. i6ox Yarington Two
Lament. Trag. 1. iii. in Bullen O.PI. IV., Peace, conscience,

peace, thou art too scripulous. Ibid. iv. vi, It cannot out

Unlesse your love will be so scripulous That it will over,

throwe your selfe and me.

Scris, variant pi. form of Scrite.

Scritch (skritj), sb. arch. Also 6 skrych, 0-7

scrich, skrieh, 7 skritch. [See the vb.] A
screech, shriek, loud cry.

1313 More m Half's Chron. Rich. Ill (1550) 4 b, With
pitefull scriches she repleneshyd the hole mancion. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. I. 560 Monstrous skritches are heard round

about this mountaine. 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondts

Banish d Virg. 100 Gave she not her selfe over to scritches

and cries. 1797 Coleridge Christabel 1. xvii, Perhaps it is

the owlet's scritch. 1833 Tennyson 'My life isfull 20

Sudden scritches of the jay.

t Comb. 1582 Stanyhurst Mneis iv. (Arb.) 120 Up to the

sky staring, with belling skrichcrye she toareth.

Scritch (skritj), v. arch. Forms: 3, 6-7 scrich,

4 skriche, 6 skritche, 6-7 skrieh, 6- scritch.

[Onomatopoeic : cf. Scrike, Shriek vbs.] intr.

To utter a loud cry, screech, shriek.

a 1250 Owlfy N. 223 (Jesus MS.) pu scrichest & yollest

to bine fere, pat hit is gryslich to ihere. 13. . SeuynSag.
(W.) i20oLoude he gan to crie and skriche [rime dichej.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 45 She cried out, and all her

maides skriched with her. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia v. (1598)

441 Then would she imagine . . she heard the cries of hellish

ghosts, then would she skritch out for succour. 1631 J.

Hayward tr. BiondCs Eromena 99 With a shril voice he

suddenly scritch'd out. 1652 Gaule Magastrom. 181 The
pyes chattering about the house, the owles scritching. 1840

Browning Sordcllo 11. 458 Only let.. the hungry curlew

chance to scritch Or serpent hiss it, rustling through the rift,

However loud, however low.

Hence Scritehing vll. sb. and///, a.

1592 Nashe Strange Newcs F 1, Like a scritching night-

owle. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 314 Then began

their sorrowes afresh, with pitious scriching and teares. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 700 Squeaking or skriching Noise. Ibid.

§ 713 Feare causeth Palenesse ; . .Starting ; and Skritching.

1648 Gage West lud. 155 This is a very rude sport, and full

of scrieching and hideous noise. 1888 Doughty A rab. Des.

I. 305 We heard scritching owls sometimes in the still night.

Scri'tch-owl. Now arch. Forms: see Scritch

sb. [f. Scritch sb. + Owl.] = Screech-owl.

1530 Palsgr. 268/1 Scrytche houle a byrde. Ibid. 271/1

Skrytche heule. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. 383 Whll'st the

scritch-owle, scritching loud, Puts the wretch that lies in

woe, In remembrance of a shroud. 1609 B. Jonson Masque
ofQueensWks. 1616 1. 951 The Scrich-owles egges, and the

feathers blacke, .. I haue been getting. 1S97 Collier Ess.

Mor. Sub/. 11. (1709) 24 The Warbling of Cats and Scritch.

Owls. 1813 Coleridge Remorse iv. iii. 6 The scritch-

owl only wakes. _.^ '

. _.

transf. and fig. 1594 Contention 11. (1843) 151 Bring forth

that fatall scrichowle to our house, That nothing sung to vs

but bloud and death. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. ill.

187 What is noore, and silly man alone, but a very scrich-

owle, and satyre.

attrib. 1790 Coleridge Music, 'Tis thou who pour st the

scritch-owl note.

Scritch-SCratch. [Reduplicated formation

on Scratch.] Continual scratching. Hence

Scritch-scratching vbl. sb.

1842 Blackw. Mag. LI. 320 One could not work ; be never

could whilst men were making such a scritch-scratch with

their pens. 1881 Ethel Coxon Basil Plant I. 67 Do leave

that confounded scritch-scratching alone this afternoon.

t Scrite. Obs. Also 3-4 scrit, 4 scritte,

skryt(e, scriit, skrite, //. scris, 4-5 scryt(e, 5

skrit. [Aphetic a. OF. escrit : see Escript.] A
writing, written document.
1297 R- Glouc (Rolls) 7682 Let it write clene ynou &

bat scrit dude iwis In be tresorie at westmunstre bere ltaut

is. a 1300 Cursor M. 17634 pai . .raght him for to rede fat
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scritte. 1303 R. Brunne Hatutl. Synne 7002 To Seynt Ihon

he wrote a skryte. 13.. Sir Beues 1240 (A.) Al in solas

and in delit pow most him bere bis ilche scriit ! c 1320 Sir

Tristr. 1944 Swiche cas him was bi falle As we finde in

scrite. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8071 We
fynde writen in our scrytes Of swylk manere of spyntes.

1338 — Chron. (1810) 224 pe chartres and i>c sens. 13..

K. Alls. 2936 (Bodl. MS.), pat ich habbe by a skryt }ou

seide Oiber see shullen ben sore ennoyed. c 1374 Chaucer

Troylus 11. 1130 She..seyde scryt [v.rr. sent, script] lie

bille, For loue of god..Ne bryng me noon, a 1400 in Eng.

Gilds (1870) 357 Treweleche a-countes jelde to godemen of

be town twy3es by be jere, by skore ober by scryt. a 1400

.S/..«4&.r«w (Vernon) 409 In his hand he heold a skrit. c 1450

St. Cuthbcrt (Surtees) 6520 pis semys agayn saint bede scrite.

tScrithe, v. Obs. Forms: I scrifian, 3

scripen, 4skrith, skrythe,5 scrith(e, scryth(e;

pa.t. 1 sera*, 3 scra5, scrotS ;
pa. pple. 1 seriden,

scritSen, 3 iscriSen, 5 scrithen, -in, -yn. [A

Common Teut. str. vb. : OE. scridan =- OS. scriSan,

scridan,OHG.scrilan (MliG. scrilen, G. schreiten),

ON. skriSa :—OTeut. *shripan, *skridan.~\

1. intr. To go, pass ; in OE. also, to glide, creep

;

to wander.
Bcolvulfit] Hwyder helrunan hwyrflum scribaS. c 1205

Lay. 4109 pa iherde Stater.. mid rnuchele Scot ferde he

scraS to bisse Ionde. Ibid. 10809 Whar beo ;e mine Scotles

scriSeS me biside. a 1352 Minot Perms (ed. Hall) v. 68

pe schipmen of Ingland sailed ful swith pat none of be

Normandes fro bain might skiith.

2. In immaterial sense.

a 1000 Cnthlac 942 (Gi.) Dajas forS scridun. c 1340 Ham.
tole Pr. Treat. (1866) 2 note 3, per skrythes in to my mynde
delyciost swetnes. 1434 MlSYN Mending ofLife xi. 126 In

bi swetnes scryth in-to me.

b. To fall or lapse {into sin).

1434 Misyn Mending of Life i. 107 Truly a man I saw of

qwhome bai sayd bat fyftene 3ere his body [he] chastisyd

with meruelus scharpnes and afterward sknthyn into synne

with his seruandis wife. 1435 — Eire of Love 11. i. 70 5't

many after penans has fallin fro innocence eftsoyns scrythand

to ydilnes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 326/1 To be Scrythen (Scry.

thin.4.), illabi.

3. intr. and rejl. To urge, entreat.

c 1250 Ceu. tf Ex. 1055 He. .scroS him wel, And bead hem
hom to is ostel To herbergen wi5 him oat nijt. Ibid. 1834

Iacob was wo Sat he is for-soc, And scro5 him so Bat sum
he oor tok. Ibid. 2023 Often 3he Srette, often 3be scroB,

Oc al it was him o-like lo3.

Hence tScrithintr//>/.a., passing away, wander-

ing, erring.

1435 Misyn Fire of Love 1. xxii. 49 Criste truly had no

scnthyng boghtis. Ibid. 11. ix. 92 As if maners or riches or

faytnes frenschyp be had with yll maneis, riches scribinge,

fayrnes wastyd.

t Scri-thel, a. Obs.-" In 5 scrythylle. [repr.

OE. *scriSol (found in ividscriM far-wandering,

roving), f. root scriS- (see prec.).] Fleeting.

1483 Cath. Angl. 326/1 Scrythylle, labilis.

Scritoire, scritore, obs. ff. Scrutoire.

tScritory. Obs. Anglicization of Escritoire.

1687 Miege Gt.Fr. Dict.u, Scritory, a great sort of Cabinet

with Drawers, and the conveniency of a Table to write upon,

bureau. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Scrutoir, or Scritory.

Scrittoir, Scriture : see Scrutoike, Scripture.

+ Scrivan. Obs. Anglicized form of next.

In the examples relating to India it may be a. Pg. cscrivao.

1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 16 There scryuan eucr

wrytyng our names man by man as we entred in the presens

of the sayd Lordes. 1631 Lithgow Trav. x. 460 [He]com-

inanded the Scriuan to draw vp a Warrant. 1698 Fryer

Ace. E. India t, P. 112 Few of their Great Men or Mer-

chants can read, but keep a Scrivan of the Gentues. 1711

C. Lockyer Ace. Trade in India 153 Scrivans at the fort.

Scrivans and boatmen at Canton.

attrib. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 450, I was brought forth

before these foure Caualliers, . . and the Scriuan-table set,

with pen and paper to write my confession.

II Scriva'H.0. Obs. Also 7 scriuana, skrivano,

8 //. scrivani. [It. = F. (crivain (see Scrivein).

Cf. prec. and Escbivan.] A professional writer

;

a notary ; one who keeps accounts ; a clerk, etc.

1581 J. Bell Haddons Answ. Osorius 403 There must a

Bull be desired at the length I suppose, or some scrow of

Release from the Popes Scnvanoes. 1596 Nashe Saffron

Walden O 2, If there were euer a paltrie Scnuano, betwixt

a Lawieis Clark & a Poet, or smattering pert Boy [etc.].

c 1605 E. Scot in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 111. 169 He
bad me I should shew his Scriuana those Captaines. 1626

Shirley Brothers iv. i, You do not know the quirks of a

Scrivano, A dash undoes a Family. 178a Ann. Reg. 11. 14

The scrivani, or commissaries, who have the department of

warrants, arrests, and police, are allowed no pay.

t Scrive, sb.1 Obs. A shriek, a noise.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 951 1 The shippes on a shene fyre shot

bai belyue, That the low vp lightly launchit aboute ; And all

chrickenede with the scriue burgh the styrn ost.

Scrive (skraiv),^^ [f.ScRivEw.2.] = Scribe.;*.2

1839 Chatto Wood Engraving? ' To scrive '.. signifies, in

our own language, to cut numerals or other characters on

timber with a tool called a scrive.

Scrive (skrsiv), v. Also 4 skr-. [Formation

somewhat uncertain ;
perh. aphetic for Descrive.]

1 1. a. trans. To describe, b. intr. To write. Obs.

13.. Ipotis 399 (Vernon MS.) in Horstm. Altcngl. Leg.

(1881) 34s Glotenye, I wol nowskriue, Is among monkunne

ful ryue. 1:1430 Hymns Virgin (1895) 58 How niankinde

doob bigynne is wondir for to scryue so. a 1529 Skelton

Agst. Garnesche iv. 91 It semyth nat thy pyllyd pate Agenst a

poyet lawreatTo takevpon the for to scryue. 153° Palsgr.

707/2, I scryve a thyng, 1 discrybe the maner of it, je

desert's. . .
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2. tram, -Scribe v.

18*9 Brockett A''. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Strive, to mark o*
scratch wood or metal. 1839 [see Scrive j^. 2

]. 1874
Thearle Naval Anhit. 143 When the lines of the sections
or frames are accurately drawn, they are scratched or
*scrived ' in by a sharp-pointed tool.

Scrive, obs. (north.) form of Shrive v.

Scrive-board (skrai"V|bo»id). Shipbuilding.
[f. Scrive v.] A large drawing-board made of
planks, on which the lines of a vessel are scribed.
1869 Sir E. Reed Shipbuild. xx. 429 The name commonly

given to these boards by the workmen is the scrive or striv-
ing boards. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 59 When the
lines are passed as accurate, moulds or skeleton outlines of
them are taken, and thus they get transferred to the ' scrive-
boards*, from which the shipwrights work.

tScrivein, -eyn. 06s. Also 4 -ayn, scry-
vane, -ein, -eyrie, screweyny,.^ scry-, 5 skry-,
skreveyn. [Aphetic a. OF. escrivain, -ein, etc.

(mod.F. tfcrivain)isee Escrivain.] = Scrivener i.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter xliv. (xlv.] a My tunge is penne of be
scriuayn swiflich wrytand. 1340 Ayenb. 44 pise scriueyns
bet sseweb guode lettre ate ginnynge and efterward makeb
wycked. c 1374 Chaucer To Scriv. x Adam scryveyne if
euer it bee byfalle Boece or Troylus for to wryten nuwe.
1389 Eng, Gilds 119 Yis gylde schal hawc.to screweynys.
Ibid., Andifony ofhem for-sakehys office,., eytherscreweyny
[schal payn] a qwarter of wax. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Gov. Lordsh. 106 Al-so it fallys bat bou chese of wyse men
& of Skreueyns, sweche bat hauyn perfeccion of enournede
eloquence, & of sotyll record ; And right as be Skryueyn
ys enterpretour of by wyl [etc. J. 1430-40 Lydg. Hochas 11.

xv. (1494) h j b, Of a scryueyn Bochas maketh mencion.

II Scrivello (skrive'Io). Also 8 screvelio, (9
crevelle). PL -oes, -OS. [repr. Pg. eserevelho,

?var. of escaravelho pin, peg. Cf. Y . escarbeille
t

•belle, -balle.] An elephant's tusk weighing less

than solb.

173S S. Atkins Voy Guinea 181 The screvelios are small,
from 15 to 4 lbs. weight. 1757 List ofCargoes in IJeatsou
Naz: <4 Mil. Mem. (1790) II. 187, 14 scrivellos. 1819 Rccs'
('yd., Crevellcs. 1864 R. F. Burton Dakome 41 The horn
U a small scrivello with a large oblong hole near the point.
189 1 Tunes 24 Oct. 4/5 Billiard ball pieces and cut descrip-
tions few sold. Ball scrivelloes dearer.

Scriven (skriVn), v. [Back-formation f. Scri-
vener.] trans, and intr. (with advs.) To write
as a scrivener does.
/11685 La Guilford in North Life (174a) 311 Here's a

Mortgage scrivened up to ten Skins of Parchment ; and the
Kings Attorney General is content with six lines. 1639
Mrs. Gore Courtier Hi, The attorney's clerks.. were
scrivening away in Mr. Heneage's justice-room.

Scrivener (skriVnai). Forms: 4 scriveyner,
4-6 akrivener, 5 skri-, ecryvenere, skerevener,
5-6 aery-, skryvoner, 6 skryvynar, scryvenar,
-our, skrevener, 7 Bcrivender,scrivenor, ecriv-
ner, 5- scrivener, [f. Scrivein + -er K
The form escrivener occurs in 1415 {York Myst. ed. 1885,

lntrod. p. xxvi).]

1. A professional penman ; a scribe, copyist ; a
clerk, secretary, amanuensis.
c 1375 in Trans. Shropsk. Archaeol. Soc. Ser. in. (1901) I.

121 Keinaldus le scriueyner. c 140a Lydg, Compl. Bl. Knt.
194 But even-lyk as doth a sknvenere That can no more
what that he shall wryte, But as his maister besyde doth
eiulyte. 1455 in E. B. Jupp Car/enters' Co. (1887) 10 Item
payd to the skerevener for the dyvyce of the ordinaunce and
for be wrytyn in pabir iij« iiij 1*. 1530-1 Act 22 Hen, VIU,
c 13 No person or petsones straungers, beyng a comon
baker, bruer, surgeon or scryvenour shalbe enterpret or
expounded hande crafiesmen. a 1548 Hall Chrotu, Hen.
Ill 46 Richard Scelton a tayler and Jhon Asteley a
Skrevener. 160a Rowlands Greenes Ghost 18 This fellow
came into a Scriueners shop to haue a letter written to his
wiues mother, a 1619 Fotherby A tkeom. n. i. 5 3 {1622J 176
TheScriuenerof Nature [said of Aristotle by SuidasJ. a 1680
Butler Rem. (1759) I. aio Scriveners take more Pains to
learn the Slight Of making Knots, than all the Hands they
write. 18*9 Southev Sir T. More II. 91 A very little

suffices for the stock in trade, upon which the scribes and
scriveners of literature, who take upon themselves to direct
(he public, set up. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 19
1 hereupon the scrivener throws the burden of pen-prehen-
sion upon other muscles.
trans/. 1607 Tournelr Rev. Trag. t. iii, Thou hast beene

Scriuener to much knauery then. 1806 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Tristia Wks. 1812 V. 339 Sir, let fools say, what fools think
fit Trust to that upright Scrivener, call d Time.
attrib. 1483 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 256/2 The third to teche

to Write, and all suche thyng as belonged to Scrivener Craft.

b. Scrivener s cramp, palsy, writer's cramp.
1855 Dungi.ison Med. Lex., Scriveners cramp. 1877

Encycl. Brit. VI. 543/2 Thedisease known as Writer sCramp,
or Scrivener's Palsy.

+ c. An author. Obs.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) III. 90 All

the politicke scriuners that euer handled such a subjecte.

d. f A writing-master* (Halliwell, 1847).
2. A notary.

'477-9 R'c. St. Mary at Hill 83 Item, to— masse, Scryve-
nere, for ouers«yng the olde endentures of the same howse.
1577 Hpllowks tr. Guevara"s Fam. Epist. 83 As God made
you a Knight, if he had made you a Scriuener, you would
haue bene more handsome to colour Cordouan skinnes, then
to haue written processe. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iv. 59My Boy shall fetch the Scriuener present lie. 162a Malynes
Ahc Law-Merchant 100 The Bills were tendered with a
Scriuener according to their agreement. 1656 H. Phillips
Pureh. Patt. (1676) 3 Some skilful Lawyer, and knowing
Scrivener. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey), Scrivener, one that
draws up and engrosses Writings or Deeds, as Bonds, Bills,
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Leases, Releases, &c. 171a E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea S5
Notaries, Scriveners, and Clerks of the Court of Justice.
1806-7 ]• Bkresford Miseries Hum. Life xxi. (1826) 296
Why what the plague? where is this scoundrel ofa scrivener?
what if I should die before be comes !

attrib. 1757 Mrs. Griffith Henry $ Fro/ices (1766) IV. 44
Vulgar Phrases, and scrivener Id[i]oms.

^
3. One who * received money to place out at

interest, and who supplied those who wanted to
raise money on security (Tomlins). Also money
scrivener. Obs. exc. Hist,
1607 Dekker & Webster Northward Hoe! 11. D 2 b,

Here was a scriuener but euen now, to put my father in
minde of a bond, that wilbe forfit this night. 16*5 Bacon
Ess., OfRiches (Arb.) 237 The Scriueners and Broakers doe
valew vnsound Men. 1637 Prynne Docnm. (Camden) 77
To_ make inquiry into the breach of the statute, that noe
scrivener shoull take above 5* brokadge in the £. 1677
Yarranton Eng. Improv. 8 Let a Gentleman, .come to a
Money Scrivener, and desire Four thousand pounds to be
lent him on all his Land, a 1700 Dryden tr. Hor. Epodes
ii. 5 How happy in his low Degree, Who leads a quiet
Country Life, Discharg*d of Business, void of Strife, And
from the griping Scrivener free? 1704-84 [see Money sb.

8]. 1706 Estcourt Fair Example in. i. 28 Sir Ch. Sir, I

am oblig'd to you, you shall have my Note. Fan. No, but
I won't, I am no Scrivener, Sir; there's a Bill payable at
sight. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 207 T. Gibson and Co.
being scriveners, and having large sums of money of other
peoples' in their hands, had lent Mr. Stiles [etc.].

Hence Scrivenership rare— .

1611 Cotgr., Escrivainerie, Scriuenership.

Scrivenery (skriVnari). Also 9 (Diets.) scri-

venry. [f. Scrivener : cf. -ery, -ry.]

1. The occupation of a scrivener ; writing, as of
a copyist or clerk.

184^ Le Fanu T. O^Brien 257 He pursued his scrivenery
with industrious taciturnity. i8gi Law Times XCII. 09/1
The books are beautiful specimens of scrivenery, and from
cover to cover may be searched without finding a blot.

attrib. 1887 Wkitaker's Almanack, Law Offices, etc,
Scrivenery Department.
2. A room in which scriveners work.
1897 Times 26 Feb. 3/6 Mr.Spedding's Biography, .dis-

closed., that Bacon and his brother Anthony kept a
scrivenery financed^ by Essex. 1898 Proc. Soc. Antiq. 20
Jan. 39 Nineteen lines of beautiful script, possibly written
in the scrivenery attached to the court.

Scrivening ^skriVnin), vbl. sb. [f. Scriven v.

+ -ING*.]

1. Writing, esp. of a mechanical or arduous kind.
1809 Mar. Edgeworth Ennui xxi, (1893) 237 He., would,

after two or three hours' hard scrivening,.. permit me to
yawn, and stretch, and pity myself, and curse the useless
repetitions of lawyers. 1883 Stevenson Silverado So. 221
When I had done my scrivening, Hanson strolled out.

b. attrib.

1828 Craven Gloss., Scrivem'n time, time appropriated to
writing. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics vi. 1. (i860) I. 141
Had I that same scrivening art at my service, I should write
me a book setting forth what I . .observed. 1896 Crockett
Grey Man x\. 79 Two sheets of clean scrivening paper.

2. Money scrivening; the business of a money
scrivener. Hist.
1885 Weekly Notes 68/1 They did a considerable business

in money scrivening, receiving money from clients both for

specific and general investment.

Scrivening,///. a. [Formed as prec. + -ino K]
Following the occupation of a scrivener.
a 1754 Fielding Fathers Prol., Now Slipslop enters, .tho'

this scriv'ning vagrant Salted my virtue, which was ever
flagrant. 1814 Mar. Edgeworth Patronage xxiii. (1893) I.

364 When be was a scrivening nobody in his garret.

tScri'venliche, <*</?. Obs. rare— l
. [£. Scriven

+ -LY 2.] In the manner of a scrivener.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. i2o6_(MS. Harl. 3943) Ne
scryvenlich [v.rr. scryuenyssh, scriuenisshli(che, etc.] or
craftly bow it write.

t Scri'ver. Obs. [ ? f. Scrive + -er \ Cf.

Screever.] = Scrivener,
1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2479/4 Huntley Bigg, Scriver, near

the New Exchange, c 1700 in Law's Memor. (1818) 109
note, Another that was scriver to a troop, who was sitting in

a chamber himself,, .the house fell and smoored him.

Scri"ving,c^/>j£- [-ino 1
.] The action ofScrive

v

.

; attrib. in scriving-board = Scrive-board
;

scriving-iron. = scribing-iron.

1847 Halliwell, Scriving-tron, an instrument used for

numbering trees for sale. 1869 [see Scrive-board],

Scrob, obs. form of Scrub v.

Scrobe (skn?«b). [ad. L. scrob-is trench.]

f 1. A trench. Obs. rare—1
.

1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 1. vi. 17 Enjoining to dig their

scrobes, for the Planting of Trees at the Full Moon.
2. Ent. (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet.

t
Scrobe, . .(a.)A groove in the side of the

rostrum in which the scape or basal joint of the antenna is

received, in the weevils or curculios. (b.) A groove on the

outer side of the mandible, more fully called mandibular

scrobe. 1895 Funk's Stand. Vict.

t ScrO'Dicle. Obs. rare- . = SCROBICULE.
g2i Bailev, Scrobicle, a little Ditch.

crobicular (skrobrkiriflai), a. [t mod.L.
scrobicula or late L. scrobiculus Sckobicule + -AR.]

Pertaining to or surrounded by scrobicules.

1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 558 In Palaco-
echinidae. . . The larger tubercles are surrounded by a smooth
area—the scrobicula—and this by a ring of smaller scro-

bicular tubercles which bear correspondingly small spines.

1900 Lankester's Treat. Zool. in. 287 Generally surrounded
by a circle of granules called the * scrobicular circle *.

SCROFULA.

Scrobiculate ^skwbi-kiiHA), it. Bot. and. Zool.

[Formed as prec. + -ate^.] Having many small
depressions ; furrowed or pitted ; Ent. foveate.
1806 Turton tr. Linn, Syst. Nat. VII. Expl. Terms,

Scrobiculate, 1882-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-w. Algae I. 77
Zygospore globose or broadly elliptic, dark olive, scrobicu-
late, formed in the canal of conjugation.

So Scrobi'culated a.

i860 R. Fowler Med. Voc. 2881 Watson in Linn. Soc.
Jrul. XV. 269 Rounded, almost scrobiculated varix.

Scrobicule (skwu-biki«l). Biol. [ad. mod.L.
scrobicula or late L. scrobiculus, dim. of scrobs (see
Scrobe).] A small pit or depression; spec, the
smooth area around the tubercles of a sea-urchin.
1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 39 It would appear

that at one period of growth these little pits or scrobicules
are wanting, but when the plant is in full vigour they are
markedly prominent. 1900 Lankester's Treat, Zool. 11 1. 287
Around the base of each primary tubercle is a smooth, level
surface called the 'scrobicule'.

Scrobiculous (skrobrkiiflas), a. Bot. [f. mod.
L. scrobiculos-us

t
i. scrobiculus or scrobicula : see

prec. and -ous.] = Scrobiculate.
1889 Wagstaffe Mayne's Med, Voc. (ed. 6), Scrobiculous

Bot., applied the same as Scrobiculate.

t Scrochat. Se, Obs. Forms (//.) : 5 scro-
(s)chatis, scorzat(t)is, schrozatis, 5-6 scor-
chet(t)is, 6 schorchattis, scorcheatis, -sheatis,
scrottiszarttis, scrotchertis, schoiretts, schor-
ters(s, schortschettis, 7 scortitsche. [Of obscure
origin.] A kind of sweetmeat.
1448 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 17 Apropynetooursouerane

lord..xij half pundis of scorchetis. 1496 Halyburton's
Ledger (1867) 15 Item 12 li scrozattis, cost 55. iSSa-3 Burgh
Rec.Edin. (i87i)II. 276 Item, on the sacrament daygevin to
the BischopofRoss that burethesacrament,inwyneandscrot-

1
tiszarttis that extendit to xvj' viijd . 1581-2 Aberd. Ace, in

j

Spalding Club Miscell. V. 54 Item, payt to Alex. Cullen
i

vyff for vyn and schoiretts. 1583-4 Ibid. 55 Schorterss.

I

Ibid. 56 Schortschettis. 1647-8 Ibid, no, 10 pond scortitsche

:

and confectionis.

Scrod (skr^d). U. S. Also scrode. [Possibly

a. Du. f schroody MDu. schrode piece cut off= OK.
scrtade Shred sb. The variant Escrod is difficult

to explain.
The recent U.S. dictionaries have a verb Scrod, ' to shred,

to prepare for cooking by tearing in small pieces,' which
they assign as the source of this word.]

A young cod weighing less than three pounds, esp,

one that is split and fried or boiled.
a 1873 Mrs. Spofford in Casquet Lit. IV. g/2, I.. made

the nicest little^ supper ready—scrod, as brown outside
and as white inside as a cocoa-nut is, and cold turkey [etc.].

1894 Outing (U.S.) XXIII. 404/2 Eighteen hundred-weight
of scrod.

Scroddled (skr^dl'd), a. [Of obscure origin
;

cf. LG. sckrodel scrap.] (See quot.)
1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., Scroddled Ware.

{Ceramics.) Ceramic ware, made by taking scraps and pieces
of differently colored clays, such as are left over in making
vases and plaques, and laying them together, joined but not
intermixed, so as to produce a marbled or mottled effect.

Scrodgill (skr^dgil), sb. (U.S. [Cf. Scrotj-

oer.] = full-devil (set Pull- 2). Hence Scrod-
glll v. tratis.j to take or catch with a ' scrodgill \
1891 in Century Diet.

tScrof,**. Obs. [? f. scrof, Scruff sb.^] Rough.
13.. E. E. Altit. P. B. 1546 When hit pe scrypture hade

scraped with a scrof [MS. strof ] penne.

Scrofe, obs. form of Scruff, Scurf.

tScrO'ffles, J*, pi. Obs. Also 5 scurffyls,
skorphillys, 5-6 scrofulus, scruphules, 5-7
scrophules, 6 scrofules. [a. OF. scropkules, ad.

L. scrofulx : see Scrofula.] Scrofulous swellings.
[c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 62 Cyrneles & scrofelles.] a 1400-

50 Stockk. Med. MS. 141 It desolwyth skorphillys. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 19 (Addit. MS.) pe bridde entencioun
is to remevyn pat pat ys to myche as scurffyls [Ashm. MS.
scrofulus] of be bed & be nekke. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.
243/4 A poure woman that had a sone whyche was gretely tor-

mented with scrophules. 1541 Copland tr. Guydon's Quest.
Chirurg. S j b, Propre for*crophules and kyrnelles. 1576
Baker Jewell of Healtk (1597) 144 b, Instill two or three
droppes into the eare of the pacient, on that syde where
Scroffles be. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Cotupit. xvi. 573 A
certain Woman had the Scroffles all over her Neck.

Scrofula (skr^-fitfla). Also 5-9 scrophula,
6 skurfula, 7-8 sohrophula; pi. 5-7 scrophule,

7 scrofulee. [In early use pi. alter late L. scrofu/se

swelling of the glands, dim. oi scrofa breeding sow
(supposed to be subject to the disease : cf. the use

of Gr. x<»pa8e?, pi. of x0lP& s like a hog's back).

Later in sing, form after med. L. scrofula, scrophula

(also schrof-j scrufula).
From L. pi. are : F. scrofules (see Scroffles), G. skro/eln,

Sw. skrofler; also Y.e'cronelles {

:

—pop. h,*scrofelias '. see
Escroeles, Crewels); from L. sing., it. scrofola, Sp.escrd-
fula; also from pop. h. type OE. scrofell. See also Scurflr.]

A constitutional disease characterized mainly by
chronic enlargement and degeneration of the lym-
phatic glands. Also called King's evil and
Struma.
o. plural. <r 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg, 207 Also blood is

medlid wib greet fleume & malancolie,& engendrib glandulas
& Scrophulas. . . Also greet fleume is medlid with malancoli,
& perof comeb glandula & Scrophule. 15*7 Andrew Bruns-
wyke's Distytl. Waters D iij, The sam withdryveth Scrofulas
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wher so ever they be on ilie body. " 1625 I oncE Pttn
Mans Talentt (1S81) 13 For the Scroplmla: or kinges cuill.

1670 Thil Trans. V. 20S0 Most inhabitants of which are

troubled with the Scrofula; or Kings Evil. 1694 Salmon

Bale's Disfens. (1713) 4"/i An absolute Cure for all kinds

of Struma's or Schrophula's whatsoever.

B. sing. 1791 ISoswell Johnson an. 1712, Young Johnson

had the misfortune to be much afflicted with the scrophula,

or Kings-evil. 1843 Graves Syst. din, Med. xx. 248 Scrofula

has a tendency to attack every tissue in the body. 1897

AllbuiCs Syst. Med. IV. 597 Thus in the sixties and the

seventies it was as common to see persons marked by the

scars ofscrofula as it still was to see the ravages ofsmall-pox.

Scrofulide (skrp-fitflid). Path. [a. F. scro-

fulide (Hardy), f. scrofuh Scrofula.] A scro-

fulous or strumous skin-disease.

1864 W. T. Fox Classif. Skin Dis. 20 Scrofulides. 1899

Alllmtl's Syst. Med. VII. 470 The sudden retrocession of

an extensive eruption of phlegmonous scrofulides.

Scrofulism (skrp-fn/liz'm). [f. Scbofdla +
-ism.] A scrofulous diathesis.

1893 Dunglison's Diet. Med. Sci. (ed. 21). 1894 Gould
lllustr. Diet. Med.

Scrofalitic (skrpfi«?li-tik), a. [irreg. f. Scro-

fula + -itic, after rachitic, etc.] Scrofulous.

1866 Morn. Star 13 Nov., The Margate Infirmary is for

scrofuletic patients. She was in no way scrofuletic [sic].

1882 O'Dosovan Mem Oasis II. 387 Fifty per cent, of the

population.. had.. scrofulitic and scorbutic ailments.

Scrofttlo- (skrjrfifSlo), used as combining form

of Scrofula, forming adjs. with the sense • charac-

terized by scrofula and . .
.'.

1878 A. M'L. Hamilton Nervous Dis.sg The children.,

were generally scrofulous or scrofulorachitic. 1899 Alllmtt's

Syst. Med. VIII. 473 The chronic scrofulo-tuberculous

gummata. .can hardly be mistaken.

II
Scrofnloderma(skr£>:firflod3uma). PI. -der-

mata (-daumata). Also anglicized soro'fuloderm.

[mod.L., f. Scrofulo- + Derma.] A skin-lesion

considered to be of scrofulous origin. So Scrofu-
lode-rmia [see -1A 1

], the condition of being

affected with scrofulodermata.

1857 W. J. E. Wilson Dis. Skin (ed. 4) 321 Scrofuloderma.

1888 J. N. Hyde Dis. Skin (ed. 2) 492 The Small Pustular

Scrofuloderm. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 79s Scro-

fulodermia may appear in the same class of subjects as lupus.

Hence Bcrotfulode-rmic a.

1899 Alllmtt's Syst. Med. VIII. 801 The second variety

of scrofulodermic lesion appears as an ulceration limited to

the neighbourhood of the natural apertures.

t ScrtvfulOSe, a. 0/>s. rare- 1
. In S soroph-.

[ad. mod.L. scrofulSs-us , f. Scrofula : see -ose.]

= Scrofulous.
1753 R. Russell Diss. Sea Water 70 Cancerous, scro-

phulose, and scorbutic Humours.

II
Scrofulosis (skr(j|M<l<?u-sis). Path. [mod.L.,

f. Scrofula + -osis.] Scrofula without tubercle;

'scrofulous diathesis' {Syd. Soc. Lex.).

i860 R. Fowler Med. Voc, Scrophiilosis, the condition

of being scrofulous. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Patltol. 457
Scrofulosis is a disease especially of childhood and youth.

Scrofulous (skrf>-h»tas),a. Also 7-9 sorophu-
lous. [f. Scrofula + -ous. Cf. F. scrofuleux.]

L Caused by, or of the nature of scrofula.

1612 Woodall Sitrg. Mate (1639) 395 A body having
Struma, or scrupulous [sic] tumours. 173a Arbuthnot
Aliments, Rules 0/ Diet 386 The English Consumptions,
generally speaking, proceed from a Scrophulous Disposition.

1856 Macaulay Biog. 78 [Johnson), He had inherited from
his ancestors a scrofulous taint.

fig. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 582 Excess, the scrofulous and
itchy plague That seizes first the opulent [etc.],

2. Affected with, or suffering from, scrofula.

1708 Swift Abol. Chr. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 86 What would
become of the race of men in the next age, if we had nothing

to trust to beside the scrophulous consumptive productions

furnished by our men of wit and pleasure? 1855 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xiv. III. 479 Charles once handled a scrofulous

Quaker, and made him a healthy man and a sound Church,
man in a moment.
3. trans/. Having the appearance of being affected

with scrofula.

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 79 The punctured leaf assumes
a wrinkled, reddish, and scrofulous appearance.

4. fig. Of literature, etc. : Morally corrupt.

1843 Browning Soli! Span. Cloisterv'iii, Or, my scrofulous

French novel On grey paper with blunt type ! 1866 Thorn-
bury Creatheart III. 328 Eight or ten numbers of the most
scrofulous of the French novels. 1889 Ch. Times 28 June
593/2 Holywell-street was re-named ' Booksellers'-row

'

because of its scrofulous reputation.

Hence Scrofulously adv., Scrofulousness.
1787 Bailey vol. II, Scro/ulousness. 1847-54 Webster,

Scrofulously. 1894 Gould lllustr. Diet. Med., Sero/ttlouS'

ness.

Scrog (skrpg), sb. Chiefly Sc. and north. Forms:
4 skrogg, 5 soroge, 7 skrog, 6- scrog(g. [App.
related to Scrag sb:1 ; cf. Shrog.]
1. A stunted bush ; usually pi., brushwood, under-

wood.
a 1400 Morte Arth. 1641 Discoueres now sekerly skrogges

and other, That no skathelle in the skroggez skorne vs here-
aftyre. 1483 Calk. Angl. 326/t A Scroge; vbi A buske.
JS13 Douglas Mneis ix. Prol. 37 Full litill it wald delite

1 o write of scroggis, broym, haddir, or rammale. 1615 W.
Lawson Country Housew. Card. (1626) 32 What an infinite

number of bushes, shrubs, and skrogs of hazels, thornes, and
other profitable wood. Z719 Ramsay ydAnsio. to Hamilton
18 Yet sometimes leave the Riggs and Bog, Your Howms,
and Braes and shady Scrog. «8«o Blacktv. Mag. VI. 568.
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1 have gathered nuts from the scrogs of Tynron. 1893
Stevenson Catriona xi, In a bit scrog of a wood by east of
Silvermills.

b. Her, A branch of a tree : a blazon sometimes
used by Scottish heralds.

1780 Ed.mondson Her. Gloss., Scrogs, the term used by
the Scots in blazoning a small branch of a tree. 1828-40
Berry Encycl. Herald. II, Scrogie, or Scroggie, az. a chev.

or, betw. two scrogs, or starved branches, in chief, and a
man's heart in base, ar. 1868 Cussans Heraldry vi. (1893)

104 Amongst Scotch Heralds a Branch is termed a Scrog.

2. a. The blackthorn, b. The crab-apple tree.

1691 Ray N. C. Words 61 Scrogs ; Blackthorn. 1833 [see 3].

3. attrib., as scrog-apple, -branch, -bush, -tree.

1853 G. Johnston Bot. E. Bord. 79 Pyrus Malus.. Crab-
apple : Scrogs or *Scrog-appIe. 1824 Scott Si. Ronaris
xxxvi, 'Scrogie Touchwood, if you please,' said the senior;

'the *scrog branch first, for it must become rotten ere it

become touchwood.' 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. I. 288 The kingis body is layd on a horse, and twa
myles frome the castell castne in a *scrogg buss. 1824 Scott
Si, Ronaris xviii, He got a handsome piece of parchment,
blazoned with a white lion for Mowbray, to be borne
quarterly, with three stunted or scrog-busnes for Scrogie,

and became thenceforth Mr. Scrogie Mowbray. 1887 R. M.
Calder in Minstrelsy of'Merse (1893) 259 The *scrogg tree

in the meadow.

Scrog (skrpg), v, dial. [f. Scrog sb.] trans.

To cut with a hook.
1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 282 Beans are either

pulled by women or cut with a hook, 'scrogged'. 1893 in

Cozens-Hardy Broad Norfolk 84 Scrog, to cut field beans
with a sickle or hook.

Scrogged (skr/7gd), ///. a. [f. Scrog sb, +
-kd 2,] Stunted, dwarfed.
1814 W. Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1897) 149 The auld

scrogged hawthorn, where aft we had met. 1878 in Miller
Si. Skertchly Fenland iv. 130 Scrogged, twisted, stunted.

Scroggy (skrp'gi), a. Chiefly Sc, and north
Also 5 scrogghy,(scourgy),6 skroggy,8 scrogy,
8-9 scroggie. [f. Scrog sb. + -Y*.] Abounding
in stunted bushes or underwood. Abo, of trees:

Stunted.
c 1440 Gesla Rom. viii. 19 (Harl. MS.) And be wey toward

be Cite was stony, borny, and scroggy. Ibid. 20 This stony
& scourgy wey. c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 131 At the mur
syde, in till a scrogghy slaid. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vm.
vi. 84 Quhair now standis the goldin Capitoll, Vmquhyll of
wyld buskis rouch skroggy knoll. 1728 Ramsay Robt. t

Richy, <5- Sandy 11 The clinty craigs and scrogy briers.

1788 Burns My Hoggie 8 We heard nought but the roaring
linn, Amang the braes sae scroggie. 1843 Hardy in Proc.
Bcrw, Nat, Club II. xi.66 A sprinkling of scroggy birches.

Scrolar (skum-liu), a. Math. [f. Scboll sb. +
-ar.] Pertaining to a ( scroll \
1869 Cayley Math. Papers (1893) VI. 334 If there be on a

surface a right line which is such that the tangent plane is

different at different points of the line, the line is said to be
scrolar.

Scroll (skr^ul), sb. Forms : 5-8 scrowle, 6

scrolle, schrole, skrole, scrall, 6-7 scrouie,
6-8 scrole, 7 seroul, scrowll, skroule, 7-9
scrowl, 8 scrawl, 6- scroll. Also Escroll. [In

15th c. scrowle, altered form of the earlier Scrow.
Possibly due to assimilation to roivle, Roll sb. The form

would be abnormal as an adoption of OF. cscro(u)ele, dim.
of escro(u)e Escrow, Scrow. ]

1. A roll of paper or parchment, usually one with

writing upon it.

14. . Nont. in Wr.-Wulcker 682/26 Hec sidula, a scrowle.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. (1533) 152 b, He therfore redde
the scrowle of resignacyon him selfe, in maner and fourme
as foloweth. 1526 Tindale Rev. vi. 14 And heven vanysshed
awaye as a scroll when hitt is rolled togedder. 1588 Shaks.
Tit, A. iv. ii. 18 What's heere? a scrole, & written round
about? CX590 Marlowe Faustus 562, I, of necessitie, for

here's the scrowle, Wherein thou hast giuen thy soule to
Lucifer, a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1683) 456 Thus
bowing his head to look upon a seroul Iapt about his finger,

he made a pause. 1704 Swift Tale ofTub ii. Wks
;
1751

I. 58 An old Parchment Scrowl was tagged on according to

Art in the Form of a Codicil annexed. 174* W. Collins
Ode, Manners 76 Let some retreating Cynic find Those oft-

turn'd scrolls I leave behind. 1820 Shelley Witch AtI.

xix, Other scrolls whose writings did unbind The inmost
lore of Love. z868 Tennyson Lucretius 12 He past To turn

and ponder those three hundred scrolls Left by the Teacher,
whom he held divine. 1879 Froude Cxsar xxvi. 460 A
stranger thrust a scroll into his hand, and begged him to

read it on the spot.

1649 J ER - Taylor Ct. Exetnp. m. Disc. xv. 34 God was
pleasecf to shew the scrowles of his eternall counsels. 1817
Shelley Rev. Islam 11. 765 And now, to me The moonlight
..Interpreted those scrolls of mortal mystery. 1891 F.

Thompson Sister-Songs (1895) 32 Summoned by some pre-

saging scroll of fate.

C. trans/,

1656 Cowley Pindar. Odes, Isa. xxxiv. iii, The wide-
stretcht Scrowl of Heaven. 2862 Tyndall Mountaineer.
iii. 26 As the day sinks, scrolls of pearly clouds draw them-
selves around the mountain crests. 1886 Stevenson Kid-
napped 12, I saw a scroll of smoke go mounting.

d. A roll or bundle of any material.

1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxix, Chesney Wold is shut up,

carpets are rolled into great scrolls in corners of comfortless

rooms. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. II. xvii. 177, I took Sir

John Franklin's portrait.. and cased it in an India-rubber

scroll.

2- A piece of writing, esp. a letter.

1534 Starkey Let. to Cromwell in England (1878) p. ix,

Syr, the grete gentylnes of you so manyfestely schowyd
toward me,,.gyuyth me yet alytyl more boldnes to trowbul

scroll.

you wyth the redyng of thys scrole. 1606 Shaks. Ant.
«fr

CI. in. viii. 5 Do not exceede The Prescript of this Scroule.

1723 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 101 Forgive me this long
scroll, which is not my ordinary, and give my wife's and my
humble duty to your lady and family. 1808 Scott Marmion
v. xxi, And that between them then there went Some scroll

of courteous compliment.

b. A list, roll, or schedule (ofnames). tW&ofig.
1546 Snpplic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 78 A scrowle,

wherin wer written the names of the parishes wherof he
was parson. 1556 in Burnet Hist. Re/. (1681) II. n. 11.

xxviii. 302 To whose hands.. any of the said Accompts,
Books, Scroles, Instruments, or other Writings, .did or is

come. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 1. ii. 16 Now good Peter
Quince, call forth your Actors by the scrowle. 1621 Bp.
Hall Heaven upon Earth § 7 Neither can it suffice for

peace, to haue crossed the old scrole of our sinnes, if we
preuent not the future. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 336 Such
follow him, as shall be registerd Part good, part bad, of bad
the longer scrowle. 1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 1 Men
whom fame has eternised in her long and lasting scroll.

1903 Morley Gladstone v. v. (1905) I. 718 He was.. to add
another to the long scroll of tragedies in the house of Austria.

o. A draft or copy (of a letter). ?Sc, ? Obs.
1790 [see scroll-copy in 6 c]. 1855 Brfwster Newton

II. xxvi. 382 He wrote scrolls of almost every letter he
composed. 1889 Stevenson Master of Ballantrae 165 The
best will be to reproduce a letter of my own. .of which (ac-

cording to an excellent habitude) I have preserved the scroll.

3. A strip or ribbon-shaped slip of paper with a
legend inscribed ; a graphic or plastic representa-

tion of this.

a 1600 Flodden F. iv. (1664) 32 A certain scrall, whose
scripture said, Jack of Norfolk be not too bold. 1644

j

Symonds Diaty (Camden) 17 This motto is in divers severall
[ scrowlls :

' Mercy and Grace'. 1751 Hurd Poet. Imit. 148
j

Painters continuing, for a long time, to put written scrolls

in the mouths of their figures; and contriving, by this

expedient, to make them tell their business to the spectator.

b. Her. The ribbon-like appendage to a coat of

arms, on which the motto is inscribed ; = Escroll 2.

Also, transf. the words inscribed upon the scroll.

1610 Guillim Heraldry vi. vi. (1611) 265 Three or foure

I

words which are set m some Scrole or Compartement, placed

;

usually at the foot of the escocheon. 1828-40 Berry Encycl.

j
Herald. I, Scroll^ part of the outward ornaments of the
shield, achievement or escocbeon of arms in which the motto
is inscribed. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 326A knightly shield . .

;

the scroll ' I follow fame '.

C. App. used for : A streamer, narrow flag.

1808 Scott Marmion iv. xxviii, A thousand streamers
flaunted fair. -Scroll, pennon, pensil, bandrol there O'er the
pavilions flew.

4. An ornament resembling a scroll of paper
partly unrolled.

a. A convoluted or spiral ornament ; spec, the volute of
the Ionic and Corinthian capitals, b. Shipbuilding. A
curved piece of timber bolted to the knee of the head,
C The curved head of instruments of the violin kind, in
which the tuning-pins are set. d. U.S. A flourish (or

sometimes a circle) added to a person's signature to represent
a seal, and having the same value.

a. 1611 Cotgr., Vrilles, hooke-like edges or ends of leaues
(called by some of our workemen Scrolls, and) sticking out
in the upper parts of pillers, and of other peeces of Archi-
tecture. 1655 Evelyn Diary 2 Mar., A most rich achat
cup . . having a figure ofCleopatra at the scroll. 1663 Gerbier
Counsel 88 For scrowles to the said windowes, six shillings

a piece. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Scrmvtes, or Volutes.
1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. I. (1786) 285
The capitals are gilt and painted with ugly scrolls and com-
partments, in the taste of that reign. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 200 The Scroll is the termination of the hand-
rail of a geometrical stair, in the form of a spiral. 1884 W. C.
Smith Kildrostan 43 Dark slabs carved with the great
Cross-sword, And. .the galley, with scrolls all round.
b. 1797 Encycl. £r/V. (ed. 3)XVII. 394/2 The upper part [of

the upper cheek] may run in a serpentine as high as where
the shoulder of the figure is supposed to come, at which place
it may be turned off with a scroll. The distance from the
scroll to the heel of the figure is called the hair-bracket.

1898 Ansted Diet. Sea Terms, Scroll or scroll-head.

C. 1836 Dubourc Violin i. (1878) 8 The Scroll, that crown-
ing charm of the fiddle's form. 1875 G. Hart Violin 288
He calmly set himself to open the parcel containing his
dissected 'Strad', when. .he failed to find its scroll.

d. 1856 Bouvier Amer. Law Diet. (ed. 6) II. 500 Scroll,

a mark which is to supply the place of a seal, made with a
pen or other instrument on a writing. In some of the states

this has all the efficacy of a seal. 187X Amer, Encycl.
Printing (ed. Ringwalt), Scroll is also used for the flourish

made at the end of a signature, representing a seal.

5. Applied variously in technical use to scroll-

shaped or spiral parts, figures, etc. (see quots.).

1868 [see scroll-wheel in 6 c). 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Scroll, (Hydraulic Engineering.) A spiral or converging
adjutage around a turbine or other reaction water-wheel,
designed to equalize the rate of flow of water at all parts

around the circumference of the wheel, by decreasing the
capacity of the chute in its circuit. 1891 Century Diet.,

Scroll, the mantling or lambrequin of a tilting-helmet.
(Rare.) Ibid., Scroll, in anat^ a turbinate bone.

b. Geom. A skew ruled surface.

1862 Cayley Math. Papers (1892) V. 90 The skew surface
of the third order, or ' cubic scroll ' . . may be considered [etc.].

6. aitrib. and Comb, a. Simple attrib., with the

sense : Consisting of, having the form of, or deco-

rated with scrolls, scrolled ; as scroll-case, -handle,

-keystone^ -leg, -moulding, -work; scroll-patterned,

-shaped adjs. ; scroll-wise adv.

1896 Daily News 5 Mar. 7/4 A clock by Vulliamy, in

"scroll case. 1878 Nesbitt Catal. Glass J essels S. Kens.
Mus. 128 Vase, .with two*scroll handles. 1813 Gentl. Mag.
LXXXIII. 1. 38/1 To this arch a "scroll key-stone, and to

the postern ditto plain key-stones. 1850 Parker's Gloss.
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Archil., Roll-moulding. . .It is sometimes called the "scroll

moulding, from its resemblance to a scroll of paper or
parchment with the edge overlapping. 1866 Geo. Eliot
E. Holt xlv, As if she had to work out her deliverance from
bondage by finishing a 'scroll-patterned border. 1896 Daily
News 5 Mar. 7/4 A large Louis XV. ormolu cartel clock,.

.

in a *scroll-shaped case. 1857 Gosse Omphalos vii. 129
Young leaves..coiled up *scroll-wise at their tips. 1739
Gray Let. to West 22 May, Sugar-loaves and minced-pies
of yew ; *scrawl-work of box, and little squirting jets-d'eau.

1840 Civ. Engirt. <$• Arch. Jrnt. III. 2/1 The three doors
will be of oak, relieved by the quaint and beautiful ramified

iron scroll-work so characteristic of this style of architecture.

b. objective; as scroll-cutler, -cutting) -filer ;

instrumental ; as scroll-cut adj.

1837 Civ. Engin. $ Arch. yrnl. I. 75/1 Separated by •scroll-

cut standards. 189a Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 8/1 Gun Engrav-
ing. Wanted at once good 'scroll cutter. 1873 Richards
Operator's Handbk. 125 For "scroll cutting, slitting, and
with narrow blades generally, the matter of teeth has not
such importance. 1881 fnstr. Census Clerks (1885) 91
Whitesmith.. ."Scroll Filer.

c. Special combinations : scroll-bone (see

quot.) ; t scroll chair, a chair with a carved scroll

ornament ; scroll-chuck, a lathe-chuck with a

spiral arrangement for operating the jaws ; scroll-

copy Sc, a rough draft or copy ; scroll-creeper

Arch, (see quot.) ; scroll-drum Afech,, a drum of

tapering form ; scroll-finis, a scroll containing

the word ' finis
'

; scroll-gall Bot,
t
a malformation

consisting in the curling over of a leaf caused by
an insect ; scroll-gear (see quot.) ; scroll-guard,

(see quot. 1824) ; scroll-head — sense 5 b ; scroll-

iron, -lathe (see quots.); scroll-saw, a saw for

cutting scrolls ; so scroll-sawing-, scroll*wheel,
a wheel actuated by scroll-gear.

1891 Century Diet, Scroll-done...The principal "scroll-

bones are the ethmoturbinals, maxilloturbinals, and spbeno-
turbinals. 1614 in Arckaeologia XLII. 354 One highe Chaire
with a longe cushin, two "scrowle chaires, two highe stooles.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Scroll-chuck. 1790 Scott Let. in

Lockhart (1837) I. vL 172, I send you the 'scroll copy of an
essay on the origin of the feudal system. 1839 — Rob Roy
Postscr. , These were taken from scroll copies in the posses-

sion of his Grace the present Duke. 18*5 Fosbkoke En-
cycL Antiq. I. 90* Crockets,..by professional ists termed
' 'scroll creepers '. 1875 Martin Winding Mack. 42 It

would.. be advisable.. to give up all idea of using 'scroll

drums like those used in England and in Germany. 1856

Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh m. 957 That fair *scroll-rinis

of a wicked book. 1893 Oliver tr. Kerner's Nat. Hist.

Plants II. 530 "Scrotl-galls are caused by gall-mites, leaf-

lice [etc. J. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. % *Scrotl-gear, a gear.

wheel of spiral or snail form. 18*0 Col. Hawker Diary ( 1893)
I. 194 The keeper..hooked the gun by the *scroll guard
and brought it up. 1824 — fnstr. Yng. Sportsmen (ed. 3)

54 Scroll-guard, an extra bow, continued from the guard
[which defends the triggers}, to steady the hand. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., mScrot/-head. 1871 Z. Colbukn Loco-
motive Engin. xxxii. 303, 1 'Scroll-irons. 1886 Lockwood*s
Diet. Meek. Engin., Scroll Irons, small brackets attached

to the underside of railway wagons, to which the ends of
the bearing springs are attached. 1SB4 Knight Diet. Meek.
Suppl., *Scroll Lathe, one adapted 10 turn spiral and scroll

work, such as balusters, table and piano legs, 1875 Ibid.,

*Scroll saw...The band-saw is a scroll-saw, and operates

continuously. 1888 Amer. Jml. Psychol. I. 473 On the

outside of the door is tacked up a circle cut from thin wood
with a scroll saw. 1874 Spon's Diet. Engin. vm. 3093 This
class of sawing is usually termed sweep or "scroll sawing
for the heavier class of work, and fret sawing for the lighter

or ornamental kinds. 1868 J. Turner Woollen Manuf.
Assist. 18 To find revolutions of rim for 1 of scroll. . . Divide
the product of the driven (1st sh. roller wheel, 1st short

wheel, 1st "scroll wheel and scroll) by the product of the
drivers.

Scroll (skr£ol),7>. Also 7 scrool. [f. Scroll^.]
L trans. To write down in a scroll (Scroll sb.

I, 3). rare.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. lxxxix. 361 And from his

mouth was scroold this Mott : So I do euery day. 1630
Drum*, op Hawth. Flowres ofSion 43 But thou in thy
great Archieues scrolled hast In parts and whole, what euer
yet hath past. 185a C. W. H[oskiks) Talpa 8 The motto
which might be scrolled upover so many a splendid door-way.

2. f a. To draft, make a rough copy of. Obs.

b. ? -SV. To engross. Also absol.

a. 1730 T.Boston Ace. My LifeUyoSi 305, I had brought
up the Account of My Life as scrolled in shorthand charac-

ters to the day of my beginning it. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi.
viii, I'll scroll the disposition in nae time.

b. 1814 Scott Wav. xlii, He wald scroll for a plack the
sheet, or she kenn'd what it was to want.

3. intr. for refi. To roll or curl up.

1868 M. C. Lea Photogr. 428 (Cent.) When gum mucilage
is used, the addition of a very little glycerine will make it

hold better, and diminish its tendency to separate or scroll.

Hence Scro'lling vbl. sb.

1731 T. Boston Ace. My Life (1908) 332 With some diffi-

culty I carried the scrolling of my letter some length.

Scrollage (skr^'led,^). [f. Scroll sb. + -age.]

Decoration in the manner of a scroll.

1847 Winston Glass 1. 65 Flowing tendril-like scrollages.

Scrolled (skr^ald), ///. a. [f. Scroll sb. or v.

+ -ED.]

1. In the form of, or decorated with, scrolls.

1603 Inv. in Gage //engrave (1822) 26 Itm, two scrowled

cheyers. 1863 Geo. Eliot Rotnola v, Trim doors, with
conspicuous scrolled hinges. 1887 Hissev Holiday on Road
27 The scrolled plaster-work between the oaken beams.

b. trans/. Curled.
1863 Sala Last Crusader 208 The haughty angelica, the

Vol. VIII.

scrolled acanthus. 1870 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. \, An envoy
with a scrolled mustache.

2. Inscribed with mottoes.
1875 Henley Bk. Verses (1888) 69 The silken shrouds with

spells are manned, The hull is magically scrolled.

3. Anat, (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet., Scrolled, in anat., turbinated as a

bone ; scroll-like.

Scrollery (skrflrleri). [f. Scroll sb. + -ery.]

Scroll-work.
189a L. F. Day Nat. Ornament xL 194 One is inclined to

ask what the little Love.. is doing amongst the scrollery.

1901 E. L. Arnold Lepidus 196 A fine sweep of tesselated

pavement, not quite perfect, . .but still wonderful enough in

its green and white scrollery, its vines and doves.

Scrolly (skr^u-li), a. [f. Scroll sb, + -y.]

Scrolled, scroll-like.

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1. 373 It is difficult to distin-

guish . .the modern Arabic character from the scrolly orna-

ments. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar. 538/2 Who were now
buying the scrolly chiffoniers?

Scrone, obs. Sc. form of Scorn sb.

Scroo, Scrooby : see Screw sb.z, Scrdby.
Scroo(d)ge, var. forms of Scrouge v.

Scroof;fe, Scrool, obs. ff. Scruff, Scroll v.

Scroop (skrwp), sb.1 [Echoic; cf. Scroop z/.]

A harsh, strident, or scraping noise.
a 1859 Household WordsX.XX, 139 This man could mimic

I

every word and scroop and shout that might be supposed
proper to such a scene (the pulling of teeth J. 1868 Miss

I Braddon Trail of Serpent vl iv, The door opened with
! a scroop. 189a Chamb. Jml. 12 Nov. 734/2 There is always
! a scroop of chairs moving on the stone floor.

Scroop,^-2 rare^. ?Perh.a mistake for Scruff.
1850 E. Bronte Wutkering Heights iii, I took my dingy

'. volume by the scroop, and hurled it into the dog-kennel.

ScrOOP (skrwp), v. [Echoic.
Cf. skrvke, ' the noise made by a chair being drawn along

a brick floor ' (Cozens-Hardy, Broad Norfolk, 1893).]

intr. To make a strident, grating, or scraping

sonnd ; to grate, creak, squeak.
1787 Grose Prov. Gloss, s. v., The jack scroops. 1826

Cobijett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 194 It is boundless joy to

me, to contemplate this infernal system (of paper-money] in

its hour of wreck : swag here ; crack there : scroop this

way : souse that way. 1840 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy
xxxiv. 401 She heard the shutters of the dairy scroop on
their hinges, 1886 J. Ashbv-Sterby Lazy Minstrel 210 The
iron gate scrooped on its hinges.

Hence Scrooping vbl. sb.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy xxxiv. 410 Without
any of the scrooping or vibrating that usually accompanies
a pull-up. 1884 Miss Braddon fshmael II. 232 Opening
the doors as cautiously as a practised burglar, lest the porter

or his wife should be awakened by the scrooping of a bolt.

t Scropho. Obs. rare, [ad. med.L. scropha in

the originals.] App. a measure of land.

The addition 'or diches ' is prob. due to a mistaken guess
at the meaning.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 279 To Petir of Esserugge, half j\

acre of mede in Roweneye,.. with iij. scrophis of the seid

half acre liyng to them. Ibid. 200, ij. yerdes of mede in

Farnhull. .with iiij. scrophis or diches. /bid. 292, ij. Kodis
and Uij. scrophis of mede [L. scrophas Pratt] in Famehulle.

II Scrophularia (skr^fii31e«-ria). Bot, Also
7-8 scrof-, 7 schroph-. [mod.L. (sc. herba), f.

med.L. scrophula Scrofula : see -art.] A genus
of monopetalous plants (the fig-worts), typical of

the N.O. Scrophutariacex ; a plant of this genus.

[15*7 Andrew Brunruyke's Distyll. Waters B iv, Scrofu-
laria in latyn. The best parte & tyme of his dystyllacyon

is the rote wasshed, and the leues stroped fro the stalkes

and so togyder dystylled.] 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat.
Philos. 11. v. viii. 192 Our Chymist told me he had made
such Prima eult'a of Scrophularia. 1741 Compl. Earn.-

Piece 11. iii. 385 You have besides the scarlet Lichnis, ..

Spanish Scrophularia [printed Scorphularia], Larkspur.

Hence Scrophulariaceous a,, belonging to the

N.O. Scrophulariaces&\ Scrophula riad, a plant

of this order.

1846 Smart Suppl., Scrophulariaceous. 1866 Treas. Bot.

xid/z Bdrtsia, unpretending annuals, belonging to Scropbu-
lariads. 1884 Athenxum 20 Sept. 375/2 The

#
classification

of the labiates, the scrophulariads, the Leguminosac [etc.].

Scroph.Tllarin(skr^*{ij?larin). Chem. [f. Scro-

phulab-ia + -in *.] A bitter substance obtained

from Scrophularia nodosa (knotted figwort).

1868 Watts Diet. Chem.V, 209 Scrophularia nodosa con-

tains a bitter substance called by Walza-scrophularin,..*SV.

aqitatica contains a bitter substance /5-scrophularin.

Scrophularineous (skr^firiflaivnias), a. [f.

mod.L. Scrophutarinese + -ous.] Of or pertaining

to the Scrophularinex (or Scrophulariacese).

1845 G. Don in Encycl. Metrop. VI. 10S* Scrophularineous

Plants. 188a G. Allen in Cornhill Mag. Jan. 32 The scro-

phularineous family, to which the snapdragon belongs.

f Scrophulary. Obs. Also 5 acropholarie,

6 scrophularye. Anglicized form of Scrophu-

labia (cf. F. scrofulaire).

c 1400 Lan/ranc's Cirurg. 269 Oubir take scropholarie be

rynde berof & grinde it wib grese, & make berof an em-
piastre. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. xxxi. 44 The rootc.euer-

lasting, putting forth ycarely new springs, as also doth the

rootes of the other two Scrophularies. 1725 Bradley's

Earn. Diet. I. s. v. Cancer, Tisans composed of Maiden-
Hair, Ceterach, great Scrophulary or Knot-grass.

Scrophvules : variant of Scroffles plt

t Scroppit, ct. Sc. Obs. rare. * Mean, scraping,

niggardly
r
(Jam.).

la 1550 Peder Coffeis \o in Lyudesays Min. Poems (1871)

588 Thay are declarit m sevin pairtis; Ane (scroppit cofe)

quhen he begynnis, Sornand all and sindry airtis, For to

by hennis reid-wod he rynnis.

Scroschatis: see Scrochat Sc, Obs,

Scrotal (skrJu-tal), a. [ad. mod.L. scrdtdlis
}

f. Scrotum.] Of or pertaining to the scrotum.
1800 Med. Jml. III. 331 A. B. ..had many years been

subject to a large scrotal "hernia. iS^gAllbult's Syst. Med,
VIII. 808 Sinuous raised infiltration of the scrotal skin.

t ScrO'tcher. Obs. rare* 1
. ? = Croche sb. 2

i6ix Cotgr. s. v. Seme, Teste de cerf bien senile, a Stags
head which hath all it spillers, rochers, and scrotchers on
both sides.

Scrotchertis : see Scrochat Sc. Obs.

Scrotiform (skr^u-tifpim). Bot. and Biol. [f.

Scrotum + -(i)form.] Pouch-shaped.
1775 J. Tenkinson Brit. Plants 256 Scrotiform, in the

form of the Scrotum, 1856 Henslow Did. Bot. Terms,
Scrotiform. 1866 Treas. Bot.

Scrotocele (skr^a-tos/l). Path. [f. scroto- com-
bining form of Scrotum + Cele.] A scrotal hernia.

1693 tr. Blancards Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Scrotocele, a Rup-
ture of the Scrotum. x8s8 Mayne Expos. Lex. 1898 Syd.
Soc. Lex.

ScrotO-femoral (skr^t^fe-moral), a. Path.
[formed as prec. + Femoral.] Pertaining to the

parts about the scrotum and the thigh.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 510 The popliteal hollow,
the groins, the scroto-femoral flexures.

Scrottiszarttis : see Scrochat Sc, Obs.

II Scrotum (skr^t^m). Anat. [L. scrotum.']

The pouch-like tegument enclosing the testicles.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Er. Chirurg. 21/2 The Scro-
tum, which we call the bagg wherin the testicles are con-
tayned. 1690 R. Davies Jml. (Camden) 114 He was shot
through the scrotum, and thereby forced to retire. 177a
D. Lysons Pract. Ess. 66 His neck, abdomen, scrotum, legs,

and all parts of his body were greatly tumified. 1878 Bryant
Pract. Surgery I. 46 Where much cellular tissue exists,

oedema will rapidly show itself, as in the eyelids or scrotum.

Scrouge (skr/Tdg, skraud,^), sb. colloq. or vulgar.

Also scrowge. [f. Scrouge ».]

1. A crush, squeeze, or crowd.
1839 C. Clark J. Noakes exxiii, Agin these shows, oh,

what a scrowge ! 1887 C. Keene Let. \\\Life xii. (1892)383,
I went to the Academy 'Swarry' last night—the usual
scrouge.

2. U,S, (See quot.)

1851 IJ. H. Hall College Words, Scrouge, an exaction.

A very long lesson, or any hard and unpleasant task, is

usually among students denominated a scrouge.

ScrOuge (skrwd,^, skraud3), v. colloq. or vulgar.

Also 8-9 skrowdge, 9 scroodge, scrooge,

scroudge, scrowge, skrouge. [App. an onoma-
topoeic alteration of Scruze.]

1. trans. To incommode by pressing against (a

person) ; to encroach on (a person's) space in sitting

or standing ; to crowd.

1755 Johnson s. v. Scruze, This word.. is still preserved,

at least in its corruption, to scrouge, in the London jargon.

1756 Toldervy Hist, 2 Orphans III. 198, I assure you,
that I am not used to be skrowdged by any man, not even

my husband; therefore, pray sit farther from me. 1811

Ora «* Juliet III. 131, I hope, Miss, I don't scrouge you?
1840 Dickens OldC, Shop xxxix, Kit had hit a man on the

head with a handkerchief of apples for 'scrowdging' his

parent with unnecessary violence. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 24 July

7/3 A barrister applied at Westminster Police-court to-day

for a summons against a solicitor's clerk, alleged to have
'scrooged ' applicant when, .he tried to obtain a seat at the

Drummond Castle inquiry the other day.

b. intr.

1821 Egan Life in London viii. (1870) 194 Who's that that

scroudges?—you shan't shove my wife. 1873 Punch 14 June
347/1 He, like the rest, scrooged and elbowed and leaned

forward to see.

2. U. S. (See quot.)

1851 B. H. Hall College Words, Scrouge,

.

. said of an in-

structor who imposes difficult tasks on his pupils.

Hence Scrotrging vbl, sb,

1843 B. R. Hall New Purchase II. 59 (Bartlett i860) After

hard scrouging each way_ some hundred yards, we came
together and held a council. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman
iv. xvi. 263 Such pushing and scrooging, you never seen the

like.

Scrou'ger. [f. Scrouge v. + -er *]
1. U. S. Anything exceptional in size, capacity,

etc. ; a ' bouncer*.

1847 Robb Squatter Life (Bartlett i860), The gals among
them warn't any of your pigeon critters,, .but real scrougers

;

any of 'em could lick a bar easy. 185a Haliburton Traits

Amer. Humour xxi. (1866) 119 A drum, and a regular

scrouger at that.

2. A fishing-line fitted with several hooks used

for illegal fishing (— Scrodgill).
1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. vm. 157 A man. .had been con-

victed of using a tackle with five or six hooks—a
' scrowger

'

they call it—on the Shoals.

Scrow (skrJo), sb. Also 3-6 scrowe, 5 skraw,
? skrew, 5-7 skrow, 6 schrowe, 6-7 skro.

[Aphetic a. AF. escrowe (see Escrow).]

fl. = Scroll^, i. Obs.

^1225 Ancr. R. 282 5if hu hauest knif o5er cloS, mete
o3er drunch, scrowe o5er quaer, holt monne uroure. 13..

Coer de L. 3395 Looke every mannys name thou wr^te,

Upon a scrowe off parchemyn. 1381 Wyclif Matt, xxiii. 5

Filateries, that ben smale scrowis. c 1400 Brut cexxxi. 313

Aud whan they had bus swore, bey token her scrowes that be

37
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othes were comprehendid in, to the Notaries, c 1450 M. E.

Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 99 Wryte bischarme on a skrowe. 1550-1

Rec. St. Mary at Hill 392 Paid ^t a scrow to syng on lj d.

1506 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 397 Tha offir to

the Quene a scrow of requeist conteining sum poyntes of

thair schisme, inuentiounis, and deuyses. 1615 Irish Act
jfas. /, c. 9 (1621) 444 Yet neuerthelesse all estreates of such

fines.. shall.. be orderly charged and deliuered by scrowes

into the office of the pype in the court of Exchequer.

f b. pi. Writings. Obs.

1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunhar 26 Dirtin Dumbar,
quhome on blawes thow thy boist? Pretendand the to

wryte sic skaldit skrowis. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. 624
Knowynge that ye sayd Baylly vsed to bere scrowys and
prophecye aboute hym, shewyng^ to his company that he
was an enchanter and of ylle disposicion. a 1585 Mont-
comerie Flyting 112 Thy scrows obscure are borowed fra

some buike. 1646 Stirling Burgh Rec.{\%%i) I. 190 The
haill actis and scrowis that ar not buikit . . in the counsall

book.

+ 2. The expanse of heaven, the sky. Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 910 As be welkyn shold wait, a won-
derfull noyse Skremyt vp to the skrow with a skryke ffelle.

f 3. A note, memorandum. Obs.

1424 Paston Lett. I. 18 This scrowe is mad only for the
informacion of the worthy and worshipfull lordes the arbi-

trores. c 1538 R. Cowley in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 94
There coulde be founde no maner roll, boke, or scrowe of
the Kinges Revenues.

t b. A list, inventory, schedule. Obs.
a 1545 in Archseologta XXXIV. 38 Two prepositores in

euery forme, whiche doth giue in a schrowe the absentes
names at any lecture. 1596 Dalbymple tr. Leslie's Hist.
Scot. II, 196 Heirefter how lang king Frances lyuet, he
labouret to put the scotis in the skrow of his maist faythful

seruandes.

f c. Clerk of the scrow — Roiulorum clericus,

Clerk of the Register. Obs.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 435 James
Makgil quha dark is called of the lytle scrow.

4. //. or collect, sing. Strips or clippings of hide

or leather used for making glue.

1339-40 Sacrist Rolls Ely (1907) II. 99 Item in iiij buss.

de strowes [read scrowes] empt, pro cole [/. e. glue] inde

faciend. 18x1 Dues on Goods in Thorn's Hist. Aberd. II.

54 Scrows of ox and cow, or other hides, per ton, o. 4. o.

1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 133/1 So prepared the 'scrows* or

glue pieces, as they are termed, may be kept a long time
without undergoing change.

Scrow (skrau), a. dial. [? cogn. w. Shrew.]
(See quots.)

1674 Ray S. <y E. C. Words 77 Skrow *. surly, dogged, used
most adverbially, as to look skrow [printed shrow], i.e. to

look sowrly. 1859 Hughes Scouring W. Horse vii. 182
Owld Tovey at this did look main scrow. 1883 Hampsh.
Gloss., Scrow, (1) Cross. (2) Angry, scowling. (3) Dark,
threatening, as weather, * A scrow night '.

Scrow, variant of Screw sb.%

Scrowl (skraul). A thin incrustation, cal-

careous or silicious, upon the wall of a lode.

1778 W. Pryce Mitt* Cornub. 99 What they call a Scrowl
of the true Lode in the Cross-Gossan. 1884 R. Hunt Brit.
Mining 912.

t Scroyle (skroil). Obs. Also 7 scroile. [Of
obscure origin.

The conjecture that it is a. OF. escroele, scrofulous sore,

is not quite satisfactory as to form, and the assumed de-

velopment of sense, though plausible, has no evidence.]

A scoundrel, wretch.

1595 Shaks. K. John 11. i. 373 By heauen ! these scroyles

of Anglers flout you, kings. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv.

iii. 35, I cry mercy (my good scroile) was't thou ? [Cf. ante 20
By thy leaue, my neat scoundrell.] 162a J. Taylor (Water-
P.) Water-cormorant E 3, Then vpon Sabbath dayes the
scroyle beginnes With most vnhallowed hands, to weed vp
sinnes. 1794 I. Williams Crying Episl. 20 P—t was pre-

suming when a young beginner : S—d—y's a Scroyle—
A—d—n's a luckless winner ! 1821 Scott Kenilw. xix,
' Hang him, foul scroyle, let him pass,' said the mercer.

Scrub (skr»b), sb.1 Also 6 schrub. [var. of

Shrub : see Scr- i.]

I. L A low stunted tree. Cf. Shrub.
1398 Trevisa Barth De P. R* xvii. xxv. (Tollem. MS.),

In euery scrub [orig. in omntfrutice], where be reynebowe
schineb strayte beron, be same swetnesse of smel is all be
while, bat be bowe schineb bere. 1597 Regul. Manor of
Scawby, Lines. (MS.), That none shall take or carrye away
any common ffurrs, being common rootes or scrubbes. 1868
Huhtley Gloss. Cotswold Dial., Scrub, shrub.

2. collect. Stunted trees or shrubs, brushwood;
also, a tract of country overgrown with ' scrub \
1809 A Henry Trav. 281 At four o'clock in the afternoon,

we reached a little scrub, or bushy tract, on which we en-

camped. 1833 Sturt S. Australia I. i. 21 We encamped
about noon in some scrub. 1873 Genii. Mag. Jan. 60 There
are few trees, but plenty of scrub and bushes. 1885 H.
Finch-Hatton Advance Australia t 152 Upon one occasion
a traveller was riding quickly round the corner of a scrub,
when he came suddenly on to a camp of wild Blacks.

b. trans/, andJig,
i860 C Kingsley Miscell. I. 295 The Elizabethan poets

dwindled down into a barren scrub of Vaughans and Cow-
leys, etc

1
1885 Rider Haggard K. Solomon's Mines vii,

He felt his chin, on which the accumulated scrub of a ten
day's beard was flourishing.

3. spec. Mallee scrub {Eucalyptus oleosa) and
Horizontal scrub {Anodopetalum biglandulosum),
native trees of Australasia, common in thickets

and undergrowth. Tea-scrub : see Tea-tree.
1857 Howitt Tallangetta xii. II. 2 This Mallee scrub.,

consists of a dense wood of a dwarf species of gum-tree.

1909 G. Smith Nat. Tasmania 117 The most formidable
constituent of this underscrub is the. .Horizontal Scrub.

II. 4. a. A breed of cattle distinguished by
their small size, +b. A dwarf; a person of mean
presence.
a- t$$S Act a-3 Phil. $ Mary c. 3§ 1 Persons.,have layde

theyr Landes . . to feeding of Sheepe, Oxen, Runtes,
Schrubbes, Steeres & Heckfers, and suche other lyke Cattell,

1581 L,AMBARDE.£Y?y«. iv. iv. 449 Oxen, rontes, steeres, scrubs,
heifares, or kine, 1884 Harper's Mag. July 297/2 The
latter receives most of the ' through Texans ', the old cows,
and the ' scrubs ' and ' culls ' from the better lots.

b. 16x1 Cotgr., Vn tnanche (Cestrille, adwarfe,elfe,dandi-
prat, low scrub.

5. iransf. A mean insignificant fellow, a person

of little account or poor appearance.
1589 Warner Alb. Eng* vi. xxxi. 137 Must I, thought I,

giue aime to such a Skrub and such a Saint, That Skown-
drell, and this Counterfeit. 1657 Trai'p Comm. Ps. Ixii. 4
Neither is there ever a better of these glavering companions,
dissembling scrubs. 1749 Fielding Tom Joties vm. iv. He
is an arrant scrub, I assure you. 1876 T. Hardy Etltelberta
xlvii. II. 256 Any poor scrubs in our place must be fools not
to think the match a very rare and astonishing honour, as
far as the position goes.

HI. attrib. and Comb.
6. attrib. and Comb. : (sense 2), as scrub-cattle,

-horse. -land
\
(sense i),as scrub-tree; scrub-itch, a

skin-disease peculiar to the jungles of New Guinea.
1870 A. L. Gordon Bush Ballads 14 'Twas merry 'mid the

blackwoods, when we spied the station roofs, To wheel the
wild *scrub cattle at the yard. 1823 J. F. Cooper Pioneers
xvii, The rider of *scrub-horses. 1909 K. Mackay Across
Papua 125 We were now in the region of leeches and
*scrub-itch. 1853 Mundy Antipodes (1857) 15 Innumerable
tracks for equestrians across the stunted *scrub-land, 1749
Lady Luxborough Lett, to Shensione (177s) 363, I ordered
a crooked row of *scrub trees to be fallen. 1888 Light-
hall Yng. Seigtieur 153 A hamlet of thirty or forty cabins
crowded together among some scrub trees in the midst of

a stony moor.

b. In names of birds ; as scrub-bird, a bird

of the Australian family Atrichiiadse ; scrub-hen
m Mound-builder 2 ; scrub-robin, any bird of

the genus Drymodes
y
Gould; scrub-tit, -wren,

small birds of the order Sericornis. Gould (Morris,

Austral Eng.") ; scrub-turkey, Tallegalla la-

thami or Leipoa ocellata.

1869 J. Gould Birds ofAustralia Suppl. PI. 26 Atrichia
rufescens. Rufescent*Scrub-bird. 1864 J. Rogers NeiuRnsh
II. 33 The monster *Scrub-hen, waddling past, Affrights.

1848 J. Gould Birds of Australia III. PI. 10 Drymodes
Brunneopygia, Gould, *Scrub Robin. 187a C. H. Eden
Queensland 124 The *scrub turkey {Talegatla. Lathamt)..
much resembles the English hen turkey, though but little

larger than a fowl.

C. In names of Australasian and American trees

and plants ; as scrub-oak, Villaresia moorei and
Casuarina cunninghamii; scrub-pine, -vine (see

quots.). Also scrubwood (see quots.).

1805 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 40 Found some *scrub oak.

1884 E. P. Roe in Harpers Mag. Feb. 457/1 An envious
scrub-oak tore it off. 187a Coues N. Amer. Birds 103 In
sparse low woodland, cedar thickets and old fields grown
-up to *scrub-pines. 1884 Sargent Forests N. Amer. 199
Pinus clansus Vasey, . . Sand Pine. Scrub Pine. Spruce Pine.

1898 Morris Austral Eng. s. v. Pine, Scrub Pine, Frenela
endlicheri. 1866 Intell. Observ. No. 52. 242 The *scrub.

vine, a species of cassytha. 1898 Morris Austral Eng. s,v.

Bauera, A shrub, Bauera rubioides

.

.the Scrub Vine, or

Native Rose. 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl. s.v. Cotnmideudron
t

C. rugosum is called the *Scrub Wood and Gum Shrub.

1875 Melliss St, Helena 284 Aster glutinosus...The indi-

genous plant called * Scrubwood ' is a native of the low,

outer zone of the Island.

Scrub (skr»b), sb? [f. Scrub v.]

1. The action or an act of scrubbing.

1621 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Praise Beggery D 1 b, Then
(after a scrub or a shrug) you must conceiue he meetes with

a Lawyer, and fitting his phrase to his language, hee
assaults him thus, and ioynes issue. 1900 Daily News
14 Aug. 5/1 Afterwards the Carlton goes over to the Junior
Carlton, the senior club requiring a scrub up.

2. A broom or brush with short hard bristles.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Scrub, or old Broom, un
vienx Balais. . .She has but a Scrub to sweep the Room
withall. 1829 Yng, Lady's Bk. 466 The brushes used [for

painting on velvet] are called scrubs. i88z Wore. Exhib.
Catal. iii. 57 Brushes for slippers, deck and paint scrubs.

3. One who scrubs; a hard-worked servant, a
drudge. Perhaps with some reference to sb. 1 5.

(1707 Faequhar Beaux' Stratagem Dram. Pers., Scrub,

ServanttoMr. Sullen.] 1709 [E.Ward] Rambling Fuddle-
Caps 10 [The cook-wench says] Altho' I'm a Scrub that

is doom'd to a Kitchin. 1776 Burney Hist. Mus. I. 304
He [Pan as described by Lucian] was a kind of Scrub, a
drudge, fit for all work. 1888 Poor Nellie 447 A young
girl of fifteen—a kitchen scrub he had never seen before.

4. The third grade in the quality of the heads of

teasels ; cf. King, Middling, Queen.
1766 Museum Rust. VI. 2 Another, or third sort, are such

of the largest, or those which grew on the middle stem, as

are damaged by the mildew, wet, or other accident. . . These
therefore are thrown to a third sort, and denominated scrubs,

1813 [see Queen sb. 9 a].

5. attrib. a. scrub-grass (see quots.) ; b. U. S.

(in transf. use of sense 1 : cf. Scratch sbA) scrub-

crew, -nine (see quot. 1891) ;
scrub-race, -game,

an impromptu race or game between competitors

who have not trained beforehand.
1891 Century Diet. s.v. Scrub, *Scrub-crew, *nine. etc. in

contests or games, a crew, nine, or the like, the members of

which have not trained beforehand. 1814 Brackenridge

Views Louisiana 206 Through all these islands, and on the
Missouri bottoms, there are great quantities of rushes,
commonly called *scrub grass, 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Scrub-
grass, a syn. for Scouring rush [Equisetnm hyemale],
1807-8 W, Irving Salmag.(iB24) 283 To start in a *scrub*
race for honour and renown. 1878 N. A mer. Rev. CXXVI I.

14 The scrub-race of American politics.

t Scrub, sb.z Obs. [? f. Scrub v. : cf. Scrub-
BADO.] The itch.

1709 O. Dykes Eng. Prov.
%
Union Prov. (ed 2) 7 We

English are as much afflicted with the Scurvy, as they are
with the Scrub. 1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 311 The Pox, the
Mulligrubs, the Bonny Scrubs.

Scrub (skrt?b), a. [attrib. use of Scrub sb.1]
L Mean, insignificant, contemptible.
1710-11 Swift yrnl. to Stella 13 Jan., Upon Steele's

leaving off, there were two or three scrub Tatlers came out,
and one of them holds on still. 1743 H. Walpole Let. to

Mann 3 Oct., How dismal,, .how scrub does this town look.

1813 Scott 9 Jan. in Lockhart III. i. 36 Charlotte is with
me just now at this little scrub habitation.

f2. ?= Bob (tail). Obs.
1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4888/4 A large scrub Tail, dapple

grey.

Scrub (skrc>b), v*1 Forms : 3-4 scrobbe, 6-7
skrub, 6- scrub. [Of obscure history : adopted
from or corresp. to MLG., MDu. schrobben, schrub-

ben (whence G. schrubben, schruppen, Sw. skrubba,

Da. skrubbe). perh. related to Scrape ; cf. Grub v.

The existence of the variant Shrub v. suggests the possi-

bility that there may have been an OE. *scrobbian or
*scrybban. In the mod. sense 3 the word may perh. have
been re-imported from Du. as a nautical term : cf. swab.]

fl. trans. To curry-comb (a horse). Obs.
13.. K. Alls. 4310 The knave greytheth the hors, and

scrobbeth [Laud MS. pe knaues graiben her hors, &
shrubben].

T 2. To scratch, rub (a part of one's body). Also
intr. for refl. Obs.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 02 b, He put his hand in

his pocket but to scrub his arme a little that itcht, 1598
Marston Sco. Villanie 11. vi. E 8, Capro reads, sweares,
scrubs, and sweares againe, Now by my soule an admirable
straine. 2643 Lightfoot Glean. Exod. 17 He is glad to

get a potsheard to skrub himselfe. 1725 Bradley's Earn.
Diet. s.v. Fives, With a Clout fastned to a Stick scrub the
Place four or five Mornings, until the inflam'd Part becomes
soft and ripe.

3. To clean (esp. a floor, wood, etc.) by rubbing
with a hard brush and water. Also/ig.
c 1595 Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakluyt Soc.) 13 If part

of our companie had been sent thither upon our first arrival

at Rio de la Hacha, doubtles we had done much goode,
but now they [the Spaniards] had scrube [?r/#*r"scrubd] it

very bare. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 52 We careen'd Capt.
Wright's Bark and scrubb'd the Sugar-prize and got 2 Guns
out of the Wrecks. 1709 W. King Art of Love vm. 1104

You'll scrub the rooms, or make the bed. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth Introd., I hastened to the spot, and found the well-

meaning traveller scrubbing the floor like a housemaid. 1896
A. Austin England's Darting 1. ii, These poor arms you
fold about you now Oft scrub the settle, scour the pans,

and knead The homely dough.

b. trans/. To rub with something bristly.

1844 Thackeray Arabella in Colbum's New Monthly 11.

170 He has a kind word for both, and scrubs the little girl's

fresh cheek with his bristly beard.

4. techn. To carry on the process of cleansing

coal-gas from impurities by means of a * scrubber \
1885 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Receipts Ser. iv. 5/1 The

particular arrangement of the interior of the scrubber
adopted here, is that patented by Henry Green of Preston,
and used in the gasworks there for scrubbing gas.

6. In Comb., as scrub-broom, -girl, pail, -woman.
1675 V. Alsop Anii-Sozzo iii. § 2. 223 He brings nothing

New, his Rayling faculty, like an old *Skrub-broom, being
worn to the Stumps. 1839 Mrs. Kirkland in Griswold
Prose Writers Amer. (1847) 464 Fetch the broom, Betsey 1

and the scrub-broom, Betsey ! 1895 Forum (N.Y.) Jan. 556
A majority of the mothers work out as washerwomen or

•scrubwomen.

t Scrub, v.2 Obs. Also skrub. [?f. Scrub
sb.l (sense 5).] intr. To go in mean attire.

a 159X H. Smith Sert/t. Wedd.Garmt. i8Therfore when we
may goe in our maisters attire, shall wee scrubbe like beggars
patched in our rags? iw Bp. Hall Sat. 1. iii, 7 Now
soouping in side robes of Royalty, That earst did skrub in

lowsie brokery.

1 Scrubba*do. Obs. Also 7 scrubadoe, 7-8

scrubado. [f. Scrub j£.3 + -ado: cf. Scabbado.]

The itch.

1651 Biggs Neiv Disp. 1x2 He was still troubled with his

guest, the scrubadoe. 1709 Female Tatler No. 6U A new
Nostrum for the Scrubbado. 17*9 Fielding Author s Farce
in. Air xii, Were I laid on Scotland's Coast, And in my Arms
embrae'd my dear, Let Scrubado do its most, I would know
no Grief or Fear.

+ Scrubbed, a. Obs. [f. Scrub sb.i + -ed2.]

1. Stunted, dwarfed.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. v. i. 163 Now by this hand I gaue
it to a youth, A kinde of boy, a little scrubbed boy No
higher then thy selfe, the Iudges Clearke. 1607 J. Norden
Surv. Dial. v. 237 They suffer their sheepe and cattell to

bruize them [Furze bushes] when they are young, and so

they grow to scrubbed and low tufts, seldome to that per.

fection that they might. 17*3 T. Taylor in Portland
Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 87 The first wood. .con-

sisting all of oaks, but very scrubbed ones. 1835 W. Irving

Tour Prairies xvii, Straggling forests of the kind of low

scrubbed trees already mentioned.

2. Squalid, insignificant. rare~x
.

1688 Bunvan Heavenly Footman (1724) 72 Consider, there-
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fore, that as bad as thou have got thither ; thither went
scrubbed, beggarly Lazarus, &c.

Scrubber 1 (skrz>*b3j). [f. Scrub v^-h-ek 1 .]

1. One who, or something which scrubs.

1839 Mrs. Kirkland in Griswold Prose Writers Atner,

(1847) 464 Her floor is scoured every night, after all are in

bed but the unlucky scrubber, Betsey, the maid of all work.

a 1864 GksnerCW, Petrol, etc. (1865) 166 Steam at forty

lbs. is an excellent scrubber.

2. An instrument for scrubbing, a. A scrubbing-

brush. (In mod. Diets.) b. An apparatus for

cleansing coal-gas from impurities.

1853 S. Hughes Gas-works 42 The scrubber or breeze,

condenser is used for the same purpose. 1876 Engineering
16 June 514/2 It was yet an open question which were the
better, washers or scrubbers.

Scrubber - (skrzrbai). [f. Scrub sir.1 + -eb 1
.]

A person or animal that lives in the scrub.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamfyn xxix, The captain was
getting in the 'scrubbers'—cattle which had been left.. to

run wild in the mountains. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col.

Reformer (1&91) 4" Don't you stick at home all your life,

like a mallee scrubber.

Scru'bbery. [f. Scrub v.1 + -eby.] Drudgery.
1834 Beckford Italy I. 31, 1 escaped the ennui of this end-

less scrubbery. 1884 Mrs. F. Miller Ht. Martineau 108

Brains tell in the mean and dirty scrubbery of life as well as

in pleasanter things.

Scrubbing (skrtrbirj), vbl. sb. [-ing *.] The
action of Scrub v.1 , in various senses.

f 1. Scratching. Obs.
i6*a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman a"A If. 1. 119 The

cattellwent grazing on the humane Pasture of my miser-

able corps ; I awaked with their nibbling, fell a scrubbing,

and [etc.J. 1667 [see Scratting vbl. sb., under Scrat v.]

2. Rubbing with a hard brush and water ; trans/.

rubbing with something bristly.

i66x [see Scrubbing-brush]. 1693 Drvden Juvenal vr.

(1697) 141 To shun the scrubbing of a bearded Kiss. 1749
Berkeley Word to Wise Wks. III. 445 A little washing,
scrubbing,and rubbing, bestowed on their personsand houses.

T 3. A beating, a drubbing. Obs.

1813 Sir R. Wilson Priv. Diary II. 485 Three thousand
French horse, .have given Scheubler a severe scrubbing.

t Scrcrbbinff, ///- a. Obs, [f. Scbub v.2 +
-ing 2

.] Squalid, beggarly.
1603 Dekker Wonder/. Yr. Dj, Hungry Coffin-sellers,

scrubbing Bearers, and nastie Graue-makers. i6aa Mas-
singer Virg. Mart. 111. iii, Nor do 1^ care From what a
lauish hand your money flies, So you giue none away, feed

beegers.. .And to the scrubbing poore.

Scrubbing-brush (sknrbirjbrrj). Also 7
scrubing-brush. [f. Scrubbing vbl. sb.] A brush

with hard bristles for scrubbing purposes.
1681 Grew Musaeum 11. % i. iv. 204 The outward Skin

being taken off, the Fruit looks and feels like a round Scrub-

ing-Brush. itisArbuthnot John Bull nr. i. 7 She never
would lay aside the Use of Brooms and scrubbing Brushes.

1893 Baring-Gould Cheap Jack Zita xxxiii, A woman over
her soapsuds and scrubbing-brush.

tScru'bbish, a. Obs. rare. [f. Scrub a.+
-I8H 1.] Like a ' scrub ', contemptible.

1798 Sporting Mag. XI. 43 The Dutch, truckling, scrubbish.

Scrubby (sknrbi), a 1 [f. Scbub sbA + -y.]

1. Stuntea, under-developed.
1591 Harington OrL Fur. xm. xxxiv. 98 A short thicke

planke stood on a scrubby post That seru'd them for a boord
to drinke and eat 1717 Swift Baucis ft Phil. 177 The
other Tree was griev d, Grew scrubby, dy'd a-top, was
stunted. 1704 W. Pearce Agric. Berks 55 Woods.. .The
scrubby stuff is. .burnt into charcoal, i860 Wraxall Life
tn Sea ii. 30 The ground is. .covered with scrubby lichens.

2. Covered with scrub or brushwood.
1676 Petty Polit. Anat. Irel., etc. (1691) 115 About two

Millions of Rocky, Boggy, and Scrubby Pasture, commonly
call'd Unprofitable. 1835 T. Batman in A'. Corntvallis's

New World (1859) I. 373 The country, however, proved
too scrubby to enable the dogs to have a fair ran.

3. Insignificant, shabby, paltry, of poorappearance.
178a Miss Bursey Cecilia v. xii, To be treated like a

little scrubby apprentice? i860 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III.

35, I am so sorry to put you off with such a scrubby letter.

1894 Mrs. F. Elliot Roman Gossip \. 22 They were but
a very scrubby mixture of the lowest peasants.

Scrubby (sknrbi), a 2 [f. Scbub v. 1 + -v.]

Rough, bristly.

1856 Lever Martins ofCro'M. xl. 411 'Well, I should
like to see her', drawled out Merl, as he smoothed down
his scrubby mustachios.

t Scru'bly, adv. Obs. rare— 1
, [f. Scbub a. +

-LY 2.] Meanly, shabbily.
173a Ld. Tvrawlv in Buatettch X/5.S

>

.(Hist.MSS.ConiRi.)
I. 383 This room few of my predecessors made use of..;

and . . such of them as did furnish it, did it very scrubly.

t Scruby. north. Obs* Also 6 scrubby, 6, 9
scrubie, 7 ecrobie, scrooby. [Perh, a meta-
thetic alteration of Scobbute or its source.] Scurvy.

Also i6lh c. scruby ill. Comb. Scmby-grasa,
scurvy-grass.

1551 Turner Herbal I vj, The scuerbuch whyche is called
in the North cuntre the scruby ell [1568 the scrubby ill, or
the crepelillj. 1507 Gerarde Herbal 11. lxxxii, 325 In
English it is called Spoonewort, Scrubie grass, and Scuruie
crasse. 1655 Lamont Diary (Maitland CI.) 87 This year,
Mr. Jhone Duncan, .died ofthe Scrobie. 1676 Row Contn.
Blair's Autobiog. App. (1848) 593 Scruby, gout, and gravel.

1691 Rav H. C. Words 61 Scrooby-grass.

t Scrud, v. Obs. rare—1
. [Of obscure origin :

cf. Scbub v.] (See quot.)
1483 Cath, Angt, 326/t To Scrud (Scrvde A) j ubi to rub.

Scrue, obs. form of Screw sb,1 and v.

Scruff (skn?f), sd.1 Forms: I, 7-9 scruf, 5
scrofe, 6 scruffe, St. skrufe, skruii\e, skruiff,

scruef, 6-8 scroof, 7 scroofe,scrooffe, 7- scruff.

[Metathetic var. of Scurf sb.1]

1 1. A scabby or scaly condition of the skin

;

~ Scurf sb.1 1. Obs.
[c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 316 Wio" scruf, & wiS sceb.] 14.

.

Melr. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 626 Glabra, scrofe or scalle.

T b. A scab. Obs. rare—1
.

X710 Lend. Gaz. No. 4716/4 Stoln.., a black Gelding..,
with a large Wart or Scruff over his near Eye.

2. = Scurf sb.1 2.

iS*6Grete Herballc\x. (1529) K ij b, Agaynst the scruffe of
the heed and habundaunce of lyce. 1678 Hobbes Decant.
x. 124 Jumbling them together make them rub off their

scruf from one another. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Med.
xxvii. 339 Where there was a copious detachment of scruf.

3. A thin crust or coating. Cf. Scurf sb. 1 4.

1591 Bruce Semi. Tab, The outwarde scroofe, suppose
it appeareth to be whole, where the inward is festered,

auaileth nothing, hot maketh it to vudercoate again. 1695
Sc. Acts Will. /// (1822) IX. 452/2 Pulling up.. Bent Juni-
per and broom bushes which did loose and break the surface
and scrooffe of the saids hills.

4. Applied to what is worthless or contemptible
;

refuse, litter
; + spec, base money ; also used (like

1 dross', ' muck') as a contemptuous term for money.
1559 in Knox Hist. Ref n. Wks. 1S46 I. 403 They spair

not planelie to brek doun and convert the guid and stark
money., into this thair corrupt it skruiff and baggage of
Hard-heidis and Non Suntis. c 1560 A. Scott Poems
(S. T. S.) i. 65 Thai brocht bair bastardis, w* be skrufe thai
skraip To blande bair blude w< barrownis be ambitioun.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Scruff, is a kinde of fuel, which
poor people, .gather up at ebbing water, in the bottom of
the Thames about London, and consists of Coal, little sticks
of Wood, Cockle-shells, and the like. 1768 Woman of
Honor II. 103 The. .dirty current.. carrying away with it

the little trifling straw, scruff, and bubbles on its surface,

t b. (See quot.) Obs.
1673 Col. Treas. Bks. (1909) IV. 404 As to the importation

of whale fins, commonly called scruffe, which you conceive
ought to pay as whalebone, you are to state a case.

o. Comb. : Scruff-stone, ? rubble.
i860 Blackmore Lorna D. ii, Old Cop. .had jammed the

double gates in under the scruff-stone archway.

Scruff (skrof), sb.2 Also dial, acruft. [Cor-
rupt form of Scuff sb.2, assimilated to prec] The
nape ofthe neck.
1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Scruff, the nape of the

neck. North. 1834 Marrvat P. Simple xxix, He would
have fallen overboard, if I hadn't caught him by the scruff
of the neck. 189a J._K. Jerome in Idler June 498 We
adopted a more pressing method, and coaxed the dog out
by the scruff of his neck.
transf.^ 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. xxix, ' John Fry, you

big villain !
' I cried, with John hanging up in the air by

the scruff of his neck-cloth.

Scruff (skjpf), v. 1 Se. and north, Obs. Also
8scruiff. [f. Scruff sb. 1] trans. To touch slightly,

graze (see Jam. and E.D.D.) ; in quots.^f. to treat

superficially, slur over. Hence Scru'ffer.
1658 in J» Campbell Balmen'no (1899) 410 Calling him

[the minister] a betrayer of sowles, a scruffer of Scriptures.

1707 Min. Ayr Preshyt. (MS.), He doth often change his
text, and doth not raise many heads and doth not prosecute
such as he names, but scruffs them. 1713 Humble Plead.
Goodold-way 92 Many scandalous practises of Presbyterian
ministers in some places, tho flagrant and notour, little

heeded, and, when complained of, scruiffed over with private
accomodations. 17JO E. Krskine Wks. (1871) I. 91 Many
there are who scruff over the duty in a superficial manner.

Scruff (skref), v. 2 [f. Scbuff sb. 2] trans. To
seize (a person) by the nape of the neck.
1885 H. Finch-Hatton Advance Australia/ 100, I once

bad a narrow escape of being * scruffed ' by an alligator.

Scruffy (sknrfi), a. [f. Scruff sb.1 + -y.]

Scaly, covered with scurf.

1660 Howell Parly of Beasts 76 The Serpent goes to

Frnell when he would, .cast off his old scruffy skin to wear
a new one. 1841 Lever C. O'Malley xxx, Every man,
woman, and child has a brown, scruffy, turf-like face. 1885
U. S. Cons. Report No. lviii. 150 (Cent.) The sheep [in South
Africa] becomes scruffy and emaciated.

Scruge, obs. form of Scourge v.

tScrU'ggle,^- Obs.- [Cf.STRUGGLE,SCRiaGLE
vbs.] intr. To contend, struggle.

1530 Palscr. 70V2, I scruggell with one to gette from
hym, or by cause I wyll nat obey his correction.

Scruish, Scruitore : see Screwish, Scrutoire.

Scrum (skrrm). [Abbreviated form of Scrum-
mage.] — Scrimmage sb. 4.
1888 Pall Mall G. 22 May 11/2 The Englishmen are par-

ticularly weak behind the ' scrum '.

Comb. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. 652 The impetigo or

scrum-pox of Rugby football players, .seems to be traced

to chafing by jerseys infested with pyogenetic cocci.

Scrummage, variant of Scrimmage sb.

Scrump (skrwnp). dial. [Cf. Scrimp <z. and v.]

Anything withered or dried up.
1840 Lady C. Bury Hist. Flirt xxiii, You two old scrumps,

suppose you sit an hour in the pump-room, a 1887 Jei--

h'.kiks Field «r Hedgeroiv (1892) 193 A mouse is baked in

the oven to a ' scrump *, then pounded to powder.

t ScrU'mple, sb. Obs. rare— l
. [var. form of

Crumple; see Sen- 2.] A wrinkle, crease.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 122 Fy ! skolderit skyn, thow art

bot skyre and skrumple.

ScrU'mple, v. Obs. exc. dial. [f. the sb.]

trans. To crush, fold, wrinkle.
c 1575 Balfour's Practices (1754) 188 Ane chartour, sasine,

or uther evident, being be chance brint, singit be the fire,

scrumpillit, or the seil thairof meltit and brokin. 1894 Moss
Ckeadleiy2 Herrough hair wasscrumpled into a chenille net.

Hence Scru*mpled///. a.

190s Longman's Mag. Sept. 441 A scrumpled face.

Scrumptious (sknrmpjas), a. colloq. oxvulgar.

[Prob. identical with the dial, scrumptious i mean,
stingy, close-fisted ', related to scrimption small

quantity, f. Scrimp v. The transition to sense 1

below is not impossible j for the development of

sense 2 cf. Nice a.]

1. Fastidious, hard to please. ? U. S. only.
l845 Judd Margaret 11. vii. (1874) 201, I don't mean to be

scrumptious about it, Judge; but I do want to be a man,
if I.. haven't so much eddication as the rest,

2. a. U. S. Stylish, handsome, b. Used as a
vague epithet of enthusiastic praise : First rate,

* glorious \
1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxiii, A little tidy scrump-

tious^ looking slay. 1865 Meredith R. Fleming xxxi, Hang
me, if ever I see such a scrumptious lot. 1901 F. Hume
Golden Wang-ho iv, ' I shan't show it [the picture] to any*
one till it's done . . ; then you'll say it is scrumptious '.

Scrunch, (sknmf), sd. [f. Scrunch v.]

1. The noise made by scrunching.
1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. 219 Leaning forward in

expectation ofthe scrunch I knew must come. 189s 'Ver-
non Lee'^ in Coniemp. Rev. May 670 Its snow was becom-
ing less crispfbefore you might havealmost heard its scrunch).

2. An act of scrunching.
1854 Thackeray Newcomes I. 297, I brought my heel

well down on his little varnished toe and gave it a scrunch.

Scrunch, (skrrnf), v. [Cf. Crunch v. and
Scr- 2.]

1. trans. To bite with a crushing noise,— Crunch
v. 1.

1825 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng. 66 A person may be
said to scrunch an apple or a biscuit, if in eating it he made
a noise. 1838 Southey Doctor cxliv. (1848) 366 This horse
would eat oysters with great delight, scrunching them shells

and all between his teeth.

2. To crush, tread crushingly upon ; also, to

squeeze into small compass ; = Crunch v. 2.

1861 Sala Dutch Pictures viil. in An old lady .. scrunches
the boots of her opposite neighbours. 1880 Print. Trades
yrnl. xxx. 33 Paper as everyone knows, burns well when
scrunched up. 1895 Symonds in Life I. iii. 71, I scrunched
the muddy gravel, beneath the boughs of budding trees.

b. refl. To squeeze oneself into compact shape.

Cf. Schinch, Scringe vbs.

1844 Kinglake Edthen (1845) 2^5 Now belaying, and now
letting go—now scrunching himself down into mere ballast.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 566^1 The first night I

slept out..I..scruntched [sic] myself into a doorway, and
the policeman passed by. .without seeing me.
3. intr. To produce a sound of being crushed.

1844 W. Barnes Dorset Poems, Lydlinch Bells 6 When
vrozen grass, as white's a sheet, Did scrunchy sharp below
our veet. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 403/1, I could
hear the stones scrunch under his feet.

Hence Scrunched, Scru'nohing///. adjs.

183^-7 Dickens Sk. Boz, Last Cab-driver, He had com-
promised with the parents of three scrunched children, and
just * worked out ' his fine for knocking down an old lady.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 189 But after some alarm-
ing scrunching sounds, and creaks from the canoe, we were
shot ignominiously out down river.

Scruilt (skr#nt). Sc. Anything stunted or worn
out, esp. the stump of a tree.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot (Rolls) III. 115 And no redres

that ^e will mak thairfoir, Nocht worth ane scruntof all that

to restoir. 1894 Crockett Raiders vii. 75 In the midst of

the bit scrunts of birks and. .thorns.

Scrupilous(e, obs. forms of Scrupulous.

Scrapie (skrwp'l), sb.1 Also 6-7 scrupul, 6-8

scrupule; and see Scriple, Scriptule. [ad. L.

scrupulus
t
more freq. scrupulum (also seripulutn,

scrtplum, scrlptulum, scripllu/n, whence Scriple,

Scriptule), commonly regarded as identical with

scrupulus Scruple sb.2, the sense ' small weight or

measure ' being supposed to be developed from
the etymological sense ' small pebble \
The assumed sense-development presents no difficulty, but

the relation between the forms with « and those with ( has
not been satisfactorily explained, and some scholars dispute

the identity ofthe word.
Cf. F. scrupule (15th c), Sp. escrtipulo, Pg. escrupolo, It.

scrupolo, scrittolo (:—L. scriptulum), G. skrupel.]

A small unit of weight or measurement.
1. A unit of weight = ao grains, \ drachm, fa oz.

Apothecaries' weight. Denoted by the character 3*
[138a- : see Scriple.] 1564-78 Bulleyn Dial, agst Pest.

(1888) 42 Take Theriaca-.ij Scruples..; bole Amoniacke,
prepared, half a Scruple. 1590 Barrough Physick (1596)

Aviij b, A Scruple is twentie barley cornes. 163a Massinger
Emperor East iv. iv, With some few scruples of sassa-fras

and Guacum. 1710 P. Blair Misc. Observ, (1718) 6^ It

weighed betwixt a Scruple and half a Dram. 1843 T.Wat-
son Led. Physic I. xxxix. 700 It consists of the iodide of

mercury, mixed with lard, in the proportion of two scruples

to the ounce.
aitrib. 1870 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 647 He was

ordered scruple doses of salicylate of ammonia.

H t>. Alleged values of doubtful authority.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Scruple (scriptulum), is of Troy
weight seven grains and an half. 1688 Holme Armoury
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SCRUPLE.

in. 339/1 A scruple is 14 graines. 1728 Chambers Cycl.

s. v., Among Goldsmiths, the Scruple is 24 Grains.

2. One-sixtieth of a degree ; a minute of arc.

First, second, third scruple, the first, second, third power

of one-sixtieth. Cf. Minute si.', etymological note.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 205 The latitude fiftie

degrees, and fortie scruples or minutes. Hid. 474 Two and
fiftie degrees and fortie scrupuls from the Aequator. 1655

Fuller Hist. Camb. 16 Northampton lying within twenty

nine scruples of the same degree of longitude with Oxford.

1709-19 V. Mandey Syst. Math., A rlth. 75 A Degree is sub-

divided into Minutes or First Scruples, 60'. A First Scruple,

into Seconds, 6V. Seconds, into Thirds, and so on.

t b. Aslr. in special collocations (see quots.).

In some mod. Diets, scruple is said to be synonymous with

Digit 4, but this seems to be an erroneous inference from
statements like that in quot. 1728.

1633 H. Gellibrand App. Longitude in T. James Voy.

R 2, The middle motion of the (•) Center... The Prostha-

phaeresis of the Center add. . .The Proportional Scruples.— 1.

1658 Gadbury Doctr. Nativities 11. 229 Then.. take out the

Scruples of proportion, and reserve them until anon. 1728

Chambers Cycl. s. v., Scruples eclipsed are that Part of the

Moon's Diameter which enters the Shadow, expressed in

the same Measure wherein the apparent Diameter of the

Moon is expressed. See Digit. Ibid., Scruples of Immer-
sion, or Incidence, are an Arch of the_ Moon's Orbit, which
her Centre describes from the Beginning of the Eclipse, to

the Time when its Centre falls into the Shadow... Scruples

of Emersion, are an Arch of the Moon's Orbit, which her

Centre describes in the Time from the first Emersion of the

Moon's Limb, to the End of the Eclipse.

f3. As a unit of time. a. Scruple ofan hour

;

the sixtieth part of an hour, a minute : more fully

first scruple, the successive smaller fractions of the

sexagesimal scale being called secondscruple ( = our

'second'), third, fourth, fifth, etc. scruple, b.

Similarly, the day of 24 hours was divided sexa-

gesimal^ intofirst, second, etc. scruples, the ' first

scruple' being = 24 minutes. C. In Rabbinical

chronology, the 1080th part of an hour, equal to

i-i8th of a minute ( = late Heb. pbrt heleq; the

attribution of this measure to the Arabs is a mis-

take). Obs.

a. 1603 Hevdon De/. Judtc. Astral, iv. 143, I haue a
plumbe watche . . and th'.s, with one motion giueth me so

perfectly, both the minute and second scruple of time, that

hailing obserued [etc.). 1631 Quarles Samson Med. xxi.

128 How can it be expected, we have power To hold out

Seige, one scruple of an hower. 1640-72 Wilkins Disc.

Neui Planet 11. (1684) 124 If a Man, leaping up in a Ship,

may abide in the Air one second scruple of an hour, c 1653
T. Whallev in Ussher's Lett. (1686) 603 [A computation

expressed in sexagesimals of an hour is referred to as being]

in hourly scruples.

b. 1709-29 V. Mandey Syst. Math., Arlth. 77 Astrono-

mically, a Day is divided as an Integer, into first Scruples

6c/. A Prime or first Scruple into 60", and so on.

C. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Chaldee Scrupule is

j/1080 Part of an Hour; called, by the Hebrews, Helakim.
These Scruples are much used by the Jews, Arabs, and
other Eastern People. 1788 Marsden in Phil. Trans.
LXXVIII.419 The lunar month, .according to the com-
putation of the Arabian Astronomers, consists of 29 days,

12 hours, and 792 scruples or parts in 1080.

f 4. A Roman land-measure of ten feet square,

being the 24th part of an uncia and 288th of a
jugerum. Obs.

1674 Jeake Arlth. (1696) 114 A Scruple of an Arpent is

1/48 of an Arpent or 10 Feet Square every way.

5. One-twelfth of an inch ; a line. Also, one-

tenth of a geometrical inch. {Cent. Diet.)

1802 H. Martin Helen c/Glenross III, This to me, who
never leave one scruple of an inch of my paper unadorned
by my literary genius.

6. fig. A very small quantity or amount ; a very

small part or portion.

1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 77 There is

no loue in this worlde so perfecte, as that whiche holdeth no
scruple of interest. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. I. i. 38 Na-
ture neuer lends The smallest scruple of her excellence But
[etc.]. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 54 Look into Italy and
Spain, whether those places be one scruple the better.

a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. in Each Word and Syllable

brought to the Scale, And valu'd to a Scruple in the Sale.

1830 Galt Lawrte T. 11. i, In the choice of a second wife,

one scruple of prudence is worth a pound of passion.

Scruple (skra-p'l), sb? Also 6 scrupule,

(scrapple, scropple). [ad. F. scrupule (14th a),

ad. L. scriipulus, lit. a pebble (recorded only in

late L.), fig. a cause of uneasiness, scruple, dim. of

scriipus rough or hard pebble, used fig. by Cicero

for a cause of uneasiness or anxiety.

Cf. F. scrupule (14th c.), Sp. escnipulo, Pg. escrupulo,

It. scrupolo, G. skrupel.]

1. A thought or circumstance that troubles the

mind or conscience ; a doubt, uncertainty or hesita-

tion in regard to right and wrong, duty, propriety,

etc. ; esp. one which is regarded as over-refined or

over-nice, or which causes a man to hesitate where
others would be bolder to act. Often, scruple of
conscience.

1526 Ptlgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 63b, He wyll. .lette the

. .symple persone from the performynge of his dutyes.., by
the reason of. .feares and scruples, r 1534 More Wks. 1435/t

Though men.. say it is no consience but a foolish scruple.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 179 The kyng of England
..was in a great scruple of his conscience and not quiet in

his mynde. 1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. iv. 40 (2nd Qo.) Some
crauen scruple Of thinking too precisely on th'euent. 1660

J kr. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. vi. Rule 1, A Scruple is a great
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trouble of mind proceeding from a little motive. 1692 R.
L'Estrange Fables xli. 43 Upon the nicest Scruples of
Honour. 1759 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 III. 389 The as-

sembly did not, however, start any scruple on this head.
1788 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xlix. V. 90 The scruples of reason,

or piety, were silenced by the strong evidence of visions and
miracles. 1854 Faber Grcnvth in Holiness xvii. (1872) 317
A scruple is . . a vain fear of sin where there is no reasonable
groundfor suspecting sin. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. ii. 34
They had to deal with enemies who were troubled with few
scruples.

b. in generalized sense. (Sometimes = scrupul-

osity.)

X547-8 Ordre o/Commvnlon 7 To the satisfaccion of his

mynde, and auoydyng of all scruple and doubtfulnes. 1660

Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 1. vi. Rule 2 | 1 This is a right

course in the matter of scruple ;
proceed to action. 1689

Evelyn Diary 21 Feb., The Abp. of Canterburyand some
of the rest, on scruple of conscience, .enter'd their Protests

and hung off. 1788 Gibbon Decl. >e F. xlix. V. 90 At first,

the experiment was made with caution and scruple. 1848

Baroness Bunsen in Hare I.t/e (1879) II. iii. 114 He ex-

presses much concern and scruple about the trouble he
occasions. 1872 Blackmore Maid ofSlter vi, Just as I had
made up my mind to lift up the latch, and to walk in freely,

as I would have done in most other houses, but stood on
scruple with Evan Thomas.

C. Phr. Without scruple.

1526 Tindale Acts x. 29 Therfore cam I unto you with
outen scruple [orig. avain-ipp^rw?]. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
v. v. 157. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. xlix. V. 08 The Jewish
king, who had broken without scruple the brazen serpent.

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. ii. I. 186 Attacked by the civil

power, they without sciuple repelled force by force.

d. Phr. To have scruples ; to have little, no

scruple, etc. Const, about (a matter), in (doing

something).
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 340, 1 had some little Scruple in my

Mind about Religion, which insensibly drew me back. 1736
Gentl. Mag.Vl.yog/2 ThattheQuakers can have no Scruple

of Conscience in paying Tythes. 1828 Macaulay Ess.,

Hallam's Const. Hist. (1897) 80 A man without truth or

humanity may have some strange scruples about a trifle.

1830 J. W. Croker in C. Papers 14 June (1884) I. i. 18 If

you have the slightest [objection], pray have no scruple in

leaving my curiosity ungratified. 1865 Kincsley Herew.
viii, [They] had little scruple in applying to a witch.

e. To make scruple (also a, no, etc. scruple) : to

entertain or raise a scruple or doubt ; to hesitate,

be reluctant, esp. on conscientious grounds. Const,

infin. ; also wilh of (at, in) -to stick at, hesitate

to do or allow, etc. 1 Obs. (Cf. F.faire scrupule,

with similar constructions.)

1589 Nashr Pasouill % Mar/. Bj, They presume to make
a shrewde scruple of their obedience. 1591 Savile Tacitus,

Hist. 1. lxxxix. 51 Making a scruple that the holy shields

called Ancilia were as yet not layed up againe. 1603 B.

Jonson Sejanus iv. v. (1605) 14 b, Lac. But is that true, it

tis prohibited To sacrifice vnto him ? Ter. Some such thing

Caesar makes scruple of, but forbids it not. 1605 Bacon Adv.
Learn. 11. xxiii. § 36 Ca2sar..made no scruple to professe

that hee had rather bee first in a village, then second at

Rome. 1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosg's Compt. Woman 1. 57 The
superstitious make more scruple of a little sinne then of a
great. X669-70 Marvell Corr. exxxii. Wks. (Grosart) II.

298 One of those who thinke it the greatest point of wisdome
to make the most scruples. 1722 De Foe Moll Flanders

(1840) 210, I made no scruple at taking these goods. 1845
Ford Handbk. Spain I. 14 Small scruple is made by the

authorities in opening private letters.

f 2. A doubt or uncertainty as to a matter of

fact or allegation; an intellectual difficulty, per-

plexity, or objection. Beyond a scruple, beyond

doubt or cavil. Obs.

The phrase 'scruple of suspition ' (quot. 1534) perh. contains

an etymologizing reference to Scruple sb. 1 6. Cf. * un seul

scrupule de doubte ', 16th c. in Littre'.

1534 More in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 49 In eny parte

of all which my dealing, whither eny other man may per-

adventure put eny dowt, or move eny sciuple of suspition.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 644 For auoyding of which scruple

and ambiguity; Edmund Erie of Marchc.made his tytle

and righteous clayme. 1597 Morley Introd. Mas. 16 In

the Table there is no difncultie. .yet, to take away all

scruple, I will shew you the vse of it. 1662 Stillingpl.

Ori?. Sacrae 1. v. § 2 The only scruple is whether it was
used in their sacred accounts or no. a 1718 Penn lunocency

it'tlh open Face Wks. 1726 I. 267, I hope my Innocency will

appear beyond a Scruple. 172s De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 22 Our captain.. raised several scruples about the

latitude which we should keep in such a voyage. 1741

Harris Three Treat, ill. I. (1765) 140A Subject, where one's

own Interest appeared concerned so nearly would well

justify every Scruple, and even the severest Inquiry.

t b. Disbelief or doubt of. To have or make

scruple of: to hesitate to believe or admit. Also

rarely with how and clause. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 149 But how I should bee

your Patient, to follow your prescriptions, the wise may
make some dram of a scruple, or indeede, a scruple it selfe.

1611 — Cymb. v. v. 182 Whereat, I wretch Made scruple of

his praise. (11628 Preston New Covt. (1634) 116 When
there is no scruple in our hearts of Gods love towards us.

1662 Evelyn Chalcogr. 12 That Letters, and consequently

Sculpture, was long before the Flood, we make no scruple

of. 1666-7 Marvell Corr. lxix. Wks. (Grosart) II. 210 If

you find any thing perplext in it, I shall.. resolve any

scruple that you may have of its exposition. 1672 Villiers

(Dk. Buckhm.) Rehearsal 1. (Arb.) 33 If you make the least

scruple of the efficacie of these my Rules, do but come to

the Play-house, and you shall judge of 'em by the effects.

tc. Without scruple : without doubt or question,

doubtless. (Used to qualify an assertion.) Obs.

J612 Selden Illuslr. Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. 189 As is,

SCRUPLE.

without scruple, apparant in the date of the synod. 1690

Child Disc. Trade (1698) 49 The same house to be sold.,

would have yielded without scruple 1000 or 1200 1.

Ifd. A suspicion of (something), rare- 1
.

1597 Sir R. Cecil in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 42
Wherein that you may see the poore unfortunate Secretarie

will leave no scrupule in you of lack of industry, to yeald

you all satisfaction.. I have thought good to [etc.].

+ e. A quibble, fine distinction. Obs.

1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 43 If there is any Thing
else Commentators concern themselves about, it is Property
of Expression, or rather some Verbal Niceties, and Gram-
matical Scruples.

3. Comb., as f scruple-drawer (applied to a con-

fessor), -monger; scruple- selling ppl. a.

^1704 T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 19 The late

Ordinary of Newgate, Mr. Smith, who was one of the most
famous "Scruple-drawers of his Time. 1675 Walton Hooker
in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1818) IV. 223 There were also many
of these "Scruplemongers that pretended a tenderness of

conscience, refusing to take an oath before a lawful magis-
trate, a 1704 T. Brown Reas. Oaths Wks. 1711 IV. 91 b,

Printed by one of those Godly Wholesale Dealers in Scandal,

those "Scruple-selling Vermin of the Poultry.

Scruple (skrzrp'l), v. Also 7 scrupule,

seroople. [f. the sb. Cf. OF. ( 1
5th c.) scrupuler

' examiner scrupuleusement ' (Godefroy).]

1. trans. To have or make scruples about; to

demur to, take exception to, question the propriety

or expediency of (something done or to be done)

;

to hesitate or stick at (doing something). ? Obs.

1627 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 175 Was euer a

Papist knowne to scruple this sinne? Not to extenuate it as

veniall ? 1692 Locke 3rd Let. Toleration iii. Wks. 1714 1 1.

347 Perhaps it is because he scruples the Cross in Baptism.

1721 De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 302 Let no man scruple

my honourable mention of this noble enemy. 1.748 Chesterf.
Lett. II. cxlv. 18 He scrupled no means to obtain his

ends. 1837 Hallam Lit. Europe ill. iii. § 86 note. It seems
reasonable not to scruple the use of a word so convenient.

f2. To doubt, question, hesitate to believe (a

fact, allegation, etc.) ; to question the truth, good-

ness, or genuineness of. Obs.

1640 D. Cawdrey Three Serm. (1641) 13 The Truth of this

Grant may well be scrupled. 1660 tr. Amyraldus' Treat,

cone. Reltg. 111. viii. 474 The Doctrine of a Third (Person]

ought not to be scrupul'd. 1752 J. Gill Trinity iv. 75
Though the Father's Deity is not scrupled, or called in

question. 1787 R. Tyler Contrast hi, Though I don't

scruple your veracity, I have some reasons for believing you
were there. 1846 W. H. Mill Flve^Serju. (1848) 142 The
charge of ignorance of the Gospel is often made against

those who scruple statements resembling, .this.

+ b. with obj. a sentence introduced by thai or

whether. Obs.

1642 Collect. Rights ff Priv. Parlt. 9 They at the first

scrupuled, whether or no they might take up armes for their

own defence against that cruell arrest. 1651 Biggs AVw
Disp. p 275 It is not to be scrupled that the omnipotent and
wise Creator saw and judged all things that he had made to

be good. 1665 Manlf.y Grot/us' Lcnu C. Warres 7 They
were of invincible spirits to undergo all manner of. . dangers,

whereby it was scrupled by the rest of the World, Whether
they were more greedy of Honour or Wealth ?

f 3. causative. To excite scruples in (a person),

to cause to feel scruples. Obs.

1638 Chillingw. Relig. Prot. 1. vi. § 72. 380 But all of

them . . fear the event of such a tryall [of their religion] that

they may be scrupled and staggered and disquieted by it.

1657 J- Watts Scribe, etc. m. 72 The dangerous tentations

of the Devil, wherewith he and his instruments., do mainly
assault the mindes, and scruple the consciences,.. of the

weaker amongst us. 1689 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 255 If he
had anything that scrupled him in matter of Law.

4. inlr. To entertain or raise scruples ; to hesi-

tate, demur, + doubt. Chiefly to scruple at (also in

indirect passive). Now rare.

1639 Saltmarshb Pract. Policy 120 When you are to be

engaged in imploiment, and your abilities are doubted and
questioned, and therefore you are scrupeld at. 1686 tr.

Chardiris Trav. Persia 63 Although M. de Nointel scrupl'd

at first, yet he consented at length. 1708 Misc. Curiosa III.

407 Whilst I was scrupling at this Relation, they brought

me Gallasius his Commentary upon Exodus. 1824 Soltiiey

Sir T. More (1831) I. 26 The sovereigns.. who scrupled at

no means for securing themselves on the throne. 1861

Buckle Ctvlliz. (1873) II. viii. 481 His love for the Church
was a passion and he scrupled at nothing which could

advance its interests.

b. quasi-;*/?, with complement : To allow one's

scruples to drive one out of.

1786 J. Newton in J. Bull Mem. W. Bull (1864) 163 Mr.
R. of Birmingham has indeed had some sceptical qualms

about his situation in the Church, and some thoughts of

seceding or dissenting from us. . . I shall be sorry if he

scruples himself out of a sphere of usefulness.

5. Const, inf. : To hesitate or be reluctant (to

do something), esp. on conscientious grounds, or

out of regard for what is fit and proper. (The

current use.)

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 357 Fathers not

scrupling to make their own children victims. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 997 He scrupl'd not to eat Against his better

knowledge. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 119

The Muletors scrupuled to let us have Mules to Ride on.

1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxxv. 279 The lords for some

time scrupled to pass this clause. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom.
Emp. x. (1875) 164 The Pope did not scruple to preach a

crusade against the Emperor himself 187X R. Ellis_ tr.

Catullus p. xix, Nor have I scrupled to forsake the ancient

quantity in proper names.

Hence Scru-pled ///. a., questioned, made an



SCRUPLELESS. 293 SCRUTATOR,
object of scrapie. Scrupling vbl. sb. and ///. a.

164 1 Vindic. Smectymnuus 36 Unable to give solid satis-

faction to a scrupling conscience- 1665 Wither Lord's
Prayer 127 Therefore the scruplmg at this conditional

Petition is causless. 1670 Baxter Cure C/i. Div. 381 Let
all Rulers multiply unnecessary scrupled impositions in

their own dominions. 1696 Whiston Theory 0/ Earth. 11.

151 One of the most scrupled and exceptionable Points of
his Narration, that of the Universal Deluge. 18x8 scrupling
[see Rap v. 1 3 cj. 18*7 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xv.

173 The bill of comprehension proposed to parliament went
no farther than to leave a few scrupled ceremonies at dis-

cretion. 1894 Athenaeum 24 Nov. 708/3 [He] scorned the
constraint which prevents a scrupling dullard from describ-
ing what he never saw.

Scru pleless, a. rare— 1
, [f. Scruple st>.+

-less.] Having no scruples, unscrupulous.
1813 Scott Peveril xliv, Your Grace's swordsmen have

had ill-luck of late ; and it is hard, since you always choose
the best hands, and such scrupieless knaves too.

t Scrrrpleness. Obs. rare. Also 5 scrupule-
nes, 6 scrupulnes. [irreg. f. Scruple sb, +
-nkss.] Scrupulousness,
1489 Caxton Faytes ofA rmes iv. i. 230 To take awaye all

scrupulenes. 1549 Comfit. Scot. xix. 165, I exort $ou..to
put at cerimonial scrupulnes furtht of jour hart is. 1573-80
Tlsser Husb. (1878) 69 {heading) Against fantastical!

scruplenes. 1647 Hexham i, Scruplenesse of conscience.

Scrupler (skrw-plai). [f. Scruple v.+ -er l.]

One who scruples, one who nas scruples.
Applied spec, to the Scots divines who objected to take the

Abjuration Oath in 1712.

1631 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 295 Away then with
those nice scruplers. 1650 J. Dury Just Re 'proposals 20
To satisfie scruplers, all their scruples must be first known.
171a T. Boston Acc. Life (1908) 191 There the lawfulness
of the Oath of Abjuration was debated pro and con,, .be-
twixt the scruplers and the clear brethren. 1843 Wodro7v's
Corr. II. 4ot Warden .. refused to swear the Abjuration
Oath, even after the change of its form in 1719, which induced
the greater number of scruplers to take it.

Scru plesome, a. rare~\ [f. Scruple sb. +
-some.] Inclined to be scrupulous.
c 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Let in Emily Lawless Mem.

(1904) 95 It was raining very hard, and Pat in his yellow
waistcoat, which you know he is scruplesome about wetting.

t ScrupOSe, a. Obs. [ad. L. scruposus, f. scrup-
us rough or sharp stone : see -ose.] Rough, jagged.
»753 Chambers' Cycl. SuppL s.v. Corailina, The feathered,

scrupose coralline.

t Scnrpular, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. scrupu-
lar-is (scrtp-\ t scrupul-um Scruple sb\\ Of or
amounting to a scruple in weight
1656 Blount Glossogr., Scrupular, of or belonging to a

scruple, small. 1771 Raper in Phil. Trans. LXI. 492 The
latter coins of this scrupular standard are like the Denarii of
the age in which they were struck.

Scrupule, obs. f. Scruple sbs. and v.

Scrnpulist (skr«-pi//list). [f. L. scrupul-us
Scruple 5*.2 + -ist.] One who has scruples or
raises difficulties.

1681 R. L'Estranck Casuist Uncas'd 5 The Rebells
assaulting of their Sovereign.. might have given your
Scrupulistsashard thoughtsof the Faction that did it. 1711
SHAFTESR.CArtr<«:. Misc. it. iiL (1737) III. 109 These are the
Scepticks or Scrupulists, against whom there is such a
Clamour rais'd. 1863 Times 14 Oct. 8/4 Foolish scrupulists,
who in a matter of life and honour would not use their only
weaponsofdefence because carved with objectionable figures.

t Scru-pulize, v. Obs. [formed as prec. + -ize.]

a. trans. To scruple at. h.inlr. To make scruples.
i6»5 Bp. Moumtacu App. Cxsar 244 If in this w,iy not in

other Articles that eyther are or may be so scrupulized..?
164a Featly Vertumnus 126, I admire that any man hath
so long scrupulized to the tosse of himselfe and fortunes.
1678 R. J/Estrance Seneca's Mor. 1. xil (1696) 49 Whenso-
ever my duty calls me, 'tis my part to attend, without
Scrupulizing upon Forms, or Difficulties.

Scrupulosity (skr/ipiid^stti). [a. F. scrupul-
osity (14th c in Littre) or ad. L. scrupuldsitdt-em,
{. scrupulos-us Scrupulous : see -ity.]

1. The state or quality of being scrupulous (see
the adj.\
i$»* Wfcw Ptrf. (W. de W. 1531) 66 Our lordc for his

tender mercy prescnie all those that entendeth this holy
iourney of perfeccyon from, .scrupulosite and pusillanimite
of spiryte. 1654 Evelyn Diary 12 July, Thence we went to
New College, where the Chapel was in its ancient garb,
notwithstanding the scrupulositie of the times. 1690 Stil-
uncfl. Serm. xxxv. Wks. I. 558 Avoid a needless Scrupu-
losity of Conscience, as a thing which keeps our Minds
always uneasie. 1759 Johnson Rasselas xxvi, Age looks
with anger on the temerity of youth, and youth with con-
tempt on the scrupulosity of age. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. ii. I. 273 It would have been thought strange scrupu-
losity in him to quit bis post, because his advice as to
matters not strictly within his own department was not
taken by his master. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such 5 When
I was a lad I danced a hornpipe with arduous scrupulosity.

b. An instance of this
; f a scruple.

a 156a G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 123 It was a certeyn
scrupulositie that prykked my concyence. a 1600 Hooker
Feci. Pol. vt. iv. I 7 Or else, .we fall into timorous scrupu-
lositie*. 1831 Lamb Recoil. Royal Academ. in Airs.
Leicester's School, etc (t886) 309^ For the thousand tints —
the grains—which in life diversify the nose, the chin, the
cheek . . he cared nothing at all about them. He left such
scrupulosities to opticians and anatomists. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul I. 264 It shows that Peter had already abandoned
Rabbinic scrupulosities.

f2. Astr. [After Scruple sb. 1 3.] Minute
determination (of time). Obs*

1633 H. Gellibrand App. Longitude in T. James Voy.
R 3, The scrupulosity of time is vnknowne, and therefore
we cannot argue the ) true place from thence.

Scrupulous (skr7?pi£tos), a. Also 6 scrupil-
ous(e, scrupulouse, scrupulus. Cf. Scripulous.
[ad. F. scrupuleux (16th c, scrupuleusement 14th
a), or ad.L.scrupulds-us, i. scrupul-us: see Scruple
sb. 2 and -ous.]

1. Troubled with doubts or scruples of conscience

;

over-nice or meticulous in matters of right and
wrong. Also (of things, actions, etc.), character-

ized by such scruples.

1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 52 Yt is good in suche case to
be gouernyd by the consayle of a dyscrete gostly father
leste the dome of hys owne conscyence be other to scrupulous
or to recheles. 1513 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 58/1 Of spiritual
men thei toke such as had wit,..& had no scrupilouse
consience. i5a8 HenrvVIII in R. Hall Life Fisher F.'s
Wks. (E. E.T.S.) 11.61 Whiche thingcingendred such a
scrupulous doubt in me, that my mind was incontinently
accombred, vexed, and disquyeted. 1593 Sua ks. 3 Hen. VI,
iv. vii. 61 Rich. Why Brother, wherefore stand you on nice
points?. .Hast. Away with scrupulous Wit, now Armes must
rule. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iv. xi. § 5 Abusing their
Hbertie and freedom to the offence of their weake brethren
which were scrupulous. 1667 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Mhcell. III.

64 And yet, though he spent so much time in examining his
consciens, he was not the least scrupulous nor long at
Confession. 1765 Blackstone Comm. t. vi. 226 Whatever
doubts might be formerly raised by weak and scrupulous
minds about the existence of such an original contract. 1835
I.Taylor Spir. Despot, iii. 108 The common people super-
stitious, fanatical, scrupulous, licentious. 1907 A. C. Benson
Attar Fire 134 The religion recommended was a religion
of scrupulous saints and self-torturing ascetics.

f b. Prone to hesitate or doubt ; distrustful

;

cautious or meticulous in acting, deciding, etc.

Also (of actions, etc.), characterized by doubt or

distrust; (of objections) cavilling. Obs.

*S59 W. Cuningmam Cosmogr. Glasse 46 It is truely said,
that knowledge hath no enemie but ignoraunce. There
are..no small number of Lactantius sort, not scrupulous
enemies onely, but also Physicians, of whom [etc.]. 1560
Daus tr. Sletdane's Comm. Pref. 2 b, Thucydides was so
desyrous of the verity, and so doubt full and scrupulous in

wrytingof his story. 16x1 Corvat Crudities 67 The Italians
are so curious and scrupulous in many of their cities, .that
they will admit no stranger within the wals.. except he
bringeth a bill of health from the last citie he came from.
1614 Raleigh Hist. World \\. xxiu. §4. 574 But in filling vp
the blankes of old Histories, we neede not be so scrupulous.
a 1681 Wharton APotelesma Wks. {1683) 44 Nor any one
[jr. art or science] that can truly say, it is free from every
scrupulous exception. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
Acc Observ. 8t I have been the more scrupulous and wary,
in regard the Inferences drawn from these Observations are
of some importance.

fo. with const.'. Loth or reluctant, through
scruples, to (do something) ; doubtful or suspicious

of (a person or thing) ; chary of or in (doing some-
thing) ; anxious or fearful about. Obs.
1608 D. T(uvill] Ess. Pot. jr Mor. 125 Hee was no way scru-

pulous to circumvent, and kill, insontes sicuti sontes. 1643
Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 1. $ 3. 4 And therefore I am not
scrupulous to converse and live with them, c 1645 Howell
Lett. (1650) II. 32 The Father is scrupulous of the Son, the
Son of the Sisters, and all three of me, to whose award they
referr'dtbe business three several! times. 1658S1K T. Browne
Hydrtot. i. 5 The Jews..as they raised noble Monuments
and Mausoleums for their own Nation, so they were not
scrupulous in erecting some for others. 1662 Stillingfu
Orig. Sacrx n. ix. $ 21. 320 The primitive Christians were
very scrupulous of calling the Emperours Dominus. ^754
Richaudsoh Grandiso/i IV. xxi. 161 She often directed her-
self to me in Italian. I do not talk it well : But.. I was not
scrupulous to answer in it. 1785 Phillips Treat. Inland
Nov. 37 Those.. whom I have consulted on the subject,
where I was scrupulous of my knowledge. 1845 S. Jvdd
Margaret n.viii. { 1871) 284 Don't you stir out of the house;
1 am scrupulous about what might happen.

d. absol. [The scrupulous — scrupulous persons.)
i6»5 B. Jonson Staple ofN. \\\. ii.*n8'Tis the house of

fame, Sir, Where both the curious, and the negligent, The
scrupulous, and carelesse f. .all doe meet. 1690 Locke Hum.
Una. ill. vi. § 12 There are some Birds. .whose Bloud is cold
as Fishes, and their Flesh in taste 50 near akin, that the
Scrupulous are allow'd them on Fish-days.

f2. Of a thing: Causing or raising scruples;

liable to give offence; meriting scruple or cavil,

dubious, doubtful. To make it scrupulous : to

scruple, hesitate (to do something). Obs.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 57 The scrupulous stynges

of domestical! sedicion. 1574 Hellowes Guevara's Fam.
Epist. {1577) 66 If your warre had ben vpon Jerusalem, it

were to be hoiden for iust, but for that it is vpon Marsillius,

alway we hold it for scrupulous. 1593 Telt-trothe's New
Yeare's Gift 3 And it being my hap to enquire first from
whence hee came, hee made it not scrupulous to certifie his

comming from hell. 162s Bacon Holy War Misc. Wks.
(1629) 117 As the Cause of a Watre ought to be lust j So the

Imtice of that Cause ought to be Euident; Not Obscure,
not Scrupulous. 1685 Bunyan Quest. Seventh-day Sabbath
ii. j6 This yet seems to me more scrupulous, because that

the punishment due to the breach of the Seventh-day Sab-
bath was hid from men to the time of Moses.

tb. Of the nature of a mere scruple. Obs.

1605 in 10M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 372 Let not
any man mervaylle of the manyfould downefalles into synne,
or think it a thing scrupulous.

3. Careful to follow the dictates of conscience

;

giving heed to the scruples of conscience so as to

avoid doing what is wrong ; strict in matters of

right and wrong.

A use of sense 1 developed chiefly in contexts with a nega-
tive expressed or implied.

1545 Elyot Diet. s. v. Religiosus, In testimonio religiosi,

scrupulouse in bearynge wytnesse. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. ii. I. 210 His more scrupulous brother ceased to appear
in the royal chapel. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's Lovers
iti, Yet, though scrupulous in most things, it did not go
against the consciences of these good brothers to purchase
smuggled articles.

b. With inf. : Careful (to do something) in

obedience to one*s conscience.
1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 50 We should be

religiously scrupulous and exact to say nothing.. but what
is true.

4. Of actions, etc. : Rigidly directed by the
dictates of conscience ; characterized by a strict

and minute regard for what is right.

1756 Burke Tracts Popery Laws Wks. IX. 338 This
point is carried to so scrupulous a severity, that chamber
practice, and even private conveyancing.. are prohibited to
them under the severest penalties. 1779 Mirror No. 37
While he gave to business the most scrupulous attention.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii. III. 248 William saw that
he must not think of paying to the laws of Scotland that
scrupulous respect which he had wisely and righteously
paid to the laws of England. 1876 Miss Braddon J. Hag-
gards Dau. I. 9 A scrupulous honesty recommended him
even to careful housekeepers.

5. Minutely exactorcareful (in non-moral matters);
strictly attentive even to the smallest details;
characterized by punctilious exactness.
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 77 Examining.. every little

moment of Art with such infatigable though scrupulous care.
171Z Addison Sped. No. 160 r 4 Where we would make
some Amends for our want of Force and Spirit, by a scrupu-
lous Nicety and Exactness in our Compositions. 1779
Johnson L.P., Cozvley (1805) I. 44 Thus all the power of
description is destroyed by a scrupulous enumeration. 1837
Dickens Pickwick ii, Great men are seldom over scrupu-
lous in the arrangement of their attire. 1862 Miller Elcm.
Chem.

t Org. fed. 2) 11 Scrupulous attention to the purity of
the matter submitted to analysis is of course of primary
importance. 1881 Westcott & Hort Grk. N.T. Introd.

§ it A scrupulous jealousy as to their text. 1863 Geo.
Eliot Romola v, Shelves, on which books, .were arranged
in scrupulous order. 1886 Manch. Exam. 14 Jan. 5/4 The
various performances were gone through with scrupulous
exactitude.

t6. Wrought or produced with minute care and
exactness. Obs.
1634 Rainbow Labour (163s) 34 If seelings be an ornament,

what are scrupulous carvings?

Scrupulously (skr«-pi«tosli), adv. [-ly2.]
In a scrupulous manner ; with scruple, doubt, or
cautiousness; with conscientious strictness; with
minute care or punctilious exactness.

'533 Elyot Cast. Hetthe (1541) 51 Most diligently, and as
I mought say, most scrupulously to be obserued. 1696
Tryon Misc. ii. 33 Tis well known how Scrupulously the
Pythagoreans, .abstained from Flesh. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 201 P9 Works. .which are scrupulously exact and con-
formable to all the Rules of correct Writing. 1847 C.
Bronte Jane Eyre xxviii, An elderly woman, somewhat
rough-looking, but scrupulously clean. 1880 L. Stephen
Pope ii. 56 In all this, by Pope's own showing, Addison
seems to have been scrupulously fair.

Scrupulousness (skrz?piz?bsnes). [-HESS.]
The quality of being scrupulous (see the adj.).

isj6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)82 Spiritual!.. diseases :

. .as glotony, lechery, and scrupulousnes. 1577-87 Holin-
shed Chron. III. 872/2 To the end that none should haue
anie scrupulousnesse of conscience in so dooing. 1689 W. A.
Herbert's Acc. Exam. 55 Such was Sir Edward's great
scrupulousness, and tenderness, where the Life of Man was
concerned. 174a Richardson Pamela IV. 13 If apreciseor
unnecessary Scrupulousness be avoided. 1863 A. Blomfield
Mem. Bp. Elomjield II. x. 208 Nothing could exceed his
scrupulousness, about running into debt. 1877 M. Arnold
Last Ess. Church 35 Religion is a matter where scrupulous-
ness has been far too active.

Scruse, variant of Scruze, to squeeze.

Scrutable (skr/7-tab'l), a. [As if ad. L. *scru-
tdbiliSy i. scrutdri: see Scbutator. Cf. It. scru-
labi/e.] That can be understood by scrutiny.

Chiefly in implied contrast with inscrutable.
c 1600 Distr. Emperor 1. i.inBuWen Old PI. (1884) III. 176

If the thoughts of men were scrutable To man and mongst
men. 1718 Hickes & Nelson J. Kettleivell \\. xlviii. 153
Magnifying the Providence of God, which is by Mortals
Scrutable. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh iv. 320 Cog-
nisant Of the less scrutable majesties. 1878 Life G. Combe
I. ii. 23 Nobody conceived the cause of these phenomena to
be scrutable.

Scrutate (skrwt^-t), v. rare. [f. L. scrutal-,

ppl. stem of scrutdri: see Scrutator.] trans. To
search out ; to investigate.
188a IJerf.sford-Hope Brandreths II. xxix, Scrutatlng all

a sovereign yearns to learn.

Scrutation (skr«t.?ijon). [ad. L. scrMation-
em

t
n. of action f. scrutdri: see next.] Minute

search or examination.
1593 Norden Spec. Brit., M'sex r. 37 After long scruta-

tion and inquisition, this well was found and performed the
cure. 1638 T. Whitakkr Blood ofGrape 20 For though we
be very curious in our scrutation [etc.].

Scrutator (skr«t*i-t3i). [a. L. scrutator,
agent-n. f. scrutdri to examine, scrutinize, app. f.

scriita pi., 'old or broken stuff, trash, frippery,
trumpery* (L. & Sh.) ; the etymological sense of
the vb. is supposed to be ' to search even to the

rags* (ibid.).]



SCBUTATORY.

1. One who examines or investigates.

1593 Norden Spec. Brit., M'sex I. 30 Master Camden a

sinfuler scrutator of antiquities. 1676 Hale Contempt.

1 t% The very disquisition concerning any one part of the

Brain, the Eye, the Nerves the Blood hath perplexed the

most exact Scrutators. ita Q. Rev. XXVIII. 188 He
threw down the gauntlet of defiance to the learned scrutators

into the hidden mysteries of hieroglyphical lore. 1879

Meredith Egoist xlii, She would have declared herself

innocent before the scrutator.
' ' "

2. spec. One whose office it is to examine or in-

vestigate closely, esp. one who acts as an examiner

of votes at an election, etc. ; a scrutineer.

1618 Hales Lct.fr. Synod ofDort Golden Rem. 11. (1673)

2 The manner of election was by Scrutiny. . .The Scrutators

were two of the Seculars, .. these calculated the voices and

pronounced the election. 1734-S Acta Geo. II, c. 6 § 4 The
justices of the peace . . shall be scrutators of the ballot 1908

Athenxum 16 May 609/3 Messrs. M. S. Giuseppi and

W. A. Littledale were appointed scrutators of the ballot.

b. As the title of a university official. (See

quots.) Now only Hist.

1580 Grindal Let. to Burleigh in Strype Life (1710)

251 The said Mr. Barrow, .alledgeth another [university]

Statute, made by Grace,, .concerning the Scrutators. 1665

J. Buck in Peacock Stat. Cambridge App. B, p. Iv, The
Scrutators also doe.. give over their office by delivery of

their keys to the V. Ch. 1793 Ace. Proc. Camb. agst.

IV. Frend 195 The statutes which relate to the duty of

scrutators and moderators on passing graces. 1831 Sir

W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 412 note, In Oxford.. the

two Proctors, .were necessarily chosen, one from the North-

ern, the other from the Southern men ; also the two Scruta-

tors, anciently distinct (?) from the Proctors. 183s in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 117 The Vicechancellor,

Proctors, and Scrutators examine the votes received. 1841

Peacock Stat. Cambridge 25 The two scrutators were

elected by the non-regents of each congregation, to collect

the votes, and announce the decisions of their house, in the

same manner as was done by the two proctors in the house

of regents.

Scrutatory (skrfctitsri), a. [f. L. scrulat-,

scrutarl: see Scrutator and -ory.] Searching,

examining.
1893 Temple Bar XCVIII. 151 Loripont dropped a scruta-

tory glance.

1 Scrute, v. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L. scrutarl':

see Scrutator.] trans. To scrutinize.

1536 Primer Eng. f; Lai. 121 My synne and inequite why
doste thou scrute so.

Sorutener, -enous, -y : see Scrutineer, etc.

Scrutinant (skrzi'tinant), a. rare. [a. F.

scrutinant, pr. pple. of scrutincr to scrutinize, f.

scrutin Scrutiny.] Occupied in scrutinizing.

1876 Kuskin Fors Clav. lxxii. 378 Live here in my Vene.

tian palace, .scrutinant of dome, cloud and cockle-shell.

t ScrU'tinate, »• Obs. rare. [f. F. scrutin-er

(see prec.) + -ATE3.] trans. = Scrutinize.

a 1734 North Life Ld. Kpr. Guilford (1742) 43 The
Court. .scrutinated all Points of Form.

tScrU'tinator. Obs. [quasi-Latin agent-noun

f. Scrutine ».] «= Scrutineer.

1691 W. B. Hist. Roman Conclave v. 15 These Votes.,

are set upon a File . .by one of the Scrutinators.

t Scrrrtine, v. Obs. [a. F. scrutine-r, f. scru-

tin Scrutiny.] intr. To make an investigation or

examination. Hence + Seru'tining vbl. sb.

159a Greene Upst. Courtier HjIj, They.. departed to

scrutine of the matter by inquirie amongst themselues. 1657

W. Morice Coena quasi Koinj v. 62 Free admission to the

Sacrament . . without any scrutining or proof of their real

holiness.

Scrutineer (skr«tinl»'j). Forms : a. 6 scru-

tener, 7-8 scrutiner ; J3. 7- scrutineer, [f.

Scrutiny + -er 2
, -eer.] One whose duty it is to

scrutinize or examine; esp. one who acts as an

examiner of votes at an election, etc.

iK$jOrdercfHospitallsBv\) b, That there be. .elected..

ij Scruteners to gather in the Legacies. 1617 Collins

Def. Bp. Ely 1. iv. 182 Else what neede the Canon either the

Fathers consent, or the scrutiner to begin with placet vobisl

1682 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) I. 229 The scrutineers of

the poll relating to the lord mayor have mett severall times.

1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 102 The balloting began at eleven

o clock in the forenoon, and ended at Six, when the scruti-

neers reported to the Directors. 1811 Shelley St. Irvytie

iii. Pr. Wks. (1888) I. 152 He gazed on the mysterious

scrutineer who stood before him. iSg^Proc. Incorp. Assoc.

Muuic. Engin. XX. 3 The Scrutineers report the result of

the voting as follows.

tScrutinist. Obs. rare. [f. Scrutin-y + -ist.]

? A curious investigator.

1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 207 They (certain ploughs]

are of no great Advantage to the. .Husbandman, onely in-

vented to satisfie the minds of some scrutinists.

Scrutinize (skra-tinsiz),?. [f.ScRUTiN-Y + -ize.]

1. trans. To subject to scrutiny; to examine

methodically and with close attention.

1671 Salmon Syn. Med. Introd. 6 We have with much
labour scrutinized the best Authors, &c. 1764 Reid Inquiry

vi. § 6 Des Cartes gave a noble example^ of turning our

attention inward and scrutinizing our sensations. 1800 Mrs.
Hervey Mourtray Fam. I. 295 She began . . to scrutinize her

heart, with an uncommon degree of severity. 1876 Miss
Braddon J. Haggard's Dau. I. 75 Mr. Pentreath scru-

tinised his son through his spectacles, perhaps to make sure

that he was sober. 1881 Froude Short Stud. IV. n. iv. 215

The closer all such documentsare scrutinised the more clear

becomes the nature of their origin.

b. r/«.withreferencetovotes. (Cf. Scrutiny 2 c.)

1750 H. Walpole Let. toMann 25 Feb., The Westminster

294

election, which is still scrutinising, produced us a parlia-

mentary event this week.

1 2. intr. To make scrutiny. Const, into. Obs.

1699 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) IV. 256 The bank is now
scrutinizing upon whom the choice of the new directors is

fallen. 174a Land <y Country Brew. 1. (ed. 4) 17 The latest

and best Doctors have so far scrutinised into the prime

Cause of our British Malady the Scurvy as to affirm [etc.].

1743 in Etoniana (1865) 69 After prayers and sacrament they

began to vote.. .Thus they continued scrutinising and walk-

ing about. 1788 Trifier No. 9. 114 They will have a better

opportunity of scrutinizing into the minutest circumstances.

Hence Scrrrtinlzinsr vbl. sb. and///, a. ; Scru-
tiuizing-ly adv.
1782 Miss Burney Cecilia 1. iv. With the scrutinizing

observation of a man on the point of making a bargain.

1810 Bentham Packing (1821) 172 Thus it is that to any
scrutinizing eye the secret, had there been any, would have

been betrayed. 1828 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 49 We look

rather more scrutinizing^ into its expression. 1883 Annie
S. Swan Aldersyde 1. ii. (ed. 2) 34 Her restless black eyes

wandered scrutinizingly over the face and figure of her

comely young kinswoman.

Scrutinizer (skrw-tinsizai). [f. Scrutinize v.

+ -er 1.] One who scrutinizes.

1728 Morgan Algiers II. iii. 250 Marmol, to whom I refer

every curious Scrutinizer, relates this whole story very

differently. 1839 J. W. Croker in C. Papers 14 Mar., The
eye is a cold and jealous scrutiniser of those that are opposite

to us. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 401 The
scrutiniser into her course of conduct will allow that she is

at once grave, sedate, witty, social, humorous, cheerful.

ScrutinOUS (skrzJ-tinas), a. Now rare. Also

6 sorutinus, 7 sorutenous. [ad. F. f scrutineux

(1512 in Godefr.), f. scrutin Scrutiny : see -ous.]

Closely examining ; searching.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 21 How impetrable hee was in

molfyfying the adamantinest tiranny of mankinde.. those

that be scrutinus to pry into, let them [etc.]. 1618 M.
Baret Vineyard Horsem. i. Ded. to King 9 Although my
Artlesse pen hath not made it so delightfull as to reuiue

the dead senses of all scrutenous braines, which no Tullies

Eloquence as yet could euer perswade. 1745 Eliza Hey-
wood Female Sped. No. 3 (1748) I. 159 They cannot be

too scrutinous into the principles of the persons entrusted

with the direction of them. 1822-29 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 3) V. 605 Dr. Gordon, after a scrutinous examination,

has added his testimony to the same fact. 1891 Blackw.

Mag. CL. 815/2 Don't let us be too searching and scrutinous.

Scrutinously (sknrtinasli), adv. [f. Scru-

tinous a. + -LY 2.] In a scrutinous mannen
1649 Marbury Habakkuk i. 3 (1650) 21 To look into his

brethren ; I do not say so scrutinously as the Hypocrite

in the Gospel, who [etc.]. 1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen.

(1676) 364, I was begging Ventldius to enquire scrutinously

who the Parthian was. 1751 Eliza Heywood Betsy Thought,

less II. 130 Having scrutinously examined all within reach

of his view. 1813 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXV.
216 The more scrutinously the book of Genesis is analysed,

the more evident it becomes that [etc.].

Scrutiny (skratini), sb. Also 5 scrutyny, 6

soruteny, -enie, 6-7 scrutinie. [ad. late L. scru-

tinium, f. scrutarl : see Scrutator. Cf. OF.
scrutinie, scrutine, mod.F. scrutin, Sp., Vg.escru-

tinio, It. squillino, scrutinio, scruttino.]

1. a. The formal taking of individual votes, as

a method of electing to an office or dignity, or

ofdeciding some question proposed to a deliberative

assembly ; an instance of this procedure.

Now chiefly in Canon Law. In English municipal and
university procedure, ' scrutiny ' was commonly resorted to

only when the result of show of hands or acclamation was

not accepted, so that in some examples it is doubtful

whether the word partakes more of this sense or of sense 2 c.

In Oxford University, the Latin formula Fiat scrutinium,
' let a scrutiny be made ', is still employed, but the English

word is rarely if ever used with reference to present practice.

C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 288 The thre formes of

eleccion schal be declared. .That is to say, the wey of the

holy-goste, the wey of scrutyny, and the wey of compromys.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 123 After many scrutinies they

elected one Iohn Quicedus. 1573 G. Harvey Letter-bk.

(Camden) 46 Whereuppon he and M. Jackson went strait

wais up to the table to cal for our voices in 'scrutinie .

1600 Holland Livy x. 360 The people went to a scrutinie

and began to giue their voices. 1620 Cheque Bk. Chapel

Royal (Camden) 9 By a scruteny he was ellected. 1623

Wotton Lett. (1907) II. 275 We have at last a new Pope,

after many scrutinies. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinals III. 11.

285 The Election of the Pope is usually in three manners,

the first by Scrutiny, the second by Access, and the third

by Adoration. 1705 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 62 The
Proctors went to a Scrutiny. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4493/3

Upon a Scrutiny the following Persons were declared to be

duly elected Directors. 1897 Catholic Diet. (ed. 5) 311

Election. . . In canon law, the act of choosing a fit person for

a vacant post. . . The actual choice may be made in one of

three ways : by inspiration .
.

, by scrutiny, or by compromise.

t b. A vote in one's favour, a suffrage. Obs.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 781 Of all gentylwomen he

hath the scruteny, In Fames court reportynge the same.

c. (See quot.)

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., Scrutiny is also used, in the

Canon Law, for a Ticket, or little Paper Billet, wherein, at

Elections, the Electors write their Notes privately, so as it

may not be known for whom they vote.

2. Investigation, critical inquiry; an instance of

this. Formerly often (now rarely) const, into, t of.

1604 Drayton Moses 1. 6 At three monthes a scrutinie was

held, And serchers then sent euery where about. 1604

R. Cawdrey Table Alph., Scrutinie, diligent Search, in-

quiry. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 190 L
,

et
f
us '

'

stretch the scrutiny to that Angelicall birth-Caroll of our

blessed Lord. 1671 Milton P. R. IT. 515. 1 thought thee

SCRTTZE.

worth my nearer view And narrower Scrutiny. 1680 Evelyn
Diary 30 Oct., An accurate scrutinie of all my actions past.

a 1701 Mal-ndrell Journ. Jerus. (1721) 38 Making. .an

exact scrutiny into this antiquity. 1786 Burke Art. agst.

IV. Hastings Wks. 1842 II. 186 To threaten him with scru-

tinies into his conduct. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii.

IV. 176 The closest scrutiny will detect little that is not

deserving of approbation. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. III.

iv. xvi. § 16 Whatever may first lead us to the scrutiny of

natural objects, that scrutiny never fails of its reward. J876

Mozley Univ. Serm. ii. 35 He is safe from his own scrutiny.

b. Eccl. (See quot. 1897.)
1728 in Chambers Cycl. 1897 Catholic Diet. (ed. 5) 832/1

Scrutiny {scrutinium). An examination of those who were

about to receive baptism. .. The days appointed for the

different scrutinies varied in different places. ..In the Roman
Church, under Pope Siricius, there were apparently three

scrutinies only ; at a later date, seven.

c. An official examination of the votes cast at

an election, in order to eliminate any votes that are

invalid, and to rectify or confirm the numbers

stated in the return. (Cf. I a.)

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Among as, Scrutiny is chiefly

used fora strict Perusal,and Examination of theseveral Votes

hastily taken at an Election. 1750 H. Walpole Let. to

Mann 31 Jan., The Westminster election is still hanging in

scrutiny ; the Duke of Bedford paid the election, which he

owns to have cost seven thousand pounds ; and Lord Gower
pays the scrutiny, which will be at least as much. 1838 W.
Bell Diet. Law Scot. 887 It is frequently necessary to

subject the votes of both parties to a scrutiny. 1875 En-
cycl. Brit. III. 290/1 It has been found possible to render

voting perfectly secret and to provide for a scrutiny.

+ d. Winchester School. ' An examination of

the seven seniors and seven juniors in College, on

the subject of their personal comfort, etc' (R. G. K.

Wrench, Winchester Word-Book, 1891).

In the original Latin statutes the section relating to this

subject is headed ' De Scrutiniis seu Capitulis ter in Anno
in Collegio Celebrandis '.

3. In recent use : The action of looking search-

ingly at something ; a searching gaze.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla III. 183 The celebrated

Mrs. Berlinton still appeared not to undergo a scrutiny.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xi, He adjusted his hat fiercely,

turned round, and came forward, as if to meet and defy

scrutiny. 1853 C. Bronte Villelte vi, I observed him

throwing a glance of scrutiny over all the passengers. 1863

Geo. Eliot Rotuola i, One [man] was stooping slightly, and

looking downward with the scrutiny of curiosity. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. m. ix, It was natural that John Harmon
should have his own secret reasons for a careful scrutiny of

her countenance. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 402/1 A brief

scrutiny informed him that she was neither in the ball-room

nor the supper-room.

t Scrutiny, v. Obs.-" [f. Scrutiny sb.]

trans. = Scrutinize. 1755 in Johnson.

ScrutO (skra'to). Theatre. [Of obscure origin.]

A spring trap-door, made of strips of wood or

whalebone, flush with the floor of the stage. Also

altrib.

1853 Punch XXIV. 128/2 The working of various mys-

terious engines of machinery called 'sloats* and 'scruto-

pieces '. 1859 Ibid. XXXVI. 58/2 Gorgeous transformations,

on which.. scruto-work, gas-battens, and alt the resources

of 'sink and fly', have been lavished. 1861 Ibid. XL. 14/1 A
land of. .scruto-work and profiling, And shivering coryphees.

Scrutoire (skr«to»-J, -twpu). Forms : a. 7-8

seritoire, -ore, 7 'seritore, 8 serittoir. 0. 7-9

sorutoir(e, -ore, 8 'scrutore, scrutor, soreutore,

soruitore. [Aphetic ad. F. escritoire : see Escri-

toire, which appears later in our quots. The
change from * into u in scrutoire, escrutoire (18th

c.) is unexplained.] = Escritoire.

a. 1678 Trial ofColeman 41 bis, Then I came to his own
Study where his 'Seritore was. 168a Oldham Itnit. yd
Sat. Juv. Poems & Transl. (1684) 198 One gives a fine

Seritore or Cabinet. 1715 Nelson Addr. Pers. Qua/, p. xi,

He searched his Serittoir for something further to give me.

1718 Prior Solomon Pref. r 14, 1 had locked up these Papers

in my Seritoire. 175a Hume Ess. «r Treat. (1777) I. 372

Bank-stock, or India-bonds. .are not idle, even when in his

seritoire.

/3. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 44 There they sell

. .Scrutores or Cabinets of Mother of Pearl. 1698 in MSS.
Ho. Lords N. S. (1005) HI. 345 He had several trunks and

a scrutoir in the ship. 1750 H. Walpole Let. to Mann
22 Dec, A person who had stolen sixty guineas out of his

scrutoire. 1813 De Qutncey Dice Wks. 1859 X I. 293 There

was still preserved in the house a scrutoire fixed in the wall.

a 1844 F. Howes Horace, Sat. 1. i. (end), But hold !—You 11

think I've pillaged the scrutoir Of blear Crispmus.

attrib. 1737 Hoppus Salmon's Country Build, Estim.

(ed. 2) no Cabinet Locks. .and Scruitore Locks.

Scruyde, obs. form of Shroud v.

Scruze(skr<7z),». Novrdial. Also 7-8seruse,

(7 sorewze). [? Suggested by Screw and Squeeze

vbs.] trans. To squeeze.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. xi. 46 Having scruzd out ofhis carrion

corse The lothfull life. Ibid. 11. xii. 56 Whose sappy liquor,

that with fulnesse sweld, Into her cup she scruzd with

daintie breach Of her fine fingers. 161 1 Speed Hist. G I.

Brit. IX. vii. (1623) 530 Those huge sums, which he had

scruzed out of Stephen. 1624 Bp. Hall True Peace-Maker

Wks (1625) 542 The oppressing Gentleman, that .
.
scruzes

his Tenants to death. 1664 Court t, Kitchin Eliz. Crom.

well 114 Scruze into it the juice of two or three lemons.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing 180 The whole Stick

of Letters. .are screwzed together. 1706 Phillips (ed Ker-

sey), To Scruse, to crowd, to press or thrust hard,

Scrwe, obs. form of Screw sb.1



SCRY.

+ Scry, sb. 1 Obs. Forms: 4-6 scry(e, 5-6
skry(e, 6 scrie, skrie. [Aphetic form of Ascry
or Escry : cf. Scry v. In many places it is im-

possible to tell whether we should read ascryie in

one word, or a scrye in two : see quotations below.]

L Crying out, shout, exclamation, clamour.
Quot. a 14^0 was misunderstood by Skinner (Etymofogicott,

1671), who interpreted 'scrye of foules' to mean a flock of
wild fowl. The error was repeated by Blount 1674, and
appears in many dictionaries.

1419 Ordin. War. xii. in Black Bk. Admir. (Rolls) I. 462
For unlawefull scryes. .that none escrie the whiche is called
mount. 1440 J. Shirley Dethe K. James (1818) 16 With
the which the ladis, and all the wemen, mayd a sorowfull
skrye. a 1450 Fysshynge iv. Angle (1883) 5 The blastes of
hornys and the scrye of foul is. 1470 Henry Wallace iv.

671 The scry sone rais, the bald Loran was dede. 1513
Douglas AEneis viii. x\. 33 Thayr was also engravyt all at
rycht The syluer ganer, flyghterand wyth lowd skry, 1553
Brende Q. Curtius 41 b, Towardes that parte where the
skrye was heard. 1581 Styward Mart. Discipl. 1. 54 Euerie
one to help other to arme and diligentlie to resort to the
place of seruice, at scrie or larum vpon paine. 1616
Barbour's Bruce xix. 564 The noyis weill soyn raiss and
the skry. 1819 W. Tennakt Papistry Storm d (1827) 137
Wi* skirl, and skry, and rallion-shout, Stood thick and far

the rabble-rout.

2. An attack ; a reconnoitre.

15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. xviii. 24 Euery nyght the
Englisshe oste made good and sure watche, for they doubted
makyng of skryes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 249 To make
a skrye in the Scottes hoste. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron.
III. 813/1 On a daie the Frenchmen made a skrie toward
the English campe.

Scry (skrw), sbt Obs. exc. dial, (see E.D.D.).
Also 7 scrie, 9 scree. [App. related to Screen
sb. 5.] A kind of sieve.

c 1615 Boys Wks. (1629) 347 Winnowed come is.. made
cleane by the fanne and scrie, for the masters owne vse : so
though our enemie sift vs, his scrying is but our trying.
Ibid. 428 He must be like the scry, keeping the good seed
but casting away the dust and vnprofitable darnell. 189a
A uctioH. Catal. Kent Farm Sale, Manure scry.

Scry (skrai), sb.z [f. Scry z/,2] Something
* scried ' in a crystal.

1898 A. Lang Making of Relig. v. 95 The 'scries' which
came right were sometimes those of which the 'agent ', or
person scried for, was consciously thinking.

t Scry, v.l Obs. [Aphetic form of Descry z>.2]

trans. To describe.
a 1400 Sir Degrcv.t8$Q, I knewe never mane so wys, That

couth telle the servise, Ne scrye the metys of prys Was
servyd in that sale, c 1440 Bone Flor. 333 That men myght
mewse on many a yere, Or he hyt scryed wyth stevyn. 1568
T. Howell Arb. Amitie (1879) 69, 1 neede no scribe to scrie

my care, in restlesse rigour spreade.

Scry (skrai), v.* Also 6 skrie. [Aphetic f.

Descry z>.i]

1. trans. To descry, see, perceive. Obs. exc. dial.

"555 Phaer AKneidm. (1558) G iv. Whom Phebus token
trees & starres of heauen, hath taught to skrie. 1570 Dee
Math. Pre/, a iv, Landmarkes from the sea. .well hable to
be skried. C1595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind.
(HakL Soc) 57 Our General I. . was the first thaf scryed a
sayle. a 1734 North Examen 1. Hi. f 43 (1740) 147 The
most that any close Inspection can scry out of, it is that a
Party was found that would oppose tbe Exclusion Bill.

X807 Stagg Poems 41 Forth frae the bit they scry'd it furst,

Agean the demon springs. 185$ Whitby Gloss, s. v. Scried,
' I scried it lang afore I com at it '.

absol. 1589 R. Robinson Gold. Mirror (Chetham) 8 As I

ken'd him farre, as eyes could scry.

2. intr. To see images in pieces of crystal, water,
etc. which reveal the future or secrets of the past
or present ; to act as a crystal-gazer.
Revived recently as a technical term : cf. Scryer.
15*8 W. Stafletoh Con/ess. (P. R. 0.>, His said boye did

scrye unto him, which said spirytt I had after myself. And
for a tryall..he caused his servaunt to goo hyde a certeyn
money in the gardeyn, and I shewed for the same and oone
Jakeson scryed unto me, but we could not accomplissbe our
purpose. 1894 A. Lang Cock Lane <fr Common-sense 223
Thus tbe conditions under which the scryer can scry, are,
asyet unascertained. 1807 — Dreams fy Ghosts iii. 61 In
using the ball she., succeeded in seeing, .persons. .familiar
to people for whom she 'scried ',but totally strange to herself.

Hence Scrying1 vbl. sb., crystal-gazing.
a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. it. {1659) 4, 1 thereupon appointed

with myself to bring the Childe to the place, and to offer
him, and present him to the service of Seeing and Skrying
from God. 1894 A. Lang Cock Lane -y Common-Sense 212
The practice of 'scrying', * peeping ', or 'crystal-gazing'
has been revived in recent years. 190a F. Popmore Mod.
.Spiritualism iv. vi. II. 297 The substances commonly used
for scrying—crystal, glass, water,. .etc.

Scry, f.3 Obs. exc. dial, (see E. D. D.). Also
9 scree, [f. Scry sb.2] trans. To sift (corn, etc.).

In quot. fig. Hence Scrying vbl. sb.

c 1615 Boys Wks. (1629) 428 He must scry the Sermons of
the Prophets and try the spirits, examining all things, and
then holding that which is good. /&V., Scrying [see Scryj£.*J.
Scry (skrai), vA Se. and north. Also 8 skry.

[Aphetic form of Ascry, Escry, a. OF. escrier to

cry out.] trans. To proclaim (a sale, etc.).

1710 Ruddiman Gloss, to Douglas* /Eneis s. v., To skry a
Fair, i. e. to proclaim it. 1871 w, Alexander Johnny Gibb
xi. f 1881) 70 If Sarnie Pikeshule had a roup to scry.

Scryer (skrarai). Also 6 scrier, 6, 7, 9 skryer.
[f. Scry v. + -eb *.] One who ' scries

' ; a crystal-

gazer.

1549 in Narr. Reform. (Camden) 334 Thomas Malfrey..
and a woman, .are servers of the glasse, 1555 Eden Decades
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(Arb.) 319 The scrier which decerneth the veine of the myne
goth before the workemen. a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659)
91 He. .willed me to use John my Boy as my Skryer. 1691
Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 244 Kelley was several times, .false to
Dee, yet he mostly performed the office of Skryer. X889
Proc. Soc. Psych. Research xiv. 495 Dee's . . scryer or seer,
Kelly. 1900 Ediu. Rev. Jan. 36 The profession of skryer,
crystal-gazer, or speculator.

Scrymppys, obs. pi. of Shrimp.

tScu. Obs. Also4//.skwez. [?Ttyx.O\Z.scuwa
i

sctia shadow ; the sc for the normal sh may be due
to the influence of the corresponding ON. skugge :

see ScuCstf.] a. A shadow, b. A screen.
13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 2167 J>e skwez of be scowtes skayued

hym bo3t. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/2 Scu, spere in a howse,
idem quod serene, scrineum, ventifuga.

Scua, obs. form of Skua.

t Sctrage. Obs. [Aphetic form of Escuage.]
= ESCUAGE 2, SCUTAGE.
c 1450 Godstoiu Reg. 206 pat be foresayde Abbesse &

couentc.be free & quiet of scuage & sute of here myllys.
c 1460 Osney Reg. 48 Be lose and quite fro scuage, tallage,

& all ober seculer exaccions.

fScubard. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. OF. {en) esco-

bart.~\ In scubardis : secretly, in private.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26936 Sum men in scubardis til ober men

telles pair folis, and sais amang riot ron ' AU men wat wel
bat i ha don '.

Scuchen, -in, -(i)on, obs. ff. Scutcheon sbA
Scud (skz>d), sb.l Also 7 scudde, 8 scudd.

[f. Scud v. ; in some uses perh. onomatopoeic]
a. The action of scudding ; hurried movement.
1609 B. Jonson Case Altered iv. iv, O how she skudded,
O sweet scud, how she tripped, O delicate trip and goe.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiv, Said, the Course or motion
of the Clouds, in Fleeting. 1853 Hekschei. Pop. Led. Sci.
\. § 54 (1873) 42 The scud of the clouds before the wind.
1880 Meredith Tragic Com. xviii. (1802) 241 At times he
came flashing through tbe scud of her thoughts.

b. A certain figure in skating.
189a Gentlew. Bk. Sports I. 145 The hand-in-hand figures,

such as the Mercury, the Q scud, the half-double scud [etc. J.

2. a. Light clouds driven rapidly before the wind.
1669 Drvden & Davenant Tempest 1. i, The Scud comes

against the Wind, 'twill blow hard. 176a Falconer Shipxvr.
11. 128 The black'ning ocean curls; the winds arise; Andthe
dark scud in swift succession flies. 1814 Scott Ld. ofIsles
1. xiii, The darkening scud comes on. 1885 H. O. Forbes
Nat. Wand. E. Archip. 209 Peaks.. along whose flanks the
clouds rolled upwards in white humps and scuds.

b. A driving shower (of rain or snow).
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 187 With every

change [of wind] we had a scud of Wind and Rain, a 17*1
Lisle Hush. (1752) 3 After such a scudd of rain cool cloudy
weather ensues. 1825 Cobbett Rur. Rides 207, X had but
one little scud during the day; just enough for St. S within
to swear by. 1879 Gd. Words Jan. 48 The rain blowing in
drizzling scuds. *

O. A sudden gust of wind.
1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xviii. (1737) 76 Some Gusts, or

Scuds of Wind.. arose. 1863 'C. Bede' Tour in Tartan*
land 293, I beheld my wife.. borne in a wild scud imme-
diately in front of the three-abreast horses. 1893 ' Q.*

(Quiller-Couch) Delect. Duchy 193 A sullen pond, over which
the wind drove in scuds.

d. Ocean foam or spray driven by the wind.
1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xxi, I. 143 Bailing out the scud

thrown over the gunwale by every surge. 1894 N. Brooks
Tales of Maine Coast 218 The air was drenched with
spume and flying scud.
transf. 1884 Howells Silas Lapharn {1891) I. 63 She.,

was.. shielding her face from the scud of ice flung from the
mare's heels.

e. attrib.

i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 342 Light scud clouds
driving across heavy masses show wind and rain. 1897
Daily News 4 Mar. 7/1 The boat disappeared in a yeast of
scud rain and spindrift.

3. School slang. A swift runner.

1857 Hughes Tom Broivn 1. v, You ain't a bad scud, not
by no means. Ibid. 1. vii, Unless you're a first-rate scud.

Scud (sktrf), sb?

t L Dirt, refuse. Obs.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 95 For now the scudde

and scummc passed away, and the dyke was as cleare and
fresh att the last as att the first.

2. Coal-mining. (See quot. 1883.)
18*9 Glover's Hist. Derby I. 59 Scud or ming coal. 1883

Greslby Gloss. Coal-mining, Scud, iron pyrites embedded
in coal seams. Ibid., Scud (Leicester), very thin layers of
soft matter, such as clay, sooty coal, &c
Send (sktfd), sb.3 dial. [Belongs to Scud v.*]

A wisp of twisted straw, used for stopping a drain.

1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. 1. 26 We fill up either with
haulm .

.
, or ling, . . or a scud of straw, or turf. 1847 Ibid.

VIII. 11. 279 The materials.. are 'haulm' (stubble), straw,
1 scuds ' (twisted straw), ling, or bushes.

Scud (sk»d), v.1 Also 6 scudde, skude,
squdde, 6-7 scudd, 6-8 skud, 7 soude. Pa. t. 7
scud; Pa.pple. 6 scudde. [Ofobscure etymology.
First recorded in the 16th c, but prob. much older in

colloquial use. The initial sc shows that the word cannot
descend from OE. : if not formed onomatopoeically or by
phonetic symbolism, it was presumably adopted either from
Scandinavian or from LG. or Du. Formally, a possible

origin would be MLG., MDu. schudden to shake (:—OS.
scuddian), whence Sw. skitdda, Da. skudde', but the sense

seems not sufficiently near. The ON. skunda, to hasten,

agrees in sense but not in form. It has been usual to refer

the word to Da. skyde (with long vowel) to shoot ( =ON.
skidtaX skud shot (=0N. skd), but the Da. change of /
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into d is a late development, and is not represented in Eng.
words of Anglo*Danish origin. It may be noted that several
dialects have a synonymous scut vb., of which scud may be
an altered form. As the earliest instance of scud refers to
the movement of a hare, and this has always been a promi-
nent application of the vb., it seems possible that it may be
connected with scut sb., the tail of a liare, sometimes applied
to the animal itself.]

1. intr. To run or move briskly or hurriedly; to
dart nimbly from place to place.
153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 721/2 Tindall hath, as

ye haue hearde, scudded in & out lyke an hare y l had .xx.
brace of greyhoundes after her. 1553 Respublica 1632, I

have trodde & scudde tyll my winde is almost paste. 1567
Drant Horace, Epist. 1. i. B viij, Sumtymes I skude abowt
the towne in ciuyll matters drounde. x6oa Marston Ant.
<$ Mel. iv. H 1, My sinewes tremble, and my panting heart
Scuds round about my bosome to goe out. 1613-16 W.
Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii. 25 The Trout within the weeds
did scud. 1707 Curios, in Hnsb. <$• Gard. 344 Animals.,
bounding over the Hills, and skudding along the Plains.
18x2 Byron Childe Har. 1. lxx, Some Richmond-hill ascend,
some scud to Ware. 1822 Lady Granville Lett. 10 Mar.
(1894) I. 223, I never saw him so slim and active, and he
scuds into dinner [etc.]. 1830 Tennyson 'Hoiu' fy

' Why'
30 The black owl scuds down the mellow twilight, 1866
J. H. Newman Gerontius iv. 30 They scud away as cowards
from the fight._ 1894 Mrs. Ritchie Chaptersff. Mem. ix. 131
He stood looking at us fixedly,.. and the train scudded oft.

b. In the imperative : Be off ! Make haste !

160a Middleton Blurt iv. i. 68 Nay, scud :.. begone and
mum.

_ 1649 Dk. Newcastle Country Capt. in. 51 Scud
and bringe wine you varletts. c 1854 Thackeray Wolves
*r Lamb 1. Wks. 1869 XXII. 353 There's the outer bell.

Scud, you vagabond

!

2. To sail or move swiftly on the water. Now
chiefly (and in technical nautical use exclusively),

to run before a gale with little or no sail.

1.58a Stanyhurst JEneid in. (Arb.) 85 Italye see yoonder

:

thither with nauye be squdding. a 159a Greene Opharion
(1599) 39 (Song ofArion) Seated vpon the crooked Dolphins
back, Scudding amidst the purple coloured waues:.. Nep-
tune.. Threw forth such stormes as [etc.]. x6oo Holland
Liyy xxxvu. 951 Pausistratus. .skudded amaine with his
ship to the entrance of the haven. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's
Mag. 1. ii. 17 She scuds before the Sea very well. 1697
Dryden sEneidv. 1086 They scud before the Wind, a 1704
T. Brown Walk round Loud., Thames Wks. 1709 III. m.
60 The next [person] that we met was a jolly Parson, skud-
ding from Lambeth-House in a Skuller. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Scudding, A ship either scuds with
a sail extended on her foremast, or, if the storm is excessive,
without any sail, which.. is called scudding under bare
poles. 1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. vi. 109 Having fairly

scudded before the gale, we arrived by the middle of the
day at the Sauce posta. 1884 Lady Brassey in Good Words
Mar. 163/1 There was too much wind to scud.

3. Of clouds, fcam, etc. : To be driven by the

wind.
1699 Garth Dispens. v. 93 The rising Mists skud o*re the

dewy Lawns. 1793 Coleridge Songs ofPixies ii. When..
scuds '.he cloud before the gale. 1833 Tennyson Dream of
Fair Worn. 39 Crisp foam-flakes scud along the level sand,
Torn from the fringe of spray. 1853 C. Bronte Villette
xxxviii, They [the hours] passed like drift cloud—like the
rack scudding before a storm.

4. trans. To pass, travel, or sail quickly over.
163a Lithgow Trav. x. 4^24 Then scud I France, and cross*d

the Pyrheneise. c 1750 Shenstone Ruined Abbey 197 His
less*nmg flock In snowy groups diffusive scud the vale.

1802 Scott Cadyow Castle xiii, The startled red-deer scuds
the plain.

transf. 1895 Meredith Amazing Marr, I.iv. 41 Immense
was the range of vision scudding the peaks.

5. dial. a. To throw (a flat stone) so as to make
it skim the surface of a body of water, b. To
shoot or discharge (a load of herrings) into the
hold of a vessel.

See Eng. Dial. Did., and cf. scudding-pole, -stone (Scud-
ding vbl. sb. 1 b).

1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing no 'Scudding the
fish ', as it is termed, enables them to be easily shaken out
of the net, whence they fall on the deck and then through
temporary openings into the well or hold.

Scud, ».2 St* ? Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf.

Scuds sb.pl.'] trans. ' To quaff, to drink liberally'

(Jaraieson, 1808).
a 1718 Ramsay Monk fy Miller's W, 3 You wha laughing

scud brown Ale, Leave Jinks a wee, and hear a Tale.

Scud (sk»d), j;.3 [? f. Scod sb.*\

1. dial. (See quot.)

1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 350 Scud, to clean or
scrape with a ' spittle ' [i. e. a small spade].

2. Tanning. To remove remaining hairs, dirt, etc.,

from (skins or hides) with a hand-knife.
1880 Times 27 Sept. 12/6 The cost of unhairing, fleshing,

and scudding all kinds of skins appears to have been reduced.
1883 R. Haldane Workshop Receipts Ser. u. 372/2 The.

.

remaining hairs, and other dirt, can now be very readily
scudded out.

Scud (sktfd), vA dial. [Belongs to Scud sb.%\

trans. To make straw into ' scuds \
1803 Young Annals Agric. XL. 332 (E.D.S.) Straw twisted

together (provincially called skudded) is used [in covering
drains]. 1843 Jrnl- R- Agric. Soc. IV. 1. 40 The system of
shallow parallel drains filled with wood and straw, or straw
only, twisted or 'scudded ', is universally adopted.

Scuddaler (skzrdalai). Shell. Also scudler,
skudler. [Of obscure origin : Hibbert's explana-

tion (quot. 1822) is untenable.] The leader of

a band of maskers.
1821 Scott Pirate ii, It augured well of the expedition if
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Mordaunt could be prevailed upon to undertake the office

of skudler, or leader of the band. x8«3 Hibbert Shell. Isles

560 The whole are under thecontroul of a director, named a

scudler. [Footnote, An ancient Shetland name given to the

pilot of a Scuda or twelve-oared boat.] 1888 Mrs. Saxby

Lads ofLunda 211 Who disguise their persons, and under

the guidance of a Scuddaler, do pass from house to house

entertaining the folks.

Scudder (skxrdai). [f. Scud v. 1 + -er i.j One
who or that which scuds. In recent Diets.

Scuddick (sku'dik). slang and dial. Also

scuddock, scuttick, skiddi(c)k, skuddick,

scurrick (see E.D.D.). An extremely small coin

or amount. Also, something very small.

x823 ' Jon Bee' Diet. Turf, Scuddick is used negatively;

*not a scuddick*—not any brads, not a whinn, empty dies.

1823 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. Egan), Scurrick, a half-

penny. Cant. 1831 Election Sf. Newport (I. W.) 20 Apr.
(E.D.D.), I won't pay one scuttick towards the taxes. 184.0

E. Howard Jack Ashore xlvii, So I . .offers the chaps their

wages in advance —true-blue Jacks—wouldn't take a scud-

dick—so up anchor and off. 1863 Robson Bards of Tyne
303 To hear fine Sinclair tune his pipes Is hardly worth
a scuddock. X90X ' Zack ' Tales ofDunstable Weir 248 Poor
little skiddick ! Shall I go for the doctor?

Scudding (sko'diij), vbl. sbl [f. Scud v.1 +
-ing l.j The action of the verb in various senses.

1583 Golding Calv. on DeuL xxiv. 140 There is scudding
from aultar to aultar. X769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11.

(1780), Treou, a square-sail, used in scudding, c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 81 Scudding will tend to carry the ship
beyond its influence.

b. Comb. : scudding-pole, a pole erected for

the purpose of shooting herrings conveniently into

the hold * (E.D.D.) ; scudding-fltone, a thin stone

that can be made to skim the surface of a body of

water.
1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing no The 'scudding-

pole '. .is fixed fore and aft between the mitch-board and the
mast. 1897 Ld. E. W. Hamilton Outlaws ofMarches xv.

166 While her great bobble of a lad's aye flinging scuddin'-

stanes in Keeldar's Pool.

Scudding (skzrdirj), vbl. sb.% Tanning, [f.

Scud v.% + -ing *.] The action of the vb. Scud *\

Also attrib.

1882 Paton in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 384/1 This is partly

accomplished by going over the hide on the beam with a
scudding knife. Ibid. 389/2 The general sequence of unhair-

ing . .scudding, washing, and treating with the bran drench
is the same as in the case of other skins.

Scudding (skzrdin), ///. a. [f. Scud v.1 +
-ing 2

.] That scuds, in senses of the vb.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 126 That shafte whiche one
yeare for a man is to lyghte and scuddinge, for the same
selfe man the next yeare may chaunce be to heuy and
hobblynge. 1762 Falconer Shipwreck m. 35 What regions

now the scudding ship surround. 1849 Helps Friends in C.

11. iv. (1851) II. 6 Strange images are sought out in the
scudding clouds.

+ Scuddle, vy Sc. Obs. In6scudle. [?Back-

formatipn from Scudler.] a. trans. To wash
(dishes), b. intr.

i To act as a kitchen-drudge
*

(Jam. 1828-81).
X581 Satir. Poems Reform, xliv. 194 The fyre to big, and

scudle dischis clene.

Scuddle (sktrd'l), v.2 Now dial. [Frequenta-

tive f. Scud z>.1] intr. To run away hastily, to

scuttle. ' A low word* (Johnson, 1755).
x66i R. Burnev KepUarov Awpof 77 Lucifer might scuddle

away as a subordinate sinner. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

To scud, or Scuddle away, to scamperor run away all of a
sudden. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide xiii. 45 How the Misses
did huddle, and scuddle, and run. 1886 A. D. Willock
Rosetty Ends (1887) 38 They gathered themsel's up an*
scuddled awa into the noose.

Scuddy (sktf'di), aA and sb. Sc.

A. adj. Naked. Also scuddy-naked,
1829 J. Wilson Noct. Atnbr. Wks. 1855 II. 267 Some

skuddy-naked, some clothed in duds. 1831 Ibid. III. 286
Strip a kintra lass .. perfectly skuddy, 1906 N. Munro in

Blackw. Mag. Jan. 79/1 Scuddy little dolls.

B. sb. A naked child. Also, an unfledged bird.

X815 W. Finlayson Simple Sc. Rhymes 92 (E.D. D.) Wad
ye hae them to rin like scuddies Without a rag? 1865 Janet
Hamilton Poems, Ess. $ Sk. (1870) 67 The mavis nest O'
naked scuddies fu\

+ Scuddy, a.2 Obs. [f. Scud sb.% + -y.]

? Turbid, full of sediment.
X797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 872/2 It sometimes

happens that wines scuddy and stubborn will not fall with
one or even two forcings.

Scude, obs. form of Scud v.

I Scu'dler. Su Obs. Also 5 scudler, 6 scud-
lar, skuddiller. [App. a. early OF. *escudeler

(later escuelier), f. *e$cudele (later escuele, mod.F.
ecuelle) dish. Cf. Squiller.] A scullion.

c 1470 Henry Wallace v. 1027 In the kyching scudleris lang
tyme had beyne. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) 1. 179
He commandit al scudlaris. .to be exilit within ane certane
day. 1595 Duncan App. Etym.^EJJ.S.), Lixa, a scullion, or
scudler; calo. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I.

196 The skuddilleris and kitchine boyes, and a few suddartis
..invade the Ennimies. 1638 New Litany in Bk. Sc.
Pasquits (1868) 57 From horsruber, scudler, scold and
hagge, Tinker, treulerd, slouene and sluit.

Scudler, variant of Scuddalek.

II Scudo (skwdo). PI. scudi (skt'rdi), 8 erron.

scudis. [It. = OF. escn (mod.F. (cu), Sp., Pg.
escudo shield, hence used as the name of a coin
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bearing a shield :—L. scutum shield.] A silver coin

and money of account formerly current in various

Italian states, usually worth about 4 shillings.

In some states a gold scudo of the same value was also

used, and occasionally the name was given to gold coins of
much higher value.

1644 Evelyn Diary 29 Nov., I am told the gardener is

annualy alowed 2000 scudi for the keeping it, 1766 Ann.
Reg. 121 She found means by her industry to save a sum of

6000 scudis. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\x\\, Everybody
who had a balance of above five hundred scudi was invited

to the balls which this prince of merchants gave.

Scuds, sb. pi. Sc. [? f. Scud v. 2] Ale, beer.

X71X Ramsay On Maggy Johnstoun iv, We guzl'd Scuds.

x8o6 J. Cock Simple Strains (1810) I. 104 I'll strive to

smooth your thrawart fate Wi1 whisky and gude scuds.

fScuet. Obs. rare" 1
, [Of obscure origin:

possibly an error for setter skewer.] ? = Skewer.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 150 In some Buzzars they

haue Camell or Mutton cut in mammocks or small bits put
vpon scuets and carbonaded.

Scufe. Sc. Also scoof, scuff. [Cf. ON.s&tifa
to shove, push.] (See quot.)
1825-80 Jamieson, Scoof, Scufe, a sort of battledoor made

of wood, used for striking the ball at Tennis, in order to

save the palm of the hand from the severity of the stroke,

Teviotdale. Ibid., Scufe, Scuff, a bat used by boys for

playing at hand-kill, Roxb.

Scuff (skzrf), f&l Also skuff. [? f. Scufp v.]

1. Sc. A slight glancing blow ; a ' brush * with

the hand. To get upon the skuff, to get to scuffling.

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. s. v., The scuff is the
wind, as it were ; the scuff of a cannon ball, blows a man
to pieces. 1825 Jamieson, Suppl., Scuff. 1. The act of
grazing, or touching lightly. 2. A stroke, apparently a
slight one, Banffs. 1839 Moir Mansie Wauch xxiii. 292
After giving his breeches-knees a skuff with his loof, to dad
off the stoure. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Sckm. (1858) 337
We got upon the skuff after you left us. 1899 J. Strang
Lass of Lennox xv, ' She was a dacent woman Lucky \ .

.

* She was a' that ', says he, gie'in' his een a bit scuff wi' the
back o' his haun'.

b. trans/. A gust or puff of wind or rain.

X895 Crockett Men ofMoss-Hags xlviii, It was a dark,
gloomy day, with, .scuffs of grey showers scudding among
the hilltops.

2. The noise made by the 'scuffing* of feet : see

Scufp v. 2 b.

1899 B. M. Dix Hugh Gwyeth xvi, They rode a long space
in silence, save for the soft scuff of the horses now and again
as they came upon a stretch of sandy road.

3. A rowdy crowd, rabble ; also, one of such a
crowd. Cf. Scurf sb.1 4.
1856 J. Ballantine Poems 67 On Queen's birth-days, thy

squibs and pluffs Slappit in face o' drucken scuffs. 1879
Mucin. Mag. XL. 501/1 This got a scuff (crowd) round us.

Scuff (skwf ), sb2 Forms : a. dial, 8-9 skuft,

9 skufft, scuft. /?. 9 scuf, scuff. [Of obscure
origin : cf. the variant forms Scruff sb. 2, Cuff sbA

It is usually assumed that the form scuft is the original,

and that the word is ad. ON. skopt (poet.) hair= Goth.
skuft. But there is little affinity of sense with the ON.
word. The NFris. skuft, 'back of the neck of a horse',
sometimes cited as cognate, seems to be= Du. schoft shoulder.]

The nape of the neck (only in references to seizing

by the ' scuff (of the neck) \
a. 1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Skufi (of the neck), the

cuff or back of the neck. 1818 Wilbraham Ckesh. Gloss.,

Skufft, the back part of the neck. 1878 Hartley Clock
Aim. 31 (E.D.D.) He seized Dawdles by th* scuft o' th' neck.
0. 1823 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. 129 The champion caught

the scampering coppersmith by the ' scuff of the neck '.

a 1846 Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1853 II. 91/1 Take them
by the scuf, and out with 'em. 1864 M. Eyre Lady's Walk
S. France xiii. (1865) 159, I caught him [a dog] by the scuff

of his neck.

Scuff (skt?f), v. Also 6 scuffe, 7, 9 skuff. [Of
uncertain and possibly mixed origin ; perh. con-

nected with Scruff, Scurf vbs, ;
possibly in part

of onomatopoeic origin (cf. quot. 1825 in Scuff
t&1 2, and the Sc. dial, phrase 'to go scuff', to fly

past with a whizzing noise). With sense 4 cf.

Cuff v. ; with sense 3 b cf. Scuffle, Shuffle vbs.]

fl. trans, ?To evade, shirk (duty). Cf. Scruff
v. Sc. Obs.

1595 Duncan App. Etym. (E.D.S.), Eludo, to scuffe, to
shift off.

2. To touch lightly in passing ; to strike with a
slight glancing blow ; to brush against (an object) ;

to wipe off (something) with such a blow or stroke.

1824 Mactaggart Galloind. Encycl., Scuff, to touch, to
graze. 1826 G. Beattie John o"

1 Arnha (ed. 5) 63 [The
bird] Now soar'd aloft, now scufTd the ground. 1832-53
A. Crawford in Whistle-binkie in. 84 The sun clam up-.
And fiae his e'ebrows scufTd the mornin* dew. 1867 Gregor
Banffsh. Gloss., Scuff, to wipe very lightly ; as, ' Scuff the

stew aff o' yir sheen .

b. To scrape (the ground, boards, etc.) with the

feet ; to wear off by treading.

1897 Beatty Secretar xlviii, To whilk speech, after I had
skufted the boards with my feet,.. I made answer. 1905
Treves Other Side of Lantern 11. xvii. 115 A common of
worn earth from which a million feet have scuffed whatever
living thing has grown upon it.

3. intr. To walk (through dew, dust, snow, etc.)

so as to brush it aside or throw it up ; hence trans.,

to throw up (dust by this manner of walking'*.

1768 Ross Helenore, Rock <y wee pickle Tow xvii, With a
pair of rough rulHons to scuff thro' the dew. 1893 Wiltsh.

SCUFFLE,

Gloss, s. v., To ' scuff up' the dust . .by dragging a foot along

the road. X900 Academy 28 Apr. 363/1 How pleasant it is

to scuff along amidst the clattering leaves !

b. To shuffle with the feet.

1847 Halliwell.Scw^", to shuffle in walking. West. 1890

Glouc. Gloss. 1896 Warwicksh. Gloss. 1902 Blackw. Mag.
Jan. 41/1, I vainly tried to scuff oyer the boards with my
leather-soled shoes in the same noisy fashion as the men
whose hobnailed boots scraped and banged against the wood.

4. trans. To buffet (a person).

1841 Blackiv, Mag. L. 482/1 By these [persons] . .this man
of medicine is huffed and scuffed about. 1845 Round
Preacher ii. 40 The gentleman, .scuffed and kicked him.

1875 J. Ballantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet (ed. 3) Gloss.

(E.D.D.), Scuffs his ear.

Hence Scirffing vbl. sb.

1883STALLVBRASS tr. Grimm''s Tent. Myth. III. 967 A man
. .hears at midnight a scuffing of shoes. 1895 Century Mag.
Aug. 571/1 There was a scuffing of many feet on the beach
below.

t Scuffe. Obs. rare ~ K (See quot.)

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 169 Other seruingmen there were

with the sayd Bassas, with red attire on their heads, much
like French hoods,- -with scuffes or plates of mettall, like

vnto the chape of an ancient arming sword, standing on
their foreheads like other Janisaries.

Scuffed (skvft), pa. pple. and ppl. a. Sc, Anglo-

Irish, and U. S. [f. Scuff v. + -ed 1.] Of cloth-

ing, etc. : Worn, shabby.
1819 Tennant Papistry StontCdX1827) 90 And scapularies

scuff d and shent..Lay hit lier-t hither on the bent. 1839
Carleton Fardorougha (ed. 2) 62 Differing very little in his

diess from an absolute squireen, save in the fact of his Caro-
line hat being rather scuffed. 1879 Nczu York Tribune 12

Dec. (Cent.), How to restore scuffed gloves.

Scuffle (skwfl), sbl Also 7 skuffle. [f.

Scuffle z/. 1
]

1. A scrambling fight ; an encounter with much
hustling and random exchange of blows ; a tussle.

Comb, scujfte-royal (nonce-wd.) after battle-royal.

x6o6 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 1. L 7 His Captaines heart, Which
in the scuffles of great Fights hath burst The Buckles on
his brest. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. n. xix. 32 Ther
was a scuffle lately here 'twixt the Duke of Navers and the

Cardinal of Guise, who . . meeting the last week . . from words
they fell to Blows. 1670 Baxter Cure Ch.-div. (ed. 3) Pref.

11. § 7 B 4, I tell you again that a battel or a foot-ball

skuffle will not settle the discomposed and divided Churches.

1725 De Foe Neiv Voy. (1840) 354 There had been a scuffle

among them in which one of their canoes had been overset.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qua!. (1809) II. 17 A scramble,

boys, a scramble ! Hereupon a scuffle-royal instantly

ensued. 1818-19 Byron Don Juan u. xcii, Just like a black

eye in a recent scuffle. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cong. IV.
xviii. 107 The victor in this struggle, a scuffle rather than a
battle, again took possession of the Earldom. 1891 'J. S.

Winter Lumley ii, A friendly scuffle between a fox-terrier

pup and a tine black cat.

D. trans/, and _/?£; Now rare. Formerly often,

f a heated controversy.

1641 Milton Ck. Dtscipl. 11. 69 Such pdbre drifts to make
a Nationall Warre of a Surplice Brabble, a Tippet-scuffle.

1662 H. More Antid. Ath. I. ix. § 2 (1712) 26 All those

changes and varieties we see in the World are but the result

of an Eternal Scuffle of coordinate Causes. 1664 [see

Scamble sb*]. 1675 Baxter Cath. Tkeal. 1. 1. 22 And here

the Thomists and Scotists have another skuffle, Whether
[etc.]. 173X T. Boston Mem. vii. (1899) in With the

student above referred to I had had some scuffles on the

Arminian. points. X770 Burke Pres. Discont. 74 They were
not afraid.. that their resolution to stand or fall together

should, by placemen, be interpreted into a scuffle for places.

2. The action of scuffling ; confused utterance

(of speech) ; shuffling (of feet).

1899 B. Capes Lady of Darkness 260 His wry jaw and
crippled scuffle of speech. X905 Treves Other Side of
Lantern iv. viii. (1906) 290 The scuffle of naked feet upon
the stones makes little more sound than the rustle ofa snake.

Scuffle (slorf1), sb.2 [a. Du. schoffel weeding-

hoe.]

1. =SCUFFLER 2
.

1798 J. Middleton Agric. M*sex. v. 96 Every farmer of
arable land should possess himself of a scuffle.. .This imple-

ment is used in the same manner as a harrow : its feet cut
up the weeds, and, altogether, it pulverizes the soil. 1805

R, Somerville Agric. Surv. E. Lothian 69 The Horse-hoe
or Scuffle.. is used more or less in all drill crops. 1856
l STONEHEiiGE' Brit. RuralSports 1. 1. v.§ i.49Anothervery
considerable proportion was left in rough fallow, undisturbed

by the scuffle.

2. A gardener's thrust-hoe. local and U. S.
1841 Hartshorne Salop. Anttq. 558 Scuffle, a hoe, chiefly

used in gardens for cutting up weeds. 1848 Lowell Biglow
Papers Ser. 1. iii, Where so much is to do in the beds, he
were a sorry gardener who should wage a whole day's war
with an iron scuffle on those ill weeds that make the garden-
walks of life unsightly. X879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-
bk.. Scuffle, a garden implement used for cutting off weeds
at the roots,—generally known as a Dutch hoe.

Scuffle (sk»*f1), v, 1 Also 6 skufle, 7 skuffle.

[A frequentative formation on a base perh. of

Scandinavian origin : cf. Sw. skuff a, push, skuffa

to push, f. Teut. root *skitf- (skud) : see Shove,
Shuffle vbs.

The Eng. Scuff v. (which is later in our quots.) can hardly

be directly connected; cf. however sense 5 below with
Scuff v. 3 b.]

1. intr. To struggle confusedly together or with

another or others ; to fight at close quarters in a

disorderly manner, with pulling, pushing, and

random delivery of blows ; to tussle.

1590 R. Harvev Pi. Perc. 6 Shall we haue neighbors



SCUFFLE.

children, lie skufling in the kennel together by the eares
like bride well birds? 1600 Holland Livy 11. 75 He..
rushed, amongst the thickest of the Veientians, and skuffled
with many of them together. i6i» Drayton Poly-olb. xir.

196, I . . haue seene in former dayes The best Knights of the
world, and scuffled in some frayes. 1622 Beaum. & Fl.
Fhilaster v. i, Weele skuffle [1st ed. 1620 reads shuffle]
hard before he perish. 1743 N. Appleton Serm. 21 They
scuffle, and oftentimes quarrel as Children. 1849 ^ LIJ - Smith
Pottleton Leg. ix. 64 The field-mice, .scuffled amongst the
corn. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxix, Only groans
and people scuffling and rolling round on the garret-floor
half the night

!

b. transf. and ftg. Now rare; in the 17th c.

often with the sense : + To contend vigorously or
resolutely.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxvi. xv. II. 585 When the great
men of the citie, Oesar and Pompey, were skuffling together
by the eares, hee knew well how to fish in a troubled water.
1639 N. N. tr. Du Bosq's Compt. Woman 1. 7 Here I must
needs scuffle with two great errors, a 1668 Lassf.i.s Voy.
Italy (1670) 1. 99 [Genoa] is so well fortified on the other
side.. that they could scuffle notably in their own defence.
1678 R. L'Estrange Seneca's Mor., Ep. xxviii. {1696) 614
Both at Sea and I .and we Tug and Scuffle for Dominion
and Wealth. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace Wks. VIII, 1S1
Even when their perverse and litigious nature sets them to
equivocate, scuffle, and fight about the terms of their written
obligations. 1841 Catlin .V. Amer. Ind, (1844) IL lviiL 249
To scuffle for a few years upon the plains with the wild tribes,

. . for the flesh and the skins of the last of the buffaloes.

2. harts. To put on, out, up, etc. in a scrambling
or confused manner.
1579 Tom son Calvin's Serm. Tim. 63/1 There should be a

. .discipline Jin the Church], to the end that matters might
not be huddeled and scuffled vppe together confusedly, and
without ofder. 1839 Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 285, I had to
rise and scuffle all my things out into the other half of the
building.. in a heavy rain. 1844 Alb. Smith Adv. Mr.
Ledbury xxxi. (1886) 96 Scuffling on his dressing-gown, [he]
advanced towards them. 1863 J. G. Wood in Intell. Observ.
IV. 22 (The mole] passing the worm underneath his body
from his fore to his hind feet in a very peculiar manner,
scuffling it, as it were, backwards and forwards.

3. intr. To struggle through, on, along-, hence,

to go hurriedly and superficially [through or over

some operation).

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 340 The rude will scuffle through with
ease enough, Great schools suit best the sturdy and the
rough. 1844 H. Stephens Book ofFarm II. 218 They are
usually scuffled over in the morning with the currycomb.
1844 Ihackerav in Punch. VII. 83/2 Scuffling through our
blessed meals, that we may be early on the road. 1885
Kunciman Skippers ft Sh. 235 You go to school and scuffle

on the best way you can.

4. To go in hurried confusion ; to move with
much effort and fuss ; also trans, (cansatively).

1838 Lett.fr. Madras xx. (1843) 204 The bearers, Peons,
and people whom I had scuffled half out of their lives to get
ready in time. 1840 Thackeray George Cruikshank (1869)
298 The outward rush of heroes,., scuffling at the door, is in

the best style of the grotesque. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita J.

412 Drive the populace headlong past it as fast as they can
scuffle.

6. To move with a shuffling gait ; also, to shuffle

(with the feet).

182s T. Hook Sayings Ser. it. Passion 4 Princ. vi, The
man. .scuffling slipshod along the sanded floor. 1896 ' Ian
Maclaken * Bn'er Busk 219 Is't true Elspeth scuffled wi'

her feet at the laist head [of the sermon] and gar'd him close ?

6. Comb. : scuffle-shoe nonce-wd., a person of
1 slipshod ' habits.

1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. xxxv. So scathing was
Gower's tone of irate professor to shirky scholar—or it might
be put, German professor to English scuffle-shoe.

Hence Scuffling1 vbl. sb. and ///. a. Also Scuf-
flingly adv.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stnffe 43 This scuffling or bopeepe
in :ne darke they had a while without weame or bracke.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. n. 134, I may passe over
with silence the skuffling skirmishes which hapned entry
daie. 16*1 Fletcher Prophetess w. v, Your scurvie scuffling

trade. 1709 Brit. Apollo II. Snpernnm. No. 2. 3/2 They
had a scuffling for it. 1796 Southev Lett.fr. Spain (1799)
351 A noise like scuffling of feet. 1868 Miss Hraddon Dead-
Sea Fruit i, The wrestling, and scuffling, and striving, and
struggling of modern commerce. 1886 Kn ling Departm.
Ditties, etc (1899) 91 My Son, if a maiden deny thee and
scufTlingty bid thee give o'er. 1894— Jungle Bk. 51 The
monkeys . .would . . fight and cry in scuffling crowds.

SCUffle (skzrf]), T/.2 [f. SCOFFLE J&> Cf. Du.
schoffelen.] trans. To scarify or stir the surface

(of land) with a thrast-hoe or horse-hoe ; to hoe
(a crop), cut op (weeds), turn in (seed) by means
of a scuffle or scuffler.

1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Walk 7 Z 3/1 Ifthey [sc. walks]
are scuffled over with a Dutch hoc in dry weather, and
raked smooth.it will destroy the moss and weeds. 1805 Dick-
son Pract. Agric. I. PI. x, The seed is by this implement
scuffled in. 1807 T. Rvdgr Agric. Gtouc. (1813} no The land
is immediately * scuffled ' or torn to pieces with the scuffler.

1863 Intell. Observ. IV. 199 A labourer..scuffling turnips.

Hence Scu'ffling vbl. sb. (also atlrib.).

180a \V. Amos Drill Nusb. 243 Mellow land, .requires no
other preparation than scuffling, harrowing, &c. 1844 H.
SrkpHKNS Book ofFarm 111. 959 The [mould -board] plough
..w convertible into a scuffling or cleaning plough, or horse-

hoe. Ibid., A second mortise is punched in each wing-bar
to receive the scuffling coulters.

Scu*ffle-hunter, Naut. slang. (See quots.)

1796 Colouhoun Police Metrop. (ed. 3) 54 The prevailing

practice of discharging and delivering the cargoes of ships

by a class ofaquatic labourers, knownby the name of lumpers
and scufflehunters. Ibid. 66 Those (who are distinguished

Vol. VIII.
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I

by the nick-name of Scuffle-hunters) prowl about the wharfs
!

.., under pretence of asking employment: but their chief
object is to pillage and plunder whatever comes in their way.
1840 Marryat Poor Jackxv'm, We've., the Scuffle Hunters,
and the River Pirates.

Scuffler 1 (sk»"ffo.i). Also 7 scufler. [T.Scuffle
v.l + -er l.] One who scuffles.

1633 Marmion Fine Comp. m. iv. F 2 b, Fid. He belabour
you the next time I meet you. Cap. What Scufier, dost
thou thinke ile faile my friends? No Hector I scorne it.

1642 Tom Nash his Ghost (title-p.\ To the three scurvy
Fellowes of the upstart Family of the Snufflers, Rufflers and
Shufflers; the thrice Treble-troublesome Scufflers in the
Church and State.

Scuffler- (sktf-ffoi). [f. Scuffle ^.2 + -ERf.]

An agricultural implement for scarifying and stir-

ring the surface of the ground, esp. between the
rows of crops; a horsc-hoe.

1797 Bilungsley Agric. Somerset (ed. 2) 278 I verily
think, that his [J. Cooke's] instruments called the scuffler,

and scarifier, are the best contrivances I ever beheld, for the
pulverization of the soil, and the destruction of weeds. 1891
Times 5 Oct. 3/2 The best remedies for the pest.. being
nitrate of soda, .and the use of scufflers, or of horse-hoes.

t>. Each of the scuffling coulters of a scuffler.

1844 H. Stephens Book ofFarm III. 959 In returning it

to the double mould-board state, it is only necessary to
remove the scufflers and the feathered share.

Scuffy (sktf'fi), a. Sc. [f. Scuff v. + -y].

= Scuffed a. Also jig.

1858 M. Porteous Real * Souter Johnny ' 32 Some scuffy
chiels to mak a boddle On thy sweet muse hae daured to
saddle. .Brain brats that ye wad scorn to cuddle Or think
were thine. 1895 W. C. Fraser Whaups of'Durley xlii. 189
He wears black claes, awfu' scurfy.

Scuft, dial, variant of Scuff sb*
Scufting (skzKtirj). (See quots.)
1688 Holme Armoury w. 85/2 Bran or Scufting, the Husk

of the Corn. 1881 Leic. Gloss, s. v. Meal
t
The various

qualities of meal are distinguished into— 1. Bran. 2. Shorts.
3. Scuftings, pollards, or shorts-and-sharps.

Scug (skt?g), sb.1 Sc. and north. Forms: 5-7
(9) scoug, 6 skug, (skowg, skugg, 7 skough

>

scugg, scugge), 9 sco(o)g, skoug, 6- scug. [a.

ON. skugge wk. masc, shadow (Sw. skugga fern.,

Norw. skugge, Da. skygge) = 0E. scu{w)a, OHG.
scuwo shade, Goth, skuggwa mirror;—OTeut.
*skwwon-.]

1. Originally, shadow; the shade or shelter

afforded by a rock, bush or the like ; hence, a
shelter. To take scug: to take shelter.

1513 Douglas /tenets vi. iv. 8 And^ skuggis dym of a full

dern wod schaw. Ibid. 74 As Jupiter, ..With erdis scug
hydis the hevynis all. Ibid. vu. Prol. 47 Thik drumly
scuggis dirknit so the hevyne. 1596 Dalrvmplk tr. Leslies
Hist. Scot. (1888) I. 30 In the scoug of the craig and castell
is a verie quyet hauining place. Ibid. II. 321 Hume with
sum of his cumpanioums slipts quyetlie in the skug [orig.

ad umbracula], and thair he rested and hid him selfe. 1833
Galt Entail xxi, Instead o* gallanting awa under the scog
and cloud o' night. 18*5 Brockett N.C. Gloss., Skug, a
sheltered place. 1890 ' H. Haliburton ' In Scottish Fields

33 Hastening through the rain to rustic scoogs or the shelter

of friendly cottages.

b. Jig. Cloak, pretence, outward show.
1456 Sir G. Have Latv Arms (S.T.S.) 28r How thai suld

be punyst that beris otheris armes wrangwisly, in enten-
cioun to do mys under scoug of thame covertly, a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 282 That the
said lord micht have sic ane skug of him [sc. a counterfeit

bishop] to the eiesof the peopill that be him he micht obteine
the proffcit of the said benefice. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall
xix. (1833) F3, Under skough of the conscience scruple.

1688 A. Shields Notes 4- Heads (1709) 17 (Jam.) Some did
boast of their pretended performances, and so make them a
scugg to hide their knavery with. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gt'bb (1873) 215 But brawly kent I that a' this was
but a scoug to keep some ither thing oot o' sicht.

Scuff (sk»g), sb.'z dial. A squirrel.

1718 JT Fox Wanderer 73 He first chid me, then depriv'd

me of my poor skug. 1804 Charlotte Smith Conversai.,

etc. I. 123 Scug does not very willingly expose himself in

the open day far from his trees.

Scug (sk»g), sb.'t School slang. Also akug.

(Seequot. 1 881.)
18*5 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy 1. 82 Come fill the bowl

with Bishop up, Clods, Fags, and Skugs, and Muttons.
Note, Scug or Skug, a lower boy in the school, relating to

sluggish. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Air xix, Whereas, to

lay by ten thousand a-year out of eighteen, till his best days
are gone by, makes what, at Eton, we used to call, a scug

ofhim at once. 1881 Everyday Life in Public Sch. 312, Scug,
Et[on]. Har[row]. Negatively, a boy who is not distin-

guished in person, in games, or social qualities. Positively,

a boy of untidy, dirty, or ill-mannered habits ; one whose
sense of propriety U not fully developed.

Scug (skyg), v. Sc. and north. Forms : 6, 8-9

scug, 6, 9 scoug, 9 sco(o)g, skug. [f. Scug sbX\

1. trans. To shade, shelter, screen, protect.

1513 Douglas /Eneis vu. ii. 24 Joyfull and blyth thai entir

in the nude, That derne about scuggit wyth bewis stude.

Ibid. vin. vi. 90. a 1774 Fergusson Song, 'My ain kind
Deary, Of 7 At thornie dike and birken tree, We'll daff,

and ne'er be weary, O ! They'll scug ill een fra you and me.

i8as Galt Sir A. Wylie II. ii. 21 I'll gang..mysel, and
muddle about the root o' this affair till I get at it. . . Naebody
in this country-side kens me ; I'll be scoggit wi' my ain

hamely manner. 1815 Brockett N. C. Gloss., Skug, to

hide, to screen. 1898 C. Spence From Braes ofCarse 29
He has hives 0' bees. . Weel scouged wi' shrubs. . Frae ony
blast the wind can blaw.

absol. 1818 Edin. Mag. Sept. 154/1 He hadnae call'd on
the Halie Name That scugs in the evil hour.

SCULL.

2. 7'ejl. and intr. To take cover or shelter, to hide.
X819 W. Tennant Papistry Stormed (1827) 187 Within

their sacrify 'd abodes Scougin' themsel' frae stanes and clods.

1823 W. Jameson Mem. <y Lett. (1845) 94, I went to His
holy table and felt like one in the pelting of a storm, scugging
under Immanuel.

3. trans. To take shelter from (the elements).
1812 W. Glass Caledonian Parnassus (1814) 20 Beneath

the ivy-twining bow'r, Where aft I've scoug'd the simmer
show'r. 1886 * H. Haliburton ' Horace (1900) 43 Wind and
snaw, Are far abune oor fit, But while we scoog them, let

them blaw.

Scuggery (sk27*g3ri). north. dial. [f. Scug sbS
+ -ery.J Concealment, secrecy.
a 1568 Henryson's Tzvo Mice xiv. (Bannatyne MS.), In

skugry ay, throw rankest girss and come, And wondir sly,

full preuely cwth thay creip. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh.
II. 350 In satggery, in secrecy ; hid, as from creditors.

+ Scu'ggy, a. Sc. Obs. rare — 1
. In 6 skogy.

[f. Scug sb. 1 + -\\] Shady, gloomy.
1513 Douglas Mneis vu. x. 54 Quham the sydis of a thik

wode of tre Closis full derne wyth skogy bewis hie.

Scuil(l, obs. forms of School.
Scul, obs. form of School, Skull.
Soulc, Sculcare, obs. ff. Skulk, Skulker.
Sculch (skvlj). dial, and U. S. Also sculsh,

scultch, skultch. [var. of Culch.] =Culchi,2.
1847 Halliwei.l, Sculsh, rubbish. 1863 W. White East-

ern Engl. II. 236 Here from time to time the men throw
into the river what they call 'skultch *, which an outsider
would call rubbish.. .Of such stuff as this a comfortable bed
[for oyster spawn] is made. 1891 M. Colf. Cy Ross 38 They
dumped the tunnel full of big rock an' sculch.

Sculck, obs. form of Skulk.

t Sculd. Obs. rare — 1
. [Connected with ON.

skilja to divide.] A parting.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15541 pis ilk night sal be a sculd [Gotl.

a skaile, Fair/, parting, Trin. a scateryng] betuix you and me.

t Scu-lding, SCOU'lding. Obs. Orkney and
Shell, [a. Norw. skidding accusation.] (Seequot.)
1576 in Oppress. Orkney $ Zclld. (1859) 49 The Laird.,

chargit ten houshaldis for scoulding. 1576 Ibid. 51 Thair is

ane branche of this law of Granderie, callit Sculding, that

is to say, ane brute or sclander of thift, pykrie, or sic uther
crymes, rasit by the deid of ane single persoun [etc.l

Sculduddery (sk^ldcdari). Sc. and U.S. Also
8 sculdudry, 8-9 sculduddry, 9 skulduddery,
U. S. skulduggery. [Of obscure origin.]

1. *A term, now used in a ludicrous manner, to de-

note those causes that come under the judgment
of an ecclesiastical court, which respect some
breach of chastity' (Jam.).
Jamieson's words imply that the word was originally in

serious use, but of this there seems to be no evidence.

1713 Centlivre Wonder 111. in. Wks. 1760 III. 42 But I'm
seer ther's na sike honest People here, or there wou'd na
be so muckle Sculdudrie [note Fornication]. 1714 Ramsay
Oh J. Cowper 5 There's none..Could sa'r sculdudry out
like John, c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. (1818) I. 190 If any
one be brought before a presbytery &c, to be questioned
for sculduddery, i.e. fornication or adultery. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xvi, [They] can find out naething but a wee bit

skulduddery for the benefit o' the Kirk-treasurer.

2. Obscenity.
1821 Galt Legatees xx. Let. xxxii. 271 All the sculduddery

of the business might have been well spared from the eye
of the public. 18*4 Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, Speaking
blasphemy and sculduddry.

^ 3. U.S. (With form skulduggery.) ? Malver-

sation of public money.
1890 N. <y Q. Ser. vit. X. 224/1 Some two or three years

ago one of the New York papers, .announced that a mis-

sionary on the Congo intended to return to America and
blow up the whole scullduggery ; meaning, apparently, to

expose the false pretences on which money had been collected

for the mission. 1893 Boston (Mass.) Jr/tl. 7 Nov. 7/4 Un-
founded Charges of Skulduggery. 1893 Columbus (Ohio)

Dispatch 22 Dec, The United States Courts, .are now very
busy affixing the penalties for violations of the national

banking laws and for general skulduggery in the manage-
ment of the institutions.

4. attrib. passing into adj. a. Concerned with
1 sculduddery ' as a punishable offence, b. Of litera-

ture or conversation : Obscene.

1756 A. Pennecuik Coll. Sc. Poems 136 Sculdudry-fowk
may now sing dool, And steep their graith in a cald pool.

a 1779 D. Graham Misc. Writ. (1883) II. 135 They did na
like sculdudery wark, but said na meikle against it. 1824

Scott Redgauntlet Let. xi, The rental-book.. was lying

beside him ; and a book of sculduddry sangs was put betwixt

the leaves,

Soule, obs. form of School.

Sculk, -er, -ing : see Skulk, -er, -ino.

Scull (sk»l), sb. 1 Also 4-5 skulle, 7 scul, 5
sculle, 4-9 skull. [Of obscure origin.

Some would identify it with Skull bowl, goblet, supposing
that the name refers to the hollowed form of the blade ; but
this seems very improbable.]

1. A kind of oar. a. An oar used to propel

a boat by working it from side to side over the

stern of the boat, reversing the blade at each turn.

b. An oar, shorter and lighter than a 'rowing* oar,

so that a pair can be operated at once by one per-

son, who sits midway between the sides of the boat.

1345-6 in Nicolas Hist. Royal Navy (1847) II. 477 [For
four large and long oars called] skulles [4^. Sd. ]. i486 Naval
Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 13, ii sculles..for the bote of the

said ship. 1495 Ibid. 193 After skullys. . j. a 1500 Piers of
Fullham 275 in Ha/1. E. P. P. II. 12 And for to rowe in
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SCULL.

a barge with a skulle Avayleth not but the flud be at full.

1530 Palsgr. 208/2 Scull to rowe with, aniron. 1674 Petty

Disc. R. Soc. 56 Suppose a Paralellipipedon-Boat or Vessel,

of breadth fit for a pair of Skulls., and of length sufficient

for o such Skulls or Oars. 1856 Kane Arct. Exfil. ll.xxix.

287 We moved on in deep silence, with a single scull astern.

1869 Dickens Mitt. Fr. 1. i. The girl rowed, pulling a pair

of sculls very easily. 1875 W. B. Woodgate Oars ty Sculls

xv. 118 On a sliding seat the sculls, like oars, should be a

trifle longer inboard.

f2. A boat propelled with a scull or a pair of

sculls; a sculling-boat. Obs.

1611 Cotgr., Napelette, a small skiffe, scull, or cocke-boat.

i66x Pkpys Diary 3 Dec, Thence by water.. being carried

by him in oares that the other day rowed in a scull faster

than my oares to the Towre.

f 3. One who sculls ; a sculler. Obs. rare.

1663 Butler Hud. I. iii. 89 He loves, but^ dares not make
the mot ion;.. Like.,rowing Skull, he's fain to love, Look
one way and a nother move. 17J9 D'Urfey Pills (1872)

III. 5 Where Sculls did once row, Men walk to and fro.

4. //. A sculling race.

1878 Athletic World 5 Apr. 8/2 The following races have

been fixed. .Lowe Senior Sculls, July 22 ;. .Handicap Sculls,

Aug. 21.

5. An act of sculling.

i886Tupper Autobiog. S9 The gallop with Mr. Murrell's

harriers, or the quick scull to Iffley. 1897 Mrs. Rayner
Type-writer Girl xvii. 176 To ask me to fill in a journal

with the day's events is like asking a galley-slave to take

a scull in a pleasure-boat after his toil is over.

t Scull, «*.* Obs. Also 6-7 skul, 7 scul.

[? Shortened from Scullion.] A scullion. Also

Comb, scull-boy.

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. n. iii. G 4 b, Foulers, fishers, sculls,

podingwrightes, the trulls of Tuscus streate. 1598 tr. G. de

la Perriere's Mirr. Policie D d, The Romane law. .ordained

that honest Romane wiues should be exempt from.. playing

the skuls in the kitchen. 1643 Vicars Looking Glass 35
God most wisely.. makes them.. to be but as it were, the

very drudges and scull-boyes of his Church. 1743 A. Bush
in Howell St. Trials (1813) XVII. 1196 He was a little

scull that used to go of errands.

Scull (sk»l), sb.3 A name given locally to

various species of gulls.

1813 Montagu Ornitk. Diet. Suppl., Gull-Arctic. Larus

Parasiticus. .. Provincial. Scull. 1832 Macgii.livray Brit.

Birds V. 492 Lestris Richardsonii. Richardson's Skua..

.

Scull. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 210 Common
Skua (Slercorarius catarrhactes). . . Scull.

Scull (skpl), v. Also 7-9 skull, [f. Scull sb.1 ]

1. inlr. or absol. To proceed by means of a boat

propelled with a scull or a pair of sculls ; to use

a scull or a pair of sculls in propelling a boat.

Also to scull it, and with complement denoting the

position of the sculler.

1624 [implied in Sculling vol. si'.]. 1679 V. Alsof Melius
Inquir. 159 Others have nothing to do but skull away with

the Tide when it comes in. 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge
ii, As we sculled along in the clear creek. 1851 Mayne
Rf.id Rifle Rangers ii, I had steamed it down the Missis-

sippi, and sculled it up the Orinoco. 189a Furnivall
Hoccleve's Minor P. Forew. 47 note, When he peeld to scull

bow down-stream.

b. trans/. Of a fish : To propel itself. Of the

tail : To act as a propeller.

1850 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem. Adv.i.iZ^Z) viii, He has

two curious fins to scull with. 1894 Outing (U. S.) XXIV.
59/1 A long greenish form with fins that wavered slowly,

and a tail that sculled with just sufficient power to keep its

owner in his hiding-place.

C. trans. To make (a particular stroke) in

sculling.

187s W. B. Woodgate Oars iy Scullsxv.116 It is possible

to scull a much longer stroke than can be rowed.

2. trans. To propel (a boat) by means of a scull

or a pair of sculls. Also refi. of a fish, etc., to pro-

pel itself as by a scull or sculls.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 186 [Serving] for the finns and tail,

for the Oars and Ruder of this little creature [sc. a whaler-

insect], wherewith it was able . . to move himselfany whither,

and to skull and steer himself as he pleas'd. 1773 Hist.

Brit. Dom. N. Amer. n. ii. § 12. 217 He [the whale] sculls

himself in the walerwith a large horizontal tail. 1798 S. Wil-
cocke in Naval Chron. (1799) II. 63 They [sc.'the boats] are

sculled instead of being rowed. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. i,

Another boat. .dropped alongside. ' In luck again, Gaffer?'

said a man. .who sculled her.

b. inlr. Of a boat : To admit of being sculled

(well, easily, etc.).

1891 Century Diet, s.v., The boat sculls well.

3. trans. To convey (a person) by water in a

sculling-boat or by sculling.

1817 Gladstone in Morley Life (1903) I 1. ii. 43 Sculled

Hallam to Sutly after 6. 1883 'Ouida' Wanda f. 246 He
went home sculling himself across the lake. 1903 Morley
Gladstone I. 1. ii. 40 The more sinewy Gladstone used to

scull him up to the Shallows.

Scull : see Skull. Scrull(e, obs. ff. School.

Soullen, obs. form of Scullion.

Sculler (skzHai), sb. Also 6 scullar, skoller,

-oer, 7 skullar, 7-8 skuller. [f. Scull v. + -ek 1.]

1. One who propels a boat by means of a scull

or a pair of sculls ; one skilled in the management
of a sculling-boat.

1530 Palsgr. 268/2 Scullar, latellier. 1563 Foxe A.SfM.
(1596) 1081/2 He went ouer unto Westminster bridge with

a Sculler, where he entred into a Whirry that went to Lon-
don. 1660 Pepys Diary 2 Nov., I was told the Queen was
a-coming ; so I got a sculler for sixpence to carry me thither

298

and back again. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic. Ixx, Ply for em-
ployment like scullers at Hungeiford stairs. 1755 Johnson,
Sculler, one that rows a cockboat. 1875 \V. Ii. Woodgate
Oars <f Sculls xv. 116 If anything, a sculler can reach his

hands an inch or two farther forward than the oarsman.

2. A boat propelled by sculling ; a sculling-boat

;

also, rarely t a pair of scullers.

Double- sculler; a sculling-boat to seat two scullers.

1567 Harman Caveat xi. (1869) 54 He went to the water

syde and toke a Skoller led. 1573 skolloer], and was sette

ouer the Water into Saincte Georges feldes. 1585 Higins

Junius' Nomencl. 220/2 Linter,a. wherry or sculler, a 1640

W. Fenner Sacrif. Faithfull (1648) 211 A man cannot

row upon the maine ocean in a paire of Scullers. 1697

Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 735 Her Soul already was con-

signed to Fate, And shiv'ring in the leaky Sculler sate.

1760 Brit. Chron. 23 Jan. 79 On Sunday evening a skuller,

with twelve people in it, struck on a hawser.. and overset.

x86i Dickens Gt. Expect. Hv, Early as it was, there were

plenty of scullers going here and there that morning, and
plenty of barges. 190a Working Men s Coll. yml.Vll. 366

Our skipper told us our boat drew too much water. .and

persuaded us to hire a double-sculler.

f3. A sculling oar. Obs. rare" 1
.

1766 Maldon (Essex) Borough Deeds (Bundle 70. no. 14),

(Gideon Whetstone, mariner] saw him sink and try'd with

his sculler to feel for him but could not reach htm.

f4. attrib. and Comb.
t
tis sculler-boat, a sculling-

boat ; sculler-man, one who plies a sculling-boat

for hire. Obs.
1663 Pefys Diary 1 May, Going thither..! met a boy in

a sculler-boat. 1815A nn. Reg., Chron. 109 The other captain

and the scullerman were saved. 1822-29 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 3) V. 598 With us it [Nigrescent leprosy] is chiefly found
among soldiers, sailors, sculler-men, stage-coachmen [etc.].

1 Sculler, v. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. Sculler sb.]

= Scull v. 3.

1681 Hickeringill Black Nou-Conf. Introd., Wks. 1716

II. 4 What they paid for being Sculler'd back again, is not

in the Book of Rates.. for Charon's Boat is always empty
of Passengers back again.

Scullery (skzrbri). Forms : a. 4 squillerye,

5-6 squillery, 6 -erie, squyllary, squylery,

suyllarye; 0. 5 skulery, 6 skullary, scullary,

-arie, -erie, 6-7 skullery, 7 -erie, 5- scullery.

[a. OF. escuelerie, f. escuelier Squiller.]

1. The department of a household concerned with

the care of the plates, dishes, and kitchen utensils.

Also the room or rooms in which the work of this

department is carried on. Obs. exc. Hist.

a. [1330 Rolls ofParlt. II. 33/1 Johan de la Squillerye.]

1445111 Turner s Dom. Arch. (1859) III. 1. 78 To make in all

hast possible..a new halle with a squillery, saucery, and
surveyng place. 01548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII 10 b, He
had been a turne broche and executed such vile officies in

the kynges kytchyn & suyllarye for a space. 1576 in Nichols
Progr. Eliz. (1823) II. 43, 1 Sergiant and Clerk of the

Squillery.

0. c 1440 Scullery [see Saucery]. 1481-90 Howard
Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 179 [Given] to the kinges cookes

white x.s. And to the skulery iij.s. inj.d. 1520 [see Saucery].

1555 Latimer Let. in Foxe A. fy M. (1570) III. 1911/2 And
as for suffrage,. .1 had leauer haue the suffrage of iacke of
the skullery. 1583 in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) II. 402
The kitchin, with bylinge-house, sculleiy.pastry, and larders.

1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 11. vi. 67 Some of their

scullerie having dressed these homely cates, presents it to

his guests. 01656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 258 Holding
it unbeseeming that the businesses of the scullery should be
done in our parlour. 1708 Chamberlayne Pres. St. Gt.

Brit. (1710) 537 Her Majesty's Household Officers [etc.].

Scullery.

f b. Silver scullery : the department concerned

with the care of the silver utensils. Obs,

x686 Lond. Gaz. No. 2149/4 Whoever shall give notice

thereof unto any Officer of the King's Silver Sculleiy, shall

have two Guinea's Reward. 1725 Ibid. No. 6364/1 The
Officers of the Board of Greencloth, or Silver Scullery.

f C. Kitchen refuse. Obs.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 11. xxxiii. 258 Besides the black

pots, among which these doves [sc. ministers of the Church]
must lie, 1 mean the soot and scullery of vulgar insolency .

.

and fanatick contempt.

2. In modem use : A small room attached to a

kitchen, in which the washing of dishes and other

dirty work is done ; a back kitchen.

1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 1. i. (1811) 36 In the

wash-house or the scullery, performing the most laborious

offices. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 332 At-

tached to the wards are attendants' rooms, scullery [etc].

1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal II. x. 229 Everything must
have a name, even the slate that roofs your scullery.

3. attrib. and Comb., as scullery board, boy, maid,

man, xvork.

1519 Horman Vulg. 156 Wasshe all the grecy dysshes.

.

and set them clene vpon the "squylery bourde. 1675 Han.
Woolley Gentlew. Comp, 217 [Directions] To "Scullery-

Maids in great Houses. 1595 in Sussex Archzol. Collect.

VII. 210 The *Scullerye man and his Office.

Sculling (skzrlin,), vbl. sb. [f. Scull v. +
-ing *.] The action of the verb.

1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 225 Being with skulling and
bayling the water tired. 1820 Scoresby Arctic Reg. I. 466

As a boat is forced along, with a single oar, by the opera-

tion of skulling. 1875 W. B. Woodgate Oars $ Sculls xy.

118 Recovery is a matter of greater ease in sculling than in

rowing. Ibid., Double sculling is faster than pair-oar rowing.

b. attrib. and Comb., as sculling-boat, outrigger,

race ; sculling boy, one who sculls a wherry for

hire; sculling-cruteh (seequot.); sculling eight,

four, a sculling-boat propelled by eight or four

SCULLOGUE.

pairs of sculls respectively ; sculling float, a flat-

bottomed sculling-boat ; sculling-hole, a hole for

a sculling oar; sculling motion, stroke, that

resembling the motion or stroke of a sculling oar

;

sculling oar, an oar used in sculling over the stern

of a boat.
J856 ' Stonehenge' Brit. Rural Sports 1. 1. ix. 76/2 It

has a deck like the outrigger *skulling-boats used on the

Thames. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 125 The 'Skulling-

boy [?a public house bearing this sign] lying just over the

Gate. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 168/2 (Punt shooting) *Scull-

lug-crutch, the spur on the starboard side of the punt in

which the fowler 'sculls ' with his oar. 1885 'Sculling eight

[see sculling-four], 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wild-fozvl

xxii. 230 They may also be approached.. in the 'sculling-

float. 1885 Furnivall in N. <y Q. Ser. vi. XI. 324/1 The
first ' *sculling four ' . . was put on the Thames, at my sug-
gestion. .in 1883; and. .the first ' *sculling eight' was
brought out . . in January, 1885. 1892— Hoccleve's Minor P.
Forew. 47 note, How different it was yesterday, in our
narrow sculling-four ! 1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wildfowl
iv. 91 The *sculHng-hole . - is placed six inches to larboard of

centre of stern. 1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angliug 51 It [the

tail of fish] acts very much like the "sculling .oar of a boat

SculliOU (skzrlyan). Forms : a. 6 squylyon

;

j8. 5 scul3on, scwlione, Sc. skul$eoun, 6-7

scullian, skullion, -an, scullen, 6 scolion,

(-yon, scoulion, -yon, skolyon, scullyon,

schoolyone, scullyan, 7 skullen), 6- scullion.

[Perh. an alteration of F. souillon scullion, due to

assimilation to Scullery.] A domestic servant

of the lowest rank in a household who performed

the menial offices of the kitchen ; hence, a person

of the lowest order, esp. as an abusive epithet.

Now only arch.
a. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xxxvii. 118 Squylyons of y*

kechyn.
^. 1483 Cath. Angl. 326/1 A Scul^on (Scwlione A.), cal-

cula, lixa. 15x5 Barclay Egloges iii. 17 Me thought the
sculUans like fendes of their lookes Came forth with whittels.

1531 Elyot Gov. (1580) 151 The Jewes. .made of the Ga-
baonites, being theyr confederates, their scullyons, and
drudges. 1579 Louth in Narr. Reform. (Camden) 50 There
Cooke in that hyghe court was dressed lyke a schoolyone.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 65 Away you Scullion, you
Rampallian, you Fustillirian. 1602 — Ham. n. il 616. 1610

Holland Camdens Brit. 1. 542 Haveloke.. having beene
first a skullen in the King's Kitchin. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n.

Man 1. i, Ay, it's the way with them all, from the scullion

to the privy-councillor. 1872 Tennyson Gareth <$- Lynette
151 Among the scullions and the kitchen-knaves.

b. attrib., as scullion-boy, -clout, -maid, -work.

1624 Bp. Mountagu Gagg Pref. 18 And those Tararag-
males, the Decretall Epistles of the Popes 'scullen-boyes

making. CX500 Rcnvlis Cursing 121 in Laing Anc. Poet.

Scot., With *skul;eoun clowttis and diessing knyvis. c 1684

Roxb. Ball. (1889) VI. 267 Would I had been a *scullian-

niaid, or a servant of a low degree. 1632 Sherwood, A
*scutlion wench, Souillonne. X658 A. Fox Wurtz' Surg.

342 Such a one, which is forced to do all manner of ' skullion

work? 1700 C. Nesse Antid. Artuin. (1827) 8 If it be but
skullion-work to brighten vessels.

C. quasi-o^*. Base, mean.
1658 [cf. scullion -work above]. 1824 Byron Deformed

Transf.i. 1. 128 The forester Hunts not the wretched coney,

but the boar.., leaving paltry game to petty burghers, who
leave once a year Their walls, to fill their household caldrons

with Such scullion prey. 1870 Emerson Soc. <r Sol. t
Courage

Wks. (Bohn) III. 114 We must have a scope as large as

Nature's to deal with beast-like men, detect what scullion

function is assigned them.

Scullionish (skw lysnij), a. rare-1
, [f. Scul-

lion + -ish.] Befitting a scullion.

1850 B. Taylor Eldorado xix. (1862) 195 The most ludi-

crous combination of scullionish and poetical ideas it was
ever my lot to hear.

Scullionize (skrlyanaiz), v. rare*1
, [f. Scul-

lion + -IZE.] intr. To perform the office of scullion.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxiv. (1856) 309 He has scul-

lionized at the 'Trois Freres', and played chifto a London
club-house.

t Scullionly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Scullion +
-L\*l.] Pertaining to or used by a scullion.

In thequot. from Milton (Wks. 1738 I. 304), given by Todd
and some later Diets., the correct reading is ' cullionly \

1623 tr. Ravine's Theat. Hon, ix. i. 342 This Doue behelde

her selfe as dead and entranced,.. among the Scullionly

potts, spits and dripping pans, of Indian. .Infidels.

+ Scu'llionry. Obs.—° [f. Scullion + -by.]

(See quot.)
161 x Cotgr., Marmttonnage, Scullionrie, or th' Office of

a Scullion. Ibid., Souillonnerie, scullionerie, drudgerie.

SculliOUSnip (skwlyanjip). [f. Scullion +
-ship.] The business of or period of employment
as a scullion. Also as a mock title.

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman"s Guzman tfAlf. 1. 150 If.. I had
not before indured some slormes of Aduersity, neuer in that

faire weather ofmy Scullion-ship [orig. Sp. sotlastria], should

I haue knowne how to Sayle in my putting forth from the

Kitchen. 1707 Wks.Ctess D'Anois (1715) 434 What would
your SkulHonship have with the King, I pray now ?

|| ScullO'gue. Obs. [Irish sgoldg : cf. Scallao,

Scoloc] An Irish farm labourer.

X665 R. Head Eng. Rogue t. (1666) 5 The [Irish] Rebels..

met with my Mother, attended by two Scullogues, her

menial servants. x68x T. Dineley in JmL Kilkenny
Archxol. Soc. (1858) I. 176 The scullogues, in digging for

turfe, find large whole trees of oake, elme and firr. 1690

Mackenzie Siege Londonderry 1/1 For his Army here

could not bear it, to see themselves out-rivall'd by a Crew
of Scullogues in their Prince's Favour.



SCULP.

+ Sculp, tt.l Obs. [f. Scdlp vA]

1. An engraving or wood-cut used as an illustra-

tion in a book.
1696 Evelyn Let. to Place 17 Aug., I do not say the Hol-

land^ Sculps are ill perform'd : but [etc.]. 1706 Phillips

(ed. Kersey). Sculp, a Cut, Print, or Engraved Picture ; as

A Bookfull offine Sculps.

2. A piece of sculpture.

c 1845 J. Morris in Pollen Life <y Lett. (1896) 23 Two
sculps in the maible tell the same tale.

Sculp (sk»lp\ si.% Ar
. Amer. dial. [f. Sculp

v.-] The skin of a seal with the blubber attached.

1840 Jukks Excurs. Newfonudld. (1842) I. 273 The [seal-]

skin in this state is called the 'pelt', and sometimes the

'sculp'. 189s Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 23/2 The 'sculp' of

the dog hood sometimes weighs six hundredweight.

irausf. 1904 W. Churchill Crossing vi. 61 You damned
Dutchmen .. I wish tbedevils had everyone of your fat sculps.

Sculp (skclp), v.1 [f. L. sculp Ire to carve.]

1 1. trans. To carve or engrave (upon something).

0535 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Falser. 947 To grave or

sculpe, grauer. 1638 Sandys Parapnr. job xix. 26 Oh .

.

that the tenor of my just complaint Were sculpt with Steele

on Rocks of Adamant ! 1673 Blount World ofErrors A 2,

A pompous Frontispiece, wherein are sculped our two famous

Universities, a 169s Wood City of Oxford iO. H. S.) III.

170 Out of whose mouth on a scroule is this sculped : Sancta
Triniias [etc.].

f 2. To cut out with a graving tool. Obs.

1683 Moxon Mich. Exerc, Printing xiii. f 4 [He] digs or

Sculps out the Steel between the.. Marks, .on the Face of

the Punch.
3. To sculpture. Now chiefly colloq. oxjocular.

1784 Scl. Fables Life /Esop 8 The Athenians.. erected

a noble statue . . sculped by the famous Lysippus. 1887 Ste-

venson Lett. 21 Nov., St. Gaudens the sculptor sculping me.

b. intr. or absol.

1889 W. E. Norris Miss Shafto (1890) 36, I wouldn't for

the world deny that you can sculp or sculpt, cr whatever

the proper word is. 1893 Kipling Many Invent. 26 Men
who write, and paint, and sculp.

Hence Sculping vbl. sb.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing xiii. 5 4 The Letter-

Cutter does not expect to perform this Digging or Sculping

at one single Operation.

Sculp (sk»lp),z>. 2 N.Amer.dial. [Cf. Scalp v.]

trans. To skin (a seal).

1840 Jukes Excurs. Nmfoundld. (1842) I. 274 They skin,

or, as they call it, 'sculp' them with a broad clasp-knife,

called a sculping-knife. 1883 Fislieries Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4)

175 Drawings exhibiting Sealers. .Sculping young Seal.

b. fig. To strip (a person) of all his possessions.

1904 W. Churchill Crossing vi. 61 We've all been burned

out and sculped up river.

Sculpiu (skplpin), sb. Also 8 scolping, scul-

pion, 9 skulpin, sculpen, sculping. [? Cor-

ruption of Scobpene.]

L A name for various small worthless fish having

a spiny appearance : a. A fish of the genus Cal-

lionymus, e. g. C. draco ; b. A fish of the genus

Coitus, e. g. C. virginianus ; C. Hemiiripterus his-

pidus or amcricanus ; d. Scorpsna guttata (see

Scobpene) ; also fSculpinfisA.
167a W. Hughes Amer. Physit. 7 A Sculpin Fish. .called

by us in those parts, the Sea Hedge-Hog. 1711 E. Cookb
Voy. S. Sea 343 The Sea Porcupine, or a sort of Sculpion.

1767 tr. Cram' Greenland I. 95 The Ulkes, scorpius ma-
rinns, which we call Toadfish, or in Newfoundland Scolp-

ing. 1778 Cook Voy. Pacific iv. v. (1784) II. 379 We caught

a few sculpins about the ship, a 1849 Hawthorne 'twice-

told P., Village Uncle, The very air was fishy, being per.

fumed with dead sculpins, hardheads, and dogfish, i860

O. W. Holmes Prof Brcakf.-t. i, Now the Sculpin (Coitus

Virginianus) is alittle water-beast which pretendstoconsider

itself a fish. 1884 Goode, etc Nat. Hist. Agnatic Anim.
258 'Deep-water Sculpin ...This fish, Hemitripterus hi-

spilus or It. amcricanus, attains the length of two feet,

and is conspicuous by reason of its russet-orange or brick-

red colors [etc.]. 1890 E. Gosse Life of P. Ft. Gosse 114

The large, richly coloured sculpen (Coitus), so common in

the clear water round the wharves of Carbonear.

2. trans/. A mean, worthless person or animal.

1833 Marrvat P. Simple ii, What are you gaping at, you
young sculping? 1836 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. I. xxvii,

Go along, you old sculpin [a horse], and turn out your toes.

1877 Sarah O. Jewett Deephaven (1893) 105 Ye see the

miser'ble sculpin thought 1 d never stop to open the goods.

Scu'lpin (sk»Ipin),a. U.S. [f. prec.] Worth-

less, despicable.

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 126 Existence on such sculpin

terms. . . What is it all but dross to me.

Sculpt (skrlpt), v. rare exc. in jocular use.

[ad. F. sculpter, f. h. sculpt-, ppl. stem oisculphe;

but apprehended as a ludicrous back-formation

from Scclptob.] trans. To sculpture ; absol., to

practise the art of sculpture. Hence Soulpting
vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1864 Reader 5 Mar. 300/1 Galileo. . says : As to what

sculptors argue, that Nature moulds men but does not paint

them, I repfythat she makes them not less by painting than

sculpture, because she both sculpts and colours. 1876 Be-

sant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xxi, It isn't enough to go to

shops and buy pictures. We must go in for sculpting too.

1883 Kath. S. Macouoid Her Sailor Love v. 1. II. 135.

A

well-known sculptor, .had been commissioned by the squire

of Trant to sculpt his wife. 1884 Pall Mall G. 14 Oct. 2/2

.Mr. Watts's well-known principle is.. that the sculptor

should paint and the painter should sculpt. 1886 O. Lodge
in Liverpool Univ. Coll. Mag. Mar. 138 The statues we
sculpt.. the less said about them the better. 1894 Sir E.

Sullivan Woman 105 A sculptor advised a young sculpting
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friend to lose no time in completing the bust of the deceased

, husband whenever it was ordered by the inconsolable widow.

i Sculpta/ted, a. Obs. rare- >. [irreg. f. F.

J

sculpt-er (see prec. ) + -ATE 3 + -ed 1.] Sculptured

.

1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 243 The ears very round, plain,

and not sculptated.

t Scu'lpter. Obs. rare. Also 7 sculptor. [As

I
if ad. L. type *sculptrum, f. sculplre to engrave.]

Some kind of graving tool.

1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. xiii. 225 The Tool, which is I

commonly a Graver, or sometimes a Sculptor, fit to such

Moldings as are to be made on the Mettal. Ibid., After-

: wards with Sculptors, Round or Flat, or great or small,

they work their intended Moldings. 1683 — Printing^ xiii.

§ 3 He uses the Knife-backt Sculpter. Ibid. § 4 With.,
proper shaped and Pointed Sculptors and Gravers, [he] digs

or Sculps out the Steel,

t ScU'lptile, a. and sb. Obs. Also 7 sculp-

\
till. [a. L. sculplilis, f. sculpt-, ppl. stem of scul-

1 pere to carve, sculpture.]

A. adj. Sculptured, graven. Alsofig.
1621 Gtide H Godlie B. App. 237 Let be thy sculptill hon-

!
ouris vaine. 1646-58 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. ix. (ed. 4)

;

300 The commandment against sculptile Images. 1679 Kv.
1 CAlrr State Gri. Ck. 322 All carved Images they abhor, and

Anathematize the adorers of Sculptile Representations.

1816 Singer Hist. Cards 135 Adopting a lighter and more
regular character, but still using sculptile or sculpto-fusile

types.

B. sb. pi. Graven images [= L. scnlptilia,Vu}g.}.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter Ixxvii. 64 pere sculptils bai lout,

noght god. 138a Wyclif Micah i. 7 Ajle sculplilis, or giauen

yniagis. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. xcvi. 7 Let them al be

confounded that adore sculplils.

t ScU'lpto-fu'sile, ci. Obs. [f. sculpto- taken

as comb, form of I., sculpins engraved + Fosile a.

The word in Meerman's Latin is sculplofilsus (fiisus

pa. pple. offundlre to cast).)

(See quot.)
1816 Singer Hist. Cards 167 Meerman..was an advocate

for sculpto-fusile types, or types of which the body was cast

and the letter engraved.

Sculptor (sko-lptsj). [a. L. sculptor, agent-n.

f. sitilpere to carve, engrave, sculpture. Cf. F.

sculpteur, Sp. escultore, Pg. (sculptor, It. scultore.]

1. One who practises the art of sculpture ; chiefly,

an artist who produces works of statuary in marbie

or bronze.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 59 A Pegasus : an inuention

of the Sculptor, to expresse his workeinanship. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Sculptor, a graver or carver. 1680 Morden
Geog. Red., Modena (1685) 209 Here are many Sculptors

both for Ivory and Wood. 1718 Lady M. W. Montague
Lett. II. liii. 78 His sculptors could have made no other

figure so proper for that purpose as this statue. 1841 W.
Spalding Italy II. 231 Jacopo della Querela, a sculptor

whose works are now to be sought in Siena, Lucca, and

Bologna. 1893 Academy 13 May 413/1 The fronts of the

mansion were decorated with statues by skilled sculptors.

1 2. An engraver. Obs.

1641 Evelyn Diary 24 May, He brought over Wenceslaus

Hollar, the sculptor. 1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus ii.

42 Sculptors in their strongest shadows, after this order doe

draw their double Haches.

3. Astr. (See quot.)

185* Hind Astron. Vocab. 52 Sculptor, an abbreviation

for Apparatus Sculptoris,one of the southern constellations

introduced by LacaiUe.

Sculptress (sktrlptres). Also 7 soulptoress.

[f. Sculptob + -ess.] A female sculptor.

i66j Evelyn Chaleogr. Table & Contents, Propertia de

Rossi (a sculpteress) 52. Ibid. iv. 52 The glory of the Sex,

Propertia de Rossi a Florentine Sculptress. i8ij Coleridge

Let. to 7. Gillman (1895) 743 The ci-devant sculptress with

all her kaleidoscopic freaks and symmetries ! 1889 Alger
Englishm. in Fr. Rev. 251 Mrs. Darner, the amateur

sculptress. M _ ,

Sculptural (skclptiural), a. [f. Sculpture sb.

+ -AL.]

1. Of or pertaining to sculpture.

1819 Shelley Lett. Prose Wks. (1888) II. 287 The mould-

ing of the face modelled with sculptural exactness. 1849

Ruskin Sep. Lamps v. $8. 144 Sculptural sketching exactly

correspondent to a painter's light execution of a background.

1864 Burton Scot Air. I. v. 319 There will naturally be

associated with it those relics of sculptural nbaldry, .
.
to be

found in the decorations of old ecclesiastical buildings.

b. trans/.

189B Allliutt's Syst. Med. V. 59 The wall of the cavity

presents none of that sculptural detail which [etc.],

2. Having the qualities of a piece of sculpture.

1849 Patmore in Quarilck's Rough List Nov. (1899) 123

The poems seem to me to be too sculptural. 1880 Ouida

Moths II. 362 She is faultlessly made, face and form..
.
It is

like sculpture. . . What I said-she is sculptural.

Sculpturally (skzrlptiiirali), adv. [f. Sculp-

TUBAL + -LV 2
.]

1. By means of sculpture.

1825 Examiner 290/2 The sculpturally translated beauties

of Painting. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths v. 222 The quaint

beautyand character of manynatural objects., is sculpturally

expressible in iron only.

2 In accordance with the canons of sculptural art.

1880 ' Ouida ' Moths 1 1. 269 Those slender beautiful white

arms, that Paris said were sculpturally faultless. 1890 Har-

per's Mag. Jan. 222/1 All are sculpturally muscled.

Sculpturation (sk»lptiiir*i-j"3n). [f. Sculp-

ture v. + -ATION.] A marking resembling sculpture.

1866 R. Tate Brit. Mollusks iv. 218 Its minute size and

its sculpturations serve to distinguish it.

SCULPTURE.

Sculpture (sktrlptiiu), sb. Also 6 sculture.

[ad. L. sculptura, f. sculpe"re to carve, engrave,

sculpture. Cf. F. sculpture (15-16111 c. ; an older

synonym was sculpeiire, I. sculper to ' sculp '), Sp.

escultura, Pg. esculptura, It. scullura (whence the

16th c. Eng. form sculture).]

I. Originally, the process or art of carving or

engraving a hard material so as to produce de-

signs or figures in relief, in intaglio, or in the

round. In modern use, that branch of fine art

which is concerned with the production of figures

in the round or in relief, either by carving, by

fashioning some plastic substance, or by making a

mould for casting in metal ; the practice of this art.

Now chiefly used with reference to work in stone (esp.

marble) or bronze (similar work in wood, ivory, etc. being

spoken of as carving), and to the production of figures of

considerable size. Thus to apply the term, e. g. to die-sink-

ing or to stone-carving on a small scale would now be re-

garded as a transferred use.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 83 Zenzis fond ferst the pourtreture.

And Promotheiis the Sculpture. 1563 Shute Archit. A ij,

And hauing the sayde trikes and deuises aswell of sculture

& painting as also of Architecture. 1570 Dee Matk. Pre/.

d ij b, Though I mencion not Sculpture, in my Table of Artes

Mathematical!. 1763 J. Brown Poetry ft Mus. xxxv. 76 The
Excellence of Sculpture is the Effect of repeated Experience,

which refers itself to the Works of Nature, as to its Arche-

type. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. 573 Nor in painting's

light, or mightier verse, Or sculpture's marble language. 1873

Symonds Grk. Poets x. 320 Sculpture is the language of

the body, music the language of the soul.

b. fThe operation of cutting or engraving (obs.) ;

the operation of sculpturing.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. ft Min. Isagoge e 8 b, All may
have Sculpture by the powder of smiris, except the adamant.
i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. vi. §20. 262 The dog..
watches the progress of the sculpture with a grave interest.

C. Kind or quality of sculptured work.

1653 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 4 And I shall hope
to set nothing upon his spirit but what may be of a good
sculpture.

2. concr. a. The product of the sculptor's art

;

that which is sculptured (f or engraved) ; sculp-

tured figures in general.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 167 And of what Ston his sepulture

Thei sholden make, and what sculpture He wolde ordeine

therupon. 1638 Sir R. Cotton Tower Rec. 23 For money
is not meerely to bee esteemed in respect of the sculpture or

figure. 1750 Gray Elegy 79 Some frail memorial still erected

nigh, With uncouth rhimes and shapeless sculpture deck'd.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. ft ArtU. 763 When sculpture

is repiesented, as it is always supposed to be white marble

or stone, the engraving should be light and smooth.

fig- '*4S Milton Tetrack. 28 These ages wherin Canons,

and Scotisms, and Lumbard Laws, have dull'd and almost

obliterated the lively Sculpture of ancient reason.

b. In particularized sense : A work of sculpture;

a sculptured (t or engraved) figure or design.

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Sculpture, a earning, a

grauing. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 716 Cornice or Freeze, with

Bossy Sculptures grav'n. 1756-7 'r. Keysler's Trav. (1760)

II. 66 A pretty church, .remarkable for its exquisite marble

sculptures. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 54 Like some sweet

sculpture draped from head to foot, And push'd by rude

hands from its pedestal. 1870 Lubbock Orig. Civiliz. 11.

(1875) 53 In some places of Western Europe, rock sculptures

have been discovered.

fig. 1658 Gurnall Chr. in Arm. 11. verse 14 ill. I. 207

Righteousness.. is a sculpture, the Spirit ingraves on none,

but the children of God. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. v.

§ 47. 675 The Divine art and wisdom . . would . .
everywhere

impress the sculptures and signatures of itself.

f3. A picture or illustration printed from an

engraved plate or block ; an engraving ; engravings

collectively. Obs.

1654 Ogilby Wis. Virg. title-p., Translated, adorn d with

Sculpture and illustrated with Annotations. 1670 — Africa

title-p., Adorn'd with peculiar Maps, and proper Sculptures.

1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. Introd. 13 An admirable

Draught or Sculpture of this Ship, .in four large sheets of

Dutch Paper, will shortly be published. 1779-81 Johnson

L. P., Dryden Wks. 1816 IX. 324 Settle, .had published his

play with sculptures and a preface of defiance.

4. Kat. Hist. Marking of the skin, shell, or sur-

face of any animal or plant resembling that pro-

duced by a carving tool.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiv. 397 The sculpture

of the integument of insects is often very remarkable. 1833

Lyell Princ. Geol. HI. 277 In a few the claws are visiWe,

and the sculpture, and even some degree oflocal colouring

are preserved. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. v. (1873) 116 But

in some of these plants the seeds also differ in shape and

sculpture. 1894 Geol. Mag. Oct. 434 In its sculptured in-

monites Bainti. .somewhat resembles the present species.

5. altrib. and Comb., as sculpture-gallery ; sculp-

ture-like adj.

1834 Mrs. Hemans Scents t, Hymns of Life, Water-lily

237 Thou sculpture-like and stately River Queen ! 1856 W.
Hughes Treas. Geog. 250/2 The glyptothek, or sculpture-

gallery [of Munich],

Sculpture (skolptiui), v. [f. Sculptube sb.]

1. trans. To represent in sculpture, to carve (a

design or figure) from the solid.

164s Evelyn Diary June, The altar is cover'd with a

canopy of ophit, on which is sculptur'd the storie of the Bible.

1851 T, Parker Ten Serm. Relig. ii. (1863) 36 As they who
sculptured loveliness in stone two thousand years ago. 1875

McIlwraith Guide Wigtmvnsltire 33 A square stone, on

which dials have been carefully sculptured.
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SCULPTURED.

b. traits/, and/ig. ....
1817 Shelley Kcz: Islam ix. 3746 That record shall

remain.. And fame, in human hope which sculptured was,

Survive the perished scrolls of uneuduring brass. i8« Penny

Cycl. IV. 1 54/1 The wax-workers, .do not possess the power

of sculpturing the cells. 1852 T. Parker Ten Serm. Relig. u,

(1863) 36 All the manly excellence that we slowly meditate

and slowly sculpture into life, i860 Tykdall Glac. :. vl 42

The edges . . are soon sculptured off by the action of the sun.

2. To decorate with sculpture. Also passive

{Nat. Hist.), to bear marks resembling sculpture.

164s Evelyn Diary 25 Jan., The very bell, cover of a

book, sprinkler &c were all of the rock, incomparably sculp-

tur'd with the holy story in deepe Levati. 1737 Pope twit.

Nor., Ep. 11. ii. 264 Gold, Silver, lv'ry, Vases sculptur'd high.

'83s J. Duncan Beetles (Nat. Lib.) 155 The thorax is sculp-

tured with numerous excavated dots.

Sculptured (sko-lptiiud), ///. a. [f. Sculp-

ture v. -ED 1
.]

1. Produced or represented by sculpture. Also,

covered or adorned with sculpture.

c 1710 T. Parnell Night-piece on Death 41 Whose pillars

swell with sculptured stones. 1807 Wordsw. White Doc vii.

347 Sculptured Forms of Warriors brave. 1894 J.T. Fowler
A damnan Introd. 61 The sculptured crosses and round tower.

2. Nat. Hist. Having a conformation or markings

similar to those produced by sculpture.

Often in specific names, rendering L. sculptus or inscnlptics.

1819 Tcrton Conchol. Diet. 221 Tnrboinscnlplus. Sculp-

tured Turban. 1853 T. Beli. Brit. Stalk-eyed Crustacea

263 Sculptured Shrimp.

Sculpturer. rare. [f. Sculpture v. + -eb 1
.]

One who sculptures ; t a sculptor.

173a Le Blon in Hogarth Anal. Beauty (1753) Pref. 13

The sculpturers, the architects, &c, began to apply it to

their several arts.

Comb. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 154/1 The cells are made by
the sculpturer-bees, who are smaller than the wax-workers.

Sculpturesque (skolptiiire-sk), a. [f. Sculp-

ture sb. + -esque.] Like sculpture, having the

qualities of sculpture.

1835 Partington Brit. Cycl. Arts I. 10/2 A more sculp-

turesque effect. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xiii, Her face

[was] rather emaciated, so that its sculpturesque beauty was
the more pronounced.
absol. 1873 Pater Renaissance viii. 197 His insight into

the typical unity and repose of the sculpturesque. X883

Symonds ttal. Byways v. 83 The sublime of sculpturesque

in crag structure is here.

Hence Sculpturesquely adv.

1883 Athenaeum 10 Mar. 319/1 On our right .. appears

Joseph, in red and yellow garments, which are sculptu-

resquely disposed.

Sculpturing (sko-lptiurirj), vbl. sb. ff. Sculp-

ture v. 4--1NG1.J The action of Sculpture v.;

concr., a sculptured marking.
1842 H. Miller O. R. Sandst. iv. (ed. 2) 108 The sculp-

turings seem intended evidently for effect. 1879 Le Conte
Elem. Geol. 1. ii. n Thus land-surfaces everywhere, espe-

cially in mountain-regions, are cut away by a process of

sculpturing. 1888 Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 501

The chitinqid cuticle, .is more or less markedby hexagonal
area; and by various sculpturings (dots, pits, lines, &c).

t Scu'lpturist. Obs. rare. [f. Sculpture sb.

+ -ist.] A sculptor.

1689 E. Howard Caroloiades A-2h,The skillfull Sculpturist,

out of some rough Mass of Stone, polisheth and forms his

several figures,

t ScU'lptury. Obs. rare~°. [Alteration of

Sculpture, after words in -itry.~] Sculpture.

1623 Cockeram I, Sculplurie, a caruing or grauing. 1647
Hexham i, Sculptury, Graveringe o/te snijdinge.

Sculsh, variant of Sculch.

II Scult, si. Ois. [LG. schulte.'] = Schout.
1548 Hall Chrou., Hen. VIt (1550) 17 [They] sent to hym

. . the Scult called Peter Longoll.

+ Scult, v. Obs. 1 = Skulk v.

162a Preston Godly Many
s tnq. i. 6 For shame Adam

skulted in the groue of Paradise, a 1652 Brome Eng. Moor
v. i. (1659) 74 The man Scutts closs i' th' house here.

Scum (skom), sb. Forms: 3, 5 scume, 4 skume,
4-6 scome, 5-7 scumme, 6 soomme, skomme,
scoomme, 6-7 skumme, 7 skom(e, 7-8 skum,
seumm, 5- scum. [Identical with MLG. sch&m
masc.(MSw., Sw.,Norw., T)a..shum), MDu.scAtiiim

ma.sc.,aeat., schtlmeiem. (Du. schttim neut.), OHG.
sciim masc. (MHG. sch&m, mod.G. schauni) :—

OTeut. *skumo-, f. Teut. and Indogermanic root

*skeu- to cover. The Teut. word was adopted in

Rom. as OF. escume (mod.F. tcume), Pr., Sp., Pg.

escwna, It. schiuma. For the shortening of the

vowel (which, as the spelling scome shows, had
taken place already in the 14th c), cf. thumb,plum.
The proximate source is uncertain. The word cannot

represent an OE. *scum, which would have given an initial

sh. The locality of the early quots. does not favour adoption
from Scandinavian, and the word is not found in ON., the
mod. Scandinavian form being prob. from LG. The mod.
Eng. form cannot well come from the OF., though that may
have been the source of_the ME. scume, assuming that the
« represents the sound S. Possibly the form adopted from
OF. may have been replaced by one imported from MDu.
or MLG. as a term of brewing or some other industry.]

tl. Foam, froth; pi. bubbles. Obs.
In the first quot. the identity and meaning of the word are

doubtful.
(11250 Prov. Alfred 334 in O. E. Misc. 122 For hit seyb

in be lob as scumes forteob. 1340 Ayenb. 32 Ase deb be
tavernyers bet velleb be mesure mid scome. c 1374 Chalcer
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Boeth. iv. met. vii. 39 And the bristlede boor markede with

scomes [L. sfiumis notavit] the shuldres of Hercules. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xi. (1495) 871 Also white
matere is gendryd of thynnynge and spredynge of ayre as it

faryth in skume. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 53 Gnawyng
his bytte gamysshed wyth botones of golde, alle charged
wyth the scume of the horse. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk.

M. AurcL (1546) K k, They haue growen as a hole piece,

and sodeynly wasted as a skumme. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 1. v. 336 Those small white Fish to Venus conse-

crated, Though without Venus' ayd they be created Of th'

Ocean scum. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace.
Scv. Late Voy. 11. 29 The following Wave raiseth it again,

with much curled and foaming Scum.

fifr l637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 169 The scum & froth

of my letters I father upon my own unbeleeving heart. 1642

Fuller Holy <f Prof. St. v. xvi. 421 Though malice boyled

hot in their hearts, yet no scumme rail over in their mouthes.

2. f a. Dross which rises to the surface in the

purifying of a metal; refuse, slag. Obs,

1526 Crete Herball clx. (1529) K iij, One or two vnces of

lytargy or scomme ofsyluer. 1604 E.G[rimstone] D'Acosta*s
Hist. Indies iv. ix. 233 There was great store of these poore

mettalls, whereof they made no great account, but were

reiected..as the skumme of the good mettall. 1811 W. J.
Hooker Iceland (1813) II. 201 No. 1 [a specimen of lava]

resembles externally the scum of iron.

b. A film or layer of floating matter formed

upon the surface of a liquid in a state of fermenta-

tion, ebullition, etc. ; hence, a film formed upon
stagnant, foul water, etc.

.1440 Promp. Parv. 449/2 Scome, or scum of fletynge,

spuma. 1530 Palsgr. 268/2 Scumme of a potte, escume.

1555 Eden Decades (Axb.) 321 Floting aboue the water lyke

a scoomme. 1661 J. Chii.drey Brit, Baconica 122 Whereon
floweth a thick skum of liquid Bitumen. 1707 Mortimer
Husb, (1721) I. 283 Put it [the finest honey] up warm into

Pots by it self;., two or three days time work up a Scum of

course Wax, Dross, and other stuff. 1748 Anson's Voy. I.

v. 63 After it [water] has been in the cask a day or two it

begins to purge itself,.. and is soon covered over with a
green scum. 1820 Shelley Sensit. PL in. 7° Spawn, weeds,

and filth, a leprous scum, Made the running rivulet thick

and dumb. 1851 Carpenter Man, P/iys. (ed. 2) 18 The
green scum, which floats upon ponds, ditches, &c, and which
consists of the cells of a minute Cryptogamic Plant. 1837

G. Bird's Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 380 When saccharine urine

is left in a warm place, a scum soon forms on its surface.

1648 Jenkyn Blind Guide i. 12 Scum and scurrility making
up his whole book. 18x9 Shelley Peter Bell 3rd iv. xvi. 3

A leaden-witted thief—just huddled Out of the dross and
scum of nature. 1875 Farrar Silence <£ Voices iii. 63 Her
literature became a seething scum of cynicism and abomina-
tion.

3. trans/. Applied to persons : The offscourings

of humanity ; the lowest class of the population of

a place or country.

1586 Marlowe 1st Pi. Tamburl. 111. iii, These are the

cruell pirates of Argeire, That damned traine, the scum of

Affrica. x6io B. Rich Descr. Irel. 37 The Kerne of Ireland

are next in request, the very drosse and scum ofthe Countrey.

1712 Arbuthnot John Bull hi. vi. 25 Scoundrels 1 Dogs !

the Scum of the Earth 1 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II.

56 Many of the scum of our people have been employed in

protecting us against foreign enemies. 1889 R. Buchanan
Heir ofLinne i, Away, ye scum o' Egypt and o' Scotland.

f b. In particularized sense : An assemblage or

body of * scum \ Obs,

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii. 317 A scum of Brittaines,

and base Lackey Pezants. a 1618 Raleigh Apol. 28, 1 know
. .what a Scumme of men you have. 162a Bacon Hen, VII,

235 As for the Seueritie vsed vpon those which were taken

in Kent, it was but vpon a Scumme of People. 1819-22

Shelley Chas. I, ii. 234 Unleash the sword and fire, that in

their thirst They may lick up that scum of schismatics.

1829 Scott Anne ofG. xxxiv, I was lately Charles of Bur-

gundy, called the Bold—now am 1 twice beaten by a scum
of German peasants.

f c. Applied to an individual : A worthless

wretch. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. 1. 1 168 Froth, and scum thou liest.

1607 Dekker & Webster Northw. Hoe v. H 3 b, Out you
base scums, come you to disgrace mee in my wedding shooes?

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Iii, Knockdunder answered, ' that the

soul of such a scum had been long the tefil's property '.

4. altfib. and Comb., as scum-gatherer ; scum-like

adv. ; scum-board, + -pan = Scummer sb, 1 ; scum-
soap, a lathering soap [? orig. G. schaumsei/e'],

1898 DailyNews 10 Feb. 6/4 Much fat floats on the surface,

and is cleared off with *scum-boards. X586 T. B.La Primaud.
Pr. Acad. 1. 649 After that sollicitors were suffered in the

middest of them all, to be, as it were, the *skum-gatherers of

suits. 1821 Byron Juan in. c, That trash of such sort not

alone evades Contempt, but from the bathos' vast abyss

Floats *scumlike uppermost. 1648 Hkxha.m ii, EenSchuym-
P<m, a Scummer, or a *Scumme-pan. 185a J. J. Seidel
Organ 145 A mixture of fine olive-oil and *scum-soap.

Scum (sk#m), v. Forms : 4-5 scume, 4-6

scome, 4, 6-8 skum, 5 scorn, 5-6 scomme, skom,

5-7 scumme, skumme, 6 scoum, skume, 7

scumm, 5- scum. [f. the sb. Cf. OHG. scumen

(MHG. schumen, mod.G. schaumen), MLG., MDu.
schumen (mod. Du. schaimen), Da. skumme> Norw.
skuma, Sw. skumma; also OF. escumer (mod.F.

ccuvter) and Skim v."\

f 1. trans. To clear (the surface of a liquid) of

impurities or floating matter ; to Skim. Also, to

remove as scum, to skim off. Obs.

1398 Trhvisa Barth. De P. R. xix. Ix. (1495) 897 Tne
pigmentaries other the leche skumyth awaye the fylthe

warely wyth a fether. c. 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 242 Take
be white of an ey & scume it, & loke bat bere falle no filj>e

SCUMBER.
beron. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 450/1 Scummyn lycurys,

despumo. 1509 Watson Ship of Fools lvii. (1517) Ojb,
This foole settynge his pottes to the fire is so lunatyke tbat

he taketh no hede to scumme them. 1590 Spenser F.Q. 11.

vii. 36 Some scumd the drosse that from the metall came;
Some stird the molten owre with ladles great. X607 Topsell
Four-f. Beasts 650 That which swimmeth aboue in the

manner of fat, they scum it off with their handes, and put it

away in a vessell of Tinne. 1662 Comenius' Janua Ling.

Triting. 82 The next day after she [sc. the milkmaid] skums
the cream which swims on the top. 1748 Phil. Trans.

XLV. 551 As it is dissolving in Water, I have scummed off

from some Lumps of it a dark-purple bituminous Substance.

1817 Kitchiner Cook's Oracle (1818) 59 The oftener it is

scummed, and the cleaner the top of the water is kept, the

cleaner will be the meat.

b. trans/. andySg-.

1592 Nashe P. Penilesse 19 b, Thou hast skumd ouer the

schoole men, and of the froth of their folly, made a dish of

diuinitie Brewesse, which the dogges will not eate.
_
1675

Plume Life Hacket 37 Till the heats which boyl in the

blouds of youth were well scum'd off. if not quite boyl*d

away. 1796 Coleridge IVatchntan ii. 38 We shall select

from each speech whatever lines contain a fact or argument
not before urged in the debate, scummed and clarified in the

following manner.

f 2. To scour (the sea or land). Cf. F. 4cumer la

mer. Obs,
c 1420 Brut 385 And for to speke moore of the Erie bf the

Marche,bat be King hadde sette toscom beseeand the Coostez

of Engelonde for enymys. 1470-83 Malory Arthur 1. xiii.

52 Soo by Merlyns aduys ther were sente fore rydars to

skumme the Countreye. 1670 Milton Hist. Eng. 11. Wks,
1851 V. 89 Without certain seat, they liv'd by scumming
those Seas and shoars as Pyrats. 1690 I. Mather Vind. N.
Eng. 44 in Atuiros Tracts (1869) II. 62 Are not at least

Four of the 12, Inhabitants of other Towns? Must they

Scumm Water-Town and Cambridge also to pack a Charles-

Town Jury?

1 3. To pass lightly over, ' skim* (a surface). Obs.

1513 Douglas JEneis iv. v. 149 Lyke a foull that..Heis

by the watir, scummand the fludis law.

fb. fig. To study superficially, 'skim'. Also

intr, (Const, upon.) Obs.
1625 Bp. Mountagu App. Czsar 248 You understand

not the state of Limbus Patrum, nor the depth of the

Question, but scumme upon the surface, and gibberish you
cannot tell for what. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's Archit.

Pref. 1 There was no need to have scumm'd them [sc. those

books] thus superficially over.

t c. absol. ? To skim the air. Obs,

1513 Douglas AKneis xiii. ii. 120 Lyke as quhen that the

gredy gled on hycht Scummand vp in the ayr oft turnis his

flycht. 1585 Jas. I Ess, Poesie (Arb.) 44 Thus whill she vsde

to scum the skyes about, At last she chanced to sore out
ower the see Calld Mare Rubmm.
f 4. To scum together : to collect as scum. Obs.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 431, I had almost
forgotten to tell you here, of that adoe which Thomas Faw-
conbridge..made at London with a handfull of rakehelles

which he had scummed together in this our shire.

6. intr. f a. To rise to the surface as scum. Obs.

148X Caxton Myrr. 11. xxiii. 115 The erthe whiche is in

the bottom of thise valeyes [of the sea] scumeth for the hete

of the sonne vpward. 1525 Ld. Bekners Froiss. II. xlix.

170 Golde and syluer was no more spared then thoughe it

had rayned out of the clowdes, or scorned out of y° see.

f b. To foam (at the mouth). Obs,
c 1380 Sir Ferumbr. 3888 Wan Agolafre hab herd hym

speke, For angre bat he ne drast him wreke, A skuntede
[read skumede] ats a bore. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 156
Galafre. .began to scumme at the mouth.

c. To throw up foul matter as a scum ; to be-

come covered with a scum.
x66x (implied in Scumming vbl. sb. 1 b). X769 Mrs.

Rafi-'ald Eng. Housekfir, (1778) 342 Stir them twice a day
at least, or they will scum over. 1839-52 Bailey Festus 53
Belike you think your lives will dnbble out As brooks in

summer dry up. Let us see! Try: dike them up: they
stagnate—thicken—scum. X873 Spon Workslwp Rec. Ser.

1. 373/2 The mass scums very much.
Scum- : see Scom-.

ScTTXnber, sb, Obs, exc. dial. Also 7 skommer,
skomber, 7, ${dial.) skummer. [f. Scttmber v.]

The dung of a dog or fox. Hence ciial, t
filth, dirt.

1647 Hexham i, Skummer or filth, Schuym ofte myligheyt.
1655 Mennes & J. Smith Mus. Delic. (1656) 4 For here
[Epsom] old Ops her upper face Is..safroniz'd with mortall

scumber. 1671 Phillips (ed. 3), Scttmber, (a Term in Hunt-
ing) the dung of a Fox. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. vii.

133/2 Terms .. proper for the Ordure, .of several Beasts...

An Hound, . .and all sorts of the Dog kind, its called, Skom-
mer, or Skomber. 1825 J. Jennings Dial IV, Eng. 69
Skummer, a foulness made with adirty liquid, or with soft dirt.

Scu'ttlber, v. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-5
scombre, 6 skammer, skom(m)er, 6-8 scum-
mer, 7 scumer, 7-8 scumber, 7-9 (9 dial.) skum-
mer. [App. aphetic a. OF. descombrer (mod.F.
decombrer) to relieve of a load. Cf. Discumbeb v.

t

of equivalent formation.]

1. intr. Of a dog or fox : To evacuate the faeces.

Also jocularly of a person.
(.•1400 Master of Game xx. (MS. Digby 182), Also y will

teche be childe to leede be houndes to scombre twyse on
be daye. X508 Dunbar Flyting 113 Bettir thow gapis to

leid ane doig to skomer..than with thy maister pingill.

1576 Turberv. Venerie 176 Lette him carie them home
vncoupled, that they may skoure at large and skommer.
x6ix Cotgr. s. v. Chien, Tandis que le chien chie le loup s'en

va : Prov. While the dog scummers the wolfe scuds away.
1656 Choyce Drollery 37 Beware of fire when you scumber.

fig. x6n J. Davies Commend. Verses to Coryat's Crudi-
ties 49 And for a Monument to After-coommers Their Picture

shall continue (though Time scummers Vpon th' Effigie).
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2. trams* To void (ordure) \fig> to produce (some-
|
skwmmer, 6-7 skommer, skumraer, 7 scumur,

thing foul). Also dial, (see quot. 1825).
1596 Xasiie Saffron Wahicn V 2, Where he and his

Brother, .scummerd out betwixt ftiem an Epistle to the
Readers against all Poets and Writers. 1694 Motteux
Rabelais iv. lii, For four or five Days I hardly scumber'd
one poor butt of Sir-reverence. 18x9 Keats Let. to Haydon
3 Oct.. I have not seen the portentous Book which was
skummer'd at you just as I left town. 1825 J. Jennings
Dial. W. Eng. 69 To Skummer, to foul with a dirty liquid,

or to daub with soft dirt.

Hence f Scumberinff vbl. sb., the excrement of
a dog or fox.

x6n Florio, Schinchim//rra,..zi skummering of a dog.
1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 203 You may
know if it is a good scenting day, by the smoke and strong
scent of their scummerings.

Scumble (sktrmbT), sb. [f. Scdmble v.] A
thin coat (of colour) put on by scumbling; a
softened effect produced by scumbling (see Scumble
v. 1 and 2).

1834 T. H. Lister Amu Grey iii, [The uncertainty as to]

whether your drawing is. .to be brought suddenly to a sharp
edge, or a scumble, by the entrance of a visitor. 1859
Guluck & Timbs Painting 230 After a time the scumble
partially sinks into the colour over which it is laid. 1863
Thornbury Turner I. 77 It is carefully and thinly painted
with thin scumbles of semi-opaque colour. 1880 Muck ley
Handbk. Painters 75 When the tint forming the scumble is

nicely calculated, no doubt a more delicate and transparent
grey will be the result, than when produced by solid painting.
trans/. 1884 Harpers Mag. Sept. 528/2 A golden scumble

of October haze.

Scumble (skzrmb'I), v. [? Frequentative f.

Scum v. ; cf. quot. s. v. Scumming ppl.a.]

1. trans. In Oil Painting. To soften or render
less brilliant (the colours in a portion of a picture)

by overlaying with a thin coat of opaque or semi-
opaque colour ; to spread or * drive * (a colour)
thinly over a portion of a picture in order to soften

hard lines or blend the tints ; to produce (an effect)

by this process.

1798 Trans. Soc. Arts XVI. 280 The artist then painted
the lights with pure white, .where the light was brightest . .

;

and, where the demi-tints were afterwards to be, scumbling it

thinner by degrees. 1830 Cunningham Brit. Painters I. 234
Over that is scumbled thinly and smooth a warmer tint.

1866 Redgrave Lent. Painters II. 112 The hills and dis-
tant bay are scumbled into a mighty haze. 187a C. Kmo
Sitrm Nevada x. 212 I'll scumble in a sunset effect. 188a
P. G. Hambrton Graphic Arts xxi. 332 If ground colours
arc to be scumbled over they ought not 10 be full of strong
and deep brush-marks.

b. absol.

1868 Tyrwiutt Handbk. Pict. Art 11. v. 336 note. To
scumble is to use partly opaque colours and white, in t!ic

same way [as in glazing]. 1870 Pall Mall Gaz. 2 Nov. n
M. Legros has in nosingle place permitted himself to scumble
or retouch.

2. In Pencil, Chalk, or Monochrome Drawing.
(See quots.)

1815 R. Brown Prime. Pract. Perspective 76 Saw/Ming is

giving a kind of rough shadow to trees, grass, gravel-walk--,
&c. in a drawing when it is nearly finished. It is performed
with a brush having some dark colour in it, and nearly dry.
1854 Fairholt Diet. 'Terms Art, Scumbling.. \s produced
by lightly rubbing the blunt point of the chalk over the sur-
face, or spreading the harder lines by the aid of the stump.

3. trans/, ofnatural effects.

X905 I. H. McCarthy Dryad 92 More frequent clouds now
scumbled the sky.

Hence Sctrmbled///. a., Scu'mbling vbl. sb.

1815 (see Scumble v. 2]. 18x6 Sir I. Reynolds Char.
Painters 0/Italy 113 A. .description of the effect of glazing
or scumbling, such as was practised by Titian. 1849 [see
Drive v. 12J. 1859 Gullick & Timbs Painting 229 Scum-
bling, .is. used to modify certain portions of a picture which
may require to be rendered cooler, greyer, ana less definite.
1862 Thornbury Turner II. 198 His fight tints, the result
of pearly scumbling*, make his light pictures as luminous
as his water-colour drawings. 1868 Tyrwhitt Hamibk. Pict.
Art 11. v. 354 This system of covering the canvas with
scumbled shade first and painting on the lights seems the best
for a beginner. X877 'Ouida' Puck xxv, Fancying they
have got 'atmosphere' in dabs of grey and yellow, and..
' sunset ' in scumbled lakes and ochres.

Scumless (sk#-mles), a. [f. Sctm sb. + -less.]
Lacking or forming no scum.
1881 Tyndall Ess. Floating Matter 0/ Air 151 In one of

them [Le. the tubes] the infusion was scumless throughout.

Scummed (skr>md ),///. a. [f.St'UMz/. +-ed1.]
L Skimmed, deprived of any matter floating upon

the surface.

c 14*5 tr. Ardertu's Surgery 40 If bou haue no^t redy be
forseid tapsimell, be be same done wip scorned hony, 1681
Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xlil % 1 (1689) 315 Take scum-
med milk which hath stood so long that no more cream will
rise from it. X703 T. N. City 4- C. Purchaser 207 You may
temper your Lime and Sand with scum'd Milk. 1833 f.

R KNME AIM. Angling 67 The scummed fat of a pot wherein
fresh meat nas been boiled.

2. Covered with foulness or scum.
1909 Black-iV. Mag. Feb. 221/2 An old Arab reservoir from

whose scummed and stagnant waters the third class passen-
gers pu>h to fill their water bottles.

t Scummer, ^. Obs. Forms: 4 scummar,
•chumour, aoomeoure, skumo(u)r, scomor,
4-6 scommer, skumcr, 4-5, 7 scomer, 5 scow-
mar, 8comur(e, scomour, scomowre, scoramyr,
Bchomore, scummour, soummowre, sewmure,
skumoure, 5-6 skomer, 6 seommar, skomor,

8 scumer, 6-9 scummer. [f. Sclm v, + -IB *

sense 1 after OF. escumoir (mod.F. t
{cumoirej} in

sense 2 after esatmeor(mod.F. e'eu/ueur) respectively

instrumental noun and agent-noun to escumer to
skim, f. escume : see Scum sb.]

1. A shallow ladle or sieve for removing scum
or floating matter from the surface of a liquid.

1326 Durham Ace. Rolls {Surtees) 15 In..uno schumour
pro coqutna, 1 2d. 1399 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees)
18, j scomor cum j podyngiren. X487 Paston Lett. III.
466 A ladill and a scomer oflaton. 158a Hester Seer.
Phiorav. m. xxxiii. 48 Thereon will come a thinne skime,
the whiche ye shall gather together with a Scummer. 1644
Nye Gunnery 1. {1647) 16 Be you ready, as scum shall rise,

to take it away with a scummer. 17*7 Bradley's Fam.
Diet. s. v. Conserve, You must suffer your Scummer or
Spattle to drain. 1825 J- Nicholson Oper. Mecli. 360
Another large iron ladle pierced like a scummer.
2. One who scours the sea ; a rover, pirate. [So

F. e'eumeur de la vier.]

1375 Barbour Bruce xiv. 375 Ane scummar [MS. E
scowmarj of the se. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. civ.

0495) 52° The men of Norwey . .ben stronge skumoures and
see theues. 1585 T. Washington tr. Aicholay's Voy. iv.

xv. 130 Pirates, Coursaries, and Skummers of the sea.

3. One who gathers scum. tW^ofig.
1602 Narcissus (\8q$ 440 That same youthe's the scummer

of all skorne. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxx, Pope Boni-
face VIII. a scummer of pots.

tScummer, v. Obs. rare. [f. Scummer sb.]

1. intr. To make a predatory raid.

1633 Su-ed. Intelligencer iv. 121 Having again thus
scummerd over the frontiers of Paderborn, he passes the
river Weser.

2. trans. To scour, furbish up.
1679 y. Alsop Melius tnq. Introd. 33 If some of the old

superstitious Ceremonies (when well scraped and wiped)
were left for decency^, .why were not the rest scuminer'd up,
that the Worship might be more decent?
Scummer, variant of Scumbeb.

t Scu-mmerfare. Obs. rare. [f. Scummer sb.

(sense 2) + Fare sb.] Piracy.
1358 in S. P. H. Statham Dover Charters (1902) 86 Que

bona et quanta cepissent per Skomerfare, tempore quo
dictus Custos optinuerit balhvum suani. 1390 Gowek Con/.
III. 321 Out of a barge faste by, Which hidd was ther on
Scomerfare, Men sterten out.

Scumming (sk*rmirj), vbl. sb. [f. Scum v.+
-ore *.]

1. a. The action of removing scum from the surface
of a liquid. AlsoJig.
i6xx Cotgr., Escumementt ..a scumming, or skimming,

1704 Swift Bat t. Bis. Misc. (1711)220 There is a Brain that
will endure but one Scumming : . .Wit, without Knowledg,
being a sort of Cream. 1833-53 Whistle-binkie ill 37 There
is naething abroad like our hearty aitmeal, Nor guid sheep-
head-kail, for nae outlandish woman Has the gumption to
ken that they need sic a scummin*.
attrib. X683 Pettls Fleta Min. 1. 333 Put the Salt.Petre

gently, .in it, and turn it about with the scumming Spoon.

f b. The action or process of forming or throwing
up a scum. Obs.
1661 Rabisha Cookery Dissected 40 Set it over the fire,

watch the boylinjj and scumming thereof; then [etc.].

2. cotter, in sing. and//. The matter removed in

the form of scum from the surface of a liquid.

+ Also, the matter rising to the surface as scum.
X530 Palsgr. 268/1 Scomyngof a pot, escuwe de /ot. 1567

Goldinc Ovid's Met. vn. 368 And where the fire had from
the pan the scumming cast . . the ground did springlike florish
there, c 17*0 W. Gibson Farrier's Dispens. iii. (1734) 133
Most Apothecaries make this Syrup with the brownest
Sugar, and reserve the Scuinrmngs for Clysters. 1841
MangnalCs Questions 415 From the scummings of the sugar
when boiling an inferior kind of spirit is made.

Scumming, ///. a. [-ing -.] That scums.
(In quot. app. = scumbling^)
1818 Sporting Mag. II. 89 This most eminent artist has

lately adopted.. a sort of scumming, smearing, slubbering
way of sketching.

Scummy (sktrmi), a. rare. [f. Scum j/'. + -t.]

1. Having the nature or appearance of scum.
X577 tr. Bullingers Decades (1592) 297 The skumnne

froathe is not mixed with the oyle. a 1618 Sylvester Job
Triumphant iv. xli, Hee makes the deep sea like a pot to

boy I, A pot of Oyntment (casting scummy Soyl). 1818
Keats Eudym. m. 330 To breathe away as 'twere all

scummy slime From oft" a crystal pool. i839-$a Bailey
Festus 44 This fair earth.. 'Tis but the particoloured,

scummy, dross Of the original element wherefrom The fiery

worlds were framed.
Jig. ei 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1598) 414 These were
the skummy remnant of those rebels. X690 C. Nesse Hist.

#r Myst. O. $ N. Test. I. 140 The strength of his faith

dashes down all the scummy bubbles of carnal reasonings.

2. Abounding in scum. Alsoy^".
X593 Nashe Christ's T, 8$ London, thou art.. the Sea

that sucks in all the scummy chanels of the Kealme. 17*7
Bailey vol. II, Scummy% frothy, dreggy, &c. as a boiling Pot.

Scunage, variant of Skivinage Obs.

Scunch. (skenj). Arch. Obs. exc. dial. Also

7 scunche, 9 sconce. [Shortened from Scun-
cheon. Cf. Squinch.] =Scuncheon.
161 1 Cotcr., Escoinsou, a Scunche ; the backe part of the

iaumbe of a window. 1899 Dickinson & Prevost Cumbld.
Gloss., Scunch, Sconce^ Scunchcn

t
the stone or brick reveal

of a door or window.

Scuncheon (skwnfan). Arch. Forms : 4 sco-

chon, 5 sqwynchun, scouchon, scoucaon,

SCTJP.

skonchon(e
>
skochyn, skownsiom, sconcheon,

8 skimshion, 9 scuncheon, (scontion,acuntion,
scunchen). [a. OF. escoinson

t
also written

escoc/ion, escouchon (mod.F. ecoinsoii)^ app. f. es-

tix- + coin angle. Cf. the later form Scoinson.]
The bevelled inner edge of the side or jamb of a
window, door, etc.

In the earlier quots. the sense is uncertain. Godefr. gives
for escoinson & sense 'piece of stone or wood projecting inside
a building, to support a beam, etc'
1435 Contract Fotheringhay Ch. (1841) 27 The said Stepill

..shall be chaungid and turnyd in viij panes, and at every
Scouchon a boutrasse fynysht with ritual. 1450 in Hist.
Dunelm. Script. Ires App. 325 Pro factura. .j sol skownsiom.
1473 Church-iv. Ace. St. Mich. Comhill, For sconcheous
and a felet for the same pewes. 1487-8 DurJtam Ace. Rolls
(Surtees) 651 Et sol. Will. Mayson pro dolacione. .36 skon-
chonesad3d., 9s. ; 17 jawmys ad 4d., 5s. 8d. 1490 in Rogers
Agric. «§• Prices III. 559/4, 4 skochyns [for library window
(a ] /8. X789 in Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 195, I mean to
build a house., to be built of what is called solid mud except
the corners, door, and window skimshions, Lintols and soles
[etc.]. 1833 Loudon Encycl. Arc/tit. § 929 Soffits, Ingoings,
Scuncheon Linings, &c . .The scuncheons (the beveled parts,
splays, or elbows, of the inside of a window opening, where
the shutters are placed) of the two parlour windows are to
have framed linings to correspond with the shutters. 1844
H. Stephens Book of Farm § 60 I. 144 The corners of its

[ic. the door's] scuncheon should be rounded off. Ibid, § 214
1. 200 Scontions of all voids [i.e. spaces for doors and windows]
are ,. measured over and above the rubble-work. Ibid. % 2847
III. 1007 When the dyke has a scuncheon for its end, a large
boulder.. should be chosen as the foundation-stone. 1885
Btacklaws Quarry Price List, Scuntions, 20 in. by 11 in. by
7 in. each 7a.

fb. attrib. in scuncheon anglers , scuncheon-crestt

of obscure meaning.
137a Ely Sacrist Roll in Willis Arch. Nomencl. 38 In 8

scochoncrestes magnis empt\ 8s. pro pet. i2d. 1429-30 in
Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 445 Pro xvij ped* et di
de sqwynchuncrest V.

_ 1443 Ibid. I. 386, xij coynes iiij

skouchons-anglers and viij Square Anglers to the . . legement
table.

Scunfest, obs. f. pa. pple. of Scomfish v. dial.

Scunk, obs. form of Skunk.
Scunner (sk»*n3i), sb. Sc. and north. Forms :

7, 9 skunner, 8 skonner, 8-9 sconner, 5-6, 8-
scunner. [f. Scunner v.] A loathing disgust

;

esp. in the phrase to take a scunner at or against.
a 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 34 In harte he tuke 3U sic

ane scunner.
^ 1697 W. Cleland Poems 106 (Jam.) We

might have miss a a beastly blunner, Had we not spewed
out our skunner Against this Test. 1755 R. Forbes Ajax,
etc. 29 It was enough to gi' a warsh-stamack'd body a
scunner. X817 Scorr Surg. Dau. ii, I thought she seemed
to gie a scunner at the eggs and bacon that Nurse Simson
spoke about to her. x88x R. G. White Words <r Vses
(ed. 3) 252 Cultivated and well-meaning people sometimes
take a scunner against some particular word or phrase.

Scunner (sko-nai), v. Sc. and north. Forms :

o. 4, 7, 9 skunner, 4-5 skoner, 5 scowner, skovr-
ner,scouner, 8 sconner, 7 sounder, 7- scunner;
0. 6 skynner, skinner. [Of obscure origin.
The sense naturally suggests connexion with Shun v., but

there is no variant with sh-
t
and no cognate verb in Scandi-

navian. The suffix is app. the frequentative -er 5
. But cf.

the earlier synonym Scurn v.}

1. intr. f a. To shrink back with fear, to flinch.

b. To be affected with violent disgust, to feel sick.

137S Barbour Bruce v. 201 (Edin. MS.) Bot thai war
skownrand vounder sair Sa fer in Scotland for to fair.

ibid. xvii. 651 Bot thai, .skunnyrrit {z>. r. scounryt] tharfor
na-kyn thing, Bot went stoutly till assalyng. CX425
Wvntoun Crou, 11. xvi. 1451 Syne faynt of kynde at women
was, And mekil skonerande for to se blude. a 1578 Linde-
say (Pitscottie) Chrou. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 47 The rest of the
Douglassis skynnrit [v.r. skinnerat], thinking the marieage
to be wnlesum. 1635 T. Jackson Creed vm. xxx. 354 The Jew
. . perhaps would not so much as have scunnered at the Altar,

if our Saviour had beene offered upon it, specially in the
Temple, c 1643 **" Baiixie in Sc. Metr. Psalter (1864) 36/2
Seducers in this land have drawne on their followers to
scunder at and reject our whole psalmes in meeter. a 1728
Ramsay Fable xix. 8 Their sickly stamacks scunner'd at the
prey. X786 Burns To James Smith xxu, And yill an'
whisky gie to Cairds, Until they sconner. 1826 J. Wilson
Noct. A /ubr.y/ks. 1855 1. 121 It's no features, though they're
bad aneuch in general, but the expression that makes me
skunner. 1894 Crockett Stickit Minister 121 When he
preached on the Sabbath he gied the fowk no gospel to ca'
gospel, but he did mak them scunner with the Law.
2. trans. To disgust, sicken.

1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873) 216 It was aye
'oor Patie's this ', an' 'oor Patie's that', till it wud 'a

scunner't a tyke. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. Green Shutters 282
It always scunnered me, for I aye liked things tidy.

Hence Scunnering///. #., sickening.
1820 Black-M. Mag. Aug. 513 When it*s fairly on Iowe, its

thick and steaming scent wad smother the scunnering smell
o' an acre o' corses.

Scup (skpp), sb.i U.S. [a. Du. sckop.] A
swing.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer.j Scup...A New York word.

1849 Miss Warner Wide Wide World xi, A scup ! maybe
you don't know it by that name [said Mr. Van Brunt] ; some
folks call it a swing.

Scup (sk»p), sb:1 U.S. [Shortened a. Narra-
gansctt mishcup 'thick-scaled*, f. mishe large +
cuppi scale.] The fish Pagrus argyrops \ =Paugie.
1848 Dartlett Diet. Atuer., Scup. 1873 S. Powel in Rep.

I/. S. Fish Commission 1871-2, 74 The scup are known
to be schooling, wandering nsh of the high seas, and come
from the Gulf Stream and from the Florida Cape.
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Scup (skwp), v. U.S. [a. Du. schoppen s
cf.

schop, "Scup sbX\ (See quot.)

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
t
To Scup. .to swing. Common

in New York.

Scuppaug (sk»"pyg). t7. *S\ [Shortened a.

Narragansett tttishcuppduog, pi. of mishcup'. see

Scupj*.-] «Scupj*.2

1873 T. Gill Catat. Fishes East N.Amer. 27 Stenotomus

argytops (Linn.) Gill.—Scup ; scuppaug ; porgy (New York).

1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Amm. 386 The Scup
. .is often known in New England as the ' Scuppaug

\

Scupper v
sktf*p3j), sb. Naut. Chiefly //.

Forms : 5 skopor, skopper, 6 scopper, 7 scuper,

scopeboard {erron.), 7-8 scoper, skupper, 6-

scupper. [Of disputed etymology.
Some regard it as an agent-n. f. Scoop v. (sense 1) ; others

as an adoption of an AF. derivative of OF. escopir to spit.

Cf. G. sprigat scupper, f. sfeien to spit.]

1. An opening in a snip's side on a level with the

deck to allow water to run away.
1485, 1497 [see scupper-nail -leather, in 2]. 159a YVvrley

Armorie, Ld. Chandos 34 Voiding scoppers voided out their

bloud. i6aa Drayton Poly-olb. xviii. 418 The whilst those

mightie Ships out of their scuppers pour'd Their trayterous

cluttred gore. 1669-79 T. B[ateman] Asia If. 48 With
girdlines from the said cradle to her ports or Scopeboards.

1748 Anson's Voy. in iv. 443 We made a great quantity of
water through our hawse-holes, ports and scuppers. 1834
Marryat P. Simple xxxv, Every scupper of her running
blood and water. 1883 Stevenson Treat. 1st in. xiii, The
Hispaniola was rolling scuppers under in the ocean swell.

t b. Used for : A pump. ? nonce-use.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. To Rdr. 2 Whereas con-

iectuies are certain detections of things vnknowne. .1 have
alwaies thought that they were to be accounted among the

skuppers [orig. inter auttt'as] wherewith Time worketh and
draweth Veritie out of Democritus his deepe dungeon.

2. atirtb. and Comb., as scupper-hole, -hose,

-leather, -nail, -shoot (see quots.).

c 1590 E.Wright in HaklnyCs Voy. (1599)11. n. 163 Euery
*scupper-hole, and other place where it [sc. rain] ranne downe.
170a Milit. «y Sea Diet. (1711), Skuppers, or Skupper-Holes
are the Holes close to all the Decks, through the^ Ship's

sides, through which the Water runs out of the Ship from
the Decks. 1903 H. Clifford /><v Lance x. 82 Her scupper-

holes spouting. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v.,

The scuppers of the lower deck of a ship of war are usually

furnished with a leathern pipe, called the *scupper-hoase,
which hangs downward from the mouth or opening of the
scuppers. The intent of this is to prevent the water from
entering,when the ship inclines under a weight of sail. 1497
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 298 *Skopperlethers & Skopper-
nayles. 170a Milit. <V Sea Diet. 11. (1711), Stopper-
Leathers are the round Leathers nail'd over the Skupper-
Holes,.. which keep out the Sea-Water from coming in, and
yet let any Water run out from the Deck. 1485 Cely Papers
(Camden) 180 For ij

c "skopor nayll vj d. 170a Milit. iy Sea
Diet. 11. (1711), Stopper-Nails, are little short Nails, with
broad Heads, made on purpose to nail on the Skupper
Leathers. C1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 135 Scupper
nails. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., *Scupper-shoots,
metal or wooden tubes which carry the water from the decks
of frigales_to the sea-level.

Scupper (skjrpw), v. Mil. slang, [perh. f.

prec. sb., but the connexion of meaning is not
clear.] trans. To surprise and massacre.
1885 Pall Mall Gaz, 2 Apr. 3/2 The fierce warriors who

' scupper ' Tommy Atkins within the lines of Suakin. 1885
67. James's^ Gaz. 31 Mar. 4/1 Being quietly chopped to
pieces in their beds, or ' scuppered ', as some grim wits have
termed it. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 98 We preach in
advance of the Army, We skirmish ahead of the Church,
With never a gunboat to help us When we're scuppered and
left in the lurch. 1896 Daily News 19 May 8/1 It was
pretty much like a 'scuppering' surprise in the Eastern
Soudan. 190a Blactoj. Mag. Mar. 333 It's a great relief to
find that advance squadron hasn't been scuppered.

Scupp

e

r110ug (skwpajn^rj). U. S. The name
of a river in North Carolina. Used aitrib. and
ellipt. in Scuppernong {grape), a variety of the

Fox-grape {Vilis vulpina), indigenous to the basin
of the Scuppernong River.
1854 Loncf. Catawba Wine ii. It is not a song Of the

Scuppernong From warm Carolinian valleys. x868 Rep.
U. S. Commissioner Agrie. (1869) 215 The Scuppernong
grape does best in low lands.
attnb. 1887 Century Mag. XXXIV. 335/2 Then she.,

begged Mrs. Colonel Ledbeter to give her her recipe for
making the scuppernong wine she had heard so much praised.

Scu/ppet, sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 5-6
scopett, 6 scopytt, skuppat, 8 scoopet, skippet,

9 eeuppett, skoppit, 6, 9 scuppet. [App. f.

scope Scoop sbA (sense 2) + -et (possibly an AF.
formation on the Eng. sb.).] A spade used for

trenching and in making ditches; aLo, a similar

instrument used for turning hops while drying.
1485 Naval Ace. Hen. V/f (1896) 40 Shovilles shodde..

xxiiij, Scopettes. .xij. 1573TUSSER Hnsb. (1878) 17/19 Sharpe
cutting spade, for the deuiding of mow. With skuppat and
skauel, that marsh men alow. 1764 Museum Rust. U. 194
Help the water out of the ruts with scoops or skippets. 1843
Jml. R. Agrie. Soc. IV. n, 582 In this marsh I limed 120
rods of bank during the summer with unslacked lime, and in
the winter it might have been moved with a barn scuppet.
1892 Auction Catal. Farm Sale (Kent), Hop scuppet.

Scu'ppet, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 scoppet.
[f. prec.J trans. To shovel {out, away). AUofg.
1599 Nashe Lenten Sinffe 28 Our mitred Archpatriarch .

.

scuppets not his benificence into their mouthes with such
freshwater facility as M. Ascham. .would imply, a 1656
Bp. Hall Rem. IVks. (1660) 77 Vain man, can he possibly
hope to scoppet it out so fast as it fills. 1837 E. FitzGerald I the dead scurfof Hebrew' anfiqulty.

Lett. (1889) 1.37,1 take a spade, and scuppet away the snow
from the fool paths.

Scur, variant of Skirr v. ; obs. f. Shower.
Scurage, Scurby \ see Scouuagk 1, Scurvy sb.

Scurdge, obs. form of Scourge sb.

Sctrrdy. Sc ? Obs. A kind of rock, whinstone.

1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 71 Basaltine rocks are.,
called skurdy in the north of Scotland. 1866 Mitchell
Hist. Montrose ii. ig The town was built of trap rock or
scurdy. .with free stone dressings.

Scure, obs. form of Skewer.
Scurell(e, Scurer, obs. ff. Squirrel, Scourer 1

.

Scurf (skiuf), sb. 1 Forms: 4-5 scorf, 4, 7
skurf, 5-7 scurfe, 6 scorfe, skorfe, skurffe, 6-7
scurff(e, skurfe, 1,3, 6- scurf. See also Scruff
sb.1 , Shroff 1

. [Late OE. scurf ?masc, a later

form, prob. due to Scandinavian influence (cf. OSw.
s&orver, ncc. skorff, sktirjf, mod.Sw. skorv, Da.
skurv, mod.Icel. skurfur pi.) of OE. sceorf (also

scruf: see Scruff sb. 1
), corresp. to MLO., LG.

sc/ioffj MDu. schotf(Jt schurfif, Du. schurft fem.,

OHG.J^^/(MHG.,mod.G.jt/^^/"masc.):—OTeut.
*skurto-, *skurf0; prob. from the root represented

in OE. sceorfan str. vb., to gnaw, scearfian to cut

into shreds ( = OHG. scarbdn).]

+ 1. A morbid condition of the skin, esp. of the

head, characterized by the separation of branny
scales, without inflammation. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leec/td. I. 316 Wi3 scruf [z:r. scurf] & wi5

sceb. a 1300 Cursor M. 11823 Wit pe crache him tok be
scurf, be fester thrild his bodi thurgh. 1398 Tkevisa Earth.
De P. R. vii. Hi. (1495) 223 Ofte thyse scales cleue to the
rotes of the heere, vnnethe suche skalles other scorf is heelyd.
(' 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 4140 All be bolnyng went
away, And be scurfe with in a day. 1526 Skelton Magnif.
1958, I am lowsy and vnlykynge and full of scurfle. 1570
Levins Manip. 190/37 Scurfe, itch, prurigo. 1607 Top-
sell Four-f. Beasts 681 They which drink or eat sow milk
fal into scurfles and Leprosies. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.
<5> Min. 25 The gall helpeth the leprosy and scurfe.

f b. A similar condition in animals. Obs.
c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. vi. 138 And ouer yeer they wol

been in good poynte Withouten scorf or scalle in cors or
ioynte. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 116 There is a disea>e
amonge horses that is called the scabbe,and it is a skorfe in

dyuers places of his body. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 28
The vrine with the owne dung, . . taketh away the scurfle of
Oxen.

2. The scales or small laminae of epidermis that

are continually being detached from the skin ; esp.

such scales detached in abnormally large quantity

as a consequence of disease, or forming accumula-
tions at the roots of the hair or elsewhere, t For-

merly also, a single scale or lamina of this kind.
a 1000 Bedels Eccl. Hist, v. ii. (MS. B.), Se-.swamicle

hreofle & scurf [v. rr. scyrf, sceorfe ; L. furfur es\ on his
heafde hsefde, 6set him naifre ffinij feax on ufanoam heafde
acenned beon meahte. c 1440 Promp. Pan: 451/1 Scurf, of
scabbys, squama

%
squamula, 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 326/1

Of kyrnellys & botches of his face & of scurffys there ranne
grete plenty of blood.

1
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. B iij b,

By whiche their so doing, they clawe of their owne skabbe,
i. their new gathered scurfe, therby makynge their skynne
rawe agayne. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 7 The
flowers sodden in le'e, and the head washed therwith taketh
away the skurfe. .thereof. 1786 J. Hunter Treat. Vener.
Dis. vi. ii. (1810) 473 It broke out after in venereal scurfs,

upon the skin. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) I.

341 The bather is scrubbed by the men of the bath till every
particle of dirt or scurf is cleared off his skin. 1870 Swin-
burne Ess. <$ Stud. {1875) 270 His bones foul with leprous
scurf and green corruption of the grave.

b. transf. in Bot. Minute scales found on the
leaves of certain plants.

1839 Lindley Inirod. Bot. (ed. 3) 63. 1857 A. Gray First
Less. Bot. (1866) Gloss.

3. Any incrustation upon the surface of a body

;

rust, f a scab {obs.) ; a saline or sulphurous deposit,

mould, or the like. Now rare.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 451/1 Scurfe, of mete\, scorittm. 1538
Elyot Diet., Crusta,

.

.the scurfe of a scabbe or wounde
l?/r*iYr*(wiihed. 1548) the scurfe or scabbe ofa wounde]. 1581
Stafford Exam. Cotupl. ii. (1876) 59 Then there is no rust
nor scurfe that diminisheth the goodnes or wasteth the
substaunce of Gold. 1624 Capt. Smith, etc. Virginia m. 58
The waters.. had left a tinctured spangled skurfe, that
made many bare places seeme as guilded. 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 135 Growing Trees.. that have been long expos 'd

to the Air and Rain, will be all over cover'd with a green-
ish scurff. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 672 There stood a Hill not
far whose griesly top Belch'd fire and rowling smoak ; the
rest entire Shon with a glossie scurff", undoubted sign That
in his womb was hid metallic Ore, The work of Sulphur.
175a Phil. Trans. XLV1I. 410 The bottom of the great
crater, which was before an indurated scurf of bitumen and
sulphur, is now full of large rents or openings. 184s Tenny-
son Vision of Sin v. 5 By shards and scurf of salt, and
scum of dross.

?'533 Latimer Let. to Morice in Foxe A. % M. (1583)
1741/2, I neuer denyed Pilgrimage. And yet I haue sayed
that much scurfle must be pared away ere euer it can be
wel done, superstition, idolatry, [etc.]. 164a D. Rogers
Naaman 30 Job was an holy man, yet such natural! scurfle

the Lord saw to lurke in his spirit that he was fainc.at last

to wring this speech from him. 1697 Dryden /Enctd vi.

1011 Then are they happy, when by length of time The
Scurf is worn away, of each committed Crime. 1854
Emerson Lett.

«J-
Soc. Aims, Poet. $ /mag. Wks. (Bohn)

III. 153 'Tis boyish in Swedenborg to cumber himself with

C. spec. A deposit of coke on the inner surface

of a gas retort.

1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 81/2 Pieces
of the hard coke obtained as scurf in gas retorts are some-
times employed.

1 4. A thin layer of turf. Obs.

1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 59 The first is by cutting of the
Scurf of the Ground, making up the Turf so cut in heaps,
and when the Sun has dryed these Heaps, they are then set

on Fire, a 1726 King in Nat. Hist. /ret. 106 Now that
swerd or scurf of the earth, that consists of the roots of
grass, being lifted up and made fuzzy by the water in winter
..is dried in the spring.

5. a. The ' scum ' of the population, rare.
1688 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Str. 11. IV. 143 Some of the scurf

and meaner part run in to them, as they would to see a show.
1870 Loni.f. Dante's Inferno xv. 111 Thou hadst seen there,
If thou hadst had a hankering for such scurf [di tat tigua].
That one, who by the Servant of the Servants Fiom Arno
was transferred to Bacchiglione.

fo. slang. A contemptible person, esp. a miser,

skinflint. Also spec, an employer who pays less

than the usual rate of wages ; a labourer who
accepts less than the usual rate ; also attrib.

1831 Mayhf.w Loud. Labour II. 208 The inferior paying
class . . are . .known among their work-peopleas' scurfs '. Ibid.

236 Let me now speak of the Scurf labourers. Ibid., A
scavager, working for a scurf master, gave me the following
account. 1854 Househ. Words VIII. 75 A low person is a
snob, a sweep, and a scurf. 1889 A. T. Pask Eyes Thames
39 The crowd of loafers on the quay. These are the ' scurfs

'

or ' ufilers ' who hang about for any odd jobs.

Scurf (skfijf), sb.-. Also 5 scurffe, 7 scurfe,

7-8 skurff, 8 scurff
; 7 //. scurves. [Possibly

identical with Scurf sb. 1

The fuller form salmon-scurf, though not found in our
quots. before the 19th c, may be the original ; for scurf in
the sense of something inferior of its kind, cf. Scurf sb.* 5
and Scruff sb. 1

]

The Sea-trout, Salmo eriox or *S*. trutta.

1483 Cath. Angl. yzbjz A scurffe, quidam piscts. 1557
Turner in Gesners Hist. Anim. iv. (1558) 1296 Accepi
eundem in alij's Britanniae prouincijs uotari a Gray trout,

<f in alij's a Skurf. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's
Improv. (1746) 283 There are two sorts of them [Bull-trouts],

Red Trouts. .and Gray Trouts or Skurrts. 1740 R. Brookes
Art ofAngling 26 The Scurf.. or Salmon-Peale.. differs in

shape from a Salmon in not having a forked Tail. 1861 Act
24 <y 25 Vict. c. 109 § 4 All migratory Fish of the Genus Salmon,
whether known by the Names herein-after mentioned, that
is to say, Salmon. .Bull Trout, Whitling, Scurf,, .or by any
other local Name. 1865 Couch Brit. Fishes IV. 200 The
Scurf, Bull Trout.

Scurf (skiuf), v. [f. Scurf sbA]

+ 1. trans. To cover with a scurf or incrustation.

Obs. rare.

[1599: Implied in Scurfing vbl.sb.] 111658 Lovelace To
E. R. 36 So. .Scurfd all ore with its unseemly crust. The
Diamond, from 'midst the humbler stones, Sparkling, shoots
forth the price of Nations. 1699 T. Boston A rt Man-fishing
(1899) 30 Many this way, by having the wound scurfed over,
are rather killed than cured.

2. intr. To rise up in the form of scurf.

186a Thornbury Turner II. 168 The pure gold runs
here and there to schist, the dross now and then is scurfing
up upon the surface.

3. trans. To remove by scraping; to chip off

(hard deposits) from the surface of a boiler or retort.

iZyjCiv. Engin, $ Arch. fml. II. 361/2 Scurfing castings,
. . is. od. 1879 J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. X. 92 A carbona-
ceous deposit forms on the sides of the retorts, which requires
to be periodically removed by 'scurfing ' with chisels.

Scurfed (skwft), a. [f. Scurf v. + -ed*.]
Covered with scurf.

1646 Full Retat. Fountain Halberstadt 11 A Boy of
Egeln, which had a scurffed head.

ScurfFyls, variant of Scroffles/A Obs.

Scurfily (sk£>\ifili), adv. [f. Scurfy a. + -ly-.]
In a manner resembling scurf; like scurf.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 174 Viburnum Lantana.
Scurfily pubescent.

ScurfiueSS (skiSufines). Also 6 scorfifynesse.
[f. Scurfy a. +-ness.] The condition of being
scurfy or covered with scurf.

«iS*9 Skelton Dk. Albany 140 In lousy Iothsumnesse
And scabbed scorffynesse. 1657 W- Coles Adam in Eden
ciij, The same stamped with Honey. .consumeth and
scoureth away . .all scurfinesse of the Head and Face. 1799
Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) II. 20 Some infants early
contract a scurfiness on the head.

b. Bot. (See quot. 1900.)
1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) Gloss., Scurfiness.

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. 'Terms, Scurf .Scurfiness,
the appearance produced by membranous scales.

Scurfing (sk£)*ifirj),^/. sb. [f.ScuRF v. + -nre1.]
*t*l. The formation of scurf. Obs. rare— x

.

1599 A.M. tr. Gabcllwuer's Bk. Physicke 359/1 [A pre-
scription] for all manner of scurfinge of the externalle skinne.

2. An incrustation formed in boilers or retorts.

1884 C G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. m. 104/2 Get
new carbons, made out ofgas-retort ' scurfing ', as it is called.

Scurfy (sk£>ufi), a. [f. Scurf sb* + -x.]

1. Covered with scurf; suffering from cutaneous
disease. Also, of the nature of scurf.

1483 Cath. Angl. 326/a Scurfy, rWscabbyde. 169a Loud.
Gaz. No. 2803/4 A bright bay M are,, .with., scurrfy Heels
before. 1758 J. S. Le Drans Observ. Surg. (1771J Diet.
Cc 2, Lepra, a dry Scab that makes the Skin scurfy. 1804
Med. Jrnl. XII. 404 By persevering in the use of these
remedies,, .the white scurfy scales intirely disappeared.
1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med, VIII. 513 A head which has been
scurfy for many years becomes sore and eczematous.
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2. trans/. Covered as with scurf incrusted ; re-

sembling scurf.

1731 Phil. Trans. XXXVII. 2oj Those Diamonds that
lay more superficially, and exposed to the Air and Sun were
more scurfy, and by Consequence lost more by polishing

than the other. 1849 W. H. Harvey Sea-Side Bk. 232 Very
similar to the barnacle is the animal of the BalaJius, whose
shells cover, in scurfy patches, the surface of exposed rocks.

b. spec, in Bot. (See quots.)

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 79 Scurfy (souar.
resits) applied to a cup in compound flowers, the scales of
which are bent outwards at the ends, so as to give the whole
a ragged appearance. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 9
Thallus crustaceous. squamose, scurfy, powdery [etc. J.

f 3. Of turf : Forming a thin crust. Obs. rare" 1
.

1710 Phil. Trans. XXVII. 297 A Scurfy Heath Turf will

at fast grow on the Top of it.

Scurge, obs. form of Scourge sb. and v.

Scuril, Scuring, obs. ff. Scurril a.
t
Scouring.

Scurling, variant of Skirling.

t Scurn, sb. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Scurn v.] Hesi-

tation, bashfulness.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8963 Sco lift hir skirt wit-vten scurn, And

bar-fote wode sco bat burn.

t Scurn, v. Obs. Forms: 3 skur(r)n,4 8kurne,

4-5 achurn, scurn(e. [Of obscure origin ; perh.

cognate with OX. skirra-sk (see Scare v.). Cf.

Scunner v.] intr. To shrink, flinch, take fright.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19446 He sagh him croised bat ilk turn

pat he for staning suld not skurn. Ibid. 20960 Noght he
skurnd wit hir stang, Bot on his hand her scho was fest, He
schok and in be fir hir kest. c 13*5 Afelr. Horn. 24 Qnen
sun and mon sal thusgat turn, Than sal the sinful sar scurn.

c 1330 R. Hrunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 120 And menne be-

sogfit me.. To turne it bot in lightfe] ryme. pa! sayd, if I in

strange it tunic, To here it, man yon suld skurne.

t Scurr. Obs. rarer"1, [ad. L. scurra buffoon]

A buffoon or jester.

1596 Dalrvmci-E tr. Leslie*s Hist. Scot. I. 121 Bardis,

Scums,., w* sik sort of persouns, lat skurge. 1833 Mactag-
cabt Gallov. Encycl., Scurr, a low blackguard.

Scurr, variant of Skirr v. dial.

Scurrage, variant of Scouragb 1 Obs.

Scurrick, variant of Scuddick.

t Scu*rrier. Obs. Forms : a. 5 scurrour, 6

scurrer, skurrer, skyrrer ; 0. 6 scurreour, -iour,

-ior, -yer, scurier, 6-7 sourrier. [App. aphetic

a. OF. descouvreor Discoverer; cf. the Sc. forms
discurrour, discuriour (1 4-1 6th c.), and the 14th c.

skouerour s. v. Scourer K The coincidence of

sense with cttrrour, Courier 2, has probably in-

fluenced the form. The It. scorridore (agent-n. f.

scorrere to run out : cf. Excur v.) has the same
meaning, but there is no equivalent OF. *escoureor.']

One sent out to reconnoitre ; a scout, avant-courier.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vu. 796 Apon the moss a scurrour

sone land be. 1515 Ld. Bf.rners Froiss. (1812) II. xxxiii. 99
He sente forthe scurrers to aduyse the dealynge of their
ennemyes. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. 94 Clau-
dius, ..send his scurriouris to spy .he nature of the cuntre.
c 1540 tr. Pol. Vcrg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 21 John Fastolf.

.

had intelligence of his comming, by meane of scurryers.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 119 Then the Dukes
skyrrers made profer afore the toune, out of the whiche
issued a great compagnie of horsemen and skyrmished with
the Dukes horsemen. 1607 B. Barnes Dwils Charier 11. i.

C 4 b, Our scurriers, Are now return 'd.

-/*£"• *537 St. Papers Hen. I'llI, II. 491, 1 wolde not haue
the Deputye, representing the Kinges person, be a comen
skurrer for every lyght mater; but, whan he shulde begynne
a war re, begynne it upon a juste goode grounds, and [etc.].

Scu-rrifunge, v. t dial. Also scurry-. [A
woxd of jocular formation, used in various senses

with little or no discoverable connexion.] a. Itrans.

To scrub, scour, b. intr. (See quot 1777.) C.

? To wriggle about.

1777 Harm Snbseciva (MS.) in Eng. Dial. Diet., s.v.

Scurrtfunge, to lash tightly ; colre. 1789 Cowper Let. to
Lady Hesketh 6 June, Half a dozen tooth brushes. . . Two of
the brushes abovesaid must be for inside scurryfunging, viz.

they must be hooked.^ 1894 Punch 1 Sept. 102/1 So he
scurryfunged around with his stomach on the ground,. .And
he spied ' a stag of ten '.

Scurrile, scurril (skirril), a. Now some-
what arch. Forms : 6-7 scurrill, skurrill, 7
skurrile, scuril, 6- scurrile, scurril. [a. F.
scurrile, t scurrille (14th c), or ad. L. scurrilis,

f. scurra buffoon.] =Scl*ruilou8.
1567 Drast Horace, A. P. B 1, If I, oryou the taunting grace

can iudge from scurrill gerc. 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary
1- ( J 595> 4 That it containe not base, filthy or scurrile matter.
1606 Shaks. Tr.

-J- Cr. 1. ui. 148 With him, Patroclus..
Breakes scurrill Icsts. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 43 It had
bin plainly partialL.to correct him for grave Cicero, and
not for scurrill Plautus. 1701 Rowe A mb. Step.Moth. 11. ii.

(1720) 30 With scurrile Taunts and blackest infamy They
load my Name. 1838-43 Arnold Hist. Rome II. xxxvii.

479 Scurril songs, and gestures, and clapping of hands, were
the only answer returned to him. 1854 Trench Synon.
xxxiv. 141 Which would attract many.. whom scurrile buf-
foonery would only revolt and repel. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mano if. v. 83 All which full oft she turned to scurril jest.

If App. misused for : Rough, rugged, unfriendly \
163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 26a Wee came to the most scurrile

and timorous Discent of the whole passage. Ibid. ix. 433
Wee Coasted the scurrile and Rockey face of Norway.

tScuiTilely,^^- Obs. In quots. scurril(l)y.

[f, Scurrile a. + -lt 2
.] In a scurrile manner.
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1647 Hexham i, Scurrilly, Als een rabaut. a 1707 S.
Willard Body Dw. (1726) 903/1 [In praying] we may do
nothing rashly, nothing scurrily, or unbecomingly.

Scurrility (sk#ri-liti). Forms: a. 6 scurri-
lite, -illitie, skurrillity, 6-7 seur(r)ilitie, scur-
rillity, 7- scurrility; £. 6-7 squirilitie, 6
squirrilitie, 7 -ility. [a. F. scurrility (15th a),
or ad. L. scurrititas

}
f. scurrilis : see Scurrile a.

and -ity.] The quality of being scurrilous;

buffoon-like jocularity ; coarseness or indecency
of language, esp. in invective and jesting.
a. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 58 Scarth fra scorpione. scaldit in

scurrilitie. 1526 Pilgr. Per/l (\V . de \V . 1531)900,' Scurrilite
or spekynge of fylthy wordes. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L. v. i. 4
Your reasons at dinner haue beene. .pleasant without
scurrillity. 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 3, I list not to con-
tend with him in scurrilitie and bad language. 1759 Svmmer
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Sen 11. IV. 414 The hawkers.. every
day have some new piece of scurrility against him, to bawl
about the streets. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 650 He
was, as usual, interrupted in his defence by ribaldry and
scurrility from the judgment seat. 1874 Green Short Hist.
vii. § 1. 346 The Sacrament of the Mass.. was attacked
with a scurrility and profaneness, which passes belief.

fi. a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <V Pithias (1908) Bj b, 1

came not yet to be the Kinges foole, Or to fill his eares with
seruile squirilitie. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. ii. 6 b in
llolinshed. The heathen misliked in an orature squirilitie.

1607 Dkkker & Webster Westw, Hoe 11. L B 4 b, So long
as your mirth bee voyde of all Squtrrility.

D. Something scurrilous.

1589 Plttemiam Eng. Poesie 1. xxxi. (Arb.) 76 Such
among theGreekes were called Pantomimi, with vs Buffons,
altogether applying their wits to Scurrillities & other ridi-

culous matters. 1733 Pope Dune. 11. 299 note, Concanen.

.

was author of severaldull and dead scurrilities in the British
and London Journals. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. /, III. xi. 244
Who could have imagined that the writers of these scurri-
lities were scholars.

fc. Buffoon-like behaviour. Obs.
1614 J. Norden Labyrinth Mans Life L 4, Heroicke acts,

that make men honorable, Are only sweet and most inestim-
able ; The rest are false, found mere scurrilitie, By which
some loose, both fame and dignitie. 1694 Hf.ywood Gnnaik.
I. 24 We may as well say, Cats, Goates and Apes, are by
chance given to voracitie, lust, and squirilitie.

Hence f Scurri litiship nonce-wd., ?the state of
persons who indulge in scurrility

159a Nashe Strange Newes G 2 b, Maister Bird shall..
meeter it mischieuously in maintenance of their scurriliti-

ship and ruditie.

Scurrilize (skvritoiz), v. rare. [f. Scurrile
a. + -IZE-] trans, fa. To attack with scurrility,

speak scurrilously of. b. To make scurrilous.

1609 [W. Barlow] Answ. Nameless Cath. 157 What is this
vncircumcised Iesuite^that hee should, in so base tearmes,
scurrilize so great a King ? 1884 Symonds Shaks. Predec. i.

5 AH inducements to degrade or scurrilise the theatre..
ended in [etc.].

Scurrilous (sktrrilas), a. Also 6 skurulous,

7 8curulou8,8curriUous. [f. Scurrile a. + -ous.j
' Using such language as only the licence of a buf-

foon can warrant* (J.) ; characterized by coarseness

or indecency of language, esp. in jesting and invec-

tive ; coarsely opprobrious or jocular.

1576 Gascoicne Needles Eye Wks. 1910 1 1. 4:9 What shall
we thinke of skurulous, deceyptfull, byting, slanderous..
wordes? 1597 Hooker Feci. Pol. v. Ded. 5 7 The scurrilous
and more then Satyricall immodestie of Martinisme. 161

1

Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 215 Forewarne him, that he vse no
scurrilous words in's tunes. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxi.

no Sometimes a scurrilous Jester, as Hyperbolus. 1716
Addison Freeholder No. 23 P 1 They are grown scurrilous
upon the Royal family. 18x8 Macaulay Ess.

t
Hallam (1851

)

I. 56 They might be violent in innovation and scurrilous in
controversy. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. 9 a. 359 The old
scurrilous ballads were heard again in the streets.

Hence Scu-rrilously^i/r'., in .1 scurrilous manner;

f after the manner of a buffoon. Also Scurrilous-
ness.
1597 Beard God's fudgem. 11. xxxvL (1631)431 Such as

shamed not as soone as they had glutted their, .heads with
wine, to fall scurrilously a dauncing. 1666 Pepys Diary
17 Oct., Heard the Duke discourse, which he did mighty
scurrilously, of the French. 17*7 Bailev vol. 1 1, Scurrilous-
ness, scandalous Language, saucy Drollery, BufToonry. 1789
W. Belsham Ess. (1799) II. 369 He has been, .scurrilously

reviled as the genuine successor and counterpart of. . Hugh
Peters.

Sourrio(u>, scurrour : see Scdrrier.

Scurry (sk»-ri), sb. [f. Scurry v.]

1. The act of scurrying ; a hurried movement, a

rush ; hurry, haste, bustle. Hurry and scurry

:

cf. Hurry-scurry sb.

1813 E. Moor Suffolk Words 356 Skurry, haste, impetu.

osity. 1830 W. Irving Life % Lett. (1864) II. 437 It was
such a treat after the hurry and scurry, and heartless bustle

of London. 1865 Trollopk Belton Est. xix. 218 Belinda

would usually come down in a scurry as she heard her
mother's bell. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. $ Mere v. 34
Unsuspecting gulls., took to wing with a tremendous scurry.

1910 {>. Rev. Jan. 181 Far away from the scurry and the

scramble, .of London life.

2. Sporting. A short quick run or race on horse-

back.
1824 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. LVII. 407 They tra-

velled for adventures to the courts Of princes,—where at

tournaments and skurries, Fame could be earn'd. 1829
Sporting Mag. XXIV. 51 A very fast scurry with Lord
Lonsdale the day before I left. 1885 Field 17 Jan. 63/3 To
wind up, a Flat Scurry, at catch weights, usually gave good
sport. Ibid. 21 Feb. 219/3 Although only a few fields sepa*
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rate the two coverts,, .more than one coat changed colour
during the short scurry. 1898 Daily News 6 Sept. 4/7
There are still at Doncaster too many of the five furlong
scurries.

b. A run (made by an animal).
1865 Daily Tel. 4 Mar., She [the hare] steals the help of

a scurry up the ditch-bottom. 1874 S. Beauchami- Granttey
I. xiii. 247 [The dog] has his scurry. .night and morning.

3. A fluttering assemblage (e. g. of birds, snow,
foam) moving or driven rapidly through the air.

f Also, a confused tangle of material.
1839 Thackeray in Corsair 26 Oct. Stray Papers (1901)

177 Ladies at work at a frame in the midst of a great skurry
and labyrinth of worsted balls, making slipper-tops [etc.].

1858 B. Taylor Northern Travel xxvi. 267 The birds
circled overhead, or dropped like thick scurries of snow-
flakes on the water. 1868 Huntley Gloss. Cotswold Dial.,
Skurry, a flock in confused flight. 1873 Lowell Lett. (1894)
II. 123 That flight of baby angels caught up and whirled
along in the wake of Gabriel like a skurry of autumn birds.
1880 Bi.ackmore May Anerley I. xviii. 312 A scurry of foam
flew like pellets from the rampart.

Scurry (skzrri), v. Also skurry. [In sense t,

app. a back-formation from Scurrier. In the cur-

rent sense perh. taken from Hurry-scurry, a re-

duplication Of Ht'RRY v!\

+ 1. intr. t To ride out as a ( scurrier \ Obs.
1580 North Plutarch, Annibal(isgs) 1135 Then he com-

maunded the horsemen of the Numidians to scurrte to the
trenches of the Romanes, to intise him to come to battell.

2. To go rapidly, move hurriedly. Often with
advbs., as off, away.
1810 Southey Kehama v. xiii, The wind . . opens the clouds

;

Scatter'd before the gale, They skurry through the sky.

1839 Thackeray Major Gahagan v, The ladies.. skurried
out of the apartment. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xvi. 219
They scurry away like rabbits when they see her coming.
1894 Mrs. Anne Ritchie Chapters from Mem. ii. 14 Re-
membered events come cheerfully scurrying up one after

another.

b. Hurry and scurry : cf. Hurry-scurry v.

1857 Trollope Barchester T. xix. (1858) 145 Charlotte
hurried and skurried about the room hither and thither,

doing or pretending to do many things. 1889 J. K.. Jerome
Idle Thoughts 140 How petty seems the work on which
they are hurrying and skurrying.

3. trans. To cause to go hastily or move rapidly.

1850 Thackeray Lett. 26 Feb., Off we set,, .skurrying the
policemen off the road. 1853 F. \V. Newman Odes ofHorace
1. xv, When the traitor-swain with ships of Ida Scurried
o'er the wave his hostess Helen. 189a Garland Little
Norsk iv. 32 The wind, .scurried the snow south or east.

Hence Scirrrying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

186a Thornbury Turner I. 75 A view of flustered and
scurrying fishing-boats in a gale of wind. 1869 ' Wat.
Bradwood ' The O. V. H. xix, A hurrying, scurrying crowd
of horses. 1878 Tennyson Q. Mary m. v, The scurrying of

a rat, Affrighted me. 1883 Rollins New Eng. Bygones 93
The scurrying drops came thicker and thicker. 1885 Har-
per s Mag. Feb. 398/2 There was a sound of skurrying steps.

t Scurryvaig. Sc. Obs. [? ad. L. scurra vagus
wandering buffoon.] A vagabond.
1513 Douglas sEneis vm. Prol. 68 Swtngeouris and scurre-

vagis [v. r. skuryvagisj, swankeis and swanis. 1819 St.
Patrick III. 305 (Jam.) Ye may hide the vile scurrievaig.

i Scurvetical, a. Obs. rare- 1
. [Irreg. f.

Scurvy.] Good against the scurvy, scorbutic.

1663 in Myddelton Chirk Castle Ace. (1908) 165 Paid for

a pint of scurveticall water, 2s. 6d.

t Scu'rvical, a. Obs, rare- 1
, [f. Scurvy sb.

+ -ical.] «s Scurvied.
17*8 Brice's Weekly JntL 8 Mar. 3 Offensive Breath, often

occasioned by..Scurvical Gums.

Scurvied (sk£uvid), a. [f. Scurvy sb. + -ed^.]

Affected with scurvy.

1856 Kane Arctic Expi. II. v. 65 The scurvied sick of

Rensselaer. Ibid. vii. 83 Able to empty a slop-bucket or
rub a scurvied leg.

Scurvily(sk£rivili),d:</z/. Nowarcli. [f.Scurvy
a. + -ly 2

.] In a scurvy manner.
a. Shabbily, meanly; sorrily, unsatisfactorily.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. lii. Wks. 1616 I. 243 His
hat was carried skiruily. 1671 Clarendon Dialogues 1 racts

(1727) 306 We are scurvily used, but that is because we are
scurvy fellows, and deserve no better. 1707 Reflex, upon
Ridicule 236 Her Fondness for a Spark of hers was scurvily
interpreted. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 12 Dec, And, pass-

ing an evening scurvily enough, [I) did not come home till

eight. i8»7 Scott Surg. Dau. iv, I will lay no bets about
Miss Grey,.. I think 1 should act very scurvily, if I were
to make her the subject of any idle debate betwixt you and
me. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-cap in The young pair
quitted Paris to reside At London : which repaid the com-
pliment But scurvily.

t b. Sourly, rudely. Obs.
1607 Middleton Earn. Love iv. i. (i6o3) E 4 b, Speak pitti-

fully, looke scuruily, and dissemble cunningly. 1647 J*
Berkenhead On Happy Collect. Fletchers Wks. 90 Such
boyst'rous Trifles Thy Muse would not brooke, Save when
she'd show how scurvily they looke.

•I Scurviness. Obs. [f. Scurvy a. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being ( scurvy'.
1548 Elyot Diet., Psorothalmia, a scuruinesse of the

browes with an ytche. 1596 Mascall &w£ Horses 138 The
scratches is a long scuruines right behind the legge. 1607
Topsfll Fourf. Beasts 83 Leprosies, botches, and scurui-
nesse of the skinne. 1648 Hexham ii, Schorftheydt, ofte
Schorftigheydt, Scurvynesse, Scabbinesse, or Manginesse.
17*7 Bailfy vol. II, Scurviness, Badnes>, Naughtiness,
Sorriness.

Scurvy (skirivi), sb. Forms : a. 6 skurvie,

6-7 scurvie, 7 skirvye, 7~8scurvey, 6- scurvy;
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$. 6 scurby, skyrby, scorbie, 7 scorby. [Subst.

use of Scurvy a. (cf. scurvy disease under sense 1

of the adj.) ; the specific sense was determined by
the use of the word to render the like-sounding F.

scorbut, MLG. schorbiik, etc. (see Scorbute), and
the H forms above proceed from assimilation of the

native to the foreign word. See also Scruby.]

1. A disease characterized by general debility of

the body, extreme tenderness of the gums, foul

breath, subcutaneous eruptions and pains in the

limbs, induced by exposure and by a too liberal

diet of salted foods; Scorbutus.
Formerly used more vaguely, including what is now dis-

tinguished as Purpura.
a. c 1565 R. Baker in Hakluyfs Voy. (1589) 151 Our legs

now..swolne euery ioint withall With this disease, which,
by your leaue, the Scuruie men doe call, c 1603 Heywood
& Rowley Fortune by Land % Sea m\i. (1655) 21 They*l
find work enough about home to keep us from the scurvey.
1620 J. Mason New-found-land in Mem. (1887) 149 A great
roote grows in fresh water ponds that is good against the
skiruye. 17x2 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 35 About 30 more had
the Scurvy. 174a Lond. $ Country Brewer 1. (ed. 4) 17 Our
British Malady the Scurvy. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast
xxxv. 133 The scurvy had begun to show itself on board.
1898 AlihuWs Syst. Med. V. 586 Scurvy is a general apyretic
and non-contagious disorder.

0. 1586 A. H. tr. Gnilleuieau's Treat. Eyes title-p., A
worthy treatise of the eyes &c. together with a profitable
treatise of the scorbie. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1, xii. 195 The
disease, .which we in England call the Scuruie, and Scurby,
and vpon the seas the Skyrby. Ibid. 11. lxxxii. 325 Which
excellent plant, Caesars soldiers, .found to preuaile. .against
that plague and hurtfull disease .. called Scorbntnm ; in

English the Scuruie, and Skyrbie.

+ b. //. Attacks of this disease. Obs.
159a Nashe P. Penilcsse Wks. 1904 I. 171 Hee lyes in

brine, in Balist, and is lamentable sicke of the scuruies.
1628 Wither Brit. Rvmemb. 1. 400 Sloath-bred Scurvies.

1732 Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 257 A tem-
perate Sea-Salt, very useful in Scurvies. 1764 Voote Mayor
ofG. 1. Wks. 1799 I. 162 Your scurvies, and gouts.

f2. A disease of cattle. Cf. Scurf sbl 2.

1604 E. G[rimstone] D^Acosta's Hist. Indies vr. xv. 465
If the mangie or the scurvie which they call earache take
any beast they were presently commaunded to bury it

quicke, lest it should infect others.

3. attrib. and Comb., as scurvy-rickets', -spot;

f scurvy-ale, medicated ale intended as an antidote

to scurvy (cf. scurvy-grass ale)
; f scurvy-weed,

-wort = Scurvy-grass.
x6i8 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Pcnnyless Piter, C 2, We had

a sort of Ale, called *Scuruy Ale. 1897 Al/butt'sSyst. Med.
III. 18 In infants I have known *scurvy rickets mistaken
for rheumatism. 1856 Kane A ret. Expt. I. xiv. 163 The
*scurvy-spots that mottled our faces. 1568 Turner Herbal
1. (ed. 2) 90, I could neuer learne anye name of it, but
*Scurby wede, or *Scurby wurt.

Scurvy (skfJuvi),fl. Forms: 6 skurvy,scurvye,
skurvie,skyrvye,6-7 scurvie, 7scirvy,skirvie,
scurvey; 6- scurvy, [f. Scurf sb.1 (with regular

change off into v) + -T. Cf. the later Scurfy a.
;

also Sw. skorfvig, LG. schorjig, Du. schurflig.']

fl. Covered with scurf ; suffering from, or of the
nature of, skin disease; scurfy, scabby. Obs,
Scurvy disease : $;*«.=Scurvy sb.

15x5 Barclay Eglogcs 111.(1 s-;o)B\}b, Iugglersand pipers,
and scuruy wayfarers. 0x520 Skelton E. Rummyug 140
A sorte of foule drabbes All scuruy with scabbes. 1535
Coverdale Lev . xxi. 20 Whether he be blynde, . .or is gleyd,
or is skyrvye or scaulde. 1577 Frampton Joyful News 11,

(1596) 38 Shee was healed of her skuruie disease very well.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Le vial Saint-Mein, the
Scuruie disease. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xl. 60 The bran
of Wheate. .rubbed vpon them that be scuruie and mangie,
easeth the partte very much. x6xo Markham Masterp. it.

lxxviii. 351 This medicine is well approued to cure. .Moully
heeles, or any other sciruy scalls whatsoeuer. 164a D. Rogers
Naaman 439 Contrary to the scurvy and unsightly flesh of
a leper. 1758 J. S. Le Brands Obsery. Surg. (1771) Diet.
C c 7 Psoriasis, a Scurvy Scabbiness in the Body.

b. trans/. Of vegetable growths : Resembling
scurf, scurfy.

X763 Mills Pract. Hush. IV. 319 The situation.. should
communicate to the vines a moisture which is neither bitter

nor salt ; for either of these will vitiate the taste of the wine,
and give a scurvy rough coat to every plant that grows on
such land. 1837 ** Keith Bot, Lex, 42 A ring of scurvy
and diseased matter.

2. fig. Sorry, worthless, contemptible. Said both
of persons and things. Cf. Scabbed a. 2. Also
of treatment, etc. : Shabby, discourteous. Now
somewhat arch,

1579 Northbrooke Dicing 6$ b, Looke that thou flee and
eschewe this scabbed and scuruie company ofDauncers. X587
Mirr. Mag., Wolsey ii, Ambitious minde, a world of wealth
would haue, So scrats and scrapes, for scorfe, and scoruy
drosse. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag. in. v. 1411 1st not a scuruie
iest that a man should iest himselfe to death? 1604 Shaks.
Otk. IV. ii. 140 The Moore*s abus'd by some most villanous
Knaue, Some base notorious Knaue, some scuruy Fellow.
1632 Lithgow Trav. m. 107 He reporteth. .that the scuruy
lie of Manne, is so abundant in Oates, Barley, and Wheate,
that it supplieth the defects of Scotland. 1710 Swift Jrnl.
to Stella 19 Nov., Steele and I sat among some scurvy com-
pany over a bowl of punch. 1710-11 Ibid. 9 Jan., We only
had a scurvy dinner at an alehouse. 1751 Smollett Per.
Pic. (1779) II. lxv. 217 The music of a scurvy organ and
a few other instruments. 18*3 Scott Peveril xliv, Take
your hand from my cloak, my Lord Duke, . . I have a scurvy
touch of old puritanical humour about me. I abide not the
imposition 01 hands. 1876 Blackie Songs of Relig. 113 The
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bare brae seems clad in mockery, With one thin belt of lean,
and scurvy trees. 1902 Brenan House of Percy II. ii, 83
Scant preferment and scurvy friendship, .the Earl received.

T b. quasi- adv.
1623 Webster Duchess Malfi in. ii, How scurvy prowd

he would looke when the treasury was full

!

Scu'rvy-grass. Bot. Forms : see Scurvy sb.

;

also ScRVKY-grass.

1. A cruciferous plant, Cochlearia officinalis,

believed to possess anti-scorbutic properties.
a. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. lxxxii. 323 Round leafed

Scuruie grasse is a low or base herbe. x6u Middleton &
Dekker Roaring Girl F 2 b, Would any husband suspect
that a woman crying, Buy any scurui-grasse, should bring
loue letters amongst her herbes to his wife. 1741 Conipi.
Fam.-Picce I. iv. 247 Take, .of Scurvygrass half a Bushel.
1767 Byron''s Voy. round World 47 We carried off a great
quantity of cocoa nuts, scurvy-grass, and other vegetables,
for the use of the sick. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxi. 269
Peterson brought me quite a handful of scurvy-grass (C.

fenestratd). 1872 H. Macmillan True Vine vii, The saxi-
frage and the scurvy-grass give a faint tinge of verdure to
the snow-white sterility of the arctic lichens.

jS. 1622 R. Banister 113 Dis. Eyes N 5 b, Scorby- grasse,
water-cresses, brooke-lime.

•fb. Spirit ofscurvy-grass : a volatile oil distilled

from the plant. Obs.
1676 Grew Anat. Plants, Led. ii. (1682) 242 Spirit of

Scurvy-grass maketh no Luctation with any Acid. 1694
Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 184/2 If it be made with
Spirit of Scurvy-grass [etc.].

+ 2. Sea or Scottish Scurvy-grass \ the Sea Bind-
weed, Convolvulus Soldaiiclla.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cexciii. 690 SoIdauclla . . in
English Sea WUhwinde,. .of some Sea Folefoote, and
Scottish Scuruie grasse. 1676 T. Glover Virginia in Phil.
Trans. XI. 629 Soldanella or Sea-Scurvygrass.

+ 3. « Scurvy-grass ale (see 4). Obs.
1664 Etheredge Love in Tub \. ii. 5 And but this morning

the Chandler refus'd to score a quart of Scurvy-grass. X708

J. Chamberlavne St. Gt. Britain 1. 111. vii. (1743) 188 There
are sold in London.. many sorts of ales, very different, as
Cock, Steponey,. .Betony, Scurvy grass, &c
4. attrib, and Comb., as f scurvy-grass ale, ale

medicated with scurvy-grass ; similarly f scurvy-
grass drink; fscurvy-grass medicine,a medicine
containing scurvy-grass as the chief ingredient.
x66x in W. M. Myddelton Chirk Castle Ace. (1908) 152 Pd

for a qrte of *scurvigrasse ale and plaine ale 8d . 1679
J. Locke in Ld. King Life 135 There are also several sorts
of compounded ales, as cock-ale,, .scurvy grass-ale, college-
ale, &c. X658-9 Wood Life (O. H. S.) I. 273 *Scurvy-grass
drink began to be frequently drunk in the mornings as
physic-drinke. 1609 T. Cocks Diaiy (1901) 77/5 Paide for
longe pepper graynes, cloves, mace, and saffron for my
*skurvye-grasse medicine, vj d.

Scurzonera, obs. rare form of Scorzoneba.

f Sensation. Obs. Also 5 skeusacion,
skew(y)sasyon, skosacion, skwsacion, -cyon.
Aphetic form of Excusation.
CX430 Freemasonry 112 (Halliw.) And to that semble he

most nede gon, But he have a resenabul skwsacyon. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 52 When sho cuthe gett no skosacion to
helpe hur with, bod at sho trewid vereli[e]to dye, sho shrafe
hur vnto be preste [etc.]. 1477 Paston Lett. III. 215 He
seydyt [sic] but for a skwsacion.

t Sense, sb. Obs. Also 6 skuse, 7 schuce.
Aphetic form of Excdse sb.

X523 Ld. Berners Froissart I. ccclxiii. 52 So the knight
coude make no scuse. a 1553 Udall Roister D. v. ii, Better
(they say) a badde scuse, than none. 159a Greene Dispul.
8 Tis as hard to find a Hare without a Muse, as a woman
without a scuse. 1x1634 Chapman Alphonsusm. (1654) 35
If all be well with us, that schuce shall serve.

Sense (ski?7z), v. Obs. exc. in illiterate tise.

Also 6 scowse, skewse, skuse. Aphetic form of

Excuse v.

1491 Caxtom Vitas Patr. (W. de W. 1495) 11. 186 They
that had done it scused them. 153a More Confut. Tindale
Wks. 577/2 To skewse hym and keepe hym from beatynge.
1556 Chron. Grey Friars(Camden) 70 He wolde have gevyne
moch to a be scowsyd. 1594 R. C[arew] Tasso (1881) no
lie you to Captaine skuse. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xxiv. 250
Would to heauen, that all the abiect blood, In all your
veines, had Hector scusde. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. in. be.

(1849) 1T 4 The gentleman will * scuse me'. 1887 T. E.
Brown Doctor 22 'Scuse me, your honour.

Scut (skz>t), sb.1 Also 6-7scutte, 6-8 skut(t, (9
scud). [Of obscure origin : prob. allied to Scut a.

Connexion with ON. skut-r stern of a vessel (Norw. skut
either end of a boat), or with mod. Icel. {t6u-) skott (fox's)

tail, has often been assumed, but appears unlikely.]

1. A short erect tail, esp. that of a hare, rabbit,

or deer. (Quot. 1530 may belong to sense 2,

which is recorded earlier.)

1530 Palsgr. 268/2 Scutte. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 243
The tayle of an Hare and Conney is called their Skut. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 20 My Doe, with the blacke Scut?
1601 Holland Pliny xi. 1. I. 352 Those that be long

shagged and rugged, have very little and short skuts,

as Beares. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. x. 329 How
the Indian Hare came to have a long tayle, whereas that

part in others attains no higher then a scut7 X770 G.
White Selbomc, 'To Pennant Mar. (1789) 79 It's scut [the

moose's] seemed to be about an inch long. 1868 Cussans
Her. (1893) 89 The tail of a Fox is called the Brush ;. .of a
Hare or Rabbit (heraldically termed Coney), the Scut. 1869
Blackmore Lorna D. xix, The goat,. rushed at him.. his

little scut cocked like a gun.hammer.

t b. (See quot.) Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. v. II. 434 If the husband take

a frogs and spit her. .alength upon a reed, so as it goe in

SCUTCH.
at the skut or nature [printed mature] behind and come
foorth againe at the mouth.

t 2. A hare. Obs.
C1440 Prontp. Part'. 451/1 Scut, hare. 1513 Skelton Garl.

Laurel 632 Masid as a marche hare, he ran lyke a scut.

T b. Hunting. The hare as the object of the
chase. Alsoj^. Obs.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias vm. ix. (Rtldg.) 296 The minister

was ready to burst with laughing, to see me so eager after
the scut. 1826 Sporting Mag. XVII. 378 This day being
devoted to the scut, we accompanied Mr. Lyster.

Hence Scnrtted a. (only in Comb.)
1634 W. Wood New Eug. Prosp. n. xv. 89 An English

Mare.. stumbled into one of these traps;.. the Indians
. .seeing such a long scutted Deere, praunce in their Merri-
totter [etc.],

tScut,^- 2 Obs. rare. [Perh. a. early mod.
Du. schut, schulte embankment.] ? An embankment.
X561 Nottingham Rec. IV. 124 Tellyng of the skutte and

other worke about the Bryges.

t Scut, a. and sb?> 0bs.-° [Of obscure origin :

perh. related in some way to Short a., Skirt sb.]

a. adj. Short, b. sb. A short garment.
c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 451/1 Scut, or schort, curtus, brevis.

Ibid., Scut, garment, nepticula.

t Sent, v. Obs. [? f. Scut a.] trans. To dock,
cut short. 1330 Palsgr. 707/2, 1 scutte, j'e docque.

Scut, variant of Scout sb.3

Scutable, obs. form of Skew-table.
Scutage (ski?7*ted.5). Obs. exc. Hist. Also 5

scutagie. [ad. med.L. scutagium, f. scutum shield,

after OF. escuage: see Escuage.] A tax levied
on knight's fees ; chiefly in restricted sense, such
a tax paid in lieu of military service.
c 1460 Oseuey Reg. 123 J)e foresaide [canons] schall aquite

towarde Richard m^t Odone and his heyres (bat is to sny,
ij. s. iiij. d., how that euer be scutage goo, weber it be more
or lasse). ^1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 345 A taske
crillyd the scutage. 1583 Foxe A. <$• M. fed. 4) 276/1 The
king more and more incensed against hym,.. called him
to a counte of..scutagies, gifts, presents, scapes of pri-
soners. X766 Blackstone Comm. 11. v. 74 We find in our
antjent histories, that,, .when our kings went to war, they
levied scutages on their tenants, .to defray their expenses,
and to hire troops. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. I. xii. 454
The term scutage, now first employed, indicates that the
assessment of the knights' fees was coming into use. 1884
Tennyson Becket 1. i, It seem'd to me but just The Church
should pay her scutage like the lords.

Scutal (skiK-tal), a. [ad. mod.L. scfttdlis, f.

L. scutum shield : see Scutum.]
1. Z00L Of the nature ofor pertaining to a scutum.
1857 Gosse Omphalos 218 On each of the scutal valves in

this individual I can count about 260 growth-lines.

2. In etymological sense : Of or pertaining to a
(heraldic) shield. Extra-scutal adj., of a heraldic

device, placed outside the shield.

1868 Cussans Her. ii. 43 A good example of these scutal
monstrosities. 1900 Pixley Hist. Baronetage v. 244 Some
Baronets add the badge as an extra-scutal appendage to
their arms.

fScu'tarde 1
. Obs. rare. =Scotart.

a 1400 Med. Rec. in Rel.A nt. I. 52 Tak a scutarde als hale
als he es taken, and bryn him in a newe potte al to powder.

t Scutarde 2
. Sc. Obs. [? f. scute, Scout v. +

-ard.] ? One who pours out.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn 92 Ane skabbit skarth,
ane scorpioun, ane scutarde behinde.

Scutate (skizrt^t), a. [ad. L. scutatus pro-

vided with a shield, f. scutum shield ; see Scutum.]
1. Zool. Covered with scuta or large flat scales.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xlvi. 274 Scutate {Scutata).

Covered with large flat scales. 1858 W. Clark Van der
Hoeven's Zool. II. 265 Hydrophes. Head scutate, smalL
2. Bot. Buckler-shaped.
1836 Loudon Eucycl. Plants gss Root scutate, ibid. Gloss.,

Scutate, formed like an ancient round buckler. X837 P. Keith
Bot. Lex. s. v. Algae, Where a root exists it is merely a
fibrous or scutate base.

Hence Scutated a. = Scutate a. 1.

1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 221 Scutated lizard, Lacerta
Scutata. Ibid. 518 Scutated Snake, Coluber Scutatus. X839
Penny Cycl. XI IL 445 Head scutated.

Scutation (skiwt^Jan). Zool. [f. Scutate a.

:

see -ation.] Arrangement of scuta.

1852 Zoologist X. 3402 The integument of the naked part

of the foot [presenting! its well-marked scutation. 1881 Owen
in Nature XXIII. 402 The horny scutation of lizards.

Scutch (sk»tj), sb.1 Now chiefly dial. [f.

Scutch v.] A stroke with a stick or whip.
16x1 Cotgr., FessSe, a scutch on the breech, a lash on the

buttocks. Ibid., Singlet, a scutch, . .or ierke with a rod, &c.

Scutch (ski?tj), sb* Also 8 skutch, 9 scotch.

[a. OF. escouche (15th c. ; mod.F. fcouche',.

The remarkable correspondence of the OF. word with the

mod. Norw. synonym skoka suggests that it may be of

Scandinavian origin. By Hatz.-Darm., however, tt is re-

garded as f. *escoucher, cscousser to scutch, thrash, and this

is identified with escousser to shake :—pop.L. *excussftre let

Excuss v.).]

1. = Scutcher.
c 1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VII. 291/2 Common flax ; which

from the skutch proceeds to the heckle. 1836 L. Hebert
Eugin, $ Mech. Encycl. I. 510 Arms to which are attached

scotches revolving within a cylindrical casing. 1845 Encycl.

Metropol. VIII. 702/2 An instrument somewhat resembling

a curry-comb, and called a hand-scutch. X89X Century
Diet. s. v. Scutcher, The fluted rollers b, b', which seize it

and present it to the scutches or beaters, c.
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2. ' One of the pieces of wood which in a thrash-

ing mill beats out the grain ' (Jam.). Cf. Scutcher.
1805 R. Somervillr Agric. E. Lotnian 77 The purpose of

separating the grain from the straw might be accomplished
. .by skutches acting upon the sheaves by their velocity,

and beating out the grain.

Scutch, (skznj"), sb$ dial. [Var. of Squitch,
altered form of Quitch sb.1]

1. = Quitch j<M Chiefly in Comb, scutch-grass

in the same sense.

1685 Phil. Trans. XV. 957 It has turned the Eog into a
green sod, with a very fine scutch grass on It. 1763 Museum
Rust. I, Ixx. 307 It is only fit for wet, or bog lands, growing
from every joint, like the scutch, or couch grass. 1785
Trusler Mod. Times II. 105 What he could not lay down
properly, he suffered nature to lay down for him with scutch
grass, thistles and docks, a 1889 Cuthbert Bede ' (Web-
ster 1897), The smoke of the burning scutch.

2. a. dial. Rubbish (see Eng. Dial Diet.), b.
Glue-making. (See quot.)
1883 R. Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser. n. 301/2 The matter

left in the pans after boiling is termed ' scutch \

Scutch (skrtf), v.* Now chiefly dial. Also
8-9 skuteh. [Of somewhat uncertain etymology.
Oxnmonly assumed to be a transferred use of Scutch t'.

3
,

which, though later in our quots., must from its etymology
have existed at least from the 15th c. This is not impossible
(cf. thrash), but more probably the present verb is an inde-
pendent onomatopoeic formation : cf. scotch vb.]

trans. To strike with a stick or whip, to slash,

switch. Also intr. to strike at.

x6n Cotch., Sing;.ler, . . also, to switch,, .scutch, or scourge
with a rod. 1643 Z- Boyd Battle Newburn (1853) 13 The
Scots them scutcht both upon back and shoulder. 1653
Brome City Wit L i. A 6, What Scold hath scutch'd thy
skonce? 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Misc. Whs. (1775)

57 Shou'd they naw be.. scutcht with* seme Rod wi'ther
Clarks? 1899 J. Hunter Hallatnsh. Gloss., Scutch, to
strike with a thin switch, which is often done to snakes by
cruel boys. 1867 Brierley Daisy Nook Sk. 53 He skutcht at
him wi' his whip. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 204 The
master should always give his orders in an even, calm voice,

devoid of passion, so that the dog cannot tell from his tone
whether he is to be scutched or not.

Scutch (sk»tj), v 2 Also akutch. [a. OF.
*escoucher

t
escousser \ see Scutch sb.%]

1. trans. To dress (fibrous material, flax, hemp,
cotton, silk, wool) by beating.

'733 [«e Scutching vbl. sb. %\ 1763 in Scottish Forfeited
Estates Papers (S. H. S. 1909) 925 A person skilled in rais-

ing, breaking, scutching and heckling of lint. x8ia Scott
Earn. Lett. 23 Jan. (1894) 1. 242 A heckle is the many-toothed
implement with which hemp is broken and scutched. 1844
G. Dodd Textilt Manuf. v. 159 When the heads of flax are
ready for working, they are scutched* out at the ends.
1880 O. Crawfurd Portugal, Old $ Nrtv 194 Some portion
of the flax . . is broken and skutched by hand. 1884 Spectator
26 Apr. 548 Wool must be scutched to be worn.

^ absol. 1808 Ann. Reg., Ckarac. 101 To try whether any
improvement can be made in the mode of skutching. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 345 Indeed, each machine not only beats,
scutches, but blows.

2. Tanning. (See quot.)
1688 HoLME/4rwtf»o'i I '' 86/ 1 Scutchingthe Bark is, cleans-

ing it from Moss, and the rough crusty outward Bark.

3. To strike the grain from (ears of com). Cf.

SCUTCHEB 2 2.

1844 H. Stephens Bk.Farm II, 271 The feeder-in supplies
the mill in small quantities with the stick, so as the roughs
may have lime to be thoroughly scutched by the drum.
4. Comb. : scutch-mill, -rake (see quot. 1858).
1851 Act 15 Jy "5 Vict. c. 34 For the Erection of Buildings

suitable to Scutch Mills for Flax in Ireland. 1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade, Scutch-milt, a mill for preparing flax.

Scutch-rake, a flax dresser's implement.

Hence Scutched ///. a.

1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 785 A holder, containing a
st rick of scutched flax.

t Scutchane le v. Obs. [f. scutchanele, obs.

f. Cochineal.) trans. To colour with cochineal.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden I 1 b, To haue scutchaneled

and painted his ptckerdeuant
Scutchenel, obs. form of Cochineal.

Scutcheon (skirtjan), sb\ Forms : 4 sco-
choun, 4-5 scochon, 5 skochonne, 6 sco-
cheon(e, scotchion, -yon, skotcheon, 7 scot-

cheon ; 4-5 skochen, 5-6 scochen, 6 achochen

;

5 scoochion, 6 scnoocheon, skoochion
; 5

scotchyne, 5-6 skochyu
; (5 scogion, scogen,

skecon, squechon)
; 5 scouchon, 6 scoucheon,

scou t chin, skouchin
; 5 scuchon, 6 schu-

chion, scuchen, -In, -ion, skuohin, skuttchin,
6-7 scutchin, -ion, 7 schucheon, scutshion,
skutchin, 6- scutcheon. Sometimes written
''scutcheon. [Aphetic variant of Escutcheon. 1

1. = Escutcheon i. Formerly often \ scutcheon

of arms.
a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 893 With losenges and scoch-

ouns. c 13B0 Wvclif Whs. (1880) 99 For as scottis token be
skochen of armes of seynt george & here-bi traieden eng-
lischemen, so [etc.}. 1395 E. E. Wilts (1882) 4 Tapites of
sute, . . ypouthered with chapes and scochons, in the corners,
of myn Auncestres armes. 1459 Paston Lett. I. 477 Item,
j. ball of coper gilt, embrauded rechely with j. skogen hong-
yng therbi, c 1470 RaufCoit^ear 684 Greit Squechonis on
nicht, Anamalit and weul dicht. 1486 Bh. St. Albans, Her.
b iv, Fesy target is whan a scogion or an engislet is made
in the myddull of the cootarmure. Ibid, e iii 0, It shall be
shewyt in thys scoochon next folowyng. 1519 More Suppl.
Souiys Wks, 335/2 Setting vp oure skouchin & cote armours

Vol. VIII.
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on y<> wall. 1527 in GageHengrave (1822) 47 For xiij skutt-
chens with armes. 1540 WRroTHESLEV Chron. (Camden) I.

112 Which were all rychlte hanged with schuchions and
targattes and banners. 1548 Elyot Diet., Scutulum, a
jittell shielde or scouchin. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 342
'lhe scuchen of armes gyuen to Colon by Don Ferdinando.
1578 Lvte Dodoens iv. xxviii. 485 The leaues be smat and
tender (triangled like a scuchion). 1588 Shaks. L. L. L.
v.ii. 567 My Scutcheon plaine declares that I am Alisander.
1601 Lvly Love's Metam. 1. i, I will hang my Skutchin on
this tree in honour of Ceres. 160a Dekker Satirom. Bib,
They [sc. flowersj sticke like the scutchions of madame
chastity, on the sable ground. 1611 Coryat Crudities 318
Betwixt two golden scutchins ouer the dore. 1646 Sir T.
Browse Pseud. Ep. v. I 233 In the Crest and Scucheon of
many Noble families, 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 218
His Scutcheon was the three burning Thunder-Bolts. ? 1718
Pope Let. to Dk. Buckhm. Lett. (1737) 109 A vast arch'd
window beautifully darken'd with divers scutcheons of
painted glass. 1808 Scott Alarm. 1. xii, And on the gibbet-
tree reversedHis foeman's scutcheon tied. 1830 Keats
St. Agnes xxiv, A shielded scutcheon blush'd with blood
of queens and kings.

»• flS< m Escutcheon i b.

11440 Gesta Rom. liv. 236 (Harl. MS.) God havibe iij.

scochens, sell, (the] poweie, the whiche is the scochon ot
the fadir; he hathe wisdome, be which is be scochon of the
sone [etc. J. 1683 Apol. Prot. France iv. 18 Had not Heresie,
. . been so great a blot in her Scotcheon. 1780 Burke Sp.
CEcon. Reform. Wks. III. 246 Carefully avoiding a sort of
blot in their scutcheon, which they think would degrade
them forever. 1838 J. M. Wilson's Tales BordersTV. 151
You have blotted., the proudest scutcheon of England. 1843
Lytton Last Bar. iv. v, A scutcheon as stainless as the best.

O. transf
a 1678 Marvell Clorinda <$ D. 3, 1 have a grassy Scutcheon

spy'cf, Where Flora blazons all her Pride,

fd. Used for: A shield. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy v. 215 Here are the fires of Vesta,

here be the scutcheons come downe from heaven.

2. A hatchment. = Escutcheon 2.

1711 in Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 152 Ane accompt off
the Laird of Balnagowns ffuneral charges. . . Wm. Kerr
painter m Naiine for Scutchins. 1739 H. Walpole Let. to
R. Westjix Apr.Priv. Corr. (1820) f. 19 The burial.. was
a most vile thing... No plumes,.. led horses, scutcheons, or
open chariots, 1781 Cowper Hope 265 The busy heralds
hang the sable scene With mournful 'scutcheons. 1814 Byron
Lara 1. iii, A hundred scutcheons deck with gloomy grace
The Laras' last and longest dwelling place. 18x4 Scott
Ld. ofIsles it. xxviii, It.. Rends Honour's scutcheon from
thy hearse. 1850 Thackeray Kickleburys (1851) 7 When Sir
Thomas KickTebury died.. who does not remember the
scutcheon with the coronet .. that flamed over No. 36 T

f 3. A badge. Obs.
144a Coventry Leet Bh. 200 Sub Condicione quod habeant

vnuiii Trumpet, prout infra fit niencio etc. & les skecons
sub securitate inventa babebunt etc 1530 Palsgr. 267/2
Scochen a badge, escuisson. 1504 G. Ellis in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 25 He is upon a journey, mes-
senger like, with a skuchin on his breast. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus, Germanie vi. 270 For a skutchion of their super-
stition, they carry the pictures of wilde Boares.

4. Anything shaped like an escutcheon. + a. A
brooch. Obs.

1483 Cath. AngL 326/: A scuchon, monile, & cetera, vbi
a bruche.

f b. Arch. (See quots.)

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Tholos,.. a scochen in the middes
of a timber vaute where the postes reste. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Thole, a knot in the midst of a timber vault,
where the ends of the posts meet, called a Scutchin.

c. Horticulture. A piece of bark cut more or
less in the form of a shield, and bearing a bud, for

grafting between the wood and the bark of a stock.

= Escutcheon 3 d and Shield sb.

[After F. en fcusson (16th c m Littrc').]

157a Mascall Plant.
<fr Graff.v. 34 The fourth maner to

graffcis to graffe in the scutchion. Ibid. 35 With the
pointe of a sharpe knyfe softly raise the sayd shield or scut-

chion, round about, with the oylet in the middest. 1658
Evelyn Fr. Gard. (1675) 63 After your scutcheon has put
forth its first sap, you may prune it at top. 1706 London
& Wise Retir'd Gard. I. 162 The Figure of a Scutcheon
ought to resemble that of a V, when 'tis taken off from the

Stock'with itsyoung Shoot. 1759 Mills tr. DnhameCsHusb.
1. ii. (1762) 4 The tree might be grafted by a scutcheon.

•j- d. The plate of a gun-lock. Obs.

1631 in Rymer Fadera XIX. 315 For a wholeWorke, con-

sisting of the Pan, the cover of the Pan, the Scutchion, and
the screw Pynn. 1783 Justamond tr. RaynaCs Hist. Indies

IV. 8a Placen t ia .. at present, .supplies fourteen thousand
four hundred [fire-locks], with the scutcheons cf their locks.

e. A key-hole plate, a name-plate, etc. = Escut-

cheon 3 c.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kers^y),Scutchion, . .a small Plate of Iron

or Brass to be set before a Lock. 1794W* Felton Carriages
(1801)1.162 The Keyhole is covered with a double Scutcheon.

184a Francis Diet. A rts, etc., Scutcheon, . . an ornament put
round a key hole, door handle, knob ofa door, or other similar

object. 185X Turner Dom. Archil. II. i. 10 The scutcheons

of locks are frequently ornamented. 1875 Knight Did.
Mech. 2078 Scutcheon, a name plate on a coffin, pocket-knife,

or other object.

f. Zool. A large scale or bony plate, a scute.

1846 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. 1. 368 The head and anterior

part of the body [of this fossil fish] are covered with large

osseous plates or scutcheons. Ibid. 369 The central lateral

scutcheon plates. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions v. § ii. 448

The teeth, spines, or fin-rays, tubercles and scutcheons,

vertebrae, . .are the only parts preserved in a fossil state.

5. aitrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) scutcheon

fashion ;
(sense 4 b) scutcheon-graft sb. and vb.,

•grafting; (sense 4 d) scutcheon loch; also scut-

chcon-Hke adj., scutcheonwist adv.

SCUTCHING.

16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 353 The Baron is made by giuing
him a square Ensigne, or Banner, but the Banneret, by an
Ensigne in *Scutchion fashion. 1706 London &Wise
Retir'd Gard. 1. 169 Make use of the Slit or the *Scutcheon-
Graft. 1727 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Grafting, Let them
be *Scutcheon-grafted. 1706 London & Wise Retir'dGard.
I. 159 In *Scutcheon-grafting we cut the Body of the Stock
to Four Inches. x6oo Surflet Country Farm in. xvii. 454
The "scutcheon like graft. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions v.

§ 2.439 [Btochius lougirostris] has. .scutcheon-like scales.

1850 Chubb Lochs <y Keys 9 There is one adaptation of
the principle of this lock, designed as a ' "scutcheon lock *.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. I. 10 The most
common and best Method of Graffing, is either cleftwise, or
*Scutcheonwise.

Seu'tcheon, sb.2 Arch. {Hist.) Modernized
form of ME. scochon, scouchon, etc.: see Scucheon.
1850 Parker's Gloss. Archil, fed. 5) 1. 417 Scutcheon,., an

old name for the angles of buildings or parts of buildings,

such as window-jambs, &c, but apparently for those only
which are more obtuse than right angles.

t Scutcheon, v. Obs. (? nonce-tvd.) [f. Scut-
cheon sb. 1

] trans. To trick out on a scutcheon.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Q 4 b, To approue his

Heraldrie [he] scutchend out the honorable Armes of the
smoakie Societie.

Scutcheoned (sk»ijand), ///. a. [f. Scut-
cheon sb. + -EI) !.]

1. Furnished or decorated with scutcheons.
1813 Scott Trierm. m. xv, The scutcheon'd emblems

which it bore, Had suffer'd no decay. 1863 Whittier
Countess 148 Far off her lover sleeps as still Within his

scutcheoned tomb.

2. Zool. Bearing scutcheons or scutes.

1846 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. 11. I. 371 This is so far as we
know,not only the first instance of finding scutcheoned
fishes in this country, but also [etc. J.

Scutcheonless (skzrtjanles), a. [f. Scut-

cheon sb. + -less.] Having no scutcheon.
1693 E. Walker tr. Epictetns' Enchir. xxx, No honour

..shall I have, But 'Scoch'onless descend into the Grave.

t Scu'tcheonry. Obs. rare. [f. Scutcheon
sb. + -RY.] Emblazoned figures collectively.

1827 Pollock Course T. x. (i860) 280 Reading the fiery

scutcheonry that blazed On high, upon the great celestial bow.

+ Scn/tcher 1
. Obs. [f. Scutch f.i + -Kn 1.] A

stick, a whip.
i6ix Cotgr., Verge,, .a whisker, switch, or scutcher, to ride

with. Ibid. s.v. Singlant.

Scutcher- (sko'tjsi). Also scotcher, skut-
cher. [f. Scutch z».2 Cf. OF. *escoztchoir, in

15th c. escoussour flail.]

1. An implement or apparatus for scutching.
Variously applied to: A hand tool for scutching flax or

hemp,_a scutch-blade ; one of a number of projections on a
revolving drum or axle in a scutching-machine ; a machine
(of various kinds) for scutching flax, silk, cotton, etc.

X766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Hemp A 3/1 The workman.,
strikes it with the sharpened edge of a long, flat, and strait

piece of wood, commonly called a swingle hand, or scutcher.
X77X Encycl. Brit. II. 604/2 A lint-mill with horizontal
scutchers upon a perpendicular axle. x8as J. Nicholson
Oper. Mech. 379 A scotcher, revolving rapidly upon its axis,

strikes the cotton with its two edges. 1856 Farmer's Mag.
Nov. 379 It is grasped at the proper moment by the holding
apparatus of the second pair of the scutchers. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 2079 Scutcher. . a beating-engine, in which floss

and refuse silk, .is brought to a downy condition.

attrib. tB$$ Ure Diet. Arts 347, GH and MN are the two
scutcher frames.

2. The part of a thrashing machine which strikes

off the grain.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 507/1 While the scutchers
strike off the grain from the straw as it passes through.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 285 The essential parts of
the thrashing apparatus, the feeding-rollers and the beater
or scutcher. x86x Smiles Engineers II. no Mr. Oxley is

said to have afterwards tried the plan of stripping the corn
from the straw by means of a scutcher.

3. A person employed in scutching.

X847 Nicholls in Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. n. 457
Having a slit, .into which the scutcher slips the flax. 1891

S. Webb in Econ. Jrnl. I. 641 Average Earnings per Week
in 1885 of Scutchers.

tSctrtchery. Obs. Knavery. (Chiefly in Nashe.)
X594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. C, Yet left I not here, but

committed a little more scutcherie. x§94— Terrors ofNt.
E iij b, Now that he [Senior Sathan] is thoroughly steeled

in his scutcherie he playes aboue boord boldly. 1595 [J.

Dando & H. Runt] Maroccus Ext. (Percy Soc.)i5 His pri-

vate scutcherie wounds not the commonwealth farther than
that his whoore shall haue a house rent free.

t SciX'tchin. Obs. ? Corruption of Cutch j
,

catechu.
1818 Art Bookbinding 78 Add half a pint of the spirits of

wine, and one pennyworth of yellow scutchin.

Scutchin, -el, obs. ff. Scutcheon, Cochineal.

Scutching", vbl. sbl [f. Scutch v.1 + -ing V]
The action of Scutch v.*1

i6ix Cotgr., Shiglement, ..a whisking, lashing, ierking,

scutching. 1641 R. Baillie Lett, ff Jru/s. (B3.rmM.yne CI.) I.

326 Discourse falling in concerning the Deputie's scutching
of a gentleman with a rod. 1641 Hindk J. Bruenxi. 36 Not
to be fierce and furious.. in immoderate.. scutching and
lashing.

Scutching (sk»-tjirj),^/. sb.% [f. Scutch v. 2]
1. The action of Scutch w.2; the process of beat-

ing flax stalks to get rid of the straw and prepare

the fibre for hackling ; the similar operation applied

to hemp, cotton, silk, etc.

1713 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 159 There must be at every

Mill, besides the Boys that attend the breaking and scutch.

39
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ing of the Mill, at least, two or three skilful Flax-dressers.

1766 Compl. Farmers.*. Hemp A 3/1 After the hemp has

been broken, it undergoes a second operation, which is

commonly termed swingling or scutching. 1836 L. Hebert
EhHh. 4- Mech. Eneycl. I. 539 The hand methods of breaking

and scotching of flax. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manujf. 1. 26

This process called ' scutching', or batting* or blowing —
is effected in various ways :—The cotton is laid [etc ]. 1851-4

Tomlinsons Cycl. Use/. Arts (1867) I. s.v. Hemp, The
after processes of scutching and heckling [sc. hemp and fiaxj

are likewise similar.
#

cotter. 1887 Jamieson Suppl., Scutehings, Scutchins, re-

fuse lint or flax that remains after the process of scutching

;

waste tow.

2. attrib. t
as scutching apparatus, arm, barrel,

board, machine, mill, season ; + scutching knife,

a tanner's tool (cf. Scutch v.2 2) ; scutching shaft,

in a cotton mill, the revolving shaft which carries

the first beater ; scutching-stock, the support oil

which the flax or hemp is placed in a scutch-

ing machine; scutching-sword, a scutch-blade;

scutching tow, the refuse of flax after scutching.

1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 11. App. 48 The
wheels and *scutching apparatus. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts

346 This last fan is suppressed in many blowing machines,

as the *scutching arms supply a sufficient stream of air.

Ibid, In the figure we see the feed-cloth, the *scutching

barrel, the squirrel suction [etc.]. 1854 Delamer Flax <r

Hemp 66 The e"couche-Pied, or *scutching-board. 1688

Holme Armoury in. 350/2 Instruments belonging to the

Tanners Trade ; the first is a *scutching_ Knife. 1837 Penny
Cycl. VIII. 95/1 The *scutching machine is used to open
the locks of cotton and separate its fibres. 1847 Jml. R.
Agric. Soc. VIII. 457 The growers, after having steeped

their flax at home, send it to some *scutch*mg-mill to be

dressed. 1851-4 Tomlinson's Diet. Use/. Arts (1867) I.

452/2 The *scutching-shaft, makes 2,000 turns per minute.

1771 Eneycl. Brit. II. 604/2 This sloping stroke is got by
raising the *scutching-stock some inches higher than the

centre of the axle. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2079 Scutching

is performed with the *scutching sword a held in the right

hand. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts (ed. 4) I. 789 The yield was 187

lbs. of flax ; and of *scutching tow, 12 lbs. 6J oz. fine.

Scutchion, obs. form of Scutcheon.

Scute (skiwt), sb. Also 7 sceute, skute. [ad.

L. sciitum shield, whence OF. escut
y
escu (F. An).]

1. An English name for the French coin called

ieu : see Ecu, Escu. Obs. exc. Hist.

c 1400 Three Kings 0/ Cologne 100 As men clepe in bis

contrey gold of blende be see Scutys, Motouns or floryns.

1420 Treaty 0/ Troyes in Rymer Fadera (1709) IX. 916
The forsayd Katerine shall take and haue Douer in our

Roiaulme of Englond. .to the Somme of forty Mill. Scutes

be Yere ; of the whiche Tweyne algates shall be worth a
Noble Englyssh. c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 17 Scutes of the

Jcyng [F- escutz dit roy\ Ryallis nobles of englond. c 152a

Skelton Why Nat to Courte 167 With scutes and crownes of

gold I drede we are bought and solde. i549~S° Edw. VI Jrnl.

Rem. (Roxb.) 251 The French to pay 200,000 scutes within

three days after the delivery of Boullein. x6o6 G. W[ood-
cocke] Lives Emperors in Hist. Justine L 1 4, The King of

England demanded of the Emperor interest for fiue hundred
thousand skutes which he had borrowed. 1611 Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit, ix* xv. (1623) 812 Forty thousand sceutes, that is,

two to a Noble. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 80 Peter

bought a maids kiss for a scute [orig. scutate emit].

H b. Used as a (? jocular) name for an English

coin ; ? a crown. Obs.

147a Sir J. Paston Let. 8 Jan. in P. Lett. III. 33, 1 beseche
yow to remember my brother to doo hys deveyr thatt I maye
have agayn my stuffe, . .how so evyr he doo, thoghe I scholde
gyffe xx" Scutes by hys advyse to my Lady Brandon. 147a
— Let. 22 Nov. Ibid. 64, I thynke verrely to come to gyff

him xx scutys.

C. Used vaguely for a coin of small value.

1594 Nashe Christ's T. Tc Rdr. *ij b, Therein I imitate

rich men who hauing gathered store of white single money
together, conuert a number of those small little scutes into

great peeces of gold, such as double Pistols and Portugues.

1596 — Saffron-Walden Q 1, The diuell a scute had he to

pay the reckoning. 1605 Chapman All Fools v. i. H 4 b,

And from a paire of Gloues of halfe a crowne To twenty
crownes : will to a very scute Smell out the price. 1834
Sir H. Taylor Artevelde 1. 1. iii, Five hundred marks— 1 ll

bate you not a scute.

+ 2. An escutcheon. Obs.

1575 Gascoigne Posies, Flowers 51 He..bare the selfe

same armes that I dyd quarter in my scute.

3. A disk, small piece. Now only dial., a small

patch of leather on the sole of a boot or shoe ; also,

a metal heel- or toe-plate. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

In the first quot. prob. merely trans/, from sense 1.

1635 T. Heywood Hierarchie ix. 574 Round scutes of
home, and pieces of old leather. 1775 Ash, Scute, . . a small

piece of leather set on a shoe.

4. Z00L A large scale or bony plate, forming
part of the integument of certain animals, as the

tortoise, armadillo, echinoderms, various fishes, etc.

X848 Owen in Times 14 Nov. 8/6 Without scales, scutes,

or other conspicuous modifications of hard and naked cuticle.

1870 Gillmore tr. Fignier's Reptiles <fr
Birds i. 10 The

stiff epidermal scutes crossing the under surface of the body,
1873 Mivart Elem. Anat. 278 The 'scales'of Fishes should
rather be termed ' scutes '. 1887 Eneycl. Brit. XXII. 107/2
A scute is a hardening of the outermost portion of the
dermis, with an investment from the deepest layer of the
epidermis.

Scute, obs. form of Scout sb.%

Scutel (ski»*tel). [ad. mod.L. scutellum.']

L Ent. = Scutellum 2.

1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. Expl. Terms, Sculelf

the portion on the back ofan insect which is situated between
the thorax and abdomen. 186a T. W. Harris Insects

306

Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 23 The wings of beetles are covered
and concealed by a pair of horny cases or shells, meeting in

a straight line on the top of the back, and usually having a
little triangular or semicircular piece, called the scute),

wedged between their bases. 1875 De Saussure's Synopsis
Amer. Wasps 160 Scutel flat. Post-scutel arcuate on its

posterior border.

2. Bot. <= Scutellum i.

1819 Pantologia. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

Scutel(l, obs. forms of Scuttle sb. 1

II Scutella (skiwte'la). PI. scutelltt. [mod.L.;

originally a use of L. scutella platter, but mistaken

for a dim. of L. sciitum shield, and hence altered
,

in application.] = Scutellum in various senses.

1771 Eneycl. Brit. II. 224/2 They [sc. snakesj have a
|

number of scuta, or hard crusts, on the belly; and scutella;,

or scales, on the tail. 1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. s. v. Scutella,

The little shields or cups found on the thalli of the Lichens,

are by botanists designated scutellar. 1859 Darwin Orig.

Spec. i. (1878) 16 The number of scutelke on the toes.,

Scutellar (skiz/te'lai), a. Ent. [f. Scutellum
+ -Ait.] Of or pertaining to a scutellum.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 561 Another nervure

..appears to diverge upwards from the scutellar angle to

the Intermediate Area.

Scutellaria (ski«te-larin). Chem. [f. mod.L.

Scutellaria (f. scutella dish) + -in.] (See quot.)

1883 Martindale Extra Pharmacol. 240 Scutellaria..

The dried extract of Scutellaria lateri/fora—mad-dog skull-

cap . . given as a nervous stimulant.

Scutellate (ski/rtete't), a. [ad. mod.L. scu-

telldtus, orig. f. L. scutella platter, but apprehended

as f. Scutellum : see -ate. Cf. Scutulatk.]

1. Bot. (See quots.)

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxxii. 497 The sections

of the genus [Lichens} are, . .2. Scutellate, or such as have
little shields, or roundish receptacles with a rim. 1821

W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 79 Calix scutellate as

in the whole genus. 1857 A - Gray First Less. Bot. (1866)

Gloss., Scutellate.. saucer-shaped or platter-shaped. 1887

W. Phillips Brit. Discomyc. 284 Cup superficial,.. sessile,

scutellate. Ibid. Gloss., Scutellate, formed like a dish or

saucer, orbicular and nearly flat.

2. Zool. a. Ent. Of an insect :
' Having a visible

scutellum '. 1820" Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 332.

b. Ornith. Of the feet of birds: Covered with

scutella.

187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 46 A^ tarsus so furnished

is said to be scutellate, before or behind, or both. 1893
Newton Diet. Birds 511 The podotheca or covering of the
tarsus, which is scutellate behind as well as in front.

C. Of certain structures : Shaped like a platter.

1849-52 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 4/2 Amceba enclosed in an
urceolate or scutellate shell. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der
Hoeven's Zool. I. 48 Arcella, Ehrenb. Lorica scutellate,

globose, or hemispherical.

Scutellated (skiw'tel^ted), ///. a. [f. prec.

+ -ED 1
.] =prec.

1729 Woodward Catal. For. Fossils 11. 28 It seems to be
part of the scutellated Bone of a Sturgeon. 187a Coues
Key N. Amer. Birds n Thrushes with booted tarsi, and
thrushes with scutellated tarsi.

Scutellation (ski«tel^-Jan). Zool. [f. Scu-
tellate a. : see -ation.] a. Scutellate formation

(of the feet of birds), fo. Arrangement of scutes

or scales (in lizards, serpents, etc.).

187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 47 The Crus, when
bare below, may present scutellation. x88a Guntheb, in

Eneycl. Brit. XIV. 733/2 Scutellation similar to that of the
skinks. 1887— Ibid. XXII. 195/2 The Venomous Colubrine
snakes which combine with the possession of a perfect poison
apparatus the scutellation and general appearance of the

typical non-poisonous snakes.

Scutelliform (skiwte*lif£im), a. [f. Scutel-

lum + -FORM.] Having the form of a scutellum.
1826 Kirdy & Sp. Entomol. III. xxxv. 538 In many of the

species here quoted the prothorax is producted posteriorly

into a long scutelliform horizontal horn. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 212 The cuculli were also observable, but still

very small and green, nearly scutelliform. 1882 Eneycl.
Brit. XIV. 554/1 The disciform apothecia.. present various

shapes.., (a) peltate.. (b) lecanorine, or scutelliform.

Scutellum. (skiute'Wm). PI. scutella. [mod.
L. ; app. in origin a supposed correction of scu-

tella (see Scutella), due to the notion that this

was a dim. of L. scutum shield ; the applications

are based on the rendering ' little shield \
The correct. L. dim. of sciitum was sciitulum, which some

mod. scientific writers have adopted as a basis for derivatives,

using, e.g., Scutulath instead of scutellate.]

1. Bot. a. (See quots.)

1760 Lee Introd. Bot. hi. xxii. (1765) 227 Scutellum, a
small Buckler, which is a concave orbiculate Fructification,

the Margin ofwhich is elevated on every Side. 1793 Martyn
Lang. Bot., Scutellum.. .An orbicular concave fructification

(in some Lichens). 1866 inTreas. Bot.

b. An anterior cotyledon in certain grasses.

1832 Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. 191 In wheat there is a
second small cotyledon on the outside of the embryo, inserted

a little lower down than the scutelliform cotyledon. This
last is called scutellum by Gsertner, who considered it of the

nature of vitellus. 1880 Bessey Bot. 451 The first leaf of

the young plant (the cotyledon or scutellum). 1882 Vines
tr. SachP Bot. 620 In Grasses, however, the whole of the

plumule projects from the seed, the scutellum only remaining

behind in it.

c. (See quot.)

1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Scutellum . .the

conical cap of the endosperm in Cycadeae.

2. Zool. a. Ent. The third of the four sclerites

SCTJTTER.

composing any segment of the tergum of an insect

;

usually, the mesoscutellum.
1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 266 Two stripes near

the scutellum. 1896 tr. Boas' Zool. 259A triangular median
portion of the mesothorax (scutellum) remains uncovered.

b. Ornith. One of the horny plates which cover

the feet of certain birds.

1840 Macgillivray Matt. Brit. Ornith. I. 64 Toes short,

feathered, all with two scutella at the end. 1884 Coues
Key N. Amer. Birds (ed. 2) 249 Mimus.. .Tarsal scutella

always distinct.

Scutibrancliiate (skiz^tibrarrjkiA), a. and
sb. [f. mod.L. Scutibranchiata neut. pi., i.scut-um

shield + branchiss gills : see -ate 2,] a. adj. Per-

taining to the Scutibranchiata, a group of gastero-

pods comprising the sea-ears and limpets, b. sb.

A member of this group.
1836 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 391/1 With the exception of

the Scutibranchiate . . orders, the heart is single. 1883
Science II. 22/1 It treats of. .scutibranchiate limpets.

Also, in the same senses, Scutibranchian a. and

sb. ; Scutihranch (skiw'tibrserjk) a. and sb.

1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 322/1 The third class, Gastropods,

are divided into the following orders and suborders :—
. . Scutibranchians.

tScU'tifer. Obs. Also 5 skotifer, skottefer.

[a. med.L. saltifer, f. L. scutum shield + -fer^ferre

to carry.] A shield-bearer ; one who bears his

master's shield.

a 1400 Morte Arth. 2468 Skayres thaire skottefers, and
theire skowtte-waches. Ibid. 3034 Skotiferis. c 1450 Brut
540 Scutifers of be Kynges house, c 1450 Holland Houlat
691 Scutiferis and sqwyeris, and bachilleris blyth.

ScutiferOUS (ski«ti'fer3s), a. [f. med.L. scuti-

fer (see prec.) + -ous. Cf. -ferous.]

1. 'That bears a Buckler or Shield* (Blount

Glossogr. 1656).
2. Zool. =Scutigekocs {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Scutiform (ski/Mif/im), a. Chiefly Anat. [ad.

mod.L. scutiformiSy f. scut-um shield +forma : see

-form.] Shield-shaped.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Scuii/orm, fashioned like a

Scutcheon or Shield. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5) Scuti/orm Gristle,

the first, the broadest and the biggest of the two Gristles of

the Larynx, resembling a Euckler. 1826 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. IV. xlvi. 330 A single joint of the hand is dilated

into a broad scutiform plate. 1821-34 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 382 Two flat plates, composing the thyroid or

scutiform cartilage. 188a Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 447 The two
upper give rise to the first leaf (cotyledon), which, on account

of its peculiar form, is known as the *scutiform leaf.

So f Scu-tifo rmal a.

1694 W. Cowpf.r Myotomia Re/. 82 The Thyroidal or

Scutiformal Cartilage.

II Scutiger (ski^'tidgsj). [LateL. sciltigershield-

bearing, f. scut-um shield + -ger
t
gerere to carry;

in med.L. used subst. for * esquire \]
1. jocular nonce-use. A squire.

1839 Syd. Smith Ballot Wks. 1859 II. 306/2 All set upon
the unhappy scutiger; and the squire, unused to be pointed

at,, .is driven to the brink of suicide.

2. Zool. A centiped of the genus Scutigera ; any

member of the family Sattigeridx.
184a Brande Diet. Sci. etc., Scutigersy

Scutigera, the
name of a genus of unequal-legged Chilopodous Myriapods,
which frequent houses, .in the South of Europe.

Scutigeral (skiKti'd^eral), a. nonce-wd. [f.

Scutiger + -al.] Pertaining to a squire.

1819 Syd. Smith Game Laws Wks. 1859 I. 259/2 After

many years of scutigeral folly—loaded prisons—nightly

battles— poachers tempted—and families ruined, these

principles will finally prevail.

Scutigerous (skiwtrdgeras), a. Zool. [f. med.
L. scutiger (see Scutiger) -r -oua.] Provided with

a scute or with scuta {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Scutiped (ski«*tiped). Ornith. [f. L. scut-um

shield +f>ed-em, pes foot.] (See quot.)
1842 Brande Diet. Sci. etc., Scutipeds, the name given by

Scopoli to one of the divisions of his binary system of
ornithology, including those birds which have the anterior

part of the legs covered with segments of unequal horny
rings terminating on each side in a groove.

Seutle, obs. form of Scuttle sb.i, sb.*
t
and v.1

Scutshion, Scutte: see Scutcheox, Scut.

Scuttel(l, obs. forms of Scuttle.

Scutter (sk»*t3i), sb. Chiefly dial. [f. Scut-

ter z\2] An act of ' scuttering
'
; a hasty, scram-

bling, noisy rush.
1826 J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 238 Ilka half-

hour there was a toutin o' horns lang tin anes, I'm sure, frae

the scutter o' broken-winded soun. 1847 E. Bronte Wulher-
ing Heights xiii. (1850) 127 The dog's endeavour to avoid
him was unsuccessful; as I guessed by a scutter down
stairs, and a prolonged piteous yelping.

tScU'tter, v. 1 Obs. rare— 1
. App. a var. of

Squitter v., intr. to have diarrhcea.

1565 K. Daryus (Brandl) 1140 Nay then I wil geue you
no bread and butter. Here, take some, it will make thee

to scutter.

Scutter (sko-t3i),z/.2 colloq. and dial. [? Altera-

tion of Scuttle v. with substitution of suffix -er 5
.]

intr. To go hastily with much fuss and bustle, as

from excitement or timidity.

1781 in Mrs. Delany's Corr. Ser. 11. (1862) III. 44 She
staid abl 24 hours, then scutter'd away to Badminton. 1862

Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallil: xxvii, The men..scuttered
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down the stairs. 189a Kipling Life's Handicap x6o A
whirling dust-devil would scutter across the plain for a
couple of miles. 1892 Jane Barlow (risk Idylls iv. 102 She
scuttered off towards her dwelling.

Hence Scattering vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1848 \V. E. Forster in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. 232 We
heard cannon 6ring and a mighty scuttering among the
guards. 1888 Fenn Dick o* the Fens xxvi. 364 Noises in

the fen.. mingled with the quacking of the ducks and the

scuttering of the drakes. Ibid, 367 The scuttering noise
made by a duck dabbling its bill in the ooze.

Scuttle (skirt'l), sb. 1 Forms : 1,4 scutel, 4-5
scutell, 5 scutelle (scutylle, scwtylle, scotel(l,

scotill, -ylle, seotle, schewtell, scuttyl, skut-

tel, skuttyl)r-6 skottell, (scutle) 6-7 scuttell,

6-9 skuttle, 6- scuttle. [OE. scutel in sense 1,

prob. pronounced with (sk), ad. L. scutella dish,

platter; the word appears in other Teut. langs.:

ON. skutitl, MDu., Du. schotel, MLG. sckbtel,

OHG. scuftila (MHG., G. sckiissel).

The development of sense 2 is somewhat strange, but there

seems no reason to doubt the identity of the word.]

t L A dish, trencher, platter. Obs.
c 1050 Ags. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 280/22 Catinus, scutel.

14. . Pict. Voc. ibid. 770/21 Nomina pertinencia coquine. ..

Hec scutella, a scotylle. 1701 Comets Interpr. (ed. Ken-
nett), Scutella,

.

. sax. Scutel, Scuttle, any thing of a flat and
broad shape, like a Shield, especially a Plate or Dish, as [read
a] shallow wooden Bowl or Platter is still call'd a Scuttle.

2. a. A basket for sifting or winnowing corn

;

hence, a large shovel to cast grain in winnowing,
a casting-shovel. Now only dial.

1366-7 in Finehale Priory Charters {Surtees) p. lxxij, Et
in pancequorum, cum ferrura..scutelssive pal', cribris[etc.J.

1411-12 Durk.Acc. Rolls ;Surtees) 139 In j vanga, j shouill,

j scotill, j boll empt. xd. ob. 14*7-8 Ibid. 142 In ij scotill

empt., 6d. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 726/7 Hoc ventila-

brum, a scotylle. 1573 Tusseb Husb. (1878) 37 A skuttle or

skreine, to nd soile fro the come. 1681 Worlidge Diet,

Rust. (ed. 3) s. v. Shepe, A Skepe, or Scuttle ', a flat and
broad Basket made to winnow corn withal. 1701 Cowe/s
Interpr. (ed. Kennett) s.v. Scutella, In Kent the broader
Shovel with which they turn Malt or Corn, is call'd the
Skuttle. 1819 W. & H. Rainbird Agn'c. Suffolk {1849) 299
(E.D.D.) Scuttle, the large casting shovel used in barns for

moving threshed corn,..and especially for casting it from
side to side of a barn the whole length of a dressing place

that the light grains may fall short.

b. A large open basket wide at the mouth and
narrow at the bottom, usually of wickerwork, used

for carrying corn, earth, vegetables, etc.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 398 Item in orreo..i

berlepe novum, 2 scotlys, 4 wedhokys. 1415-16 Ibid. 225
Pro 2 scoteles virgeis pro cova. c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales

184 And hc.garte bairn.. make skuttels & lepis of wandis
evyn vnto evyn. 1541 m J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana
(1883) 81 Ther be bones of dede persones dygged up w l

conyes whiche would fylle a scutle. 1560 Nottingham Rec.
(1889) IV. 124 For a skottell to serue ye tyllar, iij d. 1570
Wills 4 Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 318 In the Larder Howse,
buttertubbes scuttles and other stuff. x6oi Holland Pliny
xxxiu. iv. II. 467 The earth and stones, -they are faine to

carie from under their feet in scuttles and baskets, upon
their shoulders. 1635 Quarles Embl. it 1. viii. 158 Alas !

and what's a man ? A scuttle full of dust. 1655 Terry Voy.

E. India ix. 203, I have observed them to lay down scuttles

or broad open wicker Basketts upon the ground. 1759 Phil.

Trans. LI. 283, I had the mortification, .to see all the tiles

and a chimney shoot off from the house, as if shot out of a

skuttle. 1814 T. Haynes Treat. Strawberry, etc (ed. 2)

40 After which, afford a good dressing with, .manure. . ;

which will most easily be performed by taking it out of
scuttles or wheelbarrows on each side the bed.

o. —Coal-scuttle i.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Leg. vii. 46 Fourteen skuttles

of coals. 1909 Btaekw. Mag. Dec 774/1 A brass scuttle

stood by the fireplace.

d. Comb.
y
as scuttle-carrier, -maker ; scuttle-

mouth (see quot.).

161 1 Cotcr., Hotteur, a Basket-carrier, or •Scuttle-carrier.

1483 Catk. Angl. 327/1 A 'Scutelle (Scutylle A.) maker,
scutellarius. 1610-11 in N. Riding Rec. Soc. (1884) I. 208
[They] present..John Welbanck.., DTewer,and Geo, Murrey
.., scuttle maker.. as vagrants and sturdy rogues. 1851

MaYHF.wLond. Labour L75/1 The very large shelly oysters .

.

were introduced from the Sussex coast. . .1 he costermongers
distinguished them by the name of ' *scuttle-mouths '.

Scuttle (skrrt'l), sbf* Forms: 5 skottelle, 7

ecottol, scutle, 7-8 skuttle, 6- scuttle. [Of
obscure origin ; identical with F. e'coutille hatch-

way, in 16th c. escouliltt, = Sp. escotilla, Pg. es/o-

tilha ; the sense * scuttle ' is expressed by the de-

rivatives F. icoutillon, Sp. escotillon, Pg. escotilhdo.

The Eng. word is commonly believed to be adopted from
the Fr., and this from the Sp. ; but the relation between the
three, and the ultimate etymology, remain uncertain. Ac-
cording to a quotation given by Jal, the Fr. word formerly
meant the hatch or trap-door covering the hatchway; if

this was the original sense, the word might be a derivative

of Du. or LG. sehutten to shut ; cf. Eng. shuttle (of a dam).)

1. Naut. A square or rectangular hole or opening

in a ship's deck smaller than a hatchway, furnished

with a movable cover or lid, used as a means of

communication between deck and deck ; also a

similar hole in the deck or side of a ship for pur-

poses of lighting, ventilation, etc.

1497 XwalAcc. Hen. VII (1896) 323 Achayne of yron for

the skottelles of the haches. c 1595 Capt. Wvatt A*. Dud-
ley's Voy. W. /nd. (Hakluyt) 20 Wee have had in a watch
in the night a fish flie into a little scuttle of a cabbtn, noe
bigger then the bande of a man. i6as Recov. ofthe * Ex-

change' fr. Pirates D 3, He had ropes, and iron hookes to
make fast the scottels, gratings, and cabbines. 1644 Man-
wayring Sea-tnan's Did., A Scuttle is a square hole.. cut
through any Hatch or any part of the Deck to goe downe
by. . : also for vent for the Ordnance, there are small scuttles
with grateings..: Also all the little windowes and holes
which are cut-out aloft in the Captaines, or Masters cabbins,
are called Scuttles. 1673 Lond. Gaz. No. 754/1 Some hurt
in his face, received when he was making a Sally out of the
Scuttle, to drive the Dutch from the Deck. 1726 Shel-
vocke Voy. round World 51 Two small skuttles to give
light into the great cabbin. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xv.

I (1842) 355 A room, .lighted by a long scuttle, or skylight, in

: the deck above. 1874 Thearle Naval Archit. 223 Scuttles.

.

1 are openings by which to obtain access to certain compart-
i ments when necessary, ..scuttles in some cases are covered
[

with cap and in others with flush covers. In the former
they, .are termed cap scuttles, and in the latter, .ftush
scuttles. 1899 F. T. Bullen Log Sea-warfz86 The second
mate.. was banging over the open scuttle, absorbed in

watching the game.

b. A hole cut or bored through any part of a
ship, esp. for salving the cargo. Cf. Scuttle v.% 2.

1780 Phil. Trans. LXX. 102 Several scuttles or holes in

the ship's side were made., to facilitate the discharge of the
. cargo.

O. The lid of a scuttle-hole or hatchway.
1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVII. 784 We hoised out

a Boat, and took one of the Scuttles that cover'd one of the
Hatches of the Ship. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 474 We. .took
up.. a small Hatch, or Scuttle rather, belonging to some
Bark. 1769-80 Falconer Diet. Marine it, Ecoutille qui
s'embotte, a hatchway with a scuttle which covers its border.

1908 Paasch From Keel to Truck 118 Scuttle, .. the term
is also given to the framing and the thick piece of glass
(Bull's-eye) by which the aperture is closed.

2. An opening in the roof, floor, wall, etc. of a
building closed with a shutter or lid ; a trap-door;

also the shutter of such an opening. Now only U.S.
1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 148 For the Hole in the

Door.have a small Scuttle to shut down whtn you go in.

1737 [implied in scuttle hinge, see 4 below]. 18x8-33 Web-
ster, Scuttle, a square hole in the roof of a house, with a
lid. 1877 Whittier Witch ofWenham 11. xvi, She forced

the oaken scuttle back ; A whisper reached her ear :
' Slide

down the roof to me ' it said. 190a R. Sturgis Diet. A rchit.

III. 524 Occasionally smaller skylights are in the form of
glazed scuttles arranged to be opened for access to the roof.

f3. (See quot.) Cf. Shuttle.
1705 Act 4 * $ Anne c. 8 [21], Owners.. of. .Mills, upon

any.. rivers.. snail constantly keep open One Scuttle or
small Hatch of a Foot Square in the Waste Hatch or Water
course.. for the Salmon to pass and repass freely.

4. Comb. : acuttle-butt, cask «= scuttled-butt

,

cask (see Scuttled ppl. a.) ; scuttle-hatch, a lid

or covering of a scuttle; souttle hinge, a hinge
for a scuttle or trap-door ; scuttle-hole *= sense 1.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxii. 123 Going to the
"scuttle-butt for a drink of water. 1803 Naval Chrott. X.
183 Water from the *scuttle-cask on the quarter-deck. 1627
Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 7 A *scuttle-hatch is a
little hatch doth couer a little square hole we call the
Scuttle. 1737 Hoppus Sainton's Country Build. Estiin.

(ed. 2) 107 'Scuttle Hinges.. are sold by the Dozen. 1684
I. Mather Rem. Prov. 5 The *scuttle-hole of the quarter-

deck. i8a8 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales^ (ed. 3) II. 212
Scuttle-holes, to open and shut for the admission of air, are
cut along the ship's sides.

tSCTTttle,^.3 Naut. Obs. Also6skutele. [Of
obscure origin ; not easily to be connected with
either of the preceding sbs.] A platform at the

head of a lower mast ; a * top \
1597 Beard Theatre God's fudgem. 1. ii. (1631) 4 Their

carefiill watchfulnesse. .ought to serue them for sails, cables,

ankrs, masts, and skuttles, whereby to gouerne and direct

the Vesset 1611 Cotgr., Hune, the scuttle of the mast of
a ship. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. xxviii. 181 Let down
this white wine of Anjou, from the scuttle [orig. la Hune]
of the mast of the ship. 1671 H. M. Erasm. Colloq. ijh On
the top of the main mast stood one of the Marriners, in the
skuttle [orig. in galea], .looking about him, if he could see

any land. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 592 This mast.. has at its

extremity a scuttle like that of the masts of a ship.

Scuttle (slart'l), s5A Forms : 6 scottell, scut-

tell,* 8 scutle, skuttle, 7- souttle. [Altered

form of Cuttle sb.l] Also scuttlefish.
1530 Palsgr. 268 Scottell a fysshe, seic/ie. . . Scuttell fysshe,

saiche. 1644 Digby Nut. Bodies xxxvi. § 11. 315 The scuttle

fish, when he is in straights of being taken.. casteth out a
blackenesse that is within him. 171a Addison Sped. No.
476 P 4 Our Disputants put me in mind of the Skuttle Fish,

that when he is unable to extricate himself, blackens all the

Water about him, till he becomes invisible. 1876 Goode
Fish. Bermudas 10 The ' Scuttle ', a large Octopus.

b. attrib. Scuttle-bone, shell = Cuttle-bone.
1530 Palsgr. 268 Scottell bone,. .Scuttell bone, os de

saiche. 1703 Dampier Voy. III. 1. 114 w« began to see

some Scutle-bones floating on the Water. Ibid. 130 We
saw.,abundance of Scuttle-shells swimming on the Sea.

Scuttle (skz-t'l), sbfi Also 8 skuttle. [f.

Scuttle p.1] The action or an act of scuttling.

1. A short hurried run.

1613 Webster D'chess Malfi in. ii, Pluto the god of

riches, When he's sent (by Iupiter)..goes_ limping,, .but

when he's sent One the diuells arrand, He rides poast, and
comes in by scuttles. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 323 F 7 From
Twelve to One. Shut my self up in my Chamber, practised

Lady Betty Modely's Skuttle. 1753 Johnson, Scuttle... 3.

(From scud.) A quick pace ; a short run ; a pace of affected

precipitation.

b. Political slang. (See Scuttle vA 2.)

1884 Pall MallGaz. 30 Dec. 5/1 In other words, scuttle, if

adopted as a ministerial policy, may lead to the evacuation

of Downing-street, for the evacuation of Egypt is quite im-

possible for at least a year yet. 189a C. Rhodes in Daily
Tel. (1901) 12 Oct. 9/7, I was horrified, .to read a speech of
Mr. Gladstone's evidently foreshadowing a scuttle if he
came in.

2. In Manchester : A street faction-fight between
bands of young people.
1864 in G. Milner Odds % Fnds (1S75) I. 43 When the

boys of one street take offence at boys of another street, they
often fall to fighting in a body. This is called a ' scuttle \

Scuttle (sktrt'l), z/.l Also (? 5 seottle), 7
scutle, 8 skuttle. [? Altered form of Scuddle v.-
It is doubtful whether the 15th c. seottle belongs to this

word, the sense being somewhat obscure.]

1. intr. To run with quick, hurried steps. Chiefly
with away, off.

11450 [implied in Scuttling vbl. sb. 1
}. 1657 Thornlev

Daphnis % Chloe (i$g$) 21 Then she told him all that had
happened ; how she scutled up to Dorco ; how [etc.]. 1681
Ojway Soldier's Fortune 1. (1683) 4 So away he scuttled
with as great joy as if he had found the Philosophers stone.

1739 H. Walpole Let. to R. West 20 July, We scuttle up-
stairs in great confusion. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T.. Scuttle
off, to run away. 1814 Scott Wav. lxv, With the first

dawn of day, old Janet was scuttling about the house to
wake the Baron. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxi.

74 Causing the conceited hares to scuttle away for the.,
hills. 1871 J. R. Green Lett. in. (1901) 278 The bit of
ground.. which everybody scuttles over by train. 1882 Be-
sant Revolt ofMan xiv, In a moment the house was empty.
It is not too much to say that the Duchess scuttled.

b. trans/, in Political slang. To withdraw in a
precipitate and undignified manner from the occu-
pation or control of a country. Cf. Scuttle sbfi 1 b.
App. first used in 1883 with reference to the suggested

abandonment by England of its control in Egypt. Still not
uncommon in journalistic use.

1883 Ld. R. Churchill Sp. 18 Dec. (1S89) I. 79 Now—so
says Mr. Gladstone at the Guildhall—we, the Liberal Go-
vernment . . are going to scuttle out of this pandemonium as
soon as we can. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 4 July 1/2 Even if

we were going to scuttle next year from Egypt.
2. In Manchester : To take part in a ( scuttle ' or

street-fight. See Scuttle sbJ> 2.

1890 Daily Nezvs 14 Aug. 5/1 Five men, or rather lads,

were in the dock [at the Manchester City Sessions] charged
with 'scuttling'. ..The prisoners, arming themselves with
belts and clasp knives, made their way through the Man-
chester streets stunning or stabbing, without provocation,
every one who came in their way.

Scuttle (skirt'l), z/.2 [f. Scuttle sb?\

1. trans. To cut or bore a hole or holes in the

sides or bottom of (a vessel, boat, etc. for the pur-

pose of sinking her).

1643 in R. H. Hore Hist. Wexford (1900) I. 300 He went
..on board and scuttled and set fire to the ships. 1790
Beatson Nov. <V Mil. Mem. I, 91 Orders had been given to

scuttle each ship for sinking,, .and they had all a large

square plug ready to pull out when the signal.. was given.
1821 Bykon yuan in. xli, He was the mildest manner'd man
That ever scuttled ship or cut a throat. 1877 Fkovdk Short
Stud. Ser. iv. 106 The vessel, .had been scuttled.

fig. 1888 Ch. Times 3 Feb. 89 A few of them once had a
fine Protestant appearance, but they have been scuttled by
three recent discoveries.

2. To cut a hole in (the deck of a vessel), esp. for

the purpose of salving the cargo (see quot. 1867).
1789 A. Duncan Mariners Chron. (1805) IV. 37 It was

thought necessary to scuttle the deck close aft, which.,
would enable them to get up and throw overboard some of

the provisions and stores. 18x6 'Quiz ' Grand Master 1.

21 The decks are scuttl'd, and we lay Far in the hollow of

the sea. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., To scuttle, to cut
or bore holes through part of a ship when she is stranded or

overset, . . in order to save any part of her contents.

b. trans/.

<zi797 C. Mack lin in Europ. Mag. (1801) XL. 16/1 Sir,

I remember the time when the price of admission here [at

Sadler's Wells] was but threepence, except a few places

scuttled off at the sides of the stage at sixpence.

3. Pugilistic slang. To scuttle (a person's) nob :

to break (his) head.

1834 F. S. Mahony Reliques F. Prout in Eraser's Mag.
Dec. 671/1 I'll, .scuttle your nob with my fist. 1842 Bak-
ham Ingot. Leg., Dead Drummer, What ! . . desart . . and then
rob ! And go scuttling a poor little Drummer-boy's nob.

Scuttled (sktrt'ld),///. a, Naut. [f. Scuttle
v.'* + -ed 1.] Having a hole cut in it. Scuttled

butt (see quot. 1846); so scuttled cask, puncheon.
1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 160 We sent

ashora in a scuttled Puncheon some wearing apparel [etc.].

1777 G. Forster Voy. round World I. 86 A centry was
placed at the scuttled-cask, and a regular allowance of water
was daily served out. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast iii, Fill-

ing the ( scuttled butt ' with fresh water. 1846 Young Naut.
Diet., Scuttled-butt or (as it is generally abbreviated)

Scuttle-butt, a cask with a square hole cut in its bilge, kept

on deck to hold water for ready use.

Scuttleful (sko-t'lful). [f. Scuttle sk* +
-ful.] As much as will fill a scuttle.

c 1440 A iphabet of Tales 109 He tuke a skuttylfull of corn.

1600 Surflet Country Farm 11. xli. 253 You must first put
horse-dung.. a scuttle full to euerie border. 1897 Watts-
DuNTON/^y/w/MV.i, I thought the gift as entirely gratuitous,

mon cher, as giving a scuttle-ful of coals to Newcastle.

Scuttler 1 (sko-tba). [f. Scuttle 2>.i + -er j
.]

1. a. Political slang. One who advocates a policy

of * scuttle ' (see Scuttle sb£ 1 b).

1884 Pall MallG. 1 Dec, Thus the scuttlers.-wiu* be re-

strained from saying a word about scuttling.

b. l7. 6". A local name for the lizard Cnemido-

phortts sexlineattts (Cent. Diet, 1891).
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i886 Trans. Amir. Pkilol. Assoc. XVII. 4° Scuttler or

streakfield (striped lizard).

2. In Manchester: One who takes part in a

'scuttle' or street-fight. See Scuttle j*.» 2.

In the first quot. app. used for : A street urchin, ' gamin '.

If the word is identical with that current in Manchester,

the writer seems to have misapprehended its meaning.

1867 C. G. Gordon Let. (Manchester) 21 Sept. in Lett, to

Sister (1888) 23 The poor scuttlers here, male and female,

fill me with sorrow. They wear wooden clogs, ..and make
such a noise. [Also in later letters dated from other places,

1882-3, '*"<'• PP.253, 271,300, 302; sometimes glossed ' boy '

by the editor ] 1887 Daily News 7 Feb. 6/2 A gang of

' scuttlers ' who parade the streets (of Manchester) at night

and assault passengers with belts and frequently with knives.

Scuttler 2 (skft'bj). [f. Scuttle v.2 + -erI.]

One who scuttles a ship ; esp. with the design of

' losing ' her and claiming the insurance-money.

r869 Daily News 11 Dec, The over-insured, .as well as

the scuttler, should be.. punished severely. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 9 Aug. 5/1 Supposing the scuttlers . . had not bungled

in the business, the ship would have been among the missing.

Scuttling (skft'lirj), vbl. sb\ [f. Scuttle
zv.l + -ikg 1.] The action of Scuttle ja1

a 1450 Mankind in Macro Plays 4 Nought. ?ys, Mary,

I prey yow, for I loue not bis rewelynge [sc. of dancing).

. .Go to ! for I haue hade a praty scottlynge. Mercy. Nay,
brother, I wyll not daunce. 1873 ' Cuthbert Bede ' Little

Mr. Bouncer 147 The scuttling of rabbits in and out of their

holes. 1884 (see Scuttler ' 1 a). 1890 (see Scuttle v.' 2].

1894 Hall Caine Manxman iv. xiv. 256 It was the scuttling

of the feet of the towns-people as they ran to meet the pro-

cession.

Scuttling (skft'lirj), vbl. sb.2 [f. Scuttle v. 2

+ -ing 1.] The action of Scuttle v. 2

i6zi Sir R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xvii. 40 Great care is to

be had also.. in Hooping or Scutling of Caske. 1748 An-
son's Voy. 11. xiii. 269 The other ships.. were prepared for

scuttling. 1877 Gladstone Glean. IV. xx. 350 It does not

at once appear how the Canal could be secured against the

furtive scuttling of ships.

Scuttling (skft'lirj), ppl. a. [f. Scuttle vl +
-ixg 2

.] That scuttles ; characterized by scuttling.

1895 C. R. B. Barrett Surrey vii. 171 A stray water-hen

made a flapping, scuttling progress across the pool. 1900

Longm. Mag. Apr. 541 A couple of skulking scuttling spies.

1904 Hid. Dec. 122 The patter of scuttling sheep could be

heard on the soft turf.

Scuttock (skf tak). local. [Perh. a dim. of

Scout sbfi : see -ock.] The common guillemot.

1813 Montagu Ornith. Diet. Suppl., Guillemot, Foolish,

Uria Troile... Provincial... Skuttock [1831, 545 Scuttock].

Scutty (skfti). [? f. Scut sbl + -y.] A name
applied locally to the wren (see quots.).

1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 35 Wren (Troglodytes

parvulus). . . From its short bob-tail it has the name of.

.

Scutty (Sussex). 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Nov. 355 The wren
. .is commonly known [in Ireland] by the name of ' Scutty '

..on account of its short, upright tail.

Scuttyl, obs. form of Scuttle sb.1

Scutulate (skifctitHet), a. Also erron. scuti-

late. [ad. modX. scululat-us,{.'L. scutulum dim. of

sciilum shield.] =Scutellate. AlsoScu'tulateda.
1817 R. Jameson tr. Cuvier's Theory ofEarth (ed. 5) 310

Two-thirds of the leg, and the whole length of the toes, are

scutulate. 1848 Hepburn in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club II.

276 Tarsus short,, .scutilate in front. 1885 C. F. Holder
Marv. Animal Life 127 [Other species] are the. .spotted,

scutulated, confluent, and the black-tail rattlesnakes.

Scutule (ski«'ti»l). [ad. L. seiilulum (in sense

1 through It.), f. scutum shield.]

+ 1. ? An escutcheon-shaped marking, rare— 1
.

159a R. D. Hypnerolomachia 48 Because the circumduct

and compassing coulers, meeting together in the selfe same
smoothe and cleane stones, did yeeld a reflection, no part

being faultie, eyther of the square checkers or scutuls and
Trigons [orig. scuiuli, trigoni, quadratic

2. Zool. A small scnte or dermal plate.

1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 460/2 Rhinoceros. . . One-horned

;

. . scutules of the skin angled at the margin.

|] Scutulum (skia'titflwn). Path. Pl.soutula
[mod.L. use of L. sciitulum, dim. of scutum shield.]

A shield-shaped crust or disc developed in the skin-

disease favus.

1888 J. N. Hyde Dis. Skin (ed. 2) 598 The inferior surface

of this disk or scutulum rests upon the scalp. 1899 A Mutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 862 The characteristic lesion (of favus] is

a small yellow-coloured disc or scutulum. Ibid. 863 In old

scabs the scutula are lost.

b. Zool. A scutellum. 1902 in Webster's Suppl.

II Scutum (ski«'t»m). PI. scuta (skiiJ'ta).

[mod.L. use of L. scutum shield, f. Indogermanic

root *sku- {: *skeu-) to cover, whence Skv sb.

The L. scutum denoted specifically the large oblong shield,

in contradistinction to the clipeus or buckler.

In mod. anatomical Latin the word was formerly used as

a name for the knee-cap and for the thyroid cartilage.]

1. Bot. ' The broad dilated stigma in some ascle-

piads' {Treas. Bot. 1866).
183* Lindlf.y Introd. Bot. 1. ii. 122 The circular space in

the middle of the top of the orbiculus b the scutum.

2. Ent. The second segment of each of the three

divisions of the tergum in insects.

The scuta respectively of the pronotum, mesonotum, and
metanotum are called proscutum, mesoscutum, and meta-
scutum. The term scutum alone sometimes = mesoscutum.
1830 MacLeav in Zool. frnl. V. 169 The scutum, whether

the collar be apparent or not, is therefore the second piece

of the mesothorax. 1833 F. Walker in Entomol Mag. I.

26 A yellow line extends along the suture [of Decatoma
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biguttata], between the scutum and the parapsides of the

mesothorax.

3. Zool. A shield-like dermal plate ; a scute.

1771 [see Scutella], 1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool.

lxiv. (1875) 482 [The true Lizards and the Monitors] are

chiefly separated by the. .fact that the abdomen and head
are covered with ordinary scales, and not with large ' scuta \

Ibid. Gloss., Scuta, applied to any shield-like plates ; espe-

cially to those which are developed in the integument of

many reptiles.

Scutylle, obs. form of Scuttle sb.1

Scuwe, scwe : see Skew.
Scwle, scwylle, rave obs. ff. School sb.1

Scwtylle, Scwyer, obs. ff. Scuttle, Squire.

f Scybal. Obs. rare. Also 5 squibaL [a. F.

scybale, ad. med.L. scybalum.'] = Scybalum.
c 1435 tr. Ardernc's Surg. 76 Water alon & salt boiled to-

gidre and }ette in by a clistrye bringeb out squiballez. Ibid.

78 pis [clistery] bryngep out hard squiballez of what euery

cause bai be withholden. 1694 Motteux Rabelais IV. lxvil,

Sir-reverence, Ordure,. .Scybal or Syparathe.

Scybalous (si'balas), a. Path. [f. med.L.

scybal-um + -ous.] Of or pertaining to, or of the

nature of, scybala.

1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 349 These stools, small in quantity,

having a scybalous appearance, and constantly mixed with
blood. 1B9? Altbutt's Syst. Med. III. 735 Scybalous masses
may frequently give rise to diarrhoea.

II Scybalum (si'balom). Path. Usually pi.

scybala. [med.L. scybalum, a. Gr. okvBoXov.]

One of a collection of round masses of constipated

faeces formed in the bowels in certain diseases.

1684 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet., Scybala, are Sheeps, or

Goats, &c. Buttons, or Excrement. 1808 Med. yml. XIX.
308 One scanty stool without scybala. 1889 Matthews
Dis. Women xiv. (ed. 4) 98 A Scybalum is a rounded or oval

mass of faeces.

Scye (sai). Tailors' term. [A use of a Sc. and

Ulster dialect word (written also sey, sci, si, sie, sy

in glossaries) meaning ' the opening of a gown,

etc., into which the sleeve is inserted ; the part of

the dress between the armpit and the chest'

(E.D.D.) ; of obscure etymology.] The opening

in a coat into which a sleeve is inserted.

[1815 Jamieson Suppl. s.v. Sey, The sey of a gown or shift

is the opening through which the arm passes.] 1830 Davey
Syst. Cutting 7 Measure the distance from the top of the

back to the bottom of the back scye. 1899 Whiteing No. 5
yohn-St. xviii, What's wrong with the Scye! 1900 Daily
News 22 Oct. 12/1 There is., a very clean fit about the scye,

and an excellent shoulder.

Scyelite (sai'elait). Min. [f. the name of Loch
Scye in Caithness + -lite.] A combination of

mica with hornblende-picrite.

1885 Judd in Q. yrnl. Geol. Soc. XLI. 401 The Scyelite

(altered Mica-Hornblende-Picrite) of Caithness.

Scyle, Scylful, obs. ff. Skill, Skilful.

Scylence, -ens, obs. forms of Silence.

Scylla (sidst). [L. ; a. Gr. SwiiAAa.] A rock

upon the Italian side of the Straits of Messina

facing Charybdis (q. v. for the proverbial nse)

;

also personified as a dangerous sea-monster.

c 15*0 Andrew Noble Lyfe ill. lxxii, Scilla is a monster in

the see betwene Italye & Sicill, it is great ennemye vnto
man. 1 a 1547 ? Surrey in Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 241 Seas.

.

Which we [read me] haue tossed sore : From Sicilla [read

Scilla] to Caribdis cliues. c 1580 W. Spelman Dialoge (iSg6)

3, I Sell from Silla into Caribdes, from euyll to woors. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. in. v. 19. cx6m T. Robinson Mary
Magd. 607 Or as ye iawes of Scyllas barkinge hounds, That
aye for greedinesse of booties raue. 1651 Reg. Comm. Gen.

Assembly (1909) 244 Our former Warnings .. hes stiered a
steadie course betwixt the Shylla of Malignants and Cha.
ribdis of Sectaries. 1703 Kelsey Serin. 290 The Scylla's

and Charibdis's which have swallowed up many Mortals.

1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars <y Burtons iii, Alas, the poor
father in avoiding Charybdis had run against Scylla.

Scylling, Scyment, obs. ff. Shilling, Cement.
Scymetar, -er, scymitar, -er : see Scimitar.

Scymme, obs. form of Skim.

Soymmer : see Scummer sb., Skimmer sb.

Scyn, Scyne, obs. ff. Skin sb., Shine v.

Scyon, Scyoure : see Scion, Sewer.

II Scypha (sai'fa). Bot. [mod.L. scypha, a. Gr.

aicvipTi, var. of eicinp-os drinking cup.] = Scyphus.
183a Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. iii. 205 Scypha, is_ a cup-like

dilatation of the Podetium, bearing shields on its margin.

1856 Henslow Diet. Bot. Terms, Scypha, Scyphus. 1900

B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, Scypha or Scyphus.

Scypher, obs. form of Cipher v.

Scyphi- (saifi), combining form of L. scyphus

cup (see Scyphus), used in scientific terms, chiefly

Bot. and Zool. (Properly, this form should be

used only for compounds with Latin words, and

Scypho- for those with Greek words ; but this rule

has often been neglected.) Scyphiferons (saifi'-

feras) a. [-ferous] Bot., bearing a scyphus ;
=

Scyphophorous. Scyphiform (-fjJim) a. [-form],

(a) Bot., resembling a scyphus in shape; (b) Zool.,

'boat-shaped, scaphoid' {Cent. Diet.). ScypM--
phorous (-fores) a. Bot. = Scyphophorous, Scyphi-

ferous. ||
Scyphi'stoma Zool. = Scyphostoma.

Hence Scyphi'stomoid a., of or belonging to a

scyphistoma (in quot. absol.) ; Scyphi'stomous a.

{Cent. Diet.).

SOXTALE.

1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 57 Podetia from disk

of lacinice, . . *scyphiferous. Ibid. 2 Apothecia biatorine on
"scyphiform or simple podetia. 1879 Ibid. (ed. 3) 521 "Scy-

iihiphorous. 1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. (1875) 122

The ^Scyphistoma assumes the aspect of a pile of saucers,

arranged one upon another with their concave surfaces up-

ward. 190a G. H. Fowler in Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 131

The non-sexual 'scyphistomoid (corresponding to the hy-

droid) alternating with the medusoid.

Scypho- (sai'fo, saifyr), representing Gr. axvipo-,

combining form of o-kiJ^os cup (see Scyphus),

chiefly in scientific terms : cf. Scyphi-. Scypho'-

geay (-dj/ni) [-GES\],Bol., production of ascidia.

Scyphomancy (-msemsi) [-mancy], divination by

means of a cup. || Scyphomedusa [mod.L.],

Zool., a group of Hydrozoa. Hence Scypho-
medusan, -medusoid adjs. (Cent. Diet.). Bcy-
phophore (-f0»r) [a.d.mod.L.scyphophor-us], Zool.,

a member of the Scyphophori, an order of physo-

stomous fishes {Cent. Diet.). Scypho-phorous
(-fores) a. [-phorous], Bot. = Scyphiferous. Scy-
phopolyp (-pplip) [Polyp], a cup-shaped polyp

;

also altrib. Scypho'stoma [Gr. oro/ta mouth],

Zool., a non-sexual hydroid form of the Hydro-
zoan Acraspeda (also called Scyphistoma).
1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, "Scyphogeny. 1855

Smedley Occult Sci. 293 The existence of a kind of •scy-

phomancy, or divination with a cup, is supposed to be

alluded to. 1881 E. R. Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XII.

553/1 And now the ancestry took two distinct lines, which
have given rise respectively to the two great groups into

which the Hydrozoa are divisibh;

—

*Scyphomedusx and the

Hydromedusx. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora 64
Nigrescent and albo-guttate at the base, *scyphophorous,
scyphi proliferous. x88a tr. Haeckel in Challenger Rep.,

Zool. IV. 11. p. xiii, The Acraspeda? [originate] from *Scy.
phopolyps by terminal gemmation. Ibid. p. xiv, Developed
from the Scyphopolyp nurse. 1878 Bell Gegenbaur's Comp.
Anat. 98 The *Scyphostoma seems to be more highly or-

ganised than most of the Hydroid-Polyps. 1888 Rolleston
& Jackson Anim. Life 787 note, Haeckel believes that the

Tesseronias possess a Scypnostoma stage.

Scyphose (ssi-f^s), a. Bot. [f. Sctph-us +
-ose.] Having a scyphus or scyphi.

1879 W. A. Leighton Lichen-Flora (ed. 3) 521 Scyphose,

bearing thalline cups as in Cladonia,

II Scyphulus (sai'fitfbs). Bot. [mod.L scy-

phulus, dim. of Scyphus.] (See quot. 1856.)
1856 Henslow Diet. Bot. Terms, Scyphulus, the cup-like

appendage from which the seta of Hepaticse arises. Used
also synonymously with Scypha.

II Scyphus (sai'fps). Bot. PI. scyphi (sai'fai).

[modX. use of L. scyphus, ad. Gr. ovnicpos a large

drinking vessel without a foot.] a. A name given

by Haller to the corona of certain plants when
forming a cup or funnel-shaped appendage, b. A
dilatation of the podetium in lichens bearing

shields on its margin. Cf. Scypha.

1777 Robson Brit. Flora 23 A scyphus is a fructification

in the form of a cup, in some species of Archil. 183a Lisu-

ley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. 121 The most common forin of append-

age is the corona,.. forming sometimes an undivided cup,

as in Narcissus, when it becomes the scyphus of Haller.

1866 Treas. Bot., Scyphus. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-

Flora 63 Scyphi denticulate at the margins. Ibid. 64 Di-

lated upwards into a scyphus.

Scyrle, obs. form of Shrill a.

Scyrmyssh, obs. form of Skirmish v.

Scyrrhosity, obs. form of Scibrhosity.

Scyrt, obs. form of Short v.

Scyrtte, obs. form of Skirt sb.

Scysme, obs. form of Schism.

f Scy'tal ,e. Obs. Also 6 scitale, 7 scytal(l,

soythale. [ad. L. scytale (med.L. scitalus), a.

Gr. OKinaXi), app. a use of aievraXr) staff : see next.

Owing to a misreading of atcvraXiiv for uvyaXjjy in Colu-
mella VI. xvii (ed. Stephanus 1543), the word was frequently

supposed tohavethesenseof shrew-mouse.
In mod. zoological Latin scytali is used as the name of a

genus of snakes (the type of the order Scytalidx), and also as

the specific name of a coral-snake (Tortrix scytale).]

A serpent mentioned by ancient writers, described

as resembling a round staff of uniform thickness.

Also, a figure of this as a heraldic bearing.

157a Bossewell A rmorie 11. 62 O beareth Argente, on a

Pale Vert, a Scitale, proper. This serpente is so called,

because he shinethe with suche diuersitie of speckles vpon
his backe, that all that looke thereon haue wonder, and
likinge to see him. 1608 Topsell Serpents 232 This Scytali

is very full of markes or spots vppon the back so variable

and delectable, that it possesseth the beholders with admira-

tion. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage vl. i. 467 The Scythale is

admirable in her varied jacket 1677 Gilpin Demonot.

(1867) 421 No otherwise doth he keep them at a gazing

admiration of worldly pomp, . . than the serpent Scytale doth

with passengers, whom she stays, by amazing them with

her beautiful colours, till she have stung them. 1770 J. &
W. Langhorne Plutarch, M. Crassus III. 465 His army
resembled the serpents called Scytalae.

II Scytale (sitali). Antiq. Also 6 in Latin

form scytala. [Gr. ckutoXij staff, also spec. : see

below.] A method of secret writing practised by the

Spartans, consisting in writing the message on a strip

of parchment wound spirally round a cylindrical

or tapering staff, so that it became illegible when

the parchment was unrolled, and could be read

only by the use of a staff of precisely the right form
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and size. Hence, a secret dispatch conveyed by
this method.
1580 North Plutarch, Lysandcr (1595) 487 To him selfe

ihey sent immediately that which they call Scytala. . -The
Scytala is in this sort. When the Ephori doe send a
General!, or an Admirall to the warres, they cause two litle

round staues to be made [etc J. . .These two litle staues they
call Scytales. Ibid., This litle scrowle of parchment also is

called as the rowle of wodde, Scytala. 1640 G. Watts tr.

Bacons Adv. Learn* vi. 268 A Spartan letter sent once in

a Scytale or round cypher'd staffe. 1838 Thirlwall Greece
.wxvii. V. 17 A scytale would at all times be sufficient to
procure whatever they wished.

Scyte, obs. f. Site j£.', Sheet sb.

Scyth. (sib). Now rare. Forms: 4 Sithe
(Schyte, Schite, 5 Scite, Shite, Scytte), 7
Scythe, 9 Scyth. [ad. L. Scytha, Gr. ?kv$t]s,]

A Scythian.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 257 Of Egipcians in be
soub, and of Sithes [MS. a Schytes ; Caxton, Shites] in the
norb. 1480 Caxton Descr. Scot. (1520) 1/1 Scottes ben called
as it were scyttes for they came out of Scicia. 1557 North
Guevara's Diaii. Pr. (1619)707/1 TheGreekes the Romaines,
..the Scythes were alwayes temperat in eating and drinking.
1596 fjl IIMM State /ret. Wks. (Globe) 632/2 The old Eng-
lish also which there remayneth have gotten up theyr crves
Scythian-like.. .And herein also lyeth open an other manifest
proof that the Irish be Scythes or Scotts. 1871 P. Smith
Attc. Hist. East xxiii. § 12 (1881) 473 The Saas of Greek
a riters on Persian affairs are simply Asiatic Scyths.

Scythe (saio*), sb. Forms : a. 1 sisdi, srtSe,

3-6 sypa, 4-7 sith, 5 cithe, (sythy), 5-6 cythe,
6 syith, 6-7 eyth, sieth, 7 siethe, seith, sight,

ayeth, 3-9 sythe, 4-9 sithe; 0. 5 seth, 7 saith;

7. 7 scith, scithe, 7- scythe. [OE. side masc,
earlier *sizdi (written si$di in Epinal GI.) ^ LG.
seged, seta, sickt, ON. stgti-r (mod.Icel. sigQ fem.,

Norw. sigd, sigde,sidde masc) :—OTeut *segip/o-z
t

f. root *seg- to cut, whence the synonymous OS.
segisna (MLG., MDu. seisette, Du. zcisen, zeis),

OHG. segansa (MHG. segeuse, seinse, G. sense).
The etymologically correct spelling sithe was preferred by

Johnson, but his authority has not prevailed against the
currency of the spelling with sc, due to erroneous association
with L. scindere to cut. Cf. scissors.)

!• An agricultural implement for mowing grass
or other crops, having a long thin curving blade
fastened at an angle with the handle and wielded
wiin ootn nanas witn a long sweeping stroke.
a. cjz$ Corpus Gioss. 834 Falcis : wudubil, sioe, riftras.

1 825 Epinal Gloss. 62 Fatces, uudubil, sigdi, riftr. c 1000
vElfhic Horn. II. 162 Befeoll an side of 5am sruede into
anum deopan seaSe. 13.. Coer de L. 6788 They slowen
Sarezynes al soo swythe, As gres follyth fro the sythe. 138a
Wvclif- Isa. ii. 4 Thei shul bete togidere their swerdes in
to shares and ther speres in to sithes. 1404 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 396 I tern.. 1 fot ax, 1 cithe, 1 hamer. 15*3
Fitzhehb. Httib. \ 23 Take hede that thy mower mowclene
and bolde downe the hynder hand of his sith. 1580-3
Greene Mamillia i. 13 The grasse looketh better being
vncut, then that which withereth with the sieth. 1612
Drayton Poty-otb. xvi. 48 Thou sawest great-burthen'd
Ships through these thy valleys pass, Where now the sharp-
edg d Sithe sheeres vp the spyring grasse. 163s MiltonVAllegro 66 And the Mower whets nis sithe. 1766 Ann.
Reg. 62 Samples of home-made sithes. i8» T. Tavlok
Apnleiusvi. 120 There, likewise, were sithes, and all the
instruments of harvest. 1818-3* Webster, Sytfu.
p. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker 728/40 Heefalx, a sykyl,

or a seth. 16*5 Althorfi MS. p. lxi, To Gibson one daio
waiting on mylo. of Southampton in the parke with the
saith y<? loP bid him call for 00 01 00.

Y. 160a J. Brlkn in Hinde Lift (1641) 147 My son.. took
up a scith to see bow he could mow, and the scith entered
in at his stocking. 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montague Lett. I.

xxxviii. 151 He was. .followed by. .several reapers, .with
scythes in their hands, seeming to mow. 1863 Macdonald
D. Elginbrod 1. x. (1871) 47 The day arrived when the sickle
must be put into the barley, soon to be followed by the
scythe in the oats. 1875 J. Wilson in Encycl. Brit. I. 362/1
The common scythe, .is very extensively used for reaping
grain in all parts of the kingdom.

2. trans/, andyf^., esp. as the attribute of Time
or Death.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love l. Prol. 00 Sithen al the grettest

clerkes. .with their sharpe sythes of conning al mowen and
mad therof grete rekes and noble. 1506 Kal. Sheph. (Som-
mer) 90 They fyght and cose on eche other wonder with the
sythe of deuyls dredabyll. c 1600 Shaks. Sonti. xii, And
nothing gainst Timessieth can make defence Saue [etc]. 1659
Pecke Parnassi Pnerp. 112 Time devours Things; His
Sithe our Legs will hit. ai7ii Ken Hymnothco Poet. Wks.
1721 III. 185 See how Death preys on humane Race; Out
with bis Scythe the Tyrant goes, Great Multitudes at once
he mows. 1809 Byron Bards

<fr
Rev. 632 Whet not your

scythe, suppressors of our vice ! Reforming saints ! 1854
Brewster More Worldsx. 16 The swarm of human life..

has never been perceptibly reduced by the scythe of famine,
of pestilence, or of war. 1883 O. W. Holmes Loz'ing-cup
Song 29 Old Time his rusty scythe may whet.

3. A weapon having a long curving blade re-

sembling a reaping hook. Obs. exc. Hist, with
reference to scythed chariots (see Scythed a,).

0. a 1300 Havelok 2553 Hand-ax, sybe, gisarm, or spere.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3058 For-bi be chariots in be chace
choppid bairn todeth, pe cartis bat I carpid of with be kene
sithis [v. r. sytbez]. £1500 Melusine 302 But the geaunt
stert vp lyghtly, in grete yre, & as geffray passed ty, he
smote hys hors bebynd with hys sythe of fyn stele. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 30 They use axeltrees armed
at both ends with hookes and sithes.

4. att rib. and Comb. : a. Simple attrib., as scythe-

blade, -handle, -smithy -stick, -sweep, -work ; scythe-

like adj.

1x1400-50 Alexander 3023 Chariotis. .sett abire side full

of *sythe-bladis, Kene keruand as knyfes. 1829 Scott Rob
Roy Introd. 2nd half, He supplied the want of guns and
swords with scythe-blades set straight upon their handles.
1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 51 It is also good for Rake
and *Scythe-handles. c 1835 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIII.
464/2 Giving the edge of the fin a *scythe-like shape. 1633
J. Clarke Two-fold Praxis 24 In the street next above,
bee shoesmiths, *sythesmiths, bladesmiths, cutlers. 1890
Amphlett Hist. Clent 119 Philip Cix, also a scythesmith.
1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (1857) § 7799 *Scythe-sticks
and stones for sharpening scythes, hay-knives. 1856 Al-
lingham Mowers 7 A *scythe-sweep, and a scythe-sweep,
We mow the grass together. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. 11. 111. Colonies 713 Iheir flowry Fleece Affords us 'Sithe-
work yearly twice or thrice. 1904 Edith Rickert Reaper
183 He was stiff with scythe-work.

b. objective, as scythe-grinder, -maker, whetting;
scythe-bearing adj.

1633 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems (1656) 165 The old Luca-
dian *Syth-bearing Sire.. for thee feeles flames of sweet
desire. 1619 Canterb. Marr. Licences (MS.), Robert Brooke
of Goudhurst, *sightgrinder. lbid. t Edward Male of
Goudhurst, *sightmaker. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal
II. 55 Hay and straw knives are manufactured by the
scythe-makers. 1857 FitzGeralu Let. to Cowell 27 June,
One wakes to the tune of the Mower's *Scythe-whetting.

C similative, as f scyt'he-billed', -shaped, f -tusked
adjs.

1668 Charleton Ouomast. 103 Falczuellus . .the *Scyth-
bill'd Heron. 1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 80 The
animal of Anemia tridentata has two flat arms somewhat
"scythe-shaped. 161a Tivo Noble K. 1. i. 79 Most dreaded
Amazonian, that hast slain The "scythe-tusk'd boar.

d. instrumental, as scythe-armed adj.

1811 Scott Don Roderick 11. xxv, The scythe-arm'd
Giant turn'd his fatal glass. 1838 Thirlwall Greece xxxiiu
IV. 304 Scythe-armed chariots.

5. Special combinations, as f scythe-bill, a sug-

gested name (after mod.L. Falcinellus) for the

Glossy Ibis ; scythe-chariot Hist. «* scythed

chariot (see Scythed a.) ; scythe-cradle, a frame-

work of >vood fastened to a scythe for carrying the

mowings clean into the swath ; scythe-hook,
-sickle, a reaping-hook with a smooth cutting

blade as contrasted with one in which the edge
is cut into teeth; + scythe-land (see quot);
+ scythe-sand (see quot.); scythe-snathe, -sned
dial., the curved handle to which the blade of the

scythe is attached ; scythe-stone, a whetstone
for scythes ; also in Comb.
1678 Ray Willughbys Omith. 295 The Falcinellus of

Gesner and Aldrovand, which we may English, The "Sithe-
Bill. 1695 J. Edwards Author. O. <$- * v - Tat. HI. 215
With these "sithe-chariots they mowed men down. 1695
Kennett Par. Antt'o. s.v. Carecta, In Kent a *Sithe-cradfe,

or rack of wood fastened to a sithe for carrying the mow'd
barley clean into the swath. 1884 Century Mag. Jan. 447/1
Grain was reaped with sickles, though' 'scythe-cradles

1 were
not unknown. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1079 The
smooth-edged sickle, or *scythe-hook. 1597 Skene De Verb.
Sign. s.v. Husband/and, Hvsbandland conteinis commonly
6. aikers of sok & *syith land : That is of stk land as may
be tilled with ane pteuch, or may be mawed with ane syith.

1686 Plot Staffordsh. 154 An excellent sand to whet their
Sithes, whence it has the denomination of *Sithe-Sand.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1055 The *scythe sickle

is so called, because of its being provided with a cutting
edge. 1845 S. Jvxiu Margaret 11. 1.(1871) 184 His bare head
pillowed on a *scythe-snath. 1907 'J. Halsham* Lonewood
Corner xix. 312 Ne'er he nor his father afore him ever
bought a *scyihe-sned. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2413/4 Who
hath formerly been an Apprentice to a ^Scythe-Stone Cutter
near Darby. 1879 Rutley Study of Rocks xiv. 278 The
Rotherham stone is worked for building purposes and for

grindstones, and that at Hart Hill for scythe-stones.

Scythe (saiff), v. [f. Scythe sb.]

f 1. intr. To use a scythe. Obs. rare — \
1573-80 Baret Atv. M 541 He that sietheth with a UN,

or he that vseth a sieth or hooke, a movrzr.falcarius. [After

EIyotV<and Cooper's) rendering of Falcart'us : 'He that

figjiteth with a bill '.]

2. trans. To cut or mow with a scythe.

1597 Shaks. Lover's ComPl. 12 Time had not skhed all

that youth begun. 189s Henley Song ofSword 9 Where
the tall grain is ripe Thrust in your sickles:. .Scything and
binding The full sheaves of sovranty.

3. intr. To move with a sweeping motion as of

one mowing with a scythe, nonce-use.

1897 Kipling Capt. Courageous v.m The foresail scythed
back and forth against the blue sky.

Scythed (saicfd), ppl.a. [f. Scythe sb. and v.

+ -ED.]

1, Furnished with a scythe ; esp. Hist. ( = Gr.

tyararfi<p6post
'L.falcalus) of war-chariots provided

with scythes fastened to a revolving shaft project-

ing from the axle-trees ; attributed by classical

writers to the Persians and the Britons.

<x 1400-50 Alexander 3821 For with his florantis olifants

him folowed a thousand, Of sithid chariotis. 1618 Bolton
Florus (1636} 120 Three hundred thousand foot, and not

a lesse number of Horse, and of seithed Chariots. 1750

Warton Verses, Montaubon 19 Galgacus* scythed, iron car.

1816 Scott Bl. Dtvarf vi t
Let Destiny drive forth her

scythed car through the., trembling mass of humanity.

2. Cut down with a scythe.

1865 Swinburne Poems fy Ball. Ser. 1. 209 Before Parting,

And yet who knows what end the scythed wheat Makes of

its foolish poppies' mouths of red?

Scytheless (sai-oles), a. [f. Scythe 5^.

+

-less.] Without a scythe.
1817 Coleridge Limbo 5 Scytheless Time with branny

hands. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art ii. (1S68) 98, I tell you,
Time is scytheless and toothless ; it is we who [etc.].

Scytheman (ssrSm&n). Also 8-9 scythes-

i
man. \V. Scythe sb. + Man sb. 1

]
1. One who uses a scythe.

1577 Peacham Card. Eloq. P ij b, Reapers cutting downe
Corne in euery fielde, Sithmen labouryng^harde. 1605 15/
Ft. Jeronimo m. ii, As sithmen trim the long hand Ruffian
fields, So fast they fall. 1797 Coleridge in J. Cottle Early

\
Recoil. (1837) I. 215 When the scythes-man o'er his sheaf

j

Caroll'd in the yellow vale. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
III. 1050 The scytheman requires a person to follow him

I

and carefully gather the corn he has mown into sheaves in

!
bands. 1894 Crockett Raiders 297 Three kinds of sand
he brought me to see, but not being a scytheman I could
not tell the difference.

b. A member of an irregular body of troops,

armed with a scythe as a weapon.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.vl. II. 23 Another said that he

should be glad to know how the Devonshire trainbands,
who had fled in confusion before Monmouth's scythenien,
would have faced the household troops of Lewis. 1889
Doyle Micah Clarke 138 See that your scythesmen line the
quickset hedge upon the right.

2. Jig. Applied to Time and to Death.
1818 Scott Rob Roy x, * The old scythe-man has moved so

rapidly,' I answered, ' that I could not count his strides.'

1844 W. H. Maxwell Scotland xxx'ix. (1855) 305 Time,that
villanous old scytheman. 1909 Daily News 1 Apr. 4 The
stroke of the dread scythesman.

Scyther (sai-Saa). [f. Scvthk v. + -erV) A
mower; esp. with allusion to Time. Cf. Scytheman.
1863 Macdonald D. Elginbrod i.x.iiZji) 47 David, .was

the best scyther in the whole countryside. 1901 Meredith
Reading of Life a And unto the pallid Scyther Either
points us.

t Scy thiac, a. Obs. [See -A0,] = Scythian.
1794 Sullivan View Nat. II. 2S0 There is a strong simi-

larity between the Hebrew and the Scythiac languages.

Scythian (si-bian), a. and sb. Also 6-7 Sy-
thian. [f. L. Scythia, a. Gr. ^KvBia (f. 'ZkvStjs

Scyth) + -an.]

A. adj.

1. Pertaining to Scythia, an ancient region ex-

tending over a large part of European and Asiatic

Russia, or to the nomadic people by whom it

was inhabited.

1567 Golding Ovid's Mel. xv. 312 Hypams That springeth
in the Scythian hilles. 1587-90 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamourl,
1. i. 44 Tamburlaine, that sturdie Scythian thiefe. 1596 Spen-
ser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 630/1 For though it [Nomadism]
be an old Scythian use, yet it is very behoofull in that

countrey of Ireland, a 1615 Beaum. & Fl. Four Plays in
One, Tri. Death vi, What Scythian snow so white ? what
crystal chaster? 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad Introd.

14 The irruptions of northern or Scythian barbarians. 1882
Ruskin Bible ofAmiens in. 100 The northern kingdoms arc
moated from the Scythian desert by the Vistula.

transf. 1814 Scorr Wav. xviii, All the domestic accom-
inodations of milk, poultry, butter, &c, were out of the

question in this Scythian camp.
2. Special collocations : Scythian antelope =
Saiga; Scythian disease [for the reason for the

name, cf. Herodotus 1. cv], atrophy of the male
organs of generation, accompanied by loss of

masculine attributes (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898); Scy-
thian insanity, the mental perversion occurring

in the Scythian disease, manifested in the assump-
tion of female dress and habits {ibid.)

; 7 Scythian
lamb, =^Barometz; Scythian stone, somemineral.
1608 Topsell Serpents \xj The gall of this beast [sc the

Dart] mixed with the Sythian Stone, yealdeth a very good
Eye-salue. 1659 R. Lovell Herbal 524 Scythian Lamb
Agnus Scyth. 1781 Pennant Quadrupeds I. 86 Scythian
Antelope. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. II. 339 The Saiga or
Scythian Antelope, is an inhabitant. .of all the deserts from
the Danube and the Dnieper to the river Irtish.

+ 3. Philol. Used as a designation for the Ural-

Altaic family of languages. Obs.

1885 Whitnev Philol. in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 779/1
Ural-Altaic (Scythian, Turanian) Family.

B. sb.

L A person belonging to the race by which
Scythia was inhabited ; = Scyth.
1543 Becon Invect. agst. Swearing, Cert. Laws Wks.

1560 I. 223 b, The law among the Scythyans was y', if [etc.].

1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tamburl.^ in, v, Raile not proud
Scythian. 1596 Edward III, 11. u 72 That it may rayse
drops in a Tarters eye, And make a flyntheart Sythian pyti-

full. 1781 Gibbon Dect. $ F. xxvt. (1787) II. 563 note, In
speaking of all, or any, of the northern shepherds of Europe,
or Asia, I indinerently use the appellations of Scythians, or
Tartars. xZ&^IAomii.LSlavonic Lit. ii. 38, I shall not dis-

cuss the question here as to whether the Scythians were a
Mongolian or Indo-European race.

2. The language of Scythia.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 1. i. § 3. 3 The European Tartar,

or Scythian, from which some conceive our Irish to have
had its original

3. Comb. Scythian-like adj. and adv.
1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 632/2 The old

English also which there remayneth have gotten up theyr

cryes Scythian-like, as the Geraldins Croum-abowe._ Ibid.

633/1, 1 thought this manner of lewd crying and howling not

impertinent to be noted as uncivill and Scythian-like.

Scythie (si-bik), a. [ad. L. Scylhicus, a. Gr.

"ZkvOikqs, f. 2kv$-t}s Scvth.] Scythian.



SCYTHICAL.

x6*3 Lisle AStfrie onO.tf N. Test. Pref. 5 But we shall

hence, some to the thirsty Moore, Toswift Oront of Creel, to

Scythicke shore. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 20 The
Anmaspi. .not seldome from their Scythic holes attempting

the conquest of Mammon inclos'd in the Rhyphean hills,

180a Pinkerton Mod. Geog., Turkey in Asia II. 15 The
original population of these regions consisted chiefly of

Scythic nations. 1871 P. Smith Anc. Hist. East xxiii. § 12

(1881) 473 note, The Scythic element in the population of

Western Asia.

t Scy*thical, a. Obs. [Formed as prec. +
-al.] Befitting the Scythians, barbarous.

1559 Morwvng Evonym. Pref. Aijh, There is also..

a

heauenlye water.. whiche boothe Democritus and Mercury
Trimegistus knewe : callinge it sometimes a deuine water,

somtimes a Scythicall liquor. 1602 F. Hekihg A nat. 2oSuch
Schy thicall . . torturing and massacring of Men.

Scything (wi-Sin), ///. a. [f. Scythe v. +
-ijtg -.] That cuts like a scythe.
1822 ' B. Cornwall ' Flood of Thessaly 1. 448 Fierce as the

North In March, when scything blasts strip all the bones,

t Scythisni. Obs. [ad. late Gr. 'X/cv9t<xri6$, f.

2kv$tjs Scyth : see -ism.] a. The type of paganism
to which the religion of the Scythians belonged, b.

(See quot. 1793.)
1609 Bible (Douay) Gen. Contin. Ch. 48 The second mother

ofal Sectes beginning after the floud ..was Scythisine. 1793
Hely tr. O'FlaJierty's Ogygia Pref. 59 The Scythians are

looked upon to be the most ancient people. Ibid. 70 Where-
fore that interval of time., between the deluge and the Baby-
lonian monarchy . . is denominated a scythesm,as Epiphanius
affirms. x8i6 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 86 From
their supposed founders . . we may call the one Scythism, and
the other Ionism.

Scy thized, a. rare. [f. L. Scylh-a Scyth +
-IZE + -ED 1

.] Assimilated to the Scythians.
1861 W. L. Brvan Students Man. Anc. Geog. 1. iii. § 7

(1864) 35 The inhabitants of this district were partly Scythized
Greeks, but mainly Scythians.

Scytho- (sai'Jw), combining form of L. Scytha,

Scythes Scyth
;
prefixed (with hyphen) to ethnic

sbs. or adjs. with the sense partly Scythian and
partly . .

.
', as in Scytho-Aryan, -Greek, -Median.

1844 W. D. Coolf.y Lurcher's Notes on Herod, iv. cv. II.

57 The Scythe-Greeks. 1871 P. Smith Anc. Hist. East
xxiii. § 10 (1881) 472 note, Which is sometimes expressed by
calling them Scytho-Aryans. Ibid. § 12. 473 The Persian and
Scytho-Median columns [of the Acha^memd inscriptions].

'Sdeath (zdej>), int. Obs. exc. arch. A euphe-

mistic abbreviation of God's death (see God sb. 14 a)

used in oaths and asseverations.
1606 Sir. G. Goosecappe 1. ii, S'death they put not all their

virtuesin their smockes. .as our Ladies doe. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 1. L 221 Sdeath. 1616 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum.
n. 1, 'Sdeath, he mads me. 1697 Cibber Woman*s Wit hi. 31
S'Death, Sir, is that a Question to ask a Dying Man 1

1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 61 'Sdeath I'll print it. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xl, 'Sdeath ! to think on it is distraction ! 1869
Browning Ringfy Bk. xi. 1279 'Sdeath 1 Here's a coil raised.

+ Sdeign, sb. Obs. rare. In 6 sdeigne, sdaine.
[ad. It. saegno, f. sdegnare : see next.] Disdain.
1594 Spenser Atnoretti v, Scorn of base things, & sdeigne

of foule dishonor. 1596 — F.Q. v. v. 51 So she departed,
full of griefe and sdaine.

t Sdeign, v. Obs. Also 6 s'dain, sdaine,
sdayn, s'deigne, 7 sdain, sdein. [ad. It. sdegnare,

aphetic var. of disdegnare to Disdain. Sometimes
used as an English shortening of disdain.]

1. trans. — Disdain v. in various senses.

1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. L 40 They sdeigned such lasciuious
disport. Ibid. 55. 1591 — M. Hubberd 679 As if he.,
sdeign'd the low degree. 1596— F.Q. v. v. 44 Yet durst she
not disclose her fancies wound, . . for doubt of being sdayned.
1596 Fitz-Geffrev SirF. Drake xxv. B 5, Sdaine nott that
our harsh plaints should beate your eares. 1599 H. Buttes
Dyets Drie Dinner A a 3, Come welcome Guest : s'deigne
not. .this shot-free entertainement. i6i4Drumm.ofHawth.
Tears Death Moeliades A 3 b, The Shepheards left their

Flocks with downe-cast Eyes, Sdaining to looke vp to the
angrie Skies. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 50 Lifted up so high
I sdeind subjection.

2. intr. = Disdains. 3.

1590 Marlowe Edw. II, v. ii. H 4 b, Why yongling,
s'dainst thou so of Mortimer?

t Sdei'gnful, a. Obs. Also 6 sdainfull, 8

'adeignfuU. [f. Sdeign sb. + -ful.] Disdainful.
1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 33 In sdeignfull wize he drew vnto

him neare. 1598 Iofte Alba (1880) 22 A Sdainfull thought
through Hatred doth arise. z6oo Fairfax Tasso vn. xlii.

125 The Prince (whose lookes his sdainfull anger show).
Ibid. xx. exxviii. 389 She shrikes,and twines away her sdeign-
full eies. 1748 Shenstone Schoolmistress xxix. in DodsTey
Poems I. 259 As he who now with 'sdeignfull fury thrill'd

Surveys mine work ; and levels many a sneer,

t 'Sdeynes, int. Obs. Shortened form of God's
deynes, Gods dines : see Dines.
1616 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. it. 1, 'Sdeynes, I know

not what I should say to him, i' the whole world. [1601 reads
Faith...] Ibid. u. it, 'Sdeynes, and I swallow this, lie nere
draw my sword.. againe. [1601 readsS' blood and I...]

t'Sdi'ggers, >'»/. = Godsdiggers (seeGonsb.i 4).
1687 A. Lovell tr. Bergerons Com. Hist. 25 S'diggers.

!i SdrU'CCiola, a. Obs. rare. [It. sdrttcciola

(sc. rimd), fem. of sdrucciolo), lit. 'slippery',
whence Sp. esdrujulo, used similarly with reference
to versification.] Epithet of that kind of rhyme
in which the words ending the lines are accented
on the antepenultimate ; trisyllabic (rhyme).
English writers on verse have sometimes used sdrucciolo,
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or the phrase versi sdruccioli, as a foreign technical term,
esp. in referring to Italian poetry.

a 1586 Sidney^/*'/. PooiryiArh.) yi Lastly, euen the very
ryme it selfe, the Italian cannot put in the last silable, by the
French named the Masculine ryme, but still in the next to
the last, which the French call the Female", or the next be-
fore that, which the Italians terme Sdrttcciola. The example
..of the Sdrttcciola [is] Femina, Scmina. 1605 Chapman
All Fools 11. i. 176 In any Rime Masculine, Feminine, Or
Sdruciolla {printed SdrnciollaJ

i&B 9
pron. (def.arl.) OE. and earlyAA£.: seeThe.

Se, obs. form of Say sb.%

1567 Wills <r Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) I. 267, xxix milk
boweils & skeles, one stand, one se, ij kyrnes.

Se, obs. form of So adv.. See sb. and v., She.

Se-, prefix, occurring only in Latin derivatives,

represents the L. se-, identical with the OLatin se

(also s?d) prep, and adv., without, apart. With
prepositional force the L. se- occurs in one or two
adjs., as securus secure (from *se curd without
care) ; with advb. force ( - apart) it is chiefly found
in verbs, of which the following (as also their deri-

vatives) have come into English in adapted forms :

sccedere, secem^re, secludZre, seducire, segregdre,

scpardre. The form sed- occurs in seditio sedition

(lit. ' going apart ').

The L. se, si'd is believed to be related to the pronoun se,

oneself. It is disputed whether the d of sed is an ablative
sign or represents a particle -de.

Sea {si), sb. Forms: I see, (2 seo), 2-3 ssd,

2-6 se, see, 4 (Ayenb.) ze, (seo, sse), 4-5 cee,

4-6 Sc. sey, 6 Sc. seye, sie, 2- sea. PI. 1 sees,

seeas, see, 4 sen, 4-5 sees, 4-6 (chiefly Se*) seis,

6 seaes, sease, (saezes), seeis, Sc. seyis, seyes,
6- seas. [Common Tent. : OE. sw str. masc. and
fem. corresponds to OFris. se masc, OS. seo, sen,

dat. shva masc. (MLG. s$, MDu. see masc. and
fem., Dn. zee fem.), OHG. s$o, se*t dat. sewe masc.,

sea, lake, pond (MHG. si masc. and fem., sea,

lake, mod.G. see masc, lake, see fem., sea), ON.
skr, sj'd-r, sj6-r masc. (Sw. sjo, Da. so), Goth.
saiw-s masc, sea, also marsh :—OTeut. *saiwi-z.
The word has no certain affinities, and it is doubtful

whether the iv represents a pre-Teut. iv or (by Verner's Law)
a pre-Teut ou

(or kw). On the assumption of a guttural

root, and of the priority of the sense * marsh ' (occurring in

Gothic) it has been suggested that the word may be cogn.
w. OHG. gisig {gisic, gezik), found in glosses as a collective

for ponds or marshes {stagna, paludes), and with the OHG.
stgan to flow down, sink, OE. slgan to descend : see Sve v.]

I. The simple word.

1. The continuous body of salt water that covers

the greater part of the earth's surface. Often poet.

with epithet as broad, deep (see Deep#. i), fiarge,

salt (see Salt a.1 1), fside, wide, zvild, etc.

Since Early Middle English always with prefixed article,

exc. in phrases with preps, (see esp. 1 c and 10-17).

Beo7vu//'2294 Ota sa; side, c 1205 Lay. 30496 On bare sas

brade. c 1275 Moral Ode 82 in O. E. Misc. 61 He makede
fysses in pe sea. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2163 In an yle,

amid the wilde see. c 1386— Kut.'s T. 1098 Fletynge in the

large see. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1982 Blouen to be brode se.

c 1430 Syr Gener. 65^3 Toward the ceehe rode a pase. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, 11. 1.46 This precious stone, set in thesiluer

sea. 1647 H. More Philos. Devot. 32 As the thankfull Rivers
pay What they borrowed of the^ Sea. 1779 Cowper Olney
Hymns in. xv. 3 God moves in a mysterious way, His
wonders to perform ; He plants his footsteps in the sea, And
rides upon the storm. 1807 Wordsw. Sonn. to Liberty 1. xii,

Two Voices are there ; one is of the sea, One of the moun-
tains ; each a mighty Voice. 1842 Tennyson Farewell 1

Flow down, cold rivulet, to the sea.

b. For ocean sea, sea ocean, sea of ocean, see

Ocean sb. 1. Also the great sea (of ocean).
C1290 St. Michael 632 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 3i7Thegret seof

occean. Ibid. 654 pe eorbe amidde be grete se ase a luyte

bal is round. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxvi. 67 Our all the

grit se occeane. 1513 Douglas AZneis iv. ix. 14 Neir by the

end of the gret occiane see, Thar as the son . .gois doun.

C. Often coupled with land, to express the idea

of the whole surface of the earth ; similarly t sea

and earth, sea and sand. Also with preps., as by
land and sea, on sea or land, etc.

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 15 je befaraS sae& eorJ?an paet

fcedonanneelbeodme. 1338 R. Brvuxe Chron. (1810)281 At
his wille to be, hi se & bi land. 1340 Ayenb. 37 Of zuichen
ber byej> uele maneres ine londe and ine ze. a 1352 Minot
Poems (ed. Hall) iii. 1 God bat schope both se and sand.
£-1366 Chaucer A. B.C. 50 Neither in erthe nor in see.

f 1386 — Man ofLaiu's Prol. 127 Ve seken lond and see for

yowre wynnynges. a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 254 Was neuer
more sorweful segge bi see nor bt sand. 1475 Bk. Noblesse

(Roxb.) 8 Batailes bothe by lond and see. 1530 Lyndesay
Test. Papyneo 756 Quhat thow hes hard, be landis, or be
seis, Off ws Kirkmen. 1805 Wordsw. Eleg. Stanzas, Peele
Castle 15 The light that never was, on sea or land. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I.3ooCimon and Lysander, Pom-
pey and Agrippa, had fought battles by sea as well as by land.

d. //. Different parts or tracts of the ocean.

(Often merely poet, or rhetorical, like waters.)

C825 Vesp, Psalter xxiii. 2 He ofer saas_[Vulg. super
Maria] xestea5elade hie. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. i. 10 And God
Xecijde pa drijtnisse eorSan and bsera waetera jegaderunga
he het sses [Vulg. maria], c 1430 Lydg. Lyke the Audience
44 in Pol. Eel. <$• L. Poems (1903) 49 Shipmen..that haue
experience In troubly seis. 1550 Bp, Day in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 111. III. 303 Nolesse vnpleasaunt..than it is to the mer-
chaunte to sayle againe in those seeis wherin he hathe suf-

fered shipwrack before. 1600 Will in Yorks, Archxol. Jrul,

SEA.

(1902) XVII. 121 In the name of Gode, the maker of heven
and yerth, the saezes and all that therin ys. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 11. ii. 62 This my Hand will rather The multitudinous
Seas incarnadine. i8ao Keats Ode to Nightingale vii,

Magic casements, opening on the foam Of perilous seas.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus iv. 18 To carry thence a master o'er
the surly seas.

e. In a more or less pregnant use, with reference

to naval operations, the shipping trade, the pro-
fession or employment of a sailor, life on ship-

board, etc. To keep the sea : to prevent the enemy
from occupying it, to keep it clear for one's own
ships and traffic.

1338 R. Brunne Chrou. (1810) 161 Bernard of Bayoun, bat
was kepand be se [orig. ke la mer gardait]. c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 276 He wolde the see were kept for any thing Bitwixe
Middelburgh and Orewelle. 14x4 26 Pol. Poems xiii. 10S
Whanne je han made pes wibynne, . . Strengbe 5oure marche,
and kepe he see. 15..

l Doun by ancRever' 41 in Dunbar's
Poems (1893) II. 306 Gif thowbeis ane marchand man, And
wynnis thy living be the see. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
(Camden) 18 Thys yere the lorde Talbot. .was made.,
amyralle of the see. 1625 Bacon Ess., Greatness Kingd.
(Arb.) 489 To be Master of the Sea, is an Abridgement of a
Monarchy. Ibid. 491 The Command of the Seas, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Feb. xi. § 64 Who did not think that the
fleet could have been so soon ready for sea. 1707 Fkeinu
Pelerboro7v

t

s Cond. Sp. 178 Without the assistance of the
sea, the best dispositions in Italy are useless. 1745 Life
Ihinipfylde-Moore Carew 9 His Friends.. put him on board
a Man ofWar, but neither the Sea, nor any settled Employ
agreeing with his wandering Inclinations, he soon forsook
the King's Service. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. ii. v. I. 447 The
antient Egyptians had a superstitious antipathy to the sea.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. 1. 302 As soon as he came back
from sea he was made Colonel of a regiment of foot. 1889
Sat. Rev. 16 Mar. 304/1 We are afraid that few Englishmen
at present claim the sovereignty of the seas for their country.

f. Proverbs, proverbial phrases, and similitudes.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1v.iii.33 Aheart Asfullofsorrowes,
as the Sea of sands. 1601 — Tivel. N. 11. iv. 103 As hungry
as the Sea. 1637-1894! -cc Devil sb. 22 b]. 1614T. Gentle-
man England's Way to win Wealth 45 marg., The Sailors
Prouerbe : The Sea and the Gallowes refuse none.

g. High sea. (Now usually//.) The deep or

open sea ; the main sea or main. spec, in Law {sing.

!
and//.): («) The main sea; the sea as far as it

is regarded as being within the jurisdiction of the

courts of admiralty
;

(b) The area of the sea not
within the territorial jurisdiction of any nation, but
the free highway of all nations.

Cf. F. haute mer, L. altum {mare\ and the OE. compound
hvahs& quoted below.
[a 1000 Boeth. Metr. xi. 3 Se is eac wealdend woruld-

Sesceafta heofones & eorSan & heahsse. ] c 1300 Havelok
719 And sone did he leyn m [a ship] an ore, And drou him
to be heye se. a 1400-50 Alexander 61 He sa3e bam in be
hi^e see sailand to-gedire. 1490 Caxton Eneydos vi. 27
Whan they were well on the waye oute of the lande, in the
bye see. c 153a Ld. Berners Hnon xlvi. 155 They, .came
in to the hye see and had wynde at wyll. 1765 Blackstone
Comm. 1. Introd. iv. 107 The main or high seas are part of
the realm of England. 1836 W. Irving Astoria III. xvji.

226 They had heard of the frigate Phoebe and the Isaac
Todd being on the high seas. 1888 Bryce A mer. Commw.
I. 5&0 Piracies and felonies committed on the high seas.

2. A part of the general body of salt water,

having certain land-limits or washing a particular

coast, and having a proper name, as the Red, Black,
Irish, Adriatic Sea. f Thegreat sea : the Mediter-
ranean. TheSevern Sea(txTch.)i the Bristol Channel.
fFormerly sometimes in pi., as the Red, Irish, In-
dian Seas ; cf. Narrow seas.

(• 825 Vesp. Psalter exxxv. 13 Se todaelde Sone readan sae.

C1290 St. Michael'636 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 317 Ech obur se
among us here, ne beo heo so gret non, Nis bote a lime of
bulke se. 138a Wyclh-- Numb, xxxiv.6 The west plage for-

sothe shal begynne fro the greet see. [So 1611 and 1884
(Revised).] 1390 Gower Cony. 1. 362 To passe over the grete
See To werre and sle the Sarazin. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
viii. 13 To the Turk sey all land did his name dreid. 1533
Bellenden Cron. Scot. 1. (1541) A i, Pharo.-quhais son.,
wesdrownit. .w l all his army in y«reid sets. 15G3SACKVILLE
Induct. Mt'rr. Mag. v, The Beare, that in the Iryshe seas
had dipt His griesly feete. 1577-87 Holinshed Chrou. I.

167/1 The Danes.. coinming into the Seuerne sea. 1614
T. Gentleman England's Way to win Wealth loVJ^zw as
they [sc. herrings] come into Yermouth Seas yearely about
S. Luke, and sometimes before. 1634 SirT- Herbert 'Trav.

43 The River Indus, which their ingulfes herselfe into the
Indian Seas. 1635 Swan Spec. Mundi vi. § 2 (1643) 187 The
sea, is a part of the ocean, to which we Cannot come but
through some strait. 1641 Evelyn Diary 28 Sept., We
sailed over a sea call'd the Plaet, which is an exceeding
dangerous water. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 578/2 Any part
of the ocean marked off from the general mass of water may
be called a sea. In geography the name is loosely applied :

for instance, the Arabian Sea is an open bay, Hudson's
Bay is an enclosed sea.

b. The four seas : the seas bounding Great

Britain on the four sides. Phr. Within the four
sea$ = '\xi Great Britain.

11325 MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 30 pe chef lordes-.bat be3 of

plener age ant bi fnnne be four sen ant out of prisone.

a 1400-50 Alexander 4406 pe soile ne be foure sees suffice

3owe nouthire. 1642, 1886 [see Four a. tl

C. Astr. The name of ( seas ' is still given to those

darker portions of the moon's surface which were
formerly supposed to be covered with water.

1873 Proctor Moon 383 Index to the Map of the Moon.
Table I. Grey Plains, usually called Seas.

3. A large lake or landlocked sheet of water,
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whether salt or fresh. Obs. exc. in inland sea and

in proper names, as the Sea of Galilee, the Dead
Sea, the Caspian Sea, the Sea of Aral.

C893 K. Alfred Oros. I. i. \ 9 peah sume men secgen

bast (the Nile] bser wyrcS micelne sae \vastissimo lacu

exund.ire]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vi. 1 vEfter byson for se

haelend ofer ba galileiscan sae, seo is tiberiadis. (11225

Ancr. R. 230 And te swin anonriht urnen & adreinten ham
suluen i$er see. c 1250 — [see Dead Sea]. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xv. 275 A myle wes betuix the seis. 1590 [see

Inland B. x\ 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 186 This

[ihe Caspian
J,
as other Seas, is a gathering together of per-

petual Waters nourished with Springs. 1876 Encycl. Brit.

V. 176/1 The Caspian Sea., is the largest of those salt lakes

or closed inland seas which may be considered as 'survivals

'

of former oceanic areas.

4. The volume of water in the sea considered in

regard to the ebb and flow of the tide, t Full sea,

high tide (also^). f The sea was in, it was high

water.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 176 }>onne bu wyte baet S32 si ful.

c 1205 Lav. 22019 Whasnne basasvlede5. Ibid. 22025 penne ba
sae falle5 in. 1390 Gower Com/. I. 35 The See now ebbeth,
now it floweth. c 1391 Chaucer Astro/, n. § 46 In which
place of the firmament the mone being, maketh fulle see.

1470 Henry Wallace x. 419 The sey was in, at thai stoppyt

and stud ; On loud he cryt and bad thaim tak the flud.

a 1500 Brut (Lamb. MS.) 583 Remembres how ye drowned
at full see. 1536 in Sel. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 58
Goyng from the porte of London at a full see with a full

wynde. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 27 A
Satyrrical Roman in his time thought all vice, folly, and
madness were at a full sea. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative
{1865) 1. 181 But it was now full Sea with Philip his Affairs.

1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. III. 512 During spring tides

these sluices are opened, and at futl sea they are shut.

5. With an epithet indicating the roughness or

smoothness of the waves, the presence or absence

of swell, etc. Hence without qualification a

heavy swell, rough water.
888 K. /Elfred Boetk. xiv. § 1 Ful oft we fageniaS

smyltre sae. c 1205 Lay. 12005 Pe S3C wes wunder ane wod
and ladliche iwra*5ed. 1390 Gower Com/. I. 282, I wode
as doth the wylde Se. 1555 Towrson in Hakluyl's Voy.

(1589) 103 We. .found the entrance very ill, by reason that
the sea goeth so high. 1641 Evelyn Diary 37 Sept., We.

.

sailed again with a contrary and impetuous wind, and a
terrible sea. C1743 Woodroofe in Hanway's Trav. (1762)

I. tv. lix. 275 When there is any sea, the breakers are visible.

1745 P. Thomas JrMl. Anson s Voy. 114 We found a large
under-rolling Sea. 1769-80 Falconer Diet Marine s.v.,

A long sea implies an uniform and steady motion of long
and extensive waves; on the contrary, a short sea is when
they run irregularly, broken, and interrupted, so as frequently
to burst over a vessel's side or quarter. 1834 Markyat P.
Simple xxviii, We were now past Devil's Point, and the sea
was very heavy. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag xx. It was
pitch-dark, a good deal of sea on. 1840 Longf. Wreck of
Hesperus xi, Some ship in distress, that cannot live In such
an angry sea ! 1865 Daily Tel. 8 Dec. 5/6 During the
passage, .they had continued fine weather, and no sea.

b. The direction of the waves or swell.
1769-80 Falconer Diet. Marine, Sea. .is. .applied by

sailors.. to their [waves'] particular progress or direction.

Thus they say,, .the sea sets to the southward. Hence a
ship is said to head the sea, when her course is opposed to
the setting or direction of the surges. Ibid. 11, Franchtr la
lame, to head the sea ; to sail against the setting of the sea.

O. A large heavy wave.
158a Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 21 Theire ships too lar-

boord doo nod, seas monsterus haunt theym. 163a Lithgow
Trav. 111. 93 Two huge broken Seas, which twice couered
the. .boat. 1769-80 Falconer Diet. Marine, Sea.. is..

applied by sailors, to a single wave...Thus they say, a
heavy sea broke over our quarter, or we shipped a heavy
sea. 1861 Lady Duff-Gordon in F. Gallon Vac. Tourists
(1864) i2i A sea struck us on the weather side. 189a W.
Pike Barren Ground X.Canada 26 The heavy fresh-water
seas broke with great violence on the weather shore.

6. Salt or bitter sea : sea-water, poet.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv.ii.G 3 d, They!., eat like

salt sea in his siddowe ribs. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv.

622 His finny Flocks about their Shepherd play, And rowling
round him, spirt the bitter Sea. 1840 Longf. Wreck 0/
Hesperus xxi, The salt sea was frozen on her breast.

7. fig. With reference to metaphorical sailing,

drowning, waves, etc. ; also, a copious or over-
whelming quantity or mass {of something). See
also 4.
a 1200 Vices «$ Virtues 45 On Sessere michele sea of 5are

bitere woreld. 1574 Higins Mirr. Mag. 1. Induct, v, Sithe
those on whom, for Fortunes giftes we stare, Ofte sooniste
sinke in greatest seas of care. ^1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie
(Arb.) 59 A whole Sea ofexamples woulde present themselues.
i6oj Shaks. Ham. m. i. 59 To take Armes against a Sea of
troubles. 1613 — Hen. VIII, in. ii. 360, I haue ventur'd..
This many Summers in a Sea of Glory, But farre beyond my
depth. 163a Massinger Emp. East m. ii, The peoples ioy
In seas of acclamations flow in, To wait on yours. 1667
Milton P. L, x. 718 In a troubl'd Sea of passion tost. 169a
T. Watson Body Divin. 365 Men will for a drop of Pleasure
drink a Sea of Wrath. 1816 Scott Antio. i, The elder tra-

veller, .plunged, nothing loath, into a sea of discussion con-
cerning urns, vases [etc]. 1822 Lamb Etia Ser. n. Con/,
Drunkard, To waste whole seas of time upon those who
pay it back in little inconsiderable drops ofgrudging applause.
187a Bagehot Physics «y PoL (1876) 220 A complex sea of
forces and passions trouble men in life and in action.

8. trans/, a. A large level tract {of'some material
substance or aggregate of objects).

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. x, In al this
sandy sea, is found no water. 1644 Evelyn Diary 2 Nov.,
We could perceive nothing but a sea of thick cloudes. 1654
Ibid. 22 July, After dinner, ..we passed over the goodly
plaine, or rather sea of carpet. 1667 Milton P. L. m. 440

;
So on this windie Sea of Land, the Fiend Walk'd up and
down alone. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1851) II. 598/2
The billows of an immense sea of sand surrounding the

1
whole army. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x. II. 655 All the
space as far as Charing Cross was one sea of heads. i86z
Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxxvii, His uncle's wife, in a
criminal dock, hemmed in on every side by a sea of eager
faces. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey!. 340 The open country
extends in a sea of green vegetation.

b. Hyperbolically, a great quantity of liquid,

esp. (in figurative context) of blood. So, allusively,

Red Sea (see 2), with reference to blood or wine.
1598 Chapman Hero $ Leander iii. 323 And all this while

the red sea of her blood Ebd with Leander. 1646 Quarles
Sheph. Oracles vii. 83 Oyl-steep'd Anchovis, landed from
his brine. Came freely swimming in red seas of wine. 1756
Burke Nat. Soc. Wks. I. 77 These wars, which have spilled

such seas of blood. 1821 Scott Keniliv. i, We will have one
of Friar Bacon's pupils, .to conjure them [such troublesome
thoughts] away. .—Or, what say you to laying them in a
glorious red sea of claret, my noble guest? 1864 Lowell Fire-
side Trav. 239 The ghost of a creed, .may be laid, after all,

only in a Red Sea of blood.

9. Antiq. The great brazen laver in the Jewish
Temple. [Literally from Heb.]
138a Wyclif 1 Kings vii. 23 He made forsothe the ^oten

see. c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 47 Thilk see of
brasse Whilk in the entree of the Temple of Jerusalem sette

was. 1899 Savce Early Israel vi. 251 In the court of the
temple was a ' sea ' or ' deep ', like that which was made by
Solomon.

II. Phrases.

10. At sea. a. Out on the sea, on ship-board
;

(sailing, trafficking, fighting, etc.) on the sea ; in

employment as a sailor. Also f at the seas,

01300 Cursor .If. 13284, At see sant Iohn and lam he
fand. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. v. 4 Wee
discouered at the Seas [Fr. en Plaine juer] two Foystes.
1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. i. 177 Thou knowst that all my
fortunes are at sea. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxiv. v. II. 491
The beake-heads . . which were taken from them in a conflict

at sea. 167a C. Manners in 12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 24 The Duke is at sea allready, to draw by his

example others to the fleete. 01687 $ 1R W. Petty Polit.
Arith. iii. (1690) 55 To persuade the World, how considerable
the King of France was.. at Sea. 1793 [see At prep. 5].

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xix, I have not been long at
sea, and, of course, cannot know much about these things.

h. fig. In a state of mind resembling the con-

dition of a ship which is out of sight of land and
lias lost her bearings ; in a state of uncertainty or

perplexity, at a loss. Also all at sea.

1768 Blackstone Comm. m. xxvii.440 If a court of eguity
were still at sea, and floated upon the occasional opinion
which the judge who happened to preside might entertain
of conscience in every particular case. 1818 Cruise Digest
(ed. 2) I. 486 If there were not the same rules of property in
all courts, alt things would be as it were at sea ; and under
the greatest uncertainty. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 11. ix, Mrs.
Tickit..was so plainly at sea on this part of the case. .that
Clennam was much disposed to regard the appearance as a
dream. 1893 Sf.locs Trav. S. E. A/rica 219, I was rather
surprised to find that he seemed all at sea, and had no one
ready to go with me.

11. Beyond (the) sea or seas. Out of the country,
in foreign parts, abroad. Cf. Beyond B. i. For
beyond-sea as adj. see Beyond D.
C900 tr. Batda's Ht'st. v. xix. (1890) 458 Mid py he ba jena

waes hereondan sx wuniende. anas 0. E. Chrou. an. 1041
(MS. C) Fram be^eondan sae. c 1105 Lav. 29149 Sum fleh
bi-^eonden sae in to Bruttaine. 1340 Ayenb. 165 Ine be londe
be-yende he ze. 1485 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 28 A standyng
bed, corven with estrich borde of beyond see makyng. 1536
in Sel. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 56 All my goods
whersoever they may be found as well on this syde the see
as beyende the see.

^ 1555 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 227
Sindry schippis cumin furth of Burdeaux, Scherand, and
vthens places beyond sey. 1590 J. Smyth in Lett. Lit.
Men (Camden) 58 When her Majestiecalled me from beeyond
the seas. 1640 May Hist. Pari. 1. ii. 33 The Reformed
Churches beyond the Seas. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 26
Oct., He is a very ingenious man, and a great scholar, and
has been beyond sea. 1879 Miss Braddon Cloven Foot
xxxii, The husband, or lover, may have been out of the way
—beyond seas, perhaps.

12. By sea. f a. Close to the sea, at the sea-

side. (Now by the sea), b. By way of the sea, on
or over the sea (as a mode of transit or convey-

ance), c. In the region of the sea, at sea. (See

also sense 1 c.)

c 1205 Lay. 1485 Heo ford fusden toward sele Brutun ber
he bt sae wonede. 1375 Barbour Bruce xiii. 615 Send the
Kyng by se Till Balmeburch in his awne cuntre. c 1470
Henry Wallace tx. 1131 Few fled with him, and gat away
be see. 16*5 Bacon Ess., Greatness Kingd. (Arb.) 489 We
see the great Effects of Battailes by Sea. 1719 De For
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 6 One of my Companions being going by
Sea to London. Ibid. 293, I had been very unfortunate by
Sea. 1 1836 Longf. {title) The Castle by the Sea.] 1891
Ld. Hobhouse in Law Times Rep. LXV. 562/2 From the
Melbourne factory they carried butterine by sea to Sydney.

fl3. By long sea. Short for by long sea passage:

see Long a.1 18. Also by the long seas.

1645 Evelyn Diary Aug., I made a collection of divers
curiosities.. which I sent for England by long sea. 1694
Luttrell Brie/ Rel. (1857) III. 290 Two dispatches are
sent to our fleet at Cadi/, one by way of the Groyn, the
other by long sea. 17*1 Strype Eccl. Mem. 11. iii. II. 265
To pass into Ireland, either by the long Seas, or by Bristow.

14. On or upon the sea. (In early use on or

upon sea.) a. On the sea's surface, afloat, at sea,

on shipboard. In OE, also = in the sea. b. Of
a dwelling, etc. : At the sea's edge, on the sea-coast.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. xiii. (1890) 48 We..o55e sticode

beod" o55e on sae adruncene. a 1000 Colloq. /El/ric in Wr.-
Wiilcker 94 For hwi ne fixast bu on sae. O. E. Chrou. an.

877, pa mette hie micel yston sae. C1200 Ormin 13296 patt

iss to farenn uppo sae, To fisskenn aflfterr fisskess. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 9795 Colgrim had a broper
on he se. 1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 48 porow losse on b« se.

a 1400-50 Alexander 83 For he him-self is on be se with
siche a somme armed, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/ Aymon
xiv. 327, I fled in to Spayn to Alaflre vpon the see. 1560

in Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1897) II. 25 The marrynors
..in eny ship or vessel laboring and travayling upon
the seaes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 711 The Bastard.,
made sayle with all haste, and roued on the Sea, as before

he was accustomed. 183a Tennyson Pal. 0/ Art 97 In
a clear-wall'd city on the sea. x86o W, Whiting Hymn,
4 Eternal Father, strong to save ' 6 O hear us when we cry
to Thee For those in peril on the sea.

15. Over (the) sea. a. Of motion : Across the

sea, to the other side of the sea. b. Of position :

On the other side of the sea; abroad. Cf. Over-
sea a. and adv., Ovek-seas adv.
O. E, Chron. an. 894 (end) Ond baet wass ymb twelf mona<5

pass be hie a;r hider ofer sae comon. c iaos Lay. 3502 Ouer
sea icomen, hauene sone anomen. 1338 R. Brunne Chron.
(1810) 25 He..ferde ouer the see, & conquerd Normundie.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiii. 392 If 1 sent ouer see myseruantz
to Bruges. 1458 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 300 Ther
marchandys, the wyche they takyth ovre the se. 1583-1886
(see Over-skas adv.], 16x6-1895 tsee Oversea adv.], 1845
Browning Time's Revenges 1 I've a Friend, over the sea,

16. To sea (also f to the sea). Out on the water,

on a voyage, or on ship-board. To go to sea, to

go aboard ship, go on a voyage ; to enter upon, or

follow, the profession of a sailor
; + ^so with

ellipsis of the verb. To put, put off, put out, to

sea : see Put v.l 7, 8, 45 n, 47 j. To stand out to

sea : see Stand v.

C900 tr. Bmdas Hist. 1. xiii, (1890) 48 Us drifaS ba ellreor-

dan to sae. r 1*05 Lay. 19368 To pere sa heo wenden. c«75
Ibid. 1 1968 Hii seileden [down the Thames] forte hii to see

come. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egipciane) 474 Til I

percase a-pone a day saw men of luby & egipe hast bame to
sey, for to schype. 1488 Paston Lett. III. 344 All suche
capeteyns as wente to the see in Lente . . makythe them redy
to goo to the see ageyn as schortely as they can. 1584
Cogam Htiven Health cexvii. 216 Wherefore if any be
desirous to vomit, let them rather go to the Sea. 1591-5
Spenser Colin Clout 209 Let him to sea. 1677 Yarranton
Eng. Improv. 41, I waited upon the Lord Clarendon and
some other Gentlemen to Sea. 1686 tr. Chardins Trav.
Persia 53 The Ottoman Fleet, .putting to sea from Con-
stantinople, Landed in Candy. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. routui
Worlet 61 He knew I was not allowed an ounce of fresh
provisions to sea with me. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v.

I. 550 On the afternoon of the second of May he stood out
to sea before a favourable breeze.

17. To take the sea (also f to take sea, the seas,

ME. to nim the sea). To go on board ship, embark
;

to start on a sea-voyage, launch forth, put out to
sea (said also of the ship). Cf. F. prendre la mer.

• 1205 Lay. 1281 Bi Ruscikadan heo nomen ba sae. Ibid.

4966^ per he \>a. sas nom. c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 4099 And
Achilles toke the see With his vitayles and his naue. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xxiv. 530 Reynawde dyde doo
hale vp saylle, & toke the see. 154a Udall Erasm, Apoph.
287 The maryners,. .beeyng lothe to take y« seaes, Pompeius
hymself first of al entreed into the shippe. a 1604 Hanmer
Chron. Iret. (1809) 366 For want of skill they could not take
the seas, but were tossed with winde and weather, along
the Coast. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Biondis Civil IVarres
iv. 68 The 27. of April he tooke sea at Dover. 1867 Swin-
burne Ess. <j- Stud. (1875) 119 The first hymn of Orpheus as
Argo takes the sea. 1890 S. Lane-Poole Barbary Corsairs
vii. 83 He. .was able to take the sea with a fleet of eighty-
four vessels. 1903 Daily Chron. 30 July 3/1 All the ships
..are able to touch 24 knots, but their lines and the way
they take the sea is cause of common complaint.

IH. Attributive nses and combinations.

18. Simple attributive : a. Of or belonging to the
sea or a sea, as sea-arm, -basin, bed, f-bore, brim,
-brink, t -flash, -floor, harbour, -haven, -marge,
-pull, -spray, -tide, -zuave.

1637 Heywood Descr. Royall Ship (1638) 28 The Great
Colosse, .who bestrid The spacious Rhodian *Sea-arme. 1865
W. G. Palgrave A rabia 1 1. 203 Between the islands runs a
narrow sea-arm. 1884GEIKIE Phys. Geog.xiv.(it&6) 123 Most
of the great *sea-basins. 1838 Penny Cycl.XL 142/2 So as to
stain the whole *sea-bed for 1000 feet or yards in depth, c 13*5
Metr. Horn. (Small) 135 That betes thaim wit dede and
word Als *se bare betes on schip bord. 1621 G. Sandys
Ovid?s Met. ix. (1626) 225 With blood the *sea«brimme
blusht. 1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Consc. I. iii, A
country full of life and animation even to its sea* brim. 01300 •

Horn 151 (Camb. MS.), Bi pe *se brinke No water be na
drinke. c 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 84 On the sea-brink,
another train they met. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 7
Sometimes the surges or *Sea-flashes doe rebound top-gallant
height. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 60 The variety of its

rocks, aspects, and *sea-floors. 1648 Hexham it, Een Zee*
haven, A "Sea-haven, or a *Sea-harbor. 1843 Carlyle Past
# Pr. v. 89 No monstrous pitchy City, and Seahaven of the
world ! x6io Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 69 Thy *Sea-marge stirrile.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas 68 The *sea-pull drew them side
by side, gunnel to gunnel laid. 1812 Sir J. Sinclair Syst.
Husb. Scot. 1. 47 Withering mentions a thorny shrub . . which
stands the *sea-spray. 1601 Holland Pliny v. i. I. 90 It..
is only not overflowed by the #sea tides. 1737-46 Thomson
Summer 1600 The loud *sea-wave. i860 Tyndall Glac.
1. xxv. 185 The sea-waves., sometimes reach the shore before
the wind which produces them.

b. That is an attribute or quality of the sea, as

sea-blink, -calm, •murmur, -music, -roughness^

•shine, -smell, -voice*
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1850 B. Tavlok Eldorado xxxiii, Far away to the right I

saw the *sea-blink along the edges of the sky. i8ai *Sea-

calm [see sea-roughness below]. 1818 Shelley Eugan.
Hills 347 A dell. .Which the wild *sea-murmur fills. 1819—
Prometh. ill. Hi. 27 And thou, lone, shalt chant fragments of

*sea-music. i8ji Lamb Elia, Witches (end), The billows

gradually subsiding, fell from a *sea-roughness to a sea-

calm, and thence to a river motion. 1867 Augusta Wilson
Vashtixiv, The greenish *sea-shine breaking through the

dense foliage. 1880 Swinburne Studies in Song 179 Streak

on streak ofglimmering seashine crosses All the land. 1833
Tennyson Rosalind ii, Fresh as the early *seasmell blown
Through vineyards from an inland bay. 1859— Guinevere
245 And strong man-breasted things stood from the sea, And
sent a deep "sea-voice thro' all the land.

C. Consisting of sea, as sea-frontier, -lane,

f -limit, -path, pool, + -tract, -valley.

1905 Westm. Gaz. 15 Aug. 3/1 The*sea-frontier ofEngland.
1878 Tennyson Revenge v, And the little Revenge ran on
thro' the long *sea-lane between. 1577 Dee Memor. Navig.
59 All, within the *Sea-limits of our Brytish Royallty. 1653
Milton Ps. viiL 22 Fowl of the Heavens, and Fish that
through the wet *Sea-paths in shoals do slide. 1596 SrENSER
State Trel. 2, I heard it often wished also.. that all that
land were a *Sea poole. 1883 Fisheries Exhih. Catal. p,
lxxxvii, A Seapool arranged as a grotto. 1600 R. Johnson
Ktngd.

(J-
Comntiv. 169 So huge a *sea-tract full of hauens.

1857 Emerson Poems 81 *Sea-valIeys and the deep of skies
Furnished several supplies.

d. (Phenomena) occurring at sea, as sea-cloud,

dew, -meteor, -storm, -sunset, ^-tempest.
1811 Scott Don Roderick xxxvi, That *sea-c!oud, in size

like human hand. 1888 F. CoviVExCaptain ofWight {1889)
306 The *sea-dew glittered on spar and mast and straining
sail. az8i8 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W. /wr*. (1834) 39 Theabove-
mentioned floating lights are a kind of *sea-meteors. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 177 And now I pray you Sir, . . your rea-

son Forraystng this *Sea-Storme? 1839-52 Bailey Festus
428 Nor that it now sinks Like a *sea-sunset.

i
1871 Tenny-

son Last Tourn. 505 A low sea-sunset glorying round her
hair, r 1400 Sc. Trojan Warn, ion And sene pat so be
*see-tempestes Lownyt not, nor yhet toke restes.

e. (a) Deposited by or in the sea, as sea-clay,

T -gravel, -mud, -ooze, -slob, + -stub, -slutch, + -turf,

•warp; (6) formed by the sea, as f sea-concretion

;

(c) proceeding from the sea, as sea-blast,fog, fret,
-gale, haze, etc.

1798 Southey Henry the Hermit 25 And underneath a
rock that shelter'd him From the *sea-blast, he built his
hermitage. 1531 Lett. $ Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 183 Longe
cartes caryng of see turff and *see clay from the floo marke.
1695 T. Edwards Author. O. «r N. Test. III. 282 Others
would persuade us that it [Stone-henge] is a *sea-concretion.

1796 H. Hunter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) I. 171
Long belts of land and *sea-fogs

t
which accompany the melt-

ing of all ices. 1846 Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 3), * Sea-
fret, a wet mist, or haze proceeding from the sea inland. 1882
W. B. Scott Poet's Harvest Home 33 But still she stared
across the bar Through blinding locks and blind seafret.

1821 Scott Pirate i, A garden.. produced such vegetables
as..the*sea-gale would permit to grow, c 1440 Jacob's Well
304 pin herte is lyche pe *see-grauel & sande, pat sokyth
in, & drynketh in, all waterys, and $\t be see is neuere full.

1864 Tennyson Enoch Arden 673 Till anon drawn thro1

either chasm,. .Roll'd a *sea-haze and. whelm'd the world
in gray. 1726 Leoni AlberiVs Arcltit. II. 125/2 If their

holes were stopt up with *Sea-mud, or ashes, it wou'd destroy
them. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 68 All manner of
*Sea-Owse, Owsie-mud, or Sea-weeds, . . are very good for the
bettering of Land. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words, *Sea-
roke, a fog or mist suddenly approaching from the direction

of the sea. 1869 Zoologist Ser. 11. IV. 1943 A gray sea-roke
drifting in across the sand-dunes. 1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 20
It was no easy matter to distinguish between salt *seascud
and driving rain. 1776 M. Murray in A. Young's Tour
Irel. (1780) I. 279 Part [manured! with *sea-slob and lime
mixed. 16x0 W. Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. x. 30 They
vse both Orewood, Sea-sand, and *Sea-slubbe for soylings.

1795 J. Holt Agric. Lane. 126 *Sea slutch, from the Ribble
and Wyre, is in some places adjacent, made use of as a sub-
stitute for marie, i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 52 A full

tide Rose with ground-swell, which, on the foremost rocks
Touching, upjeited in spirts of wild *sea-smoke. 1531 *Sea
turf [see sea-clay above^ 1705 Addison Italy, Pesaro etc.

142 Expos'd to the Winds and Salt *Sea-Vapours. 1839
Civ. Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. II. 450/1 By introducing
fascine jetty work, which greatly accelerated the deposit of
the *sea warp.

f. Situated in or by the sea, as sea-cape, -cave,

f -city, crag, -down, -dune, -fat, -grove, -hall, -home,

-marsh, -point, -quag, -scar, -terrace, -wold, -wood.
a 1876 M. Collins Th. in Garden (1880) II. 251 *Seacapes

divine which the merry winds whiten. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel vi. xxiii, But the *sea-caves rung, and the wild
winds sung, The dirge of the lovely Rosabelle. 1849 M.
Arnold Forsaken Merman 61 Come back to the kind sea-

caves ! 1600 L Pory tr. Leo's Africa 1. 29 All the *sea-cities

and inland-cities of Barbaric
^ 1595 Duncan App. Etym.

(E. D. S.)j Scopnlus, . . a *sea-craig. 1865 Swinrurne Chaste'
lard 1. ii. 30 Between the *sea-downs and the sea. 1885
Tennyson Flight xxiii, We shall light upon..Some lodge
within the waste *sea-dunes, and hear the waters roar. 1823
CoBBETT Rur. Rides (1885) I. 275 The wheat on. .the *sea-
flats at Havant. ^1830 Tennyson Mertnan ii, Then we would
wander away. .To the pale-green *sea-groves. Ibid., I would
fill the "sea- halls with a voice of power, a 1746 Holdsworth
On Virg. (1768) 400 There could be no fleet lying there, no
*sea*marshes, no lines drawn across them to intercept com-
munication. 1736 Gentl. Mag.Vll. 357/2 To be built on
the "sea-point of the same Island. 1882 StevensonHewArab.
Nts. II. ii. 15 The Graden Floe and the other *sea quags
that fortified the shore against invaders. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 415 Ane fair castell standand on the *se skar.
1868 Ld. Lytton Chron. <$• C/iar., Siege Constant., The
solemn obelisks And sombre cypress stripe with blackest
shade *Sea terraces. 1884 Geikie Phys. Geog. xxiii. (1886)
217 Fig. 40 View of an old sea-terrace or raised beach, with
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sea-worn caves on its inner margin. 1830 Tennyson Mer-
maid iii, We would run to and fro, and nide and seek, On
the broad *sea-wolds in the crimson shells. 1902 Buchan
Watcher by Threshold 113 A *sea-wood of alders slipping
from the hill's skirts to the water's edge.

g. Occasionally — ( at the sea-side*, as sea-

place, -quarters, -sojourn, f -watering-place.
1824 Coleridge Let. to H. F. Cary (1895) 733 Both Mrs.

G.^ and myself have returned much benefited by our sea-
sojourn. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. n. xiv, 'Where's
St. Leonard s ?

'
' Oh, the sea watering-place, close to

Hastings'. Ibid. 111. iii, The proposition of her removal to
some sea-watering place. 1861 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 81
East Cliff. . would be perfect as sea-quarters if it weren't for
the noise. 1877 P'cess Alice Mem. 25 July (1884) 356 The
nicest sea-place I have been as yet.

h. Pertaining to the sea as a sphere of warlike
operations, as sea army, battle, campaign, conquest,

dominion, empire, etc.

1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 181 The arriuall of his
*sea-armie. 1835 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Arts s.v. Signals,
The movements of a sea-army having a necessarydependence
on the wind, they cannot [etc.). 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 12
In the yeere 1156. .there was a *Sea-battell fought. 1678
Marvell Growth FoperyVfks. 1875 IV. 264 This fatal con.
elusion of all our*Sea-champaynes. 1627 May Li/can in,

Argt., Brutus maintaines The siege, and Caesars first *Sea-
conquest games. 1651 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 58
The *Sea-Dominion of the Lydians. 1696 B. Kennett
Rom. Antiq. if. 1. iv. (1717) 46 The Naumachix, or Places
for the Shows of *Sea-Engagements. 1712 Addison Spect.
No. 299 p 2 Such an one commanded in such a Sea Engage-
ment. 1910 Nation 22 Jan. 671/2 They controlled a Sea-
empire over the Aegean. 1577 Dee Mentor. Navig. 59
Our *Sea-forces preuayling. 1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuch
MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 444 Four *sea regiments of
three thousand men a-piece. 1682 C. Irvine Hist. Sc.
Nomencl. Ded. *iv, By your careful Conduct, you made
Britain triumph over her most powerful *Sea-Rival. 1577
Dee Mentor. Navig. ix Appropnat to her peculiar Iurisdic-

tion and *Sea Royallty. Ibid. 5 That expert and hardy
Crue of some Thousands of*Sea soldiers wold be to this

Realme a Treasor incomparable. 1708 J. Chamberlayne
St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. ii. (1710) 53 He can soon Man the same
with the best Sea-Soldiers in the whole World. 1615 Traders
Incr. 33 This goodly engine of our *sea-state. a 1649
Drumm. of Hawth. jfas. IV, Wks, (1711) 64 A *sea-victory

obtained by Sir Andrew Wood. 1727 Arbuthnot Tables
Anc. Coins, etc. 241 This *Sea War cost the Carthaginians
five hundred Quinquiremes.

i. Sea-going, as Sea-boat, sea-coble, -ship.

Also in fanciful terms descriptive of various kinds

of sea-going vessels, as sea-car, -castle, -coffin,

T" -kennel, -terrier, + wasp.
1851 C. L. Smith tr. Tasso xvu. liv, Over the self-same paths

which the *sea-car Had traced in coming, backward hence it

goes. 1655 Marq.Worcester Cent. Invent. § 16 How to make
a *Sea-castle or Fortification Cannon-proof. 1841 Ld. J.
Manners England's Trust 18 On furthest ocean's heaving
breast meanwhile Ride the sea-castles of our merchant-isle.

1878 Tennyson Revenge iv, Till the Spaniard came in sight,

With his huge sea-castles heaving upon the weather bow.
1505 Benvick Reg. in Var. Collect. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I.

9 That all the *see cowbells commynge frome the se shall

fande upon this syde of the water of Twede. 1565 [see

Coble1
2]. 1899 Pall Mall Mag. Feb. 230 Many coasters

were called *Sea-coffins after Mr. Plimsoll. .denounced the
ship-owner as the rapacious destroyer of his species. 1676
Wycherley PL Dealer in. i, You shou'd be ty'd up again,
in your *Sea-kennel, call'd a Ship. 1535 Coverdale i Kings
x. 22 The kynges "Seeshippe y l sayledvpon the See with y*
shippe of Hiram. 1838 Longf. Beowulf-20 He bade him a
sea-ship.. prepare. 1865E.BURRITT Walk to Land'sEnd'275
The Fowey seamen made a remarkable reputation in their
day with their little *sea-terriers. 1666 Dryden Ann.
Mirab. cliii, She seems a *sea-wasp flying on the waves.

j. Pertaining to life at sea ; used or worn at sea

;

as sea-biscuit, -boot (hence sea-booted adj.), bread,

cap, •f-cales,coat, fcompass, etc. Also, characteristic

of life at sea or of seamen, nautical, as sea-boiv,

-gibberish, -hornpipe, -language, manners, etc.

1680-90 Temple Ess. Health <$ Long Life Wks. 1731 I.

283 A Spoonful of Powder of *Sea-bisquet. 1851 H. Mel-
ville Whale ix, A low rumbling of heavy *sea*boots among
the benches. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. v. 107 With his

*sea-booted feet cocked up on the table. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand. (1812) I. 11 My uncle after two or three #sea-

bows expressed himself in this manner. 1876 Davis Polaris
Exp. xi. 261 A hash made of dried salmon and *sea-bread.

x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. in. iv. 364 Now you haue no *sea-cap
on your head. 1688 Jane Barker Poet. Rccreat. 1. 92 The
best of *Sea-Cates we wish for thy Diet. C1578 Frobisher
in Proc. Rec. Comm. (1833) 562 At Bristo, wher his carde
and his *se-c!othes dyd ly to pawne. 1687 Loud. Gas. No.
2290/4 A black Negro.. having a ^Sea-Coat Jin'd with white
Bays. 1570 J. DEmMath. Pref.a ivb

;
Certaine Landmarkes

. . well hable to be skried, in what point of the *Seacumpase
they appeare. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening 81

This Instrument is generally furnished with the Sea Com-
pass. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-pie,.. a favourite

*sea-dish in rough weather. 1889 Century Diet., Furling-
line, a line wound spirally about a sail and its yard in

furling. Also called *sea-gasket. 1608 Sylvester DuBartas
n. iv. in. Schisme 929 Strike, strike our saije (the Master
cryes) amain,., but hee cryes in vain; For, in hisface the
blasts so bluster ay, That his *Sea-gibb'rish is straight born
away. 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 13 Vp from my Cabin My
*sea-gowne scarft about me in the darke. 1699 Dampiek
Voy. II. 1. 91 My Guide carried my Sea-gown, which was
my covering in the night. 1745 Life Bamfylde-Moore Carew
58 He . . furnishes himself with a tattered *Sea-Habit. 1687
Land. Gaz. No. 2256/4 With a *Sea Hankerchief about his

Neck. X798 O'Kreffe Wild Oats 1. i, John. You know,
on our quitting harbour—. Sir Geo. Damn your *sea-jaw,

you marvellous dolphin, give the contents of your log-book
in plain English. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. vi, The doctor
was amazingly shabby, in a torn and darned rough-weather

sea.

*sea*jacket [etc. J. 1884 Sir F. S. Roberts in 19M Cent.
June 1069 M Sea-kits should be issued gratis [to the army] as
required. 1728 Chambers Cycl., Offingi in the *Sea-language,
that part of the Sea a good distance from Shore. 1838 Civ.
Ettgin. <y Arch. Jrnl. I. 358/1 A *sea lead is charged at its

heavy end with a small iron tube. 1740 Johnson Life Drake
Wks. 1816 XII. 99 Bred from his earliest years to the labour
and hardships of a *sea life. 1853 Kane Griuuelt Exp.v.
(1856) 35 The recurring noonday, the meridian starting-point
of sea-life. 1829 Marryat^. AHldmaylv, My *sea manners
were not congenial to the drawing-room. 1668 Land. Gaz.
No. 262/4 A *sea Neckcloth about his neck. 1659 Torriano,
Avaria, a '"sea-phrase, viz. a.. distribution of the losse
made, when [etc.]. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1791) II.

xxxvii. 248, I suppose it to be some sea-phrase. 1886
Stevenson Kidnapped x, Then there came a single call on
the *sea-pipe, and that was the signal. ci6ii Chapman
Iliad 11. 538 King Agamemnon, on these men, did well-built

ships bestow To passe the gulfie purple sea, that did no #sea
rites know. 1884 ' H. Collingwood' Under Meteor Flag
ijz He made an elaborate *sea-scrape with his right foot.

1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 400 [We] were nearly
run into ourselves by a clumsy merchantman, whom we had
the relief of being able to abuse in..the most racy *sea-slang.

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. ix. 91 Some place, .where ships might
refresh and supply themselves with the necessary *sea-stock
for their voyage. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 349
This fruit . . is very eligible for sea-stock. 1659 Rushw. Hist.
Coll. 415 All manner ofTackle, *Sea-stores, and Ammunition.
1834 Marryat P. Simple viii. We were ordered to the dock-
yard to draw sea-stores. 1603 Dekker 1st Pt. Honest Wh.
I. ii Stage-dir., Enter Fustigo in some fantastic *sea*suit.

1710 Pope Let. to H. C. (1735) I. 105, I agree with you in

your Censure of the Use of *Sea-Terms in Mr. Dryden's
Virgil. 1898 Ansted {title), A Dictionary of Sea Terms.
1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xi. 125 To make *Sea Venison.

k. Applied to pay received or 'due for actual

service in a duly-commissioned ship* (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. 1S67).
In sea-pay, fat sea-wages: (of a sailor) in actual service

on the sea ; (of a ship) in commission.
1490 Act 7 Hen. VII, c. 1 § 2 If the Captain be at Sea-

wages, he [shall] shew the departing. .of the said Soldier.,
to the Admiral of the Navy. 1667 Pepys Diary 29 Aug.,
My Lord Crewe and his friends take it very ill of me that
my Lord Sandwich's sea-fee should be retrenched. 1758
M. P.'s. Let. on R. N. 6 When such Ships shall have been
eighteen Months in Sea-pay, the Wages of the first twelve
Months shall be paid. 1889 N. $ Q. 7th Ser. VII. 81/2
The fleet then left by Pepys in sea-pay comprised 76 vessels,

and the men numbered 12,04a

1. Applied to works of art or literature, narra-

tives, etc., representing the sea or life at sea, as sea-

eclogue, -sonnet, -story, -subject, -tale, -yarn, etc.

So also sea-painter, -poet.

1712 (title) Nereids: or *Sea-Eclogues. 1909 Q. Rev. July
140 Joseph Autran the *sea-poet of Marseilles. 1659 Lady
Alimony in. iii. F4, Let us have a *Sea-sonnet before we
lanch forth in our Adventure-Frigot. 1855 (title) 'Sea
Stories : tales of discovery, adventure, and escapes. 1885
Academy 21 Nov. 338/3 Mr. Russell undoubtedly 'struck
oil ' with his earlier sea-stories. 1850 Marg. F. Ossoli
Worn, in 19M Cent. (1862) 267 Painters of *sea-subjects.

1888 F. M. Crawford With Immortals II. 129. I used to

. .listen to the *sea-tales of the sailors. 1890 ' R. Bolore-
wood 'Col. Reformer^1891) 157 Spinning *sea-yarns all night.

m. Applied to nautical maps and charts, as

fsea-chart, -map,-plat, etc. Also Sea-book, -card i.

C1635 N. Boteler Dial. Sea Sendees (1685) 266 This
*Sea-cart is also called a Plot. 1745 Pococke Descr. East
II. 1. 210 The modern sea carts make it [Cyprus] only one
hundred and thirty-fiye [miles] in length. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. iv. iii. 157 By the true *Sea-chart you are
arrived at G. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 520/2 By 1601 Mer-
cator's projection was in use for all sea charts. 163a Sher-
wood,A sea-card, or *Sea-map, Carte marine, Hydrographie.
1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 405/1 There are two kinds of terres-

trial maps—geographic or land maps, and hydrographie or
sea maps. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 416 The Drafts or *Sea-
plats being first consulted, it was [etc.].

n. By sea; also, pertaining to navigation or

maritime or naval affairs ; as sea-business, -carriage,

+ -concernment, -passage, -passenger, -route, -trade,

•traffic, -transport, + -wandering, etc. Also Sea-
voyaging.
1625 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argenis iv. xv. 289 The hurly-

burly of such as were unskilfull in *sea-business, was like to
bring no lesse danger than the storms violence. 171a M.
Henry Daily Commun. with God (1866) 45 Whatever your
employment be, in country-business, city-business, or sea-
business,., go about them in the fear ofGod. 1766 Smollett
Trav. I. xx. 315 This wine is ofa strong body,..and improves
by *sea-carriage. 1868 Rogers Pol. Econ. iii. (1876) 20 The
relative values of food, clothing, metals, and sea-carriage
remain the same, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 27
Wherefore he whom this latter Party doth affectionately

own to be their Head, cannot probably be wronged in his

*Sea-concernments by the other. 1615 Trade's Incr. 2 A
man may runne a course this way [by fishing] to enrich
himselfe. .more easily, .then any other *sea-course can per-

suade vs to. 1619 Hieron Wks. I. 643 It is an allusion to

a sea-course : When he the admirall hangs out a lanterne,

and all that come behind steere to that, a 1586 *Sea-disri-

pline [see Land-service]. 1666 Marvell Corr. lviii. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 197 The *sea-news is not good from severall

places. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trazt. 2 The description of our
*Sea passage. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <§ Dogma (1876) 181

Because a man has frequently to make sea-passages, he is

not gifted with an immunity from sea-sickness. 1592 Greene
2nd Pt. Conny-catching Wks. (Grosart) X. 89 Syrens, who
sitting with their watching eies vpon the rockes to allure

*Sea-passengers to their extreame preiudice. 1858 Timbs
Curiosities of Set. Ser. 1. 184 Ocean highways : how *sea-

routes have been shortened. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-

day xliii. (ed. 3) 372 In communication with the Continent
by the shortest sea route. 1664 Exton Maritime Dicxol.

1. iii. 14 Other things.. done—either on or at the sea, con-
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ceming *Sea-trade. 1885 J. F. Payne in Encycl. Brit.

XIX. 166/2 Two insular outbreaks [ofplague] . . both thought
to be cases of importation by *sea-traffic. 1847 Webster,
*Sea-traveling, traveling by sea voyages. 1599 Nashe
Lenten Stuffe 50 Like.. Vlysses (well knowne vnto them
by his prolixious *seawandering).

o. In designations of persons, as living or exer-

cising their functions at sea, as sea-boy , -carpenter,

-commander, -friend, -robber, etc. ; f also occas.

quasi-fl^'., that is a sailor, nautical, as sea-lover',

-philosopher, -reatler.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. i. 27 Canst thou (O partiall

Sleepe) giue thy Repose To the wet *Sea-Boy, in an houre
so rude, i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. cxii. III. 38 A
Hull sea-boy went to see his master when his time was out.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Scarfed, in the *sea carpenter's
language, is the same as pierced, or fastened or joined in.

1718 Blackmore Alfred in. (1723) 87 Rigid *Sea-Chiefs
and turbulent of Mind. 167a Wiseman Wounds ir. App.,
To Rdr., My design was to help the *Sea-Chirurgions.
1659 Rlshw. Hist. Coll. I. 4 One of the last Sea-Com-
manders then living bred under Queen Elizabeth. 1661

J. D[avies] Civil Warns 326 Coll. Popham one of their
*Sea-GeneraIls. 1666 Evelyn Diary 2 Dec, Van Tromp,
the Sea General!. 1669 Stlrmy Mariner's Mag. v. xiVu 85
Hand-Granadoes tare], .made by *Sea-Gunners upon a
Mould made with Twine. 1758 J. Blake Plan Mar. Syst.

42 To *sea-lads under 18 not more than 22s. 6d. per month.
ri688 Pepys Mem. R. N. in Moorhouse Pepys (1900) 253
For ascertaining the duty of a *sea-lieutenant, and for ex-
amining persons pretending to that office. 17*3 Pres. St.

Russia II. 341 Ihe same happened to another Sea-Lieu-
tenant Michucow. 1797 Snorting Mag. X. 322 A *sea-
looby that did not know how to reckon. 1695 Congreve
Love for Love iv. xii, What, has my *sea-lover lost his
anchor of hope then? 1600 Abp. Abbot Expos. Jonah viii.

169 These "sea-people in like sort might well thinke of the
Lord, and yet not leaue their idolatry. 1748 Smollett
Rod. Rand, xxxii. (1760) I. 248, I was much pleased and
edified with the maxims of this 'sea-philosopher. 1736
Shelvocke Voy. round World Pref. 4, I do not here
pretend to give my *Sea-Reader a compleat system of the
Navigation on the coasts of Chili, Peru, &c. 15x3 Douglas
&neis vil vii. 48 3one fak *see rewir will Teif in sturt.

1595 Duncan App. Etym. (E.D.S.), Pyrata, a sea-rewar, a
pyrate. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 435 When the Erie, .had
not founde one Pirate or *Sea robber, he [etc.]. 1870
Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 305 On the mast Hung the
sea-robbers' fair shields, lip to Tip.

p. In appellations of mythological or other
imaginary beings supposed to inhabit the sea, as
sea-eattle, -deity, -giant, -goblin, -idol, etc,

1710 W. King Heathen Gods «$• Heroes 1. (1723) 179 He
[Proteus] is said to ride in a Chariot drawn by *Sea-Cattle

t

a sort of Horses with two Legs, and Tails like Fishes. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 677 Neptune with his ruder
*Sea-Deities. 1888 F. M, Crawford With Immortals
(1890) 294 The match between gods and *sea*giants for souls
of sailors. 1833 Scott Ess. Romance (1874) 97 Begot
betwixt a monster and a *sea-eobIin. 1855 Kingsley
Heroes, Argon, v. 161 In that cave lives Scylla, the "sea-hag.

1671 Milton Samson 13 This day a solemn Feast the people
hold To Dagcn thir *Sea-IdoI. 1604 Meeting ofGallants
at Ordinarie 22 Riding upon a *Sea-mare. 1589 Greene
Menaphon (Arb.) 52 How oft haue I descending Titan seene
His burning lockes couch in the *Sea-queenes lap. 1590
Spenser F.Q. ii. xii. 24 The horrible •Sea-satyre, that doth
shew His fearefull face in time of greatest storme.

q. That lives in the sea, or is found in the sea,

esp. as opposed to a similar thing found or living

on land, or in fresh water.
i6oi Holland Pliny xxil xxii. II. 128 Others affirme, that

Alimon is a sea-wort, of a salt and brackish tast. 1611 Speed
Theat. Gt. Brit. xl. (1614) 79/2 Sea-winkles, cockles and
other sea-fish. 1767 tr. Cram' Greenland I. 60 Of the Land
and Sea Vegetables. 1848 Owen in Times 14 Nov. 9/1 The
Sea Saurians of the Secondary periods of geology. 1859
Ld. Lytton Wanderer (ed. 2) 329 My coat. .Salt as a sea-
sponge. 1867 Brande & Cox Diet. Set. s.v. Sea-serpent,
Mesozoic sea-reptiles {.Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus).

19. Objective, as f sea-binding, -convulsing, f dry-

*n8* -framing, -loving, f -shouldering, etc., adjs.

Also f sea-wright sb.

x6i6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. iv, O ye *sea-binding
cleeves ! Ibid. 11. i, 10 By thickets which aray'd The high
* Sea-bounding hill, so neare she went [etc.]. 1861 S. Brooks
Silver Cord xvii, The basin in which stood.. the •sea-com-
pelling Poseidon. i8at Shelley Hellas 474 The *sea-con.
vulsing fight. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iiL iv. Cap-
laines 294 Let faint Women shake At their Drad God, at
their "Sea-drying Lord. 1601 R. Chester Love's Mart.
(1878) 78 The flowing Riuer Thamasis is nam'd. Whose
*Sea-ensuing Tide can neare be tam'd. i860 Tennyson
Sea Dreams 33 They.. Ran in and out the long 'sea-
framing caves. 186a Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. II. 700 The
Dunlin.. is the commonest of the *sea-loving Sandpipers.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 23 Spring-headed Hydraes and
*sea-shouldring Whales. 1616 W. Browne Brtt. Past. it.

i. 26 Bearded Goates, that on the clouded head Of any
*sea-suruaying Mountaine fed. C1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps,
xcv. ii, The sea is his, and he the *sea-wright was.

20. Similative, as sea-colour; sea-blue, -deep,

-grey, -wide adjs. Cf. Sea-grebn.
1850 Tennyson In Mem. xc[i], Or underneath the barren

bush Flits by the *sea-blue bird of March. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 233 Three springs of hote water, of a
blewish or *sea colour. 1896 Housman Shropshire Lad xiv,
Sea-deep, till doomsday morning, Lie lost my heart and
soul. 1906 Academy 6 Jan. 14/1 Our ancient "sea-grey
town. 1756 Dyer Fleece iv. 220 Those [lakes] a *sea-wide
surface spread.

21. Instrumental, as t sea-partition ; sea-bathed,

-bounded, f -broke, f -circled, -deserted, -divided,

-driven, encircled, -scented, -tossed, -j- wrecked adjs,
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1640 Sandys Christ's Passion i. 80 *Sea-bath'd Hesperus,
who brings Night on. 1610 Niccols Winter night's Vision,
Mirr. Mag. 573 Our *sea-bounded Britanie. 1649 G. Daniel
Trinarch., Hen. V, clx, As a brave Vessell, *Sea-broke, lyes

to Hull. 1594 Nashe Un/ort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 20
Their *sea-circled Hands, 1820 Shelley Witch iv, The
*sea-deserted sand. 1649 G, Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V
txxviii, *Sea-Devided France. 1581 W, S. Compend. or
Briefe Exam. 8 b, Towards what Coastes yee be *Sea
dryuen. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 926 Round the *sea-

encircled globe. 1597 Drayton Heroic. Ep. 44 b, This
*Sea-inuirond He. 1735 Somerville Chase 111. 431 All now
is plain, Plain as the strand *sea-lav'd. 1597 J. Payne
Royal Exch. 3 Neyther *sea particion nor distans of plase
can be anye lawful! excuse to be.. silent. 159a in Sir J.
Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 70 *Sea rounded
groundes. 184s Browning Meeting at Nt. ii, Warm -sea-
scented beach. 1648 Herrick Hesper. 85 (Welcome to Sack),
Far more welcome then the happy soile, The *Sea-scourg'd
Merchant, after all his toile, Salutes with tears ofjoy, 1744
Young Nt. Th. vii. 32 He whom *Sea-sever'd Realms obey.
17JS Pope Odyss. iv. 827 -Sea-surrounded realms. 1610
Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 251 She that from whom We all were
*sea-swallow'd. x6i6 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i. 3 Into
as fayre a Baye As euer Merchant wisht might be the
rode Wherein to ease his *sea-torne Vessels lode. 1608
Shaks. Per. in. Gower 60 Vpon whose Decke The *seas tost

Pericles appeares to speake. 1594 Lodge & Greene Look-
ing.gl. (r598) F 1, You returne thus *sea-wrackt as I see.

22. Locative, as sea-based, -bred, -built, f -lost,

-packed, -potent, -setting adjs. ; also sea-setting sb.

1839-48 Bailey Festits 67/1 Like *seabased icebergs. 1695
Congreve Love /or L. Dram. Pers., Ben, Sir Sampson's
younger Son, half home-bred, and half *sea-bred. 1666
Dryden Ann. Mirab. lvii, The *sea-built forts in dreadful
order move. 16*4 Quarles Sion's Elegies 11. xt D 1 b, As
a *Sea-lost Rouer, Shee roames, but can no land of peace
discouer. 1891 Century Diet., *Sea-packed, packed at sea
or during a voyage, as fish to be sold on arrival in port.

1743 Francis tr. Hor., Odes in. xxviii. 9 The "Sea-potent
King, And Nereids. x68*> Dryden Albion ft Alb. in. i, -Sea-
racing Dolphins are train'd for our Motion, 1655 Marq.
Worcester Cent. Invent. Index 2 A *3ea-saihng Fort.
1839-48 Bailey Festus xix. 211 My soul sank within me
like a star *Sea-setling. 1865 A. Smith Summer in Skye I.

200 [The] wan sea-setting of the moon. 1789 E. Darwin Hot.
Gard. I. 15 "Sea-wilder'd crews the mountain-stars admire,

23. Special combinations : fsea-affairs, nautical

or naval affairs, or things occurring at sea ; + sea-
agate, ? an agate with green wave-like markings

;

sea-anchor, (a) (see quot. 1769); {b) ^drift-anchor
(see Drift sb. 19 c); t sea-artist, a master of the

art of navigation ; sea-beggar Hist. [ = F. gueux
de mer], a seaman of the small fleet organized by
William ofOrange in 1572 to combat the Spaniards;
sea-blackingyiictt/rtr, the effect of sea-air in darken-
ing the skin ; sea-bloom, -blossom, a flower or

blossom of marine vegetation ; sea-bow, a pheno-
menon similar to the rainbow, formed by the action

of light on sea-spray; t sea-brace, a piece of
timber used to strengthen a framework against the

stress of the waves ; sea-breach, (a) a breaker

;

{b) an irruption of the sea ; sea-break — prec. (b)
;

sea-brief (see quot. 1875) ; sea-bud, a bud of
marine vegetation, also attrib. ; sea-cap (see

quot.) ; + sea-carriage, a gun-carriage for a ship's

gun ; sea-ohange, a change wrought by the sea

;

sea-chest, a seaman's chest or box for his own
clothing, etc, ; sea-clam, -clamp, ' a clam, clamp,
or forceps closed by a weight, for use with deep-
sea sounding-lines' {Cent. Diet. 1891) ; sea-cloth,

a painted cloth spread over the stage and moved
so as to represent waves ; sea-cobble, a pebble
rounded by the action of the sea, used for paving
and building; f sea-common (see quot.); sea-
cook, a cook on board ship ; esp. in son ofa sea-

cook used as a term of abuse ; sea-crust, the in-

crustation formed on an iron ship during a sea-

voyage ; sea-daddy [cf. Du. zeevader], an old

sailor who befriends and instructs a midshipman

;

f sea-dingle, an abyss or deep in the sea ; f sea-

distemper = Sea-sickness ; sea-door, a means of

access (to a country) from the sea ; f sea-drags,
-dust (see quots.) ; sea-edge, the brink of the sea

;

also spec. ' the boundary between the icy regions of

the "north water" and the unfrozen portions of the

Arctic Sea' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867); sea-
farm, ' an area of sea-bottom devoted to the culti-

vation of molluscs; an oyster-farm' {Funk's Stand.
Diet. 1895); sea-fencible, an old coastguard;

sea-fire, phosphorescence at sea ; sea-flier, one of

the longipennine natatorial sea-birds, as gulls, etc;

sea-fort, a fort on the coast ; sea-gauge, (a) (see

quot.) ; {b) ' the depth that a vessel sinks in the

water' (Webster 1828-32); sea-gipsy, one of a
roving tribe of fishermen of Malayan type living all

their life on the sea, in the Malay Archipelago;
sea-glass, f (a) isinglass; {b) (see quot. 1895);

t sea-grave = sea-reeve ; sea-grocer, ' a sobriquet

for the purser ' (Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk.) ; sea-
guard,a guarding or protecting by sea; + sea-gulf,

a whirlpool ; + sea-head, ? a sea-wall or bank ;

sea-horizon, the line where sky and sea seem to
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meet ; in Navigation, ' the small circle which bounds
the portion of the surface visible to a spectator in

the open sea' (Harbord Gloss. Navig. 1863); sea-

ice (see quot. 1835), also simply, the ice of the sea,

frozen sea-water ; sea-ivory, ivory from the tusks

and horns of marine mammalia ; sea-kindly a., (of

a ship) easy to handle at sea ; hence sea-kindliness

;

sea-lake, a land-locked portion ofthe sea, a lagoon;

sea-league, three nautical miles ; sea-ledger, ledger

tackle (see Ledger sb. 8) used in sea-fishing ; sea-

letter = sea-brief; sea-loeh Se. , an inlet of the sea

;

sea-lock, a lock at the marine extremity of a ship

canal ; sea-log, an official record of a ship's voyage
(see also quot. 1867); sea-lord, a naval lord (of

the Admiralty) ; + sea-master, a sailing-master

;

sea-mile, a geographical or nautical mile (see

Mile sb.1 3) ; sea-mine (see Mine sb. 3) ; sea-
mountain, (a) a high wave ; (b) a mountain
covered or partly covered by the sea ; sea-net, a
net used in sea-fishing; f sea-office, an office on
board ship ; sea-pass (see quot.) ; sea-peril =
sea-risk ; sea-preacher, ? = Sea-lawter ; sea-pup
jocular, a ' young sea-dog', a child of a sailor or
fisherman ; sea-purple = Purple sb. 3, also the dye
derived from it ; sea-rainbow = sea-bow; sea-rake,
a rake used for collecting shell-fish, etc., a clam-
rake ; t sea-rat, a pirate ; sea-rate, reach (see

quots.) ; sea-reeve, an officer who took care of the

maritime rights of the lord of the manor, and
watched the shore and collected wrecks ; sea-risk,

'liability to losses by perils of the sea' (Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk.); sea-run a., 'having returned
to the sea after spawning, as an anadromous fish

'

{Casseirs Suppl. 1902); sea-runner, 1— sea-fiier;

sea-running a., 'anadromous; entering rivers to

spawn and returning to the sea ' {Casseirs Suppl.) ;

t sea-ruttier = Ruttier ; sea-scurvy, the form of

scurvy incident to life on ship-board ; sea-sergeant
(see quot. 1867); sea-shoal, (a) a shoal of fish in the

sea ; {b) a shoal or bank in the sea ; f sea-shoe
(in phrase : see quot.) ; sea-slope, a slope facing

the sea ; sea-sorrow arch., a catastrophe or cause

of trouble at sea ; sea-speed, the ordinary speed of

a vessel when at sea, as distinguished from full
speed; sea-stick, a herring cured at sea ; sea-
stroke, the stroke of a heavy wave ; sea-tan, tan

produced by exposure to sea-air ; sea-tath (see

Tath 3) ; sea-time, (a) time spent at sea in

service; (b) the way of reckoning time at sea;

sea-toss colloq., 'a toss overboard into the sea'

{Cent. Diet.) ; sea-transom, ' that which is bolted

to the counter-timbers, above the upper, at the

height of the port-sills ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.)

;

sea-trap, a trap in the sea for catching fish, etc.

;

) sea-trod a., sea-faring ; sea-turn, (a) a gale

or breeze (usually accompanied by mist, etc.) from
the sea

;
{b) 'a tack into the offing ' (Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk.) ; sea-valve, 'any one of several

valves in the bottom or side of a steamship com-
municating with the sea below the water-line'

( Cent. Did.)
; f sea-wake, the duty of watching

the sea; fsea-warth, the sea-shore; fsea-watch,
(a) a chronometer; {b) (see quot. 1 769) ; sea-wax
= Maltha 2 ; sea-wit, a naval jester or wit

;

also, nautical wit or facetiousness ; sea-woman, a
mermaid ; sea-work, a work or construction in

the sea, also naval work or work on a ship or in

service ; t sea-yoke, a combination of pulleys and
ropes for working the helm in stormy weather.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. in. vi. (1821) 546 Conversant in

*Sea-affaires. 13198 O'Keeffe Wild Oats 1. i, Since you've
. . retired to live in quiet, on your estate, and had done with
all sea affairs, a 1593 Marlowe Hero 4- Leander 1. 138
The wals were of discoloured Iasper stone, Wherein was
Proteus carued, and o'rehead, A liuelie vine of greene *sea
agget spread. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine v., Aucre du
Large, the *sea-anchor, or that which lies towards the offing.

1877 J. Dixon in Daily News 19 Oct. 6/4 She also had a
floating bag, or sea anchor, to keep her head to windward.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. t. 138 Such young Sea-
faring Men, as are desirous to be *Sea-Artists or Naviga-
tors. 1845 M. Russell in Encycl. Melrop. XIII. 603/1
Repulsed by the *Sea-beggars, he [the Count de Bossu]
endeavoured to seek a refuge in Dort. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast xxx, It was surprising to see how much soap and
fresh water did for the complexions of many of us ; how
much of what we supposed to be tan and *sea-blacking we
got rid of. 1819 Shelley Ode W. Windy* The *sea-blooms
and the oozy woods which wear The sapless foliage of the
ocean. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. ii. 38 Some *sea-

blossom stripped to the sun and burned At naked ebb. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Rainbow, The Marine or *Sea-Bow
is a Phenomenon sometimes observ'd in a much agitated
Sea. 1776 G. Semple Building in Water 131 You may also

extend the. .Sills.. toward the Sea, and thereon fix your
five *Sea-braces. c 1610 Beaum. & Fu Philaster v, iii

t
Let

me stand the shock of this mad *sea-breach, Which I'le either

turne, or perish with it. 1697 Collier Ess. Mot. Sub/. 11.

(1709) I4_ You might as good attempt to. .stop a Sea-breach

by proving the Water gets nothing by overflowing. 1884
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Ckamb. JruL 3 May 275/1 The whole coast also suffers

much from sea-breaches. a 1688 J. Wallace Descr.Orkn.

(1693) 19 How great is the power of the *Sea-break may
appear from this, that. .there are by the violence of the sea

& winds, large stones thrown up.. a great way above the

rock. 1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 481 The lettres of

marque, or *sey brevis of the Kingis of Denmark, Swaden,

or ouy uther foreign Prince. 1755 Magens Insurances II.

460 All kind of Ships and Vessels .. shall be only obliged to

shew unto the Officers acting in the Ports of the said States,

. . their Passport commonly called a Sea-Brief. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pocket Bk.vi. (ed. 2) 224 The Sea-letter, or Sea-brief,

..is the document which entitles the Master to sail under
the Flag.. of the Nation to which he belongs *, and it also

specifies the nature and quantity of the cargo [etc.]. 1817

Shelley Pr. Athanase 11. iv. n The grass in the warm sun
did start and move, And *sea-buds burst under the waves
serene. 1830 Tennyson Mermaid ii, My starry sea-bud
crown. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Sea-cap, the white
drift or breaks of a wave. White horses of trades. 1669
Sturm v Mariner's Mag. iv. xii. 64 *Sea-Carriages are made
. .as the Block-maker that makes them hath Rules for. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 400 Nothing of htm that doth fade, But
doth suffer a *Sea-change Into something rich, & strange.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xiii. 86 Like a *Sea Chest.
1883 Stevenson Treas. IsL i, His sea-chest following be-

hind him in a hand-barrow. 1891 Century Diet., *Sea-
cloth, Theat. iqoi Referee 4 Aug. 3 (Cass. Suppl.) The
quicksand in * Wrestler Joe ' was crudely represented by a
black 'sea-cloth'. 1810 Hull Impro-u. Act 36 Paved with
such good and substantial *sea-cobbles. 1584 in yd Rep.
Hist. MSS. Contm. 5/1 All fishermen may fish in and
upon *sea-commons, that is, all such places in rivers,

creeks, or bays as are covered by the water at high tide.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 82 A *Sea-Cook
has been an able Fellow in the last War. c 18*5 Choyce
Log Jack Tar (1891) 30 [They] struck the landlord, and
called him an out-landish son of a sea-cook in his own house.
1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars <5- B. Iv, If he got any more
cheek from him, or any other., post and rail son of a sea-

cook. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Coastwise Lights 21 Go,
get you gone up-Channel with the *sea-crust on your plates.

1899 'Martello Tower' At School fy at Sea 80 ' Mas'r
Tower', said my *sea-daddy to me one quiet evening, *I
was wantin* to say a word to you, sir.' a 1240 *Sea dingle
[see Dingle sb.). a 1641 Finett For. Ambass. (1656) 153
Giving to the Queen some time of refreshing after her
*Sea-distempers, before he would see her. 1743 Life
Bampfylae-Moore Careiu 22 So violently were Bampfylde
and his Friend afflicted with the Sea-Distemper. 1861

Lowell Pickens-and-Stealin's Rebetl. Wks. 1890 V. 83
The seceding States, every one of which had a *sea-door
open to the invasion of an enemy. 1884 Joaquin Miller
Memorie

<J-
Rime (N. Y.) 120 Portland sits at the sea-door

[of Oregon]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), *Sea-Drags,. .any
thing that hangs over the Ship in the Sea; as Shirts, Gowns,
&c. or the Boat when it is towed. 1879 Geikie in Encycl.
Brit. X. 266/1 The dust or sand of dried lakes or river-beds

is sometimes borne away into the upper regions of the
atmosphere,,. it may descend again to the surface, in the
form of 'red-fog', '*sea-dust', or 'sirocco-dust. 1820
Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 102 The Seven Icebergs are
each, on an average, about a mile in length, and perhaps
near 200 feet in height at the "sea-edge. 1910 N. Munro
in Blackw. Mag. Aug. 231 The drystone dykes that marked
them rose from the sea-edge dripping. 1803 Sir J. Moore
in Tail's Mag. (1834) I. 333/2 The Volunteers, *Sea-Fenci-
bles, and all, were turned out. 1814 Scott Ld. oj Isles Note
ix, The phenomenon called by sailors *Sea-fire. 1869-73
T.R.Jones Bk. Birds IV. ij5The*Sea.-f\iers(Longipennes).
Ibid. 219 The Oar-footed Sea-fliers (Stegatwpodes). 1879
Sir C Nugent in Encycl. Brit. IX. 450/1 Fig., Plan of
*Sea Fort, with continuous Iron wall. 1751 Phil. Trans.
XLVII. 213 Upon the passage, I made several trials, with
the bucket *sea-gage. 1817 Moore Lalla Rookh, Fire*
•worshippers, That Eastern Ocean, where the *sea-gipsies,
who live for ever on the water, enjoy a perpetual summer in
wandering from isle to isle. 1848 Simmonds' Col. Mag.
Jan. 49 The sea-gipsies skimming over the waters in prahus
filled with their wives and children. 1747 Cooke in Hanway's
Trav. (1762) I. iv. lviii. 266 We observed a great quantity of
*sea-glass [note Commonly called isinglass, of which lant-

horns are made]. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVII. 240/1 Our
object in visiting the reefs was to look through the sea*
glasses, which consist of funnels ofwood about a yard long,
with a piece of glass at the lower end. 1583 in N. Riding
Rec. (1894) I. 250 [They] have had *seagroves [? read sea-
graves] chosen.. from tyme to tyme for the presenntynge of
all such wreckes and Regall fishes. 1876 Bancroft Hist.
U. S. III. v. 366 It was Grenvjlle who introduced a more
than Spanish *sea-guard of British America. 190a Times
15 Aug. 5/3 The [naval] review of this week may also be
regarded as a kind of national stock-taking of the Empire's
sea-guard. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xlii. 8 By y° name
of (depth) he sheweth that y9 temptacions, wherwith he was
assaulted might bee compared too *seagulfes. a 1593 Mar-
lowe Dido v. (1594) F 4 b, I hope that that which loue
forbids me doe, The Rockes and Sea-gulfes will performe at
large, And thou shalt perish in the billowes waies. 1531
Lett, <$• Pap. Hen. VIII, V. 181 Chawlke for making of a
*see hedd be the West Bray gate, which was brokyn by the
great rage of the see. 1821 Shelley Hellas 632 The Sirocco
..drove his flock of thunder-clouds Over the *sea-horizon.
1878 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) I. x. 306 A luminous sheet
which grazes the sea-horizon. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd
Voy. Explan. Terms p. xv, *Sea ice, ice within which there
is a separation from the land. 1909 Edin. Rev. Oct. 484
Travelling over the sea-ice. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal.
(ed. 4) 78 *Sea Ivories, Horns, Bone, &c. manufactured and
rough. 1876 Whitby Gloss.,* Sea-kindly. 1897 F. T. Bullen
Cruise of Cachalot ' 133 But for the build and 'sea-kindli-
ness of the Cachalot, she could not have come out of that
horrible cauldron again. 18*7 Montgomery Pelican Island
11. (1828) 30 A *sea-Take shone amidst the fossil isle. 1890
' R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 161 The slumbering
sea-lake. 1903 Kipling Five Nations 33 They forced the
sea a * sea-league back. 1887 'J. Bickerdyke' Angling in
Salt Water 24 The *Sea Leger..ts a very useful piece of
tackle for catching flat fish. 1755 Magens Insurances II.

501 The Ships and Vessels belonging to the Subjects of the
other Ally must b« furnished wuh*Sea*Letter!*,or Passports,
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expressing the Name, Property and Bulk of the Ship [etc.].

1848 Arnould Law Marine Insur. 11. iii. (1866) II. 577 In
New York.. a difference has been held to exist between a
passport and a sea-letter, the latter term being confined to a
mere certificate of ownership, c 1645 in Macfarlane Geogr.
Collect. (S.H.S.) II. 522 Ther is a "sealoch cumeth in betwixt
boththecountreysofMorrourand Knodeart. 18X7C0LEKIDGE
Biog. Lit. xx. (1907) II. 84 Would any but a poet. .have
brought all the different marks and circumstances of a sea-
loch before the mind, as the actions of a living and acting
power? 1839 Civ. Engin. * Ardu Jrnl. II. 11/1 The diffi-

culties experienced in building the *sea lock at the eastern
end of the [Caledonian] canal. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bk., *Sea-log, that part of the log-book relating to whatever
happens while the ship is at sea. 18x7 Canning in Pari. Deb.
322 The Admiralty ought to be constituted partly of lay and
partly of *sea lords. 187a Daily News 19 Jan., The First Sea
Lord had charge of all ships in commission. 1907 Who's Who
s.v. Fisher, Fisher, Admiral Sir John Arbuthnot, .. 2nd Sea
Lord ofAdmiralty, 1902-3. JS&zJ.DEEPriv.Diary(Ca.mden)
17 The same day cam M r Clement the *seamaster. 1796 Hut-
ton Math. $ Phil. Diet. I. 530 Geographical Mile, which is

the*sea-mile or minute. 1871 Proctor Lt.Sci. 224 At the rate
ofthree or four hundred sea-miles an hour. 1694 tr. Marten's
Voy. Spitzbergen in Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 11. 30 The Ships
do not feel these smaller Waves but only the great ones, that
are called *Sea-Mountains. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824)
III. 70 That extensive flat [the sand-banks off Cape Breton]
seems to be no other than the broad top of a sea mountain,
..surrounded with a deeper sea. 1851 Act 14 fy 15 Vict.
c. 26 § 6 It shall not be lawful for any Person to use for the
Purpose of taking Herrings any Drag Net, or *Sea Net
mounted for trawling. 1669 Dryden & Davenant Temp.
in. iii, This [the boatswain's whistle].. is a Badge of my
*Sea-Office. 1864 Webster, *Sea-pass, a document carried
by neutral merchant vessels, in time of war, to show their

nationality. 1811 E. H. East Cases K. B. (1812) XIV. 465
The ship..was run foul of by another vessel in a gale of
wind, and from that and other *sea perils received so much
damage as to be obliged to put into Warberg Roads. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-peril, synonymous with sea-

risk. 1855 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1883) 1. 566 The poor
old fellow . . seems to have beer, a mischief-mnker,—what they
call a *sea-preacher,—promoting discontent and grumbling.
1897 Watts-Dunton Ayhvin 11. iii, Associating with fisher-

boysandalltheshoeless,hatless**sea-pups'ofthesands. 1861
Paley ALsckylus (ed. 2) Agamem. 921 note, Garments of the
precious *sea-purple. Ibid. 933 note, The shores of Laconia..
produced the sea-purple {Mnrex trunculus) little inferior to
the Tyrian. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Iris, Iris
marina, the *Sea Rainbow. This elegant appearance is

generally seen after a violent storm. 190a R. W. Chambers
Maids of Paradise x. 176 Dragging a *sea-rake over the
ground \sc. the sand] behind her. 1634 Massinger Very
Woman v. i, I'll make, .you the Neptunes of the Sea, you
shall No more be*Sea-rats. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
*Sea-rate, the going ofachronometer as established on board,
instead of that supplied from the shore [etc.]. Ibid., *Sea-
reach, the straight course or reach of a winding river which
stretches out to sea-ward. 1835 Ogilvie Suppl., *Sea-reeve.

1727 Arbuthnot Tables A nc. Coins, etc. 273 He charged him-
self with all the *Sea-risque ofsuch Vessels as carried Corn to

Rome in the Winter time. 18846. W.R. Time Tables July 82
The Company will not be responsible for Sea risks ofany kind.
1885 Science 22 May 424 The group [of Salvelini] includes
fontinalis, known in the *searun condition as immaculatus.
1896 Jordan & Evzhmann Fishes N.$ Afid.Amer.4g2 Sea-
run specimens are nearly uniform silvery. 187a Coues Key
N. Amer. Birds 324 Petrels..are oceanic birds.. ; excepting
the *sea-runners, none of them dive. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe 10 My Tables are not yet one quarter emptied of my
notes out of their Table, which . . is, as it were a *Sea Rutter
diligently kept amongst them from age to age. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. i. no Languishing.. for the land and its

vegetable productions, (an inclination constantly attending
every stage of the *sea-scurvy). 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. A nat.
I. 423/2 In sea-scurvy.. a similar state occurs. 1744 Gen.
Even. Post No. 1670 On Saturday the 14th Day of July
next will be held the Anniversary Meeting of the Society
of *Sea-Serjeants. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Sea-
sergeants, a society of gentlemen, belonging to the four
maritime counties of South Wales.. -It was a secret associa-
tion of early date, revived in 1726, and dissolved about 1765.

"738 [G. Smith] Cur. Relat. II. v. 8 There are a great many
*Sea Shoals floating about the Sea, between which the
Fishermen in still Weather look out for Whales. X903
Mori.ey Gladstone iv. vii. (1905) I. 346 Like quicksands
or sea-shoals. 1769-80 Falconer Diet. Marine 11, Avoir
lepied marin, to wear *sea-shoes; or to walk firm in a ship
like a sailor. 1838 Civ. Engin.

«J-
Arch. Jrnl. I. 136/2 The

Plymouth Breakwater.. has a *sea-slope of about one in

five. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 27J The sea-slope of the moun-
tains. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 170 Sit still, and heare the
last of our *sea-sorrow. 1908 Weslm. Gaz. 27 Apr. 10/2
The *sea-speed aimed at in the contract will be about 161

knots, a 1618 Rates Marchandizes M 4 b, Herrings, Shotten,
vnpacked, or *Sea-sticks y* Last, cont. 18 barrels, iiij 1. 1641
S. Smith Herring Buss Trade 7 The sea-sticks are all the
Fishing season as they come from the sea. .repact on shore.

1813^. Rev. IX. 291 All the Herrings caught and packed to
be bought by Government at 25/ a barrel of sea-sticks. 1856
Emerson Eng. Traits^ Voy. to Eng. 33 Chances of squall,

collision, *sea-stroke, piracy, cold, and thunder. 190a R. W.
Chambers Maids ofParadise x. 176 She was a lithe crea-

ture., with the *sea-tan on throat and knee. 1663 Pepys
Diary 7 Jan., Commanders did never heretofore receive
any pay for the rigging time, but only for *Seatime. 1793
Rennell in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 193, I have, through-
out, reckoned according to sea time ; that is, the day com-
mences at noon. 1899 Mahan in Eng. Hist. Rev. July 483
The date of this Opinion is misleading to-day, becauseit
uses the now obsolete sea-time. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur. xiv,

280 He usually visited his *sea*traps once a month. 1624
Chapman Homer's Hymn to Apollo 684 The Light hiin-

selfe. .made the "Sea-trod ship [n-oeroirdpo? itjvs] anue them
nere The Grapefull Crissa. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Grant, x. 46 All the night it [the breeze] is from the shore
which is called a Turnado, or a *Sea-turne. 179a Belknap
Hist. New Hampsh. III. 23 Sometimes the extreme heat of
several days, produces, in the maritime parts, a sea turn,
and in the inland parts, a whirlwind. 1883 Howells
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Woman's Reason I. 97 A dull chilly morning when the sea-

turn was beginning to break in a thin, chilly rain, xaoi
Rot. Chart. (1837) 89/1 Quieta de schiris et hundredis..de
*sewake, castelwerke, taillagio, cornagio, et de omni thelonio.

c 888 K. /Elfred Boeth, xxxii. § 3 Be *sa:warooe. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 7 As he walket on be see-warth, he segh a drownet
man cast vp on be watyr. 1767 Ann. Reg. X. 1. 1-41/1 Two
time-pieces or *sea-watches. 1769-80 Falconer Diet.
Marine 11. s. v. Bordee, Faire la grande Bordee, to set a
watch of half the ship's crew, when in any dangerous road,
usually called the sea-watch. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed.

3) II. 455 *Sea wax, or maltha, is a solid substance found
on the Baikal lake in Siberia. 183s in Ogilvie's Suppl.
1695 Congreve Lovefor Love HI, vi, I swear Mr. Benjamin
is the verriest Wag in nature ; an absolute *Sea-wit. 1706
E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 08 He and his Brother
Jacks lie pelting each other with Sea-Wit. 17*8? Arbuthnot
A.'s Misc. Wks. (1751) II. 164 In this Instance his absolute
Sea-Wit seems to come somewhat short of the Mark. 1609
E. Grimston Hist. Netherl. 116 A *Sea-woman swimming in
the Zuyderzee.

_ 1901 Westm. Gaz. 22 Aug. 2/3 The green
weed shone as silken as a sea-woman's hair. 1528 Lett. <$•

Pap. Hen. VIII, IV. 11. 2228 The ordinary reparations of
the town sluices, *see works [etc.]. 1567 Golding Ovid's
Met. xiii. 1079, 1 Was given too seawoorkes, and in them
mee only did apply. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hoi xxix,
He never saw sea-work to my remembrance. Never saw a
shot fired by sea, except ours at Smerwick. 1897 River
fy Coast 29 May 12/2 Mr. Gibson well-known in connection
with sea-work, including bridges, screw-pile piers, jetties,

&c. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tecnn. I, *Sea-Yoke.

b. In the names of marine mammalia, as f sea-

boar, some kind of large cetacean ; sea-canary, a

sailor's name for the white whale or beluga, Del-
phinaptents lencas

t
of the dolphin family (see

quot.) ; sea-goose, ( a dolphin, so called from the

shape ofthe snout ' {Cent. Diet. 1 891) ; sea-leopard,
a name forvarious seals of the antarctic and southern
seas, esp. of the genus Ogmorhinus (formerly

Stenorhynchus) ; sea-monk, ' the monk-seal

'

{Cent. Diet.)
; f sea-monoceros = Sea-unicorn i

;

sea-morse, the morse or walrus, also aitrib.
\

sea-pellock dia?.
9
the porpoise (£.D.D.); sea-pig,

applied to the porpoise, the dolphin, the dugong,
etc. (see also Pig sd.1

4) ; sea-seal, the seal
; + sea-

veal = Sea-calf.
1634 T. Johnson tr. Parens Chirurg. xxv. xxi. 1005 The

effigies ofa *Sea-Bore. Olaus Magnus writes that this monster
was taken at Thyle. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 130
When under water, they [dolphins] emit a peculiar whistling
sound,, .and on this account the seamen often call them *sea-
canaries. 1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 14 A *Sea-
Leopard. 1825 Weddell Voy. S. Pole 2t Having seen some
sea-leopards on shore, I sent the second mate to take them.
. .This creature resembles the quadruped of the same name
in ueing spotted. 1891 Flower & Lvdekker Introd. Mam-
mals 605 One species, Ogmorhinus leptonyx, the Sea-Leo-
pard, widely distributed in the Antarctic and southern
temperate seas. 167a Josselyn New-Ettg. Rarities 32 Sea
Vnicorn or *Sea Mononeros. 1631 J. Rous Diary ^Cam-
den) 64 A *Sea-morce as big as an oxe. 164a Rates Mer-
chandizes 48 Sea morse teeth the pound 00. 05. 00. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sea-morse-teeth, a name for the
canines or tusks of the hippopotamus. 1826 "St-a-pig [see

Pig sb.* 4]. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 130 [Dol-
phins] are sometimes also called ' sea-pigs \ 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. R. xvm. Ixxii. (1495) 840 The skynne of the
*see Sele. 1851 Zoologist IX. 3298 The common sea-seal
or elephant is very numerous on our coast [California]. 1576
Fleming tr. Cains' Eng. Dogs (1880) 19 The sea Calfe,..
other more largely name a *Sea Vele.

C. In names of birds : sea-brant, (a) U. S.
y
the

white-winged scoter, CEdemia deglandi; (b) 'the
brant- or brent-goose' {Cent, Diet. 1891); sea-
bumblebee = sea-dove (ibid.) ; sea-coot, + (<*) the

cormorant j (d) the guillemot (see Coot sb. 1 1) ; (c)

a scoter of the genus QLdemia (Cent. Diet.) ; {d) the
American coot (see Coot sb.1 2) ; sea-coulter,

the puffin, Fretiereula aretica ; sea-dotterel, the
turnstone, Strepsilas interpres \ also a local name
for the ring-plover; sea-dove, the little auk,
Mergulus alle ; sea-drake, a cormorant or sea-

crow; also U. StJ the male eider-duck ; sea-goose
U. S.y a phalarope (see quot.) ; sea-kittie, a dial.

name for the kittiwake, also for any sea-gull
;

sea-magpie = Sea-pie 1
; j sea-moit

f
F. mottette^

a sea-gull ; f sea-peacock, the Balearic or Crowned
Crane; sea-piet, -pilot — Sea-pie 1

; sea-plover,
a local name for Squatarola helvetica ; sea-quail

U. S.f the sea-dotterel or turnstone ; sea-skimmer,
a skimmer, a bird of the genus Rhynchops ; sea-
titling, the rock-pipit

; f sea turtle-dove = Sea-
turtle l; sea-whaup Se.j a species of sea-gull;

sea-widgeon, (a) 'the pintail duck'; (b) Uhe
scaup-duck ' {Funk*s Stand. Diet.) ; sea-wood-
cock, {a) some West Indian bird ; (b) applied dial.

to various birds, e.g. the bar-tailed godwit, Limosa
lapponica, the oyster-catcher or Sea-pie, and the

little grebe, Trachybaptes Jluviatilis.

x888 Trumbull Names % Portr. Birds 99 *Sea Brant.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 137 The flesh of the Bitter and
*Sea Coote is good. 1684 Sibbald Scotia Illustr. 11. in.

vii. 22 Avis Marina *Se&-Couher dicta, a 167a Willughby
Ornit/t. (1676) 231 Morinellus marinus...The Turnstone or
*Sea-Dotterel. 1805 G. Barry Orkney 1st. 300 The Turn-
stone or Sea Dotterel (charadrius morinellus Lin. Syst.).

1826 J. F. Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool.Xlll. 1. 34 (Mer-
gulus melanoleueos). ..*Sea-dove, 1855 Kingsley Westw.
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Ho 1 xxvii, Or if I was a say-dove, to fly unto the shoor.

1632 Sherwood, "Sea-drake, sea-raven, or sea-cormorant,

diable de mer. 1861 [see Sea-duck i]. 1861 Coues in

Proc. Philad. Acad. 229 The [P/ialaropus] fulicarius and
hyperboreus are both known by the. .inappropriate, though
curious name of '"Sea-geese \ 1885 Swainson Prot'. Names
Birds 206 Kittiwake [Rissa tridactyta).. ."Sea kittie (Nor-
folk; Suffolk). i8os.S)»0rrm£'Mj

j

f.XXV.226*Sea-magpy
<

e.

1681 Grew ftfusxum 1. § iv. lv. 77 The Egg of the "Sea-Moit.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {1824) II. 362 Some have described
them [the Balearic cranes] by the name of the *Sea Peacock.
17:0 Sibbald Fife fit Kinross 46 Hxmotopns Bellonii, the
"Sea-Piot. 1880 Black White Wings xx, There is no
screaming sea-pyot to give warning. 1891 Century Diet.,
*Sea-pitot. 1682 A. Mudie Pres. St. Scot. i. 12 *Sea-pIover,
Pewits, Woodcoks [etcj. 1888 Trumbull Names fie Portr.
Birds 186 "Sea Quail. 1830 Penny Cycl. XIII. 333/1
Brisson placed in his twenty-third order. . the Gulls, . .Terns,
"Sea-skimmer or Rhyneopsalia. 187a Latham Did., *Sea-
titling. a 1672 Willuchby Ornith. (X676) 245 Columba
Groenlandica dicta. The Greenland-Dove or •Sea-Turtle-
Dove. 1822 H. Ainslie Pilgr. Land of Burns 208 The
"sea whaups cry As they rise frae the whitening roar. 1624
Capt. Smith Gen. Hist. v. 171 Coots and Red-shankes,
*Sea-wigions, Gray-bitterns [etc.]. 1666 J. Davies Hist.
Caribby Isles ro6 There Is another kind of Becunes, by
some called "Sea-Wood-Cocks from the figure of the Beak.
.1 168a Sir T. Browne Nor/. Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 329 A
scolopax or sea woodcock of Rondeletius. 1887 A. C Smith
Birds Wilts. 423 In consequence of their great length of
beak, they [sc. the bar-tailed godwits] are often called "Sea
Woodcocks '.

d. In the names of fishes, jelly-fishes, molluscs,

shells, etc., as sea-acorn (see Acorn 4), also sea-

acorn shell; sea-anemone (see Anemone 3)

;

sea-angel, the angel-fish ; sea-arrow, (a) a mol-
lusc of the genus Ommaslrephes

;
{b) a member of

the Sagiltidse; sea-attorney, ' the ordinary brown
and rapacious shark' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

1867) ; sea-barrel, an ascidian of the class 7'uni-
cata ; sea-barrow, the egg-case of the skate ; sea-
basket, a basket-fish or gorgon's head ; •) sea-
beard, a scrtularian coral (see qnot.) ; f sea-
bleb = Sea-blubber 2 ; fsea-blewling [cf. G.
Hauling pilchard], some blnish fish ; sea-blub
— Sea-blcbbeb 2 ; sea-bread, = sea-crocker ;

sea-bristle, a sertularian polyp, riumularia
setosa ; sea-bug, f (a) a tnton shell

; (i) (see

quot. 1884); sea-bun, the heart-urchin; sea-
butterfly, a mollusc of the sub-class Ptero-

foda; t sea-button, a sea-urchin (cf. button-

fish s. v. Button sb. 1 2) ; sea-cactus, a holothu-
rian of the family Thyonidx ; sea-cap, ' a basket-
shaped sponge which sometimes attains great size,

found in Florida' {Cent. Vict.); f sea-capon
(see quot.) ; sea-carnation, a kind of sea-ane-
mone ; sea-caterpillar, (a) a marine worm of the
genus Polynoi

;
{b) a chiton shell ; sea-catfish, a

name for various marine siluroid fishes ; sea-centi-
pede, (a) a large marine errant annelid

; {b) an
isopod of the family fdoleidm;f sea-chameleon, the
Bleak ; sea-chestnut, a sea-urchin ; +sea-chough

,

? = Sea-crow; f sea-chub (see quot.); sea-clam
= Hen-clam ; also Arctic sea-clam, ' Mya trun-
caia, the chief food of the walrus' {Cent. Diet.)

;

sea-clerk, the calamary ; sea-cockroach, a crus-
tacean of the genus Kemipes ; + sea-coralline,
a coralline or coral ; sea-corn U. S., the string
of egg-capsules of the whelk ; sea-cracker (see
quot.) ; sea-crawfish, -crayfish, + (a) (see Cray-
fish 2) ;

(b) a crustacean of the genus Palinurus
( = Crayfish 3 b) ; sea-cross, a jelly-fish ; + sea-
cup, a polyp (see quot.) ; sea-cut, the cuttle-

fish or calamary; t sea-cypress, a sertularian

polyp ; sea-dace, the sea-perch or bass ; sea-
danger, a jelly-fish

; + sea-dart (see quots. and
Dart sb. 5) ; sea-date, sea date-shell (see quots.
and date-shell s. v. Date sb* 4) ; + sea dog-fish,
the Sea-fox or Sea-ape

; t sea-emperor, a sword-
fish ; + sea-fig, a polyp (see quot) ; sea-finger
(see quots.) ; sea-fir, a sertularian polyp or coral

;

sea-flea, the sand-flea or sand-hopper ; i sea-
forty-legs -sea-centipede; sea-frog •= Angler 2;
t sea-galliwasp, a Jamaican name for Elops
saurits

; f sea-gar, a crustacean (see quot.) ; sea-
gherkin, one of several small holothurians, akin
to the sea-cucumber ; sea-ginger (see quot.)

;

T sea-grasshopper, a squill or mantis-shrimp

;

sea-gudgeon (see Gudgeon sb.1 1 b) ; sea-hag,
the hag-fish ; sea-hair, a sertularian polyp ; t sea-
hare-flsh, the Sea-hare {Aplysia) ; f sea hog-
louse, a sea-slater; sea-honey-comb (see sea-
corn above) ; sea-insect, f (a) a coral-polyp (or
' -insect ') ; {b) a crustacean ; sea-jelly, a jelly-

fish ; f sea-kite, a kind of flying-fish
; f sea-lam-

pern -« sea-lamprey (a) ; sea-lamprey, t (a) =
Remoba 1 ; (b) a marine lamprey, Pctromyzon
marinus; sea-leech, a marine annelid of the
genus Ponlobdella; sea-lemon, (a) a nudibran-
chiate gastropod of the family Dorididm; {b)

Austral., ' a holothurian of the genus Cuvieria

;

sea-orange' {Punk's Stand. Diet.); sea-lily, a

crinoid ; f sea-liver (see quots.) ; sea-locust arch.

[L. locustd], a lobster ; sea long-worm, a nemer-
tean worm of the family Lineidx and genus Lineus;
sea mantis, the mantis-shrimp ; sea-marigold, a
kind of sea-anemone ; sea-mat, a polyzoan of the

family Plustridx and genus Ptustra ; sea-mat
acorn-shell (see quot.) ; sea-melon, a holothurian
of the family Penlactidx ; sea-minnow, f (a) the
anchovy ; (j>) dial, (see quot.) ; f sea-mulberry,
a variety of coral (see quot.) ; f sea-mushroom,
a sea-anemone ; f sea-nail = sea-Jinger (above)

;

f sea-navel (see quot.) ; sea-necklace (see sea-

corn above) ; sea-needle, the gar-fish, Belone vul-

garis (cf. Needle-fish) ; sea-orange, a large holo-
thurian {Lophothuria fdbricii) of a globose shape
and orange-coloured ; sea-orb, a swell, globe,
or orb-fish ; sea-pad, a star-fish ; sea-palm, a
crinoid (see quot.) ; sea-panther, f (a) ?a hound-
fish or shark ; {b) ' a South African fish, Agriopus
torvus, of a brown color with black spots' {Cent.
Diet.); sea-parson, the stargazer; sea-peach (see

quot.) ; sea-pear, an ascidian or sea-squirt of the
genus Boltenia; f sea-pelican = sea-dart ; f sea-
pencil, the razor-shell orspont-fish; sea-perch (see

Perch sb.l 2) ; sea-pert, the Opah ; sea-pill-ball,
an isopod crustacean {Sphxroma), a globe-slater

;

sea-pincushion, (a) = sea-barrow ; {b) 'a kind of
starfish of the genus Goniaster' (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk.) ; f sea-pipe, ? a ' pipe-worm ' ; sea-
poacher, the armed bull-head or pogge ; sea-
porcupine, the porcupine-fish, Diodon hyslrix;
sea-potato local U. S., an ascidian, as Boltenia
reniformis or Ascidia mollis (Cent. Diet.) ; + sea-
poult, ? a sea-hen

; + sea-priest (cf. sea-parson)
;

sea-pudding, + (a) an Actinia or sea-anemone ;

(o) a large sea-cucumber ; sea-qualm, a jelly-fish

or cuttle-fish ; sea-quince — sea-orange
; + sea-

roach, the ennner; sea-roll, 'a holothurian'
{Cent. Diet.) ; sea-rose, (a) = sea-corn ; {b) ' a sea-
anemone, Urticina nodosa, found on Newfound-
land I etc.'(CV»r.Z>»V/.); sea-ruff= Ruff**.1 1; sea-
ruffle = sea-corn ; sea-sac, any ascidian of the class

Tunicata ; sea-salmon, a pollack, also the spotted
weakfish and the white sea-bass {Punk's Stand.
Diet.); sea-scallop, 'the great northern scal-

lop ' (ibid.) ; sea-scurf, a polyzoan of the genus
Lepralia ; t sea-shears, ? «= sea-woodlouse

; f sea-
shilling [Du. zeeschelliug], a sea-urchin; sea-
shrub, an alcyonarian polyp of the family Gor-
gonidee, a sea-fan ; sea-silkworm, a bivalve
mollusc of the genus Pinna ; sea-slater, a small
isopod crustacean, Ligia octanica ; sea-sleeve,
a cuttle-fish or calamary; y sea-snapple (see
quot) ; sea-sow dial., the ballan wrasse; fsea
sparrow, ? the plaice ; + sea sparrow-hawk, the
lizard- or snake-fish, Synodus fa-tens ; sea-squirt,
any ascidian or tunicate, also altrib. ; + sea-star-
flower, a sea-anemone ; sea-stickle, -stickle-
back, the (marine) fifteen-spined stickleback,

Gasterosteus spinactiia or Spinachia vulgaris;

t sea-stickling, ? = the glaucus of Pliny ; t sea-
stranger .SV., the adder-pike, Traehinus vi-
pera; sea-strawberry, 'a kind of polyp, Alcyo-
nium rubiforme' (Cent. Diet); sea-sucker, a
sucker, a fish of the family Cyclopteridx ; f sea-
sun, a kind of starfish ; sea-sunflower, a sea-
anemone ; sea-surgeon, 'a surgeon-fish' {Cent.
Diet.) ; sea-tamarisk, a sertularian polyp ; sea-
tench, ' the black sea-bream, Canlharus lineatus'

(Cent. Diet.) ; sea-thorn (see quot.) ; + sea-
tod Sc, the ballan wrasse, Labrus maculatus;
fsea-torchthistle, a variety of sea-anemone; sea-
umbrella, ' a pennatulaceous polyp of the genus
Umbellularia' (Cent. Diet); sea-vampire, 'a
devil-fish or manto ' (ibid.) ; sea-washball, a local

name for the egg-case of the whelk ; sea-weasel,
' an old name of the lamprey ' (Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk.) ; sea-weever, the greater weever {Tra-
ehinus draco); sea-whip m Sea-fan ; sea-wife,
a kind of wrassse, Acantholabrus yarrelli; sea
wood-borer, a wood-shrimp, Chelura terebrans

;

sea-woodlouse, (a) a sea-slater ; (/) a chiton or

coat-of-mail shell, so called from resembling the

above ; sea-wreath, a sertularian polyp.

17SS Gentl. Mag. XXV. 33 *Sea Acorns, Balani. 1879
E. P. Wright Anim. Life 531 The Sea Acorn Shells. 1742
H. Baker Microsc. 11. v. 99 The Sea-Mushroom.., some
Naturalists have called it the *Sca-Anemone. 1855, 1881
[see Anemone 2]. 1891 Century Diet., *Sea-angel. 1896
tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 384 There are Sharks {Sonatina,
the Sea-angel), which are somewhat flattened. 185X Wood-
ward Mollusca 73 The sailors call them ' *sea-arrows ' or
' flying squids ' from their habit of leaping out of the water.

1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 142 Sea-Arrows (Sagil-
tidae). 1876 tr. HaeckePs Hist. Creat. II. 150 Sea-sacs,

Tunicata, Sea-squirts, *Sea-barrels. i860 Worcester (cites

Gentl. Mag.), *Sea-barrow. 1865 T. R. Jones Anim. Crea-
tion 65 The *Sea-baskets {Gorgonocephalus). 1755 J. Ellis
Corallines 15 Lobster's horn Coralline, or *Sea-beard. 1700
C. Leigh Nat. Hist. Lanes., etc. 1. 133 We have frequently
cast upon the sea-shore the *Sea-Blebs, the whole substance
of which seems to be nothing but a perfect Gelly. 1668
Chari.eton Onovrast. 135 Glaucus Beltonii.. .Idem forte,

quern piscatores nostri *Sea.Blewling vocant. 1885 River-
side Nat. Hist. (1888) I. 89 Those called the Discophora,
' sea-nettles ',

' *sea-blubs \ or jelly-fishes. 1888 *Sea-bread
[see sea-cracker below]. 1755 J. Ellis Corallines ig *Sea-
Bristles. 1843 Zoologist I. 209 Sea-bristles {Plumularia
setacea). 1602 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1618)
in. 783 The Triton (otherwise called the *sea Bug). 1884
Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 701 These [Chiton]
shells have been called by different names, ..such as..
' Sea-bug ', and ' Sea-caterpillar '. 1882 CasseWs Nat. Hist.
VI. 270 Spaiangus (Heart-urchin or *Sea-bun). [1883
Science I. 508/1 The winged, .mollusks. .known to the
Neapolitan fishermen Asfarfalle di mare, or *sea-butter-
flies.] 1909 Shackleton Heart AniarcticW. 266 A few sea-
butterflies (Pleropods) of large size and red colour. 1668
Charleton Onomast. 183 Echinus Minimus.. the *Sea-
Button. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 330 *Sea-
Cactuses (Thyonidx). 1620 Venner Via Recta iv. 75 The
Sole.. . Forwhitenes[etc]. .farexcellethallother Seafisb, and
therefore may well be termed the "Sea Capon. 1672 Josselyn
New-Eng. Rarities 30 Soles, or Tonguefish, or Sea Capon, or
Sea Partridge. 1767 J. Ellis in Phil. Trans. LVII. 436 The
Actiniadianlhus or*Sea carnation, a 1843 Southey Comm.-
Pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 401 Herrings [feed] on an insect called
the *sea caterpillar, i860 w. S. Dallas tr. F. Mutter's
Facts for Dartvin in The Sea Caterpillars (Polynoe) at
first possess only a few body-segments. 1884 [see sea-bug
above]. 1882 Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Aiucr.
no A rius /elis... "Sea Cat-fish. Ibid, in JElurichthys
marinus. . . Sea Cat-fish. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Set. s.v.

Annelida, To this order [Dorsibranchiata] belong the *sea
centipedes or Nereidx. Ibid. s.v. Isopoda, The sea centi-
pedes, tdotea. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Min. 187 They
are called *Sea Chameleons also. 167a Josselyn New-Eng.
Rarities 24 Sea Bleak or Bley, or Sea Camelion. 1666 "Sea-
chestnut [see Sea-egg iJ. 1672 Josselyn New-Eng. Rarities
24 *Sea Chough. 1668 Charleton Onomast. is' Capilo.. the
"Sea-Chub, or Pollard. 1864 *Sea-clam [see Hen so. 61 1623
Cockeram III, Calxmarie, a fish called the "Sea Clarke, hau-
ing as it were a knife and a pen. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool.
323 The Sea-clerk (Loligo vulgaris). 179a M. Riddell
Voy. Madeira -j-j The oniscus physodes, or *sea-cockroach,
is about two inches long ; it has fourteen feet without nip-
pers. 17S3 Chambers Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Corallina, The
small, fir-like, *sea-coraIlme. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist.
(1888) I. 333 Presenting an appearance well-described by the
name '"sea-corn 'applied to them by the New England
fishermen. 1891 Century Diet., Sea-corn... Also sea-ear, sea.
ruffle, sea-honeycomb, sea-necklace, etc. 1888 Heilprin
Anim. Life Seashore v. 115 The 'sea-bread' or '"sea-
crackers', rounded yellowish masses.. are also skeletal parts
of sponges. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxu. xi. II. 451 The
"sea Craifish Cammarus. 1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen
in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. 113 The sea Crawfish without a
Tail, or Sea Spider. 1856 Engl. Cycl., Nat. Hist. IV. 174
The Palinuri or Sea-Crawfish, as they are popularly called,
have the body nearly cylindrical. 1850 Miss Pratt Corum.
Things 0/Sea-side v. 326 Our common species [of jelly-fish]
are termed Sea-blubbers, Sea-dangers, Falling stars, or "Sea-
crosses. 175s J. Ellis Corallines By Alcyonium,seu Cyathus
marinus. "Sea Cup. 1601 Holland Pliny ix. xv. I. 244
Good store of "Sea-cuts or Calamaries. 1755 J. Ellis Coral-
lines 7 "Sea-Cypress, a 1776 — Zoophytes (1786) 38 Scrtu-
laria cupressina. Sea Cypress. 1668 Charleton Onomast.
143 Apua.. the Spirting, Smy, or "Sea-Dace. 1863 Wood
Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 231 The. .Basse, or Sea-Dace, or
Sea-Perch. 1850 "Sea-danger [see sea-cross above]. 1664
Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 17 A long narrow fish called
the Sea-Pelican for the form of its head, also it is called
the "Sea-Dart. 1797 Holcroft Stolberg's Trav. III. lxv.
(ed. 2) 23 A kind of sea insect.. called.. "Sea-date. 1858
Baird Cycl. Nat. Set. s.v. Lithodomus, It [the bivalve L.
lithophag us].. is generally known by the name of the 'sea
date shell ', 1611 Cotgr., Pels espase, the sea Fox, or *sea
Dog-fish. 1672 Josselyn New-Eng. Rarities 25 "Sea Em-
perour or Sword Fish. 1755 J. Ellis Corallines 82 Alcyo-
nium pulmonis instar lobatum. . . "Sea Fig. 1748 Veg.
Renatus 0/ Distemp. Horses 42 Those small Shell Fishes
they call Sea-nails or "Sea-fingers. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur.
xvi. 329 ' Dead-men's paps, sea-fingers, etc.' (Alcyonium di-
gitatum). 1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal in. clxv. 1574
Abies marina Belgica, Cius. Clusius his "Sea Firr. 1755
J\ Ellis Corallines 4 Corallina marina Abieiis forma. .

.

Sea- Fir. a 1776— Zoophytes (1786) 36 Sertularia aiietina.
Sea Fir Coralline. 1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. vii. (1875)
90 The Sea.firs (Serlutarida). 1658 Rowland tr. Moufel's
Theai. Ins. 1127 The "Sea-fleas are larger... It shewes a
wonderful deal of agility when men strive to catch it. 1750
G. Hughes Barbados 259 The "Sea-Forty-Legs. 1601
Holland Pliny xxxu. v. II, 434 The decoction of "sea-
frogs sodden in wine and vinegre. 1854 Badham Halieut.
251 A sea-frog as prepared by the Neapolitan boatmen for
a show. 1713 Ray Syn. Pise. 159 Sartrus maximus non
maculatus ; The Sean fish or *Sea Galley Wasp. 1674 —
Catal. Fishes 105 Shell-Fish. Crustaceous. Long Oyster,
"Sea.gar, Red Crab : Loc usta marina. 1841 E. Forbes Brit.
Starfishes ?iq The animals to which we have applied the
name of *Sea-Girkins. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 841 The so-called Finger Coral or "Sea Ginger
(Millepora alcicomis), the latter common name having refer-
ence to the smarting sensation which it imparts to the skin,
on handling. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 175 Squillx..
Mantis. .ike "Sea-Grashopper. 1655 "Sea-gudgeon [see
Sea-cob ']. 1864 W. S. Symonds Old Bones (ed. 2) 122 The
Sea Gudgeon, or common goby of the aquavivarium. 1881
Encycl. Brit. XII. 645/1 The skeleton of the Cyclostomata
(or Marsipobranchii) (lampreys and *sea-hags). 1755 J. Ellis
Corallines 8 Corallus muscosa deuliculata procumbens
[etc.]. "Sea-Hair, a 1776 — Zoophytes (1786) 39 Sertularia
operculata. Sea-Hair Coralline. 1607 Topsell Four-f.
Beasts 27 Against the venom of a *sea-Hare-fish. 170a
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Pbtivkr Gazophyl. i. Tab. i A stilus marinus, e nigro tuteo-

ouestriatus. *Sea-Hog-louse. i664HubertCW«/. Rarities

(1665) 37 A "Sea insect called the Sea Shears. 1755 J. Ellis

Corallines 73 On which different species of Sea- Insects

build their calcarious Nests, i860 Wraxall Life in Sea

iii. 68 The hopping sea-insects and molluscs, a 1682 Sir T.

Browne Nor/, Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 333 Squalders, or *sea-

jellies. 1683-4 Robinson in Phil. Trans. XXIX. 478 The
Urtiea Marina (called Sea Gelly or Blubber). 1864 Brown-
ing Death in Desert 152, I seemed left alone Like a sea-

jelly weak on Patmos strand. 1601 Holland Pliny ix,

xxvLL 249 The*sea Kite. 167a Josselyn New-Eng. Pari-
ties 27 Sea Kite or Flying Swallow. 1613 M. Ridley Magn.
Bodies Pref. Magn. 3 The *sea-Lampron or Remora, that

is thought to stay a ship under saile. 1616 Bullokar Etig,

Exp., *Sealamprie, a fish called by some Remora. C1617
Middleton Witch I. ii. 209 A remora ? what's that? Hec.
A little suckstone ; Some call it a sea-lamprey, a small

fish. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 467 TheSea Lam-
prey {Petromyzon marinus) is widely dispersed in the seas

of Europe, North America, and West Africa, a x68a Sir T.
Browne Norf. Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 334 Hirudines ma-
n'ni, or *sea-Ieeches. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 258
The Sea-Leech. The common People call this the Sea, or
the Black-pudding. However, I shall call it, the Sea-leech.

1839 Penny Cyd. XIII. 382/2 The sea-leech is distinctly

mentioned by Belon, Rondelet, [etc.]. c 1790 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VI. 91/2 The argo, or lemon doris,.. called about
Brighthelmstone the *sea-lemon. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat.
Set., Doris, the Sea Lemons. 1890 Doyle Capt. ' Pole*
Star* 13 Numerous small medusae and sea-lemons. 1876
tr. HaeckeCs Hist, Creat. II. 166 *Sea Lilies. Crinoida.
1611 Cotgr., Foye marin, the *sea Liuer ; a kind of Breame.
like fish, that is but seldome seene. 167a Josselyn New/*
Eng. Rarities 27 *Sea Locusts. 1853 Kincsley Hypatia x,

The strange crabs and sea-locusts which crawled up and
down the face of the masonry. 18x3 Bingley Anim. Biog.
(ed. 4) III. 405 The *sea long-worm. 1835 Kirby Hab. <j-

Inst.A nim. II. 58 TheStomapods . . are called *Sea Mantises.
a 17^6 J. Ellis Zoophytes (1786) 7 Actinia Calendula. *Sea
Mangold. 180a Bingley Anim. Biog. (1805) III. 541 The
Sea Marigold, a 1776 J. Ellis Zoophytes (1786) jo Fins-
tra. The Sea Matt. Ibid, n Flustra truncata. Square-
top'd Sea Matt. 1863 Wood fllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 449
Flustra denitculata (Toothed Sea Mat). 1819 Turton Con-
chol. Diet. 76 Lepas Alcyonii. *Sea-mat Acorn-shell. 1854
A. Adams, etc. Man, Nat. Hist. 330 *Sea-Melons {Pentac-
tidx). 167a Josselyn New-Eng. Rarities 23 Anchova or
*Sea Minnow. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Sea-minnow, the
young of the coal-fish, Merlangus carbonarius. 175a Wat-
son in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 465 The soft lithophyton, usu-
ally call'd the *sea-mulberry. 174a H. Baker Microsc. n.
v. 98 The *Sea-Mushroom, or Anemone :..a little Animal
found frequently on the Coasts of Normandy. 1678 Phil-
lips (ed. 4), *Sea-navel, a turbinated and small shell-

fish like a Navel. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 200
Certaine fishes called the *Sea-needIes [Gr. fie\6vr)]. 1769
Pennant Brit,Zool. III. 274 This fish [the sea pike] is known
by the name of the Sea Needle. 1753 *Sea orange [see
Orange sb. x

4]. c 1800 Miss Knight Autobiog. II. 256
Sea-oranges and Sea-lemons I have seen. 1861 Hulme
tr. Moauin-Tandon in. ii. 91 The Alcyonium Lyncurium
of Lamouroux, commonly called the Sea-quince or Sea-
Orange.

<
1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 291 The *Sea

Orb, which is almost round, has a mouth like a frog...

Also called the Sea Porcupine. 1558 Rondelet Gesner"s
Hist. Aninf. iv. 1106 Eliota Anglus interpretatur aSterre-
fyshe. Ego ab erudito quodam Anglo audiui nominari a
*Seepadde. 1661 [see Pad sb. 1

2]. 1773 Johnson (ed. 4),

Sea-pad, the star-fish. 1896 tr. Boas* Text-bk. Zool. 130 *Sea
Palms (Pentacrinus) are large animals with ten arms, which
may divide repeatedly. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 128 Par-
dalus Marinus.. the *sea-Panther. 1681 Grew Museum
1. § v. i. 91 The Spoted Houndfish or Sea-Panther. 1898
E. P. Evans Evol. Ethics v. 184 On account of this sancti-

monious look it [the fish called stargazer] is also known
as the ' *sea parson'. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist.(iZB8) III.

57 The fishermen call some of the species of the genus
Cynthia by the rather appropriate name * *sea peach '.

Ibid., The., genus.. Boltenia.. embraces the '"sea pears' of
the fishermen's terminology. 1664 *Sea-Pelican [see sea-
dart}. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 82 The *Sea Pencil, or
Watering Spout, is the most remarkable shell of this tribe.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. xi. II. 452 The *sea Perches.
1857 Perley Hand-bk. N. Brunswick 25 The cunner, or sea-
perch. 1882 Tenison-Woods Fishes N.S. Wales 33 The Rock
Cod [Serranus]. . . These are commonly called ' sea-perches \
1880-84 F * Day Brit, Fishes I. 119 Lampris luna...Opah,
King-fish, *sea-pert. 1850 A. White List Spec. Crustacea
Brit. Mus. 75 Sphaeroma serratum. Serrated *Sea Pill-

ball. x86o Worcester (cites Gentl. Mag.), *Sea-pincushion,
the egg of the skate. 1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 32 *Sea
Pipes, Tubuli Matini. 1808 Neill in Mem, Wernerian
Nat. Hist. Soc. (1811) I. 534 Cottus calaphraclus. .*Sea-
Poacher. 1681 Grew Musmum 1. § v. ii. 107 The *Sea-
Porcupine, Histrix Piscis. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci.
s.v. Diodontidx, The sea porcupine.., Diodon hystrix, is

nearly spherical in shape. 1658 Sir T. Browne Card. Cyrus
iii. S3 The handsome Rhombusses of the *Sea-pouIt, or Wer-
rell. 167a Josselyn New-Eng. Rarities 29 Priest Fish or *Sea
Priest. 1750 *Sea pudding [see sea-leech above]. 1756 P.
Browne Jamaica (1789) 387 The Sea-Pudding. This insect
. .is soft and glutinous, of a cylindric form, short, and fur-
nished with a great number of small flabby tentacular. X694
tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace . Sev, Late Voy, 11. 16S
Called *Sea-qualms by the Seamen, as if they were a thick
Scum of the sea coagulated together. x8oa Bingley Anim.
Biog. (1805) II. 373 The Sea-qualm (a kind of Cuttle fish).

i86x *Sea-quince [see sea-orange above]. 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 140 Erythrynus. .the *Sea-Roach. x?aa Diaper
tr. Oppian's Halieut. 1. 135 Sea-Roach in ruddy Shoals fre-
quent the Land. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things 0/ Sea-
side v. 282 This mass of eggs is called on the coast bladder-
chain,. .*sea-rose,.. or wash-ball 1896 tr. Boas* Text-bk.
Zool. x 18 The Actiniaria (Sea-anemones, Sea-roses). 1668
Charleton Onomast. 140 The *Sea-Rough. 167a Josselyn
New-Eng. Rarities 27 Sea Ruff and Reeves. X773 111

Johnson (ed. 4) [and in later Diets.]. 1876 tr. Haeckel's Hist.
Creat. II. 150 *Sea-sacs. Tunicata. Sea-barrels. 1884
Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim, 230 In the Gulf
of Saint Lawrence they [sc. Pollock] are known as * "Sea

Salmon '. x88x CasselCs Nat. Hist. V. 279 The "Sea-
scurfs. 1664 Hubert Caial, Rarities (1665) 27 A Sea
insect called the *Sea Shears : It hath many scales like a
wood louse, two long homes, and a forked tayle. 17x3
Petiver Aquat. Anim.Amboinge Tab. \\\, Echinusplanus. .

.

"Sea-Shilling. 1681 Grew- Mus&um 11. § v. i. 242 *Sea-
Shrubs. 1755 J. Ellis Corallines 56 Next in Order
to the Corallines, may be ranked the Fnttices coralloides,
or Sea-shrubs. 1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. xiv. (1875) 145
The Gorgonidae, or ' Sea-shrubs \ 1822-29 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) V. 291 Reaumur denominates the pinna the
*sea-silk-worm. 1850 A. White List Specim. Crustacea
Brit. Mus. 71 Ligia oceanica. Great "Sea Slater. 1867
Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk., *Sea-sleevc, a name of the flosfc

or squid, Loligo vulgaris. 1658 Phillips *Seasnappie, a
kinde of Shell-fish, called in Latin Cochlea Veneris, i. Venus
shell. 1838 Johnston in Proc. Bern: Nat. Club I. vi. 172
Labrus tnaculatus.

,

. Ballan Wrasse. .
. "Sea Sow. 167a

Josselyn Nem-Eng. Rarities 27 Plaice or *Sea Sparrow.
1743 Catesby Nat. Hist. Carolina, etc. (1754) II. a The
*Sea Sparrow-Hawk .. is a slender long Fish. 1830 Miss
Pratt Comm. Things of Sea-side iii. 182 One of those
strange looking things, commonly called *sea-squirts {Asci-
dix). 1880 [see Appendiculahian]. 1767 J. Ellis in Phil.
Trans. LVII. 436 The Actinia aster, or "Sea star flower.
X896 tr. Boas1

Text-bk. Z00L,390The *Sea Stickle (Spinachia
vulgaris) is exclusively marine. 1880 Gunther Stud. Fishes
506 The "Sea-Stickleback (Gaslerosteus spinachia) is like-
wise a nest builder. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 377 note,
The male Sea Stickleback (Spinachia vulgaris). 1668
Charleton Onomast. 123 Glattcus. .the *Sea-Stichling [sic],

X710 Sibbald Fife <$ Kinross 53 Draco sive A raneus minor

;

I take it to be the same our Fishers call the Otter-pike or
"Sea-stranger. X750 G. Hughes Barbados 259 The "Sea-
Sucker. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 161 One form of sea-
sucker (Lepidogaster) affixes its eggs to the inside of a dead
shell. 173X Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 210 There is

a sort of shell-fish at the Cape, which the Europeans there
call *Sea-suns. 1773 Cook Voy. (1790) I. 323 Sea-suns and
sea-stars, are small round shell-fish, and receive their de-
nominations from the great variety of prickles, which shoot
from them like rays of light. X767 J. Ellis in Phil. Trans.
LVII. 436 The Actinia helianthus or "Sea sun-flower. X755— Corallines 4 Corallina vesicutata sparsim eialternatim
raniosa [etc.]. .."Sea-Tamarisk, a X776— Zoophytes (1786)
36 Sertularia iamarisca. Sea-Tamarisk Coralline. x6oa
Carew Cornwall 11. 127 They beare . .a "sea-tenche nayante
proper. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s.v. Holyhead, Sea-
tenches,, .and plenty of other fish. 1891 Century Diet.,
Pustule of the sea, a sailor's name of sessile barnacles or
acorn-shells. Also called *sea-t/ioms. X710 Sibbald Fife
fy Kinross 53 Turdi alia species',^ It is called by our
Fishers, the "Sea-Tod or Kingervie. a 1776 J, Ellis
Zoophytes (1786) 2 Actinia Cereus. *Sea Torch-thistle.

"755 — Corallines 84 Alcyonium, seu Vesicaria marina.
.."Sea Wash-balls. 190a H. H. Littlejohn in Encycl.
Brit. XXX. 609/1 Trachinus draco or *sea-weever. 1775
J. Ellis in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 1 Those [Zoophytes].,
called .. Gorgonise ; and known in English by the names of
sea-fans, sea-feathers, and *sea-whips. X836 Yarrell Brit,
Fishes I. 284 The "Sea Wife. Labrus vetula [1841 (ed. 2) I.

339 Acantholabrus Yarrellii, Cuv. et Valenc.]. 1850 A.
White List Spec. Crustacea Brit, Mus. 56 Chelura tere-

brans. *Sea Wood-Borer. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Set.,

Chitonidx,. ."Sea Wood-lice. Ibid. s.v. Jsopoda, The sea
wood lice, Asellidse. 1863 Wood lllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 631
The Great sea-Slater, or Sea-woodlouse, i860 "Sea-wreath
[see Sea-bell 2]. 1865 T. R. Jones Anim. Creation 35
The Sea-wreaths [Sertularia?) are known to every sea-side
visitor.

e. In names of seaweeds : sea-apron, the genus
Laminaria (Cent. Diet. 1891) ; sea-belt, Lami-
naria saecharina (in Turner perh. Zostera marina);
sea-bottle, the bladder-wrack ; also applied to

the pod or vesicle of some American fuci ; sea-
catgut= sea-lace; sea-chitterling/common name
for the plant otherwise called Enterophytttm *

(Mayne Expos, Lex. 1858) ; f sea-cluster, -colan-
der (see quots.); sea-furbelow, the Laminaria
bulbosa ; sea-girdle, Laminaria digilaia ; also
— sea-belt; fsea grass-wrack, the seaweed Zo-
stera; sea-hanger, Laminaria bulbosa ; sea-lace,
Chordafilum; sea-lentil, the gulf-weed

; f sea-
lungwort, the seaweed Ulva lactuca or Sea-
lettuce ; sea-membrane, dulse, Rhodymenia
palmata (Cassell's Encycl. Diet. 18S7) ; sea-net-
work (see Network 3) ; sea-ore (see Ore sd.&)

;

sea-points = sea-lace; f sea-ragged-staff, ?the
Ascophyllum nodosum ; seo.-st&f£—sea-^ird/e ; sea-
tang, -tangle (see Tang jtf.3, Tangle sbl) ; sea-
tape (see quot.) ; sea-thong, one of several chord-
like seaweeds, as ChordaJilum, Himanthalia lorea,

etc. ; sea-thread (see quots.) ; sea-turnip, a sea-

weed of the genus JVereocystis
} having a turnip-

shaped protuberance of the stem ; sea-wand,
Laminaria digitata= TAXGhE sb. 1 2 ; sea-whip,
-whipcord, -whiplash = sea-thong; sea-whistle,
Ascophyllum nodosum. See also Sea-oak, Seaware,
Seaweed, Seawrack, etc.

1548 Turner Names of l/erbes (E. D. S.) 27 Cingulum is

named in greeke Zosterr .& is like a gyrdel, wherefore it

maye be named in enghshe, fysshers gyrdle or sea gyrdel,
or *sea belte. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 156/1 Laminaria sae-
charina, or the sugar sea-belt. 1825 Jennings Dial. IV. Eng.
66 Many of the species of the sea-wrack, orfucus, are called
*sea-bottles, in consequence of the stalks having round or
oval vesicles or pods in them. 1859 J. M. Jones Nat. in Ber-
muda 176 That very curious marine plant, commonly
designated the ' sea bottle *.. .These ' sea bottles ' are trans-
parent, and shaped like a small balloon. X833 Penny Cycl. I.

322/2 The Chorda filum, or *sea cat-gut, of Orkney. X777
LiGHTFOOT Flora Scot. II. 968 Gut Laver or "Sea Chitter-

ling. 1738 Bradley Diet. Bot. II, *Sea-cluster, Uva ma-
rina, 1866 Treas. Bot., *Sea-colander, the American name
in the North-eastern States of Agarum Turneri. 1808-30
Edinb. Encycl. X. 20/2 F'ucus bulbosus,. sometimes called
*sea furbelows, i860 Tennyson Sea Dreams 257 The
dimpled flounce of the sea-furbelow. 1548 *Sea-girdle [see

sea-belt s.ho\t\. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (c 1560) X 7,
Take of dragons bloud, seagyrdel [etc.]. 1845 Gosse Ocean
L (1849) 34 The sea-weed usually called in England the
Sea-girdle,. .{Laminaria digitatd). 1796 Withering Brit.
PL (ed. 3)11. 497 Zostera.. .*Sea Grass-wrack. 1633 Johnson
Gerarde's Herbal m. cbciv. 1569 The diuided one they may
call *Sea Hangers. 1666 *Sea-lace [see sea-point below]. 1877
Bryant Sella 1 36 The dulse with crimson leaves, and stream-
ing far, Sea-thong and sea-lace. 1633 Johnson Gerarde's
Herbal App. xxit. 1615 Lenticula marina angustifolia.
Narrow leaued *Sea Lentill. 1597 Gerarde Herbal m.
clix. 1377 Lichen Marinus. *Sea Lungwoort, or Oister
greene. 1657 W. CoLEsAdam in Eden cvi. x666 Merrett
Pinax 40 Fucus marinus rotundus, *Sea points or laces.

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 111. clxiv. 1569 M r
. Thomas

Hickes being in ourcompanie did fitly name it*Sea ragged
StafTe. Ibid. 1570 Fucus spongiosus nodosus. Sea ragged
Staffe. 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clarke Seaweeds vi. 116 Laminaria
Digitata. Sea-girdles, Tangle, *Sea-staff, Sea-wand, Cows'-
tails. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 720 Laminaria saecharina
is called *Sea-taPe in China, where it is used for food and
other purposes. 1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal in. clxiv.

1568 Quercus marina secunda. *Sea Thongs. 1845 Gosse
Ocean i. (1849) 43 l ne common Sea-thong {Himanthalia
lorea), 1843 Zoologist I. 209 The knotted *sea-thread
{Laomcdea geniculata). 1878 B. Harte Man on Beach 39
The long, snaky, undulating stems of the *sea turnip. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXI. 156 Laminaria digitata, or *sea-wand.
1858 K. H. Digby Children's Bower II. 67 These sea-laces
or *sea-whips. 1833 Hooker Brit. Flora II. 1. 275 Chor-
dariaflagelliformis, Ag. (common *Sea-Whipcord). Ibid.

276 Chorda Filum, Lamour. (common *Sea Whip-lash).
1808-30 Edinb. Encycl. X. 19/1 Boys amuse themselves by
cutting them [the fronds] transversely near the end, and
making whistles of them, hence the name '''sea-whistles

sometimes bestowed on the plant [Fucus nodosus].

f. In names of plants growing on the sea-shore :

sea-ash, Xanthoxylon Clava-Hercttlis or caro-

linianum ; sea-aster = sea-starwort
; fsea ay-

gTeen = sea-houselee& ; sea-beard, a marine plant,

Cladophora {Conferva} rupestris; sea-beet, (a) a
variety of the common beet, Beta vulgaris, often

called Beta maritima
;

(b) = sea-lavender b ; sea-
bent, Psamma or Ammophila arenaria (see Bent
sbA- i) ; sea-berry,

*f*
(a) some Sonth American

plant; (b) Austral,, applied to the genera Halo-
ragis and Rhagodia ; sea-bindweed, Convolvulus
Soldanella ; sea-blite, Suseda fruticosa ; sea-
buckthorn, Hippophae rhamnoides; sea-bugloss
= sea-lungwort ; sea-burdock, the small burdock
or burweed, Xant/iiumslrumarium; sea campion,
Silene maritima; sea-catchfly = prec. ; sea-chick-
weed = sea-sandwort ; sea cock's -foot -grass,
Sparlina stricta ; sea coco, coco-nut (see Coco 6)

;

sea-cole, -colewort, (a)— Sea-kale
; f(b) = sea-

bindzveed ; sea-cushion = Sea-pink a ; sea
cypress (see quot.) ; sea-daffodil, the bulbous
plant Pancratium maritimum, also the allied

Peruvian plant Hymenocallis (Ismene) calatkina

;

+ sea-dock, Acanthus mollis
; f sea dog's grass,

a maritime variety of couch-grass ; sea-fennel,
samphire ; sea-gilliflower = Sea-pink a ; sea-
goosefoot = sea-blite ; sea-gromwell, the sea-

bugloss (Cassell's Encycl. Diet, 18S7) ; sea hard-
grass, one of various maritime species of hard-
grass ; sea-heath, a ' heath ' ofthe genusFrankenia

;

seahog's-fennel (see quot.); sea-houseleek,the
aloe

; + sea-hull« Sea-holly ; sea-hulver = Sea-
holly (see Hulvbr), also atlrib.

; + sea-ivy
? = prec. ; sea-kemp Sc, *= sea-plantain ; sea-
laurel, the seaside laurel ; sea-lavender, + (<*)

?some species of Heliotropium ; (b) Statice Limo-
nium (see Lavender sb. 2 1 b); sea-lungwort,
the oyster-plant, Mertensia maritima ; sea mat-
grass, matweed, Psamma arenaria; fsea-mug-
wort = sea-wormwood ; f sea-narcissus = sea-

daffodil; f sea-navel, -navelwort, some plant

resembling the genus Cotyledon ; sea-onion (see

Onion sb. 2 c); sea-orach, Atriplex littoralis ; sea
ox-eye, the seaside ox-eye (see Ox-eye 3 e) ; sea-

parsley (see quot.) ,* f sea-pennywort — sea-

navelwort ; sea-plantain, Plantago maritima

;

sea-poppy (see Poppy sb, 3) ; + sea pot-herb —
sea-orach ; sea-purslane (see Purslane 2) ; sea-

purslane tree (see quot.) ; sea-radish, a variety

of the wild radish, sometimes regarded as a species

{Raphanus maritimus) ; sea-ragwort, a common
cultivated foliage-plant, Senecio Cineraria (or

Cineraria maritima) ; sea-reed, reed-grass = sea-

bent ; sea-rocket (see Rocket sb.2 3) ; sea-rose-

mary, (a) = sea-blite; <J>)
= sea-lavender h (Cent.

Diet.); sea sand-reed (see quot.); sea-sand-
wort, a variety of sandwort, Honkenya (Arenaria)

peploides, growing in the sand of the coasts of

Europe and N. America; + sea spike-grass,

thrift; sea-spleenwort, a fern, Aspleuium mari-
mini, growing on the rocky coasts of Western
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Europe; sea-spurge, a maritime spurge, Euphorbia
Paralias \ sea spurrey, spurrey sandwort (see

quots.) ; sea-starwort. Aster Tripolium ; sea-

stock (also great sea stfok), Matthiola sinuata
;

+ sea stock-gillyflower — prec. ; sea sulphur-

weed, -wort, Peucedanum officinale ; sea-thrift

= Sea-pink a; fsea trifoly, Astragalus Glaux\

fsea wartwort, a variety of spurge, Euphorbia
Peplis ; sea-wheat, -wheatgrass, the wheatgrass

Triticum junceum, growing on the sandy sea-

shore ; sea-withwind, Convolvulus Soldanella ;

f sea-wormwood, Artemisia maritima.

1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 30 *Sea Ash. i8xa
Crabbe Tales x. I. 196 note, The *Sea-aster, the dullest

of that numerous and hardy genus. 1551 Turner Herbal
1. B vj, Some haue called it semper viuum marinum,
that is "sea aigrene. 1777 Robson Brit. Flora 317 Con-
ferva rupestris. . . *Sea-beard. c 1710 Petiver Catal. Ray's
Eng. Herbal Tab. 8 *Sea Beet. 1838 G. Don in Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) XXV. 28/2 Siatke Unionunit, the Sea Beet,
or Sea Lavender. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v. Beta, The Sea
Beet, Beta maritima^ a perennial,..grows wild on the sea
coast in various parts of Britain. 1551 Turner Herbal
it. 144 Sparta.. is a kind of *sea bente or sea rishe. 1899
Cumbtd. Gloss., Sea bent, the sea-side grasses—Psamma
arenaria, or Ammophila arundinacea, growing on the
Bent hills at Maryport. cijit Petiver Gazophyl. vi.oo
Brasil *Sea-berry. ..Its leaves very green, juicy, and thick
like Purslain. 1884 W. Miller Plant-n. 123 Sea-berry, of
Australia, the genera Haloragis and Rhagodia. 1597 'Sea-
bindweed [see Sea-bell iJ. 1^86 Gentl. Mag. LVI. 1. 35
Convolvulus Soldanella, Sea Bindweed. 176a W. Hudson
Flora Anglica 92 Chenvpodium. .maritimum...Anglis,
*Sea Blite or white Glasswort. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower.
PL IV. 267 Sitxda (Sea-Blite). 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v.
Schoberia, S.fruticosa, the Shrubby Sea-blite, abundant on
the muddy coast of Norfolk, . . locally known by the name of
Sea Rosemary. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Rhamnoides,
the *Sea Buckthorn. 1905 Rider Haggard Gardeners
Year Sept. 323 Four or five years ago I planted some hun-
dreds of Sea-buckthorn upon the face of my cliff. 1884 W.
Miller Plant-n. 123 *Sea Bugloss, Pulmonaria (Mer-
tensia) maritima. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. App.
186/2 Xanthium . .strumarium (cockle-burr, *sea-burdock).

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. exxi. 382 Lychnis marina Anglica.
English "Sea Campion. Ibid., The sea rose campion. 176a
W. Hudson Flora Anglica 164 Silene . .amoena.. .Angiis,
Sea Campion. 1864 Brady in Intell. Observ. V. 27 The
*Sea Catchfly {Silene maritima). 1786 Gentl. Mag. LVL 1.

35 Arenaria Peploides, "Sea Chickweed, remarkable for the
depth and length to which it runs its roots. 1837 Bax*
ter Brit. Phxnog. Bot. III. 203 Spartina stricta. Twin-
spiked Cord-grass. Smooth Sea-grass. *Sea Cock's-foot-
grass. 1795 tr. Tkunberg's Trav. IV. 183 A Borassus
or *Sea-Cocoa, brought from the Maldive islands. 1850
F. Mason Nat. Product. Burmah 168 *Sea-cocoanut. 1548
Turner Names ofHerbes (E.D.S.) 20 Brassica syluestns
groweth in Douer cliffes.. .It may be named in english *sea
cole. 1578 Lyte Dodoens m. liv. 394 Of Soldanella or Sea
Cawle. 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex., Sea cole, a common
name for the Crambe maritima, or sea-kale. 1700 C. Leigh
Nat. Hist. Lanes., etc. 1. 03 *Sea-colewort. 17*5, 1794

Nauel woort prouoketh vrine. [1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P.
R. xvn. xliii. (1495) 628 Cepe caninum. .is founde by the see
syde therfore Plato callyth it Sepe marina as it were a *see
oyneon.J 1526 Crete Herbal'I ccccxiii. (1529) Y iv, A squyll
orseeonyon. 1548— [see Onion sb. 2c]. 1845-50 Mrs. Lin-
coln Led. Bot. 151 The genus -4rr/)*&.ir,(*sea-orache). 1856
A. GrayMan. Bot. (i860) 213 Borrichia.., "Sea Ox-eye. 1843
Baxter Brit. Phxnog. Bot. VI. 472 Ligusticum scoticum.
Scotch Lovage. Scotch Parsley. *Sea Parsley. 1597 Ge-
rarde Herbal 11. cxliv. 425 Of *Sea Pennywoort. Ibid. xciv.

343 The *sea Plantaine hath small and narrow leaues. 1562
Turner Herbal 11. 77 It may be named in Englishe horned
poppy or *see poppy, or yelow poppy. 1706 J. Stevens
Span. Dict.,Salgada, the Plant call"d "Sea-pot-herb. 1548
Turner Names ofHerbes (E.D.S.) 25Cepaea Plinij groweth
by the sea syde, and because it is very lyke Purcellayne, it

maye be called in englishe *sea Purcellayne. 1578 [see Pur-
slane 2]. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. Arrangem. 26
Atriplex Halimus, or *sea-purslane tree. 1847 Babington
Brit. Bot. (ed. 2) 32 Raphauus maritimus,. .*Sea Radish.
1741 CompL Fam.-Piece 11. iii. 374 Buphthalmums, Sea
Holly, *Sea Ragwort. 185a G. W. Johnson Gard. Did.,
Cineraria maritima (sea Ragwort). 1575 Laneham Let.
Pref. (1871) 160 Mercurius that playit on ane *sey reid.

1717 Parnell Homer's Battle Frogs $ Mice n. 77 Tap'ring
Sea-Reeds for the polish'd Spear. 1861 S. Thomson Wild
Flowers in. (ed. 4) 213 The sea-reed, or Ammophila
arundinacea, deserves our attention. 1777 "Sea reed-
grass [see Rked-grass it 1866 "Sea rosemary [see sea-blite
above]. 1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 548 Calamagrostis
rtr^«rtrm(*SeaSand-Reed). 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things
ofSea-side i. 35 The "sea sandwort (Arenaria Peploides).

.

is very common. 188a Thomson in Proc. Benv. Nat. Club
597 "Sea- I

IX. in. 449 The Sea Sandwort (Honkenej'a peploides). 1597
JVI. 1. 35 j

Gerardb Herbal 1. xvi. 17 "Sea Spike grasse hath many
small leaues. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things ofSea-side
1. 88 The *sea spleenwort (Aspientum marinum). 1859 J. C.
Atkinson Walks

<fr
Talks (1892) 337 A habitat of the sea-

spleenwort. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. exxxii. 401 The first

kinde of "Sea Spurge riseth foorth of the sands. 1855 Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. V. 9 Euphorbia Paralias (Sea Spurge).
176a W. Hudson Flora Anglica 169 Arenaria. .marina...
*SeaSpurrey. 1853 Miss Pratt IVitdFl. II. 95 Sea Spurrey
Sandwort, Arenaria marina. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11.

Ixxxviii. 334 Tripolium,.. is called.. in English "Sea Star-
wort. 1861 S. Thomson Wild Flowers m. (ed. 4) 248 The
sea- star-wort, or Michaelmas daisy. 1849 M. Arnold For-
saken Merman 69 The sandy down Where the *sea-stocks
bloom. 186a Ansted Channel 1st. u. viii. 177 The purple
flowers of the great sea stock (Matthiola sinuatd). 1597
Gerarde/^^Ai/ii.cxv, 374 The*SeaStockeGU!oflower hath
a small wooddie roote very threddie. 1850 Miss Pratt
Comm. Things of Sea-side i. 67 The *Sea Sulphur-weed
(Peucedanum officinale) is a much more rare plant of the
salt marsh. 2807 Smith & Sowerby Eng. Bot. XXV. 1767
Peucedanum officinale. "Sea Sulphur-wort. 1706 London
& Wise Retired Gardner I. 311 "Sea-Thrift, [is vivacious]
by its Tufts. 1861 Ansted Channel 1st. 1. v. 112 A flower
of the sea-thrift. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E.D. S.)

40 Glaux..may be called in englishe "sea Trifoly. 1601
R. Chester Love's Mart. (1878) 82 Blessed thistle and Sea
Trifoly. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.) 60 Peplis
..may be called in english "sea wartwurt. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal n. exxxii. 407. 1839 Mary Howitt Marten's Pilgr.

(see Colewort 2 bj. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. led. 3)
II. 240 Scottish Scurvy Grass. Sea Colewort. Sea Bind-
weed. 1649 Parkinson Parad. 317 Caryopkyllus Ma-
rinas. Thrift, or *Sea Cushion. 1855 Miss Pratt Flower.
PL II. 305 Tamarix Anglica.. is in England commonly
called "Sea Cypress. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. Ixxxv. 135
The sea Onion of Valentia, or rather the "sea Daffodill,
hath many long and fat leaues. 1639 Parkinson Parad. q&
Narcissus Marinus Africanus, sive Exoticus Lobelii. The
Sea Daffodil of Africa. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v. Ismene, The
name of Sea Daffodil is given to /. calathina. 1387 Sinou.
Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 13/1 Branca ursina, herbaest,&n.
*5cehock[?rftz<tfscedock). c 1490 A tphila (Anecd. Oxon.) 25
Branca ursina. .sedokke. 1597 Gerarde Herbal Suppl.,
Sedocke [ed. 1636 Sea Docke] is the brank vrsine. 1758
Borlase Nat. Hist. Cornw. 235 The bloody sea-dock, La-
pathum marinum tanguinenm. 1597 Gerarde Herbal u
xviii. 23 Gramen Caninum marinum "Sea Dogs grasse.
1731 Miller Gard. Did., Crithmum ;. .Smaller Samphire,
or "Sea-Fennel. 1619 Parkinson Parad 318 The greater
or Leuant Thrift, or "Sea Gilloflower. x8o6 GazetteerScot.
(ed. 2) 403 The root of sea>giltiflower, statice armeria. 1856
A. Gray Man. Bot. (i860) 366 Chenopodina. . ."Sea Goose-
foot. 1843 Baxter Brit. Phxnog. Bot. VI. 476 Rottbollia
inenrvata. . .

#Sea Hard-grass. C1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's
Eng. Herbal Tab. 10 "Sea heath. 176a W. Hudson Flora
Anglica 120 Frankenia. .lands

.

., smooth Sea Heath. 1855
Miss Pratt Flower. PI. III. 55 Peucedanum officinale
("Sea Hog's-fennel,or Sulphur-weed). 1597 Gerardb Herbal
11.cxxxiv.410 The same effect "Sea Housleeke works as well
as thees. 1608 Topsell Serpents 45 The Sea-thistle called
Eryngium marinum^ which some call "Sea-hull, or Huluer.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E.D.S.) 36 Eryngium is

named in englishe "sea Hulverorsea Holly, a 1593 Greene
Mamillia 11. Wks. (Grosart) II. 288 Resembling the sea
huluer leafe. 1588 — Pandosto (1607) C 4b, To see if

perchance the sheepe was browzing on the "Sea Iuie. 1889
Century Did. s.v. Kemp, "Sea-kemp, Plantago maritima,
the sea-plantain. 1820 T. Green Univ. Herbal II.

875 "Sea Laurel. Phyllanthus. 1696 Plukenet Alma,
gestum Wks. 1769 II. 182 Heliotropium Gnaphaloides Hto-
reum fruticescens Americanum, "Sea-Lavender Barbadensi-
bus dictum. 1865 Gosse Land $ Sea (1874) 31 Enormous
tufts of the common thrift or Sea-Javender. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal in, clix. 1377 *Sea Lungwoort or Oister greene.
1840 Paxton Bot. Did., "Sea matgrass, Psatnma arenaria.
1843 Baxter Brit. Phaenog. Bot. VI. 408 Ammophila
Arundinacea. "Sea Mat-weed. 1548 Turner Names of
Herbes (E. D. S.) 16 Arthemisia is of three sortes, the fyrst
is the herbe that I cal *sea Mugworte. 1664 Evelyn Kal.
Hort., May (1679) 17 Flowers in Prime, or yet lasting,..
Peonies, . .*Sea-Narcissus (etc.). 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11.

cxliv. 426 The "sea Nauetl is of a diureticke qualitie. 1718
Bradley Did. Bot. II. s. v. Pennywort, Sea-Pennywort is

th« Sea.Navel. tso7 Gerarde Herbal \u cxliv. 426 "Sea

viil xi, Where only the dry "sea-wheat grew, 1796 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 173 Triticum... iSeA Wheat-
trass. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cexciii. 600 Soldanella. .in
Inglish *Sea With-winde. 1548 Turner Names ofHerbes

(E. D. S.) 8 *Sea wormwod is note in the seconde degree
and dry in the fyrste, frenche wormwod is weaker then Sea
wormwod is. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick (1762) 117 The
Tops of Sea Wormwood. 1855 New Cycl. Bot. II. 461
Artemisia maritima. Sea Wormwood.
Sea (si), v. nonee-wd. [f. Sea sd.] intr. To

go along as a part of the sea.

1839 Bailey Festus xxi, To ride upon the broad-backed
billow, Seaing along and plunging on his precipitous path.
Sea, obs. form of Say ja.i ; See sb. ; So.

Sea-adder. [Adder 2.]

i* 1. A sea-serpent. Obs.
i6ox Holland Pliny vi. xxiii. 132 About these Islands [in

the Persian Gulf] they might see sea*adders and serpents so
monstrous great, that [etc].

2. The Pipe-fish.
a 167a Willuchbv Hist. Pise. (1686) 160 Acu! Aristotelis

congener pisciculus, pueris Cornubiensibus Sea-Adder.

.

dictus. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 202 Syngnaihtts.

.

. The
people of Yorkshire call it the Sea-worm ; but it is more
§enerally known in England by its Cornish name of the
ea-adder. 1896 tr. Boas* Texl-bk. Z00L 391 The Sea-adder

family (Syngnathidx).

3. The sea-stickleback, Spinachia vulgaris.
1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 87 The Fifteen-spined Stickle-

back. Great sea adder, Cornwall.

Sea air. The air above or in the neighbour-
hood of the sea ; air containing saline or gaseous
matter derived from sea-water.
1685 Boyle if«^. Notion Nat. vii. 318 Most persons, the

first time they go to sea,.. are, by the unwonted agitations,
..(assisted perhaps by the sea-air..) cast into that disease.

.

called the sea-sickness. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 2 Joseph
Acosta ascribes it [this sickness] to the Sea-Air. 1795 Cole-
ridge Refl. Place Retirem. 67 And myrtles fearless of the
mild sea-air. 1833 T. Hook. Parson's Dau. in. v, The advice
of her physicians to try the effect of sea-air and sea-bathing.

1897 " atts-Dunton Aylwin 11. iii, The English lady. .has
gone to live at Carnarvon to get the sea air.

Sea-angler. [Angler i.]

1. The Fishing Frog, = Angler 1 2.

1653 Walton -4 «^/c^i. 22 For this reason some have called
this fish the Sea-Angler. 1906 Daily Chron. 13 July 6/7 A
'sea-angler' has just been brought into Yarmouth.
2. An angler who fishes in the sea.

1893 Fishing Gaz. 11 Feb. 101/1 The British Sea-anglers'
Society.

So Sea-angling- vbl. sb.t angling in the sea.

1833 J. Rennie A Iph. Angling 58 River, canal, pond, lake,

and sea-angling. 1893 FishingGaz. 11 Feb. 101/1 At differ-

ent sea angling resorts.

Sea-animal. [Animal sb.]

1. An animal or creature living in the sea.
x 745 tr- Egede's Descr. Greenland 65 Of the Greenland

Sea Animals, and Sea Fowl and Fishes. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl., Hippocampus,, .a small sea animal caught in
the Mediterranean. 1854 Dickens Hard T. n. viii, Mr.
Bounderby.. sighed like a huge sea-animal. 1855 Kingsley
Glaucus (1878) 91 One of the rarest of British sea-animals.

2. transf. Applied to a sailor.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 107 Take this
plain blunt Sea-Animal,.. and you'll find him of more intrin-
sick Value to the Nation, than the most fluttering Beau in it.

Sea-ape. [Ape sb.]

1. The sea-fox {Alopias vulpes). See Ape sb. 5.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 5 The Dolphin recouereth by

eating a sea-ape. 1769-1861 [see Ape sb. 5].

f 2. a. ? The manatee, b. The Northern manatee

:

see Manatee 2. Obs, Also attrib.

1755 tr. Pouloppidan's Nat. Hist. Norway u. 191 These
Mer-men, or, as we may rather call them Sea-apes. 1781
Pennant Quadrupeds II. 544 Sea Ape Manati. Mr. Steller
saw on the coast of America another very singular animal
which he calls a Sea Ape : it was five feet long : the head
like a dog's : [etc].

3. * The sea-otter : so called from its gambols

'

{Cent. Did. 1891).
a 1891 H. Partridge (Cent.), When holding a fore-paw

over their eyes in order to look about them with more dis-
tinctness, they are called sea-apes.

4. The Northern Chimera (C. tnonstrosa)*
x86a Couch Brit. Fishes 1. 145 Arctic Chinuera.. .Sea Ape.

Sea-apple. [Apple sb.]

1 1- The sea-urchin. Obs.
1666 [see Sea-egg i]. 175a J, Hill Hist. Anim. 199 The

roundish Centronia, with crooked, .spines, the Sea apple.

2. The sea-coconut (see Coco 6).
1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787 Sea-apple

:

Manicaria Plukenelii.

Sea-bank. [Bank sb.*]

L f a. The sea-coast or sea-shore ; = Bank sb.l 9.
c 1350 [see Bank sb. l

g). c 14506"/. Cuthbert (Surtees) 5173
To pe see bank be cors bai bring. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. 1,

138, I was the other day talking on the Sea-banke with cer-
taine Venetians. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Mysl. bdolpho xvi,
My music leads to lofty groves, That wild upon the sea-bank
wave.

b. A dune or sand-hill.
1848 Clough A mours de Voy. 89 The cypress-spires . . Ever

more growing,.. Over the low sea-banks, of the fatal Ih'an
city. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. U. 31 The next [star], that
saw not love, saw me Between the sea-banks and the sea.

C. A sand-bank ; = Bank sb.1 5.
1838 Fleming Brit. Anim. 191 This fish [the cod].. is

eagerly sought after on those sea-banks which it frequents.

d. attrib.

a "593 Marlowe OvicCs Eleg. 1. i. 34 Elegian Muse . . Girt
my shine browe with Sea-banke Mirtle praise {read sprays].

2. An embankment built for protection against
the sea, a sea-wall.

1647 Hexham i, The Sea-bankes, De Zee-dijcken. 1655
Marq. Worcester Cent. Invent. § 96 A way to make a Sea-
bank so firm, .that a stream can have no power over it. 1733
Act 6 Geo. II, c 37 §5 If any Person .. shall unlawfully aiid
maliciously break down, .any Sea Bank. 1839 Civ. Engin.
«V Arch. frnl. II..450/1 A Sea Bank constructed.. for the
purpose of enclosing a quantity of sea marsh land.
attrib. 185a Wiggins Embanking 64 The execution of sea.

bank work.

So Sea-banking, the building of sea-banks.
185a Wiggins Embanking 2 Sea-banking, or sea-walling,

has hitherto formed but a small portion of the practice of
Engineers.

[Sea-bar, 'the sea-swallow or tern* (in mod.
Diets.), comes from a misprinted entry in Ains-
worth Eng.-Lat. Did. (1736) which should read
'Sea-bat, hirundo piscis* (i. e. the flying-fish).]

Sea-bass. U. S. [BAsssb.l Cf. Du. zeebaars.]

A name for various fishes, a. A serranoid fish,

Centropristis furvus (black sea-bass), b. A
sclaenoid fish, Cynoscion nobilis of California (white
sea-bass), c. Scisena oeellata. d. The sturgeon,
Acipenser transmontanus, of the Pacific coast
{Cent. Did.).
1775 A. Burnabv Trav, 70 Fish are in the greatest plenty

.., particularly. .sea-bass. 1849 H. W. Herbert Forester's
Fish .y Fishing U.S. 242 The Striped Sea Bass. Rock Fish,
Bar Fish. Ibid. 264 The Sea Bass. Black Sea Bass. 1884
GoODEjetc.A7

*!/. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 378 Cynoscion nobile.
This species is everywhere known as the 'Sea Bass' (' Sea-
Trout ), sometimes as l White Sea Bass ', to distinguish it

from the Black Sea Bass or Jew-fish. Ibid. 407 The Sea
bass, Serranus atrarius. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888)
III. 215 In the Carolinas, Florida, and the Gulf, we meet
with the names ' bass ' and its variations, * spotted-bass \
'red-bass', 'sea-bass'. Ibid. 223 The common sea-bass of
the north, Centropristisfurvus.

Sea'-bat. [Bat sb.*]

1. A flying-fish, esp. the flying gurnard, Dae-
iylopterus volitans.
1611 Florio, Accola, a sea Swallow or a Sea Bat. 1665

Sir T.Herbert Trav. (1677) 39 The French call it Aronder
dumer [sic], the Swallow of the Sea ; others a Sea Bat, or
Rere-mouse ofthe Sea. a 167a Willughbv Hist. Pise. (1686)
App. 24 Sea Batt. Belgis. An ex Acaraunis? 1884 Goode,
etc. Nat. Hist. Agnatic Anim. 255 The Sea-bat or Flying
Gurnard.

2. The fish Malthe vespertilio.

1756 P. Bkownk Jamaica (1789) 457 The Sea-Bat. This
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curious fish .. by the expansion of its side-fins and its small

ventrals. represents a bat in some measure. 1758 Edwards

Clean. Xat. Hist. 156 The Sea-bat appeared to me..a 1

over ofa dark brown or dusky colour. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat.

Hist. Aquatic Anim. 173 The Sea Bat, Malthe vespertilio.

3. A fish of the genus Platax.

1880G tJNTHEn Fishes 448 There are probablynot more than

seven species of ' Sea-bats ' [Plata*] if so many, and they

all belong to the Indian Ocean and Western Pacific, where

they are very common. ... , ,

Sea-bath. [Bath si.*] A bath or bathe in

the sea. Also a place for sea-bathing:.

1785 Phillips Treat. Inland Nav. 43 Wivenhoe .
. is at

present a very pretty, clean town...There is a good sea-

bath. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. I. 249/1 The cold shower-

bath., is found to suit better at this hour than the sea-bath.

1878 Masque of Poets 199 In sea-baths sheltered from the

prowling shark He cooled his fever.

Sea-bathe, v. rare. [Back-formation from

next] intr. (in quot. quasi-lrans. with comple-

ment). To bathe in the sea.

1871 Ruskin Fors Clav. xix, The dirty population of

Venice., gets itself dragged by a screaming kettle to Lido

next morning, to sea-bathe itself into a capacity for more
tobacco.

Sea-bathing. Bathing in the sea.

1753 R. Russell Diss. Sea Water 142 He entered upon
a Course of Sea Water, . .joining, as usual, the Sea Bathing

towards the End of the Cure. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 26 June (1815) 207 To Scarborough ; where I propose

to brace up my fibres by sea-bathing. 18x4 Laetitia M.
Hawkins Annaline II. 115, I daresay [she] will not be

restored even by sea-bathing. 1875 McIlwkaith Guide
Wigtotvnsh. 71 There is here excellent sea-bathing.

attrib. 1797 Margate Guide 63 The Sea Bathing Infirmary

at West-brook. 1803 {title) A Guide to all the Watering
and Sea-Bathing Places.

Sea beach. [Beach sb.'] = Beach rf. 3.

1775 Ash, Seabeach, the seashore. 1797 Mrs. Radclifff.

Italian ix, He left the palace and strolled down to the sea-

beach. 1840 Longf. Wreck ofHesperus 77 At daybreak,

on the bleak sea-beach, A fisherman stood aghast. 1877

Ruskin St. Mark's Rest 1. 1. 5 The place by the sea-beach

in Palestine, where Dorcas worked for the poor.

attrib. 1864 Browning Death in Desert 153 To tell dry sea-

beach gazers how I fared When there was mid-sea.

Sea-bean.
fl. A small stone or pebble (see quot. 1607).

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 143 There is a little blacke

stone in Nilus about the bignesse of a Beane...Such as

these I saw at Lyons in France, which they called Sea-

beanes, and they prescribed them to be hanged abouta Nurses
necke to encrease her milke. 1847 Halliwell, Sea-ieans,

small black pebbles. Devon.
2. A name given to the seeds of the tropical le-

guminous plant Enlada scandens, carried by sea to

the British coasts, and often made into trinkets.

1696 Sloane Catal. Plant. Jamaica 70 Phaseolus mari-

timus rotundifolius, flore purpureo [etc.]...The Sea bean.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

3. A small univalve shell of the family Triviidx
;

also the operculum of any shell of the family Tur-

binidx. Both are often used for charms, trinkets, etc.

1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 335 Dealers .. were con-

stantly . . bringing all sorts of shells, . . sea-beans or bay-beans,

and other marine curiosities. 1891 Century Diet.

Sea-bear. [Beab rf.i]

+ 1. The sea-urchin. 06s.

j6n Cotgr., Oursin
t
the sea Beare. 1668 Wilkins Real

Char. 11. v. §2. 128. 1694M0TTEVX RabelaisivAx, Sea-Bears.

2. The ursine or fur-seal, Callorhinus itrsinus,

of the North Pacific. Also applied to the various

smaller otaries (species of Arctocephalus) of the

southern seas, as distinguished from the larger hair-

seals, called Sea-lions. See also Bear sb. 1 5.

1771 Pennant Synopsis Quadrupeds 344 Ursine Seal.

There are three marine animals, which.. seem divided be-

tween the N. E. of Asia, and N. W. of America. . .These are

..the Sea Lion and Sea Bear, and the Manati. 1847
[see Bear sb. '5). 1880 H. W. Elliott Rep. Seal Isi Alaska
(1884) 109 The eared-seal, or sea-bear {Otaria ursina).

3. A polar bear. rare.

1829 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.'Amer. I. 30 Ursus
Mantimus, Polar or Sea Bear. 1876 Davis Polaris Exp.
xxi. 552 What is called the Sea-bear ( Ursus Maritimus).

Sea'-beast. A beast living in the sea.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 1644 Se bestys serued him at

hande. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 200 That Sea-beast Leviathan.

1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Merman 39 Where the sea-beasts

rang'd all round Feed in the ooze of their pasture-ground.

transf 1695 Congreve Love for L. 1. iv, If he be but as

great a Sea-Beast, as she is a Land-Monster, we shall have
a most Amphibious Breed.

Sea-beat, a. [Beat ///. a.] = next.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal Feb. 34 That, once^sea-beate,
will to sea againe. 1600 Fairfax Tasso xvr. lxxi, Wander-
ing lonely on the sea-beat strand. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 196
Along the sea-beat shore Satiate we slept. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sy. (1886) 24 That gray country, with its rainy,
sea-beat archipelago.

Sea'-beaten, a. [Beaten///, b.]

1. Of a ship, a sailor, etc. : Tossed about or

beaten by the waves of the sea. Now rare or Obs.
156a A. Brooke Romeus ft Iuliet 808 God graunt no

daungers rocke . . wracke thy sea beaten barke. 1587
Turberv. Trag. Tales Ded. Aijb, Following herein sea-

beaten soldiers, and miserable mariners. 1606 Bp. Hall
Heaven upon Earth Ded., Ships.. both extremely Sea*
beaten, and at last wracked. 1801 Mrs. Robinson Sylphid
III. 142 (Jod.) The sea-beaten sailor.

2. Of a shore, rock, etc. : Lashed by the sea.

X793COWPERX Tate(l In Scotland's realm') i^Sca-beaten
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rocks and naked shores, Could yield them no retreat. »868

Stevenson Let. July in Scribner's Mag. (1899) XXV. 31/1,

I am utterly sick of this gray, grim, sea-beaten hole. 1883
Longman"s Mag. Oct. 632 Quiet bays and sea-beaten cliffs.

Sea-beaver.
fl. = Hippocampus 2. Obs.

1755 tr. Pontoppidan's Nat. Hiti. Norway \\. 51 The Sea-

Beaver is another and larger Insect, peculiar to the sea...

Called in the Mediterranean Hippocampus.

2. The sea-otter.

1759 Dumaresque in Phil. Trans. LI. 488 Many of them
go thither, to catch sea-beavers. 1764 Grieve tr. Kra> '

sJuninnikofTs Katntschatka 130 The sea beavers [Lutra
j/iarina] have not the least resemblance to the other beavers.

Sea-beef.
f 1. Pickled beef used on shipboard. Obs.

1594 Nashe Christ's T. To Rdr.**, A prouerbe. .as stale

as sea-biefe. 1606 Dkkker Neives fr. //*// Wks. (Grosart)

II. 112 Though such kind of Theeuerie bee more stale then

Sea-beefe.

2. The flesh of a porpoise or whale. Also locally

applied to various food-fishes {jocularly to herring).

1672 J osselyn New-Eng. Rarities 27 Ling, Sea Beef. [Cf.

quot. 1661 s.v. Beef sb. 2 a.] 1850 Scoresby Cheever's

Whalem. Adv. vi. (1858) 77 The porpoise . . iS
(

harpooned . . and
its carcass eaten by the name of ' sea beef*.

Sea-bell.
1. A species of bindweed, Convolvulus Soldanella.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cexciii. 690 Sea Withwinde, Sea
Bindweed, Sea bels, Sea Coale, and of some Sea Folefoote,

and Scottish Scuruie grasse. 1866 Treas. Sot.

2. A zoophyte of the genus Campanulabia.
i86otr. Hartivig'sSeafy WonderszjSThe delicate feathery

forms of the sea-wreaths, sea-feathers, and sea-bells (sertu-

larise, plumulariae, and campanularise).

Sea*-bird. A bird frequenting the sea, or the

land near the sea. Also attrib.

1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1704 A Seabirde great and
|

ravenous, charadrius. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's
\

Trav. 259 We. .saw infinite multitudes of little Sea-birds. !

1766 Smollett Trav. I. xix. 301 All sea-birds are allowed by
\

the church of Rome to be eaten on meagre days, as a kind
;

of fish. 1865 Tennyson Captain 71 The lonely seabird i

crosses With one waft of the wing. 1898 Kearton Wild
Life at Home 100 The Orkney and Shetland Islands are rich

in sea-bird life.

Sea'-bladder.
fl. The bladder-wrack. Cf. next 1. Obs.

1681 GkzwMuszum 11. § v. ii. 250 The Roped Sea-Bladder

..is also wrought with fibrous Veins, as the former.

2. The Portuguese man-of-war.
i860 Wraxall Life in Sea x. 243 The Physalias, or Sea-

bladders.

Seable, obs. form of Seeable.

Sea'-blubber. Also7-blobber. [Blubbeb^.1
]

fl. The bladder-wrack. Cf. prec. 1. Obs.

1681 Grew Musaenm 11. § v. it. 250 Sea-Blobber. Vesicaria

marina.. .'Tis a Cluster of small roundish Bladders. .of a
light brown colour.

2. A jelly-fish. See Blubbeb sbA 3.

1683-4 Robinson in Phil. Trans, XXIX. 478 The Urtica
Manna (called Sea Gelly or Blubber, tho' it be an Animal).

1769 Ann. Reg. 1. 189/r Boat-loads of what the sailors called

sea-blubbers. 1845 Gosse Ocean iii. (1849) 151 These Me-
dttsxi or Sea-blubbers, as they are familiarly called, form a
considerable portion of the Whale's food.

Seaboard (sf'bosid), sb. and a. Forms: see

Sea sb. and Boabd sb. Also 9 -bord. [f. Sea sb.

+ Boabd sb."]

A. sb.

f 1. The plank to cover up the port-hole. Obs.

c itooBeryn 3001 Whyclose they the port with the see bord ?

f 2. With prepositions a
t
at, on

y
to seaboard, on

or to the seaward side (of a ship, etc.). Obs.

a 1490 Botoner /tin. (1778) no Et insula de Ushand jacet

in le seebord anglice south et north. 1525 Ld. Berners
Froiss. II. cl. 165 Y* wynde was so streynable on see borde,

that they coude nat departe thence. 1535 Stewart Cron.

Scot. I. 297 [He] With mony schip to se burd passit syne.

c 1566 in Hakluyfs Voy. (1589) 390 There lay two rocks two
miles to sea boord of vs. 1581 J. Bell. Haddon's Ansti:
Osorius 70 To preserve their course the better at Seaboorde.

1582 Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. v. 13

Our men discried three Hands a Seaboard. 160a Mansel
True Rep. Service 1 My selfe being neerest that coast,

Captaine Iones next vnto me, and the Dutch men of warre

a Sea-boord, and to the westward of him. c 1625 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Braue Sea-fight Wks. 1630 in. 40/2 The Enemie
making all the sayle he could to Sea-boord of the English.

C1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dial. Sea Services (1685) 281

When a Ship, .hath another Ship on her other side to Sea-

ward, or (as the phrase is) to Sea-board.

f3. By (be) seaboard*, by sea. On seaboard'.

at sea, on board ship. Obs.

1535 Stewart Chron. Scot. I. 369 Out of Denmark be se

burd mony myle, Ane greit armie in Albione wes send. 1549
Compl. Scot. xi. 91 Nocht alanerly be gryt multitude of men
of veyr, and ane grit nauen of schipis be seey burde, bot [etc.].

1581 J. Bell I/addon's Answ. Osorius 420 Whenas beyng
on Seaborde he was in daunger to be drowned. 1597 J. Payne
RoyalExch. 32 In all my tyme on Seaboorde . . I have knowen
nombers that were of another disposition.

4. The line where land and sea meet, the coast-

line ; the sea-shore or the land near the sea, esp.

considered with reference to its extent or con-

figuration.

1825 J. Neal Bro. yonaihan I. 78 Certain alarming move-
ments on the sea-board. 1840 Carlyle Heroes i. (1841) 26 On
the seabord of this wild land [Iceland] is a rim of grassy

country, where cattle can subsist, i860 H. Miller My
Schools xiii. 143/1 The population of extensive Islands and

SEA-BORNE.

seaboards of the country. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. (ed. 3)

I. ii. 25 These kingdoms have a large sea-board. 1887

J. Ball Nat. in S. Amcr. 124 The sea-board is nearly a

straight line running from north to south.

Comb. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa xxii. 316 The sea-

board-dwelling Tschwis.

B. adj. Bordering on or adjoining the sea. rare.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iii. 47 There shall a Lyon from the

sea-bord wood Of Neustria come roring. 1828-32 Webster,
Sea-bord, Sea-bordering, bordering on the sea or ocean.

1888 J. Shallow Templars' Trials 8 The Hospitallers,

whose property was largely sea-board, left Cyprus for

Rhodes. 1909 Daily Chron. 18 Aug. 4/4 The French sea-

board hotels.

Hence Sea*-boarder, an inhabitant of the sea-

board.
i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. v. vii. § 3. 38 The Kentish [men]

and Seaborders being full of humanity, and little differing

from the French ciuility.

Sea*-boat. [Boat sb,]

1. t a. A boat for the sea. Obs. b. A vessel

considered in reference to her behaviour at sea.

Beoivulfbys pa ic on holm ^estah, sa-bat jesaet mid minra
secja xedriht. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World'(1840) 199
Our brigantinc.an excellent sea-boat. 1727 Arbuthnot
Tables Ane. Coins, etc. 241 The Roman Shipwrecks were
occasion'd undoubtedly by their Ships being bad Sea-boats,

and [etc.]. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Sea-Boat,

a vessel that bears the sea firmly, without labouring heavily.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 92 Any good sea-boat, may
make her course good to Fowey.
attrib. 1888 R. Edmondston & Saxby Home ofNaturalist

31 He always had unbounded faith in the sea-boat qualities

of a Shetland sixaerin.

2. A name for a Chiton or coat-of-mail shell.

1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 701 These
shells have been called by different names, . . such as ' Wood-
louse ', ' Sea-boat ',.

.' Sea-bug ', and ( Sea-caterpillar '.

Sea-book.
f 1. A sea-log (see Sea sb. 23 a). Obs.

a 1642 Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts \\\. (1704) 336/1 The
Captain may require a Copy of the Sea Book from the Purser.

2. (See quot. 1883). Obs. exc. HUt.
1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 34 All arms, sea-books

and instruments.. is plunder. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 519/2

When theloxodromic maps came into existence, hand-books
with sailing directions were written to accompany them,

hence the titles ' sailing directions ', ' sea-books \ . .or cartas

da marear.

3. A book representing life at sea, etc. Sea sb. 18 1.

1894 Clark Russell in My First Book 30 It is the first

sea book I ever wrote.

Sea-border. The land bordering on the sea.

1686 Charter of Romney-Marsh title-p., Very useful, .for

all Lords of Towns, and other Landholders within Romney-
Marsh,..and all other Marshes, Fenns, and Sea-Borders.

1880 Swinburne Studies in Song 180 These alone in all the

wild sea-borders Fear no blast of days and nights that die.

+ Sea-borderer. Obs. rare. One who in-

habits the land adjacent to the sea.

a 1593 Marlowe Hero $ Leander 1. 3 On Hellespont..

In view and opposit two citties stood, Seaborderers [earliest

eds. (1598-1613) Seaborders], disioin'd by Neptunes might:
The one Abydos, the other Sestos hight. 1599 Nashe Lenlen

Stuffe 46 Their heauenly hoods.. decreede, that for they

were either of them seaborderers and drowned in the sea,

stil to the sea they must belong. 1670 Cotton Espernon
in. ix. 442 A barbarous and inhumane people (as generally

Sea-borderers are).

Sea*-bo rdering,^. rare. Borderingonthesea.
i$gj BE\tin Theatre God's Judgem. (1612)533 Amongst sea-

bordering Cities, ..Tire in former ages was most famous.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xvn. 358 Tow'rds those Sea-bordring

shores of ours. 1626 Sir D. Diggs Sf. in Rushw. Hist. Coll.

(1659) *• 302 All the Sea-bordering parts of this Kingdom.
1852 Ansted Phys. Geog. in Man. Geog. Sci. I. 259 Those
rich sea-bordering clays, whose fertility is such as to induce

men to risk disease in swampy climates.

Sea'-born, et. Born in or of the sea. a. Of
persons, etc., chiefly mythological, esp. of Venus.
a 1593 Marlowe Dido in. i. 763 Seaborne Nymphes shall

swarme about thy ships, a 1645 Waller To my Lord A d-

miral 55 Like Neptune and his Sea-borne Neece. a 1664

Kath. Philips To Lucasia Poems (1667) 147 Eyes so sweet

as these, No power that is Sea-born can displease. 1726

Pope Odyss. xvn. 160 Learn what I heard the sea-born Seer

relate, Whose eye can pierce the dark recess of fate, 1871

R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 17 Sea-bom Nymphs.^

b. Produced by or having its origin in the sea.

1646 Quarles Sheph. Oracles vii. 83 The Sea-born Stur-

§eon, and the broad-side Bream. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 121

ea-born gales their gelid wings expand Towinnow fragrance

round the smiling land. 1808 Scott Marm. 11. xvi, If on a
rock.. Saint Cuthbert sits, and toils to frame The sea-born

beads that bear his name. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 402 During all the unknown . .geological ages

in which these mountains of sea-born rocks have been slowly

growing.

C. Of an island, etc. rising from the sea.

1726 Pope Odyss. xix. 197 Ninety cities crown the sea-

born Isle. 1817 Byron Beppo x, That sea-born city [Venice]

was in all her glory.

Sea'-borne, a. [Bobne ///. a.]

1. Conveyed by sea. (Said usually of articles of

commerce.)
1823 Edin. Rev. XXXVIII. 236/1 Very few buildings have

. .been erected of sea-borne stone. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.

Farm III. 996 The best sea-borne English lime. 1850 Ht.
Martineau Hist. Peace iv. xi. (1877) III. 79 A reduction of

duties on sea-borne coal. 1864 Burton Scot Abr. II. 11. 152

To the sea-borne traveller it is the most conspicuous strong-

hold along the sea-coast, 1910 Spectator n June 920/x

Germany would never run the risk of invading France by

a sea-borne expedition.



SEA-BOTTOM.

2. Of a ship, etc. : Carried or floating on the sea

See also quot. 1867. ,

t84o A'i;'./. HullDocks Comm. 44 A dock of sufficient depth

for sea-borne vessels. 1857 Gqsse Omphalos 11. u The im-

pressions .. would have been totally obliterated, if the trees

had been sea-borne and shore-rolled, as pretended. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-borne, arrived from a voyage:
|

said of freighted ships also afloat.

3. ellipt. quasi-fl$. Sea-borne coal. Used attrib.
j

1891 Pall Mall Caz. 12 Feb. 5/1 The number of men on

strike this morning is 7,500, many of the ' seaborne ' men
having left work since yesterday morning.

j

Sea-bottom. The bottom or lowest depth of

the sea ; a tract of ground covered by a sea.

a 1400-50 Alexander 5532 How he mi?t seke doun

sounde in-to be see bothom. 158a Stanvhurst JEneis 111.

(Arb. )03 Alpheus . . Vnder seabottoms this passadge ferreted.

1876 Page Adv. Textbk. Geol. iii. 50 The heterogeneous

deposit of a former sea-bottoin. 1885 Child Ballads II.

50/1 A mermaid, from the sea-bottom, cries out to him.

Sea-bound, a.1 [Bound ppl. a. 2] Bound or

confined by the sea.

Cf. sea-bounded adj. (Sea sb. 2t), with which this is often

confused.
1636 G. Sandys Parabkr. Ps. ii. 2 Subject all Nations to thy

Throne, And make the Sea bound Earth thine owne. 1828-3*

Webster, Sea bound, Sea-bounded, bounded by the sea. 1003

lVestlti.Gaz.-i Tune 3/2 The sea-bound lands. 1910 tilackw.

Mag- Aug. 264/2 He lived, .in a sea-bound solitude.

Sea-bound, a.2 [Bound///, a.1] Bound for

or on the way to the sea.

1839-52 Bailey Festus (ed. 5) 80 The sea-bound river.

1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. s.v., A sea-bound voyage. 1899

Westm. Gaz. 1. Aug. 4
/3 To catch their sea-bound train.

Sea'-bream.
1. A name applied to several sparoid fishes, esp.

Pagdlus tentrodtmlus.

1530 Palsgr. 269/1 See breame a fysshe. 1613 R. Har-
court Voy. Guiana 30 Of Sea-fish, there is Sea-breame,

Mullet, Sole (etc.]. i6k> SHELTONgni'-r. 11. xi.64 Thou saydst

she had eyes of Pearles, and such eyes are rather the eies of

a Sea-Breame then a faire Dames. 167a Josselyn Nhv-Eng.
Rarities 95 Sea Bream, which are plentifully taken upon the

Sea Coasts, their Eyes are accounted rare Meat, whereupon

Sea-bream Family). 1896 Roy. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydekker)

V. 347 The black sea-bream {Cantharus lineatus) of the

British seas.

2. Applied to the coryphoenoid genus Brama.
1710 Sibbald Fife <r Kinross 53 Brama Marina nostras,

the Sea-Bream. 1891 Century Diet.

Sea-breeze. [Breezk r*.2
]

L A breeze blowing from the sea.

X697 Dampier Voy. 1. 348 Taking the advantage of the Land
breezes by nyht, and the Sea breezes b> day. 1743 Bulke-
ley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 160 A Sea-Breeze came in, and
blow'd so bard that we were obliged to weigh. 1769 W. Stork
Descr. East-Florida (ed. 3) 25 The sea-breezes keep it in

constant agitation. z8»5 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan I. 359
Before a strong sea-breeze. 1873 B. Hartk Fiddletcnvn 28

The chill sea-breeze made him shiver. 1888 Lowell Hearts-
ease ff Rue 130 Where sea-breeze and sunshine meet.

2. ' Also, a cool sea-drink ' (Smyth Sailer's

Word-bk. 1867).

Hence Sea-breexed a., having sea-breezes, or

blown on by sea-breezes ; Sea-breeiiness, the

condition of being breezy or having sea-breezes, fig.
1760 Bp. Hildesley in W. Hanbury Charit. Found.

Ch.-Langton (1767) 114 Plants or trees.. suitable to this sea-

breez'd island [Man] and its sandy gravelly soil. 1837 [see

Breeziness], 1903 Daily Citron. 25 Sept. 3/4 There is a
sea-breeziness about it [the book].

Sea-bull. [Bull sbA]

1 1. The male of the sea-cow or seal. Obs.
a 1400-50 Alexander 3846 Of Seeles & of see-Bules a

swyth grete nounbre. ibid. 4008 A cowdrife breste [? read
beste], Of sembalaunce as a see-bule. c 1520 Andrew Noble
Life III. xxxviii, Focas is a see bulle, & is very stronge &
dangerous. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 916/1 He beareth
Argent, a sea Bulls-head couped, Sable.

2. The male of the sea-cow or hippopotamus.
1863 W. C Baldwin Afr. Huntingui. 88 A large sea-bull

lying asleep close inland behind some reeds.

Seabylle, Seac, obs. ft'. Seeable, Sick.

Sea-cabbage.
1. a. Sea-kale. b. dial. (See quot. 1904.)
1731 Mn.LE*Gard.Dict.,Crambe. Sea-Cabbage. 1855M1SS

Pratt Flower. PI. I. 140 Brassica oleracea (Sea Cabbage).
1904 Eng. Dial. Diet., Sea Cabbage, the great mullein,
Verbascum thapsus.

T 2. The sea-otter's cabbage. Obs.
Z764 Grieve tr. Krasheninnikoff's Kamtschatkatri They

have three different ways of catching them : 1st. By nets
placed among the sea cnboagc[nottFucus marinus), whither
the beavers retire in the night time.

Sea-cale, variant of Sea-kale.

Sea-calf. [Calf '.] A common name for the

seal, esp. the common seal, Phoca vitulina. [So
med.L. vitulus marinus, V. vean vtarin, G. seekaib.]

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 13 pere beeb ofte i-take

dolphyns, and see calues [orig. vituli marini\, and baleynes.

1558 Gesner Hist. Anim. IV. 831 Angli etiam nominant
a Sea caulfe : uel Seele. 1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1503) 26
Some also hang, .the skinne of the Sea-Calfe in the middle
of the garden . .as a prooued defence to it against tempestes.
1668 EC More Div. Dial. 11. i. (1713) 89 The playing of two
Sea-Calves before a Storm. 1880 Standard 20 May 3 The
1 sea calves ' of the North Atlantic are solely ' hair seals '.

attrib. e 1440 tr. I'allad.on Husb. I. 961 A seecalf skyn.
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b. allusively.

1755 J- Shebbeare Lydia (1769) II. 67 You grow pert,

madam, since you have caught your sea-calf. 1883 Steven-

son Treas. 1st. via,
( Why what a precious old sea-calf lam!'

he said.

Sea-captain. The captain or commander of

a ship ; usually applied to the captain of a merchant

vessel.

1612 Webster White Devil n. i. 380 To what scorn'd pur-

pose else should we make choice Of him for a sea captaine 1

1708 Proclam. 20 May in Loud. Gaz. No. 444°/ r * n case

any Sea-Captain, Inferior Commission or Warrant Sea-

Officers belonging to any Ship of War.. be absent. 1897

Watts-Dunton Aylunn u. xiii, The widow of a sea captain.

t Sea -card. Obs. [Card sb*]

1. A chart of the sea (see Card sb.2 3 b and

Chart j<M i b). Obs.

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xxxv. L iij, You shall make a sea

carde wherin you may by the former rules place Coastes,

Harboroughes, Rockes, Sandes [etc.], 1745 Pococke Descr,

East II. n. 148 The whole, according to the sea-cards, being

the bay of Contessa.

2. The card of the mariner's compass (see Card
sb 2 4).

>5S5 [see Card sb.- 4]. 1618 Fletcher Chances l xi, We
are all like sea-Cards, AH our endeavours and our motions,

. .still point at beauty. 1666 Pepys Diary 22 Sept., A little

gold frame for one of my sea-cards.

trans/. 1710 Shaftesb. Adv. Author 1. iii. 53 Thus much
for.. those Rules of Art, those Philosophical Sea-Cards by
which the adventuring Genius's of the times were won't to

steer their Courses, and govern their impetuous Muse.

Sea*- cat. [Cf. F. chat de tner
t

' the smallest

kind of dog-fish' (Cotgr.).]

1. A name for various fishes, a. The wolf-fish,

Anarrhichas lupus* b. The great weever, Tra-

chinus draco* C. A shark, Scyllium catulus. d.

Chim&ra monstrosa. e. Any sea-catfish, as

At.lurickthys marinus.
i6ox Holland PUny xxxn. ix. II. 445 The fish named the

Sea-cat orWeazill. 17x0 Sibbald Fife # Kinross 51 Lupus
Marinus Shonfeldii fy Nostras; our Fishers call it the Sea-

Cat, or Cat-fish. aijTgV. Graham Buck-Haven Writ. (1883)

II. 220 Spout-fish, sea-cats, sea-dogs, i860 Wraxall Life
in Sea v. :o8 The Spotted Shark, or Sea Cat (Scyllium ca-

tulus, Cuvier). x884GooDE,etc. Nat. Hist. AquaticAnim.
628 The Gaff-topsail Catfish . . is known [in various place*] as

the' Sea Cat*. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 72
Chimsera monstrosa,. .sea-cat, sea-rat, etc of fishermen.

j*2. [Du. zeekat.] A scjuid or cuttlefish. Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. ». II. 428 The foresaid writer

Trebius Niger reporteth. That the sea-cats or Cuttle fishes

. .wit flie out of the sea [etc.).

1 3. The Sea-hare. Obs.

1758 Phil. Trans. L. 586 Some call them..sea-cats.

T 4. The sea-bear or common fur-seal. Obs.

1764 Grieve tr. KrasheninnikofTs Kamtschatka 123 The
sea cat is about half the size ofthe sea lion ; in form resem-

bling the seal. 1774-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) V. 1668 Sea-
cats.. have long hairs standing out on each side of their

mouths like those of a cat.

Seace, obs. form of Cease, Seise.

Sea-cliff. A cliff on the seashore.

In Geology sometimes applied to rocks which are now
inland, but were on the shores of ancient seas.

c 888 K. Alfred Botth. vii. \ 4 Swa fela welena swa bara
sondcorna biS be bisum sseclifum. c x*>5 Lay. 18638 He is

mid sea cliuen [c 1175 see cluues] faste biclused. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 1. 634 Compassed with a triple ditch

..cast in forme of a bowe, the string whereof is the sea-

cliffe. 1769 Ativick Inclosure Act 5 The said allotments.

.

shall lie contiguous to the sea-cliff. 1830 Lyell Princ.
Geol. it, vi. (1835) II. 28 An ancient sea-cfiff is to be seen,

now inland. 1876 Pack Adv. Text-bk. Geol. iii. 50 Waves
wearing away the sea-cliffs.

Sea-coal (sTkJal). [Coal sbX\

f 1. In Old English : Jet. Obs.
In early timesjet was chiefly found washed ashore by the sea.

c X050 Voc. in Wr.-Wflicker 416/2 Gagates, saecol.

2. a. A name for mineral coal ('coal* in the

ordinary modern sense) as distinguished from char-

coal. Now only Hist.
Commonly explained as meaning 'coal brought by sea*.

But carho maris occurs in the Newminster Cartulary
(Northumberland) c 1236 (see quot. in Coal sb. K

5 a) ; and in

1306 a Glamorganshire document (fnquis. Post Mortem,
loan, de Clare, 35 Edw. I) speaks of ' unus puteus in quo
fodiuntur carbones maris*. Unless we suppose that the

documents were written by Londoners, or (what is very un-
likely) that the London term had been adopted in the coal-

producing regions themselves, these early examples appear
to point to some different explanation. Possibly in early

times the chief source of coal supply may have been the

beds exposed by marine denudation on the coasts of North-
umberland and South Wales. Cf. quot. a 1552. The name
of Seacoal lane, London {Secollane), occurs 1339 in Riley
Mem. Lond. 207.

c 1253 [see Coal sb. 1
5 a]. 1282 [see seacoal-pit in 3J. X37X

in York Minster Fabric Polls (Surtees) 9 Et in ij schaldres
de secole emptis pro eodem, xos. 1499 Rolls ofParlt. IV.

359/2 Under wodde. .seecole, and in ober manere. 1x552
Leland /tin. (1769) VIII. 19 The vaynes of the se-coles by
sometyme upon clives ofthe se, as round about Coket Island.

1635 [Glapthorne] Lady Mother 1. ii. in Bullen Old PL
(1883)11. 1 12 The wholesome smell of seacole. 1645-52 Boate
Ireland's Nat. Hist, (i860) 101 The inhabitants . . want wood
for firing (being therefore constrained to make shift with turf,

or sea-coal, where they are not too far from the sea). 1663
Dudley {title) Metallum Martis : or Iron made with I'it-

coale, Sea-coale, &c. X673 Shadwell Epsom IVellsx. Wks.
1720 II. 194 You'll never leave that place of sin and sea-

coal. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) II. 151 The City
of London, and Parts adjacent, as also all tbe South of Eng-

SBA.-CONNY.

land, are supplied with Coals, called therefore Sea-coal, from

Newcastle upon Tyne, and from the Coast of Durham and
Northumberland. 1818 Scott Rob Roy x, The rusty grate,

seldom gladdened by either sea-coal or fagois.

b. U. S. rare. * Soft coal as distinguished from

anthracite' (Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).

3. attrib.^ as sea-coal ashes, fire, t -meter, ipit,

tprong, soot; sea-coal room, a room with a sea-

coal fire.

1699 Evelyn Kal. Hort. May (ed. 9) 64 Sift a little Lime
discreetly with it, or rather *Sea-coal Ashes. 1597 Shaks.

2 Hen. IV, 11. i. 95 Sitting, .by a *sea-cole fire. X817 Byron
Beppo xlviii, I like a seacoal fire, when not too dear. 1668

Actfor Preventing Fires, etc. 6 The *Seacole-meters. 1282

Dean Forest Survey, Item una trenchea incipiens apud
*Secole puttes. 1629 Leather 7 Our Sea-coale Pits being

able, .to furnish the whole Hand. 1664 Butler Hud. 11. iii.

1063 Whachum his *Sea-coal-Prong threw by, And basely

turn'd his back to flie. X719 D'Urfey Pills V. 84 We'll sit

close and snug in a *Sea-coal Room. X707 Mortimer Husb.

(1721) 1. 121 Soot is very good for Corn and Grass, but *Sea-

coal Soot is the best by much.
Sea-coal, obs. f. sea-cole (see Sea sb. 23 f).

Sea-coast.
1, The land adjacent to the sea ; = Coast sb. 4.

13. . Coerde L. 4782 Kyng Richard and Phelyp, with her

hoost ; Wente foorth be the see-coost. a 1451 Fortescue
IVks. (1869) 551 The coost of France is no longer by the

narow see coost than from Calyce in Pycardy unto Seym
Malous in Bretany. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 6 Those white
rocks. .Which all along theSoutherne sea-coast lay,Threat-

ning vnheedie wrecke. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World in. vii.

§ 5. 83 All the Sea-coast, .[was] exposed to the waste of an
enemie too farre ouer-matching him. X790 Beatson Nov.
«$ Mil. Mem. II. 164 To defend the sea-coasts of his own
dominions. iBxi Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 336 Prussia..

has a considerable range of sea-coast. 1876 A. S. Murray
Mythol. iii, (1877) 38 The Sirens are strictly personifications,

not of the sea, but of the dangers of the sea-coast to sailors.

% attrib. or adj.

1622 M alynesA me, Laiv-Merch. 146 The Sea-coast Townes
of France. X719 De Foe Crusoe i. (Globe) 103 So that I

fancy'd now I had my Country House, and my Sea-Coast-

House. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Lavatcra, L. arborea ..being

a common plant in sea-coast cottage gardens.

Hence f Sea-coaster, a wrecker
; f Sea-coast-

ing1

a., situated on the sea-coast.

c 1550 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. (1902) XVI. 83 [To assist

ship-owners against pillage by the] sea-coasters. _x6io

Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod xvnt. ii. 657 But their opinion

that make Aegialia to be a sea-coasting citty is better.

Sea'-cob K [Cob sb.%] A sea-gull.

1530 Palsgr. 268/2 Seecobbe a byrde, mavue de mer. 1544
Turner Avium Prmcip. D 8 b, De Gavia..t\ se cob or see-

gell. 1638 Mayne Lucian (1664) 68 Feel the tongue and
point of the hook with your fingers . .and take you the bold-

nesse to be caught, and like a Sea-cob swallow the whole
bait. 1715 Bailey Erasm. Colloq. 285 Wherever I find an
hungry Sea-cob, I throw him out a Bait. 1880 Baring-Gould
Mehalak I. ix. 176 What have these boys of their own?..
They have nothing, no more than the sea-cobs.

Sea-cob-. [Cob ^.i] A fish (see Cob ^.13).
1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Itnprov. (1746) 274 Two

Sea-Gudgeons, called Paganelli,.. which our western Fisher-

men call by the Name of Sea-cobs.

Sea-cock. [Cock sb?\

1 1. A kind of crab. Obs.

x668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. v. § 2. 128 Sea cock. [Margin,

Cattcer Heracleoticus.]

2. A local name applied to various birds, (a)

in quot. 1684 pern, the foolish or common guille-

mot, Uriatroile-y (b) the grey plover, Squatarola

helvetica
;

(c) in Caithness ( the puffin, Fratercula

arctica * (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1684 Sibbald Scotia Illustr. n. 111. vii. 22 Avis Marina
Sea-Cock dicta. x88s Swainson Prov. Names Birds 181

Grey plover..Sea cock (Waterford).

3. A name for species of gurnard (see quots.).

[So F. coq de mert G. seehahn, Du. zeekaan.]

X704 tr. Nieuhofs Voy. Brasil Churchill's Collect. II. 348
The Sea-Cock is a Fish of a very odd shape, more like a Sea-

Monster than a Fish. X858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sea-cock,

a species of gurnard {Trigla cuculus and T. hirax) much
sought after by Russian epicures. 1881 CasscWs Nat. Hist.

III. 96 The Sapphirine Gurnard.. .In some European
languages the..crowing noises which these fishes produce
have gained for them the name of Sea Cocks.

4. jocularly. A bold sailor or sea-rover.

1865 Kingsley Herew. iv, Such a gay young sea-cock
does not come hitherfor naught. x886 Corbett Fall of
Asgard II. 2 They cried to one another how no young sea-

cock ever crowed with truer ring.

5. In a marine steam-engine (see quot. 1858).
1855 Franke BeiTs Technol. Diet. II. 451 Sea-cock of a

sea steam-engine (a cock placed on the pipe which goes
from the boiler into the sea, through the side of the vessel).

1858 R. Murray Marine Engines (ed. 3) 29 It is better in

tbe case of large engines to have two injection cocks fitted

between the sea and each condenser,—one, the sea cock,

close to the side ofthe vessel. 1895 Times 18 Mar. 7/4 The
sea-cock was left open, and late at night the men on board
were surprised to find the vessel gradually filling with water.

Sea-conny. Also seacunny, eea-cunny, se-

conny, seacony, sea-connie. [App. a perver-

sion (after Sea sb. and perh. Con v. 2) of Pers.

fjy^M* sukkdnty f. Arab. (jlX«* sukkan rudder. The

!
word appears in 16th c. Pg. as socdes (pi.), and in

j
English in 1805 as soucan (Yule).] A steersman

j
or quartermaster in a ship manned by lascars.

1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg. III.21/1 A Frenchman. -concerted

a plan with a Spaniard and four of the seacunnies, for



SEA-CORNET.

murdering the officers and seizing the ship. 1S01 in A. Dun-

can Marin. Chron. (1804) II. 355 Leaving Captain Porter,

who, with six Manilla seconnies, remained on board the

wreck. Ibid. 356 This seconny afterwards went back to the

wreck. 1801 Naval Chron. VI. 4^7 The Lascars, .killed

two of the..Seaconnies. 1806 Ibid. XV. 471 Had onboard

as helmsmen (vxlgo seaconies) natives of Luconia. 183a

Marryat N. Forster xli, The crews are composed of..

a small proportion of Portuguese sea-cunmes. 1888 Clark

Russell Death ShipUl. 172 When they have the Devil for

a sea-cunny they will hit their port.

+ Sea-co:rnet. Obs. [Cornet sb.1]

1. A kind of shell-fish.

1601 Holland Pliny ix. xxxviii. I. 259 The sea cornet

Buccinum. 1S66 J. Davies Hist Caribby Isles 122 There are

also seen in the Caribbies two sorts of those great Shells

called Sea-Cornets, which are turned at the end like a Screw.

2. A cornet (musical instrument) used at sea.

1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Voy. lviii, Throughout this Fleet

they played on so many barbarous and ill accorded instru-

ments, as Bels, Cymbals, Drums, and Sea-cornets.

Sea-cow. t
Cow **•']

1. The Manatee; also applied to other sirenians,

as the dngong. Often applied to the now extinct

sirenian, Rhylina slellcri, called arctic, northern,

or Steller's sea-cow.

1613 R. Harcourt Voy. Guiana 30 There is also a Sea-

fish. .the Indians call it Coiumero, and the Spaniards Ma-
nati, but we call it the Sea-cow. 1769 E. Bancroft Guiana
186 This is the Manatee, or Sea-Cow, called by the French
Lamentin. 1859-6* Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat.
Hist. (1S68) I. 206 The Mexican Sea-cow {Manatus latiro-

stris), a very large species, upwards of fifteen feet in length.

1883 Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV. 374/1 The Rhylina or

Northern Sea-Cow was.. limited to a single island in the

extreme north of the Pacific Ocean.

2. The Morse or Walrus. Also attrib. 1 Obs. .

1668 Charleton Onomast. 169 Walrus, .the Mors, or Sea-

Cow. 178a Capt. Coffin in J. Adams' Wks. (1851) III. 330

The sea-cow fisherywas . . carried on to great advantage. 1819

Act 59 Geo. Ill, c. 52 Tab. A, Sea Cow, Sea Horse, or Sea
Morse Teeth, the cwt. 3. 4. o. 1837 T. Bell Brit. Quadrup.

285 Walrus. Morse, Sea-cow, Sea-horse.

1 3. [tr. Gr. Povs.] A kind of ray. Obs.

17M J. Jones Oppian's Halieut. 227 BoOs. .the Sea-Cow
or Broad-Ray.
4. [S. African Dn. zeekoe.] The hippopotamus.

1731 Medley Kolbcn's Cape G. Hope II. 129 There is

seen in the large rivers about the Cape a very large animal

call'd the Sea-Cow. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting i. 1

5

Nine or ten crocodiles . . gorged with sea-cow, and fast asleep.

b. attrib. or adj., as sea-coiv sjambok, -whip, etc.

1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. (1902)93/2

An equally persuasive sea-cow jambok. 1908 Rider Hag-
gard Ghost Kings viii. 102 We have sea-cow whips here.

5. A fisherman's name in the west of England

for Hololhuria nigra. 1884 Proc. Zool. Soc. 563.

Sea'-crab. [Crab sb.1]

L A marine crab, as distinguished from a river-

or land-crab.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. x. II. 449 The ashes of the

Sea-crab and Scolopendre both. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica
(1789) 421 The common Sea-Crab or Sherigo. This species

is very common in all the harbours of Jamaica, i860

Wraxall Life in Sea vi. 142 The Portunus, or real Sea-crab.

f b. In allusions. Obs.

1604 Fr. Hubbard's Tales in Middleton's Wks. (Bullen)

VIII. 95 One amongst them. .likened me to a sea-crab, be-

cause I went all of one side. 1636 Featly Cleans Myst.

ix. 116 In which there is no more true controversie in point

of law, than head in a sea-crab.

+ 2. a. Applied jocularly to a boatman. Obs.

1609 Dekker Gulfs Horn-bk. vii. Wks. (Grosart) II. 252

No, your Oares are your onely Sea-crabs, boord them, and
take heed you neuer go twice together with one paire.

f b. slang. A sailor. Obs.

1785 in Grose Diet. Vulgar T.

+ 3. A Crab {sb. 1 7) used at sea. Obs.

1689 Patent Office No. 262 A new Invencion or Sea-Crabbe

for working in the Sea for Fishing and taking vp of Shipps.

Sea-craft.
L Maritime skill, skill in navigation. Often

written seacraft.

ij2j Arbuthnot Tables Anc. Coins, etc. 221 Alexander.,

to shew how little he considered the Sea-craft of the Per-

sians,..employed none of that Country in his Fleet. 1865

W. G. PALGRAVE/JraWu II. 246 Its population were pre-

eminent in sea-craft and traffic.

2. Ship-building. (See quot.)

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-crafts,. .& term for the

scarphed strakes otherwise called clamps.

S«a'-crafty, a. rare. Skilled in seafaring

matters. (Rendering OE. lagucrmflig in Beowulf.)

1838 Longf. Beowulf's Exped. to Heart 41 The warrior

showed, Sea-crafty man ! The landmarks, And first went
forth. 1892 Brooke Early Eng. Lit. x. 232 Beowulf and
his sea-crafty men.

Sea-crow . [Crow sb.1 Cf. Welsh morfran.]

1. A local name for various birds : (a) the cor-

morant, Phalacrocorax carbo ; (J>)
the pewit-gull,

Lams ridibundus; (c) the chough, Pyrrhocorax
graculus

;
(d) the razor-billed auk, Alca lorda ; if)

the common skua, Stercorarius catarrhactes
; (/)

the jackdaw ; (g) the American coot, Fulica ameri-

cana, and the black skimmer, Rhynchops nigra.

1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyi's Voy. (1599) II. 11. too But
sometimes his other enemy, the sea-crow, catcheth him [a

fish] before he falleth. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 95 Gra-
culus I'almipes . .the Cowt, or Sea-Crow. 1813 Montagu
Ornith. Diet. Suppl., Auk, Razor-billed. Provincial. .. Sea-

crow. 1897 ' Allen Rainb ' Welsh Singer viii. 68 On the

320

ledge of rock the jackdaws, or the ' little sea-crows ', as they
were called on the coast, had built their untidy nest of twigs.

f2. Used to translate Gr. nopaKivos, a black

river-fish. Obs.
17M Diaper tr. Oppian's Halieut. I. 213 Here Sea-Crows

dwell, nam'd from their dusky Hue.

3. A local name for the sapphirine gurnard,

Trig/a hirundo. 1880-4 F - Day Brit. Fishes I. 61.

Sea cucumber, fa. [transl. of L. atcumis.]

Some shell-fish. Obs. b. [= F'. concombre de mer].

The common name for any holothurian, sometimes

restricted to the Psolidse.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. xi. II. 451. 1841 E. Forbes
Brit. Starfishes 209 The Sea-Cucumbers are the most
typical of the Holothuriadse. Ibid. 221 The Glassy Sea-

Cucumber is a most beautiful and delicate animal, being

almost transparent and ofan opaline hue. 1879 E. P. Wright
Auim. Life 572 The body in the Sea Cucumbers is mostly

cylindrical, and covered with a coriaceous skin.

Sead, obs. f. Sad a., Said///, a.

Sea-daisy.
f 1. Some kind of sea-anemone. Obs.

(21776 J. Ellis Zoophytes (1786) 2 Actinia Bellis, Sea
Daisie.

2. = Sea-pink a.

1838 Scrope Art Deer-stalk. 388 The highest hills.. are

scattered over with the sea daisy and other plants. 1876

Smiles ScNatur. i, There.. grew.. the beautiful sea daisy.

Sea-devil.
1. A devil supposed to inhabit the sea.

C1594 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudleys Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl.) 14,

I thinke wee weare haunted with some divelish witches, or

at least with some sea divetls. a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet.

Wks. 1721 II. 23 The Sea-Devil, Dagon. 1891 Kipling
Light that Failed viii. (1000) 132 Sea.devils and sea-angels,

and the soul half drowned between them.

2. A name for various ugly fish, as the fishing-frog,

various large rays, etc. Cf. Devil-pish.

1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. xxv. xxi. 1004 The
effigies of a Sea Devill. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles

105 There is sometimes taken by the Fishers a Monster which
is ranked among the kinds of Sea-Devils, .. what got kthe
name of Sea-Devil is, that above the eyes there are two little

black horns . .like those of a Ram. a 167a Willughby Hist.

Pise. (1686) 85 Ranapiscatrix. The Toad-fish or Frog-fish,

or Sea-Divel. 1841 in Mem. Amer. Acad. (1846) II. 516 Ce-

plialoptera vampyrus, Sea-Devil. 1848 Zoologist VI. 1976

Angel Fish, Squatina angelus. This strange fish.. is fre-

quently called a ' monk ' and still more commonly a ' sea-

devil '. 1881 Cassell's Nat. Hist. V. 44 The Ox Ray or Sea-

devil, Dicerobatis giorme. 1883 Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis

Fishes N. A mer. 52 Manta birostris. .. Sea Devil ; Devil Fish.

3.jig. Any formidable engine ofsubmarinewarfare.

1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 230 One of these stealthy

and effective sea-devils [torpedoes]. 190a Daily Chron,

14 Oct. 5/2 The two British submarines, .go out almost daily

for the purpose of familiarising officers and seamen with the

mechanism of these ' modern sea-devils'.

Sea'-dike. [Cf. Du. zeedijk.]

1. An embankment against the sea, a sea-wall.

14.. Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 797/40 Hoc fossatum, a

sedyke. 1878 Miller & Skertchly Fenlandx. 8 The old

seadykes—like those along the coast of East-Holland in

Lincolnshire.

2. attrib.

1395 in East Anglian (1871) IV. 79 [The iiij part of one
labour in] Sedyksylver. Ibid. 92 [Of xxv labours by custom
called] Sediksylver. 1567 Drant Hor. Epist. 1. xv. E vj,

When I cum to seadyke syde [Lat. ad mare cum vent].

1799 A. Young Agric. Lines. 272 The Old Sea-dike bank.

Hence Sea-diked a.

1851 S. Warren Lily t\ Bee 22 In busy sea-dyked Holland.

Sea'-dog. [Cf. Du. zeehond, G. seehund.~\

1. The common or harbour seal, Calocephalus

vitulinus ;
' also (in California), one of the eared

seals, Zalophus californianus' (Cent. Diet. 1891).

1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten's Voy. 415/2 Wee found

great store of Sea wolues, which wee call Sea dogges. 1743

Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 132 A large Seal or

Sea-Dog. 1808 Scott Marm. n. ii, The sea-dog. .His round

black head..Rear'd o'er the foaming spray. 1879 G. B.

Goode Catal. Auim. Resources U. S. 5 Zalophus Gtllespiei.

. .The Sea Dog. Pacific Coast.

2. A dog-fish or small shark. ? Obs.

1601 Holland Pliny ix. xxxv. I. 255 If they [sc. mother,

of-pearl shell-fish] be in the deepe, accompanied lightly they

are with curst Sea-dogs [orig. marinis canibus]. 1613 Pur-

chas Pilgrimage 401 In which [place] are many fishes called

Sea-dogges. They which are weary of this world, .cast in

themselues here to be deuoured of these fishes. 1725 Pope

Odyss. xii. 118 The Sea-dog and the Dolphin are her food.

1803 Pinkerton Mod. Gcog., Europe 1. 11 The chieffisheries

[of the Mediterranean] are those of the tunny, of the sword

fish, and of the sea dog, a species of shark.

3. Her. (See quot. 1780.)

[1758 J. Kennedy Curios. Wilton Ho. 50 A Figure recum-

bent, leaning on a Sea-Dog, and representing the River

Meander.] 1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Sea-dogs,

are drawn in shape like the talbot, but with a tail like that of

the beaver ; a scalloped fin continued down the back, from

the head to the tail ; the whole body, legs, and tail, scaled,

and the feet webbed. 1871 Burke Peerage s.v. Stourlon,

Supporters.—Two sea-dogs, sa., scaled and finned, erm.

4. A privateer or pirate, esp. of the time of

Queen Elizabeth.

1659 Pell Impr. Sea Proem B 3, They hunt the Pirat.

.

and sometimes they find. .a Dunkirk Hare, squatted down
very closely.. and then is there brave gain, when our Sea-

dogs follow after her. 1788 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 387

A regard to the safety and liberty of our seamen.. forbids

us to give such prices for those in captivity as will draw on

our vessels peculiarly the pursuit of those sea-dogs. 1877

SEA-EEL.

Dowden Stud. Lit. (1889) 1 The galleons of the Spanish

Armada were pulled down by the sea-dogs of Drake.

5. A sailor, usually one long used to the sea,

chiefly with the epithet old.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxiii, The carpenter, .was an

old sea-dog. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hoi lii, Sniffing the

keen salt air like a young sea-dog. 1887 Besant World
went xxix, Other Captains .. are no whit behind the most

old-fashioned sea-dog in courage.

6. A luminous appearance near the horizon, re-

garded by mariners as a prognostic of bad weather.

1825-80 Jamieson, Dog, Sea-dog, a name given by mariners

to a meteor seen, immediately above the horizon [see Dog
sb. 10I Ibid., The term, although used as synon. with

Weather-gaw, properly denotes a luminous appearance of a

different kind. For while the weather-gaw seems a detached

section of a rainbow, the dog has no variety of colours, but

is of a dusky white. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea.

dogg, the meteor called also stubb.

7. dial. A rough wave in the mouth of a river.

1863 R. F. Burton Wand. W. Africa 1. 1 White sea-dogs

coursed and worried one another over Father Mersey's

breadth of mud. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Sea-dogs, Sea-

hosses, rough waves in the Humber and Trent,

Sea -dragon. [Dragon 1.]

1. Various fishes, as the weever ; the bullhead ; a

dragonet {Callionymus) ; a flying sea-horse, Pegasus

draco ; also a kind of pipe-fish (see qnot. 1898).

1551 Turner Herbal 1. A v b, Wormwood . . is good against

. . the bytinge ofa shrewe, and the sea dragon. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxxn. v. II. 424 Since I haue named the sea-dragon

[orig. draco marinus], this would be noted, That himselfe

outwardlyapplied,isaremedie[etc). 1674 T. P., etc. Eng. /jt

Fr. Cook 412 Potage of Vives or Sea-dragons. Ibid., Take out

your Sea-Dragons, and put them with Ragoust [etc.]. 1751

J. Hill Hist. Anim. 272 The Cottus with the second back

fin white. The Sea-dragon. 1835 J. F. South in Encycl.

Meirop. (1845) XXIII. 165/1 Pegasus Draco, Lin. ; Sea

Dragon. 1898 Morris Austral Engl., Sea-Dragon, any
Australian fish of any one of the three species of the genus

Phyllopteryx, family Syngnathidx.

2. A mythical marinemonster resembling a dragon.

1749 Gentl. Mag. XIX. 506 It [a creature resembling a

winged alligator, said to have been lately captured in a

mackerel-net] is said . . to have been described by naturalists

under the name of the Sea-Dragon. 1884 Pall MallGaz.
1 1 Sept. 2/1 When a junk is fully laden and on the eve of

sailing, the crew commend themselves to the sea-dragon in

a frightfully noisy religious service.

*H 3. Misused torenderF.rfra«>»f«/i?,guinea-worm.

!775 Phil. Trans. LXV. 211 Those.. enemies to man, the

tape, the hair worm, and the sea dragon.

4. A popular name for any large marine saurian.

1896 H. Woodward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mus. 52

Most of the ' Sea-Dragons '..were obtained from the Lias

of Street, .. Lyme Regis [etc].

Sea-duck.
L Any duck of the sub-family Fuligulinx, as the

common scoter, CEdemia nigra, and the eider-duck.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Shoveler, .

.

the name of a

species of sea-duck. 1861 CoUEsin Proc. Philad. Acad. 239

Somaieria tnollissima... Eider Duck. 'Sea-duck.' Ibid.

240 They are.. known as 'Sea-ducks', the males being.,

distinguished as ' Sea-drakes '. 1867 T. R. Jones Nat.

Hist. Birds 506 The Tufted Sea-duck (Fuligula cristata).

2. A fish, the ' Bombay duck '.

1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 351 Twelve Tins of Sardines

. .and two of Sea-Duck in oil.

Seadule, obs. form of Schedule.

Sea-eagle.
1. An eagle of the genus Haliaitus, esp. the

White-tailed Eagle, H. albicilla (see Eagle sb. 6 a).

Also a name for the frigate-bird and the skua-gull.

1668 Charleton Onomast. 62 Haliaetus, Aquila marina,

the Sea-Eagle. 1710 Sibbald Fife <$ Kinross 46 Cataractes,

some call it the Sea-Eagle. 1805 G. Barry Orkney Isi. 313

The Sea Eagle (falco ossefragus, Lin. Syst.) is often seen.

1817 Shelley Laon vn. xv, The sea-eagle looked a fiend,

who bore Tby mangled limbs for food ! a 1843 J. F. South
in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXV. 408/2 The Frigate Bird,

Man-of-War Bird, Sea Eagle, and Halcyon, by all of which

names it \Tachyfetes Aquilus] is known to sailors, is com-

monly found between the tropics. 1848 Maunder Treas.

Nat. Hist. 599, Sea-eagle, the Erne : also the name some-

times given to the Osprey. 1875-84 Layard & Sharpe

Birds S. Africa 46 Haliaetus vocifer. African Sea-Eagle.

2. The eagle-ray (see Eagle 6 b)._

171a J. Jones Oppian's Halieut. 227 'Aero?.. the Sea-

Eagle, a kind of Ray. 1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling 11.

lxvii. 188 The Sea-Eagle., has a Head almost like that of a

Toad. i836YARRELLZ?r*7..FK/iMlI. 591. 1847 [see Eagle
sb. 6 b].

Sea-ear. [Ear sb. 1]

1. A univalve mollusc of the genus Haliotis ; an

ormer or ear-shell.

1681 GrewMusxum 1. § vi. i. 139 [Of Shells] The Sea-Ear.

Auris marina. It hath its Name from its Figure. 1755

Gentl. Mag. XXV. 32 Univalves. . .Sea Ears, Planar. _ These

are very flat, resembling a man's-ear. 1772-84 Cook's Voy.

(1790) IV. 1326 Muscles and sea-ears supply the place of other

fish. 1883 N. Okoshi Fisheries Japan ( Fish. Exhib. Catal.)

16 The shells of sea-ear are now exported to Europe for the

manufacture of buttons and other purposes.

+ 2. A plant [tr. L. auris marina]. Obs. rare—1
.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 3. 71 Herbs considered

according to their leaves. . . Sea-ear. [marg. A uris marina.]

3. =sea-corn (see quot. 1891, s. v. Sea sb. 23 d).

Sea'-eel. A salt-water eel, a conger.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 447/36 Murenula, saa:l. 1585

Jas. VI Ess. Poesie, Sonn. viii. (Arb.) 16 As whailes sohuge,

and Sea eylis rare, that be Myle longs, in crawling cruikis

of sixtie pace. 1704 tr. Nieuhofs Voy. Brasil Churchill's

Collect. III.347 There is another kind of Sea-Eels, or rather
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Water-Serpents in the Indies, of about three foot long [etc. ].

1761 Ann. Reg. 1. 189 A sea eel, 6 feet long..weighing 3olb.

was lately taken..at Whitstable. 1886 Sheldon tr. Flan,

bert's Salammbd L 15 On her neck she wore a collection of

luminous gems which imitated in their medley the scales of

a sea-eel.

Sea-egg.
1. An Eohinus or sea-urchin.

1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 126 There is found, .a

Production of the Sea, called Sea-egges, or Sea-Apples. .

.

hese Egges should rather be called Sea-Urchins or Sea-

Chestnuts. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Cornw. 278 The round
and flat sea-egg. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels Anim, Life
84 Sea-eggs (black echini, with long needle-like spines).

2. A kind of medic, Medicago Echinus.
1884 W. Miller Plant-n., Sea-egg, Medicago Echinus*

Sea-elephant. The elephant seal, Macro-
rhinus elephantinus or proboscideus. Formerly
applied to the morse or walrus.
1601 Holland Pliny tx. v. I. 236 There were sea-Ele-

phants and Rams, with teeth standing out. 1634 T. John-
son tr. Party's Chirurg. xxv. xxi. 1005 The Sea Elephant is

bigger than the land Elephant, as Hector Boetius writes in

his description of Scotland. 1755 tr. Pontoppidan's Nat.
Hist. Norway \u 157 Their two large teeth or tusks., are as

good as ivory for any kind of turn'd work ; and therefore

this creature {the walrus] is called by some the Sea-Elephant.

1798 [see Elephant 6]. 1875 Kidder Nat. Hist. Kerguelen
1st. 39 In former years the Kerguelen group of islands was
noted as a favorite breeding-place for the sea-elephant
{Macrorhinus leoninus, L.).

attrib. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales fed. 3) II. 103 A
considerable portion of sea-elephant oil is also procured at

Macquarie Island. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 201 Sea
Elephant oil, crude and bleached.

Sea-face. The face or side (of a cliff, etc.)

exposed to the sea.

1889 Played On iii. 7 A bluff headland.. on its sea-face

presenting a sheer cliff of some two hundred feet. 1900
Edt'n. Rev. July 34 The Admiral's care now was to disarm
the sea-face of the city fortifications.

attrib. 1897 Wesim. Gaz. 9 Feb. 2/1 One of the most
beautiful sea-face roads in the world.

Sea-fan. [Fan sbX] An alcyonarian polyp of

the sub-order Gorgoniacea^ esp. Rhipidogorgia

( Corgonia ) flabellum.
1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal App. xxiv. 1617 Frutex

mannus reticulatus. Sea Fan. 1664 Power Exf. Pkilos.
1. 5 The Common Fly : her wings look like a Sea-fan with
black thick ribs or fibers dispers'd and branch'd through
them. 1755 J. Ellis Corallines 67 Keratophyton jiabelli-

fornte. .Warted Sea-fan. 190a G. C. Bourne in Encycl.
Brit. XXV. 456/2 The most familiar example [of the
AxiferaJ is the pink sea-fan, Gorgonia Cavolinii.
attrib. 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. (1791) 121 Her [the

[mermaid's] shell-wrack gardens, and her sea-fan bowers.

Sea -fardinger. arch. [? Alteration of Du.
zeevaarder Seafarer, after passenger .] A seafarer.

a 1550 Sir R. Grenville in Tregellas Cornish Worthies
(1884) II. {title 0/poem's Another, of Sea Fardingers, des-
cribing Euill Fortune. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-
fardinger, an archaic expression for a sea-faring man. 1889
'Q.MQuiller-Couch) Splendid Spur xix.. y>y ' Yo-heaveho !

'

like the salted seafardingers upstairs. Push, push I

Sea a-fare. [Fare ttA}
I* a. Food obtained from the sea. b. Fare or

food on board ship.

«597 Middleton Wisd. Sol. xix. 10 Her sea-fare now is

land-fare of content ;. .The fishes are tier food, and they are
sent Vnto drie land. 1850 B. Taylor Eldorado vi, The
fresh milk

;
butter, and excellent beef of the country, were

real luxuries after our sen-fare.

2. Travel by sea, a sea-voyage. Obs. exc. dial.
1601 Wheeler Treat. Comm. 20 These men. .linked and

bound themselues together in Companie for the exercise of
Merchandise and sea-fare, trading in Cloth, Kersies [etcj.
i6ao Markham Farew. Hush. (1625) 137 These [kinds of
Pulse] in cases of Sea-fare and War-fare ought principally
to be eschewed & shunned.

Seafarer (srfe»rei). [f. Sea sb. + Farer. Cf,

G. see/ahrer, Du. zeevaarder.'] A traveller by
sea, esp. one whose life is spent in voyaging, a sailor.

1513 Douglas ASneis v. xiii. 30 From the eft schipv.pr.iis

anone the wind, And follow it fast these fararis behind. 1608
Shaks. Per. in. i. 41 Yet for the loue Of this poore Infant,
this fresh new sea-farer, I would it [the flaw] would be quiet.

1654 Vilvain Enchir. Epigr. hi. Ixxi. 73 The 7 famous
Sailers or Seafarers, who gav a girdle to the Geographic
Globe. 17*3 Pope Odyss. vm. 180 A wand'ring merchant
he frequents the main, Some mean sea-farer in pursuit of
gain. X876 Bancroft Hist. CI. S. 1. ii. 27 Stephen Gomez,
an able Portuguese seafarer.

trans/. 1841 Browning Pippa Passes m, 1st Girl. There
goes a swallow to Venice—the stout seafarer ! 1887 Morris
Odyss. xi. 11 The sails of our seafarer were filled with the
wind all day.

Seafaring (sr*,fe«rirj), sb. [f. Sea sb. + Faring
vbl. sb.] Travelling by sea; the business or call-

ing of a sailor.

159a Warner Alb. Eng. Prose Addtt. 190 After long and
wearie Sea-faring. 1628 Lc Grvs tr. Barclay's Argents 11.

108 My Count rey. .is Rhegium ; my profession, sea-faring.

171* Steele Sped. No. 486 P4 She is the Wife of a Sailor,
and the kept Mistress of a Man of Quality; she dwells with
the latter during the Sea-faring of ihe former. 1879 Butcher
& Lang Odyss. 172 All day long her sails were stretched in
her seafaring.

b. attrib. qiKL&i-adj. Of or pertaining to travel-

ling, living or working at sea.

1601 R. Johnson Kiugd.
«fr Comniw. (1603) 40 The skilfull

prowesse and seafaring dexteritie of the English. 1745 Life
Bamfylde-Moort Carriu 22 An Insight into the Seafaring
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Life. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. ii. (1877) 56 The old sea-

faring spirit seems to have died out.

Sea fa ring, a. [f. Sea sb. + Faring ///. a.]

1. Of persons : Travelling on the sea ; following

the sea as a calling, gaining a livelihood at sea.

f Also absol. in pi. sense.
C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 Dan be safarinde men seS be

sasterre, hie wuten sone wuderward hie sullen weie holden.

1405 York Bidding Prayer in Lay-Folks Mass Bk. 65 3e sal

pray, .for al land tilland and for al see farand. .and for the
fruyt that es on erthe. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13 § 1 Beyng
as beakons and markes of auncient tyme accustomed for

Seafaryng men. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 81. 1691 T.
H[ale] Ace. Neiv Invent, p. Ixx, Some Sea-faring People,

inhabitants by the Thames-side in Wapping. 1744 Berkeley
Sin's § 117 To sailors and all seafaring persons. 1819 Edin.
Ann. Reg. (1823) XII. App. 85 James Lincoln, a seafaring

man at Sunderland, knew the prisoner Eden for twenty
years. 1868 Miss Braddon Run to Earth I. i. 2 The two
men .. belonged to the seafaring community.

b. trans/. Applied to a bird.

1880 Swinburne Studies in Song 26 Seafaring birds.

T 2. Of a plant : Growing by the sea. Obs. rare~x
.

1670 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ess. 69 A marine salt . . works it

self into the texture of those sea-faring plants.

Sea-fea th.er. [Cf. G. seefedert meerfeder.]

A coral or polyp of the family Pennatulidse.
1624 Capt. J. Smith Gen. Hist. v. 171 marg., The Sea

feather. [Described in text.] 1633 Johnson Gerarde's
Herbal App. xxiii. 1616 Myriophyllum tnarinum. The
Sea Feather. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 288 The Sea
Feathers. These seldom grow, on the Shores of this Island,
above two Feet and an half high. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk.
Zool. 115 Sea-feathers (genus Pennatula and others).

Sea-fern.
1. Any alcyonarian polyp or coral resembling a

fern. Also attrib*

1688 Holme Armoury n. 08/1 English Sea-Fern, .with
brownish marks on the back, like land Fern. 1855 Kingsley
Gtaucus(i$7Z)B6The sea-fern tribe ofbranching polypidoms,

2. A fern, the sea-spleenwort,

1855NewCycl. Bot. II. 601 Aspleniummarinum. Sea Fern.

Sea'-figh.t. A naval battle, a fight or engage-
ment between ships at sea.

1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 292 Behold the issue of
the sea fight. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 111, iii. 26. 16*5 Bacon
Ess. , Greatness Kingd. (Arb.) 489 There be many Examples,
where Sea-Fights haue beene Finall to the warre. 1690
Evelyn Diary 7 Mar., He concluded there would shortly
be no other method of sea-fight, c 1700 in Walpole Vertue s
Anted. Paint. (1765} III. 59 Mr. William Vandevelde,
senior, late painter of sea-fights to their majesties king
Charles II. and king James dyed 1693. 184a W. C. Taylor
Anc . Hist. ix. \ 5 (ed. 3) 241 The naval engagement between
the Corcyrians and Corinthians (b.c 650) is the first sea-

fight recorded in history. 1858 Longf. My Lost Youth v,

I remember the sea-fight far away, How it thundered o'er

the tide !

Sea-fish, sb. [Cf. ON. sxfiskr.] A fish of
the sea as distinguished from a fresh-water fish.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 987 (Gr.) ponne on fyrbaSe swelaS
saenscas sundes xetwaefde. c 1105 Lay. 22550 Fulle sixti

scipen..ifulled..mid gode sae fisce [c 1275 see viscej. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) L 335 Grete plente of samon, of
lampreys, of eles, and of ober see fisch. 15*6 in Househ.
Ord. (1790) 143 The King's purveyor of see-fish shall see
that such provisions of see-fish.. bee good and of the best.

1634-5 Brereton 7Var>. (Chetham Soc.) 76 Sea-fish upon the
coast of Lanckashire perished in the storm fifty cart-load
together. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 537/1 This sea-
fish [the oyster J occupies [etc.]. 1845 Gosse Ocean ii. (1 849) 80
Large pools for the preservation of sea-fishes. 1868 Act
31 <fr 32 Vict. c 45 \ 5 The Term 'Sea-Fish' does not
include Salmon.. but save as aforesaid, includes every
Description both of Fish and of Shell-Fish which is found
in the Seas to which this Act applies.

Sea*-fish, v. rare. [Back-formation from Sea-
fishinc] inlr. To practise sea-fishing.

1894 *
J. Bickf.rdyke in Blackw. Mag. Sept 428/2 Since

I first commenced to seafish one of the greatest improve-
ments . . is in connection with the rod.

Sea-fi slier.
L One who fishes in the sea. f Also the fishing-

frog or angler. Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny ix. xlii. I. 261 The fish called the

sea Frog, (and of others, the sea Fisher) is as craftie everie
whit as the other. 1893 Fishing Gaz. 6/3 An Amateur Sea
Fisher's Club. 1898 'J. Bickerdyke' (title) Practical letters

to young sea fishers.

f 2. An officer of the royal household. Obs. Cf.

quot. 1526 s. v. Sea-fish sb.

1455 in Househ. Ord. (1790) *2i Th* OfHce of the Catery.
. .William Hampton, See-Fyssher. x^6Ibid. 143 Sea-Fisher.

So Sea-fisherman, one who fishes in the sea.

1863 J- C. Wilcocks (title) The Sea- Fisherman. . .compris-

ing the chief methods of Hook and Line Fishing in the
British and other Seas.

Sea fishery. The business or occupation, etc.

of catching fish in the sea (see Fishery i). Also
pi. attrib.) as in seafisheries act,

1865 L. Young Sea-Fishingy. 185 History ofSea-fisheries.
1868 Act 31 *t 32 Vict. c. 45 § 2 This Act may be cited as
The Sea Fisheries Act, 1868.

Sea-fi shing", vbl. sb. [Fishing vbl. sby] Fish-

ing in the sea.

1833 J. Rennik^#A. Angling 135 In sea-fishing.. your
line ought to be sixty fathoms in length. 1890 F. G. Aflalo
(title) Sea- Fishing on the English Coast.

Sea-float, a. rare- 1

, [f. Sea sb. ? + (A)ploat
a.] ? Afloat on the sea.

1880 G. Macdonald Diary Old Soul Jan. 13 Boisterous
wave-crest never shall o'erwhelm Thy sea-float bark.

SEA-GATE.

Sea'-flood. Obs. exc. arch. The sea, the tide.

c 893 K. /Elfred Oros. 11. vii. 90 An saeflod com. c 1205
Lay. 2630 He laette bi sae flode 3earkien scipen gode. a 1275
Prov. Alfred 146 in O. E. Misc. in Stronge it his to ro^en

a;en be se flod. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 521 [>e se-flude

vmlappid bothe hym & be cow & be calfe, & drownyd bairn.

1867 Morris Jason v. 91 The yellow sands the sea-flood's hem.

Sea-flower. A flower growing in or by the sea.

Also, an actinia or sea-anemone. Also attrib.

1805 Forsyth Beaut. Scot. II. 366 [The sea-anemones']
lively colours, .equal anything recited by natural historians

of the sea-flowers of other climates. 1817 Moore Lalla
Rookh, Fire-Worshippers (near end). Fair as the sea-flower

close to thee growing. 1819 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. ii.

47 Nereids. .With.. starry sea-flower crowns. 1830 Tenny-
son Merman ii, Dressing their hair with the white sea-

flower. 1850 Dana Geol. i. 10 The waters abound in. .the

variously coloured actinias or sea-flowers.

Sea '-foam.
1. Foam of the sea.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14409 Moyses..led J>aim thoru be see

fame. 14.. Sir Beuis (MS. C.) 502 Til bay come to be
se fome. c 1460 Emare 805 When she was fled ouur be see
fome, The nobulle kyng dwelled at home, Wyth fulle heuy
chere. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. Escumier, Venus . . is fained to haue
beene bred of the sea-foame. 1808 Scott Marm. 11. i, The
merry seamen laugh'd to see Their gallant ship so lustily

Furrow the green sea-foam. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard
1. ii. 31 Between the sea-foam and the sea.

b. attrib.

i6n Cotgr., s. v. Sel
t
Escume dt set, Sea-foame salt.

f 2. = Sea-froth 3. Obs.
1725 [see Sea-froth 3]. 185a E. A. Andrews Lat.-Eng.

Lex. s. v. Alcyoneus^ Alcyoneum medicamen ..Sea-foam,
a good remedy for white specks in the eyes,

3. [tr. Ger. meerschaum] = Meerschaum.
1837 Dana Syst. Min. 256 Sea Foam; called also Meer-

schaum, and Magnesite.

Sea*-fowl« [Cf. OE. Sss/ugol occurring as a
proper name in 0. E. Chron. an. 560.] A sea-bird.

1340-70 Alisaundtr 811 Pan fetches hee a seafoule faire

of nis wynges. 1620 J. Mason New-fonnd-land in Mem.
(1887) 151 The sea fowles are guiles, sea pigeons [etc.]. 1767
tr. Cram* Greenland I. 79 The sea-fowls have all alike

webbed feet like a goose. Ibid. 82 The second class of sea-

fowl. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 1. ix. (1872) 92 Innu-
merable sea-fowl skim the surf or sweep the sky.
attrib. 1898 Kearton Wild Life at Home 103 The famous
Noup of Noss is a perfect sea-fowl paradise.

Sea'-fox. [tr. L. vulpes marina (Pliny).] The
Thrasher-shark, Alopias vulpesf also called Sea-
ape, etc. Also t seafox hound.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 287 The. .subtle Sea-Fox.

1668 Charleton Onomast. 128 VuIpecula Marina

.

.the Sea
Fox Hound, a 167a Willughby Hist. Pise. (1686) 54 Vt/l-

pts marina Rondtltt. . . The Sea Fox or Ape. 1836 Yarrkll
Brit. Fishes II. 379 The Fox Shark. Sea-fox. Thresher.

Sea-front.
L That portion or side of a building, etc. which

faces the sea.

1879 Sir C Nugent in Encycl. Brit. IX. 450/2 These forts

..are protected with shields or walls of iron upon their sea-

fronts. 1881 Freeman Venice 142 We can trace out the
long line of the sea-front of the palace which became a city.

2. The land on the side of a town, etc. facing the

sea.

1879 Sir C. Nugent in Encycl. Brit. IX. 450/1 Upon the
sea fronts the works consist.. of isolated forts. 1886 C. K.
Pascoe Land, of To-day xix. (ed. 3) 188 A short distance
from the sea-front.

Sea-frontage. An extent of sea-front.

1897 D. Butler Ch. % Par. Abernethy i. 17 note, The
western side has a sea-frontage of 1500 feet long.

Sea-froth.
f 1. Seaweed. Obs. rare. (In quots. tr. L. alga.)

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. IV. 329 Other, so doluen, kesteth
seefroth yn. Ibid. 335 Oildregges ek is good, outher see-

froth. Ibid. 621 Sefroth the ferthe is go To honge vp.

2. The froth or foam of the sea ; sea-foam.
158a Stanyhurst^?»«j 1. (Arb.) 22 Neptun. . glyds on the

seafroth, with wheales of gould wagon. 1825 J. Neal Bro.
Jonathan I. 272 A little white foam, like sea froth. 1895
W. B. Yeats Poems (1899) 235 Wool whiter than sea froth.

attrib. 1643 A. Ross Mel Helic. 86 Fair Venus With her
sea-froth countenance.

f3, (See quot.) Obs. rare" . Cf. Sea-foam 2.

1715 Bradley's Fam. Did., Sea-Froth or Foam ; in Latin
Alcyonium, in all appearance a sort of Spungy Plant found
in the Sea . . ; some . . take it to be the Scum of the Sea, which
has been hardned by the Sun Beames.

4. Meerschaum (cf. Sea-foam 3).
1801 T. Thomson Min. in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) Suppl. II.

217/1 Myrsen—Seafroth. 1836Eng, Cycl.,Nat. Hist.TV. 731.

Seagate 1
. [Gate sb?]

f 1. Distance or journey by sea. Obs. rare~~ x
.

1576 in Oppress. Orkney $ Zettd. (1859) 59 Fra the Vie of
Brassay to Swounburgh, quhilk is twentie myles of seagait.

2. A long rolling swell ; also, the condition in

which two vessels are when thrown aboard one
another by such a swell.

1583 Fenton's Voy. (MS. Cott. Otho E viii. 185), With the
force of the winde and the Seagate our cable br[oke]. 1628
World Encompassed by Drake 50 The sea-gate being at
that present very great. C163S Cait, N. Boteler Dial.
Sea Services (1685) 142 Two ships by lying aboard one
another in a Sea-Gate (that is a Billow, or wave). 1704 J.
Harris Lex. Techn. I, Sea-Gate, when two Ships are
aboard one another by means of a Wave or Billow : The
Sea-men say, They lie aboard one another in a Sea-Gate.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-gate or gait.

t 3. ? An inlet of the sea. Obs.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 111. Furies 134 But, since

41
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his sin, the wofull wretch findes none.. Beast, mountain,

valley, sea-gate shore or haven, But bears his Death's doom
openly ingraven.

Sea'-gate 2
. [Gate ^.i]

1. A gate towards, or giving access to, the sea ;

or a convenient approach to the sea.

x86i J. M. Nealk Notes Dalmatia 115 The sea-gate, .is

Roman. 1869 Tozkb Highl. Turkey I. 338 Over the sea-

gate of the city stands the Lion of St. Mark.

2. A place of access lo the sea.

1883 F. G. Heath in Century Mag. Dec. 165/1 Plymouth,
the great sea-gate of sunny Devon. 1806 Daily Neivs
30 Dec. 6/2 Delagoa Bay, the Seagate of Secheleland.

3. One of a pair of supplementary or outer gates

opening outwards, placed sometimes at the entrance

of an exposed dock or tidal basin, as a safeguard

against a heavy sea. 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

Seage, obs, form of Siege sb.

Sea-girt, a. Girt or surrounded by the sea.

(Sometimes said of a peninsula or of a place that

has the sea almost completely surrounding it.)

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1632) 12 Sea-girt Tenedos.
1670 Milton Brutus 9 in Hist. Britain th' Ocean wide Be-
yond the Realm of Gaul, a Land there lies, Sea-girt it lies.

1797 D. Simpson Plea Relig. (1808) 170 The little sea-girt

empire of the Knights of Malta. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11.

xxviii, The joys and sorrows sailors find, Coop'd in their
winged sea-girt citadel. 18x8 Shelley Rosal. <$- Helen 1050
A green and sea-girt promontory. 1856 Stanley Sinai <$ P.
vi. (ed. 3) 262 That sea-girt city [Cffisarea]. 1897 ' A. Hope '

Phroso 1, Round sea-girt rocks.

Sea-god. A god of the sea, a marine deity.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Deus, Cxrulei dij, Sea gods.
160a Campion Hymn in Praise ofNeptune 8 Euery Sea-
god paies a Iem . . To decke great Neptunes Diadem. 1840
Thirlwall Greece liv. VII. 52 Here he again sacrificed to
the sea-god, whose proper realm he had now entered.

So Sea*-{ro:ddess, a goddess of the sea.

1710 W. Kino Heathen Gods <$ Heroes (1722) Index, /no,
a Sea-Goddess. 1835 Thirlwall Greece v. I. 157 The son
of a sea-goddess.

Sea'-going, sb. Going or travelling by sea.
1848 Dickens Dombeylxn, Released from sea-going, after

that first long voyage with his young bride.

attrib. i860 All Year Round No. 66. 380 Sea-going
togs, and other requirements. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly July
401 The first seagoing chronometer .. was made by him.

Sea-going, a.

1. Going on the sea, applied to a vessel which
makes distant journeys as opposed to a coasting,

harbour, or river vessel.

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay x, I should be sent out.. in
some sea-going ship. 1909 19th Cent. Dec. 1009 The per-
sonnel of the sea-going fleet.

inJig. context. 1848 Dickens Dovtbey iv, The shop itself

..seemed almost to become a snug, sea-going, ship-shape
concern, wanting only good sea-room.

2. Going to the sea, esp. of a fish, catadromous.
1842 Proe. Bertv. Nat. Club II. No. x. 4 Several of the

different fry of the sea-going fish. 1888 Goode Ainer. Fishes
16 The sea-going rivers of Germany.
3. Travelling by sea, seafaring.

1855 Kingslky Heroes, Argon, v. 166 Alcinous the rich
sea-going king. 1887 B. V. Head Hist. Numorum Introd.

37 Subsequently the Greeks, .became a sea-going people.

Sea-grape. [Gkape sby\

1. The glassworts, Salicornia herbacea and Salsola

Kali.
1578 Lyte tr. Dodoens 1. Ixxvni. 116 Salicornia. An Eng-

lish Sea grape. 1839 Baxter Brit. Phsenog. Bot. IV. 307
Salicornia herbacea... Sea-grass... Sea-grape. 1855 Miss
Pratt Flower. PI. IV. 288 Salsola Kali (Prickly Saltwort)
. -is in country places often called Sea-grape.

T 2. The plant Ephedra distachya. Obs.
1597 Gerarde Herbal n. ccccxliii. 958 Sea Grape is not

vnlike to Horse taile. 1611 Cotgr., Raisin de mer, sea
Grape. 17*8 Bradley Diet. Bot. II. s.v. Polygonum, Ephe-
dra sive Anabasis, Climbing Knot-Grass or Sea-Grape. Ibid.,
Polygonum bacctferum, sive Uva marina major, The great
Sea-Grape.

f 3. A fish mentioned by Pliny. Obs. rare.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. x. II. 450 Likewise the fish

called the Sea-grape [L. iiva\ putrefied in wine, doe infuse
this vertue into the foresaid wine.

4. In W. Indies, the grape-tree or seaside grape,
Coccoloba uvifera.
1806 T. Moore ' / stole along thejlowery bank '

i, Many
a bending sea-grape drank The sprinkle of the feathery oar.
1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N.Amer. 118 Coccoloba uvifera.
. . Sea Grape.

5. //. The clustered egg-cases of the cuttle-fish

and other cephalopods.
1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anat. 1, 560/2 The eggs of the Cuttle-

fish . . resemble in this state a bunch of grapes, as the name
* sea-grapes '..implies.

#
1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things of

Sea-side Hi. 233 That singular cluster. .commenly called by
the fishermen Sea-grapes, is a group of the eggs of the com-
mon cuttle-fish.

6. The gulf-weed, which has large bladders in

clusters resembling grapes.
1825 Loncf. Sea Diver iv, They rested by the coral throne,
..Where the pale sea-grape had o'ergrown The glorious
dwellings made for them. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things
of Sea-side il m The Sea-grape is an olive-green weed,
with. .berries about as large as a pea.

Sea-grass. [Cf. G. seegras, meergras.]
1. A grass which grows by the sea. Also one

of various grass-like plants: (a) » Sea-pink a;
(b) one of the glassworts, Salicornia herbacea;
(c) the grass Spartina slricta.

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. 1. 509 Sea grasse. . . Some call it in
Englishe our Ladies quishion. 1629 Parkinson Parad. 318
In English, Thrift, Sea grasse, and our Ladies Cushion.
1791 W. Gilpin Forest Scenery II. 158 Its banks. .are
covered, like the other mud-lands of this country, with sea-
grass, which gives them the air of meadows when the tide
retires. 1837 Baxter Brit. Phsenog. Bot. III. 203 Spartina
stricta. 1 win-spiked Cord-grass. Smooth Sea-grass. Sea
Cock's-foot-grass. 1839 [see Sea-grape i\.

2. One of various plants and seaweeds growing in

the sea : (a) a pondweed, Ruppia maritima
;

(b)

the eel-grass or grass-wrack, Zostera marina ; \c)

the gulf-weed ; (a) the Enteromorpha compressa.
1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Ova, reeke, sea grasse, ducke

weede, Vlua, alga, lenspalustris. 1605 B. Jonson Masque
ofBlackness, Oceanus..was gyrlonded with Alga, or sea-
grasse. 176a W. Hudson Flora Anglica 63 Ruppia mari-
tima... Sea-grass. 1857-8 Loncf. M. Standish iv. 12 Wel-
come, O wind of the East.. Blowing o'er fields of dulse, and
measureless meadows of sea-grass. 1883 E. P. Ramsay Food
Fishes N. S. Wales (Fish. Exhib. Catal.) 48 The food of the
Dugong consists of sea-grasses, chiefly a species of Zostera.

3. A variety of cirrus cloud.
1887 Abercromby Weather 98.

4. attrib.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 2 Aug., Ligatures of seagrass
twine—which cut like razors. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI.
356/1 Off speeds the bass with an hundred foot pennon of
sea-grass line trailing from his bloody jaws.

Sea'-green, a. and sb. [Cf. F. vert de mer.]
A. adj. Pale bluish-green.
1603 Inv. in Gage Hengrave (1822) 36 Saddles covered

wth sea grene clothe. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. xx\, Law-
son..Whom sea-green Sirens from the rocks lament. 1809
Shaw Gen. Zool. VII, 388 Sea-green Roller, with. .wings
varied with blue, sea-green^ and black. 1811 Ibid. VIII.
152 Sea-green Bee-Eater, with yellow throat. 18*3 Byron
Island ui. ii, Their sea-green isle. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
II. iv. iv, O seagreen Incorruptible, thou shalt see ! 1878
Newcomb Pop. Astron. in. iv. 354 [Uranus] has a decided
sea-green color.

B. sb.

1. A sea-green colour.

1598 Chapman Hero <$ Leander iv. 73 With a pure Sea
greene She did so queintly shadow euery lim. 1663 Mer-
XETTtr. Nerfs Art ofGlass xx, Between a Sea-green and
a skie-colour. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair ix, She.. ap-
peared, .in draggled sea-green, or slatternly sky-blue,

f 2. Houseleek. Cf. Ay-green, Sengreen. Obs.
Perh. orig. a misprint : see the first quot.
1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xvii. I. 575 The hearb Housleek

or Sea-greene [Errata, read Sengreene). 1696 Phillips
(ed. 5), Scolopender, . . acertain Medicinal Herb, . . such as Sea-
green [etc.]. 1755 Johnson, Seagreen, saxifrage. A plant.

3. A collector's name for a moth, the Hadena
ihalassina. 1832 J. Rennie Butterfl. $ Moths 67.

4. pi (Sc.) (See quot.)

^
1765-8 Erskine Inst. Lazv Scot. n. vi. § 17 Sea-greens.

.

1. e. grounds in some measure gained from the sea, but which
still continue to be overflowed in spring-tides.

Seagrim, obs. variant of Seggrum.
Sea'-gronnd.
t L The bottom of the sea (cf. Ground sb. 1 a).
Beowulf 564 Ssegrunde neah. c 1220 Bestiary 517 in O. E.

Misc. 16 Dis fis wuneS wi3 5e se grund. a 1300 Cursor M.
20952 A dai and of a night to stound He [Paul] was stad atte
see ground. C1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 640 The ankir..

.

To be se gronde doune slypp. *6n Speed Hist. Gl. Brit.
ix. xii. 34 The ship, .sunke sodainely to the Sea-ground.

2. pi. ? Land covered at high tide by the sea.
1826 Barnewall & Cresswell K. B. Rep. IV. 486 The

messuage,, .sea-grounds, oyster-layings [etc.]. Ibid.491 The
words sea-grounds, by themselves, would have been sufficient

to pass the right of soil in the shore.

Sea*-gull. Also 6 seegell. *= Gull sb.^

1543 Rutland MSS. (1005) IV. 324 For bringing seygwlles
and other fowlles, vs. 1544 [see Sea-cob ']. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 401 The counterfect philosopher.. sheweth
himself like unto a sea Gull among a sort of faire swannes.
1659 Pell Impr. Sea 236 A Fezerallo, is a black-coloured
bird, but somewhat less than a Sea-Gull. 1766 Gray
Kingsgate 7 Here sea-gulls scream, and cormorants rejoice,

1837 Dickens Pickw. xx, To watch the flight of a seagull.
1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. Prol., Flocks of white seagulls
..were constantly circling round.
transf. and.fig. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 60 That greedy

seagull ignorance is apt to deuoure any thing. 1642 Milton
Apol. Smeet.Wks. 1851 III. 276 Now trust me not, Readers,
if I be not already weary ofpluming and footing this Seagull,
so open he lies to strokes.

II
Seall (sr,a). Hebrew Antiq. [Heb. HND i*«h

,

in the Eng. Bible translated 'measure' (e.g. Gen.
xviii. 6, 2 Kings vii. 1), as is also the Grsecized
form ffarov in the New Testament (e. g. Matt. xiii.

33).] A Hebrew dry measure, equal (according
to Rabbinical statements) to six times the cab
(Cab sb.1) and to one-third of the ephah.
1705 Arbuthnot Tab. Grec, etc. Coins 14, 15. 1737 Whis-

ton yosephus, Antiq. ix. iv. § 4 Two seahs of barley should
be sold in the market for a shekel, and a seah of fine flour

should be sold for a. shekel [2 Kings vii. 1]. Ibid. § 5 A seah
is equal to an Italian modius and a half.

Sea-hare. [Cf. G. see-, meerhase, Du. zeehaas,

in both senses.J
1. A mollusc, Aplysia depilans (and other species),

having an oval body with four tentacles.
A rendering of the lefius marinus of Pliny, whose account

is the sourceof most of the older English references. The
designation is thought to be due to the resemblance of the
two skinny lobes of the animal to the ears of a hare. Pliny's
notion that the animal is venomous has no foundation.

*593 G. Harvev Pierces Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 251
Good against the empoisonment of the sea-hare. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 983 It hath beene anciently receiued, that the Sea-
Hare hath an Antipathy with the Lungs, (if it commeth neare
the Body,) and erodeth them. 1759 tr. M. Adansons Voy.
Senegal 208 Several soft fishes, as sea hares, cuttle fish, and
polypus. 1854 H. Miller Sch. $ Schm. (1858) 65 The
cuttle-fish and the sea-hare.

2. The Lump-fish : see Lump sb!2- rare.
1896 tr. Boas* Text-bk. Zool. 390.

Sea*-hawk. [Hawk sb.*\

f 1. Some kind of fish. a. ? The eagle-ray or sea-

eagle, b. A flying fish. Obs. rare.
a. 1655 Moufet& Bhnnet Healths Improv. (1746) 243 The

Sea-Hawk is of hard Flesh and slow Digestion, as Galen
avoucheth. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$• Min. 235 Sea
Hauke hath a very moist and soft flesh.

b. i£22 Diaper tr. Oppian's Halieut. 1. 714 Sea-Hawks
[orig. tpr)£], the Swallow, and the wanton Sieve Their native
Streams for airy Pastime leave.

2. One of various gull-like birds, as one of the
skuas, and the frigate-bird.

1852 Macgillivrav Brit. Birds V. 496 (Skua) The Sea-
Hawk follows the frightened bird in all its motions, i860
G. Bennett GatheringsNaturalistA ustral. 80The Frigate-
bird {Tachypetes aquila) . . is also known by the name of Sea
Hawk, or Man-of-war Bird.

Sea-hedgehog.
1. An echinus or sea-urchin.
1602 Carew Comivall 1. 32 The Sea-hedge-hogge,, .is en-

closed in a round shell,.. garded by an vtter skinne full of
prickles, as the land Vrchin. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Norf.
Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 333 Echinus Eckinometrites sea
hedgehog, whose neat shells are common on the shore.
attrib. 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849) 259 Fragments of

coral, sea-hedgehog shells, and their broken off prickles.

2. The globe-fish or other diodont fish ; so called

from having erectile spines.
C17H Petiver GazophyC. vi. 60 Sea Porcupine.. .This

thorny Fish, is a sort of Sea Hedge-hog. 1879 Gunther
in Encycl. Brit. X. 685/1 Globe-fish or Sea-Hedgehog.
Sea-hen.
1. A name for the piper-gurnard, Trig/a lyra>

and the lump-fish, Cyclopterus lumpus.
[Cf. G. seehahn ( = 'sea-cock \ applied to both fishes.]

i6n Cotgr., Poullarde, the Sea-henne ; a fish. 1684
Sibbald Scotia Illuslr. 11. II. 24 Lyra, quibusdam the
Crowner, aliis ex nostratibus the Sea-Hen. 1892 H. A.
Macpherson Vertebr. Fauna ofLakeland 480 The fisher-
men of the English Solway generally apply the title of ' Sea
hen y

to this species [Cyclopterus lumpus],
2. A local name for the common guillemot, Uria

troile, and the great skua, Stercorarius catarrhactes.
a 1672 Willuchby Ornith. in. in. ^.{1676) 244 Northumbris

fy Dunelmensibus, a Guillemot or Sea-hen. 1852 Maccil-
livray Brit. Birds V. 318 Uria Troile. Foolish Guillemot.
..Sea-hen. 1879 Kumlien Contrib. Nat. Hist. Arctic
A mer. 94 Buphagus skua. .

.

' Sea-hen ' of whalemen.

II Sea-herr. Obs. [? Du. zeeheer, f. zee Ska +
heer lord.] One who has dominion over the seas.

1615 Trade's Incr. 7 Our neighbours the now Sea-herrs,
the Nation . . whose troubles begot their liberty [the Dutch].

Sea-hog. [Hog sbA; cf. G. meerschwein.]
1. A popular name for the porpoise. ? Now rare.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Marsouin, a sea hog.

x686 J. Dunton Lett.fr. New-Eng. (1867)32 A vast number
of Fishes called Sea-hogs, or Porpoises. 1760 Ann. Reg. 97
A porpus, or sea-hog,.. came up the river as far as London-
bridge. 1896 tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 524 The Sea-hog or
Porpoise (Phocxna communis).

f 2. - HOG-FISH 3. Obs. 1608 [see Hog-fish 3].

Sea-holly. The plant Ertngo.
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E. D. S.) 36 Eryngium is

named in englishe sea Hulver or sea Holly. 1642 Rates
Merchandizes 48 Sea-holly rootes. 1741 Compl. Fam.-
Piece 11. iii. 374 Buphthalmums, Sea Holly, Sea Ragwort.
1882 Garden 15 Apr. 249/1 The ordinary Sea Hollies.

Sea*-holm 1
. rare~°. [Holm l.] ' A small

uninhabited island (J.) ; hence in later Diets.

Sea-holm 3. [Holm 2
.] = Sea-holly.

c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health (c 1560) N v b, The herbe and
rote of seaholme sodden and dronke with wyne. 1612 Dray-
ton Poly-olb. 1. 125 The Seaholme heere, that spreadeth all

our shore, . . Whose roote th' Eringo is. 1728 Bradley Diet.
Bot. II, Sea-Holm, or Hulver, in Latin, Aquifolium. 1850
Miss Pratt Comm. Things of Sea-side \. 18 [Eryngium
maritimu?ri\ is known on the several parts of our coast by a
variety of names, as the sea hulver, sea holly, and sea holme.
attrib. 1602 Carew Corn-wall 1. 19 The Seaholme roote.

Sea-horse. [C(. G. seepferd, seeross.]

L The walrus. [Cf. horse-whale* Hoese sb. 27 b.]
C1475 Pict. Voe. in Wr-Wulcker 765/2 [Nomina piscium

marinorum] Hocrosina, a sehors. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie
(Arb.) 16 Daulphins, Seahorse, Selchs with oxin ee, And
Merswynis, Pertrikis als of nshes race. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 748 note, Some call the Morse a Sea
horse, a 1682 Sir T. Browne OfGreenland Wks. T835 IV.
375 The stomachs of sea horses or morses. 1877 W. Jones
Finger-ring 148 A ring made of a sea-horse's tooth.

IT By extension apparently applied to the narwhal.
1674 tr. Martiniere's Voy. 115 The Horn of this Sea-horse,

was full ten foot long, . .wreathed . . tapering.

2. A fabulous horse-like marine animal.
As represented in heraldry (and formerly in pageants) it

has the fore-parts of a horse and the tail of a fish, like the
steeds {equi bipedes, Verg. Georg. iv. 389) drawing the
chariots of Neptune and Proteus as depicted in ancient
paintings.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1340/1 Before the
which [sc. the mint] there was a huge and monstrous sea-
horsse of twentie foot high, 1648 Herrick Hesper., His
Cavalier, That dares bestride The active sea-horse, and..
Through that huge field of waters ride, a 1700 Evelyn
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Diary 27 Feb. 1644, In the third is Neptune sounding his

trumpet, his charriot drawne by sea-horses. 1761 Ann. Reg.

238 The fishmongers pageants consisted of.. two mairmaids
and two Sea-horses. 1780 Kdmondson Heraldry II. Gloss.,

Sea-Horse, the upper part is formed Jike the horse, with
webbed feet, and the hinder part ends in a fish's tail. 1874

Black Pr. Thnle 9 The blade sea-horse that had been seen

in Loch Suainabhal. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 559/1 s.v.

Prsfidon, Sometimes he was represented riding a bull, a
horse, or a sea-horse.

3. a. = Hippocampus 2.

1589 Rider BibL Scholast. 1723 A sea horse, hippocampa.
1721 Bradley Pkilos. Acc. Wks. Nat. 69, Fig. in. The
Shell-Fish call'd the Sea-Horse, found upon the Coast of
Italy. 186a Ansted Channel [si. 11. ix. 213 The curious
little sea horse {.hippocampus brevirostris).

b. The acanthopterygian fish Agriopus toruus

{Cent. Did.'). Flying or Winged sea-horse : a
fish of the order or sub-order Pegasidx.
1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 83 The Pegasi, or

Flying Sea-Horses. Ibid. 94 Winged Sea-Horses {Pegasidx).

f4. The hippopotamus. Obs.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 30 The teeth of sea-

horses : which creatures are commonly found in the riuers

of Nilus, Niger, &c. 1678 Dryden Allfor Love 1. 1 Sea-
Horses floundring in the slimy mud. 1700 C. Leigh Nat.
Hist. Lane. etc. 1. 183 A young Hippopotamus or Sea-Horse.
1759 tr. M. Adanson's Voy. Senegal 133 The hippoptami
[sic] or sea horses, are common.

5. A large white-crested wave ; cf. white horse,

Hobse sb. 23 b.

1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Sea-dogs, Sea-hosses, rough waves
in the Humber and Trent. 1886 A. Pember Slippingaway
\, Alice's eyes are fixed on the white sea-horses.

6. attrib. (senses 1 and 4), as sea-horsefat, hide,

leather, oil, skin, tooth.

1764 Ann. Reg. n. 12 The whale and the *sea horse fat

they also boil with roots. i6oz Holland Pliny vi. xxix. I.

144 There may a man have plentie of the "Sea-horse hides.
a 1682 Sir T. Browne Comm.-pl. Bks. Wks. 1835 IV. 396
A girdle of "sea-horse leather. 18x0 Scoresby Ate. Arctic
Peg- L507 On this adventure, 22 tons of *Sea-horse oil., were
obtained. 1626 Bacon Sylva §964 Rings of *Sea-Horsc
Teeth. 1858 Simmonds Diet. 'I ra/ie, Sea-horse tooth, a
name given to the teeth of the walrus, and of the hippo-
potamus, which yield ivory.

Sea-hound, [tr. L. amis marmm (Pliny).
Cf. G. seehund, Du. zctltond; also Hound sb. 5, Hound*

fish 1.]

L A dog-fish*

13.. K. Alls. 5653 (Bodl. MS.), And a maner folk ber
is yfounde pat men hem clcpeb Cee hounde. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolfs) 3781 'Marebellow' [Fr.
marine bllue] ys be se bound. 1601 Chester Lover's Mart.
(1878) too Here swimmes..The Sea-horse, Sea-hound, and
the wide-moulh'd Plaice. 1669 J. Da vies tr. Olearius* Voy.
Ambass. iv. 133 In this place we saw a great number of
Dog-fishes, or Sea-hounds. 1831 Keightley Mythol. Ital.

T Cr. 1. xix. 247 She [ScyllaJ. .catches the dolphins, sea-
hounds, and other large animals of the sea which swim by.

2. Used allusively.

1905 Meredith October Twenty-first in Outlook 21 Oct.
533 INelsonl Her sea-hound and her mortal stroke.

Seaide, obs. ist and 3rd ind. pa. t. of Sat vA
t Seaish, <z. Obs. rare. (£Sea j£. + -ish.] Of

or pertaining to the sea, marine.
1530 Palsgr. 323/2 Seeysshe, belongyng to the see, mariu.

"579 W. A. Remedy Agst. Love Fnj, Whose syns dooth
more then seaish sands abound. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng.
1. iv. (1612) 13 How the Gods of Sun and Seas, offended, do
require Each month a Virgin, to appease a Seaish Monsters
ire. 16x0 K.Tofte //<?*. Acad.$gBut what more waveringdid
you ever find Then Seaish waves, what more faire or unkind ?

-island, a. The designation ofa fine variety

ofcottongrown on theislandsoff the coast ofGeorgia
and South Carolina, now also acclimatized in other
countries. Also absol.

1834 McCulloch Diet. Comrn. (ed. 2) 436 s.v. Cotton, The
best of the first [sc. long stapled cotton] is the sea-island
cotton, or that brought from the shores of Georgia. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 344 Having a breadth varying from 1/800
of an inch in the strongest Smyrna or candle-wick cotton of
the Levant, to x/2500 of an inch in the finest Sea-island.
1858 Homans Cycl. Comm. 438/1 The sea-island plant yields
about 125 or 130 pounds of clean ginned cotton per acre.

Seak, obs. form of Sick.

Sea-kale. Forms : 7 sea-keele, 8-9 -cale, 8-
sea-kale. [f. Sea + Kale sb. ; cf. the southern
form sea-cole, Sea sb. 23 f.]

1. A cruciferous plant, Crambe marilima, found
wild on the shores of western Europe, and often
cultivated for its young shoots.
1699 Evelyn Acetaria 16 Our Sea-keele (the ancient

Crambe) and growing on our Coast [isj very delicate. 173a
Abevthkott Rules ofDiet in Alimenls.etc.i. 257 Sea-Cole or
Cale. 1795 Times 30 Apr. 1/4 Sea-Kale, a new Culinary
Vegetable. 1847 Uarham Ingot. Leg. Ser. m. Wedding-day
(end), Every complexion less pale than sea-kale 1

2. Sea-kale beet, white beet, so called from its

resemblance in colour.
1882 Garden 21 Jan. 50/1 White or Seakale Beet.

Seake, obs. form of Sack sb.'-i (wine), Sick.
Sea-king.
1. One of the piratical Scandinavian chiefs, who

in the ninth and succeeding centuries ravaged the
coasts of Europe. [After ON. skkonungr\ cf.

OE. sxcyning ( lieovfuU).']

1819 Lincakd Hist. Eng. I. v. 253 The two sea-kings..
returned to Denmark. 1840 Ca&lyle Heroes \. (1841) 52

Hrolf, or Rollo Duke of Normandy, the wild Sea-king. 1862
Burton Bk. Hunter iv. 380 The races descended from
ancient sea-kings. 1863 Tennyson Welcome to Alexandra
1 Sea-kings daughter from over the sea,

2. Applied to the god of the sea.

158a Stanvhurst Mneis 1. (Arb.) 21 Thee sea king Neptun.
1888 J. Pavn Prince ofBlood xxv. (1892) 201 Like mermen
in attendance upon the sea-king.

Seal(si"l),^.l Forms: a. 1 seolh,4?sel3; Sc.$
selghe,5-6selcht,5-7selche,5-8selch,6saylch,
selk, 9 sealgh. p. (1 siol-, seol-), 3-6 sele, 4-7
seel, 5 sel, ceel, cele, zele, seylle, 5-6 seele, seyle,

sealle, 5-7 seale, 6 seall, seayle, seayll, 7 siele,

seil, aayle, 7- seal. See also Soile. [OE. sfol-,

slot-, declensional form oiseolh (whence the a forms
above, which are mainly Scottish) = OHG. selah,

MLG. s$l, MDu. seel, sael (-honl), zele, ON. sel-r

(Sw. sj'el, sal, Da. sxt) :—OTeut. selho-z."\

1. A member of the family Phocidw, sub-order
Pinnipedia, of aquatic carnivorous mammals, with
limbs developed into flippers and adapted for

swimming, and having an elongated body covered
with thick fur or bristles and terminated by a short
tail ; spec, the Common Seal, Phoca vitulina, an
inhabitant of all waters of the temperate and frigid

zones. Also applied (chiefly with defining word

:

see a) to amphibious mammals of other families

closely resembling the Common Seal in appearance.
a. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. 1 1 1. 34 Das onsaende seolh ofer sa?s

hrygc. 1383 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 434 Coopettus
cum pelle de sely [? =sel}]. c 14x5 Wyntoun Cron. in. i. 48
pe carl was fat as any seiche [v.r. selghe]. 1503 Ace, Ld.
High Treas. Scot. II. 342 Item to ane man brocht ane quyk
selch fra Pittinweme to Faukland to the King, xiiij s. 1549
Compi. Scot. vi. 60 The selcht, quhilk sum men callis the
see volue. 1596 Dalrvmfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 57
Sey calues orsaylches. 1789 D. Davidson Seasons 17 Gib's
now gane for the Western seas, Whare selchs an* pellucks
whamble. 1821 Scott Pirate v, What the devil mean you
by.. levelling your gun at folk's heads as you would at a
sealgh's ?

0.C893 K. /Elfred Ores. 1. i. 18 On bsm sciprapum, be
beoo of hwaeles hyde xeworht, & Qf seoles. c 1050 Voc. in
Wr.-Wulcker 408/37 Focus, seol. C1300 Havelok 755 He
tok be sele. 1409 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 53 In di.

ceel de Tes, +s. 1416 Ibid. 54 In 3 quarters unius zele et
plays de Tese, 8s. 6d. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 823
in Babees Bk., The baly of be fresche samon, els purpose,
or seele. cissa Leland Itin. (1769) VII. ng Seles when
they cast theyr Calves they cum to Lond. 1579 Hake
Newes out of Powles iv. (1872) D iij, Straunge kindes of
fysh at second course. ..As Porpesse, Seale and Salmond
good. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 831 An Hand salt and bare.
The haunt of Seales and Ores. 1743 Bulkkley & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 159 To carry a Line to haul some of the Seal
aboard. 1815 Scott Ld. of Isles iv. x, Staffa. .Where. .the
shy seal had quiet home.
2. With defining word, e.g. Eared, Elephant,
Fur, Hair, Harp, Hooded, Leonine, Leporine,
Monk, Pied, Ribbon, Ringed, Rough, Ursine seal,

etc. (see these words) ; also Bottle-nosed Seal,
Phoca leonina ; Crab-eating Seal, Labodon car~
einophaga; Floe, Small-ringed Seal= Spotted
seal; Great Seal, Phoca barbata (Pennant); Green-
land, Heart Seal - Hakp seat; Marbled Seal,
Caloeepkalus discolor.

1781 Pennant Quadrupeds II. 523 Hooded Seal. Ibid.,
Harp Seal... Our Fishers call this the Harp or Heart Seal.
Ibid. 531 Bottle-nose Seal. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 160/2
In the eye of the Greenland Seal.. the cornea was thin and
yielding. 184a C. H. Smith Introd. Mammalia 258 Steno-
rhincus Leplonyx, or Small Nailed Seal, from the South
Seas. 1879 E. P. Wright Amm. Life 124 The Grey Seal
(Hatichoerus grypus) is met with around the north and west
coasts of Scotland. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 581/1 The
small ringed seal or ' floe-rat ' of the sealers {.Phoca hispida).
Ibid. 582/2 The floe or spotted seal.

3. Short for Sealskin.
x886 Beck Draper's Diet., Seal (fur). This valuable fur

is sought annually on the shores of Spitzbergen. 1886 Leeds
Mercury^ Dec 4/4 An active demand for seals and plushes.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attributive, as
seal-blubber, -bone, leather, -oil; in sense 3, seal-coat.

1873 Bouttedge"s Young Genii. Mag. Tan. 115/2 Such
luxuries as *seal-blubber. 1616 Shetland Witch Trial in
Dalyell Darker Superst. Scot. (1834) 384 The ' *selch bone

'

with which Barbara stirred her milk to divine the product.
1901 Munsey's Mag. XXV. 351/1 The desire of a woman
for a "seal coat. 188s I. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XIV. 388/1
*Seal leather is generally finished on the grain side as 'levant

'

seal with a large coarse grain. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 248,
Ye of a gallon of good *seal oil, weighs 6010 gr.

b. * Connected with the catching of a seal ', as
seal-club, -lance, -pike, -ship, -shot, -trap.
1820 Scoresbv Ace. A rctic Reg. I, 512 A blow with a ' "seal-

club '..on the nose, immediately stuns it. 189s Kipling
2nd Jungle Bk. 161 Kotuko looked over the deer-sinew
fastenings of his harpoon and his "seal-lance. 1908 Daily
Chron. 29 Apr. 5/5 Both the Walrus and the Panther were
among the oldest of the fleet of *seal-ships. 1843 "Seal-shot
(see Sealing vbt. sb? bj. 1876 C. H. Davis Polaris Exped.
viii. 219 Hans set some ^seal-traps, without success.

c. similative, as seal-brown, -like adjs.

1874 Carr Judith Gwynne vii, The boy shambled over in
a seal-like manner. 1884 Western Daily Press 28 Nov. 7/4
Entire costumes are made of this attractive fabric. in colour
a lovely seal-brown.

d. objective, as seal-fisher, -fishery, -hunt, -hunter,
'Spearing.
1820 Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 513 The *seal.(ishers

have to pursue them over the ice. 1785 J. Knox View
Brit. Emp. I. 351 The greatest *seal fishery is on the coast
of Labrador. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 582/2 On the western
shore of the White Sea the "seal-hunt is less productive than
on the eastern. 1781 Pennant Quadrupeds II. 524 Our
Newfoundland "Seal-hunters. 1895 Kipling 2nd Jungle
Bk. 172 The men used to sing it after *seal-spearing.

5. Special combinations : seal calf, the young of

the seal; seal-cloth (seequot.); +seal-fish = sense

1 ; seal-fur, the skin of the Hair-seal (Otaria) used
as a material for garments ; seal-grain, a pre-

paration of seal leather used in ornamental work
;

seal-hole, a space of clear water among ice floes

in which the seal obtains its food; seal-plush, a
fabric made to imitate seal-skin ; seal-vat, part of

the apparatus used in the production of seal-oil.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 566 per com a *cele calf and
it toke. 1881 Wardle Handbk. Wild Silks India 37 The
manufacture, first accomplished in 1880 in England, of the
fabric known as '*Seal cloth', which consists of a Tusser
silk plush woven into a cotton back, c 1430 Durham Acc.
Rolls (Surtees) 57 In j *Selfysh empt. per Celerarium, 3s. +d.
i66x J. Childrey Brit. Baconica 160 Certain rocks, about
which the Seal-fishesmeet together. 1894 'J. S. Winter'
Red Coats 121 The pitmen could afford to buy costly *seal-
fur coats for their spouses. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 5 Dec. 10/2
A new series of white *seal-grain tablet calendars. 1895
Kipling ind Jungle Bk. 169 The new *seal-ho!es are not
two days' distant. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 24 Sept. 3/2 An
abomination of former times, a fabric known as ' "seal plush \
1853 S. G. Archibald in Ure Diet. Arts II. 590 The *seal-
vat consists of what are termed the crib and pan.

Seal (s/T), sb.2 Forms : 3-5 sel, seel, 3, 5
ceel, 3-6 sele, 3-4, 6 seile, 3, 5-6 seil, 4 sehel,
eel, ceale, 4-5 sell, cele, seeal, 4-6 seele, seell.

aealle, selle, 4-7 seale, 5 seaul, sill, 5-6 seyl,

5-7 seill, 5, 7 seall, 6 ceall, seyalle, Se. sayll,

3- seal. [a. OF. seel (mod.F. sceati) = Pr. selh-s,

Sp. sello (also in learned form sigilo), Pg. sello

(also sigillo), \t.suggello (also sigillo) :—L. sigillum
(in classical Latin only in plural), small picture,

engraved figure, seal, dim. of signum : see Sign sb.

The Latin word was at various periods adopted into several
Teut. langs. : Goth, stgljo neut., MHG. sigel masc. (mod.G.
siegel neut. ), M LG., MDu. segel (LG. segel, Du. zegel neut.),

Sw. sigill neut., Da. segt, Icel. sigli neut. A compound
form of the same meaning occurs in OE. inserel^see Inseil
**.)=OHG. insigili. The OE. sig(e)i brooch (cfTOHG. sigitla
'lunula'), sig{e)le neut. , necklace (=ON. sigli) are, in spite
of the difference of sense, prob. connected with some early
Teut. adopted form of L. sigillum.]

1. A device (e. g. a heraldic or emblematic de-
sign, a letter, word, or sentence) impressed on a
piece of wax or other plastic material adhering or
attached by cords or parchment slips to a document
as evidence of authenticity or attestation ; also, the
piece of wax, etc. bearing this impressed device.
In modern (legal) practice the seal is often represented by

acoloured wafer following the signature of each of theparties.
Leaden seals were used by the Popes, the Eastern

Emperors, and certain other high dignitaries.

1158 Charter ofHen. Ill (Bodl. MS.) in Phil. Soc. Trans.
1880-1, 174* Wesenden }ew bis writ open, sened wib vre seel.
c 1290 Bekct 627 in S. Eng. Leg. 1. 124 pe obere bischopus
al-so On bis chartre heore seles sette. £1386 Chaucer
Pardoners Prol. 9 And thanne my bulles shewe I alle and
some Our lige lordes seel on my patente. 1438 E. E. Wills
(1882) 79 On this my present testament I haue put my seal.

1497 Certificate in Surtees Misc. (1890) 51 In witnes herof,
..we have put our seaulx. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xliii. 40
With expedittoun And full conditioun, Thair seilis ar to
pendit. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 139 Till thou canst
raile the seale from off my bond Thou but offend 'st thy
Lungs to speake so loud. 1644 Evelvn Diary ax Apr., The
University is., divided now. .into that of four nations,., who
have each their respective protectors, severall officers, Trea-
surers, Consuls, Seales. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Bull,
Golden Bull. -on the backside of it there are several knots
of black and yellow silk ; to which hangs a bull, or seal of
gold. 1819-22 Shelley Chas. I, ii. 196 Let there be No
seal on it, except my kingly word And honour as I am a
gentleman. 1845 S. Austin Rankers Hist. Ref. v. ii. III. 49
As a proof, he subjoined Friedemann's letter and seal.

b. fig. A token or symbol of a covenant ; some-
thing that authenticates or confirms; a final addi-
tion which completes and secures.
In allusion to 1 Cor. ix. a, some of the Evangelical divines

of the 19th cwere accustomed to speak of a preacher or a
pastor as having * many seals to his ministry ' (i.e. persons
converted through his preaching). The expression was often
quoted derisively as an example of sectarian jargon.

c 1230 (see Seal v. 1
2]. 1526 Tinoale i Cor. Ix. 2 For

the seale off myne Apostleshippe are ye in the lorde. 1590 .

Shaks. Mids. N. 111. ii. 144 O let me kisse This Princesse
of pure white.this seale of blisse. 1594 Nashe l/nfort. Trav.
Wks. 1904 II. 325 To sweare and forsweare, and commit
Iuiian-Iike violence on the highest seales of religion. 1615
Bedwell Moham. Impost, in. § 105 Iohn..was the last of
the Prophets, & the seale of them all. 1667 Milton P. L.
ix. 1043 There they thir fill of Love and Loves disport Took
largely, of thir mutual guilt the Seale, The solace of thir sin.

1775 Sheridan Rivals v. i, The solemn engagement, .puts
the seal of duty to an act of love. 1853 Conybeare Church
Parties, Ess. Eccl. $ Social (1855) 92 note, A preacher is said
in this [the Recordite] phraseology to be ' owned ' when he
makes many converts, and his converts are called his 'seals*.

1863 Maclaren in Macm. Mag. Feb. 277 Let no one under-
value this source of information : it gives the seal to all

experimental knowledge.

C. Phrases, (a) + To set to {one's) seal [to is here
adv., not prep.] : to affix one's seal

; fig. to avouch
one's conviction that (obs.). To set ones seal : to
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SEAL.

affix one's seal to a document ; fig. to express one's

assent to. (A) Under {one's) seal : in a document

attested by one's seal. .

ia) a iwo Cursor M. 6889 And ilk waand bat bai bere bare

He spercl wit-iu per santuare, And wrat be nam, and sett to

sele,>at man sold ober nan bitele. c 1400 brut 11. 560

Which appoyntement truly to be kept be kyng and the said

Ambassatoures sette-to baire seales. c 14S0 Mirk s Festial

41 And for Thomas wold not sette to hys sele of pe curset

lawe . . he was dampned as a traytour. 1534 Tindale John

iii. 33 He that bath receaved hys testimonye hath set to his

seale that God is true. [So 1611 ; Revised Version 1881

hath set his seal to this, that God is true.] 1659 H. More
Immort. Soul 11. i. (1713) 58 To this Truth Mr. Hobbs sets

his seal with all willingness imaginable, or rather eagerness.

li) 1451 /tolls o/Partt. V. 215/1 Without the assent and

wille of the said [4 persons named] by writing under their

seales. 1536 Cat. Auc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 497 Under owre

setye selle. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 11. iv. 222 By particular

consent [I] proceeded Vnder your hands and Seales.

d. t Farthing seal, 1 = Quarter seal. Fisher's

or Fisherman's seal (see Fisher 7). T Secret, secre

seal, seal manual: see those adjs. + Seal of (or

at) arms, the impression of a signet engraved with

the heraldic bearing of the owner.

1399 Rolls o/Farlt. III. 437/2 Null Drap..ne soleit en-

sealez estre de nul Seal appelle le Ferthyng Seal, a 1400-50

Alexander 2802 To be bat salutis I send be sele of myn
armes. 1478 in W. G. D. Fletcher Shropsh. Grants 0/A mis

(1909) 12 In wyttnesse wherof I the said King of Armes to

these presentes have sette my seall of armes and signed wt

my hand. 1596 Nashe Saffrou-Walden Wks. 1905 III. 63

A little epitomizd Brad/ords Meditations, no broader

volum'd than a Seale at Armes or a blacke melancholy

veluet patch. 16*3 St. Papers, Col. 1622-4, 203 The Com-
pany's seal-at-arms is so great, they can make no use thereof,

having none but hard wax.

f e. A letter or other document bearing a seal

;

a promissory note. Also, a promise attested by

one's seal. Obs.

e 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 66 ?e to spende at rome many
a,eris & daies, to paie forselis or bull is, to plede forbenefices.

c 1470 Henry Wallace -a. 606, I am so boundyn with wytnes

to be leill, For all Ingland I wald nocht fals my seill. 1632

Massinger Maid 0/ Hon. v. ii, I have a seale, or two to

witnesse, yet.. I'll never sue you.

f f. A stamp, usually in lead, fastened to a piece

of material as a guarantee of quality or quantity.

1480 in Cely Papers (igoo) 55 He schawll fynd clossyd in

hys lettyr the sayll of lj sarpelers wholl. 1518 Coventry

Leet-bk. 657 Then to sett vpon hit the Olyvaunt in lede,

and of the Bak of the seall the lengh of the Cloth.

f g. A baker's stamped mark on bread. Obs.

axaoo Old Vsages Winchester in Eng. Gilds (1870) 35s
And pat euerych bakere habbehys seal y-knowe vpon hys loff.

h. The impression of one's signet placed upon

an article as evidence of a claim to possession

;

fig. a mark of ownership.
178a Miss Burney Cecilia x. v, [He] informed her she might

put her seal upon whatever she meant hereafter_ to claim.

xSax Shelley Hellas 703 Her citizens, imperial spirits, Rule

the present from the past, On all this world of men inherits

Their seal is set. 1848 Dickens Dombey xlvii, The haughty

and indignant passions that now claimed her for their own,

and set their seal upon her brow.

i. trans/. An impressed mark serving as visible

evidence of something.
159a Greene Upst. Courtier Wks. (Grosart) XI. 253 A fat

knaue with a foggie face, wherein a cup of old sack hath

set a seale. 1593 Lodge William Longbeard A 4 b, The
good woman .. espieng the seales of his shame shadowed in

his blushing browes, tooke hold'of his gowne sleeue, praieng

him to staie a little while. 1603 Shaks. pleas,for M. iv. 1.

6 But my kisses bring againe, bring againe, Seales of loue,

but seal'd in vaine, seal'd in vaine. 1630 Westwardfor
Smelts (Percy Soc) 45 Thou hast the seajes on thy face,

which those creatures (called whores) doe give. 1770 Lang-
horne Plutarch (1879) I. 66/2 His [Lycurgus'] tomb was
struck with lightning ; a seal of divinity which no other man
. .has had, except Euripides. 1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps v.

§ 1. 136 Sea sands are made beautiful by their bearing the

seal of the motion of the waters.

j. An impression left by the foot of an animal in

soft ground or mud, esp. that of the otter.

1 686 Blohe Genii. Recr.n. 100 The Mark or Seal ofan Otter.

1735 Somerville Chase iv. 397 Ah on that yielding Sag-bed,

see, once more His Seal I view. 1875 G. C. Davies Rambles
Sch. Field<lub xxxvi. 271 One man had been down to the

river side, to see if he could discover the ' seal ', or track of

an otter.

2. A piece of wax or some other plastic or adhe-

sive substance (originally, and still frequently, one

bearing the impression of a signet : cf. sense 1 ),

fixed on a folded letter or document, or on a closed

door or receptacle of any kind, in such a way that an

opening cannot be effected without breaking it.

t Flying seal : see Flying ///. a. 3 c.

a 1372 Luue Ron 194 in O. E. Misc. 99 pis rym mayde ich

be sende open and wib-vte seb a 1300 Cursor M. 16907 pai

did bair seles bar-apon, ar bai beben went. 13.. K. Alis.

6666 (Bodl. MS.), He braak be seal & be lettre seie. 1382

Wyclif Rev. v. 1 And I si3e in the ri^thalf of the sittinge

vpon the troone, a book..seelid with seuen seelis. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. 111. i. 139 What Letter is this same?.. He
be so bold to breake the seale for once. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to

Stella 10 Nov., I forgot to leave a gap in the last line but

one for the seal, like a puppy. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1264
But Arthur spied the letter in her hand, Stoopt, took, brake
seal, and read it. 1861 Paley sEschylus, Agatnem. 592
note (ed. 2) 370, oia#0ei'p«tp arinaviripLa is to spoil or tamper
with the seals affixed to the doors and store-houses in the

absence of the lord.

b. fig. That which ' seals a person's lips ', an
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obligation to silence, a vow of secrecy ; esp. the

seal of confession or the confessional. Also (often

with allusion to the ' seven seals' of Rev. v. and vi.),

that which prevents the understanding of Holy
Scripture or some other book.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27444 Or for it es als vnder sel O scrift

him sceud al to consail. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531)

301 Put blessed lorde the seale and locke of scylence to my
mouth. 163a Massinger Emp. East ill. ii, What now I must
deliuer Vnder the deepest seale of secrecy. 169a R. L'Es-

TRANGE.FaWfsxxi. 23A Thing that's done in Hugger-mugger,
under a Seal of Secrecy and Concealment. 1781 Cowper
Conversation 544 They..wanting him to loose the sacred

seal, Found him as prompt as their desire was true To spread

the new-born glories in their view. 1831 Lover Leg. .y Stor.

Irel. Ser. 1. 73 ' 'Twas under the seal of confession ', said I,

' that you disclosed the deadly secret, and under that seal

my lips must have been for ever closed.' 1897 ' A. Hope '

Phroso vii. (1905) J26 The secret was out through Constan-

tine's fault, not hers, and the seal was removed from her lips.

o. Hermes' Seal, Hermetic seal (see Hermes 3 a,

Hermetic a. 2 b).

1569 J. Sandford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 158 b, The
foolish misteries . . of the seale of Hermes, . .& of infinite like

trifles.

d. Seal of relics [med.L. sigillum altans], a

stone cemented above the aperture in which relics

are placed at the consecration of an altar. (The

use in quot. 1843 is prob. an error.)

1843 Ecclesiologist Sept. III. 6 A stone Altar may be pro-

vided two ways. Either make it a plain solid mass of

masonry, the slab (technically called seal or table) of black

granite or marble.., or [etc]. 1897 Catholic Diet. (ed. 5)

238/1 The consecration endures till the altar-stone is broken

or the seal of relics broken.

3. An engraved stamp of metal or other hard

material used to make an impression upon wax,

etc. affixed as a ' seal ' (in sense 1 or 2). Cf. Signet.

a 1300 Cursor M. 557 Als prient of seel in wax es thrist,

per in he has his licam fest. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III.

103 As be tendre wex makeb no preynte in be seel, bot be

seel makeb a preynt in tendere wex. 1463 Bury Wills

(Camden) 15 A dowbill seel with two prentys. 1318 Coven-

try Leet-bk. 657 The sealles [for marking cloth] to be put in

a Cofre with ij keys. 1591 Lambarde Archeion (163s) 56

And then, thus have you the Chancellor furnished with the

Seale of Grace, and Seale of Common Iustice. 1600 J. Pory
tr. Leo's Africa III. 160 Neere vnto the mint stande the

gold-smiths shops, whose Consul or gouernour keepes the

seale and stamps of the coine., 1770 Langhorne Plutarch

(1851) I. 454/1 This seal he always wore and constantly

sealed his letters with it. 1864 Boutell Her. Hist. $ Pop.

xxiv. 398 In taking these impressions, two dies or matrices

. . were employed ; these were severally called the Seal and
Counter-Seal. 1879 A. S. Murray in Encycl. Brit. X. 137/2

The favourite shapes [of gems] in Assyria were thecylinder

pierced lengthways, and sometimes fitted with a swivel so

as to be used as a seal [etc.].

Jig. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Frol. 604 Gat tothed I was
and that bicam me wee!, I hadde the prente of seint Venus
seel \Cambr. MS. seynt peterys sel]. 1670 Dryden Tempest
iv. 53 He has a melting heart, and soft to all the Seals Of
kindness; I will undertake for his compassion.

b. As a mark or sign of office. Chiefly the seals,

as the symbol of the position of Lord Chancellor

or of Secretary of State.

c 1480 Henryson Mor. Fab. (S.T.S.) 1699 Syne cannula

TJer quhen winter is away. The Secretar of Somer with his

Seill. 1667 Chas. II in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. IV. 316
As my purpose was also to say something to you concerning
my taking the Seals from the Chancellor. 17x0 Luttrell
Brief Ret. (1857) VI. 571 A patent is passing the seales to

create the marques of Kent a duke. 1775 Brit. Chronol. I.

3 Apr. 1704, The earl of Nottingham not being satisfied with

the Queen s measures, resigned the seals as secretary of state.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 447 Sunderland.. was
suffered to retain his seals. 1870 Stanhope Hist. Eng.
1701-13, i. 6 The King sent to him the Earl of Jersey, with

a peremptory order to return the Seals.

fo. The keeper of the seal of a court. (Cf. 4 b.)

1658 Fanshaw Pract. Exch. Crt. 102 The Seale of the

Court. Is the Officer that keepeth the Seale of the Court

all terme time under every Chanceller.

d. A device or inscription engraved on a seal.

1609 Bible (Douay) Ecclus. xlv. 14 A crowne of gold upon
his miter graven with a seale of holines. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. (1637) 244 He used the Helme of a ship

for a seale in his ring. 1818 Byron yuan 1. exeviii, The
seal a sunflower ;

' Euevous suitpartoitt.' 1851 Tennyson
E. Morris 105 She sent a note, the seal an Eile vous suit.

e. Under the cold seal : see quot.

183a M. Bacon's Abridgm. Law (ed. 7) IV. 610 marg.
note. Sometimes new magistrates are added under the cold

seal, as it is termed; that is, their names are indorsed on the

old commission, and the seal is pro forma, applied again to

the same wax.

f. A trinket, containing either an engraved stone

for sealing letters, or a flat stone or piece of coloured

glass in imitation of this, formerly often worn as

an ornamental appendage to a watch-guard. Hence
applied in plural to the bunch of trinkets of this

and other shapes worn in this manner.

1837 Dickens Pickwick x, A gold watch-chain, and seals,

depended from his fob. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs xxxiv,

A large plethoric man, with a bunch of seals in a large bow-
windowed light waistcoat. ..His seals jingle as he walks.

tgf. Burning seal (Sc): an iron for branding

casks. Obs.
169a in Extracts Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1880) IV.

153 Each royall burrow that makes casks for export they

are to keep ane burning sale,..and befor they be loadned

the maker of the saids casks is . to call the visitor appoynted

SEAL.

by the said toune whoe is to try the samen, and if sufficient

to put the publict sale vpon them.

4. Great Seal. The seal (in sense 3) used for

the authentication of documents of the highest im-

portance issued in the name of the sovereign or (in

a republic) of the highest executive authority;

also, the impression of this on wax. Formerly also

Broad seal.
When England, Scotland, and Ireland were separate

kingdoms, each had its own Great Seal, the custodian of

which was normally the Lord High Chancellor ; in England

the Lord Keeper (of the Great Seal) was formerly sometimes

a different person from the Chancellor, butunder Q. Eliza-

beth the offices were united. Since the Union England and

Scotland have only one Great Seal, of which the Chancellor

has the custody ; Ireland on the contrary has its own Great

Seal, in the hands of the Irish Lord Chancellor. The Great

Seal of the United States is kept by the Secretary of State.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) viii. 82, I hadde Lettres of the

Soudan, with his grete Seel ; and comounly other Men have

but his Signett. 1432 Rolls of Parti. IV. 418,2 Lettres

Patentes of proteccion under his grete Seall. 1473 Paston

Lett. III. 99 Item, the Kynge hathe sent ffor hys Great

Seall. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. Vlll,m. ii. 347 For your stubborne

answer About the gluing backe the Create Seale to vs, The
King shall know it, and (no doubt) shal thanke you. 1685

Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Mark xiv. 22 As the Kingmaketh

a piece of Wax to become his Great Seal, by which he

conveyeth Land, Liberty and Life. 1726 Swift Gulliver 1.

iii, The Man Mountain shall not depart from our Dominions

without our Licence under our great Seal. 1886 J. H. Middle-

ton in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 587/2 The great seal of the Com-
monwealth is a marvel of ugliness.

fb. ellipt. The custodian of the Great Seal, the

Lord High Chancellor or Lord Keeper. Obs.

1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords (Camden) 15 Shall the

Create Seale come to the barr? First sende to him and

heare his answere, before he be sent for to come to the barr.

1641 in Fasti Aberd. (Spalding CI.) 153 And his majestie wills

and declaires, that thir presentis sail be a sufficient warrand

. .to the great seill and to his majestie's heigh chancellar for

appending of the said seill, without passing of any uther

seills or registeris.

f5. a. An assembly for the purpose of witness-

ing the affixing of the Great Seal to documents ;

a sealing by the Chancellor or the Commissioners

having the custody of the Great Seal. b. The
place at which documents are sealed by the Chan-

cellor. Obs.
[After F. sceau, ' Taction de sceller, le temps et le lieu ou

Ton scelle ' (Littrfl.)

a. 1660 Pepys Diary 20 Aug., Here I staid, and saw my
Lord Chancellor come into his Great Hall, where wonderful

how much company there was to expect him at a Seale.

1686 Evelyn Diary 5 May, There being a Seale it was

fear'd that we should be requir'd to passe a doquett dis-

pensing with Dr. Obadiah Walker. 1705 Luttrell Brief

Ret. (1857) V. 602 This day the lord keeper held a public

seal in the Middle Temple hall.

b. 1672 Essex Papers (1890) I. 43 Bya Clause there I am
forbid to intermedle in y8 passing of any Charters to Cor-

poracions, wch for y6 present stops that of Dundalke, for

wch I had granted a Warr', and it now stays at y Seale til

I can receive some directions from yr Lof.

f 6. = Button 2 c. Obs.

1611 Cotgr. s.v. Bosse
l
The first putting out of a deeres

head formerly cast ; which our wood-men call, if it bee a red

deeres, the burle, or seale.

7. lechn. (transferred use of 2.) a. = dip-pipe

(Dip sb. 11). b. The quantity of water or tar left

in the dip-pipe for preventing the escape of gas.

C. A small quantity of water left in a trap to prevent

the escape of foul air from a sewer or drain.

X853 S. Hughes Gas-works 197 When the whole of the

gas-holder was out of the water and hanging in air (with

the exception of the water seal). 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Seal 2. (Gas-works) a water-trap joint, as in gas-works, where

the gas is drawn or forced beneath a plate, whose lower edge

is beneath the level of the water in the tar-well. 1877

W. Richards Manuf. Coal Gas 172 In estimating the

capacity of a tank and its corresponding holder, due allow-

ance must be made for the height of the dip or seal. /bid.

210 An argument raised against telescopic gasholders is the

liability of the water forming the lute, or seal, to freeze.

1884 Waring in Century Mag. Dec. 263/1 The depth of

seal is the distance from the surface of the water in the bowl

to the top of the intake. 1889 — Sewerage 282 This trap

lost one inch of its seal in five trials out of ten.

8. attrib. and Comb. : a. objective, as j; seal-cutter,

-cutting, -engraver, -keeper {phofig.).
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv. i, Brick me into that wall

there for a chimney peece, And say I was one oth Caesars,

done by a *seale-cutter. 1847 Lindsay Chr. Art I. p. ccix.

note, A complete classification should include artists in wood-

carving, in cisellatura or goldsmiths' work, in medal-casting,

gem and *seal-cutting, 184a Francis Diet. Arts, etc., *Seal

engraver's lathe. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 119 *Seale

keepers [orig. sigilliferi], Notaries, and such other lyke. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xv, Why should he not declare him-

self, .seal-keeper of that young woman's conscience!

b. Special combinations : seal-bag, the case in

which the official seals were formerly kept {Cent.

Diet. 1891) ; seal-cup, in gas-works, the receptacle

for tar or water in a seal or dip-pipe ; seal-cylinder

= Cylinder 4a; t seal-day {Guernsey), a date

fixed for the meeting of a State Council at which

official papers received the seal ; seal-flower,

the plant Dicentra spectabilis (Miller Plant-n.

1884); seal-look, a lock fitted with a 'seal'

(often a small square of glass) which must be

broken before the lock can be opened ; seal-
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master, an official whose duty was to affix a seal

to textile fabrics as a guarantee of the standard of

excellence, etc.; t seal-office = sense 5b, also

allusively \ seal-pipe, in gas-works, = dip-pipe
;

seal-press, a machine for embossing a device upon

paper or other soft material (Knight Diet. Meek.

1875); seal-ring, a finger ring bearing a seal (cf.

Signet sb.i); seal-stamp m seal-press; seal-stone,

a precious stone bearing an engraved device

;

seal-top a.j (of a spoon) having the handle finished

with a seal (also ellipt. as sb.) ; t seal-wax

=

Seal-

ing wax ; f seal-work, ornamentation resembling

that of a seal ; seal-wort, (a) Sagina proeumbens;

(6) = Solomon's seal {Polygonatuvi).
187a W. C. Holmes & Co. Manag. Gas Works 108 Care

should be taken to keep the *seal-cups of telescopic gas-

holders.. free from ice. 1874 Knight Diet. Meek. s.v. Dip-
pipe, The seal-cup is charged with tar. 1871 P. Smith Ane.
Hist. East xvi. § 10 (1881) 339 fig., * Seal-cylinder on metal

axis. 168a Warburton Hist. Guernsey (1822) 93 At the

next *seal-day..it may be sealed. 1871 Patent No. 1440
Chronot. Index 325 *Seal-lock manufacturer. 1905 Rec.Ctot

A

Manuf. Htm Mitts (S. H.S.)Introd. 75 No cloth could be
sold unless it was sealed by the official "seal-master, c 1614

Beaum. & Fl. Wit at Set'. Weap. 1. 1, Here's first my hand,

now't goes to the "Seale Office. [Kisses her.\ 1819 Taunton
Rep. Cases Comm. Pleas VII. 182 Until which hour, by the

rule of Court, the seal-officeought not to be shut. 187s Knight
Diet. Meek., Seat-pipe (Gas), a pipe whose inlet or exit is

beneath the surface of the water in a hydraulic main to pre-

vent reflux of gas. 1608 Middleton Five Gattants XL iii, My
grandfather's *seal-ring. 1866 J. Ayre Treas. Bible Know} .

(1870)804/2 According to Jewish writers the Hebrew women
used seal rings. 1851 Maynb Reid Scalp Hunters xxvi,

The brass *seal-stamp of the merchant's clerk. 1774 Hill
Tkeophr. Hist. Stones 42 Hence the Word Seal Stone,

o-^pa-yts or otftpayiSiov, became with them a common Word
for what we call Gem. 1900 E. Cvqdd Story 0/ Alphabet
iii. 51 Seal-stones engraved with signs which are. .designed

to convey information about their owners. 1898 Daily News
11 July 10/5 A 16th century *seal-top spoon. 1905 Circle

May js/t An Elizabethan spoon, mark St. Catherine's
wheel, £50; a 'seal-top', of the same reign, engraved
L.C.F.M., ^48. £1714 Arbuthnot, etc. Mem. M.Scribl.
1. xiv. (1741) 51 He saw his Monkey exceedingly busy in

§icking the 'Seal-wax by little bits from a Letter. 1768
terne Sent. Journ. (1778) I. 146 (The Letter), La Fleur.

.

fctch'd sand and seal-wax. 1648 Herrick HesPer.t Temple
63 A thin Subtile, and ductile Cod tin's skin ; Which o're the
board is smoothly spred, With little *SeaIe-work Damasked.
1837 Baxter Brit. Phxnog. Bot. III. 199 Sagina proeum-
bens. .*SeaI-wort. 1863 Prior Ptant-n., Seal-wort,.. the
Solomon's seal.

Seal, sb.'-i Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 sole, 6 seale,

St. soill. [f. Seal vJ] *=Sale sb.$ Also attrib.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 452/1 Sele, horsys barneys, arqitillus.

1530 Palsur. 269/1 Seale horse harncsse. 1597 in Spalding
Club Misc. (1841) I. 179 Scho tuik tua ox in, and band in on
scill. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 135 Cattle are bound
to the stake in various ways. One way is with an iron chain,
commonly called a binder or seal. Ibid. 136 The seal-

stake is placed in an inclined position to allow its top to be
fastened to the wall.

Seal, sbA Obs. exc. dial. Also 6, 8-9 sale, 7
seale, 9 Sc. sealh. [S^e Sallow sb.']

1. A willow. In Spenser ; Willow twigs.

1579 Spenser Skepk. Cat., Dec. 81 Who to entrappe the
fish in winding sale Was better scene, or hurtful beastes to
hont? Ibid. Gloss., Sale or Saltnv, a kind of woodde like

Wyllow. 168a Quarter Sess. Rec. ri July in N. Riding
Rec. Soc. VII. 57 For cutting and carrying away twenty
scales. 1795 Trans. Soc. Arts XIII. 157 Seals, Black
Cherry Trees, Balm of Gilead Trees. 188a T. Lucas Stud.
Xidderdate 1 16 In Sykes Moss, most of the buried trees are
sealbs, oaks, and birches.

2. A plantation of willow trees.

1794 Donaldson Agric. Northampt. 34 The forest under-
wood, through the whole sale, or part which is cut, does not
in general bring above 4/.

Seal, $bS> Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 {dial.) sale.

[Perh. repr.OE.M?/, sele house.] (See quot. 1756.)
1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters II. 35 The houses in which

the salt works are carried on. .are also called Seals. *88s
Mrs. Chamberlain W. Wore. Gtoss., Sales, or Seals, salt-

works. (Droitwich.)

Seal (s/1), v.1 Forms : 3, 5-7 seale, 3 seil,

3-6 sele, 4-6 seele, 6 seel, (4 ceel, 4-5 celej, 5
Se. seyll, sell, 6 Se. seil(l, 6 seall, 5- seal. [a.

OF. seeler, seieler (znod.F. seeller), f. seel, seiel 1

see Seal sb.'*]

I. To attest by a seal.

L trans. To place a seal upon (a document) as

evidence of genuineness, or as a mark of authorita-

tive ratification or approval.
In legal use often coupled with sign or deliver ; now

chiefly in the full phrase 'signed, sealed, and delivered',
indicating the complete execution of a deed.
1338 R. Bbusne Ckron. (1810) 29 Of him haf bei chartre

scled with his seale. a 1400 Old Usages Winchester in
Eng. Gilds (1870) 359 Myd wham men seleb be chartres of
{Tenement of be town. 1477 Karl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes
ti Whan thou shalt commaunde eny lettres to thy klerke
to be made, stgne nor seale them not til thou haue oner-
seen thaim. 159a West \st Pt. Symbol. § 104 To do, suffer
& make seale & deliuer al such assurances.. as shal be de-
uised..by the said R. 1506 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 146 Goe
with me to a Notarie, seale me there Your single bond. 1653
Evelyn Diary 21 Jan., I went to London and there seal'd
some of the writings of my purchase of Sayes Court. 1700

J. Tyrrell Hist. Eug. II. 763 The King's Charter which
was formerly Scaled with Wax, . . was now Sealed with Cold.

325

1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 465 They only desired one

general Writing under my Hand for the whole, which I

caused to be drawn up and sign'd and seal'd to them.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 138 The deed was sealed and
delivered, but no livery of seisin was given. 1855 MacaulaY
Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 427 The Privy Council, .ordered the

Charter to be sealed.

absol. C1470 Henry Wallace x. 1148 The Bruce and he
completyt furth thar bandis ; Syn that samyn nycht thai

sellyt with thar handis. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist.

Scot. II. 337 Thir to confirme, the King ilk ane seilis, and
euerie ane than seilit, conforme to the Queines pleisure.

1685 Evelyn Diary 24 Dec, Attended by three of the

Clearks of the Signet, we met and seal'd. 169a R. L'Es-
trange Fables ix. 9 Wherefore Friendships, Charities, and
Kindnesses, should be well Weigh'd and Exarmn'd,. .before

we Sign and Seal. 1818 Scott Rob Roy ix, How does

Farmer Rutledge ? . . I hope you found him able to sign, seal,

and deliver? 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutkerl. (Col-

burn) 65 To-morrow, Sutherland, we will sign and seal.

b. Jig. To authenticate or attest solemnly by
some act compared to the affixing of a seal.

a 1600 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 68 This commoun weil

he luifit sa tenderIie,..His lufe to it he schew maist faith-

fullie, And with his blude he seillit it up at last. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,\. vii. 29 The duty that I owe vnto your
Maiesty, I Seale vpon the lips of this sweet Babe. 1655
Sir E, Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 275 Hee is re-

solued to credit nothing contrary to y* relation hee hath
receiued. which though y* informer should seale with ten

thousand sacraments will one day to his shame appeare
notoriously false. 1761 Gray Williams 6 The first in blood

his infant honour seal'd.

C. To conclude, ratify, render binding (an agree-

ment, etc.) by affixing the seals of the parties to

the instrument. Also fig., to ratify or clinch (a

bargain) by some ceremonial act.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1567 Thai seyllyt the pes with
out langar delay. 1560 Daus tr. Sieidatte'

t

s Comm. 105
Hereof were obligations made and sealed in the later ende
of November. 1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 89 They

Elighted faith and troth, and Carmela.. sealed it with a
isse. 1617 Moryson /tin. m. 88 When they sell houses

or lands, they bring a tun of beere or vessell of wine
into the streete, and seale the bargaine by drinking with
their neighbours. 1719 Young Busirts in. i, Before the
rising sun my lord arrives, To seal our vows. 1807 Crabbe
Par. Reg. in. 968 Brides, .and bridegrooms. .By love or law
compelld their vows to seal. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xiii.

II. 164 Peace was concluded, and sealed by a marriage.

d. To grant (a charter, etc.) under one's seal

;

"ffig. to give (testimony, a promise, etc.) in an
authoritative manner or with solemn pledges of

good faith.

a x6as Fletcher Custom of Country v. i, My hospitable
word.. Did I not Scale still to thee? 1638 Coke On Litt„

S 534 And as to the disseisee who sealed the same Deed,
this shall enure but by way_ of confirmation. 1641 Hinde
y. Bruen^ xxxi. 97 The University in his youth, and the
countrey in his riper age, may, and will seale him a worthy
testimony for a Gentleman. 1660 Pepys Diary 17 Mar.,
This day.. I did seal my will to her [my wife], whereby I

did give her all that I have in the world.

©. To impose (an obligation, a penalty) on a
person in a binding manner.
1622 Massinger & Dekker Virg. Mart. v. ii, Who for

the same cause in my presence seald His holy anger on his
daughters hearts. 1633 Ford Broken H. in. iv, You have
seal d joy close to my soule. 1870 C I. Vaughan Earnest
Words no A man who can speak thus.. seems.. to have
sealed upon himself that which God never meant him for—

a

life of hardness and a death of despair 1

f. Jig. Of a thing or act : To attest or ratify as
a seal does ; to be a ' seal ' of.

1648 Herrick Hesper., Panegerick 138 No Planke from
Hallowed Altar. .do s sealeA curse to Thee or Thine. 1654
Z. Coke Logick 178 Extream Unction is a Sacrament:
therefore, it sealeth spiritual graces. 17*0 Pope Iliad XVII.

246 Then with his sable Brow he gave the Ned, That seals
his Word. 1888 Lane lllust. Notes Eng. Ck. Hist. II.

xxviii. 233 Those whose profession of Christianity had been
sealed by the Sacrament of Holy Baptism.

g. To decide irrevocably (the fate of a person or
thing) ; to complete and place beyond dispute or

reversal (a victory, defeat, etc.).

1810 Shelley Marg. Nicholson Fragm. q Fate, envious
Fate, has sealed my wayward destiny. 1817 — Revolt of
Islam iv. xxv, Why pause the victor swords to seal his over-
throw? 1834 Pringle Afr. SA: v. 197 A gun was levelled,

. .to seat the fate of this brave and generous officer. 1837
Disraeli Venetia m. vii, Tomorrow would seal his triumph.
1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. v. (1880) 82 The massacre of
Saint Bartholomew, .sealed the fate of Mary Stuart.

2. To mark by a seal as reserved for a particular

destination. Chiefly Jig. t esp. in certain uses of

New Testament origin : To designate, set apart,

assign to another person or bind together, by an
inviolable token or pledge.
a 1225 St. Marker. 4 He hit wat ful wel be haueS iseilet

to him me seolf.
#
^1230 Halt Meid. (MS. BodL) 14/128

Ant tu.. bet art iloten to him with meidhades merke, ne
brec bu nawt bet seil bet seileS inc to gederes. e 1374
Chaucer Troy/us iv. 293 Syn ye Cryseyde and me ban
fully brought In-to your grace and bo^e our hertes seled,

How may ye suffre alias it be repeled? 1526 Tindale A'«'.
vii. 3 [The angel] cryed. .saying : hurt not the erth..tyll I

have sealed [ Wycl. 1382 til we signe, 1388 til we marken] the
seruauntes of oure god in their foreheddes. 1596 Spenser
Stale fret. Wks. (Globe) 646, 1 doe not blame the christening
of them, for to be sealed with the marke of the Lambe. .1

hold it a good and gracious woorke. 1630 Shirley Grateful
Serv. hi. i, Hath some wound. Or other dire mis-fortune,

seal'd him for The grave. i8a7 Pollok Course T. x, Have not
all my money, all my love, Been sealed and stamped with

SEAL.

signature of heaven ? 1865 Seelev Ecce Homo iv. (ed. 8) 32

God, who had sealed that [Abraham's! family for himself.

b. In allusions to Rev. vii. 5-8.

In the original passage the verb is not really construed

with of, as in the imitative use.

[1535 Coverdale Rev. vii. 5-8 Of the trybe of Iuda were

sealed xii. M...Of the trybe of Beniamin were sealed xij.

thousande. (Similarly x6zi.)] a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods
Ixv. (title) An Epistle, answering to one that asked to be

Sealed of the Tribe of Ben. 1906 Macm. Mag. Apr. 44r

He was a king among us [se. fishermen],—if two long seasons

..may entitle the writer of this modest tribute to account

himself sealed of the tribe.

o. Among the Mormons of Utah, to set apart (a

woman) by a solemn ceremony to a man as one of

his ' spiritual wives '.

1857 J* Hyde Mormonism 84 (Bartlett i860) People, ac-

cording to Mormon technology, are married for time, but

sealed for eternity.

3. To impress a seal upon (weights or measures)

to indicate that their correctness has been tested

by municipal or other lawful authority. Also, to

place an official stamp on (merchandise, e.g. pieces

of cloth) to certify that it is of standard measure

or quality.

1467 Coventry Leet'bk. 334 The mesuris to be delyueryd
by the comyn seriant to delyuer hem selyd with-owt money*
takyng therfor. 1518 Ibid. 657 A Sealer to be ordeyned &
sworne to stryke the Cloth & seale hit & wrete hit « fynde
leed & to haue a peny for his labor. 1615 Brathwait
Strappado 6 Those Who are appointed by their charge to

know, Whether thy pots be sealed yea or no. 186a Sala
Seven Sons III. 4, I wonder they did not ask to seethe
cat-o'-nine* tails, sealed with the seal of the visiting justice.

f 4. intr. (Cf. 1 absol.) To set one's seal {to a
document). Also spec, to set one's seal to or exe-

cute a promissory note; to become security^/' a

person. Also to seal under. Obs.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccxiii. 263 At the request of

the kyng of Englande, the frenche kyng.-confyrmed and
sealed to the gyfte of syr John Cbandos, he to possede and
to haue the same lamles, as his true heritage for euer. 1396
Shaks. Merck. V. 1. ii. 89 He borrowed a boxe of the eare

of the Englishman, and swore he would pay him againe
when he was able : I tbinke the Frenchman became bis

suretie, and seald vnder for another. Ibid. 1, iii. 172 Yes
Shylocke, IwiU seal vnto this bond. 1632 Massinger City

Madam 1. ii, At the Academie of valour.. .Where they are

taught the ways, Though they refuse to seal for a Duellist,

How to decline a challenge. 1633 Marmion Fine Comp.
m. iv. F 1 b, Hee is either trudging now vnto a broaker,

Or to invite some new heire to a breakefast, To seale for

the commodity.

t b. fig- To assent, lend one's support or autho-

rity to a statement or proposal. Obs.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 10 It is sufficient

..that if they lauish out any vntruth, that I be pardoned
for not sealyng vnto it. 1607 Chapman Bussy D'Ambois
111. i. 34 Gui. I seale to that. 1665 Needham Med. Medi-
cinae 353 And pray you, who is ignorant of this truth? Not
an old woman in all the Town but will seal to it. 1683
Luttrell BriefRet. (18^7) I. 282. 85 were for sealing to the

regulation required by his majestie, and 103 against it.

t c » fig- ' To make peace. Obs.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden N 2, I haue not yet seald

and shakt hands with him for making two such false Pro-
phets of Saturne & Iupiter.

II. To fasten with or as with a seal.

6. trans. To fasten (a folded letter or other docu-

ment) with melted wax or some other plastic

material and impress a seal upon this, so that

opening is impossible unless the seal is broken.
a x»5 Ancr. R. 388 Ase a king bet. .sende his sondesmen

biforen..mid lettres isealed. [Cfbeloiv: ase lettres iopened.]
a 1400 Arthur 272 J>is lettre was eelyd fast, Y-take the Mes-
sagerez on hast, c 1450 Merlin xxxi. 619 He drough oute
the letter of kynge Rion that was seled with x seles roiall.

1560 Daus tr. Sieidane's Comm. 105 b, They wryte an aun-
swere to the Emperour. .and delivered the same sealed to

the intercessours. 1616 R. Cocks Diary ( Hakl. Soc.) 1. 113,
I sealed up my packet letters for England. 1710 Swift
yrnl. to Stella 10 Nov., I will seal my letter early, c 1808
Porter Russia fy Swed, (1813) I. ii. 14 [Nelson] desired
Colonel Stewart to send some one below for a light, that he
might seal his despatch. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Dia-
mond iii, This letter, sealed with his lordship's own crown.

b. Said of the signet itself.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxv, The very seal that
sealed it had been robbed from George's dead body as it

lay on the field of battle.

c. To stamp the wax fastening (a letter) with
something substituted for a seal.

1718 Free-thinker No. 108. 24 In breaking open the Second
Letter, I observed it was sealed with a Thimble.

d. To fasten up (a letter, a parcel) with sealing-

wax, a wafer, gum, or the like.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxviii, She sealed her letters care-
fully, and put them into the post-office with her own hand.
1848 Thackeray Van. Pair liii, This letter, sealed with
a wafer, was despatched by one of the messengers.

6. To place a seal upon the opening of (a door,

a chest, etc.) for security. Also with up.
(11300 Cursor M. 17348 pai..did to sper j?e dors fa*t,

Locked bath wit-vte and in And seild wit pair seiles tuin.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. 1. 8 And notwythstondynge
that his sepulcre or graue was seelyd and syned & kept
with kinghtes yet the thyrde day he rose in his humanite.
159* Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. ii. 11 The Searchers of the
Towne. .Seal'd vp the doores, and would not let vs forth.

1865 Dickhns Mut. Fr. 1. viii, Then Mrs. Boffin and me seal

up his box . . and . . I come down here in search of a lawyer
to advise. 1891 C Roberts Adrift America 56 When the
train is composed mainly of empty cars, the doors are often
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open, and never sealed. .. But when they are full the little

end doors are usually bolted, and the side doors sealed with

a little leaden button or tag. It is an indictable offence to

break these.
,

b. In figurative phrases, esp. to seal (a person s)

lips, to bind or constrain to silence or secrecy ; to seal

(a person's) eyes or ears, to render blind or deaf, also

to restrain from looking or listening. Also with up.

In to seal the eyes* this verb is not always distinguishable

from the figurative use of Seel v.

1633 Marmion Fine Comp. n. ii. E 4 b, I would seale my
eares, Deafe as the sea, to shiprack't marriners. 1700 Dry-
den Sigism. <y Guise. 214 Sleep did his office soon, and
sealed his sight. 178a Miss Bukney Cecilia 1. viii, I make
it quite a principle to seal up my lips the moment I perceive

him. 1814 Byron Lara 11. xxri, And seal'd is now each Up
that could have told. 1864 Browning J. Lee's Wife iv. iii,

Seal my sense up for your sake ? x888 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb.

140/1 The two Ruthvens' mouths were thus sealed for ever.

7. To place in a receptacle secured by a seal.

c 14*0 Brut 355 pay waged batayle & cast doun her gloues

;

& banne bey were take vp and seled, and the day & be

flace of batayte assygned at Couyntre. 1530 Palsgr. 708/2,

have sent him all his writynges sealed in a bagge. a 1547
in J.

R. Boyle Hedou (1875) App. 81 Thover plus of money
..sbalbe bagged and seallyde with xij th sealis.

b. Chess. To seal a move. Of a player in a

match or tournament : To place in a sealed enve-

lope a statement of the move he intends lo make
when the game is resumed after an adjournment.
1891 Daily News 16 Jan. 2/4 [This] move was sealed by

Mr. Gunsberg at the adjournment It is worthy of note
that so far Mr. Steinitz has not sealed a move.

8. To close (a vessel, an aperture, etc.) securely

by placing a coating of wax, cement, or lead, over

the orifice, or, in wider sense, by any kind of

fastening that must be broken before access can be

obtained. To seal hermetically : see the adv.

1661 in T. Birch Hist. Roy. Soc. (1756) I. 54 The spirit of
wine must be the highest rectified. It will do better in a
bolt-head sealed up hermetically. 1683 K. Digby Chymical
Secrets 32 Then Seal it Hermetically. 1853 S. Hughes
Gas-works 195 The cylinder, .may be described as a cylinder

inverted over a cistern of water, both the inlet and outlet

pipes having their orifices above the surface of the water, so

that the gas is hermetically sealed up within the holder, and
can only escape through the outlet-pipe. 1877 W. Richards
Manuf Coal Gas 210 No ill effects are experienced—at

least, so long as the holder remains sealed.

b. Surg: To close up (a wound) with a covering

that is not to be removed until healing has taken

place.
1862 Med, Times <$• Gaz. 6 Dec 601/2 July 1.—The ulcer

was sealed. 4th.—Unsealed, and found to be diminished in

circumference half-an-inch ; re-sealed. 1863 Lancet 8 Aug.
177/2. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 659 Another method
of practice handed down from very ancient times.. is to seal

up the wound.
9. To fasten on or down with wax or cement.
1665 Hooke Microgr. 38 When I have thus filled it, I can

very easily in the..name of a Lamp seal and joyn on the
head of it. 1739 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to C less Pom-
fret 10 Oct. (1893) II. 47 A gnat had saluted one of my eyes
so roughly that it was for two days absolutely sealed down.
1769 Bancroft Guiana 219 The glass is then to be filled

with rum,and the cork sealeddown, to prevent its exhalation.

b. Jig. To fasten, fix immoveably.
a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Mysex (1662) n. 189 Otherwise

the hot Sun arising, sealeth (to use the Husbandmans
Phrase) the Mildew upon the Straw. 1849 M. Arnold For-
saken Merman 82 But, ah, she gave me never a look, For
her eyes were sealed to the holy book.

0. intr. To apply wax, etc. in fastening.

1894 Bottone Electr. Instr. 191 He then immediately
seals all round the cork., with good red sealing wax.

10. Building, trans. To secure in position in awall
by means of mortar, cement, etc. [So F. sceller.~\

1G61 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 242 Thence we
were brought to the Kitchin. . .The great Cauldrons were
all set in a row, and seal'd within the Wall.

11. trans/. To enclose, shut up within impene-
trable barriers.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 966 If from this houre Within these
hallowd limits thou appeer, Back to th' infernal pit I drag
thee chaind. And Seale thee so, as henceforth not to scorne
The facil gates of hell too slightly barrd. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. Iv, Shall men . .Who loved, who suffer'd countless

ills, Who battled for the True, the Just, Be blown about the
desert dust. Or seal'd within the iron hills? 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xxi. (1856) 162 In case we should lose our
vessels or become sealed up in permanent ice.

f III. 12. a. trans. To impress (a mark) upon.

b. intr. To make marks like those on a seal. Obs.
a. a 1225 St. Marker. 5 He haue<5 his merke on me iseilet.

a 1585 Montgomerie Flyting 100 The castell 3ee weir well
seiled on ;our shoulder.

b. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 20 b, That which is grauen
or by any wyse sealed vppon.

Seal (s*l), v.2 dial. [Specific use of OE. swlan
to bind with a rope, f. sal rope ( = OS. s$l, Du.
zee/, OHG. sdl, mod.G. sell, ON. sell). Cf. Sw.
sela to harness.] trans. ' To bind or fasten (cattle)

in their stalls' (E.D.D.).
1633 in 7. Webster's Displ. Witchcraft {1677) 348 His

Father bad him go and fetch home two Kine to seal. 1729
P. Walkden Diary (1866) 61 Seeing her like for calving
before morning, we brought her up and sealed her. a 1843
Southey Comm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 552 As the wife of E.
Fearnley was sealing up the cows [etc.].

Seal (stf)> V^ £f* Seal sbX\ intr. To hunt
for seals.
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1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 66 Now we
have four vessels constantly whaling; six sealing. 1891
Times 27 Jan. 7/1 The claims of the Victoria sealers for

compensation in consequence of their not being permitted
to seal in the Behring sea.

Sealable (srlab'l), a. rare. [f. Seal vA +
-able.] That can be or requires to be sealed.

Also, + suitable for use in sealing.

1477 Rolls ofParIt. VI. 190/2 That in the Citee of London
.., such Clothes sealeable, be sealed with Leede as it hath
be accustumed. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

t Sigitlative, sealable.

Sea'-lark. [Lauk sb.l Cf. mod.L. alauda
marina, Y.alottette de mer, G.seelercke, meerlerche.']

1. A local name for various small birds frequent-

ing the sea-shore, as {a) the ringed plover, JEgia-
litis hiaticula; (b) various sandpipers, as the

dunlin, Tringa alpina, and the sanderling, Calidris

arenaria
;

{c) the turnstone, Strepsilas interpres
;

{a) the sea-titling or rock-pipit, Anthus obscurus.
1602 Carew Cornwall \. 35 Amongst the first sort, we

reckon the Dip-chicke. .Coots, Sanderlings, Sea-larkes [etc.].

a 167a Willughdy Ortiith. (1676) 230 Ckaradrius sive Hia-
ticula.^The Sea-Laik. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824,) II.

376 With bills very short—the Lapwing,.. the Turnstone,
and the Sea-lark. 1893 Newton Diet. Birds 512 Sand-Lark
and Sea-Lark are likewise names often given to some of
the smaller members of the Limicolse.

f 2. The smooth blenny, Pholis Isevis. Obs.

1694 Motteux Rabelais 1 v. iii, A Sea-Lark.. is aFish..
with cartilaginous Wings. -by the means of which, I have
seen them fly about three Fathom above Water. 1740 R.
V>kqow.v$ Art Angling \\.y\x.. 124 The Sea-Lark or Bulcard.

Sea-law. A law relating to the duties and
rights of persons on the seas. Chiefly in plural,
applied by writers of the 16th and succeeding cen-

turies to certain mediaeval collections of customary
laws relating to maritime affairs, esp. the Laws of

Wisby, relating to the North Sea and the Baltic,

and the Laws of Oleron, relating to the Atlantic.

1613 W. Welwod {title) An Abridgement of all Sea-Lawes.
1664 Exton Maritime Dideologic 1. iii. 13 Dionysius as-

cribeth the first making of Sea-laws to the Phenicians. 1909
W. Ashbuhner {title) The Rhodian Sea-Law.

Sea-lawyer.
1. A shark, the tiger-shark. Also the grey or

mangrove snapper.
1811 Lex Ralatron., Sea Lawyer, a shark. 1876 Goode

Catal. Fishes Bermudas 54 Lutjanus Caxis.. .Gray Snap-
per.. .Its extreme cunning. .has gained it the soubriquet
of * Sea Lawyer \
2. An argumentative sailor (see quot. 1867).
1848 C. C. Clifford Aristoph. Frogs 37 But now they are

sea-lawyers every one, And when you bid them pull, they
do demur. 1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Sea-lazvyer

t
an

idle litigious 'long-shorer, more given to question orders than
to obey them. One of the pests of the navy as well as of the
mercantile marine.

Sealchie, -Me (srlxi,srlki). Orkney and Shet-

land. Forms : 8 selchio, 8-9 selkie, 9 selky,
selchy, sealkie, sealchie, saelkie, silkey. [dim.
form of sealgh Seal sb.1] = Seal sdJ-

C1550 Monro Descr. Hebrides (1774) 29 Ane ile callit

Elian Askerin,..guid for fishing and slaughter of selchies.

1744 Preston Zetland in Phil. Trans. XI. III. 61 There
are many Otters, which they call Tikes j and Seals, which
they call Selkies. 1822 Scott Pirate xxviii, Our kins-
woman has got a pretty seal, too— Here, sealchie, my man.
1888 Mrs. Saxby Lads ofLunda 90 Gibbie is no a sealkie,

nae mair is Gibbie a cal-loo.

Sealed (s/ld), ppL a. [f. Seal vJ- + -ed *.]

1. Bearing the impression of a signet in wax (or

other material), as evidence or guarantee of au-
thenticity.

a 1325 Leg. Kath. 407, & sende iseelede writes wi5 his
ahne kinenng. c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T.j$6 Lo,
heere the lettres seled of this thing. a$u 1st Bug. Bk.
Amer. (Arb.) Jntrod. 32/1 Also certefye yow with our lettres
sealed. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 87 A Seal'd Compact, Well
ratified by Law, and Heraldrie. 1654 Sir E. Nicholas in N.
Papers (Camden) II. 263 Wee have had muchtalke in Paris
upon a project of sealed paper, wherein all contracts and
legall busines should be written. 1905 Daily-Citron. 29 June
a/2 Spanish 'sealed ' bonds, .were better at the close,

b. Of weights and measures : Stamped with
a mark affixed by a duly appointed officer as a
guarantee of accuracy.
1522 Coventry Leet-bk, 683 Ordained that all bruers &

Typlers order them-selffe to sell ther ale with Sealyd Me-
sures soche as byn ordenyd. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 38
Beame, scales, with the weights, that be sealed and true.

Q.fig.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 11. xi. § 4 (1622) 318 A sealed and

infallible truth. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) in Con-
cluded & sealed Salvation may goe through & be ended.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 11. it. vi. 373 Those true Members
and marked or sealed Souldiers of Christ, ibid., The 144
thousand sealed Servants of God.

+ d. Sealed earth [med.L. terra sigillata, Gr.

cQpayts, otppayirts] : a medicinal earth found in

the Island of Lemnos, believed to possess antitoxic

properties, sold by apothecaries in cubical blocks

bearing a stamp, formerly an impression of the

head of Artemis. Also any earth resembling this,

in appearance or properties. Obs.
1526 Grete Herball ccccxliv. (1529) Z v, Sealed erthe is of

grete vertue to staunche. 1693 Phil- Trans. XVII. 032
Our Author takes notice of Nine sorts of sealed Earths,
which he hath observed to be sold by the Drugists of Lon-
don, under the Title of Terra Sigiltnta. 1762 tr. Bttsch-
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ing's Syst. Geog. V. 415 The principal of these are its good
clay and sealed earth, as also its silver.

f e. Seatedporter : a porter having the sealed

licence of one of the companies of porters. Obs.

1625 B. ]ossoti Staple ofN. v. iii, I know he was a Porter,

And a seal'd Porter for he bore the badge On brest I am sure.

f. Nat. Hist. In specific names : Bearing a mark
resembling a seal.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. IV. 474 Sealed Sparus, Sfiarus Si-

gillatus . . marked on each side by a longitudinal paler stripe

and a yellow-red ellipse behind each eye.

g. Sealed book : the MS. copy of the Book of

Common Prayer, annexed to the official copy of

the Act of Uniformity of 1662 preserved in the

House of Lords, and constituting the final authority

for the text of the book ; also, each of the printed

copies of this book sent to the Deans and Chapters,

and to each of the Courts at Westminster, and to

the Tower, accompanied by Letters Patent bearing

the Great Seal.

1710 Nicholls {title) A Comment on the Book of Common
Prayer. . .The text ofthe whole being compared and amended
according to the sealed Books. 1849 Stephens (title) The
Book of Common Prayer.. .The text taken from the Sealed
Book for the Chancery and collated with the Sealed Books
for the King's Bench [etc.].

h. Sealed pattern : in British military and
naval use, a pattern (e. g. of a weapon or other

article of equipment) accepted by the War Office

or the Admiralty. In quot. attrib. {nonce-use).

190a Words ofEyewitness 233 A useful lot, thinks Colonel
Jones, but somewhat of an anxiety to his sealed-pattern

soldier's mind.
2. Fastened with a seal ; closed in such a manner

that access (to the contents) is impossible without
breaking the fastening. Sealed orders : written

directions given to the commander of a vessel con-

cerning the destination of a voyage, which are not

to be opened until the vessel has left port. Sealed

verdict : a verdict delivered in a sealed packet in

the absence of a judge.
a 1400-50 Alexander 5100 pan sendis scho to him sandis-

men with selid lettris. c 1450 Mirottr Saluacioun (Roxb.)
2 And eke y* seled welle [Song Sol. iv. 12].. and Balaam
sterre. 1611 Bible Transl. Pre/. 4 That person mentioned
by Esay, to whom when a sealed booke was deliuered [etc. J.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 89 He thought that

Capt. Speck would be content to let hym carry our sealed
letters. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (1862) 176 Berthe-
lot found that by exposing the alcohol and the acid in sealed

tubes for some hours [etc.]. 187a Lowell Dante Wks. 1890
IV. 237 Most men make the voyage of life as if they carried

sealed^ orders which they were not to open till they were
fairly in mid-ocean. 1894 Fiske Holiday Stories (1900) 38
Judge Gedney says that you can bring in a sealed verdict

without waiting for him.

b. fig. or in fig. context. A seated hook : often

used predicatively of something involved in obscu-

rity, or beyond a person's capacity to understand.
1818 Byron fuan 1. xlviii, This, too, was a seal'd book to

little Juan. 1840 Caklylk Heroes Hi. (1841) 173 Nature with
her truth remains to the bad, to the selfish and the pusilla-

nimous, forever a sealed book. 1841 Borrow Zincaii II. xi.

111. 107 It is no longer a sealed language. 1881 O'Shaugh-
nessv Songs ofa Worker 171 O bearer with sealed lips of
all the lore Man yearns to know.

c. (See sense 2 c of the vb.)
1856 B. G. Ferris Mormons at Home 114 (Bartlett i860)

The extra wives of the Mormons are called by some of them
4 spirituals ', by others sealed ones.

Sea legs, //. jocular. [Cf. F. avoir le pied
marin.] In phrases, To have ox get one's sea legs

on, to find one's sea legs, to have or acquire the

power of walking steadily on the deck of a ship.
171a W. Rogers Voy. round World 8 They had. .got their

Sea-Legs. 1840 R. M. Dana Bef. Mast ii, In addition to
all this, I had not got my ' sea legs on *. 1898 Baring-
Gould Old Eng. Home xii, 286, 1 have been, .a seaman for

fifteen years, and have never yet found my sea-legs.

Sealer (sf'Iaj), sb.^ Forms: 4 seeler, 4, 6 seler,

5- sealer, [f. Seal v.1 + -er 1
.]

1. One who affixes a seal to a document.
138a Wvclip 2 Esdras x. 1 Selers forsothe weren Nee-

mias, Athersata [etc.]. 1485 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 337/2 The
Sealer in the Cliauncery. 1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr.
Tong, ChauffecireS) sealers of patentes. 1708 Lond. Gas.
No. 4467/4 Complaint hath been made. .that the Sealer to

the Great Seal has demanded extraordinary Fees for his

Attendance in the Country. 1819 Taunton Rep. Cases
Comm. Pleas VII. 182 The sealer of writs is not guilty of
a contempt in refusing to seal a writ on St Luke's day.

1833 Act 3$ 4 Will. If, c. 84 § 2 As the Offices., of Chaff
Wax and Sealer . . become vacant , . the Duties of such several
Offices shall be performed by the said Purse-bearer.

2. fa. One who attaches the official mark or

seal to leather orothermaterialasevidenceofquality,
etc. Obs. b. An Inspector ofweights and measures.
1467-8 Rolls ofParlt. V. 630/1 That all the seid Clothes

. .be sealed by the Kyngs Awnager or Sealer. 1511-2 Act
3 Hen. VIII* c. 6 § 1 The Alnager or Seler. .shall put to
everyWollen cloth. .theKyngesSeales ofleed. isoaGiii^Ni:.

Upst. Courtier E iv b, Whereas your backes of al other
shoulde bee best tanned, you bring them so full of home to

the market, that did you not grease the sealers of Leaden
hall thoroughly in the fiste, they should neuer be sealed.

!835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep. 1. 431 (Barnstaple) The
Sealers of Weights and Measures are appointed by the
mayor and capital burgesses ; they are paid by the fees

eharged for sealing. Ibid. u. 1005 (Axbridge) The office of
the Ale Tasters and Leather Sealers has been long obsolete.
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1858 Rev. Statutes Wisconsin 176 One sealer of weights

and measures; and one overseer of highways.

+ 3. fig. One who gathers up and closes the

efforts or labours of others. Obs. rare— *.

1615 T. Bedwell Moham. Impost. in. § 106 Iohn was the

sealer vp of the sayings of the Prophets.

f 4. slang. (See quots.)

1688 Shadwell Sq. Alsatia 1. i. 7 Cheatly who has drawn
in so many young Heirs, and undone so many Sealers. Ibid.

Expl. Cant, Sealer, one that gives Bonds and Judgments
for Goods and Money. 1785 Grose Did. Vulgar 71

., Sealer

or Squeeze Wax, one ready to give bond and judgment for

goods or money.

Sealer (s/-bj), sb? [f. Seal ».3 + -er ».]

1. A vessel engaged in the sealing trade.

x8ao \V. Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 508 Many vessels

equipped only as sealers, proceed annually into the Green-
land Sea. 1904 Times 15 Aug. 4/3 The sealer Teresa is at

Dutch Harbour, .seized for using fire-arms., before., season.

2. One who hunts the seal.

184a Bonnycastle Newfoundld. II. 167 To pay the
sealers, or the same men as cod-fishers, regular wages, would
at present be impracticable. 1880 H.W. Elliott Rep. Seal
1st. Alaska (1884) 164 The sealers on St. Paul, .just as the

season opens, invariably prophesy a bad year for seals.

Sealery (sTlari). rare. [f. Seal ^.1 + -ery.]

The occupation of hunting the seal.

1895 Kipling 2nd Jungle Bk. 146 Coming back north.,
for the musk-ox hunting and the regular winter sealery.

Sea'less, a. rare. [f. Sea sb. + -less.] Having
no sea, without sea.

1867 H. Macm illan Bible Teach, xv. (1870) 303 The
greatest happiness of the sealess heaven.

Sea-lettuce. The seaweeds Ulva Lactuca and
U. laiissima.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 3. 71 Sea-Iettice. 173a
[see Laver sb. 1

2J. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. SuppL, Lactuca
marina, sea lettuce, in botany, a name used by some
authors for the lichen marinus, commonly called oisler green.

1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 218/2 [He] recommends the growth
of sea-lettuce {Ulva laiissima) in tanks, as suitable both
for oxygenating the water and for food for the fishes.

Sea-level.
1. The mean level of the surface of the sea, the

mean level between high and low tide.

1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 550 The altitude of which is

14984 feet above the sea level. 1869 £. A. Parkes Pract.
Hygiene (ed. 3) 444 The height of the barometer at sea-
level. 1804 Nature 26 July 293/2 The correction of the
individual readings of the barometer to the sea-level.

2. A level or flat surface of the sea.

1873 M. Collins Miranda I. 168 She sat and worked,
and looked across the vast sea-levels.

Sealgh, Sealie : see Seal j*.i, Seelt.

Sea-light. [Light sb.]

f L, Phosphorescence seen at sea. Obs, rare.

*755 tr- Ponloppidan's Nat. Hist. Norway 1. 5 A sea-light
or a luminous appearance in the water, caned by the Nor-
wegians, Moor- 1 Id.

2. A beacon, lighthouse, or harbour-light to

guide ships at sea.

1691-2 Stillingfl. Serm. xxx. Wks. I. 487 It helps them
to see their Folly, and like a Sea-light to a sinking Ship in
a dark Night, makes those who are aboard, to behold their

Misery, without helping them out of it. 1846 Penny Cycl.
SuppL II. 527/2 Sea-tights are commonly divided into two
principal classes. 1867 Manning Eng. jy Christendom 164
fhey who destroy sea-lights are enemies of the human race.

Sea-like, a. and adv. [f. Sea sb. + -like.]

A. adj. Resembling the sea.

1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. Ep. Ded., The
tempestuous. . waues of this sea-like worlde. 16x0 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 20 Rapidus Garumna, that is, the strong
sealike and swift Garumna. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lu-
siad vii. 285 Declining southward many a land they lave,
And widely swelling roll the sea-like wave. 1878 H. M.
Stanley Dark Cont. I. xv. 403 The sea-like expanse of the
Victoria Lake.

B. adv. After the manner of the sea.

1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 111. xiii. 171 Our seuer'd Nauie too
Haue knit againe, and Fleete, threatning most Sea-like.

1864 Tennyson Specimen tr. Iliad 1 So Hector said, a.id
sea-like roar'd his host.

Sea-line. [Line sb*\
1. The coast-line or sea-board.
a 1687 Petty Pol. A rith. iv. (1690) 78 The Sea-line of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland, and the adjacent Islands, is

about Three thousand Eight hundred Miles. 1884 W. C.
Smith Kildrostan I. i. 21 Oaks along the low sea-line Are
greenly feathered with fern and moss.

2. The horizon, the line where sea and sky seem
to meet.
1880 W. Watson Prince's Quest (1892) 58 When the sealine

grey O'erhazed with visible heat. 1888 Stevenson Across
the Plains, etc (1892) 193 The sea-line rough as a wood
with sails.

Jig. a 1881 Rossetti House 0/ Life x, May know The
very sky and sea-line of her soul.

3. A line used at sea ; (a) a sounding line
; (b)

a long line used in sea-fishing in deep water.
i8a8 Blackw. Mag. XXIV. 896 These passages are not

cited with so vain a purpose as that of furnishing a sea-line
for measuring the 'soundless deeps 'ofJeremy Taylor. 1836
Yarrell Brit, Pishes II. 145 One mode is by deep sea-lines,
called bulters, on the Cornish coast.

Sealing (sHirj), vbl. sb. 1 [f. Seal v.1 + -inqI.]

1. The action of affixing a seal or stamp to a
document as a ratification, or to a manufactured
article as evidence of genuineness, measure, or
quality.
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1338 R. Brunne Citron. (1810) 300 For he had grantid ber

to be Chartre forto sele, & after bat selyng alle suld bei

come be barons & be kyng, & tak of bam hard dome. 1463
Bury Wills (Camden) 26 Sum thrifty man. .to be at the

selyng. 1662 Act 14 Chas. II, c. 5 § 2 The said Warden.,
shall have.. Power and Authority, .to make Seales from
time to time for the sealing of the same [Worsted-] Stuffs.

1818 Cruise Digest {td. 2) IV. 234 Testified by a writing
under their hands and seals, attested by two or more wit-

nesses ; the attestation extending only to the sealing and
delivery of the deed.

fh.fig. Obs.
1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1, (1560) 28 b, Vowes, othes, obly-

fations and sealynges to the Beastes holy seruice, 1555 in

trype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xliii. 121 That God of
his free mercy wil give us the ful sealing of his . . grace.

2. The action of closing or fastening with a seal.

c zyjsSc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor) 786 Bot Ihesus,
quhene he rase fra dede,..al vnsterynge £>e stekyne of be
presone & be selynge, owte of be cawe ban can me ta. 1669
R. Montagu in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 438
St. Alban's seemed mightily dissatisfied with this sealing up
of the goods. 1884^ tr. Gaboriait's Little Old Man v, The
commissary of police was finishing the sealing-up of the
cupboards in the bedroom.

b. Surg. The close bandaging of wounds, etc.

;

also, the bandage.
186a Med. Times $ Gaz. 6 Dec. 601/2 Treatment of ulcers

. .by ' Sealing'. Ibid., It was necessary to remove the sealing.
1863 Lancet 1 Aug. 148/1 The Sealing of Ulcers.

f3. =Seal sb.* 1 j. Obs. rare~ x
.

1591 Cockaine Treat. Hunting D 2 b, Your huntsman
early in the morning.. must goe to the water; and seeke
for the new swaging ofan Otter, and in the mud or grauell
finde out the sealing ofhis foote.

4. The action of making an impression upon wax
or other soft material by means of a signet.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 176 Little otherwise Gods
working or knowing differs from ours, as sealing or printing

does from limning and drawing.

b. The impression made by such an act.

1904 Q. Rev. Oct. 392 Those monstrous shapes, .appear in

great variety on gem sealings. 1005 A. J. Evans in Ann.
Brit. Sch. Athens XI. 12 Among the fragmentary clay seal-

ings. .were several of religious import.

5. Building. (See quot. and Seal v.l 10.)
1728 Chambers Cycl., Sealing, in Architecture, the fixing

a Piece of Wood or Iron in a Wall, with Plaister, Mortar,
Cement, Lead, or other solid Bindings. 18*3 P. Nicholson
Pract. Builder 592.

6. Among the Mormons of Utah : the ceremony
of taking a * spiritual ' wife.

1856 B. G. Fkrris Mormons at Home 114 (Bartlett i860)

These left-hand marriages are called sealings.

7. attrib. and Comb., as + sealing money, a fee

paid at the signing of a lease ; sealing-thread,
? a thread or string laid upon, or covered with,

wax before making an impression with the signet

;

sealing-water, waterstanding in the trap of a drain

which prevents the escape of foul air from a sewer.

1599 in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O. H. S.) 350 Sometimes is

noted how much beside the fine the tenants gave for "seal-

ing mony. 1591 Florio 2nd Fruites 89 Giue me some wax,
some *sealing thrid, my dust box, & my seale. 1884 Waring
in Century Mag. Dec. 260/2 The current thus produced is

to carry the ^sealing-water with it.

Sealing (srlirj), vbl. sb.* [f. Seal p.3 + -ing i.]

The hunting of the seal.

1848 Maunder Treat. Nat. Hist. 80^ Sealing, the opera-
tion of taking seals and curing their skins. 1870 Daily News
18 Apr., Sealing was exceptionally early this season.
attrib. 1844 Jukes Excurs. Newfoundld. 1. 277 Captain

Furneaux. .killed two with his sealing-gun loaded with seal

shot. 1858 Greener Gunnery Advt. 2 W. G. will undertake
contracts for quantities of arms, .such as. .rifles or sealing
guns. Ibid. 3 Sealing rifles, i860 Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 4
Coasting, sealing, or fishing vessels.

Sealing (si*-lin), ///. a. [f. Seal vA + -ing 2.]

That seals. Usually^-.
c 1450 MirourSaluacioun (Roxb.) 2 To make seling prove

of the forsaid sotbfastnes. 168a Flavell Fear 102 The
sealing graces are in you, the sealing spirit is ready ..the
sealing promises belong to you. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint.
III. iv. xiv. § 40 It embodies in a few syllables the sealing
difference between the Greek and the mediaeval.

Sealing-wax. [f. Sealing vbl. sb\~\ In early

use, beeswax or a composition containing this, in

later use a composition consisting of shellac, rosin,

and turpentine, prepared for the purpose of re-

ceiving the impression of seals. Also attrib.

The modern ' sealing-wax ' resembles wax in its fusibility

and its plasticity when softened by heat, but its superior

hardness when solidified renders it more capable of receiving

a sharp and durable impression. It is usually coloured

scarlet with vermilion, but black sealing wax is used for

mourning, and green, blue, etc. for reasons of ornament.
13.. Test. Christi 143 in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.

647 |>e selyng-wax was deore abou^t, . . Ancf tempred al wib
vermiloun Of my rede blod bat ran doun. 1580-x Act
23 Eliz. c 8 § 3 Wares wrought with Waxe, as.. Staff-

Torches, Red Waxe or Sealing Waxe. 1694 Phil. Trans.
XVIII. 194, I covered the Cork with Sealing-wax. 171a
tr. Pomefs Hist. Drugs I. 204 Black sealing Wax is

. . colour'd with Smoak Black. 1849 Noad Electricity

(ed. 3) 28 Mr. Woodward strongly recommends the covering
the glass pillars, .with sealing-wax varnish. 1894 Bottone
Electr. Insir. 191 The top of the cork must also be well

coated with sealing wax.

Sea-lion.
f t. A kind of lobster or crab (see Lion sb. 8).

1601 II 01..1.and Pliny xxxii. xi. II. 452 Sea Lions, which
haue cleies or armes in manner of Crabfishes, but in other
respects resembling Locusts.

SEA-LUNGS.

2. A fabulous animal. In Her. (see quot. 1780).
1661 Tatham in Heath Grocers Comp. (1869) 478 In the

Reare. .are placed two Sea Lyons riding on the surface of
the water, and on their backs two Trytons playing on retorted

Pipes or Homes antique, agreeable with the Musick of
Neptune. 1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Sea-lion.

The upper part is formed like that of a lion, and the lower
part like the tail of a fish... Sometimes they are drawn erect,

and on their tails ; and then they are blazoned as follows

:

Sea-lions erect on their tails.

3. One of several large eared seals : {a) the largest

otary of the North Pacific, Otaria (Eumetopias)
stelleriy Steller*s or the Northern sea-lion ; (b)

the Southern or Patagonian sea-lion, Otariajubata

;

(c) the Zalophus lobatus of Australian seas, also the

distinct species Z. califomianus of the North Pacific.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. go The Sea Lion is a large creature
about 12 or 14 foot long. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. i. 124 A
sailor . , employed in skinning a young sea-lion. 187

.

Casselfs Nat. Hist. II. 226 White-necked Otary, or Austra-
lian Sea-Lion [Otaria albicollis]. Ibid., The Patagonian
Sea Lion, or Cook's Otary [Otaria jubata]. 1880 H. W.
Elliott Rep. Seal Isl. Alaska (1884) 84 The northern sea-
lion, Eumetopias Stelleri.

Hence f Sea-lioness, a female sea-lion. Obs. rare.

1750 Parsons in Phil. Trans. XLVII. in But, if a show-
man gives out, that his animal is a sea-lioness, he will easily
report any other absurdity. 1771 tr. Pemety's Voy. Malouiue
1st. (1773) 186 M. Guyot brought.. five sea-lionesses.

Sea-lizard.
fl. Somekind offish. Obs.rare~ l

. [tr. L.lacertus.]
x6oi Holland Pliny xxxn. xi. II. 452.

2. A gasteropod of the genus Glaucus.
i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Nat. Austral. 44 Fig. 3. The

Sea Lizard {Glaucus hexafterygius).

3. An extinct saurian of the sea.

1859 Darwin Orig, Spec. xiii. 379 The extinct gigantic
sea-lizards.

Sealless (srl|les), a. rare. [f. Seal iM +
-less.] Not bearing a seal; not possessing a seal.

1644 Prynne & Walker Fiennes's Trial 5 The datelesse,
namelesse, . . seallesse Proclamation. 1895 Rashdall Univer-
sities 1. 327 note,Th& Faculty ofTheology continued sealless.

Sea-louse. [= ^.pediculus marinus (Pliny).]

1. A parasitic isopod crustacean of Cymothoa
and allied genera ; a fish-louse.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. viii. II. 442 Those creepers or
insects which be called sea-lice, a 1682 Sir T. Browne
Norf. Fishes Wks. 1835 IV. 328 The gills of these fish we
found beset with a kind of sea-louse. 1756 P. Browne Ja-
maica (ijBg) 393 Corephium.. .The Sea-Louse. This crea-

ture, .is often found sticking, like the Limpite, to the rocks.

1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. s. v. Isopoda, The genus Cymo-
thoa. .is called the sea louse by fishermen on the coast.

2. The Molucca crab, Limulus moluccensis.
1681 Grew Musxunt 1. § vii. iii. 177 The Sharp-Tail'd

Sea-Louse. Pediculus marinus cauda acuta. 1805 G.
Barry Orkney Isl. 310 In winter they [sc. Stares].. feed on
what are called the sea-lice, or cancerpulex of Linnaeus.

t 3. A cowry. Obs.
1815 Burrow Elou. Conchol. 199 CyPr&a Pediculus Sea

Louse.

Sealskin (srlskin), sb. and a. Forms : see

Seal sb.1 ; formerly also seal's skin. [f. Seal sbA

+ Skwj£.] A. sb.

1. The skin of any of the Fur Seals, prepared for

use as a garment, for the covering of a box, etc.

x3aS~^ Ely Sacrist Rolls (1907) II. 55 In selisskymys empt.
ad easdem [campanas]. 1631-2 Aberd. Acc. in Spalding
Club Miscelt, V. 149 For a trunk coverit with seiches skyn.

1398 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 107 Et sol mi pro
iiij. sele skynnes pro cooper t mis, vij.d. 1511-11 Acc. I.J.

High. Treas. Scot. IV. 201 The dichteyne of ane selk skyne.

1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 60 Tentis..of selcht skynnis. 1610
Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingtons (i860) App. 6,

3 hampers for the plate covered with sayle skinnes. 1594
Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1904 II. 316 His breast and his

belly with seale skins they grated ouer. 175a Rec. Elgin
(1903) I. 464 Ilk dozen selch or salt watter otter skins ditto

is. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. i. xi. I. 292 The price of
raw hides is a good deal lower at present than it was a
few years ago; owing probably to the taking off the duty
upon seal skins. 1886 Ashby-Sterry Lazy Minstrel 4s A
dainty young damsel is Pearl, Beclad in the softestofsealskin.

b. Applied to textile fabrics imitating the ap-

pearance of sealskin.

i860 S. Jubb Shoddy-trade 53 Sealskins—These are a
cloth made of mohair and other bright-haired materials.

1883 Caulfeild & Sawaro Diet. Needlework 442 Sealskin
Cloth. The yarn used for this kind of cloth is the finest

kind of Mohair. Ibid. 450 Silk Sealskin, is a very beautiful

patent textile, composed of Tussar Silk, and made in imita-

tion of Sealskin Fur.

2. A garment made of sealskin.

1873 Spectator 8 Feb. 167 Ladies who pride themselves on
their 'seal-skins', and who enjoy the comfort of them.

B. adj. Made of sealskin.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) L 1, The Indian's

seal-skin jacket. 1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) VII. 187 A
pleasant sight it was to see the gallant old gentleman in his

seat-skin cap and short green jacket. 1880 H. W. Elliott
Rep. Seal Isl. Alaska (1884) 80 Seal-skin sacques.

Hence SeaTskinned a.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 66 His seale-skind riueld lippes.

Sea-lungS. [tr. 'L.pulmo marinus, Gr. rrtevncw

Oakaaatos, said to be so called from the alternate

contraction and expansion, as if breathing.
Cf. Sp. pulmon marino, ( a bright Froth in the Sea that

shines (Stevens, 1706).]

An acaleph of the Ctenophora.
1640 Wats Bacon's Adv. Learn, iv. iii. 215 Which [light]

is likewise seen in the fervent froath of the Sea which they
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call the Sea-longs [orig. Pulmtmem marinum\ l6«
R. G. tr. Eicon's Hist. Winds 234 Sea water violently

stirred up with Oars, will give a light, & seem to bum,

which kind of burning or light the Spaniards call the bea-

lungs. C1673 Sm T. Browne Misc. Tracts (1684) 197 That

passage of Pythasas mentioned by Strabo, that all the air

beyond Thule is thick, condensed and gellied, looking just

like Sea Lungs. [Strabo irkriuovi »aAo<rinV tontdt.) 175a

I Hill Hist. Anim. 89 The Sea Lungs. This is a very

singular and odd animal ; it seems a mere lump, of a whitish

semi-pellucid jelly, a 1776 J. Ellis Zoophytes (1786) 175

Akyonium Fulmonaria. Sea Lungs.

Seam (s«n), si.1 Forms : 1 seam, 4-5 sem,

4-6 seme, (4 seem), 4-6, 8 seyme, (6 seym),

6-7 seame, 5- seam. [Com. Tent. : OE. slam

masc. = OFris, s&m, MDu. sSm (Du. zoom), OHG.
soum hem (MHG., mod.G. saum), ON. saum-r
seam (Sw. sbm, Da. sem) :—OTeut. *saumo-z, f.

*sau- ablaut-variant of su- (cf. L. sulre to sew),

by-form of Indogermanic *syu- in OE. slwian to

Sew, Skr. sy&man seam.]

I. Suture, junction.

1. The junction made by sewing together the

edges of two pieces or widths of cloth, leather,

etc. ; the ridge or the furrow in the surface which

indicates the course of such a junction ; sometimes

(cf. Seamy a.) the protruding edges of the joined

pieces on the wrong side of the cloth.

c\oaa ^Elfric Horn. II. 254 And heoldon his tunecan un.

toslitene, foroan Se heo wses eal buton seame. 138a Wyclif
John xix. 23 Forsothe the coote was with out seem, and
aboue wouun bi al. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 11174 A man
may se to sow a sem In the furthest of the chirche A-boute

mydnyght. c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 201 Hire

crowpe doth the semys shrede, Whan they so streyght lasyd

been. 1577 Harrison England il vii. in Holinshed, Then
must the long seames of our hose be set by a plumb-line.

1617 Morvson /tin. in. 169 They weare short cloakes. .with

one small lace to cover the seames. 1630 Drayton Muses
Eliz. viii. 75 And euery Seame the Nimphs shall sew With
th' smallest of the Spinners Clue. i7a3/.o»<r'.G<JZ.No.6i5o/3

A white great Coat, . . with two Gussits in the Shoulder-Seam.

1843 [see Fell v. 6]. 1843 Hood Song 0/Shirt iii, Seam,
and gusset, and band. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot «, Shoemaking
ix. 76 The Oxonian or Oxford Shoe.. was formerly closed

with a flat seam.

f b. Surg. The joining of the edges of a wound
by sewing. Ois.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. L ij b, De-
maunde, Howe many and what maners are there of seames :

Answere, Thre, that is a seam incarnatyfe . ..The other seame
sowyng hyght restrayntyfe of blode...The thyrde is called

the seame of conseruatyfe . . made . . to mayntayne the lyppes

tyll the wounde be closed. 1541 — Galyen's Terap. 2 G ij b,

All the great vlceres ought to be conioyned, eytherby seames
or by byndyng.

c. An embellished seaming used in joining costly

fabrics ; an ornamental strip of material inserted

in or laid over a seam ; also, material for this pur-

pose.
c 1394 P. PI. Crede 552 pei ben y-sewed wib whijt silk &

semes full queynte, Y-stongen wib stiches bat stareb as

siluer. 1496-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 33 A ffyne Corporas

. .with seinys of gold, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,

208 b, The semes of the same wer covered with brode wrethes,

of goldsmithes worke. 1687 Wood Life 3 Sept. (O.H.S.)

III. 230 The king. .with an old French course hat on edged
with a little seem of lace. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. 11.

vi, A small. .' page' to aunt Eleanor, .who in that character

. . wore red seams down his pantaloons.

A. Jig.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 42 Chidynge and reproche .

.

vnsowen the semes of freendshipe in mannes herte. 1589
Pappew. Hatchet Lyly's Wks. J902 III. 412 Hee runnes

ouer his fooleries with a knaues gallop, ripping vr, the

souterlie seames of his Epistle. 1608 Shaks. Per. 11. i. 156

Sec. Fish\erman\ . .T'was wee that made vp this Garment
[a coat of armour] through the rough seames of the Waters.

1693 Addison Bits. Virg. Georgics Wks. 1721 I. 250 Pre-

cepts.. should be so finely wrought together in the same
piece, that no coarse seam may discover where they join.

1768-74 Tucker Lt. Hat. (1834) II. 124 One or two of

Horace's purple rags, botched together with coarse seams
of abuse, will gain prodigious applause.

t O. transf. An intervening strip. Ois.

1678 Marvell Growth Popery 44 There is yet a Seam of

Land between the French and us [the Dutch],

T 2. Anat. The line of junction of two bones

forming an immovable joint, esp. in the skull ; a

suture. Ois.
ciojo Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 379 Cerebrum, seam baire

heafodpannan. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirnrg. 108 be semis |>at

ben of be brayn panne. 155a Udall tr. Geminus' Anat.
B vij b, The places where the bones do close together maye
be called the seames. i6u Woodall Surg. Mate Wks.
(1653) 91 If the offence of the Pericranium be in the suture

or seam it is more dangerous [etc.]. 1653 [sec Lambdoidal
a. 1). i668Cui.PEPrER & Cole Barthol. Anat. I. xxii. 55 It

hath a line., which divides it into a right and left part, and
is called a suture or seam.

3. An interstice formed by the abutting edges of

planks; a narrow crevice between the edges and
ends of the planks or plates of a ship. Chiefly //.

c 1000 Cleric Horn. I. 20 Wyrc be nu aenne arc,, .jehref
hit call, and ^ecUem ealle ba seamas mid tyrwan. 1497
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 294 Payed for. .here & Scye.

.

layed in the Semys of the seid Ship, a 1618 [see CauI-K v. 1].

1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. cxlvii, With boiling pitch,

another near at hand,.. the seams instops. 1748 Anson's
Voy. 1. viii. 78 The ship.. let in the water at every seam.

1790 Cowper On Rec. Mother's Picture 103 Sails ript, seams
op ning wide, and compass lost. 1844 Hood HauntedHouse

328

11. xxv, The floor was redolent ofmould and must,The fu.igus

in the rotten seams had quicken'd. x886 Encycl. Brit. XXI.
820/1 When the planks are fastened, the seams or the inter-

vals between the edges of the strakes are filled with oakum.

4. A line, groove, farrow or the like formed by
the abutting edges of two parts of a thing ; an
indentation or mark resembling this. a. on a
surface of rock, stone, etc.

c 1330 R. Bbunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13976 J>e blod ran
ber as water stremes In chynes, in creuesses, & in semes.

13. . E. E. Attit. P. B. 555 As be beryl bornyst byhouez be
ctene, pat is sounde on vche a syde & no sem habes. 1687

A. Lovell tr. Thevetiofs Trav. 1. 134 That which at first

seemed to be seams or joynings of the Stones, are only veins

in the Rock. 1851 Mayne Keid Scalp Hunt. xli. 314 Shaggy
pines hung top downwards, clinging in their \sc. rocks']

seams. 1874 Svmonds Sk. Italy <fr Greece (1898) I. x\. 212

The seams between the layers of bricks. .yield no point of

vantage to the penknife. 1876 Page Advd. Text-bk. Geol.

v. 91 The line that marks this separation between two strata

is the seam or line of bedding.

b. on the face or body : + A long incised

wound ; f the parting (of the hair) ; a scar (of a
healed wound) ; a deep wrinkle.
c 1400 Land Troy Bk. 5631 In his front he him smot, The

blod start out fot hot, He set on him a foule seme. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 24 Discrimen ca/illorumt . .the

seame of the head or parting of the haire. 1681 Dryden
Abs. <$ Achit. 72 [They] looking backward. .Saw seams of
wounds, . . In contemplation of whose ugly scars They cursed

the memory of civil wars. 1765 Goldsm. Double Transf,
86 In vain she tries her paste and creams, To smooth her
skin or hide its seams. 1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 263 Those
irregular marks, or seams, found after other applications, are
not to be met with after the turpentine. 1817 ShelleyRev.
Islam xu. x, The seams Of his rent heart.. a creed Had
seared with blistering ice. 1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge i, A
deep gash, now healed into an ugly seam. 1875 Buckland
Log-Bk. 59 No seams are perceptible in the features.

C. Nat. Hist, (a) Sot. (see quot. 1796); (b)

Conchol. (see quot. 1816).

1577 B. Googe HeresbacUs Hush. 11. 94 b, Wallnuttes..
are set in the ground.. the seame downeward, about the be-

ginning of March. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I.

79 Seam, the line formed by the union of the valves of a
seed-vessel. Ibid. 226 Berry not unlike a capsule, ..coat

very thin, opening by various seams. 1816 T. Brown Elem.
Conchol. t6$Seam, the line formed by the union ofthe valves.

f d. Farriery = False quarter ; see False a. 7 a.

1610 Markham Masterf
:

11. Ixx. 334 A False Quarter is a
rift or open back seame. .in. .the hoofe. 1683 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1712/4 Stolen . . , two Gray Geldings, one . . with Seams in

his Heel. 1759 T. Wallis Farrier's Did., Seams, or Seyms,
in horses, are certain clefts in their quarters.

e. Agric. A furrow, (seed) drill.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 153 The grassfield is

ploughed before winter ; it is harrowed thereafter, when the
grass begins to shoot up in the seams. 1893 Surrey Gloss.

s.v., You've no call to drill it, you've got a capital seam...

I

don't care for no seam, so long as I can bury the seed.

f. dial. (See quot.)

1870 H. Stevenson Birds Norf. II. 311 The rest of the

ground, from which the turf is cut, consists of alternate

ridges or ' seams ' of peat, and wide trenches.

g. nonce-use. Applied to a streak of lightning.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. v. 41 The seams of lightning which
ran through the heavens.

5. Geol. A thin layer or stratum separating two
strata of greater magnitude.
1592 Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) III. 556/2 Quheasoeuir ony

myne or seme of mettaill wes found be ony of the leigis of

this realme. 1684 Phil. Trans. XVII. 741 The Seam or

Vein of Copper-Ore. a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils

1. (1729) 1. 166, I observ'd a Termination of a Seam, as they

call it in the North, or a Stratum of Coal, where it divided

into several thin Plates. 1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2)

I. 381 The seams are of a darker colour. 1815 Bakeweli.
Introd. Geol. 179 Numerous beds or seams of_coal occur in

one coal field. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iii. § 5. 304 The
Kentish-rag is seen in nearly horizontal layers, separated by
thin seams of loose sand.

6. A joint used in uniting the edges of sheet

metal either by folding and pressing them together

or by joining them with solder ; also, the line pro-

duced by this process. False seam', see quot. 188 1.

1825 J. Nicholson Ofer. Mech. 634 The method ofjoining

by seams . . consists in simply bending the approximate edges
of the lead up and over each other, and then dressing them
down close to the flat. 1855 Franke BeWs Technol. Diet.

II. 451 Seam of a musket barrel (the jagged line produced
by welding), die Schweissnatk. Soudure. 1881 F. Campin
Mech. Engiu. ii. 32 When the casting is quite cool the false

seams formed at the junctions of the mould are chipped off.

1882 W. J. Christy Joints 203 When the plumber forms
pipes of large diameter out ofsheet lead the seam is soldered.

7. Knitting, [transferred use of 1.] A line of

purled stitches (see Purl vA 4) down the leg of a
stocking, simulating the appearance of a joining.

Also short for seam-stitck.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. A?iglia s.v. Purle, The seams of

stockings, .are purled. 1849 Esther Copley Compr. Knit-
iing-bk. 12 In stocking knitting, the 1st method [of re-

ducing the number of stitches] is employed when a narrow-
ing is required just before what is called the 'seam'. 1882

Caulfeild & Sawahd Diet. Needlework 286/1 Seam, a
name given to Purl Knitting, but usually indicating the one
Purled Stitch down the leg of a stocking that forms the seam.

8. (See quot.)
1867 lire's Diet. Arts II. 286 Such also are the rags known

technically as ' seams ' ; being the clippings which fall from
woollen rags under the scissors of the sorters.

II. 9. [Cf. ON. saumar pL. ; also OE. siamere

tailor.] Sewing, needlework. Also in phr. -fwork

K
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of seam. White seam, plain needlework. Ois. exc.

dial.

a 1400 Oclouian 1865 V dwellede yn Jerusalem With kyng
and quene, And taught her maydenys werk of sem. 1581

Nicol Burne's Disput. 189 b, From threid, seyme, and

neidil, To danse at the feidil. 1594 Lvly Mother Bombie

1. iii, It is you that goe about to match your girle with my
boy, shee beeing more fit for seames than for marriage.

_
1738

in Fasti Aberd. (1854I 447 The want of an accomplished

entlewoman for teaching white and coloured seam, c 1786

Jurns Ausxv. to Ep. Tailor ii, Gae mind your seam, ye

prick-the-louse ! 1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage xiv, With
..a large work-bag well stuffed with white-seam, she took

her place. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 11. v. 123 Citoyennes

who bring their seam with them, or their knitting-needles.

188a Harper's Mag. June 117 He asked her to put down
i

her seam, and come for a walk.

III. 10. Comb. : f seam-biter Se. (jocular),

a tailor; seam-blast (see quot.); + seam-bone,
each of the bones connected by the lambdoidal

suture ; seam hammer, joint (see quots.) ; seam-
lace (Webster, 1 864) = seaming lace (see Seaming
vil. si.) ; seam-presser, (a) (see quot.) ; (i) a tailor's

goose for pressing seams (Knight Did. Mech. 1875);

fseam-rend [back-formation from seam-rent adj.]

v. trans., to tear apart at the seams ; f seamrent

si. rare—* (see quot. 1755) ; seam-rent a., rent or

torn apart at the seams, lit. axAJig. ;
(of a person)

having tom garments; seamrept, -rippedpa. pple.

and fpl. a., ripped or torn apart at the seams

;

seam-rip (see quot.) ; seam-roller, (a) (see quot.) ;

(i) = seampresser a. (Ogilvie, 1882); seam rubber,

set (see quots.) ; seam-stitoh (see 7 above) -purl-

stitch (Publ siA 5).
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 10 The tailjeour, baith with

speir and scheild, Convoyit wes vnto the feild, With mony
lymmar loun, Off*seme byttaris. i860 Worcester (citing

Hale), "Seam-blast, a blast made by filling with powder the

seams or crevices made by a previous drill-blast. 1576

Baker 7nuell of Health 170 b, Take the hinder *seame

bones of dead men (named Sutura lamdoides) those put into

calcyning. 187s Knight Diet. Mech., "Seam-hammer
(Coppersmithing), acreasing hammer for flattening seams and
joints. 1882 W. J. Christy Jn'ntt 202 [Plumbers' Joints.]

*Seam Joint is a mode of uniting the edges of sheets of metal

by means of a seam. 1843 Ransome Implem. Agric. 96

The *seam presser is, in fact, an abstract of a drill-roller,

consisting of but two cylinders of cast iron, which, follow,

ing the plough in the furrows, press and roll down the

newly turned up earth. 1647 Ward Simple Cobler 76,

I have here and there taken a few finish stitches..; but

I cannot now well pull them out, unlesse I should *seame-

rend all. 1755 Johnson, "Seamrent, a separation of any-

thing where it is joined, a breach of the stitches. 1548

Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Luke iv. 31-7 Workes forbidden

[on the Sabbath] as. .to botche vp theyr garment beeyng
broken or "seamerent. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out oj

Hum. 11. vi, I wonder at you.. that you can consort your

selues with such poore seame-rent fellowes. 1605 Row-
I lands Hell's Broke Loose 39 Our seame-rent Souldiers are

exceeding bare. 1612 Massincer & Dekker Virg. Mart. in.

iii, All my hopes are seame-rent, and go wetshod. 1866 [R.

Hallam] Wadsley Jack ix (E.D.D.), One on 'em fell on me.

. . I wor compleately seam-rent. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Seam,
rent, said of a shoe when the upper leather begins to part

from the sole. 1625 J. Wodroephe Marrow Fr. Tongue
1 28 My shirt is all broken, rent, and "seamerept. 1891 Labour
Commission Gloss., "Seam Rip, the ripping or tearing of the

seams or joints of a boiler, caused by a too sudden expansion

or contraction, &c. 1570 Foxe A. 4 M. (ed. 2) 363 b/2

Which coate of Christian vnitie, albeit of long time it had
bene now "seameript before.. : yet notwithstanding in some
peece it held together in some meane agreement [etc]. 1621

Quarles Argalus ^ P. (1678) 93 His seam-ript Garments.

1887 .J. Chesh. Gloss., Shem-ripped. 187s Knight Diet.

Mech., "Seam-roller, a burnisher, or rubber, for flattening

down the edges of leather where two thicknesses are sewn
together. Ibid., "Seam-rubber. 1885 J. B. Leno Bool

fl-

Shoemaking xxv. 202 Seam Rubber.. for pressing seams in

order that they may be made to lie flat. 1841 Hartshorne
Salop. Ant., "Seam Set, a grooved wooden instrument used

by shoemakers, for smoothing the seams of boots and shoes.

1843 Holtzapffkl Turning I. 387 The seam-set for closing

the seams [of thin metals]. Ibid. 393 The lap-joint. .is set

down flat with a seamset. 1825 Jamieson, Peart, the

^seam-stitch in a knitted stocking.

Seam (.sfm), si? Forms : I seam, Northumi.

s6om, 3 Ormin seem, 3-6 seme, 4-7 seem, 4
sem, 5 ceme, (w. dial.) zeme, 6 seym(e, seayme,

(sheme), 6-7 seame, 9 w. dial, zame, zeam, 6-

seam. [OE. siam masc., OHG., MHG. soum

(G. saum), a W.Ger. adoption of med.L. sauma,

salma, sagma load (a. Gr. oayna packsaddle, f.

0-07-, acmnv to pack, load), whence It. salma,

soma burden, Pr. sauma beast of burden, F. somme

burden, Sp. salma, jalma tonnage (of a ship).]

1. A pack-horse load. Ois. exc. dial. In early

use also gen., + a load, burden.
cgsoLindisf.Gosp. Luke xi. 46 S08 he cuoeS & iuh acs

wisestum wje for5on gie semao menn mid seamum [C975

Rushw. seomum] Saoe sebeara ne magon. c xooo jElfric

Gram. ix. (Z.) 59, Honus seam o55e byroen. ciaoo Ormin

3718, & asse..hafehb mikell afell To berenn upp well

mikell sxm. c 1250 Owl \ Night. 775 An hors is strengur

ban a man Ac. .berb on rugge grete semes, c 1250 Gen.
j

Ex. 1368 Dor he leide hise semes [of camels] dun. Ibid.

2373 And .x. asses wiS semes fest. c 1330 Will. Palerne 2554

Sum seluer for our semes in be Cite to gete. i860 Eng.

t, For. Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) Cornwall terms, Seam, .»

horse-load.

b. The amount of a horse-load ; often identified



SEAM.

with a definite quantity, varying according to the
commodity and locality.

^ The ' seam * of glass is said to be 120 lbs. (in the 14th c.

it was 100 lbs.) ; of grain, 8 bushels ; of sand, 6-8 pecks ; of
apples, g pecks.

\yZ Durham Ace. Rolls {Surtees) 373 Item de vitro j seme
et di., prec. zos. a 1325 MS. Rawl. £.320 If. 43 pe sem of
glas contenez of -xx. ston, ant eueri ston of .v. pond. 1339-40
Ely Sacr. Rolls II, 90 In j sem fern empt.. .xxiijs. 1377
Langl. P. PL B. iv. 38 For, wot god, bei wolde do more
for a dozeinechickenes..or for a seem ofotes. c 1440 Promp.
Parv, 65/2 Ceme, or quarter of corne, quartertum. Ibid.
452/1 Seem. 1459 Yatton Churckw. Ace. (Somerset Rec.
Soc.) ico, xxx zeme of bordys, jrijW the zeme, and iij zeme of
plangys xij* the zeme. 1531-2 Durham Housek. Bk. (Sur-
tees) 113 Pro cariago j seayme salmonum, jod. iS3Jt> MS.
Ace. St. John's Hasp., Canterb., Payd for iij seymis of lyme
to ye chymney. 1545 Ludlow Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 23
Item, for a sheme of wood at the makynge of the pascalle
. . ij d. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 80 Glass, by the same Or-
dinance containeth 1 Seam, 24 Stones, 1 Stone 5 Pounds.
1675 Phil. Trans. X. 294 [Cornwall.] These useful Sands
..are fetched.. on Horse-back; one Horse carrying about
13 0r MgaHons...Each seime (or hors-load) with the carriage
comes to about 8d. or gd. 1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 52
A Seam or Horseload of Oats, which in some places is ac-
counted Eight Bushels, in others perhaps more properly,
but four. 1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4108/3 The Cargo, .contain-
ing 751 Seams of Barilla. 1813 T. Rudge Agric. Glouc. -2-2^

From ten to eleven 'seam', of nine pecks each, of juicy fruit,

are generally sufficient for a hogshead of 100 gallons wine
measure [of cider]. 1887 Kentish Gloss, s. v., A sack of
eight bushels is now called a seam, because that quantity
forms a horse-load.

e. Phrase, t Sack and seam : pack-horse traffic.

1631, 1829 [see Sack sbj 1 e].

2. A cart-load ; esp. a definite amount of 3 cwt.
(of hay or manure) or 2 cwt, of straw, tv. dial.
1726 Briefs Weekly JruL 5 Aug. 4 Several paved Courts,

wherein are made a Thousand Seams of Dung every Year.
1856 J. C. Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 1126 Seam (Devons.),
of dung, 3 cwts. 1880 Cornwall Gloss., East Cnml Seam,
or Zeam, a load of hay, manure, &c. It means with us no
definite quantity, but a cart-load, waggon load, &c. 1888
*Q' (Quiller-Couch) Troy Toivn xi, I wants you to. .go to
beach for ore-weed, .an' carry so many seams as you can.

Seam (s;m), sb$ Forms : 2-3 seime, 3 seim,
4-5 sayin, (5 sayme, 5 sem), 5-6 seme, 6-7
saime, same, 6, 9 Sc. seyrae, 7 seame. 8-9 dial,

and Sc, saim, 7- seam. [a. OF. saim (aho saime
fern.), later sain, mod.Fr. only in saindoitx lard ; a
Com. Rom. word, = Fr. sagin-s, sains, Catal. sagin,
sagi, Sp. sain, It. saime :—popular L. *sagimen,
related to classical L. sagina fattening, fatness.]

tl- Fat, grease. Obs.
c 1200 Eadwine's Canterb. Ps. lxii. 6 Swx swa mid seime
& mid fetnesse ^efciled beoS sawul min. a U25 Ancr. R.
412 $e ne schulen eten vleschs ne seim buten ine muchele
secnesse. 13. . E. E. AIM. P. C. 275 per [sc. in the whale's
belly) in saym & in sor^e bat sauoured as helle, per was
bylded his bour. C1483 Caxton Dialogues 46/18 Hecoryeth
his hydes with sayme of heryngs. 1513 Douglas sEneis
vii. xi. 61 And sum polyst scharp speyr heydis of steyll, To
mak thaim brycht wyth fat cresche or same. 1541 R. Cop-
land GuyJen's Quest. Chirurg. H iiij b, Mezentereon..
is couered . -with glandynous grease, and is commonly called
seame. 1595 Balliol Coll. Ace. {MS.), Item, for sem for
the plumpe..and to Owen for mending of it, xvihV. 1606
Shaks. Tr.

<fr
Cr. u. iii. 105 Shall the proud Lord, That

bastes his arrogance with his owne seame... Shall he be
worshipt. 1613 J. May Est. Clothing v. 27 They will not
scoure the same cloth cleane, but leaue a bad substance of
oyle and seame in it. 1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Wks.
ill. vii. 91 And there is another kind of fat, which is called
Setwnu seame [orig. L. sefum],. .that is much dryer. 1651
I. C. Poems 1 A person of so rare a frame. Her bodie might
be lin'd with' same. 1691 Ray Collect. Words 131 Saime,
which we pronounce sometimes Seame. It signifies not
only Goose-grease, but in general any kind of Grease or
Sewet or Oil, wherewith our Clothiers anoint.. their Wool.
1697 Drvdes sEneid vii. 867 Part scour the rusty Sheilds
with Seam.

2. Hogs' lard.

1530 Palsgr. 260/1 Seme for to frye with, seyn de fovrccau.
1558 Warde tr. Alejtris'Secr. (1568) 40 Take, .halfe an unce
of. .Hogges grease or seyme. 1606 Churchw. Ace. Pitting-
ton, etc. (Surtees) 287 For a pound of swine's seame to the
belles, iiij d. 1788 W. Marshall Yorksh. II. 349 Saim,
hogs-lard. 1894 Latto Tammas Bodkin vi, The ancient
dames were, .discussin' the efficacy o' hartshorn an' swine's
seam as a cure for the rheumatics.

Seam, sb.± Sc. and north. Also 5 seme,
seyme, 9 (Orkn. and Shell.) same. [Corresponds
to ON. saum-r nail (Sw. sbm, Da. s*m), perh.
identical with saum-r Szam sb,l

The form represents the OE. siam Seam sb. x
% the sense

is prob. due to the influence of the ON. formal equivalent.]
A kind of nail or rivet for fastening the over-

lapping edges of a clinker-built boat, the end of the
nail being clinched on a rove (Rove sb?, Roove
sb.). Also seam-nail {Northumb. Gloss. , 1894).
Usually associated with rove, its counterpart.
1406 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 606 Item in exp.

Ricardi Couhird..pro seme et Rufe, is. 1474-5 Ibid. 645Cum seme, rove, clavis ferr. et lign., pice, et bitumine [for
repairing a ferry-boat), c 14*5 Noah's Ark 26 in Non-Cycle
Mystery Plays 20 Bid him go make a ship. ..All things I

him fulfill, Pitch, tar, seam and rowe. 1494 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 253 Item, for thre stane and tua pund of
seyme and rufe to the cokbate. Ibid. 254 Seme and ruyf.
189a [sec Roove sb\

t Seam, z».T Obs. In I syman, seaman, 2-5
seme. [OE. (fslemari), siman. syman :—WGer.

Vol. VIII.

329

' *saumjan, f. *saumo-z Seam st>.-] tratis. To put a
burden on, load, weigh down ; also intr., to weigh
heavily.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xi. 46 /fe semaS menn mi5
seamum 5aSe gebeara ne ma^on. c 1000 ./Elfric Gen. xliv.

13 (Gr.) And hi^.-symdon hyra assan and cyrdon eft to
baere birig. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 93 De asse be ure
helende uppe set ben bo forsinegedc.and sinne hem is lo5
to leten. .for hem pincbeS bat godes hese heuieliche seined.
C1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 1365 Ten kameles semeS ["tread semed]
foro he nam. C1315 Shoreham Poems 82 po pat me oppone
hys swete body be heuye crouche semde. £-1450 Mirk's
Festial 211 A man bat was..takyn wyt enmyes, ..and was
semot wyth yerns also mony as he my^t bere.

Seam (s/m), z>.- [f. Seam sbX\
1. trans. To sew the seam or seams of; to fasten

or join on, together, up with a seam or seams.
158a Stanvhurst AKueis iv. (Arb.) 100 There too watrye

luno, the chaplayne Seams vp thee bedmatch. 1599 Dekker
Shoem. Holiday 1. i, Here take this pair of shoes, cut out
by Hodge, Stiched by my fellow Firk, seamed by myself.
1794 Rigging <5- Seamanship I. 93 All linings are seamed
on. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 1. xviii, Some made
the gloves ; that is, seamed the fingers together and put in
the thumbs.
absol. 1905 Mabel Barnes-Grundy Vacill. Hazel xix, I

was seaming with black cotton.

+ b. To furnish or ornament with an inserted
seam ; also, of a material, to serve as a seam for.

1590 Greene Mourn. Garm. (1616) 11 His coat was
greene, With welts of white, seamde betweene. 1604
Meeting 0/ Gallants 62 b, There was not so much Veluet
stirring, as would haue . . seamde a Lieftenants Buffe-doublet.
a 1625 Beaum. & Fl. Four Plays in One, Tri. Time i, She
shew'd me gowns and head-tires, imbroider'd wastcoats,
smocks seam'd thorow with cut-works. 1740 Somerville
Hobbinot 1. 218 This Pair of Gloves, by curious Virgin
Hands Embroider'd, seam'd with Silk, and fring'd with Gold.

o. intr. To sew. dial.

1833 Ht. Martineau Berkeley the Banker 1. v. 104 The
widow immediately went on seaming. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.,
Seam, to sew a seam.

d. Knitting, trans, and intr. To form a seam-
stitch; to make a seam or seam-stitch in (a piece
of knitting).

1843 Miss F. Lambert Hand-bk. Needlavk. xvii. 303
[Knitting.] To seam, to knit a stitch with the cotton before
the needle. 1886 Bvnner A. Surriage xiii. 142 She seamed
and narrowed another entire round.

2. trans. To mark (a surface) with lines or in-

dentations ; to furrow, a. Said of a river, chasm,
line of railway, etc. as marking the face of the earth.
1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 616/2 And sure it

is yet a most beautiful) and sweet countrey.. seamed through-
out with many goodly rivers. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) II. 242 The prisms [of Rock Crystal] are generally
seamed perpendicularly to their axis. 1815 Scott Ld. 0/
Isles hi. xvi, The griesly gulfs and slaty rifts Which seam
its shiver'd head. 1854 O. W. Holmes Netu Eden 2 Scarce
could the parting ocean close, Seamed by the Mayflower's
cleaving bow, When [etc.]. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877)
I. i. 1 The little rivers which seamed the ground. 1878
Hooker & Ball Marocco viii. 179 The great mountain
chain that rose steeply before us, seamed with snow that..
lay in hollows.. forming long vertical streaks. 1878 M.
Maccoll 3 Yrs. ofEastern Q. x. (ed. 3) 241 Plains seamed
by railways.

b. Said of a scar, wound, etc. ; also of care or
the passions as marking the face.

1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. v. 147 Scars of Honour seam'd
his manly Face. 1725 Popk Odyss. iv. 335 Seam'd o'er with
wounds, which his own sabre gave. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones 1. viii, It would be much better for them, if their faces
had been seamed with the small-pox. 18*5 Scott Betrothed
xxvii, A veteran whose face had been seamed with many a
scar. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 258 Seam'd with an ancient
swordcut on the cheek. 1864 — Aylmer's F. 814 Her.,
meagre face Seam'd with the shallow cares of fifty years.
1865 Dickens Mnt. Friend m. x, His face. .seamed with
jealousy and anger.

c. intr. To become fissured ; to crack.
1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hnr 400 Their lips began to parch

and seam.

3. trans. To join (sheets of lead or metal) by
means of a seam (see Seam sb.1 6).
1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 194 The Sheets of Lead .

.

which are seam'd in the Platform. 171a J. James tr. Le
Blond''s Gardening 2,11 The Sheets of Lead.. should be
seamed one to another with Solder. 1795 Herschel in
Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 366 Seaming bars, setting tools, and
claw-screws,, .were made., to confine and stretch the parts
as they were seamed together.

4. To furnish with a seam or thin stratum (of ore).

1899 E. J. Chapman Drama 0/ Two Lives 6 The rocky
core Of those lone mountains, rent and old, Is seam'd and
vein'd with glittering ore.

t Seam, z>.3 Obs. [f. Seam sb.%] trans. To
dress (wool) with grease.
1511-a Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 Not excedyng in weight

after the rate of xy pounde Wolle seymed above oon quarter
of a pound for the waste. 159a Nashe /*. Penilesse A 4 b,

Barrelling vp the droppings of her nose, in steede of oyle
to saime wool withal).

Sea'-maid. poet. = Mermaid i. Also, a god-
dess or nymph of the sea.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 154 And certaine starres shot
madly from their Spheares, To heare the Sea maids musicke.
1603 — Meas. for M. m. ii. 115 Some report, a Sea-maid
spawn'd him. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. 1. i. in Bullen
O. PL IV, TheycallthemSea-maidesor Mermaides, singing
sweetelye. 1633 P. Fletcher Piscatory Eel. ii. 21 You
fisher-boyes and sea-maids dainty crue Farewell. 1723
Pope Odyss. iv. 590 But the bright sea-maid's gentle
power implor'd, With nectar'd drops the sick'ning sense

SEA-MARK.
restor'd. 1789 Cowper Queens Vis. London 70 So, ancient
poets say, serene The sea-maid rides the waves. 1818 Mil-
man Samor 1. 127 Rocks, where basks At summer noon the
Sea-maid. 1859 Ld. Lvtton Wanderer 28 We caught the
gleam of sea-maids' hair.

So Sea-maiden.
1893 D. O'Donoghue Bnndaniana 8g The wonderful

sea-maiden whom Brendan restored to life. 1898 N. Munro
y. Splendid vii. 68 Stories, .of fairies, wizards, water-horse,
and sea-maiden.

Sea'-mall. Also seamel(l. =Seamew.
The form seamell is perh. spurious, invented as a conjec-

tural emendation of seameIs in Shaks. Temp. n. ii. 176.
a 1672WaLUGHBY Ornt'th.(i6y6) 262 Laruscinereus minor.

The common Sea-Mall. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 448 The
lesser Gull, or Sea-mall.. .The deep, grey, Sea-mall. 1778
Stevens Shaks. Temp. 11. ii. 176 Wks. I. 63 note, Theobald
had very reasonably proposed to read sea-malls, or sea-mells.
1894 Newton Diet. Birds, Sea-mall, -met or -mew have
been used indifferently for Gulls.

Seaman (srm&n). Pi. -men. [f. Sea sb. +
Man. Cf. Du. zeeman, G. seemann, ON. sjomad-r.]
1. a. gen. One whose occupation or business is on

the sea ; a sailor as opposed to a landsman. Now
only poet, or rhetorical. Also, with qualifying
word: One skilled in navigation, b. spec. A sailor
below the rank of officer.

Leading, able, ordinary seaman, the three grades (begin-
ning with the highest) of seamen in the Royal Navy.
Merchant seaman, a seaman in the merchant service.
^(7Tf«^r329Garasstodon,sa?mannasearosamoda;tgEedere.

C1205 Lay. 1 165 Brutus hit herde siggen burh his sx-monnen
[c 1275 see mannen]. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems
(Rolls) II. 166 That gode see-menne wold no more deferre,
But bete theme home. C1470 Henry Wallace ix. 40 Semen
he feyt, and gain" thaim gudlye wage. 1540 Act 32 Hen.
VIII, c. 14 The nauy . . is . . the maintenaunce ofmany masters
manners and seamen. 1595 Shaks. John in. i. 92 But (on
this day) let Sea-men feare no wracke. 1667 Milton P. L.
1. 205 Him. .The Pilot. .Deeming some Island, oft, as Sea-
men tell,.. Moors by his side. 170a Proclam. 1 June in
Lond. Gaz. No. 3815/2 To. .Able Seamen, Ordinary Seamen,
Two Eighth Parts. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesman (1841)
I. xxv. 248 Our seamen are. .esteemed the best sailors In
the world. 185a Tennyson Ode Dk. Wellington 83 Mighty
Seaman, this is he Was great by land as thou by sea. 1854
Act 17 jr 18 Vict. c. 104 § 2 [Merchant Shipping Act.]
' Seaman ' shall include every Person (except Masters, Pilots,
and Apprentices..) employed or engaged in any Capacity
on board any Ship_. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v.,

The able seaman is the seafaring man who knows all the
duties of common seamanship. .. His rating is A. B...The
ordinary seaman is less qualified. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.
291 The personnel of the British navy is composed of two
different bodies of men, the seamen and the marines, each
of which has its appropriate officers. Ibid. 295/1 The crew
of a ship of war consists of leading seamen, able seamen,
ordinary seamen, engine-room artificers [etc.].

t b. Seamen's beer : see quot. Obs.

1795 Sir J. Dalrymple Let. to Admiralty 2 There are four
kinds of beer in Britain : Strong Beer, Porter, Table Beer,
or what is called Seamen's Beer, and Small Beer.

O. attrib. and Comb.: f seaman card = Sea-
card ; seamancraft, seamanship ; seaman-gun-
ner (see quot. 1867).
1636 W. Strode Floating Isl. in. iii, No other rarities

these many Ages But Powder, Printing, *Seaman Card,
and Watches. 1871 Blackie Four Phases Mor. i. 21 In the
navigation of which no *seamancraft could avail against
miserable shipwreck. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. , *Sea-
men-gunners, men who have been trained in a gunnery ship,

and thereby become qualified to instruct others in that duty.

f2. =Mehman 1. Obs.

1569 Fenton Secret Wond. Nature 53 Conradus Gesner
wnteth that there was seene at Rome in the great riuer, a
sea man, or monster of the sea. 16x0 Holland Camden's
Brit. I. 466 Plinie hath reported of. .the seaman caught in

the streights of Gibraltar. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.

Siren, The Philosophical transactions also contain an
account of a sea-man seen in the American seas.

Seamanlike (sfm&nlaik), a. and adv. [f. Sea-
man + -like.] a. adj. Characteristic of or befitting

a (good) seaman, b. adv. In a seamanlike manner.
1796 T. Twining Trav. Amer. (1894) 2 But everything on

board was seamanlike and neat. 1821 Scott Pirate xxx,
Master Triptolemus Yellowley wilt tell you how seaman-like
I piloted him to the little haven. 1881 Times 30 June 11/5
In the opinion of the Court the vessel was not navigated by
the master with proper and seamanlike care.

Seamanly (sfmaenli), a. and adv. [f. Seaman
+ -lt.] m prec.

1798 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 51, I believe, had you been
there, you would have rapped out some most seamanly oaths.

1885 Clark Russell Strange Voy. III. xiii. 238 But for the '

seamanly foresight of Nipper in anchoring a line to warp
along with we shouldn't have been able to stir the raft from
the ship's side. 1905 Speaker 11 Nov. 126/1 Their desires,

apart from the desire to do their difficult work seamanly,
are centred in seal-steaks and bear-soup.

Seamanship (srmsenjip). [/.Seaman-*- -ship.]

The art or practice of managing a ship at sea ; the

skill of a good seaman,
1766 Smollett Trav. I. xiv. 241 The first captain.. who

knows as little of seamanship as I do of Arabic. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 236 They maintained the
conflict with their usual courage and with more than their

usual seamanship. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 589/1 Seaman-
ship is the art of sailing, manoeuvring, and preserving a
ship or a boat in all positions and under all reasonable cir-

cumstances.

Sea-mark.
1. The boundary or limit of the flow of the sea.

lit. and_/%. f Full sea mark, the limit of high tide.
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SEA-MAW.

14S5 Malory Arthur v. v. 168 And so weltryng and
1

walowynge they rolled doune the hylle tyl they came to the I

see inarke. iS7» b 9** *'/ MisL
,
MSS

' <3"H£APP
'J"

''

377/2 This yere the kaiye on southesyde . . was budded by the

towne vnder full seamarcke. 1637 Rutherford £*//. clxxm. !

(t86a) I 406 As the houses of sand within the sea-mark,
.

which the children of men are building. 1731 T. Boston i

Mem. (1809) 72 And here, I think, was the full sea-mark

of my perplexing circumstances aforesaid. 1758 Borlase

Nat. Hist. Cornw. 51 A few violent repeated storms should

raise those sands above full Sea-mark. 1818 Shelley

Rev. Islam 1. xvi, On the bare strand Upon the sea-mark a

small boat did wait. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi

Wind. 18 We must look to it to excel as ye And bear our

age as far, unlimited By the last sea-mark !

2. A conspicuous object distinguishable at sea

which serves to guide or warn sailors in navigation.

1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 13 That the foresayd Mayster Wardens
..of theTrinytie Howse. -shall, .set up suche and so many
Beakons and Signes of the Sea. .for Sea Markes. 1590

Spenser F. Q. ii. x. 6 The venturous Mariner.. For safeties

sake that same his sea-marke made, And namd it Albion.

1617 Moryson /tin. l 119 Upon the top of this Mountaiue
was a Tower, . . upon which a light was hung for a sea-marke.

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed 2I s-v. Stoke, The steeple is a sea-

mark to ships that pass the mouth of the Orwell. 1843

Arnold Hist. Rome ill. 284 Two solitary pillars still remain,

and serve as a seamark to guide ships into the great harbour.

1877 Tennyson Harold 11. i, If I caught them, they should

hang Cliff-gibbeted for sea-marks.

attrib. 1885 Ruskin Pleas. Eng. 88 The sea-mark isle,

Heligoland.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

1589 Pasquifs Return A iij b, I desire not to cast it out as

a block, .for any to stumble at, . .but as a Sea-marke to dis-

couer the quicksands of newe Religions. 1607 Shaks. Cor.

v. iii. 74 Like a great Sea-marke standing euery flaw, And
sailing those that eye thee. 1693 O. Heywood Best Entail

vi. Wks. 1826 IV. 473 Wicked parents are set before you as

sea-marks, to avoid, not as landmarks, to guide you. 1739
Cibber Apol. (1^56) II. 43 A Sea-mark of danger to future

managers in their theatrical course of government.

Sea'-niaw. Now dial. Forms : 5 semawe,
-mow, 6-maw, 7-sea-raaw. [Mawj£.3] =Seamew.
c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 641/1 Hec fuliga, semawe.

c 1440 Promp. Pare. 452/2 Semow, bryd, aspergo. c 1450

[see Maw sb.*]. a 1490 [see Mow sb.3 ). 1544 Turner Avium
Praecip. D 7, De Folica . . Anglice a white semaw with a black

cop. 1605 Drayton Man in Moon 183 The greedie Sea-maw
fishing for the fry. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xliv, Like sea*

maws and clack-geese before a storm.

Sc. Proverb. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 118 Give your own
Sea Maws your own Fish Guts. If you have any Super-

fluities give them to your poor Relations. 1816 Scott Antiq.

xv, Ye ken my gudeman likes to ride the expresses himsell

—we maun gie our ain fish-guts to our ain sea-maws. 1895

P. H. Hunter James Inwick xix, Na, na, we'll keep oor

ain fish guts for oor ain sea maws !

Seame, obs. Sc. form of Seem v.

Seamed (simd),ppl. a.1 [f. Seam v.- + -to-.]

In the senses of the verb.

1636 L, Thetford Mark/tarn's Per/. Horseman 122 A
rough, grosse seamed Hoof, shewes an age or over-heating.

1864 Whittier Poems, What the Birds said 25 O'er dusky
faces, seamed and old. .We saw your star-dropt flag uncoil.

1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. iv. (1894) 101 The seamed
and distorted rocks. 1885 Misses Brietzcke & Rooper
Needlewk.ff Knitting 11. 99 Purl knitting is also called

seamed knitting.

Sea'nied,// 7
. a.2 rare" , perron, inferred from

enseamed : see Enseam v.1 i.] (See quot.)

i864Chamb. Eucycl.s.v. Falconry.When in good condition,

she [a hawk] is enseamed; when out of condition, seamed.
Hence in later Diets.

Seamer (srmsi). [f. Seam v.2 + -eh1. (OE.
had sedmere tailor, f. sedm Seam *£,*)] a. (See

quot. 1843.) b. A seaming-machine.
1843 fenny Cycl. XXVII. 181/1 There are three classes of

operatives engaged [in the stocking-trade] : the * winders
'

..; the 'stockingers'; and the 'seamers', who make the

stockings out of the pieces thus produced...The 'seamers'
are women. 1871 T. Cooper Life 141 He had also to pay
so much per dozen to the female ' seamer ' of the hose. 1884
[see seaming-machine, Seaming vbt. sb.].

Seamew (srmiii). Forms: 5-6 sefe)mewe,
6-7 sea mewe, (7 sea mue), 6- seamew. [f. Sea
sb. + Mew sb.*] The common gull, Larus canus.
c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 202 The semewe

with his fetherys whyte. 1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. xxi,

They ben called Alcyones or see mewes. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 184 Seemewes, guiles. 1667 Milton P. L. xr. 831 An
Hand salt and bare, The haunt of Seales and Ores, and Sea-

mews clang. 1725 Pope Odyss. v. 86 The chough, the sea-

mew, the loquacious crow. 181a Byron Ch. Har. 1. Song i,

The breakers roar, And shrieks the wild sea-mew. 1890 R.
Boldrewood Col. Reformer (1891) 149 The yacht, sweeping
like a seamew over the. .billow.

f Seaming, sb. Obs. A variety of apple.

1664 Evelvn Kal. Hart., Aug. 72 The Seaming Apple.

Seaming (s**min.), v£/. sb. [f. Seamv.2 + -ing *.]

The action ofSeam v.2 ; also cotter. , a seam or seams.
CX450 Mirour Saluacioun 3205 Hire sons cote inconsutyle

with out semyng. 1541 R. Copland Guydons Quest. Chirurg.
L ij b, Questyons vpon the Anathomy of seamynge or
stytchynge. 1631 T. Powell Tom ofAlt Trades 47 Let
them [i.e. your daughters] learne plaine workes of all kind,
so they take heed of too open seaming. 1795 Herschel in
Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 365 A kind of seaming, well known
to those who make iron funnels for stoves. 1880 Plain Hints
55 For those who are called upon to do seaming and felling,

these [pieces of calico] will be divided, so as to form two
pieces. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Seaming, the
marginal line which surrounds a seine, and to which the
meshes are seized.

b. attrib. and Comb., as seaming bar, machine,
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mallet, stitch, twine ; seaming lace, lace used for 1

insertion in or for covering and ornamenting seams;
;

seaming plough, one for drawing seed-drills.

179S *Seaming bar [see Seam v? 3]. 1616 B. Jonson Devil
an Ass 11. v. 9 That weares such petticoates, and lace to

her smocks, Broad *seaming laces {as I see 'hem hang there).

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Seaming-lace, a coach-maker's
,

lace, used to cover seams and edges. 1865 Mrs. Bury Pal-
|

liser Hist. Lace 300 note, ' Seaming ' lace and spacing lace
!

appear to have been generally used at this period [Jas. IJ

to unite the breadths of linen, instead of a seam sewed. We
.

find them employed forcupboard cloths, . . shirts, &c. through-
out the accounts of King James and Prince Charles. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Seaming-machine, a machine tor

forming the joints at the edges of sheet-metal plates. 1884

Ibid. Suppl., Seaming Machine. The Royer & Lincoln
i

seamer.. trims woven goods neatly and evenly; and joins
|

the margin of cloth outside the seam. 1703 T. N. City $ C.

Purchaser 193 So much of the Sheet as lies over the Cavity :

is set down into it with the *Seaming-mallet. 184a Lance
;

Cottage Fanner 16 There may be a *seaming plough pass
;

over the land,.. to draw the drills; the seed may then be
1

cast thinly. 1880 Plain Hints 16 The shape of the learning- .

stitch is quite different to hemming. 1794 Rigging .y Sea-
;

vianship I. 92 The seams.. are.. stitched up. .with double
,

*seaming twine.

Seamless (seniles), a. Also 5 semlesse,

semeles. [f. Seam sb.l + -less.] Without a seam ; !

of a garment, woven without a seam.
The word was used very freely by 17th c. divines in such

phrases as Christ's seamless coat„ garment, vest, etc. with

reference to John xix. 23, as typifying unity in the Church.

1483 Cath. Augl. 329/1 Semlesse {MS. A. Semeles), iucon.

sutilis. 16*4 Donne Wks. (1839) V. 265 Christ, .suffered his

flesh to be torn, but not his seamless garment. 1880 Times
21 Sept. 4/4 The one novelty, .in the exhibition is a small

case of absolutely seamless boots. 1901 Westm. Gaz. 5

Feb. 8/1 An ingenious system of building extremely light,

seamless boats.

Comb. rti66x Fuller Worthies, York-Sh. (1662) in. 208

Wearing seamless-woven-coats.

Hence Sea'mlessly adv.

1906 Saintsbury Hist. Eng. Prosody I. 367 The whole

web is woven seamlessly and without break.

Seamlet (sf-mlet). [f. Seam «M + -let.] A
small seam or stratum.

1891 J. C. Atkinson Moorland Parish 395 The bed of

laminated clay, with intercalated seamlets of very fine sand.

Sea-monk.
f 1. The monk-fish. Obs.
1611 Florio, M6naco..z. fish called a Sea-munke. 1666

J. Davies Hist. Caribby 1st. t. xviL 101 There is another

kind of Porposes which.. from the resemblance there is

between their heads and the frocks of Friers, some call them
Monks-heads, and Sea-Monks [orig. F. Moines de Mer\.

2. 'The monk seal' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Sea-monster. A monster of the sea.

1. A huge fish, cetacean, or the like.

C1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. civ. xi, Sea-monsters there,

their plaies and pastymes show. 1611 Bible Lam. iv. 3
Euen the sea-monsters [tuarg. or, sea calues] draw out the

breast. 1762 Ann. Reg. 103 A sea-monster was cast ashore

..nearLeith. It is supposed to be of the shark kind, i860

W raxall Life in Sea ii. 27 This sea-monster [Rhytina
Steller!], .had a black skin an inch thick.

2. A fabulous marine animal of terrifying pro-

portions and shape.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. m. ii. 57 When he did redeeme
The virgine tribute, paied by howling Troy To^ the Sea-

monster. 1599 13. Jonson Cynthia?s Rev. iv. i, Like a sea-

monster, that were to ravish Andromeda from the rocke.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 462 Dagon his Name, Sea Monster,

upward Man And downward Fish.

3. jocular.

1761 Colman Jealous Wife m. i, He is a perfect Sea-

Monster, and always looks and talks as if he was upon Deck.

Sea-moss.
1. A kind of seaweed ; = Coralline sb.1 I.

1548 Turner Names ofHerbs (E.D.S.) 21 Bryon thalassion

named in latin Muscus marinus is of two sortes...The one

kynde is called Vsnea marina, & it may be called in english

sea mosse, it groweth aboute stones and shelles in the sea.

1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 594 Sea mosse is good
to be laid to hot tumors. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb.xv'in. 761

From Shepey, sea-moss some [bring], to cool his boiling

blood. C1711 Petiver Gazophyl. vi. 58 Soft-feathered Cape
Coralline. ..This elegant Sea Moss is not brittle like the

Shop Coralline. 1877 Bryant Sella 177 Thou shall sleep

Thy weariness away on downy banks Of sea-moss.

2. = CARRAGEEN. 1891 in Century Diet.

3. =* Sea-mat (Sea sb. 23 d;.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 429/1.

Seamost (sf-m^st), a. rare. [f. Sea sb. + -most.]

Situated nearest the sea.

1626 SirF. Drake Revived (162$) 47 He sent the Lyon, to

the seamost Island of the Catiuaas, to discry the truth of

the report. ^1851 Moir Poet. Wks. (18521 II. 26 Thy sea-

most town, Yclept in Saxon Chronicles Eske-mouthe.

Sea-mouse. [Cf. L. mus marinus (Pliny),

some shell-fish.]

1. A marine dorsibranchiate annelid of the family

Aphroditidse, esp. Aphrodite aculeata.

C1520 L. Andrewe Noble Life m. lvii. in Babees Bk., Mus
marinus, the see mouse, gotne out of the water, &..laith

her egges in. .the erthe. 1580-3 Greene Mamiltia 1. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 98 The Lyon cooleth his stomacke with eating

the Seainouse. 1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 16 A Sea
Mouse, so called from the forme of his head and beard ; this

fish . . but for his finnes . . is something like a Serpent in colour,

and is about a foot long. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 90 The
subcylindric variegated Apnrodita. The Sea Mouse. 1854
H. Miller Sch, $ Schiu. (1858) 64 The brilliant metallic
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plumage of the sea-mouse (Aphrodita), steeped as in the dyes

of the rainbow, excited our admiration. 1863 Wood Illustr.

Nat. Hist. III. 706 The Sea-mouse, as the Creature is called

from its hairy coat. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman in. vii.

141 The sea-mouse shining like fire.

2. [? For *sea-mose ; cf. titmouse.'] A local name
for the dunlin and other small shore-birds.

1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 194 Dunlin (Tringa
alpiua)... Sea mouse (Lancashire; Dumfries). Ibid. 203
Little Tern {Stertia minuta). Sparling (West Lancashire).

Where the eggs and young are called * sea mice'. 1894
Northumb. Gloss., Sea-mict\ the small waders ; the sander-

ling, . . the stints, . . the dotterils.

Seamster, sempster (s^mstai, se-mPstai).

arch. Forms : a. 1 ssemestre, s^amystre, s6me-
stre, 1-2 se"amestre, 4 semstere, 4-7 semster,

5-7 semester, 6 seamester, {Sc. semestair, -are,

semistar, 6-7 Sc. semister), 7- seamster; P. 6

shempster, 7 seampster, 6- sempster. [OE.
sgamestre, fern, formation corresponding to siamere

tailor: see Seamer and -steb.] One who sews ; one

whose occupation is sewing, esp. the making and

mending of garments ; a tailor, seamstress.

Originally a designation of a woman, but in OE. already

applicable to a man. Now only applied to one of the male
sex, seamstress being commonly used for a female sewer.

a. c 995 in Kemble Cod. Diptorn. VI. 131 Ane crencestran,

and ane semestran. £ 1000 ./Elfric Gram. xxx. (Z.) 190/6

Sartum (of Sam is sartor seamystre, sartrix heo). a 1100

Age. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 312 Sartrix, seamestre. 1379
Poll-tax W. Riding in Yorks. Archseol. Jrnt. VI. 327

Margareta filia dicte Matilde, Semstere. £1400 Destr.

Troy 1585 Sadlers, souters, semsteris fyn. 1479 Notting-

ham Rec. II. 300 Cecily.. semster. 1527 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. V. 314 Item, to Jonet Dowglas, semestair of

the Kingis lynnyng claithis, xxvli. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(1878) 176 Good semsters be sowing of fine pretie knackes.

x6oi F. Godwin Bps. of Eng. 372 This woman was com-
mended to him for a very cunning seamster. 1630 Brath-
wait Eng. Gentlent. (1641) 255 A gentleman is a man of

himselfe,'without the addition of either Taylor, Millener,

seamster or haberdasher. 1857 Kingslev Tivo Y. Ago I.

x. 159 Tom was a good seamster, as all travellers should be.

1858ICarlylk Fredk. Gt. x. iii. II. 611 He told me, 'The
Duke of Strelitz was an excellent seamster

' ; fit to be Tailor

to Your Majesty in a manner. 1890 S. J. Duncan Soc.

Departure 213 He was squatting on the floor of a room.

.

with two or three fellow seamsters.

0. 1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 11. E iij, A yong wench ther,

which was a very connyng shempster. 1599 Breton Will

of Witt etc. (Grosart) 59/1 If hee bee a good taylor,

shee is a good sempster. 1659 Hevlin Certamen Epist. 331

They might have put up all their gettings into a Sempsters

Thimble, and not filled it neither. 1719 D'Urfey Pills IV.

102 Sempsters, Tire-women. 1765 Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. v,

[Corporal Trim] attending my uncle Toby.. as a valet,

groom, barber, cook, sempster, and nurse. 1836 N. H.
Nicolas Walton's Angler Life 2 note, Izaak Walton fol-

lowed the trade of a sempster or haberdasher.

tb. attrib.

1571 Wills <r Inv. N. C. (SuVtees 1835) 362, vj clowtes of

; fyne semster nedles. 1599 Return Jr. Parnass. 1. i. 372

I He . . bringes out signiour Barbarisme in a case of nightcapps,

I ..like a blocke in a seamster-shopp.

Hence Se'mpstering vbl. sb. rare, the occupa-

|

tion of a seamster. Also attrib.

1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Compl. Decay of Beggars, Ex-
: plating their fallen condition upon the three-foot eminence

of some sempstering shop-board. 1874 Hardy Farfr. Mad.
Crowd xli, She's been picking up a living at seampsteri tig.

Seamstress, sempstress (sfmstres, se-mP-

stres). Forms : a. 7 semstressete, seamstresse,

8 seemstress, 9 semstress, 7- seamstress; 0.(7
sempstresse, sempstriss), 7- sempstress, [f.

Seamster, Sempster + -ess.] A woman who seams

or sews ; a needlewoman whose occupation is

plain sewing as distinguished from dress or mantle-

making, decorative embroidery, etc.

o. 1644 Howell Twelve Treat. (1661) 47 A great masse

of money and plate was brought into the Guild-hall, the

! Semstresse brought in her silver Thimble,, .the Cook his

Spoons. 1665 Pepvs Diary 8 Apr., To the Old Exchange,

; and there, of my pretty seamstress, bought four bands. 1711

j

Steele Sped. No. 182 p 3 An Irish Fellow, who dresses very

fine., and is the Admiration of Seamstresses who are under

Age in Town. 1872 Daily News 24 July, The wrongs and
hardships of the seamstress and the milliner have been set

forth in thrilling poetry.

0. a 1613 Overbury CharacL, Maquerela Wks. (1856) 100

Shee can easily turne a sempstresse into a waiting gentle-

woman. 1659-60 Pepvs Diary 2 Feb., I ..went to Mrs
:
John-

son, my Lord's sempstress. 1726 Swift Gulliver i.vi, Two
hundred sempstresses were employed to make me shirts, and
linen for my bed and table. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 33

P23 My sempstress., has lost the measure. 1871 Daily Neivs

6 Nov., Among the prisoners . . were twowomen—a sempstress
..and a servant.

Hence Sea'mstressing nonce-tod., the action of

working as a seamstress. Seamstress-ship, the

position, work, or skill of a seamstress.

1816 Scott Antiq. xvi, The little apartment was. .orna-

mented too by such relics of her youthful arts of sempstress-

ship as Mrs. Hadoway had retained, a 1854 Caroline B.

Southey Poet. Wks. (1867) 94 And near at hand (sat] The
maiden sister friend..At her coarse sempstresship. 1873

Mrs. Whitney Other Girls vii, Dull work in the great ware-

rooms, or now and then all days' seainstressing in families.

t Seamstressy. Obs. rare~x
. [f. Seamstress

+ -SY.] The occupation or work of a seamstress.

1760 Sterne Tr. Shandy m. xlii, As an appendage to

seamstressy, the thread-paper might be of some consequence

to my mother.
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t Sea*mstry, se*mpstry. Obs. [f. Seamster
+ -Y.1 The occupation or employment of a seam-

ster or seamstress. Also attrib. in seamstry-xvork.

a. 1598 Flobio, Dietro pmtto, a back-stitch in seamstrie

worke. c 1630 Trag. Rich. II {1870) 38 Tis strange to take

her from her semsterye. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 97/2
Seamstry work follows next in order to that of a Taylor.

p. 1631 T. Powell Tom 0/AH Trades {1876) 173 She
may Iearne what belongs to her improvement, for Sempstrie.

1695 A. de la Pbyme Diary Mar. (Surtees)53 The Quakers
1. now were fine cloathes, and learns all sorts of sempstry
and behavour. 1760-72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) I.

127 My wife had lately requested her to look out for some
sempstry-work among the neighbours.

f Sea'my, «.' Obs. rare — K In 6 seymy. [f.

Seam sb.z + -y.] Greasy.
a 1520 Skelton Agst. Garnesche iii. 169 Thou gresly gar-

gone gfaymy, Thou swety slouen seymy.

Seamy (sf*mi), a.a [f. Seam sbA + -y.]

1. Having a seam or suture ; characterized by
seams. Seamy side, lit. the under side of a garment,

etc. on which the rough edges of the seams are

visible
; fig. [after Shaks.] the worst, most degraded

or the roughest side (of life, character, etc).
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 146 Some such Squire he was That

turn'd your wit, the seamy-side without, And made you to

suspect me with the Moore. 1837 Mrs. Caroline Norton
Let. 4 Nov. in Smiles Publisher #f Friends (1891) II. 415, I

begin to think it would be pleasanter to follow a marching
regiment than to see the seamy side of this intellectual trade.

1859 Sat. Rev. 2 Apr. 403/1 He appreciated to a consider-

able extent, what we may perhaps venture to call the seamy
side of human affairs. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. x. ii. III.

223 The splendid and the sordid, the seamy side and the

smooth, of Life at Cirey. 1882 L. Stephen Swift viii. 185
The righteous hatred of brutality and oppression which is

but the seamy side of a generous sympathy. 1899 H. A.
Dobson Paladin ofPhilanthropy vi. 146 The knowledge of
the seamy side of fetters.

2. Of the nature of or resembling a seam or seams

;

marked with a seam.
1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad iv. 75 His crimson seamy

scars reveal The sure-aim'd vengeance of the Lusian steef.

1786 Burns Addr. to Edinb. v, Like some bold Vet'ran..
mark'd with many a seamy scar. 1857 Geo. Eliot Scenes
Cler. Life, Amos Barton ii, A one-eyed woman, with a
scarred and seamy face. 1874 S. Lanier Com 127 To where
..Yon old deserted Georgian hill Bares to the sun his
piteous aged crest And seamy breast,

Comb. 1840 Carlvi.e Heroes v. (1841) 289 The rough
seamy-faced, rawboned College Servitor.

Hence Seamiuess.
1875 Besant & Rice With Harp ff Crotvn ix, A gleam of

light upon his face, which brought out the more forcibly the
seaminess with which his passions were furrowing it. 1898
G. Wvndham Poems of Shaks. Introd. 60 Jonson's.. viru-

lence, .spared neither the seaminess of an opposite's ap-
parel nor the defects in his personal appearance.

Sean, alternative form of Seine.

Sean, obs. f. Scene ; variant of Sene Obs., synod.
Seanachie, variant form of Sennachie.

II Seance (shafts). [Fr. stance a sitting, f. OF.
seoir (:—L. sedire) to sit.]

1. gen, A sitting of a deliberative or administra-
tive body (esp. of a learned society), or of a number
of persons assembled for discussion, or instruction

by a lecturer, or the like.

1803 Lamb Let. to Manning Wks. 1876 II. 216 Your
seances and conversaziones, which I have a shrewd suspicion
must be something dull. 1884 Kendal Mercury 3 Oct. 5/3
The British Association.. should be a. .secret conclave, and
every one attending its seances for reporterial purposes
deserves to have his ears cropped.

2. spec. A meeting for the study of spiritualistic

phenomena.
1845 Warburton Cresc. 4- Cross I. xv. 153 The hour was

so late that no other boys were to be found ; and so the
seance broke up. i860 All Year Round No. 66. 373 The
spirits rapped out their dismissal, and the seance was at an
end. 1881 Frouoe Short Stud. Ser. iv. (1883) 225 The disciple
who has been at a spiritualist's stance. 190a F. Podmore
Mod. Spiritualism 1. ii. 1.41 The development of the Polter-

geist performance into the phenomena of the scance-room.

3. A 'sitting* for medical treatment.

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 37 The electrical se'ances

should be tri- weekly, each lasting about fifteen minutes, and
they should be persevered in for months. 1887 D. Maguire
Art Massage (1888) ioi After the third massage seance, the
patient ceased having these mishaps during several hours.

Seane, variant of Sene Obs. synod.

Sea-ne ttle. The popular name of certain

radiate marine animals of the class Aealephie,

having the property of stinging when touched.

T Formerly applied also to the sea-anemone.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. x. II. 449 The Sea-nettle (a

fish so called). 1747 Gentl. Mag. 121 Among which he
reckons. .the sea-star and sea-nettle. 1835 Kirby Hab.
4- Inst. A turn. I. vi. 197 These belong to what are vulgarly
called the jelly-fish or sea-nettles. 1862 Ansted Channel
1st. 11. ix. (ed. 2) 239 Acalephae, or Sea Nettles.

Seangreen, obs. form of Sengreen Obs.

Seannachie, variant form of Sennachie.
Seant, obs. form of Seeing///, a.

Sea -nymph.
1. Myth. A nymph (Nymph sb. 1) supposed to

inhabit the sea ; a Nereid.
1565 Goldinc Ovid's Met. 1. 353 The Seanymphes wondred

under waves the townes and groves to see. 1601 [see

Nereides]. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 402 Sea-Nimpbs hourly

ring his knell. 1710W. King Heathen Gods <y Heroes xxxix.
(1722) 166 The Sea Nymphs were in great Numbers call'd

Nereides. 1815 Scott Ld. of Isles m. xxviii, Hark ! hears
he not the sea-nymph speak Her anger in that thrilling

shriek ! 1871 Palgrave Lyr. Poems 49 O Italy, mother
of nations Like her own fair sea-nymph's brood, Who turn
and rend their mother.

2. An antarctic petrel, Procellaria nereis.

1875 J. H. Kidder Nat. Hist. Kerguelen Isl. 1. 31.

Sea-oak. [tr. mod.L. quercus marina.'] The
seaweed fucus vesiculosus, and other seaweeds
of similar appearance ; bladder-wrack.
1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. clix. 1378 Quercus marinus. Sea

Oke, or Wrake. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 1. Eden
598 There lives the Sea-Oak [orig. le chesne mari/t] in a
little shell. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden cvi, Sea Oke or
Wrake. 1700 C. Leigh Nat. Hist. Lane, etc. 1. 92 In some
of the Alga's or Sea-Oaks I have observ'd various Capsular
impleted with a pellucid Gelly. 1796 [see Tang sb. 3

). 182a-

39 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 358 The bibulous marine
plants which . . have been applied to the strumous tumours in

ths form of epithems, as sea-wrack (fucus vesiculosus), sea-

tang {alga marina), and sea-oak (quercus marina).

b. altrib. : sea-oak coralline, sertularia, the

polyp Sertularia puvtila.

1754 J. Ellis in Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 632 This species I

have call'd the sea-oak coralline, from its being most fre-

quently found- .adhering to the largest species of the
quercus marinus. 1802 Binglev Anim. Biog. (1813) III.

482 The Sea Oak Sertularia. 188a Cossets Nat. Hist. VI.
290 The Sea Oak Coralline is a common example.

Sea-officer. Now somewhat rare (very common
in i7-i8th c). A naval officer.

1669R. Montagu in Bucclench MSS. (Hist MSS.Comm.)
I. 456 Out of these [gentlemen] the King intends always to
choose his sea officers. 1708 Proclam. 20 May in Loud.
Gaz. No. 4440/1 In case any. .Warrant Sea-Officers belong-
ing to any Ship of War., be absent. 1833 T. Hook Parsons
Dan. 1. vii, Saying which, .the gallant sea-officer quitted the
Parsonage, i860 G en. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. 129
The first of England's living sea-officers.

Sea-Otter. A marine otter of the shores of the

North Pacific, Enhydris marina or lutris.

1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665! 14 A Sea-Otter. 1710
Sibbald Fife <$• Kinross 49 Lutra Marina, the Sea-Otter,
..differeth from the Land-Otter, for it is bigger, and the
Pile of its Furr is rougher. 1772-84 Cook's Voy. (1790) V.

' 1738 Sea-otters are amphibious. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxiv,
A large leathern pouch, . . made of the skin of the sea otter.

1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 174 Numbers of canoes soon
:
came off, bringing sea-otter skins to sell. 1879 CasselCs

j

Techn. Educ.l, 74/1 The fur of the sea-otter is thick, soft,

!
and woolly.

b. Sea-otter*8 cabbage, the large seaweed
Nereocystis Liitkeana of the North Pacific, the

fronds of which are a favourite resort of sea-otters.

1866 Treas. Bot.

Sea -owl.
1. The lump-fish, Cyclopierus lumpus.
1601 [see Lump sb. 2

1]. (1x673 [see Cock-paddle]. 1836
Yarrell Brit. Fishes II. 270.

2. The puffin.

184a Bonnvcastle Newfoundld. II. 234 The puffin (alea
arctica) which may be called the sea-owl, from its extra-
ordinary head and wise look.

t Sea-ox. Obs.

1. The hippopotamus. Cf. Sea-cow.
1600 J. Porv tr, Leo's Africa ix. 335 The creatures therein

[in the Nile] contained are exceeding strange, as namely
sea-horses, sea-oxen, crocodiles [etc]. Ibid. 344 The sea-

oxe being couered with an exceeding hard skinne is shaped
in all respects like vnto the land>oxe; saue that in bignes it

exceedetn not a calfe of sixe moneths olde. 1607 Topsell
F'our-f. Beasts 328 Some Grarcians call him sometimes
a Sea-horsse, and sometimes a Sea-oxe. 1660 F. Brooke tr.

Le Blanc's Trav. 202 A hundred Elephants, caparison'd
with the skins of Sea-oxen. Ibid., This Besigu beares a bow
and quiver, a short sword, and a coat of Sea-oxe. 2791
Smellie tr. Buffon (ed. 3) VI. 278.

2. The walrus or morse.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage 626 Neere to New-found-land

in 47 deg. is great killing of the Morse or Sea-oxe.

Sea-parrot.
1. The puffin.

1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 9 A Sea-Parret or
Coppernose of Greenland. 1694-1865 [see Parrot sb. 3 a],

2. One of several fishes (see Parbot-fish).
1666 T. Davies Hist. Caribby Isl. 98 There are also in

these Parts certain Fishes scaled like a Carp, but as to

colour are as green as a Parrot, whence they are by some
called Sea-Parrots. 1706, 1883 [see Parrot sb. 3 b].

Sea-pen. [Pen sb,2] A polyp of the genus

Pennatula or family Pennatulidee.

1763 J. Ellis in Phil. Trans. LI 1 1. 420 This Animal was
well Known to the ancients by the name of the Sea-Pen.

1768 Solander Let. to % Ellis in Ann. Reg. (1769) XII.
188/2 We can hardly buy a plate of shrimps (at Rio de
Janeiro], without finding a dozen of your Pennatula rent-

formis, or kidney shaped sea pen, among them. 1840 F. D.
Bennett Whaling Voy. 1 1. 102 The sandy beach of the bay
is strewn with . . sponges, sea-pens [etc.]. 1879 E. P. Wright
Anim. Life 591 fig., The sea pen (Pteroides spinosus).

1883 C. F. Holder in Harper's Mag. Jan. 184/2 The sea-

pens are remarkable for their phosphorescence.

Sea-pheasant.
1. The turbot.

1633 [see Pheasant 2 b]. 167* Jossklyn New-Eug.
Rarities 26 Hallibut or Sea Pheasant. 1737 in W. Walker
Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 161 Turbot, far requested for his

white And mellow flesh, sea-pheasant often named.

2. The pintail duck, Dafita acuta j also the long-

tailed duck, Harehia glacialis.

a 1672 Willughby Ornith. (1676) 289 Anas caudacuta., .

Sea Pheasant: The Cracker. 1674, 1837 [see Pheasant 2 b].

1842 Bonnvcastle Newfoundld. II. 236 The pintail duck
..from its plumage and the shape of its tail is called the
sea pheasant. 1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery (ed. 2)
285 To roast the pintail, or sea-pheasant. 1893 in Cozens-
Hardy Broad Norf. 47 Sea-Phaysant..L.or\gta\\ed Duck.

Sea-pie 1
. [FlEsbA] A common name for the

oyster-catcher, Hmmatopus cstralegus. Also used
in Her. as an armorial bearing (see quot. 1780).

#
155a Ace. P'cess Eliz. 40 in Camden Misc. (1853) II, Paid

in rewarde..to..Mr. Levetts servauntes for bringing of sea-
pies, x. s.^ C1557 S. Burrough in HakluyVs Voy. (1599) I.

279 In this place we found plenty of young foule, as Guiles,
Seapies, and others. 1615 Markham Pleas. Princ. viii.

( ID35) 37 The Sea-pie is a great devourer of all sorts of Fish.

1747 Mallet Amyntortf Theod. Wks. 1759 1. 127 The Sea-
Py ceas'd At once to warble. 1771-84 Cooks Voy. (1700) IV.
1323 Among the rocks are found black sea pies, with red
bills. 1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Sea-pie, a
water-fowl, of a dark brown colour, with a red head, and
the neck and wings white. 1862 Kingsley Water Bab. iv.

140 The sea-pies with their red bills and legs, flew to and
fro from shore to shore. 1873 Black Pr. Thulc ix. 141 Not
even a gull or a sea-pye crossed the .. moorland.
transf 1607 Dekker & Webster Northw. Hoe 1. Bzb,

Nowblew-bottle? what flutter you for[,] Sea-pye? Serving-
man. Not to catch fish, sir.

Sea-pie 2
. [Pie sb.%] A dish of meat and

vegetables, etc. boiled together, with a crust of
paste, or * in layers between crusts, the number of
which denominate it a two or three decker ' (Smyth
Sailors Word-bk. 1867).
1751 Affect. Nap: ofWager 66 They shot several wild

Fowl, some of which they roasted, putting the rest into what
we call a Sea Pye. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dan. vi, Lobscous,
sea-pie, and other delicacies of a naval description. 1886
Cunliffe Rochdale Gloss., Sea-pie, a pie of potatoes and flesh

baked in a pan oyer the fire. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa -Z-2J Using it also in the preparation of a sort of sea-
pie they [the natives] make with meat and fish.

transf. 1847 Thackeray in Erasers Mag. Jan. 123 Pic-
torially, The Drawing-Room Scrap-Book is a sea-pie, made
up of scraps that have been served at many tables before.

Sea'-piece. [Piece sb. 17 b.] A picture repre-

senting a scene at sea.

1656 Evelyn Diary 10 July, A piece representing Sir F.
Drake's action in the year 1580, an excellent sea-piece.
1681 Grew Musxum iv. § iii. 378 A Sea-Piece, consisting
wholly of Inlay'd-work, of several Colours, in Stone. 171a
Addison Sped. No. 489 F 4 Great Painters, .very often
employ their Pencils upon Sea-Pieces. 1797 Holcroft tr.

Stolberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. Ixii. 420 He has painted a moon-
light sea piece.^ 189a Brighton Sir P. Wallis 228 Two sea-
pieces by Musin occupy a considerable space.

Sea-pigeon.
1. A name given (locally) to various birds, as the

rock-dove, Columba livia, the black guillemot,

Uria Grylle, the grey kittiwake, Larus canus.
1620 J. Mason New-found-land in Mem. (1887) 151 The

sea fowles are guiles, sea pigeons. 1664 Hubert Catal.
Rarities (1665) 9 A Sea-Pidgeon of Green-land. 1767 tr.

Cranz* Greenland I. 84 Thesea-pidgeon..is like the willock
in almost every thing, except its being less. 18x9 Stephens
in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI. 23 Sea pigeon. {Columba litlora-

lis.) Ibid. 24 It occurs in abundance in New Guinea and
Java ; by the natives of the latter, it is distinguished by the
name of the Sea Pigeon. 1861 Coues in Proc. Philad.
Acad. 256 They [Black Guillemots] are universally known
to the natives and fishermen [of Labrador] as ' Sea-pigeons '.

1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier's Reptiles $ Birds 285 The
Grey Kittiwake (Larus canus) is often called the Sea
Pigeon. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names Birds 168 Rock
Dove (Colum&a livid). . . Sea pigeon (Ireland),

2. U. S. A large green sea-slug.

1885 C F. Holder Marvels Anim. Life 169 One of the
sea-slugs, a great green creature, commonly known on the
[Florida] reef as the sea-pigeon.

Sea-pike * [Pike sb*] One of various fishes,

as {a) a gar-fish, esp. Belone vulgaris ; (b) any fish

of the family Sphyr&nidx, esp. the genus Sphy-
r&na

;
{c) the hake, Merlucius vulgaris

;
(d) a fish

of the family Centropomidss, of tropical America,
esp. Ceniropomus undecimalis (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. ii. II. 427 The sea pike Lupus.

1611 Cotgr., Pet's escome, the sea Pike, or Spit-fish. 1668
Charleton 0«tf/«rtjr. 136 Sphyrmna .. Lucius Marinus, the
Sea-Pike, or Spitt-Fish. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 274
The common sea pike, or sea needle, sometimes grows to the
length of three feet, or more. 1840 Cuviers Anim. Kingd.
294 Sphyrmna, the Sea Pike, which has been confounded
with the Esox or True Pike, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer,
(ed. 3), Bill-fishy (Belone truncata) a small sea-fish... Also
called Sea-pike. 1880-84 *' Day Brit. Fishes I. 301 Met- '

luccius vulgaris. . .The hake, ..or sea-pike. 1898 Morris
Austral Engl., Sea-Pike, a fish of New South Wales,
Lanhperca mordax Giinth., of the family Sphyrxnidx.

Sea-pike 2
- [Pike sb.5] A trident.

1870 Bryant Iliad xv. II. 109 He bore A sea-pike two and
twenty cubits long.

Sea-pine.
1. See Pine sb, 2 2.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v.Piuc, 5. The wild sea-pine.

..6. The Idsean sea-pine. 1845 Buowning Engtishm. in
Italy 191 The flat sea-pine crouches.

2. A dark-coloured seaweed. ? Obs.
176J W. Hudson Flora Angtica 470 Fucus.. incurvtts..,

black Fucus, or Sea Pine. 1777 Robson Brit. Flora 31c
Fucus incurvus.

.

. Black Wrack. Sea Pine.

Sea-pink. [Pink sb*] a. The plant Thrift,

Armeria marihma. fb. Cerastium repetts.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet., Statice; Thrift or Sea Pink.

*759> etc. [see Pink sb.4 1 b], 1850 Allingham Poems.
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SEA-PLANT.

Before Break/, ii, Now the cliff spreads its cheerful adorning

Of matted sea-pink under foot. 1897 'Allen Raise Welsh

Singer viii. 68 Flinging himself on the sea-pinks.

Sea-plant. [Plant sb.*] A plant growing in

the sea or in salt-water, a marine or maritime plant.

1681 Grew Afvsxum 11. § v. i. 247 These, and other Sea-

Plants hereafter described. 1764 Ann. Reg. 11. 10 A sea-

plant which they boil in seal's fat. i860 \\ raxall Lt/e in

Sea viii. 184 They [sea-hares] inhabit the rocks on the coast,

and crawl about on the sea-plants.

Sea-poose, variant of Sea-purse (sense 4).

Sea-pork, a- ' The flesh of young whales in

the western isles of Scotland ' (Smyth Sailor s

JVord-bk. 1867). b. Local U.S. (see quot.).

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 58 Amarcecinm, a
genus [of compound ascidians] common on our coasts, forms

large colonies. . .The general color is much like that of boiled

salt pork,, .and the fishermen . . call them sea-pork.

SeapOrt (srpo»Jt). [Pout sbX\ A harbour

or port on the sea-coast ; a town or city on such a

harbour. = Port sb\ 1 and 2.

1596 Dalry.mple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 12 It hes thir

tounes Kircoubrie, Wigtoune, and the quhyt Case, al the

thrie gude seyportes. 17x3 E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 388 We
shall pass by the Sea-Ports, having mention'd them in the

precedent Chapter. 1735 Berkeley Querist §266 Wks.
1871 III. 378 The sea-ports of Galway, Limerick, Cork.

1849 Macau lay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 335 Bristol, then the first

English seaport. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 3 (1882) 184
The great merchant city. .sank. .into a petty seaport.

b. atlrib., csp. in seaport town (cf. Port-town 2%
1705 Proclam. 18 Jan. in Lond. Gaz. No. 4090/1 Until

they Arrive at some Sea Port-Town. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, xxii, Portsmouth is a seaport town. 1909 Edin. Rev.
Oct. 391 Apollo meets the Seaman at a seaport tavern.

Sea-pouce, variant of Sea-pduse (sense 4).

Sea-power.
1. A nation or state having international power

or influence on sea. Cf. Power sbA 6 b.

1849 Gbote Greece 11. xxxix. V. 67 The conversion ofAthens
from a land-power into a sea-power. 1890 Mahan Injl. Sea-
Power Hist. 225 Before that war [of the Spanish succession]

England was one of the sea powers ; after it she was the sea

power, without any second. 1906 W. M. Ramsay in Ex-
positor Apr. 365 Tarsus . . became a harbour and a sea power.

2. The strength and efficiency of a nation (or of

nations generally) for maritime warfare.
The currency of the term in its more abstract use is due to

Captain A. T. Mahan's book, Influence of Sea-power on
History (1890). In a letter of 19 Feb. 1897, printed in E.
Marston, After Work (1904) 257, Capt. Mahan states that

the combination was deliberately adopted by him ' in order
to compel attention '.

1883 Sir J. R. Seelev Expansion Eng. 89 Commerce..
was swept out of the Mediterranean by the besom of the
Turkish, sea-power. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 574/1 The-
mistocles..the founder of the Attic sea-power. 100a Sir
C. Bridge in Encycl. Brit. XXXII. 493/1 In the first and
greatest of the contests wagged by the nations of the East
against Europe—the Persian wars—sea-power was the
governing factor.

Seapoy, Seapt, obs. forms of Sepoy, Sept sb.

Sea-purse. Also (in sense 4) sea-pouce
;

-puss, -poose.

1. A zoophyte of the genus Alcyonium. ? Obs.
1806 Turton Linn. Syst. Nat. IV. 653 Alcyonium Bursa

..Sea Purse.

2. The horny egg-case of a skate, ray, or shark ;

a mermaid's purse.

1856 Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist. IV. 530 The young [of Skates]
are deposited . . in their horny cases. . . These . .are sometimes
called sea-purses. 1891 C. L. Morgan Anim. Life <5> InielL
220 Each is also protected by a horny case with pointed
corners—the so called sea-purse of seaside visitors.

3. A siphonaceous alga, Codium bursa, which
resembles a sponge.
1853 Eng. Cycl., Nat. Hist. I. 115 Codium, the Sea-Purse,

is a hollow, sub-globose, dark green plant, composed [etc.].

4. U. S., Atlantic coast. A swirl of the undertow
or a double undertow formed by two waves meet-

ing at an angle, making a small whirlpool on the

surface of the water, dangerous to bathers.
1891 Century Diet., Sea-purse, . .2. A swirl of the undertow

[etc.]... Also called sea-pouce and sea-puss. 1896 Athletic
Sports, Surf $ Surf bathittg (1898) 247 As the word is

ignored by Webster, I shall invent my own spelling and
write it 'sea-poose'. This term is loosely used in different

parts of the coast.

Seapy, obs. form of Sepoy.

Sea-quake, seaquake, [after Earthquake.]
A convulsion or sudden agitation of the sea from
a submarine eruption or earthquake.
1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 333 Tin* o-ckt/aos. .is

usually understood of an earth-quake, but here 'tis a sea-
quake. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824J I. ^3 A violent
agitation, or heaving, of the sea... This agitation.. may
be called, for the sake of perspicuity, a seaquake; and
this also is produced by volcanoes. 1827 Blaekw. Mag. XX I.

273 "The phenomenon called a mare moto or seaquake, was
heaving the waters of the harbour. 1889 Hickson Nat. N.
Celebes iii. 45 This was accompanied by a terrible seaquake.

Sear (sI»j), sbA Forms: 6 serre, 6-7 seare,

7 saer, 9 sere, scear, eear. [Of obscure history.
Commonly regarded as a. OF. scrre grasp, something that

grasps or holds fast, f. serrer to grasp, hold fast, press close,
repr. late L. serdre to bar, bolt, f. L. sera bar for a door. The
Fr. word, however, has app. not been found with this

specific meaning; in the sense 'foot of a bird of prey'
(Sere sb.) it is still current, and in OF. it also meant a lock
or bolt.]

332

1. A portion of a gun-lock which engages with

the notches of the tumbler in order to keep the

hammer at full or half cock, and which is released

(at full cock) by pressure upon the trigger.

1596 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (ed. 2) 452 Euen as a
pistole that is ready charged and bent, will die off by and by,

if a man do but touch the Seare. 162a F. Makkham Bk.
War i..ix. 35 Let the Cocks and Trickers be nimble to

goe and come ; for as concerning Seares, they are vtttrly

out of date. 1688 Holme Armoury in, .wiii. (Roxb.) 135/1
The seuerall parts of a Fire lock... The saer or dog. 1802
Trans. Soc. Arts XX. 246 Further motion being pre-

vented by a notch in the small sear. 1864 Wheelwright
Spring Lafil. 200 It [a gun-lock] seemed to be altogether

destitute of a scear, but with a famous mainspring. 1898
Proc. Soc. Antiq. 17 Mar. 109 The cock is caught by the
nose of the sear projecting from the lock-plate. 1903 Sir
M. G. Gerard Leaves fr. Diaries x. 367 The bent of the
sear had broken—the piece being at half-cock.

b. Tickle or light of the sear (fig.) : easily made
to 'go off', readily yielding to any impulse. (cf.

quot. 1596 above). So \to go glib upon the sear.

71560 Dial. Comen Secretarye <V Jelowsye 7 She that

is fayre, lusty, and yonge,..Thynke ye her tayle is not
lygbt of the seare. 1583 H. Howard Defensatwe H iv,

Discouering the moods and humours of the vulgar sort, ..

to be so loose and tickle of the seare, as there wanted nothing
but a leader, of great courage and deepe wisedoineto begin
the game. 1600 Breton PasquiTs Fooles-cap Ii 2, An idle

Mate, Whose tongue goes all too glibbe vpon the seare.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 337 The Clowne shall make those
laugh whose lungs are tickled [read tickle] ath' sere.

2- Comb,, as sear-nose, the end of the sear

which engages with the notches in the tumbler;

sear-pin, -pivot, the bolt upon which the sear

turns ; sear-spring, a spring which keeps the sear

in position, also, in some gun-locks a spring which
throws the hammer back to half-cock after a dis-

charge (also attrib. in sear-spring cramp, -pin).

1859 Musketry Instr. 16 The arm of the sear is that part
on which the trigger acts to raise the *sear-nose out of
the roll beat of tumbler. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 251 The
*sear-pin. 1892 Greener Breech-loader 16 Tumbler and
*scear pivots. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xviii. (Roxb.) 135/1
The *saer spring or feather spring. 1831 Darwin in Life
<y Lett. (1887) I. 2ii Two sere-springs, four nipples or plugs.

1844 £»££»*£ Regul. Army 96 note, One * Sear-Spring Cramp,
for Anns with back-action Locks. 1892 Greener Breech-
loader 15 The bridle and *scear-spring pins.

Sear (sI-m), sb.2 Also 6 seare. [f. Sear v.] A
mark or impression produced by searing. Also fig.
1874.0'SHAUGHNESSY Music <r Moonlight 122 Her dear wan

life is dearer to me keeping The sear upon its whiteness of
her fall. 1875 Manning Internal Mission Holy Ghost viii.

216 If you had ever been burnt, there would remain the sear

of the bum as long as you live.

Sear (si»i),». Forms: 4-6, 9 sere, 5-8 seer,

(6 cear), 6-7 seare, 6- sear. [OE. s^arian —
OHG. (ar-)sdr£n :—OTeut. type *saunfjan

f
f.

*sauro-
t
OE. star dry, Sekk a.]

1. intr. To dry up, to wither away ; to become
sere. Now rare.

1 c 890 in Cockayne Shrine 168/22 Grenu [leaf] weaxaS. ,hy
eft onginnaS searian. c 1430 Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 2736 Ful
of trees . . whose fressh beaute and grenesse . . Nouther Sere,
nor wexen olde. 1496 Dives <y Pauper (VV. de W.) 1. xxviii.

66/2 Whan other herbes sere and drye up. 1530 Palsgr.
709/2 This tree wyll seere within a yere or twayne. 1878
Scribner's Monthly Mag. XVI. 332/2 As the autumn seared
and browned and grayed at last into winter. 1901 A. Austin
Royal Homecoming x, What Nature feels when Autumn
stacks and seres, Or Yule-gusts blow.

2. trans. To cause to wither, to blight.

1412-20 Lydg. Citron. Troyx. 1655 Eke^onge trees to sere,

rote and rinde, And afterward make hem, agein kynde,
With lusty braunchis blosine and budde newe. c 1550
Cheke Matt. xxi. 19 And y° fig tree was seered bi and
bi. 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 25 b, The same heate
dryeth or seereth the stomake. 1784 Cowper Task in. 30
When summer sears the plains. 1815 Shelley Alastor
249 His scattered hair Sered by the autumn of strange
suffering Sung dirges in the wind. 1876 Swinburne Erech-
theus 1459 If no fire of sun or star untimely sear the tender
grain. 1896 A. Austin England's Darling in. i, How often

have I crushed their [reeds'J crackling stems, Sered by the
wind and manacled in ice.

f b. To sear tip : to subject to a process which
causes withering, to dry up from the roots. Obs.
1430-40 Lyog. Bochas vm. xv. (1494) D iij b, The frutles

trees vp seryd to the rote. 1589HAKLUYT Voy. 97 They cut
the branches euery euening, because they are seared vp in

the day by the heate of the Sunne.

3. To burn or char (animal tissues) by the appli-

cation of a hot iron ; to cauterize (a wound, the

stump of an amputated limb, etc.) in order to

destroy virus or prevent the flow of blood.

1530 Palsgr. 709/2, I sere with a hoote yron, as a smyth or
cyrurgien dothe. 1553 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1. vi.

107 If [it ware] a wenche, they [Amazons] streighte ceared y°

pappes, that thei might not growe to hindre them in the
warres. 1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 145 Achirurgeon
trieth all gentle means before lancing, searing, or cutting off.

1778 Johnson in Bosiveit 20 Apr., It is a sad thing for a man
. .to bleed to death, because he has not fortitude enough to

sear the wound, or even to stitch it up. 1831 Youatt Horse
227 Preventing bleeding by searing the vessels with a hot
iron. 1865 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. I. 11. 252, I prefer

searing at about eight or ten weeks as a.. more humane
process than drawing. . . I have never lost a Iamb from searing.

b. Jig. Chiefly after 1 Tim. iv. 2, to render (the

conscience) incapable of feeling.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Tim. iv. 2 Having their conscience

SEARCE.

seared [1611 seared with a hote iron]. 1633 Ford *Tts
Pity v. I 2, Thy Conscience youth is sear'd. a 1674
Traherne Chr. Ethics (1675) 190 They are obdurate and
seared, that cannot discern and feel the wound vyhich they
inflict on themselves, who grieve and offend their Creator.

1772 Mackenzie Alan World 1. iii, To give firmness to

sensibility, .without searing its feelings where they led to

virtue. 1816 Byron Fare thee well xv, Sear'd in heart, and
lone, and blighted, More than this I scarce can die. 1851
Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. xv. (1863) 116 Christianity does
not sear the human heart ; it softens it. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Couq. (1876) II. viii. 210 A long career of ambition,
craft, and despotic rule never utterly seared his conscience.

1879 Spencer Data ofEthics xiv. § 93. 245 The destructive

activities carried on against external enemies sear it [sym-
pathy].

o. To sear tip : to close (a wound, vein, etc.) by
actual cautery. Also fig.
1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 41 [The Jesuits] haue

bespattered with a most dangerous Gangrene, the whole
bodie misticall of Christ (which vnlesse it be seared vpwiih
hot irons here in England, wil neuer come at Rome to be
soundly cured). 1629 B. Jonson New Inn II. i,The rogue
deserues..To be crop'd with his owne Scizzers. .And ha*

the stumps sear'd vp with his owne searing candle. 1697
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. 145 The Vein of Rhetorick was
seared up. 1768-74^ Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 644 Then for

the worm of conscience,.. they have seared up his mouth
with a hot iron that he cannot bite. 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur.
in. iv. § 79 The political system of Hobbes, like his moral
system, ..sears up the heart.

fd. To brand, stigmatize. Aho fig. Obs.

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 360 And boyes to the pylery gan
me plucke,. .And some bade sere hym with a marke. 1601

Shaks. Alts Well 11. i. 176 A divulged shame Traduc'd by
odious ballads: my maidens name Seard otherwise. 161

1

— Wint. T. 11. i. 73 Calumnie will seare Vertue it selfe.

1638 BriefRelat. 21 Now the Executioner being come, to

seare him and cut of his eares, Mr. Prynne spake these

words to him [etc.], 1644 Milton Divorce 1. \. (ed. 2) 7 Not
to suffer the ordinance of his goodnes and favour, through
any error to be ser'd and stigmatiz'd upon his servants to

their misery and thraldome.

4. In wider sense: To burn, scorch; jto put

out (one's eyes) by burning. Also fig. ? Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. sL 26 The scorching flame sore

swinged all his face, And through his armour all his bodie
seard. 1593 Nashe Chrises T. Wks. 1904 II. 136 To the

intent that, .he might with the bright reflection of his [the

sun's] beamy radiation seare out his eyes, c 1610 Deaum.
& Fl. Philaster II, AH the Court shall hoot thee through
the Court Fling rotten Oranges, make ribald Rimes. And
sear thy name with Candies upon walls. 1650 Fuller
Pisgah in. xiii. 349 Tophet..where children were offered

to Moloch, searing them to death with his burning imbrace-

ments. i6§2 Gataker Aniinom. 8 Poor souls for fear of

searing their lips, dare not put the cup to their mouths.

1725 Pope Odyss. v. 307 A lofty wood Whose leafless sum-
mits to the skies aspire, Scorch'd by the sun, or sear'd by
heav'nly fire. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. hi. x, For as the flames

this symbol sear, His home, the refuge of his fear, A kindred
fate shall know.

Sear, variant of Skee a. ; obs. Sc. f. Sore.

Sea-raven.
1. The cormorant.
[A transl. of L. corvus marinus: see etymol. note s v.

Cormorant.]
16x1 Cotgr., Corbeau deau, a Cormorant. Corbeau de

vicr, the same ; or, the sea-Rauen. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 102 When the great sea-raven, as Jacobson
informs us, comes to take away their young, the puffins

boldly oppose him,

2. f a. A fish mentioned by Pliny. Obs. b. A
large North American fish, Hemiiripterus ameri-
canuSy also called deep-water sculpin.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxn. xi. II. 451 [List of fishes.]

The Sea-Raven Corvus. 1672 Josselyn Npzv-Eug. Rarities

29 Sea Raven. 1836 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer.
111. 50 Hemiiripterus A mericanus.. .The Sea-raven... in-

habits the cod-banks on the coast of New York, Nova
Scotia, and the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 1888 Goode Amer.
Fishes 302 The Sea-raven is decidedly palatable.

T C. A large African fish. Obs. rare~ x
.

*797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 15/2 Sea Raven, or corvo
marino, of Kongo in Africa, . . is about six feet long, and big

in proportion.

Searce (s5js), sb. ? Obs. Forms : [? 4 sace], 5
saarce, sars, sarsse, sarche, 5-7 sarce, 6 cearse,
6-8 serce, searse, 7 sarse, serse, 7-8 sierce,

7-9 search, 5-9 searce. [ME. saarce, a. (with

unexplained insertion of r) OF. saas (mod.F. sas)

= Pr. sedas, Sp. cedazo, It. staccio (Neapolitan

setacczd) :—pop. L. *sxtaceus (pannus), lit. (cloth)

made of bristles, f. L. sseta bristle.] A sieve or

strainer. (In the first quot. the word may be AF.)
[1329-30 Durham Ace. R oils (Surtees) 17, i sace, ^d.] c 1440

Promp. Parv. 441/2 Saarce, instrument. X459 Inv. Sir J.
Fasto/fs Goods in Paston Lett. I. 490 Item,..j. sars of
brasse. Item,..j. sarche of tre. 1546 Langlev tr. Pol.

yerg. de Invent, in. i. 65 Siues and sarces of heare. 1578
Banister Hist. Man 1. 10 The couer.. Galen likeneth to a
searse, as though it were full of holes. 1594 Good Husxvifes
Handmaide 52 When it [the flour] is baken, it will be full

of clods, and therefore ye must searse it through a search.

1624 Quakles Job Militant med. iv. 17 My Mem'ry's like

a Searce of Lawne (alas) It Keepes things grosse, and lets

the purer passe. 1669 Stukmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 66
Sift it through a fine Sieve, or a Search. 1674 Ray Coll.

Words, Prepar. Tin 122 The fine [tin] is lewed in a fine

sierce. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 124 My next Diffi-

culty was to make a Sieve, or Search, to dress my Meal.

1780 Mackenzie Mirror No. 93 § 9 His brain, poor man !

was like a gauze searce, it admitted nothing of any magni-
tude. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 262 Adding the fish-glue dis-

solved in a great deal of water, and passed through a searce



SEARCE. 333 SEARCH.
[printed searee]. 1844 N. Paterson Manse Garden 147

Put all the earth through a search or riddle, of which the

wires are one inch apart.

fig. 1603 Flobio Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 296 Yet will our

selfe overweening sift his dininitie through our searee. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 279 Whereas other Orders of Monks
and Fryers were after their first institution sifted (as I may
say) thorough many other searches. 1662 Gurnall Chr. in

Arm. nr. verse 18. L xvii. 330 His Mediation is the fine

searse through which our prayers are houlted.

b. Comb. , as f searce-net
; f searce-wise adv.

1526 Crete Herball ccccxxxy. (1529) Z iij, Take veray small

S>wdre therof and passe it through a sarcenet. 1601

olland Pliny xi. xxiv. I. 323 The long yarne in her web
wrought serce-wise.

Searee (sais), v. ? Obs. Forms : 5 saarce,

sarge, serge, (sayeres?), 5-6 sarse, 5-7 sarce,

6 searsse, cerse, cerce, serche, 6-7 serse, serce,

seirce, 6-8 sierse, 7-8 sierce, 5-9 searee, 6-9
searse, search (see also E.D.D.). [f. Seabce sb.

;

cf. F. sasser.] trans. To sift through a searee.

C1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 183 Grynde all bese & sarce
hem. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 20 Take Appelys an set he hem,
an Serge \AshmoU MS. Sarge] hem borwe a Sefe in-to a
potte. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 414 Bete al this smal, and
sarce hit smothe at al. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 441/2 Saarcyn,
coio. 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. it. ii. 15 Take of the
cromes of breade well cerced a pounde. 1545 Raynolo
Byrtk Mankynde 84 Strewe vpon it y* powder.. beaten
very smal & searched through sylke. 1575 Turberv.
FanUonrU 301 Beate it into pouder and serce it through a
fine cloth. 1675 Has. Woollev Gentlew. Conrp. 118 Grate a
penny loaf, and seirce it through a Cullender. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. {Globe) 124 Fine thin Canvas, or Stuff, to search the
Meal through. 1741 CompL Fam.-Piece 1. it. 187 Searee
some fine Sugar over them. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
141 Take two Pounds of Flour, a Pound of Sugar finely

search'd, mix them together. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I.

8 Be very careful . . that . . all these ingredients be well mixed
together and searsed through a fine sieve.

b. transf. and jig.

c 1535 Nisbet N. T., Rom. ProUS.T.S.) III. 315 The mare
grandly it is searssit, the preciouser tiiingis ar founde in it.

1591 Sylvester Dtt Bartas 1. iii. 147 The dry Earth,
having these waters (first) Through the wide sieve of her
void entrails sierst. 1623 Webster Devil's Law-Case 11. i.

C 4 b, You haue Potecaries . . will put foure or fiue coxcombs
into a sieue..; theyle searse them through like Ginny
Pepper. 1644 Digby Nat. Soul v. § 3. 395 When we haue
sifted and searsed the essence of any notion whatsoeuer.
1831 Scott Ct. Robt. x, His eye was of that piercing kind
which seems designed to search and winnow the frivolous
from the edifying part of human discussion.

Hence Searced///. a., Sea*rcing vbl. sb.

1544 Phaer Regim. Ly/e (1546) Cc iv b, Than take pouder
of stauisacre serced and myngle all togyther. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. v. i v, Tut, it is the sorting, . . and the searcing,
and the decocting, that makes the fumigation, and the
suffumigaiion. 1062 Merrett tr. Nerjs Art ofGlass v. 14
Good and well sersed Tarso.

^
1688 Holme Armoury \\\.

337/2 The Searee, or Searcer. .is a fine Sieve with a Leather
cover., to keep the Dant.. that nothing be lost of it in the
Searceing. 1707 Sloase Jamaica I. Introd. 18 Thesearc'd
and dry Farina is spread in the Sun to dry further.

Searcer (s5\is3j). Also 6 serchar, 6-7 sorcer,

7 searser, 8-9 searcher, [f. Search v. + -er ».

With sense 1 cf. OF. sas{s)oire sieve (Godefroy)
;

with sense a cf. F. sassettr.]

L A searee or sieve.

1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 121 All these beate to-
gether and

(

serche them through a serchar. 1577 B. Gooce
Heretback's Husb. 1. n b, Siues, Scrcers, Boulting tubbes.
1639 T. de Grav Compl. Horsem. 266 Searee it through a
fine searcer. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 754 The Author hath
often observ'd, that having in the morning put an Egg near
these Searsers (indigo-siftersj, it hath been found in the even-
ing all blew within. i688[seeSEARCED/4/.a.]. 1883R.HAL-
dane Workshop Rec. Sir. 11. 446/1 The pulp is. -passed
through a ' searcher', to remove the tough skin and pips.

2. One who searces or sifts, rare" .

161 1 Cotgr., Sasseitr, a sifter, searcer, boulter ofcome, &c
"755 Johnson, Searcer, he who searces.

Search. (saJtJ), sb. Forms : 4-6 serche, 5
serge, 5-6 searche, 5-7 serch, 6 sertche, serse,
6- search, [a. AF. serche (Rolls of Parlt. 1314-5,
J 353)» OF. cerche (mod.F. cherche), vbl. sb., V.

eerchier : see Search v. In some uses prob. an
Eng. formation on the verb.]

1. The action or an act of searching ; examina-
tion or scrutiny for the purpose of finding a person
or thing. Const, after,for, -f </(the object sought).

f Abo, investigation of a question ; effort to ascer-

tain something.
£•1400 Destr. Troy. 524 The woman .. shewid forth her

ernd . . In sauyng hir seluen and serche ofhis wille. c 1450 Cov.
Myst. (1841) aga Thurwe alle Galyle a serge to make, Yf
Ihesu be enteryd jour pepyl among, c 1460 Fortescue Abs.
ff Lim. Mon. xiv. (1885) 142 This serche which we nowe haue
made ..hath be a digression flrom the mater in wich we
labour. 1530 Palsgr. 269/1 Sertche enquyre, enqucste,
1565 Allen De/. Purg. 1. vi. 61 b, Let vs entre into the
searche of the meaning of these two textes, withe suche
plainesse and sinceritye that [etc.J. 1570 Levins Manif>.
82/20 A Scnc,scrt4tt'nium. x6o8 Shaks. Per. 111. Prol. 16 By
many a dearne and painefull pearch Of Pcrycles the careful 1

search, -.Is made with all due diligence, c 1610 Women
Saints 43 When after earnest serch none could be founde,
whome they iudged worthie of her. i68x-6 J. Scott Chr.
Life (1747) HI. 127 [Ministers] who by their. .diligent
Search of Scripture, were.. to qualify themselves to teach
[etc.]. 1697 Drvden Virg. Past

%
i. 38 Nor did my search

of liberty begin, Till my black hairs were chanjj'd upon my

chin. 1744 Akenside Pleas, /mag. 11. 29 Where studious
ease consumes the silent hour In shadowy searches and
unfruitful care. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. i. 16
Farewel to Verses, for the Search of Truth And moral
Decency hath fill'd my Breast. 1829 Scott Rob Roy Introd.
2nd half, Robin Oig absconded, and escaped all search.
i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxvii. 390, I.. resolved to devote
another year to a search among the chief glaciers. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 352 The whole of our discussion
from the very beginning has been a search after knowledge.
1888 J. A. H. Murray N.E. D. Pref. 16 Those who..have
been always ready to undertake searches in connexion with
groups of words at which the Editor and his staff were
actually working.

quasi-Personified. 167s Otway A Icibiades n. i, Beyond
what Search can see or Fancy track.

b. Phrases. In search of ( = F. en cherche de) :

In quest of ; in order to find ; also, predicatively

,

occupied in searching for. To make (a) search

(see Make vi 59 a) : to search {for some lost,

concealed, or desired object).

«455 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 287 That they make
serch withyn har qarterys. _ 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 77 To
make diligent searche and inquisition what maner of people
inhabited the land. 1595 Shaks. Jo/inn. L428 If zealous loue
should go in search of vertue, Where should he finde it

purer then in Blanch? 1610— Temp. it. i. 323 Lead off this

ground and let's make further search For my poore sonne.
1644 Evelyn Diary 5 Nov., I received instructions how to
behave in towne, with directions to masters and bookes to
take in search of the antiquities churches, collections, &c.
17x6-8 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. I. xxiii. 70, I might
run intoTurkeyin search of liberty. 1809 Has. More {title)

Coelebs in Search of a Wife. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
ii. 1 . 234 Search was made ; and Godfrey's corpse was found
in a field near London. 1879 Lubbock Set. Led. iii. 71 Some
species, .ascend bushes in search of aphides. Mod. I am at
present in search of a house.

T o. Object of search. Obs. (? nonce-use.)
1806 H. Siddons Maid, Wife, fy Widow I. 244 Content is

the end, the search of all mankind.

+ d. In wider sense : Examination (with regard

to quality, conduct, etc.). Obs.

xs»3 Act 14 <y 15 Hen. VIII, c. 2 Euery such stranger,
occupieng any mistery or handy craft .. shalbe under the
serche and reformacion of the wardens. 16x3 J. May Dec/.
Estate Clothing iv. 17 The Law hath effectually promded
for the search in all points, that in euerie place where cloth
is made and sold, two, foure, six, or eight shall bee appointed
for the search thereof, that it be according to law.

2. spec. a. An examination of a ship's cargo,

etc. for the purpose of enforcing customs duties.
146a Paston Lett. II. 107 The seyd Chapman is of no repu-

tacion,..and be colour of hise office of supervisor of the
searche shal gretly hurte the port, 1686 tr. ChardhCs Trav.
Persia 62 The saique, which is a sort of Turkish Vessel that
takes the Commander aboard, is not expos'd to the search
of the Customers. 1700 Law Counc. Trade (1781) 260 By
multiplying of oaths, searches, dangers and difficulties.

1891 Olver& O'Reilly Imperial Tariff%i Such search,
so far as passengers' baggage is concerned, need in future
only be made by the officers when requested to do so by
the police.

b. An examination of a register or of documents
in public custody, for the discovery of information
which is believed to be contained therein.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 243 John Salatt bathe made a serge
in the regestrcaftre the wylles and testements. X554 in
Shropsh, Parish Documents (1903) 54 For the serche of the
Regeslreatlychefyldevi< vm4. 1836.^6*7 Wilt.IV,c.B6
fi 37 For every general Search of the said Indexes shall be
paid the Sum of Twenty Shillings.

+0. Self-examination oiconscience, mental in-

trospection. Obs.
xs«6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 234 The exercysc.is

called a meditacyon, as longe as it is with any mquisicyou,
serche, or difficulty of y° mynde. 1659 A. Hay Diary
(S. H. S.) 50, I . . then retired myself to my preparatioun and
weeklie search, and had a very comfortable allowance in
some meditations, a X673 Swinnock in Spurgeon Treas.
Dav. Ps. iv. 4 The most successful searches nave been made
in the night season.

d. Right ofSearch : the right, recognized by the
law of nations, by which a duly commissioned ship
of war of a belligerent state is empowered, outside

neutral waters, to stop and examine a merchant
vessel for contraband ; also occas. in wider sense

(cf. quot. 181 7). Visit ana* Search : see Visit sb.

1817 Brougham in Pari. Deb. o_July 1800 The only means
of ultimate success consisted, in his opinion, in the adoption
of some arrangement among the greater powers of Europe,
which should establish a mutual right of search [of slave

vessels). X879 M cCarthy Own Times II. 345 The plenlpo-
tentiaries before separating came to an agreement on the
subject of the right of search, and the rules generally of
maritime war.

f 3. Kange to which search extends. Obs.
1610 B. Jonson Masques, Pr. Henries Barriers 8g Beyond

the paths and searches of the sunne Let him tempt fate. 179a

S. Rogers Pleas. Mem. \. 361 That eye so finely wrought,
Beyond the search of sense.

4. Searching effect (of cold or wind). Cf.

Search v. 9.
1609 Dekkkr Raven's Almanack Wks. (Grosart) IV. 196

By which meanes the spring to some people. .proue [sic] as
fatall and as busie in priuie Searches as the fall of the Leafe.

190a Blackw. Mag. Nov. 591/2 Outside there was the drip

of the thatch eaves, the old search and pity of the wind, but
they heard not these.

5. concr. applied to persons : f a. A searcher,

examiner ; spec, in a Bridgetin convent, the official

title of the sisters (at Sion House four in number)

who were under the Prioress entrusted with the
supervision of the behaviour of the nuns. Ob:.
Cf. the similar use of Searcher 2 c
c 1450 in Aungier Hist. Syon (1^40) 251 In the chaptyr

noon schal. .spekebut the president, the chantour, the
serches, and they that confesse her owen defautes. 1450-
1530 Myrr. our Ladye 154 Yet she muste aske forgyuenesse
afterwarde and the souerayne and serches that haue cure
of the relygyon oughte to se that she be sadly correcte. 1653
J. Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox ix. 215 The Shee-
Inquisitors came first thither to doe their Office.. .There was
not one of the three Searches, but judged this good Office
as feasable as reasonable.

+ b. A search-party. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Otlu 1. i. 159 That you shall surely find him

Lead to the Sagitary the raised Search.

6. attrib. and Comb., as search-making, -party
;

f search-day, ?an occasion of an official visita-

tion
; f search-house, the building or room in

which goods are searched by the custom-house
officers; search-parade, a periodical gathering
of convicts in a prison for purposes of examina-
tion of their clothing for the detection of unlawful
possessions ; search-room, the room in the Public
Record Office provided for members of the public
who wish to search documents there preserved

;

search-sheet (see quot.); search-warrant, a
warrant authorizing the searching of the dwelling
of a person suspected of crime.
X547 in E. B. Jupp Carpenters* Co. (1887) 386 Item payd

for oure dynner on the *serche day of oure lands, vj* iij J .

c 1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. II. 39 All our cariage was
had home to the ^erch house, where all my Master's ap-
par.iil and the gentlemens, with the rest of the servaunts
were serched to th'uttermost. 1495 Cov. Leet-bk. 568 And
that be shirrifs wekely make serch. .vppon be peyn to Iese
C s. at euery tyme they be founde laches in *serch-makyng.
I9°3 [Neville] Penal. Serv. v. 43 The *search parade and
the 'rub down ' four times a day constitutes a sort of drill.

1884 Graphic 23 Aug, 202/1 A *search party was sent back,
and presently they espied a pool of blood in the footpath.
X897 Diet. Nat. Biog. LI. 211 The Record Office, where he
ultimately became superintendent of the *search room. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXX. 132/1 The deeds are indexed according
to properties—each property having a separate number and
folio called a ' *search sheet ', on which all deeds affecting it

are referred to. x8i8 Scott Rob Roy xiv, If there was to be
a "search-warrant granted, he thought the siller wad be fund
some gate near to St. James's Palace. 1879 Farrar .SV. Paul
(1883) 130 The brethren who remained had either eluded his
search-warrant, or been rescued from his power.

Search (saitf), v. Forms : a. 4-6 sereh(e,
cerche, 5 sorche, 5-6 sarche, searche, 6 sarych,
search©, sertche, seyrch, Sc. scearche, seirch(e,

7 cherch, 6- search ; p. 5 serge, scerge, seerge,
cerge; 7. 5-6 sers, 6 seirs, searse, Sc. searee,
seirce, serce, serss, cers, cerse, cerss. [a. OF.
eerchier (mod.F. chercher), corresp. to Pr. cercar,

It. cercare to seek, Sp., Pg. cercar to surround :—
late L. circare to go round, f. L. circus circle.]

I. To explore, examine thoroughly,
1. trans. To go about (a country or place) in

order to find, or to ascertain the presence or absence
of, some person or thing ; to explore in quest of
some object.

o. c 1330 King 0/ Tars 929 Thou scholdest come with-
oute bost, And serche uche cuntray. c 1400 Maundev, (1839)
xxxi.315, 1 ., have.. cerchedmanyefullestraunge places. 1480
Caxton Ckron. Eng. cexxx. q 3 b, They wente and serched
and skymmed the see. a X548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 28 b,
When the erle had searched all the coaste of Fraunce, and
had founde not one pirate or sea robber. x6n Bible Num.
xiii. 2 Send thou men, that they may search (he lande of
Canaan. 1697 Dryden Vtrgt Georg. iv. 170 The Guardian
of the Bees, For Slips of Pines, may search the Mountain
Trees. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xlvii. 7 Shall.. they, my
jolly comrades, Search the streets on a quest of invitation?
0. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 453/2 Seergyn, or serchyn, scrutor,

lustro, perlustro.

y. a 1500 Droichis Part 0/ Play 162 in Dunbar's Poems
(1893) 320 Gar sers baith Louthiane and Fyf And vale to me
a mekle wyf. x«3 Douglas ACneis u. xi. 118 To toune
agane I sped with all my mycht..Wilfull all aventuris new.
lingis to assay, And for to serce Troy, every streit, and way.
2. To look through, examine internally (a build-

ing, an apartment, a receptacle of any kind) in

quest of some object concealed or lost.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 443 Houses were besiltche
y-serched gif out my^t be y-founde. 1471 Caxton Recnyell
(Sommer) s^.He serchid all the palais of kyng lichaon, and

.

maad thepiriens to sease his nchesses. 1535 Coverdale
1 Kings xx. 6 Tomorow aboute this tyme wil I sende my ser-
uauntes vnto the, y* they maye serch thyne house. 1598
Shaks. Merry IV, iv. it 167 Helpe to search my house this
one time : if I find not what I seeke, shew no colour for my
extremity. (11656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 47 They.,
will search every Coach for you with Torches. 18x9 Shelley
Ceuciiv. iv. 31 Even now they search the tower, and find
the body. 1843 Poe Purloined Letter, When G— detailed
to us his mode of searching the premises.

3. To examine (a person) by handling, removal
of garments, and the like, to ascertain whether any
article (usually, something stolen or contraband)
is concealed in his clothing.
14x6 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2770 And also that ye wel

provyde To cerche hem wel on euery syde, Thys synful folk,

with pakkys large. 147* Caxton Chesse 11. v. (1883) 62 The
Iayler serchid her that she shold bere no mete ne clrynke to
her moder. 1646 Evelyn Diary Apr., The officers search'd
us thoroughly for prohibited goods. 1687 Lovell tr. Theve*
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nots Trav. 266 But not before we and our Goods had been

searched at the Custome-house. 1843 Poe Purloined Letter,

He has been twice waylaid, .and his person rigorously

searched under my own inspection. 1891 Olver & O Reilly

Imperial Tariff** A power is given to officers of the Board

to search persons suspected of concealing prohibited goods

about their persons.

f b. In wider sense : (see quot). Obs.

169a Wood Life 20 Aug. (O.H.S.) III. 399 The maid was

search 'd and found to be with child.

4. To peruse, look through, examine (writings,

records) in order to discover whether certain things

are contained there.

«. 1387 Tbevisa Higden (Rolls) 1. 41 Ivlius Cesar, .lokede

and serchede stories and bookes of his ?eres of doynge

and dedes. 15*6 Tindale N. T. John v. 39 Searche the

scriptures, for in them ye thynke ye have eternal lyfe. 1664

Exton Marit. Dicaeol. Ded. a iij b, Having some time since

in those sad and distracted times, bestowed some labour in

searching and perusing, .the Records. 1769 Burke Late
St. Nat Wks. II. 52, 1 have been at the trouble to search

the Journals in the period between the two last wars.

V. 1563 WinJet tr. Vincent. Lirin. iii. Wks. (S.T.S.) II. zo

Than sail he do diligence to inquire and serce the sentences

of our forefatheris conferrit amang thame selfis.

5. With immaterial object : To investigate, make
oneself thoroughly acquainted with ; to examine

rigorously (one's own heart, thoughts, etc.); to

examine, penetrate the secrets of (another's mind

or thoughts). Also with out.

The phrase search and sift, common in the i6-i7th c,

perhaps indicates confusion with Seabce p.

c 1386 Chaucer Melib. § 38 The sciences and the Iugge-

mentz of oure lord god almyghty been ful depe, ther may no
man comprehende ne serchen hem suffisantly. cj^ooSege
Jems. (E.E.T.S.) 339 pe cite hab [vs] sent to serche 3our

wille, To here be cause of 3our comyng, [& what] }e coueyte

wolde. 1535 Coverdale Ps. exxxix. 1 O Lorde, thou

searchest me out, and knowest me. 1579 Hake Newes out of
Powles To Rdr. (1872) A iv. b, To searche and syfte owte
thedeceytes that the lewde sorte of this people.. doe vse

to gette money with. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, in. iii. 12

Search out thy wit for secret pollicies, And we will make
thee famous through the World. 1663 Bp. Nicholson
Catechism 58 For hee will try, sift, search all things, and
without flattery or favour proceed according to every mans
works. 1697DRVDEN Virg. Georg. in. 690 Receits abound ;

but searching all thy Store, The best is still at hand, to

launch the Sore : And cut the Head. x8ao Shelley Prometh.
Unb. in. iii. 34 And we will search, . . For hidden thoughts,

. .Our unexhausted spirits. 184a Manning Serm. xx. (1848)

I. 295 We feel as if we saw the tokens of His presence.

.

coming and going in an awful way, as if to gaze upon us,

and search out our very thoughts.

b. Of an impersonal agency : To test, reveal

the nature of.

1586 A. Day Fng. Secretary n. (1625) 2 The wit is searched

by the outward quality or condition of a man. a 1616

Beaum. & Fl. Custom Country 11. i, Prosperity does search

a Gentleman's temper, More than his adverse fortune. 1818

Shelley Rosalind 257 For scorn whose arrows search the

heart, From many a stranger's eye would dart.

6. To look scrutinizingly at.

x8n Sir A. Boswell Clan-A loin's Vo-.vw. 33 Fierce Mal-
colm watched' the passing scene, And searched them through
with glances keen. 1861 O. W. Holmes Agnes 11. 85 He
searched her features through and through. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xxxi, While he drank, his eyes searched her

face, and lingered admiringly on her beautiful hand.

t 7. To search up : to dig up (the soil). Obs.

c 1400 Destr. Troy. 1534 Sone he raght vpon rowme, rid

vp be dykis Serchit vp the soile bere be Citie was.

f8. To probe (a wound). Obs.

a 1400-50 Alexander 3132 To serche baire saluys & bar

saris with surgens noble, c 1450 Merlin xxxii. 664 And the

wounded lete hem be ledde to townes, and serched theire

sores. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 262 Now to the bottome
dost thou search my wound, a 1625 Fletcher Valentinian

I. Hi, You search the sore too deep, a 1631 Donne Poems
(1633) 1 50 So. . nice in searching wounds the Surgeon is. 1687

Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v., To search a Wound, sonder une
Plaie.

9. Of wind, cold, fire-arms, etc. : To penetrate,

reach the weak places of.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy u. 72-71 For Achilles, sturdy as

a wal, Gan cerche scheltrouns & her rengis brake, c 1586

C'tess Pembroke Ps. cix. viii, Oile through flesh doth search

the hidden bone. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1904

II. 315 They basted him with a mixture of Aqua fortis,

[etc], .which, -searcht him to the marrowe. 164a L>. Rogeks
Naaman 36 But now perhaps being searcht to the quicke

[etc. J. 18m Byron Werner 1. i. 723 The ice-wind. .Search-

ing the shivering vassal through his rags. 1829 Napier
Penins. IVarix.il II. 394 The guns of the first corps, .were

enabled., to search the whole of the British line to the left.

f 10. To examine in order to ascertain the cha-

racter or dispositions of. Obs. rare.

1476 Order ofCouncil \xi York Myst. Introd. ?% iiij of the

most connynge-.to serche here, and examen all be plaiers

and plaies and pagentes. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 56 These
[men of warre] used to send out in lesser boates some bodies

of men, to search the Barkes, whether they be friends or not.

II. 11. To look for or seek diligently, to try to

find. Now only with out exc. {rarely} poet.

a. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 334 Sir Eymer had no
drede, he serchid bam alle oute. c 1440 Capgrave Life St.

Kath. iv. 202 He sente oute letteris on-to euery Iustice To
serche the cristene, to hange hem and to drawe. 1471
Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 36 We shall followe the and goo
wyth the and serche our auentures in other landes. Ibid.

219 Perseus gafhym [the monster] many woundes, serchyng
his herte. And at laste he fonde hit. c 1500 Melusine 330
And thenne geffray cerched the keyes so longe tyt he fonde
them. 1562 A. Brooke Romeus fy luli'et 164 Yong damsels
thether flocke, of bachelers a rowte, Not so much for the

334

banquets sake, as bewties to searche out. 1608 Ace. Exch.,
King's Rem. 533/n Item for Cherching moles in lyttle

parke ij s. vj d. i6ix Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 11 He hath bin

search'd among the dead & Huing ; But no trace of him.

1726 Swift Gulliver 11. vi, These [Bishops] were searched

and sought out through the whole Nation..among such of

the Priesthood as were [etc.]. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc.
xciv, Whilst they [the Fates] search out dooms, They sit

apart and feed on honeycombs. 1842 Tennyson Day-
dream L'Envoi iii, My fancy, ranging thro' and thro', To
search a meaning for the song. 1887 Weekly Times 25 Feb.

8/1 His primary object is to search out the truth.

0. c 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. 1803 It is but foly to

spende ony labour Swiche preuy thingis for to serge and
seeke. - 1464 Paston Lett. II. 159 If it schuld be scergyd in

the regester it wold take a fortenyght werk.

y. c 1440 York Myst. xxxii. 275, Ischallsershym myselffe

sen bou has hym solde. 1516-17 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. V. 98 To Eicht, messinger, to ryd agane to Colding-

hame, Duns, and Laudar, to cers and sek George Howme
with souerties undir payne of hornyng. a 1586 Satir. Poems
Reform, xxxvii. 59 It is bot slychtis je haue seirsit,To cloik

be crafte quhairto 3e ar Inclynd.

fb. To seek to discover. Chiefly with indirect

question as object. Also with out. Obs.

a. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 257 If any. .besyly and
curyously serche what other sustres or brethren speke be.

twene themselfe. 1538 Starkey England I. i. 25 Fyrst ther-

for..we wyl serche out, as nere as we can, what ys the veray

and true commyn wele. 1571 Digges Pantom. Zj, Octa-
edrons side giuen,to searche his superficiall and solide con-

tente. Ibid. Ccjb, Octaedrons side giuen, to searche out
all his conteyned bodies, sides, diameters and axes. 1614

B. Jonson Barth. Fair Induct, Any State-decipherer,.. so

solemnly ridiculous, as to search out, who was meant by the

Ginger-bread-woman, who by the Hobby-horse-man [etc.].

1644 Milton Educ. 1 To search what many modern Ianua's

and Didactics more then ever I shall read, have projected,

my inclination leads me not.

f3. 1513 Douglas AZneis 1. vi. 5 To sers and knaw To
quhat kin coistis he with the wind was blaw. 1544 Abcrd.
Reg. (1844) I. 199 Item, the consell ordanis the maisteris of

artilzery to pas with the mayster of kirkwark, and serss

quhar ony irn may be gottin pertening the kyrk.

III. Absolute and intransitive uses.

[The difference between the sense of branch I and that of

branch II vanishes when the vb. is used absol.]

12. To make a search. Const, after,for, into.

C1330R. Brunne Chron. Wace^ (Rolls) 13679 pey serched

ouer al vp & doun Til bey seye his gonfanoun. c 1450 Mer-
lin xxiii. 423 Bot euerGrisandols serched thourgh the forestes,

oon hour foreward, another bakke. 1535 Coverdale Job
viii. 8 Enquere of them that haue bene before the, search

diligently amonge thy forefathers. 1654 Evelyn Diary

9 July, Advising the Students to search after true wisdome.

1702 Addison Medals i, He never thinks of the beauty of

the thought or language, but is for searching into what he
calls the Erudition of the Author. 1703 Pope Thebais 8

Cadmus searching round the spacious sea. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 101 At the latter end of March, .come

over a troop of their spies or harbingers, that stay two or

three days, as it were to view and search out for their former

situations. x8aa Shelley tr. Calderoit's Mag. Prodig. i. 57
Search even as thou wilt, But thou shalt never find what I

can hide. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. iv, To see so many
Judiths. .rushing out to search into the root of the matter !

fl3. To devise means {to do something). Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (i8ro) 268 Now gos Turbeuile, &
serchis day bi day, To do be kyng a gile. c 1400 Destr.

'Troy 1 1 193 Antenor & Eneas, with paire avne sons, Serchid

by hom-seluyn in sauyng hor lyues. a 1533 Ld. Berners
Huon lxvi. 229 He saw wel his brother serched all that he
coude to fall at debate with hym. 1567 Gude fy Godlie Ball.

100 Thair counsell is to seirche and to Inquyre, The Innocent

with wrang for till accuse.

Search, variant of Seakce sb. and v.

Searchable (ss'JtJab'l), a. [f. Search v. +
-able.] Capable of being searched.

1558 Bp. Watson Sev. Sacram. viii. 45 Otherwyse the

maner of it is not searchesble. 1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl.

76 Foreknowledge of future things and euents, inquirable

by legitimate skill, or otherwise searchable by assured

experience. 1683 Salmon Doron Med. 111. 647 This and
such like specificks are not searchable whilst in their body.

1827-44 Willis Starlight 8 The faded West looks deep, as

if its blue Were searchable.

Hence Sea'rchableness, 'the state of being

searchable' (Webster, 1847, and in recent Diets.),

t Sea reliant, a. and vb/. sb. nonce-wd. [f.

Search v. + -ant, after rampant, etc.] a. adj.

As a mock-heraldic term : Searching, b. vb/. sb.

Used for rime (after Fr. gerunds).

1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair Induct, A ciuill Cutpurse
searchant. 1683 Robin Const, in Songs Lond. Prentices

(Percy Soc.) 79 A merchant Was so affrighted when I came,

That presently he blush'd for shame, His countenance

did show the same in searchant.

Searcher (ssutjaj). Forms: a. 4-6 serchere,

4-7 sercher, 5 sercho(w)re, 5-6 serch(e)our,

6 sercheor(e, 5- searcher ; 0. 5 seergiour ; also

(with i for j) seriowre, cer(e)iowre, ceriore;

7. 6 sersour, Sc. searcer, seircear. [a. AF.
cerchour (Rolls of Parlt.), OF. cerchere, cerckeor

(cf. mod.F. chercheur), f. cerchier Search v. ;

(2) f. Search v. + -er 1, The two formations,

coincident in sense and in their modern phonetic

development, do not admit of being distinguished.]

1. One who searches, in various senses of the

verb; one who explores or investigates, or who
endeavours to find something. Const, as the verb.

Also searcher-out.

a. 138a Wyclif Jer. xxx. 17 For cast awei thei clepeden

thee Sion; this is she thathadde not a^een serchere [Vulg.
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qux turn habebat requircntem], 1398 Irevisa Barth.

De P. R. xviii. xxix.(i495) 790 Sextius was a moost dylygente

sercher of medycyn. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 608/7

Rimatorium, a serchour. 1553 Bali! Vocac. 5, 1 haue bene

in parell of the sea.., in parellof curiouse searchers. J572

J. Jones Bathes Ayde I. 8 b, The Phisicyon is a viewer and
sercher out of Nature. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 283

They dig the ground like greedie metal mongers, and insati-

able searchers for siluer. 1620 Shelton Quix, II. 1. 332 Cld
Hamete, the most punctuall Searcher of the very moats of

this true History. 1726 Lkoni tr. Alberti's Archil. I. 23/2

Pamphilus, an excellent Searcher into Antiquity. 1841

Mvers Cath. Th. m. § 10. 34 An honest earnest searcher

of the Scriptures. 1884 Church Bacon i. 20 He was not one
of the high-minded and proud searchers after knowledge
and truth, like Descartes.

p. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67/1 Cereiowre {v.rr. ceriore,

ceriowre), scrutator, perscrutator. Ibid. 453/2 Seriowre,

or serchowre.

y. 1562 W1N3ET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 24
Curius seircearis of the hie mysteriis of God.

b. Searcher of {men's) hearts : applied to God
(chiefly with allusion to Rom. viii. 27, etc.).

1535 Coverdale Wisd. i. 6 God isa witnesseof his reynes,

a true searcher out of his hert. 1562 Eden Let. 1 Aug. in

Arb. 1st Eng. Bks. Pref. 43/1 The only searcher of mens
hartes, the etemall god. 1631 Gouge God's Arrolos 1. § 32.

51 Before God the searcher of hearts. 1870 Dickens
E. Drood x, What may be in your heart when you give him
your hand, can only be known to the Searcher of all hearts.

2. One whose office is to search, f a. An official

appointed by a guild or company to resist the vio-

lation of its customs and laws, and to prevent the

production of work below a certain standard of

excellence. Obs.

1419 Engl. Misc. (Surtees) 14 It was accorded and assented

be bathe the partys that the sercheours of the masons
and of the wryghtes of this cite of York suld ga and
see what were ryght for ayther party. 1516 Nottingham
Rcc. III. 345 The Sercheres of the Fysheres. .they suffer

corupe fyshe and noght to be sold in the market. 1592 in

Vicary'sAnat. (1888) App.xv. 274 Imprimis, that y« Serchers

and Maisters of the saide arte or science [that of Uarber-

Surgeons] be chosen euerye yeare. 1681 Lond. Gaz. No.

1655/3 Tl>e humble Address of the Master, Wardens,

Searchers, Assistants, Freeholders, and Freemen of the Cor-

poration of Cutlers in Hallamshire.

b. An officer of the custom-house appointed to

search ships, baggage, or goods for dutiable or

contraband articles.

a. 142a Rolls of Parlt. IV. 176/1 Poisours, Sercheours,

and all suche other Officers. 1494 Act 11 Hen. VII, c 13

The Oath.. taken before the Customer or Searcher of the

same Port. 1526 Sc. Acts Jas. K(i8r4) II. 306/1 Archibald

douglace provest of Edinburgh to be serchor principale at be

port of leith. 1559 Act 1 Eliz. c. 1; I 7 Any.. searcher,.. or

other officer, parteynyng to the subsidie, cusjome, or custome
house. 1652 Evelyn Diary 3 June, I receiv'd a letter from

Coll. Morley to y Magistrates and Searchers at Rie, to

assist my wife at her landing, a 1715 Burnet Chun Time in.

(1724) I. 475 And then some searchers were sent from the

Custom House to look for some forbidden goods. 1840

R. Ellis Brit. Tariff for 1841, 276 Landing Surveyor..

Searcher [etc.). 1891 Olver & O'Reilly Imperial Tariff

267 Goods . . maybe received back into warehouse . . on receipt

of a certificate of short shipment from the searcher.

0. 1461 Paston Lett. I. 78 The best takyng of schepynge

is at Yernemuthe er Kyrley. . . I schall haf favour he now \vy t

ther seergiours.

y. 1598 in Extracts Rec. Convent. Bttrghs Scot. (1870) I.

75 Reformation to be put to the sersouris vpliftand ane

extraordinar dewtie of x s. of ilk chalder of salt passing furth

of this realme.

t O. One appointed to observe and report on any

offences against discipline or good order in a re-

ligious house, a community, body of workmen, etc.

a. c 1490 Caxton Rule St. Benet 132/19 And the serchers

of the refygyon owe to see warely about bat they be occupyed
in lecture therof sonday and other. 1538 Ei.yot Diet.,

Circuitores, the serchers of watches. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies VI. xv. 465 They had searchers to

examine if they did employ themselves in these workes, and
to punish the negligent, c 1620 Bovd Zion's Elowers (1855)

App. 41 Searchers appointed.., to go through the town to

see who Bann or Swear. 1845 Coll. Biog. Soc. Jesus 159

The Searcher, according to his commission, examined him.

y. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 218 He ap-

poynted that the names of the offenders.. sulde,_ be the

searceris, elected, and to that office chosen, (be) writne vpe

and secreitlie endyted in the kingis bukes.

fd. As the designation of various municipal or

government officials ; e. g. a sanitary inspector

;

an inspector of markets; an examiner of certain

articles of manufacture that were not allowed to

be sold unless certified by him as of standard

quality, etc. Ops.

1500 in Extracts Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 505

That thair be serchouris chosin within ilk burch,..to serche

and seik the personis brekeris of the saidis actis of parlia-

ment. 1514 Cov. Leet-bk. 639 pat ne weuer delyuer eny
cloth.. tyll the serchers haue seen it whedir it be Iaufully

wrought or no. 1518 Ibid. 663 [Ordained] that [four men
named].. schal-be serchers of the Brode-well & the comen
broke from the Hillmyll vnto seint Johyns at euery faute

they ffynde the Offender to pay xij d. 1613 J. May Dec/.

Estate Ctolhingiv. 18 The best search made by the searchers

in any place, is but to cast the Clothes into skales to see if

they be weight or no. 1738 Act n Geo. II, c 28 § 3 Which
said Searchers shall and may have full Power, .to enter into

and inspect all such Mills, Shops, Warehouses [etc.] of

Makers, Merchants or Dealers in Narrow Cloth. 1835 App.

Munic. Corpor. Rep. III. 1675 (Pontefract), 2 Searchers of the

Corn-market.
'

+ e. A person appointed to view dead bodies

and to make report upon the cause of death. Obs.
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1592 Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. v. ii. S The Searchers of the

Towne Suspecting that we both were in a house Where the

infectious pestilence did raigne. 1607 Middleton Mich.T.
iv. i. Then will I.. make an ende [i.e. pretend to die].

..I haue indented with a couple of searchers, who. .shall

fray them out a'th Chamber with report of sicknesse,

and so la, I start vp, and recouer agen. 1616 R. C. Times'
Whistle (1871) 121 Knowe, in my rage I have slaine a man
this day, And knowe not where his body to conveigh And
hide it from the searchers inquisition. 1625-6 in Brit. Mag.
(1833} IV, 147 Itm paid for 2 redd wands for the searchers in

the sycknes tyme 00 00 04. 166a J. Graunt Observ. Bills

Mortality 11 When any one dies, -the Searchers, .(who are

antient Matrons, sworn to their Office) repair to the ptace
where the dead Corps lies, and.. examine by what Disease
or Casualty the Corps died. 1759 Coll. Bills 0/Mortality
Pref. 7 Every parish appoints a searcher, whose business it

is to examine the corpse, and to report the distemper.

f. An official appointed to search the clothing

and person of any one arrested and detained by
the police.

1726 Swift Gulliver 1. v, I kept, .a Pair of Spectacles in a
private Pocket, which . . had escaped the Emperor'sSearchers.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Searcher,.. a woman who
examines female prisoners at a police station. 1863 Times
10 Aug. 9/6 The female searcher at the Kennington-lane
police-station. 1890 M. Williams Leaves o/a Life II. iv.

38 The searchers next came upon her handkerchief.

g. (See quot.)
x886 Law Times LXXXI. 152/1 Official searchers should

be appointed whose duty it should be to search the register

of charges.

3. An instrument used in making a search.

a. Surg. A probe or sound.

1597 A.M. tr. Gnillemean's Fr. Chirurg. 12/3 Try the

thicknes of the bone with a little privette or searcher.

1831-40 Liston Elem. Surg. 11. (ed. 2) 650 After almost every
operation for stone, .a searcher is useful to ascertain whether
or not all [fragments] have been removed.

b. Farriery. (See quot.)

1855 Franke Beit's Technol. Diet. II. 452 Searcher, of
farriers (an instrument for examining the horse's hoofj. 1873
Weale's Diet. Terms (ed. 4).

t c. (See quot.) Obs. rare~~ x
,

1775 Falck Day's Diving Vessel 25_Also a marine searcher
(of my own contrivance) being an iron, somewhat like a
sounding lead, but with a sharp ragged spike.

T d. An instrument for testing the soundness of

cannon after discharge ; = Gun-searcher, Obs.
1800 Naval Chron. IV. 54 Muzzle the searcher, and ram it

home in the gun. 1859 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man.(\%fo)
55 They are . examined with a searcher after each round.

e. In microscopical work : An objective of low-

power used to obtain a general view of the object.

1870 Royston-Picott in Q. JmL Microsc. Sci. X. 393
The Aplanatic Searcher is intended to improve the penetra-

tion [etc.]. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Dis. xxxi. 451 An inch
objective being used in the first instance as a searcher. 1899
Cagney tr. Jaksctis Clin, Diagn. (ed. 4) 436 The eye-pieces

of extremely low power are called 'searchers'.

T 4. gen. Something that searches or penetrates.

%6o^Salmos Bafe'sDispens.d 71 3)381/1 A Glass of Infusion
of Sassafras in Wine,.. is a Searcher which immediately
penetrates the whole Body. 174a Land. <fr Country Brewer
1. (ed. 4) 61 But, to sweeten a Barrel, Kilderkin, Firkin, or
Pin in the great Brewhouses, they put them over the Copper-
hole for a Night together, that the Steam of the boiling

Water or Wort may penetrate into the Wood ; this Way is

such a furious Seatcher, that, unless the Cask is new hooped
just before, it will be apt to fall in Pieces.

Hence f Searcheress, a female searcher ; Sea r-

chership, the office of a searcher.

158a Stanyhurst A%neis iv. (Arb.) 117 Of theese drirye

dolours eeke thow Queene Iuno the searchresse [h.cura-
rum conscia Imio\. 1463 Paston Lett. III. 97 Wherfor I

beseke youre maistirshipp..that it lyke you to desyre the
nomynacion of on of the office/, eythyr of the countroller

or serchorship of Jernemuth, for a servauntof yowrez. 1895
Harper's Mag. Apr. 718/2 The positions they fill are the

'judgeship', the * searchership ', the ' spankership * [etc].

t &ea,rchery.Sc.Zazv. 0&r.Also6sercheorie,

searchearie, sercherie. [f. Searches sb. + -y 3
;

see -eby.] That which is characteristic of the duty

or office of a Searcher (sense 2). Letters of
searchery : documents authorizing the prosecution

of a search or examination.
1566 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 481 Certane allegeit

lettres of sercheorie and utheris favourabill writtingis. 1634
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1807) 8/2 Officium inquisitionis fie

searchearie bonorum inhibitorum ibidem. 1705 Sc. Acts
Anne (1824) XI. 256/1 The office of searchene of all pro-

hibited and uncustomed goods comeing to or going from the
said Burgh of Ely or port thereof.

Searchful (sautjful), a. [f. Search sb. + -ful.]

Full of anxious attention ; diligent in search.

1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam. Wits iv. 48 The creature
foresightfull, searchfull, apt for many matters..whome we
call by the name of Man. 1607 Breton Mitrmurer (Grosart)

10/2 Can the labourer, the foote bee wounded? but the body
of the State will feete it, the head be carefull, the eye search-

full, and the hand bee painfull in the cure of it 1 1893 D.
O'Donochl'e Bremianiana n A youth hostful, searchfull,

lithe, He was a help to the men of Erin.

Searching (s5*itjirj), vbl. sb. [-ino*.] The
action of the verb Search in its various senses.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 9206 Hit semith me vnsertam, all

serchyng of wayes Ys stokyn vp full stithly, shuld streche

to my hele ! 1501 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 88/1 A Letter.

.

of serching and sichtyngof skinnys. .whh[in] the burgh of

Hadingtoun. 7x639 m Pettus Fodinx Reg. (1670) 71 The
searching in any Ship, Cellar, Warehouse, etc. 1750 tr.

Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 155 It is sought for by mariners
when they have no light, and from this searching it took the

name of topaz. 1842 Bischoff Woollen Manuf. II. 23 [The]
laws applying to the stamping, stretching, and searching of
woollen cloth in the West Riding of Yorkshire. 1877 Encycl.
Brit. VI. 322 A very difficult question rose in the American
civil war with regard to the searching of mail bags.

*[ b. Used for : Necessity of searching.

1527 Prymer Title, This prymer of Salysbury vse is set out
a long without ony serchyng.

o. Searching of heart : inward self-scrutiny.

The reading of the Heb. text is uncertain, but the phrase
has become proverbial in English.
i6ix Bible Judg. v. 16 For the diuisions of Reuben, there

were great searchings of heart. 1885 Manch. Exam. 1 1 June
4/7 The deserters should not be left solely to the searchings
of their own hearts.

d. attrib.and Cotub.,sis searching-house; search-
ing-candle = Candle sb. 4 b; tsearching-instru-
ment, f-iron, + -probe (in quot. fg.), f-tool
Sitrg.

t a probe.
1672 Wiseman Wounds 1. viii. 66 The "searching Candle or

Probe. 1858 Chamb. Jml. 17 July 34/1, I accompanied her
upon her way, in custody, to the *searching-house [at the
custom-house]. I did not see her searched, but [etc.]. 1591
Percivall Sp. Diet., Tienta, a 'searching instrument,
Specillum. 1597 A. M. tr. Guitlemeau's Fr, Chirurg. 6/4
Your finger is the best *searchinge iron: 1658 A. Fox tr.

Wurtz' Surg. 1. vi. 22 Is it not enough, that one [Surgeon]
with his searching iron shew his judgement and cruelty.

1770 Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 220/2 The *searching-
probe of free advice. 1591 Pkrcivall Bibl. Hisp., Calador,
a *searching toole, Specillum.

Searching (sautjirj ),ppl. a. [f. Search v. +
-ing a.] That searches, in various senses of the verb.

1. Of observation or examination : Minute, rigor-

ous. Of a look : Penetrating, keenly observant.
c 1580 Sidney Ps. xvii. iii, Where silent Night might seeme

all faultes to hide, Then was I, by thy searching insight
tride. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, in. \u 37 The searching Eye
of Heauen. 16*7 Abp. Abbot in Rushw. Hist. Colt. (1659)
1. 438 King James . . had . .a searching Wit of his own to dis-

cover his Servants, whom he put in trust, whether they took
any sinister courses, or no. 1837 Dickens Pickiu. ii, He felt

quite calm under his searching glance. 1861 Buckle Civili's.

(1873) III. iii. 184 Aspirit of inquiry was abroad, so general
and so searching that no country could entirely escape from
its action. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 295 By a searching
inquisition every free-born citizen, .had been swept into the
ranks. 1884 F. Temple Relat. Relig. <$• Sci. vii. (1885) 215
St. Paul's evidence, .cannot now be put to the lest of search-
ing questions.

b. Of an impersonal agency (e.g. of liquids, wind,
rain, etc., or of bodily diseases): That finds out

weak points, keen, sharp, * piercing'. Also jig.

'593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 311 Bitter searching termes.

*597 — a Hen. IV, n. iv. 30 That's a maruellous searching
Wine. 160a Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. ii, These vinegar tart

spirits are too pearcing, Too searching in the unglewd joynts
of shaken wits. 1634 Wood New Engl. Prosp. 1. ii. (1865),

The searching sharpnesofthat purer Climate,, .caused death
and sicknesse. 1746 Hekvev Medit. (1818) 147 Ere long,
the searching beams will open these silken folds, and draw
them into a graceful expansion. 1790 Burke Regie. Peace
iv. Wks. IX. 72 Even the Negroes in the West Indies, know
nothing of so searching, so penetrating, so heart-breaking a
slavery. 1851 Carlyle SterlingxW, The rain was so search-

ing, that she could not stay there long. 1873 Miss Brough-
ton Nancy i, The searching wind blows in dry and biting.

1898 AllbntfsSyst. Med. V. 85 The residual phlegm dis-

lodged by the searching cough is exceedingly offensive.

2. Engaged in or given to searching.
i6a6 D'Ewes in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 216, I dare

say he meant it plainlie, yet searching braines might picke
much from it. 1710 Norms Chr. Prud. iv. 1 53 The searching
Bee wanders from Flower to Flower. 184s Helps Ess., On
Pract. IVisd. (1842) 4 Many persons are considered specu-
lative merely because they are of a searching nature.

Searchingly (saMtJirjli), adv. [f. Searching
///. a. + -ly aJ In a searching manner.
1574 J. Tones Nat. Beg. Growing <$• Living T/t. 48 Such

as with all diligence, care, and coste studiously day and night
serchingly Saile through theOccian Seas of Naturall Science.

1593 Nashe Christ's 'T. 38 b, Though I deale more search-

ingly then common Soule-Surgions accustome. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. LI. 245 Mathews looked searchingly about.

1908 E. G. Sihler Testim. Animae \. 1 His book deals with
many incidental questions warmly and searchingly.

Searchingness (sautjinnes). [f. Searching

///. a. + -ness.] Searching quality or nature.

1685 Reflect, on Baxter 2, I thought he had studied that

Sacred Writing with that Care and Searchingness, that [etc. J.

1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. I. 400 Passages of great
feeling, animation, and searchingness. 1875 Greg Misc.
Ess. iii. (1882)71 Two Courts of Justice, after investigations

of unequalled searchingness and duration had [etc].

t Searchless, a. Obs. [f. Search sb. + -less.]

Inscrutable, impenetrable, resisting investigation.

1605 Drayton Man in Moon 383 Her searchlesse Judge-
ment. 1706 Watts Horx Lyr. I. 55 Great God, how search-

less are thy waysl x8x8 Shelley Rev. Islam x. xlvi, He
might man's deep and searchless heart display. 1834 Tail's

Mag. I. 301 In searchless heaps of stifling dust We have
buried the hearts of the wise and just.

Search-light, [f- Search sb.+ Light sb.]

X. An electric arc-lamp fitted with a reflector and
suspended in a frame so that it may throw a beam
of light in any desired direction; used in naval

defence and for signalling purposes, etc.

1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 2 Oct. 16/1 These Dynamos can be
supplied . . for arc, search-light, or incandescent lamps.

1884 Ibid. 18 Sept. 8/1 An admiral.. reported, .that no search

lights, .could enable him to prevent a torpedo boat steam-

ing within 400 yards of his flagship. 1902 L.C.C. Bye-law
in Encycl. Brit. XXV. 97/1 No person shall exhibit any

searchlight so as to be visible from any street and to cause
danger to the traffic therein.

jig. 189a Mrs. Crosse Red-letter Days II. 195 Kinglake m
his history reveals, with the searchlight of a/detective, the
secret chronicles of the ' Brethren of the Elysee '. 1904
S. G. Tallentyre Life Voltaire II. xl. 234 Each. .turned
on some miscarriage of civil justice the searchlight of truth.

Sear(e cloth : see Cere-cloth.
Seare, obs. form of Cere v. , Sere sb. and a.

Seared (sT»jd), ppl. a. [f. Sear v. + -ed *.]

1. Dried up, parched, withered.

1538 Elyot Diet., Ramale, a seryd or deed bowghe. 1599
Thynne Animadv. (1875) 48 Of freshe coolor. .whiche
hathe no sered nor withered cooloor in his leafes. 1791
Cowper Iliad x\u. 687 Part [of the weapon] within his disk
remain'd Like a seer'd stake. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz.
ii, The seared leaves only flew the faster for all this. 1886
W. J. Tucker E. Europe 298 We reached the outskirts of
the village, surrounded by rich pasture-lands and dense
copses of thicket, now seared and bare.

2. Cauterized. K\s>ofg. t
oi the conscience, heart,

etc., rendered incapable of feeling.

1684 T.SharpZ?kc. Conscience 7 If. .we. .talk of.. a Tender
Conscience or a Seared Conscience or the like. 186a Cal-
vekley Verses # Transl. (1894) 53 Seared is, of course, my
heart—but unsubdued Is, and shall be, my appetite for food.

1903 A. Smellie Men ofCovenant vi. 90 Perhaps even this

man, seared as his conscience was, felt a tremor of awe.
Seared, obs. form of Cered ppl. a.

1 Sea-redness. Obs. [f. Seared ppl. a. +
-Ness.] The condition of being seared.
1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergy m. ii. 261 Hee wonders

at my extreme prodigalitie of credit, and seardnesse of con-
science, in citing an Epistle so conuicted. 1705 Wall Inf.
Bapt. 11. (1720) 529 That Socinian Doctrin seems to have
infected all its Disciples, .with such a Degree of Searedness,
that [etc.]. 178a J. Brown Nat. <y Revealed Relig. in. i. 228
Judicial blindness of mind, hardness of heart, searedness of
conscience.

Searie, obs. form of Serve v.

Searge, variant of Cierge, Serge.
Seargeant, obs. form of Sergeant.

Sea'-rim. [OE. skrima : see Rim sb.1]

•f 1. The sea-shore. Obs. rare.
O. E. Chron. an. 897, par mycel yfel ^edydon, sesoer ge on

Defenum fce wel hwar be oaem sae riman. Ibid. an. 994
(Laud MS.) Be Sam sx riman on East Seaxum. c 1205 Lav.
6216 We habbeoS isoht hi bisse s.x rime a lond..be us were
lioe be we mihten on libben. Ibid. 10485 Da a ban ilke time
verden bi sae rime vtla^en to iwiten fulle sixti scipen.

2. The sea horizon.
a 1881 Lanier Hymns of'Marshes; Sunrise 145 The wave-

serrate sea-rim sinks unjarring. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas,
Coastwise Lt. 12 The lover from the sea-rim drawn—his

love in English lanes. 1899 F. T. Bullen Way Navy 28
Mast-head semaphores.. to be read and answered by ships
whose hulls are below the sea-rim.

Searing (sl°*rirj), vbl, sb. [-ing !.] The action

of Sear v. ; scorching, cauterizing ; cotter, a result

of searing, a seared portion of something. KXsoflg.
1395 Cartul. Abb. de Whiteby (Surtees) II. 601 Pro seryng

umus equi et cura alterius. 155a Huloet, Blastynge or
Searynge, as of come. 156a Act 5 Eliz. c. 14 § 12 Persons
that shall so ofTende.. shall have..Iosse of Eares, slytting
and searing of Nose. 1682 Norris Hieroclcs 82 As Physi-
cians heel Malign Ulcers by Scarifyings and Searings.

1720 Welton Suffer. Son ofGod II. xix. 525 When a Man
neglects to pare off the first Searings of His Heart, He
gradually goes on to Harden in his Obstinacy. 1858 W.
Arnot Laws fr. Heav. Ser. 11. xli. 329 There must be a
rude, hearty blow, for there is a hard searing to be penetrated.

b. Comb, : searing-iron, an iron used for cau-

terizing, branding, etc.

1541 [see Iron sb. 1 4 b]. 1574 tr. Marloral's Apocalifs 2

They, .yell oute as if they were burned with a searingyron.
1626 T. H[awkins] Caussin's Holy Crt. 131 Theyr phrensy
would haue no other remedyes, but the^ searing-Iron, and
fyre. 1683 tr. Eusebius* Hist. Ch. viii. xiii. (1709) 170 His
Eyes also ;ahho' he could not then see) were burnt out with
Searing-irons. 1896 Daily Nexus n Sept. 7/6 Mr. G. said
his client denied using a searing iron to the mare's tail.

Jig. 1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 36 Such a wonderfull Nature
hath the word, that, at is as well a searing Iron, as a two
edged sword, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Hist. Jos. V,
Wks. (1711) 101 Since the Roman church had received..

a

deadly wound,.. she was constrained to use a searing iron.

Searing (sla-rirj), ///. a. [f. Sear v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That withers or becomes parched.
1665 BrathwaitGw««*«* Two Tales (1901} 49 You compare

a Woman's Love.. to barren Land, ..thirsty and seering.

1849 J. Hamilton Life Lady Colquhoun vii. 282 Instead

of the roughening lake and the searing forest, God had
showed her 'the pure river, clear as crystal ' [etc. J.

2. That scorches ; burning, scarifying.

1818 Keats Endym. m. 260 Will he touch me with his

searing hand, And leave a black memorial on the sand ?

1897 Anne Pace Afternoon Ride 60 The searing sunshine
and hot winds of Africa.

fig. a i860 S. Miller in J/fwr. (1883) 89 Let us also fear lest

it turn out a searing ordeal. 1809 Cornford R. L, Stevenson
163 The captain, with his searing memory of his child.

Searing, Searment : see Cering, Cerement.
Sea-robin. [Robin *.]

1. U.S. A gurnard or trigloid fish, esp. of the

genus Prionotus.
1844 Linsley Fishes Connecticut in Amer. yrnt. Set.

XLVII. 59 Prionotus strigatus, Cuv., Sea Robin, Grunter.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 255 The Sea-
robin or Gurnard family.. is represented on our Atlantic

coast by several species. The most striking of them all is

the Sea-bat or I" lying Gurnard, Dactylopterus volitans.

Ibid. 256 The web-fingered Sea-robin, Prionotus palmipes.



SEA-BOD.

2. A local name for : a. U.S. The red-breasted

merganser, Mergus serrator (Cent. Diet. 1891).

b. The spotted fly-catcher, Muscicapa grisola

(Cumberld. Gloss. 1899).

Sea-rod. [RoD^.t]

L A pennatulaceous polyp of the family Virgu-

lariidm. Cf. Sea-kcsh 2.

1750 G. Hughes Barbados 28S The Incrusted Sea-Rods.

1877 H. A. Nicholson in Encycl. Brit.W. 385/1 The ' Sea-

pens ' and ' Sea-rods ' are compound A Icyonaria.

2. A fishing-rod nsed for sea-fishing (Rod sb. 5).

100* 'J* Bickerdykr' in Encycl Brit. XXXII. 487/1

Very excellent sea-rods have.. been designed by anglers

and tackle makers.

Sea*-rooni. Space at sea free from obstruction in

which a ship can be manoeuvred easily. Esp. in

phr. to have sea-room, also to give or take sea-room.

Also, (of a naval commander) \to give (the enemy) sea-

room : to take flight.

1*554 Sir H. Willoughby in Hakluyt's Voy. (1589) 269
Then perceiuing it to be a lee shoare, we gat vs into the sea,

to the end to haue sea roome. 1579-80 North Plutarch,
Philop. (1595) 399 This ouerthrow made his enemies despise

him vtterly,perswading themselues he was fled for altogether,

& had giuen them sea rome. 1608 Shaks. Per. 111. i, 45 But
Sea-roome, and the brine and cloudy billow Kisse the Moone,
I care not. 1x613 Overbury.4 Wife, etc (1638) 158 Give him
Sea-roome in never so small a vessell. 1627 May Lucan m.
(1631) 580 When so little Sea-roome did divide Both fleetes.

1698 Capt. Langfosd in Phil. Trans. XX. 410 So with the

North Wind they may run away to the South, to get them-
selves Sea-room. 1748 A nson's Voy. 1. x. 104We had sufficient

sea-room. 1884 Selborne in Law Rep. 9 App._Cases 348
The danger in the gulf is greater, because there is less sea-

room there.

Jig. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 198 Ifa word be issued

out of the mouth, as out of her haven, and have gotten sea-

roome,. .away she goes. 1754 Richardson Grand/son VII.
xliii. 215 Leave her sea-room, leave her land-room, and let

her have time to consider, and she will be a Bride. 184a

H. Ware in Longfellow's^ Life (1891) I. 449 You want more
sea-room for so grand an idea.

Sea-rover. [Rover 2
.]

1. A pirate, — Rover 2 i. (Now often appre-

hended as meaning one who * roves over the sea

:

see Rover 1
3.)

1579-80 North Plutarch, Lucullus^ (1595) 541 Besides

what the Pyrates and sea-rouers had hidden. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. I. Wks. 1851 III. 10 A certain Hand long before

dispeopl'd and left waste by Sea-Roavers. 1786 St. Papers
in A nn. Reg. 280/1 They shall cause all such pirates and sea-

rovers, .to be brought to condign punishment. 187a Yeats
Growth Comm. 50 The Greeks like sea-rovers generally

were first induced to build ships for the sake of plunder,

rather than of commerce.

2. ( A ship or vessel that is employed in cruizing

for plunder' (Webster, 1828-32).

Hence Sea-roving vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1840 Carlyle Heroes i. (1841) 52 Nor was it altogether

nothing, even that wild sea-roving and battling, through so

many generations. 1847 Webster, Sea-roving, a. wandering
on the ocean. 1855 Kingslev Heroes, Argon, v. (1856) 134
Those crafty sea-roving Phseaces. 1900 W. Watt Aberd. fy

Banff" u 19 Thorfinn-.went sea-roving like all his kindred.

Searse, -er, obs. forms of Searce, Searcer.

Searsucker, variant of Seersucker.

Sea-rash. [Rush *£.']

1. A species oljuncus (see Rush sbX 4 a). Also

T sea-rush grass.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 144b, Sparta.. is a kind of sea

bente or sea rishe. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. xxiii. 3o_The
flowers of this Sea Rush grasse are faire and beautiful!.

1600 J. Porv tr. Leo's Africa in. 160 They make them
certaine socks of sea-rushes. 1712-13 Hearne Collect.

(O. H. S.) IV. 69 Our Saviour himself was to be crown'd
with a Crown of Thorns made of >*• same sea Rushes. 1725
Bradley's Fam. Diet., Sea-Rush, Sea-Rush-Grass, or

Spanish Trefoil, a Plant whose Seed is very small, and
black. 1796 Withering Brit. PI. (ed. 3) II. 346 Juncus
acutus,. .Pricking large Sea-rush. Sand Hills on the sea

coast of Merionethshire. Ray. 1882 ' Ouida ' Maremma I.

1 16 The pungent sea-rush grew in long lines along the shore.

2. = Sea-rod r.

1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things of'Sea-side iv. 262 The
Virgularia, which the fishermen call Sea-rush. 185s Kings-
ley Glaucus (1878) 37 Sea-rush (Virgularia mirabilis), a
spine a foot long, with hundreds of rosy flowerets arranged

in half-rings round it from end to end.

Searve, Seas, obs. ff. Serve, Cease.

Sea-salt, sb. Common salt obtained by the

evaporation of sea-water. See Salt sb.i 1.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. vii. II. 416 After which they
esteemed most, all the sea salts. 1685 Boyle Salubr. Air
86 A little sea-salt dissolv'd in a few spoonfulls of fair water.

2766 Smollett Trav. I. xxiv. 358 The atmosphere being
..impregnated with sea-salt. 1836-41 Brande Chem. 362
Sea salt, or chloride of sodium. 1883 Stevenson Treas.
1st. iv, There was an old boat-cloak, whitened with sea-salt.

Sea*-salt, a. rare. [Salt aX\ Salt like the

sea ; impregnated with or containing sea-salt.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. in. H. 20 That all the teares that thy
poore eyes let fall May..Drowne the lamenting foole, in

Sea salt teares. 1596 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 78 In Sea-
salt teares hee long hath Hu'd. 1897 Watts-Dunton
Aytwin xiv. iv, I was kissing Winnie's sea-salt lips.

Sea-sand. Forms : see Sea sb, and Sand sb.2
;

also 5 aee-sownde.
1. Sand of the sea or of the sea-shore.

c 1220 Bestiary 504 A neilond 8at sete one Se se sond.

c 1420 Sir A madace (Camden) xlvn, The messingerus welke
bi the see sonde, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 206 pen saw he a

336

chylde syttyng or. be see-sownde. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 184 A certaine kind of fiuitfull Sea-sand. 1664
Evelyn Kal. Hjrt, Apr. (1699) 53 Sea-sand mingled with
the Mould, .contributes to the flourishing of this rare
Exotick. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. iv. i, Thou art long,

and lank, and brown, As is the ribb'd sea-sand. 1845 Gosse
Ocean vi. (1849) 27s It is remarkable to see this graceful
palm rising from the very sea-sand.

t b. pi. Grains of sea-sand. Obs.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1.

lxxvii. 158 [They] do for number equal the stars of heaven,
or the sea-sands.

2. //. Tracts of sea-sand ; =Sand sb.2 3 a.

c 1420 Anturs ofArth. 268 He shal lighte ful lowe on be
se sondes. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 572 The Sea-Sands seldome
beare Plants. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 160 The way
thither is on the Sea-sands. 1838 Lytton Alice 1. Hi, The
rude steps that wound down the cliff to the smooth sea-sands.

Sea-SCape, seascape (sJ'sk^p). [Formed in

imitation ofLandscape ; see also Scape sb.^\

1. A picture of the sea, a sea-piece ; sea-pieces

collectively.

1799 Hull Advertiser 5 Jan. 2/4 One of the most eminent
marine painters has painted sea-skips. 1876 Macm. Mag.
Mar. 461 It is in these respects that the seascape with figures

. .gains. 1893 Times 29 Apr. 13/2 For sea-scape we have.

.

one by a new painter.

2. A picturesque view or prospect of the sea.

1806 Guide Watering Places 190 A fine sea-scape from a
terrace in the garden. 1883 Ld. R. Gowf.r Remin. II.

xxix. 313 The view from Europa Point [Gibraltar] is the
finest seascape imaginable.

3. attrib.

1884 Hunter & Whyte My Ducats xi, I think you have
met Floyd, the seascape painter. 1906 Daily Chron. 13
Mar. 3/4 Realistic seascape painting.

Hence Seascapist, a painter of sea-scapes.

1884 Guardian 28 May 802/2 The Dutch sea-scapist, Mr.
Mesdag. 1900 Daily News 16 Oct. 6/6 Stanfield and Cooke,
..who painted not quite as the seascapists do now.

Sea-scorpion. +a- = Scorpion 3 a. Obs.

b. Any fish of the Scorp&m'dse, a scorpion-fish.

C. A sculpin, a cottoid fish, Coitus scorphis.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxii. vii. II. 438 The reddish sea
scorpions. 1681 Grew Musseuni 1. § v. ii. 106. 1755 tr.

Pontoppidan's Nat. Hist. Norzvay n. 160 The TJlk or

Marulk, the Sea-Scorpion, called by the Ichthyologians
Scorpius Marinus, because its bite is poisonous. 1758 G.
Edwards Glean. Nat. Hist. Pi. 284 The Sea Scorpion.

1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 122

The Sea-scorpion or Sutor (Acauthocottus scorpius). 1896
tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 390 The Sea Scorpion (Coitus

scorpius), with a large head, naked skin, spines on the head.

Seasde, obs. pa. t. and Sc. pa. pple. of Seize v.

Sease, obs. form of Cease v., Seise, Seize.

Seasen, obs. form of Season v.

Sea-serpent.
1. a. Any ophidian inhabiting the sea ; esp. any

of the venomous snakes of the order //ydrop/iidse,

inhabiting the tropical Indo-Pacific Ocean.
1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 3093 There are Serpents in Ceylon,

which they call Sea-Serpents, 8, 9, or 10 Ells long ; (I sup-
pose he speaks of Dutch measure). 1674 Josselvn Two
Voy. New-Eng. z^ThtytoXd. me. .of a Sea-Serpent or Snake,
that lay quoiled up like a Cable upon a Rock at Cape-Ann.
i8s9-6a Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II.

49 The Sea or Pelagic Serpents {Hydrina) are not very
numerous in species.

"b. The (great) sea-serpent : a sea-monster of ser-

pentine form and great length, frequently reported

to have been seen at sea.

For conjectures as to the origin of the belief in the sea-

serpent, see Encycl. Brit. (1886) XXI. 608-9.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI. 193 To believe all that

has been said of the sea-serpent, or the Kraken, would be

credulity. 1820 Bigelow in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. II. 147-164.

fig. 1885 Western Daily Press 6 Jan. 3/2 The affair, in

short, has turned out to be the liveliest political ' sea serpent

'

seen for some time.

2. Applied to various fishes, fa. A kind of eel

or murcena found in the Mediterranean, t b. *=

Ellops 2. c. The king of the herrings, fiega-

lecus glesne.

1646 SirT. ViKOviKt. Pseud, Ej>. in. xxiv. 160 Many there be
which make out their nominations, as the Hedg-hog, Sea-

serpents, and others. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. A> Min.
Isagoge a 6 b, The Linge, . . tunie, . . sea-serpent, conger [etc.].

1740 R. Brookes Art of Angling 11. lxxix. 201 The Sea-Ser-
pent., is commonly about five Foot long.. is taken very
frequently in the Mediterranean. 175a J. Hu.hHist. Anim.
237 The cylindrick Murana, with the tail naked and acute.

The Sea-serpent.. .It is frequent in the Mediterranean.

1774 [see Eli.ops 2]. 1851 A. White List Brit. Fish Brit.

Mus. 40 Regalecus Glesne. King of the Herrings. ..Sea

Serpent.

3. = SEA-SNAKE 4. 1891 in Century Diet.

4. (See quot.)

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ii, Others navigated the Mediterranean

in their sea-serpents, as they termed their piratical vessels.

Hence Sea-serpentism nonce-wd.

1877 Owen in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XXXIII. 699 The
advocate for the sea-serpentism of the extinct Mosasauroids
determines the pterygoids to be the palatines.

Sea-service.
1. Service at sea; the condition or function of

serving in the navy ; naval service, as opposed to

land-service. Also, service or employment (of a

person, ship, etc.) on the high seas, as distinguished

from shore or harbour duty.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 811 The first Cohort..

was in pay for sea service. 1659 Rushw. Hist. Coll. I. 429

SEA-SIDE.

[He] did., prepare and set out to Sea, a Royal Fleet for

Sea-service. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World Pref. 25
A defection amongst my Officers (I mean those chiefly de-

sign'd for the Sea-Service. .). 1858 Greener Gunnery 118

The 13-inch mortars used for sea-service in the attack on
Sweaborg. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-going, fit

for sea-service abroad. 1909 19th Cent. Dec. 101 1 The number
of officers and men voted for sea service is much greater.

2. A service rendered at sea, or in naval warfare.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 67 Doe but recount.. what
honour a Ship hath, .for some singular Sea-service.

Sea-shell. A marine shell, the shell of any
salt-water mollusc.
a 900 O. E. MartyroL 14 Jan. 18 Understre^d mid saescellum

& mid scearpum stanum. 1707 Mortimer Hnsb. 84 Sea-
shells of any sort are a very great improver of Land. 1805
Southey Madoc 11. ix. 192 Whose thunders, ever and anon.
Commingling with the sea-shell's spiral roar Closed the full

harmony. 1858 O. W. Holmes Mare Rubrum 28 Like
emptied sea-shells on the sand.
attrib. 1901 F. Hume Golden Wang-ho 1, Complexion of

the most delicate sea-shell pink.

b. Material consisting of sea-shells.

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 251 Mineral manures are silica,

I
lime, alumina, under the modifications of sand, clay,., marl,

j

sea-shell, gypsum.

Sea-shore. The coast of the sea, or the land

lying adjacent to the sea ; also, in more restricted

I

sense, the ground actually washed by the sea at

high tides (usually, covered with sand or shingle).

In Lazv commonly taken to denote the ground between
the ordinary high and low water-marks. See Erskine Inst.

Law Scot., 1765-8, 11. vi. § 17.

1526 Tindale Heb. xi. 12 So many in multitude, .as the

sonde of the see shore which is innumerable. 15*9 Reg,
Mag. Sig. Scot. (1883) 160/1 Salmonum piscariam super
le seyschoire subtus villam de Inverbervy. 16x0 Holland
Camden's Brit. \. 2to It hath a descent even to the very Sea
shore. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Voy. L 7 Finding
themselves too much crouded in their own Country, [theyj

had extended themselves to the Sea-shore. 1831 Scott Ct.

Robt. v, He hastens to his bark on the sea-shore. 1843
Ruskin Mod. Paint. I. 11. 1. vii. § 5 The broad wild sea-

shore, with its bright breakers, and free winds.

attrib. 1830 Miss Pratt Gw////. Things Sea-side \. 81 The
flower of the sea-shore medick. 185a Wiggins Embanking
78 One of these was sea-shore land.

Seasible, obs. form of Seizable.

Sea'-sick, a.

1. Suffering from sea-sickness. Chiefly predicative,

a 1566 R- Edwards Damon <y Pithias (1908) R ij b, I am
euen yet so Seasicke that I faynt as I go. i6ix Shaks.
Wint. T. v. ii. 128 The Shepherds Daughter.. who began
to be much Sea-sick. 1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildair iv.

i, Look ye, Captain, 1 shall be Sea-Sick presently. 1819

Byron Juan 11. xix, Here the ship gave a lurch, and he
grew sea-sick. 1836 Miss Maitland Leit.fr. Madras
(1843) 8 Towards evening, like all other sea-sick people, I

grow very brisk. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius vii.

309 [He] would..make his rounds to see that every one was
all right and nobody sea-sick.

fig. ai6zy Middleton Worn, beware Worn. 11. ii, Her
tender modesty is sea-sick a little.

1 2. Tired or weary of travelling by sea. Obs.

1592 Shaks. Rom. <r Jul. v. iii. 118 Come vnsauory guide,

Thou desperate Pilot, now at once run on The dashing
Rocks, thy Sea-sicke wearie Barke.

3. nonee-use [after homesick]. Longing for the sea.

1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. 112 She.. pined for

the water, and was,, .in a new sense of the word, sea-sick.

Sea-sickness. Nausea and vomiting induced

by the motion of a ship at sea.

\te$'PuRCHAs Pilgrims m^zbmarg., Sea sicknesse whence.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 11. xxvii. 266 When his sea-

sicknesse was past, he lodged in the Earles house. 1783
Liberal Amer. I. 141 Should I be attacked with the sea-

sickness, I shall be unfit for. .any thing. 1819 Byron Juan
11. xiii, The best of remedies is a beef-steak Against sea-

sickness. 1844 Dickens Atari. Ckuz. xv, Martin was too

far gone in the lassitude of sea-sickness.

fig. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 8 This
Pride of his, is the only Sea-sickness that he's plagu'd with.

attrib. 1865 Bp. Wilberforce Let. in A. J. Wilberforce

Life (1882) III. vi. 159 AH was ready for my start to Cannes,

down even to the sea-sickness powders.

Sea-side, seaside (s/'ssid).

1. The margin or brink of the sea : chiefly with

prepositions, as by or at the sea-side, also f on or

T upon, and to the sea-side. Now rare or Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 25661 Bi bere sae side bet londe he wesle wide.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrciv) 25 pane be angel can
hym say, hat he to be sey-syd suld fare. C1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) v. 15 At Tyre euen apon be see syde men mayfynd
many rubies. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 1 § 2 All the in-

habitantes..to bee at the See side with such instrumentes

as they have. 1533 Cromwell Let 6 Dec. in Merriman
Life fy Lett. {1902) I. 368 Your said ferine lieth nygh the

see syde. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 148 Towards the West it

lies open to the most pleasant Valy of Arno, which Valy
continueth as far as Pisa and to the sea-side. 1619 in Foster

Eng. Factories India (1906) 71 Promising the 12th following

to meete and confer with Captain Bonner upon the shoare

neere the sea syde. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 55
Among the rocks by the sea-side you find what is commonly
called the sea-egg, 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. 1, Jeanie..had

walked down to the sea-side.

+ b. plural. Obs.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 111. i. {SkeaO 1. 45 On the see-

sydes, in the more Britayne,. .the best [sc. pearls] ben en-

gendred. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 11. xlix. 315 Rose-
' marie . . groweth in any aire, but best by the sea sides,

•f o. Formerly sometimes the seas's side. Obs.

c 1400 Cursor M. 21049 (Edinb.) Of grauel bi be seis side.

' «53o Tindale Deut i. 7 Vnto the sees syde in the londe of



SEA-SLUG.

Canaan. 1543 Grafton Contn. Harding 90, Those that

dwel by the seas syde.

2. Now chiefly : The se.i-coa.st as resorted to for

health or pleasure. ,

1797 Abernethy Surg, fy Physiol. Ess. in. 112 As he had

an opportunity of going to the sea-side, I encouraged him

to do so. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. m. v, Thence to

proceed to such town at the sea-side as she mi^ht suggest

or the physicians recommend. 1839 Helps Fritnds in C.

Ser. 11. (1877) I. i. 53 A family in the middle class of life going

to the seaside. 1893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Plwlogr. (1907)

100 Exposed for sale in the shops at the sea-side.

3. The side towards or facing the sea.

1867 J. Macgrecor Rob Roy on Baltic xii. 149 After re-

turning from a delightful excursion on the sea side of the

town. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 317 On the sea-side

of it rose the Mount Rumia.

4. attrib. or quasi-*//'. Belonging to, situated or

taking place at the sea-side.

1784 Cowper Task vi. S4S As countless as the seaside

sands. 1810 Crabbe Borough ix. 2 We amuse Ourselves .

.

with sea-side walks and views. 1861 Mrs. Carlvle Lett.

1 1 1. 86 Ramsgate, one of the most accessible sea-side places.

1868 Browning Ring It Bk. ix. 373 The Pope, we know, is

Neapolitan And relishes a sea-side simile.

b. in names of plants, etc. (often rendering L.

maritimus), as sea-side alder, balsam, convolvulus,

florin, oat, etc. ; t sea-side beech, a species of

Cinchona ; sea-side grape, laurel (see the sbs.).

1884 Sargent Rep. Forests tf.Amcr. 162 Alnus marithua.
"Seaside Alder. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 347 Croton

1. ..The small *Sea-side Balsam.. .Croton 4... The Sea-side

Balsam. 185* G. W. Johnson Cottage Card. Diet., Sem lida

Balsam, Croton eleut\h\iria. 1777 W. Wright in Phil.

Trans. LXVII. 504 The "Sea-side Beech.. rises only to

twenty feet. 185s Miss Pratt Flower. PL IV. 21 Calystegia

Soldanella ('Sea-side Convolvulus). 1851 Wiggins Em-
banking 104 The agrostis maritima or "sea-side fiorin. 1696

Plvkexes Almagestunt Wks. 1769 II. 394 'Sea-side Grape.

1823 Loudon Encycl. Card. (1824) Index, Uniola, "sea-side

oat . . H[ardy] peren[niall N. Amer. of easy culture.

Beasin, obs. form of Seisik.

Seaaing, obs. form of Seisin, Seizing.

Seaair, variant of Seiseb, Law. Obs.

Sea-slug.
1. = Tbepang.
1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 373 They lay at anchor,

fishing for swallo, or sea slug, in seven or eight fathom
water. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. ' Extra ' 24 July 20/2 This
so-called 'Beche de Mer* is a sea-slug, found among the

Polynesian islands and in the Pacific seas generally.

2. Any marine gasteropod of the order Opislho-

branchiata (see quot. 1879).
1845 Gosse Ocean iii. (1849) 133 Its [a whale's] support is

derived from creatures of very small bulk, .such as shrimps,

sea slugs, sea blubbers, and animalcules still smaller. 1855

Kingslev Claucus (1878) 130 The Cucumaria is a low
radiate animal— the sea-slug is a far higher mollusc. 1879

E. P. Wright Anim. Life 550 The molluscs of this order

[Opisthobranchiata] may be termed sea-slugs, since the

shell, when it exists, is usually small and thin, and wholly
orpartialiy concealed by the animal.

Seasment, obs. form of Sessment.

Sea'-snail.
1. A name for various marine gasteropods.

c iooo/Elfhic Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 122/24 Chelio, testudo,

uel marina gugalia, sxsnxl, uel pinewinclan. c 1050 Suppl.
Ail/ric's Gloss. Ibid. 181/8 Cottche, uel cochUe, scille, uel
ssesnxglas. 1538 Elvot Diet., Chelydros, a see snayle.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 77 Take the blood of a sea-

snaile, and for want thereof a common snaile. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1824I III. 116 Of all sea snails, that which is

most frequently seen swimming upon the surface.. is the
Nautilus. i8jo Scoresbv Acc. Antic Reg. I. 543 Clio
helicina.. .Sea-snail, i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Nat it.

ralist Austral. 41, 1 caught a yanthina/ragilis, or Violet

Sea Snail. 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clarke Sea.-weeds i. 23 Bright
yellow Nerits, the commonest sea-snail of our coast.

attrib. 1681 Grew Afiisarum 1. § v. iv. 121 A Sea-Snail

shell. 1850 Miss Pratt Cotuiu. Things o/Sea.side iii. 221

There is a shell lying about most of our beaches and sandy
shores, . . called the Sea Snail-shell.

2. A fish of the family Liparididse, esp. the

Liparis vulgaris, or unctuous sucker.

a 167a Willughbv Hist. Pise. (1686) Tab. H 6, Liparis

nostras. Sea Snail Dunelmensibus. 1769 Pennant Brit.

Zool. III. 105 The sea snail takes its name from the soft and
unctuous texture of its body resembling that of the land
snail. 1881 CasselCs Nat. Hist. V. 97 The Sea Snail.. is

often known as the Unctuous Lump-sucker.

Sea-snake.
1. = Sea-serpent i b.

1755 tr. Pontoppidan's Nat. Hist. Norway 11. 195 The Soe
Ormen, the Sea-Snake, Serpens Marinus Magnus.. is a
wonderful and terrible Sea-monster. 1805 Scott Last
Minstrel vl xxii, Of that Sea-Snake, tremendous curl'd

Whose monstrous circle girds the world. 1817 Byron Man.
/red 1. i. 79 Where the wind is a stranger, And the sea-snake
hath life. 1830 Tennyson Mermaid 23 That great sea.

snake under the sea.

2. = Sea-serpent i a.

1827 Buckingham Trav. Mesopot. I. 446 note, Dampier
met with sea.snakes about four feet long, four fingers broad,

flat tail, and spotted with yellow,on the coastofNew Holland.
i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist Austral. 278 Two
Sea-Snakes, caught on the coasts of Australia, are both
venomous. One is the Platurus laticaudatus, of a bluish

colour with black rings, ..and the other is the Pelamis
bicolor. 1887 Gunther in Encycl. Brit

:
XXII. 197/2 Of

Sea Snakes {Hydrcphidz) some fifty species are known.

3. -A chain of salps. Cf. Sea-serpent 4.

1863 Wood lllnstr. Nat. Hist. III. 442 Sailors often call

these chains of Salpse by the name of Sea Snakes.

Vol. VIII.

337

Sea-snipe.
1. A local name for several of the sandpipers, as

the dunlin, and the knot.

1767 tr. Cram* Greenland 1. 85 The least bird isasea-snipe.

1862 Wood lllnstr. Nat. Hist. II. 700 The Dunlin is known
under a variety of names, such as the Stint, the Ox-bird, the

Sea-snipe, and the Purre. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 19s Knot {Tringa cauntus)...Se3 snipe (Dublin).

2. t a. A kind of gar-fish. Obs. b. The trumpet-

fish or snipe-fish, Cenlriscus scolopax, so called

from its long tubular snout.

182.6-7 J- F. South in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XVIII. 624/2

There are three varieties of it \Esox Belone], one of which,

found in North America, is called the Sea Snipe. 1836
Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 302 The Trumpet-fish. Sta-snipe.

..Centriscus scolopax. 1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc.

Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 132.

Season (sfz'n), sb. Forms: 4-5 seson(e,

-un(e, -oun(e, -owne, -yn(e, eeson(e, -un,

-oun(e, 5-6 if. sessoun, 6 Sc. sessone, sesone,

-oun
; 4 seysyne, 4-5 seysou(e, -oun, 5 seison ;

6 Sc. saison, sasoun, -one
; 4-5 seasun, 5 sea-

sone, (seosynne), 5-6 ceason, 6 Sc. seasouu,

4- season. [ME. seson, a. OF. seson, seison (mod.

F. saison) = Pr. sazd-s, Catal. sahd, Sp. sazon, Pg.

sazao, It. dial, sason :—L. sation-em act of sowing

(in vulgar Lat, time of sowing, seed-time), n. of

action f. sa- root of severe to sow.
Not connected with the synonymous It. stagione, which

represents L. station-em Station.}

1. A period of the year.

1. Any one of the periods, longer or shorter, into

which the year is naturally divided by the earth's

changing position in regard to the snn, and which

are marked by varying length of day and night, by
particular conditions of weather, temperature,

etc. More specifically, each of the four equal

periods—Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter—into

which the year is divided by the passage of the sun

fromequinoxto solsticeandfrom solstice to equinox;

also, each of the two periods—the rainy and the

dry—into which the year is divided in tropical

climates.

Often with defining word prefixed, as summer, winter,

May, Lent season (see the different words).

1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 929 But whan be daies dimme ben
hit dob hem to moume, For siht of be sesoun bat semus
vnblipe. c 1350 Will. Palerne 29 pe sauor of be swete sesoun

& song of be briddes. c 1386 Chaucer ProL 347 After the

sondry sesons of the yeer, So cbaunged he his mete and his

soper. c 1400 tr. Secrela Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 72 Off be

ffoure seysouns of he }ere. 1548 Latimer Plougliers (Arb.)

10 Fyrste for their labour of all ceasons of the yere. For
there is no tyme of the yere, inwhiche the ploughman hath
not some speciall worke to do. 1671 Milton P.R. D. 72

In such a season born when scarce a Shed Could be oblain'd

to shelter him or me From the bleak air, 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 122 The rainy Season, and the dry Season, began
now to appear regular to me. 1717 Swift Gulliver ill. iv,

All the Fruits of the Earth shall come to Maturity at what-
ever Season we think fit to chuse. 1812 Trans. Hort. Sac.

(i826)VI.H5 Directions for forcing Onions to produce bulbs

in clusters, at an early season. 1845-7 Longf. Evangeline
1. ii. 1 Now had the season returned, when the nights giow
colder and longer. 1864 Tennyson Enoch Arden 624 The
sunny and rainy seasons came and went Year after year.

1866 M rs. Cask ell Wives <y Van. xlii, The autumn drifted

away thiough all its seasons.

b. in personification and art-representation.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 Oct. 1644, The 4 Seasons in white
marble. 1821 Shelley Adonais xviii, Fresh leaves and
flowers deck the dead Seasons' bier.

O. A day or period of the year marked by some
special festivity, as Christmas and New Year.

1791 Burns Let. to Cunningham 23 Jan., Many happy
returns of the season to you, my dear friend ! 1821 Lamb
Elia 1. AllFoots Day, The compliments of the season to

my worthy masters, and a merry first of April to us all

!

d. In reckoning time or age : A year, twelve-

month. (Cf. summer!)
1827 Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 43 A child of about five

years or 'seasons' old. 1833 Tennyson Two Voices 82

Will thirty seasons render plain Those lonely lights that still

remain, Just breaking over land and main I

2. A period or time of year mentioned with refer-

ence to the conditions of weather, etc. that cha-

racterize it in a particular year.

13. . E. E. Altit. P. A. 39, 1 entred in tat erber grene, In

augoste in a hyi seysoun, Quen come is coruen wyth crokez

kene. c 1450 Holland Hmvlat 7 So soft was the sessoun

our Souerane dovne sent.., That all was amyable owr the

air and the erd. 1526 Tindale Acts xiv. 17 Gevynge vs

rayne from heven and frutfull ceasons. 1663 Evelyn Diary
16 July, A most extraordinary wet and cold season. 1676

Lady Chawortii in 11th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

34 The season continues so seveere I cannot get away my
ill cold nor goe out of the house. 1812 G. Chalmers Dom.
Econ. Gt. Brit. 298 The corn act.. appeared.. to have com-
pletely failed .. owing to. -the unfavourable seasons. 1855

Tennyson Maud 11. v. viii, The lily and rose That blow by
light, when the season is good. 1871 Schele de Verb

540 o<Season is, in the South, often misusedAmericanisms ..-,

for ' weather '.
* This is a good season for planting doe:;

not mean, this is the proper time, but, this is favorable

weather for planting tobacco.

3. The time of year assigned to some particular

operation of agriculture.

13.. K. Alls. 61 (Bodl. MS.), By ham [sc. the planets] men
han be seysyne To londe, to watre to come to wyne. 13.

.

SEASON.

E. E. A Hit. P. B. 523 Se-sounez schal yow neuer <ese of

sede ne of heruest. 1393 Lancl. P. PL C. vn. 112 (MS. F.)

In cesoun of heruest-tyme. c 1400 Dcstr. Troy 178 And
alse sede in be season sowe it on be erthe. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort., Fed. (1679) IO ^ow 's vour Season for Ciicum-

position by Tubs or Baskets of Earth. 1796 C. Marshall
Gardening v. (1813) 63 The season for committing seeds to

the ground should be as eaily as the nature of the plant to

be cultivated will bear.

b. local. (See quots.)

1778 [\V. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 20 Oct. 1775 w<^<*»

Season . . signifies (here, at least) the state of the soil at seed-

time. Thus, if at seed-time the soil be clean, in high tilth,

and neither too wet nor too dry, the Farmer is said to have

got a good season—or a fine season. If it be cloddy, a rough
season. 1875 Parish Sussex Dial. 101 .Season, ground in

good condition. 1876 Surrey Gloss. s.v., ' To make a good
season ' is to get the land in good condition for sowing.

4. The time of year v\ hen a plant flourishes, when
it blooms or bears fruit, etc. (See also 1 5 b.)

rti300 Cursor M. 22881 llkin frut in his sesun. c 1386

Chaucer Frankl. T. 306 Ajipollo, god and gouernour Of
euery plaunte, heibe, tree and flour, That yeuest, after thy

dechnacion, To ech of hem his tyme and his seson. c 1400

Maunuev. (1839) v. 49 Also in that Contree..Men fynden
longe Apples to selle, in hire cesoun. 1535 Coverdale Ps.
i. 3 Like a tre. .y* bringeth forth his frute in due season.

1637 Milton Lytidas 7, I come to pluck your Berries harsh

and crude. . .Bitter constraint, and sad occasion dear, Com-
pels me to disturb your season due. 1747-96 Mrs. Gi.asse

Cookery xii. 184 Half a pint of green peas, when it is the

season for them. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. vi. 85 Grass
and leaves may flourish all the year, But corn and fruit one
season only own.
5. The time of year when an animal is in heat,

pairs, breeds, migrates, is killed for food or hunted,

etc. (Also pairing, breeding, close, etc. season.)

t Of {Ihe) season — in season (see 15 b).

C1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) iii, J>ere [sc. the

bucks'] seson dureth fro pe moneth of May into le mydle
of Septembre. i486 Bk. St. Albans e v, The seson of the fox

[is] fro the Natiuyte Tyll the annunciacion of owre lady fre.

C1490 Plutttf>ton Corr. (Camden) 86, I.. desire and pray

you to caus ajjucke of season to be taken. 1576 Turberv.
Venerie lxxix. 240 The seasons of all (Jhaces. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. m. iii. 169, I warrant you Bucke, And of the

season too. 1603 — Meets, for M. 11. ii. 85 Euen for our

kitchins We kill the fowle of season. 1697 Drvden Virg.

Georg. 111. 101 Six Seasons use ; but then release the Cow,
Unfit for Love, and for the lab'ring Plough. 1711 Steele
Sped. No. 78 p 5 The Day was hVd for the Entertainment,

which was in Venison Season. 1737 Bracken Farriery
fntpr. (1757) II. Index 14 Not to leap many Mares in a

Season. i76o-7» H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) III. 123

My neighbours were not as birds of the season ; they neither

despised nor forsook me because of my poverty. 1842

Tennyson Audley Court 32 Then touch*d upon the game,
how scarce it was This season. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.Fann
III. 1 112 Its effect upon the skin may also interfere with the

coming of the season upon the ewe. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. iii, Others went after butterflies and birds'-eggs in

their seasons.
attrib. C1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) iv, pel [sc.

Roebucks] renneth wele and longer pan dothe a grete hert

in |'0 hye seson tyme.

6. fig. Time of ripeness or maturity. Cf. 15 c.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit IVemen 289 Bot leit the sueit ay
the sour to jjjud sesone bring, a 1639 Carew To A.L. 79
O then be wise, and whilst your season Affords you days for

sport, do reason. \&&EikonBas. iv. 18 Whose, .impatience

was such, that they would not staie the ripening and season

of Counsels, or fair production of Acts, in the order, gravitie,

and deliberateness befitting a Parliament ; but [etc.].

+ 7. A term or session of a court, university, or

the like. Phr. to keep or hold season. Obs.

la 1400 Arthur 137 Arthour wolde of honour Hold a fest

at Eestour..; And sende MessangerTokyngesferre& neer

..To come to bis Dyner. ..They come byder in gode aray,

And kept beire Ceson At the Castell Carlyon. c 1435 Torr.

Portugal 2157 Sir Torent dwellid thare Fourty days in

moche care, Season for to bold. 1660 Evelyn Diary 13 July,

Which the Vice-Chancel lor promis'd to do the next season.

i8*5 Wardrop in M. Baillie's Wks. I. Life 9 He there

attended the Gieek and Latin classes during the first two
seasons ; in the third season he became a diligent mathema-
tician.

8. A period of time astronomically fixed or re-

curring, f Also, a period or phase of an eclipse.

1535 Coverdalk Gen. u 14 That they maye be vnto tokens,

seasons, dayes, and yeares. 1666 Rook in Phil. Trans. I.

389Those Seasons of the Eclipse, when there is the suddenest

Alteration in the Apparences. 1671 Milton P. R. m. 187

He in whose hand all times and seasons roul. i8ao Keats
Hyperion 1. 293 The sacred seasons might not be disturb'd.

Therefore the operations of the dawn Stay'd in their birth.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxvi. 4 How in seasons due vanishes

orb upon orb.

9. The portion of a year regularly devoted to a

particular business, sport, or amusement, or when
the greatest activity prevails therein. Often with

defining word, as the fishing, hunting, publishing,

racing, theatrical, holiday season. The period

when such pursuits ore inactive is called the dead,

dull, or offseason : see also Silly season.

1687 Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. 100 When I was at

Chio, I could not have that Diversion, for then it was not

the Season. 1718 Free-thinker No. 68. 86PubIick Business,

and Publick Diversions, have the same Season. 1740 Cibber
Apol. (1756) 1. 144 He bound himself to give them two plays

every season. 1798 Forester in Paget Papers (1896) 1. 115

We nave this day had the best run of the Season. i8ao W.
Scorksdy Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 248 In the season of 1684,

fourteen of their ships were wrecked. 1856 H. H. Dixon (' The
Druid ') Post <$ Paddock 303 That gentleman bought Hermit

and rode him for nine seasons. 1878 Athletic World 5 Apr.

43
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/i Pickwick Bicycle Club. The season will be commenced

ova run to.. Edmonton on Saturday.. i8gi E. Kinglake

Australian 87 The ' season ' in Australia- by which is indi-

cated the dance-giving period—is winter and early spring.

10. The period of the year during which a par-

ticular place is most frequented for business,

fashion, or amusement ; esp. the time (now May

to July) when the fashionable world is assembled

in London. Dead season, the period when 'society'

has departed from a place of resort.

i7°5 J- Taylor Journ, Edinb. (1003) 68 Most of the Gentry

of the North of England and Scotland resort hither [to

Scarborough! in the Season of the year, but we hapned to

be something of the latest. 1709 Steele Taller No. 50 P 7

Until the Company was gone, and Season over. 1760 H.

Walpole Let. to Mann 20 Jan., You cannot figure a duller

season: the weather bitter, no party, little money fete.].

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide x. 6 What Numbers one sees,

who, for that very Reason Come to make such a Figure at

Bath ev'ry Season ! 1789 Triumphs Fortitude I. 10 lie

happy in all the enjoyments this dead season can afford.

1836 Marryat faplut xxi, The season was now over, and
everybody of consequence quitted the metropolis. 1870 H.
Smart Racefor Wife ii, She gave up her season in London.

XL trans/, (from 2). f»- A spell of (bad or in-

clement) weather.
1605 Shaks. Lear m. iv. 32 How shall your House-lesse

heads. .defend you From seasons such as these? 1667

Milton P. L. x. 1063 And teach us further by what means
to shun Th* inclement Seasons, Rain, Ice, Hail and Snow,
Which now the Skie with various Face begins To shew us

in this Mountain.

b. spec. The ' rains ' or spells of wet weather in

tropical countries. In the southern U.S., 'a
shower of rain or period of damp weather suitable

for setting out tobacco and other plants \

1707 Sloane 7«w/i/r«il. Introd. isAfter Seasons, i.e. three

or four or more days rain, all manner of provisions, Maize,

Guinea-corn, Pease, Potatos &c are planted. 1766 Stork
Ace. E. Florida 63 It often happens in the West-Indies, as

it did last year, that when the ground is prepared, and the

cane planted, the rains, or seasons as they are called, fail.

1873 Routledge's Young Gentl. Mag. July 478/2 The sea-

sons were only just over, and all tropical nature was fresh.

II. gen. A time, period, occasion.

12. A particular time or period during which
something happens, or which is defined by some
characteristic feature or circumstance. See also

Night-season, mean season (Mean a. 2 2).

a 1300 Cursor M. 3509 God was be werld in bat sesun And
mike! it bar o benisun. Ibid. 5419 Quils bam lasted bat

sesun dere. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1442 A Sesyn of sorow pat

bere suet after, c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 268 Euery
persone that . . hath there therewle of the religion atteleste for

that ceson. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. K//(i8o6) 234 Duryng
the season that the seid ship lay in the Dolcke. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron. II. 650 During this season the Queene was
greatly encouraged with the victory, obteyned late at Wake-
fielde. 1665 Boyle Occas. Medit., Disc. iv. iv. (1848) 69
When we greedily pursue after Honour, and Pleasure, of

which this Life is not the proper Season. 1777 Burke Let.

to Sheriffs oj'.Bristol Wks. 1842 I. 215 Calamity isunhappily

the usual season of reflection. 1833 Macaulay Ess., War
Success. Sp. 1» 5 His annual revenue. .in the season of his

greatest power. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii.

278 They may have been well pleased to accept a season of

peace even at the hands of the stranger.

b. For a season : for an indefinite period, for

some time, for a while. Similarly, for a long, short,

etc. season. Also adverbially, without_/£r.

1465 Pol. Bel. <y L. Poems (1903) t/17 Than stode y stille

a Utile Sesone. 1481 Coventry Leetbk^ 500 There hath long

season depended variance & contrauersie betwixt you. 1526
Tindale Luke iv. 13 He departed from hym for a season.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxv. 267 Than Oberon stode

styll a season. 1668 Culpeper & Coi.e Barthoi. Anal. 1.

ix. 2t That it might further the Stomachs Concoction, and
make the meats abide therein, a convenient season. 1790
Cowper Iliad xix. 169 Or if it please thee, though impatient,

wait, Short season 1851 Carlyle y.Sterlingi, This most..

beautiful human soul ; who walked with me for a season in

this world. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 70
He was constrained for a season to leave the successors of
Leofric and Siward in possession of [etc.].

13. (Without the idea of duration.) A time at

which, or occasion when, something happens. Aty

fin this (or that) season, at this time; on this

occasion ; also adverbially without in. At, f *"«,

on a season, at a certain time. At all seasons, at

all times, always. At seasons, on different or re-

curring occasions, from time to time. Also, fit,

due, proper, just season : cf. sense 14. Now rare.

13.. Seuyn Sages 3939 He says soth in this sesowne,
1340-70 AUsaunder 339 On a season isett assembled they
bobe. a 1400-50 Alexander 881 Sone eftir in a seson,..

Come driuand fra Darius.. Heraudis on he^e hors. c 1400
Ywaine <% Gaw. 903 Thus was syr Ywayne sted that sesowne.
a 1440 York Myst. xxvi, 42 We seke for youre socoure bis

sesoune, 1470-85 Malory Arthur xxu xii. 858 So at aseson
of the nyght they al wente to theyr beddes. 1497 Bp. Alcock
Mens Perfect. D iij, And many seasons of y* daye sore wept
in remembraunce of y° same. 1519 Interl. Four Flem.
(Percy Soc.) 31 Other thynges mo 1 have in store, That I

coude tel therof, but now no moreTyll another season. 1526
Tindale Acts xx. 18 After what maner I have bene wyth
you at all ceasons. 161 1 R. Johnson*s Kingd. <y Comtmv.
1 19 He may come to her house, . . Court her in all places, and
at all seasons. i6a8 Hobbes tr. Thucydides (1822) 23 These
things were done for you in a season when men going to
fight against their enemies neglect all respects but of victory.
1686 tr. Chatdin*s Coronal. Solyman 122 He knew the
proper season to shew the violence of his Revenge. 1693

338

R.17 Estrange Tables ccxv. 187 There are Many Cases, and
Many Seasons, wherein Men must either Bend or Break. 1711

Steele Sped. No. 78 r 5 You well know it is of great Con-
sequence to clear Titles, and it is of Importance that it be

done in the proper Season. 1837 Scott Night. Widmv ii,

When Hamish.. absented himself from her cottage at such

season, and for such length of time as he chose. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, Pike and helm He provided for

thee in due season. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cxi. 8 The
churl in spirit. -Will let his coltish nature break At seasons

thro' the gilded pale.

ft). Sometimes substituted for time in colloca-

tions proper to that word : as afore seasons «
Aforbtime; in old season, id old. Obs.

1463 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Apr. (1905) 301 He as yit stondeth

destitute of exj H. which he afore seisons hath..receyued

yerely at he fest of Estre. 1530 Palsgr. 143 Avtempsjadis,
afore-season. 1581 Stanyhurst Aineis 1. (Arb.) 17, 1 that in

old season.. whistled My rural sonnet.

14. The right, proper, due or appointed time; a

fit or favourable occasion, an opportunity. (Cf.

15 a.) Const. flo,for, to with inf.

« 1300 Cursor M. 29366 Als suith as he mai sesun se, And
wendtorome at soilled be. 13.. A'. Alls. 5251 The kyng
of-sent erles and barouns, For to sopere it was seysouns.

1388 Wyclif Eccles. viii. 6 Tyme and cesoun is to ech werk.

c 1440 Generydes 271 So went she fourth hyr seosynne to

endure. 1470-85 Malory A rthurxix. vi. 781 Thennewhan
season was, they wente vnto their chambres. 1484 Caxton
JEsop vi. vii, AHe thynges which ben done & made in theyr

tyme & season ben wel made. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge
1. 2793 A sensuall pryncc.Taryed the season tofynde her

solytary. 1643 D. Rogers Naaman-z^ Telling him.. it was
no season for him to take upon him imperiously. 1671 Mil-
ton P. R. iv. 146 When my season comes to sit On David's

Throne. 1790 J. Bruce Trav. Source ofNile I. 78, I had
sat up a great part of the night waiting a season for obser-

vation, but it wasverycloudy. 1851 Tennyson To the Queen
30 And statesmen at her council met Who knew the seasons

when to take Occasion by the hand.

III. Phrases with prep.

15. In season, a. At the right and proper time,

opportunely. Also (? chiefly !/•£), at the proper

time or in good timely or to do something. To
he in season, to be seasonable or opportune.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2542 pre }er after

was he kyng, In ful sesyne made hys endyng. 1414 Deed
is Working 79 in 26 Pol. Poems 58 To chastyse fooles is ay
in seson. 1484 Caxton yEsop vi. vii, Therfore hit appiereth

wel that the thynges whiche ben made in season ben wel

made and done by reason. i6ix Bible Isa. 1. 4 That I

should know how to speake a worde in season [1535 Cover-
dale in due season] to him that isweatie. 1639 Fuller
Holy War v. v. {1640) 236 After six moneths siege they sur-

rendered the citie to their own honour, and shame of other

Christians who sent them no succour in season. 1649 Daven-
ant Love <y Hon. v. i. 78, A It. Good morrow, cavaliers. Vas.

'Twill be an houre yet before that greeting Be in season.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) 1. 168 [He] had just

cleared one eye, in season, to remark where his enemy
entered. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xli, The two young
men desired to get back again in good season. 1858 Searks
A than. 11. in. 195 They arrive in season for the meeting.
187a Howells Wedd. Journ. (1892) 312 Mr. March has to

be home by a certain day; and we shall just get baclcin
season. 1906 W. Walker Calvin v. to8 News of this in-

tention reached him in season to effect bis escape.

h. Of game, etc. : At the time for hunting,

catching, etc. To be in season : (of a plant or

animal) to flourish, be in its finest condition, be
in the best state for eating; also, (of an animal)

to be in heat. Similarly, to come in or into season.

1375 Barbour Bruce vii. 497 Than the deir war in sesoun.

1473 Rolls ofParIt. VI. 93/1 Oon Hert, to be taken in sea-

son. .and ii Bukkes in season. 1558 Act 1 Eliz. c. 17 § 1

Any Samons or Trowtes.not being in season. 1576 Turberv.
Ve?ierie lxxix. 240 Conies are al wayes in season, either

yong or old : but their skinnes are in best season from
Alhallontide vnto Shrouetide. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim.
<$• Min. 220 Salmon.. come in season, and goe out with the
Buck. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refl.

}
Disc. iv. iv. (1848) 68 If the

same Fruit were let alone till it were fully Ripe, and in

Season. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 135/1 The Hart or Stagg
..is in Season. .from Midsummer until Holy-Rood Day.
1709 Addison Taller No. 148 f 7 To eat every Thing before

it comes in Season. 177a Foote Nabob 11. (1778) 31 Have
you any pinks or carnations in bloom ? Crocus. They are not

in season, your honour. 1807 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I.

6 A very fine trout. .he proved, .to be very well in season,

1834 M edwin Angler in Wales 1. 176 He is in high season,

as proved by the crimson of his fins. 1863 Reader No. 154.

646/3 The fish being in perfect season from October to June.

1903 F. Simpson Bk. Cat in, 38 Cats come in season about
every three weeks during the spring and summer.

\Q.fig. Flourishing, at one's best. Obs.

£1400 Rom. Rose 4981 As longe as Youthe is in sesoun,

They dwellen in oon mansioun. 1625 Bacon Ess., Goodness

(Arb.) 205 Such Men, in other mens Calamities, are, as it

were, in season.

d. Of a place of resort, etc. : (To be) fashion-

able, in a state of activity. Cf. sense 10.

1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Lady Rich 10 Oct.,

The fair of St. Lawrence is now in season. 1868 Earl of
Wilton Sports Engl. 68 From the first day of grouse to the

last day of pheasants, London is never in season.

e. Of timber: Seasoned.
16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. i. 2 The masts and

yards are chained together in some great water to keepe
them from rotting, and in season.

16. Out of season, a. Unseasonably, inoppor-

tunely ; predicatively, unseasonable, inopportune.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiii. 351 And as wel in lente as oute

of lente, alle tymes ylyche, Suche werkes with hem were
neuere oute of sesoun. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par., Mark i.

SEASON.

29-31 He loueth those that cal vpon him, cal they neuer so

importunatly, and out of season. 1649 Davenant Love fr

Hon. IV. iv. 37 Although the rack be somewhat out Of sea-

son with my old bones. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 850 So spake

the fervent Angel, but his zeale None seconded, as out of

season judg'd. 1718 Free-thinker N o. 27. 190 True Wit and
Good Sense. .can be spoiled only by making use of them
Improperly, or out of Season. 1864 ' Holme Lee' Stiver

Age II. 239 Be consoled—you will have your joys, though
they come rather out of season. 1868 Tennyson Lucretius

267 Howbeit I know thou surely must be mine Or soon or

late, yet out of season, thus I woo thee roughly.

b. Not in season ; not at the time for hunting,

catching, eating, etc. AXsofig.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lix. 18 Off ane vod_ fuill far owt off

seasoun, He wantis nocht bot a rowndit heid. 1683 Robin-
son in Ray's Corr. (1848) 132 We. .could not meet with the

Macreuse [the scoter], it being now out of season.

C. Not in fashion ; not in its period of fashion.

1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 179 The hard-grain'd Muses
of the cube and square Were out of season. 1891 Freeman
Sk. Fr. Trav. 180 He will prefer Clermont out of season to

Clermont in the season.

17. In season and out of season : at all times,

without regard to what is considered opportune.

1526 Tindale 2 Tim. iv. 2 Be fervent, be it in season or out of

season [tvxai'piut a*ai'(xos]. 1841 H elps Ess., Trans. Business

(1842) 93 He will be repeating his folly in season, and out of

season, until at last it has a hearing.

1 18. By season : at the right time, in time. Sc.

1600 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials Scot. II. 180 This deponar

desyiit Maister Alexander to dischone with him, be ressoun

his awin culd nocht be sasone be preparit.

f IV. 19. [f. the vb.] Seasoning, relish, flavour.

c 1480 Henrvson Test. Cress. 421 With Saipheron sals of

ane glide sessoun. 1509 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rez'. v. i. 16

Bearing no season, much (esse salt ofgoodnesse. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado iv. i. 144 The wide sea Hath.. salt too little,

which may season glue To her foule tainted flesh. 1605 —
Macb. ill. iv. 141 Youlackethe season of all Natures, sleepe.

<li63S Naunton Fragm. Reg. (At b.) 44 He had a large pro-

portion of gifts and endowments, but too much of the season

of envy. X064 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 122 Those
his Friends who formerly made his adversity more tolerable,

and do now give the truest season and sweetness to his better

fortune.

V. 20. Short for season-ticket (see 21).

189S Daily News 29 Dec. 7/4 Asked for his ticket, he

replied that he had left his season at home. 1901 IVestm.

Gaz. 2 Apr. 9/1 The company, .is about to issue third-class

seasons.

VI. 21. Comb., as season-measured'adj. ; season-

ticket, a ticket which admits the holder to travel on

a boat or on a line of railway, to enter an exhibition,

etc., an unlimited number of times during a season

or specified period, at a reduced rate of payment

;

hence season-ticket holder.

1827 J. H. Newman Lyra Apost. xliii. (1836) 48 In child-

hood, when with eager eyes The *season-measured year I

viewed. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, River, The regular pas-

sengers, who have 'season-tickets, go below to breakfast.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 228/2 The ptopoilions of passengers,

independent of season-ticket holders, were as follows.

Season (srz'n), v. Forms : 4 seasen, 4-5
ses(o)un,4-6 seson, 5 seeson,sesyn, cesyn, -un,

-on, 6 seasyn, (sayson, seacon), Sc. saison,

sasoun, cessoune, 4- season, [a. OF. saisonner

(cf. mod.F. assaisonner), f. saison Season si.

Sense 1 is a development from the primary sense in OF.,

to ripen, to render (fruit) palatable by the influence of the

seasons (cf. sense 4, which in Eng. appears much later).)

1. trans. To render (a dish) more palatable by

the addition of some savoury ingredient.

13.. Gaw.f,Gr. Knt. 889 Seggez hym serued semly in.

no}e. Wyth sere sewes & sete, sesounde of be best, c 1375

Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. no As salt sesonis all, pe hartiss at

one crist will cale. c 1420 Liber Cocorum 9 Seson bit with

sugur. c 1440 Promp. Parv. t-jj\ Cesyn {P. cesun) or welle

aray mete or drynke, tempero. 1530 Palsgr. 707/2, 1 season

meale as a coke dothe, je saysonne la viande. c 1550

Lyndesay Tragedie 357 Ane cunyng Cuke, quhilk best can

cessone caill. 1661 Lovell Hist. A nim.tfMin. Isagogecslf
seasoned with salt, and spices, it [meat] is yet dryer. 1769

E. Bancroft Guiana 324 All season their food with a great

quantity of spices. 1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 68 Take
three or four beef steaks cut thick, and season them with

pepper, salt, and onion shred fine. 1867 Parkman Jesuits

N. Amer. xxv. (1875) 366 Maize, pounded and boiled, and
seasoned . . with morsels of smoked fish,

b. fig. To mix, intersperse, or imbue with some-

thing that imparts relish ; to adapt or accommo-
date to a particular taste.

1520 Nisbet N. T., Col. iv. 6 Youre word be sesonnit in

salt euirmare in giace. 1592 Shaks. Rom. f, Jul. 11. iii. 72

How much salt water throwne away in wast, To season Loue
that of it doih not tast. 1596 Kemys Relat. 2nd r'oy.

Guiana E 2 b, Pardon it . . if . . my speech, which is altogether

vnsauourie, season it selfe with some of the leauen of

your own discourse. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 609 Till I [sc.

Sin] in Man residing through the Race, His thoughts,

his looks, words, actions all infect, And season him thy

[sc. Death's) last and sweetest prey. 1675 w- Okeley
Eeen-ezerPref. A j, Every Narrator is under astrongTempta-

tion to Season his Discourse to the Gusio of the time. 1699

Dryoen To John Driden 60 You season still with sports

your serious hours. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 166 r 6 \V riters

..who employ their Parts in propagating Immorality, and

seasoning vicious Sentiments with Wit and Humour. 1822

Shelley Faust ii. 10 To. .climb those rocks. .Is the true

sport that seasons such a path.

ironically. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 121 He had a hundred

blowes on the feet to season his pastimes.

to. To season -with the same liquor: fig., to

imbue or endow with the same qualities. Obs.
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1648 Svmmons Vind. K. Chas. 36 Truly we do imagine
that our subtile and suspected Brethren . . would fain season
us with the same liquor, which infecteth them.

f d. To qualify by a beneficial admixture ; to

moderate, alleviate, temper. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich, Ill, nr. vii. 149 To reproue you for this

suit of yours, So season 'd with your faithful loue to me.
160a — Ham. 1. ii. 191 Season your admiration for a while
With an attent eare.

+ 2. trans/. To imbue with a taste or scent. Obs.
1559 Morwyng Evonym. 270 They do al season the urm

with their smel. a 159: H. Smith Serm. (1601) 538 What
licour our vessels bee seasoned with at the first, they will
taste of the same euer after.

fb. To imbue (a person, his mind)zo/M opinions,
ideas, etc. ; in later use only in good sense (cf. 1 b).
1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 48 They who had his eare, might

easily season him with good or ill opinion of his servants or
strangers. 1709 Steele & Addison Tatler No. in p 3
(Shakspere] seems to have had his Mind thoroughly
seasoned with Religion. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1754,
6 Mar., Garrick, who I can attest from my own knowledge
had his mind seasoned with pious reverence.

t c. inir. To savour of. Obs.
1618 Fletcher Chances 1. ix, Lose not your labour and

your time together, It seasons of a fool, son, time is pretious.

f3. trans. To embalm. M%ofig. Obs.
T1440 Alphabet of Tales 458, & on be morn when bai wold

hafe opynd hym & sesond hym with spycis at he myght
hafe bene curid, he rase vpp & was whikk. 1601 Shaks.
Twel. N. 1. i. 30 She will.. water once a day her Chamber
round With eye-offending brine : all this to season A brothers
dead loue, which she would keep fresh And lasting, in her
sad remembrance. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 171 He
hath seene true dead bodies brought in the banquet, after
they had been seasoned a good while and dried up.

4. To bring to maturity, ripen; to render fit for

use by prolonged exposure to atmospheric influ-

ences, or by gradual subjection to conditions of
the kind to be undergone in actual working ; often,
to dry and harden (timber) by long keeping.
»545 [see Seasoned 3! 1555 Eden Decodes (Arb.) 99 They

browght with them Cinamome and gynger: but not very
good, bycause they were not there fully seasoned with the
heate of the soone. 1617 Moryson Itm. in. 74 The houses
very seldome keep* out raine, the timbers being not well
seasoned. 1686 Plot Staffordsh. 161 They also heat their
furnace for a weeks time with charcoal without blowing it,

which they call seasoning it. 17*5 De Foe Voy. round
World (1840) 71 Casks. .which their coopers assisted us to
trim, season, and fit up. 1858 O. W. Holmes A tit. Breakf.-
T. v. 53 Knowledge and timber shouldn't be much used tiil

they are seasoned.

b. intr. for refl. To become seasoned.
1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 155 They generally Rough-

plain their Boards., that they may set them by to season.
1881 CasseUs Earn. Mag. VII. 511 An artificial method..
which has the effect of ageing the wood in a few hours, as
well as if it had been kept seasoning for years.

O. trans. To fortify (a person) by habit against
conditions that might otherwise be deleterious; to
acclimatize.
i6ox MousTtoY Let. in Moryson Itin. 11. (1617) 108 They

will come over well cloathed against the Winter and may
have time to rest, and to be seasoned, till Christmas. 1760
Goldsm. Cit. W. cxix, Many of them died, because they
were not used to live in a gaol, but for my part it was noth-
ing to me, for I was seasoned. x8xa Byron Ch. Har. 11, Ixix.
In war well season'd, and with labours tann'd. 1896 A. E.
Housman Shropshire Lad Ixii, And easy, smiling, seasoned
sound, Sate the king when healths went round.

fd. To prepare or fit (a person) ; also, to dis-
cipline, train. Obs,
1602 Shaks. Ham. m. in. 84 Am I then reueng'd, To take

him in the purging of his Soule When he is fit and season'd
for his passage? x6ia Brinsley Lud. Lit. xxii. 253 How
schollars may be seasoned and trained vp in Gods true Re-
ligion and in grace. 1644 Milton Educ. 4 And withall to
season them, and win them early to the love of vertue and
true labour. 1658 Cleveland Rustick Rampant 16 The
Kentishmen, seasoned by this Priest or Prophet of the Idol,
are easily tempted by the Essexians.

te. To bring into a healthy condition. Also, to
disinfect, Obs.
1601 Holland Pliny xxiu. i, II. 148 As touching grapes

preserved in earthen pots, they refresh and season the mouth
which was out of tast. 1712 De Foe Plague (1756) 281 Those
feople-.did take particular Directions for what they called
easoning of their Houses and abundance of costly things

were consumed. .which. .not only seasoned those houses.,
but filled the air with very grateful smells,

f f. To temper (metal). Obs. rare.
1730 Savery Magnet. Observ. in Phil. Trans. XXXVI.

307 Steel cannot be seasoned too hard for Retension. Ibid.
328 With this little Bar naked I touched a small Dial.
Needle made of Steel. . . I seasoned it very hard, and cleansed
it well.

1 5. Of a bird or beast of prey : To ' flesh ' (its

claws) ; hence intr. to seize upon. Obs.
It is possible that Palsgrave may have been thinking of

season — ScstM v.

1530 Palscr. 707/2, I season upon a thynge, as a hauke
dothe,_/> assaysonne. She saysonned upon the fesante at
the first flyght. 1540

—

Acolastus 11, iii. Liijb, This pray is
worthy for our clawes .i. this is one as mete for vs to season
vpon, as it U mete for any lyon. .to season his pawes vpon
his pray.

t 6. To manure (land). Obs.
1563 Hyli. /!r* Garden. (1591) 10 So that the same [dung]

be scattered like seedes on the ground, wberby to season
ground the better. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxv.
(Arb.) 309 Or as the good gardiner seasons his soyle by
jundrie sorts of compost.

339

+ 7. To impregnate, to copulate with. Obs. rare.
[1511-38: see Seasoning vbl. sb. 1 a.] 1555 Eden Decades

(Arb.) 383 When the male hath once seasoned the female he
neuer after toucheth her. 1601 Holland Pliny vm. xlv. I.

224 This prince.. would not suffer the Buls to come unto
the Kine and season them, before they were both foure
yeares old.

Seasonable (srz'nabT, a. [f. Season v. and
sb. + -ABLE.]

1. Occurring at the right season, opportune.
c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 578 For-bi ne lakke bou

not age at al ; Whan youpe is past, is age sesonable. 1455
Paston Lett. I. 349, I have written unto Yelverton, the
justice, that he wol, at some sesonable tyme, common with
Sir Thomas Tudenham. £1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. civ.
xi, (AH creatures] in seasonable tyde Their hungry eyes on
thee their feeder throw. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows Ded.
(v), Are not these times seasonable . . for such a Subject as is

here handled? 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. i. 130 Here it will
be seasonable to give in a List of Wicliffes Opinions. 1719
De Foe_ Crusoe 1. 294 His Caution was so seasonable, and
his Advice so good, that [etc.]. 1869 J. Martineau Ess.
11. 94 This is a very seasonable book.

b. Of weather, etc. : Suitable to the time of year.
1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 416 Heven Iokes lesse to fruyt

of bo erthe, monnes strength is lesse, here lyve is shortere,
bo tyme is lesse sesounable, and charite withdrawen. 14.

.

Tundale's Vis., etc (1843) 155 Tho sesonabutdst wedur with-
owton leyse That euer mon sawe dryvun tyl a nende. 1520
Nisbet Epist. O. T. xxi. (S. T. S.) III. 284 As the flour of
rosisin thedaisofsesonnabilesomer. a 1603 Bacon Maxims
Com. Law Ep. Ded. 6 It is your Majesties reigne that hath
beene as a goodly seasonable spring weather to the advanc-
ing of all excellent arts of peace. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. § 261 Though the weather was not favourable for deliver-
ing their cargoes, yet it being seasonable, I determined they
should keep out. 1819 Keats Ode to Nightingale v, Each
sweet Wherewith the seasonable month endows The grass,
the thicket, and the fruit-tree wild. 1843 Dickens Christm.
Carol iii. 90 His thread-bare clothes darned up and brushed,
to look seasonable.

+ 0. Enduring but for a season, temporary. Obs.
1549 Latimer tst Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 38 Not a

seasonable fayetb, which shall laste but a whyle, but a
fayeth, whiche is continuynge in God.
td. 'In season', said of game at the time when

proper to be hunted and killed. Obs. rare~K
1596 Harincton Metam. Aj'ax 32 Doth not the keeper.,

shew you his femisbing, that thereby you may iudge if he
be a seasonable deare t

e. Belonging to one's season or prime.
1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1, viii. 20 Thou poppy, ..Why

hangest thou down ere ripeness be begun, Ere yet be come
thy seasonable hour?

1 2. Capable of serving as seasoning ; tasty,
savoury. Obs. rare" 1

.

ci4ao Liber Cocorum (1862) 28 Take brede. .And drawee
hit borowghe a clothe by kynde, With venegur gode and
sesounabulle.

f3. Well seasoned, matured. Obs. rare.
IS31-J Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 4 6 2 Coupers. .shall make

the same vessels, .of good and seasonable wodde.
Seasonableness (srz nab'lnes). [f. prec +

-5TESS.] The quality of being seasonable ; aptitude
to time or circumstance ; fitness of occurrence.
154S Lanclev tr. Pol. Verg. de Invent. \. iii. 5 The fruict-

full rankeness of the soyle and seasonableness of the Aire.
i6»3 Markham Country Contentm. 1. xi, (1631) 76 The sea-
sonablenesse, or vnseasonablenesse of the weather. 1740
Warburton Vind. Pope's Ess. Man vi. 108 The Seasonable-
ness of this Reproof will appear evident enough to those
who know, that [etc.]. 1831 Mackintosh Hist. Eng. II.
83 Frion, a discarded secietary of Henry, who, from the
seasonableness of his defection, may be suspected at all

times to have been more a spy on Perkin than a traitor to
Henry. 1878 Seeley Stein II. 535 The previous agitation
lost at once its suitableness and seasonableness at the same
time that all its objects were fully attained.

Seasonably (srz'nabli), adv. [f. Seasonable
a. + -ly 2

.] In a fitting time ; at the right moment;
in due season.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. vi. (Skeat) 67 Pardy, shine

the sonne neuer so bright, and it bringe forth no hete, ne
sesonably the herbes out-bringe of the earthe,..ye wolde
wonder and dispreyse that sonne. 1575-85 Abp. Sandys
Sertn. ii. 43 The prince will be but a steward hereof, sea-
sonably to lay it out for publike vse. a 1671 Ld. Fairfax
Mem. (1699) 55 When I was almost senseless, my Surgeon
came seasonably, and bound up the wound, and stopt the
bleeding. 17x1 Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 246 This
Sermon was very seasonably deliver'd. 1817 Southev Wat
Tyler 1. i, The sun would shine as cheerly, The rains of
heaven as seasonably fall, Though neither of these royal
pests existed. 1885 Manch. Exatn. 28 Sept. 5/3 A con-
troversy which has broken out seasonably in the columns of
a London contemporary.

fSeasonage. (lbs. [f. Season v. + -age.] The
action of seasoning ; that which serves to season,
aiji6 South Serm. (1744) VIII. 408 The light; which is

that, that gives a seasonage to all other fruitions, that..
gives opportunity to the enjoyment of all the other senses,
Ib/d, IX. 152 Charity is the grand seasonage of every
christian duty.

Seasonal (srz'nal), a. and sb. [f. Season sb,

+ -al.] A. adj.

\. Pertaining to or characteristic of the seasons of
the year, or some one of them.
Seasonal dimorphism, a variation in the appearance of

different broods of the same insect according to the lime
of year at which they are produced,

1838 Mudie Phys. Man ii. 58 The call of the partridge—
the seasonal song of the nightingale. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm I, 291 The daily and seasonal motions of the
earth. 1887 Abercromby Weather 51 Changes which are

SEASONER.
due to. .the season of the year. .we shall call.. seasonal
variations of the general character. 1888 Rolleston &
Jackson Anim.Life 238 The individuals of broods appear-
ing at different times of the year often differ from one another
in a marked manner. In this case the phrase seasonal di-
morphism is employed. 1894 Coit in Forum (TJ. S.) May
285 The regular seasonal lack of work is no dire calamity.

b. trans/. Pertaining to the seasons or periods
of human life.

1843 J. Martineau Chr. Life (1867) 3 The seasonal changes
of character, of which I now speak. 1866 Alger Solit. Nat.
$ Man n. 46 So shall we hereafter retrace in our successive
sorrows the seasonal stages of our growth.
2. Of certain trades : Dependent on the seasons.
Of workers, servants : Employed or engaged only
during a particular season.
1904 Daily News 30 Dec. 6/2 The problem of the casual

and seasonal worker. 1909 Times 13 Feb. 4/3 Hotel servants
were not of the best class; they were seasonal. 1909
Englishwoman Apr. 225 Some trades are seasonal : there is
a great rush of work to be done at one season and compara-
tively little at another.

3. Periodical, recurrent at more or less regular
intervals.

1880 Jevons Methods Soc. Re/. (1883) 313 The seasonal
fluctuations of a small paper currency, 1893 Solomon in
Class. Rev. Feb. n/i These regularly recurrent diseases.

.

are, I believe, called by the doctors 'seasonal'. 1899 Allbutt's
Syst.Med. VIII. 557 In some patients the relapses have a
certain seasonal periodicity.

B. sb. A periodical issued at certain seasons of
the year.

1895 (title) The Evergreen : a Northern Seasonal. 1897
Pall MallGaz. 24 Nov. 11/3 Mr. Scott has decided to issue
his ' Book Sales ' as a seasonal instead of as an annual.

Seasonally (s/Vnali), adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2
.]

At a certain time of year, at some seasons.
1834^ Mudie Feathered Tribes Brit. 1st. (1841) I. 22 One

species is often found.at least seasonally, upon those grounds.
1887 Athenxum 12 Feb. 227/2 The fact of the moth being
seasonally dimorphic was likely to introduce disturbing
elements into the experiments.

Seasoned (srz'nd), ppl. a. [f. Season v.+
-ED 1.]

fl. Seasonable, opportune, suitable. Obs. rare.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67/2 Cesonyd, yn tyme .

.
, tempeslus,

temfiestivus. 1634 Heywood Maidenhead lost in. F4, It
shall goe hard with mine affaires But lie find season'd
houres to visit them.
2. Flavoured, spiced.
c 1440 Promp. Pant. 454/1 Seasonyd, as mete, iemperatus.

1709 Addison Tatler No. 148 r 3, 1 have seen a young Lady
swallow all the Instigations of high Soups, seasoned Sauces,
and forced Meats.

h.jig.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 270 The company by

this means had but a bad seasoned supper. 1743 Young
Nt. Th. vm. 837 Joys season'd high, and tasting strong of
guilt. 1864 Kirk Chas. the Bold I. iv. 217 Serving as a
text for the highly seasoned discourses of the itinerant friars.

3. Fitted for use, matured, brought to a state of
perfection. Of timber : Dried and hardened by
keeping.
1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (1904) 84 A stele muste be well

seasoned for Castmge, and it must be made as the grayne
lieth, & as it groweth or els it wyl neuer flye elene. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Vertue 14 Onelyasweet and vertuous
soul Like seasoned timber, never gives. 1711 W. Suther-
land Shipbuild. Assist. 163 Season'd Plank or Timber;
such as is thoroughly dry, and will not be apt to shrink.
i860 Tvndall Glac. 11. xxii. 346 Two pieces of seasoned
box-wood. 1881 C. A. Edwards Organs 40 Well seasoned
wood is sapless.

b. Jig. and in figurative context.
1583 Stuobes Anat. Abus. 1. D j b, These be well seasoned

reasons, and substantial! asseuerations in deed. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. in. iii. 64 We charge you, that you haue contriu'd to
take From Rome all season'd Office. i88x Besant & Rick
Chapl. Fleet 1. xii, I, who am now as seasoned as a port-
wine cask,

O. Of persons or animals : Fortified by habit

;

acclimatized ; familiarized with a certain mode of
life or occupation; f trained, disciplined.
a 1643 Cartwright Siedee 1. iv, I would not Venture my

self with a stale Virgin, or A season'd Widow for a Kingdom.
1690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2526/4 Pair of Black season'd Stone-
horses for a Coach. 1703 Marlborough Lett. $ Disp.
(1845) 1. 169 The difficulty, .of replacing a seasoned regiment
in this country. 1703 Smeaton Edystone L. § 1*94 New
hands.. would act with more courage, by having seasoned
men amongst them. 1821 Scott Kenilw. ii, The wine had
madesomeimpressionevenontheseasoned brain of mine host.
1869 'Wat. Bradwood' The O. V.H. xviii. The welter'
race, contested mainly by seasoned hunters, had less refusals.

1884 Nonconf. <y Iniiep. 4 Sept. 865/1 A flying column of
4000 seasoned troops.

f4. Of soil: Manured. Obs.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosla's Hist. Indies iv. i. 204

The rough and barren earth is as a substance and nutriment
for mettalls; and that which is fertile and better seasoned
[Sp. de mas sason] a nourishment for plants,

f5. Embalmed. Also^. Obs.
1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 35 We should be wary there-

fore..how we spill that season'd life of man preserv'd and
stor'd up in Books. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. 111. ii. 274 The
seasoned and embalm'd bones and heads of Martyrs.

t Sea-soneduess, Obs.

-

l
[f. prec. + -ness.]

The state or quality of being (well) seasoned.
1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 158 The well-seasonedness

of the Boards.

Seasoner (srz'nsj). [T.Skasoni'. + -BR 1
.] One

who, or something which seasons.

43-2



SEA-SONG.

T 1. One who seasons viands. Oh.
1598 Florio, Conditore, a seasoner, a cooke, a tetnprer, a

comfiter. 1638 Penkkthman Artach. A j b, Yet behold The
Seasoner heating, or with Bavin-fires Preparing th oven as

the Case requires. 1647 Hexham i, A seasoner, Een sausse

efle confituer bereyder.

2. Something that serves to season, rare.

1693 J. Beaumont Burnet's Th. Earth 1. 63 Salt is . .a good
Seasoner. 180a T. Thomson Ckem. II. 316 Muriat of Soda
..has been.. in common use as a seasoner of food from the

earliest ages.

fig. «6ao Ford Linea Vitee (1843) 66 His actions are the

season ers of his speeches, as his profession is of his actions.

Sea-song". A song such as is sung by sailors.

1659 Lady Alimony hi. iii. F 4, Stage-dir., The Sea-Song
\/olUrws\ x8»3 {title), [C] Dibdin's Original Sea-Songs.

1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer, Thoughts at Sunset ii, With
a sea-song in mine ears Of the bronzen buccaniers. 1883

Stevenson Treas. 1st. i, Then breaking out into that o!d

sea-song that he sang so often afterwards.

Seasoning (siVnirj), vbl. sb. [-ING '.]

L The action of the verb Season.

f a. The act or time of impregnation. Obs.
i$i 1 J/5. Ace. St. Johns Hosp., Canterb., Payd for sesnyng

of iij sowys jd. ob. 1538 Elyot Diet., Admissura, the acte

or tyme whan beastes doth their kinde in generation. Sea-
soning. 1601 Holland Pliny xvi. xxv. I. 471 This time,

our rusticall peasants call the Seasoning, when as Nature
..is in the rut and furious rage of love.

b. The imparting of a flavour to a dish.

1601 R.Johnson Kingd. <r Commw. (1603) 136 The nobility

is very gallant,, .spending more then their reuenues in diet

and apparell, and the seasoning of their meates. 173a

Arbuthnot Aliments, Rules of Diet 260 Vegetables used
in Seasoning, as Thyme, Savory. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev.
Wks. 1808 V, 261 To stimulate their cannibal appetites by
variety and seasoning.

C. The maturing of wood by drying, etc. ; falso,

tempering, hardening (of metals).

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 112 Firre-deales are ac-

counted better for bordeninge with then oake that hath not

had time for seasoninge. 1730 Saverv Magnet. Observ. in

Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 330, I imagine it must be owinj* to

some. .Difference in seasoning, it being almost impossible

to make both Ends equally hard. 1859 Burton in Jrnl.
Geog. Soc. XXIX. 136 The rafters also are favourite places
for small articles that require seasoning.

d. The process by which a person becomes
hardened or inured to a strange climate, acclima-

tization.

1812 Brackenridge Views Louisiana (1814I m It is a
prevailing notion, that to be sick the first summer, is what
every settler must expect.. . In some parts of the territory.

.

this seasoning is severely paid, a 1859 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. xxix. V. 229 This was merely the seasoning which
people who passed from one country to another must expect.

1897 Daily News 30 Mar. 6/5 Anglo-Saxons who have had
no tropical seasoning.

e. Hence, an attack, more or less severe, of ague
or some kindred disease suffered by those who take

u p their abode for the fi rst time in a tropical district.

1670 D. Denton Descr. New York (1845) 18 The Climate
hath such an affinity with that of England, that, .the name
of seasoning.'. hath never there been known. 1774 Wesley
Wks. (1872) XI. 67 About a fourth part more (of the slaves]

die at the different islands, in what is called the seasoning.
18*2-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 176 Its more common
name, however, in the present day.. is yellow fever; and
when the attack upon new comers is slight, seasoning.

Jig. 1641 Hinde J. Bruen xxxi. 99 His desires and endea-
vours, for the seasoning of others, both persons and families,

with the salt of true religion.
_ 1910 Q. Rev. Jan. 223 The

best of things are the better for liberal seasonings of laughter.

+ f. Training, discipline. Obs.

1649 J EB - Taylor Gt. Exemp. 1. Disc i. 38 It concerns the
Parents care, in order to a vertuous and vitious life of the
child-.-, to secure its first seasonings.

2. cotter. Something added to a dish which gives

it a distinctive or appetizing flavour.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Assaissonnement, a
seasoning. 1693 Locke Educ. § 14. 13 Our Palates like the
Seasoning and Cookery they are set to. 1769 Mrs. Raffald
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 47 Rub them well with your season-
ing 1837 Dickens Piano, xxxi, Nice seasonin' for sassages,

is trousers' buttons, Ma'am. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tan-
don 11. in. 175 It is necessary to prepare them [snails] with
strong seasonings—as with plenty of ham, anchovies [etc.].

fig. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe iii, His favourite clown - .whose
jests., served for a sort of seasoning to his evening meal.

3. attrib. and Comb. : t seasoning disease,

T distemper, f fever = sense 1 e ; seasoning room,
a store-room where tobacco is kept until matured.
180a Engl. Encycl. IX. 293/1 All "seasoning diseases are

of the inflammatory kind. 1701 Wolley Jrnl. in Neio York
(i860) 25 It does not welcome its Guests and Strangers with
the "seasoning distempers of Fevers and Fluxes. 1814 W.
Brown Hist. Propag. Chr, (1823) I. 627 He was attacked by
the "seasoning fever. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 5 Aug. 2/1, 1 .

.

followed the tobacco from its arrival in the bale, through
the 'seasoning room, to the wetting and sorting tubs.

Seasoning (s*Vnirj),///. a. [f. Season v. +
-INO 2.] That seasons, that adds a flavour or relish.

156a J. Heywood Prov. 4 Epigr. (1867) 183 No seasonyng
lyckour, can season it well. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m.
615 Sparingly they steep [cheese] With seas'ning Salt, and
stor'd, for Winter keep. X760W00LMAN Jrnl.v'u, Wks. {1775)
125 The Lord.,was pleased to favour us with the Seasoning
Virtue of Truth.

Sea'sonless, a. [f. Season sb. + -less]
jl. Lacking flavour, tasteless, insipid. Obs. rare*1 .

1595 Markham Trag. Sir R. Grinuile Bed. to Earl
Southampton, And when the stubborne stroke of my harsh
song Shall seasonlesse glide through almight'ie eares, Vouch-
safe to sweet it with thy blessed tong.

340

2. Having or knowing no change of season.
1816 Byron Darknessji The world was void,. .Seasonless,

herbless,. .lifeless. 1895 A. Austin in Blackw. Mag. Apr.
519 Then over the seasonless sea he [the cuckoo] came.

Seasour, obs. form of Seizure.

Sea spider.
1. A name for various marine spider-like crea-

tures, a. A spider-crab or maioid.
1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby Isles 120 The Sea-Spider is

by some conceiv'd to be a kind of Crab. 1694 tr. Marten's
Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1694) 11. 113 The Sea
Crawfish without a Tail, or Sea Spider. 1752 Watson in

Phil. Trans. XLVII. 465 We observe a great variety in the
operations of nature : the crab, the cuttle-fish, and the sea
spider. 1863 Wood Illnstr. Nat. Hist. I II. 559 On account
of this great length of limb and small size of body, these

crabs [Leptopodia] are often called Sea Spiders.

b. A marine arthropod of the group Pytnogo

nida, a pyenogonid.
1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 80 A little black sea-spider,

a Nymphon, who has this peculiarity, that possessing no
body at all to speak of, he carries his needful stomach in long
branches, packed inside his legs. 1909 Shackleton Heart
0/ Antarctic II. 266 Here we first got the long-legged
sea-spiders {Pyenogonida).

C. An octopus or other member of the family

Octopodidse.

1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci.
t Octofodidae, Sea Spiders. . .The

common sea spider, 0\ctoPus\ tuberculalus. 1859-62 Sir J.
Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 311.

f2. A fish, = Quaviver, Sea-duagon i. Obs.- 1

167a Josselyn New Eng. Rarities 25 Sea Dragon or Sea
Spider, Quaviver.

Sea-spout.
fl. A sea-anemone. Obs. rare.

1731 Medley Kolben's Cape G. Hope II. 212 The Sea-
Spout is a very strange production of nature. It looks like

a spunge or lump of moss, and sticks to the sea-rocks so fast

that no beating of either winds or waves can move it. 1772-

84 Cook's Voy. (1790) I. 323 The Sea-spout .. is of a green
colour, emits water, and within is like a tough piece of flesh.

2. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-spout, the jetting of

sea-water over the adjacent lands, when forced through a
perforation in a rocky shore ; both its egress and ingress are
attended with a rumbling noise, and the spray is often

injurious to the surrounding vegetation.

t Sea-Spring. Obs.
- A spring-tide.

1627 Hakewill Apol. 11. i. § 1. 65 The high Seasprings of

the yearearealwayes neere unto the twoAquinoctialls and
Solstices.

Saasse, obs. form of Cease, Seise.

Sea-star.
f 1. A star which guides mariners at sea. Obs.
Chiefly repr. med.L. stella maris, a title given to the

Virgin Mary, from the erroneous belief that it expressed
the etymological meaning of the Heb. name Miriam, Mary.
c 1050 Pseudo-Matth. (Assmann) 8 Nu is hyre nama sereht

- -saesteorra. c 1200 Ormin 2132 Forr hire name tacnebb uss
Saesteorrne onn Ennglissh spaeche. & 3I10 beob aefre, & wass,

& iss Saesteorrne inn halij bisne. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
141, 161. 1808 Vesper Bk. 112/2 Sea-star by which we sail,

And gate of heav'nly rest ! 1817 Mooke Lalla Rookh, Fire-
Worshippers (near end), With nought but the sea-star to
light up her tomb.

2. A starfish. [Gr. &<rri]p> L. slella (marina).]
1569 Fenton Secret Wond. Nature 50 b, A kind of fishe

called Stella, or Sea starre, bycause it hath the figure of a
painted starre. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. C2, The fishes

called Sea starres, that burne one another by excessiue heate.
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus v. 72 Why amongst Sea-
starres nature chiefly delighteth in five points? 1772-84
Cook's Voy. (1790) I. 323 Sea-suns and sea-stars, are small
round shell-fish, and receive their denominations from the
great variety of prickles, which shoot from them like rays of

light. 1856 R. Knox tr. Edwards' Man. Zool. § 382 The
sea stars, the holothuria. ., and the sea-urchins, are types of
thisclass [Echinodermatd]. 1891 F. Thompson Sister-Songs

(1895) 16 And her feet Were most sweet, Tinged like sea-

stars, rosied brown.

Sea-strand. Obs. exc arch. = Sea-shore.
c 1000 ^Klfric Horn. (Thorpe) I. 68/29 Berab..ba stanasto

sae-strande. c 1205 Lay. 9235 At Port-cbaestre heo comen
alond &. stepen up a sae strond [cjzj$ bat see strondj.

c 1303 in Pol. Songs (Camden) 188 Beteie hem were at home
in huere londe, Then for te seche Flemmysshe by the see
stronde. 14.. Bates 515 (MS. C), They arevyd at be see
stronde. 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. K/(i55o) 28 He..came
to the sea stronde at Douer. 1849 J. A. Carlyle tr.

Dante's Inf. xxx. 361 Hecuba. .on the sea-strand forlorn,

1865 Swinburne Chastelard \. ii. 31 Between the sea-strand
and the sea. 1882 Child Ballads I. 112/2 They come to a
sea-strand or other water.

Sea-stream. [ = OS. seo-strSm.']

*f 1. An ocean current ; poet, the sea. Obs.
a 1000 Andreas 74Q (Gr.)Saltesaestreamas. c 1205 Lay. 326
He iwende sorhful ouer sea streames into Griclonde. 01225
St. Marker. 9/34 f>u steorest te sea stream "p hit fleden ne
mot fir pan bu markedest.

2. (See quot.)
1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 228 A stream is an

oblong collection of drift or bay-ice, the pieces of which are
continuous. It is called a sea-stream, when it is exposed on
one side to the ocean, and affords shelter from the sea, to
whatever is within it. 1867 in Smyth Sailors Worddtk.
Seasur(e, obs. forms of Seizure.

Sea-swallow.
1. = Flying fish. [After L. hirundo (Pliny).]

1598 Florio, Accola, a sea swallow, or a sea reare-mouse.
1601 Holland Pliny ix. xxvi. I. 249 The sea Swallow
flieth: and it resembleth in all points the bird so called.

1611 Cotcr., Arondelle de mer, the flying fish called the
sea Bat, or sea Swallow. 1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities
(1665) 19 A great flying-fiih or Sea Swallow. 1740 R.

SEAT.

Brookes Art 0/Angling 11. liii. 171 The Flying-Fish or Sea-
Swallow.. is very common between the Tropicks. 1844 Lins-
lkyFishes Connecticut™ A mer. Jrnl. Sci. XLV 1 1 . 59 Daciy-
lopterus volitans, Cuv., Sea Swallow, Long Island Sound.
2. a. A name for any one of the terns (from their

general resemblance to swallows), b. The stormy
petrel, Procellaria pelagica.

1647 Hexham i. App., A Sea-swallow, Een Zce-swaluive.
1668 Charleton Onomast. 90 Hirundo Marina, the Sea-
Swallow, a 1672 Willughby Ornith. (1676) 269 Laws
Piscator AIdrov...The lesser Sea-Swallow. 1734 Aluim
Birds II. PI. 88 The greater Sea Swallow. 1831 M. Russell
Anc. <$ Mod. Egypt, xi. § 3 (1832) 484 The Sterna Nilotica,
or Egyptian sea-swallow. 1852 Maccillivray Brit. Birds
V. 460 Thalassidromapelagica. The Common Storm-Petrel.
..Sea Swallow. 1887 Hall Caine Deemster vii, The sea
swallow shot over him too, with its low mournful cry.

3. The trepang or beche-de-mer.
[ = Du. zcezwaluw; but the second element represents the

Malay name Illy* studld.]

1802 Naval Chron. VIII. 380 Sea swallow (called beach
de mar by the Portuguese, and trepong by the Malays).
1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 310/2 Animals of economic value
fin Borneo] are the sea-swallows, whose edible nests are
prized as the best in the archipelago.

Sea-swine.
1. A porpoise. Obs. exc. dial.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xin. xxvi. (Bodl. MS.),
Isidrcspekeb of be see swyne bat is comynlich icleped
suillus. 11450 Mirk's Festial 2 Theiij.day be seeswyne and
be cloppys of be see schull stond on be see and make roryng
noyse so hyddous. 1509 Watson Ship of Fools lxx. (1517)

Q vi, Loke that thou be well ware of the yre of the see swyne
the whyche wyll folowe thy shyppe. 1671 Ray in Phil.
Trans. VII. 2279 Most nations calling this fish Porcus
Marinus, or the Sea-swine. 1884 Leisure Hour June 374/2
The porpoise .. was found on the table of the queen. The
Saxons called it sea-swine.

2. Sc. (See quot. 1880-4.)
1803 Sibbald's Fife <y Kinross 128 note, Several of them

[Wrasses] are occasionally caught in the Frith of Forth, and
are called by our fishers by the general name of Sea Swine.
1880-4 F. Day Brit. Fishes I. 255 Labnts Uneatus... Hallan-
wrasse, sea-swine, Moray Firth, owing to its making a
squeaking noise like a pig.

Seat (sit.), sb. Forms: 2 Kent, sate, 2-3 s©te,

3-5 seets, 3-6 sete, sette, 4-5 seet, Sc* set,

5-6 St. seit(t, (5 St. seytte, 6 St. saitt, sate),

5-7 seate, Sc. sait, 6- seat. [a. ON. skti =
OHG. gas&ti (MHG. gesme^ mod.G. gesass),

MDu. gesatte, gesele (mod.Du. gezeel) :—OTeut.
*(ga)siBl/o-pi, t *sset- ablaut-var. of *sel-: see Sit v.

The same grade of the root is represented in OE. sit
(=ON. sdt) str. fern., ambush, which occurs only in two
obscure passages, and did not survive into ME.J

I. Action or manner of sitting.

+ 1. gen. The action of sitting. Also an assembly
at a banquet. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 11059 He turrnde waterr inntill win.. Att an

bridaless sa;te. a i$ooCursorJlf. 28471, 1 haue halden qneni
was sett langsum setes at my mete. Ibid. 29085. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter cxxxvnL 2 pou knew mi seete and mi risinge. a 1400
Octavian 1002 Hefonde theboordyscovyrdealle, And redy
to go to mete ; The maydyn . . In a kyrtulle there sche stode,

And bowne sche was to sete. c 1400 Rule of St. Benet 32
Sain I*enet..sais bat vnait sete es il to be saute, r 1420
Chron. Vilod. 2747 pis bysone mone full wery of sete he was
And ry^t gret lust he hadde to slepe.

b. toner. A setting or ' clutch ' (of eggs), (dial.

1892 Wild fy Tame 33 A merchant in Norfolk had a seat
of Duck's eggs hatched off.

2. Manner of sitting (on horseback). (Chiefly

with qualifying adj.) Also prcdicalivefy, one who
has a (good, etc.) seat, a (good, etc.) horseman.
.1577 6. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 115b, The
ridgebone ouer the shoulders being something hie, giues
the horseman a better seate. 1667 Dk. Newcastle Metk.
Dressing Horses 205 The Seat is so much . .as it is the only
thing that makes a Horse go Perfectly. 1693 Locke Educ.
§ 186. 237 It conduces to give a Man a firm and graceful
Seat on Horseback. 1787 'G. Gambado* Acad. Horsem.
(1809) 48 [Virgil] tells us the exact seat of a Roman dragoon.
1819 Scott Ivanhoe viii, Touch the Hospitaller's shield;

he has the least sure seat, he is your cheapest bargain.

1840 Dickens Barn. Budge x, The graceful seat of an ex-
perienced horseman. 1883 Miss F. M. Peard Contradic-
tions II. 278 Miss Molyneux would never have fallen..

for there wasn't a better seat in the county. 1891 N. Gould
Double Event 295 He has a fine seat on a horse.

S. The sitting of a court or the like. Now St.

1635 Maldon (Essex) Borough deeds (Bundle 80. no. 2),

Thefreeholders within the burrough summoned to appeie
att the forrest seate orsitinge at Chelmesford. 1638 Ibid.

(Bundle 80. no. 3), x'. paid to Mr. Hamound for his charges
att the justice seate. 1889 H. Johnston Chron. Glenbuckie
iii. 35 We had had a long seat in the Boar's Head hearing
reports frae the delegates.

fh. A sitting body, court of justice, Justite
seat', see Justice sb. 12. Obs.
xvfioV)KUs\.T,Sieidane''sComm. 150 Of the counsel!, for that

it is the hyghe judicial seate of the churche [ecclesix snpre-
tnum tribunal]. 1604 E. G[rimstoneJ D'Acosta's Hist.
Indies vi. xxv. 486 There were divers seates and Juris-

dictions, with their Counsellors and Iudges of the Court.

C. Sc. (More fully seat of session.) The Court
of Session, the supreme Civil Court of Scotland

;

esp. in Lords of the seat.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems xiii. 41 Sum sanis the Sait, and
sum thame cursis. 1532 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 59
To charge him to compere before the lordis of the sait to

nnsuer [etc.]. 1543 Rtg. Privy Council Scot. I. 5 Becaus of
the fere of the pest that is laytlie risyn in the totin of Edin-
burcht, the seite of Sessioun may nocht surelie remaine
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thairin. 1574 Ibid. II. 378 For the administratioun of

justice upon otTendouris,. .in the north partis.. far distant

frome the ordinar sait of justice. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, iv,

' Is he a lord of state, or a lord of seat ?'...' A lord of seat—

a lord of session.— I fash mysell little wi' lords o' state.'

d. Sc. The court of Kihk-session. ? Obs.

1568 Reg. St. Andrews Kirk Session (1889) I. 313 The
quhilk day Andro Alexander is admonisched be the Superin-

tendent and Seat.

t4. * Stool', evacuation of the bowels. (Cf.

Siege sb. 3 b.) Obs.

1697 Pkil. Trans. XIX. 367 The Juice of the leaves of

Betonica, in Spring, will not Work by Vomit and Seat as

well as the Roots.

5. The 4 set* or ' sit ' (of a garment). ? Obs.

18x4 Miss Ferrier Inher.xxl, And only look at my ruff !..

Colonel Delmour has spoil'd the seat of it.

II. Place or thing to sit upon.

6. The place on which a person is sitting, or is

accustomed to sit ; a place to seat one person at a

table, in a public building, conveyance, etc
C1205 Lav. 30841 pat folchafdenallei^eten and arisen from

heore seten. a 1300 Cursor M. 15282 Quen bis super was
all don, Iesus ras of his sette [other texts sete; rime
lete]. c 1380 Wvclif Sei. Wks. II. 62 And bei loven first

seetis at soperis. 1470-85 Malory A rthur x. vii. 424 Kynge
Arthur.. maade hym knyght of the table round andbisseate
was where the good. Knyghtes sir Marhaus seate was. 1567
Gnde $ Godlie Ball. 102 Full slyddrie is the sait that thay

on sit. 1575 Gascoigne Posies, Flowers (1907) 91 Me thought
I was a loft, and yet my seate full sure : Thy heart dyd seeme
to me a rock which ever might endure. 1600 Weakest goelh
to WallQ 2, Sexton, I haue sought thee in euery seate in

the Church. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 496 Starting at

once from their green Seats, they rise ; Fear in their Heart,

Amazement in their Eyes. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let.

to C 'ess ofMar 14 Sept., She ordered me a seat at her right

hand, a 1763 W. King Petit. % Lit. Anecd. (1819) 244 He
went every Sunday to St. James's church, and used to sit jn

Mr. Salts seat. 183* Tennyson CEnone 21 Till the mountain
shade Sloped downward to her seat from the upper cliff.

1873 O. W. Holmes Addr. Opening Fifth Avenue Theatre

99 See where the hurrying crowd . . Streams to the numbered
seat each paste-board fits. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert iii.

22 Then she stalked out of the church. Fortunately we
were in the free seats, near the door.

transf. znt\fig. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redetes 111. 49Thanne
cometh.. Anober proud partriche.. And sesith on hir sete

[MS. alteration ofcelt) with hir softe plumes, And houetb
be eyren. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 81 When thou wak'st,

let loue forbid Sleepe his seate on thy eye-Ud. 1741-a Gray
Agrtppina 51 If blight ambition from her craggy seat Dis-

play the radiant prize. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 432 For Provi-

dence. .In spite of all the wrigglers into place, Still keeps a
seat or two lor worth and grace.

b. Hence, the use of, or right to use, a seat (in

a church, theatre, conveyance, etc.). Cf. Sitting.

15*0 Chnrchw. Ate. St. Giles, Reading g Rec* of Thorns
Gyles for his wifes sete iiij d. c 1618 Moryson Itin, iv. (1903)

149 ACountessclitle or nothing respected, .in the Church,
where she could hardly gett a seate. 1815 tr. Patis Chit-

Chat (1816) III. 176 To-day it is discussed now much should
be exacted for seats on the day when Monseigneur comes to

confirm. 1844 O. W. Holmes Lines Berksh. Jubilee 51

We'll give you at least, .a seat on the grass, And the best of
old—water—at nothing a glass. 1879 J. Kerr Ess. Castism

$ Sectism 79 She paid a pound out of her scanty wages for

a seat in the church.

c. A right to sit as a member, or the position

of being a member, of a deliberative or admini-

strative body, esp. of Parliament or other legisla-

tive assembly; a place (whether occupied or tem-
porarily vacant) in the membership of the House
of Commons, Congress, or the like.

Sometimes qualified by the designation of that one of the

contending parties to which the holder of the ( Parliamentary)

seat belongs: eg. 'The polls for three Liberal and three

Conservative seats will be declared to-morrow '.

1774 Burke Sp. Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 399 In the year
sixty-five.. not having the honour of a seat in this house.

1787 J. Jay in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV. 153
Members who will find it convenient to make their seats

subservient to partial and personal purposes. 1798 Tyrwh j it

in Paget Papers (1896) I. 138 All those who purchased Scats

are selling as well as they can. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. \\,

He was generally respected by those of his own profession,

as well as by the laity who had seats in the Assembly. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 453 Jeffreys, .very soon after

the death of Charles, obtained a seat in the cabinet. 1885

Manch. Exam. 10 July 5/4 A seat on the Committee will

compel them to hear.. the first principles of economical

science. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 309/2 By the English

Reform Act of 1867.. twenty-six seats were taken from
boroughs. . . Seven other English boroughs were disfranchised

by the Scottish Reform Act of 1868, these seats being given

to Scotland.

7. Something adapted or used for sitting upon, as

a chair, stool, sofa, etc. Also spec, a bench to seat

one or more persons ; a horizontal board or frame-

work in a boat, vehicle, etc. ; f a sedan chair.

C1375 Cursor M. 14734 (Fairf.) paire setis [Cott. setles,

Trin, segesl ber bat in con sete he kost ham doun vnder baire

fete, c 1440 Pallad. on limb. 1. 1094 Anend the setis [of a

bath] sette hit so withoute The fourneys. 1584 Cknrchw.
Ace. S. Andrevfi, Canttrb. (MS.), For a borde to make
seates in the belfry & braggett's, vj. 1588 Hickock tr.

Frederick's Voy. 40 b, The noble men neuer goe on foote,

but arecaried by men in a seat. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 392

Rais'd of grassie terf Thir Table was, and mossie seats had
round. 1784 Cowper Task v. 162 liut in orderduc Convivial

table and commodious seat.. were there. 1818 Shelley
Rosalind 106 They came To a stone seat beside a spring.

'875 Jowf.tt Plato (ed, 2) III. 700 A light chariot without a
seat. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 848/1 [The Romans'] chairs,

couches,and seat* were of similar shape to those of theGreeks.

b. in narrower sense : That part (of a chair,

saddle, etc.) upon which its occupant sits.

1778 Miss Burney Evelina (1791) II. 251 Miss Mirvan
I and I jumped involuntarily upon the seats of our chairs.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. xi. P 5 Chairs without any seats.
1 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Seat, the broad part of a saddle
on which the rider sits; also, the top piece on a gig saddle.

1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 850/1 The seats, backs, and ends are

;
stuffed and upholstered with rich materials.

8. Contextually applied to the chair set apart for

the holder of some position of authority or dignity,

the throne of a king or a bishop, or the like, the

throne of God or of an angel. Hence Jig. the

authority or dignity symbolized by sitting in a

particular chair or throne. Regal or royal seat

(arch.), f seat-royal, a royal throne.
a 1200 Vices <V Virtues 105 lusticia et indiciumpreparatio

sedis «/«,.. Rihtwisnesse and dom, hi makie5 godes sate.

c iaoo Ormin 11959 pedeofell brobhte Jesu Crist Wibbutenn
o be temmple Upponn an saete uppo be rof,. .Forr bser wass
gre^bedd saete o lofft Till ba batt sholldenn spellenn. 1390
Cower Conf. II. 155 King of Crete He hadde be; bot of

his sete He was put doun. c 1400 Gamelyn 855 Gamelyn
sette him doun in the Iustices seet. 1x1533 Ljj* Berners
Huon xlii. 141 Thou art not worthy to sytt in a sete royall.

1533 Bellenden Livy 111. xxiL ^903) II. 36 He callit be
consullis to raise ane new contentioun to bare seittis. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. i. 26 This is the Pallace of the feare-

full King, And this the Regall Seat: possesse it Yorke.

1617 Purchas Pilgrimage (ed. 3) 595 The King comes forth

in open audience, sitting in his Seat-royall. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. xx. 6 Paraphr, 116 As if by his own right hand from
heaven, his holy seat of mansion, he should reach out de-

liverance to him. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 27 On to the sacred

hill They led him high applauded, and present Before the

seat supreme. 1676 Drvden Anrengz. v. i, I, for myself,

th" Imperial Seat will gain. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist,

1. vi. 80 A third -.Can give or take the Honours of the

State, The Consul's Fasces, and the Praetor's Seat. x8ao

Shelley Witch of Atlas 634 The king would dress an ape
up in his crown And robes, and seat him on his glorious seat.

b. spec. The throne oj'a particular kingdom.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 88 Of his true Titles to some cer-

taine Dukedomes, And generally, to the Crowne and Seat
of France. Ibid, l i. 269 We neuer valew'd this poore seate

of England. 1896 A. Austin England y

s Darling \. 1, And
in the seat of Meicia Ceowulf rules.

f 0. Apostolic seat [F. Siige aposlolique], Holy
seat [F. Saint-Siege], Peter s seat: the papal chair,

its occupant or his office. (Cf. She sb.) Obs.

1560 Daus tr. Sleitiane's Comm. 16 b, He that hathe the

Seate and faith of Peter, was ever taken for bis successour.

1563 W1N3ET tr. Vincent. Lirin. viii. Wks.(S.T.S.) II. 25 Pape
Steuin.., Praetat of the Apostolik Sait [apostolical sedis

antistes\ 1588 Parke tr. Mendozd's Hist. China 405 The
authorise where with they do it, is not knowen, ..the seat

apostolicke did neuer giue it them. 1673-4 Clarendon
Relte. <V Policy (181 1) I. 202 The reserving of the first-fruits

of all vacant benefices to the holy seat.

td. as the title ofan order of angels ; = Throne.
(Used to render L. sedes.) Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. it. x. (1495) 37 The thyrde
Ordre is the ordre of Thrones. .. Vsidore & tnerfore Denys
calle theym p* hyghest setes [sedes allissimar] for they ben
hye as it were by auctoryte of god ordened for to deme...

Sadde setes [Sedes compact.e\ for they ben couenable& con-

uenyently Joyned towchynge the Jovnture & conuenyentes
of domes of god. 1577 tr. Bntlinger s Decades iv. ix. 737/2
Truely the Apostle sayth, Whether seates, (thrones) whether
lordships, whether principalities, whether powers.

9. The sitting part of the body ; the posteriors.

Also jocularly, seatofhonour (and nonce-variations).

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 189 A plaister thereof . .curelh

also all tumours in the priuy parts, and in the seate. 1717

Gay Fables xxiii. 80 They stick with pins my bleeding seat.

1783 Cowper Gilpin 84 The snorting beast began to trot,

which gall'd him in his seat, 1785 R. Cumberland Observer

No. 24 p r2 With one kick, pretty forcibly bestowed upon
the seat of dishonour. 1791 Wolcot Pair ofLyric Ep. 18

Behold him seiz'd, his seat of honour bate; The bamboo
sounds—alas ! no voice of Fame. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace

tit. (1892) 148 The Turk., gave him two or three lusty kicks

on the seat of honour. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. L p 3 My
seat of vengeance was firked most unmercifully. 1820

Combe Syntax, Wife it. 289 While with his spade the

conq'ror plied, Stroke after stroke, the seat of shame, Which
blusning Muses never name. 1835 Hood Dead Robbery iii,

The stiff 'un that he thought to meet Starts sudden up, like

Tacky- in -a-box, Upon his seat! 1878 Athletic World 10

May 66/2 A well-ventilated [bicycle-) saddle is the best pre-

ventative for those blisters which favour the seat of honour.

b. That part (of a garment, esp. of a pair of

trousers) which covers the posteriors.

1835 Marrvat Jac. Faitkf. ii, I had a pair of trowsers

with no seat to them, a 1849 Hawthorne Twice-told T.,

Village Uncle, Another Ifellowl has planted the tarry seat

of his trousers on a heap of salt.

10. The ' form ' of a hare. ? Obs.

(Cf. Gr. j\ xaBiifta tov Aayw Xen. Cyneg. iv. § 4]

1735 Somerville Chase n. 25 So the wise Hares Oft quit

their Seats, lest some more curious Eye Shou'd mark their

Haunts. 1856 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports I. 11. vt. 139 The
Form of the Hare, or as it is sometimes called, her seat.

11. Boot-trade. An engagement to work at making

boots of a specified kind. Const, of.

1791 J. Lackington Mem. xvii. it4, I could not bear the

idea of returning to the leather-branch ; I therefore at-

tempted and obtained a seat of Stuff in Bristol. Ibid, xviii.

ir8, I left my seat of work at Bristol, and returned.. to

Taunton. 1896 Daily News 2 Mar. 10/6 Boot trade. Wanted,

a Seat of Woman's Work.

HI. Residence, abode, situation. [Cf. L. sedes.]

12. Applied spec, (after L. sedes) to : The abiding

place or resting place (ofdeparted souls) ; a position

in this place. Now arch, or poet.

c i»75 Sinners Beware 52 in O. E. Misc. 73 Wikede beob
be sete [sc. Hell] And the wurmes eke pat dob be saule

teone. axyao Cursor M. 25448 Reu me lauerd..and wiss

me waies bare bare santes has bair sell sete. 13^0 Gower
Conf. III. 36 Thanne he preide Unto the Patriarch and
seide : Send Lazar doun fro thilke Sete, And do that he his

finger wete In water, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 416 Behold!
I se hevyn oppyn & a seatt ordand for me. 1561 Daus
Bullinger on Apoc. U57O 218 b, The soules passing out of

the body before the end and last iudgement go right into

the blessed seates. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, v. v. 112 Mount,
mount my soule, thy seate is vp on high. 1707-45 Watts
Hymn, ' Hoiv bright these glorious Spirits \ How came
they to the happy Seats of everlasting Day? 183a Tennyson
CEnone 129 Gods, who have attained Rest in a happy place
and quiet seats Above the thunder.

13. (Cf. 8.) A city in which a throne, court,

government is established or set up; a capital.

C1400 Deslr. Troy 1630 Priam, .a pales gert make Within
the Cite full Solempne of a sete rial!. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xiii. 49 Mehemet. .resoluing to keep
there the seat of his empire. 1595 T. BEDiNGKiELOtr.
Machiavelifs Florent. Hist. 1 Rome, the amient Emperiall
seate. 1678 Wanlev Wond. Lit. World v. i. 467 2 Con-
stantinople was taken by Mahomet, and made the chief Seat
of the Turkish Empire. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe)
54X Peking, the Royal Seat of the Chinese Emperor. 1836
Thirlwall Greece xii. II. 85 This [Miletus] was the seat

chosen by Neleus himself. 1851 Dixon W. Penn i (1872)

4 His seat of government was far away from the coast.

b. (Cf. 8 c.) = See sb. Now only seat ofa bishop.

1387 Trevisa Ht'gden (Rolls) II. 77 pe chief moderchirche
of al Wales, and be chief sete [Caxtou see], c 1475 Hart.
Conti/t. Higdeu (Rolls) VIII. 456 Maister John liarnette,

bischop of Worcester, was translate to the seete of Bathe.
a 155a Leland /tin. IV. 16 The which was at that tyme
nother of his Inheritaunce nor Purchace, but as a thing
taken of the Sete of Wiccestre in Farme. 158a Reg. Privy
Council Scot. III. 474 Thecheptoureof the seitt of Glasgow.
1888 Brvce Amer. Commw. II. Hi. 296 In England a city is

usually taken to be a place which is or has been the seat of

a bishop.

14. The thing (esp. the organ or part of the body)

in which a particular power, faculty, function or

quality * resides
7

; the locality of a disease, sensa-

tion, or the like.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 100 The dreie Colre. -his propre
sete [L. domus] Hath in the galle, wher he duelleth. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. ii. (1495) 102 The heede is

pryncypall place and seete of wyttes. 1676 Grew Mnsxuut,
Anat. Stomach <r Guts vi. 26 The said Three Ventricles..

are the Seat of Tast. 1753 R. Russell Diss. Sea Water
182 The Patient. .complained only of those Parts, which
were the late Seat of the Disease. 1777 Priestley Matt. $
Spir. I. iv. (1782) 47 We formed a judgment concerning the

necessary seat of thought. 184a J. H. Newman Par. Serm.
VI. vii. 98 The heart may be considered as the seat of life.

1843 R. I. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxviii. 365 Mercurial

ostitis of the head is a very common form of disease: its

more usual seats are the frontal and parietal bones, i860

Tvndall Glac. t. xxvii, 196 The air itself between the eye

and the distant pines being the seat of the colour. 1862

H. Spencer First Princ. II. v. § 57 (1875) 185 The string is

the seat of a tension generated by the moiion of the ball.

1874 Carpenter Ment. Phys. \. ii. § 61 (1879) 63 The Sen-

sorial centres whose seat is in the head. 189a W. R. Gowers
Man. Dis. Nerv. Syst. I. 333 The lesions of chronic myelitis

resemble those of acute myelitis in seat and distribution;

b. Similarly, of the soul or its parts.

1579 Hake Neives out ofPotvles iv, (1872) D iij b, The
stomack ouerchardgdc.Doth make the mtnde and inwarde
man vnfit for reasons seate. 1716-17 Bentlev Serm. xi.

383 [Hts heart is] the Seat of selfishness. 1751 Jortin Serm.
I. iii. (1771) 57 A mind tormented with furious passions, the

seat ofhopes which are disappointed. 1847 R. W. Hamilton
Reivards -fr

Punishm. viii. (1853) 365 Sin has its seat in the

soul. 1850 M^Cosh Div. Govt. in. t. (1874) 309 We regard

the will as the seat of all virtue and vice.

15. A place where something takes place, or

where some particular condition of things prevails.

Seat of war [=L. sedes belli]: the region in

which warfare is going on.

£1560 A. Scott Poems xxxv. 4 Alwayis to fle iniquite And
sait of syn andschame. 1565 Cooi*er Thesaurus sv. t Sedes
Inxurix. Cic. The seate or habitation of riot and sensualitie.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. u 1^0 In this Seat of Peace.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrxu.i. §2. no Those parts which
were furthest remote from the seat of those grand transac-

tions. 1673 Temple Observ. United Prov. \. 44 The other

retires into Holland, and makes that the seat of the War.
m687 Petty Pol. A riih.'x. (1690) 9 A plain open Country.,

where the seat of War may be both Winter and Summer.

1736 Butler Anal. n. vii. 259 Foretelling, at what Time
Rome or Babylon or Greece , . should be the most conspicuous

Seat of.. Tyranny and Dissoluteness. 1803 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. (1837) 1. 432 Forage, for which every large body
of troops must depend upon the country which is to be the

seat of its operations. i8ro Crabbe Borough xii. 303 And
who shall say where guided? to what seats Of starving

villany? of thieves and cheats? 1876 A. J. Evans Through
Bosnia iii. 87 Many Croats and Slovenes, .were. -leaving

for the seat of war. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. xvii. 278 The
region which has been the seat of these changes.

"b. A city or locality in which (a branch of

trade, learning, etc.) is established.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholny's Voy. 11. xiii. 49 Galata,

being the seate of trade of the Geneuoises. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. 1. 488 Cambridge.. was a seat of learning

about the time of King Henry the First. 1788 Priestley

Led. Hist. v. xxxvi. 264 So little attention was given to

matters of science in Europe, their former seat. 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 585 Taunton., was a celebrated

seat of the woollen manufacture. 1865 Dircks Life Marq.
Wore. 1. 1 Blackfriars was.. the seat of fashion. 1868
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Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) II. vii. 153 It was in those

daysthechief seat of the Irish slave-trade.

16. A place of habitation or settlement (of a

tribe, people, etc.). Also transf. (of birds).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 217 Baith Scot and Pecht.

.

war baneist all out of tha boundis, And Saxonis sone in

thair saittis set doun. c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv. Comment,
We often see with a clap of thunder doves or other fowles

driven headlong from their seates. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World iv. vii. § iii. 301 These Gaules were the race of those,

that issued out of their Countrie, to seeke new seates in that

freat expedition, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. XL § 146

'he seat of the old Irish . .was the province of Ulster. X607

Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 327 Betwixt the midst [the torrid

zone] and these (the frigid zones], the Gods assign'd Two
habitable Seats for Humane Kind. 176* Hume Hist. Eng.
I. i. 2 The convenience of feeding their Cattle was even

a sufficient motive for removing their seats. 1835 Thirl-
vtAixGreece v. I. 149 Corinth, one of the principal seats of

the Minyan race. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1873) II.

i. 13 Central Europe was not at that time the seat of

civilized nations.

f b. Seat andsoil [= L. sedes ac solum (Livy)] :

a region of habitation. Obs.

.11400-50 Wars Alex. 1749 All be gracious godis..bat

5auys sete & soile & sustaynes be erth. 16x4 Raleigh
Hist. World 1. iii. § 3. 38 [Certain places are said in

Scripture to resemble Paradise :] being compared to a seat

and soyle of farre exceeding excellence. Ibid. § 5. 40 Or
if the soile and seate had not remained, then would not
Moses, who wrote of Paradise about 850 years after the
floud, haue described it so particularly.

c. = Country-seat.
1607 Norden Sun'. Dial. in. 85 Let Princes haue their

Palaces, and great men, their pleasant seates. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. I. 481 Rising-castle, -the seat in times past

of the Albineys. 1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 325 Houses,
better than farm-houses, but not sumptuous enough to be
called seats or capital mansions. 1812 Crabbe Tales iii. 56
And guests politely call'd his house a seat. 1847 Tennyson
Princess Pro!. 98 And here we lit on . . lady friends From
neighbour seats. 1859 W. Collins Q. of Hearts i, No
gentleman's seat is within an easy drive of us.

1 17. Local or geographical position or situation.

Seat of living', habitat (of an animal). Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 660 We shall manifest, that

either the colour or seate of liuing, cannot agree with the
StrePsiceros. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. iii. § i. 33 The
Lortl God planted a garden, Eastward, in Eden... Of this

seate and place of Paradise, all ages haue held dispute.

1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 173 He knew the Seat of Paradise,
Could tell in what Degree it lies. 1695 Woodward Nat.
Hist. Earth 1. 36 But the Sea.. left these Shells there as
marks of its ancient bounds and seat.

18. Position (of ground, a city, habitation) as

regards surroundings, climate, etc. ; situation, site

;

hence, the position of a person or living thing

with regard to habitation or situation.

1549 Russell in Froude Hist. Eng. (1882) IV. 435 They
found the rebels strongly encamped, as well by the seat of
the ground as by the entrenching of the same, a 1566 R.
Edwards Damon «y Pithias (1908) C ij b, But mee thinkes,
this is a pleasant Citie, The Seate is good, and yet not
stronge. X574 R. Scot Hop Garden (1578) 9 The Hoppe
that fykes not.. his seate, his grounde,..or the manner of
his setting &c commeth vp.. small in stalke. 1591 Florio
2nd Entiles 29 You are lodged then in a verie good seate
[In b/ton sito\ 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vi. 1 This Castle hath
a pleasant seat. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 6 Although the
seate oftheTowne be excessive hot, yet it is happily qualified
by a North-East gale. 1625 B. Jonson Staple of N. in.

Intermeane, In Siluer-streete, the Region of money, a good
seat for a Vsurer. 1625 Bacon Ess.

t
Building (Arb.) 547

Hee that builds a faire House, upon an ill Seat, committeth
Himselfe to Prison. X673 Temple Obscrv. United Prov.
i. 44 Holland..was strong by its nature and seat among
the Waters that encompass and divide it. 1693 Dryden
Persius vi. 1 Has Winter caus'd thee, friend, to change
thy seat, And seek in Sabine air a warm retreat ?^ a 1701
Sedley 4th Bk. Virg. Georg. Wks. 1778 I. 26 First, for

your Bees a seat and station chuse ShelterM from winds.

+ 19. A definite place (on a surface, in a body
or organ, in a series). Obs.

1574 H. Baker Well-spring Sci. (1617) 2 [In Numeration]
a place is called a seat or roome that a figure standeth in.

1576 Fleming tr. Cauls'1 Dogs (1880) 2 Of these three sortes

. so meane I to entreate, that the first in the first place, the
last in the last roome, and the myddle sort in the middle
seate, be handled. X578 Banister Hist. Alan 1, 9 That
Seame .. rising from the hollowes of the temples, pearseth,
through the middle seates of the eyes. 1653 Li>. Brouncker
tr. Des Cartes' Compend. Mus. 40 Unlesse all the Tones of
these be removed by a Fourth or Fifth, from their proper
Seat. X676 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) 1 1. 521 The
Seates or places where the same Bookes are to be putt, .shall

have the name of the said S r Thomas Sclater putt upon them.
1726 Leoni AlbertPs Archil. I. 39b, If. .Buildings obstruct
your Sight from discovering and fixing upon the exact Seat
of every Angle. X775 T. Sheridan Art 0/Reading 38 For
many Contiguous letters [of the alphabet} as ..hey now lie

are performed in such different seats and with such different

exertions of the organs.

fb. = Locus 2. Obs. (J nonce-use.)
i6a8 T. Spencer Logick 14 Aristotle assigneth ten places,

or seates of arguments, in the fourth Chapter of his Cate-
gories.

1 20. A term of the game of Post and Pair. Obs.
x68o Cotton Contpl. Gamester xxii. (ed. 2)106 You must

first stake at Post, then at Pair ; after this deal two Cards
apiece, then stake at the Seat,

IV. Basis, foundation, support.

f21. A place prepared for something 10 be
erected or set up upon it ; a building site. Obs.
1615 Markham County Contentm. 1. L 14 Against the side

of this hill would be cut or digged diuers large and broad
teats one about an other, . . which seats would bee . . boorded

342

. . on the sides . . and also close boorded aloft, . . the number of
these seats would bee according to the number of your
Hounds, a 1627 Havward Edw. VI (1630) 85 A Church by
Strand-bridge, and two Bishops houses, were pulled downe
to make a seat for his new building. 1662 Gerbier Principles
14 But as for a Seate on Moorish Grounds. ., in effect 'tis to
Build perpetually.

f b. transf. in Perspective. (See quot.)

x8xs R. Brown Princ. Pract. Perspective 3 Seat is the

space that an object would occupy on the ground plane.

22. That part of a thing upon which it rests or

appears to rest, usually the broadest part ; the base.

1661 N. N. Draynlng Fenns 7 Banks. .9 foot high and
60 foot wide at seat or bottom. x68i Grew Mus&um 1. § vi.

i. 139 The first.. is the Edible Button Fish. These have
very great Prickles, with Seats or Bases proportionable.
1828 P. Nicholson Masonry 37 A horizontal section of

a wall, through the base-line, is called the seat of the wall.

1830 Hedderwick Mar. Archil. 118 Seat, the bottom part

of a timber; the seat of the floors is that part which rests

on the keel. C1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 114 The eddy
which the ship draws after her at her seat or line of flota-

tion. 1855 Franke BeiCs Technol. Diet. II. 452 Seat of
wooden bellows (the lower or fixed chest or box), der
Unterkasten, GUe.

23. Meek. A part or surface upon which the base

of something rests.

1805 Shipwrights Vade-m. 129 Seat, the scarph or part
trimmed out for a chock, &c. to fay to. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Earm I. 414 The beam being received into the seats

formed on.. the palms [of a plough]. X858 R. Murray
Marine Engines (ed. 3) 71 It more frequently happens
that the valve fits its seat so badly as to allow of the
escape of steam. 1875 T. Seaton Fret Cutting 103 Carvers
leave a level place called a seat, where this extra thick-

ness is required, and glue on a piece. 1875 Knight Diet,
fllech., Seat, that part of the bore of a chambered piece of
ordnance at which the shell rests when rammed home.
1884 F. J. Brittkn Watch <r Clockm. 129 A hole is drilled

so much less in size than the jewel as to allow of a firm

seat for it. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 583/1 To obtain the
requisite convexity by rounding the formation surface or
seat of the road.

24. Mining, a. The floor of a mine. b. The
stratum (of clay, rock, etc.) upon which coal lies.

i860 Eng. fy Foreign Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) 43 [Derbyshire
terms,] Seat, or Sole, the floor or bottom of the mine. 1867
Smythe Coal 25 The floor, thill, or seat.., of the coal is an
underclay.

25. Shoemaking. A piece of leather pegged or

sewn to the boot as a foundation for the heel.

1882 Wore. Exhib. Catal. iii. 30 The nails . . spread as they
go in so as to nail the heel closely round the seat of the boot.

1895 Hasluck's Boot Making vii. 107 If a pegged seat is

wanted, it must be arranged for before the boot is lasted, as
it is necessary to skive the stiffener much thinner, .than is

wanted for a sewn seat.

f 26. Used to render L. sedes in technical senses.

a. Anat. Seat of the heart : see quots. 1398. Seat

of the skull', app. the cheek-bone. b. Surg.

[after Gr. @c\(os ZSprj, Hipp.] See quot. 1634. Obs,

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. v. xxxvi, (1495) 149 And
the herte hath in the brede therof two grystlewe bones,
whyche ben callyd the setes therof. Ibid. v. lix. 175 In the
mydyll of the herte of a beest is a grystyll bone sette in the
brede therof and that is callyd the seet and subtylte of the
herte. 155a Udall tr. Geminus' Anat. B vij b/2 The seate
of ye scull, whych we call the stonny seate [orig. sedes caU
varix, quatn lapidosam dicimus]. Ibid., Thys seate together
wyth hys felowe on the other syde, we calHhe cheake bones.

1634 T. Johnson tr. Parey's Chirurg. x. i. 337 Hippocrates
. .in his Booke. -seemes to have made 4. or 5. kinds of frac-

tures of the Scull...The 4. is named Sedes, or a seat. Ibid.

J38 Seate, when the marke of the weapon remaines imprinted
in the wound, that the wound is of no more length, nor
bredth than the weapon fell upon.

V. 27. Phrases, a. To hold, keep a or one's seat :

to remain seated, to keep from falling ; also, to

retain one's position as a Member of Parliament.

Similarly, to lose one's seat.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 7409 Than Achilles. .Al to hurlet the
helme of be high prinse; But hym seluyn was safe, & his

seate helde. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, i.i. 36 Nor neuer Hidra-
headedWilfulnesseSosoone did loose his Seat. 1602

—

Ham.
1. v. 96 While memory holds a seate In this distracted Globe.
1605— Macb. 111. iv. 54 Sit worthy Friends:.. Pray you keepe
Seat. 174S Life Bamfyldc-Moore Careiv 66 The Quack
being no longer able to keep his Seat [on horseback] falls

headlong. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 485 Part [of the
riders] reel'd but kept their seats. x88x Gladstone Sp. at
Leeds 7 Oct. in Times 8 Oct. 6/3, I never was called upon
..to exercise an option between Leeds and Mid Lothian.

My seat for both was lost by iny acceptance of office.

b. f To make ones seat (obs.), to take a seat: to sit

down. To take one 's seat : to take the sitting-place

assigned to one ; to assume one's official position,

to be formally admitted to Parliament or Congress.
c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet 1791 Of pam pat er not red! pair To

say pe grace & take per sete. c 1425 Cursor M. 8291 (Trin.)

On a bow^e he [sc. an angel] madehis sete Of bat tre bat was so

swete. 1593SHAKS. 3 Hen. VI,\u. HLioOntheground, Where
I must take like Seat vnto my fortune. 1789 Cowper Queers
Vis. London 2 When long sequester'd from his throne George
took his seat again. 180* Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816)

I. 222 The ..judge having taken his seat. X817 Shelley Rev.
Islam 11. 907 Ere this power can make In human hearts its

calm and holy seat. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 238 A
writ of summons was issued to him, and he took his seat

accordingly. 1847 C. Bronte % Eyrexxxiv, I took a seat: St.

John stood near me. X855 Macavlay Hist. Eng.xil III. 203
About two hundred and fifty members took their seats. 1865

H. Phillips Amer. Paper Curr. II. 49 [He] took his seat

in congress as one of the delegates from Pennsylvania.

C. To take a or the back seat, orig. U, S.,fg. to

SEAT,

take up the least prominent position, to occupy
a subordinate place.
1868 in Farmer's Slang Diet. s.v. Back Seat, [Andrew

Johnson's famous saying in 1868 that in the work of Recon-
struction traitors should take back seats.] 1888 VjRycEAmer.
Commit'. II. xlvi. 195 A leader came to care for his influence

within his State chiefly as a means of gaining strength m
the wider national field... The State, therefore, had, to use
the transatlantic phrase, 'to take the back seat.*

VI. Combinations.
28. General relations : a. simple attrib., as seat

cushion* frame, lug, pillar, rail, rotVj stitch

;

objective, as seat borer, maker, owner.
1875 Guide High Wycombe 56 [Chair-] *seat-borer. i860

G. A. Spottiswoode Vac. Tour 82 We suddenly saw *seat-

cushions, books, and plaids neatly lifted out by the wind.
1881 Young Every Man his Own Mech. § 781 The front and
back of the *seat-frarne are connected by short rails. 1875
Guide High Wycombe 56 [Chair-] "seat-maker. 1898 Cycling

34 The *seat pillar [of a bicycle] should never project more
than two inches from the *seat lug. 1891 Century Diet.,

* Seat-rail,.. one of the horizontal members of the frame
which forms or supports the seat, as in a chair or sofa. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. vi. iii, The Thirty *seat-rows of that

famed Slope are again full. 1895 Hasluck's Boot Making
ii. 47 One way to sew them [sc. upper and sole] together
again is by loop-stitching. . .The *seat-slitch is another way.

29. Special comb.: seat-arch, an arched recess

in a wall having a flat place to serve as a seat

;

seat-back, a piece of tapestry, leather or other

material for covering the back of a seat (Cent.

Diet. 1891); seat-board, {a) (see quot. 1884);

(b) m seal-tree
;

(e) a board suspended from scaf-

folding to serve as a seat for a workman ; seat-

bone Anal., the innominate bone or hip-bone;

more strictly the Ischium; seat-box (see quot.);

seat-breaker, a shoemaker's tool (see quot.)

;

seat-clay = next (Cent. Did.) ; seat-earth, one

of the various names applied to the bed under-

lying a coal-seam ; seat-file, a shoemaker's file

for smoothing the 'seat' of a boot; seat-holder,

(a) one who occupies a particular seat ; {b) one

who rents or owns a seat or sitting (esp. in a

church, theatre, etc.) ; seat-house dial., a dwelling-

house, * the manor on an estate ' (Jam.) ; seat-iron,

a shoemaker's tool (see quot.); seat-mate U.S.,

one who shares the same seat with another ; seat-

mongering, trading in parliamentary seats; seat-

owner, one who owns a ( pocket-borough * or a

county seat; seat-piece Shoemaking— sense 25

(above) ; seat-rent, the amount paid for a sitting

in a church ; seat-seller, one who sells parlia-

mentary seats ; hence seat-selling ; seat-sock,

a sock for the heel of a boot or shoe ; seat-

stone = seat-earth ; seat-transom Naut. (see

quot.) ; seat-tree, the seat of a hand-loom ; seat

wheel (see quot. 1S95) ; seat-worm, a thread-

worm, Oxyuris vermicularis , infesting the funda-

ment.
1703 T. N. City % C. Purchaser 224 A pair of Stone-peers

with *Seat-arches. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch <V Clockm.
233 *Seat Board.. in a long case clock [is] the shelf that

supports the movement. xBjx H. Johnston Kilmallie I.i.

6 When the laddie's legs had grown almost sufficiently to

warrant his elevation to the ' seat-board '. 1901 J. Black's
Carp. <y Build., Scaffolding 68 The crack in the side of the

stack was successfully repaired by the men working from
seat boards suspended from the platform above. 1662

Contemns* Janua Ling. Triting. 48 The *seat-bone under
the loins is called the flank-bone. X855 Ramsbotham Obst.

Med. 4- ^^K- 4 The os ischium, os sedentarium, or seat-

bone. i8ox Felton Carriages (ed. 2) 1. 149 The *seat-box,

a box made to slide under the seat... It is. .convenient to

carry linen, &c. 1895 Hasluck's Boot Making viii. 130 To
make up the seat after the seat has been nicely pared up,

damp the leather and use the "seat breaker, rubbing it evenly

round the seat. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 236 Each bed of

coal is supported by a layer of shale known as under-clay or

*seat-earth. 1891 in W. Andrews Bygone Northampton-
shire 104 The implements of [the shoemaker's] craft,.. the

awl, clincher.., hammer, *seat-file. x8»5 Hone Every-
day Bk. I. 1184 A large space, which..greatly to the dis-

comfiture of the lower *seat-holders, was nearly occupied
by spectators. 184a Card. Wiseman Ess. (1853) I. 378 The
English seat-holder surrounded by all the luxury of worsted-

worked cushions [etc.]. 1483 in Finchale Priory (Surtees)

96 And thesaydS' Georg sail repare . . the forsayd messuag'
that is to say on *seyt house of v rowmys on berne of v

rowmys. 1885 J. B. Leno Boot ff Shoemaking xvii. 137
The *Seat Iron. This once popular piece of kit has been
partially superseded by the seat wheel; but many of the

best workmen still employ it to set the seat.. before using

the seat wheel. 1885 New York Times 26 Dec, The
mother, tho' wholly unaware of her *seat-mate's identity,

did her utmost to protect him. 1813 Examiner 12 Apr.

237/1 MyLordCastlereagh's*seat-mongering. i8i8Cobbett
Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 355 On the absolute sway of the great

•seat owners over King, Ministers, and People. 1885 J. B.

Leno Boot <y Shoemaking viii. 55 *Seat pieces for common
work may be cut from almost any scraps of leather. 1865

Ch. Times 11 Mar. 76/4 The incumbent raised the •seat-

rents to prevent the parishioners taking seats. x8ai Cobhett
Rural Rides (1853) 14 Their blue arms and lips, would have

made any heart ache, but that of a *seat-seller or a loan-

jobber. 1817 — Pol. Reg. XXXII. 14, I did not believe

that there could be any such thing as *seat-selling. 189s
Haslucks Boot Making viii. 145 Gent's boots or shoes will

only want a *seat-sock. 1878 Green Coal i. 28 "Seat.stones

vary very much in their composition, the generality of them
are clays. 1805 Shipwright's Vadc-m. 129 'Seat transom,
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that transom which is fayed and bolted to the counter-

timbers, next above the deck transom, at the height of the

port sills. 1790 A. Wilson Poems <$ Lit. Prose (1876)

II. 242 'Groans fr. Loom ', Go,.. live o'er a *seat-tree—on

.nought ! 1885 *Seat wheel [see seat iron above]. 1895
Haslnck's Boot Making viii. 130 Run the seat.wheel evenly

round [the edge of the seat], so that it leaves . . one straight

line of regular indentations, 1893 R. H. Harte Local
Therap. 158 Lime-water is used with advantage as an in-

jection to destroy *Seat-worms.

Seat (sit), v. [f. Seat sbJ]

1. trans. To place on a seat or seats ; to cause

to sit down.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, \. iv. 31 So now y'are fairely

seated. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 298
Their Poets and Historians are great frequenters of these

places . . .These are seated in a high Chair, in the midst. 1669
Evelyn Diary 15 July, This ended, we were. .seated by the

Vice-Chancellor amongst the Doctors on his right hand.
1672 Wiseman Wounds n. 91 Seat him \sc. the patient] so
as it may be for your conveniency. 1725 Lomi. Gaz. No.
6382/4 The Great Master, .seated the Proxy down in the

Stall. 1805 T. Lindley Voy. Brazil 150 The old man seated

me. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Byre xxiii, He seated me and
himself. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xlv, Dinah raised

her gently from her knees, and seated her on the pallet again.

fig* '77* Toplady Hymn, * Holy Ghost, dispel our Sad-
tuss\ Seat us with Thy saints in glory. 1859 Tennyson
Merlin S, V. 727 Because of that hign pleasure which I had
To seat you sole upon my pedestal Of worship.

b. refl. To take one's seat, sit down. Const. at,

in, upon, etc.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 37 1st fit an Eagle seate

him with a Flie? 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman (CAtf.
11. 100 To seate him-selfe sure in the Saddle. 176s J. Brown
Chr. JrnL 204 Yonder fly has seated himself upon the
surface of a rough stone. 1770 Mirror No. 9 We went at
an early hour, and seated ourselves in the middle of the pit.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xx, 'Wha was it ? *.
. said Effie, seating

herself upright. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dan. 11. xiv. Lady
Catherine good-naturedly seated heiself at the piano-forte\

1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. 245, I saw the landlady.. seat

herself amply before a low of baskets.

t e. intr. for refl. To sit down ; also (of ani-

mals) to lie down. Of a bare : To sit in its form.
1596 Spenser F.Q. vi. ix. 4 The folds, where sheepe at

night doe seat. 1609 W, M. Man in Moon (Percy See.) 7
Long had they not seated, but one knocked at the gate.

1610 Gi illim Heraldry 111. xiv. (1660) 166 You shall say that

a Hare Seateth or Formeth. 1686 Blome Gent/. Recr. 11.

76 A Hare Seateth or Formeth, a Coney Sttteth. 1760-71
H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) IV. 146 There, sealing,. . I

will now tell you, my uncle, says he.

d. tram. To cause or enable to sit in or on a

throne, chair of state or office, or other seat of

authority or dignity. Hence, to establish (a per-

son) in a position of authority or dignity. Formerly
without const., f to enthrone (a king).

1591 Shaks. 3 Hen, VI, 1. i. 22 Before I see thee seated in

that Throne, Which now the House of Lancaster vsurpes,
I vow by Heauen, these eyes shall neuer close. 1600 E.
Blount tr. Conestaggio 101 They doubled not to seate a
King, at their pleasures. 1606 G. W[oodcocke] Hist.
Justine 11. x. 13 Xerxes being thus mutually seated in the
kingdome._ 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 720 To inshrine Belus or
Serapis thir God-., or seat Thir Kings. 1670 Cotton Ester-
non 1. 1. 22 By that means [slit} seated her self ab*>olute

Mistress of that Court. 1715 Pohe Iliad I. Ess. Homer 2
There is also in Mankind a Spirit of Envy or Opposition
which makes them uneasy to see others of the same Species
seated far above them in a sort of Perfection, a 1763
W. King Potit. 4 Lit. Anecd. (1819) 185 He [Burnet] was
a better pastor than any man who is now seated on the
bishops' bench. 1831 Scott CI. Root, xxiv, I could ill have
kept my seat in the high place where Heaven has been
pleased to seat me. 1847 Yehu\soh Princess ill. 143, I find
you here but in the second place, Some say the third.. We
will seat you highest,

e. To put into a seat in a deliberative assembly.
1797 Burke Let. Affairs Iretami Wks. IX. 457 The new

representative was at that time seated and installed by force

and violence. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 165 He was
summoned to parliament . . and was seated in the place of the
ancient Barons of Berkeley. 1845 Disraeli Sybil iv. vii,

Many of whom he has succeeded in seating in the parlia-

ment of his country. 1866 Pall Mall Gaz. No. 378. 1341/1
Mr. Kinglake has been seated for Bridgewater.

f. To find seats for ; to accommodate with seats

or sitting room ; to assign seats to. Of a building,

room, etc.: To afford sitting accommodation for.

1828-3* Webster, Seat,, .to place in a church ; to assign
seats to. In New England . . It is customary to seat families
for a year or longer time ; that is, assign and appropriate
seals to their use. 1856 Mkrivale Rom. Emp. xlL (1871)
V. 67 The first object, .was to seat the greatest number of
the people possible. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz, 9 Sept. 2/2 Each
theatre should be registered and advertised as capable of
seating a specified number.

2. Passive. To be sitting, to be in a sitting posture.
1608 Shaks. Per. ». iv. 7 When he was seated in A Chariot

ofan inestimable value. 1703 T'ate Hymn,''While Shepherds
watched'. While Shepherds watched their flocks by night
All seated on the ground. 1791 Cowper Vardley Oak 139
Seated here On thy distorted root. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xxiv, Osborne from his chair regarded Dobbin seated
blank and silent opposite to him. 1875 W. S. Havwakd
Loveagst. World i, Three young men are seated at breakfast.

3. trans. To place as a resident in a district or

country ; to settle or establish (a people, a body of

colonists, etc.) in a particular locality. Now rare.

1589 Warner Alb. Eng. Piose Addit, 161 Seated wee must
bee, and here wee would be. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. ii.

62 Charles the Great Subdu'd the Saxons, and did seat

the Fiench Ueyond the Kmer Sala. 16*2 in C .pi. Smith

Map Virginia 11. 06 M* West hauing sealed his men at

the Falles, presently returned. ..The President, .followed
him to the falles : where he found this company so incon-
siderately seated, in a place not only subiect to the rivers

invndation, but [etc.]. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xxvi.

(1640) 77 The Carmelites., were first seated at Newenden in

Kent. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 197 Providence, which
so happily had seated me at the Brasils, as a Planter. X776
Gibbon Decl. <y- F. x. (1782) I. 295 In the age of the Anto-
nines, the Goths were still seated in Prussia. 1797 Washing-
ton Let. Writ. 1892 XIII. 406 If. .they could have been
first seated as tenants. 1910 Hirth in Encyct. Brit. VI.
191/1 Whether the Chinese were seated in their later homes
from time immemorial,.. or whether [etc.].

t b. refl. To take up a permanent abode, to

settle (in a place). Obs,
1601 R. Johnson Kingd. $ Cotiwrzv. (1605) 112 Whose

tenants to injoy the liberties granted to Nepolhans, did for-

sake their owne.. to seate themselves there. 1639 Fuller
Holy War v. v. (1640) 236 They wonne the Island ofRhodes
from the Turks. .and there seated themselves. 17155 Acts
Assembly Pennsylv. (1762) II. 54 Many Persons residing in

this Province have stated themselves on certain large Tracts
of Land, neither having Property theiein, or paying Rent
for the same. 1797 Emycl. Brit. {ed. 3) X. 693/1 Atlength,
in 1638, the Dutch seated themselves here [Mauritius],

f c. intr, for reji. To settle down permanently,
to establish a residence, to fix or take up abode. Obs,
1622 Rela t, Eng. Plant. Plymouth, NetvEng: 4 Some of our

people, .desired, .totravaileby Land into the Countrey,.,to
see whether it might be fit for vs to seate in or no. 1623 Bing-
HMnXenophon's A nab. 111. ii. 48 If he perceiued, we prepared
our selues to seat here. 1697 in W. S. Perry Hist. Coll.

A tuer. Col, Ch. L 44 Abundance of People were desirous to
seat there. 1709 J. Lawson New Voy. Carolina 141 [This]

would doubtless be a great prejudice to the Planteis that

should seat there.

trans/. 161 2 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 3 The knowledge
of God seateth not in their hearts. 1655 Vaughan Sitex
Scint. 1, 126 Thy root sucks but diseases ; worms there seat
And claim it for their meat.

d. passive. To have one's 'seat* or mansion in

a specified place.

X683 Evelyn Diary 13 Oct., A. .gentleman, seated neere
Worcester, and very curious in gardening, a 1845 Barham
lugot. Leg. Ser. in. Blasphemer s Warning (imt.), In Kent
we are told There was seated of old, A handsome young
gentleman. 1859 Symonds' Diary (Camden) 75 notf,

Although the grandfather of Sir Richard became seated in
Cornwall by his marriage with a coheiress of Trethurffe.

4. trans. With a thing as object : To place in a
' seat* or situation. {Rare exc.passive as in 5.) a. To
set or secure in its proper place j to fix in proper
position on a base or support. Now only Aleck.

T Also intr. for refl. to lie, rest upon.
1605 B. Jonson Volpone 11. i, In youth it perpetually pie.

serues, in age restores the complexion; seat's your teeth,

did they dance like Virginal! iacks, firmeasa wall. [Cf. 1667
s. v. Seated///, a. i.J 166a R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 153 Clap
into thy Furnace an iron Kettle, and let the bottom thereof
seat upon the iion Burr. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 89/2
Seat the Shooe, fit it to the Foot [of a horse]. 187a Spon's
Diet. Engin, v. 1804 The slotted head of the common wood
screw is frequently split when much force is required to seat
it or to remove it.

b. To locate or establish in a specified place.
1603 Knollks Hist. Turks (1638) 143 He himselfe made

choice of the city Neapolis..to seat bis recall Palace in.

1650 Bulwer Anthropomet.xx. (1653) '83 Neither would
she have seated the mouth in so eminent, open, and con-
spicuous a place, c 1750 Shenstonb Elegy i. 30 In thy
youthful soul Love's gentle tyrant seats his awful throne,

t O. To found (a city). Obs. rare.
1612 Heywood Apot./or Actors 1. 23 Thebes, seated by

Cadmus, a 1657 W. Bradford Plymouth Plantation (1856)
368 Their neigbours of y* Massachusets..had some years
after seated a lowne {called Hingam) on their lands.

5. In passive, to have its seat, be situated.

a. Of a country, town, house, etc. : To be situ-

ated in a certain position ; to have a certain kind of
situation (c. g. as regards salubrity or pleasantness).
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. (1586) 172 Euery

house is not so seated, as it hath errable ground about it. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 1144 Somedarke deepe desert seated from the
way, That knowes not parching heat, nor freezing cold, Will
wee find out. 1615 Brathwait Strappado 83 A pleasant
Vale seated belowe Some steepy Mount. 1631 Weever
Anc. Funeral Mon. 284 The Mannor of ShurTand seated
Eastward from hence. 1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. 111. F 3 b,

[The house] 'tis well seatedTRough-cast without, but brauety
lined within. 1655 Marq. Worcester Cent. Invent. § 100
To. .furnish Cities with water though never so high seated.

1700 Dkyden Sigism. <V Guise. 221 The Garden, seated on
the level Floor. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 93 Lands
seated on Marie aie usually very rich. 1857 Zoologist XV.
561 8 The house was seated in a pretty garden. 1873 Yea is

Growth Comm. 52 Seated on the confines of Europe and
Asia, it [Byzantium] links the two shores of the Bosphorus.

1877 Hlxley Physiogr. 213 London. .is seated on clay.

b. Hence of a person with reference to his

dwelling. AXsoflg.
1596 Shaks. Me/ch. V. 1. ii. 8 They are as sickethat surfet

with too much, as they that starue with nothing ; it is no
smal happinesse therefore to be seated in the meane. 1598
Hakluyt Voy. I. 65 When we came vnto Bathy..we were
seated a good league distant from his tabernacles. 1601 B.

Jonson Poetaster 11. i. (init.), You are most delicately seated
here, full of sweet delight and blandishment ! an excellent

ayre ! 1624 Wotton Elem. Anhit. 1. 5 By no meanes to

build too nere a great Neighbour, which were in truth to bee
as vnfortunately seated on the earth, as Mercurie is in the
Heauens. 1803 Wellington To Lieut. -Gen. Stuart in

Gurw. Desp. (1835) II. 73 It appears, .that we shall have a
war immediately, 01 a protracted negotiation with Scindiah
and the Rajah of Berar, seated upon the Nuara's frontier.

+ C. Of a material object : To have a certain

place (e. g. in the body, in a building). Obs.
C1580 Sidney Ps. (1823) xxn. ix, Whose hart.. Doth melt

away, though it be inmost seated. 163a G. Herbert Priest
to Temple xiii. (r83o) 35 A poor man's box conveniently
seated, to receive the charity of well-minded people. 1728
Chambers Cycl.s.v. Eye,ln Birds, and some other Creatures,
the Eyes are so seated, as to take in near a whole Sphere.

d. Of a seed or fruit (with transferred notion of

sense 2) : To be fixed on something, or in a par-

ticular place.

1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 8 The part of
the vein on which the sorus is seated is called the receptacle.

1882-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-tv. Algae I. 175 Dwarf males
seated upon or about the oogonia.

e. Of an immaterial thing, a quality, feeling,

etc. : To have its seat or abode in a certain place.
1602 Shaks. Ham. m. iv. 55 See what a grace was seated

on his Brow. 1622 Fletcher Sea Voy. 1. iii, The greatest
plagues that humane nature suffers, Are seated here, wild-
nesse, and wants innumerable. 1691 Hartci.iffe Virtues
263 Their Inclinations, which are seated in the Heart. 1748
Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. Iii. (1749) II. 61 The latter [i. e.

generosity] is seated in the mind. 1820 Hazlitt Led.
Drain. Lit. B

t
We there seethe same thoughts passing

through the mind and seated on the lips.

f» Of a disease: To have its seat in a certain

part of the body. Also 71? be deeply seated': lit.

lo be situated far below the surface ; hence (often

Jig.) to be firmly established in the system, to be
beyond the reach of superficial remedies.
a 1619 Fotherby Atheom. 1. xiii. § 3 (1622) 140 His plague

was seated into his bowells. 1647 W. Ward Simp. Cobler 6
Fiery diseases, seated in the spirit, embroile the whole frame
of the body. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxvi. 330
Spongy chancres., were seated on the inner lamella of the
prepuce. 1871 Smiles Charac. vii. 212 note, The disease
had become too deeply seated for recovery. 1893 W. R.
Gowers Alan. Dis. Nerv. Syst. {ed. 2) IV. 333 [Miliary
tubercles are] seated in the pia mater.

T 6. trans. To 'plant' with inhabitants, people,
settle (a country). Obs. (App. iV, American.)
1684 in Pennsylv. Arch. I. 85 Vpon Lands not Seated

before in^ ye Dukes Time. 1776 C. Carroll Jml. Vis.
Canada in B. Mayer Mem. (1845) 78 The country on each
side of the St. Lawrence is level, rich, and thickly seated j

indeed, so thickly seated, that the houses form almost one
continued row. 1784 Washington Writ. 1891 X. 366 To
see these lands seated by particular societies.

7. To fix a seat on (a chair) ; to repair (trousers,

a chair) by renewing or mending the seat.

176a Foote Orators n. (1780) 46 As I was sitting cioss.

legged on my shop-board, new seating a cloth pair of
breeches. 1828-32Webster, Seat, . . to repair by making a seat

new; as, to seat a garment. 1886 Pall Mali Gaz. isApr.14/1
Then the chair is handed over to the women to be ' seated '.

8. To furnish (a building, a room, etc.) with seats.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xx, A portion of which was seated
with pews, and used as a church. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ch.
I.indisf. 69 The nave is now seated with two rows of low-
backed benches. 1899 Eclectic Mag. Feb. 201 A.. carriage
which was seated for fifteen.

b. (See quot.) Cf. 1 f.

1828-33 Wkbster, Scat,, .to appropriate the pews in, to
particular families ; as, to seal a church.

Seatage (srled^). [f. Seat v. + -age.] Seat-

ing accommodation.
1889 Daily Neivs 19 July 2/2 More than half the total

seatage.

Seated (s/"ted),///. a. [f. Seat sb, and v. + -ed.]

1. Fixed in position. Obs, or arcA.
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. iii. 136 Whose horrid Image doth

vnfixe my Heire, And make my seated Heart knock at my
Ribbes. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 644 From thir foundations
loosning to and fro They pluckt the seated Hills with all thir

load. Rocks, Waters, Woods.

t 2. With adverb : (Well) situated ; (well) pro-

vided with a * seat ' or mansion. Obs,
1621 in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 456 Bru.vells. .being a

well seated and well watered towne as eV I sawe. 1663
Gekbikr Counsel bs Your. .well seated Pallace with a
wood at its back. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton (1906) 278
Mr. Knox was so well seated, and could not be supposed to

leave such an estate.

3. Sitting down ; in a sitting posture or condition.

The Seated Lady, the constellation Cassiopeia.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xx, The seated part of the congrega-

tion. 1870 Murray's Handbk. Essex, etc 206 Seated figures

of the Apostles serve as pinnacles of the buttresses. 1886
Proctor in Sri. Anter. 3 July 3/3 Low down, between north
and north-east, we find the Seated Lady {Cassiopeia).

4. Of a room, etc. : Provided with seats.

1829 Bentham Justice 9, Cod, Petit., Abr. Petit. Justice

37 Ine appeal goes.. from the four-seated court in West-
minster Hall to the House of Lords.

5. Provided with a seat, as a chair, pair of trousers,

etc. Only in parasynthetic formations, as double-,

hard-, two-seated, etc.

1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk II. 163 Several hard-
seated wooden chairs. 1898 Cycling 2t Cycling knicker-
bockers should all be double-seated outside. 1903 Pl'estm.

Gaz. 25 Sept. 8/2 Two-seated vehicles.

6. U.S. t;See quot.) Obs. exc. Hist,
1877 W. H, Burroughs On Taxation 208 In Pennsylvania,

prior to 1844, seated lands, that is, lands occupied by residence,

or cultivation, could not be sold for taxes.

Seater (srtaj). rare. [f. Seat sb. and v. + -f.r.]

fl. N. American, ?One who apportions the sit-

tings in a meeting-house. Obs.

1713 S. Sewall Diary 4 May (1879) II. 381 Mr. Pemberton
declares a Necessity of adding to the number of the Seaters.
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Ibid. 10 June II. 3S9 Mr. Pemberton.. would not have me
resign my Sealers place now.

2. Comb. : two-seater, a motor-car having two

seats.

1906 Daily Chron, 15 Nov. 3/6 Two-cylinder, two-seater car.

t Seath. Obs. Also 7 seth (9 seeth). [OE.

sSati masc. = OFris. s&th (NFris. soath, suad,

suas, EFris. sSth, sdd, WFris. saed), LG. sood

draw-well, MHG. sSt :-OTeut. *sauJ>o-z.'] A pit,

hole, well, or pool.

(qs/o Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 1 Win^eard gesette monn &
ymb-salde haxa & dalf sea5 [L. lacvm\ cizo$ Lav. 841 Heo
nomen ban p*r & wel hit biburiede inne deope seaden.

165(5 Smith & Webb Vale-Royal 1. 66 A Seth or pit of that

Brine. 1877 E. Leigh Cheshire Gloss., Seath or Seeth, an
old word, found in some legal documents, for a brine-pit.

Seath, var. Saithe ; obs. f. Seethe v.

Sea -thief. [Cf. G. seedieb,"} A pirate, a sea-

Tover.

CX050 Vo<. in Wr.-Wiilcker 347/26 Archipiratta, heah
s*eoeof. 1387 Trevisa ///£<&« (Rolls) I. 173 Sclauonia..hab
wylde men and see beues. Ibid. VI. 415 pe see beves of
Danes. 1576 Curtevs Two Sen/:. C j b, Th'one be Sea
theeues suche as lye in the straights and corners of the Sea,

& take other mens goods from them by force. 1617 Dravton
Elegies, Lady Asians Dep. 50 Or if some pioling Rouer
shall but dare, To seize the ship.., Let the fell fishes of the
Maine appeare, And tell those Sea-thiefes, that [etc.]. 1891
E. Peacock A''. Brendon I. 59 The sea-ihieves were taken
by surprise.

trans/. 159X Sylvester Dh Bartas 1. v. 340 Those small
white Fish .. Combine themselves, that their joynt strength
doth hold Against the greediest of the Sea-theeves' sallies.

Seathin, obs. form of Shittim.

Sea-thistle.
1. The sea-holly, Eryngium marilimum. ? Obs.
In quot. C1265 pern, the water-caltrops (Caltrop 3).

c 1265 (see Caltrop 3]. 1608 Topsell Serpents 45 The
Sea-thistle called Eryngium marinum, which some call

Sea-hull, or Huluer. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 568 Eryngium,
(Sea-Thistle). 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II. 365 The
coast, .produces scurvy-grass, colewort, and sea-thistle.

+ 2. The echinus or sea-urchin. Obs.—1

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <y Mm. 230 They are so full of
prickles, that they cannot be held, therefore some call them
the Sea Thistles.

f 3. In full sea-thistle weed \ ? gulf-weed. Obs.

1703 Dampier Voy. III. 1. 14 We. .saw Flying-fish, and
a great deal of Sea-Thistle Weed floating. 17*7 Dor-
rington Philip Quarll {1754) 66 We saw some Flying-fish,

and a great deal of Sea-thistle swimming.

Seating (srtirj), vbt. sb. [f. Seat sb. and v. +
-ING '.]

f 1. The action of providing with a residence, or

of settling in a country ;
qutxs\~concr. opportunity

for settling, footing. Also {N. American) coloniza-

tion, settlement (of a country). Obs.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 666 Also doe I

5really mislike the lord Deputyes seating at Dublin. 1603
Lnolles Hist. Turks (1638) 153 Promising also to giue

them aid for the seating of them there [in Achaia and
Bceotia]. 16s x Speed Hist Gt. Brit. v. vii. § 9 There are
reported to haue come into Ireland.. & finding no seating

there to haue entered into Britaine. 1624 Wotton Elem.
Archil. 6 In the seating of our selues. .Builders should bee
as circumspect as Wooers. 1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 441
At the first Seating of Maryland there were several Nations
of Indians in the Country.

2. The action of providing with seats ; the

manner in which a building, etc. is seated ; concr*

the seats with which a building, etc. is provided.
1880 Daily News 7 Oct. 2/5 The seating of the church is

but little altered. 1895 Ibid. 11 Dec 5/3 Additional seating
has been provided.

3. Material for upholstering the seats of chairs, etc.

1833 J. Bennett Artificer's Lexicon 366 Seating. Horse-
hair tor sofas, chairs, &c. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade,
Seating, horse-hair fabric, American leather, or other

materials, made for covering the cushions of chairs, couches,

&c. 1909 Athenaeum 20 Mar. 340/1 Chair-seating.. most of
this seating is now done with split canes instead of rushes.

4. Mech. A fitted support for a part of a struc-

ture or machine, usually//, or collect, sing,

1844 Civil Eng. $ Arch. Jrnl. VII. 191/1 An arrangement
like that of the plunger pump, which permitted both valves
to be fixed in seatings. x868 Fairley Gloss. Coal-Mining-
Bristol, etc. 20 Seating, the place in the pumps where the
clack is seated. 1889 Hasluck Model Eng. Handybk. (1900)

71 The seatings for the lugs of the cylinder.

5. That part of a structure, etc. which rests on
some other part. Skip-building {see quot. 1805:
and cf. Seat sb. 22).
1805 Shipwright's Vade-mecum 129 Seating, that part of

the floor which fays on the deadwood ; and if a transom
which fays against the post. 1838 Civil Eng: fy A rch. Jrnl.
1. 178/2 The wedges were then struck, and the^ weight of
the ribs thrown upon their seatings and head joints. 1889
m Anglin Design ofStructures (1891) 488 Alt girders shall

have seatings of the best hair felt, graduated in lengths so
as to insure the pressure being on the centre of bearing when
the greatest load is on the girder.

6. attrib. a. (of sense 4), as seating block, plate,
1838 Civ. Engm. A> Arch. jrnl. I. 178/1 The masonry at

each end [of the bridge] was ready to receive the cast-iron
seating plates of the wood arch. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal.
55/1 Boiler Seating Blocks.

b. (in the sense of providing seats or sitting

room for), as seating accommodation, capacity.
1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Sept. 2/2 In no case should the

seating capacity [of a theatre] ever be exceeded. 1907 H.
Wynoham Flare ofFootlights i, The seating accommodation

[of the theatre] embodied every new device for the comfort
of its occupants that ingenuity could suggest.

Seatless (t/'tles), a. [f. Seat j£.-f -less.]

Having no seat or seats (in any sense of the sb.).

1807 J. Barlow Columb. 11. 229 What a world their seatless

nations led ! 1826 The Ass % Apr. 1 A sleeveless coat and
seatless breeches. 1859 All year Round No. 30. 78 The third-

class carriages, .were, .seatlessand unsheltered cattle-trucks.

187X Pall Mall Gaz. 19 Jan., Three seatless chairs.

Sea-toad.
1. A name given to several fishes, as a. The

fishing-frog or angler, Lopkius piscaiorius. b.

U. S. The sculpin. c. ' The toadfish, Batrachus
taw* (Cent. Diet. 1891).
1558 Rondf.let Gesner's Hist. Anim. iv. 961 Seetode id

est rubetam viarinam Anglici. c 1640 J. Smyth Hund.
Berkeley (1885) 319 An haddocke, a Koucote, the sea tad.

1700 C. Leigh Nat. Hist. Lane, etc. 1. 186 The liana Pis-
catrix or Sea-Toad found frequently in the River Wiie in

Lancashire. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim.
258 On our Atlantic coast are found several species of this

family [CottidseJ, generally known by the name ' Sculpin ',

and also by such titles as. .' Sea-toad ', and 'Pig-fish '.

f 2. ? Some kind of starfish. Obi.-1

X710 Sibbald Fife <y Kinross 84 .Stella Marina squamosa

;

the Fishers call it the Sea-Toad, for that in colour it resembles
a Toad.

3. The great spider-crab (see quot.).

1857 A.Whjte/?**//. Crustacea 22 The Eyas. . .Mr. Gordon
says that the fisheimen there [sc. Moray Firth] call it 'sea-

tead ', that is sea-toad.

4. ? nonce-use, A turtle.

1754 Garrick Prol. to J. Brawn's f Barbarossa*, He
eat a great Sea-Toad 1 It came from Indies—'twas as big as
me, He call'd it Belly-patch and Capapee.
Seaton, obs. form of Seton.

Sea-tortoise. A marine tortoise or turtle.

Also Comb, sea-tortoise-shell.

[1308 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. XVtll. cviiL (1495) 850 The
see Tortuca etyth all thynge and his mouth is stronger than
any other beestes mouth.] 1601 Holland Pliny xi. xxxvii.

I. 339 The sea-Tortoise hath neither tongue nor teeth. i68x
Grew Mu&seum 111. § i, i. 260 The spaces betwixt which
[rows], are cancellated much after the manner of the Sea-
Tortoiseshell. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. «y P. 122 A Sea-
Tortoise was brought to the Fort, in length Six Feet. 1750
G. Edwards Nat. Hist. Birds IV. 206 The Sea-Tortoise is

commonly call'd by our Sea-Captains Turtle. 1881 Freeman
in W. R. W. Stephens Life # Lett. (1895) II. 237 A terrapin
is. .a small turtle or sea-tortoise.

Sea'-town. Now rare. (Common in 17th c.)

A town situated on or near the sea, a sea-port town.
*578 J. Stockwood Serin. 24 Aug. 36 Cesarea was a Sea-

town, not far from the Mount Carmel. 1623 Bacon Hen.
VII, 61 A maiitime Prouince, fult of Sea-townes, and Ha-
uens. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace Wks. VIII. 373 These two
islands,with their extensive,and every where vulnerable coast,
should be considered as a garrisoned sea-town. 1905 IVestm.
Gaz. 30 Jan, 2/3 The darkening roofs of the sea-town.

t Sea-tree. Obs.

1. A huge polyp [L. arbor marina'].
x6ox Holland Pliny xxxn. xi. II. 451 [The 'greatest

monsters ' of the sea are] The Sea-Trees, Whirlepooles [etc].

1611 Florio, Albero,..7x monstrous sea-fish, called the
Sea-tree.

2. Some tree-like seaweed.
x6ox Holland Pliny xm. xxv. I. 402 The branches and

leaves of the sea trees, so long as they were under water
looked greene, but when they be taken forth, presently
dried with the heat of the Sunne. x666 J. Davies Hist.
Caribby Isles 127 Sea-Trees... Certain Trees which are im-
mediately gjaz'd with a salt-peter, which renders them ex-
tremely white. Some conceive them to be a kind of Coral.

1755 tr. Poutoppidau's Nat. Hist. Nonuay 1. 152 The ocean
here produces various species of large vegetables, which are
known by the name of sea-trees. 1758 Phil. Trans. L. 634
This pivot.. forms something like the knot of the sea-tree.

1823-4 in Encycl, Mctrop. (1845) XV. 208/2 The sea-tree lines

many parts of the coast [of St. Bartholomew), has its leaves
platted together, and looks as if it was completely glazed.

Sea-trout.
1. The Salmo trulta, -Salmon-trout i ; also the

bull or grey trout, -5". eriox.

"745 tr. Egede's Descr. Greenland 91 Small Salmon or
Sea-Trout of different Kinds and Sizes. 1769-76 Pennant
Brit. Zoot. III. 259. 1875 F. Francis in Encycl. Brit. II.

41/1 Next to the salmon ranks in value for sport the sea-trout.

Of these there are two kinds : 1st, The salmon-trout (Salmo
trutta); and 2d, The bull or grey trout {Salmo eriox).

2. In U. S. and Australia applied to other fishes.

1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc. fiitts. Nat. Hist. (i868j II.

126 The Sea-trouts of Australian seas belong to the genus
Arripis. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 267
{Hexagrammus decagrammus -. ).. .From San Francisco
southward, the names ' Rock Trout ' and ' Sea Trout ' are

common. Ibid. 362 With the other members of the genus
[the Squeteague] is spoken of under the name ' Sea Trout '.

1891 Century Diet., Sea trout, 1. Any catadromous trout or

char, as the common brook-trout of the United States,

SaIvelinusfonfinalis.

3. attrib.

1875 F. Francis in Encycl. Brit. II. 41/1 A day's sea-trout

fishing. X904 Gallichan Fishing $ Shooting in Spain 28,

I was soon trying to lure him with a sea-trout fly.

Sea-trumpet.
+ 1. A trumpet-shell or triton-shell. Obs.

x668 Charleton Onomast. 177 Cancellus in Buccino
degens, the bigger Souldier-Crab dwelling in the Sea-
Trumpet.
2. A kind of trumpet used at sea.

X776 Burnev Hist. Mus. I. 522 The Concha, Tromba
Marina, or Sea-Trumpet.

3. A very large seaweed, Ecklonia buccinalis.

So called because the hollow upper part of the stem when
dried, is used as a trumpet at the Cape of Good Hope.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants (1836J 945 Lfaminaria] buc-

cinalis furnishes the singular vegetable production called

the sea-trumpet. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v. 1882 J. Smith
Diet. Pop. Names Plants 419 Trumpet, Sea(Ecklouia bite-"

cinalis) a strong-growing seaweed of the Laminaria section
of Algse.

Seatsman (srtsm&n).

1 1. A shoemaker. Obs. rare. Cf. Seat sb.

1719 D'Urfey Pills V. 241 The Character of a Seat's-

man ; written by one of the Craft.

2. One who makes the seats of clogs.
1881 Inslr. Census Clerks (1885) 76 Patten, Clog Maker

. .Clog Gasper. Clog Seatsman.
Seattica, obs. form of Sciatica.

t Seat-town. Obs.

1. A town used as the head-quarters of an army.
1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. in. xxxii. 133 It was chosen

..for the seate-towne of the warre (L. belli sedes], 1610
Holland Camdeny

s Brit. 1. 237 Robert Bishop of Con-
stance. .chose it for the Seat-towne of the whole warre.

2. A capital town, —Seat sb. 13.
x6ox Holland Pliny vi. xxvii. I. 138 The auncient royall

pallace and seat towne of the Persian K[ings].

Sea-turtle * The black guillemot.
1678 Rav Willughby's Oruith. 326 The Greenland-Dove

or Sea-Turtle: Columba Groenlandica dicta. 175a J. Hill
Hist. Anim. 446 The Colymbus with webbed feet, and three
toes to each. The Sea-turl!e. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds
s. v. Turtle, Greenland Turtle and Sea-Turtle are sailors'

names for the Black Guillemot,

Sea-turtle 2 . A turtle or sea-tortoise.

1764 Ann. Reg. 92 Lately taken.. on the Devonshire coast
..a sea-turtle, about seven feet long. x86o Gosse Rom.
Nat. Hist. (1861) 357 Two pairs of paddles, very much like

those of a sea-turtle.

Seatwell, obs. form of Setwall.
Seau, Seaul: see Sew, pottage; Seal sb.2

Sea-unicorn.
1. The Narwhal.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xxiii. 167 The Sea-

Unicornes, ..are of that strength and bignesse, as able to
penetrate the ribs of ships, a 17x1 Ken Edmund Poet,
wks. 1721 II. 30 The Angel a Sea-Unicorn espy'd. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvii. (1856) 340 That monodontal
process which gives them their name of sea-unicorn.
attrib. 1858 Sim.monds Did. Trade, Sea-unicorn Tooth

t

a name for the spiral horn or tusk of the narwhal

2. m Sea-bat 3.
1830 J. F. South in Encycl. Metrop.(i54S) XXI. 722 Near

the openings of the nostrils is a little, hard, horny appen-
dage, terminating in a tubercle, and hence the fish [Malthe
vespertilio] has sometimes been called the Sea Unicorn.

Sea-urchin.
L An animal of the genus Echinus (see Echinus

1) or the order Echinoidea.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 382 What stile can

worthily declare (O ! Galley-Fish,, .and Sea-Urchin) your
dexterity In Sailor's Art. 1681 Grew Musaeum 1. § vi. i. 139
The round Sea-Urchin or Button-Fish. Echinus orbicularis.

Ibid., The Great Oval Sea-Urchin. EchinometraA ristotelis.

1704 Petiver Gazophyl. iv. 36 Mr. James Cuninghame
found this elegant Sea Urchin on the Coast of China. 1896
tr. Boas' Text-bk. Zool. 134 In some Sea-urchins the body
is almost spherical.

% 2. Humorously applied to a young sailor.

1824. W. Irving T. Trav. (1850) 414 The domineering spirit

ofthis boisterous sea-urchin at length grew quite intolerable.

Seave (s/v). north. Forms : 5, 9 eeve, 5
seyfe, 5, 9 seive, 8 seave, 8-9 sieve, 6- seave,

9 seeave (see also Eng. Dial. Diet.), [a. ON. sej

(Sw. saft Da. siv)."] A rush ; also, a rushlight.

14.. Nominate in Wr.-Wulcker 712/9 Hie papirus, aseue
[printed sene]. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Camden) 470 He began
pe seiues graythe, And madea fournays for he bell. 1483 Cath.
Augl. 327/2 A Seyfe, iunccus. 1594 in Trans. Cumb. 4-

Wcstm. Archzol. Soc. (1903) III. 152 None, .shall mowe or
sheare any seaves between Tailbothe and Sleddaile. 1684
Meriton Yorksh. Dial. 72 Then strike a Fire, and leet a
Seave I Reed. 1777 Wallingfen Inclos. Act 21 Seaves,
reeds, whinns, or sods.

b. attrib., as + seave-busk ( = bush), -candle,

-light ; seave-cap, the black-headed bunting.
X483 Cath. Angl. 327/2 A *Seyfebuske, iunccctum. 1703

Thoresbv Let. to Ray Philos. Lett. (1718) 336 Seaves,
pill'd Rushes, of which they make 'Seav Candles. 1864
Atkinson Prov. Names Birds, *Seave-cap .. Black-headed
Bunting Evtberiza Scha-niclus.

Seave, Seaven, obs. ff. Sieve sb., Seven.
Seaver, obs. form of Sever.

Sea-view.
L A picture representing a scene at sea, a ' sea-

scape \
X781 Revnolds Jonrn. Flanders % Holt. Wks. 1797 1 1. 80

The picture, .appears to be a sea-view. 1817 Lauv Morgan
France v. (1818) II. 37 Altering the position of the pictures
. .and adding to their number the sea-views of Vernet.

2. A view or prospect of the sea, or at sea.

1864 A. M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock (1880) 289 A fine sea-

view from the hills of Dundonald. 187a Calverlev Fly
Leaves (1903) 32 Those ' Lodgings with an ample sea-view ',

Which were. .'To Let*. 1807 'A. Hope' Phroso \\. (1905)

25 About half-way up,..and commanding a splendid sea-

view, stood an old grey battlemented house.

Sea-VOyage. A voyage by sea.

1609 Field IVomana Weathercock 1. (1612) C2, Captain,
what think'st thou of such a woman in a long Sea Voyage?
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Poems (1656) 204 Life a Sea-
voyage is, Death is the Haven. 17*6 Swift Gulliver \\. iv,

Having been long used to sea voyages, those motions,

although sometimes very violent, did not much discompose



SEAVY.

me. 1875Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 224 [He] appeared to have
newly arrived from a sea-voyage.

So Sea-voyagrer, one who goes on a sea-voyage

;

Sea-voyaging", going on a sea-voyage.
i6*z Drayton Poly-olb. xix. Argt. 10 Our Brittish braue

Sea-voyagers. 1836 Emerson Eng. Traits, Yoy. to Eng.
Wks. (Bonn) II. 12 'There are many advantages', says
Saadi, ' in sea-voyaging, but security is not one of them \
1906 IVestm. Gaz. 10 Apr. 10/1 Captain Alexander Simpson,
who has just completed two million miles of sea-voyaging.

Seavy (srvi), a. north, [f. Seave+ -y.] Con-
taining * seaves * or rushes, overgrown with nishes

;

also, composed of rushes.

1684 Mrriton Vorksk. Dial. 41 Our Land is .. full of
Strang whickens, Cat whins, and Seavy Furs. 1691 Ray
NX. Words, <k.\.Seavcs. Seavy ground, such as is overgrown
with Rushes. 1851 Cumbld. Gloss., Seevy-cap, a cap made
of rushes. 1893 M. C. F. Morris Yorksh. Folk-Talk 156
'Seavy flats' are merely the level pastures which.. grow an
abundance of seeaves or seves, the common soft rush.

Seaw, var. Sew v., to drain ; obs. f. Show.
Sea-wall.
1. A wall or embankment to prevent the encroach-
ment of the sea, or to form a breakwater, etc.
In OE. a cliff by the sea.

Beowulf 1924 Higelac. . wunade. .saewealle neah. c 1440
Jacob's Well 6 pe more be watyr in be se is styred wyth be
wynde, J>e more it flowyth, & brekyth out, ouer be se-wallys
in-to dyuerse placys, 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Agger,, .a
water-banke: a sea wall. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I.

29 The. .making of Drains, Sea-walls [etc.]. 186a Anstf.d
Channel /si. 1. ill. 52 The inroads of the sea.. have been
checked, wherever necessary, by a sea wall.

b. N. Amer. ' An embankment of stones thrown
up by the waves on a shore' {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1896 Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada II. ii. 210 Sea-wall, a gravel

or boulder ridge thrown up by the waves.

2. The sea as a wall or barrier of defence. Cf.
sea -walled, rare.

1879 Geo. Eliot Tkeo. Such xviii. 327 Many of us have
thought that our sea-wall is a specially divine arrangement.
So Sea-walled a., surrounded or protected by the

sea as a wall of defence; Sea-waller, one who
builds sea-walls; Sea-walling1

, the building or
repairing of sea-walls.

1593 Shaks. Rich. IT, m. iv. 43 When our Sea-walled
Garden, the whole Land, Is full of Weedes. 1790 Trans.
Soc. Arts, etc. VIII. 92 A contract was entered into with
two companies of sea-wallers,, .for the erection of a new
wall. 179^ Ibid. XII. 115 One of the chief uses to which
Chestnut is applied . . is sea-walling, or embankments against
the sea. 185a Wiggins Embanking 2 Having been for many
years connected much with sea-walling, both in building
and repairing.

I! Seawan'e, Beawant(srw^n,-W(?nt). Amer.
Ind. Also 9 se(e)wan, zeband. [Narragansett
seawohn scattered, loose (in opposition to the
strung beads, called peatf).] Wampum.
1701 C Wollev Jrnl. New York (i860) 32 Their Money

is called Wampam and Sea-want. 1834 Mem. Hist. Soc.
Pennsylv. III. 131 Their money consists of beads. .these
they called zeband. 1851 Schoolcraft Indian Tribes I. 85
Four grains of sewan made a penny, 1870 Putnam''s Mag.
VI. 525 Indian Shell Money generally, the true generic name
of which was seawan in the Algonquin language.

Seaward (si"*w§id), adv. (and quasi-j^.) and a.

See also Seawards, [f. Sea sb. + -ward.]
A. In adverbial phrases and as adverb.

1. Phrases, a. To {the) seaward: towards the
sea

;
in the direction of the sea ; in the direction

of the open sea, away from the land. To the sea-
ward of\ to or at a place nearer the sea (or, at
sea, farther from the land) than.
[In the early examples to and ward form a compound prep,

governing the interposed sb. In later use sea-ward seems
to be apprehended as an absolute use of the adj-1
a. with article. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love in. v. (Skeat)

1. 75 Waters to the see-ward ever ben they drawing, c 1440
Lovelicii Seint Graai II. 86 Thanne Nasciens his weye
gan to take, and faste to the Seward gan he schake. 1535
Coverdale Ezck. xxxix. ii Where.. men go from the east
to the see warde. c 158a T. Digges in Archxologia XI.
225 To the Seawarde this Baye shall allway be defended and
garded with a massye banke of beache. 1640 tr. Yerdere's
Rom. 0/Rom. in. xxxix. 174 [He] wheeled about with his
forces to the Seaward. 1698 T. Froger Yoy. 142 We dis-
covered a ship two leagues off to the Sea-ward. 1748 A nson's
Yoy. 11. v. 177 Mr. Brett..did really discover her.. steering
off to the seaward. 185a Kingslev Andromeda 27 The
flame shone far to the seaward.
0. without article. 1540 in Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894)

I. 92 The maryners . . lmediately wente to see ward withowte
ancre or cable. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vi. 508 The River
. .to Seaward ninnes a pace Through Phrygie. 16*4 Capt.
Smith Yirginia vi. 216 Three lies, seene farre to Sea-ward.
1683 Chalkhill Thealma fy CI. 138 The Eagle.. Soaring
aloft to seaward took her flight. 1810 Scott Lady of L.
in. ix,The billow.. That far to seaward finds his source. 1890
Doyle White Company xvii, The wrack had thickened to
seaward, and the coast was but a blurred line.

b. In mod. use, From (the) seaward : from the
direction in which the sea lies.

1719 I)e Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 404 It blew a terrible
Storm of Wind that Evening from the Seaward. 1855 Kings-
ley Westw. Ho I xx, A point where she [trie ship] could not
be seen from the seaward. 1856GROTE Greece 11. xcii. XII.
128 The defenders were powerfully aided from seaward by
the Persian ships wilh their numerous crews. i88a I)e
Windt Equator 128 On the approach from seaward Cadiz
..presents more the appearance of a Moorish town than a
European city.

Vol. VIII.

345

2. adv. Towards the sea or the open sea (away
from the land).
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 318 Couched betweene a

high cliffe sea-ward and as high an hill land-ward. 1725
Pope Odyss. iv. 681 The rock rush'd sea-ward. 1849
M. Arnold Forsaken Merman 128 When sweet airs come
seaward From heaths starr'd with broom. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 126 The total quantity of matter, .carried seaward
is something enormous. 1883 Kay in Low Rep. 11 Q.B.
Div. 500 Helpsford Scar, .is further seaward than the place
where this accident occurred.

b. Comb.
1857 Dufferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 395 The seaward-

facing crag, i860 Tennvson Sea Dreams 16 Now seaward-
bound for health they gain'd the coast. 1%64— EnochArdcn
559 In a seaward-gazing mountain-gorge They built..a hut.
1888 Stevenson Across the Plains, etc. (1892) 193 A strange
sight it is to see (of an afternoon) the heights of Pulteney
blackened by seaward-looking fishers, as when a city crowds
to a review.

B. adj.

f 1. Fresh from the sea. Obs. rare— 1
.

£1450 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 642 in Babces Bk. 161
White herynge in a dische, if hit be seaward & fresshe.

2. Going out to sea, going to seaward or in sea-
wardly direction.
rti6ji Donne To Sir H. W. going Ambass. Venice 14

After those loving papers which friends send With glad
griefe, to your Sea-ward steps, farewel. 1793 Southey Joau
ofArc vm. 603 Marking the playful tenants of the stream..
stem the sea-ward tide. 1830 H. N. Coleridge Grk. Poets
('834) 376 And he Anchises famous son embark'd Captive
iTineas in the seaward ship. 1904 Edith Rickert Reaper
188 He turned along the seaward road.

3. Directed or looking towards the sea ; facing
the sea, or the open sea ; situated on the side or
portion (of a thing) which is nearest the sea.

17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 1034 The sea-ward prow invites the
tardy gales. ?i8o3 Coleridge Recoil. Love ii, I lay On
seaward Quantock's heathy hills. 1820 Scoresby Ace.
Arctic Reg. I. 104 Various heaps of broken ice denoted
recent shoots of the seaward edge [of the glacier]. 1852
Tennyson Ode Wellington 173 Your cannons moulder on the
seaward wall. 1875 Encyct. Brit. I. 110/2 The seaward
sides of the mountain ranges. 190a Act 2 Edw. YII, c. 24
5 7 (2 ) Two hundred yards from the seaward extremities of
the work.

b. Of a wind : Blowing from the sea.

18x0 Naval Chron. XXIII, 123 Sheltered from seaward
winds. 1905 Bede Camm Yoy. of 1 Pax ' 10 The large black
sails were filled with a seaward breeze.

Seawardly (sfw^idli), a. and adv. [f. prec.

+ -LT.] A. adj. Habituated to looking seaward.
1849 G. Cupples Green Hand xi. (1856) 07 The keen gray

seawardly eye, under the peak ofthe naval cap, kept chang-
ing and twinkling. 1890 Clark Russell Ocean Trag.l.
v. 104 Dry, tough, burnt, seawardly chaps. 1890 — My
Shipm. Louise I. xiv. 296 His keen seawardly eye took in
everything in a breath.

B. adv. Towards the sea. rare.
190a 19th Cent. Feb. 176 We see roof-ridge and telegraph-

wire packed with seawardly attentive birds.

Seawards(si"*wgidz),a^. [f.SExsb. + -wakds.]
= Seaward adv. In early use to (the) seawards.
1517 Torkington Pilgr. {1884) 19 To the se wardes ys the

Stopull of Craggs. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nichotay's Yoy.
1. xi. 13 Leauing the coast. .we bare roome to seawards.
i6ax in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 241 All our Shipps
. . stood off to seawards for that night. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20
Nov. 501/3 Near either shore [of the Atlantic] and seawards
down to a depth of about two thousand feet, the composition
of the sea-bottom varies greatly. 190a Buchan Watcher by
Threshold 114 He turned eagerly seawards.

Sea-ware. Also 8 -were, S-9 -waur(e.
[OE. sefovar, f. sk Sea + wdr 'alga': see Ware
sb%] Seaweed ; esp. coarse, large seaweed thrown
up on the shore by the sea, and used as manure, etc.
cioco^Elfbic Yoc. in Wr.-Wfilcker 135/21 Alga, ssewaur.

c 1661 in G. Barry Orkney 1st. (1805) 452 Where they and
the cows do eat together sea-ware. 1725 T. Thomas in Port-
landPapers (Hist. MSS.Comm.) VI. 112 It is lately much
improved by a manure of the sea-weed called the sea-were,
which grows on the sea rocks, and is thence torn off by the
waves and thrown upon the shore. 1763 Museum Rust. I.

29 [In Kent] sea-waure or sea-wracks, or sea-weeds, are
reckoned a very good manure. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits
xviii. 299 Multitudes lived miserably by shell-fish and sea-
ware. 1899 Folk-Lore Sept. 278 She was taking home a
load of sea-ware in a cart.

Sea-washed, a. Washed by the sea ; exposed
to the ' wash ' of the sea.

1762-9 Falconer Shipzvr. in. 769 And those yet breathing
on the sea-wash'd ground. 1830 Scott Auchindrane 11. i,

Our mighty Earl forsakes his sea-washed castle. 1890 ' R.
Boldrewooo' Col. Reformer {1891) 113 The moon-Hghted,
sea-washed verandah.

Sea-water.
1. The water of the sea, or water taken from the sea.
l 1000 Sax. Leechd. (Rolls) II. 28 Celebonian seaw & sae-

waeter. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 159 pe tere bet mon wep5 for
his a^en sunne is alse salt water, and per fore bit is inemned
see water, c 1450 Mirks Festial 167 Wyth his hond wyth
a lytyll schell he toke of be see-watyr and powret into bat
put. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. vu. II. 416 The salt made
of sea-water. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. H. 462 Sea water shalt
thou drinke. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xlvi. 00 On
the Essex and Kentish shores, as far as the brackish Sea-
water commeth. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 8 Aug. (1815)
282 Being drenched with sea-water. 1850 Tennvson In
Mem. xix. 6 The salt sea-water passes by. x888 F. Hume
Mme. Midas 1. Prol., A rough blue suit of clothes, all torn
and stained by sea-water.

SEA-WILLOW.

b. pi
1697 Potter Aniiq. Greece If. iv. (1715) 222 If the Sea.

waters could be procur'd, they were preferr'd before all

others, i860 Wraxall Life in Sea xv. 308 The iridescence
of the sea-waters is most generally produced by living Hght-
bearers.

c. attrib. and Comb.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 86 Tell me precisely of what

complexion ? Boy. Of the sea-water Greene sir. 1596 Will
in Longman's Mag. Apr. (1905) 534 My see-water colored
green cloke.

f2. A precious stone, the Aquamarine i. Obs.
[1598: cf. Aquamarine 1. 1 i6i7Moryson//V«. 1.235 Round

stones called Cornioli, of yellow colour and others of white,
called the Sea-water of India.

Sea-way, seaway.
L A way over the sea ; the sea as a means of

communication ; the open sea. Also (nonce-use)
a channel made for the sea.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. viii. 8 (Thorpe) Fleogende facias, and sae-

fiscas, ba faraS geond ba sas-wegas. [Vulg. qui perambu-
lant semitas maris.] c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. xxxiii. 80
From thens thay went ten to lysmore, . . robbeden & prayeden,
& by the see wey senten many grete prayes to Watyrford.
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiv. 323 We passed beyond the
protection of the straits into the open seaway. 1866 Daily
Tel. 1 1 Jan. 5/4 Xerxes cut a sea-way through Mount Athos.
1890 ' R. Boldrewood' Cot. Reformer (1891) 432 The grace-
ful craft, leaning to the.. south wind, swept forth towards
the sea-way. 1891 J. Winsor Columbus App. 641 Sebastian
Munster, in his maps. . makes a clear seaway to the Moluccas
somewhere in the latitude of the Strait of Belle Isle.

2. * The progress of a ship through the waves

'

(Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867).
178^ Burns Addr. to Unco Guid iv, WV wind and tide

fair i your tail, Right on ye scud your sea-way.

3. A rough sea. Usually in a sea-way (said of
a ship).

1840 Civ. Engiir. $ Arch. Jrnl. III. 181/2 The effects of a
sea-way upon the Eddystone or Bell Rock, c i860 H. Stuart
Seaman's Catech. 62 Weights at the extremities cause a ship
to be uneasy in a sea-way. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.,
Sea-way,, .said when a vessel is in an open place where the
sea is rolling heavily. 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si. xxiii,
The coracle . . was a very safe boat .

.
, both buoyant and clever

in a seaway.

4. attrib.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sea-way measurer,^ kind
ofself-registering log invented by Smeaton. [The term is not
used in Smeaton 's paper, Phil. Trans. XLVIII. (1754) 532.I
1907 Daily Chron. 6 Dec. 6/4 The Nantucket Lightship,
warning seaway travellers of a deadly shoal.

Sea-weary, a. rare. Weary or fatigued by,
with, or of the sea.

rtiooo Andreas 862 (Gr.) Us sffiwerise slacp ofereode.
c 1205 Lay. 4619 We beoh sa^-werie men. 1901 Trench
DeirdreWedxoi Sea-weary, yes, but human still, and whole,
—A circumnavigator of the soul.

Seaweed (sf-w/d). [f. Sea sb. + Weed sb.]

1. collect. Any marine plants of the class Algw
(see Alga).
^ 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. n. (1586) 56 b, Wrap it

in seaweede. 1591 Pekcivall Sp. Diet., Alga marina, reeks
or sea weede, A Iga. 1667 M ilton P. L. vn. 404 Part single
or with mate Graze the Sea weed thir pasture. 1734 Pope
Ess. Man iv. 292 Mark by what wretched steps their glory
grows, From dirt and sea-weed as proud Venice rose. 1762
Mills Sjyst. Pract. Husb. I. qi A fresh manure of sea-weed
being laid on each year that barley is sown. 1855 Dickens
Dorrit xx, Funeral garlands of sea-weed twisted about them
by the late tide. 1906OLIVE Malvery Soul Market xvii.

268 Mattresses of American leather stuffed with sea-weed.
2. A particular marine alga.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary July 1645, Ashes made ofa sea-weede

brought out of Syria. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) IV.
195 He shewed some sea-weeds inclosed in crystal. 1837-42
Hawthorne Twice-t. Tales, Foot-pr. on Sea-shore 4 A sea-
weed, with an immense brown leaf. 1894 H. Drummond
Ascent ofMan 414 Whole classes in the plant world—the
sea-weeds for instance—have no roots at all.

3. attrib. and Comb.f as seaweed belt, collector^

limpet^ poultice ; seaweed-covered adj. ; seaweed-
fern, the hart's tongue, Sco/opendrium vulgare.
1884 Geikie Phys. Geog. xiv. (1886) 120 The *sea-weed belt

which fringes the land has an average breadth of about a
mile. 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clarke Seaweeds ii. 42 A useful
hand-book for the *seaweed collector. 1900 Jrnl. Sc/uGeog,
(U.S.) Jan. 28 *Seaweed-covered rocks. 1865 Hardwicke's
Sci. Gossip 1 Aug. 190 The *Seaweed -fern. 1858 H. & A.
Adams Recent Mollusca I. 467 The ' *Sea-weed Limpet ' is

readily distinguished from the Rock Limpet. 185. Mayne
Expos, Lex., Calaplasma Fuel, the *sea-weed poultice for
scrofula [etc.].

Hence Sea'weeded a., covered with seaweed;
Sea 1weeding' vbl. sb., the action of collecting sea-

weed ; Sea'weedy a.
t covered with seaweed

;

characteristic of seaweed.
183a Fr. A. Kemble Let. in Rec. Girlhood^(1878) III. 178

Those, .sea-weedy shores. 1845 Hirst Poems 162 Half
hidden in drifted sand, Sea-weeded, mossy, black with age,
are bones. 1865 Mrs. L. L. Clarke Seaweeds i. 17 The pre-
parations for a seaweeding. 1866 Intell. Observ. No. 53.
335 The sea-weedy smell.

Sea-willow.
1 1. The sea-buckthorn. Obs. rare ~" \
1548 Turner Names ofHerbes (E.D.S.) 41 Halimus . . may

be called in englishe sea wyllowe or prickwylowe because it

hath the leaues of a wylowe and prickes lyke a thorne.

b. The papyrus or paper-reed, ISiblus.
1807 Rohinson Archasol. Grseca iv. xv. 416 The ancient

Greeks . . preferred cables ofrushes or sea-willow. [Odyss. xxi.

391 oirAof e«>s eifn/»ieAta
i

0'7)5 fivfi\ivov.}
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2. A gorgoniaceons polyp.

x 755 J- Ellis Corallines 68 Sea-willow. aiTjG— Zoo-

phytes (1786) 89 Gorgonia anceps. Sea-Willow Gorgon.

Sea-wind. A wind from the sea ; a sea-breeze.

1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist. Indies in. viii. 142

The land windes blow from midnight to the sunne rising,

and the sea windes vntill sunne setting. 1808 Scott Marin.

it. xxxi, Then shall these vaults, so strong and deep, Burst

open to the sea-winds' sweep. 1841 Tennyson Morte
dArthur 48 Over them the sea-wind sang Shrill chill, with

flakes of foam. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets v. 128 Fruits such

as only the southern sun and sea-wind can mature.

Sea-wing.
1. poet, nonce-use. Means of ' flight ' by sea.

1606 Shaks. Ant. «fr CI. 111. x. 20 The Noble ru'ine of her
Magicke, Anthony, Claps on his Sea-wing, and (like a doting
Mallard) Leauing the tight in heighth, flyes after her.

2. A wing-shell.

1681 Grew Mttsxum 1. § vi, ii. 141 The Sea-Wing. Pinna.
Each Valve is very like in shape to the Wing of a large

Fowl, from whence I name it. 1813 Bingley Anim. Biog.
(ed. 4) III. 459 The sea-wing.

Sea-wolf.
f 1. A fabulous amphibious beast of prey. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2812 Ac after horn her ssal arise a
worm of germanye & be se wolf him ssal bringe vp. a 1587
Greene Card ofFancie (1591) E iv, The Lyon salueth his

sicknesse by eating the Sea Woolfe. 1607 Topsell Four-/.
Beasts 749 The sea-wolfe of the ancient writers . . is . . a Foure-
footed Beast that liueth both on sea and land, satisfying

his hunger on the most part vpon fishes.

2. A voracious sea-fish ; esp. the bass, Labrax
lupus, and the wolf-fish, Anarrhicas lupus.
1390G0WER Con/. II. 265 Sche tok therafter the bouele Of

the Seewolf. 163a Sherwood, A base, or sea-wolfe, bar.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xix, I'll maul thee worse than
any Sea-Wolf. 1784 Andre in Phil. Trans. LXXIV. 274
The teeth of the Anarrichas Lupus, or Sea-wolf. 1879
E. P. Wright Anim. Life 433 The genus Anarrhichas, one
native species of which, the Sea Wolf, grows to a length of
seven feet (A . lupus).

f3. A seal; a sea-elephant or sea-lion. Obs.

1549 Cotnpl. Scot. vi. 60 The sycond is the selcht, quhilk
sum men callis the see volue. 1598 W. Phillip tr. Lin-
schoten's Voy. 170/2 We saw., many Sea-wolues [orig. zee-

-.voluen\ which they hold for certain signes of the cape de
Bona Speranza. 1698 T. Froger Voy. 67 A great many
Sea-wolves lying asleep on their backs, upon the surface of

the water. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xv. 517 The future food Of
fierce sea-wolves [<£(uicn<n], and monsters of the flood. 1771
tr. Pernety's Voy. Malouine hi. (1773) 187 There are several

kinds of sea wolves and lions. 1839 R. Hamilton Amphib.
Camivora 208 note, The Proboscis Seal or Elephant Seal..

is also . . the Sea-Wolf of Pernetty.

4. quasi-arcA. A pirate, sea-robber. Also in

recent use, a privateer vessel.

1849-50 Alison Nisi. Europe VIII. liii. § 22. 418 Their
enemies, were talking about sea-wolves and maritime skill.

*86o Longf. Wayside Inn 1. K. Olaf xix. vii, Sullenly
answered Ulf, The old sea-wolf. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bh. t Sea-wolves, a name for privateers. 1884 Pall Malt G.

18 Sept. 5/2 Against fast sea-wolves of the Alabama type,

we are tolerably secure.

Sea-worm.
1. Any marine annelid.

1681 Grew Mnsaeum 1. § vii. iii. 178 Not being naturally

Tubulous, but made so by a sort of Sea-Wormes. 1769-76
Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 62 Porpesses .. often descend to

the bottom in search of sand eels and sea worms. 1800
Hull Advertiser 31 May 2/2 Ships which have made long
voyages.. are subject to the sea worm. 1888 E. Clodd
Story Creation iv. 30 Traces of marine organisms survive

in the trails and borings of sea-worms.

f 2. The pipe-fish. Obs. 175a [see Sea-adder i].

1 3. A sea-serpent. Obs. rare.

1799 T. HoLCROFT Mem. ( 1816) III. 227 Finding this levia-

than (the Kraken] so familiar to their belief, I next inquired
if they had heard or knew any thing of the sea-snake, by
some called the sea-worm.

Sea*-WOrn, a. Worn or abraded by the sea ;

also worn out or wearied by a life on the sea.

1612 Drayton Poly-olb. ii. 218 That on the Sea-worne shore
See at the Southerne lies the Tides at tilt to runne. 1828
Coleridge Gard. Boccaccio 35 In the sea-worn caves. 1822
' B. Cornwall ' Sforza ii, A sea-worn captain who Had
sailed all 'round the world brought it for me. 1871 Kingsley
At Last xt, The old sea-worn mountain wall.

Seaworthiness (srwyMolnes). [-NESS.] The
condition of being seaworthy.
1813 Eldon in Dow Appeals Ho. Lords (1814) I. 347 Want

of sea-worthiness was sufficiently proved. 1823 W. Scoresby
Jrnl. Whale Fish. p. xvi, Every known principle calculated
for producing strength, accommodation, sea-worthiness, and
fast sailing.. was adopted. 1876 T. Robinson Job iv. 28
Storms prove the ship s seaworthiness.

Seaworthy (s/-w£:.ioT), a. [f. Sea sb. +
Worthy a.] Of a ship : In a fit condition to

undergo a voyage, and to encounter stormy weather.
1807 Ellenborouch in J. Campbell Cases Nisi Prius

(1818) I. 2 The hull of the ship in this case was sufficient

and sea-worthy. 1823 Byron yuan x. iv, My slight, trim,
But still sea-worthy, skiff. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xcv. XII.
376 Four hundred triremes in a seaworthy condition. 1864
Tennyson Enoch Arden 657 The vessel scarce sea-worthy.
1902 W. Gow in Encycl. Brit. XXIX. 528/2 In a voyage
policy it is an implied warranty that at the commencement
of the voyage the ship shall be seaworthy for the particular
venture insured.

Sea-wrack. Forms : see Wrack.
1. //. Property cast ashore by the sea. Obs.
1548 Reg. Mag. Si'g. Scot. 61/1 Terras de Terbert, cum

manerio, molendino et lie sey-wrakis earundem,

2 a. collect. Seaweed, esp. any of the large coarse

kinds cast up on the shore, as Fucus, Laminaria,
etc. Sometimes applied spec, to Zostera marina.
1551 Turner Herbal 1. K iv, Alga, .is commonly called in

englyshe see wrak. 1654 in A^. Riding Rec. V. 161 [Indicted
for unjustly taking 10 horse load of sea-wreck]. 1759 Martin
Nat. Hist. II. Yorksh. 298 They gather up the Sea-wreck
and lay it in Heaps. 1831 Carlyle Sari. Res. 1. ii, Wherein
the toughest pearl-diver may dive to his utmost depth, and
return not only with sea-wreck but with true orients. 1906
Mrs. F. Campbell Dearlove 29 A Utter of brown sea-wrack.

b. A particular kind of seaweed.
x6n Cotgr., Spariie, a sea-wrecke. Ibid., Varech, a sea-

wracke, or wrecke. 1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii,

The Spongy leaves of some Sea-wracks.. are over-wrought
with Net-work. 1681 Grew Muszeum 11. § v. ii. 248 The
Bearded Sea-Wrack. Fucus capillaris tinctorius. 1846
Lindley Veget. Kingd. 145 Zosteracex.—Sea. wracks. 185a
Th. Ross tr. Humboldfs Trav. I. i. 33 To rank it pro-

visionally among the sea-wracks.

C. aitrib. sea-wrack grass, Zostera marina.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 8 Zostera. Sea Wrackgrass.

1840 Paxton Bot. Diet. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 691 Zo-
steracex, the Sea-wrack Order.

Seax, Seayle, seayll : see Sax, Seal sb.1

Seaze, obs. form of Seize z>., Sess v.

Seazement, obs. variant of Sessment.
Seazen, obs. form of Seisin.

Seazir, variant of Seiser.

Seazning, obs. form of Seisining.

t Sebaxean, a. Anal. Obs. rare" , [f. L.

sebdee-us Sebaceous + -an.] (See quot.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sebacean, made of tallow or sewet.

Sebaceous (s/b^Jas), a. Also 9 sebacious.
[f. L. sebace-us, f. seb-um tallow : see -aceous.]

1. Pertaining to, of the nature of, or resembling

tallow or fat ; oily, greasy.

1783 Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 240 The sebaceous substance
generally called Spermaceti. iB$8Penny Cycl. XI. 52 Gallinx
..Body sebaceous, muscular, delicate. 1859 ^* *"• Burton
Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog. Soc XXIX. 85 The sebaceous
odour of the skin amongst all these races is overpowering.

1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets 176 His face was a seba-

ceous trickle of long features.

*|*b. Sebaceous acid= Sebacic acid. Obs.

c 1789 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IV. 593/2 The_ metal [lead] is

precipitated by sebaceous acid from the nitrous, in white
needle-like crystals, easily soluble in water.

2. Phys. a. Having the nature or characteristics

of Sebum ; as sebaceous humour, secretion, etc.

1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 104 But why this sebaceous hu-
mour should be augmented in this case, . .1 will not under-
take to answer at present. 1878 Gamgee tr. Hermann's
Hum. Phys. 158 The sebaceous secretion is closely allied to

..milk. x8gg A llbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 100 A dirty yellowish
fluid containing . . alarge quantity of solid sebaceous material.

b. Connected with the secretion of sebum ; as

sebaceous crypt, duct', follicle
,
gland', etc.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Gland, Sebaceous glands. 1831
R. Knox Cloqnet's Anat. 309 It [axilla] is filled with seba-

ceous follicles which furnish an excretion, having a strong
smell, and more or less coloured, a 1843 J. F. South in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 186/2 In many animals there are
cavities or sacs of some size, upon the sides of which the
sebaceous ducts open. 1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool.
Ixxvii. (1875) 615 In all the Deer there is a sebaceous gland,
called the ' lachrymal sinus ', or ' larmier 1

, which is placed
beneath each eye, and secretes a strongly-smelling waxy
substance. 1876 Van Benederts Anim. Parasites 134
Another interesting acarus, which is developed in man in

the sebaceous crypts of the nostrils.

3. Path. Of a cyst, tumour : Formed upon a seba-

ceous gland.
187a Bryant Pract. Surg. lx. 652 The external labia may

also be the seat of sebaceous tumours. 1876 Duhring
Dis. Skin 124 Sebaceous cyst appears as a. .roundish, more
or less prominent tumor having its seat in the skin.

4. Bot. (See quots.)

1899 Heinig Gloss. Bot. Terms, Sebaceous, containing or
secreting oily or fatty matter. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms, Sebaceous, like lumps of tallow. [So mod.L.
sebaceus in Henslow Gloss. Bot. Terms, 1856.]

Sebacic (s/bse'sik), a. Chem. [f. L. sebac-eus

Sebaceous + -ic.] Sebacic acid : an acid obtained

by the distillation of oleic acid. (Cf. Sebic.)

1790 Kerr tr. Lavoisier's Elem. Chem. 286 To obtain the

sebacic acid, let some suet be melted [etc.]. 1836 [see Sebic],

i88z Encycl. Brit. XIV. 50/2 His [Kerner's] investigations

on the influence of sebacic acid on animal organisms,

Sebacin (szl^'sin). [formed as prec. + -in *.]

1. Chem. A hydrocarbon obtained by the dry dis-

tillation of calcium sebate with an excess of cal-

cium carbonate.

1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 380. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex,

2. Bot. (See quot.)

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sebacin, a fatty substance contained

in the fruit of Myristica sebi/era.

Sebacine. Phys. Obs. rare. [? formed as

prec. + -ine 5.] = Sebum.
ai843j. V. Sownm Encycl. Metro}. (i%4s)VU- 186/2 The

sebacine in weakly unhealthy persons is often secreted in

large quantities.

Sebacious, variant of Sebaceous.

Sebago (&tbel 'go). The name of a lake in Maine,

U. S. A. ; used attrib. in Sebago salmon or trout, a

variety of non-migratory salmon ; see Schoodic.
1884 Century Mag. Apr. 905/1 The land-locked salmon

called . . the ' Sebago salmon *
. . is . . distinguishable from the

sea-going salmon. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 470 The.. 'Fresh-water 'Salmon, known., in different

parts of Maine as ' Schoodic Trout ', ' Sebago Trout '.

Se-baptism (sz~b£e*ptiz'm). Eccl. Hist. ff. L.

se oneself+ Baptism, after the phrase se baptizdre

to baptize oneself.] The action of baptizing oneself.

1646 R. Baillie Anabaptism (1647) 173 Divinity admits
not of Sebaptisme, and permits not the baptized to be
agents. 1881 H. M. Dexter Story J. Smyth 34 Those who
charged him with Se-baptism.

Se-baptist (srbae'ptist). Eccl. Hist. [f. L. se

+ Baptist : see prec] One who baptizes himself

;

a name given to an offshoot of the Brownist sect,

in the seventeenth century, from the action of their

leader John Smith.
x6io R. Bernard {title) Plaine evidences :. .directed

against. .Mr. Smith the Se-baptist. 173a Neal Hist. Puri-
tans

^ (1754) I. 437 Mr. Smith. .being at a loss for a proper
administrator of the ordinance of baptism, .plunged himself,
and then performed the ceremony upon others, which gained
him the name of a Se-Baptist.

So f Se-bapti*stic a., pertaining to Se-baptists.
16x0 R. Bernard Plain Evid. 20 This hath he lost againe

by his se-baptisticke way till he be chosen againe.

Sebastan, obs. variant of Sebesten.

Sebastine (s/bavstin). Also -in. An explosive

composed ofnitroglycerine, charcoal, and saltpetre.

1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Sebastine.

.

. Patented in

Sweden in 1872. 1889 Cundill Diet. Explosives 60 Sebas-
tine. 1890 Eissler Mod. Explosives 39 Sebastin. 1892
Daily Neivsi^ June 5/2 A hundred and twenty cartridges
charged with the compound were packed in a handbag,
with a packet cf ' sebastine ' in the middle, and with mining
gunpowder to fill all the intervening spaces.

]| Sebat (srbaet), Shebat (
Ji-bset). [Heb. D3£>

sli'bat.'} The eleventh month of the Jewish ecclesi-

astical year and fifth of the civil year.

1535 Coverdale Zech. i. 7 Vpon the xxiiij. daye of the xj.

moneth (which is the moneth Sebat [so 1611 ; 1885 Revised
Shebatl). 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 678/2 Table vi.—Hebrew
Months... Sebat.

Sebate (srb^t). Chem. Also S sebat. [f. L.
seb-um tallow + -ate 1 ; in F. stbate.] A combina-
tion of sebacic acid with a base.

1794 G. Adams Nat. <$• Exp. Philos. (Amer. ed.) I. App. 547
Sebats of the alkaline earths and of alkalies. 1802 Pyk New
Chem. Nomencl. 33 Sebates. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.

Sebesten (s/be*sten). Bot. Also 7 sebastan,
8 sebest, (sebesta), 9 sebestin, sebestau. fa.

Arab. ,jl"--- \m sabastdn f
a. Persian S" -. -f sapistan.

Said to have been originally seg-pistdn, lit. ' dog's teats '.

The word is found in severaf European langs. : F. st'beste

Sp. sebesten, sebasta, Pg. sebesle, -a, It. sebesten.]

The plum-like fruit of a tree of the genus Cordia

(formerly Sebestena) ; a preparation of this used as

a medicine. Also the tree itself. Also attrib.

c 1400 Lanfrands Cirurg. 74 Take a potel of water & of

barly clensid .iiij.'£., juiube, sebesten ana. 3.SS. [etc.]. 1543
Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr., Sebesten bene frutes

lyke prunes [etc.], c*S8° Lloyd Treas. Health (1:1560)

Rvb, Reasons, myrabolans, Sebesten sede. Ibid. Y iv,

Take of violettes, sebesten, of Borage floures fete.]. 1601

Holland Pliny xvn. x. I. 511 The fruit Sebesten [L. myxas,
F. sebesten] and the Seivises may be grafted and planted
both upon the same kind of stocke. 1698 Fryer Acc. E.
India <y P. 294 Pears, Prunellaes, Sebastans. 1725 Brad-
ley's Earn. Did. s.v. Syrupfor Asthmas, Having boiled all

for half an Hour more, put in the stoned Dates chopt with
the Jujubes, Sebests and Raisins of the Sun. 1728 Cham-
bers Cycl. s. v. Sebesten, The Syrians make a kind of glue
or birdlime, of the sebestens, called birdlime of Alexandria.
1828 Lancet 14 June 326/1 In diseases affecting the mucous
membranes, .cardamom, licorice, and sebestin (fruits of

cordia myxa) are used. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. s.v.
Cordiaceaf, Cordia Myxa . . is known as the Sebesten plum,
and used formerly to be employed in disorders of the chest

and urinary organs. 1866 Treas. Bot., Sebestans, or Se-
bestens, the name under which the dried fruits of Cordia
Myxa and C. latifolia have long been used as a medicine in

India.

Sebic (srbik), a. Chem. [f. L. seb-um tallow

+ -ic.] = Sebacic.
1836 Brande Chem. 1186 note, Thenard's sebacic or sebic

acid. x8o8 in Syd. Soc Lex.

Sebiierous (sitri'faras), a. Anat. and Bot.

[f. Seb-um + -iferous.] (See quots.)

1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Sebiferns, bearing fat or grease,

as the fruits of the Myristica sebi/era and of the Croton
sebiferum '. sebiferous. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sebi/erous,

fat-bearing, sebum-bearing. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot.

Terms, Sebi/erous, . . bearing vegetable wax or tallow.

Sebific (s/bi-fik), a. [f. Seb-um + -inc.] Pro-

ducing fat or a fatty substance.

1880 Libr. Univ. Knowl. (N. Y.) IX. 122 There exudes
from the tip of the body a frothy mucous matter... This is

the sebific fluid, .secreted by the sebific or cement gland.

Sebilla. Obs. rare~K [Altered (?quasi-Sp.)

form of F. sibile (f sibille, Cotgr.), wooden bowl.]

a. A wooden bowl used in the mechanical assay

of ores. b. (See quot. 1875.)
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 826 These kinds of_ assays [sc. me-

chanical], .are performed by a hand-washing, in a small

trough of an oblong shape, called a sebilla. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Sebilla, a wooden bowl, to hold the sand and
water used in sawing or grinding marble [etc.].

Sebiparous (si'bi'paras), a. [f. Seb-um +

-(i)pakous.] Producing sebum.
1855 Dunglison Med. Lex., Sebaceous or Sebiparous

Glands. 1876 Duhring Dis. Shin 31 The sebaceous or

sebiparous glands are always situated in the corium.

Se'blet. dial. Also 9 siblet (see E. D. D.\
[Metathesis of sedlib, Seedlip.] A basket in which
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seed is carried in sowing broadcast ; see Seedlip.

Seblet cake : see qnot. 1855.
1633-4 Althorp MS. in Simpkinson Washingions {i860) App.

64 For a seblet to sowe co/ne 00 01 00. 185a Bearn in

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. 1. 101 The drill takes the place

of the seblet. 1855 Leisure Hour 751 The seblet-cake was
a seed-cake with which it was once the custom to regale the

workmen when all the wheat for the season had been sown.

Sebolith (se-boli)>). Path. [f. L. seb-um (see

Sebum) + -(o)lith.] * A calculus formed in a se-

baceous gland ' {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898).

Seborrhea (seborra). Path. [f. sebo- used
as combining form of Sebum -r-Gr. /Som flow, flux.]

An excessive discharge from the sebaceous glands

forming a greasy or scaly coating upon the skin.

1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 48 Sebaceous crusts, as those of
seborrhoea, are light yellow, dirty yellow, or blackish in

color. 1899 AllbutVs Syst. Med. VIII. 759 The name se-

borrhcea. .is not a satisfactory one.

Hence Beborrhoeic a., of the nature of, or per-

taining to, seborrhcea.

1893 Crocker Dis. Skin (ed. 2) 606 Seborrheic Derma-
titis. Ibid. 355 The last-named wishes to revert to the old

term of seborrhecic wart. 1899 Attbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.
904 The diplococcus of seborrhceic eczema.

Sebow, variant of Sybo.

+ Sebum (srb#m). Phys. [mod.L. use of L.
sebum (also sevum) suet, grease.] The fatty secre-

tion which lubricates the hair and the skin.

[1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sevum, or Sebum, Sewet, Tal-
low. 17x8 Chambers CycL s. v. Gtandula, Gtandulx Se-
baceae .. separate a greasy Matter, like Sebum, or Tallow.
1845 Todd & Bowman Phys, Anat. I. 83 The softer kinds
of fat were denominated by the older anatomists pinguedo,
lard\ and the more solid, sebum or sevum, suet, tallow.]

1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 33 The sebaceous glands secrete
a fatty product known as sebum or sebaceous matter. 1887
Affleck in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 121/1 The sebum frequently
accumulates in the sebaceous ducts, giving rise to the minute
black points . . to which the term comedones is applied. 1899
Allbuit's Syst. Med. VIII. 666 The secretion of sebum is

diminished.

Sebundy (s/birndi). Also 8 sibbandy, -en-

dy, sybundee, 8-9 sebundee, sib(b)undy, 9
sib(b)undi, sib(b)andi, seebumlee, -y, shi-,

sirbandi, sibondi. [Urdu ics^,» sibandi.] A
class of irregular soldiers in the Indian army chiefly

employed in police and revenue duties and on local

government service ; also a member of this class.

178a Burke Nabob of'A reel's Debts App. iv. Wks. 1793 II.

536 One considerable charge upon the nabob's country was
for extraordinary sibbendics, sepoys, and horsemen, who
appeared to us to be an unnecessary incumbrance on the
revenue. 1784 Report in Carmichael Vizagapaiam 209 Sib-
bandy & Pike [ =pdik] peons for the forts and hilly countries.

1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 171 In times
of war the sebundy of the country are hired and paid, a 1821
R. Lindsay Atucd. Ind. Li/e (1840) 19 note, Here I found
him in the command of a regiment of Sebundees, or native
militia. 1833 Sir J. Malcolm Central India I. 326 In all

these services Ameer Khan and his followers were employed
as Sebundy, or local militia. 1858j. II. Norton Topics 168 An
addition to the armed sebundies of Vizagapaiam was neces-

sary to this end, and it was proposed to locate a body of
this force . . in the very considerable town of Jeypoor.
attrib. 1803 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) II. 169 It

would be best to authorize the collectors to raise sebundy
troops for these services.

Sec, obs. form of Sack j*J, Sick a.

See., abbreviation of Secant, Second, Section,
Secretary, etc
1641 in Nicholas Pap. (1886) 8 Mr. Sec Vane. 1878 A {hietic

World % Apr. 3/1 The Mile. .was. .won. .in the fair time of
4 nun. 40 3~5th sec 1881 Sportsman's Year-bk. 125 A very
fine race. . . Time, 1 min. i6i sees.

Secability (sekabrliti). rare -1 , [ad. late L.

seedbiiitds, f . secabilis : see prec. and -ity.] Capa-
bility of being cut.

1843 T. Graham Elem. Ghent, t. iii. 119 It is possible that

it [matter] may not be indefinitely divisible ; that there may
be a limit to the successive division or secability of its parts.

T Secable, a. Obs. rare~ \ [ad. late L. secabilis,

f. L. sec&re to cat : see -able.] Capable of being cut.

1643 E. Wirley Prisoners Rep. A 4 b, T was a thtcke wall
built with soft freestone, and therefore the more secable.

II Secale (s/k^*tf). Bot. [L. secale rye.] A
genus of grasses, represented by the common rye.

In Pharmacy, formerly used for secale cornutum, ergot,

1584 Cogan Haven Health v. (1612) 26 Secale commonly
called Rie, a Graine much vsed in Bread. 1785 Marty

n

Rousseau's Bot. xiii. (1794) 143 Secale or Rie has two flowers
included in the same calyx.

t Secament. Obs. — ° [ad. L. secdmentum
(only pi., carved work), f. secdre to cut: see

-ment.J (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Secament, that which is cut or
shread from a Log or Block, as chips, and such like.

Secancy (se'kansi). [f. Secant: see -cy.]

The property or fact of being secant,

1857 C. Davies & W. G. Peck Math. Dict.s. v. Secant, If

a secant line be revolved about one of the points of secancy
until the other point of secancy coincides with it the secant
becomes a tangent,

II Se cans. Obs. PL seca-ntes. [L. form of

next.] • Secant sb.

The mod.L. secans in this use was introduced by Thomas
Finck Geom. Rotumii, Basle 1583, pp. 73, 76.

»399 E« Wright Err, Navig, D i, l'he Secans of the lati-

tude of each poynt. Ibid., The Secantes answerable to the
latitudes of each point or parellel.

Secant (s*~kant), a. and sb. [a. L. secant-em,
pres. pple. of secdre to cnt. Cf. F. sicant adj.,

secante sb., Sp., Pg., It. secante.]
A. adj. Geom. Of a line or surface in relation

to another line or surface ; Cutting, intersecting.

1593 Blundevil Exerc. 11. (1597) 57 b, They call the line Se-
cant the Hipothenuse. 1864 Webster, Secantplane, a. plane
cutting a surface or solid. 1866 Proctor Handbk. Stars 16
By increasing the true length in the proportion of the whole
length of the secant line, .to that part of it which lies between
the point of projection and the division-point in P. A.
B. sb. (Kllipt. for secant line.) a. Trig. One of

the three fundamental trigonometrical functions

(cf. Tangent, Sine) : orig. The length of a straight

line drawn from the centre of a circular arc through
one end of the arc, and terminated by the tangent
or line touching the arc at the other end ; in mod.
use, the ratio of this line to the radius, or (equiva-

lently, as a function of an angle), the ratio of the

hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle to that of

one side, the given angle (or, if obtuse, its sup-
plement) being that contained between them.
Abbrev. sec. See Secans.
1593 Blundevil Exerc. 11. (1597) 104 The Table of Secants.

1681 Colvil Whigs Supptic. (1751) 23 In which scheme if

ye draw some lines, Ye may have secants, tangents, signs.

175a Phil. Trans. XLVIL 443 We have. .to find. .the
secant of the spherical hypothenuse. 1811 Hutton Course
Math. III. 55 The secant of an arc 1868 Lockyer Elem.
Astron. § 516. 243 The secant of A (written sec. A).

b. Geom. A line that cuts another; esp. a
straight line that cuts a curve in two or more parts.

1684 Elem. Geom. 24 From the Center D.draw the Secant
DC 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Line AM.. is a Secant
of the Circle AED. 1798 Hutton Course Math. I. 304 The
Angle formed. Without a Circle, by two Secants, is Measured
by Half the Difference of the Intercepted Arcs. 1881 Casev
Sequel to Euclid t)2 If from any point two tangents be drawn
to a circle, the points of contact and the points of intersection
of any secant from the same point form a harmonic system
of points. 1887 J. H. Smith Geometr. Conic Sect. 18 Hence
a secant to the parabola cuts the curve in two points only.

Secar, obs. form of SakeM.
1699 Roberts Voy. Levant$ Jacomores Castle.. fortified

with 20 Secar Iron Guns.

II Secateur (s^kator). [Fr., as if ad. L. *secd-

tor (bad form for sector), agent-n. f. secdre to cut.]

A kind of pruning shears with crossed blades.

rare in sing.

1881 Encycl. Brit. XII. 234/1 For pruning purposes a
variety of instruments have been invented, under the names
of secateurs, pruning-shears, pruning-scissors, &c. 1901
Gardener 12 Jan. 1052/2 In certain positions it is difficult

to sever a shoot with the knife without steadying it with the
other hand ; the secateurs steady and cut at the same time,
1909 Daily Ckron. 13 Mar. 7/6 All dead stems should be
removed with a sharp knife or secateur.

t Secation, Obs. [Badly f. L. secdre to cut

+ -ATION.] (See quot. 1656.)
1656 Blount Glossogr., Secation, a cutting, sawing, part*

ing, or dividing. 1657 J.Watts Scrtbe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 21 The
best Physician comes seldom, and very hardly, to searing,
or secation ofa Member from the body.
Secatour, variant of Secutor Obs., executor.

Secau, obs. form of Sicca.

t Se*ccatored, ///. a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. It.

seccaiore a bore.] Bored.
1763 Earl March Let. to Selwyn 1 July in Jesse Setivyit

4- Contemp. (1843) I. 247 Williams suspects you begin to be
a little seccatored.

Seochell, obs. form of Satchel sb.

II SecCO (se'kko), <s. and sb. [It. secco :—L. tfa
cms dry.] A. adj. in Music. (See quots.)
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Sec (Fr.),

Secco (It), dry, unadorned, plain, as recitaiivo secco, plain
recitative, that is, without band accompaniments. 1883
Grovb Diet. Mus. III. 454/2 Secco Recitative, accurately
Recitativo Secco—that is 'dry '...The simplest form of
Declamatory Music, unrelieved either by Melodyor Rhythm,
and accompanied only by a Thoroughbass.

B. sb. in Painting. Ellipt. for It. fresco secco,

'dry fresco*, a process of painting on dry plaster

with colours mixed with water.
1851 Rock Clu 0/Fathers III. 1. 194 note. It is painted in

secco, over the western side of the great arch. 1854 Faik-
holt Diet, Terms Art, Secco (Itab), fresco painting ' in

secco * is that kind which absorbs the colours into the plaster,

and gives them a dry, sunken appearance.

Seceoon, variant of Seconde Fencing.

Seccotine (se'lwtih), sb. [App. suggested by
It. secco dry. Cf. -ine.] The maker's name for

a composition serving as a strong adhesive. Hence
Se'ccotine v. trans., to cement with seccotine.

1894 Trade Marks Jml. 19 Dec 1040 Seccotine.
_ 1903

Gross & Cole Mod. Microscopy (ed. 3) 220 Seccotine or

some other liquid glue may be used with advantage. 1903
Daily News 23 May 8/4 These spots are sometimes made of
velvet seccotined to the material that they adorn.

Secoutur, variant of Secutor Obs., e\ecutor.

Sece, obs. form of Cease, Seize.

Secede (s/srd), v. [ad. L. secedire to with-

draw, f. si- (see Se-) + cede're to go.]

1. intr. f a. To go away from one's companions,

go into retirement (obs.). b. nonce-use. Of a thing;

To retire, withdraw to a distance. (A Latinism.)

170a Mather Magn. Chrisii \\\. Introd. (1852) 240 A
strange work of God upon the spirits of men that were no
ways acquainted with one another inspiring them, as one
man, to secede inte a wilderness, they knew not where.
1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. xix. § 31 The great moun-
tains secede into supremacy through rosy depths of burn-

ing air.

2. To withdraw formally from an alliance, an

association, a federal union, a political or religious

organization.
The most prominent applications of the verb are to the

action of a minority of a religious body, and to that of a state

forming part of a federal union.
I7SS Johnson, To secede, to withdraw from fellowship in

any affair. 1777 Burke Let. to Rockingham Wks. IX. 170
He is of opinion, that if you adhere to your resolution of
seceding, you ought not to appear on the first day of the
meeting. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. ^) XVII. 226/2 Accord-
ingly the ejected ministers declared in their protest that they
were laid under the disagreeable necessity of seceding, not
from the principles and constitution of the church of Scot-
land,., but from the present church-courts. 18*5 Jefferson
Autobiog. Wks. 1859 I. 13 Possibly their colonies might
secede from the Union. 1846 J. Macfarlane Late Secess.

Ch. Scot, 124 It were grievous misconception to suppose that
all who seceded did so on the substantial merits of the ques-
tion at issue. 1845 S. Hinds in Encycl. Metrop. X. 764/1
He who is convinced that his Church is essentially in error
is bound to secede. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlvi, A
member of the house from which old Sedley had seceded
was very glad to make use of Mr. Clapp's services. 1876
E. Mellor Priesth, viii. 391 The numerous clergy. .who
have seceded to Rome. 1883 H. B. Leech in Contemp. Rev.
XLIII. 267 The law., suggests a distrust of the State which
secedes from a confederacy without justifiable excuse.

b. rarely in wider sense : To withdraw from
taking part (in conversation).
1856 Miss Mui.ock % Halifax xii, The conversation fell

to the three younger persons— I maysay the two^—for I also

seceded, and left John master of the field.

Hence Sece*ded ppl. a.

1894 Daily News 25 Apr. 4/7 Even in Birmingham multi-

tudes of seceded Liberals are tired of serving the Tory party.

Seceder (s/sf'dai). [f. Secede v. + -er 1
.]

1. One who secedes.

1755 Johnson, Seceder, one who discovers his disapproba-
tion of any proceedings by withdrawing himself. 1787 Sir

J. Hawkins Johnson 425 note, I was the only :eceder from
this society. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 323, I had reason at

this time to consider myself the first seceder from the estab-

lished practice. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 1. i. I. 101

Athough seceders in some respects from the orthodox religion

of the Hindus, the Sikhs retain so many essential articles of

the Brahmanical faith that [etc.]. 1851 W. E. Scudamore
(title) Letters to a Seceder from the Church of England to

the Communion of Rome. 1861 Sat. Rev. 7 Dec. 570 He
says that the Northern Americans would have been stigma-

tized as cowards if they had let the seceders go in peace.

2. spec* A member of the Secession Church.
1758 A. Gellatly Some Observ. To Rdr. 2 note, As they

made a Secession from the established Church, they are

termed Seceders. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. II. 8 Aug.,
There is a sect of fanaticks, who have separated themselves

from the established kirk, under the name of Seceders. 183s
IT. Jackson] Man. Sects A Heresies 112 Seceders, a numerous
sect of Presbyterians in Scotland, whohave withdrawn from
the communion of the Established Church... The Seceders
were formerly subdivided into Burghers and Anti-burghers

..; but in 1829 the two bodies were re-joined under the

name of the United Secession Church.

b. attrib.

'833 J. S. Sands Poems 51 (E. D. D.) He raised a kirk

himsel' alane Just on the great Seceder plan. 1834 TatTs
Mag. I, 16/1 The Seceder meeting-house. 1854 H. Miller
Sch. fy Schm. (1858) 544 Which I had overheard in my
cousin the Seceder minister's house.

Seceding (sisrdirj), ///. a. [f. Secede v. +
-inq 2

.] That secedes; occas. + belonging to the

Secession Church.
1757 Smollett Hist. Eug. (1760) XL 54 The seceding

members had again resumed their seats in the house of
commons. 1758 A. Gellatly Some Observ. To Rdr. 2 The
seceding (or associate) Ministers thought [etc.]. i868G.Duff
Polit. Surv. (1868) 121 Reconstruction is readmission of the

seceding States to political communion. 1886 Gladstone
in Money Life ix. vii. (1903) III. 322 Will the seceding
colleagues come if they are asked ?

Secern (s&3un), v. Also 7 secerce. [ad. L.

secernef'e, f. si- aside (see Se-) + cernere to separ-

ate, distinguish, secrete. In its physiological

application (sense 2) the Latin word renders Gr.

&nofcpivav.]

1. trans. To separate ; now only, to separate in

thought; to place in a separate category, dis-'

tinguish, discriminate.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Secerne, to divide, to lay or separate

one from another, to sever, to chuse from among others. Bac.

1657 W. Mokice Coena quasi Koi^rf iii. 148 A local and
bodily secerning our selves from evil men. <r 1734 North
Exam. 1. iii. § 92 (1740) 187 An Herculean labour which.,
few or none will undertake, and yet fewer be able through,

out to secern the true from the false. 1836-7 Sir W. Hamil-
ton Metaph. xxviu (1870) II. 156 Averroes secerns a sense

of titillation and a sense of hunger and thirst. 1855.Bailey
Mystic 102 Whereby the good from ill they might secern,

1905 Sat. Rev. 15 Apr 483 He knows that mimes cannot be
utterly secerned from their life of mimicry.

2. Phys. To separate from the blood ; to Se-

crete. Now rare.

1657 W. Morice Coena quasi Kotcvj Pref. 18 Humors which
..being secerned and gathering head [etc). 1779 C. Crut-
well Adz', to Lying-in Women 6 Milk, .being secerned.

1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 165 An unusual pro-

portion of bile is secerned, 1849-51 Todd^s Cycl. Anat. IV.
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SECERNED.

1 1 1 4/1 The secretion of ihe gland . . is simply secerned from

the circulating current for a time. -

_

«^wi 1636 Bacon .SjA** § 6S0 1 heir Flesh doth assimilate

more finely, and secerneth more subtilly.

Secerned (s/saund), ///. a. [f. Secekn v. +

-kd 1.1 Secreted.

xtm Qcincv £**. Pkys.-Med. (ed. 2) 17 The secerned

Particles for Nourishment and Accretion. 1738 Chambers

Cycl s.v Animal Secretion 1 Diversities of secerned Fluids.

iZi^-aaGood'sStudyMed. (ed. 3)V. 262 Proving that most of

the secerned materials are not formally existent in the blood.

Secernent (s&5unent), a. and sb. [ad. L. se-

iiriMWfw.ptrri pple. of secernere: see Secern z>.]

A. <n#, That secretes.

iSm-«9 Goad's Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 261 Peculiar ferments,

conveyed by the blood to the secernent organ. 1835-6

'Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 65/2 The activity of the nutritive,

secernent, and absorbent processes.

B. sb. Phys. a. A secreting organ.

1808 Amu Reg. 115 The secernents of its cutis exude a

sweet, saccharine, nutritive gum. 1823-29 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) V. 261 Whence, indeed, the name of Secernents

or Secretories, which mean nothing more than separating

powers. 1844 Hoblvn Diet. Mcd.> Secernents.

f b. Something which promotes secretion. Obs.~°
In Webster 1828,"with reference to Darwin; see the fol-

lowing quot.

:

[1796 E. Darwin Zoon. II. 694 Those things which in-

crease the irritative motions, which constitute secretion, are

termed secernent ia.]

Secerning (s/savmin), ///. a. [f. Secern v.

+ -1NG -.] =Secernent a.

01721 Keill Anim. CEcon. (1738) 104 The Secretions are

formed in the Blood, before they arrive at their secerning

Glands. 1804 T. Trotter Ess. Drunkenness iv. § 11. 134
All secreted fluids partake of the vices of the secerning

organ, a 1843 J. F. South in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII.

259/1 Of the Secerning Glands or True Glands.

Secernment (szsaunment). [f. Secern v. +
-MENT.]

1. Phys. The action of secerning or secreting.

1822-29 Goafs Study Med. (ed. 3) 1 1. 310 The globules are

produced while it lies on the surface of the sore, usually. . in

about fifteen minutes after its secernment. 183s Kirby
Hob. % Inst Anim. II. xviii. 268 The means. .for rejecting

from the body the residuum after the secernment..of the

finer life-supporting produces.

2. Separation.

1894 Yellow Bk. I. 72 With the universal use of cosmetics
and the consequent secernment of soul and surface.

Secesh (sisej"), sb. and a. cottoq. [Shortened

from Secession.J A. sb. U. S. Hist. A secessionist.

Also secessionists collectively.

1862 O. W. Holmes Old Vol. ofLife (1891) 36 * There are
two wounded Secesh \ said my companion. 1879 Tourgee
Foots Errand vi. 25, I was one of the original Secesh*,

—

one of the immortal thirteen that voted for it in this county.

% b. nonce-use. Secession.
1868 Green Lett. 11. (1901) 203 A Limehouse grocer pro-

claims his secesh from Newton.
B. adj. = Secessionist a.

1861 Ohio Statesman 6 Nov. in A. E. Lee's Hist. Colum-
bus II. 102 The following distinguished secesh prisoners

have been sent. 1862 'Artemus Ward ' His Bk. (1865) 145
He axed what was my principles? 'Secesh !' I ansered.

187X Sir S. Northcote in Life (1890) II. 38 The whole
town [Richmond, Va.] is still ' Secesh ' to the heart's core.

Secesher (sfse-Jai). cottoq. U.S. [f. Secesh
+ -ER !.] A secessionist.

1861 O. W. Holmes Sweet Little Man 47 While the wind
scatters the chaffy seceshers. 1861 Lowell Biglcnv P. Ser.

11. i. Poems 1890 II. 239 Knowin' t' much might spile a boy
for bein' a Secesher.

T Sece'SS. Obs. [ad. L. sccessus (u stem), f.

secedtre : see Secede v.~\ Withdrawing ; retire-

ment. Also a secession, revolt from allegiance.

1563 Foxe A. £ M. (1596) 789/2 This sickenes tookehim after

supper, with the which he vehemently contending, required

secesse into a hye chamber. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul
8/1 Silent Secesse, wast Solitude Deep searching thoughts

often renew'd. 1663 Heath Flagellum Pref. (1672) 2 For
there have been more Revolts, Defections, and Secesses made
in Europe, than for many Centuries before. 1675 A.
Huyberts Corner-Stoue 18 This contrivance was made..
merely; for fear lest these should make a Secess to Mount
Aventine, and set up for a popular Rebellion.. against the

Senate of the Colledge.

Secession (s/se'Jan). [ad. L. secession-em, n.

of action f. secedere : see Secede v. Cf. F. si-

cession (17th c in Hatz.-Darm.), Sp. secesion, It.

secessione.]

+ 1. The action or an act of going away from
one's accustomed neighbourhood, or of retiring

from public view; the condition of living remote
from one's former home, or retired from public

view ; retirement. Obs.

_ 1604 F. Hering Mod. Defence B j, Secession and depart-
ing the city hath beene a meaneto preserue many [from the
Plague]. 1645 Bp. Hall Peace-maker viii. 64 The eels and
cloysters of retired Votaries, whose very secession proclaimes
their contempt of sinfull seculars. 1648 — Select Th. Pref.,

To make use of my late Secession for the production of
divers. .Tractates. 1659 Pearson Creed (1839) 302 The un-
spotted soul of our Jesus was really and actually separated
from his body, that his flesh was bereft of natural life by
the secession of that soul. x6QoAndros Tracts II. 152 They
[the Puritan founders of New England) resolved on a peace-
able secession into a corner of the World. 1760 Sterne Tr.
Shandy iv. xv, No desire—or fear—or doubt that troubles
the air,.. that the imagination may not pass over without
offence in that sweet secession. 1803 Beuuoes Hygeia x.

348

31 During this secession he lived under the same roof with
an insane patient. 1847 Yeowell Anc. Brit. Ch. x. 106

The secession of many eminent men from the island.

t b. Of a material thing : Departure, removal

to a distance ; separation. Obs.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter v. 19 Natural darkness;.,

necessarily following upon the secession or absence of the

sun. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 57 The acces-

sion of bodyes upon, or secession thereof, from its surface.

1797 Cruikshank mPhil. Trans. LXXXVII. 213 The se-

cession of the amnion from the chorion.

t C. (See quot. ) Obs.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Secession of a Parliament,
the Adjournment or breaking-up of it.

2. Rom. Hist. Used to render L. secessio (plebis^,

the temporary migration of the plebeians to a place

outside the city, in order to compel the patricians

to grant redress of their grievances.

1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xxiv. (S. T. S.) I. 231 At bat tyme
war acceppit be pame may wikkit & sorouftull lawis pan
evir war acceppit be secessioun of pepill to be sacrate mon-

tane, a 1760 W. Duncan Cicero's Sel. Orat. xiv. (1841) 298

At first, Caesar, you thought it only a secession, not a war.

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 63 Nor need we relate.. how
these same Plebeians, ..by.. their secessions to the sacred

mount first obtained inviolable magistrates of their own.

t b. A desertion, repudiation of allegiance. Obs.

1601 Bp. W, Barlow Serm. Patties Crosse 23 They . .who
with Shebah, . . will make a secession from their prince.

3. The action of seceding or formally withdraw-

ing from an alliance, a federation, a political or

religious organization, or the like. Hence, a body
of secede rs.

WarofSecession : the American Civil War (1861-5), which
arose out of the attempt of eleven of the Southern States to

secede from the United States of North America.

1660 R. Coke Power <% Subj. 222 The Sesession [sic] of the

Church, King, and Kingdom of England, from the Papacy.

1670 in Somers Tracts 1. 12 This Secession of Members did

very much facilitate the Entry into, and Continuance of the

War. 1697 S. Sewall Diary 30 Sept, (1878) I. 460 That
Mr, Cotton should make an orderly secession from the Church.

1777 Burke Let. to Rockingham Wks. IX. 171 If the Seces-

sion were to be general, such an attendance, followed by such

an act, would have force. 1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton (1851)

I. 21 After so many deaths, secessions and expulsions. 1845
Encycl. Metrop. X. 764/1 The Church of England, .would

be naturally perpetuated as it now is, and every secession

from it would be as truly a Schism. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. % Leg. Art (1850) 115 The secession of the Protestant

Church. 1861 Lowell E Pluvious Unum Pr. Wks. 1890

V. 53 Rebellion smells no sweeter because it is called Seces-

sion. 1861 Times 23 May, The term '.secession ' is objected

to,., because 'secession
1

, like' federation', expresses an abso-

lute equality and correlation of rights which . . the Northern
States are not prepared to concede. 1872 Yeats Growth
Comm. 355 If the private interest of any town could be

better served by severance from the league there was no
spirit to prevent a secession. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 469/2
{Germany), Several communities as well as individuals de-

clared their secession from the Roman Church. 1885 M.
Pattison Mem. 235, I have spoken of the sudden lull which
fell upon Oxford . . the moment the secessions to Rome were
announced. 1888 A. Johnston in Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
772/2 Some assurance of united action must have been ob-

tained, for South Carolina ventured into secession.

b. spec. The separation from the Established

Church of Scotland, initiated in 1733 by the Rev.

Ebenezer Erskine and other ministers ; the religious

body (more fully ihe Secession Church) which

originated from this separation.

1733 E. Erskine, etc. Protest in A. Thomson Hist. Seces-

sion Ch. (1848)72 Therefore we do. .protest that we are

obliged to make a secession from them [the prevailing party

in this Established Church], and that we can have no minis-

terial communion with them, till [etc.]. 178a J. Brown
Addr. Students ofDiv. p. xviii, I look upon the Secession as

indeed the Cause of God. i860 J. Cairns Mem. J. Brown
i. 3 That form of Scottish dissent, called the Secession, .had
taken its rise in 1733.

c. rarely in wider sense : Withdrawal (from a

share in conversation, etc.).

1843 Lytton Last ofBarons 1. vi, Perfectly unconscious of

the secession of his other listeners.

f 4. (See quots.) Obs.

%6s7 Tomlinson RenoiCs Disp. 1. xiv. 28 A Medicament is

called Cathartick, or purging, because by some way it draws
noxious humours out of our bodies, as by vomiting^or seces-

sion. 1724 Bailey (ed. 2), Secession (among Physicians), the

going off [1742 (ed. 10) of a Disease] by Secretion.

5. attrib. and Comb.: a. in sense 3 b, as in Se-

cession church, movement, principles, synod ; b.

with reference to the attempted secession from the

United States (1 861-5), as in secession-sympathizer-,

Secession War= War of Secession (see 3).

1803 W. Taylor J. Brown's Lett, on Toleration Pref. 19

Evils which he saw coming on the Secession Churches. 1835
IT. Jackson] Man. Sects <y Heresies 113 In 1829 the two
bodies were re-joined under the name of the United Seces-

sion Church. i86x Whittier in -£^(1893) 136 In so doing
I seem to take sides with the secession-sympathisers of the

North. 1867 Chamb. Encycl. IX. 645/2 It is not necessary

to describe minutely the gradual extension of the ' Secession

movement 1
. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 132/2 This departure

..from Secession principles, /did., Negotiations for union

between the Burghers and Antiburghers resulted, in 1820,

in the formation of the United Secession Synod. 1899
Daily News 19 Oct. 6/4 Colonel Henderson, .has long since

made an exhaustive and minute study of the Secession War.

6. attrib. (quasi-a^*.) in the senses : a. Belonging

to the Secession Church ; b. Favouring the cause

of secession (from the United States), secessionist.

(With capital S.)

SECLUDE.

1838 A. Thomson Hist. Secession Ch. 171 The name among
Secession authors which.. is best known in purely literary

circles is that of Dr. Jainieson. 1863 Bright Sp. Anter.

26 Mar. 127 Not Union planters only, but Secession planters

began to bring in the produce.

SeceSSional (sise'Janal), a. [f. prec. + -al.]

1. Of or pertaining to secession.

1884 Manclu Exam. 8 Apr. 5/1 If. .any whiff of seces-

sional sentiment has blown upon him, he must have been
restored to his better purpose.

2. Sc. Pertaining to the Secession Church. Obs.

1838 United Secession Mag, Feb. 103 Secessional Intel-

ligence. 1844 J. Macfarlane Mem. f. Campbell Hi. 69
These [interests of Gospel truth] are insured in Secessional

testimonies.

Secessionism (s/sejsniz'm). [f. Secession
+ -ISM.] a. U.S. Hist. The principles of those

in favour of secession, b. Scottish Ch. Hist. The
principles and doctrine of the Secession Church.
1898 E, Martvn Neat Dow xxxiv. in New York Voice

5 May 6/5 Lincoln, .found himself in possession of a bank-
rupt government, confronted by an arrogant secessionism.

1899 Q. Rev. July 177 Carlyle represented the ' dour ' seces-

sionism of the Border peasantry. 1904 R. Small Hist.

U. P. Cougreg. I. 328 Such were the workings of disrupted

Secessionism at Alyth.

Secessionist (s&e-Janist). [f. Secession +
-1ST.] One who favours secession ; one who joins

in a secession, a. spec, in U. S. Hist. One in

favour of the attempt of the Southern States to

withdraw from the Union.
i860 Bartlett Diet. A ttter. (ed. 3), Secessionists, the

party in the South which would dissolve the Union, or go
out of it immediately, without the cooperation of other

States. Another party, calling themselves ' cooperationists ',

would only dissolve it when other States had joined them.

1861 Lowell E Pluribus Unum Pr. Wks. 1890 V. 52 The
list of grievances put forward by the secessionists is a sham
and a pretence. 1892 Nation (N. Y.) 14 July 32/2 The se-

cessionists made war, not only on the Union, but on the

progress of the age.

b. gen.
1881 G. J. Holyoake in Daily Neivs 26 Oct. 6/4 The Irish

Secessionists. 1901 Daily Chron. 1 July 3/5 _ Their [i.e.

Austrian painters] work suggests that as Secessionists, they

have felt the necessity of doing something as no one has

done it before. 190a Scotsman 3 Jan. 6/2 Other 'seces-

sionists* ['blackleg' workmen] managed to reach their

homes safely, but only under strong police escort.

c. attrib. and apposilive (quasi-a^'.).

1861 Morn. Chron. 3 Aug.j The plough lying abandoned,
as it was left by the secessionist owner. 1898 M cCarthy
Gladstone's Life 239 Disraeli accepted the support of the

secessionist Liberals.

t Secessive, a. Obs. [as if ad. L. *sccesswus,

f. secedire : see Secede v.~\ Retired, private.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xl, Like dung-chewers and
excrementitious eaters, they are cast into the privies and
Recessive places, that is the Covents and Abbeys, /bid. in.

viii, Conserved and put in store as in a Secessive Repository,

and Sacred Warehouse.

Sech(e : see Seek, Siege, Sigh, Sitch, Such.

Sechell, Secher, Sechino, Secir, obs. ff.

Satchel, Seeker, Sequin, Sicker.

Seek, a. : see Rent-seck.
Seek(e, obs. forms of Sack sb}, sb.%, Sick a.

Secke, obs. pa. t. of Suck v.

Seckel (se'kel). AlsoSeckle. [See quot. 181 7.]

A kind of pear. Also Seckel pear.

1817 W. Coxe View Cvliiv. Fruit Trees Amer. 189 Seckle

Pear.. .So called from Mr. Seckle of Philadelphia, the pro-

prietor of the original tree. 1845 Downing Frttits Amer.
416 The Seckel pear, i860 Hogg Fruit Man. 211 (Pears)

Seckle (New York Red-cheek; Shakespear; Sicker).— Fruit

small, obovate. Skin yellowish-brown [etc].

Seeker, obs. form of Sicker a.

Secket, dial, variant of Siket (runnel).

Seckle, var. Seckel ; and of Sickle a. Obs.

Secktur, variant of Secutoii Obs., executor.

t Sexky, a. Obs. [? Corruption of seggy,

Sedgy a.] ? Sedgy.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey \. x. 28 They soile

their sandy layers (both blacke and red) being seckie, tough
and wet, with lime.

t Secle. Obs. Also 7 ssecle. [ad. (prob. in-

dependently by several writers) L. seclum, sxculum

age : see Secular a. For the forms obtained

through Fr.,see Siecle.] A century, an age.

c 153a Du Wes /ntrod. Fr. in Palsgr. 1079 The Romayns
[were wont to reken]by lustres. .and by indicions. . : a secle

is an hundred yere, and sometyme taken for a mannes lyfe.

1644 Hammond Pract. Catech. 1. ii. (1646) 10 'Tis wont to

be said that three generations make one sa:cle, or hundred
yeares. 177a [T. Nugent] tr. Hist. Fr. Gerund I. 352 To
the argent season succeeded the secle hight ferruginous.

1846 Keightley Notes Virg., Bucol. iv. Observ.,The augural

books of the Tuscans said that there were successive secies

or ages assigned to states and empires.

Secler(e, obs. forms of Secular.

Secli, variant of Sickle v. Obs.

Seclude (slkl«*d), v. Also 6 secluid. [ad.

L. secliidere, f. si- (see Se-) + claudtre to shut. Cf.

OF. seclorre.

Now almost restricted to sense 2, which is close to the

primary etymological meaning, though narrower than the

use of secludere in I-atin. Formerly often used loosely as

a synonym of exclude: see 3, 4, 5 below.]

tl. trans. To shut off, obstruct the access to (a

thing). Const./rom. Obs.



SECLUDE. 349 SECLUSIVE.

1451 Capgrave Life St. Gilbert 127 The last two dayes

was his drynk secluded fro him, so closed wer his pipes.

a 1548 Hall Chron., //eft. F/, 87 The sure nutriment of their

liuyng was from them secluded.

2. f a. To shut up apart, to enclose or confine

so as to prevent access or influence from without.

Const from. Also, to enclose or confine (a mate-

rial thing) in a separate place. Obs. (merged in 2 b.)

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemean s Fr. Chirurg. 32 b/2 To drawe
therout all humors which are therin secluded. 1599 — tr.

Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 23/1 Take also a Peacock, seclud

him in the decreasing of the Moon, on some clean Chamber,
and collect the dung., therof. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug.
1641, The women were secluded from the men, being seated

above in galleries. i7»8-46ThomsonS)W«£-ii32 Let eastern

tyrants from the light of heaven Seclude their bosom slaves.

b. In wider sense : To remove or guard from

public view ; to withdraw from opportunities of

social intercourse. Often reft., to live in retire-

ment or solitude. Chiefly const,from.
16*8 Ford Lovers Mel. 11. ii, We are secluded From all

good people. 1686 j. Scott Chr. Life 11. vii. Wks. 1718 I.

416 He is secluded by the infinite sacredness of his own
Majesty from all immediate converse and intercourse with

us. 17*6 Swift 'Juliiveru. vii, Great Allowances should be
given to a King who lives wholly secluded from the rest of

the World. 1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. Iiv.(i749) II.

68 Virtue . . must either, .seclude herself in cells and desarts,

or [etc.]. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 159 F 1 The studious

part of mankind, whose education necessarily secludes them
in their earlier years from mingled converse. 1788 Gibbon
DecL $ F. xli. IV. 202 It was enviously secluded from the

public view. 1781 V. Knox Liberal Educ. iii. 35 He. .will

suffer worse consequences from it, than if he had not been
secluded from boys at a boyish age. a 1834 Lamb Let. to

Southey in Mrs. Leicester's Sck. t etc. (1885) 338 It is an
error more particularly incident to persons of the correctest

principles and habits, to seclude themselves from the rest of
mankind, as from another species, and form into knots and
clubs. 1851 Hawthorne Hp. Scv. Gables xiv, Miss Hepzi-
bah, by secluding herself from society, has lost all true

relation with it. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 11. ii. 1. 158 Shut
up in his carriage, he seemed desirous to seclude himself

from the gaze of his.. subjects. 1910 Emily J. Putnam in

Contemp. Rev. May 556 Under these conditions, it was
apparently not necessary to seclude a wife ; at any rate, the
Roman matron of all periods enjoyed personal freedom.

C. To shut off or screenfrom some external in-

fluence.

1601 Holland Pliny vt. xvii. I. 124 The region of the
Attaci. .secluded from all noisome wind and aire. 1870
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. (1873) J 7° Investigations
and habits of thought that secluded them from baser at-

tractions.

+ 3. To shut or keep outfrom a place, society,

etc. ; to deny entrance to. Sometimes with double
object, To forbid (a person) to enter (a place, etc.)-

1498 in J. Bulloch Pynours (1887) 57 And quha brekis
this Statut . . salbe secludit and forboden the tone thai being
conuikit thairintill. 1538 Balk God's Promises (1908) Aij,
Man must nedes be lost, And cleane secluded, from the
faythfull chosen sorfe, In the heauens aboue. 1558 Forrest
Grysilde the Second 85 So was goode Grysilde secluded the
Courte. 1565 Stapleton tr. Bcde's Hist. Ch. Eng. 188
Vtterly to seclude from your presence and face.. the habit
..and figure of his countina.ince. 1680 Spirit of Popery
Pref. 2 The Doctrines,, .for which the Jesuits are Secluded
both Kingdoms by Capital Laws. 1680 Papists bloody Oath
of Secrecy 4 Till the days of our Grand-Fathers, when in
England the Pope and his Clergy were secluded.

+b. To debar/h?«aprivilege,advantage,dignity,

succession, etc. ; to preventfrom doing something.
Also const, inf. Obs.
a\m Frith Disput. Purgat. To Chr. Rdr. A iij b, You

hauebeneof longe continuaunce secluded from the scriptures.

1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par, Heb. iii. 7-13 Leste he.

.

dooe grieuouslye punyshe them, and seclude them from the
rest and quietnes promised. 1556 Rouinson tr. A/ore's
Utopia 11. (ed. 2) 116 b, marg., Irreligious people secluded
[text has excluded] from all honours. 1557 OrderofHospi-
tails H 7, Upon every fault found, your staffes shall be taken
from you, and [you] to be secluded for ever more for serving
in those romes. 1^60 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 137 b,

And by that occasion usurped the Dukedome of Millan,

secludyng Valentine (orig. exclusa Valentino.}. 1574 in

toth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 333 Wives were
alwaies secluded and barred todemande any intrest in their

said thirde of the said fermes. 1613 Sir T. Smvthk in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist, MSS. Comm.) I. 132 We now know
what they endeavour, to seclude us from trading in those
parts. 1638 Coke On Litt. 90 b, The heire cannot take
anything, .when the ancestor himself is secluded. 1656
G. Collier Answ. 15 Quest. 5, I shall prove they ought to
be secluded [from communion]. 1681 Let. to Person of
Honour cone. D. of M.'s Mother 12 An apprehension of
being otherwise Secluded from his Right over that kingdom.
a 171a Fountainhall Decis. (1759) I. 5 If the buyer, .must
immediately offer it back, so soon as he knows the vitiosity,

else will be secluded both from the redhibitoria and quanti
minoris. 1775 Johnson Tax. noTyr. 26 They are more
secluded from easy recourse to national judicature.

+ 0. To regard as having no share (in some-
thing). Const.from. Obs.

1581 W. CHARKEin Conf. iv. (1584) Dduijb, The ende why
works are secluded from justification doeth proue for me.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary n. (1625) 57 Confessing that if

any waies I haue erred vnto you, as I will not vtterly seclude
my selfe from any errour, it was but . . by ignorance, a 1676
Hale Prim. Orig. Man, 1. iii (1677) 71 Almighty God, whom
he totally secludes from the concerns of the World.

fd. With noun of action as obj. : To prohibit,

preclude. Obs.
1566 Secl'Ris Detection B iij b, The. .sauegard of many a

sick man.. shall be hyndred and secluded. 1579 Rio: In-
vective agst. Vices C iij, Thou wilt perchaunce saic, that I

am to harde to reprehende that thyng, that maie for an
honest recreation bee frequented, where as the companie is

sober,, .secludyng blasphemie, riot, dronkenship, and such
like excesse. 1578 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 68i

That nane of his Hienes Hegis..inak ony bargayne, blok,

or conditioun.. secluding the ressaving of ony of the Kingis
lauchfull money in payment. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.,

Nov. (1679) 29 Enclose your tender Plants.. in your Con-
servatory, secluding all entrance of cold.

f 4. To exclude from consideration, leave out of

account. Obs.
a x533 Frith Disput. Purgat. Prol. Aviijb, Imagininge

that two men dispute this matter by naturall reason and
phylosophye, secludynge Chryste and all scrypture. 1584
R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. vm. ii. (1886) 127 Onelie God and
man knoweth the heart of man and therefore.. the divell

must be secluded. 1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 435, 1 vtterly

seclude al their opinions, which translate this word Arabian
wolues, for the Ha;brew notes cannot admit such a version

or exposition. 1620 E. Blount Horx Subs. 123, I doe not
by this seclude society, and conuersation: for such a solitary,

& vnsociable disposition, I hold to be worse then this

Gadder. 1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 159 [This] Seclu-
deth ambiguous, equiuocall, or doubtfull significations.

1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. 82 Alwayes provided, you
abstract, and seclude that, which implieth imperfection.
167a Wallis in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 531 What
I said.. was only to seclude that consideration from what
was then in hand. x68a H. More Annot. GlanvilCs Lux
O. 69 For such, says he, is God in the rest of his Attributes,

if you seclude his Goodness. 1715 Watts Logic 1. ii. § 2

If we seclude space out of our consideration.

+ b. The pr. pple. used absol. as qun.s\-/>ref>. :

Excepting, apart from. Obs.
1634 F. White Repl. Fisher 414 Secluding the authorise

of the Roman Church, there is [etc.]. 1637 C. Dow Ans7v.
to H. Burton 168 That we come to know the scriptures by
the testimony of the church, and that secluding that, wee
cannot . . bee perswaded that they are the word of God. 1658
in Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne Club) I. 58 Wc
condemn no EpiscopallGovernment, secludeing the personall
abuse therof. ^1677 Barrow Serm. iii. Wks. 1687 I. 27
But, secluding a regard to the Precepts of Religion, there
can hardly be [etc]. 1706 W. Jones Palm. Math* 129
If all the Negative Products made of the Roots taken by 2's,

3 s, 4's, _&c (Secluding their Signs) are equal to alf the
Affirmative ones. 1728 tr. Newton's Treat. Sysl, World 22
A body revolved in our air. .would (secluding the resistance
of the air) compleat a revolution in 1 h. 24'. 27".

f 5. To banish, expel from a country; to put
out of an office or out of membership of a society.

(Cf. Exclude v. II.) Obs.
157a Whitcift Answ. Admonition 40 God. .prescribeth

no generall rule of secluding them from theyr ministerie, if

they falling, afterwarde repent. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 7,
I choosed . . to seclude my selfe from my soyle. a 1734 North
Life Ld. KeeperNorth (1742) Pref. 3 He served bis Country
in diverse Parliaments, and was misled to sit in that of
Forty, till he was secluded.

T b. To banish, put away (a thought, etc.). Obs.

1549 CoverdalEj etc. Erasm. Par. Rom. xv. 14-10 That
all heauines and dissencion secluded, it maye please nym to
fulfyll you with all ioye and concorde.

f O. To expunge from a record. Obs.
1550 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. Ep. Ded., Secludynge theyr

names from the lambes boke of lyfe.

d. Textual criticism. To exclude as spurious

[ = mod.L. secludere].

1893 A. Platt in Classical Rev. Feb. 31/2 And why should
this be secluded, when o 225-256 are retained, though the
editors agree with Nitzsch in condemning them?
6. To separate, keep apart. + a. To separate as

a barrier ; to intervene so as to shut off (e. g. a
portion of an army from the main body). Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 113 The Britwales or

Welchmen . . were secluded from the English Saxons by a
Ditch or Trench which King OfTa cast. 1623 Bingham
Xenophon 63 They were driuen to a necessitie, either by
force to dislodge the enemy from the place and cut him off,

or else to be secluded from the rest of the army. 163s
Lithgow Trav. 1. 23 Discending Mount Synais from La
Croix Southward^ which secludetn Sauoy. a 165a J. Smith
Sel. Disc. vi. xiii. (1821) 299 Things.. that were cast into
periods of time secluded one from another by vast intervals.

a 1678 Marvell Loyal Scot 93 Nothing but clergy could us
two seclude, No Scotch was ever like a bishop's feud.

f b. To separate in thought, to consider apart

from. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vm. 42 Take Queen Mary in her
self abstracted from her Opinions, and by her self, secluded
from her bloody councellours, and her Memory will justly

come under Commendation.
0. To select and separate ; to set aside for use.

1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. I. 7 No plunder taken in war
was used by the captor until the Druids determined what
part they should seclude for themselves. 1876 Gladstone
Glean. II. 333 This transitory literature.. requires immense i

sifting and purgation, like other coarse raw material, in

order to reduce the gross to the nett, to seclude, and to
;

express, the metal from the ore.

Secluded (si'kl/i'ded),///. a. [f. prec. + -ed l.]

1. In senses of the vb., esp. : Shut up or withdrawn

from view ; t (of a privilege) withheld from the

multitude ; f (of a member of parliament) ex-

pelled, excluded.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D yAcosta"s Hist. Indies v. xi. 358 So

the Divell hath his sacrifices,, .his secluded and fained holi-

nesse, with a thousand sortes of false prophets. 1640 Prynne
{title) A Vindication of the Imprisoned and Secluded Mem-
bers of the House of Commons From the Aspersions cast

upon them. 1660 Trial Regie. 86, 1 was one of the Secluded
[

Members, a 1674 Clarendon Hist, Reb. xvi. § 132 He
j

made no scruple to declare, that in justice the secluded
members ought to be admitted. 1790 Bukke Fr. Rev. Wks.

V. 86 If she were communicating some privilege, or laying
open some secluded benefit. 1843 J. Pkddie Exp. Jonali
vii. 1 19 Consider the secluded condition of Eastern monarchs.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvii, His secluded wife ever
smiling and cheerful.

2. Of a place or dwelling : Remote or screened

from observation oraccess; withdrawn from society;

seldom visited on account of distance or difficulty

of approach ; sequestered, retired.

1798 Wordsw. Poems Imag. xxvi. Titttem Abb. 6 Once
again Do I behold these steep and lofty cliffs, That on a
wild secluded scene impress Thoughts ofmore deep seclusion.

184a J. Wilson Chr. North (1857) I. 254 Is not the secluded
scene felt to be most beautiful? 1840 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 538 In that secluded province his father had bought a
small estate. 1862 Burton Bk. Hunter iv. 378 A secluded
hollow near the small tarn called Lochcolissor. 1908 [Miss
Fowler] Bettv. Trent <$ Ancholme 40 Over-hanging a se-

cluded garden.

Hence Seclrrdedly adv.. Seclu'dedness.
1835 Nnv Monthly Mag. XLIII.455 A bower of the most

approved secludedness and beauty. 1837 Lockhart Scott
I. v. 164 Both living secludedly, they had scarcely seen each
other for many years.

Secluding (sildtt-dirj), ///. a. [f. Seclude v.

+ -ing a
.] That secludes.

a 1851 Moir Lines in Park o/Kelbnrn L Poet. Wks. 1852
I. 194 The green secluding hills, that hem it round. 1857

J. Hamilton Less.fr. Gt. Biog. 189 With no barrier round
Him except His own secluding sanctity.

Secluse (s/kh?z), a. Now rare. [ad. L. se-

c/ususj pa. pple. of secluditre Seclude v. Cf. OF.
seclus, Sp. sechiso.'] Secluded ; withdrawn from
view or from society, f Also absol. in plural sense.

1597 Br. Hall Sat. 11. ii. 4 Whom better fit some cotes of

sad secluse
% 1603 Habsnet Decl. Pop. Impost, iii. n Places

. .for their situation, beeing remote and secluse from ordinary
accesse. 1668 S. Patrick Pilgrim xv. in, I cannot see by
what merit the Secluse do assume to themselves the title of
Religious more than others. 1675 E. W[ilson] Spadacrene
Dunelm. 70 Penetrating by its tenuity of parts the most
secret and secluse parts of our Bodies. 1858 Sat. Rev. 28
Aug. 203/2 His [W. S. Landor's] has always been a secluse,

estranged existence, 1861 R. Garnett in Macm. Mag. IV.
248^Who, secluse, a serious priest of Pallas, Daily, nightly,
patient accumulatest Lore on lore.

Hence f Secltrseness, secludedness, seclusion.

1847 in Webster, i860 in Worcester (citing More).

Seclusion (s2kl«'33n). [ad. med.L. seciusionem

(Diefenb.), f. L. seclfts-. secludire : see Seclude v.]

1. The action of secluding
; f exclusion (obs.).

1623 Cockera.m is Seclusion, a. shutting apart. 1664 Owen
Vina, Animnd. Fiat Lux xviii. 450 Nor can I gather that.

.

you suffered., for your, .love to Monarchy: Seeing some of
you would have been contented with its everlasting Seclu-
sion, c 1680 Let. in Somers 'Tracts (1748) I. 131, I think it

both unreasonable and unjust, for any Subject of England
to attempt his Seclusion from the Crown. 1808 in Encycl.
Brit. (1885) XIX. 748/2 Recognizing the importance of at-

tempting reformation by the seclusion, employment, and
religious instruction of prisoners.

attrib. 1895 La7u Times 13 July 258 An inmate was sub-
jected to the discipline of a 'seclusion cell '.

2. The condition or state of being secluded ; an
instance of this. In seclusion, apart from society.

1784 Cowper Task in. 675 Oh, blest seclusion from a
jarring world, Which he, thus occupied, enjoys ! 1794 Mrs.
Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xxx, Several days passed with
Emily in total seclusion. 1856 Stanley Sinai fy P. i. (ed. 3)

96 The elevation and seclusion ofsome ofits edifices, perched
nigh among almost inaccessible rocks. 187a J. G. Murphy
Comm., Levit. xii. Introd., The period of seclusion after

child-bearing. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 427 brought up
. .in severe seclusion.

3. A place or abode in which one is secluded.

1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest iv, La Motte had now
passed above a month in this seclusion. 1829 I. Taylor
Enthus. viii. 196 There was certainly as much piety without
as within these seclusions—and much more learning. 1859
Hawthorne Marb. Faun viii, A seclusion, but seldom a
solitude ; for. .all who breathe Roman air, find free admission.
1884 Sinnett Esoteric Buddhism ix.148 They have some-
times been isolated in separate seclusions.

Seclusionist (silvlw-ganist). [f. Seclusion +
-1ST.] One who advocates seclusion ; applied, e.g.
to the supporters of monasticism, and to a Chinese
or a Japanese who is adverse to the admission of
foreigners to his country.

1839 I. Taylor Ancient Chr. I. iv. 521 The Jewish seclu-

sionists well understood . . that a community ofgoods was im-
practicable. 1887 Fortn. Rev. May 677 Now [in Japan].,
it would probably be difficult to find so much as one genuine
seclusionist. x886 Atlantic Monthly Nov. 604 If the pro- •

gressionistshad not seized the reinsofgovernment [in Korea],
the seclusionists would soon have had everything their own
way. Ibid., The head of the seclusionist party.

Seclusive (s/kl/rsiv), a. [As if ad. L. *sc-

cliisivus, f. seclus-
t
secludire : see Seclude v."]

1. Serving or tending to seclude; disposed to

seclude oneself, affecting seclusion.
a 1834 Coleridge (Worcester i860). 1834 I. Taylor Sat.

Even. 274 Religion or the devotional part of it is.. by its

necessary condition seclusive. 1890 F. Barrett Between
Life <y Death I. ii. 29 Her ways were odd and seclusive.

1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. 38 On the top a
palisade and quick hedge for seclusive enclosure. 1903
Daily Chron. 2 Feb. 4/6 The Royal Society electing him to
their seclusive membership.

2. Sc. Law. Exclusive of
1855 Deed in Law Rep., 9 App. Cases 304 In liferent for

her liferent alimentary use of the annual proceeds thereof
allenarly, and seclusive of the jus mariti of [her husband].



SECLUSORY.

Hence Seclu'sively adv., Seclu-siveness.

i8aa Examiner^li IThe picture] Landscape with fall of

water, &C. is poetical seclusiveness. 1883 \\ . Jolly J.i/e J.

Duncan xxxix. 466 The enclosing hills seemed to shut out

the cottage more seclusively from the world. 1885
; J. M.

Ludlow in Homil. Rev. Apr. 282 What we may call their

[Jewish Rabbins) seclusiveness of thought.

t Seclusory. Ois.~" [ad. L. sedusonum, I.

shludire : see Seclude v. and -ory.] (See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Seclusory, a place where any thing

is shut up a part from other ; a Coop.

Seoomoure, obs. form of Sycamore.

Second (se'ksnd), si. 1 Math. Forms: 4, 6

seconds, 6- second, [a. F. seconde, ad. med.L.

sccunda, fem. of L. secundus Second a., used ellipt.

for secunda minuta, lit. ' second minute ', i. e. the

result of the second operation of sexagesimal divi-

sion ; the result of the first such operation (now
called ' minute ' simply) being the ' first ' or ' prime

minute ' or ' prime (see Prime si. 2 2).

The med. L. secunda is also represented by G. sekunde,

Du. secunde fem. (whence Sw. sekund masc, Da. sekund).

Med.L. had a neut. secundum (cf. minutum a minute),

whence Sp , Pg. segvndo, It. seeondo.]

1. Geo/u. (Astr., Geog., etc.) A sixtieth part of a

minute, ^sWth part of a degree. See Minute si.1 2,

Degree si. 9.

c 1391 Chaucer Astral. 1. § 8 Thise degrees of signes

ben euerich of hem considered of 60 Mynutes, & euery

Minute of 60 secondes. 1599 E. Wright Err. Navig. D 2,

Let the meridian (diuided into degrees, minutes, seconds, &c.)

roule vpon a streight line. 1713 J. Ward Young Mathem.
Guide (ed. 2) 350 Every Circle is suppos'd to be divided into

360.. Degrees; every Degree is sub-divided into 60 Parts

call'd Minutes; and every Minute into 60 Seconds, &.C.

1870 Proctor Other Worlds vii. 171 The star Alpha Centauri

. .exhibits, .an annual parallax of one second.

2. In measurement of time : The sixtieth part of

a minute, sbWiIi of an hour.

1588 A. Kino tr. Canisius' Catech. g viii, Ye cowrse of ye

sone, quhilk sence hes bene obserueit to be accompleseit in

365 dayes 5 houris 10 min: and 16 Secondis. 1695 Congrf.ve

Love Jar Love in. ix, At Ten a Clock, punctually at

Ten. Sir Samp. To a Minute, to a Second; thou shalt set

thy Watch, and the Bridegroom shall observe it's Motions.

1761 [W. YoUNC] Treat. Weights ft Meets. 24 The pendulum
which vibrates seconds at London, has been commonly es-

teemed 39,2 English inches. 1883 R. S. Ball in Encycl.

Brit. XV. 668 [In the C. G. S. system] the unit of length is

the centimetre, the unit of mass is the gramme, and the

unit of time is the second.

b. Used vaguely for an extremely short time, an
' instant '.

1825 Scott Betrothed iv, A momentum of speed which
increased with every second. 1897 Daily Neivs 14 June 5/7

There was a second's panic in the crowd. 1900 Ciiarl.

Mansfield Girl % Gods xii, Do you mind if I slip away for

just two seconds and take off this frock ?

3. attrii.andComi.,as second- (seconds-) hand,
a hand or pointer of a timepiece indicating seconds

;

second- (seconds-) mark Math., the character ",

denoting a second or seconds (either of angle or

of time) ; second- (seconds-) pendulum, a pen-

dulum of a timepiece vibrating seconds ; second
pivot (see quot. ) ; f second- (seconds-) watch,
a timepiece indicating seconds.

1759 Pringle in Phil. Trans. LI. 250 Upon looking at a

watch, which had a *second-hand,..he stopped me when I

had counted 13 seconds. C1850 Rudim. Nov. (Weale) 41

Your watch . . should be furnished with a seconds-hand. 1888

Ld. Grimthorfe in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 398/1 In the chro-

nograph watch there is, in addition to the centre seconds.

hand, an independent seconds-hand which, when not in

operation, stands at zero. 1888 Jacob! Printer? Voc,

*Seconds mark. 1763 Murdoch in Phil. Trans. LIV.

31 A "second-pendulum at the equator would be 39*154

inches long. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) II.

221 Determining the length of the seconds' pendulum in

different latitudes. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch tr Clockm.

Handbk. 233 [The] "Seconds Pivot, .[is] the prolongation of

the fourth wheel arbor to which the seconds hand of a watch

is fixed. 1754 Smeaton in Phil. Trans. XLVI1I. 537 A
third observed, by a *seconds-watch, the time taken up in

running these 357 feet 1763 Short ibid. LIU. 329 Each
observer had a Second-watch in his hand.

Second (se'kand), a. and si.'1 Forms: 3-7

secund(e, 4-5 secounde, 4, 6 seconde, 4-6

secound, 5 secownde, seycond, 6 Sc. secunnd,

sycond, 4- second, [a. F. second =Vt. segon, Sp.,

Pg. segundo, It. secondo, ad. L. secundus following

(hence favourable,prosperous, primarilyof abreeze),

next, second, f. root of seaut to follow.

OE. had no proper ordinal for the number two (like G.

zweite, Du. tweede, F. deuxiime), the sense bein« expressed

by <$*r(see Other a.) ; this being ambiguous, the Fr. word
found early_ acceptance.]

A. adj.

1. Coming next after the first according to any
contextnally understood principle of enumeration

(e. g. in order of time, position, rank, quality,

conventional or arbitrarily adopted sequence) : the

ordinal corresponding to the cardinal two.

(a) with sb. expressed ; also predicatively.

1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5724 In be secunde Jere bat he verst

bissop was. 1303 R. Brunne Haudl. Synne 1. 9787 The
secunde sacrament, y vndyrstonde, Ys graunted of be bysshop
honde. c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 130 Euery secounde
or bridde day sche faste. c 1440 Jacobs Well 46 Here
brekyst bou be secunde tyme be x. comaundementes. 1507

350

Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. HI. 290 The secund day of

Maii. 1549 Compl. Scot., Episl. Q.Grace 6 Numapompilius,
the sycond kyng of rome. 1588 Shaks. /.. L. L. 1. li. 183
The first and second cause will not serue my turne. a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xl. § 151 The Convertine, a ship of

the second rank. 1700 Drvden Sigism. <y Guise. 35 Youth,

Health, and Ease, and most an amorous Mind, To second

Nuptials had her Thoughts inclin'd. 1871 FitzGerai.d

Omar (ed. 3) lv, You know, my Friends, with what a brave

Carouse I made a Second Marriage in my house. 1884

Ld. Brabourne Lett. Jane Austen I. v. 87 Jane's picture

of a clergyman is generally that of a second son who enters

the profession in order to hold a family living.

(/') with ellipsis of sb. understood from the

context.
a 1300 X Commandm. 25 in E. E. P. (1862) 16 pe secunde

[commandment] so is his, sundai wel bat a.e holde. 1387

Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 23 In Bretayn, beeb many
wondres. . . t>e firste is at Pectoun. . . f>e secounde is at Ston-

henge by sides Salisbury. C1470 Henry Wallace vu. hi
The fyrst writtyng was gross letteris of bras, The secound

gold, the thrid was siluir scheyne. 1636 Heywood Challenge

Beauty iv. Wks. 1874 V. 50 If you Would add a second to

this curtesie. 1748 Richardson Clarissa IV. 201, I liked

her at first sight, and better at second. 1814 Carv Dante,

Inf. xvlil. 38 Ah ! how they made them bound at the first

stripe ! None for the second waited, nor the third. 1858

Chamb. Jrnl. 20 Nov. 334/1 In the first of which objects,

by the way, they have succeeded much better than in the

second.

b. The second : appended to a personal name to

designate the second bearer of the name in a suc-

cession of persons (chiefly sovereigns, or persons

jocularly likened to sovereigns). Also (now rarely)

used to designate one resembling the person to

whom the name belongs (cf. 4 below).

c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 261 O Sowdanesse, roote

of iniquitee, Virago, thou Semyrame the secounde. 1535
Stewart Crou. Scot. 1 1 1. 4 Henrie the secund rang into his

steid, The emprice sone. 1558 W. Forrest (title) Grisild

the Second. [Meaning Kath. of Aragon.] 173s Johnson
Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. i. 44 In the Reign of King John
the Second. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xviii.

(ed. 3) 165 ' Dick ' Tattersall, or Richard the Second, the

grandson of the founder. 1891 Smiles Publisher tf Eriends

I. 29 John Murray the Second—the 'Anak of Publishers',

according to Lord Byron.

o. Gram. In second person : see Person si. 8.

Also in second declension, conjugation, and in

names of tenses, as second aorist, future, perfect,

where the reference is to a conventional order of

enumeration adopted by grammarians.
By recent grammarians this method of designation has

been almost entirely abandoned as regards tenses, and to a

great extent as regards declensions and conjugations, de-

scriptive terms being substituted for numerical.

_ shuld knele. 1580 Hollyband Treas. FT. 'Pong,

the second perfect, jay aim/, I haue loued. .21637

B. Jonson Eng. Gram. xiv. (1640) 60 The second Declension

formeth the Plurall from the Singular, by putting to «.

Ibid, xviii. 63 The second Conjugation. 1875 1'. K. Arnold
Henry's First Lat. Bk. 14 Verbs whose infinitive ends in

ere, are of the second conjugation.

d. aisol. The person or thing that has been

mentioned in the second place. So in Heraldry

(see quot. 1868).
157a Bossewell Armorie 114 b, He beareth Argent, a

fesse Gules, betwene three Eaglettes Sable, membred and

beaked of the second. 1868 Cussans Her. xi. (1893) 158

A tincture must never be mentioned twice in the same
Blazon : should it occur again, it must be expressed as of

the first (or field), of the second, of the last, &c, as the case

may be.

2. Next ill rank, quality, importance, or degree

of any attribute, to (a person or thing regarded as

first). Hence, in negative and limiting contexts,

Inferior (to none, only to . . .). [Cf. L. nulli se-

cundus.]
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 836 Troylus was neuere vn-to

no wight As in his tyme in no degre secounde. 1590

Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 7 Of very reuerent reputation sir, .

.

Second to none that Hues heere in the Citie. 1593 — 2 Hen.

VI, I. ii. 43 Nay Elinor, then must I chide outright, Pre-

sumptuous Dame, ill-nurter'd Elianor, Art thou not second

Woman in the Realme? 1667 Milton /'. L. 111. 409 Re-

gardless of the Bliss wherein hee sat Second to thee, offerd

himself to die For mans offence. 1754 Gray Poesy 95 Nor
second He, that rode sublime Upon the seraph-wings of

Extasy, The secrets of th' Abyss to spy. 1821 Canning S/>.

2 Apr. (1828) IV. 306 Among the names he had missed one,

now no more, never second in the zeal of his resistance.

i86o Tennent Story Guns (1864) 233 In the search for im.

provement failures have a value second only to success.

187a Yeats Growth Comm. 49 Miletus was scarcely second

to Tyre in luxury and wealth.

b. With following superlative : Having only one

superior in the specified attribute. Cf. Second-best.

1533 Tat. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 41 My secunde gretest

braspotte.

c. In designations of office, denoting the lower

of two, or the next to the highest of several per-

sons holding the same office ; e. g. second captain,

lieutenant (see quots.), second lord (of the Ad-

miralty, etc.), second master (in a school), second

mate, officer (in a merchant ship).

The Fr. expression en second (quot. 1702) occurs sometimes

in Eng. official use in the 18th c. ; 'officers en second' are

mentioned, eg. in the London Gazette 1716-20. Cf.

Second v.*

170a Milit. Diet. (1704), Second Captain, or Lieutenant

SECOND.

en Second, one whose Company has been broke, and he is

joyn'd to another, to act and serve under the Captain or

Lieutenant of it.. .There are also Second Captains and Lieu-

tenants of the First Creation, that is, who were never so in

the other Companies. .. Second Lieutenants are much us'd

among the Foot in France. 1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4543/2
The second Lieutenant, and Mr. Lawrence, .. were shot

through the Body. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X. 36/1 Second
Lieutenant in the Artillery, is the same as an ensign in an
infantry regiment,, .and must assist the first lieutenant in the

detail of the company's duty.

d. Mil. Second in command : holding a position

only subordinate to the chief commander of an army
or one of its subdivisions. Often aisol. (quasi-.**.).

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. iv. iii, Poor Commandant
Gouvion, watching at the Tuileries, second in National
command, sees several things hard to interpret. 1882 Manch.
Guard. 6 Sept. 5 Baker Pasha will be appointed secondin
command and 'adjoint 'of the Turkish Commander in-Chief.

e. Mus. Used to distinguish the next to the

highest part in a piece of concerted music. Hence
of a voice or instrument : Rendering such a part.

1724 Short Explic. For. Wds. in Mus. Bks., Violino

Secondo, the Second Violin. 1746 Tansur New Mus. Gram.
131 If you would set a Second Treble, or Cantus, Medius,

or Counter, to any Piece of Musick that was before in Two
Parts, to make Three Parts; let it begin from the Bass on

soms different Cord from the Tenor [etc.]. 1769 Second

voice [see Contralto 2]. 1836 Hickson Singing Master 1.

Pref. 4 The second parts will always be sung with most

effect by boys between the ages of twelve and fourteen. 1885

W. S. Gilbert Mikado I. 15 Assuming the disguise of a

Second Trombone, I joined the band in which you found me.

3. Having the degree of quality, fineness, etc.

next to the best ; of the second grade or class.

Now only Comm. in certain customary uses.

In some applications there is also the notion of being pro-

duced by a second operation, after the best has been already

obtained.
(-1440 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 482 And afttr oil secounde Is

maad, that on a sadder mylle is grounde. 1577 B. GooGE
Heresbach's Husb. IV. (1586) 184 The fragments of the Qpame
..heated and strained againe, doe make a seconde Hony.
1618 in Archseologia XLIV. 411 Item for second bread 200.
1638 Penkethman Artach. D 4, When the second wheate
(which is the Red being in meale) is sold for iiii I. the Quarter

in the market. 1799 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. III. 14 My coat

..made of good second cloth. 184a Bischoff Woollen

Manuf. II. 124 We used to have a certain description of

cloth for livery purposes, called second cloth, made of

English wool. 1856 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 48^

Each cow gives about 1 lb. per week of ' second butter ,

fetching id. per lb. less than the best i860 Newlands
Carp, 7\ Joiner's Assist. Gloss., Second Bricks, bricks of a

quality next to the finest mail stocks or cutters.

4. Other, another ; additional to that which has

already existed, taken place, been mentioned, etc.

Often qualifying a proper name, to designate one

who equals or closely resembles the bearer of the

name.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvi. (Nyclwlas) 1068 He tuk be

secund coupe in hand, & one be altare fore offerand It set.

1500-ao Dunbar Poems vii. 17 Welcum in were the secund

Iulius, The prince of knightheyd, and flour of cheualry.

1558 W. Forrest Grisild the Second (Roxb.) 30 A famous

kynge [Hen.VI I ] . . Called (in his tyme) the Seconde Salomon.

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 62 And therewith her eyes

distilled such abundance of teares, as..made her seeme a

more than second Niobe. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lix, If their

bee nothing new, but that which is, Hath beene before, how
are our braines beguild, Which laboring for inuention beare

amisse The second burthen of a former child? Z784 Rolliad

viii. (1795) 49 Vansittart, thou, A second Hastings, if the

Fates allow. 1805 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. ii. 59

Could any one bear the story of a second city being taken

by a wooden horse? 1850 Sir F. Madden Wycliffite Bible

List of MSS. No. 28, The Ms... has been corrected through-

out by a second, but nearly contemporary scribe.

b. Proveri.
The L. form, consuctudo est altera (or secunda) natura,

is found in St. Augustine and Macrobius, and approximately

in Cicero (see Lewis & Short s. v. Natura) ; the notion

occurs in Aristotle (e. g. ProbU iv. xxvi, Eth. N. vii. x) and

other Greek writers.
.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 23 For in Phisique this I nnde,

Usage is the seconde kinde. 166a J. Davies tr. Oleartus

Voy. Ambass. 89 That habit being as it were converted into

a second nature. «i7a9 J. Rogers Nineteen Sent:, xii.

(1735) 254 Habits which, .are become a kind of second Na-

ture to him. i8ai Scott Kenilw. xxxii, Those to whom
long practice has rendered them \sc. frivolous fopperies] a

second nature.

o. Second self: a friend who agrees absolutely

with one's tastes and opinions, or for whose wel-

fare one cares as much as for one's own.
After L. alter ego, Gr. aAAos avros and erepos avros (Arist.

Eth. N. ix.). _,
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. (1594) L 141 i^

mightie and inviolable bond of friendship, as of a second-

selfe did constraine him to lend his eare to his friend. "665

Brathwait Comment Two Tales (1901) 93,1 will offer to

your choice two things, wherein please your self, and you

shall please me who am your second self. 1778 Miss Burney

Evelina xxvi, As to Miss Mirvan, she is my second sell,

and neither hopes nor fears but as I da 1851 Lytton Net

so bad i.i.6 Ha, Softhead ! my Pylades—my second sell I

trans/, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lxxiii. 8 Blacke night . .
Deaths

second selfe that seals vp all in rest.

t5. 'Helpful, lending assistance' (Schmidt). Ois.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii. 27 Nay rather (good my
Lords) be second to me. .

6. quasi-a*. Secondly, in the second place

(rare) ; as the second in succession. Also, t for

the second time.
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138a Wyclif Gen. xxvii. 36 The ri^tis of my fyrst geting

biforn he took a wey, and now secounde he hath vnder

rauyshide my benysoun. 1536 Cranmer in Ellis Orig.

Lett. Ser. 111. III. 25 Seconde,..I shewed the people that

this thynge ought no thynge tamove theym, for it was [etc.].

1842 Whitehead A*. Savage (1845) II. vii. 271, I was con-

founded first, and incensed second, a 1859 De Quincky
Poslh. Wks. (1891) I. 55 First, it was not to be too complete

;

second, even for this incompleteness it was not to be con-

centrated within a short time. Mod. Mr. A. opened the

debate. Mr. B, spoke second.

7. Combinations.

a. In syntactical combs, of a permanent nature

or with special meaning (many of which are also

used attrib. or as adj., and are then written with

hyphen), as second cause, childhood, coming, course,

cousin, death, f deliverance, fiddle, fluxion, in-

tention, inversion, movable, notion, order, power,

reading, story, table, thought{s, vote, water, wind,

year (see these words) ; second Adam, Man
Theol., titles given to Christ with ref. to 1 Cor. xv.

45, 47 ; second advent Theol., the expected Second
Coming of Christ as Judge (see Advent 2), hence

second adventist = Premillenarian sb. ; second
birth, (a) Theol. = Regeneration 2; f{b) —
Secundine 1 ; + (c) the entrance upon a new
life after death ; second business (see quot.)

;

second chamber, in a legislature consisting of two
chambers, the one which has chiefly the function

of revising the measures prepared and passed by the

other; also attrib.; second chop (see Chop sb.$ 4);
second cut a. (see quot. 1846) ; second division

Civil Service, the lower grade of government
clerks, admitted by a competitive examination of

more limited range than that prescribed for the

higher division ; second floor, the floor or story

of a building next but one above the ground-floor ;

also attrib.-, second girl U.S., an under-house-

maid
; f second ground Paint., the middle dis-

tance (see Middle a. 6) ; second growth, a crop

of vegetation replacing one previously destroyed

;

also attrib. ; second guard, an additional guard
on a sword hilt ; second head Venery (see quots.

and cf. Head sb. 6 b) ; also allusively ; second
horse (see quot. 1827); also attrib.

\ + second
infancy, second childhood (see Childhood 4)

;

t second inquest Law, a petty jury; second line

Mil. (see quot. 1876); also attrib.; f second
minute (see Minute sb. 1 and cf. Prime sb* and
etymological note to sb. 1 above) ; second moment
Math, (see quot.) ; f second mourning, a style

of dress allowed by etiquette to be worn when
strict mourning is discarded ; also attrib.

; f second
nobles, the lower nobility or gentry ; second
person (of the Trinity) Theol. , the Son (see

Person sb. 7) ; second price, a charge lower

than the highest for seats in a play-house ; second
scent {nonce-use, after Second sight : cf. quot.)

;

second seer, one who practises Second sight
;

f second service, the Communion Service of the

Church of England, as following Morning Prayer;

f second stature, ? medium height. Also Second
best, Second-class, Second hand, Second-rate,
Second sight.
1739 C Weslky Hymn, ' Hark how all the Welkin rings

'

\x, Second Adam from above, Reinstate us in thy Love.
1736 Gentl. Mag VI. 347/2 But all,. . who hope And love his

•second advent, will receive The same reward. 1513 Brad,
shaw St. Werburge 1. 2935 By the *seconde byrthcwe
haue regeneracyon. 1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 39
And then secondlye, [issueth] the foresayd after birth : &
therefore it may be tustly called ye second byrth orsecond-
yne. 1643 Digby Observ. Relig. Med. 102 Assoone as
Death hath played the Midwife to our second birth, our
Soule shall then [etc. J. 1749 C. Wesley Hymn,* Father,Son
and Holy Ghost, In Solemn Poiver' i, Plunge Her by a
Second Birth Into the Depths of God. 18*3 Ann. Reg. 214*
By the phrase "second business is meant that sort of business

in which the lead is given to the counsel who are not yet
arrived at the dignity of a silk gown. i86i_Mill Repr.
Govt. xiii. 231, 1 set little value on any check which a "Second
Chamber can apply to a democracy otherwise unchecked.
1846 Holtzappfel Turning 820 Double cut files.. are thus
respectively named by the Lancashire, .makers :— 1. Rough.
2. Middle-cut. 3. Bastard. 4. Second-cut. 5. Smooth. 6.

Superfine. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 27 July 3/2 The large body
of 'Second Division clerks. 1811 Coleridge Let. to Altsop
20 Oct. Lett, etc (1858) 137 A house to the *second-floor
window of which I had been gazing. 1840 Thackeray
Shabby-genteel Story vii, Suddenly the second-floor window
went clattering up, and Fitch's pale head was thrust out.
187a Howklls IVedd. fourn. (1892) 52 The human wave is

beginning 10 sprinkle the pavement with cooks and 'second-
girls. 1801 Fuseli Led. on Art i. (1848) 354 The series of
figures on the 'second or middle ground being described as
placed above those on the foreground. 1863 Bates Hat.
Amazon iv. (1864) 94 Tracts of 'second-growth woods. 1879
Tourgee Foot's Errand xliv. 327 With all her fearlessness

as a horse-woman, she did not quite relish the idea of his
bursting away through the low-branching second growth to
follow the pack. 1869 Boutell A rmsfy Armour 173 Finally,
there is the 'second guard {seconde garde), between the two
extremities of the rings of the pas-d"dne. 1774 Goldsm.
Hat. Hist. (1824) I. xlv, 378 The old stags usually shed their

horns first..; those of the 'second head, (namely, such as

are between five and six years old) shed their horns about
the middle.. of March. 1805 Scott Guy M. xxxviii, The
buck of" the second-head, for a buck of the first-head he was
not, had hitherto been slapping his boots with his switch
whip. 18J7 ' Nimrod ' Ctuue (1852) 18 The ' 'second-horse
man 1

.. rides the second horse, which is to carry his master
with the hounds after his having had one . . chace on the first.

i860 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. 125 The seccnd-horse
men, notwithstanding their numbers, appeared to be all

cut from the same pattern. 1599 Massinger, etc. Old
Law 1. i, Are there not. .Churchmen that even the 'second
infancy Hath silenc'd? 1681 Addr. Grand Jury Chester
in Lond. Gaz. No. 1657/4 We Your Majesties most Loyal
Subjects of the 'second Inquest of the same County, at

the same Assize, heartily and chearfully say Amen, and
joyn with the Grand Jury in this Address. 1797 Encycl.
Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 738/1 The first line ought to consist

of 20 battalions, with.. 16 battalions in the 'second line.

1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 231 An army, when
drawn up for battle, should be formed in three distinct

lines ; the first line to commence the battle, the second, to

support it, and to fill up the gaps ; the third, .as a reserve.

1904 Westm. Gaz. 17 May 9/1 The main body of the in-

vesting force will be composed of fortress and second-line

troops. 138a Wyclif i Cor. xv. 47 The firste man of erthe,

erthelt ; the 'secunde man of heuene, heuenli. 1848 R. I.

Wilberforce Docir. Incarnation x. {1852) 233 Joined by
supernatural union to that Second Man, the new Adam,
Who is God's son by nature. 1641 Wilkins Math. Magick
11. v. 184 In an hower a man will need at least 360 respira-

tions, betwixt every one of which there shall be 10 'second
minutes. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 67 A Temporaneous
progressive motion of the parts of the Air at the rate of 276
Paces in a second Minute of time, a 1879 W. K. Clifford
Elem. Dynatiiic iv. (1887J 15 If the density of an area is

proportional to the distance from a line in its plane, being
reckoned positive on one side of the line and negative on
the other, ..the mass-centre of the area.. is called the pole

of the line in regard to the area ; and the moment of it in

regard to the line is called the "second moment of the uni-

form area in regard to the line, or of the line in regard to
the uniform area. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2843/4 A dark Grey
•Second-Mourning Surtoot-Coat. 171a Tickell Spect.

No. 41a Pi She was dressed.. in an agreeable Second-
Mourning, a 1814 Sailors* Ret. 1. iv. in Hew Brit. Theatre
II. 322 Enter Lady Growl and Lucy Delves, in conversation
—Lucy in second mourning. 1645 Bacon Ess., 0/Empire
(Arb.) 301 Kings haue to deale with.. their Nobles; their

'Second-Nobles or Gentlemen [etc], c 1380 ? Wyclif Wks.
(1880) 362 To be *secunde persone in trinyte. .awnswerib
be state of be clergy. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1.

837 A lorde Ihesu, the seconde persone in trynyte. 1811

Byron Let. 4 Jan., It is then for the gallery and "second-
price boxes. 1817 Moore Lalla Rookh, Fire- Worshippers
in. 45 That keen, "second-scent of death, By which the

vulture snuffs his food In the still warm and living breath.

1826 Examiner 193/2 After reverting to the past, our
*second-seer makes bold to conjecture the future. 1654
H. L'Estrange Chas. /(1655) 200 While the 'second -service
was reading at the Communion Table, .it was disturbed by
a Psalme begun. 1657 Sparrow Rationale 239 In the mean-
while that part of the Service which she [sc. the Church)
uses may perhaps more fitly be called the Second Service
then the Communion. 163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 296 The
people, .are commonly all of the 'second Stature.

b. Chiefly with ppl. adjs. and with quasi-advb.

sense, as fsecond brewed, described, ffound, recited.

Also in verbs formed on syntactical combs., as

second-colour v. {House painting), trans, to

cover with a second coat of paint.

1711 N. Amherst Terrae Fit. No. 48. 257 Trap's "second-
brew'd balderdash runs thus [etc.]. 181a P. Nicholson
Meek. Exerc 316 When the priming is quite dry.. mix
white lead, and a very small portion of red with linseed oil,

..and second colour your work. Ibid. 317 This coat is

technically called by painters second colouring old work.
18*5 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 436 The sliding movement

in the "second-described machinery. 1494 Blundevil
xere. 11. (1636) 109 Subtract the Arch of tha

.and you shall have the "second found number. 1857 Act
hat QuotientExerc. 11. (1636) 109 Subtract the Arch

. .and you shall have the "second found n
20

<fr
21 Vict. c. 59 % a The said "second-recited Act.

B. sb*

I. One who or something which is second.

1. Elliptical uses of the adj. passing into quasi-

sb. (mostly admitting of plural), a. Second in

blood, -\second of kin (Sc. Law) : one related in

the second degree of consanguinity.

1567 Sc. Acts Jos. K/(i8i4) III. 26/1 Item, Our Souer-

ane Lord . . dedans, that secundis in degreis of consangui-
nitie, and affinitie.. may lauchfullie marie. 158* Reg. Privy
Council Scot. III. 481 Alexander Rutherfurd

}
alsua his sister

sone, Alexander Chatmer, second and thriddis of kin to him.

1754ERSKINE Prit/c. Sc. Law (1809)66 By seconds in blood,

are meant first cousins.

b. Gram. Used ellipt. for second person (only

before singular ox plural).

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 33 The seconde plurell endeth ever

in EZ. 1841 Latham Eng. Lang. iv. xix. (1850) 298 The
second singular of the preterite tense.

C. A place in the second class in an examina-

tion ; one who takes such a place. Also, the com-
petitor who comes next to the winner in a contest.

185a Bristed Five Yrs. Eng. Univ. (ed. 2) 283 To take

even a good Second in Classics, one must [etc. J. 1892

Shearman in Eng. Illustr. Mag. Mar. 445 This [the silver

O. U. A. C. medal], and this alone, the winners and seconds

receive for their place in the Oxford Sports. 1907 ' Barbara
Burke ' Barbara goes to Oxford 43 Miss Jones has a first-

class and Miss Smith a second.

d. Second ofexchange (see Exchange sb. 5, and

cf. Fibst a. 7 b).

2. One next to another (considered as the first in

a series) in rank, quality, etc. Also, f a second

instance, a match to something.

1594 Drayton Idea 839 And see if Time (if he would strive

to prove) Can shew a Second to so pure a Love. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I. 354 That City, being then not

only without equal in the country, but without second, had
..exercised almost as great an influence on the politics of

England as [etc.).

b. = Second in command. (See A. 2 d.)

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. Hi. 144 And 'tis great pitty that the

Noble Moore Should hazard such a place, as his owne
Second With one of an ingraft Infirmide. x8oo Ld. Keith
in Paget Papers {1896) I. 257 From my late second [Lord
Nelson] I derived no advantage.

+ C. Printing. A pressman's assistant. Obs.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing 319 The one [Press-

man] they distinguish by the name of First, the other his

Second, these call one another Companions : The First is he
that has wrought longest at that Press.

f 3. //. - Secundine. Obs.
156a Turner Herbal 11. (1568) 163 The seed of it [gelovers]

. .dryveth doune floures, secondes, and the byrthe. 1657
W. Coles Adam in Eden ii. 5 The Root.. is good for

Women in Child-bed, to purge their Seconds and Termes.

4. Mus. a. A term for the interval represented

by I ; a tone two diatonic degrees above or below
any given tone; the interval between any tone

and a tone two diatonic degrees distant from it;

the harmonic combination of two such tones.

1597 Mobley Introd. Mus. 71 All such as doe not make
concord as a second, a fourth, a seuenth. a 1620 Campion
Counterpoint Wks. (1900) 199 If the Base descends or falls,

a second, third, or fourth. 1730 Treat. Harmony 15 The
Second or Ninthof the key. 1788 Cavallo in Phil. Trans.
LXXVIII. 238 The second minor. 1873 W. A. Barrett
Chorisier*s Guide 94 The whole of the successive notes

or intervals making a scale are seconds, the tones being
called major and the semitones minor seconds.

b. The next to the highest part in a piece of

concerted music. Hence, a voice suitable to such

a part.

a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776) II. 159 So that

we see how injudiciously the performers on glasses manage,
who play firsts, seconds, and sometimes a base altogether

upon an instrument, whose only excellence depends, not on
its strength, but its simplicity of tone. 1840 J. T. G. Hew-
lett P. Priggins iii, [1] passed two or three pleasant hours
standing over a pianoforte and a very fine girl, to whom I

was well contented to sing second. 1905 J. Heywood Music
in Churches 14 Some ladies persist in singing in thirds below
the melody... This, I believe, is. .called 'putting in a second*.

5. //. Comm. A quality (of bricks, flour, etc.)

second and inferior to the rxst. Alsoyff.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxv, And take thou my oblacion,

poore but free, Which is not mixt with seconds, knows no
art. 1700 Acts Assembly Pennsylv. (1762) I. n If any
Person, .offer to Sale any Trash or Seconds, rotten or frost

bitten Tobacco, or such [etc.]. 1811 P. Nicholson Meek.
Exerc. 225 The finest kind of marls [bricks] called firsts..

.

The next best called seconds.^ 1813 J. Badcock pom.
Amusem. 30 A weakness which is occasioned by the millers'

grinding their corn too much, particularly white samples,

nearly the whole whereof is brought to market as seconds
and thirds. 1858 Skyring Builders* Prices 93 For seconds
glass, up to 1 foot 7, deduct id. 1903 Daily Chron. 21 Apr.

2/6 Cork Butter.— Firsts, 86s ; seconds, 80s ; thirds, 78s.

f 0. One-half. (On the analogy of third, fourth,

etc.) Obs. rare.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. I. vii. (1636) 20 The Numerator is

alwayes set above, and the Denominator beneath, having

a little line drawne betwixt them thus \ which signifieth

one second or one halfe. 1660 J. Moork Arith. 5 As if the
unite be conceived to be divided into two parts, the parts

are called seconds or halves.

7. In systems of fractional numeration (or of

weights or measures) having a constant modulus

:

The subdivision next but one below the unit, and
next below the 'prime'; the lower subdivisions

being usually called ' thirds ',
' fourths *, etc.

Cf. Second sb. 1
, which is a special case of the sense here

defined, but Is treated separately because it was taken from
med.L. or Rom. ; the uses below may be most conveniently
regarded as applications of the Eng. ordinal numeral sug-
gested by Second sb*

ta. Scottish Troy Weight. The 576th part

(1-7-242) of a grain. Obs. 1604 [see Prime sb.3 ].

+ b. (a) Arith. The quantity -oi or T $-jy. {b) Sur-
veying. The 100th part of a perch, = 1.98 inches.

1619 Lvte Art of Tens 14 Euerie vnite of a prime being
diuided into ten parts, are called seconds. 1058 Phillips,

A Second in surveying, is the tenth part of a prime, and
contains one inch, and 49 of 50 parts of an inch. 1766
Hutton School Master's Guide 55 The 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, &c.
places of decimals, counting from the left-hand towards the
right, are denominated the places of primes, seconds, thirds,

and fourths, &c respectively. 1794 Cunn Dortr. Fractions
61 Primes, or Tenth Parts. Seconds, or Hundredth Parts.

Thirds, or Thousandth Parts.

O. Duodecimals. The twelfth part of a ' prime

'

or inch.
Formerly (if quot. 1703 be correct), the 144th part of an

inch, the 12th being called a ' prime '.

1703 T. N. City $ C. Purchaser 123 Inches by (12th) Parts,

produce Seconds, or 12th Parts of the 12th Part of an Inch.

1714 Cunn Doctr. Fractions 119 To multiply any Integers,

Primes, Seconds, &c. by a Multiple of 12 Integers ; first

Multiply by 12 [etc.]. i^^Gwilt Archit. § 868 Feet and
inches are marked with their initial letter?, but twelfths or

seconds by a double accent, thus 2".

II. 8. One who or something which renders

aid or support to another, j &. gen.
1590 Sir R. Williams Brief Disc. War 23 When those

that giue the first charge begin to retire or wax colde, the
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great Officers command their seconds to the assaults. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 111. iii. 105 He be thy Second. i6a6 Middle-
ton Women betvare Women 11. ii. 295 We wish no bettet

seconds in society Than your discourses, madam. 163a

Lithgow Trav. vm. 355 But the gold was my best second,

..rand] was my continuall vade Mecum. 1650 Fuller
PisgaJk 1. iii. 7 Glasses are but the seconds, which succeed

on the Cupboard, when Plate the principall is otherwise

disposed of 1711-M Swift Jrnl. to Stella 15 Mar., People

will not understand : I am a very good second, but I care

not to begin a recommendation, unless it be for an intimate

friend. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. Iii. 382 She is

very happy in Mrs. Jervis, who is an excellent second to her

admirable lady.

b. spec. One who acts as representative of a

principal in a duel, carrying the challenge, arranging

locality and loading weapons. Similarly in a pugi-

listic contest.

1613 Webster DeviVs Law-Case ti. i, Ere. Shall's haue
no Seconds ? Con. None, for feare of preuention. Ere.
The length of our weapons? Con. Weele fit them by the

way. 163a Star Chamo. Cases (1886) 113 Indeed his second

J. S. was acquitted, for that it appeared he knew not of the
combatt before he came there. 1711 Swift Jrnl. to Stella
12 Dec, Colonel Hamilton, who was second to the Duke of
Hamilton, is tried to-day. 1814 Scott Chivalry (1874) 25
It was usual to have more seconds even to the number of
five or six. 185a Thackeray Esmond 1. xiv, 'There was no
need for more seconds than one,' said the Colonel, ' and the
Captain or Lord Warwick might easily withdraw.' 1897
Encycl. Sport I. 139/2 (Boxing) Seconds, men, generally
professional boxers, appointed to attend on the contestants

in the intervals between the rounds.

fo. Assistance, aid, support. Also pi. in the

same sense. Obs. rare.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus n. u, This second (from his

Mother) will well vrge Our late dissigne, and spur on Csesars

rage, a 1609 Sir F. Vere Cotnm. (1657) 12, I gave them no
second till I might perceive those within had spent their

ready powder in their furnitures. Ibid. 18 An officer with
two hundred souldiers..came to their seconds. 1640 tr.

Verderes Rom. ofRom. 1. xix. 82 This blow so affrighted

the enemy, that they had certainly retired to their trenches,

if the Cariffe of Africca . . had not . . come into their second.

Second (se'kand), v.1 [a. F. second-er (OF. se-

gonder), jto come after {obs.) t to favour ( = Pr.

segondar, Sp., Pg. segttndar^ It. secondare)^ ad.

L. secundare to direct favourably, favonr, further,

f. secund-us following, favourable : see Second a.

In some uses partly an independent Eng. formation

on the adj.]

L trans. To support, back up, assist, encourage

(a person, his actions, aims, etc.).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer) 246 Shall I (said she)

second his boldnesse so farre, as to reade his presumptuous
letters? 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. L 29 Where is Metellus Cimber,
let him go, And presently preferre his suite to Caesar. Bru.
He is addrest : presse neere, and second him. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 148 He seconds that which he ought to with-

stand. 1719 Swift To Young Clergym. Wks. 1755 II. n. 9
If in company you offer something for a jest, and no-body
seconds you in your own laughter. 1844 Disraeli Coningsby
111. v, His family had imbibed all his views, and seconded
them. 184^ Prescott Peru (1850) II. 201 So eagerly did

he press forward the work, and so well was he seconded by
the multitude of labourers at his command. 1875 Stubbs
Const. Hist. II. xvi. 486 His efforts were seconded by a
somewhat subservient parliament.

+ b. To act as a second or assistant to (a leader).

1588AllenAdmon. 15 So jelous be all tyrantsand vsurpers,

of their state, and so lothe they are to be seconded by any
other then of their owne creation. 1590 Sir R. Williams
Brief Disc. War 16 What other Officers ought to second
their great Officers.

T o. To follow, attend, accompany. In pass., to

be accompanied (with). Obs.
1600 Surflet Country Farm. vn. xxv. 847 The horsemen

appointed to waite vpon the companie, must alwaies second
and keepe by the sides of the dogs. 1601 B. Jonson
Poetaster 111. iv. Wks. 1616 I. 308 See, here's Horace, and
old Trebativs, the great lawser, in his companie ; let's

auoid him now : He is too weJl seconded. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. ix. 381 The Bashaw went.., seconded with twelue

followers.

d. To sing second to (a singer, song).

1586 Bbyskett Past. Aeglogue 13 in Spenser Astrophel,

With sobs and sighes I second will thy song. 1883 J. Haw-
thornb Dust I. 175 Lancaster would second Marion's
soprano with his baritone.

2. esp. To support, back up (a combatant, a body
of troops) in attack or defence. Also, to act as

second to (a pugilist).

1588 Willoughby in Defeat Sp. A rtnada (Navy Rec. Soc.)

II. 32 Those that are taken here cry out upon the Duke of

Parma, that they are betrayed by him, because they were
not seconded according to their expectation.

^ 1590 Sir R.
Williams Brief Disc. War 22 He deuides his troupes to

second one the other, according to the widenes of the breach.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 57 Let him feele your Sword, Which
we will second, c 16x1 Chapman Iliad xi. 306 Hector, .rusht

with clamor on the king, right soundlyseconded With troupes

of Troians. 1645 Symonds Diary (Camden) 258 A party of

Arcall horse charged the persuers, and were seconded by
part of Prince Maurice's life-guard. 1799 Ht. hKRCanterb.
7\, Trav. T. (ed. 2) 1 . 22A young cavalier . . seconded him with

so much spirit, that one of the villains was presently stretched
upon the spot. 1821 John Bull «; Mar. 89/3 The Black was
seconded by Richmond and Paddington Jones, c 1850 A rab.

Nts. (Rtldg.) 470 Being seconded by his slaves, who all pro-

mised to be faithful, he attacked the negro. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 13 Aug. 5/1 Griffiths . . is said to have seconded Henry,
and to have interfered to prevent the fight being stopped.

f b. To reinforce with additional numbers.
a 1609 Sir F. Vere Comm. (1657) 5 In the mean time the

enemle seconded their troops of shot with to the number of
four or five hundred.

fc. To take the place of, succeed (a combatant
who is kors de combat). Obs,

"593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI. iv. ix. 35 But now is Cade driuen
back, his^ men dispiere'd, And now is Yorke in Armes, to
second him. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 45, 46 And though
wee here fall downe, Wee haue Supplyes, to second our
Attempt : If they mis-carry, theirs shall second them. 1614
Raleigh Hist. World II. v. iii. § 17. 542 Being ouer-pressed
on either side, they had a safe retrait vnto their foot ; and
one troupe seconding another by course, returned to charge.

+ d. absol. and tntr. To render aid; to side

with. Obs. rare.

a 1609 Sir F. Vere Comm. (1657) IX A signal 1 of drums,
at which the first four troops should go to the assault; and
another signall to the other four troops to second, if need
required. 1654 Fuller Comm. Ruth 45 The mother,
because her Sonne is flesh of her flesh,.. pleades it is right,

that he should side and second with her.

3. To support (a speaker, a proposition) in a de-

bate or conference by speaking in the same sense

;

spec, to rise to support (a mover or motion) as

a necessary preliminary to further discussion or to

the adoption of the motion.
1597 Bacon Ess., Ceremonies (Arb.) 28 It is a good precept

generally in seconding another : yet toadde somewhat of ones
owne. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. § 75 This method was
..diverted by other propositions, which being seconded took
much time without pointing to any conclusion. 1685 Evelyn
Diary 22 May, Mr. Seymour made a bold speech against
many Elections . . but no one seconded him. 169a R.
L'Estrange Fables xxvii. 26 The Motion was Seconded and
Debated. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vn. v, Mrs. Charlton
. .instantly seconded the proposal. 1817 Pari. Deb. 23 The
noble lords who moved and seconded the address. 1837
Thirlwall Greece IV. xxxiv. 331 Cheirisophus seconded
this proposal, and they immediately proceeded to the election.

absol. i8oz G. Rose Diaries (i860) I. 496 Lord Lowther
had been applied to to move the address. ..Lord Nelson was
to second.

f b. To support, back (a statement, opinion, a
person in his opinion) ; to confirm, corroborate

(a report). Obs.

1596 Lambarde Peramb. Kent {ed. 2) 113 In which opinion,

I am the more willing to dwell, bicause . . I finde myselfe verie

learnedly seconded by master Camden. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone 11. i, I heard, last night, a most strange thing
reported By some of my Lords followers, and I long To
heare, how't will be seconded ! 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 62
The Slaues report is seconded, a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks.
1716 II. 97 Whose affirmation. . I intend to second with
particular instances. 1699 Bentley Phal. 278 Plato him-
self relates it as a Paradox ; and no body that came after

him, would second him in't. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1785} III. xxxiii. 293 The Countess.. ran on in my Praise.

.

and Lady Davers seconded her.

4. To further, assist the effect of, reinforce (a

thing, activity, etc.). (With subject either a per-

son or thing.)
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer) 317 Nowe seconding

their terrible blowes with cunning labouring the horses.

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 127 Her froward
husband.. replyed with sharpe words seconded with such
heavy blowes. 1665 Temple Lett. Wks. 1731 II. 4 The
Vigour of his Body does not second that of his Mind. 1759
Johnson Rasselas xlii, Seconding every fall of rain with a
due proportion of sunshine. 1858 Stanley Antold I. v. 203
Deeds must second words when needful.

1 5. (With little or nothing of the idea of further-

ing or assisting.) To follow up or accompany
with (or by) some second thing. In pass.

t
to be

followed, succeeded, or accompanied. Obs.

1609 Tuvill Vade-mecum (1629) 139 The Wise Physition
doth neuer minister a Potion., but hee seconds it with some-
thing that is more pleasing and Delicious to the taste. 1631
Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 54 This Proclamation was
seconded by another, to the same purpose, a 1716 South
Serm. (1744) XL 220 After the overflowing of sin upon the

whole earth, God in his justice seconds it with a deluge of
waters. 1759-74 Toplady Hymn, ' I saw and lo I ', So sung
the Saints. Th' Angelic train Second the anthem with a loud
Amen,

t b. To add a second to ; to follow or succeed

as a second. Obs.

1655 Earl Norwich in Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 304,
I would haue agayne seconded my last to him after the

receipt of his in answer to my former, but y l I feard [etc.],

1781 Bentham Corr. Wks. 1843 X. no To-day, at dinner, I

had the favour of yours of the 29th, as to my not seconding
my last letter sooner.

fc. To repeat (an action, esp. a blow). Obs.

i6ioHealey-S7. Aug. CitieofG0dv.vi.2o4 Naturespowre
is such that a woman hauing once concerned cannot second
any conception vntil she bee deliuered of the first. 1648
Gage West Ind. 192 He struck offtwo of the Fryers fingers,

and had undoubtedly seconded another blow.. had not the

Indians interposed themselves. 1667 Milton P.L. x. 335
Hee. .saw his guileful act By Eve, though all unweeting,
seconded Upon her Husband. 1684 Bunyan Pitgr. 11. no
Then Mr. Great-heart seconded his blow, and smit the head
of the Giant from his shoulders. 1737 [S. BeringtonJ
G. de Lucca's Mem. (1738) 32 Before he could second his

Shot, I gave him. .a Stroke with my Broad Sword. 1831
Scott Ct. Robt. xxxiii, The Count was in the act of again
seconding his blow.

f 6. To match with a second instance. Obs.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 276 Oursoueraigne
Queene Elizabeth . . is knowne to be in her owne high towring
princely wisedome of as high a pitch..: in reach not to be
seconded of any of these (kings and princes]. 1601 Holland
Pliny vn. xxv. I. 168 He left such a president behind him,

as I forbid all men to match or second it. 161a Drayton
Poly-olb. xi. 256 Next Sebert them succeeds Scarce seconded

ngnine for sanctimonious deeds. 163a Lithgow Trav. vm.
369 [Fez] may rather second Grand Caire, than subioyne it

selfe to Constantinople.

T 7. To come second to (in quality). Obs. rarer*1.

1601 Dolman La Priwaud. Fr. Acad. m. lxxxiiL (1618)

825 The white [dogs] are best... The browne doth second
them [orig. les secondent\

Hence Se'conding vbl. sb.

1613 Chapman Rev. Bussy D'Ambois m. iii. 23 Nay we
shall lay on hands of too much strength To need your
secondings. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 11. v, Which indeed,
with such seconding as he had, one may reckon heroic.

Second (aJfcfmd), z/.2 jifH [f. f\ second in the
phrase en second: see Second a. 2 c] trans. To
remove (an officer) temporarily from his regiment
or corps, for employment on the staff, or in some
other extra-regimental appointment.
1802 C. James Milit. Diet. s. v., Capitaine en Second..

Lieutenant en Second, .are officers whose companies have
been reduced, but who do duty in others, and are destined to
fill up the first vacancies. We have borrowed the expression
and say, To be seconded. When an officer is seconded, he
remains upon full pay, his rank goes on, and he may purchase
the next vacant step, without being obliged to memorial in

a manner that a half-pay officer must. 1833 Westm. Rev.
Apr. 308 How to cut down an army of 300,000 men to one of
100,000, with the least subsequent expense of half-pay, is a
problem that ought to be solved, .j and the solution would
be found in the obsolete practice of second-ing (or as the
proper pronunciation in a mess-room is, segoond-\ng). 1869
Times 15 Apr. 9/3 As this officer was placed on the seconded
list of the Royal Artillery., he will have to wait for a vacancy
to occur. 1875 Colley in Encycl. Brit. II. 576/1 Officers

holding certain appointments are 'seconded '—that is, their

place in the regiment is filled up, and they become super-
numerary, their names being shown in italics in the Army
List; but they still belong to the regiment, and rise in it in

due course. 1897 Q. Rev. July 242 The officers in question
had been .

.
' seconded * for service in the forces of the Char-

tered Company.

f Secondar, a. Sc. Obs. In 5-6 6ecundar(e.
[ad. L. secunddrius Secondary a. ; see-AB 2

. Cf.

Secondarly adv.'] Of second quality ; of the

second rank with respect to size ; = Secondary a.

1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Scot. I. 26 Item iij quarterisof
secundare vellus to the lynyng of the sammyn sleiffis. 148a
in Charters, etc.£rf

,

/«^.(i87i)i6pOfilkgreteschipxiiisiiiid.
The secundare x s. The mydlest vis. viiid. t$*g Burgh
Rec. Edinb. (187 1) II. 6 [Thai] sail sell thar best come.. for

vjd the pek, and the secundar for vd the pek. 1566 in

Hay Fleming Alary Q. of Scots (1897) 499 Sax pound of
secundar threid in divers sortis.

Secondarily (se-kandanli), adv. [f. Secon-
dary a. + -ly 2

.J

fl. In the second order in time or temporal

sequence ; for the (or a) second time ; also, as the.

(or a) second action, event, etc. Obs.
c 1475 Partenay 512 Raymonde swere agayn secundarilie,

That neuer no day forsworne wolde he be. 1477 Sir J.
Paston in P. Lett. III. 187 Snaylwell, by mygrauntefadres
will ones, and by my fadris will sceconderely [sic], ie entaylyd
to the issyw of my fadres body, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v.

lxxxviii. 65 [Vortimerus] gaue vnto theym a great Batayll
vpon the Ryuer of Darwent...And secundaryly he faught
with theym vpon y* Foorde called Epifoorde. 15*7 Andrew
Brunsivyke's Disiyll. Waters M ij b, Dystylle them secon-
darely in a newe glasse in balneo marie. 1578 Lyte tr.

Dodoens n. lxxxv. 263 The Rosemary floureth twise a yeare,
once in the spring time of the yeare, and secondarily in

August. 1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. lxvii. Comm., Other
Apostles of divers tribes sent first to the Jewes, secondarily
to the Gentiles.

1 2, Secondly ; in the second order or place (in

an argument, discourse, or the like). (Very common
in the 16th c.) Obs.
1523JC0VERDALE] Old God (1534) Lj, Secundaryly I fynde

the saide ceremonies on euery syde sundry & vnlike among
theym selues. 1534 in W. H. Turner Select Rec. Oxford
(1880) 128 And secondaryly, if such lycenccwere suffered

it should be the occasions of many frays
l
of much robory

and bribery. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. 1. 221 They haue
committed false report,, .secondarily they are slanders,.,

thirdly, they haue verified vniust things, and to conclude
they are lying knaues. 1604 N. Bownd Storeh. Comfort iii.

26 Secondarily, if wee should neglect to pray for them.

1647 Hexham i, Secondarily or secondly, Ten tweeden.

3. Asasecondary consequence, indirectly; through

an intermediate agency or train of events.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. in. viii. 196 Whereupon
secondarily and accidentally will follow their falling away
from their Ecclesiasticall office and function. 1647 H. More
Song ofSoul 11. hi. i. 21 She sees more clear Then we that

see but secondarily. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 732 Our
Knowledge here is not After Singular Bodies, and Secun-

darily or Derivatively From them; but in order of Nature,

Before them, and Proleptical to them. 1690 Stillingfl.

Serm. xxvii. Wks. I, 441 Those who had the Apostolical

Office committed to them, (whether Primarily by Christ

himself, or Secondarily by the Apostles, as Timothy and
Titus and others) had great need of this Apostolical Spirit.

1748 Hartley Observ. Man 1. iii. § 3. 371 An Action that is

not automatic primarily or secondarily. 1803 Bf.ddoes

Hyge'ia ix. n It would be more exact to consider him as

nervous because he has been gouty. He is only secondarily

nervous. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 459 The
large medullary rays have originated secondarily from the

primary ones.

4. (The chief modern sense.) With reference to

other than temporal order: In the second place,

second in order of importance, not first of all ;

subordinately.

1525 Fitzherb. Husb. § 163 Wherfore thou must fyrst loue

god princypally, and thy neyghbour secondarely. 1621



SECONDARINESS. 353 SECONDARY.
Donne Serin, xv. (1640) 151 Thereupon doe the Fathers.,

take that place of EzekieL.to be primarily intended of the

last resurrection, and but secundarily of the Jews restitu-

tion. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. £ Myst. O.fy N. T. I. 51 The
godly seed of the woman sbalk secondarily partake of this

triumph. 1813 Leach Pari. Deb. 15 Feb. in Examiner
22 Feb. 1 16/2 An office which was primarily judicial and
secondarily political. 1899 J. F. Hurst in A /iter. Jrnl.
Theol. Oct. 680 The first Prayer Book [of 1549] was based
primarily, on the old Latin service-books, and secondarily
on Archbishop Hermann's Consultation.

Secondariness (se'kj?ndarines). [f. Secon-
dary a. + -NESS.] The quality of being secondary
or subordinate.

1678 Nor bis Misc., Let. Love -y A/us. (1687) 448 That then
which is peculiar and discriminative must be taken from the
Primaryness and Secondaryness of the Perception. 1878
Emerson Misc. Papers, Fort. Rtpub. Wks. (Bohn) III. 397
The secondariness and aping of foreign and English life.

1883 Century Mag. XXVII. 70 Full of a girl's sweet sense
of secondariness to the object of her love.

t Secondarly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Secondar a.

+ -LY 2
.] = SECONDA KILT.

1543 Grafton Contn. Hardyng 127 Neuerthelesse, this is

not like to be true by timers reasons. Fyrst, that (etc.].

.

Secondarely that [etc.]. 1360 MaitlandClnb Misc. III. 223
The greatnes of his offens first to God and to his Kirfc
Secundarlie towardes me dois merit e no less. 1567 Golding
Oz'iifs Met. viii. 654 Render thou agen Thy twice given
life, by bearing first, and secondarly when I caught this
firebrand from the flame. 1771 Antiq. Sarisb. lit. 33 God
visibly and secundarly interferes in doing justice to the
innocent.

Secondary (se-ksndari), a. and sb. Also 4-5
secondarye, secoundarie, secundari, -arye,

4-7 secundarie, 4-8 secundary, 5-7 secon-
dare 't. [ad. L. secunddri-us of the second class

or quality, f. secund-us see Second a. and -aky \
Cf. F. secondaire (1372 in Hatz.-Darm.), Pr. secun-
dari, Sp., Pg. secundaria, It. secondario.]

A. adj.

1. Belonging to the second class in respect of
dignity or importance ; entitled to consideration
only in the second place. Also, and usually, in

less precise sense : Not in the first class ; not chief

or principal ; of minor importance, subordinate.

1386 Almanak 0/ Year 1 Ther es difference bitwyx be
principal howce and be secundary howce. ? a 1396 [?W.
Hylton] Angels' Song in Horstm. R. Rolle I. 178 For be
souereyn & be essencial Ioye es in [be} lufe of god.., and
[be] secundarie es in communynge & behaldynge of aungels.
c 14*5 Orolog. Sapient, iv. in Anglia X, 354/27 Siche oj?ere
exercises.. schulbe. .demyd as secundarye and lesse worth.
«5«6 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 151 Theyr outwarde
labour is not theyr principall entent, but it is onely the
secondary entent of theyr charite. 153a More Confut.
Tindale Wks. 492/2 Therfore these causes be but diuined
and gessed at, and seme but very secundary. 163a in \otk
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comnt. App. v. 478 Your request in that
particular was accompanied with some secundarie respectes
not then made knowne unto us. 1735 J. Price Stone Br.
Thames 15 Things.. purely Ornimentai, are no more than
of secondary Consideration. 174* Young Nt. Th. viu. 1171
Those secondary goods that smile on earth, He, loving in
proportion, loves in peace. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 6
Secondary powers are those of Turkey, Spain, Holland.
i8ox Eliz. Helme St. Marg. Cave (ed. 2) IV. 233 And is

there no secondary motive for that wish, Isabel? 1838
Guest Eng. Rhythms 1. iv. I. 78 When the word contains
two or moie syllables there may be a second accent ; this
of course, must be subordinate to the first, and is commonly
called the secondary accent. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxxvi,
Something that made the threat..only a secondary alarm.
1899 Heinig Gloss. Bot. Terms, Secondary, subordinate.
Secondary axes, those proceeding from the main axis. 1908
R. Bagot A.Cuthbertix. 12 Besides, the religious difficulty
was only a secondary, a very secondary matter.

+ b. Second best ; of the second grade of quality.
1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 82 My Russet Candelstykes, and

1 paire Candelstekes secundaries next poo. 1508 in Ripon
Ch. Acts 330 My secondane gowne. 1564 Wills $• Inz>.

H. C. (Surtees 1835) 225 His best dublatt xij 1
. .a secondari

dublatt viij 1 a nother payre of hose viij <1 ..one old dublatt
iiij

4
. 1580 Blundkvil Cur. Horses Dis. clxxxviu. 77 Take

of. . Mirrh secondane two pound [etc
J. 1601 Holland Pliny

xxxiil viii. II. 477 They put secundarie Vermillion in an
earthen pot.

f C. Of a lower kind ; entitled in a lower de-
gree to the appellation. Obs.

f Secondary ivife (app. only in Wyclif) : a concubine.
138a Wyclif Gen. xxv. 6 To the sonys forsothe of the

secondarye wyues [Vulg. concubinamm] he aaue ^ifiis.

Ibid. Gen. xxii. 24, Judges viii. 31, Song Sol. vi. 7. 178a

J. Brown Compend. Vieiv Nat. $ Rev. Re/ig. 1. i. 24 Servants
in families ought to be considered as secondary children,
and have due instruction [etc.]. 1788 Gibbon Dec/. <$• F.
xliv. IV. 382 From the age of Augustus to the tenth century,
the use of this secondary marriage [i. e. concubinage] pre-
vailed both in the West and East.

fd. Of an official: Second in rank or status. Of
a judge : Not chief or principal ; = Puisne a. 1 b.

ctA$o in Aungier Syon (1840) 337 The secundary preste
schal sense the fyrste, and the principal senser of the lay
brethern schal sense the seyd secundary preste thre castys.

1450 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 196/2 Gilbert Maltoft, secondary
Baron of oure Eschequier. 1599 in T. Stafford Pac. Hi/: 1.

i. (1633) 7 If the said lustice, or assistant, and secondary
lustice, shall depart (etc.]. 1607 in Verney Papers (1853)
96 With him as secundarie men in charge, was one maister
Philip Giffard. 1630 Wfstcote t'ieiu Devoush. (1845) 431
Sir John Whiddon.. was also secondary Justice of the King's
Bench.

Vol. VIII.

e. Of persons : Second-rate. rare.
i8»7 Hare Guesses u. (1873) 349 Secondary men, men of

talents, may be mixt up like an apothecary's prescription.
1829 Landor Imag. Conv., Etufi. China <$- Tsing-Ti Wks.
1853 II. 148/1 He will never have a minister who is not
taken from the ranks ; never a man of genius, never an
honest man ; but secondary and plausible. 1836— Pericles
<5- Aspasia, Asp. to Anaxag. ibid. 426/2 No writer of florid

prose ever was more than a secondary poet

f. Subsidiary, auxiliary ; that is used only in the

second resort, or that serves to assist something else.

1751 Labelye Westm. Bridge 22 Every Arch, .is double,
1 the first . . built with great Blocks of Portland Stone, . . over

which there is another Arch.. bonded in with the under
semicircular Arch. . . By means of these secondary Arches .

.

every Arch of Westminster Bridge is able to stand by itself.

1802 Bingley Anim. Biog. (1805) II. 232 Parrots .. never
climb nor creep without fastening by the bill ; with this they
begin, and they use their feet only as secondary instruments
of motion. 1812 J. Henry Camp. agst. Quebec 31 Our
secondary guide and myself, thinking that we could manage
the water slipped into our canoe. 1861 Paley AYschy/us
(ed. 2), Suppiices 916 note, A secondary chorus of attendants
was actually present. 1874 Lawson Dis. Eye 135 To be cut
through with a small secondary knife. 1903 Sir G. S. Clarke
in Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 124/1 Secondary bases, or coaling
stations,, .are sources of maritime strength in proportion
[etc.].

g. Used to designate punishments other than
! capital.

1831 Edin. Rev. Sept. 185 note, The difficulty of secondary
punishments is much increased by observing that there is not

! a form of punishment which is not liable to some objections.

T 2. Having or entitled to the second place in an
enumeration. Obs. rare.
a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58 [Enumerates

three kinds of hemorrhoids. Of which] be secundary [i. e.

the second hardest to cure] is rixis. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) III. 273 He pullede owte his eien for iij causes. The
firste cause was for [etc. \

.

. The cause secondary was for he
my^hte not beholde women withowte concupiscence. The
thrydde cause was [etc.].

f b. o^uasi-a^. In the second place (in an
enumeration, argument, etc.) ; secondly. Obs.
Perh. suggested by med.L. secundarie adv., similarly used.

1455 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 300/2 First to Goddes pleasure,
secundarie for your owne suerte..and for the third to the
universal! welc.of this lond. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr.
in Palsgr. 528 Secondary, secondement. 1538 Starkey
England u. ii. § 14. 195 We myght bryng thys ij thyngys to
effecte—that ys to say, to haue the cyuyle law of the Ro-
maynys to be the commyn law here of Englond with vs

;

ana, secondary that [etc].

3. Belonging to the second order in a series re-

lated by successive derivation, causation, or de-
pendence ; derived from, based on, or dependent
on something else which is primary ; not original,

derivative.

Secondary cause : a proximate or instrumental cause, a
cause produced by a primary or first cause. (Also used in
sense 1.)

1398 Treusa Barth. De P. R. iv. i. (1495) 76 Heete Colde
Drye and Moyste ben callyd the fyrste qualitees.. .They
ben also callyd the pryncipal qualytees, for of theym come
all the secundarye eflectes. 1567 Allen De/. Priesthood 15
Wrought by the principal cause, and yet by the office and
ministery of some secondary cause appointed . . for the same
vse. 1583 Stubbes Anat. A bus. 11. 59 We giue unto God
the cheefest stroke . .all other creatures being but the instru-
mental!, or secundarie causes, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655)
II. Ixi. 86 So many mother languages,.. besides secondary
tongues and dialects, which exceed the number of their
mothers. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. v. xxi. 268 In
this secondary and symbolicall sense it may be also under-
stood, a 1670 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. (1677) 26 The se-

condary origination of Mankind, or the production of the
Individuals by generation. 1738 Gent/. Mag. VIII. 62/1
Neither dol remember that I have seen much of it [sc.

generosity] in any Moral Treatise, being perhaps but super-
ficially handled, under the Notion of a secondary and deri-
vative Virtue. 1777 Priestley Matt, fy Spir. (1782) I. xit.

146 All secondary causes necessarily lead us to a primary
one. 1788 Gibbon Dec/, fy F. xlix. V. 04 Of these pictures,

the far greater part, the transcripts of a human pencil, could
only pretend to a secondary likeness. 1830 Lyell Princ.
Geo/. I. 76 Convinced of the undeviating uniformity of se-

condary causes, . . he determines the probability of accounts
transmitted to him of former occurrences. 1877 Smith $
Wace's Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 449/2 The literature upon Cerin-
thus is^summed up in the following primary and secondary
authorities.

b. Having only a derived authority ; acting under
the direction of another, subordinate. Cf. 1 d.

1667 Milton P. L. v. 854 That we were formd then saist

thou? and the work Of secondarie hands, by task transferd
From Father to his Son ? 1869 Tozer High/. Turkey I.

256 It is doubtful whether the people, with their strong per-

sonal feeling towards their Gospodar, will be satisfied with
applying to a secondary agency.

C. Pkilos. (a) Applied to those qualities or

affections of bodies that were supposed to be de-

rived from the four ' primary * qualities recognized

by Aristotle, hot, cold, wet, dry. Obs. exc. Hist,

(h) Applied to those properties orqualities of matter

(such as colour, smell, taste, etc.) which are by
Locke and others distinguished from 'primary'
qualities as not existing (like the latter) in the

bodies themselves independently of perception, but
depending upon the action of the primary qualities

on the percipient. Cf. Primary a. 6 b.

(a) 1656 Stanley Hist. Phi/os. vi. Doctr, A ristot/e 11. xiii.

( 1687) 380/1 Besides these principalaffections there are others

secondary, chiefly competent to homogeneous bodies, some
passive, some active.

{b) x666 Boyle Orig. Forms $ Qua/. 43 There are simpler
and more Primitive affections of Matter, from which these
Secondary Qualities, if I may so call them, do depend.
1700 Locke Hum. Und. u. viii. § 10 (ed. 4) 61 Such Quali-
ties, which, in truth are nothing in the Objects them-
selves, but Powers to produce various Sensations in us by
their primary Qualities, i.e. by the Bulk Figure, Texture,
and Motion of their insensible parts, as Colours, Sounds,
Tasts, &c These I call secondary Qualities. 1856 Ferrier
Inst. Metaph. 146 Among the secondary qualities [of matter]
are classed heat and cold, colour and sound, taste and odour.

d. Astr. f Secondary movable : any of the
* movables' except the primum mobile (obs.). Se-
condary planet : a satellite which revolves round a
primary planet (Planet sb.1 2), Secondary system :

a subordinate system (composed ofa primary planet
and its satellites) within the solar system.
1664 Power Exp. Phi/os. Pref. 4 The Secondary Planets

of Saturn and Jupiter. 1690 Secondary movable [see Mov-
able sb. il 1786-7 Bonnycastle Astron. iii. 39 Ten others,
called secondary planets, or satellites, which regard their
primaries as the centers of their motions. 1868 Lockyer
Gui/lemiti's Heavens (ed. 3) 237 The secondary systems of
which that [viz. the Solar] system itself is composed. 1868— E/em. Astron. § 16 (1879) 88 The Moon.. is one of the
satellites, or secondary bodies.

e. Secondary circle : Geom. and Astr., a great
circle passing through the poles of another great
circle perpendicular to its plane; see also,^. 3.

Secondary caustic Math, (see quot. 1857).
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, SecondaryCircles. 1857

Cayley Math. Papers (1889) II. 339 The secondary caustic
or orthogonal trajectory of the refracted rays, i.e. a curve
having the caustic for its evolute.

£ Secondary bow or rainbow : a rainbow formed
by rays twice internally reflected by the rain-drops

;

usually, an outer and fainter bow parallel with the
primary bow.
1793 STURGEsin Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 1 In this shower

two primary rainbows appeared,, .with a secondary bow to
each. 1859 Parkinson Optics (1866) 236 The Secondary
Rainbow. The space above the primary rainbow, .seems
darker than the rest ; beyond this space appears a broader
but fainter rainbow the colours of which are in reverse order
to those in the primary. 1883 R. H. Scott E/em Meteoro/.
200 The secondary bow, presenting the prismatic colours in

the reverse order to that just described.

g. Cryst. Of crystalline forms : Derivative, not

primitive.
1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 3) 174 The manner in

which secondary crystals may increase in magnitude, and
still preserve their form. 1833 H. J. Brooke Introd. Crps-
ta/Zogr. 69 The edge c d, of the secondary plane, being
parallel to the diagonal a b, of the primary form. 1836-41
Brande Chem. (ed. 5) 122 The secondary forms are supposed
to arise from decrements ofparticles taking place on different
edges and angles of the primitive forms.

n. Electr. Of a current: Induced. Hence of

apparatus, etc. : Pertaining to an induced current.

Also secondary battery, a storage battery as dis-

tinguished from one in which a current is produced.
1843 R. J. Graves Syst. C/in. Med. xxxi. 423, 1 applied the

secondary electric current to the parts affected, c 1865 J.

Wylde in Circ. Sci. I. 253/2 The secondary wire, is that m
which a current is induced by its proximity to the primary
one. 190a J. A. Fleming in Encyc/. Brit. XXVIII. 74/1
In connection with the generator, it is almost the invariable
custom to put down a secondary battery, to enable the
supply to be given after the engine has stopped.

i. Chem. Applied to certain types of organic
compounds which are formed from others by cer-

tain definite processes of replacement. See also

Alcohol, Amide, Amine, etc.

186a Miller E/em. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) 421 The formation
of a secondary monamide. 1876 Encyc/. Brit. V. 562/2 The
isomeric alcohols of-the present series can thus be conveni-
ently classified. . . 1 Primary alcohols. . . 2 Secondary alcohols.

. . 3 Tertiary alcohols.

j. Meteorology. Said of a subsidiary depression

taking place on the border of a primary cyclone.

Cf. B. 10.

1876 R. H. Scott Weather Charts 76 It is not often,
however, that we find the secondary depressions so clearly
marked as in fig. 15.

4. a. Belonging to the second order in a series

of subdivisions or ramifications. Chiefly Biol.

1796 WiTHERiNG^r//./,

/.(ed. 3) III. 780 Fructifications near
the rib ofthe^dary wings. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 103 When
the floral axis is thus branched, it is better to speak of the
main axis as the primary axis.., its divisions as the secondary
axes.., and their divisions as the tertiary axes. 1883 Huxley
Pract. Bio/, xii. 157 Each ofthe hairs, .is., seen to be covered
over its whole surface with innumerable very fine secondary
hairs ; these are shortest near the base of the primary hair.

b. Belonging to the second stage in a process of
compounding or combination ; consisting of two
primary elements. Secondary colours : see Colour
sb, 2.

1807 T. Thomson C/iem. (ed. 3) II. 467 By the term Se-
condary Compound is meant a combination of salifiable

bases or primary compounds with each other. Ibid., The
secondary compounds.. may be arranged under the five

following classes.
t

1831 Brewster Optics vii. 69 Any mix-
tures or combinations of any of them [sc. primary colours]
are called secondary colours. 1879 Casse/cs Techn. Educ.
1. 178/1 The primary or simple, and the secondary or mixed
colours.

5. With reference to temporal sequence : Pertain-

ing to a second period or condition of things;
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SECONDARY.

adventitious, not primitive. Chiefly in certain

modern scientific and technical uses : see below.

+ a. gen.

1471 Ripley Com/. AlcA. Rec. in Ashm. Theat. Chem.
Brit. (165a) 188 The Altytude of thy Bodys hyde . . In every

of thy Materyalls dystroyyng the fyrst qualyte : And se-

cundary qualytes more gloryose repare in them anon.

b. Geol. In early use, applied (with some notion

of sense 3) to partially crystalline rocks, often

containing the remains of life on the earth. Now,
Belonging to the second division of stratified rocks

;

of or pertaining to the strata between the Palaeo-

zoic or Primary, and the Tertiary ; ^ Mesozoic.
1813 Sir H. Davy Agric. Chem. (1814) 192 Rocks are

generally divided by geologists into two grand divisions,

distinguished by the names of primary and secondary. . . The
secondary rocks, or strata, consist only partly of crystalline

matter; contain fragments of other rocks or strata ;_ often

abound in the remains of vegetables and marine animals;
and sometimes contain the remains of land animals. 1818
W. Phillii'S Outl. Afin. <$• Geol. (ed. 3) 86 Rockswhich include
organic remains, must have been formed after the shells they
contain ; and therefore not being considered primitive, they
are by some termed secondary rocks; whence the term used
by geologists of primary and secondary formations. 1833
Lyell Princ. Geol. III. 324 By 'secondary', we mean those
stratified rocks older than the tertiary, which contain distinct

organic remains. 188a Geikie Text-bk. Geol. vi. in. i. 759
The Mesozoic or Secondary series.

c. Biol. Belonging to or directly derived from
the second stage of development or growth.
1857 Henfrey Bot. § 659 The walls of almost all cells soon

exhibit a departure from the original simple condition, aris-

ing from the formation of new lamellae,.. all over, or over
particular parts of the inside of the primary membrane.
These are distinguished as secondary layers, i860 Gosse
Hist. Brit. Sea-Anemones Introd. 19, 1 have found a small
round aperture in each primary and secondary septum.
1880 Bessey Bot. 408 These new cells are developed on the
one hand into tracheides, which compose the secondary
wood, and on the other into parenchyma and fibrous tissue,

composing the secondary cortex.

d. Surg,, etc. Performed or occurring after a
definite time or occurrence. Secondary amputa-
tion : amputation performed after suppuration has

set in. Secondary haemorrhage : hemorrhage
occurring several days after a wound or operation.

1837 R. Liston Pract. Surg. 325 Secondary haemorrhage
will sometimes follow when reaction has been established.

1850 Ogilvie, Secondary amputation. 1889 MacCormac
Surg, Operat. 11. 140 Secondary or consecutive operations
are those performed after the acute inflammatory symptoms
have subsided and suppuration has been fully established.

1891 Moullin Surg, 1371 Amputation..may be primary
(within twenty-four hours); intermediary (before suppura-
tion); or secondary (after suppuration).

e. Path. Characteristic of or pertaining to the

second stage or period of a disease, esp. of syphilis.

17a* Quincy Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed. 2), Secundary Fever,
is that which arises after a Crisis, or the Discharge of some
morbid Matter, as after the Declension of the Small-Pox, or
Measles. 1786 J. Hunter Venereal Dis. (1810) 431 To ascer-

tain whether her secondary ulcers were infectious. 1799
Beodoes in Med. JmL 1. 101 The symptoms were what are
called secondary, and the disease in its most rooted and
obstinate state. 1890 AUbuWs Syst. Med. VII. 677 True
epilepsy may occur in the so-called 'secondary* stage of
syphilis.

f. Secondary education or instruction : that be-

tween the primary or elementary education and
the higher or university education. Secondary
school, one in which such education is given.
1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France Introd. 39 The public

secondary schools of France. 1876 J. Grant Burgh Sc/i.

Scot. 11. 11. 128 Schools in which elementary and secondary
instruction were formerly given. 1882 M. Arnold Irish
Ess. 130 Schools giving secondary education, as it is called

—that fuller and higher instruction which comes after ele-

mentary instruction. 190a Ericycl. Brit. XXVII. 663/2 The
school which seeks to retain its pupil to the age of sixteen

or seventeen, and to prepare him to enter a skilled trade or

one of the minor professions, is a secondary or intermediate
school.

6. Connected with what is second in local posi-

tion. Secotidaryfeather, quill : a feather growing
from the second joint of a bird's wing. Secondary
wing : one of the hind wings of an insect.

2768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 437 The tips of the
secondary feathers white. 180s Montagu Ornith. Diet.
Expl. Techn. Terms, Secondary quill-feathers. 1826 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. III. 39 The secondary wings are sometimes
smaller than the primary. 1837 Penny Cycl. VII. 367/2 The
greater wing-coverts and secondary quills are greenish-black.

B. sb. [elliptical use of adj. Mostly in//.]

1. gen. One who acts in subordination to another

;

a delegate or deputy ; also a thing which comes
second or subordinate in importance. Now rare.

1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 80, I am too high-borne to be pro-
pertied To be a secondary at controll. 1603 — Meas. for
M. i. i. 47 Old Escalus Though first in question, is thy se-

condary. Take thy Commission. 1635 Brathwait A read.
Princ, 11. 56 Causing Epimonos, her Secondary, to advance
himselfe before her, shee willed him to returne the manner
of his recovery. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. IV. 346 From
being secondaries in the quarrel at length becoming princi-
pals. 1841 Emerson Meth. Nature (1844) 20 A certain ad-
mirable wisdom, preferable to all other advantages, and
whereof all others are only secondaries and indemnities.
1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 202 They are not principals,

..but only secondaries to the Editor, in the commission of
this error.
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b. A cathedral dignitary of second rank.

1436 E. E. Wills (1882) 105 To euery secundary & clerc of
the chirch iiij d . 1616 Clteque Bk. Chapel Royal (Camden)
8 John Greene a secondary of the churche of Exon. 1778
Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry II. 242 In the following stanza,

where he [Barclay] wishes to take on board the eight secon-
daries, or minor canons, of his college. 185a Hook Ch. Diet.

(1871) 707 Secondaries is a general name for the inferior

members of cathedrals, as vicars choral, &c
C. An officer of the corporation of the City of

London, f Also, an official in certain government
offices and law courts : see quot. 1607.
1461 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 467/2 Secundarie in the Office of

oure prive Seall. a 1600 in H. Hall Soc. Eliz. Age (1886)

178 The Secondary of the Court for rettorne of 2 wryttS4\
1603 Stow Surz>. Lond. 538 The Shiriffes of London, in the

yeare 1471, were appointed. .to haue..6 Clarkes, to wit, a
Secondary, a Clarke of the Papers, and 4 other Clarkes.

1607 Cowel Interpr., Secundarie (secundarius) is the name
of an Officer next vnto the chiefe Officer : as the Secundarie
of the fine Office : the Secundarie of the Counter,*. Secun-
darie of the office of the priuie seale, anno 1. Ed. 4. cap. 1.

Secundaries of the Pipe two : Secundarie to the Remem-
brancers two, which be Officers in the Exchequer. Camden.
pag. 113. 164a C. Vernon Consid. Exch. 45 Which is not

to be allowed of upon Record in the Pipe, by the first

Secondary there, until! [etc.]. 168a Loud. Gaz. No. 1738/4
[He] appointed the Common-Serjeant, the Town-Clerk, the

two Secondaries, and the four Attorneys of the Mayors
Court,, .to take the Poll. 1698 Luttrell Brie/Eel, (1857)

IV. 345 Mr. Aston, secondary to the master of the Kings
bench office,.. is dead. 1766 Entick Loudon IV. 47 The
secondary, whose office is to return writs, mark warrants,

impannel juries for the courts both above and below, and
also for the sessions. i8z8 Archeold Forms <y Entries
(ed. 2) Pref. 6 For the Rules of the Common Pleas, I am
indebted to Mr. Griffiths and Mr. Hewlett, Secondaries of
that court. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Secondaries'

Court, a small-debt court in the city of London. 1892

Standard 6 Feb. 3/6 Mr. Roderick, the Secondary [of the

City of London], . .kept watch over the proceedings through-

out the poll.

2. Short for secondary planet (see A. 3 d).

a 1721 [see Primary sb. 2]. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II.

494/1 The action of the primary planets upon their secon-

daries. 185a Hind Astron. Vocab. 46 The moon is a secon-

dary to the earth.

3. Short for secondary circle ; see A. 3 e.

1715 tr. Gregory's Astron. (1726) I. 220 These Hour Circles

are the same in Position, with the Circles of Declination ;.

.

because they are Secondaries to the Equator. 1786-7
Bonnycastle Astron. 434 Secondary circles of the sphere,

are those circles which pass through the poles of some great

circle : thus the meridian and hour circles are secondaries to

the equinoctial, &c. 1889 J. Casey Spherical Trig. i. 4 A
great circle passing through the poles of another circle (great

or small) is called a secondary to that circle.

4. Short for secondary colour : see A. 4 b.

1854 Fairholt Did. Terms Art s, v. Secondary Colours,

The same result ensues when two secondaries are mixed in

equal strength ; thus Olive results from the union of green

and violet.

5. Path, in pi. Secondary symptoms (of syphilis},

1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxix. 393 Some of these

patients.,have been pronounced to labourunder secondaries.

1898 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. IX. 361 After the first

and second [infection] definite secondaries followed.

6. Geol, The secondary series of rocks, or any of

the secondary formations. In recent Diets.

7. a. Ornith. Short for secondaryfeather
1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 420 All the other wing

feathers, except the secondaries, are dusky. 1815 Stephens
in Shaw's Gen. Zool. IX. 1, 5 Coverts and secondaries green.

187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 36 The Secondaries.. are

those remiges that are seated on the forearm.

b. Ent. Short for secondary wing.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. 336 Secondary {Secun-

daria), the posterior wings are so denominated if the superior

wings, when at rest, are not placed upon them.

f 8. Philos. Short for secondary quality* Obs.

1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. Doctr. Plato'w. (1687) 182/1

Intellection likewise must be two-fold, one of Primaries, the

other of Secondaries.

9. Electr. Short for secondary coil or wire.

1869 Eng. Mech. 17 Dec. 335/2 The secondary is wound
. . in vertical layers insulated by discs of sheet ebonite. 1891
Nature 25 June 187/2 The discharge tube in these experi-

ments is made to form the secondary of what is essentially

an induction coil

10. Meteorology. Short for secondary depression.

1887 Abercromby Weather 312 A secondary which would
develop thunder in summer in Great Britain would only
produce heavy rain in winter.

Second best, second-best, a.

1. Next in quality to the first.

1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 114 To Watkyn Asshwell my
secunde best furre and gowne, 1616 Shaks. Wi/l\n Knight
Life (1843) 534 Item, I give unto my wife my second best

bed, with the furniture. 1837 Lockhart Scott L iii. 95, I

gather from Mr. Irving that these lines were considered as

the second best set of those produced on the occasion. 1871

Punch 19 Aug. 67/1 Inviting your second best acquaintances

to your second dance or dinner.

2. absol. (quasi-jA) Something inferior to the

best, f To have the second best : to get the worst

of it (cf. 3).
1708 Sir W. Robinson in 3rd Pep. Dep. A'pr. fret. 37 Some

people [are] of opinion that my lord is like to have but ya

second best. x88x fllustr. Lond. News 17 Jan. 65/2 Most
people must be contented with second bests in this world.

3. c\uas\-adv. In phrase to come off second besl
t

to be defeated in a contest (see Come v. 61 f ).

1777 Abigail Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876) 319, I am glad
to hear of fighting, even though we come off second-best.

SECOND HAND.
1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne I. iv, 49 That lady was..
coming off second-best in the encounter.

Second-class, a.

1. Of or belonging to the class (in any sense

of the word) next to the first. Also absol, a place

in the second class (in an examination).
1837-8 Civ. Engin. <$• Arch. Jrnl. I. 324/1 A Birmingham

first class coach weighs 3 tons 17 cwt. 2 qrs...I have not

weighed our second class open carriages. 1839 Bradshau's
Rly. Time Tables 10th Mo. 25th, Birm'ham to L'pool,

Gentlemen riding in their own Carriages charged Second
Class Fares. Ibid., L'pool to Manch., On Sundays—Second
Class Train, 7 Morning. 1846 [see First-class B. i]. 1861

Chamb. Jrnl. 23 Mar. 177/2, 1 ride in second-class carriages,

because the fare is cheaper than that of the first-class._ 1899
Siatesm. Year-hit. 1123 The Sudan has been divided into.,

three second-class districts.

b. Second'rfass matter (U. S.) : postal matter

consisting of periodicals sent from the office of

publication.

1883 Set. American 6 Jan. (title) Entered at the Post Office

of New York, N. Y. as Second Class Matter.

2. quasi-*z*/z>. By a second-class conveyance.
1906 Upward Eben. Lobb 206 Seymour says he came

second-class,, .and he had absolutely no luggage.

II Seconde (s^gond). Fencing. Forms : 7
secunde, 8 second, 9 seconde. See also Segoon.
[Fr. : fern, of second Second a.]

f 1. The half of a sword nearest the point. Obs.

1688 Holme Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 159/2 The Secunde,
is from the midle of the weapon to the point, which being
the weakest part is only used to thrust or cut.

2. The second of the eight parries recognized in

sword-play.
1707 Sir W. Hope New Meth. Fencing 56 When a Man

presents his Sword.. the Sword-Hand may have as many
different Positions, as there are Degrees in a Circle,.. but
. . the Masters of Old, were satisfied to reduce them to Four
.., called, Prime, Seconde, Tierce, and Quarte.. .Seconde,

or the Second Position, .is performed by holding the Sword,
with the Thumb quite downward [etc.]. 1710 S. Palmer
Moral Ess. 203 [A study] of more satisfaction and use..

than Tierce and Cart, Prime* and Sec&nd, Dancing and
Dress. 1807 Roland Fencing 53 You will acquire a more
firm parade, as well as a much easier mode of delivering

your riposte in seconde. 1889 Pollock, etc. Fencing 44
Eight [simple parries] are recognised; two for each line.

They are called:—Prime, Seconde, Tierce [etc.]. Ibid. 47
To parry seconde, bring foil to seconde position.

Seconder (se'kandai). Also $Sc. (in sense 2)

secondar. [f. Second a. and v. + -er 1
.]

I. [from the adj.]

L One who comes second, or in the second rank.

Now only local, a second hand on a farm.

In quot. 1898 used to represent Anglo-Latin secundarius,

Secondary sb. x b.

1598 Barret Theor. Warresui. \. 35 To retire, .and charge

agame, giuing place to his next fellow, or seconder. 1883

Goole (Yorksh.) Weekly Times 31 Aug. s/2(Advt.) Wanted,
a Farm Servant, as seconder. 1898 A. F. Leach Beverley

Ad Bk. I. Introd. 72 The Seconders {secutidarii), clerks of

the second form at Exeter [Cathedral]. Ibid,, In June, 1529,

all the Seconders complained that [etc.].

2. A student of the second grade in social rank

at St. Andrews University. Obs. exc. Hist.
1684 A. Skf.ine Let. in Scot. Antiq. (1897) XI. zo If he be

a seconder his expence will be as folous. 1807 Grierson St.

Andreius 160 SecondersandTemers are the only distinctions

now in use. 1827 Ferrie in Evid. Comm. Univ. Scot.

(1837) III. (St. Andrews) 35 The Primars are the sons of

Noblemen ; the Secondars are what they call Gentlemen
Commoners in England. 1907 Lang Hist. Scot. IV. xvi.

406 All the winners are armigerous, so probably they were
Secondars, as a rule,

II. [from the vb,]

3. a. One who supports (what is proposed by
another) ; one who furthers the designs of another.

i6»3 Chaworth in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836)477 The
Parlement cumd, and in y* first weeke y* proposition being

a breach w»» Spaine,..&c. and the Prince y* seconder of

all Buckingham could propound. 1847 Lytton Falkland 1.

66, I find in myself a powerful seconder to my uncle's

wishes. 1891 J. Winsor Columbus viii. 175 Perez is said to

have found a seconder in Luis de Santangel.

b. spec. One who seconds a motion.

1678 Marvell Groioth Popery 52 He Interrupted him and
the Seconder of that Motion. 1780 Hurkr On Durat.
Parlt. Sp. (1816) II. 173, I do not tell the respectable mover
and seconder.. that [etcj. 1828 Brougham in Hansard's
Pari. Deb. XVIII. 49 His hon. and learned friend, the

seconder, as well as the hon. mover of the Address. 1863

H. Cox Instit. 1. ix. 139 In the House of Lords, a question

may be proposed without a seconder. 1890 A. G. Bell in

Proc. 12th Conv. Instructors 0/ DeaJ'330, I would like to

add my mite to the seconder of this resolution.

c. One who seconds a nomination or candida-

ture introduced by a proposer.

1864 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 219 Will you write your name
in the candidates' book as his seconder?

Second hand, second-hand. [Cf. Hand
sb. 10 c, F. de seconde main, and First Hand.]

A. phrase. (Second hand.)

f 1. In subst. use : The second in a series of per-

sons through whose hands something passes
;
an

intermediary, middleman. Obs.

1654-66 Earl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 492 His absence.

.

made him but from second hands, and confusedly learn it.

1681-6 J . Scott Chr. Life (1747) 1 1 1. 49 He doth not mediate

with him by a second-hand, or at a distance, but in his own
Person. 17*7 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. fnd. I. Pref. 14

Those Reports came, .to him by Second or Third Hand?.
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2. In advb. phrases, a. At second hand (+ also

at the or a second hand, on the second hand) : (to

buy, receive, learn, etc.) from another than the

maker, or original vendor (of goods.}, or the pri-

mary source (of information, etc.). In the 18th c.

also (? after Fr.) to hearfrom second hand.
In the first quot. as may be a mistake for at ; but perh.

second hand may mean ' second purchaser '.

1474 Coventry Leet Bk. 401 Also the sise ya that no maner
ofman nor woman schall not stalle nor Regrate no markett .

.

wher thorough the markett shuld be the Wers and the pore
Comons gretely hurte to by as the ij I,! honde. 1588 Nashe
Anat. Absurditie Wks. 1904 I. 20 Whose thredde-bare
knowledge beeing bought at the second hand, is spotted.,
and defaced through translates rigorous rude dealing. 1589
Hay any Work 44 The substance of the tale is true. I told
you that I had it at the second hand. 1613 Bodt. Day-bk.
(MS.) If. 18 A note of such Books as were boughtat London
of Jhon Edwards at second hand* 1634 Peacham Genii.
Excrc. 62 So that I may say the eye receives the forme of the
object at a second hand, as it were from the medium. 1654
Sir E. Nicholas in N. Papers (Camden) II. 2 You have
done wisely to decline the correspondence of Sir Marm.
Langdale at a second hand, thro' the consul's conveyance.
1665 Sun: Affaires Netherlands 132 Cathay, where they
are forced to take their Rye, Hemp,.. and Musk, on the
second hand of the Chinois. 1680 UOUWSU. On Saitcho-
nialhon (1691) 12 He quoted him by memory, and at the
Second hand. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones m. v, For, to say
the truth, there is no kind of flattery so irresistible as this at

second-hand. 1753 Washington Jmt. Writ. 1889 I. 481, I

have heard from second-hand, that they intend to make no
allowance for the fish we left there. 1833MARRYAT/'. Simple
iii, ' Well, we don't want one of your father's sermons at
second-hand,' replied the midshipman.

+ b. At the second hand', by a secondary opera-
tion. Obs.

154s Raynald Byrtk Mankynde 23 The meat & drinck
which we dayly do eate, by dygestion, fyrst of y* stomack,
the fyne iuyce, therof is seperatyd from y9 drosse & grosser
part, & then after at y* second hand, the foresaid iuyce .

.

attract, .in to the lyuer.., there transmutid in to blud.

f c. By second hand: through an intermediary,
through another person as agent. Obs.
1711 Swift South Sea 70 When Stock is high, they come

between, Making by second-hand their Offers.

t d. Ofsecond hand= Second-hand a.i. [a Gal-
licism].

1708 UttriW. Let. Enthusiasm vi. 67 There is a sort of
Enthusiasm of second hand.

B. adj. (Second-hand.) [The phrase used attrib.]

Obtained at second hand.
1. Not original or obtained from the original

source
; plagiarized or borrowed ; imitative, de-

rivative.

1654 Whulock Zootomia 142 If a man cloath his discourse
in a Language that is not second hand English, Or but one
degree above . . Caterwauling, why he is affected. 1738 Swift
Pol. Conversat. Introd. 46 The Waiting-Woman, who, if
she hath been bred to read Romances, may have some small
subaltern or second-hand Politeness. 1779 Sheridan Critic
1. i, Are you not called, .a mock Maecenas to second-hand
authors? 1790 Bikke Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 397 You hold up,
to chastise them, the second-hand authority of a king, who
is only the instrument of destroying, without any power of
protecting either the people or his own person. 1868 E.
Edwards Ralegh I. x. 163 Even of this second-hand know-
ledge there was very little. 1904 Farrer Gardens ofAsia
13 Second-hand impressions are as worthless as second-hand
morality.

2. Not new, having been previously used or worn
by another, as seeottd-kand clothes, books, etc.

1673 Wvcherlhy Gentl. Dancing.Master v. 94, 1 will have
no little, dirty, second-hand Charriot new forbish'd, but a
large, sociable, well painted Coach. 1698 Crowne Caligula
f. 4 Second-hand cloaths he may as proudly wear. 1771
Smollktt Humph.CL 18 Jury (1815)251 The traitor .. dazzled
her with his second-band finery. 1833 Act 3 A> 4 Wilt. [V,
c. 46 I 82 All persons so dealing in second-hand articles with-
out being first duly licensed. 186a (title) The Library
Circular of New and Second-Hand Books. 189a Zangwill
Childr. Ghetto I. 74 But a second-hand son-in-law of 23 is

superior to many brand-new ones.

Ub. Said jocularly of food, with various notions.
1694 Mottlux Rabelais iv. lxvii, The Cupboard wherein

second-hand-meat is kept (the bowels]. 1853 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tour xlvu. (1893) 250 The cooksent him a most
moderate dinner, smoked soup, second-hand fish, scraggy
cutlets, and sour pudding. 186a Mayhew Lond. Labour IV.
408/2 Miss Betsey would, .enjoy whatever poultry or meat
had not been touched ; but anything that had been cut, any-
thing 'second-hand

'

;
that dainty and haughty young lady

would instruct her sister Kitty to give to the poor beggars.
1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Sept. 12/1 What is technically called
a ' second-hand joint ', that is one that has had all its choice
parts sliced off.

3. Second-hand bookseller, clothier, etc. : one
dealing in second-hand goods. So second-hand
bookselling, shop, etc.

1656 Heylin Surv. France 148 They call it their Library

;

for my part, I should have thought it to have been the ware-
house of some second hand Bookseller. 1862 Library Cir-
cularJuly isSAdvt., Messrs. Tinsley Brothers,. .Wholesale,
Retail, and Second-hand Booksellers. 1886 C. E. Pascoe
Loml. 0/ To-day xxx'ix. (ed. 3) 330 The head of the second-
hand bookselling trade of London.
Jig. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 Jan. 3/3 The modern second-
hand dealers in popular criticism.

4. quasi-a&. = at second hand.
1849 Robertson Stmt. Ser. 1. x. (1855) 181 Maxims learned

second-hand by rote and not by heart. 19x0 S. Cook in
Expositor Aug. 115 Babylonian culture could continue to
reach Canaan secondhand.

Hence Secondhandness ; also {rare) Second-
lia ndiness, appearance of being second-hand.
a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851) II. 120 The stateness of

their method and the second-handiness of their costume.
1886 Farrar Hist. Interpr. 225 Four serious drawbacks of
overhaste, second-handness, vehement prejudice and in-

cessant vacillation.

Second-handed, a. Now chiefly dial. =
Second-hand a,

1682 in Flemings in Oxford (O.H.S.) II. let. ccxlvii, For a
second banded gown, 145. 6d. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 51. 3/1
We, .youimpiore,Tosendno more, A Second-handed Query.
1784 Cowper Let. to Umvin Wks. 1836 V. 87 My descrip-
tions are all from nature : not one of them second-handed.
1843 J. Aiton Dotn. Econ. (1857) 73 He sets about pur-
chasing a houseful of trash—second-banded chairs [etc.].

Secondine, obs. form of Secundine,
Secondly(se'k3ndli),o<&'. [f. Seconds. + -ly^.]

T 1. For a second time. Obs.
138a Wvclif Lev. xiii. 58 He shal wasshe secoundlich

[Vulg. secundo] tho thinges that ben pure. 1608 in Rep.
MSS. in var. Coll. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1901) I. 287 But
these malicious persons, not satisfied, waylaid your peti-

tioner, and_ there and then secondly assaulted and wounded
your petitioner. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertue's A need.
Paint. (1786) II. aoi She was secondly married to James
Levingston Earl of Newburgh.

2. In the second place ; as the second in serial

order. Chiefly in the enumeration of heads or

topics in a discourse.
CI374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1741 Secundelich ber yet

deuyneth noon Vp-on yow two. c 1435 Lydg. Assembly of
Gods 106 Furst, to begynne, thys Eolus hath[etc. ]. . . Secundly,
. . Ofte of myn enteut hath he made me mys. c 1450
Holland Howlat 352 Syne in a feild of siluer secoundlie
he beris Ane Egill ardent of air. 1535 Coverdale 2 Kings
xvi. 19 Secondly, whom shulde I serue ? a 1610 Healey
Ejbictetus (1636) 51 Man, consider first the nature of the
thing that thou intendest, and secondly thine owne nature.
1693 R. L'Estrange Fables ccxiv. 185 We are Taught
here Principally, Two Things; First,.. And yet 2ly. How
Prone we are to Indulge our Own Errors [etc]. 171a
Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens (ed. 4) 12, ist

?
For absenting

from Church. 2dly, For not abiding there till . . Sermon be
ended. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man 36 Secondly, if the mud
pierced through had been thrown down by the river in

ancient channels, it would have been stratified.

f 3. In the second place in order of importance,

secondarily. Also {nonce-use), in an inferior

manner. Obs. rare.
1526 Grete Herball cli. (1529) I v b, Epiihimhim..hath

vertue pryncypally to purge melancolyke humours, and
secondefy flewme. 1531 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 407/1
Tyndall handeleth his thyrde sygnificacion very secondly,
and fareth as one that woulde fayne walke in the darke.

4. quasi-j5. The word secondly used in making
subdivisions of a subject.

X7S9 [see Firstly 3). 1874 ' Max Adeler ' Out ofHurly-
Burly viL 87 The clergyman paused just as he was entering

j

upon consideration of 'secondly'. 1898 J. A. Adams in

j

Advattce (Chicago) 28 Apr. 578/1 Jesus was not given to
firstlies and secondlies.

Secondment 1 (se'kandment). rare. [f. Second
I v. + -MKKT.] The action of seconding.

1837 W. E. Forster in T. W. Reid Life (1888) I. 93 Sir
Robert Harvey proposed the Marquis of Douro.../ohn
Robberds, Nurse ; with Dr. Evans's most violent second-
ment.

Seccndment 2
. The action of Second z>.2

'897 t?- Rfv. July 242 The practice of secondment seems
to us as objectionable as the word is ungrammatical.

Second-rate, a. and sb. [See Rate sb.l 9, 9 b.]

A. adj. Of the second * rate ' (said of ships).

Hence, Of the second class in point of quality or
excellence ; usually in vaguer (appreciative) sense.

Not first-rate, of only moderate quality.
1669 Sir G. Downing in St. Papers Don*. 1668-9 (1894),

286 A second-rate ship. 1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to
C'tess. Bute 10 May (1893) II. 164 Any of the second-rate
theatres in London. 1815 Scott Guy M. ii, The Laird him-
self was one of those second-rate sort of persons, that are to
be found frequently in rural situations. 1875 Ruskin Led.
Art'u 20 The severe exclusion of all second-rate, superfluous,
or even attractively varied examples.

B. sb.

1. Naut. A war-vessel of the second rate (see

Rate sbA 9).

1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1442/4 There are now two Second-
rates upon the Stocks. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxvii.

(1760) I. 211 This he had procured by his interest at the
Navy-Office ; as also another [warrant] for himself, by virtue
of which he was removed into a second rate.

2. transf. A person or thing of inferior class.

1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 95We still think that she [a lady
novelist] ranks, with a degree of respect, as a 'second-rate .

1804 Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor L 518 With
reference to these poets, I place Dryden at the head of the
second-rates. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 10 Oct. 2/3 We look upon
him [Sardou] as a second-rate who might have been almost
first-rate had he been sincere.

Hence Second-ratedness, Second-rateness,
the quality of being second-rate ; Second-rater,
one who or something which is second-rate.
1826 Hood Backing the Favourite 33 The second-raters

seemed then a safer hit. 1865 Mrs. Whitney Gayivorthys
II. 26 She forgot the old feeling of failure and of second-
rateness, she found herself of consequence. 1891 G. H.
Kingsley Sp. ty Trav. (1900) 463 Some have to be contented
with the second-ratedness of a swirly hole, as against the
profundity of Lake Superior.

Second sight.
1. A supposed power by which occurrences in the

future or things at a distance are perceived as though
they were actually present.
16x6 Maitland Club Misc. II. 189 Be the secund sicht

grantit to her.. Shesaw Robert Stewart, .andcertane utheris
with towis about thair craigis. a 1700 Evelyn Diary \t Sept.

1685,There WU something said of the second sight happening
to some persons, especially Scotch. 1763 Pastoral Cordial
11 Their Faith and firm Belief In Second Sight, and Mother
Shipton. 1827 Scott Highl. Widow v, These are Highland
visions, Captain Campbell, as unsatisfactory and vain as
those of the second sight. 1875 A. Lang in Encycl. Brit.
II. 204/1 Persons possessing the Celtic taishitaraugh, or
gift of second-sight.

b. transf. zxAfig.
1711 Countrey-Man's Let. to Curat 29 But the High-

Church Doctors were not then Blessed with the second
sight, as they have been of late, i860 Emerson Coud. Life
viii. 178 When the second-sight of the mind is opened, now
one colour or form or gesture, and now another, has a
pungency [etc.].

2. The image or vision produced by the faculty
of ( second sight \
1763 'Theophilus Insulanus' Second Sight 35 From

many cogent proofs, I am induced to think, that the Second
Sight is not seen by the organ of the eye. Ibid. Index 187
Grant, Mr. James, his relation of a young man that saw the
Second Sight.

3. Natural Magic. (See quot. 1883.)
1883 Casselfs Bk. Sports 923 Clairvoyance, or Second

Sight, when applied to conjurers* tricks and private enter-
tainments, is the art of telling the name and description of
articles by a person whose eyes are blindfolded. 1902 G.
Faur in Encycl. Brit. XXX. 427/2 In recent years the
mystery known as ' Second Sight ' has been vastly improved.
4. attrib.

1700 Dr. Hickes Let. in Pepys* Mem. (1870) 696, 1 asked
this question, to know whether.. these Second Sight folks
were Seers or Visionists.

Hence Second-sighted a.
t
having the gift of

second sight
; + Second-sig-htedness, the quality

of possessing second sight ; Second-sighter, one
who practises the power of second sight.
a 1694 in Aubrey's Misc. (1696) 154 These Events, which

Second-sighted Men discover, or fore-tell. 1708 Chamber-
layne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1743) 322 Thisquality of second-
sightedness is not rare. 1820 Shelley Maria Giso. 137 She
repliesj Veiling in awe her second-sighted eyes. 1875 A.
Lang in Encycl. Brit. II. 204/2 The inyauga, or second-
sighted man. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa xx. 460 You
cannot see your own bush-soul, unless you are an Ebumtup,
a sort of second-sigh ter.
Secound(e, obs. forms of Second.
1 Secourgeon, -ion. Obs. rare. [a. F. se-

courgeon (in Estienne, orig. of this passage), var. of
escourgeon (Cotgr. scourgeon, Walloon socoran).]
= Amelcorn, an inferior variety of wheat.
1600 Surflet Country Farm v. xx. 710 You may make

meale likewise of other corne then of wheate, as of barley,
rie, meslin, secourgeon. Ibid. 714 Breade made of Secourgion.
1688 Holme Armoury n. ^6/2 Secourgion is a lean, wrinkled
and starved Corn, something like unto Barley.

+ Secourse, sb. Obs. rare. Also 7 secours.
[a. F. secours (OF. secorse, -ce, socorse in Godef.)
Succour sb.] Succour, aid, help, assistance.

1597 A. M. tr. Guitlemcau's Fr. Chirurg. 54 b/2 Notwith-
standinge all the secourse we coulde doe them, yet they
dyed suddaynlye. 1610 in Buccleuch MSS. {Hist. MSS.
Comm.) 1. 89 To make use ofsuch number of his subjects . . for
the secours of the Princes of Germany. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. x. 47 1 Our mercifull King . . gaue secourse to thousands
of your ship- wracked people for many moneths.

It Secousse (s^kws). Massage, [a. F. secousse

(15th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), vbl. sb. of fsecourre
(now secouer) to agitate, f. L. succuss-, succuttre,

i. sub under, below + quattre to shake.] (See quot.)
1887 D. Maguire Art Massage iii. (ed. 4) 52 Secousses.

These are agitated movements quickly executed and with
sudden jerks.

Secoutour, variant of Secutor Obs., executor,

t Secre*, a. and sb. Obs. Also 4-5 secree.
[a. OF. secre*, var. of secret : see Secret a. and sb.]

A. adj. as Secret a. in various senses.

1. Not allowed to be revealed, hidden, occult.
c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom, Prol. <$ T. 90 But I wol nat

auowe that I seye And therfore keepe it secree I yowpreye.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 84 And bay gyf hym
be prys of alle science, secre and heuenly. c 1407 Lydg.
Reason $ Sens. 1675 This god is also messagere. .For to
report in special The secre thingis of the hevene. 1430-40— Bochas viii. xxiv. (1554) 192/2 A ful precious stone,..
Powder of which will discure anone, If it be drunke (though
it be secree) Of maydenhed the broken chastitee.

2. Secre seal. a. A private seal of attestation

affixed to a document; also fig. b. A seal fixed

upon a closed letter or document.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. in. 141 Heo may as muche do In

a Mooneb ones, As $oure secre seal [1377 B. m. 145, 1393
C. iv. 183 secret seel] In Seuen score dayes. Ibid. vm. 25
Bote vndur his secre seal [1377 B. vu. 23 secret seel ; 1393 C.
x. 27 secre seel] Treube sende a lettre. 1393 Ibid. C. x. 138
The whiche arn lunatik lollares. . For vnder godes secre seel
here synnes ben ykeuered.

3. Of a person : Reserved or reticent in conduct
or conversation ; close, discreet.
C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1528 And he was wis, hardy,

secre, and ryche. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2001 Sche
kepte hir cloos and wonderly secree, fat by hir chere no
man my3t see What bat sche ment.
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b. Characterized by reserve or secrecy. Phrase,

in secre wyse.
c X374 Chaucer Troylus I. 744 In his counseyl tellinge That

toucheth love that oughte be secree ; For of him-self it

wolde y-nough out-springe, c 1386 — Doctors T. 143 This

luge vn-to this cherl his tale hath tooid In secree wise.

1440 in Wars Eng. in France (1864) II. 307 Sende me
worde, yn the most secre wyse,

4. Intimate, privy, rare"
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. L xi, Sine nixt hir raid..TweIf

damisellis. .Quhilks semit of her counsell maist secre.

5. Of a place : Remote, retired, secluded. Also

rarely of time, spent in seclusion.

c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. 1. pr. iv. 31 Thilke thinges that I

hadde lerned of thee among my secree restingwhyles [L.

inter secreta otia\ 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 4056, I am
call yd Dame Penaunce. The cheff wardeyn . . Off thylke yle

most secre; The wych..Ys yhyd with-Inne a man. c 1550
Rolland Crt. l^enus i. 652 In hir chalmer quhilk ay was
most secre.

6. <\w^s\-adv. Secretly ; without witnesses.
c 1381s Chaucer Frankl. T. 381 To noon oother creature

. -Of this matere he dorste no word seyn. Vnder his brest he
baar it moore secree Than euere dide Pamphilus for Galathee.
c 1440 Pat lad. on Hitsb. 1. 541 So it be doon secre that no
man se.

B. sb.

1. Something that is kept hidden or secret, a.

Something hidden from human understanding or

knowledge ; a divine or natural mystery.
C1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 894 For this science, and

this konnyng, quod he, Is of the secree of the secretes
pardee. c 1407 Lydg. Reason fy Sens. 4870 Ful of mystery
and secres And many vnkouth prevites. C1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 1. lxxviii. {1869) 46 And bere weren shewed bee
alle be secrees of Nature, c 1450 Lovelich Grail xvii.

57 He is a fool that don wele as I have do, To knowen the
Secrees of his Saviour.

b. A private or secret matter ;
= Secret sb, 3.

c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 31 But to hise wyues toolde he
his secree. c 1400 Rom. Rose 5260 For tweyn in nombre is

bet than three In every counsel and secree. 1489 Barbour's
Bruce (Edin. MS.) iv. 577 And couth rycht weill secreis

conceil.

2. A prayer in the Mass recited by the priest in

a low voice ; ~ Secret sb. 2.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 12044 As he stod at is masse..
Biuore be weued in is beaes, at be secre rijt, Com sir gut de
mountfort..& villiche him slou. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
xxxix. {Cosnte fy Damyaue) 1 Of haly messe in be secre syndry
Sanctis set we se. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
xlvii. 541 pen he biginnes his secre; Adoun benne knele 3c
3. Secrecy. In secree, in private, secretly.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 62 He seith in open, fy ! to Sinne,
And in secre ther is no vice Of which that he nis a Norrice.
c 14^70 Henry Wallace iv. 403 Wallace with hyr in secre
maid him glaid.

Secrecy (srkresi). Forms : a. 5 secretee,

6 secretie, -ye; 0. 6-7 secrecie (6 secricie),
secresie, 6-9 secresy, 6- secrecy. [In i5-i6th c
secretee, -tie, app. f. Secre a. or Secret a. + -ty

or -y. Cf. med.L. secretia a royal treasury. Late
in the 16th c. altered to secrecie, app. after words
like primacy.]
1. The quality of being secret or of not revealing

secrets; the action, practice, or habit of keeping
things secret.

a.
#
1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xcviij Stude at the dure fair-

calling hir vschere, That coude his office doon In connyng
wise, And secretee, hir thrifty chamberere.
0. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. [V, n, in. II2 Constant you are,

But yet a woman: and for secrecie, No Lady closer, 1597
Morley Introd. Mus. 116 If you concealethis I must thinke
that, .you begin to suspect my secrecy. 1616 Bacon Adv.
to Villiers Wks. 1872 VI. 41 And that the servants attend-
ing the clerks of the council be also bound to secrecy. 1617
Moryson [tin. 11. 50 By reason of his singular secrecy in

keeping his purposes unknowne. a 1721 Sheffield (Dk.
Buckhm.) Wks. (1753) II. 167 For who could expect secrecy
in such a slave of Cleopatra. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina
(1791) II. xxiv. 150, 1 have Intreated Mrs. Selwyn to observe
the strictest secrecy. 2819 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837)
IV. viii. 233 An intelligent friend on whose style of expres-
sion, prudence, and secrecy his Grace could put perfect
reliance. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 532 He
arranged his plan with characteristic prudence, firmness, and
secresy. 1876 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. (1877) 88 We appear
to know a great deal of one another, and yet, if we reflect,

what a vast system of secrecy the moral world is.

2. The condition or fact of being secret or con-
cealed. In secrecy : secretly.
o. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Ld. Hastings xc, Your polytyke

secretes gard with trusty loyaltye So shall they lurk in most
assured secretye. 1581 Hanmer Jesuites Banner D 3, His
sacrificing Pnestes hearing confession were woonte to re-

ueale unto him, all that in secretie was deliuered vnto them.
£• '575 Gascoigne Glasse Govt. iv. iv. Wks. 1910 II. 65,
& because in all thinges Secresie is a great furderaunce, it

shalbe best that we draw our selves apart unto one of your
houses. 1590 Marlowe Edw. If, 11. i, A friend of mine told
me in secrecie, That hees repeald and sent for backe againe.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 403 The Lady Anne, Whom
the King hath in secrecie long married, This day was view'd
in open, as his Queene. 1651 Hobbes Leviatk. 11. xtx. 96
Nor is there any place,.. wherein an Assemblie can receive
Counsell with secrecie. 1756 Burke Vind. Nat. Soc. Wks.
1842 I. 14 On his return to court^ he was obliged to enter
Rome with all the secresy of a criminal. 1819 Macintosh
Pari. Suffrage Wks. 1846 III. 227 The first objection to this
proposal is, that the Ballot would not produce secrecy. 1881
Fenn Vicar's People xlvi, [He] removed his tobacco quid,
and stuffed the dirty-brown, wet morsel into the secrecy of
bis trousers pocket.

356

f tb. Retirement, seclusion. Obs.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 37 The males giue great
honor to the females great with young, during the time of
their secrecie. 1608 — Serpents 15 ^There is a question,
whether when they be in this secrecie or drouzines; they
awake not to eate. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 427 Thou in thy
secresie although alone, Best with thy self accompanied,
seek'st not Social communication.

3. qwasi-concr. Something which is or has been

kept secret ; a secret ; the secret nature or condi-

tion of something. Often colled, sing, or plural,

secret matters, mysteries. Obs. or arch.

a. ' 1450 Lydg. Secrees 38 The which book. . Whylom
compyled by Arystotilees, Which in sapience of Secretees

hath the name. 1517 Tunstall in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1.

I. 134 Besids al other maters contenyd in our Lettres. .oon
is in them untowchyd by cause I wold not make my clerke

privey to the secretie theroff.

P. X573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 17 To answere stranger

ciuilie, but shew him not thy secresie. 1594 Willobie's

Avisa xliv. iGrosari) 40 H. W. ..pyneth awhile in secret

griefe, at length., bewrayeth the secresy of his disease vnto
his familiar friend W. S. 1598 Yong Diana 308 A famous
Shepherd, .to whose skill and knowledge, it seemed, nature
it selfe with all her secrecies was subject. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
II. ii. 305 So shall my anticipation preuent your discouery
of your secricie to the King and Queene. a 1617 P. Bayne
On Epk. (1658) Contents, The doctrine of our salvation is a
hidden secrecy. 1633 Ford Broken H. u. iii, I'me not in-

quisttiue of secrecies without an inuitation. 1645 Milton
Tetrach. 44 Leaving secrecies to conscience. 1660 Charac.
Italy 85 In the Secresies and Operations of Medecine none
could excel Fracastorius [etc.]. 1665 Brathwait Comment.
Two Tales (1901) 20 He solemnly swears his Host to keep
counsel in a secrecy of such high consequence. 1893 F.
Thompson Poems 50, I in their delicate fellowship was one
—Drew the bolt of Nature's secrecies.

f b. The secret parts (of a person). Obs. rare" 1
.

C1675 Roxb. Ball. (1890) VII. sg A shirt out of his Cloak-
bag presently plucked he, And put it on the woman to cover
her secresie.

1 4. The condition of being entrusted with a per-

son's secrets ; intimate acquaintance, confidence.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 165 Euen he who was of his
secretie[i6i9secrecy] and companion at meate. 1590 Greene
Orl. Fur. (1599) 18 But, Madame, marke a while, and you
shall see, Your Father shake him off from secrecie. 1591-5
Spenser Colin Clout 698 By creeping close into his secrecie.

1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. Life A 2, He. .betook himself
to a Monastery of regular Cannons, where for some years
he had the secresie of Guilelmus Hermannus ofBuda, a very
studious and diligent youth.

t Secrely, adv. Obs. Also 4-5 secreely,

sekerly, sekyrly. [f. Secre a. + -ly 2
.] Secretly.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 707 This Markys writen hath.

.

A lettre..And secreely [v.rr. secrely, secretely, secretly] he
to Boloigne it sente. 1426 Lydg. De Gnil. Pilgr. 5782 The
grete Tresour wych verrayly Ys shet with-lnne secrely,

Pore folkys for to fede. c 1440 Generydes 359 Whanne ye
maye fynd good leyser and spase, That sekerly ye may
speke with the kyng. [bid. 3786 And in like wise cast your
harnes vppon, Secrely, that no man yow Aspye.

t Se'crement. Obs. rare- 1

. [As if ad. L. *se7-

cremenlum, f. secre-, secernfre to secrete. Cf. excre-

ment^ Secretion.
1664 Power E.xp. Pkilos. 1. 29 Cuckow-Spitt.—That it is

the sole exudation and Secrement of Plants, I cannot be.
lieve.

t Secreness. Obs. Also 4 secreenesse, se-

creues(se. [f. Secre a. + -ness.] Secretness.
c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 675 O Messager, fulfild

of dronkenesse..thou biwreyest alle secreenesse {v.rr. secre-,

sekere-,siker.,sekurnesse]. C1403LYDG. Temple of Glas 295,
& mirrour eke was she Of secrenes, of trouth, of faythful-

nes. 1450 [mpeachm. Dk. Suffolk in Paston Lett. I. 103
Beyng of your grete Privey Councell, and..knowyng the
secrenesse [Rolls o/Parlt. V. 178 secretenesse] thereof.

t Secrest, v. Obs. rare" 1
, [ad. Sp. secrestar

— med.L. secresidre, metathetic form of seque-

slrdre.] trans. To sequestrate (goods).
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 259 Hee did Iudge

the Captaines toperpetuall prison..and did secrest all their

goods [orig. y secreslado lodos sus bienes],

Secrestan, obs. form of Sacristan.

Secret (srkret),a. andj£. Also4secrette, 5-6
secrete, (5 sekret), 6 secreet, secrett, (sey-
crette, seacreate), .5V. secreit, sacreit, 6-7 se-

create, 7 seacret, (secrit). [a. F. secret adj. and
sb. (OF. also secr4\ see Secret, and sb.), ad. L. se-

cretus&d}. (neut. secretum used subst., a secret), orig.

pa. pple. of sccernPre to separate, divide off : see Se-
cern v. Cf. Pr. secret, Sp. secreto, Vg. secreto, se-

gredo, It. secreto, segredo (all used as adj. and sb.).]

A. adj.

1. Kept from knowledge or observation ; hidden,

concealed, a. Predicatively (esp. in to keep secret)'.

Kept from public knowledge, or from the know-
ledge of persons specified ; not allowed to be
known, or only by selected persons.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles Prol. 61 Lete goure conceill

corette it [sc. this treatise].. ffor jit it is secrette. 1474 [see

2]. 1481 in E. E. Gilds 317 Ye shal not dyscouer b» coun-
sell of be bretherynhod or of bB crafte, b l ye have knowlych
of, b* snold be sekret w*yn ouer-selfe. 1485 Caxton Paris
fy V. (1868) 3 Parys kept his love secret. 1560 Daus tr.

Steidane's Comm. 72, I kept nothing secret from your Am-
bassadours. 1600 E. Blount tr. Conestaggio 47 1 he Rene-
gados..kept his death secret. 1799 Sickelmore Agnes <y

Leonora II. 164 It was as much to their interest as my own
to keep the affair secret. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt, xxvii, The
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task in which he was engaged was to be kept most strictly

secret. 1879 ' Edna Lyall ' Won by Waiting xxx, Bertha's
flight must be kept secret.

b. Of a place : Removed from the resort of men ;

retired, remote, lonely, secluded, solitary ; hence,

affording privacy or seclusion. Also rarely of

time. Chiefly arch.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxv. 1 In secreit place this

hyndir nycht, I hard [etc.]. a 1586 Sidney APol. Poelrie
(Arb.) 32 To.. plant goodnesse euen in the secretest cabinet
of our soules. 1603 $H\KS.Meas.forA[. 1v.iii.91 Put them
in secret holds. 1604 Drayton Moyses 1. 12 Softly she (i.e.

Pharaoh's daughter] walkes downe to the secret flood,.. In
the coole streames to check the pampred blood. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. 1. 6 Sing, Heav'nly Muse, that 011 the secret top
Of Oreb, or of Sinai, didst inspire That shepherd. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 111.662 Let not Sleep my closing Eyes
invade In open Plains, or in the secret Shade. 1773C0WPEP.
Shrubbery 19 They seek, like me, the secret shade. 18*0
Shelley Skylark 44 Soothing her love-laden Soul in secret
hour. 1830 Tennyson Poet 10 With echoing feet he threaded
The secretest walks of fame. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y [tal.

Note-bks. (1871) II. 31 Powers took us into a room apart—
apparently the secretest room he had—and showed us some
tools, .of his own.. invention. 1900 G. C. Brodrick Mem.
<$ [mpr. 203 To exchange opinions.. no longer through
whispers in the secret chambers, but through open talk in

drawing-rooms and even ball-rooms.

f C. Of a person, etc. : Secluded from observa-

tion. Chiefly predicative. Obs.
1528 Gardiner in Pocock Rec. Ref. I. xlvii. 90 Being com-

pelled for want of apparel to keep ourselves secret one
whole day. 1588 Gkeene Pandosto (1607) B 1, Franion
being^ secret in his chamber, began to meditate with him-
selfe in these termes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. V[, iv. iv. 48
In this Citty will I stay, And Hue alone as secret as I

may. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 206 When they are
secret and alone hy themselues, they will practise leaping,

dancing, and other strange feats. 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

522 So all ere day-spring, under conscious Night Secret
they finish'd.

d. Of actions, negotiations, agreements, etc. :

Done or entered into with the intention of being
concealed ; clandestine, f Also rarely of move-
ments : Stealthy.

1548 Hall Ckron., Edw. 7^(1550)13 b, He caused hym by
secrete iourneys in the nyght to be conueyed to Middelham
Castell in Yorkeshire. 1563Mirr.Mag., La. Hastings lxxxix,
So can god reape vp secrete mischiefs wrought, To the con-
fusyon of the workers thought. 16x1 Bible Ps. lxiv. 2 Hide
me from the secret counsel of the wicked. 1635 W. Austin
Medit. 103 Secret therefore, must Abstinenceoe. 1642 D.
Rogers Naaman 428 Shall I make conscience of smaller,

secreter offences, and shall I not much more abhor the
grosser, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 Oct. 1670, The Treasurer,
who put into my hands those secret pieces and transactions
concerning the Dutch war. 1705 Shaftesb. Let. to Le Clerc
8-13 Feb. in N. fy Q. Ser. 1. (1851) III. 98/1 [Lord Shaftes-
bury] entrusted him [Locke] with his secretest negotiations.

1710 Steele Tatler No. 138 F 1 Secret Kindnesses done to

Mankind are as beautiful as secret Injuries are detestable.

1760-7* H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1809) III. 89, 1 heard secret

treadings and mutterings. 1799 Paget in P. Papers (1896)

I. 152, 1 am led to think that there are Secret Articles in

the Treaty of Campo Formio that are Monstrous. 1819
Shelley Cenci 111. i. 320, I wasted The sum in secret riot.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xv, Rebecca, .owned there was
a secret attachment. 1903 Morley Gladstone \.\\. vii. 366
All the highest abstract arguments were against secret

voting.

e. Of doctrines, ceremonies, language, signs,

methods of procedure, remedies, and the like

:

Kept from the knowledge of the uninitiated.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 2 What so euer secrete
doctryne of perfeccyon you take or lerne of this poore
treatyse. 1809 G. Roland Art Fencing (1823) 142, I am
frequently asked.. Whether there are not certain secret
thrusts, which Professors reserve for themselves. Ibid. 143
Others.. have pretended to sell them secret passes, applic-
able on all occasions. 1815 Scott Betrothed \\, They, .were
initiated into their order by secret and mystic solemnities.

f. Of feelings, passions, thoughts : Not openly
avowed or expressed; concealed, disguised ; also,

in stronger sense, known only to the subject, in-

ward, inmost. Hence said of the heart, soul, etc.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixxxiv. 40 Go follow thame, quha
will inconstance leir; Secreit invyfetcj. 1548 Udall, etc.

Erasm. Par. fohn i. 47-9 Jesus yet declaring .. how he
knew the thoughts of men, were they neuer so secret. 1593
Shaks. Lucr. 1065 Nor shall he smile at thee in secret
thought. 1601 — Twel. N. 1. iv. 14, I haue vnclasp'd To
thee the booke euen of my secret soule. 1659 Hammond
On Ps. xvii. 3 Paraphr. 85 The searcher of the secretest

thoughts. 1721 De Foe Mem. Cavalier {1840) 135, I had
a secret joy at the news. 1742 Gray Eton 67 Or Jealousy
with rankling tooth, That inly gnaws the secret heart. 1818
Shelley Jidian 341 My secret groans must be unheard by
thee. 1825 Scott Talism. vii, Holding them in his secret

soul little better than the Saracens. 1862 H. Spencer First
Prim. 1. i. § 5 (1875) 19 That the theological party regard
Science with so much secret alarm. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
1. ii, You will all of you execrate Lady Tippins in your secret

hearts.

fg. Abstruse, recondite ; beyond ordinary ap-

prehension or beyond unaided human intelligence.

Of a person or thing: Pertaining to or dealing

with mystical or occult matters. Obs.

1535 Coverdale Ps. 1. 6 Thou..hast shewed me secrete
wyszdome. 1582 N. Lichefield tr Caslauheda's Conq. E.
I /nl. i. xxix. 72 b, The Pilots (being not as yet acquainted
with the secret signification of a spowte). .thought the same
to bee a signe of faiie weather. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. i. 48
How now you secret, black, & midnight Hags? What is't

you do? 16x0 — Temp. 1. ii. 77, I.. to my State grew
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stranger, being transported And rapt in secret studies. 1655

Stanley Hist. Philos. 11. iv. {1687) 66/2 Pericles .. could

easily reduce the exercise of his mind from secret abstrusive

things to publick popular causes, 1656 Earl Monm. tr.

Boccalini's Advts.fr. Par/tats. Il> lxxx. 361 Menante..is
very diligent in prying into the very secretest passages of

Pernassus, 1737 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. L (1840) 3 They
took it for granted that those seers dealt in all secret

matters. 1775 Harris Philos. Arratigem. Wks. (1841) 325
Such, too, are those more secret operations of bodies, whether
magnetic or electric.

h. Of a committee, conclave, etc.: Conducted
with secrecy ; that keeps its deliberations unknown
to the public.

1667 Milton P. L. 1. 795 The great Seraphic Lords and
Cherubim In close recess and secret conclave sat. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Fug. vi. II. 66 He early suggested to trie

King the expediency of appointing a secret committee of
Roman Catholics.

i. Hidden from sight ; not discernible or visible;

unseen. Chiefly poet.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Ld Clifford 5 Nought so secrete but
at length is spied. 1577 Kendall Flowers 0/ Efigr.
6 b, So by the subtile secret baite the selie beast is taen.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, hi. i, 174 Those that care and keepe
your Royall Person From Treasons secret Knife. 1697
Dryuen Virg. Past. iv. 145 Ye Boys, who pluck the Flow'rs,
. . Beware the secret SnaTce that shoots a Sting. 1764 Goldsm.
Trav. 433 With secret course, which no loud storms annoy,
Glides the smooth current of domestic joy. 1781 Cowper
Charity 369 Some [rills].. down the sloping hills, Winding
a secret or an open course. 18x7 Shelley Rev. Islam x.

xix. 439s The men. .Drew forth their secret steel,and stabbed
each ardent youth.

j. Secret parts, f members : the external organs

of sex.

1577 Kendall Flowers 0* Epigr. 23 The Stockdoues se-

crete parts make lumpishe, dull, and dedde : Shunne hym
to eat e. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. ii. 239 Guil. Faith, her pri-

uates, we. Ham. In the secret parts of Fortune? 1644
Reg. Privy CouncilScot. Ser. 11. VlII. 101 They causit thair

officers, .search our bodies and secreitt memberis for witch*
markis. 1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 12 A Nest of
a Bird made like the secret parts of a man.

k. Of a door, chamber drawer, passage, or

mechanical contrivance : Designed to escape ob-
servation or detection. Secret ink : 'invisible*

or sympathetic' ink.
Hence secret springer^ one who makes secret springs.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. iv. 10 The English. .Went
through a secret Grate of Iron Bar res, In yonder Tower, to
ouer-peere the Citie. 1737 Hoprvs Salmons Country Build,
Estim. (ed. 2I no Secret Pad-Locks. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Vdolpho liv, Pointing out to her a secret drawer.
1807 Crabbe Birth 0/Flattery 35 But by a secret spring
the wall would move. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvii.

Put away in what they call the secret drawers of the
desk. 185* — Esmond in. xii. As characters written with
secret ink come out with the application of fire. 1849 Ma
aulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 667 Secret passages were made
dwelling to dwelling. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Secret-
springer, one who puts in watch-springs. 1888 Mrs. H.
Wakd R. Elsmere x\v\, A young 'secret springer *, to use the
mysterious terms of the trade [if. watch-making).

fL Of a sound: Little audible. Obs. rare.

1670 W. Clarke Nitre 28 Being fired in the open air, it

[gunpowder] maketh but a flash, and a more secret noise.

m. Of an agent : That works in secret. Of a
person s That is secretly (what is expressed by
the sb.).

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. i. 150 A secret and villanous con-
triuer against mee his naturall brother. 1667 Milton P. L.
iv. 7 [O that] our first Parents had bin warnd The coming
of thir secret foe. 1700 Dryden Pal. 4 Arc. \u 560 There
saw I how the secret Fellon wrought. 1700 — Sigism. #?

Guise. 46 Resolv'd . . to be . . A seeming Widow, and a secret
Bride. 17*6 Swift Gulliver l, v, Others, who were my
secret Enemies, could not forbear some Expressions, which
by a side-wind reflected on me.

n. quasi-<u&. Apart ; secretly, in secret. Also
Comb, with adjs., as secret- breathed, 'Stimulating,

-tripping.
IS39 in W. A. J. Archbold Somerset Relig. Houses (1892)

81 He went to hys chambre, were he callyd me secrett un to
hym. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 111. ii. 15 Be secret false:

what need she be acquainted ? a 1605 Montgomerie Misc.
Poems xxxiv. 28 Secreit to meit. 17*4 Eusden Ovid's
Amours il v. 12 The secret-tripping Dame. 17*6 Pope
Odyss. xix. 1 [Ulysses] Consulting secret with the blue-ey'd
Maid. 174* Young Nt. Tk. vn. 410 Nor is thy Life, O Vir-
tue ! less in Debt To Praise, thy secret-stimulating Friend.
1780 S. J. Pratt EmmaCorbett (ed. 4) III. 156 The secret-
breathed prayer. 1820 Keats Isabel xliii, She had devised
How she might secret to the forest hie.

to. In secret wise, secretly. (Cf. Secbe a. 3 b.)

1563 Homilies ti. xvii. Rogation Wk, r. 232 Only I woulde
wyshe your affection inflamed in secrete wyse within your
selfe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 198 The Scottes. .in secret
wise came downe into the marches of Yorkshire.

2. Of a person : f Reserved or reticent in con-
duct or conversation (obs.) ; not given to indiscreet

talking or the revelation of secrets ; silent as to

any matter, uncommunicative, close.

c 1440 Generydes 720, I haue founde yow..At all tymes
full secrete and full trew. 1474 Caxton Chesse n. ii. (1883)

27 That she be secrete and telle not suche thynges as ought
to be holden secrete. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xli. 8 Be
secreit, trew, incressing of ;our name. 1571 Campion Hist.
frel. 11. ix. (1633) 106 Ormond was secret and drifty. 1591
Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. 60, I am to breake with thee of
some affaires, .wherein thou must be secret. 1599 — Much
Ailo 1. i. 212, I can be secret as a dumbe man. 2600 W.
Watson Decacordon (1602) 96 The Nuncio [commanded]
them both to be secret of what had past. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Simulation (Arb.) 508 But if a Man be thought Secret, it

inuiteth Discouerie ; . .as in Confession, the Reuealing is not
for worldly vse, but for the Ease of a Mans Heart, 50
Secret Men come to the Knowledge of Many Things, in
that kinde. 173a Fielding Miser v. xiii, Were I not secret,

lud have mercy upon many a virtuous woman's reputation
in this town. 1825 Scott Talism. xxviii, ' My master bid
me be secret ', said the squire. 1874 Motley Bameveld I.

i. 101 Sully was as secret as the grave. 1893 Leland
Mem. I. 242 It was in the hands of so few persons, who
were all absolutely secret and trustworthy.
absot. 178s C Wilkins tr. Bhagavad-vita x. 64 Amongst

the secret I am silent.

b» fis* °f silence, night, etc.

1556 J. de Flores' A urelio <y Isab. A 8, The secrete silence

of the darcke night. 1592 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. n. iv. 203
Bring thee Cords . . Which . . Must be my conuoy in the secret
night. 1820 Shelley Sensit. PI. in. 25 The noonday sun..
Mocking the spoil of the secret night.

f3. That is entrusted with a person's private or

secret affairs; that is a confidant; intimate with.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. ii. 574 He was receyued wor-

shtpfully with suche peple to his semyng as were aboute
Quene Queneuer secrete, c 1477 Caxton Jason 34 b, The fair

Myrro and one woman which was secrete with her, departed
from thens. iS33 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 126 To
ane secret man quhilk brocht writtingis to the Kingis grace.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xxix. 90 He was secret with y
e

duke. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 223 He was more secret
with Quene Isabel! the kings mother, then was to Gods
pleasure or the kings honour. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Agri-
cola (1622) 201 During the time of his sickenesse there came
..both of his secretest seruants and neerest physitians to
see him. 1648 [see Private a. 10J.

4. In various specific collocations.

a. Secret Council Sc. t
the Scottish Privy

Council : see Council sb. 7.

1546 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 26 My Lord Governour
and Lordis of Secrete Counsel, c 1580 Satir. Poems Reform.
xliii. (Compl. upon Fortoun) 205 Sacreit counsell can not be
content To surfer lordshippis in equalitie. 1678 Fountain-
hall Hist. Notices (Bannatyne Club) I. 186 The Secret
Councell would have given him ane reprivall.

b. Secret se&l = secre seal: see Secue a. 2.

Also= Privy Seal.
1377-93 [see Secre a. 2]. 1378 Rolls 0/ Parti. III. 44/1

Pur Brief, ou lettre de Grant ou Prive Seal, ou del Secret
Seal, ou autre mandement. 1445 in Charters Glasgow
(1906) II. 440 Because I had na sele of myne awn, I have
procurit with instance the secrete sele of the burgh of Lithqw
to be toput.

c. Secret service. Services rendered to a
government, the nature of which cannot be dis-

closed to the public, but which are paid for from
a fund set apart for the purpose. Also atirib., as

secret service fund, money ; secret-service agent,

man, one employed on secret service by govern-
ment. Also trans/.

1737 Gentt. Mag. VII. 531/2 The prodigious Increase of
secret Service Money in the late Reign. 1808 G. Rose
Diaries (i860) I. 256 He would give a sum of 6,000/, or

5,000/., out of foreign secret-service. 1809 Canning Ibid.

. 264 The S. S. fund is.. for secret services—services that
cannot be explained or avowed. 1817 T. L. Peacock Me-
linconrt III. 140 We shall all be blown up in a body—sine-

cures, rotten boroughs, secret-service men [etc.]. 18*7 Hal-
lam Const. Hist. (1876) III. xv. 189 A large expenditure
appeared every year, under the head of secret-service money.
1900 Westm. Gat. 25 May 7/3 Secret-service agent Brown
took the accused man in charge [at San Francisco]. 1906
Daily Chron. 2 Nov. 10/2 One of the chief racing bodies
..has a force of secret-service men to gather information
that could never reach the Turf authorities if they sought
it as Turf authorities.

d. Secret society, an organization formed to

promote some cause by secret methods, its mem-
bers being sworn to observe secrecy.
1829 Scott Anne o/G. xxvi, It was countersigned in red

ink, with the badges of the Secret Society, a coil of ropes
and a drawn dagger.. .The extent and omnipresence of these
Secret Associations. 1874 C. W. Heckethorn Secret
Societies 4 Secret societies may be classed under the follow-

ing heads: 1. Religious.. .2. Military. ..3. Judiciary... 4.

Scientific... 5. Civil. ..6. Political. 1888 A. Johnston in

Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 784 A widespread secret society, the
'Ka-Klux-Klan'.
5. atirib., as secret-nalured, -tongued.

1596 R. L[inche] Diella (1877) 75 When secret-tongued
night puts on her mistie sable-coloured vayle. i7i8[Field-
ing] Masquerade 16 'Tis this, which sets the Chymist on,

To search that secret-natur'd Stone.

B. sb.

I. Something kept secret.

1. Something unknown or unrevealcd or that is

known only by initiation or revelation ; a mystery;

chiefly//., the hidden affairs or workings (of God
Nature, Science, etc.).

1390 Gower Con/. III. 54 Was nevere yet so wys a clerk,

Which mihte knowe..the secret which god hath set Ayein
a man mai noght be let. 61400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov.

Lordsh. 84 Glorious Philosophers.. to whom ys geuyn be
knowynge of secretes of sciences, bat were hyd to alle men.
1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 10 That is ane office

of ane angel, to revele the secretis of God. 15*6 Pilgr.

Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 7 In the whiche there be innumerable
secretes of nature. 1630 Davenant Just Italian v. i, Jealous
Nature hath lock'd her secrets in a Cabinet. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 569 For how shall I . . unfold The secrets of another

world, perhaps Not lawful to reveal? 175a Hume Ess. <$•

Treat. (1777) II. 35 Nature has kept us at a great distance

from all her secrets. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlvii, Many
devout ministers and professors in times past had enjoyed
downright revelation, like the blessed Peden and Lundie..
wha entered into the secrets. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.

xxi. 18 When Science reaches forth her arms To feel from
world to world, and charms Her secret from the latest moon ?

1872 Ruskin Eagle's Nest § 79 Think of the vain research

. .of those who have tried to penetrate the secrets of life, or
of its support.

2. In Liturgical use : A prayer or prayers said

by the celebrant in a low voice after the Offertory

and before the Preface. See Secreta 1
.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 33 Sche wolde seldeii

come at cherche, and ban unneb sche wolde abyde be se-

cretes of be messe. 14.. Pol. Ret. <y L. Poems (1903) 122
And aftur be fyrste orysoun per ys an-obur of gret Renoun
pat to be sowle ys wonbur swete, Menne calle hit be secrete.

a 1540 Barnes Wks, (1573) 357/2 Pope Gelasius. .appointed
that the Priestes should say the Secretes, the Cannon, and
the Prefaces with their amies stretched abroad. 1844
Catholic Weekly Instr. 86 The prayers called secrets, (so

called because they are silently offered,) follow, and are a
second collect.

3. Some fact, affair, design, action, etc., the know-
ledge of which is kept to oneself or shared only
with those whom it concerns or to whom it has
been confided; something that cannot be divulged
without violation of a command or breach of con-
fidence. Frequently with an adj. prefixed, esp. as

an intensive, as a dead, entire, profound secret.

1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret, lix. 35 J>at no man be so prive
with him, forto se be lettris of thi secretz. 1484 Caxton
Fables 0/ JEsop iv. in, The shepherd, .sayd paye me of
that I haue kepte the secrete. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 154 b, Certen Senatours had disclosed their se-

cretes. 1590 Sir R. Williams Brie/ Disc. War 16 There
is also one Secretarie. .whc.knowes all the secret onlie
that passeth betwixt the King & the Captain general.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. in. i. 2 Sir Thurio, giue vsleaue (I

pray) a while, We haue some secrets to confer about. 1556
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 152 Quhome he.. in

al his secrejtis admitted. 1601 Shaks. Airs Well iv. i. 93
O let me Hue, And all the secrets of our campe lie shew,
Their force, their purposes. <x 1700 Evelyn Diary 28 June
1683, Whowas nowagain admitted to thecouncilsand cabinet
seacrets. x^oi G. Stanhope Augustine's Medit. 11. iv. (1720)
123 The Gift is evident, and is the Giver a secret? 1743
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Montagu 20 Nov. (1893) II.

121 Reasons, .for keeping it an entire secret. 1805 [see Dead
a. 31, Profound a. 3 bj. 1825 Scott Betrothed v, The
monk, in alluding to the secrets of the confessional, had
gone a step beyond what the rules of his order, .permitted.

1837 Lockhart Scott II. ii. 42 It is an old saying, that
wherever there is a secret there must be something wrong.
1854 'C. Bede' Verdant Green 11. xi, His writing for the

Prize poem had been a secret. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos
er. iv. v. 59 He kept his marriage a secret. 1888 Encycl.

Brit. XXIII, 450/2 This device has never been patented,
but is a secret. 1890 Jean Middlemass Two False Moves
I. xv. 224 Much that she had heard that day must be kept
a dead secret. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cutkbert xxvii. 363 If

you were to keep this letter a secret from him,

b. In the Biblical phrase, M^ secrets of'the (one's)

heart.

Not in Wyclif, who has 'hid thinges' (Vulg. abscoudita).

1535 Coverdale Ps. xliv. 21 Shulde not God fynde it out?
for he knoweth the very secretes of the hert. 1548 Udali.,
etc. Erasm. Par. John i. 47-9 Nathanaell. .who was per-

swaded, that the secretes of the hearte was open to god
onely. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. O. i. 306 Thy bosome shall par-
take The secrets of my Heart. 1635 W. Austin Mcdit. 103
The Secrets of his heart none knowes ; but he, that made it.

C. An open secret : something which is ostensibly

a secret, but which requires little effort or penetra-

tion to discover.

1879 F. Pollock in W. K. Clifford Led. Introd. 1. 1 It is

an open secret to the few who know it, but a mystery, .to

the many, that Science and Poetry are own sisters. 1882

L. Stephen Swi/i iv. 74^ The mask [of anonymity] was. .a

sufficient protection against legal prosecution, but in reality

covering an open secret.

4. A method or process (of an art, etc.) hidden

from all except the initiated.

i486 Oath 0/ Barber-Surgeons in Vicary's Anal. (1888)

App. xv. 273 And the secretes and counsell of the same
arte, ye shall trewlie kepe and Layne. 1555 Eden De-
cades Contents, Of certeyne secreates touchynge the arte
of saylynge. 157a Mascall Plant. <y Graff. (1592) To
Rdr., Declaring of diuers waies of planting and Graftyng,
..with shewing of diuers commodities and secrets heerein.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 Dec. 1650, An imposter that had
like to have impos'cf upon us a pretended secret of multi-

plying gold. 174a Hume Ess. <y Treat. (1777) I. 97 The
balance of power is a secret in politics. 1796 H. Hun*
ter tr. St.-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) II. 528 What secret

did the Asiatics possess to raise cities so vast and so popu-
lous? 1819 Scott Ivatdtoe xxix, Our nation.. can cure
wounds, ..and in our own family, in particular, are secrets

which have been handed down since the days of Solomon,

t b. Hence, an infallible prescription, a specific.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis* Seer. (1568) 24 a, This is a very
rare secrete against suche a disease. 1669 Salmon Bate's

Dispens. 559/2 It is a Secret against a Gonorrhoea. 1817

Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. vii. 247 The idea that satiating

the servants of the public with wealth is a secret for render-

ing them honest.

o. (Const, of.) That which accounts for some-
thing surprising or extraordinary ; the essential

thing to be observed in order to secure some end.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversal. 11. 121 Few People know the

Secret of this. 1846 Kingsley Lett. {1878) I. 146 The only
secret of success is to feel and confess yourself nothing, that

God may make you everything. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. vi. II. 58 So strangely were good and evil intermixed

in the character of these celebrated brethren ; and the inter-

mixture was the secret of their gigantic power.

f 5. A place of concealment ; a secret place ; a

hiding-place, place of retreat. Obs.



SECRET.

1530 Palsgk. -63 -> Secrete a prevy place, re>/uoy. 1583

Leg. Bp. St. Audrois 774 "> Satir. Poems Reform, xlv,

Vpoii awe dyke doun was he sett Into a secreit out of stent.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. xii. 24 Into their cloysters now he

broken had..And searched all their eels and secrets neare.

*635 W. Aishn Medit. 103 God himselfe is an invisible

Spirit . he hides hiinselfe in Clowdes, and dwelleth in Secrets.

f6. //. = Secret parts (see A. 1 j). Also sing.

»S35 Coverdale Dent, xxv. ii Yf . . the wyfe put forth

hir bande, and take him by the secretes. 155a Lyndesay

Monarche \. 9S6 Than .. thay .. maid thamc Breikis of leuis

grene, That thair secreitis suld nocht be sene. 1579-80

North Plutarch, Romulus (i595> 34 They. .run. .starke

naked (sauing they haue a cloth before their secrets). 1607

TorsELL Four-/. Beasts 73 Their • secret hangeth forth

more then at other times. 1656 Heylin Surv. Frame 237

Those. .had the secrets of nature. .filled with gun-powder,

and so blown into ashes. 1758 J. S. Le DratCs Observ.

Surg. (1771) Diet Bb8, The upper Part ofa Woman's Secret.

7. Antiq. * A coat of mail concealed under one's

usual dress' (Jam.).
1578-9 Reg. Privy Couttc'd Scot. III. 105 With daggis,

pistolettis, Jakis, and secreitis of plait. 1600 Cowrie Con*
spiracy D 2 b, The Earle bade him putte on his secret and
plaite sleeues, for he had an hey-land man to take. 1609

Skene Reg. Ma/., Treat. 151 [They] quha sail resort, or

repaire within his Majesteis palace, .. armed with Iakis, Se-

creitis, or corsleits, vnder their coats, doublets, or vtherwaies,

sallbe apprehended. 1643 Sc. Acts Ckas. I (1870) VI. 43/2
That bej provyde jackes or secreites lances and steill bon-

net tesand swordes. i8aoScott Monast. xxiv, A short doublet

of buff, under which was in some places visible that light

shirt of mail which was called a secret, because worn instead

of more ostensible armour, to protect against private assas-

sination. i8z5— Talisman xxviii. 1828 — F. M. Perth iv.

1853 James Agnes Sorel (i860) I. 149, I think it were as

well if you wore a secret beneath your ordinary dress.

8. Phrases, a. (Properly the adj. used absol.) In
saret [= L. in secrete, f.en secret]: in private,

not openly or in public ; secretly, f At one's secret

:

to oneself, privately, f Of secret : of a secret

character.

1474 Caxton Chcsse n. ii. (1883) 28 And thus euerywyf
tolde hit to other in secrete. 1483 — G. de la Tour
h vij, And . . the kyng-.sayd att his secrete that he myght
not be wrothe with his wyf. 1526 Tindale Matt, vl 4 Thy
father which seith in secret. [So later versions.] 1576

Fleming Panopl. EAist. 382 Drunkards, .kepe nothing in

secrete, but. .blab abroad in the hearing of all men, whatso-

ever. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 236 One word in secret.

1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 143 He. .passed

alongest, but not in such secret but that hee was discouered.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 206, I return'd With tokens thus

and thus. . : nay some markes Of secret on her person. 1616

Chapman Musmus 260 Loose acts done In surest secret

:

in the open Sunne And euery Market place, will bunie

thine eares. 1781 Cowper Expost. 722 My soul shall sigh

in secret. 1877 Tennyson Harold v. ii, Some held she was
his wife in secret.

b. (Chiefly in senses 3-4.) To be in (rarely f on)

the secret, to be one of the participants in a secret

;

f/<? be of secrets with, to share the confidence or

secrets of (a person) ; to let (a person) into the

secret, to confide (to him) the secret {of an affair,

trade); hence slang (see quots. a 1700'^, 1801); to

make a secret of (something), to make (it) a matter

of concealment, to keep (it) to oneself.

*535 St Papers Hen. VIII, II. 228 We have in warde,..

Dam Jenet Ewstace, which was thErle of Kildares aunt,

and most of secrets with him. 1680 Burnet Rochester (1692)

28 Even those who were on the secret, and saw him in these

shapes, could perceive nothing by which he might be dis-

covered. 1697 Vanbrugh .'£$<?/ ii. i, It's a good trade..: let

a lad be but diligent, and do what he's bid, he shall be let

into the secret, and share part of the profits, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 22(July 1674, In a short time let him so into the sea-

cret of affaires, that [etc], a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crezv,

Secret, let into the Secret, when one is drawn in at Horse-

racing, Cock-fighting, Bowling, and other Sports or Games,
and Bit. X703[see Lets/. 1 ii a(d)J. 17*4 De Foe's TourCt.
Brit. (ed. 3) I. 79 Before I was let into the Secret, as 'tis

called, which is indeed nothing but the knavish Part of the

Sport [of Horseracing]. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. I. 29

You may make a Secret of it, but we can spell, and put to-

gether. 1801 Nelson Let. in Sotheby's Catal. 15 June 1897,

17 As I am not in the secret, and feel I have a right to speak

out. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iv. I. 4^53 James, who had

from the first been in the secret of his brother's foreign

politics. 1885 May Peard Near Neighbours II. i. 18 Nor
had he made the least secret of his intention to use all means
to hold her.

9. attrib. and Comb., as (objective) secret-keeper,

-monger; secret-graph (tionce-wd.\ a code for

communicating seewts.

1799 in Spirit Publ. yrnls. III. 329 Instruct ladies to form

a perfect *secret-graph by the arrangement of Patches. 1741

Richardson Pamela (ed. 3) II. 273 Thou has the Air of

a *Secret-keeper of that sort. 1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 56 Earth,

the secret keeper of birth and of death. 1754-64 Smellie
Midwifery I. 257, A selfish ^secret-monger. 1756 C. Lucas
Ess. waters I. 38 Itinerant empyrics and secret-mongers.

fll. IO. A private counsellor, secret adviser.

Obs. rare" 1
.

ai$i$ Fabyan Chron. Ixviii. (1533) 25 b/i When he [sc.

Constantyne] awoke he called this vysyon to mynde, and
tolde vnto his secretes, by whose counsayll he commaunded
the sygne of the crosse to be . .set in his baners.

t Secret, v. Obs. [f. Secret sb.

In the inflected forms it is not easy to distinguish between
secret and Secrete v.]

trans. To keep secret, conceal, hide.

1595 Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc) 25 Vour loves, I thinke,

can pardon these faltes, and secret them from the vewe
of others. 1596 Raleigh Discov. Guiana 21 A large

Sa.
F. secritage, *f.

A process of pre-

358

chart, .which I shall niObt humbly pray your Lo. to secret,

and not to suffer it to pas^e your own hands. 1619 W.
Sclater Exp. 1 Thess. (1630) 398 Things that hee [God]
hath pleased to secret vnto hiinselfe. i6»5 Bacon Ess.,

Simulation (Arl>.) 506 If a Man . . can discerne, what Thinys
are to be laid open, and what to be secretted. 1693 W.
Freke Sel. Ess. xxvi. 155 The seueral Methods of Secreting
our Sense in writing, a 1734 North Exam. 1. i. § xvi. (1740)

23 Can any 'thing but a Monster in common Sense argue
. . that the Earl intended to secret the Sense of his Words.
Hence Se'creting vbl. sb.

1616 Bacon Adv. to Villiers Wks. 1872 VI. 41 There is

great care to be used for the councillors themselves to be
well chosen, so there is of the clerks of the council, for the

secreting of their consultations.

Ii Secreta l (s/krrta). PI. secretsa. EccL
[eccl.L. secreta (sc. drdlio), fern, of L. secretus

Secret a.] = Secret sb. 2.

1753 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. 95 The Prayers called

the Secreta, which correspond to the Collects of the Day,
and are different every Day. 1859 Neale Liturgies S.

Mark, etc. p. xxvi note, While the secreta is being said.

1899 Lutheran (Philad.) 6 Apr. 325 The prolonged secreiae

of the priests.

II Secreta 2
, //. [Lat. ; neut. pi. of pa. pple.

of secernere : see Secern, Secrete.] Secreted

matters ; the products of secretion. Cf. Excreta.
1877 Chambers in Encycl. Brit. VII. 209/2 The actual

amount of those elements in the dried solids of the secreta.

Secretage (s/"kretedz,).

secreter, Secrete vfi and -age._

paring furs for felting : see quot. 1835. Also attrib.

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing 1. 1. 11. i. 131 The furs

of hares.. cannot be employed alone for felting, without
having undergone a previous operation which is called se-

cretage. 1835 Ure Philos. Manu/. 129 The fuisof the hare,

the rabbit, and the castor, being naturally straight, Cannot
be employed alone for felting, till they have acquired a
curling texture at their points, by the application of nitrate

of mercury,—an artifice called secretage. 1839 — Diet.

Arts 811 The nitrate of mercury is employed for the secre-

tage of rabbit and hare-skins. 1866 Cooley 'Toilet 481 Se-

cretage Liquid, Permanent Curling Fluid. x88o J. Paton
in Encycl. Brit. XI. 518/2.

t Secretaire x
- Obs. rare. Also 5 secretare,

6 secreatore, cecretore. [a. F. secretaire. Cf.

Secretar.] = Secretary.
1390 Gower Con/. II. 31 Fulfild of Slowthes essamplaire

Ther is yit on, his Secretaire, And he is cleped Negligence.

1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 25 Maister Aleyn Chareter. .se-

cretaire to Charlys le bien amee [sic], c 1489 Caxton Sonncs
o/Aymon ix. 210 Thennesayd the secretare, 'Sire, your com-
maundemente shall be doon.' 1530 Palsgr. 35 The letters

missyves of suche as be secreatores in the sayd countreis.

1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 46 Gardner cecretore

un to the byshoppe of Wynchester.

II Secretaire '- (s;?kr£tfr). \¥. secretaire: see Se-

cretary 5.] A piece of furniture, usually cabinet-

shaped, in which private papers can be kept, with

a shelf for writing on, and drawers and pigeon-

holes; a bureau.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlix, A cracked brown cann, with

a piece of leather tied over the top. Its contents seemed to

be written papers, thrust in disorder into this uncommon
secretaire. 1838 OV. Eng'tn. <$• Arch. Jrnl.\. 321/2 Descrip-

tion of an improved method of constructing large Secretaires

and Writing-tables. 1879 ' E. Garrett ' House by Works
II. 119 Kate turned to her little secretaire and touched the

spring of a secret place.

Sexretar. Sc. Also 6 secretare, 6-7 secreter.

(See also E?ig. Dial. Diet.) [Sc. variant of Secre-

tary : see -ar 2
.]

1. = Secretary 2.

< 1450 Holland Howlat 126 He. .Bad send for his secretar,

and his sele sone. 1533 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 122

Alsua deliverit to himbe the secretar in Falkland lettrez to

the bischopis. 1567 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 547 The
Lordis Regentis . . ordams the Secretare.. to pas and direct

seybrevis in dew and competent forme.. to Sir Williame
Murray, .and Sir William Kirkcaldy. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslies Hist. Scot. II. 448 Cjuhom we cat the Queines
secretar. 1643-4 Aberd. Ace. in Spalding Club Miscetl. V.

107 Quhen the Erll of Kingorne, minister and secreter, wer
maid burgessis, 1 lib. 13s. 4d.

2. = Secretary i.

1619 A. Simson in Select Biog. (Wodrow Soc.) I. 79 He
was a faithfull secretar. . . He said if he thought he should

reveall any secret he would wish his tongue cutted out.

Secretarial (sekrAeVrial), a. [ad. L. type

*secreldridl-is,f. med.L. s£cre~tdrius Secretary: see

-al.] Of or pertaining to a secretary or secretaries.

1801 Bentham Mem. % Corr. Wks. 1843 x - 362 Mr. Rose
promised . . toplace it with hisown secretarialhands . . on . . the

table of Mr. Pitt. 1851 Dickens Lett. (1880) I. 244, I would

like to have a talk with you about the secretarial duties.

1897 Flor. Marryat Blood of Vampire ad, Mr. Milliken

would be much occupied with secretarial work.

b. Of type : = Secretary sb.1 4.

1864 Panizzi in Fine Arts Q. Rev. II. 183 M. Francesco

da Bologna . . has devised a new form of letter, called cursive

or secretarial.

t Secretarian, a. Obs. rare. [f. med.L. secre-

taries Secretary + -an.] m prec
a 1734 North Exam. I. ii. § 5 (1740) 33 We maY observe

in his Book in most Years, a Catalogue of Preferments, with

Dates and Remarks, which latter, by the Secretarian

Touches, shew out of what Shop he had them. Ibid. I. iii.

§ 37. 144 These false Glosses built upon certain Secretarian

Expressions in Coleman's Letters. 1801 Southey Lett.

(1856) I. 175, I do not receive livery and seisin of the secre-

tarial! pen till we reach London.

SECRETARY.

Secretariat e (sekr/te-»*riat,-^t). [a. F. secre-

tariat, ad. med.L. secretarial-us the office of a secre-

tary, i.secretariits Secretary : see -ate 1
.] The office

or official position of secretary ; the body or depart-

ment of secretaries ; the place where a secretary

transacts business, preserves records, etc.

o. 18x1 Wellington Let. to C. Stuart 12 Jan. in (Jurw.
Dcsp. (1838) VII. 97.. I conduct the operations of the Portu-
guese army as Marshal General, without any reference to
the Secretariat. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves 116 A series

of letters to the Secretariat at Bombay. 1861 Money Java
I. 238 The Secretariat.—The Governor-General is further
assisted by a Secretary-General, who has under him three
secretaries of Government, and a large staff of clerks. 1884
Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Nov. 8/2 The vacancy in the secretariat

of the British and Foreign Bible Society. 1908 Ld. Roberts
in Lee-Warner Mem. Sir H. IV. Norman 310 After the
mutiny his career took him to the Military Secretariat.

0. 1858 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) 1 1. 345 Before the beginning
of the present century Montaigne's Secretariate to the
Queen had become an accredited event. 1910 Guardian
22 Apr. 568/3 Claudius, .is regarded as the puppet of disso-

lute wives and insolent freedmen, not the shrewd organiser

of a new Imperial Exchequer and secretariate.

Secretary (sckrAari), sb.1 (and a.). Forms :

4-7 secretarie, 5- -airye, (secretrary)j 5-6 se-

cretaire, -ory, -orie, (6 Sc. secrittary), 5- secre-

tary, [ad. med.L. secretarius a secretary, notary,

scribe, etc., a title applied to various confidential

officers (properly an adj.), f. secrel-um Secret sb.

:

see-ARY 1 B. 1. (The equivalent late Latin title

was a secretis.) Cf. F. secretaire (whence Secre-

taire, Secretar), Pr. secretari, Sp., Pg. secrelario,

It. secrelario, segretario.'] A. sb.

1 1. One who is entrusted with private or secret

matters; a confidant ; one privy to a secret. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Itigden (Rolls) V. 387 panne his secretarie

[L. secretarius] tolde bym what he hadde i-seie and i-doo.

c 1400 tr, Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. cvi, At be teste be
he to be trewe secretary, no binge addand, no letiland, in

pinges bat bou sendys hym. c 1400 Love Bonaveut. Mirr.
xl. (Gibbs MS.) If. 88 Takyng wyth hym hys pre specyall

secretaryes bat is to say petyre and james and John, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 451/1 Secretary, manne of privyte {v. r.

of pnui counsel), secretarius. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xliii.

171 (Hark MS.), There come to him [the Emperor] a Sc
cretarie, j>at was nye of his counseill. 1451 Capgrave St.

Gilbert xxiii. 97 For to bat pryuyte he desyred no moo
secretaries but God and seyntis. 1567 Paintek Pal. Pleas.

II. 190 She.. that was the secretarie of hir infortunate

marriage. 1590 Lodge Rosalynde (1592) N 2 b, Reueale

it she durst not, as daring in such matters to make none her

secretarie. 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon xii. 75 Raphe tells all,

you shall haue a good secretarie of him. 1665 R. Brathwait
Comment Two Tales 114 This Wife of Bath was too full of

Chinks to be a good Secretary. 1815 Scorr Guy M. xvi,

My good woman,, .a faithful secretary to her sex's foibles.

+ b. fig. of things personified. Obs.

1587 Greene Enph. Ceus. (1634) D 1, For they knew if

ever (as time is a bad Secretary) their adulterous practises

should come to the eares of Polumestor, a worse mishap

then death should be allotted for their ingratefull mischiefe

[etc. J. 159a Kyd Sp. Trag. 111. ii. 12 The night, sad secretary

to my mones. 1615 Daniel Hymen's Tri. iv. i. Wks. 1718

1. 131 Yonder spreading Beech Which often hath the Secre-

tary been To my sad Thoughts. 1648 Chas. I Let. 31 July
Wks. (1662) 1. 350 Lest it may be imagined that desire of

Liberty should now be the only Secretary to My thoughts.

t O. Applied to those entrusted with the secrets

or commands of God, or of a god. Obs.

1599 Hakluvt Voy. II. 1. 209 The mercifull God..com-
maunded his secretarie Abraham to build him an house in

Mecca. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. i. 1 Their

Priests, whom they [the Britons] accounted the onely Secre-

taries that God had on earth. 1657 Heylin Eccl. Vind. 11.

iii. § 14. 164 There was no order and command of Moses, or

of any other of Gods Secretaries. (117*7 Newton Chronol.

Amended ii. (1728) 210 Thoth, the secretary of Osiris.

trans/. 1644 Milton Reas. Ch. Govt. 11. Pref. 41 But
were it the meanest under-service, if God by his Secretary

conscience injoyn it, it were sad for me if I should draw back.

d. Secretary of Nature : one acquainted with

the secrets of Nature.
This doubtless originally belonged to sense 2, being sug-

gested by the title ypaft^taTeus TTjs ftvaews, applied (in Suidas)

to Aristotle; but in the following examples the word is taken

in its etymological sense.

1580 G. Harvey Three Proper Lett. B iij b, The soundest

Philosophers in deede, and very deepest Secretaries of Na-
ture, holde. .an other assertion. 1583 Gkeene Mamillia 1.

Wks. (Grosart) II. 80, 1 cannot but maruel that among al

these secretaries of nature, there haue neuer byn found any
which haue enterprised to search out the essence and perfect

nature of loue. 1635 H. Valentine Foure Sea-Sermons 24

It is reported of Aristotle that great Secretary of Nature,

that [etc]. 1648 Hunting o/Fox 19 Solinus, and other

Secretaries of nature. 1690 C Nesse Hist. $ Myst. O. <y N.
Test. I. 29 Solomons wisdom.. made him natures secretary.

2. One whose office it is to write for another

;

esp. one who is employed to conduct correspon-

dence, to keep records, and (usually) to transact

various other business, for another person or for

a society, corporation, or public body.

In early use applied almost solely to the officer who con-

ducted the correspondence of a king ; app. often employed

with some mixture of the etymological sense 1. _ ^

Private secretary : a secretary employed by a minister of

state or other high official for the personal correspondence

connected with his official position ; also applied to a secre-

tary in the employ of a particular person (as distinguished

from the secretary to a society, etc.).
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Secretary ofembassy or legation : an official of an embassy

or diplomatic mission ranking next to the ambassador or

envoy, and empowered to some extent to supply bis place

in his absence.

14 . . Sir Beues (ed. Kulbing) $8/2 (M S. C) Kyng Armyne .

.

cawsyd hys secretory a lettyr to make. 1433 Lvdg. 5",

Edmund ui. 163 Burchardus..That ofseyn Fremund whilom
was secretarye. 1455 Rolls 0/ ParIt. V. 317/2 For the
Office of oure Secretarie of Fraunce. 1465 Mann, fy Househ.
Exp. (Roxb.) 167 My mastyre paid to the Kynges secretory,

for makenge of a lettre fro the Kynge into Wales, for my
lord, vj. s. viij. d. a 1500 Assembly of Laiiies 553 Tak these
Lilies to the secretary, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi. clxxxvi.
(1811) 186 The Kynge was aboute to delyuer this letter to

his scribe or secretory. 1540-1 Elyot image Got'. Pref. 1

Whiche boke was fyrst written in the Greke tonge by his

secretarie named Eucotpius. 1576 Fleming Pauofil. Epist.

338 marg., He meaneth the Byshop of Yorke, to whom this

Burbanco was secretarie. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, it. ii.

116 Cardinal), Prethee call Gardiner to me, my new Secre-
tary. 1706 Phillips fed. Kersey l, Secretary, one that is

employ'd in Writing letters, Dispatches, &c. for a Prince,
Nobleman, or particular Society : Also one that attends
upon an Ambassadour, Envoy, or Resident for that pur-
pose. The King's Secretaries, certain Officers that Sign
the Dispatches of the Seal ; also the Clerks of the King's
Chamber and Closet. 1756-7 tr. Keyslers Trav. (1760) IV.
434 The secretary of legation to that city. 1819 Hermit in
London II. 186 We have quill-drivers termed secretaries to
such and such a firm. 1811 title) The Secretary's Assistant

;

exhibiting the various and most correct modes of Super-
scription, Commencement and Conclusion of Letters to

Persons of every degree of Rank. 1838 Dickens Nidi.
Nick, xvi, Nicholas wanted to know whether there was any
such post as secretary to a gentleman to be had. 1845 Philol.

Soc. Trans. I. 6 The Rules drawn up for the regulation of
the Society were then read by the Secretary. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxv, The Secretary of the Treasury's ante-
chamber. 1883 'Ouida' Wanda I. 64 One letter her secre-

tary could not answer for her.

b. transf. and^f.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst, iv. viii. § 9. 49 b, The

Apostles wer y* certaine & authentike secretaries [L. ama-
nuenses) of the Holy ghost. 1591 Nashe Pre/, to Sidney's
Astrophet, Fayre sister of Phoebus, and eloquent secretary
to the Muses, most rare Countesse of Pembroke. 1642
Fuller Holy fy Prof. St. v. ii. 364 Charles knew well that
Necessity, her Secretary-, endited her speech for her. 1665
Boyle Occas. Reft. vi. L {1848) 341 Those orders of hers,

in which she employ'd not Rhetonck for her Secretary, could
not be so much as Osten'd to, much less obey'd.

+ C. One who writes (on a particular occasion)

for another. Obs.

1591 Greene Groat** W. Wit (1617) 9 Words to court her
you shall not want, for my selfe will be your Secretary.

i*d. One skilled in letter-writing. Obs.
1586 J. Hooker Chron. Irel. 160/2 in Holinshed, The

gouernor, who was a verie good secretarie, and could pen a
letter verie excellentlie well, did draw a letter.

+ e. In the titles of books on the art of letter-

writing. Obs.

1586 A. Day (title) The English Secretorie. Wherein is

contayned a perfect method for the inditing of all manner
of Epistles and familiar letters, etc. 1715 (title) A new
Academy of complements ; or the Lovers Secretary .. in

divers examples of writing and inditing letters.

3. In the official designations of certain ministers

presiding over executive departments of state.

The occurrence of the title ' (Principal) Secretary of Slate

(t Estate)' under Queen Elizabeth may be taken as indi-

cating the beginning of the development by which the king's
secretary (in sense a) became a minister invested witli

governing functions. Throughout the 17th c. there were
two officials jointly holding the office of Secretary of State,

and in the 18th c. the number varied between two and three;

till near the close of this period the two (or two of the three 1

were distinguished as ' Principal Secretary of State for the
Southern Province* and 'Principal Secretary of State for

the Northern Province', with reference to the division be-

tween them of the control of foreign relations (see quot.

755) f
hut with regard to internal administration no divi-

sion of functions was formally recognized. At the end of

the 18th c. there were three Secretaries of State, and
shortly afterwards the division of functions between them
was recognized in their official designation, as _ ' Secre-

tary of State for Home Affairs \* for Foreign Affairs', and
'for the Colonies*. In 1854 a Secretary of State for War
was added, and 1858 a Secretary of State for India. The
Secretaries of State are often more briefly called the Home
Secretary, the Foreign Secretary, the Colonial Secretary,

the Secretary for War, the Secretary for India. The Chief
Secretary for Ireland (officially styled the Secretary to the

Lord Lieutenant, and informally the Irish Secretary, and
the Secretary for Scotland (first appointed in 1885) are not

secretaries of state, but have similar functions, and are (now)

members of the cabinet. The Secretary at War (down to

1855, when the office was united with that of the Secretary of

State for War) was the parliamentary representative of the

army, and had some degree of control over its finance.

In the U. S., the Secretary of State corresponds approxi-

mately to the British Foreign Secretary. Other cabinet

ministers, heads of executive departments, are the Secretary
of the Treasury, of War, of the Navy, of the Interior, of
Agriculture. Each state of the Union has also its Secretary

of State (or a corresponding officer with some other title).

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 175 (transl. of Italian letter) Our
Secretarie of estate. 1601 in Rymer Foedera (1715) XVI.
421 Sir Robert Cecill Knighte our Principall Secretarie.

1603 Ibid. 497 The Right Honorable Sir Robert Cecyll

Knight Principall Secretary to her Majestic 16*0 Ibid.

XVfi. 212 Sir Robert Naunton Knight one of our principall

Secretaries of State, a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.)

30, 1 now come to the next, which was Secretary William
Cecil. 1641 Clarendon Hist. Reb. \. % 141 The two Se-
cretaries of Stale (who were not in those days ofliceis

of that magnitude they have been since, being only to

make Dispatches upon the conclusion of Councils, not to

govern, or preside in those Councils) were Sr John Coke..

and S r Dudley Carleton. 1693 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857)

III. 175 Mr. Clerk, secretary at war. 1710-ix Swift
Jrnt. to Stella 17 Jan., I will speak to George Granville,
Secretary at War, to make him a captain. 1755 Ckam-
berlayne's St. Gt. Britain (ed. 38I 1. 85 Secretaries of State.

..The Correspondence with all Parts of Great Britain is,

without Distinction, managed by either of the Secretaries...

But as for the Foreign Affairs, all the Nations, .are by them
divided into Two Provinces, the Northern, and Southern

;

of which the Northern is usually under the Junior Secre-
tary, and contains Scandinavia, &c. The Southern under
the Senior, and contains Flanders, France, &c. At pre-

sent (Anno 1752) the Case is just the Reverse. 1774 Burke
Amer. Tax. Wks. II. 368 Lord Hillsborough, secretary of
state for the colonies. 1863 Act 26 fy 27 Vict, c 12 § 1 From
and after the passing of this Act the Office of Secretary at

War shall be. .abolished. 1863 Kinglake Crimea (ed. 3)

II. 72 note, According to the practice which was in force up
to the summer of 1854, the Secretary of State for the Colonies
was also the ' Secretary of War '.

. . In peace-time (thanks to

the labours of the ' Horse Guards ', the office of the Secretary
at War, the Ordnance, and several other offices) the duties
of the Colonial Secretary, in his character as Secretary of
War, were very slight.

b. Mr. Secretary : used before the name of .1

secretary of state, or as a title instead of his name.
Now only official and Hist,

1576 in Nichols Pro$r, Eliz. (1823) II. 42 Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Threasurer. Mr. Comptroller. 1613 Shaks. Hen. Vlft%
v. iii. 1 [Scene, A Councell Table. .. Cromwell at lower end,
as Secretary.] Chan. Speake to the businesse, M. Secretary;
Why are we met in Councell ? 1711 Swift yrnl. to Stella

30 Aug., On Saturday I go to Windsor with Mr. Secretary.

1760 Rhode Island Col. Rec. (1861) VI. 243 A letter from
Mr. Secretary Pitt. 1911 Times 23 Feb. 15/5 The Speaker
asked who were prepared to bring in the Bill. Mr. Asquith.
—The Chancellor ofthe Exchequer, Mr. Secretary Churchill,
Mr. Secretary Haldane, Mr. Pease, the Attorney-General,
and myself.

4. Short for secretary hand, type : see B.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 42 The character itself was
a rude old Gothic mixed with Secretary. _ 1778 Mores
Dissert. 4 And first Mr Caxton—his letter originally was of
the sort called Secretary. 1784 Astle Orig. Writ. v. 146
In the sixteenth century, the English lawyers engrossed

their conveyances and legal instruments in characters called

Secretary, which are still in use.

5. A writing-desk, a secretaire.

After F. secretaire, prob. a transferred use ; cf. however
Secretary sb.*

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archit. § 2096 Writing-Tables, or

Secretaries. 1858 G. Macdonald Phantasies i. 2 An old

secretary, in which my father had kept his private papers.

1893 Leland Mem. I. 227 My first thought was for this

money, so 1 hurried to get the key of the secretary in which
it was.

6. The secretary-bird (see 7).

1781 tr. Sonnerat's Voy. S/ice-Isl. 19 The Secretary, with

a crest down back of the neck. 1850 R. G. Gumming
Hunter** Life S. Afr. (1902) 144/1 When the tree fell, out

from its nest rolled a young secretary.

7. attrib. and Comb., as f secretary -craft', -\desk,

-interpreter, -office ; secretary- (f secretaries)

bird, a raptorial bird of South Africa, Ser~

pentarius secretarius ; said to be so called from

a tuft of feathers at the back of the head which
have a fanciful resemblance to pens stuck behind

the ear ; also called secretary-falcon, -vulture
;

secretary-general (see quots.).

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 236/2 *Secretaries bird,

. .classed by Latham under the genus Vultur. 1824 Gold-
smith's Nat. Hist. III. Index, Secretary-bird devours ser-

pents. 1870 GiLLMORE tr. Figuier's Reptiles <f Birds 61 1 The
Secretary Bird (Serpentarins secretarius,..) has a widely-

opening bill, very crooked and very powerful. ui66i Fuller
Worthies, Rent (1662) 11. 75 None alive did better ken the

^Secretary Craft, to get Counsels out of others, and keep
them in himself. 1798 Hull Advertiser 28 July 2/1 Eight
fashionable "secretary desks. 1802 Bingley Anim. Biog.

(1805) II. 185 An engagement between the 'Secretary Fal-

con and a serpent. 1701 Land. Gas. No. 3713/3 The Sieur

de Capistron, *Secretary-General of the French Galleys.

1861 [see Sf.cretariatI- 1904 Sladen Lovers in Japan
11. xii, The "Secretary-Interpreter at the Legation. i8zi

Scott Kenilw. xl, We will . . place the boy in our "Secretary-

office. 1781 Latham Synopsis Birds I. 1. 20 'Secretary

Vulture.

B. adj. As the distinctive epithet of a style of

handwriting used chiefly in legal documents from

the 15th to the 17th c. Hence applied to a kind

of black-letter type imitating this.

157^1 De Beau Chesne & Baildon (title) A booke con-

taining divers sortes of hands, as well the English as French
Secretarie, with the Italian, Roman, Chancelry & court

hands. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1370/2 One
written in the secretarie hand, .and the other in the Roman
hand. 1594 Plat Jeivetl-fio. 41 The Secretarie small a,

haih six partes before it bee made uppe. 1649 Dk. New-
castle Country Capt. 11. i, Papers defild with court hand and
long dashes or secretary lines, that straddle, more then

Frenchmen. 1705 Wan lev MSS. in Phil. Trans. XXV.
2000 Like as many Antient People, who do yet continue to

write the Roman and Secretary Hands, which were more
fashionable 50 or 60 years ago, than now. 1710 Heahne .

Collect. (O. H.S.) III. 86 The French is printed in a secre- I

tary character. 1740 Richardson Pamela U824) I. 127 1

Don't you see, by the setness of some of these letters, and a 1

little secretary cut here and there,, .that it is the hand of a
I

person bred in the law way? 1845 Black Catal. Ashm.
\

MSS. 104 The other MS. contained in this volume was :

written in the time of Q. Elizabeth, in the secretary-hand.

X877 F. C. Price Facsimiles Caxton, Memoir, When
Caxton started in England his whole stock of type consisted

of two founts, a church or text type and a secretary type.

t Secretary, sb.- Obs. rare. Also secretorie.

[ad. late L. secreldrium, f. secretum : see -ary 1

B. 2.] A secret chamber or repository. Alsoyf§\
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 323 Saynt Martyn..went in-to

his secretorie & doffid his cote, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 451/r

Secretary, or place in privy councelle {v. r. place of privyte

or cowncel), secretarium. < i4!>o tr. De Imitatione in. xliii.

114 pou owist to fle into be secretary of pin heite, bisechinge
inwardly be helpe of god.

Secretaryship (se-kretsrijip). [f. Secre-
tary JiM+-SHIP.]
1 1. The duties of a secretary. Also (cf. Secre-
tary sb}- 2 d), skill or practice in letter-writing.

1530 Palsgr. Introd. 44 He may be able to do servyce in

the faict of secretarishype. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super.
8 A fine-witted man,.. with a nimble dexterity of liuely

conceite, and exquisite secretaryship. 1607 Walkington
Opt. Glass Ded. P 2 Wise parly and communication giues

the vent and easie flow, and secretariship the sale. Ibid. 83
As though they alone were Italian Magnificoes and great
Turkes for secretariship.

2. The orifice of secretary.

1SS0 Edw. VI yrnl. 6 Sept. Lit. Rem. (Roxb.) 292 Mr.
Wotton gave his secretaryship, and Mr. Cicil toke it. 1670
G. H. Hist. Cardinals in. in. 321 He has confirm'd. . Mon-
signour Piccolomini in his Secretaryship of the Memorials.
mi Swift Let. to Stella 19 Apr., Little Harrison the
Taller goes to-morrow to the secretaryship I got him at the
Hague. 1796 Ld. Grf.nvii.le in Paget Papers (1896) I. 109
This appointment will vacate the secretaryship of Embassy
at Madrid. 1809 G. Rose Diaries (i860) II. 402 The Secre-
taryship-at-War was offered to him. 1885 Fieldj Feb. 150/2
Mr. Burton had expressed a wish to retire from the secre-

taryship [of a hunt]. 1893 Lazt» Times XCV. 27/2 In 1858,
. .a Secretaryship of Slate for India was established.

t Secrete, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L. secret-us,

pa. pple. of secemfre : see next.] Separated.
1678 Cudwobth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 307 Numenius and

others of the Platonists speak . . supposing Two other Divine
Hypostases, .which were perfectly Secrete from Matter.
Ibid. 582 This so containeth all things, as not being yet

secrete and distinct.

Secrete (si'kri'-t), v.1 Phys. [f. L. secret-, ppl.

stem of sqcernire to separate : see Secern. Sug-

gested by Secretion, from which it might be re-

garded as derived by back-formation. Cf. F. se~-

creter (1812 in Hatz.-Darm.), Sp. secretary

1. trans. To produce by means of secretion.

1707 [see Secreted///, a. 1
]. 1738 Chambers Cyd.., Animal

Secretion is the Act whereby the divers Juices of the Body
are secreted or separated from the common Mass of Blood,

by means of the Glands. 1800 E. Darwin Phytol. vi. 72
They [sc. glands] secrete, that is, separate or produce, some
fluid from the blood; as bile, saliva, urine, milk. 1851

Woodward Mollusca 6 That part of their integument which
contains the viscera and secretes the shell, is termed the

mantle. 1877 Darwin Forms of Ft. i. 22 The flowers of the

Cowslip, .secrete plenty of nectar.

b. transf. and _/?£-.

1863 Kingslev Lett. (1878) II. 172 If you won't believe

my great new doctrine, .that souls secrete their bodies, as

snails do shells, you will remain in outer darkness. 1887
Lowell Democracy, etc. 29 Old gold has a civilizing virtue

which new gold must grow old to be capable of secreting.

2. intr. To perform the act of secretion.

187a Huxley Physiol, v. 132 Making the cells secrete just

as a nerve when stimulated makes a muscle contract. 1884

Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner. 100 Those delicate,

. . umbrella-like scales . . secrete on their upper surface.

Secrete (sflcrrt), v.- [Alteration of Secret v.,

after L. secretus Secret a.\

L trans. To place in concealment, to hide out of

sight, to keep secret.

1741 Warburton Div. Legal, iv. iv. II. 109 The common
Opinion that the Egyptians invented Hieroglyphics to

secrete their profound VVisdom. 1768 Lady M. Coke Jrnl.

11 July (1889) II. 310 Jane was secreted while the Princess

was with me. 1843 Lytton Last Bar. in. ii, How had
Sibyll dared to secrete from him this hoard. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 74 [It] may be secreted for untold ages in subter-

ranean reservoirs.

b. reft.

1764 Harmer Observ. xvm. ii. 79 It appears too that her
tent was a much safer place than any other in that encamp-
ment in which to secrete himself. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Cinnamon <y Pearls i. 5 No shady creek into which a skiff

might glide and secrete itself. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 160

A certain French lady. .having fallen in love with the said

captain, had secreted herself on board the vessel.

2. To remove secretly, to appropriate (the pos-

sessions of another) in a secret manner.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vi. xiii, The secreting of the

500 1. was a matter of very little hazard ; whereas the de- ,

taining the sixteen guineas was liable to. .discovery. 1783
Burke Rep. Aff. India Wks. II. 265 Not the least hint,

that he was delivering back to the Company money of their

own, which he had secreted from them. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 58 There the bankrupt was taught how
he might, without sin, secrete his goods from his creditors.

Secre te, v.?> Hat-manuf. [a. F. secriter, i.

secret Secret sb. (in the sense of secret process ').]

trans. To subject to the process of Secretage.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 947 After the hairs are properly

secreted, ihey are. .shorn off by a machine. 187^ Knight
Diet. Mech., Secreting, a process by which the hairs of hare
and rabbit skins are rendered fit for felting.

Secrete, obs. form of Secret sb. and a.

Secreted (s^krrted), ppl. a. 1 [f. Secrete v. 1

+ -ed L] Produced by means of secretion.

1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch 57 The Mass of Blood

is chiefly Chyle, chang'd and mix'd with^these secreted



SECRETED.

Humours. 1800 E. Darwin Phytol. vi. 80 Every other

secreted fluid in the animal body is in part absorbed again

into the system. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 413 Diu-

retics are also administered for the purpose of producing

a large flow from the kidneys, so as to enable the secreted

urine to hold in solution substances which would otherwise

crystallise.

Secreted (silcirted), ppl. a* [f. Secrete v?
+ -ED 1.] Concealed, hidden.

1756 Amorv 7- Bunde (1770) I. 259 Yet it is the small

secreted spring that directs, draws, checks, and gives move-

ment to every weight and wheel. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude

xi. 141 Not in Utopia,—subterranean fields,—Or some se-

creted island, Heaven knows where !

Seeretee, obs. form of Secrecy.

I!
Se'Cretement, adv. Obs. rarerx

. [OF. se-

crelement
t

f. secret Secret a.~\ Secretly.

c 1470 Harding Chron. cc. ii, Then the kyng, him fast to

Langley sent There in the Freers to be buryed secretement.

tSecre'ter. Obs. rare— \ [f. Secrete v.~

+

-Ell *.] One who conceals or hides away.
1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 184 The gentleman having de-

tected the secreters of the dog., obliged them to give to this

charity the money they had received.

f Secretine. Obs. rare— 1
, [a. OF. secretin]

A sacristan.

1607 R. CIarew] tr. Estienne's World 0/ Wonders 264 In
which Church there was one which attended vpon these

holy Martyrs.. the Secretine.

Secreting (s/ki/~tirj), ///. a. [f. Secrete v.* +
-1HG 2.] That secretes.

1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 81 High inflammation would only
throw out coagulable lymph even on a secreting surface.

1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. s.v. Carpellum. The midrib
extended and expanded to a due length and thickness forms
the style, and its ' denuded, secreting, and humid apex ',

forms the stigma. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 179 On
the Secreting and Excreting Organs, with the exception of
the skin, the effect of opium is to lessen their activity. 1899
Attbutt's Syst. Med VIII. 740 The cysts arise from hyper-

trophy of the secreting part of the sweat-glands.

Secretion (s/knjan). [a. F. se'cre'tion, ad. L.

secretion-em , n. of action f. sccemire to separate,

secrete : see Secern v. Cf. Sp. secrecion, Pg.

secrecaOy It. secrezione.]

1. Phys. In an animal or vegetable body, the action

of a gland or some analogous organ in extracting

certain matters from the blood or sap and elaborat-

ing from them a particular substance, either to

fulfil some function within the body or to undergo
excretion as waste.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xiii. 137 It cannot bee

called their urine ; not onely because they want those parts

of secretion ; but because it is emitted aversly or backward,
by both sexes. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Secretion, is

the separation of one Fluid from another in the Body of an
Animal or Vegetable, by the means of Glands or something
analogous to them. 1717 P. Blair Misc. Observ. (1718) 12

Its being converted into Chyle and under-going the several

Secretions throughout the Body. 1839 Lindley Introd.

Bot. n. xii. (ed. 3) 372 Of Digestion, Respiration, and Secre-

tion. 1878'BELL tr. Gegenbaur 1

s Camp. Anat. 18 This pro-

cess of secretion varies in character.

attrib. 1880 Bessev Bot. 128 Intercellular spaces and
secretion reservoirs. 1897 At/butt's Syst. Med. IV. 34
Naunyn.. concludes then, that the cholesterin of the bile is

neither a product of general metabolism nor a specific

secretion product of the liver.

2. concr. That which is produced by the action

of a secreting organ.

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments, Rules 0/Diet 271 The Blood
may be cleansed., perhaps better by Urine than any other
Secretion. 1826 Henry Elem. Client. II. 433 The solids

and fluids, thus produced, are sometimes elaborated by
complicated organs called glands, and are then termed
secretions. 1832 Lindley Introd. Bot. 222 A passage through
which the peculiar secretions may, when elaborated, arrive

at the stations where they are finally to be deposited. 1865

Tylor Early Hist. Man. vii. 177 The milky secretion from
a small frog or toad. 1882 Vines tr. Sac/a* Bot. 568 When
pollination takes place it [the Stigma] is covered with a
viscid secretion.

b. trans/, and^.
1727 Pope, etc. Art 0/ Sinking iii. 12 Poetry is a natural

or morbid Secretion from the Brain. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Praise of Chimney-Sweepers, So may thy culinary fires,

eased of the o'ercharged secretions from thy worse-placed
hospitalities, curt up a lighter volume to the welkin. 1873
Spencer Stud. Sociol. vi. 139 There have come down to us,

from a long extinct race of men, those actual secretions of

their daily life, which furnish colouring matter for a picture

of them.

+ 3. In etymological sense: a. Separation, b.

Philos. (=;Gr. diro/cptais.) Giving off of particles.

1696 Brookhouse Temple Open. 58 The Extrusion of the

Poor RefTugtes was only an Act of Secretion By Him who
has his Fan in his hand, who. .dispersed them abroad, not
for their Ruine but their Safety. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst. 1. i. § 5. 8 Generation and Corruption may be suf-

ficiently explained by Concretion and Secretion, or Local
Motion, without Substantial Forms and Qualities.

4. Geo/. (Seequot.)
1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geot. 11. 11. iv. (1885) 96 In a true

concretion, the material at the centre has been deposited
first, and has increased by additions from without. . .Where,
on the other hand, cavities, .have been filled up by the de-
position of materials on their walls, and gradual growth
inward, the result is known as a secretion.

Hence Secre-tlonal, Secre-tionary adjs.
t
per-

taining to secretion.

1877 Bennett Thomas Bot. 224 But diseases are also

360

caused through the influence of the soil, depending on an
abnormal transformation of those substances out of which
the tissue of the plant is constructed. These constitute
what are called secretional diseases. 1888 Teall Brit.
Petrogr. 447 Secretionary, a term used to express a growth
from without inwards, in contradistinction to concretionary.

Secretions (s^crr/as), a. [f. L. secretion-em

Secretion + -ious. Cf. captious.] Characterized

by, or having the nature of secretion.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 151 When the Pulse
runs too high.. all the Evacuations of the secretious Hu-
mours are very violent. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Path, m
Generally possessing a secretious calcareous covering.

t Sexretist. Obs. rarer 1
, [f. Secret a. or sb. +

-1ST. Cf. Y.secretiste (18th c. in Littre).] One
who has special skill in any matter or special or

private information.
1661 Boyle Cert. Physiol. Ess. (1669) 35 Those Secretists

that will not part with one Secret but in Exchange for

another.

+ Secreti tious, a. Obs. rare" 1
, [f. L. secret-

(seeSECRETE v. ) + -iTious 2
.] Producedby secretion.

1696 Floyer Humours Pref., They frequently have a
Similitude or contrariety to the Secretitious Humours in

taste and Quality.

Secretive (s/"krrtiv), a. Also 5 secretife.

[In 15th c. f. Secret a. + -ive. In mod. use, a
back-formation from Secretiveness ; but appre-

hended as f. Secrete v. + -ive.]

fl. = Secret a. Obs. rare—x
. (Used for rime.)

c 1470 Harding Chron. clxxviii. ii, In chambre priuey
and secretife [rime-word wife].

2. Of persons, their feelings, habits, etc. : Ad-
dicted or inclined to secrecy ; reticent ; not frank

or open.
1853 C. Bronte Villeite ix, These things, contrary to her

custom, and even nature—for she was not secretive—were
most sedulously kept out of sight for a time. 1884 Harper's
Mag. June 99/2 She was a shy, secretive maid. 1908 Hib-
bert jfrnl. Oct. 30 So secretive is this tribe that my patient

inquiries have not even elicited their true name.

b. trans/, of things. Also of looks, etc. : Indi-

cating secretiveness.

1865 A. Smith Summer in Skye I. 311 O'er his dark face

there flitted A secretive smile. 1866 Thornbury Greatheart
I. 320 There was something secretive and sad about the sites

of the graves. 1871 Lowell Study Wind. 40 The evening
lamps look yellower by contrast with the snow, and give the

windows that hearty look of which our secretive fires have
almost robbed them. 1892 ' Merriman ' Slave ofLamp vii,

The Citizen Morot raised his secretive eyes.

3. Serving to conceal, rare.

1830 I. Taylor Unitar. 82 The pews.., secretive in their

intention.

Secretiveness (sHartivnes). [Formed after

F. secre'tiviti (Phrenology; Gall, 1808), f. secret

Secret; see -ive and -ness. Now apprehended as

f. Secretive a.~\ The quality of being secretive

;

disposition to secrecy.
Originally used in Phrenology as the name of a ' propensity

'

having a special 'bump' allotted to it.

1815 Spurzheim Physiogn. Syst. (ed. 2) 329 Organ of the
propensity to conceal, or Secretiveness. 1878 Bayne Purit.
Rev. vii. 265 He had no secretiveness in his nature, and
could do nothing by halves. 1897 Mary Kingsley W.
Africa 161 There is a strange sense of secretiveness about
all these West African forests.

Secretly (s/~kretli), adv. [f. Secret + -ly 2
]

1. In a secret manner, in secret, not openly.
c 1386 [see Secrely]. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys i. 769

(Horstm.) For lernyd he hadde ful secretlye Of a prest..

whan he shuld dye. 1537 Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I. 43
The King was maried secreetly at Chelsey, in Middlesex,
to one Jane Seymor, 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. iii. 7 Giue
him this Letter, doe it secretly, a 1700 Evelyn Diary iS

June 1690, The Duke of Savoy, .did seacretly concert mea-
sures with, and afterwards deciar'd for them. 1766 Goldsm.
Vic. W. iv, I still found them secretly attached to all their

former finery. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 18M C. I. i. 119 He
was secretly negotiating with the Pretender.

f b. With a hidden meaning. Obs. rare.

c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 1 19 Poetis of olde

fables han contryved,. .By whiche theyr witte was secretely

approved. 163a Guillims Heraldry m. ii. (ed. 2) 115 This
did the Poets secretly expresse, when they preferred Pallas

to be the Gouernesse of Learning,

fc. Indirectly. Obs. rare— x
.

1656 Riugley Pract. Physick 227 Antidotes for the Ma-
lignity, yet such as secretly respect the disease.

t 2. In concealment or retirement. Obs. rare.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxx. 20 Thou hydest them priuely

by thine owne presence from the proude men, thou kepest

them secretly in thy tabernacle, from the strife of tongues.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 205 Your daughter heere the

Princesse (left for dead) Let her awhile be secretly kept in.

3. In an inaudible voice.

1608 Topsell Serpents 161 The dragon, .falleth asleepe,

the Indians in the meane-season watching, & muttering

secretly words of Incantation. 1841 A. R. C. Dallas Past.

Superintend. 203 Repeating the Lord's Prayer after the

Bishop; and afterwards joining secretly in the prayers

which follow.

t Sexretness. Obs. [f. Secret a. + -ness.]

The state or condition of being secret.

1. Secrecy, privacy ; reticence. In secretness :

secretly.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. v. (Skeat) 13 A thing enclosed

under secretnesse of privyte. a 1475 Ashby Active Policy

354 Kepe secretnesse as a secretarye. Ibid. 621 Whan any

SECT.

tellethe you any tale, . . than kepe it in secretnesse treuleche.

*i533 Ld- Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Gi, He..
ought to entre into his owne secretnes, and to thynke pro-
foundely. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 342 Now again
muttering something in great secreatness. 1654 Cokaine
Dianea 246 Being grown impatient of my timerous secret-

nesse.. I asked her Advice: If it were better to discover
ones names to a Mistris by Letters, word of mouth, or by
the Intercession of others.

2. That which is secret,

c 1435 Found. St. Bartholome%v's (E.E.T.S.) 13 And be-
ganea litill while to hyde the secretnesse of his soule. #1533
Ld. Bernehs Huon xcv. 310 Whan ye were prisoner in

Babylone I dyscoueryd the secretnes of my mynde to hym,
and shewed hym of ye loue betwen you and me. 1623
Lisle /Elfric on O. # N. 7\, Serm. Easterday 13 Then
ought we.. not to search rashly of that deepe secretnes
aboue the measure of our vnderstanding.

Seoretorie, -y, obs. forms of Secretary.
Secretory (sfkrf-taii), a. and sb. Phys. [f. L.

secrdt- (see Seckete t/.) + -ory. Cf. F. se'ere'toire.']

A. adj. Having the function of secreting
;
per-

taining to or concerned with the process of secretion.
169a Ray Creation 11.64 The Glands, .give the Blood time

to stop and separate through the Pores of the capillary
Vessels into the Secretory ones. 1793 Beddoes Calculus
39 Of all the secretory organs, the kidneys and the mammae
are most certainly and quickly affected by the passions and
by food. 187a Huxley Physiol, v. 102 The many secretory
glands whkh separate certain substances from the blood at
recurrent periods. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phaner.
421 The fibrous strands which surround a secretory passage
in the leaves of Pinus and the roots of Philodendron.

B. sb. A secreting vessel or duct.

1768 Foote Devil 111. Wks. 1799 II. 276 These are thrown
by the digestive powers into the secretory. 1822-29 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 409 Mercury is an universal stimu-
lant and increases the action of all the secretories at one
and the same time.

lSecre*tuni. Antiq. Pl.secreta. [L.se'creium,

neut. of secrdtus Secret a. ; in med.L. ellipt. for si-

gillum secretum secret seal.] (See quot. 18S6.)
1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <$ Pop. xxiv. 399 The same in-

dividual also occasionally possessed and sealed with more
than one Secretum. Ibid. 400 The Seals and Secreta of

certain noble families. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 586/2 The
aperture [over which a seal was placed! allowed a second
matrix to be applied at the back. This was usually a smaller
private seal called a secretum. 1909 Fox-Davies Compl.
Guide Her. 408 The secretum of Isabelle de Flandres
(c. 1308) has her shield placed between three lions.

Sect (sekt), sb.1 Also 4-6 sect©, 5 sekte,

6 sekt, seacte,//. sextos, Sc. pi. sekkis. [a. F.

secte (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or directly ad. L.

secta following (used as cognate object in sectam

sequi, to follow a particular course of conduct, to

follow a person's guidance or example), hence

a party or faction, a philosophical sect or school,

a class or profession (in med. L. also the distinc-

tive costume of a class or order of men), f. sequ-

root of sequT to follow : for the formation cf. see-

tari to pursue). The L. word was adopted also

in other Rom. langs. : Sp., Pg. secta, It. sella.

It has been maintained that L. secta is the fern. pple. of

secdre to cut, an ellipsis for via secta, from the phrase viam
secdre (after Gr. jifxvetv 63oV) to make (lit. ' to cut ') one's

way. Formally this would be quite possible ; but secta does
not occur in the physical sense of ' way ', nor does it appear
that 7 <ia secta was ever in use ; and some of the uses of secta

are more satisfactorily accounted for by derivation from
sequl than from secdre.]

+ L A class or kind (of persons). Obs.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1432 (Fairf.) Alderfirste, loo, ther

I sighe, . . Hym of Secte saturnyne, The Ebrayke Iosephus.

1393 Langl. P. Ft. C. xvi. 13 How bis couetise ouer-cam
alle kynne sectes, As wel lerede as lewede. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 5745 Eke in the same secte are set Alle tho that pre-

chen for to get Worshipes, honour, and richesse. 1430-40
Lydg. Bochas 111. i. (1494) i viij b, The sect of pouert hath a

protection From all statutes logo at lyherte. 1515 Barclay
Egloges iii. (1570) B vj b, Flatterers and hostlers, and other

of this sect Are busy in thjf chamber. iS4oPalsgr. Acolastus

it. i. I j, Of whose secte -i. suite or sorte of profession we .

.

set forth abrade into the market stede many clientes. 1568

Grafton Chron. II. 932 The which act and priuilege did

nourishe and encrease aboundauntly the sect and swarme of

theeues and murderers. 1628 Burton Anat. Mel., Democr.
to Rdr. (ed, 3) 15 [Of Physicians] I know many of their Sect

[edd. 1, 2, of them] which haue taken Orders, in hope of a

Benefice.

f b. A religious order. Obs.

Properly a use of sense 1 ; but Wyclif affects to take it

in sense 4, as if the orders (esp. the mendicant orders) were
new religions, competing with the 'sect ' of Christ.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 446 pes foure sectis newe broujt

in, as emperour clerkis, munkis & chanouns & pes foure

ordris freris, disturblen moost pis fijtinge chirche & putten

it fro be cours of crist. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xvn. 203 po;

men so^t al sectes [z'.r. be sektis] of sistren & of breperen.

140a yoxk Upland 106 Why stele ye mens children for to

make hem of youre secte? c 1450 St. Cutliberi (Surtees)4i6

J>at he suld be of haly secte. 1533 Gau Richt I'ay (1888) 104

Our halie fader ye paip and his bischopis giffis ane part of

ye spulze quhilk thay reiff fra ye pwir to thir forsaid sekkis.

1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 36 Wicked sectes haue bin

brought into the worlde vnder the names of Austin, Bernard,

Francis, Dominik and others. 160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix.

Ii. (1612) 231 Ignatius then conceited had his sect, And
crau'd Confirmance of the pope. 1779 G. Keate Sketches

fr. Nat. (ed. 2) I. 142 As I think that there are only two
houses of La Trappe existing, it may not be improper to

mention, that this sect was first founded about a century

ago, with the sanction of Pope Innocent the Eleventh. 1814



SECT.

Cary Dante, Parad. in. 108, 1. .Made promise of the way her
sect enjoins.

fo. The (human) race. Obs. rare,

c 1400 Rom. Rose 4859 Ne were ,ther generacioun Our sectis
strene for to save. 1578 Banister Hist. Matt m. 42 The
Articutation of the head with the Vertebres..diuine nature
y* mother of humane sect, hath shewed therin more care.

d. Sex. Now only in illiterate use.
A special use of sense 1 ; possibly suggested by the simi-

larity in sound with Sex. In mod.Eng. it may have origi-
nated afresh as an artificial pronunciation of sek (a singular
evolved from the apparent plural sex) on the part of speakers
of dialects that have final (k) for (kt).

C1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 1171 For the wyues loue of
Bathe Whos lyf and al hire secte god mayntene In heigh
maistrie. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. ii. (Skeat)l. 139 She
me hath had so greet in worship, that I nil for nothing in
open declare, that in any thing ayenst her secte may so
wene. a i^mGreese A Iphonsus v. Wks. (Grosart)XIII. 400
Although tt be a shame For knights to combat with the female
sect. 1608 Middle-ton Mad IVorld u. vi, Tis the easiest Art
and cunning for our sect to counterfeit sicke. 1614 H evwoou
Gunaik. 1. 6 Their controversie was to be determined by
Tyresias, (one that had beene of both sects'. 1738 [G.
Smith] Cur. Relat. II. v. 77 These Robbers without Regard
to Sect or Decency, stript all the Company stark naked.
1776 Pratt Pupil Pleas. (1777) I. 173 The most artfullest
of nis sect. 1824 Scott St. Ronaris xv, ' Ye have skeel of
our sect, sir,* replied the dame. 1861 Mayhew Lond.
Labour III. 204 (Street-photographer loo.] A lady don't
mind taking her bonnet off. . before one of her own sect.

f 2. Distinctive costume (of a class or order).
Also transf. the ' garb ' or guise (of humanity). Obs.
1377 Langu P. PL B. xr. 237 Many tyme god hath ben

mette amonge nedy peple, pere neuere segge hym seigh in
secte of be rich*. Ibid. xiv. 258 He bereth be signe of
pouerte. And in bat secte owresaueou re saued al mankynde.
1393 Ibid C. viii. 130 And sitthe in oure secte as hit semed,
bow deydest, On a fryday, in forme of man feledest oure
sorwe.

f 3. Body of followers or adherents. Obs.
1450 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 204/2 The said John Newport and

other of his secte. .so thretening the Kingis pepil of the lie
(etc.]. 151a W. Knight in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 195 S*
William Sands and a few of his secte were in the contrarie
opynyon of me. 1513 Ld. Berners Eroiss. I. clxxx. 216 The
prouost and his sect exhorted hym therto. 1590-91 Rig.
Privy Council Scot. IV. 562 The. .crafty practizes of M r

James Gordoun, fader bruthir to the Erll of Huntlie, and
uiheris of his sect. 16*1 Gude fy Godlie B. App. 1. 234 Cum
heir my Elect, and my awin sweit Sect, 5«ur hyre sail not
be in weir. (1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gov. Eng. 1. IxviL (1730)
169 Et inde producit sectam suam ; that is, he brings his
sect or suit, or such as do follow or affirm his complaint]
1667 Milton P.L. vi. 147 [Alxiiel speaks.] My Sect thou
seest, now learn too late How few somtimes may know,
when thousands err.

4. A religious following; adherence to a par-
ticular religious teacher or faith.

fa. Applied to any of the main religions of
the world, as Christianity, Judaism, or Moham-
medanism ; the principles, or the adherents col-

lectively, of any one of these faiths. Obs.
C1386 Chaucer Sor.'s T. q (Corpus) Asof be secte of which

bat he was born he kepte his lay to which bat he was sworn.
1387 Trevisa Higden{ Rolls) I. 129 Whan bat false prophete
Machometys..wroot and brou^t yn be false lawe and secte
of Saracins. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 182 And thus in thilke
time tho Began the Secte upon this Erthe, Which of believes
was the ferthe. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye 85 Of what secte or
contre so euer they be, hethen or crysten, sarasen or Iewe.
1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 73 b/i Kynge Salamon louyd ouer-
moche..straunge wymen of other sectes. 1530 Rastell
Hi: Pitrgat. 111. xv. {/in.), Wolde to God that thou were of
our holy secte and crysten beleve. 1553 Eden Treat. New
Ittd. (Arb.) 14 Ye Soldan or chefe rulerhereof is of Malm-
mets secte, as are ye Turkes. a 1575 tr. Pol. V'erg, Eng.
Hist. (Camden No. 36) 74 Preaching the woordofGoddand
sincere secte of Christe. 159a Kyd Sol. $ Pert. in. i. 38
How did the Christians vse our Knights? Bru. As if that
we and they had been one sect. 1600 R. Carr tr. Mahume-
tan Hist. 19 Abagan. . tooke vpon him the supersticion of
the sect of Mahumet 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav.
xx. 73 Whilest these wickedMiscreants [sc. Mohammedans]
fortine themselves in their devilish Sect, let us trust in our
Lord. 1716 Prideaux O. <\ N. Test. Connected (1718) I. 1.

111. 139 At this time [an. 522] all the idolatry of the world was
divided between two sects, that is the worshippers of images,
who were called the Sabians, and the worshippers of fire, who
were called the Magians.

b. f(a) A system of belief or observance dis-

tinctive of one of the parties or schools into

which the adherents of a religion are divided

;

sometimes spec, a system differing from what is

deemed the orthodox tradition j a heresy. Obs.

{b) A body of persons who unite in holding certain

views differing from those of others who are
accounted to be of the same religion ; a party or
school among the professors of a religion ; some-
times applied spec, to parties that are regarded as

heretical, or at least as deviating from the general
tradition.

The Clapham Sect : a name applied derisively early in the
19th c. to a coterie of persons of Evangelical opinions and
conspicuous philanthropic activity, some of whom lived at
Clapham; among the chief members were Wilberforce,
Zachary Macaulay, and Henry Thornton.
13.. S. Ambrose 276 (MS. Vernon) in Horstm. Alteng.

Leg. (1878) 12 Wib heretykesof be secte of Arrian, 1382
Wvclip Acts xxvi. £ For vp [v.r. that hi

J
the moost certeyn

secte of oure religioun, I lyuede a Fansee. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 15 This new Secte of Lollardie. £1449 Pecock
Repr. v. iii. 497 Aftir the dales of the Apostlis roosen also

manye vntrewe sectis of Cristen men, as the sect of Valen-

Vol. VIII.
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tynyanys. 15x6 Tindale i Cor. xl 19 For there must be
sectes amonge you. 1530 Cromwell in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. in. II. 187 They wyll not discent from the Lutheran
sekt. xS4a-3 Act 34 * 35 Hen. VIII, c. 1 The damnable
opinions of the secte of the anabaptistes. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
dajie's Comm. 81 They that love sectes are in dede worthy
of punyshement. 1577 Vautrollier L uther on Ep. Gal. 22

1

The Jewes assured them selues that the Church .. should
shortly be ouerthrowne : the which by an odious name they
called a Sect. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars iv. liv, And in her
Sects, Religion lay confounded. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII,
v. iii. 81 Doe not I know you [Cromwell] for a Fauourer Of
this new Sect? 1625 Bacon Ess., Viciss. Things r 5 When
the Religion formerly receiued, is rent by Discords;..you
may doubt the Springing vp of a New Sect. 1641 J. Jack-
son Trite Evang.^ T. 1. 69 The Millenaries, a sect of learned,
and critical! Christians, who expect in the last thousand
years of the Church, the cream of all militant perfection.
01737 Newton Chronol. Amended vi. (1728) 349 He re-
formed the religion ofthe Persians, which before was divided
into many sects. 1788 Gibbon Decl. fy F. I. V. 170 The
church was distracted by the Nestorian and Monophysite
sects. 1844 J. Stephen in Edinb. Rev. LXXX. 251 The
Clapham Sect. 1859 FitzGerald Omar xliii, The Grape
that can with Logic absolute The Two-and-Seventy jarring
Sects confute. 1879 '-- Stephen Hours in Library Ser. 111.

288 The Clapham Sect, amongst whom he [Macaulay] had
been brought up.

C. In modern use, commonly applied to a
separately organized religious body, having its

distinctive name and its own places of worship

;

a ' denomination \ Also, in a narrower sense, one
of the bodies separated from the Church. The
sects : applied by Anglicans to the various bodies
of Dissenters, by Roman Catholics to all forms of
Protestantism.
"577-37 Holinshed Hist. Eng. 1. ii. 3/1 They (of all the

other sects before specified) were suffered onlie to continue
vnabolished. 1651 H. More Mastix his Lett, in Enthus.
Tri. etc (1656) 306 That Sect which are called Quakers.
1673TEMPLE Observ. l/niiedProv.Wks. 1731 1. 58 In Amster-
dam., almost all Sects, that are known among Christians,
have their publick Meeting-places. 1676 Glanvill Ess. v.

24 The common practice (at least among the Sects) of declar-
ing against Reason as an Enemy to Religion. 1776 Adam
Smith Jf. N. v. i. (1869) II. 377 Almost every different con-
gregation might have made a little sect by itself, or have
entertained peculiar tenets of its own. 18x8 Scott Br.
Lamm, xxxi. But with all the more severe prejudices and
principles of his sect, Bide-the-bent possessed a sound judg-
ment. 1828 Macaulay Ess., Hallam p 19 We might say
that the massacre^ of St. Bartholomew was intended to
extirpate, not a religious sect, but a political party. 1836
Arnold in Stanley Life *f Corr. (1845) 1 1. 23 Almost all who
profess to value Christianity seem when they are brought to
the test to aire only for their own sect. 1836 H. Rogers
J. Hoive iii. (1863) 46 It might be said of the latter years of
the Commonwealth, that there were almost as many sects as
worshippers. 1857 Toulmin Smith Parish 436 The church
ts not a building for the service of any sect. 187a Morley
Voltaire (1886) 4 To each alike of the countless orthodox
sects his name is the symbol for the prevailing of the gates
of hell.

d. abslr. (Cf. Party sb. 6b.)
1865 Lecky Ration. (1878) II. 104 The spirit of sect, or an

attachment not to abstract principles, but to a definite and
organised ecclesiastical institution, is a spirit essentially
similar to patriotism.

5. The system or body of adherents of a par-
ticular school of philosophy.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III.359 He [Aristotlejbrou^te

up>e secte pat is i-cleped Peripatetica. 1579-80 North Plu-
tarch, Brutus (1595) lo/oCasstus being in opinion an Epicu-
rian, .. spake . .thus. In our sect, Brutus, we haue an opinion,
that [etc. \ a 1591 H. Smith Arrow agst. Atheists (1637) 18
Three of the most learned that ever professed the Platonicke
sect. 1671 Milton P.R. iv. 279 The Sect Epicurean. 1693
Dryden Persins L Argt., Our Poet was a Stoick Philosopher;
and.. all his Moral Sentences.. are drawn from the Dogma's
of that Sect 1704 Hbarne Duct. Hist. (1714) 399 The
Chalda?an Philosophers were divided into Sects

l
but the

Distinction arose from the Nature of their Studies. 1798
Ferriar Eng. Historian* 244 Some of the ancient philo-
sophical sects, received their denominations from their places
of instruction. 1868 Farrar Seekers a/tcr God, Seneca
Introd. 5 The purest and most exalted philosophic sect of
antiquity was ' the sect of the Stoics '.

6. transf. (from senses 4 and 5). A school of
opinion in politics, science, or the like; also,

more or less jestingly, applied to a group of
persons who attach importance to some peculiar

crotchet about matters of social custom or the like.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 18 Lear.. .And wee'l weare out In
a wall'd prison, packs and sects of great ones, That ebbe and
flow by th' Moone. 1609 B. Jonson Epicane Prol., But in

this age, a sect of Writers are. That, onely, for particular
likings care, And will taste nothing that is populare. 169a
Bentley Boyle Led. iii. 18 The Atheists upon this occasion
are divided into Sects. 171a Steele Sped. No. 479 P 5
Socrates, who is by all Accounts the undoubted Head of the
Sect of the Hen-peck'd,own'd.. that [etc.]. 1776 Adam Smith
IV. N. v. ii. (1869) II. 420 That sect of men of letters in

France who call themselves the economists. 1788 Trijler
No. 9. 1 13 The first sect on which I shall recommend you to

try your skill, .are Old Maids. x70jJefferson PVrit.(iSsg)

III. 450 Asect has shown itself among us, who declare they
espoused our constitution.. as a step to an English consti-

tution. 1821 Shellev Epipsych. 149, 1 never was attached to

that great sect, Whose doctrine is, that each one should select

Out of the crowd a mistress or a friend, And all the rest.

.

commend To cold oblivion. 1811-30 Ld. Cockburn Mem.
(1856) 367 The Whigs gave him a public dinner on the 21st
of February, at which about 300 attended— the largest con-
vocation of the sect that had yet taken place. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 175 The doctrine made a sect

among astronomers. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.

SECTARIAN.
xvii. 197 This I am sure will seem strange to the various
sects of pathologists and theorists. 1899 W. S. Lilly
1st Princ. Politics 135 Socialism is rather a sect than a party,

t b. With pseudo-etymological reference : A
1 section ' of mankind. Obs.
1708-0 Swift Let. to Abp. King6}m., But the world is

divided into two sects, those that hope the best, and those
that fear the worst, a 1764 Lloyd Poet 254 There were two
sects—the Bad, the Good.

t O. transf. Way of thinking, turn of mind. Obs.
1580-3 Greene Mamillia 1. (1592) 2 b, Yet he could haue

a quiet conscience, til he might see her of the same sect, and
as deadly to hate it [court life], as he did loth it.

t". = Sept (Irish). Obs. rare.
1530 St. Pafers Hen. VIII (1834) II. 328 There are another

sect of the Borkes, and divers of the Irisshery, towardes
Slygoo. 1540 Ibid. III. 235 Thos sectes of people called the
Cavenaghes.

t 8. Law. Sect of court (med. L. secla curia) :

' Suit and Service done by Tenants at the Court
of their Lord '

(J. Harris Lex. Techn. 1710, II).
1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) II. 245 To the erle

of Comberland for secte of courte for the lande in Skipton.
1546 Mem.Pi/on (Surtees) III. 13 Sir William Malyory
knight for lande in Nunwike and secte of Courte xiij d.
John Norton for Fre Ferme and secte of Courte xiij d. 1571
Peg. Privy Council Scot. II. 89 With power tccontinew
court or courtis of Justiciarie. . ; sectis to mak be callit:
absentis to amerchiat. 1578 Ibid. III. 13.

9. attrib. and Comb., as sect-ascendancy, + -fol-
lower, -founder, -leader, + -maker, f -master
( = sect-founder) ; sect-forming, -ridden adjs.
IO°3 <?• Rev. Apr. 570 To the pre-Reformation policy of

race-ascendency was added, under Elizabeth, that of "sect-
ascendency. 1556 Olde Antichrist 102 b, To gratifie his
owne "secte folowers. 1891 Ch. Times 28 Aug. 824/1 The
"sect- forming, dislocating career of the subsequent centuries.
1861 J. Edkins in Mrs. Edkins Chinese Scenes (1863) 273 He
receives revelations, becomes a "sect-founder, a 1711 Ken
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 389 "Sect- Leaders their own
Visions may impose. 1896 Q. Rev.}zn.gi The actual methods
adopted by the Hindu sect-leaders. 1530 Tindale Prol.
1 Cor., Ther came immediatly false Apostles & "sectemakers,
drue euery man disciples after hym. 1656 Trapp Expos.
Acts xv. 36 Seducers and sect-makers. 1565 Allen Def.
Pnrg. 14 They doo not folowe these "Secte masters, as
scholares moued by any probability of theire teachers per-
suation. 01708 T. Ward Eng. Re/. I (1716) 73 As if the
Holy Isaac were An Heretick or Sect-Master. 1840 Mill
Diss, f, Disc. (1859) I. 444 This "sect-ridden country.

Sect, sb? rare. [?ad. L.sectum, neut. pa. pple.
of secare to cut. Cf. Set sb.] 1 A cutting from
a plant ; in quots. Jig.
1604 Shaks. Olh. 1. va. 336 Our carnal! Stings, or vnbilted

Lusts: whereof I take this, that you call Loue, to be a
Sect, or Seyen. 1864 Swinburne A talanta 1686 The son
lies close about thine heart, ..Eats thee and drinks thee..
thyself, a sect of thee.

t Sect, v. 1 nonce-word. [f. Sect sbX\ a. trans.

To treat as a sect. b. To sect it : to behave as
a sect.

1656 S. H. Gold. Law 13 Would you that Prelacy and
Priesthood should perk up again, and under pretense of
Religion,.. be-heretick, and sect you, and then dissect you
by persecutions? Ibid. 81 The Priests of all sorts sect it, so
do all religious persons faction and party it.

t Sect, v.2 Obs. [f. L. sect-, ppl. stem of secare

to cut.} trans. To cut or divide (into equal parts).

1657 Iomi.inson Renou's Disp. 245 Its leaves are sected
into slender parts. 1697 G. K. Disc. Ceom. Problems 10 He
who understands. .to sect any angle into 3. 5. 6. as is above
shewed, will by the like Method and Praxis be able to sect
any angle into 7. 8. 9. 10. &c. equal parts. Ibid., How a
Semicircle may be sected into any number of equal parts.

t Sectare, obs. Sc. form of Sectary.
iS°3 W1N3ET B/i. Quest, i. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 70 mnrg., Be-

cause nane sectare can ansuer heir without manifest con-
fusioun of his errour.

Sectarial (sekteVrial), a. [f. Sectary (or its

source med. L. sectarius) + -al.] Pertaining to or

distinctive of sect. Chiefly used with reference to

Indian religions.

_ 1816 G. S. Faber Orig. Pagan Idol. I. 137 The doctrine
in question was by no means peculiar to the Stoics : it was
held also by the philosophers of the other schools. As their

sectarial differences however are of no importance in the
present inquiry [etc.]. 183a Coleman Myth. Hindus 163
Sectarial marks. These symbols are made of ashes, cow-
dung [etc.]. 1844 H- H.vVilson Brit. India 1. viii. I. 545
Numerous sectarial divisions amongst the Hindus. 1886
Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus. 208 They [the Jains]
worship chiefly twenty-four sectarial saints or Jins.

Sectarian (sekteVrian), a. and sb. [f. Sectary
+ -an.] A. adj.

L Pertaining to a sectary or sectaries ; ' be-

longing to a schismatical sect ' (Phillips, ed.

Kersey, 1706). Obs. exc. Hist.
App. first used in the Commonwealth period by the Pres-

byterians with reference to the Independents; subsequently
by .Anglicans with reference to Nonconformists.

1649 in Milton's Wks. (1738) I. 346 The Sectarian Party
in England. 1650 Rec. Comm. Gen. Assembly (S. H. S.)

III. 92 That Sectarian armie now infesting this Kingdome.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. Apol. 545 Which is. .to arm the
Sectarian Rabbles, that phansy themselvessuch Inspiradoes,

against the orderly-Reformed Churches. 1687 Dryden
Hind A> P. 111. 739 But^that unfaithful Test unfound will

pass The dross of atheists and sectarian brass. i8aa A.
Cunningham Tradit. Tales

t
Placing Scot. Minister^1887)

89 To all this answered Micah Meen, a sectarian mason.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 244 Drawling
out the words of Scripture with deep sectarian drone. 1834
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Southey Doctor cix. (1862) 265 When a hawker came he

had no pestiferous tracts, either seditious or sectarian, for sale.

2. Pertaining to a sect or sects; confined to

a particular sect; bigotedly attached to a par-

ticular sect. In recent use, often a pejorative

synonym of denominational\ esp. with reference to

education.
1796 Burke Regie. Peace

<
Wks. VIII. 237 They, .have

been taught to look on religious opinions as the only cause

of enthusiastick zeal, and sectarian propagation. 1836
Arnold in Stanley Life <$• Corr. (1845) II. 23 All our educa-

tion must be Christian, and not be sectarian. 1837 Ibid. 91
A Christian, and yet not sectarian University. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes Hi. (1841) 149 Dante does not come before us as a
large catholic mind ; rather as a narrow, and even sectarian

mind. 1841 E. Miall in Nonconf I. 1 A natural and in-

variable tendency. -to fall into distinct bodies and become
sectarian, both in spirit and in aim. 1876 J. Grant Burgh
Sch. Scot. n. 419 The burgh and parish Schools of Scotland
were never Sectarian. 1877 Candlish in Encycl. Brit. VII.
338/3 There are some doctrines in every system that are
merely sectarian, adopted by one particular branch of the
church, but not recognized by others as correct expressions
of Christian faith and life. 1884 Liddon in J. O. Johnston
Life & Lett. (1904) 331, I am not at all frightened by the
word 'sectarian'. Christianity is sectarian as against the
non-Christian world. 1003 Brit. Weekly 11 June 219/3 He
was reluctantly compelled, for conscience sake, to refuse
that part of the education rate which would go to the support
of sectarian schools. Ibid. 219/4 An audience who loudly
cheered every declaration of determined resistance to the
sectarian rate.

B. sb.

1. Originally, an adherent of the 'sectarian party'

(i. e. the Independents as designated by the Presby-

terians) ; subsequently, a member of a schismatic

sect, a schismatic. Now chiefly Hist.
1654 R. Williams in Collect. Mass. Hist. Soc, Ser. in. X.

2 Youre Father and all the people of God in England,
formerly called the Puritanns AngHcanus, of late Round-
beads, now the Sectarians (as more or lesse cut of from the
Parishes) they are now in the sadle and at the helnie. 1683
Bunyan Pharisee $ Pnbl. 7 The Pharisee was a Sectarian,
one that deviated.. in his Worshipping from the way of
God ;. .for such an one I count a Sectarian. 1807 Southey
Rspriella's Lett. III. 79 Charles willingly permitted this,

because he dreaded the political opinions of these Sectarians.
1816 — Lay of Laureate liii, The stern Sectarian in un-
natural league Joins her to war against their hated foe.

1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1838) III. 197 The Ecclesia
has been an eclipse to the intellect of both Churchmen
and Sectarians, i860 Motley Netherl. ii. (1868) I. 25 The
Queen of England hated Anabaptists, Calvinists, and other
Sectarians.

2. An adherent of a specified sect; a sectary of
a particular teacher. Now rare.
1819 Ann. Reg., Chron. (1820) 273 Shortly after it was

agreed, that the family of the plaintiff should become his
sectarians, and they accordingly joined the Baptist society
and became a part of his congregation. 1828 J. F. Cooper
Motions ofA mer. II. 328 The whole number of the sectarians
[/. e. Shakers] is, however, far from great. 1836 Lytton
Athens (1837) II. 416 A general feeling of alarm and suspi-
cion broke out against the sage [Pythagoras] and his secta-
rians. 1875 Merivale Gen. Hist. Rome Ixv. (1877) 522 The
constancy of these sectarians inflamed, no doubt, the anger
of rulers who were accustomed to more pliant submission.

3. A bigoted adherent of a sect; one whose
views or sympathies are sectarian.

1837 Carlyle Germ. Rom. IV. 22 Shakspeare is no sectarian

:

to all he deals with equity and mercy. 1855 Punch 27 Jan.
34/2 Sectarians who believe that no good deed can be done,
except by a votary of M'Howl and O'Muggins. 1867 Emer-
son Lett. 4- Soc. Aims, Progr. Cult. Wks. (Bohn) III. 226
The narrow sectarian cannot read astronomy with impunity.

Sectarianism (sektea-rianiz'm). [f. prec.

+ -ISM.] The sectarian spirit; adherence or ex-
cessive attachment to a particular sect or party,

esp. in religion ; in recent use often, adherence or
excessive attachment to, or undue favouring of,

a particular ' denomination

\

1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 89 Tin Shakspeare]
there is no sectarianism, either of politics or religion. 1833
Mill Diss. <$ Disc. (1859) I- 73 We shall find in that art
(Music], so peculiarly the expression of passion, two perfectly
distinct stiles; one of which may be called the poetry, the
other the oratory of music. This difference, being seized,
would put an end to much musical sectarianism. 1830
Kingslhv Alt. Locke i, For art and poetry were tabooed
both by my rank and my mother's sectarianism. 1870
A thenxum 30 Apr. 573 There is nothing in the poems before
us to denote sectarianism in Art or to provoke antagonism
from any class of true critics in poetry. 1889 Spectator 27
Apr., The book is Roman Catholic, but there is no bigotry
or narrow sectarianism about it.

Sectarianize (sekteVrianaiz), v. [Formed as
prec. + -ize.]

L intr. To act in a sectarian manner.
184a Foster in Life $ Corr. (1846) II. 451 We dissenters

. .having no prelatical authorities over us, may sectarianize
and fight as much as we please. 1874 Content}. Rev.
XXIII. 185 They sectarianize, in short, just as naturally as
Churches.

2. trans. To render sectarian, to reduce to the
level of a sect ; to imbue with sectarian feelings
or principles.

1846-9 S. R. Maitland Ess., etc. 279 [tr. Luther.] Human
nature when it is sectarianized. i860 G. P. Marsh Led.
Eng. Lang. 643 To revise under present circumstances, is
to sectananise, to divide the one catholic, English Bible,.

.

into a dozen different revelations. 1866 Ch. Times 24 Mar.,
Those who strive to sectarianize the Church. 1883 Jrnl.
F.duc. XVIII. 83 Sectarianizing the schools.

Hence SectaTianizin? vbL sb. and (p?. a.

1908 Athenaeum 30 May 666/1 The'sectarianizing' of the
Church, and of any and every form of Christianity. 1909
Even. Post (N. Y.) 7 Aug. 6 To strive to catholicise his own
communion, that it mightbecomea reconciling power, instead
of a sectarianisms system of human device.

Sectarianly(sekteVrianli),a(ft>. rare. [f. Sec-
tarian a, + -LY 2

.] In a sectarian manner.
1853 E. G. Holland Mem. J. Badger xix. (1854) 384 Let

it not be thought that we speak sectarian!}'.

Sectarism (se'ktariz'm). Now rare. [f. Sec-
TAR-Y + -ISM.]

L The principles, spirit, or practice characteristic

of sectaries ; sectarianism.

1643 Sir J. Spelman Case of Affairs 30 Especially now
when Schisme and Sectarisme do with such authoritie invade
us. vjn Strype Eccl. Mem. II. 1. xxix. 240 These Checks
were given to Sectarism and Popery. 1823 Mrs. E. Nathan
Langreath III. 195 The charitably religious sentiments of
Mrs. Dalton, untainted by the narrow trammels of sectarism.

1835 I. Taylor Spir. Despot, iv. 125 Sectarism contradicts
the first rudiment of Christian combination.

2. A variety of ' sectarism
'

; a sectarian body.
1821 Jefferson Autob. Writ. (1892) I. 52 In process of

time however, other sectarisms were introduced, chiefly of
the Presbyterian family.

tSextarist. 06s. [f.SECTAR-Y + -isT.] m Sec-
tary sd. i.

1618 MiDDLETON Peacemaker Wks. (Bullen) VIII. 330
Sectarists and schismatics shall break the peace of God.
1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II, 612 One Hamed, a modern
sectarist, and an enemy to the ancient doctrine of the califs.

1802 in Picton L %pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 401 Any secta-
rists or dissenting congregation. 1833 I. Taylor Fanat.
viii. 308 The blasphemous arrogance of sectarists.

Sectary (se'ktari), sb. and a. Also 6 sectorie,

6-7 sectarie. Cf. Sectuary. [ad. F. seclaire, or

its source med.L sectdrius (Diefenbach), f. secta

Sect sbA Cf. Sp., Pg. sectario, It. settario.]

A. sb.

1. A member of a sect ; one who is zealous in

the cause of a sect.

1558 Morwyng tr. Joseph Ben Gorion's Hist. Jews (1561)
23 One Dogrus . .whom they slewe,& muche people besides
of the aunctentes of that sect, so that the Sectaries were in
great distresse. 1596 Bell Surv. Popery 1. v. vi. 144
Thomists, and Jesuites, to be the selfe same sectaries. 1771
Lett. Junius hx. (i^S8J 314 The fundamental principles of
Christianity may still be preserved, though every zealous
sectary adheres to his own exclusive doctrine. 1780 Cowper
Nightingale «$• Glowworm 27 Hence jarring sectaries may
learn Their real interest to discern, a 183a Bentham lti/1.

Time <$• Place in Legist. Wks. 1843 I. 173 The sectary of
every religion, .is exposed to the dread of invisible agents.
1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France 147 It is not as re-
ligious sectaries they [school inspectors] have to discharge
their duties, but as civil servants. 1869 A. Harwood tr.

E.de Pressensfs Early Yrs. Chr. m. ii. 378 John.. exhi-
bited sometimes the narrow spirit of the sectary. 1883
Fortn. Rev. Feb. 199 Many a bitter sectary, thirsting for
the discomfiture of his opponents, was tripled up by it,

2. An adherent of a schismatical or heretical

sect. In the I7~i8th c. commonly applied to the
English Protestant Dissenters. Now chiefly Hist.
1556 J. Clement in Strype Eccl. Mem.(ij2i) III. App.

lxi. 214 All other Heretikes and Sectaries, 1569 Bp. Park-
hurst Injunct. A iv b, Whether you know of any sectaries
that vse to make any priuate conuenticles in priuate mens
houses. 1590 J. Greenwood Collect. Art. B j b, They pro-
nounce vs newe sectories. 1605 Marston Dutch Courtezan
in. (end), Now I am discontented, He turne Sectarie, that
is fashion. 1609 Bible (Douay) Exod. vii. Annot. 171
Zuinglius, Caluin, Beza, and other Sectaries. 16x3 Shark.
Hen. VIII, v. iii. 70 Gard. My Lord, my Lord, you are
a Sectary. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sectary, one that
follows private opinions in Religion, a Ring-leader of a Sect,
a seditious, factious person. 1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698)
213 Their giving liberty, .to all Religions, as well Jews and
Roman Catholicks, as Sectaries, gives security to all their

Inhabitants. 1762-71 H. Walpole Vertne^s Anecd. Paint.
(1786) III. 2 Sectaries have no ostensible enjoyments. ..The
arts that civilize society are not calculated for men who
mean to rise on the ruins of established order. 1779 John-
son L. P., Co7vley 5 The omission of his name in the regis-

ter of St. Dunstan's parish, gives reason to suspect that his

Father was a sectary. 1808 Syd. Smith Methodism Wks.
1859 I. 88/1 Mr. Ingram.. has talked a great deal about
dissenters,, .we shall endeavour, .to present him [the reader]
with a near view of those sectaries, who are at present at
work upon the destruction of the orthodox churches. 1812
Crabbe Tales xiv. 264 Now, as a sectary, he had all his life

As he supposed, been with the Church at strife. 1824 Lan-
dor Im>*g. Conv., Jos. I ty Casaubon Wks. 1846 I. 30 Sec-
tary ! Those who dissent from the domineering party have
always been thus stigmatized, i860 Motley Netherl. ii.

(1868) I. 27 Many sectaries experienced much inhuman
treatment. 1864 J. Payn Sir Massingberdx, They had been
poachers, or radicals, or sectaries (as Dissenters were then
called). 1876 J. Grant One ofthe Six Hundred ix. 76 The
English sectaries warned the General Assembly to begone
from Edinburgh. 2903 Blackw. Mag. Dec. 757/2 A large

j

boarding-house for sectaries, called a College, has sprung up
somewhere behind Holywell.

3. A follower or disciple of a particular leader,

teacher, party, or school. Now rare (with mixture
of sense I ). f Also, a votary of a particular study,

pursuit, etc.

1589 R, Harvey Pl.Perc. 7 It were enough to entitle those
Browne sectaries of the Blacke Prince, with the name of
traytors. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 833 He would scoffe

at learning, and eke scorne The Sectaries thereof, as people
base And simple men. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. 144
Times alter: and as Fortune hath more sectaries, then
Vertue ; so Pleasure hath more adherents, then Proffit.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. ii. 164 (Qos.) How long haue you beene
a sectary Astronomicall? 1609 Holland Amm. MarcelI

.

109 Aristotle.. sending Calisthenes, a sectarie [marg. or dis-

ciple] and kinsman of his, unto K. Alexander, gave him
[etc. ]. 1675 R. Burthogge Causa Dei 108 Mr

. Hobbs or any
of his Sectaries. 1704 N. N. tr. BoccalinCs Advts. fr.
Parnass. III. 146 Which Mahomet so strongly infused into
his Sectaries. 1800 Asial. Ann. Reg., Misc. 'Tracts 79/1
Not votaries of Brahma, but sectaries of Buddha. 1879 Far-
rar St. Paul I. 269 The Sectaries of an obsolete covenant.

1 4. A sect. 06s. rare.

1643 Howell Twelve Treat. (1661) 299 One of the fruits

of this blessed Parlement, and of these two Sectaries is, that
they have made more Jewes and Atheists then I think there
is in all Europe besides. 1651 Biggs New Dtsp Summary
§ 11 The two grand Sectaries in Physick,and their clashing
described. 1764 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. iv. (1765) 431
What they called a sectary sprang up in the Massachusets
colony.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to a sect ; sectarian.

1590 H. Barrow in Conferences 111. 51 The Apostle..
speaketh of. .sectorie Teachers & people following them.
1602 T. Fitzherbert Apol. 48 A few poor Sectary Caluinists
hated & contemned by all other sectes of the same breed.

1638 Ld. Digby Lett. cone. Relig. (1651) 3 A kind of Sectary
passion. 1649 Heylin Relat.

<S*
Observ. 11. 4 They..sent

them by their Agitators and sectary Priests into all Counties.

1798 Edgeworth Pract. Educ.{iSu) II. 427 Sectary-meta-
physicians., will, we fear be disappointed in our chapters
on Memory—Imagination and Judgment. They will not
find us the partizans of any system.

Sectator (sekt£i*t3i). Now rare. Also 6-7

sectatour. [a. L. sectator, agent-n. f. sectari, freq.

of sequi to follow : see Sect sbX Cf. F. sectateur.]

1. A follower, disciple ; one who follows a par-

ticular school, teacher, or leader ; a partisan, sectary.

1541 R. Copland Galyen's TeraP. 2 D y b, The sectatours

of Thessalus, that is to wyt they that obserue his preceptes.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas, socio. {1569) I. 43 b, It was tolde

to the Philosopher Phauorinus, that the wyfe of one of his

Sectators and Scholers, was [etc.]. 1585 T, Washington tr.

Nicholafs Voy. m. xxii. 112 [He] doth forbid al his secta-

tors Mahometistes to drinke wine. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World 1. iii. § 1. 33 Those writers which gaue themselues
to follow and imitate others, were in all things so obser-

uant sectatours of those Masters, ..as [etc.]. 1624 [Abbott]
Visibility of True Ch. 60 And therefore.. as sectators of
Wiclife, they were condemned in the Councell of Constance.

1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xxxviii. 344 The latter sectatours, ot

rather pretenders of Aristotle. 1664 Evelyn tr. Freart's
Archil. 1. vi. 22 Such markesas clearly shewed him. .to have
been a Sectator of these great Masters of Antiquity. 1698
Fryer Ace. E. India <$ P. 53 Not to be remedied by any
Panacea of their Esculapian Sectators. 1741 Warburton
Div. Leg. (1846J III. 250 The origin and progress of the folly

and the various views of its Sectators in supporting it, are here

accounted forand explained. i8o4EarlMalmesbury Diaries
<$• Corr. IV. 286 The sectators of each of them.. increased

this sentiment [of personal enmity]. -by their virulent and
exaggerated reports. 1853 Soyer Pantroph. 175 Orpheus,
Pythagoras, and their sectators, . . unceasingly recommended
in their discourses to abstain from eggs. 1888 Doughty
A rabia Deserta 1. 264 They themselves are fanatic sectators

of the old Koran reading.

2. Law. One who is bound to 'suit of court*.

Now only Hist. (Perh. merely Law Latin.)

i860 Innes Scot, in Mid. Ages vii. 207 In the court, so

composed of all the vassals of a baron—the suitors or secta-

tors of a barony—were discussed the affairs of the barony.

Hence f Secta-torship. rare~ l
.

165a Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 213 If a joint and
unanimous course were taken to have their noblemen free

from baseness, their churchmen from avarice . . , their meaner
sort from implicit sectatorship.

Sectile (se'ktil, -ail), a. [a. F. seclile
t
ad. L.

sedil-em, f. scct-t
ppl. stem of secure to cut.]

Capable of or suited for being cut. fa. Sectile

leek [* L. sectile porrum Juv.], a dwarf or

stunted variety of Allium Porrum. 06s. rare" 1
.

2716 If, Davies A then. Brit. II. 349 The Sectile or Cropt
Leeks are such as are cut off for the Kitchen.

b. Min. (See quot. 1S05.)

1805 Weaver tr. Werner's External Charac. Fossils 196
Sectile are those fossils whose integrant particles are co*
herent, but not perfectly immoveable one among another.

Sectile is a medium between brittle and malleable. 1839
Ure Diet. Arts 1141 Bituminous shale is a species of soft,

sectile slate-clay. 1879 Rutley Stud. Rocks x. 157 Dis-

tinguished by its inferior hardness, being sectile, while iron

pyrites cannot be cut with a knife.

c. Bot. (See quot.)
1809 Heinig Gloss. Bot. Terms, Sectile, divided into

smalfpieces.

Hence Secti-lity, sectile quality.

1841 Trimmer Pract. Geol. <y Min. 07 A knife is also in-

dispensable for trying the hardness and sectility of mineral*.

t Secting, vbl. sb. 06s. [f. Sect v. + -ing i.]

1. Cutting.
1507 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 271 For secting of

ane bordour and lynyng of ane goun of blak wellus, xvj s.

2. Dissension, division.

1598 Barret Theor. Warresu.1.28 If there be anybanding,
secting, or passionating amongst them, he is to appease..

the same.

Section (se'kfwi), s6. Also 6 sectione, sec-

tioun. [a. F. section, or directly ad. L. section-

em, f. sect-, ppl. stem of seedre to cut. Cf. Sp.

secciotty Pg. secede, It. sezione.J

1. The action, or an act, of cutting or dividing.

Now rare exc. with reference to surgery or anato-

mical operations.

1559 tr. Geminus' Anat. 4/1 Neyther in man only, is seene

the perfecte aite of nature, but in the Anatomie or Section
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of any other beast, shall you fynde the like wysdome and in*

dustrie of the worke master. 1577 HMM er A nc. Eccl. Hist.

226 That clause. .The sonne to be of one substance with the

father, was . . allowed . . neither to be by diuision of substance

neither by section or parting asunder. icoo Holland Livy

lv. Brev. 1241 The young prince pined away with the

paine of the stone in the bladder, and whiles they would

seeme to cut him for it they killed him out of hand in

the very section. 1615, 1661 [see Cesarean 2]. 1631 Chap-

man Cxsar <y Pompey Ded., The.. section of acts and
scenes. [Cf. ante, the division of acts and scenes.] 1656

tr. Hobbes* Elgin. Philcs. (1639) 140 Lines and superficies

may be exposed by section, namely, a line may be made
by cutting an exposed superficies. 1657 J. Watts Scribe,

Pharisee, etc. I. 21 He will by a hasty and imprudent

Saw, or Razor cut of a part, and make a section, and en-

danger life. ai68a Sir T. Browne Tracts (1683) 58 Their

course of mowing seems somewhat different from ours. For
they cut not down clear at once, but used an after section,

which they called Skilitium. 1836 Todd's Cycl. Anal. I.

657/1 Animals have been bled to death by the section of

the larger bloodvessels. 1870 M. Foster in Q. Jrnl. Mi*
erase. Sci. X. 125 The cake with the imbedded object . . in a
few minutes is ready for section. Ibid , The sections may
then be made either with a microtome or with a hand razor.

1883 Brunton in Nature 15 Mar. 467 Setchenow explains

the increased rapidity of reflex action after section of the

cord below the medulla oblongata.

+ b. Division into parties. Obs.

1639 Heywood Land. Peaceable Estate Wks. 1874 V. 371
The Tranquillity of Kingdomes free from Section, tumult,

and faction.

f<3. = C.ESDBA. Obs.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 60 Remember also to mak
a Sectioun in the middes of euery lyne, quhether the lyne

be lang or short. 1695 I? Wheeler] Roy. Grants Prosodia
17 This Section of a word just before the last Syllable is

call'd Caesura.

fd. The point of cutting or division. Obs.

1571 Dicces Pantom. 1. xxviiL H ivb, Multiply the por-

tions that are betweene any two sections or places in the

distance of your two stations. Ibid. 1. xxxv. L ij, Cut this

last drawen line, and at y« section make a marke. 1599 E.

Wright Err. Navig. D r, We may make a table which
>hall shew the sections and points of latitude in the meri-

dians of the nautical planisphere: by which sections, the

parallels are to be drawne.

2. A part separated or divided off from the re-

mainder ; one of the portions into which a thing

is cut or divided, a. gen.
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. «y Art II. 122 \t is neces-

sary that the water should begin to fall at BC, with the least

possible vetocity; and that the height of the water FB
should be no more than is necessary to fill the section B.

1876 J. Parker Paracl. 1. vii. 106 The theologian is entitled

to claim astronomy, geology, botany, agriculture, and
chemistry, as sections of theology. 1884 tr. Lotze's Logic
178 We have to content ourselves with breaking up the
whole series of values into sections and acting as if the con-
ditions were the same throughout each section.

b. A subdivision of a written or printed work,

a statute, or the like. Often represented by the

symbol $ (preceding a numeral figure) ; also ab-

breviated sect, (rarely sec).

Although in some few books section has been adopted as
the designation of a division superior to the ' chapter * (cf. G.
absehnitt), the common practice from the 17th c. onward
has been to apply the word to the lowest order of numbered
divisions. In most recent books the 'section * (or, at least,

the division denoted by the symbol $) either consists of a
single paragraph, or, if it extends to several paragraphs, has
no head -line separated from the text. In modern Acts of
Parliament the 'section' (for which the abbreviations sect.

and J are both inofficial use) is a subdivision of the 'chapter'
it. e. Act) containing a specific provision or enactment. In
some works (e-g. Bell's Comment. Lazvs 0/ Scotland), the
' Section ' (abbreviated ' Sect.' in the table of contents) is

the division next below the 'Chapter', and is itself sub-
divided into numbered portions marked with the symbol J.

1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs (i%%6) 14 Such Dogges as
serue for fowling, I thinke conuenient and requisite to place
in this seconde Section of this treatise. 1628 Coke On Litt.

1. i. \ 1. 8 b, Whereof more hereafter in this Section. 1683
Moxon Meek. Exerc, Printing ii. 9, § 2. Of the Office of a
Master-Printer. Ibid. 10 (headed) Sect. II. 1714 Cunm
Doctr. Fractions 43 The Directions laid down in Sect. 3 of
Chap. II. 1738 Warburton Div. Legal. 1. i. I. x Book I.

Sect. I. 1769 Beattie in VyceAfem. (Aldine ed.) p. xxvi,

It will be regularly distributed into chapters and sections.

1806 Med. Jml. XV. 192 Mr. R. has divided his answer
into several parts or sections. 1810 Bentham Packing
(1821) 187 In the printed editions (it is true) we see each
statute divided into sections, and each section numbered. But
this is the work of the printer only or his editor. 1857 Act
20 -y 21 Vict, c 25 % 2 Ordinances framed by the Commis-
sioners under Sections Twenty-eight and Twenty-nine of
the same Act. 1870 Act 30 fy 34 Vict* c 75 | 34 Provided
that this section [of the Act] shall not apply to [etc.). 1874
Stubbs Const. Hist, xviii. (1896) III. 330 The preceding
sections of this chapter.

C. Nat. Hist. Used variously by different

writers for a subdivision of a classificatory group,

e. g. of a class, order, family, or genus. In Botany
now chiefly = sub-genus ; but some writers (as

Bentley) use it for a division of a sub-genus.
17*0 P. Blair Bot. Ess. iii. 148 According to Tournefort s

Method, Malva becomes the Section of a Class. Altluea,
Alcsea, &c are several Genera of this Section. 1819 Macleav
Horse Entomol. I. 55 Latreille has. .proposed to make but
one genus of them, ascribing to the modern genera the name
of sections. 1877 Bennett Thomfs Bot. 238 It is usual to
arrange the orders which make up a class into Series, the
genera which make up a family into Tribes, and the species
which make up a genus inloSecticns. 1885 A thenaeum 3 Jan.
20/3The author . . remarked thatamongst the aluroids the sec-

tion of Viverrina formed a very distinct group. 1899 Heinig

Gloss. Bot. Terms, Section, a part separated by division;
a group of correlated species arranged under genera or sub-
genera.

d. A separable portion of any collection or

aggregate of persons, e. g. of the population of

a country ; a group, distinguished by a special

variety of opinion, forming part of a political or
religious party ; one of several groups into which
the membership of a learned society is divided
according to the various branches of study in which
the members are severally interested.
183a Babbage Econ. Mann/, xx. (ed. 3) 194 This section

consisted of seven or eight persons of considerable acquain-
tance with mathematics. 1852 Robertson Serm. Ser. m.
xvi. 205 The question .. whether of the two sections held
the abstract right. 1874 Green Short Hist, vi, § 1. 267
The Church had at this time.. sunk into a mere section
of the landed aristocracy. 1884 Manch. Exam. 14 May 5/5
To one section of the House Mr. Power's speech gave great
delight.

e. (a) French Hist. One of the electoral dis-

tricts into which France was divided under the

Directory. (&) U. S. An area of one square mile
into which the undeveloped lands are divided.

(c) Chiefly U. S. A district or portion of a town
or country exhibiting uniform characteristics or

considered as divided from the rest on account of

such characteristics.

1816 Pickering Vocab. U. S. 170 Section, Since the French
Revolution this word has been much used here instead
of fart, quarter^ &c Ex. 'In this section of the United
States.' It is not thus used in England. 183a Webstbr.
1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. 1. iv, The Sixty Districts
shall become Forty-eight Sections. 1865 E, Burritt Walk
to Land's End 171 In estimating the production of a dairy,
the farmers of this section do not make much account of
the breed, size or color of the cows. X879 Tourgee Fool's
Errand iv. 20 The war is over... For a few months there
may be disorders in some sections; but they will be very
rare. 1907 Standard 19 Jan. 7/2 The northern section of
Kingston is deserted.

fT Bookbinding. (See quot. 1859.)
1850 Stationers' Hand-bk. 81 Section, any number of sheets

of paper folded together are termed a Section. 1880
Zaehnsdorf Bkbinding 5 The book should be divided into
lots or sections of about half-an-inch thick, that will be about
15 to 20 sheets, according to the thickness of paper.

g. Alii. A fourth part of a company.
1863 Kinglake Crimea (1877) III. i. 138 The Coldstream

broke into open column of sections. 1889 Infantry Drtll6i
The company., will then be told off into two half-companies
and four sections.

h. Prosody. Used by Guest for : A member of
a verse, esp. a hemistich of an OE. or ME. allitera-

tive line. 1838 Guest Eng. Rhythms u vii. 1. 149.

i. Mus. (See quot. 1866.)
1866 Encel Nat. Mus. ii. 83 A

#
section consists generally

of two phrases ; and a simple period consists of two sections.

j. 17. S. A portion of a sleeping-car containing

two berths.

1874 Lady Herbert tr. Hilbners Ramble 1. iv. (1878) 38
Each window [in the U.S. railroad cars] allows for two beds,
one at the top of the other, unless the traveller has taken a
* section ', i.e., the whole space of one window. 189a Gunter
Miss Dividends (1893) 245 Making up his bed in the state-

room which is unoccupied, and more roomy than a section.

k. U. S. Railways. ' The smallest administra-

tive subdivision of a railroad. It is usually a mile
or two in length and is designated by a number.'
(Cent. Diet. Suppl. ; see also quot. 1890.)
1890 E. P. Alexander in Railways o/Amer. 156 Each of

the supervisors of road has his assigned territory divided
into ' sections ', from five to eight miles in length. At a
suitable place on each section are erected houses for a resi-

dent section-master and from six to twelve hands. Ibid., At
least twice a day track-walkers from the section-gangs pass
over the entire line of road. Ibid., The work of the section-

men is all done under regular system.

1. One of the component parts of something
which is built up of a number of similar portions

so as to admit of enlargement when necessary, or

which is constructed to be taken to pieces for

facility of transport
1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Section,.. a, detachable portion

of a machine or instrument when made up of a number of
parts : e.g. one of the triangular knives ; a row of which is

attached to the cutter-bar of a harvesting-machine. Ibid.,

Sectional Steam-boiler, one built up of portions secured
together in such a way that the size may be increased by
addition of sections. 1897 Mary Kingslev fV. Africa 355
There is always a steamer in sections in every story ofa good
expedition.

m. Geol. (See quot.)
x88a Geikie Text-bk. Geot. vi. 635 A number of groups

or stages similarly related constitute a series, section (Ab-
theilung) or formation, and a number of series, sections, or
formations may be united into a system.

3. Math. t&« A segment of a circle. Obs.

1570 Uiu.iNGsi.EY Enclid 1. Def. xix. 4 A section or portion
of a circle, is a figure which is contayned vnder a right lyne,

and a parte of the circumference, greater' or lesse then the
semicircle. 1654 H. Phillippes Purch. Pattern (ed. 2) 165
The half-Circle and quarter-Circle may be measured also by
this rule, but other Sections are very hard and troublesome,

and scarce to be found out, without knowing the content of
the whole Circle or Semicircle. 1715^ Leoni Palladio's
Archil. (1742) I. 91 If. .a perfect semicircle should not be
convenient, .we must then make use of a lesser section.

+ b. Intersection. Obs.

1667 Primatt City <y C. Build. 159 From the section of

these Arches to the point given, a right Line drawn cuts the
Line given perpendicularly. 1830 J. He Vegans Jrnl. Tour
xiii. (1847} 102 A curiously-built cross, situated in the section
of the four principal streets.

e. The curve of intersection of two superficies.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I. s.v., The common Section
of two Planes is always a right Line, being the Line supposed
to be drawn on one Plane by the Section of the other, or by
its Entrance into it. a 1845 Levy in Encycl. Metro/. II.

165 If through a given point. .on this surface, we conceive
a normal plane, the inter section ofthis plane with the surface
will be a certain curve, which we shall call a normal section.

1887 J. H. Smith Geometr. Conic Sect. 43 For ab is the
common section of the plane of projection with a plane per-
pendicular to it and passing through AB.

d. The cutting of a solid by a plane ; the plane
figure resulting from such a cutting ; the area of

this. (Cf. Conic section?) Hence, of a material
object, the figure which would be produced by
cutting through it in a certain plane.
1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I., Section in Mathematick,

signifies the cutting of. .a Solid by a Plane. 1715 Desa-
guliers Fires Impr. 156 The Passage in the Brick-Work. .,

whose Section must be 36 Inches, whether it be square or
oblong. 18x4 Tredgold Strength Cast Iron, etc. 59 Of the
strongest Form of Section for revolving Shafts. 1831
Brewster Optics xvii. 151 Everyplane passing through the
axis is called a pt incipal section of the crystal. 1830 G. Bird
Nat. Philos. 115 A tube, or channel, whose section is greater
at one part than another, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. A rthit.

(1879) 1. 248 Thus, if the normal section of the rib be square,
the section of the mouldings is made to fit that figure. 1885
J. Casey Aualyt. Geom. 281 Sections of a cone made by
parallel planes ate similar. 1898 H. R. Mill in Jrnl. Sch.
o/Geog.(V.S.) II. 293 Great screes, which give to the valleys
a rounded or U-shaped section.

e. The action of dividing a line into parts.

Go/den section, also medial\ median section : the

division of a line in extreme and mean ratio.

i8ao Leslie Eletu. Geom. <y PI. Trig. (ed. 4) 63 It will be
convenient, .to designate, .this remarkable division of a
line, .by theterm Medial Section. 1898 Chrystal Introd.
Algebra xxii. 329 To find a point P in the line AB such
that AP2 = AB, PB (Problem of ' Golden Section ').

4. A drawing representing an object (e. g. a
building, a piece of machinery, a portion of the

earth's crust) as it would appear if cut through in

a plane at right angles to the line of sight.
In strict use, the term denotes a delineation confined to

what is in actual contact with the imaginary cutting plane.
Sometimes, as in quot. 1793, it is loosely used for what is

more properly called a sectional elevation.

1669 Staynred Fortify They are represented in the Pro-
file, or Section. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. Netv Invent. 121
Three perpendicular length-way sections. . and . . a transverse
section of the Hull. ljtsHALfFEtitiYArt SoundBuilding PI.

19 The Chamber Plan, and Section. 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L.% 32 The Plate, .shews part of the outside and part of the
inside, so as to be at once, both an elevation and a section.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat.xx. (1S52) 473 It is a real section
(on the scale of -517 of an inch to a mile) through Bolabola in

the Pacific. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX, 422/1 The section or
profile is made on a plane perpendicular to the lines of inter-

section of the planes or slopes, and therefore represents the
traces of these planes on the sectional plane.

b. advb. phr. In section.

i860 Tyndall Glac. n. xvii. 321 The portion of the glacier

which is shown in section. 1904 R. C. Jeub Baccnylides
(Ptoc. Brit. Acad.) 6 The painters plan was to show both
the sea-depths and the upper world in section.

o. Geol. A surface exposed by a cutting or by
some natural agency, showing the succession of

strata.

1858 H. T>. Rogers Geol. Pennsylv. II. 11. 1027 Section,

an actual or ideal exposure of any part of the earth's crust,

showing the strata edgewise, as if they were laid open by
a cut i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiii. 162 The wall of the
Mattmark See is a fine glacier section. 1877 Huxley
Physiogr. 23 Natural sections are frequently exposed in
river-beds, sea-cliffs and inland valleys.

5. A thin slice of a vegetable or animal structure,

or of an inorganic body, cut off for microscopic
examination.
1870 Stirling in Jrnl. A nat. May 234, 1 can slice such an

embryo into from seventy to eighty sections in the long
direction. 1874 Amer. Naturalist Apr. 252 Mr. Charles
Stewart obtains sections of fresh leaves by [etc.

J. 190a G. H.
Fowler in Encycl. Brit. XXX. 739/1 The tissue.. is cut
into sections either by the Rutherford, Cathcart, or some
similar section-cutter.

6. Printing. The sign 5, originally used to
introduce the number of a * section (sense 2 b) ;

subsequently used also as a mark of reference to

notes in the margin or at the foot of a page. Also
called section-mark.
The primary use of the sign seems to have become rare in

the 1 3th c, and to have been revived in the latter part of the
19th c. under German influence. German printers give to
this mark the name ofparagraph
1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Character, Characters in Gram-

mar, Rhetoric, Poetry &c...§ Section, or Division. 1770
Luckombe Hist. Printing 259 The Sign which implies the
word Section, is a Sort, .seldom employed, because in Work
which is divided into Chapters, Articles, Paragraphs, Sec*
tions, or any other Parts, they are commonly put in lines

by themselves, either in Large Capitals, Small Capitals, or
Italic. ..But the Sign of Section is sometimes used in (Latin)
Notes, and particularly such as are collected from foreign
books. 1875 Southward Diet. Typogr., Section (§), a mark
of reference. It stands fourth In order, and immediately
after the double dagger. Sometimes it is used to mark the
division of a chapter into parts or sections, whence its name.
1894 Amer. Diet. Printing, Section-mark.
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7. Comb. a. objective; as (sense 5) section-cutter,

•cutting, -smoother ;
(sense a g) section-commander,

-leader
;

(sense 2 k) section-gang, -man, master.

1889 Infantry Drill 306 During an extension *section

commanders will see that the men take their proper intervals.

1870 Stirling in Jrnl. Anai. May 230 The "section cutter

which I am about to describe.^ i&j^Amer. NaturalistJan.

59 A new section cutter which is principally adapted forpre-

ring sections of soft vegetable tissues and organs. 1878

Marsh (title) *Section-cutting. 1890 *Section-gans [see

2 kj. 1903 Daily Chron. 28 Dec. 3/2 Controlled individual

firing, under the direction of group and ""section leaders, is

the only effective method. 1890 *Section-men, *section-

master [see 2 k j. 1887 A mer. Naturalist XXI. 597 Dr. P. F.

Mall recommends a *section-smoother constructed on the
following principle.

b. Special comb.: section-beam (see quot.);

section-house (see quot. 1856); section-line,

f(a) the boundary of a section; (b) aline drawn
to indicate the manner ofmaking a section; section-
liner (see quot.); section-mark (see sense 6);
section-plane, a surface exposed by section

;

section-point, a mark used to indicate the end of

a section of a verse.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Section-beam (Warping, etc.),

a roller which receives the yarn from the spools, either for

the dressing.machine or for the loom. 1856 A. Wvnter
Curies. Civiliz. 465 The *section-house, an establishment
generally attached to the chief station of each division, in
which the unmarried policemen are lodged. 1890 Pall Mall
Gax. 7 July 5/1 This daring disobedience was loudly cheered
by the men who crowded the section-house windows as
spectators. i8a8 P. Cunningham N. S. lVales(ed, 3) II. 148
The *section-lines being made to run either east and west,
or north and south, according as the general course of the
river best suits, 1879 Casseirs Techn. Educ. I. 100/2 To
trace the section-line on this development—that is, to draw
the line in which the material is to be cut so as to form both
the parts of the cylinder—erect perpendiculars [etc.], 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Section-liner, a device for ruling
parallel lines. 1889 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 109
The "section-plane, as made by the saw, passed just sinistral
of the meson. 1893 F. Thompson Poems 55 note, I have
. .used an asterisk to indicate the caesura in the middle of
the iine, after the manner of the old Saxon *section.point.

Section (se'kjan), v. [f. Section sb.]

1. trans, a. To divide into sections.
1819 Keats Cap $ Bells xi, With special strictures on the

horrid crime, (Section'd and subsection'd with learning sage,)
Of faeries stooping on their wings sublime To kiss a mortal's
lips. 1856 Lady Lytton in Devey Life (1887) 413 The rest
was geographically sectioned out for the rest of Europe.

b. To cut through so as to present a section.
1891 G. Neilson in Athenaeum 30 May 707/3 The mound,

wherever sectioned, invariably shows a steady succession
of horizontal layers.

2. intr. To admit of being cut into sections.

1903 E. H. Sellards in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. July 89 The
spores, .are brown in color, somewhat flexible, and section
readily on the microtome.

Hence Sectioning vbl. sb. and///, a.

1887 Amer, Naturalist XXI. 595 For the purpose of sec-
tioning, the eggs are transferred from the water used in
washing to 50 Vo alcohol. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl.* May 1110
A happy stroke of the sectioning knife, passing through the
entire length of the proboscis of a fllariated mosquito.

Sectional (se'kfanal), a. [f. Section sb. + -al.
Cf. F. sectionnel]

1. Pertaining to a section or division of a larger

part. a. Pertaining to a section or sections of
a country, society, or population ; sometimes (of
interests, etc.) with implied opposition to general.
18x6 Monthly Mag. XLII. 230 In the sectional or parish

assemblies during the revolution a cobbler ascended the
tribune. 1856 W. Irving Washington II. 559 The sectional
jealousies prevalent among them [sc. the troops from the
different provinces] were more and more a subject of uneasi-
ness to Washington. 1865 W. C. Fowler (title) The
Sectional Controversy ; or passages in the political history
of the United States, including the courses of the war between
the sections. 1881 Nature 4 Aug. 325 The sectional meet-
ings are being held in the rooms of the various scientific
societies in the Burlington House region. 1886 Campbell.
Bannerman Sp. 13 May in Hansards Pari. Deb. Ser. in.
CCCV. 948 Those who anticipate the further embitterment
of sectional and sectarian strife [in IrelandJ. 1908 Daily
Chron. 25 Feb. 6/6 The design includes only the Cross of
St, George, the sectional emblem of England.

b. Prosody. Pertaining to a section or member
of a verse.
' 1838 Guest Eng. Rhythms 1. vi. I. 125 Sectional Rhime
is that which exists between syllables contained in the
same section. Ibid. 1. vii. 154 Perhaps we may infer, that
the sectional pause was originally a stop.

c. Of the nature of a section, incomplete.
1839-48 Bailey Festus xix. 204 Our life is incomplete and

sectional.

2. Of or pertaining to a section (sense 4), relating
to the view of the structure of a body in section.
1815 \. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 181 Part of the furnace is

fchown in a sectional view. 1868 Humber Strains in Girders
67 For sectional area of material, substitute an equivalent
ttrain. 1874 tr. Lommefs Light79 Chiefor principal planes
or sections, having the same sectional outline.

b. Geol. Sectional line : the line on the earth's
surface through which a section is supposed to
be made.
1831 A. Sedgwick in Trans. Geol. Soc. (1836) Ser. 11. IV.

87 From Dent the sectional line ranges over the top of Risell
to the Garsdale river. 1850 T. Baker Mensuration 121 To
draw a sectional line of several points in the earth's surface,
the levels of which have been taken.

364

3. Composed or made up of several sections or
parts fitting into one another.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Sectional Steam-boiler.

Sectionalism (se-kfanaliz'm). [f. Sectional
a. + -ism.] Confinement of interest to a narrow
sphere, narrowness of outlook, undue accentua-
tion of minor local, political, or social distinctions.
1858 Newark Jrnl. July (Bartlett i860), The patriotism

and intellect of Massachusetts was represented in a striking
contrast with the littleness and sectionalism which now
rules the old Bay Stales. 1873 Daily News 23 July, The
coalition just cemented at Baltimore seems to mark a new
era in American politics, and sectionalism disappears for the
first time in the history of the country. 1886 Manch. Exam.
17 Mar. 5/3 The scandal of obsolete sectionalism in the
attitude of the Liberal party towards the Irish question is

brushed away.

Sectionalist (se'kfsnalist). [f. Sectional a.

+ ist.] One who advocates sectional aims or
interests.

1863 Dicey Federal St. II. 86 There were abolition fanatics
(here, U was true—sectionalists, traitors, brothers of Southern
secessionists.

Sectioualize (sek/analaiz), v. [f. Sectional
a. + -IZE.]

1. trans. To divide into sections.
1854 Blackm. Mag. LXXV. 87 Is man really so unlike as

a whole, so necessarily subdivided and sectionatised ? 1907
Daily Chron. 9 Apr. 3/6 In my district lsc. in the Upper
Congo] there is no such thing as 'unoccupied land'.. .It
is impossible to find a.. stream which is not sectionalism!
for theuseof specific communities. 1908 Install. News II.

73/2 The catalogue is, as far as practicable, sectionalised
not only to facilitate reference, but often because customers
are more interested in one particular section than another.

2. To render sectional.

1890-1 A. M. Fairbairn Cathol. Rom. S, Angl. (1899) 317
The resolute antagonist of those Catholic schemes that so
laboured to sectionalize the church he loved.

Sectionally (sekfanali), adv. [f. Sectional
a. + -LY 2

.] In a sectional manner ; from a sec-

tional point of view.
1869 Daily Neivs 8 Mar., Sectionally the Cabinet is wisely

chosen. . . New England has one. New York one, and Mary-
land one. 1878 J. S. Morgan in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI.
316 Less than one-third of the country is united almost solidly
and sectionally to oppose the restoration of silver money to
its former estate. 1891 Meredith One of our Conq. xiii,

Sectionally social means anything but social.

Sectionary (se-kfanari), a. and sb. [f. Section
sb. + -art.] f A. adj. Obs. rare.

1. Of or pertaining to the sections of a book.
a 1734 North Life John North (1744) 259 He gives a short

Account of each of the Pieces., and of his adding a section-
ary Index to the whole.

2. Of or pertaining to a section (of a party,
country, etc.).

1816 Pickering Vocab. I/.S.171 Sectionary, . . I have never
met with this uncommon word except in the following
instance: 'This veneration arises not from a little and
selfish spirit of sectionary attachment.' 1835 Teat's Mag.
II. 288 The absence of these is partly compensated by the
exclusion of the sectionary leaders.

B. sb. A member of a section (of a party, etc.)
opposed to the remainder ; a partisan.
1835 Blackw.Mag. XXXVII. 948 To men who. .call them

trimmers or waverers, deserters or sectionaries, we have only
to say, There is a battle to be fought [etc.]. 1848 W. H.
Kelly tr. L. Blanc's Hist. Ten Y. II. 257 M. Martin
ascended a sort of tribune to address the sectionaries.

Sectionist (se-kjanist). [f. Section sb. + -ist.]

A member of a section, a partisan.

1893 Scotsman 28 June 6 Peculiarly intolerant, therefore,
of any interruption on the part of other sectionists anxious
to ventilate their special discovery or view.

Sectionize (se-kfanaiz), v. [f. Section sb.

+ -IZE.] trans, a. To divide into sections or
parts, b. To delineate in section, o. To cut
sections or thin slices from.
a. i8a8 Laws of Texas Nov. (Bartlett i860), So much of

the ^vacant lands of the republic shall be surveyed and
sectionized, as will be sufficient to satisfy all claims.
b. 1876 Page Adv. TexUbk. Geol. vi. 113 Group after

group of strata was examined, sectionised, and mapped.
C. 1806 Naturalist Jan. 29 John Butterworth. .was one

of the first to apply successfully the method of sectionising
fossil plants to the study of fossil botany.

Se ctioplanography. Civil Engin. [f. Sec-
tion sb. + Plane sb. + -gbaphy. CfPlanographv.]
= Planography.
1837 F. W. Simms (title) Sectio-Planography. 1841 Mech.

Mag. XXXVII. 268 A better mode than Sectioplanography
for delineating the Drainage and Agricultural Improve-
ments of a Country. 1887 in Cassell ; and in later Diets.

Sectism (se-ktiz'm). [f. Sect sbA + -ism.]

Devotion to a sect ; sectarian spirit.

1864 in Webster. 1879 J. Kerr Est. Castism % Sectism
83 An

#
obvious cause of sectism lies in the fact that religious

organisations.. have a tendency to become corrupt. 1893 J.
Pulsford Loyalty to Christ II. 313 Heaven is. .humanity
delivered from sectism, and come into the liberty and unity
of the Spirit.

tSe'Ctist. Obs. [f. Sect rf.i + .ist.] One who
follows a particular sect, a sectary.
16x2 Heywood Apol. Actors 1. 15 Mooved by the sundry

exclamations of many seditious sectists in this age. 1630
Brathwait Eng. Centlem. (1641) 69 Then should wee have
no Sectists or Separatists divided from the unity of Faith to
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disturbe us. 1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol. iii. 91 St. Aus-
tins saying, .wil wel suit such Sectists.

Sectiuncle, sectiuncule. rare. [ad. L.
type * sectiuncula, dim. of section-em Section sb.]

1. A small section.

1838 Gladstone Let. in G. W. E. Russell Life (iSqi) 55,
I have divided it all through into seetiuncules, occupying
generally from half a page to a whole one.

2. A small, insignificant religious body.
1851 J. Martineau Misc. (1852) 384 The crowd streaming

from the conventicle of some new sect or sectiuncle.

t Sective, a. Obs. rare. [ad. late L. sectiv-us
y

f. secdre to cut.] Capable of division or cutting.
1656 Blount Glossogr. 1745 tr. Columella's Husb. xi. iii,

If you would make the leek sective [orig. sectivum], or fit

for being often cut, the antients directed it to be left very
thick sown.

Sector (se-ktw), sb. [a. late L. sector (Boe-
thius), a special use of L. sector (agent-n. f. secdre

to cut), to translate Gr. rofitvs, lit. 'cutter*, but
used by Archimedes and later geometers in the
senses 1 a and 1 b. Cf. F. secteur

t Sp. sector, It.

setto re."]

I. 1. Geom. a. A plane figure contained by two
radii and the arc of a circle, ellipse, or other

central curve intercepted by them.
1570 Billingsley Euclidm. Def. ix. 83 A Sector ofa circle.

1.660 Barrow Euclid nr. Def. ix, A sector of a circle is when
an angle is set at the center of that circle. 1834 Nat. Philos.
III. Hist.Astron. xvi. 85/1 (U.K.S.) The sector described
by its radius vector in a given time round the earth is not
changed. 1880 Williamson in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 50/2
The area of the elliptic sector APCP.

b. Sector of a sphere*, a solid generated by the

revolution of a plane sector about one of its radii.

16^6 tr. Hobbes* Elem. Philos. (1839) 371 The centre of
equiponderation of the sector of a sphere. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Sector ofa Sphere, is a Conical Solid, whose
Vertex or Top ends in the Center of the Sphere, and its

Base, or Bottom, is a Segment of the same Sphere. 1840
Lardner Geom. 217 The sector of a sphere consists of a
cone and a spherical segment.

2. A body or figure having the shape of a sector.

a. gen. Any piece of mechanism so shaped.
1715 Desaguliers Fires Irnpr. 122 At the under side of

this Trap-Door, on each side have a small portion of a Circle,

or a Sector, whose Center is at that part of the Trap-Door
where the Hinge is. 1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine
145 The double impulse was communicated to the working-
beam by the intervention of a sector placed on the end of
the pump-rod, working into a sector placed on the end of
the working-beam. 1904 Brit. $ Col. Printer 10 Mar. 14/2
A toothed sector having a pin and slot connection with it

gives the required shift to the slide.

b. Optics. A division of a disk of paper or other

material used in certain demonstrations.
1831 Brewster Optics vii. 70 The same result will be ob-

tained, if we take a circle of paper and divide it into sectors
of the same size as the coloured spaces. 1865 Tyndall
Fragm.^ Sci. (1876) 311 A disk with differently-coloured
sectors is caused to rotate rapidly.

o. Astr. (See quot. 1863.)
1840 Dick Sider. Heavens 447 It appears .. that ont of

these luminous fans or sectors was observed by Sir J. Her-
schel. 1863 Hind Introd. Astron. (ed. 3) 205 Sector, Lu-
minous, in the head of a comet, is an emanation from the
nucleus brighter than the rest of the coma in the form of a
fan or sector.

d. Electr. A small piece of ebonite forming
part of a Bertsch machine.
1894 Bottone Electr. Instr. Making 40 This little piece

of ebonite {technically known as the * sector ') and its stand
must be attached to the base board. ..Opposite this sector,
but on the other side of the glass plate, is a ' comb '.

e. Path. A portion of the field of vision cut off

in certain diseases of the optic nerve.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VI. 842 There was enormous
swelling of the left optic nerve, coupled with loss of a large
sector of the temporal portion of the field [of vision].

£ Ent. (See quot. 1861.)
1861 Hagen Synopsis Neurofitera N. Amer. 343 Sectors,

longitudinal nerves which strike the principal nerves at an
angle, and usually reach the apex or hind margin ofthe wing.
3. attrib. and Comb., as sector-like, -shaped adjs.

;

sector machine (see quot. 1888) ; sector-piece, a
sector-shaped portion of any object.

1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 318 Occasionally, instead
of complete blindness of one-half of the visual field, *sector,
or quadrant-like defects are found in the upper or lower
half. x888 Jfacobi Printers'1 Voc, *Sector machine, a cylin-
drical printing machine. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Irnpr.
122 Fix a couple of Springs under the Frame, each of which
must bear against the Limbs of the *Sector-Pieces. 190a
ORDE-BROWNE/Jrwpwrin Encycl. Brit. XXV. 670/2 Before
adoption a sector piece was subjected to three blows from
projectiles fired from an Elswick 100-ton breech-loading
gun. Ibid., The joints shown in this figure indicate that
the turret roof is built up of fifteen *sector-shaped pieces.

II. 4. A mathematical instrument, invented by
Thomas Hood (see quot. 1598) and improved by
Edmund Gunter, used for the mechanical solution

of various problems.
In its present form it consists of two flat rules stiffly hinged

together, inscribed with various kinds of scales. In Hood's
form, a graduated arc was an essential part of the instru-

ment, and from some of the inventor's remarks it would ap-
pear that the name was given with reference to the form of
the apparatus (see sense 1), not, as might be supposed, to
its function in performing proportional division of lines.

1598 Hood Making fy Use of Sector \ A Sector is a
mathematical! instrument consisting of 2. feete, one moue-
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able, an other fixed, making an angle, and of a circum-
ferentall Limbe. 1614 (Sunns (title), The Description and
use of the Sector, the Crosse-staffe, and other Instruments.

1673 E. Browne Trav. Germ., etc. (1677) 18 By applying
an Instrument joynted like a Carpenters Rule, or a Sector,

the Skin is held fast. 1766 Compute Farmer s.v. Survey*
ing 7 G 1/1 If a little error be committed in making up the

sector, the most of it goes off again in the substraction of
the triangle. 1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 387 In the sector

I am going to describe, Mr. Ramsden has obviated the in-

conveniences attendant on the use of former sectors. 1884

F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm. 233 The sector is really a
proportional measuring guage, suited for nearly all require-

ments of the watch and clock maker.
attrtb. 1664 Wakely Mariners-Compass rectified (1694)

273 All Sector-Lines or Scales, meet at the center of the
Head (where the Joint is^at the left-hand, and from thence
are figured towards the right, each being twice repeated ;

that is, one on each Leg or Side of the Sector answering one
another. Ibid. 274 The Use of the Sector-Lines for Pro-
jection.

5. An astronomical instrument consisting of a
telescope turning about the centre of a graduated
arc. See Dip-sector, ZEmnu-seclor.
1711 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) III. 129 By my Sector it

is but 141. 175$ GenU. Mag. XXV. 511 A sector of six feet

radius, whose divided arc was somewhat more than 51 de-
grees, 1843 Penny CycL XXVII. 765/2 Bradley's sector as
originally made was not reversible, and therefore only fit for

measuring differences or variations. 1877 Chambers Astron.

920 Astronomical Sector, an instrument for finding the

distance between two objects whose distance is too great to

be measured by means of a micrometer in a fixed telescope.

Sector (se'ktai), v. [f. Sector sb.] trans.

To divide into sectors ; to provide with sectors.

1884 F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm. 292 Circularly

rounded pinions may be used as drivers if they are sectored
large. 190a W. D. Jones in Times 1 Dec 15/2 It would
appear that. .the Belle Isle light. .is not correctly sectored.

Sector, variant of Secutob Obs. t executor.

Sectoral (se'ktoral), a. [f. Sector sb. + -al.J
Pertaining to a sector. (See Sector sb. 4.)
1778 Hutton in Phil Trans. LXVIII. 768 In this manner

were computed all the differences which were necessary to
be found, and placed in their proper squares formed by the
meeting of the horizontal and vertical lines, or rings and
sectoral spaces, in the following set of. .tables. 1828 Moore
Pract. Navig. 19 The sectoral fines are like so many similar
triangles, namely, that their corresponding sides are pro-
portional.

Sectorial (sektos'rial), a.l [f. Sector 5^. + -ial.]

Of or pertaining to a sector, a. Pertaining to the
instrument called a sector (Sector^. 4, 5).
1803 Phil. Trans. XCIII. 387 The principles on which he

has founded the several improvements
(

consist in the means
of uniting the sectorial tube to its axis. 1808 Troughton
ibid. XCIX. 130 The sectorial arc must also be adjusted to
its proper radius. 1841 PennyCyet. XXI. 180/1 The others
(scales) are merely laid down for convenience on such blank
spaces as are left by the converging or sectorial scales.

b. Pertaining to a sector of a circle or a sphere
(see Sector sb. 1 a, 1 b).

1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Philos. § 781 I. 621 These
circles.. are either (1.) all in parallel planes.. and cut the
spherical surface into zones, in which case the harmonic is

called zonal ; or (2.) they., cut the surface into equal sectors,
in which case the harmonic is called sectorial ; or (3.) some
[etc.]. Ibid., The sectorial harmonics of order i [etc.).

1880 Williamson in Encycl. Brit. XIII. 50/2 If the sec-
torial area APCP, be represented by S, the preceding result
gives [etc. J.

Sectorial (sektoVrial), a.2 [f. mod.L. sector/-

us (f. L. sector cutter : see Sector sb.) + -al.]
Having the function of cutting; the distinctive

epithet of the premolar teeth.

1840-5 Owen Odontogr. I. 475 In most Carnivora o:ie
molar tooth on each side of both jaws has its crown modi-
fied,. .for reacting upon the opposite tooth, like the blades
of scissors,, .whence Cuvier has applied to this tooth the
name of* Dent carnassiire y

, which I have rendered * dens
sectorius', sectorial, or scissor-tooth. 1875 Blake Zool. 22
We perceive in the Lion large pointed canine teeth,.. and a
series of sectorial teeth behind them. 1881 Mivart Cat 28
The third premolar is yet larger. .and from its trenchant
shape is called the upper sectorial tooth.

Sectorie, obs. form of Sectary.
Sectour'e, var. fF. Secutob Obs., executor.

Sectroid (se-ktroid). [?f. Sector + -01D.] The
curved surface of two adjacent groins in a vault.
i860 Nkwlands Carp. $ Joiner's Assist. 77 To find the

covering of the smaller sectroid BPLOD. 1875 in Knight
Diet. Mech.

t Se'Ctuaxy. Obs. [Altered form of Sectary,
after words like textuary.] m Sectary.
159a Nashe P. Penilesse 17 marg., Such Sermons I meane

as our sectuaries pieach in ditches, a 1618 Raleigh Ma-
homet (1637) 17 God was displeased with the Meccans for
the rigorous persecuting of him and his Sectuaries. 1654 E.
Johnson Hist. Neiv Eng. xlii. 99 The pitifull and erronious
Doctrines broached by the Sectuaries.

Sectur(e, var. ff. Secutob Obs., executor.

+ Secture. Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L. type
* sectura, f. L. sect- ,sccdre to cot: see -ure.] A sec-

tion, cutting, incision.

a 1643 Cartwkight Comedies
<J*

Poems (1651) 210 Thus
would his Horse and all his vectures, Reduc'd to figures and
to sectures, Produce new Diagrams and Lectures. 1693
Kvi lyn De La Quint. Compi. Gard. Diet., Insects, are all

little animals whose bodies are divided by several cuts as
'twere and sectures.

+ Secubate, v. Obs.- [a. L. sicubdt-, ppl.

' stem of sdcubdre, f. se- (Se- prefix) + cubare to He
down.] (See quot.)
1623 Cockeba.m i, Secubatc, to lie alone [printed aboue]

by ones selfe.

Secular (se-kiulai), a. and sb. Forms : 3-6
seculer, 4-5 seculere (4 seeuleer, secler, 4-5
seclere, 5 seculier), 5- secular. [In branch I,

[

a. OF. seculer (mod.F. stculier), ad. L. sxcularis,

J

f. smatl-um generation, age, in Christian Latin

]

' the world ', esp. as opposed to the church : see

j

Secle, Siecle. In branch II, directly ad. L.
sssculdris, whence mod.F. s&ulaire (which has
influenced some ofthe uses in Eng.). Cf. Sp. seglar,

secular, Pg. secular. It. secolare.]

A. adj.

I. Of or pertaining to the world.

1. Eccl. Of members of the clergy : Living ' in

the world ! and not in monastic seclusion, as dis-

tinguished from ' regular ' and * religious'. Secular
canon : see Canon sb.~ Secular abbot : a person
not a monk, who had the title and part of the

revenues, but not the fnnctions of an abbot.
In early use frequently placed after the sb., as canon

secular, priest secular.
c lagaSt. Edmund 393 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 442 At salesburi

I

he was i-maket Canoun seculer. 1297-1868 (see Canon - 1].

a 1300 Cursor M. 27244 ' n scrift. .enentes clergis seculers
I

to pe preist at frain it feres o symony. c 1380 Wyclif Sel.

j

Wks. 1. 73 And bus bob clerkes seculers and bese newe
\

reiigiouse forsaken^ pes two weies. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr.
j

Vernon MS. xxxii. 1054, I bat am in Keligioun, I naue no
pouwer to ?iue no mete, Ne drinke..|>erfore me were beter

! seculer. 140s Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 23 Why be ye evill

apaid that secular priestes should preach the gospell ? 1546
York*. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) II. 426 A seculer man,
deane or incombent there. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) I.

138, I made use of some Fryers, who all ways have their

litle wrangles w'k y« secular Clergy. 1716 M. Davies A then.
Brit. III. 86 Cardinal Rochefaucault oeing the Secular or
Commendatory Abbot thereof. 178a Burke PenalLawsagst.
Ir. CatA. Wks. VI. 235 The secular clergy, .are universally
fallen into such contempt, that [etc.]. 1874 Stubbs Const.
Hist. I. viii. § 84 Before the middle of the eighth century.

.

the secular were synodically divided from the monastic
clerks. 1884 Manch. Exam. 25 Feb. 5/5 A few secular priests

have been invited to co-operate with the resident clergy.

b. Of or pertaining to secular clergy.

1570 Foxe A. ff M. (ed. 2) 4/2 Reducing regular Monas-
teries, to a secular state. 1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia

?6 It differs little from the secular Habit. 1831 Sir W.
Iamilton Discuss. (1852) 414 At the commencement of the

fourteenth century. . the number of the secular colleges [was],
at the highest, only three. 1871 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(1876) IV. xviii. 312 The minster of Saint Werburh, then a
secular, but soon to become a monastic, bouse.

2. Belonging to the world and its affairs as dis-

tinguished from the church and religion ; civil,

lay, temporal. Chiefly used as a negative term,
with the meaning non-ecclesiastical, non-religious,

or non-sacred.
Secular arm (=med.L. braehiurn seculare, F. le bras

sfculier) : the civil power as ' invoked * by the church to
punish offenders.

c iaoo Beket 926 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 133 And also ?e bez al-

5 ire In seculer court to demen me : And pat nolde nou^t
wel fare. 1340 Ayenb. 215 God..nele bet me maki uore-
werdes ne noyses ne nyedesseculeresberinneli.e. His house].
C1380 Wvclif Wks. {1880) 384 bai occupien not siche lorde-
schipis in propir, as seculer lordis done, but in comoun, like
as the apostles. Ibid. 385 As prisonynge & hangynge. .the
whiche sum-tyme bylongyd Oonly to the seculer arme of be
chirche. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 97 pat no man
schulde accuse be ministres of holy chirche to fore a seculer
iuge. 1431-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) V, 289 Simplicius the pope
..ordeynede that 1100 clerke scholde receyve investiture..
of the honde of a seculer lay man [ Trevisa of a lewed man,
L de manu laid]. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.)

93 Kirk men suld pay tallies, tributis and iinposiciouns to
seclere kingis or princis. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. 34 The
tongue is the Iudge..; the rest of our faculties and powers,
are but the secular executioners of his sentence, a 1600
Hooker Eccl. Pol. vm. xv. § 14 And divers Councils like-
wise there are, which have forbidden the Clergy to bear any
Secular Office. 1667 Milton P.L. xii. 517 Then shall they
seek.. Places and titles, and with these to joine Secular
power, though feigning still to act By spiritual. 1673
Temple Observ. United Prov. v. 165, I intend not here
to speak of Religion at all as a Divine, but as a mere
Secular man. 1737 Franklin Ess. Wks. 1840 II. 292
Truth never fears the encounter ; she scorns the aid of the
secular arm. 1765 Blackstone Comm. 1. 366 The elected
bishop could neither be consecrated, nor receive any secular
profits. 1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. iv. ii. (1863) 20 We
stigmatize first one department of life and then another as
secular ; and so religion becomes a pale, unreal thing. 1873
J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. III. in. vi. 335 Bishops now were
great secular magistrates, and.. were involved in secular
occupations. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary iv. i, A secular
kingdom is but as the body Lacking a soul.

fb. trans/. Of or belonging to the 'common'
or ' unlearned ' people. Obs.

1589 Nashe Greene's Arcadia To Gentl. Students A 3 b,

Oft haue I obserued. .a secular wit that hath liued all dayes
of his life by, what doe you lacke? to be more iudiciall.. then
our quadrant crepundios. 1629 B. Jonson New Inn v. i,

Hang him poore snip, a secular shop-wit 1

O. Of literature, history, art (esp. music), hence
of writers or artists : Not concerned with or de-

voted to the service of religion ; not sacred ; pro-

fane. Also of buildings, etc., Not dedicated to

religious uses.

c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 297 Not medlynge ther
spec he with seculer fables and fryuoles. 15*9 More Dya-
loge iv. Wks. 262/2 One.. neither in holi scripture nor in
seculare litterature vnlerned. 1801 Busby Diet. Mus.

f
Se-

cular-Music .Whatever is composed for the theatre or
chamber. An expression used in opposition to that of
Sacred-Music. 1801 Strutt Sports A> Past. 111. ii. 120 The
plays mentioned in the preceding pages, and especially the
miracles and mysteries, differed greatly from the secular
plays .. acted by strolling companies. 1814 Chalmers
Evid. Chr. Revelation (1849) 1. 11. iii. 193 Points in which
the historians of the New Testament can be brought into

comparison with the secular historians of the age. 1835 I.

Taylor Spir. Despot. 111. 85 The education of youth was
entrusted not to them [the priestsj, but to the professors of
secular arts —rhetoric and gymnastics, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 593 He says that, the bells of the horses, things
simply secular, should bear the same inscription as the plate
on the high priest's forehead. 1.861 Stanley East. Ch. iii.

(1869) 97 A secular building was fitted up as a temporary
house of prayer. 1874 Reynolds John Bapt. ii. 79 The
supernatural conditions attributed in secular legend to the
births of Buddha, Pythagoras and Plato. 1876 Rock Text.
Fabr. 63 The excellence of her work in secular silks.

d. Of education, instruction : Relating to non-
religious subjects. (In recent use often implying
the exclusion of religious teaching from education,

or from the education provided at the public ex-
pense.) Of a school : That gives secular education.
1526 PHgr. Per/1 (\V. de W. 1531) 32 b, The argumentes of

seculer doctryne be argumentes of reason. 1867 in G. Duff
Pol. Surv. (1868) 50 This may be hoped for in the increase of
liberal sound and secular education in the Ottoman domin-
ions. 1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost xiii. 377 The Holy
See has always laid down.. that secular and religious in-

struction shall never be parted in Education. 1876 J. Grant
Burgh Sell. Scot. 11. xiii. 424 These persons maintain that
the public Schools should be purely secular.

3. Of or belonging to the present or visible

world as distinguished from the eternal or spiritual

world ; temporal, worldly.
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. lxxvt. § 5 Religion and the

feare of God as well induceth secular prosperitie as euerlast-

ing blisse in the world to come. 1664 H. More Myst. Iniq.

251 The Sun and Moon have either a Spiritual signification

or a Secular. 1875 Gladstone in McCabe Lift Holyoake
II. 163, I do not believe that secular motives are adequate
either to propel or to restrain the children of our r.xe. 1883
T. H. Green Proleg. Ethics Introd. 1 Nor does it [moral
philosophy] by any means confine itself to what are com-
monly counted secular or ' positive ' considerations,

b. Caring for the present world only; unspiri-

tual. rare.
c 1415 Orolog. Sapient, vii. in Anglia X. 388/} If they

were of so harde herte and seculere aflfeccyone pat [etc.].

1850R0BERTSON Sertn. Ser. in. ii. (1857) 20 Esau, .is called in

Scripture a profane, that is, not a distinctly vicious, but a
secular or worldly person.
absol. 1883 A. Edersheim Life Jesus II. 275 To the secu-

lar nothing is spiritual ; and to the spiritual nothing is

secular.

1J 4. Used for : Pertaining to or accepting the
doctrine of secularism ; secularistic
Secular societies : the designation given to associations

formed in various English towns from 1852 onwards to pro-
mote the spread of secularist opinions.

1856 R. Owen in ^McCabe Life Holyoake (1908) I. 392
Your Secular Societies will do well to merge into this move*
ment. 1870 G. J. Holyoake Princ. Secularism 47 We
believe there is sufficient soundness in Secular principles to
make way in the world. 1884 T. Cooper Men ofthe Time
(ed. 1 1) 582/1 Mr. Holyoake is editor of the Present, a secu-
lar and co-operative review.

II. Of or belonging to an age or long period.

6. Occurring or celebrated once in an age,

century, or very long period. Seculargames,plays,
shows [L. ludi sascu/ares"] : in ancient Rome,
games continuing three days and three nights

celebrated once in an l age ' or period of 1 20 years.

Secularpoem [L. carmen seculare], a hymn com-
posed to be sung at the secular games.
1599 Pont Eight'Beckoning of Years 34 Supposing that

they celebrate their secular solemnities at the precise end
and periode of every hundieth yeare. 1601 Holland
Pliny \'in. xlii. L 221 The secular solemnities, exhibited by
Claudius Caesar, in the Circensian games. 1606 — Sueton.
52 He restored againc.the Saccular playes. 1696 B.
Kennett Antiq. Rome 11. v. vii. 292 The famous Secular
Poem of Horace was compos*d for this last Day, in the
Secular Games held by Augustus. 1697 Evelyn Numism.
iii. 62 To.. divert the People. -during the Secular Shews.
1706 Hearne Collect. 3 Apr. {O.H.S.) I. 215 A Letter sent
to our University from the University of Francfort . . inviting
them to celebrate the secular day of the Foundation of their
University, wch will happen in this month, it being now
just two Hundred years since that University was Founded.
1716 Addison Free-holder No. 46 p 1 When Augustus cele-
brated the secular year, which WSJ kept but once in a
century. 1790 Gibbon Misc. Wks. (1814) III. 418 Had a
fortnight more been given to the philosopher, he might have
celebrated his secular festival [sc. his hundredth birthday].
186a Merivale Rom. EmJ>, lxviii. (1865) VIII. 332 One man
asserted that the secular fire would descend at the moment
when.. he should be seen transformed into a stork. 1869
Rawlinson Anc. Hist. 509 M. Julius Philippus.. celebrated
the secular games in commemoration of the thousandth year
from the founding of the city. 1884 (

,
. Rev. July 1 Changes

in. .the City. .have been going on at a rate. .unknown to
any former generation, except those distant generations
which have witnessed the rare and secular phenomena of
siege, fire, and plague.

6. Living or lasting for an age or ages. Now
chiefly with reminiscence of the scientific sense 7.

Also (of trees, etc., after F. s/culaire), centuries old»



SECULARISM. 366 SECULARIZE.

:6ao Donne Stmt, cxxxi. Wks. 1839 V. 435 If I had a
secular glass, a glass that would run an age. ., it would not

beenough to telltbe godly man what his treasure .. is. 1671

Milton Samson 1707 And though her body die, her fame sur-

vives, A secular bird ages of lives. 1847 Emerson Poems,
Mouadnoc 311 SlowsureBritain'ssecularmight. 1850Tenny-
son In Mem. xli, I shall be thy mate no more, Tho' following

with an upward mind The wonders that have come to thee,

Thro* all the secular to-be. 1868-9 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. v.

(1871) 103 The improvement of man is secular—not the work
ofan hour or of a day. 1870 Lowell A tuong my Bks. Ser.i.

(1873) 253 We envy the secular leisures of Methusaleh. 1876

R. h. Burton Gorilla L. I. 36 A fern field surrounded by a
forest of secular trees. 1879 Stevenson Trav. with Donkey
1&6 Mankind outlives saecular animosities, as a single man
awakens from the passions of a day. _ 1888 Bryce Avter.
Comtmv. III. vi. cxv. 653 The centripetal forces are per-

manent and secular forces, working from age to age.

7. In scientific use, ofprocesses ofchange: Having
a period of enormous length ; continuing through
long ages. a. Astr. Chiefly of changes in the

orbits or the periods of revolution of the planets,

as in secular acceleration, inequality, equation,

variation. The terms secular acceleration, secular

variation were formerly also used (with reference

to the sense 'century* of L. sxculum) for the

amount of change per 100 years ; similarly ^secular

precession (see quot. 181 2).

i8ox Monthly Rev. XXXV. 537 M. De La Place, .found
the secular equation of the moon to be due to the action of
the sun on the moon. 1812 Woodhouse Astron. ix. 63 The
secular precession, that is, the accumulated precessions of
100 years. 1812-16 Playfair Nat Phil. (1810) II. 275 In
the orbit of Mars, the eccentricity is diminishing. The
secular variation of the greatest equation of the centre is—
37". 1834 Mrs. Somerville Conner. Pkys. Sci. iit. {1849)

16 Secular inequalities. 1862 Cayley Math. Papers (1890)

III. 522 On the Secular Acceleration of the Moon's Mean
Motion.

b. Geol., Physical Geogr.
y
Meteorol., etc.

1833 Lyell Princ. Geol. Gloss., Secular Refrigeration,
the periodical cooling and consolidation of the globe, from
a supposed original state of fluidity from heat. 1856 Kane
Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 308 A secular elevation of the coast-

line. i86t Tyndall Fragm. Sci. xiii. (1871) 399 The earth's

magnetic constituents are gradually changing their distribu-

tion. This change is very slow ; it is technically called the
secular change. 1867 H. Macmtllan Bible Teach, xvi. (1870)

320Thosegrand secular tides which have punctually recurred
every ten thousand years. 187a — Trite Vine v. 176 The
earth has its secular seasons as well as its annual. 1880
Haughton Phys. Geog, ii. 53 The contraction of the globe
due to secular cooling. 1887 Abercromby Weather 312
Annual and Secular Variations.

B. sb.

1. a. One of the secular clergy, as distinguished

from a ' regular ' or monk.
c 1390 Beket 2205 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 169 Ase beo strepten

of his clobes, al a-boue heo founde Clerkene clobes.. and..
Monekene Abke with-Inne..So bat he was Monek with-
Inne, and seculer with-oute. c 1330 R. Brunne Chrotu
(1810) 243, & per was scho inne four & fifty ^ere, Norised
with Wynne, nunne and seculere. c 1430 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 6230 He helpid seculers to putt oute Fra be kirke,

and monkes deuoute sette pare. 1544 Bale Chron. Sir J.
Oldcastle 27 b, The seculars and fryers coude not therin

agre. Ibid. 39 Both.. seculars and relygyouse with dyuerse
other expert menne. a 1698 T. White Monitions ty Advices
n. (1720) 49 Monks,who despised the settled Clergyyand called

them Seculars, giving themselves the glorious Title of Re-
ligious. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. v. (1875) 67 En-
deavours to bring the seculars into a monastic life.

b. A Jesuit lay brother.

1641 R. Brooke Eng. Episc. 10 The others were like the
Seculars among the Jesuites, And - .did (as the Seculars do)
perform the Civill part of those Religious Services.

o. (See quot.)
1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Seculars, those unordained offici-

ates of any cathedral, or chapel, whose functions are con-
fined to the vocal department of the choir.

2. One who is engaged in the affairs of the world
as distinct from the church ; a layman.
c 1400 Apot. Loll. 77 Now bi new lawis, clerkis propriun

to hemsilf temporal pingis as seclereis. c 1425 St. Mary 0/
Oignies 1. i. in Anglia VIII. 135/30 Hir fader and modir, as
maner is of seculers, wolde haue rayed hir wtb delycate gar-

ments. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 1 1 5/3 The monkes that goon
out oftheyr. -selles yf they conuerse longe with seculiers they
muste nedes lese tneyr holynesse. 1509 Watson Ship of
Fools it (1517) A iij b, In many places be some counselors

& gouemours of courtes, as well seculers as ecclesyastykes.

1596 Dalrymyle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 119 marg., The
seculars of the Realme in Scottand ar gouerned be the

burgesse lawis. 16x8 Hales Lett. fr. Synod Dort 6 The
clergy thought that if it pleased the Seculars it might be
done. X710 Land. Gas. No. 47^26/1 All the Inhabitants..
as well Seculars as Ecclesiasticks. 1829 Tmndor /mag.
Conv., Miguel <$• his Mother Wks. 1853 I. 560/1 Seculars do
not know half the wickedness of the world,.. until their

pastors lead them by the hand and show it them.

+ 3. A centennial anniversary, centenary, rare.

1706 Hearne Collect. 20 June (O.H.S.) I. 263 King of
Prussia's Letter to y* Queen about y« University s Celebra-
tion of y* Secular of Francfurt. 1706 Ibid. 27 June I. 267.

1709 Ibid. 27 Aug. II. 241, 242.

Secularism (se aki£lariz'm). [f. Secular a*

+ -ISM.]

1. The doctrine that morality should be based

solely on regard to the well-being of mankind in

the present life, to the exclusion of all considera-

tions drawn from belief in God or in a future state.

a. As the name of a definitely professed system of

belief, promulgated by G. J. Holyoake (1 8 1
7-

1 906).

b. In wider sense, as denoting a mode of thought
more or less implicitly held and acted upon.
1851 G. J. Holyoake in Reasoner 10 Dec., I will lay before

the meeting the present position of Secularism in the pro-
vinces. 1854 — {title) Secularism the practical Philosophy
of the People. Ibid. 5 The term Secularism has been chosen
. .as expressing a certain positive and ethical element, which
the terms * Infidel', 'Sceptic', 'Atheist' do not express.

1853 Miss Cobbe Intuit. Mor. 161 note, The earlier

Judaism is quite anomalous in its mixture of morality and
secularism. 1869 M. Pattison Serm. (1885) 172 Influential

leaders of opinion warn us against . . materialism, secularism,
unbelief. 1884 J.

Parker Larger Ministry 28 Secularism
cannot be more industrious than Christianity calls upon its

followers to be.

2. The view that education, or the education pro-

vided at the public cost, should be purely secular.

187a Q. Rev. Apr. 517 The Nonconformists who advocate
pure Secularism in national education have in effect come
down from their religious position altogether.

Secularist (se'kiz/larist), sb. (and a.), [f.

Secular + -ist.]

1. One of the secular clergy ; a secular, nonce-use.

17x6 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. Pref. 62 Of the Modern
Fanaticism of Seditious Priests of all the Religions in

Europe, viz. . . Of Secularists and Regularists [etc].

2. An adherent of secularism.
1851 Reasoner 3 Dec, We use the word Secularist as best

indicating that province of human duty which belongs
to this life. 1859 I. Taylor Logic in Thcol. 219 India..
whether governed by Christian men or by secularists, shall

feel that it must amend its usages. 1876 Gladstone Relig.
Thought v. in Contcmp. Rev. June 22 The Secularist.. does
not of necessity assert anything but the positive and exclu-
sive claims of the purposes, the enjoyments, and the needs,
presented to us in the world of sight and experience.

3. An advocate of exclusively secular education.
1872 Q. Rev. Apr. 522 The attempt of the ' Secularists ' to

deprive the poor of religious teaching in the schools.

4. attrib. and appos. (quasi-a^'.).

1890 Times 31 Jan. 9/3 This characteristic sample of
secularist intolerance. 1904 Dor. P. Hughes Life H. P.
Hughes xii. 295 Mr. Jacob Holyoake, the well-known
Secularist leader.

Secularistic (se:ki*flari*stik), a. [f. Secular-
ist + -ic] Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
secularism.
186a XVcstm. Rev. Jan. 93 People, whose cheap theological

literature is. .limited to Orthodox tracts and Secularistic

periodicals. i$8i Spectator No. 2766. 85iWomen will imbibe
education the more. . kindly, that it will have no ostentatiously

secularistic aspect. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 465 The secularistic

policy of Gambetta and Jules Ferry.

Secularity (seki;?lse*riti). Forms: 4 secu-
lerte, 6-7 secularitie, 6- secularity. [a. F.

stculariti (1332 in Hatz.-Darm. ; there may have
been an AF. * seculer

H

% whence Wyclifs form),

or directly ad. med.L. smcularilds, f. L. sgeculdris

Secular a. : see -jty.]

I. f 1. Secular jurisdiction or power. Ohs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 385 How bai [sc. clerks] bissyen
hem to be kyngis in her owne, & reioycen hem fulle myche
inbatcyuyliteorseculerte. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 458
That kirkmen suld nocht be No way subjectit to secularitie.

2. The condition or quality of being secular.

a. Occupation with secular affairs (on the part of

clergymen); secular spirit or behaviour. Also
occas. in wider application : Worldliness, absence

of religious principle or feeling.

1395 [Purvey] Remonstrance (1851) 147 Seculerte among
prelatisand curatissothat oon take tohimsilf alle the profitis

ofachirche. x6jfiilnbishc>p. Timothy
fy

Titus 30 Your Lordly
Pompe, . .luxury, secularity, suppression of preaching. 1690
E.Gee jVjttiVV Mem. 123 The Bishop's own Person, .[should

be far] from.. the prophanity and secularity of others, as

Hawking, Hunting,.. and the like. 1711 G. Hickes Two
Treat. 11. (1847) 231'I'his secularity of the clergy in com-
plying with the., vanities, .of the age. ^835 I. Taylor Spir.

Despot. 11. 53 Sloth, pride, and secularity, have crept upon
those [clergy] to whom mankind should look up for patterns

of purity and heavenly-mindedness. 1843 Carlyle Past <$•

Pr. 11. iv. 80 Jocelin, we see, is not without secularity : Our
Dominus Abbas was intent enough on the divine offices;

but then his Account-Books— 1 1876 Freeman Norm.Conq.
V. xxiv. 497 The tendency to secularity which beset all the
Teutonic Churches from the beginning. 188a Seeley Nat.
Relig. 235 There is a Lower Life, of which the animating
principle is secularity, or—in the popular sense of the word
—materialism.

fb. Lay character (of persons claiming to be

in holy orders). Obs. rarer-1.

1616 Champney Voc. Bps. 153 For the more cleare proofe

of the meere secularitie, and pure nullitie of the pretended
cleargy of England, as well as of other falsly reformed
churches; I will here examine the ordination of them,

O. Secular or non-sacred character; absence of

connexion with religion.

1879 Sat. Mus. Rev. 6 Sept. 504 At times.. the music is

really elevating, when suddenly we are back again into

secularity. 1910 Spectator 25 June 1075/1 To insist..on
the secularity of the State can only help to degrade it.

3. A secular matter. Chiefly//. Secular affairs;

worldly possessions or pursuits.

1511 Colet Serm. Conforming B j, If you haue any secular

besynes, ordeyne them to be iuges that be mooste in conternt

in y* churchcof this secularitie. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc.

in. viii. 267 How much are we beholden to these kinde

friends, who are so desirous to ease us of these unproper
secularities? 1818 E. Irving Last Days 144 As to the ordi-

nation of elders, or priests, how do men seek the office for

mere.. advancement in the secularities of life! 1840 J. J.
Gurney in Mem. (1854) II. 2a8^Iy secularities afford me
many large opportunities of helping others. 1857 Kingsley
Two y. Ago x, The morning he [the Curate] spent at the
school, or in parish secularities. 1877 Morley Crit. Misc.
Ser. 11. 401 To throw a golden halo round the secularity of
the hour. 1878 R. Braithwaite Life W. Pennefather xi.

248 It was a rule with him. .that no secularity should be
permitted to intrude on the Lord's day.

f 4. The civil authority or body. Obs.
1630 R. JohnsotCs Kingd. fy Com/uw. 380 The chiefe

Officer of the Secularitie is the Palatine of Hungaria. 1637
Bastwick Litany 1. 11, I intend speedily to write unto the
secularity of that ancient city [/. e. Babylon], and dedicate
my method of Physick to it.

II. 5. The character of having long periods
1844 Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. vi. (1876) 147 Geology has initi-

ated us into the secularity of nature, and taught us to. .ex-
change our Mosaic and Ptolemaic schemes for her large style.

Secularization (se^-i/Har^i-Jan). [f. Secu-
larized. + -ATION. Cf. F. secularisation (16-17 c
in Hatz.-Darm.).]

1. The conversion of an ecclesiastical or religious

institution or its property to secular possession

and use ; the conversion of an ecclesiastical state

or sovereignty to a lay one ; an instance of this.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Secularisation, the Act of
Secularizing. 1742 Richardson Pamela III. 273 A Bill

for restoring to it all that it had lost by Impropriations and
other Secularizations. 1845 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. II.

xiv* 343 Till its {sc. the abbey of Fulda's] late seculariza-

tion, its superior was a prince of the empire. 1864 Realm 20
Apr. 4 He., wished to accompany the restoration of the Pope
by a number of reasonable reforms, . . namely, . . the seculari-

sation of the administration [etck 1875 Gladstone Glean.
VI. xv. 204 The secularisation of the property of the Reli-
gious Orders has been. .a more or less rude .. operation.
1888 Burgon 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 428 He resented the se-

cularization of revenues set apart for a. .sacred purpose.

b. trans/.

1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Some Old Actors, But we find him
[sc. a chorister], after the probation of a twelvemonth or so,

reverting to a secular condition, and become one of us...

The first fruits of his secularization was an engagement upon
the boards of Old Drury.

2. The giving of a secular or non-sacred character

or direction to (art, studies, etc.) ; the placing

(of morals) on a secular basis ; the restricting (of

education) to secular subjects.

1863 E. A. Bond in Fine Arts Quarterly I. 87 With this

secularization of the art, painting rapidly threw off the con-
ventionalism of the cloister. 1865 Leckv Ration. (1878) I.

57 It. .thus prepared the way for that general secularisation

of the European intellect. 1875 T. Hill True Order Stud.

143 Persons who demand the entire secularization of the

schools. 1879 H. Spencer Data of Ethics Pref. 4 Now
that moral injunctions are losing theauthority given by_ their

supposed sacred origin, the secularization of morals is be-

coming imperative.

3. The alteration of the status of an ecclesiastic

from regular to secular.

1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Kturzvl. 2146 Secularization

means.. the legal absolution from ecclesiastical vows.

Secularize (se*ki/?laraiz), v. [ad. Ft secular-

iser, f. L. s&cular-is Secular: see -ize.]

1. trans. To make secular; to convert from
ecclesiastical to civil possession or use; esp. to

place (church property) at the disposal of the

secular or civil power.
1611 Cotgk., Seculart'ser, to secularize; to make secular,

lay, temporal!. 1657 Treat. Conf. Sin 344 To surprize the
possessions of the Church, and to Secularize her patrimony.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5345/3 They insist that this Provo^t-

ship does not come under the^ Number of Ecclesiastical

Benefices, having been Secularized. 1737 Ozell Rabelais
II. 251 note, He was a Monk.. [and] he [only] took the
liberty to discover his true Name after he had seculariz'd

himself, and was become, as it were, a Layman. 174a
Richardson Pamela III. 274 Secularizing.. the Revenues
appropriated to theChurch. 179.1 Mackintosh Vind. Gallicx
Wks. 1846 III. 46 The Treaty of Westphalia secularised

many of the most opulent benefices^ of Germany^ 1861

Buckle Civilia. II. iii. 233 In their opinion, it was impious
to secularise ecclesiastical property, and turn it aside to

profane purposes.
transf 1754 Pitt Let. 7 Mar. in Grenville Papers (1852)

I. 107 To secularise, if I may use the expression, the Solici-

tor-General, and make him Chancellor of the Exchequer.

b. To laicize ; to deprive of clerical character

or remove from clerical control.

1846 English Rev. Sept. VI. 150 You will have deprived

them of their occupation by secularizing the profession of a
teacher. 1885 Observer 20 Dec. (CasselJ), The work of se-

cularizing the hospitals has been accomplished.

2. To make (a monk or monastic order) secular.

1683 [see Secularized ppl.a.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

To Secularize, to make Secular ; as To Secularize a Monk.
1773 Ann. Reg., Hist. Eur. 9/1 The Bishop of Liege having

met with some opposition in his attempts to secularise a

convent of monks. 1845 J. H. Newman Est. Deveiopm. 316

The successive Catholics of Seleucia had abolished Monach-
ism and were secularizing the clergy.

3. To dissociate or separate from religious or

spiritual concerns, to convert to material and tem-

poral purposes ; to turn (a person, his mind, etc.)

from a religious or spiritual state to worldliness.

17x1 G. Hickes Two Treat. 11. (1847) 231 So many minis-

ters of late are more than ever secularized in their conversa-

tion. 1755 Johnson, Secularize.. .2. To make worldly. 1831

SouTHEVtn Q. Rev. XLIV. 353 A worldly-minded husband

might have secularised and deadened her heart. 1866
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Liddon Bavspt. Lect. iv. (1875) 190 The Jews secularized

the Messianic promises. 1869 M. Pa it 1son Serin. (1885)

173 We hear much of a crisis of the faith, of the perilous

errors which are abroad in society, of the aggressions of
science, of the attempts to secularise education. 1876 Times
8 Nov. 9/3 The policy of those Governments has become
secularized. 1877 J. C Cox Ch. Derlysh. II. 400 This
chapel.. had long been secularised, and.. used as a malt-
house.

4. intr. To adopt secular costume or habits.
1864 T. Hughes^ in Reader 5^ Nov. 567/2 Henrietta

Caracciolo. .secularized in everything except the black veil.

Hence Secularized///, a., Secularizing1 vbl.

sb. (in quots. attrib.). Also Sccularizer.
1683 Apol. Ptvt. France iii. 16 The History of Calvinism,

by Monsieur Maimbourg, a Secularised Jesuit. 1803 H.
Repton Observ. Th. <$ Pract. Landsc. Card. xii. (1840)

274 It is. -impossible to live in., the secularized abbey .. pre-
serving all the apartments to their original uses. 1825
Chalmers in Hanna Mem. (1851) III. vi. 89, 1 feel the
secularizing effect of worldly company. 184a Manning
Serm. ¥.(1848) I. 74 We find men. .holding out against the
secularizing action of worldly things. 1875 E. White Life
in Christ v. xxxi.^1878) 525 Perhaps there is not a more
thoroughlysecularised population in Europe than the inhabi-
tants of this 'holy city'. i886Willis& Clark Cambridge
II. 308 The secularized part of the nave. 1887 Macm. Mag.
Dec 88 He was.. not in the least a secularizer, but..

a

sanctifier.

Secularly (se-ki/Irlajli), adv. [f. Secular a.

+ -LY2.] In a secular manner.
1. As a secular or lay person ; in accordance

with secular procedure ; non-ecclesiastically.
C1380WYCLIF ii'ks. (1880) 384 For in sum placc.beclergi

occupied be secuter lordeschip seculerli. 1395 { Purvey] Re-
monst ranee (1851) 152 Notoonshal appropre seculerli tohim-
silf alle the profitis of the chirche. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales
342 A monke pat was. .syttand prowdelie vppon a fayr pal-
fray, and rydyng passand secularelie. 1511 Colet Serm.
Conforming B iv b, Pristes nat lyuynge pristly but secularly.

1854 H. Miller Sch.
<fr Schm. xxii. (i860) 230 As I held

ecclesiastically by the one party, and secularly by the other,

I found my position, .a rather anomalous one. 1882
Stevenson New Arab. Nts. (1884) 141 One was. .secularly
dressed, but with an indelible clerical stamp. 1900 Nation
19 Mar. 975/1 Offences with which the Reformers dealt
ecclesiastically are now dealt with secularly.

2. In a worldly manner; in a manner charac-

terized by the absence of religion.

1840 G. S. Faber Regeneration 180 The youth had received
Baptism dissemblingly, secularly, impenitently, unworthily.

1893 E. L. Wakeman in Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch 3 Aug.,
Possessing no secularly educative or diverting features.
Comb. 190a Daily Chron. 18 Feb. 6/6 A secularly-con-

ducted State school.

tSexularness. 06s. [f. Secdlara. + -ness.]

Secularity, worldliness.

1530 Proper Dyaloge in Rede me, etc. (Arb.) J43 The
la rides of lordes and dukes to possesse Thei [the clergy]
abasshe not a whit the seculernes Cbalengynge tytles of
worldly honour. 1730 in Bailey (fob). 1755 in Johnson.

t Se'Culary, a. Obs.rare~\ [ad.F. shulairc
Secular : sec -ary.] Secular.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. n. (1530) 13/1 So great a charge

of seculary thynges, and so pure, .a contentplacyon of
spyrytuall thynges.

Seculeer, -er(ef -ier, obs. ff. Secular.
Secund iftrid), a. Bot. and Zoo!, [ad. L.

secund-us following : see Second a!\ Arranged on
or directed towards one side only; esp. Bot. of the
flowers, leaves, or other organs of a plant.

1777 Robson Brit. Flora 21 Secund, all the flowers inclin-

ing to one side of the stem, a 1815 Roxburgh Flora Ind.
(1820) I. 299 Spikelets alternate, sessile, secund. 1882-4
Cooke Brit. Fresh-it: Algae I. 143 Branches and branchlets
sparse, ..often secund.

t SeCU'ndan, a. and sb. Obs. [ad. L. secun-
ddnus, f. secund-us Second a. : see -ax.] A. adj.

Path. Of a fever : Recurring every second day.
a 1400-50 Siockh. Med. MS. 114 pe fyuere secundan.

B. sb. in plural. Math. (See quot. 1704.)
a 1703 Wai.lis in Misc. Cnriosa (1708) II. 17 And because

the first Member doth represent a Series of Equals ; the
second of Secundans ; the third, of Quartans, &c. There-
fore the first Member is to be multiplied by S ; the second,
by i S ; the third by \ S [etc.J. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
T*chn. I, Secnndans, in Mathematicks, is an infinite series

of Numbers, beginning from Nothing, and proceeding as
the squares of Numbers in Arithmetical Proportion. 1795
in Hutton Math. Diet.

Secundari, -ye, obs. ff. Secondary.

t Secundate, v. 06s. [f. L. secunddt% ppl.

stem of secunddre to direct favourably, f. secund-us
favourable.] Hence fSecunda'tion. (See quots.)
1656 Blount Glossogr.

t Secundate, to make lucky or
prosperous, to make better or amend a thing. 1658 Phillips,
Secundation, a secunding, forwarding, or making prosperous.
1854 Webster. Secundation, prosperity. (Not used.)

f Secundeian, a. Obs. rare~x
* [app. f. Se-

cund-us : see next . ] Secundeian godhead : ? the
evil deity of the dualistic system of Secundus.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 90 May it be deemed.. that
any higher power, or Secundeian godhead, .. presently
menaceth any such heinous mischeefes,..as are strongly
imagined?

Secundian (sikzvndian). [f. Secund-us (see

below) + -(i)an.I A follower of Secundus, a Gnos-
tic heresiarch ofthe second century.

1765 Maclainr tr. Mosheim's Feci. Hist. 11. 11. v. % 17 The
Secundians, whose chief, Secundus, one of the principal
loll,nvers of Valentine, maintained thedoctrine oftwo eternal

principles, viz. light and darkness, from whence arose the
good and the evil that are observable in the universe.

Secundiflo rous, a. Bot. [f. L. secund-us
Secund a. +Jldr-, /Ids flower + -ous.] (See quot.)
1899 Heinig Gloss. Bot. Terms, Secundiflorous, with all

the flowers of an inflorescence secund.

Secundine (se'kzmdin). Also 4-6 secondyne,
(4 -dying), 6-7, 9 secondine. [ad. late L. se-

cundinm pi. (for which class. Latin had secundse),

f. secundus following : see Second a. and -ine.]

1. Obstetrics. The placenta and other adjuncts

of a foetus extruded from the womb after the ex-

pulsion of the foetus in parturition ; the afterbirth.

Frequently //.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xlix. (Tollemache

MS.), Itisseydebat it [Dittany], .bryngeb oute secundine,
be bagge pat be childe is inne in be moder. 1490 Caxton
Eneydos xxiv. 88 She taketh the lytell skynne that remayn-
eth of the secondyne within the forhed of the lytell foole.

Ibid. 89 The secondying. 15*6 Crete Herball xxviii. (1529)
B v b, Other saye that it [amber] is y6 secondyne that she [a
whale] casteth whan she hath spawned, c 1550 Lloyd
Treas. Health (1560) Qj, [It] causeth the delyuerance of
the child and of the secondynes, and after burden. 1610
Markham Masterp. 1. Ixxxvii, 171 She cannot auoyd her
secundine, which is the skinne wherein the foale is wrapped.
1754-64 Smellie Midwifery 1. 240 All the Secundines ought
to be extracted at once. 1855 Ramsbotham Obst. Med. 68
And, with the membranes and the cord, the secundines.

b. trans/, and Jig.
1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 95 Not.. till we have

once more cast our secondine, that is, this slough of flesh, and
are delivered into the last world. 165s French Yorkshire
Spavi. 55 EverySulphur Fmbrionalum . Ashut an impurity
of its Embrio, and as it were. .the secundine thereof. 1656
Cowlev Pindar. Odes, Muse iii, Through the firm shell..

[thou] do'st spie, Years to come a forming He, Close in their
sacred Secondine asleep, Till hatcht by the Suns vital heat.

1 2. Ent. The inner coat of a cocoon, rarer1
.

*599 T. M[oufet] Sitkivormes 64 Lest.. moisture, .cause
both strings and secundine to rotte.

3. Bot. The second of two coats or integuments
of an ovule, originally the inner one, later applied

i to the outer covering : see Primine.
So mod.L secundina (Malpighi 1671, from whom quot.

I 1683 is a translation).

t6?t GrewA nat. Plants 1. vu. (1682)47The Fourth or Inner-
most Cover we may call the Secondine. The sight of which,
by cutting oflf the Coats of an Infant Bean, at the Cone. .,

may be obtain'd. 1683 A. Snape Anat. Horse App. 1. L 10
The first day after it [a grain of wheat] is sown, it grows a
little turgid, and the secundine or husk gapes a little. 183a
Lindley Introd. Bot. 155 The outermost but one of the sacs
is called the secondine ; it immediately reposes upon the
primine. 1875-85 [see Primine b].

Secundly (s/k»*ndli), adv. Bot. [f. Secund a.

+ -ly *.] In a secund manner.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 305 Spikelets, which are alter-

nately distichously or secundly arranged.

Secuiidoge*niture, [f. L. secundd, advb.
form of secundus Second a.

t
after primogeniture.']

The right of succession or inheritance belonging to

a second son ; the possession so inherited.

1855 M. Bridges Pop. Mod. Hist. 412 Tuscany became an
archduchy for Francis, the husband of Maria Theresa, and
a secundo-geniture in their family afterwards. 1876 Ban-
croft Hist. U. S. II. xxxv. 587 The kingdom of Naples.,
was constituted a secundogeniture of Spain. 1882 Standard
28 Sept. 5/5 The restoration of an independent Poland, even
if it were to be placed under Austrian secundogeniture, will

. . on no account be consented to by Germany. 1910 Nation
22 Jan. 672/2 If the same hypnotism could be transferred to
the second or the third son, secundogeniture or tertigeniture
would rest on a firmer basis than does primogeniture to-day.

II Secundum (sto*ndz>m). [L., according to

;

orig. neut. accus. of secundus Second a.] Used
in various med. Latin phrases, sometimes occur-

ring in Eng. contexts. Secundum artem (= Gr.
xard, t%v T<xvrlv) '• ' according to art*, in accord-

ance with the rules of the art (chiefly of medicine
;

often jocularly trans/.). Secundum magis et minus
( = Gr. Kara t6 ftaKKov teal Ijttov) :

* according to

more and less'; in a quantitative manner or re-

spect ; in various degrees. Secundum naturam
[Cicero; =Gr. Kara <pv<Jw~\ : according to nature,

naturally. Secundum quid [= Gr. xard t<] :
( ac-

cording to something ', in some particular respect

only (opposed to simpliciter, Gr. nwkws).
163a B. Jonson Magn. Lady m. iv, Rut. That is my

course with all my Patients. Pal. Very methodical!, Se-
cundum A rlem. 1675 Han. Woolley Gentleiv. Companion
68 A Cods-head,.. drest secundum artem. 1815 Scott
Guy M. iv, He undertook the task [sc. of calculating a na-
tivity] secundum artem. 1856 * Stonehenge ' Brit. Rural
Sports in. iv. 176/2 The kennel-man of the dog will see to
everything being done, secundum artem.
i6ai Burton Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr. 14 Alexander,

Gordonius. .(and others] confound them, as differing secun-
dum magis #f minus. [Note, More or lesse, some madder
then some.] 1837 Macaulav Ess., Bacon (1897) 409 He
might have gone on to instances secundum magiset minus.

1563 T. Gale Inst. Chirurg. 16 Theis .vj. thinges which
are secundum naturam, spring of .vij. natural thinges entring

the composition of mans body. iji+Gray's Inn Jrul. No.
76 (1756) II. 153 The modern Hero grafts his Happiness
on the Passions .. and in that Sense may be said to live

secundum naturam.
1619 S. Norris Antidote 11. vi. (1622) 232 Our aduersaries

make answere..that heauen is called a Crowne, a reward
secundum quid, and in a respect [;J simply and absolutely it

is only a gift, because it is given according to grace. 1693
Logic or Art of Thinking (ed. 2) 332 Human form. .being
a Perfection only secundum quid, jor in some respect and
not simply, it does not follow that it ought to be the shape
of God.

II Secundus (s^k»'ndi;s), a. [L. secundus Se-

cond a.] Appended to a personal name : The
second of the name. In some schools used to

designate the second in age or seniority of two
boys having the same surname.
1826 Disraeli Viz'. Grey 1. iii, ' What a knowing set out *,

squeaked Johnson sccuruius. 'M amniy-sick ' growled Barlow
Primus. 1827 Fleming Brit.Zool. Pref. 11 The University
of Edinburgh possessed, in Dr Monro secundus, a compara-
tive anatomist, .anxious to inspire [etc.]. 1867 Baker Nile
Tribut. xu 277 Having our party of servants complete, six

Tokrooris..with Mahomet,. .Mahomet secundus (a groom),
and Barrake. 1887 Athenxum 12 Mar. 350/2 Two excellent
volumes. . .The former contains some sensible advice., by
Robert Chambers secundus.

Secur, obs. form of Sickeb a.

Securable (s/kiu>rab'i), a, rare. [f. Secure
v. + -able.] Capable of being secured.
a 1846 Q. Rev. (Worcester). 1855 in Ogilvie Supfil. 1876

Tinstey's Mag. XVIII. 474 Popularity, .is always securable
by the ' No Popery ' cry.

Securance (s/kiua-rans). rare. [f. Secure
v. + -ance.] The action or means of securing;
assurance, security.
" c 164a Contra- Replicant's Compt. 8 Such securance is not
incompatible with Monarchy. Ibid. 22 If the Parliament
will undertake to secure the King, ..what must that secur-
ance be ? 165a Br. Hall Myst. Godliness x. (1S47) 31 For the
securance of thy Resurrection, .thou hadst spent forty days
upon earth. 1870 Mulford Nation vi. 83 It is only with
care and steadiness and tenacity of purpose that those
guaranties are forged which are the securance of freedom.
1908 Protestant Observer Dec. 182/2 Some provision for

the securance of. .Catholic representation on the Senate at
the end of the first five years.

Secure (s/kin^u), sb. [f. Secure v.] The
position in which a rifle or musket is held when
it is 'secured* : see Secure v. 2 h.
i8o» C. James Milit. Diet. s. v. Secure a?-ms /, To bring

your firelock to the secure, ist, throw your ri^ht hand
briskly up [etc.]. Ibid., In order to shoulder from the
secure, you must (etc]. 1847 Infantry Man. (1854) 20
Bringing the firelock down to the Secure.

Secure (si'kiuau), a. and adv. [ad. L. stalrus,

f. ^without (see Se*) + cura care (whence Cure sb.).

In the late L. sense 'safe, free from danger', the word
passed into the Rom. langs. : F. stir (OF. stur, whence
Sure a.) t

Pr. segur-s, Sp., Pg. seguro, It. sicuro ; it was
also early adopted in WGer., and hence appears in Eng. as
Sicker a.)

A. adj.

I. Feeling no care or apprehension.

1. Without care, careless ; free from care, appre-

hension or anxiety, or alarm ; over-confident. Now
arch. a. In predicative use.
In early instances often contrasted with safe.

? 1533 Latimer Let. to Morice in Foxe A. «r M. (1583I

1742/2 But we be secure and vncarefull, as though false

Prophets could not meddle with vs. 1579 Lvlv Euphues
(Arb.) 143 And if after these pastimes hee shall seeme secure,
nothing regardinge his bookes, I woulde not haue him
scourged with stripes, but threatened with wordes. 1587 T.
Hughes Misf. Arthur 1. iv, Mischiefe is sometimes safe :

but n'er secure. 1641 Quarles Enchir. iv. IxiiL (1654) Ti,
When the Devil brings thee Oyle, bring thou Vinegar. The
way to be safe, is never to bee secure. 1667 D. Foulis Let,
in Slingsby's Diary (1836) 374 God deliuer us out of these
troubles & make us more vigilent & lesse secure for yB

future, a 1700 Evelvn Diary 20 Oct. 1674, He told me
10,000 men would easily conquer all the Spanish Indies,

they were so secure. 1758 S. Havward Serm. jcvii. 543,
I had been now amongst the thoughtless crowd,..absolutely
ignorant and secure. 1771 Wesley Wks. (1872) V. 99 Be-
cause he is blind, he is also secure. 1806 A. Murray Let.
in Constable .5- Correspondents (1873) I. 253 We may expect
that he (Bonaparte] will attack us as much as lies in his

power. With respect to the issue of that we have not much
to fear, and yet we have no cause to be too secure. 1817
Keble Chr. Year, St. Philip .$ St. James 25 Youth's
lightning flash of joy secure Pass'd seldom o'er His sprighl.

1841 J. H. Newman Serm. vi. 87 Those who have long hnd
God's favour without cloud or storm, grow secure, a 1859
Macaulav Hist. Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 10 They were secure

where they ought toTiave been wary, timorous where they
might well have been secure.

b. With various constructions : Free from ap-
prehension 0/ (now only poet.)> t concerning

;

+ careless, without anxiety /or. f Also with in-

direct question.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 144 But seeing the father care-

lesse what they learne, he is also secure what he teacheth.

1608 Willet He.xapla Exod. 838 The Lord therefore bid-

deth them to be secure for that matter. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World v. ii. § 7. 414 The Illyrian Queene was secure of the

Romans, as if they would not dare to stirre against her.

1619 Hieron Wks. I. 5 There is no man so secure for his

way to mill or to market, as hee is for his way to life eter-

nal!. 1625 Bacon Ess., Seditions (Arb.) 401 Neither let any
Prince, or State, be secure concerning Discontentments.
1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 937 The reason why
they are so bold and fearlesse, as being secure of any danger.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 427 Ev'n when the Farmer,
now Secure of Fear, Sends in the Swains to spoil the finish'd

Year:.. Oft have I seen a sudden Storm arise. 1700 —
Cinyras $ Myrrha 277 Secure of Shame because secure of

Sight : Ev'n bashful Sins are impudent by Night. 1833
Tennyson To % S. 76 Lie still, dry dust, secure of change.
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o. In attributive use. Now rare or Obs.

1584 Lodge Alarum agsl. Usurers 38 b, Alonely lead with

carelesse shew of peace, Whereas secure regard doth stnne

increase. 15*3 Shaks. Rich. II, v iii. 43 Open the doore,

secure foole-hardy King. 1598 - Merry IK 11.1. 241- ""<•

11 iL 315. i6i» 1. Taylor Comm. Titusw 12 Our common
people whose extream and secure ignorance, loads them

with such a burthen of impieiie. 1690 C. Nesse Hist, f,

Myst O tt N.T. I. 116 l n tne church militant there must

neither be an idle soldier nor a secure labourer, a 1729

T Rogers Nineteen Serm. xii. (1735) R49 T1»S ls Reflec-

tion which, .should strike Terror and Amazement into the

securest Sinner. 1773 Goldsm. Stoops to Com/, v, Do you

think I could ever catch at the confident addresses of a secure

admirer ? Mar. (kneeling) Does this look like security ?

absol. 1659 W. Brough Setcr. Princ. 79 When the secure

and foolish shall be barr'd and excluded the doors of bliss.

d. Said of times, places, actions: In which one

is free from fear or anxiety.

t6oa Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 61 Vpon my secure hower thy

Vncle stole With iuyce of cursed Hebenon in a Violl. 1604
— Oth. tv. i. 72 Oh, 'tis the spight of hell, the Fiends Arch-

mock, To lip a wanton in a secure Cowch J
And to suppose

her chast. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxxvii, The bright

hearth and the warmth and the voice of home,—the secure

uprising and lying down.

2. Free from doubt or distrust ; feeling sure or

certain. Const, of; also with clause. ? Obs.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 77 Though he be suspitious of

my faire hiew, yet is he secure of my firme honestie. 1505

Shaks. John iv. i. 130 And, pretty childe, sleepe doubtlesse,

and secure, That Hubert for the wealth of all the world,

Will not offend thee. 1670 Dryden isl Pt. Cono. Granada
v. ii, Give wing to your desires, and let 'em fly, Secure they

cannot mount a pitch too high. 1670-1 Marveix Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 372 He is secure that nothing will be done by
his Majesty. 1688 Shadwf.ll So. Alsatiav. 70 How can

I be secure you will not fall to your old courses agenf J713

Johnson Guardian No. 4 r 6, 1 am secure that no man will

so readily take them into Protection. 1794 Godwin Cat.

Williams 49 He was secure that his animosity would neither

be forgotten nor diminished by the interposition of any time

or events.

t b. Confident in expectation ; feeling certain

of something in the future. Also with infinitive.

«6S3 H. More Antid. Ath, ill. vi. § 3 Caesar taking the

Omen.. enters Italy, secure of success from so manifest

tokens of the favour of the Gods. 1667 Milton P. L. ix.

1175 But confidence then bore thee on, secure Either to

meet no danger, or to finde Matter of glorious trial. 1686

tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 27 The Grand Vizier, secure of

taking Candy, alter'd all Soliman's Titles. 1715 Pope
Odyss. ix. 498 He..search'd each passing sheep, and felt it

o'er, Secure to seize us ere we reach'd the door. 173a —
Ess. Man 1. 186 Secure to be as blest, as thou canst bear.

XT. Having or affording ground for confidence ;

safe ;
(objectively) certain.

3. Rightly free from apprehension
;

protected

from or not exposed to danger ; safe.

The first quot. is a doubtful example of this sense ; the

original Gr. ap<pt)u'ov? is literally ' without care or anxiety'

( = sense 1 a above) ; but the virtual meaning is ' without

cause for anxiety, safe '.

1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Matt, xxviii. 14 And if the President

sbal heare of this, we wil persuade him, and make you
secure [Vulg. et securos vos Jaciemus). 1591 Shaks.

1 Hen. VI, 11. i. 66 Had all your Quarters been as safely

kept, . . We had not beene thus shamefully surpriz'd. Bast.

Mule was secure. 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ixxxv. (1612)

352 Yeat oft it haps, by how much more high Dignities

preferre, So much the more, though lesse secure, men Hue
irreguler. 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i. 95 Who has a booke of

all that Monarches doe, Hee's more secure to keepe it shut,

then showne. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iv. 15 The
divell. .would perswade him he might be secure if hee cast

himselfe from the pinacle. 1647 Cowley Mistr., Writ,

juice of Lemon ii, Alas, thou think'st thy self secure, Be-

cause thy form is Innocent and Pure. 1731 Swift Let.

10 Sept. in Pope's Wks. 1757 IX. 141 Thus I knew myself

on the secure side, and it was a mere piece of good manners

to insert that clause, of which you have taken the advan-

tage, a 1854 Landor Last Fruit ofOld Tree 474 Safe art

thou, Louis !.. for a time ; But tremble .. never yet was cri me,

Beyond one little space, secure. 1889 Spectator 21 Dec,
England is rich because she has for so many years been secure.

D. Const, against, from, f of.

1588 Shaks. Til. A.\. i. 152 Repose you heere in rest,

Secure from worldly chaunces and mishaps. Ibid. 11. i. 3

Now climbeth Tamora Olympus toppe, Safe out of For-

tunes shot, and sits aloft, Secure of Thunders cracke or

lightning flash. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. III. 579 The
Men to subterranean Caves retire ; Secure from Cold, and
crowd the chearful Fire. Ibid., sEneid vii, 956 Messapus
next,.. Secure of Steel, and fated from the Fire, In Pomp
appears. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Art 0/ Poetry 360, I

stand secure from Censure and from Shame. 1781 Cowper
Charity 510 No skill in swordmanship, however just, Can
be secure against a madman's thrust. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. 1. 168 Secure from those tempestuous winds, by which
the adjoining lake is frequently troubled. 1821 Shelley
Adonais xl, From the contagion of the woiid's slow stain,

He is secure. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxv, The outlaws,

secure in their knowledge of the paths,. .made an orderly

retreat. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 128 Thou art secure from
every thing that is not predestined.

o. Of actions or conditions : Involving no
danger; safe.

1617 Moryson Itin. ill. 9 The most ancient Lawgivers,

got the experience, by which they had rule in their Cities,

not by secure study at home, but by adventurous travels

abroad. 1643 J. M. Sov. Salve 9 Such a seeming-secure

and supine sleep might have proved a mortall lethargy.

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. ix. 92 This.. would render all that

southern navigation infinitely securer than at present. 1819
Shelley Cenci 11. i. 26 He demands at what hour 'twere

secure To visit you again? 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 134
Inaction is secure only when arrayed by the side of activity.
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d. Of an argument, means, agent, etc. : Not
liable to fail, trustworthy, safe.

a 1729 J. Rogers Seventeen Serm, v. (1736) 100 But tho*

God will accept of a sincere tho' imperfect Obedience, yet
this can be no secure Argument to us to remit our Applica-
tions. 1823 Scott Pcveril xix, Which made him suspect
that the countess had again employed her mute attendant

as the most secure minister of her pleasure on this occasion.

e. Of a material thing, a support or fastening

:

Not liable to be displaced or to yield under strain

;

firmly fixed, safe.

1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 05 Armed externally with
four circlets of sharp recurved hooks, which, when plunged
into the coats of the intestine, serve as secure anchors by
which the creature retains itself in a position favourable to

the absorption of food. Mod. The bridge does not look

secure. Do you think the bolt is secure ?

4. Of a place, also of means of protection or

guardianship : Affording safety.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 473 A sure and secure

station or place of aboad. 163a Heywood 2nd PI. Iron Age
v. i, Hee stands vpon a strict and secure guard. 1634 Mil-
ton Comus 327 In a place Less warranted then this, or less

secure I cannot be, that I should fear to change it. 1660

F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 30 The Isle hath two good
Havens, one in the East, the other in the West, the others

are not secure, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 23 June 1665, His
dog sought out absolutely the very securest place in all the

vessell [during the fight]. 1745 Pococke Descr. East II. 1.

i. 5 The roads would be more secure about the time when
the great caravan was passing. ? 1788 Cowper On Mischiev.

Bull 14, I could pity thee exil'd From this secure retreat.

1818 Cruise Digest <ed. 2) V. 357 It being a common opinion,

that a feoffment was the most secure conveyance by which a
tenant to the precipe could be made.

5. Predicatively : In safe custody ; safely in one's

possession or power.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,u iv. 40 In Iron Walls they deem 'd

me not secure. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. ii, At least till your
son has the young lady's fortune secure. 1791 Cowper
Iliad xvl. 272 He also kept Secure a goblet exquisitely

wrought.

6. Free from risk as to the continued or future

possession of something ; having a safe prospect

of some acquisition or desirable event, f Also

with infinitive: Ensured against failure^ do some-
thing. Cf. 2 b.

1664 Tillotson Serm. i. Wks. (1714) " Consider man
without the protection and conduct of a superior Being, and
he is secure of nothing that he enjoys in this world, and
uncertain of every thing that he hopes for. 1700 Dryden
Sigism. <f Guise. 626 For this, she had distuTd, with early

Care, The Juice of Simples, friendly to Despair, A Maga-
zine of Death ; and thus prepar'd, Secure to die, the fatal

Message heard. 1705 tr. Bos/nan's Guinea 10 No Body
is here secure of Life. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11.

i. 69 Ennius.. Forgets his Promise, now secure of Fame,
And heeds no more his Pythagoric Dream. 1758 S. Hay-
ward Serm. Introd. 17 Oh happy case, when the soul.,

boldly ventures into eternity, secure of eternal life. 1770
Goldsm. Des. Vill. 288 As some fair female unadorned and
plain, Secure to please while youth confirms her reign. 1788

Gibbon Decl. <$ F. xlii. IV. 548 The zeal of Cyril exposed
him to the penalties of the Julian law ; but in a feeble

government, and a superstitious age, he was secure of im-

punity, and even of praise. 18x5 Scott Talism. vi, When
they seemed most secure of victory. 1863 H. Broughton
Let. in Trevelyan Compel. Wallah (1866) 355 For, if they
succeed in obtaining her attention, they are secure of her
humanity and her justice,

7. Of a possession, acquisition, desirable event,

etc. : That may be counted on with certainty
;

sure to continue or to be attained.

1713 Swift Last Yrs. Q. Anne Wks. 1902 X. 31 Repre.
senting their opinion that no peace could be secure for

Britain, while [etc.]. 1819 Shelley Cyclops 438 Listen then

what a punishment I have For this fell monster, how secure

a flight From your hard servitude. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xxxi, ' If the worst comes to the worst ', Becky thought,
' my retreat is secuie ; and I have a right-hand seat in the

barouche', i860 Tyndall Gtac. 1. xviii. 132 We knew that

our progress afterwards was secure. 1874 G reen Short Hist.

viii. § 2 (1882) 461 At the Queen's accession, the success of

the Reformation seemed almost everywhere secure.

B. quasi-flafe'. and adv. (Chiefly/*^/.)

< 159a Marlowe Edw. II, iv. vi. 1893 Your grace may sit

secure, if none but wee Doe wot of your abode. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 50 All which secure, and sweetly he en-

loyes. 1596 — 1 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 145 We may doe it [the

robbery] as secure as sleepe. 1611 Bible judg\ xviii. 7
They dwelt carelesse, after the manner of the Zidonians,

quiet and secure. 1633 Massinger Guardian 11. ii, Sleep

you Secure on either ear. 1654 Fuller TivoSerm. 11 The
Stiucture may still stand. .by vertue of.. such Foundations

which still stand secure, 1738 Gray 'Basso 15 Against the

stream the waves secure he trod. 1784 Cowper Task vi.

970 Beneath the shadow of whose vine He sits secure. 1818

Shelley Hymn Venus 34 Nor mortal men, nor gods Who
live secure in their unseen abodes.

Secure (iflcitU'i), v. [f. Secure a. Cf.

med.L. sea'trare, seatriare, Sp., Pg. segurar, It.

sicurare.]

f 1. trans. To make free from care or apprehen-

sion ; also, to make careless or over-confident.

Obs. rare.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. iii. 10, I do not so secure me in the

Error, But the maine Aiticle I do approue In fearefull sense.

1605 — Lear iv. i. 22 Full oft 'tis seene, Our meanes secure

vs, and our meere defects Proue our Commodities. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. 82 [tr. Let Mary Queen of Scots] To
obtain of her, that she will let me §0 out of her country,

whither I came, secured by her promises.

+ b. To free from doubt, to satisfy, convince.

SECURE.

Also, to make (one) feel secure ofot against some
contingency. Obs.
160a Cecil Let. to Mountjoy 7 Aug. in Moryson's Itin.

(1617) ir. 235, I cannot be secured but that he wil stil feede

that fier with fewel. 1646 H. Lawrence Commun. <$• War
with Angels 118 Which should incourage us to fight and
secure us of the issue. 1666-7 Pepys Diary 28 Feb., Mr.
Holliard [a surgeon] dined with us... I love his company,
and he secures me against ever having the stone again.

1668 Owen Nat. Indwelting.Sinym. 115 Until the soul.,

begins to secure it self of pardon in course.

2. To make secure or safe.

a. To make (a person, his life, etc. ; rarely a

thing) secure from danger or harm; to guard,

protect.
Obs. exc. with reference to a specific danger mentioned or

implied : see c.

160a Warner Alb. Eng. x. lviii. (1612) 248 And whilst the

Writ in reading was [Mary Q. of Scots] no more regarded
it, Then if it had secured or concerned her no whit. 1602

Shaks. Ham. 1. v, 116 Mar. Lord Hamlet. Hor. Heauen
secure him. Mar. So be it. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
Ep. Ded. Whs. (Arb.) I. 276 The beauteous Lady Tragabig-
zanda, when I was a slaue to the Turkes, did all she could

to secure me. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. iv. (1640) 48 Their
profession was to fight against Infidels, and to secure Pil-

grimes coming to the Sepulchre, c 1645 T. Tully Siege

Carlisle (1840) 34 Wilson, .shot Cholmley in the brest, but

his arms secured him. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 210

His lofty Pines, With friendly Shade, secur'd his tender

Vines, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 Sept. 1641, A pass, .secur-

ing me through Brabant and Flanders. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) Advt., The Bill.. fur securing

Property in Printed Books. 1707 Sir W. Hope New
Metit. Fencing'u si For 'tis a general Rule in Fencing..

never to present one's Sword, without perfectly Covering,

or Securing, as we call it, one side of the Body.
_
172a De

Foe Col. Jack\\x, Any English men-of-war that might be on

the coast to secure us to the capes. 1729 Tindal tr. Rapin's
Hist. xvn. VIII. 439 They, .only helped tosecure Elizabeth's

Affairs, who thereby was sheltered from the Quarter whence
she had most to fear. 1775 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Titrate

12 May, I really question if at this time my life would not

be in danger, if distance did not secure it. 1776 Gibbon
Decl. <$• F. xiv. I. 410 Maximian..gave nim [Severus] the

most solemn assurances that he had secured his life by the

resignation of the purple.

t b. refl. To obtain safety. Obs,

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen, VI, v. ii. 76 Now is it manhood..To
secure vs By what we can, which can no more but flye. 1697
Potter Antiq. Greece 1. iv. (1715) 15 Compelled to. .secure

himself by a dishonourable Flight. iyo$ir. Bosnian's Guinea
320 Each endeavouring to secure himself by getting away.

1735 Johnson Lobds Abyssinia, Descr. ii. 51 We had no
way of securing ourselves but by flight. 1760 T. Hutchinson
Hist. Mass. i. (1765) 186 His men had secured themselves in

a swamp. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 313 High wages.,

did not engage them to secure themselves with a sufficient

stock of provisions. 1800 Asiat. Ann. Reg., Misc. Tracts

30/2 He accordingly began to secure himself with Shujah

al Dowlah, into whose service he entered. 184s W. C.

Taylor Anc. Hist, xvii. § 5 (ed. 3) 515 Though Didius..

was able to secure himself in Rome, he could not [etc.].

C. To render safe, protect or shelter from,

guard against some particular danger. Also reft.

1634 Milton Comus 618 Care and utmost shifts How to

secure the Lady from surprisal, Brought to my mind a cer-

tain Shepherd Lad. 1646 J. Maxwell Burd.Issachar 34,

I never accounted them as Apostles, men secur'd from error.

1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 164 The Battlement being..

Man-high, to secure Men from the shot of their enemies.

1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit, it 71 For when he came against

the Bagaudae, Carausius was employ'd to secure the Seas

against the Franks and the Saxons. 169a Locke Cousid.

Louver. Interest 150 That way of Coinage less secures you

from having a great part of your Money melted down. 1699

Wanley in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 293 Whereby lb.
Benson may secure many old words from being buried in

the grave of everlasting oblivion. 1741 Watts Improv.

Mind 1. vii. § 19 [We should] consult the dictionary, which

may give us certain information, and thus secure us from

mistake. 1748 Anson's Voy. lit. ix. 386 A very safe road,

secured from all winds. 1754 I. Brown Barbarossa v.

(1755) 66 Is the Watch doubled? Are the Gates secur'd

Against Surprize? 1756 Burke Subl. $ B. 111. vi. Wks. I.

224 The hedge-hog, so well secured against all assaults by
his prickly hide. 1784 Cowper Tiroc, 119 Neatly secur'd

from being soil'd or torn. 1821 Scott Kcnittv. xxxiv, Amy
hastily endeavoured to recall what she were best to say,

which might secure herself from the imminent dangers that

surrounded her, without endangering her husband. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 30 No possessions seemed to him to

have any value which were not secured against enemies.

d. absol. To obtain security, take effective pre-

cautions against.

1658 Whole Duty ofMan vii. § 19. 65 It being much more

easie to abstain from all, than to secure against the one,

when the other is allowed. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxvi, The
extreme strength of the country, .made the establishment of

this little fort seem rather an acknowledgment of the danger,

than an effectual means of securing against it. i8a8 —
F. M. Perth xx, This guard the burghers will willingly main-

tain, to secure against the escape of the murderer of their

townsman.

fe. To take effectual precautions against, to

prevent (a danger). Also, to prevent or preclude

(a person)from doing something dangerous. Obs.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. iv. iv, Which stretching round

about his circling arms, Warrants these parts from aU ex-

teriour harms; Repelling angry force, securing all alar'ms.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables cciii. 174 Man only is the

Creature, that to his Shame, no Benefits can Oblige, no nor

Secure, even from seeking the Ruine of his Benefactor.

1697 in Perry Hist. Coll. Amer. Col. Ch. I. 33 Such fort can

be no security for his Majestys Customs, nor for finding and
securing false and illegal trade. 1710 Cf.lia Fiennes Diary
(1888) 83 They Wall round the Wells to y* mines to Secure
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their Mold'ring in upon them. Ibid. 140 They Cany much
of their Carriages on sledges to secure their pitching in the
streetes. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang, viii, I deprecate no hard-
ship., so I may secure you from acting with a degree of
rashness, of which you will all -your life repent. 1833 T.
Hook Parsons Dan. 11. ix, I have secured him from visiting

Binford.

f f. To render (an action) safe ; to free from
attendant clangers. Also, to render (a place) safe

for transit. Obs.

1617 Sir O. St. John in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 194 The King's ship and pinnace that are ap-
pointed for the securing of those seas. 1639 Fuller Holy
Warv. v. (1640) 236 Two hundred and fourteen years, .they
[sc. the Hospitallers] maintained this Island, and secured the
seas for the passage of Pilgrimes to Jerusalem. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 222 And to him call'd Raphael, .that deign'd To
travel with Tobias, and secur'd His marriage with the
seaventimes-wedded Maid.

g. Mil. To render secure from attack or molesta-

tion by the enemy ; to take defensive means for

the safe execution of (a movement, e. g. a retreat,

the crossing of a river) ; to guard efficiently (a pass,

a defile).

1617 Moryson Itin. It 66 His Lordship, .sent Captame
Edward Blany with 500 foot and 50 horse, to secure their
passage through the pace of the Moyrye. 1645 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 242 The out workes, which secured the
suburbs, a 1671 Ld. Fairfax Mem. (1699) 21 It made us
think of securing our retreat, with the prisoners we had got.

1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. <$ P. 337 The Passes are easily

secured (an Handful of men being able to withstand an
Host). 170X Steele Funeral v. i, Then.. you, and your
Party, falf in to secure my Rear; while I march off with the
Body. 1760 Cautions <y Adv. to Officers ofArmy 108 It

may be the Means of saving an Army, or securing some
Out-post of the utmost Importance. 1831 Scott Ct. Rol't.

iv, To take post in the defile.. and thus secure it for the
passage of the rest of the army. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
li. I. 261 Making dispositions which, in the worst event,
would have secured his retreat. 1869 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) III. xii. 210 The main point in the fortification

was to secure the river.

h. Mil. To secure arms: *to hold a rifle or

musket with the muzzle down, and lock well up
under the arm, the object being to guard the

weapon from the wet' (Ogilvie 1883).
180a C James Milit. Diet. s. v., Secure arms .' a word of

command which is given to troops who are under arms in
wet weather. 189a Rifle Exerc. (L.-M.) 14 Secure Arms.

t 1. To fence off. Obs. rare.

1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 86 Its vaine to trye y
securing it [sc. a hole] round from any falling in. //'id. 90
Water, .does often flow y* grounds after Raines, so the Road
is secured w lfc a banck and a breast wall of a good Length.

j. To put in safety, 'get in* (a crop).
1885 Times (weekly ed.) n Sept. 9/1 Shocks of oats, cut,

though not yet secured.

3. To make secure or certain,

f a. To make (a person) secure of a present or

future possession, of an ally or supporter, etc.

Also const, to with infinitive. Obs.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie o/God xxi. xvii. 858 Assign-

ing.. a false blisse, vnto the Saints in heauen, where they.

.

could neuer be secured to remaine. 16x0 Bkint tr. Sar/i's
Counc. Trent viii. (1676) 728 And indeed he was secure of
France and Germany. For besides his treaty with Lorain
which did abundantly secure him of France, he received at
the same time a resolution from the Emperour. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. Boccatints Advts.fr. Parnass. n. vi. 318 Since
no man can secure himself of the next years plentiful harvest.
1670 Dryden xst Pt. Conq. Granada v. i, Secur'd of what we
hold most dear, (Each other's Love) we'll go--— I know not
where. 1745 in Cot. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 5 Had I.. been
secured of Fund for supplying those Nations with Arms,

f b. reft. To get possession of make sure of
1675 Machiavrlli's Prince x. Wks. 71 By. .securing him.

self nimbly of such as appear, .turbulent. 1705 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4158/1, 3 or 4000 of the Inhabitants had taken up Arms,
..and had secured themselves of Denia, a good Seaport
Town. Ibid. No. 4162/1 Those who have declared for his
..Majesty having secured themselves of Denia. 1725
Broome Notes to Pope's Odyss. viii. 239 Ulysses.. finds a
way. .to secure himself of a powerful advocate, by [etc].

f O. To certify, assure (a person) of some fact.

Also in asseverative phrase, Fit secure you* Obs*
1659 Hammond Ps. Ixxiii. 4 This doth not secure us of the

importance of the word in this place. 167a Wycheri.ey
Love in Wood 11. iv, He spares not the Innocents in Bibs
and Aprons (lie secure you) he has made (at best) some
gross mistake concerning Christina. 1674 Boyle Excell.
Theol. 1. i. 32 For ought reason can secure us of, one of the
conditions of that association may be, that the body and
soul shall not survive each other. 1689 Hickerincill
Ceremony-Monger v'u 34 But Mum—not a Penny, I'll secure
you, to make one Sound, and one Mouth. 1737 Whiston
Josephus, Antiq. Diss. ii. § 3 The events and consequences
of things afterwards always corresponded, and secured them
of the truth of such divine revelations.

d. To establish (a person) securely in some
position, privilege, etc.

1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 27 Dec, Steele I have kept in
his place. Congreve I have got to be used kindly, and
secured. Rowe I have recommended, and got a promise of
a place. 1713 Addison Cato v. i, The Soul, secur'd in her
Existence, smile's At the drawn Dagger, and defie's its

Point. 1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 3 (1882) 125 The towns
were secured in the enjoyment of their municipal privileges.

e. To make (something) secure, certain, or re-

liable. Now only with reference to a prospective
possession or result of action : ' To place beyond
hazard

(J.), to ensure.

Vol. VIII.

1653 Holcroft Procopius, Goth. Wars iv. 126 In the Ro-
man army was one Artabanes a Persarmenian, revolted
lately to the Roman army, having secured his faith by the
killing of a hundred and twenty Persian Souldiers. 1697
Dryden Virg. Past. vi. 18 For he who sings thy Praise,
secures his own. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. xvi. 58
Whose Bail secures, whose Oath decides a Cause. 1836

J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ii. (1852) 39 Yet merely to know
that life immortal may be obtained, is not to secure our
personal enjoyment of it. 1883 P. H. Hunter Story of
Daniel J51 Their manner of building secured a certain air

of solidity and grandeur.

f. To make the tenure of (a property, office,

privilege, etc.) secure to a person.
1736 Butler Anal. i.iv. Wks. 1874 I. 82 Our whole present

interest is secured to our hands, without any solicitude of
ours. 1825 Scott Betrothed Introd., The shareholder might
contrive to secure to his heirs a handsome slice of his own
death-bed and funeral expenses. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.
(1858) I. ii. 150 Her right to the succession .. would have
been readily secured to her by act of parliament.

g. To make (a creditor) certain of receiving

payment, by means of a mortgage, bond, pledge,

or the like.

1677 Yarranton Eng. Improv. 15 The Party lending the
Moneys is safe, well and surely secured. 1861 M. Pattison
Ess. (1889) I. 41 Some of the large German houses in London
..advanced large sums, taking care. .to secure themselves
by mortgages of parts of the public revenue.

h. To make the payment of (a debt, pension,
etc.) certain by a mortgage or charge upon certain

property.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 208, 2,000/. part of the

money secured upon Gidea Hall. Ibid. IV. 392 Then such
daughter should have 3,000/.,.. to bs secured upon some
part of the estate. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 36 He
assigns 1000 marks yearly as pinmoney to his son's wife,
secured upon the Swiss possessions of his house.

i. With double obj. : To ensure (a person's)

obtaining (something), rare. (In quot. passive.)
1831 Scott Cast. Dang, xii, You shall be secured an

opportunity of being fully heard.

4. To seize and confine ; to keep or hold in

custody ; to imprison. Now somewhat rare.
1645 Chas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 314 You

should beginne with securinge the person of William Legge.
1677^ Yarranton Eng. Improv. 3 Some of which Persons..
did intend to get me secured for setting out the strength of
the Dutch. 1683 Wood Life 6 Sept. (O.H.S.) III. 72 The
fro-vice-chancellor would then have secured him [Mr.
'arkinson],. .till security for his appearance at the assizes

should be produced, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 20 June 1689,
Newes of a Plot discover'd, on which divers were sent to
the Tower and secured. 1705 [T. Walker] Wit ofa Woman
tn. 32 Secure that Rogue in the Stocks till we have search'd
further. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Secure, . . to appre-
hend or lay hold of one, to clap him into Prison, a 1715
Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 211 He proposed that about
twenty of the chief gentlemen of those Counties might be
secured : And he undertook for the peace of the countrey if

they were clap'd up. 1709 Ht. Les Canterb. T., Old
Worn. T. (ed. 2) I. 392 'Let him be secured', said St.

Aubert. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ii, Wilson and Robertson,
. . each secured betwixt two soldiers of the city guard. 1828-
3a Webster, Secure,.. to inclose or confine effectually; to
guard effectually from escape ; sometimes, to seize and
confine; as, to secure a prisoner. The sherif pursued the
thief with a warrant, and secured him.
5. To make fast or firm.

1663 Gerbier Counsel 97 And so much may suffice for the
securing of doores and windowes. 1687 M. Scrivener Will
in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) III. 437 Chains for the
securing the books. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 305, 1 sent Friday
with the Captain's Mate to the Boat, with Orders to secure
her, and bring away the Oars and Sail. 1753 Bartlet
Genii. Farriery xxv. 231 A proper compress of cloth, and a
linnen rowler is absolutely necessary both for this purpose,
and to secure on the dressings, wherever they can conveni-
ently be applied. 1823 Mechanic's Mag. I. 105 On the
securing of carriage wheels. 1815 Scorr Betrothed viii, A
girdle.. secured by a large buckle of gold. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xbc, She caught up her hair, twisted it hastily
into a knot, and secured it with her comb. 1879 Cassells
Teckn. Educ. IV. 80/2 These work in nuts secured to the
doors. 1894 Wevman Man in Black 189 A wide-leafed hat,

in which a costly diamond secured a plume of white feathers.

b. 'Surg. To close (a vein or artery) by ligature

or otherwise, in order to prevent loss of blood.
166a Wiseman Treat. Wounds 1. 35 Having thus secured

the Vessels for the present. 1753 Bartlet GentI. Farriery
xxvt. 234 Should the wound bleed much from an artery
divided, the first step should be to secure that by passing
a crooked needle underneath, and tying it up with a waxed
thread. 1880 C. Heath Man. Minor Surg. (ed. 6) 34 In
the case of an amputation, the main arteries will be secured
before the cord is loosened.

6. To get hold or possession of (something
desirable) as the result of effort or contrivance.

1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 19 We took Care
to secure some Powder, Ball, and a little Bread. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, xxii, Having thus secured my good
opinion, he began [etc.]. 18x4 Scott Antiq. i, The first

comer hastens to secure the best birth in the coach for him-
self. 18*4 J. H. Newman //to. ^.(1873) II. n. i. 246 [The
profession] of arms..secures the almost undivided admira-
tion of a rising and uncivilized_ people. 1855 Prrscott
Philip II, I. 11. vii. 219 His cordial manners.. secured the
sympathy of all with whom he came in contact. 1873
Tristram Moab Pref. 5 The splendid series of 180 photo-
graphs which they secured.

b. Rugby Football. To get or obtain (a try).

1885 Fields Jan. 135/2 The last-mentioned secured a try
between the posts.

Secured (sflduoud), ///. a. [f. Secure v.

+ -ED 1
.] In senses of the verb; Assured; firmly

fastened ; rendered safe. Now chiefly of a debt

:

For which the creditor holds security. Also of
a creditor.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, it. xx. § 5 They haue also ex-
cellentlye handled it . . in the distinction between vertue with
reluctation, and vertue secured. 1875 Act 38 $ 39 Vict. c.

77 § 10 The respective rights of secured and unsecured
creditors. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 28 Aug. 6/3 The companies
have no scale by which they regulate their charges, but
advance to one man at 4 per cent, and to another at 5 per
cent, for a secured loan.

t SecuTefal, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Secure a.

+ -pul.] Protecting.
c i6ix Chapman Iliad vn. 209, 1 know . . euery swa}*, of my

securefull targe.

Securely (s/Tciu©"ili), adv. [f. Secure a.

+ -ly^.] In a secure manner (in various senses).

+ 1. In a manner free from care or apprehension
;

carelessly; confidently; without care or misgiving.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. m. i. 3 Whose youth was spent In

dangerous warres, whilst you securely slept. 1593 — Rich. II,
11. i. 266 We see the winde sit sore vpon our sailes, And yet
we strike not, but securely perish. 1631 Gouge God's
Arrotus 1. § 60 A Priest by vertue of his calling readily and
securely admitted lepers to come to him. 1678 Bunvan
Pilgr. 1. (1900) 67 When I dwelt securely at home. 1707
Atterbury ^'«<y. Doctr. Funeral Serm. 42 Whether any of
the Reasonings . . are inconsistent with each other, I securely
leave to the Judgment of the Reader. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.
Nat.{\%^\ II. 297 We have nothing but thoughtlessness
and insensibility of danger to make us enjoy prosperity
securely. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. iv. 25
Trusting securely to the power of his own eloquence.

2. Without danger; insecurity; safely.

1615 Brathwait Strappado (1878) 118 Being vnder shade
securely sconst, Which place he had elected for the nonst.
1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius 1

Voy. Ambass. 67 This animal
[the Reindeer] goes as securely as if it were upon the Ground.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 306 How deep they must be
planted woud'st thou know? In shallow Furrows Vines
securely grow. 1/1700 Evelyn Diary n May 1652, Two
cut-throates started out, and . . haled me into a deepe thickett
some quarter of a mile from the highway, where they might
securely rob me. a 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. 19 Mar.
(1732) 43 Princes can never sleep securely but by day. 1784
Cowper Tiroc. 808 Tenants of life*s middle state, Securely
plac'd between the small and great. 1871 Geo. Eliot
Middlem. xxi, It was in that way Dorothea came to be
sobbing as soon as she was securely alone.

3. Without risk of error ; certainly.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxviii. § 12, I may securely
therefore conclude that there are [etc.]. 1877 Ruskin Fors
Clav. lxxxii. 297 As I am securely informed. Ibid. Ixxxiv.

409 The metaphor. .1 do not yet securely understand.

4. Firmly,
1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxiii. 293 They had tied the dogs

securely, as they thought : but Tooclla and four others had
broken loose. i9o8[Miss Fowler] Betw. Trent <$ Ancholme
14 Those wrought stones.. are now securely clamped to the
south wall.

Securement(si'kiuoument). rare, [f. Secure
v. + -ment.] The action or an act of securing,

t a. Making safe from or against. Obs. b. En-
suring or making sure.
i6m in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 108 [Wil-

loughby has also been furnished with money, and left

to take his choice of means] for his best securmentt,
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ii. 7 Cain..grew afraid
thereof, and obtained a securement from it [death], 1658 —
Let. to Dugdale 10 Nov., The laborious Aggers, Banks, and
Works of Securement against Floods and Inundations. 1883
Century Mag. July 475/2 Liberty, however, is so highly
prized that society condemns the securement in all cases of
perpetual protection by means of perpetual imprisonment.

Secureness (s/kiu»unes). rare. [f. Secure
(7. + -ness.] = Security I, 3.

1591 Harington Orl. Fur. vii. xxxvi. 52 To restitution

turne your doing wrongs, Your fond securenesse, turne to
godly feares. 1618 Bolton Florus iv. xii. (1636) 326 Therefore
(O strange securenesse!) as hee sate upon the Tribunall, ,.

they at un-awares assailed him on all hands. 1633 T. Adams
Exp. 2 Peter i. 5 No man perfectly knows his own heart :

you think all well ; this may be not assurance, but secure-
ness. 1668 Temple On Approach ofShore ofHarwich 32
Thy sweet Inclosures . . Shew thy secureness from thy Neigh-
bours Harms. 1838 Mrs. Browning Seraphim 1. (near end),
Down-lay Your sweet secureness for congenial fears.

Securer (s/kiua'rai), rare. [f. Secure v.

+ -ER 1 .] One who or that which secures, in

various senses of the verb.

1636 Strafford Lett. (1739) II. 18 The Army . .was rather
to be reinforced., as. .the chiefSecurer..ofthe. .Plantations.
a 1704 T. Brown Satire upon Fr. King Wks. 1730 I. 59 Of
kings distressed thou art a fine securer. 1820 Examiner
No. 616. 66/1 He rose early, which is a great securer of
health.

Securi- (s/kifia-ri, se:kiuri*), combining form of
L. securis ax, f. secdre to cut. Used in various

scientific terms. Secu rico-rnate [L. corn-u horn
+ -ate] Ent., 'having the antenna? in form of a
hatchet' (Mayne Expos. Lex. 1858). || Sectrrifer
[L. securifer adj., -fer, ferre to bear] Ent.

t one of
the Securifera or phyllophagous hymenoptera.
Securi'ferous a. [-ferous], ax-bearing ; spec, of
or pertaining to the Securifera. Securig-erous
a. [-gerous] Bot. (see quot.). Secrrripalp [L.

palp~us Palp] Ent., a beetle of the division

Securipalpi. Seen;rlpa'lporis a. [-ous] Ent., of

or pertaining to the division Securipalpi. See also

Securiform a.

1656 Blol-nt Glossogr., Securifrrous, that beareth an Axe
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or Hatchet. 184a Brande Did. Set. etc, Securifers, Securi-

feri, the name ofa tribe of Terebrantia, or boring Hymeno-
pterous insects. 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex., Secunferous.

ibid., Securigerus, . . applied to the Montbretea securigera,

from the form of the appendages that garnish the corol

:

securigerous. 184a Brands Diet. Set. etc., Securipalps,

Securipalpi, the name of a family of Coleopterous insects,

comprehending those in which the maxillary palps terminate

in a joint which is elongated and hatchet-shaped. 1858

Mayne Expos. Lex.
t
Securipalpous.

Securiform (sflciuvrifiwrn), a. [f. Securi-

+ -form.] Ax-shaped, having the form of an ax

or hatchet, a. Bot. applied to leaves, etc. b.

Ent. applied to a palpus or joint, etc.

1760 J. Lee Inirod. Bot. m. xviii. (1765) 212 Securiform,
Hatchet-shaped. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. ix. (1818) I, 299
X0/V, MordelUe will open the anthers with the securiformjoin is

of their palpi to get at thepollen. 1819 Samouelle Entomol.
Covipend. 165 Labial palpi securiform. 1835-6 ToddsCycl.
Anat. I. 703/2 Conchifera. ..The foot. .is securiform when
its free edge is arched like the cutting face of an axe, as in

Petunculus. 185a Dana Crust. 11. 869 A small hand,
slightly oblong, somewhat securiform.

Secirring\ ///. a. rare. [f. Secure v. + -ing 2.]

That secures, in various senses of the verb.

1643 J, M. Sov. Salve 35 The only sure and securing way
to follow. 1798 7Y»W28June 1/1 Drawing papers, pallets,

gold and silver paper, copal and securing varnish.

t Secu'ritan. Obs. rare. [f. Securit-y + -an,

? after Puritan.] One who is characterized by
•security' or culpable freedom from apprehension.
1623 Bp. Hall Serm. Re-edif.ChaPell ofEarle ofExeter

Wks. (1625) 529 The sensual Securitan pleases himselfe in

the conceit of his owne peace. 1627 R. Bernard Isle of
Man 21 One Mr

. Out-side, in the inside a carnall Securitan,

lis] a fellow that will come to his Church [etc.].

Securite (se'kiiirait). Also -it. [f. Secure
a. + -1TE 4, after the Ger. name sicherit {sicker

sure, safe).] A modern high explosive consisting

of a mixture of meta-di-nitro-benzole with nitrate

of ammonium (Cundill Diet. Explosives, 1889,

p. 82) ; used chiefly in blasting operations.
18S8 Times 2 Mar. 13/6 Securite consists of nitrated hydro-

carbons in admixture with certain oxidizing agents. It is

the invention of Herr Schaeneweg, who has now rendered
it ftameless when exploded, by the addition ofan organic salt

in certain proportions. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 958
The symptoms following the use of sicareit (securite or
sicherite) resemble those which are caused by roburite.

Security (s/kiuVriti). Forms : 5 securytye,
securite(e, 6-7 seouritye, securitie, 6- se-

curity, [ad. L. securitas, f. secur-us : see Secure
a. and -ity. C£ F. sfrurile* (16th. c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), Sp. seguridad, Pg. segttridade.']

I. The condition of being secure.

L The condition of being protected from or not
exposed to danger ; safety.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 77 Also hit [Paradise] hathe
securite, to the whiche seyenge the altitude of the place
berrethe testimonye [Lat, 11abet et securitatem cuiattesta-
tur loci altitudo]. 1492 Ryman Poems lxxx. 3 in Archiv
Stud neu. Spr. LXXXIX. 249 Thyne eye of grace vpon vs
cast, Of helth and of securitee. 158a Stanyhurst sEneis 1.

(Arb.) 25 Therefor No worldly corner can theyme securitye
warrant. 1617 Mokyson Ilttt. 11. 13 This Earle providing
for his securitie, about this time imprisoned the above men-
tioned sonnes of Shane ONeale. 1745 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
V. 26 Some Provision should be made for the Security of
our Frontier Settlements at least. 1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F.
xxxi. III. 229 The emperor and his court enjoyed.. the se-

curity of the marshes and fortifications of Ravenna. 1861
M.Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 46 The Esterlings. .lay in security
behind their walls, while the Flemish and other foreign re-

sidents fell helpless victims to the rage of the populace.
1903 A. Smellie Men of Covenant xxxii. (ed. 2) 352 His
security lay, of course, in his lord's deafness.

2. Freedom from doubt ; confidence, assurance.

Now chiefly, well-founded confidence, certainty.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 31 b/2 We may
safelye, and with all securitye, vse them. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 42 Hee begets a security of him-
selfe, and a carelesse eye unto the last remunerations. 1749
Chestkrf.^ Lett. II. clxxxvi. 193 Negligence would imply
either an indifference about pleasing, or else an insolent
security of pleasing. 1782 Miss Burnev Cecilia v. i. Rest
no security upon yourself,, .since you have no knowledge of
the many tricks and inventions by which you may be plun-
dered. 1790 — Diary July, He came.. with an honest,
straightforward security of the welcome he really found.
1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. xix. 154 The.,
foreman.. appealed, with assumed security, to the entry in
the books. 1849 C. Bronte Shirley xv, She told Mr. Hall
they might count on her with security. 1870 Lowell Study
Wind. 122 [The articles] are distinguished by a certain se-

curity of judgement, remarkable at any time, remarkable
especially in one so young.
3. Freedom from care, anxiety or apprehension

;

a feeling of safety or freedom from or absence of
danger, arch. Formerly often spec, (now only con-
lextually) culpable absence of anxiety, carelessness.
"555 J- Bradford in Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 266

Our vayne glory, our viciousness, avarice, ydleness, security.
*£75-85 Abp. Sandys Serm. xii. 189 They . . were drowned in
sinnefuU securitie. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. v. 32 Security Is
Mortals cheefest Enemie. 1647 Sprigce Atiglia Rediv. 11.

i- (^?54> 70 As if he intended to surprise the town, thinking
to find them in security. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 1. viii.

(1692) 39 His Security (the Effect of his Luxury) was his
Ruin. 1726 Leoni AlbertCs Archit. I. 69/1 The archers
may privately annoy the enemy, as he moves about the
Field in security. 1774 Burke Let. to Marq. Rockingh.
Corr. 1844 1. 496 The supinenos, neglect, and blind security
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of my friend, in that, and every thing that concerns him.
1780 Johnson Let. to Thrale 30 May, Do not remit your
care ; for in your condition it is certain that security will

produce danger. x8xo Mrs. Bruntou Selfaontrol xxv, Lady
Pelham smiled at Laura's security, which she did not con-
sider as an infallible sign of safety. 1823 Scott Peveril xix,

The security and carelessness of the sentinels, who had
suffered such preparations to be made without observation
or alarm given. 1858 Sat. Rev. 17 July 51 Every Govern-
ment knew exactly when there was reason for alarm, and
when there was excuse for security. 1876 Mozley Univ.
Serm. iii. (1877) 63 It is an imaginary immortality which
encloses him in sevenfold security, even while he stands upon
its very last edge.

4. The quality of being securely fixed or at-

tached, stability, fixity.

1849 S&- Nai' Hist., Mammalia IV. 169 Who can mistake
the meaning . . of the security of the union of the clavicle to

the large scapula?

II. A means of being secure.

5. Something which secures or makes safe;

a protection, guard, defence.

a. Const, against, front) ffor.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. (Sommer) 286b, For your se-

curitie for any treacherie (hauing no hostage woorthie to

counteruaile you) take my woorde, which I esteeme aboue
all respectes. 1664 Tillotson Serm. i. Wks. (1714) 23 If

the providence of God be taken away, what security have
we against those innumerable dangers to which human
nature is continually expos'd 7 1691 T. H[ai.e] Ace. New
Invent. 21 Universal Practice . .does at this day make Lead
the common security of Iron-work against Rust. 1736
Butler Anal. 1. v. Wks. 1874 I. 96 Mankind, .stand in need
of virtuous habits, for a security against this danger. 1828-32
Webster s. v., A navy constitutes the security of Great
Britain from invasion. 1832 Ht. MARTiNF.AU.Li/tf in Wilds
L 21 A good fire, .was always a perfect security against the
attacks of wild beasts. 1839 Lane Arab. Nis. I. 94 And I

have no security against thy killing me by a thing that I

may smell, or by some other means.

b. Without const.

1641 Baker Chron., Hen. I (1653) 64 Anjou was neighbour-
ing upon Normandy, a great security to it, if a friend ; and
as great a danger, if an enemy. 1658 Jer. Taylor Let. in

12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 5 Nothing is so great
a security to love as never to remember any unkindnesse.

1743 Tindal tr. Rapines Hist. xvn. II. 62/2 She at last

formed two Parties in the Court and Kingdom, which proved
her security, as she was necessary to Both. 1791 Mrs.
Radcliffe Rom. Forest ii, Concealment was his only se-

curity. 1817 Jas, Mill Brit. India II. iv. vi. 230 He en-
deavoured to obtain the security of at least a written promise
for these terms which had been offered to gain his consent.

1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 2 (1882) 464 The only security
for truth was to draw a hard and fast line between truth
and falsehood. 1881 Froude Short Stud. IV. 11. v. 226
Piety, which is a security for good faith, is none against
credulity.

f 6. A means of securing or fixing in position.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 227 The utility of trenails as
a security till the mortar was become hard.

7. Ground for regarding something as secure,

safe, or certain ; an assurance, guarantee.
1623 Cockeram 11, Securitie giuen one for safe comming.

Safe conduite. 1654. Whitlock Zootomia 19 To contenme
Fame is but a security of doing ill. 1711 Swift Conduct of
Allies Wks. 1901 V. 71 We could have no security for our
trade, while that kingdom [SpainJ was subject to a prince of
the Bourbon family. 1715 Atterbury Serm. (1734) I. 138
What Security have We, that, abusingand despising the same
Mercies, we shall not smart under the same Judgments?
X751 Jortin Serm. (1771) IV. xv. 301 We can have no access
to Him, no security of His favor, unless we endeavour to
conform to His precepts. 1805 Wordsw. Poems Sent. xx.
Ode Duty 20 When love is an unerring light, And joy its

own security. 1856 Macaulay Biog., Goldsm. (i860) 71
Both what was good and what was bad in Goldsmith's
character was, to his associates, a perfect security that he
would never commit such villany, 1863 Fawcett Pol.
Econ. il x. 282 What therefore, the poor especially require
when they buy their tea and sugar is, the security that they
obtain an unadulterated article.

b. Act of Security : an Act passed by the

Scottish Parliament in 1704, excluding Queen
Anne's successor from the throne of Scotland
unless conditions of government were enacted
which should secure the independence of the
kingdom.
1710-11 Swift Examiner No. 30 Wks. 1902 IX. 192 That

unnatural league was afterwards cultivated by another in-

cident ; I mean the Act of Security.

8. Property deposited or made over, or bonds,

recognizances, or the like entered into, by or on
behalf of a person in order to secure his fulfilment

of an obligation, and forfeitable in the event of

non-fulfilment ; a pledge, caution. Phrases, to

enter {in or into), find, give {in), go, fput in,

take security.

a. As securing a person's 'good behaviour',

his appearance in court at a specified time, or his

performance of some undertaking.
1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 181/2 Where securitee of peas was

axed bifore you in your said Court. 1611 Bible Acts xvii.

9 And when they had taken securitie of Iason, and of the
other, they let them goe. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho. Lords
(Camden) 96 Putt in good securitye to fynde out Watson by
Monday come sen-night... To remayne in prison untell he
putt in securitye here. 1658-9 Bnrtori's Diary (1828J IV.
6, I move that he enter security. The person complaining,
is a person of as great worth as any person can be. 1668-9
Pepys Diary 5 Mar., Being this day summoned.. to give in

security form's good behaviour. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull
t, iii. 7 You must find sufficient Security to us, our Heirs

SECUEITY.

and Assigns, that you will not employ Lewis Baboon. J724
Swift Drapier's Lett. iii. Wks. 1735 IV. 118 Knox..was
obliged . . to enter into Security for so doing. 1790 J. Bruce
Source of Nile I. iii. 46 We obliged him to give his son
Mahomet in security for his behaviour towards us. 1797
Month. Mag. III. 550/1 Where special bail is required, the
sheriff may take security of the defendant, by bond,.. for
his appearance. 1828-32 Webster s.v., Violent and dan-
gerous men are obligedto give security for their good be-
havior, or for keeping the peace. 1883 Act 46 # 47 Vict.

c. 52 § 21 (2) The person so appointed shall give security in
manner prescribed to the satisfaction of the Board of Trade.

b. As securing the payment of a debt.
1576 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 539 To subscrive and

returne the forme of security. 159a Nobody fy Someb. C 2,
Without good securitie they will lend Nobody mony. 1607
Dekkeb & Webster West-iv. Hoe iv. i, 7>«/...VVel sir,

your security? Amb. Why sir two Diamonds here. C1613
Rowlands Paire Spy-Knaves 15 Bonds, Bils, and words, Tie
trust noneofyou three. Bring good securitie todeale with me.
a 1687 Petty Pol.Arith. Pref., Those who can give good Se-
curity, may have Money under the Statute-Interest. 1711-ia
Swift Jml. to Stella 22 Mar., The French have offered ..to
give us Dunkirk, and the Dutch Namur, for security, till the
geace is made. 27*4 in Fasti Aberd. {1854) 205 Money, .to
e laid out.. upon land or upon reall or personal security,

and the interest or yearly produce thereof is to be applyed
[etc.]. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 480 The petitioners.,
must be bound in a security of 200/, to make the party
amends in case they do not prove him a bankrupt. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2} II. 90 The mortgagee holds the estate
merely as a pledge or security for the repayment of his

money. 1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike viii. 85 It

was frequently necessary to borrow money, . . on the security
of what was to come in during the next week. 1868 Rogers
Pol. Econ. ix. 107 The reason why this personage [the em-
ployer] exists in modern trade and manufacture arises from
the facts that he has security on which to borrow [etc.].

1874 Mark by Elem. Latv (ed. 2) § 496, I shall also use the
word security to express any transaction between the debtor
and creditor by which the performance of such a service [sc.

one capable of being represented in money] is secured.

c. transf.

1649 E. Reynolds Hosea n. 69 We. .stagger and be dis-

heartened, if we have not double securitie from God. a 1744.
Swift Serm. Testimony Consc. Wks. 1898 IV. 127 It is

impossible for a man who openly declares against religion,

to give any reasonable security that he will not be false and
cruel. 1825 Scott Talism. i, But what security dost thou
offer that thou wilt observe the truce? 1878 Bosw. Smith
Carthage 2S3 The word of a Gracchus, .was his bond ; and
a bond which was a first-rate security.

9. One who pledges himself (or is pledged) for

another, a surety.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii. 38 He said sir, you should
procure him better Assurance, then Bardolfe : he wold not
take his Bond and yours, he lik'd not the Security. 1627
Sir T. Hope Let. in Scottish Hist. Soc. Misc. (1893) I. 93
And for the nott of the Irische landis, it salbe sent with the
securities quhen thay go to Irland, 1686 tr. Chardt'n's
Trav. Persia 43 He would engage his word and be security
for the performance of what the Chancellor had declar'd.

1690 Wood Life 31 Jan. (O.H.S.) III. 324 They were bailed
on great security given by each on their owne parts, and on
the parts of their security. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 13
Nov., When one [of the two people bound] dies, you fall

upon the other, and make him add another security. 1721

J. Perry Stopping Dagenham Breach 93 One of my'Se-
curitys. .promised to take care of the finishing the work in

my Absence. 1786 Burke Art. agst. W. Hastings Wks.
1842 II. 143 Croftes offered the said Richard Johnson as
one of his securities for the performance of the said contract.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvii, B wants a loan...B pro-
poses selfand two securities. B is accepted. Two securities
give a bond. 1908 Blackiv. Mag. Aug. 213/2 So, with their

security and some others, I started in pursuit, and next
morning came up with the fugitives.

transf. 1681 Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 135 There
was.. a motion made that the citty should undertake the
businesse of insuring houses from fire, and that the chamber
of London should be the security.

10. A document held by a creditor as guarantee
of his right to payment. Hence, any particular

kind of stock, shares, or other form of investment
guaranteed by such documents. Chiefly plural.
1690 Child Disc. Trade (1698) 7-8 Their keeping up pub-

Jick registers of all lands and houses, sold or mortgaged,
whereby.. the securities of lands and houses [are] rendered
indeed, such as we commonly call them, real securities.

1691 Locke Consid. Lower. Interest (1692) 132 But how Se-
curities will be mended by lowering of Interest, is, I confess,

beyond my Comprehension. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull
in. viii. 33 When I wanted Money, half a dozen of these
Fellows were always waiting in my Antichamber with their

Securities ready drawn. 1746 Ld. Hardwicke in Atkyns
Chanc. Rep. (1782) III. 444 Neither South-Sea stock nor
Bank stock are considered as a good security. 1788 M.
Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) I. 380 Continental Securities

have been falling in Boston since my last return from New
York. 1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 1. iv. § 3 (1876) 39 He buys
from the state what are called government securities; that
is obligations on the government to pay a certain annual
income. 187a Rogers Capital 4- Lab. in Casselts Techn.
Educ. IV. 14/2 The labour of a stockbroker consists in pur-

chasing securities on behalf of his customers, he receiving

a fee in the form of a percentage on the purchase or sale of

the security. 1879 Daily News 26 May, Liquid Securities,

or in other words, those easily convertible into cash when
necessity arises.

III. 11. aitrib. as (senses 8, 10) security-

bond, -writ', also security-bolt, a device for

securing a motor-tyre to the rim; security-

door, an outer door of a corridor in a prison

;

security-grinder, jocular, ? an assiduous deviser

of securities.

1903 Motoring Ann. 304 Fig. 2 shows the "security bolt in

the act of pinching the inner tube. 1715 in J. Perry Stop.
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ping Dagenham Breach (1721) 131 That the ^Security Bonds
shall be deliver'd up to be cancell'd, when the Conditions

are perform'd. 1904 A. Griffiths 50 Vrs. Publ. Service

xvii. 232 The locks everywhere, to cells, passages, and hi

external or '*security ' doors [wore] of the newest and most

approved pattern. 1827 Canning Sp. 6 Mar. (182S) VI. 155

Since the year 1813,! certainly have not meddled in the work-

manship ofsecurities; . . I assure my right honourable friend .

.

that I am perfectly ready to vote for securities ; but I am not

to be set down as a *security-grinder. 1908 Carnegie Trust

Rep. 6t The Security Writs have been exhibited to me.

tSecutor, sectour. Obs. Forms: 3-4

seketur, 4 sekatur, 4-5 seke-, seka-, secutour,

5 sekka-, seca-, secoutour, seccutur, secutur,

-or, seketowr(e, sekiture
;
4-6 sectour, 5 sek-

tour, secktur, 5-6 sectur, 6 sekture, sector.

[Aphetic form of Executor.] « Executor.
a 1300 Cursor M. 28322 Ic seketur made of testament, ne

folud noght wit gode entent be testament for to fulfill, hot

gafe i it gain dedis will, a 1330 Roland ft V. 390 At be

nende of pritti ni^t, To his seketour com be ded kni?t, &
seyd in bis maner :

* Mi soule [etc.]'. 13.. Metr. Horn.

(Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. MM. Spr, LVII. 250 While

he lyuede faste preyed he pat bou his sekatur nuhte be.

1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. xv. 128 pe which aren prestes inparfit

a;jdprechouresaftcrsyluer,Seaouresandsudenes,somnoures
and her lemmannes. 1387 E. E. Wills (1882) 2, I ordeiiie

Watkyn my sone, secutour. (.1425 Cast. Persev. 102 in

Macro Plays 80 He sendith afftyr his sekkatours, ful fekyl

to fynde. C1460 Toiviuley Myst. xxxi. 166 Trust neuer

freyndys frele Nawthere of childe then wife ; ffor sectures

ar not lele. CX485 Early Eng. Misc. (Warton Club) 41 3efe

thi almus with thi hand, trust to no secatour. 1493 Haly>
burton's Ledger (1867) 32 Som that I rest awand to John
Twedy or hys wyff and sekituris is 33I1. 5s. 5-*. 1505 Pre-

sentments of Juries in Snrtces Misc. {1890) 31 Dyssyryng
hym lobe hys sektur, and also me to be hys sekture to. 1509

Barclay Ship 0/Fools (1874) I. 1 17 Thou ought nat yet to

kepe it nere the more- But to his sectours or heyres it

restore. 1567 Gude <$• Godlie B. 30 Sair I suspect, God
accuse His sectouris, and him self refuse, That sa vnfaith-

fullie deceist.

Hence f Se*cutorship rare = Executorship.

1553 Respublica in. vL 864 This same I got by sectour-

shipp of my Mother. Ibid. 866 This bag have I kepte of

other sectour^hips whole, whiche the Madde knaves woulde
had scettred by penie dole.

Sed : see Sad a., Say v.l
t
Seep.

t Sedal, a. Obs. rare, [ad. mod.L. seddl-is
f

f. sed-es seat, fundament : see -al.] Of or belong-

ing to the fundament.
1681 Willis's Rem. Med. Wks., Vocab., Sedal veins, the

veins in the fundament. 1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Compit. yi.

197 While they draw [blood] from the sedal Arterie [orig.

ex arteriis sedalibus].

Sedan (si"darn). Also 7 ccdan, (? erron.) 8e-

dam. [Of obscure etymology.
The conjecture (? first in Johnson, 1773) connecting the

word with the name of Sedan, a town of NE. France, has

nothing to support it, and seems unlikely. In 1634 the ex-

clusive right of supplying 'covered chairs* was granted to

Sir Sanders Duncombe ; the word sedan does not occur in

the grant, but the index to the patents of the year has
' covered chairs (called sedans) ' The statement of Evelyn,
that Duncombe brought the sedan from Naples may be
correct, as the thing had long been in use in Italy (cf. It.

seggietta in Florio, 1598). It is therefore natural to suppose
that the word might be from some South Italian derivative

of It. sede (L. sides) seat, sedere to sit ; but there seems to

be no trustworthy evidence of the existence in It. dialects

of any form from which the Eng. word could be derived.]

1. A closed vehicle to seat one person, borne on
two poles by two bearers, one in front and one

behind. In fashionable use during the 17th, 18th,

and early 19th cent
1635 Bbome Sparagns Garden 1. in. (1640) B4D, What,

have you some new project a foot now, to out-goe that of
the Hand-barrowes? what call you 'em the Sedams [sic\t

Ibid. iv. x. 14 b, Shee's now gone forth in one o' the new
Hand-litters : what call yee it, a Sedan. Brit. O Sedana.

1641 MSS.Dk. Rutland {Hisi. MSS.Comm.) IV. 531 Payd
the men that carried my Lord George in the sedan, lit.

xv'js. 1660 Trial Regie. 191 His Majesty was immediately

hurried away from the Bar into a Common Cedan. 1666

Lotul. Gas. No. 80/2 The Empress, .by reason of her weak-
ness, . . travells in her Sedan, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb.

1645, The streetes [of Naples] are full of gallants on horse-

back, in coaches and sedans from hence brought first into

England by Sir Sanders Duncomb. 170a Loud. Gaz. No.

J
867/1 The Doge was carried in a very rich Sedan. 1737
)uchess of Portland in Mrs. Delany Life <y Corr. (1861)

I. 610 Lady Dunkeron's sedan is yellow velvet, imbroidered

and imbossed with silver. 180s Anna Seward's Lett. (181 1)

VI. 9 Dr. Jones seconded my proposal that he should be
brought here in a sedan. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxv,

Mr. Muzzle opened one half of the carriage gate to admit
the sedan.

b. trans/ A litter, palanquin, or the like.

1646 Winthbop Hist. New Eng. (1853) II. 323 He. .pre-

sented the governour with a sedan, which (as he said) was
sent by the viceroy of Mexico to his sister. 166a J. Davies
tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 52 Some times, he is carried by several

men in a Palanquin, or kind of Sedan. 1737 Whiston Jose-

phits, Antiq. xvm. vi. § 6 As Tiberius lay once at his ease

upon his sedan, and was carried about. 1847 Pkescott
Peru (1850) II.61 Elevated high above his vassals came the

Inca Atahuallpa, borne on a sedan or open litter. 1878 J.

Pavn By Proxy I. iii. 25 AH the neighbourhood, .the rich

[Chinese] in sedans, the poor on foot, were on their way to

do honour to his shrine.

2. local U.S. *A hand-barrow with a deep

basket-like bottom made of barrel-hoops, used to

carry fish* (Cent. Diet. 1891).

3. Comb., as sedan-bearer , -maker, -man,

371

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxv, Mr. Grummer, commanding
the *sedan-bearers to halt, advanced. 1641 Earl Cork in

Lismore Papers Ser. 1. (i886)_V. 173 Paid Thomas wright,
the "sedan maker, dwelling in white ffriers, for my new
sedan. 1638 Bkome Antipodes iv. viii. (1640) I 1, Enter
"Sedan-man. 1647 R. Stapvlton Juvenal vi. no These
Syrians were . . kept by the ladies of Rome . . for their chair-

bearers or sedan-men.

Hence f Sedan'd/tf. ppte.j placed or carried in

a sedan. + Seda-nful [-ful], the occupants of

a sedan. Sedanier [-ier], a sedan-bearer.

1647 R. Stapvlton Juvenal 1. 6 Sedan-fulls for these hun-
dred farthings throng. 1688 R. L'Estrange Brief Hist.

Times in. 139 The Body is by This Time Cas'd, Hous'd,
Sedann'd, Box'd up, or call it what you will. 1690 Evelvn
Muudus Muliebris 8 When to the Play 'tis time to go In

Pompous Coach, or else Sedan 'd With Equipage along the

Strand. 1871 Meredith //. Richmond xliii, By the way,
Richie, there will be Sedaniers—porters to pay to-day.

Sedan chair. Now Hist. — Sedan i, ib.
1750 Will in Payne Engl. Catholics (1889) 6 My sedan

chair. 1773-84 Cook's V&, (1790)!. 25 The ladies however
use a sedan chair, .. which is carried by two negroes on a
pole connected with the top of the chair. 1807 Med. Jml.
XXI. 379 To allow the patient to be carried home in a se-

dan chair. 1840 Malcolm Trav. 52/1 The worst that would
probably happen to a proper man making the trial, would
be to be placed in a sedan chair, and transmitted to Macao.
1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 14 Sedan Chairs. .were the
usual modes of conveyance . .to parties, balls [etc.].

b. trans/, (see quot.).

1869 CasselCs Househ. Guide I. 72 Another way of carry-

ing a patient is upon what is known among school-boys as
a 'sedan-chair', each bearer grasping his own fore-arm and
that of his fellow about its middle . . and the patient grasping
the bearers* necks.

t Se'dant, a. Her. Obs. rare-0. [? quasi-Fr.

spelling of Sedent a.] = Sejant.
1688 K. Holme Armoury 11. 144/1 Seiant, or Sedant.

t Sedany. The name of a country-dance.
1651 J. P. Dancing-master (1652) 24 Dargason, or Sedany.

1707 J. Shirley's Tri. Wit (ed. 5) 206 The Sedany. A plea-

sant Dance for as many as will in this order, OOO ) ) ).

Sedate (s/d£i*t), a. [ad. L. seddt-us, pa. pple.

of sedare to settle, allay, make calm or quiet, f.

root sed- as in L. sedere : see Sit z\]

1. Calm, quiet, composed ; cool, sober, col-

lected ; undisturbed by passion or excitement.

a. of a person, his disposition, temper, deport-

ment, actions.

1693 Locke Edr/c. § 86. 100, I think the Chastisement
should be a little more Sedate, and a little more Severe.

1700 Dryden Fables Pref. p 5 Virgil was of a quiet, sedate
Temper. 1704 Swift Tate of Tub vi. 131 Millions of
Stitches, that required the nicest Hand and sedatest Con-
stitution to extricate. 1718 Free-thinker No. 17. 113 A
Man of Publick Spirit and Sedate Courage. 1768 Stkknk
Sent, journ. II. $o{Le PAlissier) He was., of a sedate look,

something approaching to gravity. 1845 Sakah Austin tr.

R anke's 7/ist. R ef. 1. 65 They acted with such sedate vigour
and cautious determination. 1876 Klor. Marrvat Her
Father's Name xxiv, * A yellow light !

' cried Valera, sud-
denly.. .' I never heard of such a thing before', he added a
moment after, in a sedater tone. 1908 Blackiv. Mag. July
146/2 A serious, sedate, and easy-mannered gentleman,

t b. of the intellect, and intellectual operations.

1663 J. Spencer Prodigies (1665) 22 When fear hath. .dis-

abled the mind for a cool and sedate judgment and valua-

tion of things. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set. x. 56 Requiring
..a free, sedate, and intent minde. 1701 Lond. Gaz. No.
3757/3 The late wise and sedate Resolutions of your Parlia-

ment. 170a Clarendon"s Itist, Reb. I. Pref. 4 We shall leave

them to their own sedate and composed Reflections.

0. trans/, of literary composition.

1749 Hurd Horace's Ars Poet. Introd. 14 Such abrupt
and violent transitions, as might better agree to the im-
passioned elegy, than to the sedate didactic epistle.

d. of animals.

1791 Cowper Retired Cat 1 A poet's cat, sedate and grave.

1870 Dickens E. Drood ii, 'that sedate and clerical bird,

the rook.

f 2. Of physical objects : Quiet ; motionless, or

smooth and steady in motion. Obs.

1684 R. Waller Nat. Exper. 57 The Water became se-

date, and quiet as at First. 1696 Phil. Trans. XIX. 301 If

she at any time used any Motion, the Pain would encrease ;

commonly finding most ease whenher Body was sedate.

« 1717 Newton Chronol. Amended \v. (1728) 304 The river

which was before straight, she made crooked with great

windings, that it might be more sedate and less apt to over-

flow, c 1788 Earl of Ailesbury Mem.(i%qo) 124 His pulse

..was sedate enough.

t Sedate, ^. Obs. [f. L. seddl- t ppl. stem of

sddare: see prec] trans. To make calm or quiet

;

to assuage, allay. Hence f Seda'ting vbl, sb.

1646 J. Owen Vision Unchang. Free Mercy, etc 56 These
following lines were intended meerly to sedate^ and bury

such contests. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 204 This was not

to procure or excite prophesie, but to sedate passions and
affections. 1657-83 Evelvn Hist. Relig. (1850) I. 53 Did
matter contend with matter, what confusion would it pro-

duce? whilst the mind and soul of man sedate the hostility,

and bring it to due obedience.

Sedately (s/'d^tli), adv. [-LY2.] In a sedate

manner; without passion or excitement.

1646 Trapp Co/urn. John xviii. 33 Pilate therefore retires

himself into the palace, that he might more sedately set

himself to sift the business, a 1665 J. Goodwin Pilled w.

the Spirit (1S67) 5 As also those grounds and arguments
that are commonly brought . . punctually, sedately, and faith-

fully answered. 1719 De Pol Crusoe luinit. (Globe) 318, 1.

.

began to argue with my self sedately. 1814 Uykon Lara x.

xxi, And Lara gazed on these, sedately glad. 1840 Dickens

sedecuple.
Barn. Rudge i, John looked sedately and solemnly at his

questioner. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Iv. 8, I hail'd each
lady promenader, Each, I found, did face me quite sedately.

SedatenesS (s/cl^-tnes). [-nkss.] The quality

or fact of being sedate (see the adj.).

1647 H. More Song ofSoul Notes 148/2 With inimitable

serenity, and sedatenesse of mind. 1655 Cromwell Sp.
22 Jan. F 17 (Carlyle) There was a very great peace and
sedateness throughout these Nations. 1697 Luttrell Brie/
Rel. (1857) IV. 176 He behaved himself all the while with
great sedatenesse, as became a person under his circum-
stances. 1730 Waterland Sufipl. to Nat. Sacram. 1 To
preserve the Coolness and Sedateness proper to religious or
learned Enquiries. 1826 Miss Mitkord Village Ser. n. 49
May and myself walking with the sedateness and decorum
befitting our sex and age. 01859 Macau lay Hist. Eng.
xxiii. V. 5 The sedateness of his deportment and the ap-
parent regularity of his life delighted austere moralists.

1910 Q. Rev. Apr. 330 It was an age of sedateness and
comparative repose.

Sedation (s/d^-Jan). [a. F. sedation or ad. L.

seddtidn-etn, n. of action f. sedare : see Sedate aJ]

1. The action of allaying, assuaging, making calm
or quiet, a. Med.
1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. 11. iv. i. 65 It causeth the

humours to breath out wyth gentyll resolution, and sedation
of payne. 1670 Maynwaring Pharm. Phys. Repos. 53 The
Anodyne Pills, .are used in all Cases requiring sedation and
allay. 1874 H. C. Wood Therap. 58 In tonic doses quinia
produces no perceptible sedation of the circulation. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 875 A sedation of certain parts
may throw other functions into an eminence which may be
positive or may be relative.

fb. gen. Obs.
16x6 Rich Cabinet 57 H. 7. who was ledde after the

sedation both of forren and domestick encombrances..to
the house of a great Maiestie and Honourable wealth.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. trel. (Ir. Archeeol. Soc.) II. 70 For
the sedation of inquiet . . mindes. 1674 T. Turnor Bankers
«$• Creditors (1675) 41 The King for the sedation of these

..Apprehensions is advised. .to issue forth his Declaration.

1 2. The state of being settled. Obs. rare— 1
.

1627-61 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxxv. 374^ The unevenness
of the Earth is clearly Providence. For since it is not any
hVd sedation, but a floating mild variety, that pleaseth

;

The Hills and Valleys in it, have all their special use.

Sedative (se'dativ), a. and sb. Also 5 sed-,

cedatyve. [a. F. se'datif adj. and sb., or ad.

med.L. seddttv-usj f. L. sedare : see prec. and -ive.]

A. adj. Med. That has the property of allaying,

assuaging, or soothing.
Sedative salt, old name (sal sedativum, Homberg 1702)

for boracic acid.

£14*5 Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 93 Oile roset com-
plete is resolutiue, confortatyue, and conueniently cedatyue
of akyng. Ibid, 94 It is a conuenient resolutyue, and of

akyng sedatyue. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4) s.v., Sedative Medi-
cines., are such as have power or vertue to allay and as-

swage pain. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 36 Mr.
Homberg called it Sedative Salt, on account of its medical
effects. 1813 J. Thomson Lect. tnflam. 614 Disputes..
concerning the stimulant and sedative effects of cold. 186a

Miller Etem. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) 492 Morphia.. appears to

be the principal sedative constituent of opium.

b. trans/ and gen.

1795 Burke Reg. Peace iv. Wks. IX. 27 Against alarm on
their politick and military empire these are the writer's se-

dative remedies. 1855 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxix. (1856) 2sr

It illustrates the sedative effect of a protracted succession

of hazards, i860 Emerson Cond. Life, illusions Wks. (Bohn)
II. 445 Is not our faith in the impenetrability of matter
more sedative than narcotics?

B. sb. Med. A sedative medicine.

1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 99/1 Vinegar.. generally

acts as a sedative. 1853 C* Bronte Villette xxxviii, The
sedative had been administered. In fact, they had given
me a strong opiate. I was to be held quiet for one night.

1874 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879)148 There are certain

drugs which are used by practitioners to decrease the
activity of the circulation ; and it is these which are here
considered under the heading of Cardiac Sedatives. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 604 Sedatives such as bromides
and valerian, .must be administered.

b. trans/ and gen.

178s Paley Mor. <r Polil. Philos. 111. II. vii. I. 298 Reflec-

tions., which may be called the sedatives of anger. 1840
Dicklns Barn. Rudge xv, The lazy influence of a late and
lonely breakfast, with the additional sedative of a news-

paper. 1864 Mrs. RiDDELLt7ft7. Geith xxix, * Beryl's singing

always sends me to sleep '. * So that I am of some use in

the world, if only as a sedative *, replied Beryl.

Sedche, variant of Siege.

tSede. Obs. [ad. L. sedes seat.]

1. «=Seat sb. 8. Sede celestial\ the throne ofGod.
a 1300 Cursor M. 5320 Of his com be king was fain, And

of his sede [other texts sete] him ras again, a 1500-34
Coventry Corpus C/tr. Plays 1. 345 The sede seylesteali.

2. m Seat sb. 13.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 183 And at be laste [bey]

cam in to Italia, and.. made be cheefe sede at Tarentum.

3. = Seat sb. 7.

155a Bury Wills (Camden) 140 Item I do geue for imple-

ments to remayne vnto the scholle the hangyns in my cham-
ber, one table, one ioyned forme, one sede,

Sede, obs. form of Seed sb. and v.

Sede cimarticulate, a. Ent. [f. L. sedecim

+ artical-us joint + -ate -.] Having sixteen joints.

1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoevetfs Zooi. I. 342 Antennae
porrect, cylindrical, sedecimarticulate.

T Sedexuple. Obs."1
[f. L. sddee-im sixteen,

after Decuple.] A quantity sixteen times another.

1690 Levbourn Curs. Math. 349 If any Root be Multiplied

by 4 the Product shall be the Root of the Sedecuple.
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SE DEFENDENDO.

Se defendendo (tf diTende-ndo). Law.

[Law Latin : si himself, defendendo abl. gerund

of defendlre to defend.] ' In self-defence : a plea

which if established is held to remove legal guilt

from a homicide.

1548 Staunford Kinges Prerog. xvi. (1567) 45 b, In a case

where one killed another se defemlendo or by misaduenture,

this offence b felony. 16*5 B. Jonson Staple ofN. v. v. 49

Vad Tbey barke, se defendendo. Shv. Or for custome, As

commonly curres doe, one for another. 1710 Taller Ho. ,

256 F 3 That in consideration, .that his taking the wall was

only i'« defendendo, the prosecutor should let him escape

with life. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Though the party

justify its being done Se-Defendendo, yet he is driven to

procure his Pardon of Course from the Lord Chancellor.

1765 Blackstone Comiu. I. 126 The law of England.. par-

dons even homicide if committed se defendendo.

subst. use. 168a Dryden Duke of Guise Epil. 12 Se

dtfendendo never was a Sin.

tSedefal, a. Obs. Also 1-2 sideful. [OE.

sideful, f. sidti masc. = OS. sidu (Dn. zede fern.),

OHG. situ (G. title fem.), Goth, sidu-s :-0 Teut.

*seSu-s custom, morality (f. root *swedh-~) : cf. Gr.

Jfflos custom.] Virtuous, moral, chaste.

c 1000 jElfric in Assmann Ags. Horn. iii. 327 pa heah-

federashalijewseron..sidefulle on oeawum. chooOrmin
2175 5ho wass. .Shammfasst, & daffte, & sedefull.

Sedelinges, obs. form of Sidelings adv.

Sedement, obs. form of Sedimekt.

Sedenes, variant of Seedness. Obs.

Sedent (s/"dent), a. [ad. L. sedent-em, pres.

pple. of sedere to sit.] Sitting.

1681 Wheler Journ. Greece I. 57 A Fragment of a sedent

Figure of a Woman. 1714 Loud. Gaz. No. 5286/4 A Griffin

Sedent upon a broken Spear. 183a Gell Pompeiaua II.

xi. 4 The pretty sedent bronze figure. 1889 Brydaix Art
in Scot. x. 189 The sedent statue of the very beautiful and
handsome Princess Pauline Borghese.

Sedentarily (se-dentarili), adv. [f. Seden-

tary a. + -ly 2.] In a sedentary manner.

1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVII. 169 So sedentarily addicted

to the composition of verse.

Sedentariness (se'dentarines). [f. Seden-

tary a. + -ness.] The quality or condition of

being sedentary.

1671 L. Addison W. Barbary 113 Those that live in great

Towns.. are enclined to paleness, which may be imputed Jo

their sedentariness, or want of motion, c 1740 Cole in

Etoniana iv. 76 The sedentariness of a scholar. 1822-56

De Quincey Confess. (1862) 66 Ratifying and trebling the

ruinous effects of this sedentariness. 1898 E. P. Evans
Evol. Ethics i. 46 With the beginning of agriculture and

sedentariness this relation is reversed.

Sedentary (se'dentari), a. and sb. [ad. F.

sidentaire, ad. L. sedentdrius, f. sedent-em, pr. pple.

of sedere to sit: see Sedent and -ary. Cf. Sp.,

Pg., It. sedentarie'] A. adj.

1. Of habits, occupations, etc. : Requiring con-

tinuance in a sitting posture.

1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xxiv. (1632) 66 To divert them
from all militarie exercises, and aminuse them to idle, secure,

and sedentarie occupations. 164a Fuller Holy f, Prof. St.

ill. xiiL 184 If thy life be sedentary, exercise thy body. 1693

Locke Educ. § 190. 242 Reading and Writing and oil other

sedentary Studies. 1777 Robertson llist.Amer. (1778) II.

vi. 223 The habits of a sedentary and pacific profession.

1817 Jebb Corr. (1834) II. 331 The first sedentary morning I

have had for weeks. 1863 Geo. Eliot liomola i, A short

man. .whose bent shoulders told of some sedentary occupa-

tion.

b. Of a quality.

1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xiii. (1818) I. 428 The sedentary

cunning of the lynx.

2. Of persons : Accustomed or addicted to sitting

still ; engaged in sedentary pursuits ; not in the

habit of taking physical exercise.

1662 Wiseman Treat. Wounds I. 40 A Sedentary young
Gentleman of an ill habit of Body. 1693 Locke Educ.

§ 192.244 Since.. sedentary or studious Men should have

some Exercise, that at the same time might divert their

Minds, and employ their Bodies. 17x1 Addison Sped.

No. 115 r 4 The Spleen, which is so frequent in Men of

studious and sedentary Tempers. 1781 Cowper Conversat.

207 But sedentary weavers of long tales Give me the fidgets,

and my patience fails. 1809 Med. Jrnl. XXI. 322 A Gentle-

man of Kensington, of middle age, plethoric, and sedentary,

but active in his mind. 1816 T. L. Peacock HeadlongHall
vii, Sedentary victims of unhealthy toil. 1840 Hood Up
Rhine 263 Fancy a sedentary usher,, .suddenly called upon

to unlearn all his scholar-like habits. 1844 Dickens Mart.

Chuz. xvi, A few sedentary characters.. remained at table

full a quarter of an hour.

absoL 173a Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 1.

261 The Blood of labouring people is more dense than that of

the sedentary. 1813 J. Thomson Led. Injlain. 433 Thus, the

aged, the sedentary, and the dissipated, are known to be

more liable to ulcers of the lower extremities, than the young,

active, and sober.

t b. Slothful, inactive. Obs.
\b*Sr\txrAnat. Ur. 1. ii. I70ur Physitians, being like vnto

the lazie sedentarie Physitians of Alexandria,, .are ashamed
to aske of the patient the .. symptomes. 1671M ilton Samson
571 Till length of years And sedentary numness craze my
limbs To a contemptible old age obscure. 1707 Floyer
Pulse-Watch 160 They are Slothful without Cares or Study,
Sedentairy [sic], Idle.

T c. Not engaged in active business. Obs.

1738 Warburton Div. Legat. I. in. iv. 396 The Egyptians

:

whose Sages were not sedentary scholastic Sophists, like

the Grecian ; but employed and busied in the public

Affairs of Religion and Government. 1751 Chestere. Lett.

372

cccxxviit. IV. 1 16 Abercrombie is to be the Sedentary, and
[

not the acting Commander.
3. Remaining in one place of abode ; not migra-

tary. Of a tribunal, an assembly, a judge or

other official : Established in one place ; not

moving from place to place in the course of 1

official duty ; opposed to ambulatory. Now rare

(in recent use perh. a Gallicism).

1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. Q 2 b, That [Court of '

Parliament] of Paris, .at first was ambulatory : but since 1

Philip le bel, it hath beene sedentary in this Citie. a 1628

Dodekidge Eng. Lawyer (1631) 33 As well the ludges

itinerate. ., as those that were sedentarie in the King's High
Courtsoflustice. 1641 Howell For. Trav. (Arb.) 11 To bee

a Sedentary Traveller only, penn'd up between Wals, and to

stand poring all day upon a Map, . . is like him, who thought

to come to bee a good Fencer, by looking on Agrippa's

book-postures only. 1794 Heron Inform. War 176 The
1

Convention declares itself sedentary in the capital, and
j

permanent, till the conclusion of a peace. 1803 Malthus \

Popul. (1817) 1. 184 The sedentary labourer is more exposed

to the vicissitudes of fortune than he who leads a wandering
|

life. 1857 Cotton's Atlas, Russia in Asia, The Tchuktchi..
j

consist of two tribes, one sedentary and the other nomadic.

1891 Daily News 16 Mar. 6/1 Does England .. in promising to
I

effect the removal of ' sedentary establishments ' undertake

to forbid her subjects raising any construction, such for ex-

ample as the lobster factories. 1899 Ibid. 13 Nov. 7/7 The
remedy consists in adding to the sedentary forces as if we
were a State like Switzerland.

fb. Of a material thing: Continuing in one
|

place, motionless. Obs.

1667 Milton P. L. vm. 32 And on thir Orbs impose Such
restless revolution day by day Repeated, while the seden-

tarie Earth, . .attaines Her end without least motion. 1786-7

Bonnycastle Aslron. ii. 32 The absurdity of supposing the

earth a sedentary and immoveable body.

O. Zool. Inhabiting the same region through

life ; not migratory. Also of mollusca, etc.

:

Confined to one spot, not locomotory. Of spiders :

see B.
1851 Woodward Mollusca 11 The sedentary tribes settle

in the place they intend to occupy during the remainder of

their lives. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 274

Sedentary Spiders (Sedentaria). Ibid. 316 Sedentary-

Annelids CTubicota). 1872 H. A. Nicholson Palzout.i+i

Most of them [Gasteiopods) being free and locomotive,

though some are sedentary. 190a Cornish Naturalist on

Thames 153 No one hassatisfactorilyanswered the question

why there are sedentary species and migratory species so

closely allied in habits and food.

f4. Deliberate. Obs. rare.

1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. 11. x. 75 Lord, par-

don my cursory, and preserve me from sedentary sinnes.

1673 Marvell Rett. Trausp. II. 74 He. .proceeded to take

away their Lives; not in the hot and Military way.. but in

the cooler blood and sedentary execution of an High Court

of Justice,

B. sb. [absolute use of A. 3c] Zool. One of

a group of spiders (Sedenlarise) which take their

prey by means of a web in or near which they

remain watching.

181s Kirby& Sp. Entomol. xiii. (1818) I. 425 Walckenaer,

..terming those already mentioned which spin webs and

nets, Sedentaries. 184a Brande Did. Sci., etc., Scdentarhs.

Seder, obs. form of Cedar, Seeder.

Sederunt (sidis-rcnt). So. [a. L. sederunt

' there were sitting ' {se. the following persons),

3rd pers. pi. pf. ind. of sedere to sit, used subst.]

||1. In minutes of deliberative bodies, used (in

its Latin sense) to introduce the list of persons

present at a meeting. Obs.

The word occurs at least as earlyas the 15th c. in minutes

that are written in Latin, or in which the names or titles of

the persons are latinized.

1673 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 339 Sederunt, the earle Maris-

chafl, the lord bishop, Mr. Alexander Ross [and others].

2. A sitting of a deliberative or judicial body

;

now chiefly of an ecclesiastical assembly. Book

of sederunt: a minute-book.
1628 Chas. I in Acts ofSederunt (1790) 39 If you find the

said warrant extant in yourbuikis ofsederunt. i6siSess. Rcc.

ofCanisbay 29 Mar. in Stat. Ace. Scot. XV. 25 No session

holden, by reasone the Inglishe being quartered in the

bounds, the congregation was few in number, and ther was

not a sederunt of elders. 1714 Loud. Gaz. No. 5262/1 His

Majesty was Pleased to Order that One of the said Instru-

ments be Transmitted to the Court of Session, to be Re.

corded in the Books of Sederunt. 1800 A. Carlyle Auto-

biog. (i860) 108 After many very late sederunts of the

Synod, and at last a hearing of the General Assembly, the

affair was dismissed. 1856 Aiton Clerical Ecou. 78 The
late hours, the long sederunts, and the heats and the colds.

t b. The time or occasion of such a sitting or

meeting. Obs. rarer-1 .

1751 J. Louthian Form of Process (ed. 2) 236 After the

Debate, the Judges, .delayed the Determination thereof till

next Sederunt.

o. Act 0/ Sederunt : see quot. 1S75.

1672 Sir G. Mackenzie Pleadings Pref. A 2 At the first in-

stitution of ourSenat.lt was appointed byan Act of Sederunt,

That [etc.]. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I. 123 Act of Sederunt,

in Scotch Law, an ordinance for regulating the forms of

procedure before the Court of Session, passed by the judges

in virtue of a power conferred by an Act of the Scotch

Parliament, 1540, c. 93.

d. trans/. A sitting for discussion or talk.

Also, more loosely, a sitting (of a person) at some

occupation, over the bottle, or the like.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutlurl. I. 21 [She] dusted

away, .sundry furrows of snuff which had gradually accumu-
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lated in her lap in the course of a long morning's sederunt.

1829 Health <y Longev. 143 He was not a drunkard, but al

times he took a very long sederunt at his bottle.
_
1866 Glad-

stone in Morleyi'/cv. xiii. (1903) II. 211 Morning sederunt

with Lord Russell and Brand on reform and other matters.

1867 Macearlane Mem. T. Archer vi. 135 Information he

had accumulated by his sederunts in the Museum Library.

T 3. ? A person's record of attendance at a sitting.

1632 Ads ofSederunt (1700) 45 Quatsomever Lord shall

admit any informer or solliciter within his house. .shall loss

and forfatt his sederunt of that day, to accress to the re-

manent Lords, observers of this statute.

4. The list of persons present at a ' sederunt ' or

sitting. U Also //. the persons named on such

a list.

1701 Ads ofSederunt (1700) 221 The Lords. . Do therefore

ordain the Lords present at their sitting down in the morn-

ing, after the ringing of the Session-bell, to be marked in the

sederunt. i8zzGm.t Provost xliii, Mr. Peevie,oneof the very

sickerest of all the former sederunts, came to me nex t morning.

1866 Leeds Mercury 4 Apr., He then constituted the meet-

ing by calling over the roll, answered to his own name, and

faithfully took down the sederunt. 1910 U. F. Ch. Miss.

Record Jan. 22/2 The council met with a sederunt of four.

5. attrib. : sederunt book, a volume containing

the record of a sederunt, a minute-book ; f sede-

runt-day, a day appointed for a sederunt.

1619 Reg. Privy Council Scot. XII. 8 The Lordis of

Sessioun and Exchekker, whose names ar insert in the

"Sederunt bookis of Sessioun and Exchekquer. 1770 L>.

Herd Let. in Herd's Songs (1904) 45 A copy of the Cape

[club] sederunt book. 1810 Chalmers in HannaA/V«/.!iS49)

1 . 170 Walked to Pittenweem. and got the sederunt-book on

Dr. Reid's affairs. 1677 Acts ofSederunt (1790) 137 Unless

the petition be given in within the space of two "sederunt

days.afterpronounceing of the decreet imScots Mag. July

365/1 The first sederunt-day of November. 1754 Ekskise

Princ. Sc. Law<\1*xj) 480 A sentence of the inner-house,

either not reclaimed against within six sederunl-days after

its date, . .or adhered to upon a reclaiming bill [etc.].

USe'deS. Obs. rare. PI. sedea. [L. sedes seat.]

1. = Seat sb. 26 b.

1634 [see Seat sb. 26 b]. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat.

v. ix. 376 Next to these are Wounds made by any sharp

Weapon, which, according to the force, cutteth into the Bone

many ways, which Cuts are called Sedes, and are reckoned

amongst the Fractures.

2. = Seat sb. 22.

1661 Ray Three Itin. 111. 182 A few fibres or stringy roots

at the bases or sedes of it.

Sede vacante (s;~"d* vakre'nU). [L., 'the

seat being vacant' ; side abl. sing, of sides seat.]

|| 1. Eccl. In the Latin sense, as advb. phrase

:

During the vacancy of an episcopal see.

1535 Cranmer in Strype Meiuor. App. xiv. (1694) 20 My
Predecessor visited the Dioces of Winchester after the

decease of my L. Cardinal, as he did al other Diocesses

Sede Vacante. 157* Ad 14 Eliz. c. 7 Preamble, Under

Collectors of the Tenths and Subsidies of the Cleargye

appointed by . . Deanes and Chapters {Sede vacante). a; 1900

J. W. Legg Ecclesiol. Ess. 77 We have abundance of docu-

ments in Wilkins drawn up sede vacante.

If b. allusively.

1608 Middleton Fain. Love 11. C 1 b, But yet 1 snot not

let fall my suite with mistrisse Purge, least (Cede vacau/i)

my friend Gudgin ioyne issue.

2. Used as sb. : The vacancy of a see or seat.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxvii. (Arb.) 69 In time ol

Sede vacante, when merry conceited men listed to gibe& lest

at the dead Pope. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy n. 249 1 he Cere-

mony of a Sede Vacante. 1783 H. Walpole Let. to Mann
2 Mar., It is not quite new in this country.. to see a sede

vacante : here, I call it an Inter-ministerium.
t ,

allusively. 17H Addison Sped. No. 72 r 4 It is a Maxim
in this Club That the Steward never dies; for.. no Man is

to quit the great Elbow-chair.. 'till his Successor is m a

Readiness to fill it; insomuch that there has not been a Sede

vacante in the Memory of Man.

Sedewale, variant of Setw.u.l.

Sedge (seds), sb.l Forms: 1 stecg, seeg

(sech , seie, seegg, sego, segg), 3-5 segge (?gg =
dg), 5 sege, cegge, (7 sage), 5- sedge; 0. 6-7

segge (tgg = g), 9 dial, seag, 5-7, 9 dial. seg(g.

[OE. secg masc, once neut. (cf. LG. segge fern.,

Br. Wbuch.) :-OTeut. type *sagjo-z, i. root *sag-

(:-Indogermanic *ssk- : *s?k- in L. secdre to cut)

:

cf. Saw sb? For the etymological notion cf. quot.

1398 in 1 a below, and the L. gladiolus, which the

OK. word renders in glosses; also the rare OE.

tfcg fem. (:—*sag/a) a sword.

From the same root is OHG. sahor, saliir, sahar • scirpus,

juncus, carex' (MHG., mod.G. dial, saher sedge, reeds,

young shoots of corn). According to some scholars the

OCeltic 'seska sedge (Irish seisg, Welsh hisg, Breton liesg)

is for *sekska from the root *sek..

The phonology of the (3 forms is somewhat obscure. In

most of the words which have parallel forms with final (dj)

and (g), the latter may be accounted for by Scandinavian

influence, and are confined to dialects in which that influence

is powerful. The present word, however, is not known in

Scandinavian, and its dialectal range extends to the b. W.

Counties. Possibly it may be an euphonic variant original-

ing in compounds where the second element began with a

spirant. The form segge, common from the 13th to the i7thc,

is of doubtful phonetic interpretation; probably down to the

15th c. it commonly stands for feeds', and in later instances

most frequently for (seg).]

1. A name for various coarse grassy, rush-like or

flag-like plants growing in wet places; also (in

different localities) variously applied spec, e.g. to

the cyperaceous genera Carex and Cladium, to
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the Sweet Flag (Acorus) and the Wild Iris {Iris \

Pseudacorus).
In early instances it is often impossible to determine what

particular plant is intended : the Latin words which are

glossed by ' sedge ' were prob. »eldom used with any very
|

precise notion of their meaning.

a. As the name of a kind of plant ; also collect.
j

sing.
,
plants of this kind growing together in a mass. '

a. c 725 Corpus Gloss. 977 Gladtotton, saecg [Erfurt secg

;

Epinal segg]. Ibid. 371 Carix, secg {Erfurt sech ; Leiden
act ciooo MtntG Glass, in Wr.-Wiilcker 135 Carex, uel

\

sabiutu, ucl lisca, secg. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 18 J>e ni^tin-

galc.sat up one vaire bo3e,..in ore waste bicke hegge, \

nneind mid spire & grene segge. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P.R. xvii, xxxv. (Tollemache MS.), Segge is an herbe most
harde and scharpe : be stalke berof is bre cornered, and

\

kutteb and kerueth be honde bat it holdeb. c 1440 Prom/.
Parv. 451/2 Segge, star of the fenne, carix. Segge, of
fenne, or wyld gladon . .accorus. Ibid. 64/2 Cegge, or wylde
gladone, accorus. c 1590 Marlowe Jew 0/Malta iv. 1814
The Meads, the Orchards, and the Primrose lanes, Instead

,

of Sedge and Reed, beare Sugar Canes. 1632 Drayton
Poly-olb. xx. 139 Some againc.Of Cat-tayles made them
Crownes, which from the Sedge doth grow, Which neatly
wouen were. 1660 Tatham Roy. Oak 6 Four Virgins cloathed
in white loose garments, and their Brows circled with Sage,
representing the Nymphs that frequent Rivers. 1681 Cha-
tham Angler's l'ade-ni. iv. § 15 (1689) 46 Flags (or, as some
call them, Sedges). 1798 Coleridge Attc. Mar. v. vii, And
the coining wind did roar more loud, And the sails did sigh
like sedge. 1881 O'Sh.ughnessy Songs of a Worker 137
Close to the canes and swaying sedge Of every dim lake's

hidden edge.

£• '538 Turner Lihellus, s. v. Acorum, Vane nominant
Northumbrienses a seg. .a flag, a yelowe flourdelyce. 1551
Turner Herbal 1. H v, Carex is the latin name of an herbe
wbiche we cal in english segge or shergresse. ..This herbe
that I do take to be carex, groweth in fennes and in water
sides, a i$$z Leland Itin. (1768) III. 85 Therbe Men alyve
that saw almost al the Town of Pole kyverid with Seggeand
Risshis 1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 34 The bushes and
segge in the riuer shall not shrowd them. 1819 H. Busk
Banquet 1. 414 Lentini's bee would now disdain to crop The
scatter'd seg upon Paderno's top. 1899 Dickinson & Prevost :

Cumberld. Gloss, s. v. Mekkins, Seag, Yellow iris or Corn
Flag, Iris pseudacorus.

b. collect, plural,
o. 1388 Wyclif Gen. xli. iSSeuene kiyn. .gaderiden grene

^eggis in the pasture of the marreis. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
j

1. 525 A stondyng. .couered wel with shingil, tile or broom—
Or segges ar as gode to my dome. 1549 ComPl. Scot. \\. 42
Than the scheiphyrdis vyuis cuttit rascms and seggis. 1596
Shaks. Tain. S/ir. Induct, ii. 53 Adonis painted by a running
brooke, And Citherea all in sedges hid. 1612 Two Noble K.
iv. i, As I late was angling In the great Lake .

.
, From the far

shore, thicke set with reedes and Sedges,.. I heard a voyce.
|

1770G0LDSM. Des. I'M. 42 No more thy glossy brook reflects 1

the day, But, chok'd with sedges, works its weedy way.
1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xx, The. .statue of a river deity, . .its I

front crowned with water-lilies and sedges, and its ample
hand half-resting upon an empty urn. 1865 K ingsley Herew. \

xxi, A man cutting sedges in a punt in the lode alongside
. . leapt on shore.

$. 1594 Kyd Cornelia in. iii. 15 And on the strond vpon
the Riuer side. . I woaue a CofTyn for his corse of Seggs, '

That with the winde dyd waue like bannerets. 1600 Weak-
est goetk to Wall C 4 b, How first I found thee, being
but a child : Hid in the segges fast by a Riuer side. 1631
Widoowks Nat. Phtlos. 49 Acorus is a plant growing with !

leaves like Iris, but smaller, or like segges. 1681 W. '

Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 805 You lay lurking behind l

the seggs. 1777 Lightfoot Flora Scotica II. 1078 Iris
\

pseudacorus. Segs, i. e. Sedge. 1853 G. Johnston Bot. E.
Bord. 104 Bundles of Seggs tied together used to be employed '

by children learning to swim. 1898 J. A. Gibbs O/jtc. Kill. !

359Among the sword-flags and the green rushes and 'segs*.

c. An individual plant or stalk of sedge, rare.
a 1450 Ratis Raving 1984 To mak..of a seg a swerd of

were. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. vii. 29 Gimng a gentle
kisse to euery sedge He ouer-taketh in his pilgrimage. 1761
Ann. Reg. IV. Usef. Pro/. 128 Having frequently seen
children at play with seggs in their mouths, by blowing them,
in order to make a noise. 1879 Jeffekies Wild Life in S.
Co. ii. 22 A few sedges here and there.. betoken that once
there was a stream.

d. Bot. Formerly, a plant of the genus Carex ;

now usually in wider sense (after Lindley), a plant

of the N. O. Cyperaeex.
1785 Mariyn Rousseau's Bot. xxviii. (1794)433 Carex or

Sedge, is a most numerous genus of the same order, and the
same natural tribe. 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 117 Order
xxx. Cyperacea;. Sedges. 1869 Ruskin Q. of Air § 79
The sedges are essentially the clothing of. -uncultivable
mjUs, coarse in their structure, frequently triangular in stem
..and with their heads of seed not extricated from their

leaves.

e. With defining words. tRed sedge, ?some
cyperaceous plant. Sea sedge, the Sweet King,
Acorus Calamus (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898; ; also

Carex arenaria. Sweet, yellow sedge, the Wild I

Iris, Iris Pseudacorus. Stinking sedge, the I

Gladdon, Iris fa'tidissima. Also in book-names
of various cyperaceous plants: see quot. 1859.
Also Broom-j**^r.

ciooo Sax. Leechd. II. 102 Wib bancobe baet is oman
nim ni^ontyne snada eolonan & ny^on ontran & endlefan
reades secges. a 1490 Botoner Itin. (1778)288 Shevys de

j

reede segge. 1579 Langham Card. Health (1633) 254
j

Freckles, seethe the root of slinking segs in Cowes milke,

•ad V5e it. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 90 Sea
j

Seg. In loose moveable sand on the sea shore. 1839 Fr. ,

A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1863) 69 A bed of tall yellow
j

sedges. 1859 Miss Pratt Brit. Grasses 27 Order. Cypera. i

cex . .White sedge. Ibid. 29 Great Panicled Sedge. Ibid,
j

30 Great Sedge.. Greater Prickly Sedge. Grey Sedge
i

373

Sea Sedge. Ibid. 32 Hoary Sedge. Black Sedge. .Common
Sedge. Ibid. 38 Great Pendulous Sedge, ibid. 42 Great
Common Sedge. .Lesser Common Sedge. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. xix, They brought in bundles of sweet sedge.

f 2. A leaf shaped like that of a sedge. Obs.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 73 b, His vse is, to keepe a good
while in his mouth the stalke or sedge of Barley.

f 3. Her. A * spear reed or flag borne as a

charge. Also one of the leaves with which this

was figured. Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 57/2 He beareth Argent, a Spear

Reed, Vert. ..These are termed also Sedges, Flaggs or
Water-flaggs.. .A[rgent] on a Mount in Base 3 Reed Spears
(sans leaves or sedges).

4. Short for sedge-jly : see 5. Chiefly silver sedge.

1889 Halkord Dry-Fly Fishing 2og A small sedge dressed
on a No. O hook, either the silver sedge or an orange sedge
with hare's ear body. 190a S. Buxton Fishing fy Shooting
03T0 these [flies] I would personally add.

;
the wickham, the

silver sedge {etc.]. Ibid. 94 On some rivers, an alder, a
sedge, or a caperer,..is not too large.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attributive, as

sedge-bedf f -busii, f -collar, -family, f -plot; sedge-

like adj. b. instrumental, as sedge-crowned, -grown
ads.
1871 Kingsley At Last viii, We hurried on over the water-

furrows, and through the *sedge-beds to the further shore.

1551 Turner Herbal 1. H v, Thou lurkedest behynde the
*segge bushes. 1647 Hexham i, A Sedge-bush, or any place
where sedge doth grow, Een bies-bosch. 1573 Tusser Husb.
(1878) 37 *Sedge collersforploughhorse, for hghtnes of neck.

1749 Collins Ode on Tlwmson viii, But thou, lorn stream,
whose sullen tide No *sedge-crown'd sisters now attend.
1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. #? Leg. Art (1850) 42 Instead
of the winged angel we have the sedge-crowned river God.
1847 Darlington A titer. Weeds (i860) 358 Order...C%pera-
cex. ("Sedge Family.) 1847 Lytton Lucretia n. i, The
whilom chase of Marylebone and the once 'sedge-grown
waters of Pimlico. 1871 Kingsley At Last vii, You push
on into a bed of strong "'sedge-like Sclerias, with cutting
edges to their leaves. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 211
This of a *Sedgeplot and of a few fishermen's cotages..grew
to be a mercate town exceeding rich.

6. Special comb., as sedge-bird = sedge-warbler;

f sedge-boat, ? a flat-bottomed boat for use in

shallow or weed-grown rivers ; sedge-fly, a caddis,

or may-fly ; also, an imitation of this used in fly-

fishing (cf. sense 4) ; sedge-grass = sense 1 (in

U. S. variously used spec.) ;
-j- sedge-hill, ? an eleva-

tion, in the midst of marshy ground, covered with
sedge; sedge reedling = sedge-warbler

\ f sedge
reek, ? a stack of cut sedge ; sedge-root, (a) the

tuber ofvarious kinds of sedge {Cyperus esculentus,

C. bulbosus, etc.) used in some countries as an
article of food

;
(b) — Sedging

; t sedge-rug, ? a

coarse material woven of sedge and resembling
matting ; sedge-warbler, a small bird, Aeroce«
phalus sc/tosnobsenus, of the family Sylviidte, com-
mon in marshy districts ; sedge-willow, ? the
osier

; f sedge-worm, some kind of worm used for

bait ; sedge-wren = sedge-xvarbler ; also, a small
bird native to Australasia.

1738 Albin Nat. Hist. Birds III. 56 'Sedge Bird. 1883
Eng. Illustr. Mag. Nov. 71/2 The sedge-bird commenced
its continuous chattering. 1336-7 Rotuli Scotix I. 480 Ad
octo batellos vocatos keles be "seggebotes in partibus de
I-enn & Cantebrigg. 1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling \\. 189
The *Sedge Fly.. is a capital fly for all the southern and
mid-county rivers.. throughout the summer. 1847 Dar.
lington Atner. Weeds 362 Carex vulpinoidea... Sedge.
*Sedge-grass. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. Prelude r 30 The
cattle waded along their edges after the rich sedge-grass.

1483 Cath. Angl. 328/1 A *Segg hylle, carectnm. 1839
M acgi llivray Brit. Birds 1 1. 390 Calamoherpe phragmitis.
The "Sedge Reedling. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 451/2 *Segge
reeke, caretum. 1648 B. Plantacenet Descr. New Albion
25 Sweet *seg roots. 1850 F. Mason Nat. Product. Bur-
malt 142 Sedge root, 1837 Brit. Husb. II. xiii. 182 (Libr.

Usef. KnowL), [The oat] is only partially subject to a disease
called 'sedge-root, or tulip-root . x^9« Nashe P. Penilessc
A 4 b, Dame Niggardize, his wife, in a 'sedge rugge kirtle.

1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 672 Index, Warblers, *sedge.

1837 Oould Birds Europe III. PI. 106 Great Sedge Warbler.
Ibid. PI. 112 Rufous Sedge Warbler. 1908 The Month Apr.
355 The purple red of the *sedge-wilfow blossoms. 1839
1. C. Hofland Brit. Angler's Man. ii. (1841)11 The*segg-
worm. 1802 Montagu Ornith. Diet. s. v. Warbler, Sedge,
*Sedge-wren. 1845 Voy. Port Philip 53 The cheerful sedge
wren and the bald-head friar.

7. quasi-tfay. (from altrib.) Of sedge, nonce-use.

1637 Milton Lycidas 104 Next Camus, reverend Sire,

went footing slow, His Mantle hairy, and his Bonnet sedge,
Inwrought with figures dim.

t Sedge, sl>* Obs. rare. [ad. It. seggia seat,

in both senses.] a. A hall of assembly, b. A sedan

chair.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 258 Most of these [nobles] do live

most part of the yeare in the Citie ; where they haue five

Sedges for the fiue assemblies of Capua, Nido, Montana,
Spente and Lespente. Ibid. 259 The Sedges not unlike to

horse-litters but carried by men.

Sedge (sed^), v. dial. [f. Sedge sb.^] inlr.

To be affected with Sedging.
1820 Farmer's Mag. XXI. 32 An experienced old farmer.,

replied.., 'although 1 know little about oats seging, I re-

member well [etcV X876 Whitby Gloss. s.v., Our oats are

sagging.

Sedge, var. Say v.1, Segge (man), and Siege.

Sedged (scd^d), a. [f. Sedge sb.l + -ED ^.j

1 1. \Voven with sedge. Obs. rarer**

SEDIMENT.

16x0 Shaks. Tcmb. iv. i. 129 You Nimphs cald Nayades
of ye windring broolcs, With your sedg'd crownes.

f 2. Her, Of a ' spear reed ' or flag : Having
'sedges' (see Sedge sb. 1 3). Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 57/2 A[rgent] 2 Spear Reeds;

single sedged and couped in Salter proper.. -U[r] on a hill

in Base V[ert] 3 Spear Reeds, double sedged or leafed.

3. Agric. Of oats : Affected with Sedging.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 950, I have cured a

piece of land of its constant tendency to grow sedged oats,

simply by draining.

4. Bordered with sedge.
1866 M. Arnold Thyrsis xi, And what sedged brooks are

Thames's tributaries.

Sedgeyng, obs. form of Saying vbl. sb.

Sedging (se-d^iij). Agric. Also seg(g)ing.
[f. Sedge v. + -ing lj A disease incident to oats,

characterized by a thickening of the stem near the

ground, said to be caused by a grub.
1820 Farmer's Mag. XXI. 32 On a Disease in Oats called

Seging... This disease.. is known by its soon changing the
natural colour of the braird into that of a dark luxuriant
green. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 950 Another com-
plaint of the oat-plant is segging or sedging, so named, in

consequence of.. the leaves becoming broad, and the roots
thickened like those of the sedge. 1890 Miss Ormerou
Man, Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 99 Tulip-root or Segging, caused
by Stem Eelworm.

Sedgley (se-dgli). In 7 Seagly, Sedgly,
Sedgely. The name of a town in S. Staffordshire :

T attrib. (see quot.).
a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize v. ii, A seagly curse

light on him, which is, Pedro ; The feind ride through him
booted, and spurd, with a Sythe at's back. 1646 Suckling
Goblins I. Wks. (1604) 253 Now the Sedgly curse upon thee.

1655 Mennes & T. Smith Mus. Delic. (1656) 25 But he that
hath her I doe wish no worse Then a true Sedgely curse.

Sedgy (se'dgi), a. Also a. 4, 6 seggy, 6 sied-

gie ; 0. 9 (dial ) seggy. [f. Sedge sb. 1 + -y.]

1. Covered or bordered with sedge or sedges.
[c 1318 in Wallace James Deeds East Lothian (1890) 10

Duas acras ad Seggy-welHs heved.] 1566 Act 8 EUz. c. 8

§ 1 The Maryshes and Seggie Fenne Groundes wtLin the
sayd Isle [of Ely]. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. iii. 98 On the
gentle Seuernes siedgie banke. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab.
ccxxxii, Deep in his Ooze he sought his sedgy Bed. 1764
Oxf. Sausage 100 Charwell, thy sedgy Banks, and glist'ring

Streams All laugh and sing at mild Approach of Morn.
18x0 Scott Lady ofL. 1. xxxi, The bittern . . Booming from
the sedgy shallow. x88i Harper's Mag. Sept. 521 The
sedgy end Of yonder well-known bight.

D. transf. and_/F^.

1659 C. Noble Moderate Answ. to Intmod. Queries To
Rdr. 1 Can these rushy and sedgy expressions that are set

down in this Paper grow any where, but from marish, myrie
grounds and principles? x86a Burton Bk. Hunter 103
Those terrible folios of the scholastic divines, . . their majestic
stream of central print overflowing into rivulets of marginal
notes sedgy with citations.

2. Having the nature or properties of sedge.
i6»5 Heylin Cosmogr. (ed. 2) 747 On the bankes of this

riuer [Nilus] also grew those sedgie weedes called Papyri,
166a Bargrave Alex. VII (1867J 124 It was covered, he
said, with long sedgy grass growing about it, under the dripp
of an higher rock. 1808-13 A. Wilson A/uer. Ornith. (1831)
III. 185 Its flesh, though esteemed by many, tastes some-
what sedgy, or fishy. 1850 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 284
The herbaceous sedgy habit of the latter[the Bulrush tribe].

1878 Buller Neiu Zealand 1. Introd. 17 A small spider,

which is confined to a sedgy grass on the sea-coast.

f 3. Made of or thatched with sedge. Obs.
1624 Tragedy ofNero iv. i. (1633) F3, [Thou] dost rather

choose, The smoaky reedes and sedgy cottages, Then the
proud roofes. .of Kings, a 1835 Mrs. Hemans Angler 22
'lis not the bittern, by the wave Seeking her sedgy nest.

Sedigitated, -itism: see Sexdigitated, etc.

II Sedile (s/dai-h). Arch. PI. sedilia (s&Wia).
[L. sedile neut., f. root of sedere to sit.] //. A series

of seats, usually three in number, either movable
or recessed in the wall and crowned with canopies,

pinnacles, and other enrichments, usually placed

on tiie south side of the choir near the altar for use

by the clergy. Rarely sing, one of the sedilia, or

a single seat used for this purpose.
«793 Archxotogia {1794) XI. 335, I shall beg leave to turn

the enquiry to. .the sedilia, so frequently found in our chan-
cels and chauntries. 1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. no The
south wall of the sacrarium contains five sedilia. 1853 Rock
Ch. ofFathers III, 11. i87These sedilia were sometimes called,

even in smaller churches, the 'presbytery '. 1863 Sir G.Scott
in Archxol. Cant. V. 5 The change, .of the chancel into
Early Pointed by adding vaulting, inserting lancet windows
. .anda beautiful Early English sedile. 1866 Direct. Anglic.
(ed. 3) 360 Sedilia, seats for the officiating clergy on the south
side of the altar—usually three for Priest, Deacon and Sub-
deacon. 1891 Ch. Times 27 Nov. 1157/1 The lowest sedile

within the sanctuary.
attrib. 1904 Athcnaium Apr. 473/1 There are sedilia

niches in the churches of Witton [etc.].

II Sedimen. Obs. rare. [L. sedimen settlings,

sediment, f. sedere to sit, settle.] = Sediment,
165S in Hartlib's Ref.Commw. Bees 21 In Rain-water

kept in wooden Troughs, .there would in time gather a sedi-

men of muddy matter to the bottome. 16^7 G. Starkey
HelmonVs Find, 196 Which precipitates a light sedimen.

Sediment (sediment),^. Also 6 aedyment
(7 sedement). [a. F. sediment (16th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. L. sediment-um a settling, sinking

down, f. sedere to sit, settle.]

1. Matter composed of particles which fall by
gravitation to the bottom of a liquid.



SEDIMENT.

1547 Recokdk Jtuiic. Urine 16 b, Al thinges in the water,
[

that be of another matter and substauncc particulerly, then I

is the urine, as the sedyment or grounde. 1659 H. Mork 1

Immort. Soul it. ix. 212 The Spirits in the Ventricles of the

Brain..wUl..cometoa more course consistency, and settle
'

into some such like moist Sediment as is found at the boi-
j

tome of the Ventricles. 1676 Grew Auat. Plants* Salts 0/
j

Plants 1. (1682) 262 After this white Sedement began to fall
:

to the bottom ; there was also gathered on the top, a kind
|

of soft Scum. 1707 Curios, in Husb. <y Card. 235 A pro-

digious Quantity of clear Water must be exhal'd, to get an

Ounce of dry Sediments, either saline or earthly. 1743

Lomi. <$• Country Brew. 11. (ed. 2* 133 But as to his taking

Water out of a River, presently after a Flood..;., while such

Water is making its Sediments.. the Spirit of it dies. 1837

Bkewsier Magnet. 302 He poured it out carefully, without

disturbing such of the iron sediment as still remained. 1857

G. Birifs Urin. Deposits (ed. 5) 189 All the sediments I

have met with were amorphous.

2. spec, (in Geo/, etc.). Earthy or detrital matter

deposited by aqueous agency.
1684-5 Boyle Nisi. Mineral Waters 10S And whether the

mud, or Sediment it \sc. Mineral Water] leaves, where it

passes or stagnates, .. have the same. .Medicinal vertues.

1696 Whiston Tit. Earth 11. (1722) 119 Our present upper
Earth is factitious, and the Sediment of the Flood. 1794
Sullivan View Nat. I. 44 These beds are.. placed over

each other, like matters transported by the waters, and de-

posited in the form of sediment. 1823 Buckland Reli<j.

Diluv. 40 Had they been washed in by a succession of floods

we should have had a succession of beds of sediment and
stalactite, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxvh 372 The snow
gradually wasted, but it left its sediment behind. 1865
Geikie Scenery <j- Geol. Scot. v. 92 Ordinary marine sedi-

ment., sand, gravel, silt, and mud. 1881 A. C. Ramsay in

Nature 1 Sept. 420/ i Cosmological geology, -must go back
to times far anterior to the date of the deposition, as com-
mon sediments, ofthe very oldest-known metamorphic strata.

1637 Sanderson Serm. (1674I II. 64 Those dregs of Un-
chantableness that {as the sediments of depraved nature)

lurk in the hearts of the most charitable men. 1691-8 Norkis
Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 44 When the sediment of his troubled

spirit was fallen. 1824 Byron Juan xv. iv, The ruby glass

that shakes within his hand Leaves a sad sediment of Time's
worst sand. 1859 Dickens T. Ttvo Cities 11. iv, The last

sediment of the human stew that had been boiling there all

day, was straining off. 1903 J. C. Smith in R. Campbell Life
124 The late Bailie Colston, a man best known by the criminal
sediment of Edinburgh.

4. attrib. and Comb., as sediment-laden adj.
;

sediment-collector, a contrivance for preventing

the deposition of sediment in a boiler.

1858 R. Murray Marine Engines (ed. 3) 234 Sediment
collectors* or scale pans. 1886 A. Wise hell Walks $ Talks
Geol. Field 51 Down its slopes descend the sediment-laden
drainage-waters.

Sediment (sediment), v. rare. [f. Sediment
sb."] trans. To deposit as sediment. Hence Se -di-

rnented f>pl. a, ; Sedimenting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1859 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms s.v. Sediment* Rocks.

.

as shale, clay, sandstone, &c.,are termed sedimentary ; that

is, sedimented from mechanical suspension in water. 1901
Lancet 1 June 1533/1 Care will. .have to be taken not to

overlook the sedimented bacteria which may be lying at the
bottom of the tube. 1901 Durham in Jrul. Exj>er. Med.
15 Jan. 365 In an afternoon several hundred sedimenting
preparations can be put up.

Sedimental (sedimental), a. rare. [f. Sedi-

ment sb. + -al.] Of the nature of sediment. Of
rocks: sedimentary.

1614} T. Adams Sinners Passing Bell' Wks. (1629) 253 This
drosste, feculent, and sedimentall Earth. 1739 R. Bull
tr. Dedckindus* Grobianus 222 The Mug may have some
sedimental Grout. 1883 Science I. joi A peculiarity of the
underlying bed of sedimental rock is its varying thickness.

Sedimentarily (se:dime'ntarili), adv. rare.

[f. Sedimentary + -ly 2
.J In the form of a sedi-

mentary deposit.

1855 Chamb. Jml. IV. 184 He sees.. loose volcanic ma-
terials sedimentarily spread over this bed of trap.

Sedimentary (sedirae'ntari), a. and sb, [f.

Sediment sb. + -aky. Cf. F. sedimentaire.']

A. adj.

1. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of sediment.
1846 G. E. Day tr. Simons Anim, Chem. II. 217 The

crisis, .shows itself in the urine by the secretion becoming
turbid and sedimentary. 1854 Bakewell Geol. 33 The sedi-

mentary depositions having taken place after the crust of
the earth had been lifted up above the level of the sea. i860
Maury Phys.Geog. Sea (Low) xiv, 609 Mud and all the
light sedimentary matter of river waters. 1876 Page Adv.
Texl-bk. Geol. xviii. 351 The sedimentary origin of chalk.

2. Geol. Of rocks, etc. : Formed by the deposition

of sediment
1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. (1S35) I. 1. v. 127 Those who en-

deavoured to explain the formation of sedimentary strata by
causes now in diurnal action. 1839 G. Roberts Diet. Geol.
s.v. Tertiary Strata* A series of sedimentary rocks. 1880
A. R. Wallace 1st. Life x. 212 The sedimentary rocks of
one age are partly formed from the destruction of the sedi-

mentary rocks of former ages.

B. sb. A sedimentary formation or deposit.

1878 Smithsonian Rep. 70 The older sedimentaries have
been entirely removed from the mountain border. 1888
Tkall Brit.Petrogr.41B The zone of contact between the
crystalline rocks and the sedimentaries.

Sedimentation (se-diment^-fan). [f. Sedi-
ment sb. + -ation.] Deposition of sediment ; spec.

in Geol. (see Sediment sb. 2) ; also see quot. 1898.
1874 H. A. Nicholson in Trans. Victoria Inst. IX. 215

There is no proof of any considerable pauses in the pro-
cess of sedimentation during the same period. x88i Geikii:

374

in Nature 17 Feb. 358/1 That still comparatively narrow
belt of sea to which sedimentation lias always been mainly
confined. 1896 Pop. Sci. Monthly Dec. 243, I am inclined

..to ascribe the greatest potency to the effects of erosion,

transportation, and sedimentation 011 the earths surface.

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.* Sedimentation* production of quick
deposition of a sediment, whether in sewage, or urine, &c,
by means of some centrifugal apparatus. 1902 Westm.Gaz.
20 Dec 3/1 River water is usually purified by sedimentation
and filtration.

Sedimentator (se-dimenU"'*u.i). [f. Sbdi-

MENTAT-ion + -or.] An instrument for expediting

urinary sedimentation in diagnosis.

1899 Cacney tr. Jaksch's Clin. Diagu. vii. (ed. 4) 256 The
process Iof collection of 111 inary sediment] may be rendered

more certain and expeditious by the use of Stenbeck's sedi-

inentator.

Sedimentons (scdime*ntos), a. [f. Skdimknt
sb. +-OUS.] Full of or abounding in sediment.

1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 28 The large

tropical streams are much more sedimentous.

Sedinge, obs. form of Seething a.

tSedi'tiary. Obs. rare. [f. Sediti-on + -aky.]

A seditious person, a seditionary.

1628 Feltham Resolves 11. lxxxvi. 248 It was onely a few
Scditiaries, that hee had commanded to be slaine. 1646
Mercurius Belgicus Pref., Seditiaryes and Schisma ticks.

Sedition (s/drjan). Forms : 4 sedici(o)un,

seducioun, Sc. sedicione, seduccione, 5 cedi-

cioun, 5-6 sedicion, 6 sedycyon, sedytyon,
*SV. sediciounn, sedetione, 6- sedition, [a. OF.
sedition (mod.F. sedition), ad. L. sedition-em, f.

sed- (see Se-) + ition-em a going, n. of action f. ire

to go. Cf. Sp. sedicion, Pg. sedicao, It. sedizione.

The ME. spelling seducioun* seduccione are due to pseudo-
etymological association with L. sediicere Seduce v.]

T 1. Violent party strife ; an instance of this,

esp. a factious contest attended with rioting and
disorder. Obs.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Panlus) 163 pe folk of rowme .

.

Raisit in hym sedicione, and wald have brokyn his palace
done. Ibid. v. {Johannes) 291 Al ba bat mad sacrifice til

mawmentis,. In be puple (raisit) seduccione a-gaue sancte
Iohne, a 1380 S. Ambrose 113 111 Horsttn. Altengl. Leg.
(1878) 10 pel neore not alle in on red, per rosa gret sediciun
Tofore bat ilke elecciun. 138a Wycuf Mark xv. 7 Bara-
bas, that was boundan with sleeris of men, and that hadde
don inanslau^tre in seducioun, that is, debaat in cytee.

Ibid.
x
Acts xxiv. 5 We han foundun this man. .stiringe

sedicioun, or dissencioun, to alle jewis..and auctour of
seducioun of the secte of Nazareus. 140a Pol. Poems (Roils)

II. 56 Foure angels singnefien foure general synnes,..cedi-

ciouns, supersticious, the glotouns, and the proude. 1447
Bokknham Seyutys* Agnes 490 And wyth her wurdys a
sedycyoun Io Among be peple dede grow, c i477_ Caxton
Jason 77 b, And some ther were couetous desiring their

singuler prouffit accorded unto this sedicion. 1529 Moke
Dyaloge 1. Wks. 150/2 As though these men were Apostles
now specially sent by god to preache heresyes and sow
sedicion among christen men. 1536 St. Papers Hen.
VIII* II. 356^ For_ this cuntrey passith all that ever I

sawe, for ministration
_
of sedition and discord e. 1549

Compl. Scot. ix. 78 Thair vas gryt sedition and discentione
amang al the gryt oersonagis of grece. 1602 Secar Honor*
Mil. A> Civ. iv. 1. in, When the Romanes were diuided, one
faction labouring to oppresse another, .such enimitie was
called Sedition. 1628 Hobbes Thucydides (1822) 87 But
there would be thoughts of sedition in one towards another
in the city.

2. a. A concerted movement to overthrow an
established government ; arevolt,rebellion, mutiny.

Now rare.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxix. 150
Messenie. .was giuen to reuohing & seditions. 1607-12
Bacon Ess.* Seditions (Arb.) 39S The matter of seditions is

of two kindes, Much povertye and much discontent. 1689
Locke Toleration 50 Seditions are very frequently raised,

upon pretence of Religion. 1753 Johnson, Sedition* a
tumult ; an insurrection ; a popular commotion ; an uproar.

1788 Gibbon Decl. ty F. xlviii. V. 83 With the dawn of day
the city burst into a geneial sedition. 2842 Eli'hinstone
Hist. India II. 65 The tribe had turned into a turbulent
democracy..; a sedition had broken out about the property
left by Kuttaul. 1875 ToWBTT Plato (ed. 2) V. 327 By
reason of inequality, cities are filled with seditions. 1886
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 6*0/1 In the Acts of Congress [of the
United States] the word ' sedition ' appears to occur only_ in

the army and navy articles. A soldier joining any sedition

or who, being present at any sedition, does not use his utmost
endeavour to suppress the same is punishable with death.

b. Conduct or language inciting to rebellion

against the constituted authority in a state.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Laiv Scot. s.v., Sedition is dis-

tinguished from leasing-making, in this respect, that the
object of leasing-making is to disparage or prejudice the
private character of the Sovereign, whereas sedition is

directed against the order and tranquility of the State,

1877 Act 40 <y 41 Vict, c, 2i § 40 [A] prisoner, .on conviction

for sedition or seditious libel shall be treated as a mis*
demeanant of the first division. 1883 Stephen Hist. Crim.
Law II. xxiv. 298 As for sedition itself I do not think that

any such offence is known to English law. 1887 Chamber-
lain^/. 11 Oct. Sp. Irish Question (1890) 49 Loyalty in the
House of Commons—Irish Joyalty—is represented only by
seventeen votes, and sedition, on the contrary, enjoys a
majority of eighty-six votes.

attrib. 1556 Oi.de Antichrist 92 Murtherous sedicion

sowers, and open churche robbers. 1801 A. Hamilton IVks.

(1886) VII. 103 As to the sedition law, we refer you to the
debates in Congress. 1865 Daily Tel. 2 Dec. 6/5 Native
sedition-mongers. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 620/1 In 1798
an Act of Congress called the Sedition Act was passed,

which expired by effluxion of time in 1801. 1898 Wcstm.
Gaz. 24 Jan. 9/3 A correspondent at Madras telegraphs

SEDITIOUS.

i to-day that a joint public meeting of Hindoos and Moha-n-

j
medans was held there, .to protest against the sedition law

I amendments. 1908 Ibid. 28 July 9/1 The trial of some
!

sedition-monger in India.

f3. Of inanimate things: Tumult, uproar. [After

I L. seditio ; in quot. 1640 with allusion to sense 2.]

1640 Habington Caslara 111. 220 When the distracted

Ocean Swells to Sedition, and obeyes no Law. 1671 R.
Bohun Wind 12 But what Seditions, Eddies and Undula-
tions must this cause in the whole body of Air.

Seditionary (s/di-J9nari), sb. and «. [f. prec.

+ -auy.] A. sb. — Seditiomst. Now rare.

1607 J. Carpknier Plaine Mans Plough 216 The factious

Schismatike, and the contentious Seditionary. 1634 Bp.
Hall Contempt.* N. 'P., Christ be/. Pilate 262 Barabbas, a
theefe, a murderer, a seditionary. 1640— Rent. Wks. (1660)

39 Durst the rebellious seditionary lift up his hand against
the Loids Anointed. .if the fool had not said in his heart,

There is no God? 1641 Ibid. 71 A Seditionary in a Stale,

or a Schismatick in the Church is like a sulphuieous fiery

Vapour in the bowels of the Earth. 1865 Pall Mall Gaz.
No. 192. 6/2 Disposed to shelter seditionaries.

B. adj. Of, pertaining to, or characterized by
sedition ; seditious.

1898 J. Y. Simpson Side-Lights on Siberia xi. 346 Sedi-

tionary propagaiidistn amongst the soldiers rouses the

authorities almost more than anything else. 1909 Daily
Newt 23 Apr. 10/1 The Benchers.. meet to consider the

conduct ofone of their Indian members,., in taking an active

part in the seditionary movement in his native country.

Seditioner (s/di-Janai). rare. [f. Sedition +
-er ] .] ^- Seditionist.
156a Leigh Armorie (1597) 71 When- Lucifer with his

adherents were expelled heauen, they were disseuered into

nine, .horrible honors, as followeth. The first false messen-

gers. ..The seuenth, sedicioners. 1838 Times S Nov. 4/1
The Lord High Seditioner [i.e. Lord Durham^Lord High
Commissioner] has choked the community with indignation.

Seditionist (s/di-J^nist). [f. Sedition + -ist.]

One who practises sedition or incites others to

sedition ; a promoter of disloyalty and factious

strife against a government or state.

1786 Mks. Sarah Tkimmer CEcon. Charity (1801) I. 151

The endeavouis of infidels and seditiuni>ts to conupt the

public mind. 1798 Coleridge Let. to G. Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 243, 1 therefore consent to be deemed a Democrat and
a Seditionist. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 129 Nor.. is there

any such increase of anarchists and seditionists as other folks

are apt to dread. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 9 Aug. 7/3 The Maha-
rajahs.. dissociating themselves from what is described as

the campaign of rancour, -pursued by the seditionists.

Seditious (s/di-Jos), a. Forms : 5 sedi-, sedy-

cious, seducious, cedicious (ceducious), 6
sedycyous(e, sediciouse, -tiouse, seditius (se-

dicius, Sc. sedetiose), 5- seditious, [ad. OF.
scditiettXf -ense (mod.F. s^) t ad. L. seditiosus, f.

seditidnem-. see Sedition and -ous.]

1. Of a person or body of persons: Given to or

guilty of sedition ; in early use, * factious with

tumult, turbulent* (J.); now chiefly, engaged in

promoting disaffection or inciting to revolt against

constituted authority.

1447 Bokenham Seyutys, Agnes 508 pe prefectys vyker.

The sedycyous peple assentyng-to, Dede makyn anoona
ryht greth feer. Ibid. 564. 1490 Caxios Eneydos xviii.

66 O lyght dere eneas, sedydous & ryght cruel, how
haste thou had the herte so vntrue, to thynke so grete a
treson [etc.]. 1496 Patent Roll* 12 Hen. VII* Pt. 2 By
instigation of dyvers cedicious and ill-disposed persons.

rtI5x3 Fabyan Chron. 1. (1533) 8 b/2 To which sedycyous
persons Margan gyuynge credence, ..made warre vpon fab

sayde brother. 1535 Covekdale i Esdras iv. 12 That sedi-

cious [Gr. o7ro<rraTii/] & wicked cite. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. 1. i. 12. 1596 Nashe Saffron Wolden L r b, Thirdly,

he is vcrie seditious and mutinous in conuersation, picking
quanells with euerie man that will not magnifie and applaud
him. 1596 Ediv. Ill, in. i, England was wont to harbour
malcontents, Blood thirsty and seditious Catelynes. 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 242 Seditious Ianizaries. 1667 Milton
P.L. vt. 152 Thou returnst From flight, seditious Angel, to

receave Thy merited reward. 1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. 1.

xxiii. 171 So one said, ..when one asked him, how he liked

Latimer's Sermon before King Edward; Even as I liked

him always. A seditious Fellow. 1759 Robertson Hist.

Scot. 1. Wks. 1851 1. 22 Reducing toobedience their seditious

chieftain. 1820 Shelley Q£d. Tyr. 1. 82 Seditious hunks !

to whine for want of grains. 1908 J. O. Dykes Chr. Minister
xi. 109 An illegal or possibly seditious club. 1909 Conteiup.

Rev. Oct. 498 The Coreans are wrathful and seditious tn

consequence, .and little risings are anticipated.

Comb. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogr. 197 A turbulent, sedi-

tious-spirited person.

b. absol. Seditious persons.

'535 Coverdale Ecclus. Contents xlv, The punyshment
of the sedicious. a 16*7 Haywaku Edw. VI (1630) 65 The
seditious in Northfolke were somewhat dangerous. 1796
Burke Late St. Nat. Wks. II. 159 Ncthing,. .but the send-
ing a very strong military, backed by avery strong naval
force, would reduce the seditious to obedience.

2. Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of sedition

;

tending to incite to or provoke sedition.

1455 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 281/1 For the removyng and over-

thrawyng of the cedicious and fraudelent blaspheme and de*

faime untruly, .leyed upon us. 1464 Coventry Leel-bk. 330
The seid Will. Huet..had then right vnfyttyng,

s
inordinate

& ceducious langage sownyng to the derogacion of the
kynges lawes & of his peace. 1491 Att 7 //*"«. VII, c. 15
Certeyn persones of evyll riotous and sedicious disposicions.

= 1520 Skklton Magnyf. 737, I sowe sedycyous sedes of
Dyscorde and debates. "1533 ^10KE Debtll. Sale/nWks. 932/1
A defence., against y

8 mahciouse slaunder and ..false some
sayes in that sediciouse boke. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidant's

Comm. 55 b, He had made sedicious sermons. 1610 Hol-
land Camden's Britannia 1. 725 In making complaintes
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of the nmgovernment of the state, spreading seditious

rumours, scattering libels abroad [etc. J. 1689 Locke Tolera-
tion 51 But there is one thing only which gathers People
into Seditious Commotions., and that is Oppression. 1718
Prior Solomon in. 608 But if she has deform'd this earthly
life With murderous rapine, and seditious strife. 1721
Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 1. xxvii. 192 The Northern Clergy
backward. Some of them taken up for seditious Preach-
ing. 1796 Act 36 Ceo. Ill, c. 8 {title). An Act for the
more effectually preventing Seditious Meetings and Assem-
blies. 1828 D'Iskaeli Chas. /, II. x. 257 To Charles.,
the menacing language and the tumultuous acts of the great
leaders, appeared seditious. 1845 Sarah Austin Rattle's
Hist. Re/. II. 399 The disturbed state of the people arose.

.

from seditious writings and discourses. 1883 Stephen Hist.
Crim. Law xxiv. 298 The second class of offences against
internal public tranquility consists of offences not accom-
panied by or leading to open violence. They may be classi-

fied under the general head of seditious offences, and more
particularly as seditious words, seditious Hbels, and seditious
conspiracies.

_
All these offences presuppose dissatisfaction

with the existing government.

Seditiously (swli-Jasli), adv. [-ly2.] In a
seditious manner ; so as to cause sedition.

M53 Rolls ofParlt. V. 265/1 The. .Traitour John Cade.

.

gaderyng to him youre people in grete nombre by..sedi-
ciously made commotion, rebellion and insurrection, a 1513
Fabvan Chron. vn. 187/1 Sedyciously the sayde Bysshop
haddeby his Letters., wrongfully accused hym that heshuld
areyse the kynges people. 1563 Foxe A. -y M. 1185, I did
nothyng sediciously, falsly, or arrogantly, in worde or facte.

1570 T. Norton Nowets Catech. it. 47 They. .that sedi-

tiously stirre vp discorde in the Chirch of God. 1593 Up.
Bancroft Dang. Posit, nr. xv. 183 To beware of such
sectaries as. .do thus seditiously endeauour to disturbe the
land. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 106 In warre, . .whosoeuer
. .behaiieth himselfe seditiously against his Commander,
behaueth himselfe seditiously against his owne safetie. 1689
Locke Toleration 53 If any thing pass in a Religious Meet-
ing seditiously, and contrary to the publick Peace, it is to
be punished in the same manner. 1785 Burke Nabob 0/
Arcot's Debts Wks. IV. 248 They had no lawful govern-
ment, seditiously to overturn,

t Seditiousness. Obs. [f. Seditious +
-ness.] Seditious character or condition.

1583 GoLDiNC_Ca/i'/"« on Dent. cv. 646 He was not minded
to let his blessing appeare so soone because of y» peoples
>ediiiousnesse. 1755 tn Johnson.

Seduce (s/di«*s), v. Forms: 5 seduise, 6
seduse, Se. sedouse, 6- seduce, [ad. L. sediic-

ire to lead aside or away, etc., f. se- (Se- prefix)
+ d/lc/re to lead. In the earliest examples the
proximate source was the F. se'duire (inflected sA
Jut's-) : see Sedce v.]

1. trans. To persuade (a vassal, servant, soldier,

etc.) to desert his allegiance or service.
ci477 Caxton Jason 78 Zethephius seduised the pepel

ayenst him by tyraunye al euydent. 1549 Cornel. Scot. ix. 73
lie seducit diuerse grit personagis to rebel contrar athentrs.
156a Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 216 Na persone seducit
him fia the obedience of theQueneand magistratis. .noryit
seducit him fra his faith. 160 1 in Moryson /tin. 11. (1617)
I5 2 A great Annie, .selected out of all the rebels in Ireland,
and from all others that he can seduce to hU panic. 1667
Milton P. L. ix. 307 Sutlle he needs must be, who could
seduce Angels, a 1674 Claitendon Hist. Reb. x. § 151 Those
persons of condition, who.. had been seduced to do them
service throughout the kingdom. 1718 Act 5 Geo. I, c. 27
{title), An Act to prevent the Inconveniences arising from
seducing Artificers in the Manufactures of Great Britain into
foreign Parts. 1745 in Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 31 Of their
being otherwise seduced by, or compelled to join with the
Enemy. 1759 Dm.worth Pope 72 Lord Oxford seduced him
over to his side. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const. viiL (1862)
104 To seduce the representatives from their duty to their
constituents. 1879 FnoUDECar/arxxiL 379 He tried to seduce
Caesar's garrison, and was put to death (or his treachery.

2. In wider sense : To lead (a person) astray in
conduct or belief; to draw awayfrom the right
or intended course of action to or into a wrong
one; to tempt, entice, or beguile to do something
wrong, foolish, or unintended.

a. of persons or their action.
1519-20 Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 3 He was nocht

compellit, sedoussit nor coacit thar to. 1535 Jove A/ol.
Tindale (Arb.) 27 Lest the reader myght be seduced with you
beleuing there is no lyfe of soulis departed. 1581 J. BellHaddon's Answ, Osor. 454 No persuasion will seduce him to
thinke, that his Churche may slraye. .from the right course.
1596 Spenser F.Q. iv. v. 11 Duessa..Who with Tier forged
beautie did seduce The hearts of some that fairest her did
weene. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 465 But after-
wards seduced by his wife, he had in the selfe same Church,
..one Altar for Christ's Religion, and another for sacrifices
unto Devils. 1651 Hobbes Leviatft. 11. xix. 96 To be se-
duced by Orators, as a Monarch by Flatterers. 1673 Cave
Prim. Chr. 1. iii. 38 They would leave so grave a discipline
and suffer themselves to be seduced into a worse. 1711
Swift yrnl. to Stella 33 Nov., Leigh.. gives a terrible
account of Sterne ; he reckons he is seduced by some wench.
1775 Burke Z.r/.A/>y\ Roching/uz/n Corr. 1844 II. 41We have
been seduced, by various false representations, .into a war.
1825 Scott Betrothed xxx, He seduced my simplicity to let

him into the castle. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 92 He
is seduced into a life of pleasure.

b. of things, conditions, circumstance 5;.

1516 PUgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 21, & neyther declyneth
on the ryght hande, seduced by ony prosperite or worldly
delyte: ne ony* lefte hande. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's
Comm. 76 b, 'lhree, whome povertie, hatred, and hope of
better fortune, had seduced. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11, ii. 155
For me, the Gold of France did not seduce. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Rcjf. iv. xvii. 109 My natural Curiosity seduc'd me
to spend some time in Ranging about the places near the
Riverside. 1671 J. Webster Metaltogr. iv. 82 Being

seduced by the similitudes taken partly from artificial and
manual operations. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 34 F r4
Anthea having wondered what could seduce her to stay so
long was eager to set out. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry
Diss. ii. 85, I am imperceptibly seduced into later periods,
or rather am deviating from my subject. 1789 Jefferson
Writ. (1859} III. 124 Could any circumstances seduce me
to overlook the disproportion between its duties and my
talents. 1826 Lamb Etia Ser. n. Genteel Style in Writing^
On one occasion his wit, which was mostly subordinate to
nature and tenderness, has seduced him into a string of felici-

tous antitheses. 1856 Gkindon Life xii. (1875) 151 The em-
barrassment which often seduces one to an insincere denial.

+ c, intr. To practise seduction, use seductive

measures. Ohs. rare"1
.

1597 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 172 The Deuill..
apperit to the. ., and than seducit with the, and MMmil the,

thow suld newir want.

3. trans. To induce (a woman) to surrender her
chastity. Now said only of the man with whom
the act of unchastity is committed (not, e.g., of a
pander). Cf. Debauch v. 2 b.

Now the prevailing sense. In early use often apprehended
as a specific application of sense 1 ; in Eng. law the plaintiff
in an action for seducing a virgin is the parent or master
who is supposed to have been deprived of her services.

c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.Sjiv. 18 The wysestscho may
soneSedusitbeandschent. 1601 Shaks. All's Well in. v. 22
Many a maide hath beene seduced by them. 1776 Gibbon*
DecL Kf F. xi. I. 355 One of the soldiers had seduced the
wife of his host. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxii, She was se-

duced under promise of marriage. 1879 Froude Caesar \\\.

151 His friend had taken advantage of his absence to seduce
his wife.

4. To decoy {from or to a place), to lead astray
{into). 06s. exc. with notion of sense 2.

a 1668 Davenant Siege in. i, That employment which se-
duced me hither. 1679-88 Seer. Serv. Motuy Chas. 4- fas.
(Camden) 142 In prosecuting Wro Havyland and Abraham
Bailey, for seducing, forceing, and transporting his son to
Virginia^ 1704 Swift Mech. Operat. Sptr. Misc. (1711) 310
That Philosopher, who while his Thoughts and Eyes were
fix'd upon the Constellations, found himself seduc'd by his
lower Parts into a Ditch. 1745 Life Bamp/ytde-Moore
Careiu 45 The peculiar Art which Bampfylde had of steal-

ing, or rather seducing, Dogs. 1771 Ann. Reg. 78 Mrs.
Leggatt had been seduced by her husband, under pretence
of taking an airing to Kingston, to the prisoner's house.
1856 Kane Arct. Expt. II. xxvi. 259 The rascal, after se-

ducing us a mile and a half out ofour way, escaped our guns.
1858 Hawthorne Fr. % ft. Note-bis. I. 229 Interminable
staircases which seduce us upwards to no successful result.

1 5. To win by charm or attractiveness. Obs.

rare. [?a Gallicism ; cf. Seducing///, <*.]

1748 Chesterp. Lett. I. exxxv. 363 That engaging manner,
and those graces, which seduce and pre-possess people in
your favour at first sight. 1891 T. Hardy 7V«xiv,One reason
why she seduces casual attention is that she never courts it.

Seduced (s/di/7-st), ppi. a. [f. Seduce v.+
-ed.] In the senses of the verb.

1584 R. Scot Discoif. IVitchcr. in: xix. 71 They them-
selues are poore seduced soules. 1610 B. Rich Descr. trel.

87 The papistes of Ireland are (as in other places) of two
kinds, the seducers, and the Seduced. 1646 J. Whitaker
Lfzziah 9 Take heed of a seduced conscience. 1662 Irish
Act 14 <y 15 Chas. If, e. 9 Preamble, To widen the breach
between his said Majestie and his seduced subjects in Eng-
land. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. (1778) I. 47 (Remise Door),
Thou (Fancy] art a seduced, and a seducing slut. 1785
Burke Sp. Nabob ofArcot's Debts Wks. (1842) I. 329 These
seduced creditors, .may be just objects of compassion. 1842
W. C Taylor Anc. Hist. App. vi. (ed. 3) 586 It is more
difficult for us, with our feelings, to understand the seduced
and returning Helen.

t Seducedly, *<&. Obs. [f. Seduced///, a. +
-LY 2.] Through seduction or enticement to error.
164s Coll. Rights 4- Priv. Pari. 6 Such who willfully, or

seducedly rejected,.. those Lawes. 164a T. Case Gods
Rising {164+) 9 When they.. sin Ignorantly, seducedly, then,
Father forgive them ; they know not what they da
Seducee (s/di«s*-). rare. [f. Seduce v. + -ee.]

One who is seduced.
1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xiu. lxxix. 327 He and his Se-

ducees sinn'd against our Queene and lawes. 1813 Examiner
1 Feb. 75/1 The seducer and the seducee seemed worthy of
each other. 1819 Blackiv. Mag. V. 7ro You yourself, my
fair Mrs. M cWhirter, were the seducee, and the ensign the
seducer.

Seducement (s/di«smcnt). Obs. or rare. [f.

Seduce v. + -ment.]

1. The action of sedncing.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary t. (1625) 32 Persuasion to

mischiefe and seducement from the good. 1602 Fulbecke
Pandects 72 Some Merchants maysowe badseede, euen the
seede of seducement of the Princes lieges. 1642 J. M.
Argt. cone. Militia 15 Upon the advice and seducement of
evilly Counsellors. 1646 J. Temple Irish Rebellion 54 A
multitude, .by the wickecf seducement of the first Conspira*
tors had been drawn on to dispoile their English neighbours.
1709 Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 268 In all Seducement the
'lempter plays our own Artillery upon us. 1751 Hurd/tW.
Ep. ad August. 19 What contributed to this prostitution of
the comic muse, was the seducement of that corruptress of
all virtue, the love of money. 1785 T. Potter Moralist 1 1.

2, I will stoutly withstand the seducement of Epicurean
companions.

2. Something which seduces or serves as a means
of seduction ; an insidious temptation.
1644 Milton Educ. 4 Ere any flattering seducement, or

vain principle seise them wandering. 1659 Gentt. Calling
418 To do this amidst all the seducements of wealth. 1789
Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France I. 220 The sweet seducements
of a place so pleasing. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India I. nr.

iv. 534 The seducements of luxury and ease.

3. The fact or condition of being seduced.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. ii. § 4 Those particular se-

ducements or indispositions of the minde for policie and
gouemement, which learning is pretended toinsinuate. Ibid.

11. xiii. § 3. 1642 J. Winthrop Hist. New-Eng. (1826) II.

62 He made a very full and free acknowledgment of his
errour and seducement. 1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies
Ch. 45 They are roaring Bulls : with what strained throats do
they stund the giddy multitude into wonder and seduce-
ment ? 1690 tr. Five Lett. Inspiration 191 the Apostle fore-

tels their Seducement should not long continue.

Seducer (sfdi»*s3i). Also 6 Sc seducear.
[f. Seduce v. +-kri.] One who or something
which seduces.

1. One who tempts or persuades (another) to
desert his allegiance or service. Now rare or Obs.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 23 He received a finall re-

ward mete.. for suche a rebel! and sedicious seducer. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 160 By statute 23 Geo. II. c. 13.
the seducfers incur. .a forfeiture of 500/. for each artificer
contracted with to be sent abroad. 1794 S. Williams///^.
Vermont 236 The spirit of defection, notwithstanding all

the arts.. of the seducers, was by no means general.

2. One who or that which entices (a person) into
error or wrong-doing.
1545 Brinklow £«///<•«/. 1 10 Yeblyndeguydes and seducers

of the people. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 352 These seducers,
which were about the king, thought they might haue good
occasion to put the Duke of Gloucester.. to death. 16x1
Bible 2 Tim. ul 13 Euill men and seducers [Gr. 70177*?,
Revised Vers, impostors}. 1677 Drvden State htnoc. iv. ii.

33 He, whose firm faith no reason could remove, Will melt
before that soft seducer, love. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xix, [He) was perverted by Rawdon. ., made helplessly tipsy
by this abominable seducer and perverter ol youth. 1870
Thornburv Tourrd. Eng. I.vii. 153 The mob. .proclaimed
him., a seducer of the King.

3. f a. One who tempts (a female child) to leave
her parents for marriage or otherwise. Obs.
A contextual use of sense 1. Cf. Seduction 3 a.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 210 As these stolen marriages,
under the age of sixteen, were usually upon mercenary
views, this act [4 & 5 Ph. & Mar. c. 8], besides punishing the
seducer, wisely removed the temptation.

b. One who seduces a woman. (See Seduced. 3.)
1601 Shaks. All's IVeltv. iii. 146 Grant it me, O King,..

otherwise a seducer flourishes, and a poore Maid is vndone.
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife 11. i, There was no wisdom in't,

to bid an Artist, An old seducer to a femal banquet. 1785
Paley Mor. Philos. in. m. iii. 253 note. The law has pro-
vided no punishment (for seduction), .beyond a pecuniary
satisfaction.. (obtained J by the father's bringing his action
against the seducer, for the loss of his daughter's service,
during her pregnancy and nurturing. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
x, To all questions concerning the name or rank of her se-
ducer,.

:
Effie remained mute. 1874 Mahaffy Soc. Life

Greece iv. 117 Nay, the peerless beauty Helen excites mere
vulgar passion in her seducer.

Seducible (s/di?/sib'l), seduceable (s/-

di;?sab'l), a. [f. Seduce v. + ible and -able.]

L Capable of being seduced or led astray.
a. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 371 Dis-wont thy selfe

with this seducible sense. 1646 Hammond Tracts 59 This
easie prostitute seducible sinner. 1782 J. Brown Compend.
Vieiu Nat. <y Rev. Re/ig. 111. i. (1796) 198 It consisted in his
being seducible to evil, though he was inclined only to good.
1858 Carlyi.e Fredk. Gt. x. ii. (1872) III. 231 Friedrich
proves little seducible ; shows himself laudably indifferent.

0. 1613-18 Daniel Coll. Hist. Eng. (1626J 133 It was a
thing vnworthy. .to permit a King, who was so lightly se-

duceable. .that he should extort so many pretences. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.su. xix. 385 The vicious examples
of Ages past, poison the curiosity of these present, affording
a hint of sinne unto seduceable spirits.

2. Capable of being won over or attracted.
1815 L. Hunt Notes Feast Poets 53 The flowing versifi.

cation of Fairfax has even drawn some writers into a love of
him, who in other respects were not very seducible by the
higher species of poetry.

Seducing (s/Uiw-sin.), vbl. sb. [f. Seduce v. +
-IN'G 1

.J
The action of the verb.

156X Daus tr. Bullingeron Apoc. (1573) 8 They flye the
seducyng of Antichrist, and abyde in the fayth of Christ.
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxii. 122 This is a.. Conspiracy
unlawfull, as being a fraudulent seducing of the Assembly.
1721 Strype Eccl. Mem. 1. 1. xxvii. 192 They made him (the
Pope] a kind of God ; to the seducing of the Subject, and
biinging the People into Error.

Seducing (s/di»*sirj),///. a. [f. Seduce v. +
-ING 2.] That seduces.

L Tempting to evil.

1575 H. NIiclas] First Exhort, xvi. § 14 Therfore cannot
the man..occupie or use any maner of Freedoms that are
falser, wickeder, absurder, seducinger, arroganter nor horri-
bler against God . .then this, &c. 1608 Convers. NobleLadyof
Fraunce Ded., To_ those misled Ladies . . of England, whome
Seducing Seminaries . . haue too much preuailed withall. ifit t

Bible i Tim. iv. 1 Giuing heed to seducing spirits [Gr. irvev.

juact wKdvois], 1638 E. NoMCF,Ne7u Gospel 1 Sucha seducing
Impostor and cunning Deceiver. 1642 Milton Apol. Smect.
Wks. 1851 III. 257 They may. .be mov'd with detestation
of their seducing malice. 1701 G. Stanhope Augustine's
Medit. 11. iv. 122 Impudently prostituting thyself to the lust
of seducing strangers. 1831 Scorr Ct. Robt. xxvii, Regard-
ing the imperfect recollection he had . . as the mere suggestion
of a deluded imagination, if not actually presented by some
seducing spirit.

b. (See quot.)
1780 Bentham Prim. Legist, xi. § 29 When the act which

a motive prompts a man to engage in is of a mischievous
nature it may for distinction's sake be termed a seducing or
corrupting motive.

2. Alluring, attractive, ' bewitching \ Cf. F. s4-

duisant. Now rare.



c

SEDUCINGLY.

1748 Chestebf. Lett. II. 2^9 Take great care that the

first impressions you give of yourself may be not only

favourable, but pleasing, engaging, nay—seducing. 1794

Sullivan View Nat. I. 9, I shall leave to a future opportu-

nity the consideration of this seducing but erroneous princi-

ple. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy ix, Well, it is very seducing to

e pitied, after all.

Seducingly (s/diw-sirjli), adv. [f. Seducing

ppl. a, + -ly *.] In a seducing or seductive manner

;

enticingly, seductively.

159a Constable Diana vm. ii. F 4 b, Lesse by some hope

seducingly deluded, such thoughts aspyre to fortunate euent.
j

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Ii. 232 Seducingly insisting on

rrformance of their vow. 1866 J. A. Symonds Life (1895)

350 In no other place [than Monaco] could this riotous

daughter of hell have set her throne so seducingly.

Seducioun, -cious : see Sedition*, Seditious.

t Seducive, a. Obs. [f. Seduce v. + -ive.]

1. ? Caused by misleading influences.

160a Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. 386 King Richard the second
..by his seduciue misgouernment (for his borne-Nature,

noble, and debonaire, was too much abused bj? yonrj Councell

and Parasites) become disgracious with his Princes and
People.

2. That leads to error.

1774 Phil. Trans. LXV. 28 Analogy, too often seducive

in similar matters, leads us to conclude the same of other

vulcanic mountains in general.

t SedlTCt, v. Obs. rare. [f. L. seduet-, ppl.

stem of seducifrel\ trans. To seduce.

1490 Caxton Eneydos xxvii. 97 The false & euyl man enens,

that tratoursly hath mocked me, & fraudulently seducted.

Hence f Sedu'cted ppl. a.

1773 J. Ross Fratricide v. 449 (MS.), Seducted Eve with

her nrst guilty smile Returning.

Seduction (s/dtrkfan). Also 6 seduccion,

-yon. [a. F. se'diution, ad. L. seduction-em, n. of

action f. seduc/re to Seduce. Cf. Sp, seduction, Pg.

seduccao, It. seduzione.]

1. The action or an act of seducing (a person) to

err in conduct or belief; allurement {to some
course of action).

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 272 b. Some fooles..by

the seduccyon or illusyon of the ennemy be not ashamed to

affirmcthat (etc 1. i5»S Rov Rede vie (Arb.) 89 Wherfore
by their seduccion They haue bene the destruccion Of all

true christen liberte. 1536 St. Papers Hen. VIII, 11. 370
Which Actis bee yit rejectid in the Comon House by the

seducyon of certain rynge leaders or belwedders. Ibid. 371
And all the styckyng [of the act] is in the Comon House, by
seducyon of certain prescrybyd. 1750 Johnson Rambler
No. 171 P 1 Nothing would more powerfully preserve youth
from irregularity or guard inexperience from seduction.

1776 Gibbon Decl. <y F. ix. I. 239 Every art of seduction was
used with dignity, to conciliate those nations. 1796 IJurkk

Regie. Peace Wks. IX. 117 There is no invention of seduc-

tion., that has not been increased; brothels, gaming-houses,
every thing. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xix, To whom
she announced the dreadful intelligence of Captain Rawdon's
seduction by Miss Sharp. 1848 Mrs. Jameson Sacr. <y Leg.
Art (1850) 326 Having tried tortures in vain, he determined
to try seduction. 1873 Hamerton luiell. Life ii. iv. 72 An
ambitious man will govern himself, .and withstand the

seductions of his senses.

+ b. The condition of being led astray.

1533 Frith Wks. (1572) 3/1 To Rdr., Knowledge your
ignoraunce and seduction, and returne gladly into the right

way. 1633 Bi\ Hall Hard Texts, N. T. 112 This ignorant

multitude that hath no insight into the Law of God lies

open to miserable seduction, and error, and is therein

accursed. 1653 Hammond Annot. N. T. Judev. 11 (1659)

851/2 For this was the itk6.vi\ tow BaAaa/i, the seduction into

which Balaam brought the Israelites.

2. The persuading (of a subject, soldier, etc.) to

desert his allegiance or service.

01700 Evelyn Diary 15 July 1685, Monmouth. .acknow-
ledged his seduction by Ferguson the Scot.

3. fa. The action of tempting (a female child) to

leave her parents for marriage or otherwise. (Cf.

Seducer 3 a.) Obs.

1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. Index, Seduction of women-
children.

b. The action of inducing (a woman) to sur-

render her chastity. (See Seduce v. 3.)

1785 Paley Mar. Philcs. m. 111. Hi. 250 Seduction is seldom
accomplished without fraud; and the fraud is by so much
more criminal than other frauds, as injury effected by it is

greater. 1704 Coleridge Relig. Musings 282 O pale-eyed

form, The victim of seduction. 1817 W. Selwyn Law
Nisi Przus (ed. 4) II. 1040 note, If the injury of seduction

is accompanied with an illegal entry of the house of the

parent. 1831 Mackintosh Hist. Eng. II. 57 Promises of

marriage may have been employed as means of seduction.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 621 The action for seduction of an
unmarried woman in England stands in a somewhat ano-

malous position. The theory of English law is that the

woman herself has suffered no wrong; the wrong has been
suffered by the parent or person in loco parentis, who must
sue for the damage arising from the loss of service caused
by the seduction of the woman.
4. Something which seduces; a cause of error;

an allurement.
x554 T. Watson Two Serm. bef. Queen B vij b, The true

sense, which is only knowen bi the tradition and consent of
the catholike churche: so that the one without the other is

not a direction, but a seduction, to a symple man. 1817
J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 255 The Scotchmen, having
but small seduction to return to their beds, became quite
inclined to talk. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <V Is. (1846) I. iii.

167 In this abode of pleasure, surrounded by all the seduc-
tions most dazzling to youth. 1844 Lever T. Burke vi, Amid
every temptation and every seduction.

376

5. Seductiveness, alluring quality, rare-*,
1882 Stevenson New Arab. Nts. (1884) 1 The Prince.,

gained the affection of all classes by the seduction of his
manner.

Seductionist (s/dzrkfanist). [f. Seduction +
-1ST.] One who practises seduction ; one who
practises or upholds corruption in public affairs.

18*7 Bentham Pari. Reform Introd. 143 Bribe-offering,

bribe-giving, seducer or seductionist, corruptor or corrup-
tionist. x8i8 — Pari. Reform Catech. 61 The seductionist,

by whose hand.. the instrument of seduction most exten-

sively and conspicuously employed, is that mostly known
by the name of bribery, or corruption. 1884 B'ham Wkly.
Post 15 Nov. 4/6 Cleveland [was depicted] as an 'aristo-

cratic seductionist '.

Seductions (sioVkfas), a, rare—1
, [f. Se-

DUCTI-0N + -0U8.] Seductive, alluring.

1883 Harper's Mag. July 180/1 Dr. Garth... found con-

viviality more seductions than duty exacting.

Seductive (s/chrktiv), a. [f. L. type sedudiv-

us, f. seducl-j ppl. stem of seducere : see Seduce
and -tve.]

fl. Tending to seduce or lead astray; that leads

to error. Obs.
178a J. Brown Cowpend. Vierv Nat. -y Rev. Relig. iv. i.

(1796) 249 If Christ be not the Most High God, the language
of scripture is most obscure, seductive, impious, and absurd.

2. Alluring, enticing, winning.
176. Langhorne Fables of Flora i. Snn-flower fy Ivy x,

j

Go, splendid sycophant ! no more Display thy soft seduc-

tive arts! 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 19 One of
the most seductive arguments of infidelity. ., asserting the

lawfulness of deceit for a good purpose. 1856 W. A. Butler
Serm. Ser. 11. xxiv. 348 Every seductive companion who
would blind your eyes to this awful fact, is but the active

minister of Satan. 1824 I >ibdin Libr. Comp. 745 The seduc-

tive charms of poetry. 1871 Naphevs rrtv. A> Cure Dis.

1. iii. 114 The seductive pleasures of opium-eating. 1878
Lecky Eng. in 18M C. II. vii. 430 His manners in private

life were eminently seductive and insinuating. 1908 Out-
look 26 Sept. 395/2 It owes something of its beauty to the

seductive setting of an autumn morning.

Seductively (s/dtrktivli), adv. [f. Seduc-

tive a. + -ly 2,] In a seductive manner, enticingly.

1843 Martinkau Chr. Life (1867) 7 Self and the flesh se-

ductively whisper [etc.]. 1850 Mrs. Carlvle Lett. II. 123

To have her kitchen seductively clean for the stranger, i860

Readf. Cloister <y H. lxxix, She. .questioned and cross-ques-

tioned him severely and seductively by turns. 1893 Saltus
Madame Sapphire 79 Mrs. Carol nodded and smiled se-

ductively.

Seductiveness (s/dtrktivnes). [f. Seduc-

tive a. + -ness.] Seductive quality.

1816 J. Scott Vis. Paris 122 The profusion and seductive-

ness of the Magazines des Gourmands. i8m Lamb El/a
Ser. 1. Praise Chimuey-Sw., I am by theory obdurate to

the seductiveness of what are called a fine set of teeth. 1879
FroudeOaz>'xu. 152 The same doubt extends to the other

supposed victims of Caesar's seductiveness. 1894 W. B.

Carpenter Son ofMan i. 28 The world with its seductive-

ness . . may play the part of Herodias in our lot.

t Seduxtor. Obs. Also 5-6 seduetour. [a.

OF. seducteur, ad. L. seductor, agent-noun f. sedu-

ce*re: see Seduce and -or.] One who seduces,

a misleader, seducer.

In the i5-i6th c. frequently in the set phrase seductor and
deceiver of the people.

14^90 Caxton Eneydos xvi. 60 The whiche seductor of
ladies [sc. the false Eneas], kepeth himself in maner as a
woman, ..wyth his longe heres that he maketh to be
enoynted & kerned. Ibid. 61. 1491 — Vitas Patr. (W.
de W. 1495) 1. xix. 22 One namyd Phylemon, whyche was
moche amyable & debonayr to the peple, & callyd hymself
seduetour & deseyvour of the peple, 1523 [Covf.rdale]

Old God $ New (1534) Dij, Anon he gat certeyn of the

Iuwes, whiche did repyne & speake agaynst the doctryne
of y9 Apostels accusing them to be seductours & de-

ceyuers. 1541 Becon News out of Heaven Fvij, For they
shall reporte him to be.. a seduetour and deceyuer of the

people. 1588 A. King tr. Camsins* Catech. iti Yat we
diligentlie flie from vthers [sc. than those lawfullyordainedl
as fra our enimies and contagious seductors. 1631 Mas-
singer Believe as You List 11. ii, Since the assurance from
one of my place, qualitie, and rancke, is not sufficient with
you to suppresse this bold seductor.

Seductress (sftto-ktres). [fern, of Seductor.]

A female seducer.

1803 Mary Charlton Wife <y Mistress III. 19 lie is ac-

companied by an army of constables to apprehend the

seductress of his nephew. 1891 Meredith One ofour Conn.
I. x, They were seductresses for inducing him to drink wine.

t Sedue, V* Obs. rarer1
, [a. OF, seditire : see

Seduce v.] trans, « Seduce v.

c 1485 Digby Myst. m. 716 O lux vera, gravnt vs sower
lucense, that with be spryte of errour I nat seduet be !

Sedule, obs. form of Schedule.

Sedulity (s*di«'lTti). [ad. L. sedulitas, n. of

quality f. sedul-us Sedulous : see -ITT. Cf. F. se
1
-

dulite' (Cotgr.), It. sedufitth] The quality of being

sedulous ;
painstaking attention to duty, diligent

application, industry.

154a Uecon Pathw. Prayer xxxiii. O j b, He deserued this

thyng not so much for familiarte & acquayntance sake as

for sedulite & careful diligence. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Fpist. 175 Their familiaritie is to be sought after with se-

dulitie and earnestnesse. 1649 Jf.r. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
xiv. § 26 He.. tells the offices and sedulity of the clergy.

1659 Evf.lvn Chrysostom Ded. in Misc. Writ. (1805) 107,

I stood amazed at his sedulity and memory. 1720 J. John-
son Feci. Laws, tr. Const. Othobon § 32 The unquench-
able thirst of Ambition chuses neither Mary's better part,

SBDTJM.

nor the sedulity of Martha in mlnistring. a 1734 North
Life Ld. Kpr. Guildford 252 Some of our barbarous

Writers call this awaking of the King's Genius to a Se-

dulity in his Affairs a growing cruel. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fairlvi, It became him to prepare, by sedulity and
docility in youth, for the lofty duties [etc.]. 1878 Glad-
stone Prim. Homer 44 Even German sedulity has until

the present time shrunk from this task.

T b. //. Assiduities, attentions. Obs.

1694 tr. Milton's Lett. St. 31 That your sedulities in the

Reception of our Agent were so cordial and so egregious,

we both gladly understand [etc.]. 1696 Monthly Merc . VI I.

7Q On the one side there are never any tender Refusals..no
Submissions, nor Sedulities to please on the other. 1707 tr.

C'tcss D yAuluoy's Wks.{\j\^) 10 He thought me unworthy
of his Sedulities.

Sedull, obs. form of Schedule.

Sedulous (se'di/rhs), a. Also 6 sedulious.

[f. L. sedu/us careful + -ous.
The L. word appears to have been evolved from the adv.

sednld sincerely, honestly (hence diligently, assiduously),
repr. OLatin se dolo without guile (see Se- prejix).\

1. Of persons or agents : Diligent, active, con-

stant in application to the matter in hand ; assi-

duous, persistent.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 24 b, I would gyue thee leaue to

hate me, so thy hate woulde make thee industrious & sedu-

lous to harken out & enquire whence I am. 1629 13. Jonson
New Inn 11. ii, There is a chare-woman, .a poore silly foole,

Hut an impertinent, and sedulous one, As euer was. 1667
Mii.ton P. L. ix. 27 Since first this Subject for Heroic
Song Pleas'd me long choosing, and beginning late Not se-

dulous by nature to indite Warrs. ^1709 Prior 1st Hymn
Callhn, 56 The sedulous Bee Distill'd her Honey on Thy
purple Lips. 1791 Cowi-er Iliad 111. 311 They sedulous
obey'd. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xxiv. III. 329 He was se-

dulous in paying court to the people. 1867 Parkman Jesuits

N. Amer. iii. (1875) 21 The. .Algonquins. .of whose lan-

guage he had been so sedulous a student. 1887 Stevrnson
Mem. <y Portraits iv. 59, I have thus played the sedulous
ape to Hazlitt, to Lamb, to Wordsworth [etc.].

2. Of actions : Constant, persistent.

1540 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 281 Thanke=
for.. your sedulious paynes and labours taken aboute the

survey off Cayneham. a 1631 Donne Serm. lxi. (1640) 612
Admit that preparation, .by an assiduous and a sedulous
hearing. 1661 IJoyle Style of Script. (1675) 48 That dying
Husband-man, who by telling his Sons of a hidden Mass of

Wealth he had buried in a nameless place of his Vineyard,
occasioned their so sedulous Delving all the Ground, and
turning up the Earth about the Roots of the Vines, that

they found indeed a Treasure, a 1778 C. Darwin Experi-
ments (1780) 105 A gentleman of temperate life and sedu-

lous application to business. 1833-48 H. Coleridge North.
Worthies (1852) I. 22 He paid sedulous attention to the
interests of his borough. 1859 Smiles Self Help iv. (i860)

71 Sedulous attention and painstaking industry always mark
the true worker. 1881 Westcott & Hort Grk. N. T.

Introd. § 10 By sedulous cultivation,.. a high standard of

immunity from even clerical errors has at times been at*

tained.

Sedulously (se-ditftosli), adv. [-lt2.] Dili-

gently, attentively.

1593 Nashe Unfort. Trav. (1594) E2, Surely you would
haue sayd they had bin brought vp in hogs academie to

learne to eate acornes, if you had seene how sedulously

they fell to them. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 100 The
place, .is., sedulously looked vnto. 1693 Owen Holy Spirit

251 Either not sedulously and duely to Exercise their

Ministerial Gifts. 1746 Hervev Medit. (1818) 35 Where find

so discreet a counsellor, so improving an example, and a

guardian so sedulously attentive to the interests of herself

and her children? 1778 Miss Burney Evelina xxxi. (1791)

II. 189 You sedulously avoid my conversation, i8m Scott
Kenitw. x, His education, .had been too sedulously im-
proved by subsequent study to give way to any imaginary
terrors. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges i. (1862) 17 A great

brick church which he sedulously frequented. 1885 La:v
Times LXXVIII. 280/1 Any kind of arrangement with

creditors is sedulously hedged around.

SedulousneSS(se-du/lasnt's). [-NE3S.] Care,

diligent attention.

162a Fenner in Fortescne Papers (Camden) 183 But have
respect to God himselfe by all sedulousnesse in the charge.

1661 BOYLE Style ofScript. (1675) 99 By their sedulousness

and their Erudition they discover'*! Difficulties in the Bible

that our Quaerists could never have dream d of. 1816 Dis-

raeli Viv. Grey 11. xiv. Sir Christopher for half a century

has supported in the Senate with equal sedulousness and
silence, the constitution and the corn laws. 1884 Spectator

4 Oct. 1320/1 Conflicting claims and aims, mustering their

forces with swift but sure subtlety and sedulousness for a
final decisive combat.

!! Sedum (srd#m). Also 5 cedum. [L. sedum
houseleek.] fa. A name for certain crassulaceous

plants, houseleek, stonecrop, orpine, etc. Obs. b.

Bot. A genus of plants (N.O. Crassu/acex) , the

British species of which are known as stonecrop.

C1440 Pallad. on Husb. x. 47 Let mynge luce of cedum
smal ygrounde With water. 1548 Turner Names Herbes
(E. D.S.) 72 Sedum . . the fyrste kynde . . is called in englishe

Housleke or syngrene. . .The seconde kynde is called . . thryft

or stoncroppe...The thyrd kinde is called.. Mouse tayle or

litle stoncroppe. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort., May (1679) 16

Syringa's, Sedums, Tulips. 1707 Mortimer Husb.(ij2i) II.

389 You must never water Aloes or Sedums during the

whole Winter. 1760 Lee Introd. Bot. App. 326 Sedum,
Pyramidal, Saxifraga. 1850 Miss Pratt Comm. Things

of Sea-side i. 48 Several of the Sedums.. were formerly used

as medicine. 1881 Garden 1 Apr. 213/2 The beautiful yel-

low mossy Sedum. 1894 Fenn In Alpine Valley III. 181

He threw himself down upon some bed of sedums, where

quite a couch was formed of the tiny rosettes.

Sedyl, obs. form of Schedule.

Sedyr, obs. form of Cedar, Cider.
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See (si)» s&*x Forms : 3-4 ce, 3-5 cee, see,

3-6 se, 4-5 sey, 6-7 sea, 4- see. [a. OF. s4, sed,

a variant (influenced by the Latin) of sie*, sied:—

popular L. * s/dem, altered form (after sedere to

sit) of classical L. sedem (sedes) a seat.]

1. A seat, place of sitting.

f a. gen. (Only in early poetical use.) Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1023 For if ber sit a man yond
on a see Than by necessitc byhoueth it. c 1384— H. Fame
in. 120 And smale harpers with her glees Saten vnder hym
in sees, a 1400 Pistill of Susan 86 (MS. 1.), pe schene
briddes in be schawe bei schappyn in schrowde, On fikes

and fines pei fangen her sees, In faye. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy 1. 1820 To whom hir fader bad to take hir see

Be-syde Iason. c 1450 Lovelich Grail I. 339 Thilke same
se That I inne sat be presomptweste It is that same sege.

.

Where as God to his disciples made his Sene.

t b. A seat of dignity or authority ; esp. a royal

seat, throne. Hence the rank or position symbol-
ized by a throne. Obs.
c IS90 Btket 779 in S. Eng. Leg. 129 pe king sat an hei in is

see and a-coupede him wel faste. c 1306 Song Exec. Sir S.
Eraser in Pot. Songs (Camden) 215 Tho he wes set in see Lutel
god couthe he kyne-riche tojeme. 1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc.

4220 And bar sal he [sc. Antichrist].. in myddes be temple
make his se. c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame in. 271 But al on hye,

above a dees, Sit in a see imperial!, .. Y saugh, perpetually
y -st ailed,.. A femynyne creature. 1411-20 Lydg. Chron.
Troy 1. 629 Whan be schene sonne . . had made in be crabbis

hede His mansioun, and his see ryal. 1489 Caxton Faytes
o/A. 111. ii. 171 A manydone and hable to the see Imperyall.

a 152a World <V Child 22 Lo ! here I sette semely in se ! I

commaunde you all obedyent be. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vi.

2 Ioue laught on Venus from his soueraigne see.

•j* o. transf. and fig. (One's) place of abode ;

esp. the dwelling-place of a monarch, a god, or

the like. Obs.

13.. Cursor M. 2482 (G5tt) Vnder be fote of mount
mambre bar he ches to sett his se. c 1430 Lydg. Min,
Poems (Percy Soc) 122 Fortune shewithe ay.bychaungyng
hir see, How this world is a thurghefare ful of woo. c 1460
Wisdom 132 in Macro Plays 40 First, bapteme. .reformyt
be sowll,.. Ande makyt yt. .Cryslis own specyall, Hys rest-

ynge place, hys ple^ant see. 1501 Douglas Pal.^ Hon.
Pro). 19 The fragrant flouris blomand in thair seis, Ouirspred
the leuis of natures tapestries. 1513 — AEneis 1. i. 28 Hir
native land for it postponit sche Calht Samo ; in Cartage set

hir se. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 30 Nor that [Temple], which
that wise King of Iurie framed. .to be th' Almighties see.

2. Ecclesiastical uses.

a. The seat, chair, or throne of a bishop in his

church ; « Cathedra i. Now only arch.

1297 R. Gtouc. (Rolls) 4967 pere sein birin bissop was pe
uerste bat was ywis Vor be se was bere of bissop po bat at

Hncolne nou is.
(

c 1450 St Cuthbert (Surtees) 6665 pe wbilk
suld haue a bischope se. 15*5 Ld. Bernxrs Froiss. II.

cexxxiii. 723 He . . entred into the Consystory, and so came to

the pope whyle he sate styll in his see. 1724 De Foe's
Tour Gt. Brit. I. i. 95 The Cathedral of this City [of Nor-
wich]..is not antient, the Bishop's See having been first at

Thetford ; from whence it was not translated hither till the
Twelfth Century. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch, (1858) I.

ii. 76 The archieptscopal see should never after be fixed in the
minster of Litchfield. 1849 Rock Ch. 0/Fathers II. vi. 255
No church that does not really hold the * cathedra * or see,

from which a bishop takes his title, can be a cathedral. 1884
K. A. Freeman in Times 16 Jan. 8/2 The see of the Bishop
of Somerset, his seat—in old English phrase his bishopstool

or bishopsettle—was moved more than once between the 1 ith

century and the 13th.

b. The office or position indicated by sitting in

a particular episcopal chair ; the position of being
bishop of a particular diocese.

c 1450 Bidding Prayer iii. in Lay Folks Mass-bk. 68 Also
we sail pray specially for our holy fader be archbyschop of
pis See. 1595SHAKS. John ni. \. 144 Why thou. .dost, .force

perforce Keepe Stephen Langton chosen Archbishop Of
Canterbury from that holy Sea. 1678 Walton Life of
Sanderson 3 Thomas Rotherham, sometime Archbishop of
that Sex 1680 Godolphin Repert. Canon, (ed. 2} 14 The
Diocess belonging to the See of York contains [etc.). 1704
Nelson Fest. <fr

Fasts 11. iii. (1739) 477 The Office of a
Bishop, .contains peculiarly the Power of Consecrating
Bishops to succeed them in vacant Sees. 1819 Shelley
Cenci 1. ii. 66, I know the Pope Will ne'er absolve me from
my priestly vow But by absolving me from the revenue Of
many a wealthy see, 1869 Act 32 «$• 33 Vict. c. Ill f 5 The
bishop shall retain all the temporalities of his see, except the

patronage. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 3. 371 The vacant
sees were filled for the most part with learned and able men.

C. spec. Chiefly with defining word, The Apos-

tolic, Holy, Pa/a/, Roman See, the See of Rome
(rarely fthe See) : the office or position of Pope

;

the Papacy ; the authority or jurisdiction belonging

to the Pope ; occas. the Pope in his official capacity.
The designation Apostolic See (in its Latin form, Sides

Afostolica) was in patristic use applied more widely to any
ofthe bishoprics founded by apostles ; in med. Latin it occurs
also (see Du Cange) in the general sense of ' cathedral '.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14946 For he [seint

Gregore] was ablest, next pope to be After hym bat held bo
be se. 1529 More Supplic. Soulys Wks. 296/2 Nowe if he
say . . y

1 king John made England and Ireland tributary to the
pope and theseaapostolike[etc.]. 1559 Abp. Heath inStrype
Ann. Ref. (1709) I. App. vi. 7 When by the Vertue of this

Acte of Supremacye, we must forsake and flee from the Sea
of Rome. 1603 Siiaks. Meas. for M. in. ii. 232, I am a
brother Of gracious Order, laie come from the Sea, In
speciall businesse from his Holinesse. 16:6 R. C. Times'1

Whistle (1871) 51 Others. .Leave vs, and flie vnto the Sea
of Rome. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCsPol. Touchstone

(1674) 278 The Sea Apostolick was,. contented to see the

Mauritanian King* driven out of Spain. 176s Stonor in

E. H. Burton Life Challoner (1909) II. 83 '1 hey were told

Vol. VIII.

that the Society ought to be particularly careful at this

juncture not to disgust the Holy See, by being refractory to

its orders. 1769 Robertson Chas. V, in. Wks. 1813 V. 354
The publishing it by their own authority was highly dis-

respectful to the Roman see. 1777 Watson Philip II, v.

(1812) 1. 180 Commanding the Catholics every where to have
recourse, in all dubious cases, to the Apostolic See. 1788
Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 454 A dispute has arisen between
the Papal See and the King of Naples. 1840 Macaulay
Ess., Von Ranke p 25 Pius the Fifth, .upheld the authority

of his see. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. it 78 The
protection of the Holy See. 1884 Cath. Diet. (1807) 93 The
bishop speaks of himself as ' N-, by the grace of God and
of the Apostolic See, Bishop of N. .

t d. The building in which a bishop's throne is

placed, a Cathedral. Obs. rare.

1480 Caxton Descr. Brit. 17 The chief moder chirch of

alle Wales and the chief see [Trevisa chief setej. a 1600

Hooker Eccl. Pol. vii. viii. § 3 The Church where the

Bishop is set with his Colledge of Presbyters about him, we
call a Sea. 1665 G. Havers tr. P. della Voile's Trav. E.
hid. 78 And lastly, the See or Cathedral, which nevertheless

is neither the fairest, nor the greatest Church of that City. .

.

The See ofGoa at the time ofmy being there was not finish'd.

•f e. A city in which the authority symbolized

by the throne (of a bishop, etc) is considered to

reside. Cf. Siege sb. 2. Obs.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 1 The Townes of Thetforde
[etc.] shalbe taken and accepted for Sees of Byshops Suf-
fragans to be made in this Realme. 1673 Ray Journ. Low C.
331 Between the monuments- .are the arms of the Cities

subject to the Great Duke.. all Episcopal Seas. 1680 H.
More Apocal. Apoc. 65 Capernaum, that See as it were of
that great Bishop of Souls Jesus Christ. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. (1760) II. 89 Aquapendente is an episcopal see.

tf. The territory under the jurisdiction of a

bishop, a diocese. Obs.

1534 Act 26 Hen. VIII, c 14 5 4 No suche Suffragans.

.

shall, .have.. any jurisdiccion or Episcopal power., within
their said Sees nor within any Dioces or place of this Realme
..but only suche. .as [etc.]. c 1610 Women Saints 64 Arch*
bishop Theodore then ruling the Sea of Canterburie.

fig- 1*?33 P* Fletcher Purple Isl. 11. 14 The whole Isle,

parted in three regiments, By three Metropolies is joyntly
sway'd;.. The lowest hath the worst, but largest See.

3. attrib. and Comb. : simple attributive, as

•\ see-church, -land (in Ireland), -property, -town;
see-house, + -place, the official residence of the

occupant of a see.

c 1449 Pecock Rtpr. 111. xiii. 359 The pope and his *see
chirche in Rome. 1558 W. Forrest Grisild the Second
(Roxb.) 59 After whiche great extreme purgation To Yorke
(his See Church) dymytted he was. 1845 J. H. Newman
Ess. Developm.(iZyS) 158 The *see-house at Antioch.
Ch. Times 24 Aug. 725/1 The see-house at Bishop Auck-
land. 173a Swift Proposal to pay off Debt of Nation
Misc. (1735) V. 350 The Purchasers of the vacant *See Lands,
are to come immediately into Possession of the See he hath
left. 1835 Whatelv in Life (1866} I. 326 Bishoprics whose
see-lands are . .in other dioceses. 1553 ResfiuHica in. v. 805
We lefte the best of them a thredebare bissnop : . . The beste
bad but his "see place, that he might kepe home. 1847
Reeves Eccl. Antiq. Down, etc 171 note, The halftownland
of Dundesert is still 'see property. 1861 A. J. B. Hope Eng.
Cathedral 105 It is, I trust, in the process of. .being consti*

tuted the 'see-town of the bishopric 1895 K ash imix Univer-
sities II. 359 A city which was neither a capital nor a see-town.

See (sJ), sb.'- rare. [f. See v.] In nonce-uses :

a. To have a see, to have a look {at); b. with

cognate obj., I have seen my see, I have seen what
I wished to see.

1866 ' Holme Lib ' Basil Godfrey** Caprice xxxiii, Let me
have a see at the playbill. 1868 Browning Ringf Bk. 11.

128 May I depart in peace, I have seen my see.

See (si"), v. Forms and Inflexions : see below.
[A Common Teut. str. vb. : OE. sion {seah, sdwon
and s&£on, ge-seweti) = O Fris. sta, OS. sehan,

MDu. sten (Du, zt'en), MLG. s$n (LG. seen),

OHG. sehan (MHG., mod.G. sehen), ON. sia

(Sw. and Da. se), sia (Fser. siggjd), sid (Icel. sj'd,

Norw. sjaa), Goth, sathwan {sahw, s$hwtim,

saihwans) :—OTeut. *sehw- :—pre-Teut. *sequ-.

Three distinct Indogermanic roots of the form m
$eq

H
~ are

commjnly recognized ; some scholars (as Brugmann) refer

the Teut. verb to the root of which an ablaut-variant ap-
pears in Say v. 1

; others (asKluge) to the root of L. sequi
to follow ; and others (as Kick) to that of L. secare to cut

;

but each of these views involves a hypothetical sense-

development which it is not easy to accept with confidence.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive see (si). Forms: 1 a6em, sfon,

Merc. s6an, sfan, Northumb. sea, 2 syen, 2-3
sien, 2-5 seo(n, (2-3 son, 3 so), 3 sean, 3-4
sei(e» 3-5 aea> 3

- *> se » 4 suen, seey^en, sey, sy,

si, Kent, zy, zi, 4-5 seye, 4-6 sene, 4-6, (8)

seen, 4 (north.), 6-7 (Sc,) sie, 5 seene, seyn,
5-6 seyne, (7 sea), 7, 9- dial, zee, 3- see. Also
Dative Infinitive \ to" se"onne, st>anne, seenne,
2-3 to siene, 3 to seonno, to sene, to sende,
Kent, to zyenne, (7 to seene).
Beowulf"920 Eode scealc mom; swi5hicxende to sele bam

bean searowundor seon. 1950 Lindisf.Gosp. Mark x. 51

p<ttte ic xesii vcl maexe sea. CH75 Pater Noster nom
Lamb. Horn. 61 And enstes wille bo us bitwon neb wi8 neb
for him to son. c 1200 Ormin 2845 Her ma?3 maun sen
full opennli^ patt [etc.]. £1*75 Lav. 8172 One man..
bat was bider icome foi to se [c 1205 i-seon] bis cnihtes

game. 01310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxvi. 100 When we
shule suen thy wounde blede. £1350 Will. Palerne 759
William to be window witterli mijt sene ;if [etc.]. 1382

Wyclif Deut. xxviii. 10 Alle the puples of erthes shuten
seey5en [MS. A seye, 1388 se], that [etc.]. C1450 Mirk's
Festial 5 Als ferre as he myght seen hit. c 1470 Henry
Wallace vm. 475 Gyff thai suld battaill seyn. ? a 1550
Droichis Part ofPlay 124 in Dunbar's Poems (1893) 318 As
je may sie. 1611 Mure Misc. Poems, Confl. Love # Reas.

18 One quho lothed to sie ye Light. 1638 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 3 To publis the proclamatioun fourthwith..and

sea itt put in executioun to the best of your pouer.

C893 [see 16 a (a)]. 11225 Juliana 47 (Bodl. MS.) Ich..

sohte be to seonne. is. . Moral Ode 388 (Egerton MS.) in

O. E.Hom. I. 183 Of himtosene[ci2coTrin. MS. in O. E.
Horn. II. 232 to isiene] nis no sed. 1340 Ayenb. 108 pet

he ne is clene ne worbi him to zyenne.

2. Indicative Present, a. \st pers. sing, see
(si). Forms: 1 s6om, slum, s6o, sio, sie, 2-5

seo, (2-3 so), 3-4 north, seis, 3-6 se, (5 scee), 6

Se, sie, 3- see.
a 1000 Ags, Ps. v. 3 (Th.) Ic stande on air-mermen beforan

3e a?t jebede, and seo be. c 1200 Ormin 7623 Forr her I seo
full witerrlij pin Haelennd crist onn eorbe. a 1250 Oivl $
N. 34 Me is be wrs J?at ich be so [Jesus MS. iseo]. a 1300
Cursor M. 16327, I wat and seis [Gott. MS. seis] bai wel
noght fine, be-tuixand bai be sia. 1377 Langu P. PL B. xx.

177 ' Now I see ' [1393 Ibid. C. xxm. 178 seo], seyde lyf ' bat
[etc.] \ c 1400 St. Alexius 334 (Cott.) Ys thys my sone bat I

here scee ? 14^1 Caxton Recuyell iSommerj 41 Y shall neuer
haue pleasir in my lyf tyll y se hym refrayned of his

tyrannye. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 8 All that I sie.

b. 2nd pers. sing, seest (srest). Forms: a.

I seohst, syhst, sihst, sixst, siist, sist, 3 sihst,

sichst, seh[s]te, 3-4seost, sext, syst, sucst,sikst,

3, 5 sixst, 3-5 sest, sist, sixt, 4 suxst, sixte,

syxt, (sys), Kent, zixt, zyxt, zist, 4-5 suxt, 5
sexst, sestt, seist, 5-6 seyst, 4- seest. ft. (north.)

1 siis, 3-4 sais, 3-5 se(e)s, 3-6 seis, 4 seise,

seyse, 4-5 sese, seys, 5 seese, se^is, 6 seyis.
a. [c888 K. /Elfred Boeth. iii. §4 gesihst bu nu |-sut (etc.).]

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 137 Wanne bu sest gost cumen
[etc.]. (11250 Owl <$ N. 242 (Jesus MS.) Bi daye pu art
stare-blynd, pat bu ne syst [Cott. MS. sichst] bouh of lynd.
c 1250 Ten Abuses 1 (Cott.) in O.E. Misc. 184 Hwan bu
sixst on leode King bat is wilful [etc.]. c 1320 R. Brunne
Medit. 212 He bat bou seest yn be prestes fest. 1393 Langu
P. PI. C. xi. 158 As bow suxt [v.rr. sixt, seist, seest, sext] be
sonne som tyme for cloudes May nat shyne. a 1400 Hoxv to
live perfectly 1062 in Minor Poems jr. Vernon MS. 249
Hem bat bou seost in Meseyse. c 1485 Digby Myst., Mary
Magd. 1542 pis chrisetyn bat here sestt bou. a 1386 Sidney
Arcadia \\. (Sommer) 103 Alas my Dorus (said she) thou
seest how long [etc.]. 1781 Cowper Truth 507 Seest thou
yon harlot, wooing all she meets.
£• [^9So Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xii. 14 Ne for&m 5u fcesiis

on onsione monnes.] a 1300 Cursor M. 14055 ' Sais [Gott.

ses, Fairf. sese] bou ', he said, ' now bis womman ?
' c 1320

Sir Tristr. 2933 No say nou^t what bou ses.
_ 1375 Barbour

Bruce iv. 301 Now seis thow I mak na gabbing, a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 5022 For bi modire nor jit Messedon pou sejis

bairn na mare, a 1400 in Relig. Pieces Prose <5- Verse 24 The
tober es in Haly Writte whare bou sese what bou doo and
what bou sail Iefe. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xx. 41 Thow
seyis mony things vanand. igjoAne Tragedies in Satir.
Poems Reform, x, We ar cum heir to the..To cause the
write that thing thou seis this nycht.

O. ydpers. sing, sees (s*~z), arch, seeth (srep).

Forms : a. 1 siehS, sioh15, seoht), syhU, sihU, sf&,

2 sic"©*, 2-3 sip, secfB, setS, siht, 2-3, 5 siej), 2-4
sihp, 3 syhp, (sup, sop, 8003 error for seop), 3-4
suop, 4 si^th, sikth, sykp, syp, seyp, sy lit, Kent.
zigp, zyjp, zyp, zyep, zykp, zikp, zy;t, zi;t, 4-5
seth, 5 suep, 5-6 sethe, seyth, seith, 4- (now
arch.) seeth. 0. (with ending orig. north.) 1 siis,

sfs, 3-6 seis, 4 seise, seos, 4-5 ses(e, seys, 5
sesse, se^is, -es, 6-7 Sc. sies, 3- sees.

U 950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. vi. 4 Fawler Sin seSe ^esiiS in

dexelnisse; <rxooo Ags. Gosp. jesyhb ; c 1160 Hatton Gosp.
siho.] 1 154 O. E, Chron. an. 1124 (LaudMS.)a^/

p
/f«.,Oc ure

Laford God aelmihti^ ba eall dijetnesse seS & wat, he seo?
baet man laet baet aerme folc mid ealle un rihte. c 1 175 Land'.
Horn. 29 pe mon be heleS his sunne a&sse Hue ne siht he
nefre almihtin drihten. Ibid. 157 perihtwise Mon bet..sic5
be muchele blisse bet he is to ile<!ed. a 1250 Oivl fy N. 246
Ri^t so hit farb bi pan un-gode bat no^t ne sup [Jesus MS.
i-syhb] to none gode. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxix. 86
Marie wepeth sore, ant siht al this wo. c 1315 Shoreham
7 Deadly Sins 203 He sykb gode theawes. c 1369 Chaucer
Dethe Blaunche 595 Who so seeth me firste. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 62 Holy chyrche. .seyth horn all sore seke yn be
sekenes of synne. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xvii[i.] 47 Y° God
which seyth that I be auenged. Ibid. xxxvi[i.j 13 He seith
yt his daye is comminge. 1560 Ovid's Narcissus C iij b,

Ther he seethe the image of his grace, a 1629 Goffe Courag.
Turk v. iv. (1632) H 3 b, Their God seeth tneir slaughter.

0. [^95° Lindisf. Gosp. John iii. 32 paette gesiis & senereS.]
a 1300 Cursor M. 862 He wend to hide him amang ba
tres, Fra his sight |>at al sees [Gott. seis, Fairf. seise,

Trin. sees], a 1375 Joseph A rim. 258 He seos Jhesu crist

in a sad Roode. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2532 Quen he sesse
[Dull. MS. seys] vs sike a sowme sare will he drede. Ibid.

5583 pe berne bli-chis on his blonke & se^es his breth faile.

c 1614 Mure Dido <$- AZneas 11. 120 What all doth boad she
sies.

d. plural see (si). Forms: a. 1 66*015, se~a$S,

sioU, 2-4 seop, (3 sop, seoj error for seop), 3-5
sep, 4 sup, seith, (soez ? error for seop), Kent.
zyep (also written zyej), 3ep, 5 seep, sethe. 0.

1 s6o, 3-4 seo, 3-6 se, 6 Sc, sie, 3- see. 7. north.

1 s6as, 3-4 sees, sais, 3-6 seis, 4 seyse, sese.

8. 3-6 sen, 4 seon, 4-5 seen, 5 se(e)ne, se(e)yne.
a. aooo Cynewulf Crist 1286 (Gr.) Hy..seo5. ^950

Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 13 ForSon sesesend..ne seao.

a 1250 Owl if N. 884 (Jesus MS.) Hi ne seob [Colt. MS. sob]
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SEE.

her nowiht bute serewe. [c lago Bcket 021 in S. Eng. Leg.

'33 3* »•««>? w*l echon bat al be world grat on me one.]

iao7 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2436 In pit firmament beb Planetes

yliche clere sterren seuene as je seb [v.rr. iseob,seen, senej.

a 1315 soez [see B. 9J. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. 1. 41 This and bat

sueth bi soule and seith it in bin herte. 1393 — P.PL C. V.

154 We seth [v.rr. seon, see, seeyne, se] wel syre reson,..

That [etc.]. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 21 As 3e here and sethe.

p. [071 Blickl. Horn. 125 Jeseo we bast oft swibe manexum
men ferlice jelimpeb bat he hine wi5 bas world jedaeleb.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 5335 God men i am, als yee now her se,

An old man. 1393 Langl. P. PL G x. 244 Ober sonedays at

euesonge seo we wel fewe !

y. cySpLindisf.Gosp. Matt, xiii. i^Dailcogeseas. a 1300
Cursor M. 1176 All bat be sees [Fair/, sees, Gbtt. se, Trin.

seeb] sal be not sla. Ibid. 21074 Pat ertn • >men sais [Go'tt.

seisj vprisand fra be grand. 1567 Gudc
<J-

Godlie Ball. 89
Quhen my ennemies seis my fall.

6. citoo Ormin 18965 Forr swa be^ mare herenn & sen
Off Cristess rihhtwisnesse. 136a Langl. P. PL A. in. 210
jjeseon wel be so be. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 42 pen we sene
pat bou wyll not do be kyngys byddyng. 1450-80 tr.

Secrcta Secret, xi. 11 Than shalle the kyng be worshipid
and dred whan men seyne that he dredith god. c 1600 Day
Bednal *V, iv. iii. (1659) lib, Old Stro. And speak the
truth Boy as thou art my Son. Y. Stro. And I do not I'll

give you leave to coll me Cut, sen ye ?

3. Indicative past, a. is£ and $rd pers. sing,

saw (S9). Forms : a. 1, 3 sreh, 1-3 seah, 3 Ormin
sahh, 3-4 sa£, sah, sau, (saght), 3-5 sagh, sa$e,

sau}, 4 sagbe. sa;ho, sav, sach, {Si. schaw ,

4r_5__saugh, sauh, aawh, saw}, 4-6 sawe, sauhe,
sawhe, sawgh, sauch, (sa$), save, 5-6 sauo,

sau^e, (5 saugho), Se, sa, 6 sae, Sc. saa, 3- saw

;

1-4 seh, 3 seh}, sejh, seeih, sayh, seeh, 3-4 seih,

»©5. 3-5 sa1* wi, sai3» Mij, seyh, seghe, 3-5,

(7) **Yt 3-6 saye, sey, 4 saije, sei^e, sain,

sayw, seey, see}, seich, Kent. 203, 4-5 seigh(e,

seygh, 86730, seye, say;, saio
;
seie, seih,se

v
e'gh,

4-6 se, 5 seyhe, se3he, sech, (seyght), 3- (now
vulgar) see

; 3-4 sih, 4 si, syh, syg3, 4-5 ay},

sygh, si3(e, sigh(e, sy^e, sihe, sy, sie, 5 syg(he,
syhe, 5-6 sye; 4 sugh, sough, sow, sue. &.

weak forms {dial, and vulgar) 8-9 see'd, 9 seed,
zeed, etc. (see also Eng, Vial, Diet,),
o. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xi. 33 Se haelend uutedlice

bxtte sach hia hremende. c 1200 Trin, Coll. Horn. 175
Ure helende . .segh bos tweie brodren in be se on here shipe.
c M75 Passion our Lord 561 in O, E. Misc. 53 po seyh heo
per twey engles. c 1290 Beket 167 in S. Eng. Leg. in Heo
saij gilbertus wille bat it was no guod. a 1300 Havelok 1251

niht saw she ber-inne a Uht. c 1325 Metr. Horn, 76 When
scho on rode sugh hyr son hang, a 1330 Otuel 738 Rouland
was so ny3, pat alle foure kinges he sy$. 136a Langl. P. PL
A. ProL 14, 1 sauh a Tour on a Toft, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
v. {Johannes) 250 Paynis..bat he schaw in hell. 138a
Wyclif Matt. ix, 23 When Jhesus . .see; mynstrelis. a 1400
Pistill of Susan 316 Vnderr a Cyne..I her se. 1x435
Lydg. Assembly ofGods 22 When I sy no bettyr but 1 must
go. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 119 He ^ode nygh and sech how
an horrybull neddyr..had vmbeclypped a lyon. c 1450
Digby Myst.f Mary Magd. 2051 pe whych I never save pis

xxx wynter and more. ai$po Lancelot 1225 The lady sauch.

.

The knychtis worschip which that he haith vroght. 1534 in
Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 36 He was rapte
into heven, where he see the Trinite settyng in a pall. 1573
G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 115 Who ever sae, who ever
harde, who ever redd the like to this? 1583 Leg. Bp. St.

Androis 520 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, But his commis-
sione na man saa. 1671 Wiseman Wounds 1. viii. 73 The
Doctor. .both see and felt their scars. 1696 De La Prymb
Diary (Surtees) 102 He say an ape, and playing with it, it

bit his hand. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story i\i t But
1 never, for coolness, see such a man as you. 1874 Whyte
Melville Uncle John xiv. II. 91 He see one of 'em..go
by the house this morning.
p. a iQooPeggp,A need. Eng. Lang. (1814) in The common

people of London.. will say, for instance,—'I see'd him
yesterday'; and 'he was see'd again to-day '. *8i8 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xl, I never seed a woman hanged in a' my life,

189a Kipling Barrack-room Ballads 51 An* I seed her first

a-smokin' of a whackin' white cheroot.

b. 2nd pers, sing, sawest (s^est), sawst
(s^st). Forms : o. 1 sawe, 3-4 sagh, 3-5 se^e,

4 sau, sei'h, sihe, si^e, 4-5 sey(e, sei^e, sawe,
saw;, saugh, se, si£, Kent, ze^e, 5 sawhe, say,

seghe, see, sye, sogh, 5-6 saw. 0. 4-5 sei;est,

-ist, si^est, seist, 5 sau3(e)st, saiest, 5-6 seest,

6 sawyste, -iste, aeyst, 7- saw'st; sawst, 5-
sawest.
» (97« Blickt. Horn. 113 pser bu aer sesawe godweb mid

golde zefa$od.] a vjpaCnrsorM. 9848 Bot he war ferliful to
call if pou it sagh. 1315 Shoreham Hours of'Cross 63 pou
se^e hyne hyder and byder ycached, Fram pylate to herode.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 276 Sei bou euer bemperour? 1390
Gower Conf. I, 367 Thou sihe nevere thilke place. 0x400
Pistill of Susan 337 pou sey nou,..Vnder what kynde
of tre Semeli susan bou se [v.r. see] Do bat derne dede.
c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 12 In hir bou si? a semeli sete.

1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. lxxvi, And nowe behold
the thing that thou erewhile, Saw only in thought.
A, 1388 Wyclif Dan. u. 3^ Thou si^est [v.r. sau5estj thus.— Rev. \. 20 Which thou sei^est [138a si^e, v.r. saiest] in my

rijt hond. Ibid. xvii. 8 The beeste which thou seist [138a
si^e, v.rr. saiest, si^est ; 1534 Tindal, 1539 Cranmer seest]

was, and is not. 1470-85 Malory A rihur m. xii. 1 13 Sawest
thownot..a knygbte rydynge and ledynge aweye a lady.
a 1536 Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 104 Sawyste thou not
myn oxen ? c 1537 Thersytes 501 Seyst thou any man come
thys wave? 159a Shaks. Ven. 9f Ad. 644 Sawest thou not
signes of feare furke in mine eye? x6oa Breton Mother's
Blessing Cab, Winke at the world as though thou saw'st
it not. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 603 Those Tents thou sawst
so pleasant, were the Tents Of wickedness.
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O. plural, saw (s§). Forms : a. 1 sawun, -an,
-en, sason, 1-2 sawon, 3 sowen, so$en, sa3en,
3-5 sawen, 5 saujen ; 1 sesun, -on, 1-2 scejon,

3 Ormin, see^henn, (seethe we), 3-4 Sfle(h)3en,

3 season, a-4 sejen, 2-5 seien, 3-4 sei3en,
seh(3)en, seojen, 3-5 sei;en, seghen, seyen,
4 sey;en, seighen, Kent, ze^en, 4-5 saien,
say(e)n, seyne, 4-6 seen, 5 seyn, sene, seon,
6 seene ; 3-5 sigen, 4 sihen, syhen, 4-5 sien,
sy(3)en, 5 syghen. &, 3 ssege, 3-4 sagh, sau,
(scau), 3-5 sa^e, 3-6 saue, 4 saghe, sach, 4-5
sawgh, sowe, 4-6 sawe, 5 sawg, saugh, sauhe,
sag, so, 4- saw; 3 seh(g)e, ssege, 3-4 seghe,
sei (3)eJ 3» 5 se3e» 3-5 say* sei, sey(e, 4 sehe,
seih, seygh, saie, seo, Kent, zege, 4-5 se(i)gh,
seig, 5 saye, seyge, seyghe, 5-6 se, 5-7, 9 (vulgar)

see
; 3-4 sige, 4 syhe, 4-5 sie, sye, sig, syg(e,

sygh(e, sigh(e, 5-6 sy. 7. 8-9 dial, and vulgar
see'd (see also Eng. Dial. Diet.).

The modern vulgarism {xue,you
y
they) seen is not connected

with the a forms above, but is due to substitution of the
form of the pa. pple. for that of the pa. t. ; so in the sing.,

/, he seen.
a. a 900 Cynewulf Crist 536 J>onan hy God nyhst up

sti^ende eajum se^un. a 900 — Eleue 1104 (Gr.)J>ffir hie to
saegon. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1106 (Laud MS.) Forbam be
we hit sylfe ne sawon. a ia*5 Leg. Kath. 280 For bi baet ;e ne
sehen ham neauer biginnen. c 1350 Gen. <$• Ex. 3522 Dis for-

fri^ted folc.So^en Sat figer. a 1300 Havelok 957 Alle him
loueden bat him sowen. 1340-70 Alex. # Dind. 256 Whan
we sihen bi sonde wib bi sel prented, We kenden bi couaitise.

^1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. no Right so men goostly in
this mayden free Syen of feith the magnanymytee. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) xxviii. 282 Whan that thei seen the Develes
visibly and bodyly alle aboute hem. 1440 Capgrave Life
St. Kath. 1383 Whom }e in flesch now full late sayn. ^1450
Mirk's Festial 20 pen seon be byschoppys of mawmetry ^at
all be pepul laft hor lawe. 15. . Scot, Field 513 in Chetham
Soc. Misc. II, When the Skottes and the Ketterickes seen
our men sketer, They had greate joy of their joyning.
0. c laos Lay. 11970 f>u vmbe stunde ne sae;e [c 1275 sehje]

heo noht of londe. c 1x50 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 30 Ac
fore be miracle bet hi seghe was here beliaue be more
i-strengbed. a 1300 Cursor M. 10268 Nu nan [children] we
sagh [Trin. say, Laud sie] be neuer haue. Ibid. 18451 f>ir

war be priueteis we scau [Go'tt. sau, Trin. sawe, Laud saw],
Ikariusandmifelau. C1330R. Brvhue Chron. Wace(Ro\\s)
4670 Men.. wel hit sowe. 13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 200 So
sayd al bat hym sy^e. c 1375 Cursor M. 21691 (Fairf.) Quen
f>ai

sagh [Edin. sach] als tai did oft moiseslift his hende on
oft.

t
c 1375 Sc. Lee: Saints xvi. {Magdalena) 436 For-bi

abasit bai var & rad, quhene bai bame-selfine sav sa sted.

a 1400 Pistill ofSusan 132 Nou were bis domus men derf
drawen in derne, Whiles bei seo [v.rr. saw, syghe] bat ladi

was laft al hire one. c 1420 Avow. Arlh. xl, Thay so a
schene vndur schild. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 875 All
men bat sow and stode by. C1460 Emare 869 Alle hym
loued bat hym sy. c 1550 Bale K. Johan (Camden) 8r, I

am as gentle a worme as ever ye see. 1877 Jefferies Game*
keener at //. i. (1890) 19 The governor were the haughtiest
man as ever you see.

y. 175a Foote Taste u. (1781) 29 The same [gentleman]
that we see'd at the Painting Man s.

4. Subjunctive Present see. Forms : sing. 1

sio, seo, se*, see, 3 sio, sege, 3-4 seo, 3-5 se,

4 Kent, zi, 5 seye, 3- see. Plural, 1 seon, sen,

3 seon, (so), 3-4 seo, 4-5 se, 3- see.
[c 888 K. Alfred Boeth. x, ForSsem msenesum men is

leofre baet he asr self swelte aer he jesio his wif & his beam
sweltende.] c laoo Ormin 3842 pohh batt he grissli; deofell

seo, Niss he rihht nohht forrfseredd. a 1300 Cursor M. 1987
Godmen i wil bat jee it see. a 1340 Hampole Comm. Can-
ticles L § in Psalter (1884) 504 Depnes of hell sail hill thaim
that thai se namare of thaire vanyte. a 1400-50 WarsAlex.
1846 Sire, if we se with a suth surely me thinke [etc.]. 1426
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 5704 Thogh thow seye in me Errour.

5. Subjunctive Past saw. forms : a. sing, 1

sawe, 3 sseghe, ssege, (soge, sowe), 3-4 saghe,
3-5 sawe, 4 sau, 4-5 saugh, 5 sauh, 6- saw;
2 seige, 2-4 seie, sege, 3 seh(g)e, 3-5 seye, 4
seigh, Kent, zege, 5 see ; 3 sige, 4 syhe, sihe.
[c 888 K. Alfred Boeth, x, ,^if jni hine ;esawe on hwelcum

eorfodum.] c 1200 Ormin 17425, & burrh batt he sxghe
baeronn He shollde takenn bote, c laao Bestiary 502 Dat tu
wuldes seien get, gef 5u it [the whale] soge wan it fiet , 3at it

were a neilond. c 1*3.0 Hali Meid. (Titus) 1. 233 Hwa ^at
sehe benne hu be engles beoS isweamed. a 1300 Havelok

. 1323, I wotb, so wel so ich it sowe, To be shole comen heye
and lowe. 13.. K.Horn (Harl. MS.) 985 Rymeniid lokede
wide by j>e see syde 3ef heo se3e [a 1 300 Camb, MS., If heo
ojt of horn isije] horn come. 1390 Gower Conf I, 64 And
cast upward his yhe, As thogh he Cristes face syhe.

b. plural. 1 sawon, -an, 4 Kent, zegen, 5 seen
;

3-5 seie, 4-5 seige, 5 seigh, sey, se, 6- saw.
[c888 K. Alfred Boeth.xvl.% 2 Jif j;e nu jesawan (etc).]

xa97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5023, & vpe be west 3ate of londone
sette hit wel heye.. bat men wel wide yseie [v.rr. sei^e, sey,
se], 1340 Ayenb. 204 Hy bresten out hare e3en of be herte
be hi ne ze^en bing bet ham mi^te wybdraje uram hire con-
lemplacion. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xix. 450 For be comune
..countenful litel pe conseille ofconscience.. But if bei seije

[v.rr. seigh, seie, seen] as by sy3te somwhat towynnynge.
1530 Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 1057 Les skaith it war, with
lycence of the Pape, Thatilke Prelate one Wyfe had of his
awin, Nor se thar bastardis ouirthort the cuntre blawin.

6. Imperative see. Forms : a. sing. 1 sioh,

seoh, seh, sih, 3 sih, sig, 3-4 seh, sai, 3-6 se,

4 seo, Kent, zig, 5 say, sey, 5- see.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 59 Sioh nu sylfa be jeond bas sidan

gesceaft [etc.]. £1310 Marina 55 in Biiddeker AltengL
Dicht. I1878) 258 Nou wend & seh wher hit he. 136a Langl. 1

SEE.

P. PL A. I. 39 For be Fend and bi Flesch folewen to-gedere,
And schendeb bi soule seo hit in bin herte. Ibid. x. 145 So
seib be sauter seo hit whon be likeb. c 1430 Chev. Assigne
65 Sone paye be with by qwene & se of her berthe. 1508
Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 44 Se sone thow mak my
commissar amendis.

b. plural, a. 1 se'o'o*, siatS, 3 seo)), 4-5 se(e)J),

5 sethe, seith, seigeth.
[971 Blickl. Horn. 241 BehealdaS eow and xeseoS hine.)

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1715 Now seb how sone i haue spedde !

138a Wyclif Matt, xxviii. 6 Come 3e, and seeth [1388 se,

3e] the place, c 1435 Cast. Persev. 494 in Macro Plays 92
Syth & sethe wel to my sawe ! c 1440 Gesta Rom, i, 4
(Harl. MS.) Seith nowe, goode men.

/3. 3 seo, 3-6 se, 6 Sc. sie, 3- see.
a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 17288+ 151 (Cott.) He is risen &

not here, be-hald be stede & see ! 1567 Gude % Godlie Ball.
142 For Christis word se ze stand for it.

7. North. 3-4 sees, 3-5 seis, 4 sese.
«i3oo Cursor M. 17797 Gas, seis [Trin. seeb, Laud se]

nu,..And yee sal find £air tumbs tome, a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 3878 Seis ensampill at myselfe & seke 3e na ferre.

5. 5 sene.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 410 Hewe hit with an axe and

sene If hit be not in thegge.

7. Present Participle seeing (srirj). Forms : 1

sionde, siende, seende, sesende, 1-2 sfionde,

3-4 seant, 3-6 seand, 4 seende, seyinge, siynge,
Kent, zyinde, 4-5 seande,4-6 seyng(e, seeynge,
5 seenge, s(e)yyng, seond, seinge, seeyng,
6 seing, seying, seeinge, 6- seeing.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 13 Jese^ende vel seende.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3950 Bot bou sal be cald israel pat es man
seand godd of hel. 138a Wyclif Gen. xvi. 4 And she [Agar]
seynge hir silf that she had conseyued, dispiside hir ladi.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 220 Noght seende This meschief. 1471
Caxton Recuyetl (Sommer) 23 Seyng his sorowful maner.
a 1585 Montgomerie Ckerrie iff Sloe 461, I leuir haue euer
Ane foule in hand, or tway, Nor seand ten fleand About
me all the day. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
I. 1. 100 Seing him self in sandie furdes.

8. Past Participle seen (sfn). Forms : a. 1

(se)sewen, 2 ssewon, sawen, season, se(o)son,
2-3 sewen, 2-4 segen, 3 (i-) ssegen, sehen,
(sogen), Ormin seghenn, 3-5 sen, seien, 3-7(8)
sene, 4 sewyn, sine, 4-5 seyen, seigen, sain,
sayn, 4-6 seynfe, sein, 4-7 seene, 5 saine,
sayne, (shene, senene), 5-7 seine, 6 seane,
senne, 4- seen. p. 3 seghe, se(i)hge, 3-5 sey(e,
sei(g)e, 4 sege, Kent, soge, zoge, 4-5 seyg(e, say,
se, 5 see, sye, saye, saie. 7. 8-9 vulgar see*d.
0. [c88S K. jElfred Boeth. xxxix. § 13 Ac se steorra be

we hata3 aefensteorra, bon he biS west xesewen, bon tacnnaS
he sefen.] tl.. O. E. Chron. an. 789 (Laud MS.) Heofenlic
leoht waes jelome seogen Sar ber he [Alfwold] of slajen
waes. xi<4 Ibid. an. 1127 (Laud MS.) ad fin. t pis wses..
sejon on pe selue derfald in ba tune on Burch. c 1250 Gen.
<5- Ex. 2785 Ic haue min folkes pine so3en, 8at he nu longe
hauen dro3en. c 13** Sir Tristr. 466 We and our elders old,
pus ban haue we sain, c 1350 Will. Palerne 1792 pel draw
nem to a dern den for drede to be seigen. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints xv. {Barnabas) 18 To be leile witnes, ewyne of It he
had sewyn in hewyn. c 1386 Chaucer Man ofLaxtfs T. 74
Whan they han this blisful mayden sayn [vsr. seyn, sain,
seine], c 1400 Destr. Troy 29^0 ?et it ledis vnto Uitbnes
and vnlefe werkes, And shotis into shame as shene has ben
ofte. c 1490 Chron. VHod.+iyb No blodus drope was senene
bo bere. c 1450 Merlin 21 Neuer was seyen so wyse a man.
1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 29 Thay ar aluterlie seyne with
the eyne of faith. x6.. Mure Sonn. to Margareit iii. 3
Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 49 Oght yat my puir eyes hath ewer seine.
c 1730 Ramsay Eagle $ Robin 49 Be nae mair sene At court.
' p. [c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 po men. .hedde
i-seghe bo miracle.] a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxiv. 96
Thestri waes seie byfore day. 136a Langl. P. PL A. xi. 218
For 1 haue sei3e it my-selfe. a 1375 How to hear Mass 107
in Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 496 Not Blynt J>at day
schalt bou not be pat bou bi sauiour hast se. 1387-8 T.
Usk Test. Love 1. xii. (SkeatJ 1. 13 The sonne yeveth light
that thinges may be seye. c 1450 Merlin 26 He hadde neuer
seye them be-fore, a 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 70 It was the
joieust and plesaunt sighte that ever the saide citesyn Li-
sander had see beforne. 148a Monk of Evesham xxxvi.
(Arb.) 81 It is seldynne sey yat any man of hem were very
penitent. 15.. Adam Bel 410 in Hazl. E. P. P. II. 156, I

had wende yester dayc.Thou sholde me never have se.

y. a 1800 [see A. 3 0J. 1857 A. Mayhew Paved with Gold
11. v, Why, it's months since I've seed a sixpence.

B. Signification and Uses.

1. The simple verb.
In most of the senses OE. and early ME. used the com-

pound gesion
% I-see, more frequently than the simple verb.

Hence the paucity of early examples here.

1. trans. To perceive (light, colour, external ob-
jects and their movements) with the eyes, or by
the sense of which the eye is the specific organ.
Beowulf"1365 paer mxj mon . . ni8wundor seon, Fyr on flode.

a 1000 Riddles lxxxvh. 1 (Gr.) Ic seah wundorlice wiht.
1154 O, E, Chron. an. 1122 (Laud MS.), paet fir hi season
in de daei rime and laeste swa lange ban hit w;es Uht ofer eall.

c iaoo Ormin 657, & son se Zacari^e sahh patt enngless
brihhte leome, He warrb forrfieredd. 1357 Lay FolksCatech.
(MS. T.) 415 For he that loues noght his brothir,. .how suld
he loue god almighten that he seis noght c 1450 Knt. de
la Tour xx. (1906) 29 Atte her dethe was saine a grete
clerete & light. 1560 Dais tr. Sleidane's Comm. 465 b, The
fourth daye of Marche began to shine a biasing starre, & is

sene by the space of twelve dayes. 1590 Shaks. Mids. Ar
. 11.

ii. 27 What thouseest when thou dost wake, Doe it for thy
true Loue take. 1604 Drayton Moyses 11. § 2 Darknes is

now so palpable and much, That as 'tis seene, as easily is

felt. 16x4 ToMKis Albumazar 1. iii, With this [glass] He
read a leafe of that small Iliadcas plainly Twelue long



SEE.

miles off", as you see Pauls from Highgate. 1665 Phil. Trans.
I. 39 In the interim.. the other Comet could be seen with
the naked eye. X796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla 1. 376 Sideling
towards the window, .[she] had heard and seen all that had
passed. 184a Tennyson Walking to Mail 7 Whose house
is that I see? 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlviii, 'I was
in the kitchen making a pudding '.

' I know you were, I

saw you through the area railings '. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc.
1. 141 We have seen the third edition. 1896 Law Times
Rep. LXXIII. 6i6/2lfhehad looked he must have seen the
light of the approaching train.

Proverb, c 1450 Mirks Festial 230 Hyt ys old Englysch
sawe : A mayde schuld be seen, but not herd.
trans/. 1818 Keats F.ndym. 1. 540 This river does not see the

naked sky. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 307 The place
only sees the sun for a few hours in winter.

tb. Pleonastically, to see with (or at) eye{s,

with, in sight. Obs.
For to see with one's own eyes, etc., see Eye so.

a 1000 Riddles lxxxiv. 31 (Gr.) pjes be [hio]..aelda beam
eagum sawe. c 1200 Ormin 5716 To sen Drihhtin wibb
ehne. a 1300 Havelok 1273 pat shall bu with bin eyne sen.
13. . Gaw. if Gr. Knt 1705, & quen bay seghe hym with syjt,

pay sued hym fast, c 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 384 And if

we take hede bus bi bis rulewe schal se at y5e how be clergie
saib here ober-wyse ban it is. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W.
Prol. n But goddis forbode but men schulde leue Wei more
thyng than men han seyn with eye. 1418 Man Beivare 71
in 26 Pol. Poems 63 For bat }e hid, god seeb in sy^t, 1430-
40 Lydg. Bochas 11. Prol. (1494) fiij b, The rounde droppis of
the smoth rayne which that.. fall from aloft On stonys harde
at the iye as it is seyne Perceth their hardnesse with their
fallinge ofte. c 1475 Partenay 51 A roial gret feste, A more
worshipful neuer sayn with eye.

C. predicated of the eye.
a 12*5 Leg. Katk. 1733 Nan eorolich ehe ne me: hit seon,

ich segge. a 1300 Cursor M. 4508 Hert sun for-gettes bat
ne ei sets, c 1491 Lessons 0/ Dirige 318 in 26 Pol. Poems 1 17
Noon ey^e hadde sene me after son. 16*0 Sir T. Wroth
Destr. Troy, etc. Epigr. 16 tnarg., That which the eye sees
not the heart neuer rues. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 102
p 4 An expanse of waters.. covered with so thick a mist that
the most perspicacious eye could see but a little way.

d. To behold (visual objects) in imagination,

or in a dream or vision. So to see a vision, t to see

a dream.
c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 109 pe holi prophete abacuc. .seh

suterliche fele of be wundren be ure helende dide sicWn.
a 1300 Cursor M. 4533 Aiber of hus a drem we sau And he
us bad til him it scan. 138a Wyclif Gen. xl. 8 A sweuen we
han seen [1388 We sei)en a dreem], and ther is not that wol
vndo it vs. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 99 Here take
heed bat Damll seigh ten sightes. c 1450 Myrr. our Ladye
27 The holy Patryarke Jacob se a vysyon in a place callyd
Bethel. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes v. F v b, A ncwe Hierusalem
the saydjohan also se. i8ooWordsw. A' everie0/Poor Susan
5 She sees A mountain ascending, a vision of trees. 1848
Dickens Dombey xxxii, He saw himself, in his mind's eye,

Sut meekly into a hackney coach. 1859 Helps Friends in C.
er. il (1877) I. viii. 201, I see, with my mind's eye, a statue

of Dunsford raised in Tollerporcorum.

e. With sb. or pron. and inf. as compound obj.
When see is used in the passive the infinitive is normally

preceded by to; when in the active, the to is omitted. In
early use, however, exceptions are not uncommon.
In mod. English this construction diners from the use of

the pres. pple. as complement (see 1 g) in implying a refer-

ence to the ability of the subject to give testimony as to the
fact or the manner of the action predicated ; compare, e. g.
' I have seen him walk' with ' I have seen him walking .

In early examples the inf. is often found where we should
now use the complementary pple.
a 1000 Riddles Hi. 1 (Gr.) Ic seah wraetlice wuhte feower

samed sibian. 1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1127 (Laud MS.) ad
Jin., pa saejon & herdon fela men feole huntes hunten. c 1*00
Ormin 10676 He sahh bare GodessGast, Inn anesscullfress
like, Off heoffne cumenn upponn Crist & upponn himm bile-
fenn. c 1130 Halt Meid. (Titus) 1. 193 He se<5 [MS. Bodl. si5]
befolben hire treoden.meiden. ci*$oGen.fy Ex. i6Cristene
men o^en ben so fa^en So fueles am quan he it sen dajen.
13 . . Seuyn Sages (W.) 1258 And do als tou sest me do. a 135a
Minot Poems (ed. Hall) vii. 70 pat fire ful many folk gan
fere, When bai se brandes o ferrum flye. c 13JB1 Chaucer
Part. Foules 211 Vndyr a tre be-syde a welle I say Cupide
oure lord hise arwis forge & file. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxvii.

25 And sittynge for to eet breed, thei seen Ysmaelitis weie-
goers to comen fro Galaad. 138a — Mark ix. 37 Maistir,
we sy^en [1388 sayn J sum oon for to caste out fendis in thi
name. 147* Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 34 Whan Iasius
sawe hys broder come all in armes, all his blood began to
chaunge. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. Table Y ij b, Phocion
was never seen laugh newepe. 1576'rYRnERv. Venerie xxx.
80 But here he shall marke one secrete : that he go not
aboute to herbor an Harte an houre at least after he see him
go to layre. 1577 Kendall Flowers 0/Epigr. 28 That thou
wilt not be seen totalke with any others wife. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 179, I saw her corrall lips to moue. 1596
Danett tr. Comtnes (1614) 159 But some of them reported
that he was seen flie, and was escaped. 1731 Medley
Kolben's CaPe G. Hope II. 101 When you see him (the ele-

phant] march, you are amazed at the Ground he rids. 1779
Mirror No. 27 As he looked at it, I saw the tears start from
his eyes. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. vi . xxiii, O'er Roslin all

that dreary night A wondrous blaze was seen to gleam. 186a
Thackeray Philip ni, I could see the diamond twinkle on
his pretty hand. 1894 'Max O'Rell* John Bull $ Co. a,

I have seen French people laugh side-sphttingly.

+ £ With ellipsis of indefinite obj. {some one)
before the infinitive. Obs. rare. (A Gallicism.)
c 1350 Will. Paterne 5071 Whan hordes were born adoun
6 burnes hade waschen, Men mi^t haue seie to menstrales
moche god jif. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xxix. no
What so euer goode sporte & pleysure that blanchardyn
sawe ther make for bis sake.

g. With obj. and compl. (adj., pple., or phrase).
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1270 Hy..grim hellefyr, xearo to

wite ondweard seod. c iaoo Ormin 3829 ForrGodessenngell
rofrebb mann, 3iff patt he &eob himm faeredd. c 1875

379

Passion our Lord 495 in 0. E. Misc. 51 po heo comen to
ihesu crist and seyen hine ded. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 269
penne he sauh Ihesu crist I-strau;t vppon be Roode. c 1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 122 Where as she many a shipe and
barge seigh Seillynge hir cours where as hem hste go. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) iv. 24 Though thou see me hidouse and
horrible to loken onne. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 111. xii. 113
Sawest thow not saide Pellinore a knyghte rydynge and
ledynge aweye a lady. 1536 Primer Eng. $ Lat. 64 b, Sone
after none thys mother..Sawe from the body [of her son],
the soule departynge. x6ai G.Sandy. Ovid's Met. 11.(1626)

39 Saw'st thou no cattel through these fields conuay'd?
1709 Pope Let. to Cromwell 7 May, In which time all

the verses you see added, have been written. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xxiv.They. .had just seen the little party, .crossing
the summit ofa gentle hill. 186a Mrs. H.Wood Mrs.Hallib.
in. vi

;
They are acquiring self-respect.. .They wouldn't be

seen in the street now in rags, or the worse for drink. 1865
Swikbukne Chastelard 11. i. 52, I say what I saw done.

h. To distinguish by sight from,
c 1450 Brut 591 Kyng Herry . . leete cere hym [K. Richard]

. . in a fayre cheste, closyd alle in lynnyn clothe, saafhis visage,
whiche was lefte opyn, bat men myht see & know his persone
from alle othir men. x86a Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. 11.

iv, I can't see one sort from another ; we must have candles.

L In various phrases (some of which occur
chiefly in figurative use), to see the colour of (a

person's money), to see double, to see the light, to

see one's way : see the associated words.

2. absol. and intr. To perceive objects by sight.

Formerly often, to have the faculty of sight, not
to be blind (now commonly expressed by can see).

Can see often means to^ have sufficient light or power of
vision to see as clearly as is necessary for some contextual!}-
implied purpose. Sometimes an inf. of purpose follows, as
1
1 can see to read, but not to paint '.

c zz$pGen. <y Ex. 3108 Headden lijt and sowen wel. a 1300
Cursor M. 6706 Qua smites vte his thains eie, And mas him
vn-mighti for-to seie, . . He sal [etc.]. 1382 Wyclif John ix.

xi, I wente, and waischide, and sy} [1388 say; the OE.
versions have Jeseahj. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 101
Tiberius Cesar sigh more clereliche in derkenesse fan in
li;t. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 3306 To sen, myn Eyen
ben to blynde. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 54 And when he layde
his hondys on his hed, anon he segh. a 1586 Sidney A rcadia
in. (Sommer) 268 b, The first had his eyes cut out so, as he
could not see to bid the neare following death welcome.
1596 Shaks. Merch. V. \\\. ii. 124 But her eies, How could
he see to doe them ? 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.
Prol. I. 5 The beiraes of the Sone, al Scotland throuch, the
hail nychte ar sein, the space of twamonethis . . in sik brichtnes
that esilie thay may sie to reid and wryte. 1607 Topsell
Four./. Beasts 466 Lions, Beares, Tygres, and their whelpes
are not able to see, stand or goe, for many monthes. 171a
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to W, Montagu 9 or 11 Dec,
I write and read till I can't see, and then I walk. 1743
Pococke Descr. East I. n. ii. 80 We could not see before
us any further than in a very thick fog. 1749 Fielding Tom
yoneswt. iv, When he repaired to her bed he was generally
so drunk that he could not see, 1774 Goldsm. Nat Hist.
(1776) II. 153 He was, at first, couched only in one of bis
eyes ; and, when he saw for the first time, he was so far from
judging of distances, that [etc). i8ao Keats St. Agnes
xxxix, There are no ears to hear, or eyes to see. x8ao Scott
Abbot xix, Why, man, it was but a switch across themazzard
—blow your nose, dry your eyes, and you will see all the
better for it. 1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. xxv, It

was a bad day to see ; a bad day to hear ; above all, a bad
day to ride.

Prov. 1546 Heywood Prov. t. x. Wks. (1562) C iij, She
thought, .she had seene far in a milstone.

b. With ellipsis of an obj. implied by the context.
c xi6o Hatton Gosp. John xx. 29 \>u xe-lyfdest for- ban bu

me ^e-sea^e. pa saenden eadije be ne seaxen [c 1000 Ags.
Gosp. xe-sawon] & xe-lyfdon. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. ix.

36 The water that it wetes yn, V- wis hit wortheth al to wyn,
that se^en scyden so. 138a Wyclip Ezek. viii. 10 And I gon
in, see; ; and loo ! 183a Tennyson Sisters 163 The sweet
dwelling of her eyes Upon me when she thought 1 did not see.
t888 Kipling Soldiers Three, In Matterofa Private, People
who have seen say that one of the quaintest spectacles of
human frailty is an outburst of hysterics in a girls

1
school.

3. {fig.) trans. To perceive mentally (an im-
material object, a quality, etc.) ; to apprehend by
thought (a truth, the answer to a question), to

recognize the force of (a demonstration). Often
with reference to metaphorical light or eyes.

_ As the sense of sight affords far more complete and definite
information respecting external objects than any other of the
senses, mental perceptions are in many (perh. in all) languages
referred to in visual terms, and often with little or no con-
sciousness of metaphor.
c 1200 Ormin 13500 Whamm bu burrh Drihhtin sest nuj^u

Wibb innsihht off bin herrte. a iaas Leg. Kath. 477 Ah
sone se ich seh be leome of be sooe lare baet leadeS to ecbe
1 if, ich leafde al bat oSer. a 1250 Owl fy N. 950 Heo. .so
for*leost al hire lint, bat heo ni sip [Jesus MS. syhbj so3 ne
riht. c 1330 Spec. Gy de Wane. 657 If bu coupest knowe
and se pe uertu of humilite [etc], a 1400 Chaucer Merciles
Beaute 10 For with my deeth the trouthe shal be sene. 1436
Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2739 Now haue I told (ye sen yt wel,)

Touchyng thys swerd euerydeL c 1537 Thersytes 59 Vour
mynde now I se. c 1553 Earl of Bath Let. in Gage Hen-
grave (1822) 141 And except the bishop wold wincke at the
same, and wold not see it, there is no law can assure it before
he were priest. 1594 Lyly Mother Bombie 11. iii, We gird
them and flout them out of all scotch and notch, and they
cannot see it. 1609 Carleton in Crt. 4- Times J"as. /(1848)
I. 95 He may well be deceived, for I see no better benefice

for him at his return than to serve as a clerk. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xxvL 148 From seeing the Extraordinary wis-

dome . . of his Actions. 1731 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Otess Mar (1893) I. 457 The first of those ladies is on the
brink of Scotland for life. She does not care ; to say truth,

I see no very lively reasons why she should. 1768 Whately
in Grenville Papers (1853) IV. 294 Lord Temple says that

SEE.

I he sees no objection to your coming up. 1825 T. Hook
I
Sayings Ser. 11. Passion $ Princ. ix. III. 164 She saw nothing
before her but distress and misery. x8a7 Scott Chron.
Canongaie Introd., I did not immediately see thepurposeof
his lordship's question. 1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. vi. II.

I
63 Nor did he ever see his error till [etc.]. 1884 Manch.

1 Exam. 10 May 5/4 As soon as the question was put it was
i easy to see the course which the Government would take.

1888 (

J. S. Winter* Bootless Childr. ix, Then why didn't

(

you tell Geoffrey you didn't see the good ofsending so many ?

b. With obj. a clause or an indirect question.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. Ivii. 9 (Gr.) SoSfaest blissa<5, bonne he si8

ODXjui hu ba arleasan ealle forweor5a5. c xaoo Ormin Introd.
47 Nu mihht tu sen patt tatt vass rihht patt mannkinn for
till helle. a 1300 Cursor M. 1165 ' Lauerd,' he said, ' now
see i well Mi sin me has seit in vnsell.' c X385 Chaucer
L. G. W. 795 That whan sche say hire tyme myghte be At
nygh sche stal a wey ful pryuyly. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xm xix. 639 Now I see and vnderstande that myn old synne
hyndereth me and shameth me. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon
Ivii. 191, I can not se but we are Tyke to dye. 1551 R.
Robinson tr. More's Utopia 1. (1S95) 102 Wherby I can not
see what good they haue doone, but that men may more
sickerlye be euell. 1606 Shaks. Ant^Ct. m. xiii. 33, 1 see
mens ludgements are A parcell of their Fortunes. <;i645
Howell Lett. (1655) II, xviii. 30 Therefore I do not see how
she could support a war long to any purpose if Castile were
quiet. 17x6 Addison Freeholder No. 22 p 2, 1 only answered,
that I did not see how the badness of the weather could be
the King's fault. 1778 Geraldina I. 30 You see how rusti-
cated I am, by writing on such uninteresting subjects. 18x3
Sketches ofCharacter (ed. 2) I. 123, I dont see what there
is for me to say. 1856 J. H. Newman Serm. Far. Occ. u
(1881) 8 And thus you see, my brethren, how that par-
ticular temptation comes about. 1875 Jowett Flaio (ed. 2)
III. 219, I see that you are speaking your mind. 1895
E. B. Rowlands in Law Times XCIX. 464/2 It is at the
first look hard to see why the Court of Appeal should ever
have been troubled with Wegg-Prosser v. Evans.

C. With obj. and infinitive or f compl.
1435 Misyn Fire ofLove 82 Vnwerily it byrnys bo bingis

to fulfil bat it se^s & knawes plesynge to god. c 1449
Pecock ReJ>r. 1. vu. 34 That what he si^e to be trewe bifore
in doom of resoun and lawe of kinde he toold out to hise
berers. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 101 b, But seeyng hym-
selfe in these braakes, hee called hys brother [etc], a 1700
Evelyn Diary 25 July 1673, Besides he saw the Dutch warr
..very unprosperous. 1700 Dryden Sigism. <y Guise. 276
The Youth, who saw His forfeit Life abandon 'd to the Law.
f743 J* Morris Serm. vii. 190 But surely every one must
see this to be highly absurd.

d. In literary use, expressions like ' we have
seen '

* we shall see ',
* the reader has now seen ',

etc., are common with reference to what has been
or is to be narrated or proved in the book.
142a tr. Secreta Secret^ Priv. Priv. ii. 128 But whate

myschefe folwyth of chynchry and folargesse, ye schal sene
hit aftyr in this boke. 1560 Whitehorn Machiavcl's Arte
of Warre v. 7^2 You shall see..howe moche trouble and
disease an arnue and a capitaine is auoided of. x8ao Keats
Lamia 1. 201 Why this fair creature chose so faerily By the
wayside to linger, we shall see. 1846 Carpenter Man.
Phys. § 843 We shall presently see reason to believe, that a
very large proportion of the movements of many of the lower
animals are of this reflex character. 1869 Ruskin Q. ofAir
L § 38 We saw before the reason why Hermes is said to be
the son of Maia. 1893 Kipling Many Invent^ Lost Legion,
What, .the English did will be seen later on [in the story].

f e. Phrase, All things seen : all things being
duly considered. Obs.
e 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. viii. 186 Wherfore, alle thingis seen,

this present v«. reule, or supposicion is trewe.

f. absol. Often with virtual ellipsis of obj.-

clause, esp. in parenthetic use, or preceded by as
or so. Also as figurative application of sense 2.

I see: often used colloq. in assenting to an explanation or
argument. You see : sometimes appended parenthetically to
a statement of a fact known to the hearer which explains or
excuses something that provokes surprise or blame.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2137 O bis thre com all, as bou sais, Has

bene in werld and yeit beis. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 251 Bot
thei weren blinde, And sihen noght so fer as he. c 1485 Digby
Myst, Mary Magd. soy Lady, bis man is for gow, as 1 se
can. 1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth. Oral. vii. 98 And as farre
as I can see, the daunger that we are in, is farre different from
other folkes. 1657 Cromwell Sp. 21 Apr. in Carlyle Lett
4- Sp. (1845) II. 582 Because, you see, the present Govern-
ment has 1,900,000!. ; and [etc.]. 1706 Farquhar Recruit-
ing Officer 1. i, Look'ee Serjeant, no Coaxing, no Wheed-
ling, d'ye see. 1741-3 Challoner Missionary Priests
(1803) II. 19 All the sanguinary laws enacted by queen
Elizabeth were from time to time put in execution by this

king,.. as we shall see anon. 1753 Richardson Grandison
(1754) III. xviii. 246 Surely. .a man of common penetration
may see to the bottom ofa woman's heart. 1802-12 Bentham
Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) 1 1. 578 A man who . . if he saw to

the bottom of his own mind, would acknowledge [etc]. 1818
Byron yuan 1. xcvii, Whether it was she did not see, or
would not, Or, like all very clever people, could not. 1823
Scott Quenlin D.v, l

\ see,' answered his uncle—* I com.
prehenck Cunning rogues—very cunning !' 185s Brown-
ing Bp. Blougram 3 We ought to have our Abbey back, you
see. 1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. (1877) I. viii. 216 The
man who sees too widely is nearly sure to be indecisive, or to
appear so. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 344 He replies, as we
have seen, that he had anticipa lively considered and rejected
every view that I present. 189a Macmillan's Mag. July
229 A few corns of wheat must always drop oft", you see, before
one can get the harvest.

g. trans. To have a particular mental view of

;

to perceive, apprehend, or appreciate in a particular

manner. Also absol. esp. in to see with — to agree

in opinion with another person.
For to see eye to eye, see Eye sb. 5.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 173 Alas, incom-
parable Philoclea, thou euer seest me, but dost neuer see

48-2



SEE.

me as I am. 1786 Burns To a Louse viii, O wad some

Pow'r the giftie gie us To see oursels as others see us !

Mod. I now see the matter in a new light. I wish you

could see with me on thb question.

4. Irons. With mixed literal and figurative sense :

To perceive by visual tokens. With obj. a sb.

(denoting a fact, quality, state of things), more

frequently a clause or an indirect question. Also

with obj. and predicative complement (now usually

introduced by to be).

c i»oo Ormin 2930 He sahh batt sjio wibb childe wass, &
nissie he nohht whairoffe. 136a Langl. I'. PI. A. vi. 15

Moni Cros on his doke..And be vernicle bi-fore for men

schulde him knowe. And seo be his signes whom he souht

hedde. ^1400 Love Bouavent. Mirr. (1908) 23 Sche was

sad and invariable : so ferforth that as sche profited better

and better, so was there none that euere syhe or herde hir

wrooth. 1416 Lvdc. De Cuil. Pilgr. 24272 Thou mayst se

by my lokkes hore And by ryvels of my visage How that I

am called 'Age'. M3'-So tr. Higden (Rolls) V. 430 'this

man instructe in astronomy, see in the firmament bat his

realme scholde be destroyede. C1489 Caxton Sonties of
Aymon iv. (1885) 120'Syres', answered Reynawde, '

ye en.

quere over moche ; see ye not what folke we ben . 1513

Douglas Mneis vm. xii. 73 Actius Appollo, seand in the

skye Off this melle the doutsum victone. 1622 Mabbe tr.

Airmail's Guzman dAlf. 1. 34 Perceiuest thou not how im-

patient I am? Seest thou not that I can not contame my
selfe ? 176s Foote Commissary 1, Don't you see I am tired

to death ? 1848 Thackerav Van. Fair xlvi, She was never

seen angry but twice or thrice in her life.

b. The construction with sb. or pron. as obj.'

is sometimes combined with that with an obj.-

clanse. Now only poet.

Common in the Bible as literal rendering of a Heb. idiom,

but app. also developed independently in Eng.

138a Wvclif Gen. xii. 14 Egipciens sawen the woman that

she was ful fayre. c 1430 C/tev. Assigne 26 Se ?e be 3onder

pore woniman how bat she is pyned Withe twynlenges two.

c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 427 pe knyghtis of Rome saw Vas.

pasyan, at he was a nobyl man and a redy to cowncell. IS7S

Gammer Gurtou 1. iv. 15 Here is a prety matter, to see

this gere how it goes. 184a Tennyson Morte a'A rthure 123.

I see thee what thou art.

o. To learn by reading.

Often idiomatically in present tense, / see-\ have just

read (esp. in a newspaper) that something has happened.

14x6 Audelay Poems 6 In the gospel thou sist. 161a

Skelton Don Quixote iv. v. (1620) 338 What then can you

say to me of the good Don Cirongilio of Thracia, who was

so animous and valiant as may be seene in his booke? 1651

Hobbes Lniiath. 11. xxvi. 150, I could never see in any

Author, what a Fundamental Law signifieth. 176s H. Wal-
pole in Jesse Sclwyu A> Contemp. (1843) II. 11 A propos, I

see by the papers, that the Bishop of London is suppressing

mass-houses. 1847 Thackeray Lett. (1887) 8 Did you see

her death in the paper ? 1881 Saintsbury Dryden 13 One
thing in particular I have never seen fairly put as accounting

for the complete royalization of nearly the whole people*.

5. To direct the sight (literal or metaphorical)

intentionally to ; to look at, contemplate, examine,

inspect, or scrutinize ; to visit (a place) ; to attend

(a play, etc) as a spectator. (Cf. to see on, II.)

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2085 pan alle weren isihen hider for to

seon bis feorlich. a 1300 Havclok 1021 For it ne was non

horse-knaue,..pat he ne kam bider, be leyk to se, 136a

Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 163 Sobnesse sauh hem wel and seide

bote luyte, Bote prikede on his palfrey and passede hem alle.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 552, 1 hadde the bettre leyser for

to pleye And for to se and eek for to be seye Of lusty folk. 1471

Caxton Rccuyell (Sommer) 281 Whan they had seen and be-

holde the monstre ynowh they departed thens. c 1590 Faire

Em 11. i. 97 Two gentlemen . . Oft times resort to see and to be

seene Walking the streete fast by thy fathers dore. 1591

Nashe P. Penilesse F3, Gameing,. .drinking, or seeing a

play. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. vi. 27 Let him_ not

goe to see the towne, except it be vpon his earnest affaires.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 37 Let's to the Sea-side (hoa) As well

to see the Vessell that's come in, As to throw-out our eyes

for braue Othello. 1641 D. Rogers Naaman 113 Their

answer was, I am to goe see a farme, I haue bought oxen.

1645 Symonds Diary (Camden) 221 One of the statues was

serjeant-at-law, the other a soldjer. See the fashion of the

Serjeant's habit. 1693 Rymer Short Vino Trag. i. 6 Some
go to see, others to hear a Play. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

11 704 Whose Mind, unmov'd, the Bribes of Courts can see,

Their glitt'ring Baits, and Purple Slavery. 1710 Swift JruL
toStella 13 Dec., [We] set out.. to the Tower, and saw all

the sights. 17a! De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 148 By their

faces,.. they durst see an enemy. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair li, My father took me to see a show at Brookgreen

Fair. 1878A thletic World 17 May 79/1 The finish was one

worth going miles to see. 1881 Freeman in W. R. W. Ste-

phens Life t, Lett. (1895) IL 236 We have trotted about,

been into Canada, and seen the sights.

b. With sb. or pron. as obj. and complementary

pple. or inf. Cf. 1 g.

1903 F. M. Crawford Uncanny Tales vi9ii) 146 (Man
Overboard ft So I wrote to Jack that I would come down
and see him married.

T o. absol. To look. Obs. (Cf. 17-25.)

eiaSO Gen. tr Ex. 2169 It setnet wel oat }e spies ben, And
in-tosis lond cumen to sen. a 1300 Cursor M. 17238 +447
Gropes & sees oueralle, and knaw bat it be. c 1415 Seven

Sag. (P.) 781 Toward the credyl as he saythe, The good

grew-hond lay and sy-je. 1484 Caxton Fables ofA Ifonce

xiii, He.-sawe and serched al aboute here and there.

d. trans. To look at, read (a book, document,

etc.). Seen and allowed, seen and approved, etc.

:

a formula used in certifying the official inspection

of a document.
a tyooCursorM. 26593 pe quilk [circumstances] grathli be

sal be kend, If bou bis bok will se till end. 1377 Langl.

P. PI. B. n. 70 Thanne..lyer..preide cyuile to se and
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symonye to rtde it. c 1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 711

And what bat he thb pitous lettre say fful ofte he seyde

Alias and weylaway. 1426 Lvdg. On Eng. Title to Crotvu

of France Prol. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 133 Tho that

shalle hit sene or rede, c 1450 Godstow Reg. (1905) 206 After

sche had say the charters. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 152 For

I haue seen bokes of accompte of householde. .& I double

not, but [etc.). 1576 Gascoigne Spoyle of Antm. title-p.,

Novem. 1576. Seene and allowed. Printed at Ix>ndon by

Richard Jones. 1594 Nashe Uufori. Trav. Ded., Least

anie man should challenge these my papers as goods

vncustomd..to the seale of your excellent censure loe

here I present them to bee seene and allowed. 1609 Skene

Keg. Mai. 89 We charge and command zou, thir present

letters being sene, ze cause lawfully summone A. to compeir

before vs. 1621 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 258

[At end of an account] Seene and allowed by mee, Ric.

Shuttleworthe. 166a Acts of Sederunt (1790) 85 The de.

fender's advocat shall return the proces, and shall write

on the back the day of the return, (seen and returned),

and sett his name thereto. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II.

215 No man would advance money upon an estate without

seeing the title deeds.

e. The imperative see is used in books to a

passage in the same or some other work in which

information will be found. Cf. mod.L. vide, F.

voyez, voir, G. sieht.

1608 Plat Garden of Eden (ed. Bellingham 1653) 50 See

more of this in Numb. 30. Ibid. 88 See before, Numb. 67.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Period, in Chronology,

signifies a Revolution of a certain Number of Years ; as the

Melonick Period, the Julian Period, and the Calippick

Period; which see in their proper places. 1753 Challoner

Cath. Chr. Instr. 21 See St. Dionysius, L. de Eccles.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Kim, or Brim, a name
given to the circular edge of any of the tops. See that

aiticle. 1818 Scott Rob Roy'ix, See twenty-third of Queen
Elizabeth, and third James First, chapter twenty-fifth.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 339 note. The population

of Derby was 4000 in 1712. See Wolley's MS. History,

quoted in Lyson's Magna Britannia. 1861 Paley JEschylus

(ed. 2) Persians 741 note, octtis, quippe qui. See on Prom.

38. 1868 Browning King <t Bk. vm. 812 For pregnant

instance let us contemplate The luck of Leonardus,—see at

large Of Sicily's Decisions sixty-first.

f. The imperative is often employed exclama-

torily, either with obj. a sb. or a clause introduced

by what or how, or absol. as quasi-z'«*. = Behold !

In OE. accompanied by the dative J>c,a. use which, though

unrecorded in ME. or mod.Eng. literature, survives in dia-

lects: see sithee in Eng. Dial. Did. The corresponding

plural see you ! also occurs in dialects, but is apt to be con-

fused with the interrogative see you? do you see?

cSzs Vcsp. Psalter xxxii. 18 Sehoe [ecce] ejan dryhtnes

ofer 3a ondredendan hine ^ehyhtende soSlice in mildheort-

nisse his. C97S Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 25 Sihbe ic sa-cge

eow [eccepraedixi nobis], a 1325 Prose Psalter l[i.J 6 Se I

for ich am conceiued in wickednesses, c 1440 Alpltabet of

Tales lxxix. 61 Se ! yonder gois a fayr yong man 1 c 1440

Gesta Rom. i. 4 (Harl. MS.) Seith nowe, goode men; bis

emperour I call owre lord ihesu Criste. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xliv. 28 Se quhat wirschep wemen suld half than.

1522 World tr Child 79 Lo my toppe I dryue in same, Se it

torneth rounde. c 1570 W. Wager The longer thou Icvest

684 (Brandt), Se, se, woulde you iudge him a foole So sadly

as he readeth on his booke 1 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 1.

xiv. 88 See how these Trees begin to button, c 1690 Lu.

Halifax Epist. to Earl Dorset 89 See, seel Upon the

Banks of Boyne he stands. 1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 327

See the sole bliss Heav'n could on all bestow ! 173.9

C. Wesley Hymn, 'Hail the Day' v, See I He lifts his

Hands above I See 1 He shews the Prints of Love ! a 1744

Pope (JO, See what it is to have a poet in your house.

1755 Johnson, See, interjection. Lo ; look ; observe ; be-

hold. 1807 Wordsw. Motlur's Return xii, But see, the

evening star comes forth ! 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxx,

See there !—that was the gait my auld joe used to cross the

country. 1821 — Kenilvj. xii, ' See you, sir 1
' said he, ' I have

changed my garb from that of a farrier to a serving-man.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus Iv. 12 See ! what bowery roses ;
here

he hides him.

6. With indirect question as obj.: To ascer-

tain by inspection, inquiry, experiment, or con-

sideration.

In modern use, a promise 'to see what one can do , or to

see if one can do (so and so) ' commonly implies a promise

to use one's best endeavours to secure the desired result.

1373 Barbour Bruce v. 126 A quhill in Carrik lendit he, To
se quha frend or fa vald be. c 1415 Audelay XI Pains of

Hell 5 in O. E. Misc. 210 Hou mychael and poule bay went

in fere To se what payns in hel were ber. c 1440 Pallad.

on Husb. 1. 410 As tymber, hewe hit with an axe and sene It

hit be not in thegge. 1561 MaitlandClub Misc. III. 277 T he

superintendent beand in ye sayd kyrk.. seand gyf ye kyrk

wes repared conform to ye act of his visitacion. isj$Gam-

mer Gurtou 1. v. 51 Breake it, foole, with thy hand, and see

and thou canst fynde it. 1582 Allen Martyrd. Campion

(1908) 87 This Havard . . went furth into the citie with another

in his company to see ifhecould meet with M. Cottam. 1613

TxrrPalhw. Knowl. 8 And when you haue all added them,

see what remaines besides the nynes, and drawing a short

line [etc.]. 1676 T. Mace Musick's Monum. 59 [In making

a lute] First bring your Back and Belly together, and see

if they will fit. 1743 Pococke Descr. East 1. 11. in. 105 The

people had come rudely to the boat when I was absent, and

had said that they would see whether this stranger would

dare come out another day. 1766 Earl March in Jesse

Selwyn tr Contemp. (1843) I. 62, I am just going to ride out

to see if air and exercise will get me a stomach. 1821 Scott

Kenilw. iv, Follow yonder fellow, and see where he takes

earth. 1835 D ickens Sk. Boz, Mr. jt.Dounce, ' Can you open

me half-a^ozen more [oysters], my dear ?
' inquired Mr. J ohn

Dounce. ' I'll see what I can do for you, Sir , replied the

young lady in blue. 01853 Robertson Serin. Ser. iy. iv.

(1876) 46 He will look at the fact in every way to see if he

cannot get it into a position where it shall be seen no longer.

1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars t, B. ii, Cut away, old chap, and

see who it is.

SEE.

b. absol. or with ellipsis of indirect question.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14310 'And quar haf yee his bode laid ?'

' Sir , said mari, ' cum forth and se '. 1568 Grafton Chron.

II. 773 As for this gentleman my sonne, I mind he shal be

where I am till I see further. 1581 Earl Morton in Col.

Scott. Papers VI. 14, I was purposed to have banished my
self againe and turned my backe upon Scotland while I had

sene further. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables xx, Ah,

something terrible has happened ! I must run and see '.

1861 Two Cosmos 1. 283 ' But what ails you to tell him I am
here now?'. .She shut the door, looked inquiringly at him,

and left him standing, with ' I'll see '.

c. To make sure by inspection (before taking

action) that certain conditions exist. Cf. sense 8.

c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Talcs 78 He bat giffis it [the benefice]

suld se bat he batt he gaff it to war able for to take it. 1523

Fitzherb. Husb. § 57 Se that they be soft on the fore-croppe,

and upon the hucbone. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxm. He
looked sharply around to see that there was nothing in

sight which might give the lie to his words.

7. t a. To keep in view ; to watch over ; chiefly

in favourable sense, to protect, take care of, tend.

c 1250 Gen. tj Ex. 1663 Laban bi-ta^te him, sioen to sen,

His hirdenesse Sat it wel ben. a 1300 Cursor M. 16488 ' Ha
we noght bar-of to do ', coth bai, ' bou sal bi-self it se '.

c 1307 Song Exec. Sir S. Eraser in Pol.
_
Songs (Camden)

216 Sir_ >jire Edward of Carnarvan, Jhesu him save ant see

!

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 85 Quod Pandarus ma dame god

vow see. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 4824 And to Seyn

Iohan I leve also, That he may han perseueraunce To sen

me in my gret suffraunce. c 1440 York Myst. viii. 77 Luke

bat pi semes be suttilly seyn. Ibid. xvii. 33 Sirs ! god yowe

saffe ande see. c 1460 Towneley Myst. ix. 127 Mahowne the

saue and se, sir syryne ! a 1535 Frere tr Boy 64 in Ritson

Anc. Pof: Poetry 37 Sone, he sayde, god the se. 1563

Child-Marriages 132 This deponent, .went home againe to

se his busines. 1607 Norden Surv. Dial. v. 230 If he be

an inferior, he may be his owne Bayly, and see the managing

and manuring of his owne reuenewes, and not to leaue it to

the discretion and diligence of lither swaines.

b. With adv. or phrase : To escort (a person)

home, to the door, etc. To see (a person) off: to

be present at (his) starting for a joumey. Also, to

see (a book) through the press.

1607 Shaks. Cor. in. iii. 137 Go see him out at Gates,..

Giue him deseru'd vexation. 1693 Congreve Old Bach. iv.

xix, Lxt. Oh 1 Won't you follow, and see him out of Doors,

my Dear? Fond. I'll shut this door, to secure him from

coming back. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India t, P. 1 For your

singular Favour, in seeing me Aboard-ship. 1770 C. Jenner
Placid Man 1. 11. v. 104 When he had seen her safe into her

chair, he went home. 1775 Sheridan Duenna 1. ii, But,

hark ye, Ferdinand, did you leave your key with them?

Don Ferd. Yes ; the maid who saw me out, took it from the

door. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. 11. iv. (1820) 119 Escorted

by a multitude of relatives and friends, who all went down,

as the common phrase expresses it, 'to see them off '. 1884

Rider Haggard Dawn xlii, 'Where have you been to,

Lady Florence?' he said. 'To see my brother off', she

answered. 1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 50 Do not trouble

to bring back the boat! I'll see Miss Ina home. 1886 Miss

L. Toulmin Smith Bk. Brome Pref. 1, 1 willingly undertook,

at her request, to see it through the press. 1888 Flor.

Warden Witch ofHills 1 1. xviii. 104 We saw the ladies into

the brougham. 1809 Rider Haggard in Longm. Mag. Apr.

125, I opened the door to see out some friends.

8. To ensure by supervision or vigilance that

something shall be done or not done. a. with

clause as obj. Often with reference to action on the

part ofthe subject : To take care, see to it (cf. 25 c)

that one does so and so. (In this use rarely + with

dative of pron. used re/l.)

a 1300 A*. Horn (Camb. MS.) 452,& se he holde foreward.

CI40O Apol. Loll. (Camden) 41 And se hem religious, bat

bei feyn not falsly pouert. . . And see bei bat bei oblesche no

man to the maner of pouert, but bat God hab callid ber to.

c 142a tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. xxxiv. 187 See that

thou can lyue Of Lytill mette and Drynke.' c 1449 Pecock

Repr. 11. xvii. 253 Se 5e that in soure vndirnymyng ?e bere

sou discreetlL 1468 [see Man sb.' 4 f]. 150a Atkynson tr.

De Imitatione 111. viii (1893) 202 Se, therfore, .. that no

strong fantasies of any mater trouble the. c 1530 H. Rhodes
Bk. Nurture in Bailees Bk. 67 See ye haue Voyders ready

for to auoyd the Morsels that they doe leaue on their

Trenchours. 1535 Lyndesay Satyre 52 And sie the bur-

gessis spair not for expence, Bot speid thame heir, with

Temporalitie. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Coinm. 1 b, It is the

propre office of a Byshop to see that the people be rightly

instructed. 1575 Gammer Gurton 11. i. 77 Now, Hodge, see

thou take heede And do as I thee byd. 163a Holland
Cyrupxdia 197 See then quoth he, you order the matter so,

and provide against that time. 1639 W. C. Italian Convert

xxx. 222 Shee was never from about him, and saw that hee

wanted nothing which the world could yeeld for the re-

covery of his health. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T., Mark
iv. 23 Let him that hath ears and understanding see that he

hear God's word regardfully. 1741 Richardson Pamela

III. 214 Only when your worthy Parents have perused

them, see that I have every Line of them again. 1873 Black

Pr. Thule xxi. 341 Mrs. Lavender would see that she was

properly looked after. 1884 Manch. Exam. 17 May 4/7 It

behoves us to see that we are not outstripped by our rivals

abroad. 1886 Pearson in Law Rep. 32 Chanc. Div. 48 The

landlord.. is interested in seeing that the liquidators dis-

charge their duty properly.

b. with obj. a sb. or pronoun, and pa. pple. or

adj. (rarely infinitive) as complement.

1558 Q. Mary Willin J. M. Stone Mary 1 (1901) 515 That

they to the uttermost of ther powers and wyttes, shall see

this my present Testament & last will perform d and exe-

cuted. 1583 Sir C Hatton in Kempe Losely MSS. W36)
268 We' I thought good to advertise you of, that in the

meane whyle you myght see every thinge well ordered.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary i. (1625) 66 And if m>; opinion

may at all prevaile with you should quickly call him home

from hence, and see him more better to be provided for.
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1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 47 Go see this Rumorer whipt.

167a R. Montagu in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 517, I think seeing an Ambassador's debts paid when he

comes away belongs to your province. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Past. ix. 29 O Tity'rus, tend my Herd, and see them fed.

1704 Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), Major ofa Regiment.. is to convey

ail Orders to the Regiment, .to see it march in good order

[etc]. 18*4 Scott Si. Ronatis xxxviii, I will see her avenged

on every one of them ! 1899 in Law Times XCII. 92/2 We
undertake to see you paid the said sum of^526.

C. Coupled by and with another verb : To be

careful to (do something), colloq.

a 1766 Mrs. F. Sheridan Sidney Bidulpk IV. 69 David
. . told me he'd see and get me another every jot as pretty.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <y Princ xi. III. 257
If you get your letters ready early in the day, I will see and
get them franked.

9. To view or regard as, to judge, deem. With
complementary adj., good, Jit ,

proper; or the like,

the object being an infinitive phrase (less frequently

a clause), which is sometimes suppressed by ellipsis

or represented by it,

a 1315 MS, Rawt. B. 520b, pat..suuche enquestene. .be
after bat te lustises soez best to doinde to be wille of be
reaume. Ibid. 31b, To ben .. ipubliste, in schirene, in

Citees..ant in opere sollempne studes, bare be seost best
forte spede. £1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. 393 {Royal MS.)
Po froytes of bo erthe make plenteuus, als pou sees best.

1558 Will in Berks, Bucks, <f Oxon N. * {?. (1905) II. 48
W* suche armes in money as myne executours snail thinke
and see requysite in charitie to be gyven to the poore. 1581
Petite tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. in. (1586) 150 The father by
his authoritie ought to distribute his fauoures as he seetn
good, to one more, to another lesse, 1663 Butler Hudibras
1. iii. 275 Others may doe as they see good. 18 18 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xii, To abide the dispensation that the Lord
sees meet to send us. 18x9— Anne of G. xxxiv. The Duke
for once saw it necessary to alter his purpose of instant
battle. 1837 Carlylk Fr. Rev. I. v. i, The only thing one
sees advisable is to bring up soldiers, i860 Ruskin Unto
this Last L $ 24 Supposing the master of a manufactory
saw it right.. to place his own son in the position of an
ordinary workman.

+ b. Passive, to be seen : (a) to seem, appear

[ = L. videri]
; (&) ellipt. to seem good, approve

itself. Obs.
138s Wvclif Gen. xix. 14 And he was seen to hem as

pleiynge to speke. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh.
xiii. 55 With discrecion do he hit noght ouer latly ne ouer
hastly, bat he be noght sen hastyf ne slowe. 1466 Dun-
fermline Reg. (Bannatynej 356 To mak a mylne within my
said grundegiff it be sene spedfull till ws. 1473 Rental
Bk. Cuj>ar.Angus (1879) I. 178 Rychswa the myl to be
fychit gif it be sein to ws profitable fra the place it standis
up til ane place of mair cysmentis and profitis. Ibid. 182
Anens the pairtyn of the town it is seyn to the Abbot and
the Conuent for al pairtis that the town stand vnpairtyt as
it standis and allegis tham of that condicion. 1484 in Exch.
Rolls Scot. IX. 603 To prolong and continewtakkis of thaim
for the space of fyve yens or within as salbe sene speidfutl
to thaim. 1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. Matt. xvii. 1-8
These thynges wer seene to the Apostles as to men newely
waked from slepe. 1549 Bk. Comm. Prayer, Visit. Sick
Prayer, Consider his contricion, accept his teares, aswage
bis payne as shalbe seen to thee moste expediente for hym.
1574 M. Stokes in G. Peacock Observ. Stat, Cambr. (1841)
App. A. p. xxxvi. When the Father hathe arguyde att hys
Plesure the Bachelars of Arte shall replye, as many as shall
be seene to the Father.

10. To know by observation (ocular and other),

to witness ; to meet with in the course of one's

experience ; to have personal knowledge of, to be
a contemporary of and present at the scene of (an
event) ; to be living at (a certain period of time).
Phrases, To see life, the world: see the sbs.
Sometimes with mixture of sense 11, as in to have seen

better days, to have been formerly better off than now; to
have seen one's day, one's best days, to be no longer in one's
prime.
Beowulf 2014 Ne seah ic.meductream maran ! c 1200

Trin. Coll. Horn. 139 And teh folc to him to beren his wise
word, and to sende his wunderliche liflode. 1*07 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 161 1 Vol vewe kinges me sucb bat it wolde do. 1375
Barbour Bruce xvi. 179 In-till all the weir of Irland So
hard ane fechting wes nocht seyne. 1412 20 Lydc. Troy
Bk. 1. 1

1 33 He schal be tyme se pat he par-avnter schal
mow banked be. a 1533 Lo. Berners liuon Ixi. 213, 1 haue
longe desyryd to se y*day that I nowe do se. xoj Gam-
mer Gurton 1. iv. 2, I may well cursse and ban This daie,
that euer I saw it. c 1590 Sir T. Afore iv. v. 86 But we.

.

Hauing seene better dayes, now know the lack Of clone
that once rearde eche high-fed back. 1593 Shaks. Luck
380 O had they in that darkesome prison died. Then had
they seene the period of their ill. 1679 Dryden Limberham
Prof. 1 True Wit has seen its best days long ago. 1686 tr.

i'.hardiii s Coronal. Solyman 35 One who had never seen
the world, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 Jan. 1658, He de-
claim'd against the vanities of the world before he had seene
any. 171S-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stella x6 Feb., I never saw
such a continuance of rainy weather. 1759 Johnson Ras-
selas xxx ix, They had seen nothing, for they had lived from
early youth in that narrow spot. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 372,
1, being elevated with liquor, could not pass by a night-
house, always being fond of seeing life, as the term is. 1821
Scott Kenitw. xxxvii, The wisest men whom the world has
seen. 1848 Thackeray Van. FairWx, I never saw his equal
for pluck and daring. 1870 Morris Earthly Par., Lovers
ofGudrun 40 Kiartan now had seen His eighteenth spring.

1876 Flor. Marryat Her Father's Name xxv, The truth
is, the old housekeeper had seen her day, and was thankful
for the prospect of any help in her duties. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mano 1. viii. 21 And this 1 say Who have seen much that
mighty love can da

b. With clause, obj. and inf., or obj. and
complement : To observe, find. Also (chiefly in

the future tense), to find, come to know in the

course of events.

1390 Gower Co/if I. 3 For now upon this tyde Men se the

world on every syde In sondry wyse so diversed, That [etc-].

c 1425 Cast. Persev. 3227 in Macro Plays 173 per schal we
sone se what bat his Iugement schal be. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems iv. 45, I see that makaris arming the laif Playis heir

ther pegeant, syne gois to graif. 1 1533 Heywood Pard. <$

Frere 611 Thou shall se What I shall do by and by. 1536
Cranmer in Ellis Orig. Lett, Ser. in. III. 27, I had dayly
prayed unto God that I might se the power of Rome de-

stroyed, and that I thanked God that I had now sene it in this

Realme. 1551 T. Wilson Logic (1563) 6 b, We see heate in

other thynges to bee seperated from the subiecte. Where-
upon we ludge that the heate is an other thyng then the

very substaunce of Fire. 1611 Bible Transl. Pref. r 2 He
gaue foorth, that hee had not seene any profit to come by
any Synode._ 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 397 Have we not seen,

round Britain's peopled shore, Her useful sons exchanged
for useless ore? 1821 Scott Pirate xxvi,We shall soon see

how the old spell-mutterer will receive us. 1845 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. m Passion <$ Princ. v. III. 6 At length he
came to a resolution . . to ' wait and see ' what would turn up
for the best. 1847 Tennyson Princess in. 244 There is

nothing upon earth More miserable than she that has a son
And sees him err. 1856 Froi/de Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 244
The astonished church authorities saw bill after bill hurried

up before the Lords.
absol. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 102 As men

seis, naturaly ilke wilde beste and tame defend the self.

1833 Coleridge Table-t. 28 Apr., ' The Spaniards are abso-
lutely conquered ; it is absurd to talk of their chance of
resisting '.—

' Very well, my lord *, i said, ' we shall see \

1865 Kincsley Herew. xxi. You will see some day. Now,
Z will tell you but one word.

0. In passive. Formerly often impersonal, // is

seen, it is observed, experience shows that.

1390 Gower Conf 1. 15 But ofte is sen that mochel slowthe,
Whan men ben drunken of the cuppe, Doth mochel harm.
< 1400 Master of Gaute iL 32 (MS. Digby 182) The other
hertes..renne vponn hym and sle hym. And bat is see and
sothe. 1451 Capgrave Life St. August, iii. 6 And as often
is sene bei make sumtyme debate betwyx wif and husband.
154$ in I. S. Lead an 1 SeL Cases Crt. Requests (1898) 86
Wbiche-.was never vsid nor senne in his tyme to be one.

1576 Gascoigne Compl, Pkilom. ad fin., The sonnes of
such rash sinning sires, Are seldome sene to runne a ruly
race. 1580 Frampton Dial. Vron <y Steele 168 For it is

seene that a cuppe of colde water beeing dronke, that com-
meth foorth of a well., hurteth. 1607 NoRoznSurv. Dial. 1.

13 There grew such emulation^ among Farmers, that one
would outbid another, (which in the beginning was little

seene). 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 38 So is it seldome or
never seene that the workes of one man should fit our
humour in all things.

d. Willingness (or unwillingness) to see an event

is often predicated as equivalent to willingness (or

unwillingness) that the event should occur. Hence
the vb. sometimes assumes the sense : To allow
(something to happen).
So in colloquial expressions of emphatic refusal : I'll see

him hanged (damned, further, etc) first.

c 1400 Cato's Morals 92 in Cursor M. 1670 Qua-sim-euer
bou be bat wille bi-self safe se..loke. .bou kepe pi corage fra

ille tecchis rife, c 1400 Gamelyn 146 Be thou nought wroth,
For to seen thee have harm it were me right loth, c 1430
Avow. Artk. xxxvii. But I nolde, for no lordeshippe, se bi

life lorne. c 1480; Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 228 Rey-
nawde is my cosin, & I oughte not to see his dethe nor his
dommage. 1554 in Warden Burgh Lotus Dundee, etc.

(1872) 333 Ze salbe ane obedient and trew servand to zour
maister. And sail nether heir nor sie his skaith. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. 11. i. 301 Vpon sonday is the wedding day. Kate.
lie see thee hang'd on sonday first. 1631 Hkywooo 2nd Pi.
Fair Maid West 1. B 2 b, lie see you damn'd as deep as the
black father of your generation the devill first. 1709 Fel-
ton Diss. Classics (1718) 50, I am ambitious, my Lord, to
see You Master of a fine Pen. 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet.
iv. s.v. A mala, She hanged herself that she might not see
itneas her son in law. 1756-7 tr. Keysler*s Trav. (1760) I.

459 To Ansaldo Grimaldo, who withregret sees himself alone.

1779 Mirror No. 44 F 1 The old man hoped.. to join their

hands, and see them happy before he died. _ 1797 [see First
adv. 26J. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xvi, It is with no small con.
fidence that f desire to see us set forth in quest of my be-
loved Countess. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 598 He
would see Bristol burned down, he said,, .rather than that
•t should be occupied by traitors. 1867 Augusta Wilson
Vashti xviii, You ought to be willing to see me do anything
honest, that will secure my dependent brother and sister from
want.

e. trans/. Of things, places, etc. : To be con-

temporary with and in the neighbourhood of, to

be the scene of (an event); to be in existence

during (a period of time). Also of a period of
time : To be marked by (an event).

1739 C. Wesley Hymn, Hail the Day that sees Him rise,

Ravish'd from our wishful Eyes. 1839 Digby Mores Cath.
ix. i. (1847) III. 13/z These are the funeral and Tartarean
years of which St. Augustin speaks, like that when Rome
saw five consuls. 1849-50 Alison Hist. Enrobe VIII. I.

$ 62. 187 Eighteen rivers have seen their navigation im-
proved. 1895 Workman Alger. Mem. 77 A bright cold
morning saw us in the saddle at 6.15. 1907 A. Lang Hist.
Scot. IV. 408 In 1906 Cambridge saw three or four of her
most learned men compete for the Greek chair.

IL To experience in one's own person ; to under-

go, enjoy, or suffer. Now rare. (For to have seen

service, see Service sb.)

The use is app. native, but coincides with a Biblical He-
braism : see, e. g. Luke ii. 26 (in all Eng. versions).

Beowulf 1180 ponne <5u for5 scyle metodsceaft seon ! 1900
Cynewulp Crist 161 1 Da:r sceolan beofas-.ond mansworan
morborlean seon. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 6236 We fistej* &
beb ouercome & no maistrie we ne seb. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. xxxiv. 96 Crist leve us alle with that wymman that

j

joie al forte sene. a 1300 K. Horn (Camb. MS.) 650 Heo
ferde in to bure To sen auenture. 1387 Trevisa Higden

1 (Rolls) IV. 61 He schavede nevere his heed, nober his berde,
I . . he wolde have no worschepe, er he seigh wreche of Hany-

bal. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xviii. 141 They ansuerd
!
hym that they cam from kynge Arthurs courte for to see

! auentures. £1530 G. Cromwell in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.

! in. I. 339 His Lorchyp. .mad us good schere ; and lett us
1 see scfiuch game and plesure as I never saye in my lyfe.

: x6ix Bible Tobit iv. 4 Remember, my sonne, that shee saw
many dangers for thee. 1738 Wesley Psalms xcm. ii, How

I
sure established is thy Throne ; Which shall no Change or
Period see. 1799 Wordsw. Fountain 42 They see A happy
youth, and their old age Is beautiful and free. 1894 Sir J.
Astley Fifty Yrs. Life II. 7, He [a horse] was a very clever
hunter and I saw a lot of sport on him.

12. To be in the company of, to meet and con-

|

verse with (a person). To go or come to (or and)
see: to visit, call upon. To see much or little of
(a person) : to be often or seldom in his society.
a 1300 K. Horn (Camb. MS.) 1356 'Childre', hesede,'hu

habbe ?e fare? pat ihc 50U se? hit is ful }are.' 1 1320 R.
Brunne Medit. 232 Y go and come to 50W a^en, Forsobe
eftsones y wyl 30W sen. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xi. HL
575 Thenne she said my lord sir launcelot I biseche yow see
me as soone as ye may. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI1

1

in He made muche suite to come into Englande, to see and
speake with the kyng. 1609 Carleton in Crt. <y Times
Jas. / (1848) I. 95 You will hear of Sir Thomas Smith by
your servant, who went the last night to see him. 1662

J. Davies tr. Mandetslo's Trav. 280 There came along with
them the President's Lady, whom he had not seen in seven
years before. 1670 Lady Mary Wortley in 12M Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 21, I have been twice to see my lady
Northampton but could not find her at horn. 1710 Swift
Jrnl. to Stella 18 Sept., When you see Joe, tell him [etc.].

176a G. Colman Musical Lady 1. 6 Come ! I have been in

search of you this hour—and thought I should have been
obliged to go back again without seeing you. 1800 Geo.
IV in Paget Papers (1896) I. 181 In short, the more I see
of her and the more I probe her Heart the more perfect
I see her. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xl, Mrs. Bute and
Lady Southdown never could meet without battles, and
gradually ceased seeing each other. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. v. I. 531 He saw little of any Whigs. 187a Dasent
Three to One III. 241 Have either of you seen anything of
Mr. Fortescue in town? 188s Mozley Remin. (ed. 2) I. 57,
I was seeing very little of Blanco White.

b. To obtain an interview with, call upon, or
meet in order to consult or confer with, give
directions to or receive directions from. In U. S.

colloq. ' To interview or consult in order to influence,

esp. improperly, as in order to bribe * (Webster 1 9 1 1 ).

178a Miss Burney Cecilia 1. x, She therefore went. .to
enquire among the servants if Mrs. Hill was yet come?
Yes, they answered, and had seen their master, and was gone.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliv, She promised to see her
man of business immediately. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I.

1 1, 1 want him to come and see a physician about the illness
of which he spoke to me. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. xv.
I. 213 The class

t
of professional ' lobbyists ', men, and women

too, who make it their business to 'see ' members and pro-
cure. .the passing of bills. .which involve gain to their
promoters. Ibid, c III. 411 The president of a great rail-

road, .must have adroit agents at the State capitals, .ready
to 'see ' leading legislators [etc J. 1891 'J. S. Winter ' Lum-
ley xiii, I have to see a lady in Queen's Gate about a sitting.

1908 R. Bacot A. Cuthbert xn. 140 Kindly send a waiter
Co find my servant. 1 must see him directly.

o. To receive as a visitor ; to admit to an
interview. Phrases, to see company ; f to see masks
m to hold a masquerade.
c 1500 Metusine xxxvii. (1894) 298 For he knew wel that
Raymondyn his brother wold neuer loue hym nor see
hym. 1710 Swift frnL to Stella z Nov., I., went., to see
Mr. Harley, who could not see me for much company; but
sent me his excuse, and desired I would dine with him on
Friday. 171a Steele Sped. No. 429 r 8 Lady Lydia can-
not see Company. 1744 Lady M. W. Montacu Let. to
Montagu (1893) II. 125 The vice-legate has a court of
priests, and sees little other company. 1761 Colman Jealous
Wife 1.(1775) 13 Assert your Right boldly, Man I.. see what
Company you like ; go out when you please ; return when
you please. 1770 Foote Lame Lover 11. 29 Serjeant. How
often have I told you, that I will see none of these sort of
folks but at chambers? 1779 Mirror No. 25 She replied,
that Mrs. Dimmity, my Lady 's gentlewoman, told her
all the maids at— had tea, and saw company ofan after-
noon. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vi. vii, when Mr. Harrel
saw masks in Portman-square, my curiosity to behold a lady
so adored, and so cruel, led me thither. z8oa Mar. Edge-
worth Moral T., Forester (1806) I. 2 My master is just
going to dinner, and can't see anybody now. 1804 Bp.
Pretyman in G. Rose's Diaries (i860) II. 94 Mr. Pitt saw
Lord Harrowby . . for an hour and a half. 1883 Daily Neivs
31 Oct. 5/3 Lord Derby will not be able to see the Transvaal
delegates, .during the present week. 1885 Encycl. Brit.
XIX. 751/1 It was easy [for prisoners] to get drink and to-
bacco, and see friends from outside.
euphemistically. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvi. ii, He

felt the same compunction with a bawd, when some poor
innocent., falls into fits at the first proposal of what is called
seeing company.

f d. absol. To see {together) : to meet one
another, have an interview. Obs.
•71548 Hall Chrou., Hen. VffI 200 After this day, the

kyng and she neuer saw together. 1578 Whetstone Promos
fy Cass. 11. iv. ii, Wees see at the sport. i6ix Shaks. Cymb.
1. i. 1 24 When shall we see againe ? 1613— Hen. Vfff, 1. i. 2.

How haue ye done Since last we saw in France?
13. Gaming. To meet (a bet), or meet the bet of

(another player), by staking an equal snm. Now
chiefly in Poker (see also quot. 1885). f b. In
Brag: see quot. 1804.
1599 Minsheu Sp. Dial. iii. 26 M. Giue me fower cards,

He see as much as he sets. R. See heere my rest, let euery
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one be in. M. I am come to passe again. ..0.1 set my rest.

M. He see it. 1804 New Pocket Hoyle, Brag, Or if either

party lay down a stake, saying Let me see you, ox I'll see it,

in which case both the hands are to be shown, and the strong-

est wins. 1885 H. Jones in Encyci. Brit. XIX. 283/1

[Poker.] The next in rotation to say must either (1) go out

of the game; or (2) see the raise, i.e., put up an equal

amount ; or (3) go better, i.e., increase the raise. Ibid., The
last to stake, who makes his raise equal to that of each of

the others, sees them, i.e. the player to the left has to show
his hand. ..The next., then similarly shows his hand..; and
so on all round ; the holder of the best hand takes the pool.

trans/. 1890 Sat. Rev. 15 Feb. 183/2 A rather discreditable

attempt to 'see' other Pretenders and 'go one better' in

patriotism. 1890 Spectator 20 Sept., He ' saw 1

the enemy's
veteran, in fact, and went 599 better.

14. Mil. To command or dominate (a position).

Said of a fortification, artillery, etc. [So F. voir."]

18*9 Napier Pentns. War v. ii. (Rtldg.) I. 234 The guns.

.

saw it [a convent] in reverse. 1834-47 J. S. Macaulay
Field Fortif. (1851) 43 In proportion as the height of the
parapet is increased the danger of being seen by enfilade,

slant, or reverse fire, diminishes. Ibid* 142 An interior 111-

trenchment should therefore be formed ; it will generally
be the church and cemetery, or the strongest house in the
village, if. .placed so as to see the principal streets.

15. Let see. a. To let (a person) see : to show,
bring to the sight or knowledge of. With sb. or

clause as obj. Formerly often with ellipsis of

personal obj. \to let see.

e 1320 Sir Tristr. 501 Houndes on hyde he di^tes, Alle he
lete hem se. Ibid. 554 Who better can, lat se. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 18, & Ethelbert in thefelde his fader
lete he se, How Dardan for his lance doun to the erth went,
& smote his hede of, his fader to present. 1377 Langl. P. PI.

B. xvn. 9' Latesebilettres' quodI *wemi3tepe laweknowe*.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 2865 Lete se now, what ;e say? 14.

.

W. Paris Cristine 152 (Horstm.) Sire, make theme hole

!

late se, cane ye ? c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867) 58 How many
foolde Hast bou broujt richesse? now late se. c 1450 Merlin
xx * 357 ' Now let se ', quod Merlin, * what ye will do, for now
is ther oon lesse '. c 1485 Digby Myst., Alary Magd. 1738
Lett se whatt I xall have, Or elles I woll nat wend. 1535
Coverdale 2 Kings xviii. 23, I will geue ye two thousande
horses, let se yf thou be able to man them. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. Prol. I. 10 To lat sie quhan danger
is, thay kendle bleises in tour heidis. 1601 Q. Eliz. Let.
to Mountjoy 12 Jan. in Moryson's /tin. (1617) n. 197 Wee
could not forbeare to let you see, how sensible we are of
this your merit. 1725 P. Walker Life Peden in Biogr.
Presbyt. (1827) I. 79 The Lord has letten me see the Frenches
marching.. thorow.. the Land. 175* Foote Taste 11. (1781)

25 Gentlemen, here is a Jewel. All. Ay, ay, let's see.

f- b. The imperative let see was sometimes used
with indirect question ( = ' let us see if

1

) ; also

absol. prefixed to a request ( = ' come *, * go to *)

;

also to a question asked in soliloquy. Obs.
^1470 Henry Wallace 1. 442 'Uncle '.he said, * I will no

langar bide ; Thir Southland hors latt se gif I can ride '.

1513 Douglas jEneis xn. xi. 49 Quhat sail I do, lat se

;

quharsall I now? tL. nam quid ago\. 1525 Ld. Berners
Froiss. II. cxxviL [cxxiii.] 359 That is trouthe, quod the
duke, let se, name a wyfe for him. Ibid, clxvii. tclxiii.] 464
Well, syrs, quod the bretons, lette se laye forthe the money.

o. Let me see, let us see : indicating that the
speaker is trying to recall something to memory,
or finds it necessary to reflect before answering a
question.
c»52o Skelton Magnyf. 595 Abyde—lette me se—take

better hede—Cockes harte ! it is Cloked Colusyon ! 1533
J. Heywood Merry Play Johan (1909) A ii, But abyde a
whyle, yet let me se Where the dyuell hath our gyssypry
begun. 1590 Shaks. Hen. V, in. vii. 168 It is now two a
Clock : but let me see, by ten Wee shall haue each a hundred
English men. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 42 Let me see,

hath any bodie in Yarmouth heard of Leander and Hero?
1693 Congheve Old Bach. lv. vi, A Prayer.Book? Ay, this

is the Devil's Paler-nosier. Hold let me see; The Innocent
Adultery. 1741 Richardson Pamela IV. 101 Let me see,

then, can Igiveyou the brief Historyof thisComedy? 1761
Foote Liar 1. Wks. 1799 I. 282 Where do we open?.. Let us
see—one o'clock—it is a fine day ; the Mall will be crouded.

16. Special uses of the gerundial infinitive, a.

Formerly often appended, with the sense * in visible

aspect ', to various predicates, esp. adjs. descriptive

of appearance, as fair, foul, terrible, etc. Three
varieties of this use have been current : + (a)

(.Fair, etc.) on to see. (The only form recorded

from OE. times: cf. 21). (b) (Fair, etc.) to see.

(The surviving use, now only poet. ; common from
the 14th c.) f (0 (Fair, etc.) to see to (rarely unto).

(Occurs from the 16th to the 18th c.)

(a) c 893 K. ^Elfred Oros. 1. iii, Da syndon swybe faegere .

.

on to seonne. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 163 Hire handclooes,
and hire bord cloSes [ben] makede wite, and lustliche on to
siene. £1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 2659 So faUer he was on to sen.
a 1300 CursorM. 7446 Gret he [Goliath] was wit-all, and hei,

And semed sathan on to sei. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe
Btaunche 1177 That swete wyght That is so semely on to
see. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. xiv. (1494) ** V"J **, Vpon the
mounteyne callyd auentyne..There is a wode.. Right
fresshe of sight and goodly on to se. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
lxxxvii. 36 Moir semely na is the sapheir one to seyne.
(b) a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 71 Jhesu, al that is

fayr to se..me
t
Graunte for the love of the. 1340 Ayenb.

'50 pe briddc him makeb brijte to zyenne and uol of wytte.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1700A geant ys maked briggeward bat
symeb be fend to see. c 1400 Soiudone Bab. 39 With many
a Baron & Knijtis ful boold, That roialle were and semly
to sene. 1437 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

179 And wee to martis of Braban charged bene Wyth Eng-
lyssh clothe, fulle gode and feyre to seyne. c 1500 Flower <fr

Lea/tn It was a noble sight to sene. 1503 Dunbar Thistle
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<$ Rose 88 The Lyoncmost fair to sene. 1563 Sackville
Induct. Mirr. Mag. u, The soyle that earst so seemely was
to seen. 1607 R. C[arew] tr. Estienne's World of Wonders
236 More gay to seene Then some Atturney's clarke, or
George a Greene. 1833 Tennyson Sisters 1, O the Earl was
fair to see !

(c) 1542 Udall Erastn. Apoph. 296 A cypres tree goodly
to see to, but in deede unfruitefull. 1552 ElyoVs Diet.,
A nagyris, an herbe or shrub verie pleasant to see to. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia m. (Sommer) 268 In one place lay disin-
herited heades, dispossessed of their natural! seignories : in
an other, whole bodies to see to, but that their harts wont to
be bound all ouer so close, were nowe with deadly violence
opened. 1601 Holland Pliny xi. xviii. I. 320 There is a
kind of rusticall and wild Bee : and such are more rough and
hideous to see to. 1610 — Camden's Brit. 1. 86 Now was
the State everie where in a most wofull and pitious plight to
see unto. 1634 Milton Comus 620 A certain Shepherd Lad
Of small regard to see to, yet well skill'd In every vertuous
plant. X671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Collog. 144 The ceremonies
being indeed very goodly to see to. X737 Whiston Josephus,
Antiq. xvm. ix. § 4 He was a little man to see to.

b. As predicate ( — the more usual ' to be seen *).

f (a) Visible, evident. Obs. rare, (b) Remaining
to be seen.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 271 For it is to se
that the provour has begunnyn his dame ferr ynouche quhen
[etc.]. 1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 39 Once woodden
Challices there were, Then golden priests were euery where

:

Now golden chalices there te, And woodden priestes eache
where to see. 1818 Shelley Lett. Pr. Wks. (1888) II. 231 But
Rome and Naples—even Florence, are yet to see. 1846
Browning Souls Trag. 1 Shame Fall presently on who
deserves it most 1 Which is to see.

II. Phraseological combinations.
* intransitive uses with prepositions.

17. See about—. To attend to ; to take steps

with reference to ; also, to take into consideration,

see what can be done with regard to. Pit see

about it\ often used colloq. to evade giving an
immediate decision.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., See about, to attend to; to

consider. 1858 Hawthorne Ft. «$ It. Note-bits. (1871) I. 48,

J— and I then went to the railway station to see about our
luggage. 1869 ' Wat Bradwood' The O. V. H. xxxiv, Yes
— I don't know—perhaps I'll go with you. We'll see
about it.

18. See after— . To ascertain the condition

of; to attend to the wants or safety of; also, to

take means to obtain.

1727 [E. Dorrington] Philip Quarll (1816) 28, I feared
that . . another accident had befallen him .

.
, so I went to see

after him. 1775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. liv. (1783) II.

142, I shan't be able to answer it to my conscience if I don't
see after it. 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia 11. iii, Pretty dove,.

.

be of good heart ! sha'n't be meddled with ; come to see
after you. 187a H. Kingsley Hornby Mills etc II. 46
Here Tom, Tom, see after the luggage.

19. See for—. a. To look for, try to find.

Now rare or Obs. Also fsee outfor (obs.).

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 558 And mony saiktes sit sail*

suffer deid, Without richt sone ?e se for sum remeid, 1670
Narbokough JrnL in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. \. (1694) 32 My
Lieutenant went up the River in the Boat nine or ten miles
to see for People that way. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe)
203, I., went to the West End.. of the Island, almost every
Day, to see for Canoes, but none appear'd. 1775 S. J. Pratt
Liberal Opin. 1. (1783) II. 120 Adding, that, against my next
excursion she would see out amongst her young friends for

a more suitable companion. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina
Ixxvi, [She] begged me to see for some books she had left in

the parlour. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde (1814) IV. 84
Montgomery. . went down himself to see for a coach. 1802
Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. I. viii. 55, 1 was just coming to

see for you. 1812 J. Groom in Examiner 31 Aug. 552/1 He
searched the.. lodging-houses.., to see for suspicious per-

sons. 1848 Thackeray Van. Pair lxiv, Little Bob Suck-
ling, who.. would walk a mile in the rain to see for her
carriage in the line at Gaunt House.

f b. To provide for, act for the benefit of. Obs.
1548 Udall etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. i. 19 He began to cast

in his mynde, by what meanes he myght bothe see for the
good name, & also the lyfe of his wyfe.

20. See into— . To perceive (by physical or

mental sight) what is below the surface of.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. i. 42 Well hath your Highnesse
seene into this Duke. 1615 Sir J. Throckmorton in Court
<y Times Jas. I (1848) I. 382 Then we shall undoubtedly be
able to see into the bottom of this and their other wicked
practices. 1798 Wordsw. Poems Imag. xxvi. Tintern Abb.

49 While with an eye made quiet by the power Of harmony,
..We see into the life of things. 1824 Miss L. M. Haw.
kins Annaline I. 295 He could see no farther into the affair

than before. 1863 Kingsley in Lett. etc. (1877) II. 179 We
must send up one of our F. G. S.'s to see into the matter.

f21. See on, upon—. To look on, look at.

(Cf. sense 5.) Obs.
Beowulf 2863 Seah on unleofe. c 1230 Gen. % Ex. 2664

50 was hem lef on him to sen. a 1300 Cursor M. 12343
Bot fra be leons on him sau Wei bai can bair Iauerd knau.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 26 That syht upon that semly,

to blis he is broht. c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warw. 389 Hit
greueb euere mannes ei^e, Inwardliche on hire [the sun] to

se For hire grete clerte. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3597 Ye not
wolde upon him see. J513 Douglas sEuei's xm. viii. 62
At the first blenk astonyst half wolx he, And musyng hovirris

styll on hir to se.

22. See over— . (See also sense 2 and Over
prep.). fTo look over, peruse (a book) (obs.);

to have a comprehensive view of. Now chiefly,

to go over and inspect (a building).

1490 Caxton Eneydos 1 To my hande came a lytyl booke .

.

wbiche booke I sawe ouer and redde tberin. 1513 Douglas

SEE.

Mneii v. Prol. 5 The clerk reiosis his buikis our to seyne.
x765 J- Ingersoll Lett, retat. Stamp.Acl (1766) 34 There
must be some one Eye to see over, and some one Hand to
guide and direct, the Whole of it's Defence and Protection.

1830 Mooke in Mem. {1854J VI. 108 Took Miss Macdonald
to see over new Athenaeum.

23. See round— . To have views beyond, to

perceive the limitations of. rare.

1879 M. Pattison Milton 83 Milton, though he had come
to see round Presbyterianism, had not, in 1644, shaken off all

dogmatic profession.

24. See through— . a. lit. To see objects on
the other side of (an aperture, or something trans-

parent). Hence fg. to penetrate (a disguise, fal-

lacious appearance), to detect (an imposture), to
perceive the real character or aims of ^a person).
1400 Love God 95 in 26 Pol. Poems 4 God seeth thurgh

euery bore. Ibid. 103 God seeth thurgh eche mysse. a 1548
HALhChron., Hen. VIII (1550) 187 b, His graces sight was
so quicke and penetrable, that he saw him, ye and saw
through him, both within and without. 1599 B. Jonson
Cynthia's Rev. v. ii, He is a mere peece of glasse, I see
through him, by this time, c x6io Women Saints 160 There
was not to be seene on her riche garments,, .sothinneas that
you might see throughe. 1623 Cockeram h, To be Seene
thorow. Translucent, Transparent. 1679 J. Goodman
Penit. Pard. 11. ij. (1713) 198 Alexander the great. .had the
luck or the sagacity to see through and despise the empty
pageantry and shew, 1719 H. Barham in Phil. Trans. XXX.
1036 When held against the Light, they [the silkworms]
might be seen through as you may an Egg. 1751 Labelyk
Wesim. Bridge 93 The Board seeing thro' all this, enforced
the Directions 1 had given. 1784 Burns Ep. to J. Ran-
kine ii, And then their failings, flaws, an' wants, Are a' seen
thro'. 1863 Cowdkn Clarke Shaks. Char. xvi. 394 He saw
through their insufficiency^ 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Nov. 5/3
The object of the Commission was seen through at a glance.

t b. To have a clear notion of. Obs,
1729 Butler Serm. Pref., Wks. 1874 II. 7 Any one may.

.

know whether he understands and sees through what he is

about.

C. colloq. To 'get through* (a meal).
1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 440, I need hardly

say I had a bilious headache all the following day, as I was
ravenously hungry, and saw through most of it [a meal of
many dishes].

25. See to (or f unto) — . f a. To be solici-

tous about. Obs.

1389 Eng. Gilds (1870) 51 Also afterward, men seendetobe
deuocioun don in holy chirche,..askynd [read askyd] be
fraternitcto mayntene..be forseyd ymage.

b. To attend to, do what is needful for; to

provide for the wants of; to charge oneself with
(a duty, a business).
a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 754* (Dubl. MS.) pan says he to hys

seruand to see to bis capyll. 1406 E. E. Wills (1882) 13 Yef
outgh come to Thomas Roos, than y pray Iohan Wodcok
to se to my son, that he be nat lost. 1470-85 Malorv Arthur
xix. vi. 781 That they were layde within draughtes by her
chamber vpon beddes and pylowes that she her self myght
see to them that they wanted no thynge. 1529 Wolsev in

Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 8 Alas M c
. Secretary, ye with

other my lordys shewyd me that I shuld otherwyse be
furnyshyd, and seyn unto. 1535 Coverdale Jer. xl. 4,

I will se to the, and prouyde for the. 1570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent 283 If the matter were well and in season
seene vnto, there was no doubte [eta]. 1642 C. Vernon
Consid. Exch. 39 The Chiefe Vsher. .seeth to all places of
the Court, that all Doores, Chests, Records and things be in

safety from fire, water, or other spoile. 1844 Alb. Smith
Mr. Ledbury vii, I leave everything to you, and thank
you into the bargain for seeing to it. 1861 Flor. Nightin-
gale Nursing <ed. 2) 41 If a patient has to see, not only to

his own but also to his nurse's punctuality. 1884 W. C
Smith Kildrostan 73 What is there to arrange with her?
O yes ! About her shootings—I will see to that.

c. To take special care about (a matter.) Chiefly,

to see to it, to make sure that (something is done).
1474 Caxton Cliesse in. iii. (1883) 103 Also they ought to

see well to that they be of one Acorde in good. 1481— Reynard xii. (Arb.) 27 Here is the theef the wulf,

see wel to that he escape vs not. 186s Ruskin Sesame ii.

§ 89 See to it that your train is of vassals whom you serve

ancf feed, not merely of slaves who serve and feed you.

1874 Blackie Self-Cult. 43 What a student should specially

see to.. is not to carry the breath of books with him
wherever he goes. 1891 Morris Poems by the Way (1896)

69 Lay me aboard the bastard's ship, And see to it lest your
grapnels slip

!

•j* d. To respect, look up to. Obs. rare.

1579 Tomson Calvin's Serm. Tim. 222/2 The ministers of

the word must marke why this office is given them,.. it is

not because a few should be sene vnto, and that they should
speake, and others hold their peace.

te. In physical sense: To look towards. Obs.

1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. 11. xiii.8o The eye maketh
(seeing now to the lower, and then again to the upper end of
the Cross) greater motion in looking up and down.

** transitive uses with adverbs.

26. See away. To spend (money) in seeing.

nonce-use.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, Prol. 12 Those that come to see

Onely a show or two . . may see away their shilling Richly in

two short houres.

27. To see out. fa. ? To let (a person) have

his say, to see how far he will go.
1715 Addison Freeholder No. 22 r 2 He [a fellow-traveller]

affirmed roundly, that there had not been one good law passed

since King William's accession to the throne, except the Act
for preserving the game. I had a mind to see him out, and
therefore did not care for contradicting him.

b. To survive.

i8»5 Scott Diary 7 Dec. in Lockhart VI. 151 Mv dear wife



SEEABLE.

. . is, I fear, frail in health—though I trust and pray she may

see me out.

c. In a drinking contest, to outlast.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xlviii, I have heard him say that he

couW see the Dundee people out any day, and walk home
afterwards without staggering. 186a Thackeray Philip

vii Pass the bottle ! . . we intend to see you alt out.

d. To go through with to the end.

1794 Gouv. Morris in Sparks Life $ Writ. (1832) II. 453,

I conceived my honor concerned in seeing the thing out.

1879 Froude Caesar xx. 333 The engagement had been

entered into that he was to see his term out. i860 F. W.
Robinson Grandiu. Money 11. viii, LI] wish he'd stop another

week [at Hastings] and seethe five and twenty pounds out.

1889 J. K. Jerome Three Men in Boat v. 73 He evidently

meant to see this thing out.

28. See through. To continue to watch or take

part in (a matter) until the end (cf. 27 d) ; to take

care that (a person) comes successfully through his

difficulties.

1871 H. Kingsley Hornhy Mills etc. II. 60 O'Flaherty.

.

told him that he would see the bonfire through and the

captain to bed, and take the consequences. Ibid. 68 We will

see him through if he were to burn the college down.

III. 29. Comb. See-everything, one who sees

everything. 1853 Is" Sav p-' B- '4l-

See, obs. form of Sea sdA

Seeable (sfab'l), a. and sb. [f. See v. + -able]

A. adj. Capable of being seen, visible. tWiafig.
101400 in Hampole's 1Kb. (1895) 1. 165 Forwy.asaule bat

is jit ruyde & fleshle, knaws not jitt bot bodele ynges

[ = pynges], & no yng comes jitt to be mynde bot seabul! ynges.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. v. 162 Marie Magdalen, .vsid the

oynement as a seable and a smelleable rememoratijf signe.

1548 Geste Agst. Pr. Masse B v b, These therfore be

named sacramentes, for that in them one thyng is seable,

and another vnderstande. 1624 lip. Mountagu Gagg 49
That which cannot be seene, if it be seeable, is no where at

all, nor in being. 1839 Jas. Mill Hum. Mind (1869) I. 13

In that case, we should have no idea of objects as seeable,

as hearable, as touchable, or tasteable. X874TYNDALL Presid.

Addr. Brit. Assoc. 81 This, as a purely mechanical process,

is seeable by the mind. 1896 Dk. Argyll Philos. Belie/ 43
We cannot even think of it as seen or seeable.

+ B. sb. (absolute use of the adj.) A thing

capable of being seen. Obs. rare
-

'.

1812 Southky Lett. (1S56) II. 271 We shall make a march
of it, seeing all the seeables on the way.

Hence See ableness, visibility; f See ably adv.,

visibly. Obs. rare~l
.

1548 Geste Agst. Pr. Masse H iv b, Manye dyd worshyp
..Christ as beyng seably conuersant emonge them. 1865

J. Grote Exfiler, Philos. I. 123 These qualities which we
perceive, seeableness or colour, handleaoleness or shape,
taste, smell, &c.

Seeal, Seeay, obs. forms of Seal sb. 2 , Say sb.1

See-bright (srbrait),j£. [f. See v. + Bright a.

A rendering of clear-eye, a perversion of clary.]

= Clabt.
1863 Prior Plant-n. 201 See-bright, from its supposed effect

on the eyes. 1866 Treas. Bot., Seebright, Salvia Sctarea.

Seecatcb. (s/katj). PI. seecatchie. f? Aleu-
tian Indian ; the pi. is Russian in form.] The male
of the Alaska fur-seal, Callorhinus ursinus.
1881 H. W. Elliott Seal /si. Alaska (1884) 42 The ' see-

catchie ' which have held the harems from the beginning to

the end of the season, leave [etc.). Ibid. 175 Gloss., See-

catch, pi. seecatchie (Russian), male fur-seal and sea-lion,

full grown. 1896 Kitling Seven Seas 71 (Three Sealers) What
time the scarred see catchie lead their sleek seraglios.

Seece, 8eeche, obs. forms of Cease, Seek.
Seech, dial, variant of Sitcu (swamp).

Seed (sfd), sb. Forms: 1 sacd, Anglian sed,

3-5 sed, (2-3 sad(e), 2-6 sede, 3, 6 side, 4 seod,
Kent, zed, Sc. aeiyde, 4-6 Sc. seid e, 4-7 seedo,

5 seyde, ceed, oed, siede, sead e, 4 -seed.

[OE. ssed neut. = OFris. sfd, OS. sdd neut. (MLG.
sdt), MDu. sael neut. (Du. zaad), OHG., MHO.
sdt fem. (mod.G. saal), Goth, -sips (in mana-
slp-s fem., mankind), ON. sdd neut., whence sidi

in the same sense (Sw. sdd fem., Da. ssed) :—

OTeut. 'sititi-, smdo-, f. root *sm- to Sow.]
1. a. That which is or may be sown (often as

cognate obj. to Sow v.) ; the ovules of a plant or

plants (chiefly, when in the form of ' grains ' or

small roundish bodies) esp. as collected for the

purpose of being sown. Also, in Agriculture and
Horticulture, applied by extension to other parts of

plants (e. g. tubers, bulbs) when preserved for the

purpose of propagating a new crop. In plural,

kinds of seed. Phr. to run to seed (see Runm 69 e)

;

also t to grow to seed (obs.), to be in seed.

C815 Vesp. Psalter cxxv. 6 Gongende eodon & weopun
sendende sed [etc.]. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 3 Ut code
se saedere his sxd to sawenne. C1200 Okmin 15905 Swa
batt itt mujhe takenn wel Wibbsed toberenn wasstme. c 1250

Prov. Ail/red 93 in O.E.Mlsc. 108 And be cheorl beo in
|

fayb his sedes to sowen, his medes to mowen, a 1300 Cursor
M. 5230 His suns all and bair flitting.. In weynis war bai
don to ledc, pat ioseph wit ful of side. 136s Langl. P. PI.

A. vi. 34, 1 haue . . Bobe I-sowed his seed and suwed his

beestes. c 1381 Chaucer Pari, pontes 328 But foul that

lyuyth be sed sat on the grene. 1520 Nisbet IV. T. I. 10

Christ . . schewe the parrabile ofthe seide. 1526 Grele Herball
xlvii. (1529) C v b, Auena is an herbe, the sede of it is called

otes. 1602 Shaks. Haw. 1. ii. 136 Oh fie, fie, 'tis an vn-
weeded Garden That growes to Seed. 1611 Bible Gen. i.

383

29 Every herb bearing seed. 1675 Evelyn Fr. Gard, 244
When it [the onion] is in seed, 'tis very subject to be over-

thrown by the wind. vjwq F°$> s Wkly. frnl. 30 Aug. 2/2
To hinder the forestalling of Markets, by the Farmers
selling Wheat..at home, or by buying Wheat for Seed.

1760 Brown Compl. Farmer n. 15 All seed degenerates, if

long sown upon any land. 1831 Loudon EncycL Agric.

(1857) § 4856 The only small seeds the farmer has to sow on
a large scale, are the clovers, grasses, the different varieties

of turnip, and probably the mangold wurzel and carrot.

1839 Stonehouse Axlwlme 32 Those [potatoes] grown upon
the warp land are generally disposed of for seed to the

market gardeners and others. 1856 Glenny Gard. Every-
day-bk. 174/: Cut down the old plants that have rambled
and are past their prime, unless you are saving seed.

b. An individual grain of seed. In Bot.,

technically restricted to the fertilized ovnle of

a phanerogam. Popularly applied also to the
1 spore ' of a cryptogam, and to certain * fruits

'

(in the scientific sense of the word) which have

the appearance of seeds, e. g. that of the strawberry.
triooo Ags. Gosp. Mark iv. 31 Hit is ealra saeda la?st be on

eorSan synu a 1300 Cursor fit. 22875 pat mighti godd bat

all waldes, qua can sai me hu of a side He dos an hundret
for to brede? 1340 Ayenb. 113 pet zed o mostard is wel

small, c 1440 Prontp. Pan: 64/2 Ceede of corne, as kyrnel,

granum. c 1450 Holland Hoivlat 31 Under the Cirkill

solar thir sauoruss seidis War nurist be dame Natur. 159a

Shaks. Rom. <y Jul. v. i. 46 A beggerly account of emptie
boxes, Greene earthen pots, Bladders, and mustie seedes,

vj\% tr. Pomet %

s Hist. Drugs I. 38 Little, thin, black Seeds,

each one having a spiral head. 1797 Wordsw. Poems Old
Age i. Old Cumb. Beggar 86 Like the dry remnant of a gar-

den flower Whose seeds are shed. xBxi A. T.Thomson Land.
Disp. (1818) 568 Seeds are to be collected when they are

ripe, and before they drop from the plant. 1875 E. White
Life in Christ L i. (1876) 11 Each seed possessing a life

originating in the life of the plant, but capable of an inde-

pendent survival.

o. pi. (a) Land sown with com. (b) Clover

and artificial * grasses raised from seed.

X79A R. Lowe Agric. Notts 9 Artificial grasses, (generally

called here, simply seeds). 1883 Field 31 Jan. 118/1 Some
seeds came in the line, and, with the ground in the state it

was in just after frost, of course it was incumbent on all

to.. avoid crossing them as much as possible. 1910 Daily
News 4 July 6/4 Yet it is those who have had 'seeds' to

cut that have come off best this hayseh

d. collect, sing, and pi. Various kinds of grain

suitable as the tood of a cage-bird.

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 175 When the bird quits the
cage, We set the cage outside, With seed and with water,
And the door wide.

e. //. Particles of bran. Now dial. Cf. Sid.

1598 Sc. Acts Jas. *Y(i8i6) IV. 179/a pe haili subiectis

susteinis greit lose and skayth in paying alss deir for dust
and seidis as gif be samyn wes guid meill. a 1779 D.Graham
Writings (1883) II. 36 Vour groat meal, and gray meal,
sand dust and seeds. 1799 H. Mitchell Scotticisms 73
' I have got a seed in my throat ', is a phrase very common
among the Scots. They mistake a piece of the husk for

the seed. 18x4 Abstract, Proof, Mill ofInveramsay 2 (Jam.
s, v. Dust) Some of the dust and sheeling seeds.. is left at

the mill. x8ij Pennecuik's Wks. 87 These shells thus sepa-

rated, and having the finer particles of the meal adhering
to them, called mill seeds, are preserved for sowins. ..The
seeds from the different makings of meal are preserved till

the potatoes are exhausted.

2. fig. (often with reference to a metaphorical
' sowing', * soil * or the like). The germ or latent

beginning of some growth or development. Also,

with allusion to the Parable of the Sower, applied

to religious or other teaching, viewed with regard

to its degree of fruitfulness.

sing, axooo Boeth. Metr. xxii. 37 J>eah biff sum corn
saedes sehealden symle on baere saule soSfestnesse. c 1200
Trin. Coll. Horn. 151 pe sed bat he sew were soSe wordes.
a X300 Cursor fit. 21226 In all be stedes quar he yede, O
goads word he sceued be sede. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 1617 For venus sonedaun Cupido Hath sowne there of
loue the seed, c X480 Henryson Test. Cress. 137 The seid of
luf was sawin in my face, And ay grew grene throw your
supply and grace. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. 1. x Yet then like-

wise the wicked seede of vice Began to spring. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. x. 57 Beside . . the seed of error within
our selves.. there is an invisible Agent. 1731 Berkeley
Alciphr. vi. % 18 The advantages which we experience from
the seed of the gospel sown in good ground. 1840 Jolly
Sunday Serv. 309 The blood of the martyrs, in TertulHan's
expression, proved the seed of the Church.
pi. x6og Shaks. fifacb. 1. Hi. 58. 1608— Per. iv. vi, 03.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables xxxviii. 38 We have the
seeds of Virtue in us, as well as of Vice, a 1729 J. Rogers
Twelve Sernu viii. (1730) 238 Some Seeds of Grace are
yet alive in him. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. x68 P 8 The
seeds of knowledge may be planted in solitude, but must
be cultivated in publick. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old
Benchers, The seeds of exaggeration will be busy there.

3. — Semen. Now rare.
c 1290 -S". Eng. Leg. 319/700 A swybe foul bing is bat sed

of swan Man is i-spreind. 134c Hampole/Y. Consc. 445 He
was geten aftir, als es knawen, Of vile uede of man with syn
sawen. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 103 She. .alsocon-
ceyued of his seed a sone that was named Abas. 1548
Vicary Anat. ix. (1888) 78 The which seede of generation
commeth from al the partes of the body, both of the man
and the woman. 1608 Tops ell Serpents 293 When the male
[Viper] hath filled her with all his seed-genitall. x668
Culpepper & Cole Barthol. Anat. 1. xvii. 48 Others have
attributed to the Kidneys the preparation of Seed, because
hot Kidneys cause a propensity to fleshly lust. 17x3 Cheskl-
den Anat. iv. i. (1726) 290 The office of the Testes, is to

separate the seed from the blood. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. A naL
IV. 472/1 This fluid, so indispensably necessary as the

medium of sexual generation, is the seed or semen.

SEED.

4. Offspring, progeny. Now rare exc. in Biblical

phraseology.
^815 Vesp. Psalter xxxvi. 28 Da unrehtwisan

,
soSlice bioS

wicnade & sed arleasra forweor3e5. Cfgp Lindisf. Gosp.
Mark xiL 22, & onfengon oa ilea jelic da seofona & ne
forleorton vel ne laefdon sed vel team, c 1175 Lamb. Horn.
X33 Vre drihten cleopede monnes streon sed. c 1*50 Gen. <fr

Ex. 1613 And 5is lond ic salgiuenSin sed. a 1340 Ham pole
Psalter xxi. 23 pe sede of iacob is be folke of cristen men.
c X366 Chaucer A.B. C. 182 Sithe bou canst and wilt Ben to

pe seed of Adam merciable. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. lxxv.

61 His seed shal bycoine faderles in straunge lond for euer-

more. 1596 Dalrymtle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 80 marg..
The seid and successione of Simon Brechus stil inherited

Irland. 1618 Chapman Hesiod's Georg. I, 398 Iustice is

seed to loue. 1644 Directory for Pubt. Worship 11 The
rest of the Royal Seed. 17x5 Pope Iliad 11. 724 Till, vain
of Mortal's empty Praise, he strove To match the Seed of
Cloud-compelhng Jove. X739 C. Wesley Hymn, ' Hark
hoiv all the Welkin rings vii, Rise, the Woman's Con-
qu'ring Seed, Bruise in Us the Serpent's Head. 1842 Tenny-
son Godtva 5 Not only we, the latest seed of Time,..
have loved the people well. X864 Pusey Led. Daniel 397
Certain of the seed-royal and of the nobles were carried to
Babylon.

5. a. sing, and //. The ova of the lobster (cf.

Berry sb\ 3) and of the silkworm moth. b.

Oyster-spat (cf. seed oyster m 8 below).
a. 166a J. Davies tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 313 In the

Spring, .the Persians begin to hatch their Silk-worms. To
do this, they carry the Seed in a little bag under the arm-pit.
X778 Mrs. Rakkald Eng. Housekpr. 41 Take all the red seeds
and the meat of a lobster. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comnt.
334 The eggs in this state are called by the silk cultivators

seed.

b. X7« Phil. Trans. XXXI. 251 From the Spat or Seed
of which, it is most probable,.. all the Bottom at length,.,
became covered with Oysters. X887 Goode, etc. Fish.
Industr. U.S. v. II. 524 The cultivation of oysters trans-

planted when young (termed 'seed') from the natural reefs

where they were spawned to inshore [etc.].

6. Glass-making. A minute bubble arising in

glass during fusion.

1856 H. Chance in Jrnt. Soc. Arts IV. 226/2 A piece

whose beginning was miraculous,—no seed, no blisters ; it

{irospered under the hands of the gatherer and blower, and
eft the glass-house a perfect cylinder.

7. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. {a)

(sense 1) seed-crop^ -farm, -garden
t
-growth (in

quot. Jtg.) t
-gutter, 'market, + -month, -oil (also

attrib.), -season, -shop, etc. ; also Seed-field,

-furrow, -plot, -Time; {b) (sense 1 b) seed-branch,

-capsule, f -case , -cone, -cover, -down, + -embryo,

-glume, -head, -pod, -spike, -stalk, -stem, t -umbel,

etc. ; also Seed-crown 2 ; {c) in the sense of

grain, etc. preserved for raising new crops, as seed*

barley, -grain, -maize, -oats, -potatoes, -wheat ; also

Seed-corn ; (d) in names of agricultural imple-

ments or their component parts used in the sowing
of land with seed, as seed-barrel, -basket, -drill,

-funnel, -harrow, f -plough (also^.), -slide, -tube,

•vent ; also Seed-box.
1540 Test. Ebor, VI. 95 One strike of *sede barlie. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 790 The true seed-box.. is in

form of a small barrel, and is hence called the *seed-barrel.

183X *Seed-basket [see Seed-carrier t\ X67X Grew Anat.
Plants 1. vii. (1682) 47 In this Inner Coat in a Bean
the Lignous Body or *Seed-Branch is distributed. 1844
Zoologist II. 451 The seed-branches of field grasses. x86o
Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 21 Ever and anon the "seed-capsule
of some forest-tree bursts with a report like that of a
musket. X677 Grew Anat. Plants, Anat. Fruits v. (1682)

186 The 'Seed-Case, whether it be called a Cod, Pod, or by
any other name. 1724 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. 11. 68 The
Top of the flowering Foot-stalk, supports the Ovarium or
Seed-case. 184s Loncf. Hiaw. xviti. 44 So they gathered
cones together, Gathered * seed-cones of the pine tree. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants^ed. 3) I. 80 *Seed-cover(calyculus)
the real cover of the seed. x868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner
Agric. (1869) 204 When the orange-colored capsules open,
and show the scarlet seed-covers. 1824 Loudon Encycl.
Gard. (ed. 2) § 7484 In cases where a partial failure has
taken place in the "seed crop. 1829 T. Castle Jntrod. Bot.

87 The less essential parts of a seed are. the pellicle, the
tunic, the *seed-down [etc.]. 1883 Good Words Dec. 790/1
Thus, as seed-down is to dandelion and thistle.. so is this

adhesive pulp to the Mistletoe. 1875 Knight Did. fifech.,

*Seed-drtll
t
a machine for sowing seed in rows. X671 Grew

Anal. Plants 1. vii. (1682) 49 The Sap being thus prepared
in the Inner Coat, as a Liquor now apt to be the Substratum
of the future "Seed-Embrio; by fresh supplies, is thence
discharg'd. 1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard. (ed. a) § 7361
*Seed-gardens, or *seed-farms, require a dry soil. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 596 The bearing or platform of the
*seed-funnels. X840 J. Buel Farmer's Comp. 228 It may
be known by its.. "seed-glumes resembling a cock's-foot.

x8oS R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 447 The steeping of
'seed -grain may lie useful in other respects. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes i, This seems to me the primary seed-grain of the
Norse Religion. 185a Mundy Antipodes (1857) 23 They were
furnished with.. implements of husbandry, seed-grain, live-

stock. X876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxvi, Yet in the dark
*seed-growths of Consciousness a new wish was forming it-

self. X831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (1857) § 2714TWO cast-iron

wheels, for the purpose of impressing two small *seed gutters
or drills on the furrow slices turned over by the common
plough. Ibid. § 2704 Gray's "seed-harrow for wet weather
promises to be useful.. in a tenacious retentive soil. 1823
Trans. Soc. A rts XLI. 103 Eight bunches of straw, having
the "seed-heads on. 1902 Cornish Naturalist Thames 91
Goldfinches flying from seed-head to seed-head. 1809 A.
Henry Trav. 233, 1 distributed *seed-maize among the
Indians here, which they planted accordingly. 1824 Loudon
Encycl. Gard. (ed. 2) §7515 The *seed-market is held twice
a-week..in a large roofed space in Mark-lane. 1898 Daily
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News 9 June 7/5 Today's seed market.. was most thinly

attended. 1647 Hexham i, *Seed-moneth,^a<y-;«<i«*r\ 1707

Mortimer Husb. (172O II. 360 This IFebr.J is a principal

Seed Month, for such as they commonly call Lenten Grain.

1801 Fanner's Mag. Aug. 27a The same premium, .to be

given for ascertaining the proper quantity of *seed oats

dibbled on a lay, or on old pasture ground. 1858 Si.mmonds

Did. Trade, *Seed-cil, an indefinite name for several kinds

of oil, which enter into commerce. x88i Harper s Mag.
OcL 726/2 There are now fifty-nine seed-oil mills in the

South. 155* Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. i. (1584) 186 Vppon
the Sabboth day Gods *seede plough goeth. 1764 A nn. Keg.

76 At York : a newly invented seed plough. .on two wheels.

1718 R. Bradley Gent/. $ Gard. Kal. 35 Pulling up the

whole Plants, and setting them upright in a Green-house

till the *Seed-Pods are dry. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric.

(1857) § 2741 A machine for reaping the heads or seed-pods

of clover. 1617 Purchas Pilgrimage v. ix. (ed. 3) 619 Which
[feastings] they vse to doe in all their feasts, marriages,

childe-births, and their haruest and *seed-seasons. 1805

R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric, I. 461 In very wet seed sea-

sons too, it must, perhaps, give way in many cases to the

broadcast method. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. fy Com.
iii. 33 A Red-Headed Monkey lost from a *Seed-Shop in the

Strand. i966Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 600/2 In sendingaparcel
from a seed-shop to a neighbouring garden. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. s.v. Seed-planter, The rod-shaft, which communi-
cates by rods with the *seed-slides of the separate hoppers,

which discharge into the seed-tubes of the shares. 1840 J.
Bi'kl Farmers Comp. 228 It may be known by its coarse
appearance, both of the leafand *seed-spike. 1846 J.

Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. 19 They will shoot in summer
in single tall *seed-stalks. 18x3 Vancouver Agric. Devon
355 In summer, it chiefly subsists on the tops and *seed-

stems of thistles. 187s Seed-tube [see seed-slide above].

1786 Aberckombie Gard. Assist. 201 Dill— if now advanced
in *seed-umbels, may be pulled up for use. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 538 A register screw.. by which the sower
could at once fix upon the extent of opening in the *seed-

vents. 159a Skutttovorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 78 Foure
mettes of "side whette which was soune at Eclestone, xij s

iiyd . x8ox Farmer's Mag. Aug. 271 The proper quantity

of seed-wheat to be used per acre.

b. Objective and objective genitive, as seed-

bearer; -crusher, -grower', f -saver, -seller, -serving,

•soivtng; seed-bearing adj. ; also Seed-carrier.
1883 'Annie Thomas* Mod. Housewife 19 John had cut

certain heads of asparagus that were intended for *seed-

bearers. 1766 Complete Farmer Z 2/2 s. v. Hemp, This
other species,, .which Ls commonly termed male hemp, should
be called *seed-bearing hemp, or female hemp. 1877 Heath
Fern World 25 These beautiful plants, however, though
flowerless, are seed-bearing. 1858 Simmonos Diet. Trade,
*Seed-crusher, one who expresses oil from seeds ; a machine
with rollers. 1824 Loudon Encycl. Gard. (ed. 2) § 7390 "Seed
growers are as frequently farmers as gardeners. 1585 Higins
Junius' Nomeucl. 513 Seminaria,. . a *seedesauer : a woman
that gathereth and preserueth the seedes of herbs. 1563

J. Hevwood Prov.
<J-

Epigr. (1867) 212 We *seede sellers

must sell seedes one with an other.

c. Similative, as seed-coral, -egg ; also seed-like

adj. ; Seed-peabl.
X879 Simmonds Commerc. Products 0/ Sea 44 r The

Chinese .. used to prepare strings of small rows of *seed-

coral beads for embroidery. 1835 Ure Philos. Alanuf.

235 Under, favourable circumstances, one ounce of "seed-

eggs will produce eighty pounds of cocoons, and even more.
X7X5 Phil. Trans. XXIX. 351 These *seedlike Bodies may
be the Ovaria of some Insects. 1887 Phillips Brit. Dis-

comyc. no A number of small, hard, seed-like bodies.

8. Special combinations : seed-bag (see quot.) ;

seed-bird, (a) the Pied Wagtail, Motacilla lugubris

or alba
;

{b) any sea-fowl, esp. the Common Gull,

Larus canus
; f seed-bone Anal. = Sesamoid sb.

;

f seed-bringer Anal, (see quot) ; seed-bud Bot.

(see quot. 1796); seed-coat Bot. — Testa ; j seed-
cob , f -cod, f -cot = Seed-lip; seed-cotton, cotton

in its native state, with the seed not separated

;

t seed-earth [Eabth sb.'1], the side of a seed-

furrow ; seed-eater, -feeder, any granivorous bird,

spec, the Grass-quit, Phonifara bicolor ; seed-finch,

-fish (see quots.) ; f seed-fowl, a granivorous bird

;

f seed-horse, a stallion ; t seed-land, ground
capable of raising crops (in quot.^%". and attrib.)

;

seed-leaf, -lobe = Cotyledon 3 (but see quot.

1 793 for seed-lobe) ; f seed-nest Bot. — Ovary 2

;

t seed-ore, ore found in the form of grains; seed
oyster, oyster-spat ; f seed-pair, a pair, male and
female, regarded as primogenitors ; seed-pan, a
pan ofred earthenware used for the raising of plants

from seed ; seed-plant, (a) a plant grown from
a seed, a seedling; (b) a plant grown for its seed

;

seed-pot, a pot in which a plant is raised from
seed ; f seed-seam, a seed-furrow (cf.Seam sb.i 4e)

;

seed-snipe, a bird of the S. American genus Thino-
corys

; t seed-spark, the germ of a fire (in quots.

fig') t
seed-thought, thought comparable to seed,

fruitful or suggestive thought ; seed-tick, a mite

ofthe familyfxodidae,esp. the young ofIxodes bovis
;

f seed-trough Anal., ? the vas deferens ; + seed-
vein, ?the spermatic cord; seed-vessel= Peri-

carp (also Jig.) ; f seed-water, a decoction of I

coriander and caraway seeds mixed with sack and
sugar ; seed-weed, a weed that propagates itself

by seeding, as distinguished from one that spreads

by its roots. See also Seed-cake, Seed-lao, etc.

a 1864 Gesner Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 32 To prevent
communication between any particular portion of the well
and the pumping tube, a bag of linseed, called a '*seed

384

bag ', is sent down to the required place. This bag, encircling
the tube, soon swells . . , and forms a water-tight joint. 1678
Ray Willughby's Ornith. 237 Moreover it [the white Wagtail]
follows the Plough . . : As . . our Husbandmen have told me of
their own observation ; who therefore call it the *Seed-bird,
as Mr. Johnson informed me. 1791 Sir J. Sinclair Statist.

Ace. Scot. I. 67 Sea fowls appear here in great numbers in

the spring, about seed-time ; they follow the plough and are

thence called seed-birds. 1634 1 . Johnson tr. Parey's Wks.
vi. xxvii. 220 The Ossa Sesamoidea, or *seed bones: these

are 19 in number. X545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 1.

ix. (1552) 13 b, The *sede bringers, called in Latyn Vasa
semen adferentia, be two vaines & two artyres. 1776
Withering Bot. Arrangem. Veget. I. 2 Hippuris.. ^Seed-
bud oblong ; superior. X796 — Brit. Plants (ed. 3) L 6x
Germen, or Seed-bud, the lower part of a Pistil. It is the
rudiment of the seed-vessel, or of the embryo fruit. 1837
P. Keith Bot. Lex. 43 A little gnat, Cynips Ficus Caricse,

which lays its egg in the seed-bud of the Wild Fig. 1796"

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 80 *Seed-coat {arillus)

the proper coat of a seed which falls off spontaneously.

X766 Complete Fartner K3/2 s.v. Cob, A *seed-cob, or

seed-lip. 1235-5* Rentalia Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.)

1:3 Unum *sedcod plenum frumenti. 1407 in Kennett Par.
Antiq. (1818) II. 213 Et pro uno Seedcod empto, iijd. 1733
W. Ellis Chiltern <§ Vale Farm. 58 Some will dress, .this

Chalk.. with Rags chop'd small.. and then sown out of a
*Seed Cot all over the Ground. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf.
113 One hundred and six pounds of wool from the first kind
of *seed-cotton. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 10
Ley-grounds cannot he laid too fiat, or *seed earths too
much on an edge. 1879 G. N. Lawrence in Proc. U. S.
Nat. Mus. I. 355 Phonipara bicolor (Linn.).. .' Mangeur
des herbes 1

. *Seed-eater. 1884 J. Burroughs in Century
Mag. Dec. 220/1 Even the slate-coloured snow-bird, a seed-
eater, comes and nibbles. \%$$Zoologist II. .$025 The *seed-

feeders are far more likely to escape observation. x888 P. L.
Sclater Argentine Ornith. I. 69 Sycalis lutea... (Yellow
*Seed-finch). Ibid.ji Orospina pratensis. . .(Meadow Seed-
finch.) 189X Century Diet., *Seed-fish, a fish containing seed,

roe, or spawn ; a ripe fish, c X381 Chaucer Pari. Foides (MS.
Seld.) 328 Bothe watere foule and *sede foule on the grene
That so fele were pat wonder was to sene. c X450 Holland
Hotvlat 238 All Se fowle and Seid fowle was nocht for to

selke. 1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 485 The gentlemen.. have
taken much pains to raise a good breed of horses. . . They
will give 1000I. sterling for a good *seed horse. 1607 Chap-
man Bussy d'Ambois 1. i. 124 But his unsweating thrift is

policy, And learning-hating policy is ignorant To fit his

*seed-land soil. X693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard.
Diet., *Seed Leaves, are the first Leaves that Spring up like

ears on each side, at the first cleaving or sprouting of any
Seed. 1877 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. 71 The cotyle-

dons of the contained embryo swell, burst the seed coat, and,
becoming green, emerge as the fleshy seed leaves. 1793
Martyn Lang. Bot. s. v. Cotyledon, In English we commonly
call this part the Cotyledon or *seed-lobe, when we speak
of it as a portion of the seed, in a quiescent state—and
the seed-leaf, when the seed is in a growing state. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants {ed. 3) I. 80 Seed-lobes (cotyledone)

the perishable parts of a seed, designed to afford nourishment
to the young plant when it first begins to expand. X871 H.
Macmillan True Vine iii. 76 The embryo of the seed is pro-

vided with two seed-lobes. X728 Bradley Diet. Bot. Introd.

15 In these [lilies] the *Seed-nests are at the Bottom of the
Pistillum. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. I. 683 In the cavities

between [large rocks of iron ore] He an ochre and *seed ore.

X885 Encycl. Brit, XVIII. 109/2 Under proper restriction

..mature oysters, and seed oysters as well, may be taken
from any region. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. ii. 1210
Noah . . sav'd a ""seed-pair of all living things. 1731 Miller
Gard. Diet. s.v. Tulipa, There should be provided a Parcel
of shallow *Seed-Pans or Boxes. x88a Garden 7 Jan. 10/3
When sufficiently large the plants should be pneked into

seed-pans. X707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 251 It is neces-

sary to remove *Seed-plants often as well as Forest-trees,

because by that means they get good Roots. 1878 J. Inglis
Sport Nepaul Frontier xvL 187 The planters advance about
four rupees a bee^ah to the ryot, who cuts his [indigo] seed-

5Ian t, and brings it into the factory threshing ground. 1846
.Baxter Libr. Pract, Agric. (ed. 4) II. 71 Turn the young

plants carefully out of the *seed-pot, breaking the fibres as
little as possible. 1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric,
Observ. 94, I will endeavour to bury the Surface for Pease

;

leaving the *Seed-Seams as open and deepas possible. X889

P. L. Sclater Argentine Ornith. II. 176 Thinocoridx, or

*Seed-snipes. x6xx Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. ix. § 92. 618
Th«se were. . the *seede-sparkes of those factious fires which
afterward brake forth. X858 Sears Athan. xviii. 158 The
seed-spark of our resurrection-body will not appear till

Gabriel blows after it with his trumpet and kindles it up
somewhere. 1863 N. <r Q. Ser. m. III. 379 Aird's volume
is full as a pomegranate of "seed-thought. 1895 Educ. Rev.
Sept. 107 Hegel..coming early to an appreciation of the

seed-thought of Plato. X705 Beverley Hist. Virginia iv.

xix. (1722) 267 *Seed-Tick and Red-Worms are small In-

sects, that annoy the People by Day, as Musketaes and
Chinches do by Night. 1893 E. B. Custer Tenting 88 Two
pests of that region, the seed-tick and the chigger. 1615

Crooke Body ofMan 207 Moreouer in copulation or coition

they draw them back, that the *seed trough becomming
shorter, the seed may more easily and readily be supplyed.

Ibid. 201 The hollow veine where the right *seede-veine

arose. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. n. iv. § 5. 96 Herbs con-

sidered according to their *Seed-vesseL 1857 A. Gray First

Less. Bot. (1866) 127 A simple fruit consists, then, of the

Seed-vessel (technically called the Pericarp), or the walls

of the ovary matured, and the seeds contained in it. 1869

J. Martineau Ess. II. 22 The code is the seed-vessel of all

the virtues. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery x. 120 *Seed Water.

1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2) 270 When the design

of plowing is to.. destroy *seed-weeds [etc.]. X805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 415 Where seed-weeds are to be
eradicated, the surface should constantly be. .made as fine

and smooth as the nature of the land will admit.

Seed (sfd), v. Forms : see the sb. [f. Seed sb,

Cf. OFris. sidia, WFris. siedsje.}

I. intr.

1. To produce seed ; to run to seed. AUofig.
c X374 Chauckr Anel, $ Arc, 306 Youre chere floureth but
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hit will not sede. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3725 Soure saule
sa full of sapient sedis & floures. 1513 Fitzherb. Hnsb.
§20 Drake is lyke vnto rye, till it begynne to sede. x6oo
Bodenham Belvedere 227 First doe we bud, then blow

;

next seed, last fall. x6o6 Dekker Seven Sins v. (Arb.) 36 This
flower when it first came into the Citie^ had a prettie scent,

. . hath bene let to run so high, that it is now seeded. X617
Markham Country Housew. Gard. viii. (1623) 12 Holly-
hocke riseth high, seedeth and dyeth. X713 Petiver in

Phil. Trans. XXVIII. 190 It flowers and seeds with us
in May, June, &c. x8ai Southey Ode King's Vis. Iret.

ix, Labours of love remain ; To weed out noxious customs
rooted deep In a rank soil, and long left seeding there. 1880
C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 345 The tea plants are now
three or four feet high, and seeding freely.

b. To develop into something undesirable.
1898 B. Gregory Side Lights 205 The egotism..had not

seeded into the fanatical distension of your genuine dema-
gogue. 1909.SW. Rev. 17 Apr. 487/1 In Persia it [Parliamen-
tary government] soon blossomed out into civil war, and
now is seeding into anarchy.

1 2. To beget children. Obs. rare—\
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xi. 251 And god sente to seth..,

That for no kyne catel ne no kyne byheste Suffren hus
seed seeden with caymes seed hus brober.

f 3. To be born of. Obs. rare~\
c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 393 The voys of my moder
me nyhith ful ny I am dyssend on to here of whom I dede
sede.

t4. To gather seed. Obs. rare~ x
.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 112 Slack neuer thy weeding..,
And specially where ye doo trust for to seede,

II, trans.

f 5. To stock with inhabitants. Obs. rare~l
.

13.. Cursor M. 1627 (Gott.) Here bigines at noe pelede pe
toper world for to sede.

6. To sow (land) with seed.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 71 The spaces that in heruest

sowe or sede Me wol, may best ha now their pastynynge.

1482 Paston Lett. III.293 Weche absenting of the tenauntes

is to them a greet hurt and los, for lak of sedyng ther londes

with ther wynter corn. 1598 Dallington Meth. Trav.
N 4 b. He giues them also Wheat to seed their land. 1610

W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. x. 32 They will Marie,
Till, and Seede it for halfe the increase. X707 Curios, in

Husb. ff Gard. 120 A third part less than usual will suf-

ficiently seed the Ground, a X814 Apostate 11. iv. in New
Brit. Theatre III. 320 You taught us arts— divided us in

bands, These for the chace, and those to seed the soil. 1895

Outing (U.S.) XXVII. 254/1 The field was plowed, seeded

and rolled.

b. transf. and fig.
1647 C. Harvey Sckola Cordis Epigr. xxviii, Manure the

ground [of my heart J, then come Ihyself and seed it, And
let Thy servants water it and weed it. a 1670 Hacket
Abp. Williatns 11. (1693) 6 And the Keeper understood that

no Peace was to be had from an Adversary seeded with

such Qualities. 1898 IVestm. Gaz. 12 Jan. 10/2 We know
that a cow suffering from tuberculosis may yield milk seeded

with the germs of consumption.

C. const, to.

1887 Blackw. Mag. CXLI. 813 The estate.. had been
seeded largely to grass and clover, the very acme of high
farming in the South. xoo8 Standard 29 Apr. 2/5 Reliable

authorities place the area to be seeded to wheat in Western
Canada this year at six million acres.

d. To seed down : to sow grass or clover seeds

amongst (a crop of oats, wheat, etc.), Cf. soiv

down s.v. Sow v. Also fig.
1846 yml. R. Agric Soc. VII. 11. 505 It is the practice of

one farmer, .to seed down without a crop : his custom is to

fallow. 1864 Ibid. XXV. 11. 527, 1 seed down the oat-crop for

clover. X873W1LLCARLETON Farm Ball. 30 And 1*11 plough
her grave with hate, and seed it down to scorn 1

7. To sow (a particular kind of seed) upon land,

f Also with cogn. obj., to seed seed (a Hebraism).
X560 Bible (Geneva) Gen. i. 12 The budde of the herbe,

that sedeth sede according to his kinde. 1614 Raleigh Hist.

World 1. i. § 7. 11 The Earth, .brought forth the budde of

the hearbe that seedeth seede. X894 Times 14 Aug. 15/2
In the course of another week or two, English farmers., will

be seeding ( trifolium ' upon the wheat stubble.

b. transf.

i6oj Rowlands Greenes Ghost 8. I wish.. he had also

looked into other grosse sinnes, which are seeded in the

hearts of sundrie persons. 1844 S. Wilberforce Hist. Prot.

Episc. Ch. Amer. (1846) 408 Division has grown up in all its

ranlcness,and seeded freelyon every side anew crop oferrors,

o. refi. of a plant : To sow itself.

1909 Eng. Rev. Feb. 403 There is no further need of plant-

ing, for they [the pines] seed themselves.

f 8. pass. To run to seed, to mature. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 603 How will thy shame be seeded in

thine age When thus thy vices bud before thy spring r

f 0. To sprinkle or cover a surface lightly with
;

so, to decorate the material of a garment with

powdering of small ornament. Obs.

1598 Dallington Meth. Trav. L 4, The Constable.. as the

Grand Escuyer,.. hath the Sword in the scabberd D'Azure,
semi de flenrs de Lys d*or: Azure seeded with flowers de

Lyce. 1603 B. Jonson King's Entertainm. Wks, 1616 I.

844 Theosophia, or diuine Wisedome, all in white, a blue

mantle seeded withstarres. 1633 Shirley Tri. Peace* Inthe

next Chariot of equall glory, were placed on the lowest staires

foure in skiccoloured Taflata Robes seeded with starres.

1678 Jordan Triumphs of Lond. 4 Vigilancy, in a Silver

Robe, a French green Mantle, seeded with waking Eyes.

10. To remove the seeds from (fruit), to ' stone \
X904 Daily Chron. 9 June 8/5 Seed a pound of raisins, cut

them in quarters, and mix them with six ounces of shredded

citron. 1908 Ibid. 5 Mar. 8A The currants should be cleaned,

raisins seeded, and citron shredded.

t Seedage. Obs. rare. [f. Seed v. + -aoe.]

1, A sowing.
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1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. x. 27 The shaked

corne seruing. .for the second seedage. Ibid, i.xu 35 Wheat
craues a fat Clay (and dry to make it hard and compact) and
durty Seedage.

2. Production of seed.

1891 L. H. Bailey Nursery-bk. (1896) 1 Chapter I. Seed-

age. Ibid., Moisture is the most important factor in seedage.

Seed-bed.
1. A bed for sowing seeds; also, the seedlings

growing there.

1660 Sharrock Vegetables 25 In seeds that are long in

coming up, the seed bed is not to be digged up the first winter.

17*3 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. 1. 38 Like a Fir-tree, when
in the Seed Bed, but much less. 1846 J. Baxter Libr,

Pract. Agric (ed. 4) I. 265 They should never be allowed
to remain more than two years in the seed-bed, for in that

case they will be completely spoiled. 185a C. W, H[os-
kins] Talfa 178 He will cut up the soil into a seed-bed of
the pattern required.

b. trans/, and fig.
1826 E. Irving Babylon II. vm. 312 The Church hath

been set into action to prepare the seed-bed of the truth over
the earth. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 July 2/1 There must
have been seed-beds of disease to have produced leprosy in

houses and in people,

1 2. Bot. - Placenta 2. Obs. rare-1
.

17*0 P. Blair Bot. Ess. ii. 54 As the Seeds ripen, and
separate from the proper Placentae or Seed-beds.

Seed-box.
1. The receptacle for the seed in a grain-drill or

seed-sowing-machine.
1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxii. 315 Of these [parts

of the Drill] the Seed-Box is the chief ; it measures (or rather

numbers) out the Seed which it receives from the Hopper.
1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (1857) § 2679 The seed-box
being elevated or depressed accordingly, so as to render the
distribution of the seed regular. 1875 Encycl. Brit. I, 320^1
[In the machine for broadcast sowing] motion ts communi-
cated to a spindle which revolves in the seed-box, and
expels the seed by means of cogs or brushes.

2. U.S. A plant of the genus Ludwigia, so

called from its cubical pod.
i8iz Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 49 Ludwigia macro-

carpa. I-arge-capsuled Seed-box, or Ludwigia. 1856 Gray
Man. Bot. (i860) 33 Ludwigia altemifolia. (Seed-box.)

Seed-cake. A cake flavoured with caraway
seeds and more or less sweetened. Cf. Cake sb. 1 a
The ' seed-cakes ' formerly eaten at the rustic festival cele.

brating the end of sowing-time may have been of this kind,
though the custom prob. had an allusive reference to Seed«£.
Warton's statement (quoted in the 1878 ed. of Tusser) that

the name was applied to the festival itself, seems doubtful

;

cf., however, quot. 1726.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 181 Wife, sometime this weeke,
if the wether hold cleere, an end of wheat sowing we make
for this yeere. Remember you therefore though I doo it

not : the seede Cake, the Pasties, and Furmentie pot, 1710
P. Lamb Royal Cookery 84 To make a Seed-Cake. 1726
Avliffe Parergon 8 It was a. .customary thing, .for every
Man in the Parish . . to give to the Church a certain Measure
of Wheat..on St. Martin's Day; and this in our ancient
Books is called Church-Seed, from whence came the Rise of
our Seed-Cakes. 1755 in W. Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1009) 154
Sugar biscakc.plumbcake.. seedcake. 1833 Ht. Marti-
nkau Berkeley the Banker 11. viii. 143 Mrs. Pye's seed-cake
and currant-wine. 1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. xlii, I cut and
handed the sweet seed-cake.

Seed-carrier.
L One who carries seed. + a. fig. One who dis-

seminates the tenets of another. Obs. rare*1
.

1600 W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 101 The seed-cariers
of these contentions are either close Iesuits, and so will not
be knowne, or at least. . Iesuited faultors of their pollicies.

b. In sowing corn, etc. : An assistant who re-

plenishes the seed-baskets of the sowers.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 506 If the sacks of seed

are conveniently placed, one active seed-carrier will serve
two sowers.

1 2. = Sekd-lip< Obs.
1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric.(iZsi) % 2526 The seed-carrier

or seed-basket is sometimes made of thin veneers of wood,
bent into an irregular oval, with a hollow to fit the seeds*

man's side.

3. Applied to various animals with reference to

the part which they play in the dispersion of seeds.

1880 A. R. Wallace /si. Life xii. 238 The dispersal of
seeds—Birds as seed-carriers. 1906 Athenaeum 12 May 581

Bats and insects may be active seed-carriers.

See'd-corn. Grain (or occas. a grain of corn)

for sowing in order to produce a new crop.
1593-3 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 79 Roberte

Aspeden for to bestowe upone side corne and other charges
..x 1

. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant. Sol. xi. 70 Stay not for

sbowres ; The soile, if overflowne, Will drown thy seed-corn,
and return thee none. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 119
Even after I had got the first Handful of Seed-Corn. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 283 All seed-corn should be
sifted.

fig. x8oo W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. VIII. 598 Some of
these seed-corns of superstition, it is expected, must strike

root. 1870 Emerson Soc. 4- Solit. ix. 199 We know that
Chomme de lettrts is a little wary, and not fond of giving
away his seed-corn.

Seed-crown.
f 1. nonce-use. (See quot.)
1607 Chavmam BussytTA mbois i.i. 122 What will he send?

Some crowns ? It is to sow them Upon my spirit, and make
them spring a crown Worth millions of the seed-crowns he
will send.

2. Sot. — Corona 7 a.

1807 J. E. Smith Phys. Bot. 457 In every case the partial

calyx is distinguished from the chaffy seed-crown observable
in several genera of the other Orders...either by being in-
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ferior,or by the presence of a seed-crown, or feathery down,
besides.

Seede, obs. pa. pple. of Sat v.1

1515 in Coll. Surrey Archseol. Soc. (1858) I. 182.

Seeded (srded), ///. a. [f. Seed v. and sb. +
•ED.]

1. Sown with seed.

1591 Spenser Ruins ofRome 407 Like as the seeded field

green grasse first showes. 1894 Times 16 Apr. 7/2 All
recently seeded areas have responded promptly and vigor-

ously to an abundance of moisture on a warm soil.

2. Furnished with a seed or seeds ; run to seed,

matured.
1610 Fletcher Faitkf. Shepherdess iv. i, In some hollow

tree or bed Of seeded Nettles.
t
1763 J. MiLLsPracl. Husb.

III. 222 It requires some experience to know at what degree
of ripeness it is best to cut the seeded sainfoin. 1830 Tenny-
son Poems 108 The seeded summerflowers. 1875 Blackmore
Alice Lorraine xxx, The gossamer floats idly over the sere
and seeded grass.

fig' *S93 Nashe Christ's T. X iij, London, thou art the
seeded Garden of sinne. x6o6 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 1. in. 316
The seeded Pride That hath to this maturity blowne vp In
ranke Achilles, must or now be cropt.

3. Her. Of flowers : Having seeds of a specified

tincture.

161

1

[see Barbed ppl. a. 1
3]. 1777 Pornv Elem. Her.

Diet., Seeded a. This is said of Roses and other Flowers,
to express the tincture of their seed. 1868 Cussans Handbk.
Her. (1893) 104 Seeded, applied chiefly to roses, in blazon-
ing the Seeds in the centre.

4. ? Covered with dots.

1893 Atlantic Monthly Feb. 231/1 It [her best dress] was
a purple, seeded silk, adorned with lapels that hung in
wrinkles across her flat chest,

Seeder (srdaj). Also i s&dere, s6dere, 4
seder. [OE. ssedere, f. sied Steed sb. : see -sb*.]

1 1. One who sows seed ; a sower. Also fig. Obs.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark iv. 3 HeraS heono eode oe

sawende vel sedere to sawenne. c 1000 ^Elfric Horn.
(Thorpe) II. 88 Sum saedere ferde to sawenne his saed. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xviii. (Tollemache MS.),
[October] is payntid in be liknesse of a seder [1495 sower]
pat sowep his corne. a 1500 Sayings of Philosophers (Tolle-
mache MS.), [Socrates] seide to his dissiples : I am the
Seeder [Ca-vton tilmanj, and the vertues of the soule bene
seedis.

2. A mechanical contrivance for sowing seed.
i875KNiGHTi?/c/.V>/^A.,6'«*rVr,..aseed-sower for gardens.

1883 Set. Amer. 3 Mar. 139/4 Seeder and cultivator. 1899
Daily News 13 July 4/6 The modern seeder leaves to the
sower no heavier work than the guidance of his team from
the waggon seat.

Seed-field, [f. Seed sb. Cf. G. saai/eld,

samenfeld.] A place wherein seed is sown. Also fig.
1615 W. Bedwell tr. Moham. Impost. 11. $ 70 The wiues of

men are as it were the seedhelds of the men. 1831 Carlylb
Sart, Res. 1. ii, For a speculative man, * whose seedfield ',

in the sublime words of the Poet, ' is Time ', no conquest is

important but that of new ideas. 183a — Remin. (1881) I.

46 Our country was all altered ; browsing knowes were be-
come seed-fields. 1865 Kingslev Herew. ix, A folk, poor
and savage ; . . often without cattle or seed-field.

Seedful (srdful), a. rare. [f. Seed sb. + -pjl.]
Full of seed, productive. Also fig.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. v. 626 She [Phoenix] sits

all gladly-sad expecting Some flame.. To bum her sacred
bones to seedfull cinders. 1859 Chr. O. Rossetti Poems
(1904) 346/2 Love moves the subtle fountain-rills To fertilize

uplifted hills, And seedful valleys fertilize.

Seed-farrow. Also seed-fur.
1. A furrow for the reception of seed.
i$»3 Fitzherb. Husb. $ 4 And yf he wyll haue his plough

to go a narowe forowe, as a sede-forowe shulde be, than he
setteth his fote-teame in the nycke nexte to the ploughe-
beame. 1764 Ann. Reg. 76 A. .seed plough, .which makes
three seed-furrows at once, at any distance from each other.

1844 H. Stephens Book ofFarm II. 503 Land should only
receive one furrow, the seed-furrow, for spring-wheat.

2. The process of producing a seed-furrow.

Phrases, to get, give the seed-furrow.
1610 W. Folkingham Art of Survey 1. xi. 43 Their

seuerall orders and seasons for fallowing, twifallowing, tri-

fallowing and seed-furre. 1743 R. Maxwell Select Trans.
Impr. Agric. Scot. 83 In the Spring give a Steering-fur, as
it is called ; then the Seed-fur ; then sow Barley or Bear
with Grass-seeds. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2)

271 A much less quantity is taken off when land gets the
seed-furrow, the chief design of which is to enlarge the pas-
ture. 1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II. 217 It is neither

practicable nor prudent to give the seed-furrow to much of
that land in winter, a 1830 Glonc. Farm Rep. 7 in Libr.

Ifsef. /Cnowl., Husb. Ill, If the land requires another plough-
ing before the seed-furrow.

3. attrib.

1764 J. Randall in Gentl. Mag. XXXIV. 5x5/1, 1 find you
have done me the honour of taking notice of my Seed-
furrow plough.

Hence Bee'd-furrowv. trans., to ' give the seed-

furrow' to (land). See'd-furrowinsr vbl. sb.

x8xa Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 2x7 Another
ploughing must be given, previous to the application of
manure, after which it ought to be seed furrowed, by the
end of August. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.Farm II. 501 They
are always formed on ridges, never on the flat, and only

used in seed-furrowing.

Seedge, obs. form of Siege.

Seedily (srdili), adv. [f. Seedy a. + -LY 2
.]

In shabby, impecunious fashion.

1870 F. W. Robinson Coward Consc. 11. vi, One tall man,
seedily attired. 1909 Max Beerbohm Yet Again 22 He
was an excellent actor.. .But, like many others of his kind,

[he] drifted seedily away into the provinces.

Seediness (sr-dines). [f. Seedy a. + -ness.]

The attribute of being seedy.

1. Untidiness, squalid shabbiness.

1837 Dickens Ptcbiv. xliii, A casual visitor might suppose
this place to be a Temple dedicated to the Genius of Seedi-

ness. 1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xl. 218 The
seediness of the blue cloth was relieved by a velvet collar.

1889 Trollope What I remember in. xxii. 200 An appear-
ance of seediness in poor fallen Venice is by no means an
inexplicable characteristic.

2. Slight indisposition, general want of * tone

'

in the physical system.
X874 Blackie Self-Cult. 74 What is called ' seediness

',

after a debauch, is a plain proof that nature has been out-

raged, and will have her penalty. 1894 ASTLEY 5° Years
Life I. 323 Slight fits of seediness from time to time.

3. nonce-use. (See quot.)
1893 G. D. Leslie Lett. Marco xii. 71, I take great in-

terest . . in the seediness of my garden ; seeds and seed-cases
are perhaps the most wonderful of any of the parts of

plant life.

Seeding (srdirj), vbl. sb. [f. Seed v. + -ing i.]

1. The production of seed.
a X300 Cursor M. 386 Alkin things grouand sere J>at in

bam self bail e seding bere. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. i. (1495) 591 A tree hath vertue in itself of sedynge

:

and maye therby brynge forth a nother lyke itself in kynde.
1563 Hvll Art Garden. (1593) 161 If that the stems or
stalkes after they be well come, be then broken off or cut
away, they wil continue the longer greene and without seed-

ing. 1675 Evelyn Fr. Gard. 178 Tread down the Stem, till

the Cabbage inclines to one side; this will much impede its

seeding. 1760 Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 69 Before they
are near seeding,

tb. concr.

1650 H. Vaughan Silex Scint.y Repentance 34 The trees,

their leafs ; the flowres, their seeding ; . .1 summon'd to decide
this strife.

2. The sowing of seed ; the sowing (of land) with

seed. Also^.
154a in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 81 And the

rent, sowyng, arying, foldyng, and sedynge of an acre of

rey wyll cost the tenant therof fyve shillings and above.

1609 Bible (Douay) Ps. exxv. 5 Comm., His seruants shal

make their seeding. .with teares..and reape a plentiful

haruest..in the next life. 16*3 W. Lawson New Orchard
iv. 8 The labour and seeding of your Corne-fields a 1629
T. Adams Serm. Man's Seed-time Wks. 648 You see the

wickeds Seeding and Haruest.. .The godly haue also their

Seeding and their Haruest. X647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis
Epigr. xxvii, Mine heart's a field ; Thy crosse a plow ; be
pleas'd Dear Spouse, to till it, till the mould be rais'd Fit

for the seeding of Thy Word, 18x0 Jefferson Writ. (1853)
V. 509, I talk of ploughs and harrows, of seeding and har-

vesting, with my neighbors. 1842 Lance Cottage Farmer
15 Horses often, .execute the drilling, hoeing, seeding, hay-
making, &c. in a wasteful and expensive manner, compared
to manual labour properly directed. X875 Encycl. Brit. I.

320/1 Openings (in the seed-boxj which can be graduated
to suit the required rate of seeding. 189a Times 'weekly
ed.) 2 Feb. 89/3, 800 acres were ready for seeding.

T b. concr. The seed sown. Obs. rare.

1814 Mrs. J. West Alicia de Lacy III. 241 Twice the
seasons were against us, and the seeding and the earing
might go into the same sack.

3. The separation of flax-seed from the straw.

= Rippling vbl. sb. 1

1853 Ure Diet. Arts 1. 789 The time occupied., in the pro-

cesses, from the seeding of the flax to the commencement of

the scutching.

4. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) seeding-season,

•stage ; eeeding-house, an apartment in a rettery,

in which the flax-seed is separated from the straw

;

+ seediiig-time = Seed-time ; also fig. ; f seed-
ing-top, the seed-vessels borne upon a stalk.

X867 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 6) II. 328 The *seeding-house
requires to be of large size. 1876 Hard/ Ethelberta ii, He was
taking them home to his sister Faith, who prized the linger-

ing blossoms of the 'seeding season. 1885 Manch. Exam.
16 June 5/1 No plants, after entering the "seeding stage.

.

are good for green fodder. 16x3 in Picton L'pool Munic.
Rec. (1883) I. 184 Harvest and "seeding tyme. 1790 Gouv.
Morris in Sparks Life <$• Writ. (X832) II. 42 We are yet
but in the seeding time of national prosperity, and it will be
well not to mortgage the crop before it is gathered. 1676
Beal in Phil. Trans. XI. 586 The Lilly of the Valley
(which propagates it self by the weight of its "seeding tops,

descending into the earth) is much esteem'd on the Elbe.

Seeding (srdirj), ppl. a. [f. Seed v. + -ing ^.j

That seeds ; running to seed.

1868 Morris Earthly Par.
t
K. Acrisius 211 Though the

birds see them, and the seeding grass Harsh and unloving
over them may pass, When carelessly through rough and
smooth they run. x8oa Rider Haggard Nada the Lily v.

34 Their plumes bent in the breeze ; like a plain of seeding
grass they bent.

Seed-lac (srdilsek). [f. Seed sb. + Lao i.]

See Lac 1 1. Also attrib.

X703 Art's Imfirov. 1. 37 And lastly, bestow Eight or Ten
Washes of your best Seed-Lack-Varnish, c 1790 Imison Sch.
Art II. 91 To make Seed-lac Varnish. Take spirits of wine,
one quart ; . . add thereto eight ounces of seed-lac x88a Encycl.
Brit. XIV. 182/1 The resin crushed to small fragments and
washed free from colouring matter constitutes ' seed lac '.

Seedless (srdles), a. [f. Seed sb. -t- -less.]

Devoid of seed or seeds.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. n. 479 In stead of sweet
fruits which she selfly yeelds Seed -less, and Art- less, overall
thy fields, With thorns and burs shall bristle up her brest.

1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 21 Lower joint slender, seedless.

X87X H. Macmillan True Vine iv. 167 Seedless oranges and
seedless grapes are often met with. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz.
29 Sept. 2/1 They might give loans to seedless tenants for

seed to anticipate another season of want next year.
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Hence See dlessness.
1905 Westm. Gas. 6 Feb. 3/1 The permanency of the seed-

lessness of the Spencer apple is beyond dispute.

Seedlet (srdlet). [-let.] A small seed.

1863 Jean Incelow Poems 50 The goldfinch on a thistle-

head Stood scattering seedlets while she fed. 1899 G. Allen
Story of Plants ii. 25 A little grain of pollen produced by

the male plant unites with a little ovule or seedlet produced

by the female.

Seedling (srdlirj), sb. and a. [f. Seed sb. +
-LING 1 .] A. sb.

L A young plant developed from a seed, esp. one

raised from seed as distinct from a slip, cutting, etc.

1660 Sharrock Vegetables 9 Divers, .persons affirm, that

they have seen the small Plants, or Seedlings at a distance

all round the Mother-plant. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.Nov.
79 Prepare also Mattresses, Boxes, Cases, Pots, &c for shelter

to your tender Plants and Seedlings newly sown. 167a Grew
Anat. Plants, Anat. Roots 1. 1. (1682) 59 The Roots of

most Seedlings grow Downward and Upward, or shoot out

in length at both Ends, at the same time. 1723 P. Blair
Pharmaco-Bot. 1. 7 The Seedlings (as they are called, viz.)

such as have naturally sprung forth from their Seeds, acci-

dentally dispers'd. 1791 Cowper YardleyOak 61 Through
all the stages thou hast push'd Of treeship—first a seedling

hid in grass ; Then twig ; then sapling. 1839 Darwin Orig.

Spec. i. (1873) 22 This amount of change may have suddenly

arisen in a seedling. 188a Vines tr. Sacks' Bot. 508 The
terminal bud of the stem of the seedling grows more rapidly

..than the lateral shoots which arise subsequently.

fig. 1760 Gray Let. to Wharton 22 June, The prophetic eye
of taste.. when it plants a seedling, already sits under the

shadow of it. i860 Motley Netherl. it 1. 27 It was thought
indispensable to execute as traitors those Roman seedlings

—

seminary priests and their disciples—who [etc.].

f 2. The young of an animal hatched from an
egg resembling a seed in appearance. Obs.

1705 Beverley Hist. Virginia iv. xix. (1722) 268 They
[sc. Ticks] produce a kind of Egg, which lies about a Fort-

night before the Seedlings are hatch'd. 1754 Brander in

Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 808 In the spring, .a thousand small

fish appear in the water to one grown to maturity, or seed-

lings on the shores of shell-fish, to one at full growth.

3. A small seed. In quots. fig.
1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. i. F 3 Whether any seedlings of

ambition were scattered among the fallows of your philo-

sophy. 1876 Hardy Ethetberta vi, Not a kiss—not so much
as the shadow, hint, or merest seedling of a kiss.

4. attrib. and Comb., as seedling-bed, 'Stock ;

seedling leaf = seed-leaf, a cotyledon.

1757 J. Hill Eden 167 And let him. .take off the Mats.

.

from.. his "Seedling Beds. 1763 Mills Syst. Pract. Husb.
IV. 179 If they are transplanted directly from the seedling-

bed. 1771 G. White Selborne, Let. to Pennant 30 Mar.,
The insect that infests turnips, .(destroying often whole
fields in their *seedling leaves). 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. t

Aug. (1699) 102 Inoculate. .at the commencement of this

Month,, upon "seedling Stocks of four Years growth.

B. adj. [From the appositive uses of the sb.]

1. Developed or raised from seed.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. Diet., A Seed-
ling Orange-Tree, 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 384
Remove Seedling Digitalis, and plant the Slips of Lychnis.
1786 Abercromdie Gard. Assist. 215 Seedling biennials and
perennials, raised from seed this year. 1808 J. Walker Hist.
Hebrides fy Highl. Scot. II. 229 The seedling firs are to be
had in great quantities in the natural woods in the north.

i8»5 Greenhouse Comp. I. 229 A seedling lemon or orange of
a year old being procured as a stock. 1884 Browning
Ferishiah 83 Some five pippins from the seedling tree.

fig. x8io Scott Lady o/L. 11. xx, O that some seedling gem
Worthy such noble stem, Honour'd and bless'd in their

shadow might grow.

2. Of the nature of a small seed; existing in a
rudimentary state. In quots. Jig.
1886 Ruskin Prmterita I. x. 332 He saw that I. .had some

setdling brains which would come up in time. 1891 Lecky
Poems 105 Some Scattered seedling thoughts that flew
Farther than their authors knew.

3. Of oysters : Hatched from ( seed \
186a Ansted Channel Isi. iv. xxii. (ed. 2) 509 note, Luxu-

riant branches, to which the seedling oyster may become
attached.

Seed-lip (sf'dlip). Forms : 1-2 s&dle'ap, 2

sed leep, 3 sedelip, sedlep, 4 sedelep, seed-
leep, 5 sedlepe, seedlep(e, -leppe, ceed(e-
leep(e, 6 seede-leape, (7 seed-lappe, -lop, syd-
lop), 7-8 seed-leap, (8 dial, sidlup), 7- seed-
lip. Also Seblet. [OE. skdliap\ see Seed sb.

and Leap sb. 2] A basket in which seed is carried

in the process of sowing by hand.
c xxoo Gerefa in Anglia IX. 264/13 Man sceal habban..

windlas, systras, syfa, saedleap, hnddel, hersyfe [etc.]. 1154
O. E. Chron. an. 1124, Swa pjet be tweonen Cristes messe
& Candet messe man sxlde baet acer sxd hwaete baet is

twejen sed laepas to six scillingas. 1235-53 Rentalia
Glaston. (Somerset Rec. Soc.) 57 Unum sedelip plenum de
frumento. c 1340 Nominale (Skeat) 861 Herce et semyloun.
Harewe and sedelep. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 64/2 Ceed lepe
or hopyr, satorium. c 1565 Abp. Parker Ps. exxvi. 376
Who goeth from home : all heavily—With his seede-leape

:

his land to try. 1607 J. Carpenter P/aitie Mans Plough
£1 God hatb.

;
sent forth. .his holy Prophets with this soue-

raigne Seed in the spirituall seed-lappe. 1630 Markham
Farew. Husb. iv. 36 To euery bushell of that seede you shall
adde a bushell of Bay salt and mixe them very well together
in your Hopper or Sydlop. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. xi.

I 4. 275 A Seed-lop, or Seed-lip, the Hopper, or Vessel
wherein they carry their Seed at the time of Sowing. 1766
Complete Farmer 5D1/1 s.v. Lucern, The labourer, if he
makes use of a peat-ash spoon and seed-lip, may sprinkle
the rows of an acre in four or five hours. 1800 Hurdis
Fav. Village 163 From the seedlip [hej scatters wide around
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The fruitful grain. 1884 Jefperies Life of Fields 150 A
seed-lip, which is a vessel like a basket used in sowing corn.

t See'dly, a. Obs. rare~\ [f. Seed sb. + -ly *.]

Existing in the state of seed.

1699 Phil. Trans. XXI. 271 When a Coct hath shot his

Masculine Seed, there doth still remain in his Soft Rows, a
great deal of Seeding Matter, where out more Seedly Ani-
mals are produced, then were shot out of it the Year before.

tSee'cLman. Obs. [f. Seedj£. orz». + Man sb.i]

1. — Seedsman i.

In i6-i7th c. often fig. with etym. allusion to Seminary.

1583 Exec, for Treason (1675) 5 These Seminaries, or

Seedmen, and Jesuits,.. have.. laboured.. to perswade the

people, c 1615 God $ the King (1663) 6 Wherewith these

seed-men of sedition were no way suppressed, 1686 Goad
Celest. Bodies 11. ii. j6i Just as two Seed-men in a Field, that

sow more ground at convenient distance, than if they walked
together in the same Furrow.

2. = Seedsman 2.

1653 Blithe Eng. Improv. fmpr. xxvi. (1653) 179 Much
that is sold in the Seed-mens shops in London. 1670 Meager
Eng. Gard. igi In the first place you are to endeavour to

be furnished with such sorts of Seed as are of best account

. .either at the hand of Friend, Gardener, or Seed-man. 1719
London & Wise Compl. Gard. Pref. 2 At the Seed-Mens
Shops.

t Seedness. Obs. [f. Seed v. + -ness.]

1. The action of sowing, the state of being sown.

Also fig.
e 1440 Pallad. on Husb. 1. 256 Trymenstre sednes [v.r.

seedis; orig. satio] eke is to respite To placis colde, of
wyntir snowis white. 1549 Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par.
Phil. i. 3-1 1 So perseuer styll vnto the daye of Christes

commynge, that you maye than appearc.aboundauntlye
fill of good workes, wherof in this world you make as it

wer a seedenesse, and shal reape ye frute therof at y* day.
1601 Holland Pliny xix. v. II. 18 The manner is to plant

them, .at both times of Seednes, to wit, the Spring and the

Fall. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. 1. iv. 42 As blossoming
Time That from the seednes, the bare fallow brings To
teeming foyson. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xxii. viii.

200 The vast wildernesse (which never felt the plough, nor

know [sic] what seednesse [orig. sementem] is, but lye desert,

and subject to many frosts). x66x P. Henrv Diaries <$- Lett.

(1882) 85 Barley much abused in Drunknes, and now Barley
seedness hindred, God is Righteous. 1710 M. Henry Comm.
Isa. xvii. (1848) II. 531 Look upon it at the time of seedness

and it shall be like a garden.

b. concr. The thing sown, seed. In quot. fig.
1597 J. Payne Royal Exch. 19 As the come must fyrst be

sowen and dye in the yerthe before yt receyve a new bodye,
. . so must we be the lords sedenes before the happie harvest.

2. Seed-time.
1668 R. Steele Husbandm. Calling\\\.(\6j2} 26 From seed-

ness to harvest, he is bound to a constant dependance on
God, and from harvest to seedness again. 1793 Trans. Soc.

Arts {ed. 2) V. 83 At Wheat seedness in 1785, having pur-

chased a Machine, I drilled eighty acres with Wheat.

t SeedOW, var. Siddow a.
t
tender, mellow.

Holland seems to have supposed the word to mean ' fit to

serve as seed '.

1601 Holland Pliny xix. vii. II. 23 But they [the seeds]

must be all throughly dried before they be seedow and
fruit full. [Fr. pour rendre les graines bonnes d semer, il les

fault touies sec/ter.)

Seed-pearl (srdpail). [f. Seed sb.] A minute
pearl having the appearance of a seed, usually

drilled and fastened to some material to be worn as

an ornament, a. collect, sing.

1553 Inv. Ch. Goods York, etc. (Surtees) 168 Garnished
with, .an edge of smale seede pearle sett round abowte the

same. 1573-4 New Yrs. Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eliz.

(1823) I. 380 Item, a fayre gyrdle of pomaunder and seede
perle garnets and pomaunders. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia
v. 198 Some seed Pearle they got. 1710 Steele Tatter
No. 245 r 2 Bracelets of braided Hair, Pomander, and Seed-
Pearl. 1879 E. Arnold Lt. Asia w (1881) 105 A golden
net, With tassels of seed-pearl and silken strings.

h. pi.

1598 Florio, Perleite, little, small, seede pearles. x6ig tr.

Media's Treas. Anc. $ Mod. Times II. 976/2 Some [pearls]

are found to be so little, that they can not bee drilled by any
meanes ; and therefore they call them Seede-pearles. 1799
G. Smith Laboratory I. 132 Take oriental seed-pearls ; re-

duce them into a fine powder. 1877 Streeter Free. Stones
235 According to their size they [Pearls] receive certain

names ;. .small, Piece Pearls ; smaller, Seed Pearls ; small-
est, Dust Pearls.

Seed-plot (s/~ dpVt). [f. Seed sb. + Plot sb.]

A piece of ground in which seed is or may be
sown, a seed-bed. Now only trans/, and fig.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. Pref., Should they not..

rather altogether haue geuen ouer and forsaken the Gospell
which they sawe to be the sedeplott [orig. Fr. semeuce] of

so many contentions. 1587 Fleming Cotttn. Holinshed III.

1311/2 This gentleman had.. a regard for the seed-plots of
learning, to haue them watered with the springs of his

bou n tie. 1604 R. C. Table Alph., Seminarie, a seede plot

for young trees orgrafts,anurserie. 1641 Milton Animadv.
xiii. 52 The honest Gardener that.. had wrought painfully

about his bankes and seed-plots. 170a Pres. St. Jacobitism
13 The contrary Practise. .was nothing else but a Seed-plot
of Destruction. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet., A Seminary is a
Seed-Plot, which is adapted or set apart for the sowing of

Seeds. 1759 Bp. Hurd Moral Dialogues iii. 114 A nursery
of brave men, a very seed-plot of warriors and heroes. 1865
Lecky Ration. (1878) II. 279 It has been the seed-plot of
goetry and romance. 1901 Edin. Rev. July 77 The dim ne-

ulous seed-plots of worlds that strew the sidereal heavens.

Seedsman (srdsm&n), [f. genitive of Seed sb.

+ Man sb. 1 Cf. Seedman.]
1. A sower of seed.
1601 Holland Pliny xvni. xiii. I. 571 Moreover, they

would haue the seeds-man to be naked when he soweth

SEEDY.

them. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. vii. 24. 1657 J- Watts
Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 115 A plain and ordinary man, a
Plough-man and Seedsman. 1764 J. Randall in Geutl.

Mag. XXXIV. 515/1 The seedsman can easily lift it [sc. the

seed plough] up by the handles, even when the hopper is

quite full. 1787 Burns Song, 'Again rejoicing Nature
sees ' iii, The merry Plough-boy cheers his team, Wi' joy
the tentie Seedsman stalks. 1854 Mary Howitt Pict.

Calendar 107 A., train of ploughmen and seedsmen prepar-

ing the ground for fresh harvests. x88a I. Walker Jaunt
to Auld Reekie, etc. 24 The seedsman had scattered the

handfu's abroad.

fig- l$9* Nashe P. Penilesse K2, The second kind of

Diuels.. called.. the authors of massacres, & seedsmen of
mischiefe. 1726 Penn Tracts WUh. I. 537 It is granted by
all that I know of, that the Seeds-Man is Christ. 1833
Tennyson Poems 123 The seedsman, memory, Sowed my
deepfurrowed thought with many a name [etc.].

2. A dealer in seed.

1691 Wood A tk. Oxon. 1 1. 33 note, The Wife of. . Bury, a
Seeds-man

t
living at the Frying-pan in Newgate Market.

1742 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 162 From this Place
also the Seedsmen in London are furnished with the greatest

Quantity of their Seeds. x8ox Farmer's Mag. Nov. 443
The ground would be sufficiently filled with roots, not to

be purchased in the seedsman's shop. 1891 S. C. Scrivener
Our Fields fy Cities 148 Eliminate the stimulus given by
manufacturers of implements, of artificial manures, and by
the numerous competing seedsmen, and our agricultural

shows would simply be a series of cattle fairs.

tSeedster. Obs. rare. [f. Seed v. + -ster.]

A sower
; fig. a disseminator, an originator.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. Columnes 606 Mars
(the Seedster of debate). 1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xv. xciii.

375 Yet, though against the Welsh-kings will, our royall

Surname now. .ItSeedster from that kingly Streenederiues.

Seed-time (s^'d|t3im). Also 7 seeds-time. [f.

Seed sb, +Time sb.] The season of sowing seed.

1400 Laugland's P. PI. A. Prol. 21 (Univ. Coll. MS.) In
seed tyme and in Sowynge. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 253/20
Bytwyx heruest and syde-tyme. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xii. 59 In beir seid tyme }our burrow rudis ly fauch
Cause of this murther laitly maid amang aow, 1611 Bible
Gen. viii. 22 While the earth remainetn, seed-time and
haruest.. shall not cease. 1647 Fuller Good Tk. in Worse
T. 17, I saw in seed-time an Husbandman at Plow. 1767
A. Ferguson Ess. Hist. Civ. Soc. ir. ii. (1793) 137 After

they have shared the toils of the seed-time, they enjoy the

fruits of the harvest in common. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 484 Harrowing, an operation which is executed
by an implement that will be particularly described when it

comes to be spoken of in seed-time.

fig. 1614R. Hakms Samuel's Funerall {\6i%)Z Now is the
seeds-time, sowe apace, as yet you haue all aduantages from
grace and nature. 1776 Paine Com. Sense 60 Youth is the

seed time of good habits. 1860 Guthrie (title) Seed-Time
and Harvest of Ragged Schools.

Seedy (srdi), a. [f. Seed sb. + -y i.]

1. Abounding in seed, full of seed.

1574 J. Jones Nat. Beginning 25 The second alteration is

partly good, partly euell.., good because it endeth in a
seedy qualitie, euel because it is made of some parte cor-

rupted, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxviii. xx, That rich

land, where over Nilus trailes Of his wett robe the slymy
seedy train. cx6u Chapman Iliad xxiv. 402 Forthwith
they reacht the Tent..A shaggie roofe of seedy reeds,

mowne from the meades. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern <$• VAle
Farm. 208 They.. run up with a great Stalk, and large,

high, seedy, white, yellow Head. x8sx Clare Vill. Minstr,
II. 97 Thistles shake their seedy heads.

D. Used to designate the male hop-plant.
1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. n. 546 Difference of opinion

exists among experienced planters as to the utility of the
seedy or male plant.

2. Shabby, ill-looking.

App. in allusion to the appearance of a flowering plant

that has run to seed.

1739 Joe Miller's Jests No. 158 A seedy (poor) half-pay
Captain. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 111, He is a little

seedy, as we say among us that practise the law. Not well

in clothes. 183X Scott Ct. Robt. Introd. Addr. r 8 The
outward man of the stranger was, in a most remarkable
degree, what mine host of the Sir William Wallace, in his

phraseology, calls seedy. 1837 DicKENs/VtAm xxx, ' Devilish
cold ', he added pettishly, * standing at that door, wasting
one's time with such seedy vagabonds.' 1845 Punch VIII.

78 A very seedy coat will ruin the effect of a new hat. i86x

Hughes Tom Brorurt at Oxf. xii, It's a bore to have been
caught in so seedy an affair. x868 Less. Midd. Age 123 A
very seedy little railway station, on the outskirts of a large

and horribly ugly town. 1892 ' F. Anstev ' Voces Pop. Ser.

11. 30 Seated on a Bench beside a Seedy Stranger.

b. Unwell, poorly, ' not up to the mark*.
X858 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 55 This morning I was very

dull and seedy. 1866 Mysteries oflsis 35, 1 shall go to bed,
for I feel very seedy after this knocking about. 1889 Jerome
Three Men in Boat 1 We were all feeling seedy, and we
were getting nervous about it, xgoa Buchan Watcher by
Threshold 169 A man who is a bit seedy.

f3. (See quot.) Obs.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Seedy, The French sup-

pose that these brandies obtain the flavour which they
express by this name from the weeds which grew among the

vines, from whence the wine, of which this brandy was
made, was pressed.

4. Glass-making. Containing * seed * or minute

bubbles (see Seed sb. 6).
1856 H. Chance in Jrnl. Soc. Arts IV. 225/1 Perhaps the

glass has been badly melted, and is seedy, full (that is) of

utile vesicles, to which the rotary motion has given a cir-

cular shape. X883 — in H. J. Powell, etc. Glass-making
121 The glass is.. seedy, for the seed has not the power to

collect itself into bubbles and reach the surface of the pot.

5. Of wool : Not cleared from adhering seeds.

X895 Daily News 13 Nov. 9/4 Since the opening of the

sales, seedy, and burry, and crossbred wools have de-

clined Jd. per lb.
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6. Comb., as seedy-looking adj. ; seedy-toe, a

diseased condition of a horse's foot (see quot. 1849).
1837 Dickens Fickiv. xx, A precious seedy-looking cus-

tomer. 1849 Pkrcivall HippePathol. IV. 492 Seedy Toe
..is a disease of foot consisting in a mouldering away, as
though through decay, of the toe of the hoof. 1898 Encycl.
Sport II. 519/1 * Seedy-toe '^another disease of the [horse's]

foot, is sometimes accompanied by lameness.

See-er, seeer (sfaj). rare. [f. See v. + -er 1.]

One who sees or beholds. (Used to avoid the cus-
tomary suggestions of Seek.)
1882 R. L. Stevenson in Longtnan's Mag. I. 79 He was

a great daydreamer, a seeer of fit and beautiful and humor-
ous visions. 1904 Findlay in Expositor Oct. 314 That
implies.. a likeness of character, a moral congruity and
conformity between the see-er and the Seen.

Seegar, obs. form of Cigar.

Seege. Obs. exc. dial. Also 7 sedge, sege,
seydge, 9 dial, seech, sych. [Of obscure origin :

perh. identical with the OE. s$cg sea (only in the

early glossaries, rendering salum and mare, and as

the second element in gdrsecg ocean).] The rush of

the waves upon the shore ; surf.

01609 Sir F. Vere Comm. (1657) 120 The seege of the
sea [was] such, that no shipping could lie there unbroken.
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xii. 26 All these Hands are
perilous to land in, for the seege caused by the Ocean sea.

Ibid. xiv. 33 My Boates could not discover any landing
place,.. for that the sedge was exceedingly great and dan-
gerous. Ibid. xli. 97 Certaine of my people standing to
defend the Boates with their Oares, for that there went a
bad sege, were forced to lay downe their Musketts. 16*5
Markham Fareiv. Husb. (ed. 2) 71 Your Hemp-weede, or
any other weede which groweth neere the seydge of the
Sea. 1823 Piond E. fy W. Loot 148 The waves, as they
come into ue river, occasion the water to rush up the street

with great violence... This ran of the water is locally called
The Seech—they say, the Seech is coming, or the Seech is

going back. 1880 Couch E. Cornw. Gloss., Sycht the edge
or foaming border of a wave as it runs up a harbour or on
the land.

Seege, obs. f. Siege ; var. Segqe, man.
Seegh, seeh, obs. pa. t. sing, of See.

See-ho. Also 6 se-howe, 7 seehoo. [? f. See v.

+ Ho int. ; but cf. Sa-ha, Soho.] A cry used in

coursing, on first view of the hare.
a 1500 Mount. Hare 20 in Hartshorne Anc. Metr. Tales

(1820) 166 The furste man that me may see Anon he cryes,
* se nowe, se howe '. a 1700 B.^ E. Did. Cant. Creiv, Sohoe,
Seehoo, said aloud at the starting a hare. 1841 HkwtlTT
Par. Clerk I. 128 'Seehol* called out the squire, as if he'd
(bund a hare sitting. 1862 H. Kingsley Ravenshoe xtit,

At this moment there came a ' Sec Ho !
' from Charles ; in

the next a noble hare had burst from a tangled mass of
brambles at his feet.

Seeine, variant of Sene, synod.

Seeing (s/'in), vbl. sb. Forms : see the vb.

[f. See v. + -ing l.]

1. The action (rarely an act) of the vb. See.
Often in phrase worth seeing (formerly t worth the seeing,

worthy seeing).

«375 Barbour Bruce xvn. 88 Swa thai vroucht than That,
but seying of ony man, Outane Sym of Spaldyne allane.

c 1450 Mark's Festial 171 The secund cause ba» be sacra,
ment is vset in be auter is, forto make man by ofte se-

ynge to haue be sadur mynde of Cristis passion in his
hert. 1538-9 in Lit. Rent. Edw. VI (Roxb.) p. eclxiv, A
cuppe gevon by my Lorde of Wynchester at his first sceyng
of the Prince grace, a 1586 Sidney Ps. xlii. i, Ah, when
comes my blessed being. Of thy face to have a seeing. 1609
Carliell Deserv. Favourite 534 Madame, will it please
you walke into the gallery, There are some pictures will be
worth your seeing. 1670 Kay Prov. 140 Seeing is believing.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 17 Aug. 1654, But most remarkable
ana worthy seeing is St. Peter's Cathedrall. 1756-7 Keys-
ler's Trav. (1760) L 468 There is another church of the
same name.. which is also very well worth seeing. 1807
W'ordsw. Ode Intimat, Immortality 156 Those shadowy
recollections, Which, be they what they may, ..Are yet a
master-light of all our seeing. 1859 Ruskin Two Paths iv.

f 108 But your architectural designing leads you into no
pleasant journeys,—into no seeing of lovely things.

b. pi.

183a J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. Introd. Ep. (i860) 13 A
particular account of all my doings, or rather my seeings and
thinkings. 1870 Athenaeum 2 July 8 Enough would have
remained, despite many errors, many seeings of things which
cannot be seen, to leave the book.. interesting,

2. The faculty of seeing, sight, vision.

e 137s Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Mathort) 8a As to defe men be
herynge, & to Mynd men be seynge. 1436 Audblay Poems
JThi v. wyttis thou most know,. ,Tht heryng, thi seyng, as

the schewe [etc.]. 1436 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 8235 My
helm hath rant me my syyng And take a-way ek myn
heryng. a 1704 Locke Elem. Nat. Phil. xi. (1754) 41 The
organ of seeing is the eye. 1785 Reid Intell. Powers 520
Seeing and hearing by philosophers are called senses. i8ao
Keats Isabella u, He might not in house, field, or garden
stir, But her full shape would all his seeing fill, i860 Tyn-
dall Glac. 11. i. 229 The range of seeing is different in
different persons. 1897 Watts-Dunton Aylwin iv. iv,

Hunger gives a new seeing to the eyes.

3. altrib. and Comb., as t seeing power ; seeing-
glass (now dial.), a mirror

; + seeing-shop
nonce-wd., one's faculty of sight

; f seeing-stone,
a crystal used for scrying ; also fig.
1S*5 Jewel Repl. Harding xii. (161 1) 336 Now we see as

thorow a 'seeing glasse in a riddle : but then we shall see
face to face. 1661 Hibbert Body ofDiv. 1. 184 Men of re-

pute are as seeing-glasses by which most men dresse them-
selves. 1731 Inventory ofG. Bamforth^ Sheffield^ A stand,
a large seeing glass, 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. , Seeing-
glass, the old-fashioned term for a mirror, formerly a surface

of polished metal, c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xiv. 74 And 3k
what othere i3en or *seing power hath God ?ouen to man-
kinde forto therwith se, than which at sumtyme wolen faiJe
and erre? 1577-83 Breton Flourish Fancy, etc. (Grosart)
25/2 With that I winckte for feare, And shut the win-
dowes of my "seeing shoppe. 1849 Rock Ck. ofFathers I.

295 A globe of crystal was employed by the Druids in their
divinations as a *seeing-stone. Ibid., They must look into
that true seeing-stone, the teaching of Christ's Church.

Seeing (sz~'irj), ppl. a. Forms: see the vb.

[f. See v. + -ing 2
.] That sees, in various senses of

the vb. ; having the faculty of sight
; f discerning,

possessing insight (obs.); f gifted as a seer.
a tyxoCursorM. 14804 Quen seand men him herd and sagh,
Of him bam stod selcut gret agh. 138a Wyclif Isa. xxx. 10
That seyntomen seende[i388profetis],Wileth not see. 1440
Capgrave Life St. Rath. iv. 1386 ' Thei that see', he seyth,
( shul be ful blynde ', . . The seeynge men be-tokene 30w,
I-wis. 159a Timme Ten Eng. Lepers B 1 b, So David had
his seeing Gad to be his watchman. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist.
v. iii. § 10 (191) Strange that a Foraigner should be more
seeing herein, then any of our Native Authors and Records
that I ever could behold. i8a$ Coleridge Aids Re/?. (1848)
I. 5 This seeing light, this enlightening eye, is reflection.

1887 Athensettm 17 Dec. 818/3 The tendency is.. for more
and more seeing people to be imported into institutions,

until at last they receive more wages than the blind people.

Seeing (srirj), quasi-conj. [orig. the pres. pple.
of See v. ; the use in concord with the subject was
developed into the conjunctional use as in consider-

ing, excepting,providing, supposing, etc. Cf. Seen
prep, and con/.

.The first quot. isa doubtful or transitional example, as the
pple. admits of being construed as in concord with the sub-
ject, in the sense * recognizing, perceiving *. The develop-
ment of the conjunctional use may have been aided by the
similarity of sound with Sen, Sin cony'.]

Seeing that, hence ellipt. seeing: Considering the
fact that ; inasmuch as ; since, because.
1503 Paston Lett. III. 401, I woL.exhortt you to take it

as..paciently as ye can, seeyng that we al be mortal and
borne to dey. 1536 Tindale John ii. 18 What token
sbewest thou vnto vs, seynge that thou dost these thinges ?

[So most later versions.) 1537 Cranmer in Ellis Orig. Lett.
Ser. 1. II. 77 As towching the house of the Charterhouse I

pray.. that it maybe turned into a better use (seing it is

in the face of the world). 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii. 36 Of all

the Wonders that I yet haue heard, It seemes to me most
strange that men should feare. Seeing that death.. Will
come, when it will come. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1.

ii. 17 The Top-mast being aloft the Ship, .maketh better
way.., seeing we have Sea-Room. 17x1 rucKUEClub (1817^

35 Seeing Great Britain affords so many lawyers,..he is

doubly a fool that .applies himself to a scab. 1796 H. Hun-
ter tr. St-Pierre's Stud. Nat. (1799) III. 578 It must be
of importance to accustom young people to it [sc. vegetable
diet], seeing it's influence is. .so nappy on beauty of person
and tranquillity of soul, 1842 Tennyson Morie a*Arthur 94
Deep harm to disobey, Seeing obedience ts the bond of rule.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown n. viii, Which isn't to be wondered
at, seeing that he has just finished six weeks of examina-
tion work.

tSeek, sb. Obs. [f. Seek v.] A series of
notes upon a horn calling out hounds to begin
a chase. Usually to blow a seek (Blow v.1 14c).

AXsofig.
c 1500 Coucker-bk. Tutburye in Blount Anc. TenuresUfyg)

170 At the said Crosse in the Towne the formast keper
shall blow a Seeke. 1576 Turberv. Veneris 139 Lo now he
blowes hisborne, euen at the kcnnelldore, Alas,alas,he biowes
a seeke, alas yet blowes he more. Ibid, ad fin.. The measures
of blowing set downe in the notes...The Seeke, with twoo
windes. 1624 Bp. Mount agu Immed. Addr. 35 There are
..that loose themselues often, and their Desires in their
Deuotions : and may very well goe blow the seeke for them.
1826 Hor. Smith TorHiUdBtf) I. 292 The foremost keeper
blew a seek, to which all the others replied.

Seek (sflc), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. sought (spt).

Forms: a. Inf. a. I scecan, se~can,se'cean, seo-

can, 2-5 sieche, 2-6 seche, 4 Kent, zeche, 3
seeche

, 3-5 siche, sheche, suche, 5 sech, seeche,

6 (9 dial.) seech. 0. 2-7 seke, (2-3 imper. siec),

3-5 north, sek, 4-6 eieke, sike, syke, (chiefly Sc.)

f*eyk,-4-7 seeke, 4-8 Sc, seik, 5 ceke, Sc. seike, 6
seyke, seick, seake, 5- seek. b. $rdsing. Pres.

Indie, a. 1 sceceU, -as, 1-2 se'ceo', 2 secho", 3 sche-

chett, 2-5 secheth, 4-5 -ith, -yth, -es. 0. 1-2

sectf, 2-3 seep, sek]), 4 Kent. zekj>, 3-6 seketh,
-es, -is, 4-5 -ith, -ez, 6 Se, seik(k)is, 6-7 seekes,
6- seeketh, seeks. O. Pa. t. 1 sohte,//. sohtun,
-on, -an, 2-4 sohte, (3 soUte, sopte, soch, Orm.
sohhte), 3-4 sohut(e, soghut, soht, north.

sochte, (sogtht), 3-5 souhte, sou^te, so$te,

soght(e, 3-6 sowte, 4 sa^te, (southe, southte,

souch), Kent.zo^te, 4-5 soughte, sowhte, sou^t,

so5t, sowght, soutfe, sowt, saght, //. sou^tten,

Sc. sowcht, schocht, 4-6 Sc. socht, soucht, 5
sowhte, sochte, 6 Sc, souchte, 6-7 Sc, soght,

7 saught, 4- sought. Also 5 sekyd, 7 seekt.

d. Pa. pple. 1 sesoht, 3 i-soht, i-so3t, i-souht,

(y-sopt), Orm. sohht, 3-4 soht, 3-5 so3t, sou^t,

3-6 soght, 4 sohut, sowght, 4-5 souht, sout,

sowt, so;te, souhte, (5 south, sowth, soyght),

4-6 sow3t(e, Sc, socht, soucht, (4 soohte, 5
soacht), 6 sowghte, 6-7 saught, 5- sought.

Also 8 seeked. [A Com. Teut. weak verb : OE.
sican, pa. t. sokte, corresp. to OFris. s$ka, sHa

%

pa.t. sdchta, OS. sokiau, pa. t. sdkta (MLG, s6ktn\

MDu., mod.Du. zoeken, OHG. suohhan, suohhen,
pa.t. suohta (MHG. siuhen, mod.G. sucken), ON.
sJkja, pa. t. sdtte (Sw. soka, Da. soge), Goth. sSkjan,

pa. t. sdkida, i. OTeut. *sok- :—pre-Teut. *sdg- : cf.

L. sdgire to perceive by scent, Gr. rjyttaOai to lead.
The normal modern form of OE. secan would be seech t

which survives dial, in Lancashire, Cheshire, and Derby-
shire (cf. beseech) ; the form with k is prob. due to the ME.
sec/, 3 pers. sing. pres. ind. , which shows the regular phonetic
development of OE. palatal c before a spirant ; but it is not
clear why the k form should have been generalized in seek
and not in teach, unless indeed the tendency was supported
in the former instance by the influence of the ON. form.]

I. Transitive uses.

1. To go in search or quest of; to try to find,

look for (either a particular object—person, thing,

or place—whose whereabouts are unknown, or an
indefinite object suitable for a particular purpose).
In most parts of England the vb. in this sense is no longer

colloquially current, being superseded by lookfor.
c 888 K. Alfred Boeih. xxxii. § 3 Hwaeoer ge nu secan

gold on treowum ? c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke ii. 48 pin fseder
& ic sari^ende be sohton. c 117s Lamb. Horn. 27 pe un-
clene gast..secheS reste hwer he mei wunian. c 1200
Or.min 7308 Herode king let sekenn Crist, a xa« Ancr. R.
324 A wummon bet haue5 forloren hire nelde, ooer a sutare
his el, he secheS hine anonriht. a 1250 Chvi $ N. 360 (The
hare] secheb pabes to be groue. a 1300 Cursor M. 22901
An bungre leon mete he son, Vp and dun his prai sekand.
c '374 Chaucer Former Age 30 Corsed was the tyme . . pat
men.. in be Ryuerys fyrst gemmys sowhte. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. 118 He yede abowte in the gardin, and soute the
clewe, & fonde it. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 48 He dede seche
her a man of holy lyff. c 1450 Merlin 41 And therwas Mer-
lyn longe tyme, till that the sones of Constance lete seche
hym in many contrees. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)
no He.. so wente and cam sechyng the tour of darayn,
whiche he fonde in an euenyng. 1549 Compi. Scot. To
Rdr. 12 Ane hen that seikis hyr meyt in the mydding.
1600 Weakest goeth to Wall G 2, Sexton, I haue sought
thee in euery seate in the Church. 1606 Shaks. Ant. <$-

CI. iv. vi. 37, I will go seeke Some Ditch, wherein to dye.
1618 Bolton Florus 111. iii. (1636) 167 The Cimbrians,
Theutons, and Tigurins,. .sought new habitations, c 1730
Ramsay Vision xx, Nor scour about to seik a wench. 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) 1. 155 (Paris), I called La Fleur
to go seek me a barber directly. 1780 Burke Corr. (1844)
II. 366 Other persons should be sought who can do the
necessary business with more skill. 1816 Scott Old Mort.
xxxvii, I am seeking a place called Fairyknowe. 1818 —
Hrt. Midi, xxvi, Ye may be seeking a father to another
wean for onything I ken. 1818 — Rob Roy xvii, ' I only
sought the Orlando.' 'It lies there,' said Miss Vernon,
pointing to the table. 1842 Tennyson Ulysses 57 Come,
my friends, Tis not too late to seek a newer world. 185a
R. Fortune Tea Countries of China 86 Travellers who
seek Sunglo tea may now search in vain. 1865 Mrs. L. L.
Clarke Seaweeds iv. 89 Wade into the sea, and seek
them in the shadow of a rock under water. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lv. 3 You I sought on Campus. 1888-91 Blanford
Mammalia India 121 The M ungooses are terrestrial

animals, seeking their prey on the ground.
b. with adv., esp. out, up, +forth,

c 1390 S. Eng. Leg. 390/27 Men leten heom sechen wel
widen out and bringue bere into place. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 22 pe body son bei fonde, be hade wasindoute.
Up & doune in be felde bei souht it aboute. 1375 Barbour
Bruce xix. 602 His men..Myssit thar lord quhen thai com
thar. ..Than can thai consale sammyn ta, That thai to sek
hym vp wald ga. 1530 Palsgr. 708/2 Throw your glove
where you wyl and my dogge shal seke it out. 1536 MS.
Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Payd to a man to helpe me
to syke vp Byngis mare HdL 1575-85 Abp. Sandvs Serm.
viii. 137 Let vs seeke vp Christ and prouide for him. He
sought vs and found vs, when we [etc.]. 1605 Shaks. Lear
in. iv. 157 Yet haue I ventured to come seeke you out. 1616
T. Scot Philomythie 11. B 8 b, Those Serpents which you
run from, I seeke forth. 1818 Scott Br. Lamtn. xxix, Lucy
arose, and opening a little ivory-cabinet, sought out the
ribbon the lad wanted. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, The
Deputies have mostly got thither, and sought out lodgings.

"875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) 1. 104 Every one of us should seek
out the best teacher whom he can find. 1889 R. A. King
Passion."s Slave III. xxix. 61 With this hope, she sought up
Herbert in his smoking den.

f e. In imper, as a direction to a reader : Look
or search for (in a book, table, etc.). Also used
= refer to, look up, see, vide. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. xi. 55 And so seib be psauter, sech

hit In Memento. 1599 E. Wright Err. Navig. E e 4 b,

Seeke the signe and degree of the Sunne in the vpper
Margine of the Table. 1611 Cotgr., Loinceatt. Seeke
Loinseau. 1694 J. Selden Trades-man"s Help 142 Seek
the Month among the rank of Months. 1730 Malcolm New
Syst. Aritlu 342 If the given Number is even, seek in the
Table the odd Number next lesser. 1828 Moore's Pract.
Navig. 22 Seek under the column o . . the next less logarithm.

d. Sporting. To seek dead: chiefly in the im-
perative, as an order given to a dog to search for

and retrieve killed game.
1850 Hutchinson Dog Breaking (ed. "2) 162 If you wish to

establish forever a confirmed perseverance in 'seeking dead',
you must sacrifice hours, .rather than give up any of the
first wounded birds. Ibid. 163 The pertinacity with which
some dogs will 'seek dead' is really surprising.

2. To try to discover or find out (something un-
known). Also with out, up. Now rare or Obs,
c 900 tr. Bseda's Hist. 1. xxvii. (1890) 78 WiS untrymnesse

lacedom secan. c 1200 Ormin 16325 All all swa summ bu
findenn mahht, 5iff batt tu willt itt sekenn, pe tale off sexe &
fowwerrti} J>urh Adam all bitacnedd. a 1300 Cursor M. 154a
For-bi lete god bam lijf sua lang pat bai moght seke and
vnderfang De kynd o thinges bat ban were dern. c 1327
Poem Evil Times Edw. II in Pol. Songs (Camden) 332
Bringe hire to the constorie ther treuthe sholde be souht.

c 1374 Chaucer Bocth. 1. met. ii. (1868) 8 He was wont to
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SEEK.

scche be causes whennes pe sounyng wyndes moeuen. 138a

Wyclif Ecclus. xxiv. 47 Not to me alone I trauailede, but

to alle sechende out the treuthe. c 13,86 Chaucer Can.

Yeonu ProL <fr T. 310 The Philosophres stoon Ehxer clept,

we sechenfasteechoon. ci4*SCrafteNombrynge(^..E.T.S.)

30 Pat nounbur bat pou secheste. ?ex45o Capgrave St.

A ugvstinc ii. 4 And pou3 pat he telle not her names pere,

wehaue sout hem oute of obir of his bokis. c 1485 Digby

Myst., Mary Magd. 307 Yf pe trewth be sowth. 1330 Tin-

dale Answ. More Wks. d57?) =57/i If y« signification were

once lost, we must of necessitie either seeke vp the signifi-

cation or put some signification of Gods word therto. 1604

E. GIrimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies n. xi. 105 We are

forced to seeke out other reasons, whence this great diver-

sitie should proceede in the burning Zone. 1610 Hopton
Baculum Geod. vi. xl. 217 To seeke the distance of any
place from you. 1714 Cumn Doctr. Fractions 16 Multiply

all the Numbers continually, and the Product is the Number
sought. 1803 Mea\ Jrnl. X. 128, I believe that its cause

must be sought in the state and variations of the atmo-
sphere. x8a8 Moore's Pract. Navig. 167 The height of the

elevated pole or latitude sought

3. With object-clause introduced by a conjunction

or by an interrog. pron. or adv. : To try to find or

discover (if how, whether, what, etc.). ? Obs.

a 1000 Juliana 571 Sohte synnum fah hu he sarlicast purh
pa wyrrestan witu meahte feorh-cwale findan. c 1290 St
Eng. Leg. 339/527 Gredinde heo orn and longue sou3te

a-boute bi pe se-side, Sif be se him hadde up i-cnst. 1340
Ayenb. 80 Pe yealde filozofes pet zuo byzyjyche desputede
and zo^ten nuet wes be he3este guod ine pise lyue. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xx. 14 pare-fore I . .set me rycht besyly to

seke quhat man he was & of quhat land. 1382 Wyclif
Lev. xiii. 36 He shal na more seche, wher the heer be
chaungid in to $alow colour. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 85
Ayein hir will yit mot I bowe, To seche if that I myhte have
grace, c 1440 Gesta Rom. 136 He rode aboute this forest,

& sowte wher this harpe myght be founde. 1374 H. Baker
Well-spring Sci. (1617) 29 First, I must seek how many
times the diuisor is contayned in the higher number. 1591
Shaks. 1 Hen. VI, m. iii. 91 Now let vs on, my Lords, and
ioyne our Powers, And seeke how we may prejudice the Foe.

1613 Tapp Pathw. Knotvledge 311 Which product beeing
1587, I seeke how often it may be had in 3201. 1738 in Bos-
well Johnson (1816) I. 92 What mean the servile imitating
crew . . Ne'er seek.

b. with how (etc.) followed by infinitive. ? Obs.

1526 Tindale Mark xi. 18 The scribes and hye prestes..

sought howe to destroye him [1611 how they might destroy
him]. 1593Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, v. iv. 2 Wise men ne'r sit and
waile their losse, But chearely seeke how to redresse their

harmes. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard
120 As a hote furious horse,, .seekes how to cast his rider.

1667 Milton P.L. ix. 75 Satan.. then sought Where to He
hid. 1671 — Samson 795, I. .sought by all means therefore

How to endear, and hold thee to me firmest.

4. To go to, visit, resort to (a place), arch.

t In early use also : to take to (the sea) ; to fall on (the
ground) ; to fall into (the water). (Cf. 14.) To seek a saint
or hallow : to visit his shrine.

Beowulf 1450 Se be meregrundas mengan scolde, secan
sund^ebland. 971 Blickl. Horn. 47 pat hi Sunnandagum &
msessedajum Godes cyrican georne secan. c 1200 Ormin
7574 Forrbrihht se time comm ba:rto patt ure laffdi} Mar^e,
Affterr Judisskenn la^hess hoc, pe minnstre shollde sekenn.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 350 OSre pilegrimes go5 mid swinke
uorte sechen one holie monnes bones, c 1275 Lay. 7938 par
Cesares folk pane grunde sohte \c 1205 folden isohten]. Ibid,

23490. Ibid. 14739 par be Saxesse men pare see sohte
\c 1205 ps sae isohten]. a ijpoCursorM. 13252 pesinagogs
all soght he Ouer all be land of galilee. 13 . . E. E. A Hit. P.
C. 249 A wylde walterande whal . . was war of bat \vy5e bat
pe water so^te, c 1386 Chaucer ProL 17 To Caunturbury
they wende The hooly blisful martir for to seke. — Wife's
ProL 657 Who so..suffreth his wyf to go seken halwes.
c 1400 Beryu 632 As he sou^t his logging. 1422 Yonge tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 245 [In autumn] the byrdys
shechyn hote regions. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene (Arb.)

95 You haue desire Your sisters court to seech. 1697 ^RY"

den Virg. Past. vii. 14 Your lowing Heifers, of their own
accord, At wat'ring time will seek the neighboring Ford.

1798 Wordsw. Goody Blake <$ Harry Gill 64 And, now and
then, it must be said,.. She left her fire, or left her bed, To
seek the hedge of Harry GilL 1847 Tennyson Princess 11.

429 At last a solemn grace Concluded, and we sought the
gardens. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xxxv. 4 Come from Larius,
..seek Verona.

T b. Naut. To seek up : to make for (a place). Obs.
14. . Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc. 1889) 12 Goo south

southwest, and seke up Tenet, and seke up vj. fadome on
the brakis.

f 5. To come or go to (a person) in order to see

or visit him ; to approach or resort to (for help,

or the like). Obs.
Beowulf 2380 Hyne wraccmaecgas ofer sae sohtan, suna

Ohteres. C893 K. ./Elfred Oros. 1. i. § 17 He haefde pajyt,
3a he pone cyningc sohte, tamra deora unbebohtra syx
hund. c 1200 Ormin 16781 He nass nohht derrf inoh All

opennli} to sekenn pe Laferrd Crist biforr be folic, a 1250
Owl ff N. 1759 To seche bine is lihtlich ping, he nauep bute
one woning. a 1300 K. Horn 465 AJ>elbrus Le so^te [HarL
sohte, Laud sowte] & jaf him bat he broste. 1362 Langl.
P. PL A. vhl 149 We schulle.. seche be for neode. ^1375
Sc. Leg. Saints lii. 07 pane sante andro sone scho schocht.
c 1386 Chaucer Friars T. 113 Where is now youre dwell-
yng, Another day if pat 1 sholde yow seche ? 1447 Boken-
ham Seyntys x. 165 (Horstm.) And where myht I fynd pat
man? quod hej If pat I wyst, I wold hym seche. 1522
World 4- Child 571 (Manly) Foyle. But, syr, in London is

my chefe dwellynge. Manh. In London ? Where, yf a man
the sought ? J530 Palsgr. 708/1 We wyll seke you there as
we go, nous demanderons apres vous en chemyn. 1538
London in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 218 He
ys moch sow^t for the agow.

t>. spec. To approach, draw near to (God), in

prayer, etc. [A Hebraism.] Said also of God's
visiting the soul. arch.

388

971 Blickl. Horn. 87 Sec nu binne beow, Drihten. c 1000 1

Ags. Ps. xiii. 3 Drihten .. hawaS hwa:5er he jeseo aenijne
|

baera, pe hine sece. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xiii. 3 pat he |

see if any is vndirstandand or sekand god. c 1366 Chaucer '

A. B.C. 114 To enquere Wherfore and whi pe noli gost pee
j

souhte. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxii[i]. 1 O God..early wil
j

I seke the. 16x1 Bible Enra iv. 2, Ps. xxiv. 6, cxix. 2,

Zeph. ii. 3, etc. a 2674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vm. § 191 I

They_ agreed therefore.. that they would have a solemn fast-

day, in which they would seek God (which was the new phrase
they brought from Scotland with their Covenant), and desire

his assistance.

f 6. To pursue with hostile intention (a person

;

also, in Biblical phrase, his soul or life) ; to go to

attack, advance against (an army, country) ; to

persecute, harass, afflict. Also to seek out, to seek to

death. Obs.
Beowulf 801 Sawle secan. eBaK Vesp. Ps. lxix. 3 Fiond

mine 5a oe soecaS sawle mine. O. E. Chron. an. 894, Ond
hi mon eac mid obrum floccum sohte C1205 Lay. 31724
Oswi iherden suggen pat Penda hine sohte. .& fusde to^aeines

Pendan. c 1275— 6940 pat neuere onleode ne sohte his riche

[c 1205 J>is lond ne iseoSten], ac bis lond was in paise. 1297
R. Glouc (Rolls) 11361 Peking horn sende word ajen.. pat he
wolde hom seche out as is pur fon. a 1300 Cursor M. 13307
To man pai wroght neuer vn-pes, pof man bam soght wit

gret males, a 1352 Minot Poems vii. 65 Inglis men with
site pam soght. 1375 Barbour Bruce v. 102 Thai with so

felloun will thaim socht, That thai slew thame euirilkane.

<? 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2020, I sail pe seke [Dubl. MS.
seche] with a sowme of seggis enarmed. c 1470 Henry
Wallace vm. 441 Lordis, he said, thus is King Eduuard set,

In contrar rycht to sek ws in our land. 1561 UNDERHiLLin
Narr. Reform. (Camden) 169 Methynkes you do moore then
the parte off a jentyllemane thus to seke hym. 1583 Grindal
in Strype Life (1710) 281 Tending to the Defence of so
notable and sincere a Church, dangerously sought and dis-

tressed by many mighty Enemies. 1588 Allen Admou. 34
EHas being sought to death by Achab and Iesabell. 1606
Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. ii. 161-2 Of vs must Pompey presently
be sought, Or else he seekes out vs.

t b. Of sin, disease, etc. : To attack. Obs,
a 1300 Cursor M. x 1833 On ilk side him soght J>e sare. Ibid.

27543 Sines . . pat clerkes clepes veniale, pe quilk sua hali man
es noght pat he ne vmquil wit palm es soght. 1390 Gower
Conf. II. 118 Mi sorwe is everemore unteid, And secheth
overal my veines. a 1450 Le Morte A rth. 870 Lord, suche
syttes me haue sought1 c 1470 Henrv Wallace ix. 1531
Seknes hyr had so socht in to that sted, Decest scho was.

7. To try to obtain (something advantageous) ; to

try to bring about or effect (an action, condition,

opportunity, or the like). Also with out.

c xooo Ags. Gosp. John v. 44 pe . . ne secea]> pset wuldor
pe is fram gode syluum. a 1200 Moral Ode 215 in Lamb.
Hom. 173 |?a pe godes milce seche5 [other texts sech5, sec5,
sekp], he iwis mei ha ifinden. aizMAncr R. 390 Ich
chulle. .aredden be of ham bet schecheo bine dea3. a 1300
Cursor M. 7239 Hir time sco soght, bad bam be nere.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints i. 315 pe prefet. .socht Ithandly occa-
sione To bring hym to confusione. c 1400 Destr. Troy
531 A sure knyghte, pat ayres into vnkoth lond auntres
to seche. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 43 Yc.muste
seke remedye and retorne to Epire. 1572 Memorial in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1899) I. 22 To seik
refuge againe in England. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 209
Seeking-out new occasions still to crosse the Parliaments
desires of a faire Accomodation, a 1697 Aubrey Lives (1808)
II. Sir T. Morgan 87 At which he tooke pett, and seek't
his fortune (as a soldier), a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 Jan. 1682,
How earnestly the late E, of Danby. .sought his friendship.

1798 Ferriar Itlustr. Sterne i. 19 Mary sought relief from
the tiresome uniformity. 183X Scott Ct. Robt. x, Those
adventures which it is the business of errant-knights to be
industriousin seeking out. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)
I. 19 The king sought the ruin of Praetextatus. 1885 Field
7 Feb. 147/3 [The fox] once more sought refuge in a drain.

1908 R. Bagot A, Cuthbert i. 2 She sought consolation in

district visiting.

f b. Phr. To seek on£s bestt to seek one's ad-
vantage. Cf. OF. querre son mieilz. (Later, to

seek one's best avait.) Obs.

#
1297 R

;
Glouc (Rolls) 940 OJ?er half 3er we abbep now

iwend wip oute reste In be grete se of occean vorto seche
oure beste. a 1300 K. Horn 770 'Cutberd', he sede, ' ihc
hote, Icomen vt of \>e bote, Wei feor fram biweste To seche
mine beste ', a 1300 Cursor M. 2456 For bai wit bairn
moght haf na rest, pai most J>an scail and seke hair best.

?S53 T. Wilson Rhet. Pref. A iij b, Menne lyued Brutyshlye
in open feldes, hauiug neither house to shroude them in,.,
nor yet anye regarde to seeke their best auayle.

f c. refl. To aim at one's own advantage. (Cf.

self-seeking!) Obs.
c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 1.

#
xiv

;
16 Many priuely sekip

hemself [L. se ipsos quaerunt\ inbinges bat pey done. 1645
Calamy ludictm. England 19 These men seeke themselves
and not the pubRque. .. These seeke their owne belly.

f d. To invent, contrive. Also with out
t
up.

1340 Ayenb. 38 Kueade lordes..pet be-ulajep be pome
men.. be tayles, . . oper be obre wones J>et hy zecne|? o^er
bebencheb hou hi mo3e habbe of hiren. c 1400 Destr. Troy
1623 The chekker. ., The draghtes,the dyse, and ober dregh
gamnest/*rm/^rfgaumes]. Soche soteltie pai soght to solas

hom with. 1548 Forrest Pleas. Poesye 46 By moste honeste
meanys of lawes ordynaunce sought owte wondreslye by witt

polytike. 1593 G. Harvey Piercers Super. D d 2 b, When I

haue sought-vp my day-charmes and night-spelles.

T e. To pursue, try to practise (virtue). Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 74 Ac hit ne is na3t yno3 to lete J« kueades,

. .bote yef me zeche pe uirtues.

f. To plan, or try to work (evil) on or to (a

person).
c 1250 Gen.

fy
Ex. 3130 Oc among 3U, dredeS 3U no}t, to

3u ne sal non mel ben so?t. a 1300 Cursor M. 688 pe hund
ne harmed noght be hare, ne nane soght on oper sare. Ibid.

26629 pe scam pai on pair lauerd soght, ful tor it war to tell t

SEEK.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 120 As he which of his lif ne rowhte,

His deth upon himself he sowhte.

8. To ask for, demand, request {from a person) ;

to inquire, try to learn by asking. Const, from,
fat, fof, inOE. fto.
971 Blickl. Horn. 137 Hwaet secestu minne naman? a xooo

Juliana 170 Gif pu..pe to swa mildum mundbyrd secest.

c 1200 Ormin 16212 pe}} sohhtenn..Att Jesu Crist summ
takenn. c 1205 Lay. 3571 Wenne bu wult more suluersa^che

nit at me suluen. a 1300 Cursor M. 3138 pat child bat was
sa mani yere, Ar it was send, soght wit praiyer. 1340
Ayenb. 184 ' Vayre zone ',zaybhe,' zech euremo red of wyse
men'.-.Alsuo tekp J?e writinge pet me ssel zeche red ate

yealden, and na^t mid J>e yonge. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

56 God schal seke J>e synful mannus bloodc.of be prelatis

hondis. c 1450 Merlin 10, 1 cometo seche youre counseill.

c 1470 Henry Wallace 1. 54 Foly it was. .Succour to sek of

thar aide mortale fa. 1526 Tindale Luke xi. 16 And other
tempted hym sekynge of hym a signe from heven. 1535
Coverdale Bible To Rdr., In the Psalmes we lerne how to
resorte onely vnto God in all oure troubles, to seke helpe at

him. 1596 Lodge Marg. A mer. D 4 b, You best were rather

..to beseech for life then to seech loue. 1604 Shaks. Oth.
iv. ii. 203, I will seeke satisfaction of you. 1848 Dickens
Dombey xx, Before I sought a word of confidence from him.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert x. 113 Nothing would have in-

duced her ever again to seek help or counsel from a priest,

f b. With up : To try to recover (a debt). Obs.

1581 Rich Farew. D ij, To seeke vp suche small sommes
as were due vnto hym. 1607 R. Johnson Pleas. Conceites

Old Hobson (Percy Soc.) 8 Maister Hobson comming into

Kent, to seeke up some desperate debts.

f c. With in : {a) To invite (a person) ;
(b) to

call in (rent). Sc. Obs.

1673 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 339 Uoon the occasion of the

regents ther soliciting for and seeking in of scollars throw
the countrey. Ibid. 340 None of the regents of the saids

colledgis shall.. seek in or solicite . . for any schollers to

enter this present year. 172s Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. ii.

130 With glooman brow the laird seeks in his rent.

d. In passive, of a person : To be * sought for
*

(see 16); to be courted, to be ' in request' as a
companion. Of a woman : To be wooed or asked

in marriage.
1671 Milton P. R. in. 342 His daughter, sought by many

Prowest Knights. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of
Many Fr. I. 208 She be"neld him sought and courted. 1835
Macaulay Ess., Mackintosh r 34 Charles was not imposed
on his countrymen, but sought by them.

e. Of things : + To demand, call for (obs,) ; to

invite, rare.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinPs Advls. fr. Pamass.i.
lxxxii. (1674) no Injuries written by loquacious Poets, did
not touch to the quick,.. Truths did only nettle and seek

revenge. 1883 Century Mag. Oct, 929/1 The fashion. .of

printing verse attractively and in a shape that seeks the hand.

+ 9. To entreat, beseech (a person) to do some-

thing; also of (the thing asked for). Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 19590 For drightin has pou soght wit

wogh pe to for-giue. Ibid. 19786 Til-ward pat like he turnd
his face, And kneland soght godd of his grace. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. iv. 49 Wrong was a-Fert jx> and Wisdam souhte
To Make his pees with pons. 1385 in yd Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm, 410/2 The forsayde personaris . . souch hym nother

with grace lufe na with laucn, to delay his dome, a 1400-

50 Wars Alex. 163 Him bai supplyed & so5t & him ensence

castis. 156a A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) L 149 Be thai vnpayit,

thy pursevandis ar socht To pund pure communis come,
and cattell keir. 1620 Maxwell tr. Herodian in. 171 Plau-

tian [the traitor] .. fell on his knees, and sought them not to

misdeeme him.

10. To search, explore (a place) in order to find

something. (Sometimes coupled with search.)

With this and 10 b, c, d, cf. Through-seek v.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 314 Hwoso haueS 3eorne isouht alle |>e

hurnen of his heorte & ne con of-sechen more ut. a 1300
Cursor M. 7379 Samuel went secand \>e land Til he be bus
o iesse faand. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 62 Thai fand nocht,

The quhethir the chambre hale thai socht. c 1400 Maundev.
(1839) xxi. 226 Thei wenten and soughten the Wodes, jif

ony of hem had ben hid in the thikke of the Wodes. c 1400
Sowdone Bab. 225 Lukafere, lunge of Baldas, The countrey
hade serchid and sought. Ten thousande maidyns faire of
face Vnto the Sowdanhathhebroghte. c 1440Promp.Parv.
65/1 Cekyn, or serchyn, scrutor. 1530 Palsgr. 708/1, I

have sought all the cofers I have for your writynge. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 32 The kyng contynually sent

foorth his light horses to seke the countrey, and to se yf any
apparaunce were, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) 1. 214 [He] bad them searche and seik his schipis at

thair awin plesour. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 16 Seeking
all the woods both farre and nye For herbes to dresse their

wounds. 1827 Scott Highl. Widow v, They sought brake,

rock, and thicket, in vain.

fb. To search, examine, consult (a book,

register, etc.). Cf. 1 e. Obs.

? a 1300 Chester PL viii. 233 Looke vp thy Bookes of pro-

phesie. .. Seeke each leafe, I thee pray. 1523 Ld. Berners
Frotss. I. xiii. 23 b, Robert of Cicyle. .a great astronomyer

. . had often tymes sought his bokes on thestate of the kynges
of England and of france : & he founde by his astrology

[etc.]. 1654 Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 123 For

seiking of ye register, to get ye auld gift of ye ward 0120.

t o. To probe (a wound) ; cf. Search v. 8. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26641 Alsua be sin quen it es wroght,

Bot it be son wit saluing soght, it reches wide and rotes ai.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3132 (Dubl. MS.) He gart seke bair

sarys & baim salue. c 1400 Laud Troy Book 9437 To him
come fycisiens, . . And soughte his woundes on eche halue,

And leyde ther-to piastres & salue. c 143S Torr. Portugal

1730 Lechis sone his woundis sought.

fd. With immaterial object: To examine, in-

vestigate, scrutinize ; to try, test. Abo with out,

through. Obs.



SEEK., SEEK.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26671, I haue mi hert soght ilk a delle.

c 1380 Wvclif Wks. (1&80) 431 Kyngis & lordis schulden..
wi£ most diligence sike be cause pat bei knowe not [cf. Job
xxix. 16]. 1408-9 26 Pol. Poems v'm.6 Wheber hast £ou
serued pyne or blisse,_ Seche by werkis and assaye. 1533
Gau Richt Vay 31 Faith is socht and prouine in aduersite
asthegoldisprouinein the fyr. 1535 Coverdale .Pj.lxxvili].

6, I commoned with myne owne herte, and sought out my
sprete. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 5201 Werthare fals lawis

weill soucht out. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. ii. 160, I would
Reuenges. .wold seek vs through And put vs to our answer.

11. Const, inf. : To make it one's aim, to try or

attempt to (do something), f Also with for to
;

rarely with plain inf. (without to).

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John vii. 30 H15 hine sohton to nimanne.
a ia*5 Ancr. R. 130 Uor to nuden him urom Saul bet him
hatede & souhte uorte slenne. 1J97 R. Glouc 1325 Mid be
emperour & me pes he secb drawe. a 1300 Cursor M. 3768
He soght his brober for to sla. Ibid. 4076 pai soght him ai

to greue wit wrang. c 1430 tr. Be Imitation* 111. xxv. 95
Seke euer be lower place & to be under alL a X586 Sidney
Arcadia. 11. (Sommer) 129 The King of Phrygia..sought
by force to destroy the infant 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 148
Since I saught By Prayer th' offended Deitie to appease.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii, He sought to drown his
sorrow for the defeat in floods of beer.

b. said of a thing.
1610 Shaks. Temp. in. i. 80 But this is trifling, And all the

more it seekes to hide it selfe, The bigger bulke it shewes.
1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixix. 3 Not the? a gift should seek,
some robe most filmy, to move her. 1879 CasseUs Techn.
Educ. IV. 93/1 The compass having free movement, is

always seeking to point to the magnetic north.

O. In indirect passive const., in which the object

of the infc becomes the subject of the main verb,

followed by the passive inf.

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)368 Whan he was sow^te to be
made a kynge, & so to take in hym worldly lordeschip. 1891
Law Times XCII. 106/2 Persons who have any interest in
land which are sought to be registered can lodge a caution
with the registering officer.

T d. With a clause expressing desire or purpose,

introduced by that. Obs.
ciaoo Vices <fr Virtues 59 Siec oat tu haue pais a?eanes

gode. 1383 Wyclif 1 Cor. xiv. 12 To edificacioun of the
chirche seke that yt be plenteuous [and similarly in later
versions), 1516 Pilgr. Perf.(Vi. de W. 1531) 3 b, Seke euer
y* ye may se his blessed . . face.

U. Intransitive uses.

12. absol. To make search.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xv. 8 Heo..seco* xeornlice 08 heo

hine fint. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 975 Heo ne sohte nawiht, ah
seide ananriht ajein. cxifoGen.ff Ex. 1533 Dorquiles esau
sojte and ran. a 1300 Cursor M. 19499 **ra hus to bus
secand he ran. c 1300 Havelok 1085 J*>u y southe heben
in-to ynde, So fayr, so strong, ne mithe y finJe. c 1391
Chaucer Astrol. 11. 5 1, I sowhte in the bakhalf of myn
astreUbie, and fond the sercte of the dates, c 1450 Mankind
770 in Macro Plays 28 Yf 3c wyll haue hym, goo, & syke,
syke.^ syke ! 1500-20 Dunbar Poems liii. 13 To seik fra
Sterling to Stranawer, A mirrear Daunce mycht na man
see. 15*8 Grafton Chron. II. 774 If examples be sufficient

to attaine priuilege for my childe, I nede not farre to seeke.
c 1570 Pride <7 Lowl. (1841) 9 Which in its furniture dyd so
exceede As hardly shal ye find yf that ye seech. 187a
Tennyson Gareth <$ Lynettt 1247 'Seek, till we find '. And
when they sought and found [etc.],

indirect passive. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxxiii, The
pocket-book was again, .sought through.

b. In imper. as a call to a dog to search for

game, etc. Also seek out t (See quots.)
1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports 805 Back t returns the

dog to your heels. Seek out t sends him off again in quest
of game. . . . Go seek t should be impressed on the dog's
memory as an order to look for something supposed to oe
actually lost, or a bird you think is wounded. 2848
Hutchinson Dog Breaking 21 Then say * seek * and, with-
out your accompanying him he will search for what you have
previously hidden.

tc. Cricket. To seek out : to field. Obs.
1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports 135 The whole party,

who are seeking out . .change their positions.

d. Phrase, To havefar to seek {for). Cf. 19.
1780 Bentham Princ. Legist, xix. § 9 where then is the

line to be drawn? We shall not have far to seek for it. 1828
CARLYLE*«r»j Misc. 1840 I. 340 The poet, we imagine, can
never have far to seek for a subject.

13. To go, resort, pay a visit {to, unto, fit'// a
person, to, into a place). Obs. exc arch.
c moo Trin. Coll. Horn. 127 Do..bigan bat folc sechen to

his wunienge. c 1205 Lay. 28782 And he gon sechien to his
twam susteren. c 1350 Owl tf N. 538 Hi 00b ho^ful & uel
arme, an secheb jorne to be warme. a 1300 Cursor M. 13457
Fra full ferr can bai till him seke. Ibid. 28432 pe nedy
sekand to my hus I haue wit-draun wit almus. 1377 Langl,
P. PL B. xv. 392 In-to Surre he souhte. c 1470 H enry Wal-
lace L 282 Quha sperd, scho said to Sanct Margret thai
socht. 15x3 Dougi.as sE/uis xii. Prol. 184 LitiJI lammys
Full tayt& tryg socht bletand to thardammys. xsooGkekne
Orl. Fur. (1599) F?b t Sith we haue.. found the rich and
wealthie Indian clime, Sought to, by greed ie mindes, for
hurtfull Gold. 1506 Bp. W, Barlow Three Semi. i. 129 To
seek into strange places for sustenance. 1630 B p. Hall Occas.
Medit. xxxiii. (1633) 83 Give me that Bird which will, .seeke
to my window in the hardest frost. 163a Lithgow Trav.
in. 99 The tempest continuing, .we were constrained to seeke
into a creeke . . for safety ofour Hues. 1634 Milton Comus 376
Wisdoms self Oft seeks to sweet retired Solitude. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. vi. vii. 252 If he is always
to be thus sought unto methinks he is as far from his longed-
for seclusion as ever. 1683 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. vi. 86
And in those days Sir Mano to him sought, And held with
him much converse. 1887 Morris Odyss. xi. 190 But
a-winter be sleeps in the feast-ball whereto the thrall-folk

seek.

b. To apply, have recourse to or unto (a person,

for something) ; to pay court, make request or pe-
tition to. Often in indirect passive. Obs. exc. arch.
£-1366 Chaucer A. B.C. 78 To whom j seeche for my

medicyne. 1465 Paston Lett. II. 200, I can not seke to
no man, nor will not but only to yow. a 1555 Hooper in

Coverdale Lett. Martyrs (1564) 152 Prayer.. is the meanes
wherby god wil be saught vnto for his gifts. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) 2 Chron. xvi. 12 tnarg., It is in vaine to seke to y»
Phisitians, except first we seke to God to purge our sinnes.

1584 Lodge Alarum agst. Usurers 10 My friends now dis-

dain thee, the day shall come that they shall seeke to thee.

a 1616 Beaum. & Fl. Custom ofCountry v. i, I may shine
out againe And as I have been, be admired and sought to.

1656 Earl Monm. tx. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. 11. liv.

316 No .. Souldier, could receive a greater affront, than being
sought unto, to do an unworthy action. 1740 Richardson
Pamela II. 53 And you know you have been sought to by
some of the first Families in the Nation, for your Alliance.

1746 Hervey Medit. (1818) 224 The dead cannot seek unto
God. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, If the wicked will turn
from their transgressions, and seek to the Physician of souls.

1853 Lynch Lett, to Scattered, etc. (1872) 349 The Bereans
. . sought to the Referee ; they searched the Old Scriptures.

1865 Swinburne Alalanta 32 Who then sought to thee?
who gat help ?

tc. To resort to, unto, titt (a remedy, means
of help, an action). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26678 Sekand til an sakful dede. C1350

Will. Palerne 5519 Of alle bales was he brou}t,.& so serial

euerich seg bat secneb to be gode. c 1400 Rule of St. Benet
(Verse)o88 The fift degrees to be swift Eftir our sin to seke
to schrift. x6ai BurtonA not. Mel 11. L 1. i. 289 Cunning men,
Wisards, & white-witches, . . that if they bee sought vnto,
will helpe almost all infirmities of body & mind. 1679 Penn
Addr. Prot. 1. x. (1692) 54 Twas his Reproof.. that they
should seek to the stratagems of Heathen Nations. 1819
Scott Ivanhoe xxvii, Seek to prayer and penance, and
mayest thou find acceptance !

f d. To make a hostile approach to, til/ (a per-

son). Obs. (CL senses 6 and 17a.)
1375 Barbour Bruce vl 625 The kyng met thame that till

hym socht. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5903 He soght to on Syma-
gon, a sad man of armys, . . He here to be bold with a big
sworde.

1 14. To go, move, proceed (in a specified

direction). Widely used in ME. ; e. g. to seek up,
to rise (from a sitting posture) ; to seek asunder,
to part ; to seek to the earth or ground, to fall ; to

seek out of life, to die. Obs.
c loooiELFRic Horn. (Thorpe) 1. 504 Hi 5asy55an jewunelice

bider sohton. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1810 t>e luber maximian
westward hider so^te. c 1330 R. BRUNNEC«n?«. Wace (Rolls)

12734 Wyb bat strok to pe erbe he sought, c 1350 Will.
Palerne 5455 pei-.soute sebe on-sunder, pou)h it hem sore
greued. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 655 pat bou mi}t seo him J>i-

self ar bow henne seche. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2962 With
bat he slejly vp so^t & his sete leuys. c 1400 Destr. Troy
6644 He seyt to be soile & soght out of lyue. (11450 Le
Morte Artk. 2952 They brake sege and hornward sought.
c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 201 War nocht for schayme he
had socht to the ground, a 1500 Lancelot 3428 And he
goitbtone, and frome the feld he socht.

f b. said of a thing. Obs.
a 1300 CursorM. 3106 pesmel wassuette bat soght tilheuen.

13 . . A'. E. A Hit. P. B. 563 Quen be swemande sor^e so^t to his
hert. c 1384 Chaucer H. Pome 744 Ryght so sey I be fire or
sovne Or smoke or other thynges lyght Alwey they seke vp-
warde on hight. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1091 Er the sun vp soght
with his softe beanies, c 1435 Torr. Portugal^1619The giaunt
hym ayen smate, Thorough his sheld and his plate, Into
the flesh it sought, c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 200 The
paynfull wo socht till his hart full sone. 1567 Maflet Gr.
Forest 43 Another Fig tree called /Egiptiaca, being throwen
into the water, it straight waye dtscendeth and seeketh to the
bottom.

+ c. Sometimes conjugated with be, in the perfect

and pluperfect tenses, Obs.
c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 3707 In-to cades Se folc was sogt. a 1300

Cursor M. 4320 For sua bou mai be driue to ded..Quen
bou art soght fra bi succur. 13.. Guy IVartu. (1891) 502
Swiche sorwe icham in sou^t. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3003
Or he was so;t to be side. 15x3 Douglas /Encis ix. 1. 23
Eneas- . Is till Evander socht.

15. Seek after— . To go in quest of, look for ; to

try to find, reach, or obtain ; fto pursue in order

to hurt. Now chiefly in passive : To be desired

or in demand ; to be courted, to have one's presence
desired.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 9 Sech after bing be 5e be5 biheue.
c 1200 ORMW6273, &all forrwerrp Jm towarrd himm Tosekenn
affierr wraeche. c iaoo S. Eng. Leg. 1/6 Eleyne, bat was is

moder, to Ierusalem he sende to sechen after be holie rode.
c 1374 Chaucer Boetk. 11. pr. v. (1868) 47 pan is it no nede
bat }>Qu seke after be superfluite of fortune. 1377 Langl.
/'. /'/. B. xvi. 178, I seke after a segge bat I seigh ones,

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. ix. 48 Bifore eer he eny suche causis
fyndeth, and eer he aftir eny suche causis sechith. 1482
Monk of Evesham (Arb.) 53 Vef they..sekyd after the
mercye ofgod and alsoo after the helpe of his holy seyntys.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xiii. (xiv.) 2 To se yf there were eny,
that wolde vnderstonde & seke after Goa. Ibid. bcix. [lxx.j

2 Let them be shamed & confounded that seke after my soule
[and st> 1611]. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 405 You see (my
good Wenches) how men of Merit are sought after. 1615 W.
Bedwell Moham. Impost, m. § 97 We.. do not seeke after

those bookes. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac'sLett. (vol. II.) 44, 1 will

never believe that ill fortune any more than good will seeke
after me as far as this. 1709 Steele Tatter No. x 1 r 5 They
have been always seek'd after by the Ladies. 1850 Scoresby
Cheevert

s Whalem. Adv. vi. (1859) 77 The first four, only, of
this catalogue are much sought after for their oil. 1856 R. A.
Vaughan Mystics {i860) I. vi. viii. 262, 1 was aware that he
had been greatly sought after as a pteacher.

10. Seek for— . To look for, try to find or

obtain, etc. (An equivalent for the transitive senses

1, 2, 7.)
c 1250 Owl <$• N. 1508 Ich not hu mai eni freo-man for hire

sechen after ban. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 208 And yit therfore

With al his wit he hath don sieke, c 1430^ Lydg. Min.
Poems (Percy Soc) 133 For more pasture I will nat stryue
Nor seche for my foode no more. 1526 Tindale Mark 1. 37
All men seke for the. 1563 Homilies 11. Rogation Week in.

247 b, If we be colde, we seke for cloth. 1600 E. Blount
tr. Conestaggio 18 They went therefore seeking heere and
there for money. 1748 Anson's Voy. u. iv. 161 Our dis-

appointment and their security were neither to be sought
for in their valour nor our misconduct. i86oTvNDALLC7/a<:.
I. xxv. 182 The group.. broke up, seeking in all directions

for a means of passage. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 362
The true life should neither seek for pleasures, nor . . entirely
avoid pains.

fb. Naut. To seek upfor \ to ' bear up for', sail

towards. Obs. rare.
163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 44 The tempest increasing.., we

were constrained to seeke vp for the Port,

f 17. Seek on, upon— . [Cf. Onseek v.] a.

To approach with hostile intention ; to advance
against, set on, attack, assail. Also in indirect

passive. Similarly, to seek again($ (= against).

(Cf. sense 6.) Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 8433 Herigal him soote on mid hehaer strengSe.

c 1230 Halt' Meid.^ 22 Leccherie anan rtht greideS hire wi8
bet to weorrin o pi meiShad, & secheS erst upon hire, nebbe
to nebbe. a 1300 Cursor M. 4411 Ioseph soght [Gd'tt. sohut]

j

on me in bour. c 1386 Chaucer Friar s T. 196 And somtyme
j

be we suffred for to seke Vp-on a man, and doon his soule
vnreste. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 190 And he with pouer goth

! to seke Ayein the Scottes forto fonde t lie werre which he tok
on honde. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1735 For bou has samed
. .a selly nounbrcto seke vs agaynes. c 1430 Syr Gener.
(Roxb.) 84 My lord the Sowdon vpon me soght In grete
wrathe. c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 304 Vndyr my seylle I

sail be bound to the For Inglismen, that thai sail do him
nocht, Nor to no Scottis, less it be on thaim socht. 1470-85
Malory Arthur in. xiii. 115 He is. .ful lothe to fyghte with
ony man but yf he be sore sou^t on. a 1500 Lancelot 3311
One thar fois ful fersly thai soght. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss.
II. xiv. 150 Better it were for vs to seke batayle then to be
sought on. 154a Vdall Erasm. Apoph. 341 Alcibiades..
so came home highly welcomed, although thei bad by
necessitee been forced to seeke vpon hym.

b. To approach, apply to (a person) in order

to obtain something.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13726 Quen bai bis wais on iesu soght,

Well he wist all quat pai thoght. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xxt. i. 840 Than Syr Mordred sought on quene Gueneuer by
letters & sondes, .for to haue hir to come oute of the toure
of london. 15*3 Ld, Berners Froiss. I. cccxlvuL 556 When
Johan Lyon sawe himselfe sought on by them whom he
desyred to haue their good wylles and loue, he was greatly
reioysed. 1536 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902)
II. 5 They.. seke only uppon hym for theyr ouun com-
modytye. 1560 Daus tr. S/eidane's Comm. 12 b, Seyng that
we seke upon straungers [L. quando peregrinos euocamus].

fl8. To make inquiry or request. Const, of
(the thing inquired for). Obs.

1390 Gower Conf I. 80 Bot of here entre whan thei soghte,
The gates weren al to smale. Ibid. III. 373 This have I for
thin ese cast. That thou nomore of love sieche.

III. Uses of the gerundial infinitive to seek,

19. Predicated of a thing or person that needs
to be sought or looked for ; = not to be found or

not yet found, not at hand, absent, missing, lacking.

Far to seeky far out of reach, a long way off.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. ProL fyT.yii The Philosophres
stoon..I warne yow wel, it is to seken euere. c 1540 J.
Heywood Four PP. 294 Who may not playe one daye in a
weke May thincke his thrift farre to seke. 1561 Awdelay
Frat. Vacab. (1869) 13 When his Maister nedeth him, he is

to seeke. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 21 With some vpon
Sundaies, their tables doe reeke, and halfe the weeke after,

their dinners to seeke. i6rs Rowlands Knave of Harts
B 4 b, With trauellers monie may be to seeke. a 1668
Lassels Voy. Italy 11. (1670)317 Lest they should grow idle,

and have their strength to seek when the war should break
out. 1775 Tender Pather I. 205 Amelia., was still to seek,
and, perhaps, in reality, totally lost to him. 1874 Sidgwick
Meth. Ethics in. v. § 6. 262 This supposes that we have
found the rational method of determining value: which,
however, is still to seek. 1904 Weyman Abb. Vlaye xi, The
end she knew ; the means were to seek.

b. With negative : Not needing to be sought or

looked for, not hard to find, not absent or wanting.

Also notfar, f not /ong, to seek.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 784 Oure conseil was nat longe for
to seche. 1390 Gower Conf I. 160 My sorwe is tnanne
noght to seche. Ibid. 236 Whan Deianyre hath herd this

speche, Ther was no sorwe forto seche. c 1450 Holland
Howlai 238 All Se fowle and Seid fowle was nocht for to seike.

?a 1550 Freiris ofBerwik 16 in Dunbar's Poems(i8g3) 26 The
four ordouris wer nocht for to seik, Thay wer all in this toun
dwelling. x86o Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. exxxiv.
102 The extreme answer, for which examples are not to seek.

1876 W. H. Pollock in Contemp. Rev. June 57 The reason
is not far to seek.

20. Of a person, his faculties, etc. : a. At a loss

or at fault ,* unable to act, understand, etc.

;

puzzled to know or decide. Const, indirect ques-

tion introduced by how, what, etc. ; also to (do).

Obs. or arch.
Also much,far, all to seek ; t new to seek, utterly at a loss.

1390 Gower Conf I. 61 Thi wittes ben riht feer to seche.
14.. Hoccleve Min. Poems xxiv. 514 With him ther hath
been many a sundry leeche. .but al to seeche Hire art was.
a 1500 Flower <$• Leaf234 And hardily, they were nothing;
to seke How they on hem shuld the harneys set. 1523



SEEK. 390 SEELY.

Skelton Garl. Laurel 893 Zeuxes, that enpicturtd fare

Elene the quene, You to deuyse his crafte were to seke.

a 15*9 — Agst. Garnescke ii. 37 To turney or to tante with

me year to fare to seke. 1581 Rich Fareiv. Bbj, Thus
Emelya was now [read new] to seeke. 1583 Golding

Calvin's Dent* lxxh. 445/1 Insomuch that. .they wote not

where they bee, but are newe to seeke in their imagina-

tions. 1597 Hollyband Fr. Littleton Ep. Ded. (1625) 5

Saying, that the learner is newe to seeke, when he cotneth

to a booke without such marks. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng.

xii. lxxix. (1612) 325 Yea far he is to seeke of what his

proper Natureis. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)847 The
Gouernour..who alwaies brought vp in ciuile affaires, was
to seeke how to defend a siege. 1667 Duchess of New-
castle Life Duke of N. (1886) m. 192 Whereas now he

should be to seek to do the like, his estate being so much
ruined by the late Civil Wars, 1698 M. Lister Jourit.

Parisiidgg) 27 Whence this great Liberty ofSculpture arises,

I am much to seek. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists 11. i. 47 But
what real Good is, I am still to seek. 1803 tr. F. Le Brim's
Afons. Botte I. 48 Charles passed the night in.. forming
projects, abandoning them [etc]. In the morning he was as

much to seek as ever. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xx, For
the details of our itinerary, I am all to seek.

b. Wanting or deficient in, + of; without skill

or learning in. With for : Badly off or at a loss

for, unable to find. arch.
c 1522 Skelton Why nat to Coutte 314 Sergyantes of the

coyfe eke, He sayth they are to seke In pletynge of theyr

case At the Commune Place. 1545 Raynald Byrth Man-
kynde ProL D j, So be there agayne many mofull vndiscreate,

vnreasonable, chorlishe, and farre to seke in such thinges.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 89 Greece is . . neuer void of some
Synon, neuer to seeke of some deceitful shifter. 16x4 B.

Jonson Bartk, Fair 11. ii, I that haue dealt so long in the
fire, will not be to seek in smoak, now. 1625 Bacon Ess.,

Usury (Arb.) 544 For if you reduce Vsury, to one Low Rate,
..the Merchant wil be to seeke for Money. 1633 Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, Dan. Hi. 16 O King Nebuchadnezzar, wee are

not to seeke of a ready answer to this charge of thine.

1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) II. 199 He being to seek for a
version that would please the Doctor, it was a long time be-

fore he could hit it. 1704 Swift T. Tub v. 118 Does he not
also leaue us wholly to seek in the Art of Political Wager-
ing? 1771 Foote MaidofBath in. Wks. 1799 II. 238, 1 pro-

mise you she sha'n't be to seek for the means.
#
1803 Porson

in Museum Crit. (1814) I. 332 The Germans in Greek Are
sadly to seek. 1835 H.J. Rose in Neiuman's Lett. (1891)11.

107 Our good clergy are sadly to seek in the great points, viz.

Church authority, &c. x886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 1. ix,

The Cause, which is at present sadly to seek in the matter of
young ladies.

T c. Astray from the truth, mistaken. Not to

seek : not ignorant, well aware {that). Obs.

1569 Sir N. Throckmorton Let. in Robertson Hist. Scot.

App. No. 32 You are not to seek that some will use cautions,

some neutrality, some delays. 1639 T. de Gray Compl.
Horsem. 347 Yet are they very much to seeke in that they
doe so much exctaime against taking up of veyns. 1657
Heylin Ecclesia Vind. Gen. Pref. c 1 b, Which if it be not
a restraining of the Gift of Prayer, I am much to seek.

IV. 21. Comb. a. of the verb + object, as

f seek-sorrow, -trouble, one who seeks sorrow,

etc. b. Seek-no-farther (or -further), a kind of

apple.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1598) 88 A field they go, where

manie lookers be, And thou seek-sorow Klaius them among.
161 x Florio, Caltabriga, a make-bate, a busie-bodie, a
pick-thanke, a seeke-trouble. 1670 Meager Eng. Gard.
86 [Apples.] Seek no farther. 1845 Downing Fruits Amer.
93 Autumn Apples. . .Rambo. Seek-no-further,ofNewJersey.

1850 Miss Warner Wide Wide World xxii, 'Seek-no-

further !
* said Ellen ;—' what a funny name. It ought to

be a mighty good apple '. 1875 Hogg Fruit Man. (ed. 4)

134 This is the true old Seek-nofarther.

Seek, obs. f. Sick ; var. Sikh.

Seekable, a. rare- , [f. Seek v. + -able,]

f Capable of investigation. Obs.

1483 Calk. Angl. 328/1 Sekabylle, scrutabilis.

Seeke : see Sick a. and z/.l

Seeker (srkai). Forms : 4 secher, sekere,

5 seker, 6 seaker, Sc, seiker,6- seeker, [f. Seek
v. + -ee 1.]

1. One who seeks, in various senses of the verb
;

a searcher, an explorer, one who endeavours to

find something hidden or lost. Const, as the vb.
Often used as the second element in objective combina-

tions, such as Office-seeker, Pleasure-seeker.
c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 1196 (KSlbing) On a day, as ich 30U

telle, po ich bre sechers snelle pat were ysent fram be king.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love Prof. 117^ Knowing of trouth in

causes of thinges was more hardyer in the first sechers . . and
lighter in us that han folowed after. 1483 CatA. A ngl. 328/1
A Seker, scrutator. 1567 Palfreyman Baldwin s Mor,
PAilos. vii. vii. (1600) 129 Neither slaunder nor flatter, nor
bee no seeker out of other mens matters. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie** Hist. Scot. I. 136 He trett mekle the seikeris of
wylde beistes. a 1686 Clarkson Serm. (1696) 150 He rewards
all seekers. 1818 Byron Juan 1. cxliv, *Tis odd, not one of
all these seekers thought. .Of looking in the bed as well as
under, a 1850 Calhoun Wks. (1874) IV. 302 As soon as the
government becomes the mere creature of seekers of office,

your free institutions are nearly at an end. 1868 Farfar
{title) Seekers after God. 1881 Lady D. Hardy Through
Cities fy Prairie Lands 131, 1 fancy they are searching for
the bride. . . But nobody attempts to put the clue in the hands
of the seekers.

b. Eecl. Hist. (With capital S.) As the designa-
tion assumed bya class of sectaries in the i6-i7th c.

:

see quot. 1645.
1617 J, Morton in R. Barclay Inner Life Relig. Soc.

Commw. (1876) 412 Oh, ye Seekers, \ would ye sought
aright, and not beyond the Scriptures, calling it carnal.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 2} 141 Many..go under the

name of Expecters and Seekers & doe deny that there is

any true Church, or any true Minister, or any Ordinances :

some of them assume the Church to be in the wildernesse,
and they are seeking it there : others say it is in the smoke
of the Temple, & that they are groping for it there. 1651
Cleveland Poems 1, I saw a Vision yesternight Enough to
sate a Seekers sight : I wisht my self a Shaker there, And
her quick pulse my trembling sphear. a 1720 Sewel Hist.
Quakers (1795) I. 10 Many separate societies, and amongst
the rest also, such as were called Seekers. 1795 Seward
Anecd. (ed. 2) I. 318 Sir Henry Vane, so sagacious and reso-

lute as to daunt and intimidate even Cromwell himself, yet
so visionary and so feeble-minded as to be a Seeker and
Millennist. 1836 H. Rogers J. Hotve iii. (1863) 47 From
the Papists, who clung to every particle of ancient error, to

the Seekers, who wandered about [etc.].

fc. Seeker-out \ a fielder at Cricket. Obs.
x 744 J- Love Cricket (1770) 18 The Seekers-out change

Place. 1748 in WagJwrn's Cricket Scores (1899) 41 Smith .

.

being allowed a seelcer-out.

2. An instrument used in seeking or searching.

a. A kind of slender probe or tracer used in dis-

sections. Cf. Searcher 3 a.

1658 A. Fox Wurtz* Surg. 1. vi. 22 The small iron [surgical]

instruments, which by reason of seeking, are called the
seekers or searchers. 188a Wilder & Gage Anat. Teclinol.

72 The tracer is apparently similar to the ' seeker ' of the

English anatomists. . .This instrument was introduced into

the laboratory of Cornell University [etc.]. 1888 Huxley
& Martin Etem. Biol. (ed. 2) 281 Insert a seeker into it

[the pedal gland of the common snail]— it can be readily
introduced for a distance of more than an inch.

b. Part of an astronomical telescope ; cf.

Searcher 3 e, Finder 3 b.

1892 Athenaeum 9 Apr. 473/2 Prof. Lamp at Kiel found it

easily visible to the naked eye. ., with a tail which in the
seeker appeared about 2 in length.

Hence (sense 1 b) See'kerism, f See'kerness.
t6$y J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 58 Is it to shew your

unsetled and scrupulous seeker-nesse ? 1884 Ck, Quarterly
Rev. XIX. 57 It [Independency] was continually losing its

younger adherents bythe ceaseless drift to Anabaptism, to

Seekerism, to Quakerism [etc].

Seekh, variant of Sikh,

Seeking (srkirj), vbl. sb. For forms see the

vb. [f. Seek v. + -lng *.] The action of the vb.

Seek in its various senses.

(// is) ofmy own seeking : said of a misfortune that has
been brought about by one's own fault. Also negatively, //
is not (colloq. it is none) ofmy seeking: said of an honour
or success, or of a quarrel or the like, which the speaker
disclaims having sought.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5930 pan asswybe pers bey

soght, But al here sekyng was for no^t. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur x. Iii. 500 Fyrstetothevncoupelynge,tothesekynge,
to the rechate,. .and many other blastes and termes. c 1500
Lancelot 2503 And gawan, which was in the seeking jhit

Of the gud knycht, of hyme haith got no wit. 1535 Cover-
dale Job xi. 7 Wilt thou fynde out God with thy sekynge ?

a 1643 Cartwright Sledge n. iii, You hear the Tyrant's
wonderfully taken With us: It was none of our seeking

;

Fortune Hath thrown the Dignity into our Lap. 1668
[Bethel] Worlds Mistake in O. Cromwell 13 Instead of
answering his seekings, the Marchants remonstrated to him,
the great prejudice that a Warr with Spain would be to
England. 1671 Milton P. R. in. 151 Of glory as thou wilt,

said he, so deem, Worth or not worth the seeking, let it pass.

17x8 Motteux Quix. (1733) II. 23 Why that's well quoth
Sancho : a happy Seeking and a happy Finding. 1825 T.
Hook Sayings Ser. n. Suthcrl. I. 98 The misfortune is en-
tirely of my own seeking. 1878 Bosw. Smith Cartilage 288
They had been involved in hostilities which were not of
their own seeking.

f h. The object of seeking. Obs. rare.

a 1340 HAMPOLE/>ja/^rxxvi.i3Andfra now .i. sail seke pi
facelastandly til nry ded and bat .i. fynd my sekynge. c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xii. (Mathias) 437 pane socht pay hyme
dais thre . . til hyme-self one be thryd day askyt bare sekyne.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 192 What's their seeking? Men. For
Come at their owne rates, wherof they say The Citie is well
stor'd.

Seeking (sf-kirj), ppl. a. [f. Seek v. + -ing 2
.]

That seeks, in various senses of the vb,
14830^/:. Angl, 328/2 Sekynge, querens, scrulans. 0:1586

Sidney Arcadia m. (Sommer) 249 Pamela only casting a
seeking looke, whether she could se« Dorus. 1656 Sibbes'

Confer. Christ <$- Mary To Rdr. 4 Christ, (who is never far

absent fromaseeking soul). 1715 E. Ebskine Wks. (1871) I.

51 Wind is of a very seeking penetrating nature. 1859 & H.
Hutton Ess. v. (1871) I. 122 Inspirations addressed to the
seeking intellect of the philosopher.

Seekle, Seekly : see Sickle, Sickly adjs.

t Seel, sb. Naut. Obs. Also 7 seele. [f. Seel
z/.] A sudden heeling over of a vessel in a storm.
1625 Glanville Voy. Cadiz 117 Our shipp did rolle more,

and fetch deeper and more dangerous Seeles then in the

freatest storme. 1644MANWAYRING Sea-mans Diet. s.v.,The
.ee-seele, is when she rowles to Leeward ; there is no danger

in this seele, though [etc]. x688 Holme Armouryin. 165/2
Seele, or seeling, is a sudden turning aside of a ship, forced

by the motion of the Sea and fearful Winds. X753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Seeling^ When a ship thus tumbles to lee-

ward, they call it lee-seel.

t Seel, v.1 Naut. Obs. [Of obscure origin.] intr.

Of a ship : To make a sudden lurch to one side.

Hence f See'ling vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
a 1618 Raleigh Royal Navy 24 When a Ship seels or

routes in foule weather. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. xi. 487
They_ pile their tasks : some seeling yards bestry'd And take-
in sailes. 1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. s. v. Seele, So
that seeling is but a suddaine heeling, forced by the motion,
and feare of the sea or wind. 1692 Smith's Seaman's Gram.
L xvi. 81 The Ship seels, that is, when on a sudden she lies

down on her side, and tumbles from one side to the other.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Seeling, If she rowls or

I
seels to windward, there is fear of her coming over too short

or suddenly.

Seel (sH), v.'* Forms: 5 sele, 6 cele, 6-7
siel, 6-9 seal, 7 ceel, seele, seile, 6- seel. [Later

I

form of Sile z/.3]

1. trans. To close the eyes of (a hawk or other

bird) by stitching up the eyelids with a thread tied

behind the head ; chiefly used as part of the taming
process in falconry. Also, to stitch up (the eyes

of a bird).

a 1500 in Harting Per/. Bk. Sparhawkes (1886) Introd. 12
Take the outsyd of her ye and put thorgh ye nedell and the
threde [etc.].. .And then thou maist sey she is a seled. 1530
Palsgr. 479/1, I cele a hauke or a pigyon-.whan I sowe up
their eyes for caryage or otherwyse. 1611 B. Jonson Catiline
11. i, He, tame Crow

;
. . would haue kept Both eyes, and

beake seal'd vp, for sixe sesterces. 1641 R. Brooke Eng.
Episc. 5 Your Faulkners seele a Pigeons eye (when they
would haue her soare high) to prevent a Vertigo. 1647
Hexham i. (Birds), To seile a Hawke. 1797 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 3) s. v. Falconry, Care ought to be taken, not to seel her
too hard. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy v, You cannot .. reclaim a
hawk.. or direct his diet when he is sealed. 185a R. F.
Burton Falconry in Valley Indus vi. 68 A bird of the same
colour with eyes seeled and wings shortened. 1897 Encycl.
Sport I. 373/1 (Falconry) Seel, to sew up the upper eyelids

of a hawk, and tie the threads behind the head. An obsolete

practice now superseded by the hood.

fig. 1584 Lyly Campaspe iv. i. 41 Al conscience is sealed

at Athens.

2. trans/. To close (a person's eyes). Also^.
to make blind, to prevent from seeing, hoodwink.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartasi. iv. 766 Thy light is darkned,

and thine eyes are siel'd. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 210 Shee
that so young could giue out such a Seeming To seele her
Fathers eyes vp. 1606 — Ant. $ CI. 111. xiii. 112 But when
we in our viciousnesse grow hard, .the wise Gods seeleour
eyes In our owne filth. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Peter i. 18

It is bad to have the eyes seeled, but worse to have the ears

sealed up. 1814 Southey Roderick xvl 240 A life-long night

Seel'd his broad eye.

Hence Seeled (sfld) ///. a. ; SeeTing vbl. sb.

and///, a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 65 b, Now she brought
them to see a seeled Doue, who the blinder she was, the

higher shee straue. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 111. ii. 46 Come, seel-

ing Night, Skarfe vp the tender Eye of_ pittiful Day. 1625
Quarles Sions Sonets xv, iii, These seiled eyes that slept

So soundly fast, awakM, much faster wept. 1661 Boyle
Style ofScript. (1675) 186 Lovers like ceel'd Pidgeons flying

the Higher for having been Blinded. 1797 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) s. v. Haxvking, Then cast out a sealed duck. 185a

R. F. Burton Falconry in Valley Indus iv. 48 The seeling

threads are cut short. 1859 Tennyson Merlin <y V. 123
Their talk was all of training, terms of art, Diet and seeling.

t Seel, v.3 0bs.~° [ad. F. ciller, f. cil eyelash,

orig. also eyebrow.] (See quot.)

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Seeling, A Horse is said to Seel,

when upon his Eye-brows, there grows about the Breadth
of a Farthing of white Hairs, mixed with those of his natural

Colour ; which is a Mark of Old Age.

Seel : see Ceil v., Seal sb. and v., Sele, Sell v.

Seeld(e, var. ff. Seld ; obs. pa. t. of Sell v.

Seelden, seeldome, obs. forms of Seldom.

Seele. Obs. Also 5 cele, seiil. [? a. F. del
sky, canopy.] A canopy.
1485 Rutland Papers (Camden) 5 In this wise the King

shall ride opyn heded vndre a seele of cloth of gold baude-
kyn. Ibid. 7 A cele of white damaske. 1494 \s\HouseA. Ord.

(1790) 127 A seill ofbawdkyne ofgould lyned with bawdkyne.

Seele, obs. f. Ceil v., Seal sb. and v. ; var. Sele.

Seeled, obs. form of Ceiled, canopied.

1643 Farington Papers (Chetham Soc.) 99, 1 Seeled Bed
with fTurniture.

t See'lihead. Obs. In 5 selyhede. [f. Seely
a. + -head.] Happiness.
x\..Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 582/31 Felicitas, selyhede.

t See'lily1

! adv. Obs. Forms : 1 selislice, 3
seliliche, selili^, 4 selily, 5 selyly. [ONorthumb.
siUgUce (= WS. gesxliglice)'. see Seely a. and
-ly 2

.] Happily.
[c888 K. iELFBED Boetk. xi. § 1 Mani^e habbaS genoj

xesffililice ^ewifod.] a xooo RUuale Eccl. Dunehn. (Sur-

tees) 79 Se\i%\ice,feliciter. c 1200 Ormin 17318 purrh whatt
himm comm swa selili^ To findenn Godess are. c 1374
Chaucer BoetAius 11. pr. iv. 64 (Addit. MS.) Som man is wel

and selilymaried but he hab no children, c 1425 Eng. Cone

.

/ret. (DubL MS.) xviii. 42 Yn hys lyf of thys world,

chaunged wel selyly for pe lyf that euer shal lest without end.

tSee'liuess. Obs. Forms: 4 selines, selli-

nes, 4-5 selynes(s(e, 4, 7 selinesse, 7 seeli-

nesse. [f. Seely a. + -ness. OE. hadgesxlignts.]

1. Happiness, blessedness.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10816 AH cristen men bat was and es,

Has thorut hirbair seltnes. c 1374 Chaucer Troy/us m. 813

So worldly selinesse,. .Y-medled is with many a bittemessel

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. x. 79 For thou wenest thilke

joye to be selinesse or els ese. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys,

Agnes 135 Swetter pe loue, feyrere pe face, And of selynes

mych gretere be grace. C1470 Harding CAron, xxx. iv, In

mykill ioye and worldly selynesse.

2. Simplicity; silliness, rare.

164a D. Rogers Naaman 45 As old Eli overrules Samuels

seelinesse. 1653 Gataker Vind. A nnot. Jer. 164 Any simple

Reader may easily discry the selinesse of your Arguments.

Seeling, obs. f. Ceiling. Seeling, vbl. sbs.

and ppl. adjs. : see Seel v.1 and z».2

Seely (sf*li), a. Obs. (exc. dial.). Forms:

3 seoly, 3-6 seli(e, 3-7 sely, 4 sele (celly,

selli), 4-5 cely, (selly), 5 cole, 6 sealie, -y,



SEELY.

seallyfe, seilie, -ye, selle, sellie, sel(l)ye, sielie,

-y, aelie, 6-7 seeley, seelye, 6-7, 9 seelie, 5-

seely. See also I-sbli, and the later Silly a.

[Com. WGer. : OE, *ssslig (implied in the synony-

mous gesklit I-Seli a., and in the adv. stlizlke

Seelilt) - OFris. se/ich (mod.NFris. salig, WFris.

sillkh), OS. s&lig, MDu. sdlech (Du. zalig), OHG.
sdlig (MHG. sselic, mod.G. se/ig) :-OTeut. type

*sxiigo- f. *s&li-z luck, happiness (Goth. st/s, OE.
sklx see Sele). In ordinary mod. English the

word is represented by Silly, a form which arose

in the 15th c. from a shortening of the vowel, the

pronunciation of which had changed from (e) to

something approaching (*)•]

1. (Cf. Sele sb. 2). ? Observant of dne season,

punctual.
c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 De Sridde [werke of brihtnesse]

is bat man be waker and liht and snel and sell and erliche

rise and sernliche sech chireche.

2. Happy, blissful ; fortunate, lucky, well-

omened, auspicious.
£-1250 Gen. fy Ex. 31 AImi3tinlouerd,..o\i giue me sell

timinge To thaunen ois werdes biginninge. Ibid. 2546 And
egipte folc adden ni5, for ebris adden seli si5. a 1272 Luue
Ron 143 in O. E. Misc. 97 Nere he mayde ful seoly bat

myhte wunye myd such a knyhte. a 1300 Cursor M. 3362

Til his behoue baue i be soght, In seli time, c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus iv. 503 For sely is that deeth,. .That,ofte y-cleped, i

cometh and endeth peyne. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Lave il x.
j

io3 Than, say I, thou art blisful and fortunat sely, if thou
|

knowe thy goodes that thou hast yet beleved. c 1400 Me~
layne 392 The by-tide a cely chaunce, thi lyfe was savede '

this daye. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. 185 In gude tyme and sely

to begynne Thair prentissehed. c 1440 Promp. Parv. i,%ifi

Sely, or happy, /tlix,/ortunatus. 1468 Medulla in Cath.

Aug/. 56 Felicia, to make sely. 1483 Cath. Angl. 56/1 Cele,

vbi happy.

3. Spiritually blessed, enjoying the blessing of

God. Said of persons, their condition or ex-

periences.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1421 purh seli martirdom. a\**$Awr.
R. 108, & tu seli ancre, bet ert his seli spuse, leorne bit

jeorne of him bet [etc,], a 1240 Lo/song in O. E. Horn. 205
Bisech for me bine seli sune Miiceand merci and ore. C1340
Abbey 0/ Holy Ghost in Hampole's Wks. (1895) I- .3?6 A
Jhesu, blyssede [es] bat abbaye and cely es bat religione.

c 1375 Se. Leg. Saints xxiv. {Alexis) 74 In pathmos als be
angel brycht Schawyt hyme ful sely sycht. c 1400 Primer
in Maskcll Mots. R it. (1846) II. 11 Resp: Cely [orig.felix]

art thou, booli virgyne marie, and worthiest al maner preisyng.

4. Pious, holy, good.
a 1x9$ Leg. Kath. 1453 Tac read, seli meiden, to beseoluen.

c 1250 Gen. 9f Ex. 1986 Dor was in helle a sundri stede,

wor Se seli folc reste dede;..Til ihesu crist fro oeden be
nam. c 1175 On Serving Christ 53 in O. E. Misc. 92 pureh
his [John the Baptist's! sely sermun serewe him wes by-
houht. c 1450 Mankind 426 in Macro Plays 16 Lady, helpe !

sely darlynge, vene, vene !

absol. a 1225 Ancr. R. 64 pis is nu inouh of bisse witte

iseid et tisse cherre, to warnie beo sclie.

Proverb, c 1290 Beket 216 in S. Eng. Leg. 112 Seli child

is sone Mered. c 1386 Chaucer Prioress* T. 60 For sely

[v.r. cely ] child wold alday soone lere. a 1450 Ratis Raving
111. 3365 For sely barnis are eith to leire.

5. Innocent, harmless. Often as an expression

of compassion for persons or animals suffering un-

deservedly.

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 453/138 ' Alas ', he seide, ' bis seli best

:

•at no-bing ne doth a-misl* 1297 R.Glouc (Rolls) 6453 To
* king of hongri bis seli children twie He sende uor to norisi

/at he wardede horn wel beye. a 1300 Havelok 409 With-
drow be knif, bat was lewe Of be sen children blod. c 1386
Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 584 Gret was. . the repentance Of
hem that hadden wronge suspecioun Vpon this sely Inno-
cent Custance. c 1475 Henryson Orpheus <y Eurydice 336
Acab and quene iesabell, Qubilk sely nabot..For his wyne
yarde wyth outyn pitee sleue. a 1529 Skelton Col. Chute
578 And thus the loselles stryues, And lewdely sayes by
Christ Agaynst the seljr preest. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. \u
M v, Sely innocent Daniel I was caste into the lyons. 1551
Robinson tr. Mare's Utopia 11. vi. (1895) 200 To see a seely

innocent hare murdered of a dogge. a 1604 Hanmer Chron.
frel. (1633) 114 And murther the poore and seely people,

which God wot, meant no harme. [1884 Symonds Skaks.
Predec, iii. 135 A racy sense of what such seely shepherds
may have gathered from an angel's song.]

6. Deserving of pity or sympathy
;

pitiable,

miserable, ' poor
'

; helpless, defenceless. Cf. Silly
a. i

f
1 b.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 781 pis word dude muche wo to bis

seli olde king, a 1300 Cursor M. 13972 A seli sinful sco
was an, And first alsacomun womman. c 1374 Chaucer
Troylus 11.683 To helpen sely Troilus of his wo. 1423 J as. I

Kingis Q. 44 Quhy lest god mak 30U so, my derrest hert,

To do a sely prisoner thus smert. c 1470 Henry Wallace
11. 201 Sely Scotland, that of helpe has gret neide. 1530
Palsgr. 323/2 Sely or fearful], /a<r*r*?/.r. Sely wretched,
tneschant. a 1542 Wyatt in Totted Misc. (Arb.) 86 At the
threshold her selyfote did trippe. 1551 Robinson tr. Mare's
Utopia 11. ix. (1895) 301 But thies seilie poore wretches be
presently tormented with barreyne and vnfrutefull labour.
1573-80TUSSER Husb. (1878) 113 Grasse, thistle and mustard
seede,..Are very ill neighbours to seely poor hop. 1590
Ctess Pembroke Antonie 1466 The seelie man [Fr. le

miserable}.. Me battaile gaue. 160a Carew Cornwall u.

112 The seely Gentlewomen, without regard of sexe or

shame, were stripped from their apparrell to their verie

smockes. 1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. x. 30 Attend Laisa,

seelie poore [vulg. paupercula] Anathoth. [1858 Kincsley
Misc. (1859) 1. 148 The famous castle of Malepartus which
beheld the base murder of Lampe, the hare, and many a
seely soul beside]

:
1

a

391

b. Often of the soul, as in danger of divine

judgement.
1310 St. Brendan (Balz) 584 pe develen come blaste To

lede to helle bis seli [C1290 S. Eng. Leg. sori] §ost. C1330
Stec. Gy Wanv. 576 J?u most, .benke pat god it be sende,

pi seli soule to amende. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen
502 My sely saull salbe saif, quhen sa bot I? read Sabaot] all

mgis. 1529 More Supplic. Soulys Wks. 321/2 The paynes

that selye soules feele when they be departed thence.

7. Insignificant, trifling ; mean, poor ; feeble.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2528 Of an holi prechors word hii

nolde no3t so ofte benche As of be murye word.. of the seli

wenche. a xyiQ Expos. Cross 45% {\$hm.)~m Leg. Rooddfyx)
54 Vp an seli asse he rod. a 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxix.

293 And for to apparaylle with oure bodyes wee usen a sely

Htylle clout, for to wrappen in our careynes. 1461 Paston
Lett. II. 22, I se his slouthe and sely labour, which is no
labour, c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 193, Eg-
bertus., in moste ample wise hadde enlarged the seelie Iittell

kingdom. 1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Gluttony 107 Holo-

phernes . . hadde his head strycken from his shoulders by that

sely woman Iudith. 1568 Jacob fy Esau n. i. C j, And not

one siely bitte we got since yesterday. 1577 Kendall
Flowers 0/ Epigr. 75 b, Lerned Luther, .how far doth he

both twayn Surmount, who with his seely pen to yeld doth

both constraine. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 56

Whilst the mountains doe trauell, a seely mouse will be
brought forth. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1S12 He with the Romians
was esteemed so As seelie ieering idiots are with Kings, For
sportiue words, and vttring foolish things. 1603 Florio
Montaigne it. xv. 358 There is a Nation, where the en-

closures of Gardens and Fields they intend to keep several,

are made with a seely twine of cotton. 1613-16 W. Browne
Brit. Past. L it 40 Hauing layne Her in a Boate like the

Cannowesof Inde, Some seely trough of wood, or some trees

rinde. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 67 Commonly the Lord
effects those things which are of greatest consequence, by
poore and seely meanes. [1839 Kingsley Poettis

t
In Ilium.

Missal 7 My love, my song, my skill, my high intent, Have
I within this seely book y-pent.J

b. Frail, worn-ont, crazy.

1562 Bullein Bulwarke, Dial. Sorenes
<fr

Chir. 24 b, We
see the like effecte in olde selie bodies whiche..bee con-
tinually eaten up of ulcers. 1587 Turberv. Trag. T. % To
R. Bayues 32 The Pilot. .Beset with stormes,..knowes not

howe to saue H is sielie barke, but lets the rudder goe. [1847
Kingsley Poems, Red King 6y By Mary's grace a seely

boat On Christchurch bar did he afloat.]

8. Foolish, simple, silly.

a 1529 Skelton Col.Claute 1246 Nor of theyr noddy polles,

Nor of theyr sely soules. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 107

With such seelie huswmes no penie is found. 1583 Babing-

ton Commandm, (1590) 265 In pride wee speake it, or at

least inwardlie thinke it, wee are not as those seely Idiotes

are. 1605 Camden Rem., Wise Sp. 224 The fellow seemed
but a seely soule, and sate still, and sayde nothing. 162a

Mabbe tr. AU-man's Guzman cTAlf. 1. 127 Holding those

that deale more honestly.. to be.. poore seely fooles, that

want wit.

t Seem, sb. Obs, [f. Seem v.2] Seeming, sem-

blance, appearance.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. tstfz Semynge, or semys, appartncta.

1549 Prayer Bk. Troubles (Camden) 147 The innocent that

have been seduced under the colour and seame of good. 1596
Griffin Fidessa (1876) 58 The fairest good in seeme, but

fowlest ill.

+ Seem, a, Obs. In 4-5 seme. [a. ON. sirn-r

:

see Seem v.2] Seemly, proper, fitting.

13. . Gary. 4- Gr. Knt. 1085 Let be ladiez be fette. to lyke

hem be better ber was seme solace by hem-self stille. 13..

E. E. Allit. P. B. 1810 Ande clannes is his comfort, and
coyntyse he louyes, & bose bat seme arn & swete schyn se

his face, c 1400 Cursor M. 28015 (Cott. Galba) $e ladys.

.

bat stodis hals and hare to hew,.. for to mak jow seme
[earlier MS. semlej and quaint.

b. quasi- a/z;.

11.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 190 pat gracios gay with-outen
gafie, So smobe, so smal, so seme sly$t.

t Seem, v.1 Obs. rare. In 3 seme. [OE.
siman (:—prehist, *somjan\ f. sSm agreement.

(More commonly gestman : see I-seme z».)] trans.

a. To settle (a dispute), reconcile (contending

parties), b. To ratify, confirm (an agreement).
a 1000 Canons Edgar vii. in Thorpe Ags. Laws II. 246
Nan sacu be betweox preostan si ne beo &escoten to world-
manna some, ac seman & stbbian heora ajene jeferan. c 1205
Lav. 4259 Heo makeden ane saetnesse and mid a^e [read
abe] heo semde. a 1250 Owl fy Night, 187 (Jesus MS.) po
quab be vie, Hwo schal vs seme ?

Seem (sfm), v. 2 Forms: 3-5 aem, 3-6 seme,

4 syme, sieme, 4-7 seeme, 5 ceme, 5-7 (9 dial.)

seimo, 6 seym(me, somme, 6-7 seame, 6, 8 Sc.

seim, 5- seem ; Pa. t. 3-4, 6 semde, 5 sompt e,

6 8emt. [ME. seme, a. ON. sSma (mod.Icel. sterna

to honour, conform to, MSw. soma to befit, beseem,

Da. semme refl. to beseem), f. s#m-r (:—prehistoric

*somi-) fitting, seemly ; cf. the cognate ON. sdma
(pa. t. subj. s£m6e) to beseem, befit.

From the same grade of the root are OE. sdm reconcilia-

tion (whence seman Seem v. 1
) ; the ablaut-variant *saw

appears in Same a., Samen adv., together.]

f I. 1. To be suitable to, befit, beseem. Often

with adv., we//, best, fair, etc. a. quasi-trans,

with obj. originally dative, (a) impersonal and
quasi-iw/te/v. with the real subject expressed by
a clause or infinitive phrase.

a 1200 Ormin Ded. 66, & te bitaeche tec off biss boc, Heh
wikenn alls itt semebb, Al to bwrhsekenn illc an ferrs. a 1240
Wokunge in O. E. Horn. I. 271 For he burh be bat wisdom
art al bis world wrahte and dihte3 hit and dealeoashitbest
seme5. C1300 Havelok 2916 Hire semes curteys forto be,

|
For she is fayr so flour on tre. 1350-1400 Sir Beues (E)

SEEM.

1746 He took hys scheeld& bys spere As it semyd a good
rydere. c 1400 Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xx. 58 It semes
a kynge to haue discrescioun. a 1425 Ardeme's Treat.

Fistula, etc. 6 It semeth any discrete man y-cladde with
clerkis clothing for to occupie gentil mennez bordez. 41470
Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lond. (Camden) 129 As hyt

syttythe and semybe so worthy a prynce and a pryncesse.

1513 Douglas sEneis xr. rii. 37 Gif he pretendis in batale

with a brand To end the weyr, . .heirsemyt hym vnder scheyld

With wapynnis to recontre me in feyld. a 1529 Skelton
Agst.Garnesche'w- 89 It semyth nat thy pyllyd pate Agenst
a poyet lawreat To take vpon the for to scryue. 1601

Weever Mirr. Mart. A viii, But ill it seem'd me them to

blame, though I Censur'd myselfe like mine owne enemy.

(b) with person or thing as subject.

a 1300 CursorM. 3311 Bot ai^e quils he ne fan To be*hald
bat leue maidan, How all hir dedes can hir seme, c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11914 Nys non on lyue, cayser

ne kynge, pat semeb so wel his beryng. a 1375 Joseph A rim.

564 penne he sei} awhitknihtcomynge him a-3eines..A red
cros on his scheld seemed him feire. c 1450 St. Cuthbert
(Surtees) 7355 Him semyd wele his abyte. 1584 Lodge
Alarum agst. Usurers Ep. Aiij, Who. .delighted in such
clothingas seemed ye placewhere he soiourned. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 35 A good old woman.. who did farre surpas

The rest in honest mirth, that seem'd her well. 1615 Brath-
wait Strappado 16 Bid them seeke, Actions that seeme them
better.

b. const, to, for, with.
C1205 Lay. 10207 Preostes heo ber setten ase ber to mihte

semen. 4x300 Cursor M. 9111 He wald men raf it al to

dust, Quar-thoru it semes wel wit bis pat he wan merci of

his mis. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xiv. 56
perfore a kynge sholde vse clebynge and ornementz dere,

fayre,and straunge, for it semes to a kynges prorogatyue to

passe ober, so bat his dignite berby be maad fairer. 1533
Bellendbn Livy v. xx, (S.T.S.) II. 215, 1 wald nane of 50W
belevtt bat I am cumin as Ignorant or mysknawing sic

thingis as semys to my estate.

O. absol.

a 1375 Joseph A rim. 115 He sei} be peple borw peine passen
in-to helle.. and be fader bou^te bat hit seemede nou*t.

c 1400 Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. cv. 106 And right as pe
Skryueyn ys enterpretour of by wyl. . . So it nedys . . bat he
besye hym to by profyt and to by worschipe as it semys.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 66/1 Cemyn or becemyn, decet. cx$\o
Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) E vj, It seemeth not in

streete as palfray to praunce. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888)

37 Thane he is veralie God for that seemis noth that ony
suld be placit at the richt hand of God the fader bot giff he
war God. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal, May 158 Nought
seemeth sike strife. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. To the

King § 2 For it seemeth much in a King, if. .he can take

hold of any superficial I Ornaments and shewes of learning.

; f 2. refl. and intr. To vouchsafe, deign. [So

MSw. soma (refl.).] Obs.

a xjpoCursor M. 11042 Blisced be bou ai, marie !..t>at bou
ne [tread be] seme wald me to se. Ibid. 12445 ' Na\ sco

said, ' bat es na nede, For he bat sent him vs a-mang To be
born, he wald him seme, Fra wick men ai wel him yeme.'

Ibid. 17622 Wald bou me leif freind te seme For to cum wit
us to mele. Ibid. 23913, I prai leuedi if {»ou wald seme, To
tak bis Httel were to quern.

II. To have a semblance or appearance.
Normally with indirect object of the person to whom the

appearance is presented ; where no object is expressed one
may ordinarily be supplied. In the present tense, 'seems'
is often equivalent to 'seems to me', which expresses belief

in the truth of the appearance predicated. Where the object

expressed or implied is not in the first person, or where the

verb is in the past tense, there is usually, on the other hand,
the notion of mere appearance as opposed to fact*

* As persoftal verb.

3. With sb., adj., or phrase as complement : To
appear to be, to be apparently (what is expressed

by the complement).
Very often, esp. when the complement is a sb. or a phrase,

it is introduced by the infinitive to be : see examples in 4 a.

a. without object expressed.

a 1225 St. Marker. 9 His grisliche tee5 semden of swart
irn, ant his twa ehnen steappre bene steorren. a 1225 Ancr.
R. 112 So ful of anguise was bet ilke ned swot. .pet hit

buhte [v.r. semde] read blod. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc.
1322 For welthes, bat men has here at wille, Semes tokenyng
of endeles pyn. V a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose ion As the
mone lyght, Ageyn whom all the sterres semen But smale
candels. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 62 He. .doth to seme of gret

decerte Thing which is litel worth withinne, c 1450 Love-
lich Merlin 1000 And with-jnne tho x mounthes he was so

bold that thyke tyme he semede two }eres old. x<&APilgr.
Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 38 Makyng bodyes of ayre to com-
passe a man & make hym seme a hors or another beest.

1570 T. Wilson Demosth. Oral. iii. 63 That thing which I

! shall say, though it seeme against the opinion of all men

:

yet it shal be true for all that. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 672
What seem'd his head The likeness of a Kingly Crown had
on. 1667 Pepys Diary 27 June, A silly rogue, but one
that would seem a gentleman, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 23 Apr.

1646, Trees on which Bacchus seems riding as it were in

triumph every autumn. 174a Lady M. W. Montagu Let.

to Montagu 22 Mar. (1893) II. 104 Mr. Gibson says., that he
seems another man. 1807 Crabbe Birth 0/Flattery 33-4
What seem'd the door, each entering guest withstood, What
seem'd a window was but painted wood. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxxiv, Mr. Justice Stareleigh.. seemed all face and
waistcoat. 1884 R. W. Church Bacon ix. 220 Easy and
unstudied as his writing seems, it was [etc].

t>. const, to; formerly also f with simple dative

the .. Exchange. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixxxiii. 2 This
to the fond weak fool seemeth a mighty delight.

c. Followed by f as, as if, as though,
a 1300 Cursor M, 2863 par. .es noght now bot a stlnkand

see, pat semes als a lake of hell. Ibid. 9928 pe thrid [colour]

Als ros bat es als in springing, And semes als a brennand



SEEM.

thing. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 1. 3 b, The Lady seyng the

fond and vndiscrete treacherye of her husband made little

adoc, and seemed as though shee had seene nothing. 1673
Dkyden Love in Nunnery in. ii, Stay, there's a Dance
beginning, and she seems as if she wou'd make one. 1730
A. Gordon MaJTeCs Amphith. 320 It is probable that the

Roofs of these Lodges were under the great Windows...

I

dara not however affirm it, for the Medals seem as if they

came up even to the very Top of all. 1908 R. BagotW. Cuth-
bert xviii. 223 Having yielded to his persuasions and argu-

ments, Sonia seemed as though she were only anxious} to

forget past troubles.

4. With infinitive: To appear to be or to do

something, a. with to be. (Cf. 3.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 5698 A yongman pat semed to be an

egypician. 1388 Wyclif Acts xvii. 18 And othere seiden, He
semeth to be a tellere of newe fendis. c 1450 Mirk's Festial
230/18 This fayth hade our lady passyng all ober ; for beras
hit was semyng forto be ynpossybuU bat scho schuld con-
ceyue wythout cowpule of man [etc.]. 1360 Daus tr. Slei-
dane's Comm. 4 Luther .. hath preached also some thinges
that seme to be hereticall. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxviii.

165 Exile.. seemeth not in its own nature, without other
circumstances, to be a Punishment 1756 Frances Brooke
Old Maid No. 29. 172 Young women are not the angels they
seem to be. 18x2 J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms 1. 223 Fair crea-
ture ! Thou dost seem to be Some wandering spirit of the sea.

1848 Thackeray Fan. ^Vw> xviii, Of all Sedley's opponents
..the most determined and obstinate seemed toe* John
Osborne. 1875 Towett Pinto (ed. 2) IV. 247 Many, .think
that you should follow virtue in order that you may seem to
be good.

b. with other verbs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5740 Als did be tre bat semed to bren.
And ban was bar na fir wit-in. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 21 And
alober lawis bat semen to sey, bat man how to curse for

crime of vowtre, beft, and swilk ober. a 1557 TotteCs
Misc. (Arb.) 267 Of Venus stocke she semde to spring, the
rote of beauties grace. 1603 Skaks. Meas.for M. 1. i. 4 Of
Gouernment, the properties to vnfold, Would seeme in me
t'affect speech fie discourse. 1697 Drvden Virg. Georg.
in. 54 The Parian Marble, there, shall seem to move, In
breathing Statues. 171a Steele Sped. No. 472 F 3 The fol-

lowing Letter seems to be written by a Man of Learning.
1781 Cowper Conversat. 714 The Christian, .dares not
feign a zeal, Or seem to boast a fire, he does not feel.

1849 Macaulay Hist Eng. iii. I. 417 These facts are in per-
fect accordance with another fact which seems to deserve
consideration. 1895 Esher in Law Times Rep. LXXIII.
701/2 The statute, .does not seem upon a true construction
of it to support the assertions for which it was cited.

If With omission of to. Obs. rare.
e 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 747 Eek som-tyme it is craft to

seme nee Fro thing which in effect men hunte faste. 1513
Douglas sE/teis xi. xvi. 2 Ane huge clamour that tyde did
rys on hycht, That semyt smyte the goldin starnis brycht.

C. Occas. would seem : cf. the impersonal use 7 f.

1754 Warburton View Bolingbr. Philos. n. 94^ He has
refused no arms, we see, to combat the Revelations God
hath actually given. He would seem to relax a little of
his severity, as to those which God may possibly give.

d. In modern use, the combination of seems with
an infinitive is often equivalent to the finite verb
qualified by ' probably ,

* if the evidence may be
trusted.' .

184.1 Penny Cycl. XXI. 484/2 Sicily seems to contain no
iron. 1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 8. 102 Henry's policy
seems, for good or evil, to have been throughout his own.

e. To appear to oneself; to imagine oneself, or

think one perceives oneself, to (do something).
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 22 These Images doe follow

us so close, that wee seeme to travell, to saile, to bestirre our
selves mightily in a hot fight. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 265,
I seem through consecrated walks to rove. 1799 Wordsw.
Poems on Affect, ix. 7 Still I seem To love thee more and
more. 18x0 Shelley Marg. Nich., Melody 40, I seem again
to share thy smile, I seem to hang upon thy tone. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V, 10 On such occasions Plato seems
to see young men and maidens meeting together.

H f. confused construction. Instead of the infini-

tive, a clause was in the 14-160. sometimes used,

as if the verb were impersonal. (Cf. 7.) Obs.
1375 Barbour Bruce in. 168 And toumys sa mony tyme

his stede, That semys off ws he had na dred. 1565 Staple-
ton Fortr. Faith 77 b, Well furnished with all such bookes
as Caluin had writen or any other which semed might serue
their purpose. 16x4 Gorges Lncan v. 206 She. . Durst not
..seeme she did his teares discerne.

5. To appear to exist or to be present. Chiefly

in the inversion there seems (followed by the sub-

ject) ; otherwise poet, or rhetorical. Also, in the
same sense, there seems to be.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 25 Now yif so be bat the semith
to long a tarienge.. than ne whaite whan the sonne is in any
other degree of the zodiak. c 1400 Beryn 2775 They make
semen (as to a mannys sight) Abominabill wormys. Ibid.

446 So wele they make seme soth, when bey falssest ly.

a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon xxi. 64 He shall make to seme
before you a grete rvnnynge riuer. a 1674 Traherne Poet.
Wks. (1903) 61 Men s Hands than Angels' Wings Are truer
wealth.. For those but seem. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II.
it. xiv. 232 So far as the inheritance can be evidently traced
back, there seems no need of calling in this presumptive
proof. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xxx, ' I regret \ said Achilles,
that there should have seemed any cause for such precau*

tions '. 1883 Law Times 20 Oct. 409/1 Some fifteen years
ago. .there seemed a general consensus of opinion that in-
ventors were a nuisance,

1 6. Of a real existence : To be manifested, come
to view, be seen ; - Appear v. 1,9. Obs.
1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6022 Bot many other bar [at the

day of doom] sal seme, pat sal nouther be denied ne deme.
c 1374 Chaucer Boethius m. met. xi. (Sk.) 18 And thanne
alle the derknesse of his misknowinge shal seme more evi-
dently to sighte of his understondinge thanne the sonne ne
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semeth to sighte with-oute-forth, c 1440 York Myst. iii. 20
For loue made I bis worlde alone, Therfore my loue shalle
in it seme. 1575 J. Smith Myst. Dev., Jeremy's Epist. to
Jews, My Angel shall be with you.., And I myselfe will
surely seeme for all your soules to care.

** Impersonal uses.

7. It seems. (In all uses, admitting a construction
with to or f simple dative.) a. with the real

subject expressed by a clause : = It appears, it is

apparently true (that); it is seen (that).
It seems not (t nay)— %

it seems that it is not so '. TV seems
so, so it seems = ' it seems that it is so

\

a xzzs St. Marher. 5 Lauerd . salue me mine wunden bat
hit ne sem nowSer ne suteli omi samblant bat ich derf drehe.
c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 2169 It semet wel Sat $e spies ben, And
in-to 3is lond cumen to sen. a 1300 Cursor M, 10441 Ne
wat bou noght, it semes nai, Quat a fest it es to dai? C1386
Chaucer Melib. r 355 And al be it so bat it seme that thou art
in siker place, yet shaltow alwey do thy diligence in kepynge
of thy persone. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xvii. 184 And nghte
as it semethe to us, that thei ben undre us, righte so it

semethe hem, that wee ben undre hem. c 1489 Caxton
Sonnes cf Aymon xxii. 480 Yf it semeth you that I have
doon amys, soo take ye amendes vpon me. 1530 Tindale
Pract. Prelates I vij. It semeth me, that it might be dis-
pensed with in certayne cases. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv. i.

198 It seemes to mee, That yet we sleepe, we dreame. 1638
Baker tr. Balzacy

s Lett. (vol. II) 52 It seemes you thought
not our walks pleasant enough for you. 1687 Lady R. Rus-
sell Let. 5 Oct., It seems I must remit seeing you, as you
once kindly intended. 1747 Genii. Mag. XVII. 541/1 It
seems also that capt. Calhs..fell in with and engaged this
Spanish ship. 1833 Tennyson Lady Clara Vere de V. 53
Howe'er it be, it seems to me, Tis only noble to be good.
1908 R. Bkgot A. Cnthbertix. 86 It seems to me., that look-
ing into holes is a monotonous occupation.

b. with complementary predicate or infinitive,

the real subject being expressed by a clause or
infinitive phrase. (Also with ellipsis of the sub-

ject clause.)

1439 E. E. Wills (1882) 128 Like as in that partye after

their conscience and good discrecions it shall seme hem
necessarie for to be done and executed for the most ease of
his entent. i$xa Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 4 As it shall

seym to my said feoffees mooste expediente. 1584 B. R. tr.

Herodotus 1. 6 b, He besought them humbly yl since it semed
them best to deale so roughly w* him they would graunt
him liberty in his richest aray, to sing a song. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xxix. 169 No man dare to obey the Sovereign
Power farther than it shall seem good in his own eyes.

O. followed by as if as though.
c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 2097 It semeb by his lat As he hir neuer

had sene WiJ> si^t. ibid. 2131 Wende forb in bi way, It

semes astow were wode, To wede. 1853 J. H. Newman Hist.
Sk. £1873) II. 1. iii. 132 It seemed as though the Turks had
come to their end and were dying out. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbertv'11.63 It seemed to Jim as though the hour would
never arrive at which the steamer was timed to get underway.

d. Parenthetically. Now often with somewhat
of the sense ' So I am informed ', or ' As it appears
from rumour or report '.

1377 Langl. P. PL B. xvm. 1T7 Her suster, as it semed,
cam softly walkynge. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys, Agatha 369
For in hys conscyence ful confuse ys he And, as yt semyth,
at hys wyttys ende.

^ 1525 Sampson in Ellis Orig. Left. Ser. 1.

I, 263 His moderacion off gesture, cowntenance, and os it

semyd allso of inwarde intente and mynde. 1598 B. Jonson
Ev. Man in Hum. in. i, Then you were a seruitor at both,
it seemes. 1662

J.
Davies tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 285

They were provided, \t seems, only for the Ambassador
Brugman, and his Ladles. 171a Addison Sped. No. 305 i»8

Six Professors, who it seems, are to be Speculative States-
men. 1829 Macaulay Millon Govt, in Eain. Rev. Mar. 175
There is still, however, it seems, a hope for mankind. 1876
Gladstone Homeric Synchr. 167 Who lived before the close,
as it seems, of the sixteenth century b. c

fe. = 'it seems good*. Obs. rare.

1557 North Gueuaras Diall.Pr. 157 This case was so
horrible, that it seemed to many not to speake it.

t. It should seem
t

it would seem : used to ex-

press somewhat more of hesitation or uncertainty

than is expressed by it seems.
The older form, *'/ should seem, is perh. slightly arch., and

is now chiefly used to express a guarded (or sometimes an
ironical) acceptance of statements made by others. It would
seem does not appear in our quots. before the 19th c. (but
cf. the cognate use 4 c).

1525 Bp. Clerk in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. I. 310 As for

the maters off France, it shold seim that his Holynes
rekonythe not gretly howe youe determyn them. 1606 Hol-
land Sueton. Annot. 31 For it should seeme that the Game
of Tali heere mentioned was Pleistoboleuda [sic]. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. v. ii

;
11. L (1869) II. 438 It should not, how-

ever, seem very difficult to distinguish those two parts of
the rent from one another. 1816 Wordsw. Pr. Wks. (1876)
II. 11 It should seem that the ancients thought in this

manner. 1826 R. H. Froude Rem. (1838) I. 154 But, with
regard to writings, as it would seem, the case is different.

1829 Whewell in Life (1881) 129 All official papers were
brought there : and among the rest it would seem these
Cologne ones. 1875 Swinburne Ess. $ Stud. Pref. 10 The
accident of personal intimacy, it should seem, deprives you
of all right to express admiration of what you might allow-
ably have found admirable in a stranger. 1902 Gairdner
Hist. Eng. Ch, 16th C. iv. (1903) 54 From all this it would
seem that he could not have been much under fifty when he
was compelled to abjure.

f g. ? Perfect tense with is ; ? or passive. Obs.

1442 Bp. Bekynton Offc. Corr. (Rolls) II. 191 Sir, hit is

semed right expedient unto suche as loveth the wele of the
king [etc.]. Ibid. 219 As soon as hit shall be seemed unto
you and hym to be doon.

8. The it of the impersonal verb is sometimes
omitted, a. with the dative preceding the verb,

SEEMEE.

thee seemeth, us seemed, etc. See also Meseems
and cf. Methinks. Obs. or arch.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 123 Right so the synful man

that loueth his synne, hym semeth, that it is to him moost
sweete of any thyng. 1413 Pilgr.Soivle (Caxton 1483) iv.

v. 60 That other shalle answere as hyr semeth good. 1512
R. Copland Helyas in Thorns Pr. Rom. (1828) III. 116 And
than her semed that the two fyrst had [etc.]. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits xv. (1596J 278 Eue fixed her eies
on the tree forbidden, and her seemed that it was sweet in
tast. 1870 Morris Earthly Par., Hill of Venus 656 Still

awhile himseemed That of that fair close, those white limbs
he dreamed. 1871 D. G. Rossetti Blessed Damozel iii,

Herseemed she scarce had beenadayOneofGod'schoristers.

H b. The prefixed dative sometimes was used
(?by confusion) with reference to the subject of
the appearance, so that the impersonal him, her
seems became = he, she seems (senses 3-4). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 3284 pe formast was vnlaghter milde,

Hir semed na wight to be wilde. 1375 Barbour Bruce xu.
147 Thame semyt men forsuth, I hicht, That had fayndit
thair fayis in ficht. 14x3 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1. xxxiii.

I

(1859) 37 Hyr semed wel a lady of ful huge estate, as
duchesse, or pryncesse. c 1440 Ipomydon 280 The lady by-
held Ipomydon, Hym semyd wele a gentil man, a 1500
Chester PI. (Shaks. Soc.) II. 51 Hym seemes wearye on his
waye.

fc. with dative following. Obs. rare.
c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 2112 Thanne semed me ther

was a parlement At Atthenes vpon certein poyntz and caas.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3196 Semes }ow no}t it suffice my
sorowe with-out, pat as a bitand brand me brettens with-in.

f d. What, how seemeth you ? = what do you
think? Obs.
c 1450 Merlin ii.^8 Lete eche man by hymself telle me

what hym semeth in this mater. 2485 Caxton Paris <y V.
(1868) 85 What seemeth you of the wysedom of my fader.
C1530 Lu. Berners Arth. Lyt. Brit. lxxx. (1814) 377 How
semeth you by the knightes of this countre?

e. After as or than.
1570 T. Wilson Demosth. Oral. vi. 69 As seemeth to

me. c 1600 T. Pont Topogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maitland
Club) 22 The forsaid Richard being, as vald seime, touched
vith compunctione. 1611 Bible Jcr. xviii. 4 So be made
it againe another vessell as seemed good to the potter to

: make it. Mod. If he did so, as seems likely enough, he was
excusable. He spoke more strongly than seemed justifiable.

T f. poet, in occasional uses. Obs.

1303 R. Brunnb Handl. Synne 11764 Yn tyfed wurdys
bat slyked are, Semeb by synnes bat bey nojt were. 1591
Spenser M. Hubberd 216 But neither sword nor dagger he
did beare, Seemes that no foes reuengement he did feare.

1614 Gorges Lucan 111. 84 And yet now seemes that he
doth meane, From cares of warreshis thoughts to weane.

g. colloq. or vulgar, esp. in seems to me.
1888 'J. S. Winter' Bootless Childr. viii, Seems to me

women get like dogs—they get their lessons pretty well fixed

in their minds after a time.

fill. 9. trans. To think, deem, imagine.

With obj.-clause, obj. and inf. or complement;
also absoL To seem good m to think good (see

Good a. 4 b). Obs.
The early examples in which the subject is a sb. might be

referred to 8 a, from which this sense arose by conversion: of
the prefixed indirect object into the subject ; but unequivocal
instances with nom. pron. occur often in the 15th c.

CX386 Chaucer Sgr.'s T. 193 It was a ffairye, as al the
peple semed. 1428 E. E. Wills (1882) 79 The residue of
all my godes..I be-quethe to be distribued..like as myn
executours seme best. C1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 8054 She
semed Darel lusted wel. c X485 Digby Myst., Mor. Wisd.
610 These thynges be now so conuersaunt, we seme it no
shame. 149a ? Myll Sped. Luf'vx Bannatyne Misc. (1836)
II. 128 Ane askit him quhat he semyt of a woman ? 1493
Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 57 Euer whan the bysshop loked
on her he semed her so fayre y* he was gretely tempted on
her. 151a R. Copland Helyas in Thorns Pr. Rom. (1828)

III. 24 If you seme it good, I shal make her to waste and
sle the childe. a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
Kkyb, Fynally, seyng that Rome was Rome, he was de-
manded how he semed therby. 16*7 Hakewill Apol. 1. ii.

§ 3. 17 Possunt
y
quia posse videntur. They can, because

they seeme they can.

b. To think fit.

C1450 in Aungier.S>w( (1840) 258 The unresonable grudgets
scballe abstayne them from that kende of mete [etc.] that

they grudge a^enste, after that the presidente semethe it for

to be doon. 1471 Paston Lett. III. 17, I wolle spende xx*
or as ye seme to have the sertayn off every thyng her in.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. 1. iii, And Beneath your threshold,

bury me a load-stone To draw in gallants, that weare
spurres : the rest, They'll seeme to follow.

Seem, obs. form of Seam sb,2

t Seeinable, a. Obs. rare. In 5 semeable,
6 semabill. [f. Seem v.2 + -able. Cf. Semblable.]

Like, similar.

1501 in Surtees Misc. (1890) 51 As bei wold we did to

thaym or thayrez in a cause semeable. 1513 Douglas AEneis
1. Prol. 394 Rycht so, by about speche' oft in tymes, And
seuthable [MS. C. semabill] wordis we compile our rymes.

Hence + Seemably adv., in like manner.

1535 Cromwell in Merriman Life «y Lett. (1902) I. 398
For your goodnes herein to be shewed vnto hym . . ye shalbe

well assured to fynd me as redy semably to requyte you.

Seemble, obs. form of Seemly a.

Seeiuer (s/'moj). [f. Seem v.2 + -er *.] One
who seems, or makes a pretence or show.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. r. iii. 54 Lowl Angelo .. scarce

confesses That his blood flowes : or that his appetite Is more
to bread than stone: hence shall we see If power change

purpose, what our Seemers be. 1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Cor.

x. 12 If he be no more then a seemer, he will fall at length

into hell-mouth. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 297 When
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the guardians of the laws and of the government are only
seemers and not real guardians.

Seeming (•Taaiij), i'bl. sb. For Forms see the

verb. [f. Seem v.2 + -ing 1.] The action of Seem
v.2 in various senses.

1. The action or fact of appearing to be (to the

mind or to bodily sense), appearance.
1308 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. xiv. (Tollemache MS.),

By his [lightning's] sodeyne semynge he smyteb here sy^te
bat lokeb beron, and makeb hem drede. 1413 Pilgr, Senule
(Caxton 1483) v. xi. 102 The cursid Sathanas with a shepes
symplenes in semyng come and hurteled with hym. < 1440
Prom/. Parv. 66/1 Cemynge, or a cemys (P. or cemys),
apparencia. X581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conversation
n. (1586) 72 The more we consider the sayde sentence of So-
crates, the more wayes we finde out to auoide this vaine
seeming. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, n. iv. 108 My Lord, my
Lord,. .You signe your Place and Calling, in full seeming.
With Meekenesse and Humilitie. 1678 Cudworth Intell.

Syst.u i. § 7. 10 Sensible Qualities.. are called after rCva
iv ijfitv *o<7-/jiaTfl, certain Phansies, seemings, or Appear-
ances in us. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ. x. (ed. 2)

330 The events which are the most threatening in their
seeming, speak to us of hope.

b. t By seeming, f to seeming, in seeming, in all

seeming, to all appearance.
c 1360 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 944 Wyth-outen hole or

canel boon As be semynge had she noon. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur xvii. vii. 699 I'henne they lefte vp a clothe whiche
was aboue the ground & there fond a ryche purse by sem-
ynge. c 1532 Ld. Bernfrs Huon xxiii. 68 On euery toure
a clocher of fyne golde be semynge. 161a J. Chamberlain
in Crt. 4- Times Jus. /(1848) I. 168 [His wife) would have
accompanied him to the King's Bench, taking his cause, to
seeming^ very heartily, a 1639 W. Whateley Prototypes
111. xxxix. (1640) 20 All this was done in seeming, only to
bring them to thorough repentance for their sin. 1871
R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 83 Ere his country to Crete freight
corpses, a life in seeming.

+ C. 73? {my) seeming, as it seems or appears to

(me), as (I) think, in (my) opinion or judgement.
Also in my seeming. Obs.
e 1386 Chaucer Prioress* T. 196 Tel me, what is thy cause

for to synge Sith bat thy throte is kut to my semynge. c 1440
Generydes 4986 Right Inly fayre she was to his semyng.
C1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryt. Iv. (1814) 202 Incon-
tynente the ymage tourned towarde him, and, to his seming,
it blusshed as red as sendalL 1604 Hieron Preachers Plea
Pref. Wks. I. 476 A very good way (in my seeming) to help
the vnderstanding of common men. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11.

176 This night our horsemen set to watch, to their seeming
did see Lampes burne at the points of their staves or speares
in the middest of these lightning flashes. 1667 Milton P. L.
ix. 738 He ended.. and in her ears the sound Yet rung of
his perswasive words, impregn'd With Reason, to her seem-
ing, and with Truth.

2. The form in which a person or thing seems or
appears; look, aspect.
c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 47 For oon sect bat

er namyd ypatetiks affermes bat he sleigh to be empenen
heuene yn be semynge of fir. 1484 Caxton Fables ofAKsop
iv. xi, We must kepe our self fro all them whiche vnder fayre
semynge haue a fals herte. 163a Brome Northern Lasse
11. iv, I present her to your judgment, whether her out-
ward seeming may deserve such scorn. 1765 H. Walpole
Otranto \, Your behaviour is above your seeming. 1813
Byron Corsair 11. xii, He slept in calmest seeming, for his
breath Was hush'd so deep—Ah ! happy if in death 1 1874
Green Short Hist. vi. ft 4. 305 Words which show the
tenderness that lay beneath the stern outer seeming of the
man.

3. External appearance considered as deceptive,

or as distinguished from reality; an illusion, a
semblance.
1576 Gascoigne Steele GL 229 And since myselfe (now

pride of youth is past) Do love to be, and let al seeming
passe. Since I desire, to see my selfe in deed [etc]. 1603
Shaks. Meas./or M. in. ii. 41 That we were all, as some
would seeme to bee From our faults, as faults from seeming,
free. 1816 Byron Sketch 59 A plain blunt show of briefly-

spoken seeming, To hide her bloodless heart's soul-harden d
scheming. 1891 F. Thompson Sister-Songs (1895) 35 Even so
Its lovely gleaming Seemings show Of things not seemings.

Seeming (srmirj),^/. a. For Forms see the
verb. [f. Seem ».a + -iNG 2

.] That seems, in

various senses of the verb.

+1. Suitable, beseeming, fitting ; according. Obs.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 51 Bataile bituene vs wille not

be semand. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xv. 386 For sarasenes
han somewhat semynge to owre bileue. For bei loue and
bileue in o persone almi^ty. c 1440 York Myst. xvii. 274 In-
sens to bi seruis is semand. ? 1548 tr. Viret's Expos. XII
Art. Chr. Faith B viij b, The name of father.. is semynge
vnto hym [God] for dyuers causes and reasons. 1687 Dry.
den Hind 4r P* 1176 The Buzzard.. Invites the feather'd
Nimrods of his Race, To hide the thinness of their Flock
from Sight, And all together make a seeming, goodly Flight

1 2. Probable, likely. Obs.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6517 Sa Eata, it is semand,
Was pan bischop of haly eland. 1655 Earl Orrery Par-
thenissa Pref. A 2, And where I have found any contradic-

tions..! have gone according to the seeming'st Truth.

3. Apparent to the senses or to the mind, as dis-

tinct from what is.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5290 J>is taken, als I trowe, sal

noght be pe sam cros, ne be sam tre, . . Bot a taken of bat
cros semande. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1252 Sa stithe a
steuyn in be stoure of stedis & ellis, As it was semand to
si^t as all be soyle trymbled. a 1557 Totters Misc. (Arb.)

215 Oft craft can cause the man to make a semyng show Of
hart with dolour all distreined, where griefe did neuergrow.
1653 H. More Antid. Atk. 11. Philos. Writ. (1712) 11 The
seeming Ashes may be no Ashes. 1700 Dryden Sigism. $
Guise. 46 A seeming Widow, and a secret Bride. 1766

Vol. VIII.

CjGVDSm.Vzc. W. xix, Miss Wilmot's reception [of him] was
mixed with seeming neglect, and yet I could perceive she
acted a studied part. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks v. 194
That his seeming argument was no argument, but merely a
sort ofverbal play. 1875Jowrtt Plato (ed. 2) 1. 263 He asserts

theseeming paradox that [etc.] 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano
11. iv. 74 We came upon him riding loftily, Clad in his

knightly arms without disguise, No seeming pilgrim now.

B. In comb, with sbs.

1598 Marston Pygmal. Sat. ii. 144 Diomedes lades were
not so bestiall As this same seeming-saint, vile Canniball.
1654 W. Streat (////*) The dividing of the HoofF: or, Seem-
ing-Contradictions throughout sacred Scriptures. 1870
Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 1. iii. 163 Those astronomic
wonders of poise and counterpoise, of planetary law and
cometary seeming-exception, in his metres.

4. Used adverbially with other adjectives to form
hyphened compounds with the sense of * having a
(specified) appearance \
In some of these formations the writers may have intended

seeming as pres. pple. with the second adj. as predicate,
though such a use would be grammatically abnormal.
[c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xii. 55 And if he

oonly shew hym semand religious, and yn his werkys be an
euyldoercheshalberefusydofgodandof befolkdespysed.j
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii, 27 With chaunge of cheare the seem-
ing simple maid Let fall her eyen. 01641 Bp. Mountacu^c/j'
Sjhlon, (1642) 401 As commonly all seeming-religious Hypo-
crites bee, they are charged to have beene devourers of
Orphans goods. 174* Young Nt. Tk. ix. 1113 What knots
are ty'd 1 How soon are they dissolv'd. And set the seeming
marry'd planets free ! 181a Byron Ch, Har. n. x.xxiii, Little

knew she that seeming marble heart,..Was not unskilful in

the spoiler's art. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam in. x, Whilst I

had watched the motions of the crew With seeming-careless
glance. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xlviii, But blame not thou
the winds that make The seeming-wanton ripple break. 1899
Mackail W. Morris II. 205 He was continually seeking
refuge from it in dreams ofsome settled and seeming-change.
less order.

Seemingly (sf-minH), adv. Also 5 semeinly,
6 semyngly. [f. Seeming ///. a. + -lt 2

.]

1. Fittingly, becomingly. Now somewhat rare.
'483 Cath. Angl. 329/1 Semeinly, decenter, conuenienter,

eteganter, fy cetera, c 1630 R isdon Surv. Devon § 112
(1810) 117 The tenant.. is to come seemingly apparelled.
170a Loud. Gaz. No. 3804/2 The Temporal Lords, did their
Homage, and seemingly kissed Her Majesty's Left Cheek.
1883 Harpers Mag. Dec. 93/1 Try and bear yourselves
more seemingly.

2. To external appearance, apparently. (Distin-

guished from but not necessarily opposed to really?)

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 33 To this her Mothers plot
She seemingly obedient likewise hath Made promise to the
Doctor. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 196 One of these seem*
ingly deuout Abdals. 169s R. L1Estrange Fables xi. xo
Now the City-Dame was so well bred, as seemingly to take
All in Good Part. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. vii. Wks. 1874 I.

133 Things seemingly the most insignificant imaginable.
180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral T., Angelina ii, A young lady
seemingly not more than sixteen years of age. 1868 E.
EdwardsRalegh I. vii. 109 A combination of circumstances
seemingly more favourable to the enterprise, .could scarcely
be looked for. 1893 Laiv Times XCV. 28/1 The Director.,
managed to get the better of the Lord Chief Justice, .and is

seemingly desirous that the facts of the victory should be
fully known.

t b. ? nonce-use. ? So as to seem real. Obs.
160a A'yd's Sp. Trag. in. xii. A. 123 Canst paint a dolefull

crie T Paint. Seemingly, sir.
,

3. So far as it appears from the evidence ; so far

as one can judge by circumstances.
1715 De Foe Fam. Instruct. (1841) I. 62 Well, it must be

done, however difficult, however seemingly fruitless, and tono
purpose. 1748 Hartley Observ. Man 11. iii. § 6. 293 Where
they are opposite, or seemingly so, we may suppose them to .

.

restrain one another. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng.{\%$%} II. ix.

307 Through French influence the rupture with Scotland had
been seemingly healed. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 434 The
seemingly true beliefthat God is our guardian. 189a Speaker
3 Sept. 279/1 The prisoners .. were cheered on leaving, but
seemingly only by their own claque.

b. In combinations (usually hyphened) with
adjectives in the sense of ' apparently — \
X7*S Pope's Odyss. v. Notes II. 49 This seemingly-trifling

circumstance is an instance. 1753 Richardson Grandison
(1754) III. xviii. 158 What excellence shines out in full

lustre, on this unaffected and seemingly little occasion. 1853
Kincslev HyPatia viii, More than once some, .question of
his had. .opened up ugly depths of doubt, even on the most
seemingly-palpable certainties.

C. parenthetically. As it seems.
i7oaS, Parker tr. Cicero's De Finibusv. 285 Not that

there is any Thing Material wherein they vary or disagree,
tho' seemingly they may teach us inconsistent Lessons. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth xi, The contending parties, seemingly,
were partizans of Douglas, known by the cognizance of the
Bloody Heart, and citizens of the town of Perth. 1863 Mrs.
Whitney Faith Gartney's Girlh. xxix, Some women, .have
done this, and, seemingly, done well.

Seemingness (sfmin,nes). [f. Seeming ppl.

a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality or fact of seeming to be some-
thing ; unreal pretence

;
plausibility.

1640 G. Abbott yob Paraphr. vi. 21, I put my confidence

in you, because of your former seemingnesse. 1644 Digby
Nat. Bodies vi. § 7. 45 Were it not for the authority of
Aristotle and of his learned followers, that presseth vs on the

one side, and for the seemingnesse of those reasons we haue
already mentioned, which persuadeth vs on the other side.

1647 Trapp Contm. Matt. vi. 16 There is a great deal of
seemingnesse, and much counterfeit grace abroad. 1830
Lams Let. to Rev. % Gillman 8 Mar., In the silken seem-
ingness of his nature there is that which offends me.

2. Semblance, seeming existence or presence.

1656 Disc. Auxil. Beauty 01 Under the seemingnesse or
appearance of evil). 1701 Sherburne Seneca*s Trag. Ep.
Ded. A 3 b, I must confess, there is not a little Seemingness
of Incongruity between [etc.]. 1851 Meredith Poems, Sleep-

ing City 14 The seemingness of Death, not dead.

Seemlaunte, variant of Semblant Obs.

Seenxless, a. Obs. exc. arch. Also 6-7
se(e)meless, (7 seeme-les). [f. Seem v.2 (as-

sumed to be the source of Seemly a.) + -less.]

Unseemly ; shameful ; unfitting.

1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 25 Thence he her drew By the
faire lockes, and fowly did array.. That Artegall him selfe

her seemelesse plight did rew. 1609 B. Jonson Case is

Altered in. vii, And here I vow, Neuer to dreame of seeme-
les amorous toyes. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 397 The Prince

J

. .did his Father place, .in a Seate Seemelesse, and abiect.

1855 Singleton VirgilW. 116 Maimed with seemless wound
i [L. inlwnesto vulnere],

Seemlihead (srmlihed). arch, (written ~hed
after Spenser), [f. Seemly a. + -head.] The con-

dition of being seemly ; seemliness.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 777 Ful fetis damiselles two,

Right yonge,and fulleof semlihede. Ibid. ii3oAyongman
ful of semelihede. c 1403 Clanvowe Cuckoiv <$• Night. 157
Lowliheed, and trewe companye, Seemliheed, largesse, and
curtesye. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii. 14 She. .by his persons
secret seemlyhed Well weend that he had beene some man
of place. 1818 Keats Endym. iv. 950 And then his tongue
with sober seemlihed Gave utterance.

1 Secmlihood. Obs. rare-1
. In 5 semely

hode. [f. Seemly a. + -hood.] « Seemlihead.
c 1440 Partonope 6274 A gentyllmaun whens euer ye come
Be youre semely hode a man may deme.

t SeO'inHly, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 semlyly,
semblely, 5 semlely, semelily, 6 semelely, 7
aeemlily. [f. Seemly a. + -ly 2

.] In a seemly
manner; so as to present a seemly appearance;
pleasingly, handsomely, nobly, elegantly,
13.. Gaw. * Gr. Knt. 622 He braydez hit by be baude-

ryk, aboute pe hals kestes, {>at bisemed be segge semlyly
fayre, c 2400 Sc. Trojan War (Horstm.) 1, 96 Thane to be
messenger ine hye He turnyt ande saide hyme semblely [etc.].

r 1420 Anturs of Arth. 34 (Thornton MS.) Hir sadille..

Semelelysewede with sylke. 1567 DrantHorace Ep. 1. xviii.

F vf Who can then the more semelily Thy manlike armoure
weelde? 1615 W. Bedwell Moham. Impost. \. § 6 He^ is

also that word or sou le which created the heauens vaultwise

most seemlily.

Seemliness (srmlines). Forms : see the adj.

[f. Seemly a. + -ness.]

+ 1. Pleasing appearance ; elegance or handsome-
ness of form (of the body or its parts); gracefulness,

attractiveness (of things, actions, etc.). Obs.
c 1385 Chaucer Z. G. W. 104 i If that god. .Wolde han a

loue for beute & goodnesse And womanhod & trouthe &
semelynesse, Whom schulde he louyn but this lady swete?
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 452/2 Semelynesse, yn syghte, decencia.

Semelynesse, or comelynesse of schappe, elegancia. c 1460

J. Metham Wks. 155 He that ys born that day schuld be
dysposyd..gretly to be louyd off women for semlynes off

persone and beuteoffface. X545ASCHAM Toxoph. n. (Arb.) 149
Therfore to drawe easely and vniformely,. .vntil you come to

the rige or shouldringe of ye head, is best both for profit and
semehnesse. 1578 T. Procter Gorg. Gallery G ivb, In boddy
seemelynesse doth shew, . . All partes of her doth prayse de-

serue. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. xo8 Yet for the sightly

grace and seemelynesse of building, there is none compar-
able vnto it. c 1595 R. Car ew Excell. Eng. Tongue in Cam-
den's Rem. 43 When substantialnesse combineth with
delightfulnesse,. .seemelinesse with portlinesse, and currant-
nesse with stayednesse, how can the language .. sound other
then most full of sweetnes ? 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl.

viii. ix, Strip thou their [sc. vices J meretricious seemlinesse,

. .That we may loath their inward uglinesse.

2. Propriety, becomingness, fitness; decorum in

behaviour or demeanour,
1548 Udall, etc. Erasm. Par. Matt. iii. 13-15 Obseruing
& marking a meruaylouse semelynes and honesty apperyng
in his iyes, in all his countenaunce, & in his maner of
going, c 1550 N. Smyth tr. Herodian vi, 66 But thad*
ministracion of all affayres..appertained to the women:
who endeuored to reduce all thinges to their pristinate

seemelynes and modesty. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades
11. vii, 188/1 Which thinck..they may vtterly abolish good
lawes, and Hue against all lawe and seemelinesse [contra
jus <r decorum]. 1627 P. Fletcher Locusts in, xii, The
second beast . . Comeson the stage, and with great seemelinese
Acts his first scenes. 175a Carte Hist. Eng. III. 95 The
dispensation relating only to the affinity between the parties,

and not to the publick honesty or seemliness of the marriage.

1803 Wordsw. Mem. Tour Scot., To Highl. Girl 36 And
seemliness complete, that sways Thy courtesies, about thee

plays, a z8o6 Horslev Serm. xxu (1816) II. 189 The natural

seemliness of one action and unseemliness of another. 1871

Palgrave Lyr. Poems 24 But thou art ever equal to thy
fate, Robed in all seemliness, lady complete. 1878 Bayne
Purit. Rev. iii. 86 He had in view chiefly the rational

decoration and seemliness of worship.

fb. Something becoming to. Obs. rare",l
.

11J77-87
Holinshed Chrotu III. 412/2 Of face.. manlike,

. . in age bald, but so as it was rather a seemelinesse to those

his ancient yeares than any disfiguring to his visage.

t See*mlity. Obs. rare—1
. In 5 aemelyte.

[f. Seemly a. + -tt.] Seemliness.
c 1440 York Myst. xxv. 116 He bat is rewler of al right, ,

.

kepe 30U in joure semelyte And all honoure.

Seemly (srmli), a. Forms ; a. 3-4 semliche,

(3 somlioh, semlyohe, sem(e)like), 3-4 sem(e)li,

(3 semele, 3, 5 semle, 4 seemeli), 4 semelich(e,

seem(e)lich, 4-5 semlich, 5 semelych, 4-6

semly, 5-6 semelie, (5 cemely, semly, seyme-
60
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ly), 4-7 semely, (5-6 -ye), 5-7 seemely, (6

seemlie), 4- seemly. £. 4-6 sembly, (4 semb-

bly, sembli, semblych, 6 seemble). Compar.

4 semeliere, semloker, 5 semelyar, 6 seeme-

lyer, 6- seemlier. Super!. 4 semelieste, 4-5

sem(e)lokest, semlyest(e, (semelest, semyly-

este), 5 sem(e)liest, sem(e)list, seymliast, 5-6

semelyest, 7 seemelyest, 6- seemliest, [a. ON.
similig-r (MSw. sbmelek-er, Da. sfmmelig), f.

sim-r becoming : see Seem v.2 and -ly *.]

L Of a person, his figure, etc. : Of a pleasing or

goodly appearance, fair, well-formed, handsome,
* proper \ Obs. exc. dial.

In early use chiefly applied to a person of high rank or

lineage. Frequently used alliteratively, as seemly to see,

seemly in or to sight.

a. at*z$Leg. /^M.449Ahbischenenebscheft&tisemliche
schape schaweS wel pact tu art freo monne foster, c 1250

Gen. $ Ex. 1007 Si5en,..sa3 abraham figures ore, Sondes

semiike kumen fro gode. a 1300 Cursor M. 18830 Of heght

he [Christ] was meteli man,. .And wonder semli was wit-al.

C1350 Libeaus Desc. 125 per nas countesse ne quene So
semelich on to sene, pat mijte be her pere. 13 . . E.E. A Hit.

P. B. 816 His [Lot's] two dere dojterez . . wer semly & swete,

& swybe wel arayed. c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T. 15

Therto he was the semelieste man That is or was sith bat

the world bigan. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 39 A Baron &
Kni)tis ful boold, That roialle were and semly to sene.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 263 That peple is stronge and
of semely stature. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 237/1 He sawe

an auncient man of nob!e stature wyth a long berd wyth a

semely vysage. c 1510 More Picus Wks. 2/2 He was of

feture and shappe semely, and bewteous. 15^0 Cromwell
in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1902) II. 260 She is nothing so

Fayre as she hathe bene reportyd, howbeit she is well and
semelye. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. iii. (1888) 25 The Heire.

.

maketh the forme., of the head to seeme more seemelyer or

beautyfuller. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. iv. 4 And them beside

two seemely damzells stood. 1900E. pHiLLPOTTsin/W/j'1/a//

Mag. Apr. 436 He was a man of seemly outward parts.

6. c 1380 Sir Feruntb. 834 panne was Olyuer bat sembbly
knyjt af-one among is fon. Ibid. 5884 Hure vysage was fair

& tretys, Hure body., semblych of stature. 1381 Wvclip
Gen. xxiv. 16 Rabecca..a ful sembly damysel, and moost

fayr mayden. Ibid. 1 Sam. xvi. 12 Forsothe he was rodi.

.

and sembli in face. <r 147° Henry Wallace ix. 1920 In
schuldrys braid was he, Rycht sembly, Strang, and lusty for

to se. 1513 Douglas Mneis vi. xv. 37 A sembly springald,

a fayr jowng galland, Rycht schaply maid.

•f b. absol. (qnasw£.) A 'seemly' person. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 13371 pat gadring bar was ful gret And
mam semli sett in sete. a 1310 [see Sad a. 1]. c 1350 Will.

Palernc 732 But certes bat semly sat so in his hert . . bat .

.

a-wai wold it neuer. c 1440 York Myst. xlvii. 6 And to bat
semely schall je saye Off heuene I haue hir chosen quene.
a 1450 Le Morte Arih. 639 Is noon of vs but wold be blithe

Suche a semely for to see.

2. Of things : Pleasant (esp. to the sight) ; hand-
some in appearance ; of fine or stately proportion.
a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. v. 25 Ase beryl so bryht, Ase

saphyr in selver semly on syht, C1320 Sir Tristr. i2_ pis

semly somers day. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 115 pere sai he
semliche tres wip be sonne woxe. 1380 Chaucer To Rose-
mounde 11 Your seemly voys that ye so smal out-twyne.
1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love ProL (Skeat) L 11 This book, that

nothing hath of the greet flode of wit ne of semelich colours,

is dolven with rude wordes and boystous. 1432-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) I. 81 There be trees of so semely stature that vnnethe
the altitude of theym may be atteynede by the schote of an
arowe. 1563 Sackville Induct. Mirr. Mag. ii, The soyle

that earst so seemely was to seen. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholays Voy. il vii. 37 Their gownes . . white or of other
seemlie colour. 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Card.
(1626) 12 You must therefore plant in such a soile, where you
may prouide a conuenient, strong, and seemely fence, a 1661

Fuller Worthies, Chester (1662) 1. 292 He erected a seemly
waterwork built Steeplewise . . by his own ingenious industry.
1826 E. Irving Bafylon 1. 1 v. 294 This seemly fabric which he
had built up, of arms, ofarts, of elegance, . . began to crumble.
1870 Rock Textile Fabrics Introd. 86 From such a prohibi-

tion we are not to draw as a conclusion that fustian was at

the time a mean material ; quite the contrary, it was a seemly
textile. 1884 Manch. Exam. 18 Sept. 4/6 He. .like a skilful

architect, builds them into a fair and seemly edifice.

^. c 1305 Land Cokayne 66 per is a cloister fair and Hgt
Brod and lang, of sembli si)t. c 1470 Henry Wallace vm.
1008 A sembly place so fand thai . . Quhilk Ramswaith hecht.

3. Of conduct, speech, appearance : Conformable
to propriety or good taste ; becoming, decorous.
a 1225 Ancr. A*. 94 Ant forbui hit is riht & somlich [v. r.

semlich] bat ancren pes two mortaiuen habben biuoren
oSre. CX380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 41, Iconseile. .myfreris..
bat bei ben. .homly & meke, spekynge of al bingis as it is

semely. c 1400 Destr. Troy 2962 Hit were sittyng for sothe,

& semly for wemen, baire houses to haunt & holde horn
with in. 1545 Joye Exp. Dan. vii. 124 A fayer decent
semely shewe of vtwarde deuocion. 1579 Tom son Calvin*s
Sertn. Tim. 139/1 That our Hues be honest and semely, not
dissolute and lawlesse. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet. Unvaitd
70 Such like formes of speaking are used for modesties sake

;

for it were not so seemly to say. .that he is a fool. 1708 J.
Philips Cyder 11. 484 May we. .enjoy Our humid Products,
and with seemly Draughts Enkindle Mirth. 178$ Cowper
Task 1. 729 It is not seemly, nor of good report, That she is

slack in discipline. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude \\\. 398 And over
all A healthy sound simplicity should reign, A seemly plain-
ness, name it what you will, Republican or pious. 1817
Coleridge ' Blessedareye that sow * 72 To be . . industrious,
useful, and of seemly bearing, are qualities presupposed in
the gospel code. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xv, Take a
little time. .to make your eyes seemly [after weeping]. X871
Blackie Four Phases Mor. t. 153 It were not se.emly in me
to follow their example. 1877 J. D. Chambers Div. Wor-
ship 346 Let the Priest set down the Chalice in front of
him in a seemly way.

394

absol. a 1806 Horsley Serin, xxi. (1816) II. 187 A system of

morality in which the formal nature of the moral good should

be traced to the original idea of the seemly and the fair.

/3. 1554 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1733) III. xvi. 139 For it was
not meet nor seemble, that the Bishop being occupied with

other weightier Affairs .. should debase himself to such petit

Functions.

f4. Suitable to the person or the occasion ; appro-

priate. Const, to, for. Obs.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 568, I sayle now in be see as schip

boute mast,.. or ani semlyche sayle. Ibid. 1882 pei ete..

boute salt ober sauce or any semli drynk. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 302 He commaunded the Citezens of London to

prepare themselues and their Citie, and to make the same

seemely and meete to receyue. .the French king. 1586 A.

Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 15 The very lowest margent of

paper shall doe no more but beare it, so be it the place be

seemely for the same. 1386 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad.

1. 623 Artaxerxes said, that it was a great deale more

seemlier for the majestie of a king to give, than to take.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxii. 6 For all that beauty that doth

couer thee, Is but the seemely rayment of my heart, Which
in thy brest doth Hue. 1601 B. Jonson Poetaster iv. vi. And
are these seemely companie for thee, Degenerate monster?

161 1 Bible Prov. xix. 10 Delight is not seemely for a foole.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 146 The heeles [of shoes] shod

with thin Iron, and end with small nailes in seemely order.

+5. [Influenced by Seem v.2] a. Likely, b.

Apparent, seeming. Obs.

a. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 140, I dare no3t say bat

bai ware all verray bodys:..for it es no3t semely bat so

grete a multitude of folk schuld verrayly hafe bene deed so

resch withouten..corrupcioun. c 142s Cursor M. 9781 If

aungel had take monnes kynde J?enne were he lebyere ben

he was ere. .And semeliere for to doun falle. 1496 Dives <$-

Pauper (1534) ii. xiii. 98 b, He sholde not haue made that

oth..for it was semely, that moche dysease myght come
therof, yf it were kepte.

b. c 144a Love Bonavent. Mirr. viii. (Gibbs MS), [Christ

giving us example that] we schulden not go fro be ground of

trew mekenesse by coloure of any semelych profyte or gode

[L. apparentis boni\ 1800 Southey Thalaba 11. 370 And
still the wily man With seemly kindness, to the eager Boy
Directs his winning tale.

Seemly (sf-mli), adv. Forms : 3 semelike,

semele, semili, 4sem(e)lich e, semeli, (semeely)

,

4-5 sem(y)ly, 4-6 semely, 5 eemely, (6 seme-

lie, -ye, 7 seemlie), 6- seemly, [a. ON. sfani-

liga (Icel. ssemiliga, MSw. sb'melika), f. sim-r : see

prec. and -ly 2
.]

1. In a pleasing manner ; so as to present a fair,

handsome, or stately appearance. Now arch.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1504 De firme sune at offrende sel Was
wune ben scrid semelike and wel. a 1300 Cursor M. 8322 It

sal be precius and prude, J>e were he [Solomon] sal sua semele

scrude. Ibid. 9880 A castell bath god and gett, Strenthed

well and semili sett, c 1350 Will. Palerne 1432 pemperour

ful semly seide to hem panne [etc.]. 13. . E. E. Allit. P.

B. 1442 pe iueles..Bi besyde of be sale were semely arayed.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 123 Ful weel she soong the seruice

dyuyne, Entuned in hir nose ful semeely. Ibid. 151 Ful

semyly hir wympul pynched was. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. 73 A spouse semly dighte of ryche ornements.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvn. vii. 699 Gyrdels which were

semely wroughte with golden thredys. 1536 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de W. 1531) 257 Those blessed lockes of heare and
beerd, whiche in lyfe moost semely did become that graacyous

heed and face. 1533 Brende Q. Curtius Ddvj, Whiche
beyng nienne of goodly personages, rydde in wagons semely

appareyled. 1671 Milton P. K. 11. 299 A man before him
stood, Not rustic as before, but seemlier clad. 1876 Swin-

burne Erechtheus 379 Look on this child, how young of

years, how sweet ;. .her eyes How seemly smiling.

2. Fittingly, appropriately; decently, becomingly.

c 1320 R. Bronne Medit. 387 pat mannes soule, bat lyb yn
helle, May nat semely to blys be brojt, But pey with hys

blodebe fyrst oute bojt. 1387 TREVlSA//r^rffK( Rolls) VIII.

87 pe bisshop of Durham, pat schulde more skilfulliche and
semeliche occupie hym self in Goddis service ban in be

kynges service, c 1440 Aslron. Cal. (MS. Ashm. 391), pan
meve be cercle semyly aboute b' hath be moonbes and signes

writen in hym. 1551 Godly Prayers in Psalter (1560) N ij,

That, .we maye. .decently and semely walke (as in the day
time) beyng pure and cleane from the workes of darkenes.

'593 Wills ff Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1860)218 My bodye Icom-
mytt to the earth, to be semelye buried at the discretion of

my frendes. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Lays le Roy 94 For we haue

. . their domestical, and familiar affaires, better, and seemlier

ordered. 1643 Milton Divorce 11. x. Wks. 1851 IV. 88 Nor
is it seemly or piously attributed to the justice of God, . . that

[etc.]. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xix. 21 These swarthy arms among
the covert stores Are seemlier hid. 1875 Morris jEn. xn. 210

E'en as this sceptre. .A tree once, but the craftsman's hand
hath wrapped it seemly now With brass about.

f3. Ip a moderate degree, ' fairly '. Obs. rare.

c 1460 J. Metham Wis.90And yff this lyne be semely Ionge

and pase noght the hylle off the schewyng ffynger, yt sygny-

fyith hardynes. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xlvii.

(1682) 79 Henry the first, .recontinued the liberty of publick

Consultations, and yet maintained his Dignity and Honour
seemly well.

4. Apparently, seemingly, dial.

18x1 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 77 The shrieking bat, Who,
seemly pleas'd to mock our treacherous view, Would even

swoop and touch us as he flew. 1901 Eleanor G. Hayden
Trav. round Village i. 16 We yeard a girt hollerin' as

corned simly from unner our fit.

Seen (sin), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of See v.\

L In senses of the verb. Now rare exc. in anti-

thesis with unseen (cf. Sene a.).

1434 Misyn Fire 0/ Love 11. xii. 129 Als we in dyrknes

standand seys nobinge, so in contemplacione bat vnsemly

lightis be saule, noo seyn light we see. 1561 Norton &
Sackv. Gorboduc 11. ii. 9 Ne bring I to my lorde reported

tales Without the ground of seen and searched trouth. 1385

Jas. I Ess, Poesie vii. (Arb.) 66 It is best that ze inuent zour

SEEPAGE.

awin subiect, zour self, and not to compose of sene subiectis.

ni586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 127 By a more felt then

seene maner of proceeding. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 291

Phiketius tooke note in his repaire, Of seene Vlysses. 1636

Heywood Chall. Beauty il C 3, And should I not in unseene

Vertue strive To equall that seene beautie you so prayse.

Ibid. iv. F4, Let not thy seene griefe please him. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. i, Sanctioned . . if not by a seen

Deity, then by an unseen one. 1858 T. Guthrie Christ ly

Inker. Saints (i860) 162 They cannot stand seen death.

b. absol. That which is seen or visible as con-

trasted with that which is unseen or invisible.

1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. (1859) P> xxxiv [Burlesque

of Carlyle], He shall paint the Seen, since the Unseen will

not sit to him. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems 61 Man !

swinging-wicket set Between The LTnseen and Seen.

f c. Provided, furnished. (Cf. Beseen s. v. Be-

8EE v. 9.) Obs, rare.
c 1450 Merlin xiv. 204 A-noon thei lighten and yede vp

in-to the halle that was right feire and welle seyn.

2. To be {well, ill, etc.) seen : to be (well, ill,

etc.) versed in some art or science.

Very common in the 16th and 17th centuries. Now arch.

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man Pref. 16b, A man must
fyrst be well sene in Aristoteles yer he can vnderstonde the

scripture saye they. 15*8 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 49 In sondrye
sciences he is sene. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Conrtycr

(1900) 369 To be meanly seene in the play at Chestes, and
not overcounninge. a 1577 Sir T. Smith Commw. Eng. 11.

xxix. (1633) 177 A man seene in the Lawes of the Realme.

1594 Carew Hnarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 311 They are

slenderly seene in naturall Phylosophie. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.

Shr. 1. ii. 134 A schoole-master Well seene in Musicke.

a 1612 Harington St. Church (1653) 174 A man well spoken,

properly seen in Languages. 1620 E. Blount Horx Subs.

286 Men of mature yeares, and seene in the warres. 1759
Bp. Hurd Moral Dialogues iv. 165 note. This was frank.

But Sir James Melvil was too well seen in courts to have

used this language, if he had not understood it would be

welcome. 1786 Burns Ep. to y. Smith viii, There's ither

Poets, much your betters, Far seen in Greek, deep men o'

letters. 1886 A. Lang in Longman's Mag. Feb. 443 The
bibliophile .. was extremely well seen in the naughty little

novels of the eighteenth century.

f b. rarely with other prepositions. Obs.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. in. 124 b, There were
some, who thought themselues very well seene about these

field bankes. 1650 H. More Observ. in Enthus. Tri., etc.

(1656) 81 This new Writer is the onely man, that is both

deeply seen into the Center of Nature, and as willing also

to publish these spiritual mysteries,

f o. Hence without const. Obs.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1254/1 Better seene anti-

quaries than my selfe.

t Seen, quasi-/?-*/, and qaasi-conj. Obs. [pa.

pple. of See v., in absolute construction with fol-

lowing sb. Cf. F. vu.~] a. quasi-/??/. Seeing, con-

sidering, b. quasi-co??/. (More fully seen that.)

Seeing, considering, since, inasmuch as.

a. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. viii. 175 For his [Arthur's]

myght and prowesse is most to be doubted seen the noble

kynges and grete multytude of knyghtes of the round table.

1489 Caxton Faytes 0/ A. 1. i. 1 To put it forth without

other thyng seen the fytylhed of my persone. 1559 Mirr.
Mag., Earl Salisb. ii, But seen the date so doubtful and so

short, . . I can not chuse but prayse the princely minde That
preaseth for it.

b. 1484 Caxton Curtail 8 Seen that it is [not] a thyng
more free in a man than to lyue naturelly. c 1500 Melu-
sine xix. (1891) 107 Seen & considered that the Cite is strong.

a 1533 ^D- Berners Huoti ix. 26, I am sory therof, but seen

it is done, yf [etc.]. 1577-86 Holinshed Hist. Scot. 309/1
Therefore seene you thinke it not gude to inuade, my
councell is that we campe still on the bordures.

Seende, obs. form of Send v.

Seene, var. Sene a., Sene sb.2 , synod Obs.

Seene, Seenie, obs. ff. Senna, Senvle, mustard.

Seenil, -le, variant forms of Sendle adv.

Se'ennight, variant of Sennight.

Seens, obs. form of Since adv.

1553 Respublica 11. ii. 532 And behold where he is returned

againe seens.

Seeny, obs. variant of Senvie, mustard.

Seep (s*"p), sb. dial. Also seip. [Related to

Seep v. (Perh. repr. OE. sipe : see Sipe, Sip sbs.y]

L Moisture that drips or oozes out.

1825 Jamieson Suppl., Sipage, Seip, leakage. 1834 Brit.

Husb. I. 414 In Ireland.. every peasant., bottoms his dung-
stead with stuff drawn from the Dogs, that he may thus pre-

serve the seep or gooding, as he terms it, of his stable-

manure. 1871 P. H. Waddell Psalms Pref. 1 Thar's the

saft seep o' the cluds an' the dour chirt o' the cranreuch.

2. A small spring ; U. S., a place where petro-

leum oozes out slowly (Webster, 1911).

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 424 Seeps, sypes or

sykes, trivial springs.

3. A sip of liquor.

1897 Ld. E. Hamilton Outlaws xvii. 187 I've mair than a

mind to rin doun.. and see if I canna light on a stolum o*

bread and a seip o' milk maybe. 1901 R. Buchanan Poems

157 (E.D.D.) Anither bit seep, wi' her han' below the glass

in case o' ony scaling.

Seep (sip), v. dial, and U. S. Also seap, seip.

[Perh. repr. OE. sipian : see Sirs ».] intr. To
ooze, drip, trickle : = Sipe v.

1790 A. Wilson Ep. to Brother Pedlar Poet. Wks. 173

Rain seeps through the thack. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, xvn,

That canna hinder the bluid seiping through. 1882 Cable

Dr. Sevier xv, Water seeps up through the side-walks.

Seep, obs. form of Sheep.

Seepage (si"'pedj). Sc. and U. S. Also seip-

age, sepage. [f. Seep v. + -age. Cf. Sipage.]
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Percolation or oozing of water or fluid ; leakage ;

also that which oozes.

i8»5 Jamieson Suppl., Sipage, Seipage, .. leakage. 1874

Raymond 6th Rep. Mines 324 To allow for evaporation and

seepage. 189* Gunter Miss Divid. (1893) iqo There is no

seepage at this season, and we are way above the water level.

fig- *W3 Cable Old Creole Days (Edinb. ed.) 104 The
Anglo-American flood.. had thus far been felt only as slip-

pery seepage which made the Creole tremble for his footing.

aitrib. 1883 Century Mag. July 421/2 Rills of seepage

water wet the road.

Seepy (srpi), a. U. S. [f. Seep v. + -y.] (See

quot.)
i860 Babtlktt Diet Amtr. (ed. 3), Seepy, seepy land is

land under cultivation that is not well drained.

Seer 1 (si»J, in sense 1 also tfai). Forms: 4
seere, 5 score, 5-6 sear, 6 seear, 7 seare, 4-

seer. [f. See v. + -ek K Cf. G. seller.]

1. gen. One who sees. rare. + Seldom seer, one

who sees seldom. Cf. See-eb.
c 14*5 Found. St Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 59 A certeyne

childe that hadde lost hys sight . . receyued hit ageyne. And
he, seygne with othir seers the mercy of God. .gretly he

magnyned and prechid. t 1440 Jacob's Well 102 panne alle

be scerys weryn astonyed. 156a A. Brooke Romeus <$•

Iuliet 1070 And seemely grace that wonted so to glad the

seers sight. 1656 Jer. Iaylor Let to Evelyn \6 Apr.,

Strangers & seldome seers feel the beauty of them more
than you who dwell with them. 1701 G. Stanhope Augus-
tine's Medit 1. xiii (1720) 25 God, the searcher and seer of

Hearts. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. 22 His Eyes are the Seers

or his Feet the Movers. 1833 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Produc.
tions Mod. Art, Or what associating league to the imagi-

nation can there be between the seers and the seers not, of

a presential miracle ? 1873 M. Arnold Lit * Dogma(ify6)
376 Seer of the vision of peace, that yet couldst not see the

things which belong unto thy peace,

b. Comb. Seer-off\ cf. See v. 7 b. {ttonce-use.)

1909 Max Beerbohm Vet Again 25 Giving the date of

their departure, and a description by which the seer-off can
identify them on the platform.

2. One to whom divine revelations are made in

visions. In mod. use occas. trans/., applied to a

person gifted with profound spiritual insight.

Originally rendering L.videns (Vulg.),Gr.flA.«irwi' (LXX),
Heb. mn roe h

, said in 1 Sam. ix. to have been an earlier

synonym ofprophet
138a Wvclif 1 Rings

1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 216 b, And therfore (sayth
138a Wvclif i Rings ix.o Cometh, and goo we to the seer.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 216 b, And therfore (sayth
scripture) they that now be called prophetes, in olde tyme
were called seers. 1667 Milton P. L. xu. 553 How soon
hath thy prediction, seer blest, Measur'd this transient

world. 1718 Pope Iliad 1. 93 That sacred Seer whose com-
prehensive View The past, the present, and the future knew.
1835 Thirlwall Greece I. iv. in The king.. sought the
aidof the seer Melampus. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 311
The admiration . .for Maurice as a thinker and seer.

aitrib. 1844 Mrs. Browning Sounds iii. 6 The seer-saint

of Patmos. 1851 Carlvle Sterling it. vL (1872) 137 Here
actually is a real seer-glance., of an eye that is human.

3. A magician ; one who has the power of second
sight. Also a crystal-gazer, a server.

1661 ' Montelion ' Don Juan Lambertou. xi. N 4 b, Now
as soon as Pacolet the Dwarfespyed him [the Necromancer]

;

Quoth he unto the Seer [etc). 1691 Wood Atk. Oxon. I.

244 Dee.. appointed his Friend Kelley to be his Seer or
Skryer or Speculator, that is to take notice what the spirits

did. 17*3 'Theophilus Insulanus' Second Sight 78 A
number 01 Seers whose predictions have exactly tallied with
circumstances of time and place. 1889 Proc. Soc. Psych.
Research xiv. 502 The seer in this case was a girl, . . whose
visions were perceived by means of a glass of water.

1 4. An overseer ; an inspector. Obs.

1498 Reg. Privy Seal Scot I. 28/1 Settar and sear of
skinnys within the said burgh. 1604 Stirling Burgh Rec.

(1887) I. in James Short and Duncane Patersoun to be
scares of the wark.

Hence See rhood.
1884 M. Boole in Jml. Educ. 1 Sept. 344 Certain indi-

viduals have had a special tendency to inspirations of sudden
perception of new truth... It is variously called Intuition,

Genius, or Secrhood.

II Seer- (si»j). Anglo-htd. Forms: 7 ceer, sear,

seere, sera, serre, (9 erron. sir), 8- seer. PL
seer, seers. [Hindi ser.] A denomination of weight

varying in different parts of India from over 3 lb.

to 3 ounces. In districts under British rule it is

officially equal to a kilogramme, or 22 lb. avoir-

dupois. Also used as a measure of capacity ; the

official regulation (see quot. 18 71) makes it equal

to a litre, or 1.76 pint.

1618 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 47, 524 tole

make a seere of 30 pices. 166a J. Davies tr. Alandetslo's

Trav. 85 There is out one kind of weight all over the
Kingdome of Guzuratta, which they call Maon,.. which
weighs fourty Ceers, and makes thirty pounds and a half.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <y P. 209, 1 Cattee is afi Sear.

1787 W. Chambers tr. Short Ace. Marralta St 30 Rice.

.

is sold for ten or twelve Seer for a Rupee. 18x6 'Quiz'
Grand Master vm. 217 His master had not one Fanam, To
purchase half a seer of gram. 1845 Stocqueler Brit. India
(1854) 209 A seer (a full quart) of the best [rose-water] may
be obtained for eight annas. 1849 Eastwick Dry Leaves

33 He refused the cash, and bartered his milk to us for a sir

of rice. 1871 Indian Weights, etc. Act in Unrepealed
Gen. Acts (1876) II. 1426 The units, .shall be—for weights,

the said ser [previously prescribed to be equal to the French
Kilogramme des Archives! ; for measures of capacity, a
measure containing one such ser of water at its maximum
density, weighed in a vacuum. 1902 Man II. 60 Bringing
with him one and a quarter seer of rice.

8eer(e, variant forms of Seee sb., Sebe a.

395

Seeress. [f. Seer I + -ess.] A female seer.

1845 Mrs. Crowe Renter's Seeress ofPrevorst 330 Last
days and death of the Seeress. 1897 Watts-Dunton Ayl-win
1. vi, Fenella Stanley seems in her later life to have set up
as a positive seeress.

Seer-fish : see Seir-fish.
Seerge, obs. form of Search v., Serge.
Seering, variant of Cering vbl. sb.

157a in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 158 For seering
Candell vi lb.

Seerou, variant of Serou.

II Seerpaw (sl»up2). Indian. Also 7 ser-

; apah;
serpow, 7-8 serpaw. [Urdu saropa, a.

i

Pers. UL** sarafd, head to foot, cap-a-pie, l.j»*

I sar, sir head + \> pa foot.] ' A complete suit,

presented as a khilat or dress of honour by the

sovereign or his representative * (Y.).

1671 tr. Bernier's Partic. Events Gt Mogul II. 4 That
which they call Ser-Apah, that is, an habit from head to

foot. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$ P. 87 Sir George Oxen-
dine. .hadaCollat or Serpaw.a Robe of Honour from Head
to Foot, offered him from the Great Mogul. 1715 in J. T.
Wheeler Early Rec. Brit India (1878) 171 We were met by
Padre Stephanus, bringing two seerpaws. 1763 Orme MUit
Trans. I. 163 Serpaws. -are garments which are presented

sometimes by superiors in token of protection, and some-
times by inferiors in token of homage.

Seership (sie-ijip). [f. Seer * + -ship.]

1. Your seerskip: amocktitleofaddresstoa'seer*.
1784 New Spectator ix. 6 Which [certain phrases], there-

fore, we request your Seership to explain in such a manner
as that we may give an account thereof.

2. The office or function of a seer.

1835 Miss Sedgwick Linwoods I. i. 17 Isabella was net-

tled at Herbert's open contempt of Erne's seership. 1881

J. G.Holland in Scribner's MonthiyXXll. 142 Would these

men in any way distinguish seership and prophecy from
imagination. 1884 P. B. Randolph (title) Seership ! The
Magnetic Mirror. A practical guide to those who aspire to

clairvoyance, etc.

Seersucker (si*us»k3i). Also 8 sirsakas,

9 searsucker. [East Indian corruption of Pers.

S3* • j*2* shir o shakkar lit. milk and sugar',

transf. *a striped linen garment' (Vullers Lex.

Pers.-Lai.),] A thin linen, or sometimes cotton,

fabric, striped and with a crimped or puckered

surface, of Indian manufacture. Also (and now
chiefly) applied to imitations made in the U. S.

1757 Guyon's New Hist E. Indies II. 145, 600 pieces sir-

sakas. 1757 in Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory {1793) I.

903, I have with me..as a present for the King of Ava..2
Pieces of Seersuckers. 1866 Daily Tel. 20 Jan. 5/3, I have
made acquaintance with the Spanish .soldier.. in Havana,
where in summer he is sensibly clad in a suit of seersucker.

187a Howells Wedd. Journ. vi. (1882) 14s The clerk, in a
seersucker coat. 1901 Esther Singleton Furniture ofOur
Forefathers II. 631 The materials used for upholstering in

the seventeenth century were camak, ..searsucker [etc].

Sees, obs. form of Cease v.

See-Saw (si"'s§), int., sb., and a. [A redupli-

cating formation symbolic of alternating movement;
the particular form may be suggested by Saw v.,

to which the oldest example refers. Cf. Sitisot.]

A. int. Used as part of a rhythmical jingle,

apparently sung by sawyers, or by children imita-

ting sawyers at their work. Hence in nursery

songs serving as accompaniment to alternating

movements in games.
1640 Bromk Antipodes 11. ii, Let me not see you act now,

In your Scholasticke way, you brought to towne wi' yee, With
see saw sacke a downe, like a Sawyer, c 1685 MS. Douce 357
If. 12$ See saw, sack a day ; Monmouth is a pretie Boy.
xj. . tn Ritson's Gammer Gurton's Garl. (1783) 48 See Saw,
sacaradown, Which is the way to London town ? Ibid. 51

See saw, Margery Daw Sold her old bed to lay on straw.

18. . in HalHwell Nursery Rhymes (1842) 88 See saw, Mar-
gery Daw, Jackey shall have a new master.

B. sb.

1. TJie motion of going up one moment and down
the next, or of swaying' backwards and forwards.

To play (at) see-saw : a sport or child's amusement
in which children sit one or more at each end of

a board or piece of timber balanced so that the

ends move alternately up and down.
A wholly different game, a form of Cat's cradle, is known

in some parts of England as see-sawt with reference to the

backward and forward movements of the hands.

1704 Swift Median. Operat Spirit Misc. 297 Then, as
they sit, they are in a perpetual motion of See-saw. 1712
— Let to Mrs. Hill July, One who knows your constitu-

tion very well, advises you by all means against sitting in

the dusk at your window, or on the ground, leaning on your
hand, or at see-saw in your chair. 179a Mme. D'Arulay
Diary Jan., I thought by his see-saw he was going to in-

terrupt the speech, a 1806 H. K. White Lett. (1837) 338
The delicious see-saw of a post-chaise. >8ai Clare Vitl.

Minstr. II. 77 Play at see-saw on the pasture-gate. 1877
Blackmore Erema liv. III. 237 The butt-ends of the three

old streets. . were dipped as if playing see-saw in the surf.

b. transf. and Jig.

1714 SHAFTES8.CAar<«'.(i737) III. 25 The common Amble
or Canterbury is not, I am persuaded, more tiresom to a
good Rider, than this See-saw of Essay-Writers is to an
able Reader. 1748 Richardson Clarissa III. 99 To see.,

what can be done by the amorous See-saw; now humble;
now proud ; now expecting, or demanding [etc.]. Ibid. IV.

280. 1847 Disraeli Viv. Grey v. xiii, He had persisted

obstinately against a run on the red ; then floundered and
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got entangled in a see-saw, which alone cost him a thousand.
1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic xxiv, (i860) II. 18 The
ancients called the circular definition also by the name of
Diallelon...In probation there is a similar vice which bears
the same names. We may, I think, call them by the homely
English appellation of the Seesaw, i860 Emerson Cond.
Life \. Fate (i860) 39 If a man has a seesaw in his voice, it

will run into his sentences, a 1870 W. Stubbs Lect Europ.
Hist 1. i. (1904) 8 Charles's wars with France are a regular
see-saw.

c. Whist. = Ceoss-ruff 2.

1746 Hovle Whist (ed. 6) 36 See-Saw, is when each
Partner trumps a Suit, and they play those Suits to one
another to trump. 1876 A. Campbell-Walker Correct Card
(1880) Gloss.y See-saw.—Partners trumping each a suit, and
leading to each other for that purpose.

2. A plank arranged for playing see-saw.
1824 Carlvle Wilhelm Meister, Trav. xvii[i], A large

swing-wheel, other see-saws [etc.]. 1844 Louisa S. Cos-
tello Biam 4- Pyr. I. x. 177 Swings and see-saws for the
exercise of youthful bathers after their dips. 1884 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 771/1 The long cemented play-ground below,
with a seesaw for the children.

fig. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. 140, 1 began by siding
with Mrs. Grundy and the world and at the next turn of the
seesaw have lighted down on Ethel's side.

3. nonce-use. ? One whose life is passed in mono-
tonous repetition of the same incident.

1753 Richardson Grandison (1754) III. xviii. 150 Let me
alone Harriet : Now a quarrel ; now a reconciliation ; I

warrant 1 shall be happier than any of the yawning see-
saws in the kingdom. Everlasting summers would be a
grievance.

C. adj. Moving up and down, or backwards and
forwards, in the manner of a see-saw. Also^;
1735 Pope Prol. Sat 323 His wit all see-saw, between that

and this, Now high, now low, now master up, now miss.

1760 Lloyd Actor 148 When desperate heroines grieve with
tedious moan, And whine their sorrows in a see-saw tone.
177a Mason Her. Epist to Sir IV. Chambers 22 Let D**d
H*e, from the remotest North, In see-saw sceptic scruples
hint his worth. 1796 E. Darwin Zoon. II. 389 Some elderly
people acquire a see-saw motion of their bodies from one
side to the other, as they sit, like the oscillation of a pen-
dulum. i8iz Byron Waltz To Publisher, Turning round
to a d—d see-saw up-and-down sort of tune. 1854^ **• Miller
Sch. $ Schm. (1858) 375, I lived on for years in a sort of
uneasy, see-saw condition, without any middle ground be-

tween the two extremes, on which I could at once reason
and believe. 1878 S. Walpole Hist Eng. II. 434 They did
not tolerate a see-saw Government.

See-saw , v. [f. See-saw sb.]

1. intr. a. lit. To move up and down, or back-
wards and forwards ; to undergo a see-saw motion

;

also to play see-saw.
171a Arbuthnot John Bull iv. vii, So they went see-saw-

ing up and down, from one End of the Room to the other.

1778 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 23 Aug., ' Why, ay, true ',

cried the doctor [JohnsonJ, see-sawing very solemnly.

1835 Willis Pencillings I. xxiii. 161 A decrepid nun was
see-sawing backwards and forwards. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. xlix. (1856) 469 It see-sawed with him a good deal, but
he jumped for it safely, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Floss 1. vi,

She was seesawing on the elder bough. 1898 Eraser in

Daily News 15 June 5/2 Our way lay east, over a road see-

sawing continuously between attitudes of 5,000 and 8,000

feet.

h.jig.
18*6 Jas. Mill in Westm. Rev. VI. 259 To see-saw be*

tween these two horrible conditions, with one half of our
population always in misery, is a grand item in the present

state of the nation. 1835 Lady Granville Lett 7 Sept.

(1894) II. 19s He. .then uas to see-saw between Peel and
the Ultras. 1856 De Quincey Confess, (ed. 2) Wks, V. 135
Dialogues that loitered painfully, or see-sawed unprofitably.

1894 G. Parker Trail ofSword xx. (1897) 280 It is curious
how their fortunes had see-sawed one against the other for

twelve years.

2. trans. To cause to move in a see-saw motion.
1801 inspirit Pubtymls. IX. 377 He sits cocking his chin,

and see-sawing his right arm. _ 1813 Coleridge Remorse 11.

i, A poor idiot ooy. .See-saws his voice in inarticulate noises.

183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. ix. He ponders, he see-saws him-
self to and fro. 1873 Miss Braddon Sir. $ Pilgr. m. xiii,

Dr. Cameron see-sawed the matter in his most delicate way.
1873 Miss Broughton Nancy iv, Bobby, stop see-sawing
that chair, it makes me feel deadly sick.

Hence See'-saw:injr vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1793 Laity's Directory 20 The shameful act of see-sawing
in their chairs. 1827 Carlvle Germ. Rom. III. 346 To
mount a plank over a beam, and commence seesawing. 183a

Lytton Eugene A. 1. ii, A certain lolling, see-sawing method
of balancing his body upon his chair. 1876 A. J. Evans
Through Bosnia ii. 50 Two Croats.. imparted a see-sawing

motion to it. 1906 Baroness von Hutten What became of
Pam 11. viii. 166 He seemed . . so above all mental see-sawing.

Seese, obs. form of Cease ; variant of Seise v.

Seesen, -in, obs. forms of Seisin.

Seesoo, Seesu, variant forms of Sissoo.

Seet, obs. pa. t. of Set and Sit.

Seete, obs. pa.pple. of Set v.; var. Sete, suitable

Seet(e, obs. forms of Seat sb.

Seeth, variant of Saithe, Seath, Sethe Obs.

Seethe, sb. [f. Seethe v.] Seething, ebullition

(of waves) ; intense commotion or heat. Also Jig.
1816 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XLI. 330 A rush of

wandering winds, a seethe of waves, is heard. 1856 Dohell
Eng. in Time ofWar 66 Nigher comes the seeth of fields

on fire. 1865 A. Smith Summer in Skye I. 200 The seethe

of the wave on the rock, 1901 H. Trench Deirdre Wed 45
He choked at his own spirit's seethe.

Seethe <*/ x
.

, v. Pa. t. seethed, f sod. Pa.

pple. seethed, f sodden. Forms : a. Inf. r s6o-

50-2
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ban, 3-4 seobe(n, 3-5 sebe(n >
3-6 »ethe» 4"6

seth, (5 eethyn, sith, sede, syede), 6 seith(e,

seeith, syeth, seath, 6, 9 seatho, 5-9 se
.

e«i>

4- seethe. Also 3rd sing. Pres. Ind. 1 syb, 4

ieb b. Pa. t. sing. 1 seap, 3 setS, 3-5 seb, seth,

a-z seeth, sethe ; //. 1 sudon, 3 sude.n, 3-4

sodun, 3-6 BOde(n, 4-5 sothe(n ; sing, and pi.

6-7 sod, sodd(e; weak form 4-5 sethed(e, -ide,

-it, seethede, 7- seethed, o. Pa.pple. 1 soden,

3-4 i-sode, i-zode, 4-5 sode
>
s°dun

>
-yn

> 3r"

soden, sooden, 4-7 soden, 5 soddyn, 6 sodene,

sodne, sod,'d)in, soddyne, 7 sudden, 4- sod-

den (see Sodden)
;
5-7 sodde, 7 sodd, 5-9 sod

;

3 siben, 3-5 soben, (4 soipen), 4-5 sopin, -yn,

-un, y-sothe(n, y-soothe, soothen, 5 sobe ; weak

form 8-9 seethed. [A Common Tent, strong

verb (wanting in Gothic) : OE. slotan (pa. t. slatl,

pL, sudon, pa. pple. soden) corresponds to OFris.

siatha (WFris. siede), OS. *siotlan (in pa. pple.

gesodenemo 'recocto'), MLG. siden (LG. seden\

Dn. zieden, OHG. siodan (MHG.,mod.G. sieden),

ON. sitta (S«r. sjuda, Da. syde). The root,

OTeut. *seu}- (: *saup- : *suot-) occurs in Goth.

saujt-s sacrifice (? originally 'boiled flesh'), with

which ON. sautl-r sheep is probably identical.

From the weak grade *sud- appears to have been

developed the parallel root *sweb- ( : *swaf- : *r«<f-)

in OHG. swedan to smoulder, MHG. swaden

smoky vapour (mod.G. sehwadem fire-damp), ? OE.

swa)ul smoky vapour. Brugmann refers the root

to an Indogermanic type *ij>eut-, found in Lith.

szuntii (pret. szuntau) ' I smoulder, stew '.

The original pa. t. (ME. seeth) was superseded by the form

sod taken from the pa. pple. The verb is now conjugated

weak, sod being obsolete, and sodden having ceased to be

associated with this verb.l

1. trans. To boil ; to make or keep boiling hot

;

to subject to the action of boiling liquid ; esp. to

cook (food) by boiling or stewing ; also, to make

an infusion or decoction of (a substance) by boiling

or stewing. Obs. or arch.

OE. had certain figurative uses not found later : To try as

by fire ; to afflict with cares.

ciooo Sax. Ltechd. II. 276 Gif mon syb garleac on henne

brope. c H05 Lay. 20978 pat orf bat heo nomen al heo

sloven,..and suden and bradden. ^1250 Gen. &r Sx. 1487

Iacob An time him se5 a mete Sat man callen lentil aete.

1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8447 So muche honger hii adde ber, .

.

»at hii sode be saracens & bat fless ete. a 1300 Cursor M.
6081 It sal noght siben be bot bred, pis lamb bat bai of sal

befedd. 138a Wycuf Gen. xxv. 29 Jacob..hadde sothun

[1388 Jacob sethide, 1611, 1884 sod] potage. c 1386 Chaucer
Clerks T. 171 Wortes or othere herbes..The whiche she

shredde and seeth for hir lyuynge. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P.R. xvtl. ix. (1495) 608 The floure of Anetum sod wyth

wynedooth away heed ache, c 1440 Gesla Rom. (1879) 247 Pe

Etnperour smote oute fire of a stone, and sebe his mete, as

welle as he myjt. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. ix. 196 And so

that veneson was rosted baken and soden . 1509 BarclaySkyp

of Folys{\Zn) II. 6 Progne..whiche sode hir oune childe

after she had hym slayne. 1540 Movjlton Mirr. Health

f iv, Take hemlocks and seth them tyll they be softe as pappe.

1570 T. Stevens in Hakluyts Voy.(\$cfj) II. 11. 101 We saw

crabs swimming on the water that were red as though they

had bene sodden. 1607 Relat. Disc. River in Capt. Smith s

Wis. (Arb.) Introd. 42 Wee sodd our kettle byy water syde.

find. 43 He. -gave vs a Deare roasted ; which according to

their Custome they seethed againe. 1648 Gage West Ind.

xii. (1655) 61 From the root of this tree cometh a juyce like

unto a syrup, which being sod will become Sugar. 1653

H. More Antid. Ath. n. vl § 4 (1712) 56 The Lye in which

it is sodden or infus'd is good to wash the Head. X713

Guardian No. 139 Androcles, having sodden the flesh of it

by the sun. a 1779 Cook Voy. Pacific iv. iii. (1784) II. 321

This operation they repeat till they think the contents are

sufficiently stewed or seethed. 1818 Scott F. M. Perth

xxviii, Others were cut into joints and seathed in cauldrons

made of the animal's own skins. 1835 Willis Pencillings

I. U. 19 Cold meat, seethed, Italian fashion, in nauseous oil.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 634 A poor man whose
loyalty was suspected, .was compelled to^ransom his own
life by seething the remains of his friends in pitch.

aisol. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 383 He coude roste, and sethe,

and broille, and frye. 1577-81 Breton Flourish Fancy, etc.

(Grosart) 15/2 And what kinde cookes she hath, and how
they make their fyre To roast, to seeth, to broile, to bake,

and what you will desire.

fb. With adv., to seethe out, away (also fig.).

Also, to separatefrom (a part) by boiling.

138a Wyclif /so. i. 25, I shal sethen out [Vulg. excoquam]
to the pure thi dros. c 1440 Gesta Rom. (1879) 385 Than the

|j. deuyls.. Caste hem into a Cawderon and helde hem
there, till the fleshe was sothyn fro the bone. 1561 T. Nor-
ton Calvin's Inst. in. 172 In continually settling out and
burning vp the vices ofour lust, 1567 Harman Caveat (1867)

22 Then was.. a great fat oxe sod out in Furmenty. 1595
Duncan App. Etym. (E.D.S.), Excoquo, to seathe away, to

fyne.

+ C. To prepare or produce by boiling. Obs.

? a 1500 Chester PL vii. 73 To seeth salve for our sheepe.

1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. xili. iv. [xv.](i622) 183 A
poison was sod [L. decoquiiur virus] strong & violent.

fd. To digest (food). Hence perh. the use in

OE. for : To brood over (care, anxiety) : cf. Gr.

K-qSfa niooftv. Obs.
Beoviulfvja Swa 8a mselceare maxa Healfdenes singala

seaS. Ibid. 1993 Ic daes modceare sorhwylmum seaS. 1398
Tr evisa Barth. DeP.R.m. xiv. (1495) 59 The fode is todde
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and defyed by werkynge of kynde. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. xl. 71 Wherfore pe stomak . .losyth his strengthe

to fully sethe be mete. i6a8 [see Seething vbl. sb. 3].

2. mtr. (for passive). To be boiled ; to be

subjected to boiling or stewing ; to become boiling

hot. Said of a liquid, or a substance boiled in a

liquid ; also of the pot or other receptacle. Also

to seethe over.

13.. Sir Benes 3455 He let felle a led Fill of pich and of

bremston, And hot led let falle per on ; Whan hit alber swiber

seb, pemperur bar in a deb. Ibid. 3460 Hire lord seben in be

pich jhe sai. a 1400 Vis. St. Paul 133 in Minor Poemsfr,
Vernon MS. 255 per he sauh . . Blake Maydens in Blac clos-

ing, And bei sodun euerichon In wellyng pich and Brumston.

c 1430 Two Cookery Bis. 1. 6 Let hem sethe to-gederys a

whyle. c 1481 Caxton Dialogues viii. 30 Make the ynche

to seethe. ..Pais bouillir latere. 1541-71 Schole-house 0/
Women 628 in Hazl. E. P. P. IV. 129 [He] Bad her take the

pot, that sod ouer the fire. 1609 C. Butler Fern. Mon.

(1634) 165 When it hath sod a while, and is thorowly melted,

take it off the fire. 164* Crashaw Sospetlo (THerode 37 And
while, the black soules boile in their own gore, To hold

them down, and looke that none seeth o're. 1801 Med.
Jrnl. V. 367 The water begins to seeth. 1827 Lamb Remin.
Sir J. Dunstan in Hone's Every-d. Bk. II. 11. 843 The
scent of horse-flesh seething into dog's meat.

3. trans. To reduce to a condition resembling

that of food which by boiling or stewing has lost

its flavour or crispness ; to soak or steep in a

liquid ; to dissipate the vitality or freshness of (the

brain, blood, spirits, etc.) by excessive heat or by
intoxicating liquor. Chiefly in passive ; for special

developments of the pa. pple. see Sod and Sodden.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffc+s This piteous spectacle of her

loue [sc. Leander drowned], sodden to haddocks meate. 1615

Heywood Four Premises K 1, Such as shrinke not to haue

their blouds sod with the dog-daies heat. x6ax Burton
Anat. Mel. n. ii. vi. 380 They drown their wits, seeth their

brains in ale [etc.]. 1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. 47 By heate,

whence the Spirits are dissipated and the braine as it were sod.

1813 Coleridge Remorse 11. ii. 188 His weak eyes sceth'd

in most unmeaning tears. 1843 W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist.

xvii. § 9 (ed. 3) 557 They [the Huns] lived on raw flesh, or at

best only sodden by being placed under their saddles and
pressed against the backs of their steeds during a sharp

gallop. 1844 Mrs. Browning Rime Duchess May v, And
the castle, seethed in blood, fourteen days and nights had
stood, a 1851 D. Terrold St. Giles xxii, There was a man
. . still alive ; though seethed in drink, and looking like death.

4. intr. (transf. from 2). Of a liquid, vapour,

etc. : To rise, surge or foam up, as if boiling ; to

form bubbles or foam. Said also of a receptacle

thus filled with foam or vapour ; also of a flatulent

stomach, of the heart or blood. Also with up.

1535 Coverdale Job xxx. 27 My bowels seeth with in me
Slake no rest, a 155a Leland Itin. VI. 7 Sidingburne,..so

caullid by reason ofmany springges that in the Chalke Hilles

about it doth seeth and boyle oute. 1633 Webster Duchess

Malfi 11. i, She puykes, her stomacke seethes. 1633 Ford ' Tis

Pity m. vii. 19 My belly seeths like a Porridge-pot. 1679 Dry.
den GSdipus iv. 1, A thousand frantick Spirits Seething, like

rising Bubbles, on the Brim. 1797 Coleridge Kubla Khan
17 And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething, . . A
mighty fountain momently was forced, i860 Tyndall. Glac.

1. § 18. 126 Vapour, .came seething at times up the sides of

the mountain. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount, ft Mere xvi. 133

The white surf which broke over their bows and seethed

along the decks.

6. fig. To be in a state of inward agitation, tur-

moil, or ' ferment '. Said of a person in trouble,

fever, etc.; of plans, elements of discontent or

change ; also of a region filled with excitement,

disaffection, etc.

1606 Shaks. Tr. *r Cr. in. i 43, 1 will make a complementall

assault vpon him, for my busiuesse seelhes. 1820 Keats
Isabella xv, For them alone did seethe A thousand men in

troubles wide and dark. 1845 Disraeli Sybil v. viii, 'All

the north is seething ', said Gerard. ' We must contrive to

agitate the metropolis ', said Maclast. 185S M rs. Browning
Aur. Leigh 111. 1141 She lay and seethed in fever many
weeks. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv. § 4. 194 The city had
all through the interval been seething with discontent. 188a

^. H. Blunt Ref.Ch. Eng. II. 506 Theelementsof that war

ad been seething in English society. 1894 M rs. Dyan A 11

in Man's Keeping xxv. (1899) 348 His brain had no respite

either. Plans seethed there incessantly.

Seethe, variant of Saithe.

t Seethed, ppl- a. Obs. rare. Cf. Sodden///.

a. [f. Seethe v. + -ed 1.] Boiled.

1775 Adair Amer. Ind. 407 They, .boil them well, as they

do every kind of seethed food.

Seethenoe, variant of Sithence Obs.

+ Seether. Obs. [I. Seethe v . + -eb 1»]

1. One who is employed in boiling.

1377 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 46 Stipendia. .It., Pro

Sether, v. i,d. 1389 Ibid. 49 In ij
1"1" garniamentis pro fyss-

man et Le Sether, 11 s. 6d.

2. A utensil for boiling, nonce-use.

1700 Dryden Baucis fy Philemon 57 She sets the Kettle on,

(Like burnish'd Gold the little Seether shone).

Seething (srSirj), vbl. sb. [f. Seethe v. +
-iNoi.] The action of Seethe v.

1. The state of being boiling hot.

c 1300 St. Margarele 31 He let hete water oS seobinge &
bo hit boillede taste, He let nyme bis holi maide & per

amidde hire caste.

b. transf. and fig.
Ebullition, intense inward

agitation. Also with up.
X593 Nashe Christ's T. O 2, This Vaine-glory . . is (as I may
all it) the froth and scathing vp of Ambition. 1851 Longf.

Gold. Leg. iv. Convent Cellar, Hut within, what a spirit of

SEG.

deep unrest ! What a seething and simmering in bis breast

!

1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiii. 388 Nothing was visible but a
wild boiling and seething of clouds and waves.

f2. The action or an act of keeping a liquid

boiling hot, of cooking iu boiling water, or of

submitting anything to the action of boiling liquid.

1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) IV. 439 Biggynge and sellynge

cesede, and so dede rostynge and sebinge [MS. y seobyng]
and greybinge of mete. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. VI. xxi.

(1495) 210 Salte is made by grete sethyn^e of water. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xi. 91 The seething

together of plummes..and other lyke fruits. 1622 MABBEtr.
Aleman's Guzman dAlf. II. 327 The better to secure the

seething of the Pot. 1735 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Potage,

When this Mixture has been season'd, let it have five or six

Seethings in a Stew.pan.

t b. concr. Something boiled or in process of

boiling. Obs.
138a Wyclif Gen. xxv. 30 5if to me of this brown sething

[Vulg. Da mihi de coctione hac rufa\. c 1400 tr. Secreta
Secret., Gov. Lordsh. lxviii. 85 Sethe hem softly to be half,

and after lat be sethinge be steryd and strenyd.

+ o. Comb. , as seething-house, -pot. Obs.
1459-60 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 80 In coquina sunt,

viz. in le *sethynghowse, ij magne olle in minis, c 1500 Lacy
Wyl Bucke's Test, a iij b, Then caste all togeter in a faire

*sething-pott with water. 1668 Culpeper & Cole Barthol.

Anat. 1. ix. 18 So we cover it as we do our seething-pots

with a potlid, to keep in the fumes.

f3. Digestion. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xl. (Bodl. MS.), pe galle

by heete hereof helpeb be seebing of mete and drinke. 1628

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. i. 11. v. (ed. 3) 20 Elixation is the

seething [edd. 1, 2 boyling] of meat in the stomacke.

Seething (s?Sirj), ppl.a. [f.SEETHEZ*. + -ING 2
.]

1. Originally, of liquids, a cauldron, etc. : Boiling.

In mod. use, a somewhat rhetorical expression for

:

Intensely heated (said of solids, the atmosphere,

etc., as well as of liquids).

a 1300 Leg. Rood 60 A caudron he let fulle Wib sebing oile

vol Inous.. 1481 Caxton Reynard xlii. (Arb.) 114 [They]
were aferd of that syedyng water. 1535 Coverdale Jer. i.

13, I do se a seethinge pot. 166a JTDavies tr. Olearius'

Voy. Ambass. 413 There is a Spring of seething Water,

which falls into a Pool. 1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton r 36

The hooks and the seething pitch of Barbariccia and Draghi-

gnazzo. 1848 Lytton Harold v. iii, But did he try the

ordeals of God ?. . did his hand grasp the seething iron ?

b. quasi-aofc., esp. in phrase seething hot.

1489 Caxton Faytes of A. n. xxxvii. 155 Yf . .the watre

might be sedinge hole, a 1635 Corbet Poems (1807) 138

That 'tis so seething hott in Spaine, they sweare They never

heard of a raw oyster there. 1870 Tyndall Fragtn. Sd.
(1879) 1. vi. 197 The whole surface of which [the sea] was
seething white.

2. transf. and fig. Of waves, etc. : Ebullient,

tumultuous. Also, pervaded by intense and cease-

less inner agitation : often with reference {lit. and

fig.) to the condition characteristic of corruption

or putrefaction.

1588 Marlowe indPt. Tamburi. iv. i. 3818 Whose scalding

drops wil pierce thy seething braines. X590 Shaks. Mids.

N. v. i. 4 Louers and mad men haue such seething braines

[etc.]. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 433 The seething

spirit of controversy. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 73 [He]
plunged into the seething gulf of insurrection which was
raging in Eastern Turkestan. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv.

156 Seething sand [L. Syrlis], 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades
1. 37 One white sea Of churning, seething foam. 1875

S. Haden Earth to Earth 66 To avoid the seething subur-

ban cemeteries and to bury their dead at Woking. 1879

Farrar St. PaulUSSi) 238 Amid this seething corruption.

Hence See -thlnfjly adv.

1887 Temple Bar Oct. 199 He explained to his seethingly

angry friend.

Seeve, Seew, Seex : see Sieve, Sew, Sex.

Seey, obs. pa. t. sing, of See v.

Seeyne, obs. pres. ind. pi. of See ; var. Sene.

Sef, obs. form of Save quasi-prep.

Sef, sefen, seff(e(n, sefne, obs. ff. Seven,

Sefende, seffnde, sefnthe, sefth, obs. fl.

Seventh.
Sefenneghte, -nahht, aefniht, obs. ff. Sen-

night.
Sefte, obs. form of Sin v.

Sefton (se'ftan). [From the title of the Earl

of Sefton.]

1. Cookery. (In two applications : see quots.)

[App. invented by L. E. Ude, cook to the Earl of Sefton]

1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery (ed. 2) 352 A Sefton, or

Veal Custard. Ibid. 363 Ramekins a l'Ude, or Sefton Fancies.

2. (In full Sefton landau.) A kind of landau.

1885 Coach Builders' Art Jrnl. Aug. Suppl. 93 Our
drawing represents Messrs. Hooper & Co.'s ' Sefton Landau

'

for one horse. 1889 Duke of Beaufort Driving 385 Those

with curved lines are known as ' Sefton ' landaus, from the

present Earl of Sefton, who had the first one built for his

own use. 1898 Times 12 Jan. 0/5 The Prince of Wales.

.

drove in the Queen's ' Sefton and four to the Windsor

Station.

Seg (seg), sb} dial. Also 7 sag(ge, 8 saig.

[Of obscure origin.] An animal which has been

castrated when fully grown.
1600 Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 131 In Blakbume,

for one fat sagge for the bowse use, liij" xJ . 1641 Watertown

{Mass.) Rec. (1894) 7 No Steers or Sags of three yeares old

shalbe herded with the Dry Cattle. 164X, 1820 Bull-seg [see

Bull sb.1 n]. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorish. II. 350 Seg

,

or Bullseg; a castrate bull. 1789 Davidson Seasons 46 The

saig, poor dowy beast 1 nae plgasuro kens Aboon a gowan
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Up. 1844 H. Stephens B&. Farm. II. 129 An aged bull

that is castrated is called a segg. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric.

l\.725Seg. (Stiff., Yorks., Norf.), any animal castrated when
full grown.

Hence Seg" v. dial, trans. (See qnots.)

1886 Cheshire Gloss., Segged, castrated, but only applied

when the operation is performed on full-grown animals. 1887

S. Chesh. Gloss.y Sag, to castrate a full-grown animal.

Segf (seg), s&fi dial. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.) [a.

ON. sigg neut, hard skin (Norw. sigg, Ross).] A
callosity, esp. on the hand

.

1865 B. Brierley Irkdr/e I. vii. 130 They startn o'feighten

. .an never gi'en o'er till tney'n segs ole o'er 'em. 1903 Brit.

Med. Jrnl. 15 Feb. 378 Callosities (called planker's ' segs ')

on the thenar and hypothenar eminences.

Seg, obs. or dial, form of Sedge.

II Segador. Oh.— [Sp., agent-n. f. segar to

reap.] * A reaper, a Mower, a Harvest-man

'

(Blount Gtossogr. 1656).

Segamore, obs. form of Sagamore.
Segan, variant of Sagan Jewish Antiq.
Segar : see Cigar.

t Segara. Obs. [quasi-Sp. form of segar,

Cigar
;Sp. eigarro).] A cigar.

1785 R. Cumberland Observer No. 88 r 1 Taking the

segara from his mouth. Ibid, p 4 In bis pockets he had . . a
small bundle of segaras.

Segathy, variant of Sagathy.
Sege, obs. form of Sedge, Segge, Siege.

Segement, obs. form of Segment.

Segeneration (sic^ener^'/an). rare- 1
, [f. L.

se~ Se- + Generation.] (See quot.)
1888 Gulick in Linn. Soc. Jrnl. (Zool.) XX. 200 Many

species are now divided into twoor more intergenerants,
between wnich there is little or no intercrossing. This state

of freedom from crossing I call segeneration.

Segerstane, -ston(e,etc.,obs. forms of Sexton.
Segg, obs. or dial, form of Sedge.
Seggar : see Saggar.

tSe'ggard. dial. Obs. — Safeguards. 8.

1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.) 34 Th'art olwaysa vustled

up in an old Jump, or a Whittle, or an old Seggard. 1790
Grose Provinc. Gloss, (ed. 2) Suppl., Seggard, safeguard.
A kind of riding surtout so called. West.

f Segge l
. poet. Obs. Forms : 1 aecg, 3 sseg,

3-4 (6) seg, 3-6 segge, 4-6 aege, 4 segg, (seegge,

5 eeege, seghe, seige), 6 Bedge. [OE. spg** OS.
JW» ON. segg-r :—OTeut. *sagjo-z.\ A man. (In

the 16th c. only contemptuous.)
Beowulf 208 (Gr.) Secg wisade, lagucratfti^ mon, land-

^emyrcu. Ibid.633 pa ic on holm gestah, seebat jesaet mid
minra sccga jedriht. c 1*05 Lay. 7991 Heo ledden in heore
scipen..mom forhfulne sag sare iwunded. Ibid. 5:09 per
weore segge songe [c 1275 gleomenne songe], /but. 20854
pene si^ecTbim to segges vnder beor^en. 1340-70 Alex. $
Dind. 165 Of be seggus bat he sai Li- sonde be side stronde.

1377 Lasgl. P. PL B. xx, 333 ' I am a surgien ', seide pe
segge ' and salues can make . a 1400 Morte Arth. 1574, I

had leuer see hym synke one the salte sttandez, Than the
seegge ware seke, that es so sore woundede. c 1470 Henry
Wallace 111. 53 Robert Boid, quhilk wald no langar bide
Vndir thrillage of seg is of Ingland. c\qi$RaufCoil%car
7i3Thair wasseruit in that saill Seigis semelie. 1508 Dun-
bar Flyting 13 For and I flyt sum sege for schame sould sink.

15. . Scot. Field 113 in ChetkamSoe. Misc. II, Then sumoned
he his sedges, in sondry places. 1557 Grimald Death Zoroas
98 in Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 122 Wherwith a hole route came
of souldiours stern, And all in peeces hewed the silly seg.

1567 Dhant Horace, A. P. B vij, Through this and such the
sillie segge lay plasde in puddle stilL Ibid., Ep. 1. ii. C iij,

Duke Nestor, sillie carkinge segge.

t Segge *. Obs. rare- 1
. [? a. OF. seiche (:-L.

styia)!] ? A cuttle-fish.

c 1300 [see Lax sb. x

\

Segge, obs. form of Say pX Sedge, Siege.

Segged (segd), a. dial. [f. seg, dial. var. of

Sedge!] Seated with sedge or rushes ; rush-

bottomed. Also Comb, segged-seated adj.

187a Mrs. H. Wood Within the Maze xii, The plain
segged-seated chairs stood pretty thick.

t
1873 — Master 0/

Greylands xvt, A small apartment looking to the kitchen-

garden, with an old carpet on its floor, painted segged chairs,

and a square piano against the wall.

tSegger. Obs. rare. [f. segge Say Z/. + -EK 1
.]

One given to ( talking ', a boaster, braggart.

c 1440 York Myst.xxvxu. 201 Jone segger [sc. Christ] pat
callis hym-selffe a sire.

Segger, Seggerson, obs. ft Sayer 1
, Sexton.

t Se'ggiug. Obs. rare. Used in echoes of the

Du. proverb zeggen is goedkoop, saying is cheap.'

1546 J. Heywood Prov. K iij, The Ducheman saieth, that

seggyng is good cope.^ 1613 F. Robarts Revenue Gasp.

104 Alasse, alasse, segging is no good coping.

t Seggon, Obs. rare- 1
. [Of obscure origin

;

connexion with Segge seems unlikely.] A term
of depreciation or pity (meaning uncertain).

1573-80 Tussbr Husb. (1878) 174 Poore seggons halfe

starued worke faintly and dull.

Seggrum (se*gr#m), dial. Also 8 seagrim.
The Common Ragwort, Senecio jacobsca.

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal 11. xxviii. 281 The first is

called in Latine, Herba S. lacobi..: in English, S. James
his Wort... In Holdernesse in Yorke-shire they call it

Seegrum. 1766 Museum Rust. VI. 450 Ragwort, ..Seggrum,
or Seagrim. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 350 Seg-
grums ; seneciojacobxa \ ragwort,

Seggy, obs. or dial, form of Sedgy.
Segh^e, obs. forms of See v., Siege, Sigh v.

Segholate, variant of Segolate.

Segment (segment), sb. Also 6 seagment,
7 segement. [ad. L. segment-um, f. see- (euphoni-
cally seg- before m), secdre to cut: see -ment.]
1. A piece cut or broken off ; a fragment, rare.
1586 Febne Blaz.Gentrie 11.98 Antichrist.. deuiseth by

councels and synods hat all signes, images, seagments or
reliques of holy men. .should be adored, c 1620 A. Hume
Brit. Tongue EL v, This s sum haldes to be a segment of his,

and therfoer now almost al wrytes his for it, as if it wer a
corruption. 1704 Ray Creation 1. (ed. 4) 58 The Segments
and Cuttings of some Plants. 183a Lytton Eugene A. 1. i,

He also quarrelled with him the oftenest and testified the
least forbearance at the publican's segments of psalmody.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. xi, The truest segment ofChaos
seen in these latter Ages !

2. Geom. A plane figure contained by a right

line and a portion of the circumference of a circle.

In full segment of a circle. Also, see quot. 1728.
In quot. 1626 loosely used for arc.

1570 Billincsley Euclid ur. Def. v. 81 b, A section or seg-
ment of a circle, is a figure comprehended vnder a right line

and a portion of the circumference of a circle. 1626 Donne
Serm. lxvii. (1640) 677 The earth it selfe being round, euery
step we make upon it, must necessarily bee a segment, an
arch of a circle. 1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2), Segment is

sometimes also extended to the parts of ellipses, and other
curvilinear figures. 1806 Hutton Course Math. (ed. 5) I. 42
To find the Area of any Elliptic Segment. Find the area of
a corresponding circular segment.

b. Segment of a sphere : a solid figure bounded
by a portion of the surface of a sphere and an
intersecting plane.

1570 Billingsley Euclid xii. Prop. xvi. 376 Of segmentes,
some ate greater then the halfe sphere, some are lesse. 1704
T. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Segment ofa Sphere, is a part of
it cut off by a Plane ; . .therefore the Base of such a Segment
must always be a Circle, and its Supeilicies a part of the
Surface of the Sphere.

o. A segmental portion of anything having a

circular or spherical form.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. iv. 346 Even unto.

.

such as live under the pole, for halfe a yeare some segments
[of a rainbow] may appeare at any time and under any
quarter. 1700 Dryden Ceyx $ Alcyone 265 Indu'd with
Robes of various Hew she flies, And flying draws an Arch
(a segment of the Skies). 1837 Brewster Magnet. 336 A
frame, .contains the segment of a glass cylinder,

d. Her. A bearing representing a portion of a
circular object.

1828-40 Berry Eucycl. Her. I, Segment, one side only of
a coronet, &c.

3. Geom. The finite part of a line between two
points ; a division of a line.

1617 Speidell Geom. Extract. 24 Let BA be the greater
segement giuen, and the whole line is required. 1885 Leudes-
dorf Cremona*s Proj. Geom. 53 Let us examine the relation

which exists between the lengths of two corresponding seg-

ments AB, A'B' [of two straight lines].

b. Acoustics. Each of the portions into which
the length of a vibrating string, wire, etc. is divided

by the nodes.
1863 Atkinson Ganot's Physics 160 The part vibrating

between two nodal points is called a ventral segment.
1870 Everett DeschamCs Nat. Phitos. 832 The division

into segments is often distinctly visible when the string of
the sonometer is strongly bowea. 1879 [see Node sb. 6 a].

4. Each of the parts into which a thing is or may
be divided ; a division, section.

176a Br. Lowth Introd^ Eng. Gram. 157 A sentence or
Member is again subdivided into Commas, or Segments.
1847 Lewes Hist. Philos. (1867) I. 236 By the second seg-
ment of the intellectual world understand me to mean all

[etc.]. 1847 L. Hunt Men, Women, ,y B. I. ii. 22 Being un-
able to divide the orange into its segments, he ventures upon
a great liquid bite. 1886 Rlskin Prxtert'ta I, x. 307, 1 must
..cease talk of pictorial and rhythmic efforts.. and go back
to give account of another segment of my learning.

5. Bot. Each of the portions into which a leaf

or other plant-organ is divided by long clefts or

incisions.

1713 P. Blair Misc. Observ. {171$) 104 Flowers.. divided
into fivie Segments. 17*3 — Pharmaco-Bot. \. 18 The
Bottom Leaves generally consist of five Pair of Seg-
ments. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed, 3) I. 80 Segment
(lacinium), the small parts of a leaf, cup, or petal, included
between the incisions. 1877 Hulme Wild Flowers I. Sum-
mary 6 Borage. . .Calyx of five segments, very deeply cleft.

1880 A. Gray Struct. Bot. in. § 4. 98 When a leaf is divided

or parted and these primary lobes again lobed or cleft,the

lobes of first order are called Segments (sometimes divisions

or partitions), and the parts of these, Lobes.

6. Biol, and Embryot. a. Each of the longitu-

dinal divisions composingthe body in some animals,

esp. in the Articulata ; a somite, metamere.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entontol. IV. 297 Segment (Segmentum).

The great inosculating joints of the r>odv. 18*8 Stark
Eletn. Nat. Hist. II. 127 Articulata. The third great

division of the Animal Kingdom consists of animals which
have their body or members composed of segments or articu-

lated rings. 187a H. A, Nicholson Palaeont. xiv. 143 The
body [in Arthropods] is composed of a series of segments or
' somites ', arranged along a longitudinal axis.

b. A cell formed by segmentation.

1 86a Darwin Orchids v. 207 The three proper ovule-bearing

cords or segments. «88a Vines Sachs Bot. 139 The other

daughter-cell, .appears. .like a piece cut off from the back
or side of the apical cell, . . and is hence called the Segment.

7. Anal. Each complete series of bones forming

a vertebra of the spinal column ; also, each of the

three annular divisions of the cranium proper.

1844Owen Anat. Vertebr. Anim. iii. 42, 1 define a vertebra,
as one of those segments of the endo-skeleton which consti-
tute the axis of the body [etc.]. 1880 GUnther Fishes iv.

64 There is no trace of vertebral segments or ribs.

b. A division of the spinal cord and nerves.
1855 H, Spencer Psychol. (1872) I. 1. ii. 16 We find the

nervous system formed of a series of centres, each sending
fibres to the different organs of its own segment. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Med.Vlll. 623 Zoster on the face tends to follow
the distribution of the three main peripheral branches of the
ganglion rather than to be distributed over the supply of
' root areas ' or segments'.

8. = Segment (or Segmental) arch (see 9 b).
1836 Parker Gloss. Arch. (1850) s.v. Arch, The only forms

used by the ancients were the semicircle, the segment, and
ellipse, all of which continued prevalent till the pointed arch
appeared, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archil. (1879) I. 146
The pointed arch had obtained universal predominance,
though without involving the rejection of the semicircular or
the plain segment.

9. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as (sense 6)
segment-boundary, (sense 5) segment-leaf \ seg-
ment-shell (see quot. 1862).
1893 J- Tuckey Amphioxus 119 Thereby is introduced

the later characteristic curvature of the ^segment boundaries
[of the mesoblastic somite]. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet.,
*Segment-leaves, are Leaves of Plants divided or cut into
many Shreds. 1862 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 9) 192
The '"Segment Shell consists of thin cast iron cylinders, en-
closing a series of segments of the same metal, cast sepa-
rately, and built upon an iron disc.

b. In many combinations with the meaning
Segmental (sense 1), esp. in the names of me-
chanical appliances, parts of machinery, eta, indi-

cating the shape of the essential or working part,

as segment-arch
i -rack, -roof, vault (see quots)

;

segment-gear, -saw, -valve, -wheel, -windoxv (see
Knight Diet. Mech. 1875 and Suppl. 1884).
1887 Archil. Publ. Soc. Diet., *Segment arch. 1835 Ube

Philos. Manuf. 196 The . . stretchmg-roller has its axle
mounted in the 'segment-racks. 1838 Civ. Engin.fy Arch.
Jrnl. I. 225/2 From these spiings a *segment roof. 1776
G. Semple Building in Water 123 Erect a competent
Number of Pillars-. and thereon turn "segment Vaults and
Arches.

Segment (se-gment), v. [f. Segment sb.]

1. trans. To subject to the process of segmenta-
tion or division and multiplication of cells; to

produce (new cells) by this process.
1859 Todd's Cycl. A nat. V. 79/2 The whole yolk is seg-

mented in mammalia. 1877 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol.

50 The new cells which are successively segmented off from
the terminal cell.

2. intr. Of a cell or ovum : To divide or split

up and give origin to one or more new cells by
the process of Segmentation.
x888 Rolleston& Jackson Anim. Life lntrod. 24 In some

Rotifera, Crustacea, and Insecta one polar body only is

formed, and the ovum then proceeds to segment.

3. trans. To divide into segments.
187a Humphry Myology 5 The caudal muscles therefore

consist of a ' dorsal ' and ' ventral ' muscle on each side,

. .transversely segmented by_ the membranous septa and the
vertebral processes running into it. 1878 A. H. Green, etc.,

Coal iv. 121 The axis, prefiguring what in most vertebrates
becomessegmented and ossified into the centra,., retains [etc.].

Segmental (segme-ntal), a. [f. Segment sb.

+ -AL.]

1. Having the form of a segment (or, loosely, of
an arc) of a circle.

1837 Eraser's Mag. XVT, 151 Giving its point a segmental
sweep from Penlee Point, .to the Mew-stone. 1856 Stone-
hence ' Brit. Sports. 11. 1. viii. § 5. 346/1 This segmental form
is better than the straight bit. 1869 Rankine Machine $
Hand-tools PI. N 1, A segmental bevel wheel.

1>, Arch. Of an arch, a pediment, window-
head, etc. Hence segmental-arched, -headed adjs.

1816 Rickman Archil, in J; Smith Panorama Set. $ Art
I. 131 A segmental arch has its centre lower than the spring.

1849 Freeman Archil. 350 The segmental arch.. is both
more horizontal and less elegant than the four-centred. 1851— Windoiu Tracery 253 Of Segmental-Headed Windows.
Ibid. 254 By a segmental head I of course understand one
in which the centre (or centres) is very much below the line

of the constructive impost. Ibid. 255 Segmental windows
filled with Reticulated tracery. 1867 A. Barry Life Sir C.
Barry Hi. 84 Angular and segmental pediments. 1867 Church
News 31 July 327/2 A small chamber with a segmental
arched vault.

2. Of, pertaining to, or composed of segments or

divisions. In various applications {Anal., Biol.,

Acoustics, etc.).

1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Set., Org. Nat. 1. 172 Giving the
first indication of the segmental character of the skeleton.

1856 T. Williams in Phil. Trans. (1859) CXLVIII. 93
Under the appellation of the 'segmental organ ', accordingly,

it is proposed to describe that viscus upon the basis of
which.. are always ingrafted the true generative structures

[in Annelids]. 1870 Everett Deschanel's Nat. Philos.

1067 Index, Segmental vibration, 832, 1879 F. If, Balfour
in Q. Jrnl. Microsc. Set. XIX. 8 The first part of the
urino-genital system to develop is the segmental duct
(Vomieregangj of Furbringer), which is formed by a groove-
like invagination of theperitoneal epithelium. 1888 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. 1. 169 The prorenal (segmental) duct.
x888 [see Segmentallv]. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Segmental
organ, an organ consisting of a primitive epithelium-lined
tubule opening at one end on the body-surface, and at the
other into the axiom or body-cavity. It is the type of the
primitive kidneys.

b. Path. Characterized by segmentation or

division into segments.



SEGMENTALLY.
1896 Allbutfs Syst. Med. I. 189 Segmental degeneration of

the nerves.
Iltl1 . r . „

Segmentally (segme-ntah), adv. [f. Seg-

mental a. + -lt -.] In a segmental manner.

1 388 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. iii. 244 These [excre-

tory] organs, being thus segmentally arranged, are termed

segmental organs or nephndia. 1900 Miall & Hammond
Harlequin Fly ii. 84 Tracheal gills . . may be ventral, . .caudal,

. . segmental (1. e. segmentally repeated).

Segmentary (segme-ntari), a. [f. Segment

sb. + -aby. Cf. F. segmetitairc]

1. Of the nature of or resembling a segment or

an arc of a circle ; segmental.

1853 Kane Griniull Exp. xxxv. (1856) 314 Clouds, as-

suming a segmentary or arch-like form. Ibid. 321 Attract,

ing attention by. .its well-defined segmentary character.

2. Pertaining to segments or divisions ; com-
posed of segments.
1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Segmentary, made up of segments.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 09 Such a segmentary
anesthesia could not be produced by lesion of either the

cord nerve-roots, or nerve-trunks.

Segmentate (segments), a. [f. Segment
sb. + -ate

'i
. (L. had segmentatus ornamented with

strips of cloth.)] Formed of segments, segmented.

187s Encycl. Brit. II. 292/2 The abdomen [of an Araneid]

is covered with a continuous integument neither annulate

nor segmentate.

Segmentation (segmeW'Jsn). [f. Segment
V. + -ATION.]

+ 1. ' Acuttingintosmallpieces,anembroidering'

(Blount Glossogr. 1656). Obs.-°

2. The process of division into segments, chiefly

in various biological applications ; spec, in Embryo-
logy, the process by which, in the Metazoa, the

germinal cell or protoplasmic mass is converted

by division into a multitude of cells, which become
metamorphosed into the tissues of the body.
1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 487 The first change .

.

in the Mammalian ovum, is the * segmentation ' of the yolk

;

the entire mass of which. -resolves itself, .into.. segments.

1880 A.Grav Struct. Bot. iii. §4.98 Lobation or Segmentation.
1882 Vines Sacks' Bot. 293 The leaves undergo a segmenta-

tion similar to that of tae stem. 1884 A. Sedgwick in

Q. Jrnl. Micrcsc. Sci. XXIV. 43 On the Origin of Meta.
meric Segmentation [etc.]. 1910 Spectator 30 July 173/1
This segmentation of the tribe into clans would lead us to

the discussion of exogamy.

b. allrib., as segmentation cavity = Blasto-
cele ; segmentation sphere, see quot. 1898.
1888 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. i. 166 The cleavage

cavity (segmentation cavity) ; small and central. 1898 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Segmentation sphere, one of the cells of a fertilized

ovum that has undergone segmentation. 1909 Contemp.
Rev. Apr. 447 Each segmentation sphere contained all the

characters necessary to produce the entire organism.

Segmented (segmented), ppl. a. [f. Seg-
ment V. +-ED1.]
1. a. Anal., Zool., etc. Consisting of segments

or similar parts arranged in a longitudinal series.

1854 Owen in Orr's Ctrc.Sci., Org. Nat. 1. 176 In the cod-

fish . . it forms no part of the segmented neuroskeleton. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life Introd. 124 The segmented Vermes.

b. Bot. Of a leaf: Divided into segmentsor lobes.

1883 G. Allen in Nature 15 Mar. 466 The divided but
more broadly segmented leaves of those tall open. field

species, cow-parsnip, .and Alexanders.

2. Embryol. Of an ovum, a cell: Divided or

split up by segmentation into cells.

187s Encycl. Brit. III. 682/2 [Biology.] In the segmented
body, the segments may or may not give rise to symmetri-
cally or asymmetrically disposed processes. 1877 Huxley
& Martin Elem. Biol. 106 The segmented ovum : composed
of a large number of small cells.

Segne, obs. form of Seine.

Segnior, -orie, -y : see Seignior, Seigniory.

Segnitude. rare" , [ad. med.L. segniludo,

f. L. segnis : see next and -tude.] = Segnity.
1818 in Todd ; hence in later Diets.

t Se'gnity. Obs.~° [ad. L. segnilat-em, f.

segnis slow, sluggish : see -ity.] (See quots.)

t6»3 Cockeram ii, Slothfulnes...S>^*i7>'. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Segnity, negligence, slowness, slothfulness : also

barrenness.

[Segnotic, erron. form of Stegnotio a. and sb.]

Segnoury, -nurie, -nyorye : see Seigniory.

SegO (s*'go). U.S. [Said to be Ute Indian.]

A showy-flowered plant, Calochortus Nuttallii, of

the western United States, with an edible bulb.

1883 Harper's Mag. 709/2.

Segolate, segnolate (seg^l/t), a. and sb.

Heb. Gram. [a. mod.L. seg{h)olatus, f. Heb. Sijd

s'gol, the name of the vowel-point ~v~ and of the

sound (e, {) which it represents.

The name s'gbl means lit. ' bunch of grapes ', alluding to

the shape of the character.]

a. adj. Originally, of a disyllabic noun : Having
the vowel s'gol in both syllables. Now commonly
in extended sense, as the distinctive epithet of the

class of disyllabic nouns having an unaccented
short vowel (normally segot) in the last syllable.

b. sb. A segolate noun.
1831 M. Stuart Gram. Hebr. § too. 46 All Segholate forms,

L e. those which have a furtive vowel in their final syllable.

Ibid. % 119. 56 Alephfenutt, in words that would regularly
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be Segholates. 1837 G. Phillips Syriac Cram. 25 One of
the old forms of segolate nouns in Hebrew. 1884 Cheyne
Isaiah I. 291 The word is a so-called * Segolate ' in form.

Segoon (s/gw'n). fencing. Obs. or arch. Also

8 sec(c)oon, sagoone. [a. F. seconde, pronounced
(&?gond).] = Seconde 2.

1721 DTJrfby Two Queens Brent/. 11. i, Straight, in Sec*

coon, grim Death shall be his Lot. 1730 H. B[lackwell]
CompL Fencing Master 9 Which seven [thrusts] are these

following: Carte, Tierce, Sagoone [etc.]. 1777 Sheridan
Sch. Scand. v. ii, Sir Peter is dangerously wounded—By a
thrust in segoon quite through his left side. 1903 Longm.
Mag. Apr. 530 A thrust in segoon.

Segra (si"'gra.) [Perh. a native W- Indian

name.] = Sequa.
1864 Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787 Segra-seed

:

Feuillea cordifolia. 1891 in Century Diet.

Segreant (se*gn,ant), a. Her. Forms : 6-7

sergreant, 8 Diets, sergreiant. 7- segreant.

[Originally sergreant, of obscure etymology ;
pro-

bably corrupt ; sUHgeant (' erecting itself) has

been conjectured.] An epithet applied to a griffin

(in quot. a 1695, perh. erroneously, to a falcon).

The real meaning of the term^ seems to be unknown. In

some examples it is combined with passant ; if this be not an
error, the explanation in modern books, ' Rampant with

wings expanded ', cannot be correct.

ia 1550 in Baring-Gould & Twigge West. Armory (1898)

5 Bligh : Azur a griffon sergreant arg. 156a Legh Armory
106 A Griffin sergreant Or.—Wherefore saye you Sergreante ?

—For that he is halfe byrd, half beast. 1610 Guillim
Heraldry in. xxvi. iSiHee beareth Argent.a Griffon Passant,

hiswings displaied Sable. .. Leigh in his Blazon of this Beast,

addeth this word Sergreant, in regard of his two-fold forme.

c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 95 (1810) 91 A Griffin, segreant,

or. x68a Gibbon Introd Lat. Blasoniam 60 Segreant.. is

the proper term for a Griffon displaying his Wings, Se-

greant ses aisles, as ready to fly. a 1695 Wood Oxford
(O.H.S.) III. 146 Armes are ' parted per chevron azure and
argent, in chief two falcons sergreant or'. 1763 Brit. Mag.
IV. 415 On a wreath, a gryphon passant, segreant, sable.

Segregable (se'gri*gab'l), a. rare-1
, [f. L.

segregd-re Segregate v. ; see -able.] That may
be segregated.

1907 Contemp. Rev. June 908 Where the parent types differ

in more than one pair of segregable characters we have new
combinations of the parental characters.

t Segregant, a. Obs, rare-1 , [ad. L. segre-

gant-evij pres. pple. of segregare to Segregate.]

Separated, divided.

1647 Ward Simple Cobler 5 Tolerations of divers Religions,

or of one Religion in segregant shapes.

Segregate (se-grig^t), a. and sb. [ad. L.

segregatus^b.. pple. oisegregare: see Segregate v.]

A. adj.

1. Separated, set apart, isolated. Now rare.

In early use often fas pa. pple.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 0399 The Body. .Whan yt ys
fro the segregat, Dysseueryd & separat. c 1480 St. Ursula
(Roxb.) Aj, So were the nobles from Brytayne segregate,

1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks. 428/1 Those holye con-

secrate companyes, the tone segregate from paynims by
the sacrament of baptysme, the tother segregate fro the

laye pepte by the sacrament of order. 1563 Foxe A. <$ M.
(1596) 1004/2 He was segregatus a peccatoribus—clean se-

gregate from all kind of uncleanness. 1670 G. H. Hist.

Cardinals 111. 11. 279 Two or three Cardinals, segregate from
the other Factions. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 2 Cor.

vi. 17-18 A holy people segregate to the Lord. 1865 Spec-

tator 14 Jan. 32 it is true they have been celebrating their

defeat . . in a more morose and segregate manner than is here

suggested.

2. spec. {Zool, Bot., etc.). Separated (wholly

or partially) from the parent or from one another ;

not aggregated.

1793 T. Martyn Lang. Bot., Segregata Polygamia.
Segregate Polygamy. . .When several florets comprehended
within a common calyx are furnished also with their proper

perianths. 1846 Dana Zooph. iv. (1848) 82 Segregate, when
the buds are separate from the parent, except at base, each

forming a distinct shoot or branch. 1882-4 Cooke Brit.

Fresh-w. Algae I. 29 Either single, segregate, or associated

in families.

B. sb.

1. Moth. One of a smallest select aggregate of

products of irreducible covariants which suffices to

provide by linear combination all covariants of

every degree and order.

1878 Cayley Math. Papers X. 339 The effect of this was
to enable me to establish for any given degree in the co-

efficients and order in the variables..a selected system of

powers and products of the covariants, say a system of

'segregates '. Ibid. 345 The terms in the expansion of the

R. G. F. [1. e. Real Generating Function] may be called

•segregates 1

, and the terms not in the expansion ' congre-

gates '.

2. Bot. (See quot. 1900.)
1871 Britten in Trans. Newbury Field Club I. 36 In this

first enumeration aggregate species only. -are entered; th«

segregates being noticed in the second.. list. J900 B. D.

Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms s.v., A Segregate is a species

separated from a super-species.

Hence Segregateness.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. i. 34.

Segregate (se'gr/g^t), v. Also 6-7 segregat.

[f. L. segregat-, ppl. stem of segregare to separate

from the flock, hence to set apart, isolate, divide,

f. se~ (see Se-) + greg-, grex flock.]

1. trans* To separate (a person, a body or class

SEGREGATION.

of persons) from the general body, or from some
particular class ; to set apart, isolate, seclude.

In early use often with allusion to the Vulgate renderings

of Heb. vii. 26, segregatus a peccatoribus, and of Jude 19,

qui segregant semetipsos.

1542 Becon News out 0/Heaven G j, Your Bysshop shalbe

?odly, innocent, fautles, segregated from synners. 1552
.ATiMER 4th Strm. Lord's Pr. (1584) 145 b, This is the

cause wherefore he will haue hy's flocke segregated from the

wicked. 1552 — Strm. 5th Sund. Epiph. ibid. 322 So the
Anabaptistes in our time, .segregated themselues from the

companye of other men. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) Jude 19 These
are they which segregate them selves, sensual, having not
the Spirit. 1602 T. Fitzherbert Def. 54 The Apostles..

were commanded by the holy ghost to segregat Paul and
Barnabas. 1678 Codworth Intell. Syst. 891 Nature abso-

lutely Dissociates and Segregates men from one another, by
reason of the Inconsistency of those Appetites of theirs.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones xm. ii, He rambled about some
time before he could even find his way to those happy man-
sions, where fortune segregates from the vulgar, those mag-
nanimous heroes. 1799 Coleridge in Mrs. H. Sandford
T. Poole <y Fr. (1888J I. 299 But dearWordsworth appears to

me to have hurtfully segregated and isolated his being. 1852
Ld. Cockburn Jeffrey I. 200 Certain peculiarities, or habits,

which segregated him from the whole human race. 1884
Laiv Rep. 14 Q. B. Div. 178 Mr. Newitt has .. segregated
himself from Mr. Saffery in the trust. 1904 Dor. P. Hughes
Life H. P. Hughes xxii. {1907) 632 That innate instinct which
ever aimed at uniting, not segregating groups of Christians.

2. To separate or isolate (one thing from others

or one portion from the remainder) ; to place in

a group apart from the rest; esp. Ckem.. Geol.,

etc. (of natural agencies) to separate out and collect

(certain particular constituents of a compound or

mixture). In scientific classification : To remove
(certain species) etc. from a group and place them
apart.

1579 Fulke Conf. Sanders 662 Christe vouchsafed to se-

gregate it from other wood, to make it the instrument of his

passion. 1625 Jackson Creed v. xxxiv, The prototype is

conspicuous in the image, it is not segregated from it. 1691
Taylor Bchmcns Theos. Phil. 73 Like a Refiner's fire

which segregates Metals. 1744 Bp. Berkeley Siris § 190
The pure fire is to be discerned by it's effects alone ; such
as . . the segregating heterogeneous bodies, and congregating
those that are homogeneous. 1831 D. E. Williams Sir T.
Lawrence I. 167 Had these superb paintings been segre-

gated in a national gallery. 1842 Grove Corr. Phys. Fanes
(ed. 6) 100 The energy of the rays having been used up in

decomposing the carbonic acid. The carbon thus segre-

gated by the sun's rays is ready to give out heat and light,

whenever it may be recombined with oxygen. 1872 W. S.

Symonds Rec. Rocks x. 360 The limestone must have been
segregated in deeper and tranquil waters. 1872 C. King
Sierra Nevada vii. 134 By an Act of Congress, the Yose-
mitc Valley had been segregated from the public domain.
19x1 Q. Rev. Jan. 290 In a true reference to the people the

issue would be segregated.

b. Mining. ( U. S.) See quot.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Segregate^ Pac. To sepa-

rate the undivided joint owership of a mining claim into

smaller individual 'segregated ' claims.

3. intr. for refl. To separate from a main body
or mass and collect in one place.

1863 Bates Nat. Amazon vii. (1864) 169 The Mauhcs are

considered . . to be a branch of the great Mundurucu nation ;

having segregated from them at a remote period. 1870
Proctor Other Worlds xt 261 Whether clusters of them
will eventually segregate from their neighbours., it is as yet

. .impossible to judge. 1877 Eraser's Mag.W I. 401 Most
of the provinces had segregated into independent princi-

palities.

Hence Se'gregated///. a. ; Segregating vbl. sb.

a 1628 Preston New Covt. (1620) 221 My Word is as fire

;

It is a segregating thing, that difterenceth, and puts a sepa-

ration betweene the scum, and the liquor. 1652 News ft.
Low-Countr. 1 Those four segregated forms. 1844 Disraeli
Couingsby iv. x, To the segregating genius of their great
Lawgiver, Sidonia ascribes the fact that they had not been
long ago absorbed among those mixed races. 1855 J. R.
Leifchild Cornwall 127 By the segregating power of elec-

tric action. 1855 J. Phillips Matt. Geol. 513 We may collect

masses of true granite,..compact felspars, and many other

segregated varieties. 1874 Raymond 6th Rep. Mines 518
That the extensions, bought by Raymond.. were.,on segre-

gated ground far to the south.

Segregation (s^gn'g^-Jan). [ad. late L. segre-

gation-em. n. of action i, JL segregare : see prec]

1. The action of segregating, a. The separa-

tion or isolation of a portion of a community or

a body of persons from the rest.

1615 N.Byfield Coloss. i. 18 (1628) 122 The Church, .is Holy
by segregation from the sinnefull world, a 1677 Manton
Strm* Ps. cxix, exxx. (1725) 600 Mat, 25. 32, 33... There
is a congregation and then a segregation. 1829 Southey
Sir T. More (1831) I. 384 There would be that segregation

from the community into particular societies. 1849 A. Bry-
son Med Statist, in Man. Sci. Enq. 455 The utter impos-
sibility of complete segregation [of fever patients], even

in the most roomy vessel. 1859 Tennent Ceylon II. vii. iii.

158 The social segregation is carried to such an extreme,

that members of the several classes .- refuse to associate to-

gether. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathcdr. lath. C. vi. 215

The provision which the early Eastern Church made, with

true Oriental feeling, for the segregation of women into

galleries. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 17 Sept. 631 Manson has

also declared segregation to be the first law of hygiene for

the Europeans in the tropics.

b. Dispersion, break up (of a collective unity).

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 10 What shall we heare of this [sc.

a storm]? A Segregation of the Turkish Fleet.

C. The separation of a portion or portions of

a collective or complex unity from the rest ; the
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isolation of particular constituents of a compound
or mixture.
1612 Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 273 Segregation is

the solution of that which was whole and perfect into parts

divided, which flow not together'-as colliquables dissolved.

1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. xxyn. viii. (1678) 668

Vinegar is made by the corruption of Wine, and the segre-

gation of the fiery and airy parts, a 1734 North Exam.
in. x. § 1 (1740) 658 Now I have but one Matter more to

work up,. .which is a Segregation of Libel from History,

which this Author has blended together. 1798 W. Taylor
in Monthly Mag. V. 190 These observations . . tend to autho-

rize the segregation of a very fine set of oracles from those

of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. 1836 Bucklano Ceol. <V

Min. xxi. (1837) I. 551 A fourth hypothesis considers veins

to have been slowly filled by Segregation, or infiltration..

.

Segregation of this kind may have taken place from electro-

chemical agency, continued during long periods of time.

1878 hzi.L Gegenbaurs Comp. Anat. 43 Ontogenetic facts

point to the primitive segregation of the nervous system
from the ectoderm. 1886 Ld. Coleridge in Law Times
LXXXI. 65/2 The general costs of the action, which remain
after the segregation of these separate costs.

Comb. (Geo/.). 1875 J. W. Dawson Dawn 0/ Life ii. 28

Many of the veins are not true fissures but.. segregation
veins. 1888 Teall Brit. Petrogr. 447 Segregation vein,

a vein which has been produced by the segregation of the
component mineral matter of a rock along fissures.

T d. spec. Separation from a church or ecclesias-

tical organization : chiefly in reproachful sense,

schism. Obs.

1555 Philpot in Coverdale Leit. Martyrs (1564) 219 If we
behold through y* iniquity of tyme, segregations to be
made wyth counterfayt religion. 1662 H. Hibbert Body
Divin. 11. 36 Let the seperatist.. through his sullen segrega-

tion., be a thief to himself. 1683 Corbet Nonconf. Plea 26

There is a great difference between inimical segregation,

like sedition in a Commonwealth ; and a going severally

upon weighty reasons.

2. The condition of being segregated.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. iv. ii. 407 To which [companion-

ship] the opposite, .is being in a state of Segregation from
others. 17x8 Bp. T. Wilson in Keble Life xi. (1863) 386
Sooner than unite with her [the church of Rome]. .1 should
rather choose to live in a state of segregation. 1841 L. Hunt
Seer (1864) 81 To show the selectness and segregation of
their accomplishments.

3. cotter. Something segregated; in early use,

f a schismatic body.
1563 WinJet Bk. Quest. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 98 ?e dissent fra

the . . haly Kirk vniuersall, and als fra the segregatioun of all

heretikis afoir aow. 1605 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 372 The schismatick uniting himselfe unto their

congregations, or rather, as this Sainct saycth, unto their

segregations. 1859 Murchison Siluriaxix. (ed. 3) 493 Vein-
stones or original segregations of gold. 1869 F. Galton
Heredit. Genius 376 We must .. consider each human or
other personality., as a segregation of what already existed.

1877 Raymond Mines 146 Number of feet in claim is 600,
being a segregation of the north end of the Ophir Mine.

SegregationaI(se:grrg£i-j3nal),a. [-al.] Of,

pertaining to, or characterized by segregation.

1875 lire's Diet. Arts (ed. 7) 1. 812 Clays.. from which the
oxide of iron has been abstracted ;

partly by a segregational
process, drawing together the iron into ferruginous nodules
of hydrous sesquioxide.

Segregative (se'grfg^tiv), a. [ad. med.L.
sPgregdttvus, f. L. segregate : see Segregate v.]

1. Having the power or effect of separating. *f a.

Gram, and Logic* A general designation for

adversative (or + discretive) and disjunctive con-

junctions. Hence of a proposition, Consisting of
members joined by a segregative conjunction.
1588 Fraunce Lawiers Log. 11. yiL 95 b, The segregative

axiome is that whose conjunction is segregative, and there-

fore is fittest to dispose disagreeable arguments which must
be severed. The segregative is either disjunctive or dis-

cretive. x6a6 A. Wotton Art Logick 11. vii. 142 That word
is a conjunction Segregatiue, which severeth or divideth the

parts of speech each from other.

b. Having the property of separating the ele-

ments or constituent parts of matter.

1674 T. Flatman Belly God9$ The Vintner. -With segre-

gative things as Pigeons eggs Strait purifies, and takes away
the dregs. 1858 Sat. Rev. 20 Nov. 502 Iron-stone nodules

. .are. .probably the result of a segregative power.

2. Of persons : Given to separation or disunion.

Of an individual : Unsociable.

1685 H. More Refl. Baxter 24, I leave him. .to consider

what a pleasant thing it is to Flesh and Blood to be a Se-

gregative Rabboni.
1
1875 Whitney Life Lang. ix. 158 The

influences of barbarism, beyond narrow limits, are prevail-

ingly segregative, a wild race.. breaks up into mutually
jealous and hostile divisions. 1888 Mrs. H. Sandford T.

Poole if Fr. I. 1^7 Coleridge was as social as Wordsworth
was segregative in his tendencies.

t Se'gBtar. Sc* Obs. [Prob. repr. med.L.
sacristdrius, through some OF. form.] = Sexton.
1531 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) 1. 143 And the segstar and his

seruand to ansuer for the keiping of the kirk zard to the
maisteris of kirk vark.

II
Seguidilla (seg*drlya). Also 8 sequedilla,

8-9 seguedilla
; 9 (after Fr.) segua-, seguidillo.

[a. Sp. seguidilla (whence F. siguidille, siguediHe),

f. segiiida following, sequence, f. seguir(;—L. sequt)

to follow.] A Spanish dance in \ or \ time ; also

the music for such a dance.

17*3 Court 4- City Mag. Apr. 191/2 (Stanf.) He joined the

others and danced a Sequedillas. 1775 R. Twiss Trav.
Portugal if Sp. 167 A seguedilla is only a part of a tona-

dilla [sic]. 178a Ann. Reg. 11. n A monotonous drawling
seguidilla that serves the nurses as a lullaby to put their

children to rest. 1811 Scott Don Roderick n. xxxiv, And
rung from village-green the merry seguidille. a 185a Moore
Oh t remember the time 5 When I taught you to warble
the gay seguadille, And to dance to the light castanet. 1854
Thackeray Nezvcomes xxiii. I. 222 Percy sings a Spanish
seguidella, or a German lied [etc.].

Segundo (sfgjrndo). [f. the name of Juan
Segundo, the author of a book on bridle bits.

The British Museum has a copy in Spanish dated 1855, and
one in French dated 1820. An English translation, ' from the
original Spanish MS. which was dedicated to George IV. in

1832 *, was printed in Latchford's book cited below.]

A kind of bridle bit. Also attrib.

i860 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. xv'ii, An animal that
may have the pace of a race-horse, but requires a segundo
bridle, and a hundred-acre field to turn him in. 1871 H.

Latchford The Loriner List of Engravings, Segundo Bit,

No. 41. Buxton Segundo, No. 81.

Segur, obs. form of Saggar.
175a Gentl. Mag. XXII. 348 Great kiln for segurs.

Seh(e, Sehel, obs. ff. See v.t Seal sb"J*

t Selielich, a. Obs. rare. [? f. stem of See v.

+ -tick, -ly l. Cf. the synonymous OE. geseivenlic,

f. the pa. pple.] That mny be seen, visible.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 249, & hereS & hersumeS seheliche
schaftes. a 1225 St. Marker, u Glistinde gimstan of all

seheliche ping ant untsehelich ba3e.

Sehen, -ene, obs. ff. See v., Sene a.

Sei, obs. f. Say v.lt
See v. ; var. Sey sb.2

Seiannte, Seiant(e, obs. forms of Sejant.

Seicentist (s^itje'ntist). [ad. It. seicentisti

pl. t f. seicento : see next.] An Italian artist or

man of letters of the seventeenth century.
1905 Athenzum 25 Mar. 376/3 The rest of the Italian

School is of minor importance, though one or two of the
Seicentists are here., well represented.

II Seicento (s^itfento). [It. : short for mil
seicento one thousand six hundred.] The seven-

teenth century considered as a period of Italian art.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert iv. 29 Beautiful specimens of
Italian cabinets of the cinquecento and seicento.

Hence Seicentoiat {rare) — Seicentist.
1830 Fraser^s Mag. I. 146 The architect..has thought

proper to have recourse to the ' seicentoists ',

Seich, obs. pa. t. of See v.

Seiche (s^J). Physiogr. [a. Swiss Fr. seiche,

perh. a graphic adoption of G. seiche , sinking (of

water).
Not connected, as is usually stated, with F. seiche, stche,

'a portion of the sea-bottom left uncovered at low tide'.]

(See quots.)

1839 G. Roberts Diet. Geol., Seiches (Swiss term) ; an
occasional undulation of the water of lakes, like a tide wave,
sometimes to the height of five feet, supposed to be caused
by the unequal pressure of the atmosphere. 185a Th. Ross
Humboldt's Trav. I. i. 24 M. Vaucher thinks that the tides

in the lake of Geneva, known by the name of the seiches,

arise from the same cause. 1898 G. H. Darwin Tides ii. 37
Although, then, it is possible to indicate causes competent
to produce seiches, yet we cannot as yet point out the par-

ticular cause for any individual seiche.

Hence Seichometer [-meter] an instrument for

measuring seiches.

1903 Nature 23 Apr. 599/2 Sir John Murray.. exhibited a
seichometer with which he hoped in the coming season to
get a more definite and precise record of these oscillations.

Seiole, obs. Sc. form of Siecle.

Seidie : see Saytid, Said ///. c.#
Seed.

Seidg(e, obs. forms of Siege.

Seidlitz (se'dlits). Also 8 seydlitz, 9 sodlitz.

The name of a village in Bohemia, where there is

a spring impregnated with magnesium sulphate

and carbonic acid. Used attrib. in t Seidlitz

salt, magnesium sulphate ; + Seidlitz water, an
artificial aperient water of the same composition

as the water of the Seidlitz spring. Hence in

Seidlitz powder (arbitrarily named, merely on
account of its aperient property), a dose consisting

of two powders, one of tartaric acid and the other

of a mixture of potassium tartrate and sodium bi-

carbonate, which are to be dissolved separately,

and the solutions mixed and drunk during effer-

vescence.
178* Cullen tr. Bergman's Phys. $ Chem. Ess. I. 439 The

Seydlitz, Seydschutz, or Epsom salts are got by evapora.

tion from the water of fountains in the places from whence
they borrow their names. 180a Med. Jrnl. VIII. 491 The
Sedlitz water is another sort of artificial mineral water intro-

duced by Mr. Paul in this country... This water consists of

vitriolated magnesia,..and is so powerfully impregnated

with carbonic acid, as to render the bitterness of the salt

scarcely discoverable. 1815 Specif. Savory's Patent No.

3954, The combination of a neutral salt or powder which
possesses all the properties of the medicinal spring at Seid-

litz, in Germany, under the name of the Seidlitz Powders.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xx, Another clerk.. was mixing a

Seidlitz powder, under cover of the lid of his desk. 187a

Baker Nile Tribut. viii. 112 The simple effect of mixing a
seidlitz powder was a source of amusement.

Seiecn, obs. ff. Sat w.\ See v.

Seif, Seige : see Siep 06s. , Siege.

SeighCe, etc. : see Sat v.1 . See v., Sigh v.

Seigne, variant of Sente Obs.

Seignette (sgn ye*t). Also 8 Saignette. The
name of a French chemist of the seventeenth cen-

tury used attrib. in Seignette salty (earlier f Sei-

gnette's salty F. sel de Seignette), a name for potas-
sium and sodium tartrate, Rochelle salt.

T753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Seignette's salt, a name
given in France to a kind of sal polycrestus [etc.]. 1758
Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 126 This salt is another sort
of soluble Tartar. It is called Saignette's Salt, from the
inventor's name. 1863 Fownes Chem. (ed. 9) 566 Tartrate
of potassa and soda ; Kochelle or seignette salt.

II Seigneur (sgny6r). Also 8 erron. seignieur.
[Fr. :—L. senior-em : see Senior, and cf. Seignior
and Signor.] a. In French History^ a feudal lord

;

a noble taking his designation from the name of his

estate, b. In Canada, the holder of a Seigneurt
;

one of the landed gentry.
159a Surv. France To Rdr., William of Saluste Seigneur

of IJartas. 1775 Jefferson Let. Writ. 1892 I. 489 This St.
Luc is a great Seigneur amongst the Canadians and almost
absolute with thelndians. 1776 C. Carroll Jml. (1845)
79 These are the rich men in Canada : the seignieurs are in
general poor. 1876 Lowell Ode 4th fitly 11. i, The lands
no serf or seigneur ever trod. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano iv.

vii. 155 They whom distress and poverty constrain Against
the seigneurs and their heavy dues To meet in conjuration,
and complain. 1888 Lighthall Young Seigneur 2 ' Oh,
the seigneurs have not yet altogether disappeared ', said
the Montrealer to the Ontarian. 1907 F. W. Raffetv
Burke's Wks. IV. Pref. 10 Every newspaper recalled the
murder of a seigneur ; but on the other side the sufferers
were too ignoble to be known.
Comb. 1873 Browning Red Colt. Nt.-cap 139 To sit free

and take tribute seigneur-like.

Seigneurage : see Seignorage.
Seigneuress (s^niiires). [a. Y.seigneuresse,

fern. oiSeigneur.] A woman who exercises feudal

authority; also, the wife of a seigneur.
1849 [Mrs. Wilde] tr. Meinhold's Sidonia Sore. II. 130

Your feudal lady and seigneuress, Sidonia Boric. 1888
Lighthall Young Seigneur 118 How is Monsieur the Sei-
gneur? And how is Madame the Seigneuresse ?

Seigneurial (stf'niucrial), a. Also erron. 7
signeural, 8-9 seigneural. [a. F. seigneurial,

f. seigneur, influenced by seigneurie (Hatz.-Darm.).

Cf. Seignoral.] Pertaining to a seigneur (in

France or Canada). Also sometimes used in wider
sense = Seignorial.
1656 Heylin Surv. France iv. ii. 174 So did the Vidames

disclaim their relation to the Bishop, and became Signieural
or honorary also. 1673 Temple Observ. United Prov. i. 7
Seigneurial Jurisdiction over the Inhabitants. 1757 Burke
Abridgm. hng. Hist. in. vi. Wks. 1812 V. 650 From them
[the clergy] were often taken the bailiffs of the seigneurial

courts. 179a A. Young Trav. France I. 259, I was sorry to

see, at the village, a carcan, or seigneural standard, erected,

to which a chain and heavy iron collar are fastened, as a
mark of the lordly arrogance of the nobility, and the slavery

of the people. 1834 K. H. Digby Mores Cath. v. vi. 156
In the seigneural chapel of the church of Mery-sur-Oise.

1865 Q. Rev. July 17 Ihere was a something repugnant to

the just pride of the Highland gentleman in the very idea

of parting with his seigneurial rights, even for a season. 1887
Spectator 5 Nov. 1514/a Canada could never have made
much real progress under the seigneurial system.

Seigneury (s^-niuri),
\ seigneurie (sgn'orO.

Hist. Also 9 seignurie, -ury. [ad. F. seigneurie,

later form of seignorie (see Seignoby), assimilated

to seigneur.

1. a. Fr. Hist. A territory under the govern-

ment of a seigneur, b. In Canada, a landed estate

held (until 1854) by feudal tenure.

1683 Apol. Prot. France ii. 22 They have turn'd out of all

Jurisdictions and Seignuries (which are almost infinite in

France) all Protestants who had been admitted Officers in

those Jurisdictions. 1763 Ld. Holland in Jesse Selwyn «$

Contemp. (1843) *• 2°9 Here is a large and good house. .in

the midst of a most extensive seigneurie. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Oper. Mech. 453 The chatelleine or seigneurie of Lille

alone makes annually between 30,000 and 40,000 barrels.

1871 Miss Yongk Cameos (1877) II. viii. 100 The seigneurie

of Garre, which lay near his own castle of Blein. 1903
Times 12 Dec 8/6 His father, from whom he inherited the
seigneurie, was the most prominent French leader of the
rising of 1837.

2. In Canada, the mansion of a seigneur.

1895 G. Parker When Valmond came vi. (1896) 115 The
old sergeant went to the Seigneury, knocked, and was ad-
mitted to a room where were seated the young Seigneur,
Medallion, and the avocat. 189s Outing (U. S.) XXVI.
415/2 As he passed one of the cottages within half a mile of

the seigneurie, the sound of a piano made him stop short.

Seignior (s^'nioi). Forms : 4 segnoux, seyn-
our, seignoure, 4-5 seignour, seynowre, seyn-
gnour, seyn3owre, senyour, -owr, senioure,

sene-, senei-, sen^e-, senyeour, 5, 7 seniour,

6 sen^-, sene^e-, sein^eour, sen^e-, senyor,
sen3eoure, senior, 7seignor,seigniour, 7-9 sei-

gnior, [a. AF. segnour, OF. seignorf -eur (mod.F.

seigneur, a Com. Rom.word m Pr. senhor, Sp. seilor,

Pg. senhorj It. signore :—L. seniorem, ace. of senior

elder (see Senior). Cf. Seigneur, SeNor, Signor,

Sir, Sire, all ultimately of the same etymology.]

L In early use, synonymous with Lord ; a person

high in rank or authority, a ruler, a feudal superior

;

the lord of a manor. Now rare, and chiefly as a

more vernacular substitute for Seigneur in speaking

of a French feudal noble.

13.. K. Alt's. 1455 (Laud MS.), pe keyes hij token in his

honde Of her Cites of her honoure And maden hym her

liege seignoure. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xn. 269 Now beep
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bese seintes, a* men seyen, and souereynes [v.r. seynoursl in

heuene. c 1400 Destr. Troy 13056 Then the Seniour [i.e.

M enelaus] full sone, with seasonable windes, Cairet fro Crete

with his dene nauy. 155a Lvndesay Monarch* 5758 Thare
sail our Sen^eouris of the cessioun Off all thare faltismakcleir

confessioun. 1648 Gage H'est Ind. 39 A hundred thousand

men of Warre.-were sent by the Seniours of Mexico and
Tezcuco to encounter Cortez. 1656 Blount Giossogr. 1706

Phillips (ed. Kersey), Seignior or Signior,

.

. Lord, Master.

In a Law Sense, the Lord of the Fee, or of the Manour.
1809 A. Henry Trav. 9 Late in the evening, I reached Les
Ce*dres, and was carried to the house of M, Leduc, its

seignior. 1834 K. H. Digby Mores Calh. v. vii. 218 In the
year 1245, was buried.. a pieus seignior, de Romilly, who
dwelt at Romilly-sur-Seine. 1876 Kancroft Hist. U. S.
V, Hi. 113 They denied the authority of the French nobility

as magistrates, and resisted their claim ofa right as seigniors

to command their military services.

b. As a title of address. Obs. exc. arch.
c 1330 Arth. 4r Merl. 3607 (Kolbing) Merlin com be king

to & to hem seyd : Bieu segnours [MS. sengours], jje ben
yswore to king Arthours. c 1440 York. Myst. xxx. 73 [To
Pilate] My seniour, will ye see now be sonne in youre sight.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xx. 8 Seniours, seke to my sawes,
ffor bryssyng of youre bonys. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 67
Worsshipful seniours we must theym call Requyrynge that
we shulde to theym obeye. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xix,
' Surely not, good seignior ', answered the burgher.

1 2. Used to represent It. Signor or F. Seigneur
in designations of Italians or Frenchmen. 06s.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 187

Sein^eour Dautd the Italian secriter. 1588 Rot. Scacc. Reg.
Scot. XXI. 410 For chalmer maill and bedding to Senyeour
Du Barras, Francheman. 1718 Free-thinker No. 15. 101
Seignior Camillo and Seignior Alessandro. .entered.

Seignior, obs. form of Senior.

Seigniorage, seignorage (s^-nyoredg).

Also 6 8(e)ignowrage, 8 seignourage, 5, 9
aeigneurage. [a. OF. seignorage, seigneurage
(mod.F. has seigneuriage), f. seigneur; see Sei-

gneur, Seignior, and -age. Cf. It. signoraggio.]

fl. Lordship, dominion. Obs.
1656 Blount Giossogr. 1798 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag.

V. 353 Opinions of hereditary right..must either be allowed
to establish their superstitions (the monarchy or seigniorage
of certain families),.. or must be coerced in the exercise of
their claims. 1820 Wiffen Aonian Hours (ed. 2) 47 Her
[Europe's] throne has been an armed seignorage.

2. A duty levied on the coining of money for

the purpose of covering the expenses of minting,
and as a source of revenue to the crown, claimed
by the sovereign by virtue of his prerogative.
1444 Rolls 0/Parlt.y. 109/1 Wherof our Soverein Lord

to have and take for his Seigneurage vhd in nombre. 1543
tr. Act 9 Hen. V Stat. 11. c. 2 Payeng ye seignowrage &
cunage of golde after the rate of .v.s. for the pounde of the
tower. Ibid., With the signowrage and coynage as afore
is sayde. 1658 Phillips. 1695 Locke Further Consid.
Monev 84 This at least they were not mistaken in, that
they brought Work to the Mint, and a Part of the Money
coined to the Crown for Seigniorage. 1797 Monthly Mag.
III. 352 Delivering out, without deduction for seignorage.
duty, workmanship, or even waste, the full value of all

bullion brought in to be coined. 1805 Earl Liverpool
Treat. Coins 102 Augmentation of revenue was expected
from the additional profits, which would in such case
arise, from the right of Seigneurage. 1880 Del Mar Hist.
Free. Metals 125 The royalties, seignorages, convoy-duties,
and other impositions.. which the Portuguese monarchs
levied upon the gold product of Brazil. 1885 Manch.
Exam, 7 Apr. 4/5 The proposal often made of deducting a
seigniorage from the intrinsic value of the coinage. 1891
Daily News 6 Nov. 3/5 Any profit which the State gets
from note circulation, seigneurage, and the like.

3. A duty claimed by the over-lord upon the
output of certain minerals, a royalty.
a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Frig. xxv. V. 265 With that

domain they had as little to do as with the seignorage levied
on tin in the Duchy of Cornwall.

1J4. Alleged to signify : ' Profit' (Webster 1847-

54) ;
' The money paid on a copyright by a

publisher to an author' (Webster 1864, marked
' Eng. y

). Cf. Lordship sb. 6, Royalty 6 e.

f5. attrib. seigniorage fine, a royalty paid to

the over-lord in return for the concession of a
privilege. Obs,
1800 Asiat Ann. Reg. 318/1 Perhaps a seigniorage fine

to government for permission to sink a new well,

Seignioresse. Law. Obs. Also 7 segn-
ioresse, seignoresse, signioresse. [a. OF.
seignoresse, var. of seigneuresse."] ~ Seigneuress.
a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel.{i8og) 386 If the eldest sister

should take homage of the yonger, she should be as a
segnioresse to them all. 164a tr. Perkins' Prof. Bk. vi.

5 459. 200 If a woman be seignoresse and a man be tenant.
1651 tr. Kitckin's Courts Leet (1653) 3*3 *f a Woman
Signioresse take her Tenant to Husband.

t Seigniority, seignority. Obs. [a. OF.
seignouritt, f. Seigneur: see -ity.] Lordship,
governance.
1515 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. ccxxiv. 291 They..founde

a great nombre of Ladyes and damosels, who had the
sygniorite of that isle. 1596 Lodge Marg. Amer. 10 Vour
covetous longing after riches, your ambitious hunting after
seignioritie, have occasioned this warre. 1598 Spenser
Brie/ Note Iret. Wks. (Grosart) I. 540 Then was he.. to
loose that seignoritie w<* he claimed of that land.

Sei'gniorship. rare. [f. Seignior + -ship.]
The rank or condition of a seignior. In quot. used
as a form of address.
i8»3 Scott Quentin D. xiv, Your seigniorship.

Seigniory, seignory (s^nyori),^, Forms :

3-4 senurre, 4-5 senurie, senery, 5 senowrye

;

4 Sc. 8en$hory, sen^eroy, senjhowry, 4-5
senyoury {Sc. sengoury, sen;jory), seniourie,

5-7 seniory, seniorie, (5 seniore), ser^owry,
6 sen3eory, -ie, 6-7 senyeory

; 3 seynorye,
4 seynu(r)rye, 4 seynore, seinuri, 5 seynour-
ye

; 4 seinjnery, 4-5 sengnurie, syngnory

;

4 segnoury, 6 segnorie, segniory, 6-7 segnior-
ie, 6 seguyorye

;
3-6 seygnery, seignori(3)e,

eeijnory, 4-5 seignurie, 4-6 seignorye, seygn-
o(u)rye, seignourie, -y(e, seygnourie, 4-7
saigniorie,(7seigniore,siegniory,seignieurie),
4- seignory, 6- seigniory, [a. OF. seignorie

(mod.F. refashioned seigneurie), f. seigneur: see

Seignior. Cf. Sp. senoria, Pg. senhoria,\X.. signoria.

See also Seignedry, Signory.]

fl. Lordship, domination, sovereignty. Obs.
r 1290 S. F.ng. Leg. 115/320 3'f ne hadde of is owene

flesche al-ovt pe seignorie. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3858
He wolde wende Vor to winne seygnorie aboute in ober
ende. 13.. K. Alt's. 597 (Laud MS.) He shal habbe sei-

gnorye Of bis rounde myddell erd. 1375 Barbour Bruce
xit. 298 Covaitiss of sen3hory. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 3159
Thei made lettres..To eche a lond and prouynce That
Gregeys hadde in seygnorye. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Anns
(S.T.S.) 209/11 Mony has jurisdiccioun and seignoury be
way of dede, and nocht be way of lawe. 1474 Caxton
Chesse n. v. (1883) 66 Whan thou haste moste seignourye
and lordships than shalt thou [etc.]. a 1547 Surrey Auneid
11. 467 That many yeres did hold such seignorie. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. IV 1 The Turke-.by the discord of
christen princes hath amplified greatly his seigniory and
dominion. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 66 If hee
would.. do homage to him, he should re-accept his seniory.

1649 G. Daniel Trt'uarch., Hen. IV ccc\xi, The more Poli-

ticise Molls, (who in fatter Soyles, have Seigneiorie). 1684
Contempt. St. Man 1. ii. 20 What were . . the Seignory of the
World, out Vanity of Vanities?

b. quasi-arch. Your seigttorie = r your lord-

ship *
: attributed to a foreign speaker.

1829 Scott Anne o/G. xxix, ' it may be your seignorie is

right ', answered the guide. Ibid. xxx.

2. spec. Feudal lordship or dominion ; the au-

thority, rights, and privileges of a feudal lord.

1464 Rolls of Parlt. V. 524/1 Articles of Liberteez to
Seignorie apperteynyng. 1567 in F. J. Baigent Crondal
Rec. (1891) 171 With suche segnyorye and preferment of the
said under tenauntes as the personne so atteyncted had before
the said atteyndour. 1620 J. Wilkinson Coroners .y Sherifes
3 Alwaies saving to the King and to other Lords their Seign-
iories and Franchises. 1834^ Pringle Afr. Sk. xiv. 473 Re-
serving to the chiefs certain rights of seigniory over the
respective domains. 1851 Dixon W. Penn xxii. (1872) 188
James thought., the rights of seigniory too large.

b. A particular feudal lordship ; in English
Law chiefly, the relation of the lord to the tenants

of a manor.
Seigniory appendant, seigniory in gross '. see quot. 1886.

By some writers seigniory has been used as equivalent to
' seigniory in gross '.

1466 Paston Lett. II. 283 Their ancestors had been pos-
sessed of a court and seniory in the town of Paston. 1482
Rolls of Parlt. VI. 204/2 Any Tenaunt holdyng..by
Knygbts service, by reason of any Seignorie or Lordshipp.

1553 Act 1 Mary Stat. 11. c. 5 Any person.. having a Sei-
gnorie by reason of any Castells, . . [etc.] . . of him . . holden by
Knightes service. 1386 J. Hooker Hist. Iret. 113/1 in
Holinshed, Matthew did..seeke to vsurpe the name of a
segniorie of the Oneiles, and the dominions apperteining to
that segniorie and surname. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i.

hi Were you not restor'd To all the Duke of Norfolkes
Seignories, Vour Noble, and right well-remembred Fathers?
1607 J. Norden Surv. Dial. 11. 43 He may haue thereby a
kind of seignory, a Lordship or gouernement in grosse ouer
his Tenants by contract or couenant,but no Mannor. < 1600
Bacon Elem. Com. Law ii. (1630) 7 If tenant in ancient
demesne be disseised by the Lord, whereby the seigniory is

suspended,.. Francke fee is no plea. 1652 tr. Fitzherbert's
Neio Nat. Brev. 6 If a man hold of a Lord, as of Seigniory
in gross, which is not any Manor, for which Seigniory he
cannot keep any Court. 1730 M. Wright Tenures 30
Neither could the Lord alien or transfer his Seigniory or
Superiority to another, without the Consent of his Feuda-
tary. 1844 J.Williams Real Prop. (1879) 322 By the grant
of an estate in fee simple, he necessarily parted with the
feudal possession. . .The grantee, however, became his tenant.

. .This simply having a free tenant in fee simple was called

a seignory. 1875 Digby Real Prop. i. § 3 (1876) 50 note, If
the lord retained no lands in his own hands, but all the
lands within the manor were held by free tenants, he was
said to have a seignory, or a seignory in gross. 1886 En-
cyct. Brit. XXI. 623/2 They [seignories] are regarded as in-

corporealhereditaments,andareeitherappendant or in gross.

A seignory appendant passes with the grant of the manor;
a seignory in gross—that is a seignory which has been
severed from the demesne lands of the manor to which it

was originally appendant—must be specially conveyed by
deed of grant.

3. The territory under the dominion of a lord

;

esp. a feudal domain. Sometimes used for

Seioneury with reference to France or Canada.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 49 Whan Knoutehad re-

sceyued bobe be seignories, He parted be lond in foure

parties. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. i. 6 To recoure londes,

seignoryes or ther thynges. 1532-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c 7
Prouided alwayes, that euerylorde marcher haue the for-

faytes. .within their seygnories, liberties, aed [sic] fraun-

cheses royall. x6ox Holland Pliny v. xxix. I. 107 A third

Seignorie or Shire there is that goeth to Apamia. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 71 The Venetians; by whom
it was holden as a part of their seignorie almost an hundred

yeares. 1646 Bp. Maxwell Burd. Issach. 7 Crime.. com-
mitted, within the Seignory of this pettie Principality. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 3 The codes of the pennans. .were
superseded by these local customs : each seignory and pro-
vince had its own. 1839 Stonehouse Axhohne 144 The
Lord of the Manor.. could search for stolen goods within
the extent of his seignory.

fig> *579 Northbrooke Dicing Ep. Ded., I will poure out
prayers vnto the Lord of heauen & earth to sendeyou..
after this life neuer ceassing, and endlesse ioyes in the
heauenlie Seignorie. a 1586 Sidnf.v Arcadia m. (Sommer)
268 In one place lay disinherited heades, dispossessed of
their naturall seignories.

4. A body of 'seigniors' or lords. Often with
reference to Italy, = Signoria, Signory 4.
1485 Caxton Chas. Gt. 88 Ye myght be blamed, seen that

your seygnorye ne your lordes be not here now present.
1517 Torkington Pitgr. (1884) 12 The Duke, -with all the
Senyorye went in ther Archa triumphali. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1638) 84 Ouer all which, the seignorie neuer-
theless had a generall care. 187a Lowell Dante Wks.
1890 IV. 134 The new decree by which the seigniory of
Florence recalled a portion of the exiles.

Seigniour, obs. form of Senior.

t Sei'gnorable, a. Obs. rare~x
. In 5 sen-

^eorabilL [a. OK. seignorable
t

i. seigneur : see
Seigneur and -able.] Pertaining to or charac-
teristic of a lord, lordly.

c 14^75 Rauf Coilyar 717 Thair was seruit in that saill

Seigis semelie, Mony Sen3eorabill Syre on ilk syde seir.

Seignoral (s^-nyoral), a. Hist. Also 7-9
seignioral. [f. Seign(i;or + -al.] =z Seignorial

;

cf. Seigneurial.
1627 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) I. 508 And yet it was by

him thus said. .That the Kings of England always have had
a Monarchy Royal and not a Monarchy Seignoral. 1658
Cleveland Rustick Rampant 149 A Tyrannie after the
Turkish mode, a Monarchy seignioral. 1790 Burke Fr Rev.
(ed. 2) 219 The bishopricks and cures, under kingly and
seignoral patronage,.. are sometimes acquired by unworthy
methods. 1809 Ann. Reg,, St. Papers 733/2 All seignioral
courts of justice are abolished in Spain. 1886 Pall Malt
Gas. 5 June 4/1 The history of Chantilly as a seignoral
residence goes back to a very early period.

Seignorial (s^mycelial), a. Also seigniorial,

[f. seignory Seignior + -ial. Cf. F. seigneuria/.]

Pertaining to a seignior or seigniors.
1818 Hallam Mid. Ages (1872) I. 209 Several other small

emoluments of himself and his successors, . .were in that age
rather seigniorial than royal. 18*3 Southey Renins. War
I. 721 Provincial custom-houses were abolished, and all

seignorial courts of justice. 1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers
Flor. vi. 158 This liberal and almost splendid existence, with
its seignorial amusements of hunting and hawking.

tSei'gnorize, v. Obs. [f. seigtior, Seignior +
-IZE (in early use after F. + signoriss; signorir).

See also Signorize v.] intr. To hold sway, act

as lord. Const. in
t
over.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 1. 26 Those States-

men, who made accompt to Seignorize in all Assemblies.

1799 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. (1843) I.283 A woman
may be. .a Mrs. Arlberryintheart of Seignorizing over men.

t SergnorOUS, a. Obs. [a.d.OF.seignouretue:

see Seigneur and -ous.] Lordly, noble. Hence

f Sei'gnorously a.
t
in the same sense.

c 1477 Caxton yason 121 b, And in fauour of youre sei-

gnoureuse gentilnesse. . 1 shal renewe you as sayd is. 1481
— Godfrey clxxxvii. 274 In to thynner part of the temple
were fledde moche grete peple of the toun by cause it was
the moost seynorously and rial place of the toun.

Seignory, sb. : see Seigniory.

t Seignory, v. Obs. rare. [a. OF. seignorier,

seigneurier, f. seigneur : see Seignior.]

1. intr. To exercise mastery.

1474 Caxton Chesse in. iv. g 2 b, Hit is sayd in prouerbe
that a man ought to seignorie ouer the riches, and not to

serue hit. 1483 — Gold. Leg. 306/1 Thordre of domynacion
whiche seygnoryeth aboue other that ben lower.

2. trans. To govern.
c 1475 Parienay 5090 Terry seignoried A full large contre.

Seih, seth^e, obs. ff. See v.

Seihtle, variant of Saughtel v. Obs.
c 1 zoo Vices 4- Virtues 3 Ga arst and seihtle wi5 Sine bro5er.

Seik: see Sack sb.\ Sick a.
t
Sikh.

Seil, obs. f. Ceil v., Sail sb, 1 ; Sc. var. ofSile v. 2

Seilde(n, -in(e, -yn, obs. ff. Seld and Seldom.
Seile, obs. f. Ceil v., Sail tj. 1 , Seel v?
T Sei'ler. Obs. rare. [f. seil var. Ceil v. +

-er 1.] One who * ceils ' (Ceil v. a) ; a house-

painter or plasterer.

167a in E. B. Jupp Carpenters' Co. (1887) 303 The Com-
pany of Joyners and Seilers London. 1688 Holme Armoury
111. 148/2 Seiler or House Painter.

Seili(en, obs. forms of Sail v.1

Seill : see Seele, canopy, Sele, happiness.

Seille, seily, obs. forms of Sail sb. 1
, v.1

Seilye, variant of Seelt a. Obs.

Seim(e, Seiment, obs. ff. Seem v.2, Cement.

tSein, v. Obs. Also 6 seyn. [a. OF. set-

gnier\—>\,. signare to Sign.] trans. To sign, seal.

ias8 Procl. Hen. Ill in Trans. Philol. Soc. 1868-9, ?» We
senden sew bis writ open iseined wib ure seel. 1549 in

R. G. Marsden Set. Pleas Crt. Admir. (1897) II. 70, I have
written and seynidde this presentt with myne owne proper

handde. 1638 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 3 We command
you expreslie. .to publis the proclamatioun fourthwith

drauen up with your oune hand, which we have seined.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Iret. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) I. 136 He
seined his fiat to the conformation of the said requeste.



SEINE. 401 SEISIN.

Sein, obs. f. Saint, Say v.1 Seind, obs. f. Send v.

Seindell, -dill, -dl(e, variant ff. Sendle adv.

Seine (s^n), sbl Forms : a. i sesne, 3-8

seyne, 4-7 sayne, 5 seyn, 7-8 sayn, sain(e,

sein, 7- seine. 0. 7 seene, 7- sean. [OE.

segue wk. fern. = OS., OHG. segina :—WGer. *sa~

gina, a. L. sagena (whence F. seine), a. Gr. oayqvr}.']

A fishing net designed to hang vertically in the

water, the ends being drawn together to inclose the

fish. (See quot. 1874 in 0.)

Also with defining word denoting the kind of seine, as cod,

herring, pilchard, shad, drift', drag-, tuck-seine, etc
o. c 950 Lindisf Gosp, John xxi. 11 Naes Siu segni tosliten

[Vulg. non est scissum rete\ a xooo CxdmorCs Exod. 584
Hi ongunnon saelafe segnum dzelan. c 1300 K. Horn (Laud
MS.) 700 pe fis bat brae bi seyne. a 1400-50 IVars Alex.

4270 Set we na saynes in pe see, ne sese we na fischis. 1483
Cath. Angl. 328/1 A Seyn, sagena. 1602, Carew Cornwall
1. 30 The Sayne is a net, of about fortie fathome in length,

with which they encompasse a part of the Sea, and drawe
the same on land by two ropes, fastned at his ends, together

with such fish, as lighteth within his precinct. 1657 R.
Ligon Barbadoes 33 He hath of his own a Saine to catch

fish withall. ty*6 Shelvockk Voy. round World 55 They
have almost every where the best conveniences for hauling

the seyne. 1707 Polwhele Hist. Devon I. 120 Herrings.

.

are taken in semes—three tons have been caught at a hawl.

1883 Molonev W. A/r. Fisheries (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) 28

A manatee had been caught in a drift-seine near Ajede.

fs. 1607 Cowel Interir., Seanefish, . .seemeth to be that

fish which is taken with a very great and long net called a
seane. a 1656 Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 193 These two
holy Epistles are as some seene, or large drag-net. 1745 P.

ThomasJrnl. Anson's Voy. 11 We had very good Fishing

with a Sean. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing 156
Scans may be divided into three classes, namely, the sean

proper.. the *tuck-sean', and the 'ground or foot-sean '.

All these nets have the same general character... The back
or upper edge of the net is buoyed up by corks. . ; and the

foot is weighted with lead to keep it down, so that the net

may hang perpendicularly in the water. x88o Mrs. Parr
Adam % Eve II. 75 Barnabas had a share in a pilchard sean.

b. To blow up the seine: of a fish, 'to press

against the lead-line in the endeavour to escape
*

{Cent. Diet. 1891). To shoot a seine {ox seine-net) :

to throw it out into position.

1698 Act 10 Will. Ill, c. 14 § 12 No Person, .shall. .shoot

his . . Sayn or Sayns within or upon the Sayn or Sayns of any
other Person. 1893 Act 36 <fr 37 Vict, c. 71 % 14 Any person
who shall shoot or work any seine or draft net for salmon in

a river across the whole width.

o. aitrib . and Comb., as seine fishery; fishing,

-hauling, line, trawl, trawler, trawling, twine ;

seine-boat, a boat adapted for carrying and
throwing out a seine ; t ieine-fiah, a fish caught

in a seine, spec, in Jamaica, the Saury Elops ; seine-

gang, * a body of men engaged in seining, together

with their boats and other gear ' {Cent. Diet.)
;

seine-man, one of a seine-gang ; seine-needle, a

needle with which the meshes of a seine are netted

;

seine-net =» sense 1 ; seine-roller (see quot.)

;

seine-shooting, the casting of the nets in seine-

fishing ; seine-tender (see quot.).

1601 Carew Cornwall 1. 27 b, They haue. .*Sayn-boats for

taking of Pilcherd. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing 1 59
The other rope and the whole of the net are put into the

stern of the sean-boat. 1603-4 Act 1 Jos. /, c. 23 § 1

Herringes, Pilchardes and *Seane Fishe, 1715 Sloane
Jamaica II. 284 Saurus maximus. . .The Sein* Fish, or Sea-

Gally-Wasp, 1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing 188

St. Ives is especially famous for the extent of its *sean-

fishery. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. r25/2 The difference between
drift and *seine fishing. 1883 Joncas Fish.

^
Canada

(Fish Exhib. Publ) 23 Seine-fishing for herrings is chiefly

carried on by fishermen of Nova Scotia. 1909 Moresby
Two Admirals 11 1 Oh, the shooting, the "seine-hauling, the

picnics of those enchanted coasts [of Chili]. 1794 Rigging
<$ Seamanship I. 65 *Sean-lines, for fixing the sean-nets,

have 18 threads, 6 in a strand. 1879 G. B. Goode Cittal.

A fiim. Resources U.S. 97 Seine lines. 1879 Holdsworth
in Encycl. Brit. IX. 254/2 The "seanmen receive certain

wages in money and a share of the fish. 1879 G. B. Goode
Catal. Anim. Resources US. 131 "Seine-needle. 1603 Owen
Pembrokesh. (1891)117 Taken. .in a *sayne nette. drawne
after euerye tide. 1898 S. Evans HolyGraal\\ A fetch that

will biing them all safe home with a seine-net full of fish.

1887 Goode, etc Fish. Industr. U.S. v. 1, 249A "seine-roller.

.

is a wooden roller . . which revolves on pivots in its ends. . . The
use of this roller is to lessen the friction between the rail of the

vessel and the seine, as the latter is being hauled on deck.

1864 Mrs. Lloyd Ladies ofPolecarrow 29 The first success-

ful *seine-shooting for several long needy years. 1856

Olmsted Slave States 351 There are two large seine-boats,

in each of which there is one captain, two 'seine-tenders,

and eight or ten oarsmen. Ibid., The seine-tenders throw-

ing off? until the seine is all cast between them. 1874 Holds-
worth DeeP'Sta Fishing 323 The drift men may therefore

frequently nave a chance of success when #sean-trawlers

have none. Ibid. 323 An Act was passed to put an end to

"sean-trawling for herrings on the coast of Scotland. 1875

Bedford Sailors Pocket Bk. v. (ed. 2) 158 "Seine twine.

t Seine* sb.% Obs. rare. [OE. sept, ad. L.

signttm Sign sb.] A banner.

Beowulf 2958 pa was aeht boden Sweona leodum, sezn

Hixelace. c x»75 Lay. 9282 Nam he his seine and his sceald

bripte.

t Seine, a. Obs. rare—1
. [ME. seine (disylla-

ble), perh. a. OF. sent* wise, assimilated to the

rime-word meyne Meiny.] ? Grave, sober.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 11447 Faire bey

come. . Wyb softe pas & fulle seine iWace, Petitpas, ordenee-

ment\ Gret bei Arthur & his meyne.

Vot. VIII.

Seine (s£'n), v. Also sean. [f. Seine j^. 1
] a.

intr. To fish or catch fish with a seine, b. trans.

To catch with a seine, also to use a seine in.

1836 [implied in Seining, vbl. sb.] 1863 Rep. Sea Fisheries
Comm, (1S65) II. 432/1 Were you in the habit of seining
for herrings every season? 1887 Goode, etc. Fish. Industr.
U.S. v. I. 260The fact ofmackerel being seined at night could
not long be kept a secret. 1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 May 1/2

To send a fleet . . to ' seine ' the bay for herring for bait.

Hence Seined///, a. ; Sei'ning vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1836 1st Rep. Ir. Fisheries 152 Seaning seldom commences
before June or July. 1874 Holdsworth DeeP-Sea Fishing
189 The seaning ground is on the western side of the bay.
1876 Goode Fishes of Bermudas 10 Row-boats filled with
small seined fish may be found at the quay. 1887 Goode, etc.

Fish. fnd?tstr. U.S. v. I. 267 A seining schooner. 1900
Field 18 Aug. 297/3, I was anxious to follow up my seining

Operations.

Seine : see See v., Sene a. Obs., Syne.

Seiner (s^naj). Also seaner. [f. Seine sb. +
-er 1

.] A fisherman who uses a seine, or one
employed to haul in a seine. Also a seine-boat.
a. i6oz Carew Cornwall 1. 32 The Sayners complayne..

that these drouers worke much preiudice to the Common-
wealth of fishermen and reape thereby small gaine to them-
selues. 1776 Act 16 Geo. Ill, c. 36 § 25 The Hewer of such
Seyne or Master Seyner thereof. 1848 Johns Week at
Lizard 173 The labours of the seiners, .are rewarded by a
catch of mackerel. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 571 A gentle ripple indicates their position. .and is

of great assistance to the seiners in setting their nets. 1906

J. B, Connolly Out of Gloucester 8 She's a seiner out of

Gloucester.

J3. 1874 Holdsworth Deep-Sea Fishing 189 Then is the
seaner's opportunity. 1879 — in Encycl. Brit. IX. 254/1
Besides these there is a small boat.. from which the master
seaner directs all the proceedings.

Seinlo, variant of Sendle adv., seldom.
Seint(e : see Saint, Seynt Obs. (girdle).

Seintefie, -ifie, obs. ff. Sanctify v.

Seintewarie, -tuarie, etc. : see Sanctdabt.
Seinye, -zie, var. ff. Sene sb.2 , Senye Obs.

Seip, -age, -ing,var.ff. Seep,Seepaoe, Seeping.
Seipter, obs. form of Sceptre sb.

Seir, obs. f. Sere a. ; obs. Sc. f. Sore a.

Seirce, seiroh(e, obs. Sc. forms of Search v.

Seire, obs. form of Sere a.

Seir-fish, seer-fish (swufij). [The first ele-

ment is a corruption of the Pg.name serra lit 'saw'.]

An East Indian scombroid fish, Cybium guttatum.
1727 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxx. 379 In

November and December they have great Plenty of Seer-

fish, which is as savory as any Salmon or Trout in Europe.

1813J. Forbes OrientalMem. 1. 53 The robal, the seir-fish,

the grey mullet, and some others, are very good. 1883 Day
Indian Fish (Fish. Exhib. Publ.) 12 Drift-nets, .are used for

taking these two descriptions of fish, as well as for the seir

fish {Cybium).

Seirs, obs. form of Search v.

Seis, obs. form of Cease v., Syce.
Seisant, erron. form of Sejant.
161a PEjiCHAuGentl. Exerc. 111.168. (Also in edd. 1634, 1661.)

t Seise, sb. Obs. [f. seise, Seize v.] «= Seisin.

1607 J. Carpenter Plaint Mans Plough 341 Who.. hath
taken seise and possession for man in the kingdome of his

Father.

Seise, v. Law. The usual spelling of Seize v.

in the sense : To put in possession, invest with the

fee simple of. (See Seize v. i, a.)

t Seiser. Law. Obs. Also 6 seasor, -er,

7 seisor. [a. AF. seiser (inf.) = F. saisir to Seize.]

»= Seizure.
1550 Rutland MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1905) IV. 354

Ryding from Anwyke to Raylye (sic) to make a seasor.

1558 Act 1 Eli*, c. is. S 3 The Shire or Place where the

Seaser was made, c 1560 in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. it,

App. viii. 21 Temporalities of Bishoppes seisid ; and of the

seiser of the Gooaes of the Clergie. a 1625 Sir H. Finch
Law (1636) ir, A. erects a Shop vpon the Kings Freehold,

the King grants the land to B. in fee j A. before entry or

seisor of the shop by the Kings Patentee, continueth his

possession and dieth seised.

Seisin (sf-zin), sb. Forms: 3-4 sosin, 4-5
8esyn(e, sesine, 3-7 sesyng(e, 4-7 seeing, 5
sesun, seson, sesen, sesynn, 6 Sc. sessing, 7

sezin
; 4-5 cesoun, 5 cesone ; 4 saysyne, say-

zine, 5 saisine, 6 saysing, saising, 7 St; sa-

seing
; 5 seasyng, 6 seasyne, 5-7 season, 6

seasen, 6-7 seasin, 6 ceassing, 7 seasing, sea-

sin; 3-5 seysyn(e, 3-8 seisine, 3-5 seisyn(e,

5-6 seising, 6 seissin, seizine, 6-7 seizon, sei-

son, 7 seizen, seisen, seysin, 3- seisin. Also

Sc. Sasine. [a. F. saisine (from 13th c.) = Pr.

sazina (whence It. sagina), f. F. saisir, Pr. sazir :

see Seize v.]

L In early use, Possession : chiefly in phrases,

to have, take seisin {in, of). Now only in Law,
Possession as of freehold.

1*07 R. Glouc (Rolls) 6431 King knout of edmondes
londes anon seisine nom. a 1300 Cursor M. 3360 He drogh

hir ner and still spak ( Yon es mi lauerd ysaac, . . Of him now
sal bou ha sesin \ 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6012 Yn
alle here landes he toke sesyne, And was ban a ryche lord-

yng, c 1330 — Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7621 Of prest was ber

no benisoun,. . In sesyn be kyng had hure bat nyght. 1340

Ayenb. 144 And bervore zayp oure Lhord bet be kingdom
of hevene is hare, na^t wyJ>oute more be beheste, ac be

saysyne zykere. 1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 496 He had him
in his sesmg. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxi. 222 Theise 3
Bretheren had Cesoun in alle the Lond. c 141a Hoccleve
De Reg. Princ. 1812 Wolde honest deth come, and me
ouerterue, And of my graue me put in seisyne. c 14Z5
Cast. Persev. 767 in Macro Plays 100 In all pis worlde.

.

here I jyfe bee with myn honde, syr, an opyn sesun. (1425
Eng. Conq. Irel. (1896) 82 Reymond went ouere yn-to
Walys to take seysyne yn hys fadyr landys. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 67/1 Cesone in londe, or obyr go(o)d takynge, seisina.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clxvii. [clxiii,] 463 To entre
and take season of the castell. i6n Speed Hist. Gt. Brit.
ix. viii. § 50 The Legate (hauing after fiue dayes seysin re-

deliuered the Crowne, but not yet released the Censures,
till conditions were performed). 1628 Coke On Lilt. 31 Here
this word (seised) extendeth it selfe as well to a seison in

law, or a ciuill seison, as to a seison in deed, which is a
naturall seison... For a woman shall be endowed of a seison

in Law. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. 1x11.(1739) 123
The Heir of a Free-man shall by descent be in such seisin

as his Ancestor had at the time of his death, doing service,

and paying relief; and shall have his Chattels. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. II. v. 66 Immediately upon the death of a
vasal the superior was intitled to enter and take seisin or
possession of the land. 1818 Cruise Digested. 2) III. 37r
The law vested the seisin in law in the daughters upon the
death of the father. 1869 Blackmore Lorna D. Ivi, The
Grange had only devolved to him by will, at the end of a
long entail,, .and . . he had gone abroad,without taking seisin.

1875 Digby Real Prop. i. (1876) 50 note, The proper mean-
ing of the word * seisin ' is possession as of freehold ; i. e. the
possession which a freeholder has.

b. The phrases to give, take seisin are some-
times used with special reference to the symbolical

acts called livery of seisin (see Livery sb, Sc).

Hence, in popular language, seisin has been occas.

applied loosely to the object (e. g. a turf, a key,

a staff) handed o\er in * livery of seisin ' as a token

of possession.

1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 14 The stewarde. .shall delyuer to

hym y* shall haue the lande the same yerde or another in

the name of season, c 1600 Bacon Use Com. Law (1630) 52
And in Seisin thereof, hee deliuereth to him a Turfe, twig,

or Ring of the doore. 176a Hume Hist. Eng. I. iii. 136 A
soldier. . plucked some thatch, which, as if giving him seuine
of the kingdom, he presented to his general [William]. 1863
Keble Bp. Wilson v. 168 Giving a kind of seizin by the de-

livery of a straw.

fig. 160a Marston Ant. fy Mel. n. D 2 Gal. Thy lips,

and loue, are mine. Mell. You nere tooke seizin on them
yet. 1609 Bp. Andrewes Semi. iv. (1629) 30 He sends the

Spirit of his Sonne, to give us seisin of this our Adoption.
1861 Pearson Early $ Mid. Ages Eng. 243 The story that

he [William the Conqueror], .stumbled on the shore and con-

verted it into an omen of good luck, by professing to take

seisin of the new territory, 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I.

xxi. 46a His horse fell with him, and fotced him to take

seisin of the soil in the roughest fashion.

o. Primer (also premier, ffirst) seisin : see

Pbimer a. 3 b. Now only Hist.

1459 Rolls ofParlt. V. 362/1 And the seid Edward . .used

to have and had. .the furst seisine of all Londes. .of every
Tenaunt that held of them in chief. _ i6aa Bacon Hen. VII
aio Wardships, Liueries, Pnmier Seisines, and Alienations.

1875 Curtis Hist. Eng. 396 All wardships, forfeitures for

marriage.., premier seisins, .for alienation.

2. Scots Law. The act of giving possession of

feudal property by the deKvery of symbols ; in-

feftment. Also, the instrument by which the pos-

session of feudal property is proved.

14.. Chalmerlan Ayr § 4 (Sc. Acts I), Item at bai gif

seising heratabill or of lang tym of ony baronagis [etc.].

1498 Reg. Privy Seat Scot. I. 30/2 Quhil the lauchfull are

or aeris thairof optene lachfull state and sesing of the

sammyn. 1499 Ibid. 60/2 Confirmand a letter of sessing

mad and gevm thairuppon to the said Wil^ame. 1521

Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) 1. 13 Sir James Akman, chep-

lane,..produsit..ane attentic chartour and seissin of twa
markis of obit silver to be upliftit..to the feft chaplanis

yeirly. 1540 Sc. Acts Jas. ^(1814) II. 375/1 The persoun
. . havand privait stait & saising of pe saidis landis. 159a in

Oppress. Orkney <y Zetld. (1859) 101 But charter or seasing.

1604-5 Aberd. Ace. in Spalding Club Miscell. V. 78 Ane
skyn of parchement to wreit the sesing of the said chartour

of mortificatioun. 1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 2 Item, for ane
precept of saising, conforme to the chartour, to the Chan-
cellar for the fie of the seale, ane mark. 1693 Stair Instit.

Law Scot. n. iii. § 16 (ed. 2) 199 These Charters . . never be-

come a real Right till they be compleated by Seasin, which
imports the taking of Possession. Ibid. § 19. 201 Albeit the

most ordinar Warrant of Seasins be the Superiors Precept

ingrossed or related to in the Seasin. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No.
3228/2 Act anent the Registration of Seasings. 1733 J.

Innes
Idea Juris Scoiici 77 And the Seisin itself is nothing else

but an Instrument (of a settled Style).. settingforth that

upon such a Day. .the Disponee was seized and invested in

the Feu in Virtue of his Disposition. 1754 Erskine Princ,

Sc. Law (1809) 266 Apprisings were, by the former practice,

preferable, according to the dates of the seisins following

upon them, where the debtor himself was infeft.

b. Comb.-, f seisin-ox, an ox formerly due as a

perquisite to the sheriff when he gave infeftment

to crown lands.

1567 Sc. Acts fas. VI (1814) III. 40/t That na saising ox

..be gevin or takin for na maner of saising tobe takin.

a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. in. viii. § 79 (1773) 585 The
sheriff who thus gives seisin, was by our old customs in-

titled to a seisin-ox as his fee.

t Sei'Sin, v. Obs. Forms : 5 seysne, ceson,

cesun, seysonne, sesyn, seson, seisyne, 6 sea-

son, seasne, seizon. [f. Seisin sb.; cf. med.L.

sesindre; there may have been an AF. *seisiner:

cf. OF. seisineor (agent-n.) and seisinement (n. of

action),]
51



SEISM. 402 SEIZE.

1. trans. To give seisin of (property).

*3.. Guy Warw. (Caius) 8590, I will season into thyn

hande Evyn halfen deale of my lande.

2. To invest with the seisin of property ; to put

in possession ;
« Seize r.1

C14S0 Godst&w Reg. 135 £ei preied..bat [they) wold.,

commaund to seysonne hem in hit. Ibid. 661 Bernarde of

Seynt Walerye yaf the forsaid towne. .and graunted hit to

kyng henry and seisyned hym (by a silken cloth, wherofwas
a chesible I-made) with the lordship and the right of the

Avowery of the same Abbey.

8. To confiscate (property) ; to apprehend (a

prisoner) ; «* Seize v. 5.

C14JS Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T. S.) 57 Yf he
wolle denay hit the kyngis officer hym as a theyf may holde

and sesyne And for to be condempnyd betake hym to the

Iugys. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 155 He nother his heires shold
never.. sesyn the lond of the same for the defaute of the

same Robert. 1535 Coverdale i Esdras vi. 32 All his

goodes shalbe seasoned to y8 kynge.

4. To seize, take hold of ; to take root.

1568 Skeyne />«/ (Bannatyne CL) 15 Quhan all apperis
to succede weill than the tirane [the Plague] sessinis rute
and slayis sonest.

5. intr. To seize upon,
C1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. iv. (Camden No. 36) 178

Cerdicius bie littell and htell seasoned on the weaste partes
of the lie. 1563-87 Foxe A. % M. (1506) 188/2 The kings
officers came . . to seizon upon his goods in the kings behalfe.

1587 Mirr. Mag.
%
Wolsey xiv, One Wealsh, a Knight, came

downe in good aray, And seasned sure,..On Wolsey wolfe,

that spoiled many a lambe. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holm-
shed III. 1548/1 Such, as vpon whom the infection was
setzoned.

Hence f Seisining* vbl. sb.
}
chiefly = Seisin sb.

Also fSei'siner Se.
t
lawful possessor (of lands).

c 1450 Lovelich Grail Iv. 214, I schal-.Corowne hym
kyng be My levenge, & Of Alle My londis to }even him
sesenynge. 1498 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 35/1 The letter

made to him be his said fader makand him sessonar and
assignay to al his landis of M rkaristonn. 1523 Ld. I'kr-

ners Froiss. I. ccxiv. 266 Thus the kyng of England had
the possession and sesenynge of the ducbie of Aquitayne.
1547 in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 88 Such as have
landes by will or testament, shall paye for their sesianynge
vis. i6»3 Cockeram ii, A Seazning of goods to the kings
vse. Confiscation.

Seism (saiz'm). rare. [f. Gr. ctitrp-6s : see

Seismic a. Cf. F. stsme.J An earthquake.
1883 Milne Earthquakes i. {1886) 9 To be consistent with

a Greek basis for seismological terminology, some writers

have thrown aside the familiar expression ' earthquake ', and
substituted the awkward word ' seism '. 1904 C. E. Dutton
Earthquakes xiv. 238 The average intensity of the quakes
or 'seisms' as De Montessus terms them.

Seismal (saizmal), a. rare. [f. Gr. cciap-os;

see Seismic a. + -al.] Seismic.
1864 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Seismic (sai'zmik), a. [f. Gr. <rafffi-6s earth-

quake (f. oti-tiv to shake) + -10.

The normal form would be *sismic : cf. F. sismique.]

Pertaining to, relating to, characteristic of, con-

nected with, or produced by an earthquake, earth-

quakes, or earth-vibration.

1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc, 1. 7 The period of the
year at which seismic action appears to be greatest. Ibid.
18 Whether, as a seismic region, Northern Africa have a
centre disturbance of its own [etc.]. 1877 Rudler in En-
cycl.Brit. VII. 611/1 The depth of the seismic focus is easily
determined. For since the waves radiate from this focus, any
two wave-paths when produced backwards will meet at the
seismic centre. 1887 G. H. Darwin in Fortn. Rev. Feb,
267 Regions subject to earthquakes, or seismic areas.

So Seismical a. t
in the same sense; Sei'smi-

cally adv., with regard to earthquakes.
1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 67 A third.. volcanic

region, of which I am not aware that anything is known
seismically. 1869 Spectator 6 Nov. 1291 Considerable atmo-
spheric and seismical disturbance. 1904 C. E. Dutton Earth-
quakes xiv. 245 note, This locality is certainly a seismically
sensitive one to-day. 1905 Athenaeum 29 July 137/3 The
cartography, geological, magnetical, seismical, &c, of Italy.

Seismicity (saizmi*siti). [f. Seismic a. +
-ITT. In Fr. sismiciti (De Montessus de Ballore).]

The frequency per unit area of earthquakes of a
particular country ; the number representing this.

1903 Milne in Encycl. Brit. XXVII. 603/1 If we pick out
the well-marked earthquake districts of the world, and give
to each of them a seismicity or earthquake frequency per
unit area of one-third of that of Japan, the conclusion
arrived at is [etc.]. 1904 C. E. Dutton Earthquakes xiv.

243 This statement.. greatly facilitates the way toward a
numerical measure of seismicity.

Seismism (sai'zmiz'm). [f. Gr. <m<j\x-(x (see

Seismic a.) + -ism.] The phenomena of earth-

quake movements collectively.

190s in Webster's Suppl. 1910 in Century Diet. Suppl.

Seismo-, combining form f. Gr. <r«<r/*4-s (see

Seismic a.). Seismo-chro'nograph (see quot.).
1876 Catal. Sci. Apparatus S. Kensington 424 Seismochro*

nograph, apparatus for determining the exact time of an
earthquake,

Seismogram (sai-zmograem). [f. Seismo- +
-gram.] The record of a seismograph.
1891 in Century Diet. 1897 Nature 16 Dec 156/1 Seismo-

grams have already been received from Toronto.
Seismograph (sai'znwgraf). Also sismo-.

[f. Seismo- + -graph. Cf. It, sismografo (Palmieri),

F. sismographe.] An instrument for recording
automatically the phenomena of earthquakes.

1858 C. V. Walker tr. De la Rive's Electricity III. 508
An apparatus., which he [Palmieri] has designated, under
the name of Electro-magnetic Seismograph. 1862 Times
6 Jan. 10/2 How long the eruption might continue Pal-
mieri had no means of calculating ; it was going on as
violently as ever, and his sismograph was always registering.

1887 G. H. Darwin in Fortn. Rev. Feb. 262 Instruments
by which the motion of the ground during an earthquake
is recorded on an accurate scale of time, .are called seismo-
graphs, or recording seismometers.
trans/. 1879 G. Macdonald Sir Gibbie III. xi. 176 His

soul.. like a delicate spiritual seismograph, responded at
once to the least tremble of a neighbouring soul.

attrib. 1904 Brownell Hrt. Japan xxvi. 88/2 Thousands
of seismograph records.

Hence Seismo-grapher, a seismologist {Cent.

Diet. 1891); Seismogra'phic, Seismogra-phi-
oal adjs.y connected with, furnished by, or relating

to a seismograph ; of or pertaining to seismo-
graphy ; Seismography, the descriptive science

of earthquakes ; also, the use of the seismograph
in recording disturbances of the crust of the earth.

1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. PI. n Seismograph ic

Map of the World. 1865 Page Handbk. Geol. Terms (ed. 2),

Seismography. iQo$Edin. Rev. Apr. 310 Mr. Oldham distin-

guishes three types of pulsation in the seismographic records
of distant shocks.

Seismolo'gic, a. = next.

1904 C. E. Dutton Earthquakes xiv. 239 Seismologic
observations.

Seismological (saizm^lp-djikal), a. [f. Seis-

mology + -ical.] Of or pertaining to seismology.
1850 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. t. 89 Seismological books.

1880 [title) Transactions of the Seismological Society of
Japan. VoL I. 1887 G. H. Darwin in Fortn. Rev. Feb.
263 A seismological observatory.

Hence Seismolo-gically adv. 1891 in Century Diet.

Seismologist, [f. Seismology + -ist.] An
investigator or student of seismology.
1868 R. A. Proctor in Chamb. Jrnl. 7 Nov. 710/1 The

most eminent seismologists. 1903 Encycl. Brit. XXVII.
604/1 The ordinary apparatus employed by seismologists.

Seismologue (szvzmolpg). rare~x
. [f. SErs-

mo- + -LOGUE.J A catalogue of earthquake observa-

tions ; a detailed account of earthquake phenomena.
Wrongly explained in some Diets, as * a seismologist '.

1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 1 The labour of col-

lecting and calculating further and future Seismologucs will

be in a great degree thrown away, unless [etc.].

Seismology (saizmp-lodgi). [f. Seismo- +
-logy. Cf. late Gr. attafitoKdyiov a treatise on earth-

quakes.] The science and study of earthquakes, and
their causes and effects and attendant phenomena.
1858 Mallet in Rep, Brit. Assoc. 1. 1 The few physicists

who are engaged in Seismology. 1879 Rutlkv Stud. Rocks
Hi. g The branches of physical geology known as Vulcanicity
and Seismology.

Seismometer (saizm^m/tai). [f. Seismo- +
-meter.] An instrument for measuring the in-

tensity, direction, and duration of earthquakes.
All practical seismometers now record their observations

automatically, hence the name is used almost interchange-
ably with seismograph (q. v.).

1841 J. D. Forbes in Edin. Phil. Trans. XV. 1. 220 The
self-registering part of the apparatus, which Mr. David
Milne has termed a Seismometer. 1886 J. A. Ewing in
Encycl. Brit. XXI. 626/2 Seismometer. This name was
originally given to instruments designed to measure the
movement of the ground during earthquakes. Ibid. 627/1
The term ' seismometer ' may conveniently be extended (and
will here be understood) to cover all instruments which are
designed to measure movements of the ground.

Seismometric (saizmome'trik), a. [f. Seis-

mometky + -10.] Of or pertaining to seismometry,
or to a seismometer.
1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 72 Twelve years ago

..the construction of seismometric instruments seemed a
comparatively easy matter. 1879 Le Conte Elem. Geol. 1.

iii. 125 If c and b be the position of two seismometric ob-
servatories.

So Seismome'trical a. [See -ical.]

1885 Athenaeum 7 Mar. 315/3 The occurrence of long-
continued earthquake disturbances in Tasmania. . suggested
to Mr. Ellery the propriety of instituting at the observatory
some sort of seismometrical apparatus.

Seismome'trograph. [f. Seismometer
(comb, form -metro-) + -graph.] A seismograph.
1894 Nature 9 Aug. 362/1 The new continuous-record

seismometrograph of the Collegio Romano.

Seismometry (seizmp*m?tri). [f. Seismo- +
-METRY.] The scientific study, determination and
recording of earthquake phenomena, esp. by means
of the seismometer; the scientific study, theory,

and application of the seismometer.
1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 72, 1 therefore proceed

to some observations upon instrumental seismometry, and
the construction of seismometers. 190a Milne in Encycl.
Brit. XXVII. 602/2 The seismometry developed in Japan
revolutionized the seismometry of the world.

Seismoscope (ssrzmoskJup). [f. Seismo- +
-SCOPE.] A simple form of seismometer ; a con-

trivance for detecting or indicating the occurrence

of an earthquake shock, sometimes also indicating

(without measuring) the intensity or direction of

the earthquake wave.
1851 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 278 This instrument

I have named the Seismoscope. 1887 G. H. Darwin in

Fortn. Rev. Feb. 263 An instrument which tells only that

there has been a shock, without giving a record of the

nature of the movement, is called a seismoscope.

Hence Seismosco'pic a.

1882 Milne in Nature 26 Oct. 627/2 The records of most
of the older forms of seismographs and seismometers,, .can

only be regarded as seismoscopic.

Seismotherapy (saizmoberapi). Path. [f.

Gr. ouapo-s a shaking (see Seismic) + Therapy.]
(See quot.)
1901 Dorland Med. Diet. (ed. 2), Seismotherapy, the

treatment of disease by mechanic vibration.

Seismotic (saizmp'tik), a. rare. [f. Gr. auoy.-

<Jy (see Seismic a.) + -otic] Seismic.
1889 Kingsford Canada III. 207 note, The assumption

that Canada is beyond seismotic influences is not borne out
by fact.

Seison, Seisor : see Seisin, Seiser.

Seiss, Seissure : see Cease, Seizure.
Seistar, variant of Sistbe Obs., sistrum.
c 1590 J. Burell Queen's Entry in Sibbald Chron. S. P.

(1802) III. 468 Trumpets and timbrels maid gret beir, With
instruments melodious : The seistar and the sumphion [etc].

Seisure, Seisz : see Seizure, Cease.
Seit, obs. 3rd sing. ind. pres. of Say v.1

Seit, obs. f. Set, Sit v. Seite, obs. f. Seat sb.

Seith, variant of Saithe.
17x1 Extracts Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1880) IV. 515

There has been a trade of barrelled codd, ling, and seith fish.

Seith, obs. form of Scythe.

Seity (sriti). rare. [ad. med.L. seilas, f. L.

se oneself : see -ity.] That which constitutes the

self, selfhood.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 174 r 1 Scotus, to distinguish the
Race of Mankind, gives every Individual of that Species
what he calls a Seity, something peculiar to himself. 1733
Budcell Bee IV. 347 For, these were Parts, of Dennis, Born,
to Die ! But, there's a Nobler Se-ity, behind ; His Reason
dies not. 1761 G. Colman Crit. Refi. Dram. Writers in

Massinger's Wks. (1779) I. p. xxiv, Our Old Writers thought
no Personage whatever, unworthy a Place in the Drama, to

which they could annex what may be called a Seity ; that

is, to which they could allot Manners and Employments
peculiar to itself. 1906 W. T. Seeger in Hibbert y?-nl.

Oct. 83 [In Hindu theology] Seity is the power of infinite

self-manifestation, man's being the same essentially as God's.

Serve, Seiyde, obs. ff. Sieve, Seed sb.

Seizable (sf'zab'l), a. Forms : 5 seisible,

seasible, seisable, 6 seisibill, seizeabil, 7- seiz-

able. [f. Seize v. + -able; an AF. seisable

occurs A. D. 1361.] Capable of being seized (in

various senses of the verb). Chiefly of property,

that may lawfully be seized.

1461 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 479/2 Not forfeited nor forfeitable

..nor seisible into any of their handes. 1483 Ibid. VI. 248/1
That all

>
Castelles..be not forfeited, .to theKyng..nor be

seiseble into his handys by this present Acte. 1574 in Exch.
Rolls Scot. XX. 467 To sell.. and put away his landis,

heretagis [etc.]..sua that sche sail get nathing seizeabil

thairfore. 165a Obs. Orig. Govt. 19 It was alienable by the

Parent, and seizable by an usurper as other goods are. 1768
Woman 0/ Honor III. 129 Private property .. was transfer-

able and seizable on private suit. 1815 Mme. D'Arblay
Diary (iSy6) IV. Ixv. 2^5 Carts, waggons, and every.. seizable
vehicle were unremittingly in motion. 1846 Rusk in Mod.
Paint. II. in. 11. ii. § 28 note, It is the characteristic of truth
to be in some way tangible, seizable, distinguishable, and
clear. 1870 Daily News 25 July 4 The principles laid down
in the Declaration of the Congress of Paris of 1856. .are as
follows :— ..3d. Merchandise of neutrals, except contraband
of war, sailing under an enemy's flag is not seizable. 1885
Law Times LXXVIII. 229/1 The personal liability of the
official receivers for mistakes as to property seizable as
assets of the estate.

Seize (siz), v. Forms : 3-8 saise, 3-4 sayse,

3-9 seise, 3-5 seyse, 4 Se. seyss, 4-5 sese,

Bess, 5-8 sease, 6 Se, sase, seysse, 6-7 seaze,

(7 seaz), 6-8 sieze, 7 siese, (8 Naut. size); 5
cess, 6-7 cease, ceaze, (7 ceize, ceese) ; 6-
seize. [a. OF. saisir

t
seisir (mod.F. saisir) to

put in possession, to take possession of, to take

hold of = Pr. sazir (whence It. sagire) :—Frankish

Latin (8th c.) satire in the phrase ad propriam
(or adproprieiateni) sacire, to take into ones own
possession, to appropriate. As the word sacire

is replaced by ponere in another example of the

formula, its source is commonly believed to be the

Teut. *satjan to place : see Set v.~\

I. To put in possession.

1. Law. (In technical use written seise.) trans.

To put (a person) in legal possession of & feudal

holding ; to invest or endow with property ; to

establish in a holding or an office or dignity.

r 1290 Beket 1695 in S. Eng. Leg. 155 pe king..wende
in-to engelonde, For to saisi sir henri is sone mid al is kine-

dom. Ibid. 1708 pe fader seruede be sone at be mete a-dai,

And with reaume saisede him. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls)

8991 To..saysi ber wib willam Roberdes sone courtehese.

a 1300 Havelok 2518 Her ich sayse be In al be lond, in al

be Ye. 13.. K. Alls. 7951 (Laud MS.), Darries heir I make
pee And seise bee wib al his fee. c 1400 Destr. ofTroy no
Of Septur and soile he sesit his brothir. c 1400 York Manual,
etc (Surtees) 221* note, Wib my body y the worscbipe, and
wibmyworldlichecatelichebesese. 14.. Beryn 1 549 Beryn
first was sesid in the Shippis fyve. CX440 Ipomydon 1592

Ipomydon sesyd hym in his lande And yaffe hym the profyte

for his sake. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) II. 693 For

as moche as Pirrus my right dere nevewe is the nexte eyer

I sease hym now therin. 1480 — Chron. Eng. clxvi.
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k 4 b, The lordes of Scotland.. come to kyng Edward of

englond & seised hym in all the land of Scotland as hir chief

lord, c 1500 Melusine lix. 358 Wilt thou denye my trybute
that of ryght I ought to haue vpon the pommel of this toure

of the which I was seasyd & enpotessid by thy fader ? 1526
Skelton Magnyf. 1554 In my fauour I haue you feffyd and
seasyd. 1559 Fabyan s Chron. (1811) 711 Al whiche tyme
doctour Ponet was ceased in that bisshoprike. 1836 Penny
Cyct. V. 226/2 Borthwick had acquired various lands.. but
having seised his son James in several of them, he [etc.).

b. Passive. To be seised of or in : to be the

legal possessor of. Phrases, To be seised in fee >

to be seised of (a. manor, etc.) in his demesne as of
fee : to be the holder of the fee-simple.

_ Seisedis sometimes used simply—- seised of the property
in question.

13. . E. E. Allii. P. A. 417, & sesed in alle hys herytage
Hys lef is. a 1400 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 362 pe tenemens of
weche he deyd y-seysed. 1427 Rolls of Parll. IV. 318/2
Every persone . . oeeyng seysed of Londes .

.
, in his demesne

as of freehold. 1473-5 Cat. P^oc. Chanc. Q.EI1Z.US30) II.

Pref. 61 Richard Saunder was thenne therof seised in his
demene as of fee symple. 1503 Reg. Privy Seal Scot, I.

115/1 Lanndis. .quhilk his grantschir. .deit last vestit and
sesit in. 1558 Mortgage in Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. v.

183 That he the said Thomas Dunkyn, the dayeof the mak-
yng herof, is lawfully seased in his demeane as of fee. 160a
Shaks. Ham. 1. i. 80 Who by a Seal'd Compact,. .Did for-

feite-.all those his Lands Which he stood seiz'd on. 1603
T. M. True Narr. Entert. fas. / B 2 b, The saide Bishop
being thus seized of all the authoritie to the Kings Maiesties
vse. 1607 Da vies 1st Let. to Earl ofSalisbury (1787) 225
It was found that Sir John O'Relie was seized of the
country in fee, and died seized. 1716 M. Davies A then.
Brit. II. 77 It appears that he died seiz'd of Lands in
Slacksted in Hampshire, a 1768 Erskine Inst. Law. Scot.
111. viii. § 83 (1773) 587 This holds though the lands had
been adjudged from the ancestor during his life,.. if the
ancestor died seised, and in the possession of the lands. 18*7
Jakman Powell's Devises II. 103 If a devisor, being seised
of both Blackacre and Whiteacre, devise Blackacre to A. in
fee. 1844 Williams Real Prop. (1877) 105 The person
last seized (or feudally possessed), a 1845 Polsos Eng. Law
in Encycl. Metrop. II. 827/1 The Statute of Uses.. which
provides, that where one is seised of lands, &c. to the use of
another, he who has the use shall become seised of the lands.

187a 'Mark Twain' Roughing It xxii, We were land-
owners now, duly seised and possessed.

+ o. Without const. : To endow, dower. Obs.
c 14^30 How Wise Man taught Son in Babees Bk. (1868)

51 tor ritchesse take hir neuere be more pou; sche wolde
pee bobe ferTe & ceese.

2. transf in Passive, To be seized {seised) of or

+ with : to be in possession of. Now only arch.

and with conscious allusion to the legal use.

Formerly often influenced by sense 5, 6, or 7, + to
have seized, to hold as the result of seizing.
c 1477 Caxton Jason 81 b, And thus, .thou mayst retourne

with glorie in to thy countre and be seased with the noble
fliese of gold, a 1533 Ld. Berners Huom xxx'i. 94 Whan
Huon sawe that he was sessyd of his home of Iuorey he was
ioyfull. 1590 Spenser F.Q. i.v.8 AswhenaGryfon,seized
of his pray, A Dragon fiers encountreth in his flight. 1594
Cakew Huarte's Exam. Wits xiv. (1506) 257 Temporal men
are seized of the wisdom and knowledge requUU to the
calling of a king 1612 Brerewood Lang. <$ Relig. (1614)
Pref.FPib, Those (as they vsually stile them) of the Re-
ligion..are seased of aboue 70 i'ownes. 16x8 Hobbes
Thucy(tides (1629) 58 The Outlawes of Bccotia being seazed
of Orchomenus and Chaeronea, . . the Athenians made War re

vpon those places. 1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto*s Trav. xxx. 122
If any that sell Goose Eggs do chance to be taken siesed with
Hens eggs. .they are presently punished with thirty lashes.

1659 T. Pkcke Parnassi Puerp. 159 Seventy six years bis
Lungs were scis'd of Breath. 1710 Hearne Lelands Itin.
I. Pref. 13 By this means Sir John became seiz'd of far the
largest parcel of this great man's writings, 1713 Addison
Cato 111. vii, So Pluto, seiz'd of Proserpine, convey'd To
hell's tremendous gloom th' affrighted maid, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1766) I. 6 Being seized of his Mothers Crown,
while she was an exile and a prisoner. 1885 Gladstone Sp.
in Standard 14 Apr., I have no doubt that in due time
Parliament will be seised of that correspondence. 1896 A. J.
Balfour Sp. in Daily News 18 Mar. 3/3 So far as 1 am
seised of the case . . it appears to me that [etc.].

fb. refi. To take possession of to seize on;
« senses 6, 7, 9. [So F. se saisir de.']

1579 J. Siubbes Gaping Gut/C 4 b. The French king was
not ashamed to excite John the brother of England to seize

himselfe of the crowne. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer)
81 b, The Lion., was ready to seaze him selfe on the pray.

Ibid. in. 295 b, Death began to seaze him selfe of his harte,

f 3. To settle, establish in a place ; to place,

seat, fix. Obs.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5637 Twyse sex Semylacris sesid he
bar-vndire. 14.. Siege of Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.) 1/2 Sir

Sesar hym sulf seysed in rome. C1430 in Pol. Rel. ty L.
Poems (1866) 165 For bee y suffride greet repreef, In hi;

heuene pi soule to ceese Y was an-hangid as a beef. 1513
Douglas /Eneis xtti. ii. 106, 1 sail 5011 seis and induce now,
but weir, In far largear rewardis mychtely.

_ 1535 Stewart
Crou. Scot. I. 118 The lordis. . Hes seisit him syne in his

sepulture. Ibid. II. 247 Tha buir his bodieto Ecolumkill..
Syne sesit him thair into sepultiur. 1535 Lyndsay Satyre 8

Toe Father and founder offaith and felici tie . . Gif;ow all that

1 sie seasit in this place [etc.]. 1589 R. Bruce Serm. (1843)

118 He makes his Son to come down, to sease himself in

the womb of the Virgin. 1594 Alex. Hume Epist. to Rdr.
19 The filthie vice and corruption that naturaflie is seased

in the harts of all men. 1600 in T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1.

xvii. ( 1633) 104 Considering the Gentleman was ceased in my
Countrie, and had my woTd. 1633 T. Stafford Ibid. 11. x.

190 The Soveraigne with his white rod in his hand, going to

billet, and cease thera in severall houses.

to. Of a beast of prey : To fasten (its claws)

upon. Obs.

1590 Spenser F.Q. 1. iii. 19 When that disdainfull beast.,
him suddaine doth surprize, And seizing cruell clawes on
trembling brest Vnder his Lordly foot him proudly hath
supprest. Ibid. 1, viii. 15 The cruell beast Who on his necke
his bloudie clawes did seize. 1596 Ibid. v. iv. 40 As when a
Beare hath seiz'd her cruell clawes Vppon the carkasse of
some beast too weake.

f 4. To give possession of, grant. Obs.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5220 pe maistir out of Messedone

sow maynly enjoynes, If 3e 3oure cite will saue to sese him his

brid. C1450 Erie Totous 1109 He made hym steward of
hys londe, And sesyd agayne into hys honde That he had
rafte hym froo. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 8230 AH be-
twene tyne and teese, To durham mynster pai bairn seese,

H. To take possession.

5. Of a feudal superior or a sovereign (or one
acting on his behalf) : To take possession of, con-

fiscate (the property of a vassal or subject). Also,

to annex (a country) to one's own dominions.

Phrases, to seize into one's hands
t t to one's behoof.

c 1290 Beket 705 in S. Eng . Leg. 126 pe king sende is men
sone to saisi al is lond And al-so al is bischopriche ase is

traitores, In-to is hond. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 10125 J>e

king of france orn vpe be king Ion, & is londes blonde se
seisede anon, Aquitayne & normandie. a 1300 Havelok 2513
|>anne be was ded..Sket was seysed al bat his was In be
fringes hand il del, Lond and lith, and ober catel. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 2701 For first he slow pe
kyng Pyncer, & seysed be lond til his byhoue. X387TREVISA
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 287 pe kyng made seyse into his hond
al pe temporalte of clerkes. 1447-8 Shillingford Lett.
(Camden) 96 The said Citie . . was seised into the saide King
Edward's hondes. 1610 Holland Camden*s Brit. 1. 677
Roger Mortimer . .seised also this Chirck, into his possession.

1613 R. C Table Alph. (ed. 3), Seize, to forfaite to the
prince. 17*3 Lond. Gaz. No. 6174/3 A Grey.. Horse.. was
..seized into the Hands of the Lord of the Manor.. as
Felons Goods. 1750 Ckvlt*. Hist. Eng. II. 2x1 Three of his

principal castles were, for his contempt of the court, to be
seized into the King's hands. 1763 J. Brown Poetry <$

Music viii. 161 It was held an Act of Sacrilege to seize their

Estates, even for the public Service. 1829 Scott A nne o/G.
xix, The Duke ofBurgundy's attempt to seize that fiefinto his

own hands. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvii. 34
The estates of the fallen King.,were no doubt at once seized

into the King's hands.

b. To take possession of (goods) in pursuance

of a judicial order.

1482 in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (1903) 9 One Robert
Bonyfaun t as one of the clerkes. .in the Supeniysershipp of
your Custumes. .shold sease and arrestc.to your vse at
Topsam..a hundreth peces of crescloth. 1581 Lambarde
Eiren. 11. vii. {1588) 207 Every Iustice of the Peace may
..seaze all the goods of any outlandish persons (calling

themselves Egyptians) that shall come into this Realme.
1716 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 186 James Newlin was
put into y* Ground last night, for fear they should seize

his Body. 1733 Gentl. Mag. May 266/2 The Watchmen
..seized itoo Weight of uncustomd Tea. C1733 J. P. du
Plessis in PePys* Diary (1879) VI. 259 Being quite money-
less, and in danger of having my goods seized for rent.

178a Miss Burney Cecilia v. viii,The house was seized before
ever I could get nigh it. X878 22nd Rep. Customs Comm.
58 The tobacco seized on these several occasions weighed
2,601 lbs. 1885 Brett in Law Rep. 14 Q.B D. 878 Goods..
which the sheriff could rightfully seize under the writ.

o. To arrest, apprehend (a person). Cf. 6 b.

1471 Little Red Bk. Bristol (1900) 131 That ye sease the
persones of thaitn alle as ferforthly as ye may sette hand
vpon thaim. 1910 Daily Mail 8 Feb. 7/5 The rare occur-
rence of * seizing ' a jury., was witnessed at Manchester
Assizes yesterday.

6. To take possession of by force ; to capture

(a city) ; to take as plunder.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 47 Knoute & Edrik bei

seised [Langtoft ont pris) borgh tresone Bokyngham & Bed-
ford, be toun of Huntyngtone. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 108
The king in hy gert sess the pray Off all the land. 1390
Cower C0*/ II. 248 The flees of gold he shulde sese. a 1400-

50 Wars Alex. 1452 Case forth to gaza aneothre gretecite,

And he seties on a sawte and seses it beliue. 1481 Caxton
Myrr. 1. v. 25 The riche haue now in thise dayes seased
somoche that the poure abide naked. 1607 Hevwood
Woman kildwitk Kindnes Wks. 1874 II. 146 There, take
her to thee, if thou hast the heart To ceize her as a rape or
lustfull prey. 1687 A. LovKU.tr. ThevenoVs Trav. 11. 149
There they would have seized our Mules to carry Provisions

for the king to Ispahan. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emf.
xii. (18^5) 184 Posen and Galiciawere seized by Prussiaand
Austria, a. d. 1772. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano it. vii. 93
Robbers, who seized church goods without remorse.

b. To take prisoner, to catch.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4119 His seggis sesid of bam [sc.

the bearded women] sum & to him-selfe bro^t. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 1513 He was enformyt..bow histowne was takon..his
suster sesyd and sogbt into syde londis. 1609 Heywood
Brit. Troy iv. xxix. Nor can his troubled sences be appeas'd
Till as a Traitor he Prince Ioue hath ceas'd. i68j Bunyan
Holy War To Rdr. 92, I heard the Prince bid Boanerges go
Up to the Castle, and there siese his foe, 1777 Watson
Philip II, in. I. 72 The inhabitants, .seized his person, and
confined him in the castle. 1827 Hist. Mod. Europe II. Hi.

14 By putting to death all the lurks whom they had seised

before the battle.

7. To take hold of with the hands, claws, teeth,

etc. ; in mod. use, to take hold of suddenly or

eagerly, to clutch.

13. . Coer de L. 78 Her men aborde gunne to stande, And
sesyd that other. 13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 822 Sere seggez
hym sesed by sadel, quel he lyar. c 1350 Will. Palertu 1236

He sesed a spere, & dressed him to be duk presteli to iuste.

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 240 And lyke a fissher as men
alday may se Bateth hys angle-hoke with summe plesaunce
Til mony a fissch ys wode to that he be Sesed therwith.

1390 Gower Con/. 1. 260 This kniht. .hath him be the bridel

sesed. c 1450 Merlin xxxii. 649 He stombeled on his clubbe,

and it sesed. 1513 Douglas Mneis in. ii. 15 Delos . . Quham .

.

Apollo. .Sesit and band betuix vther ilis twa. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gentl v. iv. 33 Had I beene ceazed by a hungry Lion, I

would haue [etc.]. 1609 Heywood Brit. Troy iv. lxxxvi,

The Crones his bounty praise, And in their hands two costly

lewels cease. 17x7 Pope Iliad xn. 260 Allow'd to seize, but
not possess the Prize. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb

%
T.

f Old
Worn. T. (1799) I. 373 Lothaire abruptly seized him by the

arm. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 477, I seized the books
and read them as fast as I could. 1879 Lubbock Sci. Led.
36 If you touch an ant with a needle or a bristle, she is almost
sure to seize it in her jaws.

to. transf of inanimate things.

1673 Temple Observ. Un.Prov. iii. 122 The Sea, .yielding
up what it had seized, and seizing what it had yielded up.

1818 Accum Chem. Tests 261 The barytes seizes the acid,

t C. To seize up: ? to haul up (a sail). Obs,
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3241 pai shot into shippe.. sesit vpbere

sailes, set horn to wyndes. Ibid. 4619 All the company..
knyt vp hor ancres, Sesit vp hor sailes in a sad hast.

d. To seize hold of: to take hold of suddenly
and roughly : cf. Take v. 69, Hold sb. 1 2.

1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. tn Georgia (1863) 84, I was
seized hold of by a hideous old negress.

8. In various figurative uses. a. With imper-
sonal subject, e. g. death, disease, calamity : To
oppress or attack suddenly. Also of a fear, a
belief, etc. : To take sudden possession of (a per-

son, his mind). In passive often const, with (less

frequently by).

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Forties 481 Til that'deth me sese, I

wele ben heris. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 246 in Macro Plays
84 ['on synne my sou lc sese, 1 ;eue not a myth, c 1585
Montgomerie Sonnets xxxv. 7 Suppose my silly saull with
sin be seasde. 1644 Milton Areo/ag. (Arb.) 42 A fantasm
bred by the feaver which had then seis'd him. 2659 Ham-
mond On Ps. lxxxix. 48 We are borne miserable, and pass
through a succession of miseries here, and are shortly seised

with death. 1700 Dryden Sigism. 4- Guise. 205 A welcome
Heaviness that seiz'd his Eyes. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
in. § 3 Seized and rapt with this sublime idea. 1757 Gray
Bard 1 Ruin seize thee, ruthless King ! 1797 Hi. Lee
Canterb. T.t Old Worn. T. (1799) I. 372 [He] was seized with
dizziness. 1830 K. Knox Biclards Anat. 67 Putrefaction
always..seizes it at the end of a short period. 1845 M.
Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 7 A nation, indifferent to the creeds,

is seized with a sudden Dassion for ecclesiastical an. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng.\V\. II. 171 The young prince..was
seized by the small pox. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxxxiv. 10
Sudden a solemn fright seized us.

b. Of an object of perception, a fact, etc., hence

of a speaker, writer, or artist : To arrest, hold (the

attention), to impress irresistibly (the mind, etc.).

177a Sir J. Reynolds Disc. v. (1876) 374 Carlo Maratti..
rarely seizes the imagination by exhibiting the higher excel-

lencies. 1865, 1886 l.-ce Seizing///, a. 2].

O. To avail oneself eagerly or dexterously of,

take advantage of (an opportunity). Also, to take

(a resolution) decisively.

1618 Chapman Hesiod's Georg. 11. 487 Thy selfe, if well in
yeares ; thy wife take home, Not much past thirtie ;. .But
being yong thy selfe j Nuptialls that sease, The times best
season in their acts are these [that follow], 1643 Fuller
Holy <$ Prof. St. iv. xv. 317 Where her resolutions once
seis d, she would never let go her hold. 1809 Roland Fencing
86 At the instant, therefore, I perceive him turn his wrist, I

seize the moment he expects to strike my blade. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 433 Whether the opportunity
should be seized or lost it did not belong to him to decide.

1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/. \\, The latter seized the

occasion to propound this question.

d. To grasp with the mind or perceptive facul-

ties ; to apprehend.
1855 Bain Senses * Int. 11. ii. § 8 Its peculiar character or

tonecannotbeseizedbyanydescriptivephrase. 1861 Buckle
Civiliz. (1873) III. v. 290 The reader must firmly seize and
keep before bis eyes the essential difference between deduc-
tion. .and induction. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. viii. (1875)

321 A beauty which a foreigner cannot perfectly seize. 1873
Browning Red Cott. Nt.-cap 1019 Sit on the little mound
here, whence you seize The whole of the gay front sun-
satisfied. 1877 E.^ R. Conder Bos. Faith ii. 69 It is the
Infinite which the intellect can seize but not embrace.

9. intr, with various constructions, a. To seize

on or upon — to seize (in senses 6-8) . Also, in

the same sense, + to seize <j^(obs. rare).

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 49 Thanne cometh ber a
congioun..And sesith on hir sete with hir softe plumes.

1546 in Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 148 The sayde
Leonard Sumpter . . toke and seased uppon the same as law-

full wayff and thynge forsaken. 1600 W. Watson Deca*
cordon (1602) 64 The English : a nation apt to ceaze of euery
noueltie. x6oo Holland Livy xxxw. 835 With these forces

Pausistratus encamped in the territorie of Stratonicea, and
there hee seized of a commodious place. 167a Essex Papers
(Camden) 2 Yl at any Time 40 desperat fellows may either

ceese on it or blow it up, 167a Stillingfl. Serm. xl. Wks.
1710 I. 151 We find the best of men in Scripture seized on
with a very unusual consternation at any extraordinary

divine appearance. 1768 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Setwyn $
Contemp. (1843) II. 276, I make a point of seizing upon
every leisure moment to thanTfc you for your constant atten-

tion. x8oo tr. Lagrange's Chem. I. 217 The liquid car-

bonates contained in the bottles, which are decomposed jn

proportion as the sulphurous acid expels the carbonic acid

to seize on the bases. 184a Borrow Bible in Spain xxxtv,

A morbid melancholy seized upon the Irishman. 1899 E.
Callow Old Lond. Tav. 11. 302 The Gardens were de-

molished and the jerry builder seized upon the ground.

f b. Of a stroke, a weapon : To penetrate deeply

in. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. xi. 38 The mortall sting his angry
needle shot Quite through his shield, and in his shoulder

51-2
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seasd. Ibid. 11. viii. 38 But th'othcr on his hacqueton did

lyte, The which diiuding..It seizd in his right side, and

there the dint did stay. 1600 Fairfax Tasso vn. xh. 125

The wicked Steele seaz d deepe in his right side.

C. To grasp or clutch at. rare.

1848Thackeray Van. Fair Ixvi, Then he . .gave him a note.

William seized at it rather eagerly.

III. Technical senses.

IO. trans. (Naut.). t&. To reach, arrive at

( = Make v. 65 b). Also with in. Obs.

1588 Fbnner in Defeat Sp. Armada (Navy Rec. Soc.) II.

41 Thereby the enemy was able neither to seize England,

Ireland, Scotland, Flanders, and hardly the out isles of
Scotland. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. xiL 17 Since now safe ye
seised haue the shore, And well arriued are. 1628 Digby
Voy. Medit. (Camden) 75, I seeing that the great sattia

could not worke to seaze the shore, I bore up to her. 1635
L. Foxe N.-W. Fox 127 The wind would not permit him to

seize in that N. shore.

"b. To fasten (two ropes or parts of a rope) to-

gether, or to attach (a rope) to something else, by
binding with marline, yarn, or the like. To seize

up : to fasten (a man) by the wrists to the shrouds,

in preparation for a flogging.
[A use of F. saisir ; the proximate source may be Du.

seizen ; the word was adopted in other Teut. langs. : G.
seisen t Sw. sejsa, Da. seise. The use 7 c seems unconnected.]
1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet., To Sease or Seasing,

is to make fast . . any roapes together with some small roape-
yarne, marling or any line. 1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 486
By the time the new breachings were all seized, I was got
almost alongside the Trident. 1778 [see Gammet]. 1817

J . Martin Tonga /si. 1. 4 They were seized up and received
a dozen lashes each. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xv, Sam
..was seized up, as it is called, that is, placed against the
shrouds, with his wrists made fast to them, his jacket off,

and his back exposed. 187J Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk.
vi. 227 Boat-hooks fitted with a stout lanyard, ending in

an eye, secured to the hook, and seized two-thirds down the
staff. 1895 Outing (U. S.) XXVI. 47/1 Next, seize the luff of
the sail to the mast hoops with marline.

11. intr. (Mech.) See quot. 1878.
1878 A. Rigg Steam Engine 128 The surfaces of motion

blocks and side bars are found to wear exceedingly well
when . . efficient lubrication exists ; but in the event of failure

in this respect the metallic surfaces become dry, and their

friction engenders so much heat that there is a liability of a
kind of union taking place between the two surfaces, techni-

cally called * seizing \ 1908 Westm. Gaz. 28 Sept. 10^3 We
were given.. paraffin for lubricating oil. Through this one
of the bearings of our crank-axle ' seized '.

Seize, variant of Sess v., Obs.

Seized (sfzd), ppl. a. [f. Seize v. + -ed *.] In
senses of the verb.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. v, The seized cannon are
yoked with seized cart-horses.

tSei'zement. Obs. [f. Seized. + -ment.] An
act of seizing, a seizure.

1581 Apol. Will. 0/Orange H i, They, .pursued me with
. .seasementes of goodes.

Seizement, variant of Sessment Obs.

Seizer (si"*zai). Also 5 sesour, 6 seysere,
-oux. [f. Seize v. + -er1.] One who or that which
seizes ; spec. fa.a canine tooth {obs.) ; b. a person
authorized to seize persons or certain goods, =
Seizor; o. a sporting dog trained to seize the

animal hunted.
c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182) xv, A good alaunt

shuld renne also faste, as a grehounde, and any that he may
comme to, he shulde holde wele with his sesoures and not
leue it. 1531-* Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 16 One halfe of the
price of the saide horse. .shalbe to the vse of the seysour
and arrestour of the same. 1693 Dryde/i's Juvenalw. (1607)

80 The Boatman than shall a wise Present make, And give
the Fish before the Seizers take. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan
iv. ir6a Full at his [the Serpent's] Throat the nimble Seizer

flies. 1809 Simond Jml. Gt. Brit. (1815) I. 2, I overheard
the head seizer asking the Captain whether he preferred
having his wine or his spirits seized. 1854 Baker Rifle fy

Hound in Ceylon viii. 200 The pack.. comprising..a few
couple of immense seizers, a cross between bloodhound and
greyhound.

Seizing (si**zin), vbl. sb. [f. Seize v. + -ing K}
1. The action of the verb Seize. Also Comb.

seizing-up (see Seize v. 10 b).

c 1400 Desir. Troy 2463 Iff tylmen toke tent what shuld
tynt worth, Of sede pat is sawen, be sesyng of briddes,
Shuld neuer corne for care be caste vppon erthe. c 1400-50
Wars Alex. 3490 pai [sc. the Macedonians] said, it mi;t be
sufficient be sesyng of Persy...' Quat sulde we fonde any
ferre?' 1615 Latham Falconry Expl. Words, Ceasing, is

when a Hawke taketh any thing into her foot, and gnpeth
or holdeth it fast. X736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 434/1 The seizing
of any Place in Lorrain by France, was always looked on as
a Declaration of War. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xv.
They had never heard before of a regular fecizing-up and
flogging.

2. concr. (Naul.) f a. A rope for attaching a boat
to a ship (obs.)* b. A small cord for ' seizing ' two
ropes together, or a rope to something else. C Cord-
age or yarn used for * seizing

'
; also seizing-stuff.

¥. saisinc (see Seisin) has this sense, but it is not clear
what is the relation between the Eng. and the Fr. word.
1336 in Nicolas Hist. Royal Navy (1847) II. 471 [For 15

stone of hempen cordage to make] peyntours [and] seys-
ynges (15*.]. 1615 E. S. Britain's Buss B 3, Each net
must haue a rope five or six Fathom long and an inch
through, . .called a Seazing, to fasten the net vnto the War-
roape. 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 25 There is

also a rope by which the Boat doth ride by the ships side,
w** we cal a Seasen. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. 1.

xl, The Tyde being very strong, they are constrayned togoe

ashore, and hale their Boats, by the seasing, or roades [see

Rode so.2
]. 17x1 W. Sutherland Shipbuild Assist. 141

The Seizings may be 1/6 of the Rope they seize. 1836
Marryat Midsh. Easy xiii, In a few minutes they had pre-

pared a great many seizings to tie the men with. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef. Mast iii, Marline and seizing-stuffs. 1877 Holds-
worth Sea Fisheries 57 The warp, .to which each net is

made fast by two small ropes called ' seizings '. 1903 Fall
Mall Gas. 28 Mar. 2/2 A length of fine steel wire seizing.

Seizing (srzin), ppl. a. [f. Seize v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That seizes, takes possession, or lays hold on
something.
1835 App. Munic. CorPor. Refi. 11. 1027 (Romney Marsh)

The Seizing Officer of wrecks, fines and forfeitures,, .is re-

munerated oy his charges for business done. 1887 L. Oli-
phant Episodes viii. 144 The rest of the pack, with the seiz-

ing hounds and their owner, had apparently gone off upon
some other scent.

2. That seizes the attention ; arresting, power-
fully impressive. [After F. saisissant.]

1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 Mar. 8/2 One [woman] being ex-

ceedingly lovely, and the other of a very seizing ugliness.

x886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyll 100 There was something
abnormal.. in the very essence of the creature that now
faced me—something seizing, surprising and revolting.

f Serzling. Obs~° [Corruptly a. G. setzling

in the same sense.] (See quot.)

1688 Holme Armoury 11. 325/2 A Carpe, first a SeizUng,
then a Sproll or Sprall, then a Carbe or Karbe.

T Sei'ZOr, Law. Obs. Also 6 seisor. [f. Seize

2/. + -OR.] A person authorized to seize persons
or goods.

1555 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 440 All that he shall

soo bye to be solde shalbe forfaict, halfe to the seisor or
accuser. 1626 Proclam. 29 Sept., All the Tobacco which,
uppon any Seizure shall become forfeyted, shall be brought
to our Custom House..where the seizor thereof shall de-
liver the same to our use. 170a Guide for Constables 27
Any person may make such seizures . . and . . the seizors shall

..cause the said cattle.. to be killed; and the hides and
tallow shall be to the seizor.

Seizure (s/^iii). Forms: 5 seasur, seissure,

5-6 seasour, 6 seasor, ceazure, seysure, 6-7
seasure, 7 ceasuxe, 6-9 seisure, 6- seizure, [f.

Seize v. + -ure.]

1. The action or an act of seizing, or the fact of

being seized ; confiscation or forcible taking pos-

session (of land or goods) ; a sudden and forcible

taking hold.
148a in Leadam Star Chamber Cases (1903) 9 The xxvj th

day of Auguste . . your sayde seruaunt shuld come to Topsam
..and founde the same seasur as ys in forme afor rehersid
and ratified the same seasur. 149a Rolls of Parlt. VI,

456/1 The Banishment of Scotts out of England by a cer-

teyne day, under loss and seissure of theyr Goodes. 1545
in Leadam Sel. Cases Crt. Requests (1898) i72_Onles some
iuste cause of forfeiture and seasour of and in the same
demesne landes.. shall growe to the said defendauntes.
159a No-body # Some-body F3D, Lets.. make ceazure of
the Crowne. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. in. i. 10 Thy Lands
and all things that thou dost call thine, Worth seizure, do
we seize into our hands. 1666 Bunyan Grace Abound. % 99
These suggestions .. make such a seizure upon my Spirit.

1701 in 10th Rep>. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 516 His
Majestie's Attorme-Generall .. moved .. for a seisure of the
premises. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 143 The seizure

of the estates of the church, 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xiii,

His grasp.. is like the seizure of a vice ! 1844 H, H. Wil-
son Brit. India in. iv. III. 131 The burning of villages

and the seizure of the inhabitants as slaves. 186a Mrs. H.
Wood Mrs. Hallib. in. xxiv, We called in at your office as

we came by, and found a seizure was also put in there. 1878
S2ttd Rep. Customs Comm. 56 A seizure of 108 lbs. of un-
customed tobacco was effected.

f b. Grasp, hold j a fastening. Obs.

1595 Shaks. John in. i. 241 And shall these hands.. Vn-
yoke this seysure? 1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. vn. (1626)

T32 With spels and charmes I break the Vipers iaw, Cleauc
solid rocks, okes from their seasures draw.

o. A sudden attack of illness, esp. a fit of

apoplexy or epilepsy. Also, a sudden visitation

(of calamity).

1779 Johnson Lei. to Mrs. Thrale 14 June, The seizure

was, I think, not apoplectical. 1805 Med. Jml. XIV. 203
If a person is incommoded by nausea or vomiting, on his

seizure with this fever, a 1881 D. G.Rossetti HoustfifLife
vi, What, .seizure of malign vicissitude Can rob this body of
honour. x^y^ Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 347 Thecharacter
of the seizures in general paralysis also varies.

+ 2. Possession, Seisin. Obs.

1592 Lodge Euph. Shadow (1882) 16 When chillie age had
seasure of this earth. 1611 W. Sclater Key (1629) 303 As
he [Satan] hath giuen Rome seizure of the keyes of heauen,
so (etc.]. 161a — Ministers Portion 44 Such consecration
giues him seizure of them in fee. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos.
iv. 56 It hath thereby.. a seisure and delivery of those
heavenly joyes, which it bad here onely in assurance of
hope. 1641 Brathwait Penit. Pilgr. xix. 101 So dangerous
is the custome of sinne, when it has taken seazure, or pos-
session of the soule. 1658 Slingsby Diary (1836) 202 On
whom these inferiour contentments have taken Seasure.

3. Meek. The action of Seize v. ii.

1903 Cooper-Key Rep. Explos. Lowwood 7 Partial 'seizure

'

took place at times between the ram and the U-leather.

Sejant (srdgant), a. Her. Forms : 6 seand,
seiaunte, seiante, 7 seijant, 7-9 seiant, 7- se-

jant. [Properly seiant, a. OF. *'seiant var. of

scant (mod.F. stent')) pres. pple. of seoir to sit :—

L. sedere.~\ In a sitting posture ; esp. of a quadru-
ped : Sitting with the fore-legs upright.
c 1500 Sc. Poem on Her. 129 in Q. Ett'z. Acad. 98 First, a

lionne statant ; . , the v. seand. 1562 Lech A nnory 79 b,

A Lion seiaunte^ Sable. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit, l
396 A falcon Seiant vpon a gloue. 1644 Svmonds Diary
(Camden) 17 Creast,a dog sejant, c 1791 Eucycl. Brit.Wll.
459/1 Two Squirrels sejant adossce Gules. 1864 Ijoutell
Her, Hist. $ Pop. xxi. § 7 (ed. 3) 365 A lion sejant affronte gu.

Sejoin (s^dgoin), v, rare. Also 6 seajoyn,
6-7 sejoyn(e. [f. Se- + Join z>., after L. sejun-

g£re : see Sejunct.] trans. To separate, disjoin.

1568 tr. P. Mart. Vermil. Comm. Rom. viii. 207 b, Wher-
fore in godly men feare is neuer seioyned from faith. 1584
Lodge Alarum agst. Usurers 22 Though perhaps my
tearmes by distance be Seaioyned from thee. 1651 Howell
Venice 184* Which Councefls though they be sejoynd in
Colleges and Offices, yet when the quality of the affair re-

quires, they all consociat. a 1754 W. Hamilton Poems, To
Gentl. going to travel 173 Thou wanderest into foreign
realms, from this Far, far sejoined. 1844 Sir W. Hamilton
Logic App. 11. 333 That it may appear whether they are to
be conjoined or sejoined.

tSejoi*nt,i>a. pple. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Sb- +

Joint a.
t
after L. se/unetus, pa. pple of sejungirc :

see Sejonct.] Separated, disjoined.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 370 Deuyde hem that pith be

fro pith seioynt [gL seiuncta].

II Sejour (s^3«r). [Fr., t sijourner to Sojoubn.
Cf. Sojoub.]

1. The act of staying or sojourning in a place
(for a longer or shorter period).

1755 Mem. Capt. P. Drake I. ix. 63 We now had a Sejour,
or Day's Rest. 1759 Chesterf. Let. toSon 30 Mar., In the
meantime, make the best of your sijour where you are.

1840 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Spectre Tapp., Mrs. Simp-
kinson preferred a short sejour in the still-room.

2. A place of sojourn or residence.

1769 Ld. Holland in Jesse Selwyn fy Contemp. (1843) *!•

375 You will have a better opinion of the sejour of Nice.
1770 H. St. John ibid. III. 6 Then comes the melancholy
passage to Mahon ; then the charming sejour of Minorca.
1824 Scott St. Ronan's xxv, Edinburgh.. in autumn is the
most melancholy sejour that ever poor mortals were con-
demned to.

Sejourne, obs. form of Sojourn v.

Sejugate (se'd^^g^t), v. rare. [f. L. sejugat-,

ppl. stem of sejugaret f. se- Se- +jugdre to yoke,
join.] trans. To separate, disjoin.

1633 in Cockeram. 1656 in Blount Glossogr. 183;
Bailey Festus 534 His infallible eye, ..The darkness i

the light shall sejugate.

SejUgOUS (se-ds^gas), a. Bot. [ad. mod.L.
sejug-us (t sex six +jug-um yoke or pair of cattle^

+ -ous. L. had sejugis adj. and sb. (a chariot)

drawn by six horses.] (See quot.)

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. f Sejugum folium, a sejugous
leaf; or a pinnate leaf having six pairs of leaflets.

t SejU'IlCt, a. Obs. rare~\ [ad. L. sejunct-

us, pa. pple. of sefunggre to separate, f. se- Se- +
fungire to join.] Separated, separate.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. Epit. (1612) 351 The seiunct
Territories of the English, Welch, and Scots. 1648 N.
Estwick Treat. Holy Ghost 90 Hereby is noted a peculiar
manner of the original of one Person from another .

.
, as the

Son from the Father, which is sejunct from the Father.

Sejunction (s/'idgp-nkjan). rare. [ad. L. se-

Junction-em
t

f. sejunggre*. see prec] Separation.
In quot. c 1530 as a term of rhetoric, after Cicero.

_ c 1530 L. Cox Rhet. (1899) 74 This diuision is deuyded
into seiunction and distribucion. Seiunction is whan we
shewe wherin our aduersaries and we agre, and what it is,

wherupon we stryue. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. I. i. 4
Amongst the Mathematicians the Lines are considered under
divers species, as Right or Straight..; as also is considerable
..their Application and Sejunction, their Conjunction and
Separation. 1654 Z. Coke Logick 26 Difference restraineth
not the Genus, but by a kind of opposition and sejunction
of the Species. 1831 I. Taylor J. Edwards' Freedom oj
Will Introd. Ess. 86 The sounds good, nice, pleasant', ..&c.
50 fix themselves in the memory in connexion with qualities,

as to admit of sejunction fromtheir concretes. 1867 Trans-
mut. Species xiv. 262 An efficient rule for dissociation and
sejunction.

f Seju'nctively, adv. Obs. rare~Z. [f. *se-

junctive adj. (as if ad. L. *sejunetiv-us
t f. s2junct-us

Sejunct) + -ly 2
.] Separately.

1602 Warner Alb. Eng. xiii* lxxviii. (1612) 322 As hole-
some Plants and poysonous, light, darkenesse, Heat, and
Cold, That Contraries of Creatures, seiunctiuely, should
holde. 1650 Charleton Paradoxes 28 Neither vitrioll nor
Galls are sejunctively black.

fSeju'nctly,^. Obs.rare-1
. [f.SEJUNcra. +

-ly 2,T Separately.
1586 Warner Alb. Eng. m. xv. (1612) 68 Fower Dukes at

once, in ciuil broyles, seiunctly after raine [= reign J.

tSejU'ngate,^. Obs. rare—K [? Misprinted for

Sejugate ; or badly f. L. sejungtre Sejunge v. +
-ate.] = Sejugate v.

1578 Banister Hist. Man 1. 7 b, These bones are seiun-
gated on eche side, in their endes and borders. Ibid. 1. 9 b,

The eight bone of the head is . . seiungated from the Cuneale
bone..by the vij. Suture.

t SejU'nge, v. Obs. rare—2
, [ad. L. sefung/re :

see Sejunct a.] trans. To separate, disjoin.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 23/1 Then must
the seiunged and separated partes, ioyn and heale together

agayn. 1599 — tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 311/1 By
which occasione these little bones soe wilt separate and
seiunge themselves from the other fleshe and Bones.

tSejU'ngible, a. Obs. rare-1
. In 7 sejunge-

able. [ad. L. type *sefungibi/is t
f. sejungirc to

separate : see Sejunge v. and -ible, -able.] That
may be separated or sejoined.



SEKKE.

1659 Pearson Creed t. 105 The spawn and egge are se-

jungeable[tt? all edd. 1650-92] from ihe fish and fowl, and
yet still retain the prolific* power of generation.

Sek, obs. f. Sack sbA ; obs. pa. t. of Suck.

Sek, Seke, obs. forms of Seek, Sick.

Seken, Seker, obs. forms of Sicken, Sickeb.

Sekil, Sekir(e, obs. ff. Sieclb, Sicker.

Sekk, obs. form of Sack sb.'*

+ Sekke, v. notue-wd. [Back-formation from
seketur Secctob, with allusion to sekke Sack sbS~\

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6235 pe whyles J>e execu-
tours sekke \gloss, fyl be bag] Of be soule bey ne rekke.

Sekke, Sekklath, obs. ff. Sack, Sackcloth.
Sekur, Sekyl, sekkul : see Sickeb, Sickle a.

Sel, obs. form of Cell sb?-

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxiv. 329 pe thryd day he come
agane. . to be sel, quhare frere pelagius can duel. 1546 Bale
Eng. Votaries 1. (1560) 38 b, The sel of an holy Nun.
Sel, obs. f. Seal, Sell v. ; variant of Sele Obs,

Selachian (s/U'-kian), a. and sb. Zool. Also
selacian, selacean. [f. mod.L. Selache

-

(a. Gr.

oeKaxri, pi. of oikaxos, shark) or its derivative

Selachil + -LAN. Cf. F. silacicn (Cuvier).] a. adj.

Of or belonging to the genus Selache (Cuvier) of

sharks, or to the group Selachii, the sharks and
their allies, b. sb. A shark or allied fish.

1835 Kirby Hab.fr Inst. Anim. Il-xxi. 391 The Selacians.

1857 Agassiz Contrio. Nat. Hist. U.S. I. 82 note, I would,
therefore, propose the name of Selachians for a distinct class

embracing the Sharks, Skates, and Chinweras. 1859 Dar.
win Orig. Spec. xi. (1873) 308 The selaceans or sharks. 1870
Rolleston Anim. Life 38 A few Selachian fishes.

Selad, obs. form of Salad.
Seladony, -dyne, var. ff. Cklidony 1 Obs.

Seladyne (also seledyne), ?var. Celidony2
Obs. Cf. Saladine sb:1

c 14x0 Anturs ofArtk. 22 (Douce MS.) With saffres and
seladynes [Ireland MS. seledynis] set by be sides.

II Selaginella (siVds-, sHa^ine-la). Bot.

[mod.L., dim. of Selaco.] A genus of crypto-

gams ; also (with //.) a plant of this genus.
1865 Gosse Land 4 Sea 350 A carpet of lovely green Se.

laginella. 1891 L. H. Bailey Nursery-bk. (1896) 24 Ferns,
lycopodiums and selagineltas are often grown from spores.

II Selago (sllc'-go). Bot. [L. selago.] t a.

The club-moss Lycopodium Selago (obs.). b. A Lin-
iia-an genus of S. African herbs or undershrubs.
[1601 lioLLAKD Pliny xxlv. xi. II. 193 Much like unto this

hearbe Savine, is that which they call Selago.] a 1627
Middleton Witch 111. iii. f 177S; 70 Heer's Pannax too...

And Selago, Hedge hisop too.

II Selah (sfla). Also 6-7 sola. [Heb. nVc jrfP.1
A Hebrew word, occurring frequently at the end
of a verse in the Psalter and thrice in Hab. iii, by
the LXX rendered ttcufxtXiia; supposed to be a
musical or liturgical direction of some kind, per-

haps indicating pause or rest. Hence in various

allusive uses (see quots.).

1530 tr. BuccSs Psalms iii. A 5, This worde Selah signi-

fyeth y* sentence before to be pond'red with a depe affecte,

longe to be rested upon and the voyce there to be exalted.
i6»3 S. Ward Pcacc-ojF.{\bit

t ) 50 Record, not all and euery
fauour, which is impossible, hut the most memorable and
thankworthy ; putting a special Selah of tbankes vpon them.
8s6 Mrs. Browning Ess. Mind 11. 629 Then comes the
Selah ! and the voice is hush'd. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet
Break/.-t. iv, But you need not think I am going to tell you
every time his popgun goes off, making a Selah of him
whenever I want to change the subject.

Selam(e, Selander : see Salaam, Sallekdeb.
Selandine, -yne, obs. forms of Celandine.
Selar, variant of Celuee Obs., canopy.
1470-85 Malory A rthur xvu. vi. 698 The selar of the bedde,

Selar(e, obs. forms of Cellab.
c 14*5 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 670/14 Hoc selarium, selare.

Selblack, variant of Selfblack Obs.

Selch e, selcht, obs. forms of Seal sb. 1

Selcitud, obs. form of Celsitude.

t Se'lcouth, a., adv., and sb. Obs. Forms :

1 sold-, ;selt-), selcfiB, 2-3 sel-, seolcu'S, 3 sel-,

seolkut!, Ornt. sellcup, (selketS, sulcu'8, -kriS,

seel-, salcuU), 3-5 selcup, -cuth, -kuth, -coup,
-koup, 4-5 selcupe, -coupe, -cowp(e, -kowp,
-cop(e, (4 selcut, -cutt, -cuht, silkouth, 5 sel-

cowgh, -kow, -cought, -chouth, seelcowth),

3-6, 9 seloouth. [f. OE. seld-an Seldom + ctill

known : see Couth a.] A. adj.

1. Unfamiliar, unusual, rare ; strange, marvellous,

wonderful.
c888 K. Alfred Boeth. xxxv. § 7 He wass oflyst 5ses

seldcuoan sones. c 1200 Ormin 19217 Forr batt wass wiss
sellcub mecle33C, & sellcup ardmodnesse. c 1R05 Lav. 3894
From heouene her com a sulcuS flod. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1810) 33 pis was be selcouthest cas, bat haf herd
neuen. c 1440 Promp. Par v. 452/1 Selkow, or seeldam
seyne [v.rr. selcowthe, seelcowth], rants. £1460 Towneley
Myst. viii. 103 Yonder I se a selcowth syght. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. iv. viii. 14 She..wondred much at his so selcouth

case. 1815 Scott Ld. 0/ Isles lv. xii, Deep import from
that selcouth sign Did many a mountain Seer divine.

2. Various, different, not of one kind.

a xooo Colloq. AZl/ric in Wr..Wulcker 96 Varias uesles,

telcupe reaf. a 117s Lamb. Horn. 41 Seofe leies uwil[c]an

of seolcuSre heowe. a 1300 Cursor M. 23 Sanges sere of sel-

cuth [C7<H/.diuer»J rime. Inglis, frankys and latine. 1340-70

405

Alex. £ Dind. 490 J?er*inne., we sen selcoube kindus Of be
fletinge fihs [L. ibi varia genera fiscium contemplamur\.
c 1435 Eng. Conq. Irel. xii. 28 Aftyr many selcouth & dyuers
redes [orig. post multa variaque consilia].

B. adv. Wonderfully.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1060 pis abel was a hird for fee, Selcuth

hali man was he. Ibid. 24093 Mi sun bat was sa selcut suete.

C. sb. Something wonderful ; a marvel.
c 1200 Ormin 16156, & tatt wass wunnderrln sellcub, &

wunnderrli} forrtakenn. c 1220 Bestiary 556 In oe se senden
selcu5es manie. c 1350 Will. Palerne 2579 Se wich a sel-

coub bis semliche best worcheb. 1377 Lancl. P. PI. B. xi.

355 Many selcouthes I seygh. c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab.
ix. (Pox, Wolf fy Cadger) xvii, Sic ane selcouth saw I not
this seuin geir.

b. In phrases, as what selcouth, no selcouth,

what wonder, no wonder. Me {hi»t
i
etc.) thinks

selcouth, I have selcouth = I wonder.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 8 Gif him buncheS wunder & selkuo" of

swuch onswere. a 1300 Cursor M. 1238 Adam had pastd
nine hundret yere, Nai selcut bof he wex vn-fere. Ibid.

13902 Selcut me thine {Trin. Selcoube I haue] yee hatte me
sua. 1377 Lancu P. PI. B. xi. 358 And how amonge be
grene grasse grewe so many hewes, And somme soure and
some swete, selcouthe me boujit-.

Hence + Selcouthness Ods~°
C1440 Promp. Parv. 452/1 Selcowtnesse [Winch. MS,

Selcowthnesses, Seelcowthnessesl raritas.

f Selcouth, v. Obs. rare. [f. Selcouth a.]

trans. To make wonderful ; to show as marvellous.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter iv. 4 And wites bat lauerd his haligh

selkoubede [v.r. selcubed) he [Vulg. mirificavit\. a 1340
Hampole Ps. xv. 2 He selcouthid alie mi willes [Vulg.
mirificavit omnes voluntatis meas\

t Selcouthly, adv. Obs. [f. Selcouth a. +
-ly 2

.] Strangely, wonderfully.
1:1200 Ormin 2586 Forr naere 3ho nohht Drihhtin Godd

Swa sellcublike cweme, ^iff [etc ]. C1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 7333 So waxynge folk..Ne so gendryng, ne so
pleyntyue. . In no londe scholde men fynde, Ne selcouploker
so to gendre. c 1475 RaufCoiljear 680 Selcouthly in seir

he was set suttelly.

t Seld, sb. Obs. Forms : 1 seld, 2 selt, 3 sold,

5 selde, 6 Hist, silde. [OE. seld neut., meta-
thetic form of sell Settle sb.

(A distinct word from OE. seld, sxtd mansion, hall.)]

1. A seat, throne.

£825 Vt*P- Psalter x.< In heofene seld his. 1x175 Lamb,
Horn. 93 Da apostoli siodan . . isetten iacob bet wes ihaten
rihtwis on ciistes selt \Mlfric setle]. £-1205 Lay. 25988
And ba six swin he gon seten alle aer he arise of selde.

2. A shop. (In L. records selda or silda ; also in

AF. form seude.) Also, a stand for spectators.

[1407 Maldon (Essex) liber A, If. 14 b, Pro parcella terre
de communi super quam finis unius seude in le draperie est
edificatus.] c 1450 Godstow Peg. 96 And ij. seldis in the
market of Wycombe. Ibid. 508 One selde, with a solar ouer
the same selde I-bilde. 1598 Stow Surv. 206 After which
time the king caused this silde or shede to bee made, and
strongly to bee builded of stone, for himself, the Queene,
and other estates to stand in, and there to behold the iust-

ings. Ibid. 207 The men of Bredstreete ward contended
with the men of Cordwayner street ward for a selde or shede.

t Seld, adv. and a. Obs. Forms: 3-786^6,4-7
seld ; 3 sealde, 3-6 sielde, 4 sylde, 4-5 seyld(e,
4-6 seild(e, silde, seelde, 4-7 seeld, 5 zelde,

6 aield, aealde, 6-7 sild. [Early ME. selde,

formed as positive to seldor, seldost, in OE. used
as compar. and superl. of setdan Seldom.]
A. adv. m Seldom adv.

c xooo /Eli- ric Gram, xxxviii. (Z.) 240 Raro seldan, rarius
seldor, rarissime ealra seldost. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
207 He haueS..gon. .seldere bene he sholde to his chirche.
c XS05 Lay. 1 7940 For selde [c 1275 sealde] he aswint ^e to
him seolue benched, c 1390 ^". Eng. Leg. 474/424 ^wane he
is wroth, he doth wreche, ake bat fallez ful sielde. c 1386
Chaucsr Clerk's T. 371 The peple hym heelde A prudent
man, and that is seyn ful seelde. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 131 Egypt is silde bereyne. 1483 Caxton Gold.
Leg. 175 b/2 He wente ofte barefote and selde ware ony
gyrdle. 1539 More Dyaloge 111. Wks. 225/2 It is pytye
that we see suche lyghte so sielde. 1590 Greene Never too
Late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 158 Report that sild to honour
is a friend. 1591 Harincton Orl. Fur. ix. xxiv, A weapon
strange, before this seen but seeld. 165a C. B. Stapylton
Hcrodian iv. 26 Though such a fall hath heard of been but
seeld.

b. predicatively. (Cf. Seldom adv. d.)

1390 Gower Con/. II. 78 For sielde it is that love alloweth
Tbegentilman withoutegod. CX460 FoRTEScUE./lfo. ($£//«.
Mon. xiii. (1885) 141 Wherfore it is right selde pat French-
men be hanged ffor robbery.

B. adj. =3 Seldom a.

1398 Trevisa Bank. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (1495) k j, Yf the
herte be to dreye & colde he makyth. .slow^ brethe and
selde [L. respiratio tarda est <fr rara]. 1534. Moke Com/,
agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1172/j Let vs.. make those kyndes of
recreacion as shorte and as silde as we can. 1603 Florio
Montaigne in. v. 530 Therefore hath nature bestowed.. on
vs a seld and vncertaine abilitie. X607 Tourneur Rev. Trag.
iv. H 2 b, Honest women are so sild and rare.

C. Comb., as seld-heard-of, -known,, -shaven,

'shown adjs. ; sold-speeoh, taciturnity ; seld-

time, -when (also -wkens), -where, -while advs.j

rarely. Also Seldseen a.

1597 Cert. Prayers in Liturg. Serv. Q. Eliz. (Parker
Soc.) 671 Thy rare-seen, unused, and *seeld-heard-of good-
ness. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. 256 Strange and seld-

knowne opinions. 1800 Lamb Let. to Coleridge 14 Aug.,
Please to blot out ' gentle-hearted ', and substitute .. *seld-

shaven, odd-eyed, stuttering, or any other epithet. 1607
Shaks. Cor. 11. \. 229 *Seld-showne Flamins Doc presse
among the popular Throngs, a 1335 A tier. R. 76 Nounware

SELDOM.
ine holi write, ne ivinde we bet heo spec bute uor si5en ; auh
for be *seldspeche hire wordes weren heuie. (.1386 Chaucer
Clerk's T. 90, 1 me reioysed of my liberie, That "seelde [v.r

selden] tyme is founde in mariage. C897 K. Mlvred Gre-
gory's Past. C. xliii. 313 Donne cym5 sio blis *seldhwanne.

a 1325 Ancr. R. 428 Swuch ouh wummone lore to beon—
luuelich & liSe, and seldhwonne sturne. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) 1. 333 Men of that lond haueb no feuere, but
onhche be feuere agu, and bat wel silde whanne. 1433 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 157 Thow shalte Preyse and
commende scarsly and seldewannes. 1546 J. Heywood
Prov. (1867) 40 Meete shall they seelde when, or haply
neuer. 1390 Gower Con/. Ill, 234 Chastete, which "sielde

wher Comth nou adaies into place. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 389 pey..eteb wel *seelde while.

Seld, obs. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Sell v.

t SeldalL. Obs. rare.

1560 in Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays (1902) 86 A selldall

for God xij d. a X585 Ibid. 82 A seldall for God xij d.

Selde, obs. pa. t. of Sell v.

Seldom (se*ldam), adv. and a. Forms : a. 1

seldan, -on, -un, 3-6 selden, (3 Orm. seldenn),

4-5 -ene, -on(e, -yn(e, -ine, 4-6 -in, 5 -ing, -an,

celdane
; 4-5 sild-, sylden, 5 -un, -yn, 4-6 -on

;

4-5 sielden, seelden, -yn, seilden, -yn, 4-6
-in, 5 seyldyn. Also Sendle. 0. 1, 3, 5 seldum,
4-7 -ome, 5 celdom, seldoum, 6 selldome, 4-
seldom; 5-7 sildom(e, 6 syldome, sildam;
4-7 seeldome, 5 -am, -em, ceeldam, 6 seeldom,

I

sealdome, 6-7 sieldome. [OE. seldan (altered

to seldum by the analogy of advb. datives plural

like hivilum : see Whilom) corresponds to OFris.

sielden, MLG., MDu. selden (mod.Du. zeldeu),

OHG. seltan (MHG., mod.G. selten), ON. sialdan

(Da. sjelden, Sw. saltan), f. OTeut. *seldo- (prob.

an adj.) represented in Goth sildaleik-s wonderful

(whence sildaleikjan to be astonished). The
ulterior affinities are unknown.]
A. adv. On few occasions, in few cases or

instances, not often ; rarely, infrequently.
o. C897 K. ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. ix. 57 Seldun mon

xeleornaS on miclum rice eaomodnesse. c 1200 Ormin 8468
Forrbi batt Arrchelaw be king bar munnde cumenn stldenn.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. ii. (1495) 441 Also in

wynterselden or neuer pytte water fresyth. t 1460 Fortescue
Abs. .5- Lim. Mon. iii. (1885) 114 Thai eyten no flesshe but
yf it be right seldon a litle larde. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart
I. 142 For seildin had thai sene sic folkis befoir. 1538
Starkey England 1. iii. 85 Pryncys and lordys syldon loke

to the gud ordur and welth of theyr subiectys.

p. a 1000 [see bj. c 1220 Bestiary 241 De mire..reste5
hire seldum. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 756 For seldom a
man bat has bat held, Hele has, and him-self may weld.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 65/1 Ceeldam (P. celdom), raro. c 1449
Pecock Repr. \. xiv. 77 Seeldem fallith the contrarie. 1589
Nashe Anat. Absurd. A 4 b, Thai face [is] most faire, which
seldommest comes into the open ayre. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav.
47 Or oftner, or seldomer, as occasion required. 1678 Ray
Prov. (ed. 2) 348 Listners seldome hear good of themselves.

1748 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Montagu 2 Feb. (1893)
II. 159 Complainers are seldom pitied, and boasters yet sel-

domer believed. 1867 Mill Subj. Women (1869) 142 Women,
it is said, seldomer fall under the penal law.. than men.
Proverb. 1546 Heywood Prov. i.iv. Wks. (1562) A ivb, Sel-

dome comth the better. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 11. iii. 4.

X650 H. Parker True Portr. Kings Eng. 32 Yet (as we say)

Seldom comes a better ; when one is cut off, another like the

Hidra's head springs up in his place.

b. With ever added pleonastically. (Cf. Ever
7 c, Rabely 2 b.) 1 0bs.

a xooo Sal. <y .Sat. 269 Seldum aefre his leoma licggaS.

1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. iv. 17 They seek to immortalize
themselves upon their possessions ; but the third heire sel-

dome ever owns them. 1813, 1838 [see Ever 7 c].

fo. Seldom or ever', by confusion of 'seldom if

ever ' and * seldom or never \ (Cf. Eveb 7 b,

Rabely 2 c.)

X753 A. Murphy Gray's Inn Jml, No. 14P2 The Players
seldom or ever throw out the Voice with any Vehemence.
1837 D. Johnson Ind. Field Sports 100 It is what they sel-

dom or ever do.

d. It is seldom that . . . (Cf. Rabely 2 d.) Also

t it is seldom when .

.

. (Cf. seldom-when in C.)
1390 Gower Con/. I. 30 Ful selden is that welthe Can

sofTre his oghne astat in helthe. c X430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode
11. lviii. (1869) 98 Seelden it was bat 1 sih hire. 1597 Shaks.
2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 79 'Tis seldome, when the Bee doth leaue
her Comb Inthe dead Carrion. 1813 Coleridge Lett.

(1895) 599 It is seldom that want of leisure can be fairly

stated as an excuse for not writnig. a 1859 MACAULAY./Yz.sr'.

Eng. xxiv. V. 229 It was seldom indeed that a white freeman
. . was employed in severe bodily labour.

B. adj. Rare, infrequent. Obs. exc. occas. with
agent-n. or noun of action.

1483 Cath. Angl. 328/2 Seldome [MS. seldone], jn/reauens,
rarus, rariter. 1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 71 b, Chastite
is an exceadinge selden gyfte. 1585 Q. Eliz. in Holinshed*s
Chron. (1587) HI. 1396/2 Yet amongst my manie volumes,
I hope Gods booke nath not beene my sildomest lectures.

1587 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 445 Yf at
seldom tymes he should chaunce to play at lawfull games.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Hi, Blunting the fine point of seldome
pleasure. 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living' ii. § 2 (1727) 59
A suppressed and seldom anger. 1658 Whole Duty Man v.

§ 14. 45 We should think it wisdom to be as frequent as we
are ordinarily seldom in it. 1797 Anna Seward Lett. (1811)

IV. 302 His ' nor did not *, used! as an affirmative at seldom
times by Milton, is frequent here. 1822 Lamu Elia Ser. 11.

Books <y Reading, Seldom-readers are slow readers. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys xix, They. . watched, with
grieved hearts and seldom speech. 1891 Pall Mall Gas.
x8 Nov. 1/2 On evenings reserved, .to the seldom speakeis.



SELDOMLY.

C. Comb., as seldom-comfortless, -seen (cf. Seld-

vsss), -trodden adjs. ; seldom-time(s, -when,

-while advs., rarely.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1L (Sommer) 229 His "seldom-

comfortlessc flatterers, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 452/1 Selkow,

or *seeldam seyne, rants. 1600 J. Poky tr. Leo s Africa 1.

22 So woorthie and so seldome-seene guests. 1386 *Selden

time [see sdd-time, Seld C\ c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

2289 Ful seldyn tyme spefce he walde. 1557 North Gueuara s

Diaii Pr. 106 It *seldome times chaunceth but that one of

the parties are deceived. c888 K. jElfred Boeth. xxxvii.

§ 4 peah hi *seldum hwonne beswemde weorSen.
_ 1390

Gower Con/. III. 237 He duelte evere in chambre stille,..

That selden whanne in other stede If that he wolde wenden
oute. 1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. iv. ii. 89 Sildome when
The steeled Gaoler is the friend of men. 1876 Lanier Poems,
Ps. IVest 107 Solemn wings that wave but *seldomwhile.

t Seldomly, adv. 06s. [f. Seldom a. + -ly -.]

Karely.

1549 Latimer sth Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 143 So that

it be vsed rarely, seldomly. i6ao Venner Via Recta Introd.

8 The aire is for the most part pure, seldomely corrupted

with noysome vapours.

Seldoniness (seldamnes). [f. Seldom a. +
-NESS.1 Infrequency, rareness.

1561 T, Hoby tr. Castiglionc's Courtyer 11. L iv b, The
sildomenesse of suche as are seen to attain to that point.

168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. u. i. (1716) 44 The strength

of delight is in its seldomness or rarity. 1793 Anna Seward
Lett. (181 1) 1 1 1. 172 Suffer the length ofmy letters to attone

for their seldomness. 1861 Ld. Palmerston Sf. in Times

9 Jan. 6/4 In proportion to the seldomness of those occa-

sions, .is the gratification which they afford.

t Seldseen, a. Obs. Forms : 1 seldsfene,

-s^nde, 3 seldoene, seltsene, -scene, 6 seld-,

seildsene, seeldseene, 6-7 seldseen(e. [OE.
scldsUnc = MDu. seltsiene, OHG. seltsdni (MHG.
seltsseiie, mod.G. with change of suffix seltsam),

ON. sialdsenn (Sw. has sdllsam after Ger.) :—

OTeut. *seldosewnjo-, -ssewnjo- : see Seldom and

Sene a.] Seldom to be seen or met with ; rare.

(By 16th c. writers sometimes analysed as seldseen. )

c 893 K. jElfred Oros. 11. iv. (1883) 76 Cirus geahsade .

.

baet ^em folce seldsiene & uncuoe waeron wines dryncas.

t939.it Kemble Cod. DM. (184s) III. 450 jElc seldsynde

fisc 3e weorSlic by8. a 1225 Ancr. R. 80 Our specbe schal

beon seldcene. c 1*30 Halt Meid. 37 Hit is_ selt sene on
eoroe. 1547 Baldwin Mor. Philos. 1. viii. C iv b, Thales .

.

was asked what was the most difncill and seldest seen

thing ? He aunswered : an olde Tyrant. A selde sene

thing in dede. c 1S90 Marlowe Jem of Malta 1. 63 Seild-

sene costly stones. 1616 T. Scot Philomythie D 5 b, The
most precious-seld-seen Vnicorne.

Sele (sil), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 b&I (dot.

pi. seelum, s&lum), seel, 3 seel, seale, sil, 3-5 sel,

4 sell, 4-5 cele, seele, 4-8 seel, 4, 9 seyle, 5
ceele, ceyl(l)e, 5-6 seill, seyll(e, 5, 9 sale, 7

ceile, 7-9 seal, seil, 3- sele. [OE. s&l masc.

and fem. :—OTeut. type *sse,li-z, app. a subst. use

of the adj. found in (Joth. sll-s good (whence selei

goodness)', ON. skll happy (whence ssela wk. fern.,

sseldsXx. fern., happiness); in WGer. outside Eng.

preserved only in derivatives, OS. sdlig, OHG.
sdlig (see Seely a.), MHG. sdlltche fortunately,

OS. sdlda, OHG. sdlida happiness (see Selth).

An ablaut-variant *sol- occurs in OE. sil adv.

:

see etymological note to Sele a.]

L Happiness, prosperity, good fortune. On sele,

a sele (OE. on s&lum, on sdlum) : happy.
Beowulf 607 pa waes on salum sinces brytta. Ibid. 1170

pu on sselum wes. cxioo Trin. Coll. Horn. 183 \>u ware a
sele gief ich was wro3. c laoo Ormin 14304 All niiddellaer-

dess sellbe & seL C1105 Lay. 10040 Bruttes heo gretten..

beden heom beon on sele [c 1175 sealed a 1240 Ureisun in

Colt. Horn. 183 Ihesu min heorte Mi sel mi saule hele.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2905 par neuer man sank bat was o sele.

Ibid. 3962 He isvm-sett all wit sell. 13. . Gam. /$ Gr. Knt.

2409 Sele yow bytyde. c 137s Se. Leg. Saints xl. (Niniari)

1117 Lord, sa haf I sele, in galouay we haf don rycht wele.

c 1485 Digby Myst. iv. 72 How rewfully he hinges here,

That set you first in ceile ! 1513 Douglas A?nets v. i. 46
So haif I seill. 1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 47 Seil comes not
while sorrow be gone. 1875 W. Alexander Sk. Ain Folk
82 Seil upo* them, they're a winsome pair.

2. Favourable or proper time, opportune moment

;

occasion, opportunity ; season, time of day. Cf.

BABLEY-K&, HAYSEL.
With OE. sil and mil (Beowulf) cf. quot. a 182s. To

give the sele of the day :
' to pass the time of day,' to give

a friendly greeting in passing.

Beowulf 1008 pa wees sael and mail, bast to healle gang
Healfdenes sunu. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 112 pas wyrte man
01x3 niman on jelcne sael. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 185 Dos
feawe word seideure drihten. .atsumesele, bo be hewunede
licamliche on eoroe. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1095 Loth and his

dogtres two Ledden ois angeles ut in sel. 1303 R. Brunne
Handl.Synne 5779 Now whom My}t y fynde, pys yche sele,

To whom y myjt seile Pers wele. 1375 Creation 770 in

Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 133 po wente he a3en in bat
sel And tolde Mijhel his cas. c 1440 Capgrave Life St.

Kath. 682 pat alle bese bingys at euery tyme & seele schuld
be redressed, a 1450 Mankind (Brandl 1898J 354 He hath
mett wyth the goode man mercy in a schroude sell. x66a

Gurnall Chr. in Arm. ill. verse 18. I. xxx. § 1. 385 At what
ceile of the day or night soever it be. 1674 Ray S. $ E. C.
Words 76 It is a fair seel for you to come at, i.e. a fair season
or time; spoken ironically to them that come late...What
Seel of day ? What time of day. 1787 W. H. Marshall
Norfolk (1795) IL 387 Seel, or Seal, time or season; as,
1 hay-seel ', hay-time ;

' barley.seel , barley seed-time ;

' wheat-seel ', wheat seed-time; 'bark-seel', the barking

406

season, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. A nglia s. v. Seal, Of an idle

and dissipated fellow, we say that lie 'keeps bad seals';.,

of a sober, regular, and industrious man.. that he 'keeps

good seals and meals'. 1857 Borrow Romany Rye I. xxi.

249 As I passed .
.

, I gave the man the sele of the day.

b. A period of time.

a 1250 Oivl % Night. 953 He mihte bet speken a sele.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7005 5yf Constant
bad lyued ani sei He schuld haue mended \m lond ful wel.

1338 — Chrott. (1810) 80 per duelled bei non seel. 1447
Bokenham Seytitys, Mary Magd. 1026 In ful short seeL

f Sele, a. Obs* Forms: Compar. 1 s61ra,s611ra,

sella, 2-3 selre, 3 selere ; Superl, 1 sexiest, 3 sel-

est ; Positive 3 seel, sel, seal, accus. seolne. [The

OE. silra, s^//a
}
better, silcst best, represent OTeut.

types *sotizon~s
*solisto- (cf. OE. stl, older seel adv.

belter :—*so~liz), f. *sol-t
ablaut-variant of *n£/- :

see Sele sb. The positive sel(e in early ME. is

a back-formation from the other degrees ; whether

there is mixture of an adoption of ON. sktl happy

is uncertain.] Good.
Beoivulf 2890 DeaS biS sella eorla gebwylcum bonne

edwitlif ! C950 Lindisf.Gosp. Matt. x. 31 Se\\m[L.meliores].

ciooo Ags. Gosp. ibid., £e synt selran. Ibid. Luke x. 42

Maria geces bane selestan dael. c 1205 Lay. 3955 He ferde

awi ouer sae pat him buhte selest. Ibid. 17679 paet vther

his broker ha;fde him fader i-send seolne laecbe. Ibid. 21166

Ne isa^h na^uere na man selere cniht nenne. Ibid. 24954
pus andswaerede Walwain be sele. c 1230 Hali Meid. 67 In

al j?at euer sel is. 13. . K. A lis. 7430 For ben yee sele, ben
ye wrothe, Ynde and Perce buth myn bothe.

Sele, obs. form of Ceil v.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1519 Sylours of sendale to sele ouire

be gatis.

Sele : see Seal sbs,, Seel z/. 2, Seely a.
}
Sell v.

Select (sHe*kt), a. (and sb.). Also 6 selecte.

[ad. L. select-us select, chosen, pple. of seligire to

choose out, select, f. se- apart, Se- + lege're to col-

lect, choose, etc. Cf. Sp., Pg. selecto.] A. adj.

1. Selected, chosen out of a larger number, on
account of excellence or fitness

;
picked.

Select committee^ see Committee 3. Select meeting,

(amongst Quakers) a meeting of ministers and elders. Select

vestry, see Vestry.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Selectus, chosen from amonge

other: chief amonge other : selecte. 1371 Digges Pantom.
Ep. +ijb, When they shall perceiue your Lordshippe..doth

allow and accepte them as fragrante floures selecte and
gathered out of the pleasant gardynes Mathematical!. 1580

Lease in Collect. (O-H.S.) I. 237 These twelve select trees.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. Ded., Whom my Muse Doth
its select Mecaenas chuse. 1667 Milton P.L. xi. 819.No
sooner hee with them of Man and Beast Select for life shall

in the Ark be lodg'd. 1676 Hale Contempt. 11. Medit.

Lord's Pr. 167 Not only at the select and solemn times of

Prayer, but in the general Frame ofour conversation, a 1700

Evelyn Diary June 1647, He married us inSir Richd.

Browne's Chapell. ., some few select freinds being present.

1712 in T. W. Marsh Early Friends in Surrey $ Sussex
xv. (1886) 140 Its Unanimusly agreed, .that a Select Meet-
ing be Held in each Weekly Meeting, .concerning the good
order and Discipline of the Church. 1718 Yr\orSolomon in.

653 Select from vulgar Herds, with Garlands gay, A hundred
Bulls ascend the Sacred Way. 1731 Genii. Mag. I. 159^ In

the Parish where I serve, the Vestry is compos'd of thirty

select Members besides the Rector. 1744 Dousley [title) A
select Collection of Old Plays. 1782 Priestley Corrupt.

Chr. II. vi. i. 4 The more secret parts ofthe heathen worship,

to which select persons only were admitted.^ 1819 Shelley
CEdipus 1. 217 Every gibbet says its catechism And reads a

select chapter in the Bible Before it goes to play. 1835 Afp.
Munic. Cofpor. Rep. m. 1496 (Doncaster) The mayor, alder-

men and capital burgesses form the Select Body or common
council. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 649 To the

smaller plot. .only a few select traitors were privy. 1873

{title) Cornelius Nepos. Select Lives. With notes by
Edward Walford.

2. Hence, Choice, of special value or excellence

;

composed of or containing the best, choicest or

most desirable ; superior, a. Of things, material

or immaterial.
1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vi. 12 Whence all the world deriues

the glorious Features of beautie, and all shapes select, With
which high God his workmanship hath deckt. 1602 Shaks.

Ham. 1. iii. 74 And they in France of the best rank and station,

Are ofa most select and generous cheffin that. 1623 Ld. Her-
bert in Ellis Orig. Lett. ser. 1. III. 164, 1 will come from the

ordinarie voice to the selecter judgement of the Ministers

of State, and more intelligent people in this Kingdome. 1636

Ridgeley Pract. Physick Pref. 3 Most select Remedies for

every Disease. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 513 And happie

Constellations on that houre Shed their selectest influence.

1709 Steele Taller No. 142 r 5 He has spent his most select

Hours in the Knowledge of them, a 1822 Shelley Def.

Poetry Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 19 The Romans appear to have
considered the Greeks as the selectest treasuries of the

selectest forms of manners. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxviii, His senior . . had consigned a quantity of select wines

to him. 1868 Joynson Metals 99 If what is called the ' best

select ' copper is required, the refining process is gone
through a second time.

b. Of persons, company, etc. Now often : Un-
exceptionable with regard to social standing or

estimation.
1602 Marston Ant. # Mel. Prol. 3 Select and most re-

spected Auditours. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xvi, Men
most select, ofspeciall worth and sort. 1677 Lady Chaworth
in xzth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 36 The Venetian

Embassador made a ball to Lord Osserv and his family, and
Lord Arlington and his, and some other select company
last weeke. 1770 Miss Burnev Early Diary (1889) I. 84

The party though small were select 1838 Lytton Alice

11. ii, The Reverend Charles Merton..kept up all the most

SELECTED.

select of his old London acquaintances. 1840 Macaulay
Ess., Rankc 550 Persecution of that sort which bows down
and crushes all but a very few select spirits. 1855 ~ Hist.

Eng. xix. IV. 266 He [the Elector of Saxony] had. .a great

desire to be a member of the most select and illustrious

orders of knighthood. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle's

Lett II. 278 Company at first aristocratic and select.

absol. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S. IValesfcd. 3) II. 112 The
first of our subscription-concerts . .was attended by one hun-
dred and twenty of the select, admittances being decided by
ballot. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ii, The public games, .where,

in the select of their own countrymen, they saw the hand-
somest specimens of the human race.

3. Careful in selection. Hence, (of a society or

association) admitting only persons of a high class,

esp. with regard to social station ; exclusive ; (of

a place of resort) frequented only by persons of

good social position.

1842 A Combe Physiol. Digestion (ed. 4) 23 The appetite

becomes less keen and more select in its choice. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 316 You are select in your acquain-
tance. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. iii. I. 54 And I have
spoken for Gwendolen to be a member of our Archery Club
'—the Brackenshaw Archer Club—the most select thing

anywhere. 1888 Lady 25 Oct. 374/1 Such a sweet, select

watering-place. All the best people go there.

B. sb. fa. A selected person or thing, fb. A se-

lected class or group, a selection, c. See quot. 1 88 1

.

a. 1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGodvu. iii. 261 If there-

fore felicity bee not to bee placed amongst those selects,

because they gotte their places rather by chance then desert

:

yet surely fortune should bee one amongst them, a J733

North Life Ld. Kpr. Guilford (1742) 29 In Town, he had
his Select of Friends and Acquaintance, a 1733 — Exam.
1. ii. § 2 (1740) 32 Borrow of the profligate Speech-makers, or

Lyars of the Time in Print, and make a Select out of a Select

of them to adorn a Party. Ibid. n. iv. § 144. 308 He. .sets

forth a Select of the Rye-Plot Papers. 1805 T. Holcroft
Bryan Perdue 1. 159, I appeared to be the inmate and select

of his soul, and almost as necessary to him as his horses and
dogs. x88i Ingersoll Oyster-1ndustr. (Hist. Fish. Industr.

U.S.) 248 Selects, oysters of the first quality, i. e. selected ;

applied wholly to opened stock.

Select (sile'kt), v. [f. L. select-^ ppl. stem of

seligire (see prec.).]

1. trans. To choose or pick ont in preference to

another or others. Also to select out.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 25 To select or choose forth

amongst many things what is heade and principall. 1597
Daniel Civ. Wars vi. lxxxvii. (1609) 165 Haue you then

selected me To be the man whom you would haue displac't

Out of the rouleof Immortalitie? 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. vi. 81

A certaine number, .must I select from all. The rest shall

beare the businesse in some other fight. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 141 Of some [reeds] the Arabians make darts and
jauelins..; others they select to write with. 1706 Pope
Let. to Wycherley 10 Apr., You desire me to select.. some
Things from the first Volume of your Miscellanies, which
may be altered so as to appear again. 1754 Warburton
View Bolingbr. Philos. ii. 135 Men. .were not always

sufficiently careful in selecting their arguments. 1825 Cole-
ridge Aids Refl. (1843) '• l87 A power of selecting and
adapting means to proximate ends according to circum-

stances. 1838 Dickens Nich. Nick, xiv, The party was
admirably selected. 1839 Earl Spencer in Jrnl. R. Agric.

Soc. (1840) I. 22 The importance of selecting good male
animals [for breeding purposes]. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 657 In selecting rebels for punishment. 1867 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. Ser. n. III. 11. 464 He then soon begins to select

out fine days for this purpose. 187$ Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

V. 25 Would a forger have had the wit to select the most.

.

characteristic thoughts of Plato?

b. Said of impersonal agencies. Cf. Selection 3.

1859 Darwin Orig. Species Introd. 5 Any being, if it vary
however slightly in any manner profitable to itself, ..will

have a better chance of surviving, and thus be naturally

selected. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 494 The eruption

..not selecting any special nerve territories.

O. To choose and dedicate to. nonce-use.

1715 Pope Iliad 11. 504 The Limbs they sever from th' in-

closing Hyde, The Thighs, selected to the Gods, divide.

2. intr. To choose or pick out something from

a number ; to make a selection.

1833 T. Hook ParsotCs Dau. in. ix, ' The next dinner you
give, George, we will select better ', said Lady Frances.
1 We will have up the local lawyer who knows the country

politics, and all the friends and foes of the district.' 1859

Darwin Orig. Species iv. 102 In man's methodical selection,

a breeder selects for some definite object, and free inter-

crossing will wholly stop his work.

Selectable (sfle-ktab'l), a. rare. [f. Select

v. + -able.] Worthy or fit to be selected.

1836 Hood in Mem. (i860) I. 239 Each going into his own
quarters, .though some next door houses were infinitely to

appearance more selectable than their neighbours.

Selected, ppl. a. [f. Select v. + -ed i.]

1. Specially chosen, picked out.

1590 Marlowe sndPt. Tamburl.v.u.43%1 For we haue here
the chiefe selected men Of twenty seuerall kingdomes at the

least. 1629 Quarles Argalus <$- Parth. 111. Wks. (Grosart)

III. 277/1 Sometimes (for change of pleasure) he would read

Selected stories, whilst her eares would feed Upon his lips.

1729 T. Cooke Tales etc., Knts. Bath 14 He thrice twelve

falUint Youths, of high Renown, Selected Souls, of all the

and the Flowr, Appointed to adorn the bridal Hour. x8t8

Scott Hrt. Midi, vu, For an instant this man quitted the

prisoner, whom he consigned to a selected guard. 1865

Tylor Early Hist. Man. x. 273, I give some selected cases

of the Argument from similar customs.

t2. Choice, 'select*. Obs. rare.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 1, ii, To his most selected

[Qo. elected] friend, master Edward Knowelt. 1605 Bacon

Adv. Learn, vu. § 4 To keepe still the Lawe of breuitie, by

vsing the most eminent and selected examples. 1655 H.

Vaughan Silex Scint. 180 The first true worship of the



SELECTING.

world's great king From private and selected hearts did

spring.

Hence f Selextedly adv.

1637 Hevwood Royal Ship (1638) 48 All of them in their

severall faculties being knowne to beethe prime Workmen
of the Kingdome, selectedly imploy'd in this Service.

Selecting (szlcktirj), ppl. a. [f. Select v. +
-ing 2.] That selects, chooses, or picks out.

1871 Blackie Four Phases Mor. i. 100 A reasonable result

always implies some principle of selection and a selecting

agency. 1880 R. H. Hutton in Fraser*s Mag. May 665
The. .conception of will as a selecting power between two
alternatives.

Selection (sHe^k/an). [ad. L. selection-em,

n. of action f. sdligtre : see Select v.]

1. The action of selecting or choosing out ; also

the fact of being selected or chosen.
1646-58 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 111. xxv. (ed. 4) 211

While we single out several dishes, and reject others, the
selection seems but arbitrary, or upon opinion. 1744 Harris
Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 83 It should seem, then,, .that the
essence of right conduct lay in selection and rejection. 1825
Coleridge Aids Refl. (1843) I. 187 There is [in the in-

stinctive action of insects] selection, but not choice ; volition

rather than will. 1890 A. J. Bell Why does Man exist ?

xi. 75 Can selection of food-materials by plants be accounted
for without consciousness? 1803 J.

A. Hodges E/em.
Photogr. (1907) 113 The careful selection of the point of view.

2. A particular choice ; choice of a particular

individual or individuals ; concr. the (f person or)

thing selected ; a number of selected (f persons or)

things. Often, a passage or a number of extracts

from one or more literary works.
1805 W. Cooke Foote II. 7 His company generally con-

sisted of men of rank and fashion, some literary characters,
and a selection from the stage. i8»8 B. Oakley (title)

Selections from Shakspeare. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxxvii,

At this, the assembled selections laughed very heartily.

1865 (tide) A Selection from the Works of Alfred Tennyson.
1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ i. 27 They make a selection
from His laws, choosing some and rejecting others. 1887
Traill in Contemp. Rev* Oct. 479 The English public . .does
not pretend to care for poetry except in 'selections '.

b. Sporting. The horse or horses selected by
a racing prophet as likely to win or obtain a place.
1901 Scotsman 12 Mar. 5/2 In 1897. .tbe sporting selec-

tions of a highly respectable newspaper. .the individual race
prophecies numbered 1739.

o. in pi. ' In tobacco-culture, the choicest leaves

and the highest grades of tobacco ' {Funk's Stand.
Diet. 1895).
3. a. Applied spec, to the action of a breeder in

selecting individuals from which to breed, in order
to obtain some desired quality or characteristic in

the descendants, b. Hence in Biology, used by
C. Darwin {Origin of Species, 1859) and subse-
quent writers, to designate any process, whether
artificial or natural, which brings about a par-
ticular modification of an animal or vegetable type
by ensuring that in successive generations the indi-

viduals that reproduce their kind shall be those
that have transmissible variations from the ances-
tral form in the direction of this modification.
Natural selection : the operation of natural causes by

which those individuals of a species that are best adapted
to the environment tend to be preserved and to transmit
their characters, while those less adapted die out, so that in
the course of generations the degree of adaptation to the
environment tends progressively to increase. Sexualselec-
tion : that kind of natural selection which arises through
the preference by one sex of those individuals of the other
sex that have some special characteristic, in consequence of
which that characteristic tends to be transmitted, with pro-
gressive enhancement in succeeding generations.
a. 1837 Y'ouatt Sheep iii. 60 That which enables the

agiiculturist not only to modify the character of his flock,

but to change it altogether. . —the principle of selection. 1844
H. D. Richardson Pigs 51 In the selection of a boar and
sow for breeding, much more attention and consideration
are necessary.

b. 1857 Darwin Lett. (1887) II. 123 There is such an un-
erring power at work, or Natural Selection (the title of my
book), which selects exclusively for the good of each organic
being. 1859 — Orig. Species iv. 81 This preservation of
favourable variations and the rejection of injurious varia-
tions, I call Natural Selection. Ibid, iv, 88 And this leads
me to say a few words on what I call Sexual Selection.
This depends, not on a struggle for existence, but on a
struggle between the males for the possession of the females ;

the result is not death to the unsuccessful competitor, but
few or no offspring. 1868 — I'ar, Anim. tf Plants Domest.
(1875) II. 177 The principle of selection may be conveniently
divided into three kinds. Methodical selection . Uncon-
scious selection.. Natural selection. 1878 Tait & Stewart
Unseen Universe v. §170 Thus the struggle for existence
bears to natural selection the same relation as man bears to
artificial selection. 188a Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 929 The
struggle for existence acts therefore in a certain sense
similarly to the selection of the breeder ; as the breeder de-
velopes only that which is suited to his own purposes, . . Thus,
..through what may be termed metaphorically Natural
Selection by means of the struggle for existence,—forms are
produced which are as well or even better adapted for the
purpose of self-preservation than cultivated plants are for
the purposes of man.
tmnsf. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xix, That is the way

..physiological democracy is enabled to fight against the
principle of selection which would disinherit all the weaker
children. 1869 Fortn. Rev. June 644 By a sort of critical
selection, the cultivated class improves the breed of literary
egotists ; it suppresses all but the best specimens.

4. Austral, a. » Free-selection. Also attrib.

407

1866 Rogerson Poems 22 Heathcote never was so gay As
on the land selection day. 1880 Victorian Rev. I. 628 It is

surprising that the selectors themselves have not prayed the
Government to stop selection for some years at least.

h. A piece of land selected or taken up through
' free-selection \
1875 Melbourne Sped. 21 Aug. 189/3 Jumping selections

. .is said to be very common now in the Winmera district.

x88i Mrs. C. Praed Policy $ P. I. 50 He has a selection
down the Koorong.

5. attrib. as selection value, value (of a varia-

tion or peculiarity) as affecting natural selection.
189a Romanes Darwin <$• After I. 275 We cannot speak

of adaptations as due to natural selection, without thereby
affirming that they present what I have elsewhere termed a
( selection value '.

Selectionist (sfle-kfsnist), sb. and a. [f. Se-
lection + -1ST.] a. sb. One who believes in or sup-
ports the theory of natural selection, b. adj.

Pertaining to or connected with that theory.
1893 Nation 6 Oct. 266/3 Extreme selectionists like Wallace

and Weismann. 1899 J. L. Tavler in Nat. Sci. Sept. 190
A pure or nearly pure selectionist hypothesis.

Selective (sile-ktiv), a. [f. Select v. + -ive.

Cf. F. se'lectif.'] Having the quality or faculty of
selecting ; characterized by choice or selection.
1625 Bp. Hall Contempt, xvui, Eli/ah with Sareptau

Wks. 1332 Who can enough wonder at the pitch of this selec*
tiue prouidence of the Almighty? 1853 WHEWELhGrotius I.

p. iv, The translation is thus rather a selective than an
abridged translation. 1875 Ruskin Lect. Art iii. 72 The
selective and ordinant energy of the brain.

b. Applied to physical processes or agencies
which result in the selection of some elements or
factors and the exclusion of others.

1843 Carpenter Anim. Phys. i. 39 The selective absorption
of nutritious matter. 1889 A. R. Wallace Darwinism vii.

171 The isolation of varieties by selective association.

o. Wireless Telegraphy. * Designating a system
by which two or more messages can be sent or
received simultaneously without interference

*

(Webster 1911).
1906 Eichhorn Wireless Telegr. v. 23 A system ofselective

electric wave telegraphy, 1. e. wireless multiplex telegraphy.
1906 Kennelly Wireless Telegr. 173 The Problem of Selec-
tive Signaling.

Selectively (sHe-ktivli), adv. [f. Selective
a. + -lt 2

.] In a selective manner ; by selection.
1651 Biggs NewDisp. f 1 1 3 They . .cannot selectively separ-

ate and draw forth one humour, from another. 1897 A llbutt's

Syst. Med. II. 826 The respiratory centre is not selectively
affected.

Selectiveness (sfle-ktivnes). [f. Selective
a. + -Ness.] The attribute of being selective.
c 1850 Clouch Poems, etc. (1869} I. 320 A certain with-

drawal and separation, a moral and almost religious selec-
tiveness,. .are essential to Wordsworth's being.

Selectly (s/le-ktli), adv. rare. [f. Select a. +
-ly 2

.] By selection ; in a select manner.
1689 E. Howard Caroloiades 196 If from their Numbers

they'd Scelectly [sic] take Men that, by zeal, their valours
fiercer make. 1865 Dickens Mul. Fr. iv. iv, The Minister
speaking, as directed by the Rubric, to the people, . .selectly
represented, .by G. & G. above mentioned.

Selectman. U. S. [f. Select a. + Man sby\
One of a board of officers elected annually to
manage various local concerns in a ' town or
' township ' in New England.
1646 in Gen. Laws Massachusetts (1672) 123 The Select

men of Boston, Charlstown (etc.]. 179a Belknap Hist. Neiv
Hatnpsh. III. 282 Three or five Selectmen are annually
chosen in each town, who are entrusted with its general con-
cerns. 1888 Bryce Amer.ComMtiv. 111. lxiv. II. ^68 note, The
* selectmen ' ofa New England Town are not paid.
trans/. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. x. (1859) 233

The select-men of an African kraal-village would have had
more respect for their ancestors.

Selectness (sile-ktnes). [f. Select**. + -ness.]
The quality of being select.

1727 Bailey (voL II.), Selectness, Chosenness, Choiceness.
X 75S Johnson, Selectness, the state of being select. 1816
Jeffrey Swift Wks. (1853) 7^/1 Goldsmith.. had the har-
mony of Pope without his quaintness, and his selectness of
diction without his coldness and eternal vivacity. 185a
R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xxix. (1893) 158 The Flat
Hat Hunt had relapsed into its wonted quiet, or * selectness ',

as its members called it, and Beggar*my-Neighbour Hill
saw none but the regular attendants.

Selector (sfle-ktsi). [f. Select v. + -ob.]

One who or something which selects, a. gen.
178a V. Knox Ess. cv. [civ.] II. 93 Like all inventors and

selectors of their own systems, they have been hurried to
excess. 1797 (title) The Selector. Being a new . . collection
of Visions, 1 ales [etc.]. 1809 Heber in Q. Rev. 1 1. 294 Given
from Dr. King's work, with sundry comments by the in-

genious selector. 1867 S. Wilberforce Ess. (1874) I. 67
Why should she (nature] become a selector of varieties r 1887
Law Rep.) Weekly Notes 48/1 Here both parties were
selectors or importers of cigars, not manufacturers.

b. Austral. = Fkee-selector.
1875 Melbourne Sped. 12 June 70/2 A public meeting of

non-resident selectors has been held at Rushworth. 1890
' R. Boldrewood ' Miner's Right xxvii. 242 She was the
daughter of one of the selectors at Blue Gum Flats.

O. As a name for various appliances in metal-

lurgy, telegraphy, motor-car machinery, etc.

1890 Nature 7 Aug. 357/1 A device [in a horsehatr-cloth
loom].. known as the selector, .picks up one hair, and
only one, to present to the jaws of the shuttle. 1907 Westm.
Gaz. 9 Nov. 15/2 The selector or operating mechanism is

selenio-.

placed in the bottom of the gear-box ; so that all the gears
can be removed without disturbing any part of it. 1908
Ibid. 16 Nov. 14/2 A selector-gate change has been installed
[in the motor-car].

Seledyne : see Seladyne.
Selen- (se-len), prefix.
1. Min. [After G. selen selenium.] In names of

certain minerals containing or formerly supposed
to contain selenium, as f Sedencvrprite = Ber-
zellianite. t Selenpa-lladite, -palla ,dium=
Allopalladium. f Se:lensi'lver = NAUMANNiTE.
f Se lensu'lphur, a native compound of sulphur
and selenium. Selentellirrium, a native com-
pound of selenium and tellurium.
1835 C. U. Shepard Trent. Min. (ed. 2) II. 177 Selen-

cuprite. Ibid., Selenpalladite. 1849 J. Hicol Man. Min. 506
Seien-sulphur. 1857 Dana Man. Min. (1862) 327 Another
seleniferous ore, from the Hartz, called selensilver. 1890
E. S. Dana & H. L. Wells in Amer. jfrnl. Sci. Ser. in.
XL. 79 We propose to call it Selen-tellurium.

t 2. Chem. [For seleno-, Selenio-.] Formerly
used (before a vowel or h) in names of certain

compounds containing selenium. Selena-ldine
[Ald(ehyde) + -ine «], a basic substance produced
by the action of hydrogen selenide on ammonium
aldehydate. Selenethyl, ethyl selenide. Selen-
hydrie a. = hydroselenic (acid): see Hydro-.
Selenhydrate (see quot. 1858).
1848 Brande Chem. (ed. 6) II. in. 173 With seleniuretted

hydrogen aldehyde-ammonia yields Selenaldine. 1853 Watts
tr. Gmelins Hand-bk. Chem. VIII. 356 Selenide ofEthyl or
Selenethyl. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Selenhydrate, term
by Berzelius for the combinations of hydric selenide with
the metallic seleniurets which contain the radicals of alkalis
and alkaline earths. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. V. 218 Selen-
hydric Acid.

Selenate (se-l«Wt). Chem. Also-iate. [f. Se-
len-ium, after Selenio a.] A salt of selenic acid.
1818 tr. Berzelius in Ann. Philos. XI. 293 The selenates

of barytes and of lime are soluble in water. 1819 Ibid. XIII.
406 The acid obtained by the decomposition of the seleniate
of tin. 1857 Dana Man. Min. (1862) 285 Selenate of lead.

1867 Bloxam Chem. 220 The seleniates closely resemble the
sulphates. 1880 Cleminshaw IVuriz* Atom. Theory 139
The sulphate and selenate of silver.

Selenders (//.), obs. form of Sallender.
Selendine, -yne, obs. forms of Celandine.
Selones, variant of Seeliness.
Selenescope, obs. form of Selenoscope.
Selenetie, obs. form of Selenitic a.

Selenetted, var. Selenietted s. v. Seleniet Obs.

Selenian (si'lfnian), a. rare. [f. Gr. o-tAiji'i?

moon + -ian.] Of or pertaining to the moon con-
sidered as a world.
1669 Flamsteed in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 84

There are yet abundant laurels to be won in the Selenian
games. 1864 Intell. ObserverW. 525 They will have a right
..for regarding creation, the earth included, as especially
made for the Selenian race. 1866 Ibid. IX. 136 Numerous
tracts of selenian scenery.

Selenic (si"le-nik), o.l rare. [Formed as prec. +
-ic] Of, pertaining to, or derived from the moon.
1816 Bentham Chrestom. Wks. 1843 VIII. 132 Selenic,

Selenigenous, or simply mechanical source of motion. 1849
Otte tr. Humboldt's Cosmos I. Index s.v. Chladni, On the
selenic origin of aerolites.

Selenic (sfle-nik), a.2 Chem. [f. Selen-ium
+ -ic.] Selenic acid, an acid formed when sele-

nium is oxidized by fusion with nitre.

1818 tr. Berzelius in Ann. Philos. XI. 293 The selenic acid
is soluble in water and in alcohol. 1867 Bloxam Chem.
320 Selenic acid (SeOa) is not known in the anhydrous state.

Selenide (se-l/nsid). Chem. Also -id. £f.

Selen-ium + -ide.] A combination of selenium
with an electro-positive element or with a radical.

1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 62 Selenide of hydrogen
gas (prepared from the selenide of iron or potassium by de-
composition with an acid, as in the sulphide of hydrogen).
1857 Dana Man. Min. (1862) 280 Clausthalite, or selemd of
lead.

t
1873 Watts Fotvnes* Chem. (ed. 11) 212 Insoluble

selenides are thus produced.

t Seleniet. Chem. Obs. [f. Seleni-um + -et

as in sulphuret.] = Seleniuret. So f Sele-
nietted (also selenetted) a. Obs. rare. = Sele-
niuretted.
1831 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 7) I. 293 Selenium combines

with hydrogen, and forms a gaseous substance, which has
been distinguished by the name of selenietted hydrogen gas.
Ibid. 597 This precipitate is probably a seleniet of copper.

1854 Dana Syst. Mtn. (ed. 4) II. 42 Clausthalite. .. Seleniet
of Lead, i860 Odling Anim. Chem. 13 Sulphuretted, sele-

netted, and telluretted hydrogen. 1867 Bloxam Chem. 220
Hydroselenic acid, or selenietted hydrogen (HSe).

Seleniferous (sel/m-feres), a. [f. Seleni-um +
-ferous.] Containing or yielding selenium.
1833 W. Phillips Introd. Min. (ed. 3) 219 Seleniferous

Iron Pyrites. 1867 Bloxam Chem. 219 To extract selenium
from the seleniferous deposit of the vitriol works.

Seleni'genonS, a. rarer-*, [f. Gr. otXiivt)

moon + -genous.] Produced by the moon.
1816 [see Selenic a. 1

].

Selenio-. Chem. Also seleno-. Used as a
combining form of Selenium.
1831 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 7) II. 249 Seleniocyanogen..

was discovered by Berzelius. 1836 Brande Chem. (ed. 4)

570 Seleniocyanuret of Potassium. [1848 Ibid. (ed. 6) I. 602
Seleniocyamde.] 1853 Watts tr. Gmehn's Hand-bk. Chem.
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VIII. isa Selenocyanide of lead. Hid., Selenocyanide of
Ammonium. 1868 — Diet. Chem. V. 219 Seleniocyanates.
Ibid., Seleniocyanic Acid.

Selenious (silfnias), a. Chem. [f. Selen-ium :

see -00s suffix c.] Selenious acid, a dibasic acid

Ha SeOs, forming salts called selenites.

1834 E. Turner Elem. Chem. (ed. 5) 326 Selenious acid.

1869 Roscoe Chem. 144 Selenium dioxide is. .capable of
dissolving in water, and thus forming seleniojis acid.

Seleniscope, obs. form of Selenoscope.

Selenite 1 (sel/hait). Min. and Chem. Forms

:

6 silenite, (7 silonite), 7- selenite. [ad. L.

selenites Selenites.]

1. A stone described by ancient writers ; ap-
parently to be identified with the mineral now so

called (see 2), though the accounts of its properties

are inconsistent and partly fabulous. (In the 17-
18th c. often identified with stones described by
travellers or existing in collections.)

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 19 Silinite the Stone is seene in

Persia in colour like to the jasper, or like to a fresh and
flourishing greene herb. 1605 Drayton Man in Moone 321
That stone [side-note the Selenite of aeArjpi?] that doth the
name derive From me, with me that lesseneth or doth thrive.
1623 Cockeram in, Selenite, a stone wherein is a white, that
decreaseth and encreaseth as the Moon groweth. 1686 Goad
Celest. Bodiesi. vi. 17 Somepretious Stones are Natural Moon-
Dials ; the Selenite, which Pope Clement the VIII. .had
among his Rarities [etc.]. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 41/2
The Silonite.. is a stone in Persia. 1738 Chambers Cycl.
fed. 2) s. v., There are some of these selenites preserved in
the palace of Peking, valued at an incredible rate. 1855
Smedley Occult Sciences 358 Selenite is supposed to give
the faculty of prediction, and to reconcile lovers.

2. Min. Sulphate of lime (gypsum) in a crystal-

line or foliated form. Also, a slip or film of this

mineral used for the polarization of light.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. n. iii. § 2. 62 Selenite, Muscovia
glass, Isingglass, Sparr, Talc. 1691 Ray Creation (1701) 119
Those rhomboideal selenites found near St. Ives. 1789 E.
Darwin Bot. Gard. I. ii. 219 Hence silvery Selenite her
chrystal moulds And soft Asbestus smooths his silky folds.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 334 There is another kind of
marble made of the flaky selenite. 1851 Mayne TLEioScalp
Hunters xxxvi, I had recognised the sparkling scales of the
selenite. 1867 J. Hogg Microsc. 1. ii. 139 Used in combina-
tion with a superposed film of selenite or not as required.
attrib. 1839 G. Bird Nat. Philos. 367 (head-line) Colours

exhibited by selenite analyzing plate. 1888 Rutley Rock-
Forming Min. 116 In the case of nosean very few or no se-
lenite crystals are formed.

t b. Chem. Sulphate of lime, without regard to

structure. Obs.

1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 94 Many waters are charged
with selenite; as those of Pyrmont-.and others. 1776
Woulfe in Phil. Trans. LXVI. 617 The acid of vitriol for-

sakes its alkaly to unite, and form a selenite with the cal-

careous earth. 1816 Accum Chem. Tests (1818) 293 Thus
sulphate of lime, or selenite, may be precipitated by alcohol
from water which contains this salt. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Build. 334 Water may be found naturally free from
fixable gas,.selenite, or clay.

Selenite 2
. [f. Gr. a(\r)viri]t {pi. SeAr/i-irai

men in the moon), f. <re\rjvrj moon.] A supposed
inhabitant of the moon.
c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) III. ix. 18 The sphear of the

Moon is peepled with Selenites or Lunary men. 165a
Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 268 Leaving the new Baronets
to search for land amongst the Selenits in the Moon, or turn
Knights of the Sun. 1864 T. W. Webb in Intell. Observer
V. 200 Gruithuisen fancied that certain rows of hillocks
might contain the habitations of Selenites !

Selenite 3 (se'Unait). Chem. [f. Selen-ium +•

-ite.] A salt of selenious acid.
1831 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 7) I. 290 The analyses of two

selenites given by Berzelius. Ibid. II. 44 The selenites (as
the salts which it forms are called). 1843 Parnell Chem.
Anal. (1845) 258 Seleniates and selenites give the cha-
racteristic odour of selenium. 1869 Roscoe Chem. 145 Se-
lenic Acid is best prepared by fusing a selenite with nitre.

II Selenites (selirisrtjz). Obs. In 4-5 sile-

nites. Also 7 selenitis. [L. selenites (also se-

lenitis) = Gr. aeKrjvirijs \i$os {lit. ' moonstone '

;

so called because it was supposed to wax and wane
with the moon), f. trekr/vr) moon : see -ite.]

L = Selenite 1 1.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvi. xci. (1495) 584 Silenites
is a stone of Perse grene as grasse and shineth with a white
specke and this stone foloweth the mone and wexyth and
waneth as the mone dooth. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxvu. x.
II. 629 Selenites is a precious stone, white and transparent.
1610 Healey St. Aug. Citie of God xxi. v. 843. 1738
Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2), Selenites, among the ancient natural-
ists, denotes a white, or transparent figured stone; thus
called from its representing the moon as in a glass.. .Some
give the same appellation to Muscovy-talc, from an opinion,
that its brightness increases and diminishes with the moon.
2. Min. = Selenite! 2.

1681 Grew Museum ill. I I v. 309 A lump of the Talk-
rock near Spiral.. consisteth of broken pieces, like those of
the Selenites. 169s Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 172
A Body, that has the shape and appearance of a Diamond,
may prove, upon Examination, to be nothing but Crystal,
or Selenitis ((1713) Selenites]. a 1728— Nat. Hist. Fossils 1.

(1720)1.73 A pretty large Piece ofa Selenites. \i$%Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s.v., Selenites,.. the name of a large class of
fossils. Ibid., Of this class there are seven orders... The
sclenitse of the first order are those composed of horizontal
plates, and approaching to a rhomboidal form. 1820 Gentl.
Mag. Apr. 308/2 Quarries of Heddington yield fine selenita.

Selenitic (seirni-tik), a> Also 8 selenetio.
[f. Selenite 1 + -ia Cf. F. siUnitique] Of, per-

408

taining to, resembling or containing selenite. t Of
water: Impregnated with sulphate of lime (cf.

Selenite 1 2 b).

175* P. Browne Jamaica (1789) 51 The Stalactite seems
to be but a meer sparry, or selenetic matter. 1794 Schmeisser
Sysl. Min. I. 243 Selenitic-Spar. 1802 Beddoes Hygeia vi.
66 Hard selenjtic and calcareous waters, 1851 Mantell
Petrifactions ii. § 1. 78 A remarkably fine group of selenitic
crystals. rtfyCxmou-i. Diet. Explosives 61 Selenitic Powder
is a mixture of nitroglycerine with plaster of Paris.

Seleni'tic, a.'- rare. [f. Gr. o-fXr/i'irns, Sele-
nite a + -ic] Of or pertaining to the moon ; also
{nonce-use) said of a flower which opens when the
moon shines.

1863 R. F. Burton Abeokuta I. 39 A large white flower,
said to be selenitic, and opening only to the moon. 1882
Ogilvie, Selenitic, pertaining to the moon.

!• Selenitical, a. Obs. [f. Selenite 1 + -ioal.]

Resembling, containing, or composed of selenite.

»75? Phil. Trans. XLIX. 156 Their shells break with a
selenitical appearance. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp.
I. 113 Some few crystal-gypsum or selenitical nodules.

Selenitiferons (selfniti-ferss), a. [f. Selenite
sb. 1 + -ferous.] Containing selenite.

1891 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets.

Selenitish, a. rare-1
, [f. Selenite sb.1 +

-ISH 1
.] Selenitic or somewhat selenitic.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 303 If the waters be selenitish, it

would be a reason for adding a little alkali.

t Selenitous, a. Obs. rarer1
, [f. Selenite

sb.'1 + -ous.] = Selenitic a.1

1794 Sullivan View Nat. I. 319 A strongly impregnated
selenitous water.

Selenium (sHf-nicm). Chem. [mod.L., f. Gr.
eiArjv-T] moon : see -ium. Cf. G. selen.
Named in 1818 by Berzelius, the discoverer {Journalfur

Chemie u. Physik XXIII. 316), who explains that the name
was chosen to indicate the resemblance of the properties of
the new element to those of tellurium.]

One of the rarer elements, closely resembling tel-

lurium in properties, and, like that element, formerly
classed among the metals, but now regarded as
non-metallic. Symbol Se ; atomic weight 79.
Like sulphur, to which it is in many respects analogous, it

has several allotropic forms ; one of these, still sometimes
known as metallic selenium, is a dark grey or black solid
with metallic lustre.

An important property of selenium is that its electrical re-
sistance is greatly increased by exposure to light : hence its

use in the photophone or radiophone of A. Graham Bell.
1818 tr. Berzelius in Ann. Philos. XI. 292 The analogy of

tellurium has induced me to give it the name of selenium.
1826 Henry Elem. Chem. I. 464 Phosphuret of Selenium.
1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 61 Selenium when distilled
is of a reddish-brown colour, when reduced to powder it is

red ; when fused in a mass, it is of a lead grey colour and
metallic lustre. x88i A. G. Bell Sound byRadiant Energy
23 But the selenium was very inconstant in its action.

b. attrib. as selenium cell; selenium eye (see

quot. 1893).
1880 A. G. Bell in Jrnl. Franklin Inst. Oct. 243 The

resistance ofselenium cells employed by formerexperimenters
was measured in millions of ohms. 1893 Si.oane Stand.
Elcctr. Diet, Selenium eye, a model eye in which selenium
in circuit with a battery and galvanometer takes the place
of the retina of the human eye.

Seleniuret (sHfrnuret). Chem. Now rare.
Also + selenuret. [f. Seleni-tjm + -uret.] A com-
pound of selenium with hydrogen or a metal : now
usually Selenide.
x8i8 tr. Berzelius in Ann. Philos. XI. 292 The selenuret

of potassium dissolves in water without evolving any gas.
Ibid. 293 The selenurets of barytes and of lime are also red.
1822 Cleaveland Min. tt Geol. (ed. 2) II. 539 Cupreous Se-
leniuret of Silver. Eukairite. 18*3 W. Phillips Inirod.
Min. (ed.3) 294 Seleniuret of silver and copper. 1869 Ran-
kine Machine <$• Hand-tools App. 60 Seleniurets of arsenic,
antimony, lead, and other metals.

Selenmretted (snrniureted), a. Chem. Now
rare. Also f selenuret(t)ed. [Formed as prec.

+ -ED 1.] Combined with selenium. Seleniuretled
hydrogen : a gaseous compound of hydrogen and
selenium, SeH2 , formerly also called hydroselenic

or selenhydric acid, and now hydrogen selenide.
1818 tr. Berzelius in Ann. Philos. XI. 292 If we pour di-

luted muriatic acid upon the selenuret of potassium, a sele-

nuretted hydrogen gas is disengaged. 1826 Henry Elem.
Chem. II. 502 Selenureted hydrogen may be recognized by
its odour. 1836 Brande Chem. (ed. 4) 530.

Seleno- Chem. : see Selenio-.

Selenocentric (sHm^se-ntrik), a. [f. Gr.
otX-qvi) moon + Centric a.] Having relation to

the centre of the moon or to the moon as a centre

;

as seen or estimated from the centre of the moon.
1852 Hind Astron. Vocab. 52. 1867-76 G. F. Chambers

Astron. 920.

Selenod. [f. Gr. o-tXT/f-ij moon.] See Od 2 b.

Selenodont {sfU-nodpnt), a. and sb. [f. Gr.
otkijv-r) moon + oSojt- tooth.] a. adj. Of molar
teeth : Having crescentic ridges on the crowns.
Also, having such teeth, of or pertaining to the

Selenodonta. b. sb. A selenodont animal.
1883 Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV. 429/2 The grinding

surfaces of the molar teeth either of a distinctly tubercular
(bunodont) or of a crescentic (selenodont) form. Ibid. 430/1
The Selenodont Artiodactyles. 1891 Flower & Lydekker
Inirod. Mammals 294 These features being unknown in any
other Selenodonts.

SELENOTROPIC.

Selenograph (srifnograf). [f. Gr. aeX-ijv-rj

moon + -graph.] A photograph of a part of the
surface of the moon.
1868 J. Phillips in Proc. Roy. Soc. XVI. 232 With this

excellent arrangement I was enabled to use photography
very successfully, and to obtain selenographs 2 inches across
in 5

s of time.

Selenographer {selinp-grafcs). [f. Seleno-
GRAph-y + -erX] One engaged in selenography.
1670 H. Stubbe Plus Ultra 32 [He] represents the ansulae

of Saturn, differently from what Fontana and the Dantiscan
Selenographers do write, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 28 Aug.
1655, He [Oughtred] believ'd the sunn to be a material fire,
the moone a continent, as appears by the late Seleno-
graphers. 1795 Phil. Trans. LXXXV. 122 The.. seleno-
grapher Hevelius. 1881 Proctor Poetry ofAstron. iv. 176
The astronomer Schmidt, a selenographer of selenographers.

Selenographic (sn/h^rpe-fik), a. [f. Se-
lenograph-y + -ic] Belonging to selenography.
1675 Sherburne tr. Manilius Pref. 3 Of the Moon and of

her Spots, whereunto we have added the Selenographick
Schemes of Hevelius and Grimaldi. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog. II. 663, 1647 the first Selenographick maps made by
Hevelius.

_ 1874 tr. Jules Verne s Fur Country (1881) 18
Results so interesting for selenographic science.

Selenogra'pnical, a. [Formed as prec. +
-ical.] = Selenographic.
1669 Flamsteed in Phil. Trans. IV. 1107 Over what Spots

of the Moon, the seeming way of the Star would pass, I do
not here shew, because 1 dare not rely on our Selenogra-
phical Tables. 1876 Neison Moon Pref. 9 In the final

chapter a complete series of selenographical formula; is given.

Seleno'graphist. [f. Selenograph-y + -ist.J

A selenographer. 1864 in Webster.

Selenography (selzVgrafi). [ad. modX.
selenographia (Bacon Nov. Org. 11. xxxix), f. Gr.
aiKipn) moon: see -geaphy.] a. A description
of the moon's surface, b. The description and
delineation of the moon's surface ; the descriptive
science relating to the moon, ' lunar geography '.

a. 1650 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. xiv. (ed. 2) 288 The
learned Hevelius in his accurate Selenography, or description
of the Moon. 1667 Sprat Hist. R. Soc. 315 He has essay'd
to make a true Selenography by measure. 1696 Wallis
Ace. own Life in R. Brunue's Chron. (1810) p. clxiii, We
there discoursed of. . the Inequalities and Selenography of
the Moon, the several Phases of Venus and Mercury [etc.],

b. 1784 Wesley Wks. (1872) XIII. 490 Some men have.,
carried selenography to so great perfection, as to give us a
complete map of the moon. 1852 Hind Astron. Vocab. 52
Selenography, the description and delineation of the surface
of the moon.

_ 1876 Neison Moon Pref. 5 This work was
undertaken with the view of promoting the study of Seleno-
graphy.

Selenology (selmf>-16dgi). [f. Gr. atXfiv.rj

moon + -ology.] The science relating to the moon
;

chiefly, the science of the movements and astrono-
mical relations of the moon (or, occasionally, the
science of the formation of the moon's crust, lunar
' geology '), in contradistinction to selenography.

Hence Selenological a., of or pertaining to
selenology; so Selenologically adv. ; Seleno'-
logist, one versed in selenology.
x8az Blackw. Mag. IX. 85 The Welshmen are correct in

their Selenology, except as to colour, i860 J. Brown
Horx Subs. Ser. n. Let. to Cairns (1861) 242 Mathematics,
astronomy, and especially what maybe called selenology, or
the doctrine of the moon, . . he knew more or less thoroughly.
1865 T. W. Webb in Intell. Observer VIII. 374 We may
distinguish, then, three clearly marked selenological epochs.
1868 Lockyer Guille/uin's Heavens (ed. 3) 166 Observations
ofthe geologically or rather selenologically recent formations.
1881 W. R. BiRTin Observatory Feb. 48 Before we can obtain
a clear insight into the operation of selenological forces we
need a greatly extended topography of the moon's surface.
1890 Nature 2 Jan. 197/2 Neither is he the only selenologist
who thinks that these crater-rings consist more or less of
frozen water.

Selenoscope (si"lz~n0sk<?up). rare. Also 7
erron. seleniscope. [f. Gr. o-eAiJv-r/ moon +
-scope.] An instrument for observing the moon.
1651 R. Child in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 70 The Seleno-

scope, which discovereth mountains in the Moon, divers
Stars, and new Planets, never seen till our days. Ibid. 161
They are found by the Selnescope [sic] to increase and de-
crease as the Moon doth. 1660 R. H. New A tlantis H. 68
He next showed me a selenoscope to view the Moon, a 1700
Evelyn Diary g June 1653, Mr. Henshaw .. presented me
with a seleniscope. 1876 Catal. Set. Apparatus S. Kensing-
tonMus. 71 Selenoscope, to demonstrate the kinematic effects
of the three hypotheses of the moon's motion.

SelenotopO'graphy. rare. [f. Gr. atKr/v-ri

moon + Topography.] The topography of the
moon. Hence Selenotopogra-phic, -ioal adjs.
179a Phil. Trans. LXXXII. 335 According to my Seleno-

topographical Observations. Ibid. 337 Referring to my Sele-
notopographic Fragments for the proofs I there adduced of
the real existence of a lunar atmosphere, xygslbid. LXXXV.
147 note, I contrived it for my purpose of a selenotopo-
graphy, and constructed it myself. 1864 T. W. Webb in
Intell. Observer V. 194 Schroter introduced the use of the
letters of the Roman and Greek alphabets for the minor
details of his ' selenotopographical ' plates.

Selenotropic (s/lihotr^pik), a. Bot. Also
selene-, selenio-. [f. Gr. oi\tjv-7] moon + -rpo-

ttos turning + -ic, after F. se'l/nelropiaue (sic : Ch.
Musset, 1883).] Bending or turning under the influ-

ence of moonlight. So Seleno'tropism (Musset
stUnetropisnie'), Seleno-tropy.
1883 Nature 15 Mar. 476/2 Selenetropism of plants, by M.
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Musset. 1883 Times 27 Mar. 3/4 Such movements of plants

in moonlight M. Musset proposes to call selenetropic. [1883

Sci. Amer. 27 Oct. 263/3 Selenotropic] 1883 Nat. Edttc.

XXIV. No. 6. 6 The branches almost immediately became
curved toward the moon. . .The author [C. Musset] applies

the name selenotropy to these motions. 1884 Hardwicke's
Sci. Gossip XX. 64 The stalks at once grew seleniotropic,

that is, they turned towards and followed the moonlight.

Selenuret(t)ed, obs. forms of Seleniuretted.

Selenyl (se'lihil). Chem. [f. Selen-ium +
-tl.] A compound radical consisting of one
atom of selenium and one of oxygen.
1910 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 602/2.

Seler, obs. var. Celtjrb, Saler, Seller 2
, Soler ;

obs. f. Cellar, Sealer sbX

Selerer, obs. form of Cellarer.
Seleri, obs. form of Celery.
1695 Ray in Phil. Trans. XIX. 635 The Root of Seleri, or

Sweet Smallage. 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. Pref. 3.

Selerite, -itie, Seleatial, obs. ff. Celerity,
Celestial. Selette, obs. form of Sellette.

Seleucian (sil'«"sian),a. rare, [f. Seleuc-us

:

see Seleucid a. + -ian.] « Seleucid a.

17x5 Pbideaux Conn. O. #t N. T. 1. vm. (1718) 450 Which
can be understood only of the Seleucian, or new Babylon,
and not of the old. 1886 Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus.
42 Dated in the Seleucian and Arsacean eras (113-93 b.c).

Seleucid (s/Tw'sid), sb. and a. [f. L. Seleu-

eid-es, Gr. XfXcvKiSrjt descendant of Seleucus, f.

Sc'AtvKoy : see below.] a. sb. One of the Seleucidze,

or members of the dynasty founded by Seleucus

Nicator (one of the generals ofAlexander the Great)

which reigned over Syria from 312 to 65 B.C., and
subjected a great part of Western Asia. b. adj.

Pertaining to the Seleucidae.

1851 CONTBEARE & HOWSOM St. Paulv. (l868) I. 133
* Seleucia by the Sea ' was a place of great importance under
the Seleucids and the Ptolemies. 1904 W. M. Ramsay Lett.

to Seven Ch. xix. 254 Smyrna was struggling to maintain its

freedom against the Seleucid power.

So Seleucidan, -ean, -ian, -ic adjs., of or per-

taining to the Seleucidae ; Seleucid.
Seleucidan, etc. era, an era usually reckoned as dating from

1st Sept. 312 b.c., formerly widely used in the East, and
still used by Syrian Christians.

1803 [Cough] Coins ofSeleucidae Pref. 15 The Seleucidan
iEra. iB^Smith's Diet. Grk. <V Rom. Btog. III. 776/1 The
later Seleucidan kings. 1849 Otte tr. Humboldt's Cosmos
II. 536 The traffic carried on in the Seleucidean kingdom
was besides more an inland one. 1853 Horner tr. Lepsius*
Lett. Jr. Egypt* etc., Chronol. 455 The Seleucidic Era.
1882-3 Scha/Fs Encycl. Relig. Knowt. I. 752 The Christians
of the East continued to use the Seleucidian era.

Self (self), fron., a. t
and sb. Forms: i-self;

1-4 silf, 1-3 sylf, seolf, (2 solf, auolf), 2-3 sulfj

5-7 selfo, 6 silfe
; 5-6 selph, (6 sealf, seylfTe,

sill); 1 selfajSilfajetc.ja aeol've, silve, 2-5 selve,"

3 sulfe, sulve ; 3-5 {prig, oblique cases) selvdri,

(4 Kelvin, selflne, selwyn), 9 dial, sen, 6- Se.

sell. Plural: 1 selfe, silfe, etc., w*. selfan, etc.,

2-5 selven, selve, (2 seolve), 5-6 selfs, (5 selfis,

selfes), 9 dial, sens, 6- selves. [Com. Teut.

:

OE. self str., selfa wk., corresponds to TJFris.

self str., selva wk., OS. self str., selbo wk. (MLG.
sulf self silf, solf), Du. zelf, wk. -zelve, -zelfde,

OHG. self str., selbo wk. (MHG. self, selbe, mod.G.
selb, selbe), ON. only str. stalf-r (Icel. sjdlfr, Sw.
sjclv, Norw. sjtl, sj*lv, Da. selv), Goth, silba wk. :—
OTeut. *selbo-

t
selbon-. The ultimate etymology

is obscure; many scholars regard the word as a
compound of the pronominal stem se- (in Goth.
s-ik, G. sick ; cf. L. se).

In Goth, and Scandinavian the primary sense (=L. ipse)

is the only one that exists ; the sense of ' same ', found in

Eng. and the other WGer. langs., was developed from this

in collocations where the notion of identity implied by a
demonstrative was emphasized by the addition of self(taus
the OE. u selfa man Pe may be rendered either 'the very
man who ' or 'the same man who ').]

A. fronoun and fronominal adj. In the sense

of the L. ifse. In concord with a sb. or pron., to

indicate emphatically that the reference is to the

person or thing mentioned and not, or not merely,

to some other.

1. With sb. Obs. exc. arch. ; superseded by the

use of the 'emphatic pronouns', himself
% herself

itself themselves, or, after a def. art. or demon-
strative, by (the, this, thai) very, f a. following

the sb. (immediately or with interposed words).
In OE. the strong and the weak declension were both

common in this use, and traces of the twofold inflexion re-

main even in early mod. Eng. From the 12th c. the unin-

flected form (prob. apprehended as adv.) was often used
after a sb. in an oblique case.

a 900 Cvnewulf Crist 11 Nu is bam weorce bearf baet se
Crarftxa cume and se Cyning sylfa and bonne xebete. .hus
under hrofe. Ibid. 134 Nu is rodera Weard, God sylfa mid
us. c 1055 Byrhtferths Handboc in Anglia VIII. 320 [>a;t

we xeearnion at criste sylfum ece inede. CH75 Pater
Noster 234 in Lamb. Horn. 67 He fondede god solf mid his

wrenche. CX175 Lamb. Horn. 107 We ma^en . . habban us
on ende bene eche wur5ment a mid gode seoluan, a 1225
Ancr. R. 186 Ase dude ure Louerd sulf, & alle his haluwen.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 58 Euchan bi his euene, biforen Maxence
teolf, wur&gede his maumez. a 1300 Cursor M. 11985 And

Vol. V11I.

o lame o baa lakes selue Wit handes made he sparus tuelue.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 236 pe bygynnyng of alle bis pro-

ces Ryght knawyngof a man selfes. 13. . Gaw.fyGr.Knt.
51 With all be wele of be worlde bay woned ber samen, be
most kyd knyjtez vnder kryste seluen. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. 1. 202 Loue is leche of lyf and nexte owre lorde selue.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 365 By the auctorite I-yove to them of
the pope self. 1509 Fisher Fun. Serm. Hen. VII, Wks.
(1876) 274 Tyl he came vnto the place selfe where he re.

ceyued the sacrament. 1532 More Confut. Tindale Wks.
473/2 Thys is the thing selfe that is in debate. 1541 Wvatt
Declar. to Privy Council Wks. (1816) 282 In searching
Mason's papers, the minute thereof was found ; and after.

.

the letter self came to his hands. 1548 Geste Agst. Priv.
Masse H iv b, Dyd not christ selue alwaye pray to hys
father. 1566 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 208 We fynde the
same confirmed by the parties self that were ther present.

1579 E. K. Spenser's Sheph. Cal. June 1$ gloss., This is..

spoken of the Poete selfe.

b. Preceding the sb. (immediately or with
interposed words). Now only arch. rare.
cgoo tr. Bseda's Hist. 1. Introd. (1890) 26 Under bam

sylfum nor<5daeIe middanxeardes. a 1000 Elene 69 ]>a wearo"
on slaepe sylfum a?tywed pam casere, baer he on corore swaef.

a 1250 Owl Sf Night. 746 (Jesus MS.) Ich graunti pat bu go
to dome To-vore the sulve {Cotton MS. suite] Pope of Rome.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22597 Pe se h*" angels [Gd'tt. be seluen
angelis] sal quake vnqueme for dute of him bat all sal deme.
c >374 Chaucer Botth. 1. pr. i. (1868) 5 And when sche hef
hir heued heyer sche percedfe] be selue heuene. c 1375 Sc.
Leg. Saints v. ( Johannes) 508 Quhen sancte Iohncfor selfe

ela ves sa wery^at [etc.]. C1375 Barbour Bruce vii. 126
(Edin. MS.) Thai persauit. .That he ves the selwyn Robert
King. J387 Trevisa Hidden (Rolls) VII. 151 Oper elles

obere hadde possessioun, in so moche pat be self offrynges
were reft fro be autters under naked swerdes. c 1430 Syr
Gentr. (Roxb.) 3857 Thurgh [Generides] shelde..He smote
it in to the sokett, That the Iren with the hawberk met
Right ageyn the self brest. C1450 Myrr. our Ladye 197
Vere caritalis. God ys the louer of very charite, and god
is the selfe charyte. i47*-3 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 34/1 That the
said copie of the said Recorde be taken, demed, and had for

the self Recorde. a 1483 Liber Niger Domus Edw. IV in
Househ. Ord. (1790) 61 Also they have oversyght for the
Thesaurers partie in every office, bothe of the selfe stufie,

and the ministration, how it passith. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.iyi.
de W. 1531) 155 b, In theyr olde age before y" houre of deth,
or in the selfe poynt of deth. 1531 Elvot Gov. u xxv.
(1880) I. 267 piscretio in latincasitiscommunely used, it

is nat only like to Modestie, but it is the selfe Modestie.
01569 Kingesmyll Man's Est. x. (1580) 61 Christ hath
hereby approved hymselfe the true anointed, the selfSaviour,
and verie Jesus. 1610 Gwii.lim Heraldry 1. viii. (1660) 46
If a man do perform any praiseworthy Action the self deed
will sufficiently commend him though he hold his peace.
c 1730 Ramsay Address of Thanks xn, Even sell K. T. that
gart us ban, And eke that setting-dog his man. 1848 Lowell
liigloiv Papers Ser. 1. ix. adfin., I confess to a satisfaction

in the self act of preaching.

fo. (?As adv.: cf. Ger, selbst.) Used, unin-

flected, before an article or poss. pron. Obs. rare.
f M50 Gen. 4- Ex. 1806 Wulde he non senwe sioen eten

Self his kinde nile Sat wune forgeten. Ibid. 2610 God haued
swile fair-hed him geuen, Sat self oe fon it leten liuen.

f 2. With pers. pronoun in the nominative. Obs.
;

rare after OE.
^897 K. iELFKED Gregory's Past. C. xvi. 104 Oft eac

Sebyred Sonne se scrift onz.it dses costunga be he him on-
etted oaet he eac self bi5 mid Saern ileum gecostod. c xooo

Ags. Gosp. Luke xxiv. 39 Ic sylf hit eom. c xooo Ags. Ps.
Ixvii. 4 Dob si3f;et 3a;s . . rihtne oe he sylfa astah, bam [etc.].

a 1175 Cott. Horn. 229 Ne michti hi alle hin acwelle £ef lie

sylf nold. a 1300 Cursor M. 6096 In mining sal ye hald bis

dai, Vee-self and your oxspring ai. Ibid. 2550 pou wat
child haue i self nan. Ibid. 19432 And siben spate he o hair

lagh, pat bai it cuth noght seluen knau. 1633 P. Fletcher
Pise. Eel. iv. xx, Self did I see a swain not long ago.

3. Following a pron. in oblique case. Obs. exc. in

Himself, Herself, Themselves, "a. refl.

c 807 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxiii. 220 E»urh ba
we forhetaS done anwald ure selfra. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn.
95 Erest he seal hine seolfne wio sunnan isteoran, and
seoSoan his heorde. ciioo Vices $ Virtues 125 Bute tux

neme riht of Se seluen of Se misdades Se Su mis-dest. a 1225
Ancr. R. 108 He seiS bi him suluen,. .' Et factus sum sicut

homo non audiens \ a X300 Cursor M. 335 For of him self

he toke his euen. Ibid. 16653 Wepe yee noght for me, Bot
on yur tbllder and on yow-self. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks.
1. 172 But 00 firstnesse of loveshulde we have to us silf, and
to oure fadir and oure modir. c 1386 Chaucer IVife^s Prol.
812 Butatte laste. .We fille acorded by ys seluen [Camb.MS.
seluyn] two. c 1400 Destr. Troy 6322 He.Jouyt hym no
lesse pen hym lefe seluyn. 1426 Lydg. DeGuil. Pilgr. 7762
For to make the sylue strong, c 1460 Fortescue Abs. fy

Lim. Mon. xi. (1885) 135 Wherby we bith lerned bat it shal-

not only be goode to owre prince, but also to vs selff, that

he be well indowed. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 24 Wilt
thou, Seruius, stay thee selfe.

b. Emphasizing a non-reflexive pron.
c 893 K. JElfred Oros. 111. xi. § 5. 146 pa sende Antigones

hiene selfne [Neoptolemui] & his oberne be^nPolipercon.
c XX7S Lamb. Horn. 15 Eower lond ic wulle fribian and eow
selfe me^han and bi-werian. c 1205 Lay. 493 Mine bralles 1

mire beode me suluen bretiaS. a 1300 Floriz $ BI. (Haus-
knecht) 550 pat he be helpe in alle helve, Ase he wolde me
selve. 1535 Coverdale i Mace. viti. 7 How they discom-
fited greate Antiochus..: how they toke him self alyue.

f O. In agreement with a possessive genitive

(expressed or implied by poss. pron.), the word
may be rendered *own\ Hence the use of the

uninrlected self in i6-i7th c. for : Own, peculiar.

Beowulf111s Het Sa hildeburh, at hnaefes ade hire selfre

suna sweoloSe befaestan. x«ji6 Will ofR. Peke 4 June, She
wer fully agrede to for her sill parte, and they agreid to re-

ceyve for hir childes part. 1539 Cromwell in Merriman Life
a> Lett. (1902) II. 175 As he knoweth right well, who at his

being here <awc her self visage. X579 Spenser Sheph. Cal.

Sept. 176 Colin clout I wene be his selfe boye. c 1580 Sidney
Ps. xxxv, Let their sly witts unwares destruction gett Fall
in self pitt, be caught in theirown nett. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxi. 153 b, He forbad the often at-

tempting of warres agaynst ones selfparty or enemies, a X586
Sidney Arcadia 1. (1622) 3 A thing which floated drawing
neerer and neerer to the banke ; but rather by the favourable
working of the sea, then by any selfe industry. X598
Chapman HerofyL.vt. 185 What her hart Did greatest hold
in her selfegreatest part. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fyCommw.
(1603) 163 A people having many selfe fashions and strange
kinds of behaviour differing from the rest. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
v. viii. 70 His Fiend-like Queene; Who (as 'tis thought) by
selfe and violent hands, Tooke off her life. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. iv. 158 They Gormandize at their selfe pleasures.
1654 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Warrs Flanders 316 He
considered that many Towns in Picardy were under the
self Forces of Spain.

f4. In OE. and ME., the nom. j^in agreement
with the subject of the sentence (sb. or pron.) was
often preceded by the dative of a pronoun referring

to the subject, used pleonastically (the so-called
ethic dative) ; subsequently, selfwas often put in

the dative, agreeing with the pers. pron. This use
is now historically represented by certain uses of
Himself, Herself, Themselves; some examples
ofme selfythee self,ssq given s.w.Myself/Thyself.
c888 K. Alfred Boeih. xxi, HL.weorbab him selfe to

nauhte. CX175 Lamb. Horn. 35 Nis bas weorld nawiht je
hit iseoS eow seluen. c 1205 Lav. 3315 Vs selve we habbet
cokes to quecchen to cuchene, vs sulue we habbet bermen &
birles inowe. Ibid. 28484 pa heo here seolf weore isunken
in be watere. a 1300 K. Horn 45 And be selue rijt anon
Ne schaltu to dai henne gon. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2810 We
ous self buj> feynt & pal for hungre & for berst. c 1380
Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 125 Pilat seide to hem, Tak 3e him 30U
self, and do }e him on be cross. 1x430 Chev. Assigne 20
pey wente vp-on a walle . . Both be kynge & be qwene hem
selfen to-gedere.

f 5. Used absol. as independent pronoun ( m he
himself, I myself, etc.). After OE. almost ex-
clusively with pleonastic dative of pronoun, a use
now represented by Himself 3.
Beowulf'895 paet he beahhordes brucan moste selfes dome.

agoo Cvnewulf Crist 1115 Eall bis magon him sylfe jeseon
bonne, c xaos Lay. 5246 Al ba lunges fas duden swa heom

hurtfull to none, profitable for selfis, acceptable to God, and
vise in the sight of the varld. x6x6 B. Jonson Volpone 1. ii.

Song Wks. I. 454 Selues [ed. 1607 Themselues], and others
merry-making.

fQ. Used indefinitely (= oneself) in a proverb.
1546 Heywood Pro7>. 1. viii. Wks. {1562) B ivb, For I did

it my selfe : and selfe do, selfe haue. X579 Gosson Sch.
A buse (Arb.) 46. X707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks.
(1709)339-

7. In commercial use (hence jocular or colloa.)

substituted for myself, or occas. for himself
X758 Johnson Idler No. 33 r 21 Mr. H. and self agreed at

parting to take a gentle ride. 18x9 Lamb Let. to Gillman
30 Nov., He hath., served for self or substitute the greater
parish offices. 1841 Thackeray Gi. Hoggarty Diam. vi, I

am, dear Sirs, for self and partners, Yours most faithfully,

Samuel Jackson. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxvii, B wants
a loan. . . B proposes self and two securities. B is accepted.
Two securities give a bond. 1863 S. Hibberd in Intell.

Observ. IV, 267 Self and friend took train., for Leatherhead.
1866 Crump Banking iv. 88 With the exception of those
payable to ' self *, drawn at the bank counter, or paid to an
authorised person for the use of the drawer. 1894 Sir J.
Astley Fifty Yrs. Life II. 31 As both self and wife were
fond of seeing life,.,we decided a trip to Baden Baden would
be a nice change for us. 1905 Macm. Mag. Dec. 107 Faro
..much resembled the Self and Company still played by
children. Mod. (Cheque) Pay self or order, Ten Founds.

B. adj.

I. = Same: (and in derived senses).

+ 1. = Same a. 1-3. a. Preceded by dem. pron.

or definite article. Obs.
C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. iv. xxiii. (1890) 338 pa wass in baere

seolfan nihte, baette [etc.]. Ibid. 340 Wses in baem seolfan
mynstre sumu haliju nunne. c 1000 Ags. Ps. cvu. 10 [cviii.

n] Hwaet ! bu eart se sylfa god, be us synnige iu adrifefram
dome. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5318 Tueye batayles her after

in bis sulfe ?ere Hii smite & at bobe be hebene maystres
were, c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 7396 (Kolbing) [They] helden
hem a liteibi hest Vnder be selue forest, c 1380 SirFerumb.
1997 pay schulleb haue be selue dome. 0x400 Pry titerX1891)
47 We by sechith, bt by the sadnesse of that selue byleue
we be.. defended of alle aduercetees. £1420 Lessons of
Dirige 183 in 26 Pol. Poems 113 He..fleeb as shadow,..
DweTleb neuere in be self stat of ouris. 1416 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 3396 Ryht in the sylue wyse. c 1489 Caxton
Blanchardyn xv. 51'l'henne theproude pucelle..vnderstode
. .that he was that self knyght that the kisse had taken of
her. xgi3 Douglas Mneis x. ProL 31-2 The Son the self

thing with the Fader is; The self substans the Haly Gaist,

I wys. X5*5 Tindale N. T. Prol., That selfe good thynge.
c 1530 — Pathw. Script. Wks. (1573) 378/1 In the Gene. iii.

God sayth to the Serpent : I wil put hatred betwen thee and
the woman, betwen thy seede and her seede, that selfe sede
shall treade thy head vnder foote. 1530 Palsgr. Epist. 7
lnstructour to your noble grace in this selfe tong. 1C40
BRERETOMin St. Papers Hen. VIII, III. 206 The Satterday
folowing I . .arryved at Tryme, whiche selffe day Occhonor
invading thEnglishe pale, burnte Kyldare. 1563 Homilies
II. Comm. Pr. <$• Sacram. 149 b, To pray commonly is for

a multitude to aske one& the selfethyng with one voyce [etc. J.

1581 J. Bell IIaddon'sA nsw. Osor. 285 b, [He] was requited
with the selfe trecherythat he offered before. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. iv. ii. 123 He is your brother Lords, sensibly fed
Of that selfe blood that first gaue life to you. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits (1616) 118 Of this selfe opinion with
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SELF.

Plato, was a Spanish Gentleman J who [etc), c 1611 Chap-

man Iliads. 379 Pluto sustaind no lesse By that selfe man,

and by a shaft of equall bitternesse. 163a Lithgow Trav.

ix. 387, 1 neuer saw any of that selfe Nation, to begge bread.

+ b. With article omitted. Obs. ; rare after OE.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 72 Wib swile genim gate tyrdlu

on scearpum ecede xesoden & on selfe wisan on jedon. c 137s

Lay-Folks Mass-Bit. (MS. B ) 563 On selue manere. 1590

Nashe Lenten Stu/f V) As he was troubled with the falling

sicknesse, in his life time, in selfe manner it tooke him in

his mounting vp to heauen. .

fo. Combined for emphasis with the synony-

mous ilk, same. Also strengthened by very pre-

fixed. Obs. Cf. Same a. 4 and Selfsame.

a 1300 Signs be/ Judgem. 06 in E. E. P. (1862) 10 No no

tre in erb so fast, .bat ne sal adun to-berst bilk silue dai er

hit be nijt. a 1300 Cursor M. 22948 O bat ilk seluin euen.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 61 pat ilk self ?ere. 1416

Lvdc. De Cuil. Pilgr. 20934 The same sylue carpenter.

c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxviii. 95 Thou grauntt vs for to se

The self body and the same the which that died on tre. 1526

Tindale Rom. ii. 1 For thou that iudgest doest euen the

same silfe thynges. 1543 Necessary Doctr. L j b, This con-

iunction . .is the very selfe thing.whiche is signified . . by [etc.].

1606 Brvskett Civ. Life 80 Two gentlemen, subiect to the

selfe and same lawes.

T d. One self: one and the same. Obs.

1491 Caxton Vilas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) I. cviii. 135 a/2

He commaunded that in one selfe mesure & weighte all

manere of marchaundyses sholde be solde. 15*3 Ld. Ber-

bers Froiss. I. Auth. Pref. 1 Albeit, that mortal! folke are

marueylously separated,, .yet are they, .compact togyder by
thistographier, as it were, the dedes of one selfe cyte. 1561

T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer iv. (1577) X iv b, And it

maye be sayd, that Good and beautifull be after a sorte one

selfe thing. 1598 Florio, Germane, a brother of one selfe

father and mother. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. i. 39. 1607 R.

Qarew] tr. Estienne's World 0/Wonders 131 They will not

quite despaire, that one selfe man should be a lawyer and a

Christian. 1614 Quarles Job Milil. Med. xvii. N 3, Whirl,

ing like fire-balles in their restlesse spheares, At one selfe-

instant moouing seuerall wayes. [1877 Tennyson Harold
v. ii, Of one self-stock at first, Make them again one people

—Norman, English; And English, Norman.]

+ 2. absol. With def. art. (The) same person

or thing. Obs.

c 897 K. Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xliv. 322 Ne laSa

flaerto no dine friend,, .ne Sine welejan neah^eburas, oylses

hie oe don oat selfe. <:iooo jElfric Metr. Lives Saints IV.

352 Nelle bu leng beon hohful be binre dohter eufrosinan

sodlice ic earme eom sio sylfe. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 84 He
..is that selve of whom men speke, Which wol noght bowe
er that he breke. a 1400-50 Bk. Curtasye 776 in Babees Bk.

325 ?if be baken mete be colde, as may byfalle, A gobet of

fo self he sayes with-alle. 1413 Jas. I Kingis Q. clxi, A
mantill-.That furrit was with ermyn full quhite, Degoutit

with the self In spottis blake. \ifibBk.St. Albans, Hunting
e i b, And when he hath in the toppe ,iii. of the selue Then
ye shall call hym trochid an hert of .xij. 153a Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. (1905) VI. 76 Ane doublat with ane lang

geit of the self.

3. Of a colour : The same throughout, uniform.

(See also Self-colour.) Often prefixed to adjs.

denoting colour (sometimes hyphened), as self

russet, self silver. Cf. Self-black.
1601 Holland Pliny xxxll. vii. II. 439 In a peece of selfe

russet cloth (such as is made of blacke wooll as it came in

the fleece from the sheepe). 1851 B'ham # Midi. Gar-
deners' Mag. May 71 A third [prize], to Mr. Sharp, for one

lsc seedling] named Purity, a self-white. 1898 Ladies' Field

6 Aug. 378/2 The chinchillas or self-silvers [i. e. cats]; the

latter is undoubtedly the correct name. . . The self-silvers are

a fine collection. 1905 Daily Chron. 12 July 3/2 The border

carnation Miss Willmott,. .a beautiful self brick-red flower

of a quite distinct shade. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 10 May 2/1

Not in one self-lint, not spotted, but in tiny squares.

b. Of a carnation : Self-coloured.

1851 Beck's Florist 200 A stand of finely-grown Carnations

..was disqualified, owing to its having a self petal. 190a

Westm. Gaz. 29 Mar. 4/3 A new variety of self carnation.

4. Of whiskey : Not blended.

1904 Dundee Advertiser 20 Aug. 5 In the market for self,

whiskies there has been a pronounced want of activity.

II. Senses related to the pronominal use.

5. a. Of a portion of an instrument : Of one

piece with the instrument itself.

1888 Bell Later Age o/_ Stone 19 The second is a solid

tool with a self-handle and is well able to make holes in wood.

b. Of a trimming : Of the same material as the

f/arment itself.

1904 Daily Chron. 3 May 8/2 A new .. crepe that is being

shown, .is striped with its own material, and the stripe has

a knot at frequent intervals which.. makes, as it were, a self-

trimming. Ibid, 5 May 8/3 Finished with self-ruffles edged
with narrow lace.

6. Of a bow : Made all of one piece : in contra-

distinction to backed. Also in quasi-comb. (usually

hyphened) self-lance, self-yew, applied altrib. to

designate a self bow made of lance or yew (also

with ellipsis of bow).
1801 T. Roberts Eng. Bowman 135 Back'd bows.. were

deemed so much preferable to self-bows, that [etc]. Ibid,

note. Yet many excellent archers give the preference to the

self-yew-bow. 1840 G. A. Hansard Bk. Archery 344 In

selecting a bow, whether backed or self, the modern archer
has little occasion to exercise critical acumen. 1897 Encycl.
Sport I. 40/2 (Archery.) Bows are called 'Self if made of
one piece of wood, and ' Backed ' if made of two or more
strips of wood glued together. Self-bows are generally made
of yew or lance, though the term as applied to those made
of the former wood is misleading, as they are almost invari-

ably spliced at the handle. Self-yew is the dearest bow
made, self-lance the cheapest.
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f 7. Mining. Of a rock, etc. : Detached, of

material different from its surroundings. Obs.

1747 Hooson Miner's Did. Q 4, Many times a Vein will

carry two Ribbs, and softness between them, and often self

Lumps. i8»4 Mander Derbysh. Miners' Gloss
%
60 A self

rock or stone that often lies in the middle of a vein so as to

cut or divide it into two branches. 18*9 Glover Hist. Derby
I. 49 Large stones, rounded by attrition, are called holders

;

but if they retain the original shape and angles of the block,

they are called self-stones. 1855 Phillips Geol. Gloss., Self-

stone, blocks of stone lying detached at, or not far below,

the surface. A north of England term sometimes applied

to solitary boulders=* earth-fast \

+ 8, Own, peculiar. (See A. 3 c.) Obs.

C. sb.

I. From the pronoun.

(This use originated in early ME., when mi{n, /i(n, his

self(set Myself, Thyself, Himself) began to be substituted

for the two varieties of combinations of pers. pron. + self

which were current in OE. (see A. 2-4).

The subst.use appears to have been developed chiefly from
collocations in which the OE. masc. and neut. genitive

selfes admitted of being taken as the genitive of a neuter sb.

Thus in his selfes, Codes selfes, it was easy to interpret selfes

as a sb. governing the preceding genitive, instead of as a
pronominal adj. in concord with it. The same liability to

change in the grammatical apprehension of the word existed

also in the examples of the curious construction (shared by
OE. with ON. and OHG.) by which a poss^ pron. when
followed by the genitive of self became assimilated in in-

flexion to that word, instead of retaining the form demanded
by the syntax of the sentence : e. g. in ic ontyne mines (for

tnlnne) sylfes muff. (The same ' attraction ' occurred in the

fern., as in mlnre selfre, and in the plural, as tirra selfra ;

but this has no bearing on the origin of selfsb.)

Another influence which contributed to the development
of the sb. was that of ME. her self in which her, originally

dative, was coincident in form with the genitive.

Although the subst. use of the pronoun thus appears to

have originated in morphological processes, it came to supply

a need of expression which has been felt and variously

supplied in some other langs. ; cf., e. g. Ger. selbst sb., which

ts an application of selbst adv. (earlier selbes, orig. the

genitive of the pron.).]

1. (The pronominal notion expressed subst.) a.

Preceded by a possessive pronoun, with which it

forms a combination serving as a reflexive or an

emphatic personal pronoun. Often qualified by
an adj., either emphasizing, as my own self, his

very self, or descriptive, as your dear self, her sweet

self our two selves, etc.

For examples of my, thy, her, our, your self(selves), see

Myself, Thyself, etc. The 16th c use of myself thyself

with a vb. in the 3rd person seems to belong more properly

to the sb. than to the compound pron. (Cf. Myself 4.) For
his self, their selves, see Himself, Themselves.
CM05 [see Myself i £]. ia.. Moral Ode 15 (Egerton

MS.) in E. E. P. (1862) 23 Nebeo be leure ban bi [older texts

be] self bi mei ne bi mo^e [etc.]. a 1300 E. E. Psalter

(Surtees) xxxv. 2 pe un-rightwis saide with tunge hisse, pat

in his self noght gilt in isse. c 1400 Rule of St. Benet
(verse) 577 Oure awn self we sal deny, And folow oure lord

god al-myghty. C1450 Mirk's Festial 4 As moche bonke
I kan you for J?at 3e dydden to be lest of myn, as 3e hadden
don hit to myn owne selfe. c 1475 Rauf Coilyar 638 Gif
thow will not seik him, my awin self sail, c 1530 Tindale
Pathiv. Script. Wks. (1573) 381/2 As a stone cast vp into the

ayre commethdowne naturally of his owne selfe with all the

violence and swyng of his owne wayght. 1587 W. Giffokd
in Cath. Rec. Soc. PubL V. 143 Premised commendations to

your good self & to the bulchen my cousin, c 1590 Greene
Fr. Bacon x. 78 Give me but ten days' respite, and I will

reply, Which or to whom myself affectionates. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. vi. vii. 39 And eeke that angry fooie..did with his

smarting toole Oft whip her dainty selfe. 1601 Shaks.

Jul. C. 1. ii. 96 But for my single selfe, I had as liefe not be,

as [etc.]. 1651 Stanhope in Prestwich's Poems To Author,

But why translate, gild, hatch, whynot appear Thy solid self.

1690 Norris Beatitudes (1692) 46 There are some men. .that

would see the whole World in Flames without any amcern,
were but their own little selves secure from the Ruin. 173a

Mandeville Eng. Orig. Hon. 39 There is nothing which he

has so constantly before his eyes as his own dear self. 1737
Whiston Josephus, Antiq. xix. i. § 19 He lies now dead, as

perishing by his own self. 1743 Life Bamfylde-Moore Carew
64 Entertaining them in a most florid Manner with the

sovereign Virtues of his Pills, Plaisters, and Self. 1749 C.

Wesley Hymns, ' And have I measur'd' x\\, Till He his

glorious Self reveals, The Veil is on my Heart. 1816 Scott
Antig.xxiv, We'll gang quietly about our job our twa sells,

and naebody the wiser for't. 1824 Byron Juan xvi. ciii,

Their hideous wives, their horrid selves and dresses. 1846

Tennyson Literary Squabbles iii, Who. .strain to make an
inch of room For their sweet selves. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed.

2) I. 233 If the discussion were confined to your two selves.

1884 C. F. Woolson in Harpers Mag. Feb. 375/2 The in-

stallment of our twelve selves in these . . carriages.

b. Preceded by a sb. in the possessive, with

which it forms a combination having the sense now
expressed by the sb. + himself, herself, itself etc.,

and formerly by the sb. + selfin concord with it.

Self'may be qualified by an adj. as in 1 a.

a 1300 Cursor M. 12248 A tregetur i hope he be, Or elles

godds self [later MSS. god him self] es he. 1473 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 33 Deliuerit to the Qwems selue be

Andro Balfour. 1536 Wriothesley in St. Papers Hen.VIII,
I. 490 His Grace. -liketh both thordretherof.and the thin^es

self, excedingly wel. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 141 tor
that thei abused the kynges selfes, 1590 Spenser F. Q. in.

iii. 46 Ne shall the Saxons selves all peaceably Enioythe
crowne. 1607 Cowell Interpr., Purgation (Purgatio) is a
cleering of a mans selfe from a crime, whereof he is probably

and publiquely suspected. 1634 Milton Comus 375 And
Wisdoms self Oft seeks to sweet retired Solitude. 1667 —
P. L. ix. 388 She. .like a Wood-nymph.. of Delia's Traine,

SELF.

Betook her to the Groves, but Delia's self In gate surpass'd

.

1704 Pope Windsor For. 223 Not Neptune's self from all her

streams receives A wealthier tribute than to thine he gives.

1785 Burns Epist. to J. L— hi Apr. viii, Yet crooning to a
body's sel, Does weel eneugh. 18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles v. iv,

'Tis Edith's self !—her speechless woe, Her form, her looks,

the secret show ! 1816 t. Wilson City of Plague 1. i. 405
Though dark his brain It has, thou seest, an heavenly visitor

That comfort brings when reason's self is gone. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. i, Nay, Sire, were it not better you,

your Majesty's self, took the children? 1855 Kingsley
Westtv. Ho I xvi, Elizabeth's self consecrated her solemnly.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus xliv. 21 Not me That read the

volume—no, but him, The man's vain self,

t o. The self = itself. Chiefly Sc. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 6 t>e offrand of rightwisnes

is a sorowful gast, punyschand pe self for synne. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.)vii. 24 In Egipte er bot fewe castelles,

for be cuntree es Strang ynogh of be self. 1409 in Exch.
Rolls Scot. IV. p. ccix, This endenture. .purport is in the
self and beris witnes that [etc.]. 1434 Misyn Mending of
Life \. (1896) 107 For fayrnes soyne is lufyd, & qwhen it

felis be self lofyd, lightly it is chirischyd. 1475 in 3rd Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. 418/1 The dowme..is false, and rottyn

in the self, be cause it is gyffyn expresse in the contrare of

thecursseof comonelawe. 149a Rolls ofParlt. VI. 446/2 It

is a doubt, whedre, the said V mark, be parcell of the Manor
of Haveryng, or a somme by the self, and no parcell of the

said Manor. 1513 Douglas AVneis 1. Pref. 119 Nocht for

our toung is in the selfin scant. 1585 SAMPSONin Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. m. I. 355 And as concerning the intercep-

tion oft" the letlirs they esteme it, Sir, for a very grevos matir,

as well for the deade oft" the selff, as the rumor that schuld

aryse off the sam to the enemies. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de

W. 1531)269 But this hye ioye and iubile of the spiryt . . can

not be expiessed with tonge, as it is in the selfe, but the

effect that it leueth behynde it sheweth . . what it was. 1570

in R. Bannatync's Memor. (1836) 56 Becaus I sie..my voce

is not able to straicht the self vnto the earis of the multitud

heir convenit, I wilbe content [etc.]. X580 in Sc. Bis.

Discipl. etc (1621) 18 The whole Assembly of the Kirk..

declares the same pretended office [of bishop] . . unlawfull in

the selfe. 1605 His Majesty's Sp. etc. E 4, To so hatefull and
vnheard of inuention there can be no greater enemy than the

selfe. c 1614 Mure Dido <r ^«. t 470 The subtle air. . In

solide substance did the self congeale.

d. Sc. The sell 0' it, itself. The sell 0* ye,

yourself. ? Obs.
1818 Scott RobRoyxxvi, The College didna get gude/600

a-year out o' bishops' rents.. nor yet a lease o' the Arch-

bishoprick o' Glasgow the sell o't. 1818 — Hrt. Midi, ix,

I ken nae friend, .that's been sae like a father to him as the

sell o' ye, neibor Deans.

e. In generalized sense.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. ix, Self is the only person whom
we know anything about.

2. transf. in various uses, fesp. a person whom
one loves as oneself or is a counterpart of oneseli

(obs. exc. in other self, second self': see Second a.).

1605 1st Pt. Jeronimo n. iv. 49 Welcome, my selfe of

selfe. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq. 4 Heavens grant you
a safe return. God keep thee my half self, a 1700 Ken
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 115 But when the Babe
breaks out into the Light, Soon as her little self is in her

sight,.. She feels a Mother's Bowels yearn within^ 1763

C. Johnston Reverie II. 133 The tender connexions of

nature, which, as it were, multiply a man into many selfs

for the safety of each dear particular of whom, his anxiety

is greater than for his own. 1771 H. Walpole Vertucs

A need. Paint. (1786) III. 139 My dear heart and selfand son

Charles. 1827 Hood Midi. Fairiei xliv, We shall not die

nor disappear, But in these other selves ourselves succeed.

1858 Stanley Life Arnold I. iii. 89 Our ' great self *, the

school.

3. Chiefly Philos. That which in a person is

really and intrinsically he (in contradistinction to

what is adventitions) ; the ego (often identified

with the soul or mind as opposed to the body) ; a

permanent subject of successive and varying states

of consciousness.
a 1674 Traherne Poet. Wki. (1903) 49 A secret self I had

enclos'd within, That was not bounded with my clothes or

skin. 168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 24 The noblest

Digladiation is in the Theater of our selves. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. §9 Since consciousness always accom-

panies thinking, and 'tis that, that makes every one be, what
be calls self. Ibid. § 17 Self is that conscious thinking

thing, whatever Substance, made up ofSpiritual, or Material,

Simple, or Compounded, it matters not, which is sensible, or

conscious of Pleasure and Pain,., and so is concern'd for it

self, as far as that consciousness extends. 1713 Berkeley
Hylas <y P. iii Wks. 1871 I. 329, I, one and the same self,

perceive both colours and sounds. 1863 Spencer First

Princ.i. Hi. §20 (1875) 65 If, then, the object perceived is self,

what is the subject that perceives? or if it is the true self

which thinks, what other self can it be that is thought of?

1865 J. H. Newman Dream Ger. $th Choir, Praise to the

Holiest, God's Presence and His very Self And Essence all-

divine. 1865 Mill Exam. Hamilton 207 Reid seems to have

imagined that if I myself am only a series of feelings, the

proposition that I have an^ fellow-creatures, or that there

are any selves except mine, is but words without a meaning.

1866 Dk. Argyll Reign ofLaw i. (1867) 8 But these selves

of ours do belong to Nature. 1871 Meredith//. Richmond
lv, In reality the busy_ little creature within me, whom we
call self, was digging pits for comfort to flow in, of any kind,

in any form. 1877 E. R. Conder Bas. Faith iv. 184 But

Self does not come and go; it abides. Self, therefore, is

not a phenomenon, nor yet a bundle of phenomena. 1899

Allbutfs Syst. Med.Vlll. 267 Insanity has been already

defined as defect or disorder of the process of adjustment of

self to circumstances. Ibid. 288 So long as the self is not

implicated in what is done by the body, the self is not

responsible and cannot justly be punished. 1909 Chester-

ton Orthodoxy iii. 63 You cannot call up any wilder vision

than a city in which men ask themselves if they have any

selves.



SELF. 411 SELP-

4. a. What one is at a particular time or in a par-

ticular aspect or relation ; one's nature, character,

or (sometimes) physical constitution or appearance,

considered as different at different times. Chiefly

with qualifying adj., {one's) old,former, later self
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 160 In vain he burns. .And

in himself his former self requires, a X711 Ken Div. Love
Wks. {1838) 282 My duty of loving those best, which either

in blood are nearest my natural self, or in grace nearest my
Christian self. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist.i.x. 66 If
e'r, forgetful of my former Self, I toil to raise unnecessary
Pelf. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf.-t. ix. (1859) »" How
Eleasant it would be, if in another state of being we could
ave shapes like our former selves for playthings. 1910
'Mark Rutherford* Pagesfr. JrttL (ed. 2) 268 The self

of two hours before seemed to confront him.

b. An assemblage of characteristics and dis-

positions which may be conceived as constituting

one of various conflicting personalities within a
human being. Better self-, the better part of one's

nature.

1595 Spenser Amoretti xlv. 3 And in my selfe, my inward
selfe I meane, Most liuely lyke behold your semblant trew.
a 1703 Burkitt On N. T* Mark xii. 34 Every man may,
yea, ought to love himself: not his sinful self, but his
natural self: especially bis spiritual self, the new nature in

him. 1820 Keats Lamia 170 In self despite, Against his
better self. ^ 1849 Sir J. Stephen Eccl. Biog., I. Taylor
II. 389 So, indeed, resolved the Self inhabiting one of the
phrenological hemispheres within me. But the resolution

was ultimately reversed by the superior energy of the Self
who reigned over the opposite hemisphere. 1866 G. Mac-
donald Ann. Q. Neighb. vii. (1878) 125 Whatever your low-
est self, and not your best self may like. 1867 Goldw.
Smith 3 Eng. Statesmen ^1882) 45 Our nation. .bad to go
through greater trials, and be thrown more upon its nobler
self, before it could deserve victory. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbertx. 1 16 Sonia di San Vico was asking herself whether
this were love . . . For the first time in her life that other self
of hers gave no satisfactory reply.

6. One's personal welfare and interests as an
object of concern ; chiefly in bad sense, selfish or

self-interested motives, selfishness.

a 1680 Charnock Attrib. God (1682) 70 Self is the great
Anti-Christ and Anti-God in the World. 1715 Watts Logic
11. iii. § 3 Were it not for this Influence of Self and a
Bigotry to our own Tenets, we could hardly imagine that
so many., wicked.. Principles should pretend to support and
defend themselves by the Gospel of Christ. 178a Miss
Burnev Cecilia vm. iii, But self will still predominate. 184a
Tennvson Locksley Hall 34 Love . . Smote the chord of Self,

that, trembling, passed in music out of sight. 1855 Kings*
lev Westw. Hoi ii, One who had long since learned to have
no self, and to live not only for her children, but in them.
1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede liv. She's better than I am—
there's less o* self in her, and pride. 1870 Mozley Univ.
Semi. iii. (1877) 67 This respect to self and its ultimate good
pertains to the very nobility of man's nature. ioooXharl.
Mansfield Girl <$• Gods xix, Self is their god and Selfishness
their religion.

II. From the adjective.

6. A 'self-coloured
1

flower: esp. applied to

carnations. (See B. 3 b.)
185a G. W. Johnson Cottage Gard. Diet., Self, a flower

with petals of only one colour. 1869 Contemp. Rev. XI.
140 Some of her characters are too much what a florist would
call ' selfs '—all one colour. 189a Garden 27 Aug. 104/2 The
majority of present-day kinds [of Carnations]— t allude
chiefly to garden selfs—are.. scentless.

7. A self bow. (See B. 6.)

1856 H. A. Ford Archery iii. 14 Ascham.. mentions none
other than selfs.

D. -self in compound pronouns. For the
diverse grammatical character (partly adj., partly

sb.) of this element in myself, thyself himself her-

self itself ourselves, yourselves, themselves, oneself
and for illustration of the emphatic and the re-

flexive functions of these words, see the several

articles. Certain phraseological uses common to

the whole group in their capacity of reflexive pro-

nouns may conveniently be noticed here.

1. To be—self ; a. colloq. To be in (one's) normal
condition of body or mind ; to be in (its) accus-

tomed state. Also tofeel like —self
For other examples see Himself 3 b, Myself 4 b, Them-

selves 2 b.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 644 The chief justice was
all himself. His spirits rose higher and higher as the work
went on. 1884 Daily News 23 May 5/3 Mr. Grace was all

himself [at cricket J.

b. To act according to one's true character,

without hypocrisy or constraint.

i864[see MYSKLF4]. 1896 'M. FiKLD*/l///7ai.260nlythe
courage seems impiety For just a girl to dare to be herself.

2. The refl. pron. assumes in certain contexts the

sense : The normal condition (of the person or

thing). So to come to—self(Comz v. 45 h), to bring,

restore to —self Out of—self (? now rare), ffrom—self, beside —self (see Beside prep. 5 a) : out of

(one s) mind or senses, deranged.
a, 1450 Knt. de La Tour iii. (1906) 6 And he was so sore

afraied and aferde, that he ranne awate as he bad be oute of
hym selff. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn xii. 43 She fell

doune from her am beere as a woman from her self and in a
swone. 1659 B. Harris ParivaCs Iron Age 17 France
being . . restored to her self, as well by the help of forreigners,

as of her Neighbours. 1727 Swift Furih. Ace. E. Curll
Misc. 1732 III. 30, I never perceived be was out of him-
self, till that melancholy Day that he thought he was
poison'd in a Glass of Sack. 1846 Dicby Broad Stone Hon.

II. Tancredus 301 A novice of the order of St Francis
being now almost out of himself, struggling with death cried
out [etc.]. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. xix. (1879) 192
But Tom, who seemed fairly out of himself, would not stir.

3. By —self: alone, without society; unaided;
separately. See By prep.
c888 K. JElfred Boeth. xxxv. § 6Ne msesnan oSrujesceaft

be him selfum bion. a 1300 CursorM. 1714 pe meke [beist]

be bam ai tua and tua, J>e wild do be barn-self al-sua. c 1386
Chaucer Reeve's T. 222 Noght from his owene bed ten foot
or twelue His doghter hadde a bed al by bir selue Right in

the same chambre by and by. 1448 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge (18S6) II. 8 All the Semes that lyen by hemself.
c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. xv. 564 A3ens this . . is maad a book
by him silf clepid the Book of Faith. 1573 Treas. Hid.
Secrets xiii, This wise you may make Marmalade ofwardens,
peares, apples &c. .everyone by himself. 1581 G. PETTiEtr.
Guazzo\s Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 17 b, It is daitfe seene that a
man being by himselfe is fearefull, and being in companie,
is couragious. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 221 The Kings
sonne haue I landed by himselfe. 17x1 Addison Sped.
No. i2Pi

t
I am mistaken if he ventures to go to Bed by

himself this Twelve-month. 1857 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II.

308 Mr. C dines all by himself at present, I merely looking
on. 1889 Saintsbury Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891) 65 If Hogg in

some lucky moment did really^write it all by himself', as
the children say.

Self-, the word Self used as a prefix [OE. self-,

sylf, ?occas. instr. selfe-, corresp. to OS. self-,

MLG, sulf-, MDu.«y- (Du. zelf), OHG..MHG.
selb-, selp- (Ger. selb-, also genitive selbs-, later

selbst-), ON. siaif- (MSw. sialf, also genitive

sialfs-, Sw. sjelf, Norw. s/olv-, Da. selv-), Goth.
silba-"] with reflexive meaning= ' oneself, ' itself

in various relations with the second element of the

compound.
The basis of compounds falling under headings

I and 2 (below) is normally a reflexive verbal
phrase; thus, from 'to accuse oneself is formed
a series of formally related words, self-accusation,

self-accusatory, self-accusing, self-accused, any of
which may arise independently of the others.

In OE. the number of recorded compounds is 13,
of which half exhibit the prefix in the objective

relation. The only survivals of the OE. compounds
in ME. are Self-will and its cognates ; these,

together with the plant-name Self-heal (which
may also have been common Germanic) are the

only representatives in that period of the prefix-

formation. Self first appears as a living formative

element about the middle of the 16th cent, pro-

bably to a great extent by imitation or reminiscence

of Greek compounds in avro-. The number of

w^-compounds was greatly augmented towards
the middle of the 17th cent., when many new
words appeared in theological and philosophical

writing, some of which had apparently a restricted

currency of about 50 years (e.g. 1645—1690),
while a large proportion became established and
have a continuous history down to the present

time. The latter, with the compounds formally

related to them, are for the most part treated in

this Dictionary as Main words, together with all

such as require specific definition. With regard to

the remainder, since the prefix is of unlimited

application, no attempt has been made to represent

with fullness the extent to which it has been em-
ployed either in early or in recent times, and in the
present article only a typical selection is given
from the hundreds of compounds for which evidence

is forthcoming.
In the Elizabethan period the imperfect union of self-^with

the second element of the compound appears to be evident
from the occasional correlation of the prefix with an adj., as
strange and self-abuse (Shaks.), wilful and self-murder
(Foxe); cf. selfand vain conceit (Shaks.).

. 1. Compounds in which self- is in the objective

relation to the second element : a. with nouns of

action ; as self-abandonment ~ abandonment by
oneself of oneself, one's power, position, rights,

desires, ambitions, or the like.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xvii, The . . generous •self-abandon-

ment with which the Master of Ravenswood renounced his

feudal enmity, 1690 Nobbis Beatitudes (1692) 23 To descend
into the lowest Abyss of "Self-abdication, a 1763 Mem.
G. PSalmanazar (1764) 21 The duties of self-denial, "self-

abhorrence, fasting. 1606 Shaks. Tr. 4* Cr. n. iii. 176 With-
out., respect ofany, In will peculiar, and in *selfe admission.

x8o6 Byron On a Distant view ofHarrow vi, Fired by loud

plaudits and *self-adulation, I regarded myself as a Garrick
revived. 1707 Nobbis Treat. Hum. v. 205 To accomplish
this "self-advancement. 1891 "Self-advertisement [see Self-
CENTREDNESSj. 184a MANNING Semt. XX. (1848) I. 305
Fasting, and "self-affliction. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX.
228 That the system of this prince is founded on views of
•self-aggrandizement. 1716 Pope Wks. (1751) I- Pref. p. iv,

The agreeable power of "self-amusement when a man is idle

or alone. x86» Spencer First Princ. H. iv. § 53 (1875)

177 Careful "self-analysis shows this to be a datum of con-

sciousness. 18x9 Shelley Cenci n. ii, Such "self-anatomy

shall teach the will Dangerous secrets. 1764 Goldsm . Trav.
280 Nor weighs the solid worth of "self-applause. 1856

Grote Greece 11. xcvi. XII, 518 This song^ is curious, as.

.

affording a measure of their "self-appreciation. 1751 Earl
Orrery Rem. Swift ix. (175a) 73 With the smiles of "self-

approbation upon her equals, 1863 A. Blomfielu Mem. C. J.

B'lornfield'II. viii. 173 Had he been given to self-approba-
tion, [he] might have claimed no small part of the credit.
1812 Crabbe Tales xix. 166 He began to feel Some "self-

approval on his bosom steal. X857 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884)
37 The "self-betrayal that runs through all his works, a 1711
Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. IV. 52 Confusion, Terrour,
Trembling, Shame, And fierce "Self-blame. 1845 Maurice
in Encycl. Metrop. II. 615/2 To a first cause we necessarily
attribute "self Causation. 1604 Shaks. Oik. 11. iii. 202 Vn-
lesse "selfe-charitie be sometimes a vice. 1834 Tracts for
Times No. 21 p. 1 In reward for his "self-chastisements.

1835 James Gipsy xix, With the common "self cheatery of
fear, she lovecf not to give her apprehensions voice. 1848
Poe EurehaWVs. 1865 II. 131 The finest quality ofThought
is its "self-cognizance. 1583 Lyly in T. Watson Poems
(Arb.) 29 Your "selfe commendations. 1779 Johnson L. P.,
Dryden (1868) 156 His [sc. Dryden's] self-commendations.
1862 G. P. Marsh Eng. Lang. x. 161 A cautious desire of
avoiding embarrassing "self-committals. 1605 Shaks. Macb.
1. u. 55 Till that Bellona's Bridegroome.. Confronted bim
with "selfe-comparisons, Point against Point. X734 Watts
Reliq. Juv. (1789) 104 A vain self-comparison with crea-
tures, a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks. IV. 471 She to "Self,
conquest me dispos'd. 186a Lytton Sir. Story I. 255
Whenever it schemed or aimed at the animal "self-conserva-
tion, which now made its master-impulse. 1594 Southwell
Marie Magd. Fvnerall T. 80 A submitted soul, .the deeper
it sinketh in a "self contempt [etc.]. 184a Tennyson Locks-
ley 06 Perish in thy self-contempt ! 1653 H. More Antid.
Ath. 1. iv. (1712) 15, 1 conceive tne intire Idea of a Spirit.

.

to consist of. . Self-penetration, Self-motion, "Self-contraction.
1710 Norris Chr. Prud. v. 238 Repentance is an act of
"Self-correction. 1857 Geo. Eliot Ess. (1884) 8 The "self-

criticism which prompted the suppression of the dedication.
1858 J. Maktineau Stud. Christ. 333 The palsy of will, the
incapacity of "self-cure. ai7ii Ken Hymnarium Poet.
Wks. 1 1. 86 Themselves must their own "Self-damnation rue.
a tjix — Hymns Festiv. ibid. I. 359 Of God offended, the
sad Thought Deep "Self-debasement wrought. i6qsRoki:by
Mem. 15 Sept. (Surtees) 56 This covenant and "seffe-dedica-
tion was. .renewed by me. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707)
IV. 147 Humility and "self-dejection. 18*7 Hare Guesses
Ser. ii. (1873) 5°3 "Self-depreciation is not humility, 1833
Lamb Elia 11, Stage /Huston, The imbecility, helplessness,
and utter "self-desertion [of the cowardj. 1600 Boyle New
Exi. Phys. Meek. i. 23 [Hairs] endow'd with a Power,. of
"self-Dilatation. 1663 Power Exper. Philos, 11. 102 To fill

up the aerial interstices (which must needs be considerable
in so great a "self-dilation). X798 R. Watson Addr. People
Gt. Brit. 29 The physical strength of the bulk of a nation is

irresistible, but it is incapable of "self-direction. 1880 J.
Cairo Introd. Philos. Retig. ix. 285 We cannot, if we would
effect any such. .forced "self diremption. 1699 Shaftesb.
Charac., Iny. cone. Virtue 11. 11. § 1 The more Contradiction
and "Self-disapprobation he must incur. 1876 Geo. Eliot
Dan. Der. lvi, That "self-disapproval which had been the
awakening of a new life within her. 1838 Pusey Let. to B.
Harrison 13 Aug., His careful "self-discipline is. .calculated
in this self-indulgent age to do much immediate good. 1866

J. Martineau Ess. 1. 191 Here you deny the power of "self-

disclosure. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 1. i. § 1 Called Picti, from
their "self-discoloration. 1709 Shaftesb. Charac, Freed.
Wit iv. § 1 An alternate Disquiet and "Self-dislike. 1795-
18x4 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 475 Inward "self-disparagement.
X744B1BCH Life ofBoyle 41 Nothing but the forbiddenness of
"self-dispatch hindered his acting it. 1885 Manch. Exam.
12 Jan. 6/2 Self-bedizenment is one of the forms of "self-

display, 1652 J. Weight tr. Camus" Nat. Paradox iv, 105
Beeing in full capacity of Understanding and "Self-disposall.

1795 18 14 Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 475 There is a luxury in

"self-dispraise. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 209 What more
potent principe of "self-dissolution is there than Division?
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia v. (1622) 449 Till it . . runne it selfe

vpon the rockes of "selfe-diuision. 1857 Gosse Omphalos
vn. 177 The whole of this immense structure [a treef origi-

nated in a single cell, which, by repeated acts of self-division

..has gradually built up the mass. X846 Lytton Lucretia
11. i, He [sc. a poet] must employ his intellect, and his "self-

education must be large and comprehensive. 1664 H. More
Myst. /nit;. 11. xvii. 435 The Impious "Self-elation of the
Bishop of Rome. 1844 W. H. Mill Sertn. Tempt. Christ
v. 133 The grounds of self-elation. .were. .the revelations
with which he had been favoured by God. 1745 J, Mason
Self-Knowl, 1. viii. (1853) 60 He must have been a great
stranger indeed to the Business of "Self-Employment. 1649
Milton Eifton. xv. 144 His "self Encomiums. 1699
Shaftesb. Charac., /nq. cone. Virtue n. 1. ad fin., To have the
chief Means and Power of "SeIf-Enjoyment._ 1710— Advice
toAuthor 1. $2 Neither Lover, Author, Mystick,orConjuror,
..can..be intitl'd to a Share in this "Self-entertainment.

1683 J. Corbet Free Actions 11. 19 And that the Power in

Man is not brought into act, it is for want of "Self-excitation.

1884 Leeds Merc. 30 Apr. 4/6 Her "self-exclusion from that
great movement. 1859 Geo. Euot Adam Bede xxvii, All

screening "self-excuse, .forsook him. 1839 De Quincey
Wordsworth Wks. 1862 II. 182 Read.. of the "self-expatria-

tion . . as a measure of despair on the part of myriads. 161

1

Shaks. Cymb. hi. iv. 8 A thing perplex d Beyond "selfe-expli-

cation. X74* Young Nt. Tk. vn. 152 Why beats thy bosom
with illustrious dreamsOf"self-exposure, laudable, and great ?

1893 Nation 7 Apr. 263/2 This doctrine of unbounded self-

indulgence—or, as his [Walt Whitman's] admirers would
prefer to call it, "self-expression. X846 Lytton Lucretia 11.

xiv, He had to listen..to her haughty "self-felicitations.

a 1845 Barham /ngol. Leg. Ser. hi. Brothers ofBirchington
x, Oh, such a knout 1 1 For his "self-flagellations. 1624

Wotton Archil. 11. 82 Every Mans proper Mansion House
and Home, being.. the Seateof*Selfe-fruition. 1677G1LPIN
Daemonol. in. xx. 169 It may.. be.. for themselves that they
work, in a "self-gratification of their natural Zeal for their

way. 1859 R. F. Bubton Ceutr. Afr. in 7ml. Geogr. Soc.

XXIX. 330 His egotism renders bim parsimonious even in

self-gratification. 1634 Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. xxxix, A
"selfe-humiliation. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair 1, That
timorous debasement and self-humiliation ofa woman. 18x7

I.ady Morgan France in. (1818)1.308 The ready "self-immo-
lation of Madame La Valette. 1845 Stocqueler Hattdbk,
Brit, /ndia y i&54) 7$ The suttee, or self-immolation ofwidows
upon the funeral pile. 1850 Robertson Sernr. Ser. m, vii.

(1853) 100 Creation itself is sacrifice—the "self-impartation

of the divine Being. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl, Anal. II. 411/a

52-2



SELF-.

The process of copulation., does more than stimulate each
individual to -self-impregnation, a 1711 Ken Christophil
Poet. Wks. I. 462 Honours in him no '"Self-inflations raise.

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex. t Self-inflation, a method of rendering
one's self buoyant in water when in danger of drowning.

1699 Shaftesb. Charac, Inq. cone. Virtue 11. II. § 1 Nor are
the greatest Favourites of Fortune exempted from this Task
of "Self-Inspection. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent 11.

vii. 105 That palpitating "self-interrogation. 1873 Hamerton
/rite//. Life 11. i. 44 That the reading of poetry, .was clearly
"self-intoxication. ^ 1818 Scorr Br. Lamm, x, I am obliged
to you .. for breaking the ice at once, where circumstances
. .rendered "self-introduction peculiarly awkward. 1853
C Bronte Let. in Gaskell Life (1857) II. 287 No charge of
"self-laudation can touch her. 1656 Owen Mortif. Sin xiv.
(1668) 170 The rigidest Means of "self-maceration, a 1680
Butler Char., Obstinate Man (1908) 177 He will rather
suffer "Self-Martyrdom than part with the least Scruple
of his Freehold. 18*3 Bentham Not Paul but yesus 287
Terror and "self-mortification. 1628 Feltham Resolves 11.

xxxvii. 113 The vilenesse of a wilfult "selfe-neglect. 1876
Miss Yonge Womankind xv, The hopeless dejection of
self-neglect. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.fr.
Parnass. 1. xl. (1674) 54 Vain-glorious pomp, and "self-
ostentation. 1716 Amherst Terrx Fit. App. 327 The
poignancy of the satire, and artfulness of "self-panegyric.
1681 H. More Atmot. Glanvill's Lux 0. 217 They demon-
strate still their Spirituality by "Self-Penetration, haply a
thousand and a thousand times repeated. 1850 L. Hunt
Autobiogr. ll.xii.98 The strange "self-peimissionof a man
like\Valter Scott.. to countenance the border-like forages
of his friends. 1704 Steele LyingLover v. i, We may feel
Comfort by our "Self-persuasion. 1876 G. Henslow in
Nature 19 Oct. 544/1 The pistil recovers itself, and its growth
is equal to or precedes that of the stamens, the result issuing
in a synchronous maturity, and consequently "self-pollina-
tion. 1890 Spectator 3 May 614/1 Fortitude, endurance,
"self-postponement. 1803 T. Scott FuneralScrm. iii. Wks.
1807 III. in Was he not tempted to "self-preference, and to
trust in his own righteousness 1 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm.
Agric. (1869) 140 This bridge between "self-preparation and
the university course. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such i. 8
This naive veracity of "self-presentation. 1901 Gore Body
ofChrist iv. 219 The heavenly intercession and self-presen-
tation of Christ. 1880 Sanday in Expositor XI. 353 A certain
"self-projection of the commentator into a different order
of ideas, i860 Froude Hist. Eng. V. 101 In "self-pro-
tection he had been obliged to arm his household, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia (1622) 194 The "selfe-punishment for others
fault. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wiclands Oberon (1826) II. 67
Son 1 by selfpunishment thy guilt atone. 190a Class. Rev.
XVI. 148/1 These are examples of coincident language, not
°f "self-quotation. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. e, Dogma (1876)
101 The time had come for inwardness and "self-recon-
struction. 164a H. More Song ofSoul 11. ii. 11. xxxiii, One

™ by I...

abstentions. Ibid. 5 In judging of men, acts form an i..

comparably higher standard than "self-representation. 167S
Owen Serm. Wks. 1851 IX. 379 "Selfreputation in the
exercise of gifts. 1668— Expos. 130th Ps. iv. 120 Unspeak-
able are the Advantages which a soul obtains by this "self
Resignation. 1824 Jas. Nichols Calvinism <j- Artnin. 1.

yjbnote, The British Constitution.. contained within itself
copious materials for "self-restoration. 184a Manning Serm.
xii. (1848) I. 169 In all these acts of "self-restriction. 1898
MonthSepb 237Tolearn independence and "self-rule. rti7n
Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. 1. 464 Frequent "self-scrutinies
the Humble makes. 1840 Dickens Master Humphrey's
Clock 1-47,1 .. have no power of "self-snatchation (forgive me
if I coin that phrase) from the yawning gulf before me. 1683
Tryon Way to Health 669 "Self-study and Heart-know-
ledge. 185s Dickens Dorrit 11. xxvii, Patience, self-denial,
•self-subdual. 1863 Kavanagh Q. Mab. In. vi, Theyprefer
self-indulgence to 'self-subjection. 1853 Grote Greece 11.

lxxxvii. XI. 387 Spartan "self-suppression and rigour of life.
164a H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. 11. xliv, When she doth
with "self-sway Thus change herself. 1841 Merivale Led.
Coloniz. fy Col. I. iv. 101 A right to self-government and
"self-taxation. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 31 The
hideous practices of "self-torture. 1640 T. H[ooker] title.
The Christians two chiefe lessons ; viz. Selfe-deniall, and
"Selfe-tiyall. 1871 Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 33 Cultivation
and refinement, apparently acquired by "self-tuition. 1709
Shaftesb. Charac, Moralists in. § 2 "Self-valuation sup-
foses Self-Worth. J854 Milman Lai. Christ, m. v. (1864)

1. 13 "Selfvendition into slavery. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia
28 "Selfe-vexations. .may by no way better be blowne over,
then by reckoning Impossibles not to concerne our Desires.
1690 C. Nesse Hist. $ Myst. O. S, N. Test. I. 314 Jacobs
silence, .was far better than his son's "self-vindication. 1831
Carlyle Sartor Res. ill. x, That primeval Superstition,
"Self-worship.

b. With vbl. sbs. ; as self-abominating = self-

abomination.

1819 J. Macdonald in Tweedie Life (1849) 131 On the very
back of this "self-abominating, I rear another monument of
self-exaltation. 1909 Banks Myst. F. Farrington 280
Contain yourself in the matter of "self-advertising. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 571 Humiliations and *sel£
afflictings. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv. 215 No sophistry, "self-
blinding or other dishonesty. 1876 Geo. El.ot Dan. Der.
Ixiii, "Self-checking and suppression. 170a Howe Self-ded.
16 Our dedicating our selves, to God, is a "self-commuting.
1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 367 Without carkings, covetous-
nesse, or other "self-disquietings. 1882-3 SchafjTs Encycl.
Relig. Knmul. 1 1. 992/2 A "self-emptying of himself, and the
assumption ofhuman nature. 184a Manning Serm. iii. (1848)
I. 44 Nothing so wears down the sharpness of conscience
..as "self-excusing. 1720 T. Boston Hum. Nat. Fourfold
St. O784) 88 "Self-jealousing well becomes Christians. 1758
b. Hayward Serm. 53 To keep us ever humble, and to fill
us with "self-loathing. 1899 Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 366
Perversion of self-feeling may culminate in self-loathing or
hatred. 1599SHAKS. Hen. V,u. iv. 75 Selfe.Ioue. .is not so vile
a sinne, As "selfe-neglecting. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser.
ill. vii. (1853) 101 1 hat one offering . . repeated in the life and
"self-offering of all. 1902 Westm. Gaz. n Apr. 10/1 The
habit of self physicking, often with powerful drugs, is on
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the increase. 1649 Lightfoot Battle "with Wasp's Nest
Wks. 1825 I. 421 Pride, blind zeal, and *self.prizing. 1862
Lvtton Sir. Story I 1. 199 My 'self-questionings halted here.
1884 Encycl. Brit XVII. 96/2 He was under a continuous
course of'self-schooling. 1825 Halkett Hist. Notes Indians
N. Amer, xvi. 376 The. .""self-scourgings publicly exhibited
by the Indian Pigarouick in the church of Montreal. 1681
Owen Humble Test. 139 This "Self-Searching is the first
Duty we are.. called unto. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xi.

8 Howsoeuer the vngodly beguyle themselues with their
'selfesoothing. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 250
Good management may postpone the ' *self-thinning\ by the
inside, shaded, and weak bottom branches dying out. 1882
RossETTi Poems (1904) 262/1 Lord, undo Our 'self-undoing.
1902 J. Smith Integr. Script. \. 9 The #self-unveiling of God.
a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. Ill, 105 He *self-

upbraidings felt his Spirit gore. 2840 Mrs. Carlyle Lett.
(1883) I. 124 Overcome by her tears and promises and self-
upbraidings. 1671-2 R. Wild Let. 14 The . . 'self-whippings
of the Popish Priests.

C With agent-nouns ; as selfadvertiser, one
who advertises himself, one given to self-advertise-

ment.
1890 Pall Mall Gaz. 21 Aug. 1/3 These safeguards.,

would make it rather more difficult for the 'self-advertiser
and the bore to inflict themselves upon the House. 1654
Whitlock Zootomiaza6 Aquinas dareth do it to the proud-
est Mikipiaudo, *Selfe-approver of them all. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 270/2 The Samokreshchennikee, or ' *self-
baptisers \ . . baptise themselves by repeatedly diving into a
river. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufefs Theat. Ins. 890 In Greek
auTOTraTopc?, or *Self-begetters. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. ii. 11. 16 Who (*self-commanders) rather sin suppresse By
self-examples then by rigorousnesse. 1758 Johnson Idler
No. 88p 8 If I had ever found any of the *self-contemners
much irritated .. by the consciousness of their meanness.
167a Baxter Bagshaw's Scandals ii. 16 What a forgetful
'self-contradicter is this man? 18x8 Byron Jua?i 1. xv,
An all-in-all sufficient *self-director. a X793 J. Hunter in
Catal. Mus. Coll. Surg. (1833) I. 259 It is most probable
that all Barnacles are of both sexes, and 'self-impregnators.
1657 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 118 To take you off
..from being a *self-ordainer, or a 'self-intruder. 1699
Shaftesb. Charac, Inq. cone. Virtue it. § 2 Such a one is in
reality a *Self-Oppressor, and lies heavier on himself than he
can ever do on Mankind. 1840 Disraeli Misc. Lit. 45/2
The letters of. . Gray, Cowper, and Walpole . . ,*self-painters.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 11. 451 A blade Wherewith
vain Man and his inveigled Wife ("Self-parricides) have
reft their proper life. 1780 Mme. D'Arblay Diary May,
A *self-piquer upon immense good breeding. 1894 Weyman
Man in Black x, The *self-poisoner had done his work
well. 1668 Dryden Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) I. 48
[Terence's] Heautontimorumenos, or *Self-Punisher. 1742
Young Nt. Th. v. 711 Man is a *self-survivor ev'ry year.
1899 Dublin Rev. Apr. 250 When he.. becomes not a *self-
teacher but a disciple. 1876 T. Hardy Eihelberta xxiii,
If I could only turn *self-vivisector, and watch the opera-
tion of my heart. 1729 C. Middleton Let.fr. Rome 51
That . . Penance of the Flagellantes or 'Self-whippers. 1819
Keats Fall 0/Hyperion 1. 207 Large *self worshipers.

d. With nouns of state or condition ; as self-

awareness
t
the condition of being aware of oneself,

self-mastery, mastery of oneself, self-command.
Some of the combinations illustrated under this head and

the next might with equal propriety have been referred to
3 ; they are placed here because the relation of self' to the
second element may be conveniently defined as objective.
1880 Cyples Human Exp. it. 34 The egoistic conscious-

ness—that is, our *self-awareness. 1682 Sir T. Browne
Chr. Mor. 1. § 23 (1716) 24 *Self-credulity, pride, and levity
lead unto self-Idolatry. 1671 Howe Let. in Life (1836) 185 A
mean and inglorious *self-despiciency. 1885 Athenaeum
26 Dec. 832 The duty of *self-dominance. 1847 C. Bronte
y. Eyre ii, My habitual mood of humiliation *se!f-doubt.
1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles m. 41 Pressing men to spiritual pover-
tie, 'self emtinesse. 1734 Watts Reliq. Juv. (1789) 121 By
the influence of the same native principle of flattery and ^elf-
fondness. 1673 Flavel Saint Indeed 12 Quick-sighted
*self-jealousie is an excellent preservative from sin. a i860
Bayne (Wore), A sustained *self-mastery. ?i8og Wordsw.
Poems to Nat. Indep. 11. xvii, Happy occasions oft by *self-
mistrust Are forfeited. x66x Glanvill Van. Dogm. A 6
We came into the world, and we know not how ; we live
in't in a *self-nescience. 1868 Lowell Among my Bhs.,
Dryden (1870) 40 He had more of that good luck of *self-
oblivion than most men. 1842 in H. W. Sfmith] Secret of
Happy Life vii. (1886) 79 A relinquishment of the principle
of *seIf-ownership. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. 1. xxx. I.

129 The last Attribute, .that of * Self-penetrability. 1809
R. Hall IVk. Holy Spirit (1813) 21 That 'self-recollection
and composure, which are so essential to devotion, 1832
'Selfreverence [see Self-control ij. 1647 J. Hall Poems
n. 104. 5 Lest from my selfe my owne 'selfe-ruine bee. 1745
J. Mason Self-Knowl. \. i. (1853) ° With what.. Care we
are to. .examine ourselves, -in order to acquire this impor-
tant *Self-Science. 1804 Wordsw. Small Celandine 8 In
close *self-shelter, like a Thing at rest, c 1645 Howell
Lett. 11. H. (1650} II. 66 Hee is too much given to his study
and 'self-society. 1646 Fuller Wounded Consc.ix. 67 'Selfe-
suspition of hypocrisie, is a hopefull symptome of sincerity.

1807 Jebb Let. to Knox 20 Aug., Encouragement is held
out, to prayer, and to 'self-watchfulness. 1748 Melmoth
Fitzosbome Lett. lxxi. (1749) II. 210 *Self-weariness is a
circumstance that ever attends folly.

e. With adjs. ; as self-adaptive, capable of
adapting oneself or itself, (hence, by extension)
pertaining to, involving, or characterized by self-

adaptation, self-fond, fond of oneself,

1903 F. W. H. Myers Human Pers. I. 216 Typical of life

is its *self-adaptive power. 1864 Pusey LecU Daniel viii.

550 Earnest "self-afflictive prayer. 1698 Norris Pract.
Disc. (1707) IV. 180 God, who is such a Good, Bountiful,
•Self-communicative, *Self-diffusive, Universalized Being.
1884 HowELLS.SY/ffjZ.a^w«(i89i) 1. 267 A "self-disdainful
air. a ijgy Walpole Geo. II (1847) I. 222 The *self-fondest
and greatest of poets. 1845 R. W. Hamilton Pop. Educ,
x. (ed. 2) 271 AH popular opinion and information, which is

SELF-.

wholesome and enduring, is "self-generative. 1745 J. Mason
Self-Knowl. 1. i. (1853) 7 Condemning others for the very
crimes we ourselves are guilty of, which a *selMgnorant
Man is very apt to do. a 1711 Ken Hymns Evang. Poet.
Wks. I. 326 We from cur proneness to backslide, 'Self-
jealous, shou'd in Thee confide, a 1863 Whately Comm.-
pl. Bk. (1864) 173 [A party] that assumes some *self-lauda-
tory title. 1699 Shaftesb. Charac., Inq. cone. Virtue 1. § 3
If a Creature be 'self-neglectful, and insensible of Danger.
1816 Shelley Daemon 1. 89 *Self-oblivious solitude. 1889
Mivart Orig. Hum. Reason 45 Ideas are abstract, re-
flective and *self-perceptive. 1849 Ruskin Seven Lamps i.

§ 8. 17 There is no need to offend by importunate, 'self-pro-
claimant splendour. 1852 Bailey Festus 407 Its self con-
suming fate, *self-punitive. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.
1, y. 846 A.. "Self Recollective Power. 1847 Tennyson
Princess vii. 274 *Self-reverent each and reverencing each.
1888 R. F. Horton htspir. Bible vi. 153 The author is

entirely *self-suppressive. 1668 J. Corbet ind Disc. Relig.
Eng. 16 Modestly . . *self.suspicious. 1884 Tennyson Becket
v. 11, We are *self-uncertain creatures. 1903 Speaker 6 June
232/2 Nothing exists. .to keep together a body of weary and
*self-weary men.

1 With ppl. adjs. in -ing\ as self-abandoning,
abandoning oneself, (hence, by extension) pertaining
to, involving, or characterized by self-abandonment.
(For the extended meaning cf. sense 2 note, below.)
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxvii, The wo-begone and *self-

abandoning note in which he uttered the disconsolate words.
1836 Kzble Lyra Apost. (1849) 57 When the *self-abhorring
thrill Is past. 1874 W. Wallace Hegel's Logic § 20. 30
Thought may be called a *self-actualising universal. 1864
Pusey Lect. Daniel ii. 65 The then most stirring and *self-
adapting people. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly June 184 Nature
is.. more "self-adjusting than his system contemplates. 1900
Daily News 15 Nov. 4/7 An advertising and., a 'self-adver-
tising age. 1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 111. i. Fjb, Euery
proud and *selfe-affecting Dame. 1856 Grote Greece 11.

xcii. XII. 118 His own self-aggrandising impulse. 1734
Pope Ess. Man iv. 255 One 'self-approving hour whole
years out-weighs Of stupid starers. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. iii, A self-approving smile. 1598 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. i. 1. 123 Their new *Self-archingarms in thousand
Arbours grew. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. 11. i. (1714) 40
note, Therein gravity doth so far over-power their 'self-
attracting Power. 1698 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 34
Love is so 'self-betraying a Passion. 1865 Grote Plato
I. i. 5 A *self-changing and self-developing force. #1711
Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. II. 3 In thy own 'Self-com-
prehending Thought. 1647 C. Harvey Schota Cordis xxxi.
12 Or doth thy *self-confounding fancy feare thee, When
there's no danger neare thee? 18x7 Coleridge Biog. Lit,
(1907) II. 229 A *self-consoIing grin. 1590 Spenser F. Q.
;ii. xi. 1 Fowle Gealosie, that, .mak'st the louing hart, .feed
it selfe with *selfe-consuming smart? 1655-87 H. More
App. Antid. (1712) 185 How it comes to pass that the Soul
cannot withdraw her self from pain by her 'Self-contracting
faculty. 1650 Baxter Saints* R. in. v. § 4 (1651) 92 Those
*self-couzening, formal, lazie Professors of Religion. 1856
R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i36o) I. 42 The *self-deifying ten-
dency^ a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 34 The *selfe-
deuouring crueltie in his Father Atreus. 1877 E. Cairo
Phitos. Kant 11. xi. 465 Whenever we conceive any object
as 'self-differentiating. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 735 Shame
upon a 'self-disgracing age. 1692 W. Marshall Gosp. Myst.
Sanctif. iv. (1764) 65 What a *self-emptying grace faith is.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. in. 670 Foule-squinting
Envie, that *selfe-eating Elfe. 1634 R. Bolton (title) A
Three-fold Treatise: containing the Saints.. 'Selfe-enrich-
ing Examination, 1868 Lowell Among my Bks., Shaks.
once tnore(iBjo) 217 Our 'self-exploiting nineteenth century.
1646 Fuller Wounded Consc. iv. 24 A wounded Conscience,
'selfe-fearing, selfe-frighted. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. i.

102 'Selfe-harming lealousie. 1828-32 Webster s.v., The
'self-healing power of living animals and vegetables, a 171

1

Ken Hymns Festiv. Poet. Wks. I. 289 'Self-humbling View.
1687^ Norris Coll. Misc. 322 God. .must needs be., 'self-im-
parting and communicative. 1836-9 Todd"sCycl.Anat.il.
377/1 In many [orders] the sexes are. .*self-impregnating.
1778 J. Brown (title) The *self-interpreting Bible. 1876
Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxxv, *Self-lacerating penitents.
01613 Overbury A Wife, etc: (1638) 101 'Selfe-lashing
Penitentiaries. 1834 J. Macdonald in Tweedie Life iii.

(1849) 2z8 *n a very degraded and 'self-loathing state of
mind. 1868 J. H. Newman Verses on Var. Occas. 23 Her
heart's 'self-mastering power. 1685 Boyle Salubr. Air 34A kind of propagative or 'self-multiplying power. 1745 J.
Mason Self-Knowl. 111. i. (1853) 167 6 my wandering, 'Self-
neglecting Soul, i860 Trench Serm. xv. 170 All acts of
*self-offering love. 1825 J. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 119
All the bad passions of our nature have a. .'self-perpetuat-
ing power. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 265 In
any soil congenial to its growth, the atocha is •self-pro-
pagating, a 1586 Sidney A rcadia in. (Sommer) 315 b, To wit-
nesse a *selfe-punishing repentaunce. 1827 Vollok. Course
of T. vii. 84. ^Self-purifying, unpolluted sea ! 1857 Gosse
Omphalos xii. 349 note, The very supposition which he con-
siders as 'self-refuting is an indubitable physiological fact.

1871 Morley Condorcet in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. (1878) 73
They move in a constant and 'self-repeating orbit. 1825
Hazlitt Spirit of Age 186 A lofty and 'self-scrutinising
ambition. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1630 A 'self-surviving
leafless oak. 1668 Owen IndwellingSin 297 Penances, and
*self-torturing Discipline. 1816 Byron Ch. Har. m. Ixxvii,
The self-torturing sophist, wild Rousseau. 1849 Dana Geo}.
ii. (1850) 107 The *self-tikurating sands of the reefs. 0x7x1
Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. II. 83 Past vices gall his 'self-
upbraiding Mind, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 202
Withacertainesincereboldenesse of'selfe-warranting friend-
ship. X652 Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 247
O soft *self-wounding Pelican ! a 1656 Bp. Hall Let. Per-
son Qual.yOur exposedness to the danger of *self-wronging
consequences,

f g. With vb.-stems, forming adjs., as self-tire =
self-tiring. Also Self-kill. Ods.

161$ Chapman Odyss. xvi. 5 The *selfe-tyre barking Dogs.

h. With vbs. (?oos.) and pres. pples.

1609 W. M. Man in Moone (1849) 13 This pretious weede
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,. doth so "selfe-besot those which take it. a 1618 Sylvester
Mottoes 204 What Beautie's This. ."Self-blinds, "self-bindes,

and self it self bewitches? Ibid. 286 In Fire, Air, Earth,
Water, The world "self-drowns, "self-burns, "self-hangs, "self-

slaies. i8ao Keats Lamia 1. i38€he..cower'd. ^self-fold-

ing like a flower that faints into itself at evening hour. 1738
Wesley Ps. xxxvi. i, He .. *Self-soothing in his lost Estate
Sleeps on secure. 1858 Longf. M. Standisk vh. 58 Then
stood Pecksuot forth, "self-vaunting.

i. With advs. related to actual or possible forma-
tions in e and f (above).

1899 Westm. Gaz. 8 June 2/1 The figure seems.. "self-

cognisably burthened with the griefs of all the generations.

1890 Pall Mall G. 24 Mar. 5/2 He "self-consolingly ex-
claimed, ' Le roi me reverra.' V 1629 Donne Serm, vh. (1640)

65 To come, .so *selfe proditoriously, as to betray himselfe
..to his enemies. 1909 R. Law Tests of Life xL 220 He
who "self-tolerantly commits sin. 1901 Academy 14 Dec
585/2 Only intense feeling can use it [a metre] "self-vindica-

tingly.

2. Compounds with pa. pples. and ppl. adjs. in

which self- denotes the agent or what is conceived
as the agent; =by oneself or itself, by one's own
(unaided) efforts or action, without help from others.

Such compounds may qualify the designation of: (a) a
person or thing that is the subject and object of the action,

as selfappointedcensors = censors appointed by themselves

;

(b) a thing that is operated upon, performed, produced, etc.

by oneself, as selfappointed duties= duties appointed by
the person himself; (c) a thing conceived as operated upon
by itself, as selfarched rocks = rocks formed into arches
of themselves without human or mechanical agency, self
balanced^ balanced without external support ; cf. 3 b below.
When transferred from a person to his actions, etc., com-

pounds of this class (like those of 1 acquire a wider meaning;
thus, selfabandoned=abandoned by oneself, hence, full of
or marked by self-abandonment
In some cases the formations are analogical and scarcely

admit of analytical explanation ; e. g. f Self-assured from
Self-assurance, Self-denied from Self-denial, self
mortified from selfmortification.

1791 Cowper Iliad xu. 138 Nor expected less Than that.

.

the host Should *self-abandon*d fall an easy prey. 18x3
Byron Giaour 1006 The "self-accorded grave Of ancient
fool and modern knave. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865)

25 *Self-acknowledged beasts. 1835 Scott Betrothed xxii,

When she stood *self-acquitted to her own mind. 1908
Daily Chron. 6 Nov. 5/3 An overdose of morphia "self-ad-

ministered. 1593 ^ HAKS- Rich. II, 111. u. 53 His Treasons
will sit blushing in his face, Not able to endure the sight of
Day; But "selfe-affrighted, tremble at his shine. 1799//////
Advertiser 21 Sept. 3/2 Some of them [pilots] are "self-

appointed. 189s Zangwill Bow Myst. 172 His engrossing
self-appointed duties. 1763 Churchill Night 114 Where
Virtue, "self-approv'd, reclines her head. 1398 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. i. 1. 537 Rocks "self-arched by the eating Current.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, His *self-assumed profession of
the law. 1833 J. H. Newman Arians 1. iii. (1876) 55 The
'self-authorised, arbitrary doctrines of the heretics. 1667
Milton P. L. vu. 242 Earth "self-ballanc't on her Center
hung. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood * Colonial Reformer (1891)

348 Crutchless and self-balanced. 1700 Drvden Ovid's
Met. xv. 78 " Self- ban ish'd from his native shore. 01716
South Serm. (1717) IV. 1 56 *Self-befooled Sinners. 1784
New Spectator No. 1. 7>

The #self-be-paragraphed, the self-

pufTed and the self-adoring Mother Abington. 1784 Cowper
Tiroc. 171 "Self-betrayd,and wilfully undone. 1644 Digby
Nat. Soul Concl. 455 To transforme me totally into a "selfe-

blessed creature. 1640 Bastwick Lord Bfs. ix, If the Pre-
lates were not *selfe-blinded, they might discerne the reason.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xvi, Her pompous self-blinded
father. 1846 Brockett N. C. Words s. v., Adder-stone, a
perforated stone—the perforation imagined by the vulgar to
be made by the sting of an adder... They are also called
"self-bored stones. 1784 Cowper Task v. 88 "Self-buried ere
they die. 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur. iv. iii. $ 74 Every sub-
stance therefore is "self-caused; that is its essence implies
its existence, a 1649 Drumm.of HAWTH./VwiWks.(i7ii)
5 To ease "self-chosen pain. 1718 Pope Iliad xiv. 196 "Self-
clos'd behind her shut the valves of gold. 1844 P. Harwood
Hist. Irish Reb. 25 Hosts ofarmed citizens, self-paid and "self-

commissioned. 1856 Aytoun Bothwellv.x'w, Bold in his self-

commissioned cause. 1599 Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 1. ii, To
beare too deepe a sense Of her owne "selfe-conceiued excel-

lence. 1699 BENTLEv/Vux/.ogThis lame and "self-confuted

Story. 1818 Scott Br, Lamm, ix, The old gentleman, his
"self-constituted companion. 1634 Milton Comus 597 It

shall be in eternal restless change Self-fed, and "self-

consum'd. 1644 — Divorce 11. Hi. 39 Mans own will "self-

corrupted. 174a Young N't. Th. vi. 495 Learn, and lament,
thy "self-defeated scheme. 1667 Milton P. L. ml 130 The
first sort by thir own suggestion fell, Self-tempted, "self-

deprav'd. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 259 "Self-depriv d Of other
screen. 1808 Lamb Adv. Ulysses vii. (1848) 74 Some have
said.. that they [sc. our vessels] move instinctively, "self-

directed. 1894 Pop. Sci. Monthly XLIV. 516 Self-directed
acts of perception. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vui. 14 "Selfe
disliked life. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas n. i. n. 393 Their
"self-doom'd soules. 1789 Cowper On the Queen's Visit to
London 14 And rockets flew, "self-driven. 1818 Mrs.
Shellev I rankenstein ii, It is a still greater evil to me
that I am "self-educated. 1871 Fraser Berkeley ix. 351
His unborrowed, evidently "self-elaborated thought. 1797
Southey Vis. Maid of Orleans iii, The little glow-worm's
"self-emitted light, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. i. 2 A diamond
is a crystal "self-erected from atoms of carbon. 1634 "Self-
fed (see selfconsnm'd above]. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 11. iii.

124 To knit their soules . . in "self-figur'd knot. 1590 C'tess
Pembroke Antonie 742 Unhappy he, in whomeselfe-succour
lies, Yet "selfe-forsaken wanting succour dies. i6ai G.
Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 17 She starts: and from her
selfe, "self-frighted, fled. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi.

332 Who, still "self-furnisht, needest borrow never Diana's
shafts. <»i667 Cowley Ret. Scotl. Wks. 1711 III. 40 The
"self-gotten Pho:nix. i8ao Keats Hyperion 1. 161 The
Titans fierce, "self-hid, or prison-bound. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 121 The oyster, .is "self-impregnated.
1815 Zeluca III. 44 She never knew the "Self-incurred
Catastrophe. 1654 Owkm Doctr. Saints Persev, xiii. 313

A vaine, superstitious, "selfe-invented Worship of God.
1813 Scott Rokeby v. xvi, This "self-invited guest. 1700
Dryden Pal. <y Arc. in. 253 And left one altar dark, a
little space, Which turned "self-kindled, and renewed the
blaze. 1889 Spectator 28 Dec. 922/1 A tax .. "self-levied.

1615 K. Long tr. Barclay's Argents iv. xviii. 306 The "selfe-
maim'd Thracian King. 1903 A. R. Wallace Man's Place
in Universe iiu 44 By the use of the photographic plate
the exact

^
positions of. .thousands of stars can be "self-

mapped simultaneously. 1849 M. Arnold Mycerinus 28
When the duped soul, "self-mastered, claims its meed. 1849
C. Bronte Shirley vii, The thoughts were "self-matured.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, iv. iv. 376 Thy Selfe, is "selfe-

misvs'd. X809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. xiii. Pi3 You are
become highly moral and "self-mortified. 1819 Wordsw.
Waggoner iv. 64 The vapours sweep Along.. Like fleecy
clouds "self-multiplied, a 1704 T. Brown Lond. <§ Lacedem.
Oracles Wks. 1709 III. in. 135 "Self-nam'd Athenians.
1x1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III. 112 Lord, I "self-

offer'd, am not mine. 1855 Milhan Lai. Christ, xiv. ii.

(1864) IX. 53 Those who were "self-outlawed, or outlawed
by the dominant authority. 1844 *Self-paid [see selfcom-
viissioned above] t> 1864 Brvce Holy Rom. Emp. x. (1866)
171 Lewis the Pious, submitting to a fresh coronation,
admitted the invalidity of his former "self-performed one.
1821 Lamb Elia 1. Witches «$ other night-fears, Had
I never met with the picture, the fears would have come
"self-pictured in some shape or other. 182s S. Rogers
Italy (1823) 55 An ancient grove "Self-planted. 1830
Tennyson Dirge v, Round thee blow, "self-pleached deep,
Bramble roses. 1868 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) II. vi. Si
These molecular blocks of salt are *self-posited. 1642 Ful-
ler Holy fr Prof. St. v. v. 374 A private maid, how highly
soever "self-pretended. 1647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis iv.

8 Why dost thou hugge thy "self-procured woes? 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. iv. ii. (1824) III. 82 Their shell is "self-

produced. 1678 "Self-punish'd [see Self-accused]. 1738
Lillo Marina III, ii. 50 "Self-resign 'd to silence and
despair. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 183 [The Serpent] In
Labyrinth of many a round "self-rowld. 1849 M. Arnold
Shakespeare 10 "Self-school'd, "self-scann'd, self-honour'd,
self-secure. 1828 Jolly Sunday Services (1840) 276 False
and "self-sent teachers. 1785 Mme. D'Arblay Lett. 25 Aug.,
So hard and dangerous a "self-set task. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. III. 11. vii, Guardsman Paris., will be foundsome months
after, "self-shot in a remote inn. 1816 Byron Ch. Har.
in. 80 His life was one long war with "self sought foes.

i86j All Year Round 13 Sept. 8 A rough kind of grass, . .on
the sharp points of whose rigid blades flies and beetles are
often *self-spitted. a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III.

295 Matter self-form'd, self-mov'd, "self-steer *d. 1899 All-
butt's Syst. Afed.\lll. 210 "Self-stimulated thoughts, in

place of those implanted from without. 1813 Bentham Not
Paul but Jesus 206 The sort of connection.. between the
undoubted Apostles, and this "self-styled one. 1907 Na-
tionalChurch 15 Oct, 263/1 The self-styled ' Free Churches*.
1605 Shaks. Lear 11. ii 129 He.. got praises of the King,
For him attempting, who was "selfe-subdued. 1801 Southey
Thalaba 1. xxx, Here "self-suspended hangs in air, ..The
living carbuncle. 1667 "Self-tempted [see selfdepraved
above]. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 11. xv. Thy father's
battle-brand.. Did, "self-unscabbarded, foreshow The foot-

step of a secret foe. 1866 Ch. Times 3 Feb., A "self-vaunted
* friend of the working classes \ a 1763 Shenstone Past.
Ode to Lyttleton xxv, To see the babbling floods Thro' "self-

worn mazes flow. 1823 Bentham Not Paul but Jesus no
In comparison of "self-written biography, scarcely does any
other biography deserve the name.

{&) Rarely, with adjs. in -able ; as self-impairable

= liable to be impaired by one's own action, self-

irrecoverable — not recoverable by oneself (whence
self- irrecoverableness),

1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. § 36. 565 Endowed with
..Freewill, and consequently. ."Self-improvable and "Self-
impairable. 178a J. Brown View ofNat. <$• Rev. Relig. v. iv,

We are altogether guilty, polluted, miserable and "self-irre-

coverable. Ibid. vi. i, Their sinfulness, misery, and "self-

irrecoverableness. 1769 — Diet. Bible s. v. Gospel, "Self-
irreformable transgressors.

3. Compounds in which self is adverbial : a.

with sbs., adjs., vbs., advs. = for, in, into, on
or upon, to or towards, with oneself or itself,

the prep, to be supplied being that required in the

construction taken by the word which forms the

second element ; e. g. selfabsorbed, -absorption =
absorbed, absorption in oneself, self-acquaintance
«* acquaintance with oneself, self-addressed = ad-
dressed to oneself, self-compassion = compassion
for oneself.

1847 Helps Friends in C. I. v. 85, I do not mean that
people are to be "self-absorbed. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story I.

131 That "self-absorption which the habit of reverie had
fostered. 1745 J. Mason SelfNnojvl. t. vii. (1853) 50 "Self-

acquaintance shews a man the particular Sins he is most .

.

addicted to. 1855 Browning Old Pictures in Florence xix,

To become now *self-acquainters. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof.
St. iv. xvi. 323 Sullennesse and "self-addiction, things ill

beseeming his noble spirit. 1847 C. Bronte Pro/essor xxiii,
A voice, .so low, so "self-addressed. 1880 Q. Rev. CXLIX.
285 The honourable and. ."self-advantageous task. 1606
Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. 11. iii. 250 Vlis. If he were proud. .. Dio,
Or strange, or "selfe affected. 1656 Earl Monm. tr.Bocca-
lints Advts.fr. Parnass. 11. xxvii. (1674) 177 "Self-affec-

tionate people .. prove perfidious. 11593 Marlowe Ovid's
Eleg. in. viu. [ix.] 10 And knocks his bare brest with "selfe-

angry hands. 1697 Burghope Disc. Relig. Assemb. 114 Re-
flection, and "sell-application. 1597 Shaks. Lover's Compt.
76 If I had "self-applied Love to myself. 1663 Owen Vind.
Antmadv. Wks. 1851 XIV. 405 Such "self-assumings are
many of the old papal epistles stuffed withal. 1837 Ten-
nent Vis. Glencoe 58 The "self-assuming smile. 1606 Shaks.
Tr, $ Cr. n. iii. 133 In "selfe-assumption greater Then in

the note of iudgement. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 616 A school

in which he learns. .Mean "self-attachment. 1862 Merivale
Rom. Emp. lxv. VII. 392 Held firmly together by its in-

herent "self-attraction. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 184
Luxury, Vain-glory, ''Self-attributions. 1894 Mrs. OliphAnt

Autobiogr. (1899) 81, I have fallen back into my own
way of "self-comment. 1898 T. Hardy Wessex Poems 2
' Life is roomy yet, and the odds unbounded '. So "self-

communed I. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 1. xi. (1874) 130
With silence and with "self-communing fear. 11634 Chap-
man Rev.for Honour 11. i. 202 "Self-compassion, soothing
us to faith Of what we wish shouIJ hap. 1875 Lowell Lit.
Ess., Wordsw. Wks. 1890 IV. 406 "His self-concentrated
nature.

_
1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 53 Intense "self-concen-

tration is. .a mighty magician. 1816 H.G. Knight Ilderivt

577 Some deep dream of "self-concenter'd thought. 1680 J,
Quarles {title) "Self-Conflict : or, the Powerful Motions be-
tween the Flesh and Spirit. 1848 R. I. WiLBERFORCEZ?(?cr>.
Incarnation xiv. (1852)423 The partial, "self-conflicting, un-
certain views. 1725 Pope Odyss. vi. 170 The King. ."self-

considering, as he stands, debates. 1710 Shaftesb, Charac,
Advice to Author 1. § 1 Our Exercise of "Self-Converse.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas \. ii. 866 "Self-cruell Mothers.
1643 Milton Divorce 37 Those commands, .which compell
us to "self-cruelty above our strength. 1725 Pope Odyss.
xx. 36 Ulysses.. In "self-debate the Suitors doom resolv'd.
1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. 133 "Self-designers are seldom
disappointed. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xiii, He continued
talking to himself aloud after the manner of restless

"self-discontented men. 1671 Milton Samson 514 "Self-
displeas'd For self-offence. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions
(1658) 1047 A "self-displicency and severity towards our own
errors. 180a Mrs. J. West Infidel Father III. 239 The
earl, .endeavoured to conceal his chagrin and "self-dissatis-
faction. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend {1865) 1 The "self-dis-
satisfied race of men. 1727 Somerville Use of Looking-
Glass 14 On her the "self-enamour'd chit Was very lavish
of his wit. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxvi, Its "self-

enclosed unreasonableness and impiety. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado in. i. 56 She cannot loue..Shee is so "selfe

indeared. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxx, [She] in her "self-

engrossment did not trouble herself about the nature of
this agitation. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxv. The "self-

exultation with which he was, as it were, distended. 1647
H. More Phitos. Poems Addit. Exorcismus 18 You "self-

exulting sprights. 1647 Bp. Hall Set. Th. § 34 The "self-

felony of a
_
wilful sinner. 1842 Tennyson * Of old sat

Freedom ' ii, *Self-gather'd in her prophet-mind. 1601
Shaks. Airs Well iv. v. 78 A "selfe gracious remembrance.
1691 South 12 Serin. (1697) II. 484 A fatal "Self-imposture.
1876 L. Stephen Eng. Th. 18th C. II. 30 Every vicious
action must be "self-injurious. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel
vn« 433 to secure the poor sufferer from "self-injury, or
from injuring others. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 93 His heart
I know, how variable and vain "Self-left. 1876 Mrs.
Oliphant Pkmbe Jun. xxvi, His "self-occupation was an
offence to the gjrl. 1795-1814 Wordsw. Excursion 1. 798
The careless stillness of a thinking mind "Self-occupied.
1818 Art Pres. Feet 128 A mode of cure, less dangerous in

the hands of a "self-operator than the knife. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Self-parasitism, parasitic on
its own species. 1819 Byron Maze/pa xvii. So At times
sought with "self-pointed sword, a 1592 T. Watson Poems
(Arb.) 179 Vnwise they were their sorrowes "selfe procuring.
1654 Whitlock Zootomia 440, I will not think men that
want Bread, do therefore want Wisdome (even that of
"Self-provision). 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent n. vi.

197 The enjoyable "self-repose of certitude. 1856 Mrs.
Carlyle in Froude Carlyle (1890) II. 197 Then I should
begoing as part of your luggage without "self-responsi-
bility. 1820 Keats Isabella xvii, "Self-retired In hungry
pride and gainful cowardice. 1671 Milton Samson 513
Who "self-rigorous chooses death as due. 1591 "Self.

rumineth [see Rumine]. 1671 Milton Samson 827 Im-
partial, *self-severe, inexorable. 1891 T. Hardy Tess xxxvii,
"Self-solicitude was near extinction in her. a 1586 Sir P.
Sidney Arcadia m. (1598) 346 These doubtful "selfe-

speches. 171$ Wodrow's Corr. (1843} II- 37 My "self-tender-

ness will not allow me to spend time at night on the records.

1687 Norris Colt. Misc. 234 Since he [man] is not a Central
and "self-terminating Being, ibid. 303, I conclude that
I am not. .a Central or "self-term 1native Being. 1865
Grote Plato I. vii. 293 Individual, "self-thinking minds.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. 1. 99 Wishing already to
dis-tbrone th'Eternall, And "selfe-usurp the Majesty super-

nail. 1882-3 Schaff's Encycl. Relig. Knowl. Ill, 2507/1 The
"self-witness of Jesus to his divinity. 1849 Grote Greece n.

xlviii. VI. 145 The Peloponnesians were a "self-working
population with few slaves. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. in. ii.

168 Least my selfe be guilty to "selfe wrong.

b. with adjs. and related sbs., vbs., pples. = of

or in oneself or itself, of or in one's or its own
nature or power ; e. g. self-apparent = apparent

of itself, selfdesirable = desirable in itself. Also
(after Self-fertile), self-impotentt -sterile adjs.,

•sterility.

1845 Florist's Jrnl. 107 The utility of such a book . .is "self-

apparent. 1847-54 Webster, *Self-aitractivet attractive

by one's self. 1605 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iii. in. 574
[He] Hardens the King, and blinding him ("selfe-blinde)

Leaves him to Lusts of his own vicious minde. 1882 H. S.

Holland Logic <y Life xviii. 273 The Holy Church.. must
..be also "self-complete. Ibid., By faith, spirit shows its

self-mastery, its "self-completeness, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke
Ps. lviii. ii, The aspick.. "self-deafand unaffected lies. 1710
Norris Chr. Prud. v. 200 The end having an intrinsic

Goodness of its own, and so being "Self-desirable. 1642
H. More Song of Soul 11. i. 11. xlvi, Whiles "self-flowing

sourse I here detect In plants. 1591 Sylvester Du
Bartas I. v. 834 And on shamefull Tree ("Self-guiltless)

shed his blood. 1x1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 148 "Selfe-

guiltie folke most prone to feele compassion. 1869 Darwin
Orig. Spec. viii. (ed. 5) 333 They have become "self-impotent,

whilst still retaining the capacity of fertilising. 1704
Norris Ideal World 11. v. 280 In the head of these "Self-

intelligible objects let us. .place the great. .God. 1798
Sotheby tr. WielantTs Oberon (1826) II, 173 To eclipse

the "self-resplendent blaze. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. iv. 11. 392 Whether the Sun "self-shine, 1735 Somer-
ville Chase in. 286 The unweildly Beast "Self-sinking,

drops into the dark Profound. 1876 Darwin Cross ty Self
Fertilisation ix. 329 "Self-sterile Plants. Ibid. 346 The
belief that "self-sterility has been acquired to prevent self-

fertilisation. 1645 Rutherford Tryal <y Tri. Faith (1845)'



SELF-.

39a Peter is *self-strong. 164a H. More Song of Soul 11.

l U. xlv, All humane souls be "self-vivacious. 1695 Owen
Faith of God's Elect Wks. 1S51 V. 453 Those *self-whole,

jolly professors which these days abound with.

C with pples. m from or out of oneself or itself

(as a source or point of origin) ; e. g. self-arising

= arising from or out of oneself.

rti87i Gbote Eth. Fragni. i. (1876)20 This inward and
•self-arising determination. 1744 J. Harris Three Treat.

111. 11. (1765) 192 Those other Preconceptions—being Durable,

*Self-derived, and I ndeprivable. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIII,

1. L 63 But Spider-like Out of his *Selfe-drawing Web. 1864

Bryce Holy Rom. Emf. xviii. (1866) 360 It was proclaimed

that the individual spirit.. had. .an independent existence

as a centre of *self-issuing force. 1684 Howe Redeemer's

Tears Wks. (1846) 84 The Christians of our age deceive

themselves with a ^self-sprung religion. 1855 Bailey Mystic,

etc. 113 Begetting and conceiving and self-sprung.

4. In technical use, forming compounds to

designate machines, appliances, or processes by or

in which certain operations are performed without

human or animal agency or special manipulation

or adjustment for the purpose ; usually = auto-

matic, automatically. Also Self-acting, etc.

1834-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 175/1 To
some boilers are also attached *self-adjusting feeders to

supply the fuel to the furnace. 1905 Daily Chron. 15 Feb.

4/6 The new patent *self-aligning, self-adjusting roller axle-

bearings. 1893 Outing XXII. 145/2 Thus making the boat

*self-bailing. 1908 Hotrod's Stores Price List 950 *Self.

basting Roaster. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 32 Per-

manent *self-bury Anchor. 18*5 Lunn in Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) IV. 95/1 Cavallo's *self-charging jar. 1903 Daily
Chron. 25 Feb. 10/4 *Self-clamp cutting machine. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Self-closing Bridge, a pivot bridge

opened by canal-boats in passing. 1863 Battle-fields of the
South I. 125 An Adam's *self-cocker (unloaded). 189a

Greener Breech-loader 65 The *self-cocking of the locks is

. .an immense advantage. 1888 Papworth Givilt's Encycl.

Archil. $41480, Laths of wood rebated together, having
numerous mortices, through which pass a series of tempered
steel bands, causing the shutter to be *self-coiling. 1855 in

Brit. Aim. 4- Comp.(\%$6) 50 Quick "self-discharge of water.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 3s The *self-disengaging

coupling. tS86Sci. Amer. LV. 373/2 A *self-dropping two-

horse planter. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. Index 790
*Self-easing coupling. 1869 Rankine Machine $ Hand-
tools PI. L 6, Enabling the machine to drill or bore at any
angle whatever with a *self-feed. 1877 Raymond Statist.

Mines 48 The adoption of *self-feeders, 1831-6 Barlow
in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 178/1 *SeIf-feeding furnace.

1908 Daily Chron. 27 Feb. 7/3 "Self-Filling Pens. 1884
W. H. Greenwood Steel $ Iron vL 104 The ore is accom-
panied by a sufficient quantity of calcareous matters to yield

the necessary flux without any further addition of fluxing

materials to the charge; such ores are.. known as '"self-

going ' or * *self-fluxing '. i860 Rankine Machine fy Hand'
tools PI. L 6, *SeIf-friction feed motion. 1863 M. Mackenzie
Laryngoscope 85 The "Self-holder, or fixateur for holding
the laryngeal mirror after introduction. 1856 Farmers
Mag. Jan. 64 The *self-holding lever plough. 1841 Mech.
Mag. XXXVI. 155/1 "Self-inking Printing Press. 1864
Atkinson Stanton Grange 299 A "self-lighting hydrogen
lamp. 1853 Whyte-Melville Digby Grand x, Heavy and
light guns, *self-primers, revolvers, and other deadly
weapons. 1899 Daily News 3 May xo/6 The "Self-Pro-

pelled Traffic Association. 1895 Ibid, n June y/y Very
little is known in England of what is being done in France
with *self-propelling carriages. 1875 Chamb. Jrnl. 2 Jan.
7/2 *Self-recording observatories. 1895 Armyfi Navy Soc.

Price List 15 Sept. 1639 Self-Recording Aneroid Barometer
and Clock. 1836 Brande Chem. 140 The "self-registering

thermometers.. showing the maximum and minimum of
temperature during the absence of the observer. 1887
Encycl. Brit. XXII. 500/1 Another form of the *self-starting

injector. 1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 697 His invention of the
"self-strippers for the main cylinders. 1868 Joynson Metals
61 The *self-subsidation of the iron on the hearth. 2864
Trans. Highl. Soc. Jan. 135 A "self-tipping platform. 190a
Westm. Gaz. 7 Apr. 4/2 Considerable practical advantage
has been derived by the photographer from the *self-toning

papers which are being so widely adopted. 1884 F. J.
Britten Watch + Clockm. 239 "Self-winding.. [is] a watch
or clock fitted with apparatus for winding it automatically.

5. Compounds in which self- is in the adjective

relation: fa. — relating to oneself, one's own,

personal, individual, private, intimate. Obs* Cf.

Self pron. 3 c
x66i Glanvill Van. Dogm. 134 "Self-advantage can as

easily incline some, to believe a falshood, as profess it.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. :. i. 113 Ouer-full of "selfe-affaires.

1604 — Oth. in. iii. 200, I would not haue your free, and
Noble Nature, Out of "selfe-Bounty, be abus'd. 1606 —
Tr. ff Cr. 11. iii. 182 He. .speakesnot tohimselfe, but with a
pride That quarrels at "selfe-breath. x6xx — Cymb. in. iv.

149 By "selfe-danger, you should tread a course Pretty, and
full of view. 17x7 Fenton Poems 203 Sickly"d with Age,
and sow'r with "Self-disgrace. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. ii. 11. 17 Who.. rather sin suppresse By "selfe-examples,
then by rigorousnesse. 16x6 B. Jonson Epigr. ii, Thou art

not couetous of least "selfe fame. 1640 D. Cawdrey Three
Serm. (1641) 8 "Selfe-guiltinesse commonly makes men
partiall, in judging others. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11.

1. 1. 54 Sufficient rich in "self-invention. 16x3 Shaks. Hen.
VI11, 1. i. 134 Anger is like A full hot Horse, who being
allow'd his way "Selfe-mettle tyres him. 1668 H. More
Div. Dial. v. xxxvii. II. 436 Quitting all "Self-relishes he
became an entire Servant of God. 1658 Earl Monm. tr.

Paruta's Wars Cyprus 29 Whereby he might plead necessity
of *selfe-safety for what he did. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
II. 12, 1 am concerned, that you ever wrote at all to him..
It was adding to his "self-significance. 1603 Flokio Mon-
taigne in. ix. 575 Yet is it safe by "selfe-waight [pondere
tufa suo), and will last. 1678 R. Barclay Apol. Quakers
xL f 10 (1729) 365 The "Self-workings and Motions of his
own Mind.

414

b. m inherent in, depending upon, or proceeding

from oneself (itself), one's nature, etc. ; belonging

to oneself (itself) as an independent creature ; in

the 17th cent, often spec, dependent or relying upon
one's own effoits or merits apart from the grace

of God. ? Obs.

1596 Norden Progr. Pieiie (1847) 28 A slumber which
procureth many drowsy dreams of "self-ability to wade
through all adverse things of the world. X626 Laud Serin.

5th July 32 No deserting the cause though no selfe-ability

could hold it vp. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. 301

The other loud-resounded Heart-wanting Hymns, on *self-

deserving founded. 1668 H. More Div. Dial, l xxix. I.

119 By "Self-disunity I understand nothing else but that

Matter has no Vinculum of its own to hold it together.

1660 Ingelo Bentiv. <$• Ur. n. (1682) 217 Check the first

Relishes of "self-excellency which you find in your Souls.

1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. (ed. 2) 254 Their pitiful old "self-

holiness. 1858 Bushnell Nat. f Supernal, iv. (1864) 95 A
soul . . acting by its own free "self-impulsion. X867 G. Easton
Autobiogr. vii. 8x Never had I felt such a deep sense of

•self-insignificance. 1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xvvdOtf)
169 A Vacuity, Indigence, and "selfe-insufficiency of the

Soule. 1745 Eliza Haywood Fern. Sped. x. (1748) II. 162

Vanity, and a high opinion of "self-merit, sometimes
renders one party easy and contented. 1773 Berridge Wks.
(1864) 182 Self-will, "self-potence, and self-righteousness.

1668 Owen Expos. 130th Ps. 380 The.. infinite "self-purity

of this Eternal Immense Being. 1701 Norris Ideal World
I. L 7 Any *self.stability,aseity, or essential immutability of

its own. 1656 Owen Mortif. Sin i. (1668) 5 Mortification

from a "self-strength , carried on. .unto the End of a self-

Righteousness. 1642 H. More Song of Soul 11. ii. n. ix,

Indispers'd, quick, close with "selfe-union. x668 — Div.
Dial, u xxx. I. 124 By the "Self-unity of a Spirit I under-

stand a Spirit to be immediately and essentially one. 1633
Ford Broken H. 1. i, So much out of a "selfe-vnworthinesse,

His feares transport him. a 1631 Donne Poems (1669) 86 My
*self-want of sight. 1639 W. Sclater Worthy Commun. 14

We must lay by all thoughts of honour, of place, of all kind
of "selfe-worthinesse,

C. = having an independent existence, position,

or authority ; f pristine, original.

1839 E. A. Poe William Wilson Wks. 1864 1. 434^ Natural
rights of "self-agency. 1657 Heylin Hist.Ref I. ii. § 5. 84

The Clergy of this Realm had a "Self-authority in all matters

which concerned Religion. x6ao W. Sclater Expos. 2 T/iess.

169 Are Churches, Councels, Popes Authentique, of "selfe

credit? 1643 Ld, Digby Obs. Relig. Med. 34 Hee being in

his proper nature "Selfe-Entity, all being must immediately

flow from him. 1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. n. 1327
*Self-Eternitie, Infinite, All in all, yet out of all. x6ia

Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. viii. 125, I dare follow

none of the Moderneerroniously transcribing Relaters . . but

hauctooke it from the best "selfe-fountaines. 1610 G.

Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. lxiii, Thou "self-Idea of all joyes

to come. C1616 Fletcher Thierry fy Theod. 1. i, A "selfe-

peece from the touch of power and Iustice. 1905 A tltewettm

1 Apr. 396/3 The full "self-sovereignty of Japan.

a. — having self as the object or aim ; self-

centred.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 367 This thread of "Self-aime

runnes through the whole Peece of what men do. 1687

Norris Coll. Misc. 262 Neither does he [God] govern the

Rational part of it by the Precepts of Religion out ofany "Self-

design, as if he feasted his nostrils with the perfumes of the

Altar. 1647 H. More Philos. Poems Addit. 35 Save me,
God t from "Self-desire. 1841 Gladstone in Morley Life

(1903) I. 233 Men hurrying this way and that for gold, or

pleasure, or some self-desire. 1621 Bargrave Serm. agst.

Selfe Policy (1624) 28 This wicked sibi, this "selfe-doctnne.

1778 [W. Marshall] Minutes Agric, Digest 4 Nor was
actuated by any other motive than "Self-Emolument, 1587
Golding De Mornay xvi. (1592) 257 What else is the whole
societie of man. .but a "self-gaine? 1624 Bargrave (title)

A Sermon against *Selfe Policy, preached at White-Hall
in Lent. 1621. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 177 The Ratio
formalis, essential! of a Suist, or "selfe-politician. 183a

Tennyson Osnone 156 Unbias'd by *self-profit.

e. = caused by oneself, of one's own making.
This use is rare ; the mod. examples are due to analysis

of compounds illustrated under 2 ; e. g. self-chain from l self.

chained \
165a Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro To C'tess Denbigh,

Fetter'd, & lockt up fast they ly In a sad "selfe-captivity.

1882 Rossetti Poems (1904) 262/2 Who from thy "self-chain

shall set thee free ? 1845 E. Warburton Crescent $ Cross

II. 163 The "self-outlaws of humanity.

Self-abased, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Full of

self-abasement.
a X748 Watts Alt. Pract. Relig. [n.] iii, Are you more

penitent and self-abased under a sense of your sins ?

Self-aba*sement« [Self- i a.] Humiliation

of oneself.

1656 Owen Mortif. Sin xii. (1668) 128 Such Meditations

as may serve to fill thee.. with self-abasement, 1710
Shaftesb. C/utrac., Adv. Author in. iii. (1727) I. 331 The
method of Self-abasement may perhaps be thought the pro-

perest to make Approaches to the sacred Shrines, i860

Mozley Univ. Serm. vii. (1877) 160 Self-abasement, as

illustrated by the parable of the sanctified Publican. 1883

Wace Gospel <$ its Witnesses iv. 76 The Church's daily

Confession, with its keen self-abasement.

Self-aba'Sing,///. a. [Self- i f.] Marked
by, involving, or requiring self-abasement.

1656 Owen Mortif. Sin xii. (1668) 128 This self-abasing

Consideration. 1793 Cowper Let. to J. JohnsonVIVs. 1837
XV. 253 The self-abasing doctrines of the gospel. 1822 Jas.

MacDonald Mem. Jos. Benson 330 Their joyful and self-

abasing reflections.

Self-almega'tiOXl. [Self- i a.] Self-renun-

ciation,

1657 Baker's Sancta Sophia 11. 11. iii. § 6 (1908) 249 The
smallest act of love and service to God, performed with a
perfect self-abnegation. 1856 Dove Logic Chr. Faith iv. ii.

SELF-ADMIRATION.

§ 5. 226 In the Christian missionary, .we have some of the

noblest specimens of.. self-abnegation. 1873 B'ness Bunsen
in Hare Life (1879) I. ii. 57 Her true humility and self-

abnegation.

So Self-a-bneg-atlng ppl. a., -a'tonegratory a.

X864 Pusey Daniel i. 22 Amid this *self-abnegating silence,

what is the self-laudation? 1874 H. R. Reynolds John
Bapt. iv. § 5. 257 The recklessness of self-abnegating love.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 680 A *self-abnegatory
religion.

Self-abuse. [Self- i a.]

1. Self-deception. (Cf. Abuse sb. 4.)
1605 Shaks. Macb. m. iv. 142 My strange and self-abuse Is

the initiate feare, that wants hard vse.

2. Abuse or revilement of oneself.
X795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs, vu. 910 Those cold humours

..That., had sometimes urged To self-abuse a not ineloquent
tongue. X865 Trollope Belton Est. xx. 238 He abused
himself for his own selfishness. But such self-abuse [etc.].

3. Self-pollution. Hence Self-abu'ser.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Abuse, Self-Abuse, is a Phrase

used by some late Writers for the Crime of Self-Pollution.

1829 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) III. 242 The evils that haunt
the worn-out debauchee, and especially the self-abuser. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 373 Eroticism and self-abuse.

Self-accusa*tiOH. [Self- i a.] Accusation

of oneself.

166a E. Lake {title) Memoranda : touching
>
the Oath Ex

Officio, pretended Self-accusation, and Canonical Purgation.
a 1716 Wycherley/VtM. Wks. 1.(1728)35 His Self-Accusa-

tion calls his Sense in Question. 1740 Richardson Pamela
(1824) 1. 1. 380 Too liberal self-accusations are generally but

so many traps for acquittal with applause. 1842 Manning
Serm. xvi. (1848) I. 229 The depth of his self-accusation

and repentance, . . in a time of severe sickness.

So Self-accusatory a.
}
Self-accu'sed ppl. a.,

Self-accuser, Self-accu'sing1 vbl. sb. and///, a.

1836 J. Foster in Life ff Corr. (1846) II. 309 This *self-

accusatory recollection. 1678 Dryden All for Love iv.

51 This *self*accus'd, self-punish'd Criminal. 1872 C
: J.

\AUGHhtt Earnest Words{ify%) 54 Self-accused, self-emptied,
self-condemned, a 1631 Donne Epigrams Poems (1639) 69
A *selfe-accuser. 164a Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. v. iii. 366
The *self-accusing of some is as little to be credited, as the
self-praising of others, 1894 A. Whyte Sam. Rutherford
i. 7 His self-discoveries and self-accusings. a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 179 Then held she her tongue, and
cast downe a *self-accusing looke. X839 Hallam Lit. Eur.
in. iv. § 5 The walls of the confessional are privy to the

whispers of self-accusing guilt.

+ Self-acted, pa. pple. Obs. [Self- 2.]

Moved to action of their own accord.
X763-5 Churchill Gotham 1. 8 All Instruments, self-acted,

. .Shall pour forth harmony.

Self-axting, ppL a. [Self- 3 b, 4.]

1. Acting independently, without external im-

pulse or influence. Also applied to motion charac-

terized by such action.

1740 Cheyne Regimen 2 A self-moving, self-acting secon-

dary Agent. X856GROTE Greece u. xcvii.XlI. 612 Self-acting

Hellas. 1890 A. R. Wallace Darwinism 12 This self-acting

process which.. brings about change in the organic world.

2. Mech. Acting automatically without the

manipulation (or mechanism) which would other-

wise be required. Also said of the operation.

1824 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 84 The.. self-acting

mechanism of the Atmospheric Engines. Ibid. 85 Their
simultaneous (rather than self-acting) operation. X834-6
Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 175/1 For the pre-

vention of this [the unnecessary destruction of fuel], the

self-acting damper has been invented. Ibid. 700/2 The
machinery in the self-acting mule. 1869 Rankine Cycl.

Much. 4- Hand-tools PI. F 3 The self-acting motion is obtained
from the lever. Ibid. L 2 Self-acting radial drilling machine.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. s. v., Self-acting Valve, one moved
by the fluid, in contradistinction to one moved by the appli-

cation of mechanical devices.

Self-action. [Self- 5 c] Independent action

;

action uninfluenced by external impulse.
18x9 Scorr Ivanhoe xxiv, At the feet of my Superior 1 have

laid down the right of self-action—the privilege of independ-
ence. 1833 J. H. Newman Arians 1. ii. (1876) 34 The
existence of moral self-action or free-will. 1856 Grote
Greece 11. xcviii. XII. 613 The Hellenic world while yet in

the period of full life, in freedom and self-action.

Self-active, a. [Self- 3 b.] Acting of itself

without external impulse.
164a H. More Song of Soul n. i. n. xxiv, Somesouls at

least are self-active Withouten body having Energie. x6oa

Bentley Boyle Led. ii. 17 Intrinsecally moved by an im-

material self-active Substance.

So Self-acti-vity.

1644 Digby Nat. Soul Concl. 455 A selfe actiuity,and vn-
bounded extent, and essence free from time and place, a 1761

Law Comf. Weary Pilgr. (1809) 72 Stop.. all self-activity.

1864 Bowen Logic 1. 3 The spontaneity, or self-activity, of the

intellect. 1889 Mivakt Truth 190 Whenever we act, we have
a certain vague feeling of our self-activity.

Self-actor. Mech, [Self- 4.] A self-acting

mule in a spinning-machine.
1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 40 One horse power drives 500

on the fine hand-mule, 300 on the self-actor mule. 1892 Pall
Mall Gaz. 24 Aug. 2/1 Fine spinning, for which self-actors

cannot as yet be profitably introduced.

Self-admira-tion. [Self- i a.] Admiration

of oneself, self-conceit.

1661 Boyle Style ofScript. (1675) 197 The quiet Enjoyment
of their unenvi'd Self-admiration, a X76X Law Comf. Weary
Pilgr. (1809) 83 They.. full of self-esteem, and self-admira-

tion, for their own progress in them. 1888 F. Cowper
Captain of Wight (1889) 58 At first the sense of shyness had
kept this feeling of self-admiration down.



SELF-ADMIRED. 415 SELF-CONCEIT.

So Self-admiTed///. a., Self-admi-rer, Self-

admi ring ///. a.

1785 G. A. Bellamy A/h>1. (ed. 3) VI. 98 My *self-admired
person. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 1. ii. (1874) 17 Folding
bis in self-admir'd repose. 1690 C. Nesse Hist, fr Myst.
0. <$ N. Test. V. 204 A contrary state and temper of the
heart in self-admiration secludes such *self-admirers. 1621
Sandys Ovid's Met. lit. (1632) 92 Deaths cold hand shuts
his *selfe-admiring eyes. 1711 Shaftesb. Charac, Misc.
Refl. III. 300 The self-admiring Wits.

Self-annihilation. [Self- i a.] Annihila-
tion or obliteration of self.

1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xix. 17 Here then our Saviour
learns this yonker humility, and seif-annihilation. 17x3
Addison Guardian No. 153 p 2 To sink the Soul into the
lowest State of Humility, and what the School-men call

Self-Annihilation. i860 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (ed. 2) I.

1 19 The mystical death, self-annihilation, and holy indiffer-
ence of the Quietists.

So Self-annihilated pa. pple.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings 43 Till by exclusive con-
sciousness ofGod All self-annihilated it shall make God its

identity.

Self-applauding, ppl. a. [Self- i f.] Given
to or marked by self-applause.

1654 WniTLOCKZ<'0«;;«'rt2o6TheToilesof Selfe-applaud-
ing Husbandry, a 1680 Charnock A ttrib. God (1834) I. 94
Self-applauding confidences in our own wisdom and strength.
1781 Cowper Truth 58 The self-applauding bird, the pea-
cock. 1818 Scott Rob Roy iv, With the chuckle of a self-

applauding wit. 1867 Mrs. Whitney L. Goldthwaite iii.

(1873) 42 A little matter, nothing to be self-applauding about.

Self-applause. [Self- 1 a.] Approval or
commendation of oneself.

1678 Marveix Def. John Howe Wks. (Grosart) IV. 202 Its
insolent boasting and self-applause upon no occasion. 1728
Pope Dune. 1. 82 She .. With self-applause her wild creation
vjews. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xliv, He addressed
himself to me. .with a smile of self-applause. 1880 Burton
Reign Q. Anne II. xi. 228 The exulting and abounding
current of his self-applause.

So Self-applansive a. = Self-appladdino.
1807 D. Gilson Serm. vii. 136 A mind already wounded

with self-applausive, unnecessary advice.

Self-asse-rtion. [Self- i a.] The action of
asserting one's individuality, or insisting upon one's
claims or one's supremacy.
180. Foster Ess. ii. vl (1806) I. 205 They (se. passions

which inspirit men to resistance] put the mind in the
habitual array of defence and self-assertion. 1847 Ld. Lind-
say Si. Hist. Car. Art I. p. ccix, The self-assertion of the
Teutonic over the classic element of modern Europe. 1856
Merivale Rom. Em/. xliiL (1871) V. 1S8 A class whose in-
tense self-assertion was inflamed by family names [etc).

So Self-asserting', -assertive (also -assert-
ingly adv., -asseTtiveness), -assertory adjs.,

full of or characterized by self-assertion.
1869 Trollope He Knew, etc Ivi. (1878) 311 Some specially

'self-asserting American. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. xvi,
A *self-assertingly temporary and nomadic air. [bid. 1. iv,

Unwilling to own to the name of Reginald, as being too
aspiring and "self assertive a name. 1884 Truth 13 Mar.
374/1 A refreshing individuality and 'self-assertiveness.
1866 Alger Solitudes 0/Nature 4 Man iv. 381 This *self-
assertory language.

Self-assurance. [Self- i d.] Feeling of se-
curity as to oneself; self-confidence.

1594 Spenser Amoretti lix, Thrise happie she I that is so
well assured Unto her selfe (etc).. . Such selfe-assurance need
not feare the spigot Of grudging foes. 180 . Foster Ess. hi.
ii. (1806) II. 22 The flattering self-assurance simply of a life
of singular felicity. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xii, Lightness, i

gallantry, and something approaching to well-bred self,
assurance. 1891 1. Hardy Tess vi, Going about her business
with some self-assurance in the thought [etc.}.

So Self-assured a., self-conhdent.
1711 G. Hickes Two Treat. Chr. Priesth. (1847) II. 3 He

is soveryself-assured as to affirm that (etc.). 1880 M'Carthy
Own Timet xlviii. IV. 12 His style was far too self assured.

Self-begot, pa. pple. [Self 2.] Begotten of
oneself by one's own power.
1667 [see Self-raised). 1845 [see Self-born i).

So Self-bego-tten pa. pple. and ///. a. ; also

T Self-bego'ttenly adv.
1S71 Milton Samson 1699 That *self-begott'n bird In the

Arabian woods embost. 1797 Monthly Mag. III. 511 Souls
of this kind.. possess a self-begotten and self-vital essence.
1833 J. H. Newman Arians 11. iv. (1876) 195 Iamblichus
cans the Son self-begotten. 1678 Cudworth tntell. Syst.
574 Its Own- Parent, and its Own-Ofspring, and said to have
sprung out, avroyovmt *Self-begottenly.

t Self-be-ing. Obs. [Self- 5 c] Independent
existence ; also concr. a self-existent being.
1587 Golding De Mornay xiv. (1592) 199 So is reason or

vnderstanding the very forme or Selfebeeing of the Soule of
man. a 16x9 Fotherby Atheom. 11. iii. § 3 (1622) 219 One
certaine power or Nature of Selfe-bcing. a 1656 Bp. Hall
Medit. Love of Christ § 10 Let me set all my soul upon
Thee, .who art the eternal and absolute Self Being.
So + Self-being ///. a., self-existent.

1599 Davies Nosce Teipsum 17 Her selfe being Nature
shines in this, That she performes her noblest works alone.

Self-binder. orig. £/..£ [Self- 4.] A reaping-
machine which has an apparatus for binding the
corn into sheaves automatically.
1883 Evening Star 28 June, The country has more wheat
^owing than it could reap save for self-binders. 1884 Pall
'all G. 25 Nov. 2/1 The regular price now paid in the

States for a self-binder is 160 dob., say ^33.
So Self-binding ///. a.
1883 Set. Amer. 3 Mar. 138/3 A self-binding harvester.

1884 Pall Mall Gat. 29 Nov. 3/2 Self-binding reapers.

E

Self-black. Chiefly northern. Also 6 sel-

black(e. [Self B. 3.] a. Of a uniformly black
colour, b. Of a naturally black colour, not dyed.
Also sb.

t
a colour of this description

; f a stuff

of such a colour.

1358 WillofRolandson 0/Kendal (Somerset Ho.), A sel-
blacke jerkin. 156a Richmond Wills (Surtees) 152 Inprimis,
iij. mellyd russetts, xlij s. Item tj. other selblacks, xxs...
Blacke woulle, xx s. Selblacke woulle, xij s. 1573 Ibid. 235
To Sybbel y» doghter of Robart my soon a browne cote, a
pare of selblacke slevys. 1595 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 117
Ane gown of selfblak. 1621 Sc. Acts Jos. VI (1816) IV.
626/2 SelffblaJc Claithe maid in Scotland. 1838 [W. Cars)
Craven Gloss. II. 109 My stockins er self black.

t Self-blood. Obs.

1. [Self- i a.] Self-murder.
C1616 Fletcher Thierry <y Theod. rv. i. (1621) H 2 b, Do

you feele What followes a selfe blood, whither you venter,
And to what punishment?
2. [Self- 5 a.] One's own blood relations.

1603 B. Jonson Sejatius in. i. (1605) E-tb, Though he had
proper Issue of bis owne, He would no lesse bring vp, and
foster these. Then that selfe-bloud.

Self-boa*sting, vbl. sb. [Self- i b.] Boasting
about oneself. So Self-boasted ppl. a.

}
boasted

of as one's own.
1599 Brighton's Lett. iv. 15 Importunate selfe-boasting.

Ibid. vii. 231'hy great selfe-boasted learning. (2x653 Gouge
Comm. Heb. xii. 10 This taketh away all ground of self-

boasting from them. 1850 O. Winslow Inner Life 92 Self-
confidence, self-seeking, self-boasting.

Self-born, ppl. a. [Self- 3 b.] Born of or
originating from oneself or itself.

1587 Golding De Mornay vi. (1592) 79 Selfebome, and
father of himself, a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant. Sol. xi, And
leave to morrow To beare the burden of her selfe-borne sor-
row. 1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. xv. Pythag. Philos. 580
From himself the Phcenix only springs : Self-born. 1845
Bailey Festus 120 The self-begot, self-wedded, and self-

born. 1875 Bain Ment. <$ Mor.Sci. m. xi. § 7 The pleasure
of the onginal or self-born feeling.

p In Shaks. Wint. T. iv. i. 8 'one self-borne howre'=one
and the same hour (see Self Rid); in Rich. II, n. iii. 80
* self-borne Armes ' is of disputed meaning (some mod. edd.
read self-born — indigenous).

Self-bow : see Self B. 6.

Self-bred, ppl. a. [Self- 3 b.]

f 1. « Self-born. Obs.
1587 Golding De Mornay iii. 30 Plato .. calleth God. .the

Beer . . the selfbred, who also made y8 Heauen.

f 2. Native. Obs.
1590 R. W. Three Lords $ Ladies B, Of selfe bred soile,

of London is her race.

3. Bot. Applied to the offspring of self-fertilized

flowers. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms.

+ Self-central, a. Obs. [Self- 3a.] = Self-
centred 1, 2.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul iv. xx, A selfcentrall essence.
a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. TO. vi (1821) 367 This sensual,
brutish, and self-central life.

So Self-ce-ntralism, self-centredness
; + Self-

centra-lity, the quality of being ( self-central
'

;

Self-centralization, Self-centration (Webster,
1864), the state or quality of being self-centred.

1903 Month July 33 Proud *self-centraUsm. 1647 H. More
Song ofSoul iv. xix, Which doth all souls into one centre
strain, And make them void of #

self-centrality. 1903 Q. Rev.
Oct. 407 The "self-centralisation of Latin politics.

Self-centre, v. rare—1
. [Self- 3 a,] trans.

To centre in oneself.

1794 Coleridge Relig. Musings 91 What thirsty cares
Drink up the spirit and the dim regards Self-centre.

Self-centred, ///. a. [Self- 3 a.]

1* Fixed or stationary, as a centre round which
other things move.
1676 Dryden State Innoc. 11. L (1677) 12 There hangs the

ball of Earth and Water mixt, Self-Center'd, and unmov'd.
1687 Norris Colt. Misc. 84 He is one unmov'd self-center'd

Point of Rest. 1737 Pope Hor. Ep. 1. vi. 6 Self-center'd
Sun. 187s Browning F\fine Ixxx. 11 Your steadying touch
of hand Assists me to remain self-centred, fixed amid All on
the move.

2. Of persons, their activities, etc. : Centred in

oneself (or itself) ; independent of external action
or influence.

a 1764 Lloyd Whim Poet. Wks. 1774 II. 166 Genius self-

center'd feels alone That merit he esteems his own. 1828
Sewell Oxford Prize Ess. 43 Self-centred circles of com-
mercial employments, professions, and amusements. 1877
E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. 15 The self-centred life that makes
itself independent of everything but the individuality in

which it is imprisoned. 1895 Zangwill Master hi. viii. He
would be fixed at last, swinging steadily on a pivot of hap-
piness.. . Now at last he would De self-centred.

b. In an unfavourable sense, passing into that

of: Engrossed in self, selfishly independent.
1783 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 20 Nov., A stubborn

sufficiency self-centered. 1873 Morley Rousseau 1. 126 He
was both too self-centred and too passionate for warm ease
and fulness of life in all things, to be truly sympathetic [etc.],

1884 W. H. White Mark Rutherford's Deliv. vii. (1892) 97
That self-centred satisfaction which makes life tolerable.

Hence Self-ce'ntredness.
1891 F. Paget Spirit of Discipline iii. 98 The absurdity

of self-centredness and seff-advertisement. 1894 A thenxum
21 July 94/2 With nearly as strong a belief as his master's in
the self-centredness of man.

Self-centring, ppl* a.

1 1. [Self- 3 a.] =* Self-centred t, 2, Obs.

1693 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 186 The Self-Ending, Self-

Centring Man does in a very true., Sense Idolize himself.
1701 — Ideal World i. vi. 398 Truth being of the Divine
essence, .is really a ground and foundation to itself, even as
that self-centring essence is. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend
(1865) 217 They pursue the interests of freedom steadily, but
with narrow and self-centring views.

2. Meek. [Self- 4.] Applied to chucks, etc.,

which hold the object in a central position without
the necessity of tentative adjustments.
1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 237 These self-

centring chucks. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 17 Nov. 5/2 The clutch
is of the self-centring type.

Selfcide. nonce-wd. [f. Self + -cide2.] Suicide.
1693 Wood Ath.Oxon. II. 479 Hobbes. .saith.-that no

Homicide, or Selfcide, . . is against the law of nature.

Self-colle'Cted,///. a. [Self- 3 a.] = Col-
lected a.

a 17M Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. II. 12 O may I self-

collected here, Live all at once in filial fear. 1831 Scott Ct.
Rob. xiv, The features, with their self-collected composure.
1842 Manning Serm. ii. (1848) I. 23 Look at the penitent
sinner, calm and self collected.

So Self-colle'ctedness, Self-colle'ction.
1834 Godwin Necromancers 18 Boldness and *self-col-

lectedness. ^zFaber Styrian Lake
t
etc. 292 With solemn

*self-collection did he slay Himself upon the barrow newly
raised. 1871 Morley Vauz'enargues in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1.

(1878) 29The self-collection, the feminine solicitude, that [etc.].

Self-co'lour. [Self B. 3.]
1. One uniform colour; orig. used of flowers

(cf. next). Also, a colour belonging to the same
series as another.
1665 Rea Flora 177 These self-colours [in Columbines] are

not valued. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Tutipa 8 C 3/r
These do, in time, break into various beautiful Stripes, ac-
cording to the Ground of their former Self-colour. 1849
Q. Rev. Mar. 414 The cattle of mountainous countries.. are
always of self-colours—black, red, or dun. 1859 Gullick
& Timijs Painting 19 The system of shading with a ' self-

colour ',as pink with crimson. x888Sansone Dyeingy'xx. 154
Madder is still employed., in wool dyeing, both as self-colour
and in combination with other dyewoods.
2. The natural colour.

1851 Mayhew Loud. Labour I. 440/2 The Scotch boxes
[sc. snuff-boxes], called ' Holyroods '..are generally the
' self-colour ' of the wood.

Self-CO'loured, ///. a. [f. prec. + -ed. Cf.

MHG. se/pvar having the natural colour or aspect.]

1. Of one uniform colour.

1759 Miller Gard. Did. (ed. 7) s. v. Tulipa 13 Q 4/1 The
Stripes should be small and regular, arising from the Bottom
of the Flower, for if there are any Remains of the former
self-coloured Bottom, the Flower is in Danger of losing its

Stripes again. 1862 Chamb. Encycl. IV. 784/1 Pieces of
self-coloured glass. 1889 Mrs. Panton Nooks <y Corners 29
The darkest brown self-coloured linoleum put down all over
the passages and halls.

2. Of the natural colour. (In mod. Diets.)

Self-comma-nd. [Self- i a.] Control of

one's actions or feelings, self-control.

1699 Shaftesb. Charac^ In$. cone. Virtue 11. § 2 The Ad-
vantages., of a contrary Sobriety, and Self-Command. 1818
Scott Rob Roy ii, My father had, generally speaking, his
temper under complete self-command. 1898 J. Morley Let.
in Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec, Your.. self-command under the
provocation of those 'unworthy insinuationsV
Self-complacence, -co'mplaisance.

[Self- 3 a.] = Complacence i.

1748 Richardson Clarissa I. xiii. 73 The self-complaisance
which an imagin'd happy thought can be supposed to give
the speaker. 1781 Cowper Charity 468 Extravagance and
av'rice shall subscribe, While fame and self-complacence
are the bribe. 1821 Scott Kenihv. xii, Foster. . pointed with
self-complacence to a piece of concealed machinery in the
wall. i8»7 Carlyle Germ. Rom. IV. 73 Self-complaisance
over the concealed destroys its concealment.

Self-complacency. [Self- 3 a.] = prec.
1687 Norris Coll. Misc. 302 Acts of self-complacency,

whereby I delight and please my self in the perfections of
my Nature. 1694 South Serm. 1 Cor. ii. 7 Wks. 1823 II.

396 To check those self-complacencies which it is apt to grow
into. 1707 Norris Treat. Humility zb Toreceive it modestly,
without any expressions of self-complacency. 1817 Cole-
ridge Statesm. Man. 36 In the blindness of self-compla-
cency. 1879 Froude Caesar xxviii. 400 About himself and
his own exploits there is not one word of self-complacency.

Self-compla'cent, a. [Self- 3 a.] = Com-
placent 2.

1763 Churchill Rosciad 161 With a self-complacentjut-
ting air, It smil'd, It smirk'd. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. L 543 Selfcomplacent stupidity, 1878 Gladstone Prim.
Homer 148 The wisdom of Nestor is amusingly accom-
panied with self-complacent reflection.

So Self-complace-ntial, -complaxinff adjs..,

self-complacent ; Self-complacently adv.
a 1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. II. 109 Thy Love

*seIf-complacential. 1806 Knox Let. to yebb 27 Oct., The
sweet, rational, self-complacential, yea, direct, disinterested,

delight, a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III. 304 God..
Self-knowing, *Self-complacing on his Throne. 180 . Foster
Ess. 1. iii. (1806) I.49 As polemics most *self-complacently
avow their opinions to be more firmly established by all that
the opponent has objected.

Self-conceit. [Self- i a.]

1. One's opinion or estimate of oneself ; esp. high
or exaggerated opinion of oneself, one's talents,

attainments, etc.

1588-9 Marlowe Faustus Chor. 20 Till swolne with cun-
ning, of a selfe conceit [etc.]. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 84 To confirme that good selfe-conceit and opinion of
hisowne. x6o8D.T[uvill].£',«. Pol..f Mor. 62b Not tainted



SELF-CONCEITED.

with anie humorous Selfe-conceit. 1651 Hobbes Lemath.

i. viii. 35 Vaine-Glory : which is commonly called Pride,

and selfe-conceipt. «7»' CtowpE« C*^/> 374 PhOosophy,

without his heav'nly guide May blow up self-conceit. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. l8S He remarks the self-conceit of

a younger generation of philosophers.

t2. One's own opinion ; wilful thought. Obs.

1602 Warner *#• ^"^- ,x - liL ?34 Our Mindes doe wavier

still Our selfe-Conceits be winged and we flie from good to

ill. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 98 (Naaman] had a self-conceit

of the way of curing him.

Self-conceited, #>/• <*• Now somewhat rare
;

freq. in 17th c. [f. prec.] Full of or marked

by self-conceit ; having an overweening opinion

of oneself ; = Conceited 3.

'595 Polimanteia in Brydges Brit. Bit!. I. 285 Any male-

comented selfe-conceited, vnregarded malicious subiect.

1597 Thynne in Animadv. (1875) Introd. p. xcix, The selfe

conceyted mr Savile, prouoste of Eatone. 1611 Bible,

Transl. Ep. T 5 If . • we shall be maligned by selfe-conceited

brethren, who runne their owne waves. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrot. Rest, an Lulled asleep with self-conceited igno-

rance. 1741 tr. D'A rgens' Chinese Lett. L 2 The French .

.

seem to me to be as self-conceited as the Japonese. 1818

Scott Rob Roy xxiv, This troublesome, pedantic, self-con-

ceited coxcomb. 1887 Besant The World Went xv. 122

Dwarfs.. are the most vainglorious and self-conceited per-

sons imaginable.

IF With predicative adj. = thinking oneself to be

(so-and-so).
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle{iB7i)a Others . . which, selfe-con-

ceited wise, Take a great pride in their owne vaine surmise.

Hence Self-concei-tedly adv., Self-conceited-

ness (freq. in 17th a).

1603 Florio Montaigne in. ix. 566 *Selfe-conceitedly to

ouer-esteeme what they possesse aboue others, c 1616 S.

Ward Coalfrom Altar (1627) 21, I feare most of them he

sicke of *selfe-conceitednesse, new-fanglenesse, and desire of

mastership. 1661 Baxter Mor. Prognost. 67 Self-Conceited-

ness in their Controversies, a 17a! Prior 24 Songs xxiii, But

self-conceitedness does reign In every mortal mind.

t Self-concern. Obs. [Self- 5 a.] Personal

interest. So f Self-ooncoTned, + -conce -rninsr

///. adjs., self-interested ; f Belf-conce-rnment,

self-interest.

1681 Owes *po>o)/xa rov Ilvevjiaros I. iv. Wks. 1852 VII.

302 Confined almost in their thoughts unto themselves,.,

and their 'self-concerns. 1661 J. Davies tr. OUarius' Voy.

Ami. 367 The most *self-concern'd person of all that ever

had the management of publick affairs. 1656 Cowley Pin-

dar. Odes, Nemexan v, For "self-concerning ends. 1644

Milton Divorce To Parlt. of Eng. A3, It is incredible how
cold, -we are, without the spurre of "self-concernment. 1699

Shaftesb. Cliarac., Inq. cone. Virtue 11. § 2 A more than

ordinary Self-Concernment, or Regard to private Good.

Self-condemnation. [Self- i a.] Condem-

nation by oneself of one's own action.

J703 [J. Hay) title, Self-Condemnation : or the author of

the second edition of the Debate in the Shop, condemned
out of his own mouth. 1757 W. Thompson R. N. Adv.

31 It must have produced not only Self-conviction, but

Self-condemnation. 1858 Longf. M. Standish IV. 26 Shame
..and abasement and self-condemnation.

So (all' rare) Self-conde'mnaDle a., carrying

with it its own condemnation ;
Self-condemnant,

Self-condemnating-, Self-conde-mnatory =
SELF-C0NDEMN1NQ.
1718 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 70 They become "self-

condemnable, by being the Result of human Productions.

1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar. Secess. 234 If the spurious

*self-condemnant reading salvatur be adopted. 1863 Car-

lyle Let. 18 Mar., A wonderful *self-condemnating MS. by
Frk. the Great. 1833 Bentham Not Paul but Jesus in He
states the *seIf-condemnatory mental facts.

Self-condemned, ///. a. [Self- 2.] Con-

demned by one's own action or words.

1623 N. Rogers Strange Vineyard 6 Had he knowne on
whom the sentence would haue light, it should not haue
beene so heauie ; but now he is selfe-condemned.

_ 1736

Butler Anal. 1. vii. 131 Which we cannot violate without

being Self-condemned. 1836 Sir H. Taylor Statesman
xvii. 126 In adopting it [a course of conduct] they stand self-

condemned without reason. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. II. 90
Self-condemned in his wretchedness.

Hence Self-conde -mnedly adv., so as to con-

demn oneself.

1679 Penn Addr. Prot. 216 Obstinately and Selfcon-

demnedly maintaining inconsisting Things with the Faith.

Self-conde mning, pple. and ppl. a. [Self-

1 f.] Condemning oneself, one's way of life, etc.

1647 C Harvey Schola Cordis xxx. 27 That self-condemn-

ing shamefastnesse. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 1188 They in

mutual accusation spent The fruitless hours, but neither

self-condemning. 17*9 Law Serious Call iii. 37 A self-con-

demning conscience. 1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1777,

Johnson laughed heartily at this good Quietist's self-con-

demning minutes [=Dr. Rutty's Spiritual Diary 1. 1816

Byron Ch. Har. m. lix, And could the ceaseless vultures

cease to prey On self-condemning bosoms.

Hence Self-conde'mninfjly adv., in self-con-

demnation.
1681 Baxter Answ. Dodwelliv. 37 Mr. Dodwell, self-con-

demningly saith, that [etc.].

Self-confidence. [Self- 3 a.] Confidence in

oneself; often in an unfavourable sense, arrogant

or impudent reliance on one's own powers.
1653 Gauden Hieraspistes 69 A matter, .ofself-confidence

and intolerable boastings. 1691 Hartclipfe Virtues 405
Self-confidence and Self-Conceit render Men Fools. 1779
Johnson L. P., Pope (1868) 37s Self-confidence is the first

requisite to great undertakings. i8»5 Scott Talism. i, The
calm self-confidence belonging to the victor in many contests.

416

1849 Alison Hist. Eur. II. vii. 135 Self-confidence, or, in

plainer language, impudence, was the great secret of his

success. 1875 Gladstone Glean, (1879) VI. 120 Both rather

abounded in self-confidence.

So Self-confident (hence -co-nfidently adv.,

Webster, 1847-54).
1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. III. 310 Shallow and

self-confident persons.

t Self-confiding, ///. a. [Self- 3 a.] Trust-

ing in oneself, marked by self-confidence.

1654 GatakerZ>;Vc. Apol. 52 An haughtie, bold, out-stretch-

ing, and selfe-confiding spirit. 1725 Pope Odyss. an. 174

The thoughtless self-confiding train. 1823 Scott Quentin

D. xiii, Free, and fearless, and self-confiding.

Self-congratulation. [Self- i a.] Con-

gratulation of oneself.

1712 Addison Sped. No. 381 r n How many self-con-

gratulations naturally rise in the mind. 1810 Scott Let. in

Lockhart (1837) II. lx. 321 A sort of self-congratulation, a

little tickling self-flattery. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iv. 22

The honor is mine and the self-congratulation is mine.

So Self-oongra-tulatinfr.-congTa-tnlatory adjs.

1784 Cowper Task v. 622 The puny child Of self-con-

gratulating pride. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Mignon iii, A very

pleasant, self-congratulatory frame of mind.

Self-conjugate, a. Math. [Self- 3 a.] Ap-
plied to a figure each side of which is, relatively

to some conic, the polar of the opposite vertex. Of
a function (see quot. 1873). Hence Self-con-

jugation, the state of being self-conjugate.

1866 Hamilton Quaternions § 349 Where the function ^op

is its own conjugate, or is the common self-conjugate part

of <£p and aVp. Ibid. § 353 When this condition of self-con-

jugation is not satisfied. 1873 Maxwell Electr. * Magn.
1. 12 In Quaternion language, the one vector is said to be a

linear and vector function of the other, andwhen there are

three pairs of equal coefficients the function is said to be self-

conjugate. 1885 J. Casey Analyt. Geom. 305 Let the conies

be referred to their common self-conjugate triangle. 1893

in Cayley Math. Papers (1897) XIII. 269 Of course, here

a self-conjugate term such as bed is put in evidence.

Self-conscious, a. [Self- i e.]

1. Philos. Having consciousness ofone's identity,

one's actions, sensations, etc.; reflectively aware

of one's actions. Also said of action, thought, etc.

[1690, etc. : cf. Self-consciousness 2.] 1817 Coleridge Biog.

Lit. 97 An infinite yet self-conscious Creator. 1871 R. H.
Hutton Ess. L (1888) 4 So far as human action is self-con-

scious as well as voluntary. 1907 Illingworth Doctr. Trin.

vii. 136 A person is. .essentially a self-conscious subject,

f b. Of which one is conscious in oneself. Obs.

1697 Dryden A^neid vm. 174 My self-conscious Worth,

1824 Bentham Bk. Fallacies 1. i. § 2 Wks. 1843 II. 392

Self-conscious and self-avowed imbecility.

2. Marked by undue or morbid pre-occupation

with one's own personality ; so far self-centred as

to suppose one is the object of observation by others.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. in. vii, Self-conscious, conscious

of a world looking on. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxiv,

Their.. innocence so self-conscious and self-satisfied. x88a

J. Hawthorne Fort. Fool xxxix, He was singularly free

from self-consciousness; and she was so exquisitely self-

conscious as completely to conceal it.

Hence Self-co-nsciously adv.

01834 Coleridge Shahs. Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 68 A genial

understanding directing self-consciously a power and an
implicit wisdom deeper even than our consciousness.

Self-consciousness. [Self- i d.]

f 1. The condition of being privy to a thing. Obs.

1675 J. Smith Chr. Relig. App. 11. 5 Self-consciousness to

the closest Villany.

2. Philos. Consciousness of one s own identity,

one's acts, thoughts, etc. ; = Consciousness 4.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. § 16 Appropriated to me
now by this self-consciousness. 169a Bentley Boyle Led. ii.

15 A distinct Animal, endued with self-consciousness and
personal sensation of its own. 17M Wollaston Relig. Nat.

184 That, which in man is the subject or suppositum of self-

consciousness, thinks, and has the foresaid faculties, must be

something different from his body or carcass. 1836-7 Sir W.
Hamilton Led. Metaph. xxix, Perception is the power by
which we are made aware of the phaenomena of the external

world ; Self-consciousness the power by which we apprehend

the phenomena of the internal. 1874 G. H. Lewes in

Contemp. Rev. Oct. 689 Philosophy must be regarded in the

light of a continuous history of Self-consciousness.

3. Internal knowledge or conviction of a thing

;

= Consciousness 2.

1751 Earl Orrery Rem. Swift xiii. (ed. 5) 114 With only

the self consciousness of deserving a rank among the com-

panions of Brutus in the Elysian fields.

4. The condition of being self-conscious (sense 2).

1851 Kingsley Yeast ii, It sweeps away that infernal web of

self-consciousness, and absorbs me in outward objects. 1876

Farrar Days ofthy Youth xxxvii. 373 If he is not free from

the self-consciousness which is usually called being nervous.

Self-COnsequence. [Self- 5 a.] Self-im-

portance.

1778 Miss Bvjrney Evelina xxxiv. (1791) II. 225 By no

means wanting in pride and self-consequence. 18*9 Scott

Anne of G. xviii, To.. enhance the self-consequence of a

powerful ecclesiastic. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. fr Dogma (1876)

101 Warped by personal pretensions and self-consequence.

So Self-co-nseciuent a., self-important.

1878 Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Abbey ill. viii, Jupiter,

seated on Olympus, .. never felt more self-consequent than

does Jeffs feel, perched on his box-seat to-day.

Self-consistency. [Self- 3 a.] = Con sis-

TENCY K f\ b
1692 No'rris Curs. Reflect. 13 How then can he with any

tolerable Self-consistency say [etc.]. 1770 Langhorne Pin-

SELF-CONTKADICTION.

tarch (1879) I. 66/1 Lycurgus..considered happiness. .as

flowing from virtue and self-consistency. 1858 J. Mar.
tineau Stud. Chr. 270 You deny the self-consistency of the

Church of England and call it a compromise. 1876 Glad-

stone Homeric Synchr. 40 Such facts do not.. destroy.. the

self-consistency of the objects themselves.

Self-consistent, a. [Self- 3 a.] = Consis-

tent 6 b, 7.

1704 Norris Ideal World n. ii. 60 They are also so self,

consistent as in consequence of their common principle to

hold that they do not think. 1817 Coleridge Stalesm.

Man. 5 Imposture, organized into a comprehensive and self-

consistent whole. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 199/2 An ac-

curate and self-consistent system of weights and measures.

Self-COntai-ned,///.0. [Self- 3 a.] Having
all that one (it) needs in oneself (itself) ; independent

of external means or relations; esp. (of persons)

not dependent upon, or communicating oneself to,

others ; reserved or restrained in behaviour.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas I. vii. 694 Our own Bodie's

self-containe'd motions. 1839 Bailey Festus 360 The self-

contained Perfection. X843 Dickens Chr. Carol i. 3 Secret,

and self-contained, and solitary as an oyster, i860 Ruskin
Mod. Painters V. vi. ix. § 7. 84 The pine rises in serene

resistance, self-contained. 1865 Meredith R. Fleming viii,

A beauty has all the world with her when she is self-con-

tained. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 290

The vast, surging, excited, but self-contained crowd. 1905
Chesterton Heretics 181 When London was smaller, and
the parts of London more self-contained and parochial.

b. Of a house : Of which the apartments and

the approaches are restricted to the use of one family

or household ; having a private entrance. Orig. Sc.

1827 Scott Chron. Canongate v, It is a house 'within

itself, or, according to a newer phraseology in advertise-

ments, self-contained. 1861 Beresf. Hope Eng. Calhedr.

lgthC. iv. 126 The Englishman has a weakness .. to rent a

self-contained house rather than an apartment.

allusive. 1829 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) II. iv. 73
We are a world ' within ourselves ', a ' self-contained house \

c. Of a machine or device : Complete in itself.

1828 Scott Aunt Margaret's Mirr. ii, (The mirror] no
longer simply reflected the objects placed before it, but, as if

it had self-contained scenery of its own, objects began to

appear within it. 1839-47 [see self-containedness below].

1869 Rankine Cycl. Alach. », Hand-tools PI. K 3, It [sc.

shearing-machine] is self-contained, is easily fixed, requires

. .but moderate skill to work it. 1875 Knight Did. Mech.

s.v., Self-contained engine, an engine and boiler attached

together complete for working. 1893 J. A. Hodges Elem.

Photogr. (1907) 133 A self-contained mechanical device for

exposing the plates automatically.

Hence Self-contai-nedly adv., Self-contai-ned-

ness ; so Self-contai -ninsr vol. sb. and ///. a.

;

Self-contai'nment, the condition of being self-con-

tained.

1884 G. Allen Philistia III. 268 Ernest and Edie-.went

their own way as "self-containedly as usual. 1839-47 Todd
Cycl. Anat. III. 348/2 All the advantage of Mr. Holland's

microscope, except its *self-containedness. 1879 *•w- Ward
Chaucer 147 That self-containedness (very different from

self-contentedness) which distinguishes Chaucer. 1882 Ex.
positor Aug. 140 The self-containedness, the incommuni-

cableness of God. 1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Montaigne

Wks. (Bohn) I. 340 This, then, is the right ground of the

sceptic—this of consideration, of "self-containing. 1856

N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 101 The nation was to be free, self-

helping, "self-containing, unconquerable. 1850 Tait's Mag.
XVII. 734/1 Their whole condition is. .one of unsociability,

"self-containment, and isolation. 1866 Viscr. Strangford
Selection (i860) I. 108 A country the very essence of whose
position is self-containment.

Self-COnte -mpt. [Self- i.] Contempt of self.

1600 in Farr .?. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 446 An humble soule

that sincks in selfe-contempt. a 1711 Ken ChristophilPoci.

Wks. I. 504 Thou Self-contempt didst practise and instil.

1821 Shelley Adonais xxxvii, Remorse and Self-contempt

shall cling to thee. 1861 Whyte Melville Goodfor No-
thing II. 157 An expression in which joviality, recklessness,

and a certain sorrowing self-contempt were strangely mingled.

Self-COnte -nt,r*. [Self- 3 a.] Self-satisfaction.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 367 If even in self-vexation,

something of self-content is sought. 1694 Congreve Double

Dealer in. ad fin., If Happiness in Self-content is plac'd.

1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. i. 487 Like a vain loud

multitude Vexing the self-content of wisest men. 185a

Thackeray Esmond 11. x, This self-content of his kept him

in general good-humour.

Self-COnte -nt, a. rare. [Self- 3 a.] = next.

1857 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 257 Frenchmen are so

self-content and superficial.

Self-contented, ///• a. [Self- 3 a.] Self-

satisfied. So Self-contentedly adv. ; Self-con-

tentedness, -conte'ntment, self-satisfaction

;

+ Self-eonte'ntinsr a., self-satisfying.

1862 Thornbury Turner 1. i60ne of those "self-contented

fussy men. 1844 Mrs. Browning Early Rose xlvi. Poems

(1850) II. 299 Ye to yourselves suffice,.. "Self-contentedly

approve you Unto Him who sits above you. 1691 Norris

Prod. Disc. (1711) III. 168 What an inward sufficiency and

•Self-Contentedness. 1897 W. C. Hazlitt Ourselves 34 The

wide prevalence of self-contentedness and self-complacency;.

1647 H. More Exorcismus ii, Whose inward life Is "self-

contenting joy. 1647 Trapp Comm. Luke 11. 16 He would

chuse to live and dye in his self-contenting secresie. 1815

Jane Austen Emma m. xiv.374 He.. talked on with much

*self-contentment. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt I. x. 232

Esther felt herself seriously shaken in her self-contentment.

Self-contradiction. [Self- i a.] The act

or fact of contradicting oneself (or itself) ;
also, a

statement which contains elements that contradict

one another.

1658 Owen {title) A Defence of Mr. John Cotton from



SELF-CONTRADICTION. 417 SELF-DEPENDENTLY.
the imputation of Selfe Contradiction. x66i Boyle Style

ofScript. (1675) 95 As if there were a great many Self-con-

tradictions to be met with in the Scripture. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. vii. 125 The most palpable Self-contradictions. 1865
Kingsley Herew. xxxvi, With the strange self-contradic-

tion of human nature. 1876 Mellor Priesthood y. 250 The
superlocal presence of a body is a phrase which involves a
self-contradiction, inasmuch as it excludes an essential pro-

perty in the definition of body.

So Self-contradi'cting ///. a. (hence Self-

contradictingly adv.), f Self-contradictious,
Self-contradi'ctory adjs.

1655-87 H. More./*//, yf ntid. (1712) 221 It isan incongruous
and *self-contradicting position to hold. 167a Baxter Bag-
shaw's Scandals ii. 15 The self-contradicting man. 1866
Macm. Mag. Feb. 383 An authority thus divided, and thus
self-contradicting. 1653 Baxter Christian Concord 30 To
say we deal *self-contradictingly. 1660 H. More Myst.
Godl. 1. v. 12 A Mystery which they hold impossible and
*se!f-contradictious. 1657 Baxter Agst. Quakery 8 Their
Doctrines are *self-contradictory. 1864 Burton Scot Abr.
I. iv. 162 The Florentine's precepts were.. so self-contradic-

tory., that he was supposed to be in jest.

Self-control. [Self- i a.]

1. Control of oneself, one's desires, etc.

1711 Shaftesb. Charac. III. 260 note, The Perfection of
Virtue is from long Art and Management, Self-Controul.

1799 Wordsw. Ruth 154 A Man who without self-control

Would seek what the degraded soul Unworthily admires.
183a Tennyson CEnonc 142 Selfreverence, selfknowledge,
selfcontrol. 1859 Geo. Eliot A. Bede xxxix, As if all

self-control had forsaken him, [he] grasped Adam's arm.

2. Self-government, rare.

1850 Marsden Early Pnrit. (1853) 26 If it be not only an
independent but a national church, the right of self-control

is one that it cannot part with without disloyalty.

Hence Self-controlled, -contro lling-

adjs.

1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost viii. 210 The human
frame, so strong, so dignified, so *self-controlled in its perfec-
tions. 1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. iv, The deep and *self-con-

trolling mind of Adrian. 1873 Spencer Study Sociol. vi. 131
A comparatively self-controlling nature, capable of sacrific-

ing present ease to future good.

Self-convicted, ///. a. [Self- 2.] Con-
victed by one's own words or action.

17*9 Savage Wanderer in. 306 Pale Guilt starts self-con-
victed, when arraign'd.

t
i8ai Scott Kenilw. xxi, I should

stand self-convicted of villainy, were I to urge such a deceit.

1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. App. (1877) 738 Such a docu-
ment is self-convicted.

Self-conviction. [Self- i a.] Conviction of
oneself by one's own words or action.

1640 R. Baillib {title) Ladensivm 'Avrowaroxpurif, The
Canterbvrians Self-Conviction. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.
Ixxxi. (1779) III. 163, I began to hate him in proportion to
the self-conviction I felt. 1798 Sothebv tr. U'iclamVs Oberon
(1826) I.90 Too late at last the self-conviction came.

Self-Created, ///. a. [Self- 2.] Created,
brought into existence, or constituted by oneself.

1677 Gilpin Dxmonol. (1867) 403 That God promiseth to
keep him in his ways, but not in self-created dangers. 180a
Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit III. 198 The self-created dis-

tinction of polished society. 1815W. Price Hist. Oswestry
78 Napoleon Buonaparte, the self-created emperor of the
French. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. iv. I. 72 The particular,
partly self-created, character of Gibbon's mind.
So Self-crea te ppl, a, (rare) m prec. ; Self-
creatiou ; Self-crea ting, -creative adjs.,

capable of self-creation.

1875 Lightfoot Comm. Col. (1886) 370 They divided the
universe into, .the uncreate, the "self-create and the created.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) III. 119 As the muscle is

thus furnished with a kind of "self-creating power. 186a
Spencer First Princ. 1. ii. | 11 (1875) 32 The hypothesis of
"self-creation, which practically amounts to what is called
Pantheism. 1898 I llingworth Div. Immanence i. § 1 This
capacity of self-determination, and therefore of self-creation,

compels us to place will in a category by itself. 1845
Bailey Festus 13 Thy might is *self-creative, 1898 1i.lin<,-

worth Div. Immanence 1. § 1 We are, in a measure, self-

creative, causes of ourselves.

Self-culture. [Self- 1 a.] The cultivation or
development by one s own efforts of one'3 mind,
faculties, manners, etc.

1847 Emerson Repr. Men, Goethe Wks. (Bohn) I. 394, I

suppose the worldly tone of his tales grew out of the calcu-
lations of self-culture. 187a Lowell Among my Bks.,
Dante Wks. 1890 IV. 149 From being the slave of his
imaginative faculty, he rose by self-culture and force of
will to that mastery of it which is art.

t Self-dead, a. 06s. [Self- 3 a.] Dead to self.

1647 H. More i'hilos. Poems, Addit. 332 That pure fire

Wherewith thou wontest to inspire All self-dead souls. 1688
Norris Lett. 187 To be thus self-dead and sel^annihilated.
1798 Sothebv tr. Wielands Oberon vi. xxxi. (1805) I. 194
Self-dead, for him alone to be, to breathe, to move.
Hence f Self-deadness.
1647 H. More Song of Soul Notes 147/2 The most pro-

found and spirituall humility,..and a perfect self-deadnesse.

t Self-death. Obs, [Self i a.] Self-murder.
1659 Leg. Capt. Jones in Archaeologist Feb. (1842) 281

Brutus, I am a brute, and have thy spirit, Thy fortune and
self-death 1 will inherit.

Self-deceit. [Self- i a.] Self-deception.
1679 Flavel Saint Indeed 11. 16 Evidences of self-deceit

in matters of Religion. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 399 r 2
This fatal Hypocrisie and Self-deceit. 1828 D. Stewart
i'hilos. Powers ofMan 11. ii. I. 157 Our moral powers are
warped by the influence of self-partiality and self-deceit.

183a Miss Mitford Village Ser. v. Incendiary 6 They show
to the human heart its own desperate self-deceit.

So Self-deceitful a., -deceitfulness.
1818 Byron yuan 1. cvi, How "self-deceitful is the sagest

part Of mortals whom thy [sc. Love's] lure hath led along.

Vol. VIII.

1850 W. H. Gooi.n J. Owen's Wks. I. Pref. 9 The *self-

deceitfulness of the heart.

Self-deceived, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Deceived
by oneself, marked by self-deception.

1671 Milton P. R. iv. 7 Who self deceiv'd And rash,

before-hand had no better weigh'd The strength he was to
cope with. 1746 Francis tr. Hor., Sat. 1. i. 75 Some, self-

deceived, who think their lust of gold Is but a love of fame.
1831 Coleridge Table-talk 30 July, An intense half self-

deceived humorism.
So Self-decei'ver, -decei'vinff vbl. sb. and ppl.a.
a 1614 Dvke Myst. Selfe-deceiving iv. (ed. 8) 65 And so

much for the three former *selfe-deceiuers. 1817 Keble
Chr. Y., 6th Sund. Epiph., The self-deceiver's dreary theme.
a 1614 Dvke {title) The Mystery of *Selfe-Deceiving. 1668
Owen Expos. 130M Ps. (1669) 165 All their profession is but
a miserable self-deceiving. 1734 Watts Retiq. Jnv. (1789)
121 Thus we begin to learn and practise early this art of
self-deceiving. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ix. § 3 (1617) 315
A *selfe-deceiuing vanitie. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. <y Myst.
0. <$ N. Test. I. 212 We are poor, empty self-deceiving and
self-defiling creatures. 18*7 Keble Chr. V., 14th Sund,
Trin., What sadder scene can angels view Than self-deceiv-

ing tears? 1865 Pusky Truth Eng. Ch. 119 Easy and self-

deceiving ways, by which to deny Christ.

Self-deception. [Self- i a.] The action or
fact of deceiving oneself ; self-delusion.

1677 Gilpin Dxmonol. (1867) 53 It may be said a man
complies with those things which are intended for his de-
lusion, and so improperly by his negligence may fall under
blame of self-deception. 1745 J. Mason Self-Knowledge I,

xi. (1758) 75 Of all impostures Self-Deception is the most
dangerous, because least suspected. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dan.
v,With all a lover's power of self-deception. 1907 Raleigh
Shakespeare 175 Self-deception is a male weakness.

So Self-dece ptious, -deceptive adjs.

1809 Knox Let. to yebb 8 Mar., A *self-deceptious substi-
tution of a lower. .good, in the place of the highest, 1894
Athenaeum 3 Nov. 509/1 [They] showed themselves thea-
trical, self-conscious, and *self-deceptive.

Self-defence. [Self- i a.] The act of de-
fending oneself, one's rights or position ; spec, in

Law (see quot. 1769).
1651 Hobbes Leviath. n. xxi. 113 The offer of pardon

taketh from them, to whom it is offered, the plea of self-de-
fence. 1681 Dryden Abs. * Achit. L 458 Self-defence is

Nature's eldest law. 1733 Pope Ess. Man in. 379 Forc'd
into virtue thus by Selfdefence, Ev'n Kings learnM justice
and benevolence. 1769 Blackstone Comm. IV. 183 Homi-
cide in self-defence, or se defcndendo, upon a sudden affray,
is .. excusable rather than justifiable, by the English law.
1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.xvu. IV. 26 He deduced the
doctrine that selfdefence against pirates and assassins is un-
lawful. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. IV. xv. 420 The settler

. .trusted for security in the forest to his perpetual readiness
for self-defence. 1886 Field 9 Oct. 535/2 [FootballJ Each
team scored a goal, and each touched down in self-defence.

b. The {noble, manly) art of self-defence : f (a)

fencing
;

(b) pugilism, boxing. (Cf. Defence sb.

4, Noble a. 9.)
17*4 Sir W. Hope (title) A Vindication of the true art of

self-defence... To which is annexed, a short .. memorial for
sword-men. 18a . Art Jj Pract. Boxing Pref., A knowledge
of the art of Self-Defence. 1849 Cobden Speeches 76 Are
the men the most peaceful in society, who have studied the
* noble art of self-defence ?

' 1887 W. P. Frith Autobiogr.
1. i. 5 A little knowledge of the manly art of self-defence.

Self-defended,///. a. [Self- a.] Defended
by oneself or itself).

177S ,n Ash. 1845 Athenaeum n Jan. 37 A system should
either be self-defended or not at all.

Self-defensive, «. [Self- i e.] Of, per-
taining to, or involving the principle of, self-

defence. So Self-defensory a.

i8a8 Lights <$• Shades I. 6 A habit of "self-defensive refusal
to all similar propositions. 1905 Q. Rev. Oct. 473 The next
self-defensive artifice is that of accommodation and com*
promise. 187a H. W. Beecher Led. Preaching ii. 33 A
man of. . peaceableness, . . though of high spirit and self-

defensory power when required.

Self-delight. [Self- 3 a.] Delight in one-
self, one's being or existence.

1594 Southwell M. Magd. Funerall Teares y6 b, Least
ycu loose your selues in too much selfe delight. 1665
Brathwait Comm. Two Tales 123 Seeing it affords such
sweet self-delight to the Sense, atytt Ken Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. II. 41 God sits unchang d in glorious Height,
Self-life, Self-love, and Self-delight. 1891 T. Hardy Tess
xv, The invincible instinct towards self-delight.

Self-delivery, [SELF-4.] Automaticdelivery:
a. by a reaping-machine of the corn in swaths or

sheaves; b. ofapatternfromthemonldinfounding.
Also attrib. So Self-deliverer, a self-delivery

reaping-machine ; Self-deli"vexing ppl. a.

1864 Trans. Highl. Soc. Jan. 133 The self-delivering
machinery now consisting of a series of four (formerly six)

rakes attached to an upright shaft in such a manner as to

admit of a free ascending, descending, and horizontal motion.
Ibid. 143 Of the self-delivery reapers, Crosskiil's Bell did its

work most satisfactorily. 1908 Chamb. Encycl.VUl. 596/1
[Reaping-machines] delivered by mechanical labour, or self-

deliverers. 1908 J. G. Horner Encycl. Pract. Engin,
}
Self

Delivery, the delivery of a pattern from the mould without
requiring the use of cores.

Self deluded, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Deluded
by oneself, suffering from self-delusion.

1766 Ld. Mansfield in Hansard's Pari. Hist. XVI. 312
What the self-deluded and self-destroyed king said deceit-

fully. 1784 Cowper Task in. 316 Self-deluded nymphs and
swains, Who dream they have a taste for fields and groves.

1884 Leeds Merc. 24 Oct. 4/4 He had warned the self.de.

luded members of the Conservative party.

So Self-delrrder, -delu-ding ppl. a.

1817 Keats Let. to Haydon May, If one be a *self-deluder.

1903 Edin, Rev. Apr. 325 Impostors or at best self-deluders.

1650 Baxter Saint's Rest m. v. § 2 (1651) 86 Their own
*self-deluding folly. 1667 Flavel Saint Indeed (1673) 184

Thou self-deluding hypocrite.

Self-delusion. [Self- i a.] The act of de-

luding oneself; an instance of this.

1634 Milton Comns 365 If they be but false alarms of

Fear, How bitter is such self-delusion? 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxvii, Pitying the self-delusion

which disarmed him of the will to depart. 18x8 Scott Br.
Lamm, xv, Covering with no unusual self-delusion his in-

terested views with a hue of virtue. 1880 Fortn. Rev. Feb.

229 To go on as we do now. .in the vague hope that some
day we may begin to do our duty . . is . . mere self-delusion.

Self-denial. [Self- i a.] Denial or abnega-
tion of oneself; sacrifice of one's personal desires.

1642 D. Rogers Naaman To Rdr. § 1 This notion of Selfe

and her opposite Self-deniall. 1683 Trvon Way to Health
62 This excellent state is not obtainable without Self-denial,

and suffering now and then a little gentle Hunger. 1711
Steele Spect. No. 248 F 1 The great Foundation of civil

Virtue is Self-Denial. 1718 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

C'tess Mar 10 Mar., I have not written to you. .these many
months; a great piece of self-denial. 1834 J. H. Newman
Par. Serm. I. v. 79 Let your very rising from your bed be
a self-denial; let your meals be self-denials.

Self-denied, ppl. a. [Self- a.] Given to, or

characterized by, self-denial ; self-denying,

1693 Apol. Clergy Scot. 9 They could not be so self-denyed
as to be willingly deprived of the honour, a 1715 Burnet
Own Time (1766) I. 270 He. .was a mortified and self-denied
man, that delighted in nothing so much as in the doing
good. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiii, The undaunted and
self-denied manner in which he sacrificed himself. 1850

J. Brown Disc. <y Sayings of our Lord (1852) II. xvi. 206
Are we following him in self-denied service ?

Hence Self-denie <Uy adv.
1676 Row Contn. Blair's Autobiogr. xii. (1848) 379 Mr.

Blair did seriously and self-deniedly nest ir himself.

Self-denier. [Self- i c] A practiser of self-

denial.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 366 The greatest Arnautists,
Selfe-denyers in shew. 1865 M. Arnold Ess. Crit. Ser. 1.

vii. (1886J 262 These saintly self-deniers, these resigned
sufferers.

t Self-denying, vbl. sb. Obs. [Self i b.]

Self-denial.

1661 Feltham Resolves 11. iii. 181 To undergo a self-

denying or some Sufferance. 1664 Butler Hud. n. ii. 134
Breaking of an Oath, and Lying, Is but a kind of Self-

denying.

Self-denying, ppl. a. [Self- i e.] That
denies himself ; characterized by or involving self-

denial.

Self-denying ordinance (Eng. Hist.), 'an Ordinance ap-
pointing. That no Member of either House, during the Time
of this War, shall have or execute any Office or Command,
Military or Civil ' ( J nil. Ho. Commons, Dec xi, 1644) ; also

transf. (colloq.) applied to any course of action by which a
person deprives himself of some advantage or benefit.

1633 E. Svmonds Eccles. Self-seeking (X712) 1 A most
learned, loving, faithful, and self-denying Man. 1644 White-
locke Mem. (1732) 118 They could find no other way than
by passing a self-denying ordinance, (as they called it,) which
would serve their turn. 1693 Luttrell Brief R el. (1857)
III. 3 The lords were this day in a long debate on the
commons selfe denying bill. 1784 Cowper Task V. 328
Whence springs Your self-denying zeal? 1795 Scott Let.
in Lockhart (1837) I. vii. 233, I anticipate with pleasure
their marvellous adventures, in the course of which Dr.
Black's self-denying ordinance will run a shrewd chance of
being neglected. 1831 — Ct. Rob. x, A benevolent indi-

vidual, who, self-denying to himself, is liberal to all others.

1853 C. Bronte Villette xx, The self-denying and self,

sacrificing part of the Catholic religion. 1878 Emerson Sov.
Ethics Wks. (Bohn) III. 382 A self-denying, ardent church.

Hence Self-denying-ly adv.

1649 R°BERT Clavis Bibl. 340 To submit silently and self-

denyingly to the Lords chastisements. 1671 Baxter Power
of Mag. 1. 15 Most impartially and self-denyingly faithful

to Christ. 1876 Stubbs Study Med. $ Mod. Hist. iii. (1886)

57 The labours self-denyingly and generously tendered of
hard-worked tutors.

Self-depe'ndence. [Self- 3 a.] Dependence
entirely upon oneself, one's own efforts, etc.

1759 Topladv Hymn, ' Lord, I feel a carnal mind', A
submissive heart, From pride and self-dependence free.

1837 Ht. Martinkav Soc. A mer. III. 177 The children of

America have the advantage of the best possible early dis-

cipline ; that of activity and self-dependence. 1857 J. H.
Newman Serm. Var. Occas. (1881) vi. 81 The Omnipotence,
the Self-dependence, the Self-sufficiency..of the Eternal

God. 1876 Bancroft Hist If. S. V. xvi. 522 His haughty
self-dependence and force of will.

So Self-dependency.
1853 Pulsfohd tr. y. Mailer's Chr. Doctr. Sin II. 53

Custom.. regarded as determining power, may be very well

reconciled with spiritual self-dependency.

Self-dependent,". [Self-3 a.] Possessing

or characterized by self-dependence.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 93 The excellence of the Angelic
nature could not preserve them when self-dependent. 1764
Goldsm. Trav. 341 The self-dependent lordlings. 1833 J. H.
Newman Avians n. iv. 201 The existence of an irresponsible

self-dependent Being. 1848 R. I. Wilberforce Doctr. in-
carnation vi. (1852) 162 Salvation rests on the supernatural

gift of God, and not on the self-dependent exertions of
human excellence. 1861 Goschen /^r. Exch, 14 A nation,

rich in capital and very self-dependent

Hence Self-depe'ndently adv. ; so Self-de-

pe'nding* ppl. a., self-dependent.

1853 Pulsford tr. y. Mailer's Chr. Doctr. Sin II. 57 Tn
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SELF-DESPAIR.

so far as it..*self-dependently works and is active from out

the very inmost of its essence. 1855 *Self-dependmg [see

Self-wrought b}.

Self-despair. [Self- i d.] Despair of one-

self.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 526 An holy self-despair and

humble trembling dependence on Divine grace. IMlC.
Wesley Wrestling Jacob viii. Hymns 116, I am weak But

confident in Self-despair. \%&G*.o.~&\avi Scenes Cler. Life,

Janet's Rep. xv, No human soul had. .understood her self-

despair. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII. 130/2 The widespread

feeling ofself-despair and the longing for divine illumination.

Self-destroyed,///.3. [Self- 2.] Destroyed

by one's own act.

1766 [see Self-deluded]. 1805-6 Carv Dante, In/, xxvi.

84 In what clime death o'ertook him self-destroyed.

Self-destroyer, [Self- i c] One who is

the cause of his own destruction.

1657 Baxter Call to Unconverted (1666) 215 It's apparent

that you are self-destroyers, in that you draw the matter of

your sin and destruction even from the blessed God himself.

1713 [see Self-flatterer].

b. A suicide.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 376 No man is Master of his

ownBody, and therefore selfe-destroyers have not common
buriall. 1826 W. E. Andrews Fox's Cal. Prot. Saints

473 Fox being in want of a saint-martyr thought proper to

canonize a self-destroyer. 1886 Stevenson Dr. Jekyllvm.
(1895) 84 By the crushed phial in the hand. .TJtterson knew
that he was looking on the body of a self-destroyer.

So Self-destroying1 vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1612 W. Sclater Sick Souls Salve 29 Lust, murther,

*selfe destroying. 1687 Boyle Martyrd. Theodora Pref.

(1703) 21 Sl Jerome.. speaks of the unlawfulness of self-

destroying. 1645 Rutherford Tryal fy Tri. Faith 127 To
kill high thoughts of a *self-destroying sinner, a 1699 J.
Beaumont Psyche vir. cxxviii. (1702) 96 Driving the self-

destroying Trade of Sin. 1713 M. Henry Ordination Serm,
Wks. 1857 II. 501/1 This perishing self-destroying people.

1820 Shelley Prometh. Vnb. iv. 249 With the force of self-

destroying swiftness.

Self-destru*ction. [Self- i a.] Destruction

of oneself, one's life ; esp. self-murder, suicide.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 144 To frame of Earth a
vessell of the roinde, Where it should be to selfe-destruction

bound. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1016 Self-destruction there-

fore saught, refutes That excellence thought in thee. 1751
Mason EL&ida(xy^) 77 Ye need not fear it, She means not
self-destruction. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xv, To give gold to

youth is . . furnishing them with the means ofself-destruction.

1899 Allbulfs Syst. Med. VIII. 371 Very commonly at-

tempts at self-destruction or self-injury are made.

Self-destruxtive, a. [Self- i e.] Having
the property of destroying or annulling itself (or

each other).

1654. H. L'Estrange Chas. / (1655) 80 The Commons.,
imagined it would make the Petition so much Royalist, as
it would signifie nothing, .and would prove felo de se, self-

destructive. 1699 Shaftesb. Charac., Inq. cone. Virtue 11.

§ 2 How mischievous and self-destructive Anger is. 17*3
Blackmore Alfred Pref. p. xvii, Moral Evil and the divine

Nature are contradictory and self-destructive Idea's. 1864
P.owen Logic xiii. 420 Any Reasoning, .by which we might
attempt to doubt or deny the validity of our Intuitions,

would be self-destructive.

Hence Self-destru ctively adv.

1851 Kingsley Yeast v, They cannot be intended to com.
pete self-destructively with each other.

Self-determination. Metaph. [Self- i a.]

Determination of one's mind or will by itself

towards an object.

1683-6 J. Scott Chr. Life 11. vii. § 5 Wks. 1718 I. 406 As
necessary Agents, that have no Free-will or Principle of
Self-determination. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xvii. § 4
The ideas of men and self-determination appear to be con-
nected. 184a Manning Serm. iv. (1848) I. 59 Our fearful

and wonderful inward nature.. has a power of self-deter-

mination. i870-» Liddon Some Elem. ofRelig.Xn. 89 It is

your will which, by a voluntary self-determination, caused
the movement of the muscles of your arm.

So Self-dete'rmined ppl. a., determined by
oneself; having the quality of self-determination ;

Self-dete-rmining- vol. sb. f
m SELF-DETERMINA-

TION ; Self-dete rmining ///. a., determining

one's own acts ; possessing self-determination.

1731 Berkeley Alcipkr. vn. § 22 It is not doubted that

man is accountable, that he acts, and is *self-determined.

1898 Illingworth Divine Immanence i. § 1 We are self-

determined ; since, from the objects that occur to us, we can
choose the one which we shall make our own. 1683 JL
Corbet Free Actions n. 15 The Natural Liberty of the Will

is. .an Indetermination with a Power of *self-determining.

1853 Pulsford tr. 7. Mailer's Chr. Doctr. Sin II. 33 The
self-determining of the free will. x66a Stillingfl. Orig.
Sacrse in. Hi. % 7 To give man the freedom of his actions,

and a *self-determining power. C1714 AndUTHNOT, etc.

Mem. M. Scrt'bl. 1. xii. Pope's Wks. 1741 II. 44 Every
animal is conscious of some individual self-moving, self-

determining principle. 1853 Grote Greece 11, xc. XI. 700 A
free self-determining political aggregate. 1864 Pearson Div.
Pert. (1865) i Is God a self-determining agent apart from the
world? 1874 Carpenter Mental Phys. 1. i. (1879) a8 We
have within us a self-determining Power which we call Will.

Self-devised, ///. a. [Self- 2.] Devised
or invented by oneself.
z6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas n. iv. ill. 169 The while this

Priest-King sacrihVd To's clov'n-foot God in Bethel (self-

devis'd). 1671 Baxter Power of Mag. 1. 9 Self-devised
Worship and Religion. 1683 Owen Chamb. Imagery Wks.
1851 VIII. 590 Unlawful vows, self-devised rules. 1846
Trench Mirac. viii. (1862) 201 To worship God not with self-

devised services, but after the pattern that He has shown them.

418

Self-devoted, ppl. a, [Self- 2.] Character-

ized by self-devotion.

1713 Addison Cato iv. iv, For him the self-devoted Decii
died. 1814 Wordsw. Laodamia 48 And forth I leapt upon
the sandy plain ; A self-devoted chief. 1817 Lady Morgan
France 11. {1818) I. 260 Self-devoted patriotism. 1831 Scott
Ct. Rob. iv, These bold and self-devoted men.

So Self-devo*tedness, f -devotement, f -de-

vo'ting vbl. sb. (rare) m Self-devotiox ; Self-

devo*ting///. a. m Self-devoted.
1833 Lamb Guy Faux Misc Wks. (1871) 368 Heroic *self-

devotedness and true Christian martyrdom. x8oo Characters
in AsiatAnn. Reg. 23/1 To acquiescecheerfully to this species

of *self-devotement. 1819G. S. Faber Dispensations (1823)

II. 293 That Jehovah.. through a mysterious self-devote-

ment shadowed out by the rite of sacrifice, . . would reconcile

man to God. 170a Howe Self-Ded. 35 Solemn, personal

*self-devoting. Ibid. 44 This *self-devoting disposition.

183a Downes Lett, Cont. Countries I. 171 The self-devoting

prowess of Arnold von Winkelried.

Self-devO*tion. [Self i a.] Devotion of one*

self, one's life, etc.

1815 Kirby & Sp. Entom. (1818) I. xi 372 The self-denial

and self-devotion of these admirable creatures. 1855
Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 46 The veryessence of true chivalry,

namely, self-devotion.

Hence Self-devo*tional a. = Self-devoted.
1838 Dickens O. Twist i, The latter of whom invariably

swore whatever the parish wanted ; which was very self-

devotional.

Self-drffidence. [Self- i d.] Self-distrust.

1658 Baxter Saving Faith § 12 Yet is it with a mixture of
self-diffidence, when I think what a person I dissent from.

171a M. Henry Life ofP. Henry iv. {1765) 91 His great
Modesty and Self-diffidence. 187a J. L. Sanford Est. Eng.
Kings 334 This reserve was caused much less by self-dim-

dence than by self-conceit.

So Self-diffident, f -dinVding1 adjs., self-dis-

trustful.

a 1791 Wesley Sertn. xllx, This very consideration . . would
make all who now speak upon the subject, exceedingly wary
and *self-difndent 1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 52 A low,

bashful,. .*self-diflfiding. .disposition.

Self-distru*st. [Self- i d.] Distrust of one-

self, one's powers, etc.

1789 Burke Lett., to DuPont (1844) III. 105 It would be-

come me, least of all, to be so confident, who ought . . to have
well learned the important lesson of self-distrust. 1847
Kebi.e.SV^w. Pref. 19 Self-distrust is a temper so suitable to

us. ., that [etc.]. a 1890 Liddon Life Pusey (18^3) I. xviii.

441 Keble's habitual self-distrust made him at times of less

service as an adviser than he might have been.

Hence Self-distru'stfal a. , -distrtrsting ppl. a.

i860 J. Cairns Mem. % Broivn viii. 263 This lad}'.. of

mature, though *selfdistrustful piety. 1834 Mrs. Hemans^c.
# Hymns ofLife 58 A lowly, fearful, *self-distrusting heart.

Selfdom (se-lfdam). [f. Self sb. + -dom.] The
realm or domain of self : a. a condition of things

of which self is the centre; b. what constitutes

a man's self.

1863 Cowden Clarke Shakesp. Char. xvi. 396 These
phrases, he says, are ' the delight of Noodledom , . . Ay, and
they are the delight, too, of selfdom. X&85 J. Martineau
Types Eth. Th. II. 373 If death should, .put his selfdom to

the test of loneliness. 1888 — Study ofRelig. II. iv. ii. 350
This durable selfdom attaches to us . .as personal beings.

Self-ease. [Self- 5 a.] Personal comfort.
1604 Rowlands Looke to it 12 Regarding nothing but

selfe-ease and health. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers I. v. 334
Churchmen, .more thoughtful of self-ease, than of what was
becomingand dignified, cut away the_folds of the old chasuble.

1854 Whittier Voices xi, Self-ease is pain ; thy only rest Is

labor for a worthy end.

Self-edge, obs. form of Selvage.

Self-effacement, [Self- i a.] The keeping

of oneself out of sight or in the background.
1866 Visct. Strangford Selections (1860J II. 319, 1 am..

content to remain unknown, and successful in self-effacement.

1883 j. Hawthorne Fort. Fool 1. i, The completest private

humility and self-effacement. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 847
The skill and self-effacement which mark the book.

So Self-eflfa*cin(?///.#. (hence -erTa'cinglya</z/.),

-effa-cive a., retiring.

190a' H.S. Merriman' Vultures vi, Miss NettyCahere was
a vision of pinkand *self-effacing quietness. 1900 Academy
25 Aug. 147/1 [He] *self-effacingly pulls the curtain aside,and
intrudes not at all. 1883 Caird Edin. Led. Hume 23 Nov.,
In society he was the most *self-efFacive of men.

Selfegre(e)ne ; see Sengreen.

Self-elext, #. [Self- 2.] = Self- elected.
1843 Miall in Nonconf II. 97 In virtue of trusteeship to

which they are self-elect, a 1885 Sir Jas. Paget Mem. in.

(1901) 42 Some self-elect of the pupils, making themselves

into a kind of club.

Self-elected, a. [Self- 2.] Elected by one-

self, (of a body) elected by its members ; trans/, of

an office to which a person has appointed himself.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxix, The connivance of Government
to his self-elected office of Protector of the Lennox. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 216 Self-elected Town Councils,

1886 C. E, Pascoe Lond. of To-day xxvi. (ed. 3) 248
Nominally, the election of the directors is in the hands of

the stockholders: virtually, they are self-elected.

Self-elextion. [Self- i a.] Election of one-

self by oneself.

1790 Bystander 129 Whether or not Alexander was con-

scious that this self election, .would not equally hold good
with posterity. 1835 Penny Cycl. III. 476/1 Their weakness
. .lay in the system of self-election of those magistrates.

So Self-elextlve a., having the right of electing

oneself.

SELF-EVIDENCING.

1787 Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 228 The violent Aristocrats

would have wished.. that these [the Regents] should remain
self-elective. 1863 H. Cox Instil, m. ix. 728 Boroughs con-

stituted with self-elective Councils.

t Self-end. Obs. Chiefly pi. (Very common
1650-1700.) [f. Self- 5 a, d + End sb. 14.] Per-

sonal or private end or object ; selfish aim or

purpose.
a 1628 F. G-rkvjl Life ofSidney u. (1652) 33 These were not

complements, self-ends, or use of each other. 1633 — Let.
to Hon. Lady Hi. Wks. 1870 IV. 254 My selfe-end being
nothing but your fauor, and my true end your good. 1691
Norris Pract. Disc. 118 He that loves God, loves him for

his own good .
.

; but he that Praises him . . does it not upon
any self-end, but meerly because he thinks it just. 1709
Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1720) IV. 257 Having no
Treachery, no Self-ends in his own Breast. 1728 R. Morris
Anc. Arc/tit. 11 They had some sinister View and Self-end.

t Self-ended, ppl. a. Obs. [f. prec + -ed.] Of
merely private or selfish aims ; characterized by
self-centred actions or desires.

1645 W. Goode Discov. Publ. Spirit 17 Publique spirits

delight in their worke more then their wages, but self-ended

men love their wages better then their worke. 1682 Sir T.

Browne Chr. Mor. in. § 17 (1716* 104 Narrow self-ended

Souls make prescription of good Offices, a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabelais in. xliv. 361 Selfended Lawyers. 1716 M. Davies
Athen. Brit. III. loThat self-ended occasional Conformity.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Self-ended, for one's own advantage.

Hence f Self-e*ndedness.
1664 H. More Myst. Iniq. 1. 11. viii. 131 Displaying the

Frauds and Self-endedness of all their Errours and Mis-
practices. 1697 R. Pierce Bath Mem. Pref. 5, I find a
Physician of great Name, .blaming the Bath.. not without

just Suspition of some Self-endedness.

t Self-ending, ppl. a- [analogical after Self-

ended ; cf. self-centred, self-centring.] = Self-

ended.
1698 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 114 The Self-ending,

Self-centring Man does in a very true.. sense idolize himself.

I Self-essence. Ob*. [Self- 5 c] Self-existent

being. So Self-essential, -esse-ntiated adjsn
self-existent.

1644 Digby Nat Soul Concl. 463 That . . proceedeth . . from
the bounteous hand of the nothing annihilating *selfe

essence. 1642 H. More Song ofSoul 111. 11. xxxiv, By her

own centrall self-vitality Which is her *self-essentiall omni-

formity. 1668 Howe Bless. Righteous xi, This eternal and
self-essential Being, the infinitely blessed God. 1653 H.
More Antid. Ath. 1. viii. (1712) 23 If any Thing maybe
*Self-essentiated besides God.

Self-estee'ni. [Self- i a.] Favourable ap-

preciation or opinion of oneself.

1657 Baker's Sattcta Sophia 11. 11. ii. § 2 Independence,
Selfe-esteem, Selfe-judgment, & Selfe-will. 1667 Milton
P. L. viii. 572 Oft times nothing profits more Then
self-esteem, grounded on just and right Well manag'd. 1745

J. Mason Self-Knowledge 1. i. (1853) 10 Thou wilt find

nothing here that will flatter thy self-esteem. 1851 D. Jerrold
St. Giles xii. 121 The larger the man's self-esteem the surer

is he of putting it off in the world's mart. 1884 Manch.
Exam. 11 Nov. 5/2 There are plentiful grounds for an
honest self-esteem.

b. Phrenology. One of the mental faculties

with which an ' organ ' or l bump ' in the cranium

is associated ; the * bump ' itself.

1815 Spurzheim Physiogn. Syst. in. n. 332. 18*5 Combe
Syst. Phrenol. 154 Self-esteem. This organ is situated at

the vertex or top of the head, a little above the posterior or

sagittal angle of" the parietal bones, c 1835 W. D. Cooley
Phrenol. in EncycL Metrop.(\%4$) XXIII. 326/2 Self-esteem

. -occupies the middle of the upper posterior part of the head
immediately above the Inhabitiveness. .of Gall's system.

So Self-esteeming ///. a.

1658 Baxter SavingFaith § 6 Learned self-esteeming men.

Self-estimate. [Self- i a.] Estimate or

valuation of oneself.

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc.Amer. III. 22 The event decides

this matter of self-estimate. 1878 Grosart More's Poems
Mem. Introd. 36/1 More's Wordsworthian self-scrutiny and
lofty self-estimate.

So Self-estimation.
1790 Cath. Graham Lett. Educ. 504 Such an arrogant self

estimation tends to weaken that strong sense of allegiance

and dependance which is due from the creature to the

Creator. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xciv. XII. 355 An exorbi-

tant personality and self-estimation.

Self-evidence. [Self- i d.] a. Evidence of

its own truth, b. The quality or condition of

being self-evident.

168a Bunyan Holy War 16 There is not a word but carries

with it self-evidence in its Bowels. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
iv. vii. § 3 Tis plain, that several other Truths, not allow'd to

be Axioms, partake equally with them in this Self-evidence.

169a Norris Curs. Reflect. 5 He resolves that ready..

assent which is given to certain Propositions upon their

Proposal, into the Self-Evidence of them. 1796 Coleridge
Let. in Biog. Lit. (1847) II. 352 He deems that there is^ a

certain self-evidence in Infidelity, and becomes an Atheist

by intuition. 1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Th. II. 478

[Hutcheson's] writings, .fetched back into the light of self-

evidence many a generous trait of inward experience. 1808

Illingworth Div. Immanence iv. § 3. 87 The personality of

Jesus Christ is its own self-evidence.

So Self-e'videncingr ///. a., providing itself the

evidence of its own truth ; hence Self-e*videnc-

ingly adv.
1658-g Owen (title) Of the Divine Originall, Authority,

"Self-Evidencing Light, and Power of the Scriptures [eta].

1681 Flavel Meth. Grace vi. 118 The native clearness of

self-evidencing principles. 1861 M'Cosh Supemat. in relat.

to Natural u. i. § 3. 133, 1 believe that the truths revealed in



SELF-EVIDENT. 419 SELF-GLOKIATION.

Scripture are so self-evidencing [etc.]. i&jo Spectator 6 Sept.,

The self-evidencing character of intrinsic divinity. 1882-4

Grosabt Spenser 1. 191 The Poet was *self-evidencing!y a
man of moods.

Self-evident, a. (>7>. [Self- 3 b.] Evident

of itself without proof ; axiomatic.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. i. ii. § 14 These general and self-

evident Maxims. Ibid. 11. i. § 10 Whether this, That the

Soul always thinks, be a self-evident Proposition. 1736
Butler Anal. 11. Concl. 290 The Truth of revealed Religion,

j

..is not self-evident. 1809 W. Irving Hist. New York (1861)

115 He never suffered even a self-evident fact to pass un-
argued. 1861 Paley JEschylus* Persians 578 note, This is

one of those happy emendations which at once commend
themselves by a self-evident propriety. 1875 Jowett Plata
(ed. 2) I. 405 The self-evident fact that growth is the result

of eating and drinking.

b. as sb. A self-evident proposition.
1868 Athenaeum 22 Aug. 241/3 The relations of premise

and consequence which exist between self-evidents.

So Self-evidential a., resting upon self-evidence;

Self-evidentism, the character of being self-

evident ; Self-evidently adv., in a self-evident

manner.
x87» Sanday 4th Cos/. L 1 Its "self-evidential force at once

ceases. 18*5 New Monthly Mag. XIII. 336 Two proposi-

tions, which she is ready to back for "self-evidentism against

any two in Euclid. 1696 Lorimer Rem. on Goodwins Disc.

vii. 40 The Major Proposition is *self evidently false, when
stript of its Identical dress. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834)

1 1. 684 All voluntary labour . . appears an oddity and strange-

ness, and by that mark must needs be self-evidently wrong.
1886 Law Times LXXXII. 77/1 Any alteration in the terms
of a contract which is not self-evidently for the benefit of the

surety.

Self-evolution. [Self- i a.] Evolution of

oneself (itself) by one's (its) own power.
1857 Kingsley Lett. (1877) II. 39 The idea of self-evolution

in a story. 1883 Bible Myths (ed. 2) 369 In the progress of
still further self-evolution, he [Brahma] willed to invest him-
self with the second quality of goodness, as Vishnu.

So Self-evolved, -evolving- ppl. aajs,

1856 R.A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) I. 34 Their "self-

evolved inexplicable explanations of everything. 186a
Spencer First Princ. 1. ii. § 11 (1867) 32 Asymbolic concep-
tion of a self-evolved Universe. 185a Bailey Festus 526
Each heart lit up with "self evolving joy. 1871 Times $
Apr. 3/1 The presumption that Man is but a term in this

self-evolving series.

Self-exaltation. [Self- i a.] Exaltation of

oneself, one's personality or claims.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 132 Proud self-exaltation brings
down the soul. 17*6 Amherst Tcrrx Fit. Pref. p. xxiii, To
indulge the natural vanity of an author, by applying to my
own performance the self-exaltation of the celebrated
Horace. 1856 Grote Greece 11. xciv. XII. 328 That exorbi-

tant self-exaltation which formed the leading feature in his

character. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel vi. 337 It is not self-

exaltation to speak the simple truth.

So Self-exa ltative a., -exalted ///. a., -exalt-
ing vbl. sb. and ///. a. (whence -exa*ltingly adv.),

1810 Bentham Packing (1821J 23 Of these two branches
of the art of deception, the first mentioned maybe termed
the depressive or numiliative; the other the *self-exaltative.

1905 Holman-Hunt Pre-Raphael. I. 376 The arrogant self-

taught and 'self-exalted umpires. 1685 Baxter Paraphr.
N. T. 1 Tim. iil. 6 The Errour of "Self-exalting, a 1688
Bunyan Of the Trinity Wks. 1767 I. 690 Those high
towering and 'self-exalting imaginations. 1781 Cowper Hope
530 If self-exalting claims be turn'd adrift. 1874 Spurceon
Treas. David lxxxvi. 5 So *self-exalungly indignant at the
injuries done them by others.

Self-examination. [Self- i a.] Examina-
tion of oneself with regard to one s conduct,

motives, etc., esp. as a religious duty.
1647 C* Harvey Schola Cordis Introd. 5 Resume thy long-

neglected liberty Of selfe-examination, a 1700 Evelyn
Dtary 16 Sept. 1655, Preach "d at St. Gregories one Darnell
on 4 Psalm 4. concerning the benefit of selfe examination.
171a Addison Spect. No. 317 P 10 This kind of self-examin-
ation would give them a true state of themselves. 1875
Keble Lett. Spir. Counsel lxiv. (ed. 3) 128 Let your self-

examination .. turn upon the government of your thoughts.

.

towards your fellow-creatures.

So Self-exa minant, -examiner, -exam.n.ng.
18*5 ColeridgeA ids Reft. 164 If the'Self-examinant will

..exchange the safe circle of Religion. .for the shifting

Sand-wastes..of Speculative Theology. 1710 Shaftesb.
Charac., Adv. to Author I. i, 'Tis the hardest thing in the
world to be a good Thinker, without being a strong *Self-

Examiner. It-id. in. in. There is something valuable in

this 'self-examining Practice.

Self-excising, ppl. a. Electr. [Self- i f.]

Designating a dynamo-electric machine that ex-

cites its own field. So Self-excita tion.

1884 C G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. m. 119/1 Self-

exciting machines. 1908 J. G. Hokner Encycl. Pract.
Engin., Self*Excitation, the characteristic of a dynamo
which enables it to build up a magnetic field upon the
rotation of its armature from the residual magnetism of its

magnet poles.

Self-e'xile. [Self- i a.] Voluntary exile.

18*7 Buckham's Theat. Greeks 137 The motives for this

self-exile are obscure. 185a H. W. Pierson Miss. Mem.
168 Duty to our Lord required self-exile from home.

So Self-exiled pa. pple.

1737 Savage Of Public Spirit 19: Must sclf-exil'd roam
Never to hope a friend, nor find a home. 1813 Scott
Trierm. \\. Interl. v, Arthur must.. Self-exiled seek some
distant shore. 1903 Kipling j Nations 60 Self-exiled from
our grass delights,

Selfexi'St, v. rare. [Back formation from
next] inlr. To be self-existent. 1697 [see next].

Self-exi'stence. [Self- 5 c] Existence of

a being by virtue of his inherent nature indepen-

dently of any other being.

1697 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. 84 Even Self-existence

signifies a kind of Form or Mode of the Subject that Self-

exists. 1712 Blackmore Creation 111. 102 'Tis plain, it then
may absent be from all ; Who then will this a Self-existence

"call ? i860 Pusey Min. Propk. 325 That Name which He
[God] vouchsafed to give to Himself, expressed His Self-

existence. 1862 Spencer First Princ. 1. ii. § 11 (1867) 31
Even were self-existence conceivable, it would not in any
sense be an explanation of the Universe.

So f Self-exi'stency.
1631 Gouge God's Arrows in. § 72. 317 Jehovah..sets out

. .the eternity and selfe-existency of God. a 1653 ~ Cotton.

Heb. i. 10 Christ in regard of his self-existency giveth to

himself this title, ' I am that I am '.

Self-exi-stent, a. [Self- 3 b.]

1. Having the property of self-existence ; existing

of or by oneself (itself).

1701 [see Self-movent]. 17*6 Watts Logick 11. v. § 2

(ed. 2) 258 The Argument for the Existence of God, derived
from the Idea of a most perfect and self-existent Being.

1848 R. I. Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation vi. (1852) 147
The self-existent Godhead. 1862 Spencer First Princ. 1.

ii. § 11 (1867) 35 Those who cannot conceive a self-existent

universe.

2. Having a primary or independent existence.

1779 Burke Sp. in Ann. Reg. (1780) 142/1 Property was
not made by government, but government by and for it.

The one is primary and self-existent ; the other is secondary
and derivative. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S VI. lvi. 441
The hatred of America as a self-existent state.

So Self-exi'sting- ppl. a.

1701 Grew Cosm. Sacr. 1. i. 1 This Self-existent Being hath
the Power of Perfection, as well as of Existence, in Himself.

1747 Lyttleton Obs. Conv. St. Paul Wks. (1774) 328 If.

.

we have recourse ..to the independent existence of matter,

then we must admit two self-existing principles. 1795-1814
Wordsw. Excurs. iv. 80 Self-existing cause and end of all.

Self-experience. [Self- 5 a.] Personal

trial or experience.

1645 Bp. Hall Rem. Discontent. § 26. 159 Meere ignor-

ance, and want of self-experience, is guilty of this errour.

1650 Trapp Comm. Deut. xi. 2 Those that have such evi-

dence and self-experience, are usually more affected, then
those that have things by bear-say only. 1778 [W. Mar-
shall] Minutes Agric, Observ. 164 The Self-Experience
I have, .had with respect to the Weather. 1846 Jowett in

Life A> Lett. v. (1897) 1. 132 Whether all this self-experience

and over-sensibility ends in a morbid consciousness. 1886

M. F. Tupper Life as Author 159 It is a volume of self-

experiences, to be read ' through the fines '.

So Self-experienced ppl. a.

178a J. Brown Compend. Vieiv Relig. Introd. p. vi, What
stock of self-experienced truths.

Self-explained, ///. a. [Self- a.] Ex-
plained by itself, understood without specific ex-

planation.

17*5 Pope Odyss. xix. 651 The vision self-explain 'd. m 1843
Southey Comm.'Pl. Bk. Ser. H. (1849) 209 The excellence of
the German language is its independence ; its compound
words being like the Greek, self-explained.

XL/
which are nearly "self-explanatory.

Self-faced, ///. a. [f. after Self-coloueed ;

cf. Self B. 3.] Of a paving-stone : Retaining its

natural face or surface, undressed or unhewn.
1850 in Ogilvie. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 473/1 Ordinary

paving is of self-faced or of tooled York.

Self-feeling, sb. [Self sb. and Self- i d,

5d. Cf. G. selbstgefiikl.]

1. Used to render ComtSTHESis.
1835 J. Young Led. lntell. Philos. ix. 81 Dr. Crichton

gives an account of a sense called by some German writers
Ccenesthesis or self-feeling.

2. Feeling centred in oneself, egoistic feeling.

1879 Maudsley Path. Mind v. 241 This extreme develop-

ment of. .selfhood or self-feeling among; the insane. 1895
Pop, Set. Monthly Sept. 653 Self-feelmg, a germ of the
feeling of 'my worth enters into this early passionate-

ress. -1899 A UbutPs Syst. Med. VIII. 194 There is often an
exaggerated 'self-feeling' which may give rise to hypo-
chondriasis, or to false ideas of self-importance.

3. The sense of one's individual identity.

1908 G. A. Coe in Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 365 [In self-hypnosis]

First, the bodily sensations were modified. . . Second, the self-

feeling underwent an equally marked change. It seemed as
if the self melted into its object.

t Self-feeling, ///. a. Obs. [Self- i f.] Self-

conscious.
164a H. More Song ofthe Soul 1. 11. xxv, Self-feelingA nt-

gesthesia.

Self-fertile, a. Bot. [Self- 3 b.] Of a flower:

Having the property of fertilizing itself by the

action of its pollen on its pistil. Of a plant

:

Fertilized by the pollen of its own flowers alone.

Also applied to hermaphrodite animals. So Self-

fe-rtilizable a., -fertilization, -fertilize v.,

-fertilized ppl. a., -fertilizer, a self-fertilizing

plant, -fertilising1

///. a.

1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. iv. 98 The contrivance seems
adapted solely to ensure *self-fertilisation. Ibid. 100 Of
aquatic animals, there are many *self-fertilising hermaphro-
dites. 1865 — in Life $ Lett. {1887) III. 276,! conjectured

that the Spider and Bee-orchids_ might be a crossing and
•self-fertile form of the same species. 2871 A. W. Bennett
in Jrnl. Linn. Soc, Bot. XIII. 149 It is very commonly
the case inclosed *self-fcrtilued flowers for the pollen-tubes

to penetrate the substance of the anther itself. 1877 A. Gray
in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. m. XIII. 135 Many, .flowers which
are frequented by insects are none the less *self-fertilizable.

Ibid. 126 The flowers of this species *self-fertilize, but must
also be habitually cross-fertilized. 1879 G. Henslow \nPop.
Sci. Rev.^ XVIII. 8 Scrophulariaceas furnishes several
* self-fertilisers.

Self-flattered, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Flattered

by oneself.

174a Young Nt. Tk. vui. 180 Self-flatter'd, unexperiene'd,
high in hope.

So Self-fla*tterer [Self- i c].

17x3 M. Henry Folly Desp. own Sonl Wks. 1855 I. 160
Self-flatterers and self-deceivers will prove self-destroyers.

1787 J. Howie Ref. Princ. re-exhibited Pref. p. xli, [We
may] incur the suspicion of self-flatterers.

Self-flattering,///, a. [Self- i f.] Flattering

oneself, encouraging oneself in a lofty opinion of

one's achievements, powers, or influence.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. (Sommer) 302 Which (like a self-

flattering woman) she conceiued was done for her sake. 1667
Flavel Saint Indeed (1673) 148 The damning sin of the self-

flattering Hypocrite. 1728 R. Morris Ess. Anc. Archit. 70
Those self-flattering Companions, Novelty and Singleness.
1795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vn. 1007 The hopes And ex-
pectations of self-flattering minds. 1842 Manning Serm.
viii.^1848) 1. 1 10 The indulgence of. .some self-flattering and
sensitive vanity.

So Self-flattery.

_
x68o Allen Peace $ Unity 83 In danger of being betrayed

into such a self- flattery. 1745 J. Mason SelfKnowl. 1. vii.

(l853) 55 It is dangerous Self-flattery to give soft and smooth-
ing Names to Sins. 184a Manning Serm. xiv. (1848) I. 191
It is only the vain self-flattery of the day to talk as if we had
less need now of the daily service.

Self-forgetful, a. [Self- i e.] Forgetful of
one's self or one's own individuality; having or

characterized by no thought of self.

1864 Pusey Led. Daniel vii. 438 The quick, honest, self-

forgetful acknowledgment of the truth. 1897 'A. Hope*
Phroso xvii, One, fierce, uncalculating, self-forgetful triumph.

Hence Self-forge trolly adv., Self-forge'tful-

ness ; so Self-forge tUng ///. a.

1859 Ruskin Two Paths i. § 15 Art, devoted humbly and
*self-forgetfully to the clear statement, .of the facts of the
universe. 183a Disraeli Cont. Fleming 1. xix, All that I

can recommend you now is to practise *self-forgetfulness.

1864 Pusey Led. Daniel i. 14 Daniel, in noble self-forget-

fulness. 1847 Mrs. Trollope Three Cousins xv. I. 250 Her
*se If-forgetting kindness to every being that approached
her. 1908 Expositor July 35 A self,forgetting idealist.

Self-forma'tion. [Self- i a.] Formation or

production without extraneous aid ; self-develop-

ment of the mind or character.
a 1713 Shaftesb. Charac. (1723) III. 139 note, The natural

Production, and Self.Formation of the Arts. 1837 [C. Lofft]
(title) Self- Formation ; or, the history of an individual mind.

So Self-formed ppl. a.

a 1700 [see self-steer'd, Self- 2 a]. 17x1 Shaftesb. Charac.
III. 139 With them every noble Study and Science was
. .self-form'd [tr. ai>TO<r,\eSiaiJTtKJj]. 1787 Hawkins Life
Johnson 52 A character self-formed, as owing nothing to

parental nurture, and scarce anything to moral tuition. 1834
Newman in Lyra A/ost. (1849) 55 Whose spirits live . . Each
in his self-formed sphere of light or gloom. 1844 W. H.
Mill Serm. Tempt. Christ v. 125 A vain and self-formed

assurance. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. VI. 1. 319 Self-

formed bands of volunteers started into being.

tSe'lffol, a. Obs. [f. Self j£. + -ful.] Full

of * self*, self-centred, selfish.

1654 [J. Sparrow] tr. Behmen's Myst. Magn. xxix. § 18 A
Source out of the Centre of the fiery desire, a selfefull will

of the fiery might of the Soule. Ibid. 167 A Source of selfe-

full Lust. 169a Mather Pref. to Owen's Holy Spirit (1693)

A3 Untimely Abortions of a Self-full, Distempered Spirit.

+ Self-fu*ll, a. Obs, [f. Self- 3 b + Full a.]

= Self-sufficient 1. So f Self-fullness =
Self-sufficiency i.

164a H. More SongofSoul 11. iii. iv.xxii, [God's] being is

self-full, self-joy'd, self-excellent. 167a Owen Disc. Evang.
Love 25 His [sc. God's].. Communicative Love, from his

own infinite self-fulness.

Selffulness. Now rare. [f. prec. + -NESS.]

Selfcentredness, selfishness.

l(>54[J. Spakrow] tr. Behmen's Myst. Magn. xxix. § 18 A
Sprout. .out

#
of the first _ Principle, in which. .the first

Principle, did in an especiall manner prevaile and would
Sever it selfe into a selfe-fulnesse [orig. ein eigenes], 1658
Owen Of Tempt, viii. 172 Selfe-fulnesse as to principles, and
selfishness as to ends. 1660 Gauden Brownrig 233 Savour-
ing of self-fulness and conceit. 1887 Bp. Moule Tlwughts
Spir. Life Hi. 54 Nothing does the world's Microscope dis-

cover more keenly than selffulness in a Christian man.

f Self-given, a. Obs, [Self- 2.] Emanating
or derivea from oneself (itself).

1741 Young Nt. Tk. I. 210 Virtue's sure, Self-given, solar,

ray of sound delight. 1751 J. Brown Shaftesb. Cliarac. 123
A self-given and original beauty.

Self-giving, vbl. sb. [Self- i b.] The giving

of oneself for others ; self-devotion, self-sacrifice.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. vii. (1857) 114 To give
rather than to receive—the blessedness of self-giving. 1888

Pierson Evang. Wk. xviii. 183 His self-giving to the cause
of the poor.

So Self-giving ppl. a., self-sacrificing.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. in. vii. (1857) "3 A flow of
this divine self-giving charity.

+ Self-gloria'tion. Obs, rare. [Self- 3 a.]

Self-boasting.

1671 H. More BriefReply Pref. A 2 b, That I ought to be
utterly dead to all Self-joy and Self-gloriation.
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Self-glorification. [Self- i a.] Glorifica-

tion or exaltation of oneself.

1848 Dickens Dombey xvii, The unconscious Captain

walked out in a state of self glorification. 1885 G. Rawlin-

son Egypt <$• Bab, in. 50 The great King Nebuchadnezzar, .

.

his grandeur, his pride, his cruelty,, .his self.glorificatiou.

Self-glorious, a. [Self- 3 a.] Marked by

vain-glory or boasting.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, v. Prol. 20 Free from vain-nesse, and
seife-glorious pride. i6ix Beaum. & Fl. King «$• NoK. iv.

u, Your too self-glorious temper.

So Self-glo*ry, Self-gloTying vbl, sb, and///, a.

1647 tr* Behmen's XL Quest, i. § 66 Covetousnesse, Pride,

*Selfe-glory and Arrogancy. 1730 Law Serious C. xvi. 299
If such a creature pretends to self-glory for any thing that

he is, or does. 1878 Gosse Rivers ofBible 118 Self-mdul-

fence, self-glory, .hide Christ from the soul. 1848 W. R.
Villiams Lord's Prayer ix. (1854) 326 To slay this •self-

glorying. x86o Pusev A/in, Profit, 500 These are only *self-

glorying records of victories.

Se'lf-good. [Self- 5 a.] Personal benefit or

advantage.
1618 Bamevett's Afol, C 3 All men are bound their selfe-

good to procure. 1609 Shaftesb. CHarac, Inq, cone. Virtue
n. § 1 Nor has for Object any Self.Good or Advantage of
the private System. 1831 Tennyson (Enone 155 Good for

selfgood doth half destroy selfgood.

Self-governed, ///. a. [Self- 2.]

1. Acting or living according to one's own de-

sires uninfluenced by others ; independent.
1795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs. v. 386 How few who mingle

with their fellow-men And still remain self-governed, and
apart. X797 Southev Comm.-fl. Bk. Ser. iv, (1851) 273
When,a self-governed man, No laws exist to thee. 1847 Mrs.
Gore Castles in Air'i, New works derived from the London
library, to which my self-governed sisters were subscribers.

2. Of persons : Marked by self-control. Of a
state : Having self-government.
18. . Brit. Rev. (Wore), A self-governed state is a strong

state, for it is made up of self-governed citizens. 1883 M.
Morris Bk. Health 378 Reasonably self-governed beings.

1886 Dicev Eng. Case agst. Home Rule vii. 198 The consti-

tutional relations existing between England and a self-

governed colony.

So Self-go'vernin? ppl. a.
t
autonomous.

x88o A. Todd Pari. Gov, in Brit. Col. tv. 1. x6i Matters
affecting the internal administration of a self-governing
colony. 1886 Dicey Eng. Case agst. Home Rule vii. 198
Victoria . . is .. for some purposes . . an independent, self-

governing community.

Self-government. [Self- i a.]

1. Self-control, self-command. Now rare.
X734 Watts Relig. Juv. (1789) 201 Self-government is an

eternal duty. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. iii. 47 His natural
Faculty of Self-Government impaired by Habits of Indul-
gence. i8ai Scott Kenihv. xxxviii, He had but sense and
self-government enough left to prevent his stabbing to the
heart the audacious villain. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer
xi. 128 Intensity of Achilles. . .Any degree ofself-government
is a wonder, when exercised over such volcanic forces.

2. Administration by a people or state of its own
affairs without external direction or interference.

1798 Jefferson in Lieber Civil Lib. (1853) 205 note. The
residuary rights are reserved to their (the American States)
own self-government. 1870 J. E. T. Rogers Hist. Glean.
Ser. 11. 4 The towns gained charters of self-government.
1886 Dicey Eng. Case agst. Home Rule ii. 22 Home Rule
does not mean Local Self-Government.

Self-gratulation. = Self-congratulation.
1802 Mrs. E. Parsons Myst. Visit 1 1. 125 The self-gratula-

tion ofher insidious guardian. 1829 Lytton Devereux in. iv,

The wisdom of a choice which has brought you self-gratu-

lation. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram. Assent ir. vi. 196 It
[certitude] is a feeling of satisfaction and self-gratulation.

So Self-gra-tulating ///. a,, -gra'tulatingly
adv., -gTa'tulatory a.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xlii, The *self-gratulating
ignorant prosperity of the Cohens. 1835 Tail's Mag, II. 533
Amusements and dissipations are *self-gratulatingly de-
nounced as gross follies and sins. 1859 Bain Emotions
<y Will vii. 136 Those various forms of *self-gratulatory
feeling. Ibid. 140 The self-gratulatory pleasures.

t Self-guard. Obs, rare. In 6 -gard. [Self-
1 a.] Reserve.
a 1586 SidneyA rcadia (1622) 87 Selfe-gard with mildnesse,

Sport with Maiestie.

Self-heal (se-lfhzl). Also 4 selfhele, 5 selhele,
sulfhele,seifhol(?),6-7 selfeheale. [f. Self- i +
Heal v.\ cf. OHG. selbheila 'euphrasia* (see Eu-
pheasy).] A name for various plants believed to

have great healing properties, esp. Prunella vul-

garis (Common S.), Sanicula europsea, and for-

merly Pimpinella Saxifraga (see Pimpernel 3).

_ a 1387 Sinon. BartkoL (Anecd. Oxon.) 11 Armoniaca,
1. Self-hele. Ibid. 13 Betonica major, i. Se'fhele. Ibid.

33 Oxyndrele% L Selfhele. Ibid. 43 Unctuosa, Self hele.
a. 1400-50 [see MorecropJ. c 1450 Alfhita (Anecd. Oxon.)
193 Unctuosa- .an. selhele uel smerwrt. c 1450 M. E. Med.
Bk. (Heinrich) 201 Tak crowsope, penywort, sulfhele. 1526
Crete Herball ccclv. (1529) T vj, De pinpinella. Selfe heale
or pympyrnell. 1568 Turner Herbal in. 6x Selfe heale is

good to heale grene woundes. 1664 Dr. Burnet in Pepys
Diary 1 July, Take.. of Selfeheale, of Red Roses, of each
one Handfull. X760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 326 Self-heal,
Sanicula. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 944 The
seeds.. of the common self-heal, Prunella vulgaris, mix
themselves with those of clover. 1880 Jefferies Gt. Estate
132 In the grass the short selfheal shows.

Self-help. [Self- i a.]

L The action or faculty of providing for oneself
without assistance from others.

X83X Carlvle Sart. Res. 11. iii, In the destitution of the
wild desert does our young Ishmael acquire for himself the
highest of all possessions, that of Self-help, i860 Smiles
(tttle) Self-help. x86s Kingsley Hereiv. ix, Free, with the
divine instinct of freedom, and all the self-help and energy
which spring thereout 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life p. Iv,

Birds which are possessed, immediately after hatching, of
the faculty of self-help.

attrib. 1887 (title) Self-Help Emigration Society. 1908
{title) Self-help exercises in English.

2. Law. Redress of one's wrongs by one's own
action, without recourse to legal process.

1875 Poste Gains in. (ed. 2) 476 The inducement to abstain
from self-help, .is still required.

Hence Self-he 'lpftil a. (whence -helpfulness),
Self-he'lping ppl. a., Self-he'lpless (whence
-he'lplessness).
1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot viii, A pig of *self-helpfuland

serene spirit.. fatting fast. 1890 Athenaeum n Oct. 476/3
The self-helpful quality which enables a man.. to secure
comforts and luxury without deserving . . them. 1855 Kings-
ley IVestw. Hot xxvii, His body, pampered with easily-

obtained luxuries, .. loses its *self-helpfulness. 1840 Car-
lyle Heroes ii. (1858) 239 He is a rough *self-helpmg son
of the wilderness. 1855 D. J. Browne Amer. Poultry Yd.
2%z The young are active, self-helping little things. 1848
Kingsley Yeast ii, I am miserable, self-disgusted, *self-

helpless. 1881 Daily News x Feb. 3/2 Apathy, or at least

what I would call "self-helplessness.

Self-ho'micide. Now rare. [f. Self- i a +
Homicide sb.%\ Self-murder, suicide.

1621 Hakewill David's Vow 308 Selfe homicide, the de-
stroying ofa mans selfe. «i63iDonne(#/&)BIA©ANAT02.
A Declaration of that Paradoxe, or Thesis, That Selfe-

homicide is not so naturally Sinne, that it may never be
otherwise. 165X Charleton Efh, <y Cimm. Matrons (1668)

20 Of all Murders, the most detestable was self-Homicide.
1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 371 Self-homicide occasion-
ally occurs in melancholia.

Selfhood (se-lfhud). [f. Self sb. + -hood.
Orig. representing G. selbhcit, but rendering also ichheit,

meituieit, and eigenheit (Jacob Behmen or Boehme, 1575-
1624) ; see quots. 1649, etc There is no evidence of the
continuity of the word from the 17th cent., and it appears as
a new formation in the middle of the 19th. Blake's use of
the word, in ' the Great Selfhood Satan ', Jerusalem (1804)

33, seems to be isolated.]

JL The quality by virtue of which one is oneself;

personal individuality ; ipseity; that which consti-

tutes one's own self or individuality; (one's) self.

1649 J. E[llistone] tr. Behmen's Ep. i. § 23, I live to him
& not to my selfehood [orig. Meinheit]. Ibid. ii. § 19, I

cannot ascribe, or arrogate any thing unto my selfe, as if

my selfehood [orig. Ichheit] were, or understood, any thing.

Ibid. vi. § 35 The Separator of the naturall selfe-hood

[orig. Eigenheit] hath no true Ens. Ibid. x. § 8 [A child's]

naturall understanding of selfehood [orig. Selbheit], 1682
Howe Prayer from Name of God Wks. 1862 IV. 247 My
single personality, ipseity, self-hood, call it what you will.

1858B11SHNELL Nat.fy Supernal, ii. (1864) 57 Their glorious
self-hood and immortal liberty. X869 Contemf. Rev. XI. 250
To act, to originate action, there must be.. something of
selfhood—a self. 189a W. S. Lilly Gt. Enigma 239 The
perception of selfhood is the very fundamental interior fact

of which I am conscious.

2. Oneself as the centre of one's life and action

;

hence, self-centredness ; devotion to self, selfish
'

life or conduct.

1649 J. E[llistone] tr. Behmen's Ef. x. § 2 Antichrist.

.

acteth selfe-hood [orig. Eigenheit] and the lust of the flesh.

1661 Sparrow tr. BchmciCs Rem. Wks., Afol. cone. Perf.
148, I wish that I yet might totally dye to self-hood. 1683
Tryon Way to Health 403 To destroy all the mischievous
Works of Self-hood and the Devil, a 1763 Bykom Poet.
Vers. Let. Behmen xiii, When the Soul has tasted of the
Love, . . Still in its Self-hood it wou'd seek to shine.

i860 J. Young Prov. Reason 205 The.. stubborn selfhood
of men. 1884 Ch. Times 16 May 373/1 The destruction of
self-hood and the entire indwelling of the Holy Ghost
3. One's personality, one's personal interests or

character.

1854 Lady Lytton Behind the Scenes 1. 11. i. 160 They had
connexions, or money, which served as a pretty relief, .to

the mosaic of his self-hood. 1867 Lowell Among my Bks.
Ser. 1. Rousseau (1873) 377 Originality does not consist in

a fidgety assertion of selfhood. 1886 Century Mag. XXXI.
440 In cultivating manhood we develop selfhood.

Self-identical, a. Philos. [Self- 3 a.] Iden-

tical with itself.

1877 E. Cairo Philos, Kant n. xix. 660 We cannot deter-

mine the soul as a pure self-identical nature. 1884 tr. Lotze's
Logic iv. ii. 441 The eternally self-identical significance of
Ideas. 1898 Illingworth Div. Immanence iii. 68 As self-

conscious, self-identical, self-determined, we possess qualities

which transcend or rise above the laws of matter.

Self-identity. Philos. [Self- 3 a.] The
identity of a thing with itself.

1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 229 Emotion and change.. are
incompatible with immutable self-identity. 1877 E. Caird
Philos. Kant u. xv. 544 Consciousness may pass through
many states without losing its self-identity. 1899 J. Caird
Fundam. Ideas Christ. II. xv. 161 That separate, solitary

self-identity, which makes each human spirit, .the bearer of
its own burden.

Self-ido'later. [Self- i c] One who idolizes

or worships self. So Self-idolatry, Self-idolized

ppl. a., Self-idolizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1844 Ld. Leigh Walks in C, 125 And *self-idolaters in

drawling tone Whineabout 'brethren dear', yet care for none.
1682 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 23 (1716) 24 Self-credu-

lity, pride, and levity lead unto * self-Idolatry. 1864 Pusey
Led. Daniel ii. 94 A self-idolatry, a self-deifying, which
shall compete with the true God. 1781 Cowper Expost. 94
The pharisee the dupe of his owu art, *Self-idoUz'd. 1651

Baxter Inf. Baft. 193 Knowing such motions to come from
pride and *self-Idolizing, i860 Pusev Min. Profh. 441
From Isaiah, Zephaniah adopts that characteristic picture
of self-idolismg. x8o. J. Foster Ess. 111. iv. (1805) II. 76
The *self-idolizing men who dream.

t Self-ill, a. Gbs. rare. [f. Self- 3a + lLL#.]
Harmful to oneself.

1633 P. Fletcher Hymn Marr. Cousins xiii, Live each
of other firmly lov'd, and loving ; As farre from hate, as self-

ill, jealousie.

Self-importance. [Self- 5 a.] The sense

of one's importance ; bearing or conduct arising
from this.

1775 in Ash. 1770 Mirror No. 43 F 1 She found in him
nothing of that self-importance which superior parts, or
great cultivation of them, is apt to confer. 18x8 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xii, The worthy burgher, in the plenitude of self-

importance. 1825 — Betrothed xxii, Solitude is favourable
to feelings of self-importance. 187a Sanford Est. Eng.
Kings33i The dignity of bearing in Charles., was sustained
by a profound sense of self-importance and superiority.

Self-important, a. [f. prec] Marked by
self-importance ; having an exaggerated opinion
of one's own importance.

177S in Ash. X783 O'Keeffe Birth-Day 30 A little self-

important court gadder. X793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 281
Five of our best hands being grown self-important, de-
manded an increase of wages. 184a Manning Serm, iii.

(1843) 39 The imposing comments of self-important people.

Self-imposed, ///. a, [Self- 2.] Imposed
on one by oneself.

178X Cowper Conversat. 350 Of needless shame, and self-

impos'd disgrace. X838 Dickens O Twist xlii, Upon the
night when Nancy, .hurried on her self-imposed mission to
Rose Maylie. X877 Freeman Norm. Conq. II. App. 651
There is no_ reason to think that the pilgrimage was other
than a self-imposed one.

Self-improvable, «- [Self- 2 b.] Capable
of self-improvement.
1678 Cudworth Intell, Syst. I. iv. xxxvi, 565 Endowed

with . . Freewill, and consequently . . self-improvable and self-

impairable. a 1866
J.
Grote Exam. Utilit. Philos. iv. (1870)

83 Some sentient beings., (of whom is man) imaginative and
self-improvable.

Self-improvement. [Self- i a.] Improve-
ment of oneself, one's character, etc., by one s own
efforts.

"745 J- Mason Self-Knowl. 1. ix. (1853) 66 Had I such a
temper by Nature, I should perhaps, with all my Self-Im-
provement find it a difficult Thing to manage. 1841 Helps
Ess., Self-discifline (1842) 21 The whole energies of the
man devoted to self-improvement, X879 R. K. Douglas
Confucianism iv. 94 Self-improvement and the knowledge
of one's own faults.

So Self-impro'ver, Self-improving ///. a,

1853 T. T. Lynch Self-Imfrovement 1 The *self-improver
is both a labourer and a field of labour; a labourer in his
own field. 1700 Shaftesb. Charac., Moralists m. § 2
Neither is this Knowledg [of ourselves] acquir'd by.. the
View of Pageantrys, the Study of Estates and Honours

:

nor is He to be esteem'd that *self-improving Artist, who
makes a Fortune out of these. 1869 W, P. Mackay Grace
ff Truth (1874) 4r A long series of self-improving processes.

Self-inconsi'stency. [Self- 3 a.] = Incon-
sistency 2, 4.

1698 Norris Pract. Disc (1707) IV. 113 To acquit himself
from the imputation of Absurdity and Self-inconsistency.

1778 R. Smith (title) Self-inconsistency Exemplified. 1844
J. Jamieson Realjitfi. Holy Sfirit iii. 62 This objection
cannot be made without obvious self-inconsistency.

So Self-inconsi"stent a., — Inconsistent 3, 4.
1668 G. C. More's Div. Dial. To Rdr. A 3, As if the more

perplext and self-inconsistent the Nature of God were, it

were the more, .adorable. X745 Wksley Answer to Church
12 They are, I believe, the most self-inconsistent People.

Self-induced, pa.pple. and ppl. a, Electr.

[Self- i.] Produced by self-induction.
1886 Science 14 May 442/2 An extra current of opposite

name self-induced in the wire. 1897 L. Wright Induction
Coil i. 20 The self-induced current in the coil from ' make '

is inverse.

Self-inductance. Electr. [Self- 3b.] =
next. Also, the coefficient of self-induction.

[1888 : see Inductance.] 1897 Amer. Jrnl, Sci. Ser. iv.

IV. 431 We can always determine the mutual inductances
in terms of the self-inductances. 1903 Times 6 Feb. 9/6 In
self-inductance electricity had a property resembling inertia.

Self-indu*ction. Electr. [Self- 3 b.] The
production of an induced current in a circuit by
means of a variation in the current of that circuit.

(See Induction 10, Inertia i b.)

X873 Maxwell Electr. <y Magn, II. 291 The self-induc-

tion of a round wire doubled on itself. 1876 Chrystal in

Encycl. Brit. \ III. 76/2 What has been called the coefficient

of self-induction of a circuit he [Neumann] calls the poten-
tial of the circuit on itself. 1886 Science 14 May 443/1
The electromotive force of self-induction currents.

So Self-indirctive a. f produced by self-induction,

1834 Faraday Exf. Res. (1844) II. 208 Self-inductive action
of a current. 1886 Science 14 May 442 The self-inductive

capacity of non-magnetic wires of different metals.

Self-indulged,///, a. [Self- 2.] Indulged,

gratified, or humoured by oneself.

1846 H. G. Robinson Odes ofHorace 11. ii, Fell dropsy,
self-indulg'd, is nurst, Nor drives away its growing thirst.

1881 ' Rita' Aly Lady Coquette

\

%
Spoilt, .and self-indulged.

Self-indulgence. [Self- i a.] Indulgence

of one*s desires, etc. ; = Indulgence 2 b.

1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. EL iii. (1811) 159 That
you clo not believe that ill-health comes to any but through
their own self-indulgence. x779joHNSON^./'.,c7rtrMCi868)
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215 The author never slumbers in self-indulgence; his full

vigour is always exerted. 1869 Trollope He knew, etc.

xviii. (1878) 98 One finds so few people that will do any duty
that taxes their self-indulgence.

So Self-indulgent a. (cf. Indulgent 2), Self-

indu-lffer, Self-indu-lffing ///- a.

1791 Boswell Johnson 27 Mar., an, 1776, A capricious and
*self-indulgent valetudinarian. 1833 J. H. Newman Avians
1. i. (1876) 11 Those festive, self-indulgent habits. 1847 Mrs.
Trollope Three Cousins xxvii. II. 186 All the articles ever

invented by the ingenuity of man for rendering the retired

hours of an aged *self-indulger luxurious. 1687 Norris
Misc. (1699J 275 Our most forward and *Self-indulging

Opinions. 1795-1814 Wordsw. Excurs. 11. 311 Steeped in

a self-indulging spleen.

Self-inflicted, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Inflicted

by oneself or one's own hand.
1784 Cowper Task iv. 430 Poverty, with most who whimper

forth Their long complaints, is self-inflicted woe. 1814
Byron Lara 1. xvii, Self-inflicted penance. 1885 Law Times
LXXVIII. 270/2 The injury was self-inflicted.

So Self-infliction.
i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 583 Self-infliction was character-

istic of the idolatrous cuttings. 189s Zangwill Bow Myst.
36 In the absence of any theory as to how the cut could
possibly have been made by that other hand, we should be
driven back to the theory of self-infliction.

Self-instructed, ppi. a. [Self- 2.] Self-

educated; self-taught. So Self-instruction

;

Self-instructor (used as a title for a manual of

self-instruction).

a 1704 T. Brown Land. $ Lacedem. Oracles Wks. 1709
III. in. 136 The Desire of *Self-Instruction. 17*9 Law
Serious C. xviii. 326 Had we continued perfect, as God
created the first man, perhaps the perfection of our nature
had been a sufficient self-instruction for every one. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fairx, What instruction is more effectual

than self-instruction ? 1905 A thcnaeum 7 Jan. 21/3 To assist

officers in self-instruction in tactics. 1807 (title) The *Self
Instructor, or Young Man's Best Companion ; being an in-

troduction to all the various branches of useful learning and
knowledge. 1883 (title) Ward and Lock's Self-instructor ;

or, Every Man his own Schoolmaster.

t Self-interessed, ///. a. Obs. [See Ira*
E8SKD.] - SELF-IXTERESTEO.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalims Advts.fr. Parnass. I.

xi. (1674) 14 The self-interessed and perfidious heart of Man.
1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4324/1 Those narrow Self-Interessed

Notions which, .had so long cramp'd and fetter'd them.

Self-interest. [Self- 5 a.]

1. One's personal profit, benefit, or advantage.

(Cf. Interest sb. 1 b.) Now rare or Obs.
1658 T. Wall Charact. Enemies Ch. 35 Self interest, .is

the second end. a i66> Duppa Holy Rules Dtvot. 11.(1675)

162 Hast thou set up nothing in competition with him \sc.

God], . . no Profit, no Self-love, no Self-interest of thine own ?

1726 Butler Serm. Rolls Chapel xi. 202 Greater Regards
to Self-interest. 1801 Farmers Mag. Aug. 332 An en-
lightened sense of self-interest. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xiii,

He holds his own self-interest to be the devoted guide of his

whole conduct. 1833 Lytton Godolphin I. ii. 22 Like Ly-
sander, he loved plotting, yet neglected self-interest.

b. A private or personal end. ? Obs.

1658 Slincsbv Diary (1836) 208 T t admitted no alloy or
mixture with By-respects or self-interests. 171a Prideaux
Direct. C'hurch- W'. (ed. 4) 91 They have a By-end and Self-

interest of their own. 1867 Bagehot Engl. Const, viii. 277
The self-interests, the jobbing propensities of the assembly.

2. Regard to, or pursuit of, one's own advantage

or welfare, esp. to the exclusion of regard for others,

(Cf. Interest sb. 5.) For the favourable sense, cf.

Self-love 2.

1649 J. E[llistone] tr. Behmen's Ep. x. $ 4 He must mortify
the Antichrist in hissoule . . and become the poorest creature in

the owne-hood (selfenesse or selfe interest) of his mind. 1657
Baker's Sancta Sophia n. 11. ii. § 5 (1908) 245 So absolute a
purity and freedom from self-interest. 1693 Dryden Exam.
Poet. Ded.,Ess. (ed. Ker)II. 2 The same jugglings in State,

the same hypocrisy in religion, the same self-interest and
mismanagement. 1780 Cowper Expost. 439 The priestly

brotherhood, devout, sincere, From mean self int'rest ana
ambition clear. 1790 Burkb Fr. Rev. Wks. V. 271 An en-

lightened self-interest, which, when well understood, they
tell us, will identify with an interest more enlarged and
publick. 1865 Lowell Reconstruction Wks. 1890 V. 236
The. .weak good-nature inherent in popular government,
but against which monarchies and aristocracies are insured

by self-interest. 1878 Emerson Sov. Ethics in N. Amer.
Rev. CXXVI. 407 In spite of malignity and blind self-

interest.. necessity is always bringing things right.

Self-i*interested, <*. [f.prec. + -ed.] Charac-

terized by self-interest; actuated solely by regard

for one's personal advantage or welfare.

1657 Narr.late Parlt.in Harl. Jl/iic. (1809) III. 462 Men,
standing under such mercenary and self-interested obliga-

tions. 1688 Ld. Churchill Let. to A7«£-ibid. I V\ 59 Those
unhappy designs, which inconsiderate and self-interested

men have framed against your Majesty's true interest. 1707
Hearne Collect. 19 Sept. (O.H.S.) II. 48 A. .stingy self-in-

terested Fellow. 1784 J. Potter Virtuous Villagers II. 69
The gifts of Fortune, .applied to. .self-interested purposes.

1834 K. H. Digby Mores Cath. v. x. 360 The zeal of the

middle ages had . . nothing to recommend it to the favour of

..self-interested reformers. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant Salem
Chapel v, I must learn to be prudent and self-interested for

your sakes.

Hence Self-lnterestedness ; so + Self-rnter-

estinjr ppl. a. = Self-interested.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Sinisterness, Unfairness, #Self-In-

terestedness. «I734 North Lift Dudley North (1744)

6 Experience of Mens ordinary Self-Interestedness and
Treachery. 1870 Mozley Univ. Serm. ili. (1877) 67 This
charge of self-interestedness against the motive of a future
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life. 1699 Shaftesb. Charac, Inq. cone. Virtue II. 79 All

social Love, Friendship [etc.].. does by its nature take place

ofthe "self-interesting Passions. 1710— Adv. Author I. 201

The self-interesting Partys [viz. the reader and the author]
both vanish at once.

Self-invoIu*tion. [Self- 3 a.] The condition

or fact of being self-involved.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xxiii. (1907) II. 183 The self-

involution and dreamlike continuity of Richardson. 1888

Amer. Jml. Psychol. I. 630 Heraclitus.. seemed to appre-
ciate the dangers of self-involution.

Self-invo'lved, ppl. a. [Self- 3 a.] Wrapped
up in oneself or one's own thoughts.
1842 Tennyson Day-Dream 261 The pensive mind.. all

too dearly self-involved. 1847 James Russell I. ix. 175 That
peculiar sort of self-involved business air. 1869 Rlskin Q.
ofAir L § 21 Coiling and recoiling and self-inv»lved returns

of some sickening famine and thirst of heart.

Selfish (se'lfij), a. Also 7 self(e)-ish, selvish.

[f. Self sb. + -ish * 2.

In Hacket's life of Archbishop Williams, Scriuia Restrain
(1693) 11. § 136, the word is said to be of the Presbyterians'
* own new mint ' ; it is used in reference to events of the year
1641. Synonyms current in the 17th cent, are selfended
and self-fuL]

1. Devoted to or concerned with one's own advan-
tage or welfare to the exclusion ofregard for others.

1640 W. Bridge True Souldiers C. 74 A carnal selfe-ish

spirit is very loathsome in what is spiritual!. 1645 T. Hill
Olive Branch (1648) 27 When you are so selfish in your de-
signs and undertakings, and so far prefer your self-ends

before the PubHque. 1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. 14 It

is a selvish fear, proceeding from an . . adulterous love of our*
selves. 1753 Johnson Advent. No. 62 P5 Want makes almost
every man selfish. J775 Sheridan Duenna 1. iv, Anywhere
to avoid the selfish violence of my mother-in-law. 1838
Dickens Nich. Nick, xiv, ' Well, but what's to become of
me?' urged the selfish man._ 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
xxv, The subjection of selfish interests to the general good.
1870 Mozley Univ. Serm. Hi. (1877) 65 He necessarily wishes
his own good ; the wish . .is no more selfish in him than it

is selfish in him to be himself.

Comb. 1666 Bp. S. Parker Free <$• Impart. Censure (1667)
i 139 We cannot imagine him so selfish-spirited as to effect it.

1863 Hawker in Byles Life (1905) 462 Adownlooking lying
selfish-hearted throng.

b. Used (by adversaries) as a designation of

\
those ethical theories which regard self-love as

I the real motive of all human action.

[1663 W. Lucy Observ. Hobbes 178 To use the Phrase of
the time, this Gent. [Hobbes] is very selfish.] 1847 London

\
Univ. Col. (1848) 157 The different systems to which the

j
term * selfish has been applied. 1868 Bain Ment. fy Mor.
Set. 638 The Epicurean, or Selfish, System.

^1 2. By etymological re-analysis used for ' per-

| taining to or connected with oneself \

1835-6 ToddsCycl. Anat. I. 72/2 The sensation excited on
1 the skin is less selfish, if we may use the term in this sense.

1899 IVestm. Gaz. 3 May 3/2 To pursue this self-ish ideal.

Selfishly (se-ln/Ii), adv. [f. prec. + -LY*.]

In a selfish manner.
1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 293 Who can your merit selfishly

approve. 1809 Pinkney Trav. France 140 Who was never
:
known to forget himself, and act otherwise than selfishly.

'Selfishness (selfijhes). Also 7 selvish-. [f.

Selfish + -ness.] The condition or quality of

being selfish ; selfish disposition or behaviour

;

regard for one's own interest or happiness to the

disregard of the well-being of others.

1643 W. GREESHiLL^.tr at Root A iij b. It's domesticknes
of spirit, selvishnesse, which is the great let to Armies, Re-
ligions, and Kingdomes good. 1645 T. Hill Olive Branch
(1648) 26 As long as ever you are full of Envy, -or full of
Selfishness, it argues you want love. 1709 Shaftesb. Charac.
(1711) I. 115 The Opposite of Sociaoleness is Selfishness.

1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 333 A tax by which luxury, avarice,

and selfishness were screened, and the load thrown upon
productive capital. 1839 James Louis XIV, 1. 406 Passion,

vanity, interest, and all the other species of selfishness.

Selfism (se*lfizm). [f. Self sb. -r -ism.] Devo-
tion to or concentration upon one's own interests

;

self-centredness. Also, the 'selfish theory* of

morals."
1791-1823 D'Israeli Cur. Lit. (1866) 524 In the pride of

luxury andselfism. 1832 Disraeli Cant. Fleming 11. x, That
nothing could tempt me to compromise my absorbing selfism.

i860 Emerson Cond. Life (1861) 79 By treating the patient

tenderly, to shut him up in a narrower selfism. 1871 Blackie
Morals 1. 50 Hobbes and the other advocates of selfism. 1894
[see OtherismL

Selfist (se'lfist). Also 7 selfeist. [f. Self sb. +
-1ST.] A self-centred or selfish person.

1649 T. E[llistone] tr. BehmetCs Ep. \. § 62 [It] covetously

desireth to draw their life and maintenance to it selfe, and
to make it selfe a Lord over it, and will be a Selfeist [orig.

ein eigenes].

1829 I. Taylor Enthus. ix. 223 The anchoret is a selfist by
his very profession. 1857 J. Hamilton Less.fr. Biogr.

(1859) 270, 1 have been a mere selfist, living for men's praise.

Self-judged, ///. a. [Self- 2.] Judged by
oneself. So Self-judtfing1 vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1798 Sothebv tr. Wielands Oberon (1826) II. 10 Who but

the wretch *self-judg'd, has cause to fear 2 1850 S. Dobeli.

Roman iii. Poet. Wks. (1875) 49 Each self-judged helot,

?leased to toil, a 1680 Charnock Self-Exam. Wks. 1684

I. 825 With a power of self-tryal and *self-judging. 1847-

54 Webster, *Self-judging, judging one's self.

Self-j irdgement. [Self- i a.]

f 1. Self-opinion. Obs.

1657 Baker's Sancta Sophia II. IT. xi. § ;o (1908) 296 An
obstinate self-judgment in this.

SELFLESS.

2. Judgement passed upon oneself.

1745 J. Mason Self-Knotvl. 1. xiv. (1853) 108 The Want of

this previous Act of Self-judgment is the cause of so much
Self-Deception. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mundi x. (1870) 384
Nemesis is self-judgment by the inward law.

tSelf-justrciary. Tkeol. Obs. [Self- i c]
m Justiciary sb. 1 5.

1644 Prynne& Walker Ficnnes's Trialn$ Heprofesseth
himselfe no Delinquent, but a just person... (O strange self-

Iusticiary, O most impudent affronter of Iustice !) i66i

South Serm. (1823) II. 333 The arrogant assertions of self-

justiciaries on the one hand, and the wild opinions of the
Antinomians on the other. 1692 Christ Exalted 79 The
Apostle concludes, to the shame of self-justiciaries, Rom. 3.

27. Where is boasting then? it is excluded.

Self-justification. [Self- i a.] The action

of justifying or excusing oneself.

1775 in Ash. 1826 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 359
The total absence of sullenness and self-j ustification towards
her superiors. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. III. vi. 371 He
abounded in repetitions and explanatory self-justification.

Self-jtrstifier. [Self- i c]
+ 1. = Self-justiciaky.
1655 Baxter Quaker's Catech. 9 And yet was he counted

a proud self-j ustifier.

2. Printing. A self-justifying type-machine.
In recent Diets.

So Self-ju-stified///. a. {Printing), arranged by
means of automatic justifying mechanism; Self-
jtrstifying ///. a. (whence -jus'tifyingly adv.).
1897 Brit. Printer 268 When followed by a like variation

of the three remaining spaces between words in the line, the
latter, when assembled, will be *self-justified. 1740 Richard-
son Pamela (1824) I. xxiii. 275 What *self-justifying minds
have the meekest of these women ! i860 Pusey Min. Proph.

595 What have we spoken against Thee ? is the self-justify-

ing question which Malachi records of them. 1895 Funk's
Stand. Diet. s.v.

t A self-justifying type-setting machine.
1891 Meredith One ofour Conq. II. x. 257 She thought, as
an observer ; and *self-justifyingly thought on.

t Self-kill, a. Obs. [f. Self- ig + KiLL v.]

Mutually slaughtering.
a 16x8 Sylvester Mirac, Peace xxx'u, With self-kill Swords

to cut each other's throat.

Self-krlled, pa.pple. [Self- 2.] Killed by
one's own hand ; self-destroyed.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. \\. 4 Treasure thou some place, With
beauties treasure ere it be selfe kiPd. 1671 Milton Samson
1664 And now ly'st victorious Among thy slain self-kill'd.

So Self-ki'ller, a suicide; Self-ki'llingr, self-

murder, suicide.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. 37 No relicks of traitors to
their country, "self-killers or sacrilegious malefactors. 1618
Bolton /Yt?rK.r(i636)To Rdr., Heathen, with whom, .•self-

killing, to avoyd disgrace, seemed an high point of true
magnanimity, a 1721 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.) Wks.
(1729) I. 149 In those Times Self-killing was not rare.

Self-knowing, vbl. sb. = Self-knowledge.
1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. xii. {1907) I. 186 Whether

abstracted from us there exists any thing higher and beyond
this primary self-knowing.

Self-knowing, ///. a. [Self- i f, 3 b.]
1. Knowing oneself; having self-knowledge.
1667 Milton P. L. vn. 510 And upright with Front serene

Govern the rest, self-knowing. 1745 J. MAsouSelf./Cnoivl.
11. Hi. (1853) 146 A self-knowing man can easily distinguish
between these two. 1890 W. T. Harris Hegel's Logic ii.

23 (Funk) That this is meant for a personal Reason, we may
know from the fact that Aristotle calls it self-knowing Reason.

2. Knowing of oneself, without help from another
(Webster, 1828-32).

Self-knowledge. [Self- i a, d.] Knowledge
of oneself, one's character, capabilities, etc.

a 16x3 Overbury Newes Wks. (1856) 174 That a courtier

never attaines his selfe-knowledge, but by report. 1647
C. Harvey Schola Cordis Concf 7 Self-knowledge is an
everlasting taske. 1745 J. Mason Self-Knowl. \. \. (1853) 10
Self-Knowledge is that Acquaintance with ourselves, which
shews us what we are, and do, and ought to be. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xx. IV. 455 It is a remarkable proof
of his selfknowledge that, from the moment at which he
began to distinguish himself in public life, he ceased to be a
versifier. 1869 Mozley Univ. Serm. ii. (1876) 35 Self-know-
ledge is the first condition of repentance.

Self-known, ppl. a. [Self- 2.] Possessing

self-knowledge.
178a Cowper Glory to God Alone 17 Oh lost in vanity till

once self-known 1

Self-lance : see Self B. 6.

t Self-law. Obs. [Self- 5 e.] A law of one's

own making or to suit oneself.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 365 It is Selfe-Law, or ifyou will,

loveGod, so as not to lose by him, and thy Neighbour for

thy selfe. ai68o Charnock MercyforChiefofSinners {1846)

16 [They] are so much a law to themselves, thatit is difficult

to persuade them.. to part with this self-law in matter of

justification.

So f Self-lawed a.
f
that is a law to himself.

1635 Quarles Embl. in. iii. 134 It raigues in ev'ry part.

But playes the selfe-law'd Tyrant in my heart.

Selfless (se*lf|tes), a . [f. Self sb. + -less.]

1. Having no regard for or thought of self ; not

self-centred; unselfish.

1825 Coleridge Aids Refi. 83 Holy instincts of maternal
love detached and in selfless purity. 1859 Tennyson Vivien

293 They never mount As nigh as woman in her selfless

mood. 1894 Ld. Wolself.y Marlborough II. xci. 445 The
noble, selfless word ' duty '.

2. Not identifiable with a man's self. rare.

1853 Pulsford tr. J. Mullens Chr. Docir. Sin II. 49



SELFLESSLY. 4:22 SELF-MOVABLE.
Instead of the will being merely the self-less means for calling

the natural individuality into activity.

Hence Selflessly adv., Selflessness.

1833 Vaughan in Guardian 3 Jan. 18/2 That selflessness

which God requires in His servant. 1903 Contemp. Kez>.

Mar. 411 A pious priest selflessly devoted to his church.

1904 Hibbert Jrnt. Oct. 122 With a worthy selflessness he
throws himself into the life of the people.

Self-life.
1. [Self- 5 c] — Self-existence.
1613 Donne GoodFriday Poems (1639) 353 Who sees Gods

face, that is selfelife, must die. 01711 Ken Hymnarium
Poet. Wks. II. 41 A co-eternal Force, Co-boundless with its

.Source, Could in no Moment idle rest, But in pure Act self,

life express'd.

3. [Self- 5 d.] Life lived for oneself ; life devoted
to selfish ends.
1848 Bmlxy Fest7is 324 Let then mere self-life cease. 1893

New Church Mess. (N.Y.) 19 Apr. 242 In this self-laudation
we are indulging ourselves in the vanities of self-life.

t Self-like, a. and adv. Obs. [In A. I, f.

Self a. + Like a. ; cf. Selfsame ; in A. 2 and B., f.

Self sb. + -like.] A. adj.

1. * Very like ', similar, of the selfsame kind.

1556 Aurelio fy Isab. G3 You men be of the same selfe Iyke
qualite. <i 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. Eel. i. (1622) 95 Till
Strephons plaining voice him nearer drew. Where by his
words his selfe-like case he knew. 1594 H. Willobie Avisa
19, 1 little thought to find you so :.. Such selfe like wench I

neuer met. 1596 Lodge Marg. Artier. 114 This other in
the selfe like passion, but with more government, he wrote.

2. Like oneself.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. iv. Decay 1143 And so
God bless your lawfull-loved womb With Self-like Babes
[orig. enfanspareils a vous]. i6ax G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1.

(1626J 6 His selfe-like jawes still grin [orig. ab ipso colligit

os rabiem\.

B. adv. Even ; = Selfly adv. 1 a.

1556 Aurelio $ Isab. H 7 In tyme & in place where they
be not requiered, selfe lyke in the presence of so grete a Kinge
& Quene.

t Self-liked, a. Obs. [f.next. Qi.OE.seI/itce
self-conceited, self-satisfied.] Self-conceited.

*599 Morels Life in Wordsw. Eccl. Biogr. (1853) II. 106
That he should not be so obstinate and self-liked, as to per-
severe still in one minde.

t Self-liking, vol. sb. Obs. [Self- i. Cf.

OE. selflice self-love, self-satisfaction.] Self-love

;

attachment to one's own opinion, self-conceit.

1561 T. Hoby tr. CastigHone's Courtyer Zzivb, Giue her
self to vnderstand the full troth in euery thyng, without
entring into self leeking and ignorance. 1594 Hooker Eccl.
Pol. Pref. vi. § 3 So full of wilfulnes and selfe liking is our
nature.

_ 1623 Camden Rem. (1637) 230 So over-gulled with
selfe-liking, that they are more then giddy in admiring
themselves. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 101 It is not
amisse there should be perceived some kinde of selfe-liking
and hardnesse in the works of excellent Artificers. 1714
Mandevili.e Fab. Bees (1729) 11. 134 The Reasons why this
Self-liking, give me Leave to call it so, is not plainly to be
seen in all Animals that are of the same Degree of Perfec-
tion, are many.
So f Self-liking- ppl. a.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (1605) 337 Spacious romes, such

as the self-liking men, haue. .found out the most easeful.

Self-limitation. [Self- i a.]

1. The limitation of oneself, one's nature, etc.

1853 PulsfoRD tr. 7- Muller's Chr. Doctr. Sin II. 204 A
self-limitation ofGod. 1902 J. Smith Integrity ofScripture
iii. 106 There must have been a marvellous self-1imitation in
the Incarnation. 1907 J. R. Illingworth Doct. Trin. x.

191 Virtue is rooted in self-control, self-discipline, that is,

voluntary self-limitation.

2. Med. The property of being self-limited.

1879 Flint in Arch. Med. (N. Y.) June, Selfdimitation in

Cases of Phthisis.

So Self-li-miting- ppl. a.

1863 E. V. Neale Analogy of Thought <$• Nature 43 By
a first cause we mean a self-limiting will, while by the
secondary causes derived from it, we mean powers thought
of as limited by their effects.

Self-limited, ///. a. [Self- 2.]

1. Limited by oneself or itself.

1845 Lewes Hist. Philos. I. 92 They held The One to be
spherical :. .having neither beginning, middle, nor end : and
vet self-limited. 1879 P. Brooks Inft. Jesus ii. (1883) 86
The. .self-limited character of the love of Jesus for His
native land.

2. Med* Of a disease : That runs a definite course,

being little modified by treatment.
1855 Dunglison Med. Lex. 1885 J. F. Payne in Encycl.

Brit. XIX. 166/1 The disease [sc. plague] was in fact, as in
other cases, self-limited. 1897 Allbntt's Syst. Med. II. 781
Catarrhal dysentery . . is a self-limited disease.

Self-lived, a. rare. [f. Self- 2 a + Livkd
or Self-life + -ed.]

+ 1. Animated by oneself. Obs.
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. in. 197 Nor craftie

Jugglers, can more eas'ly make There self-Hv'd Puppits
(for their lucre's sake) To skip, .and play.

1 2. Having an independent life. Obs.
1642 H. More Song of Soul in. 1. xxxii, The soul then

works by 't self, and is self-Hv'd.

3. Living for oneself.

1855 Ba"-ey Mystic, etc. 66 Malignant, uncreate, inert,
self-lived.

t Self-Irving, a. Obs. [Self- 3 b.] Self-existent.
1683 H. More Annot. Glanvills Lux O. 236 They are

immediately Self-living.

Self-lOSS. [Self- i a, d.] Loss of oneself,

one's being or personality.

i8a6 Lamb Ess., Sanity of True Genius (i860) 292 He
wins his flight without self-loss through realms of chaos.
i860 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (ed. 2) 1. 119 That transforma-
tion and utter self-loss in which we love ourselves only for
the sake of God.

Self-lost, a. [Self- 2.] Lost through one's
own action, fault, etc. In first quot., lost in one's
own estimation.

1645 Rutherford Tryal fy Tri. Faith 108 It is one thing
to be lost, and a sinner, and another thing to be self-lost.

1667 Milton P. L. vii. 154, I can repaire That detriment, if

such it be to lose Self-lost. 179a R. Cumberland Calvary v.
214 RushM into sin prepense, self-will'd, self-lost. 1796
Mme.D'Arblay Camilla II. 149 The infatuated blindness
of that self-lost young man. 1856 E. Fitzgerald Saldmdn
1. 23 Thyself Self- Lost, and Conscience-quit ofGood and Evil.

Self-lough, local, [f. Self- 3b + LouGHi.]
See quot.
1700 C. Leigh Nat. Hist. Lane, etc. 1. 71 There are some-

times Cavities in the Body of this [Spar], .which are im-
f)leted with Water, tho there are no apparent Aqueducts
eading to them ; these by the Miners arestiled Self-Loiiglis.

Self-love. [Self- i a, d.]

1. Love of oneself; in early use most freq. =
partiality to oneself, Amour.-pr.opke ; later, usually
= regard for one's interests or well-being ; chiefly

with definitely opprobrious implication, self-

centredness, selfishness.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Hastings ii, In Laches floud, long
since, in Stigian vale Selfe love I dreynt. a 1586 Sidney
Apol. Poetry (Arb.) 19 Selfe-loue is better then any guilding
to make that seeme gorgious, wherein our selues are parties.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixii. 1 Sinne of selfe-loue possesseth al
mine eie. 1655 Culpepper, etc. Riverius To Rdr., I, who
never had the thought (being very free from Self-Love,)
that my writings were of so much worth. 1733 Pope Ess.
Man in. 281 Self-love forsook the path it first pursu'd, And
found the private in the public good. 1837 Ht. Martineau
Soc. Amer. III. 35 That kind of self-love which takes the
form of family pride. 1861 Sat. Rev. 14 Sept. 269 Bear
irritations, nuisances, what not, rather than inflict any sudden
wound on your friend's self-love. 1875 Manning Mission
Holy Ghost v. 130 Self-love .. is the abuse and perversion of
that love of self which is a divine law.
attrib. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden N 3 b, In thys innoua-

ting selfe-loue Age,

2. Philos. Regard for one's own well-being or

happiness, considered as a natural and proper re-

lation of a man to himself.

1683 D. A. Art Converse 1 A rational and lawful sort of
Self-love. 1688 Norris Love 1. v. 51 That special sort of
Benevolence which we call self-love. 1726 Butler Sentt.
Rolls Chapel iii. 55 Conscience and Self-love, if we under-
stand our true Happiness, always lead us the same Way

:

Duty and Interest are perfectly coincident. 17*7 Pope
Thoughts Var. Subj. in Misc. I. 400 Religion is allow'd to
be the highest Instance of Self-Love. 1828 D. Stewart
Philos. Powers ofMan 11. i. 1. 145 Self-love, .is inseparable
from our nature as rational and sensitive beings. 1883
Maudsley Body <$•_ Will 166 Self-love is not despicable, but
laudable, since duties to self, if self-perfecting.. must needs
be duties to others.

t Self-loved,///, a. Obs. [Self- 2.] Loved
or cherished by oneself; marked by self-love.

1590 Spenser F. Q. n. iii. 5 Puffed vp with smoke of
vanitie, And with selfe-loued personage deceiu'd. 160a
Campion Art Eng. Poesie 6 Bring before me now any the
most selfe-lou'd Rimer. x6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. in.

Argt., Scorn'd Eccho pines V a voice : Selfe-lou'd Narcissus
to a Daffadill. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. hl iv. 43 Men
. . with . . the dull sneer of self-loved ignorance.

t Self-lover. Obs. [Self-ic] A lover of self;
one who cares for his own interests alone.

1573 L. Lloyd Marrow ofHist. (1653) 167 The self lover
[doth glory] in some part of his body more then in other.

1594 T. B. La Primand. Fr. Acad. 11. 239 Saint Paul
[2 lim. iii. 2] speaking of wicked men that should be in the
latter times, saieth first, that they shoulde bee selfe-Iouers.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 120 Self is the last end of self-

lovers even in their highest acts of self-denial. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (1785) IV. 10 A Nurse.. may be careless, and a
Self-lover ; while a Mother prefers the Health of her Child
to her own private Satisfactions.

Self-lo-ving, ///. a. [Self- i f.] Loving or

devoted to oneself; seeking one's own interests or

advantage ; characterized by self-love.

1590 BroughtotCs Lett, ii. 8 Looking your selfe..in this
Selnouing glasse. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. vi. 32 Insolent,
O'recome with Pride, Ambitious, past all thinking Selfe-
louing. 1616 B. Jonson Cynthia s Rev. ad. fin., From.. all

selfe-louing humours. Chorvs. Good Mercvry defend vs.

1712 Steele Sped. No. 515 P 1 An happy self-loving dame,
that takes all the admiration she can meet with. 1816 Byron
Sketch 83 Feel for thy vile self-loving self in vain. 1842
Manning Sertn. xxiii. (1848) I. 346 All shallow, petulant,
self-loving, boastful men

!

Hence f Self-lovingrness.
a 1628 F. Grevil Let. Hon. Lady i, Those humble natures,

that passe away the Fee-simple of themselues, either with
Selfe-louingnesse, or superstitious opinion of Duty.

Self-lu'ruinous, a. [Self- 3 b.] Possessing
in itself the property of emitting light.

1791 HERSCHELin/V«Y. Trans. LXXXI. 85 If. .this matter
is self-luminous, it seems more fit to produce a star by its

condensation than to depend on the star for its existence.

1831 Brewster Optics Introd. 1 Self-luminous bodies, such
as the stars, flames of all kinds, and bodies which shine by
being heated or nibbed. 1876 Tait Rec. Adv. Phys. Sci.
x. (ed. 2) 253 The tail of the Comet is not self-luminous.

Hence Self-luminosity.
1901 Nature 4 July 244 Bodies like radium that exhibit

self-luminosity in the dark.

t Selfly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Self + -l\1.] a.

(One's or its) own. b. A or one selfly, one and
the same.
1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. iii. 402 Severally, and of a

selfly motion. Ibid. v. 647 [The phoenix] re-ingendred of it's
selfly seed. 1598 Ibid. 11. ii. iv. 730 Where, as (by Art) one
selfly blast breath'd out From panting bellows passeth all-

about.

t Selfly, adv. Obs. [f. SELF + -LY *.]

1. a. Even. b. Specially.
C1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 922 We knowe

selfely (ueiz) the soveraygne lyghtnesse to be darked of a
lyght cloude. 1556 Aurelio <$• Isab. M 3 Selfleyat this owre
whan plaintes and wepinges seakes my.
2. Of or by oneself (or itself) ; of one's (or its)

own accord or motion ; spontaneously.
Several times in Sylvester, Sclater, and S. H. Golden Laiv.
i59« Sylvester Du Bartas 1, ii. 1176 Selfly too weak for

the least weights foundation. 1595 Southwell St. Peter's
Compl. (1602) 8 Selfely dismayd, I neyther fought nor lost,

1 gaue the field. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. 1. 587A Forrest thick. .Which, selfly op'ning [etc. J. 1610 Folking-
ham Art ofSurvey 1. viii. 18 That ground, .which attracts
humors and selfely expels them. 1639 W. Sclater Expos.
2 Thess. 211 There is in God, what selfely inclines him to giue,
without, and against merit. Ibid. 272 He monisheth them,
selfely to correct their errors. 1656 S. H. Golden Law 4
His Right to the Crown is not Natural, or selfly Hereditary.

Self-made,///, a. [Self- 2.] Made by oneself,

one's own action or efforts ; of one's own making.
Self-made man

}
one who has risen from obscurity or poverty

by his own exertions, (orig. U.S.)
1615 Daniel Hymen's Tri. Poems (1717) 119 Worshipping
A Nothing, but his self-made Images. 1858 C. C. B. Sey-
mour {title) Self-made Men. i860 Pusey Mitt. Proph. 422
Self-made blindness. 1870 Lowell Study Wind., Gt. Publ.
Char., We are fond in this country of what are called self-
made men. 1870-a Liddon Elem. Relig. iv. § 1 (1904) 136
As a self-made devil differs from an angel. 1890 Spectator
25 Jan., Wealth, if it be self-made.

U Used as pa. pple. with predicative sb.

1784 Cowper Tiroc. 837 Men..Design'd by nature wise,
but self-made fools.

Hence Self-ma'king1 vbl. sb. and ///. a*

1883 Blackw. Mag, 247 The process of self-making.. is one
of the most interesting at which it is possible to look. 1892
Q. Rev. Oct. 326 The ideal to which the average self-making
Englishman continues to look up.

Self-mate, sb. Chess. [Self- i a.] Checkmate
produced by the side that is mated. Also as vb.
1888 ]. A. Miles, etc. {title) Chess-stars : a galaxy of self-

mates. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 754/4 White to play and
self-mate in three moves.

t Self-minded, ///. a. [Self- 3.] Obstinate
in one's opinion. So f Self-mindedness.
_1530TiNDALE.4K.rw. More lit. x'm. Wks. (1575) 315/1 Opina-
tiue, selfe-mynded and obstinate. 1579 W. Wilkinson
Cotifut. Fam. Love 30 b, The imagination which proceedeth
out of the selfemindednes of the outward man.

Self-motion. [Self- 5 c] Motion produced
by inherent power apart from external impulse

;

voluntary or spontaneous motion.

. ti59* Sylvester Du Bartas I. iv. 145 As Car-nails fastned
in a wheel (without Selfs-motion) turn with others turns
about.] a 1619 Fotherby Aiheom. Pref. (1622) p. iij, Ascrib-
ing that his inclination, not vnto his owne selfe-motion ; but
vnto Gods prouidence. 1677GALE Crt. Gentiles iv. 99 By how
much the more spontaneous, .the self-motion is, by so much
the more free it is judged to be. 1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ.
1. 10 Matter is not endow'd with Self-motion. 1788 T.
Taylor Proclus I. Diss. 13 A self-motive nature, which is

nothing besides self-motion, is the cause of motion to all

things. x868 Bain Ment. % Mor. Sci. iv. xi. 417 This theory
[sc. Samuel Clarke's] of self-motion has been severely criti-

cized by Sir W. Hamilton.

Self-motive, a. [Self- 3 b.] Moving by
inherent power, endowed with self-motion.
1676 Glanvill Ess. Philos. # Relig. iv. 9 Beings, self-

motive, penetrable and indivisible. 1788 [see precj. 1836
I. Taylor Phys. The. anotherLife (1857) 55 The most elastic
gas is not in itself at all more self-motive than a block of
granite.

Self-moved, a. [Self- 3 b.] Moved of itself

without external agency.
ai7ii Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. II. 41 What is self-

mov d is unconfin'd. 1831 Scott Ct. Rob. xiv, As if self-

moved, the mystic curtain arose. 1845 Lewes Hist. Philos.
I. 69 The Soul, being a self-moved monad, is One.
So f Self-movable <7.,^ Self-motive

; f-mo*v-
ably adv. ; Self-movement, = Self-motion

;

+ Self-mo*vent a., = Self-motive; f Self-mover,
something that moves itself; an automaton; fSelf-
mo'ving vbl.sb., (a) spontaneous motion

; (b) an
automaton; Self-mo*ving ppl. a. t moving spon-
taneously or automatically, capable of self-motion.
1642 H. More Song ofSoul 11. i. 11. xxvi, All these be sub-

stances *self-moveable. 1678 Cudworth Intel!. Syst. 1. iv.

565 Beings in their own nature Selfmoveable, and Active.

Ibid. 582 llavra ^v\ikm<;, Alt things Animally ; that is, *Self-

movably, Actively and Productively. 1885 New Engl. Dict^
Automaton. ..Something which has the power of. .•self-

movement. 1905 Athenaeum 1 July 21/2 Self-movement,
which has been suggested [as the real touchstone of life]. .

1701 Grew Cosmol. Sacra 1. i. 5 To suppose Body to be
Self-Existent.. is as absurd, as to suppose it to be *Self-

Movent. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magick 11. i. [heading], The
divers kinds of Automata, or *SeTf-movers. 11688 Cud-
worth Immut. Mor. iv. ii. § 8 The.. Essence and Idea of
this Self-Mover, Watch or Horologe. 1740 Law Answ.
Trapp's Disc. Wks. 1756 VI. 305 Every intelligent Creature
is its own Self-mover. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. ii.

26-37 Their sinnes come of nothing else than their owne
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'selfemouing. 1587 — De Mornay vii. 100 Things., which
men as thou art doe deeme to be without end, as straunge

Milles and Trindles, and such other kind of selfmouings.

1607 j. Davies Summa Totalis E, Siluer *selfe-mouing we
call Siluer-ouick. 1655 Stanley //is t. Philos. ir. (1687) 64/2

That God is an infinite self-moving mind. 1674 Boyle
Excell. Theol. 11. iv. 169 A great Automaton or self-moving

engine. 1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. 1. 115 Allowing Matter
to be self-existent and self-moving. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.

Meek. 236 A self-moving valve. 1837 Keith Bot. Lex. 341
The self-moving leaves of Hedysarum gyrans. 1880 Muir-
head Gains iv. § 16 Moveable and self-moving things that

could be carried or brought into court.

Self-mtrrder, sb. [Self- i a.] The taking

of one's own life ; self-destruction ; suicide.

1563-83 Foxe A. <$• M. 2114/1 The wilfull and selfe murder
of Pauyer, of Richard Long, .. besides infinite other. 1632
Lithgow Trav. vi. 282 Where Iudas hanged him-selfe..

there Ls a vault erected.. in memory of his selfe murther.
a 1715 Burnet Chun Time 111. (1724) I. 553 He[Lord Essex]
was found dead ; his throat cut. . .The Coroners Jury found
it self-murder. 1741 Richardson Pamela (1785) IV. 68 In
such a gloomy, saturnine Nation as ours, where Self-murders

are more frequent than in all the Christian World besides.

1843 Macaulay Ess. Addison (1865) II. 338 The disciple

[Budgell]. .closed a wicked and unhappy life byselfmurder.

1898 Watts-Dunton Aytwin xu, To save me from dying of
seff-murder or of a broken heart.

trans/, a 1631 Donne Div. Poems, Letanie \. Wks. (Gros-

art) II.298 My hart is by dejection clay, And by selfe.murder

redd. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 251 p 2 We should^ think it

the most unnatural Sort of Self-Murther to sacrifice the

Sentiment of the Soul to gratify the Appetites of the Body.
1721 Amherst Terras Fil. No. 15 (1726) I. 76 When a whole
civil society, .destroys itself, it is civil self-murder.

So f Self-mtrrder v.
t
-mtrrdered pa. pple.,

-muTdering ppl. a.

1648 Gage West //id. 153 Some have died under their own
whipping, and have *selfe murthered themselves. 1716 Old-
wixon in Ovid's Ep. 180 My dear Mother there *Self-

murder'd lyes. 17*5 Pope Odyss. xi. 337 The wife self-

murder'd from a beam depends. 1590 Spenser F.Q. hi. x.

57 Through long anguish, and *selfe-murdring thought.

1692 W. Marshall Gosf. Myst. Sand, x. (1764) 166 The
wicked, persecuting, self-murdering jailor [Acts xvi. 27 J.

Self-amTderer. [Self-ic] One who com-
mits self-murder, a suicide, felo de se.

The OE. words were selfbana, selfmyrpra.
a 1614 Donne BiadawtTo? (1644) 92 He is bound in con-

science to steal, and were, in some opinions,, .aselfe-murderer
if he stole not. a 1674 Ci.auendon Hist. Reb.xv. § 144 His
Body was. .buried., with a Stake driven through him, as is

usual in the Case of Self Murtherers 1769 Blackstone
Comm. IV. 189 The same argument would prove every other
criminal turn compos, as well as the self-murderer. 1865
Braddon Sir Jasper's T. xviii, You would be sorry that one
more self-murderer had gone red-handed to his doom.

Se'lfness. [f. Self + -ness.]

1. Self-centredness ; egoism ; selfishness ; f occas.

pi. selfish acts or manifestations. Rarely in a
neutral sense, Due regard for oneself.

a 1586 Sidney Astr. <$• Stella Sonn. Ixi, Wholly hers all

selfenesse he forbeares. a 1628 F. Grevil OfHum. Learn.
cxlv. Wks. (1633) 50 A sound foundation, not on sandy parts
Of light Opinion, Selfenesse, Words of men. a 1628

—

Sidney
xvii. (1652) 240 This Noble Secretary, .moved, but not re-

j

moved with those selfenesses of my opinion. 1663 Wither
|

Lord's Prayer 158 That selfness which made the Tempta-
j

tion [of Adam and Eve] prevalent.

1857 Emerson Poems 30 Now, to a savage selfness grown,
Think nature barely serves for one. 1883 Beecher in Chr.
World Pulpit XXIV. 404 Religion is the power to deliver

1

men from sinful, animal selfishness into a benevolent and
other-seeking selfness. 1899 Q. Rev. Apr. 433 The magnifi-
cent 'self-ness' of his [Byron's] poetry.

2. Individuality, personality, essence, rare.

16x1 Cotgr., Mesmet/, selfenesse. 1643 H. More Song of
Soul iv. xxxvi, The most profound andcentrall energie.The
very selfnesse of the soul. 1651 J. E[llistone] tr. Bekmen's
Sign. Rerum x\. fi 89 The expressed Mercury must again
come unto the End of its selfness [orig. Selbheit],

+ Self-no'thingness. Obs. [Self- i d.] Self-

annihilation, self-abasement.

1647 H. More Song ofSoul Notes 373 This valley of Ain
is nothing else but self deadnesse, or rather self-nothmgnesse.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 31 It doth lift the heart above
al things create and yet at the same time depresse it at the

lowest centre of self-nothingnesse.

t Selfode, selfoder. Obs. local. [Of obscure
origin.] A class of tenant in Northumberland
and Cumberland.
In quot. 1290-1 selfode is app. fern, and may denote the

holding, not the tenant.

1271 Inquis.post mortem$$ Hen. Ill, N. 33 in Vinogradoff
Vill. in Eng. 230 Redditariiqui vocantur selfoders. 1390-1
in AT $ Q. Ser. ix. VII. 89/j [Eghngham, Nhbld.] De
qualibet selfode iij dietas vel iij denarios, exceptis selfod*

propriis Joh'i de Somervile in terra sua comorantibus. 1378
Rentale de Tynemuth in Brand Hist. Newcastle {i-jfy)l\.

594 Omnes selfodes facient quilibet tres precar' tantum.

Self-offe-nce. rare.

1. [Self- 3 a.] Damage or injury to oneself.

a 16*8 F. Grevil Cxitea c, Feare. .Confounds all powers,
and thorough selfe-ofience, Doth forge and raise impossi-

bility. 1671 Milton Samson 515 Self-displeas'd For self,

offence, more then for God offended.

b. Attack upon oneself.

1819 Shelley Cenci v. i. iot A word ? which those of this

false world Employ against each other, not themselves ; As
men wear daggers not for self-offence.

2. [Self- 5 a.] One's own offence.

1603 Shaks. Meets,for M. 111. ii. 280 More, nor lesse to
uthers paying, Then by selfe-offences weighing.

tSelf-oftVnder. Obs. [Self- 5.] A self-

willed offender.
<rx66i Papers on Alter. Prayer.bk. 70 Will you call men

obstinate self offenders that differ from you?

t Self-one, a. Obs. rare. [Self- 3 a.] ? Alone
with itself.

1602 Marstoh Antonio's Rev. 11. iii, Aselfe-one guilt doth
onely hatch distrust.

Self-open, northern. [Self- 3 b. Cf. Open
sb. 1 d.] A miners' term for a natural cavity met
with in digging.
1683-4 Lister in P/iil. Trans. XIV. 512 That the Earth is

more or less hollow is made probable, by what is found every
wherein the Mountains ; viz. Natural Cavities or Chambers,
which the Miners of the North call Selfopens. [1748 Earth-
quake Peru \. 118.] 1824 Mander Derbysh. Miner's Gloss.,

Self-opens. Natural Fissures in the stone.

Self-Opened, pa. pple. [Self- 3 b.] Opened
of its own accord.

1667 Milton P.L. v. 254 The gate self-opend wide On
golden Hinges turning, c 1820 S. Rogers Italy (1839) 13 The
door which ever, as self-opened, movesTo them that knock.
1824 Hood Two Swans xix, A little casement. . .Widens self-

open'd into the cool air. 1855 Bailey Mystic, etc. 162 Self-

opened like a magic book.

So Self-opening ///. a.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. Index, Self-opening gate.

1895 Army <$• Navy Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 1403 The
* Ideal ' patent self-opening pocket knife.

Self-opiniated, ppl. a. [Formed after Self-
opinion.J ~ Self-opinionated.
1627 Sir S. D'Ewes Jml. (1783) 63 He !>eing proud and

selfe-opiniated, tooke his owne way. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref.
Ch. Eng. I. 84 Such conceited and self-opiniated men.
Hence Self-opi niatedly adv. ; so t Self-oprni-

ating- a. ; Self-opi niativeness (cf. SeLF-OPINION-
ativeness).
1651 Hobbes Govt. <$ Soc. Author's Pref., {IJ would rather

chuse to brooke with patience some inconveniences, .then
*selfe opiniatedly disturb the quiet of the publique. 1632
Lithgow Trav. x. 490 Peeuish and *selfe-opiniating Puri*
tanes. 1889 Skrine Mem. Thring 120 Disputants put this

down to *self-opiniativeness.

Self-opinion. Now rare. [Self- i d.] High
opinion of oneself, self-esteem ; esp. overweening
estimate of oneself, self-conceit ; obstinacy in

one's own opinion.
1579-80 North Plutarch, Coriol. (1595) 243 Wilfully giuen

to a selfe opinion and obstinate minde. 1586 A. Bay Eng.
Secretary 1. (1625) n Rather equity than sdfe-opinion must
and ought chiefly to be weighed. 1676 Dryden Aurengz.
Ep. Ded. 7, I have labour'd. .to divest my self of the self,

opinion of an Author. 17x1 Steele Spect. No. 443 P 5

Fortunatus is stocked with Ignorance, and consequently
with Self-Opinion. 18x8 Scott Rob Roy vi, I should be
sorry to shock your self-opinion, but you were never more
mistaken. 1858 Bushnell Serm. New Life kxi". (i860) 297
The veils of pride are rent, the rock of self-opinion is

shattered. 1870 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xxiii, Her self-

opinion rallied, . . she was tempted to think that his judgment
was not only fallible but biassed.

+ Self-opinionate, ///. a. Obs. - next.

x6o» Marston Ant. Jf Mel. in. Wks. 1856 I. 36 Th' other
learned, but selfe-opimonate. 1651 Bp. Hall Soliloquies

xliv, We all are born proud and selfopinionate.

Self-opinionated,///. a. [f. Self-opinion.]

1. Having an exaggerated opinion of oneself;

self-conceited.

1671 Stillingfl. Serm. viii. Wks. 1710 I. 114 There never
was a nation more self-opinionated as to their wisdom, good-
ness, and interest with God. 1674 Boyle Excell. Theol. \\.

v. 187 Most men are so self-opinionated, that they will easily

believe themselves mastersofthings, ifthey dobut halfunder-
stand them. 1815 HAzttTT Spirit ofAge 372 He is no formal-

ist, not he ! All is crude and chaotic, self-opinionated, vain.

2. Obstinate in one's opinion.
1770 LanghornB/Vw/Vir^A (1879) IL590A body ofGermans,
who were so rash and self-opinionated as to separate from
the troops of Spartacus. 1857 Toulmin Smith Parish 148
Self-opinionated doctrinairism. 1868 J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch.
Eng. I. 538 The young priest was far too self-opinionated to

yield to argument.

Hence Self-opinionatedness ; so Self-opinio-
native a., Self-opinionativeness.
1730 Bailey (fol.), Affectation, Aftectedness, Conceitedness,

*Sefi*-opinionatedness. 1888 Gore R. C. Claims viii. 119
The temper of self-opinionatedness. 1904 H. Black Tract.
Self-Culture viii. 225 A man *self-opinionative and harsh.

1857 Pusey Real Presence L {1869) 65 Whose docility, un-
spoiled by any *self-opinionativeness.

Self-opinioned, ppl. a. [f. Self-opinion.]
= Self-opiniated.
1624 Massinger Parlt. Love\\\. i,ThisseIf-opinioncd fool.

169a South Serm. (1697) 355 A bold, self-opinion 'd Physician.

1794 Elliot in 14/A Ref. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. y. 578
He argues closely^ but is long-winded and self-opinioned.

x8as Scott Nigel 1, An ingenious, but whimsical and self-

opinioned mechanic. X903 Westm. Gaz. 2 Dec. 12/1 Nobody
could have been less self-opinicned, and indeed if he made a
suggestion it was with a half-apology.

Hence Self-opi'nionedness.
1879 Daily Neius 22 Oct. 6/5 A peculiar kind of religious

self-opinionedness sprang up.

Self-ori-ginal, a. [Self- 3 b.] Having its

origin in itself.

1704 S. Clark Demonstr. Being ff Atlrib. God(ij6o) 27
Self-original Independent Existence.

T Self-ori'ginate, ppl. a. Obs.^ next.

1668 Howe Bless. Righteous xi, Its perfections were not self-

originate. 173a Berkeley Minute Philos. I. 160 The. .in-

dependent, self-originate Cause and Source of ail Beings.

Self-orrginated, pa. pple. and///, a. [Self-

2.] Originated by oneself (itself).

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 229 That they are not self-

originated, but had some beginning in prime Motors, a 1711

Ken Hymnariuiu Poet. Wks. II. 47 O Self-originated

Might, Thou All-creating Infinite. 185a Grote Greece 11.

lxx. IX. 103 A.. self-originated stimulus. 1871 Fraser
Berkeley ii. 27 Thoughts, self-originated, or immediately
occasioned by reading.

So Self-orig-inating ppl. a. ; Self-origination

;

Self-o riffined /a. pple., = Self-originated.
1833 J. H. Newman Ariansi.v. (1876) 127 To discriminate

between the Son and His underived *self-originating Father.

1854 Milman Lat. Chr. 1. 129 A persona), spontaneous, self-

originating and self-maintained surrender to evil influences.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. 1. 175 By Self-existence here I

mean*Self-origination. ai866J.GR0TE.£'.i7i«/. UtHit. Philos.

xi. (1870) 177 The view.. that there can be nothing in it

[sc. moral action] of free self-origination. ai7ii KzaHym-
narium Poet. Wks. II. 40 From God *self-origin'd.

t Self-pa rtial, a. Obs. rare. [Self- 3 a.]

Favourable to one's own interests.

1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vii. 702 O do not, through
self-partiall zeal, With light-brain'd Counsels vex your Com-
mon-weale.

Self-partiality. Nownwv; commonci.725-
1865. [Self- 3 a.] Partiality or favourable dis-

position towards oneself; excessive regard for one's

own interests ; self-love.

1628 Feltham Resolves ii. xxxix. up, I know not what
selfe-part ialitie, makes vs thinke our selues behind-hand, if

wee offer not repayment in the same coine wee receiu'd it.

1658 Osborn Q. Eliz. Ep. A 4 b, Any acquired advantage.

.

self-partiality or others indulgence hath . . been able to estate

me in. 17*6 Butler Serm. Rolls Chapel x. i8q Hardness
of Heart with respect to others, joined with this Self-par-

tiality. 1802 12 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827) IV.

418 Self-partiality draws from each of them such of the facts

as promise to operate in favour of his claim. 1868 Bain
Metit. <$• Mor. Sci. 600We have our self-partialities, but have
learnt the value of equity.

Self-perfect, a. [Self- 3 b.] Perfect in oneself.

x6xo Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod 308 Alcinous saith that

God is supreme, eternal), ineffable, self-perfect.

Self-perfecting, vbl sb. [Self- i.] = Self-

perfection 2. So Self-perfe*ctinjf ///. a.,

leading to self-perfection.

1883 [see Self-love 2]. 1908 Daily Chron. 6 Jan. 4/4 In

self-perfecting there is something personal, something grati-

fying to self-love.

Self-perfextion.
+ 1. [Self- 5 a.] Inherent perfection. Obs.

x6»8 Feltham Resolves 11. ix. 22 Shee was of such a selfe-

perfection ; that she might very well embleme, whatsoeuer
omnipotency could make most rare.

2. [Self- i b.] The perfecting of one's character,

life, etc. U.S.
1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 49 In the days when

mutual and self-perfection will be the prevalent idea which
the civilisation of the time will express. 1905 E. B. Holt
tr. Milnsierberg*s Americans 355 In Puritan America the

soul's welfare stood in the foreground, and only secondarity

was the striving for self-perfection, self-searching, and self-

culture made to contribute to the advance of objective culture.

Hence Self-perfe-otionating ///. a., Self-

perfectionment (in recent Diets.).

1858 J. Martineau Stud. Chr. 144 No self-perfectionating

process.. has warmth enough to ripen the soul's diviner

fruits.

Self-pi'ty. [Self- i d.] Pity or tender feeling

for oneself.

i6ax G. Sandvs Ovid's Met. v. (1632) 182 She tare, With-
out selfe-pitty, herdis-heueled haire. 1647 H. More Philos.

Poems, Insomn. Philos. xxii.They would forsake This work
of God, and out of dear self-pitty Fly from the creatures.

a 17x1 Ken Christophil Poet. Wks. I. 504^ Not thy pure
Will, not thy nice Sense of Pain, Cou'd Self-indulgence, or
Self-pity gain. 1859 Bain Emotions <$ Will viii. 13s Self-

pity,..often very strong in the sentimentally selfish, but
quite real in all who have any tender susceptibilities. 1885-

94 R. Bridges Eros <$• Psyche Apr. viii, Disconsolate, and with
self-pity pined. 1899 Crockett Kit Kennedy xxx, Self-pity

is bad at any time. It is fatal at twelve.

atlrib. 111628 F. Grevil Alaham v. ii, This innocent..

With his selfe-pitty teares, drew teares from vs.

So Self-pitiful a., -pl'tifulness ; Self-pi-ty-

ingly adv.
1880 G. Meredith Tragic Com. viii, The necessity for

draining her of her self-pitifulness. Ibid., In the morning
she was a dried channel of tears, no longer self-pitiful. 1899
Mackail \V. Morris II. 66 ' I feel a lonely kind of a chap ',

lie says of himself, .half self-pityingly.

Self-pleased, ppl. a. [Self- 3 a.] Pleased

with oneself; self-complacent.
a 1809 J. M. Mason (Webster), A self-pleased man. 1825

T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr. I. 283 She
quitted the sofa she had been unwillingly sharing with the

self-pleased beau. 1904 Dowden Brcavning 56 The self-

pleased, keen-sighted Legate.

+ Self-plea*ser. Obs. [Self- i a] One who
does his own * pleasure \
1582 Bible (Rheims) 2 Pet. ii. 10 Them whiche. .contemne

dominion, bold, self-pleasers [Vulg. sibiplacentes, Gr. ai>9a-

Seis, 1611 selfe willed]. 1632 Sanderson Serm. II. 18 S.

Peters word, .signifieth as much as self-pleasers.

Self-plea-sing, vbl. sb. [Self- i b.]

1. Doing one*s own ' pleasure ' or will.

1681 Owen Humble Test. 8a All Self-seeking, and Self-

pleasing,, .must utterly be cast away. 1843 Manning Serm.
vii. (1848) I. 98 The greater number of men live lives of mere
self.pkasing.
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2. Self-complacency.
1856 Emerson Eng. Trails, Cockayne, Their culture gene-

rally enables the travelled English to avoid any ridiculous

extremes of this self-pleasing.

So Self-plea-sing ///. a.
_

1500 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv. 6 With such selfe-pleasing

thoughts her wound she fed. 1607-u Bacon Ess., Manage
* Single Life (Arb.) 266 Selfpleasing, and humorous mindes.

itk Pope Prol Sat. 90 Who shames a Scribbler! break
j

one cobweb tbro', He spins the slight, self-pleasing thread

anew. 1818 Brit. Ret'. XII. 191 His vanity and self-pleas-

ing activity. 1855 Kingsley WesHu. Hoi xi, All the

trickeries of self-pleasing sorrow.

Self-poise. U.S. [f. next : cf. Poise s/>.] The

condition or property of being self-poised.

1854 ' Grace Greenwood ' Haps $ Mishaps 3 A maturity

of thought.., a self-poise about him, which impress you.

i860 Emerson Cond. Life, Worship Wks. (Bohn) II. 394 A
self-poise belongs to every particle. 1884 Century Mag.
Jan. 453/2 Excellent qualifications for either soldier or

citizen—self-poise, a quick intelligence, close application.

Self-poised,///, a. [Self- 3b.] Poised or

balanced by its own unaided power or without

support Also fig. of persons, their actions, etc.

i6»i G. Sandys Ovid's Met. I. (1626) 1 Nor hung the selfe-

poiz'd Earth in thin Ayre plac't. 1776 Mickle tr. Camocns'
Lusiad x. 442 Each movement still beginning, still com-
pleat, It's Author's type, self poised, perfection's seat. 1801

Wordsw. To a Butterfly 2 I've watched you now a full

half-hour, Self-poised upon that yellow flower. 1838 Tupper
Proverb. Philos. Ser. 1. OfSubjection 7 The self-poised cha-

racter of God. 1875 Longf. Masque of Pandora iv, Thy
form Self-poised as if it floated on the air.

Hence Self-poisedness.
1848 Westm. Rev. XLIX. 339 This favourite notion of

man's self-poisedness.

Self-pollution. [Self- i a.] Masturbation,

self-abuse.

i6»6 R. Bernard Isle ofMan (1627) 77 Fornication, Selfe.

pollution, &c. 1733 Ordinary of Nnugate No. 1 Advt.,

Self-Pollution (that cursed School Wickedness). 1829 Good's

Study Med. (ed. 3)111. 240Two young men who had induced

the same disease by a habit of self-pollution.

Hence Self-polluter.

1797 Encycl Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 214/1 In scripture .. we
find self-polluters termed effeminate, unclean.

Self-possessed, ppl. a. [Formed after Self-

possession ; see Self- 2.] Characterized by self-

possession.

1838 Lytton Alice 1. v, Tall, self-possessed, and dressed

plainly indeed. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxi, She was not

embarrassed, but wholly self-possessed. 1897 ' H. S. Merri-

man ' In Kedar's Tents iii, The voice was clear and low,

remarkably self-possessed.

Hence Self-possessedly adv.

1893 Cornh, Mag. July 2 She received the ovation self-

possessedly.

Self-pOSSe'SSing,///. a. rare. [f. after next.]

= Self-possessed.
1789 Burke Corr. (1844) III. 20 To dare to be fearful, when

all about you are full of presumption and confidence, .dis-

covers a self-possessing and collected character. 1863 M.
Brydie Tahl. Geol., etc. 54 A quiet, self-possessing mind.

Self-possession. [Self- i d.] Command of

one's faculties or feelings; self-command, com-
posure.

1745 J.
Mason SelfKnowl. 11. i. (1853) 135 To preserve an

Equanimity and Self-possession under all the various scenes

of Adversity and Prosperity. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xv, The
youth underwent the gaze of Majesty, not the less grace-

fully that his self-possession was mingled with embarrass-

ment. 1878 Gladstone Prim. Horn. 112 The self-posses-

sion and self-command of every Greek are perfect.

transf. 1859 Lang Wand. India 314 A low flight of steps

on which the ponies pass up and down with extraordinary
self-possession.

Self-praise. [Self- i a.] Praise or com-
mendation of oneself.

1549 Chaloner Erasm. on Folly A ij, Unles perhaps some
be better acquainted with me, then this my self-prayse (as

me seemeth) I male well take vpon me. 1663 Mr. Hobbes con-

sidered 57 That part of his self-praise which most offends

you is in the end of his Leviathan. 1725 Pope's Odyss. vm.
Notes II. 225 Self-praise is sometimes no fault. 1826 Cob-
betfs Reg. LVIII. 743/1 In general it is a good rule, .that

self-praise is no commendation. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxxv, Osborne broke out into a rhapsody of self-praise and
imprecations. 1856 Grote Hist. Greece II. xciv. XII. 260
These and other self-praises disparaging to the glory of
Alexander.

So S elf-praised pa. pple.

1621 G. Sandys Ovids Met. vl. (1626) no A Stork ; who,
with white pinions rais'd, Is euer by her creaking bill selfe-

prais'd.

Self-preservation. [Self- i a.] The pre-

servation of one's existence ; esp. applied to the

natural law or instinct which impels living creatures

to take measures to prolong life and avoid injury.

a 1614 Donne Btadararo? (1644) A A, It is onely upon this

reason, that selfe-preservation is of Naturall Law. 1671 Mil-
ton Samson 505 If the punishment Thou canst avoid, self-

preservation bids. 1681 Dryden Span. Friar rv. ii, Seif-

f
reservation is the first of laws. 1776 Gibbon Decl. if F. ii.

, 40 Against such internal enemies, .the most severe regu-
lations, and the most cruel treatment, seemed almost justified

by the great law of self-preservation. 1875 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) III. 172 Both the instinct of self-preservation
and the taws of duty combine in prompting them to put ofl"

the evil day.

So Self-prese-rvative, Self-prese-rvatory
a/f/s., Self-preserving ppl. a.

; f Self-pre-
servingly adv., so as to save oneself trouble.

424

1839 Times 29 July 4/2 Every creature has its *self-pre-

servative instinct. 1871 R. H. Hutton Ess. iii. (1877) 1. 45
The self-preservative correspondence between internal and
external changes. 1885 H. O. Forbes Natur. Wand. m. viii.

254 My rower righted it by a *self-preservatory act. 1669

Hopkins Serm. 1 Pet. 13, 14 (1685) 34 Upon.. ^self-preserv-

ing Principles, Submission may sometimes be yielded to the

lawful Commands ofan unlawful . . Power. 1735 Somerville
Chace It. 503 Others whom Fear Inspires with self-preserv.

ing Wiles. 1837 Carlyle Ft. Rev. III. 11. v, A traitorous

self-preserving Court. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes III. viii.

123 It was.. more *selfe-preservingly done to leave him to

the Sarcasmes of his Book, then by a shoulder-experience to

have learn'd how to write a Hterall invective against him.

Self-pride, [Self- 3 a.] Pride in oneself, one's

achievements, one's position
;
personal pride.

01586 Sidney Arcadia (1622) 289 Puffing them vp by
being besought, with such a selfe-pnde of superiority. 163a

Strafford in Browning Life (1891) 301 That self pride

which hath to our owne esteeme, represented vs much bigger

..then in deed ther is cause for. 1729 L\w Serious C.xyiii.

341 Banish., every thought of self-pride and self-distinction.

1822 Colton Lacon II. exxxviii. 104 This Self-pride is the

common friend of our humanity. 1865 Flor. Marryat
Love's Confl. xxxix, George Treherne's self-pride came to

his aid in this place, and stood him in the stead of virtue.

1907 Ch. Q. Rev. July 471 To gratify private pride and self-

interest in the first case, then the self-pride of the Suprema.

Self-raised, pa. pple. and ppl. a. [Self- 2.]

Raised by oneself, by one's own power
;
(of a plant)

grown without human aid.

1647 tr. Behmen's Ciavis § 54 The most Inward ground,

wherein, the selfe raised [marg. Or owne arisen] will bringeth

it selfe, by a reception, into somethingnesse. 1667 Milton
P. L. 1. 634 That all these puissant Legions..shall faile to

re-ascend Self-rais'd. Ibid. 8sfi.Self-begot, self-rais'd By our

own quick'ning power. 1852 G. W. Johnson Cottage Card.
Dict.s.v. Rosemary,When the plants are self-raised onan old

wall. 1872 Morley Voltaire (1886) 6 The self-raised spon-

taneous products of some miraculous soil.

Self-raising, pph a. [Self- 3 b.] Applied

to a kind of flour which causes dough or paste to

rise without the addition of baking-powder, etc.

1869-71 Cassells Househ. Guide IV. 14 Richardson's

Tryphena.orSelf-raising Flour. xZ^Encycl. Brit.WX. 256/1.

Selfre : see Silver.

Self-realiza'tion. Philos. [Self- i a.] The
fulfUment by one's own efforts of the possibilities

of development of the self.

1876 F. H. Bradley Eth. Studies ii. 50 What remains is

to point out the most general expression for the end in itself,

the ultimate practical * why ' ; and that we findjn the word
self-realization. /W. 75There is self-realization in all action.

1907 Illingworth Doctr. Trin. xii. 245 This realisation for

which the Christian looks, while it is the realization of him-

self, is not self-realisation. For.. it is not in the last resort

his own achievement, but the gift of God.

Self-reflection. [Self- i a, 3 a.]

f 1. Reflection or image of oneself. Obs,

1636 Davenant Plat. Lovers n. i. D 4, The fam'd Anti-

pheron, whom once the learned Stagerite Admir'd so for the

selfe-refiection that He wore like to his perfect Image still

where hee mov'd.

f 2. Censure or reproof of oneself. 06s.

1681 Owen *ponj^ta tov n^evftaro? I. iv. \Vks. 1852 VII,

307 We can omit and lose such.. opportunities.. without re-

gret or self-reflection. 1697 Burghope Disc. Relig. Assetnb.

Ded., They can hear the call to church, and see others go,

and yet stay at home without any self-reflections.

3. Reflection, meditation, or serious thought as

to one's character, actions, motives, etc.

c 1670 O. Heywood Script. Fast in Autobiog. (1881) II. 332
How usefull is this self-reflexion in order to a fast. 1691

Hartcliffe Mor. fy Int. Virtue 285 Self-Reflection, the best

means to an impartial judgment of things, will take place,

and the true voice of Conscience will be heard. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1865) 99 A moment's steady self-reflec-

tion will show us, that in the simple determination 'black is

not white *. .all the powers are implied that distinguish man
from animals, a 1882 T. H. Green Froleg. Ethics § 94 Self-

reflection is the onlypossible method of learning what is the

inner man or mind that our action expresses.

So Self-refle*ctive, f -reflexive cuffs., disposed

to or characterized by self-reflection.

1879 Expositor X. 87 In opposition to the Buddhist spirit of

self-annihilation, he declares that the sympathetic are the

most *self-reflective. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv. 6 These
*self-reflexive Acts of Conscience.

Self-regard. [Self- i a, 3 a.]

1. Regard of or consideration for oneself.

1595 Spenser Col. Clout 682 But selfe-regard of priuate

good or ill, Moues me of each, so as I found, to tell. 1691-8

Norris Pract. Disc. (1711) III. 185 Without being sway'd

by any by, private, or self-regards. 1705 Pope Let. to Wy-
cherley 30 Apr., The friendship.. is the more likely to be

true and unmixed with too much self-regard. 1890 Spec-

tator 11 Jan. 43/2 Effectually fusing the indifference and
cool self-regard of others.

2. = Self-respect 3.

x8zi Byron Hints fr. Nor. 741 If friendship's nothing,

self-regard might teach More polish'd usage of his parts of

speech. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Cockayne 83 This little

superfluity of self-regard in the English brain, is one of the

secrets of their power.

So Self-rega-rdant a., -regra-rdlng' ///. a.
t

looking towards or centring upon oneself, marked

by self-regard ; watchful of oneself; Self-regfa*rd-

less a.y -rega'rdlessness.
1840 C. H. Townshend Facts in Mesmerism in. ii. 294

To be *self-regardant and watchful of our own sensations as

they arise. 1895 N. Amer. Rev. Aug. 237 Man is not only

a self-regardant but a sympathetic, .being. 1789 Bentham
Princ. Legisl. p. xxxviii note, The pleasures and pains of
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amity and enmity are of the *self-regarding cast. 1868

Bain Ment. «$• Mor. Set iv. x. 393 The application of Pru-

dential or self-regarding motives. 1907 I llingworth Doctr.

Trin. vii. 140 Certain personal or f>elf-regarding virtues.,

consisting chiefly in habits of propriety and self-control.

1899 Daily News 2 Oct. 6/4 The courage and *self-re-

gardless patriotism of youth. 1870 Black Kilmeny xxvi,

Wonderful self-possession and *self-regardlessness.

Self-re-gnlated,///. a. [Self- 2, 4.] Regu-
lated from within or automatically.

1847 in Webster. 190$ Edin. Rev. Oct. 517 The Colleges

were isolated, self-regulated and self-contained.

So Self-re gTilatiug ppl. a.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 26/2 A self-regulating thermostat or

heat-governor. 1839 Selby in Proc. Bent: Nat. Club I.

vii. iqi A self-regulating thermometer. 1840 Mech. Mag.
XXXIII. 274 Chesterman's Patent Self-regulating Stove.

The principal novelty.. is the mode adopted for regulating

the rate of combustion . . by means of the vaporization of water.

Self-regula*tion. [Self- i a.] Regulation,

control, or direction by or of oneself (itself).

1693 Norris Pract. Disc. (1707) IV. 106 'Tis a very con-

siderable degree of Self-regulation for a Man to proceed thus

far, not to enjoy, but only to use the World. 1879 Dowden
Southey ii. 29 His chief lesson was the large one of self-

regulation. 1896 Allbutt's Syst. Med. I. no The muscular
coats of the small arteries are. .capable of self-regulation.

So Self-re*gnlative a., Self-re gulator, Self-

re grulatory a.

a 1866 WHEWELL(Ogilvie), *Self-regulative. 1896 Allbutfs

Syst. Med. I. no The endothelium of the capillaries is. .self-

regulative. 1862 Burton Bk.-Hunter n Any. .peculiarity

which may transfer them from the class of free *self-regula-

tors to that of persons 'under treatment'. 1899 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. VI. 239 An. .adaptive *self-regulatory capacity.

Self-reliance. [Self- 3 a.] Reliance upon

oneself, one's own powers, etc. {rarely with un-

favourable implication.)

1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 117 In as far as they

exchange self-reliance for reliance on anything out of them-

selves. 1862 Goulburn Pers. Relig. 203 If we have failed

again and again in meeting Temptation, .it will be well to

examine whether there be not some particle of self-reliance

lurking at the bottom of our hearts. 1879M. Arnold Mixed
Ess., Democracy 18 A self-reliance which disposed each man
to act individually and independently.

So Self-reliant #., Self-rely ing- ppl. a,

1848 Lytton Harold vm. iv, *Self-reliant hath Hilda

called me. x8^8 Bosw. Smith Carthage 292 Publius was sent

off to Spain with a.. force, which a less courageous and self-

reliant people would have been unwilling to spare. 1829

Scott Anne ofG. iii, The *self-relying resolution of a mind
too virtuous to suspect evil. 1880 M cCarthy Own Times

xl. III. 22s An independent, quiet, self-relying man.

Selfiren, obs. form of Silvern.

Self-renounced, ppl. a. [Formed after

Self-renunciation ; see Self- 2 .] Full of self-

renunciation. So Self-renouncement, = Self-

renunciation ; Self-renotvncing ///. a, (hence

-renou'neingly adv.).

1838 Mrs. Browning Virgin Mary to Child Jesus vi, I

knelt down . . Too *self-renounced for fears. 1842 Manning
Sertn. v. (1848) I. 75 To take shelter in a secret life of *self-

renouncement. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. $ Dogma (1876) 93
Self-examination, self-renouncement, and mildness. 1781

Cowper Truth 568 That *self-renouncing wisdom. 1858

Geo. Eliot Sc. Cler. Life, Janet's Rep. xix. II. 285 The
self-renouncing faith which has soothed that conflict into rest.

1859— .^. Bede 1. iv, Such a woman as Lisbeth..at once

patient and complaining, self-renouncing and exacting. 1842

Mks. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets 196 Trustfully as child

before mother, *self-renounringly as child after sin.

Self-renunciation. [Self- i a.] Renuncia-

tion of oneself, one's own will, etc.

179* [Hannah More] Relig. Fashion. World^63 He., who
does not live in a regular course of self-renunciation, will not

be likely.. to perform acts of beneficence. 1842 Manning
Serm. xii. (1848) I. 160 They who followed Him..had_ to

make the same . .act of self-renunciation. 1861 Mill Utilit.

U. 24 The only self-renunciation which U [sc. utilitarian

morality] applauds, is devotion to the happiness, .of others.

So Self-renu*nciatory a.

1901 W. Macintosh Rabbi Jesus 232 Jesus.. asks for a

love as self-renunciatory as His own.

Self-repe-llency. ? Obs. [Self- i d.] The
quality (possessed by gases) of being made up of

mutually repelling molecules or atoms. So Self-

repelleut a., Self-repe-lling ppl. a.

1803 Jos. Black Led. Chem. I. 34 We may expect to find

the matterof heat . . rarefied, in consequence of its own . . *self-

repellency. Ibid. 49 Heat depends on the abundance of a

subtile matterhighlyelastic, or "self-repellent. i8a8-jiWeb-
ster, *'Selfrepelling, repelling by its own inherent power.

Self-repression. [Self- i a.] Repression

of oneself, one's desires, opinions, etc. So Self-

repre-ssed, -repressing ///. adjs., characterized

by self-repression.

1870 Dickens E. Drood xix, Rosa, I am *self-repressed

again. 1904 W. M. Rossetti in Chr. Rossettis Poems
Pref. p. x, One finds in her verse a noticeable combinauon

of the outspoken with the "self-repressing. 1866 Ch. Times

27 Jan., His whole official career has displayed a capacity

for *self-repression which [etc.). 1890 Henty With Lee in

Virg. ii, The habitual self-repression of a slave.

Self-reproach. [Self- i a.] Reproach ol

oneself.

1779 Mirror No. 50 r 4 A conscious blush of shame and

self-reproach. 1797 Wordsw. Old Cumb. Beggar 136 Men
who can hear the Decalogue and feel No self-reproach.

1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxxiv. 354 The English

monopolist had no self-reproach for prohibiting the industry

of the colonists.
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SoSetf-reproaxhed///.£.,Self-reproa'chfala.,

Self-reproa*chmgf///.a.(hence-reproa ,chingly,

-reproachingness).
1829 Southev Sir T. More IK in Such a man may live

*self-reproached. 1869 P. Landreth Adam Thomson ii.

77 Disappointed, depressed, desponding, and fiercely *self-

reproachful. 1784 Cowper Task v. 600 *Self-reproach ing
conscience. 1848 Keble Serin. Pref. p. xxix, To help him
to assuage his self-reproaching thoughts. 1847-54 Webster,
*Selfreproachingly, by reproaching one's self. 1850 Eraser's
Mag. XLII. 139 The weary, .loathsome *self-reproaching-
ness of idleness. 1890 Talmage From Manger to Throne
306 His *self-reproachment for doubting the words of Christ.

Self-repr00*f. [Self- i.] Reproof of one-

self. So Self-reproval, Self-repro*ved///. a.
t

Self-reproving vbl. sb. and///, a.

1775 Ash, *Self-reproof, the reproof of conscience. 1827
Scott Chron. Canongate Hi, The anguish produced by this

self-reproof was so strong, that I put my hand suddenly to

my forehead. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. iii. 42 All that
part of worldly trouble which consists of *self-reproval.

1828-32 Webster, *Selfreproved, reproved by consciousness
or one's own sense of guilt. 1605 Shaks. Lear v. i. 4 He's
full of alteration, And *selfereprouing. 1775 Ash, *Self
reproving, reproving one's self.

Self-repugnance. Now rare. [Self- i d.]

Self-contradictory quality or character. So Self-

repugnancy; Self-reprvgnant a.
}

self-contra-

dictory.

1649 Milton Tenure of Kings 5 The ignorance or the

notorious hypocrisie and "selfe-repugnance of our dancing
Divines. 1674 Boyle Corpusc. Philos. 16 They. .have re-

course to agents, which.. involve no *self-repugnancy in

their very notions, as many of the judicious think substantial

forms and real qualities do. 1701 Norris Ideal World l.

vi. 339 For necessary truth to be the effect of God is a most
inconsistent *self-repugnant notion. 1835 Browning Para-
cefsns 1. 398An arbitrary, self-repugnant scheme. X836-7S1R
W. Hamilton Metaph. xii. (1859) I. 218 This, at first sight,

may appear like paradox : I trust you will soon admit that

the counter doctrine is self-repugnant.

Self-repulsion. 7 Obs. [Self- i a.] The
action of self-repellent molecules or substances. So
Self-repulsive a., self-repellent.

1834 Prout Chem. Meteorol. App. 563 The individual

molecules of the gas.. are thus enabled to assume those
positions.. in which their mutual self-repulsion is the great-

est possible. Ibid. 70 A given volume of steam, . .contains

the same number of self-repulsive molecules, as a similar

volume of air. Ibid. 73 The molecules., may. .be supposed
to exert a self-repulsive influence on each other. 1837
Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. III. 17 iEpinus devised a
method ofexamining the nature of the electricity, .by means
of which he ascertained its distribution, and found that it

agreed with such a law of self-repulsion.

Self-respect. [In sense i, Self- 5 a, d; in

senses 2 and 3, Self- 1 d.]

+ 1. A private, personal, or selfish end. (Chiefly

pi. ; cf. Self-end.) Obs.

1613 Bp. Hall Serm. Wks. (1625) 468 Men ; subtect to all

passions, infirmities, self-respects. 1668 H. More Div. Dial.
II. 30 Impartial Rectitude and Uprightness, without all

Self-respects. 1675 Howe in H. Rogers Life (1863) v. 141
Have I not an undue design or self-respect in it ?

+ 2. Self-love, self-conceit. Obs.

1657 Hawke Killing is M. Pref., Most men are transported

with a philauty or self-respect, and have envious.. ears, to

hear ill reports of others.

3. Proper regard for the dignity of one's person

or one's position.

1795-1814 Wordsw. Excnrs. vi. 353 To her guilty bowers
Allured him, sunk so low in self-respect As there tolinger. 1849
Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 619 The fortitude of Monmouth
was not that highest sort of fortitude which is derived from
reflection and from selfrespect. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Engl.
363 Much too cheap for any person of proper self-respect to

indulge in. 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet 1. vi, rhings
which, if left undone, would cause a gentlewoman to lose her
self-respect.

So Self-respectful (hence -respectfulness),
Self-respecting1

///. a.

1890 Academy XXXVIII. 192/2 His style, while firm..,

is "self-respectful with that reticence which in manners we
call breeding and in art distinction. 1903 19//! Cent. Dec.
1003 There was a dignity, a * "selfrespectfulness ' in her de-

meanour that was most impressive. 1786BURNS Despondency
iv, The lucky moment to improve, And just to stop, and just

to move, With "self-respecting art. 1828 Sewell Oxford
Prize Ess. 23 For the humiliation of habitual mendicity,

it substituted an honourable and self-respecting industry.

1864 Burton Scot Abr.I. it. 102 The well-becoming pride

and self-respecting gravity.

Self-restraint. [Self- i a.] Restraint im-

posed by oneself upon one's actions, etc.

1775 Ash, Self-restraint, a restraint from one*s self. 1848
Mill Pol. Econ. 1. x. § 3 (1876) 99 A prudent and con-
scientious self-restraint 1871 Jowett Plato II. 253 Those
invalids who, having no self-restraint, will not leave off their

habits of intemperance.

So Self-restrai-ned, Self-restrai-ning1

///.

ad/s., marked by or involving self-restraint.

•11700 Dryden Iliad 1. 398 Power, *self-restrain'd, the

people best obey. 1861 Whyte Melville Goodfor Nothing
II. 195 Her tone was softened, and her bearing more self-

restrained. x8a8-3a Webster, *Selfrestraining, restrain-

ing or controlling itself. 1844 Marc. Ossoli Woman in

igthCent. (1862) 65 Not [capable] of a steadfast wisdom,
nor self- restraining virtue.

Self-revea-led, ///• a. [Self- 2.] Revealed

by one's own action. So Self-revealingr vbl. sb.

and ///. a.
t
Self-revealment.

1908 Outlook 10 Oct. 462/1 Seeing all its strange beauty

Vol. VIII.

and listening to its mysterious *sdf-revealing. 1839 Hallam
Lit. Eur. in. iv. § 3 By sanctioning the guilt of the 'self-

revealing party. 1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 11. xviii. 645
The doctrine that God as a spirit is necessarily self-revealing.

1907 W. H. HAiXiw Shaks. Sonn. Introd. p. xl, Of all poetic
forms the lyric. is the most self-revealing. 1897 Dowden
Fr. Lit. iv. ii, 277 The Esprit des Lois. .must always be
precious as the * self-revealment of a great intellect.

Self-revela tion. [Self- i a.] Revelation

of oneself.

185a Pulsford tr. J. Mullens Chr. Doctr. Sin I. 98 A
self-revelation of God. 1853 W. J erdan A utobiogr. III. 51
The self-revelations I have deemed essential to my life-story.

1898 Illingworth Div. Immanence iv. § 3. 88 This then was
the primary proof, the essential evidence of the Incarnation ;

the self-revelation of a person to persons.

So Self-revelative, Self-revelatory adjs.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 312/2 *Self-reveIative passages
are frequent. 1890 Advance (Chicago) 23 Oct., I suppose
that in the "self-revelatory character of these notes, I am
bound to say that. .1 am lazy.

Self-rewa*rd. [Self- 5 b,] Reward derived

from or inherent in itself. So Self-rewa*rded,
-rewa'rding///. adjs.

174a Young Nt. Th. vu. 236 Who virtue's *self-reward so
loud resound, Would, .virtue, while theycompliment, betray.

1824 Miss Mitfokd Village Ser. 1. 229 Her sweet and
loving temper was "self-rewarded. 1740 Bp. Rundle in

J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) II. 140 To perform to you all the
"self-rewarding duties of good neighbourhood. 1868 Bain
Mental ff Moral Sci. hl v. 245 If benevolent actions, in-

stead of being a tax, were self-rewarding. 1876 Mozley
Univ. Serm. xv. 259 Gratitude is. -a self-rewarding virtue.

Self-right, v. [Back-formation f. Self-
bighting.] intr. To right itself. So Self-

righted ; Self-righter, a self-righting boat.
1881 Daily News 21 Jan. 5/8 The 'Norfolk Lifeboats'

..will not *self-right if upset. 1901 H. Trench Deirdre
Wed, etc. 101 He. .From storm and mutiny emerged alone
*Self-righted from the dreadful self-surrender. 1867 Rout-
ledgers Ev. Boy's Ann. 636 When a ' *self righter ' is upset
by a heavy sea, her crew may be thrown out,

Self-ri'ghteous, a. [Self- 3 b.] Righteous

in one's own esteem.
a 1680 Chaknock Mercyfor ChiefofSinners (1847) 15 This

self-righteous temper is like an external heat got into the
body, which produceth an hectic fever, a 1820 I. Milker
Serm. iii. I. 118 Pharisaical, self-righteous views and mo-
tives. 1854 C Hodge On Romans vii. 200 Legal or self-

righteous strivings after holiness, 189a J. Tait Mind in
Matter 259 His severitywas reserved for the self-righteous.

So Self-ri-g-hteously adv. ; Self-ri-gfhteous-

ness, the condition of being self-righteous;

righteousness for which one gives oneself credit.

1901 IVestm. Gas. 1 July 7/3 A vigilant police are *self-

righteously discussing whether they should enforce the
lodging-house law. 1656 Owen Mortif. Sin To Rdr. (1668)

A 3 b, The deplorable Issues of Superstition, "self-righteous-

ness and Anxiety of Conscience. 1833 Whately in Life
(1866) I.209, I understand the disease which you call self-

righteousness: though the word is hardly yet good English.

1893 Swinburne Stud. Prose fy Poetry (1804) 27 The uncon-
scious malevolence of self-righteousness which distorted the

critical appreciations., of Lord Macaulay.

Self-righting, vbl. sb. [Self- i b.] Of a
boat : The action of righting itself after being

upset. So Self-ri-ghting- ///. a.

1855 Art. Life-boat Inst. (Pans Exhib.) In Brit. Aim. <$

Comp. (1856) 50 The power of self-righting if upset. 1858
Merc. Marine Mag. V. 115 The new class of self-righting

life-boats. i88j Encycl. Brit. XIV. 573/1 Surf-boats, in-

capable of self-righting.

fig. 1891 Times 14 Jan. 5/3 The self-righting power which
British constitutions derive from the absolute freedom of the

people.

Self-sacrifice. [Self- i a.] Sacrifice of

oneself; the giving up of one's own interests, hap-

piness, and desires, for the sake of duty or tie

welfare of others.

1805 Wordsw. Poems Sentim., Ode to Duty 54 Give unto
me, made lowly wise, The spirit ofself-sacrifice. 1843 Kings-

ley Lett. (1878) I. 101 What a strange mystery is that of

mutual self-sacrifice 1 to exist for one moment for another.

1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Th. I. 1. L § 7. 226 Absolute
self-sacrifice of the passions and imagination.

So Self-sa-crificed pa. ppie. ; Self-sacriflcer,

a self-sacrificing person ; Self-sacrlfl'cial a. t
=

next ; Self-sa crificing ppl. a. t making a sacrifice

of one's life, etc. (whence -sa'criflcingly adv. t

-sa * criflcingness).
a 1711 Ken Preparatives Poet. Wks. IV. 83 *Self-sacri-

fic'd, his Fathers Will, And our Redemption to fulfil. 1900
Inter, in Postmen's Park, Aldersgate St., London^ Mary
Rogers, stewardess of the Stella, March 30, 1899, self-sacri-

ficed by giving up her life-belt, and voluntarily going down in

the sinking ship. x668 H. More Div. Dial. m. xxv, I. 467
Martyrs and *Self-sacrificers to but so faint a Shadow, .of the

first uncreated Perfection. 1903 Sat. Rev. a Apr. 421/2 It is

usual for the self-sacrificer to be a consistently melodramatic

person. 1855 Bailky Mystic, etc. 98 The painful pelican

*Self-sacrificial. 1893 H. R. Reynolds in Life (1898) 473
Your self-sacrificial love to a great duty. 1817 Moore
Lalla Rookh, Parad. <* Peri (ed. 2) 149 That precious sigh

Of pure, *self-sacrificing love. 1897 Gladstone E. Crisis 14

In the midst of a high and self-sacrificing enthusiasm, the

Greek Government and people have shown good sense. 188a

Advance (Chicago) 5 Oct, *Self-sacrificingly rion-denomi-

national in all directions. 1871 Smiles Charac. ix. (1876) 239

In *self-sacrincingness,..m the ordinary intercourse of life,

mainly consists the difference between being well and ill bred.

t Self-said, ppl- 0. Obs, [= Self protu or

a. + Said ///. a.] Selfsame.

1548 Udall Erasm. Par. John x, 15-18 To sende furth

this lyfe out of the bodye, and to cal agayn the same into

the very selfsayd bodye [orig. hoc ipsum corpus]. 1579
Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 129 Euen in the selfe said moment it

is borne. . to deliuer to a straunge nurse.

Selfsame (se'lfs^m), a. {sb.). Now literary.

[orig. two words (see Self A. 1 b, B. 1 c, and Same
A. 4) ; subsequently written as a compound with

a hyphen, now as one word. Cf. Norw., Da. selv-

samme; OHG. selbsama adv., in just the same way.]

A. adj. (The) very same, very identical.

£1407 Lydg. Reson fySens. 3992 She. .With the selve same
suerde . ._Karf hyr hart even atweyn. 1539 Bible (Great)
Matt. viii. 13 Hys seruaunt was healed in the selfe same
houre [Tindale 1526 that same, 1534 the selfe, Rheims 1582
the same]. 1573 L. Lloyd Marrcnu ofHist. (1653) 87 The
self same day that Adrian was made Emperour of Rome.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. iii. 161 Both of you are Birds of
selfe-same Feather. 1637 Milton Lycidas 23 We were nurst

upon the^self-same hill,_ Fed the same flock. 1664 Butler
Hud. 11. iii. 213 And still he's in the self-same place, Where
at his setting out he was. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 177 P2
The very self-same Action done by different Men can not
merit the same Degree of Applause. 1781 Cowper Table-t.

388 He trod the very self-same ground you tread. 1819
G. S. Faber Dispens. (1823) II. 331 In the Greek original,

the self-same phrase occurs in each place without the least

difference. 1833 Tennyson Miller's Dau. iv, Pray, Alice,

pray, my own sweet wife, That we may die the selfsame day.

1893 Earl Dvumore Pamirs II. 333, 1 could hardly believe it

was the same Jura Bek who had been such a bitter enemy
to Russia. ..But it was the selfsame man.

b. One and the selfsame (arch.), + one selfsame.

1570 Billingsley Euclid bk. i. post. vi. 7 Thinges which
are double to one and the selfe same thing, are equall the
one to the other. 1587 GoldingZ?* Momayxx. (1592) iq One
selfesame Creature, which at one selfesame instant, by one
selfesame course, and with one selfesame qualitie of heate,

doth all the said things. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. ii. 4 Sad-
nesse is one and the selfe-same thing. . . How canst thou part

sadnesse and melancholy ? x6iz Bible i Cor. vii. n All these

worketh that one and the selfe same spirit [Wyclif one and
the same, Tindale, etc. the silfe same]. 1630 R. Johnson's
Kingd. Sf Commw. 03 Having in one selfe-same field . .both
Corne, Vines, and Y ruit-trees. Ibid. 117 This River (as

Severne) ariseth..from one and the self-same Mountaine.

C in predicative use. Now rare.

158a N. T. (Rheims) Heb. i. 12 Thou art the se^f same,
and thy yeres shal not faile [earlier versions and j6ii

the same]. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isi. 1. iii, Their souls

self-same in nearer love did grow, c 1680 Beveridge Serttr.

(1729) I. 16 The case is the self-same here, i860 Pusey
Min. Proph. 77 That we should believe in Him.. as He
Who Is, the self-existing, the self-same. 1870 Emerson
Soc. fy Solit. vii. 148 Always selfsame, like the sky.

f B. absol. or sb. The selfsame person or thing

;

rarely as sb,, pi. identical things. Obs.

1421 Hoccleve Minor Poems 136/731 Let noon housbonde
thynke it shame. .Thogh his wyf do to him bat selue same.

c 1550 Coverdale Treat. Sacr. Transl. Pref., So dyd he
ordayne his apostles and in them all that shoulde succede

them : priestes to offer vp the selfe same. 1574, tr. Mario-
rat's Apocattps 15, I the Lord am the firste, and euen I the

selfsame am also with the last. 158a Watson Centurie^ of
Loue (Arb.) 41 The Author .. varieth from that sense, which
Chawcer vseth in translating the selfe same. 1638 Quarles
Mildreiados Ded., You shall receive but the selfe-same by
Number and by Measure; which, before, you had by Waight.
170X Norris Ideal World 1. ii. 50 That they seem to be as

so many self*sames, so many reproductions of one thing.

Hence Selfsa'meness, identicalness, identity.

1577 Bullingers Decades (1592) 629 The immutable self-

same-nesse of the Trinitie. 1587 Golding De Mornay vi. 87
There must needes be euer both a selfesamenesse and also

an othernesse. 1639 Ld. Dicby, etc. Lett. cone. Relig. (1651)

132 Sweet, happie, and I think sole, is the self-sameness

which arises from pure principles of nature, 1876 F. H.
Bradley Eth. Studies 5 The first condition. .is my self-

sameness; I must be throughout one identical person. 1893
— Appear. 4- Real. x. 113 Self-sameness exists as a fact,

and. .hence somehow an identical self must be real.

Self-satisfaction, [formed after next.] The
condition or quality of being self-satisfied.

1793 Beddoes Math. Evid. 117 We differ from one another

in every circumstance of conduct, taste, and sentiment with

perfect self-satisfaction. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxvii'x,

Following his chief, who rode away in great state and self-

satisfaction. x88js Pattison Mem. 254, 1 have never enjoyed

any self-satisfaction in anything I have ever done.

Self-Satisfied, ppla. [Self- 3a.] Satisfied

with oneself, one's achievements, etc. ; marked by

self-satisfaction.

1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 42 No Bandit fierce, no Tyrant
madwith pride, No cavern'd Hermit, rests self-satisfy *d.

i8«3 Scott Quentin D. ix, Hurried away, as the most

cautious sometimes are, by the self-satisfied humour of the

moment. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxv, The self-satisfied

smirk of flash Toby Crack it. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.Der.
Ill.xxxvi. 74 One must care for them more than for the

comfortably self-satisfied.

Self-sa-tisfying, pp. a. [Self- i f.] That

satisfies oneself; affording self-satisfaction.

1671 Milton Samson 306 They ravel more, still less resolv'd.

But never find self-satisfying solution. 1781 Cowper Truth

1 Then farewell all self-satisfying schemes, His well-built

systems, philosophic dreams 1 18.3 Keble Serm. (1848) II.

42 Those self-satisfying thoughts, which the doctrine of

assurance, .is continually fostering among Christians.

Self-secure, a. [Self- i e.] Sure of one-

self, one's position, etc.

a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wits. III. 17 He self-secure

thought he should neither need. 1834 Tait's Mag. I. 661/1

The most frugal and self-secure of sovereigns. 1849 M.
Arnold Shakespeare 10 Self-schooled, self-scanned, self-

honoured, self-secure.
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SELF-SECURITY.

So Self-secu-rlty.
1766 Blackstone Comm. II. iv. 50 This new polity, seems

..to have been.. adopted..upon the same principle of self,

security. I7«8 H. Walpole Hist. Doubts 33 Self-security

prompted the princes and lords to guard against this reverse.

1905 i>*a£/r 8 Apr. 32/1 Bunyan's self-secunty or opinion.

Self-see'ker. [formed after next.] One who

seeks his own welfare ; one given to self-seeking.

163a Symonds Eccles. Self-seeking 6 No Self-seeker, but

faithful for Christ. 1816 Scott Old Mart, i, Self-seekers all

of them strivers after wealth, power, and worldly ambition.

185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 187 Self-seekers

trampling on the right. 1894 Wolseley Marlborough I.

257 William, like most men of the time, was a self-seeker.

Self-seeking, vbl. sb. [Self- i b ; cf. Seek

v. 7 c] The seeking after one's own welfare

before that of others, prosecution of selfish ends.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 202 Who by the rules

of his own mind could construe no other end of mens doings

but self seking. 1634 Whitlock Zootomia 364 Further

than Selfe-destruction, none can drive this Selfe-seeking.

a 1680 Butler Charac., State-Convert, He has so much of

a Saint left as to.. denounce against Self-seeking, until he

is sure to find what he looks for. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr.

I. 55 Partiality and a corrupt principle of Self-seeking, i860

Whittier Quaker Alumni 7 All your petty self-seekings.

So Self-seeking ///. a.

a i6a8 F. Grevil Let. Hon. Lady i. Wks. (1633) 259 Those
selfe-seeking Arts, which teare vp the bowels of the earth for

the priuate vse ofmore than milke, and hony. 1668 H. More
Drv. Dial. IV. viii. II. 29 The Reign of mere self-seeking

Nature. 1711 Arbuthnot John Bull 11. xv, He is a Trades-

man, a self-seeking Wretch. 1813 Byron Age ofBronze xiv.

83 To pamper the self-seeking wants, And prop the hill of

these agrarian ants. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 233 The
..least self seeking Roman of his time.

T Se lfship. Obs. rare. [f. SELF sb. + -SHIP.]

Selfhood, personality, individuality.

1668 H. More Dhi. Dial. 1. xxxlv. I. 143 Can you com-
pare your distinct Selfship with this immense compass, and

yet not conceive your self surrounded ?

Self-Slain, pa. fple. and ///. a. [Self- 2.]

Slain by one's own hand.
1814 Byron DeviCs Drive i, Sausages made of a self-slain

Jew. 1883 L. Morris Songs Unsung 27 Being self-slain

and numbered with the dead.

So Self-slayer, self-murderer.

1690 C. Nesse Hist. * Myst. O. f, N. Test. I. 212 Thou art

..a felo-de-se or self-slayer. 1813 in Cobbett Rur. Rides

(1885) I. 390 They have, since Castlereagh cut his throat,

relieved self-slayers from the disgrace of the cross-road burial.

1845 Bailey Festus 254 Let it not be said He sought his

God in the self-slayer's way.

Self-slau-ghter. [Self- i a.] = Self-murder.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 132 Oh. .that the Euerlasting had

not fixt His Cannon "gainst Selfe-slaughter. 1649 Vindic.

Hammonds Addr. 10 § 26 Those Lawes of our Land,
which have look'd on this selfe-slaughter, as an inhumane
crime. 1743 Blair Grave 4x0Just reeking from Self-slaughter,

in a Rage To rush into the Presence of our Judge ! 184a

I. Williams Baptistery v. 69 All the shapes of death were
seen, Robbers, fell beasts, disease, Self-slaughter's mur-
derous mien. 1897 Daily Tel. 6 Oct. 10/6 The horrible

self-slaughter by religious fanatics.

So Self-slau-ghtered///. a., self-murdered.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1733 Till Lvcrece Father that beholds

her bleed, Himselfe, on her selfe-slaughtred bodie threw.

1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vil. (1626) 132 Selfe-slaughtred.

1837 R. Wilson Pleas. Piety vi. 142 Dying self-slaugbter'd

that she may obtain Eternal bliss 1

Self-SOWed, ppl. a. rare. = next.

1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 300 In the middle of January, I had
self-sowed marigolds and violets in bloom.

Self-sown, pa. pple. and ///. a. [Self- 2.

Cf. ON. sjdlfsdinn.] Sown by itself without

human or animal agency.
1608 Plat Garden 0/Eden (ed. Bellingham 1653^ 78 These

seeds will also come up well, being self-sowen. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva Introd. 3 Oaklings, young Beeches, Ash, . .spring from
the self-sown mast and keys, a 1746 Holdsworth Rem. $
Diss. Virgil (1768) 85, I rather believe, he_ means self-sown

plants, and adds— ' N ullis hominum cogentibus ',—to explain

his meaning. 1853 O. W. Holmes Poem Amer. Med. Assoc.

50 The bud that came Self-sown in your poor garden's

borders. i9o8[Miss Fowler] Betvj. Trentfy Ancholme 379
The annuals being self-sown year by year.

Self-subsistence. [Self- 5 b.] The quality

or condition of subsisting alone without dependence

on or support of anything external.

1629 Donne Serm. xxiv. (1640) 240 We banish all self,

subsistence, all attributing of any power, to any faculty

of our own. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles iv._ 339 This Inde.

pendence and Self.subsistence of the Divine Wil. 1701

Norris Ideal World 1. vi. 333 Whence has it [Truth]

this self-subsistance and independency of being? 1853 J.
Martineau Ess. (1869) II. 268 The belief.. that causality.,

has an absolute self-subsistence. 1904 Edin. Rev. Jan. 172

It is the height of absurdity for an advocate of self-sub.

sistence to measure prosperity by the export trade.

So Self-subsistency ; Self-subsistent a.,

-subsi'stiug- ppl. a.

1657 Heylin Ecclesia Vind. 1. ii. I 2. 55, I look upon the

Musarabick Lilurgie.. for as unquestionable a character of

-self-subsistency as the Ambrosian Office was in the Church
of Millain. i8»5 Coleridge Aids Refl. (1848) I. 325 The
attribute of self-subsistency vanishes from the soul on the
same grounds, on which it is refused to the mind. 1844
Emerson Ess. Ser. 11. vii. (1876) 173 ' Lynch-law' prevails

only where there is greater hardihood and self-subsistency

in the leaders. 1647 H. More Song 0/ Soul 11. App. Pref.

x Any actuall and *self-subsistent Being. 1704 Norris
Ideal World 11. iii. 250 Those sensible qualities.. such as
heat, cold, sweetness, .are not self-subsistent beings. 1827
Coleridge Const. Church <$ State, etc. (1839) 269 note, The

426

self-subsistent Reason or Logos, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig.

Man. iv. iv. 321 Their Souls are not of a *self-5ubsistins

nature, they cannot exist out of them. 1837 Whewell Hist.

Induct. Sci. I. 61 Those (Platonic] ideas were described as

eternal and self-subsisting, forming an ' intelligible world ',

full of the models or archetypes of created things.

Self-substantial, a. rare. [Self- 3 b.] De-
rived from one's own substance.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. i. Thou .. Feed'st thy lights flame with

selfe substantial! fewell.

Self-suffixed, ///. a. rare, [formed after

next ; see Self- 2.] = Self-sufficient i.

1706 Watts Horse Lyrics i. To Mitio u. 87 How self-

sufbVd Lives their Eternal Maker, girt around With Glories !

Self-Sunvcience. [formed asnext: see-ENCE.]

= next.

1706 Watts Hors Lyrics 1. Creator $ Creatures ii, Thou
art thine own Original, Made up of uncreated Things, And
Self-sufficience bears them all. 1867 Swinburne Ess, <f

Studies {1875) 133 This is the gospel of oi»Top»ceta, the creed

ofself-sufficience. .[Footnote] 1 take leave to forge this word,

because * self-sufficingness ' is a compound of too barbaric

sound,and 'self-sufficiency 'has fallen mtoa term of reproach.

1873 Morley Rousseau II. 221 This cardinal doctrine of

limitation of desire, with its corollary of self-sufficience.

Self-SUffi-ciency. [f. next (see -ency); in

sense 1 a rendering Gr. avrapKeia.]

1. The quality or condition of being Self-suffi-

cient : a. in sense 1 ; esp. as an attribute of God.
1623 R. Carpenter Conscionable Christ. 59 A good, .con-

science is a..principall part of Gods Image in man, whereby
he doth most resemble the selfe-sufficiency of God. 1701

Norkis Ideal World 1. iii. 157 The excellent perfections of

the Divinity, especially those of His self-sufficiency and in-

dependency. 1847 F. W. Newman Hist. Heb. Mon. 22 The
land of Israel, for so very small a tract, possessed an

unusual self-sufficiency for all physical well-being. 1897 J.

Morley Machiavelli 26 Self-sufficiency, military strength,

force, flexibility, address.

b. in sense 2.

1693 Dryden Disc. Satire Ess. (ed. Ker) II. 18 An author

of your own quality, .has given you all the commendation
which his self-sufficiency could afford to any man. /11704

T. Brown Praise 0/Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 89 Such a self-

sufficiency, such an overweaning conceit. 1745 J. Mason
Self-Knotvl. 11. v. (1853) 147 An Eagerness and Zeal for

Dispute on every subject, and with every one, shews great

Self-sufficiency. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Doubts <$-

E. vii. II. 211 Astonished even with all his self-sufficiency

at the triumphant success of his enterprise. 1885//a«<:A.

Exam. 21 Jan. 5/2 We threw him off, and acted, .with arro-

gant inconsiderateness and self-sufficiency.

+ 2. A sufficiency for oneself. Obs, rare.

1650 Fuller Ptsgah 1. iv. jo Commodities. .whereof that

Countrey had not only a self-sufficiency, but also sent plenty

thereof to Tyre.

Self-suffi'cieiit, a. [Self- 3 b ; in sense 1

rendering Gr. aurdpKT/s.]

1. Sufficient in or for oneself (itself) without aid

or support from outside ; able to supply one's needs

oneself. Not now of persons.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie i. xii. 22 One God Almightie,

euerlasting, and in euery respect selfe suffizant {autharcos).

c 1643 Howell Lett. (1890) I. 41 A compleat self-sufficient

Country, where there is rather a Superfluity than Defect of

anything. 170a S. Parker tr. Cicero's De Finibus iv. 228
Vertue, it seems, is Self-sufficient to render us as Happy as

'tis possible for us to be. a 1706 Evelyn Hist. Relig. (1850)

I. 411 These books.. [which] if they be not written by the

dictate of the Holy Spirit,. .St. Athanasius assures us are

self-sufficient. ^1711 Ken Hymnarium Poet. Wks. II. 1

Thou self-originated Deity,.. Thou Self-sufficient, by thy
self didst reign. 1803 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev.l. 427 The
proportion of paupers to self-sufficient persons, is larger in

villages than in cities. 1869 F. W. Newman Misc. 184 Syria

is a very self-sufficient region. 1897 tr. Fichte"s Sci. Ethics

223 The truly free and self-sufficient Ego. 1899 Inge Christ.

Myst. vii. 267 Physical science, .while it keeps to its proper

subject . . is self-sufficient, and can receive nothing on external
authority.

2. In an unfavourable sense: Having excessive

confidence in oneself, one's powers, etc. ; charac-

terized by overweening or self-conceited opinion

or behaviour.

1734 tr. Rollins Anc. Hist. II. 11. (1827) 96 Haughty and
self-sufficient behaviour. 1824 R. C. Dallas Corr. Byron
(1825) I. 51 Self-sufficient free-thinkers and witty sophs.

184a Lover Handy Andy vii, A self-sufficient jackanapes.

Self-sufiVcientness, *= Self-sufficiency i a.

1889 Lowell Let. to Mrs. Mitchell q Mar., [Philadelphia]

was very sweet in its provincial valley of self-sufficientness

and contentment.

Self-sufficing, ppl a. [formed after Self-

sufficient.] = Self-sufficient i and 2.

1687 Norris Coll. Misc. 84 Why not indulge his self-suffic-

ing state, Live to himself. .A wise eternal Epicure? 1709
Wordsw. Poems Sentim.

t
PoeCs FMt. 31 A reasoning, self-

sufficing thing, An intellectual All-in-all. 1840 Carlyle
Heroes iii. (1858) 260 So great, quiet, complete and self-

sufficing is this Shakspeare. i8740'Shaughnessy Music fy

Moonlight 157 In spite of some fond fit Of self-sufficing

thoughts. 1893 Traill Soc. Eng. Introd. p. xix, It is.. in

its earliest stages that Art is most distinctly independent
and self-sufficing.

Self-suftVcingrness. = Self-sufficiency I a.

1844 Emerson Ess. %
Character 65 The face which cha.

racter wears to me is self-sufficingness. X847-8 De Quincey
Protestantism Wks. 1858 VIII. 95 note

%
The Greek autar-

keia. ., self-sufficiency, or, because that phrase, in English

has received a deflection towards a bad meaning, the word
self-sufficingness might answer. 1881 Myers IVordsiv. 13

A picture.. of hardy English youth,— its pioud self-suffic-

ingness and careless independence of all human things.

SELF-STTSTEINTATION .

Self-suggested, ppl a. [Self- 2.] Sug-

gested by oneself ; caused by self-suggestion.

1836 Grote Greece 11. xciii. XII. 145 The self-suggested

illusion of untaught men. 18.. Alien. <y Neurol. X. 444
(Cent. Diet.) Such self-suggested paralysis.

Self-suggestion. [Self- 3 b.]

1. A suggestion arising of its own accord.

189a J. Tait Mind in Matter 247 Although sin overflows

so as to embrace others besides the guilty, the idea of sub-

stitution by blood-shedding would scarcely come as a self-

suggestion.

2. Suggestion to oneself ; the voluntary fixing in

one's own mind some idea in order that it may
afterwards operate subconsciously or automatically.

1899 Tivo Worlds 6 Jan. 2/1 Self-suggestion will, I believe,

prove a great aid in counteracting many of the evils of life.

1903 F. W. H. Myers Human Pers. I. p. xxi, Self-sugges-

tion, .means a suggestion conveyed by the subject himself

from one stratum of his personality to another, without ex-

ternal intervention.

So Self-suggestive a. ; Self-suggester, one

who performs self-suggestion.

1848 Bailey Festus 248 Who taking pleasure in all reason

find The science of self-suggestive wisdom in themselves.

1903 F. W. H. Myers Human Pers. I. 139 Some self-sug-

gestive machinery by which the patient cures his toothache

himself. Ibid. 213 The task is quite as difficult for the self-

suggester as for the hypnotist.

Self-supprrrt. [Self- i a.] The act of sup-

porting oneself (itself) without external assistance

;

the fact of being self-supporting. So Self-sup-

po'rted ppl, a. (hence -suppo'rtedness) ; Self-

suppo-rter (see quot.) ; Self-suppoTtingr///. a.,

supporting oneself (itself) without external aid,

(of a physical object) not requiring the usual

support, (of an enterprise) paying its way ; Self-

supportless a,

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) 1. 197 The childien, not long

after they are born, appear possessed ofa greater share of "self-

support. 1856 Grote Hist. Greece 11. xcvii. XII. 611 Hellenic

power and interests become incapable of self-support, and
sink into a.. subservient position. 1896 Daily News 19 Dec.

8/2 To encourage self-support as far as possible, but not to

plant a missionary down in a place, give him no salary [etcj.

1768-74 Tucker Z,/. Nat. (1834) II. 679 They appear to need

no foundation, being *self-supported by an inherent cer-

tainty. 1784 Cowper Task in. 657 Few self-supported

flow 'rs endure the wind Uninjur'd. 186a F. Hall Hindu
Pkilos. Syst. 256 [tr. Sanskrit] Nor may *self-supportedness

here be charged. 1897 Westm. Gaz. 24 June 10/1 **SeIf-

supporters '—that is, men out on ticket-of-leave in the settle-

ment. These men are allowed to marry. 1836 Buckland
Geol. <$ Min. xv. § 4 (1837) I. 340 The recent application of

thin plates of corrugated iron to the purpose of making
*self supporting roofs. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric.

(1869) 320 This establishment.. is self-supporting, the sale of

fish more than paying the expenses, 1893 Army 4- Navy
Soc. Price List 15 Sept. 683 Self-supporting portfolio, a 1834

Coleridge Lit. Rem. (1836) II. 186 The *self-supportless

leaning for all pleasure on another's breast.

Self-surre'nder. [Self- i a.] The surrender

or giving up of oneself to an influence, emotion,

or the like.

170a J. Howe Self-Ded. 12 This must be the Sense of the

sincere Soul, intreating the Matter of its Self-surrender, and
Dedication, with the great God. 1854 De Quincey Murder
as One ofthe Fine Arts Postscr. (ed. Masson) XIII. 101 In

blind, passive, self-surrender to panic. 1859 O. W. Holmes
For Burns Centen. Celebr. 32 We love him, even in his

wrong,— His wasteful self-surrender. 1900 W. L. Courtney
Idea of Trae. 75 The absolute self-surrender of a middle-

aged man who ought to be conquering the world.

Hence Self-surrendering ppl. a.

1903 W. H. Gray Our Div, Sheph. 199 The Lamb of God,
innocent and self-surrendering.

Self-SUStai*ned, a. [Self- 2.] Sustained

by one's own power or efforts ; {rarely in a physical

sense) held up without support.
174a Young Nt. Th. viii. 926 False pleasure from abroad

her joys imports ; Rich from within, and self-sustain 'd, the

true. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 538 Whether we
suppose this chain upholden by an intelligent being, or

self-sustained. 1845 Mrs. Jameson Early Ital. Painters^

M. Angela II. 65 note, The dome of the Pantheon, which
appears self-sustained. 1870 J. H. Newman Gramm. Assent
11. vi. 160We assented to them, we still assent, though we have
forgotten what the warrant was. They are self-sustained in

our minds. 1873 B. Harte Fiddletenvn 11 A certain self-

sustained air which is apt to come upon children who are

left much to themselves.

So Self-sustadning1

///. a. (hence-sustai*ningly

adv.) ; Self-sustai-nment ; Self-sustenance ;

Self-sustenta'tion.
1844 Emerson Emancif. Negroes 28 The 'self-sustaining

class of inventive and industrious men. 1868 Rep. U. S.

Comm. Agric. (1869) 354 The earth-banks., should., be suffi-

ciently sloped to be self-sustaining. 1905 Tuckwell Retnin.

Rod. Parson xii. 173 Healthily, happily, *self-sustaining!y
at work. 1840 Darley Beaum. 4- El.'s Whs. I. Introd.

p. xxviii, Where is the single character delineated by our

authors with the force,..and uniform *self-sustainment, of

any principal portrait by Ben? 1867 Lowell Rousseau

Wks. 1890 II. 256 Souls capable of self-sustainment. 186a

Trollope Orley F. xlv, Though she was. -frail-looking,

there was within her a great power of 'self-sustenance.

a 1866 J. Grote Exam. Utilit. Philos. xL (1870) 174 Im-

partial nature..in proportion to the freedom of attack by

others, has made difficulty of self-sustenance. 1845 Maurice
in Encycl. Metrop. II. 617/1 Whether the life in each plant

..must be considered as the active or only the passive

instrument in *self-sustentation. 1890 H. Spencer in Pop.

Sci. Monthly May 22 During early life, before self-sustenta-

tion has become possible.



SELF-TAUGHT. 427 SELION.

Self-taught, ppl a. [Self- 2.] Taught by
oneself without aid from others; self-educated.

17*5 Pope Odyss. xxn. 383 Self-taught I sing. 1791 Bos-
well Johnson 26 Oct., an. 1769, Mr. Fergusson, the self-

taught philosopher. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xx\\\. Like
most self-taught men he over-estimated the value of an
education. 1847 H. Miller First Impr. Eng. xiv. (1857)
235 Every great writer, .whether he be a learned Milton or
an unlearned Burns, is self-taught,

b. Of that which is leamt : Acquired by one's
own unaided efforts.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. vi. xii, All the arts of inferior
animals are self-taught, and scarce one acquired by imita-
tion. i8a8 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 111. 123 She had
much of the self-taught knowledge, which is, of all know-
ledge, the surest and the best. 1903 19th Cent. Apr. 651 His
scholarship was self-taught.

Self-torment. [Self- i a.] Tormenting of
oneself. So Self-tornie'nted ppl. a. ; Self-tor-
menting vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ; Self-torme *ntor
(occas. used to render the title of Terence's play,
Heautontimommenos).
1671 Flavel Fount. Life iv. Wks. 1701 I. 32/2 The Self-re-

venges, the *Self-torments, which the Damned suffer for this
their Folly. 1819 Scorr Ivanhot xxxix, The stupid self-tor-

ments of an ascetic. 1713 Kowe Jane Shore v, 1, So wakes
my Soul, Restless and "self-tormented, a xtii Ken Hymns
Evang. Poet.Wks. I. usThough all her*self-tormentingsare
in vain, She no Alleviation can obtain. 1841 Hklis Ess., A it's

Contenttn. (1842) 8 To suggest some antidotes against the
manifold ingenuity of self-tormenting. 1648 Ckashaw Steps
to Temple, Sospetto dHerode lii, Tyranny And *selfe-tor-

menting sin. 171a Blackmore Creation in. 687 Tim'rous
Minds with self-tormenting Care Create those awful Phan-
toms. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xiv, The many wills made
by my unhappy self-tormenting father. 1667 Flavel Saint
Indeed (1754) 41 Mourners in Sion, you may, and ought to
be ; but *self-tormentors you must not be. 1711 Steele
Sfeci. No. 521 r 6 The Play of the Self-Tormentor of
Terence's. 1825 Southev Tale 0/ Paraguay iv. xv, Poor,
erring, self-tormentor that thou art, O Man 1

Self-trust. [Self- i a,] = Self-confidence.
1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. ii. 12 Let vs vnderstand

that there is no strength in vs, and that we must rid our
selues of all selfetrust. 1593 Shaks. Lucr. 158 Then where
is truth if there be no selfetrust ? 1841 Emerson Ess.,
Heroism 253 Self-trust is the essence of Heroism. 186a
Goulburn Pert. Relig. 145 Those.. who in one and the
same act of faith have renounced both self-will and self-
trust. 1873 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. Wordsworth,
Wordsworth had that self-trust which in the man of genius
is sublime.

So Self-tru*sting vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Matt. vi. 32 By "self-trust-

ing and self-seeking [they] are drowned in worldly love and
care. 184a Manning Strut, x. (1848) 1. 144 The more learned,
toilsome, and "self-trusting it [viz. the world] has become.
x868 J. H. Newman Vtrses on Var. Occas. 157 Men close
the door, and dress the cheerful hearth. Self-trusting still.

t Self-uned, pa. pple. [f. Self- + F. uni
united.] United or made one with itself.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas XL. L i. 408 When no more the
soules chiefe faculties, Are 'sperst to serve the body many
wayes, When all self-uned, free from days disturbers,. .she
finds a quiet harbor.

t Self-violence. Obs. [Self- 3 a.] The
laying of violent hands upon oneself: a euphe-
mistic term for Self-murder.
1671 Milton Samson 1584 Self-violence? what cause

Brought him so soon at variance with himself Among his
foes? 17*1 Young Rtvtngt iv. i, I.. Exact your solemn
Oath, that you'll abstain From all Self-Violence. 1787
Hawkins Lift ofJohnson 231 Whether he resigned himself
to the slow operation of that disease, or precipitated his end
by an act of self-violence.

So + Self-violent a.

1747 Mallet Amyntor ff Thtod. 11. 358 Stay Thy hand
self-violent.

Selfward (se'Lfwgid), adv. and a. Chiefly

U.S. [f. Self sb. + -ward.] A. adv. Towards
or in the direction of oneself.

1887 Spring/teld (Muss.) Republ. 8 Oct., Contrary to the
beneficent law of his being, he {viz. man] exercised this
choice selfward.

B. adj. Tending or directed towards oneself.
1888 Advance (Chicago) 15 Nov., I wonder if other minis-

ters are prone to fall into this habit of selfward praying.
1888 Gibson Christ, ace. to Chr. (1889) 3 The relative pro-
portions of the Godward and selfward sides of the Christian
life. 1907 R. J. Campbell in Hibbert Jmt. Jan. 340 Every
possible activity of human nature is either wholeward or
selfward.

Hence Se'lfwardness.
1889 Advance (Chicago) 28 Mar., The selfwardness of piety

which Lent emphasizes.

Se lfwards, adv. [-wards.] = Selfward adv.
1890 W. A. Wallace Only a Sister xxvi, When the eyes

look self-wards.

t Self-wee ning, vbl. sb. Obs. [Self- i b.]

Self-opinion, self-conceit. So Self-wee*ning>

ppl. a., self-opinioned, self-conceited.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. v. 30 Wee must ridde our-
selues of all selfweening and couet nothing but to goe vnto
God. 1594 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. 300 Wise in

themselues, that is to say, arrogant and selfe-weening. 1664
H. More Afysl. Inio. xi. 149 Eeked and patched out by the
Supplements of such self-weening wretches. 1679 J.Good-
man Penit. Pard. in. vi. (1713) 37° Those, .self-weaning
persons who would ingross all God's favours to themselves.

Self-will, sb. [Com. Teut. : OE. selfwill m
MLG. sulfwille, OHG. sett-, selpuuillo, -uuilli

(cf. mod.Ger. selbslwille), ON. sjdlfvili (cf. MSw.
sialfsvili) : see Self- and Will sb.

t
and cf. Self-

willy «.]

1 1. OE., ME. selfwilles (advb. gen.), voluntarily,

of one's own accord ; ME. of selfwill, without
cause (cf. Self-willy adv.). Obs.
Cf. OHG. pt selpwillin ' ultro ', ON. meH or at sjdlfvilja.
C960 jEthelwold Rule St. Benct (Schroer) vii, Se gseS

sylfwilles twa mila, to anre jeneadod. c 1000 j^Elfric Gram.
xxxviii. (2.) 234 SPonte, sylfwilles. Ibid. 237 Ultro, sylfwilles.

a 1100 Leg. Rood(i%ji) 17 Drihten..beon hire selfwilles bro-
wode. a 1340 Hampole Psalter lxviii. 5 Multiplide thai ere
abouen the hares of my heued : that hatid has me of self-

will, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 221 Sire, wat hast bow bojt ? Wilt

pu silf willes lete be slen? 1x420 Lvdg. Assembly of Gods
120 Of verrey pure malyce and sylfe wyll.

+ 2. One's own will or desire. Obs.
In OE. only in phr. with prep,
c 888 K. /Elfred Boeth, xu § 1 Jetsec me nu sumne mann

bara 5e be gesaelejost bince & on his selfwille sy swiSost
jewiten. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. iv. 50 5if Su nu, waldend, ne
wilt wirde steoran ac on selfwille sijan l.x-test. C1430 Syr
Gener. (Roxb.) 3009 Whan \ can not accused be By noo man
but by your selfwif. 1456 Sir G. Have Lam Arms (S.T.S.)

199/23 We say . . that a monk has na self will, hot anerly the
will of his abbot.

3. Wilful or obstinate persistence in following

one's own desires or opinions.
14.. Why I can't be a Nun 195 in E.E.P. (1862) 143

Where that selfe-wylle ys reygnyng. The whyche causethe
dyscord and debate. And resun hathe none enteryng. 1489
Caxton Faytes ofA. i.xix. 61 Soblynded that thy sellfwylle
letteth the to submytte thy self to reason. 1514 Barclay
Cyt. <y Uplondyshm. (Percy Soc.) 28 All in selfewyll without
reason they fyght. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 48
They are growen to such a selfe-wil and liking of their owne
opinions. 1657 Baker's Sancta Sophia 11. 11. iii. § 5 All
the comfort of Nature lies in Selfe wilL 1780 Cowper
Progr. Err. 543 First appetite enlists him truth's sworn foe,

Then obstinate self-will confirms him so. x8x8 Scott Hrt.
Midi. \, So totally unacquainted with contradiction, that she
did not even use the tone of self-will, i860 Pusey Min.
Proph. 201 All idolatry is self-will, first choosing a god, and
then enslaved to it.

t Self-will, «. Obs. [In OE. selfwille ; in

mod.E. prob. an adjectival use of Self-will sb. (cf.

attrib. uses of Self-love, Self-pity).] Self-willed.

1. (in OE.) Voluntary.
axxoo Gloss. Aldhelm De Laudibus Vtrg. (Napier) 236

Uoluntarie seruitutis, sylfwilles beowdomes. Ibid. 1394
Spontanto, A. uoliwtario

t mid sylfwiire.

2. Self-willed.
155a Ascham Gtrmany 9 Contemnyng easely all aduise of

others (which selfe will condition doth commonly follow).

X56* Cooper Answ. Priv. Masst 122 They be selfwill

moichers, they be not diligent scholers. 1581 W. Clarke
in Confer, iv. (1584) Ccijb, All vnwritten and selfe will

worshippings. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. tv. v. 96 To
single out a course., betweene selfewill stubbomes, and
filthy flattery. U719 J- T. Philipps tr. Thirty-Four Conf.
83 Their pretended meritorious Performances of Self-will

Worship.)

Self-willed, a. Also 5 -willyd, Se. -willit,

6 -wyld, 6-7 -wild, 7 wil'd
; 5 selwillyd. [f.

Self-will sb. + -ed 2. Cf. Self-willy.] Wilful

or obstinate in the pursuit of one's own desires or

opinions; characterized by self-will.

G. Campbell Phitos. Rket. (1776) I. 421 mentions the word
as being 'now little used*.

£1470 Ashby Active Policy 366 Kepe no selfe-willed

oppunion, But to all reason bethe appHable. c 1475 Promp.
Parv. 452/1 Selwillyd..Effrenatus. 1590 Spenser F.Q. 1.

vi. 17 The lad . . pynd away in anguish and selfe-wild annoy.
161 1 Bible, Tit. 1. 7 A Bishop must be blameles..not selfe-

willed, not soone angry. 1618 Breton Court A Countryad
fin., I will pray for your better wit, then you haue showne
in a selfe wild humour. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. ii. 39 If,

during the Opportunity of Youth, Persons are indocile and
selfwiU'd ; they suffer^ greatly in their future Life. 1808
Scott in Lockhart I. i. 25 Habits of self-willed caprice and
domination. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliii. The little boy
. . is . . forward and inclined to be saucy and self-willed. 1893
Liddon Pusey II. xx. 29 Keble's faith in God's^presence and
guidance made all high-handed, self-willed action on man's
part appear . . irreverent.

Hence f Selfwi-lledly. Obs. rare-*.
X530 Palsgr. 841/2 Selfwylledly, testyfuement.

Selfwrlledness. [f. prec. + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being self-willed.

1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1570) 18 Hector also by his

selfwillednes, Was slayne with payne for all his doubtynes.

1530 Palsgr. 269/1 Selfewyldenesse, obstination. X646 P.

Bulkbley Gospel Covt. u in To suppresse our inordinate

passions. .self-willednesse,emuIation. 1677 Hubbard Narrow
tivt(iS65) II. 36 Like sullen Dogs, that would rather in their

Self-willedness and Madness sit still to be shot through or

cut in Pieces, than receive their Lives for the asking. x8z6

E. Irving Babylon in. I. 176 In order that I may not be
accused of any self-willedness of interpretation. 1863SPEKK
Discov. Nilt 389 The capricious restlessness and self-willed-

ness of this despotic king. x888 Jrnl. Educ. Apr. 184 Suppose
he.. could sympathise with our self-willedness.

T Self-wi'lling, ppl. a. [f. Self- + Willing,
after Self-will. Cl ill-willing.'] Spontaneous.

c 1000 Lamb. Ps. lxvii. 10 Ren sylfwillendne, Pluuiam
uoluntariam. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ii. 14 Y« free

and selfwilling [orig. vltrontum] spirit from which hee was
almost quyte falne away.

So f Sel£-wi*lliagTiess f spontaneity.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk 4- Sth. 8 'Tis enough there, for the

freedom of the wilt to stand alone in spontaneitateadbonumt

or self•willingness to good.

t Self-Wi'lly, a. Obs. Also 5 sel(f)wylly,
cel(f)wyl(l)y. [f. Self-will sb. + -y 1. Cf. good-
willy, ill-willy, and MDu. selfwilligh> MLG. sulf-

willich, OHG. selhtuillich (cf. early MHG.
selbswillig), ON. sjdlfviljugr, Goth, silbawiljis
4 avOaiperos '.] Self-willed.
c 1440 Jacob's Well 70 Whan a man folwyth his owyn wyll

for pompe, & . . euere is selfwylly. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 65/2
Celwylly [Winch. MS. Celf-wylly]. .effrenatus. Ibid. 452/1
Selwylly .. [Winch. MS. selfe wyly], effrenatus. 1471-3
Fortescue Decl. Certayn Wrytinges Wks. 1869 I. 533 Yf
I do not as ye move me I dred that men shall holde me
selfewylly. 1611 Cotgr., s'Aheurter, to be wilfull,. .headic.
selfewilly. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 212 Of a
violent selfe-willie disposition.

Hence fSelfwi-lliiiess. Obs. rarer- .

x6n Cotgr., Teste, .headinesse, obstinacie, selfewillinesse

t Self-Willy, adv. Obs. Also 4 selwilli. [f.

as prec] Without cause. (Cf. Self-will sb. 1.)
a 1300 E. E. Psalter cviii. 3 With wordes of hatred mikel

Um-gaf bai me witerli, And over-wonnen me selwilli. a 1400
Gloss, in Rel. Ant. I. 7 Gratis, selfwylly, i. sine causa.

Self-wi'sdom. [formed after next; cf. Self-
5 b.] The condition of being self-wise.

iS7* Golding Calvin on Ps. ii. 10 The fond swelling of
self-wysdome wherewith they are puffed up. i6as Bacon
Ess., Wisd. Man's Self (Arb.) 187 They become in the end
themselves Sacrifices to the Inconstancy of Fortune ; whose
Wings they thought, by their Self-Wisedome, to haue
Pinnioned. 1657 F. Cockin Div. Btossomes 46 By crucifying
All earthly members, to self-wtsdome dying. 1729 Law
Serious C. xxii. 448 His own self-will and self-wisdom, is of
more weight with him, than the will and wisdom of God.
1877 W. Bruce Comm. Rev. iii. 82 Happy are those who
have so completely conquered their own self-love and self-

wisdom. 1889 M. E. Bamford Up Sf down the Brooks 215
Those who knowbut little about them being much more
elated with self-wisdom than those who know more.

Self-wise, a. [Self- 3 b.] Wise in one's
own conceit, relying on one's own wisdom.
1561 Daus tr. Bidlinger on Apoc. (1573) 267 b, Selfwilled

and selfewyse men, keeping a rule and a lawe of their owne
making, a X586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 67 A selfe-wise-
seeming schoolmaster. 1646 Crashaw Steps to Temple,
Sospetto dHerode x, How lost Art thou unto thyself, thou
too self-wise Narcissus! 2834 J. H. Newman Par. Sertn.
I. xvii, The Self-wise Inquirer. 1836 — Lyra Apost. bexxvii.
II Then keep good heart ; nor take the self-wise course Of
Thomas, who must see ere he would trust.

absol.^ 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love Bj, No
selfe-wise, or enuious scripture learned could or can euer
attaine vnto it.

Hence + Seif-wi-selingf [see -ling], one who is

wise in his own conceit.

1649 Test. cone. Jacob Stmt i. § 13 Hidden unto the high
and selfe-wiselings.

t Self-wit. Obs. [Self- 3 b.] Self-wisdom.
So Self-wittedness.
1647 Ward Simple Cobltr 19 Bred of the Exhalations of

their owne pride and selfe-wittednesse. 1657 [J. Ellistone]
tr. Bekmens Sign. Rerum Pref. sub fin., By Glosses, Com-
ments, Curiosity and Self-wit, none shall be able to reach or
apprehend it in his own ground.

Self-wrought, ppl. a. [Self- 3.] Produced
or brought about by oneself.
a 1593 Maklowe Oviifs Eleg. 11. xiv. 3 If without battel)

selfe-wrought wounds annoy them. 174. Young Nt. Th.
viii. 682 Can man outwit Omnipotence ? strike out A self-

wrought happiness unmeant by him. 1830 Tennyson Tears
ofHeaven Poems 118 The earth hath made her state forlorn
With selfwrought evils of unnumbered years.

b. Self-wrought-out.
1656 Owen Mortif. Sin To Rdr. (1668) A 3 b, [They] have

anew imposed the Yoke of a self-wrought-out Mortification
on the Necks of their Disciples. 1855 Milman Lai. Christ.
xiv. x. VI. 632 Teutonic Christianity, more self-depending,
more self-guided, more self wrought out.

Self-yew : see Self B. 6.

Selghe, obs. form of Seal sb.1

Sell, variant of Seely a. and of Selly a., etc.

Selibub, obs. form of Sillabub.

II Selictar. Obs. Also 7 selihhtar. [repr.

Turkish pronunciation of Pers. Ij,),,, silahddr,

I. Arab. \^ sitdfr (pi. of L, silt weapon) +

Pers. -dar having.] The sword-bearer of a Turkish
chieftain.

1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1985^1 The Selictar Aga, or the Great
Sword-Bearer, attended with a great number of Spahees.
1687 Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 161 After him came his
Selihhtar and Tchoadar, each with his long taii'd Cap hang-
ing down behind his back. 1606 Lond. Gaz. No. 4236/1 He
was Selictar Aga to the late Sultan. x8ia Byron Ch. Har.
II. lxxii, Selictar 1 unsheathe then our chief's scimitar. 1820
T. S. Hughes Trav. Sicily II. 148, 3000 Albanian troops
under the selictar or sword-bearer of the vizir.

tSe'lidone. Obs._ Also 4 salidoine, 5 sali-

done. [a. OF. celidoine, ad. med.Lat. c{h)eli-

donius: see Celidony 2
. ] =Celidony 2

.

13.. Ovjain Miles (1837) 37 Kibes and salidoines, Onicles
and causteloines. c 1400 Beryn 3302 A saphir, & a salidone,
& a rich ruby, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8057 In hem stode
many a riche ston, Saphur riche, and selidone.

Selie, variant of Seely a.

Selihe, obs. form of Sallow sb.

Seliliehe, -ly, Seliness : see Seelily, -ness.

Selion (se-liffa). Hist, and local. Forms: 5
sellion, seylon, 6 solyon, 7 selione, sillyon,
4- selion. [ad. Anglo-L. selion-em, seilm-em,
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AF. stilon = OF. seillon, mod.F. sillon furrow.]

A portion of land of indeterminate area comprising

a ridge or narrow strip lying between two furrows

formed in dividing an open field, a * narrow-land \

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 215. xx. seylons & j. of hys arable

londe. c 1460 Oseney Reg. 68, ij. sellions or buttes of lond

to a wey to be made at northoseney. 154a Conveyance in

Willis & Clark Catnbridge (1886) II. 398 Foure selyons of

lande arrable conteynyng two acres. 1628 Coke On Litt.

5 b, By the grant of a sehon of land, a ridge of land which

containetn no certainty, for some be greater and some lesser,

doth pass. 1669 Will of'R. Mayor in Blk. Bk. Dioc. Lick/.

I. 87 Four lands or rudges or sillyons of arrable land. 1695
KENNETT/'ar.A ntiq. ix. 368A croft . . containing five selions

or ridges of land. 1839 Stonehouse Isle of Axkolmc 302

Two selions of land containing one acre, lying in a furlong

called Foxholes. 1894 Times 19 May 7/3 The land is for

the most part in open fields, cut up into numerous narrow
strips, or selions as they are locally termed, and cultivated

by small farmers.

Seljuk (se*l|d3«k), o. and sb. Also 9 Seljouk.

[f. Turk. jjjssLi seljuq, the name of the reputed

ancestor of the Seljuk dynasties.] A. adj. The dis-

tinctive epithet of certain Turkish dynasties which
ruled over large parts of Asia from the 1 ith to the

13th c. Hence used to designate the branch of the

Turkish people to whom these dynasties belonged
(in contradistinction to Ottoman or Osmanli).
1834 J. B. Fraser Acc. Persia vi. 214 His heir Musaood

was defeated ten years after by the Seljuk Turkomans, in

Khorasan. 1879 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 111. 268 A new
enemy appeared in the form of the Seljouk Turks. 1904
W. M. Ramsav Lett. Seven Churches xviL 216 The coins of
a Seljuk principality.. bear the legend in mediaeval Latin.

B. sb. (or absol. use of the adj.). A member
of the Seljuk tribe or dynasty.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 211/1 A dynasty which, .overturned

that of the Iranian Seljuks. 1899 F. M. Crawford Via
Cruris xxii. 351 A full hour the Seljuks slew and slew.

Seljukian (seldz^-kian), a. and sb. Also 7
Selzuccian, (Salgh.ucian), Zelzuckian, 9 Sel-

jookian, Seljucian. [f. Seljuk + -ian.]

A. adj. = Seljuk a.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 3 Tangrolipix, Chiefetaine
of the Selzuccian Familie. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 84
The Zelzuckian Family. 1788 Gibbon Decl. # F. Ivii. V.
656 The first of the Seljukian sultans was conspicuous by
his zeal and faith. 1840 Penny Cycl. XVI I. 484/1 The
descent from Central Asia of the Seljookian Turks. 1875
Bunburv in Encycl. Brit. II. 712/2 The whole country.,
continued subjectto the Byzantine empire, until it was over-
run by the Seljukian Turks in 1074 a. d.

B. sb. (or absol. use of adj.) = Seljuk sb.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 284 The Salghucian..
commanded Persia. 1818 Hallam Mia'. Ages vi. (1819) II.

i8iThe Seljukians of Rum. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 210/1
Seljukides, or Seljucians, a dynasty originally Tartar, and
descended from a captain named Seljuk. 1845 J. E. Riddle
in Encycl. Metrop. XII. 276/1 Ortogrul acquired the confi-
dence of the Seljukians.

Selk e, Selken, obs. ff. Silk, Silken a.

t Se'lilioni. ? Sc, Obs. rare-1
. [Of obscure

origin : the mod. dial, forms are shitt-eorn, shilf-corn

(E.D.D.).] An incrustation of the sebaceous matter
of the skin, producing a small maggot-like mass.
1681 Colvil Whigs Suppiic. (1751) 20 A mountain rather

than a nose ; Upon which savage beasts did feed, As worms
and selkhoms.

Selkin, -yn, obs. forms of Silken a.

Selkouj), selkowp, selkuS : see Selcouth a.

Sell (sel)) sdJ- Now only arch. Forms : 4-5,

9 selle, 6 scell, 7 cell, 7-8 selly, 7- sell. [a.

F. selle :—L. sella :—prehistoric *sedla f. sed-r sedere

to sit; the Tent, form corresponding (except in

declension) occurs in OE. setI Settle sb.]

+ 1. A seat, a low stool ; a seat of dignity. Joint
sell = Joint-stool. Obs.
138a Wyclif 2 Mace. xiv. 21 To eche sellis [Vulg. sellae\

or smale setis, ben brou3t forth and putt, c 1435 Cast. Persev.

1749 in Macro Plays 129 Heyl, set in byn selle ! 1531 Rec.
St. Mary at Hill (1904) 37 Item, iiij Joyntes scells, at ilij d
the pesse. Some xvj d. 16*7 May Lucan in. 114 But empty
stand those honor'd Sells.

2. A saddle.

c 1435 Thomas Erceld. 49 Hir selle it was of roelle bone.
1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viii. 31 Yet was the force so furious
and so fell, That horse and man it made to reele aside

;

Nathlesse the Prince would not forsake his sell. 1600
Fairfax Tasso vi. xxxii, Downe from his steed the Christian
backward fell; Yet his proud foe so strong and sturdie was
That he nor shooke, nor staggered in his cell. 1803 Scott
Cadyow Cast, xxx, From gory selle, and reeling steed,
Sprung the fierce horseman with a bound. 1855 Bailey
Mystic 140 Then to horse ; the gallant knighthood lift their
ladies to the sells. 1886 R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. <abr. ed.)

I. 175 He bade one of his pages saddle him his Nubian mare-
mute with her padded selle.

Sell (sel), sb.2 [f. Sell v.]

1. An act of betraying or giving up to justice.

1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvi, I say,.. what a time this
would be for a sell 1 I've got Phil Barker here : so drunk,
that a boy might take him.

2. slang, A contrivance, fiction, etc., by which
a person is 'sold': a planned deception, hoax,
take-in. Also, something that utterly disappoints
high expectations.

1853 ' C. Bede' Verdant Green 1. vH, Mr. Verdant Green
having swallowed this, his friend was thereby enabled not
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only to use up old {
sells ', but also to draw largely on his

invention for new ones. 1857 Gen. P.Thompson AudiAlt.
Part. I. ii. 5 The thing is what in the language of the turf
is called a sell. 1890 R. F. D. Palgrave Cromwell xiv. 298
The Insurrection proved, in vulgar phrase, ' a thorough
sell '. 1898 R. Blakeborough Wit

t
Char., etc N. R. Yorks.

79 The last sell I heard was sending a lad from one place to
another for a bucket of steam.

3. ? US. (See quot.)
191X Webster's Diet.* Sell. 2. A stock that should be sold.

Stock Exchange Cant.

4. Sell-out. US. a. An agreement or contract

corruptly made by a public body, involving sacrifice

of public to private interest.

1890 Advance (Chicago) 1 Feb. 3 The proposed sell-out of
the State of North Dakota to the infamous Louisiana Lot-
tery Company. 1906 Tom Watson's Mag. Jan. 362 (Cent.

Suppl.) The Tariff Act.. was an ungodly and unblushing
sell-out to the Sugar Trust,. .[and to] the greedy manufac-
turing interests generally.

b. A card game otherwise called auction pitch :

cf. Pitch sb.% 4 b.

Sell (sel), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. Bold (s0"ld).

Forms : see below. [A Com. Teut. wk. verb :

OE, sellan, pa. t. sealde, pa. pple. seald, corre-

sponds to OFris. sella to give, sell, OS. tellian to

give, pa. pple. gisald (MLG., LG. sellen to sell by
retail, huckster; hence in Ger. dialects), OHG.
sellen to deliver up, pa. t. salta, pa. pple. kasalt,

giselit (MHG. sellen), ON. selja to give up, sell,

pa. t. selda, pa. pple. seld (Sw. sulfa, Da. sazlge to

sell), Goth, saljan to offer (sacrifice) :—OTeut.
*salj'an, f. *sald gift, delivery, Sale sb.

It has been suggested by Osthoff that OTeut. *.?i*/(:-pre-

Teut. *sol) may be an ablaut-variant, with causative sense,
oi*sel- to take (Irish sclaim, Gr. cAeuO.
The difference of vowel between the pres. stem and the

pa. t. and pa. pple. arises from the fact that the i in OTeut.
*salido, *salido- was lost in W.Ger., and the root-syll. there-

fore has no umlaut except in the pres. stem. Cf. Tell v.

The OE. form (*siellan) syllan (beside the normal sellan :

cf. tellan Tell v.) is difficult to account for, as the breaking
before // otherwise occurs only when the gemination is of
OTeut, date. Possibly the sibilant may in some way have
affected the following vowel.]

A. Illustration of Inflexional Forms.
1. Present stem. Inf. 1 sellan, sillan, syllan,
(Norihumb. sealla, sella), 1-2 syl(l)e, 2 sillen,

2-3 sullen, (3 seollen), 3 Ormin sellenn, 3-5
selle(n, sulle, 3-7 sel, 4-5 sill(e, 4 Kent, zelle,

suylle,5 syll(e, (sile), seel(l, Promp. Parv. ceele,

cellyn, sellyn, 3- sell. Also 1 imper. sele, syle

;

ydpers. pres. ind. 4 Kent. zelj).

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xi. 7 Ne maexe ic ansa & sealla

Se [eioco Ags. Gosp. ibid., & syllan pe, exx6o Hatton
Gosp. ibid., & sillen oe]. exooo Ags. Gosp. Matt, xx. 23
[It] nys me inc to syllanne [cxx6o Hatton Gosp. ibid., to
sellenne]. c xcoo Sylle [see B. 1]. c xzoo Trin. Coll. Horn.
213 pe sullere. .swereS bat he hit nele lasse selle. c 1205
Lay. 29057, & we wulle'S.-to ^islen sullen be ure sunen.
Ibid. 31053 And he wullc.to 3isle seollen be his sune.
c i»SO Sel [see B. 3]. 1340 Ayenb. 36 Huanne me zelb bet

bing. Ibid. 138 pet hi hit mole yeue and zelle. 1363 Langl.
P. PI. A. in. 189 And beere heor bras on bi Bac to Caleys
to sulle [1377 B. in. 195 to selle]. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xlvii.

22 Thei ben not nedid to sellen [1388 to sille] her posses-

siouns. c 1400 Apol. Loll. 113 pei do uniustly, & silun God
& be peple. 1432 Secreta Secret.^ Priv. Priv. xxvi. 159 He
the kyngedome of hewyn sillyth for a lytill price. Ibid.

169 Sylle [see B. 7 a]. 1574 Shell, shyll [see B. 3]. 1649 Bp.
Reynolds Hosea ii. 77 Judas.. at once sels a soul, and a
Saviour.

2. Pa. t. a. 1-3, 4 sealde, 2 seelde, 4 seelde,
Kent, zyalde, 5 seeld.
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 857 (Gr.) Wiste forworhte ba he aer

wlite sealde. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 227 pes cenne god saelde

& jesette ae. c 1315 Shoreham Poems i. 1287 He. .bet out
. . po bat bou?te and sealde ine godes hous. 1340 Ayenb. 215
He wrek bo be zyalde and tx>3te ine be temple, c 1449 Pe-
cock Repr. m. vi. 309 Thei seelden possessiouns and catel.

0. 1-2, 3 salde, 3 said, saald, 6, 9 Sc. sauld.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xix. 9 Uutudlice ondsuare ne

salde him. c 1200 Ormin 15960 pa menn batt saldenn cull-

fress basr. a 1300 Saald [see B. 3]. a 1300 Cursor M. 3518
Esau his forbirth said \c 1375 Ibid. (Fairf.) salde]. t 1400
Ywaine <$• Gaw. 1703 The ermyte.. salde the skinnes that
he broght. 156a W1N3ET Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) I.

6 The Disciplis. .sauld thair landis. 1600 J. Hamilton
Facile Traictise 280 Whair euer the pape sauld indulgencis.

7. 3-6 solde, (4 soold), 6 soulde, 7-8 (9 dial.)

sould, 4- sold.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 398 pet ase ofte ase me euesede him me

solde his euesunge. 13 . . CursorM. 3550 (G8tt.), As a wreche
he sold his eritage. 1526 Pilgr. Per/I (W. de W. 1531) 14
They solde theyr possessyons. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v.

lxxviii. § 7 They soulde their possessions. 1710 Prideaux
Orig. Tithes iii. 142 The first Christians .. sould all, that
hey had.

5. 3-5 selde, 4 sillide, 5 sellid, seld, 6 selled;

9 dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.) selled, sell'd, seld;
Sc. and north, sell't, sellt, selt.
CX380 Wyclif Sel. Whs. I. 286 He. .selde al bat he hadde.

138. Sillidefsee B.7&]. c 1440A iphabet ofTales 64 Constan-
cius. .sellid his hors for xijd of gold. 1451 Capgrave Life
St. Gilbert 77 For he seld hem nowt. 1362 Selled [see B. 3].

3. Pa. pple. a. 1 seald, 2 iseald, 3 iseold,

iseold, 4 seeld.
a 1000 Ags. Ps. cxix. [cxx.] 3 (Gr.) Hwset bi5 be ealles

seald.. yflan tungan? c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13 And ?e beo3
iseald eower feonde to prisune. c 1205 Lay. 11098 SeooSen
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bis world wes astald & monnen an honde isa^lde. Ibid.

20459^60 scolden beon iseolde. X388 Wyclif Isa. xliL 19
Who is blynd, no but he that is seeld [Vulg. venundatus) 1

0. 3 said, (saald), isald, 4 salde; Sc. 4-6 said,

6 salde, 5-9 sauld.
c 1205 Lay. 29471 And we weoren ut isalde of Anglene

londe. a X300 Cursor M. 142 How bat ioseph was boght
and said. Ibid. 4241 He was eftursons saald. c 1375 Ibid.

6755 (Fairf.) He salle be salde. c X470 Said, sauld [see B.
7cj. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 26 The
fowlis. .ar sent to the nerrest tounes to be salde.

7. 4 i-sold(e, 4-6 solde, (5 swolde), 7 sould,
(soald), 4- sold.
1382 [see B. 3 ej. 1387 [see B. 3]. c X451 Pol. Poems (1859)

II. 230 Suffolk Normandy hath swolde. 1615 R. Cocks
Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 68 Our pepper, .was soald long since.
1618 Raleigh in Four Cent. Eng. Lett. 38, 1 might elsewhere
have sould my shipp and goods.

5. 4-5 seld, 5 Promp. Parv. celde ; Sc. 6 sellit,

8-9 sell'd, seld, selt
; 9 dial, selled. (See E.D.D.)

13.. Cursor M. 13182 (Gott.) Bot bis dede was seld ful
dere. 1540 Sellit [see B. si 1815 Scott Guy M. xii, It will
be sell'd the morn to the highest bidder.

B. Signification.

I. The simple verb.

fl. trans. To Give, in various senses; esp. to

hand over (something, esp. food, a gift) voluntarily

or in response to a demand or request ; to deliver

up (a person, esp. a hostage) to the keeping of
another ; to grant (forgiveness, etc.) ; also, rarely

of an impersonal agent, to yield. (Chiefly OE.)
Beo7uulfii6i (Gr.) Byrelas sealdon win of wunderfatum.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, vi n Hlaf userne ofer wistlic

sel us todays- c 1000 ^Elfric Exod. vi. 8 (Gr. j pat land . . ic

sylle eow to a^enne. Ibid. xxii. 29 Sylle me bin forme
beam. axvj% Cott. Horn. 223 And se eorde his awiri^d on
bine weorcum, syloe bornes and brembles. a izoo 12/A Cent.
Horn. 132 Ic 3eafe heom mine milse; & sylle heom for3efe-

nesse. c 1205 Lay. 13437 Vortiger heom salde al bat heo
wolden. Ibid. 23779 Me salde him an honde enne scaft
stronge. c 1275 Serving Christ 63 in 0. E. Misc. 92 Seynt
thomas wes biscop & barunes him quolde..For be dute of
be dom he bet lif solde. a 1300 Cursor M. 17042 And sua
to mak vs ranscumng, for vs him-self he said.

2. To give up (a person) treacherously to his

enemies ; to betray (a person, a cause, country, etc.).

Chiefly, with mixture of sense 3, to betray for a price or in

order to obtain some advantage for oneself. In early use
often with reference to the betrayal of Christ by Judas.
C9S0 Lindisf. Gosp. John vi. 71 CuseS uutedlice iudam..

Ses for<5on ua^s sellend hine [Vulg. traditurus eum], c 1275
Passion our Lord 115 in O. E. Misc. 40 He com to pe
Gywes..And chepte heom to sullen vre helare. 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce v. 610 ' Tratour ', he said, ' thou has me said '.

1549 Compl. Scot. 72 Tha deserue as grite reproche as tha
bed sellit traisonablye the realme to there enemeis. 1574
Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. (1577) 154 In things of
common libertie, he that shall seeme most to serue you, the
same is he that most will sell you. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, n.

ii 10 That he should for a forraigne purse, so sell His Soue-
raigne's life to death and treachery. X654 tr. Martinius'
Cong. China 48 But when the Emperour had perused the
Treatie, he presently found his Plenipotentiarian had sold
him. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables exxxii. 123 Those that
Sell their Country, .for Mony. X791 Burns Suck a Parcel
ofRoguesiii, We re bought and sold for English gold. 1816
1 Quiz' Grand Master 11. 36 Have you e're met a faithless

friend, That sold you to effect his end? 1820 J. W. Croker
Diary 12 Apr. in C. Papers (1884) I. 172 Brougham, it is

said, grossly, has sold the Queen. 1895 Wolseley in United
Serv. Mag. Aug. 475 There can be no moral doubt. .that
there were traitors in the Turkish ranks, and that the Turkish
Army was more or less sold.

b. transf. Of a thing : To betray, ' give away *,

inform against.

1831 Ann. Reg., Law Cases (1832) 325/2 Bishop, .said to
May, ' It was the blood that sold us \

3. (The chief current sense.) To give up or

hand over (something) to another person for money
(or something that is reckoned as money) ; esp. to

dispose of (merchandise, possessions, etc) to a

buyer for a price ; to vend. Const. + with, for
(the price), fa/, to (the buyer). Also, in habitual

sense, of a shopkeeper, etc. : To deal in, keep for

sale (a particular commodity).
c xooo Ags. Gosp. John xii. 5 Hwi ne sealde heo bas sealfe

wib brim hundred penegon. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 91 And
ba. .tuleden bam apostles and salden heore ehte and bet feh

bitahten bam apostles, c X200 Ormin 15557, & he fand i be
temmple bar Well fele menn batt saldenn {>aerinne bape
nowwt & shep. c X250 Gen. <$• Ex. 1495 ' Brooer

', quad he
[sc. Esau], ' sel me flo wunes '. a X300 Cursor M. 5407 pai

saald bair landes ban for nede. a 1330 Roland $ V. 386 pe
hors was seld.. For to hundred schiflinges. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) VIII. 237 A busshel of corn was 1-solde for

twelf schillynges bat sere, ci+ao Alphabet of Tales 216 He
sellid a noder hors & spendid pe price ber-of. 1562 Legh
Armory (1597) 77b, So when they die, their wines. .selled

for a little money, their books of visitations. X574 in 10th

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 424 The inhabitance .

.

shall not . . shell any kynd of flesh . . to any of the bucheares.

1595 Shaks. John 1. i 153 Yet sell your face for flue pence

and 'tis deere. 1615, 1618 [see A. 3 y]. X625 Bacon Ess.,

Seditions (Arb.) 405 There be but three Things, which one
Nation selleth vnto another ; The Commoditie as Nature
yeeldeth it ; The Manufacture ; and the Vecture or Car-

riage. 1728 Young Love Fame 11. 202 As pedlars with

some hero's head make bold, Illustrious mark 1 where pins

are to be sold. X732 Pope Ep. Bathurst 212 Last, for his

Country's love, he sells his Lands. 1821 Scott Kenilw.

xxii, I bought you some books, madam, . . from a lame fellow

who sold them in the Market-place. 1883 Howells Wo-
man's Reason v, 98 The auctioneer intoned his chant..
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varied with a quick ' Sold !
' as. .he knocked off this lot or

that. Ibid. 106, I won't sell this property at that price.

Mod. Many grocers sell wines and spirits.

fig. 174a Young Nt. Th. vm. 787 Heav'n sells all pleasure

;

effort is the price.

b. To dispose of (one's commission in the army)

by sale under the purchase system. Now only

Hist. Also f To sell one's company', regiment, etc.,

and absol. (Cf. sell out, 12 c below.)

1713 Swift Jml. to Stella 8 Apr., Lieutenant-general
Palmer will be obliged to sell his regiment. 1749 Fielding
Tom fonts 1. x, The half-pay officer having quarrelled with
his colonel, was by his interest obliged to sell. 185a Thacke-
ray Esmond 111. iv, An old army acquaintance of Colonel
Esmond's. . had sold his company.

C. causatively. To promote the sale of.

1709 Swift Vind. BickerstaffZ Or, perhaps, a Name can
make an Almanack, as well as it can sell one. 1793 Trans.
Soc. Arts XI. 8 Every costermonger knows it is the fine

fruit which sells the orchard.

d. Comm. In passive with adv. : To have one's

stock (well, etc.) disposed of.

1882 Dally News 4 Mar., The market will be better later

on in the season, and hence makers who are fairly sold are
not much inclined to do business for forward delivery. 1898
Ibid. 8 Nov. a/7 Makers have but a small surplus to dispose
of as they are well sold.

e. To hand over (a person, a people) into slavery

or bondage for a sum of money. In Biblical use

(after Heb.) often merely (without reference to a

price received), To hand over to the dominion
of another, to enslave. Henceyfcf.
a 1000 ^Elfric Gen. xxxvii. 27 Selre ys, bat we hine syllon

to ceape Ysmahelitum. 1382 Wyclif Ps. civ. [cv.] 17 And
into a thral Joseph is sold. 1388 Ibid., Joseph was seeld
in to a seruaunt. Ibid. Rom. vii. 14 Sothli we witen, for the
lawe is spiritual, or goostli; forsoth I am fleischly, sold
vndir synne. 1390 Goweb Con/. I. 215 Mi brother hath ous
alle sold To hem of Rome, c 1400 Mirr. St. Edm. in Ham-
Pole's Wks. (Horstm.) I. 221 Whene bou was saulde with
syne ban he boghte be. 1576 Gude <r GodUe B. 122 My
Mother als did eik the same, And I to sin was said. 1576
Fleming Panopl. Epist. 282 Othersome, being as it were
bought & sould to that laborious kind of life, spend their
days in that allotted torment of toile, as in their natural
countrie. x6n Bible 2 Kings xvu. 17 And they. .sold
themselues to doe euill in the sight of the Lord. 1638 San-'
derson Serm. (1681) II. qq Behold for your iniquities have
you sold your selves. Ibid. 100 We must.. see if we can
leave it upon Adam : for did not he sell us many a fair year
before we were in rerum natura ? 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv.
I. 63 He had sould a Serv* to Henry Bowman. 1788 Cow-
peb Negro's Compl. i, Men from England bought and sold
me, Paid my price in paltry gold.

f. To sell his soul, himself, etc., to the devil

:

to make a contract with the devil ensuring him
possession of one's soul after death, as the price of
his help in attaining some desired end. Also trans/.

of one who sacrifices conscience for worldly ad-
vantage.
c 1570 Buggbtars v. it 72 Tra. Loue youe money so well?

Ame. What a question ys that T do not very manye sell their
soules & all for monye? 1677 Hobneck Gt. Law Consid.
iv. 125 They sell their Souls to the Devil, for 2, 3, or 400 1.

1859 Geo. Eliot Li/ted Veil i, It is an old story, that men
sell themselves to the tempter, and sign a bond with their
blood, because it is only to take effect at a distant day.

4. absol. and intr. (Often in phrase to buy and
sell ; more rarely to sell and buy.)
c iaoo TrituColl. Horn. 213 pat is urealre wune be biggeS

and silleS. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 287 pat our mer-
chant mot go rorto bie & selle. 1458 CaL Anc. Rec. Dublin
(1889) 300 And he set or by in maner above sayd. 1596
Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 36 lew. I will buy with you, sell

with you, tatke with you..: but I wilt not eate with you.
i6ix Bible Gen. xlii. 6 And hee it was that sold to all the
people of the land, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 5 Feb 1657, They
..were permitted to sell to the friends of their enemies.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 467 The testator had no
power to sell.

5. To sell (gerundial inf. used predicatively) : on
sale, offered for sale. Now rare,

a 1300 Cursor M. 2399 Abram to sell moght find na sede.

?i370 Robt. Cicyle 243 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)

215/1 Wher such clob was to selle, Ne ho hit made, coube
noman telle, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 414 Winne who-
so may, for al is for to selle. 1436 Lydc. De Guil. PUgr.
21262 Folkys for to telle, That, with-inne, ys wyn to sell.

a 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi. 23 Now quhill thair is gude
wyne to sell, He that dois on dry breid virry, I gif him to the
Devill. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropsh. Lad vi, Buy them,
buy them : eve and morn Lovers' ills are all to sell.

6. intr. in passive sense. Of a commodity : To
find purchasers. To sellfor, at = to fetch (a price).

1606 Shaks. Tr. * Cr. 1. iii. 360 Let vs (like Merchants)
shew our fowlest Wares, And thinke perchance they'l sell.

1616 B. Jonson Epigr. iii, To my Book-seller. Thou, that
..Call'st a booke good, or bad, as it doth sell, Vse mine so,

too. x6j6 Earl Monm. tr. BoccatinCs Advts Jr. Parttass.

1. i. 4 There is no Merchandize in this Ware-House which
sels better, then certain Fans. X7ii Swift Jml. to Stella

34 Sept., Prior's Journey sells still. 1833 Ht, Martineau
Brooke Farm v. 63 They sell at about a shilling a dozen.

1851 Lvtton Not so bad iv. i. 77, I found a bookseller to
publish my treatise. It sold well. 1896 Wells Wheels of
Chance i. 7 This, madame,..is selling very well.

7. trans. In various figurative uses. a. To take

money or reward for (something that should be

freely bestowed or done) ; to make subservient to

monetary considerations (something which should

not be so influenced) ; to make profit or gain of.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 235 Quatuor modis uenditur elemo-

sina. . . An fower cunne wise mon sulle5 his elmesse. c 1200
Ormin 15968 He sellebb Hali? Gast forr fe & biggebb
hellepine. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 364 Lich as it was be daies
olde, Whan men the Sennes boghte and solde. c 1400
MAUNDEV.(Roxb) iii. 10 pai sell benificez of haly kirk. 1422
tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 169 Whan Iusticia. .hit for

Penyes sylle and Sauyth gilti men. 1474 Caxton Ckesse n.

iii. (1883) 38 And oftetymes they [aduocates and men of
lawe] selle as welle theyr scilence as theyr vtterance. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. u 41 Therefore, when Merchant-like
I sell reuenge, Broke be my sword, a 1605 Montgomerie
Sonn. vi. 9 Quhat justice sauld ! vhat pilling of the pure !

1623 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11. iii, Do not your Lawyers
Sell all their practice, as your Priests their prayers? 1781
Cowper Table-t. 419 When perjury.. Sells oaths by tale, and
at the lowest price. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's F. 483 But
. . Her worldly-wise begetters, plagued themselvesTo sell her.

b. To give up or part with one thing in ex-

change for another ; esp. (after Gen. xxv. 29-34)
to barter away (something of value) for (a trifle).

a 12*5 Ancr. R. 148 Hware buruh me buo bene kinedom
of heouene, & sulleo hit for a windes puf of wordes here-
word. Ibid. 398 Me sulIetS wel luue uor luue. 1422 tr.

Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 159 He.. the kyngedom of
hewyn Sillyth for a lytill price, lyke as esau didd, that [etc.].

15*6 PUgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531 ) 18 These maner of people
sell paradyse for an apple, with Adam and Eue. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, in. 1. 92 But I will remedie this geare
ere long Or sell my Title for a glorious Graue. 1650 B.
Discolliminium 48, 1 will sell my Esquireship to any honest
man for a good People-ship. 1785 Cowper Task 11. 229
Effeminates . .Who sell their laurel for a myrtle wreath, And
love when they should fight. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob v. 210
Whose applause he sells For the gross blessings of a patriot
mob. 1859 FiTzGERALDC?w/arlxix,[They] Have. .sold my
Reputation for a Song.

t c. To make an offender ' pay for ', to inflict

vengeance for (an injury). Chiefly qualified by
dear, dearly, or an equivalent advb. phrase. To
sell (another's act, an offence) dear, to exact a heavy
penalty for. To be dear or dearly sold, to be at-

tended with great cost. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13182 [Herod] bat godman dos wit

tresun sla. But bis ded was said ful dere. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 7864 Ector sclees and Ector felles ; His hors tak-
yng dere he selles. c 1470 Henry Wallace vii. 22 But wald
ye do rycht as I wald you ler. This pes to thaim it suld be
said full der. Ibid. ix. 1068 Till Inglismen thar cummyng
was sauld full der. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour kij, Alas
how this folysshe enuye..shalle to them be dere sold.
a 1533 Ld. Bkrneks Huo/i clxii. 630 That aquayntauns shall

be derely solde for with myne owne handes I shall sle her.

d. To sell one's life (rarely t death ) dear, dearly,

etc., to destroy many of one's adversaries before

giving up one's life in an encounter; to make the

enemy pay dearly for one's death.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4569 Sulle we he sede vure lif dere ar

we be ded. Ibid. 4570, 8177. 13... Guy Warzv. 1342 (MS. A)
Sir Gij..seyd. .'Dere we schulour deb selle'. Ibid. (MS.
O, Full deere oure liffis we selle shall, a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VI, 139 The French kyng..slewe to the nombre of
four hundred, whiche dertly sold their lifes. 1603 North's
Plutarch, Cats. Aug. (1612) 1163 P. Naso was betrayed by
his slaue freed... But he sold his death [Amyot mats it

vendit sa mort], for he killed the traytor with his owne
hands. 1608 D. T[uvill] Ess. Pol, $ Mor. 69 With a resolu-
tion to sel their hues at as high a rate as possibly they can.
1623 Massincek Bondman 111. iii, Better expose Our naked
breasts to their keene Swords, and sell Our Hues with the
most aduantage. 1682 Dryden Dfc. Guise Epil. 10 For what
should hinder Me to sell my Skin, Dear as I cou'd, if once
my Hand were in? 1893 Selous Trav. S. E. Africa 191
The brave beast was . . doing bis utmost to sell his life dearly.

e. reft. To sell oneself: to dispose of ones
services for money ; to enslave oneself. Also pass.

1771 Junius Lett. Hi. 265 V'ou have sold yourself to the
ministry. 1781 Cowper Expost. 375 Hast thou. .brought
home the fee, To tempt the poor to sell himself to thee?
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 11. iv, Is Bouille a traitor then,

sold to Austria? 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. II. 64
Money could be.. obtained from the court of Versailles

;

and Sunderland was eager to sell himself to that court.

f. To lose (a match, game) for a bribe. To sell

one's back, ( Wrestling) to be bribed to allow one-

self to be thrown. To sell one's stone, (Curling)
* to throw away the advantage of a well-placed

stone ' (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1805 G. McIndoe Poems <r Songs 55 (E.D.D.) Dinna ride

Nor sell your stane by playing wide. 186a Lillywhite's
Cricket Scores <y Biogr. I. 341 This match was said to have
been ' sold ' by the England side. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss.

s.v. Faggot, In wrestling, a man who 'sells his back is

said ' to faggot

g. Phrase. To sell the pass (see quots.).

1850 Ocilvie S.V., To sell the pass, to betray one's country,
men, by giving information to the authorities. {An Irish
phrase.) 1865 Athenaeum 22 July

#
106/3^ An Irish plotter

invariably fancies that his companions will * sell the pass
*

on him. 1897, 1903 [see Pass so. 1 3 b].

f 8. To cry up, praise, recommend (a person) as

if a saleable commodity. Ods. rare. [ = L. vendere,

venditare.

1

1540 Palsgr. Aeolastus G iij b, Who here happye selleth

hym selfe X who is he here that setteth hym selfe out to the
sale, for a fortunate or lucky man ? [margin Phra. Beatum
sese uenditare.] i6sa Sir R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea 126 Had
our Gunner beene the man he was reputed to be, and as the

world sould him to me, shee had receiued great hurt by that

manner of bourding.

9. slang. To cheat, trick, deceive, take in.

The two earliest examples suggest development from sense

2 ; the mod. slang use, however, may be partly elHpt. for the

older phrase tosella person a bargain : see Bargain sb* 7.

1607 B. Jonson Votpone Argt., Volpone, childlesse, rich,

faines sick,. .Offers his state to hopes of seuerall heyres,..
His Parasite receaues Presents of all.. Then weaues Other
crosse-plots, . . New tricks forsafety, are sought ; They thriue

:

When, bold, Each tempi's th'other againe, and all are sold.

1733 Fielding Quixote in Eng. 1. viii, Mayor. I begin to
smoke a Plot. I begin to apprehend no opposition, and
then we're sold, Neighbour. Voter. I would ride all over
the Kingdom for a Candidate if I thought Sir Thomas in-

tended to steal us in this manner. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottle-
ton Legacy xv. 123, I've sold them, though ! 1852 Smedley
Lewis Arundel xxiv, You're not going to try and cut out
Bellefield by proposing for my cousin Annie, are you? I

wish you would, it would sell Bell so beautifully. 1861
Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxxvii, I'll bet you a sove-
reign you never see a poacher, and then how sold you will

be in the morning. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 113 Nor was I
1
selling ' him, for I certainly had read the works.
Phrase. 1859 Hotten's Slang Diet, s.v., 'Sold again, and

got the money *, a costermonger cries after having success-
fully deceived somebody.

H. Combined with adverbs.
10. Sell away. a. trans. To dispose of, or dis-

possess oneself of, by selling, lit. andfg. ? Ods.
c M30 Hali Meid. 36 (MS. Bodl.) Wa wur5e bet cheaffeare,

for ei hwilinde weole sullen meiShad awei. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) IV. 425 An hondred powsand were i-take
grisoners and i-solde awey, britty for a peny. ? 1600 Sir R.
oyle in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) I. 35, I.-haue

lefte heer..xxxix papers of Sylck..; which.. I praie sell

awaie to paie your self. 1611 Bible Tobit i. 7 The first

tenth part of al increase, I gaue to the sonnes of Aaron..
another tenth part I sold away. 1639 S. Du Verger tr.

Camus' Admtr. Events 309 Our wary Thyrse shall not sell

away his power or mastery.

b. absol. To go on selling.

1878 A. L. Perry Elem. Pol. Econ. 543 ' Never mind ',

says England, ' sell away, and I will make up your loss by
a bounty t

*

11. Sell off. trans. To dispose of by sale; to

sell the whole of (one's stock, possessions, etc.).

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 18 Jan. 1671, He answer 'd he [Grin-
ling Gibbons] was yet but a beginner, but would not be sorry
to sell off that piece. 1780 Mirror No. 106 He. .wound up
his business, sold off his stock, and purchased an estate in
the country. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf'v, You should . . set up
shop, and sell off all the goods you do not mean to keep for

your own use. 1856 Reade Never too Late xxxviii, A
farmer who was selling off his sheep. 1871 Routledge"s Ev.
Boy*s Ann. Mar., Suppl. 2 Selling off! Bargains 1

absol. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxxix. 3 Only let all your
tribe sell off, and follow, Catullus.

12. Sell out. a. trans. To distribute by sale.

1648 Gage West Ind. xii. 32 The Herbes and Salets..
which were sold out, brought in a great Rent yeerely. 1705
Addison Italy, Switzerl. 506 The Corn being sold out at
a much dearer Rate than 'tis bought up.

b. To dispose of (stock, shares, etc.) by sale.

Also absol.

17*1 Lady M._W. Montagu Let. to Cicss Mar (189-$) I.

450, I advised him.. to sell out the subscription [for South
Sea stockj. 177a Foofe Nabob 11. (1778) 40 Then sell out
till you sink it [sc. stock] two and a half. 1834 Marryat P.
Simple III. xxiii. 300, I wrote, .sending her a power of
attorney to him [sc. the agent], to sell out the stock. 186a
Miss Braddon Lady Audley iv, He made arrangements for
selling out a couple of hundred pounds worth of consols.

1893 Cordingley Guide to Stock Exch. 6t Should a pur-
chaser fail to take up his securities.. when the Certificate
and Transfer are presented to him, the seller has the right to
instruct an official to 'sell out ' at once by auction.

o. intr. To dispose of one's commission in the
army by sale. Now only Hist. ' (Cf. B. 3 b above.)
1787 Minor 13 After some campaigns;, .his creditors allow-

ing him the alternative of rotting in a jail, or selling out,
i860 Thackeray Lovel iv. (1S61) 133 His regiment was
ordered to India, and he sold out.

d. trans. To dispose of the whole of (one's stock,

property, etc.) by sale. Also absol.

Also colloq. in passive, to have sold one's whole stock of
some article.

1796 Jane Austen Sense <$• Sens, xxxiv, In spite of its

[sc. an estate's] owner having once been within some thou-
sand pounds of being obliged to sell out at a loss. 1823 J.
Badcock Dom. Amusem. 155 Three young women went
to market with eggs... All three sold out. and at the same
rate. 1898 Daily News 8 Aug. 2/5 [He] sold out his licensed
premises. 1907 Daily Chron. 9 Sept. 3/1, 1 produced two one
act operas.. and our takings were no more than ,£57. In
Germany or Italy the house would have been sold out.

e. 1/.S. political slang, (a) See quot. 1888.

(6) To betray (a candidate) by secret bargains
{Cent. Diet. 1891).
1888 BjtYCE Amer. Commw. III. iv. lxxxiii. no When this

transfer of the solid vote of a body of agitators is the result
of a bargain with the old party which gets the vote, it is

called 'selling out ',

13. Sell over, trans, t a. To sell again. Ods.

b. To transfer by sale. lit. and Jig.
1596 Danett tr. Comities vn. vii. Note 5. 287 It was sold to

this John Galeas, and he sold it ouer to the Florentines.
xft37 J- H. Newman Par. Sertn, (ed. 2) III. xxiii. 372 A man
is sold over into bondage to this world.

14. Sell up. a. trans. To dispose of the whole
of (a person's stock, goods, etc.) by sale. ? 06s.
c 1480 Childe o/Bristowe 209 in Hazl. E. P. P. (1864) 1. 118

Al the catel his fader hade, he sold it up, and money made.
1566 Stowe in Three 15th Cent. Chron. (Camden) 140 He
sold up his movable goods and went to Rie. 1784 R. Bage
Barham Downs I. 55 He. .had determined to sell all up.

b. To dispose of the whole or a portion of the

goods of (an insolvent or bankrupt person) for the

benefit of his creditors. Also with the goods as obj.



SELLA.

1815 C M. Westmacott Eng. Spy (1907) I. 149 Being

much averse to dunning, I was soon sold up. 1848THACKE.

bay Van. Fair ix, He . . would . .drink his glass with a tenant

and sell him up the next day. Ibid, xviii, The house and
furniture of Russell Square were seized and sold up. 1862

Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxviii, I was obliged to sell

him up. . for he owed me fifteen months' rent.

TIT 15. Comb, with a sb. as sell-soul, sell-

truth, one who sells a soul, the truth, nonce-use.

c 1680 Hickeringill Hist. Whiggism Wks. 1716 I. 11. 140

Is it not enough that this Kingdom .. should be once in one
Age undone by the same kind of Men, the same Sell Truths?

«68i _ Black Non^onf. Postscr. (1682) X 2, These little

Sell-souls do the feat.

Sell, obs. f. Cell, Sill sb.1 ; var. Sele sb.

\\ Sella (se*la). Anat. [L. sella seat, saddle.]

A saddle-shaped portion of the sphenoid, more
fully sella equina, sphenoidalis or turcica,

1693 tr. Blancard*s Pkys. Diet. (ed. 2), Sella Equina, sett

Turcica* it is compounded of four Processes of the Bone
Sphenoeides, or Wedge-like Bone. ..Sella Sphenoeides,
the same with Sella Equina. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII,
278/1 Internally the cerebral cavity [of a dolphin] is very
remarkable. ..The sella is but slightly marked. 1854 Owen
SkeL $ Teeth in Orr's Circ. Set'., Org. Nat. I. 232 The sella

turcica is shallow. 1881 Mivart Cat 70 The upper surface
of the posterior sphenoid exhibits, on each side of the sella,

a faintly-marked groove.

Sellable (se-lab'l), a. Also 4 Billable, 6 sella-

bill. [f. Sell z/. + -able.] That may be sold,

saleable. Hence Se'llably adv.
138a Wvclif Ecclus. x. 10 This forsothe hath his soule

sillable, or able to be sold. 1561 Extracts Abcrd. Reg.
(1844) 1- 334 Quhatsumewir schip of gudis sellabill arrywis
to the port, .of this burght. 1611 Cotgr., Venalement, ven-
dibly, salably, sellably. 1610 J. Mason Disc. Newfound-
land 6 Fish beinga staple commoditie with us, and so sellable

in other countries. 1633 Sc. Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 37/2 To
sett downe the pryces of sellable teinds According to the
worth thairof. 1886 Diet. Nat. Biog. V. 371/1 The., villein

regardant—attached to the soil, and sellable with it.

b. Venal.
1650 in Row Hist. Kirk (1842) 424 Those were sellable,

vendible men, (n-pam/xoi,) to be sold for money.
Selladine, obs. form of Celandine.
16x0 Markham Masterp. 1. xcvi. 190 Generall Drenches.

Take of selladine two handfuls, both root and leaues.

Sellak,Sellander,obs. ff. Sillock,Sallender.

t Sellary l
« Obs. [ad. L. sellarius (Tac. Ann.

vi. i.), f. sella seat, couch.] A male prostitute.

1603 B. Jonson Sejanus iv. v, Others Are rauish'd hence
. .and. .dealt away Vnto his Spintries, Sellaries, and Slaues.

160a Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. vi. i. (1622) 121 Then first

of all were those vnknowen words of Sellaries and Spintries
found out of the filthines of the place.

t Se'llary 2
- Obs. rare-1

, [ad. It. sellaria.']

1650 Howell Giraffes Rev. Naples 1. 6$ It was discover'd
..that the waters-, were poison'd. .specially in those Cis-
terns which receive the raine water, as in the Sellaries, the
publick Markets [etc].

Sellary, obs. form of Celery.
1727 Swift Let. Sheridan 1 July, We eat it like Sellary,

either with or without Oil, &c.
Sellat, obs. form of Sallet.

Selle, obs. f. Cell, Sill sb.1 ; var. Seely, Selly.
Selleir, obs. Sc. form of Cellar.
1500-10 Dunbar Poems xxxiv. 47 Thair is sic wyne in my

selleir As neuir come in this cuntne.

Sellender, obs. form of Sallender.

Sellenger's round. Obs. exc. Hist. Also
6 Sellengars, 6-7 Bellingers, 7 Selingers, Sal-
(l)enger(s, Salinger's, Sallingers. [Sellenger

represents the pronunciation of the surname St.

Leger; cf. Sellinger as the popular name of the

race called St. Leger (Saint sb. 3 c). See conjec-

tures in quot. 1855.] An old country dance ; also,

the music for this dance.

1567 Pikeryng Horestes 305 (Brandl), Entrithe and singeth
this song to y9 tune of ' naue ouer y* water to floride ' or
* selengers round '. 1593 * P. Foulface ' Bacchus' Bouniie
C 3 b, The fidler he fidfed, and the pots danced for ioy the
old hop about, commonly called Sellengars round. 1597
Morley Inirod. Mus. 111. 119. 1604 Middleton Ant <$•

Night. D 4, Dauncing of Sallingers-round in Moone-shine
nights about May Poles. 1607, c 1645 [see Round sb. 1

11 cl a 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686) 55 Fairies dancing
Salenger a Nights. 1698 [see Round sb. 1 11 c]. 1855 W.
Chappell Pop. Mus. I. 69 Sellenger's Round, or The Begin-
ning of the World. Ibid. 70 This tune.. is to be found in

Queen Elizabeth's and Lady Neville's Virginal Books,. .&c.
. . It might be from ' Sir Thomas Sellynger ', who was buried in

St. George's Chapel, Windsor, before the year 1475 . .; or from
Sir Antony St. Leger,. .Lord Deputy of Ireland in 1540.

Seller 1 (se'bi). Forms : 3-4 sullere, 4 suller,

-ar, Kent, seller, 4-5 siller(e, 5 sellere, -ar(e,

-our, 5-6 syller, 4- seller, [f. Sell v. + -er *.]

1. One who sells.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 213 pe sullere louetS his ping dere.
. .Be beger bet litel bar fore. £1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 90
Most pnncipale sillere of benefices & veyn indulgencis.
a 1400 Old Usages Wynchestre in Eng. Gilds 355 Euerych
sullere of bred in be hey5estrete of Wynchestre. 1444 Rolls
0/Parity. 116/2 To damage of the beyour or sellour. 1540
Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 98 Having a byll of
sale

;/
delyvered to hym by the seller. 1588 Shaks. L.L.L.

iv. iit 240 To things of sale, a sellers praise belongs. 1692
Locke Lower. Interest 132 And so [to] raise the Price of
Land, by making more Buyers than Sellers. 1776 Adam
Smith W. N. iv. u. 46 B_y diminishing the number of sellers,
therefore, we necessarily diminish that of buyers. 1855
Dickens Dorrit 1. xii, The Plaintiff was a chaunter, not

430

a singer of anthems, but a seller of horses. 1866 W. Reed
Hist. Sugar 159 Whilst sellers advanced their claims to be
heard on the ground, that if [etc.].. the Americans would
immediately become strong buyers. 1884 J. Gilmour Mon-
gols xxxi. 365 After the two busy seasons there are a few
buyers and sellers. 1900 Daily News 20 June 9/1 The
number of easy sellers in cloth is again on the increase.

jjtf x^97 G. Burghope Disc. Relig. Assemblies xii. 121
His Ears itch, and he runs after the Canting Seller of
Breath.

b. Seller-up : see Sell v. 14 b.

1894 A. Morrison Tales Mean Streets 294 A professional
rent-receiver and seller-up.

2. A thing to be sold.

1831 Sut/urtand Farm ReP. 80 in Libr. Use/. Knowl.,
Husb. Ill, The packs, or shepherds' lambs, are divided into
two sorts, sellers and keepers.

3. A book with a (wide, poor, etc.) sale; also,

without qualification, a book that sells well.
1900 Century Mag. LIX. 646/2 But tragic novels are poor

sellers. 1903 Munsey's Mag. XXIX. 764 What are known
as ' sellers '—meaning books that enjoy a wide sale. 1905
Athenseum 9 Sept. 330/3 Fortunately the ' best sellers * are
the worst survivors.

t Seller 2
. Obs. rare. Also 4 seler. [a. OF.

seller, seller (mod.F. sellier), f. selle saddle: see
Sell sb. 1

] A saddler.
1311 in Col. Let.-Bk. Lond. D64 [The same day, Richard

de Gloucestre), seler, [admitted]. 1415 in YorkMyst. Introd.
26 Sellers [foot-n. * Sadellers ' is written above].

Seller, obs. f. Cellar, Celure ; var. Soler.
Sellerage, -edge, -idge, obs. ff. Cellarage.
1611 Cotgr., Droict de Cellerage, Sellerage; a duetie..

paied . .at the laying of wines into sellers.

Sellerar, obs. form of Cellarer.
c 1450 Holland Howlat 180 The Goule was a gryntar, The

Suerthbak a sellerar. 1530 Palsgr. 269/1 Sellerar of a re-

lygious place, bovtelier.

Selleri(e, obs. forms of Celery.
Sellery, obs. form of Sillert.
1770 Hooper Baron Bid/eld's Lett. III. viii. 101 A large

glass of water,_which the princess . . had ordered to be emptyd,
and had filld it with sellery wine.

II Sellette (sglgt). Also 7 selette. [Fr., dim. of
selle seat : see Sell s&.i] The stool upon which
a prisoner in France sits during his examination.
1670 Cotton Espemon n. vn. 315 His Host .. demanded

his Name, Surname, Country, Quality, and Age, with many
other interrogatories, as if.he had been upon the Selette.

1841 James Brigand III. iii. 63 The prisoner was brought
forward and placed on the elevated seat called the scellette

[sic], where he was interrogated, .by his judges.

Selli, sellie, var. forms of Seely a.

Sellic, -ich(e, -iek, etc., var. if. Selly Obs.

Sellid, obs. pa. t. of Sell v.

SellifOrm (se'lifpim), a. [f. L. sella saddle :

see -form.] Saddle-shaped. 1898 in Syd. Soc. Lex.

Sellines, variant of Seeliness.

Selling (se'lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Sell v. + -ing *.]

The action of the verb Sell ; an instance of this.

a 1335 MS. Rawl. B. 520 If. 29 poru be foreseide sullinges
ore buchginges of londes. c 1440 Pol. Ret. $ L. Poems 225
Biynge & sillynge bou not forsakist. 1591 Child-Marriages
151 And that yow doe not..make.. any order.. concerninge
the sellinge of your Victualls. _ 1676 Phillips Purchasers
Pattern 1 The buying and selling of Land, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 3 Sept 1683, His late purchas'd house at Chelsey,
v/hich I once had the selling of. 1772 R. Graves Spir.
Quixote (1783) III. 282 He excelled in smart repartees, and
selling of bargains, as they call it. 1885 Athenaeum 29 Aug.
269/1 The buyingsand sellings of land.

b. With an adverb.
185a Mundy Antipodes I. 58 During the first year or

two of my residence in Sydney, the selling off of families
going home or into retirement were very numerous. 187a
Punch 1 June 232/2 The notices of pretended sellings-off of
swindling bankrupts' stock. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 29 May n/i
Selling-out is going on in a desultory manner round the
Stock Exchange to-day.

0. attrib. and Comb., as selling invoice , rights,

title, value ; selling price, the price at which an
article is offered for sale ; selling race, a race for

horses which are to be sold after the race; so
sellinghandicap,plate (hence sellingplater), stakes,

sweepstakes', see the sbs.

1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade do A *selling Invoice.
1888 *Selling plate [see Plate sb. 17]. 1886 *Selling plater

Isee Plater 3]. iQgS Encycl. Sport II. 219/2 This is another
risk run by owners who wish to gamble on selling platers.

1848 Leon On Sugar Cultiv. 1. 68 The ""selling price of
sugar delivered on board ship. 1898 Eucycl. Sport 11. 219/1
^Selling races are the lowest forms of contest recognised by
the rules of racing; and selling handicaps, the lowest of all.

Ibid. 219/2 The winner of a selling race has., to be sold by
auction; the owner receives no more than the entered sell-

ing price. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 2 Apr. 4/3 [They] have
secured the sole "selling rights in this country . . for the Auto-
clipse lamps. 1839 Sporting Mag., Racing Cal. 3 The
^Selling Stakes of 5 sovs. each. .for horses of all ages. Ibid.

Ser, il XX. 71 A "Selling Sweepstakes of 10 sovs. each. 1884
Law Times Rep. 1 Mar. L. 20/1 The consent of the parties

entitled for life was not necessary to enable the trustees to

make a good "selling title. 1803 Ann, Rev. I. 383/1 The
singularity of the parody has given to such notes a "selling

value analogous to current value.

Selling (se'lirj),///. a. [f. Sell z\ + -ing2.]

1* That readily finds buyers, saleable.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Print. 227 Irregular Bodied Letter
of the smaller sizes sometimes serves the ends of proprietors

of standing and selling Copies. 1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

XV. 11. 241 He will find nothing more selling than a care.

SELTH.
fully selected lot of young stock. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 6 Feb.
3/3 International quarrels unfortunately make the most
selling 'copy'.

2. That is engaged in selling.

1848 Mill Pol. Econ. m. xvii. § 4. 116 The authors and
leaders of opinion on mercantile questions have always
hitherto been of the selling class.

Sellock, sellok, variant forms of Sillock.
Sellondine, Sellor,obs.fT. Celandine, Cellab.
Sellore, variant of Celube Obs.
CX474 Paston Lett. III. 406 Item, a sellore, xij d.

Sellour, ? obs. form of Cellar.
1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 47 One Roome

below, .the same gate used for A Sellour.
Sellt, sell't, Sc. and north, pa. t. of Sell v.

t Se lly, a.j adv. and sb. Obs. Forms : 1 sellic,
syllik, seldlik, 2 sullic, 3 sellic, -lik, sellich(e,
(srelliche), seollic(h(e, sillich, sullich, (4 sel-
like). 3-4 selli, seli, (3 selle), 4 celly, (celli,

solly), 4-5 selly, 4-6 sely. [OE. sellic (adv. set-

lice), seldlic, corresp. to Goth, sildaleik-s strange :—
OTeut. *seldolzko- ; see Seldom and -ly *.]

A. adj. Strange, marvellous, wonderful.
Beowulf 3038 (Gr.) Mr hi bar gesejan syllicran wiht,

wyrm on wonge wi3erra;htes baer laorie licjean. a 1000
Boeth.Metr. xxviii. 53 (Gr.) Is bset sellic oincg bat hi ne
wundriao, hu [etc.]. c iaos Lay. 6438 Wnder bon haer com
tidindc.pat wes icumen of baer sae a deor swi9e sellich

[c 1275 sullich]. Ibid. 7328 Sillich [c 1275 seollich] us bunched
Cezar. 6-1250 Gen. (y is.r.466 Sella.. bar tubal, a sellic smio.
a 1300 Cursor M. 26010 And it agh be sa selle wonder Als
bof his hert him brest in sunder. 13. . Seuyn Sag. (W.) 248
Herkneth nou a selli tiding! 13. . Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 1439
{>enne bay beten on be bushez, &..On be sellokest swyn
swenged out bere. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

15171 pat estre pat we on EngHschecalle Roucestre; Byforn
hit hadde a name selly In Breton, Dorciberni. c 1384
Chaucer H. Fame 513 For now at erste shul ye here So
selly an avisioun, That Isaye..Ne mette swich a dreem as
this ! £1400 Destr. Troy 8713 The sorow bat ho suffert were
solly to here, c 1400 Ywaine «$• Gaw. 3513 Of tham this

was a selly case, That nowther wist what other wase.

B. adv. Wonderfully, marvellously, strangely.
a xooo Sal. $ Sat. 149 (Gr.) Naefre hie foes syllice bleoum

brejda5 Eefter bancofan federhoman onfod. Ibid. 269 Se
fusel.. singgeS syllice. <ri2o<j Lay. 20179 Pat he com to
Eouerwic riden swi5e sellic [cizjs sellich]. Ibid. 30579 He
igrap a nail sax seltiche kene and wel iwhxt. c 1*50 Gen. <y

Ex. 1315 Sellik 5u art on werlde etimen, Sellic flu salt ben
he3en numen. a 1*90 Pains of Hell (MS. Digby 86) 191
For fendes hem stondeb bi And pineb hem swibe selli.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2271 pis tour was selli mad vpright,
Fiue thusand steppes it had on hight. c 1325 Metr.
Horn. (1862) 72 This womane yode wit chylde full lange,

And tholed paynes sely Strang, a 1375 Joseph Arim. 94 He
lette sle for his sake selli mony children, a 1450 Le Morie
Arth. 3387 Hys brodyr..Was sely seke and sore vnsounde.
Ibid. 3482 That shall thou rew sely sore.

C. sb. Marvel, wonder; something wonderful.

Phrase, to have selly.

a xzoo Moral Ode 181 in Lamb. Horn. 171 Nis na sullic

[v.rr. sellic, sellich, seollich] bech horn bo wa and horn bo
uneade. cizos Lay. 18730 Nu ihere ich muche seoltic

[(IZ75 sellich]. C1250 Gen. ff Ex. 3260 £)is bode herde
king pharaon And him Suhte sellic oer-on. 13.. Childh.
jfesus 176 in Archvu Stud, neu. Spr. LXXIV. 329 No
celly bof bai chaunged chere. 13. . Gaw. ty Gr. Knt. 239
For fele sellyez had pay sen, bot such neuer are. Ibid. 475,
I haf sen a selly. c 1400 St. Alexius (Vernon MS.) 104 pat
chirche was of vr Iadi, ber-inne was a gret celli [Laud MS.
108 selly], an ymage of hire sone. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5153
All the souerayns hade selly . . Of priam, the price Kyng, bat

prudly hade saide. 4x400-50 Wars Alex. 2551 He sail

vs sett on a-saute & surely encounbre If bai were sary & so
na selly [Dubl. MS. no selly] me thingke.

Hence f Se'llyly adv. Obs.

13. . Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 963 pe tweyne yjen, & be nase, be
naked lyppez, & bose were soure to se, & sellyly blered.

Selly(e, variant forms of Seely a.

Selm (sel*m). dial. Also 6 selme, 9 sellem.

[Of obscure origin.] A bar of a gate.

1591 Mem. St. Giles' Durh. (Surtees) 16 Paid for one selme
to the yeate iij*. X893-4 Northumb. Gloss., Selm, Sellem.

t Se'londyu. Obs. rare" 1
. [Corrupt form of

OF. celidoine : see Selidone.] A precious stone.

c 1400 Beryn 2723 The keueryng of-bove, is of selondyn
;

And the pament be-neth, of gold & asure fyne.

Selour(e, selowyr, var. forms of Celube Obs.

S'elp. Also 9 swelp. [Cf. MHG. setftir^so

helfe atr.'] Contraction of * So help *, in the oath

So help me God \ Now only vulgar, often in

jocularly altered forms.
a 1330 Otuel 308 Quab roulond, J?ar he stod on grounde,

* Selpe me gode '. Ibid, 879 5ef ani sarazin wib eie, Comeb
to lette me of mi weie, Selp me god & bis day, He sschal

abugge, 3ef ich may. 1842 Barham Ingol. Leg., Dead
Drummer xlii, His jaw-work would never, I'm sure, s'elp

me Bob, Have come for to go for to do sich a job. 1888

Kipling Soldiers Three, In Matter of a Private, Slane
knelt down and murmured: ' S'elp me, I believe 'e's dead '.

t Selrife, a. Obs. Sc. [f. Sell v. + Rife a. Cf.

mod.Sc. salerife in the same sense (Jam.).] That
can be sold, marketable.
1517-42 Reg. Mag. Sig. ScoL'644/2. Yeirlie confluence of

our . . subditis with merchandice and selrife gudis at the toun.

Selt, pa. t. of Salt v.1

Belt, Sc. and north, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Sell v.

+ Selth. Obs. Forms : 1 8&1)>, 2 sieljj, 2-3

selSe, 2-4 selj>, 3 sealjw, aelhfce, seltfhe, se-
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lehtSe, selejgehtte, seluftoe, Ormin seollpe, sell])e,

3-4 seltho, 4-5 selth. [OE. skip str. fern. =
OS. s&lda, OHG. s&lida, OS. s&Id \-QTovX.

*sxlifa, f. *smli- good, happy : see Sele sb.]

Prosperity, good fortune, happiness.
In OE. chiefly plural.

c888 K. /Elfred Boeth.x, Ic nu hsehb* on^iten bxt ba
minesaelba&seoorsor^nes 6e icxrwende ban *esjelpabeon
sceoldan nane sa^lba ne sint. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 233 Of
warn we alle and us sielbe habbe3. c 1200 Ormin 2S23 pin
seollbe iss all unnse^enndlic. c 1205 Lay. 32059 Selehde
him wes siueSe. a 1225 Ancr, R. 354 Vor bis is be meste
seluhfte on eor8e hwose mei,uor Codes luue,habben scheome
& teone. c 1315 Shoreham i. 394 pe bisschop bese wordes
seb, And beb wordes of selbe. c 1435 Eng. Cone. Iret. xx.

50 Euery gladnesse ys endet wyth sorowe, & euery selth
hath wnselth at be end.

t Se lthelike, adv. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Selth(e

+ -like.] Successfully, prosperously.
c 1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 137a ' Louerd god ', qua3 he mildelike,

' min erdne 5u forSe selohelike '.

Seltron, variant of Sheltbon.

Seltzer (se"ltzai). Also 8 selters, 9 selzer.

[Alteration of G. Selterser, f. Selters, the name of a
village in Hesse-Nassau, Prussia. Cf. F. seltz, se/z.]

(In full seltzer-water.) An effervescent mineral
water obtained near Nieder-Selters, containing

sodium chloride and small quantities of sodium,
calcium, and magnesium carbonates. Also an
artificial mineral water of similar composition.
1741 Pott in Phil. Trans. XLI. 618 To drink the Sellers

Water, and keep to a cooling Regimen. 1775 Sheridan Su
Patrick** Day 1. i, Then she was such a hand at making
foreign waters !—for Seltzer, Pyrmont, Islington, or Chaly-
beate, she never had her equal. 1784 Cullen tr. Bergman's
Phys. 4" Chem. Ess. I. 242 Seltzer water.. excites upon the
tongue a taste gently salt, and mildly alkaline. 1847 Mrs.
Gore Castles in Air xix, Neither soda-water, however, nor
seltzer-water.. inspired me with courage to look Sir Robert
in the face. 1871 M. Collins Afarq. $ Merck, I, ix. 277 A
great gulp of brandy and seltzer.

Seltzogene (se-ltaSd^fn). [a. F. sel{f)zoge"ne,

f. seltz
%

selz (see prec.)+-^wtf: see -gen.] An
apparatus for the production of artificial Seltzer

and other mineral and aerated waters.
i860 Chamb. Encycl. I. 55/1 Carbonic acid water.. pre-

pared in the apparatus known as the gazogene or seltzogene.
1868 W. S. Gilbert Bab Ball., Copt. Recce :8 Did they
with thirst in summer burn? Lo, seltzogenes at every turn.

1870 Eng. Meek. 11 Feb. 537 My seltzogene cost only 14J. td.

Selure, var. Celuee Obs, ; obs. f. Silver.

II Selva (se'lva). Physical Geog. Also erron.

silva. [Sp. and Pg. :—L. silva wood.] A tract

of densely wooded country lying in the basin of

the river Amazon. Usually//.
1849 Mrs. Somerville Phys. Geog, ix. (ed. 2) 177 The

Silvas of the river of the Amazons, lying in the centre of the
continent, form the second division of the South American
low lands. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 175 Next we come to
the great wood-covered plains known as the Selvas of the
Amazons. X870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 1. xi. (1872) 109
The selvas or woody plains of the Amazon.

Selvage, selvedge (se-lveds), sb. Forms:
[?5 corruptlysultviche], 6 silvadge, 6-7 silvage,
nelvege, 7 selvedg, self edge, 7-9 selvidge,
selfedge, self-edge, 8-9 salvage, 5- selvage, 7-
selvedge. [Apparently f. Self + Edge sb,, after

the equivalent early mod.Du. seljeggte (Kilian),

now zeljegge = LG. sulfegge. Cf. the Du. sy-

nonyms cited by Kilian, seljkant, now zelfkant

{kant = border), selfende, now zeljeinde (einde

end) = G.selbende, by popular etymology salband.]

L The edge of a piece of woven material finished

in such a manner as to prevent the ravelling out

of the weft. Also, a narrow strip or list at the

edge of a web of cloth, which is not finished like

the rest of the cloth, being intended to be cut off or
covered by the seam when the material is made up.
c 1460 Bk. Curlasye 657 in Babecs Bk., The ewerer schal

hele his lordes borde With dowbull napere at on bare worde,
The seluage to the lordes syde withe wine. 1537 Bible
(Matthew's) Exod. xxvi. 4 Then shalt thou make loupes
of Jacyncte coloure, a longe by the edge of the one cur-
tayne euen in the seluege of the couplinge courtayne. 1597
A. M. tr. CuilUmeau's Fr. Chirurg. 44/1 Nether must they
[sc, bandages] have any silvages. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 9
The two edges or silvages. 1715 Bradley's Earn. Diet. s.v.

Clear Starching, The two Selvages put together, then the
Ends together, and wash it the Way the Selvage goes, to
prevent the Fraying. 1878 Barlow Weaving 198 The
application of gauze to the formation of selvages may now
be readily understood, 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 466/1
These prongs come in contact with the weft thread between
the selvedge of the web and the shuttle box.

fig. a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 282 Now when wee thus
let slip these heavenly Thred Lines, that should bee the Sel-
vedge, to bound in all our Worke, wee fall to tangling, tying,

and knitting. 1864 Spectator 27 Feb. 244/2 Almost every-
thing is left with what seamstresses call raw selvidges

;
—some

loose threadsJust sticking out that the reader feels inclined

to lay hold ofand pull away.

b. transf. A marginal tract, border, edge.

1650 Fuller Pisgak iv. ii. 34 Thus though for his dis-

obedience forbidden the entrance of the land of Canaan, yet
he came to the selvedge or out-skirt thereof. 1663 Sir G.
Mackenzie Relig. Stoicij^g It should not have been thrust
out upon the selvage and border of time. 1698 Petiver
in Phtt. Trans. XX. 321 The Seed..of a brown Colour, and

hem'd about with a rusty colour'd List or Selvedge. 1850
Clough Dipsyckus 11. iv. 59 This narrow interspace, this
marge, This list and selvage of a glorious time. 1854 H.
Miller Sch, $ Schm. xiii. (1857) 292 The population..now
exists as a miserable selvedge. 1893 Stevenson Catriona
xi, I.. threaded through the midst of it [the wood], and
returned to the west selvage.

c. Tin-plaling= List sb.% 7d.
1834 [see List sb. 3

7 dl
d. A waste strip on either side of a piece of

wall-paper.
1901 Black Carp. <$ Build., Home Handier. 40 The handy

man first cuts the salvage from all his paper on the same
side, and then cuts his paper into lengths. 1904 Sir A.
Geikie Scott, Remin. xi. 295 The paper had been stuck on
the walls just as it came, without the selvages being cut off.

t 2. The selvages of cloth cut off for use as a
bandage. Obs.

1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Pkysicke 102/2 Take two
peeces of silvadge, and.. tye him therwith above his knees
as stiffely as is possible.

3. An ornamental border or edging. ? Obs.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 467 Item, for xxiiij.

ellys of sultviche to the same coveriett, the elne iiij.d.

summa viij.s. 1513 Douglas AKneis xn. ProL 16 As fresch

Aurora.., Ischit of hir safron bed.. In crammysin cled and
granit violat, With sanguyne cape, the selvage purpurat.

1837-35 N. P. Willis Davids Grief-20 The golden selvedge
of his robe was heard Sweeping the marble pavement.

4. Naut. and Mil, — Selvagee.
171X W. Sutherland Shipbutld. Assist. 133 Salvages for

Shrowds, worn. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Sel-
vage, a sort of hank or skein of rope-yarn tied together at
several distances. It is used to fasten round any rope, as a
shroud or stay, so that a tackle may be hooked in it, to ex-
tend the said shroud or stay, which is called setting it up.

1859 F. A. Griffiths ArtilL Man, (1862) 318 A block
. .attached to a selvage, answers the same purpose.

5. Mining, A thin layer of clayey or earthy

matter surrounding a metalliferous vein.

1757 tr. HenckeVs Pyritol. 61 The vein, which has its sel-

vages entire and close. 1807 T. H. Holland in Rec. Geol,
Surv, India XXX. 18 Each group is represented by micro-
crystalline and hemicrystalline types occurring either as thin
veins, or as selvages to larger masses,

6. (See quot.)
1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Selvage (Locksmithing), the

edge-plate of a lock through which the bolt shoots.

7. attrib. and Comb,, as selvage-thread', selvage-
motion, ? the motion of a shuttle in forming a sel-

vage ; selvage-protector (see quot.) ; selvage-
strop (sense 4) ; selvage-way adv., in a direction

parallel to the selvage.

1893 J. T. Tavlor Cotton Weaving 98 Another kind of
'selvedge motion is that used for producing a plain selvedge
on a loom weaving satteens with tappets. 1863 J. Watson
Weaving 160 The *selvage protector.. to prevent the warp
yarn from being broken by the weft shot drawing it too
tightly, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 33 Put on the
•selvage strop over the parcelling, and hook the single block
of the Tuff tackle to both parts of the selvage. 1863 J. Wat-
son Weaving 161 They allow the pins to fall into position at
the selvage, taking hold of the *sel vage threads. 1875 Plain
Needlework 13 Haifa yard should be snipped "selvage-way
into twelve portions.

Selvage, selvedge (selvedg), v. [£ Sel-
vage sb,\ trans. To form a boundary or edging to.

1704 Petiver Gazophyl. iv. 35 This has no blue above, but
selvidg'd with Golden Eye-like Spots. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. VI. 37 Where the stream is selvaged with sedges, or
the pond edged with shrubby trees. 1849 D. Jerkolu Man
ofMoney xi, One of the Primrose Places to be found selvag-

nig London. 1899 Blackiv, Mag. Feb. 180 Where the little

grey towns cluster Deep in the hills or selvedging the sea.

Hence Se'lvaged ///. a., Se'lvaging vbl, sb,

1611 Cotcr., Orlement, a hemming, seluidging. 1750 G.
H''i,f[F.s lUirlmdos 150 The outside is divided into five sel-

vaged seams, the inside containing three blackish seeds.

Selvagee (se*lvad3f). Naut, and Mil, Also
8-9 salvagee, 9 silvagee. [app. f. Selvagh sb,

(sense 5).] (See quot. 1867.)
1750 Blancklev Nav, Expos., Salvagers are made with

three flat Strands breeded, or by a small Turn put into

several Rope Yarns cut into proper Lengths. 1800 J.
Mitchell Cursory Observ. Modes Manuf. Cables Pref.,

Selvagee.. is generally pronounced by seamen Salvagee.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Selvagee, a strong and pliant

hank, or untwisted skein of rope-yarn marled together, and
used as a strap to fasten round a shroud or stay, or slings

to which to hook a tackle to hoist in any heavy articles.

1879 Man. ArtilL Exerc. 392 Selvagees are used for sling.

ing projectiles of the abovementioned natures [Le, of R.M.L.
guns, 9-in. to 12- in., of 25 tons] when loading.

b. attrib,

i860 Alston Seamanship 193 A *Selvagee Strop is made
of spun-yarn, or small rope, according to the size required,

warped oft", and marled down. 1904 in Dixon Kemp's
Yacht <$ Boat Sailing (ed. 10). 188a Narks Seamanship
(ed-6) 46 The pendant, having two *selvagee tails, is secured

to the bight. 1799 Specif. J. Mitchells Patent No. 2333.

3 "Selvagee twists are of twosorts. 1843 A. Smith in Trans.
Soc. Arts XXXIV. 164 *Selvagee wire ropes are made of
wires laid parallel and without twist.

Selve, obs. form of Salve sb, 1 c 1400 Beryn 3588.

Selvyt (se'lvit). [An arbitrary name.] A kind

of duster or polishing cloth.

1891 Patent Specif. No. 21,309. 1898 Cycling 76 Plating

is best cleaned of rust by hard rubbing with paraffin and
polished with chamois leather or Selvyt,

Sely, Selybube : see Seely, Sillabub.

Selydoyne, variant of CelidonyI.
Selye, obs. form of Seely.

tSe'lyer. Obs. rare- 1
, [ad. OF. alter (mod.P„

cellier) :—L. cellarium receptacle for food : see

Cellar.] A storehouse, larder. In quot jig.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 346/2 The holy bodyes were the
selyers of god temple of Jhesu crist.

Selyng(e, obs. ff. Ceiling, Sealing vbl.

Sem, obs. form of Seam, Seem.

Semantic (sz'mae'ntik), a. and sb. [ad. Gr.
oijfiavTtic-os significant, f. ffrjuaivcw to show, signify.

Cf. F. se'mantique.'] A. adj.

f 1. Relating to signs of the weather. Obs.
1665 J. Spencer Prodigies v. § 1 (ed. 2) 300 Twere easie

to shew how much this Semantick Philosophy, .was studied.

2. Relating to signification or meaning.
1893 Bloomfield in A?ner. Jrnl. Philol. XVI. 412 The

semantic value of the older reduplications.

B. sb, pi. = Semasiology.
1900 Mrs. H. Cust (title) Semantics : Studies in the Science

of Meaning, [tr. M. Breal Essai de Se'mantique.] 1901
Atheuxum 13 July, As applied to language, psychology is

not easily distinguishable from semantics or semasiology.

Semaphore (se*mafoei), sb. [f. Gr. owa sign,

signal + -phobe. Cf. F. semaphore (1812 in Hatz.-

Darm.).] An apparatus for making signals, con-

sisting of an upright post with one or more arms

moving in a vertical plane.

Orig. used for transmitting telegraphic messages ; =Tele-
graph sb. 1. Now used on railways and at sea.

1816 Ann. Reg., Chron. 85/2 The improved Semaphore
has been erected on the top of the Admiralty. 183* Act
a $ 3 Wilt. IV, c. 64 Sched. O. 33 In a straight line towards
Worplesdon semaphore. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 238/1 The
semaphore has been almost universally adopted for fixed

signalling on railways.

b. attrib., as semaphore house, lamp. Also, in re-

cent use, applied to a special form of ilag-signalling.

1821 Lond. Gaz. 7 Apr. 787/1 Building a Semaphore House
at each of the following places. 1855 D. K. Clark Rail-
way Mack. 327/1 The semaphore lamps are lighted, to give

signals, at night, by white, green, and red lights as required.

1904 Army Signalling RegitI. 25 Semaphore alphabet. Ibid.

32 Semaphore drill.

Hence Semaphore v. {trans, and intr.), to

signal by semaphore.
1893 Daily News 3 July 5/6 The Commander-in-Chief

semaphored to me to know ' what I was waiting for ?
' 1893

Times 30 Dec. 9/6 To semaphore to the Commander-in-
Chief his doubt as to the signal.

Seniaphoretic, a. Math, Suggested as a

var. of Signaletio (where see quot. 1853).

Semaphoric (semaf(?'rik), a. [f. Semaphobe sb.

+ -ic. Cf. F. stmaphorique.} Relating to, of the

nature of, a semaphore.
1808 Cochrane in Naval Chron. XXI. 73 The newly

constructed Semaphoric telegraphs.. have been blown up.

a 187a B. Harte Waitingfor Ship Wks. (Hotten) 415 Near
this place formerly arose a great semaphoric telegraph with
its gaunt arms tossed up against the horizon.

Hence Semapho'rical a. = Semaphoric (Ogilvie

Suppl. 1855) ; SemaphoTically adv. (Webster,

1847). Also Sema'phorist, one who has charge

of a semaphore (Ogilvie, 1882).

+ Semar. Obs. Also semmar, -er, semeare,
samare. [var. of Simar.] A loose coat or mantle

worn by women, c 1670-80.
1673 in lath Rep. Hist, MSS. Comm. App. vn. 384 A

semmar for my wife. 1674 T. Duffett Span. Rogue Prol.,

Here's many a Spark, I fear, That has been lewdly Chous'd
in fine Semar. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 19/1 A Semeare
. .is a kind of loose Garment.

.
, and was a great fashion for

Women about the Year 1676, some call them Mantua's.

Ibid. 95/2 A Semmer, or Semare.

Semasiology (szWisi^'lSdsi). TL Gr. a^a-
ol-a signification, meaning + -logy.] That branch

of philology which deals with the meanings of

words, sense-development, and the like.

1877 *• Martineau tr. Goldziher's Mythol. Hebrews iii.

43 Some phenomena in the semasiology of Arabic words.
1884 Athenaeum 27 Sept. 305/1 Philology is now advancing
towards a new branch having intimate relations with psy-
chology, the so-called semasiology of Abel and others.

Hence Semasiolo'glcal a., belonging to semasio-

logy; Semasiolo'gically adv. Also Semaslo*-
logrist, one who studies semasiology.
1889 F. Haverfield in Academy 7 Dec. 374/2 It. >s

phonetically quite possible that . . aestimo is connected with

ai<r9dvou.ai, but semasiologically (as the phrase now is) it is

improbable. 1890 Athenaeum 4 Oct. 450/1 Semasiological

solecism. 1899 Ibid. 5 Aug;. 185/3 The semasiologist..has

to trace the vicissitudes which the history of forms, words,

and phrases presents with respect to signification.

Semat, obs. form of Semmit Sc, under-vest.

Sematic (swnartik), a. Biol. [f. Gr. atjuar-,

ffrjfxa sign + -ic.] Of mimetic colours : Serving for

signal or warning.
1890 Poulton Colours ofAnimals xvii. 336 Sematic or

Warning and Signalling Colours.

Sematography (sfmaVgrafi). [f. Gr. a^ar-,
(Tjjfia sign + -graphy.] The use of signs or symbols
(instead of letters) in writing. So Sematog-ra--

phic a., of or pertaining to sematography.
190a F.W. G. FoATin Jrnl.Hellen. Stud. XXII. 135 {title)

Sematography of the Greek Papyri. Ibid. 144 The semato-
graphic condensation of the ordinary cursive letters. Ibid.

154 Perhaps the most striking feature of the sematography
of the Roman period is the prominence of that sign or mark.



SEMATOLOGY.

Sematology (sf-,semet^-16d3i). [f. Gr. en//MT-,

arjiia sign + -logt.]

L Used by Smart for : The doctrine of the use

of * signs * (esp. words) in relation to thought and

knowledge.
1831 [Smart] Outline 0/'Sematology 1 If we might call the

whole body of instruction which acquaints us with to. $vokk6.

by the name Physicology, and that which teaches ra
wfiaxTtKo. by the name Practicology,— all instruction for the

use of Ta oTJ/iara, or the signs of our knowledge, might be
called Sematology. 1839 Smart Way out 40 Sematology,
or the doctrine of the relation of lingual signs to thought.

2. = Semasiology.
1880 Sayce Set. Lang. I. {Contents-table) Chapter IV. The

Physiology and Semasiology of Speech (Phonology and
Sematology). Ibid. iv. 336 But by its very nature a science
of meanings, sematology, as it has been named, can never
have the same certitude, the same exactness, as a science of
sounds. 1884 J. A. H. Murray in Trans. Phitol. Soc.
1882-4* 511 The writing of the Morphology, and of the
Sematology, must go hand in hand.

Sembel : see Semble z>.* and v. 2

Sembelande, -ant, etc. : see Semblant.

Seniblable (se'mblab'l), a. (and sb.). Also
5 sernlable, (semalable), sembleabil, sembla-
byll, 6 -yl, -il, -ell, sembleable, simblable.
See also Semnable, Stmilable. [a. F. seniblable

(13th c), f. sembler to seem, appear: see Semble
v. and -able. Cf. Seemable.] A. adj.

+ 1. Like, similar. Const, to. Obs.
CX374 Chaucer Boeth, 11. pr. v. (1868) 48 3e men bat ben

semblable to god by soure resonable j>ou3t. 1477 Earl
Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 98, I finde hem all so semblable that
1 can not knowe one from the other. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 17 If so be my discredit, and want of honestie, had
been equal or semblable to theirs. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen, IV,
v. i.72 It is a wonderfull thing to see the semblable Coherence
of his mens spirits, and his. 1609 G. Benson Serin. 7 May
60 Semblable vnto Ephraim are many, who know too much
and too little. 1658 Osborne Tradit. Mem. Jas. I, § 17. 55
He owning a Countenance not in the least regard semblable
to any my eyes ever met with. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies
11. i. 125 God who has made Light to move for thousands of
Miles in an instant, by a streight Line, may make it move
a semblable space through a Circle, if the use of the World
requires it, 1840 Eraser's Mag. XXI. 214 Semblable to
this is the story of the mad waggery, by which [etc].

t b. Resembling something already mentioned
or implied; the like, such-like. Also the sem-
blable, such semblable. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. 256, I seye the same, or elles

thing semblable. a 1470 Tiptoft Cxsar x. (1530) n These
and such semblable things. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 50 b,

To yelde to his lorde yerely at suche a feaste a horse, or a
hauke, or such thynge semblable. 1571 Fortescue Forest
164 b. The falljmg evill also with others many the semblable
and like infirmities. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 111. iv. 3 That
and thousands more Of semblable import. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxviii. 151 As is the custom in semblable
occasions.

•fo. In semblable manner^ wise, sort, in like

manner ; semblablewise, likewise. Also in semblable
case(s, in case(s semblable. Obs.

1390 Gower Con/. I. 63 And riht so in semblable cas This
vice hath ek his officers Among these othre seculers. c 14x0
Lydg. Reas.

<J-
Sens.^ 157 And thus in semblable wise The

erthe did him self disgise. 1511-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 23
§ 7 As thei have doon . . in cases semblable. 1549 Coverdale,
etc. Erasm. Par. Epft. iv. 14-16 And in semblable wyse
vnto this, there is a lyke procedyng in the ordre of godli-
nesse. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 10 The heavenly soule
of man. .semblablewise, doth feele. .the ill affected crasis of
the body. 1624 Bp. Mountagu Immed. Addr. 79 We may
therefore Call vnto Holy Saints as well,and in semblable sort.

t 2. Corresponding, proportional, accordant, suit-

able. Obs.

1513 Life Hen, ^(1911) 19 And that hath bin.. the vtter
impouerishinge and vndooeinge not of a fewe men wtbin this

Realme, wch haue not bin able to make semblable inter-

cessors and aduocates to theire Prince. Ibid. 145 The Kinge
continewed by treatie trustinge to finde the way of peace,
wch was semblable enoughe had not the Dolphine [etc.].

163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 52 Their., legges [were] of a great
growth, not semblable to their age, being but sixe and
thirty dayes old. 1681 Wittie Surv. Heav. 44 Whether
it be not most suitable, .to the Wisdom, and Power of God
.., and semblable to the plain course of his Providence.
1817 Pennie Roy. Minstr. 11. 504 But who can paint In
language semblable, the blissful scene.

+ b. Seemly, becoming. Obs.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. lx. 188 Neither could

Monarchy, Aristocracy, nor Democracy, attaine any sem-
blable condition in anyplace so long as the Church held its

designe apart.

3. Apparent, seeming, not real, f Of treason :

Presumptive, constructive, rare,
1617 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 264 Imitation

implies three things : 1 Factum, semblable, or rather reall
acting of what we pretend to imitate. 1642 D. Rogers
Naaman 244 Here is no actuall, but an appearing and
semblable concurrence. 1660 Trial Regie. 124 That there
shall be no semblable Treasons made by presumptions or
straines of wit, but those Treasons specified there. 1696
Phillips, Semblable, seeming, likely or probable. 1874
Farrar Christ (1894) 122 What is gained.. by supposing..
the miracle was only semblable, not real ?

1 4. quzsi-adv. = Semblably adv. Obs.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xv. 54 For to make semblable [orig.

semblablement] his aunsuers duryng the syx monethes of
the somer. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 817 Semblable my
Cosin the Erie of Richmonde,. .will surely attempt. .to
pierce me on the other syde.

432

B. sb.

f L absol. and quasi-j^. (occas. pi. semblables) :

Something that is like or similar. The semblable
= the like (see Like C. 3) ; as, to do the semblable

( = F. faire le semblable). Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 6759 In al this caas, and in semblables,

If that ther ben mo resonables, He may begge, as I telle you
here. 1471 Caxton Recttyell (Sommer) 115 He that doeth
shewe loue and curtoisie ought to be thankyd by semblable.
1521 Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lelt.Ser. in. I. 283 Who..herin
geueth vnto you herty thanks, like as I do the semblable.
1528 Instruct. P. Vannes in Burnet Hist. Re/. (1679) I. 11.

Rec. 48 Studying how they may acquite this your Ingrati-
tude., with the semblable. 1560 in J. Scott Berwick-upon-
7mw^(i888) 448 Yfany soldiers ofthe garrison be appointed
to keep scourage or any such semblables as their course
shall come about. 1627 Hakewill Apol. iv. vi. § 4. 343
Long before their time, Clodius. .practised the semblable in
pearles of great price.

f 2. With qualifying possessive : (One's) like,

(one's) fellow. (So F. son semblable?) Obs.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4855 For he shulde setten al his wil To

feten a likly thing him til, And to sustene, if he might, And
epe forth, by kindes right, His owne lyknesse and sem*

blable. ? -21412 Lydg. Two Merck. 83 Vnto his semblable
thus euery thyng can drawe. 1533 Elyot Cast. Helthe
(i54i)6b, Every natural complexion delyteth in his sem-
blable._ 1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 124 (1604 Qo.) To make
true dixionof him, his semblable is his mirrour. 1607 —
Timon iv. iii. 22 His semblable,yea himselfe Timon disdaines.

f 3. A similitude or parable. Obs.
1547 Baldwin Mor. Philos. 1. iv. (1550) Avj, Parrables,

Semblables & examples, (though differing in sumwhat)
drawe al to one ende.

t Semblableness. Obs. rare. [f. Semblable
a. + -NESS.] Likeness; congruity.
C1550 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xi. 30 Fordoo

but conferre thys Masse of Mans makyng, wyth the Supper
of Christs Institution ; and see that sembleablenes ys be-
twene them, a 1638 MedeW&s. (1672) 95 This Congruity
or semblableness of our Actions and Affections one towards
another with God's Favour and Mercy towards us.

Semblably (se*mblabli), adv. Also 5 sem-
lafoly,sem(e)blabilly,semblabelie, (5-7 -blaby),
6 -billabillie, -blablye, 6-7 -blablie, (7 -bably).
[f. Semblable a. + -ly 2

.]

1 1. In like manner, similarly. Obs.
1420 Hen. V in Rymer Fcedera (1709) IX. 907/1 Th'

Accordcwas there Sworne by both the sayde Commis-
saires, yn name of our foresaid Fader ; And semblably by
Us in oure owne Name. 15206*/. Papers Hen, VIII, II.

34 That all other shall take fearfulf example by hym,
semblably to offende hereafter. 1596 Shaks. x Hen. IV, v.

iii. 21 A gallant knight he was, his name was Blunt,
Semblably furnished like the king himselfe. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxii. xxiii. II. 133 Semblably, good showresdoe breed
Silphium. 1693 T. Edwards Author. O. <y N. Test. I. 167
The Idolatrous Tabernacle was called the Tabernacle of
Moloch i.e. the King : Semblably the Mosaick Tabernacle
was . . held to be the Palace . . of the H ighest King, i. e. God.
2. Seemingly, apparently, speciously, rare.
1889 Farrar Lives Fathers I. x. 635 Martin saw through

his semblably orthodox language.

Semblance (scmblans). Also 4-6 -aunee,

(5 sembal-, sembelaunce, 6 sembleaunce).
[a. F. semblance, f. semblant : see Semblant. Cf.
Sp. semblanza

t
It. sembianza.'\

fl. The fact of appearing to view. In sem-
blance, apparent, visible, to be seen. Obs.
c 1300 Cursor M. 21638 Sin first be werld was wroght,

Meracles o be cms might Has ben in semblance and in sight.

2. The appearance or outward aspect of a person
or thing.

_
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 425 Ful lyk to hir was that

image, That maked was lyk hir semblaunce. a 1400-50 Wars
A lex. 4098 A burly best . . Ofsembalaunceasa see-bule. c 1477
Caxton Jason 40 b, They jugged him with his mayntene
and semblaunce to be a moche noble knight. 1591 Spenser
M. Hubberd 200 Be you the Souldier,for you likest are For
manly semblance, and small skill in warre. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, in. ii. 162 A timely-parted Ghost, Of ashy sem-
blance. 1631 Milton Sonn. ii. 5 Perhaps my semblance
might deceive the truth, That I to manhood am arriv'd so
near. 1741-2 Gray Agrippina 120 By Juno, It bears a noble
semblance. On this base my great revenge shall rise. 1806
Wordsw. Ode Intinu Immortality 108 Thou whose exterior
semblance doth belie Thy Soul's immensity. 1865 M. Arnold
Ess. Crit. x. (1875) 4 X 7 " mav ^e tne vu'gar part of human
nature which busies itself with the semblance and doings of
living sovereigns.

b. The form, likeness or image of a person or
thing, considered in regard to another that is

similar. Chiefly in phrases, as to the semblance of;
to have or take the semblance of; in {the) semblance

of in likeness of, so as to resemble
; + of'one's sem-

blance, resembling him.
C1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. vi. (1868) 142 J>e binges bat

he hab maked in to hys semblaunce [L. in sui similitudinem\.
1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvm. 285 And in semblaunce [v. r.

semblaunt] of a serpent sat on be appeltre. c 1400 Pilgr.
Sowle (Caxton) v. xiv. (1859) 80 And sodenly was sente doune
the hooly ghoost in semblaunce offyry tonges. c 1450 Merlin
v. 91 He hadde take the semblaunce of a moche olde man.
1471 Caxton Rccuyell iSommsx) 245 This childe had hooly
the veray semblance and liknes of kynge Iupiter. 1513
Li/e Hen. V (1911) 37 Whereby the water gathered anu
ansed..tc the semblaunce of a little sea. Ibid. 65 Smale
children apparrelled in the semblance of Angels. 1598
Shaks. Merry W. v. v. n A fault done first in the forme of
a beast . .and then another fault in the semblance of a Fowle.
177a Mackenzie Man 0/ World il v. (1823) 471 To assume
her semblance, is a tribute which vice must often pay to

SEMBLANCE.
virtue. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 277 'Twas said that
She all shapes could wear ; And oftentimes before him stood,
..In semblance of a lady fair. 1867 Parkman Jesuits N.
Amer. xvi. (1875) 218 And now the lake narrowed to the
semblance of a tranquil river,

3. A person's appearance or demeanour, expres-
sive of his thoughts, feelings, etc., or feigned in
order to hide them. (Cf. Semblant sb. 1 b, c, d.)
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5192 Bot lat bi semblance be sadd

quen bou bi sa3e aildis. 1514 Barclay Cyt. <$ Uplondyskm.
I (Percy Soc.) 21 What is fayre semblaunce, with thought &
;

hevynes? Forsothe nought elles but cloked folysshness

!

1
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 1. iii. 124 Weele haue a swashing and a
marshall outside, As manie other mannish cowards haue.
That doe outface it with their semblances. 1606 J. Car-

;
penter Solomon's Solace i. 4 He was neuer of the mind or

,

semblance, to be couetous towards his subiects, whiles he
,

was bountifull to himselfe. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts,

I

Prov. xi. 9 A dissembling friend with faire and false words
I
and semblances draweth nis neighbour intosome dangerous

I
inconvenience. 17*6 Pope Odyss. xvn. 77 Him, gath'ring

j

round, the haughty Suitors greet With semblance fair, but
!

inward deep deceit. 1805-6 Carv Dante, Inf. iv. 78 Four
mighty spirits toward us bend their steps, Of semblance
neither sorrowful nor glad.

f b. Phr. To make or show (a specified) sem-
blance. (Cf. Semblant sb. 3 a, b, f.) Obs.
1387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) II. 421 #f be Grees..comeb

beder, be bryddes makeb hem good semblaunce [MS. a sem-
blauntj. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 161 What chere or what
sembelaunce that men make vnto suche women in thaire
presence. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 778 Of truth the Pro-
tectour and the Duke of Buckingham made very good
sembleaunce vnto the Lord Hastinge's and kept him much
in their company. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vii. 44 He..
humble homage did vnto him make, Midst sorrow shewing
ioyous semblance for his sake.

4. An appearance or outward seeming ^/"(some-
thing which is not actually there or of which the
reality is different from its appearance).
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. ii. 117 With patches, colours, and

with formes being fetcht Fromglist'ring semblances of piety.
1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. § 39 They had the appear-
ance of a good body of men, there being all the semblance
of great bodies behind on the other side of the hill. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 529 With high words, that bore Semblance
of worth not substance. 1797 Godwin Enquirer 1. xi. 96
Where the parent is not prepared to grant a real and bona
/ide equality.. he should avoid the semblance of it. 1799
Ht. Lee Canterb. T., Frenchm. T. (ed. 2) I. 288 [She] was
not_ duped by this semblance of tranquillity. 182a Lamb
Elia Ser. 11. Books $ Reading, To reach down a well-bound
semblance of a volume. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xiii.

III. 298 Carstairs was forced to content himself with the
substance of power, and to leave the semblance to others.
1855 Dickens Dorrit n. xiii, On the door .. appeared the
semblance of a brass-plate. 1861 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) III.
i. 21 Any thing which bore even the semblance of wealth
was an irresistible excitement to their cupidity. 1889Jessopp
Coming0/Friars ii. 80 In many cases oiled linen cloth served
to admit a feeble semblance of light.

b. An apparition or vision (of a person, etc.).

1489 Caxton Faytes o/Armes in. 1. 168 Appiered byfore
me the semblaunce of a creature hauyng the fourme of a
stately man. a 1717 Fenton Odyss. xi. in Milton's Style
Poems 125, I last the visionary Semblance view'd Of Hercu-
les, a shadowy Form ; for He The real Son of Jove, in
Heav'ns high Court Abides. 1813 Scott Triertn. 11. xxviii,
And her semblance oft will seem, Mingling in a champion's
dream, Of her weary lot to 'plain, And crave his aid to burst
her chain. 1870 O'Shaughnessv Epic 0/Women 202, I saw
Him some time by the flickering light, As the one in my
dream who was playing my part ; Till his semblance grew
dim and was gone from my sight.

C. With negative (or equivalent) : Even the
appearance, the bare appearance.
1828 Macaulay Ess., Hallam r 29 When the Protector

wished to put his own brother to death, without even the
semblance of a trial. 1847 R. W. Hamilton Rewards 4-

Puniskm. vii. (1853) 320 Where is the semblance of proof
that Christ visited disembodied spirits of the wicked ? 1874
Green Short Hist. viii. § 6. 524 The fall of Strafford had
put an end to all semblance of rule.

d. In semblance, in seeming, in appearance(only).
1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. v. (1866) 78 So was his

government Roman in semblance rather than in fact.

e. In generalized sense and quasi-Dersonification.
1839 Carlyle Chartism v. (1840) 44 It is the heyday of

Imposture; of Semblance recognising itself and getting
itself recognised, for Substance. 1840 — Heroes vi. (1841)
382 The. .return of mankind to Reality and Fact, now that
they were perishing of Semblance and Sham.

5. A person or thing that resembles another ; a
likeness, image, or copy of.

x$i$ Life Hen. ^(1911) 143 Maruelouslie imbordered wlh

signes and semblances of Lillies and of Roses. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 12^6 No more then waxe shall be accounted euill,

Wherein is stampt the semblance of a Deuill. 1762-71 H.
Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) 1. 88 John Rous, the
antiquary of Warwickshire, who drew his own portrait and
other semblances. 1824 Campbell Theodric 155 The paint-
ing long in that sweet mansion drew Regards its living
semblance little knew. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. 111. 1.

xi. § 4 The fact of our deriving constant pleasure from what-
ever is a type or semblance of divine attributes.

6. The fact or quality of being like something

;

likeness, resemblance.
1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 236 There is suche affinitie

and semblaunce in the matter, that we could not doe amisse
to ioyne them all together. 1648-99 J. Beaumont Psyche
iii. 67 The Reins were cloath'd in whitest silk, to hold Some
'semblance to the Hand that them controll'd. 1684 Bunyan
Pilgr. 11. 122, I thought no body had been like me, but I

see there was some Semblance 'twixt this good Man and I.

a 1864 Ferrier Grk. Philos. (1866) I. iv. 92 Construct our
skeleton as we best may, and.. give it. .some semblance



SEMBLANT.
to the remains of an organic creature. 1900 J. G. Campbell
Superstit. Scott, llighl. 78 The student.. will recognize in

them a semblance to the Fairy tales of the North of Ireland.

+ 7. Likelihood, probability. Obs,

'548 Geste Agst. Pr. Mmse Fiv, It is expressely wrytten
..(say our catholiques) that they sacrificed to thee Lorde.
Therfore by al sembleaunce they sacrificed his body and
bloud. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. Ixxi. (1739) 189
Yet some semblance there is, that it was yet more ancient.

8. Phr. To make semblance : to make an ap-
pearance or pretence. Const, 0/" (something, doing
something) ; also with clause introduced by that,

as if as though ; also with inf. (Cf. Semblant
sb. 3 c, d.)

£1450 Merlin ii. 39 He that shewed yow that, made yow
semblance that ye sholde be deed for me. 1583 T. Washing-
ton tr. Nicholays I'oy. t. xx. 24 He should make a sem-
blance as though he would remayne there in hostage. 160a
Mahston Antonio's Rev. v. i. Wks. 1856 I. 132 They all
make semblance of loathing Piero. 1610 Holland Cam,
den's Brit. 1. 813 A sou ldior.. making semblance to deliver
unto him the keies of the Castle. 1649 M ilton Eikon. xxvii.
224 His words make semblance as if hee were magnanimously
exercising himself. 1670 — Hist. Eng. 11. 51 Who, by his
Father banish "d... made semblance of marching toward
Britain. 1850 Gladstone Glean. (1879) V. 213 Did she, or
did she not, ever make a semblance of surrendering it?

t Semblant, sb. Obs. Forms : 3 samblant,
3-5 semblaund, 3-6 sembland, -blaunt, 4
scmbelande, -aund, -aunt, semblont, 4-5 sem-
blaunde, 5 sembelant, -blande, 5-6 -blaunte,
6 -blante, 3-7 semblant ; also 4 semelant, 4-5
semlaunt, -land(e, 4-6 semlant, 5 semeland(e,
-awnt, seemlaunte, seymland, semlante. Also
Semenaunt. [a. F. semblant (nth c), sb. use of
pr. pple. of sembler Semble v.

The corresponding forms in the other Rom. langs. (see
Semblant a,) are likewise used subsL]

1. A person's outward aspect or appearance.
a 1225 St. Marfier. 5 Salue me mine wunden bat hit ne

sem..o mi samblant bat ich derf drehe. ciaooS.Eng.Leg.
322/799 pe ei^ene stareinde, And be mouth of foul sem-
blaunt. i«97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3985 per come in tuelf olde
men wib euene pas bere, Men of wel vair semblant, t'1330
Arth. <y MerL 5537 (Kolbing) Alle his barouns him seyd, ywis.
It sembled men of gret priis, Hersemblaunt hem bar wilnisse.
c 1440 Generydes 4019 By hir semlante he thought it shuld
be she, 11599 Skelton P. Sparowe 936 His foule sem-
blaunt Alldispleasaunte. 1594 R. C[arewJ Godfrey (1881)
109 And with a semblant braue and nobellest, (As lightning
wonts) he in his armour shines. 1595 Southwell Poet.
Wks. (1856) 118 In springing locks lay crouched hoary wit,
In semblant young, a grave and ancient port.

b. esp. as betokening the thoughts, feelings,

mood, disposition, etc. : Demeanour, air, look,
expression.
1x140 Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 247 Nis hare nan be

ne. .gutted ilome, ooer ifol semblant oder in vuel dede. 13.

.

Coerde L. 3464 Kyng Richard.. Abouten hym gan loke ful

yerne With wrathful semblaunt and eyen Sterne. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 275 Socrates, .drank venym
wib stedfast semblaunt [L, constanti vultu], 1390Gow1-.it
Con/. III. 253 And thei hire sihe of glad semblant, Al full

of merthes and of hordes, c 1460 Towneley Myst. \xu 211
With seymland full sory, wryngand both my handis nor
drede. 1531 Elyot Gov. in. xu (1880) II. 277 Pacience is a
noble vertue, . . retayninge all wayes glad semblaunt in ad-
uersitie and doloure. 1596 Spenser /". Q. iv. x. 31 Therein
sate an amiable Dame, That seem'd to be of very sober
mood, And in her semblant shewed great womanhood. 1651
Life Fr. Sarpi 4 Being in himselfe . . of a semblant or meane,
alwaies thoughtful), and rather melancholique then serious.

c. The demeanour or ' countenance ' which a
person exhibits towards others

;
good or fair sem*

blant
y
favourable countenance, favour. Also, a

look or glance cast upon another. Cf. 3 b.

c 1330 R. Brunnb Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6434 He tok sire

Conan by be hond, & on hym low wyb god semblaunt
[Petyt MS. faire semblandej. 1387 Tkevisa Higden (Rolls)

VI. 87 Som wikked men sight bat Berthericus hadde good
semblant of meny men [L. quod Bercaricus a mnttis esset

salittatus]. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. xii. 3 And she,

aperceyving this fantasyse in myne herte, gan her semblaunt

foodly on me caste. 1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. xvii. 96
[e sawe an hondred lad yes and many knyghtes that wel*

commed hym with fayr semblaunt, c 1477 Caxton Jason
61 And Vsiphile on that other syde alwaye in her amerouse
semblants and regardes. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 111. (Som-
mer) 278 A minde which could cast a carelesse semblant
vppon the greatest conflicted of Fortune. 1598 Vong Diana
49 Whereupon Doria with agrat.ous semblant answered her
thus againe.

d. With contextual implication that the ap-
pearance is deceitful or misleading. Often false

oxfair semblant ( - F.faux, beau semblant).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 128 Ant te valse ancrc.habbeo efter be

uoxe a simple semblaunt sume cherre, & beod bauh fut of
gite. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 7 The word was lich to the con-

ceite Withoute semblant of deceite. 1401 26 Pol. Poems
13/122 The world is like a fals lemman, ffayre semblaunt,
and moche gyle. 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv. xlvii. 204
Shortly after the necessity ceased, or the false semblant [L.

simutatio]. 1600 O. E. Repl. to Libel 1. v. 121 In outward
semblant they are sheepe, but inwardly they are goates.

e. The face, countenance. ( = L. vultus.)

CX315 Shoreham Poems n. 57 Hy..By-spet hym bat

*we[tle semblant pat heuene and erbe a-ly^tte [L. Vulium
Dei conspuunt', lumen caeligratum]. c 1380 Wyclif Last
Age Ch. (1840) 36 Jhas wente into heuene to apere to be
semlant of God for us [Heb. ix. 24 ut afbareat nunc vultni
Deipro nobis). 138a — Luke xxiv. 5 Whenne thei dredden,
and bowiden her semelant [1388 semblaunt, sembland, Vulg.
declinartnt vultum\ in to erthe. c 1425 St. Mary 0/

Vol.. VIII.
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Oignies l. xii. in Anglia VIII. 147/43 In swote of by seme-
lande bou schalte ete by mete, c 1440 Promp. Part: 452/1
Semelawnt [Winch. MS. Seemlaunte], vultus. 1483 Cath.
A'tgl. 329/1 A Semlande (v.r. Semblande), vultus.

2. gen. Appearance, seeming, outward aspect

;

also, an appearance or show (whether true or false)

of some quality, etc. Also, something that exists

j

only in appearance or pretence.

[ i
«i22S Ancr. R. 416 Vnder semblaunt of gode is ofte

i-heled sunne. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 872 No pompe,
no semblant of roialtee. 1554 Philpot Exam. § Writ.

I

(Parker Soc.) 388 So that I dare say that the temples of the
i cruel barbarous nations have more semblant of religion.
1 1590 Spenser F. Q. in. iv. 54 And thousand fancies bett his

j

ydle brayne With their light wings, the sights of semblants
vaine. 1591 — Virg.

t
Gnat 93 Ne measures all things by

the costly rate Of riotise, and semblants outward braue.
1624 Brie/ Inform. Palatinate 42 Counterfeit Embassades
sent here and there, vnder false pretexts and semblants.

b. By semblaniy in appearance or aspect (cf.

OF. par semblant). Also in semblant, in seeming.
.' a 1306 Chaucer Rom. Rose 152 And ful of gyle, and felle

corage, By semblaunt [F. par semblant) was that ilke
ymage. c 1386 — Sor.'s T. 508 Right so this god of loue,
this ypocryte..kepeth in semblant alle hise obseruances
That sowneth in to gentillesse of loue. c 1400 Brut 1. 120
He saw a wonder faire ymage, & wel made, & in sem-
blant as it were an Archire. 1513 Douglas JEneis 1. xi. 43
As Cupide hingisabowt Eneas hals, .. fen;eand luif full fals,

By sembland as he his fader hed bene.

3. To make semblant [= F. faire semblant'].

a. To have or assume a (specified) expression,
look, or demeanour.
c 1*90 S. Eng. Leg. 322/797 5wane huy i-seoz heore felawe

to torment i-broujt, Lubur semblaunt huy makiez hope, as
it ne likede heom nou$t. 1375 Barbour Bruce ix. 250 Thai
. . maid gude sembland for the ficht. 1474 Caxton Chesse
m. vii. (1883) 141 Allway where he wente he made heuy and
tryste semblant. 1561 Randolph Let. to Cecil (MS. Cott.
Calig. B. 10 If. 32), It is said.. what semblant somever the
noble men do make, that they are grieved with their queen's
refusal. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 803 Valetta
although his mind, .was inwardly attainted with exceeding
griefe, yet made semblant otherwise. 1624 BriefInform.
Palatinate 49 Where yet neuerthelesse was made all manner
of faire semblant, and seeming to haue a desire to giue
satisfaction.

b. To show a (good or ill) countenance (to any
one) ; to give (a person) a welcome, reception, or
entertainment (of a specified character, friendly or
unfriendly). Cf. 1 c.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 90 His eie euer bihalt te 31F bu makest ei

semblaunt, oder eni luue lates touward undeauwes. c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. 41/256 pe schrewe heom made fair semblaunt,
..f>at huy were for-dronke beie and a-slepe lei^en sone.
C1430 Syr Tryatn. 1142 The kyng toke hym be the hande,
And made hym glad semelande. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 24
Y praie you.. that ye make me never the worse cherc.nor
that ye make me not the worse semblaunt.

0. To make a show, appearance, or pretence of;
to appear to do or be something ; to seem likely,

threaten, to do. (Cf. F. faire semblant de)* Also
occas. without const
1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 238 Lordingis, now }he se How

5on men, throu thar gret pouste, Wald, and thai mycht
fulfill thar will, Slay vs, and mak sembland thar-titl. 1470-
85 Malory Arthur vii. viii. 224 And therwith al he made
a semblaunt to slee hym. 1481 Caxton Myrr. m. xvi. 171
They.. make semblaunt to be moche greteclerkis&experte.
a TS33 I' lj - Brrners Huon lie. 205 Whan they saw them
comynge, they made semblaunt to returne to the cyte a soft

pace. 1573 Nciu Custom Prol., Making semblant of anti*
quitie in all that they did. 1602 Dolman La Primaud.
Fr. Acad. (161S) in. 830 He will make semblant to despise
and scorne the hounds. 1629 Maxwell Herodian App. 98
Seeing what was done, could not be vndone, they.. made
semblant of reioycing, as others did.

d. With clause introduced by that, as, as if as
though. Also rarely with obj. + inf.

a 1300 Cursor M. 172884*389 lesus made horn semblant as
he wald ferrer goo. c 1340 Ayenb. 137 pe wel couaytouse
wrechche, bet..makebalneway semblont pet he ne hep najt.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 570 pay make semblaunt as
bough bay speke of good entencioun. e 1450 Merlin ii. 2s
When Vortiger wiste he was ded, he made semblaunt as he
hadde be right wroth. 1548 Uoall, etc. Erasm. Par. Mark
vi. 45-52 Jesus, .made semblaunte as though he would haue
passed by them. 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's Courtyer
I. E ii b, Some Oratours. .dissemblinge their cunning, made
semblant their orations to bee made very simply. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. xiv. vii. 15 Making fane sem-
blant, That himselfe was much disquieted.

e. With negative (or its equivalent) : Not to let

one's thoughts, feelings, etc. appear; to show no
sign {of) ; not to seem (or not to seem likely) to

be or do something. (So in Fr., esp. in phr. ne
faire semblant de rien, to take no notice.)
C1230 Hali Meid. 44 (MS. Bodl.) Me beo be best luuieo",

ham to-beore3 ofte brin, bah ha na semblant [MS. Titus
berof na semblaund] ne makijn ine marhen. 13.. Guy
Warw. 2290 purch his bodi be blod ran; Tirri made no
semblaunt of ban. a 1330 Otuel 467 To smhen made he
semblant non, Er otuwelwas risen & gon. a 1450 Knt. de
la Tour xiv. 19 Her suster, that had lost atte the plate as
well as she, made no semblaunt of her losse . . , but made as
good chere as she hadd wonne. 1471 Caxton Recnyell
(Sommer) 65 Whan saturne sawe that his enemyes made no
semblant to meue. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon lxxxii. 256
Whan Gerard vnderstode the kynge he wasioyfull ther of
in Ins herte, but he made no semblaunt of ioy by cause of
the lordes that were there present. 1559 Mirr. Mag.

t
Dk.

Glouc. xxii, Yet openly in snewe made he no semblaunt, By
worde nor by deed to beare displeasure. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 368 For all that, Moses neither word or
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countenance made any semblant of liking, or disliking the
message.

f. In similar phrases with other vbs., as to show
or kithe semblant ; to give a semblant (of). To let

no semblant be seen : cf. e.

13. . Cursor M. 29067 (Cott. Gr.Iba) Bot when je fast, ban
sail 5e schaw Meri sembland with glad chere. 13.. Guy
Warw. 2214 Al togider bai gun smite; Semblant of loue
bai kidde bot lite. 13. . Gatv. fy Gr. Knt. 468 pa} Arber be
hende kyng at heit hade wonder, He let no semblaunt be
sene. c 1500 Melusine 1232 The whiche esquyer with his
companye came with amyable contenaunce, shewyng no
semblaunt but as frendes. 1618 Bolton Florus iv. h,(i636)
288 Had not five cohorts of the Pompeian horse.. given a
semblant of flying forig. nisi cokortes kostium qvwque..
fugac speciem praeouisseni].

4. A likeness or resemblance, an image or por-
trait (of).
a 1400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 84/21 Hys sem-

blant he sette my saule with-in. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta
Secret, lvi. 217 Phylomon.-sayde, ' who-so Is this ymage?'
They sayden, 'this ys the Semblaunt of the wyse ypocras'.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 12 But he the knight, whose sem-
blaunt he did beare, The true Saint George was wandred
far away. 1614 T. White Martyrd. St. Geo. D 3, Here's
thy clay-frame,—God, doe with it thy pleasure; Here's
thine owne semblant by my_ sinnes abased. 1617 Collins
Dtf, Bp. Ely 11. x. 416 While we lay downe the old man,
and take vp the new, there is a semblant of our dying,
as well as of our rising againe.

5. By extension from 3 b (where cf. quot. ^1290)

:

Entertainment furnished to guests. (For the sense-

development cf. Cheer.)
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7167 He ber be croune & huld be

deis mid ober atil al so, & mid gret semblant be feste huld.
13.. Seuyn Sag. 404 (W.) Thai..maked at ese the mes-
sagers, With god semblant, and glade chers. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 131 He-.Solased hem with semblaunt & syled
fyrre.

Semblant (se-mblant), a. Now rare or Obs.
Forms: 4, 6 sembland, 5 semland, samblant,
6 semblante, 6-9 semblant. [a. OF. semblant,
pres. pple. of sembler Semble v., used as adj. Cf.

Sp. semblante, It. sembiante,']

f 1. Like, similar. Const, to. Obs,
x377 [see Semblable a. i\. 1485 Caxton Chas. Gl 240 O

comforte of my body, . . resemblyng to Iudas machabeus in
prowesse, samblant to Sampson in strengthe. 1513 Douglas
sEneis x. xii. 130 Bot siclike chancis and semblant [v.r.

sembland] ennoy Abydis the. 1607 J. Carpenter Plaine
Mans Plough 15 They had., followed after strange and false

gods, as semblant to the Heathens, 1612 W. Sclater Minis-
ter's Portion 1 In other semblant imployments. 1725 Pope
Odyss. iv. 33 Two youths approach, whose semblant features
§rove Their blood devolving^ from the source of Jove. 1729

t
avage Wanderer u. 24 This figure tender grief, like mine,

implies, And semblant thoughts, that earthly pomp despise,

fb. Of a portrait: Resembling the original.

1714 Prior Ep. Desiring Queen's Picture 18 That as their
Eyes survey The semblant Shade, Men yet unborn may
say : Thus Great, thus Gracious look'd Britannia's Queen.

f 2. That simulates an appearance. Obs.
1725W. Hamilton To C'tess Eglinion 68 in Ramsay Gentle

Sheph.
t
And semblant falsehood puts on truth's disguise.

3. Seeming, apparent, counterfeit.
1840 Blackw. Mag. XLVII. 776 This alliance between

Rome and a wide semblant indifference towards all creeds
is the most characteristic and portentous sign of the
times. 1840 Carlyle Heroes v. (1841) 284 Thou art not
true; thou art not extant, only semblant. 1843 — Past <J-

Pr. 1. ii. 16 A just real union as of brother and brother, not
a false and merely semblant one as of slave and master.

Semblative, a. rare. [f. Semble v. + -ative,

after Semblant.] Coined by Shaks. (if the text

is sound) to mean ' like, resembling ', or perh.
( seeming, appearing \ In the later quots. : Seem-
ing ; simulating the appearance (of)»
1601 Shaks. Twel. M 1. iv. 34 Thy small pipe Is as the

maidens organ, shrill, and sound, And all is semblatiue a
womans part. 1814 A. Becket Genii i. in New Brit. Theatre
I. 500 Well, young Marcellus, soon shall it be known If
thine be actual worth, or merely semblative. 1816 Towne
Fanner <$ Grazier's Guide 60 The . . ague-stricken Appear-
ance which is betrayed in Oxen, when they become Hide-
bound, is semblative of an autumnal, or intermitting fever.

t Senible, a. Obs. [a. OF. semble :—L. similis

:

see Similar a.] Like, similar.

1449 Verulam MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1906) 4 The
seide place without delaye to be abated in semble wyse.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 87 Thanne the quene after kneled
tofore her lorde, and besought hym that men shulde do
semble iustice to Amon the seneschall. 1546 Langley tr.

Pol. Verg. de Invent, vi. iv. 1 18 b, Also he did in semble wise
consecrate the Table. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith 1.

(1608) 16 A tyrant vile, Of name and deed that bare the
semble stile, That did this king.

f Senible, v. 1 Obs. Forms : 3-4 semele, 4
sembul, 4-7 Bemble, sembyll. Pa, t. and Pa.
pple. 4 semblet, -blyt, semlit, 5 sembelet, sem-
bild, semblyde, semled, semlyd, semyld.
[Apnetic var. of Assemble v. (Godefr. has a few
instances of OF. sembler in the same sense.)]

1. trans. To bring together (persons) into one
place or company ; = Assemble vA 1.

<r«So [see Assemble v. 1 1]. a 1300 Cursor M. 7410 His
scepe bam-self war [read wald] sembel samen. a 135a Minot
Poems (ed. Hall) in. 87 He sembled all his men full still.

a 1500 Beket Prophecy in Bernard, de cura rei fam.
(E.E.T.S.) 25 And ben thomas semblise sone seyue skore
masons. 1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissil v. ii. 2984 Heare
you now, awl that bee sembled heere.
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b. spec. (See quot.)

1870 Hardxvicke's Sci. Gossip 153 A group [of moths], the

females of many of which are noted for the peculiar pro-

perty they possess of collecting, or, as the old entomologists

named it, ' sembling ', the males from long distances.

2. To bring together (things) into one place or

mass, to collect; = Assemble v}- 2.

a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 55 Scho sail gedyre

and sembyll gude whete and ober gud cornnes to-gedir.

CX470 Harding Ckron. lxv. t, That made a wall well

wrought of lyme and stone, Where Seuer made of turues &
soddes sembled.

3. intr. To come together ;
m Assemble v.* 5.

13.. Guy Wanv. (1891) 45a per sembled a fair ferred.

ciyjs Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baptisla) 800 J>e sarazenis

semlit ilkane. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 47 Eueriche brober

& sister, .shuln semelyn in a certayne place, c 14x0 Avow.
Arth. lxx, Hor lordis sembelet to a sy;te. 1497 Bp. Alcock
Mom Perfect. Ciij, Ye people semblid togydre to ouercome
vyce. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 67 Ten thousand men .

.

Syne semlit hes togither on ane da.

4. To meet in conflict ; = Assemble vA 6. Also,

to make an attack on.

C1350 Witt, Palerne 3811 pan aswibe bei sembled to-gader.

? a 1400 Morte Arth, 967 Siche sex ware to symple to semble
with hyme one. Ibid. 3746 Now they.. Sembles one the

sowdeours, and settys theire dyntys. 1456 Sir G. Haye
Law Arms (S.T.S.) 164 Men may..geve thame the werr
felde, outhir lawar or in a myre, quhare thai may nocht
wele semble, na to help thame selff. 1513 Douglas SEneis
viii. Prol. 60 To semble wyth thair schaftis.

5. trans. To assail, attack ; = Assemble v.* 7.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1333 pan bowes he to be baistall &
brymly it sembtis.

Hence f Se'mbling vbl. sb.

a 1300 Have/oh 1018 pere was sembling i-now ! a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 769 Pe same day at was sett be sembling of

bathe, e 1430 Anturs ofArth. 661 With owttene more let-

tynge, Was dighte there thiere semblynge. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 452/2 Semlynge, or metynge to-geder, concursus.

t Semble, v? 06s. Also 4 sembel, 5 cemble,
cera(e)lyn, 5-6 sembil. [a. F. semble-r :—L. simi-

l&re, simulate (cf. Simulate v.), f. simil-is like.

Cf. Pr., Sp. semblar, It. sembiare, sembrare.
-

]
1. a. trans. To be like, resemble.
c 1330A rth.

<fr
Merl. 8853 (Kolbing) He no sembled no more

him o^an, pan dob a child ojain a man. 1340 Ayenb. 176 po
bet makeb zuo greate homes of hare here.. bet hi sembleb
wel fole wyfmen. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 117/1 And to that

other she said thou were lyke and semblest wel thy fader.

1630 I. Craven God's Tribunall (1631) 33 Let no man dis-

semble himselfe out of policy, or semble another in hypo,
crisie. 1650 Bulwer A nthropomet.ui. 61 A broad forehead
which in a manner sembles a quadrangle may be somewhat
suitable. 1713 Yarhelfs Kitchen 2 With . .Eyes that darted
Fire, And a Proboscis sembling SarunVs Spire.

b. intr. To be like, to have a resemblance to.

c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (prose) 3 Til be wyis man sembils
he bat fundes his hus opon be stan. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour 125 She sembled not vnto the doughter of a senatour
of Rome that had so cruell liert that [etc.],

2. intr. To seem, appear.
c 1335 Metr. Horn. 136 And forthi that Crist tholes this,

Ite sembeles that he slepand is. c 2330 Arth. <y Merl. 5547
( Kulbing) Ac ae semble so wht & fre, pat 3e beb welcome to

me, 15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 263 Then he wyll
semble to go with vs to counseyle, &directe vs in our purpose.

b. To be likely to do something.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9781 If angel had tan mans kind pan war

he wayker mad ban ar, pat he suld haue na pouer bar ; And
sembel lightlt for to fall.

3. To assume an appearance, make oneself seem,

to pretend. (Very common in Udall's writings.)

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 128 Diogenes sembleyng to

have no greate witte ne knowlage. Ibid. 214 b, He sem-
bleed & made as though he tooke not indignacion. Ibid.

319 Sembleyng that he graunted his saiyng. c ijjjq L.
Wager Marie Magd. 1502, I pray you do your diligence,

And semble rather to loue hym than to hate.

4. trans. To simulate, feign ; absol. to practise

simulation.

1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates G iv b, Vtterlye appoynted
to semble and dissemble, to haue one thinge in the harte and
a notber in the^ mouth. 1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. Convoc.
11. C j b, Al be it they swere..that they knowe not theyr
father, nor mother, . . as in dede they can semble & dissemble
all thynges. 1570 Levins Manip. 60/5 To semble, simulare.
c 1570 W. Wager The longer thou livest 1074 (Brandl),

Stage direct.^ Semble a goyng out. 1584 R. W. Three
Ladies Lond. 11. A iij b, lie tell thee what, thou wilt euen
semble and cog with thine own father, A couple of false

knaues togither. 1590 Humble Motion with Submission 57
By these couloured offices a man may haue a popish school e-
maister, especially if he can semble a little.

1f Used for Dissemble v.

1603 Dekker & Chettle Grissil v. ii. 2769 Sir Ow. [a
Welshman]. Ian Niclas is honest man : bee does not
flatter, and sembles, but tell his intentions.

5. To liken, compare.
a 1440 Promp. Parv. 66/1 Cemelyn* or lykyn* [v.rr. cem-

lyn, cemblen],a«/;««/(7. 1563 Shutf. Archit. E

'

piller for his strength is likned or to be st

Tuscana.

6. To represent, picture.
1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. Earth xlii, The azure

fields of heav'n wear sembled right In a large round.
1687 W. Sclater Exp. 2 Thess, (1629) 94 The terrible
sound of the last trumpe which Hierome so continually
sembled to himselfe, how it made him feare where he was
most secure. Ibid. 163 Semble to your selues a Papist pro-
strate before his breaden God. 1706 [see Sembling/^/. a. 2].

'755 Johnson, Semble, to represent, to make a likeness.

Hence t Se'mbling vbl. sb.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 452/2 Semlynge, or lykenesse, assimi-

Whiche
vnto
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lacio. 1567 Gude «y Godl/'e B. 235 To thair sembling tak
gude sicht, How that thay pas away sa bair.

II Semble (se'mb'l), vfi impers. Law. [Fr.,

3rd pers. sing. pres. ind. of sembler to seem.]
= ' It seems '

; used in judicial utterances to intro-

duce the incidental statement of an opinion on
a point of law which it is not necessary to decide

authoritatively. In reports abbreviated scm., semb.

1817 Selwyn Law Nisi Prins (ed. 4) II. 1294 And semble,

under these circumstances, an eviction might be pleaded to

the whole demand, a 1859 Austin Jutispr. (1879) II. 850 It

is essential to the character of a real servitude that there

should be a 'praedium serviens',anda ' prsedium dominans'.
Semble that a personal servitude, .can hardly exist over a
movable.

Semble, variant of Sembly Obs.

T Semblesse. Obs. rare-1
. [? f. Semble v. +

•esse, -ess 2.] Seemliness.
14.. in Hist. Coll. Citizen Lomi. (Camden) 53 A famos

knyght and of grete semblesse.

t Sembling, ///. a. Obs. [f. Semble v? +
-ing K]
1. That feigns or simulates.

1557-8 Jacob <$• Esau v. iv. (1568) Fivb, Ah hypocrite, ah
hedgecreeper, ah sembling wretche. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. An.
drois 916 in Satir. Poems Reform, xlv, They knew him for

a sembling baird. x6ia T. Taylor Comm. Titus i. 16

Counterfeit and sembling professors. 1642 S. W. Pari.
Vind.A nsw, Rupert 3 In this not sembling but suffering age.

2. That depicts or represents.

1706 Prior Ode to Queen xxviii, Where sembling Art may
carve the fair Effect.

Semblont, variant of Semblant sb. Obs.

t Se'mbly. Obs. Forms : 3-6 semble, 4-5
semble", sembleo, 6 sembla, semb lay, semely,
semlay, semle, semly, 5-6 semblie, 6 samble,
semblye, 6, 8 sembly. [Aphetic form of Assem-
bly. (AF. had semble', umbtite.)"]

1. A gathering of people ; an assembly. To do,

to make sembly, to meet, to be present at an as-

sembly.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6408 Moyses han cald sir iosue, And

mad"him maister o bat semble. Ibid. 14489 Wit bis pai mad
a gret semble. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 380 In the stour sa
hardyly He ruschyt, that all the semble schuk. 1389 in

Eng. Gilds (1870) 31 Qwo-so be somouned to don semble er

to congregacioun. c 1400 Master ofGame (MS. Digby 182)

xxxii, The semble, bat men clepeth gaderynge, shulde be
maked in bis manere. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) Prol. 3 For
a semblee of Peple withouten a Cheventeyn, or a chief Lord,
is as a Flock of Scheep withouten a Schepperde. 0x450
Knt. de la Tour 63 A fest and a gret semble of ladies

and gentilwomen. c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 415 A blyth
semblay was at his lychtyn doun. a 154a Wyatt Penit. Ps.
cii. 72 But to this samble running in the way, My strength
failed to reach it at the full. 156a in Cal.Anc. Rec. Dublin
(1891! II. 25 Yf thenheritors . . do not show sufficient title..

this side the next quarter sembly after Cristenmas. 1715
Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) II. 60 A Council of..
Fathers ; whose sembly was called the Senate.

2. Suite, retinue.

14.. Sir Beues 3963/23 (MS. E.) Now wendib sere B. wib
hys semble To Hampmyngforde, bat goode cyte. c 1430 Syr
Geuer. (Roxb.) 105 fo come to Mountanar that feir Citie,

And eche a Prince bring his semble.

3. Hostile meeting, conflict ; = Assembly 3.
a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 797 Sa sare was be semble bire

seggis be-twene. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 92
At a semle bat segge in certayne was slayne. 1456 Sir G.
Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 117 He that departis fra the ost
in the tyme ofsemble, that is feid and wrytyn. 1535 Stewart
Cron. Scot. II. 454 Ane scharpar sembla jit wes thair neuer
sene.

4. attrib. , as sembly-house.
C1400 Wyclif*s Bible Prol. I. 51 The iij. orrible synne is

symonie, and forswering in the semble hous. 1447 Epist.
Acad. Oxon. (O.H.S.) I. 260 In a tym of a convocation in
our semble house.

II Sembrado'r. Obs. exc. Hist. [Sp. sembra-
dor, f. sembrar to sow :—L. shninare, f. scmin-,

sdmen seed.] (See quot. 1670.)
1670 Evelyn in Phil. Trans. V. 1055 The Spanish Sem-

brador or New Engin for Ploughing, and Equal Sowing all

sorts of Grain, and Harrowing, at once, a 1700 — Diary
25 Nov. 1668, I waited on Lo. Sandwich, who presented me
with the Sembrador he brought out of Spaine.

Sembreefb, -brief(e, obs. forms of Semibbeve.
Semde, obs. pa. t. of Seem z».2

Seme : see Seam, Seem. Semeare : see Semar.
Semeblabilly, obs. form of Semblablt adv.

II Senile (se'm^
|| %9me), a. and sb. Her. Forms:

6 semie, 6-7 semi, 7 seme, semy, 8-9 seme", 8-
seme'e. [a. F. semie fem. of semi, pa. pple. of
semer to sow.] A. adj. = Powdered ppl. a. 3.

f Also in AF. phrases, semi de crosses, semi de luces

m Seme'e of crosses, of lilies.

156a Legh Armory 63 b, He bereth Geules,semi de crosses
flourte, Or. Ifthere were but vii, and that the half of some
of them, were out of the fielde. .yet it sholde be called Semi.
1586 Kerne Blaz. Gentrie 1. 194 The chief: which is Or:..
semie of teares, which is signified heere, by this colour of
Azure. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xii. § 51 The golden
I -i! lies of Krance, which row are borne in triangle, were in
those dayes born, and aduanced Semi. 1641 Baker Chron.,
Hen, V 47 First therefore he begins to alter in his Arms
the bearing of Semy-de-Luces, and quarters the three Flower
Deluces, as the Kings of France then bare them. 1x1700 Eve-
lyn Diary 7 Sept. 1651, Heralds in blew velvet semee with
fleurs de fys. 1718 A. Nisbet Ess. Armories Index Terms,

SEMEIOTICS.

Semee, that is sown when many small Figures are irregularly

disposed in a Field. 1823 Kutter Fonthill Introd. 22 Mor-
ville, Azure, Seme'e of Fleurs de Lys, and fretty, Or. 1873
Mrs. Palliser tr. Jacoucmart's Ceramic Art 51 Blue
ground seme with red and lilac splashes.

B. sb. = Powdering 3 b.

In recent Diets.; in quot. perh. adj. with plural ending.
1562 Legh Armory 50 Geules, a playne crosse, Frette

Azure, As ye haue this Frette : So shall you haue some
Diaper & some Semies, of dyuers thynges, that I can not
spealce of here.

Senieed (se-nu'd), ppl. a. Her. Forms: 6
semyed, 7, 9 s£m6ed, semied, 9 sem6'd.
[Anglicized f. prec.] = Semee a.
X57» Bossewell A miotic 36 There are also to bee founde

and seene in armes Crosses double partited, semyed, quar-
tered of the fielde wherein they stande. 165a Evelyn St.
France Misc. Wks. (1825) 61 A casque of blew velvet semeed
with fleurs de lys. 1862 H. Marryat Year in Sweden II.

149 note, This chapel has been restored, the vaulting seme'd
with gold stars on a blue ground. 1879 Waterton Pietas
Mariana 223 She wears a purple garment, semeed with
leaves of Shamrock.

Seiueiography (sfmsi ip'grafi). In Diets.

also semi-, [f. Gr. aijfiuo-v sign + -guaphy.
(Gr. had orjfiuoypdtpos short-hand writer.) Cf. F.

semUographie^ (In this and the following words
the forms with semi- are in accordance with English

analogies, but are little used, because they do not

clearly suggest the etymology.)]

+ 1. Symbolic notation: in quot. with reference

to the symbols of the planets. Obs.

1706 Thwaites in Heame's Collect. 8 Mar. (O.H.S.) I. 201

A dispute about Semeiography causes you this trouble.

2. Path. A description of symptoms; the art of

describing symptoms.
1855 Dunglison.M&£ Lex.,Semeiography . .Semiography.

1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet., Semeiography.

Senieiologic (srniai^V'd^ik), a. Also semio-
logic, m next. In recent Diets.

Semeiological, a. In Diets, also semi-,

[f. Semeiologt + -ical.] Pertaining to semeiology.

1839 Spillan tr. Schiirs Outl. Pathol. Semeiol. 8 These
semeiological works. i86z New Syd Soc. Year-bk. 382 Re-
marks on the Semeiological Value of the Pulse in Child-bed.

SemeiologlSt (simaii^lod^ist). [f. next +
-1ST.] One skilled in sign-language.
1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. ii. Comment., Yet must he

be a semeiologist the most expert, making himself intel-

ligible to every people and kindred by signs.

Semeiology (sfmai^lod^i). Also 7 erron.

semeeology, 9 semiology, [f. Gr. c^^ro-j'sign +
-logy. Cf. F. stmtiologie (1762), in Diets, simio-

logie (in sense 2).]

1. Sign language.
[16^1 Wilkins Mercury ii. (1694) 14 The particular ways

of discoursing were before intimated to be threefold.

..3. By Signs or Gestures. According to which variety,
there are also different ways of Secrecy. ..3. Semxologia.]
1694 Motteux Urquhart's Rabelais Pref. 98 These ways of
signifying our Thoughts by Gestures, called by the Learned
Bishop Wilkins Semaeology, are almost of infinite Variety.

2. The branch of medical science which is con-
cerned with symptoms.
1830 Spillan tr. Scht'lls* Outl. Pathol. Semeiology 1 Se-

meiology constitutes the doctrine of the relations in which
the phenomena in the human system stand with respect to
the vital state which causes them. 1855 Dunglison Med.
Lex., Semeiology,. .Semiology. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen.
Pathol. 8 The knowledge ofthese signs constitutes semeio-
logy or symptomatology. 1887 Homoeopathic World 1 Nov.
496 At first glance, the semiology suggested cancer.

Semeiotic (s/moi^'tik), a. Also 7 semio-
ticke, 9 (in Diets.) semiotic. [a. Gr. aijfiuturtKos

significant ; also, concerned with the interpretation

of symptoms (chiefly fem. ellipt. : see Semeiottcs),

f. ffypuovv to interpret as a sign, f. orjfxttov sign.]

1. Relating to symptoms.
1635 Hart Anat, ur.h i. 13 The chiefepart of Physicke

diagnosticke or semioticke, which teacheth vs to know the
nature, causes, and substance of the disease by the signes
and grounds of the same. 1876 Dunglison Med. Lex,,
Semiotic, symptomatic. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Semeiotic

f 2. Symbolic, serving to convey meaning. Obs.
1797 Monthly Mag III. 269/1 That the Egyptians were

not acquainted with the alphabet, till the time of Psamme-
ticus, and that commerce alone gave birth to semeiotic signs.

Semeiotical (s/msi ,p*tikal) , a. Also 7-9 semi-.
[Formed as prec. +-al.] = Semeiotic a. 1.

1588 J. Harvey Disc. Probl. 79 Looke into the semeio*
ticall or presignificative iudgements of phisitions. 1633
Hart Arraignm. Ur. 11. iv. 59 He maketh moreover this
semioticall part of Physicke, concerning the signes of
diseases, to depend altogether upon conjecture. 1703 Art's
ImProv. p. xxv, Thirdly, Semeiotical. Treating of the Crisis

of Diseases. 1825 Beddoes Let. 4 Dec. in Poems p. Ii, It

still remains for some one to exhibit the sum of his experi-

ence in mental pathology and therapeutics, not in a cold,

technical, dead description, but a living semiotical display.

Semeiotics (sfmsi^tiks). Also 9 semiotics
[ad. Gr. erjfifiooTtic^, ellipt. use (sc. t*x?v) °^ lne

fem. of (TtjficiamtcSs Semeiotic. See -ic 2.] The
branch of medical science relating to the interpre-

tation of symptoms.
1670 H. Stubbe Plus Ultra 75 Semeiotics, method of

curing, and tried, .medicines. 1793 Holcroft tr. Lavatet*s
Physiog. iii. 27, I shall now proceed to consider Medicinal
Semeiotics, or the signs of Health and Sickness. 1867 Corfe
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in Med. Times <$• Gaz. 7 Sept. 252/1 Semeiotics may be
construed as the doctrinal language of pathology. 1873
Wagner tr. TeuffeCs Hist, Rom. Lit. II. 26 The second
[treats) of semiotics and general pathology and therapy.

t Semel. Obs. rare. In 7 semell, semill.

[a. Du. stmele (now zcmelen pi.) fine wheat flour,

fine wheaten bread ^= OHG. sema/a, simula, a. L.

simila : see Simnel.] A cake of fine wheat flour.

1643 in Warden Burgh Laws Dundee, etc. (1872) 350 As
also in beakinge of bunnes, semells, oat lowes, kaikis [etc.].

1697 Ibid, 352 Any semill, or wastill or pis of beakin meat.

Semeland(e, -ant, -awnt : see Semblant sb.

Semeld : earlier form of Samel.
i6oi Holland Pliny xvhi. x. I. 565 A fragment or peece

of a broken semeld brick.

Semele, obs. form of Seemly a., Semble v.

Semelfactive (s/melfae-ktiv), a. Slav. Gram.
[f. L. semel once + face"re to do : see Factive.]
(See quot. 1827.)
1827 J. Heard Gram. Russ. Lang. v. § 1. 142 The semel-

factive [verb] expresses the sudden and single occurrence of
an action. 1843 Eroc. Fhilol. See. I. 100 The author con-
sidered the 'semelfactive verbs', as Heard calls them, to
represent the Sanskrit verbs of the fifth, seventh, and eighth
conjugations. 1894 iqth Cent. May 816 Semelfactive per-
feet aspect of unity.

Semeli, semelioh(e, obs. forms of Seemly a.

Semelme ^se'mflain). Min. Also semelin,
semelina. [Named in Fr. by Fleurian de Bellevue

(Jrnl. de Physique LI. 450, 1800) ' stmilinite,

and by abbreviation sem/line ', f. L. semen lint

seed of flax, referring to the appearance of the
crystals.] A variety of titanite found in the Eifel.

£1830 H. J. Brooke Min. in Encycl. Metro*. (1845) VI.

foS/i Silico-titaniate of Lime. Sphene. Spinthere. Seme-
ine. 1836 T. Thomson Min., GeoL, etc. I. 151 Sphene.
(Varieties :] Brunon, semelin, spinetlane [etcj. 1869 Phil-
lips Vesuvius x. 300 Sphene—Semelina—occurs in ejected
blocks with icespar.

Semelitude,Semely: seeSiMiLiTUDK,SEEMLY.
Semen (srmen). [a. L. semen seed (of plants and

animals), f. root *se- (: *sa-) o(ser/re to Sow.] The
impregnating fluid of male animals ; the seed or
sperm.
1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. xvni. i. (1495) 743 The

synewe-.by the whyche semen sholde come downewarde to
effecte of generacyon. 17*5 P. Dudley in Phil. Trans.
XXXIII. 266 Some took it to be the true and proper Semen,
being only found in the Bull [whale], at the Root of the
Penis. 1880 GUnther Fishes 164 The mode of passage of
the semen into the funnel is not known.

f Semenaunt. Obs. rare~x
. [var. Semblant.

Cf. the converse variation in remlant for Remnant.]
Appearance, 'false semblant \
c 1450 .Songs 9f Carols (Warton Club) 86 Semenaunt is a

wonder thing, It begylyt bothe knyjt and kyng. Ibid., Se-
menaunt is a sly peyntour.

Se'mence. [a. F. sentence (= Pr. seme/tsa
t

It. semenza) :—pop.L. *sementia
7

f. L. sementi-s a
sowing, f. semen seed.]

f 1. Seed ; in qnots. — Semen. Obs.
1480 Caxtom Ovids Met. xiv. xiii, Which [Pallas] was con-

ceyved and born of the semence of the fader w'oute semence
carnal, a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais in. xxxi. 257 Which.,
do ..benumb., with Cold the prolifick Semence.

H 2. Used for : A sowing. rare*~l
.

1859 R* f. Burton Centr. Afr. in JrnL Geog. Soc. XXIX.
401 fhe ground is rarely weeded unless wanted for a second
and different semence.

Semend, Bemond, ? obs. forms of Salmon.
c 1480 Cely Papers (Camden) 189 Item ij jollys sallt semend

xviij d. . . Item a jowlle freshe semond.

t Semendacy. Obs. [Corruption of mod.L.
s?men dauei {simen seed, dattci genit. of daucus
some umbelliferous plant, perh. carrot or parsnip).]

The seeds of the sweet chervil (Alyrrhis odorata),

formerly used in medicine.
1714 Pr. Bk. 0/Rates 97 Semendacy per 100 Weight.

Semeniferous, -ivorous : see Semin-.

Sement, obs. form of Cement.
'tc 1600 Distr. Emperor 1. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III.

174 Our acquayntance is Too oulde, and as I hope frend-

shypp loo fyrme To be nowe semented.

t Semeilta tion. Obs.~° [ad. late L. sementd-
tidn-em, f. L. sementare to sow seed, f. semen seed.]

'A bringing forth seed' (Blount Glossogr, 1656).
Sementation, erron. form of Cementation.
159a Lvlv Gallatliea 11. iii. 13 Circination, Sementation.

t Sementine, a. Obs. [f. L. sement-is sowing
+ -INE 1 .] 'Belonging to sowing, continuing to

seed time' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).
Seme-ae, a. rare. [ad. L. simis-us

%
f. semi- +

esus
f
pa.pple. of edire to eat.] Half-eaten.

1859 Farrar Julian Home vu. 86 They're sons of gyps
and that sort of thing, who feed on the semese fragments
of the high table.

Semester (s/me'staj). [a. G. semester, ad. L.
(cursus) semestris (period) of six months, f. st-

t

sex six + mens-is month.] A period or term of six

months, esp. in German universities and some
U. S. A. colleges, the college half-year.

18*7 Lancet 17 Nov, 351/2 The student, .attends it daily
during two semesters. 185a H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1S64)
146 A young Englishman .. fresh from Germany, after

sundry semesters at Bonn and Tubingen, 1888 BryceWj/w.

Commw. III. cii. 450 Graduates who. .spend a semester or
two at a German university. 1895-6 Cat. Univ. Nebraska
33 The year is divided upon the semester plan. Each
semester has eighteen weeks.

Semester, obs. form of Sempster.

Semestrial, semestral (simestrial, sfae*-
stral), a. [f. L. semestr-is (see Semesteli) + -ial,

-al.] Half-yearly ; taking place every six months

;

lasting for six months. Of persons : holding office

for six months ; exercising office every six months.
1701 J. Sage Vind. Princ. Cypr. Age iii. 118 Neither was

the change, .made only from weekly, or monthly, or seme-
strial, or annual, to constant Moderators. 1716 Ayliefe
Parergon^z As they may in their Semestral Visitations in-

form themselves touching such Churches as are become void.

1844 W. Kav in Eleury's Led. Hist. III. 406 note, The old
canonical semestral council. 1847 Thackekav Barnwell in

Punch XII. 136/2 Speeding to the Bank for her semestrial
pittance. 1894 IVestm. Gaz. 18 Dec 1/2 The ideal state of
things, Lord Salisbury's argument implies, would be not
Triennial but Semestral Parliaments.

Hence Seme-strially adv., every six months.
1891 Sat. Rev. 9 May 573/2 [He] continues, .semestrially

. . to furnish his quota of sensational aventurcs parisiennes.

t Se'XUet. Bot. Obs. [f. L. sem-en seed + -et.
Corrupted by later writers into Summit.]
Term used by Grew for an Anther.

1671 Grew Anat. Veget. v. (1672) 140 The Attire I find to
be of twokinds, Seminie and Florie : That which I call
Seminie, is made up of two general parts, Chives and
Semets, one upon each Chive. These Semets have the
appearance (especially in many flowers) of so many little

Seeds ; but are quite another kind of Body : For upon en-
quiry we find, that these Semets, though they seem to be
solid, and for some time after their first formation, are entire.

171$ Bradley's Earn. Diet. s. v. Attire, The Semini-form
Attire consists of two parts, viz. Chives, or the Stamina as
some call them, and Semets or Apices.

Semeterrie, obs. form of Scimitar.
Semetory, obs. form of Cemetery.
< 1502 Joseph Arim. 379 In the holy grounde called the

semetory.

Semi (se'mi). Sc, Also 7-8 semie. [app.

short for semi bejanus * half a bejan *
; A. Dalzel

Hist. Univ. Edin. (1S62) II. 10 cites ' Classis Semi
Bejanorum ' from a document of c 1590.] In
Scottish universities (now at Aberdeen, and recently

revived at St. Andrews), a student in his second
year ; also called semi-bachelor and semi-bejan.
So semi-elasa, the class of second-year students

;

semi-regent, the regent in charge of the semi-
class ; semi-year, a student's second year.
i66j Ray /tin. in Set. Rem. (1760) 203 [At Glasgow] about

40 Students of the first Year, which they call Obedients [i.e.

bejants); near so many of the Second, which they call Semies.
1688 in Dalzel Hist. Univ. Edin. (1862) II. 197 If they find
him to have any competent skill in the Greek language,
they are to signify the same. -unto the Semi Regent.
1695 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 374 That none be admitted or
received into the semi-class, but upon strict tryall of their
proficiencie in the Greek tongue, c 1700 Dom. Details D.
Hume (1843) 5 In my semie year I was boarded in one Mr.
Nisbet's. ibid. 6 At this time, the nth of March was
solemnly keeped by the semies, in going to the foot-ball on
the Borrow Moor. 1704 in Macgill Old Ross.sk. (1000) 63
If he be readie for colledge to enter a semie and not com in

this year. 1843 Dom. Details D. Hume Notes p. xv. The
students of the second year continuing under the same regent,
were called the semi class, or the semi-bachelors. [Note

%

Sometimes called the semi-bajan class.] 1857 [see Tertian
sb. 3]. 1884 Sir A. Grant Story Univ. Edin. I. i« [c 1590J
At the final examination.. The Magistrands came before the
Regents of the Bachelor, Semi-Bajan, and Bajan classes.

1889, 1891 [see Magistrand].

Semi- (se*mi), prefix. Also 4-7 semy-, 5-6
seme-, 6-7 semie-. [repr. L. semi- (whence
F., It., Sp., Pg. semi-) = Skr. sami-, Gr. ifr/u-, OHG.
sAmi-

t OS. s&m-y cogn. w. OE. sam- (see Sam-) :—
Indogerm. *sctni-.] ~ Half- ; cf. Demi-, Hemi-.
L. simi* (occas. shortened to sent- before a vowel,

e. g. semanimis) is, esp. in post-classical Latin,

compounded freely with adjs. and pples., less

commonly with nouns; in med. and still more
in mod.L. the prefix is extensively employed
in technical terminology. The compounds of

earliest date in English are : the adjs. Semicircular

(1432-50), Semi-mature (c 1440), Semivip (Piers

Plowman) direct from L., and Semi-bousy (c 1400)

;

the sbs. Semicicle (c 1440), Semi-cope (Chaucer),

Semigod (141 7), Semi-soun (Chaucer). In the

l6th-i8thc., the number of permanent compounds
was increased mainly by the accession of terms

more or less technical (many of them adapted or

imitated from Latin), such as Semibrkve, Semi-

circle, Semidiameter, Semilunar, Semi-Pela-
gian, Semivowel. At the same time there was
gradual enlargement of the scope of the prefix in

the formation of general nonce-compounds, which
became very frequent in the 19th c, and of which
it is possible to illustrate but a small proportion in

the present article (branch I).

I. In general use.

1. Compounded with adjs. and pples., with the

meaning 'half, partly, partially, to some extent*.

From the early part of the 19th c. it has been not uncom-
mon to substitute

' semi-. .. semi-. .. * for
'

half-.

.

. half- ,

..'

(Half adv. 2) ; hence arise certain quasi-compounds that
only occur in correlative pairs, as 'semi-chemical semi-
mechanical'.

1816 Edin. Rev. XXVII. 464 Nature seems.. to have
afforded this level space for a *semi-aerial dwelling. 1848
Mill Pol. Econ. I.xi.§3 The *Semi-agriculturalised Indians.
i860 Tristram Gt. Sahara xxi. 354 It was a magnificent
*semi-alpine, semi-tropical scene. 1840 Carlyle Heroes iv.

(1858) 293 It is a country as yet without a soul: nothing
developed in it but what is rude, external, "semi-animal.
Ibid. i. 205 This Odin, in his rude *semi-articulate way, had
a word to speak. 1828 Miss Mitford I 'illage Ser. m. 63 A
simpering "semi-bald apothecary. 1822 Hood To Celia iv,

Once it happ'd that, *semi-blind. He [Love] met thee on a
summer day. 1869 G. Lawson Dis. Eye (1874) 74 Blows on
the eye. .with some blunt or *semi-blunt instrument. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxviii, A *semi-cannibalic leer. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. v, How thou glitterest with a fallen, re-

bellious, yet still *semi-celestial light. 1839 De la Beche
Rep. Geol. Comivall, etc. viii. 227 A *semi-chemical, semi-
mechanical origin. 1847 Prescott Peru (1850) 1 1. 248 Brought
in contact with *semi-civilised man. 1838 Dickens Nich.
Nick, ii, The second resolution was moved by a grievous
gentleman of *semi-clerical appearance. 1587 Fleming
Conln. Holinshed III. 1453/1 His heart brought to Lud-
low, and buried . . in the *semi-collegiat parish church
there. 17*1 Bailey, *Semi-combust, \semi-cotnbustus, L.)
half-bumed. 1818 Lady Morgan Autobiogr. (1859) 172 He
looked semi-tragic, *semi-comicf like a mask with two sides.

1838 Dickf.ns U. Twist xliii, A look of *semi-comical woe.
1721 Bailey, *Semi-conspicuous, {semiconspicnus, L.) half
or partly visible. 1890 'R Boldrewood' Col. Reformer
(1891) 215 The *semi-cooperative community at Rainbar.
x8gt A tithony'sFhotogr. Bull. IV. 130A short *semi-daik pas-
sage between the studio and dark room. 1879 St. George's
Hosp. Rep. IX. 531 A *semi-demented old epileptic patient.
1864 Bowen Logic xi. (1870) 370 This half latent "semi-de-
veloped state. 1881 Nature XXIII. 382 The coarse and
"semi-diagrammatic figures which.. occupy a.. place in the
text-books ofhistology. 1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. i. 25 Some
"semi- domestic breeds. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 6/2 The
"semi-domesticated buffalo. 1868 A\/. U. S. Comtn. Agric.
(1869) 276 To maintain in the hive throughout the winter a
uniform temperature, which will keep the bees in a continu-
ous "semi-dormant state. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Aug. 444
The interests of the stage and the "semi-dramatic music-hall.
186 1 Beresf. Hope Eng. Cathedr. igthC. v. 158 Thenarthex
or "semiexternal vestibule. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Alan. Nat.
Hist. 55 The "semi-fabulous monster of our own times, the
celebrated Sea-Serpent. 1905 IVestm. Gaz. 30 Sept. ?/i The
9. 13 from London Bridge was a *semi-fast train to Brighton.

1897 Ibid. 8 July 3/2 'The "semi-fitting coat is more usual
than the Eton form. 187a Howells Wedding Journey ix,

Some "semi-forbidding commissary of police. 1830 Edin.
Rev. LI. 459 A flighty "semi- Frenchified coquette. 1821
Byron Sardanap. 1. H, Like my ancestor Semiramis, A sort

of *semi-glorious human monster. 1849 Eastwick Dry
Leaves 29 A more miserable race of starved, or "semi-
human, beings I never beheld. 1859 R. F. Burton Centr.

Afr. in yrnl. Geogr. Soc. XXIX. £4 Study, .seems to make
these weak-brained races "semi-idiotic, i860 R. D. in

Gallon's Vac. Tour. (1861) 108 The "semi-independent
existence of Montenegro. ^ 1841 H. Miller Old Red Sand-
stone x. (1887) 206 Notwithstanding the advantages of its

"semi-insular situation, it was suffered to He as an unclaimed
common. 1861 Maine Anc. Law iv. (1876) 95 The "semi-
juridical, semi-popular opinions which were fashionable in

France. 1871 Morley De Mat'slre in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 128
There is a certain "semi-latent quality of hardness lying at

the bottom of De Maistre's style. 1878 Stubbs Const. Hist.
III. xviit. 71 A "semi-legendary belief that he was still

alive. 16x4 WorroN Archil. 11. 121 "Semi-liberall Arts.

1850 Btackw. Mag. May 515 The semi-Liberal semi-Tory
Governments from 1815 to 1830. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
*Semimarine (semimarinus), belonging partly to the Sea,
and partly to the Land. 1885 Times (weekly ed.) 11 Sept.

9/4, I should be much inclined to envy him his semi-marine
residence. 1839 "Semi-mechanical [see semi-chemical]. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. VI. vl iii, "Semi-military costume. 1859
Darwin Orig. Spec. viii. 275 Varieties often suddenly pro-
duced and "semi-monstrous in character. 1841 W. Spalding
Italy <$ It. 1st. II. 255 The "semi-oriental aspect of its cos-
tumes. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly Apr. 764 The head of the
hoactzin is ornamented with a "semi-pendent crest. 1895 Out-
ing XXVI. 398/2 "Semi-permanent telegraph lines. 1857
Hughes Tom Broivn Pref. (1871) p. xvi, A "semi-political
semi -sacerdotal fraternity. 1653 Oataker Find. Annot.
Jer. 19 An obtrusion upon their Nation of a "Semipopish
Book of Common-Prayer, i860 Adler Prov. Poet, viii,

The transition from the "semi-popular poetry in monkish
Latin to a decidedly popular poetry in the pure Romansh.
1876 Black Madcap Violet it, The. ."semi-private through-
fare. 1804 Edin. Rev. IV. 23 Delicts, according to him [ Bent-
ham], are . . "Semipublic, or against some class or description
of persons. i875jEVONS^/i?«tf.yxviii.2i7 Itmayallow private
individuals, or semi-public companies, .to undertake the
work. 1864 J. H. Newman Apol. i. (1904) 6/1 On subjects

"semi-religious and semi-scholastic. 1841 Mekivale Led.
Coloniz. 4- Col. I. ii. 50 A singular race, of "semi-republican

habits. 1849 Westm. Rev. L. 423 The "semi-Romanized
Britons. X834 Beckford Italy II. 25 The abode of these

"semi-royal sober personages. 1864 Realm 23 Mar. 6 The
most "semi-rural of suburbs. 1864 Sat. Rev. 31 Dec. 812/1
Scientific or "semi-scientific observations. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. iv. xii, A "semi-seafaring man.

_ 1875 Poste
Gaius 11. (ed. 2) 174 Tenant farmers of a "semi-servile con-
dition. 1873 Whitney Or. tc Ling.^ Studies 293 A long

and tedious climb upward from a miserable "semi-simious

state. 1899 Daily News 19 Sept. 6/7 A hilly, cross-country,

"semi-single line railway. 1780 Bentham Princ. Legist, xi.

I 18 Where, .the motive, .is a "semi-social one, the love of
reputation. 1620 Bp. Hall Hon. Marr. Clergie 1. § 3 Their
Vow is but "semi-solemne. 1874 Whvte-Melville Uncle
John xiv. II. 95 That "semi-sporting appearance which is

attainable by means of scanty trousers [etc.]. 1880 Froude
Bunyatt i. 14 A "semi-supernatural being. 1850 "Semi-Tory
[see semi- Liberal above]. 1884 Mancli. Exam. 9 July 4/6
The swamping of the agricultural labourers by the "semi-
urban population. 1780 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Thrale 21

June, A "semivegetable diet. 1749 Hartley Observ. Man
11. ii. 140 The automatic and "semivoluntaiy Exertions of
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SEMI-.

the Organs of Speech. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 74/1 A
noble 'semi* wild race.

b. Compounded with a sb. to form an adj. phr.

1899 Daily News 26 Aug. 7/5 Some fancy woollen fabric,

only too ready to betray its "semi-cotton derivation. 1897

Ibid. 24 Apr. 2/5 A posting landau converted into a "semi-

dress landau. 1906 Daily Chron. 5 Oct. 4/5 Her dress.

.

was of "semi-Empire shape. 1896 Daily News 28 Oct. 3/2

Five "semi-gala carriages with Royal scarlet liveries. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. v. xi, What Un-Patriot or "Serai-

Patriot Ministry. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxvii, A "semi-

rattlesnake sort of eye. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 June 4/2
Since hts father's death the Prince of Wales and the Princess

have done the *semi-state honours. 1901 Scotsman 2 Mar.

9/7 One of the King's semi-State landaus.

2. Compounded with sbs. : a. with nouns of

action or condition, as semi-allegiance = partial,

imperfect, or incomplete allegiance ; b. with de-

scriptive sbs., as semi-acquaintance — one with

whom one is partially acquainted, -\ semi-body =
an imperfect body.
187a Howells Wedding Journey vii, Isabel had found

among the passengers her *semi-acquaintances of the hotel

parlour. 1689 D. Granville Lett. (Surtees No. 37) 117 An
universall semi-conformity would end in as universall "semi-
allegiance. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. u. § 14 There
is under.. these mutilate and *semi-bodies [sc. of beggars],

a soule of the same alloy with our owne. 1646 — Pseud,
i'p. iv. v. 189 One [testicle] sufficeth unto generation, as hath
beeneobserved in*semicastration. a 1631 DotitiESerw. lvii.

(1640)581 All "Semi-confitents, that confesse them [sc. their

sins] to halfs, without purpose ofamendment. 1865 Bagehot
Eng. Const, 1. 19 A "semi-connection has grown up between
the legislature and the executive. 1641 J. Jackson True
Evang. T. 1. 72 Such are the blots and spots of our "semi-
conversions. 1751 Smollett Per. Pickle lit, In the transports

of his zeal he wrung this "semi-convert's hand. i8as T.
Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion§ Princ. x. III. 191 [She] was
led out of the room in a sort of "semi-convulsion.

_ 1835
Dickens Sk.Boz, Charac. iv, That description of "semi-curls

usually known as ' haggerawators \ 1849 Lever Roland
Cashel H, The vast apartment is in *semi-darkness. 18x7 Pea-
cock Nightmare Abbey \ Nightmare Abbey .. in a highly
picturesque state of "semi-dilapidation, a 1835 McCulloch
Attributes (1837) III. 134 A state of "semidomestication.

^S*s X. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Man ofMany Fr. (Colburn)
128 Mrs. Abberly moved in that class of *semi-fashion,

which.. never exceeds a certain circle. 1907 Westm. Gaz.
12 Oct. 13/2 Something between a sac and a "semi-fit. 1871
Fair France v. 160 That perpetual state of "semi-fuddle,
peculiar to our beer-drinking agricultural labourer, a 1667
Cowley Sylva, Poeticall Revenge 10 A "semi-gentleman of
th' Innes of Court. 1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. m. ix. (1853)
114 The oratory of the statesman in the senate has been
kindled by "semi-intoxication. 1864 Tennyson Aylmer's
F. 189 A flash of "semi-jealousy. 1688 D. Granville Lett.
(Surtees No. 37) 229, I censure my censurers more for their

"semi-loyalty. 1875 Tennyson Q. Mary \\. i, A "semi-mad-
man. .So fancy-riddTn. vfi&Pkit. Trans.LXXIX. 157 The
loins of the "semi-monster. 1884 ' H. Collingwood' Under
MeteorFlag 102 The branches met overhead, veiling the path
in "semi-obscurity. 1774 J. Bryant Mythoi. I. 453 In short,

till we recollect ourselves, we are "semi-pagans. 1894 Daily
News 4 Oct. 2/1 The condition of "semi-panic which lasted

for some hpurs. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. Pref., A motley
cluster of philologists, "semi-philologists, and entire philolo-
gasters. 1713 Pope Let. to Caryll-x\ Aug., A letter ofyours
has infinitely more charms to me, than the newest mail to
the most ardent "semi-politician. 1626 Bp. Hall Contempt.,
O. T. xxi. 1. 356 Those sparkes ofpiety which he descryed in

this *semi-proselite. 1866Macm. Mag. XIII. 274 The "semi-
rebellion of the Galileans against the despotism of the Pope.
1653 Wither {title) The dark Lantern, containing a dim dis-

coverie, in riddles..parables and "semi-riddles. 1867 Lady
Herbert Cradle L. iii. 103 It soon fell into decay, and re-

mained a "semi-ruin. 1878 Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Abbey
11. xv, That for which Leolin had been working for years in
"semi-secrecy. 1841 Lytton Nt. <$ Morn, iv, iii, A doleful
and doubtful *semi-smile ofwelcome. 1825 Jos. Black Capil-
lary Circ, etc. 163 *Semi-stagnation may deteriorate into
morecomplete deprivation of the materia vitas. 1855 Thacke-
ray Char. Sk. Wks. 1898 III. 535 Tolerably cheerful in the
midst of his "semi-starvation. 1865 Knight Passages Work.
Life Il.ioln the*semi-thoroughfareofPaIlMaIlEast. 1878
Mrs. H. Wood Pomeroy Abbey in. ii, Something in the very
words, in what she undoubtedly knew to be their *semi-
truth. 1678 Norris Misc. (1699) 135 Tho seriousness be
generally reckon'd only as a "Semi-Virtue, and by some as
no Virtue at all. 1886 Ruskin Prseterita I. 424 Wasted
affection, and rewardless semi-virtue.

3. Compounded with vbs., as semi-castrate = to

castrate partially, semi-close = to shut in partly.
1828-31 Webster, *Semi-castrate, to deprive of one

testicle. 1858 Barrow in Merc. Marine Mag. V. 13 The
bays which these headlands "semi-close. 1902 Monkshood
& Gamble Kipling (ed. 3) 240 (In * Stalky & Co.'] he chose
to *semi-conceal his purposes behind a lattice-work of farce.

1845 Jowett in Life cj- Lett. (1897) I. 120 If you will resign
yourself to be "semi-humbugged by a semi-humbug.

4. Compounded with advs., as semi-adjectively —
in a function partly adjectival.
1810 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1839) IV. 368 And is not

'Scripture "as often used "semi-adjectively ? 1861 Maine
Ancient Law v. 246 A duty "semi-consciously followed.

H. In special and technical use.

5. a. With designations of quantity, extent of
space or time, and the like, as semi-amplitude, -arc,

-century (=50), f-cotyle, f -cubit, f-dole (see
Dolium), -drachm, -duration, -lunation, -molecule,
-phase, -revolution,-span,-tour, -vibration-, fsemi-
hore [L. shnihora'], half an hour.
1831 Brewster Optics x.94 By exposing the north pole of

a needle a foot long, the "semi-amplitude of the last oscilla-
tion was 6° more than the first. 1794 Attwood in Phil.
Trans. LXXXIV. 151 The balance commencing its vibra-

436

tion at the extremity of the arc B, after having passed the
"semiarc BO with an accelerated motion. 1858 Huxley in
Proc. Roy. Soc. (1859) IX. 428 Each distal portion of the
taenia] semi-arc 1650 J. Goldoli*hin {title) The Holy Lim-
beck, or a "Semi-Century of Spiritual Extraction. 1693 tr.

Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), *Semicotyle, half a Cotyla.
1623 Cockeram 1, *Seniicubit, halfe a cubit. 1656 Blount
Ghssogr., *Semidole {semidolium),a. vessell containing half
a Tun, a Pipe. 1827 Robinson Archmol. Gratca v. xxvi.
(ed. 2) 549 A "semi-drachm. 1719 Pound in Phil. Trans.
XXX. 1032 The "Semi-duration of the Eclipse. 1867 G. F.
Chambers Astron. 1. i. 8 Longer than the semi-duration of
the Sun's rotation. 16*3 Cockeram i, *Semi-hore, halfe an
houre.^ lygoPhil. Trans. LXXX. 564 Each "semi-lunation
is distinguished into fifteen equal portions, or lunar days.
%86z Miller Elan. Chem., Org. (ed. 2) iii. § 4. 238 Wurtz's
double radicles would therefore be merely compounds in

which the place of the "semi-molecule of hydrogen, or of
the ethyl was supplied by a different hydrocarbon. 1863
Intell. Observer IV. 368 In this case the first "semi-phase
of the vibration affected her room, and the second semi-
phase operated more especially below. 1715 tr. Gregorys
Astron, (1726) I. 131 A "Semi-revolution of the Earth about
the Sun. 1884 Higgs Magn. Dyn. Electr. Mach. 242 The
current changes its direction with every semi-revolution
of the spindle. 177a C. Hutton Bridges 62 A circular arc
whose, .versed sine.. =the "semi-span. 1890 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. III. 187 A "semi-tour of the horizon is taken
at a single exposure. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 517
The pendulum, moving down the arch of "semi-vibration.

b. With adjs., advs., and sbs. expressing

periodical recurrence or duration, semi- denotes

that the period is halved (after Semi-annual)
;

semi-centenarian, a person of 50 years of age

;

semi-centenary, the fiftieth anniversary; so
semi-centennial a.; semi-daily a. and adv.,

(occurring) twicedaily; semi-horala.,half-hourly;
semi-jubilee, a twenty-fifth anniversary ; semi-
menstrual, -mensual adjs., recurring twice a
month; of tides (see quot. 1863); semi-millenary
a., lasting 500 years ; semi-monthly a. and adv.,

(occurring, issued, etc.) twice a month; also sb,

a fortnightly periodical ; so semi-weekly.
1828 Lights <$ Shades II.360ffthetwo*semi-centenarians

started with a duet. 1870 Anderson Missions Amer, Bd.
II. xxvii. 235 The "semi-centenary of the mission. 1859
{title) Memorials of the "semi-centennial celebration of the
founding of the Theological Seminary at Andover. 1868
Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (i860) 335 This process of im-
pregnating and depositing in the hatching-house was re-

peated "semi-daily. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 19 Oct. 7/1 Semi-
daily attacks of epilepsy. 1847-54 Webster, *Semi-horal.
1893 Miss. Herald (Boston) Mar. 114 "Semi-Jubilee of the
Mardin Church. 1901 Nature 27 June 210 His semi-jubilee
as a doctor of physics. 1842 Airy in Eucycl. Metrop. V.
382* The observed *semimenstrual irregularities. 1863 Har-
bord Gloss. Navig., Semimenstrual Inequality, an in-

equality (of the tide) which goes through its changes every
half month. 1857 Whewkll Hist Induct. Sci. (ed. 3) II.

195 The laws of a great number of the tidal phenomena—
namely, of the "Semi-mensual Inequality of the Heights.
1727 Earberv tr. Burnet's St. Dead II. 24 A long millenary
or "semi-millenary Life. 1895 Cal. Univ. Nebraska 250
The Hesperian is the pioneer paper of the University, pub-
lished "semi-monthly. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXVI. 14/2, 138
daily, 1141 weekly, and 125 *semi- or tri-weekly newspapers.
1851-6 {title) Semi-weekly courier and New York enquirer.

C. Music, (a) Designating a note, etc. of half

the length, as f semi-crotchet', f -minim, t 'tact

;

also Semibbeve, Semiquaver, Semitone ; f (b) —
Imperfect, Diminished 4 a, as semi-diapason,

-diapente, -ditone, etc. (Cf. Demi- 9, Half- II. g.)
[1688 Holme Armoury m. 158/2 Semi, it is not to be taken

for the half of such a Note or Interval in Muskk, but only
imports a dificiency, as wanting something of perfection.]

1598 Florio, Semicrome, a*semie crochet in musike. 1609
Dowland Ornith. Microl. 21 "Semidiapason Is an imperfect
eight. 1694 W. Holder Princ. Harmony 172 The greatest
[seventh! called Semidiapason, whose Ration is 48 to 25;..
wanting Hemitone Minor of Diapason. 1609 Dowland
Ornith, Microl. 20 "Semidiapente Is an Interuall by an
imperfect fift. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 73 The false

fifth, or Semidiapente, made of a Fourth and Hemitone
major, i.e. 64 to 45. 1730 Treat. Harmony 7 The Leaps of
the False Relations, viz. of a Tritonus, and of a Semidia-
pente are absolutely forbidden. 1718 Chambers Cycl.,
*Semi diatessaron, in Music, a defective Fourth, call'd, pro-
perly, a false Fourth. 1609 Dowland Ornith. Microl. 18 A
*Semiditone..is an Interuall of one Voyce from another by
an imperfect third. 1598 Florio, Semiminima, a "semi-
minime in musicke. 1795 Mason Ch. Mus. iv. 248 The..
Semiminim now called Crotchet 1883 Rockstro in Grove
Diet. Mus. s.v. Semiminim, Sometimes the head of the
greater Semiminim was ' void '—that is to say, open or
white. X609 Dowland Ornith. Microl. 46 Tact is three-fold,
the greater, the lesser, and the proportionate. ..The lesser

Tact, is the halfe of the greater, which they call a "Semitact.

d. Astron. f semi-quadrate (? erron. -quad-
rant), f -quartile, -quintile, -sextile, f -sixth,

denoting aspects of planets when they are 45 ,

36 , 30 , respectively, distant from one another;
semi-square = semi-quadrate,
17*1 Bailey, *Semi-quadraut, Semt-quartile (in Astro-

nomy), an Object invented by Kepler, when two Planets are
distant 45 Degrees from each other. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol.,
etc. c. 511 You find in the directions of this Nativity, the
*SemisextiIl, "Semiquintil, "Semiquadrate, Quintill, Sesqui-
'quintill, Uyquinlill and Sesquiquadrate, mentioned. 1674
Jeakk Arith. (1696) 11 [Aspects.] .. *Semiquartil. 1835
'Zadkiel 1

Introd. Astrol. 24 Evil aspects are the "semi-
square, square, sesquiquadrate, and opposition. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Semi-Sextile, The "Semi-sixth was
added to the ancient Aspects by Kepler.

6. a. Designating a (geometrical form derived

SEMI-.

from another by bisection (usually) in a vertical or

longitudinal direction, as semicanal, -cone,-conic{al

adj., -conoidal adj., -cup, -disk, -dodecagon, -egg,

-fistular adj., -hexagon, -hexagonal adj., -lens,

-octagonal adj., f -orb [L. semiorbis], -ovoidal adj.,

-pyramidical adj., -rotund adj. (Cf. c, d.)

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 390/2 A"semi-canal formed
by a fold of the right side of the mantle. 1877 Huxley
Anat. Inv.Anim. viii. 40 The duct of the ovotestis .. in-

completely divided into two semicanals. 1899 Daily News
14 July 6/4 A silver-gilt chalice, .of *semi-cone form. 1756
P. Browne Jamaica 84 Sharp "semiconic leaves. 1822 J.
Pakkinson Outl. Oryctol. 299 The inner surface [of the
teeth], which is round, or rather "semiconical. 1865 Lub-
bock Preh. Times 64 The fracture is at first "semi-conoidal
or nearly so. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 28 Edible birds
nests. . . I have taken them from the face of a perpendicular
rock, to which they strongly adhered, in rows like *semi-
cups, the one touching the other. 1784 Herschel in Phil.
Trans. LXX1V. 265 The *semi-disk, which is full, is evi-

dently part ofan oblate spheroid. 1849 Guardian 733/2 This
roof is boarded. ., and its section forms a *semidodecagon.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 17 Cavities resembling
the form of a "semi-egg when cut longitudinally. 1796
Morse Amer. Geog. I. 528 A handsome court-house 100 feet

by 50, with a "semi-hexagon at each end. 1843 Bloxam
Gothic Archit. (ed. 5) 87 A "semihexagonal one [string-

course], as at Hampton-in-Arden. 183a Nat. Philos., Optic.

Instr. xvii. 57 (U.K.S.)The divided object-glass micrometer
is composed of two "semilenses. 1751 Lauelve Westm.
Bridge 23 A "Semi-octogonal rusticated Turret 1615,Crooke
Body ofMan 371 The belly of the partition which is like a
"semiorbe stands out into it. 1851 Madden Shrines $Sep.
I. 229 The interior assumes a "semi-ovoidal shape, or that
of which the section will be a parabola. 2843 Bloxam
Gothic Archit. (ed. 5) 133 A "semi-pyramidical projection.

1652 Ncwsfr. LoxvCountr. 2 As an Lcliptick Line doth go,

To the Antartick Pole, and frames Two *semi-Kotunds.
1856 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. I. 813 Shell ellip-

tical., with aperture semirotund.

b. Math. Designating a bisected line, arc, area,

segment, etc., or the half of a definite quantity, as

semi-angle, -base, -circumference, -circumvolution,

-cycloid, -perimeter, f -perimetry, -periphery,

-quadrangle, -segt/ient ;
(in conic sections) semi-

ordinate, -parameter, -transverse ; also semi-
difference, half the difference between two quanti-

ties ; semi-infinite a., limited in one direction and
extending to infinity in the other ; semi-quadran-
tally adv., from o° to 45 ; semi-regular (see

quot.) ; semi-sum, half the sum of two or more
quantities ; semi-tangent, the tangent of halfan arc
1765 Ludlam in Phil. Trans. LV. 213 Let the "semi-angle of

the lever be 84 : 03'. 1666 Colli ns in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men
(1841) II. 461 The "semibase of a cylinder. 1796 Hutton
Math. Diet. s.v. Cycloid, The semi-circumf[erence] DGC
=semi-base AC. 1661 S. Partridge Double Scale Prop. 80
First get the Semidiameter, which in this example is 3, 5
inches, and also the *Semicircumference, which here is 11.

i8»5 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 83 Such a resistance will

stop the wheel, as it is equal to the effort of all the buckets
in one semi-circumference filled with water, 1761 Brit. Mag.
II. 642 Two "semi-circumvolutions, or segments, of this curve.
1695WALLIS in Phil. Trans. XIX. in The "Semicycloid
Figure. 1796 Hutton Math. Diet. s. v. Cycloid, Two equal
seinicycloids OP, OQ. X765 Ludlam in Phil. Trans. LV.
210, ACK is the semi-sum, and DAI the "semi-difference of
the angles CAI, CIA. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 23 The semi-
sum and semidifference of the numbers to be multiplied.

1903 Proc. R. Soc. LXXII. 128 A * *semi-infinite ' isotropic
elastic solid, i.e., a solid bounded only by a plane. 1704
Harris Lex. Techn. I, Ordinate.. a. Line in any Conick
Section drawn at Right Angles to, and bissected by the
Axis, and reaching from one side of the Section to the other

;

the half of which is properly the *Semi-ordinate. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s.v. Parabola^ The Squares of the Semi-
ordinates are to each other as the Abscisses. 1759 Sterne
Tr. Shandy 11. iii, He found, .that the parameter or latus
rectum, of the conic section of the said path..and that the
"semi-parameter [etc.]. 1816 Playfair iVa/. Phil. 1 1. 43 The
solid contained by the radius of curvature, at any point in
an ellipsis, and the square of the semiparameter of the
greater axis, is equal to the cube of the normal at the same
point. 1819 Hutton Course Math. (1828) II. 328 Let p
denote the *semiperimeter. 1571 Digges Pantom. iv. iii.

V j b, From the "Semiperimetry of the triangle deducte euery
side. 1610 Folkingham Art of Survey 11. viii. 61 Multiply
the "semiperipherie by the perpendicular. 1770 Landen in
Phil. Trans. LX. 443 The semi-periphery of tne circle. 1789
T. Taylor Proclus II. 32 That which has the vertical angle
double of each at the base, as a "semiquadrangle. 1873 Rep.
Brit, Assoc. 1. 69 Logarithmic sines, tangents, and secants,
"semi-quadrantally arranged, to every minute, to five places.

1867 Brands & Cox Diet. Sci., etc s-v. Polyhedron, The
"semi-regular polyhedrons ofArchimedes, the corners ofwhich
are equal and similar to one another, but formed by regular
polygons of different kinds. 1743 Emerson Fluxions 226
Distance of the Center of Gravity of the *Semi-segment
PADQ from QD. 1765, 1873 "Semi-sum [see semi-difference
abovejT 1743 Emerson Fluxions 203 In the Hyperboloid
BM, described by revolving about AP, let the Semi-con-
juga;=£, ''Semi-transverse AB~a. 1816 Playfair Nat.
Phil. II. 177 The semi-transverse axes of the orbits. 1843

J. Mitchell Diet. Math.s,v. Projection, Any arc EMF of
a great circle is projected into the sum of its "semi-tangents.

O. Nat. Hist* AVith adjs. and sbs. descriptive of

shape in the contour or marking of natural objects

;

semi-annular, of the form of a half-ring ; semi-
collar, -coronet, -fascia (hence -fasciated), -ring,

a band, etc. roughly semicircular or extending

halfway round a part or an organ ; semi-coro-
nate(d, having a semicircle of spikes, bristles, etc.

1681 Grew Mnsxum\. \\. 27 Another Boar-Tusk, somewhat
slenderer, and of 'semhnnular Figure. 1844 Wilkinson tr*
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Swedeuborg'sAnim. Kingd. II. Ill gi The semiannular car-

tilages. 169 Ibis (N. S.) V. 409 The throat is a pure white,

which is met belowby a rufous *semicollar. i8a6 Kirby&Sp.
EntomoL IV. 354 *Semicoronate Prolegs. \^\^ Penny CycL
XXVI. 446/1 Shell turreted, fusiform, costated, and •semi-

coronated. 1817 Kikby & Sp. EntomoL xxi. (1818) II. 253

Several larvae of butterflies, distinguished at their head by

a "semicoronet of strong spines. 1861 Hagkn Synopsis

Neuroptera N. Amer. 45 A large, hyaline, oblique "semi-

fascia about the middle on the anal margin. 1803 Shaw
Gen. Zool. IV. 472 "Semifasciated Sparus. 1706 Phillips

ted. Kersey), *Semifistular Flowers, are such, whose upper-

most part resembles a Pipe, cut off obliquely j as in Aris-

tolochia or Birth-wort. 1841 Miller Old Red Sandstone

viL (1887) 134 This huge *semi-ring of fossiliferous clays. 1896

Newton Diet, Birds is. 941 The first and second bronchial

semirings.

d. Nat. Hist. Denoting that a part has a certain

form or character (a) for half the extent, or along

half the length, etc. of an organ, ' half-way,' as

semi-adherent, -adnate, -amplexicaul, -oppressed,

-bifid, -costiferous, -equitant, -erect, -quinquifid,

-sexfid; semi-anatropal, -ous (see quot. 1839);
{b) on one side only, or so as to exhibit the half of

a particular figure, as semi-cordale(d, -crescettlic,

-hastate, -lanceolate, -lenticular, -orbicular, -orbi-

dilate, -pectinate{d, -penniform, -pinnate, -reni-

form, -sagittate{d, -terete.

Sometimes represented by \, as J-hastate, ^-sagittate.

1857 A. Gray First Less. hot. (1866) Gloss., 'Semiadherent,
as the calyx or ovary of Purslane. 1876 Habley Mat, Med.
431 Ovary *

si.-mi-adnate. X753 Chambers' Cyel. Suppl. s. v.

Leaf, *SetuawplexicauleLeaf,onzresemb\ing thcamplexi-
caule, but with its lobes at the base too small to entirely

surround the stalk. 1877 Hulme Wild Flowers Ser. I.

txiv, The upper {[eaves], .sinuate, semi-amplexicaul. 1846
isully Veget. Kingd. 368 Ovules.. amphitropal or "semi-

anatropal. 1839 — Introd. Bot. 1. ii. (ed. 3) 21 5 There is the

amphitropous ovule, whose foraminal and chalazal ends are

transverse with respect to the hilum, which is connected
with the latter by a short raphe ; and the "semianatropous,
which is only different from the last, in the ovule being
parallel with the funiculus instead of being at right angles
with it. 1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 43
Scales.. *semioppressed. 1775 J. Jenkinson Brit. Plants
Gloss., *Semibifid, half way divideef into two. Ibid., *Semi~
cordate, half cordate. 1826 Kikby & Sp. EntomoL xxxv. III.

641 The wings.. in several of the Heteropterous Hemiptera
..may. .be termed semicordate or semiovate. 1845 Encycl.
Metro/. XXIII. 640/2 The posterior pair [of the lamina in
Pseudoboa Ca-rulea] large, semicordate. 1877 Coues Monogr,
N. Amer. Rodentia 549 Seventh cervical *semicostiferous1
without vertebrarterial canal. 1836-9 TodcTsCycl. Anat. II.

390/1 A *semi-ereseen tic membrane. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Semieguitant, half-equitant. 1822 J.
Parkinson OnlL OryctoL 221 C/tama..unt'comaria; sub-
imbricated, rough, with unequal, 'semierect, vaulted squama:,
1851 Carpentbr Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 556 The semi-erect Apes.
1853 Royle Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 402 Stipules., "semihastate,
spreading, minute. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms,
*Semilanceolate, half-lanceolate, longitudinally divided.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) 1. 99A dark blue limestone,
of a conchoidal or *semilenticular form. 1775 J. Jenkin-
son Brit. Plants Gloss., *Semiorbicnlar, half orbicular.
i860 L. Reeve Elem.Conchol. 1. 185 Aperture semtorbicular.
1816 T. Brown Elem. ConchoL 163 *Semi.orbiculate, in the
shapeof a half globe. 1847 Johnston in Proc. Ber-w. Nat.
Club II. v. 228 The jib, [juint] . .furnished beneath with three
or four pairs of neat *semi.pectinate processes. 1848 Ibid,
vi. 308 A pair of *semipectinated processes or combs. 1826
Kirby & Sp. EntomoL xltii. IV. 178 A pair of *semipenniform
muscles. 1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Com/. Anat. 338 The
right gill is generally developed on one side only, so that it is

'semi-pinnate, owing to the disappearance of the second row
of lamella:. 1775 J. Jenkinson Brit. Plants Gloss., *Semi-
f/uinoui/id, halfway divided into five. 1866 Treas. Bot. 1048
*Semi.reutform

x
reniform on one side only. 1806 J. Galpine

Brit. Bot. 329 Stipulae *semi-sagittate. 1804 Shaw Gen. Z00L
V. 361 *Semisagittated teeth. 1819 Pantalogia, *Semisexfid
Calyx, in botany, half-six-cleft. 1857 Moore Handbk. Brit.
Ferns (ed. 3) 186 Stipes, ."semiterete.

e. In Building, designating structural forms
of half the full width, breadth, or girth, resulting

from (usually) vertical or longitudinal bisection,

as semi-arch, -barrelvault, -bay, -channel, -counter-

arch, -cross-rib, -cupola, -groove, -roll, -rotunda,

-shaft, -transept, -vault ; semi-basement, a base-

ment sunk only part of its depth below the ground
surface ; semi-beam = Cantilever 2 ; semi-en-
gaged a., (of a column) attached to a wall so that

half its diameter projects; semi-girder = semi-
beam; semi-relief, half-relief, mezzo-rilievo ; so
semi-ball, -urn, a ball, an urn in half-relief.

1833 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 295 To determine the
centre of gravity of the *semi-arch. 1875 Brash EccL
Arcnit.QQ A bold label .. bearing a line of "semi-balls. 1905
Daily Chron, 18 Mar, 3/4 In the "semi-basement are car.

rnters' shops, laboratory, &c. a 1878 Scott Led, Archil.
118 Not, as usual, embracing two bays, but two of these

•semi-bays. 1850 E. Clark Britannia $ Conway Bridges
1. 276 The "semi-beam, or cantilever, . . has to support half the
weight of the beam.. suspended from its extremity. 1908

J. G. Horner Encycl. Pract. Engin., Semi-Beam.—A beam
supported at one end only. A cantilever. 1728 R. Morris
Ess. Arte. Arekit. 52 The two outward, or "Semi-Channels.
1751 Labelye Westm. Bridge 83 Two "Semicounter Arches
butting against the opposite Side of the.. Piers. 1835 R.
Willis Rem. Arc/til. Mid. Ages vii. 79 The "semi-cross rib.

1869 Tozer Itight, Turkey I, 79 In the transepts are "semi-
cupolas. 1886 Willis & Clark Cambridge II. 533 Ah
style portico of "semi-engaged columns. Ibid. I. 273 The
"semi-groove or 'rebate' which is cut.. along the., edge 1703
T. N. Cityfy C. Purchaser y* Embossments, which resembles

437

. . Beads in 'Semi-relief, a 1878 Scott Led. Archil. (1879) II.

80 The rib may be amplified by a central *semi-roll moulding.

1797 HoLCROvrlr. Stolberg's Trav. II. xlii. (ed. 2)138 It rested

on two "semi rotundas. 1853 Ruskin Stones Veil. III. 247
Small pilasters with "semi-shafts at their sides. 1783 T. War-
ton Hist. Kiddington (ed. 2) 2There is aproportionahle lateral

projection, or southern "semitransept. a 1734 North Life

Ld. Kpr. North (1742) 84 A Monument of white Marble.

.

being an oblong "Semiurn upon a large Face ofa Cube. 1798

Hutton Course Math. (1828) II. 176 The centre of gravity of

the "semi-vault. a 1878 Scott Led. Archil. I. 59 The con-

tinuous semi-vault would do away with clerestory windows.

f. Cryst. semi-prismated, -tesseral, -tessular

adjs. (see quots.).

1805; R. Jameson Char. Min. (1817) 197 A crystal is named
"semi-prismated, when only halfof the edges on the common
basis are obliterated by lateral planes. 1883 Heudle in

Encycl. Brit. XVI. 355/2 Two "semitesseral forms with
parallel faces occur,. . The two other semitesseral forms, the

pentagonal dodecahedron and the pentagonal ieositetrahe-

dron, both bounded by irregular pentagons, have not yet
been observed in nature. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., *Semi-
U-ssular, term applied to a combination of the tessular

system, into which the forms enter with only half the number
of their faces.

g. Her. = Demi- B. i, Half- II. b; as semi-

chevron, -saltire.

1864 Boutell Her. Hist. <y Pop, xiv. (ed. 3) 147 The Dexter
"semi-chevrons are shown in combination with the sinister

"semi-saltire. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 371/2 A "semi-
Quadrant, of some called a demi-Quadiant.

h. Printing, f semi-quadratures, crotchets,

square brackets; semi-quotes colloq., single

quotation-marks (* ' ).

1764 Behmeu ,

s Whs. I. Advt., Synonymous Expressions
are placed .. betwixt two "Semiquadratures [ ] in the Body
of the Work.

7. = to the extent of (only) a half, imperfect(ly),

incomplete(ly). a. With adjs. and sbs. expressing

kinds or degrees of composition, consistency,

texture, colour, as semi-coagulated, -concrete,

•crystalline, -digested, -ductile, -friable, -fused,

-fusion, -grainy, -liquid, -lucent, -membranous,
-opalescent, -pasty, -pellucid, -pellucidity, -petrified,

-plastic, -purulent, -putrid, -resinous, -translucent,

-volatile. (See also d, f, i.)

1833 CycL Pract. Med. I. 386/1 *Semt-coaguIaled, in

respect to consistence. 1876 Gross Dis. Bladder (ed. 3)

154 Nodules, of a "semiconcrete consistence. 1816 Edin.
Rev. XXVI. 163 Primitive limestone of a.. "semi-crystal-

line grain. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. § 4. 104 Truly
vitreous rocks tend to graduate into the. .semi-crystal-

line .type. 184a G. Bird in Urin. Deposits (1853) 254 The
vomiting of the meal in a "semi-digested state. 1796 Kirwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) II. 453 Agrey "semi-ductil Regulus. 1834

J. Forbes Laennec*s Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 157 An opaque, very
dry, "semi-friable matter. 1876 in lire's Did. (1878) IV. 599
By grinding the "semi-fused mass and treating it with water.

1791 Macikiti Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 372 A "semi-fusion, or

softening of the whole mass. 1855 J. Phillu's Man. Geol.

260 The induration and semifusion of sandstones. 1756
P. Browne Jamaica 3,^7 Thin, fleshy, or "semigetatinous

lips. 1893 Times 13 Dec. 3/5 "Semi-grainy brownish crys-

tallized. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 1. 125 While the mass
was liquid or "semiliquid. 18x8 Keats Endym. iv. 385 Smooth
"semilucent mist. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 625 Thin, "semi-
membranous partitions. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 213 This
sinter has often a beautiful "semi-opalescent lustre. 1851
Art Jrnl. ftlustr. Catal. p. iij*, At a temperature but just

sufficient to maintain it in a "serm-pasty state, a 1738 Wood-
ward Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) I. t. 32 A light grey "Semi-
pellucid Flint, 'Tis of much the same Complexion with the
common Indian Achate. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.
xii. (1870) 247 The purest agates.. are not perfectly trans-
parent; they are only semi-pellucid. 1828-32 Webster,
Semipellucidity, the quality or stale of being imperfectly

transparent. 1853 Kane Grinricll Exp. xxvi. (1856) 211 As
they strike her, the "semi-plastic mass is impressed with a
mould of her side. 1734 Burton in Phil. Trans. XLII. 103
By a "semipurulent cancerous Sanies. 176a Lysons ibid.

LII. 639 The kidneys, in one of the subjects, are said to have
been found putrid, in the other, "semiputrid. 1863 JrnL
Joe. Arts X. 330/2 The "semi-resinous material would.,
resume.. the form it was in prior to solution. 1832 Nat.
Philos. Thermom. «y Pyrom. 1. 9 (U.K.S.), It consists of a
ball and tube of "semitranslucent porcelain, highly baked.
1738 Gentt. Mag. VIII. 140/2 The grateful Bitter is of a
middle Nature, "Semivolatile.

b. In designations of heresies, sects, and schools

of thought, expressing partial adherence to the

tenets or theories connoted by the second element
of the compound, as semi-antiministerial, -Apol-
linarism, -atheist, -Augusiinian,-cathoticism, -con-

formist, -Darwinian, -infidel, -Jesuit, -Judaizer,

-Manickcanism, -nonconformist, -Pythagorean,
-quietism, -quietist, -revolutionist, -Romanism,
-Sadducee, -Sadduc{e)ism, -separatist, -socialism,

-Socinian, -Tychonic, -umv^rsalist.

1653 Gauden Hierasp. 190 These "Semiantiministeriall ad-
versaries, 1855 Mozley August. Dodr. Predest. iii. 100 A
"semi-Apollinarism in a soul imperfectly connected with the
flesh, a "semi-Manicheanism in a flesh imperfectly connected
with the soul of our Lord, a 16x9 Fotherby A theom. 1. xii.

% 1 (1622) 123 This is to be, but a "Semi-Atheist. 1879 M.
Pattison Milton xi. 126 The two first Stuarts, coquetting
with "semi-catholicism at home. 1685 D, Granville Lett.
(Surtees No. 37) 210 A breach..which I do as much dread,
as the phanatick and "semi-conformists do our union. 1903
{title) Doubts about Darwinism. By a "Semi-Darwinian.
1861 J. G. Sheppard Pall 0/ Rome xii. 683 The.. "semi-
Gnostic notions [of the Templars], 1833 J. H. Newman
Arians 1. v. (1*76; 124 The change to the second position,
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or "semi-humanitarian, may be detected in the Sabellians.

1735-6 Gibson in Fraser Berkeley vii. (1871) 244 We have
. . little trouble from professed infidels, but a great deal from
"semi-infidels, a 1631 Donne Serai, xii. (1640) 113 A Jesuit,

or a "Semi-Jesuit, a practising Papist, or a Sesqui-Jesuit.

1765 Maclaine tr. Mosheini's EccL Hist. xvi. 11. iv. § 23
This little sect is branded by the Socinian writers, with
the ignominious appellation of "Semi-Judaizers. 1655
Fuller Ch. Hist. ix. xvi. 161 How he interceded to qualilie

the Arch-Bishop, for a "Semi-non conformist. 1857 Pusky
Real Presence iii. (1869) 247 Parker, whom, for his belief in

the sacraments, his adversaries called ' Lutheran or "Semi-
Papist '. 1865 Ghote Plato I. i. 15 note, Alkma;on,a "semi-
Pythagorean. 1876 Sweeney in Bakers Sanda Sophia
(1908) 493 The Quietism of Molinos, and the "semi-Quietism
of Madame Guyon. 1882 McClintock & Strong CycL
Bibl. Lit. VIII. 847 (.Cassell) Fe'nelon and Madame Guyon
. . are . .usually called "semi-Quietists. 1812 Coleridge in Lit.

Rem. (1836) I. 298 Curio, the quondam patriot, reformer,
and "semi-revolutionist, 1847 Fdin. Rev. Oct. 325 Church
architecture has been set up under our own eyes as the
banner of a more than "semi-Romanism. 1690 Baxter
Kingd. Christ (1691) 46 You brand all that dissent from
you as "Semi-Sadducees of the Apostacy. Ibid. 42 He
that accuseth others of "Semi-Sadduceism of the Apostasie.
1691 Beverley Thousand Vents' Kingd. 4 Antichristian
Semi-Sadducism. a 1628 F. Grevil Disc. Nat. Fpisc. 11.

vi. (1641) 90 The Separist is subdivided too(as they say) into

Seperatist, and * Semi-seperatist. 1647 Pagitt Heresiogr.
(ed. 4) 81 There is a sort of Semi-separatists, that will

heare our Sermons, but not our Common-prayers. 1886
\V. Morris in Mackail Life (1899) II. 167, I have a
long letter from W, Birchall. .about "semi-Socialism. 1834
Tractsfor Times No. 22. 4 A "semi-socinian or five-quarter

latitudinarian. 1786-7 BoNNYCASTLE^j/rc?w. iv. 63 He was
abandoned by some of his followers, who chose rather to
save this immense labour to the spheres, by ascribing a
diurnal motion to the earth ; on which account they were
distinguished by the name of "Semi-Tychonics. 1794 G.
Adams Nat. <y Exp. Philos. IV. xxxiii. 2 [Aristotle] speaks
of a set of men, who held a system essentially similar to that
of the modern Semitychonic. 1765 Maclaine tr. Mosheims
EccL Hist. xvii. 11. n. ii. § 12 The Reformed Church was
immediately divided into Universalists, * Seini-universalists,

Supralapsarians, and Sublapsarians.

C. Gram., as semi-nasal adj. ; semi-consonant
= Semivowel; semi-deponent, a verb in Latin
of which the tenses of the present group have
active forms and those of the perfect group passive

forms, as gaudeo, gavisus sum; + semi-pause,
a slight pause or cscsura; semiphonotypy,
printing in a 'reformed* spelling intermediate

between the traditional and purely phonetic spell-

ing ; semi-rhythm, free-rhythm verse
; f semi-

spiritous a., (of a consonant) voiced; semi-telic

a., partially final or expressing purpose.
1828 Walker Prott, Did. 17/1 These two letters [iwand^'J

are so far from being simple vowels, that they may more
properly be called "semi-consonant diphthongs. 1888
Kennedy Revised Lat. Primer(iqoo) § 6. Ibid. § 127 Some
Verbs have a Perfect of Passive form with a Present of
Active form ; they are called *semi-deponeuls. 1863 A. M.
hELuPrinc. Speech 178 The Englishman's difficulty in giving
the Gallic effect to the French "semi-nasal elements. 1763
Kames Elem. Crit. xviii. (1774) II. 127 A "semipause.. being
short and faint, is not sensibly disagreeable when it divides
aword. 1824 [,^ce dv/iti-cesura, Demi- i i]. 1876 Max MUller
Set. Ess. (1881) 1. 259A style of spelling will now be introduced
which has received the name of "Semiphonotypy. 1893 G. A.
Greene Italian Lyrist, Lnigi Capuaua 54 The exact metre,
. .is, as might be expected from ' 'semi-rhythms', somewhat
difficult to ascertain. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 369 By
"Semi-spiritous or halfbreathed Consonants, are meant such
as are accompanied with some kind of vocal murmure, as
B, D, G. i86sAlfordG>£. Test. I II. 285 When we are speak-
ing of the divine proceedings, the tendency involves the
purpose, and there is no need for a "semi-telic force.

d. Nat. Hist. = imperfectly, incompletely, partly

(of a certain habit, form, texture, etc.), as semi-
aquatic, -arborescent, -articulate, -complete, -com-
plicated, -connate, -coriaceous, -corneous, -crusta-

ceous, -granulate, -heterocercal, -horny, -hyaline,

-imbricated, -immersed, -internal, -osseous, -ovi-

parous, -permeable, perspicuous, -pelaloid, -radiate,

-recondite, -retractile, -revolute, -septate, -spiral,

-staminate, -striate, -striated, -valvate, -verlicillate.

1833 Hooker in J. E. Smith Eng. Flora V. 1. 112 Among
Sphagnum and other "semi-aquatic mosses. 1910 Roose-
velt Afr. Game Trails 126 They [buffaloj are semi-aquatic
beasts. z88o C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 236 The vegeta-
tion . . is of a "semi-arborescent character. 18x5 Kirby & Sp.
EntomoL I. 68 Those of the Linnean order Hemiptera,
which resemble^ the perfect insect, except in having only the
rudiments of wings, and to which the name of "semi-com-
plete pupae was applied by Linne. z8aa J. Parkinson Outl.
OryctoL 225 Valves "semicompHcated. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss, Bot. Terms, *Semt'connate, applied to such structures

as the half-united filaments of certain willows. 185a Th.
Ross tr. Humboldt's Trav. II. xxiv. 451 The "semi-cori-

aceous leaves. 1835-6 Todd's CycL Anat. I. 703/1 A brown-
ish and "semi-corneous filament. 177* Encycl. Brit. III.

364/1 The Hemiptera have four wings, the two superior

ones being "semicrustaceous, and incumbent. 1815 Burrow
Elem. ConchoL 185 Shell 8-valved, "semi-granulate. 1787
Hunter in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 404 A "semi-homy sub-

stance. 1819 Samouelle EntomoL Compend. 230 Asiraca
clavicomis, .elytra "semihyaline. 2840 tr. Cnvters Anim.
Kingd. 280 The scales are square, thick, and "semi-imbri-
cated. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-P"lora 417 Apothecia
large,.. "semi-immersed in ilia! line elevations. 1843 Kirbv
& Sp. Plntomol. (ed. 6) I. 289 This insect is a "semi-internal
parasite. 1833 J. Parkinson Outl. Orydol. 191 The liga-

ment internal or semi-internal. 1841 II. Miller Old Red
Sandstone iv. (1887)95 The "semi-osseous., icthyolites of the

Lower Old Red Sandstone, 1897 Pop. Set. Monthly Nov.
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7 The ooticoids or *semi-oviparous mammals. 1900 W.
Ramsay in Smithsonian Rep. 253 A vessel the walls of

which are permeable to the solvent, but not to the dissolved

substance (' "semipermeable membrane '). 1681 Grew
Musstum ill. iv. 288 Of the colour of yellow Amber, and

*semtperspicuous. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bet. 86 Cycnia

has a *semipetaloid irregular calyx and no petals. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Semiradiate, when only a por-

tion of the outer florets ofa Composite are radiant and differ-

ent from those of the disk. i8a6 Kirbv& Sp. Entomol. IV.

3o6*Semirecondite... When the head is half covered by the

shield of the thorax. 1883 Flower in Encycl. Brit. XV.
440/2 Claws short, compressed, acute, curved, often *semi-

retractile, a 1843 South in EncycL Metro/. VII. 289/1
Sometimes, as in the *semi*revolute Shells, the whorls are

perfectly distinct from each other. 1866 Treas
%
Bot. ,

*Semi-
septate, half-partitioned ; having a dissepiment which
does not project into the cavity to which it belongs suffi-

ciently to cut it offinto two separate cells. 1828 Stark Elem.
Nat. Hist. II. 33 Shell ovate, inflated, *semispiral. 1900 B. D.
Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Semistanrinate, when part of
the stamens are changed into petals. 1815 Burrow Elem.
Conchol. 131 Shell 8-valved, *semtslriate. 1900 B. D. Jack-
son Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Semh'alvate, when the valves of a
fruit are only partially dehiscent. 1847-54 Webster, *Semi-
verlicillale, partially verticillate.

e. Designating an animal or vegetable form,

class, species, etc., which has only some of the

characteristics of that denoted by the second

element, or is intermediate between that and
another, as semi-ape (= Half-ape, lemur), -avo-

eel, burrower, -egret, -lichen, -looper (cf. Half-
looper), -parasite (whence -parasilic adj., -para-

sitism), -pupa (whence -/«/#/ adj.), -rapacious adj.,

-stilt ; similarly in anglicized forms of L. names of

zoological groups, etc., as semi-digitigrade, -phyl-

lidian, -plantigrade = belonging to (or a member
of) the groups Semidigitigrada, Semiphyllidiana,

Semiplantigrada ; semi-nymph [= F. semi-

nymphe\, a nymph of such insects as undergo only

a slight change in passing to the imago state.

1886 Seebohm in Ibis July 227 The four groups of which we
are in search are Stilts, Semi-stilts, Avocets, and *Semi-avo-
cets. 1864-5WoodHomes without H. ii. (1868) 76 Among the

*semi-burrowers we may rank the Starling, .as this bird in-

variably lays its eggs in a hollow of some kind. 1864 Reader
23 Apr. 525/3 They [sc. the Lemuriui] are all plantigrade

or 'semiHiigitigrade. 1880 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XI. 760/2
The group of *Semi-egrets, containing some nine or ten

forms. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, *Semilichen,
Zukal's term for forms which when destitute of their appro-
priate Alga can subsist as saprophytes. 1880 Libr. Univ.
Knowl. I. 706 The larva [of southern army-worm or cottOn-
worm] is a *semi-looper. 1899 D. Sharp Insects vi. 415 When
the abdominal legs are reduced in number (Plusia, e.g.) the

larvae are said to be Half-loopers, or Semi-loopers, as they
assume to some extent the peculiar mode of progression of
the Geometrid larvae, which are known as Loopers. 1815
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. iii. (1818) I. 68 Those of tneLinnean
order Hemiptera. .to which the name of semi-complete
pupse was applied by Linne", and that of *semi-nymphs by
some other authors. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem. IV. 354 Green
perfect parasites {Viscum}, and more or less coloured •semi-
parasites (Melampyruw arvense). 1878-80 Brady (title)

Monograph of the Free and *Semi parasitic Copepoda of the
British Islands. 1894 Proc. Boston Soc. Nat Hist.XXV 1. 338
The head . . is without a labrum or epipharynx, a loss due to

adaptation to its suctorial habits and *sermparasitism. 1839
Penny Cycl. XIV. 322/1 Inferobranchians (Phillidians and
*Semi-phiUidians). 1870 H. A. Nicholson Man. Zool. Ixxix.

{1875) 634 The second family of the *Semi-plantigrade
Carnivores is that of the Viverrid.x*. 1668 Wilkins Real
Char. 145 *Semirapacious ; feeding commonly either on
Carrion, or other things, and more seldome on living

Animals. 1886 *Semi-stilt [see semi-avocet above].

£ In Anatomy, chiefly in names (in Latin form,

but occas. anglicized) of muscles {a) situated partly

in a certain region, as semi-interrosseus , -spinalis,

or (6) being partly of a certain texture or shape,

as semi-membranosus (also -membranous), -ner-

vosus, -orbicularis (also -orbicular), -tendinosus

(also -tendinous, -tendinose); also semi-decussation,

-intercostal, -mucous, -sarcodic \ semi-bulb, the

bulbus vestibuli, either of two vascular bodies on
either side of the entrance of the vagina.

1855 Dunglison Medical Lexicon, *Semi-bulb of the
female, Bulbus vestibuli. 1855 Brewster Newton I. x. 226
The "semi-decussation of the optic nerves. 1733 Douglas
IVinslow's Anat. (1756) II. 24 *Semi-intercostal Arteries.

Ibid. I. 202 The Antithenar or Internal *Semi-Interosseus
of the Thumb. Ibid. 216 *Semi-Membranosus. This is a
long thin Muscle, partly Tendinous, from whence it has
its name. 1875 Turner in Encycl. Brit. I. 841/1 The bi-

ceps [is inserted] into the head of the fibula, and semi-
tendinosus and semi-membranosus into the upper end
of the tibia. 1896 Treves Syst. Surg, II. ft An enlarge-
ment of the bursa between the semi-membranosus and
inner head of the gastrocnemius. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's
Observ.Surg. (i77i)Dict.Cc8 Semimembranosus, the •Semi-
membranous Muscle that serves to move the Leg. 1843
Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxvii. 350 The external skin or
*semimucous membrane of the male. 1693 tr. Blancard's
Phys. Diet, (ed. 2), Seminervosus Musculus, the *Semi-
nervous Muscle. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn., *Semi-
neryosus, sen Semi-tendinosus, a Muscle of the Thigh,
which is so called from its being half Tendinous and
Nerve-like. 1733 Douglas IVinslow's Anat. (1756) II.

346 The superior *Semi-Orbicu!ar Muscle is oftentimes
broader than the inferior. Ibid., The *Semi-Orbiculares
are commonly looked upon as one Muscle, surrounding both
Lips,from whence it is called Orbicularis. 1879 tr- &e Quatre-
/ages* Hum. Spec. 4 The *semi-sarcodic substance which
surrounds their siliceous or horny skeleton. 1753 Chambers*
Cycl. Suppl., *Semis/iualis, a muscle, called also transversa-

spinalis dorsi. 1875 Turner in Encycl. Brit. I. 835/1
The semispinales, multifidi and rotatores spinae muscles.
1704 *Semitendinosus [see seminervosus]. 1733 Douglas
jl

r
insfow'sAnat.(i756)l. 215 This Tendon is inserted, .above

the Semi-Tendinosus. 1875 Turner in Encycl. Brit. I.

841/1 The action of the sartorius, gracilis and semi-tendi-
nosus, which are inserted close together into the tibia. 1733
Douglas IVinslow's Anat. (1756) I. § 677 The Muscles which
move the Vertebrae of the Back and Loins, .were they to be
reckoned separately as Vertebral or*Semi-Vertebral Muscles.

g. In Pathology and Therapeutics, as semi-
albinism, -coma, -comatose, -confluent, -fluctuant,

-fluctuating, -hepatization, -luxation, -malignant,

-pectoral, -prone (whence -pronation), -recumbent,

-supination,
1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., * Semi-albinism, a half-white condi-

tion of the skin, sometimes occurring in negroes. 1897 Alt-
butt's Syst. Med. II. 202 Delirium . . verging into *semi-coma.
1878 A. M. Hamilton Nervous Vis. 36 She complained of
vertical headache, became *semi-comatose. 1887 Casselfs
Encycl. Diet., *Semiconfluent, half confluent. Used spec.

of a kind of small-pox. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. II. 1137
An elastic *semifluctuant sensation on percussion. 187a T.
Bryant Pract. Surg. 734 Fixed *semifluctuating growths.
18796"/. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 73*Semi-hepatization of left

lung. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Semi-luxation, a syn. for Sub.
luxation. i864£richsen6V/. # Art Surg. (ed. 4)469 *Semi-
Malignant Tumours. 1881 Trans. Obsteir. Soc. Lond.X.X.ll.
284 The patient resting either in the *semi-prone or *semi-
pectora^ position. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Semipronation,
the Semi-prone position, or the assuming of that position.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 308 The in-

dividual should be placed in a *semi-recumbent position.

1889 Buck's^ Handbk. Med. Sci. VIII. 534 When the hand
is *semisupinated, i.e., with the radius and ulna parallel.

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., *Semisupination, half-suptnation. A
position halfway between supination and lying on the side.

h. In Chemistry, as semi-acid, -acidified, -car~

bonization, + -oxidated, -oxygenated, -oxygenized,

f -phlogisticated, + -saline ; in the designation of a
class of compounds, as semi-benzidam, -glutin (see

quot. 1879), -naphthalidine ; also f semi-carbon-
ate, a subcarbonate ; semi-combined a., partially

or loosely combined ; semi-normal a. (see quot.).

1880 Webster's Suppl, *Semiacid. 1796 Kirwan Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) II. 91 The Calx which is certainly *semi-
acidified. 1868 Watts Diet. Chem.V, 233 *Semibenzidam,
this name was given by Zinin to a compound produced by
the action of sulphide of ammonium on dinitrobenzene. 1808
Phil. 'Trans. XCVIII. 98 A saturated soda . . becomes a true

*semi-carbonate by being exposed . . to a red heat. 1804 Ibid.

XCIV. 400 Woody fibre in a state of *semicarbonization.

1879 Encycl, Brit. X. 132/2 Two distinct substances could
be separated, one precipitable by perchloride of platinum,
which he [Hofmeister] calls *semiglutin, and the other.,

which he calls hemicollin. 185a W. Gregory Handbk. Org.
Chem. 344 *Seminaphtalidine, C10H5N, is obtained when
nitronaphtalese is treated by Zinin's process. x868 Watts
Diet. Chem. V. 233 *Seminaphthylamine, C1UH BN 3

..; also
called Seminaphthalidine, Seminaphthalidam, and Azo-
naphthylamine...A base produced by the action of sul-

phydrate of ammonium on dinkronaphthalene. 1896 Gould
Student's Med. Diet., *Seminormal Solution, one contain-
ing in solution half the quantity of the substance contained
in the normal solution. 1794 Kirwan Elem, Min. (ed. 2) I.

^65 Moist *semi-oxygenated calces of iron, a 1846Ure (cited

y Worcester), *Semi-oxygenized. 1805 Saunders Min.
Waters 556 A very soluble *semi-oxydated calx. 1828-32
Webster, *Semiphlogisticated, partially impregnated with
phlogiston. 1759 Med. Jrnl. I. 379 The neutral and *semi-
salinc combinations before specified.

i. In Geology, Mineralogy, and Geography, as

semi-aluffiinous, -arid, -calcareous, compaciied,

-deltaic, -desert, -extinct, -fossil, -granitic, -hard,

-indurated, -lapidified, -mineralized, -porphyritic,

-stratified, -volcanic adjs,; semi-anthracite, semi-
bituminousa. (see quot.) ; fsemiprimigenous a.,

applied by Kirwan to formations intermediate be-

tween the primary and the secondary; fsemi-
protolite (Kirwan), a ' semi-primigenous ' fossil.

1841 Miller Old Red Sandstone vi._(i 887)^1 27 The strati-

fied clay is mottled by layers of ''semi-aluminous, semi-cal-

careous nodules. 1855 H. D. Rogers Geol. Pennsylv, II. n.

990 The Anthracites being properly separable
_
into Hard

Anthracites and *Semi-anthracites ; the Bituminous Coals
into dry or *Semi-bituminous, and fat or true Bituminous
Coals. 1898 Pop. Sci. Monthly L1I. 466 In the *semiarid

region the struggle for existence is so great. 1841 *Semi-
calcareous [see semi-aluminous], 1794 Kirwan Elem, Min,
(ed. 2) I. 158 A *semicompact mass of the nature of porce-

lain. 1706 Ibid, II. 348 A *semi-compacted coagulated
mass. X049 Dana Geol. vii. (1850) 433 The *semi-continent

New Holland. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 106 Rivers
may be divided into four great classes : (1) the tidal ; (2) the

deltaic; (3) the "semi-deltaic ; and (4) the torrential. 1849
Dana Geol. ix. (1850) 455 The *semi-desert of California.

1903 W. R. Fisher tr. Schimper's Plant Geog. 163 Transi-

tion forms between desert on the one band, and woodland
or grassland on the other, are termed semi-deserts. 1839 G.
Roberts Diet. Geol., Solfatara, a *semi-extinct volcano,

emitting only gaseous sulphurous exhalations, and aqueous
vapours. 1896 H. Woodward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit.

Mus. 93 Teeth of Sharks.. in a *semi-fossil state. 1791
Beddoes in Phit Trans. LXXXI. 50 *Semi-granitic, por-

phyritic, and common whinstone. x8ix Pinkerton Petrol.

II. 197 A little more than *semi-hard, only being capable of
being scratched with the point of a knife. 1794 Kirwan
Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 76 Mild Calx in a looseor *semi-in-

durated form. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 236 Hills of *semi-

lapidified marl. x8oa Plavfair Illustr. Hutton. Theory
153 This *semi-mineralized coal. 1839 De la Beche Rep.
Geol, Cornwall, etc. in. 83 Some very remarkable rocks with
a *semi-porphyritic character. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess, 44
*Semi-primigenous strata (Todliegendes). Ibid. 307 After

this shale and coal alternate until all terminate in red

*semipiotolite. 1890 Dana Charact. Volcanoes 23 The
eruptions are only * semi-volcanic.

J. In names of articles or processes of manufac-

ture : semi-china, -porcelain, ware resembling

china, etc., but having an inferior glaze, finish, etc.

;

semi-steel, a steely iron produced in the puddling
furnace, puddled steel ; semi-water-gas, a fuel

gas made by blowing a mixture of steam and air

into a producer.
1786 Cavallo in Phil. Trans. LXXVII. 9 The "semi-

calcined part floats at the top. 18*5 J. Nicholson Oper.
Mech. 482 The blue printed tea-ware has recently obtained
the name of *semi-cliina, owing to its being, when well fired,

very fine, white and neat, and possessing some degree of
transparency. 1893 Labour Commission Gloss., *Semi-dried
bricks, bricks manufactured from clay, one half dry and the
other half damp. 1878 Encycl. Brit. VIII. 188/2 The *semi-
dry or * dust ' process of manufacturing encaustic tiles. 1897
Si-arkes & Gandy Potters 40 The kind of *semi-glaze known
as a ' smear '. 1893 Barber Pottery $ Porcel. 391 The *semi-
glazed old-gold color of the adjacent terra-cotta. «886
Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus. 210 The pottery "semi-
porcelain, and porcelain known as Kutani ware, made in the
province of Kajja. 1908 Ch. Times 20 Mar. 394/2 Pretty
novelties in semi-porcelain, 1861 Fairbairn Iron 141 What
he [Bessemer] calls *semi-steel. 1910 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 11)

XI. 286/1 *Semi-water gas is especially adapted for the
purpose of driving gas-engines on the explosive principle

(gas motors).

k. Denoting styles of architecture having only

some of the features connoted by the second ele-

ment, as semi-classic* -Gothic, -Norman.
1843 Bloxam Gothic Archit. (ed. 5) 219 Key-stones after the

Roman or Italian *semi-classic style. 1829 Ibid. 31 *Semi-
Norman Pointed Arch.

1. In names of mechanical contrivances (see

quots. ).

1908 J. G. Horner Encycl. Pract. Engiu.,* Semi-Auto-
matie.—This is practically identical in meaning with the
term self-acting. It signifies a machine, some of the move-
ments only of which are automatic, and which therefore re-

quires constant attendance. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.

796 ^Semifixed, said of a steam engine bolted to an iron

foundation piece on which it may be moved intact. Ibid.,

*Semi-multi-flue Boiler, a flue-plate is fixed in the flue a
short distance behind the furnace, and a number ofwrought-
iron or brass flues pass from this to the back of the boiler.

Ibid., *Send-multi-tubular Boiler, a term applied to those
boilers in which a portion of the cylindrical shell is occupied
by flues. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.Su\>p\.,*Semireverberalory

fire, in chemistry, a term used to express such a reverbera-

tory fire, in which the flame is only beaten back upon the
bottom of the vessel. 1008 Daily Chron. 6 Aug. i/z The
so-called *semi-rigid airships.

8. Miscellaneous: semi-armour-piercer, -pierc-

ing, applied to a kind of shell for perforating

some thickness of armour plate; + semi-brick
[after L. semilater], a half-baked brick ; semi-bull
R.C.Ch., a bull issued by a pope before his corona-

tion (Cass.) ; semi-cardinal, applied to the points

ofthe compass half-way between the cardinal points,

as NE. ; + semi-cipher,^-, a nothing or nobody

;

semi-closed a. Fortif. (see quot.) ; t semi-com-
moner, a demy of Magdalen College, Oxford

;

semi-conducting a. Electr., intermediate between

a good conductor and a non-conductor ; so semi-
conductor ; semi-cretin, * a variety of cretin who
can speak in a rudimentary way and can appre-

ciate his everyday bodily necessities* {Syd. Soc.

Lex, 1898); semi-definite a. Logic, implying
1 some but not all

'
; semi-final, in football and

other contests, the match or round immediately

preceding the final one ; semi-grand a. and sl>..

a modified form of the grand piano ; semi-high a.

= half-high (see Half- 4) ; semi-hoop, a semi-

circular arc or arch ; semi-island, -islet, a piece

of land that becomes insular at high tide ; semi-
logical a. (see quot.) ; semi-mute a. and sb.,

applied to those who, through deafness, speak only

imperfectly; semi-precious a., (of stones) that

may be cut and polished but are not of sufficient

value to rank as gems; semi-proof, proof de-

pending on the evidence of a single witness

;

f semi-time, 'half a time 1

(see Rev. xii. 14 and
cf. Dan. vii. 25, xii. 7) ; semi-tint (see quot. 1752 ;

-half-tint); semi-tropic(al a,, subtropical; so

semi-tropics.
1895 Daily News 14 Nov. 6/5 This company was supply-

ing *semi-armour-piercers, built to perforate a considerable

thickness of armour and to burst sufficiently inside. 1898
Westm. Gaz. 9 June 5/1 *Semi-armour piercing shell and
other ammunition. x6oi Holland Pliny xix. x. II. 32 Water
wherein the pouder of a *semi-bricke or halfe-baked tile is

mingled. 1653 R. G. tr. Bacon's Hist. Winds 20 Let Cardinall

windes be those which blow from corners or Angles of the

World : *Semi-cardinall, those which blow in the halfe wards
of those. ? 1550 R. BiESTON Bayte Fortune Aiij.Loe there

goeth a *semesypher in algonsme, There goeth a wretch, a

foole, and a barat bringer. 1888PallMa II Gaz. 12 June 3/2
The works in which these guns should.. be mounted..
must be of the kind known technically as ' *semi-cIosed ',

strong enough to prevent a detachment taking them in the

rear. 1691 Wood Ath.Oxon, I. 14 William Lilye was..

Elected one of the Demies or *Semi-commoners of St, Mary
Magd. Coll. in i486. 1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 36 The
foresaid William Grocyn, became a Divine or Semicom-
moner of St. Mary Magdalen College, Oxon. X787 Cavallo
in Phil. Trans. LXXVIII. 7 A "semi-conducting or imper-



SEMI-ANIMATE.

fectly insulating plane. 1879 G. Prescott Sp. Telephone

iv, Carbon and certain other *semi-conductors. a 1856 Sir

W. Hamilton Logic App. (i860) II. 279 Here some may
mean some only—some not all. Here some, though always

in a certain degree indefinite, is definite so far as it excludes

omnitude,—is used in opposition to all. This I would call

its "Semi-definite meaning. 1864 Bowen Logic v. 137
Whenever we predicate a Genus of a Species, the Predicate

is obviously quantified as Particular j and some, which is

the predesignation of particularity, must then be thought in

its semi-definite sense. 1884 Truth 13 Mar. 369/2 The
*semi-final tie between Notts County and the Blackburn
Rovers. 1895 Daily News 21 Feb. 5/5 Sunderland, the

favourites for the trophy, ..are pretty certain to obtain a
place in the semi-final. 1835 Court Mag. VI. 220/2 Several

*semi-grand5 were also shown to us: these were equal in

power to ordinary grand piano-fortes, but with a lengthened
undulation of sound. 1842 Penny Mag. 30 Apr. 172/1 The
semi-grand pianoforte. 1875 Browsing Inn A Ihum it. 45 A
brand-new bore she calls a ' semi-grand '. 1905 Daily Chron.
2 Nov. 3/5 *Semi-high bodices. 1687 Wood Life (O.H.S.)
III. 226 They caused. .the forefront. .of the arches of the
several gates to be trimmed up with bowes and green leaves

tied to a *semi-hoop. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 283/2
In the true Rasores..ihe posterior lateral processes pass
backwards exterior to the ribs, supporting them in the Ca-
percailzie, like a semi-hoop. 1870 b'. R. Wilson Ch. Lindisf.
20 The Venerable Bede writes of Lindisfarne as a "semi-

island. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *Semi-islet, an
old term for bridge-islet. 18*7 Whately Logic (ed. 2)

138 The other kind [of Logical Fallacies] may be most pro.

perly called *semi-Iogical ; viz. all the cases of ambiguous
middle Term except its non-distribution. 1864 Webster,
*Semi-mute. 1896 Godcy's Mag. Feb. 163/1 The oral work
which was at first only done for the benefit of semi-

mutes. 1905 Bookman June 83/1 Metal clasps set with
*semi-precious stones. 1718 Chambers Cycl., Semiproof,
an imperfect Proof. The Depositions of a single Evidence
only make a Semi-proof. 1856 Bouvier Law Diet. (ed. 6),

Semi-proof. Presumptions of fact are so called. 1664 H.
More Exfi. 7 Epist. vi. 105 Those people that keep my
works to the end, to the last "semi-time of the Seven, they
shall have power over the Pagan Christians. 1685— Paralip.
Prophet. 236 A Semi-time (which I call also, in one word, an
Hexamenon). 175a Chambers CycL, Teints, and "Semi-
Teints, in painting, denote the several colours used in a
picture, considered as more or less high, or bright, or
deep, or thin, or weakened, and diminished. 1773 Gent/.
Mag. XLU I.2 16 The great lights, .are well enough coloured,

but the semi-tints.. are.. without grace or variety. 1853
Kingsley Hypatia ix, The balmy "semi-tropic night. 1896
Yearbk. U. S. Dept. Agric. ipi The citrus and other semi-

\

tropic fruits. i86o*Semi-tropical [see semi-alpine in 1 above]. I

1890'R. BoLDREWooD'Ci?/./?</^r»«r(i89i)2i4Thegrowth
of certain semi-tropical crops. 1908 R. W. Chambers Firing
Line x, These quaint little black quail of the "semi-tropics.

Semi, obs. form of Semke.

Semi-animate, a. [f. Semi- + Animate a.,

after L. shnianimis, -/«.] Half-alive. Alsoyf^.
1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. (1818) 1. 58 Should your green-

house be infested with Aphides, or your grapery by the
Semianimate Coccus. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 27 May 1/1
There are Bills before Parliament. , .They will remain in
their present semi-animate condition. 1908 Saintsbury in
Cambr. Hist. Eng. Lit. II. 209 The semi-animate condition
of the final -e.

So Semi a nimated a.

1886 P. Robinson Teetotum Trees 96 A cloudy day [will]

tempt them out for a semi-animated inspection of the world.

Semianimous, a. rmt, [f. L. semianim-is
t

•us [anima life) + -ous.] = prec.

18*5 Svd. Smith Bentham's Bk. Fallacies Wks. 1859 II.

70/2 Punished by semianimous semicadaverous judges.
1837 — -2nd Let. Singleton ibid. 275/1 Semianimous on its

back, or vigorous on its legs.

Semi-annual, a. (and sb.) [Semi- 5 b. Cf.
L. semi-annuus in sense 2, and F. sewi-annuel.]
L Recurring every half-year ; half-yearly.

1794 (see Semi-diurnal 2]. 1803/V///. Trans. XCI1I. 470
Semi-annual solar Equation, Precession, and Refraction.
i860 [title) Semi-Annual United States Register. 1866 Crump
Banking \. 33 Merchants are not in the habit of placing a
semi-annual or even annual statement oftheir position before
the public. 1868 Rep. U. S. Comtn. Agric (1869) 260
[Esparto] becoming more vigorous and abundant with yearly
or semi-annual gathering.

2. Lasting for half a year (only) ; esp. of plants.

Also sb. = semi-annual plant.

188a Encycl. Brit. XIV. 857/1 The higher plants may be
classed, according to duration of life, as follows :—annuals,
or semi-annuals . . biennials. 1888 Dawson Geol. Hist. Plants
258 Arctic semi-annual days and nights.

So Semi-annually adv., every half-year, once
in every six months.
18x8-31 in Webster. 1889 Farmer Americanisms s. v.

Papabotte, It visits the Western prairies in large numbers
semi-annually; early in the spring and late in the summer.

Semi-Arian, a. and sb. [ad. eccl. L. semiaria-
tins : see Semi- 7 b and Arian.] a. adj. Partially

Arian ; used chiefly with reference to a sect which
arose in the 4th cent, a.d., holding that the Son
is of like substance (o>oioiktios) but not of the same
substance (&noovfftos) with the Father, b. sb. One
who holds Semi-Arian views.
a 1616 T. Rogers 39 Art. v. (1625) 23 Some aflirme the

holy Ghost to be but a meere creature, as did Arius, the
Semiarians [etc.]. 1667 H. More Dw. Dial. Schol., Wks.
(1713) 549 The Semiarians, who affirm'd the Son to be in
no wise of the same Substance with the Father, but allowed
him in all things to be like him in Substance and Being.
1756-9 A. Butler Lives ofSaints, S. Meletius, Eustathius,
bishop of Sebaste, a semi-Arian. 1781 Gibbon Decl. s /

.

xxL (1787) II. 267 The Arian and Semi-Arian factions. 1833
J. H. Newman Arians iv, it, The Semi-Arian Creed.

439

Hence Semi-Arianism.
1819 Brit. Rev. XIV. 81 From Calvinism, through the

intermediate stages of Arianism and Semi-Arianism, into

Socinianism, or Unitarian ism. 1884 Cal/t. Diet, 50/2 In

359 the Emperor did his utmost to establish Semiarianism,
but his efforts were in vain.

Semi-attached,//', a. [Semi-i.] Partially

or loosely attached ; also, = Semi-detached (mod.
Diets.).
i860 Thackeray Level ii, I say, why didn't I say this to

her? She would have come, I feel sure she would. We
would have been semi-attached as it were, i860 [Emily
Eden] {title) The Semi-Attached Couple.

T Semi-axe. Obs. [f. Semi- 6 b + Axe.] = next.

17*8 tr. Newton*s Treat. Syst. World 53 Put the semi-axe
of the Earth's orbit 100000. 1780 Ludlam in Phil. Trans.
LiXX. 379 An ellipse, whose first semi-axe is CA.

Senii-a'xis. [Semt- 6 b.] The half of the axis

of an ellipse, etc.

1743 Phil. Trans. XLII. 360 The Semiaxis of the Sphe-
roid. 1816 Playfair Nat. Phil. II. 215 If a fixed star had
an annual parallax that was sensible, it would appear to
describe an ellipsis, of which the greater semi-axis was
equal to that parallax. 1866 Herschel Fain. Led. Set.

v. § 40. 213 The period of their mutual circulation may be
stated at about ninety-six years, and the semiaxis of their

mutual ellipse in angular measure at 4"*8. 1867 Smyth
Sailors Word-bk., Mean Distance, the average distance
ofa planet from the sun

;_ it is equal to half the longer axis
of the ellipse, and hence is., termed the semi-ax is-major.

Semi-barba-rian. [Semi- 2 ; cf. L. scmibar-

barus.] One who is half-barbarian.

1693 Bentley Boyle Led. vi. 4 The rude and simple Semi-
barbarians of Lycaonia. 1774 Goi.dsm. Nat. Hist. (1824) I.

204 The sensual pleasures are the only study of the semi-
barbarian. 1853 whyte-Melville Digby Grand x, Those
semi-barbarians of the north.

So Se mibarba-rianism, -barbaric a,, -bar-
barism, -ha"rbarons a,
1828 Examiner 122/2 An intention on the part of the

Sultan to proceed to extremities in the usual headlong style
of haughty. .*semi-barbarianism. 1864 Webster, *Semibar*
larky .as semibai baric display. 1817 J as. Mill Brit. India
I. :i. iv. 164 The age of false refinement, which is that of
*semibarbarism. Ibid. x. 437 Had the Hindus remained
fixed from the earliest ages in the *semibarbarous state.

1894 J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd. p. xxv
(
Its Latin is

rude and semibarbarous in grammar and spelling.

tSemi-bousy,0. Obs. [Semi-i.] Halfdrunk.
c 1400 Beryn 706 Som vnlusty persone, bat were nat wele

awakid, or semybousy ouyr eve.

Semibreve (scmibrfv). Mus. Also a. 6-7
semibriefe, -7 -eefe, 7-9 -ief. £. 6 sembreefe,
6-7 -iefe, 7 -ief, -eefe, -eve. [f. Semi- 50 + Breve
sb. 3, Brief sb, 8, after obs. F. semibreve (14th c.)

or mod.L. semibrevis.] A note having half (f in

the greater prolation, one third) the length of a
breve : in modern music the longest note in ordinary
use. (Its figure is now an open oval o.)

". 1594 Basnf'ELD Sheph. Content (Arb.) 25 No Briefes nor
Semi-Bnefes are in my Songs. 1601 Holland Pliny x.
xxix. I. 286 [The nightingale] one while, full of her Largs,

longs, briefes, semibriefes
t
and minims ; another while in

her crotchets, quavers, semiquavers, and double semiquavers.
1696 Derham Artif.Clock-maker u. 49 The first note in the
100th Psalm is a Semibrief. 1779 Sheridan Critic 1. i, The
signors and siznoras..sliding their smooth semibreves, and
gargling glib divisions. 1849 W. Irving Goldsm. xxxiv. 290
He pretended to score down an air as the poet played it, but
put down crotchets and semi-breves at random. 1883 W. S.
Kockstro in Grove's Dict.Mus. III. 459/2 Until the begin-
ning of the 17th century, the Semibreve represented one
third of a Perfect Breve, and the half of an Imperfect one.
0. 1591 J. Farmer Diuers Wales B i, 2. parts in one in the

fourth, a sembriefe after the other. 160s Cam pionA rt Eng.
Poesie 1 In Musickwedo not sayastraineof so many notes,
but so many sem'briefes. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. 1. i. in
Bullen O. PL IV, I spend my breath to thee, and thou
answerest me an houre after in a sembreve. a 1646 J.
Gregory Poslhuma (1649) 48 If there stood Minim or Sem-
brief in the upper part, there stood another against it in the
lower and inner parts. 1678-1706 in Phillips.

b. The ' space * of a semibreve.
1845 S. Judd Margaret 1. xvii, Great red coals roll out on

the hearth, sparkle a semibrief,..and then dissolve into
brown ashes.

C. attrib., as semibreve rest ; + semibreve time,
(a) common time with two beats in a bar; (<$)

the time occupied by a semibreve.
1591 J.

Farmer Diuers Wales Ciij.Theplainsong beneath
beginning at the end, & so forward sembreefe time. 1598
E. Guilpin Skial. (1878} 14 All his talke's of crotchets and
of quauers, His very words to sembriefe time doe fall. 1609
Dowland Ornith. MicroL 88 A perfect Mood is inwardly
noted by a rest of 3. times. A perfect time by 2. Semibreefe
Rests, placed with a Semibreefe. 1661 Blount Glossogr.
(ed. 2), Sembrief, a slow time in Musick. 1662 Playford
Skill Mus. 1. x.^1674) 34 The Dupla or Semibreve Time
(but many call it the Common Time, because most used).
1669 Cokaine Poems 79 His Life was but a Minum, till his
prime j When as old Age should last out Sembrief-time.
1818 Busby Gram. Mus. jonote, A Semibreve Rest forms..
a whole bar's rest in any time, or measure.

Hence f Se'mibreved a., punctuated as with
semibreve rests.

1631 Brathwait Whimzies, Yealous Neighbour 189 He
fetcheth a deepe sigh, semi-brev'd in these words. 1641 —
Eng.Gcntlctu. 288 Their discourse is semibrev'd with sighes,
their talke with teares.

Semi-cartila*ginous, a. [Semi- 7 a.] Of a
texture approaching that of cartilage. Of fishes :

Having a semi-cartilaginous skeleton.

SEMICIBCULAR.
1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 109 It is a singular circum-

stance, that those strong semi-cartilaginous substances should
have the power of coagulating milk. 1829 Goods Study
Med. (ed. 3) V. 374 Such [diseased] kidneys have generally
a lobulated form and semicartilaginous hardness. 1841
Miller Old Red Sandstone iv. (1887) 95 The semi-carti-

laginous.. fishes. 1865 Lyell Elem. Geol. 553 Exchanged
a. .semi-cartilaginous spinal cord for an ossified one.

I
Semi-caseate, ** Obs. [f. Semi- i + L. ease-

us cheese + -ate ^.] Half converted into cheese.
1651 Biggs Neiv Disp. f 141 A lacteous semi-caseate &

semi-petrified juice.

Semi-cho*ric, a. [f. next + -ic] Pertaining

to or of the nature of a semi-chorus. In mod. Diets.

Senii-chtrrus. [mod.L., rendering Gr. 17/xi-

Xoptov.] a. One of two parts into which the main
body of a chorus is divided ; chiefly Mus. b. A
piece of music to be performed by a company of
singers selected from a chorus.
1797 Pope's Wks. fed. Warton) I. 159 Chorus of Youths

and Virgins. Semichorus. 1820 Shelley Prom. Unb. 11.

ii, Semichorus I. of Spirits. 1828 R. Warner Psalter p. xxiii,
When . . one band began the hymn thus . . the chorus, or semi-
chorus, took up the corresponding versicle. 1847-54 Webster,
Semi-chorus, a short chorus performed by a few singers. 1897
Daily Nezus 15 June 7/5 The number.. will be rendered.,
by a semi-chorus consisting of the basses of the St. Paul's,
Westminster Abbey, and Chapel Royal chorus.

tSeniicicle. Obs. In 5 semycicle [ad.
med.L. *$emicicfa

t
in Du Cange sefnissecla, f. simi-

Semi- + stela= sielus a liquid measure.] Half a pint.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vni. 148 A sester and a semycicle

torig. sextarii nnins et semis] take Of senuey seede.

Semicircle (scmisaakT). [ad. L. shnicireulus :

see Semi- 6 b and Circle sb.]

1. The half of a circle divided by a diameter, or
the half of its circumference.
X5»6 A C. mery talys 3 b, [Oxford scholar loq.] Cobler I

pray the set me .ii. tryangyls & ,ii. semy cercles vppon my
subpedylals. 1551 Records Pathw. Knotvl. 1. Defin., If that
part be separate from the rest of the ciicle..And if it be
parted juste by the centre.. then is it called a semicircle,
or halfe compasse. 1571 Digges Pantom. 1. B ij, A Semi-
circle or halfe Circle, doth conteine both the Dimetient and
Centre of his circle, with the precise halfe of his circiimfer-
ence. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 208 A very antient
towne..shuat amidst hilles in forme of a semicircle. 1667
Primatt City <r C. Builder 164 The measuring of a Semi-
circle, is the multiplying half the Diameter .. by a quartei of
the Circle. 1798 Hutton Course Math. I. 301 An Angle in
a .Semicircle, is a Right Angle.

2. A set of objects or an arrangement in the form
of a half-circle; a semicircular form, formation,
structure, etc.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 27/1 We must
file of all such teeth which will not be contayned in the
semicircle of the other teeth. 1636 B, Jonson Eng. Gram.
11. i. (1640)70 Apostrophus.. should, and of the learneder
sort hath his signe and marke, which is such a Semicircle

'

placed in the top. a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xv. § 54
The smaller ships.. lay in a semicircle moored along the
shore. 17*6 Swift Gulliver 1. i, The Chains. .gave me
..the Liberty of walking backwards and forwards in a
Semicircle. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 1. 168 The pallid
semicircle of the moon. 1831 in jml. Frankl. Inst. VIII.
(N. S.j 195 The teeth being placed on a fixed semi-circle.

1837 Penny Cycl. IX. 129/1 The semicircle of the orchestra.
1874 Black Pr. Thnle ii, The harbour was overlooked by
a semicircle of hills.

fig. a 1619 Beaum. & Fl. Q. Corinth iv. i, Has he given
the lye In circle, or oblique, or semi circle, Or direct par-
rallel ? you must challenge him.

3. A semicircular instrument or one marked
with a semicircle ; now only = Graphometer.
1594 Blundbvil Exerc. iv. (1597) 209 Another Circle of

brasse plate . . called the semi-Circle ofposition, which serueth
chiefly for matters of Astronomie, as to find out the twelu
houses of heauen. 1701 Moxon Math. Instr. 18 Semicircle,
made of Brass, with an Index and sights, Box and Needle,
Ball and Socket, and Staff; containing 180 Degrees, being
half the Theodolet, 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
81 Instruments made use of for tracing upon the Ground.

.

are the Graphometre, or Semi-circle, a 1859 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. xxiv. V. 133 They meet at the corner of his park
with paper and pencils, a pole, a chain and a semicircle,
measure his fields.

Hence Semicircle v. trans., to surround with
a semicircle ; inir. to form a semicircle.
1813 Shelley Q. Mab 1. 235 An immense concave .. semi-

circled with a belt Flashing incessant meteors, a 1864
Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. (1879) II. 124 A broad streak
..semicircling beneath either eye.

Semicircled (se-misaikrd), ///. a. Chiefly

poet. [f. Semicircle j£. + -ed.] Of the form of
a semicircle ; arranged as in a semicircle.
1586 Marlowe 1st PI. Tamburl. in. i, When the Moon

begins To ioine in one her semi-circled homes. 1598 Shaks.
Merry W. in. iii. 68 A semi-circled farthingale. 1616 Surfl.
& Markh. Country Farm n. xlviii. 241 Seeds, which as
soone as they are ripe, are like Marigold seeds, white, rough,
and semicircled. 1639 Quari.es A rgalus fy Parth. \\\. Wks.
(Grosart) III. 277/1 Now and then a kisse Would interpose
like a parenthesis, Betweene their semicircled armes, in-
clos'd. 1834 Disraeli Rez>. Epick 1. i. 9 Rank above rank
in semicircled grace.

Semicircular (semiso\iki/71ii), a. Also 5
-er. [ad. med.L. semicirculdris, f. L. semicircul-us
Semicircle. Cf. F. semi-eireulaire.] Of the form
of a semicircle.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) IV. 101 After auctores theatrum
is proprelya flore semicirculer, in the myddes of whom was
an howse whiche was callede scena. 1615 Crooke Body of



SEMICIRCULARLY. 440 SEMI-ELLIPSE.

Man 984 The figure of the ribs is semicircular like a Bow.

1624 Wottom Archit. 1. 50 Semicircular Arches, or Hemi-
sphericall Vaults **ing raised vpon the totall Diameter.

1708 J. Chambeklayne St. Gt. Brit. (1710)417 The Lords..

when in the Inner House sit on a Semicircular Bench. .to

hear Petitions. 1776 Gibbon Ded. % F. xi. I. 300 Disposing

the legions in a semicircular form, he advanced the two
horns of the crescent across the Danube. 1864 Bryce Holy
Rom. Emp. iv. (18^5) 48 Behind in the semicircular apse sat

the clergy, rising tier above tier, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led.
Archit. (1879* I. 49 The arches [in the Romanesque style]

always either semi-circular or segmental.

Comb. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Mouldincss 5 P 4/3
Two twigs of ozier put semicircular-wise into holes made in

the handle of the scythe. 1828-9 Narrien in Encyd. Me-
trope!. (1845) V. 284/2 Semicircular-headed apertures serving

as entrances. 1897 Ch. Times 20 Aug. 186/1 Small semi-

circular-headed windows of one light.

b. Anat, Designating + (a) the orbicular muscle

of the eyelid ; (b) the three canals of the internal

ear.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Semicircular Muscles, the
same as Claudeut Muscles. 1743 Hartley Observ. Man
1. ii. § 5. 224 Vibrations communicated to the Cochlea, and
semicircular Canals. 1843 Carpenter Anim. Phys. § 518
The three semicircular canals are passages, excavated in the
solid bone, and lined by a continuation of the same mem-
brane as that which lines the vestibule [of the ear]. 1885
Encyd. Brit. XIX. 38/2 The horizontal semicircular canal
in the internal ear of a pigeon.

Hence Semicircularity, Semici'rcularness.
1731 Bailey, Semicirculamess, half circularness. 1863

Reade Hard Cash i, Observing his semicircularity and
general condition.

Semici'rctilarly, adv. [f. Semicircular +
-ly -.] In a semicircular form ; in a half-circle.

1615 Crooke Body 0/ Man 770 The vse of this seuenth
paire is semicircularly to mooue the head. 1705-30 S. Gale
Tour through Engl. (1790) 15 A narrow passage between two
stone walls.. built semicircularly. 1756 Pennant in Phil,
Trans. XLIX. 514 The flat or upper part is striated semi-
circularly. 1839 Sat. Mag. Sept. 127/2 The semicircularly-
formed vault. 1888 Century Mag. XXX. 882 The ' belt ', or
rainbow, of fertile land Swept semicircularly round.

Semioi'rculating, ///. a. rare-*. [Cf. L.

semieireuldttts,] Semicircular.
a 1700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III. 4 A Gulf. .Whose

fertile semicirculating Head, With Temples and with Palaces
is spread.

Seniicirque (se-misajk). poet. [f. Semi- 6 a

+ Cirque.] A semicircle.

1795-1814 Wordsw. F.xcurs. in. 50 Upon a semicirque of
turf-clad ground, The hidden nook discovered to our view
A mass of rock. 1831 Blackw. Mag. XXIX. 328 The skater
there, with motion nice, In semicirque and graceful wheel.
1872 A. de Vere Leg. St. Patrick 153 Above the semicirque
of grassy seats.

Semicolon (semikJu-l^n). [f. Semi- + Colon 2
.]

A punctuation-mark consisting of a dot placed
above a comma (;) : see quots.
In present use it is the chief stop intermediate in value

between the comma and the full stop ; usually separating
sentences the latter of which limits the former, or marking
off a series*of sentences or clauses of co-ordinate value.

1644 Hodges Eng. Primrose N 3, At a comma, stop a little

..At a semi-colon, somewhat more.^ 1692 B. Jonson's
Eng. Gram. Wks. 690 A Semicolon is a distinction of an
imperfect Sentence, wherein with somewhat a longer Breath,
the Sentence following is included. 1771 Luckombe Hist.
Printing 26? The semicolon is a point ofgreat use to enforce
and illustrate what has been advanced, and digested by the
Comma.. .The Semicolon is used as an Abbreviation, in the
word Esquire. 1800 L. Murray Eng. Gram. 227 The semi-
colon is sometimes used, when the preceding member of
the sentence does not of itself give a complete sense, but
depends on the following clause: and sometimes when the
sense of that member would be complete without the con-
cluding one.

Se*mi-colunm. Arch. [Semi- 6c; cf. med.L.
semi-eolumnium (Isidore).] The half of a column
cut longitudinally.

1715 Leoni Palladio's Archit. (1742) I. 52 Halls, .sur-

rounded with semi-columns. 186a Parthenon 26 July 400
The walls projecting from the cella terminated in two semi-
columns, instead of square pilasters. 187^ Brash Eccl.
Archit. Iret. 99 The flank walls., are.. divided by semi-
columns.

Hence Semicolu'mnar a., of the form of a
semi-column ; Bot. applied to stems, etc. shaped
like half a cylinder cut lengthwise.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot. (1796), Semiteres, seimcolumnar.

1849 Dana Geot. iii. (1850) 274 Walls of semi-columnar lava.

t Semi-concave. Obs. [Semi- 6 a.] Applied
to the half of a hollow cylinder bisected longitudi-

nally. (See Concave sb. i b.)

16*6 Bacon Sptlva § T31 As the Enclosure, that is Round
about and Entire, preserueth the Sound ; Sc doth a Semi-
Concaue. 1734 Builder's Diet. s.v. 1 1. B 7, A Semi-Concave-
Cylinder.

Semi-co'njugate,". {sb.) Math. [Semi- 6 b.]

Semi-conjugate axis, diameter= conjugate semiaxis,

semidiameter : see Conjugate a. 6 a, and cf. quot. i

1680 there, and 1885 s.v. Semi-diameter. Also
,

eltipt. (as sb.) for these.

1743 Emerson Fluxions 187 Let AD be an Hyperbola, B
,

the Center, BA =a, Semi-conjugate=£. 1790 Phil. Trans.
I

LXXX. 536, CV and CW being a kind of semitransverse and
semiconjugate axes to the elliptic track on the spherical sur-
face. 188a Minchin Unifl. A inemat. 130 An ellipse referred

J

to two semi-conjugate diameters, pa, //; as axes.

t Semicope. Obs, [f. Semi- + Cope sb.i] A
short cloak.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 262 Of double worstede was his
semycope That rounded as a belle out of the pre^e.

Semi-Cll'bic, a. rare. - next.
ijgjPhil. Trans. LXXXVIII.390 A conic parabola being

given, a semicubic one may be found.

Semi-cubical, ' Math. [Semi- 6b.] Applied
to the curve of the third degree with a cusp referred

to rectangular axes, the equation to which can
always be reduced to the form ay-= x'&.

The exponent of the power of the abscissa which is pro-
portional to the ordinate is 3

/2 , whence the name.
1677 Wallis in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 609

That [invention] of Mr. Neale is straightening the semi-
cubical parabola without supposing the squaring an hyper-
bola. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Semi-cubical Para-
bcloid, is • Curve whose Ordinates are in Subtriplicate of
the Duplicate proportion of the Diameter. 1855 G. Salmon
Conic Sect. xiii. (ed. 3) § 251 The equation of the evolute
of a parabola represents a curve called the semicubical
parabola.

t SemicU'pium. Obs. Also erron. -cirbium;
and anglicized semicupe. [med.L., f. semi- Semi-

+ cfipa tun.] A bath in which only one's legs

and hips are covered ; a hip-bath.
1634 T. Johnson Parey's Chirurg. 1049 Bags, Fumiga-

tions, Semicupiums, Baths. 1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2),

Semi-cupe, is a half Bath, up to the navel of the patient.

1684 tr. Bonet's Merc. Commit, 111. 58 Many Lithotomists
immediately after the operation clap the Patient in a Semi-
cupe. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Senticnbium. 1785 Garth-
shore in Med. Commun. II. 44 Fomentations, and the Semi-
cupium..were of no avail. 1799 Underwood Dis. Child-
hood (ed. 4) II. 255 Oily embrocations, a blister, leeches,

and the semicupium were had recourse to.

Semi-cylinder. [Semi- 6 a.] The half of
a cylinder divided longitudinally.
1666 Collins in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 461 In

the concave of the said semicylinder. 1777 G. Fobster
Voy. round World I. 228 This and the first trumpet were
both made of two hollow semicylinders_ of wood. 1841
S. Clegg Manuf. Coal-Gas 60 The scoop is a semi-cylinder
made of thin plate iron. 1880 C. & F. Darwin Movent. PI.
81 One of the two cotyledons failed to produce a petiole,

whilst the other produced one consisting of an open semi-
cylinder ending in a sharp point.

Hence Semicylindric, -cylindrical adjs.
t of

the form of a semi-cylinder.

1731 Bailey (ed. 2), Semicylindrical. 1760 Lee Introd.
Bot. in. v. (1765) 185 Semicylindric, like a halved Cylinder

;

when they are round on one side, and flat on the other.

1793 Phil. Trans. LXXXIV. 10 The semicylindric cavity.

1B01 Ibid. XCI. 131 The thermometer, having its scale-

board.. of a semicylindrical form. 1843 Gwilt Archit.
§ 217 Semicylindrical vaults. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
147 Water-Purslane.. placentas semicylindric

Semi-deity. [Semi- 2.] = Semigod.
c 161a Chapman Homer's Hymn to the Moone 27 Men

whose states the Deities did raise To Semideities. 1685
Boyle Enq. Notion Nat. 15 A certain Semi-Deity, which
they caK Nature. 1848 Bailey Festus (ed. 3) 190 Adieu ! ye
semideities I x86o Pusey Min. Prop/i. 2 As if nature were
a sort of semi-deity, or creation were its own Creator.

Semi-demi-, used (1) = half-half, i.e. quarter,

in Bemidemisemiquaver, a note the 64th part

of a semibreve
; (2) vaguely in a diminutive sense,

as semi-demi-dinner. (Cf. Demi-semi.)
1836 T. Hook G. Gurney (1850) III. iii. 351 She. .at last

appeared to expect me at luncheon as regularly as she
looked for that semi-demi-dinner itself. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Semidemisemiquaver, a half
demisemiquaver, the 64th part of a semibreve.

Se:mi-detaxlied, a. [Semi- i.] Partially

detached.

1859 Archaeol. Cant. II. p. xxxix, The foundations of the
villa were very extensive including one semi-detached apart-
ment. 1863 Ansted Channel 1st. 1. v. 93 Large semi-detached
masses of rock. 1907 Daily Chron. 28 Oct. 7/4 The miser-
able semi-detached life you and I have been living.

b. spec. Designating either of a pair of houses
joined together and forming a block by themselves.

1859 [Emily Eden] {title) The Semi-Detached House. 1871
Punch 9 Sept. 100/1 A lot of semi-detached Cockney villas.

1882 Brit. Med. Jml. 16 Sept. 517/1 No drain should pass
beneath a detached or semi-detached house.

Se:midia ameter. [lateL. (Boethius) : see

Semi- 6 b.] The half of a diameter.
1551 Recorde Pathw. Knowl. 1. Defin., Diameters, whose

halfe, I meane from the center to the circumference any
waie, is called the semidiameter, or halfe diameter. 1625
N. Carpenter Geogr. Del. 1. v. (1635) 117 Astronomers mea-
sure the magnitude of the Starres by Diameters and Semi-
diameters of the Earth. 1648 Wilkins Math. Magick 1. vi.

38 That dis-proportion ofdistance, which there is betwixt the
Semidiameter of the Cylinder AB, and the Semidiameter of
the mndle with the spokes FA. 1709 Berkeley Th. Vision

§ 44 Fifty or Sixty Semidiameters of the Earth distant from
me. 1763 Ann. Reg. 106 A curious halo appeared round
the moon. Its semidiameter, from the lower limb of the
planet to the opposite arch of the phenomenon, was very
near twenty-one degrees and a half. 1816 Playfair Nat.
Phil. II. 213, 23659 semidiameters of the Earth, or 93595000
miles. 1885 J. Casey Analyt. Geom. 188 If any tangent
meets two conjugate semidiameters of an ellipse.

fig. 16x4 Jackson Creed m. xii. 224 By so much doth
the Pope., make his authentic, greater then Christs, which
is the semidiameter of this mouth of blasphemies.

b. Fortif. (see quot. 1704).
1669 Staynred Fortification 1 The Semidiameter of the

Outward Polygon. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Semi,
diameter.. is two-fold, viz. the Greater and Lesser: The
former being a Line composed of the Capital, and the Small
Semi-diameter of the Polygon ; And the other, a Line drawn
to the Circumference from the Centre thro' the Gorges,

Hence Semidiametral «.,that is a semidiameter.
1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. v. 86 The Semi-Diametral line

proceeding from the Center,

Se:mi-dia'phanouS, a. Now rare. [Semi-

7 a.] Partially or imperfectly transparent.
1663 Boyle Exp. Hist. Colours 1. iii. 22 We should not

judge it Opacous, but either Translucid, or at least Semi-
diaphanous, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils (1729) 1.

I. 87 A yellowish semidiaphanous Crust. i8»6 Kirby & Sp.
Entom. xxxv. III. 606 Those (tegmina] of the Man es that
resemble dry leaves are only semidiaphanous.

Hence f Semi-diaphancity.
1663 Boyle Exp. Hist. Colours L iii. 73 The Transparency

or Semi-diaphaniety of the Superficial Corpuscles of Bigger
Bodies.

Se mi-diirrnal, a. [Semi- 5 a.]

1. Astron. Pertaining to, consisting of, or per-

formed in, half the time between the rising and
setting of a celestial body. Chiefly in semi-
diurnal arc.

1594 Blundevil .E,r<m:. m. xviii. (1597) 154 It deuideththe
artificial day and artificial! night each of them into two
parts, that is to say, into two semi-diurnall and into two
seminocturnal! parts. Ibid. 1. 176 b, There will remaine
9. houres 4'8. which is the length of the artificiall day, when
the Sunne is in the first degree of Scorpio, the one halfe
wherof is called the semi-diurnall Arke of that artificial day.
1664 Wakely Mariners-Compass rectified (1694) 93 Astro-
nomical Tables of Semidiurnal and Seminocturnal Arches.
1725 Watts Geog. <$- Astron. xix, The difference between
the sun or star's semidiurnal arc and a quadrant or ninety
degrees. 185a H 1nd A stron. Vocab. 52 Semi-diurnalA re, is

half the arc described by a heavenly body between its rising

and setting. 1867 G. F. Chambers Astron. Vocab. 801.

2. Occurring every twelve hours. Chiefly of the

tides.

1794 Sulivan View Nat. I. 414 The tides are semi-diurnal
polar effusions, as the general currents of the ocean are
semi-annual. 1813 J. Forbes Oriental Mem. I. 309 The
sole cause then of these semidiurnal breezes, being the
capacity which the earth has for acquiring a higher tem-
perature than that of the sea. 1866 Lockyer Guillemin's
Heavens 59 The semi-diurnal oscillatory movement of the
waters of the ocean,—the tides.

3. Ent. Partly diurnal, flying at twilight.
In recent Diets.

Se:mi-divi*ne, a. [Semi- i.] Half divine;

that is a demigod.
x6oo W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 95 All whatsoeuer is

..brought in by those outcasts of Moses, staine of Solon,
and refuse of Licurgus, must be reputed for Metaphisical),

semie Diuine. 1846 Grote Greece 1. iv. I. 1x0 Either the
common god whom they worshipped, or some semi-divine
being closely allied to him. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gtyynne
I. vii. 226 The new governess was actually attempting to
level sarcasm at the semi-divine head of her mistress.

Se*mi-dome. [Semi- 6 a.] Half a dome, usually

one formed by vertical section.

1788 Gibbon Ded. <$• F. xl. IV. 94 The inside ofSt. Sophia,
the cupola, the two larger, and the six smaller, semi-domes
[etc.]. 1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 74/1 A large semicircular
. .apsis, covered by a semi-dome. 1874 Contemp. Rev. Oct.
161 The., figure of Christ in the semi-dome of the apse.

Hence Semi-domed, Semi-domical adjs,,

having the form of a semi-dome.
1864 Lady Eastlake Hist. Our Lord I. 10 The semi-

domed tribune or apse, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Arckit.

(1879) II. 250 Other semi-domical projections branching out
from the walls which support the great semi-domes. 1888
Gd. Words 238 The. .semi-domed nest [of the willow wrenk

Semi-dou "ble, a. (sb.) [Semi- r. So Fr.]

1. Liturg. (See quots.) Also sb. = semi-double
feast, [tr. med.L. semiduplex.']
i7»8 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Semidouble office has

double Vespers and Nine Lessons at Mattins ; but the
Anthems are not re-doubled. 1850 Vesper Bk. Pref. p. xii,

Sundays and Days within an Octave are Semi-doubles.
1884 Cath. Did. 344/1 On semi-doubles, half of the antiphon
was repeated before, the whole after the psalm. 1909 Cath.
Encycl. VI. 23/1 In the Mass, the semidouble has always at
least three orationes or prayers.

2. Of flowers : Having the innermost stamens
perfect, while the outermost have become petaloid.

17*0 P. Blair Bot. Ess. iv. 294 The double Roses seldom
fructify, but if you shall take the Hip of one that's semi-
double [etc.]. 1796 New Ann. Reg. 146, I had collected

my opium from double or semi-double poppies. 1861 Bent,
ley Man. Bot. 366 Cultivated semi-double flowers.

Semie, obs. f. Semee. Semied, var. Semeed.

Se:mi-elli'pse. [Semi- 6 a.] The half of an
ellipse bisected Dy one of its diameters (usually the

transverse).

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Hnsb. xxii. 344 The two Semi-
Ellipses, which are on the Fore-sides of their longest Axes
or Diameters. 1841 Miller OldRed Sandstone viii. (188^)

150 The convex or sharpened edge is elongated into a semi-
ellipse cut in the line of its shortest diameter, a 1878 Sir

G. Scott Led. Arckit. (18^9) I. 57 To make the section

of the narrower vault an upright semi-ellipse.

So Semi-elli-psis (hence Semi-elli'ptic,
-elliptical adjs.) ; Semi-ellipsoidal a.

t
of the

form of half an ellipsoid.

1767 Ferguson in Phil. Trans. LVII. 392 Right lines.,

shall cut the *semi.elltpsis in those points through which
the hour-lines must be drawn. 1833-4 J. Phillips in En-
cycl. Metrop. (1845) VI, 703/1 The Yorkshire flagstone is

..used, to make curb stones of two feet in height, the
laminas being placed vertically, and the block worked above
to a *semi-ellipsoidal figure. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. TerniSj *SemielUptlc, half-elliptic, the division being

longitudinal. 1907 Westm. Gaz. n Nov. 6/3 The suspension

of the rear part of the chassis is now by three-quarter ellip-
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tical springs instead of semi-elliptics. 176a Ann. Reg. 75
A bright semicircular or *semielliptical arch over the moon.
1841 Miller Old Red Sandstone viii. (1887) 166 They
remind one.. of pieces of ancient iron armour, fitted into
semi-elliptical scales. 1866 R. Tate BriU Mollusks iv. 128
The aperture is oblique, semielliptical, thin.

Semi-feral, a. [Semi- 2 ; cf. L. semifer,

and see Feral a.2 , Ferine.] Half-wild.
1887 Flower in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 774/1 The semiferal

pigs of New Granada. 1906 Wesim. Gaz. 29 Dec. 4/1 A
stag in Wamham Park, one of a semi-feral herd.

So Se-mi*ferine, Semiterous (rare~~°) adjs.

1854 Keightley Mytkol. (ed. 3) 233 The she-dragon
Delphyne, a *semi-ferine maid. 1858 Gladstone Homer 111.

605 [Achilles] is represented as having owed everything to
the peculiar training of Chiron ; whose semi-ferine life he
shared. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Semiferous, half wilde.

Semi-fidel, a. [f. Semi- + -fidel in Infidel.]

That is a half-believer.

1834 Southey Doctor xv. (1862) 37 Some of the infidel,

some of the semi-fidel, and some of the super.fidel schools.

Se'tuiflex, v. [Semi- 3.] trans. To bend into

a position halfway between that of extension and
that of complete flexure.

1835-6 Todd'sCycl. Anat. 1. 805/2 Supposing that a muscu-
lar effort equal to 20 wouM completely bend the elbow, one
equal to 10 would semiflex it, 1846 URiTTANtr. Malgaigne"s
Man. Oper. Surg. 224 Semiflex the limb, to extend the parts
and enlarge the articular line.

So Se'miflexed, Se miflexion, -fle'xure.
1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 78/1 The whole limb re-

mains habitually in the ^semiflexed position. 1879 St.
George's Hosp. Kep. IX. 323 The right knee was semiflexed

;

the joint was greatly distended. 1828 Lancet 12 Apr. 64/1
The fingers are constantly in a state of *seminexion. 1767
Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 91 *Semiflexure is the proper
position to keep the limb in, the muscles being then in a
state of relaxation.

Semi-floret.^A [Semi- 6c] A floret hav-
ing a ligulate corolla, as in the dandelion.
1731 Bailey (ed. 2), Semifloret' (with Florists), an half-

flourish, is tubulous at the beginning like a Floret, and
afterwards expanded in the form of a tongue. 1785 Martyn
Rousseau's Bot. vi. 68 You have observed two sorts of florets

in the Daisy: the yellow ones
t
which occupy the middle..

of the flower, and the little white tongues., which surround
them. . .We shall leave to the first the name of Florets, and
to distinguish the second we shall call them Semi-florets.

So Semi-fioscule, in Latin form -flo'sculus;
hence Semi-floscular, -flo'sculose, -flo-sculous
adjs., having semi-florets (cf, Ligulate a. 1).

"753 Chambers 1 Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Scorzonera, The flower
is ofthe 'semifloscular kind. 17*7 P. Blaib Pharmaco-Bot.
v. 210 AH the "Semifloscles or half Flourishes have a Capil.
lamentum and Vagina. Ibid. 227 The yellow radiated
large Flowers, .have their Corona, consisting of two or three
Rows of very small Semifloscules. 17*0 — Bot. Ess. i. 30
Each of these Flosculi, and *Semiflosculi

%
are situated upon

the top of an Embryo scminis. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.
m. xx. (1776) 232 The *Semiflosculose Flowers of Tourne-
fort. 1866 Treas. Bot., Semijlosculose, having the corolla
split and turned to one side, as in the ligule of composites.
17*0 P. Blaib Bot. Ess. iii. 128 *SemifloscuIous Flowers.
1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) III. 422/2 One naked seed, and
compound flowers scmiflosculous.

Semifluid, a. (and sb.) [SEMr- 7 a.] A. adj.

Of a consistency midway between fluid and solid.

1775 Ash, Semifluid, imperfectly fluid. 1791 Beddoes in
Phil. Trans. LXXXI. 174 Workman keeps stirring and
turning over the metal ; in 3 m. it becomes soft and semi-
fluid. 1833 N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 37 The reason
why thick soups, pies, puddings, and all semifluid masses,
retain their heat, .so much longer than equal bulks of mere
fluid. 1814 M. Scott Cruise Midge xix. Semifluid, as if

composedof earth and water. 1880-1 Saville Kent Man.
Infusoria I. 234 Monasfluida. . . Body soft and semifluid,
exceedingly variable in shape.

B. sb. A semi-fluid substance.

1731 Arbuthnot A /intents vi. vii. § 7 (1735) 180 Phlegm,
or Pttuite, is a sort of Semi-fluid. 1873 Geikie Ice Age iii.

33 What property does ice possess which enables it to creep
upon slopes adownwhichonly fluidsand semi-fluidscan move?
Hence Se mifluidity.
1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 455 The semifluidlty

of tar. i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxv. 365 A proof of the
semi-fluidity of the glacier.

Se'mi-form, sb. [Semi- a, 6f.] An imperfect
form ; Cryst., a hemihedral form.
1836 Smart, Semiform. 1895 Story-Maskelyne Crys.

tallogr. § 137 A form of the hemi-symmetrical kind will be
termed a semiform or a hemihedron.

Semi-form, a. rare~°. [ad. L. semiformis, f.

semi- Semi- +forma Form sb.} * Half formed, im-
perfect* (Bailey, 1721).

Semi-formed, a. [Semi- i, ? partly after L.
shniformis (see prec.).] Half-formed.
1828-3* Webster, Semi-formed, half-formed; imperfectly

formed ; as, semi-formed crystals. 1897 Mary Kingsley
W. Africa 44 Transparent semi-formed images of his own
delirium.

Semi-globe. [Semi- 6 a.] The half of a globe;
a hemisphere or hemispherical form, structure, etc.

17*8 Anson's Voy. in. ii. 312 A semi-globe, with the flat

part upwards. 1776 G. Semplc Building in Water 142, I

do not. .determine, whether Semi-globes, or common square
Lamps, will prove most commodious. 179a A. Young Trav.
France I. 17 The hills.. swell in beautiful semi-globes. 1867
G. F. Chambers Astron. vi. vi. 550 Diodorus conceived it [sc.

the Milky Way] to be a dense celestial fire, shewing itself

through the clefts of the starting and dividing semi-globes.

1875 Brash EccL Archil, frel. 43 The next order is en-
riched with a line of semiglobes.
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So Seml-glo'bose, -glo'bular adjs., of the form
of a semi-globe or hemisphere.
1711 Bailey, *Semiglobular, of the Form of half a Globe.

1818 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. vi. (ed. 3) I. 199 The red *semi-
globose bodies of the gravid females. 182a J. Parkinson
Outl. Oryctot. 100 The central semiglobular ventricular
cavity.

m
Jbid. 159 A semiglobose univalve. 1891 T. Hardy

Tess xlii, The irregular chalk table-land or plateau, bosomed
with serai-globular tumulL

Se/migod. [Semi- 2 ; freq. used to render L.
semideus, Gr. i)/u0eos.] A demigod,
1417 Capgrave Chron. (Rolls) 50 Thei had doute, whan he

was ded, whethir thei schuld a noumbir him among the hie
goddis or semigoddes. 1596 Fitz-Geffrey Sir F. Drake
(1881) 16 Some semi-God, more then a mortall creature.
1615 B. Jonson Golden Age Rest. Wks. (1616) 1013 Yonder
soules. .in Elysian bowres..That for their liuing good, now
semigods are made. 1618 Chapman Hesiod 1. 254 Diuine
Heroes ; That the surnames bore Of Semigods. 1726 Leoni
AlbertVs Archil. II. 21/2 Semi-Gods and Heroes to be
Guardians over Cities. 1831 Keightley Mytkol. 11. i. 259
The divine race of heroes, in former times called Semigods.
1860 Emerson Cond. Life, Culture Wks. (Bohn) II. 363 Can
rules or tutors educate The semigod whom we await?

Semihi'ant, a, rare-1
, [ad. L. semikiant-em,

f. semi- Semi- i + kiant-em, pres. pple. of Mare to
gape.] Of lips: Half-open.
1873 M. Collins Miranda xxx, He stooped and softly

kissed the semihiant lips,

Semili, obs. form of Seemly adv.

Se'milor, alteration of Similor by association
with Semi-, quasi * half-gold \
1866 G. Stephens Runic Mon. I. 321 An inner smooth

unbroken tube of semilor f/r/«/^semidorL 1874 Knight
Diet. Mech. I. 63 Jeweller's Alloys.. Semilor.

Semilunar (semili/7'nai), a. (sb.) [ad. mod.L.
semilunaris, f. *semiluna half-moon (cf. late L.
semilunium) ; see Semi- 6 a and Lukab. Cf. F.
semi-lunaire!\ A. adj. Half-moon-shaped; cre-
scentic. (Cf. Lunar a. 3.) a. in general use.
1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg, 17 b/i The Knife

is of the Latinistes callede * Culter excisonus lunatus ', in
Englishe a semi-lunare cutting Knife. 1717 Phil. Trans.
XXX. 556 Some exactly Square, some oblong Square, some
Semi-lunar. 1774 Pennant TourScotl. in 1772, 188 A beauti-
ful semilunar bay. 1795 Anna Seivards Lett. (1811) IV. 102
A semilunar seat, beneath its boughs, admits four people.
1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 74 It is probable that the semi-
lunar instruments were fixed in wooden handles, and then
used in cleaning skins.

b. Zool.) Bot., and Anat. (e.g. semilunar carti-

fage, fold, ganglion, valve : see quots.).
x68i Grew Musaeum l ii. 101 The Snout [sc. of the River-

Whale] flat. Both the Chaps Defore of a Semilunar figure.

1719 Quincy Phps. Diet. (1722), Semilunar Valves, thus
called from their resemblance in shape to a half moon.
17*8 Chambers Cycl., Semilunar Valves, .are little Valves
or Membranes of a Semilunar Figure, placed in the Orifice
of the Pulmonary Artery, to prevent the Relapse of the
Blood into the Heart at the time of its Dilatation. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v., All the species of the semi-
lunar shells have few convolutions. 1763 />*//. Trans. LIV.
180 In the abdomen this nerve unites with the par vagum
of the right side, and together form the great semi-lunar
Ganglion. 1768 Pennant in Ibid. LVIII. 03 Between the
toes is a strong semilunar membrane. 1831 Knox Cloquet's
Anat. 133 The Semilunar Bone (os Lunatum), is smaller
and less elongated than the scaphoid. Its upper surface is

convex and smooth. 1830-47 7 odd's Cycl. Anat. III. 84/2
The lacrymal caruncle and semilunar fold. 1840 W. J. Wil-
son Anal. Vade M. (1842) 69 The semilunar bone may be
known by having a crescentic concavity, and a somewhat
crescentic outline. 1852 Dana Crust. 1. 474 The nasal open-
ing in males is irregularly semilunar. 1871 Darwin Desc.
Man I. i. 23 In man. .[the third eyelid] exists. .as a mere
rudiment, called the semilunar fold. 1873 Mivart Elem.
Anat. v. 183 Two inter-articular cartilages, called semilunar,
are. .interposed between the cartilaginous articular surfaces
of the femur and those of the tibia.

B. sb. A semilunar bone, valve, etc.

1893 S. Gee Auscult. <$ Percuss. 1. iii. 50 That the
closure of the aortic semilunars precedes that of the pul-
monary semilunars.

Semilunary, a. Now rare or Obs. [Formed
as prec. : see -ary.] = prec. adj.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 13 The Soldania Bay is

of a semMunary forme. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. xii.

§ 6 SchoL, The semilunaryValvuUe. 1678 Phil. Trans.
XII. 1037 They both made but one continued semilunary
Body. tj\$Ibid. XXIX. 328 The semilunary Valves in the
Mouth ofthe Aorta. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) VI.
in Semilunary rays darting from gilded clouds, surround-
ing an achievement motto, In Coelo Salus.

Semilunate, a. [As prec. : see -ate 2.]

Lunate.
1841 Johnston in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. ix. 266 Oper-

culum semilunate. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. IV. 1. 402/2
Semilunate pancreatic glands. 1881-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-w.
Algael. 47 Cells semilunate, with the cusps either expanded
or curved inwards.

So Senii-ln-nated a.

1716 Monro Anat. Bones 106 We remark on the occipital

Bone a small Rising and semilunated Excavation of each
Side. 178s Latham Gen. Synopsis Birds III. 1. 203 Avoset.
..Feet palmated; the webs deeply semilunated between
each toe.

Senii-ltine. [As if ad. L. *semiluna half-moon

:

see Semi- 6 a and Lune 3.] A semilunar or crescent-

shaped form, structure, etc. ; Fortif.= Demi-lune 2.

1838 Holden Hum. Osteol. (1878) 162 The ' semilunar

'

bone may be told by its two 'semilunes' below. 1862
Rawunson Anc, Mon. Assyria iv, Between this outer barrier

I

and the City moat were interposed a species of semilune.
|
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I 1880 V. Harris & Power Man. Physiol. Lab. 46 Granular
I

semilunar bodies, the semilunes of Heidenhain. 1905 Daily

I

Chron. 18 Oct. 4/4 The vast semMune along the Strand.

t Semi-mature, a. Obs. rare-1
, [ad. L.

I

semimaturus -. see Semi- i, Matured.] Half ripe.
c 1440 Pallad, on Husb. iv. 529 Semymature also me may

hem glene.

Semi-me'tal. Old Chem. [ad. mod.L. semi-
melallum: see Semi- 2, 7 i.] A non-malleable metal.
1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. <$ Min. Introd. f2 b, Semi-

mettals, &c. which are mineral bodies, neere in nature unto
mettals. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. 89 [A Metal] may
comprehend both those that are strictly called Metals (not
excluding common argent vive to be one) and those that are
also called semi-metals, as Antimony and the like. 173a
Hist, Lit. III. 349 Fossils are divided into Metals, Salts,
Sulphurs, Stones, Semi-Metals, and Earths. 1754 Lewis in
Phil. TVwtt.XLYIII. 680 Regulus of antimony, the most
difficultly fusible of the semi-metals. 1812 J. Smyth Pract.
Customs 26 Crude Antimony, or the Ore of Antimony, . . is a
semi-metal. 1831 T. P. Jones New Convers. Chem. Gloss.,
Semi-metal. This term is now obsolete. 1835 Poe Adv.
Hans Pfaall Wks. 1864 I. 8 A particular metallic substance
or semi-metal.

Se:mi-meta*llic, a. [Semi- 7 i.] Partly me-
tallic ; spec, ofthe nature of a 'semi-metal*.
174&-5* J- Hill Mat. Med. (J.), The semimetallick recre-

ments, 1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 164 Lustre, of
the grey part, silky, verging to the semimetallic. 1804 Edin.
Rev. III. 393 Semi-metallic matter.

tSeminair(e. Obs. rare. [a. F. se'minaire
(16th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. seminarium
Seminary sbX\ = Seminary sbl
C1440 Pallad. on Husb. vi. 64 The semynair is doluen in

this mone Al bisily.

Seminal (se'minal), a. and sb. Also 4-5
semynall, 5-6 seminall. [a. F. shninal (14th c.

in Hatz.-Darm.), = Pr., Sp., Pg. seminal, It. semi-
nale, ad. L. setnindl-tSj t semin~, semen seed,
Semen : see -al.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to
seed ; of the nature of seed.

L Of or pertaining to the seed or semen of men
and animals (applied Phys. and Anat. to structures
adapted to contain or convey semen) ; of the nature
of semen.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. i. (Bodl. MS.), pe

humoure seminal. 1477 Norton Ord. Alch. v. in Ashm.
(1652) 90 Then is the Marriage perfect .

. ; And ye maie trewly
know..How the seminall seed Masculine, Hath wrought
and won the Victory, Upon the menstrualls worthily. 1620
Venner Via Recta vii. 154 They notably strengthen the
seminall vessels. 1673 Phil. Trans. VIII. 6047 Animals, of
spontaneous and seminal generation. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) II. 19 The seminal liquor, not only of males,
but of females also, abounds in these moving little animals.
1853 G. Bird Urin. Deposits 8 345 (ed. 4) 360 Some time
after a seminal emission. 1861 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd.
(ed. 3) 51 We regard the former as an ovary and the second
as a testicle or seminal capsule. 1880 Huxley Crayfish 351
The seminal matter is poured out.

t b. Begotten of the seed (of a person). Obs.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. t. x. 43 Some deny his

Divinity, that he was begotten of humane principles, and
the seminall sonne of Joseph.

2. With reference to plants : Pertaining to or of
the nature of seed. Bot. Of organs or structures :

Serving to contain the seed.

t Seminalplant (= mod.L.plantula seminalis) : thefuture
plant as contained in the seed, the embryo, f Seminal root
= Radicle i. Seminal lca*= Cotyledon.
1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyrus iii. 125 The seminal

spike of Mercurie weld. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 56 Every
small particle of that imperfect plant being rather beleived
seminall.. than [etc.]- 1671 Grew Anat. PI. 1, i. (1682) 5
If you take the Lobe of a Bean, and lengthwise pare off its

Parenchyma by degrees, and in extreme thin slices, many
Branches ofthe Seminal Root., will appear. 1691 Ray
Creation 1. (1692) 99 Most Seeds having in them a seminal
Plant perfectly formed. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I,

Seminal Leaves, c 1770 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1777) 262
The seminal root serves the purposes of an anchor. 1833
Hooker in Smith Eng. Flora V. 1. 10 The inner membrane
(or seminal bag) is attached by numerous threads or veins
to the inside of the outer covering. 1837 P. Keith Bot.
Lex. no The former [epigean cotyledons] springing up
during the process of germination, and being converted
into seminal leaves.

fb. Produced from seed. Obs.

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s. v. Crocus, There are several
other Varieties of the Spring Crocus.,, which are seminal
Productions. X766 Complete Farmer s. v. Pease 5 Z 1/1
Several of the above-mentioned.. are.. only seminal varia-
tions, which will degenerate into their original state in a few
years, if they are not very carefully managed. 1796 C.
Marshall Gardening v. (1798) 68 A seminal variety of any
tree, or shrub, that is remarkably different from the original.

3. gen. Of or pertaining to the seed or repro-

ductive elements existing in organic bodies, or

attributed in pre-scientific belief to inorganic sub-
stances. Formerly often in seminalpower, virtue :

the power of producing offspring.

1605 Timme Quersit. 11. iv. 117 Gold phylosophicall, .

.

having gotten a more perfect vegetation and seminal vertue,
may be dissolued into any liquor. 1651 Biggs Neiv. Disp.
r 73 The Earth bath of herself a seminall vertue of producing
herbs. 1662 Stillingfu Orig. Sacra? 111. ii. § 17. 463 And con-
sequently different appearances and effects may be caused
in the same bodies, though it results from seminal principles.
1693 Bentley Boyle Led. 122 To prove our assertion about
the seminal production of all living creatures, . . we appeal to
observation and experiment. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles $
Comm. v. Misc. (1711) 74 We cannot prolong the Period of a

56
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Commonwealth beyond the Decree of Heaven, or the Date

of its Nature, any more than Humane Life beyond the

Strength of the Seminal Virtue.

4. fig. Having the properties of seed; containing

the possibility of future development,

a .639 Wotton Suro. Educm Rehq. (.67a) 77 In
¥

dlv«™

Children their ingenerate and seminal powers (as I may

call them) lie deep. 1651 Baxter Inf. Baft. 294 Con-

ferring upon them Seminal and Initial Grace, which doth

not pr^uppose Faith, but is it self the seed of Faith. « 1.703

Burn," VuN. T. Acts viii. 25 Sinful thoughts are radical

and seminal evils. i7S' Johnson Rambler No. 184 r 1 A
careless glance upon a favourite author,.. is sufficient to

supply the first hint or seminal idea. 1779— L. P., Milton,

It is pleasant to see great works in their seminal state,

nreenant with latent possibilities of excellence. 1838 Mill

Beitham in Westm. Rev. Aug. 468 Jeremy Bentham and

Samuel Taylor Coleridge—the two great seminal minds or

England in their age. 1883 A. Roberts O. T. Revision V.

105 The Book of Job.. seems to abound in those seminal

thoughts which were developed and exhibited clearly in the

later books. 1889 J.
M. Robertson Ess. towards Crtt.

Method 30 It was due to no seminal virtue in him that

French literature later flowered afresh.
)

b. nonce-use. Concerned with the 'seeds of

future growth.
i8»7 Hare Guesses Ser. I. (1873) 199 The true reformer is

the Seminal Reformer, not the Radical.

f B. sb. Obs.

1. A seminal particle ; a seed, germ. Also fig.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. VII. xvii. 379 Perhaps they

containe the seminals of Spiders, and Scorpions. i«6i Glan-

vill Van. Dogm. 155 Did it [the Peripatetic Philosophy]

suppose any thing of the form to pre-exist in the matter, as

the seminal of its being ; 'twere a tolerable sense to say it

were educed from it. 1671 R. Bohun Disc. Wind 175 1 he

seminals of heat. 168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor.iv. 6 4

Mother-vices, which carry in their Bowels the seminals of

other Iniquities.

2. Phys. A seminal vessel or duct.

1733 Ordinary ofNewgate Wo. 1. Advt., By .. replenish-

ing the Reins and Seminals.

t Seminality. Obs. Also seminalty. [f.

Seminal a. + -ity.] Seminal quality, principle, or

condition.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. n As though there

were a seminalitie in Urine. 1651 in Biggs New Disp.

Verses to Author c 2, My Quill Is to seek the Seminalty of

things That's cover'd in these Lines. 1665 Needham Med.

Medicinx 141 The Seminality or Ferment of the Disease

being lodged in the Seed.

b. //. Seminal properties; seminal particles,

germs, lit. and fig.
1651 \Siggs NewDisp.T2i$ Alien humours and seminalities.

1665 Needham Med. Medicinx 62 The Influence which the

Seminalities of the Pox have by intermixture with other

Maladies. 1679J. Goodman Penitent Pardonedi. iv. (1713)

87 Such kind of mutinous thoughts, such jealousies and

suspicions are . . the seminalities of all rebellion against God.

1681 Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. 1. § 28 Like the dispersed

Seminalities of Vegetables at the Creation, scattered through

the whole Mass of the Earth.

Seminally (se'minali), adv. ?now rare. [f.

Seminal a. + -ly 2
.] In a seminal state or manner

;

as a seed, germ, or reproductive element; in the

form or state of seed ; as regards germination or

reproduction. Chiefly fig.

1634 Jackson Creed vn. vii. Wks. VII. 35 All prediction of

contingents to come, or of events not as yet seminally extant

in their natural causes was from divine inspiration. 1640 Bp.

Reynolds Passions xxxii. 394 If the Soule be seminally tra-

duced, it must be either from the body, or from the soule of

the Parents. 167s Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. v. 105 Why am I

guilty of what Adam did, but because I have a nature that

was seminally in him? 177a Fletcher Logica Genev. 150

If we all received an unspeakable injury by being seminally

in Adam when he fell, .we all received also an. unspeakable

blessing by being in his loins when God spiritually raised

him up. 1847 A. M'Lean Comm. Hebr. I. vii. 264 Levi.

.

may be said to have been seminally in the loins, of Abraham
when Melchisedec met him. 1887 Gladstone in loth Cent.

Jan. 2 Homer, .is. .also a great dramatist, and contains

within him seminally the drama of his country.

t Seminant. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L. seminant-

em, pres. pple. of semindre to sow.] A sower

of seed ; applied allusively to a seminary priest

:

cf. Seedman and Seminaby a. 2 and sb.2 2.

c 1588 Secar Blazon ofPapists C 3, A Papist Seminant.

Ioyn'd with the rest of this pernicious broode, Are Semi-

nants calde Iesuistes of some.

1 Seminar 1
. Sc. Obs. [ad. L. semindrium :

see -ab '*.] = Seminaby sb.1

'573 Tyrie Re/ut. Knox 44 b, But he of his prouidence

hes reseruit sindrie, as ane seminar, be quhouie he lies

prorogat his doctrine to the posteritie.

||
Seminar 2 (semina-r). [Ger., ad. L. semind-

rium Seminaby sbX\ In German universities

(hence in certain British and American universities),

a select group of advanced students associated for

special study and original research under the guid-

ance of a professor. Also trans/., a class that

meets for systematic study under the direction of

a teacher.
1889 A. S. Hill Our English v. 209 In New York and

Washington, if I am not misinformed, 'seminars' are

periodically held, at which a clever woman coaches other

clever women in the political, literary, and ethical tooicsof the

day. 189a Daily News 3 Aug. 6/1 [University Extension
meeting at Oxford] A seminar is being organised in connec-
tion with the economic course, and the students will write

essays and have tutorial supervision. 1893 Chicago Advance
Apr. 27 The Seminar.. is a society for the prosecution of

442

independent work in some chosen field. There are to be

eight of these Seminars next year, ign Expositor July 16

It has been well dealt with in the brilliant volume of Essays
from Dr. Sanday's Seminar.

Seminarial (semine»'rial), a. rare. [f. Semi-

nary sbA + -al.] Of or pertaining to a seminary.

176a tr. Busching's Sysl. Geog. V. 180 Four are invested

with the government of seminarial convents. 1870 Dickens
E. Drood iii, Miss Twinkleton, in her seminarial state of

existence.

Seminarian (semine<> -rian), a. and sb. rare.

[f. Seminaby sb.1 + -an.] t A. adj. = Seminaby a.

1584 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. S. ?. (1880) VI. 722 Martin

Array, a Seminarian priest.

B. sb. t a. A seminary priest {obs.). b. A
student at a seminary or Jesuit school, a seminarist.

1584 in Foley Rec. Eng. Prov. S. J. (1880) VI. 721 Lane,

of Fisheborne receiveth Correy, a Seminarian. 1794 tr.

Barruets Hist. Clergy Fr. Rev. 111. 27 At eight o'clock in the

morning the clergymen of St. Nicholas, .were dragged with

their seminarians to the house of St. Firmin. 1908 G.

Tyrrell in Hibbert Jrnl. Jan. 254 In protecting the semi-

narian from the knowledge of awkward facts.

Hence Stanina-rianism, the mannerism of a

seminarian.
1879 W. M. Baker His Majesty Myself xviii. (1880) 139

(Funk) ' He, at least, has no seminarianism about him ' she

said, incidentally to ReveL

Seminarist (seminarist), [f. Seminab-y sb.1

+ -1ST. Cf. F. seminariste (1690 in Hatz.-Darm.),

Sp., Pg., It. seminarista, Du., Ger., Sw., Da.

seminarist^

1. A Roman Catholic priest educated in a foreign

seminary in the 16th and 17th c, esp. at Douay
for the English mission. Now Hist.

1383 Fulke Def. Tr. Script, v. 147 One who hath more
profited the Church of God, with his sincere translation, and
learned annotations, than all the popish Seminaries, and
Seminarists, shall be able to hinder it. 1679 Everard Popish

Plot 1, I surprized her with two of the chief Scotch Semi-

narists of Paris. 1716 M. Davies Atlun. Brit. III. Diss.

Drama 4 The Romish regular Clcrici, Cannon Regulars,

Theatins, Oratorians, Seminarists, Chapterists, &c i8a6

J. R. Best Four Yrs. France 6 The story of the poor semi-

narist of Douay. 1841 D' Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 424

The seminarists were universally revered as candidates of

martyrdom.

2. A student in a seminary ; chiefly, a student

in a seminary for the training of Roman Catholic

priests.

1835 Beckford Alcobaca $ Batalha 90 A tide of monks,

sacristans, novices, seminarists .. appeared all of a sudden

flowing forth from every cell and cloister. i86a Westm. Rev.

Jan. 185 The greatest stress is laid [in Prussian training-

colleges] on learning by heart. The seminarist must be able

to repeat without book all the Scripture histories read in the

school. 1877 D. M. Wallace A' ussia iv. 52 The Bishop does

the same for all the seminarists who wish to be ordained.

b. //. The teaching staff in a seminary.

a 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy 11. (1670) 119 This Church now
belongs to the Seminarists of the German Colledge. 1873

Mokley Rousseau I. 56 Shortly the Seminarists reported

that, though not vicious, their pupil was not even good

enough for a priest, so deficient was he in intellectual faculty.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 24/1 He was sent to the semi-

narists of St. Lazare to be improved in classics.

3. A member of a Seminau 'K

1865 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 347 A Gottingen student

could not carry with him into the world any better recom-

mendation than to have been one of Heyne's seminarists.

i88a-3 Schajps Encycl. Relig. Knowl. 2497/2 [Wessenberg]

sent his seminarists to Pestalozzi to learn the new method

of instruction.

Hence Seminari-stic a., of or pertaining to a

seminary priest.

1841 ErasersMag. XXIV. 299 The mixture of seminaristic

modesty and nautical devil-may-care-ishness . .caused me to

laugh outright.

t Seminanze, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Seminar-y

sb.1 + -ize.] trans. To sow.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. G iij, Eleazer. .was the first that

seminarizd thys hope of signiorizing and freedome amongst

them. i6a3 Cockeram i, Seminarize, to sow or plant.

Seminary (seminari), sb.1 Forms : 5 semi-

nar!, semynari, 5-6 semynary, 5-7 seminarie,

6 seminarye, (semenarie, -ye, semynarie, sea-

meanary, //. Sc. seminareis), (7 semenary),
6- seminary. See also Seminaib(e, Seminab 1

.

[ad. L. semindrium seed-plot (also fig.), orig.

neut. of semindrius Seminaby a. Cf. F. shninaire,

Sp., Pg., It. seminario, G. seminar^

1 1. A piece of ground in which plants are sown

(or raised from cuttings, etc.) to be afterwards

transplanted ; a seed-plot. Obs.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. ill. 480 Let set in to thy semynari

bliue Oliues bowis vj feet long or hue. Ibid. 111. 489, IV. 558.

1601 Holland Pliny xvii. x. I. 510 Concerning seminaries

and nource-gardens. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. (i675)4<>Tben

taking your grafted trees out of the seminary, you shall

transplant them into this nursery. 1719 London & Wise

Compl.Gard. 185 For Apple-tree Seminaries, plant the Wild-

ings grown from the Kernels. . . For a Seminary of Plumbs,

plant the Suckers of their several kinds. 1778 R. Weston
Card. * Planter's Col. (ed. 2) 80 The Nursery arid Semi-

nary. i8a9 Southey Sir T. More (1831) II- 47 Ibey have

become mere seminaries, .and for raising dwarf trees.

fb. trans/.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vi. to In that same Gardin all the

goodly flowres, Wherewith dame Nature doth her beautifie,

. . Are fetcht : there is the first seminarie Of all things, that

SEMINARY.

are borne to Hue and die [etc.]. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables

29 The ground itself from its own seminary sent out the

supposititious crop of oates.

•f 2. trans/ A place where animals are bred
;

a region which supplies (some kind of animal).

Also, a stock or breed (of animal). Obs.

1607 Topskll Four-/. Beasts 21 He that will haue a good

flocke of Asses, must looke that the male and female be

sounde, ..and out of a good seminary, as. of Arcadia or.Rea.

Ibid. 69 Very great and large oxen, which the inhabitants

cal Pyrhicx, because that their first stocke or seminary were

kept by King Pirrhus. 161a Selden Illustr. Drayton's

Poly-olb. vi. 99 The whole tract is a Seminary of Horses.

1663 Needham Med. Medicinx 197 Man's rotten Carcase

becomes a Seminary of Worms.
3. fig. a. A place of origin and early develop-

ment ; a place or thing in which something (e. g.

an art or science, a virtue or vice) is developed or

cultivated, or from which it is propagated abun-

dantly.
j^gxK.jy.HyfnerolomachiayQ^b, My insatiable and wanton

eyes, .whome I founde the seminaries and moovers of all so

great strife and trouble, in my. .heart. 1596 R. L[inche]

Diella viii, Thyne eyes (those Semynaries of my griefe).

i6as Jackson Creeds, xx. Wks. IV. 177 That the seminaries

of poetry should be the chief nurses of idolatry argues how
apt the one is to bring forth the other. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. vi. vii. 308 God.. hath with variety disposed the

principles of all things ; wisely contriving .them in their

proper seminaries, and where they best maintaine the in-

tention of their species, a 1656 Ussher Power of Princes

11. (1683) 156 The bloud of this noble Army of Martyrs

became the fruitful seminary thereof. 1659 Genii. Calling

(1696) 114 If Gentlemen's families were so ordered, as to

become Seminaries of Industry and Sobriety. 1696 Whiston
Th. Earth (1722) 88 The Chaos, that known fund and semi-

nary of the Six Days Creation. 1744 Berkeley Sin's § 141

Wks. 1871 II. 415 All which demonstrates the air to be a

common seminary and receptacle of all vivifying principles.

1830 Mackintosh Ethical Philos. Wks. 1846 I. 113 The
virtues which guard the natural seminaries of the affections

are their only true and lasting friends. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. vi. II. 112 The Council chamber at Edinburgh

had been..a seminary of all public and all private vices.

1864 Lowell Study Windows, Libr. Old Authors end, We
are profoundly thankful for the omission of a glossary. It

would have been a nursery and seminary of blunder.

b. A place, country, society, condition of things,

or the like, in which some particular class of

persons are produced or trained.

a 1604 Hanmer Chron. Irel. (1633) 53 The seminarie or

bee hive of many thousands of Monkes. 1615 E. S. Britain's

Buss E 2 By which meanes euery Busse shall be a Semi-

nary of Saylors and Fishers also, for so shall euery busse

breede and make Sixe new Marriners. a i6a6 Bacon Notes

Sp. cone. War Spain Wks. 1826 V. 234 There is not in the

world again such a spring and seminary of military people as

is England, Scotland, and Ireland, a 1635 Naunton Fragm.
Reg. (Arb.) 33 Those Netherland wars were the Queens
Seminaries, and the Nurseries of very many brave Souldiers.

1750 Carte Hist. Eng. II. 762 The north used to be the

seminary of Henry's and Margaret's forces, supplying thern

constantly with fresh recruits. 1756-9 A. Butler Lives of
Saints, S. Wasnulf, In the seventh century St. Vincent.

.

invited many holy monks from Ireland and Scotland, then

seminaries of saints, into the Netherlands. 1876 Blackie

Lang.
/f-

Lit. Scott. Highl. v. 309 What had once been . . the

seminary of a stout Celtic people, and the nursery of a

brave British army.

f O. A continuous supply (of a class of persons).

1652-oa Heylyn Cosmogr. 111. (1673) 166/1 And from hence

supply themselves with a perpetual Seminary of Slaves and

Souldiers.

4. A place of education, a school, college, uni-

versity, or the like ; often explicitly (cf. 3 a) semi-

nary 0/ learning, science, etc. Also in more specific

sense (cf. 3 b) an institution for the training of

those destined for some particular profession.

In the earlier half of the 19th c ' Seminary for Young
Ladies ' was very common as the designation of a private

school for girls. This use is perhaps not wholly obsolete,

but is no longer in repute.

1583 Reg. Privy Council Scot. Ser. 1. IV. 2 Universiteis

and seminareis for instructioun of craftie personis. 1607

Statutes in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch. (1892) 62 This

schole is principallie ordained a seminarie for bringinge up

of christian children. z6n Coryat Crudities 378 A Schoole

which hath beene a most fruitfull seminarie of many excel-

lent learned men. i6a8 Wotton Life $ Lett. (1907) II. 307

This Royal Seminary [Eton], 164a Fuller Holy Sr Prof.

St. 11. xxiii. 146 He was preferred to be Master of West-

minster School a most famous seminarie of learning, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 10 Mar. 1687, I.. much admir'd the order,

ceconomy, and excellent government of this most charitable

seminary [Christ's Hospital]. 1709 Swift A dvanccm. Relig.

30 As for the Inns of Court, . . they must needs be the worst

instituted Seminaries in any Christian Country. 1757

Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 11. ii. Wks. (1812) 281 That

a nation.. should. .have established so flourishing a semi-

nary of learning. 1774 J. Bryant Mylhol. 1. 436 They were

made use of for seminaries, where young people were edu-

cated. 1800 Ht. Lek Canterb. T. (ed. 2) III. 9 The semi-

nary to which Mr. Cavendish conducted his son could not

properly be termed a school. 180a Beddoes Hygiia viii. 71

A lady who believes herself to have been the favourite ofthe

heads of one of the most numerous seminaries in England.

1815 Scott Guy M. xvii, To place his daughter in a semi-

nary for female education. 1817 Sporting Mag. L. 13 lhe

modern metaphorical refinement of styling a school a semi-

nary which may be now seen in many a blind alley ol

London. 1831 Brewster Newton 1. 4 At the usual age

he was sent to two day-schools at Skillington and Stoke,

where he acquired the education which such seminaries

afforded. 1837 Lockhart^o« I. iii. 102 Young Walter spent

one hour daily at a small separate seminary of writing and

arithmetic. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop vul, Whereon ap-
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peared, in circumambient flourishes, the words ' Ladies'

Seminary '. 1840 Jos. Quincy Harvard Univ. II. 452 The
interests of society demand, that the number of the greater

seminaries of science should be few. 1876 J. Grant Burgh
Sch. Scot. 11. v. 201 That famous seminary {Aberdeen Univer-

sity]. 1885 \V. S. Gilbert Mikado 1. Trio, Three little maids
who, all unwary, Come from a ladies' seminary, Freed from
its genius tutelary—Three little maids from school

!

5. K. C. Ch. A school or college for training

persons for the priesthood. In 16- 17th c. often

used with reference to those institutions engaged

in the training of priests for the English mission.

1581 J.
Hamilton Cath. Traict. Epist. He hes not

neglectit ye occasion offrit to plant sindne learnit and
godlie ?ong men in a publik senunarie. 158a Allen Mar-
tyrd. Campion (1908) 6 Hearing that there was a Seminary
not longe before begonne in Doway. 1589 Nashe Pasquill

fy Marforius A iij, At the last, hearing the Schollers of
the English Seminarie merrie, as they returned from their

Vineyarde..I stole out of Rome by night [etc.]. 1678
Phillips (ed. 4), Seminary.. a. Colledge approved for the
education of Priests of the Romish Church, who were to
propagate their Doctrine in England, or other Parts of
a different perswasion. 1716 in Payne Rec. Eng. Catholics

of 1715 (1889) 148 John is now in some Popish seminary
abroad. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 16 For monasteries, we
should read convents, mission-houses, and seminaries.

b. attrib., as in seminary "\ college, -man, -priest.

1581 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Pud/. V. 20 William thorley..was
brought uppe in a Semynary College at Reames iij yeares.

1582 Allf.n Martyrd. Campion (1908) 09 Confessing boldly
himself to be a Catholike, a Priest, and a Seminarie man of
Rhemes. 158a in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 26 He is now
wtb in this moneth returned a Seameanary preest from
Rheames. 1693 Mem. Ct. Teckely I. 5 [The Emperors of the
House of Austria] filled their Countreys with Missionaries,
or Seminary Priests, as we call them. 1759 Robertson Hist.
Scot. \. Wks. 1813 I. 542 He drove many of the seminary
priests out of the kingdom. i8ax Scott Keniliv. i, Giles
Gosling.. was atone time inclined to suspect his guest of
being a Jesuit, or seminary priest.

6. « Seminar 2
. Also attrib.

1889 Academy 17 Aug. 103/2 The * seminary ' system seems
to be making way [at Harvard]. . .The seminary is an asso-
ciation of the teachers, fellows, and scholars, .for the prose-
cution of original studies by means of discussion and
criticism. 1891 Century Diet. s. v.. Seminary course.

+ 7. Short for seminary priest (see 5 b). Obs.
1581 W. Charke Replte to Censure I iii, This should be a

note not only to those Iesuites, but to al whatsoeuer they
be, Iesuites, or Seminaries or massepriestes, or what per-
sons soeuer. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Q iii bt The Romish
Seminaries haue not allured vnto them so many good wits
as Atheisme. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair 11. i, A while
agone, they made mee, yea me, to mistake an honest zealous
Pursiuant, for a Seminary. 1685 Wood Life Sept, (O.H.S.)
III. 162 M r LI. Jenkyns was imprison 'd for a seminary.

U b. Often treated as a subst. use of Seminary
a., with the sense * one who sows the seed ' (of
Romish doctrine). See Seminary a. 2 and sb.% 2.

1583 [see Seedman j\. 1610 J. Dove An Advert, a Their
yong frye of Seminaries and seed-men, which are trained up
under them, see not with their owne eyes.

t Seminary, a. and sb? Obs. [ad. L. semind-
rius, f. s?min- seed : see Semen.] A. adj.

L = Seminal a.

159a Nashe P. Penilesse H ii, They [spirits] so compre-
hend those seminarie vertues to men vnknown

(
that those

thinges which, in course of time, ..Nature of it selfe can
effect, they.. can contriuc and compas in a moment. 160a
Dolman LaPn'maud. Fr. Acad. (1618) in. 727 That which
the point is in the Mathematicks, the same is the seminarie
power in the Phisickes. 1615 Crook k Body 0/Man 219
Aristotle, .would haue that humor which is auoyded by the
necke of the matrix not to bee a seminarie or seedy humour.
1650 I'ulwer Anthropomet. 333 The Testes and seminary
vessels. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. u. 33 Especially in
declaring the root and seminary power of Metals. 1720 P.
Blair Bot. Ess. iv. 306 The Seminary Particles in the Ova.
a 174a G. Martin in Med. Ess. Edin. V. 231 The seminary
Blood-vessels.

2. Occupied in sowing seed. jig. with allusion

to Seminary sbl 7.

1609 Bible (Douay) To Rdr. to" And so [he]..calleth the
other Apostles Messores, Reapers, and S. Paul, being spe-
cially sent to the Gentiles, Seminatorem a Sower, or Se-
minarie Apostle. 1640 Gauden Love of Truth 25 Fortify-
ing truth, against the Seminary incursions of those, that
seeke to encroach upon its ancient bounds.

B. sb. (From absolute uses of the adj.)

1. a. A germ, embryo, seminal particle, b. spec.

The morbific matter or principle (of a disease) ;

pi. germs (of infection). Cf. Seminal sb. Obs.
a. 1671 J. Webster Metallogr. nr. 40 Plants were not

created perfect at first, but only in their seminaries.
b. 1604 F. Hiking Mod. Defence A iiij, The foure windes

bring diuers affections of the aire, and especially contagious
seminaries. 1650 Bulwer A nthropomet. 244 In whom there
lies hid the Seminary of a disease. 1665 G. Harvey Adv.
agst. Plague 9 Houses built upon a clay and foggy ground
are more subject to conceive pestilent Seminaries. 1684 tr.

BoneCs Merc. Compit. vi. 202 The Plague, whose fomes,
seminary, or contagion you will never cast out of the Body,
except by [Alexitericks or Sudorificks]. 1694 Salmon Bate's
Dispens. (1713) 191/2 Dedicated to the Kidneys and Bladder,
not only to evacuate what is viscous and sandy in them,
but also to move the Seminary thereof, and hinder.. the
farther Generations of Sand, Grave!, or Stones.

2. A sower of seed. Only jig., chiefly with pun-
ning allusion to Seminary sb. 1 7.

[1583,1610: see Seminary sb.yb.] a 1680 Butler Charac.
in Rem. (1759) II. 450 A Pettifogger .. is a Law-seminary,
that sows Tares amongst Friends to entangle them in Con-
tention with one another.

t Seminate, a. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L. semi-

natus, pa. pple. of seminare : see Seminate z>.]

Disseminated.
a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 851 The suaue odour Was

seminate about that blisfull tour.

Seminate (semin^t), v. Now arch. [f. L.

seminal-
j ppl. stem of seminare to sow, bring forth,

propagate, etc., f. semin- : see Semen and -ate 3.]

1. trans. To sow ; chiefly jig. to promulgate or

disseminate.

*535 Hen. VIII in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1733) I- APP- hv.

141 Who.. intended to seminate, engender, & breed, among
our people & subjects, a most mischievous & seditious

Opinion. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeau *s Fr. Chirurg. f iv b,

I am not entred into this matter to sowe and seminate the

same in an infertille grownde. 1652 Gaule Magaslrom.6o
If naturall, where are the innate principles, primely semin-
ated, common to all men? 11x734 North Life Dr. J.
North (1742) 248 He shewed an innate Hatred of popular
Faction ; as well that which had been seminated all over

England . .as also [etc.]. 1796 W. H. Marshall West Eng.
I. 164 The method of seminating the Wheat crop.

f b. Her. (Cf. Semee a., Semined.)
1610 Guillim Heraldry in. x. (x6u) 115 If they were

strowed, or (as I may better terme it) seminated all over the
field, then were it not a bend betweene but upon or over them.

2. intr. To produce seed. rare—1
.

1676 Hale Contempt. 1. 430 The secret spark of life that is

in it, that Attracts, increaseth, Groweth, Seminatetb, pre-

serves it self and its kinds.

Hence Se*minated///, a,

166a J. Chandler Van HclmonCs Oriat. 336 Wherefore
the whole muckie and phlegmatick Doctrine of Galen, hath
been dried up in a seminated or seedied Stone.

Semination (semin^'Jan). [a. L. shnination-

em, f. seminare to sow : see Seminate z\]

L The action or process of sowing. Chiefly jig.

*53* Cromwell in Merriman Life fy Lttt. (1902) I. 338
The semynacyon and sowing such euill seedes of dampnable
and detestable heresies. 1664 Evelyn Sylva ii. 8 But to

make an Essay what Seed is most agreeable to the Soil,

you may by the thriving of a promiscuous Semination make
a judgement of it. 1737 L. Clarke Hist. Bible II. 195
From a slender Semination of the Gospel there was likely

to be a vast Harvest. 1797 J. Lawrence in Monthly Mag.
XLVIII. 314 It is beginning to be sown with the seeds
of such as we fashionably style French principles : in a few
years, the semination will be universal and complete.

+ b. A mode of grafting. Obs. rare-1 .

1589 Fleming Vtrg. Georg. 11. 21 note, Semination, insition,

inoculation or implastration, the three kmdes of grafting.

+ C. (See quot.) Obs.
17** Quincy Lex. Physico-Med. (ed. 2), Semination, is

called by Blasius the Immission of the Male-Seed into the
Womb in Coition.

2. The production of seed or semen.
1658 Phillips, Semination, or Sementation, a sowing, or

bringing forth seed, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. in.

iv. (1677) 267 And therefore such Herbs, if their Semination
be prevented by being cut, survive to the next Year. 1822 ~

39 Good'sStudyMed. {ed-3)V. 112 The generic term Prceotia

or Prceotes is copied from Theophrastus...It is, however,
peculiarly applied! to premature semination. 1853 G. John-
ston Nat. Hist. E. Borders 1. 124 AH the Hieracia are erect
throughout the process of florescence and semination.

3. The natural dispersion of seeds.

1763 Johnson Shahs, x Hen. IV, 11. i. note, Those who
perceived that fern was propagated by semination, and yet
could never see the seed.

1 4. = Inoculation. Obs. rare—1
.

1747 Gentl. Mag. XVII. 527 We are informed (by the
learned Maitland) that this method of Semination of the
small pox has been in use above 100 years among the Chinese.

Seminative (se*mmritiv), a. rare. [Formed
as Seminate v. + -ive.] Having the function of

sowing or propagating ; capable of sowing seeds

(of thought). ^Seminative power, virtue-, cf.

Seminal a.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. cxlii. (BodL MS.),
Vertu semynatife of Rewe is in be sede in the stalke in

spraie and in rote. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 73 The semi-
native power is taken from the Earth. 1818 G. S. Faber
Horae Mosaics! I. 22 Lastly, the whole frame of seminative
nature was, by all the gods, distributed in proper order.

1889 Lowell Latest Ess., Stud. Mod. Lang. (1891) 143
There have been men of genius, like Emerson, richly semi-
native for other minds.

T Seminator. Obs. [a. L. seminator, agent-n.

f. seminare : see Seminate v.'] A sower, a scatterer

of seed. (With quot. 1609 cf. Seminary sb.2 2.)

1609 Wotton Life fy Lett. (1907)!. 462 Here hath been
scattered a report oy the Pope's seminators that his Majesty
had [etc]. 1651 Prestwich Xx.Seneca's Hippol. 1. ii. 7 The
Gods fruitfull Seminator, who Ashe his Thunder brandishes,

doth shake The trembling world.

t Semined,/1//^. Obs. [f. *semine vb., ad. L.

seminare: see Seminate v.] = Semee a.

1603 B. Jonson King's Entertainm. (1604) C 2 Irene, or

Peace. . . Her attire White, semined with Starres. a i6i<5—
Hymensti B 2 Reason, seated in the top of the Globe, .her

Garments blew, and semined with Starres. x6ix Speed Hist.

Gt. Brit. ix. xii. § 47 Philip de Valoys sate crowned in

violet veluet, semined with golden lillies. 167a T. Jordan
Land. Triumph. 6.

t Seminial, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Semini-um +

-al.] Of or pertaining to a seminium '.

a x6t6 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. m. iv. (1677) 271 The Se-
minial Particles of Insects.

Semini'feral, a. rare. [f. L. semin- Semen +
•jer (f.jerre to bear) + -al.] = Seminiferous a. a.

1840 G. V. Ellis Anat. 50a Between the seminiferal tubes.

Seminiferous (seminrferas), a. Also 8 se-

men-, [f. L. semin-, semen Semen + -(i)feeous.]

1. Bot. Bearing or producing seed.

Seminiferous scale, in Conifers the scale above the bract-
scale bearing the ovules, and ultimately the seeds.

169a Ray in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 198 Because, being
seminiferous, I deferred it when I entred the Lenticular.

1707 Monthly Miscell. Dec. I. 230 Seminiferous Cup Mush-
room. 1720 P. Blair Bot. Ess. iii. 192 There is a Difference
among the Flowers of this Valerian, for some are Semini-
ferous, more compactly united, like the Heads of Scabiosa.

1784 Twamley Dairying Exemp. jjz Most of the semini-
ferous, or Seed tribe. 1821 W. P. C. Barton Flora N.
Anter. I. 109 Seminiferous dissepiment parallel with the
valves. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 518 The seminiferous scales
..appear to be axillary structures in the axils of bracts.,
which spring from the axis of the cone.

2. Anat. Containing or conveying the seminal
fluid ; bearing or producing semen.
1831 R.Knox CloqueCs Anat. 808 These filaments are

the seminiferous vessels or ducts, i860 Tanner Pregnancy
i. 33 In the male we have the bundles ofseminiferous tubules
enclosed in a fibrous capsule.

Seniinific (semini'fik), a. rare—°. [f. L. semin-
Semen + -(i)fic] Producing semen or seed.
1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Seminific, producing seed for genera-

tion. 1706 — (ed. Kersey), Seminijick, that makes or
breeds Seed. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Seminific, semen-pro-
ducing. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms., Seminific,
forming or producing seed.

t Semini'fical, a. Obs. rare-1
. [Formed as

prec. + -al.] = prec.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. vih*. 317 We are made

to beleeve that the fourteenth yeare males are seminificall

and pubescent. 1656 in Blount Glossogr.

Seminifica-tion. rare- K [f. L. semin-
Semen + -(i)fication.] Production of seed.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. ii. (1677) 45 The Facul-

ties or Operations of this Anima vegetabilis are these;
1. Attraction of aliment :.. 6. Seminification and propagation
from the seed or seminal parts. 1900 B. D. Jackson Gloss*
Bot. Terms, Seminification, propagation from seed.

Seminiform (srmi*nif£im), a. Bot. rare.

[Formed as Seminific a. : see -form.] Having the

form of seeds, f &• Seminiform attire, a name given

by Grew to the stamens. See Attire sb. 8. Obs.

1676 GREW-4«ar\ PL 1. y.§ 13 (1682) 37 The Attire, I find

to be of two kinds, Seminiforme, and Florid. Ibid. iv. 11.

iii. 1 67 That sort of Attire, which may be called Seminiform,
being usually, as it were, a little sheaf of seed-like Particles,

standing on so many Pedicills, as the Ear doth upon the
End of the Straw.

b. Bory's epithet for the reproductive bodies of

Fungi, Polypi, Confervse, and other vegetable or

animal organisms which have no specialized genera-

tive organs.
1858 Mavne Expos* Lex. s.v. Semimformis.

Seminist (se^minist). Biol. [a. F. stministc

(18th c), f. L. semin- Semen: see -ist.] (See
quot. 1876.)
1857 Dunglison Med. Lex., Seminist, animalculist. 1876

Ibid., Seminist, animalculist. The term was, also, used lor

one who belived that the new being was formed by an ad-
mixture of the seed of the male with the supposititious seed
of the female.

II Seminium (semi*ni#m). rare. PI. seminia.
[L. seminium procreation, also race, stock, breed,

f. semin-. semen : see Semen.] The first principle

(of anything), germ, etc. = Seminary sb£ 1.

a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. in. iv. (1677) 271 The first

Seminium of these Insecta. X720 tr. Hodges' Loimologia 52
There is an Efflux of the contagious Seminium. Ibid. 55
Hence it comes strongly to be conjectured, how the pesti-

lential Seminium comes to be hid so secretly in the Porosi-

ties of the Air. 1713 Maitland Ace. Inoc. Small Pox
(ed. 2) 15 But in effect, to cleanse Nature from the latent

Fomes or Seminium j and to secure against that popular
Contagion. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Seminium, a
term used by the writers on fossils to express a sort of first

principle, from which the several figured stones.. are sup-
posed to have their origin. Ibid., The seminia of fossils may
be as easily sustained in the air, as those of plants and
animais. 1822-9 Goods Study Med. (ed, 3) IV. 426 It is

difficult if not impossible, to account, .for the quickening of
the lurking seminium of the poison at this time rather
than at any other. [1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Seminium,
..applied (num. pi.) to the seeds or predisposing causes of
disease.]

SeminivoroUS (semini'vorss), a. rare. Also 7
semenivorous. [f. mod.L. *seminivor-us (f. L.

semin- Semen + -(J)vorus devouring) + -ous.] Eat-

ing or feeding on seeds.

x6B8 Holme Armoury u. 310/1 Semenivorous Birds, such
as feed upon Seeds, as the Linnet, Jacknicco, and. .Finches.

1819 G. S. Faber Dispens. (1823) I. 59 The whole race of
graminivorous and seminivorous and fructivorous animals.

Se mi-noctirrnal, a. Astr. [Semi- 5 b.]

Pertaining to, or accomplished in, half a night.

1504, 1664 [see Semi-diurnal i\. x66o H. More Myst.
Goal. vii. xv. 342 The seminocturnal archs of the Ascension
of the Ecliptick. 1679 Moxon Math. Diet. 87 By the help

thereof [the Meridian], is found. .the. .Seminocturnal Arch
of any Star. 1819 J. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 49 Subtract the

seminocturnal arc of the star from its oblique ascension.

Semi-nude, a. [Semi- i.] Half naked.
1856 Smyth Rom. Family Coins 209 A seminude Victoria

alata in a rapid biga. x88o 'Ouida 1 Moths^ i, She had
floated and bobbed and swum and splashed semi-nude. 1886

Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus. no A semi-nude figure

of a saint holding an ensign.
56-2



SEMINULE.

b. Bot. (see quot. 1849).
1849 Balfour Man. Bot. § 576 In mignonette, the seed-

vessel opens early, so as to expose the seeds, which are called

seminude. 1887 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 3*5 True Gym-
nospermous plants .. should be carefully distinguished from

those with seminude ovules.
.

Hence Se^mi-nndity, the condition of being

half naked ; cotter, a semi-nnde figure.

1850 Sala Tw . routidClock (1861) 417 The glittering semi-

nudities gyrating here. 1896 Daily News 12 June 5/1 Then

there were the Revolutionary semi-nudity, and the sham
Greek dress.

Seminole (se'mini»l). Bot. [f. mod.L. semi-

>i 11111:11, diminutive of L. set/tin-, semen : see Semen
and -ule.] A reproductive corpuscle of crypto-

gamous plants ; also a small seed, a spore. Hence
Seminuliferous a., bearing seminules.

1858 in Mayne Expos. Lex.
Seininva'riant. Math. Also semi-in-. [f.

Semi- + Invariant.] A function of the coefficients

of a binary quantic which remains unchanged,

except for a constant factor, when x + X is substi-

tuted for x, but not when y + A. is substituted for y.
i860 in Cayley Math. Papers (1891) IV. 241 The co-

efficients of the equation of differences, qua functions of the

differences of the roots of the given equation, are leading

coefficients of covariants, or (to use a shorter expression)

they are ' Seminvariants '.
[ Note, The term ' Seminvariant

'

seems to me preferable to M. Brioschi's term ' Peninvariant '.]

188a Sylvester in Amer. Jrnl. Math. V. 79 On Sub-
invariants, i. e. Semi-Invariants to Binary Quantics of an
Unlimited Order.

tSe'miny, a. Obs. rare. In 7 seminie. [irreg.

f. L. semin- (see Semen).] « Seminiform.
1671 [see SemetJ.

Se mi-occasional, a. U. S. [Semi- i.] Oc-
curring once in a while. Hence Se:mi-occasion-
ally adv.
1850 'Dow jr.* in Jerdan Yankee Hum. (1853) 113 Semi-

occasional intoxication. 1854 Putnam's Monthly May 459/2
A newspaper published semi-occasionally. 1861 Lowell
Biglow P. Ser. 11. i, They jest work semioccashnally, or else

don't work at all.

Semi-official, a. [Semi- 1.] Partly official

;

depending to some extent upon official authority

or knowledge.
1859 Habits 0/ Gd. Society 292 Unless the dinner was a

semi-official one. 1868 G. Duff Pol. Surv. 2 The semi-
official and opposition press has done its best to increase
difficulties which required no increasing. 1897 Westm. Gaz.
23 Feb. 5/1 The Central News asserts that there is semi-

official reason for stating that [etc.]. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar.
6/1 The semi-official ' North German Gazette '.

So Se:mi-ofiVciaUy adv., in a semi-official

manner.
1859 Lang Wand. India 191 That a civilian in power had

a quarrel with the Commissary-General,and had represented,
semi-officially, that great frauds had been committed. i86x
M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 38 The Bishop of Basle. .writes
semi-officially to the King a letter of excuse.

Semiography, Semiology, etc : seeSEMEio-.

Se mi-opaxity. [Semi- 2 ; cf. next.] The
condition or quality of being semi-opaque.
1688 Boyle Final Causes iv. 147 The Opacity of the Uvea,

and the Semi-opacity of the Retina. 1836^9 Todd's Cycl.
Anat. II. 117/2 The membrane of the cyst is thin, delicate,

transparent, or with a certain pearly semi-opacity.

Se mi-Opa'COUS, a. rarer*. [Semi- 1.] = next.
1663 Boyle Exp. Hist. Colours ill. iii. 189 Semi-opacous

Bodyes, and those such as look'd upon in an ordinary Light,
and not held betwixt it and the Eye, are not wont to be Dis-
criminated from the rest of Opacous Bodyes.

Semi-opal, [transl. G. kalbopal (Werner,

1788).] An inferior variety of opal harder and
more opaque than common opal.

1794 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 290 Semi Opal.. much
resembles flint 1857 Dana Man. Min. (1862) 139 Common
opal has the hardness of opal and is easily scratched by
quartz, a character which distinguishes it from some silicibus

stones often called semi-opal.

Semi- opaciue, a. [Semi- i.] Partly opaque
;

only partially transparent.
1691 Ray Creation 11.(1692) 198 The Element of Water

being semi-opake. 1765 Phil. Trans. LV. 31 note, It looks
like a piece of yellowish glass, semiopaque and brittle. 1834
Mrs. Somerville Conftex.Phys.Sci.xiv. (1849) 114 Certain
semi-opaque minerals and other substances becoming trans-
parent when plunged in water. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med
(ed. 3) 340 Semi-opaque Socotrine and Barbadoes aloes.

Semi-oval, a. ChiefiyNat. Hist. [Semi- 6 a.]

Of the form of half an oval cut longitudinally,
semi-elliptical.

1703 Moxon Mech. Exerc. 273 Semi-Oval Arches. 1756
G. Douglas Winslow's Anat. II. § 554 The Semi-Oval
Fibres of the upper Palpebra. X775 J. Jenkinson Brit.
Plants Gloss. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool.
I. 798 Aperture entire, semioval, 1875 W. McIlwraith
Guide Wigtownshire 100 The whole garden-ground is in-
cluded in a semi-oval hollow.
So Semi-ovaloid a.

ni *|P I.'
F- SouTH in Encycl Metrop. (1845) VII. 314/2

1 he Skink has the anterior end of the [upper arm] bone very
wide, with a semiovaloid head, looking upwards.
Semi-ovate, a. Nat. Hist. [Semi- 6 a.] Of

the shape of half an egg divided lengthways, ovate
on one side only.
1760 J. Lee tnlrod. Bot. iil v. (1765) 176 Semiovate, half

Egg-shaped. 1775 J. Jenkinson Brit. Plants Gloss. i8m
J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 211 Opening semiovate.

444

So t Se;mi-ova'ted a.

1757 Phil. Trans. L. 66The germen isofasemiovated figure.

Semi-palmate, a. Zool. [Semi- 7 d.] Partly

palmate,nalf-webbed.
1828-32 Webster, Semi-palmate, Semi.palmated, half

palmated or webbed. 1856-8 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's

Zool. II. 249 Anterior feet cloven, posterior semipalmate.

187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds 51 This constitutes the

semipalmate (J-webbed, that is,) foot.

So Semi-palmated a. ; hence Se:mi-palma'-

tion, the condition of being semi-palmate.

1785 Pennant A rctic Zool. II. 502 Avoset.-.Feet "semi-

palmated. 1808-13 A. Wilson & Bonaparte A mer. Ornith.

(1831)111.63 Tringa semipalmata. . . Semipalmated Sand-

piper. 1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 430/1 The Cay-

mans are semipalmated. 187a Coues Key N. Amer. Birds

51 They [webs] run out to the end of the first, or along part

of the second joint, constituting true*semipalmation.

Se mipara-bola. Math. [Semi- 6 b.]

1. Half of a parabola.
1656 Hobbes Six Lessons iv. 34 You ought to have made

a Semiparabola on the Diameter AC. 1668 Phil. Trans.

III. 809 When Comets describe a Semi-parabola only. 1745
Bailey (ed. 10) vol. II, Parabolick Conoid, a solid figure

generated by the rotation of a Semi parabola about its Axis.

2. ' A curve of such a nature that the powers of

its ordinates are to each other as the next lower

powers of its abscissas ' (Hutton, Math. Diet.).

17*8 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Parabola, Those Curves are like-

wise used to be referred to Parabola's wherein <«m_1 =j»m.

as E. gr. ax2 =y3
, ax3 —y1

, which some call Semi-para,

bola's. 1815 Hutton Math. Diet. II. 150/1 Parabolas, that

are expressed by the general equation axa'1=y . .are called

semi-parabolas.

Se mi-parabo'lic, a. [In sense i, f. Semi-

parabola + -ic ; in 2, f. Semi- i + Parabolic a.]

1. (See quot.)

1775 Ash, Semiparabollc, comprising half a parabola.

2. Partly of the nature of parable.

1876 Stewart & Tait Unseen Univ. (1880) 31 Semi-para-

bolic representation of spiritual truths.

Se mi-parabolical, a. [f. Semiparabola +
-ical.] = prec. 1.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. xvi. 170 The Body will be

carried through the Semipa[ra]bolical crooked line AGD.
1656 Hobbes Six Lessons iv. 36 Two Movents, one uniform,

the other uniformly accelerated, make the Body describe a
Semiparabolical line. 1775 in Ash.

Semi-ped, -pede. Pros. [ad. L. semiped-,

-pes, f. semi- §iim- + ped-, pes foot.] A half-foot

1756 T. Sheridan Brit. Educ. (1761) 317 An English

heroick verse is composed of ten semipeds, or syllables.

1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 387 ' Day" or the

sweet approach of even or morn'. Here the caesura

after the first semipede Day, stops us unexpectedly. 1907

Omond Eng. Metrists 12 The first six lines of Paradise
Lost, each of which consists of ten ' semi-peds '.

So Semipedal a. rare— [L. semipeddlis].

1658 Phillips, Semipedal, consisting of half a foot in

measure.

Se mi-Fela'gian, a. and si. [ad. eccl. L.

Semipelagianus : see Semi- 7 b and Pelagian.]

A. adj. Pertaining to the semi-Pelagians or

semi-Pelagianism.
i6a6 Second ParallelA iij b, No better then an halfe-faced

groat of the Semipelagian alloy. 1626 Pym in Rushw. Hist.

Coll. (1659) I. 341 A Semipelagian and a Popish Faction set

on foot to the danger of this Church and State, whose Tenets
are Libertyof Free-will. 1765 Maclaine tr. Mosheim's EccL
Hist. Cent v. 11. v. § 27 They had embraced the Semi-
Pelagian doctrine before Cassian. 1807 Syd. Smith Lett.

Cath. i, [They] enabled every sublapsarian, and supralap.

sarian, and semi-pelagian clergyman, to build himself a neat

brick chapel. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XI. 346/2 Yet to Cas-
sian is generally attributed the honour or disgrace of found-
ing the Semipelagian School.

B. sb. An adherent of semi-Pelagianism.
a 1600 Hooker Wks. (1888) II. 540 If his grace did no other-

wise draw our minds than Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians
imagined. 1607 Hieron Wks. I. 420 Some papists, who are

in this point (as they are rightly called) semi-pelagians ; they,

acknowledging originall corruption, yet doe limit it. 1744
Tindal Contin. Rapin III. 511 note, The Semipelagians
think, that an assisting Grace is necessary, but that the first

turn of the will to God is the effect of a man's own choice.

1885 Marcus Dods in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 472/2 A similar

scheme was adopted by Cassian of Marseilles (hence Semi-
pelagians are often spoken of as Massilians).

Se mi-Pela-gianism. [f. prec. + -ism.] A
doctrine intermediate between Augustinianism and
Pelagianism, taught by Cassian of Marseilles in

the 5th century.
1626 Donne Serm. (1640) 675 Not disposed by preventing

grace, without use of subsequent grace, by Antecedent and
anticipant, without concomitant and auxiliant grace ; that

is Semi-pelagianisme. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Jansenism.
It is Semi-pelagianism to say, that Jesus Christ died, or shed
his Blood, for all Men in general. 1885 Marcus Dods in

Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 472/2 The differentia of Semipela-
gianism is the tenet that in regeneration . . the divine and the

uman will are co-operating (synergistic) coefficient factors.

Semi-perfect, a. rare. [Semi- i ; in L.

semiperfectus.] Imperfect, incomplete.
1623 Cockeram 1, Semiperfect, halfe formed. i6a6 Bacon

Sylva § 107 The Concords in Musick which are Perfect, or

Semiperfect, betweene the Vnison, and the Diapason are

the Fifth, which is the most Perfect J the Third next ; And
the Sixth which is more harsh.

Semiquaver (scmikw^vai), rf. Mas. [Semi-

5 a.] A note half the length of a quaver, the six-

teenth part of a semibreve. (Also attrii.)

SEMISPHEBE.

1576 Gascoicne GriefofJoye iv. Wks. 1870 II. 296 Whiles

I searcht the semyquaver toyes, the glancing sharpes, the

halfenotes. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. Annot. r 4 Who ln-

uented the Crotchet, Quauer, and Semiquauer is vncertaine.

1669 [see DEMi-9]. 1706 A. Bedford Temple Mus. xi. 227

The Author had never heard of a Semiquaver. 1848 Rim-

bault Pianoforte 57 When groups of Quavers, Semiquavers,

&c are to be repeated several times in succession. 1884 G.

Moore Mummer's Wife xiii, Kate, who did not know a
crotchet from a semiquaver.

fb. allusively. A very short space of time. The

briefand the semiquaver, jocular amplification of

' the brief (see Brief B.b). Obs.
1602 Marston Ant. ff Mel. 11. C3b, The breefe and the

semiquauer is, wee must haue the descant you made vpon
our names, ere you depart. 1635 Quarles Emblems lv.xv,

Till then, earth s Semiquaver, mirth, farewell.

Hence Semiquaver v. nonce-wd., to drive away
with playing semiquavers.
1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 127 With wire and catgut he

concludes the day, Quavering and semiquavering care away.

Semi-rect, sb. Anglicized form of semi-
recta, corruption oicyma recta : see Ctma i.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 13 A Cornice .. con-

sisting of a Semirect and a Semirevers and Tuscan Blocks.

1841 Miller Old Red Sandstone viii. (1887) 162 Mouldings
somewhat resembling the semi-recta of the architect

Semirect, a. [ad. mod.L. semirectus : see Semi-

and Rect a.] Half a right angle.

1656 tr. Hobbes' Elem. Philos. xxiv. 285 If the angle of

Inclination be semirect

Semi-revera. Corrupt anglicized form of cytna

reversa : see CYMA 1

.

1776 [see Semi-rect sb.\

[Semi-rife. In forms semyryfe, -rife, error for

semyvyf (see Semivif) in Bailey's Diet. 1728, etc.]

Semi-rotary, a. [Semi- 7.] Partly rotary.

1850 in Woodcroft App. Specif. Pat. Reaping Machines

(1853) 9° ^ne Part ^ moves by a lateral and semi-rotary

motion. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl. 796 Semi-rotary
Engine, an engine between a reciprocating and rotary one.

So Se mi-i-ota'ting, -relative, -ro'tatory e<z/i.

1881 T. Wardle Willi Silks ofIndia 30 A *semi-rotating

brush is placed over them [cocoons], which quickly catches

the exterior fibres of each cocoon. 1846 Mech. Mag. 3 Oct
314 Soutter's Patent *Semirotative Pump. 1826 Kirby &
§p. Entmnol. xxxv. III. 671 Upon these the tibia turns, with

a *semirotatory motion up and down as upon a pair of

pivots. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions iii. 233 note, There are

some of the large Monitors which can give a semi-rotatory

motion to the back teeth.

Semi-savage, a. and sb. [Semi- i, 2.] =
Semi-barbarian.
1807 J. Barlow Columb. vi. 528 The semisavage sees his

tribes retire. 1833 J.
H. Newman Arians 1. iii. (1876) 77

The rude and semi-savage state in which they are con-

sidered to have lived. 1884 Manch. Exam. 27 May 5/1

Semi-savage tribes who lived by pillaging caravans.

Hence Seini-savagedom, -sa'vag-ery.

1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal \.y\. 41 That unsophisti-

cated semi-savagery which Hamleigh had expected in a

place so remote. 1887 H. Knollys Life in Japan 321 The
spirit of semi-savagedom apparent amongst all [classes].

Semi-Sa'XOn, a. and sb. [Semi- 1, 2. Cf. mod.

L. Semisaxonicus (Hickes 1689).] A. adj. Inter-

mediate between 'Saxon' and 'English'; formerly

used by philologists to designate the first period of

Middle English, from c 1 100-50 to c 1250. B. sb.

The ' Semi-Saxon ' language ; Early Middle English.

1735 Shelton tr. Wotton's View Hicke? Thes. loo The
Nicene..Creed,'translated into Semi-Saxon. 1813WHITAKER
Langl. P. PI. Introd. p. vii, From the extinction of the
pure Saxon . . to the reign of Edward the Third, the language
of our country, which, during that period, may be called

Semi-Saxon, had scarcely been reduced to any standard.

1847 (title) Layamon's Brut, or Chronicle of Britain ; a
poetical semi-Saxon Paraphrase of the Brut of Wace. 1853
Morton Ancr. R. Pref. p. x, A few passages in the Latin
which are not in the semi-Saxon.

Se'misection. [Semi- 2.] =Hemisection.
1889 Lancet 13 Apr. 720/2 After semisection of the cervical

region in dogs.

f Semi-semi- = Demi-semi-.
161X Cotgr., Fredon, a..Semie-semie-quauer.

Semi-SO'lid, a. [Semi- 7 a.] Half-solid, ex-

tremely viscous.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge ii, The gun . . was now
useless, from sinking in the semisolid black soil. 1853
Kane Grinnell Exp. xlviii. (1856) 451 The semi-solid cha-

racter of the ice. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org.liSfo) iv.

§ 1. 259 Sperm oil becomes semisolid at about 45°. 1S97

Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 152 The tumor was
excised . . and a semi-solid mass . . was removed.

SemisO'mnOUS, a. rare. [f. L. semisomn-is,

-us, f. slmi- Semi- + somnus sleep.] Half asleep.

1873 H. Rogers Orig. Bible viii. 321 While his sister

Oblivion reclineth semisomnous on a pyramid.

t Semi-soun. Obs. [f. Semi- 2 -r soun Sound.
Cf. late L. semisonus.] A slight or gentle sound.
a 1386 Chaucer Miller's T. 511 And softe he knokketh

with a semy soun [MS. Lotted, seme sowne].

SeTH.isph.ere. Now rare. [f. Semi- + Sphere.

Cf. late L. semisphxra, -ium.~\ A hemisphere.

1659 Torkiano. Semi-sphera, a semy sphear. X773 Brydone
Tour through Sicily ix. 8 1 These are all . . of a regular figure,

either that of a cone or a semisphere. 1791 Baron Mun-
chausen's Trav. xxiii. 99 The summit of the mountain, in

the form of a semisphere. 1798 [see Semi-spheroidJ. 1849

Sk. Nat. Hist., Mamm. III. 44 In the two-horned rhino-

ceros the disc which bears the anterior horn is a semisphere.

Hence Semispheric, -sphe'rical adjs.

1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. 4- Min. Introd. e8b, Semi-



SEMISPHEROID.

spherical, as callai, astroitae. 1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 1.

37 You shall in the Microscope see those 2. black spots to

be i>emi-spherical eyes. 1896 Vizetellv tr. Zola's Rome 198

A spacious round chamber with semispherical ceiling.

Se misplie'roid. [Semi- 6 a.] Haifa spheroid.

177S Ash, Semisp/teroid. 1798 Hutton Course Math.
II. 325 In the semisphere, or semispheroid ; the distance

from the centre is $r, or f of the radius.

Hence Semispheroi'dal a*, of the form of a
semispheroid.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 6 The Gray, or Horse-Fly.

Her eye. .'tis of a semisphaeroidal figure. 182a J. Parkin-
son Outl. Oryctol. 48 Semi-sphsroidal masses. 1839 Proc.
Avier. Philos. Soc. I. 71 Semi-spheroidal cavities.

[| Semita (se'mita). Zool. [mod.L. use of L.

semita narrow way or path.] A band of minute
close-set tubercles which bear ciliated clubbed
spines, characteristic of the spatangoid sea-urchins.

1877 Huxley Anal. Inv. A nun* ix. 574 These bands of
peculiarly modified spines are called semitae or fascicles,

1888 Rolleston & Jackson A nun. Life 558.

Hence Semital a. [cf. L. semitalis belonging

to footpaths], of or pertaining to a semita.

1877 Huxley Anat. Inv Anim. ix. 573 Fig., Semital
tubercles.. .Semital spine.

Semitar(ie, obs. forms of Scimitar.

t Se mitate, v. Obs. rarer , [f. L. se'mita

path + -ate.] intr. ' To make pathes, to divide

into pathes or ways' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

t Semitaur. 06s* In 6 -tawre. [ad. L.

*semitaurus* f. semi- Semi- 2 + taurus bull.]

A creature shaped half like a bull.

159a Breton Pilgr. Parad. (Grosart) 8/2 Some Semi-
tawres, and some, more halfe a Beare. 16x4 Sylvester
BethuliatCs Rescue vt, 108 He sees Chimeras, Gorgons,
Mino-Taures, Medusas, Haggs, Alectos, Semi-Taures.

Semite (se'mait). [ad. mod.L. Semita* f. late

Latin Sent* Gr. %i\u Shem : see -ite. Cf. the

earlier Shemite.] A person belonging to the race

of mankind which includes most of the peoples
mentioned in Gen. x. as descended from Shem son

of Noah, as the Hebrews, Arabs, Assyrians, and
Aramaeans. Also, a person speaking a Semitic
language as his native tongue.
1875 Whitney Life <y Groivth Lang. xii. 247 None but the

Semites haye, since the dawn of the historic period, seriously
disputed with our family the headship of the human race.

1 88a Farrar Early Chr. II. 199 The mutual aversion of
Semites and Aryans thus finds ample illustration in the
literature of both. 1886 Ragozjn Chaldea 11. v. (1891) 237
Nor did the Semites preserve a separate existence.

Semiter(e, -erie, obs. forms of Scimitar.

Semitertiail (semitaujan), a. {sb.) Old Path.
[ad. mod.L. semitertidna (Jebris), rendering Gr.
flfUTpiTata Hemitbit-ean ; see Semi- and Tebtian.]
Applied to an intermittent fever which combines
the symptoms of a quotidian and a tertian fever,

consisting of a paroxysm occurring every day with
a second stronger one every other day.
1611 Florio, Hcmitriie'a ftbbre, a Semitertian feauer.

1656 Ridcley Pract. Physick 138. 1749 Short Hist. Air,
etc I. 223 In some Places few recovered who had it [sc.

Peripneumony] accompanied with a violent Fever. Semi-
tertians were next dangerous. 1888 Fagge & Pye-Smith
Prime, Med. (ed. 2) II. 165 The ' hemitriueus ', Le. semi-
tertian, a form of ague mentioned by Galen.

Semitic (s/rnrtik), a. and sb. Also 9 Bem-
metic. [ad. mod.L. Semtticus. f. Simita Semite.
Cf. F. simitique. Sp., Pg., It. semitico* G. semi-

tisch. Cf. Shemitic] A. adj. Of or pertaining

to the Semites. (In recent use often spec* = Jewish.)
18*6 Pritchard Res. Phys. Hist. Mankind II. aio The

Semitic nations. 1835 J. B. Robertson tr. Scklegefs Philos.
Hist* vi. (1846) 206 The people of the Semitic race. 1839
T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristhph. Add. 411 note, The Semitic
origin of this worship. 1885 Flower in Jrnl. Anthrop. Inst.
XIV. 38a Hamitic and Semitic Melanochroi. x886 [see

Semitism 1 b].

b. In linguistic sense : The distinctive epithet

of that family of languages of which Hebrew,
Aramaean, Arabic, Ethiopic, and ancient Assyrian,

are the principal members. Hence (in Semitic

scholar, studies, grammar* philology* etc.) con-
cerned with the Semitic languages.
1813 Q. Rev. X. 267 (Adelung's Mithridates) The Arabian

family is called by our author Semitic. 1837 Buckingham
Trav. Mesopot. II. 385 In any of the Semmetic languages.
1850 Donaldson New Cratylus (ed. 2) § 100. 150 These
arguments of the great Semitic scholar have been violently
combated by one of his countrymen. 1877 Smith <y Wace's
Diet. Chr. Biog. I. 470/1 {Chosroes), There is a large Semitic
element in the Pehlvi language.

B. sb* a. A Semite {rare), h. The Semitic
family of languages ; occas, the Semitic language
of Babylon in opposition to Sumerian. c. pi* U.S.

The scientific study of the language, literature, etc.

of Semitic peoples.
1875 Whitney Life fy Growth Lang: xii. 251 The scale of

dialectic differences is much less in Semitic than in Indo-
European. 1.879 tr. Brugsch's Hist. Egypt II. 107 note. A
very remarkable word which shows a full knowledge of
Semitic in the writer. 1886 Athenaeum 21 Aug. 238[Pauli's]
view that the Etruscans were neither Indo-Europeans nor
Semitic*. 1895 Min* gth Nat. Council Congr. Ck. (U.S.A.)

239 With the growing interest in Semitics. .it is not easy to

get the time for study which these subjects demand. 1899

445

Sir H. Howorth in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct, 626 Written in the
primitive language of Babylonia and in Semitic.

Hence Semrticism m Semitism.
1907 Expositor Nov. 434 The number of real Semiticisms

is therefore smaller than was supposed. 1908 Spectator
18 Apr. 625/1 Further, he discusses the ' semiticism ' of the
Greek. Bible,—what it is, and what it is not.

Seniiticize (s/mrtisaiz), v. trans* [f. Semitic

a. + -IZEJ = Semitize v.

1859 R- F. Burton Centr.Afr. in Jml.Geog.Soc. XXXIX.
48 The . . Sawahili races, mulattos, originally African, but
semiticised like theMoplahsof Malabar byYemeni orOmani
blood [etc.], 1881 Atttewenm 9 July 48/1 The word became
Semiticized by the Assyrians into Dumuzu.
Hence Semi'ticized/^/.d;.; Semi*ticizingz/£/.££.

1863 R. F. Burton Wand. W. Africa 1. 188 With, .faces

like the Semiticized negroids generally. 1887 Athenaeum
28 May 698/3 He informs us. .that Anu was a Semitic god,
whereas it is only a Semiticized form of the Accadian Anna.
1883 Academy 3 Jan. 15/1, I used to watch with much
interest the Senuticising of foreign names in Syria.

i

Semi-tile. Obs, In 5 semy tyll. ? Altera-

tion of *samel tile (see Samel) m half-baked tile,

by association with Semi-.
1448 Cov. Leet Bk. 232 That no tyler frohensfurth ley no

semy [MS. seny] tyle ne erased tyle. 1454 Ibid. 279 Quod
non vendant aliquam Semy tyll, nee illi qui tegulant ponant
huiusmodi semytyll.

Semitism (se*mitiz*m). [f. Semite + -ism.]

1. The attributes characteristic of the Semitic

peoples. Also, the fact of being Semitic.
1851 Latham Man fy his Migrations 146 The amount of

Semitism in certain families. 1863 W. L. Bevan in Smith?

s

Diet. Bible II. s.v. Philistines. A period when the distinctive

features of Hamitism and Semitism were yet in embryo.

b. In recent use, Jewish ideas or Jewish influ-

ence in politics and society.

1885 Guardian 6 May 697/3 The rivalry which exists with
Catholicism and Semitism. 1886 W. J. Tucker E. Europe
198 The Church of Rome will never countenance Semitic

innovations ofany sort. The Catholic party must be propped
up by staunch opponents to semitism.

2. A Semitic word or idiom; also {nonce-use)

Semitic speech.
X869 Farrar Font. Speech iii. (1870) 114 The soberest con-

clusion seems to be.. for the present to exclude Egyptian
from the dignity of being a kind of ante-historic Semitism.
x886 Huxley in 19M Cent. Apr

% 498 The Egyptian Ian-

guage, during the period of the nineteenth dynasty, is said

y Brugsch to be as full of Semitisms as German is of
Gallicisms. 1898 Sir H. Howorth in Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan.
11 These Semitisms [in Egyptian], moreover, are partly

popular, partly literary in origin.

Semitist (semitist). [f. Semite + -ist.] One
versed in Semitic languages, literature, etc.; a
Semitic scholar.

1885 A thenaeum 10 Jan. 46/2 It will be for Senutists to de-
cide if these words were borrowed from Hebrew. 190a
Ibid, 30 Aug. 382/2 The majority of Semitists consider the
word to be connected with Sin, the Babylonian Moon-god.

Semitize (se'mitaiz), v. Also + Sometize.
[f. Semite + -ize.] trans. To render Semitic in

character, language, or religion.

1869 Baldwin Preh. Nations iv. (1877) 159 The language
of Phoenicia is said to have been Semetized. i88oCheyne
Isa. xx. I. 118 The name is .. therefore non-Semitic, but the
Assyrians .. Semitised it into Sarru-kinu. 1895 Athenaeum
6 Apr. 447/3 We have a school who would roundly semitize

the whole Greek civilization.

Hence Semitized ///. a. ; Semitizing" ///. a.

Also Semitization, the action of the verb.

1885 W. R. Smith in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 756/1 [The
Philistines] were a Semitic or at least a thoroughly Semitized
people. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 656/1 The partial Semi-
tization of the southern districts of Abyssinia. 1884 Ckeyne
Isa. xix. (ed. 3) I. 119 The political history of Palestine

assisted this Semitising process.

Semitonal (seinit^mal), a. [f. Semitone +
-al.] ~ Semitonic.
1863 Ouseley in Guardian 18 Nov. 1082/1 It ^..improb-

able that they would ever have abandoned a semitonal scale

..in order to adopt so very different a system as their present
one. i8gr Athenaeum 17 Oct. 524/3 Double-basses.. main-
taining a semitonal trill.

Hence Se-mitonally adv., = Semitonically.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms s.v. Descant,

Notes altered semitonally by accidentals. 1885 London <y

Prov. Mus* Trades Rev. 15 Sept. 7 The trumpet calls are

accompanied by the violins rising semitonally.

Semitone (se-mittwn). [f. Semi- + Tone sb.;

cf. late L. semitonium. OF. semithon and Gr. ^fit-

Tuviov Hemitone. Senses 2 and 3 (usually written

semi-tone)
t
are new formations distinct from 1.]

1. Mus, An interval approximately equal to half

a tone, the smallest interval in the ordinary scales;

a minor second.
Semitones are chromatic or minor, diatonic or major.

and enharmonic : see these words.

1609 Dowland Ornith. Microl. 17 A Semitone . . is a rising

from one Voyce to another, (by an imperfect second) sound-

ing flatly: and it is onely betwixt the Voyces Mi,fa. It is

called a Semitone, not because it is halfe a Tone.. but be-

cause it is an imperfect Tone, a 1620 Campion Counter-

pointV/ks* (1909) 192 A lesser Third consists of a Tone, and
a Semi-tone. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Interval,

The lesser flat seventh is equal to the sixth major and semi-

tone major. 1811 Busby Did. Mus, (ed. 3), The Semitone-

Major is produced by rising a degree. . . The Semitone-Minor,

by passing from a natural note to its sharp. 1848 Rimbault
Pianoforte 33 A tone always includes both a Chromatic and
a Diatonic semitone. 1876 tr. Blaserna's Soundwu. 133 Rau-

SBMIVOCAL.

ing a note a semi-tone signifies raising that note to its sharp,

as lowering it a semi-tone signifies lowering it to its flat.

2. Art. An intermediate tone or tint in a picture

;

= Half-tone 2. (Cf. semi-tint s.v. Semi- 8.)

178a Mrs. Delany's Life fy Corr. III. 97 note, The greatest

harmony of colouring from the various semi-tones of tint

laid on. 1821 Craig Led. Drawing, etc. iii. 155 The semi-

tones, formed by the reflected lights in his pictures, appear
scarcely distinguishable. 1906 Daily Chron. 5 Apr. 8/1
The soft tones and semi-tones seem to melt. . into one another.

fig. ign Chesterton Crit. $ Apprec. Dickens 154 Anyone
who thinks that Dickens could not describe the semi-tones
and the abrupt instincts of real human nature.

3. A soft or gentle tone of voice ; an undertone.

1837 Disraeli Venetia 1. vi, Speaking in a semi-tone.

iBty Advance (Chicago) 4 Oct., Preachers should pray less in

semi-tones, and preach more in thunder tones.

Semitonic (semuynik), a* Mus* [f. Semitone
+ -ic] Pertaining to or consisting of a semitone

or semitones ; (of a scale) chromatic.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Scale, This, then, is the present

Scale for Instruments, viz. Between the Extremes of every
Tone of the natural Scale is put a Note, which divides it into

two unequal Parts, called Semi-tones, whence the whole may
be called the Semitonic scale. 1760 Stiles in Phil. Trans.
LI. 706 In the diatonic genus, the diapason consisting of
five tonic and two semitonic intervals. 1833 Rush Philos.

Human Voice (ed. 2) 332 note, It is the diatonic shake, the
semitonic not being found in his [.vt*. the mocking.bird's]
song. 1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Conip. 7^1 The chromatic
scales formed from these consist of a semitonic (or so-called

semitonic) series between the key-note and its octave.

Hence Semito'nically adv., by a semitone or

semitones.
1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Comp. 25/1 The cadence is com-

plete, from the third of dominant rising semitonically . . to the
tonic itself. 1867 Macfarren Harmony iii. 113 Chromatic
notes, which must always be quitted semitonically.

Semitor, -orie, obs. forms of Scimitar.

Semi-transparency, [f.next: see-ENCY.]
The quality or condition ofbeing semi-transparent

;

partial transparency.
c 1793 Encycl. Brit. (1797) XI. 434/1 This ore is so called

from its colour and semitransparency, by which it resembles
horn or colophony, i860 Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. 161 The
obscure semi-transparency of the texture of the animal.

Se :mi-transpa ,rentf
a. Chiefly scientific

[Semi- 7.] Partially or imperfectly transparent.

C1793 Encycl. Brit. (1797) XI. 434/1 Corneous ore.. is

foliated and semitransparent. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem.*
Org. (1862) iv. § 1. 253 They possess the property of render-

ing paper semitransparent, producing what is well known as

a greasy stain. 1870 Dickens E. Drood iv, Her semi-trans-

parent hands were clasped together. 1883 Encycl. Brit.

XVI. 390/1 Common Opal : semitransparent, vitreous,

Semitte, obs. form of Semmit Sc,

i Semitune. Obs, Also 5 -toyn. [early f.

Semitone : see Tune sb.\ = Semitone i.

i486 Bk. St. Albans diijb, Of hawkys Bellys..Looke..
that thay be . .not both ofoon sowne : bot that oon be a semy-
toyn vnder a noder. 1607 Hevwood Worn. Killedw. Kindn,
u iii, Her Bels..had not both one waight, Nor was one
semi-tune aboue the other.

Semi-irncial, a. {sb.) Paleography. [Semi-

5 a.] Name of a style of writing intermediate be-

tween uncial and minuscule.
a 1734 North Life Ld. A'pr. North (1742) 16 It is not well

to write, as the Fashion now is, uncial or semiuncial Letters,

to look like Pigs Ribs. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xlix, The letters

are uncial or semi-uncial, as somebody calls your large text-

hand, and in size and perpendicularity resemble the ribs of

a roasted pig. 1883 I. Taylor Alph. v. ix. 173 [Irish script]

is usually called the Irish uncial or semi-uncial.

t SemiTTStulate, pa- pple. [ad. L. semiustu-

latus : see Semi- i and Ustulate.] Half-burnt

;

also Semiu'stulated ; so Semiustulation, a half

burning.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. i.i.n. v. (1651) 21 Assation is a

concoction of the inward moisture by heat, his opposite is

a semiustulation. x6a3 Cockeram i, Semiustnlated, halfe

burnt. 1721 Bailey, Semiustulate, {semiustulatus L.) half

burnt or consumed by fire.

tSemivif, #• Obs, In 4-5 semi-, semy-,
seme-, -uyf, -uijf. [ad. L. semivivus, f. semi-

Semi- 1 + vivus alive.] Half alive, half dead.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B.
#
xvn: 55 Semiuyf he semed [C xx.

55 semivivus, v.rr. semiuyf, semeuijf]. « 1400 Beryn 2202

He sat bym down sofftly on a stall, Semyvif for sorow.

Senii-vi*treous, a. [Semi- 7 a.] Partially

vitreous.
178a Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 317 By a very

strong fire, they are changed to a porcelain or semi-vitreous

texture. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II. 339 Semi-
vitreous oxide of lead. 1813 Bakewell Introd. Geol. (1815)

421 Semivitreous lava. 1890 @. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLVI. 1. 74
Finely vesicular rhyolitic rock with compact semivitreous

green-grey base.

So Se-mi-vitrifica-tion, -vi'trified ppl* a.

1753 Chambers* Cycl. Suppl., Slacken,.. a term used by
the miners to express a spungy and semivitrified substance.

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. I. Notes 52 The semivitrifica-

tion, which constitutes porcelain, 1794 Kirwan Elem. Min.
(ed. 2) I, 396 That which produces enamels and semi-vitri-

fications. 1841 Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. II. 4 The semi-

vitrified quartz rock of the western part of the Hoosae
mountain. 1889 C. T. Davis Pract. Treat* Bricks, etc.

(ed. 2) 78 A degree of heat when semi-vitrification and
shrinkage take place.

t Semivocal, a* and sb. Obs* [ad. L. shni-

voc&lis (in sense A. 2, B., transl. of Gr. imi<p<ttvos) :

see Semi- and Vocal a.] A, adj.



SEMIVOWEL.

1. Applied to the sound of trumpets, drums, etc.

(see quots.).

1614 Adams Dwelts Banket 28 By vocall speeches, semi-

vocall Drummes and Trumpets, mute Ensignes. 1688

Holme Armoury in. xix. (Roxb.) 167/2 A Semivocall signe,

is that which is distinguished by the Trumpett, or other

warlike Instrument.

2. That is a semivowel.
1828-3* Webster, Semivocal, pertaining to a semivowel

;

half-vocal ; imperfectly sounding.

B. sb. A semivowel.
1530 Palscr. Introd. p. xxiii, Theyr consonantes be de-

vyded in to mutes and liquides or semivocalles.

Semivowel (scnrivau^l). [f.SEMi-7c + Vowel,
after L. semivocdlis : see prec Cf. Y,semi-voyelle.]

A vocal sound that partakes of the nature of a vowel
and of a consonant ; a letter representing such a

sound.
The general literary use echoes that of the Roman gram-

marians, who applied the term to the spirants and liquids

(including nasals),^ /, m, n, r,s, x. As a technical term the
word now most commonly denotes only w and,y, but some-
times it_ includes these together with the liquids and nasals,

chiefly in their non-syllabic values.

1530 Palscr. Introd. p. xxiii, The latines in soundyng of
theyr liquides or semi vowelles begyn with e. 155a Hulokt
s.v. X, X is a semiuowell, and hathe the voice of a double
consonante for the which in olde writinges cs and gs was
vsed. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Semivowels, certain Con-
sonants so called, because they have the sound of Vowels,
As^/j /, w, «, s. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. in. xii. 369, {S)
the correspondent mute (though it be commonly reckoned
for a semivowel). 1726 Broome Notes Pope's Odyss. xvn. 46
When Homer . . paints a beautiful face, or an engaging object,

he chuses the softest vowels, and most smooth and flowing
semivowels. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 88 F 3 By tem-
pering the mute Consonants with Liquids and Semivowels,
1841 Latham Eng. Lang. 11. ix. 165 The Semivowel y. 1876
Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. xxxvi. 409 The whole Iroquois
family never use the semivowel m.
attrib. i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. xix. (1891) 261 The

foam-flowers dropping as the grass-flowers drop,—with
sharp semivowel consonantal sounds,—-frsh.

Semland(e, -ant(e, -aunt, van ff. Semblant.
Semlar, var. Somler Sc. Obs., butler.

Senile, obs. f. Seemly a, ; var. Semble v. Obs.

Semli, -lich(e, -iike, obs. forms of Seemly.
Semly, obs. f. Seemly ; var. Semble sb. and v.

Seminar, -er, var. forms of Semar Obs.

Semme, Semmetic: see Seem v. 2
, Semitic a,

Senimit (se'mit). Sc. Forms : 5 semat, 6 se-

mitte, 9 semmit, -et. An under-shirt or vest.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 64 Cesar brocht
with him nouthir wapyn na armuris na othir defence bot in

his semat. 1563-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 22 § 1 Unles suche person
. . doo make . . theroftawed . . Leather or Parchement or other-
wise converte the same into Semittes Panelles [etc.]. 1888
Glasgow Even. Times 15 Oct. 3/5 Offering a petticoat and
semmit in pledge. 1904 C. T. C. Gaz. Feb. 91 A tight-fitting

woollen semmit next the skin (thin and light). . . I also carry
a semmit made of Welsh flannel, made wide and of full

size... I wear this semmit during the evenings, and also
sleep in^t under my nightshirt,

t Semnable a., +Se*mnably adv. Used
by Fuller » Semblable a., Semblably adv.
1651 Fuller Abel Rediv., Huss 19 That semnably with

rhetorical! flusculations I should endevour to adorne his
memorial!. 1639 — Appeal Injured Innoc. m. 57 As
Marriners. .are fain to fetch a compass ; Semnably, I ..was
faine to go about, a 1661 — Worthies, Northumb. (1662)

11. 302 From Berwick to Dover three hundred miles over:
That is from one end of the land to the other. Semnable
the Scripture expression, From Dan to Ber-sheba.

I! Semnopitliecus (se.'mn#pibrk#s). [mod.L.
semnopithecus , f. Gr. ctfxvos revered, holy + mOrjKos

ape.] A genus of long-tailed, long-limbed Asiatic

monkeys. Also, a monkey of this genus : often in

anglicized form Semnopithec (-J>e'k), or -thece
(-bps). Hence Semnopithe'cine a., pertaining to

the subfamily Semnopithecinae^ or to the genus
Semnopithecus ; sb. , a semnopithecine monkey.
Se:mnopltlie*coId a. and sb. = prec.
1824 Horsuku) Zool. Res. yava 9 The comparisons which

I have been enabled to make of the skulls of various Semno-
pitheci and of Gibbons, 1838 [7 Rennie] Nat. Hist. Mon-
keys, etc. (Libr. Entert. KnowL) 216 The tails, likewise, are
much longer in the semnopithecs than in any of the ordinary
monkeys. 1891 Century Diet., Semnopithece... Semnopi-
thecine [a. and sb.).. .Semnopithecoid [a. and sb.].

Seniola (se'mdLa). [a. It. semola bran.] A trade

name for a special variety of semolina.
1853 Isz* Semoletta]. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Se~

moUt, an Italian name for bran ; but often erroneously
applied by grocers, and other vendors, to semolino. 1882
in Ocilvie ; and in later Diets. 1895 Stores' Price-list,

Gluten Preparations for Special Dietary... Semola.

II Semoletta (sem#le*ta). rare. (In some Diets.

erron. semolella.) [It. semoletta, dim. of semola

:

see Semola.] A variety of semolina.
1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom. Econ. 767 Semolina.. is

called also sooiee: and a still smaller kind, called semoletta, is

sifted out of the other. 1853 T. C. Archer Pop. Econ. Bot.
86 Semolina, Semoletta, Semola, Semola rarita, Soojee, and
Urena, are names used to designate a product of wheat.

Semolina (seraph" na). Also somoulina,
||
semolino. [Altered form of It semolino, dim.

of semola bran : see Semola.] An article of food
consisting of those hard portions of * flinty ' wheat
which resist the action of the millstones, and are
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collected in the form of rounded grains. (See also

quot. 1S58.) Also attrib., as semolina pudding.
1797 Underwood Dis. Children III. 82 To broth may be

added light puddings, made of bread, semolina, tapioca, or
rice. 1845 Eliza Acton Mod. Cookery (ed. 2) 395 A good
Semoulina pudding. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Semolino,
..The commercial name for the fine hard parts of wheat
rounded by attrition in the millstones, imported chiefly

from Italy.. .In France the name semolino is given to the
large hard grains of wheat retained in the bolting machine,
after the fine parts have been pressed through its meshes.

1884 Bath Herald *i Dec. 6/4 It is sought, while dividing
the bran from the interior of the grain, to break up the
latter, not into flour but into fragments known as ' semo-
lina ', or ' middlings '. 1904 ' E. Nesbit ' Phanix <y Carpet
xii. 219 When lunch came it was just bashed mutton and
semolina pudding.

Semond : see Semekd Obs. }
salmon.

Semonde, Semoom : see Simmon sb, 1
, Simoom.

t Semoted, a. Obs. rare-1, [f. L. semot-us,

pa. pple. of semovere to separate, f. se-, apart, Se- +
movere to move : see -ED k\ Separated, removed.
154a BKXM Pathw. Prayer vn. D iv, Is it ynough yf I

pray with my mynde, the herte beynge semoted from mun-
dane affayres ?

Semoulina, obs. form of Semolina.

t Semo'vedly, adv. Obs. [f. Se- + Moved
///. a. + -ly 2. Cf. Semoted.] Separately.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 38 b, None I will semouedly
. allude to, but onely attaint vice in generall. 1623C0CKERAM
I 1, Semouedly, meaning one alone.

Sempect (se'mpekt). Hist. rare" 1
, [ad. med.L.

sempecta, senpecta, sympsecta, ad. Gr. ffvfiiratKT-qs

playfellow.] A term formerly used in the Bene-
dictine Order, according to Pseudo-Ingulf applied

to monks over fifty years old, who were allowed

special privileges on account of age.

This seems to be a misapprehension. In the Benedictine
Rule itself (cap. xxvii) senpectx denotes the elder monks
chosen by the abbot to visit (secretly) an excommunicated
brother and to encourage him if likely to fan into despair.

1865 Kingsley Herew. xx, Only the ancient sempects

—

some near upon a hundred and fifty years old—wandered
where they would.

II Semper- (scmpai), the L. adv. semper always,

used in various nonce-combinations (in imitation

of Sempeevirent, etc), as semper-annual a.,

unceasing in annual succession ; semper-green,
an evergreen ; semper-identical a. [after L.

phrase semper idem, always the same] ; semper-
juvenescent a., always growing younger ; sem-
per-lenity, unvarying gentleness.

1623 Cockeram 11, Accustomed Gentlenesse, Semperlenity.

1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 18 The common Bay-tree,

which is a sempergreen, is now commonly found in most
Gardens. 1820 ? Wainewright Ess. $ Crit. (1880) 98 That
perfectly semperidentical display of idiosyncratic egotism
which runs through.. all his varieties. 1830 Eraser's Mag.
I. 342 Blisses of an immortal and semperjuvenescent life.

1861 G. Meredith EvanHarrington xxviii, Supposing Lord
Mayor's footmen to be plumed like estridges. . .What must
Lord Mayors be and semperannual Lords 't

Sempervirent (sempaxvarrent), a. [f. L.

semper always + virent-em, pr. pple. of virere to

be green.] Evergreen.
1668 Wilkins RealChar. 11. iv. § 6. 109 Bacciferoussemper-

virent shrubs. 1693 Phil. Trans. XVII. 762 It is semper-
virent, and grows in sandy places. 1857A Gray First Less.
Bot. (1866} Gloss., Sempervirent, evergreen.

Sempervirid (semp3ivi -rid),a. Bot. [Formed
as prec. + L. virid-is green, Vibid a,~\ prec.

1911 in Webster. [Obs. or rare.]

t Sempervive. Obs. Also 8 (after Sp.)

sempre vive. [Anglicized form of Sempervivum.
Cf. F. f sempervive (Cotgr. 1611), Sp. siempre-

viva."] The houseleek.
1625 Purchas Pilgrims I. 277 An herbe (which for his forme

is scarce to be discerned from a Semperuiue). 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 29 The greater Semperviue. .will put out Branches,
two or three yeares. 1764 Grainger Sugar Cane iv. 124
With sempre vive Unload their bowels.
attrib. aijzz Lisle Husb. (1752J 257 Purge them with

aloes, or sempervive leaves cleared of their outward skins.

Ii Semper-vi*vens. Obs, rarer1
, [mod.L.,

f. L. semper always + vivens, pr. pple. of vlvcre to

live.] The houseleek.
167a W. Hughes Amer. Physit. 98 Of Semper*Vivens.

II Semperv ivum (sempsivsrvym). [L. sem-

pervivum neut. of sempervivus ever-living. The
fern, sempervlva (sc, kerbd) was also used.] a. The
houseleek. "b. A genus (Linnseus 1737) of crassu-

laceous plants containing the houseleek, S. teetotum

and about 50 other species; a plant of this genus.

1591 Percyvall Span. Diet., Yerva pnntera, semper-

uiuum, Aizons. 1655 Fuller Hist. Cambr. 134 Two Ser-

pents, erected, azure, .. having a branch of semper vivum
proper betwixt their heads. i666J« Davies tr. Rocheforfs
Caribby Isi. 62 SemPer-vivum. There are in these Islands

several kinds of Herbs that never dye or wither, 18S2

Garden 3 June 306/1 To see the pleasing tints and forms of

the Sempervivums at the present season makes one wonder
why these plants are not grown in every rock garden.

Sempill, obs. Sc. form of Simple a.

Sempitan, obs. f. Sumpitan, Malay blow-gun.

Sempitern (se*mpit3in), a. arch. Forms

:

4-7 aempiterne, 6 sempyterne, 6- sempitern.

SEMUNCIA.

[a. OF. sempiterne, ad. L. sempiternus, f. semper
always (cf. ivviternus : see Eteene «.).] = next.

1390 Gower Con/. III. 8S That is the god, whos mageste
Alle othre thinges scha! governe, And his beinge is sempi-
terne. CX440 Capgrave Life St. Kath. iv. 1586 Than is

oure feyth grounded on noo lye, Uut on swhiche thyng
whiche is sempiterne. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 505 In
sempiterne rememberance to be Of Christis deith and Cris-
tianitie. 1624 Darcie Birth ofHeresies Ded., Vnder whose
Sacred Sempitern Defence Long Hue, Cliast Star. 1683
E. Hooker Pordage's Myst. Div. Pref. Ep. 107 The only
True, semper eadem, sempitern, ever-adorable and super-
benedict Tri-une Deitie. x866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell
xxviii, That asylum is inviolable and sempitern, I hope. 1876

J. Ellis Caesar in Egypt 66 Those unexampled Temples
sempitern.

Sempiternal (sempita-mal), a. Also sempi-
ternal!, sempyternal, -el, 5-7 sempiternall,
6 sempyternall, 6-7 sempeternal. [a. F. sempi-
ternel (13th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), or ad. late L.
scmpiternal-is, f. L. sempitem-us : see Sempitern
a. and -al.] Enduring constantly and continually

;

everlasting, eternal.

14.. Pol. ReL <§ L. Poems (1903) 113 As thou art cyte of
god, & sempiternal throne, Here now, blessyd lady, my
wofulle mone. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 183 Trawthe
is immortalle, immutable, and sempiternalle. 1566 Paintkk
Pal. Pleas, xxvii. (1569) 55 A miraculous acte, and worthie
(in deede) of sempiternal! remembraunce. 1579-80 North
Plutarch, Camillus (1595) 152 Some writers say, that they
[sc. the Vestals] had nothing els in keeping but the sempi-
ternall fire. 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 437 Queene Elizabeth
of sempiternall renowne. a 1730 G. Guthrie Monogr. (1900)
66 Fearing it might be a sempiternal work to him. 1784
Cowper Task 11. 499 All truth is from the sempiternal
source Of Light Divine. 1831 J. Jekyu. Corr. 18 July
(1894) 274 Dull dinners. .with the sempiternal saddle of
mutton, i860 Gkn. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. exxiv. 75
Two sources of war are sempiternal. 1884 World 20 Aug.
8/1 We have discovered the elixir of sempiternal juvenility.

Sempite'rnally, adv. [f. prec. +-ly 2
.] Ever-

lastingly, eternally.

1509 Barclay ShyP ofFolys (1874) I. 27 God is aboue and
regneth sempiternally [1570 sempeternally] Whiche shall

vs deme at his last Jugement. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr.

App. 22 The Word and his Spirit sempiternally proceed
from God, and are sempiternally in him. a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabelais in. v, That is to be done infinitely and sempi-
ternally. 1879 Escorr England x't. (1881) 161 The filthy

back-kitchen of the den, sempiternally reeking with the
fumes of bad drink and vile tobacco. 1895 Zangwill Master
IL x. 245 It wore a sempiternally festive air.

t Sempite'rnity. Obs. [ad. late L. sempi-

ternitds, 1. L. sempitern-us : see Sempiteun a. and
-ity.] Duration without end; perpetuity.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 22 Or thou wilt commend thy
muse to sempiternity, and haue images and statues erected
to her after her vnstringed silent interment, a 1676 Hale
Prim. Orig. Man. (1677)227 A Supposition ofa future Sempi-
ternity would produce the same difficulty, without such
interposition of the Divine Wisdom and Providence. 1802

in Spirit Publ. yrnls. VI. 261 All concurred in the sempi-
ternity of merit that they were determined to discover in

him in all time forthcoming.

t Sempiternize, v. Obs. rare~K [f. Sempi-
tern a. + -Ize.] trans. To perpetuate.
a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais 111. viii, The sempitcrnizing

of Human Race.

t Sempiternly, adv. Obs. [f. Sempitern a.

+ -ly 2
.
J n Sempiternally adv.

c 1450 MirourSaluacioun (1S88) 140 The gude entre in the

joye of thaire lord sempiternely.

Sempiternous, a. ? Obs. rare. [ad. OF.
sempiterneux, f. L. sempitern-us : see Sempitern a.

and -ous.] Sempiternal.
1653 Ubquhart Rabelais 11. xv, A sempiternous Crone and

old Hag. Ibid. 11. xvii, Great old sempiternous trots {Fr.

grandesvieilles sempiterneuses], 1809 W. Irving Knickerb.
VI. iv. (1849) 335 A race of pestilent sempiternous beldames.

||
Sempiternum (sempit3\m£m). Obs. [L.

sempitemum, neut. of sempiternus Sempitern.]

A quality of woollen cloth made in the 17th c.

and similar to Perpetuana. Cf. Everlasting sb.

1633 in Nazuorth Househ. Bks. (Surtees) 295 For one
yearde and a halfe of Sempiternum iiij. vjd. Ibid. 300.

1665 Brathwait Comm. Two Tales 65 She would have her

Husband s Life of any Stuff rather than Perpetuana or

Sempitemum.
Semplar, obs. form of Sampler.
1685 Boyle Salubr. Air Pref. 1 To give a Semplar or

Specimen of what maybe done upon the other Heads of

the designed History.

Semple, obs. form of Simple.

Sempre vive, variant of Sempervive Obs.

SempsterjSempstress.etc. : sccSeamster,

Seamstress.

II Semsem (se'msem). [Arab. *»•».•» simsim,

prob. ad. Gr. cr/capoy.] m Sesame. Also at/rib.

1866 Livingstone yrnl. i. {1873) 1. 17 Some sorghum, sem-

sem seed [etc].. constitute the commerce of the port. 1896

Daily News 24 Nov. 11/2 The valleys, .were covered with

plantations ofIndiancom, . . tobacco, semsem oil,and banana.

1899 19th Cent. Aug. 273 An interminably long stretch of

dhurra cultivation appears, varied by sem-sem plants.

Semster, -stress(e, obs. ff. Seamster, -stress.

Semulaore, obs. variant of Simulacre.

|| Semuncia (si'm»'nj«a). Rom. Antiq. PI. -iffl

(s«m»*n/i|0. [L. semuncia^ f. semi- Semi- + uncia

Ounce sb,1] A half-ounce, the twenty-fourth part



SEMY.

of an as. Also anglicized f Semunce (rare— ).

Hence Semtrncial a. [ad. L. $emancial-is\

1656 Blount Glossogr., Semuucial, of or belonging to half

an ounce. 1658 Phillits, Semuncial, belonging to a se-

munce, 1. half an ounce. 1887 HeaV Hist. Nummorum 43
Bronze coins of Uncial and Semuncial weight, b.c 217-89.

+ Semy, «• Obs, Also cemy. [Of obscure

origin; possibly an inference from some compound
of Semi-.] (See quot.) Hence + Se'myly adv.

C1440 Protnp. Parv. 66/1 Cemy, or sotelle.., subtilis.

Cemely, or solely, subtiliter. Ibid. 452/2 Semy. ., subtilis.

Semyty..f subtiliter.

Semy, Semyed, obs. ff. Sem£e, Semeed.

Semylacre, -ylytu.de, obs. ff. Simulacre,

Similitude. Semyld, pa. t. of Semble v.1 Obs.

T Semys, a. Obs. rare~ x
. [App. « G. samisch

(15th c. also semisz) a kind of soft leather.] The
distinctive epithet of some kind of leather.

1508 Ace. La. High Treas. Scot. (1902) IV. *$
x

iiij skinnis

of blak semys leddir to be ane doublat to the King.

II Sen (sen), j£. Also f seni, f senni. [Japanese.]

A Japanese copper or bronze coin (see quot. 1897).

Chiefly collect, as plural,
1802 Pinkerton Mod.Geog., *j(apan in. II, 166 The Seni,

of copper or iron, are strung like the Chinese pieces of a
similar value. 183$ Penny Cycl. XV. 326/1 Sennis, or

Cashes, are small pieces of iron, copper, or brass, having a
square hole in the middle, through which, as in China, they

are strung on a wire or thread. 1875 Bedford Sailor's

Pocket B%. ix. (ed. 2) 316, 10 Rin= i Sen= $d. 1895 C.

Holland My Japanese Wife 75 To be English spells

generosity m Japanese eyes in the matter of sen for her own
little pocket. 1897 Daily News 27 Sept. 5 The sen.. is

nominally equal to a halfpenny, though in fact only worth
half that coin.

Sen (sen), adv., prep.> and conj. Now rare.

Chiefly Sc. and north. Also 5 senne, 6 serin.

[Contracted form of sethen, Sithen : cf. Sene,

Sin, Syne, and Since.]

A. adv. Then, afterwards; also ago. rare.

c 1460 Totvneley Mysl. xx. 259 She weshyd hym with Mr
terys weytt, and sen dryed hym with hir hare. 1867 J. P.

Morris Siege o
1 Brou'ton 3 (Lane Gloss.) That's a conny

lang time sen now.

B. prep. From, after ; subsequent to.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 24 Sen be tyme of
sir Noe. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvi. 74 pe kyng . . had .

.

ay were, sen bat tyme. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms
(S. T. S.) v Sen the passioun of Crist,, .the haly kirk was
never jit in pes. c 1460 Towneley Myst. xx. 714 It has bene
told, sen many a day, sayngys of hym full sare. 1577 Fui.ke

Confut. 7 There was neuer greater store in the church of
Christ, sen Christ his time. 1593 {title\ Actis of Parliament,

past sen the Coronatiovn of the Kingis Maiestie.

C. conj. 1. From or since the time that.

1338 R. Brunnb Chron. (1810) 28 pe tend $ere of his regne
senhe was crouned Kyng. 1375 Barbour Bruce Hi. 496
Sen the king discumfyt was At Meffan, he herd neuir thing

[etc.]. £1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) i. 4 It es lang sen it fell

oute of be band. £1421 Lessons ofDirige 231 in 26 Pot.

Poems 114 Trowest bou ou^t bat y..Shal. .}eTde rekenyng
sen y bygan? 155* Lyndsay Monarche 329 Sen I could

ryde. 1599 Alex. Hume Hymns ii. 219 Sa great a wonder
was not heard, sen first the warld began. 18*9 Brockett
N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., Its lang syne, sen he left us. 1871

J. Richardson Cummerland Talk Ser. 1. 18 (E. D. D.)
Theer's been a deal o' ups an' doons sen I went to scheul.

2. Seeing or considering {that). [Cf. Seen conj.
t

which may have been partly confused with this.]

13 . . GosP. Nicod. 53 Sen he to blind has gifen he sight .
.

,

whi suld he vnto ded be dight? a 1340 Hampole Psaiter
Ixxxiv. 8 Sen bat he is turnyd away fra be vnrest of pis life.

14x3 Jas. 1 Kingis Q. cxliv, 'Now wele,1 quod sche, 'and
sen that It is so, That In vertew thy lufe is set with trueth

[etc.).' c 14(50 Torvneley Myst. xxvi. 292 Sen I for luf, man,
boght the dere,..I pray the harte!y,..lufme agane. a 1500

Lane/lot 1019 Hot, hart, sen at yow knawtth she is here,.

.

Now is thi tyme. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xviii. 40 Huon,
sen thou woldest be agreed with me, Then [etc.].

^ 1588

A. King tr. Canisius' Catech, 122 Sen we have sufficientHe

according to our present purpose spokin hitherto, a 1756
Pennkcuik Coll. Sc. Poems 48 Sen your'e gotten out o's

grips, Gi'e John a bucky.

Sen : see Saint, Sat v.l
t
See v., Send v, t Sene a.

Sena, obs. form of Senna.
[Senacion, anglicized form of med.L. senacion-

em, for L. senecion-em groundsel, Senchion.
1526 Crete Herball ccccviii. (1520) Y ij b, Whan receptes

expresseth Senacions in the plurell nombre it is to wyte
cresses. But yf senacion be wryten in the synguler nombre,

it is an other herbe.]

t Senage. Obs, Also 4 synage, 6 senagy.

[a. OF. senage (f. sene synod : see Sene and -age)

or its med.L. form senagium (1292 in Durh. Ace.

Kolls, Surtees Soc., p. 490).] Money paid for

synodals, a tribute due to the bishop or arch-

deacon (or bursar) at Easter.

c J380 Wvcuf Wks. (1880) 249 And whanne bischopis &
here officeris comen & feynen to visile, . .wrecchid curatis

ben nedid to festen him richely & $eue procuracie & synage.

Ibid. 456 Ms is a foul offiss of a prest to robbe his^ puple to

jyue to bischop or erchedekene godis bat god blddip not,

as senage & procurasies. 1546 Yorks. Chantry Sun/. (Sur-

tees) 30 Paiable yerely to the archebysshope of Yorke for

proxies and senagies. 168* CoweCs Interpr. (ed. Manley),
Senege, There goes out jearly in Proxege and Senege 33*. 6d.

Senarian (sz'neVrian). Ancient Prosody, rare.

[f, L. sendr-ius : see next + -lAN.] ~ next.

1803 Porson Let. to A. Dalzel in Mus. Crit. (1826) I. 330
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The fifth foot of a Senarian. 189$ Q. Rev. Oct. 34 The great

Greek Iambic line is of course the Senarian, consisting of

six Iambics or their equivalents.

II Senarius (s*"neVrii>s). Prosody. PI. senarii.

[L. senarius adj., consisting of six each, f. sent

adj. pi. six each, f. sex six ; used snbst. by ellipsis

of versus verse.] (More fully, iambic senarius.)

A (Greek or Latin) verse consisting of six feet,

each of which is either an iambus or some foot

which the law of the verse permits to be substi-

tuted ; an iambic trimeter.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. i. C iij b, All the versis of this

scene be Senarii. x8n Elmsley in Edin. Rev. XIX. 80

The fifth foot of a tragic senarius cannot be a spondee,

except in three cases. 183a [see Pythiambic], 1869 H.
Snow Theocritus, Epigr. xvi. Notes (1873) 219 The lines are

alternately iambic senarii and hendecasyllables.

Senarmontite(senaum(?nt3it). Min. [Named
after H. de Senarmont, who first described it +
-ite *.] A native tri-oxide of antimony, crystal-

izing in colourless or greyish-white octahedrons.

1851 Dana in Amer. Jrnl. Sci. Ser. iu XII. 200.

t Senary, sb. Obs. [ad. L. senarius adj. (see

next) used subst. by ellipsis.]

1. [= senarius (numerus).] The number six ; a

set or sequence of six things; in the 17th c. often,

the six days of the Creation.

1570 Billingsley Euclid x. lxx. 280 b, Hetherto hath bene
spoken of sixe Senaryes, of which the first Senary [sc. of

E
repositions] contayneth the production of irrationall lines

y composition. Ibid, lxxiii. 282 b. Here beginneth the

Senaries by substraction. 1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal.

(1713) 16 Wherefore God having thus compleated his work
in the Senary, comprehending the whole Creation in Six
orders of things, he ceased from ever creating any thing

more. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies n. xiv. 330, They will bring

you Cold and Heat, Calm and Storm... in one Senary of
Days. 1693 Paschall in Phil. Trans. XVII. 816, I divided
the Sv\dt]^fiov into four Senaries of Hours.

2. Prosody. = Senarius.

1579 G. Harvey Two other Lett. (1580) 64 This foote [sc.

the trochee], .is.. quite thrust out ofdoores in a pure and
iust Senarie. i8a8 Classical yrnl. XXXVI I. 127 'AAA' ofnat

are words frequently employed by Euripides at the end of
an Iambic senary.

Senary (srnari, se*nari), a, [ad. L. sinarius :

see Senarius.] Pertaining to the number six.

Senary scale : the scale of arithmetical notation

of which the radix is six. Senary division : division

into six parts.

1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Senarie, that contains or

belongs to the number six. 17a! Bailey, Senary, that which
consists of Six. 1755 Johnson, Senary, belonging to the

number six ; containing six. 1810 P. Barlow in Nicholson's

yrnl. XXV. 183 Thus, In the binary scale only two charac-

ters are wanted, namely x and o ; in the senary, six ; in

the decimal, ten. Ibid. 186 Transform inn to the senary
scale. x83jo Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 81 The Cephalotus of

Labillardicre, oners a remarkable exception to the usual

characters, .in the senary division of its flower [etc.]. 1881

Bauerman Syst. Min. u. ix The only other class of sym-
metry possible in crystals is senary or hexagonal, correspond-

ing to a rotation of one-sixth of a revolution, such as that of

a regular hexagonal prism about its axis.

Senassee, obs. var. Sunyasee, Indian ascetic.

Senate (se'nat). Forms: 3 senaht, 4 senas,

4-7 se-nat, 6 cenate, //. .5V. senat ' t)is, 4- senate.

[a. F. senat, senaz (mod. F. senat)t ad. L. senatus

(«-stem), lit. council of old men, f. sen-cm (nom.
senex) old (see Senior a.), absol. old man : see

-ate t. Cf. Pr. senet, Sp., Pg. senado It. senato,

G. senat, Du. senaal.)

1. An assembly or council of citizens charged

with the highest deliberative functions in the gov-
ernment of a state, a. In ancient Rome : A
legislative and administrative body, consisting ori-

ginally of representatives elected by the patricians,

and in later times composed partly of appointed

members and partly ofthe actual and former holders

of certain high offices of state.

ciaos Lay. 25388 pis weorenba sixe be bat senahtalbiwusten.

13.. K. Alis. 1477 His lettres come Into be cite of grete

Rome, pe riche people, & be senas, Spaken togedres of pis

cas. c X37< Sc Leg. Saints xxix. (Placidas) 352 Al be hale
senat [ofRome]. c 1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Lim. Mon. xvL
(1885) 149 The Romaynes, while thair counsell callid be
senate was gret, gate, through be wysdome off that coun-
sell, the lordschippeoff gret partye of the world. 1531 Elyot
Gov, 1. ii. (1880) I. 20 The Senate.,which was fyrste ordayned
by Romulus. 1614 Gorges Lucan v. 166 The Consuls both

did then decree The Senate should assembled be. 1775
Harris Philos. Arrattgem. Wks. (1841) 247 Cato..used to

read philosophy in the senate-house
t
while the senate was

assembling. 1879 Froude Cxsar viii. 79 The Senate was.

.

a body composed of men of any order who had secured the

suffrages of the people.

b. Applied to bodies having more or less similar

functions in other states of the ancient world, esp.

as the equivalent of Gr. yepovoia (lit. ' body of

elders ') and (SovXfi (lit. ' council *).

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia I. (Sommer) 21 b, By the king and
Senat of Lacedaemon, Demagoras was. .banished the coun-
trie. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. i, 132 Th' Athenians By two
of their most reuerend Senate greet thee. X658 Harrington
Prerog.Pop. Govt. 1. xii. 108 The Senate of the Beane being

the proposing-Assembly (for that of the Areopagites, called

also a Senate, was a Judicatory) consisted of four hundred
i

SENATE.

Citizens chosen by Lot, which was performed with beanes.
X738 Glover Leonidas 1. 408 Lacedamon's senate now ap-
proach'd. 1842 Smith's Did. Grk. fy Rom. Antiq. s.v,

fiovMj, This senate of 500 [at Athens] was divided into ten
sections of fifty each, the members of which were called
prytanes {irpviavcU), and were all of the same tribe.

c. In the Middle Ages, and subsequently, used

as the official title of the governing body in various

free cities of Europe.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. (1868) 19 At be citee of

verone whan bat be kyng gredy of comune slau3ter caste
hym to transporten vpon al be ordre of be senat be gilt of
his real maieste. 1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 111. II.

193 The day after our coming the Senate [at Nuremberg]
sent gentilmen to shew us their provision of harneis, ordi-

nance, and corne. X838 Murray's Hand-bk. N. Germany
444/1 In the election chamber (Wahlzimmer), the Senate of
Frankfort now holds its sittings. 1841 W. Spalding Italy
<$ //. Isi. Ill, 344 On the mainland there are four Supreme
Tribunals, called Senates, placed at Turin, Chambery, Nice,
and Genoa. 1880 H. A. Webster in Encycl. Brit. XI. 404/1
According to the present constitution [of Hamburg].., the
legislative power is in the hands of the senate [of 18 mem-
bers] and the general body of citizens, and the executive is

committed to the senate alone.

cL gen. The governing or legislative assembly
of a nation. Often applied, more or less rhetori-

cally, to the British parliament.

•1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 15 b, That he appointe a
Cenate or counsell within the empire. 1584 D. Fenner
Def. Ministers (1587) 12 At the table of whose Hon. Senat
[app. of Privy Council], our supplications were. .read. 1659
Milton Let. PriendVJks. 1738 I. 583 Being now in Anarchy,
without a counselling and governing Power . . the first thing
to be found out with all speed, without which no Common-
wealth can subsist, must be a Senate, or General Council of
State. X718 Prior On Corrup. Man. vi, And senates vote,

as armies fight, for pay. 174a Johnson's Debates (1787) II.

139 (Ld. Hervey) It declares, my Lords, that there is now an
enquiry depending before the Senate. 1775 Abigail Adams
in Earn. Lett. (1876) 227 Whether you are in the American
Senate lf.«. Congress] or on board the British fleet, is a
matter of uncertainty. 1787 J. Lewises Mem. Dk. Glocester
58 note, [The Duke of Buckingham] was.. an eloquent
orator in the British Senate. 1809-10 Coleridge friend
(1865) 22 The pernicious influence of this lax morality ex-

tends from the nursery and the school to the cabinet and
senate. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\\\\\, He says there is no
place in the bar or the senate that Georgy may not aspire to.

f e. Applied (perh. in passages translated from

Latin) to the Corporation of London. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vyz b, The Mayre of London
and the Senate appareled in orient grayned Skarlet. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 633 Continuall watch was kept by the

Maior and senate of London, .. for the preseruacion of the

peace, and continuance of good order.

f. In the 1 8th and 19th c. adopted as the official

name for the upper and smaller branch of the legis-

lature in various countries, as the United States

(and each of the separate states of the Union),

France, Italy, etc.

X780 Abigail Adams in Font. Lett. (1876) 388 Hancock
will be Governor, by a very great majority; the Senate [of

Massachusetts] will have to choose the Lieutenant-governor.

X789 Constit. U. S. Art. 1. § 3 The Senate of the United
States shall be composed of two senators from each state.

1796 T. Twining Trav. Amer. (1894) 52 From the hall of

the Representatives, I went to that of the Senate, or Upper
Chamber, a X817 DwiGHT^Tnw, New Eng. (1823) IV. 159
New Hampshire... The legislature consists of a senate and
house of representatives, chosen annually by ballot. 1887
W. C. Ford Amer. Citizens Man. 1. 11 In all the States the

upper or smaller House is known as the Senate.

g. trans/, and Jig.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus v.LY ij, Suerly the senate of my
harte is sedicious. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 209 Like Cato give

his little Senate laws And sit attentive to his own applause.

x8ao Combe Syntax, Consol. 11. (Chandos) 152 Sometimes
my bosom's senate sits In silent thought. 1821 Shelley
Hellas Prol. 73 The senate of the Gods is met, Each in his

rank and station set,

2. In the University of Cambridge, and in some
other British universities, the official title of the

governing body. Cf. Senatus.
The Senate of the University ofCambridge corresponds to

the Convocation of Oxford University, and consists of all

Doctors, Masters of Arts, Law, and Surgery, and Bachelors
of Divinity, who keep their names on the books. In the

newer English universities^ Durham, London, Liverpool, Bir-

mingham, etc., the senate is a smaller body, its composition

being different in different universities. In Scotland, the

Latin form Senatus (Academicus) is commonly employed.

X736 Charter etc. Coll. Will, ff Mary, Virginia 78 Con-
cerning the College Senate. 1748 Salmon Foreigner s Comp.
Cambr. 16 All Graces intended to be proposed to the Senate,

must first pass the Caput. 1797 Cambr. Univ. Cat. 147 By
the senate is meant all the doctors and masters of arts in

the university, who have their names on the boards of their

college. X804 Med. Jrnl. XII. 286 Regulations enacted by
the Senate of the University ofGlasgow, respecting Degrees
in Medicine. 1839 R. Gilbert LiberScholast. 50 The Senate
[of Cambridge], in 1818, decreed the foundation of three

scholarships.

b. U.S. In some American colleges, a council

composed of members of the faculty and elected

students, having the control of the discipline, etc.,

of the students. 189X in Century Diet.

+ 3. A senate-house. Obs. rare.

1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Senat, the Counsell house,

where the Magistrates of a citie assemble themselues. 1613
Cockeram 1. X700 tr. Danet's Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq.

s. v. Senatus, The Tribunes of the People at first stood at

the Door of the Senate to know their Deliberations.
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IT 4. Misused for : A senator. Obs. rare.

157. Sempill Compl. Fort, 87 in Satir. Poems Reform.

xliii, Of Julius Cesar.. Slaine be his Senatis,. .By his awin

kinsmen Brutus and Cassus. Ibid. 210 To keip sic senattis

it sail decore jour land. 1609 Ev. Woman in Hum. C 4 b,

The olde Senate has put on his spectacles, and Lentulus

and hee are turning the leaues of a dog-hay, leaues of a

worme eaten Chronicle, and they want Tullies iudgement.

5. attrib. as senate-chamber; -fight', -hall, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn DiaryJune 1645, The Senate-hall [at Venice].

1736 Thomson Liberty v. 568 In the warm struggles of the

senate-fight. 1737 Savage OfPublic Spirit^ 161 Bid Courts

of Justice, Senate-chambers join, Till various All in one
proud Work combine ! 1855 Dickens Dorrit n. vii, The
tugged remains of temples and tombs and palaces and senate

halls and theatres.

Senate-house. [House sb.1]

1. A house or building in which a senate meets.

c 1550 N. Smyth tr. Herodian n. 18 He wente too the
Senate house. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii. 52 Wee'l send
Mark Antony to the Senate house. 1634 Milton Comus
389 Musing meditation most affects The pensive secrecy of
desert cell,.. And sits as safe as in a Senat house, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 4 Oct. 1641, The Senate-house of this city

[Antwerp] is a very spacious and magnificent building.

1709 Addison Tatler No. 162 r 7 It was usual for them to

expel a Senator who had been guilty of great Immoralities
out of the Senate-House. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 815 The
Curia or senate-house.

transf. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. (Sommer) 129 b, The
senate house of the planets was at no time so set, for the
decreeing of perfection in a man, as at that time all folkes

skilful therin did acknowledge.^ 1608 Shaks. Per. 1. i. 10.

1821 Shelley Hellas Prol. 2 It is the day when all the sons
of God Wait in the roofless senate-house, whose floor Is

Chaos.

2. spec. The building which serves for the

meetings of the senate of a university, esp. of

Cambridge.
1748 Salmon Foreigner's Com}. Cambr. 15 The Senate-

House is a magnificent and elegant Building ; the Length
[etc.]. 1769 Gra'y (title), Ode performed in the Senate-House
at Cambridge. 1797 Cambr. Univ. Cal. 148 In the senate-

house the elections of all the officers of the university take
place, the appointments of the magistrates, the admissions
to degrees, congregations, and consultations upon important
matters by the senate, and by a statute of the university, no
language is to be spoken therein but Latin. 1862 Calverley
Verses $ Transl. (189,) 43 Past the Senate-house I saunter.

b. attrib. Senate-house examination, ex-

amination for degrees in Cambridge University ; so

Senate-house examiner ; Senate-house prob-
lem, a mathematical problem proposed in a Senate-

honse examination.
1837 Math. Probl.fr. Senate-House Exam. Papers Pref.

7 Questions which have actually been set from time to time,
at the Senate-House examinations. 18^5 Househ. Words
8 Dec. 442/2 He harassed me with questions about the book
as pertinaciously as any senate-house examiner. 1875 Cay-
ley Math. Papers (1896) IX. 246 A Senate-house Problem.

t Senatical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Senate + -ical.]

Of or pertaining to a senate.

1651 Animadv. MacdonneVs Answ. Eng. Ambass. 48 Or
incroach. upon the Senaticall part and right of the people.
165a Peyton Calastr. Ho. Stuarts (1731) 49 That which
overthrows Monarchy, the same overthrows a Senatical
Government.

t Senatoire. Obs. rare"1
, [a. OF. senatoire, 2.r\,

med.L. sendtorium, f. L. senator.] A senate-house.

1474 Caxton Chesse 11. ii, Whan he was comen home from
the senatoire. [Cf. Senatory sb.1

2.]

Senator (se'natai). Forms: 3-5 senatur,

3-7 senatour, 4-5 cenatour, sinatour, 4-6
senatoure, 5 cenatonre, senatowre, (6 Sana-
tour), 6- senator, [a. OF. senateur (mod.F.
sinateur), ad. L. senator, f. sen-em, senex old, old

man ; a parallel formation with sendtus Senate.
Cf. Sp., Pg. senador. It. senatore.]

1. A member of a senate, a. A member of the

ancient Roman senate.

In some of the early examples ((71290, £1386, 1390, and
perhaps others) the writers evidently attribute to antiquity
the usage of their own time, according to which ' the senator
of Rome was the title of a single high official. See sense 2.

c 1S05 Lay. 25337 Pat was Nth ba senaturs ba bet sinaS
heolden. c 1290 St. John 8t in S. Eng. Leg. 404 For be
senatour him a-slovj : bat was bo of rome, In contek bat
heom was bi-twene. 13.. Seuyn Sag. 1267 Amorewe aros
that sinatour. £1386 Chaucer Man of Law's T. 863 For
which this Emperour hath sent anon His senatour.. And
othere lordes..On Surryensto taken heigh vengeance. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 109 This Lord, with whom sche scholde
go, OfRome was the Senatour. c 1400 St. Alexius 65 per-
fore be riche Emperoure Of be Cite made hym Cenatoure.
142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. xxxi. 178 The Sinatouris
of the Cite (of Rome]. 1475 Bk. Noblesse 1 The noble cena-
toure of Rome Kayus son. 1513 Douglas JEneis Comm.,
Wks. II. 292 Quhen Cesar was slayn by the Sanatouris.
1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. xxxix. (1544) 101 b, For thy pa-
cience, wysedom and temperance, we deeme the worthy to
be admitted into the college of Senatours. 1696 H. Kennett
Romm Antiguae 11. in. ii. (1717) 101 The right of naming
Senators belong'd at first to the Kings ; afterwards the
Consuls chose, and refer'd them to the People for their

Approbation : But at last the Censors engross 'd the whole
Privilege of conferring this Honour. 1834 Lytton Pompeii
1. vii, ' The emperor has been giving a splendid supper to the
senators,' answered Sallust.

b. A member of the senate or governing council
in other states of antiquity.
1586 Sir E. Hoby Pol. Disc. Truth viii. 23 The Ephores,

hauing chosen a Senator that was very true, commanded
him [etc.J. ^607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 139 The Senators of

Athens, greet thee Timon. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v.
Plato iii. (1687) 159/2 That he was a Senator, implies he
was full thirty years old at that time, according to Solon's
Law, 1790 Cowper Odyss. vm. 56 He. .led the way, whom
follow'd all The sceptred senators. 1837 Thiklwall Greece
xxxv. IV. 379 The senators, ephors, and other magistrates
[at Sparta].

c. A member of the senate or governing body
in certain mediaeval and modern cities of Europe.
Cf. Senate i c.

1560 Daus t.r. Sleidane's Comm. 79 b, The bishop of Straus-
borough writeth letters to divers of the senatours. 1604
Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 230 The Duke, and the Senators of Venice
greet you. 1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1737/2 The Count d'Ar-
chinto has received his Patent from Spain, to be first Senator
of Milan. 1741 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Montagu
25 Aug. (1893) II. 95 The senators [at Genoa] can converse
with no strangers during the time of their magistracy. 176a
New Biogr. Diet. IX. 222 s. v. Peiresc, They . .were sent to
Aix to their uncle Claude Fabri, their father's elder brother,
who was senator there. 1782 J. Adams in Earn. Lett. (1876)

404 [At the Hague] I am going to dine with.. a number of
Ambassadors and Senators, i860 Motley Netherl. \. (1868)
1. 12 The Sage-Men chose annually a board of senators.

d. gen. A member of a governing body or

parliament. Often applied (unofficially and some-
times rhetorically) to a member of either House
of the British Parliament.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 35 J>erfore was i-made

a counsaile of be real strete of Calne . . bere seten in an hije
hous be senatoures of Engelond. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi.

cexvi. (1811) 234 A nyce folysshe couenaunte ought nat to
be holden,.. without the hole assent of the senatours of the
sanw lande. 1553 Eden Treat. Netu Ind. (Arb.) 17 The
Magistrates, .are no lesse estemed then amonge vs Sena-
toures or Lord of the Counsayl. 1628 A. Leighton App.
Parlt. Ep. Ded., To the ri^ht Honourable & High Court
of Parliament. Right Honorable and High Senators. Such
hath beene the care [etc.]. 1660 Tatham Roy. Oak 8 Hold-
ing, .in the other [hand] a statute Book as a Senator and
maintainer of laws. 1708 Swift Predict, for 1708, 6 At
home, the Death of an old famous Senator will happen
on the 15th. a 1763 W. King Lit. <y Polit. Anecd. (1819)

35 [The Duke of Wharton's] speech.. was indeed not un-
worthy of the oldest and most accomplished senator.. in
either House of Parliament. 1776 J. Adams in Earn. Lett.

(1876J 215, I had rather build stones upon Penn's hill, than
to be the first Prince in Europe, or the first General or
Senator in America. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I, 171
He had, during the first year of the Long Parliament, been
honourably distinguished among the senators who laboured
to redress the grievances of the nation. 1894 Sir J. Astley
Fifty Yrs. Life II. 123 How those forty senators [sc. the
Irish M.P.'s] (or their successors) have been going on since,

is notorious.

e. In vaguer sense : A counsellor, statesman
;

t a leader in State or Church. Also fig.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 4999 Peyne and Distresse, Syknesse and

Ire, And Malencoly, that angry sire, Ben of hir paleys sena-
tours. 1535 Coverdale Ps. civ. [cv.] 22 That he might en-
fourme his prynces after his wil, and teach his Senatours
wysdome. ?iS48 tr. Viret's Expos. XII Art. Chr. Faith
M vj b, Euen so hathe the churche hys spirituall policie.

.

and hys pastures, ministers, and senatoures. 1507 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxxvi, § 6 That which children might haue seene,
their grauest Senators could not discerne. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., Muncerians, a sort of Anabaptists, so called from
Tho. Muncer, who was their Prophet, Senator and General,
when they rose in Rebellion in Suevia and Franconia, &c
1820 Keats Hyperion 1. 73 Those green-rob'd senators of
mighty woods, Tall oaks.

f. The official title of a member of the senate

or upper house of the legislature in the United
States, in modern France, Italy, etc.

In the U.S., Senator prefixed to the surname denotes a
member of the federal Senate, not of the Senate of a parti-

cular state.

1788 J. Stokes in M. Cutler's Life, etc. (1888) II. 275 The
Constitution of the United States pleases me much, but you
ought to allow the people to have the power of appointing
Senators-extraordinary in cases of exigency, as of war, or
national distresses, 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. m. viii, The
long-gowned Senators of France. 1863 Bright Sp., Amer.
30 June (1876) 139 He has been for many years a Senator
from the State of Mississippi. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VII. 347/1
He [Dombrowski] was named in 1815 general of cavalry and
senator palatine of the new kingdom of Poland. 1905 R.
Bagot Passport iii. 17 He was a well-known scientist,, .and,
in recognition of his work in the domain of physical science,

had been created a senator of the Italian kingdom.
2. In Papal Rome: The title given at various

periods from the 12th c. onwards to the civil head
of the city government, appointed by the Pope.
[c 1290, c 1386, 1390 : see sense 1 a, and the note.] 1832

G. Downes Lett. xxvi. 1. 427 In this [Senatorial] palace are
held the sittings of Rome's one senator, and of the Judges
of the Tribunal. 1841 W. Spalding Italy <y It. Isi. II, 153
Anarchy of Rome, .induced Innocent in 1354 to send him
[Rienzi] back as a governor with the title of Senator.

3. Senator of the College ofJustice : in Scotland,

the official designation of a Lord of Session.

1540 Sc. Acts fas. ^(1814) II. 371/2 pe president vice-

president and senatores [of the College of Justice]. 1562 in

Acts of Sederunt (1790) 4 The Senators, ordinaris of our
College of Justice, instituted be our niaist nobill fader of

fude memorie. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 3 Jan. 8/2 One of the

enators of his Majesty's College of Justice in Scotland.

f 4. The Senators ; a convivial London club in

the i8thc. Obs.
1761 Ann. Reg. IV. it. 51/1 He was a respectable member

of The Killers of Care,. .The Senators [etc.],

5. The Ivory Whale-gull.
[^ 1713 Ray Syn. Avium 126 Raths-herr i.e. Senator Fri-

derici Martens.] 1852 Macgillivray Brit. Birds V. 508
Cetosparactes ebumeus. The Ivory Whale-Gull, . . Senator.

Senatorial (senator-rial), a. [f. L, sendtoH-us

(f. senator-em Senator) + -al. Cf. F. senatorial

(1727 in Hatz.-Darm.).]
1. Of or pertaining to a senator or senators;

characteristic of or befitting a senator ; consisting

of senators, a. With reference to ancient Rome,
or to other states of antiquity.

_
Senatorialorder : the highest ofthe three ranks of citizens

in the later Roman republic.

1791 Cowper Iliad x. 490 Hector, with all the Senatorial
Chiefs [x. 414 octoi /3ouAi7<f>6pot fieri]. 1842 Sviitlt's Diet.
Grk. fyRom. Antiq. 851/1 It has been supposed by Niebuhr
. .that a senatorial census existed at Rome at the commence-
ment of the second Punic war. 1850 Merivale Rom. Emp.
ii. (1865) I. 53 Whole cities and states placed themselves
sometimes under the protection of a senatorial patron.
a 1859 Dk Quincey Aelius Lamia Wks. i860 X. 306 A Ro-
man noble, a man., of senatorial rank,

b. With reference to modern senates.
1740 Johnson's Debates (1789) I. 19 (Sir R. Walpole), The

authority which can be conferred only by senatorial sanc-
tions. 176s BlackstoneCmwot. I. ii. 175 Not as at Venice,
and many other senatorial assemblies. 1796 Coleridge
Watchman No. 1. 20 The attack on the Duke of Bedford,
for enjoying the senatorial office by hereditary right. 1855
Thackeray Nevjcomes ii, He eschewed honours senatorial.

1897 Edin. Rev. Jan. 14s The senatorial leader.

2. Of a Roman province under the Empire : Ad-
ministered by the senate (not by the emperor).
1841 W. Spalding Itaty <y It. 1st. I. 102 Into those pro-

vinces which were senatorial, the senate continued to send
pro-consuls or praetors as Governors 1879 Farrar St. Paul
(1883) 342 Bithynia [was] at that time a senatorial province.

3. U.S. * Entitled to elect a Senator : as, a

Senatorial district ' {Cent. Diet. 1 891).
Hence Senato'rially adv., in a senatorial manner.
1754 A. Drummond Trav. \. 17 The mother was chearful;

the father senatorialiy grave. 1821 Examiner 83/1 What-
ever may be thought senatorialiy of the modest assertion,.

.

the people at large may laugh at it.

Senatorial! (senatoaTian),a. (and sb.). [f. L.

sendtdri-us (see prec.) + -an. Cf. OF. senatorien

(Godef.),mod.F.^//i7/<?r/V»(i69oinHatz.-Darm.).]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to a senator ; = Senatorial
a. 1. Now chiefly as applied to the senatorial order

of ancient Rome, its members, their privileges, etc.

1614 Gorges Lucan v. 167 The Senatorian ordred state

Is neuer chang'd by place or date. Ibid., That great Sena-
torian traine. 1629 Maxwell Herodian 74 Vet was he far

exceeded in Birth by many of tbe Senatorian Order. 1665
Manley Grotius* L010 C. Wars 040 Janinus, having setled

himself into a Senatorian Gravity, began thus to speak.

1781 Gibbon Decl. fy F. xxxi. III. 199 The dignity of the
senatorian rank. 1830 J. H. Monk Bentley (1833HI. 327
This distinguished prelate had already displayed his sena-

torian talents in the discussion on the Pension Bill, and other

occasions. 1880 R. Owen Sanctorale Cathol, 12 Mar, 136
He was ofa high senatorian family at Rome.
2. = Senatorial a. 2.

1842 G. Long in Smith's Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq. 801/1
The Senatorian provinces.

B. sb. 1 nonce-use. A partisan of the senate.

1869 Seeley Ess. <$ Led. (1870) 21 [Augustus] began as

a professed Senatorian ; . . he became ultimately emperor.

+ Senatcrical, a. Obs. [f. Senator + -ical.]

*= Senatorial a. ; also ruled over by a senate.

a 1618 Raleigh Maxims ofState vi. Rem. (1664) 9 And so
that State is Senatorical or Aristocratical. 1655 tr. Com.
Hist. Francion v. 10 The Advocate marched in magnificent
array, with a Senatorical countenance.

f Senatorious, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. L. sendto-

ri-us (see Senatorial a.) + -ous.] = Senatorial a.

1664 H. More Myst. Iftig. 280 This Head of the Roman
Hierarchy with his purple Cardinals are so Emperour-like
and of such a Senatorious splendour.

Senatorship (scnatajijlp). [f. Senator +
-ship.] The office or dignity of a senator.

160a Carew Cornw. 11. 120 From which step his courage
and wisedome raysed him by degrees to.. the Senatorship
of Rome. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. in. ix, We have got
to the last scene of all, that ends this history of the Girondin
Senatorship. 1009 Contemp. Rev. Aug., Lit. Suppl. 12 The
senatorship conferred on him by Napoleon.

t Senatory, sbA Obs. [ad. med.L. sendtorium,

f. L. sendtor-ius (see Senatorial a.) : see -ory 1.]

1. The senatorial order or body,
Chaucer's use is due to mistaking the adj. for a sb.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. in. pr. iv. (1868) 74 pe rente of be
senatorie [is nobing but] a gret charge [L. et senatorii cen-

sus gravis sarcina]. 1528 Roy Rede me (Arb.) 40 As for

the comens vniuersally And a greate parte of the senatory

Were of the same intencion. 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World v.

ii. § 6. 400 The Achaians . . by a Senatorie and two Praetors,

ordered all things in their Commonweale.
2. A senate-house. (Cf. Senatoire.)
1474 Caxton Chesse u. ii, And thus hit happend anone

after that alle the wyues of rome cam to the senatorye.

Senatory (scnatori), sb.2 Also -orie. French

Hist. [ad. F. sinatorerie, f. L. senator Senator :

see -ert.] The landed estate granted to a senator

under the consulate and the first empire.

1804 Revol. Plutarch III, 164 Lucien was .. afterwards

ordered to visit his senatories on the Rhine. 18x0A nn. Reg.

503 A senatory shall be established in the departments of

Rome and Trasimene. 1817 Scott Napoleon xxix. Wks.

1870 XI. 349 Monsieur Fargues, senator of the district of

Beam, whom these plots . . interested as having his senatorie

for their scene. 1898 J. B. Rye in Eng. Hist. Rev. July

490 You leave in twenty-four hours, to live in your senatory.
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t Senatory, a. Obs. rare. [ad. L.

.

(see Senatorial a.) : see -ory *, Cf.

. senatori-us

OF. sena-

hire.] = Senatorial a.

1523 [Coverdale] Old God {153$ H j, The comen people
was taught to say, that Charles was of the senatorie stocke
gouernour ofRome. 161a Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb.
viii. 124 By senatory authority P. Sulpitius..was committee
to transact with the enemy for leaving the Roman territory.

ni6i8 Raleigh Maxims of State ii. Rem. (1664) 5 Aris-

tocracy, or Senatory State. 1684 tr. Sonet's Merc. Compit.
xvm. 646 A Gentleman., of the Senatory Order, being sub-
ject to Diseases in his Spleen.

Senatour(e, obs. forms of Senator.
Senatress (se-natres). rare. [f. Senator +

-ess. Cf. OF. senatresse wife of a senator (Godef.).]

A female senator; a female of senatorial dignity.

1731 Gurdon Hist. Parlt. I. 200 Heliogabalus.. made the
first Senatress, he created a little Senate of Women, which
met on Co/it's Quirinalis. 1793 Murphy Tacitus IV. 319
There were no terms in the Latin language to signify sena-
tress, dictatress or even empress.

II Senatus (sih£-t£s). [L. : see Senate.] The
title given to- the governing body in certain univer-

sities. More explicitly senatus academicus :

see Senate a.

1835 Malden Orig. Universities 165 The government of
the university [of Glasgow] is administered by the senatus
academicus. 1839 W. Chambers Tour Holland 26/1 The
senatus [of Leyden University] . . employs a set of travellers

to gather rare specimens from Africa. 1845 M cCulloch
Brit. Emp. f 1854) II. 367 [In Scotch universities] The superin-

tendence of their respective professors, and of the Senatus,
does not extend farther.

Senatus consultum. Pl.consulta. Also
anglicized senatus consult. [L. ; senatus genu.
of setuitus Senate, consultum Consult sb, 1} a.

A decree of the ancient Roman senate, b. A de-
cree of the ' senate ' in certain modern states, e. g.

France under Napoleon I and Napoleon III.

1696 B. Kennbtt Romae Ant. Not. 11. m. ii. (1717) 103 A
Senatus-Consultum was accordingly wrote by the publick
Notaries. 1758 Chesterf. Lett* to Son cxiv. (1774) II. 418,
I will lay out twelve ducats for twelve bottles of the wine.

.

ifyou can obtain a senatus consultum for it. 1813 Examiner
4 Jan. 4/1 [tr. French] The Senatus Consultum of last

September. 187s Poste tr. Instit. Gains 1. § 4 A senatus-
consult is a command and ordinance of the senate. 1886
Muirhead in Encycl. Brit. XX. 704/2 In the imperial
council, where the drafts ofthesenatus consultswereprepared.
Senaw, obs. form of Sinew sb.

Senee, var. Cense ; obs. f. Sense, Since.
Senoeall, Sencer : see Seneschal, Censeb,

t Sench, v. Obs. Also 4 sinche
; pa. pple,

4 seint. (See also Asench v.) [OE. sencan m
OS. senkian, OHG. senchan (MHG., mod.G.
senken), ON. sekkva (Sw. sanka, Da. ssenke), Goth.
sagqjan:—OTeut. *sankwjan, causative of *sin-

kwan Sink v.] trans. To sink, plunge.
c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke x. 15 And bu cafarnaum 08 heofon

upahafen, bu byst ob helle ^esenced. c 1230 Juliana 3a
(MS. Roy.) pu..hare fan senchte** [MS. Bodl. asenchtest]
bat ham efter sohten. a 13^0 in Wright Lyric P. iv. 24 In
sunne and sorewe y am seint. c 1310 S. Margaret 307 in
Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 233 In a fat fut of water, he
bad men schuldhir sinche [rimes with drencheL

Senche, obs. variant of Shench sb. and v.

Senchip, Sencial : seeSHENDSHip,SENESCHAL.
Sencion (se-n/an). Obs. exc dial. Forms : 5
chynchone, chymchon, cyn-, synchone,
(synyon, synthon), 6 senechon, (synthone),

7 senchion, 9 sension, sinsion, senshon,
sencion. [a. OF. senechion (mod.F. senecon) :—

L. senecion-em, perh. f. senex old man (cf. senecius

old age), with reference to the white down of the

inflorescence.] Groundsel.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 77/2 Chynchone, herbe [v. r. cynchone].

Ibid. 456/1 Synchone, herbe (r.rr.synyon.synthon), «*«:*'<?«,

camadreos. c 1460 Ibid. (Winch.) 83/1 Chymchon, herbe :

Cenacionet camhidreos. Ibid. 411/1 Synyon
t
herbe : Scne-

cion: Camadreos. 1516 Grete Herball ccccix. (1529) Y iij.

De senacionibus. Grownswell. Senechon is an herbe called

sellechon. 1530 Falsgr. 270/2 Synthone, an herbe. a 1500
Rel. Ant. I. 324 Take groundis walle, that ys senchion.
a 1825 Fobbv Voc. E. Anglia, Sencion. 188a Hardwicke*s
Sci. Gossip 214 Suffolk Names. .Sinsion (groundsel).

Senct, obs. form of Saint.

Sencyal, obs. form of Seneschal.

Send (send), aM [f. Send vX]
1 1. Sc, The action of sending ; dispensation (of

God). Obs.

1551 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1B&4) 137 Thair is na evil of
payne or trubil in the pepil, bot it cummts be the send of God.

b. Sc, A message.
1825 Gay Goss-hawk x. in Child Ballads II, 360 Ye're

bidden send your love a send.

C. An accelerating impulse ; impetus. Cf.

Send sb?
1890 Illustr. Lond. News 6 Dec. 714/1 That piston that

with a mighty send gives before them and spins the great

wheel above. 1894 Northumb. Gloss., Send, impetus. ' It

cam' wi' sic a send'. 1899 Somerville & Ross Exper.
Irish R. M. xi. 273 Sultan came at it [sc. a wall) with the
send of the hill behind bim, and jumped it.

2. Sc, A messenger sent to the bride in advance
of the bridegroom (see quots.) • also, the bridal

party. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

yol. vni.
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18x4 Marv Bruntom Discipline xxii. (1852) 191 The har-

bingers of the bridegroom, (or, to use Cecil's phrase, the
send,) a party of gay young men and women, arrived. 1818
Edin. Mag. Nov. 412 A couple of envoys (Scot, sends) arrive

from the bridegroom, who lead the bride to the temple of
Hymen.

Send (send), sb. 2 Naut. Alsoscend. [Belongs
to Send v. 2 Cf. Send sb* i c]
1. The carrying or driving impulse of a sea or
wave ; more fully send ofa or the sea.

1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 65, I have frequently
thought it impossible to escape striking upon them on every
send of a sea. 1805 Sir R. Lawrie in Naval Chron. XIII.
409 Much Sea running, appearing to cut us asunder at every
send. 1885.R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. I. 141 We found our-
selves much nearer the Loadstone Mountain, whither the
waters drave us with a violent send. 1901 Clark Russell
Ship's Advent, v, To each foaming scend the ship drove in a
curtsey of fury.

2. A sudden plunge (of a boat) aft',
forwardr

, etc.

1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xix, Both fell with the send aft

of the boat. 1859 J. C. Atkinson Walks Tivo Schoolboys
xviL 367 With many a forward send . . she threw up showers
of spray. 188a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 143 The bows
will.. give a send in against the ship's side.

Send (send), vl Pa. t, and pa. pple. Sent
(sent). Forms: Infin. 1 sendan, 2-3 senden,

(3 seind, siende, sent), 2-6" sende, 4 Kent.
zende, 5 sendyn, cendyn, Sc, sen, 3- send.
yd sing. pres. ind. 1-3 sendej), 1-5 sent, 3 seint,

Kent, zent, 4-5 sendith, 5 -yth, 5- sendeth

;

3-7 sondes, (5 sendez, sendis), 6 sends. Pa. t,

1-6 sende, 2-3 seonde, (2 ssende, seente), Ortnin
sennde, 3-6 sente, 4 seende, 3-7 send, (5 sont),

3- sent
; 3, 6 sendet, 4 sendyd, seended, 5

sended. Pa. pple. 1 sended, 2 (30) seond, (50)
send, 3 ysend, iseind, 3-4 isend(e, ysent, 3-6
send(e, 3 Ormin sennd, 4 i-sente, 4-5 isent,

sente, (4 seynte), 5 ysende, 3- sent. [Com.
Teut. wk. verb : OE. sendan = OFris. senda, sanda,

pa. t, sanle, OS. sendian, pa. t. senda, sanda (LG.
senden , Du. zenden), OHG. senden, senten, pa. t.

santa (MHG. senden, pa. t. sante,sande, mod.G.
senden, pa. t. sandte, sendete), ON. senda (Sw.
sanda. Da. sende"), Goth, sandjan :—OTeut, *sand~

fan, f. *sana*~ (:—*sanfi-) ablaut-variant (of the

grade usual in causative verbs) of the root *senp-

(:—OTeut. sent-) to go, found in Goth, sinj^s, OE.
sl8 way, journey (see Sithe sb.*).] General sense :

To cause to go.

I. To order or direct to go or to be conveyed.

* with a person as object.

L trans. To commission, order, or request (a

person) to go to or into a place or to a person.

Chiefly, to dispatch as a messenger or on an errand.

Const about (a business), after, /or (something to be
fetched), on, \of,\in (an errand, quest ; the prep, is some-
times omitted). See also Message sb. x 2 b.

C950 Limtisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 16 Heonu ic sendo iuih suae

scip in middum uulfa. c 1175 Lamb, Horn. 153 He sende
his patriarken and propheten for to bodien his tokume,
c iaoo Ormin 17034 He sennde dun Hiss a^henn Sune
ankennedd,Towurrbenn mann. C1305 Lay. 26367 He sent
be his sonde wi8 uten gretinge. c 1290 St. Barnabas 34 in

•S". Eng. Leg. 27 Iesu cristes man icham, bat me gan hidere
siende. a 1300 Cursor M. 711 Bot adam son was send a
saand. Ibid. 14846 pan said an bat was his fiend, Hight
nichodem, was sent in saand,.. Me think* [etc.]. 138a
WYCLiFjWiatfr. x. 5 Jhesus sente [v.r. seended] these twelue.

1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 11 The sone of
God., was send in erdefor salvacioun of man. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. iv. iv. 120 Oh: he sends you for a Picture.

1599 — Hen. V, iv. i. 155 A Sonne that is by his Father
sent about Merchandize. 1599 — Much Ado 11. i. 274,
I will goe on the slightest arrand..that you can deuise
to send me on. 1611 Bible Gen. 1. 16 And they sent a
messenger vnto Ioseph, saying [etc.]. 1636 Massinger Gt.

Duke Flor. 11. i, I am sent. .On a how doe you, as they
call't. 1655 tr. Com. Hist. Francion 11. 26 If she were
sent of an errand, ini De Foe Col. Jack i, If he was sent
of an errand he would forget halfof it, 1744 Birch Life Boyle
23 A gentleman of his father's, sent to convey them thither.

1776 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn <$ Contemp. (1844) III.

144, 1 by no means approve ofyour sending a physician to her,

except she is really ill. I hate the tribe. x8at Scott Keniliv.
vi, Workmen sent from London.. had converted the apart-

ments. . into the semblance ofa royal palace. 1834 Marryat
P. Simple xv, Luff now . . quarter master. . . Send the men
aft directly. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvi, Send her to

me, the instant she comes in. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 626
To whom the Prince Reported who he was, and on what
quest Sent. 1907 * Q. ' Poison Is/, xiv, Did he send you
with that message to Captain Branscome?
fig* l$9 s Shaks. Two Gent. m. i. 141 My thoughts do
harbour with my Siluia nightlv, And slaues they are to me,
that send them flying. x7aa Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 187
Commands his own thoughts, sends them to this or that place.

b. With specified destination considered as a
place of residence, or connoting a sphere or kind

of employment ; e. g. in to send to school, college,

etc (sometimes with the notion of defraying the

expense of the person's education); to send (one

or more members) to Parliament (said of a con-

stituency).

1531 Elyot Gov. X. xiii. (1880) 1. 113 Where theyr parentes
wyll nat aduenture to sende them farre out of theyr
propre countrayes. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 434 The king

SEND.

..sent to the sea, Lord Edmond Holland Erie of Kent, as
Chefetaine of that Crewe. 1575 Gascoigne GtasseGovt. h
ii, So that we are partely perswaded to send them vnto some
vniuersity, 1737 Pope Ep. Hor. 1. i. 119 Send her to Court,
you send her to her grave. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.
(ed. 7) II. 49 Heightsbury, a Town, .sending two Members
to Parliament

_ 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 240 T" ensure the per-
severance of his course, ..Send bim to college. Ibid. 872
Then . . send him not to school. No—guard him better. 1834
Marryat P. Simple lii, He was sent to sea to be got rid
of. 1859 Habits of Gd, Society 57 The haberdasher sits

in Parliament, and sends his son to Oxford. x88a Encycl,
Brit. XIV. 835^1 The education [at Christ's Hospital] is

chiefly commercial, but four boys are annually sent to the
universities.

o. In wider sense : To occasion or induce to go
to a place or in a particular direction ; to recom-
mend or advise to go to a place or a person ; fig,
to refer (a reader) to some author or authority.

c 1449 Pecock Repr, 1. x. 52 Tho ij. textis seruen and re-

mytten or senden into other Scripturis. Ibid. 1. xx. 127, Y
remytte and send ech man desiring forto it leerne. .into the
firste parti of the book. 1550 Bale Apol. 68 He sendeth vs
ther to the pedigrew of the Leuites. 1. Paralip. vi. X751
Jobtin Serin. (1771) I. i. 11 Those who send the blind out
of their way. 1844 Lingard Anglo-Sax. Ch. (1858) I. iv.

144 Writers who have sent us to the laws of the Christian
Emperors.

d. fig. To describe (a person) in narrative as
going (to a specified place).

1776 Mickle tr. Camoens' Lusiad Introd. 125 Voltaire has
corrected his error in sending Camoens to the East Indies.

e. With complementary sb. (now only, intro-

duced by as) indicating the capacity in which a
person is sent.

1605 1st Pt. Jeronimo 1. i. 77 So, so, Andrea must be sent
imbassador? 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, 111. ii. 260 You sent
me Deputje for Ireland. X711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4903/1 Signior
BentivogHo..is to be sent Nuncio into France. X756-7 tr.

Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 220 [They] sent the noble Julian
and Martin ambassadors from . .Japan to pope Gregory XIII.

f. To be sent {into the world) : said of a child

as born for some divine purpose, or as a gift to

the parents. Cf. sense 7.

c X560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxxvi. 22 By syn maternall

I am send, With vyce I vaneiss. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 1.

i. 20, I, that am. .sent before my time Into this breathing
World. X831 Scott Ct. Robt. xx, Being the only child..

and sent late in life to bless their marriage bed. 1839
Thackeray Stubbs's Cat. Nov. Comic Tales (1841) II. 360,
I.. wore my red coat as naturally as if I had been sent into

the world only for the purpose of being a letter-carrier.

g. Without the notion of a destination or errand

:

To cause or order to departfrom one; to dismiss.

Chiefly with advs., away, off. To send packing:
see Pack vX 10 b.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. (1546) Lvj, As an
ydell vacabunde man they despatched and sent hym awaie.

1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 148 Shee sent him away as colde as

a Snoweball. 1611 Bible Luke \. 53 And the rich hee hath
sent emptie away. 1668 Pepys Diary 13 Nov., It is in-

tended to. .try them for a sum of money ; and, if they do not

like it, then to send them going, and call another [parlia.

merit]. X796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla 1. 1. iv. 85 There was
no other way for him to get rid of his tutoring, without
sending off Dr. Orkborne. X908 R. Bacot A. Cuthbert
xvii. 215, I will not take no from you,.. and if you send me
away from you I will not go ! Ibid., The moment was fast

coming when I should not have the strength to send him
from me.

2. To compel or force to go; to drive, impel.

Also transf, of a circumstance, impulse, etc. Also

with up.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark ix. 21, & symble hine [sc. one
possessed of a devil] & in fyr & on watro sende IVulg. misit]

f>aette hine losade vel fordyde. c 1205 Lay. J484o/He hafo
..isend heom [sc. his foes] ouer sae stran. 1712-14 Pope
Rape Lock iv. 64 Hail, wayward Queen !.. Who.. send
the godly in a pet to pray. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
v. I. 609 The royal troops instantly fired such a volley of
musketry as sent the rebel horse flying in all directions. 1886
Stevenson Treasure 1st. xiii, The plunge of our anchor
sent up clouds of birds.

b. To drive (a person) into some state or con-

dition, to cause to go to (sleep) ; also with adj.

complement.

1831 Society I. 179 You, both of you, will send me dis-

tracted between you. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair ii, Re-
becca laughed in her face, with a horrid sarcastic demoniacal
laughter, that almost sent the schoolmistress into fits. 185*
— Esmond m. vii, He.. sent the Colonel to sleep, with a
long, learned, and refreshing sermon. 189a Tennyson
Foresters iv, I had despair'd of thee—that sent me crazed.

3. To cause (a person) to be carried or conducted

to a destination, a. To direct to be conveyed as

a prisoner or a slave ; to commit or consign offi-

cially to prison, the gallows, death, etc.

97X Blickl. Horn. 237 Mid by be hie me sendon on bis

carcern. c 1205 Lay. 26981 Petreiun heo
>
nomen & heore

inume alien and mid breo hundred sweinen in to wude
senden. a X300 Cursor M. 4445 Was tua men in be kinges

hus To prisun sent for bair misdede. a 1380 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 38/2, I am sent hider to beo slayn.

a 1500 Contin. Brut 509 pe Mair..sont bo bat cried so to

Newgate. 159X Shaks. x Hen. VI, 11. iii. 42 [Thou] That
hast . . slaine our Citizens, And sent our sonnes and Husbands
captiuate. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 76 They
took him, and with other Slaves sent him to Constantinople.

1706 E. Ward Wooden IVorld Diss. (1708) 2 [A ship of war
is] the New-Bridewell of the Nation, where all the incor-

rigible Roages [printed Viages] are sent. 1834 Marryat
57
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P. Simple lvi, Miller was sent on board of the frigate, and
under surveillance. 1848 Thackeray Van. FairUvu, I tell,

you they are rascals; men fit to send to the hulks.

b. To consign (a departed spirit) to (a place or

condition).

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) Prol. iii. 3 For bi he giuis

us respit, bat we sal mende ure sinne and sibin to be ioy be

sent. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 632 To torment sent before

thir time. 1831 Scorr Ct. Robt. v, The abode to which de-

parted spirits are sent after this life.

C. In various phrases with the meaning to kill,

put to death.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 211b, I . .sent him to

feede fishes, 159* Soliman $ Pers. v. u. no What, is thy

hand to weake 1 then mine shall helpe To send them down
to euerlasting night. 1599 Massingeb, etc. Old Law v. i.

(1656) 59 He must make yong [judges] or none, for all the

old ones Her father he hath sent a fishing. 160a Shaks.
Ham. 1. v. 78 Thus was I. .sent to my account With all my
imperfections on my head. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 102

Ere they could strangle him, he sent three of themto the

Deuill. 17x1 W. King tr. Maude's Re/. Politics iii. 100
Quintus Fabius sent a hundred thousand Gauls into the
other world.

** With a thing as object.

4. To cause (a thing) to be conveyed or trans-

mitted by an intermediary to another person or

place.

Beowulf 471 (Gr.) Sende icWylfingum ofer waeteres hrycg
ealde madmas. a 1225 Ancr. R. 416 Gif heo mei sparien
eni poure schreaden, sende ham al derneliche ut of hire

woanes. a 1300 Cursor M. 4162 His kyrtil sal we. .til his

fader seind. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 426 Ful redy hadde he
his Apothecaries To sende him [i.e. the sick man] drogges.

1471 Marc. Paston in P. Lett, III. 25, I shal sende yw
mony to bye wyth soch stwfe as I wull have. 1536 Crom-
well Let. 30 Apr. in Merriman Life <fr Lett. (1902) II. 11,

I sende your lordship certain Crampe ringes to be bestowed
there amonges your Freendes. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp.
Nat. Philos. Advt., Though it come not forth before, divers

parts were sent to the Press in i66o,or 1661. 1670 Marvell
Corr. clxiv. Wks. 1875 II. 353, I sent my letter to the post.

1743 Bulkeley& Cummins Voy. S. Seas 5 We sent on Board
the Pearl twelve Butts.. of Water. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Passion fy Princ. viii, Stages go every hour . . bywhich
Mr. W, may send his trunk with safety. 1826 Museum
Criticum I. 137 Mr. Blomfield's edition of the Persae of
iEschylus will very shordy be sent to Press. 1859 Tennyson
Elaine 544 Since the knight Came not to us, of us to claim
the prize, Ourselves will send it after. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus
xii. 11 Or most speedily send me back the napkin.

b. To cause (food, wine) to be handed (to a

guest).

1770 Foote Lame Lover in. 52 Why, Madam..—shan't

I send you a biscuit? 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Pas-
sion 4- Princ. v, Perhaps, Miss Rodney, you will let me
send you wine... What wine do you take? Ibid., General,.,
you eat nothing ; let Mr. Rodney send you some lamb.

c. To serve up (food, a course, meal) : only with
in, up, and in phr. to send to table.

1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 64 The Coun-
trey cannot produce Apples or other Fruits that are worth
sending up to the Table. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s.v.

Send, Bid the Steward to send in Dinner. 1806 A. Hunter
Culina{td. 3)25 It should..be sent in hot and hot. 1825
T. Hook Sayings Ser. n. Passion 4- Princ. v, What paper
is that, in which those cutlets have been sent to table 1 1888
'

J. S. Winter ' Bootless Childr. ii, He found the cook just

resting after sending up the late dinner.

d. Of a country : To export.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 16 It sendes to

the Easte cuntreyes verie fatt Rye. 1785 Cowper Task
in. 583 Those [sc. greenhouse plants] Ausonia claims,.. th'
Azores send Their jessamine.

e. transf. and fig. Also with up.
a 1200 Moral Ode 51 in O. E. Horn. 1. 163 Al bet beste bet
we hefden Hder [sc. to heaven] we hit solde senden. 1340
Apenb. 73 Todel bine zaule uram be bodye be bojte, zend
bine herte in-to be obre wordle. 1595 Shaks. John 11. i. 409
We from the West will send destruction Into this Cities
bosome. 1667 Milton /'. L. ix. 195 When all things that
breath, .. send up silent praise To the Creator. 1687 A.
Lovbll tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 67 The sky overcast with
Clouds, that now and then sent us some drops of Rain. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 256 Has some sickly eastern waste
Sent us a wind to parch us at a blast ? 1825 Scott Talism.
i, That sea which holds no living fish. .and. .sends not, like

other lakes, a tribute to the ocean.

6. To dispatch (a boat, carriage, etc.). Also
with out.

aim O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1101, And se cyng
sySoan scipa ut on sae sende his brooer to daere & to faet-

tinge. c 1200 Ormin 8701, & Drihhtin -sennde an karrte
himm [sc. Helyas] to. a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) i. 19
pai sent baire schippes on ilka side With flesch and wine.

1594 Kyd Cornelia in. iii. 182 The Merchant, that for pri-

uate game, Doth send his Ships to passe the maine. 1743
Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 3 The Commodore sent
out a Privateer Sloop. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xi,

There would be two boats sent for them.

6. To dispatch (a message, letter, telegram, etc.)

by messenger, post, or other means of communica-
tion. So To send cards (of invitation).

C897 K. jElfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxn. 213 Ne Seah
eow hwelc xrendzewrit cume, suelce hit from us send sie.

c 1200 Ormin 2851 patt Drihhtin haffde sennd hiss word Till
hire, a 1225 After. R. 422 £e ne schulen senden lettres..

bttten leaue. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 972 rubric, How
dindimus sendydan answere to alixandre by letter. C1460
Fortescue Abs. 9t Lim. Mon. xiv. (1885) 143 pat all suppH-
cacions wich shalbe made to be kynge..be sende to the
same counsell. 1513 Douglas Mneis xm. vi. title, Kyng
Latyne till Eneas send message For peax. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 86 The Embassador .. sent intelligence of the same
into England. 1711 Swift Jml. to Stella 13 Apr., I sent

my excuses, adorned with about thirty compliments, and
got off as fast as I could. 1770 Foote Lame Lover 11. 49
She very well knows that I have not sent cards but twice
the whole season. 184a W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist. xvii. § 5
(ed. 3) 519 Heliogabalus being thus victorious, sent intelli-

gence of his success.. to the senate. 1859 Lytton What
will lie do xii. xi, I sent a telegram. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbert x viii. 225, 1 sent him a line, .just to say that I had
succeeded in finding you.

b. To send (a person) word: to transmit a
message (to a person) ; to inform, notify. Const.

of, clause, or inf.

c 1205 Lay. 25309 Bi us he sende word be bat he wule to

f>isse londe. 1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 145 And syne till Scot-
and word send he, That thai suld mak ane assemble.
a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 13 And so God sent worde to the
kinge and the citee bi the profete Ionas, but yef [etc.]. 1570
in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 235, I pray yow send me
worde by this bearer what yow thinke. 1598 Shaks. Merry
W. in. v. 59 He sent me word to stay within. Ibid. iv. iv.

i& 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. 1. (1687) 35/2 You send
me word of an expedition you are preparing. 1711 Swift
Jml. to Stella 1 Dec, Whenever you would have any
money, send me word three weeks before. 1886 Stevenson
Treasure fsl. xii, Not long after, word was sent forward
that Jim Hawkins was wanted in the cabin.

C. With the message expressed by a clause + or inf.

azizx O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656, Da seonde se

kyning xfter bone abbode bet he aeuestlice scoldeto him
cumon. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 1239 pis erl . .to be king ofte

sende pat he ssoldc.is herte somdel amende, c 143s Torr.

Portugal 2209 The Soudan sent to sir Torent than, With
honger that tbes people be slan. 1592 Kyd Sp. Trag. in.

ii. 88 lie send to him to meet The Prince and me. Ibid. in.

xii. 58 Although he send not that his Sonne returne. a 1700
Evelyn Diary 12 Feb. 1672, We tooke order to send to the
Plantations that none of their ships should adventure home-
ward single.

fd. To sendgreeting: see Greeting vbl. sb. Obs.
c$oo tr. Bseda's Hist. 11. x. (1891) 124 Bonefatius papa sende

Eadwine greting. c 1205 Lay. 27885 And efte wolde heom
alswa senden heom gretinge ma. 1483 Cal. A nc. Rec. Dublin
(1889)489 Baillifes of the same cite .. senden gretyng in oure
LordeJhesuCriste. 1535 [see Greeting^/, sb.]. 161 1 Bible
Acts xxiii. 26.

e. In complimentary formulae, to send (one's)

compliments, love, respects, etc. t Also, to send

health, happiness, etc.

1474 Caxton Chesse Ded., Your most humble servant
wilham Caxton.. sendes unto you peas helthe Joye and
victorie upon your Enemyes. i73*-3 Ld. Carteret Let.

24 Mar. in Swtft's Lett. (1767) III. 36 The whole family of
my ladies send their compliments. 1779 Mrss M. Townshend
in Jesse Selwyn <$ Contemp. (1844) IV. 100 My father is very
well, and sends his love to you. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau.
11. xiii, My aunt desires to send her affectionate regards to

you. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvu, She made George
write. ., and persisted in sending Mamma's kind love in a
postscript. 1852— Esmond \\\. xi, The man said.. that his

young mistress had sent her duty.

7. Of God, fate, chance, etc. :
' To grant as from

a distant place *
(J.) ; to cause to happen or come

into existence ; to ordain as a blessing or a punish-

ment.
c8z$ Vesp. Psalter xix. 3 Jehere Se dryhten..send Se

fultum of haljum. a X175 Cott. Horn. 225 Ic wille senden
flod. c 1200 Ormin 5531, & a33 to bannkenn innwarrdlij
Drihhtin all batt he senndebb. a 1300 Cursor M. 1592 For-
bi in forme of iugement God thoght a neu wengaunce to

sent, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 162 Euil dedes er of
oure awn entent, And all gude dedes fro god er sent. 1584
B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 72 o, If y gods did not vouchsafe to
send them raine in due season. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m. i.

51 Now Ioue in his next commodity of hayre, send thee a
beard. 1697 Dryden Virg.Georg. iv. 774 The Nymphs..
have . . sent a Plague among thy thriving Bees. 1734P0PE Ess.
Man 113 God sends not ill. 1825 Scott Betrothed vi,

I . . appoint thee to be kept in ward in the western tower, till

God send us relief. 1877 W. S. Gilbert Sorcerer 11. Quin-
tette, Bless the thoughtful fates that send him Such a wife
to soothe his years. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad
v, Ah, spring was sent for lass and lad.

Proverbial. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 132 He maye
chaunce haue cause to saye so of hisfletcher, as., is. .spoken
of Cookes : and that is, that God sendeth vs good fethers,

but the deuyll noughtie Fletchers. 1668 R. B. Adagia Scot.
20 God sends never the mouth, but the meat with it. Ibid.

21 God sends meat, and the Devil sends Cooks.

b. In the phrase God, Heaven, Lord send', (also

simply send) ; esp. with clause as obj. and f with

obj. and compl.
^God send (a person) sa/e, victorious, etc. = God grant

that he may be safe, etc \God send (you, us, etc.) with
inf. or subjunctive— God grant that you, we, etc. may do
(what is indicated by the vb.).

c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 146 Gret God sen we had euir
with him past ! 1530 Palsgr. 701/1 God sende him good
spede. 1556 Lauder Tractate 330 Grit God we pray, sen
Prencis wald perceaue, . . How be tha [etc.]. 1568 Grafton
Chron. II. 773 God send grace they hurt not. 1601 Shaks.
A It's Well 1. 1. 190 God send him well. 1649 W. Dugdale in

Lett. Eminent Men (Camden) 176 God send him well re-

cover. 1653 Walton Angler 1. ii. 45 God keep you all,

Gentlemen ; and send you meet this day with another
bitch Otter. 1690 Crowne Eng. Friar in. 28 Sr. Tho. I

have a great fancy I shall do well in the Country. La. C.
Ah ! send thou dost. ? 1740 Thesaurus Musicus in W. H.
Cummings God Save the King (1902) 83 God save our Lord
the King,.. Send him victorious, Happy and Glorious. 1776
Foote Capuchin 111. (1778) 136 Lord send ussafe to Old
England, say I ! 1829 Scott Anne q/G. xxxll, God send
my poor j>eople may have no cause to wish their old man
back again. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. in. viii, Heaven
send him happyTnut I fear for the success of .my prayers.

1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge vi, Heaven forgive me if I am
wrong, and send me just thoughts.

*** absolute uses.

8. absol. To send a message or messenger.

Const, after, to.

971 Blickl. Horn. 205, & [he] hie laerede baet hie raSost to

Rome sendon to Saem papan. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. ion, Her on bissum geare sende se cyng & his

witan to 5am here. 113a Ibid., Sua Set te king . . sende efter

be muneces. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 261 To be king of
grece he sende. a 1300 Cursor M. 10737 Wit b' s ba i sent
sun vp and don, And bad bam at a dai be bon. c 1386
Chaucer Man o/Law^s T. 1047 A"d hastifly he sente after

Custaunce. c 1425 ? Lydg. Assembly 0/ Gods 734 He bade
him nat long Tary to sende aftyr more socour. c 1489
Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon iv. 149 He sent thrughe all the
londe and made com all the maysters masons [etc.]. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon xcv. 309 He sende & commaundyd hym
that he sholde no more fyght with me. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. iv. ii. 132 Send to me in the morning, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 25 Aug. 1660, Coll. Spencer, .sent to me and intreated
that I would take a Commission. 1833 T. Hook Parson's
Dau. 11. v, When your lordship—wants me again, send.
Vou know where I live. If you don't send I shan't come.
1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ix, John, send to
Mrs. Hoggarty in the shrubbery.

lj. Followed by inf. (or, rarely, T5y and with a

co-ordinated verb) indicating the purpose.
a 1335 Leg. Kath. 151 Ha sende swioe for to witen hwet

wunder hit were, xwm R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7125 To be due
he sende sone to helpehim in bat cas. 1482 Monk 0/Evesham
(Arb.) 54 Myne some was gonne and paste out of my bodye
yeremywyfe knewe hit or sende to cal Ie for thepryste. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, in. v. 62 And let him say to England, that
we send To know what willing Ransome he will giue. 1692
R. L'Estrange Fables xci. 86 His Wife sent up and down
to look after him. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 29 Aug. 1678, The
D. of Norfolk .. sent to me to take charge of the bookes.
J710 Swift JrtU. to Stella 16 Sept., Sir John Holland.. has
sent to desire my acquaintance. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
VII. 207, I have sent every half hour to know how she does.

1835 Willis Pencillings III x. 121 He inquired whether
there was not a morsel left.. .Mr. R. was not sure. ' Send
and see *, said Lamb. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char.
ix. 218 He sent to invite her to supper with him.

9. Send for —. a. To send a messenger or

message for ; to send (a person) to fetch—

.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 19 He sent for alle be
kynges, fro Berwik vnto Kent. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VII. 237 He hadde nou5t i-send for more help, c 1450 Merlin
xxviii. 566 Than com Merlin to Arthur, and bad hym sende
for all his power in all haste. 1562 Machyn Diary (Camden)
282 Ther was a grett frey and my lord mare.. was send
fore. 1672 Wiseman Treat. Wounds 1. 38 The next day.,
it burst out impetuously ; I was sent for, and found it bleed-

ing with a strong impulse, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
xi. § 123 The guard.. sent for drink. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa VII. 213, I send by poor Lovelace's desire, for

particulars of the fatal breviate. 1847 Tennyson Princess
iv. 220 She sent for Blanche to accuse her face to face. 1908
R. Bagot A. Cuthbert xxviii. 373 Would you not like me
to send for one of your priests ?

b. With adv. qualifying (

to come * or ' be
brought ' understood.
1592 Arden ofFevershamllpW. 3 The one tooke Sanctuary,

and being sent for out, Was murthred in Southwark. c 1643
Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 34 My mother thought fit to

send for me home. 1703 Rules ofCivility 40 You must go
away without seeing him, unless he sends for you in. 1714
Swift Imit. Hor. 11. vi. 16 Send for him up, take no Excuse.
1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. \. ii. (1811) 60, I shall not
send for you back. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 11. vii,

The Squire was sent forborne.

c. Of a sovereign : To command the attendance

of; esp. to summon a leader or prominent member
of a political party, for the purpose of offering

him the office of prime minister.

1744 Birch Life Boyle 154 He was then by his Majesty's
order sent for to Whitehall. 1765 G. Williams in Jesse
Selwyn <$• Contemp. (1843) I. 382 The King declared to his

ministers that he had no further occasion for their services,

but had sent for Mr. Pitt. 1806 G. Rose Diaries (i860) 1 1. 227
The King could do no better than to send for Lord Grenville.

1880 McCarthy Own Times IV. 512 The Queen sent for

Lord Hartington, she then sent for Lord Granville ; but every-

one knew in advance who was to come into power at last.

U. To cause to go, by physical means or by
direct volition.

10. trans. To discharge and direct (a missile)

;

to throw or propel in a particular direction ; occas.

f to thrust (a dagger). Also said of a missile

weapon.
C825 Vesp. Psalter xvii. 15 [xviii. 14) Sende strele his &

tostencte hie. c 1205 Lay. 6483 And he lette fuse him to flan

swuoe kene and alle him to sende. 1627 Drayton Agincourt
20 As thick againe their Shafts the English send. 1646-7
Boyle in Birch Li/e (1744) 74 Which [wind-gun], .would .

.

send forth a leaden bullet., with force to kill a man at twenty
five.. paces. 1667 Milton P. L. vi._836In his right hand
Grasping ten thousand Thunders, which he sent Before him.
1687 Settle Refl. Dryden 83 To send a Dagger to a Mans
heart is an expression older than thou art. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary Sept. 1646, He was sending a brace of bullets into the

poore beast. 1717 Addison tr. Ovid's Metam. in. 91 Cadmus
. .Then heav'd a stone, and rising to the throw, He sent it in

a whirlwind at the foe. 1780 Cowper Progr. Err. 570 None
sends his arrow to the mark in view, Whose hand is feeble.

1784 — Task in. 803 And the whistling ball Sent through the

travelers temples ! 1842 Barham Ingot. Leg., St. Medard.
As the cannon recoils when it sends its shot. 1852Thackeray
Esmond 1. xiv, ' I fling the words in your face, my lord

',

says the other ;
' shall I send the cards too ?

' 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. viii, Flashman..sent an empty pickle-jar

whizzing after them.
fig. a 1854 H. Reed Led. Eng. Lit. xii. (1878) 392 The
Duke ofWellington uses words with a strange frugality, and
sends them straight to their marR.
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b. To deliver (a blow). f Formerly const.

dative. Also to send home (see Home adv. 10 b).

a 16*6 Middleton Mayor Queensb. 11. i, How am I serv'd

in this? I offer a vexation to the King, He sends it home
into my bloud with vantage. 1618 Feltham Resolves it.

vii. 16 Hadrian sent his inferiour seruant a box on the eare,

for walking bat betweene two Senators. 1861 H. C. Pennell
Puck on Pegasusm Right to his dexter opticThe Champion
sent a blow. 1894 Kipling Jungle Bk. 59 Kaa..sent home
half-a-dozen full-power smashing blows.

c. To drive (a ball).

178* Kentish Gaz. 20-23 Nov., Now the Batsman. .Sends
the Ball Over all. 1887 Field 5 Nov. 714/1 Lawrence then,

by a well-judged kick, sent the ball between the [goat] posts.

11. To emit, give forth as a source, a. To
give off or oat (light, heat, odour, etc.) ; to dis-

charge, pour out (liquid). Chiefly with advs.,

forth, off, out.

971 Btickl. Horn. 245 Nu bonne, anlicnes,..saend mycel
waiter burh btnne mub. a 1415 Ardeme's Treat. Fistula,
etc. 56 If bai sende out Mode jSai ar seid ry^tfully emeroydez.

1535 Coverdale Jas. lii. ii Doth a fountayne sende forth

at one place swete water and bytter also? 1567 Gude Sf

Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 145 He is the Morning Star, His bemis
send he hes out far. 1574 Hyll Art Garden, lvii. (ed. 3) 115
By the watring on this wise, the roote sendeth such bitter-

nesse as then remayneth in the same. 1584 B. R. tr. Hero-
dotus it. 74 b, I demaunded. .the reason, .why this streame
. .neuer sent foorth any miste or vapour. 1611 Bible Feci.
x. 1 Dead flies cause the oyntment . . to send foorth a stinking

sauour. 1614 Gorges Lucan vi. 241 And with the very
breath she sends The healthy aire taints and offends. 1663

J. Davies tr. Oleart'us* Voy. Ambass. 204 Many Springs
send forth their Water with such violence, that [etc.]. 1667
Milton P. L, viu. 141 That light Sent from her through the

wide transpicuous aire. 1820 Shelley Sensit. PI. 1. 15 And
their breath was mixed with fresh odour, sent From the turf,

like the voice and the instrument. 1840 H. Smith Oliver
Cronnoell II. 239 Several pipes of trinidado were sending
forth their powerful fumes. 186a Borrow Wild Wales xxiii.

(1901) 71/1 A white farm-house—sending from a tall chimney
a thin misty reek up to the sky.

b. To give forth or out (sound) ; to utter (a cry,

groan, etc.). Cf. 13.
c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 Mu5 sent ut be stefne. 1535

Coverdale Ps. lxvii[i]. 33 He shal sende out his voyce,
yee and that a mightie voyce. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in.

(Sommer) 274 Or such a noise it was, as highest thunders sende.
i6ax Bbathwait Nat. Embassie, etc 233 Rather then for her
I'de shed one teare,..or send one grone. 1688 Holme
A rmoury 11. 1 34/1 An Hart, when he sendeth forth his Cry, is

said to Bellow. 1715 Pope Odyss. ix. 469 He sends'a dreadful
groan. 1784 Cowper Task v. 821 When evry star. .Sent
lorth a voice. 1813 Byron Corsair 1. xv, But still her lips

refused to send—' Farewell !

' 1847 Tennyson Princess iv.

373 The lost lamb at her feet Sent out a bitter bleating for

its dam. 1859 — Geraint tf Enid 728 Then Enid.. Sent
forth a sudden sharp and bitter cry.

o. To throw out as a branch or offshoot.

Chiefly with off, out, fforth.
171$ Cheyne Philos. Princ. Relig. 1. 297 The Aorta,.,

bending a little upwards, sends forth the Cervical and
Axillary Arteries. 17*3. P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. 1. 34
Sending forth here and there several Leaves. 173a A.
Monro Anat. Nerves 3 The Nerves.. send off their Branches
at more acute Angles, .than the Blood-vessels do. a 17&}— Wis. (1781) 312 The lymphatic vessel which enters
its superior arch, is often sent from the thyroid gland. 1811
New Bot. Garden I. 90 It sends out several stems from the
root 1837 P. Keith Bot. Lex. 395 Each [bronchial tube)
dividing and subdividing, and sending off secondary
branches. 1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 131 A minute
mesial stomato-gastric ganglion, which . .sends nerves to the
. .jaw and its muscles.

12. To direct (a thought, look, glance).
ic 14*0 26 Pol Poems 74 God askeb of the:..J>y swete

bou^tes (bou) me sende. 159a Kyd.5>. Trag. il iii. 3s Send
thou sweet looks, ile meete them with sweete lookes. 178s
Cowper Alex. Selkirk 37 My friends, do they now and
then send A wish or a thought after me ? 1831 Scon Ct.
Robt. x, Many were the glances which the Princess sent
among her retinue. 1890 Clark Russell Marr. at Sea vii,

Never can I forget the expression of her face., when.. she
sent a look at the yacht.

13. To cause (sound, one's voice) to * carry ' or
travel. Chiefly poet. Cf. 11 b.

' '593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. iii. 33 Through Brazen Trumpet
send the breath of Parle Into his ruin'd Eares. 1667 Milton
P. L. v. 548 When Cherubic Songs by night from neigh*
bouring Hills Aereal Music send. 1749 Fielding Tom
Jones vii. iii, The squire . . sent after his sister the same holla
which attends the departure of a hare. 184a Tennyson
Talking Oak 123 And livelier than the lark She sent her
voice thro' all the holt Before her. 1893 Henley Song oj
Sword 76 The cry of a gull sent seaward.

14. To drive by pulsation, impulse, etc
a 1767 A. Monro Wks. (1781^378 The liquors sent from the

umbilical arteries to be mixed with the uterine blood,
resemble the.. liquors separated from the.. blood. 1835-6
Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 638/2 The cavities, .on the right side
of the heart send the blood to the lungs for the purposes of
respiration. 1873 K. Jenkfn Electr. A> Magn. xxii. § 4 (1881)

300 A simple key, which the operator depresses when he
wishes to send a current. 1874 W. K. Clifford in Fortn.
Rev. Dec. 719 Like the wave which you send along a string
and which comes back. Ibid., There is a physical excitation
or disturbance which is sent along two different nerves.

15. Of a blow or something having the effect of

a blow, also of the agent, a weapon : To cause

lo go or fall violently. Also with down.
i8*s A. Thornton Don Juan II. ii. 25 But the contest was

suddenly arrested. .by a colossal, fist which sent two or
three of the combatants sprawling among the wine buts.

1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Aug., His lance took Tagrag
on the neck, and sent him to the ground like a stone. 1848

— Van. Fair lxii, My lord nearly sent Jos off his legs with
the most fascinating smile. 1855 Smedley H. Coverdaleu,
He struck his antagonist a crashing blow, which.. sent him
down like a shot. 1879 [see Fly v. 1

9J. 1887 'Mark
Rutherford ' Revol, Tanner's Lane L (ed. 8) 8 In an
instant it was sent flying to the other side of the road. 1898
Daily News 24 Nov. 7/3 Sharkey, .put a right hand smash
on the jaw, sending Corbett down.

16. To cause (a thing) to go down, up, etc.

Also transf. with immaterial object, e.g. prices,

one's spirits.

1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden ix. 20 Lavender .. heateth
the Belly, and sendath down the Terms. 1794 Rigging fy

Seamanship I. 213 The Jack-block is used for sending top-
gallant-yards up or down. 1833. J. Badcock Dom. Amusem.
108 Tartar emetic solution being heated with sulphuret of
ammonia, sends down a copious gold coloured precipitate.

1830 Scott In trod, to Ld. ofIsles, I sent up another of these
trifles, which, like schoolboys' kites, served to show how the
wind.. was setting. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. 30
If the topgallant sail is to be bent aloft, send it up to the
topmast cross-trees by the clewlines, i860 H. Stuart Sea-
man's Catech. 50 Reeve a topgallant mast rope, and send
the mast on deck. 1895 Doyle Stark Munro Lett. xvi. 332
We could manage very well on that—the more so as marriage
sends a doctor's income up.

17. To cause to move or travel ; to cause to work.

Cf. send along 21.

1864 Tennyson En. Arden 532 The breath of heaven came
continually And sent her [sc. a ship] sweetly by the golden
isles. 1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Jan. 7/2 The order was given
to send the engines full speed astern. 1893 F. F. Moore
Gray Eye or So III. 205 Harold.. sending his horses at a
pretty fair pace into the square.

HI. In idiomatic combination with adverbs.

(For the obvious combinations see the simple senses

and the adverbs.)

fl8. Send about, trans. To dispatch (mes-

sengers) here and there ; also absol. Obs.
t 1330 King of Tars 146 He sente aboute on uche a syde

A lie that he mihte of seende. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 46 The
Senate hath sent about three seuerall Quests, To search
you out.

19. Send abroad, a. trans. To publish, make
known widely ; also, to cause (a sound) to be

heard far and wide. arch, ox poet.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen., To send abroad or to

publish, edere, evulgare. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 79 He has a thousand pretty Phrases which he
never sends abroad. i8ai Scott Kenilw. xxxiii, The great
bell of the Castle . . began to send its pealing clamour abroad.

1864 Tennyson E. Arden 764 Hc.fear'a To send abroad
a shrill and terrible cry.

b. absol. To send out notices widely.
161 x Bible i Chron. xiii. 2 Let vs send abroad vnto our

brethren euery where.

t 20. Send against — . pass. To be met. (Cf.

go against, Go v. 51 a.) Obs.
1541 Sir T. Wyatt Def. in Poet. Wks. (1858) p. xxxiii,

He [Pole] was neither sent against, being the Bishop of
Rome's legate, neither received, . . nor accompanied out again.

21. Send along, trans. To cause to travel

rapidly; fig. to accelerate the progress or growth of.

1867 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. III. il 533 If they have
been ' sent along ' with Indian corn [etc.] they will make up
to nearly 2 lbs. heavier. Mod. The coachman sent his horses
along at a good rate.

22. Send away. a. trans. To dispatch (a mes-
senger, message, boat, etc.). Also absol.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 408 If I be not sent away
poste, I will see you againe, ere I goe. 161a Sir R. Naun-
ton in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 118, 1 am in

some haste
;
for fear Mr. More should send away before this

comes to him. a 1779 Cook 3rd Voy. in. viii. (1784) II. 128

Before we got near enough to send away a boat to sound
the entrance.

+ b. See quot. Obs. Cf. send down b.

1714 Spectator No. 596 F 3 Upon which I was sent away,
or in the University Phrase, Rusticated for ever.

23. Send back, trans. {Cricket.) To cause (one

who has come out to bat) to return ; to ' put out \
188a Daily Tel. 19 May, The first ball.. sent back Mr.

Greenfield.

24. Send before, trans. To cause to go in

advance. Now rare.

X538 Elyot Diet, Emissarius,.. signyfieth hym, whiche
is sent before in battayle to espie. 1590 [see Before adv. 1 J.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. iv. i. 4, I am sent before to make a
fire, and they are coming after to warme them. 1646 Boylk
in Birch Life (1744) 55 At Salisbury I overtook my trunks I

had sent thither before. 1740 [see Before adv. 1]. 1744
Birch Life Boyle 34 To make his addresses to this lady,

Mr. F. was sent^. before up to London. 1819 Shelley Mask
ofAnarchy 82 So he sent his slaves before To seize upon
the Bank and Tower.

25. Send down. a. To dispatch from the King
or the Lords to the Commons, from the capital,

a city, one's headquarters, etc. into the country.

Also absol.

1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 303/1 That than the seid provisions

and exceptions be sende doune unto us, to that ende that we
may gife oure assentz therto. a 15x3 Fabyan Citron, vii.

(1533)11. aaiijb/2 Wherforeinall haste he [ Richard I] sent

downe, gyuyng strayte commaundement that they shuld

cease of the ryot. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy.

1. ii. 1 b, ( He] sent downe his traine by water : and himseffe

went by land. 1671, 1678 [see Down adv. 2I 1884 Annie
S. Swan Dorothea Kirke xviii. 164 If we meet any poor

shop-girl., we'll send her down. .to wonder at the blueness

of the sky. 1891 'J. S. Winter* Lumley xi, I'm goir
_

send down for Ruth to come up to help to nurse you.
of the sky. i8ox 'J. S. Winter' Lumley xi, I'm going to

nd down for Ruth to come up to help to nurse you.

b. To compel (an undergraduate) to leave the

University (permanently or for a specified time),

as a punishment. = Rusticate v. 2.

*853 [see Down adv. 2]. 1894 Times 16 May 10/4 Some
17 members of Christ Church.. have been heavily fined and
'sent down'.

C. Cricket. To bowl (a ball, an over).
1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, Nine overs were then sent down

for half a dozen runs.

26. Send forth, trans. To produce, yield ;

also, of a country, to export ; of the press, to

issue, publish.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 567 The Water also doth send forth

Plants, that haue no Roots. i8wj Byron Juan 1. i, I want
a hero : an uncommon want, When every year and month
sends forth a new one. 1825 Scott Betrothed x, I have.,
cyprus, such as the East hath seldom sent forth. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 415 The press now often sends
forth in a day a greater quantity of discussion, .than was
published [etc.]. 1885 Field 4 Apr. 426/2 Skeffington Wood
sent forth the first [fox].

27. Send in. a. trans. To give (one's name),
hand (one's card) to a servant when making a call.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 204 The Colonel, .sent in

his name ; and I . . introduced the afflicted gentleman. 1897
Watts-Dunton Aytwin v. ii, On sending in my card I was
shown at once into the studio.

b. To cause (a thing) to be delivered at its

destination, to the person entitled to receive it or

to the appointed receiver ; esp. to render (an

account, a bill).

To send in one'sjacket : see Jacket sb. 1 b. To send in
one's facers : see Paper sb. 7 d.

17x5 De Foe Fam. Instruct. 11. i. (1841) I. 169 At Church
there are bills sent in for the Minister to pray for folks. 1772
Foote Nabob 1. (1778) 22 Sir Robert Bumper's butler is to
send in the wine. 1834 Marryat P. Simple lxi, My father's

bills had been sent in, and amounted to twelve hundred
pounds. 1887 Esher in Law Rep. 19 Q. B. Div. 518 It

is suggested that to send in a bill is not to demand
payment of it, but this is a fanciful view. 1895 Saintsbury
Corr. Impr. 179 An editorial notice of a poem which had
been sent in.

C. Cricket. To send (a batsman) into the field

to bat.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. viii, Arthur is sent in, and
goes oft" to the wicket. 1898 Giffen With Bat <y Ball viii.

in Bonnor was sent in third wicket down.

28. Send off. trans. To cause to start on a

mission from oneself; to see to the departure of

(a person or thing, a message, etc., that is to be

conveyed somewhere).
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. lxxiv, His wounded men he

first sends off to shore. 1782 Miss Burnky Cecilia vn. ix,

When she had sent off this letter. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-
Powell Matabele Campaign vi, We.. sent off some native

runners to go and find him.
absol. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xix, The trembling

old lady sent off for her doctor.

29. Send on. a. trans. To dispatch (a person

or thing) in advance ; also absol. for * to send on
one's horse \
a X700 Evelyn Diary 11 June 1652, Having sent my man

on before, I rode negligently under favour of the shade. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xli, Pitt accompanied them . .having

sent on their baggage in a cart previously. 1895 Doyle
Stark Munro Lett. xvi. 342, I work a town at a time. I

send on an agent to the next to say that I am coining.

absol. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cross xxxii, Because
Sir Yawnberry Dawdle, who lies long in bed, sends on, Mr.
Larkspur.. must needs do the same.

b. To cause (a person) to go onward.
1877 Spurgeon Serm. XXIII. 357, A asks B to help him,

and B, in his wonderful charity, does him the great favour

of sending him on to C.

30. Send out. trans. To issue (f a command-
ment, an invitation) ; + to proclaim that.

c X400 Three Kings Cologne 26 Whan Octouianus had
sent houte a commaundement.. bat euery man and woman
scholde go to his cite, a 1450 Mirk's Festial-2-2 pan was send
out a mawndement. a 1700 Evelyn Diary n May 1652, I

rode to Coll. Blount's., who sent out hueand cry immediately.

31. Send over, trans. To dispatch across the

sea, or (in later use) from one place to another (cf.

Over adv. 5). Also absol.

1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 140, I beseche yowre master-

schypp to remember to send ower the pampelett X594 Kyd
Cornelia ill. i. 94 Send Sextus over to some forraine Nation.

1646 Boyle in Birch Life (1744) 65 Some of the least bad of

which [verses] I shall venture to send you over, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 9 Mar. 1652, I. .meditated sending over for

my wife. 1888 ' J. S. Winter' Bootle's Childr. ix, Hothouse
blooms and delicate ferns and tall palms, which had been
sent over by cartloads.

32. Send round, a. trans. To circulate. .

1839 Thackeray Stubbsy
s Cat. Dec Comic Tales (1841)

II. 366 ' Never mind, my boys', I used to say, 'send the

bottle round'. 1841 Pusey in Newman's Lett. (1891) II.

370 note, A circular is being sent round to all the members
of Convocation.

b. To send round the hat : see Hat sb. 5 b.

0. colloq. To send (something; also absol. to

send a message) to some one in the neighbourhood.
Mod. I will leave the basket; you can send it round anytime.

I will send round tomorrow to inquire how the patient is.

33. Send up. a. trans. Of things : To emit,

give off, shoot out (something that rises or travels

upwards).
1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus n. 76 The countrey is exceeding

hote and parching, being altogether vnfit to sende vp any
vapours. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 738 The Hills. .Vapour,

and Exhalation dusk and moist, Sent up amain. 1711
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Addison Spect. Na 62 f 5 It is a Flame that sends up no

Smoke. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam 2928 [It] Passed like a

spark sent up out of a burning oven. 1837 P. Keith Bot.

Lex. 104 If a bean is planted . .it will immediately begin to

send up a stem. ^
b. To cause (a person) to go or (a thing) to be

taken ' upstairs * (from the kitchen, entrance hall,

etc.) ; esp. to serve np (a meal), to send in (one's

name or card as a visitor).

1836 Marryat MidsJu Easy xi, The master of the inn.

.

sent up the bill by the waiter. 1884 Graphic 29 Nov. 578/3

Gerald, .sent up his name to Lord Whitby.

absol. i86j Miss Braddon Lady A udley xxxvi, Poor Tom-
lins has sent up three times to say the fish will be spoiled.

C. Tosend(abill)fromtheCommonstotheLords.
183a Greville Mem. 6 Apr. (1874) II. 282 That could

not be now in the Bill, as it was sent up from the Commons.

d. Public Schools. To send (a boy) to the head-

master (a) for reward, (b) for punishment.
1849 Thackeray PeudennisxxxW, I remember poor Shelley

at school being sent up for good for a copy of verses. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. vii, ' What if we're late ?

' said Tom.
1 No tea, and sent up to the Doctor \ answered East. Ibid.

11. vii, He sent me up to be flogged for it. 1881 Everyday
Life in Public SJL (ed. Pascoe) 322 Senl up, Eton. An
honour due usually to distinction in verses. Ibid. 323 The
Head Master exercised the power of sending up 'for play',

which was counted as three times ' sent up for good \ Every
third occasion of being sent up for good the boy could claim

a book from the Head.
e. To put in prison.

185a Judson Myst. N. Y. iil 7 (Farmer) TheyM blow on me
for some of my work, and I'd be sent up. 1897 Westm. Gaz.
30 Apr. 10/1 Only two prisoners, men, occupied the prison-

van... Burns was being 'sent up' for wife-beating, and
Tannahill for theft.

Send (send), v. 2 Naut. Pa. t. sended. Also

7-9 scend, (8 sand}. [Belongs to Send sb. 2
;

possibly a mere application of Send z/. 1 Often

written 'scend, as if aphetic for descend or ascend.']

(See quot. a 1625.)
a x6»5 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301), When a

shipp falls (whether under saile or at Anchor) with her head
or with her sterne deepe into the Trough of the Sea it is

said she Sends much either a sterne or a head. 1691 T.
H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 122 An uneven and unlevel keel

drooping forwards, or sending aft. Ibid. 127 What makes
her pitch and scend too much. 1794 J. H. Moore Pract.
Navig. (ed. 10) 286 She sands or sends. When the ship's

head or stern falls deep in the trough of the sea. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Sending, the act of pitching
precipitately into the hollow, or interval, between two waves.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ii, She sended forward, heavily
and sickly, on the long swell.—She never rose to the opposite
heave of the sea again.
trans/. 1896 R. S. S. Baden-Powell Matabele Campaign

i, All day and all night we go rocking and pitching, rolling

and ' scending ' along in the creaking, groaning old coach.

lib. Apparently misapplied from incorrect notion

of the etymology.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., 'Scending (from ascend),

the contrary motion to pitching. 1889 Welch Text Bk.
Naval Arckit. Hi. 50 The motion is termed, .pitching or
'scending according as tbebow of the ship moves downward
and the stern upward or vice versa.

Sendable (scndab'l), a. [f. Send v.1 + -able.]

That may be sent.

1483 CatA. Angl. 320/2 Sendabylle, missilis. X791 Bent-
ham Menu ty Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 263, 1 have it before me,
but not in a sendable state.

Sendal (se*ndal). Now>nly Hist. Forms : 3-4
cendal, 3-5 cendeL sendell, 4-5 sandelle, 4-6
sendel. sendale, (4 cendale, -dele, sandale),

5 sandel, sendelle, 5-6 sendalle, syndall, (5
sendyll(e, 5-7 sandall, 6 sindal, 6-7 sindall,

(6 cendell, sandell, syndale, Sc. san-, sendill),

5-9 sendall, 4- sendal. [a. OF. cendal, — Pr.

zendal-s, sendat-z, Sp., Pg. cendal) It. zendale,

sendale, zendado ; a Com. Rom. word, whence
MHG, zend&lj zindal, mod.G. zindel.

It is probable that the word is ultimately derived from Gr.
<7ii"5wr fine linen, which it renders in OF. translations of the
New Testament ; but the history of the form is obscure.]

1. A thin rich silken material ; also, a covering

or garment of this material.

a 1225 Juliana 9 (MS. BodL) Al be cure ouertild. .wi$
purpres & pelles, wi5 ciclatuns & cendals & deorewurSe
clathes, a 1300 Cursor M. 14984 pair lauerd was nober
cledd Wit silk ne yeitt cendel. 136a Langu P, PI. A. vii.

19 And ?e, loueli Ladei.s.., pat nabbeb selk, and sendel
sou web. r 1386 Chaucer Prol. 440 In sangwyn and in pers

he clad was al Lyned with TafTata and with Sendal. 1395
E. E. Wills (1882) 4 A keuerlet of red sendel. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. 740 There was pyght vp a pauilyon of
crymasyn sendall, right noble and riche. c 1530 — Arth.
Lyt. Bryt,{iBi4) 202Theymage..blusshed as red as sendall.

1558 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 82 Gowlde & sylver

sendalls narrowe at xxd the yarde. 1599 Thynne Animadv.
(1875)41 'Sendale '..was a thynne stuffelykesarcenette, and
of a rawe kynde of sylke or sarcenett, but courser and
narrower, then the Sarcenett nowe ys. 1679 Blount Anc.
Tenures 117 Which horse shall have a saddle., covered with
a sendal of the same armes. 1850 Loncf. By Seaside, Secret
ofSea ii, Sails of silk and ropes of sendal, such as gleam in
ancient lore. 1881 F. T. Palgrave Vis. Eng. 46 One girdled
with the vervain-red, And three in sendal gray.

+ 2. As a rendering of L. sindon, the word was
often understood (even before it became obsolete

in sense 1) in the original Gr. and L. sense : Fine
linen, lawn ; a piece of this, used esp. as a shroud
and as a dressing for wounds, etc. Obs,
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a 1300 Gosp. Nicod. (Galba) 722 He wand bat co.s..in
sendell new and clene. 138a Wyclif Matt, xxvii. 59 And
the body taken, loseph wlappide it in a clene sendel, or
lynnen cloth. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v, viii. 174 Syxty
senatours of Rome . . whome the kynge dyd do bawine and .

.

do cere them in syxty fold of cered clothe of Sendale. 1530
Pai.scr. 203/2 Cendell thynne lynnen, sendal. 1606 Hol-
land Sueton. 147 A loose mantle of fine Sendall [margin
Lawne or Tiffame].

Sendaline (se'ndabin). rare~l
. [Extension

of Sendal : see -ine.] = Sendal.
1865 Swinburne Poems $ Ball, Ball. Death 41 Upon her

raiment of dyed sendaline [rime-word wine] Were painted
all the secret ways of love.

Sendee (sendi
-

-)* [f. Send v.* + -ee.] The per-

son to whom a thing is sent.

1806 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 502 All transmission of papers
..highly dangerous both to the sender and sendee. 1869
Lush in Law Rep. 4Q. B. Div. 714 There is nothing in their

[the telegraph company's] special Act which affects their

relation either to the sender or the sendee of a message.

Sendel, -dell : see Sandal sb. 1 , Sendal.

Sender (se-ndai). [f. Send Z/.1 + -ER 1
.] One

who or something which sends (in the various senses

of the verb).

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn, in Eft sone he is sendere of alle

holie heten. 1587 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1883) 1. 115
The bringers and senders thereof. 164a T. Goodwin Heart
ofChrist 65 The Sender and Bestower of the holy Ghost.
1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 852. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic 1. i.

(1840) 4 The gift sent was not suited to the prophet so much
as to the sender ; he gave as a king. 1885 Manch. Exam.
16 Sept. 5/2 The sender of a telegraph message has hence-
forth to bear in mind, .that [etc.]. 1908 Q. Rev. Oct. 303
The countries which are large senders of produce to our
markets.

b. One who signals a message.
1904 A rmy Signalling Regul. 123 The Sender. .will pay

attention to his heliograph, lamp or flag. ..He will send
each word or group as ordered by the caller.

O. The transmitting instrument of a telephone

or telegraphic apparatus. = Transmitter.
1879 tr. Du Moncels Telephone 128 Its primary wire is

traversed by a current from the local battery, and so also is

the sender. 1906 Eichhorn Wireless Telegr. y'\. 36 Closely-

coupled Sender and Receiver.

Sendge, obs. form of Singe v.

Sendill, obs. form of Sendal, Sendle adv.

Sending (sendin), vbl. sb. [f. Send v. 1 + -ing l
.]

1. The action of the verb Send.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 15293 He wolde neuere of sendyng

blyn, Til he of me answere my^t wyn. 1450 Rolls of Part't.

V. 178/2 By cause of his fals messages, sendynges and
writynges. 16*7 Abp. Abbot in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659)

1. 461 Thus., to quicken my remembrance, I havelaid down
the Cause and the Proceedings of my sending into Kent,
where I remain. 1793 Burke Corr. (1844) IV

:
153 The

sending of the troops.. to extirpate our friends in Poitou.

x88a E. R. Lankester in Linn. Soc. Jrnl. XVI. Zool. 460
For repeated sendings of a large number of Italian Scor-
pions. . I am indebted to [etc.].

b. With adverbs, expressing the action of the

verbal combinations : see Send v. Also atirib.

c 1375 Sc. Leg.^ Saints xlu {Afathias) 301 Be-twene be
ascencione of criste & be spryte sendynge-done, all be
apostolis semblyt vare. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms
(S.T.S.) 142 At the sending for of the Pape. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus 11. i. H iv, After we shall haue assembled our
felowshyp togyther (by the sendynge aboute of oure bedylK
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. hi. xxv. 173 There is little

intermission, .betweene the drawing in and sending forth of
their breath. 1748 Anson's Voy. n. xiii. 278 The sending
away our prisoners was our last transaction. 1838 Chamb.
frnt. 2 Oct. 209/1 Sending-in Day. [Royal Academy].

2. The transmission of a telegraphic or telephonic

message. Also attrib.

C1865 Wylde's Circ. Sci. I. 271/2 One..ribbon may be
carried . . over any number of sending machines. 1876
Preece Telegraphy 115 The sending of a clerk after a time
loses clearness and legibility. 1906 Kennelly Wireless
Telegr. no A wireless-telegraph sending station.

3. Something sent.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado it. i. 25 Too curst is more then
curst, I shall lessen Gods sending that way. 184a Mrs.
Carlyle Lett. I. 138 You ask me how I like your last

sendings? 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 117 For I send east and
I send west,.. And syne my Sendings return to me. They
come wi' news [etc.].

Sendle, adv. Sc. Forms : 6 sendill, -yll,

sindall, -ill, seindill, -ell, seyndil(l, sendle,
seindl, 6-9 seindle, sindle, 7-9 sinle, 8 sinal,

-ile, synle, seenly, 8-9 seenle, senil, seenil,

9 seinle, sennil, -el. [Metathetic alteration of

selden, Seldom adv.] = Seldom. Also sendle-

times «= seldom-times.
c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. vni. {Preach. Swalloiv) xxviii,

His pray full sindill tymes will he mis. 1501 Douglas Pah
Hon. 1. xl, I knew that was the court sa variabill Of eirdly

lufe, quhilk sendill standis stabill. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv.

130 It is rycht seyndil sene that he eschapis the deitht.

1588^89] Reg. Privy Council Scot. IV. 342 The like bar.

barous and shamefull crueltie hes sendle bene hard of
amangis Christeanis. 1644 R. Baillie Lett, ff Jrnts. (1841)

II. 191 Only the Saturday free [from exercise], and that for

Sunday's preaching, when sinle times any of us does vacke.

C1730 Ramsay Betty <r Kate iv, Sindle times they e'er

come back. 1813 G. Beattie John o* Arnhay

(1826) 24
Frail man, alack! but seenil thinks. .That [etc.]. 186a

H islop Prov. Scot. 8 A gentle horse should be sindle spurr'd.

t Sendman. Obs. [a. ON. sendimann- (nom.

-mad-r), f. stem of senda to Send.] An envoy,

messenger. Cf. sand-man (Sand sb.1 ), Sandesman.

SENE.

a 1300 Cursor M. 21408 pan sent be king constantin,Send
men til his moder eline.

Send-off.
1. colloq. A friendly demonstration on the occa-

sion of a person's starting on a journey or the like.

(Originally U.S.)
1872 ' Mark Twain ' Roughing It (1900) II. vi. 63 One of

the boys has passed in his checks, and we want to give him
a good sendofT*. 1882 Tunes 27 Mar. 4/1 When General
Grant went to Europe, he.. had a grand ' send-off ' on the
Delaware. 1899 '«* *3 Dec* I2A Tta medical officers.,

gavethe slip to the medical students and other admirers
who intended to give them an enthusiastic send-ofF.

attrib. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly xviii, After
the funeral Huggins.. wrote a beautiful send-off notice.

1889 Pall Mall Gaz. r6 Nov. 6/1 Adelina Patti's ' send ofT'

concert.

2. Consignment (of goods).
1909 Westm. Gaz. 14 July 4/2 A well-known gang [of

bird-catchers for the Loudon market], whose send-orT had
averaged 500 birds a week.
Sendony, variant of Sindony Obs.

+ Sendre, v. Obs. rare. [app. repr. (in Kentish
form) OE. syndrian to separate, f. sundor : see

Sunder adv.} trans. To purify.

1340 Ayenb. 251 pe ilke welle iszuoclier and zuoy-zendred
bet pe herte hire y-knaub. .ane nayre welle wel yzendred.

Sendri, obs. form of Sundry.
Senduolliche, ME. variant of Shendfully.
1 Sene, sb.l Obs. [OE. sfen, sin, seon, syn,

str. fem. = OS. sinn, ON. siSn, syn
y Goth, sitm-s :—

OTeut. *sewni-z, f. *sew~ : *se/no- to See.] Vision,

power of sight. Cf. Eyesene, Onsene.
a 1000 Juliana 468 (Gr.) Oft ic syne ofteah, ablende

bealoboncum beorna unrim. t 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 26
Wib ea^na miste moni^e men..locia5 on ceald waiter, .ne
wyrt baet ba seon. c xaoo Ormin 9394 %iff batt tin e?he iss

all unnhal Wibbinnenn o be sene. a W50 Owl fy Night.
240 pu hauest a-ni^t wel bri^te sene.

t Sene, »M Obs. Also 5 cene. [a. OF.
sene:—L. senatus Senate.
The word should etymological ly be disyllabic; the metre

appears(doubtfully) to indicate a monosyllable, and probably
the OF. word was merely adopted in its written form. Even
in Fr. some confusion arose between send ' senatus ' and
sene 'synodus' (see next): Cotgr. explains sene as synod,
and quotes a proverb in which it has clearly that sense.]

= Senate.
c 1330 R. Krunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3311 }>e Seneseide

bey were affrayed. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, xxix.

168 Therefor hit was cried in the Sene of the Senatowres
of Rome, a 1470 Tiptoft Tulle on Friendship (Caxton
1481) 4 b, By the lawe that Cassius made, me semeth that

I see the people dissevered from the Cene.

tSene, sb.$ Obs. Forms: 4-5 seyne, 4-6
sene, 5 senne, seeine, seeyne, sean, ceene,
5-6 cene, seyn, seene, seane, 6 seeane, 7 seing.

[a. F. sene, senne, etc. :—eccl. L. synodus, a. Gr.

ovvohos Synod. Cf. Senyie.] A synod, a meeting

of clergy for deliberation. Often applied to the

bishop's or the archdeacon*s visitation ; the form
seing in this use is prob. due to the identification

of the word with seeing vbl. sb.

1380 Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif (1851) 147
Bi peter pens gederynge bi sute and servyse bat bei owen
to seynes and to chapitres. c 1425 Eng. Conq. Irel. 120/15
Theder he made come to-for hym al the bysshoppes & the
clergye of Irland & held hys senne. 1^32-50 tr. Higden
(Rolls) VI. 171 The V lh0 vniversalle seeine or cownesayle
was kepedcat Aquileia. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 66 Ceene
of clerkys, sinodus. 1513 Bradshaw.57. Werburgex 2435 The
Seyn was kepte at a place called Alue. 1526 R. Whytford
Martiloge 100 He kept a general! counseyle or sene at con-
stantynople. 1536 Act 28 Hen. VI11, c. 10 § 4 AL.arche-
bishops bishops and archedeacons . . in euery their visitacion

and seanes shall make diligent insearche. 1581 Marbeck
Bk. of Notes 678 Anselme then Archbishop of Canterbury
in a Seane that he helde at London, did make a Decree,
that Priests should forsake their wines.

attrib. 1596 Churchw. Acc. Pitting/on, etc. (Surtees) 270
For our apperance upon the seane daye. 1609 Ibid. 61

Item payed when we where before M c Hutton at the Seing
day, xvj d.

t Sene, sbA Obs. Also 6 seene, seny, 7 senie.

[a. OF. sene, cene, senet : see Senna.] = Senna.
c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 192 Take xx. damascenes & xij.

figis, & vj. datis, sene jj. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol.

Poems (Rolls) II. 173 Wee shulde have no nede to skamonye,
. . Rubarde, sene, and yet they bene to nedefulle. 1585
Higins Junius' Nomencl. 149 Colutea. .the trifolie tree, or

(as some thinke) the sene tree. J597 Gerarde HerbalTahte
Eng. Names, Bastard Sene or Sene tree. 1615 Hart Anat.
Ur. 11. v. 79, 1 had . . drunke of an infusion wherein was some
quantitie of Sene leaues. 1651 •Bices Nexv DisP. T 104 Allayed

with aloes, rubart, sene, . .and the like. 1658 Phillips, Senie,

the leaf of a medicinable herb which purgeth cholerick and
melancholick humours [1671 adds :—see Sena],

t Sene, i-sene, a. Obs. Forms : a. 1 gesfene,

-s6ne, -sfne, 3 i-sene, 4 a-sene, ysene ; 0. 3

sen, 4 seine, 4-5 seene. [OE. gesicne, gescne :—

prehistoric *gise~<vnjo-, f. *gisewen
%
pa. pple. of

*schan, sion to See. The dropping of the prefix was

prob. hastened by the influence of the corresponding

ON. synn.~\ Easy to see, visible, evident, manifest.

(In later use blended with seen pa. pple. of See v.)

a. Beowulf 1403 Lastas wa^ron after waldswabum wide

gesyne. c xw>5 Lay. 9548 Set hit is isene bat heo wes her

quene. 13.. K. Alts. 847 Who me loveth now worth

a-sene [Sodl. MS. ysene] ! c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 592 Ful

lonqe were his ledges and ful lene, . . ther was no calf ysene.
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0. c xioo Ormin 2347 paer wass full sene batt ?ho wass All

full off sob claennesse. c 1310 •£<>*§• ags*. Retinues in /V.
Songs (Camden) 239 Sene is on is browe Ant on is e^e-

brewe, That he louseth a losynger, And shoyeth a shrewe.

0*369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 4y And that was sene, For

all the woode was waxen grene. c 140a Lydc. Compl. Bl.

Knt. 437 As it is sene by myn oppressed chere. £1440
Promp. Part'. 66/2 Cene, or besene, apparens, manifestus.

e 1480 Henrvson Test. Cresseid 353 ' Lo I quhat it is ', quod
she, 'With fraward langage for to mufe and steir Our crabbit

goddis, and sa is sene on me ! 1513 Douglas sEnet's 11. x.

27 Hir self scho hid thairfor, and held hir quoye, Beside the

altar sittand vnethis sene.

*b. Used pleonastically in verse.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7684 And bat ilka myle fully

contene A thowsand pases or cubitessene. 13. . Ga-w. «$ Gr.

Kft. 341, I be-seche now with sa?ez sene, pis melly mot be
myne.

C. Well sene, easy to see ; evil sene, hard to see.

The former continued as well seen{e down to the 16th c.

;

it is still familiar from the example in the Prayer Book, but

is now apprehended as a use of the pa. pple.

o. c iaos Lav. 24277 Summe bokes sugged to iwisse pat ba
burh wes biwucched. And bat is wel isene.

ft. a 1300 Havelok 656 pre dayes ber-biforn, i wene, Et he
no mete, bat was wel sene. a 135a Mi not Poems (ed. Hall)

vii. 104 Sir Philip wanted all his will, pat was wele on his

sembland sene. c 1386 Chaucer Nnl.'s T. 66 Now be we
caytyues, as it is wel seene. 1470-85 Malory Arthur ir.

viii. 85 It is euyl sene. .that thou art a true man that thou
wolt not telle thy name. 1535 Coverdale Ps. lxviifij. 24 It

is well sene (o God) how thou goest. (So in Prayer-bk.j

+ Sene, adv. and con/. Sc. and north. Obs.

[Var. of Sen, Sin, Syne advs. % etc.] - Since.

adj. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints viii. {Philip) 62 Quhene he had a

$er dwette fare, In asya sene canne he fare, c 1470 Got. <fr

Gaw. 286 Thair gat he nane homage,.. Of lord of yone lyn-

age, Nor neuer none sene.

com/, 13..G0S/. Nicod. (Galba) 439 Slike sotell talkinges..

was neuer jit sene be world bigan sene in prophecy, c 1470
Henry Wallace v. 511 Mony hundreth,..Sene he begane,

ar lost with out ramede.

Sene, variant of Cene Obs. y
supper.

t 1450 Lovelich Grail xlvtii. 31 Whanne that Iesus his

Sene Made.
Sene, obs. Sc. form of Sain v.

1691 R. Kirk Secret Comrnw. i. (1815) 3 Who. .have made
it a Custome . . to keep Church duely evry first Sunday of
the Quarter to sene or hallow themselves,.. from the Snots
and Stealth of these wandring Tribes.

Sene : see Senye, Sheen a
f
See v.

Seneca (se*n/ka). U. S. [app. identical with

Seneca, the name given by white men to one of

the ; Six Nations' of the Iroquois confederacy,

living near Lake Seneca (N. Y.).] attrib. in

Seneca grass, a name for Northern holy-grass

{Hierockloa borealis) ; + Seneca oil, a name for

crude petroleum (see quot. a 1864).
i8a6 Hiloreth in Amer. Jrnl. Set. X.' 5 The other [well]

discharges . . vast quantities of petroleum, or, as it is vulgarly
called ' Seneka oil'. 1833 — Ibid. XXIV. 64 This oil.,

acquired its name of Seneca oil,.. from having been first

found in the vicinity of Seneca Lake, N. York. 1846-50
A. Wood Class bk. Bot. 608 Seneca grass, a 1864 Gesner
Coal, Petrol., etc. (1865) 16 Under the name of ' Seneca Oil

'

which it derived from an Indian tribe, petroleum was formerly
collected in Chatauque County, N. Y., and in Crawford
County, Pennsylvania, and sold for medicinal purposes.

t Se'necal, a. Obs. [f. Seneca + -al.] Charac-
teristic of, or conformable to the principles of the

Stoic philosopher L. Annjeus Seneca (died A. D. 65).
1600 w. Watson DecacordoM (1602) 102 Euery word when

it comes to a pragmaticall practise, hath close couched in it

the energy of a Senecall sentence. 1611 Chapman Rev.
Bussy eTAmbois iv. iv. 42 In short, this Seneca! man is

found in him,. .To whom the day and fortune equal are..
Fix'd in himself, he still is one to all.

Senecan (se"n/kan), a. [f. Seneca + -an,]

Pertaining to Seneca (see prec.) and the tragedies

written by him and his imitators.

1885 J. M. Hart in Nation 26 Mar. 264/2 The Senecan
spirit of the ' Gorboduc * writers. 190$ Seccombe & Allen
Age ofShaks. I. 52 In 1594 appeared his [Daniel's] Senecan
tragedy Cleopatra.

Senecaster. nonce-wd. [-astir.] An imi-

tator of Seneca.
1884 Sv.monds Shaks. Predecessors 227 Though, .written

by Senecasters of the purest water, both [playsj are founded
upon ancient English fables.

Senechal, variant of Seneschal.

Senectitnde (s/he'ktiti«d). [ad. med.L.
senectitud-o (c 800 in Du Cange), irreg. f. senectus :

see Senectute and -tude.] Old age.

1796 Mod, Gulliver 49 Persons, of all ages, from twenty to

extreme senectitude. 1898 li. Gregory Side Lights 482
Replete with the mild wisdom of senectitude.

Senectude (s/he -kti«d). [Badly f. L. senectus:

see prec, and -tui>e.] = prec.

1756 H. Johnson in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) III. 50 The
word 'senectude ', which you enquire after, is derived from
senex, senectus. 1831 Eraser's Mag. III. 485 Did you
think toconceal the heinousnessof your tergiversation under
the mask of senectude? 1863 Reade Hard Cash III. iv.

103 The Archbold had not deigned to make him safe

;

senectude (1868 xli, senectitude] had done that.

T Senextute. Obs. rare, [ad. L. senectut-

tm, f. senex old man : see Senior a.] Old age.

1481 Caxton Tulle ofOldAge Pref., And in especial unto

them that.. ben approchid unto senectute callyd olde and
auncient cage. 1333 Elvot Cast. Helthe (1541) 13 A8es b*

foure: Adolescency to xxv yeres :.. Senectute untolxyeres.

Senefee, variant of Senvy Obs., mustard.

Senega (scn/ga). Also 8 senegaw, senekka,
8-9 seneka, seneca, [app. identical with Seneca
(see quot. 1738) ; the forms with g may be due to

association with {gum) senega—gum Senegal.] The
N. American plant Polygala Senega. Also a drug
obtained from the root of this plant, formerly used

as an antidote for snake-bite. Also attrib.

1738 Tennent Epist. to Mead 5 At last I was informed .

.

that there was a Root discovered by the Seneca Indians
which was a certain Remedy against the Bite of the Rattle-

snake,. .and was distinguished, .by the Name of Seneca
Rattle-snake Root. 1748 W. Lewis Pharmacopoeia 63
Seneka, the root. Senegaw rat tie-snake-root. 1753 Cham.
hers* Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Polygala, The trials.. made of the
virtues of the Senekka rattlesnake root, recommended by
Dr. Tennent. 1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 170 He prescribed the
taraxacum, senega, and radix graminis, in decoctions. 1877
F. T. Roberts Handbk. Med. (ed. 3) I. 390 Ammonia and
senega may be given, if there is much debility. 1896 Brannt
Anint. «$• Veg. Fats (ed. 2) II. 458 Senega oil.,, Senega,
Polygala Senega.. .The root contains fat oil, resin [etc.].

Senegin (se'nigin). Also 9 seneg(u)ine. [f.

Senega + -in.] An amorphous glucoside, consist-

ing of sapogenin and sugar, obtained from senega.
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 146 A peculiar vegetable

principle, called Senegin, has been discovered by Gehlen in

the root of Polygala senega. 1845 W. Gregory Outl. Cltcm.
11. 459 Seneguine is an acrid, .substance, found in Polygala
senega. 1853 Royle Man. Mat. Med. (ed. 2) 329 The Poly-
galic acid, Senegine of Gehlen, and Polygaline of others.

Senegog, obs. form of Synagogue.
Senei, var. Senvy. Seneiour : see Seignior.

t Se'nek(e. Obs. rare* 1
, [ad. L. senex old

man.] An * elder ', one of authority on account
of the dignity proper to his age.
a 1400 Pistill ofSusan (MS. P.) 301 And sodenlya seneke

[MS. C. bat senek] bei broght in to sale.

Seneour, obs. form of Seignior, Senior.

Senesce (s/hes), v. rare. [ad. L. saiesc-fre,

f. sen-em{senex) old: see-ESCE.] inir. To grow old.

1656 Blount Glossogr. 1894 Stevenson Lett. (1899) II.

321 It gets a little stale, and my work will begin to senesce.

Senescence (s/ne'sens). [f. Senescent : see

-ence.] The process or condition of growing old.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth 1. 61 The Earth, Sea,

and all natural things will continue in the state wherein they
now are, without the least Senescence or Decay. 1757
Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry <$ Frances (1767) III. 138 The
several Seasons of Life, open, with Novelty, to Childhood,
to Youth, to Manhood, to Senescence. 1887 A. H. O'm-
mins Gram. O. Fries. 17 In the senescence of the language.

b. Biol. (See quot.)

1879 Minot Probl. Age,ctc. App. v. (1908) 270 Senescence.

With each successive generation of cells the power of growth
diminishes. . . This loss of power I term senescence.

tSenescency. Obs. [f. next: see -ency.]

Senescence.
1669 Addr. Hopef. Young Gentry Eng. 132 We may guess

. .the worlds age not so full of the aggravated Symptoms of
its Senescency.

Senescent (s/ne*sent), a. [ad. L. senescent-

em
t pr. pple. of senesce're to grow old : see Se-

nesce v, and -ent.] Growing old, elderly.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Senescent, waxing old, growing in

age, wearing away, drawing to the wain. 0x843 Southey
Doctor cxci. (1848) 505 Senescent spinsters and dowagers.
1878 Stubbs Lect. Med.tf Mod. Hist. (1886) 153 It is not a
dead but a living language, senescent, perhaps, but in a green
old age. 1893 Nation 13 July 33/3 Great convenience to

scholars, especially to those with senescent eyesight, would
be secured by such a restoration.

Seneschal (se'n/Jal). Forms: 4-5, 7 «ere-
scal(l, 4-7 aeneschall, 5 senescha, senes-

shawle, senceall, sencial, sencyal, 5, 9 sene-

shall, 6-8 seneshal, 7 scenechal, 4- seneschal.

[a. OF. senescAal (mod.F. sene'chal) = Pr. senescal-s,

Sp., Pg. senescal, It. siniscalco, sescalco ; a Com.
Rom. word ad. Teut. *seniscalc (latinized seni-

scalcus, siniscalcus, in the Frankish and Alamannic
laws), £ OTeut *sem- old (in Goth, sinista superl.

of sineigs old) + *$kalko-z servant (Goth, skalk-s,

OHG. scalc
t
OE. scealc). The Fr. word was

adopted in MHG. as seneschal^ scheneschlant.'\

\, An official in the household of a sovereign or

great noble, to whom the administration of justice

and entire control of domestic arrangements were

entrusted. In wider use : a steward, ( major-domo \

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. 1. 93 Somme aren as seneschals and
seruen obere lordes. a 1450 Knt. de la Tour (1868) 86

Amon was seneschalle of the king. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
\. xiv. 55 Thenne syr kay cam vnto syr Morganore sencial

with the king of the C knyghtes. t&0 Spenser F. Q. vi. i.

15 Which toprouide.shehath this Castle dight*, And therein

hath a Seneschall assynd. i6i» Davies Why Ireland, etc.

221 These great Lordes .. managed their estates heere, by
their Seneschals and Seruants. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 38
Then marshal'd Feast Serv'd up in Hall with Sewers, and
Seneshals. 1725 Pope Odyss. iv. 47 The Seneshal rebuk'd,

in haste withdrew. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, li, The respect-

able gentleman who acts as seneschal on the Duke's do-

mains. 1875 Maine Hist, tnstit. v. 139 Whence came this

great exaltation of. .great Seneschal or Steward.

'fig, 1854 Emerson Lett. 9f Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn)III. 176

For example, what a seneschal and detective is laughter !

b. A cathedral official in England.
1881 Standard \\ Aug. 3/5 Mr. H. G. Austin

t
the Cathe-

dral seneschal, said the Chapter [Canterbury] did not press

for a heavy penalty.

As the title of a governor of a city or province,

and of various administrative or judicial officers.

Now only Hist. exc. with reference to the Channel

Islands.

c 1400 Brut 232 To bene Senescal and wardeln of Gas-
coigne. 1539 in Hore Hist. Wexford (1900) I. 239 Wm.
Seyntlow..beyng chief officer of the said shire by the name
of Seneschall. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Sene,
schaux,.. Seneschals, Bailifs, other officers or stewardes of

courtes. 1586 Cat. St. Papers, Irel. 1586-1588, 41 Nicholas

Dawtrey, gent, Seneschal of Claneboy. C1630 Risdon Surv.
Devon (1810) 15 The High Seneschal of the Dutchy of Corn-
wall., in English.. is termed Lord Warden. 1675 Essex
Papers (Camden) I. 309 AH is foi fited & taken up by the

Shiriffe or Senescall. 1863 Ansted Channel IsL iv. xxiii.

(ed. 2) 537 The court at Sark consists of the seneschal, or

judge, or his deputy, the prevot and the greffier.

3. attrib.

lysfiGentl. Mag. XXVI. 333 The officers of the seneschal

jurisdiction of Auvergne.

t Se'neschally. Obs. rare. [a. OF. sene-

schallie, f. seneschal*, see prec*] The territory

under the government of a seneschal.
1700

J.
Brome Trav. Eng., Joum. iii. (1707) 170 These

[Counties] are subdivided.. into divers SeneschalUes or

Sheriffdoms. 1708 J. Chamberlavne St. Gl. Brit. 11. 11. v.

(1710) 413 After the Seneschally came to the Crown, these

Officers were called Magislri Hospitii Regis.

Senesclialship (se-nejalfi p). Hist. Also 6

senshalship. [f. Seneschal + -ship.]

1. The office and functions of a seneschal.

1580 Hollvband Treas. Fr. Tong, Seneschausse"e, Sene-
schalship, or Stewardship. 1612 Davies Why Irelatut, etc.

278 Graunts of Captaine-shippes or Seneschal-shippes, in

the Irish Countries. 1878 Simpson Sett. Shaks. \. 57 The
Seneschallshlpof Wexford., was worth but^20 Irish a year.

f2. = Seneschalsy 1. Obs.

1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 561 One citie and
political communion, compounded of manie. .Provostships,

Bailiweekes, Senshalships [etc.]. 1741 tr. D^Argens 1 Chinese
Lett. vi. 35 A Man, who has lost his Cause before the

Judges of the Bailywic, appeals to those of the Seneschal-

ship. 1804 tr. Ptcquenards Zoflora II. 63 The tribunals of

the seneschalships, and all the superior councils of the island.

1837 W. F. Skene Highlanders II. v. 153 One branch pos-

sessed the seneschalship, and another branch the office of

bailtie of the Abthainrie of Dull.

Seneschalsy (scnz'Jalsi). Fr, Hist. Forms:

5 seneschalcie, 7 seueschalsie, *j, 9 sene-

schalcy, 7- seneschalsy. [a. OF. seneschalcie,

ad. med.L. seniscalcia
y

f. seniscalcus Seneschal.]

1. A territory under the government of a sene-

schal. Cf. Seneschalty.
147c Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 38 [So he] toke the homages of

alle the vassallis and subgettis in the seneschalcie of Agenois.

1700 Terrell Hist. Eng. II. 707 Out of whose hands he had
taken, .the Seneschalsy of Anjou. 1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev.
I. iv. ii, By Bailliages, by Seneschalsies, in whatsoever form
men convene.

2. a. The administrative seat of a seneschal, b.

The office of seneschal.

165a Hevlin Cosmogr. 1. 181 An Episcopall See, and the

Seneschalsie for all the Countrie of Begorre. 1898 Eng.
Hist. Rev. Jan. 137 He believes the evidence may be

trusted., of the Count of Anjou's claim to the seneschalcy.

Seneschalty (se-n/Jalti). Fr.Hist. [f. Sene-

schal + -ty.] = Seneschalsy i.

1577 F. de V isle's Legendarie G v, The deputies of about
fourty baylywickes and Seneschaltyes of the realme. 1880

Sat. Rev. 25 Dec 808/1 The Lieutenant-General of the

Seneschalty.

Se'neschaunce. Obs. rare—1
, [erroneous

form of next.] «= Seneschalsy i.

15JS Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clx. 178 The gouernyng of

Languedocke was taken awaye fro the duke of Berrey, and
deuyded in to Seneschaunces in the kynges profyte [orig.

retnyspar membres fy seneschaussees auprouffit du roy],

t Se 11esch.au.see. Obs, [a. F. se'mfc/iausse'e,

irreg. f. stnichal Seneschal.] - Seneschalsy i.

1647 Cottebell Davita's Hist. Fr. n. 66 These being

divided into 30 Precincts or Jurisdictions, which they call

Baillages or Seneschausees.

Senester, -tre, obs. forms of Sinister a.

Senet, Senett : see Sennight, Sinet.

Seneuei, seneuey(e, seneuy, var. ff. Senvy.

Senew(e, Senewy, obs. ff. Sinew, Sinewy.
Seneyt, obs. form of Sennight.
Senfte, Senfulle, obs. ff. Seventh, Sinful.

Senge : see Senye Obs. t
Sign sb., Singe v.

Sengeley, -ell(e, -il(L, obs. ff. Singly, Singled.

t Se'Ugllbond. Obs, rare~l
, [? f. sengle m

Cingle + Bond sb. 1
] An encircling band.

1479 Inv. in Paston Lett. III. 272 Another maser sownde
in the botom and a sengilbonde viij unc' & j quarter.

Sengle, obs. f. Cingle (girth), Single sb, and a,

Sengler, Senglet : see Singler a.
t
Singlet.

Sengreen (se'ngnn). Now dial, (see Eng.
Dial. Diet, s.vv. Sengreen, Silgreen, Singreen).

Forms : a. 1 singre*ne, 3, 6 sin-, (5 sine-), 5-6

sen-, (6 sene-), syngrene, (5 sygryme, 6 sin-

gren),6~7 sengreene,(7 sean-, sem-, syngreen),
7- sengreen. 0. 5 silfgrene, 6 selfegre(e)ne,

9 dial. sil(l)green, etc. [OE. singre'ne, subst. use

of singre'ne adj., evergreen :—OTeut. *sengronjo- t

f. *sen- :—pre-Teut. *sem- one, always (in Goth.

sin-ieins daily, OF. sin-niht eternal night; cogn.
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w. L. semel once, semper always, sim-plex simple,

Gr. us :—*sems, etc.) + *grdnfo- Green a. Cf.

MLG. singrone, MDu. sindegroen (mod.Du. sette-

groen), MHG. singriien (mod.G. sinngriin), names

for periwinkle and other evergreen plants ; ON.
sip-Sin adj., evergreen.]

JL The houseleek, Sempervivtttn tectorum.

a. c iooo Sax. Leechd. I. 152 Deos wyrt be man singrenc

nemned..ys swySe fremful.
#
cxa6s Voc. Plants in Wr.-

Wiilcker 558 louis barba, iubarbe, singrene. 01425 tr.

Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 64 Rubarbe [read iubarbe],

i. sengrene. t-1440 Paltad. on Husb. 1. 853 Thy seed with

luce of rukel or syngrene To wete, vp sleet h the rukel. 1601

Holland Pliny xxvl vii. II. 247 Or els to take Iubarbe, 1.

Sengreene, to the same effect. 1641 French Distill, iv.

(1651) 104 Macerate them in water of Sengreen. 1874 Hardy
FarJr. Mad. Crowd ix, The houseleek or sengreen.

p. c 147$ Ptct. Voc. in Wr.-Wflicker 787 Hoc jurbarium,
a silfgrene. 15*6 Grete Herball ccclxxxi. (1529) Xij, De
semper viua Howsleke or selfegrene. 1570 Levins Manip.
69/43 Selfegreene, semper viuum. 1825 E. Hewlett Cot-

tage Comforts xi, Mallow, .and houseleek, (or sillgreen).

b. Her. Used as a beating.

c 1550 Anns o/Caius in J. W. Clark Cambridge (1881) 69
In the mydelle of the cheyfe sengrene resting vppon the

heades of ii serpentes in pale.

2. Applied to other plants, esp. a. the sedums

;

b. varieties of saxifrage ; 0. the periwinkle, Vinca
minor ; d. "Water sengreen, Stratiotes aloides.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. S4pasmalan singrenan. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 175 That which is commonly cauled Sen-
grene or Orpin. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. lxxvn. 114 Amongst
the kindes of Sengreene also, at this time there is conteyned,
the herbe (called CrassiUa minor} whiche is great stone

Crop, called of some wilde Prickmadam, or wormegrasse.

1597 Gerarde Herbal il eclxxxv. 677 Water SengTeene,
or fresh water Soldier. 1629 Parkinson Parad. 231 Sedum
serratuvt flora rubente maculato. The Princes Feather.

This kinde of Sengreene is composed of heads of larger

..leaues. 1731 Miller Card. Diet. s.v. Saxifraga, Saxi.
fraga Alpina ericoides, flore caeruleo.. .Mountain Heath-
like Sengreen with a blue Flower. 1777 Jacob Plants
Faversfu 102 White Saxifrage, or Sen-green. 1796 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 402 Chrysospleninm alterni-

foli.im... Alternate-leaved Sengreen. (11851 W. A. Brom-
field Flora Vcct. (1856) 306 Vinca minor, L. Lesser Peri,

winkle. Vect. Sengreen.

Sengyl, obs. lorn* of Single a.

Sen^e, sen$he, senjie: see'SENYE, Senyie.

II SenllOr (s^nV'r). [Pg. senhor = Sp. seHor,

It. signor, F. seigneur :—L. senior-em, ace. of

senior Senior a. and sb.] In Portuguese use, or

with reference to Portuguese : A term of respect

placed before the name of a man in addressing

him or speaking of him, equivalent to the English
1 Mr/ Also used without the name as a fdrm of

address, equivalent to 'sir* in English. Hence,

a Portuguese gentleman.

1795 J. Murphy Trav. Portugal 31 , I am sorry, Senhors,

(said she,) that you have not rested well. 1830 Portugal;
or Yng. Travellers 56 Senhor Macedo . . turning to Mr. Grey,
said, smilingly: 'This is good policy, is it not, Senhor?'
Ibid., The lively sallies of the Senhor. 1853 A. R. Wallace
Amazon

<J-
Rio Negro 198 Though Senhor L. is well ac-

quainted with the river, we here almost lost our way.

|| Senhora (sniy<rra). [Pg. senhora - Sp. seilora,

It. signora, a fem. formed upon senhor, etc. ; see

Senhob.] A term of respect applied to Portuguese

ladies ; hence (with a, ike, etc.) a Portuguese lady.

1802 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 193 To Miss Barker. Sen-
hora Barkeriana,—it is but an awkward way of expressing
the tune of those words. Ibid. 194 And do you, Senhora,
instruct yourself in the Creed [etc.). 1841 Lever Chas.
O'Malley xl, It was the Senhora's voice. 1874 Lady Jack-
son Fair Lusitania 82 A staid middle-aged senhora.

Senhorita (s<?ny0rfta). [Pg. dim, of prec]
A term of respect applied to a young Portuguese

lady ; hence, a young Portuguese lady.

1874 Lady Jackson Fair Lusitania 61 There is. .perhaps

a furtive kiss, and the senhora, or senhorita, glides off

quickly by the bye-paths to a coupe' that awaits her.

Senical, erron. form of Sinical.

Se'nicide. rare-1 . [f.L. seni-
1 senex old ma.n +

-cide 2.] The killing of?the old men of a tribe, etc.

1889 H. H. Johnston in Fortn. Rev. XLV. 24 Although
they are never accused of superadding cannibalism to 'seni-

cide ', still the ancient Sardi of Sardinia regarded it as a
sacred . .duty for the young to kill their old relations.

Senie, variant of Sene sb.%

Senight(e, Senil : see Sennight, Sendle.

Senile (sf'nail), a. [ad. L. senilis, f. sen-em,

senex old man : see -ILE. Cf. F. sinile (16th c.).j

1. Belonging to, suited for or incident to old age.

Now only of diseases, etc. : Peculiar to the aged.
x66x Boyle Style 0/Script. To Rdr. 2 A Person in whom

Nature, Education, and Time have happily Match'd a
Senile Maturity of Judgement with a Youthfull Vigour of
Phansie. 1797 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 192 To exchange
the roar and tumult of bulls and bears, for the prattle of my
grand-children and senile rest 1866 A. Flint Princ. Med.
(1880) 284 The form ofemphysema distinguished as atrophous
or senile. 1874 Maudsley Mental Dis. iii. 83 Senile insanity.

1875 B. W. Richardson Dis. Mod. Life 108 There is local

death, or what is called senile gangrene.

2. Exhibiting the weakness of old age.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xx, Dobbin was not a little

affected by the sight of this once kind old friend, ..raving
with senile anger. 1882 Miss Braddon ML Royal I. iii. 73
Your snaky Vivien, and your senile Merlin. 1903 Monks-.

hood & Gamble Kipling 289 Certain supposedly eiTective

ships of battle are senile, and others are yet unborn.

3. Phys. Geog. Approaching the end of a cycle

of erosion.

190a Webster Suppl., Senile stream,.. a stream whose
valley is reduced so nearly to base level that its longitudinal

profile is flat and its current feeble. Senile topography,.

.

the configuration of land which prolonged degradation has
reduced nearly to a base-level plain.

Hence Senilely adv.
1898 Punch 2 July 309/2 Yet he never whineth, he'll

senilely say.

Senility (sihrliti). [f. Senile a. + -ity. Cf.

F.se'niiile'.] The condition of being senile ; old age

or the mental and physical infirmity due to old age,

1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1778, Apr., Mr. Edwards..
again recurred to his consciousness of senility. i8ai Lamb
Elia Ser. 1. Old Benchers (end), He is yet in green and
Vigorous senility. 1899 AllbuWs Syst. Med. VI. 361 The
weakness of the wall [of the heart] implied in the fact that

the disease is one of senility.

Senilize (srnilaiz), v. [f. Senile a. + -ize.]

trans, and intr. To make or become senile.

Hence Senilizing ppl. a.

1823 New Monthly Mag. VII. 18 Hence, senilising tribe!

avaunt, ye piecemeal destroyers ! 1841 Hor. Smith Moneyed
Man III. xi. 320 Often, as 1 began to senilise, did I reiterate

Horace's prayer.

Senior (sf'nia.i), a. and sb. Forms: 4-6 sen-

your(e, 4, 6-7 seniour, 5-6 seniore, senyor,
6 senioure, seneour, 7 seigniour, 8 seignior,

5- senior, [a. L. senior, compar. of sen-em,

senex old, cogn. w. Gr. tvos old (in tVn last day
of the moon), Olrish sen, Lith. sina-s, Skr. sdna
old. The subst. use of the Latin word (cf. B. be-

low) is the source of Seigneur, Seignior, Senhor,
Senor, Signor.] A. adj.

1. Older, elder ; esp. used after a person's name
to denote the elder of two bearing the same name
in a family ; also (after a simple surname) the

elder of two boys of the same surname in a school,

etc. Abbreviated sen. (U. S. sr.).

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 103 Kynge Edwarde the

senior. 1496 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 518/1 Johannes Robynson
de Boston Sen*. 1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 6
Widowes old, and senior chuffs. C1630 Risdon Surv. Devon
§ 31: (1810) 321 Edward, sirnamed Senior, a nurse-father of

the church. 1668 Steele Husbandm. Calling vi. (1672)

138 The grass sprung lately of the ground, and so did he,

only he is the senior grass. 1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat.
vii. v. 491 Uoctour Chamberlain Sen. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No.

4475/4 1'ho. Crabb, Sen. and Tho. Crabb, Jun. of Malbor-
row. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr.
I. 201 The senior four children re-appeared in the drawing-
room. 1862 Lillynvhite's Cricket Scores <y Biogr. I. 449
It will sometimes be found impossible to distinguish his

performances in this work from those of his son, owing
to sen. and jun. being omitted. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 21

An infant school. .kept by the Misses Donaldson... Miss
Donaldson, senior, sat at a desk [etc.].

+ b. Anterior in date, superior in antiquity to.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. vii. § 87 Plain-song is much
seniour to all Descanting. 1699 Bentley Phal. 362 He
must be senior to Zaleucus himself.

2. That ranks before others in virtue of longer

service or tenure of a position ; superior to others

in standing. The senior service : the navy as dis-

tinguished from the army.
1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 2164 Bycause that Wer-

burge in order was senyoure, Her mother Ermenylde gaue
her the sufleraynte. 1811 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) VII. 245 You are aware that he is senior to Marshal
Beresford. 1886 C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xxiv. (ed. 3)

225 The Inner and Middle Temple .. are the two senior

Inns. 1899 Hope Huntly Our Code of Honour xxii, 'It

was my heart's desire in boyhood to enter the senior service \
'Then why did you not?' 'Oh, I yielded to my mother;
she was keen on the army.' xgxx London Mag. Oct. 264
The Admiral turned round.. .'The Army', he said gaily,
* comes to the rescue of the senior Service.'

b. In school and college use.

(a) Applied to a pupil or student who has been longer
under tuition than another (const, to), (b) Applied to a
student who is no longer a freshman ; in the U. S. to a stu-

dent in his last year or term, ic) In certain universities,

used in designations connoting a specific standing, as senior
Sophister. Also Senior Fellow, a term applied at Cam-
bridge and Dublin to a select number of the fellows of
longest standing in a college, inwhom the whole or the greater
part of its government was formerly vested ; at Oxford in the
18th c . sometimes applied to those fellows who had graduated,
as distinguished from the undergraduate fellows. Senior
student (Christ Church, Oxford) : see Student.
1651 [Langbaine] Found. Oxford 4 Merton Colled^e..

twelve Schollers, whereof nine should serve the nine seniour
Fellows. 1651 — Found. Cambridge 9 Kings Colledge. ..

In which Colledge at this present is a Provost, 70 Fellows
and Scholars,.. besides 12 servitors to the seniour Fellows,

6 poor Scholars, with other Students. 1698 Farquhar Love
<y Bottle in. ii, Your father was a senior fellow and your
mother was an air-pump. 17*1 Amherst Terrx Fil. xl.

(1726) 212 He would give his vote, that every senior-fellow

in the college should have a living tack'd to his fellowship.

1744 Birch Life Boyle 69 Mr. Tallents. .became senior fel-

low and president or vice-master of his college [Magdalene,
Cambridge], a 1763 Martyn & Kippis Life (fist Earl
Shafiesb. (1836) I. 42 On a particular day, the senior under-
graduates, in the evening, called the fresh-men to the fire,

and made them hold out their chins. 1837 Stat. Harvard
Univ. 11 The third vacation for the Senior Class shall begin
one day before the general vacation. 1877 in IVorthington's

Pract. Physics (1881) Introd. 1, I should be inclined to dis-

continue Physical Laboratory work in schools, except in the

case of senior boys.

c. In quasi-superlative sense, applied to the

officer, student, etc. who is highest in seniority

among those of his own grade.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxx, The stout senior Major,

who led the regiment into action. 1863 ' Ouida ' Held in
Bondage \, The senior pupil was standing with his back to
the fire.

d. In commercial use, applied to the partner in

a firm who (whether on account of length of

standing or for other reasons) has precedence of

the rest in the formal enumeration of the members.
1864 R. W. Kimball Was he Successful ?-2oo(Hopp€) Mr.

Tenant, .was., the senior member of the house of Allwise,
Tenant & Co.

3. In certain Cambridge University terms, used
to connote a pre-eminence in rank having no rela-

tion to length of standing. Senior wTangler, the
head of the * wranglers', i. e. of the first class of
those who are successful in the Mathematical Tri-

pos at Cambridge (hence Senior-wranglership);
similarly, Senior classic, Senior moralist, the

student who takes the first place in the Classical

and the Moral Sciences Tripos respectively. (In

consequence of the reforms of 1906-9, the status

indicated by these titles has ceased to exist, the

class-lists being now arranged not in order of

merit but alphabetically). Senior optime, one
who is placed in the second class in the Mathe-
matical Tripos. (See Optime.)
1831 Greville Mem. 2 Jan. (1874) II. 101 Maule was

senior wrangler and senior medallist at Cambridge, and is

a lawyer. 1859 Farrar Julian Home v, Of course you
intend to be senior classic, or senior wrangler? 1862 Cal-
verlky Verses ty Transl. (1894)44 Each perambulating infant

Had a magic in its squall, For my eager eye detected Senior
Wranglers in them all. 1878 Latham in Encycl. Brit. VIII.
778 The iclat attaching to the ' tripos list ' and the senior

wranglership.

4. Of institutions, associations, etc. reserved for

the senior members of a body, as senior common-
room, senior mess, etc
B. sb. An elder person, lit. and fig.

1. One superior or worthy of deference and rever-

ence by reason of age; one having pre-eminence

in dignity by priority of election, appointment, etc.

c 1380 Wvclif Wis. (1880) 303 Non drede siche seniours

ben fendis bat speken lying in ypocrisie. < 1440 YorkMyst.
xli. 78 Symeon, that senyour. 148a Monk of Evesham
(Arb.) 31 When the bretheren had begunne matens y mette
with a senyor that ye knowe wele in the chirche porch.

15x3 Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 1175 Folowynge the coun-
seyfi and mynde of a senyor. 1615 Crooke Body ofMan
360 The diume senior Hippocrates. 1725 Pope Odyss. in.

23 Meet then the Senior far renown'd for sense, With
rev'rent awe, but decent confidence. 18*3 Scott Quentin
D. xvi, His conversation, tricks, and songs, were.. enter-

taining to the.. younger brethren, and so unedifying in the
opinion of the seniors of the fraternity, that [etc.]. 1905
'i'vcKWELL Remin. Radical Parson xu. 159 Its castellan was
a dignified, sweet-visaged senior.

b. With possessive.

c 1425 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 17 In the be-

gynnynge of this areysed frame oure senyoures telHd vs that

one a day at evensong tyme whan derkenys drew vpon ther

was seyn a light from heuyn. 1678CUDWORTH lutell.Syst.

211 [tr. Herodotus]. Hesiod and Homer, were.. not above
four hundred years my Seniors [prig, fiev irpca/SuTe'pousJ.

1781 Miss Burney Cecilia 1. i, Though much her senior, he
was by no means of an age to render his addressing her an
impropriety. 1818 Scott Hrl. Midi, xxii, His senior at the

bar. 1862 F. W. Robinson Owen iv. vi, She was a year or

two my senior.

+ 2. In early translations of the New Testament,

used to render L. senior, Gr. irpfapvrcpos, in various

applications, where the later versions have elder.

Hence occas. used as the designation of the class

of ministers called ' elders ' or ' presbyters ' in the

primitive church, or in communities professedly

formed on the model of this. Obs.

138a Wvclif Rev. vii. 11 And alle aungels stoden in

cumpas of the trone and of [the] senyouris or eldre
_
c 1440

Alphabet of Tales "zyif-A pan prayed for bis ch'ilde pe
xxiiij seniores ; and so bis childe was forgyffen his tryspas.

15*6 Tindale Matt. xxvi. 59 The chefe prestes, and the

seniours, and all the counsell sought false witnes agejnste

Jesus. 1564 BriefExam. *»***iij
i
Whence were Seniours

in the primitiue Churche? 1571 [J. Field, etc] Admonit.
Pari. Avj, And to these three ioyntly, that is, the Minis-

ters, Seniors, and deacons, is the whole regimente of the

churche to be committed. 158a N. T. (Rheiros) Rev. iv. 4
Upon the thrones foure and twentie seniors sitting.

3. In school and college use : One of the more
advanced students ; also one no longer a freshman.

In c7. S. a student in his fourth year.

161s BrinsleyZw^. Lit. xxvi. (1627) 272 That the two or

foure Seniors in each fourme, be as Ushers in that fourme.

1741 Customs ofHarvard in Hall College Words (1851) -318

No Freshman shall be saucy to his Senior. 1836O.W. Holmes
Song Centenn. Celebr. Harvard 39 Lord ! now the seniors

knocked about The freshman class of one. 1888 Bryce
Amer. Commw. vi. cii. III. 453 In an American college the

students . . of the fourth year [are called J seniors.

b. A senior fellow of a college ; a member of

a council or deliberative assembly for managing

the internal affairs ofa college. Cf. Semobity 3.



SENIORITY. 455 SENNIT.

1645 0*din. Pari. Regal. Univ. Cambr. 3 The Govern-
ment of Trinity Colledge is setled in the Master and eight

Seniors. 1648 Winyard Midsummer-Moon 3 Doctors and
Seniors are too tough for continuall cramming, he must
have Batchellers of art [etc.]. i7i7£. Millf.r Acc. Cambr.
109 The nth and 12th Statutes [Trin. Coll. J concern the
Election of Officers, Lecturers, Seniors, College Preach-
ers, and Fellows; and appoints first, That the Master
read this Statute before the eight Seniors; then he and the
Seniors are to take an Oath, That they will elect no-body
to any Office by Favour, &c. but him only whom [etc]

4. Comb.: + senior-junior, a person old and
young at the same time.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. hi. i, 182 This signior Iunior gyant
drawfe [read dwarf], don Cupid.

Senior, obs. form of Seignior.

Seniority (sfni^-riti). Forms : 5-6 seniorite,

6 senyoryte, segniorite, 6-7 senioritie, 6-
seniority. [a. med.L. senioritas, f. L. senior-em
Senior ; see -itt.]

1. The state or quality of being senior ;
priority

by reason of birth, superior age.

1533 More A&ol. xv. Wks. 875/2 Sometime some one re-

ligion haue had some question and disputed as it were a
probleme, vpon thantiquitie or senioritie of their institucion.

1674 Govt. Tongue iv. 46 The first provoker has, by his

seniority and primogeniture a double portion of the guilt.

1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 100 A sage Lady observ'd to them,
that in this Assembly Respect and Precedence were only
due to Seniority. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 343 It had
been agreed among the envoys that they should address the
king in the order of seniority ; and Demosthenes happened
to be the youngest. x86^ ' Ouida ' Held in Bondage i,The
senior pupil..gave me his hand, cordially and frankly, for

all his hauteur and seniority.

f b. The senile period of life. Obs. rare~l
.

a 1688 Bunyan Mr. Badman To Rdr., The minority,
flower, and seniority of his Age.

f o. ? Numerical position in order of age. Obs.
1776 T. Percival Ess. III. 342 In the second column is the

surname and seniority of the infant, also in large characters.

2. Priority or precedence in office or service

;

esp. Mil. Superiority in standing to another of
equal rank by reason of earlier entrance into the
service, or an earlier date of appointment.
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 366 Eche in hys order after

their seniorite in religion. 159a Nashe Strange Newes D4,.
Where in an honorable Index they shall be placed according
to their degree and segnioritie. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa
11. 75 We were certaine yeeres fellow-students together at Fez,
where being of one standing and seniority we [etc.]. 1668
Pepys Diary 13 Oct., That places of preferment may go
according to seniority and merit. 1704 Milit. Diet. (ed. 2).

1769 Junius Lett. iv. (1804) I. 33 Let me ask Junius, if he
knows anyone nobleman in the armywho has had a regiment
by seniority? 1853 Bright Sp. t India 3 June (1876) 3 To
go on from beginning to end in a system of promotion From
seniority. 1908 Q. Rev. July 238 The fetish of seniority is

responsible for many a muddle.

3. The body of seniors or senior fellows of a
college.

1678 A. Farmer in Magd. Coll. (O.H.S.) 69, I..do ac-
knowledge before the Seniority that I have deservedly
received, .my. .admonition. 1717 E. Millkr Acc. Cambr.
129 That 'tis the first Instance that ever appear'd in the Col-
lege Books.. That any By-Law., was enter'd, or made in the
Master's Name, without the Consent of the Seniority. 1843
Whewell Jml. in Willis & Clark Cambr. II. 627 If the
Fellows were dissatisfied I regretted that the matter had not
been brought before the Seniority. 1859 Farrar Julian
Horn* xxiiL 300 Kennedy.. rushed back to the Seniority,
who were already beginning to wonder at his long absence.

t4. Used for Signority, in the sense * body of
signors*. Obs.
15x7 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 14 The Duke Salt in Seynt

Markes Churche in ryght hys [read hye] astate in the Qwer
on the rygnt s>'d with senyoryte which they call lords.

t Se niorize, v. Obs. rarer 1
, [f. Senior a. +

-ize. Cf. Signohize v.] intr. To assume the
position of a senior or superior, to have or exercise

dominion, to rale, to lord it.

"593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 88 Alas, that wise men .

.

should once imagine, to finde it a matter of as light conse-
quence, to senionse in a realme, ouer the greatest Lordes, .

.

as in a towne, ouer a company of meane marchantes.

Seniorship (srniojjip). [f. Senior + -ship.]
The position of senior • or head boy of a school.
i86a Mrs. H. Wood Channings I. xi. 156 It is a shame if

Pye has promised the seniorship to Yorke over my head.

tSeniory. Obs. Also 6 seign(i)orie, 6-7
sign(i)orie, 7 signeurie. [f. Senior + -y.]

L, Seniority.

1594 Shaks. Rich. /I/, iv. iv. 36 If ancient sorrow be most
reuerent, Giue mine the benefit of signeurie [Qq, sign(i)orie].

2. Eecl. A body of * elders', a presbytery.
157a fl. Field, etc] Admonit. Pari. Avj, In steade of

Chancelors, Archdeacons,..churchwardens and such like:
You haue to plant in euery congregation a lawfull and godly
seignorie. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. (1882) 100 Though
a seigniorie or eldership* then in euerie particular church
were necessarie. 1589 T. L. Advt. to Q. Eliz. (1651) 50
That the magistracy whereunder he is placed, whether it be
of one of few, or many is his allowed seniory and lawfull
presbytery.

Seniour(e, obs. forms of Seignior, Senior.
Seniater, Senit : see Sinister, Sennight.
Senith, Senjaque: see Zenith, Sanjak.

II Senn (sen), rare. [G. scnn{e.\ A herdsman
in the Alps. Also Comb, senn-oabin, sennhutt,
repr. G. sennhiitte, a herdsman's chalet.
c i8aa Mrs, Hemans League ofAlps 1 Twas night upon

the Alps. The Senn's wild horn,. .had pour'd its last long
tone, c 1822 — Alp-Horn Song 16 The low sen-cabins and
pastures free. 1868 Kingsley Hermits 131 During that
short period of the year when the maidens in the sennhutt
watch the cattle upon the upland pastures.

Senn, obs. form of Sen adv., prep., and con/.

Senna (se'na). Also 6-8 sena. [mod.L. senna,
sena, a. Arab. \i* sand ; cf. Sene sbA]

1. Bot. A shrub of the genus Cassia, native in

tropical regions, bearing yellow flowers and flat

greenish pods. Cf. Cassia.
American, Wild, or Maryland senna, Cassia marilandica.
1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr., Sena hath lytle

braunches, and the leafe of fenugreke [etc.]. 1601 Chester
L<n<es Martyr (1878) 84 Mugwort, Sena and Tithimailes
[etc.]. 1781 J. Scott Poet. Wks. 261 In vain the senna
waves its glossy gold. i8ix A. T. Thomson Lond. Disp.
(1816) 92 The best senna, named in Nubia gnebelly, or sena
mckki, grows wild, and yields two crops of leaves, the
abundance of which depends on the periodical rains. 1847
Darlington Amer. Weeds (i860) 109 Maryland Cassia.
Wild, or American Senna.

b. Applied with denning word to shrubs of
other genera which have similar medicinal pro-
perties ; as Bastard senna = next ; Bladder
senna, Colutea arborescens, see Bladder 10

;

Chili senna, Myoschilos oblongus ; Scorpion
senna, Coronilla Emerus, see Scorpion 8 c

;

"Wild senna, Poinciana puleherrima or Globu-
/aria Alypum, formerly + the genus Colutea.
1705 Dale Pharmacol. Suppl. 318 Colutea. . . Bastard Sena.

1750 G. Hughes Barbados 204 The Wild Sena, or the Wild
Cassia Fistula ; Lat. Colutea. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Senna,
Wild Senna, Poinciana puleherrima ; also an American
name for Cassia marilandica. 1874 Ibid. Suppl., Chili
Senna, Myoschilos oblongus.

2. Pharm. The dried leaflets of various species
of Cassia, nsed as a cathartic and emetic.
157* Wills * Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 363, £ a lb £ a q" of

sen 'a xx*. a 1618 Rates Marchandizes F 4, Druggs. . . Sena
the pound xviij.d. 1794 Godwin Col. Williams 29, I shall
hate you as bad as senna and valerian. 1830 Lindley Nat.
Syst. Bot. 91 The Senna of the shops consists, according to
M. Delile, of Cassia acutifoHa, Cassia Senna, and Cynan-
chum Argel. 1880 J. W. Legg Bile 172 Senna was found
by ROhrig to have an active effect on the secretion of bile.

b. The many varieties of the drug are commer-
cially distinguished by defining words (now often
used loosely), as Alexandrian, Aleppo, Arabian,
Indian, Tinnevelly, etc., senna.
1693 Dale Pharmacol. 502 Senna Alexandrina Offic. .

.

Alexandrian Sena. 1693 tr. Blancard's Phys. Diet. (ed. 2),
Senna, Alexandrine, Egyptian, Syriac. 1845 Encycl. Me-
trop. VII. 508/1 The Tinnevelly Senna consists of the leaflets
of Cassia Etongaia. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 527 Bladder-
Senna.—The leaflets have been used on the continent to
adulterate Alexandrian Senna.

3. altrib. and Comb., as senna leaf, leaflet,

shrub; senna-draught, -tea, an infusion of the
drug taken as a purgative.
1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 190 A dose of calomel

..followed by a *senna draught in the morning. 1699
Garth Dispens. v. 103 A Folltage of dissembl'd "Senna
Leaves Grav'd round its Brim. 1887 Bentley Man. Bot.
(ed. 5) 532 They are at once distinguished from "Senna
leaflets by their regularity at the base. 1766 Stork Acc.
E. Florida 48 The vines, the *senna shrub, sarsaparilla,
China-root,.. are indigenous plants of East-Florida. 1753
Chesterf. Lett, to Son (1774) II. lxxiv. 307 Chewing a
little rhubarb, when you go to bed at night, or some
*senna-tea in the morning.

Sennachie (se'naxi). Forms : 6 shannaghe,
7 sanachie, 8 senachi, seanachie, sennachai,
9 sennachy, shan(n)achie, seannachio, 8-
sen(n)achie. [a. Gael, seanachaidh ( = Olrish
senchaidh), f. scan old : cf. seanachas (Olrish
senchas) ancient legend.] In Ireland and the
Scottish Highlands : One professionally occupied
in the study and transmission of traditional history,

genealogy, and legend ; now chiefly Se. a Gaelic
teller oflegendary romances.
1534 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1834) II. 215 That no Yryshe

mynstrels, rymours, shannaghes, ne bardes, unchaghes, nor
messangers, come to desire any goodes of any man dwell-
inge within the Inglyshrie. 1685 Stillincfu Orig. Brit.
Pref. 40 Nay, why should the British History be questioned?
since no doubt the Britains had Druids, Sanachies, and
Bards as well as the Scots or Irish. 1775 Johnson West.
Isi. 258 A great family had a Bard and a Senachi, who were
the poet and historian of the house. 1817 Scott Highl.
Wiaoiv iv, Her stores oflegendary history . . were augmented
by an unusual acquaintance with the songs of ancient bards,
and traditions of the most approved Seannachiesand tellers

of tales. 1863 J. F. Campbell Pop. Tales W. Highl. (1893)
IV. 15 A Shanachie means a teller of old tales and tradi-
tions. 1873 Burton Hist. Scot. VI. lxv. 32 He was sur-
rounded by a court or staff" of sennachies—the bards and
historians of his race.

Senne, obs. form of Sen adv., etc.

Sennel, Sennen : see Sendle adv., Sinew.
Sennere, Sennest, obs. ff. Sooner, Soonest.

t Sennet *. Obs. Forms : 6 senet, (sonnet),

7 sennit, sennate, sinet, synnet, cynet, sig-

nate, sennet, [app. a variant of Signet, in the
sense 'sign, token (see Signet sb. 5),
The forms senet, sinet, and others, occur in OF. as variants

of signet, which, however, seems not to occur either in the
sense below or in the wider sense of token. The word may
possibly be Anglo-French.]

A set of notes on the trumpet or cornet, ordered
in the stage-directions of Elizabethan plays, ap-
parently as a signal for the ceremonial entrance

or exit of a body of players.
''1590 Marlowe Faust 862 Sound a Sonnet [1609, 16x1

Sinet], enter the Pope and the Cardlnall of Lorraine to the
banket, with Friers attending. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, I. i.

205 Senet. Here they come down. 1602 Dekker Satirom.
F4, Trumpets sound a florish, and then a sennate. Enter
King [etc.]. 1602 Marston Ant. <y Mel. 1. B 2 b, The
Cornets sound a Synnet. Ibid. B 3 b, The Cornets sound
a Cynet. 1605 1st Pt. Ieronimo 1. i, Sound a signate, and
passe ouer the stage. . . After a long signate is sounded, enter
all the nobles. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, n, iv, Trumpets,
Sennet, and Cornets. 1x1619 Fletcher Valentinian v. viii,

A Synnet with Trumpets.

Sennet 2 (se-net). Not. Hist. Also 7-8 sin-

net. [?From some W.-Indian lang.] A West-
Indian fish ; = Barracuda.
1671 J[ohn] H[ardie] in Lefroy^s Mem. of Bermudas

(1879) II. 344 Which [fish] the people store As Pilchards,
Sinnets [etc.]. 1756 P. Browne Jamaica 451 Percal 1.

Minor subargentea. The Sinner. 1859 J. M. Jones Nat.
in Bermuda 105 The Sennet is likewise a common fish in
the waters of Bermuda, and sells freely in the market. 1876
Goode Fishes ofBermudas 62 Sphyrzna Picuda... Sennet.

Sennight (se'nait). Now arch. Forms : a.

see Seven and Night ; P. 2-3 soveniht, 3 seove-
niht, -nipt, 3-4 seve-, sove-nijt, -ny^t, 4 seove-
nysnt, sefiiight, seve-nyht, -ni$th, 4-5 seve-
nyght(e, seveny^t, 5 seve-nyth, -nyut, 6
sevenighte, 6-8 sevenight, 7 seue'night, 7-8
sev'night

; 7. 5 sennyjt, synyght, sennett,
sennyt, senit, 5-6 senyght, sennet, 6 se-
nighte, senyghte, seneyt, 6-7 sennyght, 7
senight, senet, senith, sennit, sinnitt, s'en-
night, 7, 9 {dial.) se'night, 7-9 se'ennight,
se*nnight, 8 {dial.) zennet, 8-9 sen'night, 6-
sennight. [Originally two words : OE. seofon
Seven, nihta pi. of niht Night sb. OE. had the
derivative seofonnihte adj., seven days old (of the
moon). Cf. Fortnight.] A period of seven (days
and) nights ; a week.
a. a 1000 Elene (Gr.) 694 Heht ba. .scufan scyldi^ne. .in

drysne sead, ba;r he duguoa leas siomode in sor^um seofon
nihta fyrst. c 1200 Ormin 545 Hiss sefennnahht To peww-
tenn i be temmple. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 53
Curteys she was..and bar hyr self so faire Syn thilke day
bat she was seuen nyght oold. 14x5 Sir T. Grey in 43^
Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. (1882) 582 A sefenneghte after that
Murdok of Fyche was take away, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
Ii.(Sommer) 194 b, lusts, both with sword and launce, main-
teined for a seuen-night together, a 1641 Finett Observ.
(1656) 133 The crosse windes..held him in the Downes
almost a seavennight before they would blow him over.
1653 W. Ramesky Astrol. Restored 319 They never appear
a shorter time than a seven*night.

|S. c iaos Lay. 4434 Seoueniht he wes baere. c 1350 Will.
Paterne 766 Swiche a sorwe he suffred a seue-ni^t fulle.

1461 Paston Lett. II. 19, I prey aow.Jat me have an
awnswer within this sevenyut. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580)

94 A notable waister, to date full of money, within seuenight
after not worthe a grote. 165a H. L'Estrange Amer. no
Jewes 23 Owr own usuall reckoning by nights, as Sevenight,
Fortnight.

y. C14M Avaiv. Arth. xlviij, A sennyjt duellut he thare.
a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 394, I dranke not this sennet
A draught to my pay. 1604 Shaks. Oth. it. i. 77 The bold
Iago, Whose footing heere anticipates our tnoughts, A
Senights speed. 0x746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.) 42 Nif
won zey the !e-ast Theng out, tha wut purtee a Zennet arter.

185X Tennyson E. Morris 30 My love for Nature is as old
as I ; But thirty moons, one honeymoon to that, And three
rich sennights more, my love for her. 1894 K. Grahame
Pagan P. 139 A luscious treat that had been specially re-
served for me, a sennight past, by the gardener's boy.

b. This day, Sunday, f Sunday come {a) or
was {a), etc. sennight : a week from (this day, etc.).
c ik>5 Lay. 5457 3if ?e spekeS mid rihte, comeS to dsi a

seouen nihte. a 1350 S. Stephen 295 in Horstm. Altengl.
Leg. (1881) 31 It fellefter on hat day seuyn night Of al fis
same ban had he sight, i486 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 68
Upon tewsday come a sennyt. 1^49 Latimer 6th Serm. bef.
Edw. VI (Arb.) 158 What doctrine is written for vs in the
.viii. Chapter of the fyrst boke of the kynges, I dyd partely
shewe vnto you . . this day sennight. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furni-
ture (1866) 59 item one cope one vestment & one albe—sold
to Thomas Inman for the some of Vs vpon sondaie was a
sevenighte. 1633 W. Mulsho in Bnccleuch MSS. (Hist.
MSS. Comm.) I. 274 They propose to. .set forthon Tuesday
sevennight. 1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 50 Newes..
That Waller was at Abingdon on Tuesday last was sevenight.
17J7 (E. Dorrington] Philip Qvarll 87 Bidding him not
fail coming there again that Day Sev'night. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (ed. 3) II. 153 Every one names Thursday come
Sev'nnight for our Nuptials. 1771 Pennant Tour Scot. 1.

(1774)96 An assignation, at that very hour, that day sevenight.
x86i May Const. Hist.(\%6$) I. i. 95 Mr. Canning stated
that Lord Eldon's visit to Windsor had taken place on
Saturday se'nnight, preceding the change of ministry.

O. attrib. as in sennight space ; f sennight day,
the space of a week ; also, the same day in the
following week.

? a 14,00 Morte Arth. 380 Within a seuenyghte daye..I
salle be seene on the see. c 1440 A Iplutbet of Tales 1. 233
pis wulfe come agayn vppon be sennet day. 1601 Holland
Pliny vnt xlvi. I. 226 And this is one thing to be wondred
at. That in that seven-night space there is not one that
taketh hurt by Crocodiles.

Sennil, variant of Sendle adv. Sc.

Sennit (se*nit). Naut. Also 9 sennet, [var.

of Sinnet.] a. » Sinnet. b. (See quot 1858.)



SENOCULAR.

1769 Falconer Did. Marinedr^Seuuit. 1858 Simmonds

Diet. Trade, Sennit, .. plaited straw or palm leaves, &c., of

which grass hats are made. imiOutturtJCarseraiTbe'c

young gentlemen are to be seen, .making sennet, the latter

amusement being on a par with picking oakum.

attrib. and Comb. i88» Narks Seamanship <ed. 6) 79 A
sennit eye is worked in. c 1898 J. Chalmers in Lovett Life

(190a) 146 The long sennit hawser kept on deck had been

passed ashore to natives on the reef.

Sennit, -nyght, -nyjt, -nyt, obs. ft. Sennight.

Sennon, -oun, -own, obs. forms of Sinew sb.

Senny, variant of Senye Obs.

Senocular (s/"iifvki»51a.i), a. [f. L. sent six

each + ocull eyes + -ab.] Having six eyes.

1713 Derham Phys.-Theo! vm. iii. (1727) 361 note, Most
Animals are binocular . . and some senocular. 1898 Syd. Soc.

Lex., Senocular.

Senoculate (s/np-kijiilVr,), a. [Formed as Sen-

ocular + -ate 2
; cf. F. stimuli. ] Having six eyes.

1858 Mayne Expos. Lex., Senoculatus,. .senoculate.

Senofegia, obs. variant of Scenopegia. »

Senon, north, variant of Sinew **.

Senonian (sfnou-nian), a. Geol. [ad. F. slno-

nien, f. L. Senonls, a people of central Gaul.]

D'Orbigny's subdivision of the Cretaceous in France

and Belgium corresponding to the ' Upper Chalk

with flints ' of British geologists. Also absol.

1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min., etc 336 Senonian division

of D'Orbigny (Craie blanche). 1879 Geikie in Encycl. Brit.

X. 360/1 The uppermost member of the Senonian series

contains in like manner a blending of well-known Upper
Chalk organisms with the Tertiary genera Cyprsta, Oliva,

and Mitra. 1882 — Text-bk. Geol. vi. iii. 5 3 (1903) 1205

The Senonian stage of N. W. Germany. Ibid., The Lower
Senonian is marked by the abundance of Actinocamax.

1885 Etheridge Stratigraph. Geol. It Palseontol. 517 Seno-

nian (Upper Chalk with Flints).

Senoper, variant of Sinopeb Obs.

II Senor (sen'o-r). PI. senores (senyo-res).

Also 7 sennor. [Sp. seiior:—h. seniorem : cf.

Signor, Seigneur and Seignior.]

1. In Spanish use or with reference to a Spaniard

:

A title of respect placed before the name of a man,

equivalent to ' Mr.'
1622 Mabbe tr. Ale/nan's Guzman d*Alf. I. 129 How now

(Sennor few.clothes) what winde draue you hither? 1868

Miss M. B. Edwards Through Sp. 166 Sefior Bensaken..
would wait upon the Sefloras at once, was the reply.

b. Used without the name as a form of address.

1832 W. Irving Alhambra I. 196 ' But have you ever met
with it yourself? '. .' No, Senor, God be thanked !

' 1884 F.

Bovle Borderland 372 Now, serlores ! What was the crea-

ture that pursued me thus, in broad daylight ?

O. A Spanish gentleman.
1868 Miss M. B. Edwards Through Sp. 189, I am. .but a

humble Sefior, of little account.

2. A feudal lord, seigneur (in Spain).

1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 11. 938 Castro Urdiales of
which the Black Prince was Sefior, has its bay [etc.J.

II Senora (sen'o'ra). [Sp. seHora, a fem. formed

on Senor. Cf. Signoba.] A title of respect

prefixed to the name of a Spanish lady, or used

without the name in addressing her ; hence, a lady

of Spanish nationality.

1579 G. Gilpin tr. Rabbotem's Bee-Hive Rom. Ch. ii.

(1580) 17 A worthie inatrone of Spaine called Senora Maria
Osorio. 18x8 Lady Charleville in Lady Morgan Pas-
sages Autobiog. (1859) 244 He was not aware how you
quizzed the unlucky Senora. 1840 Longf. Sp. Student 11.

iv, Sefiora, pardon me ! 1844 Kendall Texan Santa Fe~

Exped. 1 1. 336 The Mexican senoras have a frankness of de-

portment . . which [etc.]. i860 Andros Pen <y P. Sk. Spain 64
The lovelysefiora sees it not, nor does the handsome Abigail.

II Senoria (sen^orra). rare. [Sp. seiioria, f.

seiior: see Senob. Cf. Signoria.] A lordship,

fief. (In quot. 1634 used for Signoria.)

1634 G. Barry Milit. Discipl. 1. i. 2 The Senoria of Ve-

necia was governed by Francisco Carmanola. a 1859 W.
Irving Span. Pafers (1866) 401 (Stanf.) A prince of Portugal

. . held the sefioria of Serpa.

II
Senorita (senfyrrta). [Sp., dim. of SeSora.]

1. a. A Spanish title of respect prefixed to the

name of a young lady, or used without the name
in addressing her.

1850 Mayne Reid Rifle Rangers xxvi, 'Do not be
alarmed, senorita ', said I, approaching.

b. A young Spanish lady.

1845 Darwin Voy. Nat. xii. 263 In the evening we reached

a comfortable farm-house, where there were several pretty

sefioritas. 1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. I. A Letter, Caleb
hain't no monopoly to court the seenoreetas. x886 Athc-
nxum 28 Aug. 276/1 The artist.. filled up his foreground

with a group of Spanish sefioritas.

2. A name given to a small labroid fish, Pseudo-

julis or Oxyjutis modestus, native in Californian

waters. Also Senorita-jish.

1881 Jordan & Gilbert Fishes N. Atner. 604 Pseudo.
julis Bleeker. Sefioritas. Ibid., P. modestus. . . Senorita ;

Pesce Rey. 1888 Goode Atner. Fishes 299 The Senorita-

fish, of Monterey, Pseudojulis modestus, is known as ' Pesce-

rev '; southward it is called ' Senorita '.

Senou, -ow(e, senown, obs. ff. Sinew sb.

Senple, obs. form of Simple
Bens, variant of Cense sb.1 , incense.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4184 pan knelis doun oure con-

quirour & callis on his driatins, GifTe bam siluir & so & sens

at baim castis. 1473 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 64 Item
for a pund of sens, uij s.

456

Sens, variant of Cense sbfi

1458 in lath Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 299 Ther
sholde no manere of man be recevid sensers to passe fre of

thar custumes over the sea at sens makyng in no manner
wise save [etc]. 1466 Ibid. 303.

Sena, obs. form of Cense v.1

16.. Funeral in Popish Times in Q. Eliz. Acad. 33 Att

the West dore of the Church, A praelat shall sens the Corps.

Sens, obs. form of Since.

t Sensable, a\ Obs. rare. In 5 sensabul.

[a. OF. sensable, incorrect spelling of censable, i.

cense tax, assessment + -able ; see Cense sb. 2]

Capable of assessment or taxation.

1450 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 204/ 2 The pepul is forsake the lie,

so at this dai is not xv pepul sensabul. Ibid., Seyng no
more stuf of men, nor no stuf of arcerie sensabul left.

t Sensable, a? Obs. nonce-wd. [f. Sense

sb. + -able.] Of figures of speech : Consisting in

an alteration of the sense of words.

1389 Puttenham Eng . Poesie in. x. (Arb.) 171 Your second

[sort of figures] serues the conceit onelyand not th'eare.and

may be called sensable, not sensible nor yet sententious.

Sensament, var. form of Sensement Obs.

Sensar, obs. form of Censer.
1573-80 Baret Alv., A Sensar, thnribulutiu

Sensate (se-ns/t), a. [ad. late L. sensat-us

gifted with sense, f. sensus sense : see -ate 2 2.]

1. Endowed with physical sensation.

c 1500 Medwall Nalure(Bi&mil) 536 Sensualyte . . bywhom
I haue power To do as all sensate bestys da

t 2. Of the nature of or involving sensation. Obs.

1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 86 In his Theaetetus he [Plato]

laies down this as his opinion, . . It seems to me, that he who
knows any thing has a sensate cognition of what he knows.

1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. 111. 290 That Fourth Principle

. . From whose power all sensate motions [orig. sensiferos

molus] flow.

f 3. ? Endowed with sensibility. Obs.

1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina II. 264 Give me the

sensate mind, that knows The vast extent of human woes 1

4. Perceived by the senses.

1847 in Webster. [Hence in later Diets.) 1898 IVestm.

Gaz. 27 Sept. 3/1 Mr. Merriman, it would seem, is of those

who hold that poetry co-exists with the least congenial of

elements, being common to all sensate things.

Sensate (sens^'t), v. [f. L. sens-us Sense

sb. + -ate 3, after Sensation.]

1. trans. To perceive by sense ; to have a sensa-

tion of.

a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. iv. iv. (1821)03 These corporeal

motions, as they seem to arise from nothing else but merely

from the machina of the body itself; so they could not at

all be sensated but by the soul. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 179

Each of them can distinctly sensate or see onely those parts

which are very neer perpendicularly oppos'd to it. xB8g

Academy 16 Nov. 323/2 We find an irresistible impulse to

find strain. .or motion. .of the ether wherever we sensate

anything electrical,

f 2. intr. To have sensation. Obs.

1672 Penn Spir. Truth Vised. 24 No man can live, move,

sensate, or act but from the original Heat, Life, Motion and
Action of that which did beget him. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Bergcrac's Com. Hist. 112 When it finds only such, as are

proper for sensation, it sensates.

Hence Sensa'ting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

a 165a J. Smith Sel. Disc. v. 149 Indeed, without such a
universal sensating faculty as this is, we should never know
when our souls are in conjunction with the Deity. 1888

H. W. Parker Spir. Beauty 58 Sir John Lubbock's experi.

ments proved nothing but the simple sensating of certain

crude colors by bees.

Sensation (sens^l'Jan). [ad. med.L. sensa-

tion-em, f. L. sens-us Sense sb., after late L.

sensatus Sensate a. : see -ation. Cf. ¥. sensation

(OF. sensacion, Oresme 14th c), Sp. sensacion,

Pg. sensafSo, It. sensazione.]

1. An operation of any of the senses ; a psychical

affection or state of consciousness consequent on

and related to a particular condition of some

portion of the bodily organism, or a particular

impression received by one of the organs of sense.

Now commonly in more precise use, restricted to

the subjective element in any operation of one of

the senses, a physical 'feeling' considered apart

from the resulting ' perception of an object.

Often const. r>/"with sb. defining the nature of the sensa-

tion, as in a sensation ofgiddiness, nausea, cold, etc.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 525 Finally, that our Motions

and Sensations should not be rash or phanaticall as they

are in such as are phreneticall, that is, haue their braines

inflamed. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. I. iii. 8 Their

understanding.. submitteth unto the fallacies of sence, and
is unable to recline the error of its sensations. 1759 Porter-

field Eye II. 343 The smallest or most refrangible Rays
will excite the shortest and weakest Vibrations for making
a Sensation of deep Violet. 1785 Reid Intel!. Powers 599
When I grasp an ivory ball in my hand, I feel a certain

sensation of touch. 1804 Abernethy Surg. Obs. 192 He
said his sensations were such as would induce bim to believe

that his brain was loose. 1845 R. Williams in Encycl.

Metrop. VII. 544/2 An uneasy sensation and tension of the

praxordia. 1891 Bierce In the Midst ofLife 23 The familiar

sensation of an abraded shin recalled his dazed faculties.

b. In generalized use: The operation or function

of the senses ; ' perception by means of the senses

'

(J.). Now commonly (esp. in philosophical lan-

guage) the subjective element in the operation of

the senses
;
physical ' feeling '.

SENSATION.

1643 H. More Song ofSou! n. ii. 11. xi, O sunken souls,

slaves of sensation. 1677 Gale Crt. Gentiles in. 1. iv. 86 As
it now appears, science is nothing else than sensation, or a
particular experimental feeling knowledge. 1739 Hume
Hum. Nat. l i. I 2 (1888) 7 Impressions may be divided

into two kinds, those of Sensation and those of Reflexion.

>8ii Shelley Q. Mab 1. 24 Or is it only a sweet slumber

Stealing o'er sensation ? 1876 Maudsley Physiol. Mind iv.

221 Sensation expresses merely the state of simple feeling,

without reference to an external cause.

t C. Observation by the senses, actual seeing or

hearing. Obs.

1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 104 The testimony of
others founded in their several sensations being faithfully

conveyed to us by undeniable tradition, are as unquestion-

ably certain as if we had seen them ourselves.

d. Faculty of perceiving by the senses, physical

sensibility.

X799 Med. Jrnl. II. 451 When excitement is produced in

this system . . then a corresponding change is occasioned in

the nervous system, and sensation returns. 1869 Lancet
18 Dec. 842/2 The woman is of an older age than in other

described cases [of scleroderma]. The sensation seemed not

to be impaired.

t e. Effect produced on the senses ; in quots. =
appearance. Obs.

166a Evelyn Chalcogr. Table, How to express the sensa-

tion of the Relievo or Extancie of objects, by the Hatches
in Graving. 1663 Boyle Exp. Colours ii. 10 Colour may be
considered, either as it is a quality residing in the body that

is said to be coloured, or to modifie the light after such or

such a manner ; or else as the Light it self, which so modifi'd,

strikes upon the organ of sight, and so causes that Sensation,

which we call Colour.

£ A popular name for the aura epileplica, the

physical premonition of an epileptic seizure.

1899 Allbult's Syst. Med. VII. 770 Attacks [of Epilepsy]

may consist only of the ' warning ' or ' sensation '. . . This has

led to the popular use of the word ' sensation ' as a synonym
for the minor attacks.

2. A mental feeling, an emotion. Now chiefly,

the characteristic feeling arising in some particular

circumstances.

1755 Shebbeare Lydia (1769) II. 421, I feel a sensation of

distress in my bosom which is intolerable. X758 Johnson
Idler No. 100 F 8 She smiles not by sensation, but by practice.

1809-10 Coleridge Friended. 3) III. 312 How distinct and
different the sensation of positiveness is from the sense of

certainty. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xl, All other sensations

were, for the time, lost in the agony which his haughty

spirit felt. 1883 Fr. M. Peard Contrad. iii, ' At last I have

realized a dream ', she said. ' Do you know the sensation ?

'

b. Mental apprehension, sense or ' realization

'

of something.
1639 Rouse Heav. Univ. (1702) 157 To have a continual

sensation of thee. 1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xi. 82 The
nice sensation we naturally have of what certain quantities

. . are fittest. 1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 9 Those who look

but little into futurity, have perhaps the quickest sensation

of the present. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. I. iv. 85 There-

fore is it the prime merit of genius., so to represent familiar

objects as to awaken . . freshness of sensation. 1864 Bagehot
Lit. Stud. II. 139 Men of ordinary nerves who feel a little of

the pains of society, who perceive what really passes . . could

well observe how keen was Thackeray's sensation of common
events.

t o. Capacity for (moral) feeling, sensibility.

1741 Johnson's Debates (1787) II. 247 (St. Aubyn) He has

undoubtedly a most passionate love for his native country,

a passion which a man of any sensation can hardly divest

himself of.

t d. What is felt or thought ; sentiment, opinion.

1788 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 127 You would of course,

however, wish to know the sensations here on those facts.

3. An excited or violent feeling, a. An exciting

experience ; a strong emotion (e. g. of terror, hope,

curiosity, etc.) aroused by some particular occur-

rence or situation. Also, in generalized use, the

production of violent emotion as an aim in works

of literature or art.

1808 Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 237 We may be supposed

to have also had our sensations. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bedelii, He.. was free from that periodicity of sensations

which we call post-time. 1865 Mansel Lett, Led., etc.

(1873) 242 The cheap publications which supply sensation

for the million in penny and halfpenny numbers. 1867

Lowell Among my Bis. Ser. i. Rousseau (1870) 346 [Pe-

trarch was] an intellectual voluptuary, a moral dilettante,

the first instance of that character, since too common, the

gentleman in search of a sensation. 1905 C Whitney
Jungle Trails xi. 303, I knew it was a tiger. .; and as the

jerky roar grew nearer and nearer, I stood there having

sensations—I do assure you.

b. A condition of excited feeling produced in

a community by some occurrence; a strong im-

pression (e. g. of horror, admiration, surprise, etc.)

produced in an audience or body of spectators,

and manifested by their demeanour.

1779 Earl Malmesbury Diaries ft Corr. I. 257 What had

passed already caused a great sensation in foreign Courts.

1818 Southey in Q. Rev. XVIII. 10 His death produced what

in the phraseology of the present day is called, a great

sensation. 1837 Dickens Pickui. xxxiv, A slight sensation

was perceptible in the body of the court. 1855 Macaulay

Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 46 The sensation produced by this work

was immense. 1879 M'Carthy Own Times III. xhv. 333

His death created a profound sensation. 1885 Hall Caine

Shadtnv ofCrime xlii
t
Amid much sensation, the witness gave

the name of the Sheriff of Cumberland.

O. An event or a person that ' creates a sensation .

1864 Times 11 Apr. 1/4 The greatest sensation of the day :

grand Incantation Scene from Der Freischiitz. 1884 St.
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yantes*sGaz. 29 Nov. 6 The sensation of a London season

was the appearance of a new ballerina in a new ballet.

4. colloq. and slang. A * taste', small quantity.

1859 F. Fowler South. Lights 52 A Sensation. [i. e.] Half-

a-glass of sherry. 1859 Hotteris Siting Diet,, Sensation, a
quartern of gin.

5. attrib. and Comb, (chiefly in sense 3 a), a.

simple attrib., as sensation-drama, -novel, -para-

graph, -scene, etc. ; b. objective, as sensation*

monger; sensation-seeking adj.

1861 Thackeray Round, Papers, On Two Round. Papers,
At the theatres they have a new name for their melodramatic
pieces, and call them ' "Sensation Dramas '. 1863 Trevelyan
Compel. Wallah (1866) 336 When we see in Piccadilly a file

of men with blank boards on their shoulders, we become
aware that a sensation drama has been put in hand at one
of the leading theatres. 1882 A. Matheson in Mucin. Mag.
XLVI. 406 What mere *sensation-monger would have
chosen this morally obtuse old Pharisee? 1864 Edin. Rev.
July 53 Two or three years ago nobody would have known
what was meant by a "Sensation Novel. 1861 Illustr.

I.ond. News 25 May 485/1 The local inditers of ' screamers

'

and ' *sensation ' paragraphs. 1865 Karle Sax. Chton. 340
One of the established "sensation scenes of History. 1862
Athenaeum 23 Aug. 233 Much of his pamphlet is mere
"sensation ' writing.

Sensational (sens^i janal), a. [f. Sensation
+ -AL.1

1. Of or pertaining to or dependent upon sensa-

tion or the senses.

1840 Whewell Philos. Induct. Sci. (1847) II. 651 No
apprehension of things is purely ideal : no experience of
external things is purely sensational, i860 Farrar Orig.
Lang. (1865) 98 If the entire lexicon of every language be
capable of being reduced to a number of sensational roots,
. .Grammar always remains as the indisputable result of the
pure reason. 1877 E. Caird /^//w. Kant 11. i. 219 Hume had
actually attempted to reduce mathematical truth within the
limits of sensational experience. 1893 Pulsford Loyalty
to Christ II. 348, I am persuaded that the Divine-human
life as much includes sensational pleasure, as intelligence,
righteousness, purity, and goodness.
absot. 1854 Lowell Among my Bks. Ser. 11. Keats (end).

The sensational was elevated into the typical by the control
of that finer sense which underlies the senses and is the spirit

of them.

2. Of philosophical theories : Regarding sensa-

tion as the sole source of knowledge.
1855 &*M Rev. XXXVI 1 1. 198 The Sensational School (of

Philosophy], as it has been called, i860 Young Prov.
Reason 292 In opposition to a mere sensational, materialistic,
positive philosophy.

3. Of works of literature or art, hence of writers

:

Dealing in sensation * (see Sensation 3 a),

aiming at violently exciting effects. Also of
incidents in fiction or in real life : Calculated to
produce a startling impression.
1863 Mansel Lett.

x Lect., etc.(i873) 242 The above samples
may he considered as belonging to the aristocratic branch
of sensational literature. 1864 Times 11 Apr. 8/3 Astley's.
. .
Stupendous sensational effect, never equalled on any stage.

1868 J as. York tr. yuan Manuel'sCntLucanor(iSBS) Pref.

7 An age surfeited with the sensational novels that pour from
our circulating libraries in an uninterrupted stream. 1879
B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 190 The ' sensational * element which
has crept into English and American literature is worse than
the affected classicism of the 17th century. 1885 Diary of
Actress 131 Rehearsing all the morning : a most sensational
piece.

b. absol. Also U.S. as sb., a sensational
journal or journalist.

1899 H. Wright Depopulation 90 In modern life, where
the electric waves of the sensational vibrate through a con-
tinent rapidly. 1901 Scribner's Mag. Apr. 407/2 The sen-
sationals had been encouraging cranks to remember the
rights of labor.

Sensationalism sens^i -Jonaliz'm). [f. Sensa-
tional a. + -ism.]

1. Philos. The theory that sensation is the only
source of knowledge.
1867 Lewes Nisi. Philos. II. 228 Here is stated, in the

broadest manner, the principle of sensationalism. 1877
E. Caird Philos. Kant Introd. ii. 13 Sensationalism necessi-
tates, .a materialistic explanation of the Universe.

2. Addiction to what is sensational in literature

or art.

1865 Sat. Rev. 4 Feb. 145/2 That well of sensationalism
pure and undefiled, the 'London Journal'. 1886 Frost
Remin. Country yaurnalist 215 Without the vicious sensa-
tionalism which renders so objectionable a large portion of
the cheap periodical literature of the day.

Sensationalist (sensri jsnalist). [f. Sensa-
tional + -1st.]

1. Philos. One who regards the senses as the
ultimate source of all knowledge.
1855 Dubl. Rev. XXXVIII. 199 Locke himself did not

profess to be a thorough-going Sensationalist. 1867 Lewes
Hist. Philos. II. 228 [Hobbes] is the precursor of modern
sensationalists [1846 ed. Materialism].
attrib. i860 Farrar Orig. Lang, (i860 150 We are not

surprised to find that Locke was claimed as the founder.

.

of a sensationalist school. 1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant
Introd. iv. 60 The sensationalist view of the development of
knowledge. Ibid. 61 A sensationalist theory of knowing.

2. One whose aim is to make a sensation ; a
sensational writer.

1868 Paget Lucretia 309 The circumstances of most
people's every-day life are as unlike those depicted by the
sensationalists as anything that can be imagined. 1884 Pall
Mail Gaz. 2 Aug. 3/1 The most dangerous of modern
criminals. . is above afl a great sensationalist.

Vol. VIII.

Hence Sensationalistic a., pertaining to or of

the nature of sensationalism.
1882 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Nov. 7 His moral sense is blunted

by his sensationalistic views. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXL 40/2
The dominant sensationalistic materialism of France.

Sensationalize (sens^'Jsnabiz), v. [LSensa-
TIOnal a. + -ize.] trans. To make sensational.

1. nonce-use. To restrict (concepts) to what is

given in sensation.

1851 Mansel Proleg: Log. 33 Individualize your concepts,
does not mean sensationalize them, unless the senses are the
only sources of presentation.

2. a. To subject to the influence of 'sensation*

or factitious emotion, b. To exaggerate in a
sensational manner.
1863 Reader 31 Oct. 507/2 Possibly we should learn in

time to imitate the German example [in establishing dramatic
academies], and another generation might refuse to be sen-
sationalized, elevated and generally educated by upholstery,
'headers', and ghosts. 1869 Athenxum i3 Dec. 824 But in
that class of specimens, .are none of the merits of the above,
while all their faults are vulgarized and sensationalized.

1900 Daily News 18 Dec. 5/6 The Paris Press as a whole
does not sensationalise De Wet's raid, and the recent
success of Delarey.

Sensationally (sena? 'janali), adv. [f. Sensa-
tional a. + -ly ^.j In a sensational manner.
1. With respect to sensation or feeling.

1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Apr, n It is an old subject, argti-

mentatively as well as sensationally. x886 L. Oliphant in
Mem. (1891) II. 335 For this cause He came into the world,
that he might unite us sensationally to His Father.

2. In a manner intended to make a sensation.

1894 Rev. of Rev. (Amer. ed.) Oct. 356/1 Saratoga .. has
been sensationally exposed in the newspapers as the most
reckless. .gambling resort of all this year's watering-places.

Sensationary (sens^i-Janari), a. rare. [f.

Sensation + -ary ^.] = Sensational 2.

1864 Realm 18 May 5 It has lately been urged that
Shakspeare is sensationary—that Hamlet, Lear, Macbeth,
Othello, are heroes of strange and wild adventure.

Sensa'tionish, a. nonce*wd. [f. Sensation +
-ISH 1 .] Bordering on the sensational.
1863 Reader 31 Oct. 497 The subject is a repulsive one,

the treatment of it somewhat sensationish, and the plot is

not well kept in hand.

Sensationism (sens^janiz'm). [f. Sensa-
tion + -ism.] - Sensationalism 2.

1863 Mansel Lett., Led., etc. (1873) 242 (art. Sensation
Noz'els) In them we have sensationism pure and undisguised.
1878 Scribner's Monthly Nov. 144/2 Sensationism is a
grievous vice of the pulpit... But sensationism is only an
insurrection, .against conventionality.

Sensationist (senvi'fanist). [f. Sensation +
-1st.] One who deals in sensation ; a sensational

novelist, dramatist, or journalist.
1861 W. H. Russell in Times 24 Sept, ' Vult decipi,

decipiatur ' is the motto of the Sensation ists. 1863 Mansel
Lett., Led., etc. (1873) 248 (art. Sensation Novels) To these
specimens of the sensationist's power of making, may we
venture to add one more as a sample of his ability in

marring? 1864 Dasent yest <$ Earnest (1873) II. 27 Of
late we have been handed over, .to the tender mercies of the
sensationists both on and off the stage.

Sensationless (sens^'Janles), a, [f. Sensa-
tion + -less.] Without sensation.

1874 Tyndall Presid. Addr. Brit. Assoc. 81 Imagine
them [sc. atoms] separate and sensationless.

Sensative: see Sensitive.

t Sensator. Obs. rare. [f. Sensate v. + -or.]

An agent concerned in sensation.
1615 Ckookk Body ofMan 41 The limine therefore, not

the Heart, is the first Moouer, and first Sensator. Ibid. 288
The Philosopher calleth sleepe iiptfiia roO wpurov aivOrjTtKov,
the rest of the first sensator.

Sensatorial (sensato»*rial), a. [f. Sensate
v. + -ORIAL.] Of or pertaining to sensation.
1890 J. Sully in Academy 16 Aug. 136/2 [Weber's] psycho-

physical theory of sensatorial intensity.

tSensatory, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Sensate

v. + -ory -.] Sensory.
X741 A. "Monro Anat. Nerves Wks, (1781) 331 The objec-

tions against the sensatory nerves acting by vibration.

Senscer, obs. form of Censer.
Senschepe, -chip(e, var. ff. Shendship.
Sense (sens), sb. Forms : 6 cense, sens, 5-8

sence, 7 Sc, senss. 5- sense, [a. F. sens or
ad. L. sensus {u stem), perception, feeling, faculty

of perception, meaning, f. senfire to feel. Cf. Pr.

sens, sentz, Sp. seso
t
Pg. siso, It. senso.]

I. Faculty of perception or sensation.

1. Each of the special faculties, connected with
a bodily organ, by which man and other animals
perceive external objects and changes in the con-
dition of their own bodies. Usually reckoned as

five—sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch. Also
called outward or external sense (cf. 8).

Earlier called thefive wits : see Wit.
15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 127 Eyther within or

withoutforth, that is to saye eyther in the conscyence, or in

the outwarde censes. X553 T. Wilson Rhet. 112 The com-
mon sense.. is therefore so called, because it geueth Judge-
ment, of al the fiue outwarde senses. *647 Cowley Mistr.,
Not Fair 21 My Reason strait did to my Senses shew, That
they might be mistaken too. 1669 Holder Elem. Speech 1

Of the Five Senses, Two are usually and most properly
called the Senses of Learning . .

; And these are Hearing and
Seeing. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. xix. § 10 How is he

prepared easily to swallow, not only against all Probability,
but even the clear Evidence of his Senses, the Doctrine of
Transubstantiation ? 1698 Farquhar Love

<J- Bottle 1. i,

I must have the evidence of more senses than one to confirm
me of its truth. 1730 Hume Hum. Nature 11. i. (1874)
1. 336 A, The only defect of our senses is, that they give us
disproportion^ images of things. 1753 Miss Collier Art
Torment. Concl. {1811) 221 With various inventions of dis-

agreeableness for offending some or all of the senses ! 1835
Beckford Alcobaca <$ Batalha in My sense of hearing is

painfully acute. 1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (1871) 860
The sense of touch in Mammalia is diffused over the whole
surface of the body.

*t"
b. Used for : An organ of sense. Obs.

1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 7 Wyssheth that he neuer
had had eyes to sc.neyther eares to here, .ne other senses
to haue knowen [etc.). 1538 Starkev England 48 To the
hede, wyth the yes, yerys, and other sensys therin. 1604
Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 154 Mine Eyes, mine Eares, or any Sence.

0. pi. The faculties of physical perception or
sensation as opposed to the higher faculties of

intellect, spirit, etc.

1841 Emerson Ess. vii. Prudence* 2 Prudence is the virtue
of the senses. It is the science of appearances. Ibid, r 3
The world of the senses is a world of shows, 1865 M. Ar-
nold Ess. in Crit. Ser. 1. vi. (1886) 215 The life of the senses
has its deep poetry.

d. Applied to similar faculties of perception, not
scientifically delimited, or only conjectured to exist.

Muscular sense: see Muscular a. 1, Sixth sense; see
quot. 1829 ; also, the feelings connected with sexual pleasure,
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. ii. § 3 Had Mankind been

made with but four Senses, the Qualities then, which are
the Object of the Fifth Sense, had been as far from our
notice, Imagination, and Conception, as now any belonging
to a Sixth, Seventh, or Eighth Sense, can possibly be. 1699
Maundrell^cc. Turks in Journ. yerus. (1721) T2D, They
know hardly any Pleasure but that of the sixth Sense. 1768
Tucker Lt. Nat. I. 405 We may possibly be capable of
twenty senses, but being provided with inlets only for five,

have no more conception of the others than a blind man has
of light, 1822-9 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 22 The bat
appears to be sensible of the presence of external objects.

.

that are neither seen, smelt, heard, touched, or tasted...
And hence many naturalists have ascribed a sixth sense to
this animal. Ibid. 23 In Germany it has of late been
attempted to be shown that every man is possessed of a
sixth sense [viz. a bodily feeling of health and elasticity,

or of lassitude and fatigue]. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. .y //.

Note-bks. (1871) II. 121 Certainly it was in God's power to
create beings who should communicate with nature by in-

numerable other senses than those few which we possess.

e. That one of the senses which is indicated by
the context. Now rare or Obs.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 11. ii. 120 When by and by the dinne of

Warre gan pierce His readie sence. 1626 B. Jonson Staple
ofN. 111. iv, Ha? I am somewhat short In my sense too. ..

My hearing is very dead, you must speake quicker. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xi. P 23 The process of
making Inck being .. noysom and ungrateful to the Sence.

1733 Pope E#. Cobham 53 So Darkness strikes the sense no
less than Light, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)
I. 319 Salts, metals, plants, ordures of every kind. .make
one mass of corruption, equally displeasing to the sense,
and injurious to the health. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho xliv; As he gazed, he perceived the countenance
of the knight change and begin to fade, till his whole form
gradually vanished from his astonished sense ! 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xliii, The fearful picture of a vision, which appals
my sense with hideous fantasies, but convinces not my reason.

1833 Tennyson Two Voices 285 That heat of inward evi-

dence, By which he doubts against the sense.

2. trans/. An instinctive or acquired faculty of

perception or accurate estimation. Now chiefly

const, of (locality, distance, etc.).

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 82 b, There is saith Tullie, in the
Dogge a merueylous perceiuerance and sharpe sense to
know who doth him good, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1.

(Sommer) 84 b, This Basil ius (hauing the quicke sense of a
louer) tooke, as though his Mistres had g^iuen a secret repre-

hension. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. Introd. iv, Ne let him then
admire, But yield his sence to be too blunt and bace, That
no'te without an hound fine footing trace. 1599 Shaks.
Hen. V, iv. i. 308 Take from them now The sence of reckning.
1606 — Tr.

<J-
Cr. iv, v. 54 A woman of quick sence. x888,

1889 [see Locality 8].

3. In generalized use : The senses viewed as

forming a single faculty in contradistinction to

intellect, will, etc. ; the exercise or function of

this faculty, sensation.

1538 Starkey England 48 Al wyt, reson, and sens, felyng,

lyfe, and al other natural powar, spryngyth out of the hart.

1553 Eden Treat. Newe 2nd. (Arb.) 9 Nothinge is in vnder-
standinge, but the same was fyrst in sense. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Reiig. Med. 11. § 15. 180 Thus wee adore vertue,

though to the eyes of sense shee bee invisible. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. iv. xi. § 6 Though mathematical demonstra-
tions depend not upon sense. 173a Pope Ess. Man 1. 226
What thin partitions Sense from Thought divide. 1794
Paley Evid. (1825) II. 324 A body is a real thing, an object

ofsense. 1704 S. Williams Vermont (1809) I. 208 The only
objects, on which the Indian had employed his reason, were
those of external sense. 1827 Wordsw. Eccl. Sonn. 11, xxx.

2 The Soul, freed from the bonds of Sense, And to her God
restored by evidence Of things not seen. 1877 E. Caird
Philos. Kant Introd. v. 91 The doctrine that sense is con-
fused thought.

4. pi. The faculties of corporeal sensation con-

sidered as channels for gratifying the desire for

pleasure and the lusts of the flesh. Also sing.,

any one of such faculties so regarded.
1597 Pilgr. Parnassus iv. 480 lie bringe you to sweet

wantoninge yonge maides Wheare you shall all youre hungrie
sences feaste. 1608 Yorkshire Trag. iv. 69 That heauen
should say we must not sin, and yet made women ! giues
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our sences waie to finde pleasure, which being found con-

founds vs. a 1657 Murk Sonn. vi. 5 Thy beutyes did my
sensses suire suppryse, Or eir thy sight my ravischt eyes

did blesse. 17a© Mrs. Manley Power ofLove(i74i) 239 To
take in whole Nature,, .and have her every Sense gratify d

with the agreeable Feast of Variety ! 1819 Shelley Cenct

I. i. 69 Seeing I please my senses as I list i8ao Byron Juan
iv.xxvii Love was born with them, in them, so intense, It

was their very spirit—not a sense.

b. collect, sing.

01586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 52 b, This bastard

Louc.vtterly subuerts the course of nature, m making
reason giue place to sense. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. u.

169 Can it be, That Modesty may more betray our Sence

Then womans Hghtnesse? 1657-83 Evelyn Hist. Relig.

(1850) I. 230 She [the soul] . . oft has . . escaped the inescations

of sense. 1738 Wesley Hymn, *

Infinite Power, Eternal
Lord' v, But Flesh and Sense, enslav'd to Sin Drawing best

Thoughts away. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 123 But small the

bliss that sense alone bestows, And sensual bliss is all the

nation knows. 185s M. Arnold Empedocles 11. 374 Some
bondage of the flesh.., Some slough of sense. 1871 J. R.
Macduff Mem. Paimos xviii. 249 The life of sense—the

life of selfish and sensuous pleasure.

+ 5. Capability of feeling, as a quality of the

body and its parts; liability to feel pain, irrita-

tion, etc. To the sense, to the quick. Obs.

1563-83 Foxe A. <$• M. 2083/1 He did lye . . with his heeles

so hye, y* by meanes the bloud was fallen from his feete, his

feet wer almost without sense for a long time. 3604 Shaks.
Oth. vr i. 11, I haue ruVd this yong Quat almost to the

sense, And he growes angry. 161a Bacon Ess., Death (Arb.)

384 For the most vitall parts are not the quickest of sence.

167a Wiseman Wounds 11. x. 69 The wound, .extinguished

both Sence and Motion of the Member. 1691 Ray Creation
1. (1692) 150 A.. nervous Ligament.. apt to stretch and
shrink again as need requires, and void of sence. 1759
T. Wallis Farrier's Diet. s. v. Teeth, But all within the

sockets of the jaws is.. covered with a thin membrane of
exquisite sense. 1771 J. S. Le Dran's Observ. Surg. (ed. 4)

313 He was without Sense, and cold all over his Body.

6. pi. A general term for the faculties of per-

ception (including the ' five senses' : see 1), which
are in abeyance when their owner is asleep or

otherwise unconscious. Also sing., any one of

these faculties. Cf. 10.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, m. i. 8 O Sleeoe..how haue I

frighted thee, That thou no more wilt weigh my eye-lids

downe, And steepe my Sences in Forgetfulnesse ? 1700
Dryden Sigism. <y Guise. 749 The creeping Death Benum'd
her Senses first, then stopp'd her Breath, c 174a Gray
Ignorance rB Dost thou..dews Lethean through the land
dispense To steep in slumbers each benighted sense? 176a
Lloyd Poems 115 And gently lull my senses all the while
With placid poems in the sinking stile ! 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. iii. I. 439 Before ten his senses were gone. 189a
Bierce In Midst ofLife 109 He seated himself on a log,

and, with senses all alert, began bis vigil

b. collect, sing. The perceptive faculty of a con-

scious animate being.

1585 T.Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. n. xx. 57 Pictures
..are but dead things, & in whom, there is no sence or feel-

ing. 1635 Laud Diary 26 Oct., I found him past sense, and
giving up the ghost. 1667 Milton P. L. vm. 289 There
gentle sleep, .with soft oppression seis'd Mydroused sense.

a 1699 Lady Halkett Autobiog.{iZji) 8 With that hee fell

downe in a chaire . . as one without all sence. 1768 Pennant
Brit. Zool. I. Pref. 10 Through every species of animal life,

..to that point where sense is almost extinct, and vegetation
commences. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. vi. 1 My sense re-

viving, that erewhile had droop'd With pity for the kindred
shades.

7. Applied to faculties of the mind or soul com-
pared or contrasted with the bodily senses ; usually

with some definingword,as inner^interior, internal^
inward sense. Moral sense : see Moral a. 1 d.

1566 Alday tr. Boaistuau's Theat. Worlds iv, Knowing
that he had to exercise his fancie and other interior senses.

1635 Pagitt Christiauogr. 1. iii. (1636) 102 Not sensibly
champing it with their teeth but partaking it by the sence of
the soule. 167a Hoole Comenius' Vis. World xX\\. 87 The
inward Senses are three. The Common-sense.. .The Phan-
tasie. ..The Memory. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. i. § 4
This Source of Ideas, every Man has wholly in himself:
And though it be not Sense, as having nothing to do with
external Objects; yet it is very like it, and might properly
enough be call'd internal Sense. But as I call the other
Sensation, so I call this Reflection. 173a Law Serious C.
xiv. (ed. 2) 256 They would soon see that the spirit of devo-
tion was like any other sense or understanding. 1779
Mirror No. 48 P 3 The truth of perception, in our internal
senses, employed in morals and criticism. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (ed. 4) I. 239 note, His sensations, and im-
pressions, whether of his outward senses, or the inner sense
of imagination. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. 10 All the
senses, if you might so call them, of the soul., that is, the
affections and the perceptions. 1870 [see Illative a. 3].

b. Reprobate sense : used to render the Vulgate
version of Rom. i. 28 in reprobum sensum (Gr.
tls dooKtfiov vovv, A. V. ' to a reprobate minde ').

1550 Crowley Way to Wealth 418 He hath geuen the
ouer into a reprobate sence. 1680 Burnet Rochester (1692)
Pref. 11 It is much to be feared they are given up to a
reprobate sense.

1 8. Capacity for mental feeling ; sensibility. Obs.
x6oa Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. t, I should be deade of

sense, to viewe defame Blur my bright love. 1608 York-
shire Trag.w, 42 Sir, you haue much wrought with mee.
I feele you in my soule. . . I neuer had sence til now.
9. Capacity for perception and appreciation of

(beauty, humour, some quality, etc.). Rarely const.

for. Formerly also without const. : f Feeling or
sensibility in matters of artistic taste.

1604 Shaks. Oth. it. i. 71 Tempests themselues, high Seas,

and howling windes.. As hauing sence of Beau tie, do omit
Their mortall Natures, letting go safely by The Diuine
Desdemona. a 1704 T. Brown Imit. 1st Sat. Persius Wks.
] 73° I* 54 His sense is smothered, and his judgement dies.

a 1704 — Praise ofPoverty ibid. 97 They have no taste of
wit, and sense of arts and sciences. 1715 Pope Let. to J.
Craggs 15 July, We talk much of fine Sense, refin'd Sense,
and exalted Sense. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. (1874) I. App.
373 The sense of beauty I consider a mixture of the senses

of the body and soul. x8« M. Arnold God fy Bible v
244 The sense which English people have for fact and for

evidence will tell them that [etc.]. 1878 C. Stanford Syvib.

Christ i. 4 The Bible.. delights our sense of the picturesque.

1885 J. Payn Talk ofTown I. 222 William Henry, who had
a strong sense of humour.
10. //. The mental faculties in their normal

condition of sanity ; one's ' reason ' or ' wits '.

(Cf. 6.) In onJs (right) senses, in one's right mind.

To bring (a. person) to his senses: to cure of his

folly (one who is behaving * madly '). ( Tofrighten,
etc.) out of one's (seven) senses : out of one's wits.

1568 Grafton Citron* II. 638 His senses were moued, and
his wittes disturbed. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholafs
Voy. 1. xv. 16 As cleane bereft of sences [he] made towardes
his enemies. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables lxviiL 67 What
Man in his Right Senses. .would make himself a Slave for

Superfluities ! 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xiii, The Filly

was. .scar'd out of her seven Senses. 17*7 Gay Begg. Oft. m.
xlii, You shall . . mortify yourself into reason, with . . a little

handsome discipline to bring you to your senses. 1787
Mme. D'Arblay Diary May, 1 asked him whether he was
really in his senses? 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xli, Sometimes he would be in such fits of violence, that
we almost thought he had lost his senses. 1835 Corrie
in Holroyd Mem. (1890) 17, I thought with myselfthat the
dog ought to be flogged out of his seven senses if he were not
happy. 1893 Dunmore Pamirs I. 187 The public. .would
think that the artist had taken leave of his senses,

f b. sing, (with the same meaning). Obs.

1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599) H 2, Ne're was the Queene
of Cypresse halfe so glad, As is Angelica to see her Lord,
Her dear Orlando, settled in his sense. 1605 Shaks. Lear
iv. iv. 9 In the restoring his bereaued Sense. 1694 Penn
Rise $ Progr. Quakers v. 99 He had the Comfort of

a short Illness, and the Blessing of a clear Sense to the last.

* 11. Natural understanding, intelligence, esp. as

bearing on action or behaviour; practical sound-

ness of judgement.
See also Common sense 2, 2 b, Good sense, Horse-sense.
1684 Roscommon Ess. Tr. Verse 162 Pride . . Proceeds from

want of Sense or want of Thought. 1690 Norris Refl. Co/id.

Hum. Life (1691) 44 For first, 'tis reckon'd a notable point

of Learning to understand variety of Languages.
t

This alone

gives a Man a Title to Learning without one Grain of Sense.

1737 Arbuthnot John Bull 1. viii, The Parson of the Parish

preaching one Day with more Zeal than Sense [1712 a little

sharply] against Adultery. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Prior
Wks. III. 131 If we can suppose him [Dryden] vexed, it

would be hard to deny him sense enough to conceal his

uneasiness. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vi. i, You speak,

ma'am, like a lady of sense. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii.

I. 169 The facility of Charles was such as has perhaps never
been found in any man of equal sense. 1880 Meredith
Tragic Com. (1881) 291 Alvan had a saying, that want of
courage is want of sense.

b. To have the sense : to be wise enough to do

something. Similarly, to have too much sense to,

to have more sense than to do something.
(Z1701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. {1732) 56 Which if they

should have the sence to do.. they might shake off the
Turkish yoak. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. ii. 2 As early as I

knew This Town, I had the sense to hate it too. 1735 —Eft.
Lady 87 Flavia's a Wit, has too much sense to Pray. 1800
Paget in P. Pafters (1896) I. 184 My courier had the good
sense to make two men with lanterns precede the carriage.

1826 Lamb Juke Judkins, He had slipped away to an emi-
nent fruiterer's, about three doors distant, which I never
had the sense to think of. 1847 Emily Bronte Wuihering
H. iv, They [the children] entirely refused to have it [a

foundling] in bed with them,.. and I had no more sense, so,

I put it on the landing of the stairs. Mod. He has more
sense than to go where he is not wanted.

II. Actual perception or feeling.

12. A feeling or perception of (something ex-

ternal) through the channels of touch, taste, etc.
;

the feeling or consciousness of some bodily affec-

tion, as pain, fatigue, comfort or discomfort, etc.

f Also (rarely) absol. a sensation.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. (Sommer) 186 He . .beating her

with wandes he had in his hande, she crying for sense of
payne, or hope of succour. Ibid. in. 306 b, Fire, burne me
quite till sense of burning leaue me. 1607 Topsell Four-fi
Beasts 289 The Lybian horsses . . have no sence of their

labors, a i6a8 Preston Breastftl. Faith (1630) 13 Before
you will be healed, you must have a sense of your sickness.

1669 H. Stubbe in Birch Life Boyle (1744) 192 It creates
in the throat such a sense, as remains after drinking pepper-
posset. 1675-6 Boyle in Phil. Trans. No. 122. 522 The
immediate contact of the Ingredients and the skin produe'd a
sense of heat. 1709 Floyer ColdBathing 1. iv. 98 The way to
prepare our Body for Cold Baths.. is to wash it all over in

warm Water firsthand so every Morning use cooler till it can
bear the_ Sense of very Cold Water. 1820 Keats Isabella
xxxiv, Like a lance, Waking an Indian. .With cruel pierce,

and bringing him again Sense of the gnawing fire at heart

and brain. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxiv. 305
Astringent injections, so weak that when used, they may
produce merely a sense of titillation. 1879 Geo. Eliot
Theo. Such x. 182 An idle craving without sense of flavours.

13. A more or less vague perception or impres-

sion of (an outward object, as present or imagined).
1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. x. 42 Lightned..with continual!

candlelight, which delt A doubtful! sense of things, not so

well scene, as felt. 1647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis xxxiv.

12 And by Thy light Possesse my sight With sense of an
eternal! day. 1798 Wordsw. Poems Imag., Tintern Abb.

95 A sense sublime Of something far more deeply interfused.

1855 Bagehot Biogr. Stud. 334 He [Cobden] excited a per-

sonal interest ; he left what may be called a sense of himself
among his professed enemies. 1876 Henley Life <V D.
xxxiv. Bk. Verses (1888) 100 And the darkening air Thrills

with a sense of the triumphing night. 1887 W. James in

Mind XII. 209 Such expressions as the abysmal vault of
heaven, the endless expanse of ocean,, .give the sense of an
enormous horizon.

14. A more or less indefinite consciousness or

impression of (a fact, state of things, etc.) as

present or impending.
1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iii. 338 What sense had I, in [Q. 1, 2

of] her stolne houres of Lust? 172a De Foe Plague (1756)

285^ Perhaps it may be thought by some,after the Sense of the
Thing was over, an officious canting of religious Things.
174a Gray Eton 53 No sense have they of ills to come.
1759 Hurd Moral Dial. iv. 133 Her parliaments were dis-

posed to wave all disputes about the stretch of her preroga-
tive, from a sense of their own and the common danger.
1849 Helps Friends in C. n. i. (1854) I. 266 The keenness
of pursuit thus engendered [in reading], .takes away the
sense of dulness in details. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. x.

II. 592 In a very few days the confusion..was at an end,
and the kingdom wore again its accustomed aspect. There
was a general sense of security. 1874 L. Stephen Hours
in Library (1892) II. 67 There are few books, .that do not
sadden us by a sense of incompleteness. 1874 Green Short
Hist. viii. § 2. 466 His words, .startled English ears with a
sense of coming danger to the national liberty.

b. const, a dependent statement or question.
1683 Peutisylv. Arch. I. 83 He gave Me a kind of a cold

Answer.., and I had a real sence upon Me, that he is not
Right to thy Interest. 1698 A. Brand Emo. Muscovy into
China 22 The Resurrection (which they believe, without the
least sense whither they are to go afterwards). 17x3 John-
son Guardian No. 5 ^4 Which gives the Mother an uneasie
Sense, that Mrs. Jane really is what her Parent has a mind
to continue to be. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede x, Seth,
always timid in his behaviour towards his mother, from the
sense that he had no influence over her. 188& JIryce.A mer.
Commw. III. lxxxii. 84 The spirit of Puritanism, with. .its

sense.. that there are times when Agag must be hewn in

pieces before the Lord.

15. Mental apprehension, appreciation, or real-

ization ^(some truth, fact, state of things). Also,

t comprehension, perception of the meaning of
a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) 360/2 Chrisostome sayth, Be-

hold I see men that haue no trew sence of holy Scripture :

yea they vnderstand nothyng at all therof. 161a Bacon
Ess., Praise (Arb.) 350 The common people vnderstand not
many excellent vertues : . . but of the highest vertues they
haue no sense or perceiuing at all. 169a R. L'Estrange
Fables ccxlvii. 214 The True Intent of This Fable is to
Possess us with a Just Sense of the Vanity and Folly of
these Craving Appetites. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xiv. 402
To have a just sense of the worth of a soul. 1853 J. H.
Newman Hist.Sk. II. 1. ii. 43 He seemed visited by a sense

of the vanity of all things. 1871 Morley Carlyle in Crit.

Misc. Ser. 1. (1878) 175 The same sense of the puniness of

man in the centre of a cruel and frowning universe.

b. The recognition of (a duty, virtue, etc.) as

incumbent upon one, or as a motive or standard

for one's own conduct.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 132 Do not beleeue That from the

sence of all Ciuilitie, I thus would play and trifle with your
Reuerence. 178a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 145 These fel-

lows have no sense of gratitude. 1779 Mirror No. 35, I

was conscious of an inclination to oblige, and a quick sense
of propriety. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I. 223
They would suffer no motives to influence them but a sense
of truth and justice. 1848 J. Mitchel in State Trials VI.

697, I have acted in this business, from the first, under a
strong sense of duty. 1869 Freeman Nonn. Cono. III.

xiii. (1876) 296 He appealed to their sense of feudal honour.

f o. (One's) sense of things : perception or judge-

ment of what is right, fitting, etc. Obs.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1823) I. 327 He went into the

humours of that high sort of people beyond what became
him, perhaps beyond his own sense of things. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 08 Whenever they come to a true Sense of
things, they will find Deliverance from Sin a much greater
Blessing, than Deliverance from Affliction.

16. Emotional consciousness of something ; a

glad or sorrowful, grateful or resentful recognition

of (another person s conduct, an event, a fact or

a condition of things).

1604 Shaks. Oth. v. 1. 32 O braue Iago, honest, and iust,

That hast such Noble sense of thy Friends wrong. 1643
Baker Chron., Edw. II 149 The King in a calmer humour,
beganne to have a sense of the Earle of Lancasters execu-
tion. 164a Lane. Tracts Civil War (Chetham Soc.) 6 Shew-
ing. .our heart-breaking sence, and sorrow, for the unhappy
. . Distraction in your Majesties Dominions. 166a Bk.
Com. Prayer, Gen. Thanksgiving, Give us that due sense

of all thy mercies. 1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. 1872-5 II.

172 He declared the sence his Master had of the great Ex-
pressions of kindness which he had received. 1736 Broome
Pope's Odyss. xxiv. Notes V. 286 The sense I have of this,

and other instances of that friendship. 1821 Combe Syntax
in. iv. (Chandos) 343 He spoke at once his grateful sense Of
her warm friendship and regard. 1825 Scott Betrothed xi,

While he expressed his sense of the honour with which she

now graced him. 1856 Hawthorne Eng. Noie-bks. (1870)

1 1. 164 No better way of showing our sense of his hospitality

. .has occurred to us.

+ b. With (great, etc.) sense: with (much)
emotion, feelingly. Obs.
1666 Bi'nvan Grace Abound. § 276 Now this part of my

Work I fulfilled with great sense. . . I preached what I felt,

what I smartingly did feel. 1676 Lady Fanshawe Mem.
(1830) 247 Then I did my duty to the Queen, who with great



SENSE.

sense condoled my loss, a 1715 Burnet Oton Time (1B23) II.

X70 He knew, he had led a bad life; (of which he spoke
with some sense).

17. A consciousness or recognition of (some
quality, condition, etc.) as attaching to oneself;

esp. such as is accompanied by inward feeling or

emotion, or acts as a motive for conduct.

1614 Earl Stirling Doomsday v. lxxxiv, Who have no
sence of sinne, nor care of fame. 166a B/c. Com. Prayer,
Visit. Sick, That the sense of his weakness may add strength

to his faith. 169a R. 1/Estrange Fables lix. 59 The smart
brings him to a sense of his Errour. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
1. (Globe) 97 For now I pray'd with a Sense of my Condi-
tion. 1777 Sheridan Sch, Scand. in. i, Who.. has done
everything^ in his power to bring your nephew to a proper
sense of his extravagance. 1791 Cowper Retired Cat 109
Beware of too sublime a sense Of your own worth and con-
sequence ! 1833 Ht. Martineau Three Ages 11. 44 The
nation was growing bold under a sense of injury. 1867
Rlskin Time <$• Tide ii. § 7 The healthy sense of progress,

which is necessary to the strength and happiness of men.
187* Sanford Estim. Eng. Kings, C/ias. I, 331 The dignity

of bearing in Charles . . was sustained by a profound sense of
self-importance and superiority. 1888 Lowell Heartsease
<y Rue 178 Giving Eve a due sense of her crime. 1908 K.
Bagot A. Cutkbert vi. 51 To confess herself mistaken was
altogether opposed to her sense of personal dignity.

18. An opinion, view, or judgement held or

formed fa. by an individual. To speak or give

one's sense, to express one's opinion. To abound
in ones own sense : see Abound ».* 5. Obs*

1553-1775 [see Abound v. 1

5]. 1620-55!. JoaEsStone-Heng
(1725)24 These Monuments.. I have not seen, otherwise I

would give my Sense upon them. 1650 Earl Monm. tr.

Senault's Man bee. Guilty 13 If I may be permitted to speak
my sense. 1656 Stanley Hist. Pkihs. v. (1687) 171/2 Not
engaging himself in publick Affairs ; . . because the Athenians
were accustomed to Laws different from his sense, a 1734
North Exam. 1. ii. § 138 (1740) 107 Under the Banner of
&c. comes the Earl of Shaftsbury, and the Lords of his Sense.

1747 Dr. Hoadlv Suspicious Husb. 1. i, My Lord Coke, in a
Case I read this Morning, speaks my Sense. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. II. xxiv. 80 The entail of the Crown was drawn
according to the sense of the king, and probably in words
dictated by him.

b. by an assemblage of persons (or by a majority

of their number). Now somewhat arch. To take the

sense of, to ascertain the general feeling or opinion of.

1654 Goddard in Inirod. to Burton's Diary (1828) I. 96
Which had been otherwise declared by this Parliament, and
seemed still to be the general sense of us all. 1691 Wood
Atken. Oxon, II. 315 Prynne afterwards was called in again
to receive the sense of the House. 1778 Warner in Jesse
Seiwyn * Contemp. (1844) HI* 343 Pray Ictus take the
sense of the University ;—not that they are the judges whom
I most admire. 1793 Burke Observ. Conduct Minority § 44
A House of Commons which does not speak the sense of the

people. 1817 [see Take v. 32 a]. 1849 Macaulay Hist.
Eng. vi. II. 81 He soon found that he had against him
almost the whole sense of Westminster Hall. 1855 Ibid. xv.

HI- 533 He spoke, he told the King, the sense of a great

body of honest gentlemen.

T O. In one s sense, in one's opinion, according to

one's judgement. Obs.
1604 Shaks. Oth. v. ii. 290, I am not sorry neither, I I'd

luiue thee Hue: For in my sense, 'tis happinesse to die.

a i6a8 Preston New Covt. (16341 x° But because in his

sence, the object is too narrow, there is something he would
have more. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 24 Merit, that
in the sense of all nations, gives the best Title to True
Praise. 183a Greville Mem. 24 Feb. (1874) II. 263 The
petition turned out to be one for a moderate Reform, more
in their sense than in the Duke's own.

f d. const, of (a person, a matter), and with

clause introduced by that. Also, favourable

opinion, high estimate of. Obs.

1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 122 b, Let vs see what
sence he had of monasticall religion. 1638 Strafford
Lett. (T739) II. 195 Your Lordship's of the 27th of June
expresseth more Sense of me than I am worthy of. c 1650
Desham Of Old Age 813 Now you, my friends, my sense

of Death shall hear. 1687 Lond.^ Gaz. No. 2342/1 It

is. .Our constant Sense and Opinion .. that Conscience
ought not to be constrained. 1744 Wesley Wks. (1872)

VIII. 39, I will now simply tell you my sense of these

matters. 1760 T. Hutchinson Hist. Col. Mass. Bayi. 64
A letter, wrote from New England, shews the sense they
had of him after they had made trial. 1778 Miss Burnev
Evelina (1794) I. 148 Pardon the earnestness with which I

write my sense of this affair. 1785 Jefferson Writ. (1859)

I. 497 Congress have studiously avoided giving to the public

their sense of this institution.

HI. Meaning, signification.

19. The meaning or signification of a word or

phrase ; also, any one of the different meanings of

a word, or that which it bears in a particular

collocation or context.

1530 Palsgr. 792 Where re signyfyeth in our tonge agayne,
be is very moche used in this sence in the composycion of
verbes. 1538 Elvot Diet. Pref. A iij, As well for the diffi-

cultie in the true expressynge the lyuely sence of the Iatinc

wordes. 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo*s Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 22

We give a large sense and signification to this word (Ciuile).

1611 Bible TransL Pre/, r 16 There bee some wordes that

bee not of the same sense euery where. 1681 Drvdf.n A bs.

4 Achit. 1. 965 Gull'd with a Patriot's name, whose Modern
sense Is one that woud by Law supplant his Prince. 1729
Butler Sernt. Wks. 1874 II. 22 Here then are two different

senses of the word nature. 180a Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T. (1816) I. 6 Education, in the enlarged sense of the word.

1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 78 Cheating conscience so

With words depleted of their natural sense.

b. A meaning recorded in a dictionary, etc.

X755 Johnson Diet. Pref., The solution of all difficulties .

.

459

must be sought in the examples, subjoined to the various
senses of each word. 1818 Todd, Largeheartedness. . .See
the fourth sense of Largeness. 1887 Skeat Gosp. S. Matt,
in Ags. Pref. 7 See the fifth sense of the verb Held in

Murray's New English Dictionary.

20. The meaning of words in connected or

continuous speech ; the meaning of a passage or

context. Also, one of two or more meanings
which the words naturally bear or are held to bear.

i$x\Balade to A nthorin Bradshaw's St. Werburge (1887)

201 O frutefull histore.. With termes exquised and sence

retoriall. 1530 Palsgr. Introd. 15 Thoughe we shuldegyve
worde for worde, yet the sens shulde moche differ betwene
our tong and theyrs. 1549 Compl. Scot. x. 83 Cayphas..
spak treu prophesye; bot }it he and the iueis interpret it to

the vrang sens. 1560 Ovid's NarcissusA iv, Thou speakest
words, the sence whereof, myne eares can not deserne. 161

1

Bible Nek. viii. 8 So they read in the booke, in the Law of
God distinctly, and gaue the sense, and caused them to

vnderstand the reading, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb.viu.

§ 79 The King's letter would not bear that sense. 1684 Ros-
common Ess. Tr. Verse 346 The sound is still a Comment
to the Sense. 1699 Bentley Phal. 141 We must read trpo-

irofA.witiVf as the learned Mr. Stanley guess'd from the Sense
of the place. 1768 Gray in Corr. iv. Nickolls (1843) 73 1°
the second letter, he is conscious he had gone too far in his

expressions, and tries to give them a sense they will not
bear, a 1768 Secker Sernt. (1770) I. iii. 66 And lastly,

Abstain from all Appearance of Evil. It might be trans*

lated, from every Kind of Evil. But even then, the Sense
would be much the same. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 1. vii,

He had barely enough Greek to make out the sense of the
epigram. 1885 Diary ofActress 87 How I got the words,
or the sense ofthc words, into my head I don't know.

b. The meaning or interpretation of a dream,

or of anything cryptic or symbolical.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 1. 11 It is needful then y*. . 1 lay
open vnto you the true meaning and sence of the dreaine.

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster Prol. 12 'Gainst these, haue we
put on this forc't defence : Whereof the allegorie and hid
sence Is, that a well erected confidence Can fright their

pride, and laugh their folly hence. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1.

iv. 9 Which passage may serve as a parable, whereof our
Saviour himself is the sense.

C. The gist, upshot, or general purport of words
spoken or written. + To that sense, to that effect.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 268 With
lettres to the Gouernour.. ; Quhairof this was the sence,

that thay suld remayne constant and true in thair promise.

01700 Evelyn Diary 18 Aug. 1673, Where he read. .that

he should not long enjoy it, but should die, or expressions to

that sense. 1777 Sir W. Jones Poems, Ess. i. 166 This is the
general sense of his remark. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxi. IV. 575 They proceeded to pass several votes, the sense

of which was finally summed up in an address to the King.
1883 R. W. Dixon Mano I. iv. Of this epistle Mano made
the sense Ampler by various tidings that he brought.

21. Any of the various meanings or interpretations

{literal,mysiic,anagogic, moral, \ghostly, spiritual,
etc) of which, according to the principles of

patristic and mediaeval exegesis, a word or passage

of Holy Scripture was considered to be susceptible.

Hence transf with reference to similar methods
of interpretation as applied to other writings.

c 1400 Prol. WyclifBible xiii. 52-3 And of these iiij. sensis,

either vndirstondingis, may be set ensaumple in this word
Jerusalem ; for bi the literal vndirstonding Jerusalem
singnefieth a cyte . . ; bi moral sense . . bi sense allegorik . . bi

sence anagogik [etc.]. Ibid. xiv. 54 The historial, either

literal sense, and the mystik, either goostly sense, is taken
vndir the same let t re. 1446 Lvdg. Nightingale x. 16 Com-
mandyng tbeym to here wyth tendernesse Of this your
nightyngale the gostly sense. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, vii,

(Percy Soc) 28 To moralise thy lytterall censes trewe. 1549
Coverdale, etc Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. xiii. 1-3 The gyft of
prophecie, wherby I know all the secrete senses of the
scriptures. 16x7 Moryson Itin. I. 232 These Greekes, as in

this point, so in all other, follow the literall sense of the
Scriptures. 1751 Jortin Serm. (1771) I. i. 2 The ancient
Christians imitated the Jewstn finding out Senses in the
Scriptures, which were never intended.

22. In a (specified) sense, according to a par-

ticular acceptation or interpretation (of a word,
phrase, etc.). Often in phrases, in a sense, in

some sense, in any sense
t
in no sense, in all senses

(which sometimes come to mean ' in some degree
',

* in no respect ',
* on every account *, etc.).

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 324 He in the worst sence consters their

demall. 1596— Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 141 It blots thy beautie...

And in no sence is meete or amiable. x66o R. Coke Justice
P'ind. 22 Resistance is usually taken in an ill sence, as when
the subordinate resists his superior. 1664 Butler Hud. n.

ii. 82 Not that they really cuff or fence, But in a Spiritual

Mistique sence. 1719 W. Wood Surv. Trade 317 Tho* we
destroyed so many capital Ships of France the two last

Wars, yet. .in some sence, the Naval Strength of France is

rather encreased than diminished. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 97-8 Yet the Island was certainly a Prison to me,
and that in the worst Sense in the World ; but now I learn'd

to take it in another Sense. 1745 Lady M. W. Montacu
Let. to Ctess Oxford* June (1893) II. 140 This is the first

prize that ever came to my share, and that is owing to your
ladyship in all senses. 1853 Maurice Proph. <$• Kings ii. 22
All is, in the strictest sense of the word, dramatical. 1871
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 228 That one among
the Conquerors children who alone could be looked on as in

any sense an Englishman. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ

i. 10 Abram, whose vocation was so high,.. bows to him as

one whose vocation was in some sense higher than his own.
a 188 1 A. Barratt Phys. Meiempiric (1883) 110 The con-

sciousness of the body is of course in a sense its inner nature.

1910 J . Sargeaunt Dryden*s Poems Introd. 21 If no poet in

the highest sense of the word, he was at least a surpassing

rhetorician.

SENSE.

1 23. The meaning of a speaker or writer ; the

substance, purport, or intention of what he says.

£-1400 Prol. Wyclif Bible xv. 59 Austyn seith..that if

equiuok wordis be not translatid into the sense, either vndur-

stonding, of the autour, it is errour. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus
Prol. B ij b, Our play, .vnder whose couert or darke mean-
yng, thou haste a secrete sence or hydde intent. 1596 Shaks.
Tom. Shr. v. ii. 18 You are verie sencible, and yet you misse

my sence : I meane Hortentio is afeard of you. a 1619
Fotherby Atheom. 11. viii. § 5 (1622) 290 His Expositor,

Elias Cretensis, deliuereth his sense in the same hight of

words. 1700 Dryden Pref to Fables P 3 Where I have
been wrongfully accus'd and my Sense wire-drawn into

Blasphemy or Bawdry. 1710 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to

Bp. Salisbury 20 July (1893) II. 2, I endeavoured at no
beauty of style, but to keep as literally as I could to the

sense of the author [Epictetus]. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. ii.

126 Let no Court Sycophant pervert my sense.

24. In a (specified) sense : with a particular

aim or purpose (in speaking or writing) ; to a

(given ) effect,

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. n. iv, France, .is now beginning
to speak also ; and speaks in that same sense. 1837 Moore
Diary 8 Aug. in Mem. VII. 156 The Fireworshippers, he
told me, had been translated in Poland in a Polish sense.

1883 L. Oliphant Altiora Peio II. 118 He had no scruple

in writing to the Baroness in the above sense.

25. A connected series of ideas expressed in

words ; the substance of a passage.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 93 Metaphrasis is, to

take some notable place out of a good Poete, and turn the
same sens into meter, or into other wordes in Prose. 1582
T. Watson Centurie ofLove lxxxvi. (Arb.) 122 The sense
of this Sonnet is for the most part taken out of a letter, which
.(Eneas Syluius wrote vnto his friend. 1748 Richardson
Clarissa \ II. 197 She took the pen, and. .supported by Mrs.
Lovick, wrote the conclusion...Vou will find the sense sur-

prizingly intire, her weakness considered.

26. A passage, context, or set of sentences, ex-

pressed in bare prose, used as material for the

composition of Latin or Greek verses. Also
allusively. Also attrib., as sense verses.

1693 Locke Educ. § 171 It is usual in such Cases for the

poor Children to go to those of higher Forms with this

Petition, Pray give me a littleSense. 1743CHESTERF. Lett.

xcviii. (1792) I. 275 As you are now got into sense verses,

remember, that it is not sufficient to put a little common
sense into hexameters and pentameters. 1765 G. Williams in

J esse Seiwyn $ Contemp. (1843) *• 301 When you write next

to me, give me some sense, as the boys say, that I may
answer for you as often as you are attacked. 189a W. Cory
Lett. <r Jrnls. (1897) 564 Write a paper on governesses. I

can give you ' sense ', as the boys say about verses.

27. Discourse that has a satisfactory and intelli-

gible meaning. Phr. to talk, speak, write {good)

sense. To make sense of, to find a meaning in.

Of discourse : To give, have, make sense, to be
intelligible.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. n. i. 129 Beleeue it (Page) he
speakes sence. 1671 Milton P. Ii. iv. 296 A third sort

doubted all things, though plain sence. x68i Dryden Mac
Flecknoe 20 The rest to some faint meaning make pretence,

But Sh[adwell] never deviates into sense. 1685 in Verney
Mem. (1899) IV. 344 Hot-headed people that can't speak sense,

hate to hear it x686 [Allix] Dissert, iv. in Ratramnus'
Body <y BI. (1688) 68, I must needs say, that I cannot make
sence of him, if he mean not as the French Translator hath
rendered him. 17a! A. Malcolm Treat. Mus. 538 This, to

make any Sense, must signify that [etc.]. 1746 Francis
Hot. Epist. \\. ii. 190 Rather. .Than write good Sense, and
smart severely for't. 1857 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art i. § 8

That is a wholly barbarous use of the word.. for it is not

English, it is bad Greek, and it is worse sense.
^ 1870 J. H.

Newman Gram. Assent 264 In the first authentic edition..

the words, I believe, ran, * and a table of green fields ', which
has no sense. 1910 J. Sargeaunt Drydeu's Poews Introd.

23 This is the only reading that gives any sense. Mod. Now
you are talking sense.

28. What is wise or reasonable. There is no

sense {in doing something) : it is unreasonable or

useless (to do it). +// is to {good) sense (obs.), it

stands to sense (colloq.) : it is reasonable, it stands

to reason.
x6oo W. Watson Decacordon (1602) 98 He [Cardinal

Allen] was often wont to say, that seeing England was lost

and gone from her ancient faith . . it was to good sense that

we and all their posterity should be punished. 1603 Shaks.
Meets, forM. v. x. 226 As there is sence in truth, and truth in

vertue. Ibid. 438 Against all sence you doe importune her.

1639 N. N. tr. Du Boso's Compl. Woman 11. 73 There is no
sense I should leave out this goodly vertue. 1847 Emily
Bronte Wuthering H. ix, 'Awsud more likker look forth'

horse ', he replied. * It 'ud be tuh more sense '. 1859 Habits

ifGd. Society 54 The more fashionable., were distinguished

for the smartness, not the sense of their conversation. 1859

Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxi, There's a good deal o' sense

in what you say, Mr. Massey. Ibid, xxiii, It stands to

sense.. as old Mr. Poyser, as is th' oldest man i' the room,

should sit at top o' the table. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. iii.

65 ' What's the sense o' wastin' canvas ?

'

29. [After F. sens.] A direction in which motion

takes place, rare.

1797 Sir G. Staunton Acc. Embassy {1798) II. 5 Cords
were attached to the canvas, with a contrivance to enable

persons underneath to move it in any sense that was
necessary. 1900 H. C. Jones Theory Electrolytic Dissoc.

61 If the reaction is reversible, .then there will exist a force

which tends to stop the original reaction, and to set up one
in exactly the opposite sense.

IV. 30. eUtrib. and Comb., as sense-conscious-

ness, -impression, -knowledge, -organ, -perception*,

objective, as sense-pleaser ; sense-bereaving, -con-

founding, -confusing, 'ravishing adjs. ; instru-
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mental, etc., as sense-besottedy -bounds -distracted

adjs. Also sense-box jocular,, the head ; sense-

carrier Anglo-Irish, one who expresses the col-

lective opinion of a group or party.

*S97 Drayton Heroic EP. t
Isabel to Mortimer 29 Those

*sence-bereauing stalkes That grow in shadie Proserpines

darke walkes. 1647 C. Harvey Sckola Cordis iv. 7 Poore,

silly, simple, *sense-besotted soule. 1620 Quarles Feast

for Wormcs (1638) 13 His *sense-bound heart relents not.

1853 Kingsley HypatiawxiA. og The coarse and sense-bound
tribe who can appreciate nothing but what is palpable to

sense and sight ! 1808 £. S. Barrett Miss-ledGeneral \yi

Spun from my own *sense-box. 1879 McCarthy Own
Times I. xvi. 401 Thenceforward he was really the mouth-
piece and the *sense-carrier of his party. 1887 Dowden
Shelley 1. vi. 247 Eliza, .had.. evidently been assigned the
position of sense-carrier to the others. 1600 Tourneur
Trans. Metamorph. xlvii, Amazed with *sence-confounding
wretchednesse. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 1. viii, One
*sense-confusing tumult. 1874 Reynolds John Bapt. iii.

§ 3. 201 The prophet's ordinary *sense-consciousness was
suspended. i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 111. (1632) 07 With
that, in-rush the *sense-distracted Crew. 1862 Spencer
First Princ 1. iv. § 22 (1875) 69 The illusiveness of *sense-
impressions. 1847 Lewes Biog. Hist. Philos. I. in The
distinction between *sense-knowledge and reflective know-
ledge. 1854 Owen Skel. <$ Teeth (1855) 13 Brain and *sense-
organs. 1868 N. Porter Hum. Intellect § 102 (1872) 119
We define 'Sense-perception as that power of the intellect

by which it gains the knowledge of material objects. 1600
Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. i. xiv. I 5, When these *sence-
pleasers haue come from any of their sports. 1638 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 266 The ayre is a compound of 'sense-
ravishing odours.

Sense (sens), v. Also 6-7 sence, 7 sens. [f.

the sb.]

fl. trans. To perceive (an outward object) by
the senses ; also, to feel (pain). Obs.
1598 Rowlands Betray. Christ Dj, Could sinnes-besotted,

hell-path wrandrers, see The horrours on an out-cast wretch
imposed, Or sence the inward worme that gnaweth me.
1682 Flavel Fear 129 They loved their lives, and sensed
their pains as well as you. 1873 Will Carleton Farm Ball.

3 O God ! if you want a man to sense the pains of hell,

"efore you pitch him in just keep him in heaven a spell !

t>. To feel, be conscious of (an inward state, etc.).

1685 W. Adams Dedham Pulpit 86 The man that does duly
sense his spiritual poverty. 1755 Amory Mem. (1769) I.

Ded. 6 Your books and philosophy.. hinder you from ever
sensing the irksomeness of solitude and indolence.

+ C. To test, make trial of. Obs.
a 1688 Bunyan Christ Compl. Saviour Wks. 1852 I. 221/1

To sense smell and taste what saving is. .is a rare thing kept
close from most, a 1688 — Expos. Gen. iii. ibid. II. 431/1
She took Satan's arguments into consideration and sensed
or tasted them ; not by the word ofGod, but her own natural
or rather sore-deluded fancy.

f 2. To expound the sense or meaning of ; to

ascribe a meaning to ; to take or understand in

a particular sense. Also, to explain {to be some-
thing). Obs.
x6»3 Ailesbury Serm. 4 The first [exposition], .is Origens,

who hath sensed the bodie to be the church, a 1631 Donne
Polydoroh (1650) 88 The word good fellow as it is now
senced by the vulgar, imports a drunkard. 1643 Trapp
Comm. Gen. xx. 16 Some sense the text thus. 1687 Stil.
lingfl. Docir. Trin. <y Transubst. n. 2, Pr. How doth it

\sc. the Doctrine of the Trinity] appear? P. By the Scrip-
ture sensed by the Church. 1726 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III*

261 Dr. Clarke at first tried to reconcile his doctrine to that
of the Church of England, by sensing the Articles.

3. To perceive, become aware of, ' feel ' (some-
thing present, a fact, state of things, etc.) not by
direct perception but more or less vaguely or in-

stinctively. (Often app. a nonce-word, adopted by
the writer to express a particular shade ofmeaning.)
187a L. Oliphant Let. in Life (1891)101 He 'senses' the

least coldness towards himself, and it stops everything.
1885 Hornaday 2 Yrs. in Junglexvii. 189 The herd sensed
the danger and made off. 1904 M. Hewlett Queeris Quair
1. vii. 102 Queen Mary watched her closely, sensing an
enemy. 1904 S. E. White Forest iii. 28 You must travel

three or four days from such a place before you sense the
forest in its vastness.

4. To understand, comprehend, grasp, * take in*.

Chiefly U. 6\ and dial.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), To sense, to compre-
hend; as,_ 'Do you sense that?' New England. 1885
Merriam in Century Mag. XXX. 832 He.. got at the plans
of the leaders, the temper of the crowd, sensed the whole
situation. 1891 Hardy Tess xlviii, I cannot sense your
meaning sometimes. 1893E. D. Fawcett Riddle o/Universe
Proem 2 He should sense how this spectacle belittles the
theology of his fellows.

5. Philos. To have a sense-perception of. Also
absol. t to experience sensations.
1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. xxii. 218 Is he [..he Sciolist] sure,

that objects are not otherwise sensed by others, then they are
by him? 1704N0RRIS Ideal World'11. ii. 81 All that we sense
or experience are the outward actions and motions which
proceed from them. 1884 [Laurie] Metaph. Nova <y Vet. 91
But we did not then perceive extension or space as such,
although it was/eit in the very first breath which conscious-
ness drew, and was afterwards sensed. 1904 Titchener tr.

Wundfs Physiol. Psychol. 1. 14 We may sense in dreams, or
in a state of hallucination, as intensively as we sense under
the operation of actual sensory stimuli. 1909 Q. Rev. Oct.

434, The impossible assumption that there are sensations
which are not ' sensed '.

Hence Sensed///. a., Se*nsing vbl. sb. and///, a.

1647 tr- Behmen's Clavis § 218 Wherein the Natural! will
separateth it selfe in its Center, into a sensing. 1656-63 Br.
W, Lucy Observ. Hobbes 37 When we have discerned
things by our senses, and the act of sensing (pardon that
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word sensing, it is unusual!, yet significant) is done. 1659
Hevlin Cerlamen Epist. 6 It is another subject (the sensing
of the word Puritan) that I am speaking of. 1884 [Laurie]
Metaph.Novafy Vet. 26 The subject as Will. .itself goes out
and seizes the sensed object. 1906 Laurie Synthetica I. 18
The feeling of an object by a subject-being or entity and the
re-flexion of it into its cosmic locus I call rudimentarysensing,
or sensation.

Sense, obs. form of Cense sb.*
t
v.1 , sb.2 , v*

c 1550 Disc. Common Weal Eng. (1893) 77 In paiment of
theire rentes

(
customes and senses. 1623 tr. Favine's Theat.

Honour 1. vi. 54 The sonnes..are not sensed and reputed
to be noble [F. ne sont censez et reputez Nobles). 1657
W. Morice Coena Pref. 1 The Ministery, whose honor and
maintenance I have ever sensed to be very much of the
interest of Religion.

Sensed, a. [f. Sense sb. * -ed 2. Cf. F. sense
1

,

L. sensdtus : see Sensate a.] Only with denning
word (adj. or adv.).

1. Having a specified sense or meaning.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 147 b, Thisolde

englishe Distichon, better sensed, then footed. 1624 H.
Mason New Art Lying v. 90 They call it Equiuocall, be-
cause it is a double.sensed Proposition. 1670 Eachard
Contempt of Clergy 10 The committing of such high and
brave sens'd Poems to a School-boy. a 1850 Rossetti
Dante fy Circle 1. (1874) 256 His words are wonderfully
deep. Oft doubly sensed, asking interpreter.

f 2. Having wits or senses. Obs.
158a Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. xxii. 23 Feuer corrupteth

also the sences, so that the sicke is not stable senced.

Senseful (se-nsful), a. [f. Sense sb. + -ful.]

1. Full of sense or meaning ; significant.

159,1 Sylvester Dit Bartas 1. vi. 997 And gave thee power
(as Master) to impose Fit sense-full Names unto the Hoast
that rowes In watery Regions.^ 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv.

37 The Ladie hearkning to his sensefull speach, Found
nothing that he said, vnmeet nor geason, Hauing oft seene
it tryde, as he did teach. 1683 D. A. Art Converse 44 Not
sharp enough to conceive at the first.. a senseful and witty
word. 1865 Card. Wiseman Shahs. 9 It is not like that of
the printer, who, from a chaotic heap of seemingly unmean-
ing lead, draws out letter after letter, and so disposes them
that they shall make senseful.. lines.

+ 2. Intelligent. Obs.

1598 Marston Pigmalion, etc. Sat. iv. 70 Prometheus who
celestiall fier Did steale from heauen, therewith to inspire
Our earthly bodies with a sencefull minde. c 1700 Norris
(J.), Men, otherwise senseful and ingenious, quote such things
out of an author as would never pass in conversation.

Senseless (se
-nsles), a. Forms : see Sense

sb. Also super/. 6-7 sense-, sencelest. [f. Sense
Sb. + -LESS.]

1. Of persons, their bodies or organs : Destitute

or deprived of sensation ; physically insentient.

1557 Grimalde Cicero's Death'm TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 125
Popilius flyeth, therwhyle : and, leauyng there The sens-
lesse stock, a gryzely sight doth bear Vnto Antonius boord,
with mischief fed. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 25, I

would I were senselesse sir, that I might not feele your blowes.
1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 306 His cheekes must not be
pinched by the bridle, least the skin grow sencelesse. 1621
G. Sandys Ovitfs Met. 11. (1626) 37 And stifning cold benums
her senselesse lims.

transf. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. ii, 67 One that among
us was in companyFelt his knees smitten with asenseless cold.

b. That is in a state of unconsciousness.
1583 Forman Diary (1849) x8, 1 was sensles eight howares.

1595 Caxton's Blanchardjyn liv. 212 More to hasten on
deathes speedy pace to this sencles olde man. 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina xxxiii, I was almost senseless with terror.

1820 Bvron yuan iv. xxx, Strange state of being ! (for 'tis

still to be) Senseless to feel, and with seal'd eyes to see.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 433 His wife, .was carried
senseless to her chamber. 1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback
109 Where the poor fellow was lying senseless from his fall.

f C. Said of sleep, death, the grave, etc. Obs.

t
1576 Fleming Panofl. Epist. 67 What harme can there be

in death ? which if it were not senselesse, might much rather
be termed immortalitie, then death, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
in. (Somtner) 343 With that, he stabbed himselfe into diuers

E
laces of his breast and throte, vntill those wounds., brought
im to the senselesse gate of death. 1627 Bernard Guide

Grand-Jury 1. it. 13 In another disease.. the sicke are.,
surprized with a senselesse trance. _ a 1674 Traherne Poet.
Whs. (1903) 71 Those joys and praises must repair To us,

which 'tis a sin To bury in a senseless tomb.
d. Of things : Incapable of sensation or per-

ception.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 11. ii. (1592) 123 What needest
thou any more hereafter, to hunt after senselesse Idoles ?

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Feb. 205 Semed, the sencelesse yron
did feare, Or to wrong holy eld did forbeare. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. 11. ii. 496 Then senselesse Illium, Seeming to feele his
blow, with flaming top Stoopes to his Bace,and with a hideous
crash Takes prisoner Pyrrhus eare. 1610 Tofte Hon. Acad.
15 Love doth witling draw The hardest hearts and sencelest

rocks of Epyr with great awe. 1720 A. Hill Zara 111. t
(near end), I stand, immoveable, like senseless marble

!

1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <$- Princ. viii. III.

105 As he reflected whither the senseless paper [a letter] was
soon to be conveyed. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 165 The
brutish winds, .senseless, voiceless, inhuman Utter'd cry
they hear not, in answers hollow reply not.

2. Destitute of mental sensibility, incapable of

feeling or perception. Also, having no sense,

feeling, or consciousness of something. Now rare

or Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin s Inst. 1. iv. 4 b, Those that chokyng

the light of nature, do of purpose make them selues senselesse

[F. s'abrutissent], 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ.Conv. 11.

(1586) 50 b, Which is a signe not onelie of presumptious arro-

gancie, but also of senseless brutishnesse. 1603 Marston
Antonio y

s Rev. 1. i, Piercisnonummed lord, Senselesse of

SENSELESSNESS.

i

all true touch. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. i. 135, I am senselesse
of your Wrath. 1612 Peacham Genii. Exerc. 1. xvii. 59 To
draw Mars like a yong Hippolitus with an effeminate counte-
nance, .proceedeth of a sencelesse & ouercold a Judgement.
1680 Otway Orphan v. vii. 2068 Why wert thou Deaf to my
Cries and senseless of my Pains. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 516
Not senseless of its charms. 1796 Coleridge Lett. (1895) 171
Your poor father is, I hope, almost senseless of this calamity.
1818 Shelley Eugan. Hills 36 Senseless is the breast, and
cold, Which relenting love would fold.

+ b. Unconscious that. Obs.
1603 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xiii, As though he thought

not on it, As he were senseless that it should forgoe him.

3. Of a person, etc. : Devoid of sense or intelli-

gence, stupid, silly, foolish.

1565 Calfhill Answ. Marlialfs Treat. Cross ii. 42 b, I

think there is none so senslesse as yourselfe, but consters his
words otherwise than you. 1580 Lupton Sivquila 55 Far
more senselesse, than the senselest or brutest beast in the
world. 1602 Marston Antonio s Rev. iv. i, An honest sense-
lesse dolt, A good poore foole. a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel.
(Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) 1 1. 09 Will both churche and laitie be soe
senclesse as not to disclaime against such a Nero. 1670 Cot-
ton Espernon 11. viii. 400 His Lieutenant, .being so senseless
as to come upon the draw Bridge of the Castle to talk with

I them, a 1716 South Serm. (1737) IV. 47 To hold forth, and
harangue the multitude, . . wheresoever, and howsoever they
could clock the senseless and unthinking rabble about them.
1819 Shelley Cenciv. iii. 36 What ! Will you give up these
bodies to be dragged At horses' heels, so that our hair should
sweep The footsteps of the vain and senseless crowd. 1855
Brewster Newton II. xxiv. 345 But when Eusebius asked
her if she knew the man, she answered that she would not
be so senseless as to accuse such men.

t b. quasi-adv. Unreasonably. Obs. rare" 1
.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, 111. i. 44 You are too sencelesse
obstinate, my Lord, Too ceremonious, and traditionalL

4. Of actions, words, dispositions, etc. : Pro-
ceeding from lack of sense or intelligence, foolish.

Also, without sense or meaning ; unmeaning,
meaningless, purposeless.
The two uses, related to different meanings of Sense sb.,

are often blended ; unequivocal examples of the sense
' meaningless * are rare.

1579 E. K. in Spenser's Sheph. Cal. Ep. Ded. § 1 What so
they vnderstand not, they streight way deeme to be sence-
lesse. 1588 Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 3, D. Bridges hath written
in your defence, a most senceless book. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 627 The Rabbines haue another as sense-
lesse a dreame that Phineas was Elias. 1645USSHER Body
Div. (1647) 419 Which thing yet were senslesse to doubt of.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 11. § 86 Cheap senseless libels

were scattered about the city. 1693 Locke Educ. § n (1699)
16, I cannot but conclude there are other Creatures, as well
as Munkeys, who, little wiser than they, destroy their young
Ones by senseless fondness, and too much embracing. 1709
Steele Taller No. 26 F to Putting all my Force against the
horrid and senseless Custom of Duels. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble
Resid. Georgia (1863) 129 Cheerful music and senseless words.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.'w. I. 441 The senseless and
dastardly wickedness of mixing noxious drugs with the food
of a young girl whom he had no conceivable motive to
injure. 1864 Pusey Left. Daniel^(1876) 150 It is senseless
to bring the Ptolemies into the line of Syrian kings. 1884
Brett in Law Rep. 14 Q.B.Div. 799 If that argument be
true, the clause, .was an absolutely futile and senseless one.

Senselessly (se*nslesli), adv. [-ly2] in
a senseless manner, foolishly, irrationally. Also,

t in a senseless or unconscious condition.
i6ix Cotgr., Stupidement, Sencelessly, dully. 1621 Sir

W. Alexander in Sidneys Arcadia m. (1629) 332 He was
Wing downe senslesly on his senslesse friend. 1660 K.
Coke Justice Vind. 7 And then most senselessly he [White]
confounds the offices of command and obedience. 174a
Wesley Jrnl. 26 June, A drunken man.. was so senselesly
impertinent, that even his comrades were quite ashamed of
him. x86o Sala Lady Chesterf Pref. 3 The most brilliant

achievements of human genius have been impudently and
senselessly caricatured.

Senselessness (se-nslesnes). [-Ness.]

1. Absence of or incapacity for feeling (physical

or mental) ; insensibility, impassibility. Also,

unconscious or insensible condition, as in sleep,

coma, etc. Now rare.

1577 tr. Bullingers Decades in. iii. (1592) 302 Which can-
not choose but happen to them which of pacience doo make
a kinde of sencelesnesse. 1583 B. Googe Let. in N. <$ Q.
Ser. in. Ill, 243 The people (exceptynge^theyr blindnesse,
or rather senselessnesse in relygyon) live in as goodd order
as maye bee. x6ox Deacon & Walker Answ. Darel 36
Besides this sencelessnes of bodie : he foamed at the mouth
like an Horse. 1643 Orkney Witch Trial in Abbotsford
Club MiscelL L 173 He was brocht in to Jonet Sklateris

hous in Cogare, heavilie diseasit with a senslesnes, that he
knew not quhat was said or done to him. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 198 Using divers remedies respecting her sense-
lessness, Head, Throat, and Brest, in so much that within
14 hours, she began to speak. 1697 Burchope Disc. Relig.
Asse/nb. 75 The true cause of this carelessness and neglect
is a senselessness in religion. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab ix. 86
Unchecked by dull and selfish chastity, That virtue of the
cheaply virtuous, Who pride themselves in senselessness and
frost. 1822-9 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 602 [They] fall

down instantly in a state ofsenselessness and apparent death.

1839 Bailey Festus (iS^S) 43 A swimming, swollen senseless-

ness of soul.

+ b. Absence of sense or appreciation of some-

thing. Obs.
16x8 Townson in Gutch Coll. Cur. (1781) II. 422 Out of an

humour of vain-glory or..senselessness of his own estate.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla iv. ii. 37 A hasty challenge

. .was accepted with a horse laugh of brutal senselessness of

danger.

2. Foolishness, irrationality.

i6xx Cotgr., Stupidite", stupiditie, sencelesnesse, 1621
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T. Williamson tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 48 It is a
brutish stupiditie and sencelesseness, both in yong and old

men, to promise to themselues to morrow. 1681 Grew
Mus&um 1. 11. iii. 44 The senselesness of the tradition of the

Crocodiles moving his upper Jaw, is plain from [etc.]. 1847

C Bronte Jane Eyre xvi, He saW something in praise of

your eyes, did he? Blind puppy! Open their bleared lids

and look on your own accursed senselessness ! 1903 Morley
Gladstone via. iii. (1905) II. 262 In a boundless coil of mis-
chief pure senselessness will entangle you.

t Sensement. Sc. Obs. Forms: 5sensment,
6 sensyment, -iment, censement, sensia-
ment, sensement. [a. OF. sensement, pseudo-
etymological spelling (as if f. sens Sense sb.) of

*censement, f. cense-r to give a decision : see

-ment.] A decision, judgement.
1488 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials I. *n Forsamekle as it is

fundin be sensment of Parliament. 15x3 Douglas sKncis
xi. v. 89 Mony sensymentis For Turnus schawis evident
argumentis. 1567 Q. Mary in R. Keith Hist. Aff. Scot.

(*734) 394 He wes acquite to oure Lawis, and be the Sensa-
ment of Parlament. 1567 Sc. Acts Jas. /(1814) III. 28 Our
Souerane Lord . . thairfor be censement of this present Parlia-
ment, authorisis [etc]. 158a Reg. Privy Council Scot. III.

514 The said Sir James standis forfaltit be the sensiament
of the Thre Estaittis in Parliament. 1583-8 Hist. Jas. VI
(1804) 37 As concerning the honor, I refer it to the sense-

ment of the indifferent reedar. Ibid. 51.

Senser, obs. f. Censer sb.*, var. Censes sb.%

Sensewalite, obs. form of Sensuality.
Senshalship, obs. form of Seneschalship.

II Senshaw (senfg). [prob. repr. Chinese sien-

ska {sien thread, sha gauze).] A Chinese gauze-like

silk fabric.

1848 S. W. Williams Middle Kingd, II. xv. 123 The
common people wear pongee and senshaw, which they fre-

quently dye in gambier to a dust or black color.

Sensiament, variant of Sensement Obs.

Sensibilitous, a. nonce-wd. [f. Sensibility +
-ous.] Cultivating ' sensibility \
1811 Byron in Mem. F. Hodgson (1878) 1. 177 But you are

a sentimental and sensibilitous person, and will rhyme to
the end of the chapter.

Sensibility (sensibHiti). [ad. L. sensibilitds

(•talent), f. sensibilis : see Sensible a. and -ity.

Cf. F. sensibilite' (1314 in Hatz.-Darm.), Pr. sensi*

btiilee, Sp. sensibilidad, Pg. sensibilidadc, It
sensibility, sensibilitade, -tote.

Rare until the middle of the 18th century.]

fL a //. Sensible species ; the emanations from
bodies, which were supposed to be the cause of
sensation, b. Capability of being perceived by
the senses. Obs. rare.
a. 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. met. iv. (1868) 166 Philosophers

bat hy^ten stotciens bat wenden bat ymages & sensibilites
\sensus et imagines] pat is to sein sensible ymaginaciouns .

.

weren inprentid in to soules fro bodies wib oute forbe.

b. 1616 R. C. Times* Whistle 1. 496 That's only good In
their grosse braines, whose visibility And appetituall sensi-
bility Lies open to their sencc.

2. Power of sensation or perception ; f the
specific function of any of the organs of sense
(obs.). Now often, the (greater or less) readiness

of an organ or tissue to respond to sensory stimuli

;

sensitiveness.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. xci. 07 J>e sensi-
bilitez of be Eres er harkenyng of souns. Ibid. xcii. 97 pe
icnsibilyte of be tonge ys by way of tastynge & sauour.
1412-90 Lydg. Troy Bk. in. 5687 Comparysownyd-.To a
sowle pat were vegetable, pe whiche, with-oute sensibilite

Mynystreth lyf in herbe, flour, and tre. 1533 Elvot Cast.
/felthe (154*) 52 The sinewes which make sensibilitie, the
rootes of whom are in the braine. 17^9 Cook 1st Voy. 1. iv.

in Hawkesworth Voy. (1773)11, 51 Having now been exposed
to the cold and the snow near an hour and an half, some of
the rest began to lose their sensibility. 1789 W. Huchan
Dom. Med. (1790) 557 The great sensibility of their
(children's] organs. 1794 Paley Nat. Theol. xxvi.^ (1819)

431 An increased, no less than an impaired sensibility, in-

duces a state of disease and suffering. 1807 Med. Jrnl.
XVII. 523 The anatomically non-corresponding points of
the two eyes may be possessed of equal sensibility. 1834
McMurtbie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 16 Sensibility resides

in the nervous system. 1875 W, S. Watson Dis. Nose 21

Common sensation or tactile sensibility. 1879 CasselCs
Techn. Educ. I. 350 1 A more than normal sensibility in

the retina is an inconvenience.

b. Philos. Power or faculty of feeling, capacity

of sensation and emotion as distinguished from
cognition and will.

1838 [Havwood] tr. Kant's Crit. Pure Peas. 57 If we will

term the receptivity of our mind for receiving representa-
tions . .sensibility, so is . . the faculty of itself bringing forth

representations, or the Spontaneity of the cognition, the
Understanding. 1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Breakf.d. x. 96
A man's body, .is whatever is occupied by his will and his

sensibility. 1861 Mill Utilit. iv. 59 Even though these
pleasures are much diminished by..decay of his passive
sensibilities. 1877 E. Cairo Philos. Kant n, iii. 233 Our
assertions must be based on the very nature of our own sen-

sibility, and not on the nature of the objects affecting it.

+ 3. Mental perception, awareness of something.
c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 5009 j?ei erren foule

}
&

goon out of be wey ; Of trouth haue bei scant sensibilite.

a 1635 Naunton Eragm. Reg. (Arb.) 37 That he said unto
the Queen, with some sensibility of the Spanish designs on
Prance : Madam, I beseech you be content not to fear [etc.],

4. Emotional consciousness
;
glad or sorrowful,

grateful or resentful recognition of a person's

conduct, or of a fact or a condition of things.

1751 Orkebv Rem.Sivift iii. (ed. 5) 21 The treatment was
thought injurious, and Swift expressed his sensibility of it

in a short, but satyrical copy of verses entitled The Dis*
coi'ery. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) II. 83, I

am very sensible., of your friendship. ., and that sensibility

constitutes.. my happiness. 1776 Johnson Let. to Mrs.
Titrate 1 Apr., I was on Saturday at Mrs. Montague's, who
expressed great sensibility of your loss. 1779 Forrest Voy.
N. Guinea 250, I expressed my sensibility of his many
marks of favour to myself. 1790 Duchf. Discourses II. xvii.

363 A sensibility of our own weakness. 1818 Lady Charle-
ville in Lady Morgan Passages An tobiog. (1859) 244» ' wu *

only speak of my real sensibility of Sir Charles's kind
politeness.

f b. //. A person's feelings of gratitude. Obs.

1753 Richardson Grandison (17S1) IV. xxii. 168, I cannot
speak my grateful sensibilities.

T o. A mark of appreciation or consideration ;

a delicate attention. Obs.

1795 Sir J. Dalrymple Let. to Admiralty 9 Every sensi-

bility that we can shew to our brave Officers and Seamen.

.

is too little for what they do for us.

1 5. Quickness and acuteness of apprehension or

feeling ; the quality of being easily and strongly

affected by emotional influences; sensitiveness.

Also, with const., sensitiveness to, keen sense of
something.
1711 Addison Sped. No. 231 P 7 Modesty.. is a kind of

quick and delicate Feeling in the Soul... It is such an ex-

quisite Sensibility, as warns a woman to shun the first

Appearance of every thing which is hurtful. 1741 Hume
Ess. i. 2 There is a certain Delicacy of Passion, to which
some People are subject, that makes them extremely sensible
to all the Accidents of Life. . .And when a Person, that has
this Sensibility of Temper, meets with any Misfortune, his

Sorrow or Resentment takes intire Possession of him. 1756
Burke Subl. ft B. Introd. (1759) 34 It frequently happens
that a very poor judge, merely by force of a greater com-
plexional sensibility, is more affected by a very poor piece,

than the best judge by the most perfect. 1779-81 Johnson
L. P., Philips Wks. X787 IV. 197 He had great sensibility

of censure. ^ 1794 Godwin Cal. Williams 101 My life has
been spent in the keenest and most unintermitted sensibility

to reputation. -1799 Sickelmore Agnes <r Leonora II. 9
Her feelings, which had been so acutely wounded . . as almost
to hurry sensibility to madness, now assailed her with reno-
vated force. 1802-11 Bentham Ration. Judic. Evid. (1827)
V. 655 A man's sensibility to pecuniary influence. 1810
W*. Wilson Hist. Dissent. Churches III. 50 He dis-

covered great sensibility and grief on this occasion. 1815

.Jane Austen Emma 11. vi, More acute sensibility to fine

sounds than to my feelings. 181a Hazlitt Tabled. Ser. 1.

tx. 192 That trembling sensibility which is awake to every
change and every modification of its ever-varying impres-
sions. 1831 W. Irving Alhambra I. 203, I have often re-

marked this sensibility of the common people of Spain to

thecharms of natural objects. 1843 Rvskin Mod. Paint. 1. 11.

§ 6. iii. § 4. 410 A sensibility to colour, .being very different

from a sensibility to form, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxtv. V. 197 From Charles neither the remains of his mother
nor those of his grandfather could draw any sign of sensi-

bility. 1874 Sherman Mem. (1875) II. xxiv. 395, I would
define true courage to be a perfect sensibility of the measure
of danger, and a mental willingness to incur it.

b. //. Emotional capacities ; f instincts of liking

or aversion.

1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's Lett. 36 It is fitting that

reason convince our Sensibilities, causing us to agree to what
is otherwise distasteful unto us. 1858 O. W. Holmes Aut.
Breakf.d. xii. in Something intensely human, narrow, and
definite pierces to the seat of our sensibilities more readily

than huge occurrences and catastrophes. 189a Biekce In
Midst of Life 109 Doubtless this feeling was due to his un-
usually acute sensibilities—his keen sense of the beautiful,

which these hideous things outraged.

0. sing, and //. Liability to feel offended or

hurt by unkindness or lack of respect ; suscepti-

bilities.

1769 Gray in Corr. w. Nicholls (1843) 8s ( J
w >sn he would

not give too much way to his own sensibilities, and still less

(in this case) to the sensibilities of other people. 1778
Laurens in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) If. 203 The
Count's sensibilitywas much wounded. 1806-7 J- Beresford
Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vn. xli, Grating the sensibility,

the prepossessions, .of the person to whom you are speaking,

by some unguarded words. 1855 Prescott Philip II, 11. 1.

(1857) 1*^5° The sensibilities of a commercial people.

6. In the 18th and early 19th c. (afterwards

'somewhat rarely) : Capacity for refined emotion;
delicate sensitiveness of taste ; also, readiness to

feel compassion for suffering, and to be moved by
the pathetic in literature or art.

1756-8* Warton Ess. Pope I. v. 262 The force of the

repetition of the significant epithet ' foreign ', need not be
pointed out to any reader of sensibility. 176a Cowfek To
Miss Macartney 68 Oh ! grant, kind heav n, to me, Long
as I draw ethereal air, Sweet Sensibility. 1768 Sterne
Sent, yourn., Bourbonnois, Dear sensibility ! source unex-
hausted of all that's precious in our joys, or costly in our
sorrows ! 1807 Byron To Romance v, Where Affectation

holds her seat, And sickly Sensibility. 18*7 Carlyle
Richler Misc. 1. 12 Unless seasoned and purified by humour,
sensibility is apt to run wild. 1843 Prescott Mexico 111. v.

(1850) I. 401 Those monuments of Oriental magnificence,

whose light, aerial forms still survive after the lapse of ages,

the admiration of every traveller of sensibility and taste.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxii, This lady had the keenest

and finest sensibility, and how could she be indifferent when
she heard Mozart?

7. {transf from 2.) Of plants and their organs,

also of instruments (esp. a balance, magnetic

needle, etc.) or other inorganic objects : Aptness

to be affected by external influences ; sensitiveness.

Const, to (rarely of).

1662 Sir S. Tuke Adv. Fire Hours 1, 6 Your Story (I
confess) is strangely moving ; Yet if you could my Fortune
weigh with yours, In scales of equal Sensibility, You would
not change your Sufferings, for mine. 1783 Cullum in Phil.
Trans. LXXIV.417 As the two last are solstitial, and rather
delicate plants, I wondered the less at their sensibility.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 184 Mortar made up with salt-
water, might equally discover its sensibility of moisture.
1825 Nicholson Oper. Mech. 42 Thus a receptacle is given
to the fluid [mercury], which would otherwise disturb the
centrifugal force and impair the sensibility of the instrument.
1841 R. HuntA rtPhotogr. 3 The want of sensibility in the
preparation.. rendered it necessary that the prepared plate
should be exposed, .from seven to twelve hours. 1866 R. M.
Ferguson Electr. (1870) 21 The sensibility of the [magnetic]
needle. 1879 Thomson & Tait Nat. Phil. 1. 1. § 431 Quali-
ties of a balance : . . Sensibility. . . The definite measure of the
sensibility is the angle through which the beam is deflected
by a stated difference between the loads in the pans. 1880
C & F. Darwin Movent. PI. 103 Here then we have a case
of specialized sensibility, like that of the glands of Drosera.
1882 Vines tr. Sacks* Hot. 877 The differing sensibility of
leavesto variations of temperature on the one hand, and to
variations in the intensity of light on the other.

Sensibilize (se*nsibibi:z), v. [f. lateL. sensi-
bil-is Sensible + -ize, after F. sensibiliser.'] trans.
To render sensitive. Hence Sensibilizing///, a.

;

Sensibilizer, a. Phys. (see quot. 1900) ;

b. Pkotogr.= Sensitizer.
1900 Lancet 25 Aug. 564/2 To this specific body [a certain

substance in the serum of an immunized animal] M. Bordet
gave the name of 'sensibiliser', because it renders the blood-
disc or the specific micro-organism susceptible to the attack
of the normally present hemolytic ferment. 1904 Know-
ledge May 98/1 A sheet of silver bromide jelly to which a
sensibiliser absorbing the yellow and green rays was added.

Sensible (se'nsib'l), a. (and sb.). Also 4-6
sencyble, sensyble, 5 sensibill, -yll, censible,
6 sensybul, sensibil, 6-7 sencible, (sensable,
8 senceible). [a. F. sensible, ad. late L. sensi-

bilis, f. sens- (:—*sentt-), ppl. stem of sentire to per-

ceive, feel : see -ible. Cf. Sp. sensible, Pg. sensivei,

It sensibile."\ A. adj.

I. That can be felt or perceived.

1. Perceptible by the senses. (In Philos., opposed
to Intelligible 3 : in this use now rare.)
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 165 For it [intelli-

gence! knoweb be vniueisite of resoun and be figure of be
ymaginacioun and be sensible material conseiued. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 302 Cristis religion tellip lityl bi siche
sensible habitis (of religious ordersj, but now takib oon &
now an ober as dide crist on good fryday. Ibid. 341 Iche
good sensible dede bat we don . . may be callid a sacrament.

M34-5 Misvn Fire ofLove 2 When I felt fyrst my hert wax
warme, and treuly, not ymagynyngly, bot als it wer with
sensibyll fyer, byrned. 1534, [see Intelligible 3]. 1538
Starkey England n. i. 165 The gudnes of God (wych only
therby mouyd made thys sensybul world). 1631 Widdowes
Nat. Philos. 7 Fixed are the starres of the firmament, whose
motion is not sensible. 1638 [see Intelligible 3]. 1670 R.
Coke Disc. Trade Ded., Carnal copulation, killing another,
and taking from another, are sensible Actions, and cannot be
defined : but Murder, Justice, Adultery, Theft, Sec. may be
defined.. but can never be perceived by the sences. 1690
Locke Hum. Und. 111. ii. § 1 The Use then of Words is to be
sensible Marks of Ideas. 1704 Norris Ideal World 11. iv. 271
By sensible objects, I mean those objects which the under-
standing has a perception of by the mediation of the senses.

173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet in Aliments (1735) 261 Taste
and other sensible Qualities. 1796 Kirwan Ete/n. AHn.
(ed. 2) I. 2 The other sensible appearances of earths. 1805
T. Weaver tr. Werner's Ext. Charac. Fossils 1 External
characters, .are also called SensibleCharacters, the use of our
senses being sufficient for their discovery. 1805 Wordsw.
Pret. xiv. 106 In a world of life they live By sensible im-
pressions not enthralled. 1851 Westcott Introd. Study
Gosfi. vi. (ed. 5) 333 St. Matthew alone notices, .the earth-

quake, the sensible ministry of the divine messenger. 1865
Grote Plato I. L 10 Some primordial and fundamental
nature, by and out of which the sensible universe was built

up and produced. 1880 J. Milne in Trans. Seismol. Soc.
Japan I. 11. 53 The earthquake of which we write had cer-
tainly a radius over which it was sensible of 120 miles.

b. Const, to.

1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. i.
t
36 Art thou not, fatall Vision,

sensible To feeling, as to sight ? or art thou but A Dagger
of the Minde. 1733 Arbuthnot Ess. Effects Air i. 1 Air is

sensible to the Touch by its Motion, and by its Resistance to
Bodies moved in it. a 1854 H. Reed Lect. Eng. Lit. \. (1878)

36 All of earth and sky that, .is sensible to us.

O. Specific collocations in scientific use. Sensible

horizon', see Horizon 1. Sensible heat'(f caloric)-.

used in contradistinction to latent heat : see Heat
sb.2c. Sensible perspiration', sweat as distinguished

from the emission of vapour through the pores.
164a Sensible horizon [see Rational a. 5 b]. 1764 J.

Ferguson Lect. 156 The sensible horizon is that circle.,

where the heaven and earth seem to meet. 1815 J. Smith
Panorama Set. $ Art II. 335 The sensible caloric of
adjacent bodies is incessantly employed in maintaining each
others equilibrium of temperature. 1830 Knox tr. Beclard's
Anal, 152 The cutaneous perspiration, whether sensible or
insensible, is to be considered as one of the most important
secretions of the organic structure. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts
444 Heat.. perceived by the touch and measured by the
thermometer, which is called sensible heat.

T d. Of or pertaining to the senses or sensation.
1601 Shaks. Ham. 1, i. 57, I might not this beleeue With-

out the sensible and true auouch Of mine owne eyes, a 1619
Fotherby Atheont. 11. ii. § 3 (1622) 200 As it is in natural!

appetites : so is it, in sensible appetites too. 1793 Beddoes
Math. Evid. 7, I will subjoin an instance which perhaps
may give the reader an idea how the pronouns arise, and
what is their primary sensible signification,



SENSIBLE. 462 SENSIBLE.

te. quasi-adv. Perceptibly. Obs.

1590 Swinburne Testaments 167 Although his childe did

neuer crie, so that it did sensible breath or moue.

2. Perceptible by the mind or the inward feelings.

x597. Morley Introd. Mus. 100 This waie is so well, as I

S:rceiue no sensible fault in it. 1701 Stanley's Hist. Philos.

iog. 11 He affirms that it bears sensible marks of its New-
ness. 1734 tr. Rollings Auc. Hist. (1827) I. Pref. 13 The
visible and sensible connexion of sacred and profane history.

178* J. Brown View Nat.
<J-

Rev. Relig. v. v. 498 Sensible

assurance of God's love. 1854 C, Hodge Comm. Rom. vii.

201 Conversion is a great change, sensible to him that ex-
periences it, and visible to others. 1875 Manning Mission
Holy Ghost iv. 104 But the love of God does not mean . . the
sensible love which we feel towards human friends.

3. Kasy to perceive, evident.
a 1586 SidneyA rcadia 111. (Sommer) 319 Their smart being
more sensible to others eyes, then to their owne feeling.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. § 2. 166 In some musick there
is to be noted a manifest loose effeminatenesse : and the
experience is so sensible, that it were superfluous to proceed
any farther in proofe. 1604 R. Cawdrev Table AIM.,
Sensible, easily felt or perceiued. 1690 Locke Hum. Und.
in. v. § 8 These are too sensible proofs to be doubted. 1692— Let. to Moiyneux Lett. (1708) 10 We had here. .a very
sensible earthquake. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. vii.

78 In this present Evil World, it is no Wonder that the
Operations of the Evil Angels are more sensible than of the
Good ones. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. v. 125 Under the more
immediate, or ifsuch an expression may be used, the more
sensible government of God. 1794 S. Williams Vermont
57 It. .is most of all sensible and apparent in a new country.
1816 P. Cleaveland A/in. 539 It yields a white smoke and
avery sensible odor of garlic. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic
vl (1833) 142 A tremulous and perfectly transparent vapour
was particularly sensible and profuse. 1853 Phillips Rivers
Yorks. v. 150 The warming influence of the sea air begins
to be very sensible in October.

4. Large enough to be perceived or to be worth
considering ; appreciable, considerable. Now only
of immaterial things (asquantities, magnitudes, etc. ).

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvni. cv. (1495) 849 And
though a moughte be a sencyble beest : ^

Tet he hydeth hym-
selfe wythin the clothe that vneth he is seen. 1581 Lam-
barde Eiren. iv. xx. (1588) 619 If our Gaoles in Englande
were more often swept and emptied, I doubt not, but that
wee also should finde a sensible profite to arise thereby.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. vii. 196 We could discover
no sensible difference in weight. 1753 B. Martin Mag.
Arts «f Sci. 116 A very sensible Distance Eastward. 179a
Jefferson Writ. (1859) III. 340 You will perceive that the
Indian War calls for sensible exertions. iS*$Q. Jrnl. Sci. f

etc. XVIII. 398 It re-dissolves, especially if the muriatic
acid added be in sensible excess. 1843 Portlock Geol. 215
Both contain a sensible amount of Strontian. i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. i. 4 A fine mud, composed of particles of sensible
magnitude. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 33/2 Epicycloidal cams
described as follows.. may be used without any sensible
error. 1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark ill. xv. 436 [It

will] effect a sensible reduction in these figures.

+ 5. Of discourse, etc. : Easily understood ; suited

to make a strong impression on the mind ; striking,

effective. Obs.
c 1530 Cox Rhel. (1899) 42 To be techars of goddes worde

in suche maner as maye be moste sensible and accepte to
their audience. 1558 Bonner in Foxe-4. $ M. (1583) 2041/1
It doth appeare vnto me thou art of a good memorie & of
a very sensible talke, but something ouerhastie. a 1568
Ascham Scholem. n. (Arb.) 100 He.. therefore imployed
thereunto a fitie, sensible, and caulme kinde of speaking and
writing. 01586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 219 b, That
as her wordes did paint out her minde, so they serued as a
shadow, to make the picture more liuelyand sensible. 1684
R. Waller Nat. Exp. To Rdr., Wherefore he judges it an
Undertaking worthy of his great Mind to confront with the
most Accurate, and sensible Experiments, the force of their

Assertions. 1715 Desaguliers Fires Impr. 22 If such a
Tube be bent, the Experiment will be much more sensible.

1744 Harris Three Treat. Wks. (1841) 40 The ideas, there,
fore, of poetry, must needs make the most sensible impres-
sion, when the affections, peculiar to them, are already
excited by the music

quasi-atfl'z'. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 68, I shall endeavour
to explain my meaning a little more sensible by a Scheme.

+ 6. Such as is acutely felt ; markedly painful or

pleasurable. Const, to. Obs.

'593 Shaks. Lucr. 1678 My woe too sencible thy passion
maketh More feeling painfull. 1598 Yong Diana 63, I felt

so sensible griefe, to see my selfe forgotten of him, who had
so great reason to Ioue me, and whom I did loue so much.
1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. 0/Rom. 111. ix. 34 The fall of this

young Prince.. was so sensible to the Emperour, that had
he not feared the anger ofBrustafard..the Jousts had been
at an end. 1655 Terry Voy. E. India iv. 122 Scorpions..
whose stinging is most sensible, and deadly, a 1674 Claren-
don Hist. Rev. viii. § 136 This very sensible mortification

transported him so much, that [etc.]. 1711 in \oih Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 184 His.. death proved very
sensible to the languishing King. 1781 J. Moore View Soc.

It. (1790) II. lvii. 148 [The King] can inflict a punishment
highly sensible to them, by not inviting them to the amuse-
ments of the Court. 1796 Pegge A nonym. 445 The circum-
ambient air, when a man is so hot within, is very sensible to

him, and- .makes him chill, and liable to colds. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoeix, The time and place prevented his receiving.,
more sensible marks of his master s resentment.

II. Capable of feeling or perceiving.

7. Endowed with the faculty of sensation, f &•

Of living beings, their nature or mode of existence.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. iv. (1868) 166 A man is yma-

ginable and sensible. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. xi. II. 423
That spunges have life, yea and a sensible life, I have prooved
heretofore. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 536 A tree.,

hauing. .on each side of the leafe, as it were, two feete with
which (as if it had bin mouing and sensible) it would stirre

and go vp and down. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 111. ii. 1. i.

328 Loue. .extends and shewes it selfe in vegitall and sen-

sible creatures, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. (1677)
39 That Sensible Natures should enjoy a life of Sense. 1690
Locke Hum. Und. 1. L § 1 It is the Understanding that
sets Man above the rest of sensible Beings. 1755 B. Martin
Mag. Arts # Sci. 79 Can it be possible for any sensible
Beings to endure that Intensity of Cold, and live?

b. of organs, tissues, or parts of the body.
(. 1400 Lanfranc*s Cirurg. 24 From be brayn comen .vij.

peirecordes & bei ben clepid sensible senewis. Ibid. 28 pe
skyn..ismaad ofsmale bredis ofveynes, senewis, & arteries,

i'at makibhim censible, & Jeuebhim li^f & worchinge. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health xcvii. 38 A tothe is a sencyble bone,
the whiche beynge in a lyvyng mans heade hath felynge.
1831 Youatt Horse (1843) 378 Between the coffin-bone and
the horny sole is situated the sensible sole. 1849 Noad
Electricity (ed. 3) 234 The pain is of a sharper kind on those
sensible parts of the body included in the circuit, which are
on the negative side of the pile. 1850 Scoresbv Cheever's
Whalem. Adv. v. (1859) 69 Outside of the sensible skin.

f C. Sensible virtue, wit
t
later sensible faculty,

capacity : faculty of sensation. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP. R. in. xii. (1495) 55 The vertue
sensyble that meuyth is departed on thre, One partye hyghte
Naturalis, and the other Vitalis, and the other Animalis.
c 1407 Lydg. Reson § Sens. 716 Whiche vertu namyd ys
sensible, And is, as y reherse kan, Yove to beste and eke to
man. ,1594 Hooker Eccl. PoL 1. vi. § 2 Beasts are in sensible
capacitie as ripe euen as men themselues, perhaps more ripe.

erroneous use. c 1400 Beryn 2621 Wherfor wee must, with
al our wit sensibill Such answers vs purvey, pat bey been
insolibil.

t 8. Having (more or less) acute power of sensa-
tion ; sensitive. Obs.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1 531) 205 Whose blessed flesshe

was moost tender sensible and lyuely. 1543 Traheron Vigors
Chirurg. n. ii. 16 After the digestyve, ye must dense the
place wyth a mundificatyve of syrupe of Roses, cheyfelye
whan the aposteme is aboute very sensible places. 1600
Surflet Country Farm 11. xlvi. 299 The stomacke being
easie and inclined to vomit, as hauing a verie sensible orifice.

1610 Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 174 These Gentlemen, who are of
such sensible and nimble Lungs, that they alwayes vse to
laugh at nothing. 1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 54 An im-
position which I cannot believe how he that values time,
and his own studies, or is but of a sensible nostrill should be
able to endure. 1662 R. Mathew Unl. Alch. 54 A Woman
comes to me sorely afflicted a long time in all her limbs. .

;

the woman I perceived was exceeding sensible, and in most
grievous extremity cryed out. 1679 G. R. tr. Boaistnau's
Theat. World n. 318 A Faggot burning hot, applyed to the
most sensible parts about him. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.
Surg. (1771) 324 The Flesh at the Bottom of the Wound
was very sensible. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. iii, _ Physicians
tell us of a disorder, in which the whole body is so exqui-
sitely sensible, that the slightest touch gives pain. 1813 J.
Thomson Led. Inflam. 45 Parts, which in the sound state
have little or no sensibility, become exquisitely sensible in

the inflamed. 1831 Brewster Nat. Magic ix. (1833) 229 The
human ear is so extremely sensible as to be capable of ap.
predating sounds which arise from about twenty-four thou-
sand vibrations in a second.

Jig. phrase. 1705 Hearne Collect. 14 Sept. (O. H. S.) I.

44 Whohave touch'd 'em in yJ sensible p l by . . making Scotch
men Aliens, a 1715 Burnrt Own Time (1823) I. 416 And,
to touch the King in a sensible point, he said, the covenant
stuck so deep in their hearts, that no good could be done
till that was rooted out. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India III.

vr. i. 46 The dignity of the Directors was now touched in a
most sensible part. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xv, He had
alarmed his fears in a most sensible point.

T b. Liable to be quickly or acutely affected by
(some object of sensation) ; sensitive to or of. Obs.
iooi Shaks. Jul.C. 1. iii. 18 Yet his Hand, Not sensible

of fire, remain'd vnscorch'd. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II.

169 Dogs are well known to be very sensible of different
tones in music. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. 1787
IV. 90 Extremely sensible of cold. 1822-29 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) I. 51 The gum is often extremely sensible. Ibid.
IV. 202 Albinoes..are painfully sensible to light.

9. Capable or liable to mental emotion.

f a. Having sensibility ; capable of delicate or

tender feeling. Obs.

1675 R, BuRTHOGGECa«j(i Dei 13 A person of a tender,
sensible and compassionate Temper. 1734 Watts Reliq.
Jitv. (1789) 182 Preserve your Conscience always soft and
sensible. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. vi. Thus his back*
wardness.. wrought so violently on her sensible and tender
heart, that she soon felt for him all those gentle sensations
which are consistent with a virtuous and elevated female
mind. 1760 Sterne Serm. III. 405 St. Peter certainly was
of a warm and sensible nature.

f b. Sensitive; easily hurt or offended. Obs.

1759 Chesterf. Lett. IV. ccclv. 170 You will say. .that if

a person is born of a very sensible gloomy temper. .they
cannot help it. 1792 Gouv. Morris Diary fy Lett. (1889) II.

3 These [titles] should be properly placed, you know, because
monarchs are very sensible on that subject.

C. Sensitive or readily accessible to some speci-

fied emotional influence. Also const, of. Now rare.

1791 Boswell Johnson an. 1734, Johnson had, from his

early youth, been sensible to the influenceof female charms.

1845 Graves Rom. Law in Encycl. Metrop. II. 738/2
The Roman mind seems to have been always sensible to the
claims of justice. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Etig. iv. I. 450
Work was to be done, however, which could be trusted to

no man who reverenced law or was sensible of shame
;
Ibid.

vi. II. 65 Even Sunderland, though not very sensible to

shame, flinched from the infamy of public apostasy.

10. transf. Of material things or substances, esp.

of instruments of measurement, as a balance, a
thermometer : Readily affected by physical impres-

sions or influences, sensitive. Const, to. Now rare.

Also in t sensible plant, -weed = Sensitive plant, where
the adj. has, strictly speaking, sense 8, the movements of the

plant having been formerly regarded as evidence of real

sensation.

1661 Feltham Resolves n. xxiv. (ed. 8) 231 Like the sen-
sible plant, when the hand of flesh does touch it, she shrinks
in all her leaves. 1678 Locke Let. to Boyle in Bourne Life
(1876) I. 399 A very sensible hygrometer. 1684 R. Waller
Nat. Exper. 5 The Third [thermometer], .is more sensible,

and swifter near four times. 1725 Sloane Jamaica II. 58
Sensible Grass. It is so very sensible that. .1 have on horse-

back wrote my name with a rod in a spot of it which con-
tinued visible for some time. 1742 Burgess in Phil. Trans.
XLII. 4 The Antidote is, the Root of the Sensible Weed, as
it is commonly called, or Herba Sensitiva. 1769 E. Ban-
croft Guiana 225 From the Sensible Plant to the scarce
vegetable Moss, all are exquisitely adapted. 1819 J. G.
Children Chem. Anal. 372 This balance is sensible to the
i/ioodth part of a grain when loaded with 1000 grains in
each pan.

^ 1834 Mrs. Somerville Connex. Phys.Sci. xxxi.

330 This instrument [the galvanometer] is rendered much
more sensible by neutralizing the effects of the earth's mag-
netism on the needle. 1835-41 Brande Man. Chem. 72
Nitrate ofmercury is a prevaricating test, but very sensible
to a variety of substances that may exist in mineral waters.

fb. Music. Sensible note. [tr. F. note sensible.]

= leading note (see Leading ppl. a.). Cf. Sensi-
tive. Obs.

17.97 Encycl. Brit. fed. 3) XII. 521/1 This third major,
which with the generator forms a semitone, has for that
reason been called the sensible note, as introducing the
generator. 1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Sensible, the appella-
tion given to the sharp seventh of any key. 18*7 Hone
Every-day Bk. II. 965 The first note., has the effect of that
which our musicians call sensible. 1830 Examiner 340/2
(Review of Drouet's Method ofFlute~Playing) [Condemns
the term as not English].

III. Actually perceiving or feeling.

11. Cognizant, conscious, aware of something.
Often with some tinge of emotional sense : Cog-
nizant of something as a ground for pleasure or

regret. Const. of-\to\ also with clause. Now
somewhat rare.
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 1566 Art bou oght, sone

myn, sensible In whiche cas bat bou oghtest the for-bere,
And in whiche nat? 1615 Bacon Fat Great Place (Arb.)

293 Be not too sensible, or too remembring, of thy Place, in

Conuersation. Ibid., Greatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 481 Nay, it

seemelh at this instant, they [the Spaniards] are sensible of
thiswant of Natiues. 166a J. Davi es Olearius* Voy.A mbass.
200 The Birds, which were not yet sensible of the Cold,.,
continued their Chirping and Singing till near the middle
of December. 1666-7 ^Epvs Diary 14 Feb., Which shows
how little we are sensible of the weight of the business upon
us. 1676 Temple Let. to Sir J. Williamson 12 lune, I went
to Monsieur Mauregnault, and made him sensible, how all

these Exceptions of the Resident were expresly provided
against. 1683 Tryon Way to Health (1697J 92 The learned
Prophet Moses was sensible that the common and frequent
eating of Flesh was very dangerous. 1699 Bentlev Pltal.

309, I am sensible how long I have detain \i the Reader
upon this Subject, a 1700 Evelyn Diary June 1645, I think
I was never sensible of so burning a heate as I was this

season. 1700 Dryden Sigism. <£ Guise. 270 The gloomy
Sire, too sensible of Wrong To vent his Rage in Words. 1711
Hearne Collect. (0. H. S.) III. 209, 1 am very sensible that
I deserve none of those Favours. 1721 Lady M. W. Mon-
tagu Let. to C'tess Mar (1893) I. 452, I would have you
then . . try to make the wretch sensible of the truth of what
I advance. 1739 Sheridan tr. Persius* Sat. iv. 63 You will

soon be sensible how short your Abilities are. 1741-lt Chal-
loner Missionary Priests (1803) II. 18 The catholics were
made sensible that, however the persecution might in some
measure be abated, it was not to cease. 1744 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Ctess Oxford 13 Apr. (1893) II. 129 My
health . . is extremely good ; I thank God I am sensible of no
distemper or infirmity. 1765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. 466
If these salts and oils actually fly oft" from it in such quanti-
ties, as to make us sensible of them by smell. 1782 M iss

Burney Ceciliaviu iii, Cecilia, sensible of the truth of this

speech, . . now summoned her utmost courage to her aid. 1806
R. Cumberland Mem. (1807) II. 160, I was not sensible to
the extent of my danger. 1813T. Busby Lucretius I. 1.

Comm. p. xxxvi, [Lucretius] sensible to the difficulty of the
subject on which he is engaged. 1819 Byron Juan I. cli,

That sublime of rascaHj your attorney, Whom I see standing
there, and looking sensible Of having play'd the fool. 1821
Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Grace bef Meat, We may be gratefully
sensible of the deliciousness of some kinds of food beyond
others. 18*5 Scott Betrothed ii, He was sensible that the
alliance which he meditated might indeed be tolerated, but
could not be approved, by his subjects. 1837 Hallam Lit.
Eur. 1. 1. iii. 168, I am sensible that the mention of such a
circumstance may appear trifling.

fb. Mindful of a person. Obs.

1643 Chas. I in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. n. III. 309 The per-

ticuler persons whoe in this our extremity are soe sensible

of us. 1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angells Ded. 2 b, As we
usually are more sensible of our enemyes than our friends.

12. Emotionally conscious ; having a pleasurable,

painful, grateful or resentful sense of something.

In later use almost exclusively : Gratefully con-

scious of (kindness, etc.). Also const, to (? obs.)
t

^for, and with clause.

1634 W. Tirwhyt Balzac's Lett. I. 26 They stood amazed
to see a servant..Who was as sensible of the least evils of
his country as of his proper sorrows. 1656 Bramhall RcpHc.
II God seemeth to be more sensible of the injuries done unto
his church and to his servants, then of the dishonor done
unto himself. 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) II. 74 His Pleasures

require a larger Proportion of Excess and Variety, to render
him sensible of them. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 166 T 8 He
found that he was so very sensible of his Fault, and so sin-

cerely repented of it. 1715 Hickes Let. to Hearne (MS.
Rawl. Lett. f. 15) 75, I am as sensible & sorry for the great

Loss of Mr. Urry, as any Friend he hath left behind him.

1775 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn <r Conlemp. (1844) Ht-
108 Lady Carlisle desires to be remembered to you ; she is,

indeed, very sensible of your goodness to us all. 18*3 Scott.
Quentin D. xxxvi, He was sensible to the indignity of serv-

ing with his noblest peers under the banners of his own
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vassal. 1831 — Ct. Robt. xvi, The creature seemed sensible

of the clemency. 1856 Carlyle Let. to J. Knight 19 Apr.,

Surely I am very sensible to the kindness of the President

and Council in this matter. 1895 N. Amer. Rev. Aug. 149

They are always sensible to kindness and sympathy,

f b. Without const. Obs.

1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) III. 62, 1 kissed her, and
she made me a courtesy for my condescension ; and blushed,

and seemed sensible all over.

13. Conscious, free from physical insensibility

or delirium.
173a Lediaro Sethos II. ix. 283 The governor was not yet

sensible. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 32
Where we saw Mr. Cozens, .alive, and to Appearance sen-

sible, but speechless. 1835 Conic Almanack (1870) 2 Nurse.
Speak softly, Sir ; my master's turning blue, He's not been
sensible since last November. Rig. Fun. {aside) Nor ever

was, that I can remember. 1862 Mrs. H. VfoovMrs. Hallib.

111. vi, * And now the doctor says he has not many hours to

live.' ' I am sorry to hear it,* cried William. ' Is he sensible?'

1891 '

J. S. Winter ' Lumley xiii, He's asking for you and
is quiet and sensible.

IV. 14. Endowed with good sense ; intelli-

gent, reasonable, judicious.
Stigmatized by Johnson 1755 as used only 'in low con-

versation '. In some of the early instances the sense may
perh. be rather ' capable of mental perception '.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. 111. viii. (1886) 40 If they
were sensible, they would saie to the divell : Whie should I

hearken to you ? 1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1625) 111

These (the more sensible they are with whom wee deale, and
of greater capacity) the more vehemently may we enforce by
all sorts of forcible arguments. 1596 Shaks. Merry W. 11.

L 151 Twas a good sensible fellow. 1597 — a Hen. IVt 1. il

220 For the boxe of th'eare that the Prince gaue you, he
gaue it like a rude Prince, and you tooke it like a sensible

Lord. 1598 W. Phillip tr. Linschoten 1. xlvi. 85 In the
I >land of Seylon there are also great numbers [of Elephants],
which are esteemed the best and sensiblest of all theworlde.
c 1600 Bacon Elem. Com. Laws (1630) Pref. B 3 b, And that
Ciuilians, States-men, Schollers, and other sensible men
might not haue beene barred from them. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 130 F 3 Sir Roger.. knew several sensible People
who believed these Gypsies now and then foretold very
strange things. 1747 H. Walpole Let. to Mann \ Sept.,

You will, I think, like Sir James Grey ; he is very civil and
good-humoured, and sensible. 17*66 Goldsm. Vic. W. xxxi,
My loveliest, mymost sensible of girls. 1768 Sir P. Francis
Let. 26 Apr. Mem. (1867) I. 210 The woman, .is honest and in-

telligent, or in the cant word, sensible. 1781 Cowper Convers.

193 A moral, sensible, and well-bred man Will not affront

me, and no other can. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. vi. II. 97
He was too sensible a man not to know that he might at some
future time be called to a serious account by a parliament.
i860 Proc. Zool. Soc. 184 It [a young female Gorilla] was
tame, lively, sensible, and not near so noisy or dirty as a
Chimpanzee. 1876 Miss Braddon J. HagganVs Dau. II. 9
'They're all glad to get a husband ; even the sensiblest of
them ', chuckled the farmer. 1885 O. W. Holmes Mortal
Antipathy iv. (1886) 6<; No sensible person in Arrowhead
village really believed in the evil eye.

b. Of action, behaviour, discourse, etc. : Marked
by, exhibiting, or proceeding from good sense.
i6« II. Mokk Antiif. A th.x, xiii. (1662} 126 The manner of

this Genius his sensible Converse, a 1699 Temple On Health.
ft Long Life Wks. 1720 I. 277 He had been a Soldier in the
Cales Voyage ..of which He gave me a sensible Account.
1778 Mme. D'Arblav Diary Sept, She has a sensible and
penetrating countenance. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Aug. 362
A very sensible paper, on the use of lime. i8sa Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. Some Ola Actors, His rebuke to the knight and his
sottish revellers, is sensible and spirited. 1840 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. it. I. 221 note, The most sensible thing said in
the House of Commons, on this subject, came from Sir
William Coventry.
Comb. 1895 J. G. Millais Breath Veldt (1899) 116 Oom

Paul's mode of government is entirely unpopular amongst
the more sensible-minded Dutch.

B. absol. and sb.

1. That which produces sensation ; that which is

perceptible ; an object of sense, or of any one of

the senses.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 269 This I

louely conformitie. .betweene the sence and the sensible
oath nature .. most carefully obserued in all her owne
workes. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos. v. Plato iv. (1687)

160/2 In Sensibites (saith Plato) neither magnitude nor
quality is permanent. 1665 Glanvill Scepsis Set. ix. 50
A blind man conceives not colours, but under the notion of
some other sensible, a 1704 T. Brown London <y Lacedem.
Oracles Wks. 1730 III. 131 By Phenomena's we understand
Sensibles, which we oppose to Intelligibles. 1788 T. Taylor
Proclus I. 44 note. All the ancient theologies.. affirmed
that the soul was of a certain middle nature and condition
between intelligibles and sensibles. 1856 R. A. Vaughan
Mystics (i860) I. 54 Those.. who think they can storm the
Intelligible by the Sensible.

f 2. A being that is capable of sensation. Obs.
01676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. (1677) 17 The Life

that is in Vegetables..; the Life and Sense that is in Sen-
sibles. 1682 Creech Lucretius Notes (1683) 33 This agrees
to Plants as well as Sensibles, They are nounsht grow and
live alike.

f 3. The element (in a spiritual being) that is

capable of feeling. Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 278 Our torments also may in length

uf time Become our Elements,, .our temper chang'd Into
their temper ; which must needs remove The sensible ofpain.

4. One possessing good sense, a judicious person.

1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. 323 The Sensibles are
desired to confine theirs to Masquerades and Playhouses.

5. The sensibles, sensible views of things, nonce-use.
1880 Blackmore Mary Anerley xli, After the sensitive

age was past, and when the sensibles ought to reign,,. he
fell.. into a violent passion of love for a beautiful Jewish
maid barely turned seventeen.

Sensibleness (se*nstb'Ines). [f. Sensible a.

+ -NESS.]

T 1. The quality or state of being sensible or

capable of sensation ; sensibility ; sensitiveness.

1528 Pavnell Salerne's Regim. R j b, Popie sede both
taketh away the sensiblenes of the membres . . and prouoketh
to slepe. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 22/3
The yonge Chyrurgiane may knowe them by there sen-

siblenes, because they are verye dolorous and full of payne.
1656 W. Mountague Accompl. Woman 124 Pain and sen-

siblenesse, are never in dead bodies. 17. . Sharp (J.), The
sensibleness of the eye renders it subject to pain.

t 2. Of speech : Intelligibility, impress!veness.
a 1586 Sidney Apol.Poet. (Arb.) 6o Because with a playne

sensiblenes, they might win credit of popular eares.

f3. Tenderness of feeling, sensibility. Obs.
a 1631 Donne Serm. lxxxv. (1649) II. 31 There lies a burden

upon them too, to consider with a compassionate sensible-

nesse, the grievances that oppresse the other part.

f4. The state or fact of being sensible or

emotionally (esp. gratefully) conscious of some-
thing. Const, of; rarely with clause. Obs.
1605 A. Wotton Answ. late Popish Art. Ded., All that

remaines is by this, or some such like deed, to professe my
sensiblenes of your great fauour. 1642 Fuller Holy fy Prof,
St. 1. xii. 37 Blushing. .not arising from guiltinesse. .but.

.

from sensiblenesse of disgrace, a 1680 Charnock Attrib.
God{\%^\) 1. 689 The fruit of these falls is . . a deeper sensible-

ness wherein their security lies, a 1708 Beveridge Thes.
Theol. (1711) II. 367 The first step to holiness and felicity,

is sensibleness of our sin and misery.

+ 5. Perceptibility. Obs.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 1. viii. (1712) 21 This absurdity
cannot be excused from the sensibleness of Matter since the
Atheist is forced to admit such things as fall not under
Sense. 1784 J. Barky Led. Art v. (1848) 193 Bronze, .may,
from the weight and sensibleness of its colour, do extremely
well.

6. The quality of being sensible or of having
good sense ; intelligence, sound judgement.
1888 Spectator 15 Sept. 1246/2 That quality of sensible-

ness which has made him a valued member of Conservative
Cabinets.

Sensibly (se-nsibli), adv. Also 6 sensybly,
sensiblie, senciblie, 6-7 sencibly; (uncontracted

form : 7 sensiblely.). [f. Sensible a. + -ly 2
.]

1. In a manner perceptible to the senses ; so far

as can be perceived.
c 1495 St. Mary ofOignies 1. x. in Anglia VIII. 146/38 So

grete frost e bat.. in be holy chalys, while be preste songe,
wyne fros sensibly & sodeynly in to yce. 1541 R. Copland
Calyen*s Terap. 2 H y, Some parte of the medycament wyll
flowe by lytel & lytel in to y* artere sensibly and manyfestly.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 122 He is your brother Lords,
sensibly fed Of that selfe blood that first gaue life to you.
1653 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 228 The maine
pillars did bulge out, and sensiblely shake. 1705 Addison
Italy, Ferrara 114 From Venice to Ancona the Tide comes
in very sensibly at its stated Periods. 1850 Bohns Hand-bk.
Games (1867) 561 If a ball is made to go to the brink of a
pocket, and after sensibly standing still, should fall into it,

the striker wins nothing. 1893 Sir R. Ball Story ofSun
36 Lines drawn from various points on the Earth to Pollux
would all appear sensibly parallel.

b. In an appreciable degree.
1675-6 Boyle in Phil. Trans. No. 122. 522 The two Ingre-

dients were easily mingled, and grew not only sensibly but
considerably hot [in the palm of his hand]. 17*8 tr, New-
ton's Treat. Syst. World 123 Though those rays are not
able sensibly to move the gross substances in our parts.

1761 Ld. K.amks Elem. Crit. xviii. §4(1774) II. 151 The pause
also is sensibly affected by the position of the accent, a 18x7
T. Dwight Trav. New Eng. {1823) IV. 358 At the end of two
years, this currency, in consequence of enormous emissions,
began sensibly to depreciate. 1880 Geikie Phys. Geog. iv.

278 The sea is said to be sensibly decreasing in size.

T 2. a. With self-consciousness, consciously, b.
Of feeling : Acutely, intensely. Obs.
15*6 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 288 b, And than he

begynneth to loue sensybly: and than first he feleththathe
loueth God. 1586 B. Young Guazzo's Civ. Conv. iv. 176, I

doe sensiblie feele all the superfluous humours (engendred
by solitarines.se) consumed quite, and spent in mee. 1631
Gouge God's Arrorvs in. § 58. 206 No marvell then that they
who. .rashly thrust themselves into warre, be made sensibly

to feele the smart of their folly. 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. I.

(1900) 133 When he doth sensibly, and with heart-humilia-
tion thus think, then hath he good thoughts of his own ways.
1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 114 It was now that I began
sensibly to feel how much more happy this Life I now led
was . . than the wicked . . Life I led all the past Part of my
Days. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. vi. 1 10 As each thing to more
perfection grows, It feels more sensibly both good and pain.

f3. So as to be easily understood or to impress

the feelings ; clearly, strikingly. Obs.
1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 226 Vnblameable affections,

..hath not their generation or issue, from the enticementes
of Venerie, I meane (to speake more sensibly) from carnall

pleasures. 1693 Nobris Pract. Disc. (1722) IV. Pref. 2, I

lcnow not whether I have met with any thing that has struck

me more Sensibly, or made a quicker Impression upon my
Spirit than a certain Reflexion which [etc.]. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 20 Dec. 1673, But the description, .delighted me,
so sensibly they spake of the excellent aire and climate

in respect of our cloudy and splenetic country.

f b. So as to be keenly felt. Obs.

1655 J. Jane in Nicholas Papers (1892) II. 355 Never was
the vanity of pretenders to wisdom and government more
apparantly layed open to reproach, .nor the people requited
for their murmuringes more sensibly then ours have beene.

4. With good sense, intelligently
;

judiciously,

reasonably.

'755 Johnson, Sensibly, in low language,judiciously, reason-

ably. 1828-33 in Webster s.v., The man converses very

sensibly on all common topics. Mod. He behaved sensibly

under the circumstances.
Comb. 1899 Westm, Gaz. 13 Jan. 3/2 A sensibly-written

book, which will serve a useful purpose.

t Se'usical, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sense sb. +
-ICAL.] Sensible.

1797 S. J. Pratt Family Secrets in Monthly Rev. XXIII.
60 [Uses 'sensical' and 'sensate' for sensible]. 1839 J.
Rogers Anti/opopr. 1. iii. § i. 75 With sensical and thought-
ful men.

Sensifacient (se:nsifci*J"'ent), a. [f. L. sens-us

Sense sb. + -(i)pacient.] Producing sensation.

1879 Huxley Sci, <r Cult. x. (1881) 257 The epithelium
may be said to be receptive, . . and the sensorium sensifacient.

1899 Allbittt's Syst. Med. VI. 514 Sensifacient cells.

Sensiferous (sensi'feras), a. [f. L. sens-us

Sense sb. + -iferous.] Conveying sensation.

1656 Blount Glossogr. 1659 H. More Immort. Soul 11.

viii. (1713) 97 Besides, that the sensiferous impresses of

motion through the eyes play under them. 1826 Kirby &
Sp. Entomol. III. xxxiii. 356 Twojointed sensiferous organs.

1879 Huxley Sci. $ Cult. x. (1881) 246 On Sensation and
the Unity of Structure of sensiferous Organs.

Sensific (sensi-fik), a. (and sb.) [ad. late L.

sensificus, f. L. sens-us Sense sb. : see -inc.]

A. adj. Of nerves : Producing sensation.
1822 Good Study Med. III. 28 marg., Hence sometimes

a sensific power and sometimes a motory. 1835-6 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I. £00/2 Convulsion is not . . an affection . . of the
sensific part of the nervous system.

B. sb. (or absol. use of adj.) Only in //.

= SlGNIFICS. 1896 [see Significs].

Sensifica'tory, a. [f. late L. sensificdre

Sensify v. : see -ory 2
.] Producing sensation.

1879 Huxley Sci\ fyCult. x. (1881) 268 Each consists of a
receptive, a transmissive, and a sensificatory portion.

Sensify (se'nsifoi), v. [ad. late L. sensificdre t

i. sens-us Sense sb. : see -ify.] trans. To trans-

form (physical changes) into sensation. Hence
Se'nsifydng ppl. a.

1678 J. Brown Disc. Wounds 238 The Nerves are soon
resolved and distended, the senses flagg, and the Sensifying
Quality doth perish. 1881 W. M. Williams Sci. in Short
Chapters (1882) 44 In such a world ofintermediate activities

the insect probably lives, .with his minute eye-like sar-bag

sensifying material movements that lie between our world
of sounds and our other far-distant worlds of heat and light.

Sensigenous (sensid^enas), a. [f. Sense sb. +
-(i)gen + -ous.] Producing sensation.

1874 Huxley in Nature 3 Sept. 365/2 The sensation which
has passed away leaves behind molecules of the brain com-
petent to its reproduction—'sensigenous molecules' so to

speak. 1879 — Hume 11.73 The sensigenous object, and
that masterful entity, the Ego.

Seusile (se*nsil, -ail), a. [ad. L. sensil-is

endowed with sensation, f. sens-, senttre to feel

:

see -HX.1 Capable of perception, sentient.

1813 T. Busby Lucretius I. 11. Comm. p. xxxv, Plato.,
taught that sensible beings are formed from sensile atoms.
Ibid. II. vi. 904 Others with stench the sensile nostrils teaze.

1843 Wilkinson tr. Swedenborg's Anim. Kingd. hi. 41
Different organic series, muscular, glandular, and sensile.

Sensine, obs. variant of Sensyne.

Sensism (se*nsiz'm). rare. [f. Sense sb.-t-

-Ism.] a. Devotion to the things of sense, sensua-

lity, b. Philos. = Sensationalism.
1857 W. Fleming Voc Philos. 462 Sensism.. is the doctrine

that all our knowledge is derived originally from sense.

Ibid. Sensism gives the single fact of sensation as sufficient

to explain all mental phenomena. 1892 Lilly Gt. Enigma
74 Voluptuous sensism extracted from the purest idealism.

1903 W. Turner Hist. Philos. 268 The denial of the uni-

versal means sensism.

Sensist (se*nsist). [f. Sense j£. + -ist.] -
Sensationalist i. Also attrib.

1874 Mivart in Contemp. Rev. Oct. 774 A wide divergence
from the teaching of the last named writer has been intro-

duced by his brother sensist, Mr. G. H. Lewes. Ibid. 786
The phenomena of Cosmical Evolution are presented by
the sensist school in terms of matter and force. 1886 Lock*
hart Rosmini I. 102 Wily agents were spreading the perni-

cious tenets of the Sensists.

Hence Sensi stic a.

188a T. Davidson in Fortu. Rev. July 18 A sensistic philo-

sophy, which, by circumscribing the natural powers of the
mind within the narrowest limits, left indefinite room for

authority.

t Se'nsitie. Obs. rare-*, [app. f. L, sens-us

Sense sb. + -ity.] Sensation.
1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 180 Neither sensitie,

facultie, nor appetite was amisse in him.

Sensitive (sensitiv), a. and sb. Forms : a. 5
sensitife, sensityf, 6 sensytyfe, sencitive,

7 sensetive, 5- sensitive. &. 6 censatyve, 6-8

sensative. [a. F. sensitif, -ive (13th c. in Hatz.-

Darm.), ad. med.L. sensitTvus, irreg. f. L. sens-,

ppl. stem of sentire to feel. Cf. Sp., Pg., It.

sensitivo. The & forms may possibly represent a
med.L. *sensdttvus

f
related to sensdtio^ but it is

not evident that sensitive and sensative were re-

garded as distinct words.] A. adj.

1. Having the function of sensation or sensuous
perception.
Sensitive soul [med.L. anima sensitivo] : in scholastic

philosophy, that one of the three kinds of ' soul ' or of con-
stituent parts of the soul which is concerned with sensation,

and which is characteristic of animals ; distinguished from
the vegetative soult which is common to animals with plants.
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and from the intellective soul, which in rational animals

(men) is superadded to the two others. Similarly sensitive

virtue [virtus sensitiva], the faculty of sensation.

a. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4381 pe faire floryscht filds of

floures & of herbys, Quare-of>e breth as of bawme blawis

in oure noose, pat ilk sensitife saule mast souorly delyte.

£1407 Lydg. Reson <y Sens. 698 God.. Hath yove and

graunted vnto man..Twoo maners of knowlychynge. ..

The first.. Called the vertu sensytif By which he feleth..

Thinges..Which to forn him be present, c 1449 Pkcock
Repr. 1. xiv. 74 Tho same treuthis whiche outward sensityue

wittis knowen. 1531 Elyot Gov. iii. xxiv. (1880) II. 371 An
other parte \sc. of the soul], wherin man doth participate

with all other thynges lyuynge, which is called sensitife, by
reason that therof the sensis do procede. 1577 tr. Bullitt-

ger's Decades iv. x. (1592) 755 For there is the soule vege-

tatiue which worketh in plants. There is the soule sensitiue

which, .giueth life to brute beastes. 1620 T. Granger Div.
Logt'ke 109 Seeing, hearing, &c. are acts of the sensitiue

powers. 1643 H. More SongofSoulu. i. 11. xxv, That we term
Soul sensitive, I'll calTt form bestiall. 1653— Antid. Ath. 1.

viii. § 13 (1712) 24 Corporeal Matter is the proper Object of
the sensitive Faculty, a 1714 Abp. Sharp Serin. Wks. 1754
IV. 142 The seat of the one is in the intellectual reasonable
nature ; the seat of the other is in the sensitive^ 173a Pope
Ess. on Manx. Argt.,To possess any of the sensitive faculties

in a higher degree, would render htm miserable. 1769-90 Sir

J. Reynolds Disc. vii. (1876) 421 All arts have means within
them of applying themselves with success both to the in-

tellectual and sensitive part of our natures. 1801 Med. Jrttl.

V. 327 The sensitive power of the iris, a 1806 Bp. Horsley
Serm. (1816) I. vii. 127 This spiritual sword of God's awful
word .. pierces to the very line of separation, as it were, of
the sensitive and the intelligent principle. 1836 Todd's
Cycl. Anal. III. 720 H/2 These are called sensitive nerves
or nerves of common sensation. «i88i Barratt Phys.
Metempiric (1883) 22 We may reasonably infer that of which
we might be sensible.. by a hypothetical extension of our
sensitive powers.
0. 154^8 Vicary Ana/, ii. (1888) 19 From the brayne com-

meth vij payre of Nerues sensatiues. 1594 Plat Jeivell-ho,

11. 16 Salt is no enemie either to the vegetatiue, or sensatiue

natures. 1615 Crooke.Z?<7*/j' ofAlan 288 In sleepe the sensa-

tiue faculties are all at rest. 1656-63 Bp. W. Lucy Observ.
Hobbes 37 Yet there remains in the sensative memory that
image, which represented the object at the first.

b. Of life, knowledge, perception (also formerly

+ of desires, feelings) : Connected with the senses,

sensuous, i* Of objects : Perceptible by the senses.
a. 1530 Rastell Purg. 1, vi, The beest which hath a lyfe

sensytyve. x«6 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) I. Costnogr.
Proheme 14 He that nold aganis his lustis strive But leiffis

as beist of knawlege sensitive Eildis richt fast. x6o8 D.
T[uvill] Ess. Pol. <5r Mor. 4 Beeing for the most part led
to iudge of matters onely by a Sensitiue apprehension they
haue of them. 1633-55 Capel Tentations n Our sensitive
love what follows the lower, and organical faculties of the
soul. 1643 Milton Divorce 1. ii. 6 The sensitive pleasing
of the body. 1650 Baxter Saints' R. m. xi. (1662) 461
The sensitive sinfull appetite and passion may prevail with
the Will. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vittd. 7 The places of
Scripture which testifie our Saviour's grief, sorrow, and
fear : these passions being sensitive, do sufficiently convince
that there was a sensual will in Christ. 1681-6 J. Scott
Chr. Life (1747) III. 27 Hence it is that he so greedily pre-
fers carnal before rational, and sensitive before spiritual
Goods. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv. iii. § 5 Sensitive Know-
ledge reaching no farther than the Existence of Things
actually present to our Senses, is yet much narrower than
either of the former. 1690 Norris Beatitudes (1694) I. 40
Once, indeed, 'tis said^ that he rejoiced ; but then it was not
with an outward, sensitive and tumultuous Joy. xfojCurios.
Husb. ff Gard. 296 When a Plant becomes an Animal, it..

rises into a higher Station, by acquiring a Sensitive Life.

a 1708 Beveridge Priv. Th. 1. (1730) 104 By loving God, I

do not understand that sensitive Affection I place upon
material Objects. 1877 E. Caird Philos. Kant 1. 174 Our
sensitive perception of objects. 1889 Courtney Afill 129
Beliefs., gathered out of the sensitive experience of his fore-

fathers.

0. 1743 N. Appleton Serm. 167 Our natural sensative
Appetites and Desires.

t c. Of fever : Arising from sensation. Obs.
1794 E. Darwin Zoon. I. 391 Other new motions are then

superadded, in consequence of sensation, which we shall call

febris sensitiva, or sensitive fever. Ibid. 392 These sensitive
fevers, like the irritative ones, resolve themselves into [etc.].

2. Of living beings: Endowed with the faculty

of sensation. Formerly often : + * Having sense

or perception, but not reason' (J., 1755).
a. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 131 We wyll nowe therefore

entreate of thynges sencitiue. 1584 R. Scot Discov. Wiickcr.
v. iv.(i886) 78 Our bodies are visible, sensitive, and passive.
1601 Holland Pliny xn. Pref. I. 356 The natures as well in
generall, as particularly in parts, of all living and sensitive
creatures within the compasse of our knowledge. 1716 Swift
Gulliver iv. ii, As to those filthy Yahoos. .1 confess I never
saw any sensitive being so detestable on all accounts.
1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. I. Pref. 5 Our fish, ..our insects,
and the various other sensitive productions of this king-
dom. 1794 Paley Evid. Introd. (1800) I. 2 The Deity
when he formed it consulted for the happiness of his sensi-

tive creation. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St..Pierre's Stud. Nat.
(1799) II. 381 It is only for beings vegetative and sensitive
that Nature has created the fossil kingdom.
3- 1509 Hawks Past. Pleas, xxxv. (Percy Soc.) 112 By

these twayne every thyng hath growynge ; Bothe vegita-
tyfe and censatyve also, And also mtelfectyve.

3. Sensitive plant, f herb, t shrub, f tree,
a shrub {Mimosa pudica, or M. sensilivd) possess-

ing a high degree of irritability, causing the leaf-

lets of the bipinnate leaves to fold together at the
slightest touch (cf. HuxBLE-planl, Sensible-//^/)

;

also applied with defining word to various plants
possessing a similar quality, as f Bastard Sensi-
tive plant {&$chynomene americana) ; False
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Sensitive plant (s£. hispidd) ; American Sensi-
tive plant {Cassia nictitans), also called Wild
Sensitive plant and Sensitive Pea (see Pea 3).
In the original use of this designation, the adj. belongs to

sense 2 (not to sense 5) ; cf. Sensible a. 10.

1633 Johnson Gerarde's Herbal App. vii. 1599 This which
I here call the sensitiue herb h,.Herba mimosa, or the
Mocking herbe. 1658 J. Jones Ovid's Ibis 45 Thus the
sensitive tree if ye touch one leaf the whole tree will quake.

1659 R. Lovell Herbal 524 Sensitive plant, Herba sensibilis.

1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribby 1st. 64 A Sensitive-shrub

valued at a very great rate. 1709 Swift & Addison Tatler
No. 32 F 2 She shrinks from the Touch like a Sensitive

Plant. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 323 Plant, Bastard
sensitive, AKschynomene. 178a Cowper Poet, Oyster, _<$

Sensit. Plant 22 When, cry the botanists—and stare—Did
plants call'd sensitive grow there ? 1820 Shelley Settsit.

Plant 1 A Sensitive Plant in a garden grew. 1821 Barton
Flora N. A titer. I. 102 s&schynomene hispida. False-Sensi*

tive-Plant 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. 61 The
American sensitive plant. 1871 Kingslev At Last xi, So
away we went, .through broad-leaved grasses, and the pink
balls of the sensitive-plants.

Jig. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 139 Let
but a single cloud darken the summer sky,..and the heart,

that sensitive plant, shrinks instinctively at nature's warning.

b. Sensitive Brier, Schrankia uncinata. Sen-
sitive Fern, Onoclea sensibilis.

2823 Crabb Technol. Diet, Sensitive Fern. 1846-50 A.
Wood Class-bk. Bot. 238 Sensitive Brier.

C Of plants and their organs : Capable of

responding to stimulation. Cf. 5.

1875 Darwin Insectiv. PI. vii. 140 Some tentacles on the
same leaf were more sensitive than others. 1880 C. & F.

Darwin Movent. PL 191 A part or organ may be called

sensitive, when its irritation excites movement in an adjoin-

ing part 188a Vines tr. Sachs* Bot. 729 The leaves of
Mimosa, .may again become sensitive when the temperature
falls.

4. That feels quickly and acutely, a. In physical

sense, of a living being, an animal organ or tissue

:

Having quick or intense perception or sensation.

Also (const. lo)t Readily and acutely affected with

pain or pleasure by some particular influence.

1849 Lvell 2nd Vis. U. S. II. 175 When people have
recovered from the yellow fever, the skin, although in other

respects as sensitive as ever, isno longer affected byamusquito
bite. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. v, Madame Defarge
being sensitive to cold, was wrapped in fur. i860 Tvndall
Glac. 1. v. 38 One effect of light upon the eye is to render it

less sensitive. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 587 The
tongue is one of the most sensitive of organs.

b. With reference to mental feelings : Having
quick and acute sensibilities; easily touched to

emotion, impressionable; easily wounded by un-

kindness; occasionally, ready to take offence,
( touchy \ Const, to, rarely of.
1816 Scott OldMori, xxxix, That mournful impression,.,

which the sensitive mind usually receives from a return to
the haunts of childhood. 1834 W. Irving T. Trav. I. 72
The scenes of blood which followed shocked his sensitive

nature. 1838 Thirlwall Greece V. 215 They were the more
sensitive to injuries and encroachments on their rights.

1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. i. I. 84 His conscience, which,
on occasions of little moment, was sufficiently sensitive.

a iBsglbid. xxiv. V. 214 Torpid as Spain had become, there
was still one point on which she was exquisitely sensitive.

1862 Grote Hist. Greece V. 11. Ix. 288 Citizens, full of im-
pressibility—sensitive anddemonstrativeGreeks. 1871R. H.
Hutton Theol. Ess. i. (1888) 5 Sensitive to human emotions.

1878 Leckv Eng. in iZth C. II. vi. 163 A man of the most
stainless and sensitive honour. 1888 H. S. Holland Christ
or Eccl. p. vii, Every educated man must be sensitive of
the strain laid by miracle upon. .scientific, .methods of
knowledge.

c. spec. Having the temperament that is receptive

of hypnotic or other occult influences. Cf. B. 5.

1846 Gregory Abstr. Reichenbach's Res. Magnetism 2
Healthy sensitive subjects.. experience no inconvenience
from the approach of magnets.

5. transf. Readily altered or affected by some
influence specified or implied. Const, to, of.

1828 Steuart Planter's G. (ed. 2) «;o6 Oaks and Beeches,
the plants of all others the most sensitive of drought 1 1853
W. Gregory Inorg. Chetn. 254 Silver and all its compounds
are very sensitive to sulphuretted hydrogen. 1897 Mary
ICincsley W. AJrica 689 Your life hangs on quinine, and..
it is most important to keep the system sensitive to it.

b. Photogr. Of paper or other prepared surface,

of chemical substances, etc. : Susceptible to actinic

influence.

1839 Fox Talbot in Philos. Mag. XIV, 204 When a sheet
of this, which I shall call Sensitive Paper, is placed in a dark
chamber. 1839— in Rep. Brit.Assoc.Vlll.il. 3 A silver plate
. .covered with a stratum of iodide of silver, which is sensi-

tive to light. 1846 Gregorv Abstr. Reichenbach's Res.
Magnetism 9 A very sensitive daguerreotype plate being
prepared, was placed opposite to a magnet [etc.]. 1893
Hodges Elem. Photogr. (1907) 14 The sensitive plates, or
films, are made to certain standard sizes. Idid.95 The paper
is. .very sensitive to all white light.

O. Of a scientific instrument of measurement

:

Indicating readily slight changes of condition,

easily moved or affected by the external forces

which it is constructed to detect or record.

1857 Miller Elem. Chetn., Org. (1862) 157 Determining
the specific gravity by means of a sensitive hydrometer.
1863 Tyndall Heat i. § 8 (1870) 8 Had they, .dipped suffi-

ciently sensitive thermometers into the water.. they would
have found [etc]. 1867— Sound vi. 243, I at one time in-

tended to approach this subject of sensitive flames through
a series of experiments, which [etc.]. 187a Yeats Techn.
Hist. Comm. 349 Balances are made sensitive to the fraction

SENSITIVENESS.

of a grain. 1873-81 Maxwell Electr. .$ Magn. II. 322 When
the instrument is intended to indicate the existence of a
feeble [electric] current, it is called a sensitive Galvanometer.

d. Of market-prices, stock, etc. : Having a

tendency to fluctuate rapidly upon the publication

of outside reports.
1866 Rogers Agric. # Pr. I. xxi. 548 Such an article would

be extremely sensitive to demand. 1867 Latham Black Of

White 12 We went also to the Gold Exchange, and gold

happened to be 'very sensitive '..and would go up.

6. Music. Sensitive note : the leading note of a

scale. Cf. Sensible a. 10 b.

1867 MacFarren Harmony (1892) 30 This 7th of the key
is also frequently called the Sensitive-note. 1881 Broad-
house Mus. Acoustics 344 Modern harmony with.. its con-

stantly-present sensitive or leading note.

B. sb.

f 1. A being that is capable of sensation. Obs.
c 1532Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1053 Thynges created

of God., ben elemented, vegetables and seneytyves, as ben
all beestes. 160a Warner Alb. Eng. xhl lxxvi. (1612) 316
The Sensitiues, as beastes, wormes, birdes, and fishes. 1651

Baxter Inf.Bapt. 230 The Mediator God-man doth exercise

part of his Authority.. even among brutes, and sensitives

that cannot know him. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. iv.

(1840) 28 In Mars, .no vegetables or sensitives could subsist

that we have any notion of, for want of Moisture.

+ 2. The faculty of sensation. Obs.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1042 Of necessitie both the

sensitive must be divided and goe with the sensible, and
also the imaginative with the imaginable. 1627 Hakewill
Apol. (1630) 74 Not onely the reasonable soule of man, but

the sensitive of the least gnat.

f b. That which is capable of feeling (something

specified). Obs.

1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag. 11. 218 They rise to act their

cruelties anew In my afflicted bosom, thus decreed The
universal sensitive of pain, The wretched heir of evils not

its own !

t 3. nonce-use. One sensible of a favour. Obs.

1663 Gerdier Counsel b8b, An humble sensitive, Your
Lordships Zealous and most humble Servant.

4. The Sensitive plant (see A. 3). [F. la sensitive.]

1707 Curios. Husb.fy Gard. 87 The Sensitive, .never opens
its Leaves till some time after Sun-rising. 1893 Stevenson
Isl. Nights* Entert., Beach of Falesd iv, There are cocoa
palms, .and guavas and lots of sensitive.

Jig. 1805 M. A. Shee Rhymes Art 88 But arts, a tribe of

sensitives, demand a hot-house culture.

5. nonce-use. One who is easily shocked.
1838 Southev Doctor V. 143 This I am told it was which

alarmed the Literary Sensitives.

6. One sensitive to spiritualist or other occult

influences, a medium.
1850 Ashburner tr. ReichenbaclCs Dynamics, Afagnetistu,

etc. 333 The most remarkable individual of all the healthy

sensitives, whose perceptions exceeded those even of many
diseased observers, in strength, distinctness, and duration,

was. .Josepha Zinkel. 1886 F. W. H. Myers Phantasms oj

Living I. Introd. 63 Phenomena commonly attributed lo

'spirits' (but many of which may perhaps be more safely

ascribed to the automatic agency of the sensitive himself).

7. One in whom the sensitive faculty is highly

developed. Also = Sensitivist.
1891 Athemeum 18 July 93/3 A new and active band of

Dutch novelists who have thought it worth their while to

take a fresh name—the Sensitives—the better to define their

place in literature. 1907 J. Lobb Talks with^ Dead 59, I

[Shakspere] was a man of extremes, a Sensitive, a term
which embraces all the eccentricities of a soul tabernacled

in clay. 1909 Chesterton Tftackeray Introd. 31 He was a
sublime emotional Englishman, who lived by atmosphere.
He was a great sensitive.

b. transf. and jig.

1884 Haweis Musical Mem. iii. 94 New violins as a rule

will take thicker strings than the fine old sensitives of the

sixteenth or seventeenth centuries.

Sensitively (se'nsitivli), adv. [f. Sensitive

a. + -ly 2
.] In a sensitive manner.

+ L Feelingly, tenderly; with the emotions as

distinguished from the intellect. Obs.

1644 Hammond Pract. Catech. 1. iii. (1646) 33 The sensi-

tive faculty, .may expresse its selfe more sensitively toward
that inferiour object then toward God. 1673 Baxter Let. in

Ace. Skerlocke \\. 170 And thus God may be sensitively, or

passionately loved, and must be.

2. With reference to feeling : Acutely, intensely.

1833 T. Hook Parsons Dau. n. x, He was sensitively

alive to the force of ridicule. 1870 Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. xliv. 1 To hear with the ears affects us more sensitively

than to read with the eyes.

3. With delicate perception ; also trans/.

a 1881 Illingworth Serm. College Chapel 119 Never
before, .were the aspects and the processes of this natural

world so curiously, sensitively, lovingly watched as now.
1881 Huxley in Nature n Aug. 346/1 A vast aggregate of

molecular mechanisms,, .sensitively adjusting themselves to

every change in the surrounding world.

4. With pa. pple. : So as to be sensitive.

1897 Mary Albert Diamond Shoe Buckles 60 A delicate,

Sensitively-organized frame.

Sensitiveness (sensitivnes). [-NESS.]

1. The power or capacity of sensation. Also,

with reference to plants : Capacity of responding

to stimulation.
1828 Ballantyne Exam. Hum. Mind 427 In regard to

sensitiveness many of the lower animals surpass man. 186?

Darwin Orchids vi. 21a She [Naturel has endowed these

plants with, what must be called for want of a better term,

sensitiveness. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 775 The sensitive-

ness of the leaves of Mimosa does not therefore depend on
a change of growth caused by the irritation.
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trans/. 1848-9 Calhoun Wks. (1874) IV. 284 Magic wires

are stretching themselves in all directions over the earth, and
when their mystic meshes shall have been ..perfected, our

globe itself will become endowed with sensitiveness.

2. Keen susceptibility to dbtward impressions,

delicacy or keenness of feeling developed to an

unusual or abnormal degree.

18*5 Scott Betrothed viii, In slow and solid natures there

is usually.- a sensitiveness to the breach of petty observ-

ances. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt v, But the minister's

sensitiveness gave another interpretation to the gaze which
he divined rather than saw. 1886 Manch. Exam. 14 Jan.

5/3 The new French Agent at Cairo..seems to be gifted

with great diplomatic sensitiveness. 1908Atken^um 21 Nov.

637/3 The analysis of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony .. shows
vivid sensitiveness to musical impressions.

b. Morbid self-consciousness, touchiness.

1851 Helps Comp. Solit. x. (1857) T7^ At last even sensitive

people learn to suffer less from sensitiveness. 1881 Emma J.
Wor boise Sissie xv, Sensitiveness, per se, is too often

nothing but wounded vanity.

3. The quality or state of being easily affected

by or of readily indicating changes of condition

;

Pkotogr. susceptibility to actinic influence. See
Sensitive a. 5, 5 b, 5 c.

1839 Fox Talbot in Rep, Brit Assoc. VIII. EL 5 The
present degree of sensitiveness of the photogenic paper was
stated to be as follows. 1857 G. Bird's Urin. Depos. (ed. 5)

387 Such is the sensitiveness of this test that five or six drops
only of saccharine urine, diffused through water, is sufficient

to show the effect. x86o Tyndall Giac. XL xx. 336 An ex-
treme degree ofsensitiveness has been ascribed to the glacier

as regards the changes of temperature. 1885 Sci. Amer.
25 Apr. 262/3 A sensitive plate showing a reading of 25 will

be regarded as having an extreme degree of sensitiveness.

Sensitivism (se'nsitiviz'm). [f. Sensitive

a. + -ism.] The principles of the sensitivists.

1891 E. Gosse Introd. to Couperus' Footsteps ofFate 14
For the peculiar quality which unites in one movement the
varied elements of the school which I have attempted thus
briefly to describe, the name Sensitivism has been invented
by one of themselves, by Van Deyssel.

Sensitivist (se-nsitivist). [f. Sensitive a. +
-1ST.] The designation of a school of novelists in

Holland, who aim at combining in their methods
the valuable qualities of impressionism and realism.

1891 E. Gosse Introd, to Couperus' Footsteps ofFate 5
The Dutch Sensitivists. 1903 Blaektv. Mag. Apr. 557/1
Theywould be realists, or naturalists, or sensitivists, or heaven
knows what.

Sensitivity (sensitrvTti). [f. Sensitive a. +
-ity. Cf. F. sensitivity

1. The qnality of being sensitive, in various

senses of the adj.

1803 W. Tavlor in Ann. Rev. I. 401 An eloquent exuber-
ance characterizes the style of our author, and a sensitivity

of imagination which makes even the minutest phenomenon
appear important to his attention. 1856 Dove Logic Chr.
Faith iv. li. § 5. 221 In the Vegetable World we behold the
. .germ of individual Sensitivity. z88o Bastian Brain 57 Its

sensitivity to such stimuli is.. closely akin to the general
organic irritability of protoplasm. 1882 Athenaeum 25 Nov.
703/1 The number of grades between the weights that any
person can distinguish has to be found by trial, and that
number becomes the measure of the coarseness of bis sensi-
tivity. 1904 Titchenbr tr. Wundt's Physiol. Psychol. I. 265
We find.. symptoms of abrogation or diminution of cuta-
neous sensitivity upon the uninjured side of the body.

2. The activity and experience of the senses.

1889 Mivart Orig. Hum. Reos. 75 Creatures whose whole
being is entirely given up to sensitivity.

t Sensitivo-ra'tional, a. Obs. rare. Sensi-

tive and rational.

Wollaston (Relig. Nat. 1 722) uses the mod.L. form sensitivo-
rntionalis.

1768-74 Tucker Li. Nat. (1834) I. 20a Man has been in-

completely defined a rational animal ;_he is rather, to use
Mr. Woolaston's words, sensitive*-rational. Ibid. II. 295
We are but sensitivo-rational creatures, having in our
natures a spice of the angel and of the beast.

Sensitization (sensitsizJi'Jan). [f. Sensitize

v. + -ATION.] The act or process of sensitizing.

1887 Brit. Merc. Gaz. 15 June 25/1 Experiments in sensi-

tization of molecular masses of differential volumes, showing
attraction, propulsion, and negation, will follow. 1904 Brit.
Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 559/2 The view of Bordet and the
French school generally, that the action of immune body is

what they describe as a sensitization.

Sensitize (sensitaiz), v. [f. Sensit-ive + -ize.]

L trans, {Pkotogr.) To render (a plate, film or

paper) sensitive to the influence of light.

1856 R. F. Barnes Dry Collodion Process 31 The bath
I employ for sensitizing dry plates. 1858 T. Sutton Diet.
Photogr. 12 Albumen. .is not so sensitive as collodion..;

but. .it will keep longer when sensitized. 1865 J. Wylde's
Circ. Sci. I. 153/1 Nitrate of silver.. is the salt usually
employed to sensitise the paper. 1879 Leake Photogr.
iti Casselfs Tech. Educ. IV. 323/2 A plate should now be
coated with collodion in the tent, and sensitised in the usual
manner.

2. To make (a person) sensitive (in various

senses of the adj.).

1880 Wincfield In Her Majesty 1

s Keeping I. 70 Educa-
tion, while it sensitises a man's fibre, is incapable of turning
weakness into strength. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept.

559/2 These bacteria are previously sensitized by union with
a substance existing in the plasma.

Hence Seiisitiaed ///. a. ; Se*nsitizing vbl. sb.

and ppl. a.

1861 Photogr. Neivs Aim. in J. Wylde's Circ. Sci. (1865)
I. 160/2 A thirty-five grain nitrate bath,., is the best sen si-

tUing solution. 1864 Koscoe in Reader 24 Sept. 386/3 It

Vol. VIII.

- was necessary to construct an apparatus in which photo-
graphic sensitized paper could be exposed to the sunlight for

definite times. 1877 Mallock New Republic in. iii. II. 50
Culture is. . the sensitising of the mental palate—the making
it a good taster. 1886 Lowell Harvard Anniv. Wks. 1890
VI. 139 It is not their antiquity, but its association with
mam, that endows them [sc. ancient buildings] with such
sensitizing potency.

Sensitizer (scnsitaizai). Photogr. [f. Sensi-

i

tize v. + -er *.] A substance or preparation used

for sensitizing.

1873 G. Dawson Hardwich's Man. Photogr. 132 To apply
the Ammonio-nitrate Sensitizer, the paper should not be
floated on it. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 314 The

I addition to a sensitive film of certain coloring matters,

which are known as optical sensitisers or selective sensi-

tisers, renders the film sensitive to rays which would other-

wise produce little or no photographic effect.

Sensitometer (sensit^'mrtsj). Photogr, [f.

Sensit-ive + -ometer : see -meter.] An instrument

for ascertaining the degree of sensitiveness ofphoto-

graphic plates, films, etc. Also attrib.

1880 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr. 3 Sept, 421/3 [Mr. Warnerke's]
very useful ' sensitometer '. 1890 P. H. Emerson Natural-
istic Photogr. 159 The rapidity of plates can be measured
by an instrument called a sensitometer. 1890 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. III. 372 The lower grades of dry plates, that
is, those of low sensitometer power.

Hence Sensito'metry, the determination of the

degree of sensitiveness.

1907 Sheppard & Mees Theory Photogr. Process 276
Part III. The Sensitometry of Photographic Plates.

Sensitory (se'nsitori), sb. [f. L. sens-, sen-

tire to feel + -it- (after Sensitive) + -ort 1.] =
Sensory sb, 1864 Webster.

Se'nsitory, a. rare~°. [Formed as prec. +
-ory 2

.] = Sensory a. 1887 Casseirs Encycl. Did.

Sensive (se*nsiv), a, [a. OF. semif, ad. Latin
type *sensivus, f. sens-, sentire to feel : see -ive.]

1. Having the function of sensation or sensuous
perception.

t Sensive soul = sensible or sensitive soul : see those adjs.

1553 Grimalde Cicero's Offices Pref., Men of middle
degree, like the sensiue soule shall attend to affaires and
sciences more liberale. 1578 Banister/tYs/. Man vni. 104 b,

Galen sayth that for three principall endes Nature hath
made such distribution of Nerues in the body. The first

was to giue feelyng vnto the sensiue instrumentes. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 1. (1598) 82 Palmes doereioyce to be ioynd
by the match of a mate to a female, And shall sensiue things
be so sencelesse as to resist sence ? ifiia Chapman Rev.
Bussy d'Ambois v. v. 134 Learnedst men hold that our
sensiue spirits A little time abide about the graues Of their

deceasedbodies. 1865 J. Grote Explor, Pkilos. 1. 13 The
harmonizing together of our active powers, our sensive
powers, and our various individual experience.

f 2. Capable of sensation. Obs.
1598 B, Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. n. iii, The infection

Which, as a subtle vapor, spreads it selfe, Confusedly,
through euery sensiue part.

Sensize (senssiz), v. [f. Sense sb. + -ize.]

trans. To perceive by means of the senses.
1862 Sat. Rev. 6 Sept. 284 What we sensise through the

ear is simply the motion of the atmosphere.

Sensor (scnspi), a, [irreg. shortened f. Sen-
sory, after motor.] m Sensory.
i86$ Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879) *• ***• 492 The trans,

mission of intelligence through the sensor nerves. 1875
W. K. Clifford Led. (1879) II. 108 Various combinations
of disturbances in the sensor tract are made to lead to the
appropriate combinations of disturbances in the motor tract.

Sensor, obs. form of Censer sb. 1
, Censor.

Sensori- (se'nsori), used as combining form of
Sensor or Sensory, chiefly in sensori-motor a.,

applied to nerves which are both sensory and
motor ; also to reflex actions which arise from
stimulation of the organs of sense. Similarly sen-

sori-digestive, -refiex, -volitional adjs.

1855 Bain Senses <$ Int. n. iv. § 4 (1864) 263 This is the
principle of sensori-motor, or senson-reflex actions. 1857
Dunglison Med. Lex., Sensori-volitional, a term applied
to nervous fibres which . .are respectively concerned in sensa-
tion and volition. 1891 Century Did. (citing A. S. Packard),
Sensoridigestive. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 202 An
ordinary sensorimotor nerve such as the sciatic.

Sensorial (sensGVrial), a, [f. Sensori-UM or

Sensory + -al.] Of or relating to the sensorium.
Also, relating to sensation or sensory impressions.
1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. 1. 1. iii. 56 If I can light upon any

little hint which may do real service to somebody or other
I care not thro' what channels it is conveyed ; whether. . by
agitatingthe sensorial and motorial ether, or by beginning
a succession of perceptions. 1799 Sir H. Davy in Beddoes
Cotttrib. Phys. <$• Med. Knowl. (1799) 41 The motion of
light communicated to the nerve itself produces the sen-
sorialaffection. 1851 H, Mayo PoP.SuPerst.(ed.2) 42 The
most instructive case of sensorial illusions on record. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 108 This may form part of a
sensory and sensorial hemianesthesia.

•fb. Pertaining to the brain as the centre of

nervous energy ; esp. in sensorial power, vital

energy proceeding from the brain to the rest of

the system. Obs.

1794 E. Darwin Zoon. I. 75 The sensorial power, or spirit

of animation,.. is_ perpetually renewed by the secretion or
production of it in the brain and spinal marrow. 1822-29
Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) II. 292 The stream of nervous
power, thus communicated by jets from the sensorial foun-
tain. Ibid. IV. 501 The sensorial powers are those which
are dependent on the sensorium or brain as their instrument

or origin; and are three in number, the intellectual, the
sensific, and the motory. 1833 Cycl. Pract. Med. II. 91/2
When there is a predisposition to epilepsy, a cause of either
kind.. may interrupt the equable transmission of the sen-
sorial power by means of the nerves, and thus occasion a fit.

II Sensorrolnm. rare. PI. -ola. [mod.L.
dim. of Sensorium.] A small sensorium: (a)

(see quot. 17 14) ; (b) a minute organ of sense.

1714 Addison Sped. No. 565 f 8 Brutes and Men have
their Senson'ola, or little Sensoriums, by which they appre-
hend the Presence and perceive the Actions of a few Objects,
that lie contiguous to them. 1843 Wilkinson tr. Sweden-
borgs

s Anim. Kingd. I. i. 37 That it shall have the power
of. .expanding and relaxing, .its sensoriola or papilla?.

II Sensorium (sensoa-rizJin). Also 7-8 erron.

cens-. [Late L. sensorium (Boethius), f. sens-,

ppl. stem of sentire to feel : see -ort.] The seat
of sensation in the brain of man and other animals

;

the percipient centre to which sense-impressions
are transmitted by the nerves. Also common
sensorium (L. sensorium commune), \first senso-
rium. Formerly also used in a wider sense, for

the brain as the organ of mind and the centre of
nervous energy.
1647 H. More Song ofSoul Notes 139/2 For there is first

a tactuall conjunction as it were of the representative rayes
of every thing, with our sensorium before we know the things
themselves. 1664 Power Exp. Pkilos. 1. 69 Spontaneous
motion is performed by continuation of the Animal Spirits,
from the common Sensorium to the Muscle, c 1688 Tryon
Dreams ii. (1695) 15 When the first Censorium (which is

called the Organ of the common Sense) is bound and ob-
structed with a soporiferous vapour. 1737 Portebfield in
Med. Ess. Edin. (ed. 2) III. 219 Which Agitation is com-
municated to the Senso-num^ or that Part of our Brain
in which our Mind does principally reside. 1826 Kirby
& Sp. Entomol. IV. 1 Sensation and perception are by the
means of nerves and a common sensorium. 1872 Darwin
Emotions iv. 83 When the sensorium is strongly excited,
the muscles of the body are generally thrown into violent
action. 1879 Carpenter Mental Phys. 1. i. § 13. 15 That
we are not always conscious of the working of this Mechan-
ism, is simply because our Sensorium is otherwise engaged.

b. Used playfully in non-technical writing
(sometimes for * brain ' or ' mind ').

1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy II. x, The ringing of thp bell,

and the rap upon the door, struck likewise strong upon the
sensorium of my uncle Toby. 1814 Scott Wav. Ixi, While
these reflections passed like the stings of scorpions through
Waverley's^ sensorium. 184a Campbell Pilgr. Glencoe 469
An artery in his wise sensorium burst. 1908 E. V. Lucas
Over Bemerton's iii. (ioog) 21 There was, as it were, a veil

between them and my sensorium.

1714 Addison Sped. No. 565 F 8 The noblest and most
exalted Way of considering this infinite Space is that of Sir
Isaac Newton, who calls it the Sensorium of the Godhead.
a 1861 Sir F. Palgrave Norm. <$ Eng. III. 595 Rome be-
came the common sensorium of Europe, and through Rome
all the several portions of Latin Europe sympathized and
felt with each other. 1867 Macgregor Voy. Alone (1868)

24 The tiller, that delicate and true sensorium of a boat.

Sensory (se"nsori), sb. [ad. L. sensorium :

see prec. and -ort *.]

f 1. An organ of sense. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 255 Visibles, and AudibIes..doe Ian-

guish and lessen by degrees, according to the Distance of
the Obiects from the Sensories. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led.
v. 21 That we all have double Sensories, two Eyes, two
Ears

(
two Nostrils, is an effectual Confutation of this

Atheistical Sophism. 1714 Derham Pkys.-Theol. iv. iii.

(ed. 2) 123 The Bone.. serves.. as a substantial Guard to the
Sensory [of the Ear].

fig: 1681 J. Scott Chr. Life x. iv. § 4 (1684) 317 These
heavenly Graces are the Palate by which the immortal
Mind tastes.. its Heaven, the blessed Organs and Sensories
by which it feels, .the Joys of the World to come.
2. = Sensorium. Also common or ffirst sensory.
1653 R. Sanders Pkysiogn. 216 The irrigation of the brain,

and of the first sensory, that is the obstruction of the common
sense of the organs, indicates the Form. 1681 Willis'' Rem.
Med. Wks. Vocab., Sensory, the organ of feeling, or of dis-

criminating by the senses ; the common sensory or seat of
such organ, placed in the brain. 1689 Norris Reas. # Relig.
11. ii. 188 These Species are carried by the external Senses
to the common Sensory. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 78 p 2
Uneasiness gives way by slow degrees, and is long before
it quits its possession of the sensory, 1826 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol. IV. xlv. 234 The agent between the common sen-
sory and the sense is the consciousness or perception of the
impression. 1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) 1. 195 The
general bustle and hilarity., break the sturdy chain of habit
and association, and give leisure to the worn-out sensory to
refresh itself. 1882 H. Calderwood in Schaff^s Encycl.
Relig. Knowl. I. 36 Three distinct cognitive faculties—the
sensory, the understanding, and the reason.

Sensory (se'nsori), a. [ad. L. type sensorius :

see prec. and -ory 2
.] Belonging to sensation

;

carrying or transmitting sensation.

1749 Hartley Observ. Man 1. 58 Sensory Vibrations. 1763
Phil. Trans. LIV. 184 These nerves are equally motory
and sensory. 1799 Sir H. Davy in Beddoes Contrib. Phys.
fy Med. Knowl. (1799) 21 The sensory organs. 1883 Encycl.
Brit XV. 279/1 The lower sensory ganglia, which receive
all sensory impressions in the first instance. 1886 Gurney,
etc. Phantasms of Living I. 537 A dim and shadowy idea,
when once it obtains a lodgment in the mind, may body
itself forth as a sensory phantasm.
Sensour, obs. form of Censor, Censure.
Sensour(e, senssar, obs. ff. Censer sbl
a 1400 50 Wars Alex. 1565 Sum with sensours..Quare-of

be reke aromatike rase to be welken. 1546 Supptic. I'oore
Commons 75 Sensoures, pixese, coopes. ? 1571 Cov. Corpus
Chr. Plays App. 11. 97 For mendyng of ij senssars.
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I

SENSUAL.

Sensse, variant of Cense sb* 06s., incense.

c 1450 Lay-Folks Mass-Bk. E. 249 Gold, sensse, and myrre.

Senssour, obs. form of Censer sb*

Sensual (se*nsi«al, -Jwal), a. and sb. Also

,-7 sensuall, 5 sensuel. [ad. late L. sensualis,

F. L. sensu-s Sense sb. : see -al. Cf. F. sensuel,

Sp., Pg. sensual, It. sensuale.] A. <&#.

L Of or pertaining to the senses or physical

sensation ; sensory. Now rare.

c 1450 Mirour Sauiacioun 3346 So kept he the seints in

helle with out payne sensuel felyng. c 1450 Cov. Myst.
(Shaks. Soc.) 240 Thryes I tempte hym be ryth sotylle in-

stawnce, Aftyr he fast fourty days ageyns sensual myth or

reson. 1509 Watson Skip of Fools i. (1517) Aijb, Where
through 1 myghte lese my sensuall intellygence, for he that

procureth too knowe ouermoche . . is in daunger for tobe
extraught from hymself [etc.]. Ibid, xviii. E iij b, It is im-

possyble y 1 his sensuall wyt may comprehende, and haue so

many dyuers cogytacyons in an instaunte. 1526 Pilgr,

Perf.(w.dc W. 1531) 151 The beestes..be made tame..:
that is to say, the sensuall powers of man or woman, whiche
by synne euer rebelled.. be made obedyent to y8 spiryte.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. xi. § 4 Man doth seeke a triple

perfection, first, a sensuall, .. then an intellectuall. .lastly a
spirituall & diuine. 1604 T. Wright Passions 229 Raging
Mastives who, if they were loosed, one at another, they
would fight till death, whereas in presence of the Bull . . they
. .both, eyther by sensual! consent or naturall instinct, unite

themselves in one to assault their common adversary. 1652
Benlowes Theoph. vt.lxxin, Let not dust blinde my sensual

EyesWhen as my spirits Energie transcends the skies. 173a

Pope Ess. Man 1. 208 Far as Creation's ample range extends,

The scale of sensual, mental pow'rs ascends. 1742 Young
Nt. Tk. vir. 739 The wide stretcht realm of intellectual woe,
Surpassing sensual far, is all our own. 1794 E. Darwin
Zoon. I. n Synonymous with the word idea, we shall some-
times use the words sensual motion in contradistinction to

muscular motion. 1820 Keats Ode Grec. Urn 13 Ye soft

pipes, play on ; Not to the sensual ear, but more endear'd,

Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone. 1846 I. Williams Bapt.,

Voices ofDead, But still the wall impassable Bars us around
with sensual bond. 1881 Williamson in Nature 1 Sept.

414/1 The process of scientific investigation includes a great

variety of operations, which may be considered under three

headings, mental, sensual, and physical.

b. Perceptible by the senses, rare.

1529 More Dyaloge in. Wks. 243/2 Sometime as God,
sometime as man, . . sometime as iny" persone of his sensuall

parties of his own body, otherwhile in y9 person of some
particular part of his body mystical. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1824) I. 245 A man born deaf must necessarily be
dumb ; and his whole sphere of knowledge must be bounded
only by sensual objects. 1836 Mrs. Browning Poet's Vow
1. x, But, weights and shows of sensual things Too closely

crossing him, On his soul's eyelid the pressure slid, And
made its vision dim.

+ 2. Of living beings: Endowed with the faculty

of sensation (but not with reason). Obs.

1530 Rastell Bk. Purgat. 111. vii. 2 A soule sensyttve

whiche is in every brute sensuall best. 1696 Tate & Brady
Ps. xlix. 20 As like a sensual Beast he lives, So like a Beast
he dies.

3. Of appetites and pleasures : Connected with

the gratification of the senses, a. In neutral use :

Sensuous, physical. Now rare,

1542 Boorde Dyetary xii. (1870) 267 Clowtyd craymc.is
eaten more for a sensuall appetyde than for any good now-
rysshement. 1618 Wither Motto, Nee euro (1621) D 8 b,

I care not for his loue. My dogge doth so ; He loues, as farre

as sensuall loue can go. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 239
Some unassayed sensual sweetnesse. 1740 Cibber Afiot.

(1756) I. 303 This kind of entertainment [opera] being so
entirely sensual, it had no possibility of getting the better of
our reason but by its novelty. 1752 Hume Polit. Disc. ii. 37
No gratification, however sensual, can, of itself, be esteemed
vicious. 1797 D. Simpson Plea Relig. (1808) 190 The Gospel
. .allows every sensual enjoyment that is consistent with the

real good.. of man. 1834 Marrvat P. Simple i, My father

walked up and down the room with impatience, because he
was kept from his dinner, and, like all orthodox divines, he
was tenacious of the only sensual enjoyment permitted to

his cloth,

b. In pejorative use, implying the notion of

something base or vicious. Now often, Lewd,
unchaste.

1477 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 191/1 Persones not dredyng God,
. . but enclyned of sensuall appetite, a 1513 Fabvan Chron.
v. exxxii. (1811) 114 He was gyuen to all sensuall luste of

his body, a 1541 Wyatt in TotteCs Misc. (Arb.) 224 See thou
kepe thee free From the foule yoke of sensuall bondage.

1634 Milton Comus 77 They.. all their friends, and native

home forget To roule with pleasure in a sensual stie. 1645
Hammond Sins IVeakn. etc. § 23. 13 From whence. .sinne

is brought forth, that very consent of the will to the sensuall

faculty, being formally sinne without, or before the acting

of it. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 17 Intervals of spleen ;

for relief of which he is driven into senstal excesses. 1850

Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. ix. (1853) 114 The sensual pleasure

of the glutton.

4. Of persons, their dispositions, conduct, etc.

a. Absorbed in the life of the senses ; indifferent

to intellectual and moral interests. In religious

use : Destitute of spiritual life, worldly, irreligious.

Now rare or Obs.
'557 Bible (Genev.) James iii. 15 This wisdome is earthy,

sensual [so later versions ; Tindale, etc. have natural] and
dyuelyshe. 1582 N. T. (Rhem.) 1 Cor. ii. 14 The sensual
(i6n naturall] man perceiueth not those things that are of
the spirit of God. Ibid., Jude 19 These are they which se-

gregate themselues, sensual, hauing not the Spirit. 1599
Davies Nosce Teifsum 95 As some sensuall spirits amongst
vs.. Which hold the world to come, a faigned stage. 1656
Earl Monm. tr. Boccalinfs Advts. fr. Parnass. 1. v. 12

466

[He trusts] the Senat willingly with the revenge of any in.

jury he can receive, when sensual men are very loath to

remit the like into the hands of God. a 1676 Hale Prim.
Orig. Man. iv. v. (1677) 333 Sensual Men are not willing to

believe any thing whereby they have not a sufficient Evi-
dence, as they think, to their Sense. 1677 Gale Crt. Gen-
tiles iv. 11. ii. 216 The brutish sensual World began to cal in

question the very existence and providence of God. 1751
Johnson Rambler No. 178 r 11 The gratifications of the

Ealate ; an entertainment so far removed from intellectual

appiness, that scarcely the most shameless of the sensual

herd have dared to defend it. 1882 M. Arnold Irish Ess.

230 But this whole drama.. may be best described as the

theatre of the homme sensuel moyen, the average sensual
man, . . whose city is Paris, and whose ideal is the free, gay,
pleasurable life of Paris.

b. Excessively inclined to the gratification of the

senses, voluptuous; often spec, with reference to

sexual passion, lewd, unchaste. Of physiognomy
or features : Indicative of a sensual disposition.

1530 Palsgr. 323/2 Sensuall gyven to vyce, epicurien. 1637
Raleigh MaJwmett^ Don Roderigo.. began to repent him
of his sensuall life. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables exxvi. 118

j
These Wasps in a Hony-Pot are so many Sensual Men that

are Plung'd in their Lusts and Pleasures. 1694 Atterbury
Serm. (1726) I. 190 The Sensual Man is, of all Men living,

the most improper for Enquiries after Truth. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), Sensual, Voluptuous, given to Pleasures, Carnal
or Fleshly. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 466 P 5 Were any one
to see Mariamne dance, let him be never so sensual a Brute,
I defie him to entertain any Thoughts but of the highest
Respect and Esteem towards her. 1876 Gladstone Ho-
meric Synchr. 246 Homer has exhibited much repugnance
to the sensual deity of Aphrodite. 1881 H. Smart Race
for Wife i, By nature coarse and sensual in his habits. 1905
R. Bagot Passport xxv. 268 The full mouth, with the
sensual lips.

to. Misused for: Obstinately self-willed. Obs,

1524 Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII, W. 198 The
realme of Scotland, by taking sensuall and wilfull waies,

shal soner chose to lyve in warre trouble inquietnes and
adversite, than to florishe in joye [etc.]. 1538 Ibid. III. 36
His Lordshipp afterwarde despysid and maligned at the
Kinges said Privaye Counsaile, following censuall and wil-

full waies. 1539 Earl Ormond Ibid. III. 150 My Lorde
Deputic.hath broght the successes of his sensuall apetittis

and wilfull procedinges now to such pass and effect, that

[etc]. 01548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII 31 If any lawe or

reason could have removed you from your sensuall opinions,

ye have ben many and often tymes sufficientely aunswered
to the same. 1584 Burghlev in Strype Wkitgift App. in.

(1718) 64, I favour no sensual & wilful Recusants.

5. Of opinions or ideas : Materialistic.

1656 Jeanes Mixt. Schol. Div. 48 Austin told his friend

AHpius, and Nebridius, that Epicurus his sensuall doctrine

had with him carried away the garland from all Philo-

sophers and Divines ; unlesse [etc]. 1830 D'Israeli Chas. /,

III. xv. 329 Moses.. only accommodated such figurative ex-

pressions to the sensual comprehensions of his tribes. 1845
Sarah Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref. vi. ix. III. 569 Views, at

once transcendent and sensual, of the mission of a Messiah.

1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 67 He gives his own views
of the common sensual idea of heaven.

b. Philos. m Sensational a, 2. rare,

1837-9 Hallam Lit. Eur. in. iii. § 94 The sensual and
ideal schools of psychology,

f B. sb. $1, Obs,

1. a. The sensual faculties and appetites, b. The
objects of sense.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Hants (1662) 11. 8 His Intellec-

tuals had such predominancy of his Sensuals, or rather

Grace so ruled in both, that the Man in him being sub-

ordinate to the Christian, he lived a pattern of Piety, a 1676
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. viii. (1677) 375 The objects,

means, and occasions of our fears in relation to sensuals, are

ever more and greater than the objects of our hopes.

2. Beings capable only of sensation, brutes.

1605 Timme Quersit. Ded. 2 The souls of men and angels
are reasonable;.,and the sensuals (asbeasts and such like)

not so. a 1644 Quarles £0/. Recant, iii. 18 (1645) 14 Heav'n
suffers mortals to be exercis'd In their own miseries, that

they may see They'r not more happy then the sensuals bee.

Sensualism (se'nf«aTiz m). [f. Sensual a. +
-ism. Cf. F. sensualisme (1812 in sense 1).]

1. Philos. The doctrine that the senses are the

sole source of knowledge ; sensationalism.

1803 Edin. Rev. I. 264 The more inviting system of sen-

sualism, in which all knowledge is supposed to consist of
original impressions from without. 183a Linberg tr. Cousins
Introd. Hist. Philos. xii. 393, I define the Scotch philo-

sophy, gentlemen, as an honorable protestation against the
extravagances of the last consequences of sensualism. 1848

R. I, Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation xiv. (1852) 401 The
School of Locke replies that they [the premises of reason}

owe their existence to the senses... That theory, which,

matured by Locke's subtiler and more consistent disciple,

Hume, may be called the system of sensualism.

2. Addiction to sensual indulgence.

1813 Shelley Q. Mab iv. 251 Is not thy youth A vain and
feverish dream of sensualism ? 184^7 Helps Friends in C. I.

iv. 62 There is something quite military in the sensualism of

the Romans—an 'arbiter bibendi' chosen [etc.]. iqooCharl.
Mansfield Girl $ Gods xv, The ruts and looseness on a

face coarsened by sensualism.

3. Absorption in material interests.

1878 Emerson Misc. Papers, Fort. Republ. Wks. (Bohn)

III. 396 In this country .. there is at present a great sen-

sualism, a headlong devotion to trade.

Sensualist (se*nf«alist). [f. Sensual a,+

-1ST. Cf. F. sensualisle (181 2 in sense 2).]

1. One whose disposition and conduct are sensual

;

one whose sole interests are in the things of sense
;

chiefly, one who is devoted to sensual pleasure, or

given to vicious indulgence of the animal passions.

SENSUALITY.

The various shades of meaning can hardly be distinguished

in the early examples.
1662 Hibbert Body Divinity 1. 310 It is charged as a foul

fault upon those sensualists that they had lived in pleasure.

1682 Flavell Fear ii. Wks. 1701 I. 577/1 As it is noted of

those secure Sensualists, Amos vi. 3. They put far from
them the evil Day. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 16 Those
pleasures which are highest in the esteem of sensualists.

1773 Observ. State Poor 64 It is not the fear of lothsome or

excruciating disease, that will deter the sensualist or the

epicure from the indulgences of their appetites. 1792 Mary
Wollstonf.cr. Rights Worn. ii. 45 As blind^ obedience is

ever sought for by power, tyrants and sensualists are in the

right when they endeavour to keep women in the dark. 1831

Carlyle Sart. Res. 111. iii, Even for the basest Sensualist,

what is Sense but the implement of Fantasy? 1871 Burr
Ad Fidem ix. 176 The sty of the sensualist.

2. = Sensationalist.
1852 Wight tr. Cousin's Course Hist. Mod. Philos. II. 138

On which side shall I rank myself, in this great battle of

European philosophy in the eighteenth century ? Shall I

be a sensualist? 1856 Ferrier Inst. Metaph.x.\i.(ed.2) 261

That school of philosophers who are called ' the sensualists *.

Sensualistic (se=nj«ali *stik), a. [f. prec. + -ic]

Pertaining to sensualism in philosophy or art.

1852 Wight tr. Cousin's Course Hist. Mod. Philos. II. 49
The four great schools,..namely Platonic idealistic dog-
matism, peripatetic sensualistic dogmatism, skepticism, and
mysticism. Ibid. 87 Gassendi,. .the scholar of the sensual-

istic school. 1854 H. Rogers Ess. (1874) II. i. 38 Locke is

the father of the whole sensualistic school of the eighteenth
century. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. ix. ii. § 13. 213 Sen-
sualistic art, represented typically by that of Salvator.

Sensuality (senjz/re-liti). Forms : 4-6 sen-

sualite, (4-5 -litee, -lyte), 4 senswalyte, 5
sensewalite, 5-6 censualyte, 6 sensualytie,

sensualitie, 6- sensuality, [a. F. sensualite',

ad. late L. scnsualitds, f. sensualis Sensual a.

Cf. Sp. sensualidad^ It. sensualita.']

f 1. The part of the nature of man that is con-

cerned with the senses ; chiefly, the animal instincts

and appetites ; the lower nature as distinguished

from the reason ; also occas, the faculty of sensa-

tion. Obs.
a X340 Hampole Psalter vi. 6 |>e neber party of my saule

bat is cald be sensualite. Ibid. xxx. n My saule bat is my
sensualite. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 262 God sholde haue
lordshipe ouer reson, and reson ouer sensualitee, and sen-

sualitee ouer the body of man. c 1420 ?Lydg. Assembly of
Gods 6 How that I myght make Reason & Sensualyte in

oon to acorde. c 1440 Hylton Scala Petf.(W. de W. 1494)
11. xxviii, It shall be mortyfyed & pyned in the sensualyte

eyther by dyuers syknes or by felable tourment of the fende.

c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. iviii. 136 Who euere kepe him-
self so under, bat sensualite obeye to reson, St reson to me
in all binges, he shal be a very victour of himself, c 1460
Wisdom 135 in Macro PI. 40 pe on, sensualyte, Wyche ys
clepyde be flechly felynge. 1670 Ckessv 16 Revelat. Div.
Love lvi. 145 That our sensuality by the vertue of Christs

Passion, be brought up into the substance. 1828 Blackiv.

Mag. XXIII. 596 The grand arcanum of the learned gour-

mand is the proper sequence of the viands, and the skilful

interception of the glass, by which his sensuality is piqued.

fb. //. Physical necessities and appetites. Obs.

1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 152 Such a gro^s

Conceit of the Resurrection, as if our Bodies shou'd be in

the same frail condition as now, and addicted to Sensualities.

f 2. The lower or animal nature regarded as

a source of evil ; the lusts of the flesh. Also//.
1413 Lydg. Pilgr. Sov.de (Caxton 1483) iv. xxviii. 73 This

is the sensualite of men that draweth hym to synne and to

bestly lustes. 1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) III. 349 An other

dethe when the sawle..despisethe and refusethe the un-
lawefulle movenges and sensualites of the body. 1450-1530
Myrr. Our Lady 150 And that the reson desyreth, the sen-

sualyte ageyne sayth. ^1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. v.

{Pari. Beasts) xlv'iii, Thow may brek sensualiteis heid And
fleschlie lust away fra the sail fle. 1509 Barclay Shyp of
Folys (1874) I. 83 SufTre not your soules damned and lost to

be By vayne lust and carnall sensualyte. 1621 T. William-
son tr. Goularfs Wise Vieillard 62 It pleaseth him to

fortifie and strengthen vs, euen to ouercome. .sensualitie.

f3. The following of the lower nature in pre-

ference to the higher ; absorption in the things of

sense. Obs.

c 1407 Lydg. Reson <y Sens. 678 This is the wey of Resoun
. .But the tother. .Ys. .The wey of sensualyte, Which set

his entente in al To thinges that be temporal. 1483 Rolls

ofParlt. VI. 240/2 Lede by sensuality and concupiscence.

iStBAct 2$3Edw. VI, c. 19 Preamble, Diverse., turnynge
their knowledge therein to satisfye their sensualitye. 1561

T. Norton Calvin's Inst. m.vii. § 1. 159 b, Wherby the mynd
of man, voide from his own sensualitie of flesh, bendeth

it selfe wholly to the will of Gods spirite.

lib. Self-willed obstinacy. (Cf. Sensual a.

3 c.) Obs.

1536 R. Cowley in St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 370 Certain

rynge leaders, .applying moore to theire awne sensualities,

singuler proffites, and affeccions, then to any good reason.

1538 Ld. Butler Ibid. III. 95, I do take him to be.. a man
more mete to be governed, than to governe, for all his inter-

prises be made upon his awne sensualitie, withowt thadvise

..of thois that been put in trust by the Kingis Majestic

1544 Ibid. 502 But.. what for ther owne pryvate censualyte

to ther olde ravyne and customes, no doubte bothe the

saide M cCharties. .woll joyne with hym.
^

4. Excessive fondness for, or vicious indulgence

in, the pleasures of the senses.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 244 And yf be sensualyte

..Synnyst dedly, thou xalt not therfore dyspeyre. 1594

Nashe Unfort. Trav. I 3 b, O (quoth he) long haue I liued

sworne brothers in sensualitie with one Esdras of Granado :

flue hundred rapes and murders haue we committed betwixt
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vs. 1599 Shaks. Muck Ado iv. i. 62 Those pampred animalls,

That rage in sauage sensualitie. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 7 Loose and dissolute persons, abandoned to all sen-

sualitie. 1685 R. Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 1 Tim. v. 23 b,

To use Wine, yea, much Wine cr strong Drink for meer
appetite, instead of a little for health, is sinful sensuality.

169a R. L'Estrange Fables ccxvu. 190 Here's a Reproof to

Men of Sensuality and Pleasure. 1754 Sherlock Disc. (1759)

I. xiv. 394 Sense produces no Sensuality, till it warms the

Affections with the Pleasures of the World. 177! Smollett
Humph. CI. 6 May (1815) 70 He owns himself addicted to

the delights of the stomach, and often jokes upon his own
sensuality. 1779 Johnson L. P., Pope Wks. (1787) IV. 92
That he loved too well to eat, is certain ; but that his sen-

suality shortened his life will not be hastily concluded. 1845
Kitto Cyct. Bibl. Lit. I. s. v. Ecclesiastes, Unrestrained
merriment and giddy sensuality belong to those vanities

which our author enumerates. 1879 Froude Caesar ii. 16

The once hardy, abstemious mode of living degenerated
into grossness and sensuality.

b. pi.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes S The ignorante men
wol not abstyne them from their sensualitees. 1599 Davies

Nosce Teipsum 100 Marre not her [sc. thy soul's] sense
with Sensualities. 1803 Med. <$- Phys. Jrnl. IX. 321 Those
capable of indulging in the pleasures and sensualities of a
luxuriant table. 1817 Coleripce ' Blessed are ye that sow '

66 Mate, Sensualitirs which both in sort and degree it would
be libelling their Brother-beasts to call bestial.

f c. In innocent sense (as an oxymoron) : A
sensuous gratification or pleasure. Obs.

1604 T. Wright Passions v. ii. 165 Euen..most devout
men benefit their soules..with the sweetnesse of musicke.

.

with this sacred sensualitie and pleasant path which leadeth

to the fountaine of spirttuall comfort. 1900 Westm. Gaz.
1 Dec. 8/1 A Poet Laureate readily tolerated what he called
' the most innocent of sensualities ' [snuff-taking].

5. spec. Lasciviousness, unchastity.

1463 Ashby Poems \. 171 Yef thow tak a wyfe to thy freelte

Ryght thoutfull thow art. .Yef thow lyue aftyr censualyte,

That ys acursyd and vnthryfty lyf. 1503 Hawes Examp.
Virt. viiL 151 But best it is that he maryed be For to eschewe
all yll censualyte. 1567 Gude .$• Godlie B. 197 Preistis . . leif

/our foule Sensualitie. a 1618 Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 14
Taxing his sensualitie and drunkennesse. 1869 Lecky Europ.
Mor. I. i. 1^0 Judging the sensuality of a nation bjj its statis-

tics of illegitimate birth.-.. 1879 Froude Caesar xii. 154 The
gluttony, the drunkenness, and the viler forms of sensuality.

Sensualiza'tion. rare, [f. Sensualize v.

+ -ationJ The action of sensualizing.

1800 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. X. 505 Layers of affect-

ing plainness, and affected sonorosity, of scholastic jargon,

and oriental sensualization, succeed each other without
blending. 1828 Southev in Q. Rev. XXXVIII. 202 A sort

of intellectual sensualization.

Sensualize (se*nJ«aUiz), v, [f. Sensual a. +
-IZE.]

1. trans. To render sensual, a. To imbue with
sensual habits or dispositions ; to inure to vicious

indulgence.
a 1687 H. More Lett. (1694) 79 Nothing can more incras-

sate, and sensuallize the Intellect, than such an Opinion.

1725 Pope's Odyss. I. View Epic Poem 10 Not to suffer ones
self to be sensualized by pleasures, i860 Pussy Min. Proph.
202 It is that luxury and ease which sensualize the soul,

and make it dull, stupid, hard-hearted. 1868 F. E, Paget
Lucretia 302 It is no light crime to aid in sensualizing the
character of a whole people.

b. To give a sensuous or materialistic charac-

ter to.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 570 The Indian bramins and
parsees accuse the gaurs-.of having sensualized those ideas

(of a Supreme Being). i8s8 De Quincey Rhetoric Wks.
1859 XI. 43 Milton is taxed with having too grossly sen-

sualized his supernatural agents. 1833 Loncf. Outre-Mer
Pr. Wks. 1886 1. 194 These representations have a tendency
to sensualize and desecrate the character of holy things.

o. To explain by reference to sensation ; to

regard as originating from the senses.

1838 Sib W. Hamilton in ReitCs Wks. 1. 128/2 note,Which,
in place of sensualizing intellect, intellectualizes sense. 1877

E. Caird Pkilos. Kant 11. xiii. 506 Locke sensualised the

conception of the understanding.

d. To convert into or identify with something

cognizable by the senses.

1884 [Laurie] Metaph. Nova $ Vet. 23 The percept thus

becomes sensualized as an articulate sound. Ibid. 112,

I have created my own difficulty by first sensualizing the

dialectic percept, Cause.

2. intr. a. To live sensually.

1612 T. Adams Gallant's Burden 16 b, First, they visit the

Tauerne,. .then the Theater, and end in the Stewes...If

they were Beasts, they could not better sensualize.

b. To entertain sensual notions.

1846 G. S. Faber Lett. Tractar. Secess. 176 The constant

reproach of the sensualising Pagans was, that Christians

had in their strange worship, neither altars nor sacrifices.

Hence Se'nsualized fpl. a.

1690 Norris Beatitudes vi. (1694) 167 A sensualized Soul

would carry such Appetites with her thither for which she

could find no suitable Objects. 1824 Coleridge A ids Rejl.

(1848) I. 33 Virtue may, possibly, add to the pleasure, .a

spiritual complacency, of which m your present sensualized

state you can form no idea. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI.
616 This was a lesson which our Lord sought to impress

upon the degenerate and sensualized Jews ot his day.

Sensually (se-nfttali), adv. [f. Sensual a.+
-ly 2.] In a sensual manner.

f 1. In a manner perceptible to the senses. Obs.

1624 Gataker Transubst. 109 That the very body of Christ

in the Eucharist is broken with the Priest's hands.. not

sacramentally only, but sensually. 1686 Horneck Crucif.

Jesns xi. 193 They cannot sensually but only in a sacra-

mental, or representative way, be handled by the Priest.

2. With a view to the gratifying of the senses.

1630 Massinger Picture 11. i, Succeeding times..would
instruct Their fairest issue to meete sensually, Like other
creatures, c 1655 A. Sidney in igtk Cent. Jan. (1884) 59
An Angell loves spiritually ;..a man that is composed of
reason and sense, rationally and sensually both together.

3. With subservience to the senses or the lower
nature ; with undue indulgence of the physical

appetites ; lustfully, licentiously.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Eiist. 220 They shall neuer be wise
or sober, so long as they be so sensually disposed, a 1618
Raleigh Mahomet (1637) 51 He spared not sensually to
follow In enticing and forcing mens wives and daughters.
Comb. 1662 H. More Pkilos. Writ. (1712) Pref. Gen. 8

For there is a sanctity even of Body and Complexion, which
the sensually-minded do not so much as dream of.

t Scnsualness. Obs. rare. [f. Sensual a. +
-ness.] = Sensuality.
1530 Palsgr. 269/1 Sensualnesse, sensualiie. 1632 Lith-

gow Trav. v. 219 Going beyond them in beastly sensual-
nesse, [they] become worse then bruite beasts.

SensTvism (se'njKiiz'm), Pkilos. [f. L. sensu-s

Sense sb. + -ism.]

1. = Sensationalism i, Sensualism i.

1829 Sir W. Hamilton Discuss. (1852) 2 Sensualism (or

more correctly sensuism). 1872 Contemp. Rev. XX. 540
Sensationalism or sensuism, which would deny to all human
knowledge the character of universality and necessity.

% 2. Tendency to indulge the sensuous imagina-
tion in religious meditation.
1878 Grosart in H. More's Poems Mem. Introd. 30/1,

I suppose the meaning is that, unconsecrated by high per-

sonal devoutness, mysticism is apt to ' degenerate 'into sen-

suism, if not sensualism.

Sensuist (se*nf«,ist). rarer , [f. L. sensu-s

Sense sb. + -ist.] = Sensualist i.

i860 Farrar Orig. Lang. 150 note, We consider this [' sen-

sationalist *] on the whole a less objectionable term than
* sensualist ' or ' sensuist '. 1887 in CasselCs Encycl. Diet. ',

and in later Diets.

Sensui'Stic, a. rare. [f. L. sensu-s Sense sb.

+ -ISTIC.] Inclined to sensuous indulgence.
1850 E. Monro Parock. Work 194 Their own nature being

sensuistic, they readily give vigour to temptations.

Sensuosity (senf«,p*siti). rare. [f. Sensuous
a. : see -osityJ The quality of being sensuous.

1755 Bailey (ed. Scott), Sensuosity, sensitiveness. 1882
Homiletic Monthly Apr. 416 Much of what is called mag-
netism, .and unction, .in a speaker, is mere sensuosity.

Sensuous (se'njwjas), a. [f. h. sensu-s Sense
sb. + -ous.
Apparently invented by Milton, to avoid certain associa-

tions of the existing word sensual, and from him adopted
by Coleridge ; evidence of its use in the intervening period

is wanting. Coleridge seems to have been mistaken in say-

ing that it occurs in *many others of our elder writers'.]

1. Of or pertaining to the senses; derived from,

perceived by, or affecting the senses; concerned

with sensation or sense-perception.

1641 Milton Reform. \. 3 The Soule. .finding the ease she
had from her visible, and sensuous collegue the body in per-

formance of Religious duties.. shifted off from her selfe the

labour of high soaring any more. 1644— Educ. 6 To which
Poetry would be made subsequent, or indeed rather pre-

cedent, as being lesse suttle and fine, but more simple, sen-

suous, and passionate. 1814 Coleridge Princ. Gen.Crit.
iii. in Farley's Bristol jfrnl. Aug., Thus, to express in one
word what belongs to the senses, or the recipient and more
passive faculty of the soul, I have reintroduced the word
sensuous, used, among many others of our elder writers, by
Milton. 184a Emerson Led., Transcend. Wks. (Bohn) II.

270 The idealist.. does not deny the sensuous fact :..but he
will not see that alone. 1850 Grovk Corr. Phys. Forces
(ed. 2) 15 Here the phenomena of motion are not made evi-

dent by the ordinary sensuous perception. 1850 Tennyson
In Mem. 1, Be near me when the sensuous frame Is rack'd

with pangs that conquer trust. 1856 ~R.Pl. Vaughan Mystics

(1860) I. 225 Such men live in the outside of themselves— in

the sensuous or intellectual nature. 1859 Gullick & Tim bs

Paint. 154 The external or sensuous qualities of art.

absol. 1809-10 Coleridge Friend (1865) 96 The under-

standing, wherever it does not possess or use the reason, as

another and inward eye, may be defined the conception of

the sensuous.

b. Of words and their meanings, etc. : Relating

to sensible objects. Of opinions, conceptions, etc.

:

Based on representations of sense, material.

1864 Rawlinson Anc. Mon.
t
Assyria viii. II. 277 Their

religion . . was of a sensuous character. 1869 Lecky Europ.
Mor. I. 142 The beginning of eloquence is pictorial sen-

suous and metaphorical. 1869 Farrar Fam. Speech \v.

(1873) II2 Languages very crude and sensuous in their

character. 1871 Blackie Four Phases Mor. i. 132 The
familiar and sensuous theology of Homer. 1874 Sayce
Comiar. Philol. vi. 24oThe oldest roots are of the most

purely sensuous description.

c. Of pleasure: Received through the senses.

Now often with some colouring from sense 3,

implying a luxurious yielding up of oneself to

passive enjoyment.
1856 G. Wilson Gateways Kno%ul. (1850) 48T0 be awaked

from sleep by splendid music is to me the highest conceiv-

able sensuous pleasure. 186a Miss Braddon Lady A udley
vii, There is in the first taste of rustic life a kind of sensuous

rapture scarcely to be described. 1877 Black Green. Past.

xxxviL. (1878) 295 It was something to gaze on with a placid

and sensuous satisfaction. 1909 E. R. Tennant m Expositor

Aug. 123 That sensuous pleasure is a possibility is.. a thing

to give God thanks for.

2. Devoted to the gratification of the senses, rare.

1859 I. Taylor Logic in Theol. 309 A sensuous or a

frivolous life.

3. Readily affected by the senses ; keenly alive

to the pleasures of sensation ; occas. of a poet or

artist, moved by or appealing to the sensuous

imagination. Also of physiognomy, etc. indicating

a sensuous temperament.
In early use with favourable sense ; now often with some

notion of self-indulgent_ yielding to impressions or of a
tendency to the sensual in imagination.

1870 Emerson Misc. Papers, Plutarch Wks. (Bohn) III.

342 A poet in verse or prose must have a sensuous eye, but
an intellectual co- perception. 1875 Lowell Spenser Wks.
1890 IV. 317 A poet is innocently sensuous when his mind
permeates and illumines his senses ; when they muddy the
mind, he becomes sensual, a 1876 G. Dawson Lect. Hamlet
(1888} 16 None can help having a certain admiration for

sensuous nature when very beautiful... She [Ophelia] was
the perfection of sensuousness. 1880 M. Arnold Ess. Crit.

Ser. 11. iv. (1895) 100 Keats as a poet is abundantly and
enchantingly sensuous. X895 Rider Haggard Heart 0/
World vW. (1899) 100 His mouth was cruel and sensuous.

1909 E. Thomas Jefferies 122 His expression [was] sensuous,
tender, 'silent and'aware'.

TJ4. In recent use sometimes of climate, sur-

roundings, etc. : Conducive to a vague sense of
physical enjoyment.
1878 Joaquin Miller Songs Italy 51 How sensuous the

night ! how soft was the sound Of her voice on the night.

1878 H.S. WiLSoaAlpine Ascents 106 Their air and character
[sc. those of the Italian lakes] are soft, sensuous, enervating.

Sensuously (se*nj«|3sli), adv. [f. Sensuous a.

+ -LY 2
.] In a sensuous manner.

1825 Coleridge Aids Rej?. (1848) I. 326 To bring together
every one of the sensibleand ponderable stuffs or elements,
that are sensuously perceived in the eye itself, or in the flesh

itself. 1858 Hawthorne F'r. <y It. Note-bks. I. 127 So
warm and rich it is, so sensuously beautiful. 1877 E. Caird
Pkilos. Kant 11. viii. 357 The categories would have no use
except in relation to a sensuously given manifold. 1886
Symonds Renaiss. It., Catk. React. (1898) VII. xi. 180
Venus. .takes that sensuously dreamy.. journey across the
blue Mediterranean.

Sensuousness (se'njwpsnes). [f. Sensuous
a. + -NESS.] The quality of being sensuous.
1855 I. Taylor Restor. Belie/ (1856) 286 Easy, pleasure-

loving sensuousness and sensuality, a 1876 [see Sensuous
a. 3]. 1882-3 J. Harper XwSchajf's Encycl. Relig. Knoxvl.

1961 The sensuousness which distinguished the Old Dispen-
sation from the New.
SenBure, obs. form of Censer ffcl, Censure.
Sensyment, variant of Sensement Obs.

Sensyne, adv. Sc. Obs. Forms : 4 sene-
syne, 5-7 sensyne, 6-7 sensyn, 6-9 sensine.

[f. Sen prep. + Syne adv. Cf. the later Sinsyne.]

Since then, from or after that time.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii, (Egipciaue) 992 Quhat manere
of clethinge had bou for to cleth pe sene syne ? 1456 Sir G.
Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 38 He maid a citee, and callit k
..Saturne, that was callit sensyne Scitus. 1541 Jas. V in

St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 189 Andinlilcvisethe innovationis

maid sensyne. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. y.
l.\ xiii. (S.T.S.) I. 281 Quha sen syn haue seruet sa faithfullie

that cure,, .that [etc.]. 1638 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 287 Ane
new commission direct sen syn be his. .majestic 1651 D.
Calderwood Hist. Kirh (1B43) II. 337 Her Majestier .by
diverse proclamations sensyne, hath expresslie forbiddin

[etc]. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 40 Sensine, Cumb. since

then, Var. Dial. 1863-4 Atkinson Whitby Gloss, s. v., It is

now getting to look long sensine.

Sensyr, obs. form of Censer sb.1

14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 720/43 Hoc turibulum, a sensyr.

t Sent, sb. Obs. Also 5 sente. Aphetic form
of Assent sb.

CX350 Will. Palerne 1983 pat bemperourneschuld souche
ba 3he at sent were. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 58 Be ye sent

ofalleye breyeren and systersof yisgilde. a 1450 Le Morte
Arth. 2278 Through the sente of All by-dene Ganne the

kynge A lettre make.

t Sent, v. Obs. Aphetic form of Assent v.

13.. Gosp. Nicod. 512 (Add. MS.) To baire consayle . . We
win no}t sent, c 1450 St Cutkbert (Surtees) 5336 pai prayde
pair horse moght J?ar a byde ; pe gude wy f sent bar to. 16 .

.

Eger <r Grim 38 in Percy Fol. MS. (1867) I. 355 They Ladye
granted her good will, her father sentea there soone till.

Sent (sent), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Send v.~\ In

senses of the vb. rare exc. in comb, as heaven-sent.

1483 Catk. Angl. 330/1 Sent, missus, destinatus. 1667
Milton P. L. iv. 852 The Sender not the sent.

Sent, obs. f. Scent sb. and v* ; obs. var. Cent 2
.

Sent(e, obs. forms of Saint.

t Se*ntement. ? Short for Presentment.
c 1500 Kennedy Passion 0/ Christ 494 Na thing mycht

cule be hatrent of bair hert, Quhill be {tread he] to de to

Pilat wes present, Quhilk be pe law wes justice in bat art.

In caus of blude to schaw be sentement. 1509 Hawes
Past. Pleas, x. (Percy Soc.) 35 And if it [sc. the cause] be

a lytle probable, From any maner stedfast argument, We
ordre it for to be ryght stable, And than we never begyn our
sentement, Recityng letters not convenient.

Sentement, obs. form of Sentiment.

Sentenar(e, obs. forms of Centner.
1615 in Wedderbume's Compt Bk., etc. (S.H.S.) 263, 2

sentenar lead. Ibid., 5 sentenare of lead.

Sentence (se*ntens), sb. Also 4-5 sentense,

4-6 aentens, 5 centence, centens(e, sentensce.

[a. F. sentence (12th c.) « Pr. sentensa
i Sp. sen-

tencia, Pg. sentenca. It. sentenza, ad. L. sententia

opinion, maxim, etc., irreg. (for *sentientia) f.

senttre to feel, be of opinion.]

fl. Way of thinking, opinion. Obs.

1340 Aytfnb. 69 per byeb zome. .bet none guode techinge
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ne onderuongeb ak alneway weryeb hare sentense huet bet

hit by. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love PL be (Skeat) 6 The
comune sentence of the people.. that every thing after

destenee is ruled, false and wicked is to beleve. c 1400

Rom. Rose 5813 The baronage to councel wente ; In many
sentences they fille, And dyversly they seide hir wille.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Prlnc. 364 Se how bat be worbi

prelacie, . . Endowyd of profound intelligence, Of al bis land

werreyen bi sentence. 1534 More Treat. Passion Wks.

1329/2 Yet is it the most common sentence of al the old

holye men. 155a Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 4 Be ye
perfite in ane mynd & in ane sentence. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

PoL v. lxvii. § 11 Touching the sentence of antiquitie in this

cause. 1609 Bible (Douay) Josh. ix. 2 The Hetheite and
Amorreite . . were gathered, to fight against losue arid Israel

with one minde, and one sentence.

2. The opinion pronounced by a person on some
particular question, usually, one on which he is

consulted or which is being deliberated upon.
1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. {Andrew) 1022 pe bischope thocht,

and all be lafe, }>e sentence ganand bat scho gate, c 1386
Chaucer Melib. r 366, 1 wolde fayn knowe how that ye
vnderslonde thilke wordes and what is youre sentence. 1422
Yonge tr. Secrela Secret, xxvi. 156 Ne yeue thow not lyghtly
thy sentence, c 1470 Harding Chron. clxxviii. ii, Emong
theim selfes our lordes for hie prudence Of the bishop asked
counsaill and sentence. 1535 Coverdale Acts xv. 19 Wher-
fore my sentence is (Gr. eyio rpfml that [etc.], 1583 Bab-
ington Commandm. viii. (1590) 366 Olde Chaucer so long
agoe set his sentence downe against this exercise. 1601
Shaks. AlCs Well 1. iii. 80 With that she..gaue this sen-

tence then, Among nine bad if one be good . .there's yet one
good in ten. 1667 Milton P. L. il 51 My sentence is for

open Warr: Of Wiles, More unexpert, I boast not. 1678
Hobbes Decant. Physiolog. x. 122 It were too bold to pro-
nounce any sentence of its substance. 1725 Pope Odyss. in.

156 Thy Sire and I were one ; nor vary'd aught In publick
sentence, or in private thought.

b. Thefour books (or the Book) ofthe Sentence(s :

the Senlentiarum libri quatuor, a compilation of

the opinions of the Fathers on questions of Chris-

tian doctrine, by Peter Lombard (12th c), thence

called The Master ofthe Sentences.

1387 [see Master sb. 1 12 b]. 1492 Acta Domin. Cone.
X1839) 243/1 Ane buk contenand four bukis of be sentence.

1563 Man Musculus' Commonpl. 273 The Master of the
Sentences did but gather together the opinions and Sen-
tences of the Fathers. 1682 N. O. Boileau's Lutrin 11. 10
This Baggage once in her mad Moods and Tenses Had
Lombard read, the Master o1

th' Sentences.

c. 7'he Reading of the Sentences; the office of
lecturing on the Books of Sentences * (see b),

which was the special mark of the second of the
three stages of the degree of Bachelor of Divinity

in mediseval universities.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon., Fasti I. 745 Hieronim. Schlick,
Count of Passan,. .was then admitted to the reading of the
Sentences. 1886 Lyte Univ. Ox/ 107 The Dominicans [in

1313J. .took exception to another recent statute of the Uni-
versity, which forbade any one to lecture on the text of the
Bible who had not already lectured on the Sentences and
taken the degree of Bachelor of Divinity.

3. An authoritative decision ; a judgement pro-
nounced by a tribunal, f a. spec, = sentence of
excommunication.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 133/932 5>f ani man hond on ov set ich

oy hole al-so pat 5e be sentence of holi churche for swuche
violence ?e do, And holdez vp holi churche ri3te bat ov is

bi-take. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 10370 He esste boc & candle
be sentence to do bliue. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 259 This
Pope., Hath sent the bulle of his sentence With cursinge
and with enterdit. £1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) xxiv. 21
Wylys sho is in sentence, sho ne sal noht be in cuuent, til it

be amendid. c 1450 Mirk?s FesHal 281 As hit fell bysyde
be abbay of Lulsull by bre men bat hadden stolen an ox of
be abbot, and he had made a sentens berfor. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. cccxli. 536 Whiche of them y' euer shulde
breke this peace by any maner of wayes, shulde rynne in the
sentence of the pope.

b. gen. The judgement or decision of a court

in any civil or criminal cause. Now rare in

popular use ,* still technically applied to the de-

cisions of the ecclesiastical and admiralty courts.
c 1386 Chaucer Doctor** T. 172 The luge answerde : Ofthis

in his absence I may nat yeue diffynytyue sentence. 1446
ulCov. Leet-bk. 228 Declaration of a centens yeuon for the
priour & Couent of the Cathedrall churche of our Lady of
Couentre ayeynest John Bredon. 1477 Rolls o/Parlt. VI.
i82/2[The French king] by sentence judicial! dismyssed them
and theirplegges oute of the seid Courte. 1535 Coverdale
Jsa. v. 23 These gyue sentence with the vngodly for rewardes.
1550 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 97 My Lord Governour
and Lordis of Secreit Counsale, efter lang reasoning upoun
the allegeance forsaid be sentence interlocutor, fand that
conforme to the lawis {etc.]. 1585 Greene Planetom. Wks.
(Grosart) V. 100 Sol, we haue agreed that your sensure
shal stand for a sentence, and therefore I wil not inueigh
against your verdict, 1590 Swinburne Testaments 9 These
two sentences, haue these two contrary effects.., the sen-
tence interloculorie, may be reuoked at any time so longe
as the principall cause dependeth vndecided. But the
sentence definitiue cannot oe reuoked. 1717 E. Miller
Ace. Cambr. 30 Tho* he prosecuted Ms Action with all

the Vigour he could, it was about seven Years before it

came to a Sentence, which was at last, in Favour of the
Townsman. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1800) III.

44 No civil or criminal sentence could take place, till the
voice of the judge was affirmed by the court. 1817 Selwyn
Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 946 By the sentence of a French
court of admiralty it appeared, that the ship insured, ' war-
ranted American , had been condemned as enemy's pro-
perty. 1838 W. Bell Did. Law Scot. s.v. Decree, A decree
or decreet is the final judgment or sentence of a court,
whereby the question at issue between the parties is de-
cided. 1857 Act 20 <5- 2! Vict. c. 8s § 16 A Sentence of

Judicial Separation..may be obtained, either by the Husband
or the Wife, on the ground of Adultery [etc.].

trans/. rjozEng. Tlteophrastus 3 They cannot pass a just
sentence upon the performances of their respective writers.

c. The judicial determination of the punishment
to be inflicted on a convicted criminal. Hence,
the punishment to which a criminal is sentenced.
Also transf

c 1340 Hampole Prose Tr. 7 For-thy I had na stabyll
purpos in gude, na perfite contrycyone, tharefore sentence
of dampnacyone ffelle one me. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 245
pogh a woman by Goddys sentence here hur childyr wyth
so gret penance. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. 1. i. 302 Sir I

will pronounce your sentence: You shall fast a Weeke
with Branne and water. 1604 — Oik. 1. iii. 119 If you do
finde me foule, in her report, The Trust, the Office, I do
hold of you, Not onely take away, but let your Sentence
Euen fall vpon my life. 1662 Tryal Sir H. Vane 51 After
that, out comes the Judgement or Sentence of Death against
him. 1747 V. Mathias in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp, (1843)
1. 118, 1 am now to desire you would contrive for to-morrow,
that I may hear the Lord High Steward's speech, and sen-
tence passed. 1769 Blackstone Comm. iv. xxix. 573 When
sentence of death, the most terrible and highest judgment
in the laws of England, is pronounced. 1891 H. Matthews
in Law Times XCIL 96/1 A convict who gains by steady
industry the maximum number of marks during each day
of his sentence. 1893 Leland Menu 1. 144 A noted murderer
under sentence of death.

fig- x7*5 De F°E Fam. Instruct. 1. i. (1841) I. 21 We are
all under a sentence of death for the first Man's sin. 1842
Kingslev Lett. (1878) I. 61 Our sentence is to labour from
the cradle to the grave. 1881 Jowett Thucyd. I. 197 No
one when venturing on a perilous enterprise ever yet passed
a sentence of failure on himself.

fd. Dark, hard sentence: a difficult problem.
(In Bible translations used to render Heb. rrpn
hidah , Aram. NTrm dfiida enigma, LXX Trpo&Xrjfta,

Vulg. proposition
Cf. hard sentence (in sense 7) Chaucer Astrol. Prol. § 1.

153S Coverdale 2 Chron. ix. 1 The quene of rich Arabia
..came with a very greate tryne to Ierusalem..to proue
Salomon with darke sentences. 1539 Bible (Great) Ps.
lxxviii. 2, 1 wyll declare hard sentences of olde. 1563 Shute
Archil, Biij, We can neither know or yet discusse the
measures and harde sentences or questions of Symetrie.

f4. A quoted saying of some eminent person,

an apophthegm. Also, a pithy or pointed saying,

an aphorism, maxim. Obs,
In Rhetoric formerly used (after L. sententia) as the ren-

dering of Gr. ypufjiij Gnome 1
.

c 1380 Wyclif in Set. Eng. Wks, II, 399 Crist seib to hise
apostlis, $e shulen be blessid whanne men shulen curse you.
..And if be Chirche were wel enformed of bis sentence.,
men shulden not drede feyned cursingis. c 1386 Chaucer
Alan 0/ Law's T. 15 Herke what is the sentence of the
wise: Bet is to dyen than haue Indigence, c 1420 Pallad. on
Husb. 1. 108 Now euery word and sentence is of cure. 1533
More Answ. Poysoned Bk.Wks. 1087/1 Then cometh there
also on this part y° saiengs or sentences of ye holy fathers.

1567 Trial of Treas. Aiij, The wyse mans sentence. 1580
Lylv Euphues Wks. 1902 II. 158 Hungry stomackes are not
to be fed with sayings against surfettmgs, nor thirst to be
quenched with sentences against drunkennesse. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 244 Who feares a sentence or an old mans saw, Shall
by a painted cloth be kept in awe. 1601 B. Jonson Poet. 1.

ii. 103 Thou speakest sentences, old Bias. 1657 J. Smith
Myst. Rhet. 244 Gnome is a figure when we bring in a sen-
tence or such a remarkable saying of anothers to the same
purpose with the Author, a 1679 Hobbes Rhet. (1840) 476
To hear a young man speak sentences, is ridiculous. 1727
Pope, etc. Art 0/ Sinking xiii. 115 A poet or orator would
have no more to do but to send to the particular traders in
each kind, . . to the apothegmatist for his sentences, &c. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 79 f 1 A Greek writer of sentences
has laid down as a standing maxim, that he who believes not
another on his oath, knows himself to be perjured. 1823
Gillies tr. Aristotle's Rhet, n. xxi. 328 Sentences have
great weight in discourse for two reasons.

t b. In generalized use : Aphoristic speech,

sententiousness. Obs.
c 1530 Crt. o/Love 5, 1 write, as he that none intelligence
Ofmetres hath, ne floures of sentence. 1649 Milton Eikon.
32 A discourse full of sentence.

5. An indefinite portion of a discourse or writing

;

a * passage \ Now only (with approach to sense 6),
a short passage of Scripture in liturgical use.
c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (Prose) Iv. 36 J>abbes sal ta yeme of

bis sentence of be dedis of be apostils. c 1420 Wars Alex,
(Prose) (E.E.T.S.) 46 Scho was ri^te sory and wrote a lettre

vn-till hym bat contened this sentence [etc.]. 1549 Bk. Com,
Prayer, Communion, Then shall folowe for the Offertory,
one or mo, of these Sentences of holy scripture. 1557 North
Gueuara's Diall Pr, iv. Argt, (1568) 106 b, That man.. that
vouchsafeth not to spend one hower of the day to read a
graue sentence of some good booke. 1611 Cotgr., Rubrique,
. .a special title or sentence of the Law written, or printed,

in red. 1639 in Brit. Mag. (1834) VI. 379 For settyng up
the sentences of Scripture in the church, o. 3. o. 1753
Challoneb Cath. Chr. Insir. 94 After which he reads a
short Sentence of Scripture.

6. A series of words in connected speech or

writing, forming the grammatically complete ex-

pression of a single thought ; in popular use often

(= Period sb. io), such a portion of a composition

or utterance as extends from one full stop to

another. In Gram/nar, the verbal expression of

a proposition, question, command, or request, con-

taining normally a subject and a predicate (though
either of these may be omitted by ellipsis).

In grammatical use, though not in popular language, a
' sentence ' may consist of a single word, as in L. algeo ' I

am cold *, where the subject (= I) is expressed by the end-

ing of the verb. English grammarians usually recognize
three classes : simple sentences, complex sentences (which
contain one or more subordinate clauses), and compound
sentences (which have more than one subject or predicate).

1447 Bokenham Seyntys, Agnes 682 Fro sentence to sen-
tence, I dar wele seyn, I hym haue folwyde euen by & by.
1526 Pilgr, Per/ (W. de W. 1531) 160 Euery lettre, syllable,

worde, & sentence of his prayer & duty from the begyn-
nynge toy^ende. 1538 ElyotZ>*W., Tetracolon, a sentence
hauyng .Hii. membres. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. ii. 144 At
euerie sentence end ; Will I Rosalinda write. 1631 in Rymer
Fcedera XIX. 305 The Statute before mentioned, or any
Clause, Sentence, Matter or Thing whatsoever therein con-
teyned. a 1653 Binning Princ. Chr. Relig.Wlts. (1735) 27
There is some hidden Secret that you must search for, that
is inclosed within the Covering of Words and Sentences.
1712 Addison Sped. No. 550 r 5, I have so well preserved
my Taciturnity that I do not remember to have violated
it with three Sentences in the space of almost two Years.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v,, Every Sentence comprehends
at least Three Words. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VII.
177, I would not lose a sentence that I could gain from
lips so instructive. 1787 Rejd Let. to Gregory 26 Aug., In
speech, the true natural unit is a sentence. 1819 Scott
IvanJwe iii, His displeasure was expressed in broken sen-
tences. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair 1, The combat, which
we describe in a sentence or two, lasted for many weeks in
poor Amelia's heart. 1870 Jevons Elem. Logic vii. (1875)
61 What the logician calls a proposition the grammarian
calls a sentence.

b. Music, A complete idea, usually consisting

of two or four phrases.
1891 in Century Did. 1893SHEDLOCK tr. Riemann's Did.

Mus. s.v. Phrase Signs, The chief elements in Riemann's
system are :..(3) The figures.. showing period structure (2

for the point of stress of the first group of two measures ;.

.

8 for the point of stress of the whole sentence),

1 7. The thought or meaning expressed, as dis-

tinguished from the wording ; the sense, substance,
or gist (of a passage, a book, etc.). Obs.
a 1225 Ancr. R, 348 Nime5 nu god 3eme, vor hit is almest

Seint Beornardes sentence. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 9571
{>us may bis tretice, with be sentence, Pryk and stirre a
mans conscience, c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 429 As lordis
of englond han the bible in freynsch, so it were not a^enus
resoun bat bey hadden be same sentense in Englijsch.
c 1386 Chaucer Nuns Pr. T. 345 Mulier est hominis con-
/usio : Madame, the sentence of this latyn is, Womman is

mannes Ioye and al his blis. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 27 The
sentence of thys dede is, how John of synt John hathe
grauntyd[etc.]. 1502 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1.

ii. 11 Or in othir langage or wordes betokenynge the same
sentence. 1519 Interl. Four Elem. (Percy Soc.) 7 Perhappis
in this matter muche eloquence Sholde make it tedyous or
hurt the sentence, a 1555 Latimer in Foxe A. <$ M. (1563)
1323/1 They. . alsoadded vnto his wordes, to alter his sentence.
1561 Maiiland Club Misc. III. 284 He was sa far distant
fra hyr he mycht not heyr the sentence of hyr word.

+ T>. In sentence : = * in substance \ Very com-
mon in Lydgate, often as a mere expletive. Obs.
c 1412 Lvdg. Reson <$ Sens. 515 Thow hast wel sayed, For

which I wil, in sentence, That thow yive me Audience.
1421 — Horse, Goose <y Sheep 9 in Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems 15
Parties assemblid . . Weren admitted to shewen in sentence,
Ground of here quarell. c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. viii. 322
And an other cronicler seith in sentence thus [etc.]. 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xviii. 48 Gude James the Ferd..In sentens
said full subtillie, ' Do weill ', Jetc.].

f* c. In generalized use : Significance. Obs,
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 306 Noght o word spak he moore

than was neede And that was . . short and quyk and ful of hy
sentence. 1403 Repi. to % Upland in Pol. Poems (1859) 1 1.

59 Now, Jak, to thi questions, nedes me moste answer,
althou3 thei wanten sentence and good thrift bothe. c 1430
Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 179 Problemys of olde Hke-
nesse and figures, Whiche proved been fructuous of sen-
tence. 1563 Foxk A.ff M. 828/2 To the xxviii. [article] he
sayth as it lyeth it hath no sentence : nor he cannot vnder-
stande it. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xxii. (Arb.) 262
Now if this disorder be in a whole clause which carieth more
sentence then a word, it is then worst of all.

+8. Intelligence, insight, sound judgement. Obs.
c 1400 Rule 0/St. Benet (Prose) xxvii. 22 On alle maner sal

babbes entirmete hir Al maner of sentence at muster til hir
sep. 1513 Li/e Hen. V (igii) 3, I have not enterprised the
compilacion of this present volume vppon noe presumpcion
of witt, sentence, or cunninge of my self. 1523 Ld. Ber-
ners Froiss. I. cccxcix. 692 There Phylyppe Dartuell, by
great sentence, shewed them fro poynt to poynt, the ryght
that they thought they had in then: quarell.

9. attrib. and Comb., (sense 6) sentence-accent
t

-making, -monger, -stress, -structure
; (sense 3)

sentence-giving; sentence-day, the day of a trial

in which the sentence is pronounced ; sentence-
money, silver Scots Law (see quot. 1747);
sentence-word, a word that serves as a sentence.
1662 TryalSir H. Vane 51 Wednesday June 11. being the

*Sentence-day. 1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Judication,..
*sentence-givmg^ 1870 Whitnev Germ. Gramm. SuppL 3
The main peculiarities of German *sentence-making. 1747
Acts 0/Sederunt (1700) 397 Whereas Sheriffs and stewards
have at present no other legal reward, for doing their duty,

than *sentence-money, which is a sort of poundage out of
the sums decreed for. 1847 Blackw. Mag. July 46 Nor can
he be simply transposed as many a decent *sentence-monger
may. 1641 Sc. Ads Chas. I (1870) V. 412/2 AH *sentance

silver tuelve pennyes of be pund and other exactiones im-
posed wpoun sentances..to be pronunced by be saidis

Judges. 1884 H. Sweet in 13/A Addr. Philol. Soc. 93 'Sen-
tence-stress, intonation, and, generally speaking, the higher
phonetic analysis of our dialects, are almost ignored. 1872
Minto Eng. Prose Lit. Introd. 8 So defective were they in

•sentence-structure, that [etc.]. 1889 Mivart Orig. Hunt.
Reas. 260 When used by a young child (or primitive man),
•sentence-words require to be supplemented by gesture-

signs.
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Sentence (se'ntens), v. Also 7 sentense.

[ad. F. sentencier, f. sentence Sentence sb. Cf.

med.L. senlentidre.]

t L intr. To pass judgement. Obs,
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton 1483) m. v. 53 Ye haue falsely

sentenced ageyne the trewe parte by cause that he was
poure and made nought your purs peysen so heuy. 1592
Warner Alb. Eng. vni. xxxix. (1612) 191 Like yoong Salo-
mon, in sentencing betwixt Two mothers. 1624 Bedell
Lett. x. 130 A Breue formed to sentence for the King. 17x0
Norris Chr. Prud. iii. 127 A Habit of Sentencing, as I may
call it, or Determining, particularly in those things which
are not defined by any Law.

f2. trans. To adjudge, or apportion by legal

decision. Obs.
1616 Chapman Hesiod's Bk. Days 9 The Day, when all

litigious goods, Are iustly sentenc't, by the peoples voyces.

+ 3. To decree or order judicially. Obs.
150a Arnolds Chron. (1811) 158 Therfore, we may noo

more doo for that [it] is sentenced vpon that reame that this

enemy hath to wynne it. a 1513 Fabvan Chron. vu. (181 1)

351 Lastly it was sentencyd that the barons shuld restore
all suche goodes, as they & theyre company had taken.
1607 Shaks. Cor. in. iii. 22 Let them..Inforce the present
execution Of what we chance to Sentence. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 387 One example of iustice is admirable,
which he sentenced on the Gouernour of Casbin. 1652
Needham tr. Setden's Mare CI.. Dom. Maris 5 That Con-
vention was onely instituted for the execution of such things
as were formerly sentenced. 1660 Trial Regie. 71 But you
may see by his sentencing what he did.

b. trans/, (nonce-use).
1838 D. Jerrold Men 0/ Character (1851) 30 'He had

better keep his bed to-day?' asked Faddle benevolently.
* Yes, to-day \ sentenced [Dr.] Saffron.

T 4. To decide judicially. Obs.
1586 Let. to Earle Leycester 24 Forasmuch as she stood

obstinately in thedeniall of matter .. most iustly sentenced
against her. 160a Fulbecke 1stPL Parall. 5 As well these
which are determinable by the Law of Nations, as these
which are sentenced by the Ciuil Law and other Lawes.
163a Star Chamber Cases (1886) log This cause came to be
heard and sentenced this day. 1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng
(1725) 160 The matter in Debate was by the parochial
Assembly sentenced at first. 1681 HeylitCs De Jure Par.
Episc. Pref. 2 If. .anyControversie arose touching Lands or
Inheritance, they sentenced it.

1 5. To declare judicially or authoritatively.

Chiefly with complement. Obs.
a 1617 Bayne On Eph. (1658) 51 Justification doth sentence

this of mee, that I am just before God. a 1619 Fothekby
Atheont. (1622) Pref. 17 The Heathen Poet : whosentenceth
all wicked, and licencious liuers, to bee no better, then a
kinde uf pra^maticall Atheists. 16*5 Laud Serm. 19 June
18 They smne against their owne conscience, .by sentencing
Good Euill, and Euill Good. 1662 Hibbert Body Divinity
11. 95 The clearness of his judgment.. sentenceth the place
venerable. 1680 H. More APocal. Apoc. 211 An auspicious
Title, signifying that they whose names were found there,
should be sentenced worthy of eternal Life.

+ 6. To pass judgement on (a person or his

actions, the merit of anything). Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. ii. 98 After this cold consider-
ance, sentence me. 1605 Verstegan Dec. Intell. Epist. 1,

I know I. .am lykest to receaue most controlement of such
as are least able to sentence mee. 164a Milton Apol, Smecl.
Wks, 1851 III. 251 His sufficiency must now be sentenc't,

not by pondering the reason he shewes, but by calculating
the yeares he brings. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. v. p 4 Far
from sentencing a piece on its first representation, we are
jealous of its apparent merit while aided by scenic deception.

7. To pronounce sentence upon ; to condemn to

a punishment.
159a Warner Alb. Eng. vm. xl. 175 He being then in-

dighted, Was hardly found a Felon, and too stricktly sen-
tenc'st so. 1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iv. 8 Our throats are sen- i

tene'd, and stay vppon execution. 1634 Brereton Trav. \

(Chetham Soc) 70 Slaves sentenced to the gallies. 1681
Flavel Right. Man's Re/. 179 Though theywere sentenced
to death, yea though they sentenced themselves, a 17Q0
Evelyn Diary 20 Dec 1684, The offender was sentene'd and
lepriev'd. 01714 Abp. Sharp Serm. Wks, 1754 II. 94 A
wretch,, .being convicted of grievous crimes, and thereupon
justly sentenced to suffer death for them. 1838 Thirlwall
Greece xxxvii. V. 17 They sentenced Phcebidas to a fine of
10,000 drachmas. 1848 Dickens Dombeyxxxiv, She was tried,

and sentenced. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. 1. 566 He was
hastily tried, convicted, and sentenced to be hanged.
trans/. 1884 Browning Family 31 ' Sole remedy is ampu.

tat ion ...His three sons heard their mother sentenced. 1895
Baring-Gould Noimi xxiv. (ed. 2) 339 Which had lighted

up the face of the man sentenced to a living tomb.

8. In various nonce-uses : a. To put into sen-

tences. Also absol. or intr. To compose sentences.

16*3 Lisle Mtfric on O. <y N. Test. To Rdr. 32 It would
giue vs occasion either in wording or sentensing the princi-

pal! parts thereof, to looke back a little into this outworne
dialect. 1856 Kuskin Mod. Paint. III. iv. x. § 22 Let a
man have., a facility of rhyming or sentencing.

b. To influence by maxims. Also To sentence

it : to speak in aphorisms.
i6a8 Kkltham Resolves 1. xciii. 272 Let me beare one wise

man sentence it, rather then twenty Fooles, garrulous in

their lengthened tattle. 1685 Gractan's Courtier's Orac.
Pref., So it is as impossible by short documents to sentence
them into their Wits and good Manners again.

Hence Sentenced (se'ntenst) ///. a. Also
Be'ntencer, one who sentences.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 270 He who
can make the best and most differences of things by reason-

able and wittie distinction is to be the fittest judge- or
sentencer of decencie. 1631 Hevwood 2nd Pt. Fair Maid
ofWest v. L 4, The thief is found : . . I beg That I may be his

sentencer. ? c 1637 Cleveland Elegy on Ben *fonson 31

When thy luaim'd Statue bath a Sentene'd Face, And

Looks that are the Horror of the Place. 1659 Gauden
Tears Ch. iv. xxiii. 628 It becomes not me to sentence either
the sentenced, or sentencers that adjudged him to death.
1801 Southey Thalaba iv. ix, Haruth and Maruth went,
The chosen Sentencers. 18x3 Byron Corsair in. x, He had
brooded lone O'er promised pangs to sentenced guilt fore-

shown. 1890 Athenaium 10 May 603/3 A friend, .convinces
the Home Secretary that it was the dog, not the sentenced
man, who pulled the trigger and shot the victim. 190a
Westm. Gaz. 7 Feb. 2/3 It is strange that the sight of a
young fellow breaking down under his sentence should
excite anyone, and particularly the sentencer, to such abuse.

Sentenciall, obs. form of Sentential a.

Sentenel, obs. form of Sentinel.
Sentener, obs. form of Centenier.
Sentential (sente'njal), a. Now rare. [ad.

L. sententidl-is in the form ofa sentence, f. sententia :

see Sentence sb. and -al.]

f 1. Containing, or of the nature of, * sentences*
or maxims '. Obs.
a 1475 Ashby Active Policy 51 Right so though I haue

not seien scripture Of many bookes right sentenciall [etc.].

158a T. Watson Centurie ofLove lxxxix. (Arb.) 125 The two
first staffes of this Sonnet are altogether sententiall, and
euerie one verse of them is grownded vpon a diuerse reason
and authoritie from the rest. 1645 Ussher Body Div.
(1647) 13 Containing principally, .holy sentences, (whence
also they may be called Sententiall).

2. Pertaining to a sentence or series of words in

syntactical connexion.
1646 Sib T. Browne Pseud. Ep. L iv. 15 Verball expres-

sions, or sententiall significations. 1775 T.Sheridan Art of
Reading 142 Of the accentual speech I have mentioned two
kinds; one verbal, the other sentential. 1776 Geddes Prosp.
New Trans/. Bible 127 My translation . . is neither literal nor
verbal; but, if I may use the term, strictly sentential. 18*4
L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 379 There are two sorts
of [poetical] pauses, one for sense and one for melody, per-
fectly distinct from each other. The former may be called
sentential, thelatter, harmonic pauses. The sentential pauses
are those which are known to us by the name of stops.

3. Of the nature of a ' sentence ' or final judicial

decision. ? Obs.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 121

Thejudgement of the Church doth not hinder the sententiall
judgement of our Sauiour. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 441
Seazing on their money be a sententiall forfeiture. 1677
Owen Docir. Justif. iv. 186 No more is Justification the
change of a person from inherent unrighteousness unto
Righteousness, but a sentential Declaration of him to be
Righteous. 1701 Beverley Grand Apocal. Quest. 9 After
the Words going forth there is the Epoch of the 70 Weeks
Fix'd ; and in the Wise Provision of the Holy Spirit, we
have an Explanation,, .of the Words going forth by the
Decree, or Sentential Word of the God of Israel.

4. twnce-use. Pertaining to opinion.
179a D. Lloyd Charact. Men, etc 22 Noisy discord and

sentential strife.

Sente'ntiaUy, adv. Obs. or rare. Also 5-6
sentencially, -yally. [f. prec. (perh. not separately

used until later) + -ly 2
, after med.L. sentenlidliler.]

1. By way of (judicial) sentence ; judicially.

c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11. xlui. (1859) 50 To alle the
remenaunt after, Iustice sentencyally seyd : goo, al ye con-
dempned and foriuged to brenne withynne the fyre of Helle.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys, Agnes 262 Wherefore sentencyally
I [the prefect] be deuyse. C1460 Osney Reg. 89, I axe be
saide Executours to b* forsaide best, .to be saide church of
Cudelynton and to my lordis aforsaide. .sentencially and
diffinityfiy to be condempned. 1544 Bale Chron. Sir J.
OIdeastie 39 We sentencyallye and dyffynytyuely by this

present wrytynge, iudge, declare and condemne the seyd syr
Iohan Oldecastell . . a most pernycyouse and detestable hero
tyque. 1673 Baxter Let. in Ansiv. Dodwell 83 Whether a
man defacto have been drunk,, .it were hard judging sen-
tentially meerly on trust from others. 1681 Flavel Meth.
Grace xxxii. 540 He is virtually condemned now, and will

be sententially condemned in the judgment of the great day.

2. rare. In or by sentences.
i860 Worcester (citing Coleridge), Sententially, by means

of sentences. In later Diets. %

Sententiary (sente'njiari), sb, (and a.) Hist.

[f. med.L. sententidri-us (see below), f. L. sententia

Sentence sb. : see -ary.]

A. sb. a. One who writes or utters sentences or
aphorisms, b. A compiler of ' sentences ' or
opinions of doctors of the Church on theological

questions. 0. A commentator or lecturer on the

Book of Sentences (see Sentence sb. 2 b).

a 1603 T. Cartwright Confut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) £75
One of your owne, that lived about 170 yeares past, writing
of your Sententiaries, alledgeth this place of the Apostle
against them. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tr/'. 2 Their school*
diuinitie, as Gabriel Biel, one of their chiefe Sententiaries..
hath laid it downe. 1662 Hibbert Body Divinity 1. 14
Using. .the Fathers, Scholasticks, Sententiaries, Canonists.
1817 Coleridge * Blessed areye !' Introd. 14 The inspired

poets, historians and sententiaries of the Jews. 1882-3
Schajfs Encycl. Relig. Knowl- III. 2490/1 The prevailing
scholasticism [15th c] and the method of the sententiaries.

If erron. A sententious discourse.

1843 Lvtton Last Bar. 11. ii, It is easier to the warm
heart of our cousin Warwick to preach sententiaries of
sternness to his king, than to enforce the same by his own
practice. Ibid. in. vi, Though his sententiary as to nature
and science lacked loyalty and respect.

B. adj. [Mod.aslxaxis\.oimz&JL.sententiarius.'\

Sententiary Bachelor, a bachelor of the second

order of theology in the Middle Ages, whose office

was to lecture on the Sentences of Peter Lombard.
1889 in Century Diet. s. v. Bachelor,

So Sententiarian. + Sente-ntiarist= prec. sb.

1677 Owen Doctr. Justif. Introd. 8 It is.. to no purpose
to handle the mysteries of the Gospel as if Holcot and
Bricot, Thomas and Gabriel, with alt the Sententiarists,

Summists, and Quodlibetarians, ..were to be raked out of
their Graves to be our guides. 1882 Ogilvie, Senientiarian.

t Sententiate, v. Obs. rare. [f. med.L.
sentential-, ppl. stem of sententidre, f. L. sententia :

see Sentence sb. and -ate *>.] trans. To pronounce
a judicial decision on, to adjudge or decide (a cause).

1593 Bilson Govt. Christ's Ch. 313 The fourth Councill of
Carthage prohibiteth the bishop to heare and sententiate
any mans cause without the presence of his Clergie. a 1693
Urouhart's Rabelais DEL xxxviL 314 They very much
doubted ..if by any one part, or all of them together, it had
been so judicially sententiated and awarded [si plus iuri*
diquement eust estipar eux sententie\

t Sententiolist. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. sen-

tentiol-a a short aphorism, diminutive of sententia
Sentence sb. + -ist.] A stickler for phrases.
1660 Gauden Funeral Serm. Brounrig 171 Not that he

was such a Formalist, Verbalist, and Sententiolist, as could
not endure any alteration of words, or phrases, or method,
or manner of expressions in the Liturgie.

t Sententioner. Obs. rare. [f. L. sentent-ia

Sentence sb. + -ion + -er!.] « Sententiary sb.

1545 Bale Image Both Ch. 1. vi. (1550) G iij b, Nothynge
can be more euydent then this, specyally to them that hath
red the tryflynge workes of the Sophisters, sentencyoners,
schole doctoures, canonystes, and summystes. Ibid. ix.

H ij, An infynyte table.. of sentencyoners & summistes.
1581 J. Bell Haddon'sAnsw. Osor. 358 b, Wherein reygneth
. . For Evangel istes, cruell Canonistes,Copistes, Decretaries,
Summularyes seditious Sententioners.

Sententiosity (sentenJV'sitt). rare. [f. L.
sententios-us Sententious + -ity.] Sententious-
ness ; also a sententious remark.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. vi. 23 Nosce teipsum of

Thales : Nosce tempus of Pittacus : Nihil nimis of Cleo-
bulus;..are but vulgar precepts in Morality, carrying with
them nothing above the lyne, or beyond the extemporal!
sententiosity of common conceits with us. 1891 Pall Mall
Gaz. 3 Feb. 7/1 A. .dull compilation of sententiosities about
the gross public and Byron and Shelley [etc.].

Sententious (sente-nfss), a. Forms : 5 sen-
tencyowse, 6^-oyous(e, -ci(o)us, sententius,
-ouse,6-sententious. [{.!.,. sententidsus (Cicero),

f. sententia Sentence sb. : see -ous. Cf. F. senten-

eieujc, OP*, sententieux {i$t\i c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

f 1. Full of meaning ; also, of persons, full of
intelligence or wisdom. Obs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 453/1 Sentencyowse, or full of sen-

tence, sententiosus. 1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. Prol. 5O vertuous Lydgat moche sentencyous. 1509 — Past. Pleas.
xiv. (Percy Soc.) 53 The boke of fame, whiche is sentencyous
He [Chaucer] drewe hym selfe. 1513 Douglas /Enets vi.

Prol. 75 He is ane hie theolog sentencius. 1579 E. K. Gloss,
to Spenser's Sheph. Col. Nov. 83 This is a notable and sen-
tentious comparison. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. i. 3 Your
reasons at dinner haue beene sharpe & sententious. x6aa
Peacham Compl. Gent. vi. 43 Let your stile, .bee., sen-
tentious, yea better furnished with sentences then words.
1648 Ckashaw Delights of Muses Wks. (1904) 135 Teares
have Tongues, Sententious showers, o let them fall.

2. Of the nature of a * sentence * or aphoristic

saying.
154a Udall tr. Erasmus [title) Apophthegmes that is to

saie, prompte, quicke, wittie and sentencious saiynges, of
certain Emperours [etc.]. 1671 Milton P. R, iv. 264 Brief
sententious precepts. 175a Johnson Rambler No. 205 r 1

Sometimes [he] uttered grave reflections, and sententious
maxims. 1841 D'Israeli Amen. Lit. (1867) 676 The depth
of sentiment was contracted into sententious epigrams.
1908 Q. Rev. Apr. 341 Many sententious and quasi-proverbial
lines are ascribed to him [Menander],

3. Of discourse, style, etc. : Abounding in pointed
maxims, aphoristic. In recent use sometimes in

bad sense, affectedly or pompously formal.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, vm. (Percy Soc.) 29 To make of

nought, reason sentencious, Clokynge a trouthe wyth colour
tenebrous. 1579-80 North Plutarch, M. Cato (1595) 373
His grace, .in speaking, .was pleasant and yet graue:..
sententious^and yet familiar. 1624 Gataker Wife in Deed
1 It hath this preeminence aboue most, if not all, the Bookes
in the Bible ; that many of them are Sententious, this con-
sisteth all of Sentences. For what are Diuine Prouerbs,
but select and choise Sentences. 1681 Dinelev Jrnl. in
Trans. Kilkenny Archaeol. Soc. Ser. 11. II. 22 [The Irish
language] is sharp and sententious, with quick apothegmes,
and proper allusions. 1747 Doddridge Life Col. Gardiner
175 [He] only replied, in his Sententious Manner, * We have
an Eternity to spend together '. 1770 Lanchorne Plutarch,
Brutus f 4 In Greek he affected the sententious and
laconic way [of speaking]. 1788 Gibbon Decl. fy F. 1. V. 187
Their wit [was] strong and sententious. 1782 Miss Burnev
Cecilia vi. i, The truth of this speech palliating its senten-
tious absurdity, made Cecilia give up her faint attempt to
soften him. 1833 Macaulay Ess., War Succ. Spain r 3
Lord Mahon is also a little too fond of uttering moral reflec-

tions in a style too sententious and oracular. 1850 W.
Irving Mahomet xxxix. (1853) 192 His ordinary discourse
was grave and sententious. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho t

ii, A long sententious letter, full of Latin quotations. 1858
G. Macdonald Phantasies vii. (1878) 117 The sententious
remarks of a pompous child. 1883 Fortn. Rev. Feb. 260 A
person ofgentlemanly bearing, small abilities,and sententious
wisdom.

4. Of persons : Given to the utterance of maxims
or pointed sayings. Now often in bad sense, ad-
dicted to pompous moralizing.

1598-9. B« Jonson Case Altered 1. v. 289 Come, you are so
sententious, my lord. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L. v. iv. 66 By my
faith, he is very swift, and sententious. 1630 Bkathwait



SENTBNTIOUSIiY.

Eng. Gentlem. (1641) 5 This indifferende towards fortune is

excellently described by the sententious Seneca. 1700 Con-

crete Way of World U. v, Sententious Mirabell ! Pr ythee

don't look with that violent and inflexible wise Face. 173a

Berkeley Alciphr. ii. § 7 Sallust was a sententious pedant.

1796 Mml D'Arblav Camilla V. 114 You grow so horrid

sententious. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. Introd., The Marquis

de Hau t lieu . . was as short and sententious as French polite-

ness permitted, 1880 Miss Braddon Just as I am xxxvi,

He was a sententious person.

+ 5. Of a symbol: Expressive of a whole sen-

tence ; opposed to verbal* Obs.

1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 149 The matter whereof these

armes do consist is the same that the auncient Hiero-

tlyphiques weare with the ^Egiptians, or the sententious

Imblemes to the Greekes. 1701 Grew Cos/not. Sacr. 11. vL
68 The making of those Figures being tedious, .put Men
first upon contracting them.. instead of Sententious Marks,
to think of Verbal ; such as the Chineses still retain.

•f 6. Of composition : Consisting of detached

sentences. Obs.

1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 250 The first word of a
new paragraph.. is commonly put in Small Capitals. ..But

this rule may be very well laid aside in matter which is too
sententious and which would take up more Small Capitals

than an ordinary.. Fount could supply. Ibid. 386 Others
are so sententious in their writing that they break off almost
at every place that will admit ofa Full-point.

Sententiousiy, adv. [f. prec. + -ly ^.]

T 1. According to the sense ; not word for word
(of a translation). Obs. rare—1

.

< 1450 Godstow Reg. 26 A pore brodur and welwyller..
hath purposed wyth goddys grace to make, .fro latyn in-to

englyssh, sentencyosly, as foloweth thyssymple translacion.

2. In a sententious manner ; tersely and pithily.

1481 Caxton Tulle 0/ Old Age 1. (R. Suppl.), The sayd
Versa of the grete poete be of grete effect, purposed sen-

tencyously in few wordis. 1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge
1. 3196 But as Salomon sayth sententiousiy, ' There may be
no counseyll power ne prudence [etc.] '. i6aa Peacham ComM.
Gent. x. 89 Iuvenal of Satyrists is the best, for. .though ne
be sententiousiy tart, yet is his phrase cleare and open.

1716-17 Bentley Serin, xi. 372 Our Apostle concludes the

whole with the words above, sententiousiy in way of Aphor-
ism. x86a Goulburn Pers. Relig. 103 If the time which we
can spare for such reading is short, books of thoughts, more
or less sententiousiy expressed.. will be found very service-

able. 1884 F. M. Crawford Rom. Singer I. 31 ' Who goes
slowly goes surely ', said the maestro sententiousiy.

Sententiousness (sente^njasnes). [f. Sen-
tentious a. + -ness.] The state or quality of

being sententious.

1530 Palsgr. 269/1 Sentenciousnesse. 1656 Earl Monm.
tr. Boccalini's Advts.fr. Parnass. 1. lxxxvi. 176 His brevity
of succinct speaking, full of gravity, matter, sententious 11 ess.

1725 Broome Notes to Pope's Odyss. 1. 41 The solemnity and
sententiousness of this speech is taken notice of by Eusta-
thius, 1828 D'Israeli Chas. /, I. iv. 80 The old King,
with that pointed sententiousness he frequently used, said

[etc.]. i86z Miss Braddon Lady Audley xxvii,' When
people make favourites, they are apt to be deceived by
them ', Miss Tonks answered, with icy sententiousness.

1870 Mozley Univ. Serm. iv. (1877) 94 The frigid senten-
tiousness.. of their utterance.

Sente'ry, obs. form of Sentry sb*

t Senteur. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. g, ttntwrjtjtfhc

in Hatz.-Darm.), f. sent-ir to smell + -eur: see

Scent v. and -our.] An odour or smell.

1601 Holland Pliny xxvui. xxviii. II. 314 Much seeking
there is after his guts, for the pleasant senteurs and odors
wherewith they be stuffed ful.

t Senthis. Obs. rare-1
. ? Metathetic form of

Sithence adv.
1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 11. lvi, Senthis till me all veritie

be kend, I repute better thus to mak ane end, Than ocht to

say that suld heiraris engreif.

t Se'nticouS, «. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L. senti-

cosuSy f. sentis a thorn ; see -ous.] Prickly, thorny.

1657 Tomlinson Rettou's Disp. 338 It is a senticous shrub,
low and hamated with many dark Prickles.

Sentience (se*nfiens). [f. Sentient a. : see

-ence.] The condition or quality of being sen-

tient, consciousness, susceptibility to sensation.

1839 Poe Fall House of Usher'Tales (1845) 74 This opinion

[of Usher's], in its general form, was that of the sentience of
all vegetable things. 1863 F, Hall Hindu Pkilos. Syst. 77
The Sankhyas use them to prove, that the whole world,
every constituent part of which is for an end, has for its

author that which possesses no sentience,—nature, a 1881

A. Barratt Phys. Metempiric (1883) 244 If physical esse is

inteltigi, and intelligence has been evolved from sentience,

clearly physical objective existence has been produced by the

ordinary impulse or inherent necessity of evolution.

Sentiency (se-nfiensi). [Formed as prec.

;

see -enct.] = prec.
a 1850 Mrs. Browning Isobers Child ix, All which broken

sentiency And conclusion incomplete, Will gather and unite

and climb To an immortality Good or evil. 1887 R. Garnett
Life Carlyle iv. 71 Reasoners who regard all phenomena as

affections of their own sentiency. 1903 F. W. H. Myers
Human Personality II. 285 A universe in which even one
being may have been summoned into a sentiency destined

to inescapable pain.

Sentient (se'njient), a. and sb. [ad. L. sen-

tient-em, pr. pple. of sentire to feel.] A. adj.

1. That feels or is capable of feeling ; having
the power or function of sensation or of perception
by the senses.

1632 Guillim Heraldry 111. xxlv. (ed. 2) 250 Forasmuch
as God would that the faculties both intelligent and sentient
should predominate in the head [etc], a 1676 Hale Prim.
Qrig. Alan, u ii. (1677) 56 This acting of the sentient Phan-

470

tasie is performed .. by a presence of sense, as the Horse is

under the sense of hunger, and that without any formal
Syllogism presseth him to eat. 1733 Cheyne Eng. Malady
1. viii. § 3 1 17.34) 7 1 The Nerves . . propagate this Vibration .

.

to the intelligent or sentient Principle in the Brain. 1846
Grote Greece 1. xiii. (1862) I. 157 [The legend] ascribes to
the ship sentient powers. 1865 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879)
I. ii. 73 Thus is sentient man acted on by Nature. 1879
Lewes Probl. Life <$ Mind Ser. IIL I. 8 We can define it [the
relation of Mind to Life] by analytically distinguishing cer-
tain functions as sentient from other functions as nutrient.

b. Conscious or percipient of something.
1815 Southey Roderick xvn. 45 Of all within Oblivious

there he sate, sentient alone Of outward nature. 1844 Mrs.
Browning Vis. Poets xc, The poet's sight grew sentient Of
a strange company around.

2. Phys. Of organs or tissues : Responsive to

sensory stimuli.
1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 290 The sentient

fluid with which they [the papillae of:the tongue] are supplied.
1843 R* J- Graves Syst. Clin. Med. Introd. 14 In cases of
tic douloureux we divide the sentient and not the motive
nerves. 1878 M. Foster Physiol. 111. i. 394 A stimulus being
brought to bear on some sentient surface.

3. Characterized by the exercise of the senses.

1906 H. Jones in Hibbert Jnd. Apr. 558 Sentient ex-
perience in short is reality, and what is not this, is not real.

B. a. absot. That which has sensation or feeling.

b. sb. One who or something which has sensation.
1603 Holland Plutarch*s Mot. 1042 Intelligence is the

motion of the intelligence about that which is stable. .: but ;

opinion is the mansion of the sentient about that which
inoveth. 1661 Glanvill Van. Dogm. xxii. 220 Some extra-
ordinary alterations in the Brain duplicate that which is but
a single object to our undistemper'd Sentient. 1678 Cud-
worth Intell. Syst. 1. i. § 28. 34 They concluded, that all

the Phenomena of Inanimate Bodies, and their various
Transformations might be clearly resolved into these two
things, Partly something that is Real..and partly some-
thing that is Phantastical in the Sentient. 1691 Howe

]

Redeemer*s Tears, etc. (1846) 210 What can you think of
that Spirit that feels every where? that is in the body a !

universal sentient? 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) I.

viii. 90 How being can transform itself into a knowing,
j

becomes conceivable on one only condition ; namely, if it

can be shown that the vis representativa, or the Sentient, is 1

itself a species of being. 1865 Grote Plato I. i. 80 Parti-

cular modifications of atoms, .produced upon the sentient
j

the impressions of different colours. x886 F. W, H. Myers
Phantasms Living I. Introd. 71 The insentient has awoke
..into sentiency ; the sentient into the fuller consciousness
of human minds.

Hence Sentiently adv. 1847 in Webster.

Sentiment (se'ntiment). Forms : a. 4 sent-
ment, centement, 4-5 sentemente, 4-6 sente-
ment, 5 sentament ; J3. 7- sentiment, [a. OF.

j

settlement (12th c. in Hatz.-Darm.), ad. med.L. ;

sentimentum, f. L. senttre to feel ; cf. Sp. senti-
\

miento, Pg., It. sentimenlo.
In the 17th c. the word seems to have been reintroduced !

with the mod. Fr. spelling sentiment (1314 in Hatz-Darm.).] i

f 1. Personal experience, one's own feeling. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troilus 11. 13 For-whi to euery louere I me

excuse That of no sentement I bis endite But out of latyn
\

in my tunge it write, c 1385 — L. G. W. 69 Ye loueres that I

kan make of sentement In this cas oght ye be diligent To
j

forthren me sumwhat in my labour, £1402 Lydg. Compi.
Bl. Knt. 197 Right so fare I, that of no sentement Saye

|

right naught.. But as I herde..This man complayne with
a pilous soun.

t 2. Sensation, physical feeling. In later use,

a knowledge due to vague sensation. Obs.
a. c 1374 Chaucer Troilus iv. 1177 She cold was and with-

outen sentement.
/3. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 42 The approach or senti-

ment of the coole and fresh aire. 1839 Chapters Phys. Set.

334 While in turns it [sc. the hand] approaches nearer to

or withdraws farther from this organ [sc. the eye], it teaches
it to refer, .to one place rather than to another, the impres-
sion that is produced on the retina, from the sentiment we
have of every position of the hand.

f 3. Sensible quality ; in quot. = flavour. Obs.
C1400 Maundev. (i83g)xviii. 189 And other Trees there

ben also, that beren wyn of noble sentement.

f 4. Intellectual or emotional perception. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 43 Ye in my nakede herte sen-

tement Inhelde and do me shewe of thi swetnesse,

+ b. //. ? Abilities. Obs. rarer-1
.

c 1470 Harding Chron. xxxix. xvi, Bledud Gabred reigned,

expert in song, And in all musike instrumentes Farre pass-
yng was all other.. Suche was his cunnyng and his sente-

mentes, That for a god..Thei honoured hym.

1 5. In sentement (Lydg.) = ' in sentence *
: see

Sentj^cb sb. 7 b. Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 1558 Whan bei were pre-

sent, Ry^t bus he seide, as in sentament [etc.]. 1426— De \

Guil. Pilgr. 1135 Transgressyoun ys. .shortly, in sentement,
Brekyng off a comaundement. c 1430— Mt'n. Poems (Percy

(

Soc.) 197, I dar conclude as to my feelyng, By confirmacioun '

as in sentement, Fewe men be stable heer in ther livyng.

6. What one feels with regard to something

;

mental attitude (of approval or disapproval, etc.)
; ;

an opinion or view as to what is right or agreeable.

Often pi. with collective sense.

1639 Rouse Heav. Univ. vii. (1702) 99 Now there is an
exact parallel to be drawn, betwixt one and the other, ac-

cording to the sentiment of several of the Ancients. 1675
R. Burthogge Causa Dei 38 We have not only Plato's

Testimony, but . . the common sentiment of all the World to

Evince and Prove it. 1708 Swift Abol. Chr. Misc. (1711)

154, I shall handle it.. with the utmost Deference to that

great and profound Majority which is of another Senti-

ment. 1715 De Foe Earn. Instruct. 1. iv. (1841) I. 87 My

SENTIMENT.
sister Mary isquite of different sentiments from us all. 1773
Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyu <y Contemp. (1844J III. 61,
I fear there will not be time to wait for your sentiments, but
..I think you will not disapprove of my taking this step.

1833 Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike iii. 27 What were his
sentiments respecting the meeting ? 1840 Thiklwall Greece
VII. 87 There needed, .scarcely a voice to express the uni-
versal sentiment. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiv, Barnet, to
say the truth, appeared to entertain an opposite sentiment
on the subject. 1852 H. Rogers Eel. Faith (1853) 190 In
one sentiment, indeed, you are pretty well agreed—that the
Bible is to be discarded. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 231
We arc.not attempting to draw a precise line between his
real sentiments and those, .attributed to him.

b. In wider sense : An opinion, view (e. g. on
a question of fact or scientific truth). ? Obs.
1675 Baxter Cath. Theol. 11. 1. 17 Sure this is your own

sentiment : For you deny not that God knoweth from eter-
nity whether [etc]. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth
Ace Observ. 2 Proposing. .to deliver my Sentiments on
certain Heads of Natural History. 1760 Dr. Wall in Jesse
Selwyu A> Contemp. (1843) 1. 174 The duchess had too plainly
explained her sentiments of Lady Coventry's condition.
1838 T. Thomson Chem, Org, Bodies 951 His sentiments
seem to have been implicitly adopted by his contemporaries.

•f C. Phrase. In the same sentiments with, in

sentiment zvith: in agreement with, of the same
mind as. Obs.
17^1 Middleton Cicero II. x. 458 He was in the same

sentiments with Antony. 1777 A. St. Clair in Sparks Corr.
A mer. Rev. (1853) '• 4o2 t

I was fully in sentiment with them.
1797 Washington Let. Writ. 1892 XIII. 397, I am clearly
in sentiment with you that [etc.].

7. A mental feeling, an emotion. Now chiefly

applied, and by psychologists sometimes restricted,

to those feelings which involve an intellectual

element or are concerned with ideal objects. In

the 1 7-1 8th c. often spec, an amatory feeling or

inclination.

1653 tr. G. de Costes* Cleopatra 1. To Rdr., I can assure
thee that he is better versed in the Sentiments of Love, then
in his Breviary. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. (1687) x.

57 This sight . . gave him such a sentiment ofjoy, that [etc.].

1728-46 Thomson Spring 67 2 What melting sentiments of
kindly care, On the new parents seize ! 1749 Smollett
Regie, n. iv, When thy soft heart with kind compassion
glows, Shall I the tender sentiment repress ? 1771 —
Humph. CI. 10 July (1815) 228 My uncle assured him he.

.

spoke from a sentiment of friendly regard to his interest
1816 A. Knox Rem. (1834) I. £2 The Church of England.,
has manifested no sentiment with such unremitting intensity,

as dread of. .popery. 1817 Chalmers Astron. Disc. 1.(1852)

26 We should feel a sentiment of modesty at this just but
humiliating representation. 1854 Lowell Keats Wks. 1890
I. 226 Men who scrupulously practised the Ten Command-
ments as if there were never a not in any of them, felt every
sentiment of their better nature outraged by the ' Lyrical
Ballads '. 187a Spencer Princ. Psyclwl. (ed. 2) II. 578 The
word Sentiments, as used in this and succeeding chapters,

must be taken to comprehend those highest orders of Feel-
ings which are entirely re-representative.

b. Phrenology. In plural, used as the name
for the class of ' faculties * (including Veneration,

Self-esteem, Benevolence, Wonder, etc.), which
are concerned with emotion, and to which ' organs

*

are assigned at the top of the brain.

1815 Spurzheim Physiogn. Syst. m. ii. 275 The faculties

which produce propensity, together with a peculiar feeling,

and which I call sentiments. 1825 Combe Syst. Phrenol.
(ed. 2) 153 Genus II—Sentiments. This genus of faculties

corresponds to the 'emotions' of the metaphysicians. ..Dr.
Spurzheim has named these faculties Sentiments, because
they produce a propensity to act, joined with an emotion
or feeling of a certain kind.

8. A thought or reflection coloured by or pro-

ceeding from emotion.
1762 Ld. Kames Elem. Crit. xvi. (1774) I. 451 Every

thought prompted by passion is termed a sentiment. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair lviii, This sentiment passed rapidly-

through William's mind, as he was holding Amelia's hand.

b. esp. An emotional thought expressed in

literature or art ; the feeling or meaning intended

to be conveyed by a passage, as distinguished

from the mode of expression.

1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 32 Their finest ^Expres-
sions, and noblest Sentiments, are to be met with in these

Transcribers. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 37 P 5 Either
the sentiments must sink to the level of the speakers, or the
speakers must be raised to the height of the sentiments.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) II. 107 The sentiments
and language are the poet's own. 1861 Paley sEschylus
(ed. 2) Supplices 970 note, In the next verse the 5« connects
the sentiment thus [etc.].

O. An epigrammatical expression of some
striking or agreeable thought or wish, often of

the nature of a proverb or in proverbial language,

announced in the manner of a toast by a person

proposing to drink with others in company.
1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal in. iii, Come, Mr. Premium,

I'll give you a sentiment ; here's Success to usury! 1817

Coleridge Biog. Lit. (1907) II. 116 The speech from the

convivial chair, announcing a toast or sentiment. 184a

Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. 225 The 'sentiments ' were
drank at intervals in very innocent liquids.

9. In generalized use. a. Refined and tender

emotion ; exercise or manifestation of ' sensibility*

;

emotional reflection or meditation ; appeal to the

tender emotions in literature or art. Now chiefly

in derisive use, conveying an imputation of either

insincerity or mawkishness.
1768 Sterne Sent.Journ. L3 Tisthe monarch of a people
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..sc renown*d for sentiment and fine feelings, that I have
to reason with. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 539 New-fangled senti-

ment, the boasted grace Of those who never feel in the

right place. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 247 The tear of

elegant sentiment permanently is his eye. 1888 Bkvce
Amer. Commit). III. lxxx. 55 Nor do their moral and reli-

gious impulses remain in the soft haze of self-complacent
sentiment.
attrib. 174? Chesterf. Lett. (1892) I. 75 Poets, romance

or novel writers, and such sentiment-mongers.

b. Emotional regard to ideal considerations, as

a principle of action or judgement.
1851 Blackw. Mag. July 20 A man in whose organization

sentiment usurps too large a share for practical existence.

1878 Morley Diderot \. 177 Their metaphysic and psycho-
logy, .were pregnant with humanistic sentiment. i886Froude
Oceana 105 A nation with whom sentiment is nothing is on
the way to cease to be a nation at all. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbert v. 45 Family sentiment is not everything.

f 10. (See quot.) Obs.
1838 Workwoman's Guide, A necktie made of silk or vel-

vet, and styled a sentiment.

Sentimental (sentimental), a. [f. prec. + -al.
The F. sentimental^ according to Littre and Hatz.-Darm.,

is an adoption of the Eng. word as used by Sterne ; so also
G. sentimental.\

1. Of persons, their dispositions and actions

:

Characterized by sentiment. Originally in favour-

able sense : Characterized by or exhibiting refined

and elevated feeling. In later use : Addicted to in-

dulgence in superficial emotion; apt to be swayed
by sentiment.

1749 Lady Bradshaigh in Mrs. Barbauld Richardson's
Corr. (1804) IV. 282 What, in your opinion, is the meaning
of the word sentimental, so much in vogue among the
polite... Every thing clever and agreeable is comprehended
in that word. ..I am frequently astonished to hear such a
one is a sentimental man ; we were a sentimental party ;

I have been taking a sentimental walk. 175a H. Walpolk
Let. to Mann 27 July, I am still sentimental enough to
flatter myself, that a man who could beg sixteen guineas,
will not give them. 1763 Fr. Brooke Hist, Lady J. Man-
deville (1820) 34 Your squires are an agreeable race of
people, refined, sentimental, formed for the belle passion.
18*3 StUMM in Q. Rev. XXVIII. 517 Rousseau addressed
himself to the sentimental classes, persons of ardent or
morbid sensibility, who believe themselves to be composed
of finer elements than the gross multitude. i8j6 Disraeli
Viv. Grey v. xv, A soft sentimental whisper. 18*7 Scott
Highl. Widoiv v, Never satisfied with dropping a senti-

mental tear when there was room for the operation of effec-

tive charity. 1837 La n dor Imag. Conv.t Steele .y Addison
Wks. 1853 II. 152/2 Dear Addison ! drunk, deliberate,
moral, sentimental, foaming over with truth and virtue.

1862 .Miss Braddon Lady Audley xviii, You have no senti-
mental nonsense, no silly infatuation, .to fear from me. 1865
Dickens Mut. Fr, 1. iv, I am not setting up to be senti-

mental about George Sampson.

b. absol. (with the), f Also (? nonce-use) as sb.,

a sentimental person.

1784 Unfort, Sensibility I. 39 Your dying sentimental*,
who can . . execute more mischief in a single hour, than [etc. ].

1849 G. Cupples Green Hand iv. (1856) 44 Come, come, old
boy,, .'t won't do for you to go to the sentimental, you
know ! 1908 R. Bagot A . Cuthbert v. 48, I could hardly say
more without approaching dangerously near to the senti-

mental.

f o. Arising from sentiment or refined aesthetic

emotion. Obs.
i76c-7« H. Brooke Fool o/Qttal. (1809) III. 158 Music,

is but.. a distant and faint echo of those sentimental and
rapturous tunings. 1764 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. in Lett. (1772)
I. 41 They [i. e. the English in 7th cent.) were only incap-
able of sentimental pleasure.

2. Pertaining to sentiment, a. Arising from or

determined by feeling rather than by reason.
1751 'title) Reflections on Sentimental Differences in Points

of Faith. 1876 Freeman Norm. Cony. V. xxiv. 385 They
might have a sentimental preference for the race to which
they themselves belonged.

D. That is a matter of sentiment and not of
material interests. Often in sentimental grievance.
1891 Weekly Notes 200/1 The tenant for life, .could over-

ride the sentimental interests of the remaindermen.

3. Of literary compositions (occas. of music or

other art) : Appealing to sentiment ; expressive

of the tender emotions, esp. those of love.

1762 Ld. Kames Elem.Crit.xx. (1774) I. 138 note, It is be-

yond the power of music to raise a passion or a sentiment

:

but it is in the power of music to raise emotions similar to
what are raised bysentiments expressed in words pronounced
with propriety and grace ; and such music may justly be
termed sentimental. 1779 Sheridan Critic I. i, A genteel
comedy, .written in a stile which they have lately tried to
run down, the true sentimental, and nothing ridiculous in

it. 1805 W. Cooke Mem. Foote I. 182 Piety in Pattens..
was intended to ridicule a species of writing known under
the name of sentimental comedy, which was then very much
gaining ground upon the stage. 1877 A. W. Ward in

Eucycl. Brit. VII. 419/1 The sentimental drama of France
and other countries. Ibid. 422/2 Yriarte and Jovellanos.

.

produced a sentimental comedy in Diderot's manner.

Sentimentalism (sentime-ntaliz'm). [f.

Sexttmental a. + -ISM.]

1. The sentimental habit of mind ; the disposi-

tion to attribute undue importance to sentimental

considerations, or to be governed by sentiment in

opposition to reason ; the tendency to excessive

indulgence in or insincere display of sentiment.

1817 Byron Beppo li, How quickly would I.. sell you,
mix'd with western sentimentalism, Some samples of the
finest Orientalism. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 11. iii, If we
pierce through that rosepink vapour of Sentimentalism,

Philanthropy, and Feasts of Morals. 1849 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 1. x. (1866) 181 The sentimentalism of youth. 1873
Morley Rousseau xiv. II. 279 Such a faith is no rag of
metaphysic floating in the sunshine of sentimentalism. 1888
Brvce Amer. Commiv. xciii. III. 303 Very few of the Re-
formers advocate woman's suffrage, apparently because they
are opposed to sentimentalism.

2. An idea or expression indicative of sentimen-
tality.

1833 Fr. A. Kemble Lett, in Rec. Girlhood (1878) III. 170
My zeal for the cause of its people is an ignorant senti-

mentalism. 1865 Carlvle Fredk. Gt. xxi. iii. IX. 299 What
is to be done with that elegant inane creature, and his va-

porous sentimentalisms. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur.
li. {1894) 39 It was of a piece with his [Rousseau's] other
sentimentalisms. 1880 McCarthy Own Times III. xli. 231
The., gushing sentimentalisms of a poet and a woman.
Sentimentalist (sentimentalist), [formed as

prec. + -1ST.] One who cultivates or affects senti-

mentality ; one who holds sentimental doctrines.

1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 63(1794} II. 447 Let such
as come under this latter description.. not be confounded
with.. those barren sentimentalists who love to refine upon
sorrows without relieving them. 1821 Hoon Sent. Journ.
Wks. 1862 I. 34 Some sentimentalists would have vented
them upon the first dead dog or lame chicken they might
meet with. 1858 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. III. iv. viii. 398
They were not dreamy sentimentalists to fall in love with
melancholy winds. 1800 Spectator 15 Mar., The fixed notion
that to help the rural poor you must injure the landlord,
which is held by so many of the sentimentalists, makes it

necessary to canvass all their schemes very closely.

attrib. a 1864 Hawthorne Amer. Note-bks. (1879) I. 29
A sighing, sentimentalist lover.

Sentimentality (sentimentoe'liti). [f. Senti-
mental a. + -ITT.] The quality of being senti-

mental ; affectation of sensibility, exaggerated
insistence upon the claims of sentiment.
1770 Monthly Rev. 181 In a fit of tenderness and senti-

mentality. 1774 Warton Hist. Eng. Poetry I. xvii. 436
She [Chaucer s Prioress] has even the false pity and senti-

mentality of many modern ladies. 1813 Byron Jrnl. 8 Dec.
in Sheridaniana 229 Lord Holland told me a curious piece
of sentimentality in Sheridan. 1859 Gullick & Timbs
Paint. 158 The attainment of pure sentimentality in art.

X887 Lowell Old Eng. Dramat. (1892) 128 His plays seem
to me now to be chiefly remarkable for that filigree-work of
sentiment which we call sentimentality.

b. //. Sentimental notions.
i8a8 Carlyle Misc.

x
Burns (1840) I. 335 Here are.. no

hollow fantastic sentimentalities. 1847 Eraser's Mag.
XXXVI. 525 Worn-out sentimentalities of the rose and
nightingale. 1878 H. S. Leigh Town Garland 205 The
editors.. They're all of them eager For sentimentalities put
into rhyme.

Sentime ntaliza-tion. [f. next + -ation.]

The action or process of sentimentalizing.

1839 Q. Rev. LXIV. 97 His implied negation of the in-

evitable results of evil training has a tendency to counte-
nance their studied sentimentalization of the genus scamp.
1904 Edin. Rev. Oct. 315 A boyish poet woos her, offers her
a love that shall be richer than her present mere sentimental-
isation of conjugal duty.

Sentimentalize (sentirae-ntalaiz), v. [f.

Sentimental a. + -ize.]

1. intr. To indulge in sentimental thoughts or
expressions. Also with about. Cf. Sentimentizez*.
181a Mar. Edgeworth Emilie de Coulanges (1856) 201

They reproach and torment themselves, and refine and
sentimentalize, till gratitude becomes burdensome. 1831
Southey in Q. Rev, XLV. 194 Here the historian of the
conspiracy sentimentalizes, i860 Chamb. Jrnl. XIV. 50
Coming out. .to flirt and sentimentalise, and tease and love.

190a R. Bagot Donna Diana ii. 16 There is no novelty, no
freshness, no mystery, for us—nothing, in short, to senti-
mentalize about.

b. quasi-lrans, with adv.

1796 Plain Sense (ed. 2) II. 40 He will not find me so soon
moralized and sentimentalized out of my rights as he found
your sister.

2. trans. To make (a person, etc) sentimental;

to imbue (a person, work of art, etc.) with senti-

ment or sentimental qualities.

i8ai Examiner 445/1 His leisure time he amuses.. with
cultivating his garden, and sentimentalizing it with inscrip-

tions. 183a Mrs. Stowe Let. in Life (1889) III. 62 Coming
away from New England has sentimentalised us all. 1874
Symonds Sk. Italy <y Greece (1898) I. i. 12 Unrestrained in-

dulgence in the pleasures of music. may tend to.. senti-

mentalise the mind.

3. To turn into an object of sentiment.
187a Howells Wedd. Journ, (1892) 232 O yes.., senti-

mentalise him, do 1 Why don't you sentimentalise his help-
less, overworked horse?

Hence Sentime*ntalized ppl. a. ; Sentime*n-
talizing vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
1856 Kane Arctic Explor. II. xix. 197, I.. whipped up

my dogs so much after the manner of a sentimentalizing
Christian, that our pagan Metek raised a prayerin their

behalf. 1861 Sat. Rev. 22 June 650 Sentimentalizing with
the Magdalen and swearing at the Papist are two forms of
religious zeal already far too popular in England to need
any additional stimulus. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal I,

iv. 105 He might stay at Mount-Royal for months senti-

mentalizing with Christabel.

Sentimentalizer (sentime •ntalaizai). [-erI.]

One who sentimentalizes.

1865 Lowell Thoreau Wks. 1890 I. 373 We now and then
detect under the surly and stoic garb something of the
sophist and the sentimentalizer. 1891 Harper's Mag. July
279/1 A sentimentalizer of Bible stories.

Sentimentally (sentimentali), adv. [f.

Sentimental a. + -ly 2
.]

1. With respect to sentiment.

1784 J. Barry Led. Art v. (1848) 187 An harmonious and
sentimentally expressive chiaroscuro. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

Chapter on Ears, I even think that sentimentally I am dis-

posed to harmony. But organically I am incapable of a
tune. 1884 J. TACT Mind in Matter

t
(1892) 282 The impre-

catory Psalms may not supply singing of a sentimentally
agreeable quality,

2. In a sentimental manner.
1815 Jane Austen Emma 1. viii, Elton may talk senti-

mentally but he will act rationally.

t Sentimentize, v. nonce-wd. [f. Senti-
ment + -ize.] intr. ? m Sentimentalize v. i.

1753 Richardson in Mrs. Barbauld Corr. (1804) II. 286,

I am involved in sentimentizing :—very hard, . . that I could
not get myself excused from this task.

Sentimentless (se-ntimentles), a. [f. Senti-

ment + -less.] Without sentiment.
1880 Jessie Fotherg(Ll Wellfields II. 111. i. 146 Why is

not genius created senseless, sexless, sentimentless? 191 z

Daily Express 9 Nov. 5/7 * The War God ' is extremely
dramatic in its theme, which is the clash between the seer
and the sentimentless man of affairs.

i Se*ntiiiate, v. Obs. rarer , [f. late L.
sentfndt-, ppl. stem of senlFndre, f. L. sentlna bilge-

water, sink ; see -ate 3.] (See quot.)
i6a3CocKERAMii,ToPumpewateroutof a ship. Sentinate.

t Se*ntine. Obs. rare- 1
, [a. F. sentine or ad.

L. sentlna (see prec.).] A sink. In quot.yfo-.

JS37 tr - Latimer's Serm, Convoc. ii. B vij b, Of the whiche
al wc.haue experience, the diuel to be a stynkyng sentine
of all vices, a foule filthy chanel of al myscheues.

Sentinel (se-ntinel), sb. Forms : 6-7 centi-
nell, sentinell, 6 centrinel, (centronel, center-
nell, centonell, sentonell, sentnell), 7 sentro-
nell, sentenel, 6-9 centinel, 6- sentinel, [a F.

senlinelle fern., sentinel, + watch-tower, ad. It.

sentinella fern. ; Sp. cenlinela, Vg. sentinel/a, are

from It. or Fr.

Noconvincing etymology ofthe It. word has been proposed.
The gender renders it probable that it originally denoted
either the function of keeping watch (=sense 2), or a sentry-
box, watch-tower, or the like. Cf. spy, scout, guard, the
Fr. originals of which are all primarily fern.]

1. — Sentry sb. 2. Phr. to stand sentinel (rarely

pass, to be set sentinel), f Forlorn sentinel= "^Sen-

tinelperdu, perdu sentinel', see Perdu a. 1.

[The phrases noted above are imitated from Fr.]

1579 Digges Stratiot. m. viii. 100 [The Scout Master]
ought in placing of his night Watches or Sentinels, to vse
great consideration. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ix. 41 And he,

that points the Centonell his roome, Doth license him depart
at sound of morning droome. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. i.

70, I was imploy'd. .About relieuing of the Centinels. 1593
Sutcliffe Pract. Laws of Arms xxi. 228 No souldier
appointed to stand sentinell, shall depart from the place,

or sleepe in the place, vpon paine of death. 1598 Vong
tr. Montemayor's Diana 120 The gate.. was opened to
them out of hand by the Centrinels. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warres 106 Those which are set yet 30 pases farther, are
to be single, which of some are improperly called forlorne

Sentinels. 1639 Laws <y Ordin. War 6 Whoever being set

Sentinell by his Officer. ., or other Service, shall be found
drunk ; shall dye for it. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 332 They went all to sleep,, .without so much as a
centinel placed for their guard. 1760 Cautions $ Adv.
Officers 0/ Army 46 By making the Culprit do a double
Duty, that is,., making him stand Centinel four Hours in-

stead of two. 1^84 Cook's Third Voy. II. in. vii. 114 John
Harrison, a marine, who was sentinel at the observatory,
deserted. 1814 Scott Wav. xlvi, The.. officer.. having sent

out his night patrols, and posted his sentinels. 183a W.
Irving Alhambra II. 179 ' Who goes there ? ' said the cen-
tinel at the gate. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xii. III. 191
The sentinels who paced the ramparts announced that the
vanguard of the hostile army was in sight. 1861 Two Cosmos
iv. i. II. 6 Cosmo is a great favourite with his regiment. .

.

The sentinels always present their arms to him as he passes.

1881 Army Act § 6 Every person subject to military law
who.. Forces or strikes a soldier when acting as sentinel;

or..Beinga soldier acting as sentinel,.. sleeps or is drunk
on his post . . shall . . be liable to [eta].

t>. trans/, and fig. One who or something
which keeps guard like a military sentinel.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. ii. 26 Fairy. Hence away, now
all is well ; One aloofe, stand Centinell. a 1593 Marlowe
& Nashe Dido 11. (1594) C 2 b, And in this grouc.Ile lay
Ascanius . . : These milke white Doues shall be his Centronels.

1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 132 The mind having stood long
centinell upon serious Thoughts, becomes.. sluggish. 1750
Johnson Rambler No. 3 r 4 A certain race of men. .who
stand as centinels in the avenues of fame. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair Iv, Sir Pitt . . had given orders not to be disturbed
..—sheslippedby the sentinel in livery. 1897 A llbuifs Syst.

Med. III. 396 [Bad butter in pastry] thus escapes the very
sense which was intended to act as a sentinel to the stomach.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert v. 39 The grim cliff on which
the castle stands sentinel over the North Sea.

fo. Dark sentinel: one employed to keep secret

watch upon a person. ? nonce-phrase.

31635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 36 But..why she
should, .permit him to go where and whither he listed, and
onely on the security of a dark sentinell set over him, was
. . beyond my apprehension.

1 2. The occupation, duty or service of a senti-

nel ; chiefly in to keep sentinel. In sentinel, on
guard as a sentinel. Obs.

1584 A. Monday Fidele fy Fortunio 640 in Archiv Stud,
nen. Spr. CXXIIL 60 Being his turne as he said for to
watch this night, And breaking vp sentinel when it began to

be light. 1591 Garrard'sAn'Warre 1 Keeping sentinell in

the night. 1597 Beard Theatre God's Judgem. (1612) 287
The murderer being in sentinell, one of his owne fellowes
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vnawares shot him. 1603 Holland Plutarch's Afar. 432

Those that kept the night sentinels. 1687 A. Lovkll tr.

Thevenots Trav. 1. 23 In which Towers there are always

some Aadgemoglans in Sentinel, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T.

1 Thess. v. 8 The soldiers that . .kept centinel.

trans/, and Jig. 161a Bacon £ss.
% Of Counsel (Arb.) 322

Besides CounceTles are not commonly so vnited, but that

one keepeth Sentinell over another, a 1633 Herbert Priest

to Temple xviii. (1652) 73 The Parson in Sentinell.

+ 3. A military watch-tower for defence of a camp
or the walls of a city. Obs.

1600 Holland Livy xxv. 550 Many places were .. smitten

with lightning . . and twowatchmen in their Sentinels stricken

starke dead. 16M-17 S. Daniel Hist. Eng. 200 King
Edward who had gotten to a winde-mill hill, beholding as

from a Sentinell,..the countenance of the enemy. 1643
Lancask. Valley of Achor 21 The Enemy, .fired an house

neer the Sentinell. Ibid. 25 They fire Houses and Barnes
without the sentinell.. .Thus they heated and smoaked our
valiant souldiers from their Sentinell.

f4. (Private) centinel: a private soldier. Obs.

1710 Steele Tatler No. 5 F 8 There were in the ranks of

the company . .one Unnion a corporal, and one Valentine a
private centinel. 1741 in Rep. Comm. Ho. Commons II.

172 (Land Forces, etc), 70 Grenadiers Coats and Breeches,

at \l Ss. 630 Centinels ditto, at 1/. 6s. 1744-5-6 Ibid. II.

84, 87 Centinels [= * Private Men ']. 1762 Goldsm. Beau
Nash 80 He enlisted himself as a volunteer [in the Dutch
army]. Here he underwent all the fatigues of a private

centinel. 1797 Afonthly Mag. III. 483 He.. served as a
private centinel under the duke of Marlborough, at . . Blen-

heim. 1815 Articles ofWar xxi. 68 But Non-commissioned
Officers may be discharged as Private Soldiers, and, by the

order of the Colonel of the Regiment, or by the sentence
of a Regimental Court-martial, be reduced to private Centi-

nel. 1894 C. Walton Hist. Brit. Standing Army 1660

to 1700, xxiiL 417 All soldiers .. below the grade of lance-

corporal were denominated Privates or more correctly

private centinels or private soldiers.

5. Naut. (See quot.) Cf. Sentry sbX 5.

1904 W. Hall Afod. Navigation (1909) 73 The Sentinel is

a device for signalling automatically that water of a certain

depth has been reached. It is a lead towed behind the ship

at a known depth, with gear fitted to it which completes an
electric circuit on touching bottom. This circuit contains

a bell on board the ship.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. appositive, quasi-a^'.

= acting or serving as a sentinel. Sentinel crab,

a crab of the Indian Ocean, Podophthalmus vigil.

a 1658 Lovelace To Lucasta 1 Like to the Sent'nel Stars,

I watch all Night. 1863 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 586
The Sentinel-crab, so called from its extreme watchfulness
[etc]. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xxxiv, The two sen-

tinel poplars that guarded thefront. 1887 Ruskin Prsete-

rita II. 396 The most noble view of Mont Blanc granted
by any summit of his sentinel chains.

b. simple attrib,, as sentinel duty, f -house,

+posture ; sentinel-like, -wise advs.

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xii. (1743) 107
They perform *centinel duty on foot. x6ai Molle Camerar.
Liv. Libr. 11. viii. 100 The . . rampier of the Picts . . at euerie
miles end had a. .tower.., and watch-towers or *sentinell-

houses betweene. 1896 ' A. St. Aubyn ' Bishop's Delusion
54 The tall white lilies standing *sentinel-like on either side
the garden path. 1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 24 Your
*Sentinell Posture. 164a J. Cruso Ord. Afilit. Watches 61
Every Sentinell must stand on his Sentinell posture.

Sentinel (sentinel), v. [f. Sentinel sb.~\

1. trans. To stand guard over, to watch as a
sentinel, lit. andyf^.

1593 Shaks. Liter. 942 To wake the morne, and centinell

the night.
>
1598 Rowlands Betraymg of Christ 28 The

watchfull bird that centinels the morne. 1629 Ford Lovers
Mel. n. i. 27 All the powers That centinelf iust Thrones,
double their guards About your sacred Excellence. 1631
Heywood \st Pt. Fair Maid of West 1. 9 Wee'll centinel
their safety: This place He guard. 18x0 Scott Lady of
L. i.xiv, And mountains, that like giants stand, To sentinel
enchanted land. 1868 B. J. Lossing Hudson 48 The wind-
ing road was., sentineled by lofty pines. 1894 Clark Rus-
sell Good Ship Mohock I. 138 The fellow on deck sentinel-

ling the hatch let us see he was on guard.

+ 2. intr. To act as sentinel, stand sentinel, keep
guard, lit. and fig. Obs. rare.

1593 Nashe Chrises T. 17 My vigilance shoulde haue
sentineld for all your sleepes. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's
Vict. 1. xxii, And all the watchmen, that so nimbly runne,
And centinel about the walled towers.

3. trans. To furnish with or as with a sentinel

or with sentinels.

1656 S. H. Golden Law 33 The Lord Fairfax, .wisely Sen-
tinel'd and Perdu'd it to prevent Surprisals. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxviii, They have sentinelled your door with armed
men. 1864 Daily Tel. 1 Aug., A wide course had been pre-
pared duly roped off and sentinelled with police. 1901
Daily Chron. 4 Oct. 7/1 Three passes led into our valley,

and I gathered they were all well sentinelled.

4. To post as a sentinel.

1827 Pollok Course of Time vn. (1869") 196 The light that
fell From angel-chariots sentinelled on high. 1832 Longf.
Native Land 7 There dwells the soul . . sentinelled in heaven.
1870 Thornbury Tour round Eng. II. xx, 68 A statue of
the builder sentinelled high up in an airy niche.

Hence Se*ntinelled ///. a.

185a H. Spencer Use$ Beauty Ess. 1891 II. 371 The mailed,
moated, sentinelled security which was irksome to the nobles
who needed it.

Sentinelship (se-ntinelfip). [f. Sentinel sb.

+ -ship.] The office or duties of a sentinel.

1643 H. Hexham tr. Laws Marshall Discipl. United
Prov. 3 If any souldicr shalbe found sleeping on his centinel-
ship, he shal..be punished with death. 1883 Spurgkon
Treat. Dav. Ps. exxxiv. (1886) VII. 144 Temple watching,
night-sentinelship.

t Senting, pp?. a. Obs. rare-*. [As if f.

*sent vb.,a. L. sentire to perceive + -ing 2
.] Sentient.

157a J. Jones Bathes Bnckstone Ep., Doing, being, grow-
ing, senting, and reasonable, as Microcosums.
Senting, obs. f. Scenting vbl. sb. and ///. a.

Sentisection (semtise'kfan). [irreg. f. L.

sentire to feel + section-em Section.] The dis-

section of a living animal without an ansesthetic.

1889 in Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891 in Century Diet, (citing

B. G. Wilder).

Sentition (senti-Jan). rare*1
. [Badly f. L.

sentire to feel + -ition.] (See quot.)

1865 J. Grote Treat. Aforal Ideals (1876) 30 Enjoyment
. . is in the same sense the summum bonum as sentition or
bare sensation is the summum reale or summum verum.
Sentnell, sentonell, obs. forms of Sentinel.

Sentorye, Sentre, obs. ft. Centaury, Centre.

tSe'ntre. Her. Obs. [Perh. a spelling of

Centre sb.~\ =Pile sb. 4.
i486 Bk. St. A Ibans, Her. b iv b, A Sentre in armys is called

stakar of tentis [H.e. a tent-stake]. Ibid, [see Sentry a.].

f Sentrell. Sc, Obs. ? Corrupt form of Centner.
1615 in Wedderburne 1

s Compt Bk., etc. (S.H.S.) 263 Ane
schip . . laitlie arryved from Danskyne . . Conteining . . 3 cmar-
teris sentrell of pewther. .halff sentrell of pewtter perteining

to Williame carmichaell.

Sentrice, var. centries pi. of Centry sb.

1522 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 105 Gelis Monro and his

complecis tuk one hand to vphaue the sentrice of the brig
to the samyn...In the said Gelis defalt, the said sentrice ar
broking, spylt and away to the see haid.

Sentronell, obs. form of Sentinel.

Sentry (se*ntri), sb.1 Forms : 7 sentrie, (cen-

trie, -tree, sentery), 7-8 century, 7-9 centry,
8- sentry. [Perh. a shortening or back-formation
(apprehended as containing -by suffix) from ceniri-

nel (1598), centronel (1594) : see Sentinel sb.]

fl. = Sentinel sb. 3. Obs.
1611 Cotgr., Barbacane,. .some hold it also to be, a Sen-

trie, Scout-house, or hole. Garite, . .also, a Sentrie, or little

lodge for a Sentinell, built on high. Guerite.., also, a Sen-
trie, or Watch-tower. Vedette, a Sentrie, or Court of gard,
placed without a fort, or campe. 1649 J. Rosworm Good
Service III Rcw. in Lane. Tracts Civ. War (Chetharn Soc.

1844) 223, I advised him, that.. he would immediately walk
to the Deansgate, and from thence to the other Centuries,
using his best encouragements to prop up their hearts against
any dangers. 1653 Cogan tr. Pinto s Trav. xxx. (1663) 118
Instead of Bulwarks it hath Sentries or Watch-towers.

2. Mil. and Naval. An armed soldier or marine
posted at a specified point to keep guard and to

prevent the passing of an unauthorized person

;

spec. Mil., each of the men of a military guard
(see Guard sb. 9) posted at regular intervals round
an army in garrison or in the field to watch the

enemy, prevent a surprise attack and challenge all

comers. Phr. to stand sentry.
1632 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 141 The great

silence kept within, made them hold the enterprize for ac-
complished, there being neither Centrees, nor rounds to be
seene. 1650 T. B. Worcester's Apophth. 53 The Lieutenant
call'd upon the Centry to give fire. 1728 Chambers Cycl.
s.v. Sentinel, or Sentry, 'Tis not long since they said, To be
on the Scout, in the same Sense as we now say, To stand
Sentry. 1775 Adair ^Wi?r./Mrf. 349 They appointed double
centries over me. 1777 H. Gates in Sparks Corr. Amer.
Rev. (1853) I. 437 The advanced sentries of my pickets are
posted within shot. 1816 Singer Hist. Cards 189 The other
[soldier] with his arquebuss on his shoulder is standing
centry. 1822 Regul. fy Ord. Army 221 The Standing Orders
..are to be distinctly read.. after the Sentries first posted
return to the Guard. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. i, The sentry at
the gate saluted and admitted him. 1859 O. W. Holmes
Boston Hill 23, I hear their pacing sentry's tread. 1877
Field Exerc. Infantry 374 On the approach of any person,
the Sentry will port Arms and call out, Halt ! 1908 King's
Regul. <y Ord.for Army F 937 The commander will visit

his sentries at least twice by day and twice by night.

b. trans/, and fig. One who or something
which keeps guard like a military sentry.

1650 Vaughan Silex Scint. 1. Peace Wks. (Grosart) I. 85
My soul, there is a countrie Far beyond the stars, Where
stands a winged centrie All skilfull in the wars. 1670
Sedley in Medbourne Tartuffe Epil., Though Zeal stand
Centry at the Gate of Sin, Yet all that have the Word
pass freely in. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 20 r 4 She.. got
him a post upon a Stall in Wapping where he may be setn
..as Centry to a Brandy-shop. 1746-7 Hervey Afedit. #
Contempl. (1818) 224 His trusty dog, who, for a considerable
time stood centry at the door,, .snores with his master. 1901
Speaker 20 July 446/2 Wild geese, .when on the feed throw
out sentries which keep a strict look out.

3. The occupation, duty, or service of a sentry

;

also the watch kept by a sentry, esp. in to keep

sentry.

1639 Laws <$• Ordin. War 9 Whosoever shall be convicted
to have slept upon his Watch, Guard, or Centry . . shall be put
to death. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Afed. 11. § 12. 174 Thou
whose nature cannot sleepe, On my temples centry keepe.
1667 Milton P. L. 11. 412 What evasion [can] bear him safe

Through the strict Senteries and Stations thick Of Angels
watching round ? 1697 Dryden sfeneid vi. 388 Here Toils,

and Death, and Death's half-brother, Sleep, Forms terrible

to view, their Centry keep. 1726 Leoni Albertfs Archit. I.

80 Your Soldiers.. cannot be able to keep sufficient centry
about it. 1835 in Rep. Comm. Afilit. Punishm. (1836) 192

(Scale of Punishment] Dilatory on sentry (if slight) 1 extra
sentry or drill. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess xxxi, Some are

on sentry.

f 4. A military guard or watch. Obs. rare-1 .

1705 Stanhope Paraphr. II, 587 The Pharisees. .obtained

of Pilate to have, .the Sepulchre watched by a strong Guard
of Soldiers. This Centry would not suffer the Body to be
conveyed out.

5. Naut. An apparatus in the form of an inverted

wooden kite (towed from the stern of a vessel at

a set depth), which is automatically released from
its slings on striking the bottom and thus gives

warning of the shoaling of the water by sounding
a gong on board the vessel.

Invented by Mr. S. H. James, C.E., and adopted in the
Royal Navy in 1889. Cf. Sentinel sb. 5.

1894 S. T. S. Lecky Wrinkles in Navig. (ed. 9) 176 The
Submarine Sentry.

6. attrib. and Comb., as sentry-bird, place
;

sentry board, ' a platform outside the gangway
of a ship for a sentry to stand upon' {Cent. Diet.

1891); sentry-fashion, like a sentry ; sentry fish,

lark (see quots.); also Sentry-box, Sentry-go.
1857 Emerson May-day Poems (1883) 204 When pacing

through the oaks he heard Sharp queries of the *sentry-
bird. 1873 W. McIlwraith Guide Wigtownsh. 113 The
[Custom-House] officer sauntered *sentry-fashion round and
round his prize. 1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities (1665) 25 A
strange sort of Oyster, that is called the *Sentry fish for his
nature ; for it is iastned to the Rocks, and most commonly
stands open to catch fish. 1869-73 T. R. Jones Casselfs
Bk. Birds I. 208 The *Sentry Lark (Macronyx capensis)
has received its name from the peculiar cry that it utters

when disturbed, which sounds exactly like the Qui vivet
employed as a challenge by French soldiers on guard.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 116 The Tower of
St. Nicholas.. has. .a *Sentry-place at each Angle. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias ix. vi. p 1 The subject of my *sentry-

watch could not be mistaken.

Sentry (se'ntri), sb.% Obs. exc. Comb, in proper

names. Also 6 sentrie, 7 centrie, centori(e,

8-9 centry, sentry. [A contracted form of the

earlier sentuarie, seintuarie, saintuarie, variant

forms of Sanctuary influenced by the Fr. form
saintuaire.'] = Sanctuary. Also attrib.

1590 Nashe 1st Pt. Pasquirs Apol. C 4, He hath no way
now to slyppe out of my handes, but to take sentrie in the
Hospitall of Warwick, c 1600 Rites ofDurham (Surtees)

59 Att y« easte end of the said Chapter bowse, .is a garth
called y* centrie garth where all the priors & mounckes was
buryed. 1774 W. Gostling Walk about Canterb. xi. 67 A
wall . . with a very ancient arch in it, corruptly called the centry
gate as parting the ccemetery or burying place of the laity

from that of the monks. 1781 Gentl. Mag. LI. 305/2 There
is in most parishes of this county [Cornwall] a field (gene-

rally near the church-yard), which is commonly called the
sentry (perhaps sanctuary). 1849 Rock Ch. ofour Fathers
I. iv. 311 When Simeon the monk of Durham wrote, c.

A. D. 1129, this latter cross stood in the centry-garth or ceme-
tary of that cathedral. 1869 N. $ Q. 4th Ser. III. 254 At
Moreton Hampstead, co. Devon, is a large field adjoining
the church ; it is called the Sentry-field.

t Sentry, a. Her. Obs. [f. Sentre + -y.]

= Pily a.

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. bivb, The threde cootarmure
restriall is calde in armys whan a cootarmure is sentry of

dyuerse colowris to the poynt and whatt sentre mydyll in

the point yl coloure is the felde. The blaseyr shall blase

from yl colowre to the next colowre of the lefte side of the

cootarmure and blase the colowre sentri. [1889 Elvin Diet.

Her., Sentrie, an old term for Piles.)

Sentry (se-ntri), v. rare. [f. Sentry sbX\ a.

trans. To guard as a sentry, b. intr. To perform
the office of a sentry.

1873 W. S. Mayo Never Again xii, To where a postern,

deep in shade, Is sentried only by the maid. 1900 Daily
News 27 Sept. 5/1 Most of the prisoners are. .surrounded
by a thick barbed wire fence, and sentried by the Glouces-
ters. 1910 T. Hardy in Eng. Rev. Apr. 1 The unslumber-
ing sea, That sentrys up and down all night, all day, From
cove to promontory.

Sentry-box. [f. Sentry sbX + Box sb? 1 3.]

A small wooden structure in which a sentry may
stand at his post in bad weather.
[1716 Gay Trivia 11. 176 The thoughtless Wits..Who

'gainst the Centry's Box discharge their Tea.] 1728 Cham-
bers Cycl., Centry Box, a wooden Cell, or Lodge, made to

shelter the Centry.. from the Injuries of the Weather. 1753
Hanway Trav. (1762) I. 11. xv. 65 Sentry boxes are placed
at certain distances. 1827 Syd. Smith Cath. Quest. Wks.
1859 *!• I27/ 1 What is really possessed of a country so

subdued ? four or five yards round a sentry-box, and no
more. 1877 Field Exerc. Infantry'372 On the approach of the

relief, a Sentry will place himself in front of his Sentry-box.

Sentry-gO. [Orig. a phrase of command

;

Sentry (used vocatively) + Go v. (imperative).]

a. int. (See quot. 1867.) b. The patrol of a

sentry ; also, the duties of a sentry.

1852-63 Burn Techn. Diet. n. (Eng.-Fr.), Sentry go ! enfac-
tionl 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sentrygo! The order

to the new sentry to proceed to the relief of the previous one.

1880 Daily Tel. 23 Sept., The gallant fejlows who were
taking their turn at sentry-go on the other side of the Indus.

1884 Roberts in igth Cent. June 1059 Constant guard mount-
ing, with its accompaniment of impaired health from 'sen-

try go'. 1886 Stevenson Treas. 1st. xx, We'll have to do
sentry-go.

Hence Sentry-going, doing sentry-go.

1901 Blackw. Afag. Aug. 280/2 After hU long term of bard

labour at patrolling and sentry-going, as guardian of the line.

Senttuary, sentuarie, obs. ff. Sanctuary sb.*-

tSentnre. Obs. rare. [a. F. ceinturc. see

Ceinture.] A girdle.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4963 pe kyng..him spoilis, Puttis

of to be selfe serke senture & othire. c 1400 Beryn 3925 A
swerd I-shethid, with seynture I-fretid all with perehs.
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Sentwarle, -y, obs. ff. Sanctuary sbA
Senty, obs. form of Seventy.

f Sentynode, variant of Centinody.
15*6 Crete Herball cccxlviii. (152©) T ivb.

Senue, obs. form of Sinew sb.

Senurie, senurre, obs. forms of Seigniory.
Senvulle, obs. form of Sinful a.

t Senvy. Obs, Forms : 3 senei, 3-4, 6
senevey, 4 senevei, 4-5 seneveye, 4, 6 senevy,
synevey, 4-7 senvey, 5 senvyne, senefee, syne-
wey, 6 senvye, synvy, sinvy, 6-7 senvie,
seny, 7 seenie, seeny, (seeny), 5-8 senvy. [a.

OF. senevt, also -vei, -vel% -vil (mod.F. senevf)

:—pop. L. *sindpdtium
i

f. sinap-i mustard.]

1. The mustard plant : see Mustard sb, 2,

cta6$ Voc. Plants in Wr.-Wiilcker 554/9 Sinapium, [Fr.]
seneuel, [? Eng.] senei. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn.
civ. (1^95) 705 Senueye hyghte Sinapis. .and though all the
herbe in substaunce be kene and feruent : yet Bern louyth
beste the floures of senuey. C1440 Promp. Parv. 349/1
Mustard, or warlok, or se(n)vyne, herbe (MS. S. senwyn),
sinapis. 157a Bossewell Armorie 11. 76b, Q. Beareth
Argent and verte..6 leafts de Senuye d'Or. 1578 Lytb
Dodoens v. lv. 618 There be two sortes of Senuie, the tame &
the wilde, wherof also the tame or garden Senuie is of two
sortes. Ibid. 619 The seconde kinde of tame Mustarde.

.

whiche is the blacke Mustarde & common Senuy. 1584
Cogan Haven Health xxviii. 44 Senuie.. bringeth foorth
that seede whereof mustard is made. 1597 Gerarde Herbal
ii. ix. 190 The second kinde [of Mustard may be called]

common Mustarde, or fielde Senuie. 1600 Surflet Country
Farm 11. xxxvi, 344 Senuie or mustard delighteth in a fat

ground. 1601 Holland Pliny xx. xxii. II. 73 The hearbe
Senvey, whereof there be three kinds. 1759 Mills tr. Dn-
kamctx Husb. 11. ii. 267 The wheat seemed to have dis-
appeared, to make room for a prodigious quantity of senvy,
which looked extremely well.

2. = Mustard seed i.

138a Wyclif Matt. xiii. 31 The kyngdam of heuenes is

like to a corn of seneuey. Ibid. xvit. 19 $if ;e shulen haue
feith, as a corn of seneuey. c 1413 Hoccleve Mitt. P. 240 If
yee haue as mochil feith as is the greyn of Senefee. a 1425
tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 85, 1 putte nojt. .in. .ouer
^e quantite of a come of senvey. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.
in. 610 Senvy let sowe hit now. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 41 If
ye haue feith, as moche as hath be corn of synewey. 1505
Will ofJerard (Somerset Ho.), Beryng yerely to the heyre
a pownd of Senvye. 1533 Elvot Cast. Hetthe (1539) 86 He
that in suche wyse will vomite, let him eate hastyfy. .town,
keris, rokat, synuy, or purslane. 1578 Lvte Dodoens v. lv.

619 The Mustarde, especially the seede which men cal Senuie,
is hoate and dry, almost in the fourth degree, a 1618 Rates
Marchandiscs M 4, Garble of Seny the pound ij.d.

3. Comb.: senvy-seed = Mustard seed i.

1298 in Rogers Agric.
ty

Pr. II. 174/2 Seneueyseed. 13.

,

Shane MS, 5 If. n/a Sinapis, tarn semen quam herba..
A(ngHce) Seneuy sed. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. viii. 149 A
sester and a semyctcle take Of senuey seed, c 1450 ME.
Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 21a Seneueye seed. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus, Sinapi, senuie seede wnerof mustarde is made.
1606 Rider Laf.-Eng. Diet., Sinafie,. .seenie seed. 1607
Topsell Four-/. Beasts 518 White Sceny-seede.. being put
into broath.. will [etc.). 1678 Littleton Lat..Eng. Diet.,

Sinafie,. .seeny seed.. .Eng.-Lat., Senvie seed.

t Se'iiy e. Obs. Forms : 1 so3(e)n, seng, seisn,

sesin, 3 seine, 4 seigne, seyne, 5 senge, synge
;

Vocabs. 5 8eny(e, ceny, senuy, sene ; 6 senye

;

Sc. 5 seyne, senyhe, sen^e, seinye, 6 senuie,
seinye. [App. of mixed origin : the OE. segn

(ad. L. signutn Sign sb.) seems lo have coalesced

in early ME. with an aphetic form of enseigne,

asseigne, Ensign sb.]

1. A military banner or standard = Ensign sb. 5.
Beowulf 2958 pa was aeht boden Sweona leodum, se$n

Hi^elace. C900 tr. B&da's Hist. m. ix. [xi.] (1890) 184 His
se^en, se waes mid golde & mid godwebbe gefraetwad. c 1275
Lav. 9282 Nam he his seine and his sceald bribte. c 1330
R. Brukne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 5468 Waster non bat wolde
hym feyne Whan bey sey be kynges seigne. Ibid. 10024
Arthurr dide his folk abide. To arme bem, Sc til ordeyne
Whylk schuld go, & wyb whilk seyne.

2. A distinguishing mark, emblem, token. In
seyn that, to signify that.

a 1000 Caedmon's Gen. 2370 Abraham , . sette friSotacen .

,

on his selfes sunu, heht baet se^n we^an heah jehwilcne, be

his hina waes waepnedcynnes. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 197 pis
make)?, quod be wiht, pe marke of gold; And bis saues,
quab bat wiht, be seyne of seluer. ? a 1400 Morte Arth,
2055 He drissede in a derfe schelde,. .With a dragone en-
gowschedc.Deuorande a dolphyne..In seyne that oure
soueraygne sulde be dtstroyede. c 1400 Destr. Troy 3108
Then Parys pertly profifcrt a seigrie, For to telle his entent.

c 1425 Wvktoun Orig. Cron. v. tiL 433 (Cott.) A Roman .

.

gat on bat seyne [v.rr. senyhe, sen)e] pat Brettownys bar

;

syne can he feyne Hym a Brettowne for to be. c 1440 York
Myst. ix. 290 pus has god. .Sette his senge [sc. the rainbow]
. . Vppe in be Ayre of heght. c 1470 Henryson Mot. Fab. xi,

(Wolffif Sheep) xvii, Ye gart me schute behind ; Vpoun my
hoicbis the seinyeis maybe sene. f 1470 Henry Wallace ix.

170 The Rede Reifiar. . Held out a gluff, in takyn off the
trew. His men beheld, and weyll that sen^e knew.

3. A battle-cry, rallying cry = Ensign sb. 1.

1508 Dunbar Flyting 139 Corrupt carioun, he sail I cry
thy senaie, a 1510 Douglas K. Hart 1. 222 Thai cryit on
hicht thair seinye wounder lowde. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II.78 Syne loud on hicht he cryit hes his seinye,

With that ane flicht of mony fleand gan^e.

4. A book-marker.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 453/1 Seny, of a boke, indula.

6. A token or tally used by innkeepers.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 66/2 Ceny, or tokyn of an in or ostrye,

texira. Ibid. 453/1 Senye, of an inne or ostrye, texera.
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6. A signboard.
1369 Reg. Privy Council Scot II. 33 Certane of the Bail-

lies. .of Edinburgh. .brak and kaist doun, senyeis of wyne,
expres aganis all ordour, the said Cannongait being.. evir in

possessioun of selling of wyne.
Senyeory, -our, obs. ft. Seigniory, Seignior.
Senyght(e, obs. forms of Sennight.
Senyhe, Sc. variant of Senye Obs.

t Senyie. Sc, Obs, Forms : 5 sen$he, 6
sen^e, san^e, sein^ie, seinze, seinye, 6-7
senuie, senzie, 8 senyie, (9 senzie). [App. an
irregular alteration of Sene sb.%, possibly due to

association with senyie sign : see Senye.] A de-

liberative meeting of clergy ; a synod.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vi. i. 53 pis pape of Rome. .Gert a

senyhe solempne be seyn. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 79
Off Sathanis senuie syne sic ane vnsall men3ie. 1524 Aber-
deen Reg. (1844) I. 107 Thai war informit that my lord of
Aberdeen was nocht to cum afor the sanze. 1535 Lyndesay
Satyre ig67 Sir, I socht law thair.. Bot I culd get nane at
Sessioun nor Seinye. a 157a Knox Hist. Reform. Wks.
(1846) I. 172 After the Pasche he came to Edinburgh, to
hold the seinze, (as the Papistes terme thare unhappy as<
semblie of Baaltis scbaven sorte).

aitrib. and Comb. 1683 G. Martine Reliq. Divi Andreae
(1797) 40 And after the reformation, I find they met in the
*senzie chamber. 155a Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. 280 That.

.

all sic sumpteous banketing be laid doun aluterlie except
thre sobir and honest, vizt., upoun the *senze day [etc. J.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot, (S.T.S.) II. 226
All maner of man havand entres to compeir vpone the seinzie
day. 1819 \V. Tennant Papistry Storm'd (1827) 97 And
terrour garr'd them loup pell-mell Frae *senzie-house, kirk,
court and cell. X596 J. Melvill Diary (Wodrow Soc.) 330
In the *Seinzie ouk efter Pace.

Senyor, -your(e, etc. ; see Senior, Seignior.
Senyster, Senzie : see Sinister, Senyie.
Seoc(k, Seod, obs. ff. Sick, Seed.
Seofe(n, Seofeffe : see Seven, Seventh.
Seogun : see Shogun.
Seoile, variant of Soile, seal (animal).

Seok, Seolk e, -en : see Sick, Silk, -en.
Seollie, -ieh(e, variant forms of Selly Obs.

Seoluer, Seoly, obs. ff. Silver, Seely a.

Seonne, Seop, obs. forms of Sin, Sheep.
Seosynne, Seotel : see Season, Settle sb.

SeaoiSe, seojjpe, obs. forms of Sith.

Seoudarie, obs. form of Sudary.
Seouwe, seow(e, obs. if. Sew v., Sow v.

Seove, Seoveniht : see Seven, Sennight.
Sep, obs. f. Sheep. Sepage, var. Seepage.
Sepal (se'pal). [= Pr. sfpale, ad. mod.L. se-

palum (proposed by Necker 1790), formed after

pctalitm Petal by substitution of the first syllable
of L. separaius Separate a, Cf. Lepal.]
1. Bot. Each of the divisions or leaves of the

calyx of a flower.

[i8ai Gray Nat. Arrangem. Brit. PI. I. 128 Sepales.
Leaves^ Sepala, Phylli, Folioli catycini. The distinct seg-
ments into which the calyx is divided.] 1839 Lindley
Synops. Brit. Flora 7 Order 1. Ranunculacex Juss. Sepals
3-6. 1832 — Introd. Bot. 1. ii. 114 The sepals are generally
longer than the corolla in aestivation..: during flowering
they are mostly shorter. 1840 Ii. Kingdon tr. De Candolles
V*g- Organogr. II. nr. ii. 48 Of the Calyx or Sepals. 1879
Lubbock Set. Led. i. 6 A common flower.. consists, firstly

of an outer envelope or calyx, sometimes tubular, sometimes
consisting of separate leaves called sepals.

2. Compar. Anat. (See quot.)
1804 Gould Illustr. Diet. Med. etc. s.v. t In the anatomy

of the lower animals, certain thin, leaf-like organs are also
called sepals.

Hence Sepal Ted a., only in parasynthetic

comb., as gamo-
%
two-sepalled, etc., having one

sepal, two sepals, etc
1821 Gray Nat, Arrangem. Brit. PI. 1. 124 Calyx.. .Com-

position. Gamo-sepaled, one-leafed...Two-sepaled, two-
leaved. . . Many-sepaled. 1838 Barton & Castle Brit. Flora
Med. II. 465 Sepatled, having sepals. 1864 in Webster, and
in later Diets.

Sepaline (se'palin), a. [ad. mod.L. sepalin-

us
t \. sepal-urn : see Sepal and -ine.] Of or be-

longing to the sepal of a flower.

1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) Gloss., Sepaline, re-

lating to the sepals. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 11 Aconi-
tum.. covered by the sepaline hood.

Sepalody (se'pabudi). Bot. [ad. mod.L. *sepa-

lodium, or t, mod.L. sepai-utn Sepal + -ode + -y,

after phyllody.] The reversion of the petals of

a flower into sepals by inverse metamorphosis.
1887 Casseirs Encycl. Diet,

Sepaloid (se*paloid), a, Bot. [ad. mod.L.
scpaloid-euSy f. sepal-um \ see Sepal and -oid.]

Of the nature of or resembling a sepal.

1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 135 Sepaloid petals. 187a
Oliver Eiem. Bot. 11. 256 Observe, .the sepaloid outer and
peialoid inner perianth.leaves of Alisma.

Separability (se:parabi*lTti). [f. Separable
a. + -ity.] The quality of being separable.

1640 Bi'. Reynolds Passions xxxiv. 418 Aristotle inferres

the separability and independance of the understanding on
the Body. 174a tr. Algarotti on Newton's Theory II. 113
The Separability of the Rays is prejudicial to the Perfection

of Telescopes. 1864 Reader q Apr. 459/1 This apparent
separability between heat and light. 1890 Spectator 5 Apr.
463/2The theory ofthe separability of the soul from the body.

Separable (se*parab'l), a. Also 5-7 separa-

ble, [a. F. separable (15th c.) or ad. L. separa-

kil-is. i. separdre : see Separate v, and -able.]

1. Capable of being separated.
Separable accident, quality : one which can be separated

from its subject.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C.xix. 193 Sibthen thei ben surlepes
[MS. G. seperable] . . thei ban sondry names. i53aTiNDALE
Expos. Matt, v-vii. Prol. (1550) 9 b, Though they [fayth,

loue, and hope] be inseperable, yet they haue seperable and
sondry offices. x6ao T. Granger Div. Logike 6j Common
qualities, are separable, or inseparable. The former may be
added or taked away from the subiect, without destruction
thereof; as coldnesse from the water, whitenesse from
paper. 1628 T. Spencer Logick 64 Separable accidents.

1643 Diggs Untaivf. Taking Arms iv. 93 That the Magis-
trate is separable from the man is evident. 1791 Burke
App. Whigs Wks. VI. 217 A true natural aristocracy is not
a separate interest in the state, or separable from it. 1828
Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II, 22 Shell. .conical, separable
into two parts. 1850 Newman Led. Difficulties Anglicans
ix. 223 Catholics.. hold that faith and love,., faith and works,
are simply separable, and ordinarily separated in fact.

b. Gram.
x773 Bayly Gram. Heb. 14 The Cases are expressed either

by entire Prepositions, called separable, or by a letter of
the preposition prefixed to the noun, and called inseparable.
1815 S. Lyon Heb. Gram. 6i Separable pronouns, signifying
the agent. x888 K. Meyer Germ. Gram, 1. % 246 Verbs
compounded with separable prefixes.

+ 2. ? Capable of separating. Obs. rare-1
,

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxxvi. 6 In our two Ioues there is

but one respect, Though in our Hues a seperable spight.

Hence Se'paraMeness ; Se'parably adv.
1628 Coke On Litt. ki b, The Rent incident to the Re-

uersion separably, but the fealtie incident to the Reuersion
inseparably. 1666 Boylk Orig. Formes $ Qual. To Rdr.
b 5 b, The Separableness of Accidents from Subjects of
Inhaesion. 1864 Kingsley What, then, does Dr. Newman
mean ? 33 The separableness of faith and works. 1906
Tablet 23 June 965 All idea of order or separableness among
the elements of the spirit-life must be abandoned.

f Se*paralty, altered form of Severalty, after

med.L. separdlis : see Several a.

1567 in F. J. Baigent CrondalRec. (1891) 167 That the said
Deane and chapiter. . shall . . occupie and enjoye in separaltye
. .the grownde commonlie caulled the Great fleate ponde.

Separate (se*par^l), pa. pple., a. t and sb.

Forms : 5-6 seperat, 5-7 separat, 6-8 seperate,

5- separate, [ad. L. separdt-us
t

pa. pple. of

separdre : see Separate v.]

fA. as past pple. Separated. Obs.
1433-50 tr. Higdeu (Rolls) I. 73 If hit were separate [L. si

separardur] in that maner from this worlde habitable.

1495 . /u7 11 Hen. K//,c. 34 Preamble, The same .. Heredita-
mentes shuld be.. separat severed and disanexed from the
Uuchie of Cornwall. 1513 Bradshaw.S7. Werbnrge \\. 969
Whan all the officers departed were thens Supposynge the
soule seperate from the body. 1555 Pendleton in Bonner's
Homilies 33 b, Those, that haue seperate from the catholyke
church. 1646 R. Baillie A nabaptism (1647) 51 After they
have separate from all other Churches. 1671 Milton Samson
31 Why was my breeding order'd and prescrib'd As of a
person separate to God. 169a Bentley Boyle Led. \\\. 7
The Atoms or Particles which now constitute Heaven and
Earth, being once separate and diffused in the Mundane
Space,, .could never [etc].

B. adj.

1. Parted, divided, or withdrawn from others

;

disjoined, disconnected, detached, set or kept apart.

Const, from.
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 422 He sought them both, but wish'd

his hap might find Eve separate. 1684 T. Bubnet Th. Earth
I. iv. 35 'Twere hard to conceive an eternal Watch, whose
pieces were never separate one from another, nor ever in any
other form. 1789 G. Adams tr. Sophocles, Oedip. Colon. II.

162 He died without Sepulchre, separate from any Man.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed, 3) I. 80 Stamens and
Pistils are said to be separate when they are found upon the

same plant, but in different flowers. 1823 Scott Quentin D.
xx, The moment in which I detect the least sign of treachery,

thy head and body are three yards separate ! 1846 Baxter
Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 29 Phosphorus . . js never met with in

a separate state, but always in combination with some other
element. 1849 Dickens Barn. Rudge ix, The footsteps
appeared to have some object quite separate and discon-

nected from herself, 1850 Tennyson In Mem. lxxxv. 66 A
friendship.. Which masters Time indeed, and is Eternal,

separate from fears. 1865 Lubbock Preh, Times 41 Small
separate plates of ice are formed.

b. Of persons, a dwelling, etc. : Withdrawn
from society or intercourse ; shut off from access.

Separate confinement, the system of confining

prisoners in separate cells.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa in. 166 This castle, .being
separate from concourse of people, and a solitarie place fitte

for a man to studie in. 1687 A. LovELLtr. Thevenot's Trav.
1. 24 The Women.. are all lodged in a separate appartment
together. 1697 Dryden rfLneidw. 954 Now, in a secret vale,

the Trojan sees A Sep'rate grove. 1815 Scott Guy M. Win,
See, here's the plan of my Bungalow, with all convenience
for being separate and sulky when I please. 1819 Shelley
Cenciv. ii. 191 Conduct these culprits each to separate cells.

1849 Edin. Rev. July n The tendency of prolonged sepa-

rate confinement is to affect the mind. 1863 Rep. Set. Comm.
Gaols 13 Prisons..upon the separate system.

O. Of a soul: Not joined to a body, disembodied.
1653 H. More Antid.Ath, m. xiv, § 1 (1712) 130 Separate

Souls being io-ayveAoi, in a condition not unlike the Angels
themselves. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. i. § 15 Whatever
Ideas the Mind can receive and contemplate without the
help of the Body, it is reasonable to conclude, it can retain

without the help of the Body too, or else the Soul, or any
separate Spirit, will have but little advantage by thinking.
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SEPARATE.

cL, Parted or withdrawn from the Chnrch.
1680 Stillingfl. MischiefofSeparation 32 Nothing doth

more alienate mens affections than withdrawing from each
other into separate Congregations. 1686 J. Scott Chr. Life
11. vii. Wks. 1718 I. 451 A Church that is separate from the

Church Catholick.

2. Withdrawn or divided from something else

so as to have an independent existence by itself.

Separate establishment : see Establishment 10 b.

a 1700 EvklvxDiary 18 July 1691, He . . was . . the sole indus-

trious mover, that it should be made a separate parish. 1714
Waterland Farther Vind. Chr. Div. 11. 58 The prevailing

Custom of Speech, which never gives the Name of Substances
to any thing, but where the Substance is separate, or separ-
able. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. vii, He proceeded to enrol
the troops into separate bodies. 1861 Two Cosmos v. iv.

II. 156 He had ready for publication an Essay on the separ-

ate existence of Matter. 1887 Zincke Hist. W/tersteadi8S
If it is regarded disconnectedly and as a separate entity, it

teaches little.

b. Belonging or peculiar to one, not common
to or shared with the other or the others.
Separate maintenance : see Maintenance 7 b.

1673 Temple To Dk. Ormond'Wks. 1757 II. 235 This point
can only be gained bya separate peace between us and Hol-
land ; for if the war should come to end in a general treaty
[etc.]. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Separate, distinct, par-
ticular, different. 17x1 Swift Cond. Allies (ed. 2) 86 Have not
those two Realms their separate Maxims of Policy, which
must operate in Times of Peace ? 1771 Junirts Lett. lix. 307
That each of them should act his separate part with honour
and integrity to the public. 1815 Scott Ld.ofIsles in. xxiv,
' Kind host , he said, ' our needs require A separate board
and separate fire \ 18*3— Quentin D. xxxvii, Each pressed
forward upon his separate object. 1840-1 De Quincey
Style ut. Wks. 1800 X. 203 One poem which., has a character-
istic or separate beauty of its own. 1858 Ld. St. Leonards
Handy Bk. Prop. Law xiii. 84 A married woman, although
having separate estate, and living apart from her husband.
1871 Morlev Voltaire i. 3 Luther and Calvin in their separ.
ate ways brought into splendid prominence their new ideas
of moral order.

c. Considered or reckoned by itself (although
mentioned as one of several); single, individual.
1840 Macaulay Ess. t Clive r 19 While the great body [of

the empirej, as a whole, was torpid and passive, every sep-
arate member began., to move with an energy all its own.
1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gabies xvi, Just as there comes
a warm sunbeam into every cottage window, so comes a
love-beam of God's care and pity for every separate need.
1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 716 The metamorphoses of
material proceed ^*ar£/*aw« with the growth of the separate
parts.

d. Distinct in occurrence or enumeration ; not
combined or put together.

1907 Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 161 Three separate
baths of this strength.

C. sb. (absol. or ellipt. uses of the adj.).

L One who withdraws from the Church ; a
separatist.

1612 W. Sclater Minister's Portion 2 What ods is there
betwixt this beggerly conclusion of those old beggers, and
that of late separats, that make it Christs ordinance for
Ministecs to Hue of their peoples voluntary contribution.

1647 Owen Eshcol (1648) 52 He that will not separate from
world, and false-worship is a Separate from Christ. 1659
Gauden Tears Ch. \. li. 41 Chusing rather to be a rank
Separate, a meer Quaker, an arrant Seeker.

2. A member of an American Calvinistic Metho-
dist sect of the 18th century, so called because
organized into separate societies.

1882-3 Schaffs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. III. 2160.

3. U.S. An article or document issued sepa-

rately ; esp. a copy of an article reprinted from a
magazine, volume of ' transactions *, etc., for sepa-

rate distribution.
1886 Rep. of U. S. Sec. of Treasury 405 (Cent.) It will be

noticed that to the questions 16, 17, and 18, in the separate
of January 18, 1886, no reply is given by the superintendent
of the mint. 189a Athenseum 12 Nov. 666/3 From time to
time we receive odd * separates' of papers published in the
Proceedings of the United States National Museum. 1894
Harvard Teaclters

1

Assoc. Leaflet No. 1 1. 4 The geographi-
cal report .. might be reprinted in the annual report of the
superintendent of public instruction, from which 'separates'
could be struck off. 1897 Nat. Science Dec. 432 This 410
tract, .cannot be a separate of the Mem. de l'Inst. paper.

4. Math. Any one of a set of partitions into

which a partition of a number can be separated.
1888 MacMahon in Amer. Jrnl. Math. (1889) XI. 2 A

partition is separated into separates by writing down a set

of partitions, each separate partition in its own brackets,
from left to right, so that when all the parts of these parti-

tions are assembled in a single bracket, the partition which
is separated is reproduced.

5. A period of separate confinement (see B. 1 b).

1904 A. Griffiths 50 Yrs. Publ. Service xv. 193 There
were penal servitude convicts of both sexes doing ' separates *,

the first probationary period of nine months, a modified form
of solitary confinement.

Separate (se'parc't), v. Also 6-8 seperate,

7 aeparat ; pa. t. 6 Sc. seperat, 8 separate,
[f. L. separdt-

t
ppl. stem of separdre, f. se- (see

SeJ +pardre to make ready, prepare.]

t. Transitive senses.

L To put apart, set asunder (two or more
persons or things, or one from another) ; to dis-

unite, disconnect, make a division between.
1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 249 [They] supposede that

God wolde separate theyme that he my^hte subiecte theym
diuidede the rather to hym. 1526 Tindale Rom. viii. 35
Who shall seperate vs from goddes love ? a 1568 Ascham

474

Scholem. n. (Arb.) 113 And surelie the distance betwixt
London and Lysbon, should not stoppe any kindeof frendlie
dewtie..if the greatest matter of all did not in certeyne
pointes separate our myndes. 1591 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. iv. v.

27 Life and these lips haue long bene seperated. 1606— Tr. <y

Cr. v. viii. 18 The dragon wing of night ore-spreds the earth
And stickler-like the Armies seperates. 1633 Earl Manch.
Al Mondo (1636) 143 Naturall Death doth "But separate the
body from the soule: But spirituall Death separates the
soute from God. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 970 Rather then
Death. .Shall separate us, Hnkt in Love so deare. 1816 J.
Smith Panorama Set. $ Art II. 279 Separate the wires,
and the effect ceases. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 91 Being
thus separated from my attendants, I lost my way. 1876 J.
Pahker Paracl. \.x. 158 What separates nation from nation
so completely as ignorance of each other's speech ?

b. reft.

1528 Tindalk Obed. Chr. Man 42 They . .have separated
them selves from the laye men, countinge them viler then
dogges. 1561 T. Hoby tr. CastigUone's Courtyer 11. (1577)
G vhj, Hee ought to worke the matter wisely in seperating
himselfe from the multitude, a 1600 Hooker jsI Sent/.

Jude § 11 (1614) 17 Men do separate themselues either by
heresie, schisme, or apostasie. 1654 Bramhall fust Vind.
ji. (1661) 9 If one part of the Universall Church do separate
it self from another part, . . not as it is a part of the Universal
Church, but only so far as it is corrupted and degenerated.
1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. 1. 173 To the Anglican Church
he had always been strongly attached, and had repeatedly,
where her interests were concerned, separated himself with
regret from his dearest friends.

C. To put asunder in thought, to distinguish,

treat as distinct. Also with off
1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 182 The good of the Sove-

raign and People, cannot be separated. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 315 When the elevation of the object becomes
too small to be discerned, as separated from the luminous
reflection. 1828 DTsraeli Chas. /, II. vi. 143 In modern
history it seems to me always impossible to separate religion

from politics. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. vi. (1875) 85
Men had not yet learned to satisfy their consciences by
separating the person from the office. 1894 H. Drummond
Ascent of Man 12 It is as great a mistake.. for the theo-
logian to separate off the ship from the passengers as for the
naturalist to separate off the passengers from the ship.

2. To remove from conjugal cohabitation, esp.

by a judicial decree. (Cf. Separation 3.)
a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573) 331/2 Commaundyng to for-

bydde priestes that had not yet maryed, for to marry. And
those y* had maried, to bee separated from their wyues.
1764 G. Williams in Jesse Sehvyn $ Contemp.{i%4$ I. 325
The Duke and Duchess of Grafton are separated, though
the articles are not yet agreed upon between them. 185a
Thackeray Esmond*, xiii, My Lord Mohun was separated
from his wife.

3. To keep apart or divide by an intervening

space or barrier. Of the intervening medium : To
part by lying between, to occupy the space or

interval between.
IS53 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 32 Whether, .nature.

.

had not so deuided and seperated the East from the West.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. n. xii. 47 The
goulph of Ponthus. .separateth Asia from Europe. 1600 J.
PoRYtr. Leo*s Africa in. 208 It standeth, so neere the moun-
taine last mentioned, that they are onely separated with the
foresaid riuer. 1663 Gerbier Counsel e6, Stables and even
Kitchens ought to be separated from the main body of a
Palace. 17*7 [E. Dorrington] Philip Quarll (1816) 39
Climbing up the rock. ., he found at the bottom of it a nar-
row lake, which separated it from the land. 1819 Scott
Ivatihoe xliii, The younger race. .had..broken down many
of the barriers which separated for half a century the Nor-
man victors from the vanquished Saxons. 182a Parkinson
Outl. Oryctol. 259 This shell has six turns, very projecting,

deeply separated. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 276
The ten centuries which separated the reign of Charlemagne
from the reign of Napoleon. 186a Stanley Jeiv. CIu I. xiii.

303 The deep gulf which separates the two regions.

4. To set apart or segregate for a special pur-

pose. Const, for, to, unto, (Chiefly in Biblical

language.)
1526 Tindale Acts xiii. 2 Seperat me Barnabas and Saul

for the worke where vnto I have called them. 1611 Bible
Rom. \. 1 Paul .. separated vnto the Gospel of God. 1642
D. Rogers Naaman 9 Who separated the Gentile and re-

jected the lew? 1710 Prideaux Orig. Tithes i. 12 Whoever
of the ancient Patriarchs first separated a Tenth. 1785
Paley Mor. Philos. v. viii. (1818) II. 92 Every trespass upon
that reserve which public decency has established breaks
down the fence by which the day is separated to the service

of religion. 1798 M. Cutler in Life, etc. (1888) II. 11 You
are now, Sir, vested with power to ordain and separate
others to the work of the ministry.

f b. To exclude, prohibit. Obs. rare* 1
.

1644 Milton Areop. (Arb.) 51 Lastly, who shall forbid and
separat all idle resort, all evill company 7

5. To remove or part (a substance) front another

with which it is combined or mixed; esp. to do
this by some technical process. Also with out.

1617 Moryson Itin. in. 147 The Tinne and Leade is

mingled with Silver, but so, as it doth not largely quit the
cost of the labour in seperating or trying it. 1683 Soame &
Dryden Boileau's Art Poet. iv. 1090 From the fine gold I

separate the allay. 1784 Cullen tr. Bergman's Phys. fy

Chem. Ess. I. 221 The selenite may be still better separated
from the iron, by boiling the dried residuum [etc.]. 1850
M cCosh Div. Govt. 11. ii. (1874) 205 It is in the furnace that
the dross is separated. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chan. (1874) 198
Plants, .are able slowly to separate out and assimilate the
potash from these rocks and soils.

b. Of a gland : To secrete. Of a material sub-

stance : To give off or emit from itself. ? Obs.

1691 Ray Creation 11. (1692) 33 There being Glandules on
purpose to separate a humor for that purpose. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. I. 206 Furnished with glands, which separate
a substance that has the smell of musk. 1805 Saunders

SEPABATENESS.
Min. Waters 286 Cheltenham water, when fresh drawn,
appears tolerably clear. . . It becomes more turbid by stand-

ing, and separates air bubbles in a small quantity.

6. To divide into (two or more) parts, rare.

'581 J. Hamilton Cath. Tr. 34 Moyses liftit vp his vand,
and seperat the see. 1784 Cowper Task v. 196 As a shepherd
separates his flock, These to the upland, to the valley those.

1 7. absol. To make a division or severance. Obs.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Isa. lix. 2 Your iniquities haue sepa-

rated betwene you and your God. a 1653 Binning Princ.
Chr. Relig. Wks. (1735) 9 The Cloud of our Sins, that sepa-
rates between God and us.

II. intr. (Cf. the reflexive use 1 b.)

8. Of a person : To quit the company or society

of another or others ; to go away, secede or with-
drawfrom (esp. a church).
1684 Baxter Ansiv. Theol. Dial. 19, I must not separate

from every Kingdom, Church, or Family that is ill governed.
17x1 Countryman's Let. to Citrate 20 William Whitting-
hame one of those that Compiled the Francfort Liturgie,
and separate with the rest to Geneva upon the Contest about
the English Liturgie. 1815 Scott Guy M. xv. No, Miss
Lucy Bertram, while I live I will not separate from you.
Indirect passive. 1595 F. Johnson {title) A Treatise of the

Ministry of the Church of England. Wherein is handled this
question, Whether it be to be separated from or joyned unto.

b. Of two or more persons : To quit each other's

society or company
;
(of a company) to break up.

1690 Locke Govt. 11. v. § 39 When there was not room
enough, .for their Herds to feed together, they, by consent,
.. separated, and inlarged their pasture. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Mysl. Udolpho iv, They separated at an early hour.
1861 Whyte Melville Mkt. Hard, xix, The conversation
held between the latter and Mr. Sawyer .. before separating
for the night. 1885 Pater Marius (1910) II. xx. 86 It was
time for the company to separate.

o. To withdraw from conjugal cohabitation.
1686 tr. Chardins Trav. Persia 332 The differences that

happen between man and wife, .and the Reasons that move
'em to separate. 1794 Ann. Reg.. Chron. *n The parties
had separated the 24th of July, 1793, and no evidence had
been produced to affect his client, but cohabitation since the
separation. 1819 Ibid. (1820) 252 Is the prisoner your hus-
band ? . . Yes. I believe you separated from him for some
time?—Yes.
9. Of a thing : To part {from something else)

;

to be disunited or disjoined, to become detached
;

to draw apart or asunder.
1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 219 The bridge.. has a

plain and easie passage over 30 long boats, concatenated
and made to separate at pleasure. 1739 S. Sharp Oper.
Surg. Introd. 43 The Bullet makes an Eschar, which
usually separates in a few days. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) VI. 390 Swammerdam..was of opinion that the bones
themselves separated from each other, and closed again.
1801 Med. <V Phys. Jml. V. 222 The gangrene was separating.

1813 J. Thomson Led. Inflam. 549 The mortified parts sepa-
rated, without assistance, from the sound parts. 183a John
Bull 13 Feb. 56/1 The roof of the nave has separated in one
place from the wall.

b. Of a mineral or chemical substance : To be
parted or disengaged from a mass or compound

;

to be drawn out from a solution in the form of

crystals or as a precipitate.

1863 Eownes* Chem. (ed. 9) 486 The salt separates in mi-
nute needles. 1869 Roscoe Elem. Chem. (1874) 211 On
cooling, potassium nitrate separates out in crystals.

Separated (se-par^ted), ppl. a. [f. Separate
v. + -ed 1.] In senses of the verb : Set apart or

asunder, disjoined, withdrawn, etc.

Separated milk : milk from which the cream has been
extracted by a separator.

1535 Coverdale Ezek. xli. 13 The house.. and the sepe-
rated buyldinge. 1597 A. M. tr. Gnillemeau 's Fr. Chirurg.
23/2 If the separated partes can not with ease be brought to-

gether. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 11. iii. 144 Our seperated fortune
shall keepevsboth the safer. 1661 Boyle Scept. Chem.iv. 255
The separated sulphurs or Chymical Oyles of things, a 1676
Hale Prim. Orig. Man. iv. v. (1677) 333 The Sect of the Sad-
duces.. denied.. the Existence of Angels or separated Intel,

ligences. 4x1715 Burnet Own Time (1766)1. 442 Every pro-
vince is a separated state and has an entire sovereignty within
itself. 1730 Pope Let. to Gay 1 1 Sept., I can't but look upon
myself, .as a separated spirit too from Courts and courtly
fopperies. 1869 M. Pattison Serm. (1885) 174 The Protestant
or other separated communions. 1901 Scotsman 12 Apr. S/4T0
prevent the wholesale dilution of whole with separated milk.
absol. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. vii. Wks. 1709

III. 1. 64 Widowhood.. is much to be preferred before
Separation ; for the Separated are Savage Animals, uncap-
able of the prettiest Ties of Society. 1744 Life <$ Adv. M.
Bishop 216 In the Morning all the separated got together
again, to receive Orders.

Hence Se'paratedly adv. rare.

a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts fy Mon. (1642] 417 So no spirit

did at al! subsist, separatedly, subsisting alone, out or beside
the body.

Separately (se*par/tli), adv. [-LY 2.] In a
separate manner ; singly, severally, apart.
155a Huloet, Separatly, separatim. 1567 Reg. Privy

Council Scot. I. 557 Togidder or separatlie as neid beis.

1612 Bacon Ess. t
Counsel (Arb.) 324 It is of singuler vse to

Princes, if they take the opinions of their Councell, both
seperatly f 1625 Seperately] and together. 1710 Lond. Gaz.
No. 4736/4 Hannah the Wife of Richard Hamp-.liveth
separately from her said Husband. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev.
I. v. i, Two separate, perhaps separately-voting Orders.

1858 Ld. St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law xx. 155 If

you leave to every one separately what you desire each to

nave. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 388 Other things which
we need not separately enumerate.

Se*parateness. [-ness.] The quality, state,

or fact of being separate.

1635-6 Mede Rev. Gods House (1638) 3 Sacred things,
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which continue their state of separatcnesse and sanctitie.

1755 in Johnson. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics (i860) II.

xi. i. 219, I know men and women who pique themselves on
their separateness from the world. 1879 Geo. Eliot Thee.

Such 355 The Jews were steadfast in their separateness, and
through that separateness Christianity was born.

Separatical, a. rare. [f. L. separat* (see

Separate 2/.) + -ic (see -atic) + -al.] Pertaining

to separation in religion.

1846 Worcester (cites T. Divighi).

Separating (se*par£tin), vbl. sb. [f. Separate
v. + -ing !.] '1 he action of Separate v.

c 1550 Cheke Matt. xxi. 44 note, This separating of chaf
and dust awai from y* good corne is called in greek Aucfxav.

1623 Cockkram 11, A Seperating of man and wife. Divorce.

1644 Milton Divorce I. x. (ed. 2) 26 By the separating of
unmeet consorts. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xxii, If so, his meet-
ing with his plighted bride, after so many years' absence,

was but a delusive preface to their separating for ever.

attrib. 1641 French Distill, i. (1651) 34 Let the Oil that

is drawn with the Water be separated with a.. seperating

Glass. 1855 D. K. Clark Railway Mack. 153/2 Edwards'
separating pipes . . for disengaging the steam from the priming.

Separating (se*par^tirj), ppl. a. [f. Separate
v. + :ing -.] That separates, in various senses of the

verb, f Separating line «= Separatrix.
1694 Hallev Oughtreds Key Math. 3 Decimal Parts are

written in the same line with Integers ; but are distinguished

by a rectangular line ; which is therefore called the Separating
Line. 1850 Miss Warner Wide Wide World xxxvi, She
clasped Alice, as if she feared even then the separating hand.
1908 [Miss Fowler] Betw. Trent fy Ancholme 23 The low
separating wall.

+ b. = Separatist a. (Cf. dissenting.) Obs.

1734 Watts Reliq. Juv. (1789) 127 He attends the best of
preachers in their separating meetings.

Separation (separ^Jsn). Forms : 5-6 sepa-

ration, 6 -acyon, seperacion, 6-7 seperation,
6- separation, [a. OF. separation, -acion, F.

separation («* Pr. separatio, Sp. separation, Pg.

separacao, It. separazione), ad. L. separdttan-em,

n. of action from separdre : see Separate z>.]

L The action of separating or parting, of setting

or keeping apart ; the state of being separated or

parted, t To make separation, to make a sever-

ance or division.

1413 Pilgr. Sowlc (Caxton 1483) iv. xix. 64 And so the
tyme come that seperacion shold be made bitwene this swete
appel and this Appeltre and so it felle to the erthe. 15*6
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 12 b, Saynt Austyn sayth,

that the passage of y« chyldren of Israel from Kgipt, signi-

fyeth the separacyon of mannes soule from synne by.

.

baptym. £1550 N. Smyth tr. Herodian vi. 73 The IlHrian

nacions
;
dwellynge in a smale streyte, . .doo onelye make

seperacion betwene Italye, and Germanye. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. 1. L 28 Since their more mature Dignities, and
Royal) Necessities, made seperation of their Societie. 2650
Jer. Taylor Funeral Serm. C'tess Carbery Wks. 1831 IV.
iro From whence it follows, that because the body casts

fetters and restraints -.on the soul, that the soul is much
freer in the state of separation. 1684 T. Burnet '/'//. Earth
1. v. 63 The Chaos, when it was first set on work, ran all

into divisions, and separations of one Element from another.

1788 Gibbon Dec/, tr F. 1. V. 184 The separation of the Arabs
from the rest of mankind, has accustomed them to confound
the ideas of stranger and enemy. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude
xtv. 346 The mind Learns.. to keep In wholesome separa-

tion the two natures. 1841 Miall in Nonconf. I. 2 The
entire separation of Church and State is really their object.

1875 ^Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 363 After the age of six years

the time has arrived for the separation of the sexes. 1905
R. Bagot Passport xxiv. 25s Nothing but a separation from
her lover, .could accomplish this object.

2. The action of separating oneself, withdrawing,

or parting company, f To make separation, to

withdraw, go apart.

c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 240 Whan the Soule from
the body xal make Separadon. 1613 E. Jessop Discov. Err.
Anabaptists 8$ Here we see. .that a separation ought to be
made from all kind of Idolatry and vnrighteousnes of the
heathen, a 16*5 Fletcher Elder Bro. 111. v, Remove her

where you will, I walk along still ; For, like the light, we
make no separation. 1686 J. Scott Chr. Life n. in. Wks.
1718 I. 232 As separating into Parties.. exposes the Separa-

tists themselves to great Temptations to Atheism, so it doth
those also who. .stand engaged on neither Part of the Sepa-
ration. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxiv, When a separa-

tion from those we love is imminent, [wej cannot rest until

the parting be over. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. {1858) I. iv.

356 It was the first active movement towards a separation

from Rome. 1886 Nat. Rev. Mar. 83 With Mr. Parnell.

.

Separation is a means to an end.

3. Cessation of conjugal cohabitation, either by
mutual consentofthe partiesor imposed bya judicial

decree granted at the suit of one of them. Judicial

separation : the name now given to the * divorce

a mensa et thoro* of the older English law: see

Divorce sb. 1.

1600 J. Chamberlain Lett. (Camden)o8 But in conclusion

the woman scaped better cheape then was looked for, having
only sentence of separation a mensA et thoro. 16x3 Shaks.
Hen. VIII, 11. i. 148 Did you not of late dayes heare A buz-

zing of a Separation Betweene the King and Katherine7

1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. vii. Wks. 1709 III. 1.

64 The usual Causes of Separation is assign'd as the Fault

of the Wife. 1740 Fielding Tom Jones xvin. xi, In order

to prevail with him.. to consent to a separation from his

wife. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixv, Wasn't there a
scandal about their separation ? 1857 Act 20 $ 21 Vict. c. 85

I 16 A Sentence of Judicial Separation (which shall have
the Effect of a Divorce a MensA et Tlwro under the exist-

ing Law..) may be obtained, either by the Husband or the
""

ife, on the ground of Adultery [etc.].

be
Wl!

1 4. A sect of separatists or dissenters from the

Church ; esp. in the 17th cent., the body of Pro-

testant nonconformists collectively. Obs.
x599 [H, Jacob] title, A short Treatise . . Against the Reasons

. .of Maister Francis Johnson, with others of the Separation.
1608 Bernard Chr. Advert. 163 Positions, .maintained by
some godlie Ministers of the Gospell against those of the
Separation. 1610 B. Jonson Alck. lit. 1, Such rebukes we
of the Separation Must beare, with willing shoulders. 1613
E. Jessop Discov. Err. Anabaptists 80 Which is the best

ordination and succession, the Church of Rome. .hath. .and
which the separations doe contend for, 1710 S. Palmer
Proverbs i^i This is both a court and a church-game, and
the separation it self isn't free from it.

t 5. A separated portion, a division. Obs.
1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies vi. ii. ^35

Every portion of these foure had thirteene separations which
had all their signs or particular figures. 1785 Hutton in

Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. (1788) I. 246 By this means the
separations of the stone diminish, in a progression from the
centre towards the circumference.

6. The place where two or more objects separate

or are divided from one another ; a parting, line

of division.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 43s In woemen they are diuided
bya line, which separation the Greeks call Auo-w^ia. ., in

English we cal it the shed of the haire. 1839 W. Chambers
Tour Rhine 47/1 We now come to the separation of the

Maas and Waal branches of the river. 1851 Woodward
Mollusca 1. 48 In the brachiopoda the separation is hori-

zontal.

7. Something that separates or effects a division

or partition ; an interval or break between two
objects ; a cause of separating, rare.

1715 Leoni Palladia's A rchit. (1742) I. 68 The Walls,
which make the separation of every Apartment. 1738 R.
Morris Anc. Archit. 51 Some omit this Member, and have
only the second Fascia, projected.. beyond.. the first, with-

out any Separation. i8ax Rich Journ. Persepolis 25^ Aug.
in Babylon «fr P. (1839) 249 The separation or stop in the
first [kind of Cuneiform inscription] is [an oblique wedge].
1906 Belloc Hills <y Sea 94 These dykes of the Fens are ac-

cursed things : they are the separation of friends and lovers.

f 8. Alchemy and Old Chem. A process of ana-

lysis, extraction, or the like. Water of separation
(see quot. 1728). Obs.

1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. m. ii. in Ashm. {1652) 139 And
Separacyon ys callyd by Phylosophers dyffynycyon Of the
sayd Elements tetraptatyve dyspersyon. ^ i6a6 Bacon Sylva
$ 3 It seemeth Percolation .. is a good kinde of Separation.
ibid. S 798, I remember to haue heard.. that a Fifteenth

Part of Siluer, incorporate with Gold, will not be Recouered
by any Water of Separation ; Except you put a Greater
Quantity of Siluer, to draw to it the Lesse ; which.. is the

last Refuge in Separations. 1661 Boyle Scept. Chem. iv.

276 What Disparity there may be between the salts and
sulphurs of Metals and other Minerals, I am not my self

experienced enough in the separations and examens of them,
to venture to determine. 17*8 Chambers Cyct. 11.^ 349/2
s. v. Water, A farther Use is in the making Separations of
oily from saline Parts. Ibid. 351/2 WaterofSeparation or

Depart, is only Aqua fortis ; thus called, because serving

to separate Gold from Silver.

9. Asir. and Astrol. (See quot. 1819.)
1594 Davis Seaman's Seer. (1607) 6 Betweene the change

and the full, it is called the Moone's seperation from the

Sunne. 1819 J. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 366 Separation, when
two planets having been in partite configuration are begin-

ning to separate. It is distinguished into simple and mutual.

10. Med. The process by which dead tissue be-

comes detached from the sound flesh.

i6xa Woodall Surg. Mate Wks. (1653) 273 Separation is,

whereby parts distracted are separated every one alike

having his several being in himself. 167* Wiseman Treat.
Wounds 11. 14 It being a good Medicament to hasten separa-

tion of the Escars. tZooMed.^ Phys. 7r«/.III. 449, 1 know
two or three cases where women have lost their lives by wait-

ing too long for a spontaneous separation [sc. ofthe placenta].

1801 Ibid, V. 80 No sloughing or separation took place, for

the action of the absorbents was equal to the removal,

f 11. Navigation. — Departube 7 a. Obs.—°

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Separation, with some
Writers of Navigation, is the same with what is more usually

called, the Departure ; that is, a Ships Difference of Longi-

tude from any place, or from another Ship.

12. Math. The division of a partition into com-
ponent partitions. Cf. Separate sb. 4.

1888 MacMahon in Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. XIX. 243 It

becomes necessary to consider the separation of such a parti-

tion into component partitions. Ibid. 254 In general, if

there are separations of any partition and <£ species of

separation, there must be 8-<f> syzygies between the 6 separa-

tions.

13. Horticulture. (See quot.)
1891 L. H. Bailey Nursery.bk. (1896) 26 Separation, or the

multiplication of plants by means of naturally detachable
vegetative organs, is effected by means of bulbs, bulbels,

bulb-scales, bulblets, corms, tubers, and sometimes by buds.

14. attrib., as separation-funnel, -scene; separa-

tion-order, an order of court for judicial separa-

tion (see 3).
1881 Tvndall Floating Matter iii. 171 A ^separation-

funnel ' with a glass stopcock. 1887 CasseWs Encycl. Diet.

s. v. Separation, A *separation order can also be granted in

England by a magistrate on proof of cruelty. 1907 ' John
Halsham' Lonewood Corner 74 The wife and her mangle
presently get a separation-order. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fairlxvi, As for the

fcseparation-scene from the child, while

Becky was reciting it, Emmy retired altogether behind her

pocket-handkerchief.

Separationism (separ^'Janiz'm). [-ism.]

Advocacy of separation, or of a theory of separation.

1875 Cnntemp. Rev. XXV. 848 It may refer, .to the sc-pa-

1 rationism of Cerinthus, who maintained that the spiritual

Being Christ descended on the man Jesus after the baptism.

\
1886 Ch, Times 7 May 347/2 The Ode of the Laureate,

I which was an emphatic protest against Separationism.

Separationist (separ? -Janist). [-iar.] One
who advocates political separation or disruption.

Also attrib. or qaasi-adj.

188a Q. Rev. July 261 The moment that Mr. Gladstone
I
succeeded to power, the Nationalists, the Separationists and

j
all the rest of them saw that their opportunity had come.
1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance 11. i. 48 El Demonio

' had, during the last two years, gutted a ship once a week,
as if he wanted to help the Kingston Separationist papers.

Separatism (separatism), [f. Sepakate a. +
-ism!] The disposition to separate or to be sepa-

rate; advocacy of separation (esp. in regard to

Church or State) ; the principles and practices of

separatists.

i6j8 A. Leighton App. Parlt. 85 B. Whitgift wrote the
quoted treatise .. before seperatisme was hatched. 1641 Ld.
Brooke Eng. Episc. 11. vii. 99 What is there then to be
feared ? Anabaptisme, Brownisme, Separatisme. 1831 Car-
lyle Sart. Res. in. x, These people, animated with the zeal

of a new Sect,.. affect great purity and separatism. 1866
Pall Mall Gaz. 3 Dec. 5 The numerous accusations of sepa-
ratism made against the Baltic provinces. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U.S. V. p. xxii, Confederation opposed by separatism.
1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 512 The object of these develop-
ments was to enclose the Law in a hedge of separatism, out
of which no Jew could break.

Separatist (separatist), sb. and a. [f. Sepa-
rate a. or sb. + -ist.] A. sb.

1. One who advocates ecclesiastical separation
;

one who belongs to a religious community sepa-

rated from the Church or from a particular church.

a. A member of any of the sects separated from
the Church of England. In the 1 7th c. (hence in

mod. use Hist., with capital S) applied chiefly to

the Independents and those who agreed with them
in rejecting all ecclesiastical authority outside the

individual congregation. In later use an occasional

hostile designation for Protestant dissenters in

general.
1608 Bernard Chr. Advert. 21 Disswasions from the way

of the Separatists, as they haue principles by themselues,
the grounds of their separation, commonly called Brownisme.
1620 Alured in Gutch Coll. Cur. (1781) I. 176 Some igno-

rant itching Separatists seek to find.. an hole in our coat

and church. 16M-3 Laud Diary 28 Feb., Wks. 1853 III.

217 Mr. Chancellor of London..brought me word how
miserably I was slandered by some separatists. 1641 Ld.
Brooke Eng. Episc, 11. vi. 90 The Church of England hath
three maine Divisions ; The Conformist, the Non-Conformist,
and the Separatist. Ibid., The Separist is subdivided too

as they say into Separatist and Semi-Separatist. 1645
Pagitt Heresiogr. To Rdr. (ed. 2) D 2, The Brownists arro-

gate to themselves the name of Separatists, which well they
may, being separated from their Mother Church, from all

the Reformed Churches, and malitiously divided amongst
themselves, a 1734 North Exam. u. v. § 65 (1740) 355 Do
but observe what a persecuting Spirit, he bestows upon the

Church of England, and the Members of it in general

:

when taken off the Papists, they diverted upon the Sepa-
ratists. 1794 Mrs. Piozzi Synonymy II. 317 Between the

open invasions of the Romanists on the one hand, and the

undermining subtleties of Separatists on the other. 1843
Gladstone Glean. V. xcii. 79 The pious Separatists of our

own Country. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India 11. xii. II.

575 Congregations were formed under the direction of

separatists. 1846 McCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) II.

979 They [Wesleyan methodists] ought more properly, per-

haps, to be called separatists than dissenters. 1849 Mac-
aulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 88 Every little congregation of

separatists was tracked out and broken up. 1883 Congrega-
tionalist 829 The Separatists were the true ancestors of

modern Congregationalists.

b. gen. A schismatic, sectarian ; also a member
of a congregation not belonging to any recognized

denomination.
1641 Laud Answ. to Ld. Say Hist. etc. (1695) I. 501 The
Name Separatist is a common Name to all Hereticks or

Schismaticks, that separate for their Opinions sakes, either

from the Catholick, or from any particular Orthodox Church.
1709 Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 236 Finding some Reproofs in

his First Epistle ineffectual he threatens these Separatists

in his Second with the Censures of theChurch. 1^58 Jortin
Erasmus I. 255 To unite the Bohemian Separatists to the

Church of Rome. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. V. 109 Of the whole

inhabitants [of Scoonie], there are not above 150 separatists

from the established church. 1796 Morse Amer.Geog. 1. 426

A small society of Separatists. 1856 R. A. Vaughan Mystics

(i36o) II. 321 Others were separatists from the religion estab-

lished around them, i860 J. Cairns Mem. J. Brown 169 The
Relief Separatists, who arose twenty years after the Erskines

..arrived at this conviction much sooner than any parties

in the Secession. x88»~3 Schajf's Encycl. Relig. Knoxvt.

II. 999 The estates of Count Wittgenstein, the refuge of all

separatists and mystics.

transf. 1859 Rosse Index of Dates, Shiites, or Sepa-

ratists, the name given to the Mohammedan sectaries, who
venerate AH as the rightful successor of the prophet.

C. Applied to those Wesleyan Methodists who
in 1795-7 advocated separation from the Church

of England.
1859 T. P. Bunting Life fabez Bunting I. vi. 87 The

former class held strictly to Wesley's long and latest de-

claration, that his Preachers were mere Laymen.., while

the Separatists either took the low ground of denying that

the mere dispensation of the Sacraments implied any sucb
assumption,.. or [etc.].

cL t7. S. A member of L a communistic religious

society (disbanded in 1898) of German Protestant

60 -a
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peasants, who separatee* from the state chrtrch of

Germany, emigrated, and settled at Zoar, Ohio,

in 1 817; also known as Zoarites and the Zoar

community* (Webster, 191 1).

1875 Nobdhoff Commute Soc. U, S. 99 The Society of

Separatists at Zoar.

e. ? Adopted as the designation of a particular

sect.

i8si Monthly Repos. Apr. 254/2 House of Commons
April 12.. .Mr. J. Smith presented a petition from a body
of Christian people, dissenters from the Protestant Church,
residing in London, who were denominated ' Separatists

1
.

2. Often interpreted to mean : One who holds

himself apart from others on the ground of superior

piety. Hence used to render the etymological

meaning of Pharisee,
i6ao E. Blount Horx Subsec. 59 The Separatists, or

Sanctified, as they terme themselves. 1624 T. Godwyn
Moses

<J-
Aaron I. x. (1625) 44 We may English them [sc,

the Pharisees] Separatists. 1627 Feltham Resolves 11. xx.
(1628) 18 If I Hue vertuously, and with pietie, the World
will hate mee, as a Separatist. 1629 Donne Serin* xlix.

(1640) 494 Both these, the present Sadduce, the carnall
Atheist, and the present Pharisee, the Separatist, a 1651
Brome Covent Gard.^ iv. i, A great Separatist that is now
writing a book against playing at Barlibreak, moulding
of Cocklebread, and such like prophane exercises. 1661

South Serin. (1823) II. 336 So that the words amount to
this, that St. Paul, before he was a Christian, was a rigid
separatist. 1667 Decay Ckr. Piety xiii. § 1, I am not as
this publican, was, we know, the voice of the proud Pharisee,
whose very name signifies separation, and our modern
separatists do but echo the same note. 1833 S. Hoole
Disc. xii. 150 The acknowledged offender on whom this

self-congratulating separatist looks down with scorn and
abhorrence. 1866 Annie Harwood tr. De Pressensfs Jesus
Christ 1. iii. 83 The pious party, henceforward designated
by the name of Pharisees, or separatists.

T b. (See quot.) Obs.

1645 Pagitt Heresiogr, (ed. 2) 33 Separatists, a kind of
Anabaptists so called, Decause they pretended to be sepa-
rated from the world.

3. One who advocates political separation;

applied, e. g. to the supporters of the secession of

the Southern States from the United States in

1860-61, and (by opponents) to the advocates of

Home Rule for Ireland.
1871 Daily News 21 Sept., The Retchsrath ,. declared

that the Potocki Ministry was throwing itself too plainly
into the arms of separatists. 1885 Daily Tel. 9 Sept.
(Cassell)j The Separatists know.. that they have nothing to
expect either from the Radical or the Whig section of the
Liberal party. x886 Ld, R. Churchill Sp. at Manch.
3 Mar., (1889) II. 23 Members of that party might be known
as Unionists. Our opponents are the party of separation,
and, they may be known as ' Separatists \ 1886 Pall Mall
Gaz. 16 Aug. 6/i The majority of the Separatists—as the
Times delights to call those who voted for the second
reading [of the Home Rule Bill]. 1887 Spectator 2 July
888/2 'Separatist' simply describes what Unionists believe
must be the outcome of Home-rule.

4. nonce-use. A causer of separation.
18.. M. Arnold (Webster 1911), Science has and will long

have to be a divider and separatist, breaking arbitrary and
fanciful connections.

B. atirib. (quasi-fl^'.) and adj. That is a sepa-
ratist ; pertaining to, consisting of, or characteristic

of separatists, a. In ecclesiastical sense (see A. 1 , 2).

1830 Pusey Hist. Enq. 11. 392 The same formularism . . will

always much more appear in the smaller separatist parties.

b. In political sense (see A. 3).
1864 Realm 6_Apr. 1 The Hungarian regiments are com-

posed of men. .in no way interested in any revolutionary or
separatist designs of the latter [Magyars). 1869 Rawlinson
Arte. Hist, 168 The tendency of the Greek States, in spite

of their separatist leanings. 1886 Nat. Rev. Mar. 83 The
Separatist movement conducted by Mr. Parnell. 1887
Chamberlain Sp. 15 Apr. Sp. Irish Question (1890) 25 The
organ of the Separatist party. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb.
204 A man who saw that the future of the United States
hinged on the one question, whether the national should
prevail over the separatist principle.

Separatistic (seiparati'stik), a, [f. Separa-
tist + -ic] Pertaining to or of the nature of

separation. So f Se parati'stical a.

x6xo R. Bernard Plain Evid. 29 Mr. Smith a Separa-
tisticall ErronisL 1830 Pusey Hist. Enq. 11. 292 Regula-
tions intended only to check a fanatic or separatistic spirit.

1891 Cheyne Orig. Psalter viii. 428 The growth of a mystic
yet separatistic spiritual religion.

Separative (scpar^tiv), a, (sb.) [a. F. s/pa-

rait/ (16th c. in Hatz.-Darm.) or directly ad. late

L. separdlfvus, f. L. separd-re : see Separate z>.

and -ive.]

1. Tending to separate or to cause separation.
159a Timme Ten Eng. Lepers A 4 b, A Leprosie is..

a

fearefull, lothsome, contagious and separative maladie. 1645
Rutherford Trials Tri. Faith iii. 15 Grace is separative,

and singleth out one of many. 1661 Boyle Scept. Chemist
1. 99 That.. eminent Experiment of the Separative Virtue
of extream Cold, that was made . . in Nova Zembla. a 1774
Gojldsm. Surv.Exp. Philos, (1776) II. 364 We ought now.

.

to inquire how it comes that every object hath this separa-
tive power over the particles of light ; how it imbibes one
colour, white it copiously reflects another? 1821 Lamb Elia
Ser. 1. hnperf. Sympathies. The spirit of the synagogue is

essentially separative. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV. xviii.

55 The uniting influence was stronger than the separative.

1893 Pulspord Loyalty to Christ II. 231 The fond, com-
fortable feeling. .that we are better than others, is. .separa-
tive alike from God and man.

f b. absol. as sb. Obs.
1650 Hubbert Pill Formality[88 It is such a separative,

that it divorceth the pre-reputation of all thy actions.

2. Gram, f a. Applied to certain functions of
the genitive (see quot.) b. Of conjunctions

:

Alternative, disjunctive.

1845 Jelf Gram, Grk. Lang. § 530 II. 156 Separative Geni-
tive. ..All verbs expressing any notion of removal, separa-
tion, departure, rising from, may have a genitive of the
point whence these began. 1888 Kennedy Revised Lat.
Primer (1900) § 177 Co-ordinative Conjunctions are Con-
nective :.. Separative.

3. Nat. Hist, Of a mark or character : Affording
ground for establishing a separate species or group.
1865 Reader 23 Dec. 716 This learned and popular author

stands out firmly and solidly_ for an insurmountable, unsur-
passable, separative distinction between man and brute.

Hence Se*paratively adv.. Separativeness.
1789 Trifler No. 41. 528 Individuals should separatively

collect from observation and religion the art of life best cal-

culated for their own real felicity. 1901 G. Matheson in

Expositor Aug. 107 To the mind of the Jew, the man who
of all others emphasized the holiness of God, the distinctive

feature of this holiness was its separativeness.

Separator (se'pare'taj). Also separator, [a.

late L. separator, agent-n. f. L. separare to Sepa-
rate.]

1. One who or something which separates ; spec.

f one who separates from the Church, a separatist

(common in the 17th c.) ; a critic who ascribes

the Iliad and Odyssey to different authors (transl.

of Gr. x&p'lfav : see Chobizontes).
1607 Scholast. Disc, agst. Antichrist 11. vi. 74 The scandal

which the ceremonies giue to the Separators is greater then
that which is giuen by images to i'urks. 1608 Bernard
Chr. Advert. 48 marg,, The grieuous sinnes of the Separa-
tors. 1684 Baxter Twelve Argum. § 24. 42 Are these no
Scandals ? or not greater than offending or displeasing the
dissenting Separators? 1841 Emerson Transcend. Wks.
(Bohn) II. 285 This retirement does not proceed from any
whim on the part of these separators, i860 Bp. Wilber-
I'Orce Addr. Cand. Ordin. 227 In such cases, the least

offences are great separators, and . . angry tempers need to be
handled with the gentlest and most discerning touch. 1878
Examiner 2 Mar. 273/1 So Professor Jebb is a ' separater

'

and to a certain extent a follower of Wolf. 1890 Illustr.

Lond. Neivs 27 Dec. 810/2 The terminator of delights, the
separator of companions, the desolator of abodes.

2. //. The four teeth, two in each jaw, between
the two central and the outer incisor-teeth of a
horse. ? Obs,

1717 Hope tr. de SolleysePs Comdl. Horseman. 1726 Diet.

Rust. (ed. 3) s.v. Teeth, The Middle-teeth or Separators
(so called because they separate the Nippers from the
Corner-teeth). 1808 Compl. Grazier (ed. 3) Introd. 20 When
the horse is coming four years old he loses his four separa-

tes or middle teeth.

3. An instrument or appliance for separating, a.

An apparatus for separating grain from refuse, or

for separating the various sizes of grain.

1830 M. Donovan Dom. Econ. I. 347 After leaving the
cooling floor the grain is let into the separator. 1880 J. W.
Hill Guide Agric. Implements 5 Combined Double Aspi-
rator, Separator^ and Smutter. 1884 Bath Herald 27 Dec.

6/4 From the silos the wheat runs into a separator, which
extracts the large and small refuse and dirt. Ibid., In the
purifying process the grain passes over a magnetic separator
..which is sure to attract and holdfast, .pieces of iron [etc.].

b. Weaving, — Rave *£.a 3.

1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf. 220 The instrument used
for the purpose of guiding the threads of the warp and of
spreading them regularly upon the yarn-roll is called a
separator or ravel. 184a [see Ravel sb.3 ]. 1845 Encycl.
Metrqp, VIII. 734/1 In the beaming, the weaver some-
times employs a rude sort of instrument called a separator

or ravel.

o. = cream-separator (see Cbeam sb.2 7).

1884 [see cream-separator], 1887 Daily News 20 May 6/5
A separator takes in the milk hot from the cow, whirls it

round at a great speed, and in two minutes the cream flows

out at one pipe and the milk at another.

d. A partition, a plate interposed between com-
partments, e. g. in a voltaic battery, a beehive, etc.

1881 T. W. Cowan Bee Keepers Guide Bk. viii. 43 Never
use sections without separators. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz.
12 Aug. 10/2 The plates are zinc and carbon, the zinc being
immersed in dilute sulphuric acid—the carbon in a solution

of nitrate of soda. A porous separator keeps the liquids

apart, save for diffusion through its pores. 1889 Anthony's
Photogr. Bull. II. 51 These pieces of paper, or thin card,

can be placed by the side of the slide, thus acting as a sepa-

rater and preventing breakage when they are carried about

e. Telegraphy. (See quot.)

1891 Man. Instr. Army Tetegr. 86 Separators provide a
simple means of doubling the capacity for work of a tele-

graph line, by providing on the same wire Morse and vibra-

tion circuits which are independent of each other.

f. A contrivance for separating water from steam.

1834 N. W. Cundv Inland Transit 74 The purpose of

the separator is to disengage or separate the water from the

steam in which it is mechanically suspended. 1855 D. K.
Clark Railway Mach. 152/2 Edwards' Separator, for dis-

engaging Priming. 1901 Feilden's Mag. IV. 415 A cylin-

drical water separator.

g. In various applications.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Separator. 1. A machine
for separating, with the aid of water or air, materials of
different specific gravity... 2. Any machine for separating

materials, as the magnetic separator, for separating magne-
tite from its gangue. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. 51 /i Au-
tomatic Rain-water Separators, to reject the foul and store

the clean water from roofs. 1889 Anthony's Pliotogr. Bull.

II. 312 The centrifugal separator, .is an apparatus.. em.
ployed by manufacturers who want to separate relatively

heavy matters suspended in a liquid.

4. Math,
1869 Cayley Math. Papers (1894) VII. 402 The parallel

through S to a ray meets the sphere in two points, poles of
a great circle which I call a 'separator*.

5, altrib.

1896 Brannt Anim. <§• Veg. Fats II. 313 The oil. .is, how-
ever, still mixed with some water, from which it is separated
by means of a separator funnel. 1897 Daily News 23 Feb.
7/6 One of the engineers went to open the port bulkhead
stop valve, when a separator pipe burst.

Hence Separatress.
1630 R. Johnsoti's Kingd. $ Commw. 117 The Severne,

the separatresse of Wales and England.

Separatory (se-par^tari), sb. ? Obs. [ad.

modX. separdlorium
t

f. L. separare to separate

:

see -ORV. Cf. F. separatoire.] An instrument for

separating ; spec, in various uses (see quots.).
1656 Blount Glossogr., Separatory, the Chizel or Instru-

ment, wherewith Chyrurgeons cut out the peeces of bones,
left between the holes, which they bore with a Trepan. 1684
tr

;
Sonet's Merc. Comfit, vm. 296 Such especially is the

Liver, the Colatory, Seive and Separatory of the Bile. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Separatory. . . Also a Chymical Vessel
for separating Oil from Water. 1791 G. Wallis Afotherby's
Med. Diet. (ed. 3), A separatory. . .The name of an instru-

ment for separating the pericranium from the cranium ; also

a chemical vessel for separating liquors. 1855 Dunglison
Med. Lex. s. v., A Separatory. .is a pharmaceutical vessel

for separating fluids of different densities from each other.

Separatory, a. [ad. mod.L. separdlorius
t

f. L. separare to separate: see -OBY.] Having
the function of separating.

1715 Cheyne Philos. Princ. 1. vi. (ed. 2) 298 The Lacteals
are the emissary Vessels or separatory Ducts. 1896 Brannt
Anim, $ Veg. Fats 1. 14 The oldest method of determining
the percentage of fat is by means of a separatory funnel.

[| Separatrix (separ^'triks). [late L., fem.

agent-n. f. separare to Sepabate.
The feminine is in apposition with linea line, understood.]

1 1. a. The mark (originally L, later I), formerly

used to separate the figures representing decimals
from those representing integers ; now superseded

by the decimal point, b. (See quot. 1771.) Obs.
1660 J. Moore Arith. n But the best and most distinct

way of distinguishing them [sc. Decimals] is by a rectangu-
lar line after the place of the unit, called Seperatrix. Ibid.

13 Therefore in writing of decimall parts let the seperatrix be
always used. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 286 The Se-

fmratrix, or rule between the Numerator and Denominator
of fractions].

2. Proof-correction. (See cmot.)

1892 A. Oldfield Man. TyPog. iii, A wrong letter is noted
by a stroke being drawn through and the proper letter

written on the margin with a stroke after it. This stroke
is placed after all corrections to keep the various marks
separate. It is sometimes called the separatrix.

o. The line separating light and shade on a

partly illuminated surface. Cf. Tebminatob 2.

In recent Diets.

t Separe, v. Obs. Also 5-6 sepayre ; 5 pa.

pple. sepered. [a. ¥. separe-r (14th c), ad. L.

separare : see Sepabate v. and Seveb.] To
separate : a. trans, (and re/l.).

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 181 And thei fore, syth that God hath
assembled them, no man mortal ou^t not to separe them.
1484 Caxton Fables 0/ Aut'au xiv. (1889) 233 The Ivon..
maade them to be separed eche one fro other. And wbanne
they were sepered, the lyon wente, and toke one of them.
c 1489 — Blanchardyu xxxv. 131 After dyuerse talkynke..
they sepayred hemsylf,& toke leue of eche other. 1509 Wat-
son Ship of Fools xxiv. (1517) Fvij b, Whan that god shall

separe the body from the soule. 1609 Bible (Douay) 3 Esdr.
iv. 17 Men cannot be separed from wemen.

b. intr.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes 0/Aymon xix. 441 Lordes, ye doo
not welt for to separe thus the one from the other. 1541
Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. D ij, In some places the
veynes do separe from the arteres. And the arteres be
founde w'out veynes.

t Separist. Obs. rare. [f. Sepabe z/. + -ist.]

= Sepabatist.
1616 R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) 15 love separat rne from

these Separists. 1641 Ld. Brooke Eng. Episc. 11. vi. 90 The
Separist is subdivided too, as they say, into Separatist and
Semi-separatist. 1700 Labour in Vain in Harl. Misc. (1745)

VI. 353 In contradiction to the present thought, My sole

Opinion signifieth Nought ; 'Tis over-rul'd, and I am surely

cast, Which proves the Fate of Separists at last.

Hence f Separi'stic, f Separistical adjs. =
Sepabatistic, -al adjs.

1633 Heywood Eng. Trav. Ep. Ded., If they haue beene
vilened of late by any Sepansticall humorist. 1653 R.
Baillie Dissuas. Vind. (1655) 15 A part of Mr. Robinson's
Separistick congregation.

Sepawn, Sepayre, var. ff. Sdpawn, Sepabe v.

tSepelible, a. Obs." [ad. L. sepelibilis, f.

sepelire to bury : see -ible.] That may be buried.

1721 Bailey, 1755 Johnson, Sepilible [sic].

T Sepelite, v. Obs. rare—1
, [f. I* sepelil-,

rare ppl. stem of sepelire to bury.] = Sepult v.

1577 Will of E. Prestwich (Hulme, Manchester) 14 Oct,
My body to be sepilited or buried within the Parish Church.

t Sepeli'tion. Obs. rarer1
, [ad. med.L. sepe-

litioj f. sepelire to bury.] Burial.

1637 Bp. Hall Serm. xxxi. Wks. 1808 V. 440 The other

extreme is of them who do so over-honour the dead, that they
abridge some parts of them of a due sepelition.



SEFHABDI.

Seperate, -ation, etc : obs. ff. Separate, etc.

11 Sephardi (sifaud*). Plural. Sephardim
(•dim), -din (-d/'n). [mod. Heb. mCD fphardi,
f. "nEC s€phdrdd, the name o£.a country mentioned
only Obad. 20, and identified by the Rabbins with
Spain.] A Spanish or Portuguese Jew, a Jew of
Spanishor Portuguese descent. Also attrib. Hence
Sepha'rdic a., pertaining to the Sephardim.
1851 Mayhf.w Loud. Labour II. 125 The Spanish and

Portuguese Congregation of Jews, who are also called
Sephardin. 1866 Engel Nat. Mus. x The synagogical
hymns of the Sephardic Jews. 1892 Zangwill Childr.
Ghetto I. 3 The pioneer colony of wealthy Sephardim, de-
scendants of the Spanish crypto-Jews who had reached
England via Holland. 1901 Daily Ckron. 27 Dec. 4/4 The
loans which Charles II., while in exile, received from Se-
phardi Jews at Amsterdam.

Sephen (se-fen). Also sephin. [a. mod.L.
sephen (specific name), a. Arab, ^a^ sqfan sha-

green.] A kind of sting-ray. Also atlrib.

1854 Badham Halieut. 460 The Red Sea swarms with
divers kinds of huge sharks and skate. ..The sephin is one
of its own children. 1870 Simmonds Commerc. Prod. Sea
262 Galuchat or Sephen skin, from the back of the HyPolo-
phus Sephen and Trygon Sephen Cloq. Ibid., The best
galuchat, or what we should call shagreen, is made from the
skin of the sephen, which abounds in the Mediterranean Sea.

II Sephiroth. (se'firob), //. Rarely in sing.

sephira. [late Heb. nrTCD scphirdth t sing.

rrvco sepAtrdri

1 £ ied sdphar to number.] In the

philosophy of the Cabbala, the ten hypostatized

attributes or emanations by means of which the

Infinite (mo p* e*n soph) enters into relation with
the finite.

15<59 ]• Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes cii. 1S4 The
Doctours of the Hebrewes say that this beast [the ass] is

an example of fortitude.
.

, and that his influence dependeth
on Sephiroth, whiche is called Hochma, that is to say,
wisdome. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 11. ix. 282 One Head
in this Cabala was the doctrine of the Sephiroth. 1795
T. Maurice Himiostan I. 1. i. 72 Their [sc. the Rabbins]
devout and rapturous expressions concerning the three great
Sephiroth. 1847 Soane New Curios. Lit. II. 76 This know-
ledge was in fact the original and proper Cabala, according
to which., a number of Sephiroths, /Eons, or Emanations,
flowed from God. 185J Smedley Occult Sciences 122 The
seven names or sephira of the Hebrew Talmud. 1881
O'.Shaughnessy Songs of Worker 26 En Soph was manifest,
. . but splendour covered Him ; And circles of the Sephiroth
tenfold, Vast and mysterious, intervening rolled. 1900 New
Century Rev. VII. 376 In their totality these ten sephiroth
represent and are called the Primordial or Archetypal
man, Adam Kadmon...The seventh and eighth sephiroth,
Firmness and Splendour, arc the two legs. . . Kingdom, or
Shekinah, the tenth sephira, represents the harmony of the
whole archetypal man.
Hence Sephiric (in recent Diets.), Sephiro-

t(h)ic adfs.
t
pertaining to the Sephiroth.

1873 Leland Egypt, Shetch-bk. 210 Matter cabalistic, arche-
typal, sephirotic, metaphysical, ideal, and divine. 1900 New
Century Rev. VII. 379 The following may be taken as the
characteristic teaching of the Kabbalah :— .. 2. All that we
perceive or know is of the sephirothtc type.

Sepia (sfpia). Also 6-7 scepia, 9 eeppia.
[a. L. sepia, a. Gr. o-qma.

The Latin word gave It. seppia, F. siche, Sp.j'ibia, Pg.
siba ; F. sepia in sense 2 is from It., as is prob. also the
Eng. word in that sense.]

L The cuttle-fish ; now rare exc. Zool. a cuttle

of the genus Sepia or family Sepiidte ; also, the

genus itself.

'5*9 J- Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van. Artes 10 b, They
MHgi in Aristotle an easines, they reproue his darkenes,
and call him Sepia [$narg. A fishe called a Cuttell]. 1589
Pasouifs Ret. C j b, They are the very Spawnes of the fish

Sigpia, where the streame is cleere..they vomit vp yncke
to trouble the waters. 1607 Walkington Optic Glass i. B,
The Sepia's inkie_ humor. 1683 Cave Ecclesiastici 333
Like the Fish Sepia, which being in danger to be taken by
the Fisherman, throws out abundance of black Matter,
which discolouring the Water all about, it safely escapes
under that Covert. 175a J. Hill Hist. Anim. 97 The body
of the Sepia is of an oblong figure and depressed. 1771
Pennant Syn. Quadrup. 242 They., feed on lobsters, fish,

Sepix, and shell fish. 1836 Buckland Geol. 4- Min. xv. § 2

(1837) I. 307 [The ink-bags] contain the fluid which the
living sepia emits in the moment of alarm. 1839 T. Beale
Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale 58 The internal shell ofthe common
sepia is large and broad. 1859-63 Sir J. Richardson, etc.

Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 315 The Common Sepia or Cuttle-

fish {Sepia officinalis).

2. A pigment of a rich brown colour (used in

monochrome water-colour painting) prepared from
the inky secretion of the cuttle-fish ; the colour

of this pigment. Also called Roman sepia.

i8ji Craig Led. Drawing, etc. ii. 102 Water-colour
sketches performed entirely in seppia, or bistre, or any
brown colour. 184a B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II.

ii. 46 Her outlines are in pen and sepia, like Flaxman's.
1861 Hulme tr. Moquin.Tandon 11. hi. il 82 The pigment
used in water colour painting and known as Roman Sepia.

1891 Kipling Light that Failea' viii, This shall be in sepia.

It's a sweet material to work with,

b. The inky secretion itself, rare.

1886 Globe 27 Oct. (Cassell), Nobody who has not tasted the

great cuttle-fish, his feelers cut up and stewed in the black

ink or sepia which serves him, apparently, for blood, can
imagine how good he is.

0. ellipl. A sepia drawing. [So Fr.]

1863 Life in Normandy I. 169 Will you shew the sepias to

this gentleman?

477

3. In full sepia bone : Cuttle-bone, esp. as used
in pharmacy, etc ; = Sepium.
1840 F. D. Bennett Narr. Whaling Voy. II. App. 290 The

interior of the back [of the Flying-Squid] contains an elastic
horny rod, or substitute for the 'sepia bone' that occupies
the same part in some other tribes ofthe cuttle-fish.

4. attrib. or as adj. = Of the colour of sepia

;

drawn in sepia. Also Comb., as sepia-coloured,

•eyed, -like, -tinted adjs.

1827 Hone Table Bk. I. 445 A sepia drawing. 1849 C.
Bkonte Shirley xi, Rich in crayon touches and sepia lights
and shades.^ 1875 R. B. Sharpe Catat. Striges Brit. Mus.
154 The primary-coverts.. inclining to sepia-brown. 1896
Century Mag. LI. 799/1 Dark-hatred, sepia-eyed. 1899
Cagney tr. von Jaksc/CsClin. Diagn. (ed. 4) 78 A sepia-like
decomposition product.

Sepiacean (sipi^-Jan), a. and sb. Z00L [I.

mod.L. Sepidceus, f. Sepia: see -aceous.] Per-
taining to, or a member of, the group Sepiaeea of
cuttle-fishes. Also Sepia ceous a.

184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 360/2 The borders of the mantle
or of the sac ofthe Sepiaceans. 1858 Mavne Expos. Lex.,
Sepiaceus. .sepiaceous.

tSe-pian, a. Obs~x [f. Sepia + -an.] Inky.
1631 Fuller David's Heinous Sin xxxii, Sepian juice did

sink Into his spongy paper.

Sepic (si"-pik, se*pik), a. rare~°. [f. Sepia + -ic]
1879 Webster Suppl., Sepic, pertaining to sepia ; done in

sepia, as a drawing.

Sepiment (se'piment). Now rare or Obs.
[ad. L. s?pltnettt-um, f. sepire to hedge, f, sepes

hedge.] A hedge, fence, pale.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Sepiment, an hedge, pale, mound

or inclosure. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. xi. §3. 279 Such
things as are used for the fencing of Places ; Sepiment, Wall,
Pale, Fence, Enclosure, Fold^ Mound. 1905 Longmans
Mag. July 272 That hedge, its (an orchard's] southern
sepimeiu..is a huge mass of bramble.

f b. trans/, and_/%; Something that encloses or
guards.
1660 Waterhouse Armsfy Arm. 16 Making the sepiment

of skyn which man is bounded with a symbol of his Mor-
tality. 1678 Lively Oracles ii. § 27 A farther testimony and
sepiment to which, were the Samaritan, Chaldee, and Greek
versions.

Sepioid (s?pi|oid). Zool. [f. Sepia + -oid.]

A cuttle-fish of or related to the genus Sepia.
1857 Agassiz Contrib. Nat. Hist. U. S. I. 47 In the class

of Cephalopoda, that of the Sepioids. 1893 Proc. Boston
Soc. Nat. //K/.XXVI.121 The sepioids maybe convergent
with belemnoids.

II Sepiola (s/parJla). Zool. Also anglicized se-

piole £cf. F. sepiole, Cuvier). [L., dim. of Sepia.]

The name of a genus of small cuttle-fishes.

[1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 282 The sepiola, or small
cuttle, with a short body, rounded at the bottom.] 1835
Kirbv //ab. fy Inst. Anim. II. xvii. 105 In some genera, as
the poulpe and sepiole, besides eight shorter arms, there is

a pair of very long ones. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 255 Some
[naked cephalopods] are of very large dimensions, and others
—the Sepiolx for instance—very small.

Sepiolite (srptftoit). Geol. [ad. G. sepiolith

(Glocker 1847), f. Gr. orjvioy Sepium ; see -lite.]

Meerschaum.
1854 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 277. 1875 Dawson Life's
Dawn v. 118 The great beds of sepiolite in the.. Tertiary
strata of Europe.

Sepiostaire (s/pi<7ste»*j). Zool. Also in

shortened form eepiost. [ad. F. tipiostaire, I. Gr.
ffrjnia Sepia + inxrovv bone + -aire (cf. -aey).] =
CUTTLE-BONE.
1836 Buckland Geol. <$• Min. II. 67 Sepia officinalis, shew.

ing the position of the internal shell or sheath (Sepiostaire)
within the dorsal portion of its sac 1877 Huxlev Anat.
Inv. Anim. viii. 540 The sepiostaire or 'cuttle bone '..is

composed of a broad plate answering to the pen. z888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 458.

I Sepium (srpitfm). Also in Gr. form sepion.
[modX., a. Gr. a-qmov.] Cuttle-bone.
[175a Chambers* Cycl., Septum, Sepias os, or testa, cuttle-

fish bone. is a white., testaceous substance.] 1835-6 Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I. 546/1 The Sepium or Cuttle-bone is a well-

known substance, and formerly figured in the Materia Me-
dica as an antacid. 1895 A. H. Cook e Molluscs xiii. (Cambr.
Nat. Hist.) 389 The sepion or ' cuttle-bone ' runs the whole
length and width of the body.

t Seplasiary. Obs. [ad. late L. seplasiarius,

f. Siplasia, name of a street in Capua where per-

fumers sold their wares.] A perfumer.
\6soQnK^ix.TOii Paradoxes sz Sorcerers, .destroy onely by

poyson, which every common Seplasarie [sic] and petty

Apothecary can imitate. 1651 Biggs New Disp. r 160 Dis-

till'd out of herbs by the Seplasiaries or Apothecaries. 1658

Phillips, Seplasiary, a compounder or seller of sweet oint-

ments ; also a nice effeminate man.
So f Seplasiator rare—*.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Seplasiator, he that makes sweet
ointments.

Sepoltur, obs. form of Sepulture.

Sepometer (s/ppm/taj). [f. Gr. <rrjw-uv to

rot + -(o)meteb.] An instrument for detecting septic

matter in the atmospheric air.

1876 Ransome Stetho/nelry App. 189 Dr. Angus Smith
used his sepometer and the test of permanganate of potash

to determine the quality of breathed air.

t Sepone, v. Obs. rare. [ad. L. seponere, L
se- apart +ponere to place.] To set apart.

1619 in fasti Abcrd. (1854) 276 The seponing of the sowme

SEPS.

of fourtie pundis and uther casualties appointed for the
mantenance of the edifice of the said universitie.

tSepo-se, v. Obs. [f. L. seposil- (see next),

reduced by analogy of Pose v.1 and its compounds.]
1. trans. To set aside, dismiss from consideration.
1593 Bilson Perpet. Govt. vii. 79 If seposing a litle the

names of men, wee examine the grounds of both interpreta-
tions. 1664 H. More Myst. Ini</- 90 The grand Points of
the Christian Truth, which, that Parenthesis being seposed,
do immediately follow.

2. To set apart or reserve.
C1609 Donne Lett. (1651) hi God seposed a seventh of

our time for his exterior worship. 1610 — Pseudo-martyr
7 So is the treasure and crowne of Martyredome seposed for
them, who take vp deuoutly the crosses of this life, a 1614— Biaflai'dTos (1648) 147 Having purposely sepos'd the
examples recorded in the Scriptures for our third part. 1626— Serm. xxi. (1640) 207 This is the harmony, this is the
resurrection of p. Christian,.. that, he sepose some times, to
think of nothing but God. 1641 H. L'Estrange Gods Sab-
bath 64 Gods seposing of a certain time for their.. Sancti-
fication.

t SepO'Sit, v. Obs. [f. L. seposit-, ppl. stem
of sPpdnfre Sepone.] = prec. i, 2.

1657 W. Morice Coena auasi Kotpi) Def. v. 62 Other
things seposited for future discussion. Ibid. xv. 190 Such as
were under penance, aswell as Catechumens,., such are still

presupposed to be seposited from our discourse. 1661 Felt-
ham Lett, in Resolves, etc. 67 Parents, and the nearest bloud
must all for this be laid by and seposited.

t Seposi'tion. Obs. [ad. L. sepositiotiem, n.

of action f. sepongre Sepone.] Setting aside.

1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. n. Disc, xl 150 To this we
must contend with prayer, with actuall dereliction & seposi-
tion of all our other affaires. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

Sepoy (sJ'poi, s/poi-), Sipahl (sipa-i). Anglo-
Indian. Forms : 7 soapy, 8 sepay, aipoy,
cephoy, sea-poy, 8-9 seapoy, 8- sepoy, fi. 8-
sipahi, 9 sipahee. [ad. (prob. through Pg.
sipae) Urdu = Pers. sipahl horseman, soldier,

f. sipdh army. Cf. F. cipaye. See also Spahi.
In the following quot. the word is used in its orig. sense

of ' horseman *.

168a Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 55, I went. .to Ray
Nundelall's to have had y° Seapy, or Nabob's horseman,
consigned to me.]

A native of India employed as a soldier under
European, esp. British, discipline.
1717-18 in Hedges' Diary (Hak\. Soc.) II. p. ccclix, A Com-

pany of Sepoys with the Colours, Trumpets, and Countrey
Musick. 1733 in G. W. Forrest Set. Lett. Bombay Seer.
(Home Ser.) II. 55 To make a thorough survey..of the
island.., the number ofthe guns therein. .and the number
of fighting sepoys. Ibid. 57 That, .the garrison of Seepoys
shall become the subjects ofthe said Honbl6 Company, and
remain in their . . service at the usual pay that is now paid to
the garrison Seepoys of Bombay. 1757 J. H. Grose Voy.
E. Indies 62 Sepays, who have their proper officers, with
the titles in the country-language, all however under the
Orders of the English. 1761 London Mag. XXX. 184 A
body of about 400 Europeans, with a train of artillery and
400 Seapoys. 1858 J. B. Norton Topics 68 On the 22nd of

January, 1857, Captain Wright, of the 70th Bengal native
infantry, informed Major Bontien..of the unpleasant feeling

among the sepoys in respect to the cartridges. 1878 Wolse*
ley in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVII. 114 The dispatch of this

handful of sepoys from Bombay to Malta.
0. 1798 Justamond tr. RaynaVs Hist. Phitos. I. 450

England has at present in India. .54,000 sipahis well armed
and disciplined. 1809 Broughton Lett. Mahratta Camp
iii. (1893) 25 Many of our Sipahees-.have children whom
they have .. purchased in this manner. 1819 F. Hamilton
Nepal Index 362 Seapoy, properly Sipahi, in Nepal applied
to irregular armed men employed in the police and revenue.
1850 Charnb. JrtU. XIV. 344 The escort of sipahees.

D. attrib., as sepoy band; sepoy crab, a species

of crab found in the Indian and Pacific Oceans

;

Sepoy Mutiny or Rebellion, a revolt against

British rule in India in 1857-8.
1763 in Jas. Long Rec. Govt Ft. William (1869) 290 (Y.)

Captains who command the Sepoy batallions. 177a Town
ff Country Mag. 159 E'en wed a Seapoy chief and mend the
breed. x8ao Blackw. Mag. VIII. 38 And guard with Sepoy
band the peaceful vale. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit.

India (1854) 54 The fall of a European officer was invariably

the signal for sepoy.faltering. 1857 W. Sinclair {title) The
Sepoy Mutinies ; their origin and their cure. 1857 Househ.
Words 31 Jan. 105/1 Mr. Cuming frequently found sepoy-

crabs on Lord Hood's Island in the Pacific.

Seppande, variant of Shippend, creator.

Seppia, obs. variant of Sepia.

SepS (seps). [a. L. seps, a. Gr. <rq\f-t
f. aTjnetv to

make rotten.]

1. A very venomous serpent described by classical

writers : see quots.
156a Turner Herbal 11. 103 [Porcellayn] is. .good agaynst

the bytyng of a venemus beast, called seps. 16*7 May
Lucau ix. 829 The seps, whose bite Consumes the bones,

dissolues the body quite. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. IV. 126

The Seps, whose wound is very venomous, and causes the

part affected to corrupt in a very short time. i8ao Shelley
Prometh. Unb. in. i. 40 All my being, Like him whom the
Numidian seps did thaw Into a dew with poison, is dissolved.

2. A lizard of the scincoid genus Seps, having a
serpent-like body ; a serpent-lizard.

(Cf. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VII. 157 The Chalcidian
Lizard of Aldrovandus, very improperly called the Seps, by
modern historians. _ This animal seems to make the shade
that separates the lizard from the serpent race.]

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 1. 252 Seps Lizard. Ibid., The
Seps is rather a small species. 1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 528/2
They [sc. Blind-worms] are, in short, as Cuvier observes, so
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to speak, Seps-lizards without feet. 1873 Mivart Elem.
A'taL 57 The little lizard Seps.

Sepsiue (se-psin). ff. Seps-is + -1NE 5.] a. A
poisonons crystalline substance obtained from de-

composing yeast, b. A ptomaine of septic poison.

1880 Flint Princ. Med. 83 Panum and other investi-

gators have succeeded in isolating from decomposed fluids

a substance .. which, when injected ..into the Wood of

animals, produces the symptoms of septicaemia. The name
sepsin has been proposed for this substance. 1887 A. M.
Brown Anim. Alkaloids 2 In 1868, Bergmann and also

Schmiedeberg obtained from the extracts of putrid beer

a nitrogenous crystallizable substance which they called

sepsine.

II Sepsis (se'psis). [mod.L., a. Gr. eijipts, f. arjv-

ttv to rot.] Putrefaction, putrescence.

[1858 Mayne Expos. Lex.] 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen,
Pathol. 348 True putrefaction, putrescence, sepsis. 1891
Lancet 16 May 1 108/2 He believes that tuberculin increases

the symptoms produced by sepsis.

Sept (sept), sb± [ad. L. septum : see Septum.]
1. An enclosure ; an area marked off for a special

purpose ; a fold (fig.).

1548 in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) II. App. ZZZ. 403 Al the
sept, scite, circuit and precincts of the college, a 1638 Mede
Diatribx {1642) 47 And yet was not this abuse., within those
Septs of the Temple which the Jews accounted sacred. 1641

J. Jackson True Evaug. T. 1. 28 What a ravenous beast he
was, within the Sept of Christ. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt.
ExemP. 11. Ad. Sect. xi. 24 Jesus entred the Temple, and
espyed a Mart kept in the holy Sept, a Faire upon holy
ground. 1719 Prideaux Connect. O. $ N. T. 11. 11. (ed. 4)

06 No stranger should enter within the Sept of the temple.

1883 W. L. Kerr A bbey ofKilwinning v, 72 While William,
Abbot of Kylwynnyng, with his convent, were assembled in

the Septs of the Abbey.
2. Arch. A dividing screen, railing, etc.

i8ai Britton Antiq. Canterbury 61 [A chapel] inclosed

with a double sept or rail of iron for fear of thieves. 1885
Harper's Mag. Apr. 761/1 The nave [is] divided from the
aisles by an arched sept.

Sept (sept), sb.'* Also 6 cepte, 6-7 septe, 7

cept, seapt. [prob. a var. of sect, which is used in

the same sense in the 16th cent, (see Sect sb.1 7).
In OF. septe occurs in the 16th cent, as a by-form of sette

(mod. F. secte) :—L. secta ; and II setta, of the same origin,

k found latinized as septa in mediaeval documents. The
spellings with p are perh. due to association with L.
septum (see prec.).]

A division of a nation or tribe ; a clan : orig.

in reference to Ireland.

Occas. used by anthropologists (after Sir H. Maine,
Early Hist Institutions, 1 875) for a clan consisting of those

who are, or at least are believed to be, descendants of a com-
mon ancestor.

1517 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 399 No man
.. shall., recevc.enny of the Burkes, MacWillams, the Kel-
lies, nor no cepte elles. 1536 St. Papers Hen.,V///, II. 373
ThErle of Desmonde, and the Geraldines of* his kyn and
septe. 1568-g Act n Eliz. in Bolton Stat, /re I. (1621) 321
The seapt of the Neyles. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. /rel. in

Holinshed II. 87/1 Theseptof the Tooles. a 1628 F. Grevil
Sidney (.1652) 21 The professors of every faculty would have
striven no less for him than the Seaven Cities did to have
Homer of their Sept. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677}

135 The manner of living most usual amongst Hoords or

Septs in Tartary. X747 Carte Hist. England 1. 157 There
was an infinite number of little tribes or Septs among the

Cantabrians and Gallicians. 18x4 Scott Wav. xvi, Chiefs

. .whose word was accounted as a law by those of their own
sept, or clan. 1847 Grote Greece 11. ix. III. 54 Amphion be-

longed to the gens or sept of the Bacchiadae. 1868 Mill
Eng. fy /rel. 12 Before the Conquest, the Irish people knew
nothing of absolute property in land. The land virtually

belonged to the entire sept.

b. trans/. A ' tribe ' or class.

1610 B. Rich Descr. [rel. 37 There are other Septes or

professions, namely of Bardes, which are in manner of Poets
or Rythmers. 1679 Penn Addr. Prot. n. (1692) 138 *Tis of

this great Order and Sept of Men only, that all Synods and
Convocations are compounded. 1856 H. Miller Test.

Rocks xii. (1857) 493 The very curious relations that united
into one great sept the prevailing members of the Oolitic flora.

Septa-, erron. form of Septua-.

II Septicemia (septf'mia). Also U. S. septemia.
[mod.L., f. Gr. tnjirr-os putrefying, putrefactive

(f. efiirttv to rot) +alfia blood.] = Septicemia.
1887 in Cassetfs Encycl. Diet. x888 Daily News 1 Dec.

2/6 The jury found that the deceased died from the effects

ofperitonitis and sceptcemia [sic] following inflammation.

Septagon (se'ptag^n), a. [ad. late L. septagonus t

hybrid f. L. septem seven + Gr. ^wvos -angled,

-gon. ] Heptagonal.
1756 Amory Bnncle (1770) I. 215 Making it [basalt] into

pentagon, hexagon, and septagon columns. 1896 Btackw.
Mag. Apr. 597 The rock itself, .cut into septagon shape.

Septal (se-ptal), a.l [f. Sept-um + -al.] Per-

taining to, consisting of, or forming a septum or

septa.

1839-47 Todd's Cycl. Aftat. III. 732/2 The internal or

septual [sic] branches [of the nose] are about twelve in

number. 1851 Richardson Geol. viii. 217 The body has no
septal divisions. 1859 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd.,
Protozoa 22 Septa, each of which is perforated by one or

more septal apertures, and in most cases indicated externally

by a ridge or depression, called the septal line. 1881 Mivart
Cat 76 The septal cartilage of the nose.

Septal (se-ptal), a.2 [f. Sept2 + -al.] Per-

taining to a sept or clan.

1883 McCarthy Outl. /risk Hist, Hi. 20 He had done
much to Normanize the country by making large and wholly
illegal grants of Septal territory to his followers.

t Se ptan, a. [ad. mod.L. septana (febris), tr.

Gr. wt/peTos t&Sopaios (Galen), f. L. sept-cm seven

:

see -an.] Designating a fever of which the parox-
ysms recur every sixth (according to old reckoning,
every seventh) day.
1657 Expert Physician 123 The Quintan, Sextan, Septan,

and Nonan Feavers. 1747 tr. Astruc's Fevers 63 A septan,
being really a quartan, of whose paroxysms none are per*
ceptable, but those of every 7th day.

t Septangle. Obs. [ad. late L. septangulus,

f. sept-em seven + angultts Angle.] A heptagon.
1551 Recorde Pathw. Knowl. 1. Def., Septangles, whiche

haue seuen angles. 1651 J. F[reake] Agrifipa's Occ. Philos.

253 Triangle, quadrangle, sexangle, septangle, octangle and
the rest. 1656 [see Septangular].

So f Septangled a. — next.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Septangle, orSeptangledFigure.
1709 V. Mandey Syst. Math., Arith. (1729) 8 The Descrip-
tion of a Septangled form is impossible, and cannot be
known by Human Minds.

Septangular (septse'rjgi^lli), a. [ad. mod.L.
*septangularis > f. septangulus (see prec.).] Having
seven angles, heptagonal.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Septangular, that hath seven

corners, a Septangle. 1682 Grew Anat. PI. in, 1. i. 104
A great number of Vesicles; of which,, .some appear Pent-
angular, others.. Septangular. 1819 Turton Conchol. Diet.

92 Murex sefitangularis. Septangular Rock-shell. 1866
Lossing Hudson(iS68) 127 A line of defences in septangular
form. 190a W. L. Newman Politics of Aristotle III. 556
Triangular and septangular harps.

Hence Septa'ngrularness.
1730 Bailev (folio), Septangularness, the having 7 Angles.

t Se'ptarchy. Obs. rare. [f. L. sept-em seven

+ Gr. -apxia sovereignty.] Sovereignty wielded

by seven rulers; in quot. fig.
1630 J. Taylor (Water P.) Bawd Wks. 11. 98/1 No man

can deny Pride to bee another of the said Septarchy [i. e. the
seven deadly sins],

Septarian (septea'rian), a. [f. Septari-um +
-AN.J Of the form or character of septaria.

1867 l/re's Diet. Arts III. 631 A stratum of septarian
stone, forming the Broad Bench on the coast of Dorsetshire,
affords an excellent cement. 1882 Geikie Text-bk. Geol.

iv. 1. 488 Such septarian nodules.. are abundant in many
shales. 1884 H. G. Seelev Phys. Geol. fy Palaeont. 47 These
concretions \sc. of phosphate of lime] rarely assume a septa-

rian structure.

So Septa riate a. ; also Septa'riiform a.

1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 621

A

Clay, 50 to 100 feet, with layers of nodules, often septariate.

1875 Dawson Lifers Dawn iv. 91, I use the term 'septarii-

form ' to denote the curdled appearance so often presented
by the Laurentian serpentine.

II Septarium (septe>ri»m). Geol. PI. -aria
(-ea'ria). [mod.L., f. L. septum : see Septum and
-ABIUM.]

1. A septal arrangement.
1785 Hutton in Trans. Roy.Soc. Edinb. (1788) I. 246 The

form of these iron-stones is that of an oblate or much com-
pressed sphere. . . In the circular or horizontal section, they
present the most elegant septarium.

2. A nodule of argillaceous limestone, ironstone,

or the like, of which the parts near the centre are

cracked, the spaces between being filled with some
mineral : formerly much used for cement. (Cf.

cement-stone, turtle-stoned)

1791 E. Darwin Bot. Card. 1. Addit. Notes 39 The volcanic

origin of these curious septaria. 1839 R. Hunt Guide Mus.
Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 32 Great quantities of cement stones are

at present procured by dredging off the coast of Hampshire
for the septaria which have been derived from the Barton
clay. 1900 Athenseum 13 Mar. 314/3 The concretionary

nodules ofhard carbonate of lime, called 'septaria', which are

found in the London clay.

Septate (se
-pt^t), a. Nat. Hist. [ad. mod.L.

septatus (in late L. = surrounded) : see Septum
and -ate 2

.] Containing or divided by a septum
or septa

;
partitioned.

1846 Dana Zooph. vii. (1848) 1 17 The cells . . are transversely

septate, rarely solid. 1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora

9 Spores . . simple or variously septate. 1884 Bower & Scott
De Barfs Phaner. 139 These chambered or septate sacs.

So Se ptated a.

1877 Bennett Thomi's Bot. 366 It is comparatively rare

for the wood-cells to become septated . . by one, still more
rare by several partition-walls. 1895 Dana Man. Geol. (ed.

4) 137 A piece of quartzyte. .divided up, or septated, by the

oxidation process.

Septation (sept^Jan). [f. Septum + -ation.]

Division by a septnm or septa.

1848 Lindlev /ntrod. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 143 Filamentous

matter multiplying itself by internal septation at the elon-

gated apex. 1895 Linn. Soc. Jrnl, Bot. XXX. 442 The
intercalary transverse septation of the articulations ofcertain

branches of the creeping thallus.

Septa'tO-, used as comb. f. mod.L. septatus

Septate.
1871 W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora 291 Paraphyses mode.

rate, thicker at the fuscescent apices and there generally

septato-articulate.

Septem-, L. septem seven, used in a few com-

pounds, chiefly adjs. = Septi- 1 (which is more fre-

quent) : Septemdeccnary [for -decennary], oc-

curring once in 17 years; — Septendecennial.

Septemfid, Bot. [L. -fidus cleft], divided into

seven parts. Septemfoil [-foil as in Cinque-

foil], an ornament of seven cusps or points.

Septemfoliate, Bot. [mod.L. septem/olialus'],

having seven leaflets. Septempartite, Bot.,

divided nearly to the base into seven parts. Sep-
tempedal = Septipedal. Septe'mvious [L. via

way] nonce-wd., going seven different ways.
1843 KiRev & Sr. Entomol. (ed. 6) vi. I. 172 Their [Cicada

septemdecim] *septemdecenary appearance.
_ 1849 Balfour

Man. Bot. § 148 [Simple leaves] may be..trifid, quinquefid,
*septemfid, multifid. 1842 S. C. Hall /reland 1 1. 67 Having
the space between the two arches filled by a rich cinque-foil,

orrather *septem-foil. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 170 A leaf

. . is septenate or *septemfoliate, ifthere are seven [leaflets], as
in the Horse-chestnut. 1847-54 Webster, * Septempartite,
divided nearly to the base into seven parts. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., *Septetnpedal, of or belonging to seven feet, that
is seven foot long. 1861 Reade Cloister $//.\xx\i\, Officers

of state ran *septemvious, seeking an ape to counteract the
bloodthirsty tomfoolery of the human species.

September (septe-mbai). Also 3-6 septem-
bre, 5 semtembir, septembyr. Abbreviated
Sep., Sept., in 17th c. also 7

1>r
. [a. L. Septem-

ber or its deriv. F. septembre (OF. setembre)f f.

septem seven, this month being the seventh of the

old Roman year. The native OE. name was
k&rfestmdnad Harvest month.] The ninth month
of the year (according to the modern reckoning).
c 1050 [see October], c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. I. 12/392 pe

holie Rode was i-founde ase 3e wutez, in May ; He was an-

hauset in septembre sethbe on be holie rode-dai;. 1338 R.
Brunne Chron. (1810) 17 pe ferb day of Septembre, in be
he[r]uest tide. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De P. R. ix. xvii. (Bodl.

MS.), The ix«. monep hatte Septembre and hab pat name
for he is be seuenbe monep after temporal rayne. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (Prose) 29 Til be hali rodis dai in semtem-
bir. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixv. 14 Without gud lyfe all

in the self dois de As Mayis flouris dois in September dry.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxi. (1555) Tj b, Under our signet

in our court ryall Of September the two and twenty day.
1600 Surflet Country Farm in. Ixv. 581 The vttermost
pilling of common walnuts.. may be distilled in the moneth
of September. 1638 World Encomp. by Drake 108 The
26 of Sept. 1676 C. Hatton Corr. (Camden) 129 Either this

or another will be called to meet about 7
br next. 1765 Earl

Coventry in Jesse Selwyn <$ Contemp. (1843) 1. 388, I think

I shall reside here till the second week in September. 1853
A. R. Wallace Amazon 4- Rio Negro zoi On September
30th,. .we again saw the opposite side of the river.

b. personified and allusively.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vii. vii. 38 Next him [sc. August], Sep-
tember marched eeke on foote. 16.. Middleton, etc. Old
Law 11. ii, Simonides. When dies thy husband? Is't not

July next ? Eugenia. Oh ! you are too hot, sir : Pray cool

yourself, and take September with you. 171a Budgell
Sped. No. 425 F3 September, who came next, seem'd in his

Looks to promise a new Spring.

C. attrib., as September day, dew, month ; Sep-
tember thorn (see quot. 1832).
a 1425 Cursor M. 10998 (Trin.) penne here she childe eliza-

beth In septembre moneth pe foure & twenty ny3t. 1707
Curios. Husb. <$ Gard. 136 If you have any May-Dew, or

September-Dew. 183a J. Rennie Butterfl. % Mollis 105 The
September Thorn (Geomelra erosaria, Stephens) appears

in August and September in woods and parks. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par. (1870) 1. 1. 10 It was a bright Septemberafter-
noon. 1886 Ruskin Prasterita II. 252 The September days
were yet long enough for a sunset walk.

Hence Septembered, coloured with autumnal

tints. -

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell xxvi, His honest face

was Septembered with many a vintage.

Septe*mberer. = Septembrizeb i.

1837 Carlvle/>. Rev. III. i.vi, The great Day of Judge-
ment, when the Eternal.. shall judge both Kings and Sep-
temberers.

Septe'niberish, a. Also Septembrish. [f.

September + -ISH.] Pertaining to, like that of,

September.
1851 Hawthorne in Hawthorne $ Wife {1885) I. 425 A

clear and beautiful sunset, with a brisk, Septembrish tern-

perature. 1853 — Eng. Note-bks. (1883) I. 437 A clear at-

mosphere, bright sunshine, and altogether a Septembrish

feeling. 1886 E. S. Phelps Burglars in Paradise xi, These

[sc. flowers] had a Septemberish look, as of a flower that

was feeling bilious but would not own it.

tSeptcmbral, a. Obs. rarer 1
, [ad. F. sep-

tembral, f. septembre September: see -al.]

Seplembral juice, wine.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 11. i» The pure seplembral juice

[orig. puree Septembrale].

SeptembriaiL (septe'mbrian), a. and $b. rare.

[f. September + -ian.]

A. adj. Belonging to September.

1800 Hurdis Fob. Village 18 Troops to the partridge at

her ev'ning call Her scattered brood Septembrian.

B. sb. One who believes that our Lord was

born in September.
1644 [E. Fisher] Feast ofFeasts 2s No marvaile if these

Septembrians oppose the tradition of Christs Church.

Septembrist Oepte-mbrist). [f. September +

-ist.J a. In Portugal, a supporter of the (suc-

cessful) insurrection of September 1836 in favour

of the restoration of the constitution of 1822. b.

^ Septembrizer.
1840 New Monthly Mag. LIX. 439 Many individuals of

importance.. have joined the now dominant party, of the

Septembrists [in Portugal]. 1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 320

Hot St. Antoine, arouse thee now—ho! brave Septembrist*

all. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 553 (art. Portugal) It was
now [1845] the turn of the radicals or Septembrists to have '

recourse to arms.
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So Septe*mb(e)rism, the action or policy of the

Septembrizers.
1837CARLVLE Fr.Rev. III. in. ix, A Citoyen Henriot, one

whom some accuse of Septemberism, is made Generalissimo
of the National Guard.

Septembrize (se'ptembreiz), v. orig. Fr,

Hist. Also -berize. [ad. F. septembriser, f. sep-

tembre September: see -ize.] trans, and intr.

To assassinate like the Septembrizers.

1793 St. Papers in Ann. Reg. 154 They kept them in the
jails of Paris, to Septemberize them. 1794 tr. Brissofs
Addr. to Constituents 46 They have gone the length of re-

gretting with the Prussian Cloots, that they had not suffi-

ciently septeraberised. 1798 Jefferson Let.to Jas.Madison
26 Apr., The war hawks talk of septembrizing, deportation,

and the examples for quelling sedition set by the French
executive. 1819 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. LXXXVIII.
537 The Abbe" told me that he was to go.. and visit one of
the Septemberizing assassins.

Hence Septembriza*tion, action like that of the
Septembrizers.
180a Bentham Panopt. Corr. Wks. 1843 XI. 131 In my

hearing he has defended Septembrization, and wished.. to
see it imitated here*

Septembrizer (se'ptembraizai). Also -ber-.

[ad. F. seplembriseur, f. septembriser (see prec.).]

1. Fr, Hist. One who took part in or advoca-
ted the massacre of the political prisoners in Paris

on September 2nd~5th, 1792. Also trans/., a
bloodthirsty revolutionary.

1794 tr. Brissofs Addr. to Constituents 13 You will then
see the Convention, .confer the most honourable. -missions
upon these atrocious Septembrizers. 1820 Scrapsfor Curious
26, 1 saw at Meux a famous Septembrizer chop off the head
of the curate of St. Nicholas. [1866 Spectator 1 Dec. 1329
The wild thirst for blood which . . turns decent, quiet citizens

..into men like the Septembriseurs.)
2. = Septembrist a.

1840 New Monthly Mag. LIX. 437 The revolutionary Sep-
tembrisers of the (Portuguese] ministry.

3. One who shoots partridges (in September)

:

with allusion to sense 1.

1824 Byron Juan xvi* Ixxx, Some deadly shots too, Sep-
tembrizers, seen Earliest to rise, and last to quit the search
Of the poor partridge. 1834 L. Hunt's London Jrnl, No. 22.

171/2, I recollected the month, and thought how well its

name was adapted to these Septembrizers of the birds.

Septemfluous (septe'mflrfas), a. [f. L. sep-

temflu-us {I. septem seven +jlu?re to flow) + -ous.]

Flowing in seven streams.
16x9 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 323 Aristotle, .would despe-

rately drowne himselfe in that septemfluous sea of Euripus.
1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. v. 81 Nothing being more famous
in humane poetry and prose then this septemfluous river
(Nile). 1655 — Hist. Waltham-Abby 5 The River Ley..
which . . seven times parteth from itself, whose septemfluous
stream, .is crossed again with so many bridges.

fig: 411670 Hacket Abp. Williams 1. (1692) 220 Doth sal-
vat ion.. depend upon your septemfluous sacraments?

Septemia, U.S. spelling of Skpt^mia.
Septemplioate. [f. L septem seven + -//*-

cate as in Duplicate, etc. Cf. L. septcmplex.]

One of seven copies of a document.
1805 Coleridge Lei. to D. Stuart 20 Apr., The above is

a duplicate, or rather a sex or septem-plicate of an order.

Septemtryo(u)n, obs. forms of Septentrion.
Septemvir (septe'mvw). PI. septemviri

(-virai). [L., sing, of septemviri* f. septem seven +
viri men.] One of a body of seven men asso-

ciated in an office or commission.
a 1760 W. Duncan Sel. Oral. Cicero xvi. (1841) 355 Did
you not desert him, when he put up for being a septemvir T

1841 Brewster Martyrs Set. 11. L 13a John and Paul
Hainzel, the one a septemvir, and the other the consul or
burgomaster. 1883 Sat. Rev. 5 May 560/1 The scheme of
Honours examinations.. proposed by Professor Seeley and
the other septemviri is simplicity itself.

t Septemviral, a. Obs. rare. [f. prec + -AL.]

Pertaining to a septemvir.
1641 Sir S. D'Ewrs in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1692) in. I. 314

The Septemviral Dignity and Suffrage he [the Duke of Ba-
variaj hath obtained by the Prince Elector s.. Misfortune.

Septemvirate (septeinvir/t). [ad. L. sep-

tcmvirdtus, f. septemvir-. see Septemvir and -ate j
.]

1. The office or dignity of a septemvir, govern-
ment by septemviri.

1640 Howell DodoneCs Gr. 72 This reason of State sounds
well why the Septemvirate lets it continue there so long.
c 164a Observ. his Majesty's late Ansiv. 31 The whole
kingdome is not to bee mastered . . by the Traine Band, . . nor
the maior part in Parliament by I know not what septem.
virat. 1656 Blount Glossogr. t Septemvirate, the authority
of seven Officers in like power. 1756 Nugent Gr. Tour,
Germany II. 299 JAt Nurenberg] The raising of forces or
levying taxes, are usually referred to a select number of the
council, stiled by way of eminence, the Septemvirate.

2. A group or set of seven men.
1781 T. Davjrs Mem. Garrick (ed. 3) II. 39 note, Swift,

in his \Ui of six great men
(
to whom no seventh (in his

opinion) could be added, might have very safely made a
septemvirate with Alfred. 1833-4 DEQuiNCKvC**«rs Wks,
1859 X. 106 The legend of the Seven Sleepers, a septem-
virate of Christian youths.

Septenarian (septiheVrian), a. [f. L. septen-

drins Septenary + -an.]

+ 1. Used for Septennary.
1647 M. Hudson Div. Right Govt. 1. vi. 51 The septenarian

madness of Nabuchad-nezzar, inflicted by God for destroy-
ing that septenarian work of Solomon (his holy Temple).

2. Pros. That is a septenarius.
1891 Athenaeum 28 Feb. 275/1 Septenarian iambic lines.

So Septena-rious a. rare— . = Septenary a. 1.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Septenarious, of or belonging to
seven, containing seven in number.

II Septenarius (sept/hea-rios). Pros. Pl.-arii
(-ee*ri|3i). [L. septenarius, f. septhtit distributive

of septem seven.] A line of seven feet, esp. the
trochaic or iambic tetrameter catalectic.

1819 Carey Lat. Pros. 273 The Catalectic Trochaic Tetra-
meter (called likewise Quadratus, Octonarius, and Septen-
arius) consists of seven feet.. followed by a catalectic syl-

lable. . . It is. .only the Iambic Octonarius wanting the first

syllable. 187a Kennedy tr. Ten Brink's Hist. Eng. Lit.

267 [In the southern English lives of saints] regular sep-
tenarii or tetrameters are more rarely found. 1894 Gilder-
sleeve's Lat. Gram. § 770 The strict Septenarius of the later

poets keeps the odd feet pure. . 1897 J. H. Gray Plautus'
Trinummus p. xxv, Trochaic septenarii.

Septenary (se'ptihari,-fnari), a. and sb. Also
7 septyn-, 8 septin-. [ad. L. septendri-us, f. sep-

teni\ see prec. and -ary.] A. adj.

1. Pertaining or relating to the number seven

;

forming a group of seven. Septenary number, the

number seven.
1601 [Bp. W. Barlow] Defence 11S If the force of this

argument lie in the septenane nvmber [of the sacraments].
1641 H. L'Estrange God's Sabbath 29 This septenary
number gained Authority from the creation of the world,
because the first works of God were made in six dayes,
and the seventh was dedicated to rest as sacred. 1674 Boyle
Excelt. Theol. 11. iv. 167 To be able to reject the septenary
number of the planets by the detection of the four satellites

of Jupiter. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. iv, Between whose
Septenary Links [ckainons septenaires], . . Rubies, Emeralds,
and Unions were.. set in. 1855 Bailey Mystic, etc. 64 The
septenary stars.

b. With reference to the division of time into

periods based on the number seven, e. g. a week.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. iv. 212 Tniscontaineth

but 27. dayes, and about 8. howres, which commeth short to
compleat the septenary account. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 75.
1/1 So is one in seven in a Constant Septinary return. 1745
R. James Med. Diet., Seplana,^ a septinary Fever ; that is,

one which performs its Period in seven Days. 1848 R. W.
Hamilton Horse Sabb. i. 16 That septenary notation of
days which we call the week. 1866 J. G. Murphy Comm.,
Exodus xvi. 23 Traces of the septenary division of time
have been found among the Egyptians.

2. Consisting of seven lines, nonce-use.

18x4 Southey in Q. Rev. XII. 69 Lydgate.. preferred the
septenary stanza.

B. sb. (Cf. Hebdomad, Heptad.)
1. The number seven.

1653 H. More Conject. Cabbal. 161 The Hebdomad or
Septenary is a fit Symbole of God, as he is considered hav-
ing finished these six days Creation. 1690 T. Burnet Th.
Earth iv. iii. 148 Those constitutions of Moses that proceed
so much upon a Septenary, or the number Seven,

2. A group or set of seven.

1594 Mirr. Policy (1599) 223 The seuen gifts of the Holy
ghost, the seuen orders of the Church, seuen workes of
mercy, ..with sundry other septenaries. 1614 A. Roberts
{title) A Sacred Septenane, or the seven last wordes of our
Sauiour Christ vttered vpon the Crosse. 1650 Gell Serm.
8 Aug. 15 The Septenary of Planets. 165a Urquhart Jcivel
231 The sacred septenary of the most highly-renowned
men, for prudence and true wisdom. 1686 Goad Celest.

Bodies 1. xv. 99 The Moon, which.. runs from her Month to
her Month by Septenaries. 1819 G. S. Faber Dispens. (1823)
I. 358 A septenary of erratic living animals which are the
seven Worlds or seven Planets. 1847 Soane New Curios.
Lit. I. 296 Philo Judaeus.. tells us that nature delights in

a septenary ; the planets, he says, are seven ; the Bear is

composed of seven stars [etc.].

3. A period of seven years (pceas. weeks, days).
1577-86 Harrison England 1. ix, The time of the pent-

archie indured likewise 49 yeares, or seauen septenaries.

« 1639 Wotton Surv. Educ. in Reliq. (1672) 78 Certain
Periods, or Degreesof Change . . every seven years ; whereof
the two first Septynaries. .1 will call the Obsequious Age.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. iy. 208 The dayes of
men are usually cast up'by septenaries. 1660 tr. Amy-
ra/dus' Treat, cone. Relig. in. v. 395 Septenaries of dates,

or weeks, or months, or years, or ages? i860 O. W. Holmes
Elsie V. xix, If Elsie could only outlive three septenaries,

twenty-one years.

4. Mus. The seven notes of the diatonic scale.

166a Playford Introd. Skill Mus. 1. i. 2 By these Three
Septenaries is distinguished three several Parts, that the
Scale is divided into. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. II. n. viii,

214 To shew the analogy between the seven planets and the
chords included in the musical septenary. 178a Burney
Hist. Mus. II. 8 1 In completing the scale, or septenary.

6. Pros. = Septenarius.
Chiefly applied to the English metre represented, e. g. by

the verse of the Moral Ode and the Ormulum.
1887 Horstmann S. Eng. Leg. Introd. p.ix, [MS. Egerton]

generally shortens the lines from septenaries to Alexandrine
verses, by omitting words [etc.]. 1891 J. C. Parsons Eng.
Versif. 80 A form . . called the Septenary, with seven accents

and fourteen syllables to the line.

Septenate (se'ptih/t), a. Bot. [f. L. septem

seven each + -ate 2
.] Growing in sevens, having

seven divisions, heptamerous.
1830 Lindlev Nat. Syst. Bot. 115 Leaves, .compound,

quinate or septenate. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 171 Sep.
tenate leaf of the Horse-chestnut.

Sep teiiclecennial, a. [f. L. septendecim

seventeen, after biennial, septennial, etc.J Recur-

ring every seventeen years.

1896 Home Miss. (N. Y.) Sept, 252 This splendid septen-
decennial . .anniversary.

Septendeximal, a. [f. L. sepimdecimus, or-

dinal of septendecim.] Pertaining to the number
seventeen. (In quot. used incorrectly for prec)
1885 Proc. A mer. A ssoc. Adv. Sci. XXXIV. 329 These in-

sects [the periodical cicada] appear in fewer numbers at each
septendecimal visit.

Septennary (septe-nari), a. [f. L. septenn-is
(f . sept-em seven + annus year) + -ary.] Septennial.
1644 Sir E. Dering Prop. Sacr. Pref. e, They are elder

then my septennary examination, which is confined between
1633, and 1640. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 11. x. § 26 If Dun-
stan did septennary Penance, to expiate every mortall Sin.
1887 in Westm. Gaz. (1897) 6 Aug. 3/1 Whereas, by sep-
tennary revolutions, the Speakership of the Ports has now
devolved upon us.

Septennate (septcnA). [ad. F. septennat, f.

L. septenn-is (see prec.) + -at —-ate *.] A period
of seven years during which office is held, etc.
Orig. applied to the military dictatorship of Marshal

MacMahon set up for seven years from 20 Nov. 1873.
1874 Times 13 Apr. 7/1 The Septennate [of Marshal Mac-

Mahon] and the Press. 1885\ Athenaeum 2 May 570/1 Lord
Carnarvon passed under review the principal events which
had marked his septennate. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 2/2
If this Bill fails or is withdrawn, a Conservative Septennate
is as absolute a certainty as to-morrow's sunrise.

b. Gentian Hist. A period of seven years during
which the strength of the army is to remain fixed.

Also aiirib.

1885 Lowe Bismarck II. 401 marg., The Military Septen-
nate. 1887 PallMallG. 23 Feb. 11/2 Of the seats occupied
by the members of this majority the Septennate party has
already captured some thirty or forty by the displacement
of former members. 1887 Contemp. Rev. LI. 592 The pass-
ing of the Septennate Bill will certainly make the French
more inclined to pause before attacking Germany.

Septenniad. rare. [f. L. septenni-um (cf.

next) + -AD«] A period of seven years.
1851 E. FitzGerald Euphranor 50 And so I leave him at

the end of his second septenniad.

Septennial (septcnial), a. [f. L. septenni-um
SePTENNIDM + -AL,]

1. Consisting of, or lasting, seven years.
Septennial Act (Eng. Hist.), an act of 1716 providing that

* all Parliaments shall and may respectively have Continu-
ance for Seven Years, and no longer '. Hence allusive uses
of septennial, as in quot. a 1832 ; cf. 1748 in sense 2.

1656 Blount Glossogr.^ Septennial, of seven years space.

1719 Steele Plebeian No. 4 ad fin., Sitting out the remainder
of the septennial term. 1759 Smollett Hist. Eng. X. 42
(an. 1733) That a bill should be brought in for repealing the
septennial act. 177a Junius Lett. Ded. p. viii, Although the
last session of aseptennial parliament be usually employed in

courting the favour of the people, a 183a Crabbe Posth. T.
xviii. Boat Race 6 When once enlisted upon either side, He
must the rude septennial storm abide. 1881 Nation (N.Y.)
XXXII. 384 The argument ..may also be used in behalf of
triennial or of septennial, or of decennial sessions.

2. Recurring every seven years.

1640 Howell Dodond's Gr. 23 Being dispensed withall
for his septenniall visit. 1748 Johnson Van. Hum. Wishes
97 Our supple Tribes. .ask no Questions but the Price of
Votes; With Weekly Libels and Septennial Ale, Their Wish
is full to riot and to rail. 1866 J. G. Murphy Comm. t Exodus
xxitL 10, ix The septennial Sabbath thus bore a complete
analogy to the hebdomadal. 1886 Field 30 Jan. 118/2 He
was ready to accept a principle of septennial revaluations.

Hence Septennialist, one who is in favour of
septennial parliaments; SeptenniaTity, the con-
dition of being septennial.

1817 Bkntham Pari. Reform Introd. 282 The reduction,
of the at present established long term indicated by the word
septenniality, to the dimensions of this short term. 1820
Examiner No. 612. 13/1 To Annual Parliaments the objec-
tions of the Septennialist s are singularly weak. 189a Review
ofRev.y. 3/2 Balfour is too ardent a Septennialist to sanc-
tion a premature dissolution.

Septennially (septe'niali), adv. [f. Septen-
nial + -ly ^.] Every seven years.

1791 Mackintosh Vind. GalUcx Wks. 1846 III. 117 A
House of Lords, which . .should . .have a majority of its mem-
bers septennially or triennially nominated by the King. 1829
Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) 1. 134 It would be as much
easier to take men's votes annually than septennially, as for
a boy to comb his hair daily than once a week. 1846 Mrs.
Gore Eng.Char.

,
Body-Coachman 1. 259 The fifteen guineas

per annum were paid septennially.

t Septe*nnian, a. Obs. rare. [Formed as

Septennial : see -an.] Of seven years.

1716 M. Davies Athen. Brit. II. 355 Children, under the
said Septennian Age.

II Septennium (septe*ni£m). [L., f. sept-em

seven + annus year.] A period of seven years.

185$ Ocilvie Suppl. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. v.

265 'the septennium required for the arts degree.

t Septe'nnual. Obs. [f. L. septennis, after

annua!.] A feast recurring every seven years.

1641 H. L'EsrRANGE Gods Sabbath 58 The I.aw was read
on the weekly Sabbath, as well as on the annuall of Taber-
nacles in the septennuall of Release.

Septenous (se-pt/nas), a. Bot. [Formed as

Septenate + -ous.] =-= Septenate. z866 Treas. Bot.

t Septentrial, a. Obs. [irreg. f. h. septentrio

(see next) + -al.] — Septentrional.
1549 in Narr. Reform. (Camden) 333 To calle up Baro,

whom he taketh an orientalle or septentrialle spirit. 1622
Drayton Poly-olb. xx. 19 When Waveney in her way, on this
Septentrial side.. From Laphamford leads on her stream



SEPTENTRION.
into the East. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xii.

§ 1. 171 Our Septentriall cold Countries.

Septentrion (septe'ntri^n),J^.andtf. Obs. exc.

arch. Also 4-5 septem(p)trio(u)n, 4-6 -tryon.

[ad. L. seplentrio, sing, of sepientriones, orig.

septem triones, the seven stars of the constellation

of the Great Bear, f. septem seven + triones, pi. of

trio plough-ox. Cf. F. septentrion.'] A. sb.

1. //. (chiefly as Latin.) The constellation of the

Great Bear, occas. the Little Bear.

153a Chaucer's Boethius 11. met. vi. Wks. fol. ccxlvi/2

This Nero gouerned by ceptre al the peoples that be vnder
the colde sterns that highten the Septentrions \MSS. vii.

tyryones, the seuene triones]. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind.
(Arb.) 22 Ye seuen starres called Sepientriones (being not
farre from Vrsa maior called charles wayne). 1601 Hol-
land Pliny 11. xxv. I. 16 That region of the skie which is

under the North starre Sepientriones. 1654 Gayton Pleas.
Notes iv. xxv. 2S6 What influence the septentriones had
upon htm. .is to be easily guess'd. 17x5 tr. Gregory'sA stron.

(1726) I. 217 The Stars call'd the Septem Triones. 2859 Ld.
Lytton wanderer 21 Wild Desire; Which, hungering for

the sources of the suns, Makes moan beyond the blue Sep-
tentrions.

2. The north; the northern region (s) of the earth

or the heavens.
£-1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 3657 He.. This wyde world

hadde in subieccioun Bothe Est and West North and Sep-
temtrioun. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) x. 117 In the Hed of
that See of Galilee, toward the Septemtryon, is a strong
Castelle. c 1440 Pallad. on Hush. 1. 298 But from the cold
Septemtrion decline, And from northwest ther chilling sonnys
shine. 1503 /Calender of Sheph. (Sommer) H viij b, Draw-
yng towart the septentryon and other tyrnys towart the myd
day. < 1511 ist Eng. Bk. Amer. (Arb.) Introd. 32/2 That
other parte of Indien is aboute Septentryon. 1593 Shaks.
3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 136 Thou art as opposite to euery good, As
the Antipodes are vnto vs, Or as the South to the Septen-
trion. 165* J. Wright tr. Camus* Nat. Paradox xn. 368
The Polonians have two powerfull . . neighbours, the Mosco-
vianns towards the Septentrion and the Turk in the Orien-
tal 1 part.

3. A northerner, rare.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 42 There is a constellation

called the beare in the figure of seauen Starres like a Carte.
..The Septentrions call them Triones, that is yoked Oxen.
1854 Lowell Jrnl. Italy Wks. 1890 I. 175 We graver-tem-
pered and -mannered Septentrions.

B. adj. Northern ; = next.

163a Lithgow Trav. vn. 318 The Sunne declining North-
ward.., and warming.. the Septentrion sides of these Cyn-
thian mountaynes. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 31 A ridge of
hills That screen'd the fruits of the earth and seats of men
From cold Septentrion blasts. 18x4 Cary Dante, Purg.
xxxii. 98 And in their hands upheld those lights secure From
blast septentrion and the gusty south, a 1849 H. Cole-
ridge Poems (1850) II. 251 Their countless hosts Sped from
their chill septentrion nursery.

Septentrional (septentrional), a., sb. Now
rare. [ad. L. septentrionalis, f. seplentrio (see prec).
Cf. F. septentrional (14th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

A. adj. Belonging to the north, northern

;

formerly (of learning, etc.), pertaining to northern

countries.
Septentrionalsigns(Astron.) t the first six signs of the zodiac.

£1391 Chaucer Astrol. 11. § 40 Than saw I wel that the
body of Venus in hir latitude of degrees septemtrionals
ascendtd in the ende of the 8 degre fro the heved of Capri-
come. C1440 Astron. Cal. (MS. Ashm. 391), Pis signe ys
septentrional b l is of north partie.

_ 1549 Compl. Scotl. vi. 48
The pole artic, boreal, or septemtrional. Ibid. 52 The sep-

temtrional tropic of cancer. 1557 H. Baker Rules Use
Almanacs C j b, When the sunne is in the signes septen-
trionalles. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 1. 108 The^ body
of Armenia standeth in fortie three degrees Septentrional I.

£1645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. 388 The Goths and other
septentrional nations. 1705 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 52
The Catalogue of Septentrional MSS. 1718 Hickes& Nel-
son J. Kettlewell u. xxiv. 125 Dr.^ Marshall the.. reviver of
Septentrional Learning in the University of Oxford. 1806
W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 562 The investigation of sep-

tentrional antiquities. 1835 Sir J. Ross Narr. 2nd Voy.
xvii. 270 What were the politics, gossipings, squabbles,

friendships, or parties, in this septentrional city. 1848
Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 684 Disposed to dispute the sep-

tentrional hold of the country with its Austrian rival. 1887
Pater Imag. Portraits iv. 145 The Septentrional Apollo
[Duke Carl of Rosenmold].

Hence fSeptentriona'lity,northerliness(Bailey,

^73°) » T Septe'ntrionally adv., in the direction

of the north ; + Septentrionate v. intr., to point

to the north.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 11. ii. 58 A directive or

polary faculty, whereby conveniently they [sc. steel and iron]

do septentrionate at one extreme, and Australize at another.
Ibid. 62 If they [needles] be powerfully excited and equally
let fall, they commonly sink down and_ break the water at

that extream wherat they were septentrionally excited.

B. sb. = Septentrion 2.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiv. 255 Turquesten . . strecchethe
him.. toward the Septentrionalle, to the Kyngdom of Cho-
rasme.

Septe'ntrionaline. Chem. [f. L. seplentrio-

nalis + -ink.] A crystalline alkaloid obtained from
Aconitum septentrionate.

1897 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LXX1I. 1. 303 Septentrional ine,
. .which is a yellowish powder melting at 128-9°, acts as an
anaesthetic.

Septentrionic, a. rare. In quot. septem-.
[f. L. seplentrio Septentrion + -ic] Northern.
1844 Eraser's Mag. XXX. 318/2 The minstrelsie of our

septemtrionic tubes was made applicable to classic themes.

So Septentrio-nical a. rare.

480

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes iv. vi-vii. 203 The seplentrio-
nicall part of those Saxons.

Septer(ef obs. forms of Sceptre sb.

Septet(t,-ette(septe-t). Mus. Also (Italian-

ized) septette [a. G. septet, f. L. septem : see
-et, -ette.] A composition for seven voices or

instruments.
<* 1837 {title) Beethoven's Grand Septett, Arranged for the

Piano Forte, with Accompaniments of Flute, Violin, and
Violoncello, by I. N. Hummel. 1841 tr. Schindlcr's Beet-
hoven II. 380 Septett in E flat for Violin, Alto, Violoncello,
Clarionet, Bassoon, Horn, and Double Bass. Ibid. 386 Trio
..(from the Septetto). 1863 Reader 1 Aug. 120/1 He is

incapable of singing the duel septett (even transposed) with-
out an effort so painful as to destroy the pleasure of the
listener. 187a Kingslev Poems, Delectable Day 17 The
septette of Beethoven. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 488/1 The
septette in 'Patience*.

b. trans/. A set of seven.
1886 Field 9 Jan. 50/3 Another septette faced the starter

forthe inaptly named Thursday Hurdle Race. 1907Academy
9 Mar. 230/1 A septette of water-colours by the late H. B.
Brabazon.

Septfoil (se-tfoil). Also 6-7 set-, [ad. late L.

septtfolium, as if through OF. : see Septi- 1 and
Foil sbA, and cf. cinquefoil.]

1. The plant tormentil. Now rare.

1578 Lm Dodoens i.lvii. 84 This herbe (sc. Tor»tentilld\
is now called.. in English Setfoyle and Tormentill. 1607
Topsell Four-f. Beasts 616 For this disease the Sheap-
heardes take no other thing but the Hearbe Tormenti[ll\a,
or Set-foyle. 1764 Museum Rust. III. xiii. 56 Tormentil,
or septfoil, grows wild on dry pastures and commons in most
parts of England. 1812 Crabbe Tales x. 122 Here the dwarf
sallows creep, the septfoil harsh. 1853 Mobfit Tanning *
Currying (1853) 40 Certain annual plants—as the septfoil

and bistort.

2. Arch. An ornament with seven cusps or points.

1849 [see Sixfoil]. 1877 F. G. Lee Gloss. Liturg. Terms.

Septi- 1
, comb, form of L. septem seven, forming

adjs. in L., several of which have analogues formed
with septem-, as septiceps, septichordis (also septem-

chordis), septicol/is
s

septipes (also septempeddlis)
;

in English forming compounds for the most part
adapted from or modelled on the L. compounds :

Se'ptichord, seven-stringed. Se'pticoloured,
of seven colours. Septifa'rions rare~°. [f. L.

septifariam adv. , in seven parts : see quots.] Septi-
fluous nw-£-°=SEPTEMFLU0us. Septifo'lious [L.

folium leaf], having seven leaves. Se'ptifro'nted,

having seven foreheads. Septilateral, seven-

sided, f Septimestre [L. septi-, septemmestris],

seven months old. Se'ptimontial [L. Septimon-
tialis, f. Septimontium (rnont-, mons mountain)],
belonging to the feast held on the seven hills of
Rome. Se-ptipartite = Septempartite. -j- Septi-
pedal [cf. Septempedal], seven feet in length.

Se'ptiregal, of seven kings. Septisy'liable, a
word of seven syllables. Septivalent, Chem.,
combining with seven atoms of hydrogen or other

univalent element or radical. Se'ptizone [L. sep-

tizonium] : see quot.
imi A. Malcolm Treat. Mus. 522 A third Tetrachord was

added to the *septichord Lyre. 18*5 Waterton Wand.
S. A mer. iv. ii. 284, I was in hopes to have found the Grande
Gobe Mouche of BufFon, and the *septicoloured Tangara.
1865 Grote Plato I. i. 62 note x, A wheel painted with the
seven prismatic colours and made to revolve rapidly, will

look white, but it is still really septi-coloured. 1656 Blount
Glossogr., *Septi/arious, of seven manner of fashions, sorts
or ways, a i860 A. Gray (cited by Worcester), Septifarious,
turned seven different ways. 1656 Blount Glossogr., *Sep-
tiftuous. See Septemfluous. 1721 Bailey, *SePti/blious
Plants, such as consist of 7 Leaves, a 1708 T. Ward Eng.
Ref. iv. (17 16) 363 With ten huge Horns on ev'ry Forhead,
And with a *Septi-fronted Scull. 1658 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. v. xxii. 331 Seven equicrural triangles., whose
bases are the seven sides of the *septilateral figure. 1834
H. Ainsworth Rookwood in. iv, A septilateral figure. 1658
Phillips, *Septimestre, of seven moneths space. 1606 Hol-
land Sueton. 262 At the solemne *Septimontiall sacrifice,

hee made a dole of Viands. 1808 G. S. Faber View Pro-
phecies I. 124 Whether the division of the mystic Euphrates
into seven streams denotes some *septipartite division of the
Turkish empire, a 1878 Sir G. Scott Led. Archit. (1879)
II. 198 Sexpartite or septipartite vaulting. 1902 Nature
27 Nov. 80/2 If a line cutting the fourth portion in four real

points be projected to infinity, the projection will be septi-

partite. 1606 Birnie Kirk-Buriall (1833) 3 To defraude
the most landles liuer on life at lest of his *septipedall in-

heritance so equally proportioned to all by death. 1847
Gcntl. Mag. July 45/2 Age has scarcely less likelihood of
returning to childhood than Roman history of reverting to

the Trojan origin and *septiregal succession. 1834 Oswald
(cited by Worcester), *Septisyllable, 1872 Watts Diet. Chem.
VI. 243 Sodium also can act as a trivalent and as a "septi-

valent element. 1880 Cleminshaw Wuriz* Atom. Theory
229 [Chlorine] is septivalent in perchloric acid. 1730 Bailey
(folio), *Septizone, a Building girt with seven Rows of
Columns.

Septi- 2
F
comb, form of Septum, as in Septi-

ferous, Septiform 2
, Septifragal. (Cf. Septo- ^.)

Septic (se'ptik), a. and sb. Also 7 erron.

sceptick. [ad. late L. septie-us, a. Gr. o-qmtKos,

f. (jTjnctv to putrefy.] A. adj. Putrefactive, putre-

fying; in mod. use, of disease, caused by the

absorption of the products of putrefaction.

1605 Timme Quersit. m. 160 Either septic putrifying, or

caustic burning. 1684 tr. Bonefs Merc. Compit. vi. an

SEPTTER.

Vitriol, according to Galen. .is of a corroding and sceptick
quality. 1705 Greenhill Embalming 272 After the nature
of Septic and Escharotic Medicines, it corrodes and con
sumes the Flesh in a very short Time. 1751 Pbingle Obs.
Dis. Artny in. vii. (1765) 337 The miasma or septic ferment
..being received into the blood. Ibid. App. p. xxxviii, It
would seem that salt is subservient to digestion chiefly by
its septic virtue, that is, by softening and resolving meats.
1806 Med. <y Phys. Jrnl. XV. 79 If this matter is the sceptic
[sic] principle, the foundation of all these chronic diseases.
1873 F. T. Roberts Handbk. Med. 92 The symptoms are of
such a low type, .that they may be truly termed malignant.
The terms ' putrid ' or ' septic ' are sometimes applied to
fever under these circumstances. 1879 Tyndall Fragm.
Sci. (ed. 6) II. xiii. 334 The preventing of the wound from
becoming a nidus for the propagation of septic bacteria.
1881 Times 25 Mar. 5 Illness has palpably been produced
by the use, by paper-hangers, of size and paste undergoing
or speedily entering on septic change.

fb. Septic acid: nitric or nitrous acid. (Cf.
Septon and Septods.) Obs.
1798 Monthly Mag. VI. 26 [Abstract of paper by Dr. S. L.

MitchilL] The azote, by the absorption of oxygen, is con'
verted into nitrous oxide gas (septic acid), which is supposed
to be the.. cause of infectious fever. 1800 S. L. Mitchill
in Med. <$• Phys. 'Jrnl. IV. 25 It is . . ordinarily impossible to
procure one drop of pure and naked septic acid, by any
decomposition of nitre.

f B. sb. A septic or putrefactive substance. Obs.
1608 Topsell Serpents 218 The venome of the Salamander

is reckoned among Septicks, or corroding things. 1684 tr.

Sonet's Merc. Comfit, nt. 62 Septicks.. may not be applied
to any Ulcer. 1756 C. Lucas Ess. Waters I. 14 Acid of
salt, .constitutes. .with regulus of antimony, a powerful
septic. 1771 Watson in Phil. Trans. LXI. 219 The pro-
portion in which it acts as a septic

II Septicaemia (septisf*mia). Also U.S. septi-
cemia, [mod. L., f. Gr. ffrjirriK-os Septic + aZ/*a

blood : see -ia.] Septic poisoning.
1866 A. Flint Princ. Med. 86 Putrid infection of the

blood^or septicaemia. 1879 Tvndall Fragm. Sci. (ed. 6)
II. xiii. 335 Splenic fever was often overmastered by septi*

caemia. 188a Plavfair in Standard 17 Mar. 2/1 Puerperal
septicaemia.

Hence Septicea'mic a.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 227 Those in
which they [metastatic abscesses] occur being termed pyae-
mic, those in which they are absent, septicemic. 1880
A. Flint Princ. Med. 84 Good observers have failed to
detect bacteria in septicemic cases. 1896 Allbutt's SysU
Med. I. 597 Septicemic patients.

Septical, a. Now rare or Obs, [Formed as
Septic : see -ical.] — Septic.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xiii. 139 There was no

absurdity in Galen when as a Septicall medicine he com-
mended the ashes of a Salamander. 1651 Biggs New DispK
F 303 Their own septicall and escharoticall medicines. 1820
W. Scoresby Acc. Arctic Reg. I. 343 Occasionally assailed
by the septical influences of rain.

Hence Se'ptically adv., so as to produce putre-

faction. 1879 Webster, Suppl.

Septicidal (se'ptisaidal), a. Bot. [f. Sep
tum + L. -cidire

t
comb, form of csedtre to cut + -al.]

Applied to the form of dehiscence in which the

pod splits through the dissepiments. Also to the

capsule so divided. Hence Septici'dally adv.,

with septicidal dehiscence.
18x9 Lindley tr. Richard's Obs, Fruits $ Seeds 10 note

The septicidal dehiscence of a plurilocular pericarp. 1830— Nat. Syst. Bot. 146 The plants called Sauvageae . . have
a septicidal dehiscence. 1857 Henfrey Bot. § 247 Com-
pound multtlocutar ovaries dehisce .. septicidally. 1870
Hooker Stud. Flora 68 Hypericineae.. Fruit a septicidal

capsule. Ibid. 240 Capsule, .septicidally 2-valved.

Septicine (se'ptisain). Chem. [ad. G. sep-

ticin : see Septic and -ine.] (See quot.)
1876 Jrnl. Chem. Soc, Abstr. 1. 405 Septicine, an Alkaloid

formed during Putrefaction.

Septicity (septi-siti). [f. Septic + -ity, after F.

septiciU.] The quality or condition of being septic.
1828-32 in Webster. 1893 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 June 1210

Septicity introduced brings disaster on your patient and
discredit on yourself.

Se*ptico-, comb, form of Gr. atjirrneos Septic.
1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 586 Pyaemia, Septico-

pyemia, is usually an acute disease, starting in a purulent
or ichorous focus. 1911 Webster, Septico-pyxmic.

II
Septier (sgty«). Also 6 ceptyer, 8-9 setier.

[a. F. septier
t
var. setter, earlier sestierx—t* sex-

tarius, f. sexius sixth.] A French measure of capa-

city for corn, etc. ; a measure of land : see quots.

1514 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 26 In wyn iiij septiers.

1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. cliii. 183 A ceptyer of whete
was worthe at Parys viii. Ii. parisien, and a septier of otes

at lx. s. of parays. 1588 Archdeacon tr. True Discourse
Army K. Spain 69, 6320 septiers of Beanes and white Pease.
1633 Grimeston tr. Polybius vi. 202 A Septier of Wheate.
marg. A Septier is two Mines, and a Mine two London
bushels. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 114 A Septier of Land he
saith is much about the Arpent. xjiAFr.Bh. Rates 64 The
Muid, Paris Measure, containing 12 Septiers, which makes
2 Tons. Tja$Bradley*sFam. Dict.s.v. Hipocras, Take three

half Setters ofgood Waterboiled and cool'd, with halfa Setier

ofgood white Wine. 1776Adam Smith W. N. 1. xi. (i860) I.sn
The septier of wheat, a measure which contains a little more
than four Winchester bushels. 1826 Henry Etem. Chem. 1 1.

631 The septier of Paris is 7736 French, or 937<>*45 English,

cubical inches. i8a8 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2)

423 The corn measure was the muid equal to 12 setters, 48
mines, or 144 bushels. . .The wine measure was the muid of

36 seders, 144 quarts, or 288 pints. 1831 J. Davies Man.
Mat. Med. 27 Verre, or £ setier (glass).



SEPTIESM.

tSeptiesm. Cards. Obs. [a. OF. septiesme

(mod. F. septieme), ordinal of sept seven.] A se-

quence of seven.

1674 Cotton Covipl. Gamester (1680) 59 The Elder ac-
quaints you with his Sequences,, .and they are Tierces,
Quarts, Quints, Sixiesms, Septiesms, Huictiesms and Neu-
fiesms. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xvi. tRoxb.) 73/2 A Sep.
tei.-m, is a sequence of 7 cards.

SeptiferoUS (septi-feras), a. [f. Semi- 2 +
-FEROl'S.] Having a septum or septa.
1821 W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 113 Capsule..

3-valved ; valves septiferous in the middle. 1854 Wood,
ward Mollusca 265 Beaks nearly terminal, septiferous in-
ternally.

Septiform (se-ptifpim), a.l [ad. late L. septi-

firms : see Septi- 1 and -form.] Sevenfold.
1718 in Bailev. 1849 Digbv Compilum II. 310 That they

may acquire the septiform grace, to the exclusion of the
seven sins. 1868 Gladstone Juv. Mwidi xv. (1869) 532
The septiform system was apparently represented in the
seven gates of Thebes. 1878 H. G. Guinness Approaching
End Pref. (1880) p. viii, The epacts of the prophetic periods
of Scripture form a remarkable septiform series.

Septiform (se-ptif?im), a.2 [ad. mod.L.
septtformis or F. septiforme : see Septi- 2 and
-form.] Of the form or nature of a septum.
1816 Kirbv & Sp. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 313 Septiform (Septi.

formis). When the Canthus forms an elevated ridge or
septum. 1875 Huxley in Encycl. Brit. 1. 131/1 A tendency
to the development of septiform prominence is visible in the
walls of the gastric passages of certain calcareous sponges.

Septifragal (septi-fragal),«. Bot. [f. Septi-2 +
frag-, root oi frangere to break + -al.] Applied
to the form of dehiscence in which the septa are
separated from the valves.

1819 I. INI,lev tr. Richard's Obs. Fruits f, Seeds 10 It [sc.

the valvular mode of dehiscence] is called septifragal when
it bursts the external edge of the dissepiments, which are
then divided from the valves. 1898 L. H. Bailey Less.
tvithPlants 265 Septifragal dehiscence, .mayoccur in either
loculicidal or septicidal pods.

Hence SepUfragallyaafc., with septifragal dehis-
cence.

1896 G. Henslow Wild Flcnvers 149 It [sc. the fruit] de-
hisces loculicidally (through the back) and septifragally
(across the septa).

Septile (se-ptail), a. [ad. mod.L. seplilis : see
Septum and -ile.] Pertaining to a septum or septa.
1866 Treas. Bot.

Septillion (septi-lyan). Arith. [ad. F. sep-
tillion (16th cent.), f. L. septem seven, after million.']

The seventh power of a million, denoted by 1 fol-

lowed by 42 cyphers. In American (following the
later Fr.) use, the eighth power of a thousand,
denoted by 1 followed by 24 cyphers.
1690 Locke Hum. Umt. 11. xvi. § 6 Septilions. 1870 (see

Octillion]. 1875 Grindon Lift xxvi. 334 Thousands of
plants consist of nothing more than a few such cells as in
septillions make up an oak-tree. 1906 Daily Chron. 18
May_9/4^ M. Inaudi subtracted correctly a sum of figures
running into septillions—purely from memory.
Hence Septillionth a. and sb. (in recent Diets.).

Septimal (se-ptimal), a. [f. L. seplim-us
seventh + -AL.]

L Of a numerical system : Based on the number 7.

1855 in Ogilvie Suppl. 186$ Mill Comte 195 The number
seven . . is to be made the basts of numeration, which is here-
after to be septimal instead of decimal.

2. Afus. Pertaining to a seventh.
1867 Macfarken Harmony v. 161 There being then no

sounded note with which the 7th forms a dissonance, in the
absence of both the root and the 3rd of the chord, the 7th
has no longer any of its septimal characteristics.

t Septima-narian. Obs.—' [f. med.L. septi-

mdnanns, i. seplimana Septimane sb.~\ = Hebdo-
madary sb. Also f Septima-rian [med.L. septi-

marius\
1661 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 2), Septimarians, certain

Officers in Monasteries, which were chosen every week.
I M isprinted Scptinarian in Bailey I728,etc] 1882 Ogilvie,
Septimanarian, a monk on duty for a week in a monastery.

t Septimane, sb. Obs. rare. [ad. late L.
seplimana, f. septem seven + -ana, fem. of -anus,
-an, -ane in a collective sense.] A week.
1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. Explan. Words, Septi.

mane, A weeke or seven-night. 1694 J. Smith Doctr. Lord's
Day 52 The Eastern Nations.. retained a true account of
the order of days in the Septimane.

So Septimanal a., weekly.
l833 Eraser's Mag. VII. 706 Diurnal or septimanal litera-

ture.

t Septimane, a. Obsr" [ad. late L. septi-

manus (see prec. .] (See quot.)
17*1 Bailey, Septimane, of the order of 7, also belonging

to a Week.

Septime (se-ptim). [ad. L. Septimus, ordinal

of septem seven.]

1. Afus. a. Proposed name for the octave, rare—".

b. [after G. septime} A seventh. (In recent Diets.)
1763 Ann. Reg., Misc. 192/2 By dividing the musical

notes into six, as nature directs, the unisound will fall on the
seventh note, and should, for this reason, be called a sep-
time, and not an octave.

2. Fencing. A parry : see quots.
1889 Pollock, etc. Fencing (Badm. Libr.) 46 To parry

septime, bring the foil into septime by making it describe
half a circle from right to left, passing under the adversary's
blade or hand. ll>id. 77 From septime, to give the Bertrand
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riposte, 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 379/2 (Fencing) Septime

:

The hand opposite the right shoulder, the finger nails turned
upwards, the arm half extended, elbow down, the blade
horizontaj, the point opposite the left shoulder,

Septimole (se*ptim<?ul). Afus: [arbitrarily f.

L. Septimus seventh : cf. Quintole.] A group of
seven notes to be played in the time of four or six.

1854 Schuberth Mus. Handbk. 1866 Chamb. Encycl.
VIII. 618/2 When a note is divided into seven instead of four
parts—for example, a minim into seven quavers, ora crotchet
into seven semiquavers—the group is called a septi «\oIe.

Septine (se'ptin). [f. Gr. ar)irr6s, vbl. adj. f.

o-qirnv to rot : cf. Septic and see -IOTl] (See quot.

1875.) Hence Se-ptinous a.

1875 B. W. Richardson Dis. Mod. Life 1. vi. 89, I suc-
ceeded in separating from the poisonous matter exuded
from the peritoneal secretion of a patient labouring under
surgical fever, a substance which would give a similar disease
to an inferior animal... I named this substance 'septine*.
1877 Times 5 Oct. 4/5 [Dr. Richardson] classed the diseases
produced by organic poisons as septinous instead of zymo*
tic, he preferring the word septine for this poison.

Septingentenary. [f. L. septingentT 700,
after centenary^ A seven-hundredth anniversary.
1894 Rochdale Times May, St. Chad's church celebrating

the ' septingentenary ' of its birth-date.

Septinsular (septi*nsi/?lai), a. (sb.') [f. L.
septem (see Septi- *) + insula island. Cf. the Fr.
name Sept-fles.] Septinsular Republic, etc. : the
Ionian Islands. Also as sb.pl. the people of the
Ionian Islands.

1809 Ann. Reg. Pref. p. iv, The restoration of the Govern-
ment of the Septinsular Republic. 1859 Times 5 Dec. 10/6
The little Septinsular State which stands under the pro-
tection of Great Britain. 1889 Athenxum 6 July 20/3 A
monograph of Andreas Hidromenos, 'The Struggle of the
Septinsulars for National Unity'. 1898 McCarthy Glad-
stone's Life xvii. 190 The Senate of the Septinsular Com-
monwealth at Corfu.

Septir, obs. form of Sceptre sb.

t Septite. Chem. Obs. [f. Sept-ous + -ite.] A
salt of septous acid ; a nitrite or nitrate.

1799 S. L. Mitchill in Med. <$ Phys. Jml. I. 47 These
carbonates and septites of lime, pot-ash, and soda.

t Septleva. Obs, Also sept-et-le-va, sept
and leva. [Shortening of F. sept-et-le-va, lit.

seven and the *va% *vade*, or first stake.] At
basset, seven times the amount of the first stake.
1701 Farquhar Sir H. Wildairw. ii, Wild. .."Who can re-

sist the charms of Mattadors? Lur. Ay, Sir Harry; and
then the Sept le va, Quinze le Va, & Trante le Va t 1706
Mrs. Centlivre Basset-Table iv. 50, I have only won a
Sept <r Leva. Ibid. 53 Do you think it possible to lose
a Trante <$• Leva, a Quinse-leva,—and a Sept-et-leva,—and
never turn once. 1709 Seymour Compt. Gamester (1734)
115. 1716 Pope Basset-Table 14 in (Lady M.W.Montagu]
Crt. Poems 2 As You by Love, so I by Fortune cross't ; In
One bad Deal, Three Septleva's have lost, 1756 H. Wal-
pole Let. H. S. Conway 12 Feb., I am sorry she could not
discover any wit in Mrs. Hussey's making a septleva.

Septo- ', comb, form of Gr.o-jjiTTos (see Septon),
as in : Se ptodiarrhcea, septic diarrhoea (Syd.
Soc. Lex. 1898) ; Septoge-nic a., producing sepsis

;

Septogerm, a septic germ; Septo-meter, an
instrument for the detection of organic impurities
in the atmospheric air (Syd. Soc, Lex-),
1880 MacCormac Antisept. Surg. 104 There is a septogenic

elemant in ordinary air. Ibid. 107 Experiment and clinical
experience alike show that it will kill a certain proportion of
septo-germs.

Septo- 2
, used as comb, form of Septum, as in :

Soptocephalic a. (see quot.); Septoce phaly,
the condition of being septocephalic ; Septo-
maxillary , applied to a small bone lying above the
vomer in some birds and fishes ; Septo-meter,
an instrument for measuring the nasal septum.
1878 Bartley tr. Tofinard's Anthrop. 1. v. 176 •Septo-

cephalic, microcephalic, small skull. Ibid. Index, Septo-
cephaly. 1874 W. K. Parker in Trans. Linnean Soc. Ser.
11. Zool. (1879) I. 8 The bones figured are what I at first

cr.lled m the Reptile ' praevomers ', and now call ( *septo-
maxillaries'. Ibid. 9 The main septo-maxillary piece. 1884
M. Mackenzie Dis. Throat fy Nose II. 435 An ingenious
' "septometer ' has been invented by Seller, which serves to
distinguish thickening [of the septum] from deviation when
these affections occur separately.

Septole. Mus. = Septimole.
1854 Schuberth Mus. Handbk.

t Septon (se'ptpn). Obs, [mod.L., a. Gr.
(Ttjittov, neut. of cijwtos, vbl. adj. f. arjtrttv to rot.

First in Fr. form septone, adopted by Brugnatelli, on the
suggestion of Saltonstall, in Annates de Chimie (1708)
XXIX. 181.]

A name for nitrogen, from its being regarded as

the agent in putrefaction.

1798 Monthly Mag. July 26/ l The origin of the yellow
fever is attributed uy Dr. Mitchill to the putrefaction or
spontaneous decomposition of such^ substances as contain
much azote (according to Dr. Mitchill's Nomenclature sep-
ton). 1803 Med. <y Phys. Jnrf. IX. 304 The gaseous oxyd
of septon. 18334 Goods Study Med, (ed. 4) I. 712 The febrile

miasm, and septon, or the elementary matter of putrescency,
are the same thing.

Septo(u)r, obs. forms of Sceptre sb,

t Se'ptous, a, Obs. [f. Sept-on + -ous.] Sep-
tous acid, nitrous (or nitric) acid.

1799 Med. <S-
Phys. Jrnl. II. 184 Obtaining phosphoric

acid from the bones ofanimals, by employing septous (nitrous)

acid, which dissolved their lime.

SEPTUAGINT,

T Sept psaumes. Obs. Also set sames. [a.

OF. septpsaumes {sept seven, psaume Psalm sb.).]

The seven penitential psalms.
c 1300 Beket 1084 He. .seide furst the set sames and siththe

the letanye. c 1475 Partenay 1670 Thay sayd the sept
psaulmes.

Septre, obs. form of Sceptre sb.

Sept-ship. rare. [f. Sept sb.%] Clanship.
i8«3 Moore Mem. (1853) IV. 114 The spirit of sept-ship.

Septuagenarian (se:pti#ad3iheVrian), a. and
sb. [f. L. septudgendrius, f, septudgeni, distribu-

tive of septuagintd (see Septuagint).] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to the number seventy, rare.
1715 M. Davies Athen. Brit. I. 96 Unquestionably be-

liev'd it [sc. the Septuagint] to have been perform'd by the
same Septuagenarian and Binary number (for the Trans-
lators are reckon'd to have been 72 Elders of the Jews).
2. Seventy years old ; characteristic of that age.
1793. tr« Cresset's^ Ver-Vert (ed. 2) 41 A sulky, sour, septa-

genarian [sic] maid Is made the keeper of the Renegade.
idS^Brit. Q. Rev. Oct. 441 Our septuagenarian premier.

B. sb. A person seventy years old.
1805 in Spirit Publ. Jruls. IX. 1, I am an elderly man,

verging now upon the glory of a septuagenarian. 1864
Knight Passages Work. Life III. ii. 23 Landor.. although
..a septuagenarian.. was in the full vigour of his under-
standing.

Hence SeptuagenaTianism.
1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 532 In the plentitude of septua-

genarian ism.

Septnagenary (se=pti;?adgrnari), a, and sb.

Now rare. [ad. L. septudgendrius (see prec). Cf.

F. septuagifnaire.'j = prec
1605 Bacon Adv, Learn. 1. 24 The same obiection. .Lu-

cian maketh to Iupiter. . .And asketh whether they were
become Septuagenarie, or whether the lawe.. against old
mens manages had restrayned them. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. ix. 125 Nor can the three hundred years of
..Nestor, overthrow the assertion of Moses, or afford a
reasonable encouragement beyond his septuagenary deter-
mination. 1737 Common Sense I. 27, I have often observed
Septuagenary great-grandmothers adorned, as they thought,
with all the colours of the Rainbow. 18*3 Blackiv. Mag.
XIII. 92, I was in appearance a middle-aged man, and in

mind a septuagenary. 1850 Eraser's Mag. XLII. 2 The
task would require, .septuagenary years.

t Septuagene. Obs. [Back-formation from
prec] A septuagenarian.
1656 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. Ep, Rdr. c j, A good

way passed beyond a Septuagene.

Septuagesiina(se:ptitfad3e*sima\ Eccl. Also
0. 4-5 Septuagesme, 5 -gesym, 5-6 -gesime.
[a. L. septudgesima (sc. dies) fem. of septudgesimus
seventieth, f. septuagintd seventy ; in early use

through OF. septuages{i)me.
It has been conjectured that the analogy of the names

Quadragesima and Quinquagesima suggested the un-
meaning application of Sexagesima and Septuagesima to
the two preceding Sundays. Another (less likely) conjecture
is that Septuagesima means 'the seventieth day* before the
octave of Easter. Both conjectures are in Alcuin (8th c.).]

1. In full Septuagesima Sunday : the third Sun-
day before Lent.
<ri38o Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 29 Wednesdai Gospel next

after Septuagesme Sondai. c 1425 Process. Nuns Chester
(1899) 4 This procession shalbe saide on Sonday & so forth
from septuagesime to lenton. 1430 in Halhwell Rata
Mathem. (1841)92 pereby demyd I pat septuagesime son-
day schal falle 3e 28 day of..Januare. 1538 Prymer in
Englyske Cjb, Betwene Septuagesima and Easter thys
osalme folowynge is sayde in steade of Te Deum. 1561 'V.

Norton Calvin's lust, iv.xix, 159 b, There be no manages
celebrate, from Septuagesime to the vtas of Easter. 1753
Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. 93 The Penitential lime be-
tween Septuagesima and Easter, i860 N kale Comm. Ps.
1. 35 The Lauds of Septuagesima Sunday, as said in the
Ambrosian Office, a 1866 — Notes on Div. Off. (1877) 203
The custom of repeating it [sc. Alleluia] frequently on the
Saturday before Septuagesima.

f 2. The seventy clays beginning with the third

Sunday before Lent and ending with the Saturday
in Easter week. Also trans/. Obs.

f Sunday in (the) S. = Dominica in Septuagesima, l. e.

Septuagesima Sunday.
1387 trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 223 He. .lefte flesche

[on] Monday and Wednesday, [and] also in Septuagesme
[v.r. Septuagesima]. 1398 — Barth. De P. R. ix. xxviu.

( x495) 363 Septuagesme.. stretchyth from the sondaye that
hyghte Septuagesima.. to the Saturday in Eester weke.
Ibid. 364 Whan the Septuagesime of this lyfe is full ended,
thenne we shall shyne in whyte in presence of thys lambe.
a 1400 Table 0/Lessons in Wyclif s Bible IV. 685 The Son-
day in Septua^es. £1450 Mirk's Eestial6i J>ys day is called
Sonday yn be Septagesim. 1483 Caxton Golden Legend n.

(1503) A viij b/2, In the saterdaye after ester, in whiche
septuagesme is cumplete we synge dou[b]le Alleluya.

f'Septuagesimal, a. Obs. rare. [f. L. sep-

tudgesim-us (see prec.) + -AL.] (See quot. 1656.)
In quot. 1646 (perb. Blount's source) the sense is 'limited

to seventy years of life
' ; in quot. 1778 the word is misused

for Septuagenarian.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. vi. 298 In our abridged

and septuagesima 11 ages, it is very rare and deserves a dis-

tich to behold the fourth generation. 1656 Blount Glossogr.,
Septuagesimall, pertaining to the number seventy, or Sep-
tuagesima Sunday. 1778 Eliz. Carter Lett, to Mrs. Mon-
tagu^ (1817) III. 145 (F. Hall) Your description of his septu-
agesimal gallantry would make one laugh.

Septuagint (se-pti^/ad^inl). [ad. L. septua-

gintd seventy, f. weakened form of septem seven.]

f 1. The ' seventy translators ' of the Old Testa-
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SEPTUAGINTAL.

ment into Greek (see 2) ; = L. septuaginta (inter-

pretes), Gr. ol O'. Cbs.

[1563 Homilies II. PmrtU 0/ Idol. I. E ei b Accordynge

as the Septuaginta haue in thcjT translation in Orcke «&oAa.

1584 in D. YmnerDef. Ministers (1587) 44 Will you followe

the Septuaginta in their whole translation ?]

,580 Cooper Admon. 50 The translation. .was. .according

to the Septuagint. 162a Ailesbury Seriit. 2nd June 1 1 Which

Utter clause though it answer not the Originall ; yet the

Septuagint so translate it. a 1656 Hales Golden Rem.

(1673) 84 The Septuagint, to make the sense more plain, do

add another clause. 1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 11. vii. 251

The Septuagint, who render this word Eden.

T b. //. in the same sense. Obs.

1577 Hanmer Anc Eccl. Hist., Euseb. v. viii. 84 The
translation of the olde testament by the septuagintes. 1621

Bp. Mountagu Dialribx 217 The Septuagints were no
Grammarians, saith that bold bayard, Stenchius. 1653

Gataker Vind. Annot. Jer. 36 Whether they, .had studied

upon the matter apart in their several eels, as the tale goes

of the secluded Septuagints. 1656 Blount Glossogr.

2. The Greek version of the Old Testament,

which derives its name from the story that it was
made by seventy-two Palestinian Jews at the re-

quest of Ptolemy Philadelphia (284-247 B.C.) and

completed by them, in seclusion on the island of

Pharos, in seventy-two days. (Denoted by LXX.)
The authority for the old story is the Letter of Aristeas to

Philocrates, long known to be spurious, which purports to

give contemporary evidence of the undertaking. The trans-

lation is now held to have been made by Egyptian Jews,

independent of each other and living in different times.

1633 J. Done (title) The Auncient History of the Septua.

gint. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. vi. 1. 278 As for the

Septuagint, it is the first and most ancient Translation

recorded. 1778 Bp. Lowth Transl. Isaiah Prelim. Diss,

p. lxvi, The Greek Version, commonly called the Septua-

gint, or of the Seventy Interpreters. 1854 Gcntl. Mag. Apr.

377/1 The severe condemnation which we have been com-
pelled to pass on the Septuagints of the Christian Know-
ledge Society and the University of Oxford. 1887 Bible

(R. V.) Pref., The Ancient Versions, the oldest of which,

namely the Greek or Septuagint, was made, at least in part,

some two centuries before the Christian era.

T 3. //. The ' seventy elders ' of Israel. (Exod.

xxiv. 1.) Obs.

1564 Rastell Confiti. Jewel's Serin. 137 He [sc. the pope]

continueth in his supremacie, as a Moyses aboue the sep-

tuagintes.

4. A group of seventy.

1864 De Morgan in Athenxum 2 July 21 Not to mention

the Iscariot which Leverrier and Adams calculated into exist-

ence, there is more than a septuagint of new planetoids.

1887 Sir W. Harcourt in Times 29 Sept. 5/3 The Septua-

gint [of Liberal Unionists] still meets, I believe, at Devon-
shire House.

5. attrib. of sense 2.

1658 Phillips s.v., The Septuagint translation of the Bible.

1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth 1. iii. 24 If you follow the Sep-

tuagint Chronology. 1708 Kersey s.v., The Septuagint or

Septuagint-Bible. 1769 H. Owen (title) An Enquiry into

the present state of the Septuagint Version of the Old Testa-

ment. 1850 Donaldson New Cratylus (ed. 2) § 100. 151

The Septuagint translators.

Septuagintal, a. [f. prec. + -Alt] Of or

pertaining to the Septuagint.

1760 Byrom Rem. (1857) II. m. 618 The frequent Hebraisms

that occur through the whole New Testament, and their

Septuagintal style. 1854 Gcntl. Mag. Apr. 377/1 In the

third chapter of the Septuagintal Daniel. 1863 Westcott in

IV. Smith's Did. Bible s.v. Vulgate § 19 The Septuagintal

tradition was at length set aside. 189a Nation LV. 482/2

Septuagintal text-criticism.

Hence Septnagintalist, a student of or an auth-

ority upon the Septuagint.

1850 Grinfield Apol. Septuagint App. 177 Of all our

Divines, Bishop Pearson, has proved himself the best Sep-

tuagintalist.

Septual, erron. form of Septal.

+ Se'ptuary, a. and sb. Obs. [irreg. f. L. scptevi

seven + -ary, by association with septuaginta.~\

A. adj. Consisting of seven ; septenary.

1604 T. Wright Clymad. Veeres 5 God hath appointed

these Septuarie, and Nonarie yeeres as best seeming his

wisdome and prouidence. Ibid. 8 In this septuarie number
of our yeeres.

b. Of seven days.

1703 E. Ward Lond.Spy xvn. (1706) 403 After I had. .be.

stowed two Pennyworth of Razorridge on the most Fertile

part of my Face, whose Septuary Crop requir'd Mowing.

B. sb. A group of seven days.

1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. iv. xii. 212 Months howso-

ever taken are not exactly divisible into septuaries or weeks.

Septulate (se-ptiwl/t), a. Nat. Hist. [ad.

mod.L. septulalus : see next and -ate 2.] Having

a septulum or septula. 1864 Webster.

II
Septulum (se'pti^l»m). Nat. Hist. [mod.L.,

dim. of next.] A small or thin septum.
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxxiii. III. 382 The Septula,

the lesser ridges and partitions raised on the surfaces of the

metaphragm. Ibid. xxxv. (1828) III. 584 The septula con-

sist for the most part of the endosternum or internal sternum

and its branches.

II Septum (se-pt#m). PI. septa (se-pta). [a. L.

septum, sirplum, f. sepire, smpire to enclose, f. sepes,

ssepes hedge.] A partition ; a dividing wall,

membrane, layer, etc. ; a dissepiment, a. gen.

1733 Tui.l Horse-Hoeing Husb. xi. 125 When the Plants

of the outer Row are too numerous on a shallow Mould, the

Roots of these, which are always thickest near the Bottom
of the Stems, make a Septum or Hedge betwixt the Roots

of the middle.. Row and the Interval. 1862 Miller Elem.
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Chcm., Org, (ed. 2) ii. § 4. 114 It [sc. vegetable parchment]
may be substituted for bladder as a septum, in electrolytic

operations, with great advantage.^ 1871 ' Stonf.hfnge '

Brit, Sports I. I. ii. s- 5. 38^1'wo pieces of stamped brass

forming a strong septum in the cap. 1877 F. G. Lee
Gloss. Liturg. Terms, Septum, a term used by certain

seventeenth-century Anglican writers for the.. rail, placed
on each side of the entrance of the sanctuary, to support the

communicants, a 1879 W. K. Clifford Lcct. I. 205 Hydro-
gen goes through a septum or wall of graphite four times

as fast as oxygen does. 1883 F. Day Indian Fish (Fish.

Exhib.-Publ.) 64 A hoop supporting a bag-like net.. with
a septum about 11 inches from mouth leading into the

lower portion of the net.

b. Anat. e.g. the partition between the nostrils

{septum nasi), the membrane separating the ven-

tricles of the heart (septum cordis).

1716 Monro Anat. Bones 86 In some Sculls, besides the

large osseus Septum, there are found in each Sinus several

bony Pillars. 1733 Winslotv's Anat. Hum. Body (1756) II.

243 The Falx, or great longitudinal Septum of the Dura
Mater. 1781 Pennant Hist. Qnadrup. II. 530 The nostrils

oval,and divided by sxseptum. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic
iii. 312 Some of the party experienced sharp pains in the tips

of their ears and in the septum of the nose. 1859 J. Tomes
DenialSurg. 4 The septa, which divide into a series of cells

that which at an earlier age was but a continuous groove.

187a T. Bryant Tract. Surg. 124,1 have only removed one
[sc. Polypus nasi] from the septum. 1880 Gunther Pishes

66 In Notidanus, membranous septa.. cross the substance

of the gelatinous notochord. 1883 Martin & Moale Verieb.

Diss. i28The tendinous septum (aponeurosis) of the great

pectoral muscle.
attrib. 1904 Brit. Med. jtrnl. 10 Sept. 606 Douglas's sep-

tum perforator and curved septum knife.

c. Bot. e. g. the division-wall of a cell, a par-

tition in a compound ovary or spore.

1720 P. Blair Bot. Ess. ii. 54 The Placenta!, .sometimes

..arise from an Axis medius, . .fram'd by the Conjunction

of the three Septa, which meet in the Center. 1830 Lind-

ley Nat. Syst. Bot. 159 A fruit with the valves alternate

with the septa. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 85 Pod 2-valvcd,

turgid or fiat with a longitudinal septum. 1882 Vines Sachs*

Bot. 259 The septum, at first simple, splits into two lamellae.

d. Geol.

11728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. (1729) I. 81 In

those Bodies that are invested with a Crust, the Septa

lessen and grow thinner as they approach the Crust. 1785

Hutton in Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb. (1788) I. 246 The septa

have been formed by the uniform contraction of the internal

parts of the stone. 1836 Buckland Geol. <y Min. xv._§ 4

(1837) I. 347 When these thin septa are converted into iron

pyrites, their edges appear like golden filigrane work, mean-

dering amid the pellucid spar. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions

iv. § 6. 407 The dark partitions, or septa, are veins of spar.

e. Zool. e.g. one of the radiated plates of the

cell of corals, one of the partitions of a chambered

shell.

1815 S. Brookes Introd. Conchol. 94 The septa transverse

and perforated by a tube. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 353 The
transverse sepia are sometimes seen to extend quite across

the whole interior. 1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd.,

Ccflent. 158 In.. the Aporosa and Perforata,,. septa, in sets

of five or six, normally occur.

t Septuncial, a. Obs.-" [ad. late L. sep-

tuncidlis, f. L. sept-em seven + uncia Ounce '.]

1656 Blount Glossogr., Septuncial, of seven ounces, or

seven parts of the whole.

Septuor (scptirrfti). [a. F. septuor, f. L. sep-

tem, after auatuor qva.rteti.'] — Septet.

1830 Longf. Life (1891) II. 177 The first and longest a
symphony, .the last a Septuor, very beautiful. 1873 'Ouida'

Pascarel I. 111 Phrase after phrase, chorus on chorus, solo

and septuor, and recitative.

Septuple (se'ptwp'l), a. and sb. [ad. late L.

sepluplus, f. seplem seven : see -ple.] A. adj.

1. Sevenfold.

1834 Tail's Mag. I. 456 The ( quadruple ' alliance will very

soon be., a 'septuple' one. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin s

Heavens (ed. 3) 350, Orionis is a septuple star. 1882-3

Schaff in Herzogs Encycl. Relig. Kncr.vl. I. 49 The Sep-

tuple fulness of the Holy Spirit.

2. Mns. Having seven beats in a bar.

1884 Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 120/1 There seems no reason

why a Composer, visited by an inspiration in that direction,

should not write an Air in Septuple Time, with seven beats

in a bar.

B. sb. The seventh multiple.

1692 Cnpt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. II. xv. 123 The Cube
of The Septuple thereof is 1-913. 17SS Johnson, Septuple,

seven times as much. A technical term.

So Se-ptnple v. trans., to multiply by 7, increase

7 times ;
Se^ptuplioa'tion, multiplication by 7

;

f Septuply adv., sevenfold.

1615 T. Adams Blacke Devill 2 He that is quit of so bad

a Guest, shall "septuple his owne woes by his re-entertain-

ment. 1633 — Exp. 2 Peter ii. 4 That furnace whose heate

was septupled. 1833 Herschel Astron. viii. 278 Let any

one figure to himself the condition of our globe, were the

sun to be septupled. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 25 "Septu-

plication, or to multiply by 7. 1654 Vilvain Theorem. Theol.

viii. 299 The Churches restauration, whos glory shal "sep-

tuply exced the Suns splendor.

Septuplet (se-ptirfplet). [f. L. sepluplus (see

prec), after triplet, etc.]

1. = Septimole. 1891 Cent. Diet.

2. One of seven offspring at a birth.

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.
Septur(e, obs. forms of Sceptke sb.

Sepulchral (sfpcdkral), a. [ad. L. sepulcralis,

f. sepulcr-um Sepulchre sb. : see -al. Cf. F. se'pul-

cral, Sp., Pg. sepulcral, It. sepolcrale, sepulcra/e.]

SEPULCHRE.

L Of or pertaining to burial or a place of burial.

a. Pertaining to or serving as a sepulchre or tomb;

forming part of a sepulchre, or its furniture;

monumental.
Sepulchral cone: a cone of baked clay found in some

Egyptian tombs, intended to represent offerings of food.

(11631 Donnk Poems, Ecstacie 18 We like sepulchrall

statues lay. 1645 Milton Passion vii, Mine eye hath found

that sad Sepulchral rock That was the Casket of Heav'ns

richest store. 1728 Pope Dune. I. 43 Sepulchral Lies, our

holy walls to grace, And New-year Odes, and all the Grub-

street race. 1740 Gray Let. in Poems (1775) 85 A sepulchral

marble at the villa Giustiniani. 1781 Cowper Conversat.

358 Old sepulchral urns. 1831 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. (1863)

I. 11. v. 423 The sepulchral-lamp,.. burning through long

ages to light up the entombed ashes. 1904 Budge 3rd ty 4th

Egypt. Rooms Brit. Mus. 107 A collection of baked clay
' cones ', stamped with the names and titles of princes, chiefs,

and officials who were buried in the necropolis of Thebes...

The objects are commonly called sepulchral cones.

b. Pertaining to rights and customs connected

with burial, funeral.

1615 Chapman Odyss. in. 430 Thus hauing slaine him; a
sepulchrall feast He made the Argiues. 1729 G. Adams tr.

Sophocles, Antig. 11. iv. II. 29 She. .copiously adoms the

Carcase with sepulchral Libations. 1863 D. Wilson Preh.

Ann. (ed. 2) I. iii. 76 The system of human sacrifices was

not unknown among early Roman sepulchral rites,

f o. (See quot.) Obs.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., Sepulchral Hereticks, were thus

call'd from their principal Error, which was, That by the

Word Hell, whither the Scripture tells us Jesus Christ

descended after his Death, they understood his Sepulcher.

2. trans/. Suggestive of a sepulchre, appropriate

to a tomb ; dismal, gloomy, melancholy.
a 1711 Ken Hymnothco Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 73 Sepulchral

Cypress, Lawrel, Pine, and Bays, Yew, and all Trees, whose
Verdure ne're decays, Are planted in long Rows, where
Mourners walk. 1796 Southey Rudiger xli, A deep sepul-

cral sound the cave Return'd. 1840 J. T. J. Hewlett
P. Priggins v, His laugh . . was a sepulchral oh ! hah ! which

issued from his chest without any sympathetic movement of

the muscles of his face. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. lxvii,

The sepulchral Ezra.

f 3. Like a tomb, serving to entomb. Obs.

1801 Southey Thalaba 1. xxii, For this.. The silkworm of

the East Spun her sepulchral egg. 1802 E. Darwin Orig.

Soc. iv. 61 With monstrous gape sepulchral whales devour

Shoals at a gulp.

Sepulcliralize (sfyzrlkralsiz). [f. Sepul-

chral a. + -I2E.] trans. ' To render sepulchral

or solemn.' 1855 Ogilvie Suppl.

Sepulchrally (s/piHkrali), adv. [f. Sepul-

chral a. + -ly 2
. J

In a sepulchral manner.

1819 H. Busk Banquet in. 273 Where, it is said, sepul-

chrally they burn, Near some sarcophagus or sacred inn.

1898 IVestm. Gaz. 20 Jan. 5/2 A current of sepulchrally icy

air meets you inside.

Sepulchrall (sipo-lkran), a. [f. Sepulchre

sb. + -an.] Sepulchran nun : a member of the

Order of Canonesses Regular of the Holy Sepul-

chre
; //. the church of this order. Cf. Sepulchrine.

1844 A. P. DE Lisle in E. Purcell Life (1900) I. 130 Mr. and

Mrs. Craven met us at Mass at the Sepulchran Nuns. 1857

G. Oliver Coll. Cath. Relig. Coruw. 30 The English Sepul-

chran nuns had determined to emigrate from Liege.

Sepulchre (se-ptflkaal, sb. Forms: 2-7

sepulcre, 4 sepulchur, 5 seepulcur, sepulkyr,

5-6 sepuleur(e, sepulker, 6 sepulcor, sepulear,

sepuleer, sepullcre, sepulleur, (sepulchree,

sepulohrie, sepulcrye), 6-9 (now U. S). sepul-

cher, 3- sepulchre, [a. OF. sepulcre (nth c. in

Hatz.-Darm.), ad. L. sepulcrum (less correctly

sepulchrum), f. root of L. sepul-tus, pa. pple. of

scpellre to bury ; cf. Sp., Pg. sepulcro, It. sepolcro.]

1. A tomb or burial-place, a building, vault, or

excavation, made for the interment of a human
body. Now only rhetorical or Hist.

C1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 101 OSer is bat bitwenen his

browenge and his ariste he lai on his sepulcre. a 1225 Ancr.

R. 170 Uor xe beoo mid Iesu Criste bitund ase ine sepul-

cre. c 1200 Holy Rood 400 in 5. Eng. Leg. 13 And bo he cam

to lerusalem of be sepulchre he hadde doute bat ore louerd

was on i-leid. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5188 par es be

mount of calvery, And be sepulcre of Crist fast barby. c 1386

Chaucer Wife's Prol. 498 The sepulcre of hym Daryus

Which that Appelles wroghte subtilly. C1440 Gesta Rom.
xliv. 173 (Harl. MS.) As longeaseny bone is in thesepulcure

of my husbonde. 1471 Caxton Recurcll (Sommer) 402 The
kyng gerion had brought vp that custome to make these

sepulcres, for to haue remembrance of them that were

vaylliant in amies. 1526 Tindale Luke xi. 47 Wo be to

you that bilde the sepulcres off the prophetes : for youre

fathers kiled tbem. 1588 Parke tr. Mendoza'sHist. China

43 Many instruments, which neuer haue playing till such

time as the dead is put into the sepulcher. c 1600 Shaks.

Sonn. lxviii, Before the goulden tresses of the dead, The
right of sepulchers, were shome away To Hue a second life

on second head. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius Voy.Ambass.

321 Such as have gone on Pilgrimage to Mecca, to Mahomet s

Sepulchre, a 1701 Maundrf.ll Jouni. Jerus. (1732) 14 We
found there a multitude of Sepulchres hewn into the Rocks.

I7S6-7 U./Ccysler's Trai'. (1760) I. 80 Under the choir of the

church are the sepulchres of the old dukes of Bavana. 1818

Byron Ch. Har. iv. lxxix, The very sepulchres he tenant-

less Of their heroic dwellers. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11.

ii. 68 There was strange darkness cast o er every street, And
all was stiller than a sepulchre. ,.,,.,

b. Whiled (tpainted) sepulchre: in biblical

language, used fig. for a hypocrite, or one whose

fair outward semblance conceals inward corruption.



SEPULCHRE.
[c 1382 Wvclif Matt, xxiii. 27 Woo to jou scribis and

Pharisees, that ben lie to sepulcris maad whijt.] 1388 Ibid.

Like to sepulcris whitid. {1539 Bible (Great), painted

sepulcres ; 1582 A^ T. (Rheims), whited sepulchres; so 1611.]

c 1330 Tinuale Prol. Rom. (1538) W iv b, Christ, .calleth

them ypocrytes, that is to saye, simhlers and payn ted sepul-

cres. 178a V. Knox Ess. xcvii. II. 61 Those varnished

qualities, which, like whited sepulchres, are but a disguise

for internal deformity. 1894 Hall Caine Manxman 428
He was a sham,—a whited sepulchre.

c. transfi. and fig.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI 11. v. 115 My heart (sweet Boy)

shall be thy Sepulcher, For from my heart, thine I mage ne're

shall go. 1627 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Armado C 3 b, Such
beasts and birds of prey and rapine are commonly the liuing

sepulchres of dead Horses. 1640 Wand. Jew telling For-
tunes 38 He is a curse to Pasties ; a tormenter of Poultry, a
sepulchre to Lobsters. 1819 Shelley Cetici iv. L 53, I will

..make his youth The sepulchre of hope, where evil thoughts
Shall grow like weeds on a neglected tomb. 1845 Darwin
Voy.Nat. viii.(i879) 155 The whole area ofthe Pampas isone

wide sepulchre of these extinct gigantic quadrupeds. 1881

Jowett Thncyd. L 122 The whole earth is the sepulchre of
famous men.

2. The Holy (f Saint) Sepulchre (occas. the

Sepulchre) : The cave in which Jesus Christ was
buried outside the walls of Jerusalem ; hence, the

name for the group of buildings erected over the

traditional site of this cave. Also in the title of

some churches in other parts of the world erected

in memory of this.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 21 And was his holie lichameleid

in burieles in be holie sepulcre bat men sechen giet in

ierusalem. 136a Langl, P. PL A. vi. 17 pis Folk fraynede
him feire from whenne bat he coome? * From Synay ', he
seide, * and from the Sepulcre '. 1355 E. E. Wills (1882) 9
This was yeve and writen in the lordes In of Cherlton with-

oute Newgate, in the parosch of seynt sepulcre in thesuburbe
of london. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) vii. 79 The Chirche of
the Sepulchre. . . The Chirche of Seynt Sepulchre, i486 Bk.
St. Albans, Her. bijb, A knyght is made in .v. dyuerse
placis In musturing in londe of werris. . . And at the sepulcur.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 13 As the holy Sepul-

cher at Ierusalem, is visited by Christians. 1805 Scorr
Tatism. xi, Hewing with our swords the way to the Holy
Sepulchre. 1898 A. H. Thompson Camb. rt> Its Colleges

301 Just opposite St. John's Chapel is thechurch of the

Holy Sepulchre. Ibid. 303 St. Sepulchre's is one of those

rare livings which are in the gift of the parishioners.

b. Knight of the {Holy) Sepulchre : a member
of a secular confraternity composed of those who
were knighted in the crusades, esp. those knighted

at the Holy Sepulchre itself.

Since 1342 the confraternity has existed only as a religious

organization, having the Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem as its

Grand-master.
1590 Sugar Bk, Honor v. sg Knights of the Sepulcher.

1617 Moryson Itin, 1. 235 [They] would make us Knights
of the Sepulcher, so we would crave that honour. 17*8
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Sepulchre, To excite Rich and Noble
Persons to visit the Holy Places, by giving them the Title

of Knights of the Holy Sepulcher. 1873 Longf. Wayside
Inn 111. Landlord's Tale* it was Sir Christopher Gardiner,
Knight of the Holy Sepulchre.

3. a. Antiq. A permanent or*temporary structure

prepared in a church for the dramatic burial of

the reserved Sacrament (sometimes also the Cross)

upon Good Friday.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 48 On kandel of xvj. pound of
waxe to brenne about be sepulcre in be fornseide Chirche
of seynt Nicholas. 1436-7 Rec. St. Mary at /////(1904) 63
Kir>t payd for the sepulcre for diuers naylis & wyres & gtu,

ix dob. 1566 in Peacock Eng. Ch. Furniture (1866) 67 One
sepulcre sold to Johnne orson and he hath made a presse

therof to laie clothes therein, a 16*7 Haywabd Ann. Q.
Eliz. (Camden) 28 And not onely images, but rood-loftes,

relickes, sepulchres, bookes [etc. J..wer.. committed to the

fire. 1739 Blomfield Nor/. (1805) II. 217 These sepulchres

were erected alwayes (as I take it) on the north side of the

chancel, near to the altar. 1791 J. Townsend Journ. Spain
(17^) III. 239(At Valencia] In the sacristy, I saw a massive

sepulchre of silver gilt, designed for the reception of the

host on good Friday. 1836 Parker Gloss. Archil. (1850)

I. 421 At Hampton, Oxfordshire, is a singular example . .of

a kind of double sepulchre, one over the other.

b. (See quot. 1753.)
'753 Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. 220 The Place where

the Blessed Sacrament is reserved in the Church in order for

the Office of Good-Friday (on which Day there is no Con-
secration) is by the People called the Sepulchre, as repre-

senting by Anticipation the Burial of Christ, a 1800 Water-
perry Chapel Reg. in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. VII. 393 On
Maundy Thursday Prayers in y° morning at 10 a clock

after which y* Bd Sacrament is put into y* Sepulchre & y°

Congregation, & Family wattch 2 by 2 till 10 a clock at

night. 1853 Dale tr. Baldeschts Ceremonial 187 A chapel

of the sepulchre should be prepared. 1884 Cath. Vict. (1897)

4*5/2.

4. Interment, burial, rare.

1388 Wyclif Gen. xxiii. 4 ?yue se to me ri;t of sepulcre
IVulg./i««r/w/crfJwith30u. 1601 Shaks. Twet. N. m. iy.262

H is incensement at this moment is soimplacable, that satisfac-

tion can be none, but by pangs of death and sepulchre. 1706
pHiLLits(ed. Kersey). 1871 Napheys Prevent. <y Cure Dis.

1. xi. 331 Modes of sepulchre which have prevailed.

+ 6- App. some article of personal jewellery.

1567 Sir N. Throckmorton Let. to Leicester 30 Apr.

{MS. Magdalene Coll.), I did remember you by Mr. Dier for

sending your sepulchre as you told me by the way. Since

your messenger had no better fortune in safe-carrying your

token.. he has left no devices undone to recover your dia-

mond. 1567— Let. to Leicester 10 May, Retain youradamant
sepulchre until you have the condition better annexed.

6. attrib. and Comb, as f sepulchre-door ; + (in

sense 3) sepulchre-cloth , -light, -nails
; f sepul-

483

chre-stone (?cf. sense 5) ; + sepulchre-table, a

sepulchral tablet ; f sepulchre -tree, ? the beam or

frame upon which the Easter sepulchre was placed.
1566 in Fowler Hist. C. C. C. (O.H.S.) 114 Item, a *sepul-

chre clothe of red and blewe braunched with golde. c 1*75
Passion our Lord 513 in O. E. Misc. 51 He hwelfde at bare
*sepulchre-dure enne grete ston. 1505 Cat. Anc. Deeds
P. R. O. (1906) V. 492 The *sepulcur lyghte in the seyd
chyrche. 1546 in Throsby Hist, ty Antiq. Leicester (1791)
246Solde to Rye' 1

. Raynfordthesepulchre light. 1494-5 A* fc.

St. Mary at Hill (1904) 214 Item, for the *sepulker nailes
ob. 1489 Willo/Sandon (Somerset Ho.), Legoecclesieunum
Agnus dei aureum cum lapide vulgariter dictum *SepuIcre
stone. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 236[An inscription]

in a grave or *Sepulcher- table [L. in sepulckrali tabula],
betweene two little images. 1449 Yatton Churchiv. Ace.
(Som. Rec. Soc.) 90 For makyng of the *sepulkyr tre, xx<t

.

Sepulchre (se*p£lk3i),z\ [f. Sepulchre sb.]

Formerly also stressed sepu'lehre.

1. trans. To place in a sepulchre ; to bury.
16.. Rowley Birth Merlin v. i. (1662) G 3, A place..

Where Merlins Mother shall be sepulcher'd. 1649 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Wand. West 5 It is very probable that King
Arthur (our English Worthy) was there sepulchred. 1791
Cowper Iliad xxiii. 103 My bones sepulchre not from thine
apart. 1896 Dublin Rev. July 123 Had everyone been
allowed . . to sepulchre their dead in the churches, there would
very soon have been no space left.

b. trans/, and fig.
1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. ii. 118 Goe to thy Ladies graue

and call hers [sc. her love] thence, Or at the least, in hers,

sepulcher thine. 1616 B. Jonson Epigr. lxiv, Where merit
is not sepulcher'd aliue. 1796 Southey Lett. /r. Spain (1709)
221 He may as well be buried in the Monastery as sepulchre
himself in his chamber. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh v.

1040 We are sepulchred alive in this close world.

2. To receive as in a sepulchre, to serve as a
burial-place for.

1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 134 If thou should'st not be glad,
I would diuorce me from thy Mother Tombe, Sepulchring
an Adultresse. 1634 Massincer Very Woman 11. ii, That
which was mortal of My dear Martino. .1 know this mother
earth hath sepulchred. 1813 Byron Corsair I. i, When
Ocean shrouds and sepulchres our dead. 1863 I. Williams
Baptistery \\. Image, xxii, Stillness and subterranean shade
Her saints doth sepulchre. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems
187 O to that tomb be tender then, which bears Only the
name of him it sepulchres I

t Se'pulchrer. Obs. rarer1
, [f. Sepulchee

j£. + *eu2,] A member of the order of Knights
of the Sepulchre.

"537 [Coverdale] Orig. <5- Sprynge 0/ Sectes 33 Sepul-
chrers order.

Sepulchrine (s/po-lkrain), a. (sb.) [f. Sepul-
chre sb. + -ine 1.] Used in the popular designation

of the religious order of Canonesses Regular of the

Holy Sepulchre. Also as sb. t a Sepulchrine nun.
a 1800 in Chron. St. Monica's, Louvain (1904) I. 228

The Sepulchrine community with whom she dwelt. 1905
F. M. Steele Convents Gt. Brit. 228 Another [daughter]
was a Sepulchrine at Liege. Ibid., A little volume pre-

served in the convent of the Sepulchrine nuns at Newhall.

t Se'pulchrize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Sepulchre
sb. + -ize.] trans. To bury.

1595 T. Edwards Cephalus fy Procris, etc. (Roxb.) 52
My wearied lims, Closse as I could to touch this Saint
I couched, My bodie on the earth sepulchrizing him. That
dying liu'd. 163a Lithgow Trav. vm. 343 Thou inobliuion
hast Sepulchrized here, Earths dearest life.

tSepulcliromany. nonce-wd. [f.sepulchro-,

Sbpolgbu * -mania.] * Mania' relating to burial.

1606 KtRXim Kirk-Buriatl Ded., Brain-sicke superstitions,

instanced especially in their manifold sepulchromany.

Sepulchrous (s/pzrlkras), a. rare. [f. Sepul-
chre sb. + -ous.] Of the nature of a sepulchre.

1831 Scott Ct. Robt. vi, A perfume . . more suitable to sepul-

chrous chambers, than to the dwellings of men.

Sepult (s/pzrlt), a. [ad. L. seputl-us, pa. pple,

ol sepelire \o bury.] Buried.

1898 F. T>KVi$Siichestery The sepult cities of the Romans
are with us.

t Sepult, v. Obs. [f. L. sepult-) ppl. stem of

sepellre.] trans. To bury.

1544 iKnaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 39 My bodie to be
sepulted and buried. 1599 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk.
Physicke 54/2 Occlude it then close together, and sepulte the

same a cubite vnder grownde. 1657 Tomlinson Rcnous
Disp. 342 The second.. made of Holly-bark elixated, se-

pulted in mud, putrifyed.

fig. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. /F(i8oo) 6 And an hundred
mo iniuries, whiche. .he remitted and sepulted in obliuion.

t Sepultary. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. sepult- (see

Sepult v.) +-ary.] -= Sepulture sb.

1581 Pettie tr. Guam's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 7 b, Leasure
without learning, is a death & sepultarie [orig. sepoltura] of

a liue man.

Sepultural (s/p»-ltiiiral), a. [f. Sepulture
sb. + -al.] Of or pertaining to sepulture or burial.

1789 J. Lewis's Mem. Dk. Glocesterjz If the sepultural

spot could be ascertained, he would erect a stately monu-
ment over it. 1811 John Bull 15 Jan. 40/1 No remains of

sepultural enclosure were discernible. 1889 Pop. Sci. Monthly
Mar. 697 A treatise on the funeral monuments and sepul-

tural usages of the ancients.

Sepulture (scptfltfti), sb. Forms : 4 Sc.

sepultore, 5 supulture, sepulturre, sepoltur,

5-6 sepult(o)ur, 6 sepoltre, sepulter, 3- sepul-

ture, [a. OF. sepulture, ad. L. sepultura burial,

f. sepult-y ppl. stem of sepelire to bury ; cf. Sp.,

Pg. sepultura) It. sepo/tura
t
sepultura.]

SEQ.

1. Interment, burial.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3466 Wei a5te bat be a wurbe stude
w.inne ber such sepulture ys. c 1315 Shoreham Poems
(E. E. T. S.) 125 For be ofFyce of hyre sepulture Was al an
heuene gyse. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2553 Myn body
mote 5e se..In the hauene of Athenys fletynge With-oute
sepulture & beryinge. c 1400 Maundev. Trav. (1839) xxix.

243 The Erthe mynystrethe to us..oure Sepulture aftre

oure Dethe. 1504 Bury Wills (Camden) 100 And I beqweth
to the seid churche for my sepultur vj s. viij d. c 1586 C'tess
Pembroke Ps. lxxix. ii, Their bodies killed With sepulture
can no where meete. 163a Massinger & Field Fatal
Dowry w. i, He had rather dye aliue for debt Of the old
man in prison, then he should Rob him of Sepulture. 1720
Pope Iliad xxn. 429 The common Rites of Septllture bestow,
To sooth a Father's and a Mother's woe. 1757 Burke
Abridgm. Eng. Hist. 11. ii. Wks. 1812 V. 516 The monastery
was always the place of sepulture for the greatest lords and
kings. 1840 Macaulav Ess., RankeT^i Even the honours of
sepulture were long withheld from his remains. 1902 ' Fair-
less ' Roadmender 30 Yesterday a funeral passed, from the
workhouse at N , a quaint sepulture without solemnities.

b. trans/, and fig.
c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 558 For dronkenesse is verray

sepulture Of mannes wit and his discrecion. 1474 Caxton
C/iesse 1. iii. (1883) 15 Ydleness wyth oute ony ocupacion is

sepulture of a man lyuyng. 1621 Bacon in Four C. Eng.
Lett. (1880) 43 For the house of Commons, I began my
credit there, and now it must be the place of sepulture
thereof. 1877 L. Morris Epic Hades 11. 150 Tore thy limbs
And left them to the Muses' sepulture.

2. A burial-place, grave, tomb : = Sepulchre
sb. 1. Now only arch.
a iyj$Cursor M. 25614 (Kairf.) Squete ihesus..atte time of

complin . . ber was bou wondin laide in sepulture & no^t fondin.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 369 pe place of pasture were
i-torned to burielsand sepultures, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc) 142 Ther roos up oon out of his sepulture,

Terrible of face. 1496 Bury Wills (Camden) 229 In the holy
sepulture of the cherche yeerd of Seynt Marie. 1531 Elyot
Gov. 11. vi, Marius . . also caused Caius Cesar . . to be violently

drawen to the sepulture of one Varius. -and there to be dis-

honestly slayne. X540 Heywood Four PP. 14 At Hieru-
salem haue I bene Before Chrystes blessed sepulture. 1561

T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer iv. (1577) T v, The manner
was too reare about ones sepulture so many Obeliskes, as

he that lay there buryed had slayne of his enimies. 1610

Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 593 A faire Abbay, the Sepul-

ture in times past of.. the Bumels. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. vi. 23 She erected over their sepultures, a
marble tombe of her owne. 18x2 Cary Dante, Purg. v. 91
From Campaldino's field what force or chance Drew thee,

that ne'er thy sepulture was known. 1868 Stanley Westm.
Abb. iii. 117 The Royal sepultures of Westminster were
also remarkable from their connexion.. with the residence

of the English Princes.

+ b. Holy Sepulture :
--= Sepulchre sb. 2. Obs.

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. Ixi. 204 AH these wente to

se and vysyte the holy sepulture,

f c. trans/, and
fig.

Obs.

1463 Ashby Prisoners Refl. 344 Pryson properly ys a se-

pulture Of lyuyng men. 1623 Mabbe tr. Alemans Guz-
man tVAlf. 11. 213 My money, .was spent vpon Sepultures

for dead bodies, on dead workes, and woildly vices.

T 3. = Sepulchre sb. 3. Obs,

1485 Ace. St. Marg. Soutkwark in Feasey Anc. Eng. H.
Week Cerem. (1897) 153 Item, ij blew Cortyns [to] draw
afore the sepulture. 1494-5 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I.

228 Item, for the mending of the sepulture, the chapell dure,

and Judas crois. 1553 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 51 De-
lyuered a stayned Cloth yat went about y° Sepultere. 1557
Churchiv. Ace. St. Helens, Abingdon (Nichols 1797) 141

To the sextin for watching the sepulter two nyghtes 008.
attrib. 1527-8 Rec. St. Mary at /////(1904) 343 Paid for

an eln of fyne lynnyn cloth to amend the sepulture cloth

wherat it was eiton with rattes.

Sepulture (scp^ltiiu), v. [f. the sb.] trans.

To bury, inter.

c 1489 Caxton Sonncs o/Aymon xxviii. 592 And after the

sepulturynge of the holy corps, the brethern wente agen in

to theyr countree. 1826 Mrs. Shelley Last Man III. 146
Grave in which my heart lies sepultured, farewell for ever !

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 114 Thou gavest him his

light, Though sepultured in night Beneath the dead bones

of a perished world.

t SepU'rture. Her. Obs. (See quots.)

x688 Holme Armoury 11. n/i He beareth Sol, an
Angel . . : Wings in Sepurture, Luna : Of some expenced : .

.

If the Angels be sideways, and the Wings behind each
other, they are termed Sepurture (or Expenced,) yet this . . is

not termed an Angel Sepurture ; but an Angel kneeling,

the Wings Sepurture. Ibid, 13/2 He beareth Or, a
demy Angel in Sepurture, Gules. ..This is also termed

a demy Angel, half faced, with Wings Sepurture, &c.

Ibid. in. 156/2 He beareth Azure, an Angel, Wings Sepul-

ture [sic], Argent. 1828-40 Berry EncycL Her. I, Sepur-

ture. This ancient heraldic term is used in the same way
as endorsed, as wings sepurture, or endorsed... Sepurture
disclosed differs from the last, by merely showing more of

the off wing. 1894 Parker's Gloss. Her., Sepurture.

Seq.. PL seqq. Also sq. PI. sqq. Abbreviated

forms in sing, of L. scquetis the following, scquenle

and in what follows, sequitur it follows; in pi.

of sequentes, -tia the following, sequentibus in the

following places. Also, more fully, et seq.

1726 J. Ker Mem. 1. (1727) Index, Scotland, a View of

their Affairs. 113, 131, & seq. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.

s. v. 'Thistle, Tourn. Inst. p. 440. seq. 1839 T. Mitchell
Frogs 0/ Aristoph. Add. 414 See Creuz. Symb. iv. 108. sq.

1841 Donaldson Pindar, Nemea vii. Introd. 235 The pas-

sage, which follows (v. 70, seqq.), is perhaps the most dim-

cult. 1850 — Neiv Cratylus (ed. 2) § 76. in note, See

Grimm, Gesch. der deutsch. Spr. p. 824 sqq. 1885 Goodale
Physiol. Bot. 177 What has been already said about the

structure of chlorophyll granules. .(t68 et seq.).
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SEQUA.

Ii Sequa (s/kwa). [perh. native W. Indian ; cf.

SegkaJ (See quot. 1866.)
1866 Trcas. Boi. 491/1 Fevillea cordifolia is the Sequa or

Cacoon Antidote of Jamaica, where it is a common plant in

shady woods. 1871 Kingsley At Last xiii, It has—like

that curious flat gourd the Sequa—the property of keeping
iron from rust.

r Sequaces, sb. pi. Obs. [a. OF. sequaces,

a. L. sequach pi. of sequax that follows, a fol-

lower, f. sequi to follow.] Successors, followers.

1513 Bradshaw St. Werburge Balade ii. 32 He hath.. left

it for holsome memoriall To ail his sequaces, a 1660 Con-
temp. Hist. IreL (Ir. Archaol. Soc.) II. 147 Why did this

man, and those his sequaces, signe unto the former acts?
Ibid. III. 43 Ormonde and his sequaces.

Sequacious (s/kw^-Jas), a. [f. L. sequdc-
t

sequax (see prec) + -ious.]

I. Of a free agent or his attributes: Given to

following another or others, esp. a leader, f Const.
to, of.

1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. vi. 20 See how sequacious these
poor creatures are to God their Centurion. 1680 C. Nesse
Ch. Hist. 30 How sequacious were they all to God.. they
all come at his call. 1687 Dryden St. Cecilia's Day vh,
Orpheus cou'd lead the savage race, And Trees unrooted
left their Place, Sequacious of the Lyre. 1766 Blackstone
Comm. II. 5 The frequent disappointments.. induced them
to gather together such animals as were of a more tame and
sequacious nature. 1833 Bp. Hampden Bampton Led. (1848)
73 We find individuals, .like the Sophist of old, leading
after them, by the charm of their voice, troops of sequacious
hearers. 1885 G. Allen Babylon xi, Here, .he could wander
out into the woods alone (after he had shaken off the atten-
tions of the too sequacious Almeda).

b. Given to slavish or unreasoning following of

others (esp. in matters of thought or opinion).
Common in the 17th c.

1(5S3 Gauden Hierasp. To Rdr. (e), By seeming to. .admire
their many new masters, and their rarer gifts ; which make
them worthy indeed of such soft and sequacious disciples.

1656 Artif. Handsom. m They make loud and fierce De-
clamations,, .rather in a sequacious and credulous easinesse,
than after the rate of any perswasive strictnesse. 1693
Apol. Clergy Scot. 32 A Momus, a poor sequacious Animal,
that follows such as went before him. 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 1713 Those superstitious horrors that enslave The
fond sequacious herd. 184s W. Howitt Rur. <$ Dom.
Life Germany 202 The Germans., have thus acquired in
matters of public opinion, a sequacious and yielding charac-
ter. 1880 Lady Eastlake Mrs. Grote iv. 77 The sequa-
cious deference to the Ministry of the day.. filled us with
painful reflections. 1885 M. Pattison Mem. 208, I had
been drawn into Tractarianism, not by the contagion of a
sequacious zeal, but by the inner force of an inherited piet-

ism. 1893 T. K. Abbott * Do this ' etc. 5 Some passages
of the LXX there are which have been referred to in the
most sequacious manner by writer after writer.

f 2. Of things : Readily yielding to traction

;

easily moulded to any required shape ; ductile,

pliable, flexible. Obs.
1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions xxx'i, 321 Of all Fire there is

none so ductile, so sequacious and obsequious as this of
Wrath. i6£a Culverwel Disc. Lt. Nat. 1. vti. (1661} 47
Such falsities, as come disguis'd in a Syllogistical form,
which by their sequacious windings, and gradual insinua-
tions, twine about some weak understandings. 1657 Tom-
linson Return's Disp. 716 The Salve, .should be sequacious.
1661 G. Rust Origen 84 The inferiour spirit of the world..
will not fail to bring her treasure into view when invited by
congruous and sequacious dispositions of matter. 1673
Grew A nat. Plants (1682) 137 Convolvula's . . wind . .because
their Parts are disposed so, as to render them more sequa-
ceous to the external Motor. 175a C. Smart Hop-garden
11. 67 Now extract From the sequacious earth the pole.

3. Of musical notes, metrical feet: Following
one another with unvarying regularity of order.

1795 Coleridge Eolian Harp 18 And now, its strings
Boldlier swept, the long sequacious notes Over delicious
surges sink and rise. 1864 D. W. Thompson Daydreams
Sckoolm. 243 That Hellenic speech. .that rises and falls in
Plato with the long sequacious music of an /Eolian lute.

4. Of style or thought : Persisting in one con-
tinuous direction.

1828 De Quincey Rhet. Wks. 1862 X. 41 Milton.. polo-
naises with a grand Castilian air, in paces too sequacious and
processional. 1835 — Autobiog. Wks. 1889 II. 69 The mo-
tions of his mindwere slow, solemn, sequacious, like those
of the planets.

Hence Sequaciously adv.
1891 Century Diet. 1897 A. B. Bruce in Expositor's Grk.

Test. I. 148/1 note, One in a herd of swine might. .begin
to run wildly about, and be followed sequaciously by the
whole flock.

Sequaciousness (sflcw^'-Jasnes). [f. Sequa-
cious a. +-NESS.]
1. The state or condition of being sequacious.
1653 Gauden Hierasp. 69 Endless janghi-gs.. which would

make Religion, a matter.. of sequaciousness and feminine
softness. 1656 Artif. Handsom. i8t It is time, .to get be-
yond that .servility and sequaciousnesse of conscience. 1851
De Quincey Zrf. Carlisle on Pope Wks. 1863 XII. 27 Pursu-
ing them [sr. thoughts] through their unlinkings with the se-
quaciousness (pardon a Coleridgean word) that belongs to
some process ofcreative nature. i88x G. Allen Evolutionist
at Large iii. 33 Another mountain trait in the stereotyped
character of sheep is their well known sequaciousness.

f2. Ductility (of matter). Obs.
a 1676 Hale Prim. Ortg. Man. iv. ii. (1677) 304 Although

Almighty God be not bound or straitned in his Operation to
the sequaciousness of the Matter.

Sequacity (sflcwarslti). [ad. late L. sequa-
alas, f. sequdc- (see Sequacious) + -ity.]

fl. Ductility, pliability (of matter). Obs. rare-1
.

484

1626 Bacon Sylva § 900 All Sperme, all Menstruous Sub-
stance,. .haueeuerinoreaClosenes.se, Lentour and Sequacity.

2. Disposition or readiness to follow; lack of
independence in action, judgement, thought, etc.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia -mi But this Liberty of Judge-
ment..seemes allmost lost, either in Lazy, orblinde Sequa-
city of other mens Votes. 1838 Sir W. Hamilton Logic
App. (1866) II. 264 Another example of the passive sequa-

J

city of the logicians. They follow obediently in the foot-

, steps of their great master. 1850 Grote Greece 11. Ixii.

I

VIII. 125 At best a tame and dumb sequacity to leaders

j

whom they neither chose nor controled. 1876 Blackmore
j

Cripps xxix, Against each good old-fashioned smoothness,
and fine-fed sequacity, a rapid stir was now arising.

Sequar, variant of Siquare Obs.

Sequel (srkwel), sb. Forms: 5-7 sequele,

(5 sequely, 6 sequeale), 6-8 sequell, 6 sequeile,

north, sequyle, 7 sequill, Se. sequeill, 6- se-

quel, [a. OF. sequeile (mod.F. se'quelle), ad. L.

sequela {sequelld), f. sequi to follow.]

f 1. A train of followers, band of adherents,

following, suit ; rarely, a follower. In Feudal law,
the offspring, retinue, chattels, and appurtenances
of a villein. Obs.
c 1420 Lydg. Assembly ofGods %-ji These were her names:

fyrst, Nygromansy, Geomansy, Magyk, and Glotony, .

.

Fysenamy also, and Pawmestry, And all her sequelys.

>43,2-S° tr- Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Whiche is callede other-

|

while a sequele [L. sequela: Trevisa sewtej of natife

j

men. C1450 Godstow Reg. 5*9 The forsaid bondmen or
natifs with all ther catallis sutfs or sequelys. 1490 Caxton

1 Eneydos vi. 22 Thenne Eneas and all his sequele made
1 theym redy for to..leue the sayd countrey of Trase. 1491
,
— vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) II. 273/2 He had also a grete

1 sequely & rowte of worldly & galaunt seruauntis. 1536 St.
I Papers Hen. VIII, II. 330 The great nombre of Irisshery,
1 so being in exile, being togider with ther tenauntes and

sequell. 1577 Harrison England 1. 11. v. 164/2 The yeo-
manrie, of whom and their sequele, the labourers and arti-

ficers, I haue said somewhat euen now. 1591 Q. Eliz. in
Lett. Eliz. ty Jos. (Camden) 65 My lewde rebel, whose per-
son and forse . . drawes few for sequel. 1611 Speed Hist.
Gt. Brit. ix. xii. § 72 That eithers friends, adherents, and
sequels, should be comprehended in the truce. C1640 J.

j

Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) 1. 190 His freeholders and vtl-

laines with their Sequells.

f b. trans/, and Jig. Obs.
155a Latimer Serin, Lincolnsh. i. (1584) 180 But nowe

there be other dishes, which be sequels or hangynges on,

;
wherewith the chiefe dishe is powdred. 1590 Southwell

1
M. Magd. Funerall Teares Ded. 4 For passions being
sequels of our nature, and allotted unto us, as the handmaids
of reason. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 114 These foure
great Ilandes with their sequele.

O. Scots Law. (See quot. 1838.)
r 1609 Inchaffray Charters (S. H. S.) 171 The mylne of

Dumfalleis mylnlandts astrictit multures and sequeillis

thairof. 1701 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 202 The milne of Bal-
mad milne lands multures suckine sequells and knaveships
thereof. 1754 Erskine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 223 The
sequels are the small quantities given to theservants, under
the name of knaveship, bannock, and lock or gowpen. i8ao
Scott Monast. xiii, Not one in the Halidome pays their
multures more duly, sequels, arriage, and carriage. 1838
W. Bell Did. Law Scot., Sequels, in thirlage, are the
small allowances of meal, or of manufactured victual, or of
money composition, made to the servants at the dominant
mill for their real or implied trouble in grinding the victual
of the servient lands.

f2. Descendants, posterity; successors in inherit-

ance. Also//. Obs.
c 1440 Alphabet of 'Pales 199 And for bis, fro hensfurth,

all his sequele at holdis bis same possession & knowis berof,

mon be punysshid. 1533 m ^°'ton Slat. IreL (1621) 78
To pray, .for the prospentie of the said Nicholas and his
heyres and sequele. a 1547 Surrey in Toilet's Misc. (Arb.)
218 A goodly meane both to deterre from crime: And to
her steppes our sequele to enflame. a 1548 Hall Chron,,
Edzv. IV 212 b, Promising to beare his..frendly favor to
kyng Henry the sixte and his sequele. 157a Wills

<S- Inv.
N. C. (Surtees) II. 387, I wyll that when these leases be
expyred..that thay or ther sequyles shall haue the same
again.

Jig* 1547 J- Harrison Exhort. Scottes 230 All murders,
robberies, spoyles, slaughters, and desolacions, beyng the
sequele, and as it wer, y- children of warre.

h. Law. Sequels in estate : (a person's) succes-

sors in a holding.
1889 Daily Nexvs 27 Nov. 7/3 The Bill will authorise Lord

Tredegar and his sequels in estate, and trustees.. to ex-
change., portions of the ballast land, .for [etc.].

3. That which follows as a result of an event or

course of action ; an after-consequence. /;/ sequel

to, as a consequence of. f By sequels : by con-

secutive stages. Obs.
The sense has been rare since the 16th century ; the occa-

sional examples in 19th c. writers are akin to sense 6.

1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dt'ctes 3 b, Suche tresor may
nat by gadred wythoute the sequele be to hys daunger.
11513 Fabyan Citron, iv. (1516)23/2 Wherfore after pun-
ysshement done vpon some of his Enemyes, he ferynge v*
Sequell and Reuengement of the same laft that Countree.
a 1530 Heywood Love 1189 And he that lacketh any one of
those three. .Deth must be sequell howe euer it be. Ibid.

1227 That my ioy by loue shall bryng deth in sequell. 1549
Latimer 4th Serm. bef, Edw. VI, M vij b, This gere came
by Sequels.. .He by vnrepentaunce fel from euyll to worse,
and from worse, to worste of al, til at the length he was
made a spectacle to all the world. 1601 Holland Pliny

\

xxii. xxiii. II. 135 For I have seene the fearfull seque.le of
;

that experiment, in a man, who.. threw himselfe headlong
j

from an high loft. 1651 Horbes Leviath.^ L iii. 10 The
Future being but a fiction of the mind, applying the sequels

|

of actions Past, to the actions that are Present. 183a Ten-
\

SEQUEL.
nyson CEnone 151, I woo thee not with gifts. Sequel of

I

guerdon could not alter me To fairer. 1883 Fkoude Short
Stud. IV. iii. 270 He had assured himself that every pheno-
menon in the moral or material world was the sequel of a
natural cause. 1895 W. Munk Life Halford ii. 20 Cullen
was still living and lecturing, though in sequel to age failing

I

somewhat
fb. Consequence, importance. Obs.

1588 Marprel, Epist. (Arb.) 26 The granting whereof.

.

.
would be-.newes of wofull sequell vnto the papists. 1591
G. Fletcher Russe Commiu. 82 b, There is no such affec-

j

tion..betwixt the Pope & the Turke, as that he should
. banish a subiect for not obeying the Popes ordinance, speci-

ally in a matter of some sequele for the alteration of times
within his owne countries. 1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz' Surg.
in. x. 247 The dressing is of as great sequel and concern-
ment, as applyed medicines to Wounds.
tc. concr. Something developed from or pro-

duced by something else. Obs.
1669 W. Simpson Hydrol. Ckym. 246 Whatever parts, or

supposed simple Principles, any sort of Bodies are reducible
into, they are but the sequels or after-products.. of those
two real Principles, Water and Seed,

d. A/ed. = Sequela.
1897 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. II. 237 The nervous sequels in
mumps are not confined to cases which begin with such
nervous symptoms. Ibid. III. 56 In many of these [cases]
the lesions are rather of the nature of sequels.

f 4. That which follows or is thought to follow
as a logical consequence ; an inference. Obs.
1565 Jewel Repl. Harding (161 1) 19 It is a very simple

sequele, onely vpon remembrance of Christs Death to found
the Masse. 1585 Sandys Serin, viii. 133 The people pay
tithes of that they haue, therefore there must needes be
sufficient to maintaine them. If things were well ordered,
this sequele were good. 1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 20
So fareth it with the bodies and by sequele with the soules
of men. x622.Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman ifAlf u 152 Doe
they not . . make, I know not what vn-ioynted sequels, by which
after one errour granted, they runne into a thousand. 1646
Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. xi. 44 These, .are scarce Rhe-
toricall sequells, concluding metaphors from realities, a 1658
Lovelace Poems, Adv. to Brother vii, Tis a false sequel .

.

to suppose That, 'cause it is now ill, 'twill ere be so. 1689
Prior Ep. to F. Shepherd 39 Then he, by Sequel Logical,
Whites best, who never thinks at all.

+ 5. Sequence, order of succession ; also a number
of things in succession, a series. Obs.

*599'Shaks. Hen. K,v.ii. 361 The King hath graunted euery
Article: His Daughter first; and in sequele, all. 1615 Bp.
Anurewes Serm. (1629) 675 That second partis sett downe
in a sequele of foure. ^1638 Mede Wks. (1672) 581 The
Apocalypse . . hath marks . . whereby the Order, Synchronism
and Sequele of all the Visions therein contained may be
found out and demonstrated. 1713 Bentlev Rem. Disc.
Free-Thinking 1. (ed. 2) 18 Homer., wrote a sequel of Songs
and Rhapsodies, to be sung by himself for small earnings
and good cheer. 1716 If. Davies A then. Brit. III. 87 Mo.
linet having got the Sequal or chaine of 400 Brass Medals
of the Popes. 1771 Luckombe Hist. Printing 15 Signa-
tures., at the bottom of the page, to shew the sequel of the
sheets.

6. What happened or will happen afterwards
;

the ensuing course of affairs, subsequent train of

events, issue, resulX, upshot, fin sequel, after-

wards, subsequently, in the end. Obs.
1524 in Strype Eccl. Mem. I. 1. iii. 50, I do tremble to re-

member the End of all these high and new Enterprizes.
For oftentimes it hath been seen, that to a new Enter-
prize, there followeth a new Maner, and strange Sequel.
1567 Fenton 'J'rag. Disc. 140 b, His prophecie also seamed
fully verefyed in the sequeile of the licenceous lyuing of his
new wif. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Artaxerxes (1595) iors
He could not haue deuised a fitter place.., as it fell out in
sequell. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado m. ii. 137 O plague right
well preuented ! so will you say, when you haue seene the
sequele. 1666 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 24
By reason of some unlucky sequells of his first speedy com-
ing into this kingdome. .nee is brought into a lower con-
dition of fortune. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 334 Hee, after Eve
seduc't, unminded slunk Into the Wood fast by, . . To observe
the sequel. 17x1 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

176 Their lives are first taken away, and in sequel their
estates. 1714 Swikt Pres. St. Aff. (1741) n The October-
Club which appeared so formidaole at first.. proved in the
Sequel to be the chief Support of those who suspected them.
180a Paley Nat. Theol. xx. 386 Uses which discover them-
selves in the sequel of the process. 1835 Marryat y. Faith-
ful xxiv, Whether Captain Turnbull or I were right, remains
to be proved in the sequel. 1876 J. Parker Paract. 11. xviii.

295 We must await the sequel for a complete justification

of this course.

+ b. The remaining period (oftheyear, one's life).

1578 Lyte Dodoens vi. lxviu. 746 The Oke Apples.. for-

shewe the sequel! of the yeercby the liuing thinges that
are founde within them. 1586 Marlowe 1st Pt. Tamburl.
v. 1, That in the shortened sequel of my life I may pour forth
my soul into thine arms. 1619 Earl Suffolk in Fortescue
Papers (Camden)8o And all the sequel of my lyfe after,

lyue Your Majesties trwe subject and faithfull servaunt.

c. An age or period as following and influenced

by (a former period).

1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857) *• IO When this

step has been made.. there may generally be observed an-
other period, which we may call the Sequel of the Epoch,
during which the discovery has acquired a more perfect

certainty. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 32 The nine-

teenth century is what it is as the sequel, not of the eigh-

teenth century only, but of all the centuries that have pre-

ceded it.

7. The ensuing narrative, discourse, etc ; the

following or remaining part of a narrative, etc.

;

that which follows as a continuation ; esp. a literary

work that, although complete in itself, forms a

continuation of a preceding one.



SEQUEL. 485 SEQTTENCIAR.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. 1. Prol. (1533) 2 But of those dedes
me lyste nat here to shewe For in the sequele they shall

well appere. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV 1 b, What
profite. .succeded in the realme of England by the union

of the fornamed two noble families you shall apparantly

perceive by the sequele of this .. history. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 11. i. 122 Vol. I will write, .a thousand times as much :

And yet—. Sit. A pretty period : well : I ghesse the se-

quell. 1644 Vicars God in Mount 147 Which, .proved a
Babel I, a hill of confusion to them in the issue, as you shall

hear in the sequilt. 1653 Gataker Vind. Annot. Jer. 94
Wherein how they have either acquitted their Client, or

acquighted themselvs, the seqele shal shew. 1689 Locke
Govt. 11. ii. § 15(1694) 176, 1 moreover affirm, That [etc.]; And
I doubt not in the Sequel of this Discourse, to make it very
clear. 1710 Steele & Addison Toiler No. 253 P 13 The
Sequel of the Proceedings of this Day will be published on
Tuesday next. 1740 Cibber Apot. ix. 174 In Love's Last
Shift, and in the Sequel of it, the Relapse. 1794 Paley
Evid. 11. vii. (1817) 189, I will only observe, as a sequel of

the argument, the remarkable similitude between the style

of Saint John's Gospel, and of St. John's Epistle. 1858

E. A. Bond Russia (Hakl. Soc.) Introd. 1 The one [work]
serves as a sequel to or complement of the other. 1862

Stanley yew. Ch. (1877) '* xv- 297 This story has an interest

of its own . . independently of the grander narrative to which
it is a close sequel. 1884 D. Hunter tr. Reuss's Hist.

Canon xiii. 244 We shall meet with it again more than once
in the sequel of this history.

1 8. Phonetics. (See quot.) Obs. rare- 1
.

1706 Lhuyd Archxol. Brit. 35/1 Sequels, or such Con-
sonants as when they begin words, admit of none other

immediately after them; thothey '1 immediately follow, l.n.r.

t Se quel, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sequel sd.] That
followed after, subsequent.
1631 Lithgow Trav. vt. 293 The sequell morne, we marched

through a fiery faced plaine. Ibid. x. 488 After this, their

sequell answere being mortified, and I set at liberty.

t Sequel, v. Obs. rare. [f. Sequel *£.] trans.

To follow. Hence t Sequelled ///. a.

1594 Zepheria xl, If she shall attend what fortunes se-

quelFd The naufrage of my poor afflicted bark, Then tell

[etc.]. 1805 in Spirit Pubt. Jrnls. IX. 254 But ah ! who
can control his fate ? My sequel'd tale I'll brief relate.

II Sequela (s/TcwHa). PI. sequel© (s/kwrtQ-

[L. sequela : see Sequel sd.]

1. Path. A morbid affection occurring as the re-

sult of a previous disease. Chiefly pi.

c 1793 Encyct. Brit. (ed. 3) XI. 299/2 But. .these sequels
of this disease are perhaps more readily overcome by coun-
try air. 1816 A. C. Hutchison Pract. Obs. Surg. (1826) 115,

I had, recently, a case of the sequels of this malady. 1876
Bristowe Tk. <V Pract. Med. (1878) 529 The change.. is

sometimes a sequela of myocarditis.

b. trans/. A consequence.
1883 Spectator 28 Apr. (Stanf.), Those terrible sequelae

which interfere so deeply with human happiness. 1910

Q. Rev. Apr. 429 Ostentation and oppression on the part of
the rich with the sequels of vice, crime and demoralisation.

2. A person's followers (cf. Sequel sb. 1). rare.

1858-9 Marsh Eng. Lang. xxx. (i860) 673 The long e in

there, which Walker and his sequela make identical with
a in fate.

t Seque'larly, adv. Obs. rare~l
. [f. L. se-

quela Sequel sb. + -AR + -LY 2.] Subsequently.
1600 Sir J. Dowdall in Carew MSS. (1869) 353 (The

smoke of rebellion was first seen in..Magweyre, next in

Tyrone, and] sequelarly [in his confederates].

Sequence (srkwens). Also 4-6 aequens.

[ad. late L. sequentia, f. sequent-em, pres. pple. of

sequi to follow : see Sequent a. and -ence. Cf.

OF. sequence (13th c in Hatz.-Darm.), F. sequence,

Sp. secucncia, Pg. sequcncia. It. seguenza.

Orig. introduced (perh. through OF.) in the eccl. Latin

sense (7 below). In this use sequentia was a transl. of eccl.

Gr. aKo\ov9ia, which denoted a neume or prolonged succes-

sion of notes sung on the last syllable of the Alleluia. When
the Alleluia was adopted in the Western ritual, this neume
was retained, but it became usual to sing it to a separate

form of words, to which the name sequentia was transferred.

In its primary use the word first appears late in the 16th c]

I. Succession, following.

1. The fact of following after or succeeding ; the

following of one thing after another in succession
;

an instance of this.

1593SHAKS. Rick. I/, 11. L 109 For how art thou a King But
bytaire sequence and succession ? 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.

1. ii. § 2 For as in Man, the ripenesse of strength of the bodie

and minde commeth much about an age..; So in States,

Armes and Learning, .haue a concurrence or nere sequence

in times. 1644 Bulwer Chirol. 138 The ancient form of

absolution, .may be also exhibited by one Hand laid in

sequence of the other; or both conjoyned and held above

the head, a 1656 Bp. Hall Serm. Ps. cviii. 34 Wks. 1808

V. 240 What should I instance in that, whereof. .the whole

world is full : the inevitable sequences of sin and punish-

ment? 1833 Chalmers Const. Man (1835) II. 11. i. 143 The
constancy of nature's Sequences. 1843 Grove Corr. Phys.

Forces (1846) 6 If., we regard causation as invariable

sequence, we can find no case in which a given antecedent

is the only antecedent to a given sequent. 1843 Mill Logic

i. v. § 6. 1 39 Instead of Coexistence and Sequence, we shall

sometimes say, for greater particularity, Order in Place, and
Order in Time. 1862 Spencer First Princ. 11. iii. § 47 (1867)

163 Relations of which the terms are not reversible become

recognized as sequences proper ; while relations of which the

terms occur indifferently in both directions, become recog-

nized as co-existences. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb.

xvL (1878) 330 Now I must report another occurrence in

regular sequence. 188* [Laurie] Metaph. Nova * Vet.

115 There are fixed in his associative memory certain se-

quences as always occurring.

fb. In sequence of\ in pursuance or conse-

quence of. Obs.

11648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIIf (1649) 2° 2 The Cardinal!
. . having read them, deliver'd immediatly the Great Seale

;

In sequence thereof, also submitting himself to the King.
Ibid. 378 In sequence whereof, on the twelfth of March
following . . the Bishop . . returned the Protestants this answer.
Ibid. 394 France, where in sequence of a Protestation.. to
attend the French King.. he resolved to march.

c. In sequence : one after another.
X57S Gascoigne Posies, Weeds (1907) I. 463 Davids saluta-

cions to Berzabe wherein are three sonets in sequence,
written uppon this occation. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. lv. i. 37
Ti. Why lifts she vp her armes in sequence thus ? Mar. I

thinke she meanes that ther was more than one Confederate
in the fact. 1638 R. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 113
Fortune hath robbed me of it, for feare I should . .have two
pleasures in sequence. 1823 Southey Hist. Penius. War I.

20 The others were to be called upon in sequence. 1824
Landor It/tag. Cohv,, yohnson <y Home Tooke Wks. 1853
I. 160/2 You will wonder at finding both a hexameter and
pentameter, and in sequence.

2. Order of succession.

1586 A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1595) 4 Whereof the first

in sequence which I will deliuer vnto you.. shall be in the
state coniecturall. 1607 Shaks. Tit/ton v. i. 211 Tell Athens,
in the sequence of degree, From high to low throughout.
a 1631 Donne Lett. (1651) 60, I doubt . . not that I writing in

my dungeon of Michim without dating, have made the
Chronologie and sequence of my Letters perplexed to you.
1657 Sparrow Bk. Com. Prayer(i66i) 111 Wherein without
any consideration of the sequence of time, .the holy Doctrine,
Deeds and Miracles of our Lord are the chief matters of our
meditations. 1833 Caroline Bowles in Southey Corr.
(1881) 277 Admiration, disappointment, and disgust has been,
I think, the sequence of feeling with which I have read
them. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I, xix. 364 Works..
arranged in chronological sequence. 1867 W. W. Smyth
Coal «y Coal-mining 20 The annexed table exhibits the
natural sequence where all the strata are developed. 1873
Spencer Stud. Social, ii. 45 He asserts that there is a natural

sequence among social actions. 1875 Fortnum Maioiica iii.

24 The next example, two years later, in sequence of date.

b. Gram. Chiefly in sequence of tenses^ the

manner in which the tense of a subordinate clause

depends on that of the principal clause. Cf.

Consecution 2 b.

1848 J. T. White Xenophon's AnaA. 1. viii. § 15 (1872)

Notes 72What is in Latin the sequence of tenses is in Greek
the sequence of moods. 1891 Sonnenschein Plantus* Rudens
91 The sequence of tenses hie dico . . qui adomaret utfacial
ts Plautine. 1892 L. Kellner Hist. Outl. Eng. Syntax
% 371 Sequence of Tenses (' consecutio temporum .'. Princi-

pal tenses depend on principal tenses ; historical on historical.

3. A continuous or connected series (of things).

In 16th c. examples there is sometimes an allusion to the

specific sense 4.

1575 Gascoigne Posies, Flowers (1907) I. 85 Of such our
patrone here, The viscont Mountacute, Hath many comely
sequences, well sorted all in sute. Ibid., Weeds I. 463 In

the beginning of the booke [he] wrote this sequence. 1589
Pappe w. Hatchet E iij, I haue manie sequences of Saints.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, 1. vii. § 8. 35 b, In this sequence
of sixe Princes, we doe see the blessed effects of learning
in soueraigntie. 1616 I. T. A, B, Ct ofArmes C 4, A perfect

File is a sequence of men standing one behinde another.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sequences, answering Verses, or

Verses that answer one another sequentially ; [166 1 adds]

things that follow one another in order. <zi668 Lassels
Voy. Italy (1670) II. 183 This is one of the noblest palaces

in Rome for. -the rare sequensof chambers, one going into

the other. 18x3 Scott Peveril xii, Then came a long

sequence of reflections. 1829 Carlyle Voltaire Misc. 1840

II. 102 Neither is that sequence which we love to speak of

as * a chain of causes \ properly to be figured as a * chain \

1881 Daily Tel. 27 Dec. [The] orchestra struck up a sequence
of patriotic and loyal airs.

D. Mus. (See quots.)

175a tr. Rameati's Treat. Mus. 85 A Sequence, or Succes-

sion of Harmony, is nothing else but a Link or Chain of
Keys and Governing-notes. 1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Comp.
22/2 Sequences or chains of sevenths. 1867 MacFarrkn
Harmony (1892) S7 A Sequence, in the strict style, is the

repetition of a melodic or harmonic progression at a higher

or lower part of the scale, without a change of key.

O. Math, (a) A succession of natural numbers
in order, rare.

x88a Sylvester in A mer. Jml. Math. V. 291.

(b) An endless succession of numerical quantities

corresponding one to one with the natural numbers

1, 3, 3, etc., in order.

1910 Sheppard Algebra in Encyct. Brit. (ed. n) I. 611/2.

\c) spec. (See quot.)

1911 G. B. Mathews Number in Encyct. Brit. (ed. 11)

XIX. 850/1 A sequence is an unlimited succession of rational

numbers a\
t
a

% , a%
. . . am a^+i ... in order-type w) the

elements of which can be assigned by a definite rule, such

that when any rational number «, however small, has been

fixed, it is possible to find an integer w,so that for all posi-

tive integral values of « the absolute value of {om+n—

a

m) is

less than «.

4. Cards. A group of three or more cards of the

same suit following in numerical order; a 'run,'.

Phrase, in sequence. In Poker-, see quot. 1882.

'575 Gascoigne Posies (1907) i. 392 Untill she had . . turned

over and retossed every card in this sequence. 1656 Blount
Glossogr. s. v., A Sequence at Cards, is three of a sort that

answer or follow one another, in number or degree. 1680

Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 59 Picket. . .A Quart is a
sequeqee of four Cards, a Quint of five, a Sixism of six, &c.

These Sequences take their denomination from the highest

Card in the Sequence. 1746 Hovle Whist (ed. 6) 13 A
Sequence of King, Queen, and Knave. 1784 Cowper Task

t. 475 To divide and sort, Her mingled suits and sequences.

s8i6 Singer Hist. Cards 239 If a king is played, and you

have not the queen to form a sequence, you play the fool.

1868 Pardon CordPlayer 10 It is not necessary that the cards

of a sequence should be played In consecutive order. 1869

Browning Ring <y Bk. xi. 1601, I called king, Queen and
knave in a sequence, and cards came, All three, three only !

1882 Rules ofPoker 13 A Sequence Flush. Which is a se-

quence of five cards and all of the same suit. Ibid. 14 A Se-

quence. Which is all five cards not of the same suit but all

in sequence. 1883 Longm. Mag. Sept. 499 All the cards in

the hand being in sequence.

t b. ( A certaine game that standeth much on
sequences' (Cotgr.). Obs,

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxii, There he played.. At
post and paire, or even and sequence. .At the sequences.

5. Something that follows, a. A logical con-

sequence ; also f an inference, conclusion.
16*3 Day Dyall viii. (1614) 207 Vpon which Confession if

you please you may make these sequences : First what is

the right and interest of Princes in matters Ecclesiasticall

:

Secondly, that [etc.]. 1861 J. G. Holland Less. Life xi.

158 The logical sequence of disbelief in what Mr. Emerson
calls a ' pistareen Providence ' is a belief in pantheism or
polytheism.

b. A subsequent event ; sometimes contextually,

a consequent event, a result.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxxvi. (1856) 325, I am, I fear,

heterodox .. as to the direct action of remedies, and rarely
allow myself to claim a sequence as a result. 1858 Gen. P.

Thompson Audi Alt. III. 35 The Chinese felony and its

Indian sequences. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. iv, A move-
ment which was but a small sequence of her energetic
resolution. 1872 Yeats Growth, Comm. 9 Maritime com-
merce was the natural sequence to that along the courses of

rivers.

+ C. Event, end, issue, sequel. Obs.
1600 Surflet Country Farm in. lxxxiii. 621 You must see

to the ordering and continuing of your fire, ..euermore care-
fully looking vnto the sequence [orig. F. Veuenement\ and
successeof the worke. o 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII {1640)

402 They might afterwards repent their neglect of so great
an offer, so it prov'd true, as by the sequence will appear.

6. The quality of being sequent ; the fact of

following as a logical inference or as a necessary

result ; orderly connexion between successive events

or the successive parts of an argument or discourse

;

continuity, consecutiveness.
1828 Carlyle Goethe Misc. 1840 I. 263 These two classes

of works stand, .at first view, in strong contradiction, yet in

truth, connected together by the strictest sequence. 1831
— Sart. Res. 1. iv, In this remarkable Volume, it is true,.

.

[there is] a certain show of outward method ; but of true

logical method and sequence there is too little. 1841 Myers
Cath. Th. in. xlviii. 180 A series of contemporaneous utter-

ances, . . with no shape or sequence, no method or coherence.
a 1854 H. Reed Lect. Eng. Hist. ix. (1855) 282 As to the se-

quence, the connection of one with another, it is utter dark-

ness. x866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt ix, With strange sequence
to all that rapid tumult after a few moments' silence she said

[etc.]. 1870 Dickens E. Drood i, When any distinct word
has been flung into the air, it has had no sense or sequence.

1876 Freeman Norm. Conq. V. xxiv. 378 Whatever we say

of his premisses, his conclusions follow from them with a
sequence which cannot be gainsayed. 1908 R. Bagot A.
Cuthbert xx. 249 No ; every link was complete, every com-
bination of circumstances crushing in its logical and cruel

sequence.

II. 7. Eccl. A composition in rhythmical prose

or accentual metre said or sung, in the Western

Church, after the Alleluia and before the Gospel.

Sometimes called a prose : see Prose sb. 2.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 501 pis is that Robart
that made that sequence of the Holy Goost ; Sancti spiritus

assit nobis gratia, a 1400 Leg. Rood. App. 218 per clerkis

synge her sequens. c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (E.E.T.S.) 15

That gloryous hevenly queene .. In whoos worshepe this

sequence as I mene In hirefeestys is songen. c 1440
Alphabet of Totes 77 When bai war att be laste end of £e

sequens & had songen bis vers ; ' hunc diem gloriosum
fecisti '. c 1449 [see Pkose sb. 2]. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg.

430/4 Duryng that tyme men saye noo sequence for the

sequence sygnefyeth joye and consolacyon. 1513 Brad-
shaw St. Werburge 11. 1689 Playnly declaryng. . What.,
excellence Our sauiour shewed for his spouse openly, As is

rehersed at masse in her sequens. 1563 Homilies 11. ii.

Agst. Peril ofIdol. in. (1623)48 All our Legends, Hymnes,
Sequenses, and Masses, did conteme Stories, Laudes, and
Prayses of them [sc. the Saints]. 1725 J. Lewis Life Pe-
cock (1744) 158 The tropery.., a book of sequences. 1853
Rock Ch. of Fathers III. 11. xi. 21 This drawing out of

the notation for the Alleluia, they called the 'sequence*.

. .On all lower feast days the sequence, that is, the gradual
Alleluia, .was sung. 18.. Alleluiatic sequence [see Alle-
luiatic a,]. x88i Ld. Selborne in Encyct. Brit. XII. 583/2

The 'Golden Sequence*, 'Veni, sancte Spiritus' ('Holy
Spirit, Lord of Light ') is an early example of the transition

of sequences from a simply rhythmical to a metrical form.

1903 C E. Osborne Life Dolling xxiv. {1905) 229 The
sequence was that usual at the burial of the dead in Western
Christendom, the Dies tree.

T" b. A sequencer or sequence-book. Obs. rare~~l
,

1500 in Wordsw. & Littlehales Old Service-bks. (1904) 211

A boke of expownations and a sequens, both notyd.

o. Sequence book : a sequencer.

1862 Bp. Forbes in Ecclesiologist XXIII. 35 The Sarum
Tropers, or Sequence books.

Sequencer (srkwensai). Now Hist. [a. OF.
sequencier (AF. *sequencer), ad. L. sequentiarius :

see Sequentiaby.] A book containing sequences.

1488 in ArcJueologiaXLV. 118 A Primer anda Sequencer.

1904 Wordsw. & Littlehales Old Service-bks. Index, Se-

quentiale, Sequentiarius, a Sequencer, or Book of Sequences.

t Sequencery. Obs -° = Sequencer.
1483 Cath. Angl. 330/1 A Sequencery, troporium.

Seque'nciar. Hist. [ad. med.L. sequencid-

ritts ^sequentiarius).'] = Sequencer.
1904 Wordsw. & Littlehalss Old Service-bks. 207 Then
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the name ' Troper ' survived only as an alternate for the
j

'Sequenciar'.

Sequency (srkwensi). [ad. late L. sequeniia :

see Sequence and -ency.]

+ L = Sequence 7. Obs.

1641 R. B. K. Parall Liturgy -with Mass-Book 28 That

famous sequency of Pentecost. . . In some of their sequencies I

. . are contained praises of the B. Virgin.

f 2. The condition or fact of being sequent to.

1661 Glanvill Van. Dogtn. iv. 40 The sole difficulties

boot the Will, its nature, and sequency to the Understand- .

ing, &c have almost quite baffled inquiry.

f 3. = Sequence 5 a. Obs.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul n. in. iv. xxxiv, Why was this

world from all infinity Not made? saist thou: why? could

it be so made? Say I. For well observe the sequency.

4. The quality of being sequent, or of following

as a logical or natural consequence ; connexion

between successive events, or between the succes-

sive parts of an argument or discourse ; consecu-

tiveness.

1818 Coleridge in Lit. Rem. (1836) I. 231 The connexion
of the parts with the sum total of the discourse is maintained
by the sequency of the logic. 1826 E. Irving Babylon I. 1.

48 Were it redeemed and set free from.. the sequency of

cause and effect. 1857 J. W. Donaldson Ckr. Orthod. 164

A want of sequency in the narrative of events. 1879 Mere-
dith Egoist xxii, It was to suppose a sequency in the conduct
of a variable damsel.

Sequent (srkwent), a. and sb. [a. OF. se-

quefiiy ad. L. sequent-em, pres. pple. of sequi to

follow. Cf. Sp. siguiente, Pg. seguinte
%
seqiiente,

It. seguente, sequente.'] A. adj.

1. That follows or conies after. + a. That one

is about to say or mention
;

(the) following, en-

suing. Obs.
a 1560 Rolland Crt. Venus 1. 810 And scho in hand ane

letter had quhairon Hir charge scho red, quhais tennour

is sequent. 1607 Walter Diary (Camden) 15 There are

extant books in print, the one by an eye-witness, to the se-

quent event 1653 Ld. Brouncker tr. Des Cartes' Comfiend.
Mus. 37 Such as are set in the Sequent Figure. 1821 Rouge
et Noir 45 You'll find it in the sequent canto.

b. That succeeds or is subsequent in time or

serial order. Now rare.

1601 Shaks. Alls Well v. iii. 197 Of six preceding Ances-
tors, that Iemme Confer'd by testament to 'th sequent issue

Hath it beene owed and worne. a 1643 Ld. Falkland, etc.

Infallibility ( 1646)191 Miracles . . creditably recorded fromage
to age, both in the Evangelists and other sequent Histories.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Hen. VIII (1649) 553 Priviledges..

ofwhich Lodovicus Pius was in Possession,and all the sequent
Kings. 1651 Cartwright Cert. Relig. 1. 79 What primitive,

or sequent Church ever taught, .such doctrine as this ? 1667
Milton P. L. xn. 165 There he dies, and leaves his Race
Growing into a Nation, and now grown Suspected to a
sequent king. 4x763 Shenstone Econ. 11. 256 Virtue then
Requires the pruner s hand, the sequent stage It barely
vegetates. 1867 Emerson May-Day, etc., Wks. (Bohn) III.

439 Nor sequent centuries could hit Orbit and sum of Shak-
speare's wit 1873 M. Collins Squire Silchester ix, The
Rector", .enjoyed his sequent glass of port. 1887 Proctor
Cluince $ Luck 133 From his sequent remarks it appears
that he had very imperfect information.

c. That follows or moves in the train of another.

rare.
1612 Two Noble Kinsmen 1. ii. 65 Either I am The fore-

horse in the Teame, or I am none That draw i'th sequent

trace. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. v. 98 The coast, where Po
descends To rest in ocean with his sequent streams. 1874
Ruskin Val D'Arno (1886) 229 The treatment of light and
shadow in the figures of the Christ and sequent angels.

2. That follows as a result or a logical conclusion.

Const. to, on, upon.
1601 Shaks. Alls Well 11. ii. 56 Indeed your O Lord sir,

ts very sequent to your whipping. 1603 — Meas. for M.
v. i. 378 Immediate sentence then, and sequent death, Is all

the grace I beg. 1605 — Lean. ii. 115 The sequent effects.

1796 G. L. Way tr. Le Grands Fabliaux I. 52 Her son's

arrest, and sequent punishment. 1853 Zoologist II. 3871
Some of the inferences drawn are not sequent^ on the pre-

mises. 1878 P. Bayne Pur. Rev. iii. 82 The strictly sequent
corollary to the Puritan view of Antichrist,

3. Following one another in succession or in a

series ; successive.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. ii. 41 The Gallies Haue sent a dozen
sequent Messengers This very night, at one anothers heeles.

1870 Proctor Other Worlds xiii. 323 The never-ending

chain of sequent events. 1877; E. R. Conder Basis Faith
ii. 49 Every harmonious combination of events, sequent^ or

coexistent. 1881 J. Sully Illusions 163 A very similar kind

of unification takes place between sequent images under
the form of transformation. 1884 [Laurie] Metaph. Nova
ff Vet, 115 The series of sequent movements which in a dog
ends with the sensation of pain.

b. Characterized by continuous succession

;

forming an unbroken series or course ; consecutive.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ix, Like as the waues make towards

the pibled shore, So. .our minuites. . In sequent toile all

forwards do contend. 1688 Holme A rmoury in. xix. (Roxb.)

188/2 A file, is a sequent number of men standing one be.

hind an other, i860 Reade Zth Commandm. 318 A master-
piece of construction and arrangement, sequent, articulate,

clear, pointed. 187a xXvsKiuAratra Pentelici 114 Perfectly

arranged disposition of counted masses in a sequent order.

1875 Blackmore Alice Lorraine III. viii. 122 The sweet
face, more and more lit up with sequent thought. 1898
Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 58 Chamber to chamber of her
sequent brain Gives answer.

4. That forms a sequel or continuation.

1833 I. Taylor Fanat. Pref. 4 The nearly connected and
sequent subject.

486

B. sb.

f 1. A follower, attendant. Obs. rare—1
.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L, iv. ii. 142 And here he hath framed
a Letter to a sequent of the stranger Queenes.

1 2. A unit of a sequence ; esp. of playing-cards.

Cf. Sequence 4. Obs.
1620 E. Blount Horx Subs. 49 There bee others that de-

light in figures, and their words fall in, one after another

like sequents. 1730 Swift Game Traffic Wks. 1745 VIII.
169 Dame Floyd looks out in grave suspence For pair-

royals and sequents. 1734 Seymour Compl. Gamester 1.

(ed. 5) 93 (Picquet) Each is to examine what Cards he has
in his Hands of the same Suit, which are Sequents.

f 3. The following narrative; the subsequent

course of events ; the sequel. Obs. rarer2 .

1655 Terry Voy. E. India i. 36 A brave resolute man, as

the sequent will demonstrate, a 1661 Fuller Worthies^

Line. (1662)11. 164 Elias de Trekingham, was born.. at a
Village so called, as by the sequents will appear.

4. That which follows in order (of arrangement,

time, etc.).

1833 W. Wirt in J. P. Kennedy Life (1872) II. xx. 353
[The ' De Senectute ' is] infinitely superior, I think, to that
' De Ainicitia ' which . . follows it,—or even to the .

.
' Somnium

Scipionis', usually the sequent of the two former. 1893 Fair-

bairn Christ in Mod. Theol. n. ii. § 3. 55 The later [age] is

the sequent in time but not in thought of the earlier.

5. That which follows naturally as a result ; the

consequent of an antecedent ; also in logical sequent.

1838 Blackw. Mag. XLIII. 200 Conscience, morality, and
responsibility,.,may be shown to be based in consciousness,

and necessary sequents thereof. 1841 Myers Cath. TA.iv.

§ 5. 193 No human thought can deal with them . . as neces-

sary antecedents or sequents in any logical deductions. 1884

[Laurie] Metaph. Nova <jr Vet. 119 The relation of ante-

cedents and sequents. 1885 J. Martineau Types Eth. Th.

(1889) I. 464 Assuming an interval between the two sequents

(physical and mental) upon the molecular change. 1891

Speaker 2 May 528/1 Universal suffrage brought into France
in 1789 its logical sequent; the right of the voter carried

with it the duty of the defender.

Sequential (sitwe*nfal), a. [f. late L. se-

queniia Sequence : see -al.]

1. That follows as a sequel to. Of two or more
things : Forming a sequence.

1834 Chamb. yrnl. II. 82 A brief resume of these throng-

ing reminiscences must necessarily precede the telling of

the story sequential to them. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 209 Mental action, though disorderly and not sequen-

tial to the question put. 1906 Hibbert Jrnl. Oct. 219 These
two books, while not sequential, are closely related.

b. Path. Following as a secondary affection
;

occurring as a sequela to a previous disease.

xQzz-zgGood'sStudy Med. (ed. 3) V. 230 Sequential Labour
..Sequential, or after-pains as they are ordinarily called.

1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 606 Inflammatory cedema is

brought under the heading of phlegmonous laryngitis, pri-

mary and sequential.

C. Resultant, consequent.

1899 W. M. Davis in Geog. Jrnl. (R. G. S.) XIV. 487
' Initial ' is therefore a term adapted to ideal rather than
to actual cases, in treating which the term 'sequential' and
its derivatives will be found more appropriate. 1900 J. Orr
in U. P. Mag. Feb. 62/2 With these divisions of opinion on
the nature of the Church are connected many sequential
differences.

2. That is characterized by the regular sequence

of its parts ; continuous.
1844 * A. Wallbridge ' (title) The Sequential system of

Musical Notation ; a proposed new method of
>
writing

Music. Second edition. 1849 (title) The sequential book
of church music. No. 1.

1
i86z S. Lucas Secularia 67 K the

history of man has been in the main sequential. 1879 Car-
tentek Mental Phys. 1. viii. 346 The complete engrossment
of the consciousness by a particular series of Cerebral
changes, .enables those changes to proceed with more se-

quential regularity. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Nov. 4/2 There
is in this country ' no sequential teaching '.

3. Pertaining to sequency of thought, rarer''1 .

1853 Ruskin Stones Ven. III. ii. 38 God.. has given to the

man whom he means for a student, the reflective, logical,

sequential faculties.

4. Mus. Of the nature of a sequence.

1889 H. A. Harding Analysis of Form 5 A sequential

passage leads to an inverted dominant pedal point. 1891

Prout Counterpoint (ed. 2) 100 The sequential character of

the treble and tenor is maintained in the added alto part.

Hence Sequentially ad-'. ; Seqne'ntialismrtz/v

(see quot. 1848); Sequentia'lity, the quality of

being sequential.

1656 [see Sequence 3]. 1848 ' A. Wallbridge ' Council of
Four Advt., Sequentialism: The new Musical Reform.
Preparing for publication, the third edition of the Sequential

System of Musical Notation. 1855 Eraser's Mag. LI. 168

What common-place man . . has not dreams more lively and
more sequentially evolved than this cento of wire-drawn re-

flections? 1883 Harper's Mag. LXVIII. 158 The story is

remarkable for its fresh naturalness and sequentiality. 1891

Prout Counterpoint (ed. 2) 45 We may now employ the same
figure—especially sequentially—for several bars.

SeC[Tieiltiary(si'kwe ,

nJari). [ad.late'L.sequen'

tzdrius, f. sequentia Sequence.] = Sequencer.
1500 Ortus Vocab.y Troporinm [sicj, a tropor a sequen.

cyarye. 1857 Ecclesiologist XVIII. 205 An imperfect Se-

quentiary, apparently of the beginning of the fifteenth cen-

tury. 1891 Mrs. Hernaman in Nexvbery Ho. Mag. July V.

20 Missals and Sequen tiaries.

Sequently (srkwentli), adv. [f. Sequent a. +

-ly ^J In sequent order.

1905 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 527/1 The whole of the events of

the past few weeks flashed through his brain, clearly and
sequently.

SEQUESTER

II Sequere me. Surg. Obs. [L., lit. * Follow

me'.] The name of a flexible probe used in

mediaeval surgery.
a 1425 tr. Arderue's Treat. Fistula, etc. 8 Instrumentis

bat perteneth to be cure of be fistuie-..Of whiche be first is

called ' Sequere me '
—

' follow me '. Ibid. 15, 22.

t Seque'St, v . Obs. rare— 1
. [Badly f. L. sequi

to follow.] trans. To follow.

1567 Pikeryng Horestes 290 (Brandl), I thanke your grace,

I shal sequest your gratius mind herin. Ibid. 807 So a
wicked wight doth tourne Those that be good, and cause
them eke his euell to sequest.

[Sequest, v., in some Diets., is evolved from the

mispnr\tssequested,sequesting,for sequestred, -tring:

see Sequester v.]

t Sequester, sb.* Obs. Also 4 suquestre.
[a. L. sequester

;
prob. f. *seques-, *sequos a posi-

tion apart (whence secus adv., otherwise) ; the

etymological sense of the word (which is primarily

an adj.) would thus be ' standing apart '.] In

Civil Law, a person with whom the parties in a
suit deposit the thing contested until the case has

been decided. Also, in wider sense, a mediator.
c 1380 A ntecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wycl/f(1851) 125

But take we heede to be popes & cardinals bope;..&
dekenes & officials & sequestris. a 1400 in Eng. Gzlds^Syo)
363 And bat no man ne legge in lond ne in tenement by-fore

y-seyd, be whyle be suquestre ys bare set. *555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 309 Kynge lohn and pope Iuliusdyed both
in one day, wherby he [ Basilius] lacked a conuenient sequester
or solicitoure. 159a West 1st Pt. Symbol. §170, Thisdoth
take the possession from the parties in controuersie, and
giueth the same to the Sequester or indifferent man, to thend
he may deliuer the same to him that recouereth it. 1633
D. R[ogers] Treat. Sacr. i. 65 The Minister then is.. ap-
pointed as a Sequester betweene God and the Congregation.

t Sequester, sb.- Obs. [a. F. se'questre , ad. L.

sequestrum, orig. neut. of sequester adj. : see prec]

1. Sequestration, seclusion, isolation.

1604 Shaks. Oth. m. iv. 40 This hand of yours requires A
sequester from Liberty.

2. The office or court to which goods seized by
an act of sequestration are taken.

1568 tr. Gonsalvio's Sp. Inquis. 59 b, All the goodes and
merchandise which he brought with him.. were according

to their common vsage seised and taken into the sequester.

3. Path. = Sequestrum. [So in Fr.] 1 Obs.

1831 South Otto's Path. Anat. If. 146 A jelly-like mass
gradually hardens and becomes ossified, surrounds, like a
sheath,. .the necrotic bone, which is then called a sequester.

Sequester (s/kwe'stsi),^. Also4-9 sequestre.

[ad. late L. sequestr-dre to place in safe keeping,

to remove, separate, f. L. sequestr-, sequester : see

Sequester sb.1

Cf. OF. sequestrer (14th c), mod.F. se'questrer,Sp.secues-

trar, Pg. sequestrar, It. sequestrare.]

L trans. To set aside, separate, t&« To sepa-

rate and reject ; to eliminate ; chiefly in immaterial

sense, to set aside, dismiss from consideration.

C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 437 Sequestre we al mannes
lawe, supposynge Crists ordynaunce. 1430-40 Lvdg. Bockas
hi. xviii. {1554) 90 b, Poetes .. should be quiet fro worldly

mocion, And it sequester out of their remembraunce. 1537
Inst. Chr. Man O iij b, These be the wordes of Christe.

.

that we shulde sequester this care from us and seke for the

kyngdome of god. 1625 Hart Anat. Ur. 11. i. 53 Thirdly,

the great trouble, .nature hath in the expelling and seques-

tring such humours. 1661 Boyle Scept. Chew. iv. 259 They
presume, that they can sequester the sulphur even of

Minerals and Metalls.

f b. Ecel. To remove (a person) from the privi-

leges of church-membership, to excommunicate.
1395 Purvey Remonsir. (1851) 29 He shal be sequestrid, or

departid fro the chircbe, til he knouleche his gilt and amende
him. 14.. Fothergill MS. in Henderson York Man.
(Surtees 1875) Pref. 16 We curse and descry and fro the

boundes of all holy kyrke sequestre and depart all thos that

this illys hase done [etc.]. 1579 Fulke Heskzns' Part. 146

It is to be. .prayed for, lest while any being sequestred, is

separated from y6 body of Christe, he remaine farre from
health. 1643 Jer. Taylor Episc. (1647) 223 If their Bishop
have sequestred them from the holy Communion, they must
not be suffered to communicate elsewhere.

fc. With religious signification: To set apart,

consecrate to a particular service, to ' separate'. Obs.

1533 More Anstv. Poysoned Bk. 1. vi. (1534) 21 Hym
hath god the father specyally sequestred and seuered and
set asyde out of the nomber of all creatures. 163a Consecr.

Chapel Merstham Hatch in Legg \-jth cent. Consecr.

Churc/tes (1911) 141 And after the ascention of our Saviour

taught us by thy Apostles to distinguish [places] sequestred

for religiousexercises, from private houses. 1692 T. Watson
Body Divinity 332 This Lord's Day is to be sequestred and
set apart for Divine Worship. 1697 BurghopeZ>«'. Worship

147 Let him.. wholly sequester his soul to this work of

religion.

•f d. To remove from membership of a body, or

from a public office or station. Obs.

1571 Hooker Hist. Irel. (1587) 128/2 in Hotinshed, Euerie

person of the parlement ought to keepe secret . . the secrtts

and things spoken and doone in the parlement house . . vpon

paine to be sequestred out of the house. 16*9 Maxwell
Herodian 252 He tooke to wife. .Augusta, yet soone after

diuorced her, and .. sequestred her to a priuate Life. 1667

PEPYsZ>/ary3Dec.,The Court ofAldermen have sequestered

him from their Court till he do bring in an account. 176*

Hume Hist. Eng. III. liv. 164 Immediately after Strafford

was sequestered from parliament 1827 Hallam Const.

Hist. (1876) II. x. 165 Many had already been sequestered

from their livings.



SEQUESTER. 487 SEQUESTRATE.

e. To seclude (a person, thing, or place) from
general access or intercourse; to keep apart from
society. Now rare or Ods. exc. in Sequestered

///. a. *

c 1430 Pilgr, LyfMankode 11. xlvi. (1869) 93 For it is not
in my powere to sequestre him longe from thee. 1497 Bp.
Alcok Moms Perfect. B iij b, Herts sequestred from all

carnall desyres. c 1550 N. Smyth Herodian vi. 73 Those
which inhabite the Orient, are sequestred wyth great dis-

taunce of lande, and Sea. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iii. 75
Why are you sequestred from all your traine? 1604 E.
G[rimstone] D'AcostcCs Hist. Indies vi. xxvii, 489 They
laboured and tooke paines to sequester their children from
delights and liberties., imploying them in honest and profit-

able exercises, a 1626 Bacon War with Spain {1629) 1, 1

had wholly sequestred my thoughts from ciuill affaires.

1698 South Scrm. (1727) IV. 179 A Christian, in all Acts
of Duty, ought to sequester his Mind from all Respect
to an ensuing Reward. 1766 Life of Quiti ii. iS Cato..
being nine years sequestered in Mr. Addison's closet. 1805
Wordsw. Prelude ix. 116 Men Whom in the city, privilege
of birth Sequestered from the rest.

refi. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione lit. xxxvi. (1893) 106 Fewe
can fully sequestre & departe himself fro perissbing creatures.
a 1557 Mas. M. Basset tr. itfore's Treat. Passion M.'sWks.
1372/2 Sequestring themselfes from those wretched fetters

that haue so long holden theim in sinne. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. A bus. 1. (1879) 93 It shalbe lawful for a man to se-

quester himself from his owne wife. 1603 Florio Montaigne
1. xxxvtii. 1 19 It is not enough for a man to have sequestred
himselfe from the concourse of people.. .A man must se-

quester and recover himselfe from himselfe. 1657 North"s
Plutarch (1676) Add. Lives 34 He was resolved to sequester
himself from the world. 1753 Richardson Grandison (17B1)
VI. 339 But why, Ladies,., do you sequester yourselves from
the company? 1834 De Quincey Caesars Wks. 1859 X. 232
He sequestered himself from his subjects in the recesses of
his palace. 1847 — Joan ofArc ibid. III. 221 As surely as
the wolf retires before cities, does the fairy sequester herself
from the haunts of the licensed victualler.

f. To segregate, separate in thought from the
surroundings.
1841 Emerson Ess. Ser. 1. xii. 356 The virtue of art lies in

detachment, in sequestering one object from the embarrass-
ing variety.

To confiscate, appropriate, to take forcible

possession of.

a 1513 Fabvan CkroH.\\x. (1811) 363 Than the commons of
y* cytie. .toke certayne of the aldermen, & caste theym in
prysone, and sequestryd theyr goodes & dispoyled moche
therof. 1534 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546)
L viij b, The gouemours . .commaunded all the saied shyppes
to bee sequestred into theyr owne handes. 1621 Elsing
Debates Ho. Lords(C&mden) 21 His Majesty to be enfourmed
that there is just grounde for his Majesty to sequestre the
Seale, and then the L. Chancellor to come to the oarre. 1640
in Kymer Fadera (1735) XX. 429 We., thereupon have been
pleased to sequester the said Offices, into the Hands of
Philip Burlamachy. 1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 32 He
is in rebellion and his estate sequestered. 1855 Milman Lat.
Chr. ix. ii. (1864) V. 207 The German prelates were com-
manded, .to sequester the goods of all who had presumed
to assist in the incarceration of an archbishop. 1887 Pall
MallGaz. 2 June 7/2 The banker to-day sequestered some
State property, which was sold by auction.

3. Law. a. To remove (property, etc.) from the
possession of the owner temporarily ; to seize and
hold the effects of a debtor until the claims of
creditors be satisfied ; Eccl. to divert the income
of a benefice to the payment of debts due from the

incumbent, or for the purpose of making good di-

lapidations ; to hold the income of a benefice dur-
ing a vacancy for the benefit of the next incumbent.
1530 Palsgr. 709/1, I sequester, I put a thyng from the

possessoure by the auctorite of a judge. 1538 Starkey
England 1. iv. 127 He hath.. the admynystratyon of intes-

tate godys, by the reson wherof they be sequestryd from the
profyt of al the frendys of hym wych so dyed intestate.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii. 5 255 Both his Livings..
[were] sequester'd. 1731 Swift Advant. Repeal. Test Misc.
1735 V. 407 Every Bishop upon the Vacancy of a Church-

j

Living, can sequester the Profits for the Use of the next In-
!

oumbent. 1790 Dallas Amcr. Law Rep. 1. 399 The profits

of his property may be sequestered during war, but no for-

feiture can take place. 1884 Law Rep. 25 Chanc Div. 341
The Bishop.. was commanded to sequester the fruits and
profits of the rectory . .until he should have levied the sum
of ^2285 13 4-

transf andfg. 1678 Marvell Growth Popery Wks. 1872-5
IV. 251 But sequestring it [the Bible] only into such hands
as were interested in the cheat, they had the opportunity to
vitiate, .those Records by which the poor people hold their
salvation. 1837 Bancroft Hist. U. S. II. 417 The liberties

of New York were thus sequestered by a monarch [James 1 1]
who desired to imitate the despotism of France.

f b. To remove (property in dispute) from the

possession of contending parties in a suit, until

reference has been had to a third party as arbitra-

tor or umpire. Oos.

1604 R. Caworey Table Alph. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in
Worse T. To Rdr., For God and man beeing at ods, the
difference was Sequestred or referred into Chrtsts his hand
to end and umpire it. 1656 Blount Gtossogr.

O. To apply the process of sequestration to (a

person) ; to sequestrate the estate or benefice of.

1661 Baxter Apot. Nonconf. Min. 80 The Vicar was se-

questred by the Committee. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxv.

253 Thomas Morrison, Rector of Henly upon Thames., was
sequestred. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. Green ShuttersyiZ Sandy
. . was informing a bunch of unshaven bodies that the Gour-
lays were ' sequestered '.

t d. intr. (See quot.) Ods.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Sequester, is a Term used
in the Civil Law for renouncing, a-, when a Widow comes

into Court, and disclaims to have any thing to do, or to inter-

meddle with her Husband's Estate, who is Deceased ; she
is said to Sequester. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey).

f4. To withdraw into seclusion, to retire, keep
apart. Ods.
1627 Sclater Exp. 2 Thess. (1629) 286 Is it our pride.. or

what, that makes vs willingly sequester from such societie?

1644 Milton Areop, (Arb.) 51 To sequester out of the world
into Atlantick and Eutopian polities.. will not mend our
condition. 1838 New Monthly Mag. LIII. 541 Have you
no hobby whereon you may whisk yourself away from this

diurnal sphere, and so sequester from the real to the ideal ?

Hence Seqtie-storing vdl. sb. and ppl. a.
1620 Shelton Quix.n. xv. 91 And it might so be, that in

this time of sequestring, he might forget all his vanities.

1653 Bulwf.r Anthropomet. 60 The sequestring variance of
virile Nature. 1684 Baxter Twelve Argum. § 16 They
ordered the Sequestring of all Ministers that would not Fast
and Pray.

Sequestered (s/kwcstaid), ///. a. Also 7
sequestred. [f. Sequester v. + -ed 1.]

+ 1. Separated; cut off from congenial surround-

ings. Ods.
1600 Shaks. A. V. L. 11. i. 33 To the which place a poore

sequestred Stag That from the Hunters aime had tane a
hurt, Did come to languish. 1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide ix. 2
To humbler Strains, ye Nine, descend And greet my poor
sequester'd Friend. 178a Priestley Corrupt. Chr. I. v. 413
[They] suffer some grief in their sequestered state.

b. Under sentence of sequestration ; esp. Eccl.

Hist. Of the dispossessed clergy under the Com-
monwealth : Deprived of a benefice.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Gen. xl (1662) 1. 37 Next I desire
them to reflect upon aged sequestred Ministers ; whom, with
their charge, the (generally ill paid) fifth part will not maintain.
1663 Cowley Cutter Colt/tan St. v. xiii, Fifteen hundred
pounds a year is no ill match for the daughter of a Sequestred
Cavalier. 1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 79 He is a poor
sequestred Parson. 1808 W. Wilson Dissent. Churches I.

366 At Cliff.. he succeeded Dr. Griffith Higges, the seques-
tered minister.

t c. Of estates, benefices, etc. : In sequestration.

1649 {title) Two Resolutions of Parliament respecting
Tenants of Sequestred Estates. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law
Scot. 11. xii. § 58 The rules by which a judicial factor on a
sequestered estate ought to conduct himself,

t d. Chem. Separated, eliminated. Ods.
1661 Boyle Scept. Chem. iv. 260 These sequestered sub-

stances.

2. Sheltered, retired, secluded.
1658 J. Robinson Eudoxa Pref. 2 Neither my Genius, nor

calling, will allow me a sequestred time, to dwell long upon
any subject. 1750 Gray Elegy 75 Along the cool sequester'd
vale of life They kept the noiseless tenor of their way. 1773
Cowper Ode to Peace 17 And wilt thou quit the stream . . The
grove and the sequester'd shed, To be a guest with them?
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxxv, To this sequestered spot
Colonel Ashton had guided the stranger. 1878 H. S. Leigh
Toiun Garland 204 In a part of a suburb sequestered and
gloomy I took up my quarters a twelvemonth ago.

b. Of persons: Retired, living a secluded life or

in a quiet, unfrequented place.

1655 Fuller Ch, Hist. vi. i. §25 These Bonehomes,..(the
poorest of Orders) and Eremites, (the most sequestred of
pegging Fryers) had two.. Convents in England. 1783
Watson Philip III, iv. (1793) 1. 433 This imputation had often
been cast upon the Morescoes, by speculative and sequestered
men, who had no access to know the truth of their assertion.

1814 Wordsw. Excurs. v. 718 In powers of mind, In scale
of culture, few among my flock Hold lower rank than this

sequestered pair. 1834 De Qcincey Carsars iv. Wks. 1890
VI. 323 The Emperor, himself a sacred and sequestered
creature, might be supposed to enjoy the secret tutelage of
the Supreme Deity.
transf. 1643 Sir T. Browne Rettg. Med. 11. § 10 Those dis-

ordered motions, which accompany our sequestred imagina-
tions. i8*s Scott Betrothed xxii, The household of the
Lady Eveline, .was of a solemn and sequestered character,
corresponding to her place of residence. 1868 Browning
Ring fy Bk. 11. gSgConfess. .That, O Pompilia, thy seques-
tered eyes Had noticed.. More of the Canon, than that [etc.J.

t Sequcsterer. Ods. rare. Also 6 seques-
trer. X'- Sequester W. + -ER 1

.] « Sequester sd.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Widcker 682/7 ffic sequestarius, a se-

questered 1555 W. Watreman Fardle Fachns lb i. 113
He that was the sequestrer of the couenante, becometh
suretie for the parties.

t Seque*sterment. Ods. rare. [f. Seques-
ter v. + -MENT.] A private, secluded situation.

1778 Saberna 12 Seek out some lone sequesterment to
dwell, Where spirit-shapes repair at dewy eve. 1835 J. P.
Kennedy Horse Shoe Robinson vii. (i860) 88 The sequester-
ment of the Dove Cote was not sufficient to shut out the
noise nor the intrigues of the war.

t Sequestrable, a. Ods. Also 7 sequester-
able. [f. Sequester v. + -able.]

1. Capable of being sequestered, liable to seques-

tration.

1652-3 in Royalist Comp. Papers, Lanes. (1891) I. 185 Her
Sonne Henry at that tyme was..noe way for his parte

Seq*^ 10
, but hath ever bene a Protestant and a well wisher

to the Parliament. 1656 in Burton's Diary (1828) I. 95
Persons not only sequestrable, but actually sequestered.

1807 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. V. 200 Life-interests, such as

entailed estates, church-livings and annuities, should be
wholly sequestrable with less ceremony.

2. Separable.
1661 Boyle Scept. Chem., Physiol. Consid. 34 Harts-Horn,

and divers other Bodies.. that abound with not uneasily
sequestrable Salt.

Seque'Stral, a.1 nonce-wd. [f. L. sequestr-,

sequester adj. (see Sequester) + -al.] (See quot.)

1853 Whewell Grotius III. 365 Virgil calls a truce a se-

questrnl peace [Grotius qnanqnam Virgilius pacem seques-
iratu dixit (Mn. xi. 133)!, which Servius, on the passage,
explains as a temporary peace.

Sequestra! (sflcwe'stral),*?.2 [lSequestr-um
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to a sequestrum.
1887 Buck's Handbk. Med. Set. V. 128/1 Around the

sequestral tube the bone has the involucral thickening.

t Seque'Strate, a. Ods. Also 6-7 sequestrat.
[ad. late L. sequestral-us, pa. pple. of sequestrdre :

see Sequester v. and -ate 2
.]

1. Separated, cut offfrom.
1482 Monk ofEvesham (Arb.) 57 We came to a ful grete

fylde, and as hyt semyd hyt was sette yn a lowe grownde
sequestrate and departyd from al othir. 150a Atkynson tr.

De Imitatione 1. i. (1893) 153 And who so may haue the iey
of theire soule sequestrate in worldlye thynges, in this scrip-
ture of our lorde may fynde swete manna. 1600 W. Wat-
son Decacordon (1602) 48 Religious men., wholy sequestrate
from the world in body and mind. 163a Lithcow Trav. v.

194 Mount Libanus is sequestrate from the circum-iacent
Regions.

b. Politically separate, independent.
1632 Lithgow Trav. 1. 25 The other sequestrate Tuscan

iurisdiction, is the little comonwealth of Luca. Ibid. 1. 39
This sequestrat Citty [Venice].

2. Sequestered, retired, secluded.
1632 Lithcow Trav. vi. 297 Their dwellings being in se-

questrate dennes. Ibid. vm. 352 [They] made merry with
vs in . . the best cheare their sequestrate cottage could afford.

1803 Forsyth Beauties Scot. I. 342 It is.. easy, by planting
their banks, to beautify.. a variety of sequestrate spots.

Sequestrate (si'kwe-str/it), v. Also 6-7 Se.

sequestrat. [f. late L. sequestrdt-
y ppl. stem of

sequestrdre : see Sequester v. and -ate 3.]

1. trans. To remove, put away ; to seclude, keep
away from general access or intercourse ; to put
in a place of concealment or confinement. = Se-
quester v. 1. Now rare.

1513 Douglas Mneis xi. iii. 76 Tuelf days of trewis thai
band, to stanch debait, For to kepe pece and weris sequestrate.
ci555 Harpsfield Divorce Hen. VIII (1878) 199 A celes-
tial spouse, from whom she shall never be sequestrated and
divorced. 1582-8 Hist. <$• Life Jas. VI (1804) 54 We . . were
compellit to sequestrat hir for a seasoun in preseoun. 1733
Arbuthnot Ess. Effects Air \\\. 192 In general Contagions,
more perish for want of Care and Necessaries, than by the
Malignity of the Disease ; they being, as it were, seques-
trated from Mankind. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xxvi, My pur-
pose went no farther than to sequestrate Alexius for a little

time from the fatigues of empire. 1840 De Qxjincky Essenes
(1887) 260 A sect sequestrating themselves and locking up
their doctrines as secrets.

2. Law. a. To divert the income of an estate

or benefice, temporarily or permanently, from its

owner into other hands. Cf. Sequester v. 3.
1609 Skene Reg. Maj. 63 Gif the patronage of anie kirk is

sequestrat in the Kings hands, be reason of the contumacie
of the patron [etc.]. 1804 Wellington in Gurw. Desp.
(1837) III. 26 It appears that half the revenue of the office..

has been lately sequestrated. 1839 W. O. Manning Law
Nat. iv. v. (1875) 189 A right to sequestrate the taxes.

1871 Smiles Charac. viii. (1876) 217 When.. all his worldly
estate had been sequestrated.

b. - Sequester v. 3 c. Ods. exc. Hist.
1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 14, I shall., seperate AH

matters on both sydes, and than sequestrate Thone syde.
1650 W. Dundas Let. to Cromwell 9 Sept., When Ministers
of the Gospel have been, .sequestrated.

f c. = Sequester v. 3 b. Ods.
1656 Blount Glossogr. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1806J III.

xlix. 778 To compromise all differences, it was agreed to se-

questrate it [a fortress] into the hands of the infanta as a
neutral person.

d. Scots Law. (a) To place (lands, belonging to

a bankrupt, or of disputed ownership) in the hands
of a judicial factor or trustee, for the prevention of

waste, or in order that the income arising may be
applied for the benefit of the creditors, (d) In
modern use : To place (the property of a bankrupt)
in the hands of a trustee to be divided among the
creditors; hence popularly , to make (a person)
bankrupt.
1726 [see Sequestrated], 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, viii, The

Deanses at Woodend !— I sequestrated them in the dear
years, and now they are to flit, they'll starve. 1838 W. Bell
Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Sequestration, The Court may, if they
think proper, sequestrate the rents, and appoint a judicial
factor. 1900 A. H. Millar Forf. Estates Papers (S.H.S.)
Introd. 15 The creditors sequestrated many of the estates.

f e. intr. or adsol. To perform an act of seques-

tration. Ods. rarer"1
.

1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. xii § 56 The debtor's
consent to sequestrate. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i, Landlord
sequestrates—creditors accept a composition.

3. trans. To confiscate. = Sequester v. 2.

1640-1 Kirkcudbr. Coium. Min. Bk. (1855) 157 The whole
goodes, geir, cornes, cattle, rentes and uthers perteintng to
thame, and now to the publict, are sequestrate and appryset
to the use of the public. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India
1 1. 447 He did not long enjoy this accession to his resources,
being shot as he sat in his court by a chief, whose Jagir he
had sequestrated, i860 Motley Netherl. (1868) II. xv. 224
They found it convenient.. to sequestrate for their own
private uses the property of the Catholic Church.
Hence Seque-strated ppl. a., in senses of the

verb ; also rarely f « Sequestered.
1726 Index Acts ofSederunt s. v. Factors, That Factors

upon sequestrated Estates, shall make and produce Rentals
of the Estate. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. Introd. note, An
ancient sequestrated garden. 186s Good Words VI. 143
Auctions and sales of sequestrated furniture.



SEQUESTRATION.

Sequestration (sfkwestr^-Jan) Forms : 4-5
sequestracoun, 5 sequestracyo(u)n, 5-6 seques-

tracion, 6 sequestratioun, 6- sequestration,

[ad. late L, sequestration-cm, f. L. sequesirare : see

Sequester v. Cf. OF. sequestration, Sp. secuestra-

cion, Pg. sequesiracao, It. sequestrazione.]

1. An act or the action of sequestering, banish-

ment, exile; esp. Eccl., a cutting off from the

prinlegesofChurch-membership,excomm«nication.

c 1400 Apot. Loll. 20 How bat we spek of curse oiber it bat is

dedly,. -or it bat is sequestracoun of be iust man fro comyn.

a 1450 in Myrc Par. Pr. (1902) 63 Alle bat brekuth or let-

tuth sequestracion of any prelatys, wit-oute here leue. 1581

Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor.^$7 A^opio-ubs. Sequestration.

Whereby all offendours whatsoever, were excluded from

the Sacraments. 1663 A ron-bimnucha 2 The gall and worm-
wood of his exile, was, his sequestration from the Ark, the

holy Ordinances and worship of his God. 1854 Milman
Lat.Chr. m. vL (1864) II. 89 The punishment of delinquents

was sequestration from the oratory, the table, and the com-
mon meetings. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sequestration,

.

. seclu-

sion of infected persons or of lunatics.

b. trans/. Separation, disjunction.

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. ii. (1898) I. 112 The fatall se-

questracion of our sowle and bodye. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 1.

iii. 351 It was a violent Commencement in her, and thou
shalt see an answerable Sequestration. 1666 Boyle Orig.

Formes fy Qua/. 266 This Antimony seem'd to have been a
little refin'd by the sequestration of its unnecessary Sulphur.

184a Mrs. Browning Grk. Chr. Poets (1863) 177 Protesting

. .against the sequestration of pauses.

•f c. Setting apart, consecration. Obs. rare.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 58 Professions, Sequestred by
God, (and in that Sequestration confirmed by Policyj) for

the good of Mankind. 1681 Flavel Metk. Grace xvi. 301

This blood., was prepared by his voluntary sequestration,

or sanctification of himself to this very use or purpose.

2. A state of being sequestered, separation, se-

clusion, retirement.

1565 in Strype Ann. Re/. (1709) I. xlvii. 476 To have some
greater Restraint put upon the Lady Lenox and some harder
Sequestration than she now hath. 1599 Shaks.//*;/. V, 1. i.

58 And neuer noted in him any studie, Any retyrement, any
sequestration, From open Haunts and Popularitie. 1628

Fbltham Resolves 1. xciv. 274 It is no other, but a place of

retyring, and sequestration from the World. 1648-99 J.

Beaumont Psyche xxm. clxxvi.(i702) 354 Her Phylax tird

with his long Sequestration From his dear Charge. 1791
Burke Corr. (1844) III. 213 You observe that a sequestra-

tion from the connexions of society, makes the heart cold

and unfeeling. 1835 Wordsw. Death Charles Lamb 121

O gift divine of quiet sequestration ! 1863 Cowden Clarke
Shaks. Char. xiv. 350 [She] had shown her enduring con-

sciousness of the injuries she had sustained, by a sixteen

years* sequestration of herself from his side.

fig. 1647 Fuller Good Th. in Worse T. To Rdr., I

earnestly desire that in heaven both thou and I may ever

bee under Sequestration in that Mediator for Gods glory.

3. Law. a. The appropriation of the income of

a property in order to satisfy claims against the

owner ; esp. Eecl., a writ diverting the income of

a benefice to the advantage of the creditors of the

incumbent.
1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 432 Arreistment and se-

questratioun of the money foirsaid. a 1704 T. Brown Two
Ox/. Scholars Wks. 1730 I. 7 The Churchwardens tell me,

that they have a sequestration upon my living.

b. Ecd. (See quot. 1641.)
1575-6 Act 18 Slit. c. 11 § 5 The Ordinary, .shall grante

the Sequestracion of suche Proffites to suche Inhabitante.

.

wlbin the Parrishe. 1641 'Vermes de la Ley 246 Sequestra-

tion . .is used also for the gathering of fruits and profits of a

benefice voyd, unto the use of the next Incumbent. 171a

PrideAux Direct. Ch.-wardeus (ed. 4) 102 On a Suspension

there must be a Sequestration for the serving of the Cure.

1827 Hallam Const. Hist. iv. (1876) I. 180 They were in

consequence suspended from their ministry, and their livings

put in sequestration.

c. An order of court appointing the goods of a

deceased person whose executor or executors have

renounced probate, to be secured and administered;

also, a writ of Chancery empowering commissioners

or a sheriff to seize the property of the person

against whom it is directed.

1591 Wills <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) II. 199 For probate

bondes and regestring 16s. 4d. For relapsinge of the seques-

tration 5s. 2d. 1641 Termes de la Ley 246 Sequestration.

.

is used also for the act of an Ordinary, when no man will

medle with the goods and chattels of one deceased. 1768

Blackstone Comm. III. xxvii. 444 If he eludes the search

of the Serjeant also, then a sequestration issues to seise all

his personal estate, and the profits of his real. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) II. 102 Sir John.. stood out all process of

contempt to a sequestration. 1884 [see Sequestrator].

f d. The separation of a matter of controversy

from the contending parties and its reference to an

umpire or arbitrator. Obs.

1593 West 1st Pt. Symbol. § 17 A, The keeping of a thing

litigious is called Sequestration, which is therefore defined,

the deposition of a thing in controuersie.

e. Seizure of the possessions of a subject by the

state ; esp. the act of a belligerent power in seizing

debts owing from its own subjects to the opposing

power.
1568 tr. Gonsalvio's Sp. Fnquis. 41 b, They made Seques-

tiation of the ship and goods, and caried the child to prison

with the rest of his company. 1654 {title) An Ordinance for

the better ordering and disposing the Estates under Seques-
tration. 1660 {title) An Act for Repeal of two Acts for Se-

questrations. 176Z-71 H.Walpole Virtue's Anecd. Paint.

(1786) II. 279 He paid 545/. for his delinquency and seques-

tration. 18*3 Scott Peveril i, His former delinquencies..

488

were severely punished by fine and sequestration. 1903
Mori.ey Gladstone vrn. i. (1905) II. 248 The Cabinet, .con-

i sidered the sequestration of the customs' dues at Smyrna to
be practicable.

f. Scots Law. (See Sequestrate k. 2 d.) (a)

The placing of lands (belonging to a bankrupt, or

of disputed ownership) under the control of a judi-

cial factor or trustee, (d) In modern use : The
placing of a bankrupt's estate in the hands of a

I trustee for division among the creditors.

1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 11. xii. § 55 Sequestration
! of lands, .is a judicial act of the court of session, whereby

the management of the subject sequestered is taken from
the former possessor, and intrusted to the care of a factor

i or steward named by the court. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law
Scot. s.v. Sequestration, A petition praying for the seques-
tration of a land estate. 1870 Standard 16 Nov., The plain-

tiff, as the assignee of the Rev. J. Storie, who had become
insolvent, brought this action to recover the total sum which
had been paid to the defendant during the existence of the
sequestration.

4. Seizure, confiscation.

1640 in Rymer Feedera (1735) XX. 429 We. .have accord-
ingly, .commanded our said Secretary to see the Sequestra-
tion [of the Office of Postmaster for foreign Parts, etc.] put
in speedy Execution. 1694 Milton's Lett. 0/ State 316
Upon this News, Antony and Manuel, .presently look'd

upon the Goods as their own, . . covering this Fraud of theirs

with a Sequestration of English Goods that soon after en-

su'd. 1895 R. Olney in Cnrr. Hist. V. 157 To resent and to

resist any sequestration of Venezuelan soil by Great Britain.

5. Path. (See quot.)

1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sequestration, formation of a Se-
questrum.

6. attrib.

1648 {title) An additional Ordinance of Parliament for the

better regulating and speedy bringing in the Sequestration

Monies out of the Estates of Papists and Delinquents. 1816

G. J. BellCVwwm. Laws Scot. (1826) II. 313 The proper manu-
facturing of the rude materials into a commodity, brings a
person within the reach of the Sequestration Act, Ibid.,

The provision which extends the Sequestration Law to

manufacturers.

Sequestrator (sf'kwestre'tai). [a. late L. se-

questrator, agent-n. f. L. sequestrdre : see Se-

questrate z».] One who sequestrates ; a trustee

or bailiff having control of property upon which

there are claims by creditors. Also, a person

named in a writ of sequestration as authorized

to collect and administer the income of a seques-

trated estate.

1646 T. Edwards Gangrena 1. 62 Sequestratours, Collec-

tours, Receivers, a 1658 Cleveland CI. Vind. (1677) 99 The
Committee-man hath a Side-man, or rather a Setter, hight

a Sequestrator. . . He is the States Cormorant, a 1689 M ks.

Behn tr. Cowley's Plants vi. C.'s Wks. 1721 III. 453 The
Warriour may a while his Spear forsake, But Sequestrators

will no Respit take. 1712 Prideaux Direct. Ch.-wardens
(ed. 4) 102 The.. Church-wardens, or other Sequestrators,

are to Account to him for.. the Profits. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 188 The Puritan, a conqueror, a ruler, a
persecutor, a sequestrator, had been detested. 1884 Cave
in Law Times Rep. LI. 661/1 Persons who were named as
sequestrators in a writ of sequestration against B.

b. fig. One who sets apart, a separator.

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 381 Even that first and worst
Sequestratour, that sequestred man from his God, and so
from his Happinesse.

I
Sequesti*atrix. Obs. rare~\ [a. L. *se-

questratrix, fem. of sequestrator Sequestrator.]

A female sequestrator.

1657 H. Pinnell tr. Paracelsus* Three Bks. Philos. 9
Separation.. is the sequestratrix that gives to everything

its form and essence.

t Sequestree*. Obs. [f. Sequester v. + -ee.]

= Sequestrator.
1611 Cotgr., Gardien de biens, a Sequestree, or keeper of

the goods of an indebted, or condemned person, seised by
order of Law. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. in. i. § 30
In which case a salary to the sequestree for his trouble is

either expressed or implied. 1845 Sarah Austin Ranke's
Hist. Re/. III. 309 The elector of Saxony. .offered to place

all the suppressed convents under sequestration ; the se-

questrees..were to pledge themselves to the emperor to

allow nothing to be abstracted from the property, till a
council should decide on its application.

SequestrOtomy (sfkwestnrtomi). Surg. [f.

SEQUESTR-UM + Gr. -TOfua a cutting.] The opera-

tion for the removal of a sequestrum.

1876 Dunglison Med. Lex.,Sequestrotomy, a hybrid term

for the operation for necrosis. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.

II Sequestrum (si'kwe'strz'm). Path. PI. se-

questra. [mod.L. use of L. sequestrum some-

thing separated, neut. of sequester adj. ; see Se-

quester sb.~\ A detached piece of bone lying

within a cavity formed by necrosis. Also applied

to a portion of skin separated by disease from the

surrounding parts. Cf. Sequester sb? 3.

1831 South Otto's Patk.Anat. II. 146 One or several holes

..which.. produce an outlet for the continually absorbed

and diminished sequestrum. 1859 J. Tomes Dental Surg.

74 The teeth, whether permanent or temporary, implanted

in the sequestrum, are usually lost. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med, VI. 584 A zone of ulceration, which leads to the

gradual separation of a sequestrum of skin.

attrib. 1891 Century Diet., Sequestrum forceps. 1895

Catal. Surg. lustr. 38.

Sequill, obs. form of Sequel.

Sequin (sf'kwin), sb. Now Hist. Also 8 ze-

quin. See also Chequeen, Zecchin. [a. F. sequin,

SERAGLIO.

ad. It. zecchino, f. zecca the mint (= Sp. seca), ad.

Arab. sikkah die for coining, whence Sicca.]

1. An Italian gold coin (originally Venetian),

worth about 9 shillings. Also used as a name for

a former Turkish coin, the sultanin.

1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 292 At Naples, .ten quatrines make
one sequin. 1677 tr. Tavcrnier's Grand Seigniors Seraglio
14 The Scherif, otherwise called Sequin, or Sultamne.
a 1701 Maundrell yourn. Jems. 6 Apr. (1810) 136 For
which they pay the Turks a rent of one zequin a day. 1788
Jefferson Writ. (18^9) II. 464 The government of Algiers
demands of France sixty thousand sequins, or twenty-seven
thousand pounds sterling. i8ao Shelley Let. Pr. Wks.
(1888) II. 316, 1 bought the vases you saw for about twenty
sequins less than Micale asked. 1870 Disraeli Lothair
Ixxii, Velvet bags, one full of pearls, another of rubies,
others of Venetian sequins. 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si.

xxxiv, Moidores and sequins [etc.].

2. A small spangle used in the ornamentation of
dresses, etc.

1882 Daily News 3 June 3/1 Never before, probably, have
dress trimmings been more artistic than they are now. Se-
quins are the newest. 1891 Leeds Merc. 27 Apr. 4/7 The.,
sleeves studded thickly over with tiny glittering silver se-

quins. 1909 'Vernon Lee' in Eng. Rev. Feb. 454 Slave
girls with stuff of striped silver about their loins and sequins
at the end of their long hair.

3. attrib. and Comb.: (sense 1) sequin gold;
(sense 2) sequin-sewn, -weighted adjs.

; f sequin-
hazard = Chicken-hazard.
1837 Disraeli Venetia v. viii, The gilding, although of

two hundred years' duration, as bright, .[etc.] : *Sequin
gold, as the Venetians tell you. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Man of Many Fr. II. 8 If any body had a desire

for a little *sequin hazard, there were such things as dice
at hand. 1896 Westm. Gaz. 28 May ^3/1 To much mani-
pulate or trim embroidered and *sequm sewn fabrics were
to defeat their charm. 1904 Ibid. 7_Jan. 3/2 An evening
frock of black chiffon with wide insertion of *sequin-
weighted lace.

Sequin (srkwin), v. [f. Sequin sb.] trans. To
ornament with sequins. Hence Se'quined///. a.

1894 Daily News 5 June 6/4 Sequinned net. Ihid. 22 June
6/7 The gold bonnet was sequinned in pink and green. 1905
Mrs. C. N. Williamson Castle of Shadows v. no A tall

woman in sequined black tulle.

It
Sequitur (se*kwit&i). [L. — it follows.]

An inference or conclusion which follows from

the premisses. Cf. Non sequitur.

1836 J. M. Gully Magendie's Fortnul. (ed. 2) 184 note,

I do not see the sequitur in this sentence. 1837 Barham
Ingot. Leg., Spectre Tapp., Mr. Maguire. .looked as if he
did not quite subscribe to the sequitur. 1863 Cowden
Clarke Shaks. Char. ii. 57 What a reason to give for his

being in a state of perdition ! . . —what a ' sequitur ' !

Sequoia (s/kw0n*ia). [mod. Latin (Endlicher,

1847) ; after Sequoiah, a Cherokee, who invented

a syllabary for writing his native language.]

A genus of large American coniferous trees be-

longing to the Abielinee ; a tree of this genus.

Cf. Redwood sb. 2. Popularly often called

Wellingtonia, the name given by Lindley, 1853.
1866 Treas. Bot., Sequoia (including Wellingtonia). A

genus of the Abietinse tribe of Coniferx from North-western

America, closely allied to SciadoPitys. 1870 Emerson Soc.

«$• Solit., Farmirig Wks. (Bohn) III. 60 The mammoth Se-

quoias rose to their enormous proportions. 1878 J . E. Tavlor
Flowers 61 The Sequoias (better known as Wellingtonias)

ofwhich there are now only two species. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 123 There is the 'curly redwood , due to the se-

quoia taking a twist when young.

Sequyle, obs. north, form of Sequel.

Ser, obs. form of Seab v.

148a Cely Papers (Camden) 122 Lette hym [a horse] ron

in a parke tyll Hallowtyd and then take hym wpe and ser

hym and lette hym stand in the dede of whynter.

Ser, obs. f. Sear a., Sir ; obs. Sc. f. Sore adv.

Ser, variant of Seek 2
.

1819 F. Hamilton Nepal 216, 72 Paises= i Ser=lb. avoir-

dupois 1666. 184a Vigne Trav. Kashmir I. 196 The ser

at Lodiana is equal to about 2 lbs. English.

Ser., abbreviation of Series.

f Sera. Mil. Obs. [? a. It. serra a tight place,

vbl. sb. f. serrare to shut up, press.] At the sera

:

at close quarters.

1591 Garrards Art Warre 7 Which at the Sera and close

is very necessarie.

Sera, obs. form of Seer 2
, Serai.

Serabite, obs. form of Sarabaite.

Serac (serse-k). [a. Swiss-Fr. strac, orig. the

name of a kind of white cheese ; the transferred

application was doubtless suggested by similitude

of form.] (See quot. 1898.)

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vii. 51 These ridges are often cleft

by fissures . . thus forming detached towers of ice . .Foot-note.

To such towers the name Siracs is applied. 1891 G. F.

Wright Ice Age N. Amer. 8 Fissures and seracs where the

glacier moves down the steeper portion of its incline. 1898

Encycl. Sports II. 54/1 (Mountaineering) Serac, a tower of

ice on a glacier, formed by the intersection of crevasses.

Serace, Seraff, variant forms of Serai, Saraf.

Seraffin(e, var. ff. Seraphin Obs. (a coin).

Serafic, obs. form of Seraphic.

Serafile, variant of Serrefile.

Serafin, var. Seraphin Obs. (a coin) ;
Seraphim.

Seraglio (sera-lyo). Also 6 sarralia, seralyo,

serraqlio, 7 seraglia, seralia, seralio, serraglio,

serralia, surralia, -ya, zereglia, PI. seragli. [a.



SERAGLIO.

It. serraglio :—popular L. *serrdeulum enclosure,

place of confinement (cf. med.L. serrdculum fasten-

ing of a door), f. *serrare (whence It. serrare,

F. serrer, Sp. cerrar) for serare to lock up, close,

f. sera lock or bo"lt. The It. word was, from

similarity of sound, used to render the Turkish

serdT lodging, palace (see Serai 1
). The applica-

tions of the word which have been adapted in Eng.

all relate to Turkey and the East, but some of them
represent merely the etymological sense of the It.

word, while others owe their- meaning wholly or

partly to the Turkish word. Cf. Serai 1
, Sebail.]

I. Enclosure, place of confinement.

L The part of a Mohammedan dwelling-house

(esp. of the palace of a sovereign or great noble)

in which the women are secluded ; the apartments

reserved for wives and concubines ; a harem.
1581 Rich Farew. P j, The kyng of Tunise. .caused her

to he put in the Cube, whiche is a place where he keepeth
his Concubines (as the Turke doeth his in his Serraojio [sic].)

1588 H ickock tr. C. Frederick's Voy. 30 One principall wife,

which is kept in a Seralyo. 16x0 B. Jonson- Alch. 11. ii,

Thou shalt be the master Of my seraglia. 16*4 Massincer
Renegado 1. i, Can Z know my sister Mewde vp in his Ser-

raglio.. and not haste to send him To the Deuill his tutor?

1635 Purcmas Pilgrims I. 553 A kinswoman of his, liuing

in the Zereglia. 1653 Ramesev Astrol. Restored 145 In this

our age we build more Serralias then Chuiches. 1788 GentL
Mag. LVI1I. 1. 100/2 Shutting up women in seraglios, and
degrading them into an inferior class ofbeings. 1879 Farrar
St. Paul (1883) 333 The secrecy of Oriental seraglios:

b. The inmates of the harem ; a polygamous
household.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 115 Each house top spred

with Carpets, wheron slept a man and his peculiar Seralio.

1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre xxiv, I would not exchange this

one little English girl for the grand Turk's whole seraglio.

C. trans/, and >^.
1673 Drvdkn Assignation iv. i, This Key will admit me

into the Seraglio of the Godly [sc. the Nunnery]. 1691

Comedy, Win Her «$• Take Her 11. L 25 He'le make the
Drawing-Room his Seraglio. 1709 Taller No. 50 p 1

Woman was his mistress; and the whole Sex his Seraglio.

a 1711 Ken Urania Poet. Wks. 1721 IV. 478 There I a whole
Seraglio met Of flatt'ring Lusts, which me beset. 1773
Wilkes Corr. (1805) IV. 141 One grand-signior cock, with
a seraglio of seven hens. 1820 Scott Monast. i. The mighty
bull moved at the head of his seraglio and their followers.

i860 Motley Netherl. ii. (1868) I. 48 A seraglio of maids of
honour ministered to Henry's pleasures. 1881 H. W. El-
liott Seal Isl. Alaska (1884) 38 The same indifference is

also exhibited by the male [fur-seal] to all that may take
place . . outside of the boundary of his seraglio.

f 2. gen. An enclosure ; a place of confinement.
a 1668 Lassels Voy. Italy (1698) 1. 136 Near to the Stables

stands the Seraglio where the wild beasts are kept, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 15 Jan. 1645, I went to the Ghetto, where the

J ewes dwell as in a suburbe by themselues.. .1 passed by
the Piazza Judea, where their Seraglio begins.

II. = Serai*.

3. A Turkish palace, esp. the palace of the

Sultan at Constantinople.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 290 Thcdayly paim«?nts..by
the Grand Signior . . to the Officers of his Seraglio or Court.
1600 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt Soc 1893) 57
The surralia.. which doth joyne close to the Cittie. Ibid.

61 The Grand Sinyors Court e, Called the surralya. 1630
R. Johnson Kingd. J Comnnv, 559 The pleasantest of any
Palace on the face of the earth, termed by them the Port,

or Seraglio. 168a Whklf.r Jcwm. Greece t. 80 All about
these parts are the Serraglioes, or Countrey-houses of the
great Men among the Turks. 17*8 Eliza Heywood tr.

Mme. de Somez's Belle A. (1732) II. 251 He was immedi-
ately order'd to come to the Seraglio, where he was receiv'd

by the Grand Visier with all imaginable tokens of Friend-
ship and Esteem. 1877 Encycl.Brit.W. 304/2 The remains
of the Seraglio, former palace of the Ottoman sultans.

T 4. A place of accommodation for travellers.

16x7 Purchas Pilgrimage (ed. 3) 606 At euery tenth course
a Seraglia or Place of lodging for Man and Horse. 1659
Evf.lv n Let. to R. Boyle 3 Sept., At the other back front

a plot walled in of a competent square for the common
seraglio disposed into a garden.

f 5. A warehouse. Obs.

1618 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 230 De-
positing those intended for Cambay and Ahmadabad in the
seraglia'. 1676 Covel in Early Voy. Levant (Hakluyt

Soc.) 168 On the shoar towardes the factory seraglio is a
fair large fountain. 168a Wheler fount. Greece 1. 42 The
Curran s.. are. .put into Ware-houses they call Seraglio's.

171a tr. Pomet's Hist. Drugs 1. 160 They are thrown thorow
a Hole into the great Magazine, call'd the Seraglio.

+ 6. ? A barrack for a particular corps of the

Turkish army ; hence, a corps or grade of Turkish
soldiers. Obs.
1600 Pory Leo's Africa, etc. 386 They are called home

againe to the Seraglios of the Zamoglans (for so are they
termed, till they be enrolled among the Ianissaries). 16x3
Wotton Let. to Sir E. Bacon 21 Mar., The Turk, .having
made a leavy. .of 5000 youths out of the Seragli. 1656 Earl
Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts. fr. Parnass. 1. xxxu. 57 To
give the command of Armies, .to men of the first or second
Seraglio.

III. 7. attrib. and Comb. : seraglio-guard,

lady, window \ seraglio cake, a name given to

a kind of fancy bread.
184a Merle Dotn. Diet. 46 "Seraglio Cake. 1821 Shelley

Hellas 114 Man the *SeragHo-guard ! 17x7 Lady M. W.
Montagu Lett. (1893) I. 244 This is the chief guardian of
the *seraglio ladies. Ibid. 323 The Grand Signior was at
the "seraglio window.
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II Serai 1 (ssrar). Forms : 7 sarray, sera, se-

raw(e, serray, suray, surroie, 7, 9 sarai, -ay, 8

serauee, 9 seraee, seray, -oy, 8- serai, [a.

Turkish (orig. Persian) ^Amz serai lodging, resi-

dence, palace. Cf Seragiio, Serail.]

1. In various Eastern countries, A building for the

accommodation of travellers ; a caravanserai.

1609 W. Finch in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) 1. 434 By it the

great Saray, besides which are diuers others, .wherein diuers

neate lodgings are to be let, c 1616 Ibid. 520 Euery fiue or

sixe Course, there are Seraes built. .for the.. entertainment
of Trauellers. 178a G. Forster Journ. (1798) I. 74 The
stationary tenants of the serauee . . approach the traveller on
his entrance. 1793 W. Hodges Trav. India 32 The lodg-

ings of the traveller in India are the serais, or caravanserais,

..as they are called in Europe. 1800 Asiatic Ann. Reg.
281/1 A handsome seray built of stone. 1848 Mill Pol.

Econ. Prel. Rem. (1876) 8 The seraees for travellers..owe
their existence to the enlightened self-interest of the better

order of princes. 1879 W. Wakefield Happy Valley 35
These serais.. generally consist of a large square stone

building. 189s OutingiV. S) XXVI. 467/2 A ' Serai ' covers

a space about 150 feet square or larger, and is built around
a quadrangular court with a continuous veranda.

+ b. ? A warehouse. = Seraglio 5. Obs.

16x9 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1906) 103 The goods
have since been taken to Bershanpur, and placed in the

common ' sera '.

2. A Turkish palace ; esp. the palace of the

Sultan at Constantinople.
1617 Moryson Itin. 111. 68 The Sultans or Emperours

Pallace (vulgarly called Saray t
znd by the Italians Seraglio).

1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 117 Nothing more ob-
servable in the Town than the Serrays and [etc.]. 181a
Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxxvii, The Serai's impenetrable tower.

1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 230 Having sent.. to the
Pasha to ask for horses, we thought it right to pay him a
visit in his serai.

% 3. Misused for Seraglio i : A harem.
18x3 Byron Giaour 444 Not thus was Hassan wont to fly

When Leila dwelt in his Serai.

Ii Serai 2 (sarai*). Also 7 sou-, sowray, 9
surahee. [Anglo-Indian, repr. Urdu (orig. Arab.)

aJj* furdfii.] ' A long-necked earthenware (or

metal) flagon for water * (Yule).
167a tr. Bemiers Hist. Rev. Emp. Gt. Mogol IV. 10 A

Souray of the water of Ganges. . , Sowray is that Tin-flagon

full ofwater, which the Servant that marcheth on foot before

the Gentleman on horseback, carrieth in his hand. 1808

Elphinstone in Colebrooke Life (1884) I. 199 We had.,
two surahees of water [etc.]. 1825-9 Mrs. Sherwood Lady
ofManor V. xxix. 47 She broke a serai of water.

Serail (sar^'l). Now rare. Forms : 6 sarail,

sarell, 7 serail(l)e, serraill, serrayle, 7- serail.

[a. F. serail, ad. It. serraglio : see Seraglio. Cf.

Sp. serrallo.]

1. «= Seraglio r.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 11. xxiL 50 b, [The
women's] priuate bathes, which for the most part they haue
..within their houses or Sarails. 1587 Marlowe \st Pt.
Tamburl. m. iii. 1176 He shall be made a chast and lust-

lesse Eunuke, And in my Sarell tend my Concubines. 1603
Florio Montaigne 1. xhi. 143 What longing- lust would not
be alaide, to see three hundred women at his dispose and
pleasure, as hath the Grand Turke in his Serailfe? 1628

Le Grys tr. Barclay's Argents m. 244 Thou wouldest haue
said, that she was brought vp in the wanes ; they bred in

a Serrayle of Women. 1786 tr. Beckfords Vat/iek {iSB^) 65
They consigned them with good commendations to the
surgeons of the serail. 1808 E. S. Barrett Miss-ledGeneral
161 A numerous serail must be attended with vast expence.

1844 Kinglake Eothen iii, 42 Venice.. is the bowing slave

of the Sultan.. she watches the walls of his Serail. 1853
Kingsley Ilypatia xxx, The purest monotheism, they dis-

covered, was perfectly compatible with bigotry and ferocity,

luxury and tyranny, serails and bowstrings.

+ 2. « Seraglio 3, Serai 1 2. Obs.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxv. 140 b,

Selim builded there for a dwelling place, a fayre and
sumptuous Sarail. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1311
The embassador went himself to the serrail. 1687 Lond,
Gaz. N^. 2307/3 The other report is, That the Grand
Signior is only kept a close Prisoner in the Serail. 178a

^. Scott Poet. Wks. 231 And from his high serail the sultan

ears The wide Propontis* beating waves resound.

f3. A barrack for Turkish soldiers ; = Seraglio 6.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxv. 140 b,

There is besides another Sarail, for the lodging of the Aza-
moglans or Ianissaries.

Serain(e, obs. forms of Serene sb?-, Siren.

Serai (sl»*ral), a. (and sb.) Geo/, [f. L. ser-us

late + -AL: see quot.] a. adj. Used by H. D.
Rogers to designate the Millstone Grit formation

of the Pennsylvanian Coal-measures, h. absol. or

sb. Used as a name for this formation.
1858 H. D. Rogers Geol. Pcnnsylv. I. 109 Serai series, or

Coal strata. Serai Conglomerate (or Lowest Division of the

Coal- Measures). Ibid. II. 11. 1027 Serai, .a synonym for the
coal-formation expressing the period of the nightfall or late

twilight of the Appalachian Palaeozoic day.

Seralbuxnen, -in (slarselbiM'men, -in). Chem,
Also sero-albumen. [f. Ser-tjm + -Albumen.]
The albumen of the blood. Hence Seralbumin-
otls f'se ro-albuminous) a., composed of or con-

taining seralbumen.
1835-6 Todds Cycl. Anal. I. 63/1 An orange-yellow

coloured sero-albuminous fluid. Ibid. 89/2 When coagul-

ated seralbumen is digested in acetic acid, it becomes soft

and transparent. 1857 [see Ovalbumen]. 1873 Ralfe Phys.

SERAPHIC.

Chem. 28 Ovo-albumin is distinguished from sero-albumin

by the following characteristics. 1878 Kingzett Anim.
Chem. 124 Chyle contains potassium-albumin, casein, and
seralbumin.

llSerangCssrse'rj). Anglo-Indian, Alsosarang,

syrang. [a. Pers. g£*«« sarhang commander.] A
native boatswain or captain of a Lascar crew.

1799 Hull Advert. 21 Dec. 4/1 Seringapatam Prize-money.

..first dividend. Commandant Subadars, and Serangs of

Gun Lascars. 1806 Naval Chron. XV. 469 The sarang, or

principal native. 1817 in R. G. Wallace Fifteen Yrs. India
(1822) 256 The syrangs..exerted their powerful influence

over the seamen. 1891 Kipling Life's Handicap 297
Pambe", the Serang or head man of the Lascar sailors.

Seranine (se'ranain). (See quot.)

1889 Cundill Diet. Explosives 61 Seranine is a mixture
of nitroglycerine and chlorate of potash. 1890 Eissler
Mod. Explosives 38.

Serapah., obs. form of Seerpaw.

II Serape (serape). Also sarape. [Mexican Sp.

serape, sarape.\ A shawl or plaid worn by Spanish-

Americans.
1847 Ruxton Adv. Mexico, etc. xxiv. 210, I..knew that

I had seen the last., of civilized man under the garb of a
Mexican sarape. 1850 Maynf. Reid Rifle Rangers xi,

The ranchero..is never seen without the 'serape*. 01883
— Lost Mtn. xv. 147 Keeping the rain off with waterproof
serapes.

Seraph1 (se'raf). [Back-formation from the

plural Seraphim, Seraphin (on the analogy of

cherubim, -in and cherub), (Perh. first used by
Milton.)
Cf. G. seraph, in mod. use perh. from Eng., though Luther

had in one passage used seraph (as a plural). Certain
mediaeval commentators on Pseudo-LMonysius, followed by
many glossaries down to the Orius Vocabulorum (1518)1

give seraph (genitive seraphis) as the sing, corresponding to

the pi. seraphin ; but the form appears to have had no actual

currency in med. Latin.]

1. One of the Seraphim.
1667 Milton P. L. in. 667 Brightest Seraph tell In which

of all these shining Orbes hath Man His fixed seat. 1691

Norms Pract. Disc. (1716) II. 171 Who sees Darkness e^en
in the Angels of Light, and charges the loftiest Seraph with
Folly 1 a 171X Ken Hymns Evang. Poet. Wks. 1721 1. 184
The Seraphs who of afl love Godhead most Had near the
Throne the honourable Post. 1786 Coleridge Genevieve 4
Sweet your voice, as Seraph's song. 1816 Byron (sst)

Stanzas to Augusta iv, Oh ! blest be thine unbroken light,

That watch'd me as a seraph's eye. 184a Tennyson St.

Simeon Styl. 166 That Pontius and Iscariot by my side

Show'd like fair seraphs.

b. fig. A seraphic person, an ' angel \
1853 C. Bronte Villetie xxi, I knew another of these

seraphs, .she was [etc.J.

2. Geo/. A fossil shell. Cf. Seraphim 4.
1822 Parkinson OutI. Oryctol. 153 Seraphs,* convoluted,

elongated, univalved shell. 1851 Woodward Mollusca 1. 106.

3. attrib, and Comb, (sometimes quasi-adj. =
seraphic), as seraph-band, ~bard, fire, -man, note,

song, way, -wing; seraph-winged adj. Also seraph-
tide Anglo-Irish, Michaelmas.
1786 Burns *0 Thou dread Power* v, The beauteous,

*seraph Sister.band. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vi. xx,

This seraph-band, each waved his hand. 1739 Savage
Wandererv. 379 Then, as yon *Seraph-Bard fram'd Hearts
below, Each sees him here transcendant Knowledge show.
1803 Heber Palestine 32 One faint spark

_
of Milton's

*seraph fire. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vi. xix, A man all

light, a *seraph-man On every corse there stood. 18x4
Bowdler Hymn, * Sing to the Lord*, Israel's shepherds
heard amazed The *seraph notes of peace and love. 1801

Southev Thalaba xit. iv, Or liker the first sound of *seraph
song And Angel greeting, a 1849 Mar. Edgeworth White
Pigeon, You promised to make me a compliment of it last

*Seraph-tide was twelvemonth. x8x8 Byron yuan I. lxxxv,

For he would learn the rudiments of love, I mean the *seraph
way of those above. 1754 Gray Progr. Poesy in. ii, He,
that rode sublime Upon the 'seraph-wings of Extasy. x8ai

Shelley Hellas 448 A *seraph-winged Victory.

II Seraph -. Obs. [a. F. *f
seraph, corruptly a.

Turkish uJbJj sharif \ see Shariffk. Cf. It.

^saraffo.] A Turkish gold coin ; a sequin.

1576 Eden Hist. Trav. (1577) 364 Three thousande
Saraphes of golde. 1653 Urquhart Rabelais il xiv, I will

give thee my Codpiece :.. there are six hundred Seraphs in

it, and some fine Diamonds. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Seraph,
a Turkish coyn of fine gold, worth about a French crown.

Seraph, obs. variant of Giraffe.
1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 4 Their nourishment goeth

more forward then backward, like the best horses^ and the

Arabian Seraph, which are higher before then behinde.

Seraphic (serarfik), a, and sb. Also 7 sera-

phique, 7-8 seraphick, 8 serafic. [a. eccl. L.

seraphicus, f. seraph-im : see Seraphim. Cf. F.

strapkique, Sp. ser&fico, Pg. seraphico, It. serafoo.]

A. adj.

1. Of or pertaining to the seraphim.
163a Massinger Maid of Hon. v. 1, Seraphique Angells

Clap their celestiall wings in heavenly plaudits. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 794 The great Seraphic Lords and Cherubim
In close recess and secret conclave sat. 17*7 De Foe Syst.

Magic 1. iii. (1840) 81 This supposition.. places him [the

Devil] beneath the dignity of his seraphic original. 1755
Young Centaur vi. (1757) IV. 275 A being big with., hope.,
of adding melody to seraphic choirs, in ceaseless Hallelujahs
to their Eternal King. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast.
Ord. (1863) 238 Seven beautiful seraphic or allegorical figures.

2. Of attributes : Resembling what pertains to the

seraphim ; worthy of a seraph ; ecstatically adoring.
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SERAPHIC.

1659 Boyle Some Motives Love ofGod 9 This Love I have
taken the freedome to style Seraphick Love, borrowing the
name from . . those nobler Spirits ofthe Ca-Iest iall H ierarchie,

whose Name .. expresses them to be of a flaming Nature.
1683 Norms Idea Happin. 35 There is a more peculiar
Acceptation of the Love of God proper to this place. And
it is that which we call Seraphic By which I understand
..that Love of God which is the effect of an intense Con-
templation of him. 1695 Blackmore Pr. Arth. 1. 44 Nor
did his Arts in vain weak Man assail, His false Seraphick
Tongue and Charms prevail, a 1711 Ken Hymns Festiv.
Poet. Wks. 1821 II. 191 Seraphick Ardour dwelling in each
Vein, The Majestatick Presence in the Brain. 1778 Warner
in Jesse Seiwyn «$- Contemp. (1844) HI. 336 Mr. Mudge..
had a most seraphic finger for the harpsichord. 1831 Car-
lvle Sort. Res. 11. viii, On the thick Hyperborean, cherubic
reasoning, seraphic eloquence were lost. 1846 De Quincey
Shelley in Tait's Mag. Jan. 29 Many people remarked
something seraphic in the expression of his features. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. cix, Seraphic intellect and force To
seize and throw the doubts of man. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bede vi, Dinah's seraphic gentleness of expression. 187a
Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 97 Her voice was sweet.. Her
singing quite seraphic. 1884 W. S. Lilly in Content*. Rev.
Feb. 263 That religious romanticism which paints for us a
medUeval period full of seraphic sweetness.

t b. ? Concerned with sublime objects. Obs.
a 1697 Audrey BriefLives, Dunstan(iSgS) 1. 243 Meredith

Lloyd tells me that, three or 400 yeares ago, chymistry was
in a greater perfection, much, then now ; their proces was
then more seraphique and universal! : now they fooke only
after medicines.

3. Resembling a seraph, either in beauty or in

fervour of exalted devotion.
1768-71 H. Walpole Vertue's Anecd. Paint. (1786) III.

121 That seraphic dame, Mrs. Rowe, also painted. 1807
Crabbe Sir Eustace Grey 71 Her morals [show'd] the
seraphic saint. 1845 Disraeli Sybil iv. x, That seraphic
being, whose lustre even now haunts my vision. 1870—
ZoMrtfVxiii, Seraphic saints,and gorgeous scenesby Tintoret,

b. Of discourse, actions, appearance : Showing
ecstasy of devout contemplation.
a 1668 Davenant Play-ho. 1. (1673) 76A spiritual Musician

too With his seraphick Colloquies exprest In stilo recitative
1668 Pepys Diary 24 May, A very good and seraphic kind
of sermon, too good for an ordinary congregation. 1884
Punch 18 Oct. 191/1 The seraphic look of personal affection
that mantled his brow.

4. Special collocations : Seraphic doctor, a title

given to St. Bonaventura (in Spain also popularly
to St. Teresa) ; seraphic Father, a title given to
St. Francis; seraphic friar, a Franciscan, hence
seraphic habit, order ; seraphic hymn, the Sanctus
(see Isa. vi. 3).
1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., In the Schools, St. Bonaventure

is call'd The*Seraphic Doctor, from his abundant Zeal and
Fervour. 1834 K. H. Digby Mores Cath. v. v. 153 The
seraphic doctor observes that [etc.]. 1894 Mrs. G. C Gra-
ham 5. Teresa I. iv. 179 note, Teresa, by a definitive decree
of the Tribunal of the Rota, is formally declared a Doctor
of the Church. The 'seraphic doctor*, the antonomasia by
which she is as often as not referred to in Spain, relates to
this, and not to the Doctor's degree bestowed upon her,
after her death, by the University of Salamanca. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s. v., St. Francis, the Founder of the
Cordeliers and Franciscans, is called the *Seraj>hic FatJier,
in Memory of a Vision he saw on Mount Alverna,. .when.,
he saw a Seraph glide rapidly from Heaven upon him

;

which impress'd on him certain Stigmata or Marks. 1884
Tablet 11 Oct. 592/1 The Feast of the Seraphic Father
St. Francis was celebrated with great solemnity. 1826
Southey Lett, to Butler 514 The *Seraphic and Cherubic

j

friars. 1662 J. Davies tr. O/earius' Voy. Ambass. 143
f

Those who take that habit, which they call *Seraphick, are 1

not to be numbered among Men, but are become Angels.
1796 Southey Lett. Spain (1799) 418 Of the Mendicants the
most numerous is the *Serafic, or Franciscan order.

B. sb.

fl. a. [ = eccl. L. seraphicus.] A Franciscan
friar, b. Allusively applied in the sense of zealot.

1659 Gauden Tears Ch. 11. xxxii. 256 Many high Sera-
phicks and supercilious Separatists. 1699 R. L'Estrange
Erasm. Colloq. (1725) 265 They are commanded to wear the
Coat and Hood (for so say the Seraphicks).

2. Seraphics : rapturous moods or discourses.
1709 Swift & Addison Tatler No. 32 f 2 To hear her talk

Seraphicks, and run over Norris, and Moor, and Milton.
1789 Charu Smith Ethelinde {1814) I. 182 And the angel
\\ ill descend from her seraphics.

Hence SerapMcness. rare.

17*7 Bailey vol. II, Seraphickness, the being of the sera.
phick Nature. 1888 Lighthall Young Seigneur 71 No
romantic seraphicness glowed upon her features.

Seraphical (serse-nkal),a. Now rare, [f.eccl.

L. seraphic-us Seraphic a. + -al.] m Seraphic a.

1. Pertaining to the seraphim ; « Seraphic i.

1568 T. Newton in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) 553 The troupes
seraphicall. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 13 Some of the
hairs that fell from the seraphical angel.

2. Resembling what pertains to the seraphim
;

rapturous, ecstatically devout.
1581 J. Bell //addon's Answ. Osor. 304 Let us take a test

of this your Seraphicall obedience. 1593 G. Harvey Neiv
Letter V/Vs. (Grosart) I. 274 In the profoundest traunce of
rapt Seraphicall Zeale. 1596 Nashe Sajfron-Walden G 4,My Seraphicall visions in Queene Poetrie. 1648 J. Good-
win Yongling Elder 2 A man of such Seraphicall parts and
learning. 1674 Bp. Croft -£>*./*<?/. Afc/.(i679)i3St. Francis,
..and many others, in their Seraphical Meditations, have
been rapt up into the third Heaven. 1743-3 Observ.
Methodists 17 Together with a mixture of Seemingly Sera-
phical Flights and extravagant Allusions.

+ b. Of ideas, etc. : Lofty, sublime. Cf. Sera-
phic a. 2 b. (In quot. ironical.) Obs.
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1656 Cromwell Sp. in Burton's Diary (1828) I. Introd.
161 Now we would be loth to tell you of notions more
seraphical.

3. Of persons: Resembling the seraphim ; char-
acterized by ecstatic fervour of devotion. In the
17th c. often ironical, applied to fanatical re-

ligionists or to impassioned orators.
1596 Nashe Saffron-Waldcn G 4 b, Graue Heliconists,

seraphicall Omniscians. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Sera,
phicall, inflamed with diuine loue like a Seraphin. 1644
Vicars God in Mount {1844) 44 Such like rare seraphical
rhetoritians. 1691 Wood^M. Oxon. II. 18 The most florid
and seraphical Teacher in the University. 169a South 12
Sermons (1697) V. 33 The most Seraphical llluminaii, and
the highest Puritan Perfectionists, a 1714 Abp. J. SharpSerm.
Wks. 1754 III. 218 Thus some very seraphical men do talk.

+ 4. In Seraphical Doctor, Order : see Seraphic 4.
01540 Barnes ^£$.(1573)278 For these thinges bee geuen

vnto them peculiar names, as subtile and seraphicall, and
irrefrigable Doctours. 1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc.
(1573) 116 b, The Seraphicall order of S. Fraunces. 1640
Howell Dodona's Gr. 80 These Seraphicall Fathers doe
so under value all other Orders, that [etc.]. 1674 Hickman
Hist. Quinyuart. (ed. 2) 69 Bonaventure. .called generally
the Seraphical Doctor. 1721 Constitutions Blue Nuns x, Let
them keep the Octave of the Seraphicall Father S. Francis.

Hence + Sera-pMcalist, one who pretends to
' seraphic * excellence

; f Seraphicaluess.
1659 Clarke Papers (Camden) IV. 301 It's strange to see

these seraphiclists [sic] can act without law, against Parlia-
ments and against morality. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Seraphical-
ness, the being of the seraphick Nature.

Seraphically (serae-nkali), adv. [f. Sera-
phical + -ly 2.] In a seraphic manner.
1678 Norris Misc. (1699) 260 Till I ascend in Spirit to the

Element of Love, where I shall know thee more clearly, and
love thee more Seraphicallv. 1891 'J. S. Winter' Lumley
xiv, He is so seraphically happy. 1909 Nation 3 Apr. 14/1
He was smiling seraphically.

t Sera phicism. Obs. [f. Seraphic a. + -ism.]

Pretence of * seraphic ' raptures.
1676 Cudworth Serm. (1 Cor. xv. 57) 87 Such are a self-

chosen holiness.. high-flown enthusiasm and Seraphicism.

Seraphim (se'rafim), t serapliin. Forms

:

*i 3~7> 9 arch' seraphin, 3 serafin, 4 serafyn, 5
ceraphin, secheraphym, -phyu, seraphyn, -en,
serophyn, syraphyn, 6-7 seraphine, 1 , 6-
seraphim. [a. late L. seraphim (Vulg.), in

MSS. often seraphin _( — Gr. acpa<pifA, ofpa<puri
y

LXX.), a. Heb. D^B* seraphim (only in Isa. vi),

pi. of * ffw sdraph, which is not recorded in

the Bible, unless it be identical with the form-
ally coincident word denoting a kind of venomous
serpent, which occurs as quasi-adj. or in apposi-
tion with nahash serpent in Num. xxi. and Deut.
viii. (Eng. Bible ' fiery serpents *, after Vulg. ignitos

serpentes, serpens adurens ; LXX 6(p(ts Oavarovvras,
wpts Sdttvwv), and in Isa. xiv. 29 and xxx. 6 with the
epithet flying ' (Eng. Bible 'fiery flying serpent').

_
Some scholars assume the identity of the word occurring

in Isa. vi. with that found in the other passages. On this
view the ' seraphim ' seen by Isaiah flying above the throne
of God represent a mythic or symbolic conception which
must originally have had the form of a ' fiery flying serpent *,

though in the vision this appears considerably modified.
The word sardph, as the name of a kind of serpent, may be-
long to the root sdraph to burn, in allusion to the effect of
the bite (cf. Gr. irpjjtrnjp). This etymology has given rise to
a conjecture that the celestial ' seraphim ' originally sym-
bolized the lightning. Of those who reject the identity of
sdraph 'seraph' with sardph 'fiery serpent', some refer
the former to the root of the Arabic sharafa to be lofty
or illustrious. Phonologically this is unobjectionable, but on
other grounds it is now generally abandoned. Various
suggestions of non-Hebrew (Egyptian, Assyrian, etc.) ety-
mology have been made, but have not found wide acceptance.
The L. form seraphin, which is found in many MSS. of

the Vulgate, and is the source of all the forms used in Eng.
down to the 16th c (as well as of those in the Rom. langs.;,

coincides with the Aramaic s
crdphin, but it is very doubtful

whether it is more than a scribal error or a euphonic altera-

tion. Cf. F. seraphin (sera/in, 12th a), Pr. seraji, Sp.
serafin, Pg. seraphim, It. serafino (all masc. sing.).

In the Latin liturgical passages from which the word first

became widely known, it was prob. originally apprehended
correctly as a plural, and readers of the Latin Bible would
be guided aright by the syntax of Isa. vi. 2 ; but there is

evidence that 'Cherubim and Seraphim 1 were often sup-
posed to be the names of two individual angels. From the
15th to the 18th c. the English plural ending was often
appended, but seraphin as a sing. = ' one of the seraphim '

does not appear in Eng. till late in the 16th c (the form
seraphim in this use not till the 17th a). After the intro-

duction (perh. by Milton) of the form Seraph, the misuse of
the plural forms in singular sense gradually became rare,

and it is now obsolete.]

1. In Biblical use : The living creatures with six

wings, hands and feet, and a (presumably) human
voice, seen in Isaiah's vision as hovering above the

throne of God.
138a Wyclif /sa. vi. 2 Serafyn stoden up on it. [1535

(Coverdale), 1537, 1539, 1551 the Seraphins ; 1540 Seraphins ;

1560 (Geneva), 1611 the Seraphims ; 1568, 1609 (Douay) Sera-
phims ; 1884 (Revised) the seraphim.}

2. By Christian interpreters the seraphim were
from an early period supposed to be a class of
angels, and the name, associated with that of the
cherubim, was introduced in the Eucharistic pre-

face and subsequently in the Te Deum, and thus

SERAPHIM.

became extensively known. The presumed deriva-
tion of the word from a Heb. root meaning * to
burn

\
(see above) led to the view that the seraphim

are specially distinguished by fervour of love (while
the cherubim excel in knowledge), and to the sym-
bolic use of red as the colour appropriate to the
seraphim in artistic representations. In the system
of the Pseudo-Dionysius, the chief source of later
angelology, the seraphim are the highest, and the
cherubim the second, of the nine orders of angels,

a. Seraphin {obs. exc. poet, as nonce-use), sera-
phim, used as plural. (Some of the early examples
are ambiguous, and may belong to b.)
o. a 900 Cvnewulf Elene 754 Syndon tu . . he man Seraphin

be naman hateo. a 1240 Ureisun in Colt. Horn. 191 Heih is
bi kinestol onuppe cherubine, Biuoren 5ine leoue sune wiS-
innen seraphine. c 1*50 Meid. Maregrete lxxv, Cherubin
ant serafin, a bousend ber were. 13 . . ipotis 92 (Vernon MS.)
in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881) 342 pe furste ordre is Cheru-
bin And bat ober Seraphin. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 104
Cherubin and Seraphin an al pe foure [the B and C texts
have nine] ordres. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. n. viii.

( J495) 34 Seraphyn is a multytude of angellis that is to
vnderstonde: brennynge other settynge a fyrc.and the
propre offyce of thyse angels is to brenne in theymselfeand
to moeue other to brenne in the loue of god. c 1400 Prymer
(i8qi) 21 To thee cherubyn and seraphyn cryeth with uoys
with owten ceessynge. c 1425 St. Mary of Oignies 1. vii. in
Anglia VIII. 140/3 She sawe oon of Seraphyn, bat is a
brennynge aungel. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. a iv b, The
mi. Tronli [orders of angels] be theys Principatus Trony
Cherubyn and Seraphyn. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Te deum,
Cherubin, and Seraphin. 164a R. Watson Serm. Schisme
32 The first place or degree is given to the Angels of love,
which are termed Seraphin. 1691 Norris Pract. Disc. 289
What is it that makes the Seraphin burn and flame above
the rest of the Angelical Orders? 1897 F. Thompson New
Poems 74 You shall.. ay, press in Where faint the fledge-
foot seraphin.

p. a 1000 Andreas 719 (Gr.) Cheruphim et Seraphim ba on
swe^eldreamum syndon nemned. a 1500 Adrian <$• Epotys
92 in Brome Bk. 28 The secund ordyr is secheraphym.
x6.. Milton At a Solemn Music 10 Where the bright
Seraphim in burning row Their loud up-lifted Angel
trumpets blow, a 1680 Charnock Attrib. God (1834) II.
146 The angels, .are here called Seraphim, from burning or
fiery spirits. 1827 Heber Hymn, ' Thou art gone to the
grave

', The sound which thou heard'st was the Seraphim's
song ! 1829 Coleridge Monody Chalterton (later version)
24 Thou.. The triumph of redeeming Love dost hymn.. to
harps of Seraphim. 1864 Pusev Led. Daniel ix. (1876) 533
Like the Seraphim, they are seen in adoring love, about His
throne. 1871 Rossetti Poems, Ave 104 And from between
the seraphim The glory issues for a hymn.

+ b. Taken as the name of an angel.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22600 pan sal quale sant cherubin, And

alsua sal do seraphin. a 1400 Relig. Piecesfr. Thornton
MS. 37 Michaeil and Gabrielle and Raphaelle, cherubyn
and seraphyn, and all be ober angells and archangells.

C. Plural, f seraphins, seraphims (now rare).
a. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 9415 pe silloure full of Seraphens
& othire sere halows. c 1420 Virgin's Compl. 88 in PoL Ret.
$ L. Poems (1903) 241, I sawe angelis with gret lithe of
seraphynnys order adowne gan sende. 1490 Caxton How
to die 22 The cherubyns and the syraphyns come to thyne
helpe. 1566 Pasquine in Traunce 73 These were their
names, .. Angels, Arch-angels, .. Powers, Cherubines, and
Seraphines. 1596 Spenser Hymn Heav. Beauty 94 Those
eternal) burning Seraphins, Which from their faces dart out
fierie light, a 1610 Parsons Leicester's Ghost (1641) 24
Know that the Prince of Heavenly Seraphines .. Was
tumbled downe for his presumptuous sinne. 1635 A.
Stafford Fern, Glory, Panegyr. e 7, All the strings Of
Seraphins tun'd high, lowd Hymnes did play. 1649 Love-
lace Eltp? on Princ. Katherine 51 Clap wings with Sera-
phins before the Throne. 1659 H. L'Estrange Alliance
Div. Off. 76 The Seraphins resound it.

p. [1560, 1568, 1609, 1611 : see 1.) a 16*7 Sir J. Beau-
mont Epiphany 38 Who.. trie our actions in that searching
fire By which the seraphims our lips inspire. 1653 Jer.
Tavlor Serm.for Yr. iu 16 The joy is so great that it runs
over and wets the fair brows and beauteous locks of Cheru-
biins and Seraphims. 1675 Abp. J. Sharp Serm. ii. Wks.
T754 I- 58 T° know and be known by angels, arch-angels,
and seraphims. a 17x1 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. 1721
III. 201 Seraphims, whose Mold is heav'nly Love, Who
nearest to the Godhead wait above. 1756^ A. Butler
Lives Saints, S.Ludger, God, in whose presence the highest
seraphims annihilate themselves.

+ d. Seraphin
7
seraphim as a sing. = one of the

seraphim, a seraph. Obs.
o. 1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Font. Love B ij, The

Seraphin with his fiery sword not being taken away, c 1610
Middleton Witch iv. ii

;
in No, he that would soul's sacred

comfort win Must burn in pure love, like a seraphin. c 1645
Howell Lett. (1650) II. 35 She should have every thing
divine That would befitt a Seraphin.

|3. a 1649 Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostra 74 We will pledge
this Seraphim [viz. St. Teresa] Bowles full of richer blood
[etc.]. a 1674 Traherne Poet. Wks. (1903) 104 While we
see What every Seraphim above admires ! 1700 Astrv
tr. Saavedra-Faxardo I. 168 God gave not the flaming
Sword, which guarded Paradise, to a Seraphim. 180a Mrs.
West /njidelFather 1 1 . 85 Or had you . . blended the service
of the Deity with the idolatrous worship of a seraphim.

3. Her. f a. In Sir John Feme's fanciful method
of blazoning by ' spirits *, the equivalent of Argent.
1586 Ferne Bias. Genirit 144 A fosse waynee between

the two starres artick and antiartick seraphines.

b. The representation of a seraph.

Usually, a child's head with two wings above, two below,
and one on each side.

1838-40 Berrv Encycl. Her. s. v. Carruthers, Crest, a sera-

phim, volant, ppr.
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4. A Swedish order of knighthood. (See quot.)

1784 H. Clark Hist. Knighthood II. 213 Sweden. The
Order of the Seraphim, or of Jesus.. first instituted by
Magnus the lid, in the year 1334... It. .lay dormant, until

February 1748, when it was revived >. by Frederick the First.

5. Geol. sing, and collect, A fossil crustacean of

the genus Pterygotus.

1839 Murchisos Situr. Syst. 606 Fig. 4 and 5 belong un-
doubtedly to the same animal as the Seraphim of the Old
Red Sandstone. 1863 H. Woodward in Intelt. Observ. IV.

229 The ' Seraphim ', a fossil found in ' the Arbroath paving-
stone ' of Forfarshire, which from the wing-like form of some
parts of the shell, and the scale or feather-like markings
upon its surface, has given rise to this angelic title among
the natives. 1894 Q. Rev. July 191 The giant crustaceans
or arachnids known to the Scotch quarrymen as ( Seraphim '.

6. A moth of the genus Lobophora. Also sera-

phim-moth.
183a J. Rknnie Butterfl. fy Moths 132 The Seraphim

(Lobophora hexaptc rata, Curtis) appears in June...The
small Seraphim {Lobop/iora sexalisata, Curtis) appears in

June and August. 1883 Cassetts Nat. Hist. VI. 67 In..
Lobophorx there is so large an additional lobe to the hind
wing as to give them the appearance of having six wings,
whence they are called ' Seraphims ' by collectors. Ibid.,

Index to Popular Names, Seraphim Moths.

I! Seraphin. Obs, Forms : 6 seraffine, sera-

fyne, seraphine, xeraphin, 7 serarin, seramn,
zeraphin, S seraphyn, xerapheen. [a. Pg.

xerafim, xavafim, a. Arab, p* shavifl, orig. the

name of a gold coin. Cf. Sehafh 2.] A silver coin

formerly current in India, worth about is. $d.

158a N. Lichefield tr. Caslanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 56 b,

He must give him 600 Serafynes. 1584 R. Barret in Hak-
luyfs Voy. (1599) II. i. 273 There is also stamped in Ormuz
a seraphine cf gold, which is title and round. 1588 Hickock
tr. C. Frederick's Voy. 37, I lost my 800 Seraffines or duckets.
a 1613 W. Hawkins in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 217 In.
primis, of Seramns Ecberi, which be ten Rupias a piece,

there are sixtie Leckes. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P.
207 The Cruzado of Gold, 12 Zeraphins.

1J04
Churchill's

Collect. Voy. 4- Trav. III. 772/2 A Candil of Rice was sold

..for 2500 Seraphyns, or Gilders. 17*7 A. Hamilton Neiv
Acc. E. Ind. I. xxi. 349 Their Soldiers Pay [at Goa] is very
small... They have but six Xerapheens per Month,..a Xera-
pheen is worth about sixteen Pence half Peny Ster.

Seraphine (se'raf/h). Also seraphina. [f.

Sekaph + -ml A musical instrument of the reed

kind, invented by John Green in 1833.
1839 Civ. Engin. ft Arch. yrnl. II. 318/2 Certain improve-

ments in the construction of certain musical instruments.,
of the kind commonly called seraphines. 1845 Gresley
Frank's First Trtpzoi Six or eight women. .were singing
a plaintive hymn, accompanied by a seraphine. 1879 A. J.
Hipkins in Grove's Diet. Mus. I. 667 In England keyboard
harmonicas with bellows were known by the name of Sera-
phine, which was not an harmonium. 1900 Wtstm. Gaz. 7
June 8/1 In most Boer houses of the better class there is an
American organ or ' seraphine '.

Se raphism. rare, [f. Seraph 1 + -ism.]

Ecstatic devotion.
1846 C Maitland Ch. Catacombs 312 That religion.. pre-

sents. .a joyful serenity, worth all. .the proud seraphism of
the Thebaid

.

t Sera phium. Obs.—1 ? = Serapine.
1583 Rates Custom ho. £ tij b, Seraphium the pound.

II Serapias (ser^-piaes). [L. serapias, I the
name of the Egyptian god Serapis."] Formerly, a
book-name for various orchids, and for the dried

roots of these as used in pharmacy. Now only mod.
Latin (Bof.) as the name of an orchidaceous genus.
1597 Gerarde Herbal t. civ. 173 We haue called these

kindes Serapias stones, or Orchis Serapiades, .. taking the
name as it were from Serapias the god of the Citizens of
Alexandria... It is also called. .in English Satyrton, and
finger Orchis. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1354 The pro-
perties of these Serapiaes, 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),
Serapias, (GrJ an Herb call a Dog-stones, or Rag-wort.
1753. Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Serapias, in the materia me-
dica, the officinal name of the dried root, called salep.

Serapic (serarpik), a. [f. Serap- is + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to the Egyptian god Serapis.
1888 Pop. Set. Monthly XXXII. 560 (Cent.) They include

various types of the god Abraxas, Cnuphic and Serapic
emblems, Egyptian types.

t Serapin(e. Obs. Also in Latin form. [ad.

med.L. serapinum ; of obscure origin ; perh. this

and Sagapenum represent some Oriental word.]
1. = Sagapenum.
a. c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. (1894) 43 Azafetida is best

medicyn if bou make of him empfastre, serapinum, & be
fecis of a litil wex. 1543 Traheron Vigo's Chirurg. Interpr.,

Sagapenum commonly called Serapinum droppeth out of
the stalke of ferula, a 16x8 Rates Marchanaizes Fab,
Gum Serapinum.

f3. 1526 Grete Herball ccclxxx. (1529) X ij, Serapyn is.

.

the gomme of a tre that groweth beyonde the see and in

Grece. c 1550 Lloyd Treas. Health G ij
t
Serapine stampte

and put into the hollow tooth taketh awai y* paines therof.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 269 Gumme Serapine. 1714 Fr.
Bk. Rates 92 Gum Serapin per 100 Weight 06 05.

2. The tree that produces sagapenum.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. xi. x. 43 Al maner

of trees, a3 pinetrees, Serapias, Cypres, Terebinths [etc.].

I! Seraskier (ser&skl»*i). Also seraskur, se-

rasquier. [repr. Turkish pronunciation of Pers.

$*~ej~ sercasker head ofthe army, i.j~» ser head +

Arab^^X—c zaskaraamy.] The title of the Turkish

Minister of War, who is also commander in chief

of the army.
1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1952/2 The Turkish Officer, who is

known by the Title of Serasquier. X717 Lady M. W. Mon-
tagu Let. to Pope 12 Feb., A very numerous garrison of
their bravest janissaries, commanded by a pasha seraskier

(1. e. general). 1803 Wittman Trav. Turkey 237 The title

of Seraskier corresponds with that of our commander in

chief of the army. 1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia vi.

261 The Seraskier at Stamboul . . had persisted in withdraw-
ing the regulars stationed in the province.

II Seraskierate (seneski»T^t). Also seraska-
rat, -kerat, -keriat(e, -kierat. [f. prec. + -ate *.]

The War Office at Constantinople.
1876 Illustr. Lond. News 8 July 43/2 The execution . . took

place . . in the open square of the Seraskierate or War Office.

1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 307 The great tower of Galata, like

that of the Seraskierat (War Office) on the opposite height
in Stamboul, is used as a fire-tower. 1891 .-/ thenxum 26 Dec.
868/3 They are instructed to send all local details as to

situation to the Seraskierate.

+ Serate. Obs.-1 [a. F. f(laict) serai (Cotgr.).]

(See quot.)
1600 Surflet Country Farm I. xiv. 90 The Normans do

boile milke with garlicke and onions, and keepe it in vessels

for their vse, calling it sowre milke or Serate.

Serauee, seraw e, seray, obs. ff. Serai'.
Serayn(e, obs. forms of Siren.

Serb (saib), sb. and a. Also 9 Syrbe. [a.

Servian Srb, Serb. Cf. F. Serbe.] A. sb.

L f a. A Wend of Lusatia. (C£ Sobb.) Obs.

b. A native of Servia, a Servian.

1813 Q. Rev. X. 283 The Serbs or Wends came about the
same time into the countries between the Saal and the Oder.
184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 103/2 The Syrbes or Wends, who
inhabit Lusatia. i860 C/tamb. Encycl. VIII. 629/2 (art.

Servia) Every Serb carries arms. 1885 Morfill Slav. Lit.
ii. 33 The Serbs have, unlike the Russians and other Slavs,
kept their old name.
2. The Servian language.
1886 Fortn. Rev. Jan. 146 Serb became a proscribed tongue.

1905 Macm. Mag. Nov. 40 Everyone, whether Christian or
Moslem, speaks Serb only.

B. adj. Servian.
1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia i. 16 The barbarous

Serb races who settled in the Danubian basin in the fifth

and succeeding centuries*

Serbian (saubian), a. and sb. [f. Serb + -ian.]
«= Servian a. and sb.

1862 Denton Servia <$ Servians 11 About the middle of
the seventh century the Serbians, a Sclavonic tribe, entered
Mcesia. 1867 Misses Mackenzie & Irby Turks, Greeks ty

Slavons 413 We asked, in Serbian, if they would kindly show
us their books. 1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia \. 7 The
headdress of the Serbian women. Ibid. 26 Besides my native
tongue.. I know Serbian. 1883 Mori ill Slav. Lit. 1. 8 The
Serbian chieftain, Vouk Brankovitch. 1887 — {title) Sim-
plified grammar of Serbian.

Serbo-, combining form of Serb, as Serbo-

Croatian, -Italian. Cf. Servo-.
1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia ix. 389 Her Serbo-

Italian neighbours. 1883 Morfill Slav. Lit. i. 8 The.,
extent of the territory over which Serbo-Croatian and its

dialects.. are spoken. 1905 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 598 The
Serbo-Croat language.

Serbonian (ssjbJu'nian), a. [f. Gr. Xtp&wvi-s

(\tfiyrj) + -an.] Serbonian bog : Milton's name for

Lake Serbonis in Lower Egypt, a marshy tract

(now dry) covered with shifting sand. Hence used
allusively.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 592 A gulf profound as that Serbo-
nian Bog Betwixt Damiata and mount Casius old, Where
Armies whole have sunk. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. Sel. Wks.
II. 231 In the ' Serbonian bog ' of this base oligarchy they
are all absorbed, sunk, and lost for ever. 1903 Morley
Gladstone \\\\. vii. III. 121 The Serbonian bog of Egyptian
finance.

Sere, obs. form of Sark.
Serce, obs. Sc form of Search v.

Serce, Sercer, obs. ff. Searce, Seabcer.
Sercell, var. Sarcel Obs. (hawk's feather).

Sercenett, obs. form of Sarsenet.

T Serch. Obs. rare. Also 5 soergh. [Of
obscure origin.] ? Some kind of worked stone for

building purposes.
1416-17 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) II. 442 Pro

lviij pedibus de lapid' vocat' seerghys ij*. v4 . 014*9 Ibid.
II. 445 Pro. .xxiij pedibus de serchis.

Serch(e, obs. forms of Search sb. and v.

Sercial (sausial). A kind of Madeira wine.
18x8 Accum Chem. 'Tests 190. 1851 Redoing Mod. Wines

(ed. 3) 265 The sercial is said to be the product of the hock
grape, transplanted to the island. 1873 St. Pauls Mag.
June 637 A glass of his favourite old Sercial. x88a Ellen M.
Taylor Madeira 75 The principal varieties of wine-making
grapes are the following: Malvasia, Bual, Sercial [etc.].

Sercil, var. Sarcel Obs. (hawk's feather).

1678 in Phillips (ed. 4).

Sercle, obs. form of Circle.
Serclet(t, obs. forms of Circlet.
1530 Palscr. 269/2 Serclet for a brides heed, cedre,

Sercote, obs. form of Subcoat.
Sercute, obs. form of Circuit.
1506 Rat. SJuph. (Sommer) 125 The mone maketh one

turnyng or one sercute.. within xxvii. dayes or there about.

Sera, var. Sard v. and obs. pa. t. of Serve.

I! Serdab (ssjda*b). Also serdaub, sirdab.

[Pers.(hence Arab.) ^^f seraab grotto
t
ice-house,

cellar.] a. In Western Asia, a cellar or under-

ground chamber, b. In Egypt, a secret passage

or chamber in an ancient tomb.
a. 184a W. F. Ainsworth Trav. Asia Minor, etc. II. 331

The foundations, cellars, or serdaubs,. .were generally all

that remained. 1842 J. B. Fraser MesoPot.fi Assyria \. 25
When the inhabitants of Bagdad are panting in their sir-

dabs, or cellars under ground, whither they retire to avoid
the rays of the sun.
b. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards UP Nile iv. 92 This tomb .

.

also contains a secret passage of the kind that M. Mariette
calls a serdab. These serdabs..are constructed in the

thickness of the walls and have no entrances. 1897 Daily
News 5 July 8/3 In the serdab, or statue-chamber, of one of
the principal tombs, a very fine statue, .was found.

Serdar, obs. form of Sirdar.
Serdge, obs. form of Cierge, wax candle.
1538 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 84 The other xii serdges to

be uurned in like manner.

t Serdoner. Obs. rare-1
.

a 1350 Image Ipocr. 11. in Skellon's Wks. (1843) *!• 429
Thou arte..T he syre of serdoners, And prince of pardoners.

t Sere, sb. Obs. Also 7 seere, serre, sear(e.

[a. OF. serve, vbl. n. f. serre-r to hold fast, shut

:—pop.L. serrdre, altered form of late L. sevdve, f.

seva bolt, bar. Cf. Sear j^, 1
] A claw, talon.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 1. Trophets 136 A paire
of busie chattering Pies, Seeing some hardie Tercetl from
the skies To stoop with rav'nous seres, feel a chill fear. 1618
Chapman HesiocTs Georg. 1. 318 The Hauke once, hauing
trust vp in his Seres, The sweet-tun'd Nightingale. 1683
Lond. Gaz. No. 1799/4 Lost near Cad nam.., a- .thorough
mewed Falcon, the Feet and Sear very yellow. 1864 Lowell
McCteltan's Rep. Wks. 1890 V. 94 Every excuse was in-

vented., except the true one, that our chicken was no eagle
after all. He was hardening his seres, he was waiting for

his wings to grow [etc].

Sere, sear (sl-j), a. 1 Forms : 1 s6ar, sfere,

4-7 seare, seere, 4-8 aeer, 5 aeyr, 6 seyre, 7
seir(e, 7-9 {dial.) sare, 4- sere, 6- sear. [OE.
s4ar corresponds to MLG. sov (LG. soov) t Du. zoor

:—OTeut. *sauzo- :—Indogermanic *sausS-, whence
Lith. sausas, OS1. sux^t

Gr. avos dry, Skr. cosha

drying up, withering.
OK. seems to have had also a synonymous derivative sfere

(:-*ja;«/tf-), which in later Eng, would be represented by the
same form as siar.\

1. Dry, withered. Now poet, or rhetorical.

824 Grant in Birch Cartul. Sax. I. 515 Hit stent on bam
sieran boc hajan. a 1000 Gloss. Prudent, in Germania
(1878) XI. 402 Steriles,sewi. 13. . K.Alis. 4425 (Bodl. MS.).

J>e spere crakeb also bicke So on hegge sere stykke. C1425
Found. St. Bartholomew's (E. E. T. S.) 28 Seyr and drye
membyrs. i&6Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 47 b, And that
appereth in the tree of nature whiche..in wynter. .semeth
seyre, drye, & in maner as deed. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
iv. ii. 19 He is deformed, crooked, old, and sere. 1620
Quarles Feast for Worntes C 4, Will greene wood burne,
when so vnapt's the seire ? 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v.

Thatching, When they [WitnsJ are grown Sear they will

fly and break. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude 1. 84 Now here, now
there, an acorn, from its cup Dislodged, through sere leaves

rustled. 1901 H. Trench Deirdre Wed 12 Aghast, the
woman Fumbled at her sere breast, and wept.

b. trans/, and Jig. f and in fig. context.

1530 Tindale Gen. xlvii. 21 marg.. To sucke out ye iuce

of them with their poetrye, till all be seer bowes and no
thinge greene save their awne comenwelth. 1567 Turuerv.
Ovid's Ep. 93 b, Receyue me to thy carelesse couch in sere

and silent night. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iii. 25, I haue HuVl
long enough, my way of life Is falne into the Seare, the
yellow Leafe. 1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. U. 13 The house
that grows sere, needs supporters. 1795 Coleridge Sonnet
to Southey, Till sickly Passion's drooping Myrtles sear

Blossom anew. 1837 Card. Wiseman St. Eliz. ofHungary
in Ess. (1853) III. 226 The rude materialities of life in this

sear generation. 1880 O. W. Holmes Shadows 18 Some locks

had got silvered, some lives had grown sere,

o. absol. (Cf. quot. 1605 in 1 b.)

1791 W. Taylor tr. Lessing's Nathan iv. (1886) 133 In my
sear of life An Assad blossoms for me. 1890 J. Watson
Con/. Poacher (1893) 74 By the third week of October, the
yellow and sere of the year has come.

f2. Of textile fabrics : Thin, worn. Obs.

15*3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill(igo4) 35 An Olde Seer dyapur
Towell. 1591 Percivall .S^. Diet., Rata de panno, the
place where cloth is seere or thinne. a 1631 Donne Elegies
1. Poems (1633) 44 If swolne with poyson, nee lay in his last

bed, His body with a sere-barke covered. 1736 Pegge
Kenticisms (E. D. S.) 45 My coat is very sare. 1798 Cole-
ridge Anc. Mar. v. v, A roaring wind..shook the sails

That were so thin and sere.

3. Comb. a. Forming parasynthetic adjectives, as

seve-coloured, sere-leaved, f seve-souled. Also fsere-
dried pa. pple., dried to excess.

1901 Westm. Gaz. 29 May 2/1 The background of *sere-

coloured autumn foliage suggests the passing of a glorious

summer day. 1657 G
:
Starkev Helmont's Vind. 62 Hay,

which if *sear-dryed in the Sun, is half in half damnified.

1870 D. Limdsay in Poets Ayrsh. (1910) 254 "Sear leaved

decay does Ver the woodland steal. 1659 H. M. Pair
Spectacles for Nation 4 Tell us you *Sear-soul'd men that

will sweatpro and con, tell me what an oath is?

f b. in syntactical combinations formerly often

hyphened or written as single words : sere tree,

wood; also Sere month, a name for August. Obs.
1686-7 Aubrey Rem. Gentilisme (1881) 123 Proverbs...

Item, Good to cut Briars in the *Sere month {i) August.
? a 16x6 Beaum. & Fl. Wit wit/tout Money in. i, Old age like

*Seer-trees, is seldom seen affected, c 161 1 Chapman Iliad

1. 449 The Priest, with small *sere wood Did sacrifice. 1700
Dryden Flower #r Leaf^x^ The Lawrel-Champions. .Sere-

wood from the rotten Hedges took. 1784 Cullum Hist.

62-2



SERE.

Hawsted 173 The wood-stealers always tell you they never

take any but sear wood.

t Sere, adv. and a. 2 Obs. (? exc. dial.). Forms:

3-5 ser, 3-6 seir, 3-6, 8 (dial.) sere, 4 seyre,

schere, 4, 7, 9 (dial.) seer, 5-6 seyr, 5, 7 seere,

6 seare. [a. ON. se'r, orig. dative of the refl. pron.

(accus. wl.gen. sin) ; the sense ' for oneself gave

rise in ON. to the advb. meaning ' separately,

apart ' (also in compounds, e. g. sirdeilis partly,

sirligr particular) ; the further development into

an adj. is peculiar to English. Cf. Da. smr singular,

Da. isar, Sw. stir particularly.]

A. adv. Separately, severally. Sere twice, on

two separate occasions.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4231 His ober suns com ilkan sere For

to mend bair fader chere. 13. . Gaw. * Gr. Knt. 1522, I hat

seten by your-self here sere twyes, ?et herde I neuer of

your hed helde no wordez pat euer longed to luf. c 1440

York Myst. ii. 20 pe water 1 will be set to flowe bothe fare

and nere, And ban be firmament, in mydis to set bame sere.

b. ? ' All told ', in all.

:,n6oo Flodden F. iii. (1664) 30 The number did but

mount To six and twenty thousand seere.

B. adj.

L Separate, distinct ; each in particular, single.

c 1100 Ormin 18653 Forr ser iss Sune, & Faderr ser, & ser

iss bejjre babre Aflmahhti? Gast. a 1300 Cursor M. 5461

His suns blessed he on rau, He gaue ilkan seir benissun.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 5854 Men sal alswa yhelde rek-

kenynges sere Of al gudes bat God has gefen bam here.

a 1400 Rel. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. v. 64 Jhesu, joyne bi

lufe in my thoghte, Swa bat bay neuer be sere. 154S Ascham
Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 107 Instrumentes for euery sere archer to

brynge with him, proper for his own vse. 1565 Calfhill

Answ. Martiall v. 130 b, Traditions in euery age with euery

sere byshop [haue] varied.

2. Divers, various, sundry.

a 1300 Cursor M. 2 And romans red on maneres sere. Ibid.

6840 Your land yee sal sau seuen yeir, And seer bar-of your

corns seir. a 1340 Hampole Ps. cl. 4 Orgyns bat is made as

a toure of sere whistils. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass-bk. (Mb. a.)

70, I have synned largely, In mony synnes sere, c 1450 Bk.

Curtasye 262 in Babees Bk., pe boke hym calles a chorle of

chere, That vylany spekes be wemen sere. 1585 Jas. I Ess.

Poesie (Arb.) 18 That your vertewis singuler and seir May
wholly all in them be also found. 1691 Ray N. C. Words

(E.D. S.). ijo3Thoresby Let. to Kay s.v. i8»oBrockett

If. C. Gloss, (ed. 2) 261.
"'

3. Comb., as sere-coloured, parti-coloured ;
(on)

sere-wise adv., in divers ways.

<r«4»S St. Mary of Oignies 11. 1. in Anglia VIII. 151/5

A cote *sere-colerd comynge to be helys. 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 3261 pus sal pal on *sere-wyse pyned be, Sum
many wynter for bair syn. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii.

{Margaret) 515, & hyre prayere quhen scho had ser-wyse to

god deuotely mad, a licht of hewine rathly schane.

Sere, var. Cebe sb. and v., Sear v. ; obs. f. Sir sb.

Serea, obs. form of Sibbab.

tSe'rean, a. sxi&sb. Obs. [f. L. S?r-es (see

Seres) + -ean. Cf. Serian, Sebic] a. adj. Of or

pertaining to the Seres ; silken, b. sb. pi. = Sebes.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. 11. Magnif. 316 That

hath soft Sereans yellow Spoyls. 1633 Drumm. of Hawth.
Poems (1656) 160 Here are no Serean Fleeces.

Serefe, obs. Sc form of Shebief.

Sereiatint, obs. form of Sergeant.

II Serein (spraeh). Meteorology. [Fr. : see Se-

rene sb.1] A fine rain falling from a cloudless

sky after sunset
1870 Tyndall Heat % 495 Whose condensation produces

the serein. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 41.

Sereine, variant of Serene sb.1

i Serekin(S, a. Obs. Forms : 3 slrekin, sere-

kines, serekens, 3-4 serekin, 3-5 serkin. [f.

Sere a. 2 + Kin sb.1 (6 b).] Of several kinds.

aisooCursor M. 2654 Abraham.. bis nam sua mikel es to

rede Als fader o mani serkyn lede. Ibid. 7407 Dauid cuth

on sere-kin \GStt. serkin] note Bath he cuth on harpe and

rote. Ibid. 10218 Ilkan ban to be temple broght Sirekin

gift after bai moght. c 1400 Langlana"s P. PI. C. (Ilchester

MS.), in Skeat ill. Pref. 36 On serkyn wys bes seculers it

certefiez also, Lewed men by labour lyue and lordez go to

hunt In frith and in forest,

t SeTelepeS, adv. (a.). Obs. Also 3 Ormin
serlepess, 4 -lypez. [f. Sere a?* -Up- (as in

Onlepy) + advb. -es, -s.] Separately.

c noo Ormin 513, & iwhillc an serlepess off ba fowwre &
twennti} hirdessWas nemmnedd affterr an mann off ba fowre

& twennti} prestess. 13.. Gaw. t, Gr. Knt. 501 For-bl bis

Jol ouer-?ede, & be a.ere after, & vche sesoun serlepes sued

after ober. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvn. 164 That thre binges

bilongeth in owre lorde of heuene, And aren serelepes by

hem-self asondry were neure.

b. as adj. Separate, distinct ; sundry, various.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 994 Vch tabelment was a serlypez

ston. a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 4893 Seuenty wyndows beside

of serelepis werkes. •

t Se-relepy , a. Obs. [f. Sere a? + -lepy (as in

Onlepy).] Separate; with pi. sb., sundry, various.

01400-50 Wars Alex. 605 Jit ware pai sett vn-samen of

serdypy hewys. Ibid. 4440 Sere-lepy kyndis. Ibid. 4521

Sacrifice to ilk a segge a sere-lepy gifte.

t Serely, adv. Obs. Forms : 4 serelych, ser-

liche, 4-5 ser(e)ly. [a. ON. serliga : see Serb a. 2

and -ly 2.] Particularly, separately.

C1350 Will. Palerne 2149 pel soujt alle so serliche burh

cites & smale townes,..pat no seg..schuld haue schapit.

c J37S Lay-Folks Mass-Bi. B. 465 For here soules, I pray

492

derly, bate I shall neuen serly. 13.. E. E. Allit.P. C. 19}

Sone haf bay her sortes sette & serelych deled, c 1440 York

Myst. xliv. 24 It nedis we vs avise, pat we saye no3t serely.

Serement, var. Sebment Obs., oath.

Seremon(y, obs. forms of Ceremony.

t Sere'na. Obs. rare. [It. (Neapolitan) ; cf. Sp.

sereno in the same sense.] = Sebene sb.1

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. H i b, It hath caused such a

thicke fulsome Serena to descend on my braine. a 1600

R. Dudley in Hakluyt's Voy. III. 575 The most infectious

serenas or dewes that fall all along these coasts of Africa.

1713 Gentl. Instructed i. Suppl. iii. (ed. 5) 14 They had.,

armed themselves against the Serena with a Caudle.

Serenade (serirtfi'd), sb. Also 7 serenate, 8

seranade. [a.F.sMnade: (16th c inHatz.-Darm.),

app. ad. It. serenata : see Sebenata.]

1. A performance of vocal or instrumental music

given at night in the open air, esp. such a per-

formance given by a lover under the window of

his lady.

1656 Blount Glossogr. 166a J. Davies tr; Olearius Voy.

Ambass. 236 They go and give the Governour a Serenade.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 768 Serenate, which the starv'd Lover

sings To his proud fair. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 11. v

The Musick and Serenades that were given her, sounded

more ungratefully in her Ears, than the Noise of a Screech

Owl. 1835 Lytton Rienzi in. iii, My voice awaked the

stillness of the waving sedges with a soldier's serenade. 1884

F. M. Crawford Roman Singer I. 163 A serenade is an

every-day affair.

b. trans/, an&jig.

1649 Lovelace Lucasla, To a Lady Madam A. L. 118

Or the soft Serenades above In calme of Night, when Cats

make Love. 1656 Cowley Misc., Swallow 3 Foolish Prater,

what do'st thou So early at my window do With thy tune-

less Serenade? 1695 J. Edwards Author. O. t, N. Test.

III. 27 We are enabled to.. entertain our selves with the

serenades of a good conscience. 1843-54 Surtees Handley
Cross lix, When I will finish wot I ve left unsung, as the

tom-cat said when the brick-bat cut short his serenade. 1871

Forsyth Highl. Central India 391, I listened one night to

the most remarkable serenade of tigers I ever heard.

f 2. A poem suitable for a serenade. Obs.

1710 Taller No. 222 r 4 Horace's tenth Ode of the third

book was originally a Serenade.

3. Mus. A piece of music suitable or specially

composed for singing or playing in the open air as

a complimentary performance.

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v., The Pieces compos'd or play'd

on these Occasions, are also call'd Serenades. 1794 Mrs.

Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xvi, Some of their servants . . were

performing a simple serenade. 1883 Rockstro in Grove's

Diet. Mus. III. 467/2 The most delicious example of this

that we possess is the Serenade in Sterndale Bennett's

Chamber Trio in A, Op. 27. a 1897 tr. Riemann's Diet. Mus.

s. v., The only thing retained from the past in serenades is

that they have more movements than is usual in a sonata or

symphony.
4. attrib. and Comb.
1908 Rockstro in Grove's Diet. Mus. IV. 418/2 The two

Serenade trios of Beethoven. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXIV.
663/1 The six-movement scheme (though without the sere-

nade style) was adopted by Beethoven in . .the string quartet

in B flat. Ibid., The classics of the serenade forms are among
the works of Mozart and Haydn.

Serenade (serai/i-d), v. [f. the sb.]

1. trans. To entertain (a person) with a serenade.

167a Wycherley Love in Wood 11. i, I intend to serenade

the whole Park to-night. 1691 Comedy, Win Her fr Take
Her 1. ii. 5 A fourth [would] make verses upon you ; treat,

present, and Serenade you. 1717 Sewall Diary 15 Apr.,

Last night three musicians serenaded me under my chamber

window. 184a Mrs. Kirkland Forest Life I. 253 It's only

a parcel of fellers gone to serenade an old widower that s

been a-marrying ofa young girl. 1887 Fenn Master Cerem.
vi, I am going to beg our guests to come with us and sere-

nade a lady whose name I will not mention.

b. trans/, znd/ig.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. ii, From serenading his

patient every hunting morning with the horn under his

window, it was impossible to withhold him. 1774 G. White
Selborne, To Barrington 28 Sept., In hot mornings several

[swifts]..dash round the steeples and churches, squeaking

as they go in a very clamorous
t

manner: these.. are sup.

posed to De males serenading their sitting hens. x8a^ Selby

Illustr. Brit. Ornith. 240 The male bird .. uttering the

singular but unmusical notes with which he serenades his

male during incubation.

2. intr. (or absol.) To perform a serenade.

1668 Dryden Even. Love 11. i. 29 When I go a Serenading

again with 'em, I'll give 'em leave to make Fiddle-strings

of my small-guts. 1710 Tatler No. 222 r 13 Our honest

countrymen..seldom begin to sing until they are drunk;

which also is usually the time when they are most disposed

to Serenade. 183a W. Irvihg A lluvnbra 1. 299, I'll warrant,

these cavaliers have their loves among the Spanish beauties

..and will soon be serenading under their balconies.

Hence Serena'ding vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1673 Dryden Assign. 11. iii. 19 Where is this Serenading

Rascall ! 1705 J. Taylor Journ. Edin. (1903) 90 We caus'd

3 Serenading Tunes to be particularly plai'd at Sir Lothian

Blackets, Enamoretta's and Astraca's houses. 1797 T. Hol-

croft tr. Stolberg's Trav. III. Ixxxviii. (ed. 2) 449 The
custom of serenading. .ever will prevail.

Serenader (sercWi-dai). [f. Serenade v.+

-er !.] One who serenades.

1676 Durfey Mad. Fickle in. iii, That an impertinent

Serenader.. shou'd have the impudence to talk thus. 1797

Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xvii, The music of serenaders.

1883 Fr. M. Peard Contrad. I. 29 A barca with serenaders

was slowly approaching.

II Serenata (sercna-ta). Mus. [a. It. serenata

an evening song (whence Sp., Pg. serenata, F. s(-

SERENE.

re'nade Serenade sb.), app. f. sereno the open air,

subst. use of sereno Serene a. (Pr. had serena in

the sense of ' serenade '.)]

1. A song or form of cantata suitable for perform-

ance in the open air.

1743 Boyce (title) Solomon, a Serenata. 1834 Beckford

Italy II. 261 Having been a mighty reader ofoperas, sere-

natas, sonnets, and romances. x86a Spencer First Princ.

11. ii. 173 From the ballad up to the serenata.

2. A piece of instrumental music, developed from

the orchestral suite, and usually composed of a

march, and a minuet interposed between two move-

ments of another kind.

1883 Rockstro in Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 468/2 Haydn
also wrote Serenatas, but seems to have taken less kindly

to the style than Mozart.

t Serenate, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Serene a. +

-ATE 3 ; cf. It. serenare.] traits. To render serene.

1654 Flecknoe Ten Years Trav. 169 Then for serenating

the mind, . . Where in lowd cities shall you find A recollec-

tion like to this ?

Serenate, obs. form of Serenade sb.

Serendipity (serendi-piti). [f. Serendip, a

former name for Ceylon + -ity.

A word coined by Horace Walpole, who says (Let. to

Mann, 28 Jan. 1754) that he had formed it upon the title of

the fairy-tale ' The Three Princes 0/Serendip', the heroes

of which ' were always making discoveries, by accidents and

sagacity, of things they were not in quest of .]

The faculty of making happy and unexpected

discoveries by accident.

1754 H. Walpole Let. to Matin 28 Jan., This discovery,

indeed, is almost of that kind which I call Serendipity.

1880 E. Solly Index Titles ofHonour Pref. 5 The inquirer

was at fault, and it was not till some weeks later, when by

the aid of Serendipity, as Horace Walpole called it—that

is, looking for one thing and finding another—that the ex-

planation was accidentally found.

t Serene, sb.1 Obs. Forms : 6-7 seren, 7

serene, -eine, -ain(e, syren(e, 8 serein. See

also Serena and Serein, [a. F. serein of the

same meaning (OF. serain, sierain evening) = Pg.

serao :—popular L. *seranum, f. sir-um (F. stir)

evening, subst. use of neut of L. s?rus late.

The word seems to have been confused in Fr. with serein

Serene a. The Sp. sereno Serena may be from Fr.]

A light fall of moisture or fine rain after sunset in

hot countries (see Sebeln), formerly regarded as a

noxious dew or mist.

1591 Florio indFruites 153 The Seren neuer hurts a man
in these colde countries. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone 111. vn.

Some serene blast mee, or dire lightning strike This my
offending face. 1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Seraine, a

foggy mist or dampish vapour falling in Italic about sunne

set, at which time it is vnwholesome to be abroad especially

bareheaded. 1617 Moryson Itin. I. 219 When the Syren or

dew falls at night, theykeepe themselves within dores till it

be dried up. i6aa F. Markham Bk. War m. yii. 105 Which

not to acknowledge, would hang as a Sereine or rotting

Mildew vpon any thankfull nature. 1636 G. Sandys

Paraphr. Ps. exxi. 205 Nor unwholsome Serene shall From
the ifoons moyst influence fall, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650)

II. 7 Have a care of your health, take heed of the seren s.

168a Phil. Collect. XII. 148 To preserve the Brain from

the Serenes that fall in hot Countries. [1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Serein (Fr.), a dampish and unwholesome Vapour,

that falls after Sun-set in hot Countries ; a kind of Mildew.]

Serene (s^rt-n), a. and sb.2 [ad. L. seren-us

clear, fair, calm (of weather, etc.). Cf. OF. seri,

serin, serain, mod.F. serein, Sp, Pg., It. sereno.]

A. adj.

1. Of the weather, air, sky : Clear, fine, and calm

(without cloud or rain or wind).

1508 Dunbar Gold. Targe 108 Quhill loud resownyt the

firmament serene. (11513 Fabyan Chron. vi. ccxviii. 238

To perce the heuyns that beeth so serene. i6ai Burton

Anal. Mel. 1. i. 1. v, As the heauen it selfe is, so is our life,

sometimes faire, sometimes ouercast, tempestious, and se-

rene. 1634 Milton Comus 4 Where those immortal shapes

Of bright aereal Spirits live insphear'd In Regions milde

of calm and serene Ayr. 1660 R. Coke Power $ Subj. 108

Whether it will be serene, or stormy weather, a 1771 Gray
Son' 9 Western gales and skies serene Speak not always

winter past. 1819 Chapters Phys. Sci. 200 Timely alterna-

tives of serene and rainy days. 1867 H. Macmillan Bible

Teach, v. (1870) 91 So pure and serene is the air that. .the

faintest far-off sounds are heard with surprising distinctness.

b. Of the heavenly bodies : Shining with a clear

and tranquil light.

1704 Pope Winterb The moon, serene in glory, mounts the

sky. 1744 Akenside Pleas. I/nag. I. 61 Ere the radiant

sun Sprung from the east, or 'mid the vault of night The

moon suspended her serener lamp. 1817 Shelley Pr.

Athanase 1. 6r Through which his soul, like Vesper's serene

beam.. Shone, softly burning. -

O. Hence as a poetic epithet of colour : Pure,

clear, bright. Also (cf. 2 b), Quiet, sober.

1750 Gray Eugy 53 Full many a gem of purest ray serene.

1846 Landor Pentameron Wks. II. 343 Serener colours are

pleasanter to our eyes and more becoming to our character.

2. Of other natural phenomena (e. g. the sea) :

Calm, tranquil.

1811 J. Wilson Isle of Palms in. 397 And gazed where

inland waters lay Serene as night. 1816 Shelley Mont

Blanc 61 Mont Blanc appears—still, snowy, and serene.

1821 - Hellas 1067 A brighter Hellas rears its mountain.

From waves serener far. 1870 O'Shaughnessy Epic of

Women 76 Through each shock of sound that shivers The

serene palms to their height.
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b. trans/. Restful to the eye, expressive or sug-

gestive of repose.

1849 Ruskin Sez>. Lamps ii. § 8. 36 The magnificent and
serene constructions of the early Gothic. Ibid. iii. § 21. 88
Laws as inviolable and serene as those of nature herself.

3. Of a person, his mind, circumstances, etc.:

Calm, tranquil, untroubled, unperturbed. Of the

countenance : Expressive of inward calm, unruffled.

a 1635 [see Serenity a]. 1640 Fuller Abel Rediv., Huss
(1867) I. 19 Stokes, an Englishman then present at the
council, his serene antagonist. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.
1. § 67 The duke heard him without the least commotion,
and with a countenance serene enough, a 1687 Petty Pol.
Aritk. viL (1691) 103 The ordinary charge of the Govern-
ment, in times of deep and serene Peace. 171a Steele
Spect. No. 282 f 5 He who resigns the World.. is in con-
stant Possession of a serene Mind. 18x8 Byron Juan 1.

Ixxxiii, A quiet conscience makes one so serene ! 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 460 His serene intrepidity dis-

tinguished him among thousands of brave soldiers. 1870 E.
Peacock Rolf Skirl. III. 144 A great event in her serene
life. 19x1 Athenztum 8 July 35/1 Mr. Austin surveys his
mental development with serene satisfaction.

b. All serene
t
a slang phr. for ' all's well', 'all

right \ Also jocularly all sereno.

X856 K. H. Dicby Lover's Seat I. vi. 161 Well I never, all

serene, stunning,..and such like phrases. 1859 Hotten's
Slang Diet, Serene, all right; 'its all serene', a street

phrase of very modern adoption, the burden of a song. 1873
Routledge's Ev. Boy*s Ann. 378/1 'AH serene, Ben', was
the general reply. 1901 F. Hume Golden Wang-ho i, 'All
sereno !' sung out Teddy.
4. An honorific epithet given to a reigning prince

(esp. of Germany), formerly also to a member of a
royal house, etc. ; sometimes jocularly applied to

anything appertaining to a person so designated.

Also most serene = med.L. serenissimus, It. serenis-

simo, F. serenissime. Cf. Serenity 4.
lSPi Dunbar Poems lxxxix. 11 Borne of a princes most

serene. 155a Lyndesay Monarche 3074 And send one Mes-
sage to the Quene, Prayand hir Maiestie serene That scho
wald [etcj. 1629 Massinger Picture 1, ii, You are like me
a subiect. Her more then serene Majesty being present.
1660 Trial Regie. 17 A Warrant for the Execution of His
late Sacred and Serene Majesty. 1673 Ogilby Asia Ded.,
To His Most Serene,and Most Excellent Majesty, Charles II.

1711 Act 10 Anne c 4 The most serene Elector of Bruns-
wick-Lunenburgh. 1740 Gray Let. 20 May, Poems (1775)
83 His Highness the Duke of Modena. .laid his most serene
commands upon me to write to Mr. West. X745 H. Wal-
pole Let. to Mann 24 June, The Duke of Saxe Weissenfels
. .is not of so serene a house but that he might have known
something of the motions of the Prussians. 1746 — Let. to

G. Montagu 17 June, The Serene Hessian is gone, 177a
Ann. Reg. 153/2 Genoa, Dec 26. On the 22d instant.. died
. .the serene John Baptist Camblaso, Doge of this republic.

i860 Thackeray Four Georges i. (1861) 26 There were 600
horses in the Serene stables. Ibid. 29 The lovely sisters.

.

journeyed to Hanover, and became favourites of the serene
house there reigning. 1879 Baring-Gould Germany I. 29
Princes to whom the predicate of durchlaucht ('your serene
highness is accorded.

o. Drop serene: Milton's rendering of mod.L.
gutta serena amaurosis : see Gutta l 1 b. Hence
allusively (quot. 1843).
1667 Milton P. L. m. 25 So thick a drop serene hath

quencht thir Orbs. 1843 Carlyle Past <r Pr. 1. ii, Thick
serene opacity, thicker than amaurosis, veiled those smiling
eyes of his to Truth.

6. quasi-oafe.

1655 Fanshawe tr. Canteens' Lusiad m. Iv. 57 Her plea-
santvale.. Which Thou, sweet Tagus, waterst so serene.
1718 Young Love Fame ii. 43 Serene quoth Adam, 4 Lol
'twas crush'd by me \ X769 Gray Install. Ode 93 The Star
of Brunswick smiles serene. 1847 Emerson Poems, Thre-
nody Wks. (Bohn) I. 488 Gentlest guardians marked serene
His early hope, his liberal mien.

B. sb, (absoL. use of the adj.). [Similarly L.
serenum (neut.), It. sereno, OF. seri, serain.] Now
rare or Obs. a. A condition of fine quiet weather.
1644 Dering Prop. Sacr. Pref. b 2, It is indeed the present

issue of thunder and tempest, but was begotten in a quiet
serene. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool o/Qual. (1859) I. 220 No
more than ye can see the gloom of last winter in the smiling
serene of a summer's evening.

b. The unruffled expanse of clear sky or calm sea.

1769 Sir W. Jones Palace Fortune Poems (1777) 28 And
twinkling stars emblaz'd the blue serene. 1781 Cowper
Charity 132 The bark that pluws the deep serene. 181

2

Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxx, As winds come whispering lightly
from the west, Kissing, not ruffling, the blue deep's serene.

1834 Mar. Edgeworth Helen I. xiii. 279 Not a cloud
obscured the deep serene. 1870 O'Shaughnkssy Epic 0/
Women 172 And some have., through the blue serene Gone
up to heaven and been lost.

C. Calm brightness, quiet radiance.
1821 Shelley Epipsych. 506 With moonlight patches.. Or

fragments of the day's intense serene. 1863 I. Williams
Baptistery il xxiiL (1874) 84 Upon the dark and ruin'd
scene Throwing a beautiful serene.

d. Serenity, tranquillity (ofmind, conditions, etc.).

174a Young Nt. Th. vn. 40 Deep in rich pasture will thy
flocks complain? Not so; but to their master is deny'dTo
share their sweet serene. x76o-7a H. Brooke Foolo/QuaL
(1809) IV. 107 The serene of heart-felt happiness has little

of adventure in it. 1763-9 Falconer Shifiwr. 1. 127 The
calm domestic scene Had o'er hie temper breathed a gay
serene. 1851 Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 11. 335 Be-
hold, the people waits, Like God. As He, in His serene of
might, So they, in their endurance of long straits.

Serene (sfr*"n),z>. Now rare or Obs* [ad. L.
serendre, f. seren-us Serene a. Cf. 1 6th c, F. se-

rcner (Konsard).] trans. To make serene.

1. To make (the sky, air) clear, bright, and tran-

quil, f Also, to clearfrom (cloud). Alsoyf^.
1613 J. Davies Muses Teares (Grosart) 15/1 Then let

Fates Snuffes and PufTes as winds of Grace, Serene the
Heauen of your Maiestick Face. 1639 Saltmarshe Pract.
Policy 4 If your businesse be perplexed and obscure . . the best
course heere for clearing and serening, is to divide the parts
that are mingled and more obscure. 1655 Fanshawe tr.

Camoeus' Lusiad ix. xxiv. 178 She, where she passes, makes
the Wind to lye With gentle motion, and serenes the skye.
ai7ix Ken Edmund Poet. Wks. 1721 II. 322 Heav'n which
before in Rivulets ran down, Its Face seren'd, clear from all

cloudy Frown. 1747 Mallet Amyntor <$ Theodora m. 42
As Reason thus the mental storm seren'd. x8*8 Blackw.
Mag. XXIII. 486 Homer and Shakspeare. .so far from being
unfit for the gross atmosphere of human nature,.. soared
through it like eagles,, .serened it like a calm.

T" b. To clarify, make clear and bright (a liquid).

1708 J. Philips Cyder n. 68 The hoary Frosts and North-
ern Blasts take care Thy muddy Bev'rage to serene, and
drive Precipitant the baser, ropy Lees.

f c. To expose to the air (articles suspected of
infection). Obs.
[Littre has F. sirinage for the action of doing this.]

c 1750 M. Mackenzie Plague in Phil. Trans. XLVII. 385
To what purpose, .keep ships in Sandgate-Creek for weeks,
and even months, without landing and serening the goods?
2. To make (a person, his mind, etc.) calm and

tranquil, f Also, to render free from (anything
that perturbs).

1654 Whitlock Zootomia 226 This temper Serenes the
Soule from Passion. 1707 Norris Treat. Humility \m. 339
It calms and serenes the regions of the breast. 1742 Young
Nt. Th. vn. 1465 Hope, like a cordial,.. Man's heart, at
once, inspirits, and serenes. 1854 Bailey Festns (ed. 5) 164
Thus serened, speak on.
absol. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 886 Something that

serenes or troubles, soothes or jars.

b. To make (the countenance, brow) calm, un-
ruffled, or cheerful.

1648-99 J. Beaumont Psyche xv. cexvii. (1702) 237 When
he seren'd his Father's gloomy Frown. 17x8 Pope Iliad

I

xv. 178 While a Smile serenes his awful Brow. 18x3 T.

I

Busby Lucretius m. 316 While Air, all calm and gentle,
soothes the breast, Serenes the face, and lulls the soul to rest.

Serene, obs. form of Siren.

Serenely (s/ri-nli), adv. [f. Serene a, + -ly 2
.]

I In a serene manner.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. 1. iii. § 13 It being impossible,

that Men should, without Shame or Fear, confidently and
serenely break a Rule, which they could not but evidently
know, that God had set up. 1704-9 Pope Autumn 13 Now
setting Phcebus shone serenely bright. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. I. vn. xi, She.. stands alone, her "hands serenely
crossed on her breast. x88o * Ouida ' Moths 1. 9 Lady Dolly
smiled serenely on the person who glided to her elbow.

Sereneness (sirrn^es). rare. [-Ness.] The
quality of being serene ; serenity.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. v. 11 A man that.. labours to
approue himselfe in the serenenesse of a healthful Con-
science. 17*1 R. Keith tr. T. d Kempis, Solil. Soul xvi.

233^ But now in the Sereneness of my Mind, and in the
Quiet of Solitude, I was in a Capacity to see and reflect.

1876 Blackie Songs Relig. g With a smile of cold serene-
ness, Came the Sadducee.

f b. as a title -= Serenity 4. Obs.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.Serene,

r
l'he Emperor,, .in treat-

ing with them, uses Electoral Sereneness or Serenity to the
Electors; and Ducal Sereneness to the other Princes.

tSe'reness 1
. Obs. In 4 ser(e)nes. [f. Sere

a.^-t'-NESS.] Diversity, variety.

a 1300 Cursor M. 368 pe werld i call wit min entens pe
mater of be four elements, pat yeit was tan o forme nus-
chapen, Quar of was serenes sipen scapen. a 1300 E. E.
Psalter xxiv. n Vmgiuen with sernes gode [Vulg. circnm*
data varietate]. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xliv. 15 Vmcled
in sernesis [Vulg. circumamicta varietatibus).

Sereness-. [f. Sere aA + -ness.] The quality

of being sere, or dry and withered.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 453/2 Seernesse [v.r. sernesse], or up-

dryynge of treys or herbis, aridilas, marcor. 1530 Palsgk.
269/2 Serenesse drinesse, sechevr. 16x1 Speed Hist. Gt.
Brit. ix. xii. § 141 Wherin he seemed to forget. .the sear*
nesse of his body, and the greennesse of hts Grandchild
yo.ig Richard. x66o Hexham 11, Dorheydt o/te Dorri-
gkeydt, Drienesse, Searenesse, or Witherednesse.

t Sere'nify, v. Obs. rare-1 , [ad. med.L.
serenificdre to make serene : see Serene a. and
-fy.] intr. To become serene.
1612 tr. Benvenuto's Passenger 1. iv. 243 It's now the faire,

virrailion, pleasant spring, When meadowes laugh, and
heaven serenefies.

II Serenissime, a. and sb. rare. [a. F. sire-

nissime (15th c), ad. It. serenissimo or L. sere-

nissimus
t
superl. of It. sereno, L. serenus Serene

a.] * Most serene ' ; an honorific epithet bestowed
on certain princes. Also sb., one so entitled.

1624 BriefInform. Palatinate 5 The Serenissime Prince
and Lord Lewis King of Hungary. 1881 Larwood Loud.
Parks xvi. 328 He showed his prowess to. .foreign princes

and German serenissimes.

II Serenissimo, a. and sb. Obs. PI. -i, also

-o's. [It. : see prec] = prec.

X665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 140 The Tiara which
was worn by Serenissimo's. 1672 tr. JVieremberg's Temporal
«r Eternal in. vi. 272 (Stanf.) How many are called Sere-

nissimi, who have their understanding darkened.

T Sereni'SSimOTlS,<7. Obs. rare. [f. Xj.seri-

nissim-us (see above) + -ous.] — Serenissime a.

1623 Cockeram i, Serenissimous, most famous, a terme

applyed to Kings. 1629 B. Jonson New Inn 11. ii, Maies*
tique Pru, and Seremssimous Pru.

t Sere'nitude. Obs. rarer 1
, [f. L. seren-us

Serene a. + -tude.] Serenity.
167a Wotton's Reliq., Educ. 79 From which . . I am wont

to hope.. will flow a future quietude and seremtude [(1651)

325 and (1654) 294 Serenity] in the Affections.

Serenity (sire'niti). Also 6 -yte, 6-7 -itie.

[a. F. siriniU^ ad. L. serenttds, f. seren-us : see
Serene a. and -ity.]

1. Clear, fair and calm weather ; clearness and
stillness of air and sky.
1538 Starkey England 64 The sone communyth hys per-

fectyon at al tymys to thes inferyor thyngys..as wel in
cloudys as in serenyte. 1594 Ashlev tr. Loys Le Roy 42 In
Syria, and Egipt, where by the serenitie of the summer
season, almost all the starres are cleerely seen. 1669 Sturmy
Mariners Mag. v. v. 19 There is never no Rain, Dew, Hail,
Snow, or Wind, but still a clear serenity. xj^A Anson s Voy.
1. viii. 108 The serenity of the sky was suddenly changed.
1820 \V. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 15 One of those sudden
storms that will sometimes break in upon the serenity of a
summer voyage. x86o Tvndall Glac. r. v. 40 No breath
disturbed the perfect serenity of the night.

2. Tranquillity, peacefulness (of conditions, etc.).

Sometimes with express reference to sense 1.

a 1635 Naunton Fragm, Reg. (Arb.) 32 Untill the tenth of
her reign her times were calm and serene, though sometimes
a little over-cast. . . For the clouds of Spain, and vapours of
the Holy League, began then to disperse and threaten her
serenity. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 173 There being
now so great a serenity in all his dominions. 1820 Scott
Monast. xxx, ' The serenity of Heaven ', she said, ' is above
me j the sounds which are around are but those of earth and
earthly passion.' X867 H. Macmillan Bible Teach.iv. (1870)
65 The weary, careworn spirit bathes in the serenity of the
silence.

b. transf. Appearance of reposefulness.
1849 Ruskin Sev. Lamps iii. § 17. 83 The desirableness o(

serenity in plane surfaces.

3. Cheerful tranquillity (of mind, temper, coun-
tenance, etc.).

1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) II.

77 His serenitie of mind was alwayes alike, a 1631 Donne
Serm. lvi. (1640) 566 This, .is that Serenitas Conscientix,.

.

that calme and serenity, that acquiescence, and security of
the Conscience. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. 1. § 9 Py de-
grees he lost that temper and serenity of mind he had been
before master of. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. \. iii, § 9, I can-
not see how any Men, should ever transgress those Moral
Rules, with Confidence, and Serenity, were they innate, and
stamped upon their Minds. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst.
Udolpho hi. When he returned, his countenance had re-

covered its usual serenity. X855 Brewster Newton I. xii.

310 Though ruffled for a moment, Newton's excellent temper
soon recovered its serenity. 1899 Doyle Duet (1909) 123/1
She faced the future with a sweet serenity.

4. A title of honour given to reigning princes

and other dignitaries. (So L. Serenitas, applied

to the Roman emperor, the Pope, bishops, etc.,

F. Strinitt.)
c 1450 Holland Howlat 579 Next the souerane signe was

sekirly sene, That seruit his serenite euer seruable. X596
Dalrymple Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 296 Quhilk gif jour Sere-
nitie plesandlie accepte. 1613 B. Carier in Buccleuch MSS.
{Hist.MSS.Comm.) I. 142 Do such good offices with her
Serenity as the Catholics may continue that good hope of
her. 1693 Lond. Gas. No. 2878/2 His Serenity [the Doge
of Venice] continues still at the Lido. X707 J. Stevens tr.

Quevedo's Com. Wks.{^og) 452 They could., acquaint his

Serenity [the Duke of Genoa]. X848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lxiii, The army was exhausted in providing guards of
honour for the Highnesses, Serenities, and Excellencies who
arrived from all quarters. 1865 Daily Tel. 7 Nov. 6/4 The
discreet policy adopted by their Serenities the Doges of
Venice. 1880 Disraeli Endym. I. v. 50 A German Serenity
was her delight.

Sereiiize, v. rare. [f. Serene a. + -ize.

Stressed se'renize or sere*nize^\ trans. To make
serene. Hence Serenizing ppl. a.

1598 Tofte Alba (1880) 66 This my Icarian soaring {boue
my reach) (Through Beautie, serenising fals my Hart). x6ia

J. Davies Muse's Sacrif. (Grosart) 33/1 And being Grace
and Goodnesse most abstract, How can I, wanting both,
serenize thee ? 1865 Reader 11 Feb. 157/3 The sweet, seren-
izing scenery of the Thames.

II Sereno (seri'no). [Sp.] A Spanish night-

watchman.
1897 Outing (U.S.) XXIX. 593/1 The foot-falls of the

faithful sereno still lingered, echoing down the solitary
street. 1904 W. Churchill Crossing hi. vii. 493 A sereno
. . was crying the hour.

t Serenous, a. Obs. rarer1
, [f. L. serenus

Serene a. + -ous.] Serene a. 1.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. in. 67 In lond plesaunt & serenous
they cheue In euery kynde.

II Seres (sx«T/z)f //. [L. Seres (Gr. 5%>es),

whence sSricum Silk.] The name of a people
anciently inhabiting some part of Eastern Asia
(prob, China), whose country was believed to be the

original home of silk. Hence + the Seres wool, silk.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3956 A sertane folke was in bat soile

bat Serres ere callid, And all be lyndis in bat land with
leves as wolle. X580 Lyly Eughues (Arb.) 388 Yet often-
times the softnesse of Wooll, which the Seres sende, sticketh
so fast to the skinne, that.. it fetcheth bloud. 1587 Greene
Euphues* Censure (1634) C4 b, A worme that fretteth like

the Seres woole. X097 Dryden Vtrg. Georg. 11. 169 How the
Seres spin Their fleecy forests in a slender twine. 184s
Smith's Diet. Grk. <r Rom. Antio. s.v. Sericum, Many of
(hose [silks] produced by the industry and taste of the Seres,
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tSeresith, [f. Sere a.a + Sithe sbA] Several

times.
a 1300 Cursor M. 7066 par was slain o bam . . Aght hundret

sith sexti sexti and ten, O thusands serestth o pair men.

tSe*rety, Obs. rare1
. In quot. seer-, [f.

Sere a. 2 + -ty.] Variety.

/i 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4654 For many seerties we seet

[? read he set] J>at sysed all j>e werde.

Sereu(h)rul, obs. forms of Sorrowful.
Se-reverence, variant of Sir-reverence.

t Sere*w(e. Farriery. Obs. [a. F. suras,

+ surot (13th c. souros), f. sur upon + os bone.] A
bony excrescence on the leg of a horse.

15*3 Fitzherb. Husb. § 96 A serewe is an yll soraunce,
and is lyke a splent, but it is a lyttell longer and more, and
lyeth vppe to the knee on the inner syde. And some horses
haue a throughe serewe on bothe sydes of the legge. 16x0
Markham Maister-Peece 11. bdv. 326 Of the Serew, or
therrow Splent. Although diuers of our Farriers do dis-

tinguish.. betwixt a serew and a splent, saying, that the
screw is euer of the out-side of the leg, as the splent is of the
inside; yet. .the disease.. is all of one. [Echoed by later

writers.)

Serewe, Sereyn, obs. ff. Sorrow, Siren.

Serf (ssjf). [a. OF. serf;—!*, serv-um slave;

cf. Sp. siervo, Pg., It. servo.]

Not in Johnson. Todd 1818 has 'Serf, a slave. Not in

use \ with quot. from Hume 1761 (see 2bJ.

T L A slave, bondman. Also fig. Obs,
1483 CKXToaGolden Leg. 101/2 Who so loueth the rychessys

of thys world he is . . bonde and serf in kepyng the rychesse.
Ibid. 243/2 There was a yong man which was serf and bonde
to a yonge lady. 1484 — Chivalry 15 Yf thou be wycked
thou aughtest to be put under a serf or bonde man.
2. A person in a condition of servitude or modi-

fied slavery, distinguished from what is properly

called ' slavery * in that the services due to the

master, and his power of disposal of his serf
',

are more or less limited by law or custom.
In most of the typical examples of serfdom, the serf was

1 attached to the soil ' (adscriptus glebse), i. e. he could not be
removed (except by manumission) from the lord's land, and
was transferred with it when it passed to another owner.
This feature is often assigned as the distinctive mark of
* serfdom * as opposed to ' slavery ', and is popularly appre-
hended as an essential part of the notion.

a. In the 1 7-1 8th c. used (after Fr. example)
with reference to the contemporary condition of

the lower class of cultivators of the soil in various

countries of Europe, esp. in parts of Germany,
in Denmark, Poland, and Russia. Now used
Hist, with the same application ; chiefly with
reference to Russia, where the serfs were not
emancipated until 1861, while elsewhere in Europe
serfdom ceased to exist early in the 19th century.
1611 R. Johnson Kingd. <$ Commw. 75 [France], As for

Serfes, Slaues or Villaines, they are Domesticke, and serue
vppon baser condition, for Wages and Victuals. Ibid. 76
Neither the Subiect nor the Serf are bound to go to the
wanes, but only the vassall. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1762)
I. App. 1. 151 There were two kinds of slaves among the
Anglo-Saxons; household slaves,..and prandial or rustic...

These latter resembled the serfs, which are at present met
with in Poland, Denmark and some places in Germany.
1784 W. Coxe Trav. 1. viii. I. 129 The peasants in Poland,
as in all feudal governments, are serfs or slaves. 1797 EncycL
Brit. (ed. 3) XVI. 571 The subordination of ranks was more
complete [among the Russians] than in any other European
nation ; but with this simplicity peculiar to them and the
Poles, that they had but three ranks, the sovereign, the
noblesseor gentry, and the serfs. 1845 Disraeli Sybil iv. v,

Lower than the Portuguese or the Poles, the serfs of Russia,
or the lazzaroni of Naples. 1861 Bright S/., Amer. 4 Dec.
(1876)90 [In Russia] twenty-three millions of human beings,
lately serfs, little better than real slaves, have been raised to
the ranks offreedom. 1880 ' Ouida ' Moths II. 381 You have
no serfs now, even in Russia.

b. Used by modem writers with reference to

mediaeval Europe.
In English Law Latin the terms corresponding to the.

modern use of serf were nativus (Native sb. 1, Neif),
viltanus (Villein), and occasionally servus. The OE.
Theow, and the servus of Domesday Book, are usually
rendered ' slave *.

1761 Hume Hist. Eng. (1762) I. App. ii. 404 A great part
of them were serfs, and lived in a state of absolute slavery or
villainage. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. v, A half-clothed
serf was all their train. 1874 Green Short Hist. v. § 4. 240
By this entire detachment of the serffrom actual dependence
on the land, the manorial system was even more radically

changed than by the rise of the serf into a copyholder. 1895
W. J. Corbett in Soc. Eng. v. (1902) II. 140 As the tone of
society became gentler, the lords naturally had a tendency
to free their serfs;.. in the eyes of the law the villeins

remained serfs.

C. gen.
1908 G. A. Smith in Expositor Sept. 268 The people they

[the Israelites] conquered became their serfs.

d. trans/, ana fig.
1847 Helps Friends in C 1. ii. 22 The serf to custom

points his finger at the slave to fashion. 1854 Lowell
Keats Wks. 1890 I. 245 As soon as we have discovered the
word for our joy or sorrow we are no longer its serfs, but its

lords.

3. attrib. and Comb., simple attrib. and appositive,

as serf-class, -girl, -population, -system, -tenant;
objective, as serf-emancifation, -owner.
i860 Forster Gr. Remonstr. 43 The rebellion of the *serf-

class. 1887 EncycL Brit. XXII. 143 The chief committee
for peasant affairs to study the subject of 'serf-emancipation.
1878 If. A. Baowv u. Runcbcrg's Natleschda t, Then..

would I Brightly hide the *serf-girl's sombre garb, i860
Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. cWxvii. 213 The mortifi.
cations and sufferings which might have been brought on
aristocratic *serf-owners. 185a Grote Greece 11. lxxiv. IX.
423 The *serf*population which tilled the fields. 1885 Mabel
Collins Prettiest Woman v, There are still the remains of
the *serf system. 1887 EncycL Brit. XXII. 136/2 Under
the developed regime of feudalism,. .the *serf-tenant has
become simply a tributary under various appellations.

Serf, obs. form of Serve v.1

Serfage (saufedg). [f. Serf + -age; cf. Seb-
vage.]

1. = Serfdom.
177S De Lolme Eng. Const. 1. ii. (1784) 27 When the

English villeins were freed from serfage. 1816 Southey in

Life (1S49) IV. 204, I am now in a manner attached to the
soil by a sort of moral and intellectual serfage. 1868 Rogers
Pol. Econ, tx. (1876) 87 Serfage was extinguished, and an
influential class of yeomanry.. arose. 1884 Manch. Exam.
14 July 6/1 The political serfage of long generations. 1903
Collins in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. xvii. 601 In Denmark they
[the peasants] were obliged to have recourse to the practice
of commendation, which ended, .in a widespread system of
serfage.

2. The body of serfs collectively, the serf-class.

1864 Burton Scot Abr. I.i. 34 The wretched serfage who
were driven into the field.

Serfdom (saufdam). [f. Serf + -dom.] The
state or condition of a serf, bondage.
1850 Mrs. Browning H. Powers's Grk. Slave 10 Break up

ere long The serfdom of this world ! 1856 Froude Hist.
Eng. I. 13 Thus serfdom had merged into free servitude.
1861 Bright Sp., Amer. 4 Dec. (1876) 90 The present
Emperor of Russia, .has insisted upon the abolition of serf-

dom in that empire. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt iii, The
Tories were far from being all oppressors, disposed to grind
down the working classes into serfdom. 1899 Westm. Gaz.
12 June 8/1 Exactly one hundred years ago (June 13, 1799) the
last survival of serfdom in the United Kingdom was swept
away by the Act which declared the colliers ' in that part of
Great Britain called Scotland ' free from the servile yoke
under which for several centuries they had groaned.

\>.jiS.

1875 JowErr/Yatofed. 2) III. 470 His soul is full of mean-
ness and serfdom—the best elements in him are enslaved.

1876 Mellor Priesthood ii, At length the laity sank into the
most abject spiritual serfdom.

Serfe, serff, obs. forms of Serve z/.l

Serfhood (saufhud). [f. Serf + -hood.] The
collective body of serfs.

1841 Blackw. Mag. L. 550 The Serfhood of Russia is a
remarkable feature in her constitution. 1848 Mrs. Jameson
Sacr. <$ Leg. Art {1850) 266 While knighthood had its

St. George, serfhood had its St. Nicholas.

Serfice, obs. form of Service.

Serfish. (sSufiJ), a. [f. Serf + -ish 1.] Having
the (debasing) qualities of one in a servile condition

;

characteristic of a serf. Hence Se'rfishness.
1879 Echo 18 Apr. 1/4 The negroes, either through serfish

instincts, from intimidation, or from a not unfounded belief
that their interests are identical, are voting with their old
masters.

^ 1906 Mackinnon Hist. Mod. Liberty 1. 145 There
is no spirit of self-assertion in these serfish centuries to
aspire to self-government. 1906 Athen&um 5 May 539/1
The absence of allusion to*serfishness'in the second volume
[of M ackinnon].

Se'rfism. rare. [f. Serf + -ism.] The state

of things characterized by the existence of serfs.

1849 Blackw. Mag. LXVI. 592 No man.. can possibly
sympathise with despotism, serfism, and that enormous
stretch of feudal power which is given to a privileged class.

Serfship (sauffip). [f. Serf + -ship.] Serfdom.
1830 GALTin Eraser's Mag. II. 446 In those countries

where serfship exists—^in Russia, for instance. 1854 H. Mil-
ler Sch.

<J-
Schm, xiv. 305 note, [Scotch colliers.] Their

slavery seems not to have been derived from the ancient
times of general serfship, but to have originated in compara-
tively modern acts of the Scottish Parliament

Sergancie, -gant(e : see Sebgeamcy, Sergeant.
Sergans, -gantz, -ganz, obs. pi. ff. Sergeant.
Serge (saidg). Forms ; 4-6, 8 sarge, 6 surge,

7 searge, sierge, serg, sharge, 6- serge, [a.

OF. serge, sarge (mod.F. serge) =Pr. serga
t
sargua,

Pg., Catal, sarj'a, Sp. sarga, Rumanian sdricd:—
popular L. *sdrica *= class. L. serica {land) : see

Seric a. and Silk. From Fr. the word has passed
into all the Teut. langs. : G. sarscke, serge

t
Du.

sargie
y
Da. sars, sarge, Sw. sars.

The material originallydesignated by the name must have
been silk, though thereis no evidence of this in the early
English (and app. not in the Romanic) uses of the word.
But names of textile fabrics often come to be applied to
materials cheaper and coarser than those which they origin-

ally designated.]

1. A woollen fabric, the nature of which has
probably differed considerably at different periods.

Before the 16th c. it is mentioned chiefly as ma-
terial for hangings, bed-covers, and the like;

afterwards it is often referred to as worn by the

poorer classes (both men and women), perh. rather

on account of its durability than of its price, which
seems not to have been extremely low. The name
now denotes a very durable twilled cloth of

worsted, or with the warp of worsted and the woof
of wool, extensively used for clothing and for

other purposes.
Certain imported varieties were formerly known by French

designations indicating the place of manufacture, as serge

de Ghent* s. de Nismes, s. de Ro(h)an, s. de Shaloon,

£1386 Chaucer Kut.'s T. 17 10 The Citee large, Hanged
with clooth of gold, and nat with sarge. 145)1 Acta Domin.
Concil. (1839) 228/2, xxij coveringis of beddis of sarge, price
x li. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. viii. 8 Som
peece of a white sarge or blanket. x6zo Reg. Privy Council
Scot. XII. 339 Seargeis Double and Single. 1631 T. Powell
Tom ofAlt Trades 14 Where one is ready to take his rise

out of Sierge into Sattin, out of Parsonage, .into a Deanarie.
1648 in Magrath Flemings Oxf (O.H.S.) I. 391 For 8 ya. &
halfe of serge de roan for sute. .02 11 00. 1649 J. Master
in Archzeol. Cant. XV. 182 For 3 ya. 3 quar. of serge de
shaloon at 6" ye yard. 1683 Repr. Advantages Manuf.
Wootleu-cloalh 4 That sort ot Serges called Stirling Serges.
Ibid. 5 Mixt Searges, Cloath-Searges, and these called in
France Searge de Nismes. 1695 Motteux tr. 5/. Olon"s
Morocco 1 38 Serges de Nismes, Fustians and Dimities of
Montpelier. 17*8 Chambers Cycl., Serge, . . a Woollen cross'd
Stuff, manufactured on a Loom with four Treddles, after the
Manner of Rateens, and other cross'd Stuffs. 1757 Dyer
Fleece m. 576 The Dune and Rother, who have won The
serge and_ kersie to their blanching streams. 1835 Lytton
Rienzi 1. i, The long loose gown and the plain tunic, both
of dark-grey serge. 1861 Our Engl. Home 174 The walls
[of a bedroom, temp. Q. Eliz.] were hung with say, or the
scarlet serge of Ghent. x88a Miss Braddon ML Royal II.

x. 221 Mopsy and Dopsy were dressed in home-made gowns
of dark brown serge. 1882 Caulkeild & Sawaro Diet.
Needlework 443'l'here are a great many varieties of cloth
known as Serge, viz. French Flannel Serge..; the Serge de
Berri,.. Witney Serges,. .and Pompadour Flannel Serges.
1888 [see naz'y blue Navy 1

6].

b. A garment made of serge.

1583 Stocker Civ, Warres Lowe C. in. 93 They slewe two
of the watch, hauing gotten for their pames, three cloaks,
one Cushin and a Sarge. 1899 F. T. Bullen Way Navy 43
Many of them tore off their serges and cast themselves
recklessly overside. 1906 Daily Chrou. 17 Oct. 6/6 'Serges*
—as the loose-fitting jacket is termed in the [police] force.

C. trans/, and fig.
XS99 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. m. ii, I wonder at nothing

more then ourgentlemen-ushers that will sufferapiece ofserge,
or perpetuana, to come into the presence. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 320 Let your black Serge pore on Books, it is not
for Scarlet Boyes, to task themselves to such serious spend-
iugs of their time.

\ 2. Used to translate L. sagum, in Vulg. with
the sense of curtain. Cf. Say sb. 1 2.

138a Wyclif Exod. xxvi. 8 The lengthe of the too sarge
shal haue thretti cubitis, and the brede foure ; euen mesure
shal be of alle the sarges [MS. E. pr. m. say.. says].

3. Silk serge : a silk fabric twilled in the manner
of serge, used for linings of coats, and formerly
for mantles. Also + serge du soy ( - Fr. serge de
soie).

1844 Ladies* Hand-bk. Haberdashery 15 Serge.. is of
various colors and qualities ; it is known by its being a stout
silk with a very fine twill. 1853 Perkins Haberdashery
(ed. 8) 112 Serge is a stout twilled silk.. usually sold for

lining the skirts, cuffs, and padded parts of coats. 1876
Planche Cycl. Costume I. 450 A silken stuff called ' serge-
dusoy ' was used in the last century for coats by the com-
monalty.

4. attrib. passing into adj. Made of serge.
x6o8 Middleton Trick to catch Old One 1. iv, He in the

uneven beard and serge cloak. 1685 Rec. Scott. Cloth
Manuf New Mills (S.H.S.) 105 Ane searge justicoat. 1690
Child Disc. Trade (1698) 10 JJet us ask.. whether gentle-
women in those days would_ not esteem themselves well
cloathed in a Serge gown, which a chamber maid now will

be ashamed to be seen in. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola xiv,
A serge covering.. concealed the contents of the basket.
1880 ' Ouida * Moths I. 60 A white serge frock.

humorous. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 27 Ah thou
Say, thou Surge, nay thou Buckram Lord.

5. Comb., as serge-cloth, -clothier, -maker, -manu-
facture, -market, -weaver. Also + serge-wale,
? a striped serge (see Wale sb.).

c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc) 201 Lych a "seerge-
cloth hire nekke is clene. 1829 Lamb Let. to Gillman
30 Nov., A fall in serge cloth was expected. 1707 Lond.
Gaz. No. 4377/4 William Crooke,..*Serge-Clothier. 1689
Ibid. No. 2420/4 Richard Richardson..had a Box of *Serge
Makers Paper sent by his Wagoner. 1823 Lysons Magna
Brit. VI. Devonsh. p. cccii, At Honiton there is only one
serge*maker. 174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit, (ed. 3) I. 310
Here we see the first of the *Serge-manufacture of Devon-
shire. Ibid. 324 The *Serge-market held here every Week.
1682 Lond. Gaz. No. 1762/4 Stolen, .several Pieces of Rich
Silk Druggets, *Serge-Wale, Thred Druggets. 1703 Ibid.

No. 3920/4 Tho. Noble,, .a "Serge-Weaver by Trade.

Serge : see Cieboe, Seabce v., Skaech sb. 1 and v.

Sergeancy, serjeancy (saudgansi). Hist.

Forms : 4 sargeancie, serjancy, sergancie, 7 ser-

geancy, serjeancy, (9 less correctly sergeantcy).
[a. AF. sergeancie, graphic variant of sergeantie

Sergeanty. In later use a new formation on Seh-
GEANT+-CY.]
fl. The body of sergeants in a country, the

sergeant-class. Obs.

, c *33° R- Bhunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13391 note, pe ser-

iauntz [v.r. sargeancie] & be archers, & ojiere noble arba-
lasters. 1338 — Chron. (1725) 83 Knyght & sergeancie als

how mykeUe bei helde.

f 2. The district or province held by or under

the government of a sergeant. Obs.
i37_i Rolls of Parlt. II. 306/1 Touz les Hundrez,..Ser-

jancies, & Fraunchises. 1464 Ibid. V. 547/2 Eny Graunte .

.

to be had., of the Sergancie withynne our Counties of Not*
and Berk'.

f3. = Sebgeanty 1. Obs.
1602 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Paralt. 21 Grand sergeancy, is

where a man holdeth his lands or tenements, .by doing some
speciall seruice to the king in person. Ibid., Petite Ser-
geancy, is where a man holdeth his land of the king, paying



SERGEANT. 495 SERGEANT.
yearely vnto him a bow, or a speare, or a dagger, or a launce,

or a spurre of gold &c. c 1630 Kisdon Surv. Devon § 296
(1810) 306 Lord Martin held this land. .by serjeancy.

4. The office of a sergeant or a serjeant in various

senses ; e. g. an appointment by writ or patent of

the crown as serjeant-at-law ; also the commission
of sergeant in the army.
a 1670 Hackkt A bp. Williams I. (1693) no Lord Keeper

. .congratulated their Adoption unto that Title of Serjeancy.

1814 Scott Wav, vii, Some sly petitions for sergeantcies

and corporalships. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xn. 1x^(1872)

IV. 205 He did reward them by present, by promotion to
sergeantcy.

Sergeant, Serjeant (saMd^ant), sb. Forms :

a. 3-5 sergeaunte, 3-6 sergant(e, 4 sergiaunt,
-gond, -gont(e, 4-5 sergaunt(e, seregeaun, 4-6
sarg(e)ante, -iant, .sergeaunt, 5 sargeande,
sergend, -gyaunte, 5-6 sargantt, -eaunt(e,
-ent, sergeand, 6 schargant, sergeante, -ent,

-iand, -iaunte, 6-7 s(e)argeant> sergiant, 4-
sergeant. 0. 3-6 seriaunt, 3-7 seriant, 4
seriont, 4-5 seriaunte, 4-6 sariant, serieaunt,

5 ceriawnt, sariand, -aunt, seriauntte, ser-

iawnt(e, serja(u)nte, 5-6 seriand, -ante, 6
sereiaunt, serjeaunt(e, 6-7 serieant, serjand,

-ant, 7 sarient, sarjant, sarriant, 5- serjeant.

(Down to the 15th c. the / was often omitted in

the plural, which therefore ended in -ns, -nz,

-nee.) [a. OF. sergent, serfant (mod.F. sergent)

= Pr. serven-s, Sp. sirviente, Pg., It. servente

servant :—L. servientem, pr, pple. of servtre Serve
v.* The Fr. word has been adopted into other

Rom. langs. : It. sergsnte, Sp., Pg. sargento ser-

geant, Sp. sergente, Pg. sargente catchpoll.
Down to the 19th c. the a and £ forms were used indis-

criminately. In recent times, however, the spelling serjeant
has come to be generally adopted as the correct form when
the word is the designation of a member of the legal pro-

fession, while sergeant is the prevailing form in the other
surviving senses, and in most of them the only form in use.]

+ 1. A serving-man, attendant, servant. Obs.
cijoo Trim. Coll. Horn. 177 pe senden here sergantes to

bringen iuele tiSinges. c 1150 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc.
29 Hac hye spac to bo serganz bet seruede of bo wyne.
c i»oo Beket 687 in S. Eng. Leg. 126 On of is seriaunz sat

a ni^t be }wi!e bat men woke, a 1300 Floriz 9f Bl. 665 J>er

ben ^eriauns in be stage, pat serue be maidenes of parage.
a 1300 Cursor M. 2516 He [sc. Abram] did to-geder samen
his men, Thre hundret aght sariants and ten [Vnlg. verna-
culos. Gen. xiv. 14). Ibid. 3221 A sargiant call ban comand
he pat mast wist of his priuete. c 1300 Havelok 2066 Cum
now forth with me.. And bine seriaunz al bre. 1303 R.
Brunne Handl, Synne 2361 5yf bou be a seriaunt And take
more ban by cunnaunt..V rede bat bou ber-of lete. C1330
Arth. 9f Merl. 2522 (Kolbing) On be gate loude bai bete,

Seriaunce com & hem in lete. 1340 Ayenb. 33 And bis is be
stxte vice of be kueade sergonte. pet he fayleb er ban he
come.. to his terme. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. 111. 216 Ser-
uantz [v.r. Sergauntz] for her seruise. .Taken Mede of here
maistre. c 1450 Lovelich Grail xii, 323 An Old Serjaunt
he gan to calle, And there him Comaunded. . .The Cristene
to kepen with ful gret honour, c 1450 Afirour Saluacioun
(Roxb.) 133 Sho tjwitte hym of awayt of hire ffaders ser-

geantz and lete him out at a wyndowe.

+ b. trans/. A servant (of God, of Satan). Obs.
c 1200 Matheu 64 in S. Eng. Leg. 79 ' Nai certes ', quath

bis holie man ;
* god nam icn nou}t Ake godes seriaunt *.

14.. A lexius ( Laud MS. 62a) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LIX. 104 Alexis hys sone-.sayd, Sergeaunte of god haue
pyte of me that am a poure pylgryme. 1483 Caxton G. de
la Tour h ij. Which [Raab] god wold haue saued by cause
she had saued htsmynystresand sergeans. 1513 Bradshaw
St. Werbnrge 1. 1024 The minister of myschef & sergeaunt
of sathanas. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 78 That Apos-
tnt, that Feyndis awin Seriand.

t 2. A common soldier. Obs.
(Cf. Cotgr. ' Sergent. .in old French, a footman, or souldicr

that semes on foot.']

c 1300 Havelok 2361 With hem fiue thusand gode Sergaunz,
bat weren to fyht wode. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 89s Seuen bousand now we are Of knyghtes to ba-
tattle 3are, Wyboute seriauntz & ober pytaille. a 135a Minot
Poems (ed. Hall) v. 22 He hasted him to be Swin with
sergantes snell. c 1450 Merlin 113 And the barons., were
wefi viij™ 1 knyghtes, with-outen seriantz and arblastis. 1456
Sir G. Have Law Arms (S. T. S.) 47 Sevin thousand
knychtis, four score of thousand is of sergendis. 1490 Cax-
ton Sonnes ofAymon xxii. 478 He wythdrewe his arme, &
gaff to one of the sergauntes suche a stroke wyth it in to y*
forhede that [etc.].

+ b. In alliterative verse used for : A man. Obs.
Perh. with a pun on geaunt, giant.

'in 1400 Morte Arth. 1173 Be sekere of this sergeaunt [sc.

the giant], he has me sore greuede ! 15.. Droichis Play in
Dunbar's Poems (1893) 314 Se 3e not quha is cum now?..

A

sergeand out of Sowdoun land A gyane Strang for to stand.

+ 3. A tenant by military service under the rank
of a knight ; esp. one of this class attending on
a knight in the field. Obs.
App. nearly equivalent to Esquire, though ' squires * and

'sergeants' are often mentioned together in a way that
suggests that there was some difference of meaning in the
terms. Cf. F. sergent noble.

c 1290 Beket 2427 in S. Eng. Leg- 176 For to honouri bis

holi man bet cam folk i-nov^;..Of Eorles and of barones
and manie kni^tes heom to ; Of seriaunz and of squiers.

13.. Coer de L. 1259 To Londoun, to hys somouns, Come
erl, bysschop, and barouns, . . and manye bachelers, Ser.
jaunts, and every freeholdande. ij.. Seuyn Sag. 253 Som
squier or som seriant nice, Had t-told tn'emperice Al of

j

th'emperoures sone. 13. . K. Alt's. 3464 Mony baron, mony

sergant, Mony strong knyght and geant c zyiCuy Warm.
7000 On ich side he seye come knifes, Burieys, and ser-

iaunce redi to fi3t.es. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

7210 Of hym [sc. the king] hauy no lond ne rent So bat y
may not holde to me Fourty squiers [Petyt MS. sergeanz

;

Wace sergans] on al my fe. c 1400 Yivaine <y Gaiu. 1872
Knightes, serjantes, and swiers. £1425 Wvntoun Chron.
vm. xxix. 431 Off sergeandis bar and knychtis keyn He gat
a gret company.

f4. An officer whose duty is to enforce the

judgements of a tribunal or the commands of a
person in authority; one who is charged with the

arrest of offenders or the summoning of persons to

appear before the court. Obs.
ai^oo Cursor M. 17293 pai send sergantz for to nym Both

sir nichodem & him. a 1330 Roland ty V. 413 Seriaunce
be bodi sou;t. C1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 519 A maner
sergeant [Petrarch satelles] was this prince man. — Sec.
Nun's T. 361 The sergeantz of the toun of Rome hem soghte
And hem biforn Almache the Prefect broghte. 1388 Wycuf
1 Sam. xix. 14 Saul sente sergeauntis [Vulg. apparitores\
that schuMen rauysche Dauid. 14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker
684/5 Hie lictor

t a sargent. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 477/1
That the Baylyffs . . make 1 r Sergeauntes of the seid Town.
(-1440 Promp. Parv. 67/1 Ceriawnt, indagator. Ibid. 453/2
Seriawnt, undyr a domys mann, for to a-rest menn, or a
catche-pol. c 1450 Brut 11. 570 He., after sent forth ser-
geauntes, and arestit dyuers Constables and vinteners.
1455-6 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 290 He schold assingne
one of hys serjauntys to arest the Mayre. 1479-81 Rec. St.
Mary at Hill (1904) in Item, payd to a sergeaunte for the
arrest of our tenaunte bat dyd vs wronge, vitj d. 1490 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 174 To the sergeandis of the
towne ix s. 1496 Ibid. 302 To the seriand of Leith, to rest
the avnaris of the Cukow to the court ij s. 1533 Bellenden
Livy 1. xi. (S. T. S.) I. 66 And quhen be seriandis [orig.

traecones] had with bare noyiss and hohas warnit in special!
pe albanis to here j>e kingis concioun [etc.]. Ibid. in. xv.
II. 5 Assembil barefore now all be seriandis and burreois of
thy collegis [orig. omnes collegarum lictores\ armit, as bare
custome is, with wandis and axis. 1549 Coverdale, etc.

Erasm. Par. 2 Cor. xL 21-30 Thryse was I beaten with sar-
geauntes roddes. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. v. 25 Agre
with thin aduersarie quickely . . least . . thy iudge deliuer thee
to the seargeant. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. ii. 56 Oh yes,
if any houre meete a Serieant, a turnes backe for verie
feare. 1606 Bp. Hall Heaven upon Earth § 6 When . . thy
conscience, like a stern Sergeant, shall catch thee by the
throat, and arrest thee vpon Gods debt. 1611 Bihle ,-lcfs

xvi. 35. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 244 Foure Serjeants attired
in red gownes attend the Senate and summon men to ap-
peare. i6ai J. Taylor (Water-P.) Praise Beggery B 2, He's
free from shoulder-clapping Sergeants clawes. 1633 Mar-
mion Fine Com}, 11. vi. D4b, He may.. consort with wits
and sword-men, bee afraid of Sergeants, and spend more for

his Protection then would pay the debt. 1648 Hexham ii,

Eeu Schade-beletterf A Sargeant to save one from Harme.
1673 Aberdeen Reg. (1872) IV. 286 The toun serjands of this
brughe. 1680 C. Nessk Ch. Hist. 378 They were put into
the Serjeants ward.

b. trans/, and fig.
X413 Pilgr. Smvle (Caxton) 1. xxiL (1859) 24 Thylke dethes

sergeaunt, maladye, She hath arest, and haldyth the now
in hande. 1593 G. Harvey Pierces Super. 163 He shall

finde it one of their speciall Priuiledges, to be exempted from
the arrest of the sixfooted Sergeant, a continual! haunter
of other hairy beast es, and onely fauorable to the good Asse,
and the gentle Sheepe. 1600 Tourkeur Transf. Metam.
xli, One day? Nay sure a twelve-months' time t'will be,
Ere seriant death will call me at my doore. 160a Shaks.
Ham. v. ii. 347 Had I but time (as this fell Sergeant death
Is strick'd in his arrest) oh I could tell you. 1618 Bp. Hall
Contempt. N. T.

t Widow's^ Sont Our decrepit age both
expects death and sollicites it ; but vigorous youth, lookes
strangely upon that grim sergeant of God. 1646 Jenkyn
Remora 12 You shall not be able to intoxicate this Sergeant
of God [conscience]. 1681 Flavel MetA, Grace xxxv. 594
If ever God send forth those two grim sergeants, his iJaw
and thine own conscience, to arrest thee for thy sins.

+ c. More fully Sergeant 0/ {the) peace. Obs.

1357 in Blount Law Diet. (1691) s. v., Et etiam habere
ibidem sex Servientes qui vocantur Serjeants of peace, qui
servient Cur. Manerii predict i, & facient Attach[iamenta]
[etc.]. 1464 Rolls ofParlt. V. 541/9 Th'Office of Sergeant
to the pees of alle oure Countees, in alle oure Lordship.
1485 Ibid. VI. 380/2 The Offices of Sergeaunt of Peas. .111

the Lordship of Denbygh.
d. /Ting's sergeant (Guernsey) : see quot.

168a \Varburton Hist. Guernsey (1822) 58 The King's
Sergeant.. To his office it belongs to proclaim and publish
all orders of the governor or of the Court,

5. Sergeant (or serjeant) at arms. (Also

f sergeant 0/ arms.) fa,. In early use gen.
t
an

armed officer in the service of a lord (cf. sense 1)

;

spec, one of a body of men of knightly rank, origin-

ally 24 in number, who were required to be in

immediate attendance on the king's person, to

arrest traitors and other offenders, b. An officer

of each of the two Houses of Parliament, who is

charged with the duty of enforcing the commands
of the House, the arrest of offenders, etc. Hence,
an officer having corresponding duties under certain

other legislative assemblies, as the U. S. Senate

and House of Representatives.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xix, 335 Now is Pieres to be plow
& pruyde it aspyde, And gadered hym a grete oest..And
sente forth surquydous his seriaunt of armes. ? a 1400
Morte Arth. 632 He sendez furthe sodaynly sergeantes of
armes. 1440 Rolls ofParlt. V. 159/1 One of the Sargeauntes
of Armes ofour Soverayne Lord the Kyng. c 1460 J. Rus-
sell Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 71 A yeman of be
crowne Sargeaunt of armes with mace. 1462 Paston Lett.
II. 87 Ther bode not with hym [a bishop] over xij persones
atte the most, with his serjaunt of armes ; whiche serjaunt
was fayn to lay doun his mase. 1470-85 Malory Arthur

x. Ixxxviii. 569 Thre sergeauntes of armes. 1473 Rolls of
Parlt. VI. 84/1 His Office of oone of oure Sergeauntes at
Armes. 1481 Cov. Leet-bk. 496 Ric. Shawe was arrested be
be seriaunt of armes bat brought be writyng & caried vp to
Wodstok vnto be kyng. 1492 Act 7 Hen. VII, a 2. § 8
Serjauntes of Armes that be purposely ordeyned for the
personall attendaunce of the.. King. 1556 Chron. Grey
Friars (Camden) 45 A sergant at harmes of the parlament
howse. 1565 Cooper TAesaurus, Apparitor regis, a ser-

ieaunt at armes. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1, i, 7 A
Serjeant at Armes, who shall beare the Mace of the Queenes
Majesties Armes before him. 1710 J. Chamberlayne St.
Gt. Brit. 1. 11. xiii. (ed. 23) 96 Knocking at the Door of the
House of Commons, which thereupon is by the Serjeant at
Arms attending the House opened. 1769 Blackstone
Comm. IV. xix. 259 The lord high steward directs a precept
to a serjeant at arms, to summon the lords to attend and try
the indicted peer. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876) III.
xiii. 25 Four counsel .. were taken into custody of the Ser-
geant-at-arms by the speaker's warrant. 1886 C. E. Pascoe
London of To-day viii. (ed. 3) 89 Seats for this space are in
the gift of the Sergeant -at-Arms.

6. As a title borne by a lawyer. (Now always
written serjeant.) a. A member of a superior
order of barristers (abolished in 1880), from which,
until 1873, the Common Law judges were always
chosen (hence a serjeant was always called by a
judge ( my brother So-and-so'). More explicitly,

serjeant at (\the) law, f serjeant 0/'(the) law. Some-
limes called serjeant 0/ the coif: see Coif sbt 3 b.
The title represents the law Latin serviens ad legem,

which may be rendered 'one who serves (the king) in
matters of law '.

1197 R. Gloug (Rolls) 8833 Mid is wisdom bat was so
muche he horn out drou & false serians of assise & dude
horn ssame ynon. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6084 f>ai sal
ban na help gett Of sergeaunt, ne auturne, ne avoket. 136*
Langl. P. PI. A. in. 276 Schal no seriaunt for j>at seruise
were a selk houue. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 309 A Sergeant
of the Lawe war and wys, 1404 Rolls ofParlt. III. 549/1
The Kynges entent is, to assigncalle his Justices, and
his Sergeantz. c 1435 in Kingsford Chron. London (1905)
57 Markham the Justice and Gascoigne Seriaunt of lawe.
i486 Bk. St. Albans f vj b, A sotelty of sergeauntis. 150X
in Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 152 note, John Yaxley, Ser-
gent at the Law. 1503 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York
(1830) ior Item to John Mordant Sargeant at Lawe xl s.

^1530 Heywood Love 808 (Brandt) Nowe am I a iudge
and neuer was seriaunt. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii.

L j b, To Poules crosse, or to the barre, where sergeantes
ptede in westmister hall. 1551 Edw. VI Jrnl. Lit, Rem.
(Roxb.) 415.Also ther ware appointed eight sergeants of
the law against Alichelmas next comming. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. lxvi. § 9 A linnen Coife,. .an ornament which
only Sergeants at law doe weare. x6os J. Chamberlain
Lett. (Camden) 132 One Pelhani, a lawyer, was made ser-
geant to be sent Cheife Baron into Ireland. 1656 Blount
Gtossogr., Sergeant at Law (or of the Coyf) is the highest
degree, taken in that profession, as a Doctor of the Civil
Law. 1697 Dryden Ded. JEncis Ess. (Iter) II. 162 A judge
upon the bench.. does not willingly commend his brother
serjeant at the bar, especially when he controuls his law.
1710 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. n. xv. (ed. 23) 122
None may be Judge in this Court, unless he be a Ser-

feant of the Degree of the Coif. 1711 Addison Sped.
To. 89 r 1 At present he is a Serjeant at Law. 1711 Ar-

buthnot John Bull in. viii, Serjeant such a one has a Silver
Tongue at the Bar, 1764 Oxf. Sausage 172 Marking grave
Serjeants cite each wise Report. 1819 Taunton Refi. Cases
Comm. Pleas VII. 183 Lens and Vaughan, Serjts. now
shewed cause against this rule. 1829 Encycl. AfetroS. (1845)
XX. 762/2 Three Inns have belonged from very early times
to the Judges and Sergeants at Law. 1841 Penny Cycl.
XXI. 272/1 A paper endorsed with.. the words 'Mr. Ser-
jeant A (or ' Mr. B '), retainer for the plaintiff' (or for the
defendant). 1846 M cCulloch Ace. Brit. Empire (1854) H*
155 Serjeants are sworn to do their duty to their clients.

1873 Act 36 ^ 37 Vict.c. 66 § 8 Provided, that no person
appointed a Judge of either of the said Courts shall hence-
forth be required to take, or have taken, the degree of
Serjeant-at-Law.
transf. {jocular) 1663 Butler Hud. 1. iii. 1164 By black

caps underlaid with white, Give certain guess at inward
light ; Which Serjeants at the Gospel wear, To make the
Spiritual Calling clear,

b. The Kings (or Queeris) Serjeant: a title

given to a limited number of the serjeants-at-law,

appointed by patent, «

The king's Serjeants were supposed to be charged with
the duty of pleading in the courts on behalf of the crown ;

but from an early period it had ceased to be more than an
honorary distinction. The senior in rank of the king's Ser-
jeants was designated ' the King's Serjeant ', and the second
• The King's Ancient Serjeant '.

14^3 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 201/2 The King' Sergeant to be
sworncto yeve the poor Man..CounsaiTl. 1454 Ibid.V.
240/1 Oon of the Kynges Sergeauntz atte lawe. 1482 Ibid.
VI. 207/1 Richard Pygot, and Roger Townessend, the
Kyng's Sergeants of the Lawe. 151a Act 4 Hen. VIII, c, xz
Lews Pollard the Kynges serjeaunt at the Lawe. xooa Coke
Rep. in. To Rdr. D iv b, Out of these the King electeth
one, two, or three as please him to be his Serieants, which
are called the Kings Serieants, z7zo J. Chamberlayne St.
Gt. Brit. 11. til. xxx. (ed. 23) 576 The Queens Serjeants at
Law, z8»5 Encycl. Metrop, (1845) XVI I. 308/2 The King's
Serjeant, so constituted by special patent ; the King's An-
cient Serjeant. z88a Serj. Ballantine Exper. I. 209 A post
filled at that time by Mr. Serjeant Manning, Queen's ancient
serjeant. x886- Encycl. Brit. XXI. 682/2 Until 1814 the two
senior King's Serjeants had precedence ofeven the attorney-
general and solicitor-general.

O. Prime serjeant: the title given until 1805 to

the first in rank of the three (earlier two) Serjeants;

at-law in Ireland. (Now calledfirst serjeant.)
z666 in Cal. St. Papers Irel. 1666-9 (1008) 73 Sir Audley

Mervin, Prime Sergeant at Law. Z733 Berkeley Let. Wks.
1871 IV. 205 The, prime serjeant, Singleton, may probatly



SERGEANT.
be a means of assisting you to get light in these particulars.

a 1797 H. Howard in 3rd Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 434/1

John Hely Hutchinson, Prime Serj' at law, y« vainest man
alive, set his heart upon y« place, c 1799 Sir L. Parsons

in Ckarltmont MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm. 1894) II. 404

There is no end of the turnings-out talked of,..—lord Car-

hampton, the prime serjeant, . .and even Toler. The prime

Serjeant is, I believe, certain. 1806 Duncan Nelson's

Funeral 31 Prime Serjeant.

d. Common Serjeant (at Law). A judicial

officer appointed by the Corporation of London

as an assistant to the Recorder.

[1419 Liber Albus (Rolls) I. 47 Le..Commune Sergeaunt

de ley, qui autrement est dit ' Commune Countour '.J 1556
Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 64 It was proclamyd opynly
with the kynges shrefie & two harraldes & two pursevanttes

& a trumpet, with the comyne sargant ofthecitte of London.
1680 Lex Londin. 55 The Common Serjeant of the City is

the only person intrusted by the Court of Aldermen to take

all Inventories and Accompts of freemens' estates. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 292/2 Common Sergeant, an
officer . .who attends the lord mayor . . on court days.

1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xvi. (1862) 366 So high
judicial functionaries as the Recorder of London and the
Common Sergeant are elected. 1861 [see Countour 2].

1887 Times 27 Aug. 11/4 The three City Judges (the Re-
corder, the Common Serjeant, and Mr. Commissioner Kerr).

1890 Ibid, 28 Apr. 1 1/6 The Common Serjeant sentenced
the prisoner to two years' hard labour.

7. (Now commonly written sergeant ; in some
uses serjeant appears to be officially adopted.)

In the titles of certain officers of the Royal House-
hold, a. The head of a specified department, as

sergeant ofthe cellar; of the saucery, of the vestry.

j Also s. of the bears, a bearward ; s. of the min-
strels ; s. ofthe surgeons, ofthe trumpets= sergeant-

surgeon, sergeant-trumpeter.

1450 Rolls of Parlt. V. 192/1 William Pecke Clerke of

oure Spicerye, Ric' Ludlowe Sergeant of oure Seler. Ibid.,

Robert Broune Sergeant of oure Saucerye. Ibid., Sergeant
of oure Chaundelerye. 1464 [see Masonry A. 3I. 1526 in

Househ. Ord. (1790) 140 The Serjeant of the bake-house.

Ibid. 141 The Serjeant of the chaundry...The Serjeant of
the ewry. Ibid. 142 The Serjeant of the larder. Ibid. 143
The Serjeant of the squillery. Ibid. 169 Serjeant of the

Mynstrills. 1539 Cromwell Let. 24 Apr. in Strype Eccl.

Mem. (1733) I. it. 272 Jenyngs, Sergeant to your Graces
Pastery House. 1541 in Vicary*s Anai. (1888) App. ii. 109
Thomas Sperin and his son sergiantes of the beres. 1561
Vicary Will in Anat. (1888) App. vi. 187, 1, Thomas Vicars,

Seriante of the Suriantes vnto our saide soueraigne ladie the
quenes maiestie. 1710 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt.Brit. 1. 11.

xiv. (ed. 23) 120-1 The Sergeant of the King's Wood-Yard.
. .The Sergeant of the Ewry... The Sergeant of the Larder.
Ibid. it. in. xvii. 534 H. Parker, Esq; Serj. of the Vestry.
i«i Strype Eccl. Mem. II. u i. a The Sergeants of the
1 rumpets.

b. Prefixed appositively to certain designations

of office, as sergeant-cater, -farrier (ferrour), foot'
man, -painter, -plumber, -porter, sauiller, -surgeon

(j chirurgeon), -tailor, •trumpet, -trumpeter.
Many other similar designations, adopted from^ Anglo-

French', and not proved to have been used in English, will

be found in F. Tate, Household Ord. Edw. II, 1601 (new
ed. 1876).

1614 Gentleman Engl. Way to Wealth 25 His Maiesties

"Seriant Cater, a 15*9 Skelton Dyuers Balettys Wks.
1843 I. 24 Haue in 'sergeaunt ferrour, myne horse behynde
is bare, 1710 J. Chamberlayne St.Gt. Brit. 11. m. xx. (ed.

23) S49 Serjeant Farrier, John Willis, Esq. 1901 Westm.
Gaz. 9 May 7/3 *Sergeant-footman Boswell. 1548 in Kempe
Losely MSS. (1836) 81 To Anthony Toto, "sergeante payntor,

in rewarde for his paynes takyng. . in drawyng of patrons for

the masks 20J. X7*> Lond. Gaz. No, 5848/3 His Majesty's
Serjeant-Painter. 1887 Pater /mag. Portr. 146 The ser-

geant-painter and deputy sergeant-painter were conven-
tional performers enough. 1533 in Hampton Crt. Accts.,

The Kynges "sergeaunt plumber.
_ 1663 Gerbier Counsel

58 The Serjeant Plumber calling his workmen to caste in

his presence a Leaden Medal. 1450 Rolls ofParlt. V. 192/2
John Stole *Sergeant porter of oure Gate. 17x0 J. Chamber-
layne St. Gt. Brit. 11. in. xix. (ed. 23) 545 To the Serjeant
Porter. x8ax Scott Kenilw. xv, One of the sergeant porters

told them they could not at present enter. X90X Whitaker's
Almanack 87 Sergeant State Porter, a 1483 Liber Niger
in Househ. Ord, (1790) 81 He rescevethe..alfthe plates of
peautyr by the pourveyaunce of the *sergeaunt-squylloure.
17x0 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. m. xix. (ed. 23) 54s
'Serjeant skinner. 1565 J. Halle Hist. Expost. 19 Maister
Vicary, late *sargeant chyrurgien to the queenes highnes.

1749 Fielding Tom Jones vm. xiii, Serjeant-surgeon to the
King. 1812 Lond.Gaz. No. 16663. 2189/1 Serjeant-Surgeon
to His Majesty. 1901 Wkitaker*s Almanack 88 Sergeant
Surgeon, Lord Lister. 1480 Wardrobe Ace. Edw. IV in

Privy Purse Exp.Eliz. York, etc. (1830) 155 George Lufkyn
*Sergeant taillour of the grete Warderobe of the Kynge.
1588 Deloney in Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 391 The "Sargeant
trumpet with his mace, and nyne with trumpets after him,
Bare headed went before her grace. 1708 Lond. Gaz. No.
4416/4. Her Majesty has appointed John Shore, Esq; Ser-

jeant-Trumpet of Great Britain. X603 Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm., Var. Coll. III. 164 *Serjeant trumpeter. 1700
Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857M. 413 Gervas Price esq., ser-

jeant trumpeter to his maiestie, died lately. 1901 Whitaker's
Almanack 87 Sergeant Trumpeter.

8. In the titles of certain inferior officers em-
ployed by the Corporation of the City of London,
and by other municipal bodies.
1423 Cov. Leet-Bk. 43 per scball no beestys be pynnyd at

the comen pynfold by the comien seriante. x6t» Cave Prim.
Chr. hi. v. 359 Satan as the Common Serjeant and Jaylor
seized upon them. X710 J . Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. m.
xliv (ed. 23) 631 Serjeant-Carvers. . . Serjeants ofthe Chamber
or Mace... Moses Griffith, Serjeant of the Channel. 1720 [see

Taker 2 g]. 1766 Entick Lond. III. 307 The officers be-

496

longing to the lord-mayor,.. are.. the three serjeant carvers;
three Serjeants of the chamber ; a serjeant of the channel
[etc.]. 183s App. Munic. Cordor.Rep. iv. 2345 [At Lincoln.]
Four Serjeants of the Key or Bailiffs. Ibid. 11. 098 (Hastings)
The Mayor's Serjeant, .serves process; attends the corpora-
tion meetings with a mace ; and is sworn in as a constable.

. .The Common Serjeant, who is also a serjeant at mace, .

.

has the same salary and clothing as the mayor's serjeant.

b. Sergeant at (t the) mace, + of {the) mace : an
inferior executive officer (cf. sense 4), carrying a

mace as a badge of office.

c 14*0 A nturs ofA rth. 64 The king . . folowed fast one be
tras, Withe many Sergeant of mas. Ibid. 498 pe lordes by-
lyue hom to list ledes With many seriant of mace, as was be
manere. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67/1 Ceriawnt of mace, ap-
paritor. 1474 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 103/1 Henry Neuton,
oon of the Sergeants at Mace of Robert BUIesdon, oon of
the Shirrefs of the Cite of London. 1510 Set. Cases Star
Chamb. (Selden) II. 70 The meyer..sent oon John Yong
sergeaunt att the mace within the seid Towne to the seid

Priour. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 43 For arest of
Robert Taylor sergant of maysse. x68o in \oth Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 506 If the Sergeants-at-Mace shall

neglect theire duty in not summoning every member of the
Council [etc.]. 1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5394/4 Cesar Grist,

Serjeant at Mace to the Bailiffs of the Corporation of Welsh
Poole. 1761 in Entick London (1766) IV. 369 The Serjeants

at mace for the city to arrest for debt in the Borough. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 292 Sergeants of the mace of an
inferior kind. 1835 [see 8]. 1901 Whitaker's Almanack 178
[Lord Mayor's Court.] Sergeant at Mace.
iransf. 1745 P. Thomas Jrnl. Anson's Voy. 211 Ahundred

Soldiers., follow'd with a hundred Serjeants at Mace, X790

Burke Fr. Ret'. Wks. 1808 V. 356 He appears to be nothing
more than a chief of bumbailiffs, serjeants at mace, catch-
poles, jailers and hangmen.

f o. Sc. An officer of a guild. Obs.
X557 Baxter-bks. St. Andreivs (1903) 10, viiid to thomas

demster, yair schargant.

9. Mil. (Now always written sergeant.) In

modern use, a non-commissioned officer of the

grade above that of corporal. In the 16th c. the

title, more explicitly f sergeant of a band [ = F.

sergent de bande~\, appears, like many other mili-

tary titles, to have indicated a much higher rank

than in later times. See also Colour-sergeant,
'Dv.ihh-sergeant, 'RzcmjiimG-sergeant, Sergeant-
major.
1548 Patten Exped. Scot, H vij b, Sargeauntes of the band

to the foreward. 1579 Digges Stratiot. 86 This Serjeant

ought perfitly by memorie to know every Souldiour within
the Bande. 1590 Sir R. Williams BriefDisc. War 26 The
least Serieant of a Band, being a naturall Spaniard, will

seeme to command the greatest man of qualitie of anie

other Nation. X593 Sutcliffe Pract. fy Law Arms 61 The
officers of companies, namely lieutenants, ensignes, ser-

giants, corporals, are chosen by the captaines of companies.
1624 W. G. Count Mansfield's Direct. Warre xr If all the
three fore-named Officers -[Captain, Lieutenant, and Ensign]
be out of the way by any accident, then the eldest Sergiant

is to command the Company as next in place. 1690 Mac-
kenzie Siege Londonderry 47/2 Serjeants, Corporals, Drum-
mers, and private Men 2d. per diem each, besides Bread.

1709 Steele Taller No. 87 p 1 The Epistle is from one
Serjeant Hall of the Foot-Guards. 1833 Marryat P. Simple
xi, All disputed points were settled by the sergeant of ma-
rines with a party, who divided their antagonists from the
Jews. 1898 Steevens With Kitchener to Khartum 274
'Fall out, sergeant, you're wounded/ said the subaltern of
his troop.

b. Prefixed appositively to various designations

of offices in which sergeants are employed, as

sergeant armourer^ bugler, clerk, compounder,

cook, drummer, farrier, instructor, master tailory
saddler, schoolmaster

f
tailor, trumpeter.

1810 Wellington in Gurw. Desp
: (1838) VI. 308 *Serjeant

armourers and serjeant saddlers' implements. 1901 Whit-
aker's Almanack 220 *Sergt. Bugler. 1805 Outing (U. S.)

XXVII. 252/1 It changes the title of the brigade sergeant-

major to that of *sergeant -clerk. 190X Whiiaker s A I-

manack 220 *Sergeant Cook. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 27 June
1/2 A *sergeant-drummer in each battalion of the Grenadier,

Coldstream, and Scots Guards. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson
Milit. Diet., *Sergeant instructor. 1865 Army Clothing
Warrant 30 The *Sergeant Master Tailor. 1837 Kings
Regul. Army 239 The *Serjeant-Schoolmasters. 1900
Westm.Gaz. 12 Dec. 4/2 The Secretary of State., is causing
inquiries to be made on the feasibility of having officers

uniforms made by the *sergeant-tailors of their regiments.

10. (Now always written sergeant.) A police

officer, of higher rank than a simple constable ; in

Great Britain ranking next below an inspector.

1839 Hood Lost Heir 36 Oh serjeant McFarlane ! you
have not come across my poor little boy, have you, in your
beat ? X856 A. Wvnter Curios. Civiliz. 469 The force con-

sists of three inspectors, nine sergeants, and a body of police

termed ' plain-clothes men '.

1L Comb. Sergeant Baker Australian, a fish

of New South Wales, Aulopus purpurissatus
;

t sergeant corn .SV-., ?some feudal impost paid

in corn; sergeant-fish U.S., a name applied to

various fishes having marks like the stripes on the

sleeve of a sergeant's uniform, esp. Elacate canada

;

f sergeant-loaf, some kind of bread ; + Serjeant's

ring, one of the rings which a newly appointed

serjeant-at-law was required by custom to present

to various persons of high rank or official position.

1882 Tenison-Woods Fish N. S. Wales 82 The "Sergeant

Baker in all probability, .was called after a sergeant of that

name. 1581 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 107/2 Lie *serjand.corne.

1884 Goods, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic AnutUM The name

SERGEAtfT-MAJOR.

I

'*Sergeant-fi*h* refers to its peculiar coloration, several

I
stripes of brown and gray being visible on the sides of the

' body. X341 Secretum Abb. GlasionU (MS. Wood empt. 1)

If. 146 b, Unum panem uocatum Priketlof, et alterum panem
uocatum Bastardlof et tercium panem uocatum "seriauntlof

de Panetria predicti abbatis. X690 Lond. Gaz. No. 2613/4
They offered to sell or pawn.., one Gold *Sergeants Ring,
and one pair of Gold Lockets.

t Sergeant, a. Obs. rare—1
. [Back-formation

from Sebgeanty.] In grand, petit sergeant, said

of a tenure by gi and or petit serjeanty respectively.
15x3 Bradshaw *S7. Werburge 11. 1771 Many helde their

landes..By tenure grand-seriante..Some by petit-seriant.

T Sergeant, v. Obs.-1 [a. OF. sergenter, f.

sergent Sergeant sb.] inlr. To act as a sergeant.
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. xxi. (1869) 187 After bat bat

be matere is..ordeyned, per after j shaf sergeaunte torig.

use de ma commission] and werche diuerselicne.

1 Sergeantess. Obs.-1
[f. Sergeant so.+

-ESS.] A female sergeant.
C1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode iv. xix. (1869) 185 And for

oure mootiere bou art and oure sergeantesse we senden bee
and comitte bee bat bou go bi alle bouses, and [etc.].

t Sergeant-general. Obs. [f. Sergeant
sb. + General a.] = Sergeant-major i b. (In

the later examples sergeant-general of battle, as

a title of high rank in certain foreign armies.)

1579 Digges Stratiot. 93 To sende his serjeant to the
Serjeant general. X685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2028/3 Being a
Sergeant-General of Batalia in the Service of his Catholick
Majesty. 1693 Mem. Count Teckely iv. 55 Tht Prince of

Auguste of Hanover, Serjeant General of Battle.

Ser'geant-ma'jor. [/. Sergeant sb. + Major
a. ; in Fr. sergent-ma/or.'}

f 1. In the i6-i7th a, a military title variously

applied to officers widely differing in rank and
function, a. A field officer, one in each regiment,

next in rank to the lieutenant-colonel, and corre-

sponding partly to the ' major *, partly to the
' adjutant

1

, of the modern army.
Ordinarily referred to as superior to the captains, but in

many instances a 'captain' is said to be also 'sergeant-

major '.

1573 Whithorne Briefe Tables H j b, Maister ofthe Campe,
or Seargeant Maier, or Capitaine. 1591 Sir J. Smythe
Instr. Mtlit. (1595) 36 The Sergeant Maior must command
all the Captaines or their Lieutenants. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warresu. \. 15 Euery Regiment hath this Sergeant Maior.
1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. in. v. He might haue
beene Serieant- Maior, if not Lieutenant-Coronell to the
regiment. 1604 E. Grimston Siege Ostend 20 An English
Captaine who was also Sargent Maior. 1624 W. G. Count
Mansfield's Direct. Warre 13 The eldest Sergeant, .is also

to fetch the Word from the Sergeant Maior of the Regi-
ment. 1633 SaW. Intelligencer \v . 127 The Sergeant-Major
over these 5 companies, was Captaine Thomas Grove, who
now commanded them. 164s {title) A List of the Names of
the severall Colonells.. with the Leivtenant Colonells, Ser-

ieant Maiors, and Captaines and Lievtenants appointed by
the Committee, for the ordering of the Militia of this Hon-
ourable City of London. 1642 Declar. Lords $ Comm.for
Rais. Forces 22 Dec 7 Serjeant-Major of the sayd Regi-
ment. X683 Turner Pallas Armata xi. 225 The Swedes of
a long time allowed him [sc. the Major] no company, yet
allow'd him the command over Captains, but it is now many
years ago since they were permitted to have companies

;

hence perhaps it is that when they have no companies, they
may be called Serjeant-Majors, as when they have com-
panies, the Germans call them Captain-Majors, but the
English use frequently the words of Serjeant Major and
Serjeant-Major General, none of them are used either by
German, Swede, or Dane. X704 Milit. Diet. (ed. 2).

f b. A general officer, corresponding to the

modern major-general. Also sergeant-major major,
sergeant-major general. Obs.

X591 Sir J. Smythe Instr. Milit. (1595) 60 If a Lord Mar-
shall or a Sergeant Maior Maior, haue..iocoo or more
or fewer piquers to reduce into one bodie of squadron, bee
may [etc.]. c 1595 Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.)

14 We buried Captaine Arnolde Baskerville, our serjant-

major generall. 1599 J. Chamberlain Lett. (Camden) 38
Sir Ferdinando Gorge is named to be Sergeant Major [of

the army in Ireland]. 1615 G. M. Souldiers Accid. 62 The
Serieant-Maior of the Horse, which in some discipline is

called the Commissary-general I. 1633 T. Stafford/\«:. Hib.
11. xvii. 222 The Sergeant Major, Deing the second Com-
mander to Don Iohn. 1641 List Army Earl Essex 1 His
Excellencie Robert Earle of Essex, Capt. Generall. Sir Iohn
Merrick, Serjeant Major Generall, and President of the
Councell of Warre. 1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 50 Lord
Wentworth was Serjeant Major of the Horse. 1646 Earl
Monm. tr. BiondSs Civil Warres vni.^ 147 [Richard III]

Went himselfe in Person in the head of his Army, .executing
Himselfe the duty of a Sergeant Major. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. vii. § 26 Philip Skippon . . was now made sergeant-

major-general of the army by the absolute power of the two
houses.

2. A non-commissioned officer of the highest

grade.
The regimentalsergeant-major (who is, strictly speaking,

not a 'non-commissioned officer', but a 'warrant officer ),

is an assistant to the adjutant. There is also a sergeant-

major belonging to each squadron of cavalry and each
battery of artillery.

180a James Milit. Diet. s.v., In most regiments the ser-

jeant-major, under the direction of the adjutant, is directed

to drill every young officer who comes into the regiment-

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxiv, Claverhouse . . called for his

serjeant-major. 1837 King's Regul. Army 170 The Troo
Serjeant-Majors... The Regimental Serjeant-Major.

transf. 1897 Daily News 15 June 3/4 Tney were members
,

of the Salvation Army, one of them, a woman, describing

herself as the sergeant-major.



SERGEANTRY. 497 SERICEOUS.

3. An American fish, the cow-pilot, Pomacentrtts

saxatilis.

1876 Goode Fishes ofBermudas 38 Glyphidodon saxatilis,

Cow.pilot ; Sergeant-major. 1*85 Lady Brassey The
Trades 407 Fine little black and white ' serjeant-majors ' as

they are called, because of their many stripes.

Hence Sergeant-majorship.
1892 Athenxum 1 Oct. 448/2 [c 1630] The king gave him

[ Fabert] another company vacant by death, again permitting

his retention of the sergeant-majorship.

t Sergeantry, serjeantry. Obs. Also

5 sergawntry, seriauntrie, -rye, seryauntre,

7 Sc. serjandrie. [a. OF. sergenterie (cf. Angla-

is sergenteria, CI200 in Rot. Chart., ed. 1837,

p. 56/2), f. urgent : see Sergeant and -ery.]

1. = Sergeanty 1.

c 1400 Brut I. 242, Y aelde vp, Sir, now vntos,owmyhomage,
. .for ham alle bat holden by seriauntrye [1480 Caxton ser-

yauntre). 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Scrivelsby, This

manor is held by grand serjeantry. Ibid. s. v. Pitchley,

Northamp.. .The ancient lords of this manor held it of the

King by petit serjeantry, i.e. to furnish dogs, at their own
cost, to destroy the wolves, foxes, polecats, and other vermin,

in the counties of Northampton, Rutland, Oxford, Essex,

and Bucks. 1795 Burke Abridgm. Eng. Hist. Wks. 1842

1 1. 550 If the tenant was in an office about the king's person,

this gave rise to sergeantry. 1830 Scott Ayrsh. Trag. 1. i,

We'll not suffer A word of sergeantry, or halberd-staff. 1837

Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Sped. Tappington, These lands

were held in grand serjeantry by the presentation of three

white owls. 1830 James Daruley vii, To hold his land by
sergeantry, as it had been held by Lord Fitzbernard.

2. The office of sergeant or Serjeant.

1416 Lydc. De Guil. Pilgr. 16221 [Tribulation log.] And
thus vsynge myn Sergawntry, I kan werke dyuersly ; Wher-
ffore 1 rede be war of? me, For I anoon shal smyte the. 1669

Se. Acts Chas. II (1820) VII. 588/2 All and haill the office

of Serjandrie of the lands & Lordship of Methven.

3. nonce-use. Skill as a serjeant-at-law.

1830 Lamb Album Verses, In Autograph Bk. Mrs. Ser.

jeant W , These should moot cases in your book, and
vie To show their reading and their Serjeantry.

Sergeantship, serjeantship (saudgsnt-

Jip). [f. Sergeant, Serjeant sb. + -ship.] The
office of a sergeant or a Serjeant, in various senses.

1450 Rolls ofParll. V. 197/2 Theyre Fees of Serjauntship

alte armes. 1495 Act 11 Hen. VII, c 33 I 11 The offices

of Sergeauntshippe of the Pese and [etc]. 1584 in xoth

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 436 The office of Sariant.

ship. 1825 Hone Everyday Bk. I. 157 His serjeantship

being denoted by the Coif. 1909 Essex Rev. XVIII. 71 The
persons they thought of appointing to serjeantship or cor-

poralsbip.

Sergeanty, serjeanty (sa-jdsenti). Hist.

Forms : a. 5-7 sergeantie (5 sorgeaunte), 6 ser-

geauntie, sergentie, 7- sergeanty. 0. 4-5 ser-

iauntye, 5 serjantie, (//. serjaunteez), 7 serian-

tie, serieanty, serjeantie, 7- serjeanty. [a. OF.
serjantie, sergentie, f. serjant, sergent: see Ser-

okast sb. and -Y.] (The usual spelling is now
serjeanty.)

1. A form of feudal tenure on condition of ren-

dering some specified personal service to the king.

1467 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 595/2 The rent of the Sergeantie,

and of the small parcellz of Serjaunteez of oure Counteez of

Notyngh and Derb'. 1468 Ibid. 605/2 Other fermes to us

of Serjanties or otherwise. 1477 Ibid. VI. 171/1 Smale par-

cells of Serjantie in diverse parcells,. .thre Roodes of Ser.

jantie. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 464 Baldwin Le
Pettour..held certaine lands, by Sergeanty. 1643 Baker
Chron., Rich. II 1 John Wiltshire Citizen of London, by
reason of a Moyitie of the Manour of Heydon, holden in

Sergeantie, claimed to hold a towell for the King to wipe

with when he went to meat. 1880 Harting Extinct Brit.

Anint. 1. 82 Several grants of land, .held by the serjeanty of

keeping..boar-hounds. 1906 Athenxum 18 Sept. 260/1 A
little criticism is perhaps invited by the interesting list of

serjcanties with which the volume closes.

b. Distinguished as grand and petit (or petty)

serjeanty.
In their AF. form, these terms occur in the 13th c. Ac-

cording to Britton (C1292), grand serjeanty obliges the

tenant to a service 'touching the defence of the country',

such as acting as marshal, putting an army in the field, or

finding a horseman and his equipment for the army, while

petit serjeanty binds him to a service 'amounting to half

a mark or less ', such as carrying to the king a bag, a brooch,

an arrow, or a bow without string, etc. Later writers give

more or less differing accounts : see quots. The Latin of

Magna Carta (1215) has occasione parvarum sergantisarum

(v. r. parvx serganterix).

(«) 1449 Rolls of Parlt. V. 167/2 His Auncestres. .have

holden. .the Manoir..by Graunte Sergeaunte. ign [see

(b) below). 01625 Sir H. Finch Law (1636I 154 Euery
grand Serieanty is a tenure in chiefe, being of none but of

the King, to doe vnlo him a more speciall seruice whatso-

euer by the person of a man, as to beare his Banner or

Lance, to lead his horse, to carry the sword before him at

,Js>Ju>.
juljuR, also ^UsJa.

his coronation [etc.]. 1695 Gibson Camden's Brit. 55 Brien-

Grand Sergeanty by a pretty odd jocular

:. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. v. 73 Such was the
ston. .was held in Gn

tenure by grand serjeanty, permagnum servitium, whereby

the tenant was bound, instead of serving the king generally

in his wars, to do some special honorary service to the king

in person ; as to carry his banner, his sword, or the like ; or

to be his butler, champion, or other officer at his coronation.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 118 The office of High
Steward was originally annexed to the manor of Hinckley

in Leicestershire, and held in grand serjeanty. 1875 Stubbs

Const. Hist. I. xi. 344 These [offices] had become, .here-

ditary grand serjcanties.

(b) 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 12 And all these tenauntes maye
holde their landcs by dyuers tenures.. as by..graunt ser-

Vol. VIII.

gentie, petyte serge.itie, franke almoyne. 1544 tr. Little-

ton's Tenures 37 b, Tenure by Petyte sergeauntye. 1616

Bullokar Eng. Expos., Peltie Sergeantie, a tenure of lands,

holden of the king, by yeilding to him, a Buckler, Arrow,
Bow, or such like seruice. 1875 Dig-by Real Prop. i. (1876)

49 When land was held of the king not by military service,

but under the obligation to render some small thing ' belong-
ing to war ', as, for instance, to ' yield to him yearly a bow
or a sword, or a dagger, or a knife, or a pair of gilt spurs, or

an arrow or divers arrows', this was called tenure by petit

serjeanty.

1 2. ' Sergeants ' or squires collectively. 06s.

c r33o R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11979 Alle armed
men,. .Wyboute fotmen & seriauntye \v.r. sargeancie].

+ Sergelim. Oh. Also 6 zerzelnie, 6-7 zerze-

line, 7 sohirgelim, sergelin. [a. Pg. gergelim,

zirgclim, a. Arab.

juljuldn.'] = Sesamlm.
1588 Hickock tr. C. Frederick's Voy. 22 b, Mirabolany

..long Pepper, Oyle of Zerzeline. 1698 Petiver in Phil.

Trans. XX. 314 Mixt with the Oyl Sergelin it stops pissing

of Blood. Ibid. 322 Oyl of Schirgelim. 1707 Sloane fa.
ttiaica I. 126 The Root boil'd in Sergelim Oil. .takes away
freckles or spots.

Sergend, -ent, obs. forms of Sergeant.

Sergette (saidje't). [a. F. sergelle, dim. of

serge.T See quot.
1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Sergette, a thin and slight

serge.

Sergiand, -iant, -iaunt(e, sergond, -ont(e,

obs. ff. Sergeant.
Sergre(i)ant : see Segreant Her.

Seri, variant of Sirih.

1864 D'Almeida Life in Java II. 104 Chewing tobacco
betel, and seri leaf.

Seri, obs. form of Sorry.

Serial (si»-rial), a. and sb. [ad. rr.od.L. serialis,

i.seri-es: see Series and -al. Cf. F. sMal (186 \),

j/nV/(i874).] A. adj. Belonging to, forming part

of, or consisting of a series ; taking place or occur-

ring in a regular succession.

1854 Fairholt's Diet. Terms Art s.v., Serial Pictures are

of that order in which, a story is carried on consecutively,

such as the four seasons, the four ages, &c. 185s Spencer
Princ. PsychoHiSja) 11. sb A thinking of the three in serial

order—first, second, third. 1864 Realm 6 July 8 The last

performances of all the great serial concerts.

b. spec, of the publication of a literary work, esp.

a story, in successive instalments (as in a periodical

magazine or newspaper).
Serial rights, rights attaching to the publication of a story

in serial form.

1841 F. Vesey Decl. Eng. Lang. 86 Serial publication.

1867 E. Yates Black Sheep xxxi, She..had set herself to

read the serial story. 1874 Athenxum 28 Feb. 293/1 After

contributing to the newspapers and the magazines, [he] be-

came a serial novelist. 1879 19M Cent. 997 Country journals,

. . instead of using an inferior article, will often purchase the
' serial right ', as it is called, of stories which have already

appeared elsewhere.

o. In scientific use ; esp. applied to the disposi-

tion of the parts of an organism in a straight line

or longitudinal succession.

Serial temperatures, temperatures taken at different suc-

cessive depths between the bottom and the surface ofwater.

185s T. Williams in Ann. <J-
Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11. XVI.

405 The serial history of any given structural element of

any given complex organ. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot.

(1866) Gloss., Serial, or Seriate, in rows. 1868 Spencer
Priuc. Psychol. (1872) 1. 16 They preserve a serial arrange-

ment : their aggregation is little more than that of close

linear succession. 187* Humphry Myology 9 The transverse

septa, a serial continuation of those in the tail, are directed

from the median line above. 187a Mivart Elem. Anal. 10

Serial symmetry may bemuch less and much more developed

than we find it to be in man. 1877 Thomson Voy. Challenger

I. 11 Taking bottom and serial temperatures. 1884 Bower
& Scott De Bary's Phaner. 109 The serial arrangement of

the elements of the cork perpendicular to the surface is

always very regularly preserved. 1897 M. L. Hughes
Mediterranean Fever iii. 136 The qualitative alterations

are both nodal and serial.

B. sb. A serial or periodical publication, esp. a

novel published in serial (as opposed to book) form.

1846 Athenxum 5 Dec. 1237/1 A fresh serial from the

prolific pen of Dickens. 1859 jrnl. Soc. Arts 25 Feb. 213/2

How valuable would be some of our serials with all their

advertisements—The Gentleman's Magazine, for instance.

188a A. W. Ward Dickens ii. 20 When the popularity of the

serial was once established, it grew with extraordinary

rapidity.
attrii. 187a Lowell Milton Wks. 1890 IV. 59 A prac-

tised serial writer.

Hence Serialist, a writer of serials ; Seriality

(sl°riarliti), serial arrangement ; Se:rialization,

publication in serial form ; Serialize v. trans., (a)

to publish in serial form ; (b) to arrange in a series.

1846 Blackw. Mag. LX. 594 The characters depicted by
some of our later "serialists. 1855 Spencer Princ. Psychol.

I v. i. 500 The advance of the correspondence of itself necessi-

tates a growing *seriality in the psychical changes. 189a

Author July 49/1 It is desirable that authors should under-

stand the difficulties with which *serialisation is surrounded.

Ibid. 48/2 If a story is ^serialized in England and is not

serialized simultaneously in the States, the American copy,

right is of course seriously jeopardised. 1893 Athenxum
II Nov. 663/3 The serializing of fiction. 1907 W. James
Pragmatism v. 172 To frame some system of concepts

mentally classified, serialized, or connected in some intel-

lectual way.

Serial, variant of Cerrial a. Obs.

Serially (si»-riali), adv. [1. Serial a. + -ly 2.]

a. In a series, in series, in serial arrangement ; b.

in serial form, as a serial.

1854 Owen in Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. 1. 203 A sup-

plementary costal piece, serially homologous with the ap-

pendage to the proper pleurapophysis. 1870 Daily Tel.

22 Sept., Small parties of the sparse artillerists hurrying
along behind the wall from gun to gun, firing progressively

and serially. 187a Atlienxum 1 June 681/1 However
' Middlemarch' may appear, it is clear that it has not been
written, although published, serially. 1884 Bower & Scott
De Bary's Phaner. 163 Round bordered pits, arranged in

left-handed oblique series, with the inner apertures serially

coalescent into long slits.

t Serian, a. Obs. rare. [f. Ser-es + -ian.]

Serian worm, silkworm. (Cf. Serean, Seric.)

1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. xn, iii, No Serian worms.,
that with their threed Draw out their silken lives.

Seriand, -ant, -antie, etc. : see Sergeant, -y.

Seriary(sia'riari), a. rare. [f. Seri-es + -ARY 1
.

Cf. F. siriaire, Sp. seriario.] Serial.

1900 Deniker Races of Man 65 The characters called

senary, to which we have recourse in order to compare man
with animals which bear the closest resemblance to him.

Seriate (si»Ti/t), a. Chiefly Zool. and Bot.

[ad. mod.L. *seriat-us, f. Series.] Arranged or

occurring in one or more series or rows.
1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 139 Tubercles small,, .vertically

seriate. 1857 Isee Serial A. c). 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora
137 Sedum acre.. leaves obscurely 6-seriate. 1874 T. Hardy
Farfr. Mad. Crowd xxvi, The remainder was a mere ques-

tion of time and natural seriate changes.

So Seriated a. ; hence Se'riately adv., in series.

1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 266 Disks seriately and reticu-

lately budding. 1872 H. C Wood Fresh-w. Algx 227 The
gelatinous tubes or sheaths in which the cells are seriated

are very obvious. 1874 Lewes Probl. Life A> Mind Ser. 1.

1. 120 Vitality and Sensibility may be said to rest on seriated

Change.

II
Seriatim (si»ri£>'tim), adv. (and a.) [med.L.,

f. L. seri-es after Gradatim, Literatim.] One after

another, one by one in succession.

1680 C Hatton Corr. (Camden) I. 225 Y" judges did every

one of them seriatim declare y' that board was a proper

place of judicature of state affaires, a 1734 North Exam.
1. ii. § 80 (1740) 72 The Judges thought fit to givt their

Judgments, seriatim, after solemn Argument had. 1815

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. x. I. 303 If not content with taking

them [sc. spiders] seriatim you should feel desirous of eating

them by handful Is. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xv, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenwigs thanked every lady and gentleman, seriatim,

for the favour of their company. 1871 Spencer Princ.

Psychol. (1872) II. 343 This question subdivides into several

questions, which we will consider seriatim.

b. as adj. Following one after the other, rare.

1871 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue x. 497 There are places

where force would be lost by dividing it into two or three

successive and seriatim sentences.

Seriation (slari3-j~3n). [ad. mod.L. *seriiition-

em, f. seri-es : see Series and -ation.] Succession

in series, serial succession ; formation of or into a

series.

1658 J. Robinson Eudoxa iv. 30 Where there is no fear of

enormity, there may be a secure seriation of supremacy.

1866 Odling Anim. Chem. 47 The acids of these two series

presented. .a marked parallelism in their constitution, seria-

tion, and properties. 1874 Lewes Probl. Life ft Mind Ser. 1.

I. 144 The demonstration that thinking is seriation. 1887

Athenxum 3 Sept. 299/3 In the seriation of the [chemical]

elements certain gaps occur.

t Se'riatly, adv. Obs. Also 5 seryatt-, oe-

riat-, 6 seryat-. [Partial anglicization of med.L.

Seriatim.] In succession, seriatim.

c 1450 Cop. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 273 Now I wyl fede jow
alle with awngellys mete, Wherfore to reseyve it come
fforth seryattly. c 1475 Partenay 1836 Thai ..With-out

tariyng to wash ther handes went ; After went to sitte ther

ceriatly. c 1520 Barclay Jugurth 37 b, To write of the

besynesse and dedes of both the parties serially and dys-

tincly. 1540 St. Papers Hen, VIII, III. 200 We have re-

ceyuid Your Graces most gracius letters.. the contents

wherof we have seriatly redde.

Seriaun, -auns, -aunt(e, etc. : see Sergeant.

Seriba, variant of Zareba.

Seric (se'rik), a. rare. [ad. L. seric-us, (1)

belonging to the Seres, (2) of silk (neut. sericum

as sb., silk), = Gr. o-r/ptieos (neut. aifptubv silk), f.

2r)pts : see Seres.]

1. Chinese.
184a Tupper Proverb. Philos. Ser. 11. Introd., Unclean

meats as of the clean hang upon my Seric shambles. 1840

New Monthly Mag. LX. 310 The pure concoction of the

seric herb [= tea].

2. Silken.

1886 Edits. Rev. July 155 The manufacture of seric stuffs.

Sericate (se-rik^t). Chem. [f. Seric-ic +

-ate 2.] A salt of sericic acid.

1841 Turner's Elem. Chem., Org. 1084 Sericate of oxide

of ethule is a colourless mobile liquid.

Sericated, a. rare-", [f. L. seriedt-us (f.

seric-um silk: see Seric) + -ED 1
.] + Clothed in

silk ; also = Sericeous.
1623 in Cockeram. i860 Worcester, Serricated [sic],

Sericeo- (siri-jVe), used as comb, form of L.

sericeus (see next) = silky and . . .

1841 Penny Cycl. XX. 359/2 Ovaries sericeo-tomentose.

Sericeous (s/ri-Jtes), a. Zool. and Bot. [f. L.

serice-us, f. seric-um silk (see Seric) : see -Eous.]

Silky, covered with silky down.
63



SEBICIC.

I777 Robson Brit. Flora 15 Sericeous, covered with a

down of extremely fine texture. 1819 Samouelle Entomol.

Compend. 282 HyUeus...Lip lanceolate, little sericeous.

1847 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. No. v. 236

Shining yellow sericeous down. 1885 H. O. Forbes Nat.

Wand, iv. App. 376 The sericeous brand on the male.

Sericic (s/H'sik), a. Chem. [f. L. seric-ttm silk

(see Sebic) + -ia] = Myristic.

1841 Turner's Elem. Chem., Org. 1083 Sericic Acid. Syn.

Myristic Acid. Discovered by Playfair.

Sericiculture (se'risik^ltiiu, -tfai). [ad. F.

striciculture, f. L. seric-ttm (see Sebic) + cultura

Culture,] —Sericulture. Hence Sericicrritu-

rali;.. Se ricicu'lturist.

1892 Cbookes tr. Wagner's Man. Chem. Technol. 803
Sericiculture.—Varieties of Silkworms. Ibid. 804 Serici-

culturists become sufficiently adepts.. to be able to select

a sufficient number of cocoons of each sex.

Sericin(se*risin). Chem. Also -ine. [Formed
as Sericic + -in 1

.]

1. = Mybistin.
1841 Turner's Elem. Chem., Org. 1083 Sericate of oxide

of glycerule (sericine or myristine).

2. The gelatinous constituent of silk.

1868 Bloxam Chem. § 446. 1886 tr. Benedict's Chem.
Coal-tar Colours 39 Both fibroine and sericine (silk-glue)

consist of carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen.

Sericipary (serisi'pari), a. rare. [f. L- seri-

cum silk + -par-us (-parous) + -y.] Producing silk.

1869 Eng. Mech. 24 Dec. 350/3 A double apparatus, .situ-

ated on either side of the intestinal canal, and below it,

called the sericipary gland.

Sericite (se'risait). Min. [ad. G. serial (1852),
f. L. seric-um silk : see Sebic and -ite ! 2 b.] A
fibrous variety of muscovite.
1854 Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 223 Sericite of K, List, is

regarded by him as near Damourite. 1866 Lawrence tr.

Cotta's Rocks Classified 23 Sericite, a green mineral, of
silky lustre.

b. alirib. *= Sericitic.

1879 Rutley Study 0/Rocks 296 Sericite-Schist.'—This is

a schistose rock closely allied to the porphyroids, and con-
sists of sericite, fragments of quartz [etc.]. 1884 Nature 13
Nov. 35/1 Sericite mica.

Hence Sericitic (serisi'tik) a., containing or

having the character of sericite ; Sericitization,
the production of a sericitic character.
1814 Nature 13 Nov. 34/1 A slight development of seri-

citic mica. 1893 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. iv. vin. ii. (ed. 3)
617 Where the silky unctuous sericite has been developed
from orthoclase (sencitization).

t Sericon. Alch. Obs. [a. med.L. sericon
(indeclinable).

In Turbse Philosophorum alterum exemplar, printed in
Artis Auriferae quam Chemiam vocant votumen primum
(Basilese 1593) 138, 'sericon' is mentioned (in connexion
with ' magnesia '

: see Magnesia 1) as ' a composition which
is called by ten names ', and which is one of the ingredients
in * the ferment of

_
gold '. That the word originally stood

for some real chemical substance is not improbable, but its

proper meaning and etymology (perh. Arabic :? cf. Zircon)
are obscure. There is no ground for identifying it with
mod. L. sericum (prob. merely a use of L. sericum silk)

cited by writers of the 18th c. as a name for the flowers of
zinc On the other hand, ' Sericum, an old name for minium

',

in some modern dictionaries, may represent a conjecture as
to the meaning of the alchemical term.]

A substance supposed to be concerned in the
transmutation of inferior metals into gold.
The explanation given in Gilford's note on the Jonson

passage, ' the red tincture ', appears to be an unauthorized
conjecture.

?i5,. in Ashmole T/ieat. Chem. (1652)428 This centrall
Earth who can it take, It and Sercion [sic] do our Maistry
make. 16x0 B. Jonson Alch. 11. v, Both Sericon, and Bufo
shall be lost.

I] Sericterium (seriktis-ri£m). Entom. PI.

-eria (Ia*ria). Also anglicized serictery (s/rrk-

te"ri). [mod.L., irreg. f. Gr. orjpixvv silk (see Sebic)
+ -T7jpiov, after sialisterium {auxKiar-qpiov) salivary

gland of insects.] A glandular apparatus in silk-

worms for the production of silk ; a silk or spinning
gland.
1826 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. xli. (1828) IV. 137 In the sericte-

rium the fluid that produces it [sc. silk] is sometimes white
or grey. 1875 Blake Zool. 287 The two fine filaments from
the sericteria are glued together by another secretion from
a small gland. 1898 Packard Text-bk. Entomol. 337 In the
imago the sericteries revert to their primitive shape and use
as salivary glands.

Sericultural (seriko-ltiural,
-1J-), a. [f. next +

-al.] Pertaining to or engaged in sericulture.

1864 Q. Jrnl. Scl. I. 515 The sericultu.al departments of
France. 1886 Wabdle Catal. India Silk Culture 28 Aids
to Sericultural Study.

Sericulture (se'rikultiiu, -tjai). [Shortened
ad. F. sericiculture ; see Sericiculture.] The
production of raw silk and the rearing of silkworms
for the purpose.
1851-4 Tomlinson's Cyct. UsefulArts (1867)11.520/2 The

Central Society of Sericulture of France. 1863 All Year
Round 11 July 467/1 Model silkworm houses, .would greatly
tend to popularise this new branch of sericulture. 1881
Wardle Wild Silks 0/India 53 Eria sericulture plantations.

Hence Sericuiturist, one engaged in sericul-

ture, a silk-grower.

1864 Q. Jrnl. Sci. I. 515 He recommends the sericuiturist
(o separate his dark worms from the general stock.

Seridclath, northern f. cered cloth : see Cered.
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1438-9 Durham Acc. Rolls (Surtees) 408 In 22 virgispanni
linei empt. pro le Seridclath pro vestimentis.

tSerie. Obs. [app. ad. L. series : see Seuies.]
Succession of points in an argument.
£1386 Chaucer Knt.^s T. 2209 What may I concluden of

this long serye, But after wo I rede vs to be merye ?

Seriea(u)nt, -y, obs. forms of Sergeant, -y.

Seriema (seri,rma), pariama, cariama
(soe-, kseria'ma). Also siriema. [mod.L. seriema
(A. de St. Hilaire, 1830), cariama (Brisson, 1760),
a. Tupi siriema, sariama, cariama, explained by
Ruiz de Montaya as = crested. The erroneous form
cariama (without cedilla) comes down from Marc-
grav, Hist. Nat. Brasil. 1648.] A large long-
legged crested bird, Cariama cristata, inhabiting
parts of Brazil ; the crested screamer.
1836 Proc. Zool. Soc. 30 Though the Cariama, in its osse-

ous structure, exhibits but little resemblance to the Birds of
the Raptorial order, i860 Ibid. 334 A New Form of Gralla-
torial Bird nearly allied to the Cariama. 1869 R. F. Burton
Highl. Brazil II. 26 The Sirie*ma, that hunted the serpents
from our path. 1870 Proc. Zool. Soc. 666 Burmeister's
Cariama. 1895 Pop. Sci. Monthly XLVI. 770 The far-

famed seriema (Dicholophus cristatus), a form that has
puzzled the best of taxonomers since the middle of the seven-
teenth century.

Series (shtmz, si<»T2z). PI. (8-) series, (7-8,
rare in 9) serieses, (7-8) series's, [a. L. se-

ries row, chain, series, f. ser-ire to join, connect.

Cf. F. sirie, It., Sp., Pg. serie.
-

]
I. General senses.

1. A number or set <?/" material things of one kind
ranged in a line, either contiguously or at more or
less regular intervals ; a range or continued spatial

succession of similar objects ; + in early use applied
to a row of building.
1611 Corvat Crudities 454 A very faire architectonical

Machine.. in which are three degrees, whereof each con-
tayneth a faire Statue...At the very toppe of this rowe or
series of worke is errected a most excellent effigies of a
Cocke. Ibid. 636 A faire front of building. . . Which front or
series extendeth it selfe in a goodly length. 1638 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 163 For five hundred paces it every
•way gives a. series of all sorts of Persian fruits and flowers.
1812 Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 191 In
Oxfordshire, where I saw a landscape, or rather a series of
landscapes, of singular beauty. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits,
Aristocracy Wks. (Bohn) II. 81 The series of squares called
Belgravia. 187a H. C Wood Fresh-w. Algae 68 Cells
mostly arranged in a simple or double series in the filament.

2. A number of things of one kind (chiefly im-
material, as events, actions, conditions, periods of
time) following one another in temporal succession,

or in the order of discourse or reasoning.
1618 Chapman HesiocTs Georg. it. 455 The noisome gales,.

.

that incense the seas And raise together in one series Ioues
Autumne dashes. 1646 Howell Lewis XIII, 20 So was his
whole life attended with a series ofgood successes. 1656 tr.

Hobbes' Elem.Philos. 1 All men can reason to some degree,.,
but where there is need of a longseries of Reasons, there most
men wander out of the way. 1663 Power Ex/. Philos. 11.

122 The Series and Chain of our former Experiments.
1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 188 The worst Province
an Historian can fall upon, is a Series of barren Times, in
which nothing remarkable happeneth. 1765 W. Ward
Grammar w. iv. 167 Several participles cannot conveniently
be used so as to affect every part of long serieses of words
immediately. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 514/1 These
different heights oftide are observed to succeed each other in
a regular series. . .This series is completed in about 15 days. .

.

Two serieses are completed in the exact time of a lunation.
1837CARLYLE.Fr. Rev. II. 1. vi, What a hoping People he
had, judge by the fact, and series of facts, now to be noted.
1871 R. W. Dale Commandm. x. 242 These Commandments
occupy a great place in a series of Divine revelations. 1886
Act 40 <y 50 Vict. c. 44 § 13 That the repayment of the money
to be borrowed should be spread over a series of years.
with pi. concord. 1864 Babbage Passages 46 Another

series of experiments were.. made. 1871 Morley Carlyle
in Crit. Misc. Ser. 1. 245 A complex series of historic facts
do not usually fit so neatly into the moral formula,

b. A number of persons in succession holding
the same office or having some characteristic in

common, f Also, a succession of persons in de-
scent, a family line.

i6a§ T. Godwin Moses <$ Aaron 1. v, 15 Aaron, and those
that issued from his loynes, (in whom the series of Priests
was continued). 1638 Nabbes Totenham Court n. i, To
make the series of their Families Spread in so many glori*
ous divisions. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Series.. an issue or
descent of kindred. 1665 G. Havers P. delta Valle's
Trav.E. India 26 Teimur Lenk, though extracted from the
noblest blood of the Kings, yet remote from the Royal Stock
by a long series. 171a Addison Sped. No. 287 F 6 Look
into the Historian I have mentioned, or into any Series of
Absolute Princes. 1776 Johnson in Boswell 16 Mar., Entails
are good, because it is good to preserve in a country serieses
of men, to whom the people are accustomed to look up as to
their leaders. 1865 G. Grote Plato I. iv. 134 Speusippus
succeeded him., as teacher,., being succeeded, .by Polemon,
Krantor..and others in uninterrupted series,

to. A catalogue, list. Obs.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Advts.fr. Parnass. 1.

lxxx. (1674) 108 (They] made a long and exact Series of
many abuses which reigned in that State. 1660 R. Coke
Power <$• Subj. 60 It is not my purpose to relate a series and
catalogue of all the British Kings to the Saxon Monarchs.

f 3. A succession, sequence, or continued course
(faction or conduct, ^time, life, etc.). Obs.
165a Gaule Magastrom. 152 The series both of fate, and

of fortune. 1660 Ingelo Bentiv. «$ Ur. 11. (1682) 138 To
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devote the Series of their whole Life to the Divine honour.
1684 T. Burnet Th. Earth n. vii. 251 The Series of Provi-
dence that was to follow in this Earth. Ibid. xi. 316 No
long Series's of Providence. 1690 Child Disc. Trade 190
After such a long series of time. 1715 Pope Odyss. in. 140
How trace the tedious series of our fate? 177* Burke
Corr. {1844) I. 373 A more decent.. and prudent series of
proceeding. 1805 T. Lindley Voy. Brazil n His life had
been a series of industry. 1815 Jane Austen Emma xxii,

After a series of what had appeared to him strong encour-
agement.

f b. A continued state or spell. Obs.
1748 Anson's Voy. I. x. 98 We had a series of as favourable

weather, as could well be expected. Ibid. 11. i. in Those
. .who have endured a long series of thirst. 1793 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 149 A series of unsettled weather.

f 4. The connected sequence (of discourse, writ-
ing, thought). Obs.
1631 Brathwait Whimzies Ep. Ded., As the conceit may

neither taste of too much lightnesse..nor the whole passage
or series incline to too much dulnesse. 1646 Crashaw Steps
to Temple, Delights Muses 104 The plyant Series of her
slippery song. 1661 Boyle Physiol. Ess. (1669) 31 Not to
look upon any thing as my Opinion or Assertion that is not
deliver'd in the entire Series of my own Words. 1667-8
S. Ward Infidelity (1670) 5 Reflecting.. upon the Text as
it lies in the Series of the Epistle. 1696 Phillips, Series,..
a continuation of Discourse. 171a Addison Sped. No. 549
F 1, I am engaged in this Series of Thought by a Discourse
which I had.. with.. Sir Andrew Freeport.

f 5. Order of succession ; sequence. Obs.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vn. xii. 312 Wee haue shewed

the ancient Comes of the Britaines, and obserued a series
thorow the Romanes succession. 1651 N. Bacon Disc.
Gov. Eng. 11. xxviii. 223 Nor [are] they good Historians,
that will tell you the bare journall of Action without the
Series of occasion. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 11. in. §2
It seems impossible that any thing should really alter the
series of things, without the same power which at first pro-
duced them. 1779 Johnson L. P., Watts (1868)450 The
series of his works I am not able to deduce.

6. A number of magnitudes, degrees of some
attribute, or the like, viewed as capable of being
enumerated in a progressive order. Also, a set of
objects of one kind, differing progressively in size

or in some other respect, or having a recognized
order of enumeration.
1786-8 {title) A Series of[64] points of ancient history. 1818

Accum Chem. Tests (ed. 2) 61 note, A series of these [testj

tubes should be always ready at hand. 1859 Darwin Orig.
Spec. ii. (1873) 41 These differences blend into each other
by an insensible series.

II. Technical senses.

7. Math. A set of terms in succession (finite or
infinite in number) the value of each of which is

determined by its ordinal position according to a
definite rule known as the law of the series ; esp.

a set of such terms continuously added together.
See Arithmetical Geometrical, Recurring, etc.

1671 J. Gregory in Rigaud Corr. Sci. Men (1841) II. 224
Reducing all of them [sc. equations] to infinite serieses.

1736 Gentt. Mag. VI. 739/1 Any one who is conversant in
Series. 1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 20 The operation, by
having two or more series's to multiply into one another,
becomes very troublesome. 1791 Ibid. LXXXI. 148 The
serieses deduced should converge. 1839 R. Murphy W^t^r.
£g7tat.g2 Recurring Series have been much used.. in the
solution of algebraical equations. 1874 Gross Algebra 11.

153 Summation of Series.

allusively. 1836 J. Gilbert Chr. Atonem. ii. 59 To ex-
amine in detail the series, of which the computed sum be-
trays at once somewhere in the calculation so gross an
error, 1853 [Whewell] Plural. Worlds v. 76 We have here
to build a theory without materials ;—to sum a series ofwhich
every term, so far as we know, is nothing.

8. A set of coins, medals, etc. belonging to a
particular epoch, locality, dynasty, or government.
Also, a set of postage stamps, bank notes, etc., of
a particular issue.

1697 tr. fobert's Knoivl. Medals 28 A Gold or Silver series
of Medals. 1697 Evelyn Numismata 26 We begin with
Heads, as best determining and guiding the Series. 1730
A. Gordon Maffefs Amphith. 128 Among the many and
particular Series's collected by him, he has 800 Medals of
Colony's, 1500 Greek Coins, and 1200 Egyptian. 1808
Pinkkrton Ess. Medals I. 3 Serieses of Roman coins. 1867
Philatelist I. 23/1 New series, 4 annas, light green. Ibid.
129/2 The stamps which were immediately adopted for the
empire {sc. Mexico] were the ' eagle ' series. 1876 Mathews
Coinage of World Introd. p. iii, A recently discovered series
of Bactrian coins. 1879 H. Phillips, jr. Addit. Notes upon
Coins 3 The present medal is one of a series struck to com-
memorate this occurrence. 1907 Lancet 16 Feb. 471/1
A fresh series of 5-franc notes is about to be issued.

9. A set of literary compositions having certain

features in common, published successively or in-

tended to be read in sequence ; a succession of
volumes or fascicules (of a periodical, the publica-
tions of a society, etc.) forming a set by itself (dis-

tinguished as first, second, etc. series). Also, in

recent use, a succession of books issued by one
publisher in a common form and having some
similarity of subject or purpose ; usually with a
general title, as the Clarendon Press Series', 'the

Men of Letters Series*.

1711 Addison Sped. No. 106 F 6 [The Chaplain] has
digested them [sc Sermons] into such a Series, that they
follow one another naturally. (?) 1791 (title-) A Series c;

original papers on that great National Subject, The im-
provement of the art of Ship-building. 1813 Hrvdgrs (title)

'

The Kuminator : containing a series of moral, critical and
sentimental essays. 1832 Scon Betrothed Introd., The
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Tales of the Crusaders was determined upon as the title of
the following series of these Novels. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz.
3 Aug. 1/1 Of all these serieses the ' Men of Letters ' has,
I suppose, been the most popular.
10. Nat. Sci. A group of irtdividuals exhibiting

similar characteristics or a constant relation be-
tween successive members : see qnots.
1&3 H. T. Brooke Cryslallogr. 100 When the sets of

new planes.. are so much extended as entirely to efface the
primary planes, a scries of entirely new solids will result.
1851 Mantell Petrifactions ii. § 3. 116 The entire series of
phalangeals with the corresponding metatarsal of a. .species
of Dinornis. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) 177 The
upper Series or grade of Flowering or Phsnogamous Plants,
which have their counterpart in the lower Series of Flower-
lessorCryptogamous Plants. Ibid., The followingschedule.

.

comprises all that are generally used in a natural classifica-
tion, .. Series, Class, Subclass [etc.], 1857 [see Isologous].
1869, 1876 [see Homologous 3). 1878 Dai.linger in Nature
J3 May 102/2 A hitherto unrecorded organism belonging to
the septic series.

11. Geol. A set of successive deposits or group of
successive formations having certain common fossil

or mineral features.

1822 Conybeare Oull. Geol. ii. iii. § 2. 181 A zone of argil,
leo-calcateous beds belonging to the Purbeck series. 1839De la Heche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. iii. 59 The series
having been slightly overlapped. 1877 Huxley Physiogr.
197 A curious series of deposits may thus be produced.

12. Electr. and Magn. A number of wires of
different metals each connected with the preceding.
(Such wires or the cells are said to be in series.)
1873

J.
Jenkin Electr. n Magn. ii. § 21 (1881) 43 Any

series of metallic conductors thus placed in contact. 1885
Watson & Burbury Math. Th. Electr. Magn. I. 229 If
any number of wires of different metals Mi, Mi, U%, Mi
are joined together in series, . . the wire of metal M\ begin-
ning and ending the series.

b. atlrib. or as adj. = (a) arranged or connected
in series

;
(<S) short for series-wound, i. e. wound

in series, or so that the coils on the field-magnets
are placed in series with the outer circuit.
1884 C. G. W. Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 125/1 The

ordinary or series dynamo. 1888 Scribner's Mag. Aug. 194/2
The 'series 'system, may be likened to the arrangement of
disks on the chain of a chain-pump. 1891 Lightning 19N0V.
107 Series-wound dynamo-machine. 1893 Sloane Electr.

'

Diet., Series, arranged in succession as opposed to parallel
..(e.g.) Series Connection. Ibid., Series-multiple, arrange-
ment of electric apparatus, in which the parts are grouped

I

"\Sts '" Parallel and these sets are connected in series.

13. Philol. (tr. G. reihe.) In the Indogermanic Ian-
\

guages.asetofvowels, or of diphthongs and vowels
or sonants, which are mutually related by ablaut.
1888 Wright OHG. Primer 61 The vowels vary within

j

ctrtain series of related vowels, called ablaut-series. There
are in OHG. six such series.

14. A parcel of rough diamonds of assorted i

qualities. (In recent Diets.)

Serif (se-rif). Typogr. Alsoseriff; (formerly)
i

ceriph, aeriph, -yph, surryph : see Sanserif.
[Of obscure origin.] One of the fine cross-strokes i

at the top and bottom of a letter. Also used
loosely as in quot. 1894.
1841 Savage Diet. Printing 163 The fine lines, and the I

cross strokes at the tops and bottoms of letters, are termed I

by the letter founders ceriphs. 1869 N. ft Q. Ser. IV. III.
381 The word serif, used by printers and type-founders, i

1885 De Visne in Trans. Grolier Club 1. 36 The bracketed
serifs of Van Dyke and Garamond. 1894 Kipling in My

\

first Bh. 94 Even a Hindoo does not like to find the serifs
of his ft cut away to make long s's.

Seriff, variant of Shereef.
Serific (s/ri-fik), a. rare, [irreg. f. L. seric-um

silk (see Seric) + -fic] Producing silk.

1895 Sedgwick Peripatus x. (Cambr. Nat. Hist.) 246 There
are a large number of ' serific glands ' of two kinds in the
female [of the Mantida:].

Seriform (sivrifp.im), a. rare. [f. L. Ser-es +
-form.] Applied to a division of the Ugro-Kinnish
races comprising the Chinese, Siamese, etc., and to
the group of languages spoken by these peoples.
1849-51 w. B. Carpenter in Todd's Cycl. A nat. IV. 1347/2
The Seriform, or Indo-Chinese [languages], which are
spoken by the people of South-Eastern Asia. Hid. 1364/2
The Seriform stock of Southern Asia. 1850 Latham Far.
Man 15 Altaic Mongolidas. ..Seriform Stock.

Serigraph (se-rigraf). [irreg. f. L. sericum
silk (see Skric) + -graph.] An instrument for
testing the uniformity of raw silk.

1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 62/2 A most ingenious American
invention, the serigraph.

So Serimeter (s/ri-mitaj), an instrument for test-
ing the strength of silk thread.

Serimonie, -y, obs. forms of Ceremony.
Serin (se'rin). Also 6 seryne, -ene. [a. K.

serin canary, of disputed origin ; cf. Pr. serin.]

1. In early examples perh. the canary (Serinus
canarius) ; in modern ornithology, a bird of the
genus Serinus.
1530 Palsgr. 269/2 Seryne a byrde, serin. 1549 Compl.

Scott, vi. 39 The grene serene sang sueit. 1894 R.B. Sharpe
Hand-bit. Birds Gt. Brit. I. 53 A small Serin (S.pusittus)
with a red forehead.

2. In full, Serin finch : the finch .S. serinus (S.
hortulanus), a native of central Europe.
a 167a Willughby Ornith. (1678) 265 It [sc. the Citril]

differs from the Siskin and Serin, 1. In its ash-coloured Neck

Seri ng-ous a., re-
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[etc.]. 1783Lt.THA.tt Gc». Syn. Birds ll.i. 2o6Serin F[inch).
1836 Partington's Brit. Cycl. Nat. Hist. II. 540 The Serin
. .is. .remarkable for its small and very short bill. 1871-81
Dresser Birds Eur. IV. PI. 25 The call-note of the Serin
r inch. 1882 Yarrell Brit. Birds (ed. 4) 1 1. 113 The Serin
is a very popular cage-bird on the continent.
Serin e (se-rin). [f. Serum + -in i, -ine 5.]
1. Chem. a. Serum albumin, b. Amido-glycerol.
1876 tr. Schutzeuberger's Fermentation 84 It is not the

senile which is active in this case. 1898 Daily Nevis 28 Feb.
6/4 The only hot drink we prepared was a kind of toddy
made oflime juice tablets, or serine powder.
2. (See quot.)
1898 Johanskn in Windsor Mag. Sept. 436/2 ' Serin ', or

whey powder... This is really nothing else than pulverised
whey, which we mixed with boiling water.

II Serinette (.serine't). [Jr., f. serin canary

:

see -ette.] A bird organ.
1858 Lond. yrnl. 27 Feb. 408/3 There are puppet-shows,

and performances on the accordion, and the serinette in the
subterranean passage.

Bering, obs. form of Syringe.
Seringa (seri-rjga). [a. F. seringa (formerly

also senngai) = Pg. seringa, ad. L. Syringa.]
1. Any of the shrubs of the genus Philadelphus,

esp. P. coronarius, common in gardens ; the mock-
orange, Syringa. (Also f seringo.)
1740 C'tess Hartford Lei. to C'tess Pomfret 17 Apr,

Arbours interwoven with lilacs, woodbines, seringas, and
laurels, a 1785 T. Potter Moralist II. ,44 'Twas then a
Black.blrd and its mate In a seringo built their nest. 1840
Miss Mitford in L'Estrange Life (1870) III. 109 The rich
perfume of the seringas and acacias. 1876 Miss Braddon
/• Haggards Dau. x, A dark-brown jug of roses and seringa
on the window-sill.

II 2. The Portuguese name for Brazilian plants of
the genus Hevea (Siphonia), yielding india-rubber.
186S Treas Bot. s-v. Siphouia, They [species of Siphonia]

«i
e ca,led Seringa-trees by the Brazilians. 1880 C. R.

Markham Perm. Bark 455 In Brazil the name is seringa,
and the collectors are seringueiros.
Hence SerinB-ahood «<?««-W., the condition of

abounding in seringa bloom
j

sembling that of seringa.

1754 H. Walpole Let. to G. Montagu 8 June, [Strawberry
' Hill] is now in the height of its greenth, blueth, gloomth,
I

honeysuckle and seringahood. 1887 A. M. Brown Anim.
Altai. 32 An almost cloudless liquid of slightly oleaginous

1
consistence, of a seringous odour.
Sering(e, variant of Cering vbl. sb.
1558 in Fcuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 88 Seringe candell.

'57 1 tb'd- 142 Other lightes Seringcandle Corde.
Seringe, obs. form of Syringe.
Seringue. = Seringa 2.
1866 Treas. Bot., Seringue, a South American name for

the caoutchouc-yielding Siphonia.
Serio, short for Serio-comic sb.

,,
l89* J'"""' Bk- 1- 76 Coming after all those sly serios.

.

Miss Cissy Loftus had the charm which things of another
period often do possess. 1908 Daily Chron. 3 Aug. 4/4 ' As
if a serio had anything to do with anything serious '.

'

Serio- (sI»Tie), used as comb, form (see -o-) of
Serious, - partly serious and partly . . .

190* Academy 12 Apr. 387/2 The *serio-grotesque head-
lines of the New York Journal. 1811 IE. Nares] {title)
1 hinks-1-to-Myself. A *serio-Iudicro, tragico-comico tale.
a 1834 Lamb Guy Faux Misc. Wks. (1871) 373 It is familiar,
ized to us in a kind of "serio-ludicrous way. 1835 Dickens
Sk. Boz, Mr. f. Dounce, The young lady.. went through
various other "serio-pantomimic fascinations. 1866 Carlvle
Remin. (1881) I. 85 What a fantastic. . *serio-ridiculous set
these road companions of his mostly were.
Se rio-co-medy. [f. next.] A serio-comic piece.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Apr. 4/1 The libretto of ' The

Canterbury Pilgrims' is no ordinary work;.. its story is
..told tunefully and gaily, as befits a serio-comedy. 1891
M. Williams Later Leaves xix. 226 Nothing will ever come
near him in The Roused Lion, which, .was serio-comedy.
Serio-comic, a. [f. Serio- + Comic a.J Partly

serious and partly comic
;
(of an actor, vocalist, etc.

or his performance) presenting a comic plot, situa-
tion, etc. under a serious form.
1783C0LMAN Prose Sev. Occas. (1787) III. 147, I was almost

confounded in the serio-comick scenes of the Satyrick Piece.
1787 Keate (title) The Distressed Poet, a serio-comic poem.
1826 F. Reynolds Life «, Times 1 1. 321 Lewis, by a striking
display of serio-comic talent,., proved, that, .he could excite
tears as abundantly as smiles. 1858 H. Morley yrnl.
Loud. Playgoer (1866) 227 The production at the Olympic
of a new serio-comic drama '. 1877 Mrs. Forrester Mig-
non u, 'Good Heavens I ' interrupts Fred, regarding him
with serio-comic horror— *young did you say?'

b. as sb. (also -oomique). A serio-comic actor,
vocalist, etc.

1907 H. Wyndham Flare of Footlights xxxi, Miss Con-
stance Plantagenet, the Favourite Serio-Comique.
So Se rio-comical a. ; Se rio-co mically adv.
1749 Smollett Gil Bias vii. viii. (1782) III. 67 My serio-

comical reception behind the scenes. 1871 Punch 18 May
202/1 The Ministry. .were defeated only three times this
week—once comically, once seriously, and once serio-
comically. 1873 B- Harte Fiddletown 11 Her hair. .was
tumbled serio-comically about her forehead.

t Seriol. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. L. seriola, dim. of

seria jar.] A small jar.

c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. iv. 393 Ek whelue a seriol therout
that haue Grauel vp to the myddes.
Serion, -iont, obs. ff. Surgeon, Sergeant.
Seriosity (si»rifvsiti). [ad. late I, seriositds,

I. siriosus Serious. Cf. Seriouste.] Seriousness.
1637 Bastwick Lelany 1.6 It would. .move laughter to

SERIOUS.
men though disposed otherwise to seriosity. 1693 Humours
J own 20 The grave starch'd seriosity of a Sylogistical
Argumentation. 1837 Eraser's Mag. XVI. 284 If I m,claim from my reader a moment's seriosity, I will explain.
1903 Academy 21 Feb. 168/1 Laugh ! Few things are worthy
of seriosity.

b. A serious saying, a piece of seriousness.
1893 Leland Mem. I. 2S8 Painfully elaborating jocosities

or senosities for the million.

Serious (slo-rias), a. Forms: 5 sery-, ceryows,
5-6 seryous, 6 seryouse, -iouae, 6-7 -eous, (7
super!, seriousest, serioust), 6- serious, [ad. F.
serieux (14th c.) or its source, late L. siriosus, f.

L. sdrius (whence Sp., Pg., It.serio). Ci.lt.serioso.~i
1. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Having, involv-

ing, expressing, or arising from earnest purpose or
thought

; of grave or solemn disposition or inten-
tion

; having depth or solidity of character, not
light or superficial ; now often, concerned with the
grave and earnest sides of life as opposed to amuse-
ment or pleasure-seeking.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 453/2 Seryows, sad and feythefulle,

senosus. 1530 Palsgr. 324/1 Seryouse emest, serieux.
153"

;
More Confut. Tindale Wks. 480/2 Saint Paule woulde

not haue made so serious and eainest remembrance of the
putting vpon of the handes. .if [etc.]. 1597 Hooker Eccl.
Pol v. Ixil (161 1) 329 All that belongeth to the mysticall
perfection of baptisme outwardly, is the element, the word,
and the serious application of both vnto him which receiueth
both. 1611 Beaum. & Fl. King «s No K. 111. iii, The King
is serious, And cannot now admit your vanities, c 1640 A
Stafford Just Apol. Fern. Glory (1869) p. xcii, The faire
sereous Pnnce wee are now blest in. 1663 Marvell Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 95, I do hereby, with my last and serious-
est thoughts, salute you. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 222 r> 2
I have taken that Matter into my serious Consideration.
1712 Arbuthnot yohn Bull 11. xii, Shaking off his old serious
friends, and keeping company with buffoons and pick-
pockets. 1823 Scott Quentin D. Introd., I was .. glad to see

r-jr ' a serious thought ofany kind. 1838-9 Kemble
,
/'* '" Gcorg<a (1863) 20, 1 really entertain serious thoughts

of learning to use a gun. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng. iii. I.
320 His chief serious employment was the care of his pro-
perty. 1882 Mozley Remin. (ed. 2) I. 64 He was too serious
to smile; indeed, I cannot remember him ever smiling
except sadly. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med. IV. 619 Such a
dietary, adapted for an adult man, is little irksome to any
serious patient.

t b. Earnestly bent or applied (to the pursuit of
something) ; keen. Obs.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest A 5 Julius Cxsar,.. serious after

the inquisition of good Discipline. 1576 Fleming Panopl.
Epist. 178 If I should seeme serious, in doing seruice to the
aduauncement of mine owne wit. Ibid. 186 They assaulted
me with more serious supplications, not holding me.. excus-
able. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 203 All my mind was set Serious
to learn and know.

to. Staid, steady, reliable. Obs.
'693 J- Clayton in Misc. Curiosa (1708) III. 291, I have

been told by very serious Planters, that 30 or 40 Years since,
..the Thunder was more fierce.

2. Earnest about the things of religion; religious.
1796 Simeon in Cams Life (1847) 117, I could wish, .that

ihe custom of drinking toasts was banished from the tables
of the serious, because it tends to excess. 1838 Dickens
Ntch. Nick, xvi, Pleasant Place, Finsbury. Wages, twelve
guineas. No tea, no sugar. Serious family. 1840 New.
man Lett. (1891) II. 311 Such a general feeling exists
amongst serious people of the need of religious communities.

b. Cited as a canting expression.
1809 Kendall Trav. I. xxxiii.323 Hissons death brought

hnn to God—he grew serious [note, Serious has the cant
acceptation of religious], i8i9Shelley Peter Bell 3rd 1. i,
And Peter Bell, when he had been With fresh-imported
Hell-fire warmed, Grew serious. 1885 ' F. Anstey ' Tinted
Venus x, No one knows the power that a single serious
hairdressermight effect with worldly customers.
3. Dealing with or regarding a matter on its

grave side ; not jesting, trifling, or playful ; in
earnest. Hence, of theatrical compositions or
actors, not jocular or comic.
[1590 : see 4.] 17W-13 Swift yrnl. to Stellat^ Jan., I was

Theatres Lond.\\. 107 Orpheus and Euridice, a grand
serious Opera, translated from the Italian. 1797 Encycl.
BritAeA. 3) XII. 497/1 Gaetano Guadagni. .had been in
this country, .as serious-man in a burletta troop of singers.
1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion tr Princ. viii. III.
104 A note of enquiry, half serious, half waggish. 1864
H. Morley yrnl. Lond. Playgoer (1866) 339 A play which
demands alternation of serious and comic acting. 187sJowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 201 The gentlemen are not serious,
but are only playing with you.

4. Requiring earnest thought, consideration, or
application

;
performed with earnestness of purpose.

iS3« Elyot Gov. 1. xx. (1537) 76b, Socrates.. was not
ashamed to account daunsynge amonge the seriouse disci-
plines. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 11. ii. 29 Your sawcinesse
will lest vpon my Ioue, And make a Common of my serious
howres. 1607 Chapman Bussy d'Atubois 11. ii, And neverMy fruitless love shall let your serious honour, a 1625
Beaum. & Fl. Woman's Prize ill. iv, Reno. She made
a puppy of nx...Bya. She must doe so sometimes, and
oftentimes

: Love were too serious else. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708J 35 He makes Cards and Dice
his serious Entertainment. 1825 Lamb Elia 11. Barbara S-
1 have played at serious whist with Mr. Liston. 18— 1884 Manch.
Exam. 26 May 6/2 Perhaps more serious reading would
then dethrone the eternal novel. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I.
vi. 196 Knowing of sorrow only just so much as to make life
serious to ine.

t b. Used for purposes of business, rare.
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SERIOUS. 500 SERMON.
1621 Quarles Argalus $ P. (1678) 32 The treacherous

Lady slept aside Into her serious close:.

5. Of grave demeanour or aspect.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, Prol. 2 A weighty and a serious

brow, a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Staffs. (1662) in. 47 Queen
Elizabeth was serious (I dare not say sullen) and out of good
humour. 1688 Evelyn Diary 18 Dec, He is very stately,

serious and reserv'd. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 297 A shallow

brain behind a serious mask. 1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, x,

A good portrait, .must be either serious or smirking, or it's

no portrait at all. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel ii, White
smocks, and slate, surmounted by hats of a serious brim.

1877 Mrs. Oliphant Makers Flor. iii. 82 His aspect was
grave and quiet, and his dress seemly and serious.

b. Inducing or associated with grave or solemn
thoughts.
1832 Lamb Elia \\. Bks.

<J-
Reading, I should not care to

be caught in the serious avenues of some cathedral alone,

and reading Candide. 1849 Ruskin Seven Lamps vi. § 1

It would be difficult to conceive a scene less dependent
qpon any other interest than that of its own secluded and
serious beauty.

6. Weighty, important, grave
; (of quantity or de-

gree) considerable, not trifling.

1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 1. n Ether permit me to. .make
one in y* voiage, or alleage some more wayghty & seryous
reason why you retayne me. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. 1. b 2 b, So many different Employments.. have not
at all diverted him from the study of the most serious and
difficult matters. 178a Warton Ess. Pope II. xii. 380 Swift
was always reading lectures of ceconomy . . to his poetical
friends. A shilling, says he, is a serious thing. 1793 Smea-
ton Edystone L. § 103 To level the Sugar-Loaf to its base,
would of itself be a serious work. 1810 Craube Borough
xiii. 28 Serious sums in healing misery spent, 1835 Alison
Hist. Eur. IV. xxx. 336 The light infantry of the enemy,
which was. .making serious progress. 1861 F. A. Paley
JEschylus (ed. 2) Prometh. 433 note, In the epodus..it
is probable that serious corruptions exist. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) III. 13 Of the numerous company, three only
take any serious part in the discussion. 1884 PallMallG.
11 Sept. 1/2 All vessels of serious tonnage must lie at the
anchorage, about twelve miles by river from the city. 1884
Times 27 June 4 The damage is not thought to be serious.

b. Attended with danger
; giving cause for

anxiety.
1800 Mrs. Hervey Mourtray Fain. IV. 260 As well as she

had ever been since her serious illness. 1891 Daily Neivs
21 Nov. 3/5 He was badly thrown... It is feared that his
condition is serious.

7. quasi-sb. The serious : that which is serious
;

the serious side of life, etc.

< 1730 Ramsay Some Contents ii, Dunbar does.. in the
serious schyne. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. i. heading,
Of the serious in writing, and for what purpose it is intro-

duced. 1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes 71 You have
found out how seriously he objects to the serious.

8. Comb.
1825 Hood To Sylv. Urban i, A sober age made serious

drunk by thee. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv. iii, It was
piercing and fearful, and a most serious-looking thing. 1845
S. Austin Ranke's Hist. Re/. I. 489 The thinking and
serious-minded among his contemporaries. 1894 Baring-
Gould Queen 0/Love v, He had been brought up in the
straightest sect of serious-mindedness.

Seriously, advl Also 4-5 ceryous-, -ious-.

[Rendering of med.L. seriose, used as adv. of seri-es

Series ; cf. Seriatim, Seriatly.] In due order
or sequence ; from beginning to end ; one after

another, seriatim. 06s.
c 1386 Chaucer Man 0/Law's T. 87 Thise Marchantz han
hym toold of dame Custance So greet noblesse in ernest
ceriously. c 1407 Lydg. Reson fy Sens. 5442 There namys
by and by Be rehersed ceriously. 1412-20 — Chron. Troy
1. 1449 Whan be kyng had herd ceryously pentent of Iason.

1463 Ashby Prisoners Reff. 313 Redyng thys tretyse
ceryously. 1513 Life Hen. V (191 1) 79 And 6 Earles w ttl

470 speares, and 1420 archers, whose names seriouslie here-
after ensewe. 1531 Elyot Gov. ii. viti, Nowe will I procede
seriously, and in a due forme to speke more particulerly of
these thre vertues. ci6n Chapman Iliad x. 361 And this

(said Dolon) too (my Lords) lie seriously unfold.

Seriously (siaTiasli), adv2 [f. Serious a. +
-lt 2.] In a serious manner.
1. With earnest thought or application ; with

serious intent; in earnest, earnestly; with gravity;

not lightly, superficially, or jocosely.
Sometimes ellipt. introducing a qualifying statement or a

question= to speak seriously.

1509 Fisher Funl. Sernt.Cless Richm.Wks. (1876) 294 Tho
dayes that by the chirche were appoynted she kept them
diligently & sereously. a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. /K225
Kyng Edward and his counsaill tooke the matter in great
earnest, and seriously wrote to Duke Charles, that [etc.).

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 62 By the remembrance and
thinking vpon the same seriously. 1601 Shaks. All's Well

\

it. i. 84 If seriously I may conuay my thoughts In this my
light deliuerance. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 242 This I beleeved
not, till. .the English Merchants.. seriously affirmed the
same to be true. 2624 Gataker Transubst. 15 It is absurd
..to call a thing seriously (for in mockery indeed sometime
we^ doe) by the name of some other thing. 1644 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 67 Except here and there an officer, (and
seriously I saw not above three or four that looked like
a gentleman). 1650 Baxter Saint's R. in. vi. 368 If
one fall down in a swoun..how seriously will you run to
relieve, .them. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)
27 When he's sober again, he seriously curses the Freedom
of his Tongue. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 89 f 4, I would
have them seriously think on the Shortness of their Time.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxiv, As you seem to be a seriously
disposed young woman, you may attend family worship in
the hall this evening. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 165
Seriously impressed by religious convictions. 1872 Ruskin
Eagle's N. § 104 Quite seriously, all the vital functions..

rise and set with the sun. 1907 H. Wyndham Flare 0/
Footlights xxiii, Seriously, though, what ought I to do?

b. Phr. To take seriously (cf. Take v. 42) : to be
serious in one's dealings with, or attitude towards.
178a Miss Burney Cecilia iv. xi, 'Dear Mrs. Delvile',

cried Lady Honoria, giddily, ' you take me too seriously '.

' And dear Lady Honoria ', said Mrs. Delvile, ' I would it

were possible to make you take yourself seriously '. 1889
Cornh. Mag. Dec. 573 lt is really time, .that you took things
more seriously.

2. To a serious extent.

1765 R. Rigby in Jesse Sehvyn fy Contetnp. (1843) L 365,

1

should be seriously sorry that March should suffer for want
of attention to his master. 1825 Scott Talism. iii, ' Help,
Nazarene !

' cried Sheerkohf, now seriously alarmed. 1868
E. Edwards Ralegh I. iv. 59 The Earl fell more seriously
than before under the Queen's anger. 1886 Act 49 ty 50
Vict. c. 55 Preamble, The health of many young persons
employed in shops and warehouses is seriously injured by
reason of the length of the period of employment.

Seriousness (sie'riasnes). [f. Serious a. +
-NESS.] The quality or condition of being serious

;

gravity or earnestness of purpose, thought, or con-
duct ; importance, weightiness. f In seriousness

,

seriously.

1530 Palsgr. 269/2 Seriousnesse, serievsete. 1598 Mars-
ton Sco. Villanie Prol. B 2 b, Where I but striue in honest
seriousnes, To scourge some soule-poluting beastlines. 1607
Fletcher Woman Hater 1. iii, Sister, in seriousnesse you
yet are young And faire. 1663 Bk. Com. Prayer, Visit. Sick,
That the sense of his weakness may add . . seriousness to his
repentance. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem. 3 Serious-
ness and Merriment are near Neighbours. 1725 De Foe
Voy. round World (1840) 153 The utmost gravity, serious-
ness, and solemnity in his countenance. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. 1. in. ii, Nay, in seriousness, let no man say that
Calonne had not genius. 1844 S. G. Osborne Let. 23 July
(1S91) I. 13 Now, Sir, one word in all sober seriousness.

1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 7. 417 The seriousness of his
[Spenser's] poetic tone reflects the seriousness of his poetic
purpose. 1895 Law Times XCVTII. 280/1 Plaintiffs

counsel dwelt forcibly on the seriousness of the injury, as
blighting the plaintiff's whole future career.

t Seriouste. Obs. rarer~°. In 5 cery-,-owste.
[f. Serious + -te, -TY.] Seriousness.
1440 Promp. Parv

%
142/1 Ernest, ceryowste, seriositas.

C1490 Ibid. 453/2 Seriowste, seriositas.

Seriowre, obs. form of Searcher.
Seriph, variant of Serif, Shereef.

Seripositor (seripp-zit/j). [f. L. sericum silk

(see Seric) 4* Positor.]
1881 Wardle Wild Silks of'India 28, 1 propose, .to change

the word ' spinnaret *, which conveys an inaccurate impres-
sion, and substitute for it that of ' seripositor '. 1887 Encycl.
Brit. XXII. 58/1.

t Serisll,''. Obs, rare— . In 7 searish. [f.

Sere a. + -ish.] Dryish.
1648 Hexham u, Dorachtigh, Dryish, or Searish.

Serius, obs. form of Sirius.

Serjand, -jaunt, etc. : see Sergeant.
Serk(e, obs. forms of Sark.
Serkel(l, serkle, serkill, etc., obs. ff. Circle.
Serkelet, obs. form of Cihclet.
Serly: see Sirly, Serely, Surly.

t Serment. Obs. Also 5 serement. [a. OF.
ser(e)ment,sairement\—L.sacramentum.'\ An oath.
a 1325 tr. Stat. Westm. ii. xlvii. (MS. Rawl. 13 520, If. 27),

Ant te lord king aioinez to allehis lustises in fei and in ser-

ment . . bat [etc.]. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. vii. (Skeat) L
52 To make a trewe serment. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret.

xv. 143 Kepe thy feyth, thyn vndyrtakynges, and thy Sere-
mentz. 1494 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 21 If. .it be found, that
the Pety Jury have given a false Serement. 1549 Compl,
Scot. xv. 136 This serment vas veil maid & bettir kepit.

Serment, obs. form of Sermon.
Sermocinate, v, rare- , [f. L. sermocinat-,

pa. ppl. stem of sermocindrt, f. sermo (see Ser-
mon).] intr. To talk.

1623 Cockeram i, Sermocinate, to talke, to commune.

t Sermocination. Obs* Also 7 cerm-. [ad.

L. sermocindtidn-etHj n. of action f. sermocindrt to

Sermocinate.]
1. Talk, conversation ; a discourse, sermon.
1514 Fruyte 0/ Redempcyon (W. de W.) A iij b, Every

oryson, every tonge, and sermocynacyon. 1633 Cockeram
ii, A Talking together. . . Cermocination. 1645 Pacitt
Heresiogr. 53 Barrow and Greenwood were possessed with
a spirit of railing and scoffing, terming.. preaching preach-
ment and sermocination, 1646 Bp. Hall Three Tract.,
Free Prisoner § 2 No sermocinations of Ironmongers, Felt-

makersj Coblers. 166a Phillips Pref., Whatever kind of
sermocination is generally used in any Country, may very
properly be termed a Language. 1674 Sir W. Petty Disc.
Royal Soc. Ep. Ded., Falsity.. cannot be rectified by any
sermocinations.

2. Rhet. A form of prosopopoeia in which the

speaker, having made a remark or put a question,

immediately answers it.

*753 Chambers' Cyct. Supp., Sermocination,,. in rhetoric,

denotes discourse in general, whether held by a person alone,

or in company, and is the same with what is called dialogism.

So + Sermocinator, a talker, speaker ; *t*Sermo-
cinatrix, a female talker.

1623 Cockeram 1, Sermocinator,hcc which talketh. Ibid.,

Cermocinatri.x , shee that instructed to speake. Ibid.,Ser-
mocinatrix, she which talketh. 1640 Howell Dodona's Gr.
214 These obstreperous Sermocinators..make easie impres-
sions upon the minds of the vulgar. 1657 [W. Sancroft]
Mod. Policies iv. (ed. j) D 5 b, These Clancular Sermocina-
tors bear as great sway in popular minds . . as the Loyolists do.

Sermon (sauman),^. Forms : a. 3-4 sermuu,
3-5 sarmun, 3-6 sarmon, sermoun, 4-5 sar-

moun(e, sermown(e, 4-6 sermone, 4- sermon.
0. 5-6 sermond(e, 6 serment, sarmond, 7 sear-
mond, 8 vulgar sarmant. [a. AF. sermun — OF.
sermon (= Pr. sermo[n, It. sermone, Sp. sermon, Pg.
sermao)) ad. L. sermonem, sermo talk, discourse,

speech.]

T 1. Something that is said ; talk, discourse. Obs.
To make sermon : to speak. To make («) long sermon :

to speak at great length.
c 1275 Serving Christ 53 in O. E. Misc. 92 pureh his sely

sermun sorewe him wes by-bouht. a 1300 Cursor M. 13245
To be lues. .In his louing he made sermon. Ibid. 13494
Quat sal i sai yow lang sermun ? c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
Wace (Rolls) 9240 Arme vs swybe, & go we doun,\Vyp.
oute any more sarmoun ! 13.. E. E. Altit. P. A. 1185 If
hit be ueray & soth sermoun. c 1430 Lydg. Mitt. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 40 Withoute more sermone, Thei drouhe handes,
as weddynge askethe of rihte. 1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot.
(1821) II. 177 Thair wes na sermone amang thaim how thair
army suld be arrayit. 1592 Greene Disfiut. 16 When any
of you come to your confession at Tyborne, what is your
last sermon that you make. 1594 2nd Rep. Faustus in

Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 404 Desiring Don Infeligo
with very mild sermon to be friends with Medesimo again.

f" b. In particularized use : A speech, discourse

;

//. in collective sense, words, talk. Obs.
a. a 1300 Cursor M. 22219 Sant Paule bus sais in his sar-

muns To be folk of be tessaluns. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. IV.

2025 What shuld I langer sermone off it make ? c 1386 —
Man 0/Law's Prol. 87 He. . Nolde neuere write in none of
his sermons Ofswyche vnkynde abomynacions. 1447 Boken-
ham Scyntys, Agnes 189 The prefect .. made hir a sermoun
ful of fiatery. c 1500 Kennedy Passion 0/ Christ 1509
Quhilk ar be sarmonis quhilk 5e at oper speir ? 1535 Cover-
dale yer, i. 1 These are the Sermons of leremy the sonne
of Helchia the prest.

p. c 1400 Deslr. Troy 11491 He said in his senuond, bat
sothely the grekes Wer« of pepull & power plaintius mony.
a "533 L-d. Berners Huon Ixxxi. 246 It is not nedefull that
I sholde make a longe sermonde. 1533 Bellenden Livy v.

xi. (S.T.S.) II. 186 He ceissit nocht with sic playis, ser-
moudis & exerciciouns. .to draw bame.

t C. //. The satires (sermones) of Horace.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. i. I j, As Horace witnesseth in

his .ii. boke of sermons, the .iii. Satyre. 1601 B. Jonson
Poetaster in. i, Good Horace . . I am for your odes or your
sermons, or any thing indeed. 1671 H. M. tr. Erasm. Colloq.

438 Again Horace in his Odes.. .Likewise in his Sermons.
2. A discourse, usually delivered from a pulpit

and based upon a text of Scripture, for the purpose
of giving religious instruction or exhortation. Phr.
To preach, + do, f make, 7 say a sermon.
a. a 1200 Vices <y Virtues 35 He wisseS 3es niannes i5ang

. .o5er 5urh halije writes ooer Surh hah" sermuns. a 1225
Ancr. R. 312 Weope we, cweS be holi mon in ' Uitas Pa-
trum \ bo me hefde longe i^eied on him efter sarmun. 1340
Aycnb. 20 Ine bet pou ne hest. .y-hyerd his seruise ne y-zed
his benes ne yhyerd sermons, c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T.
81, I have to day been at youre chirche at messe, And seyd
a sermoun after my symple wit. 01400 Relig. Pieces fr.
Thornton MS. 1 Here begynnes a Sermon. .be whilke
teches how scrifte es to be made. 1474 Caxton Chesse 65
He herde in a sermone that deth spareth none, c 1511 1st

Eng. Bk. Amer. Introd. (Arb.) 35/1 He comyth bod[i]ly
euery yere in his chirche & doth a sermon. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. v. xxi. 38 Sermons are not the onely preaching
which doth saue soules. 1692 T. Watson Body Divinity
342 Which is worse, to stay from a Sermon, or sleep at a
Sermon? 1712 Addison Sped. No. 269 rs The Sunday before
he had made a most incomparable sermon out of Dr. Barrow.
1828 Whately tn Encycl. Metrop. (1845) I. 263/1 Sermons
not unfrequently prove popular, which consist avowedly and
almost exclusively of Exhortation. 1869 Arnold Cult. <$-

Anarchy 29 A life of jealousy of the Establishment, dis-

putes, tea meetings, openings of chapels, sermons.

fi. C1500 God spede the Plough 62 Preching dayly Ser>
mondys inough With good Examples full graciously. 1564
in Three 15th Cent. Chron. (Camden) 130 \* Byshope of
London went to the pulpyt and prechyd a sermond. 1599
in W. Kelly Notices illustr. Drama (1865) 230 [He] further

said the preacher was a Liar, for that, in his sermond, be
said [etc.].

b. as an institution connected with a particular

church or pulpit or particular season.

1479 in Eng. Gilds (1870)^ 426 The Mail e and Shiref of
Bristowe shall . . kepe theire Aduent sermondes. 1550
Wriothsley Chron. (1877) II- 40 Allso this yeare the ser-

mons at Whitsontyde was kept at Pawles Crosse. 1556
Chron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 57 Thys yere on sent Martyns
day begane the sarmond at the crosse agayne. 1646 Prynne
Canterb. Doome 378 Concerning the Sermon weekly on
Wednesday in Saint James Chappell in Brackley. 1765
Foote Commiss. 1. i, Never misses the sarmant on Sundays.

O. as a written or published work.
1422 Yonge Secreta Secret, xxxii. 183, I fynde In a Ser-

monde writte, that an extorcionere is wors than the deuyll.

1547 {title) Certain Sermons, or Homilies, appoynted by the

Kynges Maiestie, to be declared and redde, by all Persones.

1657 Crooke's Div. Char. To Rdr. A 2 b, Certain select

Sermons.. licensed by the Vice-chancellor of Oxford, to be
printed there. a\f%\ Prior Turtle «$• Sparrmv 193 And
Sermons are less read than Tales. 1862 T. F. Stephen De/.

Rowland Williams 150 In Bishop Horsley's Sermons.

d. without article.

At, after sermon^sX, after church.
a 1470 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. London (Cam-

den) 239 Whyle men were at sarmonys the Sonday aftyr

noon. i5fim-3Hist. Jos. VI (1804) 106 Imediatlie he past to

the kirk, and.. maid sermon as thogh he had done na sic

ihing. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxii. 49 Those places

which euery day for the most part are at sermons as the

flowing Sea. 1666 Evelyn Diary 4 July, After sermon I

waited on my Lord Abp. of Canterbury. 1773 Anne Grant
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Lett, Mountains (1809) I. vii. 53 Kilmore, where we heard
sermon, is four miles off. 1815 Scott Guy M. xi, The young
Laird of Hazlewood rides hame half the road wi' her after

sermon. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, To march in pro-

cession to Notre-Dame, and hear sarmon.

e. Applied to the discourses of our Lord and the

Apostles.
Sermon on the Mounts the discourse recorded in Matt,

v-vii and introduced by the words ' he went up into a moun-
tain, .and taught them, saying*.
c x150 Kent. Scrm. in O. E. Misc. 31 He hedde i-yne bo

newe laghe in one montayne and hedde i-maked bet formeste
sarmun bet euerte made in erpe. 1340 Ayenb. 138 Oure
lord ate biginnynge of his uayre sermon zayb bet yblyssed
byeb be poure. c 1520 Nisbet N. T. in Scots I. 13 The
serment of Petir befor the congregratioun at Jerusalem.
1533 Gait RicJit Vay&2 Quhen he prechit the sueit sermond
tothaym apone the montane. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. v.

margin, The sermon of Christ vpon the Mount. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol, v. xxii. 45 Hearers of the Apostles Ser-
mons. 1645 Hammond Of Conscience 26 Christs improve-
ments of the Law in the Sermon on the Mount. 1875 Man-
ning Mission Holy Ghost xii. 339 The Sermon on the
Mount is the law of perfection given to the Christian people
of the world. 1897 Ch. Times 20 Aug. 186/4 *n sP»te o( the
Sermon on the Mount, men expect a deanery or a comfort-
able competency to be the sequel to a life of work for God.
3. trans/, and fig. a. A discourse (spoken or

written) on a serious subject, containing instruction

or exhortation. Also contemptuously, a long or

tedious discourse or harangue.
1596 Shaks. Tant.Shr. iv. i. 186 Making a sermon of con-

tinencie to her. 1786 Burns Ep. Yng. Friend i, Perhaps it

may turn out a Sang; Perhaps, turn out a Sermon. 1816
[see Lav a. 2]. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xii.

And now let's go to business, gentlemen
(
and excuse this

sermon. 1870 Dickens E, Drood vii, I will not repay your
confidence vith a sermon. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves
(1903) 62 They do not make their woes the text Of sermons
in the Times.

b. Something that affords instruction or example.
1600 Shaks. A . Y. L. 11. i. 17 Bookes in the running

brookes, Sermons in stones. 1700 Dryden Char. Gd. Parson
78 His preaching much, but more his practice wrought; (A
living sermon of the truths he taught).

4. attrib. and Comb., as sermon-book, -head, note,

-pamphlet) -style, -time, + while ; objective, as ser-

mon-actor, -borrower, -hunter, -hunting, -maker,
-monger, -slighter, -taster, -writer', adverbial, as ser-

mon-goer^ -proof sidy, -shaken, f -trodden pa. pples.,

-wise adv. ; sermon-bell, a bell rung to give notice

of a sermon ; sermon case, a cover for the pro-
tection of a sermon in manuscript ; sermon class,

a class for instruction in preaching sermons ; sermon
paper, writing paper of foolscap 4to size; f ser-

mon-prayer, a prayer said by the preacher before

his sermon ; f sermon-sick, temporarily * upset

'

by the hearing of a sermon ; so sermon-sickness
;

sermon week Sc, the week passed in preparation
for receiving the Sacrament.
1643 Milton Apol. Smect. 46 The finicall goosery of your

neat *Sermon-actor. 1646 Trapp Comm. John L 41 Do the
office of the *sermon-bell at least, we know not what God
may there do for them. 1687 Churckw. Ace. Pittington,
etc. (Surtces) 255 They shall.. ring the great bell for the
Searmond bell. 1807 Crahbe Par. Reg. 1. 569 Of them not
one Shall court our view on the sepulchral stone ;. .Or keep
the sexton from the sermon-bell. 177a Nugent Hist. Fr,
Gerund II. 9 He might meet in any 'sermon-book, with
abundant field to forage in. 1653 Walton Angler iv. 106
Which the 'Sermon Borrower complained of to the Lender
of it. 1853 Hodson's Booksellers' Directory Advt., #Sermon
Cases, Black Roan, 2s. 1847 Carus Life C. Simeon iv. 62
He would, .encourage the least hopeful of his 'sermon-class
by telling them, that with his example before them none
need despair. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 578 Hypo-
crites, dissemblers, holy brethren, 'sermon-goers, Puritans.

1647 * RAPP Comm. Mark \, 15 These were foure of our
Saviours "Sermon-heads. 1886 H. F. Lester Under two
Fig Trees 186 The fashionable *Sermon-hunters. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 208 Psalm-singing, 'sermon-
hunting, ejaculating. 155a Hulokt, "Sermon maker, con-
cionator. 1850 Thomson Owen's Wks. I. Life p. cvi,

No one.. will refuse to him the praise of a great sermon-
maker. 1673 Hickerincill Greg., Fr. Greybeard 231 These
modern orthodox-juglers and 'sermon-mongers. 1705 —
Priest-cr. 11. ii. 22, I have found more Honesty [amongst
the naked Indians in America].. in one Day, than amongst
those Sermon-mongers in a Year. 1691 Wood Aih. Oxon,
I. 269 He . . had . . taken 'Sermon notes by his most dextrous
and incomparable faculty in short-writing. 1716 M. Davies
Athen. Brit. II. 69 Latin "Sermon-Pamphlets. 1855 Mod-
sons Booksellers' Directory Advt., Ralph's "Sermon Paper.

1637 C. Dow Answ. to Burton i6x If 'Sermon-prayers shall

bee used as libels. 1634 Donne Scrm. xlvi. (1640) 466 It is

a fearfull obduration to be "Sermon-proofe. 1769 Wesley
Wks. (1872) III. 367, I am afraid many of them are sermon

-

proof. a 1656 Vines Lord's Supper (1657) 364 Sometimes a
man is "Sermon-shaken, and his heart begins to tremble.
1607 Hieron Wks. I. 216 Many may be said to be "sermon-
sicke, as there are some said to be sea-sick, a 166$ J.
Goodwin Filled with Spirit (1670) 38 That which some call

a "Sermon-sickness, when the Conscience of a man is only
troubled, .with the dreadful concernment of the things he
hears. 1646 Saltmarshe Groans for Liberty 29 That the
Parliament are "Sermon sleighters. a 1704 T. Brown Wks.
(1711) IV. 191 Let 'em by N 's "Sermon-Stile refine

Their English Prose. 1709 Female Toiler No. 7/3 A Sett

o' Gentlemen.. that are call'd "Sermon-Tasters, they peep
in at twenty different Churches in a Service. 1534 Chron.
in Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) 163, & per stod on a skaf-

fold, all be 'sermond tyme, be holy maid of Kent. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones vm. xii, A set of wicked wretches,

who were at play during Sermon-time. 1848 Thackeray
V*n. Fair ix, Ho always took his nap during sermon'time.

1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xiii. 19 People are now so "Ser-
mon-trodden, .that their hearts.. grow hard by the Word.
1794 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) I. 223 This being 'ser-

mon week, .we are looking very religious and very sour at
home. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warrcs Lowe C. iv. 546 On
which date in the 'Sermon while. 1646 Prynne Canterb.
Doome 378 That it was a Catechizing "Sermon-wise, and as
bad as preaching. 1796 Charlotte Smith Marchmont IV.

423 The first head of his argument, which he divided ser-

mon-wise. 1788 V. Knox Winter Even. (1790) I. xxxviii.

329 The quaintness of the old 'sermon writers.

Sermon (sauman), v. rare in mod. use. Also

3 sarmoni, sermonye, 4-5 sar-, sermone, -oun,
-un, 5 sermowne. [a. AF. sarmuner=Q¥. ser-

moaner (mod.F. sermonner), f. sermon (see prec).
In mod. use a new formation on Sermon sb.]

1. trans. To preach to (a person), lit. and fig.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 |?is monne me mei sermonen mid

godes worde. Ibid., pes ilke Mon is strong to sermonen.
1607 Shaks. Timon ii. ii. 181 Come sermon me no further.

1863 R. F. Burton W. Africa II. 185 He once.. gathered
energy to sermon me upon the subject of over-curiosity.

2. intr. fa. To preach {of a thing).

c i»7S Sinners Beivare 161 in O. E. Misc. 77 J>eos prude
leuedies . . Nulleb here sermonye Of none gode binge, c 1290
S. Eng. Leg. I. 466/158 Crist hire hauede a-boute i-sent to
sarmoni and to preche. a 1300 Cursor M. 19320

( pe men
bat yee did in prisun', He said, *in temple pai sermon*.
[a 1300-1657: see Sermoning vbt. sb.].

b. To preach {at a person).
1819 Keats King Stephen 1. iv. 16, 1 would be.. Spoken

to in clear, plain, and open terms, Not side-ways ser-

mon'd at.

f3. intr. To speak (of a thing). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 18666 Wit bam he lenged fourti dais,

And sermond. .Of heuen blis. 1303 R. Brunne Handl.
Synne 6955 Seynt Ihon to Troyle bygan to sermun with
ensamples of gode resun. c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T. 551
What nedeth it to sermone of it more? c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf
Manhode 11. xciiL (1869) 109 Whan be olde hadde bus
spoken, and sermowned of hire craft, c 1440 York Myst,
xxx. 302 And berfore sermones you no more. 1586 J.
Hooker Descr, fret. 28 in Holinshed, You sermon to vs
of a dungeon appointed for offendors and miscredents. 1606
S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 25 And when Saul came him-
selfe, hee sermoned in such sort.

f4. trans. To speak, utter, declare. Obs,
138a Wyclip Wisdom viii. 12 And me sermounende manye

thingis [orig. me sermocinante\. 1590 Spenser F. Q., Let. to

Raleigh, Good discipline deliuered plainly in way of pre-

cepts, or sermoned at large.

+ Sermonary, a. Obs. [f. Sermon sb. + -ary. ]

Of the nature of a sermon.
1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispach't 338 Who never.,

knew what it was to make any notions cohere at all save
onely in a loose sermonary way. x666 — Let. Tlianks 28
Loose sermonary Discourses.

Sermond(e, -one, obs. forms of Sermon.

t SernioneeT. Obs, rare, [f. Sermon sb. +
-eer.] A preacher.
a 1637 B. Jonson Underwoods lxvii. 30 The wits will leave

you, if they once perceive You cling to Lords, and Lords, if

them you leave For sermoneeres.

Sermoner (saumsnai). rare. [f. Sermon +
-er 1

; in ME. after AF.sarmuner= OF. sermounter
(f. sermoun Sermon sb.).'] A preacher of sermons.
c 1315 Metr. Horn. 147 Quen he sendes his messageresj

That es at sai, thir sarmouneres, That clenses man of gastli

wede, And scbawes in him Goddes sede. 1547 Will ofH.
Marwood in C. Worthy's Devonshire Wills (1896) 3 The
sayde s'moner to have of my executryxe for hys stypent..

syxe shyljyngs and eghtypens. 1855 Thackeray New-
comes x, Guarded by cordons of sentinels, sermoners, old
aunts. 1895 Westm. Gaz. 15 May 2/2 Without hireling

singers, sermoners, or supplicators.

Sermonesque (ssjmane'sk),^. [f. Sermon sb.

+ -esque.] Of the nature or style of a sermon :

with depreciatory force.

1859 Helps Friends in C. Ser. 11. II. vi. 117 Thisessayof
Durnford's is not a bad essay, thoughsomewhat sermonesque.
iBSjPatlMatlG.7 Sept. 3/2 These sermonesque platitudes.

Sermonette Cs^rnane't). Also -et. [f. Ser-
mon sb. + -ETTE (-et).] A short sermon.
1014 H. & L. M. Hawkins (title) Sermonets addressed to

those who have not yet acquired, .the inclination to apply
the power of attention to compositions of a higher kind.

1848 Iltackw. Mag. Mar. 289 Each sermonette was succeeded
by a prayer. 1895 S. R. Hole Tour Amer. 241 He thrust

in a sermonette, an impressive little moral deduction.

Hence Se rmonetti-no, a diminutive sermon

;

Sermone'ttist, a preacher of sermonettes.
1,818 Lady Morgan Flor. Macarthy II. 17 Sermonettinos

or religious Bagatelles. 1873 M. Collins Squire Silchester

xxxii, Farmer Giles, continued our pretty sermonettist, is

asked his opinion on free trade and protection.

Sermonic (sajmp-nik), a, [f. Sermon sb. + -ic]

Of the form or nature of a sermon ; resembling (that

of) a sermon. Somewhat depreciatory.

1761 Hurd in Warburton $ H.'s Lett. (1809) 330 The
sermonic cast of this sentence, a 1849 Poe Predicament
Wks. 1864 IV. 247 The grateful sermonic harangues of Dr.
Ollapod. 1856 Bagehot Biogr. Studies (1881) 27 His tone

is a trifle sermonic. 189* Bookman Oct 5/2 The book is

introduced by a sermonic preface from the Committee of

the Religious Tract Society.

b. so. pi. Sermonizing, rare.

1804 Something Odd III. 82, I have not troubled myself.

.

to transcribe the letter, well assured that.. you have no
taste for sermonics.

So Sermonical a. ; hence Sermo'nically adv.,

after the fashion of a sermon.
178a V. Knox Ess, clxiv. 11. 334 First then of the first

(forgive my sermonical style), namely, of the Fine Man. 1829
Censor 87 The egregious lecture, .half sermonical, half
theatrical. 1844 Fraser's Mag. XXIX. 77 Sermonically
speaking, I cannot conclude without a piece of advice.

Sermonies, -ys, obs. pi. of Ceremony*.

t Sermoning, vbl. sb. Obs, [f. Sermon v.]

1, Preaching ; also, a sermon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1829 J>ai for-soke his sermoning And toke

his word at til hething. Ibid. 21123 Matheu, a-postil and
wangeliste, . . For sarmoning of gods word, Men sais he stiked
was wit suord. c X430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 1. xxvii. (1869)
18 Sermonynge and prechinge maketh men many times leue
sinne. 1554 Philpot tr. Curio's Def. Ded., Wks. (Parker
Soc.) 323 The divelish hypocrisy hath been.. vanquished ..

both by reasoning, sermoning and writing. 1643 Milton
Apol. Smect. 5 Quaint Sermonings mterlin'd with barbarous
Latin. 1657 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. Pref. Ep. 11
To break out unto preaching and sermoning in the puipits
of others.

2. Talk, discourse, conversation. To make ser-

moning of to speak of.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8824 pe stones to
Bretaigne for to brynge, pat Merlyn made of sennonynge.
c x375 >& Leg' Saints xxvii. (Machor) 1100 pan held pai
wele lang sermonyng of. .hewinlik thing, c 1385 Chaucer
I.. G. W. 1184 Herof was so longe a sermonynge. 1513
Douglas Anna's v. xii. 98 With sic wordis and prudent
sermonyng Of his wise agit freynd. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. II. 7 Thair he hes maid, with richt lang sermoning,
Ane sair complaint.

So Se-rmoning-///. a., preaching.

_ 1677 2nd Pacquet Advices 57 The whole Posse of Sermon-
ing Matrons (the chief Garison of the Presbyterian Clergie).

Sermonish(s5-im3niJ),tf. [f. Sermon^. + -ish.]

1. Inclined for a sermon.
1858 Bailey Age 113 When once a man feels sermonish or

psalmy.

2. = Sermonic a,

1847-54 Webster, Sermonish, resembling a sermon. 1880
Academy 16 Oct. 272 A sermonish restatement of what is

very much better said in Canon Farrar's Seekers after God.
1889 Advance (Chicago) 25 Apr., A very prosaic and ser-
monish letter.

Sermonist (saumanist). [f. Sermon + -1ST.]

A preacher, sermonizer.
1630 Widdowes Schysmat. Puritan B2b, The factious

Sermonist, is he, whose purenes is, to serue God with ser-

mons, and extemporary praiers made according to his sup-
posititious inspiration. 163a Lupton Lond. Carbonadoed
82 [Players] do as some wandnng Sermonists, make one
Sermon trauaile and serue twenty Churches. 1816 Miss
Miti-ord in L'Estrange Life (1870) I. 331 What a con-
trast between him and our dramatic sermonists. 1844
Fraser's Mag. XXIX. 292 We were together looking over
the ponderous sermonist.

Sermonize (ss'imondiz), v. [f. Sermon sb. +
-ize.]

1. intr. To deliver or compose a sermon ;
=

Preach v. 1. Chiefly depreciatory.

1635 [see Sermonizing vbl. sb.]. 1651 Jane Eucwi' AkKclotos
214 Its like his preachers pray and sermonize without premedi-
tation. 177a Town <$ Country Mag. 35 To go and hear this

black-gown lover sermonize. 1887 F. W. Macdonald Life
W. M. Puushon ii. 37 He sermonised with ease. 1893
Jessopp Stud. Recluse vii. 229 Like a young curate ser-

monising.

b. To give serious exhortation, talk seriously;

*= Preach v. i b. Also with it.

1753 E. Moore Gamester iv. (ed. 3) 55 If they should
laugh at you, fly to my Lord, and sermonize it there. 1788
Burns Let. to R. Aiuslie 30 June, You see how I preach.
You used occasionally to sermonize too. 1864 Tennyson
Enoch Arden 204 In sailor fashion roughly sermonizing On
providence and trust in Heaven. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy

r Greece (1898) I. ii. 34 To allegorise and sermonise is out
ofplace here.

2. trans. To preach a sermon to {rare) ; to talk

seriously or earnestly to, ' preach * to, ' lecture \
1802 Marian Moore Lascelles II. 60, I do not intend.,

to sermonize you about coquetry. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xiii, I won't be always sermonised by you because
you're five years my senior, i860 Mrs. Byrne Under-
currents II. 307 A preacher of the time of Charles II.,.

.

being called upon to sermonize royalty. 1890 Blackiu. Mag.
CXLVIII. 173/1 Fined and sermonised by the magistrates
at Bow Street.

3. To ' preach * upon (a subject), rare.

1789 Poetry in Ann. Reg. 158 To.. sermonize the follies of
the age.

4. To bring into a specified condition by preaching.
1768 W. Livingston Let. to Bp. Landaff[15 People.. may

be mendicated or sermonized out of their money. 1814
Landor /mag. Conv. Wks. 1853 I. 7/1 Which of us shall

sing or sermonize the other fast asleep. 1868 Helps Realmah
xiv, I should have claimativeness written, talked, educated,
and sermonized down.

Sermonizer (saumanaizaj). [f. prec. + -er.]

One who sermonizes or preaches.

1651 Jane Eikwi' AjcAacrros 46 The Rebellion, perjury and
Atheisme, that hath followed such sermonizers. 1788 V.
Knox Winter Even.^ (1790) I. xxxviii. 324 The method
which the old sermonizers pursued to eke out their sermons.

1863 ' Ouida ' Heldin Bondage vi, What the deuce, Colonel

!

you turning sermonizer? 1868 Doran Saints .y Sinners I.

296 One of the heaviest and longest sermonizers of the
seventeenth century was.. Dr. Manton.

Sermonizing, vbl, sb. [f. Sermonize + -ing 1
.]

Delivery or composition of sermons
;

preaching
{lit. andfig.).
l635 F. White Sabbath Ep. Ded. 14 Concerning their

owne ecclesiasticall sermonizing. 1761 Hurd in Warburton
<t H.'s Lett. (1809) 331 The common way of sermonizing is

most wretched : neither sense, nor eloquence. 1796 Mrs.
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M. Robinson Angelina II. 245 There was something so

awful in the old gentleman's sermonizing, that I could not

immediately answer him. 1830 Coleridge Table-t. 27 May,
Any whining or sermonizing would have, .confirmed me in

my absurdity. 1890 Spectator 13 Sept., Dr. Liddon had
early realised that preaching does not come by nature;..

that amateur sermonising is no better than amateur acting.

So Se'rmonizing ///. a. (or vbl. sb. used attrib.).

1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees 1. (1723) 12 Whom d'ye think

The Sermonizing Rascal chid ? A Glover that sold Lamb for

Kid. 1740-87 Lett, ofMiss Talbot (1808) 43 You see I am
in a sermonizing humour. 1808 E. Sleath Bristol Heiress

III. 131 Tired of her sermonizing conversation. 1877OWEN
in Marq. \Vellesley Desp. Introd, p. xxxvii, The sermonizing

and inquisitorial passage from the Directors' own Despatch.

Sermonless, a. [-less.] Without a sermon.
1869 Landreth Adam Thotnson iii. 147 A sermonless

Sabbath, a 1876 M. Collins PenSk.{iBjg) I. 20 A sermon-
less Sunday seems rather in the nature of a holiday.

Sermonoid(s5'Jmanoid). rare. [-0ID.] Some-
thing of the nature of a sermon.
a 2849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 489 For the want

of merely a comma, it often occurs that an axiom appears a
paradox, or that a sarcasm is converted into a sermonoid.
1886 Tinsley's Mag. Sept. 288, I will not turn more of my
reminiscences into sermonoids.

Sermono*latry. Kxcessive devotion to sermons.
1859 F. E. Paget Curate ofCumber-worth 149 The rampant

sermonolatry—(forgive so barbarous a word !) of the day.

SermorxO'logy. [-(o)logy.] Sermonizing;
sermons collectively.

1854 E. G. Holland Mem. Jos. Badger viii. 141 The
sermonology that then passed for the Word of Life. 1864
Kidder Homilctics iii. 86 The opportunity of investigating
..the sermonology of ancient and medieval as well as of
modern times. 1897 Talmage in Chr. Herald(N.Y.) 24 Nov.
834/1 The old styles of sermonology.

f Sermonward : see -ward.
c 15x3 More Rich. Ill, Wks. 61/1 Nowe was it before

deuised, that . . the protector should haue comen in among ye

people to y8 sermonwarde.

Sermonyal, obs. form of Ceremonial.
c 1380 W'vcLitlv'hs. (1880} 285 Sermonyalis of be oolde lawe.

t Sermountain. Obs. [a. OF. sermonlain
(also set-, seur-), sermontaygne, ad. med. L, siler

monlanum, lit. mountain willow.] The umbelli-

ferous plant Laserpitium Siler, (Cf. Hartwort i.)

c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 169 Sifula. .gall ice et
anghce sermontaygne. Ibid. 169 Siseleos ucl siselenum..
gall, et angl. sermontayne. 1640 Parkinson 'I heat. Bot.

909 Ligusticum verum sive Stler montanum. Libisticke
or Sermountaine of Liguria. 1768 W. Lewis Mai. Med.
(ed. 2) 541 Seseli. . Hartwort or Sermountain.

Sermuiicle (
l
s3

,

rmz>r)k'l). [ad. L. sermuncu-
Ins, dim. of sermo Sermon.] A sermonette.
1886 Ch. Times 2 Apr. 253/3 The essence of this devotion

is a series of sermuncles, meditations, hymns, or prayers.

t Sero. Obs. [L., adv. of serus late.] Late
;

also, a late boy (at school).
168a Rec. Scott. Cloth Mann/. New Mills (S.H.S.) 17 And

if the clerk be sero or absent to pay thp double. 1734 T.
Watt' Vocab., Lang. School 8 What will you do to me?
I'll set you up Amongst the Sero's.

Sero- (siVra), used as comb, form of Serum in

the senses : (a) of or pertaining to serum, as sero-

diagnosis (hence -diagnostic adj.), -phthisis; sero-
therapy, treatment of disease or infection by se-

rums, serum-therapy ; hence seTotherapeu'tic a.,

serothe Tapist
;

{b) pertaining to, consisting of,

or involving serum (and something else), as sero-

abuminous, -fibrinous, "fibrous, -gelatinous, -lac-

tescent, -metnbranousy -mucous, -puriform, -puru-
lent, -sanguineous, -sanguinolent, -sytuwial adjs.

;

sero-pus, serous pus ;
(c) characterized by serous

effusion or infiltration, or involving a serous mem-
brane (cf. Serous i b), as sera-colitis, -cyst, -cystic

adj., 'dermatosis, -dermitis, -enteritis, hemorrhagic
adj., -hepatitis, -synovitis ; sero-serous a., pertain-

ing to two or more serous membranes jointly.

1855 Dunglison Med. Lex. s. v. Colitis, Inflammation of
the peritoneal..membrane of the colon. .is termed *Sero-
colitis. 1871 T. Bryant Praci. Surg. 765 The simple *sero-
cyst is usually found single in the mammary gland. 1846
Sir B. Brodie Led. Pathol. <$- Surg. vii. 156, I would sug-
gest * the *sero-cystic tumor of the breast ' as being an ap-
propriate appellation. 1875 H. Walton Vis. Eye (ed. 3)

166 Sero-cystic sarcoma within the orbit. 1897 Ligpincott s
Med.Dict., *Sero-dermalosis, cutaneous disease with serous
effusion into the skin. Ibid., *Serodermitis, dermitis with
serous infiltration. 1896 Lancet 24 Oct. 1157/1 *Sero-dia-
gnostic Test forTyphoid Fever. Ibid. 1 157/2 *Sero-diagnosis
of Typhoid Fever according to Widal's Method. iBy6Dun-
glison's Med. Lex. s. v. Enteritis, The Inflammation of the
serous coat, *Seroenteritis. 1873 T. H. Grben Introd.
Pathol, (ed. 2) 215 The meshes of the pia mater become in-

filtrated with a *sero-fibrinous liquid. 1896 Whitney in
20 Cent. Pract. VII. 10 Serofibrinous pleurisy. 1834 J.
Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 107 *Sero-nbrous adhe-
sions. 1894 Foster's Med. Diet. s.v., *Sero-gelatinous, partak-
ing of the nature of both serum and gelatin. 1898 Allbutt's
Syst. Med. V. 569 *Serohemorrhagic extravasations. 1855
Dunglison Med. Lex., Hepatitis, It may be seated,, in the
peritoneal covering, *Sero-nepatitis. 1857 Bullock tr. Ca-
zeauj? Midwifery 130 A serous, or *sere-lactescent liquid.

1894 Fosters Med. Diet., *Sero-tuucous, partaking of the
nature of both serum and mucus. 1901 Lancet 2 Feb.
317/2 Some *sero-puriform fluid escaped. 1835-$ Todd's
Cycl. Anat. I. 61/2 The inflammation.. producing *sero-
purulent suppuration. 1873 Ralfe Phys. Chem. 168 In
ichorous, muco-, or *sero-pus. 1834 J. Forbes Laennec's
Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 61 A *«ro-sanguineous congestion of the

pulmonary texture. 1874 Van Buken Dis. Genii. Organs
90 To. .change the discharge into a *sero-sanguinolent one.
1894 Foster's Med. Diet., * Sero-serous, pertaining to two or
more serous membranes jointly. Ibid., *Sero-synot'ial, par-
taking of the nature of both serum and synovia. 1888
Bucks Handbk. Med. Sci. VI. 703/2 Acute serous syno-
vitis,. .*sero-synovitis. 1902 Encycl. Brit. XXX. 486 Ex-
periments in immunizing by *sero-therapeutic methods have
not as yet met with success. 1901 Daily Chron. 31 Aug. 5/6
The medical puffery of the *serotherapists. 1894 Brit. Med.
Jrnl. 3 Nov. 1008 The series of discoveries which finally

led to that of the #serotherapy.

Sero-albumen : see Seralrumen.
Serooco, obs. form of Sirocco.

Seroid (steroid), a. [f. Ser-um + -oid.] • Re-
sembling a serous membrane' {Dunglison's Med.
Lex. 1876).

Serolin (sl»*r<)lin). Also -ine. [ad. F. stfroline

(Boudet), f. strum Serum, L. oleum oil + ine -in.]

A fatty substance found in blood serum.
1835-6 Tod(fs Cycl. Anat. I. 411/1. 1845 W. Gregory

Outl. Chem. n. 556 A peculiar fat called seroline.

Serological (siar^x^ikal), a. [f. Sero- +
-logical.] Involving examination of the scrum.
191X Lancet 4 Feb, 319/2 Serological tests for blood.

Seroil (sI^T^n, s/r/ni). Also 6, 9 serone, 9
seroon ; see also Ceroon. [ad. Sp. seron hamper,
crate (f. sera large basket), partly through Y.serron
(spelt also cfro/i).] A bale or package (of exotic

products, e. g. almonds, medicinal bark, cocoa)
made up in an animal's hide.

1545 Rales Custom ho. d vij, A cheste of suger. . . A serone
of sope. ..A barrell of pepper. 1577 Hellowes Gueuara's
Chron. 213 An olde Seron, wherein the slaues did beare
out the ordure of the stable. 1640 in Northouck's Lond.
(1773) 841/2 For a bag or sack ^d. For a seron 3d. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Seron of Almonds, the Quantity
of Two Hundred Weight; Of Anis-seeds from 3 to 4 C :

Of Castle-Soap from 2J C to 3J C. 1745 Loud. Even. Post
5 Mar. 1/2 Having on board 8od Serons of Cacoa. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11. iv. 164 Twenty-three serons of dollars, each
weighing upwards of 200/. averdupois. 1821 J. Smyth
Pract. Customs 103 [Horse Hair] In Serons or Bales from
South America, .usually weighing from 18 to 24 lbs. each.

1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle ix, Forty seroons of cochineal.

1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 11 Jan. 22 The bulk of medicinal barks
are imported in bales and serons.

II Seroot (sen?t). Also serut. [African.] A
tabanid fly of the genus Pangonia, which inhabits

the region of the upper Nile.

1867 Baker Nile Trib. viii. 189 The seroot fly was teasing
them. 1903 in Allbutt's Syst. Med.(igoj) II. 11. 181 The
first serut met with going south is at Goz-abu-Gooma.
Serop, obs. f. Syrup. Serophyn, obs. f. Sera-

phim. Seropis, obs. f. Serapis.

t SeTOSe, «• Obs. rare. [ad. mod.L. serosus,

f. Serum.] = Serous.
1563 T. Gale Antidot. 11. 9 It doeth much repell serose

humors. 1653 H. More Antid. Ath. 11. ii. § 11 (1712)46
Pressing out the milky and serose Humour in the Butter.

1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 70 They have a softer

Habit of Body, their Bloods are more serose.

Serosity (s/rp'siti). [ad. ¥. sirosite (16th c.)

or mod.L. serositds, f. serosus Serose.]
1. Watery fluid in an animal body ; the serous or

watery part of blood or milk, serum ; freq. //. in

17— 18th c. =watery humours.
x6oi Holland Pliny II. Catal. Words Art, Serosities, or

Serous humours, bee the thinner parts of the masse of bloud,
answering to the whey in milke. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. iii. no The salt and lixiviated serosity with
some portion of choler, is divided betweene the guts and
bladder. 1685 J. Chamberlayne Coffee, Tea, fy Cliocolate

66 The Cheese, which hinders and stops the flux of the
Belly, the serosity or Cream which is purgative. 1753 N.
Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 16 From the two Nostrils

there dropt a very sharp and corrosive Serosity (i.e. Ichor).

1771 T. Percival Ess. (1777) I. 243 By the seasonable dis-

charge of the serosities, the fever, .is. .moderated. 1834

J. Forbes Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 107 A bloody serosity.

1873 T. H. Green Introd. Pathol, (ed. 2) 216 The lateral

ventricles..become distended with serosity (acute hydro-
cephalus). 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 481 The erup-
tion consists of papules infiltrated with serosity.

b. A yellowish alkaline liquid produced when
serum is heated.

1807 J. Murray Syst. Chem. IV. 531 If the coagulated
mixture, obtained by the action of heat on serum, be gently
pressed, there flows from it a liquor somewhat turbid,

named the Serosity. 1836 Brande Chem. 1137.

2. The condition of being serous, rare.

1743 tr. Heisters Surg. 232 The too great Serosity or
Viscidity of the Blood. 1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4) IV.
365 The mass of the blood., is too copiously dissolved into

a state of serosity. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases xii. 207
Deficient serosity of the blood from excessive sweating.

Serotine (se'r^tain), sb. 1 [ad. F. sirotine

(Buffon), ad. fem. of L. serotinus, f. sero, adv. of

serus late.] A small European bat flying late in

the evening, Vesperiilio serotinus.

1771 Pennant Syn. Quadrupeds 370 Serotine... Bat with
a longish nose. 1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 142 Great Serotine
Bat. 1837 T. Bell Brit. Quadrupeds 34 The Serotine..
was mistaken for the Noctule by Geoffroy.

Serotine (se*r#tain), a. and sb$ [ad. L. sero-

tinus (see prec.).] Late in occurrence or develop-

ment ; chiefly of plants late-flowering. Also sb.,

a late-flowering plant or species.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 53/3 To serotine

doth Doctour then beginne When the disease to deepe is

rooted in. 1656 Blount Glossogr. 1660 Sharrock Vege-
tables 27, I find lie [Ferrarius] makes but two sorts ; Pras-
coces and Serotin's [/r/w/VrfSerolin'sj. 1786 Abercrombie
Art. in Gard. Assist. 76 Serotine, or late flowering, white
autumnal narcissus. 1868 LoNGf-. Dante, Purg. xv. 141 As
far as ever eye could stretch Against the sunbeams serotine
and lucent.

Serotinous (s/r^-tin^s), a. [f. L. serotinus :

see Serotine sbX\ = prec. adj.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Serotine, Serotinous, that is in the
evening, late, lateward. a 1682 Sir T. Browne Misc. Tracts
(1684) 54 The Vulgar and Septuagint (signify) that it was
serotinous or late, and our old Translation that it was late
sown. 1857 A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) Gloss., Sero-
tinous, happening late in the season. 1900 Jrnl. Qnekett
Microsc. Club Apr. 260 The bulk of the Kadiolaria belong
to the latter or serotinous division.

Serous (si&T3s), a. [ad. F. sfreux (16th c.),

ad. L. serosus, f. ser-um Serum.]
1. Of or pertaining to serum ; consisting of or

containing serum ; of the nature of serum.
1594 T

<rf
R La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 11. Ep. Rdr. A 8 b,

The sucking veines serue to purge the blood from the serous
substaunce of it. 1618 W. Barclay Well at K'ing.horne
A vj b, For the croudy part bindeth some, and the serous
or wheyish part louseth others. 1638 Burton Anat. Mel.
1. i. in. iii, Ichoresand those serious [ed. 1651 serous) matters.
1683-4 Boyle Mem. Nat. Hist. Hum. Blood 13 The Differ-
ences between the Serous and the Red part of Humane
Blood. 1735 Somerville Chace 1. 345 The serous Particles
evade Thro' th' open Pores. 1815 I. Smith Panorama Sci.

fy Art II. 501 Ass's, mare's, and woman's milk, are the
most saline and serous. 1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 334
Serous infiltration occurs in cells.

b. Path. Involving or characterized by an effu-

sion of serum.
1779 Johnson Let. to Mrs. Titrate 5 Oct., Mr. Thrale's

disorder whether grumous or serous. 1879 P. Smith Glau-
coma 19 Serous Iritis. 1893 W. R. Gowers Man. Dis.
Nerv. Syst. (ed. 2) II. 407 The so-called 'serous apoplexy '.

1895 Brit. Med. jrnl. 14 Dec. 1492/x Serous cysts.

2 t Anat. Secreting or moistened with serum, as

a membrane.
173a Arbuthnot Rules ofDiet iv. in Aliments,etc. (1735)

39s This Disease [dropsy] may happen wherever there are
serous Vessels. 1813 J. Thomson Led. htflam. 143 The
external surface of the stomach is covered by a membrane,
the peritoneum, denominated serous. 1869 Eng. Meek.
3 Dec. 271/2 The back layer of the cornea and the front of
the iris are what anatomists call serous membranes. 1873
Mivart Elem. Anat. 462 The proper serous sac of the
thorax,

Serow (se*r0u^. Also saraw, sarau, surow,
se(e)rou. [Native name.] Any of the Asiatic
antelopes of the genus Nemorhxdus {Capricomis),
esp. N. thar {N. bubalinus), the Thae.
1847 Hodgson in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Bengal XVI. 11. 697

Genus Nemorhadus. Vel Capricornis. . . The Thar or Saraw.
1848 tr. Hoffmeister's Trav. Ceylon, etc. viii. 295 Two
species of antelopes {Antilope Ghoral and A. Thar), one
called

' Ghoral', and the other 'Surow*. 1865 Mathias
Sport tit Himalayas 52 Returning to camp, I came across
a serow, the first that I have seen. 1900 Lydekker Gt.

<r Small Game India 128 The Sumatran Serow {Nemo-
rhxdus sittnatrensis). Ibid., It appears preferable to call

them by the name by which they are commonly known in the
North-West Himalaya, viz. serow, or, correctly, sarao. 1908
'Times 17 Aug. 11/3 A fine young serow. .from Perak.

Seroy, obs. f. Serai. Serpaw, var. Seerpaw.
Serpe(e)-cloth, var. Sabp-cloth, sarplier, Obs.

Serpe, var. Sarpe ^ Obs., collar.

1438 E. E. Wills (1882) no Item to Robert Greyndoor,
squyer, my Serpe of siluer and my cheyne of goold.

Serpe'dinous, a. rare. [f. med.L. serpedin-,

serpeao, synon. of Serpigo,] Serpiginous.
1616 T. Adams SouPs Sickness 63 The Itch is a corrupt

humour betweene the skin and the flesh, running with a
serpedinous course.

Serpent (s9-ipent), sb. Also 6 sarpent
;
4-6

pi. Sc. serpens, [a. OF. (mod.F.) serpent = Pr.
sarpent, Sp. serpiente, It., Pg. serpente :—L. ser-

pent-em, serpens creeping thing (e. g. a louse),

serpent, properly pres. pple. of serpire to creep,

cogn. with Gr. tpnuv to creep, Skr. srp to creep,

crawl, sarpa creeping, crawling, snake.J

1. Any of the scaly limbless reptiles regarded
as having the properties of hissing and stinging

'

;

Zool. a reptile of the group Ophidia ; a snake

;

now, in ordinary use, applied chiefly to the larger

and more venomous species ; otherwise only rhe-

torical (e. g. in contexts suggesting senses 2 and 3),
or with reference to serpent-worship.
c 1305 Land Cokayne 157 per nis serpent, wolf no fox.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 1497 She told eek. .of the holy
serpent, and the welle. c 1386 — Manciple's T. 5 He slowe
phiton be serpent. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 57 A Serpent,
which that Aspidis Is cfeped. 1447 Bokenham Seyntys in.

835 (Horsttn.) Julyan.-clepyd to hym oon wych had cun-
nyng Serpentys to charm. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 21

He slow the serpent clepit Ydra. 1549 Compl. Scot. i. 20 It

is desolat, ande inhabit be serpens. 159a Sh aks. I'en. .y Ad.
17 Here come and sit, where neuer serpent hisses. 1606 —
Ant. $ CL 11. vii. 29 Your Serpent of Egypt, is bred now of

your mud by the operation of your Sun. 17*7-46 Thomson
Summer 895 The green serpent, from his dark abode,. .At
noon forth-issuing. 1834 McMurtrie Cuvier'sAnim. Kings'.

181 The true Serpents, .comprise the genera without a
sternum, and in which there is no vestige of a shoulder.

1854 Owen xu Orr's Circ. Sci., Org. Nat. I. 198 The serpent

has no limbs, yet it can outclimb the monkey, outswim the

fish.outleap the jerboa, 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti\\x
t



SERPENT. 503 SERPENT.
I trust neither men nor women, nor even the angels in

heaven; for one of them turned serpent. 1889 Ruskin
Prxterita III. 75 There used to be. .harmless water ser-

pents in the Swiss waters.

f b. A creeping thing or reptile, esp. one of a
venomous or noxious kind. Obs.

1440 [see 5 J. 1553 Eden Treat. Newe Ind. (Arb.) 27 The
Serpente called Salamandra, which lyueth in the fyre wyth-
oute any hurte. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 77 b, Very
hydeous and terrible serpents called Crocodyles. 1608 Tor-
sell Serpents 10 By Serpents we vnderstand in this dis-

course all venomous Beasts, whether creeping without legges,
as Adders and Snakes, or with legges, as Crocodiles and
Lizards, or more neerelycompacted bodies, asToades, Spiders,
and Bees ; following heerein the warrant of the best ancient
Latinists. 1691 Evelyn Diary 30 Dec, Mr. Charlton's col-

lection of spiders, birds, scorpions, and other serpents.

C. Applied to serpent-like animals inhabiting

the sea ; cf. Sea-serpent.
1608 Topskll Serpents 235 In the Germaine-Ocean there

is found a Serpent about the bignesse of a mans legge. 1616
T. Adams SonVs Sickness 65 One knaue guls him, hee in-

numerable fooles, with the strange Fish at Yarmouth, or the
Serpent in Sussex. 1697 Drvden AEneid 11. 272 We spy'd
Two Serpents rank'd abreast, the Seas divide. 1859 Grat-
tan Civilized Aftier. I. iv. 54 She saw. .a huge serpent,
eliding gracefully through the waves, having evidently per-
formed the action of turning round.

d. In proverbial and allusive phr. referring to

the serpent's guile, treachery, or malignancy,

f The serpent's tongue, vulgarly supposed to be the
* sting

' ; allusively used for ' venomous ' speech
;

also {nonce-use) for hissing.

c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 286 pe serpent bat so slyly
crepith Vndyr be gres & styngith subtyly. 1388 Wvclip
6rw.xlix.17 Dan be maad a serpent in the weie, and cerastes
in the path. 1481 Caxton Gottfrey li. 93 This fals greek
whiche counseyiled them allewey to theyr dammage And
was alway as the serpent emonge the elis. 1508 Dunbar
Flyiing 75 Dissaitfull tyrand, with serpentis tung. 1584
Lodge Alarum 10 The Gentleman surprised with this
sodaine ioye, and vnacquainted good speaches (not dreading
that the Serpent laye hidden in the grasse).. assented. 1590
Shaks. Atids. N. v. i. 440 Now to scape the Serpents tongue,
We will make amends ere long. 1595 — John 111. iii. 61 He
is a very serpent in my way. 1605 — Afacb. 1. v. 67 Looke
like th' innocent flower, But be the Serpent vnder t. 1647
Cowley Mistress, Heart-breaking ii, The mighty Serpent
Love, Cut by this chance in pieces small, In all still hv'd,
and still it stung in all.

2. The serpent, * more subtil than any beast of
the field *, that tempted Eve (Gen. iii. 1-5) ; the
Tempter, the Devil, Satan. Also, the Old Serpent
(after Rev. xii. 9).
a 1300 Fall <y Passion 26 in E. E. P. (1862) 13 A serpent

he [be deuil] com bro} felonie an makid eue chonge hir pojt.
138a Wvclif Rev. xii. 9 The greet o!de serpent, that is clepid
the Deuel. 1420-1 Lydg. Thebes 4663 Lucyfer, fader of
Envie, The olde Serpent, he levyathan. 14. . — Serp. Div.
(1911) 50 The contagious Serpent of Division eclipsed and
appalled theire worthines. 1534 in Norwich. Pageants (1856)
17 It. to Edm* Thurston playeng y* Serpent, 4*. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 50 The oulde serpente who hath so longe had
them in hys possession. 162a Mabbe tr. A leman s Guzman
dAlf. 1. 243 Being put into such a Paradise of Conserues,
the Serpent of the flesh might tempt me to eate of this for-

bidden fruit. 1657 Trapp Comm. Ps. xvi. 4 It was the Ser-
pents grammar that first taught men to decline God in the
lurali number. 1667 Milton P, L. xii. 454 The Serpent,
"rince of aire, a xmo Sewell Hist. Quakers (1722) 31
Some Men have the Nature of the Serpent (that old Adver-
sary) to sttng, envenom and poison. 1859 Tennyson Geraint
\ Enid 638 Some, whose souls the old serpent long had
drawn Down.
3. fig. as a symbol of envy, jealousy, malice, or

wiliness.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 837 Thou wikked serpent
lalousye. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 1066 rubric,liowe
Kynge Priamus..bybe serpente Of Envye wasstirede. 15x3
More in Grafton Ckron. (1568) II. 760 Such a pestilent Ser.
pent is ambition. 1609TUVILL Vade-mecum (1629J 127 Here
is Policie without Iustice, a Serpent without a Doue. 1854
T. T. Lynch Lett, to Scattered (1872) 409 Error is a siren

and a serpent.

b. A treacherous, deceitful, or malicious person.
{1382 Wyclif Matt.xxlii. 33 %te sarpentis, fruytis, or

buriOwnyngus, of eddris,..hou shulen ^ee flee fro the dom
of belle fj 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 111. li, 73 With doubter
tongue Then thine (thou serpent) neuer Adder stung. 160s— Lear v. iii. 84 Edmund, I arrest thee On capitall Treason;
and in thy arrest, This guilded Serpent. 1837 Dickens
Pickiv. xviii, Mr. Pott. .ground his teeth..and exclaimed,
in a saw-like voice,

—
' Serpent !

' 1884 Chr. World 15 May
366/1 The Times degraded itself.. by patting these un-
mannerly serpents [viz. hissers] on the back.

4. A representation of a serpent, esp. as a sym-
bol or an ornament.
Brazen serpent has been used allusively in reference to

Num. xxL o.—The figure of a serpent with its tail in its mouth
is a symbol of eternity.

13.. Coer de L. 5728 In his blasoun . .Was i-paynted a
serpent. 1388 Wyclif Num. xxi. 8 Make thou a serpent of
bras, and sette thou it for a signe. 1388 — 2 Kings xviii.

4 He brak the brasun serpent, whom Moyses hadde maad.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xx* 2I 7 At 4 Corneres of the Moun-
tour, ben 4 Serpentes of Gold, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 434
Hym happend on a tyme to lose a sakett and a thowsand
talentis perio and a serpent of gold. 1577-8 New Yrs. Gifts
in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823)11. 79 Asarpentof ophalt with

a ruby pendant. 1644 Evelyn Diary 7 Mar., A fountaine

of serpents twisting about a globe. 1655 R. Farnworth
{title) The Brazen Serpent lifted up on high, or Truth
cleared and above the deceit exalted. 1730 Bailey (folio),

Serpents, (in Hieroglyphicks) were used to represent Here-
ticks. 183X Carlvle Sartor Res. 11. x, Mistaking the ill-

cut Serpent- of- Eternity for a common poisonous Reptile.

R

1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xi, The. .daintily rounded
wrist encircled by the jet serpent.

5. Astron. fa. The sign of Scorpio {"inonce-use).

+ b. The southern constellation Hydra, c. The
northern constellation Serpens.

[c 1440 Astron. Cal. (MS. Ashm. 391), Whan be moone is

in Scorpio b* is the signe of a seipent.] 1551 Recorde Cast.
Knowl. (1556) 269 The great Serpent whiche is called of the
greekes and latines Hydra : it containeth 25 starres. 1599
T. Hill Sch. Skil 22 The Serpent hath 11. stars. 1674
Moxon Tutor Astron. 1. iii. § 10 (ed. 3) 19 The Southern
Serpent. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 328
Above the Scorpion, Ophiuchus and the Serpent are. .visible.

6. A kind of firework which burns with a serpen-

tine motion or flame.

1634 J. B[ate] Mysi. Nat. 61 The Composition for middle
sized Rockets may serve for Serpents. 1666 Pepys Diary
6 June, Mrs. Mercer's son had provided a great many ser-

pents, and so I made the women all fire some serpents.

1697-8 Actq Will. Ill, c.7 § 1 Whereas much Mischiefhath
lately happened by throwing casting and fireing of Squibbs
Serpentes Rockettes and other Fire-workes. 1763 Colman
Prose Sev. Occas. (1787) I. 122 Some queer old gentleman
may be alarmed at the. .serpents hissing at his tail, a 1845
Hood To Vauxhall 13 Wheels whiz—smash crackers—ser-
pents twist. 1869 Aldrich Story 0/ Bad Boy viii, The
smaller sort offireworks, such as pin-wheels, serpents, double-
headers.

7. An obsolete bass wind instrument of deep
tone, about 8 feet long, made of wood covered
with leather and formed with three U-shaped turns.

Also, an organ-stop of similar tone.

1730 Bailey (folio), Serpent, a Kind of musical Instru-
ment, serving as a Bass to the Cornet or small Shawm.
'775 J- Jekyll Corr. (1894) 16 High mass.. was accom-
panied with a variety of instruments, among which the Ser-
pent supplies a good bass. 1838 G. F. Graham Mus. Comp.
1-2/1 The serpent is chiefly used in military music. 185a
Seidel Organ 105 Serpent is a reed-register seldom to be
met with. 1861 Thackeray Leafout ofSk. Bk.Wks. 1900
XIII. 644 There is a great braying and bellowing of ser-

pents and bassoons. 187a T. Hardy Under Greemv. Tree
1. iv, They should have stuck to strings as we did . . and done
away with serpents.

8. Miscellaneous transferred uses : A candle of

spiral form ; a * rope ' of hair ; the crank-shaft in a
weaving-machine. Pharaotis serpent-, see Pha-
raoh 4.
180a Fosbrooke Brit. Monachtsm I. 33 On the Sunday

the same ceremony followed, .respecting the serpent. 1869
Browning Ring $ Bk. xi. 1365 Had I enjoined ' Cut off the
hair ! '..at once a yard or so Had fluttered in black serpents
to the floor. 1870 O'Shaughnessy Epic of^ Women 120
Through the swift mesh'd serpents of her hair. 1878 Bar-
low Weaving 230 The crankshaft is called a ' serpent '.

9. Hist. — Serpentine j*. 2.

1830 D. Booth Analyt. Diet. 137 Smaller machines, having
the names of Dragons, Serpents, Scorpions, War-wolves. 1

1895 Oman in Traill's Soc. Eng. III. 75 A couple of hundred
gunners, with ten or twelve 'serpents' or 'bombards'.

10. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as

serpent-bile, breed, -coil, emblem, enemy, -poison,

-race (see Ophiogenes), skin, -slime, symbol, -tail,

-train, tribe \ (with reference to the snake-like

hair of the Furies) serpent-braid, -fury, -tress ; b.
objective, as serpent-bruiser, -charmer; -eating ad).,

-killer', slayer\ -worship, -worshipper; c. simila-

tive (cf. 12), as serpent-footed, -haired, -hearted,

-rooted, -throated adjs., also serpent-green ; d.

instrumental, as serpent- bitten, -cinctured, -circled,

•stung ppl. adjs.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. i, A miraculous Brazen Ser-

pent., whereon whosoever looks., shall be healed of all woes
and "serpent -bites. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tr/. 63 The
''serpent-bitten-man looked, and liued 1813 Byron Giaour
880 The sablest of the *serpent-braid That o'er her fearful

forehead stray'd. 1774 J. Bryant Anc. Mythol. (1775) I.

481 Ofuoyei-eifjOr the *serpent-breed. 1738 Wesley Hymns,
Tjesu Godofour Salvation \v, Jesu t Help, thou 'Serpent-
Bruiser. x86x Gosse Rom. Nat. Hist. Ser. 11. 289 The poor
"serpent-charmer never came to life again.^ Ibid. 279 (Has-
selquist] records his judgment that there is no delusion in

•serpent-charming. x8ao Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 324
A "serpent-cinctured wand [sc. the caduceus]. 1896 A. E.
Housman Shropshire Lad x\ii, With.. feet that fly on fea*

thers, And "serpent-circled wand. 1833 L. Ritchie Wand.
Loire 83 The "serpent-coil of Laocoon. 1596 Fitz-Gek-
frey Sir F. Drake C t Foule "serpent-eating envies loath-

some cottage. 1887 G. Salmon in W. Smith <v Wace*s Diet.

Chr. Biog. IV. 80 A religious use of the 'serpent emblem
was common to the Phoenicians with the Egyptians. 1848
R. I. Wilberforce Doctr. Incarnation ii. 18 That by the
woman's seed her 'serpent enemy should finally be subju.

gated. i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 5 The 'Serpent-
footed Giants. 1849 Aytoun Lays Scott. Cavaliers (ed. 2)

219 The "serpent-furies Coiled around the maddening brain.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 13 A *serpent-green sky.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. in. viii, These 'serpent-haired

Extreme She-Patriots. 1850 F. Mason Nat. Product. Bur-
viah 329 'Serpent-hearted eel. 1647 R. Stapylton Juvenal
xv. Annot. 279 The "Serpent-killer, Ibis. 1774 Goldsm.
Nat. Hist. VII. 200 The potency of the "serpent poison.

1774 J. Bryant Anc. Mythol, (1775) I. 484 The natives of
Thebes in Boeotia.. esteemed themselves of the "serpent

race. 1855 Tennyson Brook 135 Seated on a "serpent-rooted

beech, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xn. 125 A "serpent skyn.

x8i8 Keats Endym. 111. 239 Where go, When I have cast

this serpent-skin of woe? 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas it.

ii. iv. Cotumnes 508 That stout "Serpent-slayer, His Satan-
taming Son. 1844 Mrs. Browning Drama of Exile 651
Bring no "serpent-slime Athwart this path. 1855 Bailey
Mystic, etc. 118 His bright bride Though "serpent-stung.

1851 Squier (title) The "Serpent Symbol, and the worship

of the reciprocal principles of Nature in America. 1847
Tennyson Princess v. 243 The blast and bray of the long
horn And "serpent-throated bugle. 1769 Gray Installat.
Ode 8 Let painted Flatt'ry hide her "serpent-train in flowers.

1791 Darwin Bot. Gard. 1. 217 With bright wreath of "ser-

pent-tresses crown'd,. .young Medusa frown'd. 1841 Penny
Cycl. XXL 279/2 The "serpent tribe. 1774 J. Bryant Anc.
Mythol. (1775) I. 425 Mount Lebanon, and Hermon.. where
"serpent-worship particularly prevailed. 1871 Tylor Print.
Culture II. 218 The old Prussian serpent-worship and offer-

ing of food to the household snakes. Ibid., Legends of ser-

pent-races who turn out to be simply "serpent-worshippers.
a 1875 Kingsley in C. K. Paul Memories (189^) 160 I've

always thought that the serpent [inGenesisJ was a "serpent-
worshipping black tribe.

e. Serpent-tail vb. (nonce-wd.), to link up. (Cf.

Serpentine a. 1 b.)

187a Ruskin Fors Clav. xxiv. 12 It is necessary to serpent-
tail this pit with the upper hell by a district for insanity
without deed.

11. Special comb. : serpent-bearer = Ophiu-
chus ; serpent bird, a bird of the family Plotidm
= Darter 4 a; serpent-boat, a canoe of grent

length used on the Malabar coast (Ogilvie, 1882);
serpent cucumber, a cucumber of the genus
Trichosanthes, having long serpent-like fruit,

esp. T. colubrina; serpent deity = serpent-god

;

serpent eagle, a bird of prey of the genus Spi-
lornis ; serpent-eater, (a) the secretary bird

;

{b) the markhor ; serpent-eel, a marine animal
of the genus Ophichihys ; serpent-fence, ' a zig-

zag fence made by placing the ends of the rails

upon each other * (Ogilvie) ; serpent-fish, the red

snake-fish, Cepola rubescens ; serpent-god, a ser-

pent worshipped as a god ; the object of worship
of the Ophites; serpent-king, a name given to

Cecrops,who is represented with a body terminating
in a serpent form ; serpent-lizard = Seps 2 ; ser-

pent melon =-- serpent cucumber ; serpent paper
[ = F. papier {a la) serpente], a very thin trans-

parent paper having a serpent for the water-mark ;

serpent-star, an ophiuran ; + serpent-tongue,
a jeweller's ornament in the shape of a snake's

tongue; serpent-wand, the caduceus; serpent-
withe, Aristolochia odoratissima ; f serpent-
wood, the wood of Sirychnos colubrina or some
related plant.

1551 Recorde Cast. Knowl. (1556) 264 Serpentarius, that
is the manne with the Serpente, or *Serpent bearer. 1841
Penny Cycl. XXI. 273/1 Serpens.. astronomically distin-

guished from Ophiuchus, but not mythologically, being the
serpent carried by the Ser pent -bearer. 1870 Gillmore tr.

Figuier's Reptiles fy Birds 263 The Darter, .in the United
States. .has received thename of the "Serpent Bird. 1760 J.
Lee Introd. Bot. App. 326 * Serpent Cucumber, Tricho-
santhes. 1774 J. BryantAnc. Mythol. (1775) 1. 428 When the
Greeks understood that in these temples people worshiped a
*serpent Deity, they concluded that irachon was a serpent.

187. CasselVs Nat. Hist. III. 284 The Indian "Serpent
Eagle (Spilornis cheela). 1731 Medley JColben's Cape Good
Hope II. 142 The Cape Europeans call this Bird the *Ser-
pent-Eater. 18x9 Stephens in Shaw's Gen. Zool. XI. 193
Hoatzin Serpent-Eater. 1840 Vigne Narr. Visit Afghan.
istanZt, I procured a good skin of the markhur, or serpent-
eater. 1896 Lydekker's Roy. Nat. Hist. v. 449 *Serpent-
eels are represented by a great number of species. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Serpens rubescens, the red *ser-
pent fish,, .properly of the taenia kind. 1816 Kirby & Sp.
Entomol. xxii. (1818) IX, 273 Their wonder would have
been diminished, and their "serpent-gods undeified. 1873
Miss R. H. Busk Sagas fr. Far East 18 A pool where
lived two Serpent-gods, who had command of the water. 1855
Kingsley Heroes, Theseus 1, Kekrops the "serpent-king.
1802 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 307 ^Serpent Lizard. 1778 Attn.
Reg., Chron. 192 There is now growing.. in Lancashire a
"serpent melon which measures in length five feet two inches
and an half. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 715/2 The
manner of preparing this [oiled] paper is to take that which
is thin and smooth, known commonly by the name of "ser-
pent paper. 1851 Mantell Petrifactions ii. § 1. 82 Asterida:
(named Opkiura or *Serpent-stars). 1488 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 81 A grete "serpent toung set with gold,
perle and precious stanis. 1849 Aytoun Lays Scott. Cava-
liers (ed. 2) 277, I have seen the robes of Hermes glisten

—

Seen him wave afar his "serpent.wand. 1864 Grisebach
Flora W. Ind. Islands 787 "Serpent-withe. 1681 Grew Mu-
sxnm 11. § i. i. 180 A piece of "Serpent-Wood. Lignum
Colubrinum.

b. Combinations with serpent's : serpent's

beard, Ophiopogon japonicus (Treas, Bot. 1874);
serpent's head, skull, names for species of

cowry ; serpent's tongue, f (a) = Adder's
tongue; (b) the fossil tooth of a shark.
1815 S. Brookes Conchol. 156 "Serpents Head. CyPrsea

Caput serpentis. 1795 tr. Tkunberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. 82
Small shells, called "serpents skulls (Cypraea ntoneta). 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. xciii. 135 [Ophioglosson] is now called..

in English, Adders tongue, & *Serpents tonge. 1607 Topsell
Fourf Beasts 720 A kind of stone called the serpents toong.

1835 D. Booth Analyt. Diet. 284 The fossil bodies called

Glossopelrx (petrified tongues) and Serpents' Tongues.

12. qwasi-adj. Resembling a serpent or that of a

serpent, serpent-like, serpentiform, serpentine.

159a Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. in. ii. 73 O Serpent heart, hid
with a flowring face. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. 11. ix.

Their serpent windings. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 302 With
Serpent errour wandring. a tyxS Parnell Hest'od 101 Back
roll'd her azure veil with serpent fold. 1715 Pope Odyss.
iv. 342 He, whose practis'd wit Knew all the serpent-mazes
of deceit. 1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. Ui 135 It feeds



SERPENT.
the quick growth of the serpent vine. 1835 Lytton Rienzi
11. v, The serpent smile is your countrymen's proper distinc-

tion. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. iv, Shaking their ser-

pent-hair. 1869 Browning Ring$ Bk. xi. 161 1 All the way
down the serpent-stair to hell ! 187a Tennyson Gareth <y

Lynette 884 Those long loops Wherethro" the serpent river

coit'd.

b. Antiq. of temples, etc. having the supposed

symbolical form of a serpent.

1774 J. Bryant Anc. Mythol. (1775) I. 464 Tor-Opus, the

serpent-hill, or temple. 1830 Deane Worship Serp. vi. 341
The erection of a serpent-temple, like that of Abury. 1897
Saga-Bk. Viking- Club Jan. 256 Whether any old serpent-

mounds had been found in Iceland.

t Serpent, a. Obs. [ad. L. serpent-em, pres.

pple. of serpfreto creep.] Ofanulcer: Spreading.
1541 R. Copland Galyen's Temp. G ij, Serpent vlceres &

other affections y l maketh the vlceres long in healyng.

Serpent, v. Now rare. [ad. ¥. serpenter

(14th c), f. serpent Serpent sb.]

1. intr. To move in a serpentine manner; to

follow a tortuous course ; to wind.
1606 Sylvester Dh Bartas 11. iv. 1. Tropheh 1038 The

Banks of Forth (Whose forceful stream runs smoothly ser-

penting). 1679 Evelyn Sylva (ed. 3) 78 [Poplars] in Italy,

for their Vines to serpent on. a 1706 — Hist. Relig.
(1850) I. 28 Rivers and larger streams; made to serpent
in meandering crooks. 1746 Phil. Trans. XLIV. 58 One
sees a Light serpenting all along the Tube. 1818 Keats
Endym. m. 500 Shapes, wizard and brute, Laughing and
wailing, groveling, serpenting.
/it. 1841 Lever Charles O'Malley xvii. 93 So did Mr.
Webber tread his way, serpenting through the statute-book.

b. To make (one's way) tortuously.
1891 Sat. Rev. 23 May 620/2 Serpenting their way through

the dry grass.

f 2. trans. To entwine. Obs.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 30 Jan. 1645, Fruit-trees, whose boles

are serpented with excellent vines.

II Serpentaria (sajpentes'ria). [late L. ser-

pentina (scil. planta), fern, of serpentarius, f.

serpent-, serpens Serpent sb.: see -ary.] =Serpen-
TARY 2.

1803 Med. Jml. IX. 100 A clyster made of a strong de-
coction of bark and serpentaria. 1811 A.T. Thomson Land.
Disp. (1818) 45 Dried serpentaria root is imported into this
country in bales. 1874 Garrod & Baxter Mat. Med. 493
Serpentaria (in powder).

b. Chem. An alkaloid obtained from serpentary.
1831 J. Davies Man. Mat. Med. 168 Dr. C. Conwell has

lately discovered in this root, a new alkali, which he has
called serpentaria. . . The hydrochlorate of serpentaria forms
brilliant plumose fibrils.

Serpentarin. Chem. Also -ine. [f. late L.
serpentaria Serpentary sb. 1 + -in.] A bitter

substance obtained from serpentary root.
1847 Turner's Elent. Chem. (ed. 8) 1166.

II Serpentarius (s5ipente>ri£s). [mod.L.

:

see next.]

1. Astron. = Ophiuchcs.
1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v., The Stars in the Constellation

Serpentarius in Ptolomy's Catalogue are 29. 1795 T.
Maurice Hindostan I. 1. x. 339 Serpentarius. .is one of
the forty-eight old constellations, and a very near neighbour
of the Scorpion. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin"s Heavens (ed. 3)
366 Since the observation of Tycho Brahe*,many temporary
stars have been seen in the constellations of Serpentarius
and Cygnus.

2. Ornith. The serpent-eater or secretary-bird.

1893 Public Opin. 10 Nov, 590.

Serpentary (s5'ipentari), sb. Also 5 -ory.
[ad. late and med.L. serpentaria (in sense I, scil.

retorta, in sense 2 planta), fern, of serpentarius :

see next.]

fl. A kind of retort or still. Obs. (Cf. Ser-
pent sb.)

C1450 M. R. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 183 On be morowe dys-
tylle hem borowa serpentory. 1615 Markham Eng. Houseiv.
31 Take Saxifrage., two gallonds of good wine, or else wine
lees, and put it into a slerpentary [sic],

2. The plant Virginian Snake-root, Aristolochia

Serpentaria ; the root of this (in full, Serpentary
Root = Serpentaria Radix) used medicinally.
1658 Phillips, Serpentary, a kind of herb called Vipers-

grasse. 1706 — (ed. Kersey), Serpentary-Wood, a kind of
Wood that grows in Malabar,. .and is commended for its

Virtue in expelling Poison. 1837 T. Castle Pharmacopoeia
Loud. 170 Infusion of Serpentary. ..Diaphoretic, diuretic,

stimulant. 1871 Garrod Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 308 Serpentarix
Radix. Serpentary^Root. Ibid. 309 Serpentary contains
a volatile oil and resin.

Serpentary, a. rarer"1

, [ad. mcd.L. serpen-

tari-us, i. serpent-em Serpent ~b. : see -ary.] =
Serpentine a.

1681 Jordan London's yoy 10 Suppress Pamphlet-Conten-
tions, for they are The Serpentary Seeds of Civil War.
Serpentcleide (-klaid). Mus. [f. Serpent

sb. + -cleide of Ophicleide.] A form of the ophi-
cleide with a body of wood instead of brass.

1851 Catal. Gt. Exhib. I. 469/1 Newly-invented euphonic
serpentcleide. 1882 in Grove Diet. Mus. III. 470.

t Se'rpenter. Obs. [app. f. Seepent v. +
-er i.l A serpentine line.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. ii. iv. Columnes 170 Other,
whose Tracts never directly slide. As with the Snayl, the
crooked Serpenter [orig. Comme la Umacense auec la ser.

fentee\.

t Se*rpentess. Obs. rarer*, [f. Serpent
sb. +-E8S.] A female serpent.

504

16*1 Mollf. Camerar. Liv. Libr. iv. xii. 273 Apollodorus
saith, that Sphinx was engendred of Typhon and of a great
Seipentesse [ex Echidna $ Typhoneparentibus ortam],

t Se rpentful, a. Obs. rare- 1
, [-ful.] Teem-

ing with serpents.

"557 Phaer sEneidvu. T 3, So serpentfull she seemes, and
ouer all begrowen with snakes.

Serpe*ntian. App, error for Serpentinian.
1841 Murdock & Soames tr. Mosheim^s Eccl. Hist. 1.

Cent. 11. 11. v. § 19 The Ophites or Serpentians..of which
one Euphrates is said to be the father.

1 Serpentic, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Serpent sb. +

-ic] Serpent-like, serpentine.
1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 1. v. 56 So also were the heroes

of ancient time [honoured] for destroying of Serpentick kind
of men.

t Serpentical, a. Obs. rarer*, [f. Serpent
sb. +-ICAL.1 =s prec.

1546 Supplic. Poore Commons (E.E.T.S.) 74 O diuelish
subtiltie, more then serpentical

!

Serpentici'dal, a. [Formed as next + -AL.]

Serpent-slaying.
1817 G. S. Faber Eight Dissert. (1845) 1. 348 Their serpenti-

cidal Chrishna. 1819 — Disp. (1823) I. p. xx, The serpenti-
cidal and virgin-born God.

Serpenticide l (saipcntiwid). [f. Serpent
sb. : see -side ]

.] A slayer of serpents.
1801 G. S. Faber Horx Mosaics (1818) II. 294 note,

Vishnu, much of whose character has been borrowed from
old tradition respecting the predicted Serpenticide. 1817
S. R. Maitland Dissertation 31, I have before mentioned
Apollo as a king : I must now say something of him as a
Serpenticide.

Serpenticide 2
. [f. Serpent sb. : see -cide ^.]

Killing of serpents.
1882 Field 3 June 733, I think we must acquit the gentle

deer of this charge of habitual serpenticide.

SerpentiferOUS (sajpenti'feras), a. rare. [f.

Serpent sb. + -ferous. Cf. L. serpentifer.]

1. Hearing or containing a serpent.

1743 Stukelev Abury 62 This sacred figure of the alate
and serpentiferous circle.

2. Abounding in serpents.

1905 Geil Yankee in Pigmy Land iv. 45 This road was
emphatically serpentine, if not serpentiferous.

Serpentiform (sarpentif^im). [ad. mod.L.
serpentiform-is : see Serpent sb. and -form. Cf.

F. serpenti/orme.'] Having the form of a serpent

;

serpentine in shape.

1777 Pennant Brit. Zool. IV. 53 Asterias... Five-Rayed,
with slender or serpentiform rays. 1819 Samouelle En.
iomol. Co/upend. 114 Julus...Body serpentiform, cylindric.

1877 Huxley & Martin Elem. Biol. 26 A wriggling or
serpentiform motion.

Serpenti'genous, a. rare' , [f. L. serpenti-

gena, 7. serpent- Serpent sb. ¥gen- to produce.]

See quot. So Serpenti'gerous [L. serpentiger \

see -gerous].
1730 Bailey (folio), Serpentigenous, ingender'd.-of a Ser.

pent. Ibid., Serpentigerous, bearing or carrying Serpents.

Serpentile (ssupentsil), a. rare. [f. Ser-
pent so. + -ile.] = Serpentine.
1795 T. Maurice Hindostan I. i.i. 68 This profound vene.

ration of the serpentile tribe. 1857 Mundy Antipodes 14
A serpentile [ed. 1852 serpentine] line of demolished rocks
and gum-trees.

II Serpentin (sgrpahtsen). [F. : see next.]

A long coloured paper ribbon which is unrolled

and thrown into the air at times of rejoicing.

1894 Nation 22 Mar. 215/2 They shouted unmusical songs,
threw confetti, serpentins, and paper darts among the ladies.

I9°5 J- K. Jerome Idle Ideas iii, The 'serpentin' is a
feature of the Belgian Carnival.

Serpentine (saupentain), sb. Also 4-6 ser-

pentyn, 5-6 -yne, (5, 7 sarp-, 5 -ene, 6-8 -in,

6 Se. scharpentyn). [a. OF. serpentin and ser-

pentine, ad. med.L, serpentinum and serpentina,

absol. uses of the neut. and fern. sing, respectively

of serpentimts (see next).]

L A name for certain plants reputed to contain

an antidote to the poison of serpents ; e. g.
dragonwort, fenugreek.
a 1400 Stockholm Med. MS. ii. 651 in Anglia XVIII. 323

Dragaunce & serpentyn in same And nedderistonge, alle on
be name. 1526 Grete Herball ccccx. (1529) Yiij, Powdre
of serpentyne put alone in to ye eye is good to dense the
eye of the pynne & webbe. 155a Huloet, Serpentine [ed.

1572 adds or serpent&rie, . . dracuntium

.

. Vutgo Serpen,
tana], 1608 Tofsell Four-/. Beasts 611 Faenegreek . . is

called also Serpentine, because when Snakes.. are hurt
therewith, they recouer their woundes by eating therof.

2. A kind of cannon; in the 15th and 16th cent,

used largely as a ship's gun. Now only Hist.
c 1450 Brut ccl. 505 Many other gret gonnes & serpentines.

1483 Cely Papers (1900) 177, iiij small sarpentynus with vij

chamburs of on mackyng. 15x3 Ace. Ld. High. Treas.
Scot. IV. 484 For iij scharpentynnis..to the greit schip.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 70 A Sarpentine.
Height[=bore]in Inches i£. iBzaMeyrick Ant.A rn/our 11.

201 In the year 1474 King Edward the Fourth directed all the
bombs, cannons, culverines, fowlers, serpentines . . to be taken
and provided for his use. 1863 Kirk Hist. Chas. Bold II.

451 The battering-train consisted of thirty bombards and
fifty large serpentines.

3. A rock or mineral, consisting mainly of
hydrous magnesium silicate, of a dull green colour

with markings resembling those of a serpent's skin.

Also, an ornamental stone made of this.

SERPENTINE.
The purest kind is called ' noble * or ' precious serpentine '.

The impure or ' common serpentine * occurs in rock-masses
and is worked as serpentine marble.
1426 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 118 [My best covered

cup of silver and gilt, with one] serpentyn [in the bottom (in
/undo) of the said cup], c 1450 Metham Wks. (E.E.T.S.)
47/1256 A ston ys ther, That the serpent may noght hym
noght dere. The name off home serpentyne ys. 1561-2

i

New Yrs. Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) I. 114 A
small coller of serpentyne garneshed with silver gilt. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 1S1 In the bottome of this manger, and

I

just in the middle a round Serpentine is set. 1644 Evelyn
1 Mem. (1857) I. 97 Four pillars of a kind ofserpentine. 1756-7
1

Xr.Keysler s Trav. (1760) IV. 288 The seats of the chairs in
this apartment are made of serpentine. 18 16 J. Smith Pano-
rama Sci. ty Art II. 466 Serpentine.. is either compact,
granulated, scaly, lamellated, or fibrous. 1874 Raymond
Statist. Mines % Mining 380 The main ridge seems to be
made up of a series of metamorphic slates, sandstones, and
serpentines.

+ 4. = Serpent sb. 4. Obs.
c 1440 Alphabet 0/ Tales 434 This sakett and bis gold is

not bine, for bou says bou lost ij serpentynys and here-in is
bod one.

5. The coiled pipe or worm of a distilling ap-
paratus. Obs. exc. as representing F. serpentin.
1519 in Noake Mon. % Cath. Wore. (1866) 185 A limbeke

with a serpentyn closed both on oun. 1584 Cocan Haven
Health ccxxiL (1636) 227 Distill it with a Limbecke or Ser-
pentine. 1611 Florio, Serpentina, . .a kind of winding lim-
becke called a Serpentine or doubble ss. 1694 Salmon
Bate's Dispens. 34/2 Then distil twenty four hours, and distil
through a Serpentine or Worm. 1735 Bradley's Earn. Diet.
Qq 4/2 A Canal made of Tin,., very long, and winding..;
For which Reason they have given it the Name of Serpen-
tine. 1885 Forestry 209 This is subjected to a cooling pro-
cess, in this case a serpentine of cold water.

1 6. The cock of the harquebus. Obs.
1590 Sir J. SMYTHECVr/. Discourses 21 b, If Harque-

huziers in putting their matches into their serpentines do
faile to set them of a conuenient length. x6n Florio, Ser.

I
pentina, an iron at the end of a Gunners Linstocke called a

j

cocke or serpentine. [1881 Greener Gun 45 The serpentin
i

is hung upon a pivot passing through the stock and con-
1

tinued past the pivot, forming a lever.]

f7. A serpiginous disease. Obs.
1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 94 Pin and web, dragons,

1

serpentines, and such numberlesse sorances. 1700 Rycaut
Hist. Turks III. 134 He was afflicted with a Distemper
called a Serpentine or Cancer, which some Years since was
caused by an Erysipelas.

f8. [after Pg. serpentina] A kind of hammock.
1767 Byron's Voy. round World 15 The rich [at Salvador,

Brazil] cause themselves to be carried about in a kind of
cotton hammocks called serpentines.

t9. a. A malicious action, b. A wily, cunning
person. Obs.
c 1510 More Picus Wks. 3/2 When thei perceiued, that

thei coulde not against his connyng any thing openly pre-
uaile : thei brought forth the serpentines of false crime.
ai533 Ld. Berners Gold. Bk. M. Anrel. vii. (1537) 11
When our senate fayllethe of meke and wyse Senatours, and
multyplieth with these serpentines.

10. A winding path or line.

1885 Pall MallG. 20 Mar. 6/1 The narrow-gauge line can
. .wind down mountains, with a number of quick turns and
serpentines. x886 Field 13 Mar. 310/1 (Skating) The more
sedate delineator of 3's, 8 s, Q's, serpentines, and what not.

1893 R. F. Burton in Lady Burton Life I. 269 The yellow
. . Wazegura wilderness, traversed by a serpentine of trees.

b. Math. A cubic curve to which the equation

\%y (^2 + ^2) m aoXt (in recent Diets.)

11. attrib. a. Consisting of, containing, or made
of serpentine (sense 3), as serpentine knife, por-
phyry, pillar, rock, tankard, -wacke.

1463 Will of % Baret in Bury Wills (Camden) 35 My
serpentyn knyves. 1583 Hester Seer. Phiorav. 1. lxv. 78 A
rounde Corrall like vnto the Serpentine Purphire. 1781 Gib-
bon Decl. fy F. xvii, II. 16 note, The serpentine pillar of the
Hippodrome. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. I. 120
The principal mountains of these parts [sc. Lapland], con-
sist of granite., and probably likewise of porphyry and ser-
pentine-wake. 1838 W. F. Ainsworth Res. Assyria, etc.

336 Serpentine rocks. 1875 J. W. Dawson Dawn ofLife
vi. 144 Serpentine-limestone or ophicalcite.

b. (sense 2) serpentine cart, gun.
1471 Coventry Leet Bk. 363 Delyuered to Rob. Onley a

serpentyne gun & a staffe gun. 1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas.
Scot. I. 291 The feys and schethis to the serpentyn cartis.

Serpentine (saupentsin), a. Also 5-6 -yn(e,
6-7 -in. [a. F. serpentin (12th cent.), ad. L.
serpentinus, f. serpent', Serpent sb. + -inns -ine 1.]

1. Of or pertaining to a serpent or serpents ; of
the form of or resembling a serpent, or that of

a serpent,
CX420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 616 Wyngys had hit ser-

pentyne and a long tayll. Ibid. 068 Vice.. On hys'steede
serpentyn. 1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxvi. xi, The sor-

ceressc.Of the best, made the head serpentyne. 1608
Topsell Serpents 235, 1 will not expresly define whether
this may be called a Sea-Serpent, or a Serpentine-fish. 1664
H. More Myit. Iniq. 1, viii. 250 That notorious Serpentine
shape which deceived Adam and Eve. 1667 Milton P. L.
x. 870 Thy shape. .and colour Serpentine. 1774 J. Bryant
Anc. Mythol. I. 428 Servius, who distributes the serpentine

species into three tribes. 1834 Good's Study Med. (ed. 4)

II. 80 The most active and malignant of all the serpentine

poisons is that of the rattlesnake. 1880 W. Smith <r Ckee.
tham's Diet. Ckr. Antiq. II. 1889/2 Continual use is made
of the serpentine or lacertine form in Irish and Anglo-Sa: Em

ornament. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly vii, Once more he
protruded his head in that monstrously serpentine manneu
round the corner of the low shop-door.

b. In allusion to the representation of a serpent
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with its tail in its mouth. Serpentine verse, a metri-

cal line beginning and ending with the same word.
1605 Camden Rem., Rythmes 26 Our Poets hath their

knacks.. as Ecchos, Achrostiches, Serpentine verses,.. &c.
1656 Blount Glossogr., Serpentine verses, are those which
do, as it were, run into themselves, as we see Serpents pic-

tured with tail in mouth.

c. Surg. (See quot.)

1753 Chambers' CycL Suppl. s.v. Bandage, These creep-

ing, or as we sometimes call them serpentine bandages.

d. Serpentine pot : a potters' utensil for colour-

ing or ornamenting common stoneware.
1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1017 The serpentine or snake pots.,

are made.. in three compartments, each containing a dif-

ferent colour. ..On inclining the vessel, the three colours
flow out at once. . ; whereby curious serpent-like ornaments
may be readily obtained.

t e. Caused by serpents. Obs. rare.

1446 Lydg. Two Nightingale Poems 11. 315 Receyved
..medicyne Of al theyr hurtis, that were serpentyne.

2. Having the evil qualities of the serpent
; per-

taining to the Serpent as the tempter of mankind

;

diabolical, Satanic ; devilishly wily or cunning.
In early use often with retention of literal phraseology.
1387-3 T. Usk Test. Love 1. vii. (Skeat) L 40 Enemyes..

wot seihe privy serpentynes aueintyses, to quenchc.by
venim of many besinesses, the light of truthe. c 142a Hoc-
clrve Attn. Poems (1802) 236 This serpentyn womman . . shee
That had him terned with false deceitis. 1491 Caxton
Vitas Pair. (W. de W. 1495) 1. xU 58 b, An euyll and ser-

pentyne tongue full of venyme. a 1550 Image Ipocr. in

Skelton's Wks. (1843) II. 426 Sectes serpentyne. 1599
Sandys Europm Spec. (1632) 96 A serpentine generation,
wholly made of fraud, of policies and practises. 1637 Dow
Answ. to H. Burton 25 The poysoned shafts of his serpen-
tine tongue. 1663 Boyle Use/. Exp. Nat. Philos. 1. 11. 31
A serpentine wannesse in declining dangers. 175a Law
Spirit ofLove 11. (1816) 125 All that is earthly, serpentine,

and devilish in every man. 1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 84 In
De Foe's time the serpentine temptation consisted in laced
shoes instead of leathern. 1873 Dixon Two Queens xiv. vi.

III. 99 With serpentine deceit, she said the King was cheer-
ful in his trials.

3. Having a direction or following a course

resembling that of a serpent in motion ; tortuous,

sinuous, winding.
1615 Crooke Body ofAlan 26 The Serpentine and writhen

Meanders of the Veynes. Ibid. 603 A Serpentine Still.

c 1645 Howell Lett. 1. 1. xvi, The branching and serpentin
cours of the River Seine. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Serpentine
Line, a crooked winding, that incloses itself continually, as
a Serpent wraps himself up in Folds. 1754 Smeaton in

Phil. Trans. XLVIII. 535 Upon the serpentine river in

Hyde-park. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 8*
( Diet, Terms), Serpentine (repandus), the edge ofsome leaves
is formed like a serpentine line ; without any angles or cor-

ners. 1809 Pinkney Trav. France 127 The road was.. so
serpentine as never to be visible beyond an hundred yards.

1829 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 379 When the stools were
examined, they were found.. to be serpentine or twisted.
1868 Bain Alent. 4- Afor. Set. 111. xiii. § 18. 307 The most
beautiful line is the serpentine line, called by Hogarth, the
Lineof Grace. 1888 Miss Braddon Fatal Three l v,A broad
gravel path led in a serpentine sweep towards the stables.

b. In various technical uses (see quots.). Serpen-

tine temple m serpent temple (see Serpent sb. 12).

1743 Stukeley A bury 9 Those with the form of a snake
annext, as that of Abury, I call serpentine temples, or
Dracontia, by which they were denominated of old. 1797
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 311 A horse is said to have a
serpentine tongue, if it is always frisking and moving, and
sometimes passing over the bit. 1851 Squier Serpent Sym-
hot 137 Ancient serpentine structures of the United States.

i860 C R. M. Talbot tr. Newton's Lines yrd Order 12 We
shall call.. that which cuts the asymptote in contrary
flexures, having on both sides contrary branches, the ser-

pentine hyperbola. Ibid. 17 Where the serpentine curve
does not pass through the intersection of the asymptotes.
1867 Philatelist I. 99/2 The peculiarity of the serpentine
perforation is that no paper is taken away by the machine ;

it is simply a serpentine cut, with twelve waves to the base
of the stamp on one, eighteen on the other. 1884 Knight
Diet. Mech. Suppl., Serpentine Molding Machine* one for

carving parlor frames, lounge, sofa, and chair backs, and
other crooked work [etc.].

4. Comb.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)249 All that intestine and

serpentine-like tragedie. 1867 Philatelist I. 103/1 This,

which has been called serpentine-pierced, is found . . on the .

.

stamps of Finland. 1887 P. M Neill Blawearie 93 The
gentle serpentine-like curvings of the wall-sides.

Serpentine, v. [f. prec]

L inlr. To move in a serpentine manner; to

pursue a serpentine or tortuous path ; to wind.
a 1774 Harte Vis. Death 2 In those fair vales..Where

Guadalquiver serpentines with ease. X707 T. Holcroft tr.

Stolbergs Trav. III. lxxi. (ed. 2) 83 Garlands of flowers

serpentine with a free . . air. 1802 Colman Broad Grins,
Elder Bro. (1804) 1 20 Toby [who was drunk] , . Went serpen-

tining home. 1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. 289 Permitting the
road to serpentine and zigzag up the cliff terraces.

b. trans. To pursue (one's way) with a winding
motion.
1837 T. Hook yack BragviiU He was merely serpentining

his way to the part of the details.

2. To cause to take a serpentine direction ; to

wind. Also, to bring into a condition by serpen-

tine behaviour.
1850 Dickens Dav. Cofp. xxxv, If you're an eel, Sir,

conduct yourself like one...lam not going to be serpentined

and corkscrewed out of my senses ! 1870 Thornbury Tour
Eng. I, i. 25 He serpentined water through the gardens, and
built two bridges. 1883 D. C. Muhray Val Strange III.

xxiv. 243 ' My dear,' said Hiram, serpentining his long arm
about her.

Vol. VIII.

Serpentinely,tf<&>. [f. Serpentine a. + -ly2 J
In a serpentine manner ; in a serpentine path.
1656 S. H. Golden Law 23 So would my Excepter do, if

in their place, Serpentinely save his head. 176a tr. Busch-
iug'sSyst. Gcog. III. 77 The great canal., serpentinely flows
through the city. 1877 Rusling Great West 87 Down this
[bed] the wild little creek shoots very serpentinely. 1906
M. Cholmondeley Prisoners iv, Perhaps.. he might have
serpentinely glided through into the next room without her
perceiving him.

Serpentine marble. [=med.L. marmor
serpentinum ; cf. F. marbre serpentin. ] The
mineral serpentine in massive form.
i6ox Holland Pliny xxxvi. vii. II. 573 The Serpentine

marble called Ophites. 1657 i56^ Ophitical]. 1660 F.
Brooke tr. Le Blanc s Trav. 278 A Sphinx wrought in Nu-
midian or Serpentine marble extraordinary hard. 1865 W. B.
Carpenter in Reader 8 July 45 The Serpentine marble of
Canada. 1875 J. W. Dawson Dawn of Life vi. 147 A
beautiful variety of ophicalcite or serpentine-marble.

Serpentine powder. [See Serpentine sb.

2.] Gunpowder for use with the serpentine; gun-
powder in fine meal as distinguished from the
corned or granulated kind.

1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 129 Serpentine poudre
with ij barelles brent in the botom. 1588 Greene A Icida
(1617) G 2 b, What though the Serpentine powder is quickly
kindled, and quickly out. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v.

iv. 137 Powder both serpentine and come powder, a 164a
Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts uu (1704) 344/1 Serpentine
Powder, .is weak, and will not keep at Sea. 1787 Act 27
Geo. /IIt c. 13 (Sched. A, Rates Inwards) Gunpowder, Ser-
pentine Powder.

Serpentine stone. [ = med.L. lapis serpen-

tinus, rendering Gr. XlOos wpirrjs : cf. Ophite *.]

= Serpentine sb. 3.
1662 Merrett NerVs Art of Glass 259 This stone most

commonly partakes of a light Green, like the Serpentine
stone. _X7»6 Leoni Albertts Archil. I. 33/1 The green, or
Serpentine-stone mightily resists the Fire.

t Serpenting, vbU sb. Obs. [f. Serpent v. +
-ING !.] Winding.
1677 Evelyn Diary 12 Oct., This place is exceeding sharp

in the winter, by reason of the serpenting of the hills. 1679
Ibid. 27 July, A circular view..which with the serpenting
of the Thames is admirable.

So + Serpenting- ppl. a. , winding.
1614 Drumm. of HAWTH./V«/«,This Moone, that Sunne,

. .Be but the same which vnder Saturnes Raigne, Did the
serpenting [ed. 171 1 serpentine] Seasons interchaine. a 1649— Flowers ofSion Wks. (1711) 26 Her Floods and pratling
Brooks, .. with serpenting [ed. 1630 maz-like] Crooks.

Serpentinian (-hiian). [f. L. Serpentlmts
(see Serpentine a. and sb.) + -ian.] = Ophite 2

.

1758 Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. 1. Cent. 11. tr. v.

§ 19 The Ophites, or Serpen tin ians, a ridiculous sort of
heretics, who had for their leader a man called Euphrates.

Serpentinic, a. [f. Serpentine sb. + -ic]
Of or pertaining to serpentine.

1883 Science I. 75/2 The chloride and serpentinic series.

1887 Geol. Mag. Jan. 23 A serpentinic substance containing
bronzite, ilmemte [etc.].

Serpentining, ///. a. [f. Serpentine v. +
-ING 2

.J
Winding or coiling like a serpent

;

winding, sinuous, tortuous.

1799 Southey Let. to John May Aug. Life (1850) II. 22
Ascending from Lynmouth up a road of serpentining per-
pendicularity. 1855 Browning Men fy Women, Andrea
del Sarto 26 My serpentining beauty, rounds on rounds 1

1888 Punch 4 Feb. 60/2 The gnarled serpentining root of
yonder..elm.
Hence Se'rpentiningrly adv., windingly.
1871 Browning Balaust. 355 Though they leap all the way

the pillar leads,. .And serpentiningly enrich the roof.

Serpentinization (saMpentinaiz^fan). Geol.

[f. Serpentine sb. + -ization.] Conversion into

serpentine.

1885 Judd in Q. Jrnl. Geol. Soc. XLI. 382 The results are,
in this case, not complicated by serpentinization.

Serpentinize (saupentinaiz), v. [f. Serpen-
tine s\ or a. + -ize.]

1. inlr. — Serpentine v. i.

1791 Newte Tour Eng. <$• Scot. 248 The venerable beau*
ties of Innerpaffray, fronting Castle Drummond, in a con-
cavity of the serpentinizing Ern. 1798 W. Mavor Brit.
Tourists V. 18 Extensive lawns through which a river ser-
penttnizes.

2. trans. (Geol.) To convert into serpentine.
1889 Amer. Nat. Nov. 1007 Scyelite.. consists of serpen*

tinized olivine, altered augite, bleached mica. 1899 Nat.
Sci. XV. 173 The ferro-magnesian minerals are more or less

serpentinised.

Serpentinoid, a. [f. Serpentine sb. + -oid.]

Having the characters of the mineral serpentine.
1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 801/1 Serpentines and obscure

serpentinoid rocks.

Serpentinous (saupentsinas), a. [f. Serpen-
tine so. or a. + -ous.]

1. Of the nature of or consisting of serpentine.

1833-4} Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 764/2 The serpentinous
masses in the Northern Apennines. 1856 Page Adv. Text,
bk. Geol. (1876) 1S7 The. .serpentinous limestones ofCanada.

2. Serpentine, winding.
188a Geikie Text-bk. GeoL iv. m. 511 Causes the outcrop

to describe a widely serpentinous course.

+ Serpentinously, adv. Obs. [f. ^serpentinous

(a. OF. serpentineuxj {.serpentin Serpentined.) +
-LY 2

.] With serpentine or diabolical action.

1501 Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W.) 11. xii. L ij, The deuyll

the whicbe by the meane of the tonge serpentynously pntteth
all humayne lygnage vnto perdycyon.

t Serpentive, a. Obs. [f. Serpent sb. + -ive.]

m Serpentine a. 2.

1635 Shirley Traitor uu i, Finding this serpentive treason
broken in the shell. 1645 City Alarum 17 The Serpentive
abuse that hath devoured the memory of all other. 1649
Shnte's Sarah <$• Hagar Table b iij b, The serpentive mo-
tion of sin.

SerpentivorOUS (saipenti-vorss), a. [f. L.
serpent-em Serpent + -vorous,] Serpent-eating.

_
1882 Nature No. 642. 378 The lightning 'dabs ' of a serpen-

tivorous bird.

Serpentize (sa-ipentaiz), v. Now rare. [f.

Serpent sb. + -ize.]

1. intr. = Serpentine v. 1.

1699 Garth Dispens. vi. 75 Where living Floods of Mer-
c'ry serpentize. 1718 Ozell tr. Toumeforfs Voy. II. 202
The Euphrates serpentizes among wonderful plants. 1755
Gentl. Mag. XXV. 128 The colour of this shell is the purest
white ; its canalures or ribs, which serpentize, are crossed
by circular lines. 1834 Beckford Italy I. 23 How happy
I was, when I had duly serpentized over his garden, to find
myself once more in the grand avenue. 1865 Carlyle
Fredk, Gt. xvm. ii. V. 32 The miserablest Brook in nature,
which takes to oozing and serpentising forward thereabouts.
2. trans. To cause to take a serpentine shape,

motion, or course.
176a Mrs. Montagu in Doran Lady Last Cent. (1873) 117,

I clare say his Grace of Newcastle will fall to serpentizing
rivers. 1808 Europ. Mag. LIII. 253, I would teach them
a circumbendibus; I would serpentize them.
Hence Se'rpentizing ///. a., winding, tortuous.
1629 Le Grys tr. Barclay'sA rgenis 266 A Cabinet . . inlaid

..with siluer Plates, wrought in a serpentizing manner.
1739 H. Brooke Gustavus Vasa 11. i, I know thou hast a
serpentizing genius, Canst wind the subtlest mazes of the
soul. i8$s Singleton Virgil II. 455 A glen there is with
serpentizing bend.

Serpent-like, a. and adv. [-like.] A. adj.

Like a serpent ; = Serpentine a.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (1622) 93 A creeping serpent-like
of mortall woe. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 307 His ser-
pent-like gate, a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. Wks. (1711) 4/1
Serpent-like Meander. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1825) III.

159 Its serpent-like figure. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Miners
Right xxv, I re-read the serpent-like scroll which had been
cast into my Eden of love and faith.

B. adv. With serpentine motion, habit, dis-

position, etc. ; t malignantly, treacherously.
1605 Shaks, Lear 11. iv. 163 She hath..Look'd blacke

vpon me, strooke me with her Tongue Most Serpent-like,
vpon the very Heart. 1682 Lister Gcedart OfInsects 109
These Insects did put off their skins, Serpent like, a 1699

J. Beaumont Psyche 1. clxvi. (1702) 10 Where, Serpent-like,
in Paradise, she over Her foul Design spread this fair-faced
cover. 1825 Scott Talistn. xxi, The marabout.. glided on
..serpent-like, or rather snail-like.

Se'rpently, adv. [f. Serpent sb. + -ly 2.] m
prec. adv.
1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 49 Jak,thou seist ful serpentli.

c 1530 Calisto fy Melib. A iij, Semyng to be shepe and ser-

ently shrewd. 184a Tail's Mag. IX. 374 Stealthily, serpently,
e slimed his way.

t Se'rpentous, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Serpent

sb. + -OUS.] — Serpentine a. 1.

c 1500 Melusine 320 On the basse stone of the wyndowe
apereth at this day themprynte of her foote serpentous.

Serpentry (sa-jpentry). [f. Serpent sb. + -ry.]

1. Serpents or serpentine creatures collectively.
1818 Keats Endym. 1. 821 To.. wipe away all slime Left

by men-slugs and human serpentry. 1869 Ruskin Q. ofAir
§ 87 There is an ^Ksculapian as well as an evil serpentry
among the Draconidae. 1869 Browning Ring $ Bk. xn.
561 For egg turned snake needs fear no serpentry.

2. A place where serpents are kept and reared.
1846 Mrs. Gore Engl. Char. Introd. 12 A serpentry for

improving the domestic breed of rattlesnakes [etc.].

3. A winding like that of a serpent.
1848 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Serpent-stone.
1. = Ammonite i. Now Obs. or local.

1681 Grew Musxum 111. § i. i. 261 The Helick Serpent-
Stone, Ophites Ammoneus. 1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon
(1813) 73 The serpent-stone, or cornu ammonis. 1851 N. «$ Q.
Ser. 1. IV. 261 At Whitby, where these fine fossils of the
Lias are called * St. Hilda's Serpent-stones '.

2. An artificial ' stone* used as a remedy for the
poison of serpents. Also = Bezoar 2 a.

1681 Grew Musmum 1. § iii. 52 The Serpentstone. Said
by some, to be factitious, c 171 1 Petiver Gazophyl. vii. 62
East India Serpent Stone, .much esteemed in the Indies as
a certain Remedy for the Bite of the Cobra de Capello or
Hooded Snake, out of whose Head some affirm this to be
taken ; but it's more probable.. that it's factitious and said
to be composed of burnt Elephant's Bones. 1731 Medley
Kolberis Cape Gd. Hope II. 167 The artificial Serpent-
Stone., is shap'd like a Bean. 1774 Pennant Tour Scot, in

1 772, 297 The Glain naidr or Druidical bead . . is . . made of
glass, marked with figures of serpents coiled up. The
common people in Wales and in Scotland, .call it by the
name of Serpent-stone. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon
11. in. 68 Bezoars ; . . (serpent stone, cobra de capello).

3. ? — Serpentine stone.
1757 Xx.HenckeVs Pyritologiaifii Ophites or serpent-stone.

tSerpet. Obs. rare~K [error for Turkish

>JU*«» sepet wicker basket.] A kind of basket
In 1 8th c. diets, (by misinterpretation of quot.

1678), a kind of rush.
1615 G. Sandys Trav. 67 After them are carried in Ser-

pets (a kind of baskets) their presents. 1678 Phillips, Ser.
pet, probably from Scirpus a sort of Rush, of which is made
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SERPIGINOUS.

a kind of Basket. i?»6 Diet. Rust. (ed. 3), Serpet, a sort

of Rush of which Baskets are made.

Serpiginous (saipi-dginas), a. [ad. mod.L.

*serpiginosus, f. serpigin-, Serpigo. Cf. F. ser-

pigincux.] Of the nature of serpigo; (of skin

diseases) creeping from one part to another.

1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat I. xxv. 139 A dry white

Scurf, under which the serpiginous circles lay covered. 1753

R. Russell Diss. Sea Water 143 Many Diseases of the

serpiginous Kind. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 18 Apr.,

A serpiginous eruption, or rather a pocky itch. 1861 Bum-
stead Ven. Dis. (1879) 387 Serpiginous chancroids. 1876

Bristowe Theory fy Pract. Med. 633 Deep ulcers .. spread-

ing, .in a serpiginous manner. 1899 Alloutt's Syst. Med.
VI. 590 Senile gangrene .. tends to be serpiginous.

Hence Serpierinously adv., in a serpiginous

manner or form. After the manner of serpigo.

1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. II. 51 Individual spots may in-

crease greatly in size, or neighbouring ones may coalesce

into large serpiginously bordered tracts.

II Serpigo (ssapai-go). PI. serpigines (ssj-

pi-dginfz), serpigoes. Also 6-7 sarpego, 7
sapego. [med.L. serpigo, i. serpere to creep ; cf.

herpes.] A general term (cf. Herpes) for creeping

or spreading skin diseases ; spec, ringworm.
[1398 Tbevisa Barth, De P. R. vii. Ixiii. (1495) 278 Ser-

pigo is a drye scabbe.) c 1400 Larifranc's Cirurg. 194
Serpigo is a scharpnes of a mannes skyn, & it is clepid ser-

pigo, for it passib fro place to place. 1527 Andrew Brum,
•wyke's Distyll. Waters L"ij b, The. .Serpigines that is drye
and small scabbes and spottys. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
111. i. 31 The Gowt, Sapego, and the Rheume. 1607 Topsell
Four-/. Beasts 651 Carbuncles, Tetters, Serpigoes, and such
like. 1637 Heywood Royall King m. xi, Be all his body .

.

with the Sarpego dry'd. 1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. 677
Ulcers, Serpigines, Scall'd-Heads. 1799 Underwood Dis.
Childhood (ed. 4) II. 25 Herpes Exedens, or Serpigo.

t Serpille. Obs. rare. [ad. It. serpillo, ad.

L. serpyllum (see Serpol).] Wild thyme. Also

t Serpyne [?].

1558 Warde tr. Alexis* Seer. 45 b, Jasemyn, Maioram,
Sauourye, Serpyne, or Serpille, called wilde Time [orig.

gelsomino, maggiorana, serpillo, saluregia].

Serpils, obs. form of Sdrplice.

Serpitant. Blundered f. Serpentine so. (2).
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 25r

Serpitantis and doubill doggis'witht hagbut and cullvering.

Serpivolant (ssipi'volant). [ad. It. serpe

volante (pi. serpi volanti) flying serpent.] The
figure of a flying serpent.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neigkb. ix. (1878) 138 Under
the outstretched neck of one of those serpivolants on the gate.

Serplaith, -atn(e, Sc. variants of Sarplier.

t Serpol. Obs. rare. In 5 sorpol, 7 serpoile.

[a. OF. serpol, -oul, = Sp., Pg. serpol :—L. serpul-

lum, -yllum, repr. Gr. tpmiXKov."] = next I.

c 1400 MasterofGame (MS. Digby 182) fol. 7 b, Whan bei
pasture of ij herbes, bat one is clepid Sorpol, and bat other
puligin, bei be. . fastrennynge. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud.
Ep. in. xvii. 147 The mutation of Mint into Cresses, Basill

into Serpoile, and Turneps into Radishes.

Serpolet (sarp^let). [ad. F. serpolet, a. Pr.

serpolet, dim. of serpol :—L. serpullum (see prec.).]

•f 1. Thyme ; wild thyme. Obs.

a 1693 Urquharfs Rabelais in. 1. 407 (Called] Serpolet,

because it creepeth along the ground. 1853 Landor lmag.
Conv., Achilles .y Helena, Pleasant the short slender grass,
..interrupted, .by little troops of setpolet running in dis-

order here and there.

2. In full serpolet oil : see quot.
1866 Treas. Bot. s.v.

f
Serpolet, an essential perfumery oil

obtained from Thymus Serpyllum. 1897 Lippincott's Med.
Diet., Serpolet oil.

Serpoloid (sajpiSloid). [f. L. serpere to creep,

serpens Serpent + Poloid.] = Herpolhode.
186a Caylev Math. Papers (1891) IV. 572 A curve called

1 the Serpoloid ', which is the locus of the points with which
the several points of the poloid come successively in contact
with the tangent plane, and is a species of undulating curve.

Serpow, variant of Seepaw.
Serppelys, obs. form of Surplice.

II
Serpula (sa-jpizSla). Zool. PI. serpulse (I).

[mod.L. use of late L. serpula small serpent.]

A marine annelid which inhabits a tortuous calca-

reous tube.

1767 Phil. Trans. LVII. 432 The Serpula, or Worm-shell.
1834 McMurtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd. 256 Bent like the
tubes of a Serpula. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus 124 The tubes
of serpuUe and other annelids. 1881-2 Saville Kent Man.
Infusoria IL 778 Flashing out of sight after the manner of
a serpula with the rapidity of lightning.

Hence Serpulacean, Serpu'ean, Serpulid,
Serpu-lidan, Serpuline, an annelid belonging
to a group or family of which Serpula is a typical

genus ; Serpnlite Geol. , a fossil serpula ; also,

a formation containing these; attrib. serpulite-

grit ; Serpuloid a., resembling or characteristic

of the serpulse.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 182/1 *SerpuIaceans. Under this
division Lamarck arranges the genera Spirorbis Serpula,
Vermilia, Galeolaria, and Magilus. 1835 Kirby Hob. 4-

Inst. Anim. I. xii. 334 The second [Order] he [Savigny]
names *Serpuleans. 1883 Science I. 344/2 A new species of
•serpulid, belonging, apparently, to the Sakellidae. 1888
Rolleston & Jackson Anim. Life 608 note, A Serpulid
Placostegus benthalianus. 1835 Kirby Hob. t, Inst. Anim.
I. xii. 344 The *Serpulidans, in general, imitate the spiral
structure of the Trachelipod and other Molluscans. 188a
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CasseWs Nat. Hist. VI. 240 DitruPa subnlata, one of the
*Serpulines. 1828-32 Webster, *Serpulite, petrified shells

or fossil remains of the genus Serpula. 1856 Page Adv.
Text-bk. Geol. x. 118 We rank provisionally under the head
anneltda such organisms as serpulites (so called from their

resemblance to the serpula of existing seas). 1880 J. F.
Blake in Q. yml. Geol. Soc. XXXVI. 192 The lower part

is so full of Serpula gordialis as to almost merit the title of

Serpulite. 1884 Nature 23 Nov. 34/1 Fucoid-shales, Serpu-
lite-grit, and limestone, a 1843 Encycl. Meirop. (1845) VII.

272/1 The *SerpuIoid, Lumbncoid, and Hirudinoid orders
have no head.

+ Serr, v. Obs. Also serre. [ad. F. serrer— It.

serrare (used intr. to close up the ranks) :—pop. L.

*serrdre, for class. L. serare, f. sera lock, bolt.]

refi.,pass., and intr. To press close together; esp.

to serry the ranks, form a serried company.
156a J. Shute tr. Cambints Turk. Wars 31 b. The Chris-

tians serred them selues and charged them. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 33 Let vs, serred together, forcibly

breake into the riuer. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 18 His
Troope of 600 Horse close serred. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 82

The more grosse of the Tangible Parts doe contract and
serre themselues together. 1683 Sm Jas. Turner Pallas
Armata 22 They were oblig'd to serr together as close as

they could. Ibid. 43 Some Tribunes . . found the Gauls serr'd

together in a Testudo. 1747 Carte Hist. Eng. I. 88 His
own men were, .hardly able though serred together to stand

the shock.

II Serra 1 (sera). PI. serrce. [L. = saw, saw-

fish.]

1, a. A fabulous marine monster.
The first quot. is doubtful.

C1450 Metham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 44/1177 The qwyche
dragan, serra men calle. c 1520 Andrew Nobte Lyfe 111. Ixxii.

in Babees Bk., Serra ts a fysshe with great tethe, and on his

backe he hathe sharpe fynnes lyke the combe of a cocke and
tagged lyke a sawe. 1845 Arckaeol. Album (ed. T. Wright)

183 Among the monsters of the deep one of the most remark-

able was the serra or serre.. .When a serre sees a ship, the

bestiaries tell us, it flies up.

b. A saw-fish.

1854 Badham Hoiieut. 418 The larger and fiercer the ad-

versary, the more ardently does the serra desire to join battle.

o. The fish Alepisaurus serra, found on the

coast of California.

1896 Jordan & Evermann Fiskes N. $ Middle Avter. 1. 597.

2. Dentation resembling the teeth of a saw, as

of the edge of a leaf, the sutures of the skull
;
pi.

the ' teeth ' of a serrated edge.
x8oo Phil. Trans. XC. 435 This has a serrated edge ; but

the serrae are confined to the soft part, not extending to the

membrane covering the bone. 1866 Treas. Bot., Serra,

Serratures, the saw-toothings at the edge of leaves and
similar bodies. 1898 Jordan & Evermann Pishes N. <y

Middle Amer. 11. 1285 Serrae of preopercle at angle blunt.

II Serra 2 (se*ra). [Pg. :—L. serra saw. Cf.

Sierra.] A ridge of mountains or hills (in Portu-

guese territory).

1830 Portugal; or Yng. Travellers 152 The burra-drivers

kept shouting vociferously, to deter, they said, the wolves

from coming down the serra. 1846 G. Gardner Brazil 308

The storm .. passing over a high Serra. .again altered its

course. 1853 A. R. Wallace Amazon <$• Rio Negro 147 The
great marsh which extends from the Amazon to the serras.

II Serradilla (seradrla). Also -ella. [Pg., dim.

f. serrado Serrate. Cf. F. serradelleJ] A kind

of clover used as a fodder-plant.
1846 Lindley Veget. Kingd. 547 Clover, Medick, Lucerne,

Trefoil, &c, are well-known fodder-plants, as are also Saint*

foin, Ornithopus or Serradilla. 1880 Crawfurd Portugal
181 Cutting serradella, clover, and plantain for stall-feeding.

Serrafdom, obs. form of Sheriffdom.
Serraglio, -aill, -alia, obs. ff. Seraglio,

Serail.

Serran (se*ran). Ichth. [ad. mod.L. serra-

nus, f. serra : see Serra and -AN.] A fish of the

genus Serranus or the family Serranidx, which
includes many food fishes, as the black sea-bass.

1803 Shaw Gen, Zool. IV. 439 Serran Sparus. 2841 Kitto
Palestine : Phys. Geog. viii. 416 The Brazen Serran. 1851

Gosse Nat. Hist, Fishes 57 The Serrans {Serranina), a
very numerous sub-family [of the Percadse].

Hence Serranoid <7. and so., belonging to, a fish

of, the family Serranidee.

1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 413 The Ser-

ranoid Fishes of the Pacific Coast.

Serrasalmonoid (serasarlmJnoid). Ichth.

[f. mod.L. serrasalwon-, -salmo-, irreg. f. serra

saw + salrno Salmon : see -old.] A fish of the

South American genus Serrasalmo.
1880 Gunther Fishes in The voracious Serrasalmonoids

of the South American rivers.

Serrate (seTc*), a. Chiefly Nat. Hist. [ad. L.

serrdt-us, f. serra saw : see -ate 2
.] Having or

forming a row of small projections resembling the

teeth of a saw ; jagged or notched like a saw.

Serrate leaf x see quot. 1866.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. iv. § 3. 109 Oblong shining

serrate leaves. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 145 All [Birds]

that have serrate Teeth are carnivorous. 1713 Derham
Phys.-Theol. iv. xv. (1727) 256 note, Strong hooked Talons,

(one of which is remarkably serrate on the Edge) the better

to hold their Prey. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 158 The leaf

is serrate, as in the common Nettles. 1866 Treas. Bot.,

Serrate, having sharp straight-edged teeth pointing to the

apex. When these are themselves serrate, they are biser-

rate or duplicato-serrate.

SERRATUS.

b. Comb., as serrate-spined, -toothed adjs. ; also

m SERRATO-.
1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Serrato-ciliatum folium, a Ser-

rate-ciliate leaf. Ibid., Serrato-dentalumfolium, a Serrate-

toothed leaf. 1850 F. Mason Burmah 323 Serrate-spined

Cat-fish.

Serrate, v. [f. L. serral-, ppl. stem of ser-

rare, f. serra saw.]

1. intr. To saw. Only in vbl. sb.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 38/1 The mem-
brane Periostium . . which also in serratinge or sawinge might
be some hinderance.

2. trans. To make serrated or saw-toothed, jag the

edge of ; to impress in a serrated form.
1750 Phil. Trans. XLVII. 41 This mark. .is found.. im-

press'd or serrated on the new shell. 1865 Morn. Star
4 Oct., This corner of Ireland is absolutely serrated with
bays. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 32/1 If you make any rude
sketch . .of a pair of wheels acting together, and serrate the
edges of the teeth. 1893 ' Q.* Delect. Duchy 47 The larches

and Scotch firs that serrate the long ridge above.

Serrated (scr^ted), a. Chiefly scientific, [f. L.

serrdt-us Serrate + -ed.] = Serrate a.

1703 Dampier Voy. Neiu Holland 156 The Leaves are..

Uke the top Leaves of Bardana major. . . In the Figure they
are represented too stiff and too much serrated. 1768 Pen-
nant Brit. Zool. (1776) II. 469 The bill is. .finely toothed, or

serrated. 1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 72 Serrated Tortoise.

1825 Scott Talism. xxv'ul, A serrated and rocky mountain.

1839-47 Todd's Cycl. A nat. III. 645/2 The Ugamentum den-

latum (serrated membrane of Gordon). 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunters xi, That white spheroidal mass, with its

grinning rows and serrated sutures, that is a human skull.

1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. 1. xvi. 430 Bare and ser-

rated hilly ridges.

Serratic (serse'tik), a. Path. [f. L. serrdt-us

Serrate a. + -ic] Resembling or suggesting the

motion of a saw or the sound of sawing ; = Ser-
ratile. (Cf. Sawing ppl. a. 2.)

*753 N, Tokriaho Gangr. Sore Throat 102 The Pulse was
always small, serratic, or like a Saw, hard and unequal.

1859 Semple Diphtheria 296 When the respiration is fre-

quent and serratic, that is to say, imitating the noise of a
saw cutting a stone.

Serratiform(ser^i*tif^im), a. [f. L. serrdt-us

Serrate a. + -form.] Saw-shaped, serriform.
iSzi W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 59 The margin

..marked by about four serratiform indentures.

t Serratile, a. Obs. Also 6 sarratylle.

[a. F. serratile, ad. mod.L. serrdtilis, f. serrdt-us

Serrate a.: see -ile.] Saw-like; serrate; serratic.

1541 R. Copland Guydon's Quest. Cyrurg. D iv, The
commyssures [of the skull] called sarratylles seames en-

dented as tethe of a sawe. 1707 Floyer Physic. Pulse-

Watch 105 The Pulse in most Inflammations is hard and
serratile.

Serration (senfi-Jan). [ad. mod.L. serrd-

tidnem, f. serrare (see Serrate z/.).]

1. Surg. The operation of sawing. rare~°.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey).

2. The condition of being serrated ; indentation

like that of a saw ; chiefly concr. and //., saw-like

indentations, the teeth of a serrated edge or surface.

1842 Prichard Nat. Hist. Man 101 The serrations are

found to result from a structure resembling a series of in-

verted cones, encircling a central stem. 1849 D. J. Browne
Amer. Poultry Yd. (1855) 38 The comb. .is low, thick,

destitute of serrations. 1851 Ruskin Stones Ven. I. xiii.

§ 8 The eye which has once been habituated to the con-

tinual serration of the pine forest. 1870 Hooker Stud.
Flora 1^2 Differing in pubescence and amount of double
serration of the leaflets. 1872 C. King Sierra Nevada vii.

141 Dim serrations of Coast Range loom indistinctly on
the hazy air. 1897 P. Warung Tales Old Regime 133 As
the saw refused . . to ' bite \ and he had to withdraw it to feel,

with his tongue, if the serration was still perfect.

Serratirostral (ser/'tirp'strai), a. Omith.
[f. L. serrdtus Serrate + rostrum beak + -al.] =
Saw-billed.

Serrato-, used as comb, form (see -o-) of L.

serrdtus Serrate a, in the senses * serrate and . .

.

',

* in a serrate manner, with serrate indentation*, as

serrato-crenate, -dentate, -glandularis, -spinose adjs.

1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 40 [Pinnules]

*serrato-crenate. 1846 Dana Zooph. (1848) 177 Lamella?

thin, regularly •serrato-dentate. 1775 J. Jenkinson Brit.

Plants Gloss., *Serrato-glandulous, bearing glands and
partly serrated. 1822 J. Parkinson Out/. OryctoL 218
*Serrato-spinose before, and crenato-squamous in the hinder

part.

Serrature (se*ratiiu, -tjai). [ad. L. serrdtura,

f. serrdtus : see Serrate a. and -ure.] = Serration.
1541 R. Copland Guydon*s Quest. Cyrurg. F j b, In the

top of euery of the other extremytees in cuttynge is a bowed
sarrature which is composed with an addycion very subtylly

made and bred there, a 1725 Woodward Catal. For. Fos-

sils 11. 25 The Serratures towards the Point are wanting in

this Tooth. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. lit. v. (1765) i3i

Duplicato-serrate,

.

.when there is a twofold Serrature, the

less upon the greater. 1802 Bingley.^ «/>//. Biog. (2813) II.

319 The edges of the mandibles are marked with sharp ser*

ratures. 2863 M. J. Berkeley Brit. Mosses iii. 15 The
serratures consisting, .merely of cells projecting beyond their

neighbours. 2880 Gunther Fishes 115 In Petromyzon this

serrature is absent, or but faintly indicated.

II SerratUS (ser^*t#s). Atiat. [mod.L. use of

L. serrdtus Serrate.] Any of certain muscles

which are inserted into the vertebral or costal

.

region in such a way as to suggest a serrated

border; esp. short for serratus viagnus, which



SERRE.

connects the eight upper ribs and the vertebral

border of the shoulder-blade.

1881 Mivart Cat 279 Where it [posterior thoracic nerve]

lies upon the serratus muscle. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VII. 210 The posterior border of the scapula projects like a
wing owing to paralysis of the serratus.

Serray, obs. form of Serai, Sirrah.

Serrayle, obs. form of Serail.

I! Serre l (s|r). [F., vbl. sb. f. serrer, ad. pop. L.

*serrare : see Serr.] A greenhouse.
1819 [H. Busk] Banquet in. 147 Lock*d in my serres, from

hail-engendering blast, Exotic fruits from spring to spring

shall last.

Serre 2
. Anglicized form of Serra 1 (i a).

Serre, obs. form of Seer sbP

[| Serre-, stem of F. server to tighten, constrict,

forming the first element in compounds denoting

surgical instruments used for constricting liga-

tures, as serre-nceud, serre-p6dicule (see quots.).

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 19 The
* *Serre nceud ' (Knot-tightener) of Graefe, an imitation of

the tourniquet of Petit. Ibid. 326 The two ends of the liga-

ture should be passed into a serre-naud, and the polypus
strangled to the required degree. 1881 Trans. Obstet. Soc.

Lond. XX 1 1. 160 Koeberle's serre-noeud. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.,

*Serre-pcdicuU, a clamp used for constricting a pedicule

Serrefile (se'rafail). Mil. Also serafile.

[ad. F. serrefile, f. serre-r (see Sere) -rfile File sb. -

Cf. Pg. serrafila.'] pi. The line of supernumerary

and non-commissioned officers placed in the rear

of a squadron or troop ; sing, one of these.

1796 Instr. $ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 19 In the filings of the

squadron, the serrefiles take their place tn the rear of the

files. 1875 Kimglake Crimea (1877) V. 117 The serre-files

were Boyd, Nugent, and . . Prendergast . 1896 Baden-Powell
Malabele Campaign xvi, Being now a sort of ' serrefile ' or
hanger-on to the column. 1906 Daily Chron. 15 Nov. 3/4
Sergeant-Major Harrison.. bade me mount a grey mare he
led as he rode serafile.

attrib. 1796 Instr. $ Reg. Cavalry (1813) 219 The serre-

file rank remains closed to the right. 1833 Reg. <y Instr.

Cavalry u 35 The Serrefile Officers pass through the inter-

vals and cover to the right.

II Serre-fiue (serfin). [F. serrefine^ fine clamp.]

(See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Serre-fine, a small clip used to

compress a severed artery pending the farther conduct of
the operation. 1895 Arnolds Catat. Surg. Instr. 30 Sene-
fines. Silver, straight or curved.

Serreli, var. Sirly a. Obs. Serrey, obs. f.

Serry. Serrha, obs. f. Sirrah. Serrhfull,
obs. f. Sorrowful. 8errial(l, obs. ff. Cerrial.

Serricorn (se*rik^in), a. and sb. [ad. mod.L.
serricom-is (through F. serricorne), i. serra saw +
cornii horn.] A. adj. Of beetles : Having ser-

rated antennae. B. sb. A beetle of this class.

[1834 McMurtrie CwriVr'f A nun. Kingd. 348 Those Ser-

ricornes, in which the posterior extremity of the prastemum
is not similarly prolonged.] 184a Brands Diet. Sci., etc.

Serricorns, . .a family of Coleopterous insects. 1862 T.W.
Harris Insects Injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 45 One great tribe,

named serricorn or saw-horned beetles.

Serried (se-rid),^/. a. [app. f. Serry + -ed *

;

but perhaps a graphic representation of serred,

pa. pple. of Serr, pronounced as a disyllabic

The modern currency of the word is app. due to

Scott.] Of files or ranks of armed men : Pressed

close together, shoulder to shoulder, in close order.

1667 M ilton P. L. 1. 548 Thronging Helms Appear'd, and
serried Shields in thick array. Ibid. vi. 599 Nor serv'd it

to relax thir serried files. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigoniad n. 39
The Theban chief survey'd The close-compacted ranks. .To
find where least the serried orb could bear The strong im-
pression of a pointed war. a 1785 Glover A thenaid 11. 226

No engine..To man destructive, like his own fell hand In

serried fight. 1808 Scott Martn. vi. xxxiv, Linked in the

serried phalanx tight. 1814 — Ld. 0/ Isles v. xv, Shield

compact and serried spear. 1818 Tvtler Hist. Scot. I. 164

To present a serried front to the enemy. 1855 Jephson
Brittany xiL 192 The French ranks were so serried that.,

you could not throw an apple but it would fall upon a helmet

or a lance. 1879 Green Readings Eng. Hist. xv. 74 The
Norman horsemen, in serried line and with lances at rest.

b. Of things likened to ranks of soldiers.

1834 Lytton Pompeii 111. ix, The dark ranks of the serried

clouds. 1857 Gosse Omphalos iii. 57 An enormous Frog
{Labyrinthodon),. .apparently allied, in its serried teeth,..

to the Crocodiles. 1858 Longf. M. Standish v. 13 The ser-

ried billows, advancing. 1883 'Ouida' Wanda I. 31 The
gorges, dark with the serried pines.

c. Of argument, etc. : Closely reasoned, com-
pact in expression.

1899 Blacktv. Mag. No. xooi. 511 To follow a long or ser.

ried argument. 1910 ILdin. Rev. Jan. 93 His composition

is lucid, logical, serried.

11 Misused for Serrated.
1848 B. Webb Cont. Ecclesiol. 173 The bleak crags are

serried by the numerous torrents which fall straight into the

lake, r 186 . B. Harte Friar Pedro's Ride in Eiddletown,

etc. {1873) in The morning came above the serried coast.

Serriform (se'rif^un), a. Also erron. serra;-.

[f. L. serra saw : see -form.] Saw-shaped, serrate.

i8aa J. Parkinson (full. Qryctol. 218 Thirty ribs, with

serrzform teeth. 1895 A. H. Cooke Molluscs (Camb. Nat.

Hist. III.) 235 Marginals much pectinated and serriform.

tSe'rrine, «• Obs. rare. [f. L. serra saw +
-iNEt.] Of the pulse : = Serratic.

1707 Flover Physic. Pulse-Watch 136 In most Inflamma-
tions the PuUe is bard, and serrine.
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t SeTring, vbl. sb. [f. Serr v. + -ing 1.] Array-

ing in close order.
1616 Bacon Sylva § 714 Grinding of the Teeth is caused

(likewise) by a Gathering and Serring of the Spirits together

to resist.

Serring, obs. form of Syringe.

Se'rripede, a. [ad. mod.L. serriped-, -pes,

I. L. serra saw +pes foot.] Having serrations on
the feet. 1858 Mayne Expos. Lex. s.v. Serripes.

Serriro'Strate, a. [f. mod.L. serrirostris,

f. L. serra saw + rostrum beak.] Having a ser-

rated beak.

t Serrous, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. serra saw +

-0U8.] Resembling the action of a saw, saw-like.

(Cf. Serratic, Serrine.)
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. in. xkv. 176 A serrous or

jarring motion like that which happeneth while we blow on
the teeth of a combe through paper.

Serrulate (seTi?21«it), a. Nat. Hist. [ad.

mod.L. serruldtus, f. late L. serrula, dim. of L.

serra saw.] Finely or minutely serrated ; having

small serrations.

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Serrulatumfolium, a serrulate

leaf. 18x0 Encycl. Lond. I. 683/1 Leaves oval,, .obsoletely

serrulate. 1841 Proc. Berw. Nat. Club I. No. 9. 268 The
penis of the male is. .serrulate on the outer side.

Serrulated (se
-ri*H£ited), a. [Formed as

prec. + -ED.] = prec.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 126 Calyx, husks
equal, both serrulated on the keel. 1851 Woodward Mol.
lusca 133 Uncini, 2, the inner broad and serrulated.

Serrulation (serirfl^fan). [f. prec. : see

-ATION.] The condition of being serrulated ; a fine

or minute serration.

i8ai W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 59 The margin
. .in the older leaves, .marked by about four serratiform in.

dentures, scarcely deserving the appellation of serrulations.

1881 Jrnl. Bot. X. 115 The serrulation on the back of the

nerve was also continued lower down.

Serry (se
-
ri), v. Also 6 sar(r)ie, serrey,

serrie. [As a military term in the 16th cent.,

app. f. F. serre", \sarrt, pa. pple. of serrer (see

Serb), already adopted in ME. as Sarray (see

also Sarraly). In recent use, a back-formation

from Serried.]
1. intr. To press close together in the ranks ; to

stand or move in close or serried order.

1581 Styward Mart. Discipl. 1. 71 First, to cause your pikes

to sarie close together, then to traile their pikes with the

sharpe ende toward the enimie. Ibid. 11. 102 They must
sarrie close together, and not disseuer to followe or flie. 1598

Barret Tkeor. Warres 1. i. 4 When men come to the. .push

of the Pike, they sarrie close together. Ibid. lit. i. 36 Being
brought intoa Ring, andserreying close shoulder to shoulder.

1888 Henley Bk. Verses 18 High shoulders, low shoulders

broad shoulders, narrow ones, Round, square and angular,

serry and shove.

2. trans. To cause to stand in close order, to

close up (the ranks).

i6« Barriff Milit. Discipl. vi. (1643) 25 Close order is

onefy usefull for your files of Pike-men, so they may ..stand

the stronger, by so much as they are the closer serried to-

gether.
18*1 Byron Sardanap. in. L 250 Serry your ranks—stand

firm. 1843 Prescott Mexico m. li. (1864) 143 The courage-

ous band of warriors, serried together. 1887 Bowen Virg.

jEncid IV. 407 Others serry the ranks.

Serry, obs. and dial. f. Sorby. Sers(s, obs.

ff. Search v. Serse, obs. f. Seabce, Search sbA

Sersour, obs. Sc. f. Searcher.

t Sert. Obs. [Aphetic of Desert sb.1] Desert,

merit ; phr. for sert of, for the sake of.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxviii. (Margaret) 645 Nocht for

my sert, bot bi gudnes. a 1400 Pistil 0/Susan 223 For sert

of hire souereyn and for hire owne sake.

Sert- : see Cebt-.

tSerte. Obs. [a. OF. serte fem. (also sert

masc, cf. desert, deserte Desebt s6.1) :—pop. L.

*scrvita for *servtla, noun of action f. servire to

Sebve.] Service due from a servant to his lord.

aiqaoMorie Arih. 513 By sertes thow was my sarnies,

and senatour of Rome. Ibid. 2926 We for-sake be to-daye

be serte of owre lorde.

II
Sertnlaria (sSitizfleVriS). Zool. PI. -89, -as.

[mod.L., f. L. sertula, dim. oiserla garland.] One
of a genus of branching hydroids having small

sessile hydrotheca; ; the genus itself.

1767 Phil. Trans. LVII. 434 A great many zoophytes,

which were formerly called Corallines, now Sertulanas and
Cellularias. 1833 Manteix Wonders Geol. (1838) 474 The
elegant arborescent forms of the Sertulanae. 1876 Van
Beneden's Anim. Parasites 62 One of these Halodactyles

spreads itself upon the stalk of a Ser tularin.

Hence Sertula-rlan a., of or belonging to the

genus Serlularia or the family Sertularidm of

hydroids; sb. a sertularian hydroid; so Be'rtu-

larid, in the same sense.

1847-9 Todd's Cycl. Anal. IV. 47/1 The Sertularian Po-

lypes. Ibid. 49/1 The stem of the Sertularian is composed

of two layers. 1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd.,

Ca-lent. 90 For no example of a Sertularid has yet been

recorded in which the hydrosoma exhibits but a single

polypite.

II Sertulum. (s5
-
Jtitfl#m). Bot. Also anglicized

se'rtule. [mod.L., dim. of serlum, assumed sing.

of serta n. pi, garlands.] A simple umbel.

SERVAGE.
1831 Macgillivray tr. Richard's Elem. Bot. 420 Small

flowers, either solitary or disposed in a spike or sertule. 1866
Treas. Bot., Sertulum, a simple umbel.

II Serula (se*ri?aa). [See quot. 1678.] The
red-breasted merganser, Merganser serrator.

[1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 336 The Bird called at

Venice, Serula : Mergus rirratus/itscus.] 1802 Montagu
OrnithJDict., Merganser-red-breasted. . . Red-breasted Goos-
ander. Lesser-toothed Diver. Serula.

Serum (sie-r&n). PI. sera (siVra), serums
(si3'r#mz). [L. = whey, watery fluid.]

1. Watery animal fluid, normal or morbid ; spec.

blood-serum, the greenish yellow liquid which
separates from the clot when blood coagulates.

1672 Wiseman Treat. Wounds 1. 59 That morning I let

her bloud, taking away about 10. ounces with a rotten Serum
upon it. 1678 J. Brown Disc. Wounds 272 Being as the

Hearts Marsupium, it being wounded, it loseth its store

of Serum, whereby the Heart is kept moyst. 1701 J. Peter
Truth 36 Every Body useth the Salt.. to purge the Serum
off, about the finishing of their Water-drinking. 1707
Floyer Physic. Pulse-Watch 202 All Pains are to be Cured
by removing of the Cause, as Inflammations, Sizy Serum.
1793 Beddoes Obs. Calculus 230 The blood, .coagulated im-
mediately...A small quantity of greenish serum was sepa-

rated. 1813 J. Thomson Led. In/lam. 401 This swelling
depends partly, .on the effusion of serum into the interstices

of the cellular membrane. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi iii.

83 It brought out serum as black as porter, as if the blood

bad been impregnated with bile. 187a T. Bryant Pract.

Surg. 444 The epidermis is raised by a small quantity of

purulent serum.

b. Therapeutics. The blood serum of an animal

used as a therapeutic or diagnostic agent.

1895 Brit. Med. Jrnl, 20 July 181/1 The antitoxic serums
prepared at the Pasteur Institute in Paris. Ibid. 16 Nov.
1253/1 The physiological action of the serums of tubercu-

lised sheep is remarkably different in guinea-pigs and rabbits.

1910 Lancet 26 Mar. 861/2 The sera employed included

anti-streptococcic serum, anti-diphtheritic serum, anti-tetanic

serum.

2. attrib. (of 1), as serum albumin (cf. Seral-
bumin), -globulin.

1876 tr. Wagner's Gen. Pathol. 526 Leube has noticed the

appearance of albumen and even of serum-albumen in the

sweat of four patients. 1896 Allbuit's Syst. Med. I. 825 Of
the various forms of albumin, serumalbumin is constantly

found. 1897 Ibid. IV. 303 Serum albumin and globulin being

also present. 1904 Brit. Med. yrnl. 10 Sept. 562 Hahn
could find no difference between the serum and histon

blood. Ibid. 566, 0.24 and 0.48 mg. of acid reduce the serum
agglutinability to one thirty-third of its normal value.

D. attrib. and Comb, (of 1 b) ; esp. applied to

treatment by means of serum.
1886 Crookshank Pract. Bacteriol. 29 Serum-steriliser.

Ibid. 30 Serum Inspissator. 1893 Lancet 121 Oct. 1036/2

Serum Injections in Tetanus. 1894 Ibid. ij Nov. 1189/2

The Serum Treatment of Diphtheria in Russia. 1895 Brit.

Med. Jrnt. 16 Nov. 1253/1 Serumtherapy in Tuberculosis.

1897 Trans. Amer. Pediatric Soc. IX. 44 A bacteriological

diagnosis of diphtheria, .by means of the incubator and
Loeffler serum tube. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Archives Surg.
IX. 328 A serum-injection treatment.

Serup, obs. form of Syrup.
Serurgien, -erie, etc. : see Chirurgeon, Sur-

geon, and Chibtjrgery, Surgery.
Seruse, obs. form of Ceruse.

+ Servable, a.1 Sc. Obs. Also 6 serveabill.

[a. OF. servable, f. servir Serve vA : see -able.

Cf. Serviable.] Ready to serve.

c 1450 Holland Howlat 379 Next the souerane signe was
sekirly sene, That seruit his serenite euer seruable, The
amies of the Dowglass. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron.

Scot. (S.T. S.) I. 50 He promist to [be] allis serueabill as

ony man wnto this realme. 16*6 J. Haig in J. Russell

Haigs (1881) 178, I rest, Your loving and servable brother.

t Se*rvable,a. 2 0bs.—° [f. Serve v? + -able.]

That may be kept or preserved.

x6*3 Cockeram 1. 1656 Blount Glossogr. 1711 Bailey.

Servable (sauvab'l), «.3 [f. Serve v.1 *
-able.] That may be served, worthy to be served.

1855 Ogilvie SuppL, Servable, capable of being served.

1881 F. Harrison in igth Cent. Mar. 462 If we seek to love

and serve the greatest loveable and serveable thing on this

earth.

Servage (sauveds). Also 6 sarvage, 7 aer-

vadge. fa. OF. servage (in med.L. servagium) :—

L. type *servdticum
t

f. servus slave, Serf : see

-age. Cf. Pr. servage, servagi, It. servaggio.]

+ 1. Servitude, bondage, slavery. Obs.

c 1290 Beket 1999 in .S. Eng. Leg. 164 Nov wolde $e holi

churche In grete seruage do. a 1300 Cursor M. 4193 par

was ioseph in seruage said, For tuenti besands. c 1386

Chaucer Clerk's T.426 Itis greet shame. .to been in seruage

To thee, that bom art of a smal village, c 1440 Knt. de la

7V»r(i868) in Thei were in seruage as prisoners in Egipte.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon exxviii. 468 The emperour of Al-

mayne who hath..slayne my men, and some kepethe in

saruage. 1536 Ir. Acts 28 Hen. VIII, c. 3 (1621) 97 The
Kings enemies haue them in servadge. 1586 A. Day Eng.
Secretary 11. (1625) 109 Scanderbeg declaring his weari-

somenes of captivitie and servage.

attrib. 1567 Turberv. OvitPs Ep. H iij. The selfe same
man had Iole made in seruage yoke to toyle.

Ta.fiff.

c 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 122 Coueitise & glotonyeben
seruage of maumetrie. c 1450 tr. De tmitatione m. xi. 79
O be holy state of religiose seruage [L. famulatus\.

f 2. Feudal homage, allegiance. Obs.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1059 Is noble seruage Dude to J?e

heye emperour. c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 769 Al

this I put in his seruage As to my lorde, and dyd homage.
64-2



SERVAGERY. 508 SERVANT.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 918 (Dubl. MS.) This freke of all be

fraunches of kyng philop haldes,..& seruage hym awght.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon xxxul 105 He doth me yerely

seruage by the seruyce of a rynge of gold.

f 3. A service, or its equivalent in money or

kind, due from a serf to his lord. Obs.

14x4 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 58/1 The forseide . . Chanons hav

cleymed . . bonde servages and custumes. c 1460 Oseney Reg.

122 I Henry of Saunder, clerck, safe.. all my londe.. with

all seruices and seruages, men [etc]. -of the same londe.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vii. (181 1) 645 The Kyng, y* which

yerely oppressyth his subiectys with taskys and other gre-

uouse seruagys. 1563-87 Foxe A. <$• M. (1596) 122/2 Ethel-

wulfe. .gaue to them . . Hbertie and freedome from all servage

and civill charges.

4. Serfage, serfdom.
1848 Mill Pol. Econ. 11. v. I. 298, 1 speak of negro slavery,

not of the servage of the Slavonic nations.

t Se*rvagery. Obs, rare, [f. Servage + -ery.]

= Servage 2.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 140 Polleus hadde wel gret envye
That men dede him [Jason] suche seruagery. Ibid. 11494
He was not worthi To haue of hem suche seruageri.

Serval (sauval). [a. mod.L. serval, F. serval

(Buffon, 1765), a. Pg. (lobo) cerval lynx (cf. F.

loup-cervier).'] fa. A name applied (after Buffon)

to some Asiatic wild cat or lynx; also to an
American animal resembling this. Obs. b. A car-

nivorous quadruped, Felis serval, native of S. Africa,

having a tawny coat spotted with black, a short

tail and large ears ; the bush-cat (Bush sb.1 11).

1771 Pennant Syn. Quadrupeds 186 Called by the natives

of Malabar, the Marapute" ; by the Portuguese, the Serval.

1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. 369 The Serval is a native of India

and Tibet and is an extremely fierce and rapacious animal.

Ibid. 370 American Serval .. inhabits North America.. is

considered as a mild and gentle animal. 1865 Lubbock
Prehist. Times viii. 262 In the Genista Cave at Gibraltar .

.

[they] have discovered . . the leopard, lynx, serval [etc.]. 1899
F. V. Kirby Sport E. C. Africa 321 The serval is a tireless

hunter, and runs down its prey.

Serval, obs. Sc. form of Servile.

Servaline, a, Zool. [ad. mod.L. servalinus
%

f. serval : see prec] Resembling the serval.

1876 Proc. Zool. Soc. 413 A collection of Angolian animals.

. . Servaline Cat, Felis Servalina. From River Kwanza.

Servant (sauvant), sb. Forms : a. 3-7 ser-

vand, 4 servon, serfaunt, 4-5 servaund, -ond,
sirvand, 4-6 servan.de, -ante, serwand, sir-

vant, 4-7 servaunt(e, 5 servaunth, -awnt,
-onde, -unt, serwaunt, siervaunt, cervawnte,
5-6 serwant, 6 servont, -ent, serwonde, ser-

viand, scherv-, scherw-, sohirwand, 3- ser-

vant
;

(pi. forms 3-4 servanz, 4 -ans) ; 0. 4 sar-

vaunte, 4-5 sarvande, 4, 7, 9 dial, sarvant,

5-6 sarvaunt, 6 sarvand, -ante. [a. F. servant,

subst. use of pr. pple. of servir Serve v.1

In mod.Fr. only the fern, servanie has survived in this

sense: In OF. the pr. pple. had the same form in both
genders ; hence the Eng. word has always been applied both
to males and females, without any distinction of form.]

A person of either sex who is in the service of

a master or mistress ; one who is under obligation

to work for the benefit of a superior, and to obey
his (or her) commands.
]» A personal or domestic attendant ; one whose

duty is to wait upon his master or mistress, or do
certain work in his or her household. (The usual

sense when no other is indicated by the context

;

sometimes with defining word, as domestic servant^)
Upper servant^ a domestic servant of superior grade of

employment, as a butler or a housekeeper. General servant
(see General a. 6), servant of all work : a female servant

who does all kinds of housework. Servants' hall: an apart-

ment for use as a common room, by the servants in a large

house.
a. a 12x5 Ancr. R. 428 Non ancre seruant ne ouhte, mid

rihte, uorto asken i-sette huire. a 1300 Cursor M. 2560
Child haue i self nan, Bot mi seruand sun allan pat serues
me, eleazar [cf. Gen. xv. 2, Vulg. : filius procuratoris domus
tnex\. c 1386 Chaucer Prot. 101 A Yeman hadde he and
seruantz namo. 1433 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm.
App. v. 295 No citsame herafter.. shall not bake ne brewe
..but only by his wif or siervaunt. 1447 Shillingford
Lett. (Camden) 10 Alle men of habite servantis familiars

knawed without any fraude generally. 1509 Fisher Funeral
Serm. Ctess Richmond Wks. (1876) 206 The housholde ser-

uauntes muste be put in some good ordre. 161 1 Shaks.
Cymb. in. v, That man of hers, Pisanio, her old Seruant.
1728 Mrs. Delany Life <$ Corr, (1861) 1. 183, I am in great

concern at your being without a servant. 1780 Mirror
No. 96 We.. keep a good number of servants. 1813 Ex-
aminer 8 Feb. 89/1 The ethics of the kitchen and servants'-

hall. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes vii, The intense delight

with which 'a servant of all work', who is sent for a coach,
deposits herself inside. 1843 Wordsworth in Chr. Wordsw.
Mem. (1851) II. 76 A stranger, .asked of one of the female
servants .. permission to see her master's study. 1881 A
Chequered Career 285 Let us peep into the servants' -hall.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cutkbert xxiii. 293 She had evidently
learned the language from servants and was, therefore, not
quite at home with her A's.

0. c 1400 Rule of St. Benet (Verse) 54 And put vs vn-to
pyen for bi, Als wykkyd saruandes er worthy, c 1500 God
Speed the Plough 19 Our sarvauntys we Moste nedis paye.

1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 41 John
Knill, sarvante to Mr. Wyseman, marchante. a 1699 Lady
Halkett Autobiog. (1875) 29 One of his sarvants came and
told mee that [etc].

2. In wider sense : One who is under the obliga-

tion to render certain services to, and to obey the

orders of, a person or a body of persons, esp. in

return for wages or salary.

1433 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 475/1 How that late he sende
into Bretayn WauterTrenchevyle, his Servant, Factour and
Attournay, to Marchandise ther. 1683 W. Hedges Diary
(Hakl. Soc) I. 85 Y« Hon bio Company's Servants. 1704
Hearne Duct. Hist. (1714) I. 172 Polydore Virgil.. Servant
to the Pope in the Time of K. Henry VIII. 1783 Burke
Rep. Aff. India Wks. 1842 II. 6 One provision, indeed, was
made for restraining the servants [of the E. Ind. Comp.].
1848 Times 6 Nov. 4/4 Every attention was paid by the
servants of the [railway] company to the deceased.

b. Jig. Applied to things (chiefly with more or

less of personification).

C1350 Will. Palerne 467 Misi^t is seruant to mi hert.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 100 As it is in Phisique write Of livere,

of lunge, of galle, of splen, Thei alle unto the herte ben
Servan tz. 1639 J. Clarke Paroemiologia 206 Fire and
water be good servants, but bad masters. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. 320/2 A Shovel, -is a Servant for several uses
about the Lady Ceres. 1745 Life Bajnpfylde-Moore Careiv
17 Disposing therefore of his faithful Servants, his Horse
and Asses in Bridgwater. 1900 Daily News 19 Feb. 6/3
They knew that the Empire was the best servant that man-
kind had ever had.

fc. Used for Sergeant, Serjeant, in various

senses. Obs.

13. . Coer de L. 1641 Hys knyghtes weren dyght, al redy,
Servauntes off armes, and squyers. 1340 Ayenb. 37 pe on-
trewe reuen prouos and bedeles and seruons, pet steleb be
amendes, and wypdrajep be rentes of hire lhordes. 1511
Chron. in Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 156 This yer ix. seruantis
of be coyff made. 1513 Bk. Keruynge A 4 b, in Babees Bk.,
Also yf marshall, squyers and seruauntesof armes be there.

1561-2 New Yrs. Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) 1. 127
To John Betts, Servent of the Pastrye, twoo guilt spoones.

+ d. One who assists a workman. Cf. Serve
z>.* 36. Obs.
1554-5 in Extracts Edin. Burgh Rec. (1871) II. 313 Item,

to David Grahame, masoun, for his oulk's wage xxnij".

Item, to Laurence Paterson, his servand viij1
.

e. Applied occas. to any state official, as ex-

pressing his relation to the Sovereign. Similarly,

servant ofthe state, public servant', etc. See also

Civil servant.
1570 Buchanan Admoniiioun'Wks. (1892) 33 Being ane

gude s'uand to ye croun. 1607 Shaks. Cor. n. hi. 186 When
he had no Power, But was a pettie seruant to the State.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) 1. 112 Besides Scots and Swissers,

there are divers of the King's servants that are protestants.

1676 Hobbes Iliad 1. 307 Talthybius and Eurybates-.Two
public servants of the king were these. 1787 W. Thomson
Cunningham's Hist. Gt. Brit. I. Introd. 16 King William
was wont to observe, that he got more truth from Argyle
than from all the rest of his servants inScotland. 184$ Gen.
Index Pari. Papers 1832-44, 632 Public Servants voting at

_ The chief•7,;
;

' D
Elections. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I.

servants of the crown form one body. 1888 'R. Boldre-
wood' Robbery under Arms xxxiv, We hadn't been used
to firing on the Queen's servants.

f. In the 16th c, certain companies of actors

were permitted to describe themselves as the
1 servants * of some noble patron, and in the 17th c.

similar privileges were granted by the sovereign.

Hence in mod. use His (or Her) Majesty's ser-

vants sometimes appears as a jocular designation

for the theatrical profession.

1559 Earl Leicester Let. to E. Shrewsbury in Collier

Northbrooke's Dicing (Shaks. Soc.) Introd. 7 Where my ser-

vauntes.. be suche as ar plaiers of interludes, and for the
same haue the licence, .to plaie in diverse shieres within the
realme. 1603 in Rymer Fozdera XVI. 505 James by the
Grace of God &c...Knowe ye that Wee.. doe licence and
authorize theise our Servaunts, Laurence Fletcher, William
Shakespeare,.. And the rest of their Assosiates, Freely to

use and exercise the Arte and Faculty of playing Comedies,
Tragedies [etc.]. 1609 in S/iaks. Soc. Papers (1849) Iv« 45
Thomas Greene [and others]. .Servants to our most deerely
beloved wiefe, Queene Anne. 1696 J. Dryden, jun. (title).

The Husband his own Cuckold. A Comedy, As it is acted
..by His Majesty's Servants. 1864 Doran (title) * Their
Majesties' Servants.' Annals of the English Stage.

3. a. In the 14th and 15th c. often used to render

the L. servus slave. In all the Bible translations

from Wyclif to the Revised Version of 1880-4,

the word very often represents the Heb. TO ce'bed

or the Gt. 8ovKos
f
which correspond to slave,

though this term as applied to Israelitish conditions

would perh. be misleading. Servant of servants :

a Hebraism for one in the most degrading bondage.
1375 Barbour Bruce in. 220 Serwandis and threllis mad he

fre. 138a Wyclif Ezek. xxvii. 13 Thei, thi biers, brou^ten
seruauntis(i388 boonde men] and brasen vessels to thi puple.

1388 — Gen. ix. 25 Cursid be the child Canaan, he schal be
seruant of seruantis [so the later versions] to hise britheren.

1483 Cath. Angl. 330/2 To make a Servande, mansipare.
c 15*0 Nisbet A''. T., Gal. iv. 30 The sonn of the seruand
sail nocht be aire with the sonn of the fre wife.

fig. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iii. (1883) 38 For he is seruant

& bonde vnto money and not lord therof.

b. In the North American colonies in the

1 7-1 8th c, and subsequently in the United States,

servant was the usual designation for a slave.

1643 Virginia Stat, at Large (1823) I. 253 If any such
runnaway servants or hired freemen shall produce a certifi-

cate [etc.]. 1784 Acts <$* Laws ofConn. (1784) 103 Appren-
tices under Age and Servants bought for Time excepted.

1809 Kendall Trav. II. 272 Servant, in the statute book of
Connecticut.. is put for slave. 1851 Mrs. Stowe Uncle
Tom's C. xxi. 223 Why don't we teach our servants to read ?

4. In various transferred uses, f a. One who
owes feudal service to his overlord, a vassal. Obs.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11505 pou frolle,

our baroun [v.r. seruant], slow, ffrance & fnaundres from vs

bou drow. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) II. 525 O right

noble kynge as I am your trewe seruant and vassale. 1527
Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) 1. 58 Me Johne Mure..
grants me and myne airs _ppetualie, to bekum man and ser-

vand till Hew Erie of Eghngtone, and till his airs ppetualie.

+ b. A professed lover ; one who is devoted to

the service of a lady. (Cf. Mistress 10.) Also,

in bad sense, a paramour, gallant. Obs.
c 1368 Chaucer Compl. Pile 60 Sheweth vnto youre rialle

excellence Youre servaunt, yf I durst me so calle, Hys
mortal harme. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 466,
I have ane secrete seruand, . .That me supportisof sic nedis.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. iv. ii, Servant (in troth)

you are too prodigall Of your wits treasure, thus to powre h
forth Upon, .my worth. 1614 W. Browne Skeph. Pipe vii.

Fib, Nor hath her seruants nor her fauorites That waite
her husbands issuing at dore. 1639 Ford Lovers Mel. 1.

iii, For your reward, Henceforth He call you Seruant.
1666-7 Pepys Diary 4 Jan., Pegg, and her servant, Mr. Low-
ther. a 1700 Sedley Poems Wks. 1778 I. 54 Some caution
yet I'd have thee use, Whene'er thou dost a servant chuse:
Men are not all for lovers fit.

c. With religious signification.

Servant of the servants ofGod (servus servorum Dei) I

a title assumed by the Popes (first by Gregory the Great).

a 1300 Cursor M. 3118 Herkens o godd pat all weld-
and, How he wald faand his lei seruand. a 1340 Hampole
Pr. Consc. 1082 pe world here, es be devels servand, pat
brynges his servauntes til his hand, a 1340 — Ps. Ixv. 5
pai ere saruauntes til baire godes. c 1380 Wyclif Wks.
(1880) 362 It bylongib to be godheed of cristc.to rewarde
his trewe saruandis. £1386 Chaucer Parson's T. 699 The
Pope calleth hym-self seruant of the seruantz of god. 1447
Bokenham Seyntys ix. 904 She seruaunth was To Cryst in

heuene. 1574 Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) I. 405 Lawrence
dunccane serwand to the churche of god and Minister at
the churche of belford. 1655 (title) A true Testimony of
what was done concerning the servants of the Lord, at the
Generall Assizes at Northampton, a 1770 Jortin Serm.
(1771) VII. ii. 19 Christians .. must not draw back and
become the servants of sin. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xvi,

The good Bishop labours night and day to preserve peace,
as well becometh a servant of the altar. 1871 J. Ellerton
Hymn, ' Now the labourer's task is o'er' i, Father, in Thy
gracious keeping Leave we now Thy servant sleeping.

d. Your {humble, obedient) servant : one of the

customary modes of subscribing a letter, or of
addressing a patron in the dedication of a book.

f (Your) servant: a mode of expressing submis-

sion to another's opinion, often equivalent to ' there

is nothing more to be said upon the subject '

;

a form of greeting or leave-taking.
o. [1444 Paston Lett. 1. 48 Wretyn right simply. . By your

most symple servaunt Jamys Gresham.] 1474 Caxton Chesse
Ded., Your most humble servant william Caxton amonge
other of your seruantes sendes unto yow peas, c 1550 Bale
K. Johan 1139 Yowr servont and Umfrey ! of trewthe,

father, I am he. 1601 J. Donne in Kempe Losely MSS.
(1836) 333 Yo1 L'ps most dejected and poore servant, J.
Donne. 1649 Lovelace Being treated to Ellinda, But now
to close all I must switch-hard. Servant ever; Lovelace
Richard. 1671 Wycherley Love in Wood 1. ii, Your Ser-

vant,—your Servant,—Mr. Ranger. 1687 Prior Hind $ P.
Transversed Wks. (1907) 9 Nay Gentlemen, if you question
my skill in the Language, I'm your humble Servant. 1705
[T. Walker] Wit of a Woman n. 21 Enter Boastwit.
Boast. So, Sir, your Servant, your Servant, Captain. 1752
Foote Taste n. (1781) 27 As to Sculpture, I am his very
humble Servant.^ A Man must know damn'd little of Sta-

tuary, that dislikes a Bust for want of a Nose. 1770—
Lame Lover 111. Wks. 1799 II. 89 Oh! if you are angry,
your servant—I thought that the news would have pleased
you. 1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) vi.

xi6 Sen. I shall be content with a few selections. .Tes. O,
your servant !—those you shall have without demur. 1845
[MacrayI Man. Brit. Hist. Ded., To the Rev. Bulkeley
Bandinel,.. this volume is.. dedicated, by his obedient and
obliged servant. 1851 Lytton Not so bad n. i. 33 Enter
Wilmot and Softhead. Wilmot. Your servant, ladies ;—Sir

Geoffrey, your servant. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly vii,

' Servant, main 1
' said he, putting his pipe behind him as

he came into the shop.

p. 1680- 1 Marlborough in Wolseley ££# I. 237, I am
your.. faithful frend and sarvant. 1859 Hughes Scouring
Wh. Horse vii. 169 The old farmer. .came and sat down at

the table. *Your sarvant, genTmen,' said he, taking off his

broad-brimmed beaver.

5. attrib. and appositive, as servant-boy, f -gentle-

man, -lass, -maid, -man, f -train, f -wench,

-woman ; servant-like adj. and adv. Also Sebvant-
girl.
183a Ht. Martineau Hilltf Valley vi, Her *servant-boy ..

now came up. 1604 in T. Ponfs Toiogr. Ace. Cunningham
(Maitland Club) 183 To Thomas Blair, his *servand^gentil-

man of fie, xl lib. 1694 Aberdeen Reg. (1872) IV. 315 That .

.

noe 'servant lass goe in to the pews of either churches. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fairxxvi, The Irish servant-Iass rushed
up from the kitchen. 1616 T. Scot Philomythie 1. (ed. 2)

H 5 b. When thou most *seruant-like thy head dost beare

Downe to the ground. 1853 Hickie tr. Aristopk, (1872) II.

567 This is a servant-like act which you have openly done.

1661-a in Swayne Ckurckw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 236 For the

•servant maid of W. Hayter, 6s. 178a Cowper Let. to Hill
Wks. 1837 XV. 113 As servant maids, and such sort of folks.

1880 M cKav Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 160 With his wife,

eight children, and a servant-maid he then set out for Lon-
don. 1379 Poll-tax W. Riding in Yorks. Archxol. Jr*L
VI. 12 Robertus *seruantman, iiijrf. 1815 Ann. Reg., Chron.

1 7 The wife of Mr. Metiers, . . was murdered by her servant

,

man. 17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 906 Must my 'servant train

Th' allotted labours of the day refrain ? 1768 Tucker Lt.

Nat, (1834) I. 128 A *servant wench in London. 181a
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Ann. Reg., Chron. 37 The servant-wench, who slept in the
next room. 1379 Poll-tax W. Riding in Yorks. Archafol.

Jrnl. VI. 23 Elena *Seruantwoman iiijfz*. 184a Aiton Do-
mest. Econ. (1857) 126 The servant-women in the manse are
nearly unexceptionable.

TSe'rvant, a. Obs. rare. [a. F. servant, pr.

pple. of setvir to Serve ; cf. Servant sb."\ Serv-

ing, ministering; serviceable, useful ; servant-like.

1531 Tindale Exp. Johnii^y]}^ They..haue promysed
. . to waxe euer lower and lower, and euery daye more seruant
then another. 16x4-15 Boys Wks. (1629) 758 He that in

Christs Church is most seruant is the greatest, and he that

is most lordly the least.

t Servant, v. Obs. rare. [f. Servant sb.]

1. trans. To put in subjection to.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. ii. 89 My affaires Are Seruanted to

others.

2. pa. pple. Provided with a servant.
1631 J. Done Polydoron (1650) 133 Hee is ill servanted

that hears his mayde before hee sees her.

3. intr. To servant it, to act as a servant.
1656 S. H. Golden Law 68 He mated . . not only his Master,

but his Masters also,.. by servanting it to them all in his
administrations and services, .for their good.

Servantdcni (sauvantdam). [f. Servant sb. +
-dom.] Servants as a class.

1883 T. Wright in igthCe/tl. Feb. 285 The point of the say-
ing, * No man is a hero to his valet ' extends in practice to

all servant-dom. 1884 Mrs. Banks Sybilla III. 88 Mrs.
Price was holding forth on the subject of servantdom.

II Servante (sgrvaht). [F. servante side table.]

An extra table or concealed shelf used in conjuring.
187a Routledges Ev. Boy's Ann. 344/1 The servante, or

hidden shelf. 1878 tr. Houdin's Seer. Conjuring 66 The
gibeciere or servante, as it is now more generally called.

T Servantess. Obs. rare"1
, [f. Servant^. +

-ess !
.] A female servant.

1388 Wyclif Gen. xvL 2 Entre thou to my seruantesse.
Ibid, xxxii. 22 He took hise twei wyues, and so many
seruantessis.-and passide the forthe of Jaboth.

Servant-girl. A young female servant.

1834 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. 1. 10 The very servant-girls wear
bustles. 1853 Punch XXIV. 98/1 Servant Gal... I a'int a
going to stop in sarvice no longer.

attrib. 1894 Miss E. L. Banks Campaigns Curios. 15,
I sat down on the hat-rack in orthodox servant-girl fashion.

Hence Servantgirldoxn, Servantgirlism.
1853 P*nc* XXIV. 98/1 Servantgalism ; or, what's to be-

come of the missuses? 1896 Daily News 6 Apr. 3/4 The
Sunday afternoon attire of servant girldom in the East-end.

Servantless (sauvantles), a. [-less.] Having
no servant (in various senses of the sb.).

1669 Cokaine Poems 1 58 One of less beauty and . . Servant-
less, sooner should my heart command. 1883 Stevenson
Silverado Sq. (1895) II. 306 We must go to our mountain
servantless. 1689 G. Gissing Nether World III. xiii. 295
Bessie was just now servantless.

t Scrvantly, a. Obs. [f. Servant sb. + -lt *.]

Having the qualities appropriate to a servant.
1561 Daus tr. Bullinger on Apoc. (1573) 259 b, He would

therfore haue worshipped and honoured the Angel wyth
seruauntly worshyppe as they terme it [dulia], a 1603 T.
Cartwright Con/ut. Rhem. N. T. (1618) 78 You call the
Pope the most seruantlie seruant of the Church.

Se rvantry, rare. [f. Servant sb. + -by.] The
servants of a household or estate considered col-

lectively.

i860 W. H. Russell Diary India II. 205 The male ser-
vantry summoned to do homage by the blast of the cows*
horns. 1891 Hardy Tess x, It was evidently the gentle,
man's wish not to be disturbed . . by the scrvantry.

Servantship (sauvantfip). [f. Servant sb. +
-:ship.] The state or condition of being a servant.

1579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Font. Love b i b, Supposed
euen so that his seruaunt (that is his seruauntship out of the
law) should be his heire. 1583 Golding Calvin on Dcut.

Ixiv. 391 That seruantship bare no sway in him by the space
of those fortie dayes. 1776-80 Bentham Introd. Princ.
Mor. 9f Legist, xvi. (1789) 263 Usurpation of servantship
[coincides] with usurpation of mastership. 1803 Jane Porter
Thaddeus xxi, I suppose the appellation mistress put her
in mind of her ci-devant servantship. _ 1876 Bathgate Deep
Things v. 87 Any man who treated his neighbour, either in
servantship or mastership] as he should be treated.

t Serva'tion. Obs. rarer1
. [z&.'L. servdtionem,

n. of action f. servare to preserve.] Preservation.

15*1 Wolsey Let. in Strype Eccl. Mem.(ij2^) I- 1.32 For
the Servation of themselves, and Surety of their Goods.

t Serva*tor. Obs, rare—1
, [a. L. servdtor,

L L. servare to preserve.] A preserver.

150a Arnolde Chron. 60 b/i Abdalazys Soldan of babilon
. .seruator and defensor of the lordes of assia.

Servator(e, aervatour, erron. ff. Servitor.

tSe'rvatory. Obs. [ad. med.L. servatorium

magazine, f. L. servare to preserve : see -ORY 1
.]

1. A reservoir or tank for water.
c 1450 Godslow Reg. 301 The cowrie, and all the bildyngis,

with the gardeyne, and seruatory.

2. A safeguard, preservative (see quot.).

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 141 Their Phylacteries or
Seruatories, Defensiues . . (so the word signifieth)..they vsed
as Preseruatiues, or Remembrancers of the law.

Servatour, variant of Serviter Sc.

t Serve, sb.1 Obs. rare. [OE. syrfe wk. fern. :—

prehistoric *surbjon-, a. popular L. *sorbea
t

f.

sorb-us Service 2
.]

1. = Service 2
.

940 in Birch Carlul. Sax. II. 490 Of wulfa leaje to cawel
dene, of cawel dene to bacre syrfau. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb.

It. 227 In lane, in fTeueryeer and Marche in coold Erthe,
October and Nouember in hoot Erthe, is settyng of seruys
nobul hold. Ibid, in. 877^ In serue & peche, in plane &
populer, In wilous may this melis graffid be.

2. The fruit of the service-tree.

1621 Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. i. 92 Nuts, Medlers,
Serues, &c.

Serve (saiv), sb? [f. Serve vA]
+ L ? Service, adoration. Obs. rarer-1 .

c 1440 Ret. Piecesfr. Thornton MS. 73 pou gyfTe me grace
the serue to paye.

2. Tennis. An act of serving, a service.

1688 Holme Armoury 111.264/2 (Tennis) Serve, is the first

casting out of the Ball upon the Pent-House, for him on the
contrary side to strike at. 1905 IVestm. Gas. 17 Mar. 3/1
This is the serve, and to be a good one it has to come off

the wall into the right court. The serve is then taken by
one of the opposing party. 1909 Ibid. 7 Aug. 2/1 He is

the most difficult of all the bowlers who have applied to

cricket the American serve at tennis.

t Serve, sb.$ Obs. rarer-1
, [a. F. serve (:—L.

servo), fern, of serf Serf.] A female slave.

1480 Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. v, And helde her as hys serve

6 paramour.

Serve (sa.iv), v.1 P'orms: a. 2-3 {Ormui)
serrfenn, serrvenn, 3 servie, sarvi, 3-4 servi,

2-5 serven, 3-5 servy, 3-6 serf, 3-5, 7 serfe, 3,

5-9 (nowvutgar) sarve, 4 servin, 4-7 .5V. serwe, 5
cervyn, servyn(ne, 5-6 Sc. serff, (6 Sc. scherve,

7 searve, searfe, serv), 2- serve. 0. 3 sarevy,

5 seryiXf, -iff, serof, serryff, sarif, -yf, sarofe.

7. Sc. and dial. 5, 6, 8 ser, 5-6, 9 sar, 5, 8- sair

;

9 sarrow, sarra (see Eng. Dial. Diet.), [a. OF.
(and F.) serv-ir :—h. servire to be a servant or

slave, to serve, f. serv-us slave, servant. Cf. Pr.

servir, sirvir, Sp., Pg. servir, It. servire.

In Latin the verb was intransitive, often followed by a
dative. In Fr. (as other Rom. langs.) the intransitive use
has remained, but by the side of it there has been froman
early period a transitive use, resulting from the conversion
of the indirect into a direct object. In ME. both uses were
common ; in mod.Eng. the vb. is felt as primarily transitive,

the intransitive senses which survive having blended with
the absolute uses.)

I. To be a servant (to), render service (to).

1. intr. To be a servant ; to perform the duties

of a servant.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 835 pe seruyng man, pat
seruyp yn he jere. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 33 Whilom he

', serued in his panterie. c 1400 Rule of St. Benet (prose)

I xxxv. 26 pe vassels bat tay serue wid [orig. vasa ministerii
sui\. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. lit. i. 270 She is her Masters

1 maid, and serues for wages. C1655 Milton Sonn., ' When
I consider'', They also serve who only stand and waite.

1667 — P. L. 1. 263 Better to reign in Hell, then serve in

Heav'n. 1664 R. Codrington Prov. in youths Behaz>. u.
200 He that serves well needs not fear to ask his wages.
17*9 Swift Direct. Serv., Cook (1745) 37 Whether you serve
in Town or Country. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 215 From the
highest subject to the lowest, no man chuses to serve for

nothing. 1800 Wordsw. Farmer Tilsbury Vale 50 AH
trades, as need was, did old Adam assume,—Served as
stable-boy, errand-boy, porter, and groom. 1859 Tennyson
Enid 453 The men who served About my person. 1894
Baring-Gould Deserts S. France II. 246 He served some
time as a waiter in an eating-house.

f b. To be a slave or bondman ; to be in bond-
age ; to labour as a bondman. Also with cognate
object. (A latinism.) Obs.
1381 Wyclif Isa. xiv. 3 Thin harde seruage, that thou

beforn seruedist. 138a — Gal. iv. 3 So and we, whanne we
weren Utile, weren seruynge [1388 we serueden] vndir the
elementis of the world. 1611 Bible Exod. i. 13 The Egyp-
tians made the children of Israel to serue with rigour.

Ibid., Ezek. xxix. 18 Nebuchad-rezzar. .caused his armieto
serue a great seruice against Tyrus. 1671 Milton P. R.
111. 378-9 Serving as of old Thir Fathers in the land of
Egypt serv'd.

2. To go through or perform a term of service

under a master. Usu. with advb. accus. denoting

ihe period, as to serve one's time, to serve an
apprenticeship {to a trade, etc.). Also with out.
[138a Wyclif Gen. xxix. 20 Thanne Jacob serued for

Rachel seuen aeer.] 156a in W.H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford
293 He served his apprentycehode. 1563-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4
S 21 To serve as Apprentice . . to any suche Arte Misterye or
Manuell Occupacion. c%$"joSa6arton's Alarum in B. L.
Bail. <5- Broadsides (1867) u8 If euer warlike wighte Hath
serued his time in vaine. 1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 187 (Qo.)
Serue by indenture to the common hang-man. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryhe's Voy. E. hid. no Those who had served out their

time [sc. as soldiers]. 171a Arbuthnot John Bull 1. iv,

Lewis Baboon had taken^ upthe Trade of Clothier and
Draper, without serving his Time, or purchasing his Free,
dom. 1835 App. Munic. Corfior. Rep. iil 1667 A person
bound to a free mariner . . for seven years, and having served
during that period. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lvii, Hav-
ing served his full time in India.. he was free to come home
and stay with a good pension. 1863 Rep. Sea Fisheries

Comm. (1865) II. 418/1, 1 served my time to trawling.

b. fig.
1553 R. Ascham in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 16 Som reason

I have, to be made free and jorneyman in lernyng^ whan I

have allready served out threeprentyshipsatCambnge. 1593
Shaks. Rich 11, 1. iii. 271 (Qo.) Must I not serue a long ap-
prentishood To forreine passages. 1603 Dekker, etc. Patient
Grissitliv. ii. 2132 When a quarrell enters into a trade, it serues

seauen yeares before it be free. 1648 [see Prenticehood], 1685
Dryden Albion <$• Alb, Pref. (b) 2 As if I had not serv'd out
my time in Poetry, but was bound 'Prentice to some doggrel
Rhymer. 1693 Hum. Town 107 Some old nonsensical Trans*
lations which have serv'd a Patriarch's age to the Library of

Moore-fields. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rez>. I. iv. iii, Or shall we
say : Insurrection has now served its Apprenticeship.

O. trans. To go through, work out (a term of

imprisonment, a penal sentence). Also with out.

Also ellipt. to serve time and simply to serve.

1873 Greenwood In Strange Comp. 57 One lad. .laid claim
to have 'served' both in Maidstone gaol and the prison at
Wandsworth. Ibid. 288 The virago who has just * served

'

three months for a murderous assault. 1885 Encycl. Brit.
XIX, 756/2 The obligation to return to a convict prison to
serve out the unexpired term of penal servitude. 1886
Science 24 Sept. 287 Every unfortunate or miscreant who
has once ' served time '.

3. To be a servant to ; to work for, be employed
i

in the personal service of (a master or mistress).
In the early instances the obj. may possibly be dative.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 Helped mid ower owune swinke,..

to schruden ou suluen and peo bet ou serueS. c 1250 Gen. *
Ex. 1670 Ic sal, for rachel, Seruen 3e seuene winter wel.
c 1325 Chron. Eng. 518 in Ritson Metr. Rom. II. 291 That on
partie he [Alfred] yef hem That in ys court serveden hym.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. v. 115 For sum tyme I Seruede
Simme atte noke, And was his phht prentys. 1584 Cogan
Haven Health ii. 17 Plautus..was faine for his liuing to
serue a baker. 1601 Shaks. Alls Well in. v. 54 A Gentle-
man that serues the Count. 16x1 Bible Exod. xxi. 6 His
master shall boare his eare through with an aule, and he
shall serue him for euer. 1661 in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 6 Gervise Lucas served George Earle of
Rutland as gentleman of his horse some yeares. 1740 [? De
Foe] Mrs. Chr. Davies (1741) 10 Richard Welsh, a young
Fellow who had served my Aunt. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxvii, My two brethren, who serve the rich Rabbi. i8a8

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1856 II. 49 That is the lot o'

the puirest herd callant, wha, ha'in na pawrents, is glad to
sair a hard master, withooten ony wage.

b. Jig. To be the slave of (sin, one's lower
nature, etc.). Obs. or arch.
1390 Gower Conf. IIL 3 It is the cuppe whom he serveth.

c 1400 Pety Job in 26 Pol. Poems 127^, I seruyd syn, and was
hys knaue. 1535 Coverdale Tit. iii. 3 For we oure selues
also were.. seruynge lustes [138a Wvcl. seruynge to desyris).
154a Udall Erastn. A6oph. 135 Suche persones as serven
onely the throte & the bealye.

O. rarely of a beast made to work for his master.
169a R. L'Estrange Fables ccviii. 178 A Certain Ass that

serv'd a Gard'ner.

d. To work for (a body of persons, a company)
as a paid servant.

1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 8 His retirement from
public duty^ on account of failing health, .called forth..

a

deserved tribute of acknowledgment from those whom he
had long faithfully and ably served. 1876 Gladstone Glean.
(1870) II. 296 Another term of four years brought him back,
the least Indian.. of all the civilians who had ever served
the Company.

4. To attend upon (as a servant does) ; to wait
upon, minister to the comfort of.

t-1250 Owl ^ N. 1579 pat gode wif..serueb \Jesus MS.
saruep] him to bedde & to Dorde mid faire dede & faire

worde. c 1875 Passion our Lord 40 in O. E. Misc. 38 And
her comen engles hym to seruy. a 1300 Floriz fy Bl. 978
(Hausknecht), Ehc moretid |?er moste come Two maidenes
ut of hire bure, To serven him up in be ture. a 1300 Cur-
sor M. 20120 To fere and seke ai did scho bote, And serued
taim till hand and fote. c 1450 Merlin xiv. 225 Whan the
kynges doughter hadde serued the thre kynges, than she
serued hir fader. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 251 He presently
fell sicke, and not able to serve himselfe, could not.. doe
me any service. 1794 [see Granny 2]. 185a Thackeray
Esmond 111. iii, His health was still shattered ; and he took
a lodging near to his mistresses, at Kensington, glad enough
to be served by them. 1859 Tennyson Enid 379 The good
house . . Endures not that her guest should serve himself.

J3. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 80 What is he bis at syttis att

supper & I holde candell vnto and dure such serves? what
am I bat I sulde seryffhym bis? c 1450 St. Cttthbert (Sur-
tees) 4347 All bot he and his wyfe, And a seruand bairn to
sarofe.

b. To be {well or ill) served. (Cf. branch V.)
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenofs Trav. 1. 32 The common

price of the Bagnio, is two Aspres to the Master ; and they
who would be well served, give as much to the Man. 1779
Warner in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp. (1844) IV. 283 Never
were people worse served by the post, than we are in this

country. 1858 Longf. M. Standish i, Serve yourself, would
you be well served, is an excellent adage. 1869 Miss Alcott
Gd. Wives i, The mistress of a house, however splendid,
should know how work ought to be done, if she wishes to
be well and honestly served.

5. To assist (a priest) at (or + to) mass as server.

Also absol., to act as server. Also to serve mass
(= F. servir la messe).

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vi. 12 'Canstow semen,* he seide
'oper syngen in a churche.' 1595 in J. H. Pollen Acts
Eng. Martyrs vi. (1892) 108 It was proved he had served a
priest to Mass some three days before this happened. 1667
in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. III. 62 There was nothing more
grateful! vnto him then to serue Masse, nor any more wel-
come to the Priest he serued. 1706 J. Stevens Sp. Diet.,

Missario, or Missero, a Boy that serves at Mass. 1753
Challoner Cath. Chr. Instr. 153 [The] Acolyth, whose
Function is to serve at Mass. 1844 A. P. de Lisle in E.
Purcell Life (1900) I. 122 Arno and Everard served the
Mass._ 1889 Pater G. de Latour (1896) 30 At the great
ecclesiastical seasons . . Gaston and his fellows ' served

'

Monseigneur.

6. (In the earliest use, with obj. in dative.) To
be (officially) a servant of (God, a heathen deity)

;

to take official part in the worship of.

CI175 in Assmann Ags. Horn. 118/2 He sealde . . oSerne
del paem be gode ane seruedain [OE. orig. beowodon].
c raoo Ormin 615 Annd illc an hird wel wisste inoh Whillc
lott badd hise prestess I Godess temmple serrfenn Godd.
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1819 Shelley Ccnci 11. ii. 76 A priest who has forsworn the

God he serves.

fb. intr. To officiate as a minister of God, to

perform divine service. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin 506 J>att Hie an shollde witenn wel Whillc

lolt himni shollde rejjsenn, To cumenn inntill 5errsalajm,

To serrvenn i be temmple. c 1*50 Gen. <r Ex. 3634 Aaron
bissop, odere of Sat kin, Sette he hem for to seruen Sor-in.

a 1330 Roulandff V. 358 Wib an hundred chanouns & her

priour,..For to serui }>ere. C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III.

346 5if Apostlis weren now alyve, and sawen bus preestis

serve in be Chirche. 1435 in Laing Cltarters (1890) 30
[Granting to the] Lady Awter offthe parisshe kyrk of North
Berwyk and tyll Schir Androw Ferour thare serwand. 1537
[see Clerk sb. 2). 1568 Peebles Burgh Rec. (1872) 74 Being
found qualifiit to serf and mak mimstratioun in the kirk of
God. 1691 Gallix Notitia 68 There are eight Chaplains
that serve quarterly. . Who are to say every day (excepting
the High-Mass dayes) a low Mass before the King.

7. fa. trans. To worship (God, a deity) with

religious rites ; to offer praise and prayer to, give

divine honour to. Obs.
a 1300 XCommandm. 26 in E. E.P. (1862) 16 Sundai wel

pat je holde, to serue god bilk dai wis bobe |UBg and eke
olde. 1340 Ayenb. 225 Ine holy stede..bet byeb apropred
uor god to bidde and hym seruy. c 1450 Mirk's Festial ii.

6 pe whech dey ^e schull come to be chyrch to serue God,
and forto worschip the holy apostoll for be speciall ueitues

bat he hade. 1577 Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 8 First

serud on knees, the Maiestie deuine. 1587 Golding De
Mornay xxiii. (1617) 377 The Spirits which were serued in

Stockesand I mages., were vncleane and mischieuous Spirits.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 17 Oct. 1686, Shewing the costome of
the primitive Saints in serving God with Hymns. 1702
Luttrell BriefRet. (1857) V. 221, 500 protestants in Lan-
guedock met in a wood to serve God.

b. To render habitual obedience to, to do the

will of (God, a heathen deity, Satan).
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 Hu me sulde godalnuhti serue and

his wille wurche in orSe. c 1200 Vices •$ Virtues 43 Do 3e
6ese swikele woreld habbeS forlaten And seruiS ure drihten
on religiun, 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1080-1 pas bat be
world serves and loves, Serves be devel. 1340-70 Alex, <y

Dind. 632 }e.. serue sory idolus bat 30U in sinne brynge.
c 1 400 R ule of St. Benet (prose) Prol. 1 To seryf our
lorde Iesu criste. 1435 Misyn Fire of Love 1. v. 10 God
with-outen doutte ve lufe nojt, forsoth hym not sarifand.

1490 Caxton Eneydos iv. 19, I swere to the, by the goddis
whom thou seruest, 1535 Coverdale Ps, cxlviii. 14 The
children of Israel, euen the people that serueth him. 1566
Painter Pal, Pleas. 1. lvi. (1890) II. 89 Now make accompt
of your pilgrimage here, and serue no more such Sainctes.

1597 *n Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 157 The Devill thy
maister, quhome thow seruis. 1598 Shaks. Merry' W. iv. v.

130 Sure, one of you do's not serue heauen well, that you
are so cross'd. C1655 Milton Sonnet, ' When [consider* 11

Who best Bear his milde yoak, they serve him best. 1810
S. Green Reformist I. 186, I did not think that London
was yet such a sink of depravity, as to openly serve God
and Satan on the same day. 1850-1 Longf. Gold. Leg. n,
For a whole century Had he been there, Serving God in
prayer.

8. To render obedience and service to, to fulfil

one's duty to (a feudal superior, a sovereign).
c 1275 Lay. 4855^ He saruede {earlier version herde] ban

kinge mid halle his mihte. 13.. Guy Warm, 123 His lord
he serued trewelicbe In al bing manschipeliche. 1362 Langl.
P. PL A. 111. 203 Hit bicomep For a kyng..To jiue meede
to men bat mekeliche him seruen. c 1470 Henry Wallace 1.

397 We serff a lord ; thir fysche sail till hirn gang. 1528
Roy Rede me (Arb.)o2 To serve the kynge in warre and
peace. 16x1 Bible Gen. xiv. 4. Twelue yeeres they serued
Chedorlaomer, and in the thirteenth yeere they rebelled.

1765 H. Walpole in Lett. C'tess Suffolk (1824) II. 299
Serving a tyrant, who does not allow me many holiday-
minutes, I am forced to seize the first that offer. 1830
D'Israeli Chas. /, III. viii. 164 Northumberland was serv-

ing a master for whose service he felt no zeal.

f b. intr. Of land : To pay feudal service to

a lord. [tr. L. servire.'] Obs.
1652 Needham tr. Selden's Mare CI. 272 At Excester when

hee [the King] made any Expedition by Land or by Sea,
this Citie served after the rate of V. Hides of Land,

f c. trans. To be obedient to (parents). Obs.
c X200 Ormin 9072 To cwemenn ure faderr wel & urc

moderr babe, To lutenn hemm, to lefftenn hemm, To
serrfenn hemm well jerrne.

d. To be the * servant* or lover of (a lady).
c 1374 Chaucer Troilus iv. 448 But as hir man I wol ay

live and sterve, And never other creature serve. 1390
Gower Conf. I. 160 Mi ladi that I serve. 1562 A. Brooke
Romeus <fr lutiet 78 What booteth me to loue and serue a
fell vnthankfull one? 1590 Spensbr F. Q. hi. vii. 53 That
gentle Lady, whom I loue and serue. i6xx Sir W Mure
Misc. P., Elegie 24 Still sail I hir adoir and serwe. 1781
Cowfer Anti-Tkelyph. 119 Can he that serves the Fair do
less? 1819 Byron To Murray 29 June, A Neapolitan
Prince.. serves the wife of the Gonfakraiere.

f 9. intr. (with const.). To render service or

obedience to, unto (God, Satan, a feudal lord,

etc. : see 7, 8). Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xcix. 1 Serues to lauerd in fainenes

[Vulg. servile Domino in laetilia]. a 1340 Hampole Psalter
Cant. 504 All vnrightwismen, bat seruys till be deuyll as his
trew knyghtis. c 1374 Chaucer Troth 1. 458 Good goodly,
to whom serve I and Jaboure As I best can. 1375 Barbour
Bruce 1. 436 For he Ay lely has serwyt to me. 1383 Wyclif
Heb. viii. 5 The whiche seruen to L1611 Who serue vnto]
the saumpler and schadewe of heuenly thingis. 1390 Gower
Conf. I. 322 And thus thi will is cause of Sinne, And is thi
lord, to whom thou servest. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. viii. 1

But O th* exceeding grace Of highest God, that loues his
creatures so..That blessed Angels he sends to and fro, To
berue to wicked man, to serue his wicked foe.

f 10. trans. To obey (a person's will) : to fulfil,

execute (a command, etc.).

13x0 St. Brendan (Ba!z) 24 per he mi$te alone be to servy
godes wille. 13. . Coer de L. 1180 Gretes wel,. .Bothe myn

I erchebysschopys tway, And so ye doo the chaunceler, To
j

serve the lettre in all maner, In no maner the lettre fayle.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2410 pat bai wuh-sitt sulci his sa3es &
serue no?t his pistill. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxii. 244 And
thus rennethe on to other.. tille the Emperours entent be
served. 1602 Warner Alb. Eng. x. lix. (1612) 262 The King
commands he there be slaine, Which Warrant did Banaiah
serue. a 1639 Sir H. Wotton Char. Happy Life 2 How
happy is he born and taught, That serveth not an others
will? 1822 Shelley With Guitar 34 Ariel still Has tracked
your steps, and served your will.

"b. To gratify, furnish means for satisfying (de-

sire) ; to minister to, satisfy (one's need).
1390 Gower Conf. III. 23 For hot his lust be fully served,

Ther hath no wint his thonk deserved. 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems Ixxxiv. 21 Sic is thair weird, thairfoir quha sould
thame wyte To serue thair beistlie lust and appatite. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nichotay's Voy. iv. xxxvi. 159 To serue
their insatiable and damnable auarice. 1597 Shaks. Lover's
Compl. 135 Many there were that did his picture gette To
serue their eies. 1605 — Lear m. iv. 89 A Seruingman..
that seru'd the Lust of my Mistris heart. 1697 Prideaux
Mahomet (1716) 131 It appears how much he made his Im-
posture serve his Lust. 1715 Pope Iliad in, 374 May all

their Consorts serve promiscuous Lust ! 1784 Cowper Task
11. 138 The very elements, though each be meant The minis-
ter of man, to serve his wants, Conspire against him.

C. To comply with the request of (a person) ; to

fulfil the wishes of, give (one) his wish.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1685 Quod Alexander belyue, 'all

bis I graunt, And els any othire thing aske & be serued '.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxii. 31 Quhen seruit is all vdir man,
. . Na thing I get, na conquest than.

f d. ? To give way to (the sea). Obs. rare""1.
16x4 Gorges Lucan v. 200 To guide the helme the maister

dreads : To port, to weare, or serue the seas, The labouring
ship he cannot ease [v. 645-6 nescitque magister Quam
frangat, cui cedat aquae],

11. To serve the time : to shape one's conduct in

self-interested conformity to the views that happen
to be in favour at the time. [L. tempori servire.]

Cf. Timeserving.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 441 Those, whome it best

became to remeadye it, partlye wincked therat, paitlyseru-
ing the time [orig. obsecundantes tempori], had a respect
more to their priuate commoditye. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol.

I. i. § i^ Who thinke that herein we serue the time, and
speake in fauour of the present state, because thereby we
eyther holde or seeke preferment. 1604 R. Cawdrey Table
Atph. (1613), Temporise, to serve the time. 1823 Byron
yuan xm. xviii, Be wary, watch the time, and always serve
it. 185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 179 Who never
sold the truth to serve the hour.

12. To render active service to (a king or com-
mander) in the army or navy; to fight for, 'to

obey in military actions *

(J.).
X518 Sir J. Stile in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. I. 193 For

otherwise he [the gunner] wol go to serve the King of Portu-
gale. 1710 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 18 Nov., He had two
hundred thousand men ready to serve her [sc. the queen] in

the war. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 179 Let them be forced to
serve the king in his fleet.

_ 1786 Burns Ep. to J. Rankine
vi, I'd better gaen an' sair't the king, At Bunker's hill.

x8ax Scott Kenilw. i, I have learned to be dangerous upon
points of honour ever since I served the Spaniard. 1887
A. E. Housman Shropsh.Lad i, We pledge in peace by farm
and town The Queen they served in war.

Ub. In the phrase to serve one's country the

meaning of the vb. fluctuates between * to labour

for, be in the service of and * to benefit, do good
offices to * (see 16).
x6oo Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. 1. iii. D 1, He serued his

country for his countries sake, 1651 Hobbes Leviathan 11.

xxviii. 166 Men have no lawfull remedy, when they be com-
manded to quit their private businesse, to serve the pub-
lique, without Reward, or Salary. 1671 Milton Samson
564 To what can I be useful, wherein serve My Nation.
X837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. v. vi, War-Minister Narbonne
..threatens, .to 'take his sword ', ..and go serve his country
with that. x868 Ruskin Pol. Econ. Art Add. 196 A
labourer serves his country with his spade, just as a man in

the middle ranks of life serves it with his sword, pen, or
lancet. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 527 Thosewho serve
their country ought to serve without receiving gifts.

13. intr. To take one's part in war under a sove-

reign or commander ; to be a soldier or man-of-
warVman. Said also of a ship.

15x8 Sir J. Stile in Ellis Orig. Lett.Ser. m. I. 192
The said master George gonner, . . wol not in no wise serve
any lenger here. 1523 Bp. Fox Ibid. 323 Souldyers. ,con-
tynually attendante and servinge in the werre uppon the
said borders. 1573 Satir.^ Poems Reform, xxxix. 158 The
Suddartis swarfit, and said they wold not sar. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvii. 19 b, [He] sent his

gaily .. to serue in the warres. X599 Shaks. Hen. V,\v.\ii. 154
Who seru'st thou under? Will. Vnder Captaine Gower,
my Liege. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fy Commw. (1603) 95
The Ianizers, who serve with muskettes of longer and bigger
bore then those of the germans. 1633 Massinger Maid of
Honour 1. i, You are Sr A knight of Malta, and as I have
heard, Have serv'd against the Turke. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 26 Apr. 1689, People being generally disaffected., so
that the sea and land men would scarce serve without com-
pulsion.. 1744 Birch Life Boyle 201 He. .then went to

Scotland, where he served in the army till 1655. 1849 Mac-
aulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 301 In 1666, John Sheffield, Earl of
Mulgrave,.. volunteered to serve at sea against the Butch.
1855 G. C Lewis Credib. Rom. Hist. II. 298 Pay had been
introduced, in order to overcome the reluctance of the

citizens to serve. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

268 The 84th Regiment, in which I formerly served.

f b, Phr. to see and serve : cf. to see service

(Service i 2 d). Obs*

1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons Ded. i b, That haue
seene and serued in the well ordered warres of Emperours
or Kings. 1602 Shaks, Ham. iv. vii. 84 I'ue seene my selfe,

and seru'd against the French.

C To be employed as a sailor in the mercantile
marine.
1864 Tennyson En. Arden 52 [He had J served a year

On board a merchantman, and made himself Full sailor.
Ibid. 120 The master of that ship Enoch had served in.

14. trans. To perform the duties of (an office,

cure of souls, etc.). Also, to go through a tenure
of (a terminal office).

? 1404-8 36 Pol. Poems v. 46 Let eche man serue his charge
inskylle. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxxxi. 97 The ballance
gois vnevin, That thow allace to serff hes kirkis sevin. 1557
in Warden Burgh Laws Dundee, etc. (1872J 335 Albeit he
hes not seruit dewtie in all poyntis as become bim of ye
Craft. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 20 § 2 His Curat. .that shall
there serve the Cure for hym. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
11. i. 281 They do you wrong to put you so oft vpon't. Are
there not men in your Ward sufficient to serue it? 171X
Act 10 Anne, c 14 {title) For exempting Apothecaries from
serving Parish and Ward-Offices. 1786 Burns To Gavin
Hamilton i, As lief then I'd have then, Your clerkship he
should sair. 1824 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. 11. viii. 164
A Vicarage was established for serving the Cure. 1885
Act 48 <$ 49

t
Vict. c. 54 § 9 The whole of the stipends to the

curates serving any such benefice shall not exceed [etc. }. 1886
C. E. Pascoe London of To-day xxvi. (ed. 3) 240 The Lord
Mayor., must have served the office of sheriff.

b. To work for, assist at, take part in (a func-
tion) ; to take part in the service of (an institu-

tion) ; esp. to minister, discharge religious func-
tions in (a church) or at (an altar).

1477-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 80 Paid to John Modley,
for servyng the quere for be termez of Mydsomer &
Mighelmasse. 1565 Allen Defence Purg. n. x. U886) 299
Such as would profess the truth and serve the Altar. X573
in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 218 For the children that
served the Mask. 1673 Cave Prim. Chr. in. ii. 253 A
Gentile Player that served the Theatre. 1840 K. H. Digby
Mores Cath. x. ii. (1847) III. 240/1 His monasteries were
served by priests from without. 1868 Freeman Norm.
Conq. II. x. 458 He found his church small, poor, served only
by four or five canons. 1892 J. H. Pollen Acts Engl.
Martyrs 358 In the following year he came on the English
Mission, which he served for seven years.

C. To attend (an auction).

1854 W. Chambers Things in Amer. 282 One migratory
company, .serving all the slave-auctions in the place.

15. intr. To perform official duties, hold office

(e. g. as sheriff or M.P., or on a jury). Formerly
with sb. as direct complement, to serve church-
warden, etc.

'477-9 Eec. St. Mary at Hill 80 To the same lohn..
seruyng as a paressh Clerke, for his wages, xiijs iiijd. 1632
Serving in juries [see Jury i]. 1676 Rectors Bk. Claywortk
(1910)19 Mr. Dickonson promisd me to serve Church warden
next year if I would excuse him this. 1696 Prideaux Lett.
(1875) 174 A very fitt person to serve in parliament. 1698
Laws Nevis xvii. (1740) 16 Several Gentlemen of this Island
have hetetofore refused to serve as Assemblymen. 1721
Bailey, Bitrgess^. .one that serves for a Borough in Parlia-
ment. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) III. 180 The Crown's
having power to compel a subject to be a sheriff; and to
fine htm for refusing to serve. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Pitt
r 10 When Parliament met in 1735, Thomas made his elec-
tion to serve for Oakhampton. 1851 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 419
Members returned to serve in Parliament. 1880 Encycl.
Brit. XIII. 786/1 The class of persons entitled and liable to
serve on special juries.

f b. Of a serjeant : To serve at the bar. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PL A. Prol. 85 per houeb an Hundret In

Houues of selk, Seriauns hit semeb to seruen atte Barre.

f c. To have the office to do something. Obs.
1390 Gower Conf. III. 271 Asmod, which was a fend of

helle, And serveth, as the bokes telle, To tempte a man
of such a wise.

16. trans. To render useful service to, do good
offices to (a person) ; to work for or assist in any
matter.
1638 Marq. Hamilton Let. 1 Dec. in H. Papers (Camden)

64 Thinking my self most miserabill, in thatt I haue nat
beine abill to serfe you as I uoold. 1658 W. Ducdale Let.
to Sir T. Browne 9 Nov., I. .shall rest At your Commands
wherein I may serve you, W. Dugdale. 1727 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar June (1893) 1. 507, I am sure
whatever I can serve my poor nieces and nephews in, shall

not be wanting on my part. 1748 Smollett R. Random
ii, In all his calamities, they never discovered the least

inclination to serve him. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T.
(1816) I. xiii. 106 He ardently desired to serve his fellow-
creatures. 1828 Macaulay Ess., Hallam p 29 Cranmer rose
into favour by serving Henry in the disgraceful affair of his

first divorce. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xiii.

(1878) 270 The lad thinks you were the ladies in serving
whom he got into trouble.

b. To render service to (a person's memory) ; to

labour for (a cause).

171 1 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 25 Dec, Which is all I can do
to serve her memory. 1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest viii,

A tradesman or outlaw, who has served the cause.

II. (Chiefly of things, primarily as a fig. use

of senses in 'branch I.) To be subordinate,

serviceable, or useful (to) ; to answer a purpose.

17. Of a thing ; To be subordinate or subsidiary

to (another).
a 1225 After. R. 6 J>e vttre riwle, 5et ich buften cleopede,

& is monnes findles, nis for nobing elles istald butc forte

seruie 6e inre. c 1440 Jacob's Well 194 Fastyng was made
to serue prayere, & no3t prayere to serue fastyng. Derfore;

prayere, be heued, goth be-forn & be handyf], fastyng,

iblowyth after him to be redy to seruyn hym, as be heued
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of be schouele is be-fore, & be handyl ber-of is be-hynde to

serue be heued. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 101 In the Soule
Are many lesser Faculties that serve Reason as chief. Ibid,

viii. 87 That Bodies bright and greater should not serve
The less not bright.

1 18. intr. To l>e serviceable to (a person) ; be
subsidiary to (a thing). Ops.

C137S Sc. Leg. Saints v. {Johannes) 196 AI creatur to be
commone settis bare cur, as sone, mone, sternis al smal,
presis bam to serwe til all. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees)

4 1 t 4 Bot or he partyd bat pelfe he proued first in him selfe

Whatkyn vertu it was of; To him full wele it serof. x66g
Holder Elem. Speech 8 As was said of the Senses, to which
they [the tongue and pen] serve.

19. trans. To be useful or advantageous to ; to

answer the requirements of; to be used by. Const,

inf. of purpose. With negative expressed or im-
plied : To avail or profit (one) nothing.
a 1300 CursorM. 3545 For-birth, he said, quat serues me ?

13. . Coer de L. 1550 Offfroyt here is gret plente ! Fyggys,
ray^yns, in frayel, And notes may serve us fol wel. 1393
Lancl. P. PL C. xx. 173 Aflaume-.That serueb beseswyn-
keres to seo by a nyghtes. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1364 If

be cuthe seke any sle;t bat him serue wald. 1540 Palsgr.
A colastus Ep. Ded. b ij, He hath maystered the latinitie,

and forced it to serue hym, to set forthe to all clerkes his

intent and purpose. 1565 Allen Defence Purg. xvii. 283
Which forme of argument serued the Arians against the con-

substantiall vnitye ofGod the father, and his son our sauiour.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. iv. i. 444 That scuse serues many
men to saue their gifts. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies n. vi. 94 It brings forth a great aboundar.ce of

reedes.. which serves them to a thousand vses. 166a J.

Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 4os_We knew the C0.1-

voy he intended us, would serve us in no stead. 1779
Warner in Jesse Selwyn <$• Contemp. (1844) IV. 178 If my
going to Milan, or going anywhere, would serve you, I would
joyfully go directly. 1818 Scorr Br. Lamm, xxxv, May
your penitence avail you before God ; with me it shall serve

you nothing. 185a Dickens Bleak Ho. iii, I bad youth and
hope. I believe, beauty.. .Neither of the three served, or
saved me. i86x Paley AKschylus (ed. 2) Agam. 72 note,

The readings of the MSS. ..may be made to serve both
sides of the question.

b. To be used in common by (a number of

persons).
1418 E. E. Wills 32 That than the forsaide ij. vestmentes

shull remayne & duelle still alwey in the forsaide Chaunterie
to serue the prestesof the same Chaunterie. 1563 Knaresb.
Wills (Surtees) I. 93 A graie stoned horse to serve the

towneshippe. 1619-13 Aberd. Ace, in Spalding Club
Mhcell. V. 92 Item,.. for ane quheil barrou to serue the

tour.e, 12s. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias 11. vii. {1782) I. 166 A
wretched (lock-bed, covered with a doubled sheet, which
had served an hundred different travellers, at least, since the

last washing. 1774 Warton Hist. Poetry I. Diss. n. a 3 b,

At the beginning of the tenth century books were so scarce

in Spain, that one and the same copy of the bible..often
served several different monasteries.

o. Of a bodily faculty or organ : To render its

normal service to (the owner). Also const, inf.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 463 Min ei^en sorry aren sogettes to

serue min hert, & buxum ben to his bidding as bote to his

master. 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 214 And yet his

tongue serued hym well otherwise, to vtter what soeuer
came in his hedde. 1668 R. L'Es'-range Vis. Quev. 11.

(1702) 58 Will your Teeth serve you now to fetch out the

Marrow of this Prophesy? a 1700 Evelyn Diary % Mar.
1681, Hereyesserving her as well as ever. 1818 Scott Hrt.
Midi, xviii, ' And where are the two women!' said Sharpit.
law. ' Both made their heels serve them, I suspect.'

d. Of a thing : To supply the need or contribute

to the working of (another thing).

1580 Blundevil Cur. Horses Dis. xcv. 42 b, Tenasmus .

.

is an vlcer in the right gut seruing the fundament. 1601

Holland Pliny xxx. iv. II. 378 As touching the cricks of the

neiues or sinews that serve the nape of the necke. 1668

Culff.per & Cole Bartkol. Anat. in. ii. 325 The third

(branch of a nerve] by the Cavity of the Nostrils serves the

coat of the said Nostrils. X669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag v.

xii. 49 Two Screws fitted to serve the fourholes. 1878
Stevenson Inland Voy. 4 Here and there a flight of steps

to serve a ferry.

20. intr. To have a definite use or function,

answer a purpose, effect or conduce to an end ; to

admit of being used for some end. With negative

expressed or implied = to be of no use, not to avail.

+ a. const, of (a. purpose). [ — F. servir de.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 9687 For quar-of serues ani a-sise Of
sothtastnes, or of iustise, Bot for to yeme be pes in land,

Dom es bar-fur sett to stand, c 1386 Chaucer Manciple's T.

235 Wost thou wherof a racle tonge serueth ? 1399 Lancl.
Rich. Redeles 11. 45 Than was it ffoly . .To sette siluer signes

bat of nou^t serued. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 8 b,

An enuious man serueth of noght but to disprayse alle other.

1550 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 90 The funis., be cassin

doun becaus tha serve of na thing in tyme of pece.

ft), const, to (a purpose). Obs.

c 130$ Land Cokayne 47 Watirseruib ber to no bing Bot to
si?t and to waiissing. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 2775 Pen-
aunce to thole here with gude wille, Serves here til twa
thynges by skille. 1579 Gosson Sck. Abuse(hx\>.) 51 As to
the body, there are many members, seruing to seuerall vses.

166* Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 11. iii. § 6 To what end do
these miracles server 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 111. vi.

f 28 Every Man's Words being intelligible only to himself,

would no longer serve to Conversation. 1737 Waterland
Eucharist X24 The Uses which they serve to. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones 1. viii, This served to many good
purposes. 1853 Lytton My Novel x. xiii, How far his rea-

sonings and patience served to his ends, remains yet to be
seen. 1863 — Caxioniana I. xi. 195 The times in which
they were composed, and the purposes to which they served.

c. const, for (a purpose).

1390 Gower Cony. III. 380 And tber fore scrviih scheld and

spere. c 14^70 Henry Wallace tL 73 Gud ordinance, that

serd for his estate, His cusyng maid at all tyme. 1576
Fleming tr. Cains' Dogs 11. (1880) 14 Such Dogges as serue
for fowling. 1599 E. Wright Err. Navig. F 2, These
numbers . . serue only for the finding out of the degrees and
minutes of latitude. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. lit,

xxi. 161 Unto others it [sc. water] performs the common
office of ayre, and serves for refrigeration of the heart. 1669
Holder Elem. Speech 32 The Organs which serve for Articu-
lation. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xxxii, To clear a convenient
part of the seats., that it might serve for the accommodation
of Prince Tancred's followers. 1844 S. Tyler Baconian
Philos. 1. {1846) 51 (Funk) The nerve of vision. .can never
serve for hearing. 1845 J.Martineau£"«.(i869) II. 20 This,
however, though of very wide application, will not serve for
the solution of every problem.

d. const, inf. (expressing purpose or use).
a 1300 [see a]. 1340-70A lex. <y Dind. 797 Alle be godusbat

}e geten . . Seruen for to sustaine sour vnsely wombe. 1477 [see

a]. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 20 b, They will serve well
to confute their Errours. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's
Hist. Indies iv. xxxii. 296 The grape ripens not well, .so as
they serve only to eate. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 211
[The dodo's wings] serue only to proue her Bird. 1700
Dryden Sigism. $ Guise. 84 This little Brand will serve to
light your Fire. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man 1, I'm sorry
they taught him any philosophy at all ; it has only served to
spoil him. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Ixxvifi], 7 These.,
lullabies. .May serve to curl a maiden's locks. 1871 B.
Stewart Heat § 91 The great latent heat of water serves to
retard the melting of snow.

e. without const. Often with negative, or in

rhetorical question, as what serves *'/.?=what is

the use of it ?

13.. E. E. A Hit. P. A. 331 What seruez tresor, bot garez
men grete When he hit schal efte with tenez tyne? a 1400-
50 Wars Alex. 2374 (Dubl. MS.) What seruyd jitte all bar
sapience & sleghtes of were? a 1330 Heywood Play 0/
Wether 716 (Brandl) Nother of them both that hath wyt
nor grace To perceyue that both myllys may serue in place.

1566 Gasgoigne Supposes 1. ii, But this lighte serueth not
yery well, I will beholde it an other day, when the ayre
is clearer, a 1586 Sidney Ps. xxx. ix, What serves, alas,

the blood of me When I with in the pitt doe bide? 1785
Burns Epist. to J. Lapraik xi, If honest Nature made you
fools, What sairs your Grammars ? 1793 Smeaton Edystone
L. § 209 It makes however excellent water moitar,..and
will very well serve in those parts of the kingdom. 1815

J. Smith Panorama Set. <y Art II. 343 If the manganese
that has been once used, be exposed for some time to the
air, it will serve again. 1820 Shelley Hymn Merc, liii.

When no evasion Served—for the cunning one his match
had found. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vii. x, Barricading
serves not.

f. To be usable or available^r.
15*8 Roy Rede me 11. (Arb.) 98 For the best meate awaye

they carve, Which for their harlottis must serve, With
wother frendes of their kynne. 1614 Gorges Lncan ix. 385
Then they vnto that Temple came, That serues for all the
Libian name. 1639 Fuller Holy War ti. iii. (1640) 46 This
vision, though calculated for this one Bishop, did generally
serve for all the non-residents which posted hither. 166a
Charleton Myst. Vintners (1675) 181 The same Parell
serves also for White Wines upon the Frett 167X E. Cham.
behlayne St. Eng. 11. 79 Besides these Courts serving for the
whole Province, every Bishop hath his Court held in the
Cathedral of his Diocess.

21. trans. To help to fulfil or bring about (an
end, purpose, etc.) ; to be a means to, contribute

or conduce to, tend to promote.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 82 They make Christ and

his Gospell, onelie serue Ciuill pollicie. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
vi. x. 36 He bad no weapon, but his shepheards hooke, lo
serue the vengeaunce of his wrathfull will. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. 1. L 94 Since it serues my purpose. 1667 Milton P. L.
iv. 398 As thir shape servd best his end. 1680 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. x. 178 Turners have commonly two or three
pair of Puppets to fit one Lathe, and always strive to use
the shortest they can to serve their Work. 1736 Butler
Anal. 11. i. Wks. 1874 I. 156 Christianity served these ends
and purposes, when it was first published. 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina xxxii, Neither do I know another human
being who could serve any interest by such a deception.

1819 Shelley Cenci 11. ii. 107 It fortunately serves my close
designs. 1884 Manch. Examiner 20 Feb. 5/1 Diatribes so
blind and furious can do no good to the cause they are
meant to serve. 1893 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (1907)
19 't would serve no useful purpose. 1895 Law Times
XCIX. 545/2 We best serve our own interests in studying
the interests of those for whom we act.

22. To discharge a specified function j to take

the place of some specified agency.

a. intr. To be of use, admit of being used as
%

for, instead of (some means, agency, or the like).

1387 Higuen Trevisa (Rolls) V. 171 And anon his moub
bycoin his ers, and servede aftirward in stede of his neber
ende. 1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. I. 135 A naturall abash.
mente and shame, which with the vaile of honor doth serue,

or ought to serue for a bridle. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. n. ii.

41 One turfe shall serue as pillow tor vs both. 1606 Knolles
tr. Bodins Commw. 1. v. 35 Let one example serue for many.
1642 Fuller Holy $ Prof. St. 11. xvi. in Those may make
excellent merchants and mecbanirks which will not serve for

Scholars. 165X Hodbes Leviath. in. xxxiv. 212 The Cloud
served as a sign of God's presence. 1765 A. Dickson Treat.

Agric.(fid. 2) 280 When the land is wet. the furrows serve for

drains. 1820 Shelley CEdtp, 1. 87 He 11 serve instead of riot

money. X856 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bits. (1870) II. 145 Mr.
Hall, being familiar with the localities, served admirably as a
guide. x86x M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 44 The Great Hall,

serving for a council-chamber on days of general convoca-

tion, and as a banqueting-room for the oft-recurring festivi-

ties. 1910 Encycl. Brit. II. 28/1 A grasshopper or almost
any large My will serve for bait.

T b. With omission of as, Obs,

1601 Shaks. Alls Well 1. ii. 15 It [sc. the Tuscan Servia]

well may serue A nursserie to our Oentrie, who are sicke

For breathing, and exploit. 1654 Z. Coke Logiek Pref.,

Nor could the Monuments of th-:se Whirlegigs serve Muni-
ments to their expiring glories.

c. trans. To be of use to (a perscn or thing) in

the way specified ; const, as in a.

*593 Shaks. Rich. II, n. i. 47 This precious stone, set in
the siluer sea, Which serues it in the office of a wall, Or as
a Moate defensiue to a house. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars lit
xix. 48 So that a talke of tumult and a breath Would serue
him as his passing-bell to death. 1614 Gorges Lucan vin.

329 Vntill. .Babylon they had throwne downe To serue the
Crassi for their tombe. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 112
My Stomach serves me instead of a Clock. 18x8 Byron
Juan 1. vi, Some.. paradise or cavern, Which serves the
happy couple for a tavern. X845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific
viii. 95 There was plenty of long grass about... This served
me well for a bed.

1 d. To serve the place or stead of: app. for ' to

serve in place of* (cf. a).
1827 Scott Higkl, Widow v, She lighted. .a splinter of

bog pine which was to serve the place of a candle. 1837
C. Lofft Self-formation I. 199 They may serve the stead
of presence of mind, to a certain point at least.

T 23. Of one's courage, conscience, inclination,

etc. : To prompt, encourage (one), to do something

;

(with negativeexpressed or implied) to permit, suffer.

c 1380 Sir Feru?nb. 255 Ys herte was god & sykerly serued
him to do bat dede. C1460 Fortescue Abs. $ Ltm. Mon.
xiii. (1885) 142 But her hartes serue hem not to take a manys
gode, while he is present, and woll defende it. 1463 Bury
Wills (Camden) 33, 1 grawuntemyexecutoursful pover to do
tohireastherdiscrecyonwylservehemtodoo. 1531 Bp. Long-
land in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. I. 252, I mynystred as
my weykenes wold serve, in pontificalibus. 01530 Hey-
wood Play of Wether 871 (Brandl) Yf your appetyte serue
you so to do. 1534 More Comf.agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1185/1
My conscience can not serue me. .to praise her calfe aboue
twoo pence. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. ii. Fj, Go safely
thyther as thy harte or courage serueth the. 1576 in J.
Morris Troubles Cath. Forefathers (1877) 249 He cometh
not to the church because his conscience will not serve him
so to do. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 1. i. 38 The Mathe-
matickes, and the Metaphysickes Fall to them as you finde
your stomacke serues you. 1596 — Merch. V. 11. ii. 1 Cer-
tainely, my conscience will serue me to run from this lew
my Maister. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 100 Do so if your
mind serue you.

b. intr.

1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iv. 164 And therefore take this

compact of a Truce, Although you breake it, when your
pleasure serues.

24. Of the wind, weather, tide, etc.:

T a. trans. To favour, be favourable to. Obs.

13. . Coer de L. 56 Anon the sayl up thay drowgh, The
wynd hem servyd wel inowgh. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 143
The wynde hem served, it was ful goode. 1483 Act 1

Rich. Ill, c. 9 § 6 As soon as Wind and Weather will

serve them after the said Two Months, 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. i. 31 [We] found the wind to be at

Northwest, which serued vs so wel, that.. we sayled that

night6o. miles. i6o^K.G[RtMStOKE] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
111. iv. 131 They come from the East, where the Easterly

or Northerne windes do serve them.

b. intr. To be favourable or suitable.

1443 Acts Privy Council (1835) V. 239 Yif winde & weder
wol serve. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII

t c 14 To make. .their

departur from the said port, .as soone as wynde and wether
wyl serue. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.)

5 Thare we came to an anker, for the wynde sarved not to

ftass by Dover. x6oi Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 223 On such a
ull Sea are we now a-lloat, And we must take the current
when it serues. Or loose our Ventures. 168a Land. Gaz.
No. 1740/4 The Tide serving

i
early. 1760 C. Johnston

Chrysal (1822) II. 73 The wind and tide served for us.

X793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 225 The weather serving at

intervals,.. the first course.. was finished. 1815 Scott Guy
M. xxi, I piopose to make a farther excursion through this

country while this fine frosty weather serves. 1817 — Surg.
Dau. Pref., Leaving to the atmosphere to bring forth the
young, or otherwise, as the climate shall serve. 1894 Astley
50 Yrs. Life II. 247 As the tide did not serve, the anchor
was let go.

25. Of time, occasion, or the like : To be oppor-

tune, convenient, or favourable (to). Of one*s

leisure : To afford (one) occasion or opportunity,

to be at one's disposal. Also const, inf. of purpose.

a. trans.

1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth. Oral. iv. 38 There is no let

in your way to passe into his country, when occasion shal

serue you. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 78 If fortune

serue me, lie requite this kindnesse. X596 — Merch, V.

iv. i. 405, I am sorry that your leysure serues you not. 1621

G. Sandys Ovid's Met. v. (1626) 97 But, ours perhaps to

heare, Nor leasure serues you, nor is't worth your eare.

x8i8 Scorr Br. Lamm, xxxiii, Tell Colonel Ashton..

I shall be found at Wolfs Crag when his leisure serves him.

b. intr.

14x0 26 Pol. Poems ix. 146 And je in batayle haue maystrie,

And fortune serue, and god 30W spede. 1540 Palsgr. Aco-
lastus in. iii. P ij, While the tyme dyd beare a. whyle the

tyme serued. i56aWiN3ETCVr*. Tractatesi. Wks.(S.T.S.) I.

8 Tyme seruis not to schaw. 1579 Lyly Eupkues (Arb.) 194

And as occasion shall serue I will requite thee. 1584 A.
Munday Fidele <y Foriunio 711 in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
CXXIII. 62 My leasure serues, and I will stand. 1599
George a Greene 03 b, In spite of thee they now shall feede

their fill, And eate vntill our leasures serue to goe. 1607
Shaks. Cor. iv. iii. 32 The day serues well for them now.
x68i Dryden Span. Friar iv. iii. 62 Read that, 'Tis with

the Royal Signet sign'd, And given me by the King when
time shou'd serve To be perus'd by you. x8ai Scott
Keniliv. xxlii, The large boughs which had been left on the

ground till time served to make them into fagots and billets.

1879 G. A. Sala in Daily Tel. 21 July, At eating and
drinking London I shall arrive, should occasion serve by-
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and-bye. 1879 Spencer Priuc. Social. § 349 II. 36 The
sportsman, narrating his feats when opportunity serves.

26. Of the memory: To assist or prompt its

owner, be at his call, not to fail him. a. trans.

1634 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 398 The subprincipali . . testifiet

that since the twalt day of Marche last, as his memoiie
serves him, the said principall did [etc.]. 1641 Milton
Reform. Eng. 11. 70 You have now at length this question..

as my memory would best serve me in such a copious, and

vast theme, fully handl'd. 1695 Neiu Light Chirurg. put
out 54 The Doctor's either Modesty or Memory hath not

served him to insert [etc.]. 1861 S. Brooks Silver Cord
viii. (1865) 44 Or perhaps your memory don't serve you as

well as it did. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood Channings lv, I think

I did tell you so, Hamisb, if my memory serves me right.

1895 Budd in Law Times XC1X. 543/2 If my memory
serves me, the late Sir Henry Jackson, .brought a Bill into

Parliament on the subject.

b. intr.

1660 K. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 31, I will content my
self to discover a view of the country, as faithfully, and
exactly as my memory will serve. 19x1 Saintsbury in

Cambr. Hist. Eng. Lit. VII. v, 104 So far as memory serves,

there is not any passage in his entire work which [etc.].

27. trans. To suffice (a person) in regard to some
need or requirement. Const, inf., or for (a pur-

pose). Also, to last {one) for a specified time.

1450 Hen. VI in Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV.

85 There vitailes ben not suffisant to serue them for iij wekes
at the farrest. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xv. 24 Few wordis
may serve the wyis. a 1530 Heywood Play of Wether 692,

I say we nede no water mylles at all For wyndmylles be
suffycyent to serue all. 1562 Turner Herbal it. 52 b,

A romishe acre of it [medick fodder], .will serue iii. horses

for an hole yere. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. viii. 74 It will

serue you to mend your shooes. 1662 J. Davibs tr. Olearius'
Voy. Ambuss. 303 They provide Ice enough to serve them
all Summer. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 146 The 21st day we
sent out our Moskito Strikers for Turtle, who brought
aboard enough to serve both Ships Companies. 1711 Ad-
dison Sped. No. 119 F 3 A polite Country 'Squire shall

make you as many Bows in half an Hour, as would serve

a Courtier for a Week. 1734 Pope Hor. Sat. 11, ii. 53 One
half-pint bottle serves them both to dine. 1777 Sheridan
Sch. Scand. v. ii, Never let me hear you utter any thing
like a sentiment ; I have had enough of them to serve me
the rest of my life. 1821 Scott Kettiliv. iii, Private apart-

ments- .bedizened fine enough to serve the Queen.

b. In sentences containing a negative : To
satisfy, content, meet the wishes or demands of.

Esp. in forms like 'nothing would serve him but .
.'.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 140 No other water would
serue their pallat. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 11. (1900) 168 Nothing
will serve me but going on Pilgrimage. 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias in. i. (Rtldg.) 76 He took such a fancy to me that

nothing would serve him but I must be his guest at Segovia.
1821 Scott Keniliv. xxv, With those whom such reasons
did not serve, they dealt more rudely. 1861 Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf. vi, Nothing would serve him but that we
should turn on for Hungerford at once.

C. To be sufficient for, furnish what is requisite

for (a thing). Also, t to be a sufficient account of,

be applicable to.

1566 Painter Pal. Pleas. 1. xliii. (1890) I. 248 Not suffring

so much straw, as would serue the couche of two dogges,
to be left vnconsumed. 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew.
Gard. (1626) 9 Lesse fencing serues six acres together, than
three in seuerall inclosures. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 96
About twelve or fourteen quarter of lime serves an acre,

1662 Playford Skill Mus. n. (1674) 99 These Directions

for the Bass-Viol do also serve the Treble-Viol. 1705 tr.

Bosnian's Guinea 476 What hath been said of the Habits,
Cattle and Fruit of the former, may also serve them.

28. intr. To suffice, meet the needs of the case
;

to be adequate or sufficient. Also, to last for a

given period. Const, for or inf.

1406-7 Act 12 Hen. Vff,c. 13 §1 As mych of the goodez..
as snail serve for the payment of suche somme. 1523 Fitz-

herb. Husb. § 126 Reed wethy is beste in marsshe grounde
;

asshe, maple, hasel, and whyte-thorne wyl serue for a time.

1549 Bk. Comtn, Prayer, Commun., Puttyng y« wyne into

the Chalice, or else in some faire or conueniente cup, pre-

pared for that use (if the Chalice will not serue). 1592
Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. m. i. 101 'TIs not so deepe as a well,

nor so wide as a Church doore, but 'tisinough, 'twill serue.

<; 1610 Beaum. & Fl. Pkilasier iv. ii, Bestow on me.,
so much as may serve To keep that little piece I hold of
life From cold and hunger. 1663 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx
il iv. 4 Thus much may serve concerning the originall and
institution of these Schools of the Prophets. 1699 Dampier
Voy. II. ii. 119 The Indians make use of no more Land than
serves to maintain their Families in Maiz ; and to pay
their Taxes. 1700 S. L. tr. Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 9 Which
[provision] a man must husband as he thinks best ; it is to
serve for the whole week. 1801 H. K. White Let. Apr.
Life <r Rem. (1850) 256 My father generally gives me one
coat in a year, and I make two serve. 1808 Scott Marm.
vi. xxiv, Short greeting serves in time of strife. 1879 G.
Macdonald Sir Gibbie Ixii, Laverock in, A hert for the
micht o' 't Wad sair for nine men.

b. (Chiefly in certain negative forms.) To
satisfy, be considered satisfactory, meet people's

wishes or demands.
17x2 Arbuthnot John Bull ir. xiii, * Will nothing less

than Hanging serve' (quoth Jack)? 1837 Carlyle Fr,
Rev. II. 111. ii, Nothing will serve but you must gather your
way-worn limbs and thoughts, and speak to the multitudes.

1 29. To be valid, hold good ; to be available

for; to be satisfactory, pass muster. Of coin : To
pass current, be accepted. Obs.
a 1467 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. London (Cam-

den) 230 But be prevelege wolde not serve that tyme for
noo cause of eresy. 1526 Pilgr, Perf. (W. de W. 1531), 26
The coyne of onecountre wyllnot serue ne be admytted or
receyued in an other countre. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

774 Serueth this libertie for my person onely, or for my
goods to? 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. i. ii. 119 The world was
very guilty of such a Ballet some three ages since, but I

thinke now 'tis not to be found : or if it were, it would
neither serue for the writing, nor the tune. 1726 Ayliffe
Parergon 123 A Bishop may prove himself to be a Bishop
several ways. . . First, By the Bulls or Letters of his Election

:

but then this only serves in the Romish Countries.

30. trans. To suit, fit. (Chiefly of clothes.) Obs.

exc. Sc.

1540 W. G. Ansiv. to MaisterSmyth vii. (Huth), Although
a shypmans hose wyll serue all sortes of legges. 1553 T.
Wilson Rhet. (1580) 154 Demonedes hauing crooked feete

..made his praier to God, that his shoone might serue his
feete, that had stolne them awaie. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
iv. iv. 167, I was trim'd in Madam fulias gowne, Which
serued me as fit, by all mens iudgements, As if the garment
had bin made for me. x6n — Cymb. iv. i. 3 How fit his
Garments serue me ! 1749 Smollett Gil Bias 11. iii. (1782)
1. 136 With a doublet and breeches which would have served
a man four times as big as me, 1790 Scott Let. 6 Aug. in

Lockhart (1837) I. vi. 167 This character.. would,serve most
of them. 1808 Jamieson, To Sair,.. to fit, to be large
enough. The coat does na sair him, i. e. it is too little. 1879
' Sarah Tytler ' Bride l

s Pass v. in Good Words 198 I've

no quarrel with his appearance ; unless that I think it would
better serve a pinging lassie than a bold lad.

III. To minister to a person at table ; hence, to

supply, furnish, present with (a commodity).
31. [Cf. sense 4 above.] To wait upon (a per-

son) at table ; hence, to set food before, help (a

person) to food.
To serve in (later on) silver, etc. : to give (a person) his

food in vessels of silver, etc.

c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 Architriclin, bat was
se bet ferst was i-serued. c 1275 Lay. 22776 pe heh;e ibore
men bane mete bearc.ech man bare sareuede his freonde.

13.. K. Alls. 1156 He dude serve Olimpias In gold and
seolver, in bras, in glas. 1388 Wyclif Luke xvii. 8 Girde
thee, and serue me [1382 mynystre to me, Vulg. ministra
mihi], while Y ete and drynke. c 1400 Maundev. (Koxb.)
xxxiv. 153 He has fyfty damyselles bat seruez him ilk a day
at his mete. a 1533 Lo. Berners Huon Ixvi. 226 They, .sat

down to supper, where as they were rychely seruyd. 1600
Hakluyt Voy. III. 370 All the vessels wherein they are
serued, . . were of golde. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversut. 22 Let
your Betters be serv'd before you. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W.
v, Our two little ones, .were regularly served after we had
done. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxvi, When I was only a
refugee . . I was served upon gold plate by order of the same
Charles. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair Ixiii, There is a ser-

vant in scarlet and lace to attend upon every four, and every
one is served on silver.

b. Const, with, -\of:To supply (one) with food

at a meal, to help (one) to food.

13.. K. Alls. 539 To the mete they weoren y-set, No
myghte men beo served bet, Neither of mete no of drynke.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 749 And to the soper sette he vs anon
And serued vs with vitaille at the beste. c 1400 Anturs of
Arth. xxxvi, In siluer sa semly bai serue bame of the beste. 1

1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. (1883) 51 Whan they had seruyd
j

Alexander in vayssell of gold and siluer with dyuerce
,

metes. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess Mar I

18 Apr., I was very sorry I could not eat of as many [ragouts]

as the good lady would have had me, who was ^ery earnest
in serving me of every thing. 1781 Cowper Conversat. 335
Serve him with ven'son, and he chooses fish. 1864 Mrs. H.
Wood Trevly/t Hold xxix, How many are there to serve
with pie still ?

+ C. To serve (a person) forth or in : to set his

food before him. (Cf. 43.) Obs,

1513 Bk. Kervynge in Meals fy Manners (E.E.T.S.) 156
Than serue forth your souerayne withouten blame. 1629
Wadsworth Pilgr. iii. 16 Now let vs come to the Collegiates

or Students^ and their diet : First they_ are serued in by
seuen of their owne rancke Weekely and in Course.

d. Proverbs. To serve with (or fof) the same
sauce : see Sauce sb. 3 a. First come, first served

(also used with reference to sense 35).
1523- : see Sauce sb. 3 a. 1545- : see First adv. 1 b. 1583

Golding Calvin on Deut. cxv. 707 That hee which hath
gone about to do his neighbour harme shall be serued of the

same sawce himselfe. a 1722 Fountainhall Decis. (1759) I.

9 They must wait their tour . . ; and he that's first ready must
be first served. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. iv, Their long
strings of purchasers, arranged in tail, so that the first come
be the first served,—were the shop once open

!

32. absol. [Cf. sense 1.] To wait at table; to

present or hand food to guests, f Formerly const,

of (meat or drink) ; also to (a person).

£1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 29 Hye spac to bo
serganz bat seruede of bo wyne. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

3950 Kay king of aungeo a bousend knbjtes nom . . Of o svwte
& seruede at bis feste anon, a 1300 K. Horn 234 Tech
him..Biuore me to kerue & of pe cupe serue. lai^oo
Morte Arth. 892 He calles sir Cayous that of the cowpe
serfede. CX440 fpomydon 57 He taught hym..to serve

in halle, Botne to grete and to smalle. 1526 Tindale
Luke xxii. 27 For whether is greater, he that sitteth at

j

meate : or he that serveth ? 1528 Roy Rede me n. (Arb.) 93 i

Knyghtes and squyres honorable, Are fayne to serve at their
j

table As vnto Dukes excellent, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
j

11 Apr. 1645, [The Pope] serves at their table.

33. trans. To set food on (the table), to spread

with food.

The expression to serve tables, in Acts vi. 2 applied with

reference to the administration of the alms of the church, is

now sometimes allusively used with reference to the secular

functions attached to the office of the clergy, viewed as en-

croacbing on the time available for their more spiritual work.

c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 23 Hir bord was servyd most
with whit and blak. 1539 Bible (Great) Acts vi. 2 It is not

mete y* we shuld leaue y° worde of God, & serue tables [Gr.

ttaKovtlv Tpairefats, 1526 Tindale, serve at the tables]. 1557
F. S[eager] Sch. Vertue iii. (heading), Howe to behaue thi

selfe in seruynge the table. 1621 G. Sandvs Ovid's Met.
vr. (1626) 120 The boards are princely seru'd. c 1850 Arab.
JVts. (Rtldg.) 107 As soon as the guests were all arrived, the
table was served, and they sat down to eat.

£34. To set food before, feed (animals). Const.
withy -fof + Of meat : To be food for.

1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Serue thy swyne bothe tnorn-
yng and euenynge. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Iii. 177,
I can. .serue the houndes of theyr ryghtes. ci$66Merie
Tales of Sketton in S.'s Wks. (1843I I. p. lxiv, Well, sayd
Skelton, for this once, serue my mare wyth horse bread.
c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxix. ii. The livelesse car.
casses of those That liv'd thy servants, serve the crowes.
1602 J. Chamberlain Lett. (Camden) 148 Wherein you
served two pigeons with one beane. 1625 Bacon Apophth.
§ 278. 304 This Lady.. called to one of her Maids, that
lookt to the Swine, and askt ; Is the piggy serued? 1680
0. Heywood Diaries (i&Si) II. 298 Mathew Midleborough's
wife serving a swine. 1781 Beckford Hunting 199 No,
master, I have not seen him [the fox] ; but I smelt him
here this morning, when I came to serve my sheep.

35. To attend to the request of (a customer
in a shop). Hence, to supply (a customer) with
a commodity which he has come to purchase.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 190 Marchaundes..Bi-sou;ten

him in heore schoppes to sullen heore ware, Apparayleden
him as a prentis pe Peple for to serue. 1556 Bp. Brooks
Injunct. Gloucester § 20 All tavernes..and vitHnge houses
to be shutte up at the time of Divine Service, and non to be
served there at those times, but passingers onlie. 1727 De
Foe's Compi. Eng. Tradesman (1732) I. xii. 147 If lam at any
other part of the shop, and see him serving a customer, I never
interrupt them. 1831 Lamb Elia It Ellistottiana r a, E...
was serving in_ person two damsels fair, who had come into
the shop ostensibly to inquire for some new publication. 1838
Dickens Nich. Nick, xxxviii. (Squeers log.] You came to the
right shop for mercy when you came to me, and thank
your stars that it is me as has got to serve you with the
article. 1851 Beck's Florist 181 My wife told me she noticed
the shopkeeper served other people before her, though she
came first. 1901 W. W. Jacobs Light Freights, A Marked
Man (init.), Knocking on the mantelpiece all night with
twopence and wanting to know why he wasn't being served,

b. To serve the shop : to attend to customers.
1849 Cupples Green Hand iii. (1856) 34 The old salt had

been rocking the cradle, with.. a line made fast to keep it

in play when he served the shop.

C. intr. To attend to customers in a shop.
1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I. 49 All the pastrycooks

always try to get handsome ladies to serve in the shop !

i860 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's Lovers vii, Is na' this Hester,
as serves in Foster's shop ? 1881 A Chequered Career 279
This young man serves behind a counter in a grocer's shop.

36. trans. To assist (a workman) by handing him
materials ; to ' feed ' with material for work.
1525 in Gage Hengrave (1822) 46 Paide to John Hadden-

ham for sarving of the mason for ij days. .vitj.Y. 1547
in Ardueologia XXV. 562 To Dingle for iiij dayes thackinge
xvj d. . . To Dingles sonne for servinge him iiij dayes viij d.

1601 Shuttiewort/is* Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 137 A laborer, for iij

days sarving the wallers, le day ij d ob., yijd ob. 1676 Poor
Robin's Intell. 9-16 May 1/2 A Magistrate.. received a
Letter.. as he was thatching a Hogsty, which being with
much difficulty read by the Clark of the Parish that was
serving him with Straw [etc.]. 1816 Cheshire Gloss. s.v.

Sarve, The assistant who hands the straw up to the thatcher,

or bricks and mortar to the bricklayer, is always said to
'sarve' him.

37. To give alms to, relieve (a beggar), dial,

1765 J. Brown Chr. Jrnl, 205 How extremely impudent is

this beggar ! I served him as I went in ; and yet now he
bawls for more, a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose, Serve, to
relieve a beggar. Derb. 1822 GALr Provost xiii. 106 Two
bonny bairns, .going from house to house, like the hungry
babes in the wood ;. .as I was seeing them served myself at
our door, I spoke to them. 1825 Jamieson s. v. Sair.

38. gen. (Said of persons and things.) To sup-

ply, provide, or furnish with something necessary

or requisite. Also, to furnish (a person, town,

etc.) with a regular or continuous supply.

+ a. const, of (something).
a 1300 Cursor M. 22508 pe sun bat es sa bright, And

seruis al bis werld o light. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 1. 17 He
hihte be eorbe to seruen ow vchone Of wollene, Of linnene.

c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxxii. 145 Ouie land seruez vs of
twa thinges, bat es to say of oure 1 yflade, . . and of sepulture.

c 1440 Alphabet ofTales 334 He. . serryffed seke folk of swilk

as paimnedud. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Iff, c6§i The Commons..
be worse served ofsuch Stuffand Merchandise as else should
come to the said Fairs. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvii. 64
Quhen thay wer sei wit of thair speiris. 1594 Nashe Unfort.
Trav. L. iij, She appoynted..her to.. serue mee of such
necessaryes as I lacked. 1600 Holland Lrzy xxxvm. 1002

That . . they might . . be served of a mart-towne for vent.

b. const, with.
c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 320 Serwyt thai war with gud

speris enow. 1515.SV/. Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) II.

97 The said dauy serued my lord darcy house in Berwyke
with hooppis. c 1553 Chancelor in Hakluyt's

t
Voy. (1509)

1. 252 Colmagro serues all the Countrey about it with salt,

and salt fish. 1615 G. Sandys Trav, iv. (1658) 202 Naples

is.. served with water by fountains and conduits, axjoo
Evelyn Diary (Chandos) 18 Dorking, which serves it

abundantly with provisions. 1726-31 Waldron Descr. fsle

ofMan (1865) 3a A woman who. .used to serve my family

with butter. 1784 Cowi-er Task iv. 758 These [plants] serve

him with a hint That nature lives.

O. without const.

1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 22 Which condyttes

serue all the Cytie in euery place. 1531 Dunfermline Rtjg.

(Bannatyne Club) 363 Giff be said abbot, .desyris ony pan
wod of my lord of sanct andr' coill thay sail be seruit befor

ony vberis. 1617 Morvson ftin. 1. 4 A Conduit of water;

which serves all the Towne. 1712 Arbuthnot John Bull 1.

ii, Besides, the Rascal has good Ware, and will serve him as
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cheap as any Body in that Case. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X.
104/1 The distributing reservoir, .must therefore be higher

than the highest house to be served. 189a Kipling Barrack*.
Ballads 79 The thatch of the byies will serve their fires

when all the cattle are slain.

d. To supply with means of transit and convey-

ance : esp. of railways.

1866 Roy. Comm. Railways, Min. Evid. 601/1 He said that

we [the company] had really served Rochdale well with
trains and accommodation. 189a Turrell& GravesRoads
Oxf. 38 The country described in this book is served almost
entirely by the Great Western Railway.

f 39. refl. To make use of, avail oneself of Also
const, with) in the same sense. [After F. se servir

de.] Obs.
In quot, 1560 = ' to make use of as slaves ' ; the choice of

expression was suggested by the Heb. original.

1560 Bible (Geneva) fer. xxv. 14 Many nacions and great
Kings shal euen serue them selues of them [so 1611 and 1884].

1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys U Roy 56 Seruing himselfe with
meane fellowes. 1600 Holland Livy xxxvn. 960 Intending
. . to serve himselfe of the provision prepared for the enemie.
1648 Xt.SenaulCs Paraphr. Jobb God., serves himself some-
times with criminals to execute his designes. 1655 Jer.
Taylor Golden Crove 53 It were well if they would serve
themselves of this form set down at the end of this Diary.

1714 Mrs. Manley Adv. Rivella 114 She had serv'd her
self with Romantick Names, and a feign 'd Scene of Action.

1750 Warburton in W. & Hurd Lett. (1809) 58 You may
serve yourself of the following hints. 1846 Trench Mirac.
vi. (1862) 189 note, In the intercourse of ordinary life our
Lord served Himself, as was natural, ofthe popular Aramaic.

fb. intr. (? for refl.}. To make use of. Obs.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 79 J>es feyned beues seruen of

pis, to forbede men to do goddis seruyce.

40. transf. {trans.) To ply, assail with (hostile

weapons), rare. (So F. servir.)

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 451 And with suerdis that
scharply schar Thai seruit thame full egyrly. Ibid. 454.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. ii, Then to read or mumble
something about the King's peace ; and, after certain pauses,
serve any undispersing Assemblage with musket-shot, or
whatever shot will disperse it.

4L Se, To satisfy or content with (food, etc.).

(Cf. sense 27 b.) Hence, to give (one) a glut of,

weary of.

1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 30 The squire.. Says cannily,
I'm sure ye are not saird ; Here's fouth of meat, eat on and
do not spair't. Ibid. 47 It seems ye are na sair'd wi' what
ye got. 1806 A. Douglas Poems 148 (E.D.D.) Whan sair'd

o' beef, they get a roast O' dainty rare sweet mutton, a 1819
A. Watson in W. Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 328
They saired them o' fighting wi' very few blows. 1886

" Willock Rosetty Ends xii. (1887) 93 Dauvit tried nae mair
experiments in galvanism. Ae dose o'it saired him.

IV. (Inversion of the construction in branch III.

C£ the converse development of sense in Present v.

n-13.) To dish up (food); to deal out, present

(a commodity).

42. To set (meat or drink) on the table or before

a person ; to bring in or dish up (a meal), f Also
const, to or into (the table). Also (is) serving
= (is) being served.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 997 Ho [Lot's wife] serued at be
soper salt bifore drystyn. a 1400 Sir Cleges 382 The cheryse
were servyd thorowe the hall. 1513 Bk. Kervynge'm Meals
$ Manners (E.E.T.S.) 160 Fyrste on that daye [Easter] he
shall serue a calfe soden and blessyd. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
dane's Comm. 25 A piece whereof is served to the Emperours
table. 1507 Beard Theatre Gods fudgem. (1612) 268 A
fishes head of great bignesse being serued into the table.

1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of Rom. in. ii. 7 Having fed

heartily on a kid, that was served into the table, 1726
Swift Gulliver in. ii. 188 They cut up the joints that
were served to his majesty's table. 1781 Cowper Truth 213
The dinner serv'd, Charles takes his stand, Watches your
eye, anticipates command. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy
xxxviii, But dinner is serving, go into the after.cabin. 1856
Kane Arctic Explor. II. vi 74 He cooked and served our
breakfast-meal. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile xviii.

487 After luncheon, .coffee was served. 1885 Truth 2 July
2/1 It was getting on for two before supper was served.

absol. 1697 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife 11. ii, Cor. Will your
ladyship pfease to dine yet ? Lady Fan. Yes, let 'em serve.

1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) III. 241, I see my
People coming to tell us they have served: A lions, .refresh

yourself at Dinner. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xxiv. 256 The
men-servants were already bringing in

^
the coffee, and

Monsieur d'Antin was constrained to wait until they had
served and retired.

b. const, to (a person) or dative. Hence also in

indirect passive.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. i. 167 How durst you villaines

bring it from the dresser And serue it thus to me? 1717
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Ctess Mar 18 Apr., After
this they served me coffee upon their knees in the finest

japan china. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 88
This afternoon the People insisted to be serv'd Brandy out
of the Casks that were buried Under-ground j accordingly
they were serv'd half a Pint each Man. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Pair liii, The Colonel's breakfast was served to him
in the same dingy. . plated ware. 1859 Tennyson Enid 304
So that ye do not serve me sparrow-hawks For supper.

C. To dish up or send to the table in a specified

manner or with some other edible.

c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 6 As men seruyth furmenty
wyth venyson. c 1450 Ibid. n. 83 And so serue hit hote.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ii. 50 Bake them [Larks] in a
gentle Oven, serve them without Sauce. 1849 M. Arnold
Sick King Bokhara 287 Cherries served in drifts of snow.
1864 Englishw. in India 145 Boil these gently together
and serve on toast. 1884 Howells in Harper's Mag. Dec.
111/a Everything is served a la Russe.
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d. To hand out (food) in portions; = Help v. 8 b.
1682 G. Rose Sch. Instruct. Officers Mouth 24 They

ought to serve the Sweetmeats with a Fork, but the Dragee,
or small Seeds of Sugar with a Spoon.

43. With adverbs, + away, fforth, fforth in
y
in

(?obs.), up, in the same sense as in 42.
c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 1. 5 Serue it forth. Ibid. 13 panne

serue it forth ynne. c 1440 Lydg. Hots, Shepe % G. 208
(Harl. MS.) A fatt goos..Is served vp at the kyngis table.
C1530 Doctrynatl Gd Servaunies in Anc. Poet. Tracts
(Percy Soc.) 8 Fyrste serue ye in thepotage, And than eche
meet after his degre. 1593 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. 1. iii. 101
Madam, the guests are come, supper seru'd vp. 1617
Moryson Itin. hi. 83 At supper they served in a peece of
roasted beefe hot. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 38 Marshal'd
Feast Serv'd up in Hall with Sewers, and Seneshals. 1711
Addison Sped. No. 108 p 5 The Gentleman, .had the
Pleasure of seeing the huge Jack, he had caught, served up
for the first Dish. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xu 123 Put in
the Meat again, .and let it boil ; then serve it away. 177s
S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. Ivi. (1783) II. 164 The dinner was
serving up as I entered the dining-parlour. 1827 in Scott
Chron. Canongate Introd. App., The dinner was very hand-
some (though slowly served in). 1878 W. S. Gilbert ft. M. S.
Pinafore n, And dinner served up in a pudding basin !

absol. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. I. 7 Let boyle to-gederys,
an serue in. Ibid. 8 Sette hem on be dysshe, an serue forth.

b. transf and^Sg". (Cf. dish up.)
1390 Gower Conf. I. 296 The beste wordes wolde I pike..

And serve hem forth in stede of chese. 1576 Fleming tr.

Caius' Dogs To Rdr., If I serue in their meat with wrong
sawce. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. in. i. 14 Then giue me
leaue to read Philosophy, And while I pause, serue in your
harmony. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Priesth. v, Th' holy
men of God such vessels are, As serve him up, who all the
world commands^ 1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.
fr. Parnass. n. xiv. 243 History is meat not only well sea-
soned., but substantially and magnificently served in to
please the curious pallat. 1711 Medley No. 23. 267 The
Examiner utters Falshoods that are altogether stale and
exploded ; whereas Abel serves them up fresh and fresh.

1712 Addison Sped. No. 488 P 2 Provided the Spectator
might be served up to them every Morning as usual. 1848
Bartlett Did. Amer., To Serve up, to expose to ridicule

;

to expose. 1875 Manning Mission Holy Ghost xiii. 371
You serve them up to us like new articles of science.

O. To serve out, to distribute or deal out (food,

ammunition, etc.) in portions. Also jocularly

(chiefly Naut.), to mete out or administer (cor-

poral punishment) ; cf. 46.
180a Richardson in Naval Chron. VII. 54 My grog was

served out. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xl, To preside over the
stock-fish and ale, which was just serving out for the friars'

breakfast. 1827 O. W, Roberts Voy. Centr. A mer. 67, 1 served
out some kegs ofgunpowder. 1867SMYTH Sailor's Word-bk.,
Serving out stops, distributing clothing, &c. Also, a cant
term to denote punishment at the gangway. 1884 Sir S.
St. John Hayti iii. 81 On many of the large estates, a cer-

tain number of lashes was served out every morning as
regularly as the rations. 1887 F. Francis Saddle <y Mocas-
sin xi. 207 The short measures of flour which ' Rowdy Jack ',

one of their fellow-men, served out.

T 44. gen. To supply, furnish (a commodity)
;

to yield a regular or continuous supply of. Of the

earth : To yield, bring forth. Const, to. Obs.

1575 Gascoigne Kenelworth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 129
What fruits this soyle may serve. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
iv. iv. 14 Ant. Fiue hundred Duckets villaine for a rope?
E. Dro. He serue you sir fiue hundred at the rate. 167^7
Yarranton Eng. Itnprov. 102 Our People too, with this

Money, make Cloth, and serve it cheap in all places where
we send our Cloth, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Oct. 1695, The
pump he had erected that serves water to his garden.

b. intr. (? for refl.). Of a commodity : To yield

a supply, to be forthcoming, rare.

1575 Gascoigne Fruits of Warre cxxxvii, Three dayes
wee fought, as long as water served. 1893-4 Northumbld.
Gloss, s. v., Gas is said to serve when it issues more or less

regularly from a fault, slip, etc., in a coal mine.

45. trans, (in fig. uses). +To deliver or deal

biows or the like (obs. ; cf. 43 c) ; + to play (one) a

trick ; to do (one) a (good or bad) turn.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent, iv. iv. 38, I remember the tricke

you seru'd me, when I tooke my leaue of Madam Siluia.

1607 — Timon 1. ii. 237 What a coiles heere, seruing of
beckes, and hitting out of bummes. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe
Myst. Udolpho xxvii, It would have been serving you a good
turn, ma'amselle, as well as myself. 1887 W. E. Norhis
Major Sf Minor III. 249 Vou never in your life served me
a worse turn than when you prevented me from hitting

that man.
40. To hand (a commodity) to a customer in a

shop. (Cf. sense 35.)
1862 Mrs. H. Wood Mrs. Hallib. in. vi, Ben Tyrrett's

wife says will you let her have a gill of vinegar ? Be I to
serve it ?

V. To treat in a specified manner. [Developed
from the use of to serve well, Hi, etc., in the senses

of branch I. Cf. esp. sense 4 b.]

47. To treat in a specified (usually unpleasant

or unfair) manner. Now chiefly colloquial.

c 1275 Lay. 9206 He lette smite him of bat heued . . and bus

he 3am sareuede euerechone. 1207 R. Glouc (Rolls) 624 3if

alle luber holers were iserued so Me ssolde vinde be les such
spousbruche do. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 584-5 As I his

suster serued by nyghte Right so thenke I to serue hym
pryuely. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3853 Alias ! £at

drynke so man serue schal ! 1526 Pilgr. Perf{w.deVf. 1531)

49The tree that bryngeth forth no good fruyte shall be serued

in lyke wyse. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxvui. (Arb.)

71 Or else be locked into the Church by the Sexten as I my
selfe was once serued reading an Epitaph in a certain

cathedrall Church of England, x6xx Shaks. Cymb. v. v.

248 She is seru'd, As I would serue a Rat. 1693 Dryden
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Ded.to 3*v£ Misc. Ess. (1000) II. 10 And no better than
thus has Ovid been served by the so-much-admired Sandys.
1727 Gay Fables v. 7 All cowards should be serv'd like you.
1847 Marryat Chtldr. N. Forest xiii, If I served you as
you deserve, I should now put my bullet into you. i860
Tyndall Glac. 1. xvii. 119 On swerving a little, .the mass
turned over, and let me into the lake. I tried a second
one, which served me in the same manner. 1870 Murray's
Handbk. Essex, etc 200 The nave piers have unfortunately
been covered with a yellow wash, which . . has been removed
from some in the S. aisle with very good result. It is much
to be wished that all the piers were so served.

b. To serve (a person) right ; to treat (an

offender) as he deserves. Now chiefly in phr. it

serves (me, you, etc.) right; also colloq. serves

(you, etc.) right, (and) serve (you, etc.) right, an
exclamation of satisfaction at seeing a person
punished for his folly or wrong-doing.
1587 Higgins Mirr. Mag., lago Lenvoy iii, This sleeper

..Which for his slouthfull sinne was serued right, c 1640
H. Bell Luther's Colloq. Mens. (1652) 303 The wretch
(said Luther)_was served right. 1705 tr. BosmatCs Guinea
419 What think you, Sir, Were not these Villains right
served? 1728 Vanbr. & Cib. Prov. Husb. 11. 31 They
serv'd you right enough ! will you never have done with
your Horse-play? 1837 Dickens Pickw. xiii, Natural
death— ..workhouse funeral—serve him right— all over.

1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Mar., But papa was stern for
once, and vowed that I had been served quite right. 1841
Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. 11. Misadvent. at Margate, 'He's
stolen my things and run away ! 1 '—Says she, "And sarve
you right !

!

' 1885 J. Payn Talk of Town I. 99 Confound
the fellow !. .it would serve him right if they tossed him.
1889 A. Lang Prince Prigio vi. 45 Everyone had heard of
his disgrace, and almost everyone cried ' Serve him right

!

'

f48. a. Thieves* slang. To rob. b. To maim,
wound. To serve outand out, to kill (cf. next). Obs.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Did., Serve, to serve a person, or

place, is to robthem; as I serv'd him for his thimble,
I rob'd him of his watch ; that crib has been served before,

that shop has been already robbed, &c. To serve a man,
also sometimes signifies to maim, wound, or do him some
bodily hurt, and to serve him out and out is to kill him.

49. To serve out : to punish, take revenge on

;

to retaliate on (one) for something objectionable.

colloq. (orig. pugilistic slang). Also (Hunting
slang), to * punish * or smash (a fence).

1817 Sporting Mag. L. 18 The butcher was so completely
served out, that he resigned all pretensions to victory. 1819
Moore: Tom Crib's Mentor, (ed. 3) 34 And whosoe'er grew
unpolite, The well-bred Champion serv'd him out. 1836
Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 113 I'll serve him out for it.

1862 H. H. Dixon Scott <$• Sebright 398 This was the third

or fourth flight of rails that Cognac, who was very fresh

after a frost,.. had served out that day. 1863 Kingsley
Water-Bab. 183 I'll serve you out for telling the salmon
where I was. 1891 Mrs. Riddell Mad Tourg He set his

mind to work to consider how he could best serve me out.

VI. Technical senses (with various const.).

50. Law. To make legal delivery of (a process

or writ). Const, on or upon (a person).

1442 Rolls of Parlt. V. 43/2 If any Processe of suche
Appell..be awardet or servet in othir wyse. 1494 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 238 To the seruing of the breif of
ydeotrye vpone the Erie of Suddirland in Inuerness. 1570-6
Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 240 To serve the processe
of that suite upon him. 1585 Act 27 Eliz. c. 3 § 5 The same
Privie Seale was duely served, .upon the person of the same
Heire. i6xa N. Field Woman Weathercock in. i, You are
come to serue a warrant, or a Scitation. 1776 Trial Nun-
docomar 24/3 Has any notice been served upon you by
Mr. Jarut? 1798 Dallas Amer. Law Rep. II. 335 An
attachment must be served by the marshall. 1896 Law
Times C. 488/1 The vestry served a notice on the respondent,
calling upon him to repair the drain.

fig. 1593 Shaks. Liter. 1780 The deepe vexation of his

inward soule, Hath seru'd a dumbe arrest vpon his tongue.
1842 Lover Handy Andy xxi, Some frank, .girl would have
been the only one likely to serve a writ on the jovial

attorney's heart. 1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun x. (1853)
22 Notice to quit was now served pretty liberally.

b. To present (a person) with a writ. Also, to

serve in (cf. 31 c).

1575 in D. King Vale-Royal (1656) 1. 88 For which cause,
he was served by a Pursevant from York. 1630 Banquet of
Jests 135 A Waiting Gentlewoman being summoned into a
Court to take an Oath (for she was serued in with a sub
fcend) The Examiner asked how [etc.]. 1655 Fuller Ch.
Hist. iv. 137 Never before was the Bishops served with such
a prohibition. 1839 De Quincev Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862
1 1. 199 The holder of that place or fortune was immediately
served! with a summons to surrender it.

O. Scots Law. To declare (a person) heir to an
estate, by the affirmative verdict of an ' inquest ' or

jury appointed to adjudicate the claim. Const, f of
(an estate) ; now only with compl., to serve (a

person) heir to.

? An erroneous shortening of the phr. to serve and retour

:

see Retour v. 3.

1506 Reg. Privy Seal Scot. I. 174 The inqueist that servit

him of his breif of the said vi merkis worth of land. 1533
Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 138 Ane inquest that servit

Richert, umquhile lord Inuermeith, of. . the landis of Inuer-
meith. 1582 Reg. Privy Council Scot. III. 558 He sail

entit and obtene himself servit air as use is within the space
of thrie termes._ 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 54 O that he
would . . serve himself Heir to the poor mean portion I have.

1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot. m. iv. (ed. 2) 449 Other Heirs.

.

cannot be served Heirs, but by a special Service, serving them
to such particulars, whereunto they succeed, by Infeftment
or Provision. 18x5 Scott Guy M. I, We must pass over his
father, and serve him heir to his grandfather Lewis. 1854
H. Miller Sch. $ Schm. xvi. (1857) 356 After getting myself
served heir to my father before the Court of the Canon-

65
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gate. 1893 Stevenson Catriona i, To-day I was served

heir to my position in life.

absol. 1597 Skene De Verb, Sign. s. v. Breve de ?norte

autecessoris, Gifthe persones of inquest, .deliveris and servis

Negative, in favoures of the defender.

5L Tennis (and similar games), fa. intr. To act

as assistant ormarker. Also ? trans, (see quot. 1 6 1 1 )

.

1531 in Privy Purse Exp. Hen. J
7/// (1837) 180 Paid to

one that served on the kinges side at Tennes at hampton-
courte, in Rewarde, v*. c 1532 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in

Palsgr. 951 Nacgueter, to serve at tennes. i6ix Cotgr.,

Naqnety the boy that serues, or stops the ball after the first

bound, to make a better chace, at Tennis. Nagiteter, to

serue (or stop) a ball at Tennis.

b. intr. To start play by striking the ball into

the opposite court.

1585 Higins Junius' NomencL 296 Datattm ludere.. to

serue or to tosse from hand to hand. x6xi Cotgr., Blouse,

a close Tennis court,, .hauing a house on either side to
serue on. 1878 J. Marshall Ann. Tennis 162 The server
continues to serve until two chases be made.

C. trans. To put (the ball) in play.

1696 R. H. Sck. Recreation 97 Love is the Court, Hope is

the House, And Favour serves the Ball. 1837 D. Walker
Gaines fy Shorts 255 The player who commences . . must serve
the first ball over a red line marked upon the wall. 1878 J.
Marshall Ann. Tennis 161 The ball served must be struck
with the racket.

d. To strike the ball to (one's opponent) ; to
* feed ' with the ball. AlsoJig,
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. xliii. 111 And as at

Tenis the Dane and Bishop served each other with the fond
Countrey man. 1849 Boy's Own Bk. 29(Rounders) Another
in-player takes up the bat, and is served or fed with the balL,

52. Of a male animal : To cover (the female)
;

esp. of stallions, bulls, etc. kept and hired out for the

purpose. Also absol.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. in. (1586) 148 b, At halfe
a yeere old they [boars] are able to serue a sowe. 1621
Shuttleworths" Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 248 Given to Sir
Raphe's man, when the little black mate was served at the
Abbie, ij'vj*. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week Tuesd. 106 Then saw
the cow well serv'd, and took a groat. 1837 Youatt Sheep
317 Ewes to be served by more than one ram. 1885 Bell's

Life 15 June 1/2 Camballo will serve a limited number of
mares at 70 sovs. each. 1909 Ruffs Guide to T-urfw. 245
List of principal stallions serving in 1909.

53. a. Falconry. To drive out game into the view
of (the hawk). Said of the falconer or of the dog.
1576 Fleming tr. Cuius'' Dogs 11. (1880) 14 Of gentle

Dogges seruing the hauke. 1891 Harting Biol. Accipitr.

229 Serving a hawk, helping to put out the quarry from
covert. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 373/2 (Falconry) Serve (of
the falconer), to put out the quarry from the cover for the
falcon waiting overhead.

b. Coursing. (See quot. 1897.)
1576 Turberv. Venerie 249 If there be no Cotes gyuen

betwene a brase of Greyhounds, but the one of them serueth
the other at turnyng. a 1600 in Markham Country Con-
tentm. 1. vii. (1615) 105 If one dogge turne the Hare, serue
himselfe, and turne her againe, those two turnes shall be as
much as a coate. 1897 Encycl, Sport I. 210/1 (Coursing)
When a dog turnshis hare, and keeps his place for another
turn, he serves himself; or, losing his place, serves his
opponent.

54. Chiefly Naut. [Formerly often in form
sarve.] a. To bind (a rope, rod, etc.) with small
cord or the like, so as to protect or strengthen.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 25 To sarue any

rope with plats or Sinnet, is . . to lay Sinnet, Spun yarne, Rope
yarne, or a peece of Canuas vpon the rope, and then rowle
it fast to keepe the rope from galling. 1669 Sturm

y

Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 64 Ropes, .served close, .with Yarn.
1773 Falck Day s Diving Vessel si The eyes, as well as the
splice by which they were bent, were also served with inch
rope. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 360 Two
men can worm and serve seven fathoms of 3J inch rope in
an hour. 1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 232 It
[the copper conductor] is then served with a covering of
tape which has been well soaked in Stockholm tar. 1895
'J. Bickerdvke* Sea Fishing 60 For the simpler binding,
intended merely to act as a protection. ., we say we 'serve

'

the line rather than ' whip ' it.

b. To wrap (a rope, bandage) round an object.
a 1586 Sidney A rcadia m. (Sommer) 295 Parthenia laid his

head in her lap, tearing of her linnen sleeues & partlet, to
serue about his wounds. 1806 A. Duncan LifeNelson 43 Her
hull had long been kept together by cables served round.
1870 Eng. Mech. 11 Mar. 625/3 Over which a tarred rope,,
is served * or wrapped.

55. Mil. To operate, keep in play or action (a

gun, battery, etc.).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Serve a Battery

.

. is to see
that the Guns play well. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 344 A constant
fire of a numerous and well serv'd artillery. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. 1. 611 The cannon, . . though ill served, brought
the engagement to a speedy close. 1852 Thackeray Esmond
in. i, The enemy's cannonade, which was very hot and well
served. 1876 Doubleday Forts Sumter fy Moultrie 163
An artillery-man, serving his gun.

b. To serve the vent : to close the vent of a
muzzle-loading gun while it is being loaded.
1828 Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 175 Number., 2,

sponges ; 3, loads ; 4, serves the vent and primes.

VII. 56. Comb. : t serve-image, an idolater.

1530 Tindale Answ. More Wks. (1573) 272/1 So art thou
an Idolater, that is to say in Englishe, a serue Image.

^5* For To serve one's {a, the) turn (in various
senses), see Tukk sb.

Hence Served ///. a. (chiefly with prefixed
adverb).

1747 [see 55]. 1884 Ruskin Bible ofAmiens i. t At this
halting-place in mid-journey there is a well-served buffet.

1907 Wyndham Flare ofFootlights i, The well-chosen and
perfectly served dinner.

t Serve, z>. 2 Obs. Chiefly Sc. and north. Also
3 sareve, 4-6 (chiefly^V.) serf, Sc, serwe, 5 sarve.
[App. aphetic a. OF. deservir Deserve v. It

may, however, be a use of Serve vA, as the sense
' to gain by serving * may have been developed in

the simple vb. ; cf. It. servire to merit, deserve.]

1. trans. To earn or acquire a right to ; to be-

come, or to be, worthy of (reward or punishment,
praise or blame) ; to merit; = Deserve v. i, 2.

c 1250 Gen. <$- Ex. 1686 Oc serf me seuene o5er 5er, If f\u

salt rachel seruen her. a 1300 Cursor M. 15849 Forsoth i

neuer serued it, in dede ne yeitt in sau. 13. . E. E. Allit.

P- A. 553 More haf we serued.. pat suffred han be dayez
hete. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. \Xhomas) 573 par-for, me
think, I serwe no blame quhen I say : god lufiis [etc J.

? a 1400Morte A rth. 1315 My lorde meruailles hym mekylle,
..Why thow morthires his mene, that no mysse serues.

c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (verse) 614 Vn-to hell we suld take
hede, And were vs euer with al our mayn Fro filth of sin,

bat sarues payn. c 1430 Chev. Assfgne 194 For be sauynge
of hem banke bou haste seruethe. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law
Arms (S. T. S.) 298 Quhat blame serve we now. .that brekis
Goddis bidding. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 1. Prol. 78 Quhar
I offend, the les repreif serf I. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. {S. T. S.) 1. 195 It is tyme to seik your reward
quhan ye haue serwed it. 1721 Kelly Scot. Pro%\ 319
They give you less wite than you serve.

b. with inf. or clause as obj.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9089 Sin 1 haf serued to haue be scam,
Gis me mi scrift, o godds name ! c 1330 Artk. # Merl. 951
(Kolbing) pei sche haue serued to be spilt, pe child ber of
hab no gilt, c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 4900,
Y serued neuere he scholde so do 1 c 1400 Apol. Loll.
(Camden) 26 In bis maner of curse bat men curse man iustli

for his misdede, was Crist not cursid, for He seruid not to
be cursid

:
1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxv. 8r And how

nane servis to haif sweitness That nevir taistit bitterness.
c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus 11. 335 Thow seruis weill on
Rakkis to be rent.

2. intr. or absol. ~ Deserve v. 3.
c 1275 Lay. 24154 And he bare eche cnihtes he 3ef alle hire

rihtes, ech one he 5af heahte ase hii i-sareued [c 1205 ia;rned]
hadde. r 1400 Destr. Troy 550 pat ?e me faith make, In
dede for to do as I desyre wille, And my wille for to wirke,
if I wele serue. c 1440 York Myst. n. {Playsferers) 8 To
suffir sorowe on soght, syne bai haue seruid so. c 1450 St.
Cuthbert (Surtees) 866 As we haue serued, gif vs our mede.
c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus it. 361 Sayand, curst knaif thow
sail haif afflictioun As thow did serue, rise, and resaif thy
bill. 1575 Mirr. Mag.^ Manlius xiv, We either are re-

warded, as we serue ; Or else are plaged, as our deedes
deserue.

t Serve, ^« 3 Obs. rare, [ad. L. servdre, or
aphetic form of Preserve^.] trans. To preserve.
c 1386 Chaucer SqrSs T. 513 And in this wise he serued

his entente That saue the feend noon wiste what he mente.
1470-85 Malory Arthur vi. xv. 207^ Thenne wold I haue
baumed hit [thy body] and serued hit and soo haue kepte
it my lyfe dayes. 1559 Morwyng Evonym. 304 Whiche
gathered diligently thou shall serve in a phyall of glas.

Serveable, variant of Servable.
Serveiour, obs. form of Surveyor.
Serventism (serve-ntiz'm). Also servente-

ism. [f. It. servente (in cavaliere servente: see
Cavalier sb. 5) + -ism.] The system which
countenances the devotion of a man to the service

of a married woman; cicisbeism.

1833 New Monthly Mag. XXXVIII. 151 The slavery of
serventism. 1839 Darley Introd. to Beaum. <y Fl. Wks. I.

29 Cicisbeism and serventeism were mentioned with no less

complacency than if the dramatists themselves had been
Italians. 1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. Isl. III. 277 We
may still see serventeism ludicrously caricatured among the
middle classes, where a domestic sometimes has to dress for
the evening, and attend his mistress as a companion to the
theatre or the promenade. 1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 308/2
The cicisbeism or serventism of Italy and Spain.

Server (s3JV3i). Forms* 4-5 servere,6servar,
5- server. See also Servier. [f. Serve v. + -er i.j

1. One who serves or ministers to the require-

ments of another. Now rare. Also, + a servant.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 386 But Crist is among hem as

a good servere. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 60 Lo ! yonder
is his server. J554 Dyer's A cc. in Sharp Cov. Myst. (1825) 186
Payd to ij servers ofthe cressets iiij d. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par., Man born to be King 1277, I, who then Was but a
server of poor men Outside our Abbey walls.

b. An attendant at a meal, one who serves food
and drink to those sitting at table.

? 1460 Bk. Curtasye 532 in Babees Bk., Pe seruer hit next
of alle kyn men Mays way and stondes by syde. 1545 Lud.
low Churchw. Ace. (Camden) 21 Payde to the servers of
wyne on Easter day. 162a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman
d*Alf 11. 67 The Napkin where-with hee seru'd as Seruer.
? 1784 Scot. Piper's Queries 18 For one article having eggs
the server of the table, as usual, laid the cloth on every
one's knee, wherewith to hold their egg in when hot. 1868
Morris Earthly Par., Land E. of Sun 3065 While the
servers bore Unto the guests rich meats and drink.

T e. An artisan's assistant. Obs.
1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 382 Item, to Iohn

Hege, his server, for iij. dayes iiij.d. ob. 1514 MS. Ace.
St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Payd to ij tyllars & ij seruars
ij days. 1605 Willet Hexapla Gen. 140 The seruer bring-
ing one thing when the builder called for another. 1747
Hooson Miner's Diet. S ij, This Server likewise carries
away the Wash-Ore, to the Ore-Place, it being their Business.

d. With religious signification. Now arch.

[1530 Tindale Answ. More Wks. (1573) 282/1, I..am
an image seruer & walke after myne own imagination &
not after Gods word.] 1600 Palfreyman Baldwin's Mor.

Phitos. (ed . 4) 64 He cannot bee a true seruer of God, which
serueth him not in the spirit of his minde, and in truth.

1678 Cudworth lutell. Syst. 446 Jupiter. . made gods to be
the curators of men, and he made men to be the worship-
pers and servers of those gods. 1900 Pilot 3 Nov. 551/1
The servers of icons, .demonstrated that the doctrine of
their opponents led to Judaism and Manichaeism.

e. Eccl. An assistant at Mass who arranges the
altar and makes the responses.
f853 Dale tr. Baldeschis Cerem. 292 Before leaving the

sacristy with the Priest, the Server will light the candles
on the Altar. 1879 Baring-Gould Germa?iy II. 145 Two
servers in surplices kneel before the altar in silence. 1894
Westm. Gaz. 20 Sept. 2/1 Working men generally act as
servers at the early daily celebrations.

f. In various games : The player who serves or
puts the ball in play.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 296 Dalor

t
..a. player or

seruer: he that in playeng casteth the ball. 1868 Rout-
ledge's Ev. Boy's Bk. 269 (Rackets) In a close-court game,
the 'server 'who serves the ball properly above the line
[etc.], 1875 'Stonehenge' Brit. Sports m. 1. v. § 4. 690
The server [at lawn-tennis] then has to return the ball again,
and so on till one player fails. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 399/1
(Fives) The Server. A who begins serving, is bound to give
C.the sort of service which he prefers.

g. Anglo-Irish. = Process-.jwjw.
184a Lover Handy Andy xiv, To. .harry a bum, Or ' clip

a server ' [Footnote, Cutting offthe ears of a process-server).

2. Something which serves or is used for serving,

t a. A conduit or pipe for conveying water. Obs.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 248 The Citizens like-

wise, .deriued rilles and servers of waters into euery street.

b. = Salver 2
.

1686 Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 208 One
silver server or a patten with a foot to screw on and a leather
case. 1717 in W. Macgill Old Ross-sh. (rooo) 133 Pewter
spoons, server, basone, and potinger. 1816 Scott Antiq.
iii, A little bit of diet-cake, on a small silver server of exqui-
site old workmanship. 1821 Galt-4««. Parish xii. (1895)
By He took them [letters] both in to her ladyship on the
silver server. 1894 Latto Tarn. Bodkin xxv, My share o*

the tea was brocht to me on a server.

c. pi. A spoon and fork for serving salad.
1884 Cyclist 13 Feb. 243/1 Salad bowls and servers.

Servery (sauvari). [f. Serve vl + -ery, after

pantry.~\ A room from which meals, etc. are served.

1893 Builder u Feb. 112 Kitchen.. .Servery.. .Pantry. 1899
Athenaium 15 Apr. 450/3 Chambers to let, unfurnished...
Three Rooms, Bath-room, and Servery.

Serves, obs. form of Service shy and sb?
Servet, obs. form of Sherbet, Serviette.

Servetian (saivf-Jan), a. (and sb.). Eccl. Hist.
[f. Servetus + -IAN.] A. adj. Of or pertaining to

Michael Servetus (Miguel Servede), a Spanish
heresiarch of semi-pantheistic opinions, who was
burned at Geneva in 1553.

I^SS J. Owen Vind. Evang. Pref. 11 Every Heretical
blasphemy,, .whether it be Arian, Servetian, Eunomian [etc. J.

B. sb, A follower of Servetus.

[1364 Harding Answ. Jeivel xv. 158 Anabaptists, Serue-
tiani, Antinomi.J 1645 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 2) 35 Serve'
tians. 1764 tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent. xvi. 11. iv. § 6
0833) 531. X874 Blunt's Diet. Sects, Servetians.

Hence Serve'tianism, the heresy of Servetus.

1655 J. Owen Vind. Evang. Pref. 12 A man.. who! y in-

fected with Servetianisme.

Se'rveting. Sc. Obs. [f. servet
t
Serviette +

-ING *.] Material for table-napkins.
1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburlon's Ledger (1867) 319

Linning cloth . . Towelling and serveitting ofHolland making
the eln xxvi. s. viii. d. Ibid. 321 Servitting.

t Serve*tist. Eccl. Hist. Obs. [f. as prec. +
-1ST.] A follower of Servetus (see Servetian).
1728 Chambers Cycl. 1887 CasselVs Encycl. Diet.

Servi, obs. form of Serve vX
Serviable, a. Obs. [a. OF. serviable

%
irreg.

f. servir to Serve; see -able.]

L Willing to serve, complaisant, obedient.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 979 (Camb. MS.) And sche be

moste seruyable of alle Hath euery chambre arayed and his
halle. £1400 Rom. Rose 6004 They.. been, in good feith,

more stable and trewer, and more serviable. a 1475 Ashby
Active Policy 472 Also chese your servantes of goode
draught, That wol attente and be seruiable. 1513 Douglas
j4Eneis xii. ii. 88 The byssy knaipis.. About thame stud,
full 3aip and seruyabill. 1638 W. Haig in Russell Haigs
(i88t) 219 Your loving and servyable friend.

2. Belonging to the servant class.

161a Acts Sf Stat. Lawling, Sherffi $ Justice Courts
(Maitl. Club 1840) 160 Act for Servandis.—Item Forsamekill
as thair is monie serviable persones that mareyis and takis

up housis nocht haveing whervpone to live [etc.].

Hence Serviableness.
1530 Palsgr. 269/2 Servyablenesse, seruiabletS.

Servial, -all, obs. forms of Servile.

Servian (sylvian), a.1 and sb. [f. Servia (pro-

perly Serbia : see Serb) + -an.] A. adj. Of or
belonging to Servia, a country of South-eastern

Europe occupied by a Slavonic people.
The Slavonic kingdom of Servia was conquered by the

Turks in 1389; the country remained a principality tribu-

tary to Turkey until 1878, when the kingdom was revived.
1808 C. Stower Printer sGram. Index, Servian alphabet.

1827 Bowring Servian Pop. Poetry Introd. 38 ' Fair as tae
mountain Vila,' is the highest compliment to a Servian lady.

1879 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 111. 273 Had the Servian.
Czar entered Constantinople in the fourteenth century.

B. sb. A native or an inhabitant of Servia.
1788 Gibbon Decl. $ F. Iv. V. 543 The language of the



SERVIAN. 515 SERVICE.
Dalmatians, .Bosnians, Servians [etc.]- 1835 Penny Cycl.

III. 328/1 A stronghold to the Servians in their wars with

the lurks. 1878 iV*. A titer. Rev. CXXVII. 402 Christian
volunteers from Russia helping the belligerent Servian.

Servian (sauvian), a.* Roman Hist* [a. L.

Servianus, i. Servius : see -an.] Of or pertaining

to Servius Tullius, the sixth king of Rome, who is

said to have organized the plebs into thirty local
* tribes \ and to have encircled the city with a wall,

of which extensive remains still exist.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXV. 201 The probability is in favour
of five tribunes, so that one was taken from each of the five

Servian classes. 1853 Liddell Hist. Rome I. 1. Hi. 56 A
person who once belonged either to a Romulian Tribe of
birth or a Servian Tribe of place, always remained a member
of that Tribe. 1886 Pelham in Encycl. Brit. XX. 734/2
Only Etruscan builders . . could have built . . the Servian wall.

[Serviant. A spurious word, due to Berners'

having misread the F. servient oath as sertiiant.

In the first quot. Berners seems to have taken the word
as an adj. {cf. Servient a.).

1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. clii. 167 b, There all the com-
panyons made them seruyaunt to Aleyne Roux. Ibid. II.

clxxiii. 210 No man myght entre into that.. company, with-

out he make seruyaunt or othe, neuer to beare armouie
agaynste the crowne of Englande.]

Service l (s5uvis). Forms : 1 serfise, 2-5

servise, 3 serviz, 3-4 serveis, 3-6 servyse, 3-7
servis, 4 servijs, servyss, Sc. serwise, 4-5 ser-

vese, serveys(e, 4-6 servyce, servys, 4-6 (8)

serves, 5 cervyce, sarvyse, servysse, serwyse,
5-6 sarvys, 5-6 (8-9 vulgar) sarvice, 5-7 Sc.

serwice, 6 sarves, servicie, Sc. schervice, scher-
wyce, servyiss, servyss, serwyce, 6-7 serviea,

6-8 dial, sarvis, 7 cervis, 9 Sc. sairvice, 3- ser-

vice. PL 7 service, [a. OF. servise, service, also

servige, servickt (mod.F. service), ad. L. servitium,

f. servus slave. Cf. Pr. servizi, servis, Sp. servicio,

Pg. service, It. servizio, servigio.

The word in English, as also in the Romanic langs., has
supplied the place of a noun of action to the cognate
Serve z: 1

, and its sense-development appears to have been
materially influenced by association with the verb.]

I. The condition of being a servant ; the fact of

serving a master.

3_ The condition, station, or occupation of being

a servant. (In mod. use almost exclusively spec.

~ domestic serviced) a. In phrases with preps.

t at, in, t into, t on, out of service ; to go to, put
to, set to service ; to go into, put into, take into ser-

vice ; to place out at service.

13*0-30 Horn Ch. 644 Icham comen to fand, For to win
gold & fe, In seruise wib }our king to be. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 4400 He ordant angels after his deuyse, And set hom
in seruice hym seluyn to honour, c 1400 Apot. Loll. (Cam-
den) 4 If a man haue an hired plowman in to serueys to

dwel wi)? him. 14*6 E. E. Wills (1882) 71 And I woll and
pray 50W bat Phelippe be kept on seruice stille, 1495
Coventry Leet Bk. 568 pat euery Maide & sole woman..
take a Chambre within an honest personc.or els to go to

seruice. I543~4 ^ ( t 35 Hen. VIII, c t Persons., that shall

haue any oftyce..or shalbe receyued in saruice with his

grace. 01548 Hall Chron. t
Hen. VII, 49 b, The sayde

Barlo set me with a merchaunt of Middelboroughe too

seruyce. c 1550 N. Smyth tr. Herodtan 1. 10 The same
beynge put to seruice in the Emperours house. 1557 Order
Hospitalls F5, Whether the same Childe be., in the Howse,
or at Nurse ; at Service, or els dead. 159a Soliman <$ Pers.

ii. ii. 76 Least my maister turne me out of seruice. 1610

Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 286 Caliban Whom
^
now I keepe in

seruice. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias 1. xvii. (1782) I. 104, I

resolved to go to service, and hired myself to a great woollen-

draper. 1771 — Humph. CI. 29 May(>
They.. swarm up to

London, in hopes of getting into service. 1798 O'Kbefpe
Wild Oats 11. ii, I place her out at sarvice. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Vanderput <y S. i. 12 All this is less than many
a maid has that has been at service a shorter time. 1841

Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. vii. He had put two of

his daughters into service. 1881 O'Shaughnessy Songs of
Worker 176 Not even the fretting when the eldest girl In
service far away forgot to write.

fig. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 1. iii. 26 But turning these

iests out of seruice, let vs talke in good earnest.

b. In other constructions.

c 1420 SirAmadace (Camden) 1, Alle that ther wold seruyse
haue, Kny^te squiere, v>man and knaue. a 1450 Knt. de la

Tour lxv. (1906) 86 The whiche Amon was Seneschall of

the king,, .and became riche by his seruice. 1525 in Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. an. 1 527 (1883) 97 Gif ony freman of the said

craft pass furth of the toun or his band of his service be
worne furth. 1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. 11. xi. (1890) II. 268

[She] determined therefore.. to seeke seruice in that house,
counterfaytinge the kynde and habite of a Page. 1768
Sterne Sent. Journ. (1778) II. 124 (Le Dimanche), The
sons and daughters of service part with liberty, but not
with nature in their contracts. 1785 Paley Mor. Philos.

111. 1. xi, Service in this country is, as it ought to be, volun-
tary, and by contract. 1870-3 Liddon Elettt. Relig. iv. § 1

(1904) 137 Holy Scripture, .speaks of sin as a service, the

wages of which is death. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xxx, I

wish you could have given up service by this time. 1886

Herford Lit. Rel. Eng. <y Germany 310 Grumshall. .goes

to take service with Bartervile, a well-reputed Naples
merchant. 1891 Kipling Light that Failed ix. {1900) 157
'When did you leave servicer'..' How did you know I was
in service?.. I was. General servant.'

Proverb, c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 841 Seruyse,
I wot wel, is non heritage. 1631 Brathwait Whimzies

%

Undersheriff <$ But service is no inheritance ;.. there-

fore., hee beginnes now in his summer, to store up against

winter. 1739 Swift Direct. Serv. Gen. Direct,, Answer,

that..a poor servant is not to be blamed If he strives to
better himself ; that service is no inheritance.

+ C Servitude, slavery. Obs.
1340-70 Alisaunder 935 On weies & women awrak hee

his teene And solde them too seruise in sorowe too liue.

2. Const, ofor possessive : The condition of being
a servant of a particular master.
c tago St. Cristofer 39 in S. Eng. Leg. 272 Ich am a man

opon mi seruiz [Hart. MS. in mie seruise] and noman serui
i nelle Bote mi louerd bat ich seche. Ibid. 59 Dabeit banne,
Cristofre seide, bat leng beo in bine seruise. a 1300 Cursor
M. 9485 Nu has him sathanas in wald, . . Quils he es thralled
in his seruis He ne mai be fre on nakins wis. 1382 Wyclif
2 Kings v. 3 A lytill chyld woman caytife, that was in the
seruyce [Vulg. in obseanio] of the wiyf of Naaman. c 1400
Rout. Rose 4594, I am so sore bounde him til, From his
servyse I may not fteen. 1536 Cromwell in Merriman Life
4- Lett. (1902) II. s For my sake to accept this berer sabs-
bury again into your seruice. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. ii.

156 To leaue a rich Iewes seruice. 1716 Hawkins Pleas
Crown 1. 130 If a Parent in a reasonable Manner chastise
his child, or a Master his Servant, being actually in his
Service at the Time. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins
Tottie i, That's the very housemaid.. .She went into Fanny's
service when we were first married, and has been with us
ever since. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xii, You
will hardly fancy that I . . knew anything of the concerns of
the Company into whose service I entered as twentieth clerk.

1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet I. 26, I do not ask thee
to enter my service, or to receive wages.

b. In religious use : The condition or fact of
being a servant (of God). Cf. 13. f To end in
Cod's service : to die in the faith.

C1230 Hall Meid. 28 Pe selie godes spuses, be.. in his

anes seruise hare lif leadeS. 1297 R. Glooc. (Rolls) 2277
Constance is eldoste sone in godes seruice Monek he made
at winchestre.^ a 1300 Cursor M. 5482 Siben him deid
ioseph, bat wis, And endid in our lauerd seruis. C1325
Prov. Hendyng n in Boddeker Alteng. Dicht. {1878) 288
Leue vs alle to ben wys, Ant to ende in his seruys. c 1450
tr. De Imitatione in. xi. [x.] 79 O be acceptable Sc be iocunde
seruice of god. 1549 Bk. Comm. Prayer, Morn. Prayer,
2nd Collect, O God . . whose seruice is perfect fredome.

f 0. The condition of being the servant ' (of

Love, of one's lady). Obs. (Cf. 10.)
c 1374 Chaucer Conipl. Mars 189 For this day in hir seruise

shal I dye. c 1386 — Squire's T. 272 He moste han knowen
loue and his seruyse. a 1450 Myrc 57 Wymmones serues
thow moste forsake. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlvi. 8 This
wes hir sentens sueit and delectable, A lusty lyfe in luves

scheruice bene. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 276 And Lon-
gauilt was for my seruice borne. 16.. Mure Sonn. to

Marg. ii. 12 Gif I be thyne, no g re iff can death impairt Sail

mak me seime thy service to deny.

+ d. A particular ministerial office or charge.
c 1250 Gen. % Ex. 3754 He [sc. Korah and his company]

selden he weren wuroi bet to Sat seruise to ben set. c 1380
Wyclif Set. Whs. II. 247 pe sixte servise takeb he bat is

above in bysynesse ..In be sevenbe servyse is he bat hab
mercy in gladnes. 1382 — 2 Cor. v. 18 God. .^af to vs the
mynisterie, or seruyse, of reconcilinge.

3. f a. A situation or place as servant (obs.). b.

A particular employ; the serving of a certain

master or household.
1469 Pnston Lett. 1 1. 387 Whedyr that they shall sek hem

newe servysys or not. 1505 in Extracts Burgh. Rec. Edin.
(1869) I. 107 Ony maner of vagabounds, young fallowis or

young husis, haffand na prettik nor seruice to life vpon.

1564 Child-Marr. 126 John Jackson came to this deponent,
and willed to have a Service for a maide. 1596 Shaks.
Merch. V. 11. ii. 165, I cannot get a seruice, no, I haue
nere a tongue in my head. 1634 Milton Cotnus 85 And
take the Weeds and likenes of a Swain, That to the service

of this house belongs. 1710 D'Urfey Pills (1872) III. 248
And doubtless for so small abuse, a young man may his

Service lose. 1767 A. Young Farmer's Lett, to People 181

The children, .were put into the world in services. 1779
Warner in Jesse Selwyn -$ Contemp. (1844) IV. 53 Her
mother, who is now reduced to wish a service [as French
governess] in a foreign land. 1818 Scorr Rob Roy vi, It

seems to me.. that you might have found a service where
they eat less, and are more orthodox in their worship. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. xx, ' It will be hard * they say to find

Another service such as this '.

4. The condition or employment of a public ser-

vant (of a sovereign or state). In the British,

French, etc. service : (chiefly of a soldier or sailor)

.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2418 & hii ssolle be such bat no
prince ne dorre hom vorsake Ac vor hor prowesse gladliche

in to hor seruise hom take. 13.. Guy Wano. 704 & wi)>

him felawes tventi,..pat wib perl Rohaud hadde ben long,

In his seruise armes to vnder-fbng. 1396-7 XII Concl. Lot.

lards vi. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1907) XXII. 209 Akyng and
a bisschop al in o persone, . . a curat and an officer in worldly
seruise, makin euery reme out of god reule. 1585 T. Wash,
ington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvii. 19 b, He being in seruice

of his most Christian Maiesty. (21763 W. King Polit. #
Lit. Anecd. (1819) £5 My Lord Taaffe of Ireland, a general

officer in the Austrian service. 1779 Warner in Jesse Sel-

wyn fy Contemp. (1844) IV. 95 Charles Fox has made his

motion for the removal of Lord Sandwich from his Majesty's

service and counsels. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots Jan.,

I have borne the commission ot lieutenant in the service of
King George. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 594 That
the three English regiments in the Dutch service might be
sent to the Thames. 1897 Constantine Mar. Engirt, vi. 51

Blasco de Garay, an officer in the Spanish naval service,

ft). Horse of service, a war-horse or charger.

1577-86 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. ii. 20/1 in Holinshed
%

Of the horsse of seruice they make great store. 1585 T.

Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxiii. 155 b, Those
whiche.. might maintaine a horse of seruice, were.. called

knights. 1606 Choice^ Chance, etc. (1881) 48 To see a horse

ofseruice drawe in a doung-carte. 1679 Blount^ nc. Tenures
1 16 That the said Robert ought tocome armed upon his Horse
of service, with twenty men at Armes [etc.].

C. To take service : to enlist under a military

commander, join a fighting force.

1847 Marryat Childr. N. Forest xxvii, Recollect, that,

whatever general you take service under, you will follow
him. 1878 Simpson Sch. Shaks. I. 78 He.. had gone to
Spain to take service against the Moors.

5. A branch of public employment, or a body of

public servants, concerned with some particular

kind of work or the supply of some particular need,

as in the consular service, the customs service, the

diplomatic service, the excise service, the Civil
Service.
1685 W. Hedges Diary {HakL Soc.) 1. 176 Fearing Agent

Beard and Councill at Hugly might be soe displeased with
him for shewing any kindness to me, as to turne him out
of y9 Service. 1776 Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad Introd.

153 Thomas Pearson, Esq. ; of the East India Company's
Service. _ 1801 Surr Splendid Misery II. 194 A Neapolitan
pirate originally, but who took to the land service after-

wards. 1815 Scott Guy M. x, Francis Kennedy, of his

majesty's excise service. 1835 Act s <y 6 Will. IV, c. 19
§ ^5 To prevent any Seaman.. from entering or being re-

ceived into the Naval Service of His Majesty, i860 Mrs.
Gaskell Sylvias Lovers xxiii, The commanding officer of
the impress service, xoox Skrine Sir W, Hunter 308 With
a small Service which has a few splendid prizes and many
blanks, it. is inevitable that [etc.].

b. The service : the Army or Navy (according

to the implication in the context) considered as a

sphere of duty or occupation, or as a profession.

So the {United) Services, the Army and Navy.
For the senior service (the Navy), see Senior a. 2.

1706 Farquhar Recruit. Officer iv. i, Sir, I wou'd qualifie
my self for the Service. 1^14 Sped. Na 566 f 3 A Man has
scarce the Face to make his Court to a Lady, without some
Credentials from the Service to recommend him. 1777
Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn <$• Contemp. (1844) III. 208
No domestic reasons can be strong enough to justify a man
in quitting the service at the opening of a campaign. 1833
Marryat P. Simple xxviii, I wish Mr. Harrison would stay
on shore with his wife altogether,—it's really trifling with
the service. 184a Burn Nav. $ Mil. Techi. Fr. Diet.
Pref. (1852), My brother officers, or those of the Sister

Service. 1845 Stocqueler Brit. India (1854) 381 The mer-
chants and others not connected with ' the services ' could
only be admitted by ballot. x86a G. H. Kingsley Sport
<5- Trav. (1900) 362 Every morning there is a small Item of
the United Services standing just abaft of the mainmast.
187a Rotttledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 185/1 The Service is going
to the dogs.

IT- The work or duty of a servant ; the action

of serving a master.

6. Performance of the duties of a servant ; attend-

ance of servants ; work done in obedience to and
for the benefit of a master. To do, j bear (one)

service, to serve, attend on (a master) ; now rare

exc. poet.

a 1200 Vices <$- Virtues 33 5ewer3ed bie <5e man.. be want
his herte. .more to mannes seruise Sanne te godes. a 1300
Cursor M. 28283 Ouer slaw i was for bam to ris, Reckeles
to do bam l>air seruise. 13. . K. Alis. 3138 Threo hundrod
to-fore him stode, Ftombardynges, knyghtis gode,..Redy
to the kyngis servys. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. in. 210
Seruauns for heore seruise .. Takeb Meede of heore Mays-
tres. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 145 Thre ther were That most
service unto him here. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xxiv.

351 Bothe I and these fyue honderd knyghtes shal alweyes
be at your somons to doo you seruyse. 1586 Shuttlewortits'

Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 32 Margerie Heselden for tene wykes
servies iij 8 vj<t. 1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 1 Wine, Wine, Wine

:

What seruice is heere? I thinke our Fellowes are asleepe.

1610 — Temp. 1. ii. 247 Remember I haue done thee worthy
seruice. 182a S.Carolitta Stat. (1840) VII. 462 In case any
male slave or slaves be so permitted.. to hire out their own
time, labor or service. 1845 S. Fox Monks <5- Monast. xiii.

147 He [the porter] was allowed the service of a boy. 1859
Tennyson Geraint <y Enid 405 Then tending her rough
lord,.. In silence, did him service as a squire.

_ 1878 Mann
Dom. Econ. 351 When there is a parlour-maid in the estab-

lishment her snare of the service is the parlour and pantry
work, and waiting at table.

fig. (of things). 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6389 What
nede war bat ba creatures ban Shewed swilk servyse mare
for man. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdrasvl. 46Thestarresdidest
thou sett in ordre, and gauest them a charge, to do seruyce
euen vnto man [Vulg. ut deservirent homint\.

b. An act of serving; a duty or piece of work
done for a master or superior.

a 1300 Cursor M. 15333 (Christ washing the disciples' feet.]

De semis al i yow ha don.
_ 1390 Gower Con/. III. 156

Thus scholde every worthi king Take of his knihtes know-
leching, Whan that he syh thei hadden nede, For every
service axeth mede. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ivii. 4, I haue no
precious time at al to spend^ Nor sendees to doe til you
require. 1610 — Temp. iv. i. 35 Thou, and thy meaner
fellowes, your last seruice Did worthily performe.

f O. Theflesh's service, sexual intercourse. Also
the service of Venus. Obs.
c 1315 Shoreham 1. 1960 Jef per ne mey nobere kendelyche

Do pe flesches seruyse. Ibid. 1975 And ba? bat seruyse be
foul, 5et by* nys tokne of gode. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvn. iii. (1495) 605 The swete almondc.kyndlyth the
seruyce of Venus [orig. venerem accendit].

+ 7. The use of the sb. (in sense 6) as obj. to verbs

of ambiguous meaning like pay, yield, led to the

development of the sense : Reward for service,

wages, payment. (Cf. Serve v.2) Obs.
a 1300 A". Horn 990 King be wise, 5eld me mi seruise.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28397 Myn hird-men and als ober maa
Hafi baire seruis halden fra. 13.. Ibut. i239o(Gott.) Trein
beddes was he wont to make, And bar-fur his seruis to take.

c 1325 Song of Merci 102 in E. E. P. (1862) 121 But ?e

bat hated cristendame . . Jour seruise schal be endeles schame,

65-2
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c 1425 Cast. r«HIH 846 in J)/<«rt> /"/ays 102 Pay not pi

serwauntys here scrwyse ! c 1430 Chev. Asstgne 178 bhe .

.

delyueted hym his seruyse & he out of cowrte wendes.

IS33 Gau Rickt Vay (1888) 17 Thay that wil noth help thair

nicntburs in thair necessite and wil notht len to thayme in

thair mister without okker mony or seruice or raward.

8. In feudal nse. t a- Feudal allegiance, iealty

;

profession of allegiance, homage. 06s.

i»07 R. Glouc (Rolls) 3865 pekingwendebotoparys..&

alle be heye men of the lond buder come ywis. Hor omage

of horn & hor seruise he nom. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 259 But

he [the king of France], that wiste nothing why He scholde

do so gret servise After the world in such a wise, Withstod

the wrong of that demande. 01400-50 Wars Alex. 918

pis freke all his franche of Ph[ilip] he haldis. And was a

suget to himself & serues him ajt. c 1489 Caxton Sonttes of
Aymon xiv. 325 And I shall holde you quyte of all the ser-

vyse that ye owe me & your eyres also, for evermore. 1538

Starkey England 55 Gyuyng. . to theyr pryncys and lordys

al humbul seruyce and meke obedyence. 1505 Shaks. John

v. i. 23 Vpon your oath of seruice to the Pope. Ibid. 34

Your Nobles will not heare you, but are gone To offer

seruice to your enemy.

fig. 1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 425 O noble Chaucer.

.

bounde ar we with all deu reuerence . . To owe to yow our

seruyce.

b. A duty (whether a payment in money or kind,

a definite amount of forced labour, or some act

useful or complimentary) which a tenant is bound

to render periodically to his lord. Cf. Knight-

service 1.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 290 J>e barons. .said, pei

suld not so, Suilk a new seruise to reise ne to do. c 1380

Wvclif Wis. (1880) 26 Vpon bis seruyces bei han Pes hel3e

statis & lordischipis. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7984 pe

inonkes possessiouns made he Fra all seruice and customes

fre. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII c. 19 Kyng Edward the fourthe

..graunted the Lordshippe . . to Gnseld..to have and hold

to hir and to hir heires..by the service of a redde rose

yerely. 1549 Registr. Aberdon. (Maitland Club) I. 434

Payand heir for jeirlie. .ten penneis for bundage arrage or

carrage and vthir dew seruice vsit and wont. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. 11. xxiv. 129 Divers services reserved on the Land
he gave his Subjects, a 1700 Evelyn Diary n Apr. 1689,

When the King and Queen had din'd, the cereinonie of the

Champion, and other services by tenure were perform d.

1801 Farmer's Mag. Nov. 404 Landlords would soon find

their advantage in converting all these services into a fixed

rent. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 611 The Duke of Bridg-

water . . granted the said premises to the said W. Murhall .

.

freed and enfranchised from all services. 1883 R. W. Dixon
Mano 1. v. 1 3 The peasants groan . . Weighed down by tolls, by

services and dues. Which to their mighty lords they ever owe.

o. To hold in service [tr. AF. tenir en service

(Britton), law Latin tenere in servilio~\ : To hold

(land) not in one's own occupation (' in demesne ')

but in that of a sub-tenant. See Demesne i.

+ d. A feudal holding. 06s.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 69 In al be seruyse of Sloube

I sese hem to-gedere.

9. trans/. In complimentary expressions : Re-

spect, 'duty'. My service toyou : a phrase accom-

panying the drinking to a person. In epistolary

use, Give my service to = remember me respectfully

to (a third person). To pay, present one's service

(Jo), to pay a call of ceremony. Now rare or 06s.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N.m.'i. 106 My dutie Madam, and most

humble seruice ! 1606 — Tr. <J-
Cr. v. v. 3 Fellow, com.

mend my seruice to her beauty. 1615 Massinger New
Way 1. ii, He will in person first present his seruice. 1646

Endecott in Hutchinson Collect. Papers Massachusetts

Bay (1769) 158 [P. S.) My wife desires to have her service

remembred to Mrs. Winthrop. 1679 Lady R. Russell
Lett. I. i. 9 My kindest service to all the dear young ones.

1693 Congreve Old Bach. 1. i. 4 It lies convenient for us

to pay our Afternoon Service to our Mistresses. 1711 Swift

Jrnl. to Stella 4 Apr., Give my hearty service to Stoyte

and Catherine, c 1751 Chatham Lett. Nephew i. (1805) 3

Pray shew him this letter, with my service to him. 1773

Goldsm. She Stoops 11, Sir, my service to you. 1778 Miss
Burney Evelina xxi, Call.. and give my service to him.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxiv, 'My service to you, Mr.

Morton ', he said, filling one horn of ale for himself, and
handing another to his prisoner.

-p b. //. in the same sense. 06s.

1605 Shaks. Lear 1. L 29 My seruices to your Lordship.

1614 J. Donne in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 345 My errand

ys onely to deliver my thanks and services . . to yor selfe, and
all yr good company. 1723 Atterbury Let. to Pope 10 Apr.,

Give my faithful services to Dr. Arbuthnot, and thanks for

what he sent me.
a. At (a person's) service : ready to obey his

commands. (Cf. sense 25.) f At your service :

used ellipt. as a phrase of politeness. Also f Yours

to do you service.

1554 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. III. 315 Youres todoyow
service, as I am most bounden,duering lief Frauncis Yaxley.

1601 Shaks. Twel. N. 1. v. 318 What hoa, Maluolio. Mat.
Heere Madam, at your seruice. 1600 Sir W. Cornwallis
Ess. 1. xxiv. N 3, Al your seruice, hath beene so conuersant,

as one asking, what s a Clock 1 1712 Addison Sped. No.
269 r 5 The Knight told me.. his Chaplain was very well,

and much at my Seruice. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

'3 July (1815) 230 My name is Matthew Bramble, at your
service. 1905 R. Bagot Passport xxxv. 408 ' Ask me any-

thing ', Silvio replied. ' I am entirely at your service '.

10. The devotion or suit of a lover; professed

love. arch. (Cf. 2 c.)

c 1374 Chaucer Compl. Mars 167, I yaf my trewe seruise

and my thoght For evermore. .To hir. Ibid 183 What
wonder is then, thogh that I besette My seruise on suche
oon. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xliv. 34 All wemen of ws suld

haif honoring, Serwice and luve, aboif all vthir thing. 1596

516

Spenser F.Q. vi. x. 38 So well he wood her, and so well he

wrought her, With humble seruice, and with daily sute.

1600 Shaks. A.Y. L. v. ii. 95 Phe. Good shepheard, tell this

youth what 'tis to lone... Sit. It is to be all made of faith

and seruice. 1611 — Cymb. 1. vi. 140 Let me my seruice

tender on your lippes. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 119 Your-

self, Now weary of my service and devoir.

11. The serving the sovereign or the state in an

official capacity ; the duties or work of public ser-

vants. On His (or Her) Majesty's Service : a

formula (often abbreviated O.H.M.S.) printed on

the cover of a letter to indicate that it is official

(and therefore exempt from postage). Secret

service : see Secbet a. 4 c.

1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 30 Yat no man schal ben excusyd

of absence at yat messe, but it be for ye kyngges seruise.

1536 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 497 One that dyd good

and trewe sarvys to owre soveren lord the kyng. 1568 in H.

Campbell Love Lett. Mary Q. Scot. (1824) App. 27 You,

taryying behynd, wold furder us in this her Majesties sarvys.

1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 15 The Lords.. because they so

judged it best for her Majesties service, sent over Sir John
Norreys. 1709 Swift Project Adv. Relig. Misc. (1711) 226

Men of great Abilities would then endeavour to excel in the

Duties of a religious Life, in order to qualify themselves for

publick Service, a 1713 Ellwood Hist. Life (1714) 12, [I]

seldom went afterwards, upon those publick Services, with-

out a loaded Pistol in my Pocket. 1829 Scott Anne ofG.
xxvii, ' And I,' said his father, ' have no wish to detain him
on the service in which he is now employed '. 1837 Carlyle

Fr. Rev. II. v. v, All Public Service lies slack and waste.

1874 Whyte Melville Uncle John xiv. II. 89 Three letters

. . marked ' On Her Majesty's Service '.

12. The duty of a soldier or sailor ; the perform-

ance of this duty. Often, actual participation in

warfare ; more fully active service.

Piece (or t parcel) of service: a military achievement or

exploit. (In Shaks. used ironically.)

1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 6 Our trained Low
Countrie Captaines. .some of them more hungrie after

charge, spoyle and gaine, than skilfull to do anie great ser-

uice. 1590 Barwick Disc. Weapons 7 And so dooth the

matter fall out, if a parcell of seruice should be doon, where

500. [men] should be imployed therunto. 1S93 Shaks.

2 Hen. VI, v. i. 155 And such a peece of seruice will you

do, If [etc.]. 1599 - Hen. V, m. ii. 49- »599 — Much
Ado 1. i. 48 He hath done good seruice Lady in these wars.

1632 Massinger Maid oj Hon. 1. i. B 2 b, Pray you shew

vs The difference betweene the city valour And service in

the field. 1702 Propos. Effectual War in Amer. 9 When
they lsc. the Companies] form a Battalion or go upon Ser-

vice, the Eldest or Senior Officer should command. 1828

Sporting Mag. XXII. 248 When I was a soldier we were

on service together. 1829 W. Irving Granada lxvii. II. 160

It was evident, from the warlike character of El Zagal, that

there would be abundance of active service and hard fighting.

1889 Gunter That Frenchman i. 10 Then I volunteered for

service in Mexico, and fought my way to.. a captaincy.

b. A military or naval operation in which a

soldier or a regiment serves (often pi.) ; an ex-

pedition or engagement.
1590 Barwick Disc. Weapons 7 The Countie of Creance

had in the seruice against Charles the 5. the charge of 600.

footmen, c 1594 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind.

(Hakl.Soc.)4Whomadeusthisanswear..thattheycamefrom
the service of Brest, and withall delivered the truth of that

honorable, allthoughhlooddy,servicetheare accomplished by

our Englishmen. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. viii. § 1. 41 b,

Alexander.. when hee receiued Letters out of Greece, of

some fights and seruices there. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb.

vi. § 135 Then the King's forces entered the town after a very

warm service, the chief officers and many soldiers of the

other side being killed. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xxxn,

The captain . . swore he would confine Mackshane as soon

as the service should be over. 1760 Ann. Reg. i3.The late

service, .affords very little matter of improvement in the art

of reducing or defending strong places. 1834M edwinA ngler

in Wales II. 55 Nothing could be more harassing than that

service. Driven from one stockade, they entrenched them,

selves behind another. 1844 Asiatic Jrnl. Ser. IB. III. 407

The loss of the European Regiment during the foregoing ser.

vices is stated as having been very severe.

f C. A manner of serving in warfare (e.g. mounted

or on foot, with some specified weapon) ; a branch

of the service (=Arm s6? 9). 06s.

1610 Rich Descr. Irel. 37 The Galloglas succeedeth the

Horsman. .: his seruice in the field, is neither good against

horsmen, nor able to endure an encounter of pikes. 1735

Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. vii. 84 His force consist-

ing only of Foot, and the Galles entirely of Horse, a Service

at which they are very expert.

d. To see service. Of a soldier : To have ex-

perience of warfare. Hence (in perfect tense) of a

thing, to have been much used or worn.

1601 Shaks. A IVs Well 1. ii. 14 Our Gentlemen that meane

to see The Tuscan seruice. 1611 — Wint. T. iv. iii. 71 If

this bee a horsemans Coate, it hath seene very hot seruice.

1778 T. Townshend in Jesse Sel-wyn $ Contemp. (1844)

III. 304 He has an ardent desire to see service. 1794 Mrs.

Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxxiv, There, take it—it has seen

service, though it could do little in defending the castle.

1827 Scott Chron. Canongate iii, My face has seen service,

but there is still a good set of teeth [etc.]. 1838 Mill A.de
Vigny Diss. & Disc. (1859) I. 298 Fourteen years a soldier

without seeing any service. 1891 A. H. Craufurd Gen.

Craufurd 74 Many soldiers who had seen a good deal of

active service.

f e. Man of service : a veteran soldier. 06s.

1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 6b, Besides that, by

the imployment of such a number of trained Captaines, the

regiment.. should bee the more full of men of seruice and

skill. 1825 Carlyle Schiller 111. 202 That rude tumultuous

host which Wallenstein presided over... In this ludicrous

doggrel . . these men of service paint their hopes and doings.

SERVICE.

f. //. (See quot.)

1802 C. James Milit. Did., Services, pecuniary disburse-

ments, or payments which are made for military purposes.

III. In religious uses. (See also 2 b.)

13. The serving (God) by obedience, piety, and

good works. Phrase, f to do God's service.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. issDauid. . deb us to understonden on

hwiche wise pe halie Men hersumden ure drihten ine pisse

lfue, and hwiche mede heo sculen habben for hore feire ser.

uise. c 1275 Duty ofChristians 35 in O. E. Misc. 142 If we
. . luuyeb vre dryhte And dob his seruyse myd al yre myhte.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter xvii. 22 He. .lufid vs inhisgoednes,

noght for oure seruys. c 1380 Wyclif Whs. (1880) 6 pei don
not goddis seruyce in hem selfe but drawen obere men per-

fro. 1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther iv. Wks. {1876) 343 He
weneth that in so doyng he pleaseth god & dothe a specyall

seruyce vnto god. 1552 Abp. Hamilton Catech. (1884) 39
Quharin standis the trew and principal service quhilk we
aucht to God. 1563 Homilies 11. Almsdeeds ill. 180 Wyll
he see vs lacke necessaries when we do hym true seruice ?

16x4 Life <V Death Geninges 91 A Virgin who had wholy
dedicated her selfe to the seruice of God. 1662 Bk. Com.
Prayer General Thanksgiving, By giving up ourselves to

thy service. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 529 Our voluntarie ser-

vice he requires. 1846 Ruskin Mod. Paint. II. 111. i. xv.

§ 12 There will come a time when the service of God shall

be the beholding of him.

14. Worship; esp. public worship according to

form and order. Now rare or 06s. exc. in divine

service, f Formerly often, Gods service, pu6lic

service, common service.

c 1205 Lay. 8071 pe king bi-gon seruise on aelches cunnes

wise Eefter pan heSene laaen. a 1300 Cursor M. 28251 In

kyrk i wroght oft syth vn-ro Quen goddis semis was to do.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter 4 (Prol.) pis boke of all haly writ is

mast oysed in halykyrke seruys. 1340 — Pr. Consc. 3455
When pe lyst slepe and wil noght ryse, And comes overlate

tyl Goddes servise. c 1386 Chaucer 2nd Nun's T. 553 Hir

hous the chirche of seinte Cecilie highte . . In which, in to

this day, in noble wyse Men doon to Crist and to his seinte

seruyse. 1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1146/2 To-
ward this purpose, are expressely praied many deuout

orasons in the comon seruice of our mother holy church.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xi. § 1 Solemne duties of publique

seruice to be done vnto God must haue their places set and
prepared. Ibid v. xxix. § 1 The attyre which the Minister

of God is by order to vse at times of diuine seruice. 1629

Milton Hymn Nathi. xxi, A drear and dying sound

Affrights the Flamins at their service quaint. 1749 Minutes
Method. Conf. (1812) 41 Exhort those, who were brought up
in the Church, constantly to attend its service.

15. A celebration of public worship.
Often without the article, where a particular occasion is

indicated by the context.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 3x5 On other thing his look

som-tyme he caste, And eft on hir, whyl that servyse laste.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 144 When serves was done, he
went vnto pe bysshopp & shrafe hym. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 1. iii-v. 41 So vpon newe yeresday whan the ser-

uyce was done, the barons rode vnto the feld. 1585 T.

Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. in. xxi. no b, The houre of

seruice being come, the Maizins beginne to cry vppon the

towres. 1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xxviii. § 3 So that, accord-

ing to this forme of theirs, it must stand for a rule, No Ser-

mon, no seruice. i599DALLAMin Early Voy. Levant {Ha.kl.

Soc.) 23 Sarvis beinge ended, we Departed out of the chapell.

1600 Weakest goeth to Wall H 4, Then the Parish is like

to haue no seruice to day. 1770 Goldsm.^ Des. Vill. 181

The service past
}
around the pious man. With steady zeal,

each honest rustic ran. 1859 Jephson Brittany viii. 121, I

looked into the church, where service was going on. 1882

Mozley Remin. (ed. 2) 1. 55 He preached once at St. Mary's,

and occasionally assisted in services.

16. A ritual or series of words and ceremonies

prescribed for public worship, or for some par-

ticular occasion or ministration. Often with de-

fining word, as baptismal, 6urial, communion,
marriage service (none of these are so entitled

in the Prayer-book), f Altar-service, the Com-
munion. + Book of service — service-book (see 38).

Phrases, To read, say, sing service.

i 'i 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 1070 (Parker MS.) pa jewraoede
hine se arcebiscop Landfranc & behead pam biscopan oe par

cumene waeran./pa serfise to donde & eallan pan munecan
pa^t hi scoldan hi unscrydan. c 1305 Oxf. Student 63 in

E. E. P. (1862) 42 po come be maistres . . pe seruise for to do.

And po hit was to ende ibrou^t and pe bodi ibured [etc], c 1350

Will. Palerne 5059 Whan pe seruise was seid as it schold

bene, pat fel to a mariage be-maked at cherche. c 1386

Chaucer JCnt.'s T. 2054 To do the office of funeral seruyse.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C x. 227 And vp-on sonedays . . godes

seruyce to huyre, Bope matyns and messe. 1396-7 XUConcl.
Lollards iv. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1007) XXII. 297 pe seruise

of Corpus Christi imad be frere Thomas, c 1400 Ywaine -y

Gam. 2355 Sir Ywayn to the Kyrk yede, Or he did any other

dede ; He heed the servise of the day. 1418 E. E. Wills

31 To fynde Twey honestes prestes to singe goddys seruice

for my soule-.be vij jere next folwyng after my desese.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 454/1 Servyce, don for dede menn
and women, exequie. c 1450 Brut 425 The Erchebisshop

of Caunturburi..and othir Engelisshe Bisshoppis..diden

this solempne seruyce there,and weddid hem togederis. 1543

in Rymer Foedera XIV. 766 Thies Bookes of Divine Service,

that is to sey, the Masse Booke, the Graill, the Anty-

phoner, the Himptuall [sic], the Portans, and the Prymer,

bothe in Latyn and in Englyshe of Sarum use. 1548-9

Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 388 Paide for ij bookes of y«

new service, vijs. vjd. 1566 Eng. Ch. Furniture (Peacock

i860) 84 A mass booke portas wythe all other bookes of

saruys. £1585 [R. Browne] Answ. Cartwright 49 The
dumbe ministers may be heard reading service. 1602 bHAKs.

Ham. v. i. 259 We should prophane the seruice of the dead,

To sing sage Requiem, and such rest to her As to peace-

?arted Soules. 1635 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc) /a

lere is only a curate maintained to say service. 1721 A.

CAMfBELL Dodr. Middle State Pref. 7 Upon this bottom



SERVICE.

also were the Ten Commandments introduced into the Altar
Service, for the first time. 1726-1857 [see Burial 5 J. 1844
Lingard Anglo-Sax, Ch. (1858) I. i. 14 The service of their
church was performed in the Latin tongue. Ibid. I. ii. 90
This washing of feet formed part *f the public service of
the day. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 159 A baptismal
service in which the sign of the cross might be used or omitted
at discretion. 1883 J. Gilmour Mongols xxvi. 317 A service
consisting of the chanting of prayers and the blowing of
trumpets is gone through.

T b. spec. The daily office or hours of the brevi-

ary ( — Office sd. 6 a) ; more fully divine service.

Our Lady service, the Little Office of the Virgin
Mary. 06s,
a 1225 A ncr. R. 8 I5e ereste dole of ower boc, of ower ser-

uise. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 122 Ful weel she soong the seruice
dyuyne, Entuned in hir nose ful semeely. 1398 Trevisa
Bartk. De P. R. ix. xxix. (1495) 364 In fastyng tyme we
reherse ofte the Ij psalme in the seruyse of the daye. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 166 Sho sufferd all bis becauce be space
of v wekis sho nowder hard dyvyne serves nor mes. Ibid.
250 A yong monk bat was passand devowte in saying of our
Ladie serves & hur howres. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye
11 How and why goddes seruyce is sayde, eche daye in .vii.

howres. 1513 Braoshaw St. Werburge 1. 2548 Or that her
systers came to the oratory To say dyuyne seruyce. 1516
Bp. Fox Rule of seynt Benet Fj, The .xlvii. chapiter
treateth of thappoyntment of the houre of diuine seruice.

1547 Injunctions given by Edw. VI xxiv. c j b, People
neuerthelesse perswadyng themselfes, sufficiently to honor
God on that daie, if thei heare Masse & seruice. 1549 Bk.
Cornm. Prayer Pref., The common prayers in the Churche,
commonlye called diuine seruice. 1583 in Foley Rec. Eng.
Prov. S. y. (1880) VI, 714 He was made prest and beneficed
in Queen Mary's time. He saith service with me daily.

t c. Common service, the * Common Prayer ' of
the Prayer-book. Ods.
1561 Bp. P/ rkhu rst InjunctionsA iv,Whether the parsons,

vicare, curate or reader doth reade the common seruice with a
lowde, distinct and treatable voyce. 1565 Aduertisments 25
Jan. A iii, The booke of Common seruice.

t d- Togive {one) service ; to have the service of
the church performed over a dead man. Ods.
1470-85 Malory /tr//t«r xvii. xviii. 716 And on the morne

he gaf hym seruyse and putte hym in the erthe afore the
hyghe Aulter.

t e. Used trans/, of the singing of birds. Ods.
? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 669 By note made fair ser-

wyse These briddes .
. ; They songe hir song as faire and wel

As angels doon espirituel. c 1369 — Dethe Blauncke 302
[The birds] songen, euerich in his wyse, The moste solempne
seruyse By note, that euer man, I trowe, Had herd.

17. A musical setting of those portions of the
church-offices which are sung; esp. the music for

the canticles at Morning and Evening Prayer.
1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 815 Joh. Tomkins . . a composer

of certain Church Services and Anthems. 178a Mason
Collect. Anthems, Ess. Cathedr. A/us. p. xix, The Service
which Thomas Tallis composed in the reign of Queen Eliza-
beth. Ibid. p. xlii, Those Hymns which Church Musicians
call by the technical term of Services, by which they mean
the Te Deum, Magnificat, &c. 1789 J. Lewis' Mem. Dk.
Glocesler 83 note, A very ingenious service of his, formerly
performed at the King's Chapel. 1883 Stainer in Grove's
Diet. Mus. III. 471 A Service may be defined as a collection
of musical settings of the canticles and other portions of the
liturgy which are by usage allowed to be set to free com-
position.

18. A Service-book. Now only, a volume con-
taining the Book of Common Prayer together with
the daily lessons ; — Chcbch-service 3.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 31 Aug. 1654, A vast old song book

or service, i860 Sala Lady Chesterfield v. 76 Young lasses
. .with big velvet and gold-clasped Services in their hands.
IV. Help, benefit, advantage, use.

19. The action of serving, helping, or benefiting

;

conduct tending to the welfare or advantage of
another. Chiefly in to do, render service (cf. 6).
158a N. feicHEFiELD tr. Castenheda's Conq. E. Ind. ii. 4 b,

A man experimented in matters of the Sea, and of Naviga-
tion, wherein he had done to this kingdome great service.
1601 Hakluyt Galvano's Discov. World 30 Christopher
Columbus..who first had offered his seruice for a western
discouerie vnto king Iohn of Portugall. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 15. 31 We see.. what notable seruice
and reparation they [the Jesuits] haue done to the Komane
Sea. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. viii. (1687) 39, I

intend to do you service by revealing to you my very
heart. 1779 Mirror No. 35 Professions of friendship and
regard wUl lead to expectations of service that cannot be
answered. 1853 W. F. Ainsworth W, B. Barter's Lares
ff Penates Introd. Pref. 3 During the campaign of the French
in Syria he also rendered good service to our old ally the
Porte. 1883 Manch. Guard. 4 Oct. 5/2 The Howard
Association is doing good service by its persistent watchful-
ness in all matters relating to the treatment of crime.

b. An act of helping or benefiting ; an instance
of beneficial or friendly action ; a useful office.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon Ivi. 189 The grete seruyce that
he bathe done to me shall be euen ryght well rewarded.
1603 Shaks. Meas.forM. 1. ii. i8r, I pre'thee (Lucio) doe
me this kinde seruice. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Sept. 1667,
If they esteem'd it a service to the University (of which I

had been a member). 1770 Langhorne Plutarch, Pom/ey
(Rtldg.) 434/1 In the Mithridatic war they [the Pirates]
assumed new confidence and courage, on account of some
services they had rendered the king, 1817 Jas. Mill Brit.
India II. v. iii. 406 He. .mentioned two services by which
the co-operation of that Princ* might be ensured. 1855
Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 567 While Mary lived, it

might well be doubted whether the murder of her husband
would really be a service to the Jacobite cause. 1862
Maurice Mod. Philos. 604 In so far as Bentham brought
these contradictions before the face of those who were com*
mitting them we conceive he was doing a service.

517

C. colled, pi. Friendly or professional assistance.
1832 Ht. Martineau Life in Wilds iii. 40 Seeing that

greater strength of finger was what they wanted, he offered
his services. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiv, I think we
shall be able to help each other,.. and shall have no need
of Mr. Bowls's kind services. 1887 Gunter Mr. Barnes
xxiv. 102 Edwin said, .that he would hand me over to you
as his fee for your medical services.

f 20. With of or possessive : A person's interest

or advantage. Ods.
14.. 26 Pol. Poems v. 44 Loke how goddis lawe ?e vse;

Whom }e refuse, and whiche auaunce, ffor goddis loue, or
?oure owen seruyce. £-1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824)
227 The Queen of Bohemia, whose service they desired to
advance. 1654. H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 26 He hath
been sedulous in promoving the service and contentment of
your house. 1713 Johnson Guardian No. 1 F 5, I shall find
enough to do to give Orders proper for their Service, to
whom I am by Will of their Parents Guardian. 1768-74
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I- 2^6 If we have.. a reasonable
prospect of promoting her service in the long run.

21. Assistance or benefit afforded by an animal
or thing (or by a person as involuntary agent)

;

the work which an animal or thing is made to

do. Phr. to do service.

c 1470 Henry Wallace ix. i3ioThai. .brak the bait, quhen
thai war landyt thair ; Serwice off it Sotheroun mycht haiff
no mayr. 1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 The churle hempe . . is

nat so good as the female hempe, but yet it wyll do good ser-
uice. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 218 He haue the cudgell
hallow'd, and hung ore the Altar, it hath done meritorious
seruice. 1604 N. F. Fruiterers Secrets 10 If they bee
gathered afore, they will shrinke, wither, and eate tough,
and doe no seruice. 1715 De Foe Fam. Instr. 1. i. (1766) I.

13 He. . has given them to you for Food and Service. Don't
you see that we eat them, ride upon them, and the like.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias 1. vl Pa (1782) I. 36, I bore
their discourse with patience, because to fret myself would
have done me no service. 18x6 Scott Antiq. i, He cer-
tainly would not.. have suffered the coachman to pro-
ceed while the horse was unfit for service. 1882 Froude
in Longman's Mag. I. 205, I passed the rod to X , in
whose hands it did better service. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond.
To-day xxxv. (ed. 3) 311 Excursionists.. press into service
every vehicle which can carry them away from town.

b. Of the limbs: Function, office.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias 11. i. (1782)!. 117 Though his hand
shook, it did not refuse its service, but went and came with
great expedition. Ibid. x. x. IV. 73 After having walked
about two hours, my little legs began to refuse their service.

f 22. The purpose or use to which a thing is put,
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 50 They know not what

seruice to put their waxe vnto. 16. . Spelman (J.), All the
vessels of the king's house are not for use of honour, some
be common stuff, and for mean services, yet profitable.

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 120 The Neptune.. would be.,
a store-vessel for the service of rebuilding the Lighthouse.
1805 Skene Let. in Lockhart Scott (1896) 130 A new kitchen
range (as., the grate for that service is technically called).

f b. To stand (a person) in no service : to be of
no use to. Ods.

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 12 b, He refused ya gift whiche
should stand hym in no service [orig. munus inutile].

23. Supply of the needs of (persons, occas. of
things).
a 1325 Prose Psalter ciii. 15 pou art bryngand forbe hay

to meres and grasse to seruice of men [Vulg. et kerbam
servituti hominum}. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione in. xi. [x.] 78
Hevene & erbe, bat bou bast made unto mannes seruice
[L. in ministeriunt hominis\. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 1. vi. 4 b, A great fountain for the common
seruice of the bouse. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. xxxi. III. 214
The baths of Antoninus Caracalla, which were open, at
stated hours, for the indiscriminate service of the senators
and the people. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped v. On the
south shore they have built a pier for the service of the Ferry.

24. Serviceableness, utility. Now rare,

1679 Penn Addr. Prot. (1692) Pref., It may be objected
by some, that much of the Service of it is over. 1691
T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 103 The usefulness and ser-

vice of the said Lead. 1910 Expositor Apr. 571 The system
has its service in showing how impossible it is to get rid of
Sin as a tragedy in the universe.

b. Ofservice (predicatively) : of use or assistance,

useful, helpful. Const, to,

1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 3 If I am of any Service
to Your Lordship. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 132
Even the bearing of this rule in their thoughts may be of
some service. 1756 Burke Subl. $ B. Pref., In this pursuit,
whether we take or whether we lose our game, the chace is

certainly of service. 1779 Storer in Jesse Sclwyn
<J-

Con-
temp. (1844) IV. 295 Tnis paper war will not be of much
service to us. 1839 T. Mitchell Frogs ofAristoPk. Introd.

93 note, The reader who wishes to work this out for himself,
will find the following references of service, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xxii, 152, I found him of some service to me. 1867
Baker Nile Tribut. viii. 196 The long tails of the giraffes
. . would be of little service against . . the seroot.

25. At one's service, at one's disposal, ready or
available for one to use. Cf. 9 c.

1669 Davenant Man's the Master 111. 47 'Tod. Lead'em a
Dance, I'll have a Dance. D. fohn. My feet are at your
service, Sir. 1683 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 132,
I told him the last time he was here ..I promised him a
Persian Horse ; I had now one at his Service, which he
accepted with some ceremony. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III.

11. ii, My whole strength .. is, day and night, at the ser-

vice of my fellow-Citizens. 1875 Towett Plato (ed. 2) I.

385 My means, which are certainly ample, are at your service.

f 26. Permission to use; the loan^a thing for use.

1810 Scott Lady ofL. 11. xxxvii, Tell Roderick Dhu I

owed him naught, Not the poor service of a boat, To waft
me to yon mountain-side 1821 — Kenilw. xiii, Wayland,
obtaining from the cook the service of a mortar, ..mixed,
pounded, and amalgamated tha drugs which he had bought.

SEBVICE.

V. Waiting at table, supply of food ; hence,
supply of commodities, etc.

27. The act of waiting at table or dishing up
food ; the manner in which this is done. Phrase,
the service of the tadle (now arch.),
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1401 When alle segges were ber

set, ben seruyse bygynnes. c 1386 Chaucer Squire's T. 58
And eek it nedeth nat for to deuyse At euery cours the ordre
of hire seruyse. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy n. 4187 pe
straunge metis, be manere of be seruyse. 1528 Roy Rede
me n. (Arb.) 93 Whose prowde service to beholde, In plate
of silver and golde, It passeth a mans witt. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nic/iolay's Voy. 1. xxi. 27 He was..serued with
al magnificence, .and superfluity of meates.

.
, and this ser-

uice was done . . by officers in number. 1588 Kyd Housek.
Phil. Wks. (1901) 275 Necessary implements, not onely for
the vse of the Kitchin but seruice of the Table. 1632
Massinger City Madam 1. i, You may want, though, A
dish or two when the service ends. 1674 T. P., etc. Eng. % Fr.
Cook 431 Bills of Fare, as well for great Feasts as ordinary
Services through the whole year. 1813 Scott Guy M. xlix,
More pretty things were said on both sides during the
service of the tea-table than we have leisure to repeat. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xlixj He described, .the service of
the table..enumerated the dishes and wines served. 1887
Cassell's Encycl. Dict.j Service, waiting at table : as, The
service was good or indifferent.

b. That which is served up or placed on the
table for a meal ; the food set before a person ; an
allowance or portion of food. Now rare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13990 A man bat hight symon leprus,

At ete he praid him til his hus.. . Ful fair seruis symon him
dight. 13. . Coer de L. 1504 Anon they wer to borde sette,

And fayr servyse byfore hem sette. c 1400 Ride St. Benet
(Verse) 1584 pat euer-ilkon wil of hir Iaue pe third part til

hir sopper saue, And to be celerer wil it seme Swilk seruys
for to saf & 5eme. c 1430 Stans Piter ad Mensam 26 in
Meals <$ Manners 278 And whanne bou seest afore bee bi

seruicej be not to hasti upon breed to bite, a 1483 Liber
Niger m Househ. Ord. (1790) 24 The servyce of his table
and of his cupborde to be dayly recorded into the King's
countyng-house. 1557 F. Seager Sch. Vertue 342 Disshes
with measure thou oughtest tofyll, Els mayste thou happen
thy seruyce to spyll. 1598-9 B. Jonson Case Altered 1. i,

Gods Hd man, seruice is ready to go vp man, you must slip

on your coate and come in, we lacke waiters pittyfully. 1607
Topsell Fonr-f. Beasts 81 In the Summer let them haue
their first meate in the morning, and their second sendee at
noone. 1610 Heywood Gold. Age 11. i. Stage Direct.,^ A
banquet brought in, with the limbesof a Man in the seruice.

1700 [E. Ward] Lond. Spy xvn. 14 A Service ofSweet-meats,
which every Gossip carry'd away in her Hankerchief. 1839
Lane Arab. Nts. I. 86 Services of food were then spread
before them. ci88o R. H. Stoddard Sqr.Low Degree (Cent.)
I'll spread your service by the door, That when you eat you
may behold The knights at play where the bowls are rolled.

.

t C. A division of a meal served up at one time,

a course. Also, a particular ' dish ' or kind of food.
a 1536 Songs, Carols etc. (E. E. T. S.) 33 The boris hede,

I vnderstond, Ys cheff seruyce in all this londe. 1601
Holland Pliny xvlv. I. 458 Even at this day throughout
Spaine, the manner is to serve up acorns and mast to the
table for a second service. 1607 Dekker & Webster
Westw. Hoe 1. ii, An excellent pickeld Goose, a new seruice.

c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 152 One of the most
sumptuous Feasts that ever I saw, being but of nine dishes,
in three several services. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy.
Ambass. 278 Certain services of Paste and Sugar, according
to the German fashion, which were brought to the Table,
rather to divert the Eye, than to sharpen the Appetite. 1715
Lond. Gaz. No, 5336/2 The Entertainments, .consist only
of one Service. 1707 Curios, in Husb. 47 Fruits.. are still

the most agreeable Service of Tables. 1765 in Priv. Lett.
Ld. Malmesbury (1870) I. 137 His dinner—four services.

28. The furniture of the table; esp. a set of

dishes and other utensils required for serving a
particular meal. Often with defining word, as

dinner, dessert, dreakfast, tea service.

1669 R. Montagu in Buccleuck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 445 A very pretty service of gilt plate. 1710 Luttrell
Brief R el. (1857) VI. 597 A magnificent service of plate,

consisting of many large silver dishes, stands, plates, &c.
1788 Ld. Auckland Corr. (1862) III. 67 The service of
Sevres china arrived all safe. 1851 Beck's Florist 266 A
handsome silver tea and coffee service. 1882 Ogilvie, Ser-
vice, an assortment of table-linen. 1885 Law TimesLXXIX.
175/1 A service of plate bequeathed by a baronet. 1890
'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 345 The damsel.,
completed the clearing off and washing up of the various
articles of the service.

b. Similarly : A set of vessels for the altar, for

the toilet, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 25 Jan. 1645, The compleate service

of the purest chrystal for the altar of the Cbapell. 1851
Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 368/1 A green and white chamber
service all complete, with soap trays and brush trays. 1867
C. T. Newton Blacas Coll. Antiq. Brit. Mus. 24 Silver

toilet service of a Roman bride.

29. An administration or application {of some-
thing).
163a Lithgow Trav. x. 465 From whence carrying a pot

full of water, .hee did powre it in my bellie. .The first and
second seruices I gladly receaued, such was the scorching

drouth of my tormenting payne. 1700 (K. Ward] Lond.
Spy xvii. 10 The next piece of Liu-Exercise my Part'ner

set me, was to make a Regular Service of Kisses round the

Room. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1143 In France a small quan-
tity of solution of sulphate of iron is added during the

boiling of the soap, or rather with the first service of the lyes.

30. The supply or laying-on of gas, water, etc.,

through pipes from a reservoir ; the apparatus of

pipes, etc., by which this is done.

1879 W. Young Town fy Country Mansions 41 From one
of the cisterns a separate service of pipes should be carried
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to the water-closets. 1895 Outing XXVII. 2^4/1 Sinks

were constructed, and the city water-service was introduced.

b. attrib., as service-box, -pipe, etc.

1819 Peckston Gas-Lighting 299 He must prepare to

bring the gas into the houses by laying the service-pipes.

1861 Catal. Intcrnat. Exkib. II. x. 44 Improved service-

box for supplying water-closets. Ibid., To be connected

either with the service-pipe direct from the main, or with

the supply-pipe from the cistern. 1868 Chamb. Encycl. X.

103/2 Tlie distributing or service reservoirs should be roofed.

c. = service-pipe (see b).

1865 S. Hughes Gas-works (ed. 2) 233 The pipes which

convey gas or water through the different streets are called

main pipes or mains ; and the small pipes which convey the

fluid therefrom to the houses are called services. 1877 W.
Richards Manuf. Coal Gas 271 Services should be of

course always laid with a slight incline to the main.

31. Provision (of labour, material appliances,

etc.) for the carrying out of some work for which

there is a constant public demand.
1853 Papworth Museums, etc 15 Regulations as to ad-

mission into public museums.. the porter not to allow the

entrance of any person out of the hours of public service.

1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day (ed. 3) 320 St. Bartholo-

mew's Hospital. .has a service of 710 beds. 189a Post
Office Notice, The object of the new Post Office Express
Service is to secure the immediate delivery of Messages,
Letters and Parcels by Special Messenger. 1904 G. B.
Shaw Common-sense Munic. Trading vi. (1908) 48 There
is, however, one very important difference between a tele-

graph and a telephone service.

32. Accommodation for conveyance or transit

afforded by vehicles plying regularly on a route.

1854 N. 3- Q. 1st Ser. IX. 355/1 Service,, is of very late

importation from the French, within three years, as applied
to the lines of steamers, or traffic of railways. 1865 Casselfs
Handy Guide Seaside (ed. 2) 103 There is a very fine ser-

vice of steamboats between Douglas, Ramsey, and Liver-

pool thrice a week in the winter. 1866 Roy. Comm. Rail-
ways, Min. Evid. 519/1 The London and North-western
Company running a very good service between London and
Birmingham. 1870 Dickens E, Drood vi, A short squat
omnibus . . which was then the daily service between Cloister-

ham and external mankind. 1885 Law Times LXXX.
m/i The right of the railway company to suspend the
ordinary service of trains on occasions of great and ex-
ceptional pressure. 1904 G. B. Shaw Common.sense Munic.
Trading v. (1908) 40 London is at present helplessly at the
mercy of a cab service which [etc.].

VI. Action of serving, in technical senses.

33. Law. a. The action or an act of serving (a

writ, notice, etc.) upon a person.
To accept service (of a writ) : see Accept v. 3.

1429 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 346/1 Touching the retourne,
servise, and all executions of the Writtes, Processe and
Juggementz, in and of the saide actions. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxx, ' Beg your pardon, Mr. Pickwick , said Mr.
Jackson. ..' But personal service, by clerk or agent, in these
cases, you know, Mr, Pickwick—eh, Sir?' 1863 Le Fanu
Ho. Churchyard 1 1 1. 7 I'll permit the services of the notices.

b. Scots Law. The procedure for ascertaining

and declaring the heir to a person deceased. A
general service determines generally who is heir to

another ; a special service determines who is heir

to a special estate.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign. s. v. Breve de tnorte anteces-
sors, Be the auld law of this Realme, the Justice-general!

and his deputes.. was judge competent to the service of
this breve. 1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot. in. v. (ed. 2) 467 The
general Service is a compleat establishing of the Right in the
Person of the Heir. 1815 Scott Guy M. Iviii, [We have] got
our youngster's special service retoured into Chancery. 1847
Act 10 <y 11 Vict. c. 47 § 1 The Practice of issuing Brieves
from Chancery for the Service of Heirs shall cease.

34. Tennis (and kindred games). The act of
' serving ' the ball or starting it in play ; a par-

ticular player's manner of doing this; the ball

served.

1611 Cotgr., Grebonde, a seruice at Tennice, wherein the
ball runs not along on the house, but bounds on the side

thereof. 1797 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 380/2 ( Tennis) When
the player gives hts service at the beginning of a set, his

adversary is supposed to return the ball. 1819 Examiner
7 Feb. in Hazlitt's Table-talk ix. (1821) 203, 204 His service

was tremendous. _ He once..made seven and twenty aces
following by services alone. 1894 Times 6 Mar. 7/3 Mr.
Young's service and return were very severe in the third
game. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 402/1 (Fives) If he fails to
return the service * above the ' line ' no stroke is counted.

b. attrib., as service-box, -court, -line, -side,

•wall.

1797 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 380/1 {Tennis) Over this long
gallery, .is a covering, called the pent-house, on which they
play the ball from the service-side. 1875 'Stonehenge'
Brit. Sports 690 If the service drops in the wrong court, or
beyond the service line, it is a fault. 1878 J. Marshall
Ann. Tenuis 159 Service court, that part of the floor which
is contained between the service-line, the pass-line, the grille-

wall, and the gallery-wall and battery. Ibid. 160 Service-
wall, the wall above the side-pent-house. 1898 Encycl.
Sport II. 244/2 (Rackets), Service-box, the square (marked
out on each side of the floor) from which the service must
be delivered.

35. Naut. Small cord, or the like, wound about
a rope to protect it. (Cf. Sebve v.* 54.)
17*9 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bk. ofthe ' Lvell '

24 Nov., Veered out the best bower Cable on the Floocf, and
claped on the moaring Service. 1748 Anson's Voy. in.
ii. 318 The cables..armed with the chains..were besides
cackled.. seven fathom from the service. 1793 Smeaton
Edysione L.% 137 Not only the service and worming were
cut, but the cable itself was.. injured by the sharpness of
the rocks. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast iii, This chafing
gear consists of worming,., battens, and service of all kinds.

518

1899 F. T. Bullen Log 0/ Sea-waif 323 We could not..
repair the ' service * where chafed out aloft.

36. The action of covering a female animal. (Cf.

Sekve v. 52.)
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 845 He is often so much

fatigued when brought to the mare.. as to be quite unfit for

effective service. 1885 Bazaar 30 Mar. 1260/3 With each
pup a written guarantee of a service from a pedigree
St. Bernard dog will be given. 1911 Kingsbridge (Devon)
Gaz. 26 Mar. 2/4 For service—a Pedigree Large Black Boar.

VII. attrib. and Comb. (See also 30 b, 34 b.)

37. Simple attrib., passing into adj.

a. Belonging to the army or the navy ; esp., em-
ployed on active service, as service ammunition,
bullet, charge, company, rifle, etc.

1828 J. M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2) 124 The ser-

vice charges in the above table [required for cartridges]. 1837
King's Regul. Anny 153 Regiments on Foreign Stations
are formed into Six Service Companies and Four Depot
Companies. 1844 Queen's Regul. Army in All Regiments
are to have, in the constant possession of each Man, Ten
Rounds of Service Ammunition i860 All Year Round
No. 73. 546 The ordinary unrifled service gun. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 236 By service rigs,

is to be understood the rig that boats use when on service.

1898 Times 28 June 13/6 The new service bullet.. fits all

the service rifles and machine guns in use by the British

Army. 1901 Scotsman 4 Mar. 8/2 He wished the members
of the service company God-speed. Ibid. 2 Mar. 10/1 Dressed
in their service khaki. 1909 Col. Egerton in Westm. Gaz,

4 Mar. 3/1 Match-rifle conditions.. are directly opposed to

service-rifle shooting and training for war.

b. Belonging to household service, the serving

of meals, etc
1864 R. Kerr Gentl. Ho. 247 Butler's Service-room, its

position, uses, and fittings. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi.
Railw. 351 The ventilation of the kitchens is conducted up
the 'service' staircase and shaft. 1885 in Willis & Clark
Cambridge II. 774 While each man has a small service-room

of his own, there are on each staircase two larger gyp-rooms.

1899 Daily News 18 Apr. 7/7 The fire originated in tlie

service-lift. 1907 Daily Chron. 25 June 3/4 In all the club

rooms there are what are called 'service-hatches', which
will supply food or drink in infinite variety.

38. Special combinations : service-book, a book
containing one or more forms of divine service (in

the 17th c. often applied to the Book ofCommon
Prayer) ; service measure, metre, the 14-syllable

line which is the equivalent of a couplet of common
metre ; also used — common metre (see Common a.

19 b); service paste, a porcelain-paste prepared

to serve for all ordinary work ; f service-room, a
music-room or song-school in a religious house

;

service-time, •f -while, the time of divine service.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Toug, Breviaire, the *seruice

booke of priestes of the church of Rome. 1638 Laud Diary
29 Apr., The tumults in Scotland, about the Service-Book
offered to be brought in. £-1680 Beveridge Serm. (1729)

I. 558 The book of Lamentations seems to have been a kind
ofservice-book or office. 1B46M.ASKELLM0n.Rit. I. p. lxxxi,

The revision of the service-books of the Western Church
which followed the council of Trent. 1841 Latham Eng.
Lang. v. 382 Poulterer's Measure.—Alexandrines and
*Service Measures alternately.. .It will be seen that a couplet

of Ballad Metre is equivalent to a line of *Service Metre.
1886 Meiklejohn Eng. Lang. 182 Iambic Tetrameter with
Iambic Trimeter in alternate lines— the second and_ fourth

rhyming—is called Ballad Metre. When used, as it often

is, in hymns, it is called Service Metre. 1839 Ure Did.
Arts 1022 The following composition has been adopted for

the *service paste of the royal manufactory of Sevres. 1669
Woodhead St. Teresa 11. 276 The Nuns, then in the •Service-

room, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 144 He. .happend bat day
. .to be assigned be be bisshopp to be his dekyn in *serves

tyme & rede be pistle. 158a in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.
Oxford (1&&6) 420 Uppon the Soundaye . . owt ofservice tyme.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xviii, She had never seen Robertson
since his remarkable escape during service-time. 1573 Not-
tingham Rec. IV. 154 Hyr gesse compyng in*sarveswylle.

1673 [R. Leigh] Transpr. Reh. 83 A citizens sitting bare-

headed all service-while.

Service 2 (sauvis). Forms : a. 6 servis(se,

serves, servyse, 6-7 cervise, cervioe, 6-8 ser-

vise, 6- service ; &. 6 sarves, 9 U.S. sarvice

;

7. 7 sorvise, sorveise, sorvice. [orig. serves, pi.

of Serve sb.*\

1. A tree, Pyrus (Sorbus L., Cormus Spach) do-

mestica, native in continental Europe and cultivated

in the British Isles, bearing small pear-shaped or

round fruit edible when in an over-ripe condition

;

see Corme 1 1, Service-tree, Sorb.

1530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sarves, tree, alisier. Ibid. 260/2 Ser-

vyse, tree, alisier. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Huso. (1586)

72 Upon the same stocke are graffed..the Medler, and the

Servisse. 1601 Holland Pliny xv. xiii. I. 437 The fruit

Sebesten . . beeing graffed vpon Sorvices. 1664 Evelyn
Kal. Hort. (1679) 3& Catalogue of Fruit-trees... Services or

Chequers. 1767 Abercrombie£"p. Man his ownGard. (1803)

40 Plant fruit trees.. quinces, medlars, mulberries, filberts,

services, &c. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 27 Sept. 10/1 The service

is of slow growth, seldom fruiting until sixty years old.

+ 2. The fruit of this tree. Obs.
J530 Palsgr. 265/1 Sarves, frute, alise. c 153a Do Wes

Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1073 Walnuttes, cervyse, medlers,

aples. 1542 Boorde Dyetary xxi. (1870) 283 Ceruyces be in

maner of lyke operacyon. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido
iv. v. N.'sWks.(Grosart) VI.64 Browne Almonds, Semises,
ripe Figs and Dates. 1601 Holland Pliny xix. v. II. 18

Divers there be, who after another sort make a confection

thereof, namely with Quinces, with Sorvises, or Plums.
1612 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 11. vii. (1634) 126 A basket of

Servises, Medlers and Chestnuts. 168a Wheler Joum,

SERVICEABLE.
Greece vi. 452 A Fruit,.. not much bigger than Cervices.

1780 Coxe Russ. Discov. 56 They also feed upon several

species of roots and berries, namely, cloud-berries,, .and
services. 1796 C Marshall Garden, xyii. (1813) 287 Ser-

vice, (sweet) or sorb apple, is rarely cultivated^ for fruit, as
it requires a warmer climate than England to ripen it.

3. Wild Service : a hush or low tree (Pyrus tor-

minalis) bearing harsh bitter fruit.

1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 11. iii. 374 There are several other
Trees and Shrubs which are now in Flower, as. .wild Ser-
vice or Quickbeam. 185a G. W. Johnson Gard. Diet. 758
Pyrus torminalis. Wild-service.

4. attrib., as f service-apple ; service-berry, f (a)

the fruit of the Service (Pyrus domesticd)
;

(b) a
N. American shrub, Amelanchier Canadensis, the
Shad-bush (also attrib.)

; (c) the fruit of the white-

beam, Pyrus Aria (Cent. Diet.).
1820 T. Mitchell A ristoph. I. 122 The baskets which held

the cheeses, chesnuts, and dried "service-apples. 1578 Lyte
Dodoeus vi. Hi. 727 The Sorbe Apples or *Seruice beries.

1807 P. Gass Jml. 136, I saw service-berry bushes hanging
full of fruit 1847 Ruxton Adv. Mexico xxiv. 206 A shrub
which produces a fruit called by the mountaineers service-

berries. 1894 Outing July 306/1 The undergrowth was
poplar, sarvice-berry bushes and other shrubs.

Serviceability (sai:visabi'liti). [f. next +
-itt.] Capability or readiness for service; use-

fulness.

1834 TaWs Mag. I. 531 Her kind-heartedness, her service-

ability, and naivete of mind, rendered her.. a welcome
guest. 1898 Gregory Side Lights Meth. 13 The basis of his

character was seriousness and an indomitable serviceability.

Serviceable (s5uvisab'l),£. Forms : a. 4 ser-

visabylle, -abul, serviseable, 4 servicable,

4-6 servisable, 5 servesabill, cervysable, ser-

vysabill, 6 servychable, 6- serviceable ; 0. 4
servisiable, 4-5 serviciable, 5 cervycyable. [a.

OF. servicable, -isable, f. service Service 1
: see

-able. With the £ forms cf. med.L. serviciabilis

(Du Cange).]
1. Ready to do service; prepared to minister,

willing to be of service ; active or diligent in ser-

vice. Now rare.

a, C1330R. BrunneCAwm. (Rolls) 3139 He.. was plesaunt

& seruisable. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 40 pe Pope shulde

be. .moost servysable and most pore, c 1386 Chaucer Prol.

99 Curteis he was, lowely, and seruysable, And carf biforn his

fader at the table, c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 36 Thei wer
. .ful seruiceable in al wise, c 1450 Merlin 100 Arthur was
goode and seruisable, and seide, ' With gode will \ 1534
More Picus Wks. 32 Thirdelye of reason bee we seruisable

..To suche as haue done muche for vs before. 1561

Daus tr. Bullinger on Afoe. (1573) 80 Are they not all

seruisable spirites sent forth to doe seruice for their sakes

which are heyres of saluation. 1605 Shaks. Lear w. vi.

257 A seruiceable Villaine, As duteous to the vices of thy
Mistris, As badnesse would desire. 1859 Tennyson Marr.
Geraint 393 Seeing her [Enid] so sweet and serviceable.

1890 Spectator 11 Jan., Her loyal and serviceable friend.

/3. £1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. (Lansd.) 979 And sche be

most sermsiable of all Habe euery chambre arraide. c 1440
Alphabet of Tales 1. 223 Sho was seruyciable to euerilk

creatur. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67/1 Ceruycyable, or redy alle

waye, obsequiosus. 1483 Cath. Angl. 331/1 Servysiable.

f b. Of actions or conditions : Involving or ex-

pressing readiness to serve. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 172 b, Once Zelmane
could not stirre, but that. . Basilius with seruiceable steppes,

. .would follow her. 1608 D. T[uvill] Ess. Pol. $ Mor. A 3,

My seruiceable affection towards your Honour. 1629
Milton Christ's Nativ. xxvii, And all about the Courtly
Stable, Bright-harnest Angels sit in order serviceable.

fO. Subservient. Obs. rare.

16x3 Hayward WilL I 88 He was.. sottishly seruiceable

both to pleasure and sloath. 1849 James Woodman iii,

Thou hireling, serviceable knave.

f 2. Suitable to be served (as food). Obs. rare.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xcvi. (1495) 663 Lens
lentis is a manere of coddeware : and is seruysable to pot-

age, c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 798 in Babees Bk. t

Beef or moton stewed seruysable.

3. a. Of persons : Profitable, useful.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 280 A dead man is

often more serviceable to the living, than the living them-
selves. x6ox Norris Pract. Disc 133 What makes you
Good and Religious here, serves also to make you useful

and serviceable hereafter. 1704 De Foe in 15M Ref. Hist.

MSS. Comm. App. iv. 83 Wishing, .that you may find this

neglected fellow serviceable or at least make him so. 1794
S. Williams Vermont 263 In what manner the people of

Vermont could be the most serviceable to the British govern-

ment. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt xxix, Johnson was a most
serviceable subordinate. i88xBESANT&RicBCAa/i^"/«/ I.

129 ' She will, I trust, be serviceable to you ', said the doctor.

b. Of things ; Capable of being applied to an

appropriate purpose, or to the performance of a

proper function.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 153 For thelementz ben servicable

To man. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 126 b,

The Camel., some suppose to be the seruiceablest cattellfor

man that is. 1590 Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons Ded. ib,

To suppresse and extinguishe the exercise and seruiceable

vse of Long-bowes. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <r Commw.
( 1603) 51 To find so and so many seruiceable horse for the war.

1668 Hale Pref to Rollers Abriagm. 8 He shall never_ be

able to carry on a distinct serviceable Memory at all. .with-

out helps of Use or Method. 1708 Swift Sacram. Test

Wks. 1755 II. 1. 123 The most serviceable treatise that could

have been published at such a juncture. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.

Hist. (1776) I. 306 The barometer.. is also serviceable in

measuring the heights of mountains. x8i6 Scott Antiq.

xxxv, His museum . . contained nothing that could be service-
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able on the present or any other occasion. 1857 Ruskin
Pol. Econ. Art 7 To procure him larye intervals of healthful

rest and serviceable leisure. 1880 Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding

3 The work is as strong and serviceable as in a whole-

_»ound book. 1894 K. Grahame Pagan P. 4 Past farmsteads

where man and beast .. learn pleasant and serviceable

lessons each of the other.

Serviceableness (savivisab'lnes). [f. Service-

able + -ness.] The quality of being serviceable.

1. Readiness for service, helpfulness. Now rare.

1564 Haward Eutropius x. R iij b, He estemed him
greatly for the earnest trauailc and payns which he sustained

in the battail . .& for other seruiceablenesse & good endeuor,

which he apperceiued to be in him. 1578 J. Jones Preserz:

Bodie fy Soule 1. xlv. 120 All godlinesse,..seruisablenesse,

stayednesse, temperance. 1655 Fuller Ck. Hist. 11. 77
Contending by laudable means, which shall surpasse other

in their Serviceablenesse to God. 170a C. Mather Magn.
Chr. 11. ix. (1852) 154 Having always but low expectations,

after he had merited as highly as possible by his universal

serviceableness. 1878 Fr. A. Kemble Rec. Girlhood II. vi.

196 His serviceableness to his friends was unwearied. 1886

Herford Lit. Bel. Eng. <$• Germany 317 The polished

urbanity of King Alphonso's guest, the ironical serviceable-

ness of the merchant's clerk.

2. Usefulness, ability to render service or to pro-

mote the interests of another.

1653 H. More Antid. Ath. App. 1. xi. (1712) 2:0 Those
long and subordinate concatenations of instrumental service-

ableness of such things, say they, is but our fancy, no
design of any First Cause. 1711 Da Foe Mem. Cavalier

(1840) 268 The serviceableness of these small bodies of fire-

men. 1851 Ruskin Sheep/olds 46 There is no fear that the

civil officer should underrate the dignity or shorten the

serviceableness of the minister. 1870 J. H. Newman Gram.
Assent 11. x. 421 Not undervaluing the force and service-

ableness of his argument.

Serviceably, adv. [f. Serviceable + -lt2.]

I I. With a disposition to serve, obediently. 06s.

1538 Elyot Vict.* Famulanter, humbly, semysably. 1579

G. tinvxtx Letter.bk. (Camden)64, I most humblye service-

ablelye after my dutifull manner take my leave of your
Excellencyes feete.

2. Usefully.
1665 Pepys Diary 16 June, My Lord Sandwich .. hath

done most honourably and serviceably. 1857 Ruskin Pol.

Econ. Art 15 She would know in an instant what part of
to-morrow's work might be most serviceably forwarded.

t Se'rviceage. 06s. [f. Service i + -age.]

1. Bondage, servage.

1594 Carew Tasso (1881) 62 If but such sixe were mongst
our enemies, Ere now had Syria stocrpt to serujceage. 1600

Fairfax Tasso vm. lxxxiii, He. .obaies the raine Of thral-

dome base, and seruiceage, though loth.

2. ? Feudal military service.

160a Fulbecke 1st PI. Parall. 24 The seruiceage is

suspended vntill the maturitie of his age.

Serviceless, a. [f. Service 1 + -less.]

+ L ? Without reward or pay (cf. Service 1 7).

14. . Laxgland's P. PI. B. (MS. O.) xv. 119 Many a prest

. -Schulden go synge seruyseles wib sire philip be sparwe.

2. Of no service ; without usefulness, useless.

1879 Meredith Egoist II. 93 They [truisms] will not be

serviceless in their admonitions to your understanding. 1906

Hibbert Jrnl. Apr. 595 The intestine appendix. .now is

serviceless and a perpetual menace to health and life.

Hence Servicelessness.
1876 Meredith Beauch. Career I. xv. 236 The elegant

vessel . . an image, .of a beautiful servicelessness.

Service-tree. [f. Service 2 + Tree s6.]

L = Service 2 i.

1600 Sueflkt Country Farm in. xl. 507 Such is the force

of the ceruise tree, to raise vp, renew and reuiue a qualified

and appeased madnes. 1749 Lady Luxdorougk Let. to

Skenstone 23 Mar., The walk which is bordered by service-

trees. 1857 Miller Elem. Chern., Org. (1862) 410 An acid

derived from the berries of the service-tree. 1910 Blackm.

Mag. Aug. 181/1 The. .wood of the small service-tree.

b. The wood of this tree used in the arts.

IJ4S Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) T24 Steles be made of

dyuerse woodes as.-seruis tree. 1703 Art's Improv. I. 33

By this Method, the Violet Wood which Dyers use, will be

Stained Black as Ebony J . . Pear-Tree and Service-Tree will

be of Reddish Colour.

2. Wild service-tree. = Service 2 3.

1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang. Unl. xi. J 122 The bay-

tree, the maple and wild service-tree beare berries. 1796

Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 458 Wild Service-tree,

or Sorb. 183a Planting 103 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb.

III, The wildservice-tree (torminalis). 1859 W.S. Coleman
Our Woodlands (1862) 55 In the Southern parts of the

kingdom, we may often meet with the Wild Service Tree.

3. f Narrow-leaved, Fowler's Service-tree : names

for the Mountain Ash, Pyrus (Sor6us) Aucuparia.

1753 Statist. Ace. Scot. IX. 328 They fixed branches of

mountain ash, or narrow leaved service-tree above the stakes

of their cattle, to preserve them from the evil effects of elves

and witches. 1859 W. S. Coleman Our Woodlands (1862)

59The Mountain Ash is often called the Fowler's Service-tree.

4. The N. American service-berry (Service 2
4).

1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 84 Amelanchier
Canadensis. ..June berry. Shad bush. Service tree.

Servicie, obs. form of Service *.

tServi'CiOUB, a. 06s. [ad. med.L. servitios-us,

f. L. servitium service ; see -ous.] = Serviceable.

1460 /romp. Parv. (Winch.) 408 Servycyows, or seruicy-

able, obsegutosus.

Servie, obs. form of S«rve v.1

Servient (sauvient), a. [ad. L. servient-em,

pr. pple. of servire to serve.]

1. Subordinate, subject to rule. rare, f Also,

performing service, serving.
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1647 Cowley Mistress, The Soul i, My Soul . . in another's

Breast does lye, That neither Is, nor will be I, As a Form
Servient and Assisting there. 1650 T. Bayly llerba Parictis

3A liberall fountaine, which was no lesse servient to the grotts

for waterworks, then to the house for use. 1724 Waterland
Farther Vind. 120 This celebrated Father is full and express,

in his famous Creed, against any thing created, or servient,

in the Trinity. 1892 T. Watts in Atheweum 2 Apr. 436/2
She..endows men., with two different kinds of personality,

the dominant and the servient.

f b. absol. Obs. rare.

c 1615 Boys Wks. (1629) 436 But in generall onely you se

that Angels are seruients vnto God, and his people.

2. Law. Servient land
y
tenement : a land or tene-

ment over which a servitude has been granted or

acquired in favour of a dominant land or tenement.

Servient proprietor \ the tenant of a servient land

or tenement.
1681 Stair Inst. Law Scot. n. vii. (1693) 284 The Servitude

of Support, whereby the servient Tenement is lyable to bear
any Burden for the use of the Dominant. Ibid. 287 A
Watergang is a Servitude, of conveying Water thorow the

servient Ground, for the use of the Dominant. 1754 Erskine
Princ. Law Scot. (1809) 221 The owner of the servient tene-

ment is not obliged, in a servitude of support, to repair it,

unless [etc.]. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 864 This class

of servitudes imports no obligation on the servient proprietor

to maintain the road. 1871-4 Markby Elem. Law § 371
English lawyers call, .the land over which it [an easement]

is exercised the servient land.

trans/. 1864 BLACKMORECVrtras Vaughan Ixvii, His great

fear was, that the..D.ella Croce estates should become a
servient tenement to the frozen fields of the North.

t Serviential, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Servient

a. + -ial.] Pertaining to service.

1897 F. W. Maitland Domesday Bk. 162 The relation

between thegn and lord is no longer conceived as a menial,
* serviential ' or ministerial relation.

t SeTvier. Obs. rare. Also 5 sarueyere.

[irreg. f. Serve v. 1
] = Server i.

a 1475 Ashby Poems (1899) 26 And euer remembre olde

Sarueyeres. 1530 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtee*s) 135

For a servyer to ye said maysons, 2s. 8d.

Serviette (soviet). Forms : a. Sc. 5-7 ser-

viot, 6 serviat ; £. Sc. 6-7 servit, 8 servite, 6, 9
servet

; 7. 6-7 Sc, serviet, 9 serviette, [a. F.

serviette a towel, table-napkin, of obscure forma-

tion, connected with servir Serve vA
The older use of the word was exclusively Sc. In the

19th c. it was re-introduced with the French spelling (at first

only as a foreign term). It may now be regarded as natural-

ized, but latterly has come to be considered vulgar.]

A table-napkin ; also, fa slip-cloth.

a. 1489 Acta Dom. Concil. (1839) i3i/2 i
XU cuschtngis..

and xij seruiotis of dornewik. 1501 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. II. 28 Item, for serviotis to the same [King's burd]

vij elne lang and iij quartaris braid. 1560 Stirling Burgh
Rec. (1887) I. 72 Ane hand towall, ane serviat [etc.]. c 1575
Balfour's Practicks (1754) 235 The air sail have, .twelf ser-

vettis and ane buird-c)aith of dornique. 1619 Reg. Privy
Council Scot. XII. 761 Tua dusane of dornik serviottis.

fi. 1588 Col. Laing Charters (1899) 289 [Twenty-four]

linteolum He seruittis [at 18s. the dozen]. 1601 in T. Pontes

To/ogr. Ace. Cunningham (Maitland Club) 179 Ten small

seruittis, twentie round seruittis. a 1670 Spalding Troub.

Chas. I (Bannatyne CI.) I. 10S The generall himselfe.-and

souldiers, sat doun..and of their own provision, with ane
servitt on their knee, took their breakfast. 1719 in W.
Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 131 Table cloths and servites of

damask and dornick and hagabag servites, sheets, &c. 1821

Joanna Baillie Metr, Leg., Lady G. Baillie xxxi, Her
hands. .Unfolding spread the servet white.

y. 1513 Douglas jEneis t. xi. 17 With soft serviettis to

mak thair handis ctene. 1587-8 in Extracts Burgh Rec.

Edin. (1882) IV. 515 Thai sail nocht. .be sene in the streits

with thair aiprunes and seruiets. 161a in A. M'Kay
Kilmarnock 308 Saxteine seruietis of damais. 1818 Lady
Morgan A utobiog. (1850) 114 Adirty coarse canvas serviette.

1864 Sala Quite alone I. via. 133 At table d'hute time he.

.

carried a serviette in lieu of a feather broom under his arm.

1889 Roy Tellet Pr. Maskiioff'167 Mordaunt and Scar-

nell.. always spoke of napkins as serviettes. 1906 H. Bland
Lett. Daughter 53, 1 think . .she was the sort who would call

a table napkin a serviette.

Servile (saMvgil, s3\ivil), a. and sb. Forms :

4, 6 servyle, (5 servylle, serval, -all), 6-7

Bervil, (6 Sc. serviall, 7 servial), 7 servill, 5-

servile. [ad. L. servilist f. serv-us slave : see -ile.

Cf. F. servile (14th c. in cevre servile : see 1 b), Pr.,

Sp., Pg. servile It. servile.'] A. adj.

1. Of, belonging to or proper to a slave or slaves.

Servile habit was formerly sometimes applied trans/, to

the dress of a labourer or a poor man. Servile war, insur-

rection : one raised by slaves against their masters.

c 1450 Mirour Salnacioun 2666 Thay knewe noght the king

in his servylle habite. 154a Becon Potat. Lent I v, The
bearynge of Olyues shewethe that we are. .delyuered oute

of seruile captmite, 1591 Savile Tacitus, Hist. iv. v.

176 Asiaticus, for his lewde credit vnder his master, made
satisfaction now as a freed-man with a seruile death. 1607

Chapman Bussya"Ambois 111. i, 28 Like a monster Kept only

to show men for servile money. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 40 A
Doctor .. thinking my servile habit not fit for contemplation,

commanded mee to draw water for his horse. 1770 Lang-
horne Plutarch, Crassus I II. 430 He thought he could easily

rekindle the Servile war, which had but lately been smoth-

ered. 1840 Thirlwall Greece lix. VII. 325 Demetrius was

of very low, if not of servile origin. 1841 Elphinstone //wf.

India I. 383 The total extinction of the servile condition of

theSudras is. .an improvement. 1884 Manch. Exam. 7 Oct.

5/4 A well-known.. device., for securing servile labour with-

out the name of slavery. 1885 W. Pater Marius 1. iv. I. 53
This lad of servile birth.

b. Of arts, employments, labour : Befitting a

SERVILE.

slave ; unworthy of a free man ; hence, ' mechan-
ical * as opposed to liberal.

1314 Barclay Cyt. $ Uplondyshm. Wks. (1570) D iij b,

Thus began honour and thus began bondage,. -And seruile

labour first in the worlde began. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot.

(Rolls) II. 444 Bot vse his office as ane man of kirk, No
seruiall werkis with his handis wirk. c 1590 Marlowe Faust
(1631) i, This study fits a mercenary drudge. Who aymes at

nothing but externall trash, Too seruile and illiberall for me.

1679 Blount Ane. Tenures^ Each of which Bond-men was
. .to Plow, reap, make the Lords Malt, and do other servile

work. 1784 Cowper Task m. 406 No works indeed That
ask robust tough sinews, bred to toil, Servile employ. 1838
Arnold Hist. Rome I. 81 [TarquiniusJ employed the great

bulk of them [sc. the people] in servile works, in the building

of the circus [etc.]. 1868 Ruskin Time $ Tide xviii. (ed. 2)

109 A great number of quite necessary employments are, in

the accuratest sense, ' servile,* that is, they sink a man to

the condition of a serf, or unthinking worker.

C. Servile work [after L. opus servile (Vulg.), a

literal rendering of Heb. rrmr roNbo vHeketh

e-abdda ll
~\ : in religious use applied spec, to laborious

or mechanical work forbidden to be done on the

Sabbath and hence on the festivals of the Church.
138a Wyclif Lev. xxiii. 21 And ^e shulen clepe this day.,

moost holi ; al seruyle werk ^e shulen not do in it. c 1430
Hymns Virg. 104 Haue mynde to helewe bin holi day,..

Leue seruile werkis & nyce aray. 1449 Rolls 0/Parlt. V.

152/1 Y* yer be no Merketts in thy places,. .ne oyer servile

werkes don uppon Sondays. 1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop.
Cerent, iv. iii. 7 To doe servile worke upon the sixe dayes
of labour is good. 1884 Addis & Aicnold C'ath. Diet. (1897)

218/1 To keep the Sundays and holidays of obligation holy,

by hearing Mass and resting from servile works.

2. Of a person : Subject as a slave or serf to a

master or owner ; living in servitude. Of a class,

etc. : Composed of slaves or serfs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Seruilis, Capita serttilia,

Liuius. Seruile persons. 169s Kennett Paroch. Antiq.
Gloss. s.v. Cotereltus, Spelman and Du Fresne make cotai ius

and coterellus to be both the servile inhabitants. 1704 Pope
Windsor For. 365 Let barb'rous Ganges arm a servile

train. 1776 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xiii. I. 356 A distinct line of

separation was hitherto preserved between the free and
the servile part of mankind. 1784 Cullum Hist. Hawsted
iii. 95 To this manor belonged two uatiz'i, or servants born
of servile tenants. 1874 Stubbs Const. Hist. xxi. (1836) III.

624 Possibly these [sc. bondmen on some manors] were the

survivors of the peasant population which had been servile

before the Conquest. 1906 Mackinnon Hist. Mod. Liberty

I. 285 During the three centuries following the Conquest,

the condition of the servile class undoubtedly improved.

f b. In wider sense : Belonging to the serving

class or to the lower orders ; engaged in ' servile
'

or mechanical occupations. Obs.

1447 Bokenham Seyntys xi. 163 If pou ban..be a ientyl

wumman, A serual persone why shewyst the In maners &
condycyouns for to be? 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. v. ii. 55, I will

..by the Waggon wheele, Trot like a Seruile footeman
all day long. 1599 George-a-Greene D 3, lie.. take that

seruile pinner George a Greene, And butcher him. i6iz

Acts <$ Stat. Lawting, Sheriff fy Justice Courts (Maid.
Club 1840) 160 That it shall not be lesum to servile per-

sones not worth.. lxxij li Scottis to tak vp housis. 1628

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. iv. i. (ed. 3) 136 The mother will

be more carefull . . then any seruile woman or such hired

creatures. 1727 Gay Begg. Oj>. m. xliv, Of all mechanicks,

of all servile handicraftsmen, a gamester is the vilest.

3. Of a person : That behaves like a slave ; slavish,

meanly submissive, 'cringing, fawning' (J.) ; des-

titute of independence in thought and action

;

slavishly deferential or obedient to.

1605 Shaks. Lear in. ii. 21 Lear. Heere I stand your

Slaue.-.But yet I call you Seruile Ministers, That [etc.].

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. 166 King Henry the fourth, who
though curteous, was not servial to the Pope.

_ 17*5 Watts
Logic 11. iii. § 4 Others..give themselves up in too servile

a manner to the Opinion and Authority of other Masters.

17*8 Pope Dune. 11. 356 A low-born, cell-bred, selfish, servile

band..who fight for any God, or Man. 1751 Johnson
Rambler No. 96 F 4 Those who are neither servile nor
timorous are yet desirous to bestow pleasure. 1843 Lytton
Last Bar. 11. i, Be courteous to all men, servile to none.

1840 Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 49, 1 wasservile to the opinions

of the very persons I despised. 1860 Emerson Cond, Life
iv. Wks. (Bohn) II. 373 A supple, glib-tongued tribe, who
live for show, servile to public opinion. 2849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ix. II. 418 A tribunal, .where established prin-

ciples of law could not be utterly disregarded even by the

most servile judges. 1865 Seeley Ecce Homo v. (ed. 8) 44
This magnanimous self-restraint saved him from falsa friends

and mercenary or servile flatterers.

absol. 1665 Evelyn Let. to Sir W. Coventry 2 Oct., If

you can believe I retaine so much of servile in me, as to

informe you of tales.

+ b. Slavishly devoted to (an object). Ohs.

1619 Fletcher & Massinger False One iv. ii, He is..

a meere wandring Merchant Servile to gaine,

c. Of personal attributes and actions : Befitting,

or characteristic of a slave or a state of servitude
;

slavish, ignoble. Servilefear (Theol.) : seeFEAR3d.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 73 He that feareth god

onely for this cause, his feare is called seruyle feare. 1601

Shaks. Jul. C. 1. i. 80 [Ca?sar] Who else would soare aboue
the view of men, And keepe vs all in seruile fearefulnesse.

i6j8 Boltoh Florus in. xxi. (1636)243 Marius by servill flight

saved himselfe. a i6a6 Bacon Ess., Riches (Arb.) 239 Riches
..when they are gotten by Flattery, Feeding Humours, and
other Seruile Conditions. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii.

§ 225 For as he [Falkland] had a full appetite of fame by just

and generous actions, so he had an equal contempt of it by
any servile expedients. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 305 Dis-

cipline . .from servil fear To filial. 1697 pRYDEN Virg. Georg.

iv. 307 Besides, not Egypt, India, Media more With servile

Awe their Idol King adore. i699Shaftesb./«$% Virtue 1. iii.



SERVILE.

Charac. (1711) II . 55 The Obedience is servile, ami all that is

done thro it, merely servile. 1705 Stanhope Parathr. I. 37

The Servile Fears usual in those of a mean depending Con-

dition. .7» Pope Ep. to Craggs .0 Then scorn
,
to gain a

Friend by servile ways. 1817 Shelley To Ld. Chancellor

xii By The servile arts in which thou hast grown old.

a 186a Buckle Civiliz. (1873) III. i. a It encourages that

blind and servile respect which men are apt to feel for those

who are above them. 186a Gladstone Gleanings (1879) I.

i. 6 In a presumptuous or in a servile spirit.

4. Of a people, state, its condition, etc. : Poli-

tically enslaved ; subject to despotic or oppressive

government or to foreign dominion. Const, to.

Now rare or Obs.

1547 J- Harrison Exhort. Scottes 220 Wee could finde m
our hartes to become seruile-.to a forrein nacion. 1577

Holinshed Chron. (1586) III. 2/1 They .. declared to them

the pride and insolencie of the Normans, and the hardnesse

and griefe of bondage and seruile estate. 1609 Daniel Civ.

Wars iv. xxxviii, What? haue we hands, and shall we ser-

uile bee ! Why were swordes made ! but, to preserue men
free 1654 Vilvain Epit. Ess. iv. xiv. 85 But Claudius since

that Nation servil made. 1661 Webster & Rowley Thrac.

Wonder iv. i, His Subjects .. shall servile be to Turks and

Infidels. 1703 Pope Thebais 1. 241 O servile land, Where
exil'd tyrants still by turns command ! 1727-46 Thomson
Summer 957 And all the green delights Ausonia pours When
for them she must bend the servile knee. i8ai Byron Mar.

Fal. 11. i, When wicked men wax mighty, and a state Turns

servile. 1873 C. Robinson AT. ^. Wales 6 A despotic Govern-

ment and a servile people never can prosper.

absol. 1753 Johnson Adventurer No. 69 T 4 The day is

always coming to the servile in which they shall be powerful.

+ b. Of government : Exercised over slaves, op-

pressive, despotic. Obs.

1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 57 Under whose servile

government it was holden of long time. 1644 H. Parker

"Jus Fop. 28 Servile power is tolerated because it tends to

the good of him that is subject to it.

f 5. Of immaterial things : Subject to the control

of something else ; not free. Obs.

1581 J . Bell Haddon's A nsw. Osor. 1 67 b, Agayne whether

offence be committed through free or seruile choyse of will.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. in. i. 9 Reason thus with life : .

.

a breath thou art, Seruile to all the skyie-influences. 1805

Foster Ess. (1806) I. 1. iii. 51 Even should the attention be

awake, and opinions be formed, the faculty which forms

them is very servile to the other parts of the human consti-

tution. Ibid. I. 11. ii. 141 His judgment is not servile to

the mood of his feelings.

6. Of imitation (esp. in literature and art), trans-

lation, etc. : Unintelligently close to the exemplar

or original ; ' slavish '. Hence of a person as agent.

After Hor. Ep. 1. xix. 19 imitatores, servumpecus.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. L I 2. 2 Speech that is framed

after the imitation of some patterne of eloquence, though

neuer so excellent : All this hath somewhat seruile, and

holding of the subiect. 1638 Junius Faint. Ancients 29

How unprofitable . . it is that we should tie our endeavours

to a kinde of servile Imitation, c 1647 Denham To Sir R.

Fanshawe Poems (1668) 120 That servile path thou nobly

dost decline, Oftracing word by word, and line by line. 1680

Dryden Pre/. Ovid's Episl. (1716) a 2, A servile, litteral

Translation. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 666 While servile trick

and imitative knack Confine the million in the beaten track.

1806 Med. * Phys. Jrnl. XV. 363 The idle conceits of the

chemists, of which our modern quacks are the servile imita-

tors. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci. I. iv. ii. § 3. 271

The commentators or disciples of the great philosophers

did not assume at once their servile character. 1879 Farrar

St. Paul I. i. 11 If. .a minute and servile record had pre-

served for us every hasty expression.

7. Philol. a. Of words : Expressing mere gram-

matical relations ; auxiliary.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. iv. iv. 419 The more servile

Particles are of three kinds ; Articles, Modes, Tenses. 1885

J. Avery in Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. XVI. App. 17

Case relations are denoted by added syllables, some of which

retain their form and sense as independent words, and others

have been degraded into servile particles.

b. Semitic Gram. Of a letter: Not belong-

ing to the root of the word in which it occurs

;

serving to express a derivative or flexional element.

Hence applied to those letters of the alphabet (in

Heb. the eleven grouped mnemonically in the words

itai moo ]rw) which represent sounds that may be

used in derivation or flexion. Opposed to radical.

1653 W. Robertson Gate to Holy Tongue 7 These servile

letters are eleven in number. Ibid. 9 These servile letters

are so called, not because they are always servile, for all of

them do make up roots by themselves,... but because they

are often servile. . ; the other eleven, being always radical!.

1776 J. Richardson Arab. Gram. 17 note, The Alif 0/
union is always servile. 1843 Proc. Philol. Soc. I. 138

[Berber] has a distinction of letters, .into servile and non-

servile, nearly identical with that of Hebrew and Arabic.

o. Of a letter : • Not itself sounded, but serving

to lengthen the preceding vowel, as t in tune.'

1864 Webster.
d. Of sounds : Subject to euphonic change.

1879 Whitney Sir. Gram. 23 Certain nasals in Sanskrit

are of servile character, always to be assimilated to a follow-

ing consonant.

B. sb. (elliptical or absolute uses of the adj.).

L A servile person.
1830 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837) II. 17

They have been distinguished by the King's favour, and
nothing else—quacks, serviles, sycophants, and buffoons.

1830 Westm. Rev. XIII. 476 Swarms of anti-national ser-

viles, the relics of bygone days. 1831 E. Elliott Poet.

Whs. (1840) 108/2 Self.robb'd servile ! sold, not bought, For
the shadow of a groat ! 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur 19 The
Sudra, or serviles, doomed to menial duties.
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2. Sp. Hist. A hostile designation applied (in

1 820 and later) by Spanish Liberals to the royalists.

1822 Gentl. Mag. XCI 1. 1. 75 The Lapidas, or constitutional

pillars, set up in the different towns of Spain are some-

times, during the night, defaced or bemired by the Serviles.

1840 Napier Fenins. War VI. XXII. vi. 312 And always the

serviles yielded under the dread of personal violence. 1887

Encycl. Brit. XXII. 345/2 The royalists or serviles, as they

were called, were dismissed from office.

3. Philol. a. A servile particle. See A. 7 a.

1668 Wilkins Real Char. m. vii. 343 Both these may con.

tribute to the Abbreviating of Language, when they are

compounded as serviles.

b. ffebr. Gram. A servile letter. See A. 7 b.

1738 R. Grey New Melh. Hebr. p. ii, The Letters are

divided into an equal Number of Radicals and Serviles.

1773 Bayly Gram. Hebr. p. xxvii, The principal use of the

Letters "inN is with the other Serviles to form Number, Gen-

der, Moods, Tenses and Derivatives.

Servilely (s3\iv3il,li), adv. Also 6-7 servilly,

(7 -llye), 7-8 servily. [f. Servile a. + -Li 2
.] In

a servile manner.

1. In the spirit of a slave ; with servile fear or

submission ; cringingly.

1550 Veron Godly Sayings Ep. Ded. A 5b, Seruillye..

worshipping.. the signes, for the thinges, whiche by the

signes are signified. 1596 Edw. Ill, 1. i, Ed. I meane to visit

him as he requests; But how? not seruilely disposed to

bend, But like a conquerer to make him bowe. 1660 Coke
Power A> Subj. 72 He who rigorously executes his power

will be hated, and servilely feared. 1667 Milton P. L. iv.

959 Who more then thou Once fawn'd, and cring'd, and

servilly ador'd Heav'ns awful Monarch? (21677 Manton
Serm. Ps. cxix. 167 This is not true Obedience, that is

done servilely and by constraint. 1727 [Dorrington] Philip

Quarll (1816) 84 The docile beast most servilely obeys.

1849-50 Alison Hist. Europe VIII. 1. § 74. 199 The senate

joyfully and servilely registered his decrees. 1878 Spurgeon

Treat. Dav. Ps. cxiii. 2 Not quarreling with his justice, .nor

servilely dreading his power.

b. With servile adherence to rules or conformity

to an exemplar or original.

1668 Dryden Def. Ess. Dram. Poesy Ess. (ed. Ker) 1. 130,

I say not this with the least design of limiting the stage too

servilely to twenty-four hours. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 29

p 8 An English composer should not follow the Italian

recitative too servilely, but make use of many gentle devia-

tions from it. 1748 Hartley Obscrv. Man 11. 111. 299 This

Method of Reasoning has been adopted too servilely. 185a

H. Rogers Eel. Faith 43 Or how can you ascertain that

these men meant what you mean, when you thus servilely

copy their language ? 1890 Gross Gild Mcrch. 1. 109 Most

English writers servilely follow Brentano.

2. In or as if in a state of servitude or slavery
;

as a slave. Now rare or Obs.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. iv. (1562) 12 So many
being seruilely born and brought vp, do wythout doutmg

boast themselues to be the children of God. 1570 Twyne
Fhisicke agst. Fort. 11. vii. 171 b, I was seruylely borne.

1592 Shaks. Ven. $ Ad. 392 How like a lade he stood tied

to the tree, Seruilly maisterd with a leatherne raine. 1617

Moryson Ilin. in. 220 The Germans are very churlish to

their wives and keep them servily at home. 1681 Glanvill

Sadducismus 1. (1726) 21 Who inveigle Children..and carry

them away to the Plantations of America, to be servilely

employ'd there. 1825 Scott Talism. xxv, Is it indeed you,

. .gallant Sir Kennethof Scotland. .thus servilely disguised?

Servileness (sauvsilnes). rare. [f. Servile

a. + -NESS.] Servility.

1673 Lady's Call. 1. ii. § 4 To be thus yielding, is not a

meekness but servileness of understanding. 1707 Norris

Treat Humility vi 243 Humility will despise no man., for

the servileness of his condition in being our slave or servant.

17SS in Johnson. In recent Diets.

Servilism (s§-iviliz'm). [f. Servile a. + -ism.

Cf. F. servilisme.]

1. Systematic servility.

1831 Eraser's Mag. IV. 140 [That journal's] truckling,

and trimming, and shifting, and debasing servilism to mob
opinions. 1831 Westm. Rev. XV. 93 But we are not aware

that servilism, and sycophancy,, .ought to be considered as

essential recommendations in an historian. 1845 Foreign

Q Rev. XXXIV. 277 Twenty years residence in Russia

had encrusted Cobenzl with a coating of submissiveness

(servilism), that was at times almost comical.
i

2. Thedoctrinewhichadvocatespolitical'slavery .

A hostile designation for anti-Liberal opinions. Cf. Ser-

1831 Carlyle Misc. (1840) III. 242 Though calling him-

self Philosopher, Mr. Taylor . . still painfully struggles in the

questions of Naturalism and Supernaturalism, Liberalism

and Servilism. 1841 Eraser's Mag.XX.lll. 146 He who

refutes servilism proves nothing for liberalism.

3. The social systembasedon the existence ofslaves.

1880 Congrcgationalist (U.S.) 17 Nov. (Cent.), The
:

rem.

nants of domination and of servilism [m the southern United

States] will soon take themselves hence.

Servility (saivi-liti). [f. Servile a. + -rrr. Cf.

F. serviliti (18th c. in Hatz.-Darm.).]

+ 1. Servile condition; the quality or status of

being a slave ; the condition of being in bondage.

leoi Savile Tacitus, Agricola 238 As our ancestours

attained, .the highest pitch and perfection of liberty, so we

of servility. 1613 T. Jackson Eternal Truth Script. I. II.

§ 3 ix. 167 Such seruilitie as the Iewes suffered vnder the

Greeks & Asiaticks. 161s Rich Honeslie of Age 4j J. he

Pride of this age is growne to that height, that..who is able

by the outward shew, to discerne betweene Nobility and

Seruility, to know a Lord from a Lowt? 1645 Milton

Colast. 15 How should bee a Servingman . .know . .what the

meaning is of gentle.. .Who could have devis d to give us

more breifly a better description of his own Servility 1

quasi.««<r. 1667 Milton P. L. vt 169 Such hast thou

SERVING.

arm'd, the Minstrelsie of Heav'n, Servilitie with freedom

to contend.

fig. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 255 Shall the

will be therfore not wicked in doyng wickedly, bycause it

is not free, but enforced to yield to a necessary Servilitie 1

2. Servile disposition or conduct,

f a. Illiberality, meanness. Obs.

a 1610 Healey Theophrastus (1616) 77 Illiberality, or
Servility, is too great a contempt of glorie, proceeding from
the like desire to spare expence.

b. Mean submissiveness, degradingly obsequious

demeanour, cringing. (The prevailing sense.)

1573 G. Harvey Common-pl. Bk. (1884) 15 He tould me..
that it was mi flatten and Serviliti (for so it pleasd him now
to term it) that bewitchid him. 1674 Govt. Tongue viii. 135
Lying, Servility, and Treachery .. make up a loathsome
Monstrous guilt. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb. T. (1799) I. 374
The domestics, .had an air of servility and constraint. 1841

Elphinstone Hist. India I. 465 The ceremonial of the

kings, however, had not the servility since introduced by
the Mussulmans. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. ii. 185

The servility with which she addressed the cardinal so long

as he was in power. 1874 Green Short Hist. vii. § 1. 341

The success of such a system depended wholly on the abso-

lute servility of Parliament. 1909 Gwatkin Early Ch. Hist.

I. iii. 50 Servility to Rome and armed resistance were alike

impossible.

personified. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 127 Servility with

supple knees, Whose trade it is to smile, to crouch, to please.

c. Lack of independence in opinion or action
;

undue subjection or deference to some person or

influence.

1674 Govt. Tongue vi. 94 For what besides this unhappy
servility to custome, can possibly reconcile men that own
Christianity, to a practice widely distant from it? 1849

Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 398 In our island there was less

ofthis servility than on the Continent . . Yet even here homage
was paid . . to the literary supremacy of our neighbours.

d. Of imitation, translation, etc. : The quality

of being servile or unduly close to the original.

1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vm. v, Servility of imitation.

t Scrvilize, v. Obs. rare—11

, [f. Servile a.

+ -ize.] trans. To make servile.

1619 A. Newman Pleas. Vis. etc C7, Know I must dye,

That all the Land may mourne for me, That, seruilizd, first

made it free. 1741 Warburton Div. Legat. v. App., Wks.

178S III. 192 Lord Shaftesbury. . pretended that every motive

regarding self tended to servilize virtue.

Serving (s5-jvirj),z«5/. sb. [f. Serve v> + -oral.]

1. The action of the verb Serve in various senses;

an instance of this. Also comb, with advs., as

serving-up.
c 1205 Lay. 8097 pa be seruuinge wes idon bat hit to

be mete com. Ibid. 8114 Hit wes al isomned & bere

sereuunge. rt 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxv. 69 Jhesu,..

Thou ne askesd me non other thing, Bot trewe love ant eke

servyng. 1463 in Acts Parlt. Scot. (1874) XII. 28/2 And bat

5e mak na ger mak na stoping to me in be serving of thame

[breves]. 1526 Filgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 65 As stacyons,

inclynacyons, gestures, turnynges, wesshynge, seruynge at

meet and in other places.. and suche other. 1541-3 Act

34 <y 35 Hen. VIII, c 2; I 79 The shirefe shall haue.. for

the seruing of euery writ of haberi fac. seisinam, syx shil-

linges eyght pence. 1656 Artif. Handsom. 52 Nor are

[they] to be called crossings or opposings of his will ; but

rather they are servings and obeyings of it 1757 Challoner

Garden ofthe SouHed. 7), Method of Serving at Mass. 1816

J. Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 5) 127 Here [at restaurants] both

the supply and the serving-up are of the most elegant descrip-

tion. 1857 J. H. Walsh Man. Dont. Econ. 240 The Serving

at Dinner commences by taking in the first course,_ after

which dinner is announced. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L
is left i'

o' t' serving.

xvii, While Hester and me i t i' t' shop for t' bear t' brunt

II The part or character ' served ' by (a disguise)

.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. in. iv. 173, 1 haue already fit . . Doublet,

Hat, Hose, all That answer to the them: Would you in

their seruing,. .fore Noble Lucius Present your selfe.

b. concr. A helping (of food, etc.) ; also Sc. as

much as ' serves ' or satisfies one.

1769 Ross Helenore 10 You cou'd na look your sairing

at her face. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxv, I hae been waur

mistrysted than if I were set to gie ye baith your ser'ing

o't 1843 J. Ballantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet iv. 1 13 Baith

beast an' bodie aye gat their full sairin. 1864 Mrs. H.

Wood Trevlyn Hold xxix, Nora immediately drew an

apple-pie before her, and began to cut unlimited servings

from it. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb xxi. 159 An'

he gae far that road they'll seen get their sairin o' him.

O. Cornwall. 'A supply of tin ready for smelting .

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 326. 1880 D. C. Davies Metall.

Min. 420. , , .

2. The action of winding ' service round a rope,

etc. Also the material so used.

a i6as [see Pudding sb. 4]. 1688 Holme Armoury m. xv.

(Roxb.) 30/1. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. 1833

Marryat P. Simple xvi, The captain of the maintop reports

the breast backstay much chafed in the serving, i860 H.

Stuart Seaman's Calech. 27 The parcelling is put on with

the lay, and the serving against the lay. 1890 Scrilmer's

Mag. Oct. 403 The core [ofa submarine cable] travels through

another set of machines which first wrap it with a thick

serving of tarred jute.

3. Comb., as serving-hatch, -main, -valve, etc.

;

(in sense 1) serving-board, -mallet (also trans/.).

I704 Rigging * Seamanship I. 160 "Serving board is a

tapering turn piece of board, with a small score gouged at

the end and sides. It is used for serving small ropes. 1*40

R H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxiv, I balled up my yarns, took

my serving-board in my hand. 1881 Edis Decor, f/urnr
lure 1.4 Serving hatches. 1904. Gasquet Eng. Monastic

Life ii'23 A screen pierced with doors would probably

have somewhat veiled the serving-hatch, the dresser, and

the passages to the butteries, cellars, and pantry. 1823 V.



SERVING. 521 SERVITOR.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 408 The Forcing-pump consists

of a working-barrel, a suction-pipe and *serving-main, or

raising-pipe. 1750 Blanckley Nav. Expositor s. v. Mallet,

•Serving Mallets. 1897 F. T. Bullen Cruise of Cachalot *

371 Magnificent clipper ships, .who seemed to turn up their

splendid noses at the squat, dumpV, antiquated old serving-

mallet that dared to mingle with so august a crowd. 1864

R. Kerr Gentl. Ho. 248 To place the Butler's-Pantry in

intercommunication with the *Serving-room. 1895 Pall
Mall Gaz. 4 Feb. 8/1 A lift carries the joints up to the
serving-room (from the kitchen]. 1797 Monthly Mag. III.

464 The small cylinder, which contains the *serving valve.

Serving (sauvirj),///.**. [f. Serve v.1 + -ing 2
.]

1. That serves, or does service to, another ; that

acts as a servant. Often hyphened to the qualified

sb. as in serving-maid, Serving-man, -woman.
1303 [see Serving-man]. 138a Wvclif Heb. i. 14 Seruyng

spiritis, sent into mynystene for hem that [etc.]. a 1450
[see Serving-woman]. 1592 Arden ofFeversham iv. i. 67
To keepe her from the Painter. Cla. Why more from a
Painter then from a seruing creature like your selfe? 159a
Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. iv. v. 119 Then will I lay the seruing
Creatures Dagger on your pate. 1610 in T. Pont's To&ogr.
Ace. Cunningham (Maitland Club) 185 To Johne Birsbane,

his serveing gentilman, of fie the said zeir, threttie thrie

pund vjs. viijd. 1688 Dlrfey in Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII.

364 If I were but her Serving-Loon. I'd never ask for

wages. 1693 G. Stepney Dryden's Juvenal vni. note 43
Oriculana, whom Juvenal calls a Serving-Maid. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxviii, A tight serving-maiden entered the room.
C1820 S. Rogers Italy, A Funeral (1838) 154 None were
near, None save her serving-boy, who knelt and wept. 1851
Sir F. Palgrave Norm, fy Eng. I. 267 The wanton serving

wench. 1870 Dickens E. Droodiv, His serving-maid enter-

ing, and announcing 'Mr. Jasper is come, sir'.

b. That acts as server at Mass.
1885 (title), Server's Missal. A Practical Guide for Serving

Boys at Mass.

2. Of a soldier, etc. : That is on service.

C1570 Sapartoris Alarum in B. L. Bait. $ Broadsides
(1867) 118 Al Mars his men. .Sit downe awhile, and harken
heere,.. Aseruingesouldierscase.^ 1900 Daily News 21 Sept.

3/2 The whole of the home-serving troops. 1908 Westm.
Gaz. 5 Mar. g/i Serving Yeomen and Volunteers who wish
to enter the Territorial Force need not attest before June 30.

f3. Of things: Subsidiary. Ohs.

a 1586 Sidney Apol. Poetrie (Arb.) 30 All these are but
seruing Sciences, which. .are. .all directed to the highest
end of the mistres Knowledge. 1594 Carew Huarie's
Exam. Wits (1616) 87 For this sort of wisedome, the cold
and drie of Melancholic is a seruing instrument.

Se"rving-m.a:n. Now arch, [Serving///, a.]

1. A man who serves ; a male servant or attendant.

(Common in 16th and 17th centuries.)

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 835 De seruyng man, bat
seruyp yn be 3ere, Oweb to come (to church on Sunday]
when he hab leysere. 1538 Starkey England 1. ill. 78 Of
thos sortys be otiermany, and specyally of them wych we
cal seruyng men, wych lyue in seruyce to gentylmen, lordys,

and other of the nobylyte. 1581 W. Stafford Exam. Compl.
iL ( 1 876) 64 For now a dayes Seruingmen goe more «ostely in

apparell,. .then their maisters were wont to doe in times past.

1605 Shaks. Lear im. iv. 87. 1677 Mrs. Behn Debauchee 1. i.

7 You know the serving-man is always allow'd to break his

fast upon his master's leavings. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xviii

'The mercy of Heaven forbid !
' said the old serving-man.

187s Tennyson Gareth
<fr
Lyn. 781 There brakea serving-

man Flying from out of the black wood, and crying, 'They
have bound my lord to cast him in the mere.' 1888 J. Payn
Myst. Mirbridge xx. Save these two serving-men, there was
not a menial at the Court who [etc.].

Comb. 1667 Dryden & Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all
rv. i, Or, Serving-man like, ready to carry up the hot meat
for your Master.

f 2. Serving-man'sjoy : a name for Rue. Obs.—°
1671 Phillips (ed. 3), Rue, a Solar herb,.. it is otherwise

called Herb-grace, or serving-mans joy. 1711 Bailey,
Serz'ing-man's joy, the Herb Rue.

Hence f Servintf-manned _/&«.//&. (nonce-wd.).

1609 Rowlands Knave of Clubs (1612) B 1, Yes sir (said

she) I pray come in, Thus was she seruing-mand.

Se'rving-woman. Now arch. [Serving

ppl. a.] A female servant or attendant*

/J1450 Knt. de la Tour xxi. (1906) 31 There is a maner
now amonge seruyflg women of lowe astate, the whiche is

comen, for thei furre her colers. 1633 Massincer Guardian
iv. ii, One of those Ambitious Serving-women who [etc].

1849 James Woodman iv, One of the elder sisters soon ap-

peared, followed by two stout serving women.

Servitary (saMvitari). local, = Servitor 5.

1883 B'ham Daily Post ix Oct., Servitary Wanted, for

Gas Globes.

Servite (sauvait), sb. and a, [ad. med.L.

Servflm pi., f. L. serv-us servant (in Servi Beatm
Marise, the formal name of the order) : see

-its 1.] A. sb. A friar or nun of the order of
1 Servants of Blessed Mary ', founded in 1 233.
a 1550 Image Ipocr. iv. 180 in Skelton's Wks, (1843) II.

J41/1
Servi and Servytes, And sondry Jacobites. 1607 Sir

I. Wotton Let. 13 Sept. Lett. (1907) I. 399 A very true

picture.. of Maestro Paolo the Servite. 1768 Boswell
Corsica iii. (ed. 2) 175 There are two colleges of Jesuits,

two convents of Dominicans, five of Servites. 1857 F. W.
Faber Foot ofthe Cross Pref., It is now twelve years since

the Author became a tertiary of the ancient order of the

•Servites. 1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. (1897) 840/1

The habit finally adopted by the Servites was black, with

a leather girdle, a scapulary, and a cope.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to this order.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (1760) III. 88 Poggibonzo of

Tuscany, who was a Servite monk in the convent. 1862

Howells Venet. Life xv. (i8e*J 208 The old Servite

Convent.. associated with the great name of Paolo Sarpi.

1884 Addis & Arnold Cath. Diet. (1897) 840/1 In England

Vol. VIII.

there is a flourishing Servite community established in the
Fulham Road, London, . . also three convents of Servite nuns.

Se'rviter. Sc. rare. Forms : 6 servatour,
servitor, 9 serviter. [app. alteration of servet

Serviette, perh. by association with L. servdtor

preserver.] A table napkin.
1530 in A. Laing Lindorcs Abb. (1876)489 Item xxxij

hayllseruatours for my lords bourd. 1530 J. Symsoun
Inv. in Liber S. Marie de Lundoris (Abbotsf. Club) 32,
vij seruitors of dornyth werk. 1858-61 Ramsay Remin, vi.

(1870) 246 Serviter, Napkin,

Servitial (saivrjal), a. Hist. [ad. med.L.
servitialis, f. L. servitium Service sb.1 : see -al.]

Servitial nobility, those ennobled by service in the

king's household.
1874 Stuebs Const,^ Hist. vi. § 66 I. 160 In the laws of

Canute . . the earl . . is included in the servitial nobility.

Servitor (ssuvitai). Forms: 4-5 servytour,
4-6 servitur, -oure, 4-8 servitour, 5 servytor,
(servertor, servitieure), 5-6 servytoure, 6 ser-

vyture, serveture, serviteure, -uir, (sarvytor),

Sc. schervitour, servatour, 6-8 serviture, -eur,

7 serviter, servatore, 5- servitor, [a. OF. ser-

vitor (mod.F. serviteur)
i
a. late L.servitor, agent-n.

f. servire Serve z>.l Cf. Pr., Sp., Pg. servtdor, It.

servitore.
-

]

L A (male) personal or domestic attendant (in

early use chiefly, one who waits at table) ; a man-
servant. Now arch,
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11300 pat ilke

vsage was at ber feste, . . pe wommen wyboute men schuld be,

Butseruiturs of here meyne. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 165
Statin his stiward spak to be Emperoure, Als his mete he
sat, & was his seruitoure. c 2400 Maundev. {1839) xxii. 239
He bathe in his Court many Barouns, as Servytoures, that
ben Cristene. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 682 in Babees
Bk., And se bat ye haue seruytours semely be disches for to
bere. 1466 Paston Lett. II. 267 To the prest that cam with
the cors from London, iiij. iiiirf. To servytors that awaytyd
upon hym..xxirf...To lxx. servertors, eche of them liid.,

xviij. \\d. 1473 Exch. Rolls Scot. VIII. 157 note, Our
lovete familiare servitieure of houshaulde Johnne of Warde-
law. 1549 Comfil. Scot. xiv. 117 He bed ane domestik
seruitour. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 189 One diligent serui-

ture, skilfull to waight, more comelieth thy table than other
some eight. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Matt. xxni. 11 He that is

the greater of you, shal be your seruiteur [Vulg. minister].
a 1617 Bayne On Eph. i. (1618) 7 We see in earthly seruiters,

their glory is so much the greater, by how much their Lords
and masters are in greater prnseminencie. 1725 Bradley's
Fam. Diet. s. v. Pains, It must be set on the Table by a
neat handed Servitor, lest it should be broken as it is serving
up. 1821 Scott Kenitw. xix, The least servitor of the
favourite Earl. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxx, That favoured
servitor entered his bed-chamber. 1877 'Rita' Vivienne
in. \ ii, The old servitor left him alone with the dead.

b. gen. A servant. Also trans/, andyf^.
1450-80 tr. Seereta Secret. Prol. 3, 1 that am servitoure of

the kyng, haue put in execucioun his comaundement, and
travaylid forto gete the book of good thewes to him. a 1500-

34 Coventry Corpus Chr. Plays ii. 128 And so this stare
wasse a serveture And vnto iij kyngis a playn cundeture
Vnto the mancion of a virgin pure. 1543 Traheron tr.

Vigo's Chirurg. 35/3 Nature sendeth bloude or cholere,
and spirytes as seruitoures to succour the hurted place.

1563-87 Foxk A. 4r
t
M. (1596) 7/2 The office of a Bishop or

servitour ecclesiastical!, was in the old law to offer sacrifice.

1570 Homilies n. Agst. Rebell. iv, (1574) 586 Achito-
}>hel . . for lacke of an hangman, a conuenient seruitour
or suche a traytour, went and hanged vp hym selfe. 1580
Second «y Third Blast Plays <$ Theatres 109 Neede and
flatterie are two brothers, and the eldest seruitors in the
Court. 1504 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. iii. § 4 This workman [God],
whose seruitor nature is, being in truth but only one. 1594
Shaks, Lucr, 285. 1616 Hieron Three Serin, 10 b, Surely
the spirite of Christ Iesus is not in mee ;. . I am yet a limme
of the kingdome of darknesse, a seruitour of the prince of
darknes. i6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vnr. (1626) 156 A
Bore: Dian's reuenge, and horrid Seruatore [orig. famu-
lus], 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. iv. 13 To the performance
of wch [office] the Levits were but as servitors & Deacons.
1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 5 And though he was
an universall Scholar, yet did he make other sciences.. but
drudges and serviteurs to Divinity. 1866 J. Martineau Ess.
1. 1 26 The grandest . .are thus but servitors of a grander than
themselves. 1874 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps. xcvi. 9 Holi-
ness is the royal apparel of his servitors.

•f c. An attendant or caretaker in a church. Obs.

1593 Rites ofDurham (Surtees 1903) 38 Alwaies provyded
w,h fresh water, .by two of y° bell Ringers or servitors of ya

church.

td. Sc, A person in a subordinate office or em-
ployment ; an assistant in a school ; an apprentice,

spec, a lawyer's apprentice or clerk. Obs.

i486 Aberd. Reg. in Spalding Club MiscelLV. 30 Thome
Gray, tailzour..and in likuiss, gif ony seruitor of his be
fundin conuikit in sic faltis [etc.]. 1598 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 1588, 547/2 Patrik Glesfurde and Geo. M^Cartnay
schervitouris to the said Wil., Thomas Home schervitour to

Mr. ThonePrestounadvocat. 1601-a Aberd. Aec. in Spalding
Club Miscell. V. 129 Item, to Mr. George Mackie, servitor

of the grammer school, for his panis in attending on the

school, fra the deceis of the maister thairof till the new
maisteris wer admittit. .10 lib. 1814 Scott Wav. lxvi, The
Bailie was in search of his apprentice (a servitor, as he was
called Sixty Years since), Jock Scriever.

attrib. 1583 Exch. Rolls Scot. XXI. 559 James Bonar,
servitour clerk of the schirefdome of Forfair.

e. An official or semi-official title of certain

officers, e. g. of the Royal Household, or municipal

bodies. ^ Servitor of bills
%
a tipstaff of the court

of King's Bench.

1543 f. Act 2 Hen. /K, c. 23 No seruytour of bylles that
bereth a staffe of the same courte shall [etc.]. 1597 in

Feuillerat y?««/f Q.Eliz. (1908)417 A petition of the Credi-
tors & Servitors of the Revels. 1658 Fanshaw Pract.
Exch. Cri. 48 AH Officers, Ministers and Servitors of the
Exchequer. 1671 Jordan London's Resurr. 2 The two
City-Marshals, riding each of them on Horse-back, with
six Servitors to attend them, with Scarfs and Colours of the
Companies. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing 363 Four
Whifilers (as Servitures) by two and two walking before
with White Staves in their Hands.

f. A military attendant, a squire or page, rare,
«i5i3 Fabvan Chron. vn. (1533) 124 b/2 They agreed to

puruey at theyr propre costes .v. C. men of armys, wyth a
seruyture to eueryche spere. 1839 Mrs. Browning Ro-
maunt of Page xxiv. She. .followed him she wed before,
Disguised as his true servitor, To the very battle-place.

g. A lover ; = Servant sb. 4 b. rare.
1500-ao Dunbar Poems lxxxiv. 16 The lustiast ladie that

nature can devyne, Thochtschobave monysemelie scherui-
tour, 5it [etc.]. a 1529 Skelton Calliope 20 Yet is she fayne
Voyde of disdayn, Me to retayne Her seruiture. c 1560
A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) x. 39 Is no* in erd I cure, Bot
pleiss my lady pure, Syne be hir scheruiture Vnto I de.
a 1850 Rossetti Dante <$ Circle 1. (1874) 145 Till, turning, I

beheld the servitor Of Lady Lagia.

f 2. Used in expressions of humility or politeness.

= Servant sb. 4d. Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 477 ' Now, maister \ quod this

lord, ' I yow biseke '. ' No maister, sir ', quod he, ' but servi-
tour, Though I have had in scole such honour \ 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. xxvii. 457, I am a poure knyght and a
seruytour vnto yow and to alle good knyghtes. 156a O. Rowe
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser.ui. III. 339 Your Honors pore sarvy-
tor. 1&0 J. Hay DemandesDed. in Cath. Tractates (S.T.S.)

34 Yours most humble and obedient Seruiteure, Iohne Hay.
1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 111. iii. 196 War\wick\.

.

.My Noble
Queene, let former grudges passe, And henceforth, I am thy
true Seruitour. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) I. n. vi. 76 Your
truly devoted Servitor, J. H.

|| b. In Fr. form seruiteur. Obs.
1664 Etherege Com. Revenge 1. ii, Your most humble

Seruiteur, my Lord. 1697 Vanbrugh 2nd Pt. sEsofi (end),
There's a Tale for your Tale, Old Dad ; and so

—

Seruiteur.
[Exit.] 170a — False Friend 1. 9, I like your Daughter
very well ; but for Marrying her

—

Seruiteur.

3. One who serves in war ; a soldier ; spec, one
of a class of persons to whom lands were assigned

in Ulster in the reign of James I, as having served

in a military or civil office in Ireland. Obs. exc.

Hist, in the specific use.

1561 Awdelev Frat. Vacab. (1869)3 A Ruffelergoeth wyth
a weapon to seeke seruice, saying he hath bene a Seruitor
in the wars, and beggeth for his reliefe. 1587 T. Sanders
Voy. Tripoli B ij b, A Spaniard called Sebastian, which had
beene an old seruitor in Flanders. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI,
11. i. 5 Sen{tinel\. Thusare poore Seruitors.. Constraint to

watch in darknesse, raine, and cold. 1598 Barret Theor,
IVarres iv. ii. 107 Among our English seruitours in the Low
Countreis. 16x0 Holland Canuien's Brit. 1. 422 The. .most
venterous Mariners and servitours at sea. 16x2 Davies Why
Ireland, etc. 127 Our Norman Conqueror, .gaue away to his

seruitors, the Lands and possessions of such, as did oppose
his first inuasion. 1618 Carew Papers in Roy. Engin. Jrnt.
Aug. (1909) 126 To survey and make a return of the pro-
ceedings and performances of conditions of the undertakers,
servitors and natives planted [in Armagh, etc.]. 1634 Ir.

Act 10 Chas. I Sess. 11. c 3 {title) The estates of the under-
takers, servitors, natives, and others holding lands.. in. .the

plantations. 1640 Yorkk Union Hon. 20 A valiant servi-

tour in sundry wars beyond sea. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist.

(1876) III. xviii.380 Sir Arthur Chichester, .advised that the

lands should be assigned, . . partly to servitors of the crown,
as they were called.

4. Oxford University. In certain colleges, one
of a class of undergraduate members (no longer

existing under that title: see quot. 1852) who re-

ceived their lodging and most of their board free,

and were excused lecture fees.

Originally the servitors acted as servants to the fellows,

and although the requirement of menial services from them
gradually tell into disuse, they continued to be regarded as
socially the inferiors of the commoners. The last mention
in the Oxford University Calendar of servitors as an existing
class (at Christ Church) is in 1S67; in the following year
the same persons are called 'exhibitioners'. In most of the
colleges the funds originally used for servitorships are now
used for • exhibitions', but at BalHoI for scholarships. The
scholars of Balliol appear in 1507 as 'scholastic! sive servi.

tores *.

1642 Let. Stud, at Oxford, <$• Ansiv. 2 My Servitor hath
brought mee in the tidings. 1656 Blount Gtossogr. s. v.

Seruiteur, Wee use the word Servitor in our Universities,

where the poor or meaner sort of Schollars.. execute the
office of a Servitor or attendant to those of greater wealth
and quality. 1691 Wood Aih. Oxon. I. 305 Whether he
was at his first coming a Servitour, or Scholar, I know not.

173X Gentl. Mag. I. 118 The Bishop, in this case, must take
some raw young Man, perhaps a Servitor in a College.

1745 Mrs. Delany Life <$ Corr. (1861) II. 377 The Dean
said if his parents would consent to his entering the college

of Dublin as a sizer (which in Oxford and Cambridge are
called servitors) he would take care he was treated with a

Earticular regard. 1754 Johnson Let. 28 Nov. in Boswell,
,et a servitour transcribe the quotations. 1787 Sir J. Haw-

kins Johnson 12 It was the practice in his time, for a servi-

tor, by order of the master, to go round to the rooms of the
young men, and knocking at the door, to enquire if they
were within, and if no answer was returned, to report them
absent. 1848 Thackeray Bk. ofSnobs xiii, The unlucky boys
who have no tassels to their caps, are called sizars

—

servitors

at Oxford. 185a Rep. Oxf. Univ. Comm. 135 Servitors are
found, under that name, only at Christchurch, where they
used within the last twenty years to bring the first dish into

the Hall ; but now they differ from other Students of that

Society in little, except in academic dues. In some other
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colleges the class of Servitors are represented by Clerks or
Bible-Clerks, of whom there are about forty in the Univer-
sity. 1858 [J. C. Thomson] Aim* Matres 86 Christchurch
..ts the only College which preserves^ the odious distinction
of servitors, or as they call them, 'scrivs.'

b. Eton. (See quot.)

1865 W. L. C. Etoniana viii. 138 At the college dinner
three lower boys (called servitors) wait to hand the plates

and pour out beer; their dinner is half an hour later,

with the * upper servitor '—one of the higher boys, who
superintends the hall economy.

5. Glassmaking. + a. An assistant to a master
workman (obs.). b. Now spec, as the designation
of the second of the men composing a ' chair : see
quots. Also Servitary.

1 66a Mebrett tr, NerTsArt ofGlass 242 [Ofthe Furnaces.]
Boccarellas, one on each side of the Bocca, . . out of these the
Servitors take coloured or finer Metall from the piling pot.
Ibid. 244, 346, 247. 1849 Pellatt Curios. Glass-making So
[A ' chair" consists of] first, a gaffer, or workman ; the second,
a servitor; and the third, a foot-maker; the latter usually
earns about half the wages paid to the chief, and the servitor
receives an intermediate amount. 1887 Rep. Patent Cases
IV. 273 Shaw was his servitor—the servitor being the man
who made the feet of the wine glasses. 1897 Wore. County
Express 3 Apr., There were ten chairs at the works each
occupied by a glassmaker, servitor, and footmaker.

Servitorial (saivitoa'rial), a. rare. [f. prec. +
-ial.] Of or pertaining to a servitor (in any sense).
1843 Blackiv. Mag. LIII. 386 Your cherry-cheeked friend

and another.. do the servitorial offices of the table. 1866
Tyerman Life S. Wesley 81 His servitorial services [at
Oxford] might obtain him bread. 1871 Meredith H. Rich-
mond{i&&6) 4 The squire was diverted from his objurgations
against this piece of servitorial defiance.

Servitorship (sauvitsjjip). [f. Servitor +
-ship.] a. The position, state, or duties of a ser-

vitor at an Oxford college. Obs. exc. Hist.
1785 Boswell Tour Hebrides 130 note., Dr. Johnson..by

his interest with the Rev. Dr. Adams, master of Pembroke
College,Oxford,..obtaineda servitorship for young M'Aulay.
1820 Southey Wesley I. 52 Servitorships are more in the
spirit of a Roman Catholic than of an English establish-
ment. 1868 M. Pattison Academ. Org. 73 It is not so
much we that have abolished servitorships, as time and
manners that have made the position untenable. 1897
Fairbairn Catholicism (1899) 445 The evil system and
associations of the old servitorship left for life their ignoble
stamp on the soul of Whitefield.

b. The condition of being a servitor or servant.
1824 Blackiv. Mag. XV. 254 Postmen, beadles, scavengers,

chimney-sweeps—the whole pecus of parochial servitorship
was at my gate.

Servitress (sauvitres). [See Servitor and
-tress.] A female servant or attendant.
i860 J. P. Kennedy Rob ofthe Bmvl xii. 125 [She] now

attended him as his servitress and only domestic. 1873
M. Collins Miranda II. 100 Tom Jones had fitted up a
buffet . .and put some servitresses behind it. 1877 Kinglake
Crimea VI. xl 439 An obedient servitress attending hospital
sick-beds.

t Servitrice. Sc. Obs. Also 7 servetriee.
[ad. med.L. servitrice-m, ace. of servitrix.'] =next.
1477 £xcn* Rolls Scot. IX. 101 note, Oure lovete farailiare

servitrice Margret Sandelandis. 1561 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I. 170, I, your servitrice and pure wedo. 1633 Sc.
Acts Chas. I (1870) V. 124/1 Maistres Margaret Wincester
servetriee to his Majesties said vmq[uhijl darrest mother.

T Servitrix. Sc. Obs. [a. med.L. servitrix
(Diefenbach), fern, of L. servitor: see Servitor.]
A female servant.

1566 in Maitl. Club Misc. (1840) I. 43 Marie Betoune
familiar servitrix to our said souerane lady. 1615 in Ritchie
Churches ofSt. Baldred (1880) 136 Janet Shortus, servitrix
to Mr. Alexander Knowis. c 1775 in McDowall Hist.
Dumfries xlvii. {1867) 680 [Janet Watson] a servitrix [at the
very farm].

Servitude (sauvitiwd). Also 5-6 servytude,
6 Sc. schervitu.de. [a. F. servitude, ad. late L.
servitude, f. serv-us slave, Serf : see -tude.]

L The condition of being a slave or a serf, or of
being the property of another person ; absence of
personal freedom. Often, and now usually, with
additional notion of subjection to the necessity of
excessive labour. Also, a (more or less rigorous)
state of slavery or serfdom.
1471 Caxton Recuyetl (Sommer) II. 611 Or that we shall

be ledde in seruytude & bondage in to strange contreyes.
a '533 Ld. Berners Huon xliii. 144, I had rather to be in
seruitude there than to pay .iiii. drams to this Gyaunt.
1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 107 Whiles shee abode in i*Egypt,
shee was redeemed and acquit of her seruitude by one
Charaxus, who purchased her libertie by a great summe of
money. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Tkevcnofs Trav. 1. 25 All the
rest are shaved as a mark of their servitude. 1776 Gibbon
Ded. -y F. xiii. I. 270 The greatest part of the nation was
gradually reduced into a state of servitude. 183a Ht.
Martineau Homes Abroad iv. 59 There was a probability
of the woman marrying as soon as she could obtain remis-
sion of her servitude. 1845 Sarah Austin Rankers Hist.
Ref. iv. iv. II. 457 It enabled them to reduce the peasantry
to a still harder state of servitude. 19x0 Encycl. Brit. XII.
40/1 In Hungary. .the abolition of servitude in 1781-1782
carried with it the freedom of the Gipsies.
personified. 1769 Gray Install. Ode 6 Servitude that hugs
her chain.

b. With reference to animals : Subjection to
mankind. Now rare or Obs.
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. jii. 268 For his soft Neck, a

supple Collar make Of bending Osiers; and (with Time and
Care Enur'd that easy Servitude to bear) Thy flatt'ring
Method on the Youth pursue. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. 111st.
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(1776) II. 376 The wild ass is even more asinine. .than that
bred in a state of domestic servitude.

c. The condition of being politically enslaved

;

subjection to a foreign power or to oppressive rule.

+ With of (or possessive) : The state of being under
the yoke of (a. tyrant, a conqueror).
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 276 For hit is the

destyne that Troye shall neuer be quyte of this right harde
seruytude and thraldom vnto the tyme that [etc.]. 1477
Eakl Rivers Dictes (Caxton) 10 b, Al be it that they be in
his seruitude yet ought he to his power to kepe them in
fraunchyse and liberie. 1584 Leycesters Commw. (1641) 5
The feare of servitude under forraine nations, may restraine
them from such attempts. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicho-
lny*s Voy. iv. xxxvi. 160 b, These wretched Graecians are
left vnder the miserable seruitude of these miscreated
Mahometists. 1598 Bacon Ess., OfHon. fy Reput. (Arb.)72
Such as . . deliuer their Countries from seruitude of strangers
or tyrants. 1660 R. Coke Power % Subj. 53 Nebuchad-
nezzar, .carried the Jews themselves into most miserable
servitude. 1716 Addison Freeholder No. 43 P2 A disturbed
Liberty is better than a quiet servitude, a 1727 Newton
Chronol. Amended \\. (1728)217 Sesostris. .reduced Judsea
into servitude. 1904 H. Paul Hist. Mod. Eng. II. 244 One
wanted the liberation of Italy and the other her servitude.

d. tram/, and fig. A condition resembling
slavery ; a state of degrading or burdensome sub-
jection.

1474 Caxton Chesse in. i. (1883) 80 For the debilite and
feblenes of corage that is broken in conscience by pryde
Enuye or by couetyse is ryght seruytude. 1532 More Con-
fut. Tindale Wks. 429/1 He lamenteth the miserable ser-
uitude of the symple soules the poore sely women, because
men will not suffer them to say masse. Ibid. 556/1 The
deadly synne in the time of his fall, and of the seruitude
and thraldom that he lyeth in. c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)
vii. 18 Tho1 this belappit body heir Be bound to scherui-
tude and thrall, My fathfull hairt is fre inteir And mynd to
serf my lady at all. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer)
265 b, So did she. .with the tribute of gifts, seeke to bring
her mind into seruitude. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 178 This
is servitude, To serve th'unwise, or him who hath rebelld
Against his worthier. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. 2
Tim. i. 9 Who hath saved us from our servitude to sin
and Satan, and called us out of the World to be a Holy
people, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 29 May 1677, This business
being now at an end and myself deliver'd from that intoler-
able servitude and correspondence, I [etc.]. 1837 Whewell
Hist. Induct. Sci. I. iv. li. § 4. 276 The Arabians..tamely
adopted the intellectual servitude of the nation which they
conquered by their arms, a 1862 Buckle Civiliz. III. iv.

(1869) ig2 The religious servitude into which the Scotch fell
..was a willing servitude.

te. concr. Slaves or servants collectively. Obs.
1667 Milton P. L. xii. 132 After him [Abraham] a cumbrous

Train Of Herds, and Flocks, and numerous servitude.

2. The condition of being a servant, service ; esp.
domestic service. Now rare or Obs. (exc. as a
contextual application of 1 d).

x6«ji tr. LifeSarpi (1676) 10 He had likewise a very near
familiarity with the Father Inquisitor, . .with whom he
continued servitude till his death. 178a Eliz. Blower
Geo. Bateman II. 89 The longer Cecilia lived upon a
footing.. with people of fortune, the more irksome Servi-
tude would appear to her. 179a G. Wakefield Mem.
(1804) I. 532 You would have been led into a more healthy
situation, and might have procured, after a short servitude,
some comfortable preferment. 1807 Southey Spec. Eng.
Poets II. 234 At the age of 24, married, in servitude, with
little leisure, and no money or books, he set about his plan
of improvement. 1817 Salisb. <$ Winch, frnl. 29 Sept., A
servant girl. .was found drowned. ..She had been missing
from her place of servitude since the preceding Thursday.
182a Galt Provost xxxviii, He sentenced her to be dis-
missed from her servitude with no more than the wage she
had actually earned.

3. Apprenticeship. ? Obs.
1791 in Langford Cent. B'ham Life (1868) I. 368 At

the Expiration of the Servitude of these.. Apprentices.
1799 Hull Advert. 12 Oct. 2/4 John Brown .. lately
enticed, .apprentices.. from their servitude. 1805 W. Tay-
lor in Ann. Rev. III. 323 The duration of apprenticeship
in this country is excessive. Five years ought to confer all

the privileges of servitude. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor, Rep.
in. 1667 Admission to the company [sc. Trinity House, New-
castle-on-Tyne] is acquired, ist, by Birth; 2d, by Servi-
tude ; 3d, by Gift.

4. A person's (period of) service (in the Navy).
1818 Tuckers Narr. Exped. R. Zaire Introd. p. xlix,

Though wanting eighteen months for the completion of his
servitude to qualify him for a lieutenant's commission.
1836 Marryat Three Cutters ii, During my servitude as
first lieutenant.

5. Compulsory labour as a punishment for crimi-
nals. Chieflypenalservitude : see Penal a.1 1 c.

Free by servitude (Austral.) : see quot. 1889.
1828 P. Cunningham N. S. Wales (ed. 3) II. 129 Those

who have become free by servitude. 1889 iQth Cent.
Nov. 765 When you were a little familiar with colonial
phraseology you at once understood that.. Giles.. was what
was called a ' free by servitude man ', i.e,, a convict whose
sentence of transportation had expired.

1 6. Feudal or ecclesiastical subjection ; vassal-

age, subordination. Obs.
1500 Melusine lix. 359 Thou holdest me for thy subget

& woldest hold me in seruitude and thou hast therof
nothing to shew. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 559
S. Albans exempted from the Jurisdiction of Lincoln...
Robert was the next Abbot. .and dpliuered his Monastery
from the seruitude of the Bishop of Lincolne,

T b. Feudal homage or service. Obs.
1408 Coventry Leet Bk. 594 Of all maner Toll, pontage,

pykage,. .kayage and all ober Imposicions, charges & ser-
uttudes. c 1500 Melusine xxxvi. 249 For yf he escape grete
shame shal be to vs in an euyl heure is he come in to oure
land for to demande seruytude of vs. 1809 Pinknev Trav.

SERVO-.

France 26 But there are some instances of personal service,
and which are held to be legal .. provided they relate to
husbandry, and not to any servitude or attendance upon
the person of the landlord.

7. In Civil Law ( = L. servitus), and hence in
Scots Law : a subjection or subserviency of pro-
perty either: (1) to some definite person other
than its owner (' personal servitude ), or (a) to
some definite property other than that of its owner
for the benefit of the dominant property (' praedial
servitude'). In Scots Law the term is now in
practice restricted to praedial servitude, which
includes both the ' easement ' and the profit a
prendre' of English Law; it has been sometimes
used by English lawyers to include both these
kinds of rights.

A personal servitude (of which usufruct is an example)
could be constituted either over movables or immovables

;

a praedial servitude (e. g. a right of way) could only be con-
stituted over an immovable in favour of another immovable.
159a Sc. Acts Jas. VI (1814) 1 1 1. 609/2 And siclyk exceptand

and reservand^ the seruitude altius edes non tollendj pros-
pectui et luminibus non officiendj constitute and imposit
vpon ane tenement of land now pertening to mr Johnne
nicolsoun aduocat. Ibid., And all vther seruitude quhat-
sumeuer. 165a Needham tr. Setden's Mare CI. 133 Here-
upon Servitudes have been imposed, against the rearing of
Houses higher then ordinary. 1681 Stair Inst. Law
Scot. 11. vii. (1693) 282 Servitudes are distinguished in
Real and Personal, though neither of them be personal
Rights; yet these Servitudes whereby one Tenement is

subservient to another Tenement, and to persons only as
having Right to, and for the use of that Tenement, are
called Real Servitudes, as not being subservient directly to
Persons, but to Things : And the other are called Personal

;

because thereby the Tenement is subservient directly to
Persons, and not with respect to any other thing, as Life-
rents, &c. Ibid. 287 Watering is a Servitude of taking
Water, proper to one ground for the use of another. 1754
Erskine Princ. Law Sc. (1809) 221 The owner of the
servient tenement is not obliged, in a servitude of support,
to repair it, unless the servitude be expressly so constituted.
X7°5-8 — Inst. Law Scot. 11. ix. § 12 The chief rural servi-
tudes of the Roman law are, iter, actus, via, agu<eductust

aquaehaustus, andjus pascendi Pecoris. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 558 One great obstacle to improvements in
agriculture is the Servitude of Thirlage. 1816 G. J. Bell
Comm. Laws Scot. (1826) I. 757 Servitudes, when of a
positive nature, require possession to complete them ; but
negative servitudes are effectual without possession or
registration. 184a J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 321 Minis-
ters have frequently servitudes of peat, of feal, and divot,
and of pasturage on particular estates or farms. 187a W.
Guthrie G. J. BelPs Princ. Law Scot. (ed. 6) § 981 Servi.
tudes have been classed as Praxlial and Personal. .. But,
practically, the only servitudes in Scotland are Praedial.
1888 W. D. Edwards Law Property in Land n. vi. 271
Easements resemble rights of common appendant and ap-
purtenant, in that they are annexed to the ownership of
land for its benefit. They are, therefore, sometimes classed
with such rights ofcommon, under the name of servitudes '.

1900 Act 63 fy 64 Vict. c. 93 title, To acquire lands and
servitudes for the purposes of such water supply.
Jig. 1730 E. Erskine Serm. Wks. (1791)59/2 This earthly
house, it lies under many servitudes, and the believer, .pays
a dear mail or rent for his quarters.

b. attrib.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s.v. Road, A public-road
may be used by all the Queen*s subjects, whereas a servi-
tude-road can be legally used only by_ the dominant pro-
prietor and his family. 1884 Watson in Law Times Refi.
LI. 802/1 Servitude rights burdening the corporeal lands
taken by the company.

+ Servitudinous, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. L. ser-

viludin-t servitiido (see prec.) + -ous.] Ofthe nature
of, or characterized by servitude.

1647 Maids Petit. 1 Wee the Mayd-servants in general) of
the City of London, and in behalfe of the universall sister-

hood of the same servitudinous ranke and quality.

t Serviture. Obs. rare. Also 6 Sc. schervi-
ture. [ad. med.L. servitura, f. L. servire to

Serve : see -tube.]

1. Service, servitude.
,

1500-20 Dunbar Poems xlv. 8 Scho haldis with continwance
No scheruiture.

2. The whole body of servants in a family.
a 1667 Milton in Prose Wks. (1738) I. p. xliv, The Chorus

of Shepherds praepare resistance in thire Maister's Defence,
calling the rest of the serviture.

Serviture, obs. form of Servitor.

tServitnte. Obs. Also 4, 6 servitut, 5-6
servytute. [a. OF. servitute, -uit

> or ad. L. ser-

vitut-em {servitus), f. serv-us slave.] Servitude,

slavery, lit. and fig.
C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ». (Paulus) 866 Seruitut or thril-

dome. c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 742 In gret lordshipe, if

I wel avyse, Ther is gret servitute in sondry wyse. 1390
Gower Conf. II. 182 Bot Pharao with wrong hem ladde In
servitute ayein the pes. 1433-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 51
Ynglonde was redacte iiij. tymes into servitute. i$a6 Pilgr.
Perf. (W. de W.) 83 Whan virginite is vnder the seruytute or
bondage of elacyon or pryde. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 95
Giff vsz grace to dant our bodis and to subject thayme in ser-

uitut. 1546 Bale 1st Exam. Askew 40, A verye servitute of
^£gipte is it, to be in daunger of these papystyck Byshoppes.

Servo- (s5uv0), combining form of Servian, as

Servo- Croat , -Croatian.
1887 Mokfill in Encycl. Brit. XXII. 145A Servo-Croats,

including those of Servia, Montenegro, the southern part of

Hungary. Ibid. 148/2 SaNo-Croatian, Slovenish, Slovak ish,

and Bohemian possess the vocal r. 1896 Keane Ethnol.
412 Slavic Branch. .Servo-Croatian.
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T Servoice. Obs. rare"1
, [a. F. eervoise :—L.

eereirisia.] Ale.

a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 32 One gallon
servoice. Ibid. 35 A quart wyne, one gallon servoice.

Servo-motor, [ad. F. servo-moteur (1873 in

Littre6"«///.),f. h.servus slave + F. moteur Motor.
In the official notice of the prize awarded in 1875 to the

inventor, M. Farcot, the apparatus is called ' servo-moteur
ou moteur asservi *.]

An auxiliary motor, e.g. one used for directing the

rudders of a Whitehead torpedo, or the reversing

gear of a large marine engine.
1889 Sleeman Torpedoes (ed. 2) 184 The servo-motor is

the air-engine from which is derived the power to move the
horizontal or diving rudders. 1903 Bodmer Hydraulic
Motors (ed. 3) 504 [In turbines] a so-called indirect-acting

governor is almost invariably necessary, that is, a governor
acting on the regulator through a relay, or as it is some-
times called, a ' servo-motor '.

t Servulate, v. Obs. rare — 1
, [f. L. servus

slave; ? after adulate.'] intr. To be servile.

a 1635 Fletcher Elder Bro. 1. ii, Br. I embrace their

loves. Egr. Which wee'll repay with servulating.

Serwand, obs. form of Servant sb.

Serwe, obs. Sc. form of Serve v.1 , Sorrow.
Seryauntre, variant of Sergeantry.
Seryf\f, obs. forms of Serve v.1

Serymonie, -y(e, obs. forms of Ceremony.
Seryne, obs. Sc. form of Siren sb.

Ses : see Cease, Say v.1 , See, Sess.

Sesame (se'sam/, formerly se'sam, sf'sam).

Forms : 5 sysane, 6-7 sesama, 7 sesami, sesa-

mo, sesamy, 7- sesame, (9 -6), 6- sesam.
[In early use, a. or ad. L. sesamum (see Sesamum),
also sisamum, and sesama, -ima — Gr. a-qaa^ov,

cqadfiq, prob. of oriental origin, but the relation

to the Semitic forms (Syriac shushnui, Jewish
Aramaic ntsttoiid shumshfmd, Arab, simsim) is not

clear. Some of the earlier forms represent It.

sesamo, or mod.Or. orjadyu («= earlier oqadpiov,

dim.). The mod. currency and form of the word
are due to translations of the Arabian Nights from
Fr. (sesame), and the trisyllabic pronunciation to

association with Gr. o-i/ffd//r/.] A widely cultivated

East Indian plant, Sesamum ituiicum (N.O. Peda-

liateM). Also, the seeds of this plant, from which
an oil is expressed.
£1440 PalUul. on Husb. x. 67 Sysane in faat soil &

grauel is sowe. 1551 Turner Herbalx. P vjb, Euonymus.

.

hath coddes tyke vnto sesam. 156a Ibid. 11. 134 No beast will

eat sesama when it is grene. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa
vin. 324 This little citie built vpon the riuer of Nifus,..

aboundeth greatly with the graine or seed called Sesama.
1601 Holland Pliny xxn. xxv. II. 140 Sesama stamped or

beaten into pouder, and so taken in wine, restraineth im-
moderat vomits. 1682 Wheler Journ. Greece I. 67 Sesami
(of which they make Oyl). 1736 Ainsworth Lat.-Eng.
Diet., Sesama, a white grain or corn growing in India,..

sesame. 1744 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kfr. App. n. 121 A vegetable

(called Sesamo) extraordinary productive of oyl of sweet
taste. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xiii. (1794) 148 Wheat,
larley, Vetches, Sesame, &c, are said by Berosus to be wild

\ Babylonia. 1877 C. Geikie Christ xlvi. (1879)547 Wheat
fields alternated with fields of barley, sesame and rice. 1897
[see GingiliJ.

b. The word used as a charm to open and shut

the door of the robbers' den in the tale of ( Ali

Baba and the Forty Thieves * ; hence, a magic pass-

word, something which acts like magic in obtain-

ing admission ; »Open sesame.
1785 Arab. Nts. Entert. 562 Their captain, .pronounced

these words distinctly :
' Sesame ' (which is a sort of corn),

• open.' Ibid., Then Ali Baba heard him bid the door shut
f

by pronouncing these words—'Shut, Sesame'. Ibid., All

Baba.. perceiving the door,.. said— ' Open, Sesame'. 1831

Lytton Godotphin xxii, No Tory, however wise,.. could
..have obtained the sesame to those apartments. 186a

Calverlev Verses fl- Transl. (1894) 96 Thy name shall be a
Sesame, at which the doors of the great shall fly open. 1894

K. Grahame Pagan /\ 89 ' Open, open, green hill ! '—you
needed no more recondite sesame than that.

c. allrib., as sesame grain, oil, -seed; sesame
cake ; sesame grass m Gama grass.
i6ox Holland Pliny xv. vii. I. 434 The Sesame-seed doth

yeeld an oile. 1745 tr. Columella's Husb. xi. ii, In the

provinces beyond the sea some sow their sesamseeds either

in this or the following month. 1758 J. S. Le Dran's Observ.

Surg. (1771) Diet. Cc 8 b, Sesamoidea Ossa, several small

Bones, .resembling Sesamy-Seed. 1846-50 A. Wood Class-

bk. Bot. 623 fripsacum dactyloides. Sesame Grass. 1867
Baker Nile Trio. ii. (1872) 35 The sesame grain. 1870 Yeats
Nat.Hist.Comm.il. (1872)207 Sesame oil. .is frequently used
for the adulteration of balsams and volatile oils. 1876 Crace-
Calvert's Dyeing in The fabric is steeped in an emulsion

ofsesam oil. 1883 Jml. Chem. Soc.XhlV. 360 Albuminoids
in Peach Kernels and Sesame Cake.

tSesamine, a. andsb. Obs. [ad.L. sesamin-us,

a. Gr. a-qadyuvos, f. a-fjaafiov Sesamum.] A. adj.

1. Pertaining to, or obtained from sesame.
1608 Topsell Serpents 214 A Sesamyne seede. 1613

Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 454 They were annointed with

Sesamine oyle.

2. = Sesamoid.
1578 Banister Hist. Man L 31 The Sesamine Ossicles.

B. sb. = Sesame.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 131 A vomit made of Butter,

Anmse,and oyle of Sesamine. 1608 — Serpents 2:2 Drinke
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also two drammes of the roote of Centaury, or Hart-wort,
Nosewort, or Gentian, or Sesamine.

Sesamoid (sesamoid), a. and sb. [ad. L. se-

samoids, a. Gr. oqaauouo-qs, f. aqaa^ov Sesamum :

see -OLD.]

A. adj. Shaped like a sesame-seed ; applied in

Anat. to certain small bones and cartilages formed
in tendinous structures.
' 1696 Phillips (ed. 5), Sesamoide, Sixteen, Nineteen,
Twenty, and sometimes more little Bones . . which are
found in the Joynts of the Hands and Feet. 1718 Phil.
Trans. XXX. 891 Sesamoide Bones in the Fingers and Toes.
1808 Barclay Muscular Motions 404 A sesamoid bone
belonging to the tendon of the ulnaris interims. 1846
Brittan tr. Malgalgne's Man. Oper. Surg. 247 Dissect the
skin from the sole of the foot, leaving the sesamoid bones
on the phalangeal articulation. 1854 Orr's Cz'rc. Set'., Org.
Nat. I. 234 A sesamoid ossicle.

B. sb. A sesamoid bone or cartilage.

1854 Orr's Circ. Set'., Org. Nat. I. 256 The wrist has nine
bones, .. besides supplementary sesamoids. 1886 W. N.
Parker Wiedershehn's Anat. Vertebr. 113 Wherever a
marked friction occurs, ossifications (sesamoids) may become
developed in the course of a muscle or tendon.

So Sesamoi'dal a. (in recent Diets.) ; Sesa-
moi'deal a. [mod.L. sesamoideus~\ = Sesamoid a.

1869 Fitzwycram Horses f/ Stables § 678. 439 The superior
Sesamoideat Ligament

il Sesamum (se*sami;m). [L., ad. Gr. oqaaftov.']

= Sesame.
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.i. (1586) 32 b, What say

you to Sesamum, that was greatly in vse in the olde tyme.
1600 Surflet Country Farm 11. xl. 251 You must steepe
your seedes in the oile of Sesamum, otherwise called Turkie
millet. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 551 Rice, sugar-canes,
corn, sesamum, 1822 Hortus Anglicus II. 133 Common
Sesamum, or Oily Grain. 1884 A. Lang Custom «y Myth
93 The girl performs no magic feat, but merely throws
sesamum on the ground to delay the cannibals.

t>. attrib., as sesamum-cake, -oil, -plant, -seed.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccccxcix. 1054 Columella saith,

that Sesamum seedes must be sowen after Autumne .-Equi-

noctiall. 1696 Phillips (ed. 5) s.v. Sesamoide, Sesamum
Seeds. 1850 F. Mason Nat. Product. Burmah 176 The
sesamum plant is largely cultivated by the Karens. 1863
R. F. Burton Abeokuta I. 132 Sesamum oil. 1891 Daily
News 16 May 5/4 Sesamum cake.. is.. mixed with both
Persian and Indian opium.

t Sesamus. Obs. [mod.L,, ad. Gr. aqaafios —
OTjaaftov Sesamum.] Sesame, sesame oil.

1601 R. Johnson Kingd. <$_ Commw. (1603) 205 Their
sinewes and ioyntes are. .annointed with the oyle Sesamus.
1813 J. C. Hobhouse Journey (ed. 2) 667 The plain of the
Cayster. .is cultivated with cotton and tobacco plants, with
sesamus and a little barley.

Sesban (scsbsen). [ad. F. sesban, ultimately

ad. Pers. u\. ;jJJ sisaban.'] Any leguminous plant

of the genus Sesbania, esp. S. mgyptiaca and acu-

leata (which yields rope fibre).

i860 Sir Rohan's Ghost vi, Orange-colored sesban. 1864
Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islands 787.

Sesce, obs. form of Cease.

Sescuple (se*ski#p'l), a. Now rare. [ad. L.

sescuplus or seseuplexj var. sesquiplus, -plex, f.

sesqui- Sesqui- + -plus, -plcx -fold.] =Sesqui-
ALTEB a.

1694 W. Wotton Anc. <r Mod. Learn. (1697) 100, 9 is in

a Sescuple Proportion to 6. 1774 Mitford Ess. Harmony
Lang. 13 Rhythmus is either even, as in the dactyl, which
has one long syllable equal to two short ones,.. or it is

sescuple, as in the pxon, composed of one long syllable

and three short ones. 1846 Penny Cycl. SuppT. II. 369
Superparticular ratio.. : its varieties are sescuple or sesqui'

alter, sesquitertius, sesquiquartus, &c.

Sese : see Cease, Cess, See, Seize.

Seseli (se'sfli). Also 6 -y. [med.L. seseli,

•is (also seseleos), a. Gr. oiatKt, var. of <r«V«Aty.

Cf. F. siseli (i6th.c), It., etc. seseli, and Cicely.]

a. = Hartwort. b. A plant of the umbelliferous

genus Seseli.

1578 Lvte Dodoens 6 If it be drunken with Annis seede

or Sesely. 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. ccccviii. 893 Of Sese-

lios, or Harte woorts of Candle. Ibid. 894 Seseli Creticuiu.

Seseleos of Candie. 1601 Holland Pliny xiii. xxxii. I. 213
The hearbe Seselis or Siler-mountaine. 1605 Timme Quer-
sit. 111. 172 Take. .of the seedes peony, of seseli or comin,

of each two ounces. 1753 Chambers Cycl. Suppl., Seseli

seed, in the materia medica, the name of the seed of a plant,

called also by some libanotis. 1834 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 4) I. 43 The root of several of the seselis.

Seser, variant of Siser, cider.

tSeskyn. Obs. Also suskyn. [a. MDu.ses-
kijn, f. ses six + dim. suffix -aV/«= -kin.] A Dutch
coin of the value of 6 mites.

1413 Act 3 Hen. V,c. 1 § 2 Les Galyhalpens & la Moneie
appefie Seskyn & Doydekyn. Ibid., Galyhalpens, Seskyns

ou Doykyns. 14*3 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 255/1 Le moneie

appelle Galihalpenys, Suskyns& Dodekyns. 14.. in Athe-
tixum (1867) 7 Dec, 768, vi mytis is a seskyn.

Sesora, variant of Siserary.
17.. Ballad in H. Walpole Let. to Percy 5 Feb. 1765,

They [the bells] rung with a Sesora.

Sesours, obs. form of Scissors.

Sesperal, obs. variant of Suspiral.

Sesqui- (se'skwi), a Latin prefix [L. sesqui-, also

sesque-, contraction of *semis-que a half in addi-

tion ; cf. sestertius :—*semis-lertius], expressing a

superparticular ratio.

SESQUI-.

1. With designations of measure or amount, de-
noting one-and-a-half times the unit ; as sesqui-

hora an hour and a half; sesquipes a foot and a
half (see Sesquipedalian) ; so j sesquihoral a.,

lasting an hour and a half; se:squioce'llus Ent.
(see Sesquialtebous) ; fsesquitone Mus., an
interval consisting of a tone and a semitone, a
minor third; also used loosely in t sesquide'eu-
man a., consisting of fifteen; +sesquide'cury,
a set of fifteen.

1650 Descr. Future Hist. Eur. 31 Merlin prophesied to
him, 'That within lesse then a *sesquidecumane period of
time, the Eagles head should be cloven in two.' 1650
Ravis (title) A generall Grammer for the ready attaining
of the Ebrew...Also a *Sesquidecury, or a number of
Fifteene Adoptive Epistles.. concerning care of the Orien-

tall Tongues to be promoted. 165a Ubquhart Jewel Wks.
(1834) 279 Their tedious pharisaical prayers before supper,
and *sesquihoral graces upon a dish of skink and leg of
mutton. 1694 W. Holder Harmony'80 The Third Minor,
Trthemitone, or *Sesquitone, as consisting of three half
Tones (or rather of a lone and half a Tone).

b. Chem. In the names of salts, expressing a

proportion of 3 to 2 between the constituents, viz.

a combination of 3 atoms or equivalents of the

substance denoted by the word to which it is pre-

fixed with 2 atoms of another element or radical

;

e. g. sesquibromide, a bromide containing 3 atoms
of bromine for 2 of another substance ; similarly

sesquiba'sic [see Basics.], having 3 equivalents of

the base for 2 of the acid ; se'squico:mpound,
se'squisa^lt, a compound, a salt having its con-

stituents in these proportions.
This terminology was introduced into English by T. Thom-

son in his First Principles 0/ Chemistry 1825, and System
of Chemistry 183 1, where many terms, not illustrated here,

are to be found.

1849 D. Campbell Inorg. Chem. 208 The *Sesquibasic
acetate of lead, 3PbO,2(C4H 30. )+ Aq. 1831 T. Thomson
Syst. Chem.(ed. 7) IL388 *Sesquiborate of ammonia. Ibid.

1. 324 The Sesquibromide of arsenic. 1825 — 1st Princ.
Chem. II. App. 515 *Sesquicarbonate of ammonia. 1883
Hardwich Photogr. Chem. (ed. 9) 38 When first formed it

has nearly the composition of a Sesquicarbonate, bu* by ex-

posure to the air neutral Carbonate ofAmmonia escapes, and
a white powder is left, which is a Bicarbonate. 1871 Jrnt.
Chem. Soc. XXIV. 1012 *Sesqutcarbonyl Chloroplatinite,

C30sPt3CU. 1825 T. Thomson 1st Princ. Chem. II. App.

515 *Sesquichloride of iron. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem.,
Org. (1862) 218 Aluminum forms a *sesqui-compound
(Al^C^sJs) corresponding to its oxide AbOj. 1839 Penny
Cycl. XIII. 32/2 The ferrocyanide of potassium also gives

a deep blue, but the *sesquiferrocyanide gives none at all.

1831 T. Thomson Syst. Chem. (ed. 7) II. 452 *Sesquihydrated

carbonate of soda. 1887 Jrul. Chem. Soc. LI I. 1. 558 The
formula of the fibrous alum, 3MgO,S03 + 2AliOu,3S03 +
53H aO, lepresents a "sesqui-magnesiaalum. 1849 L\ Camp-
hell Inorg. Chem. 186 *Sesquinitrate of iron, Fe^C^NGs-
1839 Penny Cycl. XIII. 32/1 Sulphate of Peroxide of Iron,

or *Sesquipersulphate of Iron. Ibid., [Pernitrate of iron]

is.. a *sesquisalt, 1825 T. Thomson 1st Princ. Chem. II.

App. 515 *Sesquisulphate of uranium. Ibid., *Sesquisul-

phuret of arsenic. 1890 IVestm. Gaz. 1 Mar. 6/1 It has

been found that sesqui-sulphuret of phosphorus. . melts only

at 142 deg. 1838 T. Thomson Chem. Org. Bodies 176

*Sesquitartrovinate of copper. 1888 Jrnl. Chem. Soc. LIV.

377 * Sesquiterpene, CigH^j.

c. In Astrology, sesquiquadrate, -quartile,

denoting an aspect of planets when 135 from one

another ; sesquiquintile, when 108 from one

another ; sesqui-square - sesquiquadrate.

c j6io Sir C. Heydon Astrol. Disc. (1650) 95 The *Sesqui-

quadrate [aspect] of 135 degr. 1647 Lilly Chr. Astro), c.

512. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 11 Aspects. ."Sesquiquartil.

1647 Lilly Chr. Astrol. c. 512 *Sesquiquintil (consists of
degrees] 108. 1861 'Zadkiel' Hand-bk. Astrol. I. 8 The
new aspects are semi-square, 45 ;

quintile, 72 ; "sesqui-

square, 135 .

+ d. Prefixed to words descriptive of forms of re-

ligious belief, = extreme(ly), excessively), ultra-;

e. g. sesqui-con/ormist, -deist, -heretic, -Jesuit, sepa-

ration ; also sesqui-superlative adj. Ods.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Glouc. (1662) 1. 360 Some pressed
super-Canonical Ceremonies, and such *Sesqui-Conformists

made Mr. Workman turn first but a Semi-Conformist, and
then by degrees to renounce all Conformity. 1880 F. Hall
Doctor Indoctus 52 If he invented a brand-new form of
allotheism, and came out a *sesquideist,or a quaternitarian.

1627 Donne Serm. 1.(1649) II. 5 They are *se[s]qui-Heretitcs

in this, that they countenance Incontinency, and Fornica-

tion, which those very heretiks abhorred, a 1631 — Serm.
xii. (1640) 113 A Jesuit, or a Semi-Jesuit, a practising Papist,

or a *Sesqui-Jesuit, a Jesuited Lady. 1653 R. Baillie

Dissuas. Vind, (1655) 9 Why.. do the Independents, .runne

beyond it.. to a *sesqui-sepaiation? 16x1 Donne Poems,
Upon Coryat's Crudities 2 Oh, to what height will love of

greatness drive Thy learned spirit, *sesqui-superlative !

2. With an ordinal numeral adjective, denoting

the proportion 1 + ~ : 1, i. e. n + 1 : n, where n is

the corresponding cardinal number, as sesquioe-

tdvus, bearing the ratio i-J: 1, i.e. 9: 8 ; so Ses-

QUIALTER, -ALTERA, etc.,SKSQUITEBTIA, CtC.; + 86=8-

quibitertial, involving a proportion of 5:3;
+se:squide*cimal, of 11:10; sesquinonal, of

10: 9; se:squiocta*val, -o*ctave,of 9: S; se squi-

quaTtal, -quartan, of 5:4; se^squiseptimal,

of 8 : 7.

a 1696 Scarburgh Euclid (1705) 228 Sextuple proportion

is by addition of the Antecedents made of Sesquitertial,
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SESQUIALTEB.

'Sesquibitertial, and Triple proportions. Ibid. 180 IT above

the exact Multiple of the Consequent, there remains m the

Antecedent any Quotal part of the Consequent, as an half,

a third, a fourth, or a tenth part of the Consequent, (or

otherwise thus named, a Sesquialteral, a Sesquitertial, a

Sesquiquartal, a *Sesquidecimai part, &c). 1787 Hawkins

Life of Johnson 375 The proportion of a column is taken

from that of the human figure, which., is ma man sesqui-

octave of the head, and in a woman *sesqumonal. a 1696

Scarburgh Euclid (1705) 182 The Exponent of their pro-

portions is the common Quotient ii, which shews the

proportion to be. .*SesquioctavaL 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. Explan. Words, *Sesqui-octavet that which com-

prise'th the whole and one 8 part ; as 9 to 8. 18 to 16. 1726

Leoni Albert?* Archit. II. 30/2 Its proportion will be as

eight to nine, which the Latins call a Sesquioctave. a 1696

ScARBUKGH£'i«r/trf(i705) 180 This proportion is named triple

•Sesquiquartal, and is noted thus 3J. 1715 tr. Gregorys
Astron. (1726) I. p. xi, The same Tension upon a sub-

sesquialteran Chord acts in a double *sesquiquartan Ratio.

i7»6 Leoni AlbertVs Archit. II. 30/2 Seven to eight, ..the

proportion which the Latins call *Sesquiseptimal.

b. in Music, after Sesquialtera and Sesqui-

tertia ; sesquiquarta, -quinta, -sexta, -octava

(-octave), -nona, applied (i) to harmonic intervals

producible by sounding four-fifths, five-sixths, etc.

of a given string ; (ii) rhythmic combinations of

four notes against five, five against six, etc

1597 Mobley Introd. Mus. 54 If they would make fiue

crotchets to one semibreefe, then must they set downe
Sesquiquarta proportion thus % , wherein fiue semibriefes or

their value make vp the time of foure semibriefes or strokes.

1694 W. Holder Harmony 153 To divide a Sesquioctave

Tone (9 to 8) by dupling the Terms of the Ration thereof,

into 2 Hemitones. 1698 Wallis in Phil, Trans. XX. 81

We assign to a Fifth.. the Sesqui-alter Proportion..And
to a Tone. .The Sesqui-octave (or that of 9 to 8). 1776
Hawkins Hist. Mus. I. 74 The ditone he had demonstrated

to be in sesquiquarta proportion, as 5 to 4. Ibid. 75 The
greater or sesquioctave tone, 9 to 8, and^ the lesser or

sesquinonal tone, 10 to o. Ibid. The semiditone is sesqui-

quinta. 1883 Rockstro in Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 475/*-

II Sesquialter (seskwiarltai), a. {sb.). [L., f.

sesqui- (see prec.) + alter second. For the forma-

tion cf. ON. halfr annarr, OE. 6/er heal/ G.
andertkalbJ]

L Of a proportion : That is as
1
J is to 1. Of an

object : Proportionate to another object as 1 J is to

1 ; that is such a multiple 0/
1570 Dee Math. Pref c j b, A Cylinder, whose heith, and

Diameter of his base, is aequall to the Diameter of the

Sphere, is Sesquialter to the same Sphere. 1598 Florio,

Hemiolio, an arithmeticall proportion called Sesquialter or

Sesquiplex, which is so much, and halfe so much againe.

1641 H. L'Estrange Goa*s Sabbath 119 This would by
sesquialter proportion exceed all the rest. 1660 Harrow
Euclid iv. xu Schol., Isosceles triangle, whose angles at the

base are multiples sesquialter of those at the top. 1698
Phil. Trans. XX. 81 We assign to a Fifth, .the Sesqui-

alter Proportion (or that of 3 to 2). 1711 H. Needler in

J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) I. 90, 6 is only sesquialter of 4.

X715CHEYNE Philos. Pnnc. I. 222 In all the Revolutions

of the Planets about the Sun, . . the periodical Times is [sic]

in a Sesquialter Proportion to the middle Distances. 1784

J. Keeble Harmonics 29 The sesquialter chromatic. 1846

Pe/utyCycl. Suppl. II. 369/^The following ratios are super-

particular : 15 to 10, which is sesquialter.

+ b. Mus. = Sesquialtera i b.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. s. v. Time, Sesquialter Pro-
portion, which signifies a Triple Measure of three Notes,

to two such like Notes of the Common Time.

2. = Sesquialteka 2.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 293/2 Sometimes the Mixture stop

is considered as part of the Sesquialter. 1846 Ibid. Suppl.

II. 369/2 The sesquialter stop of an organ.

II Sesquialtera (seskwiarltera), a, {sb.). [L.,

fem. (sc. ratio) of sesquialter (see prec.).]

tl . m Sesquialter a. Also as sb.
t
a sesquialteral

proportion. Obs.

1609 J. Dowland Orttith. Microl. 62 Now as of Duples you
make Sesquialteraes, so of Triples you may make sesqui-

tertiaes. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 150 If you onely
contemplate the Diameters of longitude and latitude of a
mans Face, you shall find a Sesquialtera proportion.

b. Mus. (See quots. and cf. Sesqui- 2 b.)

1501 Douglas Pal. Hon. 1. xli, Proportionis..Duplat,
triptat, diatesseriall, Sesqui altera, and decupla resortis.

1597 Mokley Introd. Mus.yt Phi. Come then to Sesqui-

altera, what is it ? Ma. It is when three notes are sung to

two of the same kinde. Ibid. 92 The manner of singing

Sesquialtra proportion. 1667 C. Simpson Commend. Pract.
Mus. 34 Figures set thus \ called Sesquialtera proportion,

which signifies a Tripla Measuie of three Notes to two such
like Notes oftheCommonTime. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus.l.
67 Ifthe fourth chord was to be . . sesquialtera. 1883 Rockstro
in Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 475/1 SesquiaUsra expresses the
Proportion of two to three, and therefore represents the
Perfect Fifth, which is produced by sounding two-thirds of
a given string. Ibid., In rhythmic combinations, Sesqui-
altera is used as the general symbol of Triple Time. The
term Sesquialtera is also applied to passages of three notes
sung against two.

2. The name of an organ stop, consisting of

several ranks of pipes, of a brilliant tone. Usually
absol. as sb.

1688 in Hopkins Organ (1870) 453 Ecchos... Sesquialtera..
105 pipes. 1798 Hargrove Hist. Kuaresbro (ed. 5) 53 The
organ hath ten stops, viz. two diapasons, ..one susquialtra
(,etc.b 1801 Busby Diet. Mus. s. v. Stop, Sesquialtera Stop%

a mixed stop running through the scale of the instrument,
and consisting of three, four, and sometimes five ranks of
pipes, tuned in thirds, fifths, and eighths. 1883 Stainer
in Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 475/1 The Sesquialtera organ slopv
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Sesquialteral (seskwijoe-lteral), a. [f. L. ses-

quialter: see prec] = Sesquialter i.

1603 Holland Pintarches Mor. 1358 The proportion .. of

Diapente, [is] Hemolios or Sesquialteral I, that is to say, the
whole and halfe as much more. 1692 Bentley Boyle Led.
viii. (1693) 10 As the six Primary Planets revolve about Him,
so the Secondary ones are moved about Them, .in the same
Sesquialteral proportion of their Periodical motions to their

Orbs, a 1696 Scarburgh Euclid (1705) 180, 10 to 4 is in

Multiple superparticular proportion duple Sesquialteral 2$,

that is 2j. 1729 Shelvocke Artillery 11. 148 The proportion

of Coal to Sulphur, shall be either Sesquialteral or Double,
or Triple, or sometimes Equal. X817 H. T. Colebrooke
Algebra, etc. 287.

D. Bot. and Ent. (See quots.)

1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Sesquialterftosculus
t
a Sesqui-

alteral floret. When a large fertile floret is accompanied
by a small abortive one. 1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat.
VII. Expl. Terms, Sesquialteral. ..In entomology it means
occupying a third part of the wing, or including a smaller

band or spot withm a larger one. [1856 Henslow Diet.

Bot. Terms, Sesqui-alter. . . Where the stamens are one half

as many as the petals or sepals.]

t Sesquialteran, a. Obs. [Formed as prec.

+ -an.] = Sesquialter 1.

1653 R.Sanders Physiogn. 271 Here you may findethe

Double proportion, the sesquialteran, the sesquitertian.

1715 tr. Gregory's A strou. (172b) I. 137 That the Periodic

Times of the Planets will be exactly in the Sesquialteran

Proportion of their Orbits or Circles.

Sesquialterate (seskwi|arlter/t), a. [Formed
as prec. + -ate 2

.] = Sesquialter 1. Hence fSes-
quialterate v. (see quot. 1609).
1609 Dowland Orttith. Microl. 64 There be, which adde

the colour to the figures which are made sesquialterate by
the Caracters of the numbers : and contrarily sesquialte-

rating the sesquialteraes. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 270
These all.. bear a sesquialternate [sic] part to the former
proportion. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Lime, The Marks
of a well-burnt Lime, .are, that its Weight is to that of the

Stone in a sesquialterate Proportion. 1776 Burney Hist.

Mus. (1789) I.vi. 67 Time., of odd numbers or sesquialterate

proportion is more proper to excite commotion. 1817 H. T".

Colebrooke Algebra, etc. 28; In what time will my prin-

cipal be raised to the sesquialterate amount? 1907 Omond
Ping. Metrists 14 Feet of sesquialterate ratio (3 : 2 or 2 : 3)
* answer to the Diapente or fifth in Music'.

b. (See quot. and Sesquialtera i b.)

1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Sesqui-A Iterate, The greater

Perfect...A triple in the old music, in which the breve is

three measures, or semibreves.

Sesquialterous (seskw^se'lteras), a. Ent.

[Formed as prec t- -ous.] See quots. and cf. Ses-

quialteral b.

i8z6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlvL IV. 288 Sesquialterous

Ocellus [Ocellus sesquialterus). An ocellus with a smaller

near it, called also Sesquiocellus. Ibid. 289 Sesquialterous

Fascia {Fascia sesquialtera). When both wings are tra-

versed by a continued band, and either the primary or

secondary by another. Ibid. us Sesquialterous {Sesqui-

alters). When a minute areolet is appended to a large one.

Sesquiceilteiuiial (se:skwisente*nial),a. and
sb. U.S. [f. Sesqui- + Centennial.] a. adj. Per-

taining to a celebration of a hundred-and-fiftieth

anniversary, b. sb. Such a celebration or anniversary.
1880 Lond. fy Prov. Mus. Trades Rev. 15 Nov. 3^1 The

Sesqui-centennial of Baltimore was celebrated during the

second week of October. 1888 Advance (Chicago) 9 Aug.,
The sesquicentennial celebration of the church.

_ 1896
Academy 6 June 468/2 The sesquicentennial celebration of
the University of Princeton, New Jersey.

SesCjuiduple (se*skwidi#:p'l), a. [f. Sesqui-

+ Duple, to express the meaning * two and a half

'

(on a false analogy), after sesquialteral.] Involving

a ratio of 2$ to 1. So Sesquidu'plicate a.

1775 Ash, Sesquiduplicate, belonging to the ratio of five

to two. 1843 Brande Diet. Sci., etc. s. v. Sesqui, Sesqui-

duplicate.. sometimes occurs in modern treatises. 1850
Ogilvie, Sesquiduple% is sometimes used in the same manner
as sesquiduplicate.

Sesquioxide (seskwiip'ksaid). Chem. Also
fsesquoxide. [See Sesqui- i b.j An oxide con-

taining three equivalents ofoxygen to two ofanother

element or radical.

1831 T. Thomson Syst. Chem. (ed. 7) I. 515 When the

native binoxide of manganese is exposed to a low red-heat

it is converted into sesquoxide. Ibid. II. 818 Muriated
sesquioxide of manganese. 1848 Normandy tr. Rose %sChem.
Analysis I. J59 Sesquioxyde of Iridium, I^Os. 1880 Bas-
tian Braini. 5 The sesquioxides ofchromium and iron.

Hence Se squioxida'tion, conversion into a ses-

quioxide; Se^squio'xidized pa. pj>le.
t
converted

into a sesquioxide.

1849 D. Campbell Iuorg. Chem. 27 The amount of iron

sesquioxidized. Ibid. 142 A complete sesquioxidation of

the iron salt.

Sesquipedal (seskwi*p#ial, se*skwipedal), a.

and sb. (ad. L. sesquipeddl-ts, f. Sesqui- +/<?</-,

pes foot : cf. Pedal.] A. adj. ^Sesquipedalian.
1611 R. BADLEYin Coryat's Crudities k 2 b, The sesqui-

pedale belly of thy Tome. 1624 Burton Anat. Mel. 111. iv.

11. vi, Fustian, big, sesquipedal words. 180a Syd. Smith
Wks. (1869) 4 Dr. Parr seems to think that eloquence con-

sists. .in a studious arrangement of sonorous, exotic, and
sesquipedal words. 1829 Blackw. Mag. XXVI. 917 Ad*
mirable dissertations on old chamber-pots are poured into

ears sesquipedal. x8oi M. Muriel Dowie Girl tn Karp.
\s, Some lovely sesquipedal adverb.

B. sb. A thing a foot and a half in length : cf.

next li. 1. (In quot. used jocularly.)

1713 Guardian No. 108 f 4, I am but a Sesquipedal, having
only six Tcct and a half of Stature.

SESQUITERTIAN.

Sesquipedalian (se;skwip/d^"Iian), a. and^.
[f. L. sesquipeddlis : see Sesquipedal and -ian.]

A. adj. 1. Of words and expressions (after

Horace's sesquipedalia verba * words a foot and
a half long', A. P. 97) : Of many syllables.

1656 Blount Glossogr. s. v., Sesquipedalian words {verba

sesquipedalia) used by Horace for great, stout, and lofty

words ; words that are very long, consisting of many Sylla-

bles. 1661 K. W. Conf. C/iar., Courtier (i860) 20 Noddle
puzzling sesquepedalian words. 1791 Boswell Johnson
an. 1776(1831) III. 407 Finding one of his sesquipedalian
words hang fire. 1793 W. Roberts Looker-on No. 80(1794)
III. 276 A set ofsesquipedalian exclamations. 1807 Southey
Spec. Eng. Poets I. Pref. p. x viii, The verses ofStephen Hawes
are as full of barbarous sesquipedalian Latinisms, as the
prose of the Rambler. 1861 Max Muller Sci. Lang. Ser.

1. viii. (1864) 338 In these sesquipedalian compounds the
significative root remains distinct. 1886 R. W. Burton
Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. Forew. p. xii, Sesquipedalian un-
English words.

b. trans/. Given to using long words.
1853 Mrs. Gaskell Cranford v, Towards the end of her

letter Miss Jenkyns used to become quite sesquipedalian.

TJ Used for 'very tall or big'.

1857 Trollope Barchester T. xxv, This [half-crown] she
sacrificed to the avarice of Mrs. Proudie's metropolitan ses-

quipedalian serving-man.

2. Half a yard high or long.

C1714 Arbuthnot, etc. Mem. M. Scribl. h xiv. (1741) 48
Hast thou ever measur'd the gigantick Ethiopian, whose
stature is above eight cubits high, or the sesquipedalian

Pigmey ?

33. sb. 1. A person or thing that is a foot and a

half in height or length.
1615 Curry-Combe for Coxe-Combe iiL 113 He thought

fit by his variety, to make you knowne for a viperous Ses-

quipedalian in euery coast, 1656 Blount Glossogr

2. A sesquipedalian word.
1830 Eraser's Mag. I. 350 What an amazing power in

writing down hard names and sesquipedalians does not the
following passage manifest ! 1894 Nat. Observer 6 Jan.

194/2 His sesquipedalians recall the utterances of another
Doctor.

Hence Se:sq,uipedalianism, style characterized

by the use of long words; lengthiness; so Ses-
cruipe'dalism ; Se squipeda'lity, sesquipedalian

quality; trans/, great length, lengthiness; also,

* the practice of using long words' (Ogilvie, 1882).
1863 Sat. Rev. 440 How dear to his heart must be that

marvellous *sesquipedalianism in which he ordinarily revels.

1887 W. C. Russell Bk.for Hatnmock {\%y$ 120 Every-
thing must be done quickly at sea : there is no time for

sesquipedalianism. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Eng. 148 The era
of galvanized "sesquipedalism and sonorous cadences. 1759
Sterne Tr. Shandy 11. ix, With a breadth of back, and a
*sesquipedality of belly, which might have done honour to

a serjeant in the horse-guards. 1850 Eraser's Mag. XLI.
654 There is certainly some sesquipedality in the word.
1855 Ibid. LI. 63 A most wonderful topknotted cock with a
sesquipedality of wattle.

Sesquiplicate (seskwi-plikA), a. [ad. mod.L.
sesquiplicdtuSj f. Sesqui- +pliedtus folded, Plicate,

to express the meaning * subduplicate of the tripli-

cate'. (L. sesquiplex= taken once and a half.)]

Bearing or involving the ratio of the square roots

of the cubes of the terms of a certain ratio.

Thus, a is to a' in the sesquiduplicate ratio of b to b*, when

1714 Derham Astrol. Theol. (1769) 22 Their motions
round the Sun, are in sesquiplicate proportion to their dis-

tances from him. 1728 tr. Newton's Syst. World 12 The
periodic times of the satellits of Jupiter are, one to another,
in the sesquiplicate proportion of their distances from the
center of this planet. 1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 309/2 Sesqui-
plicate ratioofA to 13. 1873 Proctor Expanse ofHeaven 108.

II Sesquitertia (seskwitauja). Mus. [L., fem.

(sc ratio) of sesquilerlius
t
{.SE8QUi- + teriius third.]

Denoting a ratio of ij to 1, i.e. 4 to 3; chiefly

Mus. denoting (i) an interval having this ratio,

viz. the perfect fourth, (ii) a rhythm of three notes

against four.

1597 Morlev Introd. Mus. 33 Sesquitercia is when foure

notes are sung to three of the same kinde. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. 149 Wherefore the latitude of the Face com-
pared with the longitude.. should be in a sesquitertia pro-

portion. 1776 Hawkins Hist. Mus. I. 64 GBissesquitertia

to DB. Ibid. 68 The number 256, sesquitertia of 192. 1801

Busby Diet. Mus. 1883 Rockstro in Grove's Diet. Mus.
s. v. Sesqui.

Sesquitertial (seskwitaujal), a. 1 Obs. [f.

prec. + -AL.] Expressing a ratio of 4 ; 3. Cf. prec.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. 1358 The proportion of the

Musicke or Symphonie Diatessaron, is Epitritos or Sesqui-

tertiall, that is to say, the whole and a third part over. 1658

Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 11. xiiL 1066 These legs

also are made in a sesquitertiall proportion, a 1696 Scar.

burgh Euclid (1705) 180 As 40 to 12 is 3ra or 3$, Triple

Sesquitertial.

b. trans/. (See quot.)
1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. ExpL Terms,

Sesquitertial, occupying the fourth pait.

Sesquitertian (seskwita-jjan), a. ? Obs.

[Formed as prec. + -an.] = Sesquitertial.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mor. Explan. Words, Sesqui-

tertian, a proportion, whereby is understood as much as

comprehendeth the whole, and one third part, as 12. tog.

1658 Sir T. Browne Gard. Cyntsiii. 58 The legs of Spiders

are made after a sesquitertian proportion. 1698 Phil.

Trans. XX. 81 We assign to a Fifth., the Sesqui-alter Pro-

portion . . And, to a Fourth . . the Sesquitertian. 1760 Stiles

in Phil. 'Trans. LI. 717 If the interval diatessaron, or ses-
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quitertian ratio, should be assigned for the limitation of

the extreme tones. 1774 J. Duncombe New Arithm. Diet.

So f Sesquitertianal a. Obs.

I7°4 ] Harris Lex. Teckti. I, Sesquiiertiaiial Proportion,

is when any. .Quantity contains anpther once and one third.

Sesquitertious (seskwitaujas), a. Ent.

[Formed as prec. + -ous.] (See quot. and cf. Ses-

QUIALTEROUS.)
1826 Kirby & Sp. Entontol. xlvi IV. 230 Sesquitertious

Fascia {Fascia sesquitertia). When both wings are traversed

by a continued band, and more than half of either the

primary or secondary by another ; or, when a wing or

elytrum contains a band and the third of a band.

Sess, sbA Also 7 sesse. [Aphetic f. Assess
sb. : see Cess sb. 1]

1. An assessment, impost. Now only dial, and in

Ireland, a local rate; —Cess sb, 1 1 a (which is

more usual).

1580 [see Cess sb. ial 1673 Acct. Bk. W. Wray in

Antiquary XXXII. no Paid to Richerd Bell for the sesse,

&d. 1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4442/4 They intend to make Sale

of the Lands of such Persons.., who refuse to pay the

Sesses laid upon them. 1840 Barham Ingot. Leg. Ser. n.

Row in Omnibus, There's the rent, and the rates, and the

sesses, and taxes.

t2. Ireland. =Cess sb.1 2. Obs.

1571 Campion Hist. IrcL n. x. (1633) 126 The abuses
whereof with sesse and Souldiours, doe so impouerish and
alienate the needie Farmers from us, 1586 [see Assess sb.}.

1612 [see Cess sb. 2]. ai66i Fuller Worthies, JCent(i662)

11. 75 Sir Henry Sidney., established the Composition of the

Pale, in lieu of Purveyance and Sesse of Souldiers.

Sess (ses), sb.% Soap-manuf. [Origin obscure.]

Each of the sections composing the frame or mould
into which the soap is thrown to cool and solidify

after the process of fitting (see Fitting vbl. sb. 4).

1854 Tomlinson's Cyci. Useful Arts (1867) II. 539/1 The
semi-fluid mass is ladled out from the precipitated ley into

rectangular frames, or sesses, as they are called in Liverpool.

t Sess, v. Obs. Forms: 5 ses, sese, 6 seasse,

seise, 6-7 aease, seaze, sesse, 7 seize, [Aphetic

f. Assess v. • see Cess v.1

For the variation in the length of the vowel, cf. Ceased.]

1. trans. To assess or determine officially the

amount of (a tax, contribution, wages, or prices)

;

^Cess v.1 1.

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 382 That the price of ale be sessed

at euery lawday by the gret enquest. 1484 Coventry Leet
Bk. 519 Wheruppon they were commytte to warde, and their

ffyn sessed be pe seid Maire..at xxli. 1533-4 Act 25

Hen. VIII, c. 8 The saide maire and the aldermen maie
haue power . . to sesse tines by their discreasions. 1563
Golding Cxsar v. 108 b. When the hostages were brought
in by the day limitted, he appointed dayesmen betwene the

Cities to consyder of the matter in variance, and to sesse the

penalty, 1620 J. Wilkinson Coroners fy Sherifes 60 The
Coroners ought to be there to sesse the wages. 1640 Arch-
deaconry of Essex Min. (MS.) 1638-40, 195 Not paying
ii* vid which he was seast for bread and wyne and diverse

other necessary expences. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's

Advts.fr. Parnass. n. lxxxiL 365 Those [taxes] which were
at first sessed but for a limited time.

2. To impose (a tax, fine, etc.) upon a person or

community ; »Cess v.1 2.

1465 Paston Lett. II. 199 There putte into the Kynges
pryson by cawse of the fyn which was sessed upon the for-

said John Smyth, John Hopton, and me. 1551 in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 207 Suche taxe and
tallenge as shall be uppon bym taxed and sessyd. 1561 in

Rec. Caernarvon (1838) 298 That you giue likewise in

chardge to the said Jury to taske and sease such severalle

fines vppon the severall offenders. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.
Hib. 1. 1. 16 Any person, upon whom any such Fines shalbe

so seased. 1764 [see Cess v} i],

3. To fix the amount of payment due from (a

person, a community, a property) ; to impose a tax

upon, tax : const, at, to, unto ; also with indirect

question as second object. = Cess v. 1 4.

1475 Rolls ofParlt. VI. 139/2 Henry Bodrugan.. sessed
the people of the said Shire to grete notable sommes. c 1488

Plutupton Corr. (Camden) 61 As for our land, we pay our

dymes therfore, and trust in you that ye will not ses none
thereof, wherby we should have cause to make further labor ;

for it is not the Kyngs mynd to ses no dymeable land.

1530 Palsgr. 710/1, X sesse, as a kynges officers do a kynges
bubjectes what they shall paye, je taille.^ 154a in W. H.
Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) 166, ij persons shalbe

chosen to sesse and tax.. the inhabytaunts. (11548 Hall
Chron., Hen. IV, 29 For which cause the Kyng-.seassed
and fined her at a great some of money. 1577 Hanmer A nc.

Eid. Hist.,Socrates m. xu 306 So that euery one rateably was
seased [1619 seised] at a certaine summe. 1600 J. Poky tr.

Leo's Africa 1. 43 At last the bird was sessed to pay. 16x0 B.

Jonson Alch. 111. iv, That was with the griefe'i'hou took'st

for being sess'd at eighteene pence, Forthewaterworke. x6xx

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. VI. ix. 49 Caesar . . seized them at forty

hostages, with sufficiency of graine for his whole army. 1643
Baker Chron., Will./, 33 Likewise he Sessed all Bishops and
Abbotts what number of souldiers they should fmde. 1643
Prynne Sov. Power Pari. App. 26 The Clergy and Lords
then refusing to pay any more then they were first sessed

unto. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <$ P. 166 Causing his

Coin to be stamped with his Master's Inscription, his Sub-
jects Mulcted and Sessed by his Impositions,

Sess, int. Obs. exc. dial, (see Eng. Dial. Did.).

Also 7 ses. A call to a dog when giving him food.

1606 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. IV. Decay 216 Ses, ses,

here Dogs.

Sess, variant of Cess sb.s

1887 Hall Caine Deemster xxviii, Bad sess to the women,
the idle shoulderin' craythurs.

Sesame, obs. forms of Ckase v.

525

t Se*SSa» int. Obs, [perh. var. of Sa-sa, or

possibly a. F. cessez l cease !

*

It is not certain that modern editors are right in inserting

the form sessa in all the passages ; the word may not be the

same in the three places.]

An exclamation of uncertain meaning.
1596 Shaks. 7*/i«. Shr. Induct. L 6 Looke in the Chroni-

cles, we came in with Richard Conqueror : therefore Paucas
Pallabris, let the world slide : Sessa. 1605 — Lear m. iv.

104 Dolphin my Boy, Boy Sesey [Qi caese ; Q-z cease;

(?3 ceas ; Malone sessa !] : let him trot by. Ibid. 111.

vi. 77 Dogs leapt the hatch, and all are fled. Do, de, de,

de : sese [Malone Sessa !] : Come, march to Wakes and
Fayres.

t Sesse 1
. Obs. rare-1

, [a. F. sesse, a. Arab.

shash : see Sash sb. 1 ] ^Sash sb. 1

1718 Ozell tr. Tourneforfs Voy. II. 356 They are distin-

guished by the White Sesse [orig. la sesse blanche] of their

turbants.

t Sesse 2
- Obs. Aphetic form of dissesse,

Decease^.; =Cessj£.2
1417-8^. E. Wills (1882) 39/3 Also it ysmywyll bat.. all

bat sche Scheie haue, after be sesse of her, bat it be sold.

Sesse, obs. form of Cease sb.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 15893 pen com be
folk wybouten sesse Aboute Brian for to presse.

Sessile (se'sail, se*sil),#. [a. L. sessilis sitting

down, dwarfed, stunted, f. sess*, ppl. stem of sed-

ere to sit : see -ile.]

1. Having no footstalk, a. Bot. Of leaves, fruits,

flowers, or other organs : Immediately attached by
the base ; not having a peduncle, pedicel, or the

like. Hence of a species or variety (e. g. of oak)

bearing sessile fruits : opposed to pedunculated.

1753 Cltambers' Cycl. Suppl. s.v. Leaf Sessile Leaf one
which rises immediately from the stalk without any pedicle.

1756 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 835 The leaves, .[areJ generally

quite sessile, or close to the stalk. 1785 Martyn Rousseau s

Bot. vi. (1794) 70 In the whole compound class the seed is

always sessile, that is, it bears immediately upon the re-

ceptacle without any intermediate pedicle. 1861 S. Thom-
son Wild Ft. 1. (ed. 4) 71 Seed-vessel of common Poppy,
showing the rayed stigma, .placed close down, or sessile

upon the ovary. 1875 LyelCs Princ. Geol. II. in. xliv.

507 Prostrate trunks of the Sessile Variety of the Common
oak occur. 1879 A. Gray Struct. Bot. vi. § 6. 251 The fila-

ment, being only a stalk or support, may be very short or

wholly wanting; the anther is then sessile. 1882 Vines
Sachs' Bot. 565 In Piperaceae however the stigma, which is

sessile on the apex of the ovary, is often placed obliquely or

divided into several lobes.

b. Zool. Of limbs or organs : Immediately in

contact with the structure to which they are

attached ; having no connecting neck or footstalk.

Also of certain animals.

1777 Pennant Brit.Zool. IV. 61 The shell, .fixed by astern:

or sessil. 1834 M«Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kjngd. 298
The Lsmodipoda are the only Malacostraca with sessile

eyes. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 248 A sessile

spur on the heel. 1851 Darwin Monogr.^ Cirripedia 1. (Ray
Soc.) 4 The more important valves. .being common to the

pedunculated and sessile Cirripedes. 1870 Rolleston A uim.
Life Introd. 65 The cerebral hemispheres always contain a
lateral ventricle, which is prolonged into the interior of the
sessile olfactory lobes.

C. Path. Of morbid growths, warts, etc. : Adher-
ing close to the surface.

1725 Huxham in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 380 During the
Suppuration, the Pox would become very sessile, and the
coherent kind would enlarge their Bases exceedingly.
1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 670 Simple Wart,
Simple and distinct : sessile or pensile. 1899 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. VIII. 891 The skin.. in many cases 'peppered' with
warts, both sessile and pedunculated.

2. Of certain animals : Sedentary, fixed to one
spot ; not ambulatory. Of cells : Immobile.
i860 Wraxall Life in Sea x. 242 They [Serpulariae, etc.]

are, therefore, nothing further than sessile nurses, just as

the Siphonophors are nurses swimming about freely. 1871
E. D. Cope Orig. Fittest (1887) 193 It is now important to

observe that great numbers of centrifugal animals are
sedentary or sessile ; while the longitudinal are vagrant,
moving from place to place. 1879 G. Allen Colour-Sense iii.

23 Sessile or sedentary animals, as a rule, do not possess

any form of visual organ. 1880 E. R. Lankester Degenera-
tion 39 We may now proceed to look at some sessile or
immobile animals which are not usually regarded as de-
generate. 1904 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 10 Sept. 586/1 Certain
cells which are normally fixed or sessile cells.

3. Comb.f as sessile-eyed, -flowered, -fruited,

•leaved adjs.

1854 A. Adams, etc Man. Nat. Hist. 294 *Sessile-eyed

Crustaceans (Edriophthalmata). 1796 C. Marshall Garden-
ing xix. (1813) 372 Herb-true-love, nodding, and *sessile

flowered. 1846 Keichtley Notes Virg. Flora 391 The
Quercus sessiliflora, or *sessile-fruited oak. i8aa Hortus
Anglicus II. 356 'Sessile-leaved Eupatorium.

Sessiliflore, a. Bot. rare"1
, [ad. mod.L.

sessiliflorus (f. L. sessili-s Sessile a. -rflor-, fibs

ilower).] Sessile-flowered: specific name of a kind

of oak.
184a J. B. Fraser Mesopot. <y Assyria xv. 354 Quercus

sessili flora'. .Sessiliflore oak,

t Se-ssing, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Sess v. + -ino *.]

= Assessing.
• 1481 Coventry Leet Bk. 480 Thisconcideracion to be taken

in their sessyng, that such persones as ware ouercharged in

theire wardes at be vij It. etc. aforeseid to be eased nowe.
a 1500 Chron. London (Kingsford 1905) 186 This yere was a
greate Sessyng of all lordes landes thrugh England. 1J13
in W. H. Turner Select. Rec. Oxford (1880) ji Ye sessemg

SESSION.

of ye subsidy. 15*2-3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 316 Item,

paid for brede, drink and ffire at be Newe sessing of be
clarkes bill. 1530 Palsgr. 269/2 Sessyng that a prince

settethin acountrey, imposition. i6x* Davies Why Ireland

177 Irish exactions. .namely. .Sessings of the Kerne, ofhis
family,.. of his Horses,.. and the like. 1622 Mabbe

#
tr.

Alemau's Guzman d Alf. 11. 107 There was a certaine

sessing to be set in a ratable proportion, vpon the Towne-
dwellers..for some publike peece of worke.
altrib. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 153 AngHse com-

mentarios Censuales, that is, The Taxe register, or Sessing
booke of England.

Session (se'Jsn), sb. Forms : 4-6 sessioun,

5 oessiown, sessyone, 5 cessione, 5-6 cession,

sessyon, 6 cessioun, cecion, cessyon. [a. F. ses-

sion (= Sp. sesion, Pg. sessao, It. sessione), ad. L.

sessionem {sessio), n. of action f. sedere to sit.]

1. The action or an act of sitting ; the state or

posture of being seated ; occupation of a seat in an
assembly or the like ; also a manner of sitting.

Now rare.

1615 Crooke Body ofMan 996 On the foreside it is gibbous,
and that is profitable, .for Session and sitting. 1635 Pagitt
Christianogr. 1. ii. (1636) 65 To the Bishop whereof was
assigned the next place of session in councell after the
Bishop of Hierusalem. 1670 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart)

1 1. 325 The King has ever since continued his session among
them, and says it is better than going to a play. 1695 J-
Edwards Author. O. fy N. Test.Jill. 133 The antientest

heroes used session not discumbifure. 1704 Swift Mech.
Operat. Spirit 297 The Art of See-saw on a Beam, and
swinging by Session upon a Cord. 1859 Tennyson Vivien

693 Vivien . . Leapt from her session on his lap. 1859
F, E. Paget Curate Cumber-worth iv._ 34 Whether Mrs.
Crakanthorpe had indulged herself during her decline by
session or recumbency thereon {sc. on a settee] there is, un-
fortunately, no evidence to show.

b. spec. The * sitting ' of Christ at the right hand
of God.
c 1557 Abp. Parker Ps. ex. Collect, Where, by the session

of the ryghte hande of thy father, thou subduest thy enemies.

1605 Bp. Andrewes Serin. (1629) 369 His Passion and his

Session. 1706 Stanhope Paraphr. III. 85 This Ascent, and
Session of our Blessed Master at God's Right Hand. 1894
Swete Apostles' Creed vi. 64 Some of the oldest accounts,

which place the Session immediately after the Resurrection.

+ C. A place for sitting. Obs. rare—1
.

1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 1003 And al aboue, reysed

was a se, . . pat callid was . . Of be regne be sete moste royal. .

.

And sessions wer made on euery syde, Only be statis by
ordre to deuyde.

2. The sitting together of a number of persons

(esp. of a court, a legislative, administrative, or

deliberative body) for conference or the transaction

of business. Also (now somewhat rarely), a single

continuous sitting of persons assembled for con-

ference or business.

1444 Rolls of Parlt. V. 122/1 To eny Baillif or^ Baillifs,

Lieutenauntz, Deputez or eny othur, in her Sessions and
assembleez. 1564 Haward Eutrop. vi. 60 When Cesar on
a daye wyth the reste of the Senate, were at theyr sessyon

in the councell house. 1577-B2 Holinshed Chron. I. 121/1

The archbishop of Canturburie kept a synod at Herford,

the first session whereof began the 24 of September. 1612

Drayton Poly-olb. v. 8i Each part most highlie pleas'd,

then vp the Session brake. 1661 Bk, Corn. Prayer, A
Prayer for the High Court of Parliament, to be read

during their Session. 1667 Milton P. L. ii. 514 Then
of thir Session ended they bid cry With Trumpets regal

sound the great result. 1725 Pope Odyss. in. 171 Nor
herald sworn the session to proclaim. 1827 Hallam Const.

Hist. (1876) III. xiii. 1 The frequent session of parliament.

.

furnished a security against illegal taxation. 1837 Carlvle
Fr. Rev. I. in. in, Already his Majesty.. had held session

of Notables. 1841 Catlin N. Amer. Ind. lviii. II. 240

For the sessions of these dignitaries each tribe has..

a

Government or council-house. 1869 Huxley in Set. Opin.

21 Apr. 464/1 The British geologists, .here in solemn annual
session assembled. 1890 P. H. Hunter After Exile n. ii.

33 They proposed further that this court should not confine

its sessions to Jerusalem, but should go on circuit,

b. transf axidflg.

1594 J. Dickenson Arisbas (1878) 59 Being in these dumpes
he held a session in his thoughtes. 1855 Tennyson Brook
127 His pigeons, who in session on their roofs Approved him.

o. //. with sing, sense and construction, rare

(
cf- 3 c).

.

x6i3HEYW00D^'A'^r^^K 4b, Let's breake this Sessions

vp, I am dull. 1847 Helps Friends in C. I. vi. 86 Is it not
comfortable to have our sessions here for once, and to be
looking out on a good solid English wet day?

t a. A number of persons sitting in conference.

1615 Chapman Odyss. 11.40 The old man .. weeping, thus

bespake the Session, a 1636 Ussher Ann. vi. (1658) 468
Both parties appeared to Ptolemei Philometor, and a Session

of his friends, for the hearing and decision of the Cause.

e. = Stance, rare.

1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Note-bks. (187 1) II. ia

Browning and his wife had both been present at a spiritual

session held by Mr. Hume.
3. A continuous series of sittings or meetings of

a court, a legislative, administrative, or deliberative

body, held daily or at short intervals; the period

or term during which the sittings continue to be

held ; opposed to recess or vacation.

1553 in Burnet Hist. Ref, Rec. n. U Ivi. (1681) 225 The
saidLord President and Council shall keep four general

Sittings or Sessions in the Year, every of them to continue

by the space of one whole Month. 1871 Freeman Norm,
Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 130 It was in this Christmas session

of the Witan that the vacancy would regularly be filled.

1885 Act 48 & 49 Vict. c. 60 § 4 A session of tht* Council

shall be held once at least in every two years.



SESSION.

b. spec. In English parliamentary use, applied

to the period between the opening of Parliament

and its prorogation.
'

The term autumn session (instead of 'autumn sitting ) is

sometimes used to designate the exceptional resumption of

the sittings of the Houses, after an adjournment, in what is
,

normally the autumn recess ; but this use is condemned by

parliamentary authorities as incorrect.

anri Sir T. Smith Commvi. Eng. n. in. (1589) 54 The

last day of that parliament or session the Prince commeth

in person in his Parliament robes. 1676 Lady Chaworth

in vith Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 34 Parliament.

.

some saw will be dissolved of course by reason of three

sessions past without any bill passing. 1683 Repr. Advan-

tages Manuf. Woollen-cloath 1 The 20th Act of the third

Sess. of the same Pari. 1711-12 Swift Jrnl. to Stella

21 Mar., I doubt the session will not be over till the end of

April. a 1832 Mackintosh Hist. Rev. Wks. 1846 II. 43 At

the opening of the Session, that House had contented them-

selves with general thanks to the King for his speech. 1878

H. S. Leigh Town Garland 195 Very few Members of Par-

liament only Will wait for the Session to crawl to its close.

T c. //. with sing, sense and construction. 06s.

1642 Chas. I Message to Both Ho. 28 Apr. 5 Other Bills

passed this Sessions. 1701 Maryland Lams v. (1723) 16

Within Six Months from the End of this Sessions of As-

sembly. 173a W. Pulteney in G. Column's Posth. Lett.

(1820) 38 This day is to conclude a very tedious Sessions of

Pari'. 1780 M. Madan Thelyphthora II. 59. I much doubt,

whether every sessions of Parliament, for some years past,

has not afforded melancholy proofs [etc.].

d. In Scotland and the U.S., and in some of the

newer universities and colleges in England, the

portion of the year during which instruction is given.

Summer session, in recent Sc use, a period of instruction

during the summer, additional to the old winter session.

'77S Johnson West. Isl. 12 A [St. Andrews'] student of

the highest class may keep his annual session,..which

lasts about seven months, for about fifteen pounds. 1807

Grierson Delia. St. Andrews 108 The session ofthis college

lasts only about four months, . . and the complete course of

a student's attendance is, at the shortest, four sessions. 1851

Catal. Univ. Virginia 15 (Hall College Words') The session

commences on the 1st of October, and continues without

interruption until the 29th of June. 1861 Temple Bar Mag.
III. 515 The medical session [at Edinburgh) began on the

1st November. 1880 (title) The Mason Science College.

Calendar for the Session 1880-81. 1891 Edin. Univ. Col.

30 A Summer Session (1st May to 1st October).

4. A judicial sitting. + a. gen. A sitting of a

judge or judges to determine- causes ; a judicial

trial or investigation, sing, and collect, pi. (often

const, as sing.). 06s. (exc. arch, as contextual use

of sense 1 or 2).

14.. Customs of Malton in Surlees Misc. (1890) 60 pe

sayd Burgoye schall answere..in all sessyons and inqwyres.

1548 Cranmer Catech. 58 He that sayeth to his brother

Kacha..is worthye the sessyons. 1557 in Select Pleas

Admiralty (Selden Soc.) II. 33 At the Sessyons of the

same courte which should be holden the .xiij" daye of

Decembre then next folloinge. 1585 Fleetwood in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 296 Uppon Thursdaye laste. .we kepte

a Sessions of Inquyrie in London in the forenone, and in the

afternone we kepte the lyke att Fynsburie for Middlesex,

in which two severall Sessionses all such as were to be

arrayegned for felonye at the Gaole deliverye were indyted.

1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks. 1873 II. 159 Car. Araigne

the poore Whore. Ast. He not misse that Sessions. 1611

Shaks. Wint. T. 11. iii. 202 Summon a Session, that we
may arraigne Our most disloyall Lady. 1691 Conset Pract.

Spir. Crts. (1700) 3 The first general Sessions held in the

Court of the Arches. .was kept. .the next day (if no Holy-

day) after the Feast of St. Faith the Virgin.

trans/, and Jig. 1591 H. Smith Lords Supper ii. 30 This

is the priuate araignement or close Sessions, when Con-

science sits in her chaire to examine, and accuse, and iudge

and condemne her selfe. c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxx. 1. 1630

Bp. Hall Occas. Medit. lxxxix. (1633) 225 To hold a privy

Sessions, upon my Soule, and actions. 1645 Milton
Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 194 The hard hearts of others un-

chastisable in those judicial Courts, were so remitted there,

as bound over to the higher Session of Conscience. 1659

W. Brough Sacr. Princ. 190 Those particular sessions on

my self, prevent His generall assizes. 1879 Chr. Rossetti

Seek <y Find 22 Daniel .. beheld the Session of the Ancient

of Days, beheld the Judgment set and the Books opened.

b. Sessions of the peace (in ordinary language

simply sessions) : the periodical sittings ofjustices

of the peace (or, in some instances, of a stipendiary

magistrate or a recorder). Often const, as sing.

In England the sessions of the peace are of the following

kinds: petty sessions, a court held by two or moreJustices
or a stipendiary magistrate, exercising summary jurisdiction

in minor offences within a particular district (a ' petty

sessional division ') ; special sessions, a periodical meeting
of the justices of a division prescribed Dy_ statute for the

transaction of some particular kind of b'isiness (under this

head are included brewster or licensing sessions, for the

hearing of applications for licences to sell alcoholic drinks)

;

general or quarter sessions, a court held four times a year

(in a county, riding, etc. by the justices of the peace, and
in certain boroughs by the recorder), having a limited

criminal and civil jurisdiction and certain administrative

functions. (The sessions, without qualification, usually

denotes the quarter sessions.) Quarter sessions are also

held in Scotland and Ireland. In certain British colonies

the English system of sessions of the peace formerly existed,

and was for a time retained in some of the United States.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 355 At sessiouns ther was he lord

and sire. 1453 Rolls. 0/ Parlt. V. 267/2 The Justicez of

the peax in theire Sessions of peax. 1477 Ibid. VI. 173/2
Diverse of the Kyng's Justices of the peas, .sittyng in the

Kyng's generall Cessions of pease in the same Counte. 1548
in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 108 One Gregorye
Cosbycwas mdyted at a cessyons holden at North" for

526

huntyng of the hare in the feld of Pysford. 1556 Citron.

Grey Friars (Camden) 34 A prisoner brake from the halle

at Newgate whan the cecions was done. 1673 Sir W.
Temple Ess. Adv. Trade Irel. Misc. I. (1680) 116 Some,
times one share of that Money is paid to a single pretender

at the Sizes, or Sessions. 1699 Plea agst. Extr. Price 0/
Corn 23 Our Country Alehouse-making Justices at their

Petty-Sessions, Quarter, and General Sessions. 1754 Gcntl.

Mag. XXIV. 461 The Brewster-Sessions at Bray in North,

ungria. 1844 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xix. (1862) 315 The
Magistrates, when acting singly or in small numbers at petty

sessions. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 11. v, A favourite at

the Old Bailey, and eke at the Sessions.

rarely in sing. 1441 Rolls 0/ Parlt. V. 43/1 Ones a yere

a gret Cession holden afore the Kyngesjustice, . . and also a

petit Cession, holden afore the said Justice. 1588 Lambarde
Eiren. lv. i. (1591) 374 margin, The description ofa Session

of the Peace. x6x6 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v. vi. 21 Pyg.
How? longer here a moneth? Ing. Yes, boy, till the Session.

cijio Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 160 Appleby. .is the

shire town where the session and assizes are held. 1844

Act 7*8 Vict. c. 101 § 2 Such Justice of the Peace shall

thereupon issue his Summons to the Person .. to appear at a
Petty Session.

f o. Petty or statute sessions : see quots. (cf.

petty sessions in b). 06s.
1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 40 That it shalbe laufull to the

Highe Constables of Hundredes in eveiy Shire, to holde

kepe and contynue Petie Sessions, otherwise called Statute

Sessions. 1641 Termes de la Ley 247 Petit Sessions or

statute Sessions are held by the high Constables of every

Hundred for the placing of servants. 1787 W. H. Marshall
Rur. Econ. Norfolk (1795) I. 40 The High Constable of the

Hundred in which a statute is held, holds what is called a
' petty sessions ' ; at which the hiring [of servants] and its

attendant circumstances arc, or may be, registered.

d. Great or grand session(s : a court of justice

formerly held half-yearly in each of the counties of

Wales, presided over by itinerant judges forming a

distinct body from the judges of assize in England.

Court of Session : a court formerly exercising for

the County Palatine of Chester a jurisdiction more
or less corresponding to that of the courts of assize

in the rest of England. 06s. exc. Hist.

Both these courts were abolished in 1830 by the Act 11

Geo. IV & 1 Will. IV, c. 70 § 14.

1542-3 Act 34 4- 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 4 There shalbe holden

..Sessions twyse in everye yere in everye of thesaideShyres
in..Wales:., the whiche Sessions shall be called the Kinges
Greate Sessions in Wales. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4330/4 The
Grand Jury, Justices of the Peace, and others.., met to-

gether at the Great Sessions holden for the said County
[Pembroke]. 1730 Act 3 Geo. II, c. 25 Preamb., Judges of

the Great Sessions in Wales. Ibid. § 9 Causes in the Grand
Sessions in any County of Wales. Ibid., At least eight

Days before every Grand Sessions. § 14 The Grand Session

in Wales. 1899 W. R. Williams (title), The history of the

Great Sessions in Wales 1542-1830.

5. Scots Law. a. Hist. The name given to a

court of justice (often called ' the Session • of

James I '), established in 1425, consisting of the

Chancellor and other persons chosen by the king,

which sat three times in the year to determine such

causes as had previously been brought before the

king and his council. The judges of this court

were called the Lords of Session, b. Court of
Session : the supreme civil tribunal of Scotland

(otherwise called the College of Justice : see Col-

lege I c), established by Act of Parliament in

1532, and uniting in itself the powers and jurisdic-

tion which had belonged to the Session of James I,

to the Daily Council of James IV, and to the Lords

Auditors of Parliament. The judges of this court

are officially styled LordsofCouncilandSession, but
in ordinary language Lords of Session. (Formerly

the court was often spoken of as + the Session(s).

1495 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 242 Item, gevin to

the Freris of Edinburgh at the Kingis commande xviij s. at

the sessyon. 1496 Ibid. 269 Quhen the King raid to Sanct

Jhonistoun to the cessioun. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 134

At Counsale, Sessioun, and at Parliament. 1503 Lords of

Session [see Council 7]. 1569 Reg. Privy Council Scot.

I. 665 Gevin and pronunceit be the Lordis of Counsale and
Sessioun. 1577-87 Holinsked Hist. Scot. 317/2 This yeere

[1530] the college court of iustice called the sessions was
instituted. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. n. 8 The Colledge

of Iustice, or as they call it The Session. 1652 Lamont
Diary (Bannatyne Club) 37 Lords of Session and Counsell.

1708 J. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 11. vi. (1710) 426

None shall be named . .to be ordinary Lords of Session, but

such who have been Advocates or principal Clerks of Session

for the Space of Five Years. 1711 Act 10 Anne c 13 § 2

The Christmas Vacation of the Session or College of Justice.

6. Sc. = KlRK-SESSION.
a 157a Knox Hist. Ref. 111. Wks. 1848 II. 152 That the

auld Sessioun befor thair departure, nominat twenty-four

in Electioun for Elders,.. and thirty-two for Deacounes.

167a Sir G. Mackenzie Pleadings Pref. Aiij, Our Session

having been at first constitute of an equal number of Church-

men and Laicks. 1725 in J. J. Vernon Hawick (1000) 187

The Minister did read to ye members ofye Session a petition.

1786 Burns Answ. to Trimming Epist. by Tailor vii, Wi'

pinch I put a Sunday's face on, An' snoov'd awa' before the

Session. 1846 J.
Macfarlane Late Secess. Ch. Scot. 124

The list of parishes vacant, and of sessions dismembered,

and of churches thinned, is not to be overlooked.

7. altri6. and Com6., as (sense 2) session-6ell

;

(sense 3) session-lime
;
(sense 4) sessions-cham6er,

session{s day
;

(sense 6) session-clerk, -clerkship ;

session(s-book .Sir., a book kept in each parish to

record the proceedings of the kirk-session ; ses-

SESSIONER.

sion(s-house, (a) a building in which sessions are

held
; (6) Sc, a room attached to a church in

which the session meets ; + sessions-paper, a list

of cases put down for trial at the sessions.

1701 Acts ofSederunt (1790) 221 After the ringing of the

"Session-bell. 1829 Train in Scott Old Mori. Introd.,

His death is not registered in the "session-book of any of

the neighbouring parishes. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v.

Weldon-Great, A handsome market-house, anda "sessions-

chamber over it. 182X Galt Ann. Parish xii. (1895) 86

The schoolmaster was likewise "session-clerk and precentor.

1795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVI. 511 This and the "session-

clerkship do not belong to him as schoolmaster. 1537
London in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 81 In the "cession

dayes and other cowrt dayes. 1602 Heywood Worn, killed

iv. Kindn. (1617) C 1 b, This is the Sessions day. 1599
Lewkenor Contarinis Commw. Venice I. 22 Euery holliday

.this great councell is assembled into a great and spacious

hall, which we will call the "Session house. 1600 in Cath.
Rec. Soc. Publ. (1908) V. 389 They were..bidd to putt on
their bootes and to goe to the sessions house. 1647 Acts of
Sederunt (1790) 55 All the advocates sail come to the

Session-hous. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes xxv, The
right wing of the prison [Newgate] nearest the Sessions-

house, a 1704 T. Brown Pleas. Lett, to Gent. Wks. 1709
1 1 1, ii. 16 The greasy Fragments of a "Sessions-Paper. 1728

Gay Polly 1. (1777) 18 Every monthly sessions-paper..was
a record of his [a thief-taker's] services. 1817 Scott Let. in

Loci-hart (1837) IV. ii. 59 In the vacation I never sit down

;

in the "session-time I seldom rise up.

Session (se'Jan), v. Sc. (see also E.D.D.). [f.

prec] trans. To bring before the kirk-session.

1895 Crockett Men ofMossliags 125 Was there one of us

. . that had not been sessioned time and again ?

Sessional (se-Jsnal), a. [f. Session s6. + -al.]

Pertaining to a session or sessions, a. Belonging

or relating to, supplied by, a kirk-session.

1715 in J. F. S. Gordon Bk. Chron. Keith (1880) 89 The
Session, .thought fit to give tbema sessional admonition to

make conscience of ordering their affairs [etc.], 1811 T.
Chalmers in Hanna Mem. (1849) ! 2l8

i
I 8ave her ses-

sional assistance. 1849 Hanna Mem. Chalmers II. 307

The number of sessional poor (that is, of poor whohad
been on the session's roll of one or other of the three parishes

..) was ninety-eight. 1885 Edgar Old Ch. Life Scot. 240

The Lord's table was not to be approached without a ses-

sional pass.

b. Pertaining to the session of a law-court. So
petty sessional, quarter sessional, pertaining to petty

sessions, quarter sessions.

1832 Act 2*3 Will. IV, c. 64 § 9 Such other places, .as

are locally situated within.. the said sessional divisions.

1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) VI. 326 Scott being then on one

of his short Sessional visits to Abbotsford. 1846 S. G. Os-

borne Let. 28 May (1891) I. 6 The sitting on the quarter

sessional bench. 1883 Fortn. Rev. May 693 To establish

petty sessional districts.

c. Belonging, relating, or restricted to a session

of a House of Parliament ; recurring every session.

1834 A. W. Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837)

III. 104 The sessional stages. 1839 TimcsTSvpH/i He will

make a sessional motion in the House of Commons. 1844

May Parlt. 132 Sessional orders. At the commencement of

each session both houses agree to certain orders and resolu-

tions, which, from being constantly renewed from year to

year, are evidently not intended to endure beyond the

existing session. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. of To-day vii.

(ed. 3) 81 The Sessional dinners of each House.

Sessioually (se-jsnali), adv. [f. Sessional +
-ly 2.]

1. .Sir. By the kirk-session.

1715 in J. F. S. Gordon Bk. Chron. Keith (1880) 88 They
were sessionally rebucked, till further guilt, if any be,

appear, a 1732 T. Boston Ace. My Life (1908) 96 The
precentor professing his sorrow for his offence, was re-

admitted sessionally. 1887 W. Ross Pastoral Work Cove-

nant. Times viii. 168 Some faults dealt with sessionally

would not be looked upon nowadays as sufficiently grave.

2. Every session.

1863 Cox Inst. Eng. Govt. 1. ix. 158 No standing commit-

tees of the whole House appointed sessionally now sit

Sessionary (se-Janari), a. rare. [f. Session s6.

+ -aby.] Of or pertaining to a session or sessions.

170a Case of Schedule Stated 86 The Dies Statutus. .is

ever the Next Sessionary Day. 1884 Law Times LXXVII.
401/2 If the sessionary courts were invested with more dis-

cretionary power.

b. transf. During which business is carried on.

1837 C. Lofft Self-formation II. 188 The sessionary

hours of the shopkeepers.

t Se'ssioner. Sc. 06s. Also 7 -air. [f. Ses-

sion sb. + -er 1.]

1. A member of the Court of Session.

1597 R. Bruce Apol. in Wodrow Life (1843) 169 We take

us not to his Majesty, neither to the nobility of Scotland . .

;

we take us only to the Sessioners. 1610 Jas. VI in Reg.

Privy Council Scot. VIII. 613 The saidis President and

Sessionaris sail weir these habitis upoun the streitis of Edin-

burgh induring the tyme of sessioun. 1641 Sc. Acts Chas. I

(1814) V. 403/1 And in Lyke maner the sessioners with the

advise and approbation of the most part of that hous, w«
electiones made in the intervall shalbe allowed or disallowed.

a 1657 Sir J. Balfour Ann. Scot. Hist. Wks. 1825 1 1. 129

That from hencefurth [1626] no judge or sessioner should be

apriuey counseller.

2. A member of a kirk-session.

1643 in Boyd Zion's Flmoers (1855) App. 41/2 That none

win to the Sessions loft till the Sessioners be placed a 1670

Spalding Troub. Chas.I (Bannatyne Club) I. 173 H,k minis-

ter haveing ane ruleing elder chosen out of the worthiest of

the sessioners of his presbiterie. 1682 J. Finlay in Cloudof
Witnesses (1778) 193 They . . now are sessioners to this Curate.

1683 in Wodiow Hist. Suff. Ch. Scot. (1722) II. 317 That the

Ministers give in upon Oath a List of their Sessioners.



SESSIONS.

Sessions (se'Jsnz), v. slang, [f. sessions, pi.

of Session sd.] trans. To commit (a person) to

the sessions for trial.

1857 A. Mavhkw Paved -with Gold in. vi, I am the only

chap they could prove against. . . They could sessions me,

but Ned and Phil are safe enough.

Sessle, v. dial. Also sissle. intr. To move
uneasily, fidget.

169s Kennett Par. Antiq. Gloss. s.v. Cart-Sadely In

Kent to sessle about is to change seats very often. 1865

Garland Words W. Cormu. in Jrnl. Roy. Inst. Cornw.
Apr. 52 Sissling, moving uneasily in sleep.

t Sessment. Obs. Also6seas(s)-,6-7 ses-,

sesse-, seaz(e)-, 7 seasse-, seize-. [Aphetic f.

Assessment ; cf. Cessment. For the variation of

quantity in the root-vowel cf. Sess v.] = Assess-

ment in various senses. Also attrib.

[1538 in Norwich Pageants (1856) 18 Assembly at Black
Fryers, 19 May, 1538, elected Officers; a Sesmant 14*.

Charges, 19' 2*. Assembly at Guyldhalle, 9 May, 1530,

elected Officers; Assmt. i6» 6**.] c 1540 Plumpton Corr.

(Camden) 239, I marvitl greatly that your said manor shold

be so highley charged... I could never se no writing of the

sesment therof. 1548 in Vicarys Anat. (188S) App. in. i.

135 A precept directyd to the Craftes. .of London, for pay-

ment of their Sessment vnto the poore. 1576 Act 18 Eliz. c.

10 § 5 By Taxacion and Sessement at one Courte or Lawe-
daye. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres 11. i. 26, I would wish

a generall seazement to be made vpon euery parish. 1620-

ix Shuttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 247 P'd by him for

sessement to kinge and churche there, vj« viij-1 . 1636 Featly
Clavis Myst. xiii. 179 In other seizements you give as you
are in the King's books. 1647 in Polit. Ball. Comnnv.
(Percy Soc.) 34 The seazement for the lots and subsydyes,

The weekly seazements for the trained bands. 1666*7 Mar-
vell Corr. Wlcs. (Grosart) II. 208 Our House yesterday
perfected the provisoof 380,000!. of the Sesment Bill. [Ibid.

209 Bill of Assessment J

Sessone, -oun, obs. Sc. forms of Season sb.

tSeSSOr. Obs. [Aphetic f. Assessor. Cf.

Cessor 1
.] = Assessor in various senses.

1481 Coventry Leet Bk. 481 The names of be sessours [of

a war-levy]. Z496 Rolls of Parlt. VI. 516/1 The Sessours

and Ordrers in every ofthe said Citees and Boroughs. 1527-8
Ree. St. Mary at Hill 343 Paid for the drinking of the Ses-

sours of the cferkes wages . . vj d. 1579-80 North Plutarch,
P. ASmil. (1595) 282 They [sc. the Censors] be the sessours

of the people, and the muster masters. 1642 Ordin. <y Decl.

Lds. $ Comm. 29 Nov. 5 To nominate Sessors for the same
City and Borough. 1712-13 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 29 Jan.,

We also raised sixty guineas upon our own Society ; but I

made them do it by sessors,..and we fitted our tax to the
several estates.

Sess-pool, Sestain, var.fr. Cess-pool, Sextain.
Seat e, obs. ff. pa. t. and pa. pple. of Cease.
c 1380 Sir Feruntb. 1017 pe Sarsyns fle3e & no^t ne sest.

14. . Polit. Ret. 4- Love Poems (roo3) 137 Of bi seruyse oft

bafe I seste.

Seste, obs. form of Sixth.

Sester (se*stai). Now only Hist. Also 4 ces-

tre, sesster, 6 cester, sestur. [OE. sester (also

seoxter) and AF. sester—OF. sestier:—L. sextd*

Hum Sextar, Sextary.
Cf. OS. soster, suster, Du. sester, sister, MLG. sestere,

OHG. sehtari and sextari (MHG. sehtere and se/ulere, G.
sechter, sester). See also Skptier.)

f 1. A vessel for holding liquid ; in OE. a jar,

pitcher; in ME. ? a brewing-vat. Obs.

c 1000 ^lfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 122/30 A mfora, sester.

c 1000 — Judges vii. 16 Gedeon . . bet heora a?lcne $eniman
anne xmti^ne sester oSSe senne waeterbuc to bam gewinne
forS. C134X Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 542 In 2 novis

Sestres factis de novo pro bracina, vod. 1347-8 Ibid. 546 In
2 Cestris novis fact, et ferro ligand. pro bracina, 2s. lod.

2. A liquid measure for beer, wine, etc.

In OE. rendering L. modius, cadus, melreta, andsextarius.

909 in Thorpe Charters (1865) 158 Twelf seoxtres beoras.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John ii. 6 Stamino fatto. .niomende
syndrije sestras tuoeje uel orea [Ags. Gosp. a:lc wses on
twe*ra sestra jemete ofloe on pTeoraJ. c 1000 Sax. Leechd.

III. 92 Twegen sestres sapan, & tweje humes & bre sestres

ecedes, & se sester sceal wejan twa pund. c 1440 Paliad.

on Husb. 11. 410 In half a sester [L. heminam] aged wyn
do shake. 1494 in Househ. Ord. (1790) 113 Then yee must
goe to the servant of the seller, and warne him to make
readie. .as many sesteres of wine as yee thinke will serve

the people. 1528 Coventry Leet Bk. 696 No bruer. .frome-

hensfurth shall sell eny ale within this Citie by the Cester

aboue ij s. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Demy Sitier,

. . halfe sester.

b. f Sester-penny, ? a charge made upon every

sester of beer brewed.
1328 in Essex Rev. XIII. 203 Every copieholder that doeth

brewe bere or ale to sell, shall paye yerely in the moneth of
harvest one penye called Cestre-penye.

3. A dry measure for wheat, etc.

In mod. use only Hist, with reference to O. E. Chron. an.

1043, On bisum wks.. corn swa dyre..swa bxt se sester

hwaetes eode to -lx. pene^a & eac furoor.

c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 444/4 Mine, healfsester. c 1440
Paliad. on Husb. vni. 148 A sester and a semycicle take Of
senuey seed. 1707 Bp. Fleetwood Chron. Prec. 65 A Sester

or Sextarius was what we now call a Quarter, or a Seam,
containing 8 Bushels. [1848 Petrie tr. Ags. Chron. 433.]

Sesterce (se'stajs). PI. sesterces (se-staasiz).

Also//. 6-7 sestercies, 7 -ties ; sing. 7 sestercie.

[ad. L. sestertius properly adj. (sc. numvius coin)

«that is two and a half, f. semis \\2\i+terlius

third; cf. Sesqui-.] A Roman coin, originally

equivalent to 2 \ asses, later to 4 asses ; the fourth

part of a Denarius.
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Pi. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus, Ann. vr. iv. (1622) 127 Putting

a hundred million sesterces in bancke. i6ox B. Jonson
Poetaster hi. iv. 64 What does this gentleman owe thee,

littleMinos? Mino. Fourescore sesterttes, sir. 1611 — Cati-
line 11. i, He, tame Crow,, .would haue kept Both eyes, and
beake seal'd vp, for sixe sesterces. 1624 Burton A nat. Mel.
ii. iii. hi. (ed. 2) 267 Rings on his fingers worth 20000 sestercies.

1702 Addison Dial. Medals i.Wks. 17-66 1 1 1. 10 That . . would
rather choose to count out a Sum in Sesterces, than in pounds
sterling. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. i, An additional reason

for supping with him while the sesterces last. 1882 Farrar
Early Chr. 5 A robe covered with pearls and emeralds,

which had cost forty million sesterces. 1885 R. Bridges
Nero in. ii, See, here I give you Two hundred sesterces.

sing. 1601 B.JoNSON/\Wa.r^r iv.vii. 9 I'll sell 'hem my share

for a sesterce. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sesterce, Sestercie.

1771 Raper in Phil. Trans. LXI. 489 The As was reduced
to one ounce, and the silver denarius made to pass for 16

Asses ; the quinarius, for eight ; and the sesterce, for four.

1850 Merivale Rom. Emp. Ixi. (1865) VII. 338 Costly wars
. .had drained perhaps to the last sesterce the coffers of the

empire. 1861 Sheppard Fall of Rome ii. 98 Destitute and
degraded, without a sesterce and without a friend.

U Misused for Sestertium.
1693 Dryden's Juvenal iv. (1697) 76 The lavish Slave Six

thousand Pieces for a Barbel gave ; A Sesterce for each
Pound it weigh'd. 18x9 Pantologia s.v., Some authors make
two kinds of sesterces : the less, called sestertius .. and the

great one, called sestertium.

+ Sestern. Obs. Also 5 cestron, 6 sestorne,

seystarne, 7 sestron. [var. Sester ; cf. testern,

var. Tester 1
. See also Sextern.] «= Sester.

1421 Coventry Leet Bk. 25 That no breuster sell no derre

a Cestron ale to noo hukster but for xviij d. 150a Arnolde
Chron. 72 b/a The tonne of burdeux..holdith in sesternes

lxiij. sesternes. The . . sesterne iiij. galons. 1534 in Sharp
Cov. Myst. (1825) 183 A Seystarne & a halfe of ale ijs iijd.

1682 Art fy Myst. Vintners 15 Every Sestron is 4 gallons.

Sestern(e, obs. fonns of Cistern.

II Sestertium (sesta'jjitfm). Pi. sestertia

(-Jia) ; also 6 sex-, -cia, -tiaes, 7 tias. [L.,

usually explained as the gen. pi. sestertium of

sestertius Sesterce (with ellipsis of milie a thou-

sand), taken as neut. sing.

The use of the sing, in the sense ' 1000 sesterces', which
must on this view have existed, does not appear to be found
in the classics ; the pi. for ' thousands of sesterces ' was com-
mon. On the other hand, the gen. pi. sestertium, after

decies ten times, centies a hundred times, was used with
ellipsis oicentcna miIlia (—100,000), and when so used was
sometimes treated as a neut. sing.]

A sum of a thousand sesterces.

1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. xxx. (1544) 71 b, Euery Sester~

Hum (which in englysh money of olde grotes..amounteth
to .Hii. U .xvi. s. viii. d.). 1549 W. Thomas Hist. Hal. 27 b,

Plinie saieth, that The conueighaunce of this water [Aqua
Claudia] did coste .555. thousande sextertia. .the summe
amounteth to .vii. millions and .viii. hundred thousand
poundes of our money. 1598 Meres Palladis Tamia 11.

284b, Octauia..gaue him [sc. Virgil) for making 26 verses,

1137 pounds, to wit, tenne Sestertiaes for euerie verse. 1603

B. Jonson Sej'anus 1. i, There is a Gentleman ofRome would
buy. . .Sat. A Tribunes place, my Lord. Sei. What will he
giue? Sat. Fiftie Sestertia. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch
(1851) II. 832/1 They thought it better to deposit five hun-
dred sestertia each. 1834 Lytton Pompeii 1. iii, ' I will

play no more,* said Glaucus, 'I have lost thirty sestertia.*

1842 IK Smith's Diet. Class. Antiq. 875 Up to the time of

j

Augustus.. the sestertium —£ 8. 17. 1; after the reign of
Augustus the sestertium =£7. 16. 3.

II Sestertius (sestaujios). Also 7 erron. sex-,

-ties. PI. sestertii (-Ji|3i). [L. : see Sesterce.]
= Sesterce.
In the first two quots. the form app. represents the Lat.

ace. pi.

1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. II. xiii, She sent one to demaunde
.xii. C. Sestercios of siluer. 1584 Cogan Haven Health
clxxviii. 143 Asinius Celer.. paid.. 8000 Sestertios, which
after Tonstals account is fourty pound sterling. 1600 Hol-
land Livy xlv. 1231 Twentie millions of Sestertij. a 1630

J, Taylor (Water-P.) Wks. 1. 66/2 An As, a Drachma, a
Sesterties. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 May 1645, The Sester-

tius was a small silver coyne marked H. S. or rather LL%
valu'd 2 pound and half of silver. 1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII.
653/1 Under Severus Alexander there was the latest large

issue of denarii and sestertii.

Sestet(t, sestette (sestet), [ad. It. sestetto:

see next and -et, -ette, and cf. Sextet.]

1. Mus, A composition for six voices or instru-

ments.
1801 Busby Diet. Mus., Sestetto, or Sestett. 1874 Ouseley

Mus. Form 52 Thus are constructed.. sestetts,septetts, and
ottetts. 1883 Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 475/2 Instrumental
sestets are of two kinds; those for strings only. .and those

for various combinations of strings, wind and pianoforte.

2. Pros. The last six lines of a sonnet. Cf. Oc-
tave, Octet.
a 1850 L._Hunt Bk. Sonnet (1867) I. 10 The Minor division

[of the Italian sonnet consists] ofsix lines, called the Sestette.

1881 Athenaeum 8 Oct. 459/3 The regular sonnet of octave
and sestet. 188a Macm. Mag. Feb. 325 This rhythmic
variation of the order in the sestet rhymes.^ 1806 E. Gosse

I Crit. Kit.Rats j No fault can be found with the structure

of her [Mrs. Browning's] octetts and sestetts.

II Sestetto (sestet). Mus. [It., f. sesto sixth

(:—L. sextus) + dim. suffix -etto.] = Sestet i.

1801 [see Sestet 1]. 1824 Medwin Convers. Byron II.

261 At the moment he was listening to a sestetto in Mayer's
opera of 'Elena*. 1879 Longf. Life (1891) III. 294 The
sestetto at the end of the second act was splendid.

t Sestiad. Obs. In 6-7 sestyad. [ad. Gr.

2i?t?Tias, -aSos (Musseus) adj., f. 27]ar6s Sestus, a

town on the Hellespont*

SET.

Used by Chapman (after Iliad) as the title of each of th$

six divisions of Hero <y Leander (Linley's ed. 1598); hence

in transf. sense below.]

Any one of six cantos or main divisions of a poem.
1646 S. Sheppard {.title) The Times Displayed in six Ses-

tyads.

II
Sestina (sestrna). Pros. Also erron. sestino.

[It., f. sesto sixth.] A poem of six six-line stanzas

(with an envoy) in which the line-endings of the

first stanza are repeated, but in different order, in

the other five.

1838 Guest Engl. Rhythms iv. v. II. 372 The Sestino-

stave, invented by Arnaud Daniel, the Troubadour eulo-

gised by Dante and Petrarch. [1845 Encycl. Metrvp. XXV.
818/r It was from the Provencal chanzo that the Italians

derived their Sestina and Distichi.} 1878 Swinburne Poems
<y Ball. Ser. 11. 60 The Complaint of Lisa. (Double Sestina.)

x88o Hueffer in Macm. Mag. Nov. 49 The sestina is a
dangerous experiment, on which only poets of the first rank
should venture. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 158 (////*) Sestina

of the tramp-royal.

Sestine (sestf-n). Pros. rare. [a. obs. F. sestine,

ad. It. sestina (see prec.). Cf. Sextain.] =prec.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. (1598) 219 To present Easilius

with some other of their complaints Eclogue-wise, and first

with this double Sestine. Ibid. iv. 426 One Agelastus..

framing an vniuersall complaint in that vniuersall mischiefe,

vttered it in this Sestine. *6ix Cotgr., Sestine, a Sestine,

or stanzo of six verses. 1879 E. Gosse Ntiv Poems 157
Arnaut, great master of the lore of love, First wrought
sestines to win his lady's heart.

Sestole, Sestolet, occas. var. ff. Sextole, -et.

Sesto(u)rne, obs. forms of Cistern.
1577 B. Googe Heresbachy

s Husb. I. (1586) 28 b, My Bar.
ley is fyrst steeped in a Sestorne of water a day or two.

1603 Inv. in Gage Hengrave (1822) 27 One greate coppr

sestourne to stand at the coobard.

Sestre, obscure variant of Thester v.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxxiii. 20 Ful-filled er bai pa pat ses-

trede [v. r. cestered] er in mirkenes.

Sestrone, obs. form of Cistern.
1536 CockersandChartul. (Chetham Soc.) III. 11. 1179 Item

oone grete Sestrone of ledd at xxs.

Sestuor (se*stiw,fj). Mus. Also Sextuor. [f.

It. sesto sixth, after Septuor.] A sestet.

186a T. A. Trollope Marietta I. vi. 112 Quartettes, ses-

tuors, quintettes.

Seaun(e, -yn(e, obs. forms of Season.

Set (set), sb.l Also 4-5 sete, 3-6 sette, (6

seat), 5- (now prevalent in many technical senses)

sett. [f. Set v., partly directly from the vb. -stem,

and partly a subst. use of Set ppl. a. ; the two
formations cannot always be distinguished.

OE. had set neut., seat (in sing, place of setting of the sun :

in pi. setu, seotu collect, in the senses camp, stable or cow-
house), corresp. to OHG. se% neut., seat (MHG. sez neut.,

masc, seat, siege, mod.G. sess masc, seal), ON. set neut.,

abode :—OTeut. *seto-m, f. *set- : see Sit v. It is doubtful

whether this survived beyond OE. ; the rare earjy ME. sette

seat appears to be (as the rhyme shows in one instance) an
irregular spelling for sete bEAT sb. 1 Sense 1 below can
hardly have been influenced by the OE. word, as this occurs

(in sing.) only in phr. e.g. to sete gdn (= to set), and the dat.

sb. would have become sete in early ME. On the other

hand, sense 1 may be partly due to an adoption ofON. -selr

neut., -seta fern, (in dagselr, sdlarsetr, -seta : see Sunset),
which are cogn. with OE. set.]

I. The action of setting or condition of being set.

1. The act of setting (of a luminary) ; the appa-

rent descent of the heavenly bodies towards the

horizon at the close of their diurnal period. Now
only poet, except in Sunset.
c 1^6 [see day set, T>ay sb. 24J. 1390G0WER Conf. III. 257

Riht evene upon the Sonne set. a 1400-50 Wars Alex.

2045 And so to sett of be son sesid bai neuire. 159a Daniel
Compl. Rosamond Wks. (1717) 39 This fair Morninghad a
shameful Set. 1594 Drayton IdeaWW [lx]. Tell me, if euer
since the world begunne, So fairea morning had so foule a set ?

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. i. 292 But [the King] like a Lacquey,
from the Rise to Set, Sweates in the eye of Phebus. 1605
— Macb. 1. 1. 5 That will be ere the set of Sunne. 1618
Chapman Hesiod's Georg. 11. 366 The Seuen-stars, and the
Fiue, That twixt the Bulls homes, at their set arriue. 1654-
66 Eakl Orrery Parthen. (1676) 569 The Sun was fiue

hours from his set. 1784 Ramsay Vision xvii, Frae the

sun's rysing to his sett. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg. xvm. 80

When they ofRome behold him [the sun] at his set Betwixt
Sardinia and the Corsic isle. 1834 Mrs. Bray Warleigh
xxxi, The sun had already made a fiery set. 1845 Sumner
True Grandeur Nations (1846) 13 Between the rise and set

of a single sun.

b. Set of day : (a) the time at which the sun

sets ; {b) the west.
1623 Lisle Mlfric on O. $ N. Test. Ded. xv, Thou..

shall.. Extend thy fame fro Set to Spring of day. 1830

Tennyson Adeline ii, Looking at the set of day. 1868

Nettleship Ess. Browning v. 127 At set of day. 1885-94

R. Bridges Eros <y Psyche Mar. xxiii, Lookt left and
right to rise and set of day.

o. Jig. of the close of life.

1625 in Rushw. Hist. Coll. (1659) 1. 158 Yet can they never

deny but that admired Serenity had its set in a Cloud. _ 1635
A. Stafford Fem.Glory 13 Anna . . being then in the Occident,

or set of life.

f 2. ? A setting oneself to fight, encounter, at-

tack. Obs.
C1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls) 15658 Wyb Cad-

waly so harde he met, & Cadwalyn fiey atte ferste set.

f3. Letting, lease. Sc. Obs.

1439 Charters, etc. Edin. (1871) 64 Sindryalde charteris,

takis, and settis of feefedorme made to thaim. 1471 Acts
Lds. Auditors (1839) 14/2 pat he sail haue na dale nor en-
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trometine barwith.. without fet he optene tak & set barof.

1476 Ibid. 41/1 Dauid allegiand at be said landis of logy-

carroch belangit him be Resone of Sete. 1583 Exch. Rolls

Scot. XXI. 564 Thair was ane set maid of the kingis

majesties landis. 1600 J. Melvill Autobiog., etc. (1842) 11

Be whome they might gett a new sett and possessioun of thay

teind fisches. a 1637 Spottiswood Hist. Ch. Scot. (1655)

452 He should not delapidate his Benefice.. nor make any
set, or disposition thereof. [1886 Act 49 <y 50 Vict. c. 50 § 3
* Lease ' [in this Act] shall include tack and set.]

b. (Usually sett,) A mining lease. Chiefly

Cornwall. (Cf. 21.)
ijxxLond. Gas. No. 5141/4 The Setts heretofore made of

the Copper-works.. will determine at Michaelmas next.

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 326 A Set. -sometimes. .implies

the deed or lease by which they enjoy the premises. 1855
Leifchild Cornwall 241 The sett, or lease, frequently
extends to twenty-one years.

attrib. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Sett quarries, a
number of mines or quarries taken on lease.

4. Scots Law. The action of setting to sale (see

quots.).

1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot. 1. x vi. (ed. 2) 135 A Roup at the
half or major part of the Owners against the rest, or a Set at
any of the Owners instance against the whole, either to take
his part at such a rate, or [etc.]. 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law
Scot. s.v. Sett, Where the owners of a ship disagree as to
the manner in which a vessel is to be employed, or where
one of the owners is desirous to sell his share, he usually
offers it, at a certain price, to the other owners ; and failing

an extrajudicial arrangement, an action of sett is competent.

•f*
5. The condition of being stopped or checked

;

a check. Phr, at a set, at a standstill, in diffi-

culties, nonplussed (cf. 10 e); hard or sore set (Sc),

a serious check or set-back (cf. phr. s.v. Skt v.).

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage in. iv. 211 Our Gull-gallants

..who would sometimes be at a sette in their braue and
brauing phrases, if they should not haue varietie of oathes
and curses. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 87 He is at a set. and
knows not what to make of it. c x68o Mem. Mrs. Veitch,

etc. (1846) 26 (E.D.D.) They were both against it, which
gave my faith a sore set. 1751 [R. Paltock] Life P. Wilkins
xii, It rose so steep.. that 1 was at a Siit upon the first En-
trance. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789) 45 Great may the hard-
ships be, that she has met, Gotten for my sake so hard a
set. Ibid. 70, I shanna tell you. .How sad the set was, that

my heart did get.

b. Bowls. (See quot. and Rub sir. 1 2 a.)

1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 180/2 A 'rub ' or ' set ' is when a
jack or bowl, in transitu, comes in contact with any object

on the green.

f c Meek. (See quot.)

1763 Fitzgerald in Phil. Trans. LIII. 156 The stop,

or sett, generally in large engines, when the ends of the
leaver come to the springs, is a defect that has been en-

deavoured to be remedied.

6. The act of a dog in setting game. (Cf. 10 f.)

1727 Bover Z>/W. Royal I. s.v. Arrest, A Dog that makes
a hhe set. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1749) I. 309
Their little Dogs make a Set at them in the Manner of
Setting-Dogs. 1897 Badminton Mag. Apr. 448 All your
senses tingle as you go to the set, and encourage the statue-

like animal to go on. 1897 Outing XXIX. 479/2 Only
twenty years ago the term |set' was in general use. A
sportsman, especially an old-timer, when a setter paused on
game, would then say ' There's a set

!

'

7. = dead set, 10 c, d.

1829 Examiner 609/1 * A set' is made upon him of the
most inveterate and splenetic character. 1850 Chubb Locks
4- Keys 17 When 'a set ' is made at a bank, every informa-
tion is. .sought for, by the burglars. 1857 Mrs. Mathews
Tea-Table T. I. 136 On one occasion, at a noble table, a
great set was made at him. 1857 A. Mayhew Paved with
Gold 11. x, A direct set upon Phil was made by the satirical

young rogues. 1887 W. E. Norris Major <y Minor xxiii,

No one could say that Miss N. was making a set at him.

8. (Usually sett.) A form of power used by
shipwrights : see quots.

1794 Rigging <r Seamanship I. 10 The sett is made by
driving wedges between the head or heel of the shore. Ibid.

19 Both must be set close together with cross-setts. 1815
Falconer's Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Setts, in mast.mak-
ing denotes powers made use of, where force is required to

bring or unite two or more pieces together, and is per-
formed by screws, snores, cross-setts, or cleats. 1874 Thearle
Naval Archil. 83 A ' set * or pressure is obtained by means
of other pins driven and wedged Into holes on the opposite

side of the angle-iron.

9. The action of setting or hardening, or the con-

dition of being set. To take a set : to set.

1837 J. T. Smith tr. Vicat's Mortars 53 The 'time of set

'

may sometimes transgress the prescribed limits. 1839 Civ.
Engin. fy Arch. Jml. II. 69/1 Before the cement was per-

fectly hardened and had taken a set.

10. Dead set : often in phr. to make a dead set

at. +a. slang. (See quots.)

1725 New Cant. Diet., Set, as Dead Set, a Term used by
Thief-catchers when they have a Certainty of seizing some
of their Clients. 1785 Grose Did. Vulgar T., Set, a. dead
set, a concerted scheme to defraud a person by gaming.

t b. A fixed look. Obs.
1781 G. Parker View Soc. I. 196 The Doctor.. gave me

what I term the dead set with his eye.

C A pointed attack ; a determined onslaught

;

const, at, against. Also, an attitude or position

of hostility.

1835 Fonblanque Efig. under 7 Administr. 11837) III.

274 The abhorrence of every thing like a ' dead set ', or an
attempt to run down a man by abuse and clamour. 1836
Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) IV. 91 A dead set is to be
made from various quarters, against the abominable innova-
tion of publishing Divisions by authority. 1841 Keble
Let. to Newman 19 July, It was plain from the moment
Young went into the room that a dead set was to be
made at him. 1859 Hotten's Slang Diet, s.v., 'A dead

set ', a determined stand, in argument or in movement.
1885 Manch. Evening News 16 July 2/1 The disaffected
sections of the Irish population made a dead set against him
from the first.

d. Of a woman : A determined attempt to gain
a man's affections. Also occas. conversely of a man.
1823 Bvkon Juan xiv. xlii, Her late performance had

been a dead set At Lord Augustus. 1815!'. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Sntherl. (Colburn) 3 James had . . made a ' dead set

*

at a 4 fortune '. 1848 Thackeray Van, Fair iii, There was a
girl at Dumdum, .who made a dead set at me in the year 4.

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius xvii, I made a dead set
at a new beauty just arrived from the South. 1894 Mrs. F.
Elliot Roman Gossip v. 148 Women all through his life

made a dead set at Garibaldi.

e. An absolute stop ; a complete check
;
phr.atf

a dead set. Also Univ. slang=J)EAD sO.1 5.
1806 Surr Winter in Lond. III. 211 Hollo—what's this !—

the duchess of Drinkwater at a dead sett! 1848 Webster
s. v. Set, To be at a dead set, is to be in a fixed state
or condition which precludes further progress, a 1851 in

B. H. Hall College Words 92 See the front of Logic lower

;

Screws, dead-sets, and fines. 1854 Thoreau Walden i.

(1863) 72 The man is at a dead set who has got through a
knot hole or gateway where his sledge load of furniture can-
not follow him.

f. Sporting. An abrupt stop made by an animal
with its muzzle in the direction of the prey; esp.

the position taken up by a dog in pointing game.

1819 T. B. Johnson Shooter'sComp. 23 Happening to pass
a small bush, with the whelp close to me. .when the bitch
was at a distance, he made a dead set. 1863 W. C. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting v. 122 He made a dead set, getting my wind

;

and immediately made a desperate charge.

II. The manner or position in which a thing

is set.

•f 11. The way in which something is set down
in writing. Obs. rare.

!535 Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 27 Ane herald.. Quhilk
schew to him ilk word fra end to end, . . In forme and sett as
I haif said gow heir.

12. Tendency, inclination ; determination (of the
mind, character, action, etc.) in a certain direction

;

often = settled direction, fixed habit.
i$6j Maplet Gr. Forest 14 There is another kind of Lode-

stone., that is of contrarie set and disposition, which will
haue none of Iron, 1603 Daniel Def. Rhime Wks. (1717)

7 Which Frame ofWords, .are disposed into divers Fashions,
according to the Humour of the Composer, and the Set of
the Time, < 1620 Fletcher False One n. ii, Here's a
strange alteration in the Court ; Mens Faces are of other
setts and motions. 1692 Burnet Past. Care vii. 80 Tully's
Offices will give the Mind a noble sett. 1730 T. Boston
Mem. viii. (1899) 168 The Lord was pleased to give my
heart a set toward the preaching of Christ. 1847 H. Miller
First Impr. Eng. xvi. (1857) 268 The poetical mind of Eng-
land had taken an inveterate set. 1852 Blackie On Study-
ing Lang. 10 In the. .process by which the mother tongue
is acquired, the mind acquires a habit and a set. 1898
Allbuit's Syst. Med. V. 843 Strain of the heart,—that is, of
a permanent ' after-strain ' or ' set ' towards other than the
normal lines of its action.

13. The direction in which a current flows or a
wind blows ; also, the action of the water, etc. in

taking a particular direction.

Locally applied to particular currents.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 193 How the Sets of the
Tide, or Currents lay, when the Flood came in. 1755 J.
Shf.bbeare Lydia (1769) I. 125 By a sudden sett of the sea
..Jack tumbled forward. 1793 Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 189
Although the northern set was trifling . . ; yet the wind, being
both scant and light, we could never overcome the tendency
of the current. 1823 W. Scoresbv Jrnl. 350 The set of the
ice. 1827 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837)
I. 13 As straws show the set of the wind. 1876 Farrar
Marlb. Serm. ii. 19 A feather will show you the direction
of the wind ; a straw will prove the set of a current. 1879
Scribners Monthly XIX. 327/1 Often in storms a strong
swift current runs along the coast between the outer bar
and the shore, called by the surf-men the 'set ' or 'cut '.

14. The build or make of a person. Obs. exc. dial.

1611 Speed Hist. Gt.Brit. ix. xxiv. (1623)1186 Of a bigge
and broad set. c 1620 Fletcher Custom of Country 1. v,

A goodly gentleman, Of a more manly set I never look'd

on. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 32. 4/2 He is of a Squat Set.

1825 Jamieson, Set. .8. Shape, figure, cast, make, Aber.
d[eenj. 1888 Harper's Mag. Jan. 291/2 Something effec-

tive and picturesque in the set of his strongly built frame,

fb. gen. ? Shape. Obs.

1567 Matlet Gr. Forest 46 Houselike . . for his endurance
is resembled to Ambrosia . . for his roundset £? readround set]

or figure to the Bullocks eie.

15. Weaving. (Usually sell.) The adjustment

of the reeds (of a loom) necessary for the making
of a fabric of a particular texture ; hence, the make
of a fabric as determined by this.

1780 A. Young Tour. trel. I. 324 The grist or fineness of
the yarn, determines the set or fineness of the reed through
which it is to be wrought. 1833 Jf . Holland Mannf Metal
II. 350 When the set of the web is from three fourths of an
inch to forty meshes in the inch. 1879 Ashenhurst Weav-
ing, etc. 272 The systems of calculating the sett of reeds.

Ibid., If a cloth contains sixty threads per inch, it would be
said to be a sixty sett cloth. 1893 Times 10 July 4/6 Medium
and heavy setts of powerlooms are having most attention,

fine descriptions being almost neglected.

b. (Usually sett.) Each or any of the squares in

the pattern of a tartan ; the pattern itself.

i7»i Ramsay Tartana 197 The Plaid itself gives pleasure

to the sight, To see how all its sets imbibe the light. 1725
— Gentle Shefh. 1. i, Scarlet and green the sets, the borders
blue. i8iz Mrs. A. Grant Superst, Highl. II. 207 Every

clan wore a different set..oK tartan. 18:9 Scott Leg.
Montrose viii, How many checks in the sett of his plaid and
trews. 1897 Standard 21 Sept. 7/1 The Murray 'sett \
16. The form which a body assumes as the result

of strain or pressure or in the process of solidifica-

tion, etc. ; esp. the permanent deflexion of a bar
or plate of metal or wood.
1812 P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc. 85 When the timbers

are sagged, either by casting or by a set. 1834 Tredgold
Ess. Cast iron (ed. 2) 81 That iron is to be esteemed the best
which will bear the greatest degree of flexure without set.

1847 H. Miller First hnj>r. Eng. xii. (1857) 204 Like a
piece of old elastic parchment that had been acquiring for
ages the set of the roll. 1869 Mrs. Somerville Molec. Sci.
J. ii. 77 The.. phenomena of crystals depends upon unequal
conductibihty..and their set is determined by the differ,

ence between the forces of attraction and repulsion. 1883
Science I. 174/1 The ' set ' of a zinc bar when heated. 1886
Cheshire Gloss, s. v., When the crystals of bay-salt begin
to form upon the strings and thorns, the pan is said
to have a good or a bad set according as the crystals are
largeorsmall. 1888 LockivoocCs Diet. Terms Mech. Engin.,
Permanent set, that amount of deflection from which a
beam or structure is unable to return to its original form,
but which remains constant. 1903 Kipling 5 Nations 24
Turning the shingle, returning the shingle, changing the
set of the sand.

17. The way in which an article of dress is

arranged or ( hangs * ; also similarly of a ship's

sails.

1822 Examiner 68/2 Studying the set of her bonnet.
1827 Fonblanque Eng. under 7 Administr. (1837) I. 107
She who shapes the mistress's caps, and gives the set to her
head-dress—the lady's maid! 1828 H. Le Blanc Art of
Tying the Cravat (ed. 2) 65 Scrutinizing examination will

be made on the set of his Cravat. 1845 Mrs. M. J. Howell
Hand-bk. Dress-making 40 In order to give the skirt a
pretty ' set '. x88x Daily Tel. 28 Jan., Considering the
squareness of her bows and the set of her canvas. 1896
Kipling Seven Seas 166 The set o' the tunic's 'orrid.

18. The position or attitude (either occasional or

habitual) given to a limb or a part of the body.
1855 Bain Senses <y Int. in. i. § 3 (1864) 335 A peculiar set of

the limb, for example, the turning out of the toes. 1863 B.

Taylor Han. Thurston iv, His yellow hair.. grew back
from the temples with a sturdy set. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. vii, The set of her head and neck. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas 165 'E saw the set o' my shoulders.

19. a. The inclination or dip of the arm of an
axle-tree ; the elevation of a gun.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1163 Were all wheels
made with one uniform degree of dish, we should then have
one simple standard for the set of the axle-arms. 1852
Burn Nav. <y Milit. Did. s.v., To give the proper set or

dip. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Did. 1898 Encycl.
Sport 1 1 . 168/2 (Punt shooting), ' Set ' of the gun, the eleva-

tion given to the gun as it lies on the gun-rest.

b. The slight lateral deflexion in opposite direc-

tions of the alternate teeth of a saw ; the amount
of this deflexion.

1837 Hebert Engin. <$ Mech. Encycl.^ II. 630 Each suc-

cessive tooth is placed in opposite directions, at the desired

set, to allow the blade of the saw to pass through the wood
without resistance. 1853 Ure Did. Arts II. 584 TheJ set

'

of the saw consists in inclining the teeth at the particular

angle known to be the best to facilitate the exit of the saw-
dust. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech. 1047/1 Hack-saw, a frame
saw of moderate set.

c. Typogr. (See quots.)

1892 Southward's Pracl. Printing(ed. 4) 29 note, The set

of the types signifies the proper position of the letters, with
reference to the precise amount of space between them. 1908
Legros in Proc. Instil. Mech. Engin. Dec. 1043 _As the

letters are not only unequal in set, and since the widths of

set generally bear no particular relation to the em (or body).

Ibid. 1075 The mould thus made is of definite size for body
but variable for the width of set.

III. Something which is set.

f 20. An area marked out for a hunt. Obs.

c 1410 Master ofGame (MS. Digby i82)xxxv, The maister

of be game shulde be accorded with be maister forster or

parker whedyr bat it be where be kynge shall hunte suche
a daye. And if be sette be wyde [etc.]. Ibid., pe maister

of be game shulde be enformed by be forster or be parker,

what game be kyng shall fynde withinne his sette.

21. (Usually^//.) The area ofground worked by

a particular mining company. Chiefly Cornwall.

(Cf. 3 b.)

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 326 A Set is the ground granted

to a company of Adventurers. 1835 English's Mining Rev.

July 113 The setts comprise a circumference ofseveral miles,

and abound in lodes producing argentiferous ores. 1839
De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc xv. 537 The bounder
had the right of granting the sett. 1855 Leifchild Corn-

wall 136 The lord of the soil grants a sett.., or portion of

mining soil, for a lease of years. 1893 Daily News 11 Jan.
2/1 There are many old workings in Wheal Owles, and
several setts have of late years been discontinued.

f 22. ? An ornament of jewellery set on a gar-

ment. Obs.

150a Priv. Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 21 Spangelles

settes..sterrys dropes and pointes..for garnisshing of ja-

kettes. 1542 Inv. Royal Wardrobe (1815) 67 Upon the

samyne bonet tene settis, in every set four dyomontris,..

with xxiiii settis of perle in every set four perle. Ibid. 67-68

Tene plain dyamonttis in settis of gold, xviii settis of perle,

& tnrie in every set, and nyne set lang, and four in every sett.

23. Any thing not sown, but put in a state of

some growth into the ground *
(J.) ; a twig, slip, or

sucker, used for planting or grafting ; also, a young

plant, esp. a bedding-out plant.

1513 Douglas Mneis KB, Prol 133 The plane pulderyt
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with semely settis sovnd. 1583 Fitzherb. Hush. § 127 Take
a sharpe hatchet..and cutte the settes in a playne place,

nyghe vnto the erthe. Ibid., At euery two fote, or iii fote,

to leaue one set growyng not plasshed. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. 26 b, To ympe or graffe yong settes. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbach's Hush. 11. (1586) 67 Do they growe of the seede,

or of the sette ? 1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Gard.
(1626) 12 It shall grieue you much to see your yong sets

rubd loose at the roots. 1618 Shuttleivorths* Ace. (Chetham
Soc.) 233, ij hundrethe setts of lycorise for my MrU

, iiij*.

1669 Worlidce Sysi. Agric. (1681) 147 Chuse the largest

Sets that you can get ; which are to be had best out of a
Garden well kept. 1760 Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 107 One
runner will make many setts. 1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc.

IX. 11. 563 The hop-set is no sooner put in the ground than
its enemies find it out. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss,, Set.. (2)

Young plants of any kind used for bedding out. 1894 Daily
News 15 Jan. 6/6 Find a swampy place, and get good setts

(that is, two or three year old withy).

fig- 1605 1st Pt. leronimo in. ii. 123 This arme neare
met So strong a courage of so greene a set. 1662 Marvell
Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 80 We may. .graft an Set of our
own upon their motion.

b. A potato, or a portion of a potato, used as

seed, local.

1767 A. Young Fanner's Lelfc to People 12 Dropping
potatoe setts. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 655 The
tubers are either planted whole, or cut into parts called sets.

1896 P. A. Graham Red Scaur vi. 83, I found her and Mark
and Elsie planting potatoes.. .She carried a basket of sets',

..and Mark was doing the hard work of digging. 1901
Dundee Adv. 23 Apr. 4 The common potato growing
practice is to allow, .six inches from sett to sett of the seed.

+ c. A shoot. Obs*

1675 Evelyn Fr. Gard. 182 When you have cut off the
heads of your Cabbages . . they will produce small sets, which
the Italians call Broccoly.

f 24. The stake put down at dice, etc. AXsofig.
1537 in Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 143 Paied

to the iij Cotons for iij settes the whiche the kinges grace
loste to them in Grenewiche parke. 1586 A. Day Eng,
Secretary 11. (1595) 39 The plaie that I vsed was with them,
the sette by agreement not great, concluded vppon more to

passe time, then wherof to make gaine. 160a Heywood
Wont, killed iv. Kindn. (1617) E 2, Let them that are taken
•laying false forfet the Set. x6n Cotgr., Mommon . . a set,

>y a Mummer, at dice.

T 25. A game at dice or cards ; hence, the

number of points to be made in order to be * up \

1594 Henslowe Z?/<xry (1845) 47 [Title of ptayj The seat at
mawe. 161 1 Florio, Partita,.. a set or match at any game.
1633 Ford Lovers Sacr. in. G 2 b, You were best to try a set at
Maw. 1667 Dryden & Dk. Newcastle Sir M. Mar-all \, I

lose all my sets, when I want but one of up. 1680 Cotton
Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 58 Picket...The usual Set is an
hundred. Ibid. 75 At Cribbidge . . the number of the Set is

sixty one. Ibid. 79 This Game I conceive is called^ All-

Fours from Highest, Lowest, Jack, and Game, which is the
Set as some play it. 1687 Sedley Bellamira iv. i. Wks.
1778 II. 161, I lost three sets at back-gammon.

T k- fig- Match, contest. Obs.

c 1605 Rowley Birth 0/ Merlin 1. 1, Your Sister and Lord
Edwin are in game, And all their wits at stake to win the Set.

1649 G. Daniel Trt'narch., Rich. II, eclxxxvi, If the sword
must try it, Hee had an Equall sett, and choos'd to play
it. 1687 Dryden Hind -y P. 11. 161 That was but civil war,
an equal set, Where Piles with piles, and Eagles Eagles met.

20. Tennis. A group of six games which counts

as a unit to the side that wins more than half of

them ; see also quot. a 1 769. (Sometimes spelt sett.)

1578 Florio 1st Fruites 8, I will goe see some play at
Tenise, and perhaps play also: will you play two or three
settes with me ? 1591 — 2nd Fniites as P. How manie
are you my masters? H. We are but two that will plaie.

P. Will you plaie in set ? 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y

Commw. 185 Ye shall see them play Sets at Tennis in the
heat of Summer, a 1769 Hoyle Games ( 1778) 203 Six Games
make a Set of Tennis, but ifwhat is called an Advantage Set
is played, two successive Games above five Games must be
won to decide ; or, in Case it should be six Games all, two
successive Games must still be won on one Side to conclude
the Set. 1822 Scott Nigel xxiii. Perhaps you would like a
set at tennis, or a game at balloon. 1886 Field 31 July 182/2
Mr. Joy only beat Mr. Thorpe after all three sets had been
exhausted. 1891 'J. S. Winter' Lumley the Painter 36
I shouldn't have liked to lose my first sett with you.

+ 27. One of the pleats of a ruff; also, the

arrangement of a ruff in pleats. Obs*

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1904 II. 255, I warrant
you should not see one set of her neckercher peruerted or
turned awrie. i6ot Dent Pathiv. Heaven (1617) 47 Some
are as proud of their falling bands and little sets, as others
are of their great ruffes. 1608 Machin Dumb Knt. 1. i.

B 2 b, You haue a pretty set too, how big is the Steele you
set with? 1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. iii, He speakes out of
a fortification 'Pray god, he ha' no squibs in those deep sets.

1651 Randolph's Hey /or Honestie in. iii. 27 The sets of
my old Ruffe lookt like so many Organ-Pipes.

28. = set scene : see Set ppl. a. 8.

1861 Comh, Mag. IV. 169 In the Frogs, we have.,
a grand full stage 'set' of the Acherusian lake. 1868
Miss Braddon Dead-sea Fruit xxvi. II. 296 If such a
set were only manageable at the Bonbonniere ! But we
have not enough depth for this kind of thing. 1880 Theatre
Apr. 223 The set was excellent, representing the interior

of an Elizabethan house.

29. (Usually sett.) A squared stone (chiefly

granite) used for paving.
1871 Williamson Science Led. Ser. n. 98 Those square

stones which I think are technically called 'sets'. 1880

Daily News 7 Dec. 6/3 One of the small steamers which
trade with setts from the quarries. Ibid. 9 Dec. 1/3 A sett

stonequarry. 1905 Academy 9 Sept. 935/1 The streetsused

lo be paved with setts taken from the black marble quarry.

30. Miscellaneous technical senses.

a. Plastering. The finishing coat on walls prepared for

Vol. VIII.

painting, b. In pile-driving, etc., a body placed between
the hammer and theobject to be struck. z. Fishing. (rt)= 'set

net ' (see Set///, a.) ; chiefly eel-set. (£) See quot. 1867. (Cf.

MI)u. set, sete.) d. Mining. (See quots.) e. Saddlery. 'The
filling of deer's hair or other stuffing beneath the ground
seat of a saddle, to bring the top seat to its shape' (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875). f. (a) A young oyster when first attached;
(h) the crop of young oysters in a locality.

a. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 373 As the plasterer
lays on the set, he draws the brush backwards and forwards
over it, till the surface is smooth. 1825 [see Rendering
vbl. sb. 3 a].

_ b. 1837 in Civil Eng. % Arch. Jrnl. (1838) I. 242/2 A set

Is then applied to the end of the wedge, and the workman
strikes it with a hammer. 1842 Gwilt Archit. 1031 Sett,

in piling, a piece placed temporarily on the head of a pile.

C. a z8o8 State, Leslie v. Eraser 56 (Jam.) The practice
of hauling their fishing-nets and feith-sets to the shore. 1867
F. Francis Angling iv. (1880) 106 The angler. .hooks the
fish on to his line by a certain arrangement of hooks called
a flight or set. 188a Blackw. Mag. Jan. 102 The silver-

bellied eel . . is only caught in the eel-sets. 1892 Longman's
Mag. Nov. 88 Along the Norfolk rivers a very important
eel fishery is carried on by means of fixed nets known as
* eel-sets .

d. 1858 R. Hunt Catat.Mus. Pract. Geol. 223 The pillars

are taken away, commencing at the extreme end of the sett.

1862 Chamb. jrnl. Apr. 216 The strait sets are excavations
four or five feet wide . . made . . in the side of a seam of coal
at a distance of about six yards from each other. 1883
Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, Sett, a measure of length
along the face of a stall, usually from say 6 to 10 feet, by
which holers and drivers are paid. A certain number of
setts comprise a day's work.

f. z88i ingersoll Oyster-Industry 248 ' The Set is good
in Somerset this year * ; i. e., there is an abundance of infant

oysters. 1887 Goode, etc Fish, Industr. U. S. v. II. 515 At
only a few places does a breed of oysters, or a (

set ', as it is

termed, occur with any regularity. Ibid. 540 note, There
is no word in the Northern States for infant oysters, except
the terms ' set ', ' spat ',

' spawn *, &c.

IV. A place where something is set.

31. A place where stationary fishing nets are fixed,

1745 Blomefield Topogr. Hist. Norfolk II. 866 There were
19 appropriated Fishing-Places, which they called Setts
which were yearly allotted by the Mayor, to certain Fresh-
Water Fishermen. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sett,

the particular spot in a river or frith, where stationary nets

are fixed.

32. The earth or bnrrow of a badger.
1898 A. E. Pease Badger 40, 1 knew of nine badger ' sets

'

in the vicinity. Ibid. 44 A badger's earth or warren is

properly and generally called a 'set ' or ' cete *. 1908 Nation
June 340/2 For a year or two past the brocks had held

their sett in the brake.

V. 33. (Often sett.) A tool or device used for

* setting ' (in various technical senses) : see quots.

1750 Blanckley Nov. Expositor, Setts for Saws, are for

setting the Teeth when out of Order, so as they may cut with
the greater Exactness. 1812 P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc.,
Smithing 353 Side Set* a hammer used to set shoulders of
rivets to a true square or bevel, as required. 1843 Holt-
zapffel Turning I. 387 The work.. is bent over with the
blows of a flat-ended punch or set. 1846 [see saiv-set, Saw
sb. 1

5 d]. 1881 Design $ Work 24 Dec. 451/2 The operation
of ' driving ' rivets consists in placing a set on the end of the

rivet, and sledging it down to form the head. 1888 Lock-
mood's Diet. Terms Mech. Engin., Set, or Sett, (i)a narrow
square nosed or round nosed chisel-like tool used by fitters

and boiler makers for chipping grooves in metal. (2) Broad
chisel-like tools used for cutting off hot or cold bars on the
anvil. Ibid., Hook Wrench* or Set, or HandHook, a smith's

tool used for taking work out of windingor out of twist.

1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Sett, a pieceof bar-iron

bent to the same curvature or shape that an iron pipe is

required to take.

Set (set), sb? Also 4-6 sette, 5- sett. [orig.

(in sense 1) a. OF. sette :—L. secta Sect sb. 1
, but in

subsequent developments of meaning influenced

by Set v. and apprehended as equivalent to 'num-
ber set together \ The application to things

(branch II) may be partly due to MLG. gesette set

or suite (of pieces), whence app. G. gesetz set of

knitting-needles, etc., Da. sxt set of china, suit of

clothes.]

I. A "number or group of persons.

+ 1. A religious body, sect. Obs.

1387 Tbf.visa Higden (Rolls) VI. 41 After be deb of

Machometus bat cursede secte encresede so faste bat it

drou? my^ti men of Pers to be corsed lawe of be Arabes.

Al bat sette hab infecte. .al Affrica. c 1500 Melust'ne xxxvi.

272 Many other of our sette and lawe. c 15*0 Nisbet N. T.

Acts xxiv. 14 Eftir the sett [IVycl. sectej quhilk thai say
herresie, sa I serue to God the fadir. Ibid. 2 Pet. ii. 1

Maistris learis, that sal bring in settis [IVycl. sectes] of per-

ditioun. 1538 in Archbold Somerset Relig. Houses (1892) 80
What ys my lord Audley, a man off ye new sett or arfter

ye olde sorte?
trans/, c 1450Mankind372 3e wolde haue me of yowursett?

2. A number, company, or group (of persons)

associated by community of status, habits, occupa-

tions, or interests. Often with depreciatory im-

plication (cf. Lot sb. 8). In the I7th-i8th c. freq.

spelt sett. [Prob. trans/, from uses in branch II.]

1682 Tate Abs. <y Achit. 11. 533 The rest. .Who ne'er had
wit nor will for mischief yet. But plexsed to be reputed of

a set. 1693 Locke Ednc. § 122. 151 A Sett of Children thus

ordered, and kept from the ill example of others, would.,
learn to read, write, and what else one would have them, as

others do their ordinary Plays. 1701 [W. Paterson] Counc.
Trade 72 The Fisheries were become a tempting Morsel
for a Sett of avaricious Hucksters, and Monopolists. 1705
Addison Italy, Venice 105 A Set ofArtisans, that by the help

of several Poles . .build themselves up into a kind of Pyramid.

17x2 — Sped. No. 440 p 1 A Sett of merry Fellows. 1733
J. Barber Let. toSwt/t 6 Feb., I have been, for many years,
plagued with a sett of ungrateful monsters, called Cousins,
that I tremble at the name. 1774 J. Bryant Mythol. I. 258
This kind of divination is still carried on by a set of priests.

1779 Johnson L. P., Yalden Wks. III. 229 A very numerous
and splendid set of acquaintance. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xlvii,

A set of smugglers, gipsies, and other desperadoes. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc* Amer. II. 164, I think the abolitionists

of the United States the most reasonable set of people that
I ever knew to be united together for one object. 1866
Rogers Agric. $ Prices I. xxiii. 601 In the hope that a new
set of customers might be developed. 1894 E. T. Avers
Boivls 26 The six [players] divide or 'cut into two sets of
three.

b. absol. (cf. sense 3).
1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 34 There will come a

new hungry Sett. 1691 Dryden Prol. to K. Arthur 38
Among the rest there are a sharping Sett, a 1704 T. Brown
Praise Poverty Wks. 1730 I. 92 If this sett were thrown
aside and men of poverty and honesty put in their stead.

I758 Johnson Idler No. 78 f 3 There was a select sett,

supposed to be distinguished by superiority of intellects.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 11. xiv, ' Who are we among,. . V
asked Vivian. ' Oh ! an odd set,' said the lady, looking
dignified. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain I. 16 A highly trust-

worthy laborious and hardworking set. 1869 Tozer High I.

Turkey I. 292 The shepherds were an uncouth-looking set.

1885 L'pool Daily Post 23 Oct. 4/7 He did not speak or
preach in the dialect of any party or set.

f c. A political group or party. Obs.
1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. liv, In comes another sett,

and kicketh them downstairs. 1750 in Przv. Lett. Ld.
Malmesbury (1870) I. 78 That the Bedford set will be
honourably kicked up or down stairs. 1790 Burke Corr.

(1844) III. 140, I intend no controversy with Dr. Price, or
Lord Shelburne, or any other of their set.

d. A division of pupils in a school for some
special subject, e.g. mathematics (as at King
Edward's school, Birmingham).
1889 Boy's Own Paper 7 Sept. 781 Those dry definitions

[of Euclid] seem twaddle to me (I admit I am low in my set).

e. A gang of pickers assigned to a hop-bin.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. II. 752 Three, four, or

more pickers being employed in clearing the binds of the

hops. . : these, with the person engaged in sorting the poles,

are denominated a set.

3. A group of persons in society having its own
peculiar interests, fashions, and conventions ; a

social group of a select or exclusive character.

Smart set: see Smart a. 13.

1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal 1. ii. The set she meets at her

house, encourage the perverseness of her disposition. 1798
S. & Ht. Lee Cant. T., Young Lady s T. II. 91 Sjr

Edward, not deigning to mingle with the set, leaned on his

daughter's chair. £1815 Jane Austen Persuasion II. iv.

(1833) 346 They will move in the first set in Bath. 1837
Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. III. 33 What a delightful 'set'

she belonged to at her school : how comfortable they all

were once, without any sets, till several grocers' daughters
began to come in. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 8, I was
there From college, visiting the son.. with others of our
set. 1855 Thackeray Neiucomes xlvi, Yourintimacy was
with Emma. It has cooled. Your sets are different. The
Tomkins's are not quite &c. &c. 1890 Besant Demoniac i,

These men constituted the best set in the College. . . All were
reading men, and all good men. 1906 Bernard Vaughan
Sins 0/ Society (1908) 16 What a treacherous world was the

Smart Set in which the Prodigal rioted.

4. The number of couples required to perform a

country dance or square dance.
1766 Goldsm. Vic. iV. ix, We were in want of ladies to

make up a set at country-dances. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias
x. ix. (Rtldg.) 362 The household of the governor and his

lady formed a set. 1815 Jane Austen Emma xxxviii,

Emma was. .delighted to see the respectable length of the

set as it was forming. Ibid., Mr. Knightley leading Harriet

to the set 1 1837 Dickens Pickw. ii, Quadrilles were being
systematically got through by two or three sets of dancers.

1890 Gunter Miss Nobody xviii. (1891) 209 She is at the side

of the set, he at the head.

H. A number or collection of things.

6. A collection of instruments, tools, or machines
customarily used together in a particular opera-

tion ; a complete apparatus employed for some
specific purpose.
For various specific applications, see quots.

[1561 : see 6]. 1611 Cotgr. s. v. leu, Vn ieu de violles,

a set, or chest of violls. 1669 Stubmy Mariner's Mag. 11.

ii. 53 You must have two or three Sorts and Sets of Steel

Letters and Figures. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing

98 A whole Set of Punches of the same Body of Roman and
Italica. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 1. s. v. Jeu, Un Jeu de
Quilles [Boyer: neu/ quilles pour jouer], a Set of Pins.

1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent. 70 They will.. provide

two setts of Rudder-Irons to each Ship. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 108 p 4 A Set of Shuttlecocks. 1773 Li/e N.
Frmvde 39 A complete Sett of Mathematical Instruments.

1825 Genii* Mag. XCV. 1. 21s Five or six of these barbacues

form a set close to the pulping-mill. 1842 CivilEng. $Arch.
Jrnl. V. 387/1 The 'hanging sets 'orcolumns of pumps,
with their 'ground spears ' used in sinking the shafts. 1848

Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 567 The bin-man, with his

pickers, is placed to a certain number of hills, which is called

a set. 1864 A. Jeffrey Hist. Roxburghsh. IV. 117 A sett

of machines, at this time [c 1818], consisted of a double

scribbler, . . a double carder, . . a 36-spindled billy, . . and four

48-spindled jennies. 1879 Man. Artill. Exerc. 117 A set

of scales, consisting of a front and rear scale. 1881 Forgan
Golfer's Handbk. 35 Set, a pack ofclubs. 1884 Mil. Engin.
I. 11. 23 In laying out tools in rows the sets should be one
pace apart. 1897 R. F. Foster Compl. Hoyle 563 Matadore
Game.. . Four dominoes in the set are trumps or Matadores.

6. f a. A number ^/"musical instruments arranged

to play together ; a band ; also set of music, b.
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SET.

A suite ofbells to be rung together. 0. A * pair

'

of organs, of bagpipes : see Pair sb.1 6.

1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Couriyer n. Mivb, The
musike of a sette of Violes. 1660 Englands Joy in Somers

Tracts Ser. iv. II. 142 In many Places Sets of loud Musick.

1670 Baxter Cure Church Div. 75 As a musical instrument

in tune or a set of musick, delight the hearer by the pleasing

harmony. 1679 Lovell Pomey's Indie. Univ. 165 A set of

Violins. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 18 July (1815) 263 A
variety of tunes played upon a set of bells. 179s Diary in

Antiquary (1896) Oct. 303 Doncaster. . . Fine set of organs.

1893 Stevenson Catriona Concl. 368 We were guided

up to the garret where he lay by the sound of Highland
wiping. It seemed he had just borrowed a set of them from
Johaldie to amuse his sickness. 1906 Raven Bells 11 A
treble in a village set of four or five.

f 7. A ' pair * of beads. Obs.

1593 Shaks. Rick. II, in. iii. 147 lie giue my Iewels for

a sett of Beades. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 55 Vpon the

Coffin lie a set of great Beades.

8. A collection of volumes by one author, deal-

ing with one subject, belonging to one department
of literature, or issued in a series.

1596 Shaks. Tarn. Skr. u. i. 107 And this small packet of
Greeke and Latine bookes..Take you the Lute, and you
the set of bookes. c 1615 in Walcott William of Wykeham
(1852) 166 Item, a sett of Ovids 054. 17x3 Hearne Collect.

(O. H. S.) III. 461, 1 want Setts also for several others. 1726
Advt. in J. Ker Mem., Price 10 Guineas the small, 15
Guineas the large Paper in Sheets for the whole Set. 1778
Mhe. D'Arblay Diary 25 July, My father told me it was a
shame that I, the author, should not have even one set of

my own work. 1815 Scott Guy M. xx, Commentaries,..
sets of the fathers, and sermons. 1873 Aldrich Marj.
Daw i. 10 A complete set of Balzac's works, twenty-seven
volumes. 1911 Publisher's List, Dickens' Works, 18 vols.

Sold in Sets only, excepting the single vols, listed above.

b. A number of musical compositions forming

a whole, as a church ' service \
1590 T. Watson {title) The first sett, of Italian Madrigalls

Englished. 1603 Inv. in Gage Hengrave (1822) 24, vj bookes
covered with pcbemenL conts vj setts in a book, with songs of
iiij, v, vj, vij and viij partes. 1788 in Grove's Did. Mus. (1883)

III. 476/2 A set of Quartetts. 1829 Scott Anne o/G. xxx,
H.s Highness . . composed an entire set ofgrotesque music for

the Festival of Asses. X883 Stainer in Grovels Diet. Mus.
III. 472 The £/t>r/a has once more been included in the set. ..

The Offertory sentences may perhaps be looked upon as a
legitimate addition to the set.

C. A complete series of the parts of a periodical

publication.

1701 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 302, I wish you would
try.. the Philosophical Transactions, our sett reaching not
far, and being imperfect in the first Volumes. 1709 Steele
Tatler No. 31 F 8 They had never heard of the Tatler 'till

I brought down a Set. 1830 Carlvle Misc., Richter again
(1840) II. 313 He perused the antiquated sets of Newspapers.
1834 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life (1876) I. 354 All the
Edinburgh Reviews are being bound, so that we shall have
a complete set up to the forthcoming number.

d. A series of prints by the same engraver.
1768 Bayer's Diet. Royal II. s. v., A whole set of Prints

ingraved by John Audran. 1841 Browning Bells <$• Pomegr.,
Pippa Passes $/i You brought those foreign prints...

Nothing but saying His own set wants the proof-mark,
roused him up. 1854 Thackeray Ncwcomes xi, He could
talk the Art-cant, .and bad a set ofMorghensand Madonnas.

e. A definite number of copies of a bill of
exchange or of lading: see quot. 1818.
1818 Chitty Bills ofExchange (ed. 5) 81 The several parts

of a foreign bill are called a set ; each part contains a con-
dition, that it shall be paid, provided the others remain
unpaid. 1865 H. Phillips Amer. Paper Ct*rr. II. 91 Bills

of exchange were directed to be prepared in setts of four.

1883 Law Rep. 1 1 Q. B. Div. 333 The bill of lading had been
drawn in a set of three copies.

9. A number of things connected in temporal or
spatial succession or by natural production or
formation.
1604 Shaks. Oth. n. iii. 135 He'le watch the Horologe a

double Set, If Drinke rocke not his Cradle. 1674 N. Fair-
fax Bulk ty Selv. 74 The least bitling of it will so far club
and fall in with the laws that bind the whole Set. 1681 H.
More Expos. Dan. App. 11. 278 The seven last plagues of
the Vials supposing a Sett or Number of plagues antecedent.
1692 Bentley Boyle Led. v. 32 You do not cast any given
Sett of Faces with four Cubical Dice. 1759 R. Smith
Harmonics ix. (ed. 2) 212 The Proper Set of Beats, which
the said Vth* ought to make in the given organ. 18x5 Scorr
Guy M. xxxviii, A new set of words to the old tune of
'Over the Water to Charlie'. 1841 T. R. Jones Anim.
Kingd. 574 An elaborate temporary set of muscles pro-
vided for the purpose. 1893 Sir H. Howorth Glacial
Nightmare I. 31 A set of low hills also intervene.

D. The complement of teeth (natural or arti-

ficial) with which a person (or animal) is furnished.
1678 J. Brown Disc. Wounds 236 The Tongue being thus

guaided with a Sett of Teeth. 1700 T. Brown tr. Fresny's
A musem. 97 Other knaves . .take as much for Drawing out an
Old Tooth, as would buy a Sett ofNew ones. 1705 Vanbrugh
Confederacy 1. i, I have worn out four pair of pattens with
following my old lady Youthful, for one set offalse teeth,
and but three pots of paint. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes
xxiv, Her ladyship's teeth (a new and exceedingly hand-
some set). 1878 L. P. Meredith Teeth 250 With mouths
so unfavourabfe that it is impossible to adapt a set of teeth
to them. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 15 Each set when
complete consists of incisor, canine, and molar teeth.

to. Set offeatures \ the lineaments of a person's
face. Obs.
17x5 Addison Cato 1. iv, Tis not a sett of features, or

complexion . . that I admire. 1779 G. KeateSketc/iesfr. Nat.
(ed. 2) I. 59 That air of sensibility..accompanied with a
pleasing set of features, 1815 Scott Guy M. ii, He had
a tall, handsome figure, a good set of features.
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d. A spell (of weather); = Series 3 b. (But
cf. set in, Set v. 146 c) Obs. exc. dial.

1633 T. James Voy. 104 Wee must haue a set of faire

weather, to passe the Straight, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
3 Sept. 1666, With a long set of faire and warme weather.
1880 Antrim fy Down Gloss, s. v., A long set of saft weather.

10. A number of things grouped together accord-

ing to a system of classification or conceived as

forming a whole.
1690 Locke Hum. Und. n. i. § 4 Which Operations .. do

furnish the Understanding with another sett of Ideas.
1701 Swift Contests Nobles $ Comtn. Wks. 1755 II. 1. 50 He
assumes, .an entire sett of very different airs. 1730 Malcolm
New Syst. A rith. 509 Conceive two or more different Setts (or

Systems) of Things, containing each the same, or a different

numberofThings. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd.23 My
old Friend did . . invent a Set of Words and Phrases. 1742
Voung Nt. Th. viil 387 Virtue has her peculiar set of pains.

1774 Goldsm, Nat. Hist. (1776) VII. 240 An exact plan.,
of Nature's operations In this minute set of creatures. 1802
Mar. Edceworth Moral T. (1816) I. xiv. iioThesetof
notions which he had acquired from his education. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. i, The Constitution, the set of
Laws, . . that men will live under. 1857 Cayley Math. Papers
(1890) III. 35 Let L denote a set ofany four elements, a, b,c,d.

1807 W. P. Ker Epic <$• Rom. n. vi. 201 The poet is at this

point free to make use of a new set of motives.

11. The complete collection of the ' pieces ' com-
posing a suite of furniture, a service of china, a
clothing outfit, or the like.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 160 All these
Pavillions are.. lined within with sets of lovely Tapistry.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. 11. s. v., A fine Set of Silver Plate.
1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3158/4 Fine Sets for Dressing Tables.
1697 tr. C'tess D'A unoy's 7>w. (1706) 140 Neither is it enough
to have one Sett of Jewels, as our Ladies in France have.
1727 Boyer Did. Royal II, A Set of Diamonds. . .A Set of
Buttons. X779 Mirror No. 40 The fall of a set of Dresden.
1798 in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. clx, I had every man
. .at work to alter some of her own sails, and some we got
from the Serieuse to make up a set for her. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair xxix, A set of Irish diamonds and cairn-
gorms. 1859 Habits of Gd. Society iv. 163 Her set of
winter sables. 1867 Latham Black <(• White 74 The door-
keeper wears a set of shooting dittos.

12. A series of buildings or apartments associated

in use ; esp. a suite of apartments let as lodgings.
1722 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 136 He led me into a.. set

of warehouses. 1820 Gcntl. Mag. Jan. 79/1 A single room
out of the sixteen sets composing that part of the Hall [i. e.

Magdalen Hall], 1833 Ht. Martineau Brooke Farm iv.

53 His one set of farm buildings. 1840 J. T. J. Hewlett
P. Priggius xiv, The Dean's scout was summoned to. .show
me the rooms.. that I might select any set I chose. 1841
Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ix, First we went into
lodgings,—into three sets in three weeks, a 1890 Liddon
Life Pusey (1893) !• >v- 89 At Lent term, 1826, Pusey went
into rooms in Oriel College. The set he occupied [etc].

b. Mining. In full set of iimber{s : A frame for

supporting the side of a level or shaft, or the roof
of a gallery.

1830 Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss., Cornw. (i860) 22 Set of
timber, a frame complete to support each side of the vein,
level, or shaft. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <y Mining 263
note, The ' set of timbers * may perhaps be fairly assumed to
represent5ocubicyardsofmaterial removed. Ibid. 276 Re-
placing the old timbers with new square sets.

13. A team of (usually six) horses.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. 1, Attelage, a. Set of Horses for
a Coach or Cart, or of Oxen for a Cart or plough, four of
each. 1701 W. Wotton Hist. Rome 402 He would give
Sets of Chariot-Horses. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768)
V. 275 To wait upon my Beloved with a coach-and-four, or
a Sett, c 1789 Gibbon A utob. (1 896) 162 The favourite team,
an handsome set of bays or greys. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Man ofmany Fr. 1. 153 A set of horses for town.

b. A train of coal-trucks.

1863 R, Scott Ventil. Mines 10 [The doors] are at a suffi-

cient distance from each other, so as to admit the set to pass
through the one before the other is required to be opened.
1871 Daily News 17 Aug., When the sets had arrived at
' meetings ', instead of passing each other, they ran on to the
same line.

14. The series of movements or figures that make
up a square dance or country dance, esp. the quad-
rille ; the music adapted to this. First set : see

quots. 1 894, 1 898. (Cf. set dance, s. v. Set///, a. 8.)

1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Tales vii, He attached himself
solely to Miss Julia Brings, with whom he danced no less

than three sets consecutively. 1849 Cupples Green Hand
iii. (1856) 29 They were soon swimming away in the first

set. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. x. xi, The discreet automaton
[atthe piano]. .playeda..tunelessset. 1894E. Scorr Danc-
ing 119 The Quadrille. (Generally known as the First Set.)

1898 tr. Vuillier's Hist. Dancing 431 The ' First Set ' came
over from Paris,.. and was introduced.. as the 'Parisian
Quadrille '.

Set (set), v. Forms : see below. Pa. t. and pa.

pple. set. [Corn. Tent: OE. settan = 0¥x\s.
setta (mod.Fris. sette), OS. settian (MDu., MLG.
setten, Du. zelten), OHG. sezzan beside sazzan

(MHG. sezzen, G. setzen), ON. set/a (Sw. sdtta,

Da. s&tle), Goth, sat/an; causal of *set/an (sit/an)

to Sit.

Confusion between^/and sit arose as earlyas the beginning
of the 14th c, owing partly to the identity or close similarity
of the forms of their past tenses and pa. pples., and partly to
the identity of meaning in some uses, as between to be set (=
seated) and to sit ; cf. Sit v. (etym. note and A. 5 a a note).
For cases of mere substitution of forms of sit for forms of
set, see A.i y, 2 £ below. The spelling sett is still sometimes
found in technical senses ; cf. Set sb. l

\

SET.

A. Inflexional Forms.
1. Infinitive and Present stem. a. 1 settan
{Northumh. setta), 2-5 (6 arch.) setten, 3-6
sette (2 setton, seotte, 3 Orm. settenn, Lay.
ssetten, 4 Kent, zetten, 5 settyn, cettyn, satte,

6 seatt-), 4-9 sett, 7-9 s. w. dial, zet, 4- set.

C735 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P 13 Pastinare, settan.
a 900 Laws Mlfred 11. v. (Ltebermann) 50 We settaS x%-
hwelcere cirican..5is friS. C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, xviii.

23 Seoe wil reht setta mi5 Se^num his. c xooo Ags. Ps. (Th.)
c. 3 Ne sette ic me fore eagum yfele wisan. a 1122 O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 656, paet hi scoldon . .seotte ba daei

hwonne [etc.]. ei*oo Ormin 3941 Sob sahhtnesse settenn.
c 1205 Lay. 17569 Heo wolden al bis lond sa^tten on hasore
tweirehond. aiynCursorM. i24i6Tosettiesutower!dlar.
a 1340 Ham pole Psalter \\. 10 Settand vndire yjure fotejoure
enmys. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. vi. 32 Kobe to sowen and to
setten. < 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1872 Y set no^t by by sawes.
^1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 11. xiv. (1859) 51 Prowde men
..that settyn att nought al other men. c 1420 Chron.
Vilod. 1761 How lytull his martrus setton by worldelyche
code. 1499 Proitvp. Parv. 67/2 Cettyn or putten. a 1533
Ld. Berners Huon iii. 5 Huon and gerarde who by theyr
pryde settyth no thynge by me. 1538 in Lett. Suppress,
Monasteries (Camden) 199 Setteynge many on worke. 1552
Bk. Com. Prayer Exhort. Morn. Pr., To sette foorth his

moste worthye prayse. 1584 Eltham Churchio. Ace. in

Archxologia XXXIV. 63 For seatting fourthe of a soldger
into Frawnce. X590 Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 14 Themselues to

setten forth to straungers sight. 1605 Lond. Prodigall v. 1.

470 Che zet not a vig by a wife if a wife zet not a vig by me.
1613 E. Wright Descr. «$ Use Sphere 61 Such starres as
sett when the sunne riseth, are said to set cosmically. X711
in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comtn. App. v. 176, I sett again
the quaere, how can the Irish. -be. .deemed rebels? 1801
Nelson Let. 28 Jan. in QuaritcKs Catal. Oct. (1909) 28
To sett in a dark room. 1904 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 193/2
Unless you have.. seen him..' sett ' the game he fetches.

0. north. 3-4 seit(t, 4-5 sete. (Cf. 2 8, 3 1/.)

a xyxi CursorM. 1177,1 sal seit on bi mi merk. Ibid. 6060T0
seitt him soru at his herL c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. {Katcrine)

27 Quhar all be folk, .he mycht seit opynly and see. 1455
Test. Ebor. (Surtees) II. 215, I sete vij marcs to a preste to

syng a yere for me.

7. 4 sitt, syte, 5 sitte, 6-7 sit. (Cf. 2 (.)

13.. Cursor M. 1580 (Gott) J>e schame, be sin,..To tell

war lang to sitt aboute [Fairf. syte]. c 1420 Sir Amadace
(Camden) xxxiv, Men sittus ry;te no;te him bye. 14.. Sail-
ing Directions (Hakl. Soc. 1889) 18 Be ware of your stremes
of flode for they sitten north est on the Irongroundes. 1567
Gude <y Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 57 Sittand thair strenth thy word
againe. i6ox Shaks. Twel. N. 1. iii. 145 Shall we sit about
some Reuels? 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I. 82 For sitting up
of Bouyes in the River and Bay.

b. Pres. Ind. 2ndperson sing. 1- settest, 4-5
settist, 5 -yst, 6-7 setst, settst ; north. 1 settes,

1, 5-6 settis.
C825 Vesp. Ps. xx. 4 Du settes heafde his beg of stane

deorwyr5um. C950 Lindisf Gosp. John xiii. 38 Saul 3in fore

mec <5u settis [Rushw. setes]. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxiii. 16

t>u daeg settest. c 1400 Melayne 988 Thou settis more by a
littill golde, ..pan to fighte one goddes foo. 14x1 in 26 Pol.
Poems 43 pou settest at nou^t,ybou5tsodere. c 1460 Wisdom
927 in Macro Plays 66 Why werkyst bou hys consell ? by
myn settis lyght ? c X460 Russell Bk. Nurture 69 in Babees
Bk., When bow settyst a pipe abroche. 1535 Coverdale
yob vii. 17 What is man that thou .. settest so moch by him?
1558 Phaer AKneid \. C j b, My son, that ofthe thonderblastes
ofhye Ioue settst but light. 1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr.
(1867) 134 Shall I set at my hart, that thou settst at thy heele.
1611 Bible Deut. xxiii. 20 In all that thou settest thine hand
to. 1682 Dryden Mac-Fl. 199 With whate'er gall thou settst

thy self to write.

c. Pres. Ind. yd person sing. a. 1-4 sette}?,

(Anglian sete])), 3 -ejjp, 4 zetteb, 5-6 settyth,
-ith, 5 -eth.
C825 Vesp. Psalter cm. 3 Se sete5 wolcen upstije his.

c 975 Rushw. Gosp. Matt. xxiv. 51 Daelhis[he]setebmi51ice-
terum. c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxxiv. 12 And on wex sette<5

wise gangas. c iaoo Ormin 7821 Drihhtin settep|> i bin
bohht God dede to biginnenn. 1340 Ayenb. 6 Huo bet ine
bise binges agelteb zetteb zuo moche hire herte . . [etc.1. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 283 5^ settyth noght by no worldely wor-
schyp. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 11. (1895) 149 He
settethe riothynge by yL 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 169
Let Christ (as it setteth him well) have all the glory.

£. 1-5 set(t, (2 saBt, 4 Kent. zet).

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxx v. § 4 past hehste god, 5aet. .hit

eall set. a 1x22 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963, Nan man
buton se abbot ane, & bam be he baerto g^t. c X200 Trin.
Coll. Hotn. 179 Gief he him set a speche. 1340 Ayenb. 7
Ine be stede of be sabat . .zet holi cherche bane sonday to
loky, c 1400 Rom. Rose 4925 Vouthe sett man in all folye.

1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, xxxvi. 191 Man be-hettith
woman loue when he Set the Ring on hir fynger.

7. 1 (Northumb.), 5 settes, 4 settus, 4-6 north.

settis, -ys, (5 setis, sattys), 6- sets (setts).

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xxiv, 51 Dal his [he] settes mi5
lejerum. 1340-70 Alex. <$• Dind. 182 pe . . king . . bere-on
settus his sel. (21400-50 Wars Alex. 1221 Sampson on
anothire side setis out belyue. 14.. Erthe upon Erthe
(191 1) 32/4 How erthe vpon erthe sattys all at noght. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 579 He saies he settes here bat he
fande. a 1586 Sidney Ps. cm. ii, He setts thee free. i6ox
Shaks. Twel. N. hi. iv. 79 And consequently setts downe
the manner how. 1607 — Cor. hi. i. 270 Which he so sets

at naught. 1807 A. Young Agric. Essex II. 334 At this

Michaelmas (1805) he setts 2000.

d. Imperative. 1-5 sete (1 Northumb. sett),

3-6 sette, 4 zete, 4-6 sett, 4- set ; //. 1 setta}),

3-4 sette]?, 4-5 settith, north, settis.

£950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. ix. 18 On sett hond ofej

hia [Rushw. jesette). 971 Blickl. Horn. 87 Sete nu bin,

wuldres tacn in helle. c 1000 >Elfric Horn. II. 542 Settad '

eornostlice on eowerum beortum baet [etc.]. c xa©5 Lav.



SET.

27216 SetteS heom after. Ibid. 3699 \hi ..irum al bat lond
and sete hit Cordoille an hond. 1340 Ayenb. 254 Zete
ane brydel to bine couaytises. 1374 Chaucer Troilus iv.

622 But manly set be world on sixe and seuene. 1375
Barbour Bruce xi. 563 Beis nocht abasit..Bot settis speris

30W befor. 1410 in 26 Pol. Poems 37 Among seyntes by
soule sete. c 1449 Pecock Repr. n. xviii. 257 Sette thou me
bisidis thee. £1450 Mir&s F'estial\-$r)Qasxys&<m bes maw-
metys..and settype ber a cros. 1482 Monk of Evesham
(Arb.) 27 Settith before vs the bred. 1535 Coverdale Col. iii.

2 Set youre mynde on the thinges which are aboue.

2. Past Tense, a. 1-6 sette (1-3 seette, 3seate),

3-5 sete, (4 zette), 4-7 sett, 4- set.

Beowulf"325 Setton saemebe side scyldas . . wi5 baes recedes
wael. c 975 Rushw. Gosp. John xx. 15 Sae^e hraeSe me hwer
3u settes hine. c 1000 Guthlac 405 (Gr.) GucHac sette hyht
in heofonas. a 1x22 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086, He
saette mycel deorfri5. c xx6o Haiton Gosp. Luke xix. 21 pu
nymst baet bu nesettst. a 1x7s Coil. Horn. 221 God him sette

nama adam. a 1300 Cursor M. 4175 Siben bai settam [ =
sett bam] dun and ete. c X330 R. Brunne Chron. (Rolls)

2086 Gwyndolene a child had ban,..When tyme was, [she]

set hit to boke. c 1380 Wyclif 5*/. Wks. III. 208 Wher-to,
my modir, settist bou me on bi knees,, .and rokkid me, and
fed me? c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 507 He sette nat his benefice
to hyre. 1558 G. Cavendish Poems (1825) II. 14 Thou
didest me avaunce, And settest me uppe in thys great pompe
and pryde. 1579^ Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 65 The same
proposition.. which I sette downe before, c 1610 Women.
Saints 35 Some she sett out of prison, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
21 May 1685, The jeweller and goldsmith who sett them.

0. 5-9 sat, sate.
Frequent in inferior writers ofthe second half of the iSthc,

esp. in intr. senses.

c 1430 Master o/Oxf. Catech. in Ret. Ant. I. 231 C[lerk]
Who sat first vines? M[aister] Noe set the first vines.

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vm. xv. (1558) 10 Theodose .. Smote
of his heed, and sate [edd. 1494, 1554 set] it on the gate.
a 1547 in Fosbrooke Econ. Mon. Life (1796) 84 She sate
forward aft[er] masse. 156X Nuce tr. Seneca's Octavia
(1581) 111. Hi, That.. rage.. Sate them agog. X677 W, Hub-
bard Narrative II. 66 We sate Sayle. 1716 B. Church
Hist. Philip's War (1865) I. 119 The fore-most sat down
his load and halted. 1742-3 Observ. Methodists 19 The
Lord sat his Banner over us. X755 J. Shebbeare Lydia
(1769) II. ja Like Yorick, he often sat the table on a
roar. X756 Toldervy Hist, a Orphans I. 109 The coach
being ready, the ladies, .sate out for the hall. 1790 Cath.
Graham Lett. Educ. 318 The example which the king and
his courtiers sat. 1808 Helen St. Victor RuinsofRigonda
I. 186 He then sat before them some dried fruits. 1824
Ellis prig. Lett. Ser. L HI. 137 note. The Prince and
Marquis.. sate out with the names of Thomas and John
Smith.

7. dial. 8-9 sot, s.iv. zot.

1776 T. Hutchinson Diary 5 June (1886) II. 67, I sot out
from Falmouth this morning. 1803 Mary Charlton Wife
<$ Mistress II. 51 Dolly informed her that she was to depart
the next day . . because, as the caravan sot off by five in the
morning, they should not catch her travelling before day-
light. 1840 Spurdens I'oc. E.Angl. s. v. Sot, l sot it down.
1857 Kingsley Two V. Ago III. 161 If ever he sot a foot
here ! 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., Zot his back up
purty well.

Z. north. [ipl. setonl, 4 seit, sete, 5,8-9 seet(e.
[^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xv. 19 Seton cnewa.] 01300

Cursor M. 2442 par be sett first his auter stan. 1375 Barbour
Bruce in. 394 And certane tyme till him he sete [rime meite).
a 1400-50 Wars Alejc. 4654 For many seerties we seet j>at

sysed all be werde. c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View
Lane* Dial, vi (1828) 68 Then they aw seete ogen meh.

€. 4 settede, 4-5 -ide, 5 -id, -yd, 5-6 -ed, 6
•Sir. -it, 9 s.w. dial, zetted.
Frequent in Caxton.
1382 Wyclif Isa. liii. 3 Wherfore ne wee setteden by hym.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. v. ix. 530 Crist . . settid the lawe of hise
sacramentis to the seid lawe of kintle. c 1480 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon ix. 245 Reynawde setted noughte by his
lyffe. c 1520 Nisbkt N.T. Matt. iv. 5 The feend . . settit

him on the pynacile of the tempile. 1582 Bentley Mon.
Ma/rones iii. 330 O heauenlie King, who. .settedst me in
the regal! throne. 1888 Berks. Gloss. 12, I zetted.

f. 4 Sitt. (Cf. I 7.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 5058 And ban on bink he sitt Mm bi

[other MSS. set, sete, sett J.

3. Past Participle, a. 1 seset(t, -sset, 2-4 iset,

(2-3 infl. isette, 3 Lay, isaet, hi(i)-sette, 4 ysett,

Kent, y-, izet), 3-4 (6-7 arch.) yset, 4-5 ysett(e,
isett(e, 5 i-sete.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xi. § 2 pa sesaelSa be je oninnan
tow habbao". .^eset. c X050 Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 183 Hys
flaesc wearS eall jesett. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 11 pas dajes
beoS iset us to muchele helpe. a 1225 Ancr. R. 416 peos
riche ancren bet..habbe<S rentes i-sette. C1330 Arth. fy
Merl. 9 Childer, bat ben to boke ysett. 1340 Ayenb. 167
Erban hi by yzet ope bet bord. a 1440 Sir Degrez. 1373
Swythe chayres was i-sete And quyschonis of vyolete.
c X450 GodstoTv Reg. 491/11 In tymys I-sette, 1483 Caxton
G. de la Tour Prol. 1 My seruice well ysette and quitte. 1596
Spenser F. Q. iv.iii. 24 TJhe stone therein yset. x6io Hol-
land Camden's Brit. 1. 387 With words in forme yset.

0. 1-9 sett, 2-3 (*«/?.), 4-6 sette, (5 cette),

3- set, (9 s.w. dial. zet).

rxooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) cxliii. 14 Settum beamum. 1x28
O. E. Chron. {Laud MS.), Fulle feoht was sett betwenen 5a
Cristene & ba heoene. c 1200 Ormin Ded. 101 Wibb all

swillc rime alls her iss sett, a 1300 Havelok 2612 pe helmes
heye on heued sette. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 189
She shal noght to any be sette Withoutyn leue of my
maumette. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 850 Henne is set.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 179 Sen it is sett to be soo. c 1440
Promp. Parv.GjfzCtttt, or putt. 1477 E*Rt- RiVERS(Caxton)
Dictes 67, I haue not sette by golde ne siluer. 1607 Stat.
in Hist. Wakefield Gram. Sch, (1892) 59 All partialitie sett

apart. X719 in Picton L'pool Munic. Rec. (1886) II. 62 To be
sett out so as not to p'judice the highway. X746 Exntoor

531

Scolding (E. D. S.) 1. 228 When tha art zet agog. 1757 R.
Robertson Let. in J. Russell Haigs (1881) 359 All your
neighbours are sett to be upon you. c 1850 Rudim. Navig.
(Weale) 140 To make a sett near to another that cannot be
sett on any more.

7. i Anglian seset(t)ed, -et, 5 settyt, 6 -it, 9
dial, zetted.
c 825 Vesp. Ps. ii. 6 Ic soSlice ^eseted ic earn cyning. c 900

Bxda's Hist. in. xviii. § 1 pa wilnade he Uif onhyrxan, be
he weljeseted jeseah in Gallia rice. C950 Lindisf. Gosp.
Mark iv. 21 Jesetted biS, ponatur. c 1520 Nisbbt N. T.
Luke xix. 21 Thou takis away that that thou has nocht settit.

a 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1055 The soule
vegetable.. is setted within the myght elemented. 1888
Berks. Gloss. 12 Zetted.

5. i Northumb. sesatted, 3 isat, 5 sat(t)e, 6-7
sat.

C950 Lindisf Gosp. John xx. 6 Da Iinne hraeglo jesattedo
vet asetedo, linteamina posita. c 1205 Lay. 50229 pe daei
wes isat. 14. . Three Chron. (Camden) 77 Sir Baudwyns
hede caryed to Excester and sate upon the castell yate.
14. . Tundate's Vis. (Wagner)203i Acrowne. .satteaboute.

.

Wyth precious stones. 1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 47 b,

To be sat at their ease, a 1695 Wood Life an. 1683 (1772)
II. 324 In the Pump below the Star Inn was a Tub sat.

e. dial. 9 a-sot, sot, zot (see£ng. Dial. Diet.).
1836 Haliburton Clockm. xxi. (1839) 7° To get it sot to

rights. 1888 W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v. Set up, He's a quiet
sort of a man like till he's a zot up.

f. Chiefly north. 1 seseten, 5 settyn, 6 settiu,

5, 9 setten.
C950 Lindisf Gosp. Luke Pref. 9 Jeseteno miS* bisene,

Positaque similitudine. 1484 Caxton Fables ofJEsop 1. xvi,
Of euery one I am setten aback. ? 15C7 Decl. Lordis just
ouarrell 91 in Satir. Poems Refortn. I. 60 Quhen faceles
fuilHssall not be settin by. 1887 Jamieson's Sc. Diet. Supply
Setten. . .'X\{\> old part, form is still used by the common
people. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss. t Setten up.

if. north. 4 seeit, 4-5 seit, 5 seete, seyt, 5, 9
seet, 4-6 sete.
a 1300 Cursor M. 1166 Mi sin me has seit in vnsell. Ibid.

20179 Has he sete me ani dai? c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

74 Goddis curs is seit at nou^t. Ibid. 174 Here herte is seek
to loue his muk. £-1380 — Set. Wks. III. 451 Holy Chirche

; seet in virtues ana good Hf. c 1420 Sir Amadas (Weber)
370 Full mykyll seyt by. c 1449 Pecock Repr. Prol. 3 Thei
hem silf. . ben despisid and ben not seet bi. 1488 Registr.
Aberdon. (Maitl. Club) I. 320 The said reuerend fadir..bas
seit and to male lattin ..be saidis landis. 1584 Shuttle-
•worths^ Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 21 Payed for a horce showe
w* 11 was sete on in Chorlaye iij».

B. Signification.

General arrangement of senses. I. To cause to

sit, seat ; to be seated, sit. II. To sink, descend.
III. To put in a definite place (the manner of the
action being implied either in the verb itself or in

the context). IV. To place or cause to be in a
position, condition, relation, or connexion. (This
group embraces a large number of uses in which
the precise implication of sense depends mainly on
the kind ofconstruction employed.) V. To appoint,
prescribe, ordain, establish. VI. To arrange, fix,

adjust. VII. To place mentally, suppose, estimate.

VIII. To put or come into a settled position or

condition. IX. To put in the way of following a
course, cause to take a certain direction. X. Senses
perhaps arising from reversal ofconstruction or from
ellipsis (their origin being often obscure). XI.
With prepositions in specialized senses. XII. With
adverbsin specialized senses. (Combinationsformed
on the verb-stem are given in a separate article,

Set-.) f®» A phrase key is given on page 548.
I. To cause to sit, seat ; to be seated, sit.

The intransitive sense *to sit ' (5) was apparently developed
out of the reflexive and passive uses of the original transitive

sense of ' to seat '. Set, being thus used synonymously with
sit, became capable of taking its other senses and con.
structions (see 5 d, e, 6, 7).

1. trans. To place in a sitting posture ; to cause
to occupy a seat ; to seat.

This B«nse is barely exemplified outside certain phraseo-
logical expressions, e.g. to set on a seat, a throne, on horse-

back, etc., in which the sense 'cause to sit' is now lost

sight of. (Prov. to set a beggar on horseback : to give an
undeserving person an advantage which he will misuse.)
£888 K. iELFBED Boeth. viii. § 5 J>u settest us on ba;t setl

Sines sceoppendes. X130 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.), pa
munecas .. setten him on bes abbotes settle, c 1205 Lay.
14074 pe king..sxtte hine bi him seoluen. 1300-1400
R. Gloucester's Chron.^ (Rolls) App. xx. 446 To king he
was iblessed..& iset in trone. 1377 Langl. P. PI, B.
xii. 198 Ri^t as sum man %eue me mete and sette me
amydde be flore. 1470-85 Malory Arthur m. ii. 101 The
Bissbop of Caunterbury. .sette the viij and xx knyghtes in

her syeges. c 1485 in Rutland Papers (Camden) 19 The
King . . snalbe sett a gayn in his chair befor the high aulter.

1530 Palsgr. 712/1 Come hyther, Kate, and I wyll set the
on my lappe, and daunce the. Ibid. 713/1 In the stede of a
good man we set ashrewe upon the benche. 1607 Tourneur
Rev. Trag. 1. (1608) B 2, Dut. Nay set you a horse back
once, Youle nere light off. Spu. Indeed I am a beggar.
1621 Burton Anai. Mel. 11. iii. 11. 395 Set a beggar on
horseback, and he will ride a gallop. 1660 Ingelo Bentiv.

St Ur. 1. (1682) 158 Having set the two Ladies.. upon two
green Seats. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables Ixx. 69 They..
Set Boys upon the Back on't [a camel]. 1735 Johnson
Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. xiv. 132 Who setting us upon
Camels, conducted us to Mazna.

fb. To cause (a body of persons) to sit in de-

liberation. Obs. (CC 4 c)

SET.

a X122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 675, 0a heot seokining
bone aercebiscop Theodorus ba^t he scolde setton ealle jewi-
tenemot ait bone stede baet man cleopeS Heatfelde. 1375
Barbour Bruce \. 591 The king a parlyament Gert set

thareftir hastely. 1560 Inchaffray Charters (S. H. S.) 167
With power to gar set and affirme courte or courtis.

c. To put (a hen) to sit on eggs.
c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. u 575 What wommon connot

sette an hen obrood And bringe her briddis forth ? 1523
Fitzherb. Husb. § 146 Whan they waxe brodye, to sette
them there as noo beastes . . hurte them. X530 Palsgr. 710/2,
I will set sixe hennes a brodyng agaynst this Marche. 1707
Mortimer Husb. 191 The best Age to set a Hen for

Chickens, is from two years old to five. 1844 H. Ste-
phens Bk. Farm II. 709 It is not an unusual practice to
set a hen at any time of the day. 1867 jfrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
Ser. 11. III. 522, 1 never set less than three hens at one time.

d. To cause (a bird) to perch.
1530 Palsgr. 7 10/2, I set a hauke on her perche, je-perche.

. .Go set my hauke on her perche. 1864 Browning J. Lee's
Wife in. i, The swallow has set her six young on the rail,

T 2. rejl. To go down upon one
y

s knees (aknee,

a-knewling, on knee{s, etc.) ; = Sit v. 19. Obs.
c 1250 Meid Maregrete lxvii, Malchus herde thes wordes,

he sette him acne, a X300 K. Horn 781 He sette him a
knewelyng. c 1300 Havelok 1211 On knes ful fayre he hem
setten. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 455 Doun I sette me on
myn kne.

3. reft. To seat oneself, take a seat, sit down.
(Most freq. to set oneselfdown : see 143 i, a.)
a 1300 K. Horn 1475 He sette him on be benche His harpe

for to clenche. c 1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 608 After to pe
souper alle and some .. bey hym sette. £1400 Destr. Troy
5092 perfore set you full sone. Ibid. 122 14 He. .set hym to

§round, c 1500 Melusiue 154 My doughter, sette you here
y me. a 1586 Sidney Ps. ix. ii, Setting thy self, in throne

which shined bright, Of judging right.

4. pass. To be seated. (See also set down i, b.)

c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 6516 Afterward her compeinie Was
yset, . .& next hem . . Sat be knhtes of be rounde table, c 1380
Wyclif Serm. SeL Wks. I. 62 pe men weren sette as it were
fyve bousand. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1711 When be souerayne
was set in a sete rioll. c 14x0 SirCleges 469 The kynge was
sett in his parlor, Wyth rnyrth solas and onor. 1503 in Lett.
Rich. Ill $ Hen. VII (Rolls) I. 192 Next the . . Saxon, the
marques of Brandeburgh..bisshop of Laufenburgh were
sett. XS53 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 156 It so fortuned that

as thei were set, the Italian knockt at the Gate 1697
Dryden ALneidw. 821 The Queen of Furies by their sides

is set. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 305 Most of the work-
men were set round the fire. X852 Thackeray Esmond 11.

xv, Most of the party were set to cards. 1875 Freeman in

W. R. W. Stephens Life (1882) II. 254 Soft chairs, in which,
when one is once set, it is hard to get up again.

b. To be seated to partake of a meal {to meat,

at or to dinner, etc.). Obs. or arch.
Partly a spec, use of prec, partly a true passive of sense 1.

X3.. K. A lis. 538 To the mete they weoren y-set. c 1440
Generydes 387 The Kyng was sette and serued in the hall.

c 1475 RanfCoil^ear 183 Quhen thay war seruit and set to
the Suppar. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. (1812) I. 396 He..
was set at the table to eate some meate. 1596 Danett tr.

Comines (1614) 118 After the K[ing] was set to dinner. 1625
Massinger New Way in. ii, I play the foole To stand here
prating, and forget my dinner. Are they set Marrall ?

X760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) IV. 132 When they
were again set to dinner, the page entered.

t O. To be seated for deliberation or judgement

;

(of a court) to be in session. Obs.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 249 Whan the Court is set. c 1400
Pety yob 422 in 26 Pol. Poems 134 Thou shalt me call at
domesday, When thow art set on iugement. a 1548 Hall
Chro*t.,Hen. VIII (1350) 181 b, After that thei [the Legates]
wer set . . their Commission was redde. 1592 Kyd Sp. Trag.
in. vi, Bring forth the Prisoner, for the Court is set. 1626
B. Jonson Staple ofN. m. i. 41 Is the examiner set? atjoo
Evelyn Diary 26 May 1671, Being all set, our Patent was
read.

d. Of a rabbit : To be resting.

x8ox [see Form v. 2
]. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct.

(ed.2) jq^ The stag is said to be harboured,., the hare formed,
the rabbit set, the marten-cat treed.

5* intr. To sit, be seated. (Sometimes, as in

4 b, c, with spec, reference to partaking ofa meal or

sitting in judgement, etc.). Now dial, or vulgar.

(See also set down, 143 i, e.)

c 120S Lay. 22913 A bord swicSe hende bat ber ma^en setten
[c 1275 sitte] to sixtene hundred & ma. c 1275 Ibid. 19704
Here vte setteb \c 1205 sitted] six men. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
Prol. 132 Quhene at he Suld sit in sege of maieste, pai twelf
sud set with hym-self. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5095 Den set bai
sone, as said horn the kyng. 1470-85 MaloryA rthurxiu.vii.
620 And soo after vpon that to souper, and euery knyjt sette

in his owne place, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xvi. 377
He made theim to set vpon a benche. 1530 Palsgr. 713/2,
I set hyest, or upper moste in acompanye,./^/?"^/*!^. 1596
N^ashe Saffron Walden Ki, Such men as. .set on the pillory

for . . periurie. 1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iv. 23 They
may set in the Orchestra, and noblest Seats of Heaven. . 166a
Gerbier Principles 30 The King and Queen only remaining
..setting under the Cloath of State. 1680 Otway Orphan
in. ii, As with his Guests he set in Mirth rais'd high. 1788
Jefferson Writ. (1859) 1 1* 3^5 It is very possible that the
President and the new Congress may be setting at New
York. 1825 R. P. Ward Tremaine I. xxiii. 173 He had
set upon tenter-hooks during the whole conversation. 1844
Dickens Chimes 1. 30 You must always go and be a settin

on our steps must you ! 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lv,

I'm thinkin 1
if I set here until I'm paid my wages, I shall

set a precious long time, Mrs. Raggles : and set I will, too.

1897 Watts-Dunton Aylwtn vn. ii, When you two was
a-settin

1 by the pool, a-eatin' the breakfiss.

b. Of a hen : To sit upon eggs.
1586 [see Abrood]. 1611 Cotgr., Oeuve, layed, or set

on, as an egge. 1711 R. Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks.
Nat. 85 Stopping when they have laid as many as they can
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set upon. it«6 — Country Gentl. Monthly Director 31

Chuse the old Hens to set upon the Eggs, for they will set

close. 1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. I. 371 The
boobies., that were 'setting hard \ as the schoolboys say, .

.

screamed . .on our approach.

C. To become lodged upon.

1869 E. J. REEDShipbuild. i. 16 Sand is the worst descrip-

tion of ground for a ship to set on as it forms a curved base.

1887 Goode, etc. Fish. Industr. U.S. v. 1 1. 540 The first thing

found out was that the floating spawn would not attach itself

to, or ' set * (in the vernacular of the shore) upon, anything

which bad not a clean surface.

d. trans/, and fig.
« Sit v. B. 7, 8, 14. Now

dial, or vulgar.
c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 317 pam . . pat for godes sake

here sett Vnder be band of Sant Benett. 148a Cely Papers
(Camden) 121 They off Gaunte hath sent to the Inglysch
naschon and to Dutch naschon . . commaundyng them to sett

styll. .and entermete w* noo party. 1536 in Lett. Suppress.
Monast. (Camden) 113 The emperor him selfe was glad to

sett still. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. 484 That
which setteth neerest hir husbands hart. 159a Kyd Sp.
Trag. 111. vi, O monstrous times, where murders set so light.

1651 Howell Venice 2 The Eastern Emperors have divers

times set upon her skirts [see Skirt sb. 3]. 1674 N. Fairfax
Bulk fy Selv. 34 Setting full as close to the very stamp or
inmostness of a thinking Being, as [etc.]. 1803 Forest 0/
Hohenelbe in. 103 A disappointment that ought not to set

very heavily on her mind. 189a Harper*s Mag. Dec. 22/1
The cat ate a rat, and it did not set well on her stomach.

e. To have a certain set or hang ; to sit (well or

ill, tightly or loosely, etc.). Cf. Sit v. 16 b.

1804 tr. La Marieliere^s Three Gil Bias II. 95 Your new
clothes, which do not by any means set so well upon you.
1861 Temple Bar III. 250 To make the artificial hair curl

and set naturally to the head. i878Napheys/>/o'J.Z^ Worn.
205 A body-case of strong linen., setting snugly to the form.

1883 J. P. Quincy Figures0/Past 129 His brown wig, which
set low upon his forehead. 1887 Lady V. 46 Sleeves lined
with stiff or harsh linings never set well. 1893 Field 2 July
30/1 Her sail did not set at all well.

6. trans. To become, befit, suit. Chiefly Sc. (in

mod. use often ironical).

c 1480 Henryson Poems (S.T.S.) III. 103 Scho woir nevir
grene nor gray That set hir half so weill. 1508 Dunbar
Tua Mariit Wemen 196 How it settis him so syde to sege
of sic materis. 1x560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) iv. 41 It

settis not madynis als To latt men lowis thair lace. 1606
Rollock 1 Thess. 190 (Jam.) It is ouer sore to a Gentle-
man to doe that, it settes him not. 1637 Rutherford Lett.
(1664) 55 It sets him well howbeit he be young, to make
Christ his garland. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sltefh. iv. i, It
sets him weel To yoke a plough where Patrick thought to
till ! 18x4 Scott Wav. xxx, It wad better set you to be
nursing the gudeman's bairns than to be deaving us here.
1827 Carlyle Germ. Rom. II. 241 How prettily the lace
cap sets her. i860 Whyte-Melville Holmby House II.
xxi. 301 It set him well now, a worn and broken man, to be
taking thought of his looks like a girl. 1891 Barrie Little
Minister ii, Gavin, . . do you think this bonnet sets me ?

b. Also said of the person with regard to cloth-

ing, etc
1892 Longman's Mag. Nov. 59 Mysie..was a pretty

creature, ' setting ', in Scottish phrase, everything she wore.
7. To- sit (a horse) ; = Sit v. 31. rare.
1648 Petit. Eastern Assoc. 11 It wili try how the new

Riders will set the saddle. 1710 Steele Tatler No. 248
F 1 She set her horse with a very graceful air.

II. To sink, descend.

f8. intr. To subside, abate. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 86 Nim fyrs..& lege uppa bat

geswollene & hyt sceal sona settan. a 1225 Ancr. R. 274 pe
swell schal setten.

9. Of the sun or other luminary : To go down
;

to make an apparent descent towards and below the
horizon. (Conjugated, like other intr. verbs of
motion, with either be or have.)
Not in OE. : cf. ON. set/ask.

c 1300 Havelok 2671 So fiat bei nouth ne blinne, Til baf to
sette bigan be sunne. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3050 Als sone as
beson hupsoght be slaghter begynnys, And to sett was be same
sesytt bai neuer. c 1440 A Iphabet of Tales 74 pou sail dye or
be son sett, a 1586 Sidney A rcadia II. (Sommer) 172 The Sun
was readie to set. 16x3 Chapman Maske/nns Crl., The ruddy
Sunne was seen ready to be set 1625 N. Carpenter Geog.
Del. L x. 220 With them all the stars equally set & rise. 1792
A. Young Trav. France I. 18 The sun, on the point of being
set. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf"vi, The sun setting red. 1822
Mrs. Hemans Siege of Valencia i. (1823) 121 Till the last

pale star had set 1847 C. Bronte J. Eyre v, The moon
was set, and it was very dark. X877 Miss Yonge Cameos
Ser. 111. xxxiv. 360 The sun had long been set.
transf. 1665 Dryden Ind. Evip. 1. ii. (1668) 6 Distant skies

that in the Ocean set.

b. Of the day : To come to its close, poet.
1604 Drayton Moyses 11. 48 Euery minute is a day and

night That breakes and sets in twinkling of an eie. 1610
B. Jonson Alch. 11. ii, The euening will set red, vpon you,
sir. 1838 S. Bellamy Betrayal 67 The third day Had set
upon the sepulchre.

c. fig. To decline, wane.
X607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. iv. 14 b, May not we set as

well as the Dukes sonne. 1611 Second Maiden's Trag.
1302 And rise againe in health, to set in shame? a 1627
Middleton Cliaste Maid v. ii, Your malice sets in death,
does it not, sir 1 X654 Z. Coke Logick Pref., Having absolved
your courses through Zodiac of praise worthy actions, you
wil set laden with Lustre. x8xa Scott Let. in Lockkart
(1837) 1 1, xii. 396 She should have no twilight, but set in the full
possession of her powers. 1890 Tout Hist. Eng. fr. 1689,
282 The British Empire in India seemed setting in fire and
blood. 1892 Argosy June 496 The glory of Egypt seemed
to have set,

1 10. Naut. To heave and set : to rise and fall

with a heavy sea. Obs.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxi. (1555) 99 Quadrant it was,
and did heve and t.c:tc At every storme whan the wind was
§reat. X574 \V. Bourse. Regimentfor Sea vi. (1577) 26 The
ea..causeth the shippe to heaue, and sette little or much.

1630 Winthrop New Eng. (1825) I. 9 This day the ship
heaved and set more than before. 1674 Petty Disc, bef
R. Soc. 60 If the said water be so rough, as that the Vessel
heavs and sets.

HI. To put (more or less permanently) in a
definite place.
* Where the manner of the action is implied in the

verb itself.

f 11. trans. To place on or as on a foundation ; to

build, erect; = set-upf 154 n. Obs.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 356 Pa bu serest wa:re mid bone

ecan frean sylf settende bas sidan gesceaft. a 1000 Czed-
mons Gen. 1881 Ongunnon-.heora burh reran & sele

settan. c 1250 Gen. .$ Ex. 562 Dat arche ..set and limed
a-3en oe flood, a 1300 K. Horn 1395 Strong castel he let

sette. a 1300 Cursor M. 20902 Quen he of antioche had
fund pekirk, andgraytliseton grund. c 133/0 Arth. f, Merl.
1238 For mi blod no worb it be bet, Neuer more be bet
yset. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1649 Godis awen temple, pat
of sir Salamon be sage sett was &. foundid. Ibid. 4305 And
bat sullepe sire at sett all be werde, In him we lely beleue
& in na la$e ellis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1689 Qwhen this

Citie was set & full sure made. 1470 Little Red Bk.
Bristol (1900) II. 133 A litill newe howse. .is bild and sett

vpon the Comyn grond in the hye strete iij fote.

fig. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. v. (1883) 61 That oure lawe is

sette alle vpon loue and charyte.

f"b. pass. Of a figure: To rest (ona.ba.se). Obs.

1570 Billingsley Euclid xi. Prop. xxvi. 173 b, If from a
parallelogramme be taken away a parallelograme like vnto
the whole and in like sorte set. 1660 Barrow Euclid 1.

xxxviii, Triangles set upon equal bases.

12. To put (a shoot or young plant) into the

ground to grow ; to plant (a tree, also by extension,

a vineyard, flowers, a crop). Also, less usually,

to plant (seed) by hand, as opposed to sowing;
sometimes said of the plant ; formerly also, f to

cause to grow from seed (of a kernel).

c 725 Corpus Gloss. P 13, Pasti/iare, settan. a 1000 Cxd-
mon's Gen. 1558 Da Noe..winxeard sette, seow saeda fela.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 378 5e beod 3unge impen iset in Godes
orcharde. C1250 Gen. <y Ex. 1278 Abraham.. tillede corn
and sette treen.

_
a 1300 Cursor M. 1015 Treis o frut ban es

bar sett pat serekin vertu has at ette. c 1440 Pallad.cn Husb.
1. 14 His appultreen, what hour Best is to sette. 1523
Fitzherb. Husb. § 127 If the hedge be of .x. or .xii. yeres
growing sythe it was first set. X530 Palscr. 713/2, I have
set rosemarye and sage ynough in my gardayne. 1538
Elyot Dict.fSerlor, he that soweth seedes or settethe herbes.
157a Mascall Planting <$ Graff. (1592) 36 Ye ought to
transplant or set your trees from Alhallow-tide vnto March.
1602 Kyd Sp. Trag. Add. 1999 This was the tree; I set it

of a kiernnell. i6xx Shaks. Wittt. T. iv. iv. 100 He not put
The Dible in earth, to set one slip of them. 1612 Hopton
Concord. Yeares (1615) 112 The time [December] is good.

.

to set beanes, pease, &c. 166a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 111.

iii. § 2 To order his trees, and set his flowers. 1767 A.
Young Former's Lett, to People 154 Those trees which are
propagated by.. setting shoots. 1820 Keats Isabella Hi,

Shc.cover'd it with mould, and o'er it set Sweet Basil.

1830 Examiner 796/1 The seed is to be set by hand. 1890
Blackiv. Mag. CXLVIII. 717/x If a man sets potatoes in

wet bog.

f b. absol. or intr.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vt. 26 Ne settas vel sauues non
serunt. 1340-70 Alex. <$ Dind. 912 For to sowe & to sette
in be sad erthe. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vn. 6 Alle bat halpe
hym to erie to sette or to sowe. ?<x 1586 Montgomerie
Misc. Poems xxxi. 17, I sau, I sett—no flour nor fruit I find.

1690 R. Lucas Hum. Life 245 Idleness.. never ploughs nor
sows, .it never plants nor sets.

c. transf. audifig.
a 900 Cynewulf Crist 663 And eac monigfealde modes

snyttru seow and sette geond sefan monna. a 1310 in Wright
Lyric P. xym. 57 Suete Jhesu, . . In myn huerte thou sete a
rote Of thi love, a 1325 Prose Psalter xliii. 3 J>yn honde
desparplist be folk, and pou settest hem. c 1374 Chaucer
Bocthius 11. pr. v. (1868) 48 Is it ban so bat ye men ne han
no propre goode I-set in ?ow. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 1011 in
Macro Plays, And borwe Mankynde we settyn & sowe be
dedly synnys seuene. c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr.
1055 The soule vegetable, .is setted within the myght ele-

mented. 1580 Lyly Euphnes (Arb.) 367 Faire women are
set thicke, but they come vp thinne.

f d. As a literalism or contextually : To graft.

1388 Wyclif Rom. xi. 24 For if thou art kit doun of the
kyndeli wielde olyue tre, and a^ens kynd art set in to a
good olyue tre, hou myche more thei that ben bi kynde,
schulen be set in her olyue tre. X645 Ussher Div. 165 We
see one tree may be set into another, and it groweth in the
stock thereof, and becommeth one and the same tree.

1 13. To put down, deposit (a pledge, security).

Cf. Wedset v.

c 1000 Laws Mihelred 1. 1. (Liebermann) 218 Jif he bonne
ful wurSe, xt bamforman cyrre .. sette getreowe borgas, ba^t

he aelcesyfelesgeswiceeft. 16. . in Turreff Gleanings (1859)

29 The said day John Michel is ordaint to be put in kirk
wolt, thairin to remain quhile he sett caution to adhear to

MargrattQuhytt, his spous. 17x670 Spalding Troub. Chas.I
(Bannatyne Club) I. 38 They with the marquess should sett

caution, for keeping of the king's peace.

14. To put (a sum) down as a stake ; to stake,

wager. Also fig. Obs. or arch.
c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 524 He leseth his

after game, That surely cannot sette his poyntes double.
x500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxvi. 27 5unS airis, That his auld
thrift settis on ane ess. 1599 Minsheu Sp. Diet. Dial. 67,
I set him two shillings, he cast and drew them. 1605 Shaks.
Lear 1. iv. 136 Set lesse then thou throwest. 1668 Dryden
Even. Love iv. i, He is nettled, and sets me twenty : I win
them too. 1726 Art fy Myst. Gaming 23 Whatever Sum you

set me, I will do the same to you. 18x7 Shelley Rev.
Islam x. xii. 4 His great Empire's worth Is set on Laon
and Laone's head. 1853 Whyte-Melville Digby Grand
ix, The stakes were ' set , the dice rattled [etc.].

b. absol. or intr. To put down a stake, lay

money on (or at). bXsofig. to give a challenge to.

Obs. or arch.
Freq. with dat. of the person against whom the stake is

laid. The dat. being interpreted as a direct obj., a personal
pass, const, was evolved (see quot. 1823).
« x553 Nice Wanton 212 Heer six come on seuen. They

set tliem... Come on fiue. She casteth and they set. 1560
Misogonusu. iv. 17! Sett lustilye, my boykins...That was
knavishlye throwne. 1575 Gammer Gurton 11. ii. 23 Thou
shalt set on the king. 1605 Chapman All Foots v. i, Come,
Dariotto, set me. 1609 B. Tonson Sit. Worn. iv. iv, A very
sharke, he set me i' the nicke t'other night at Primero. 1610— Alch. 1. ii, If I doe giue him a familiar, Giue you him all

you play for; neuer set him: For he will haue it. 1667
Dryden Maiden Q. Prol. ii. 54 Throw boldly, for he sets to
all that write. 1716 E. Parker Fielding's Ace. Comet 6
Happy the Man who Punts upon a Knave during the
Month of January, or sets on 6 upon Twelfth Night. 1739
Act 12 Geo. II, c. 28 § 3 Every Person. .who shall. .set at,

stake or punt at. .Ace of Hearts fete.]. 1807 E. S. Barrett
Rising Sun I. 132 Come, seven's the main—who'll set me!
1823 Mirror I. 176/1 Observing that he was completely set,

he stopped short, . . saying, * I believe I am set, gentlemen !

'

1825 Examiner 631/2 The King would at one time set
higher than usual.

O. Dominoes. To play first.

1897 R. F. Foster Compl. Hoyte 561 The one whose turn
it is to set lays down any domino he pleases.

15. To put (a thing, such as an ornament,
fitting, piece of furniture, etc.) in a place allotted

or adapted to receive it ; (contextually) to fit, fix.

c 1205 Lay. 7832 pa Bruttes..nomen longen raeftres..&
setten heom i Temese flod. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ.
Ord. (1790) 29 A tortayes to sett his lyverey in the wynter
nyghtes. 1531 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 26 The side borde
in the haull with the tristillis sett in the ground. 1556 in
Shropsh. Par. Doc. (1903) 58 For ii Wode Candyllstyckes
to set apon tapurs. 1575 Gammer Gurton 1. iv, Set me a
candle, let me seeke. 1590 Bakwick Disc. Weapons 10 b,

There be other peeces [viz. guns], to be set vpon Blockes.
1610 Shuttle-worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 192 For Coventrie
blue to sett lettres in the chaffe beddes. 1629 Milton
Hymn Nativ. xii, While the Creator Great His constella-
tions set. 1632—VAllegro 106 How the drudging Goblin
swet, To ern his Cream-bowle duly set. 1673 Dryden Assign.
11. iii. 20 Set the Ladder, and mount first, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary n Apr. 1645, Setting the candles in little paper
lanterns. 1729 Desaguliers in Phil. Trans. XXXVI. 202
If the Pulley be set backwarder still. 1807 Crabbe Par.
Reg. 111. 622 The fire-side chair, still set, but vacant still.

x8o8 Lady's Econ. Assist. 4 The sleeves must be set into
the shirt rather full. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 86
When he considers if he shall set a bridle on a horse. 1891
M. Muriel Dowie Girl in Karp. vii. 83 No chair is wiped
and set for the visitor.

fb. To fit or attach (one thing) to another.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 372 pe hed to set be

body till, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon ix. 233, I shall
set to your necke an halter. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 237 Workmanship in . .settyng the Newe ledders vnto
the seid Bellowes. 1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 174 Be
Mercurie, set feathers to thy heels.

f c. To place in a certain sequence in a literary

work, in writing or print. Obs.
IS35 Joye Apol. Tindale 19 Tindals vncharitable pistle set

before hys newe Testament. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm.
Pref. 3, I have set before the beginnyng of every boke, the
some or argument. 1679 Dryden Pref. to Troilus <y Cr.
Ess. 1900 I. 204, I made. .an order and connexion of
all the scenes ; removing them from the places where they
were inartificially set.

d. To put (eggs) under a hen to be hatched.
X726 R. Bradley Country Genii. Monthly Director 31

You may now likewise set Duck-Eggs under Hens. 1815
Sporting Mag. XLVI. 27 The saving of eggs., which you
intend to set. 1826 J. Wilson Nodes Arubr. (1855) I. 170
James, you shall have a dozen eggs to set.

16. pass. To have a certain position or arrange-
ment by nature.

a 13x0 in Wright Lyric P. ix. 35 Swannes swyre swythe
'el y-sette. 1300 Gower Conf. I. 98 Her yhen smale and

depe set. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden vii. 15 At the tops
of the stalks come forth the flowers set at certain spaces
one above another. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 209 His
fine Teeth, well set. 1883 Mss. F. Mann Parish ofHilby
iii, Their heads were set on long and graceful necks.
** Where the manner of the action is implied in

the adverbial extension.

(Many of the divisions under this heading do not
indicate a difference of sense, but serve mainly to

exhibit the great variety of usage.

The development of phraseological expressions

has brought into existence many uses in which the
original physical reference is obscured. Cf. IV.)
17. To put or place, cause to be, lie, rest, or stand,

in a locality specified by an advb. expression. (See
also branch XII with advs.)
Beoivulf 1242 Setton him to heafdon hilderandas. a xooo

Caedmon s Gen. 312 [God] heo. .under eorSan neo8an.. sette

sijelease, on ba sweartan belle, a xooo /Elfric Gen. ix. 13 Ic

sette minne renbojan on wolcnum. c 1200 Ormin 11351 pe
deofelL.brohhte himm o be temmple, & sette himm heyie
uppo be rhof. a 1225 Leg. Rath. 1972 Her, amid heapes, wes
bis meiden iseL a 1300 Cursor M. 21624 A wessel..Sett
vnder bat licure to hint, c 1300 K. Horn 738 (Laud) He sette
sadel on stede. 1387 'Yx.v.visKHigden (Rolls) V. 179 Basilius
awook and fondc.his armour i-set te J>ere as it was raber.
C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xix. 87 pai sett pis mawmet with
grcte wirschepe in a chariot, c 1440 Jacob's Well xlii. 260 As
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an erthyn pott.. sett on be fyir brestyth on-sundir. 1535
Coverdale Jer. xlix. 38, I wil set my stole [1611 throne] in
Elam. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. 7^(1550) 32 b, He caused
his crowne to be set on the pillowe at his beddes heade.
1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer\ Communion Ruhr., Settyng
both the breade and wyne vpon t\n Alter. 1588 Shaks. Tit.

A. v. iii. 179 Set him brest deepe in earth, and famish him.
1617 Moryson Itin. in. 82 They set this iuyce vpon the fier,

continually stirring it. 1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housezv.
(ed. 9) 155 Set it over the fire to melt. 1856 Mrs. Browning
Aur. Leigh. 1. 1057 They saw a light at a window now and
then, They had not set there. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vaskti
xxv, Two drops of blood had fallen on the tablecloth, and
the girl instantly set her cup and saucer over them.

b. pass. To be situated, lie (in a certain locality);

to be placed (at a certain height, interval, etc.).

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. v. 14 Ofer mor seseted, supra
monteposita. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2 Engelond his a wel
god lond . . ech londe best Iset in be on ende of be worlde as
al in be west, a 1300 Cursor M. 527 Seuen maister sterns
er sette in heuen. Ibid. 10005 pe four torels on hei er sett.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 5 pe citeeOxenford, i-sette

bytwene be tweie riveres of Tame and of Temse. c 1440
Pallad. on Husb. ill. 381 The grafies . . With gemmes fele

aboute on hem ysette. 1530 Palscr. 711/2 Rychemonte is

very well set 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1.

vi. 4 b, A small fountaine beeing no higher set then the
pauement. 1594 West 1st Ft. Symbol. § 60 d, The said
W. M. set, lying, or being in W. 1650 Baxter Saitifs R.
111. i. $ 6. 275 Betwixt them and you will be a great gulf set.

1756 Mrs. F. Brooke Old Maid No. 28. 234 They are gone
to their country seat set in Berkshire. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par., Man born to be King 118 Nor struggle in the net
Wherein thine helpless feet are set.

18. a. To place (a thing) upon or in some kind
of contact with some part of a person's body, esp.

as a part of insignia. Obs. or arch.
971 Blickl. Horn. 23 [Hie] wundan beaj of bornum & him

setton on heafod. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1571, & te an toe ane
guldene crime,& sette on hire heauet. ta 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 846 His leefe a rosen chapelet Had made, and on his heed
it set. 1390 Gower O*/". I. 15 Upon the hond to werea Schoo
And sette uppon the fot a Glove, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 17
Then anon com oure lady, .and set a garlond on his hedde.
1525 Sir J. Russell in Ellis Orig. Lett. Sex. 11. 1. 298 If your
Highnes woll, he woll sett the crowne of Fraunce on your
hed. a 1533 l- * Berners Huon xlvi. 152 He sette his home
to his mouthe and blewe it. 1575 Gammer Gurton n. iv.

44 Chil in. Diccon, a cleene aperne to take and set before
me. 1720 Mrs. Manlev Secret Mem. (1736) IV. 213 It is

they that occasioned the Crown having been set upon your
Head.

t b. To put (a thing) in aperson's hand. (Cf. 2 7.)
c 1000 Oaths iii. (Liebermann) 396 Swa hit me se sealde,

oe ic hit nu on hand sette. c 1200 Orhin 8181 Himm wass
sett inn hiss rihht hannd An dere kine^errde. a 1300 Cursor
M. 4472 Me-thought. .i bis cupe in hand him sette. Ibid.

17629 Son hi his hand he be letter sett.

o. To pat (something) in one's sight (or view),
before one or one's eyes (or view), f to Show, + to

the sight, -flo View.
To set before, orig. = to place so as to be seen by, acquired

the meanings of to put before one for use, consideration,
imitation, etc.

a 1000 vElfric Detit. xi. 26 Nu to dasx, ic sette beforan eow
bletsunga and wirix,nissa [Enpropono in conspectu vestro\
c 1000 Age. Ps. <Th.) Iv. 7 Ic. .sette on <5inre xesyhde sarige
tearas. 1382 Wyclif Gen. xviii. 8 He toke butler, and mylk
. .and sette bifore hem. c 1400 Destr. Troy 436 With pelur
and pall., set to be sight. 1422 Yoscztr. Secrela Secret, lxiv.

241 Whan a man syttyth atte mette, and dyuers maner mettis
afor hym Is sette. 1535 Coverdale Rev. iii. 8, 1 haue set before
the an opendoore. 1576 Gascoicne Delicate Diet Wks. 1910
II. 464 1'hey dyd Clarkly in figures, set before us sundry
tales. 1671 Milton Samson 1624 What was set before him
Which without help of eye, might be assay 'd, . .he still per-
form'd All. 1697 Dryden ASneidvt. 971 To set before your
sight your glorious race. 1715 Broome Notes Pope's Odyss.
x. 295 The description sets the figure [of Terror] full before
our eyes. 1848 Pusky Par. Serm. I. xtx. (1873) 371 He
cannot set them before him ; he cannot see, believe, grasp
them._ 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II. v. 2 His birth.,
and his parentage have been fully set before the public.

f d. To put (a person) in prison. Similarly to

set in (on) the pillory (see Pillory sb.). Obs.
c iico O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1036, Da let he hine on

harft settan. a 1300 Cursor M. 23315 pai sal be sett in pair
prisun. a 1533 Ld. Berners Huon exxviii. 468 My wyfe
set in pryson. 1535 Layton in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II.

61 We have sett Dunce [sc. Duns ScotusJ in Bocardo.
a 1547 in J- R- Boyle Hedon (1875) App. 74 Then the maiore
to sett theym in presone.

+ e. With complementary advb. phr. expressing
removal or issuefrom or out of a place. Obs.
c 1450 Brut 336/30 f>ei sette out of be Tour be Archebishop

of Caunturbury. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie s Hist. Scot. I.

Prol. 25 AH this tyme settis na man his heid out of the hous.
a 1610 Healey Epictetus (1636) 25 Is the dish set from
thee? stay it not. 1667 Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc.

(Surtees) 335 For setting the watter away from the church
style, 2d. 1684 Bunyan PUgr. 11. 180 Now they, .befooled
themselves for setting a Foot out of doors in that Path.

f. To set on the sea, water, afloat, etc. : to

launch.

*559 ts*e set afloat, 137 aj. 1568 C. W[atson] Polybius 48
They were vndockte, and sette on the water. 1587 [see

Afloat iL a 1800 Fair Janet i. in Child Ballads II. 105
Ye'll build to me a bonme ship, And set her on the sea.

j g. To lay (siege) before a place. Obs.

1474 Caxton Chesse 111. vi. 130 A prynce that setteth a
siege to fore a caste!!.

t
1530 Palscr. 711/2 Whan the kynges

good grace dyd set his siege byfore Tournaye.

h. To put (pen) to paper (f book).

1526 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 1 As I had set the pennc
to the boke. c 1530 [see Pen sb.9 4]. 1579 Hake Neives

out ofPrtvles rip. T>ed. (1872) A ijb, And so shall I. .set my
Pento Booke againe. 1581 Melbancke Fhilotimus Zi,
Setting pen to paper. 1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart s
Wise vieitlard A 4 b, My fingers did euen itch to set pen
to paper. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 62 F 7, I am apt to think
that Euclid was the greatest Wit that ever set Pen to Paper.
1895 Kernahan God <y Ant Apol., The worst of all reasons
which inexperienced writers put forward for setting pen to
paper.

19. To place (a part of the body) upon a surface

or an object.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. ir. xii. § 5 [He] sette his pa swiSran
hond him on ban heafod. 97* Blickl. Horn. 239 He sette
his hand ofer hiora heortan. a 1000 ^lfric Gen. xxiv. 2
Sete bine hand under min beoh. a 1300 K. Horn 758 To
lond he him sette & fot on stirop sette. c 1520 Everyman
778 Now set eche of you on this rodde your honde. 1607
Beaum. & Fl. Woman Hater 1. iii, When her husband sets

first foot in the bedde. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables xxx.
29 A Child of the Family happen r

d to set his Foot upon't
[sc. a snakej. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias 11. iii. (1782) I. 136
Fabricius . . set his hands inhissides. 1870 Rossetti /?««/<?

at Verona xxxii, At such times, Dante, thou hast set Thy
forehead to the painted pane Full oft. a 1908 F, Thompson
Poppy i, Summer set lip to earth's bosom bare.

f b. To set (one's) hand(s on : to lay hands upon,
seize ; esp. to lay violent hands upon, attack. Also
to set one's hand against, to oppose. Obs.
c 1290 Beket 931 in S. Eng. Leg. I. 133 %i( ani man hond

on ov set. c 1350 Arth. $ Merl. 5815 Hir hondes sche sett

on hir here & hir fair tresses al totere. c 1400 Beryn 2290
Macaigne arose. .And set hond fast on Beryns othir scleve.
t 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon iii. 79 Aymon.. began to
sette sote hande vpon theym. 1635 Pagitt Christianogr.
(1636) in. 37 Our Princes and Bishops set their hand against
Image-worship._ c 1641 F. Hawkins Youtlfs Behav. (1663)
36 Without setting hand on any thing before him.

C. To set (one's) hand to : to lay hold of, take

into one's hand ; fig. to set about, engage upon

(t formerly const, inf.). To set one's hand to the

door : see Door sb. 6.

C1477 Caxton Jason 60 b, Argos sette hande unto the
werk. 154a in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 2 Of your abound-
aunt pitie to sette your helpyng hand to the bestowyng of
me to suche condition. 156 . Thern'tes (Roxb.) 47 They
wyll not ones set hande to fight with me. 1638 W. Tirwhvt
tr. Balzac's Lett. II. 144 If you appoint him to set hand to

his Penne. 1639 Fuller Holy War 1. ix. 13 God set his

hand to this warre. 1662 Evelyn Sculptura Table, Painters
encouraged to set their hands to the graver. 1788 Trijler
No. 4. 47, I . . resolved to set hand to work, 1865 Swinburne
Atalattta 1972 She set her hand to the wood, She took the
fire in her hand. 1889 F. Barrett Under Str. Mask I. \\\.

46 He set his hand to this good work.

+ d. To take (a step). Obs.

1593-1643 [see Footing vbl. sb. 1]. 162a Mabbe tr. Ale~
man s Guzman d*Alf. 1. 219 The first step that 1 set within
those holy gates. 1767 Gooch Treat. Wounds I. 212 He
was not able to set a step. 1780 A. Young Tour /ret. I.

241 Every step the horse set.

f 20. To plant or deal (a blow) ; with dat. of

the person or upon. Obs.
c 1300 Havelok 2405 He robert sette Biforn be teth a dint

ful strong. 13.. Guy Warw. (A.) 1382 So wele his strok
he sett bat his heued fram be bodi flei. £1400 Arth. <$-

Merl. 2422 And when they were together mett, There were
strokes sadlye set. c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1498 They settyd
strokes of mode, c 1500 Lancelot 3175 Nor he so hard his

strok apone hyme set,

+ b. transf. To strike (a person). Obs.
13.. K. Horn (Harl.) 714 Wel sone bote bou flette myd

suert yshal be sette. _ c 1400 Beryn 577 He.. set hym with
be ladill on the grustill on be nose.

j C. To direct, aim (trans, and intr.). Obs.
a 1300 K. Horn 1201 To herte knifheo sette. 1471 Caxton

Rccuyell (Sonimer) 292 Theseus was the first c. .that sette

and cowched his speer ayenst hym. 16 . . Sir A ndrew Bar-
ton xxxi, A noble gunner. .That can sett well with his eye.

d. To apply (a weapon, etc) to.

To set spurs to : see Spur sb.

1388 Wvclif Luke iii. 9 An axe is sett to the roote of the
tree. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. ii. 165 We set the Axe to

thy vsurping Roote.

2L (orig. f To set on write.) To put down in

writing ; to put on paper ; -foccas. to depict. Now
set dow~n (see 143 e).

a 900 Laws JElfred 1. xlix. (Liebermann) 46 Ic ne dorste
zeoristlxcan bara minra awuht fela on £ewrit settan. a 900
Cynewulf Elene 654 (Gr.), & ba winterxerim on ^ewritu
setton. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 75 pet rihte ileue setten be
twelue apostles on write.

C1450 Myrr. our Ladye 1. vi. 20 That he shulde se that
they were sett in trew and conuenyente termes. i486 Bk.
St. Albans, Her. b iv, Y« token of a beest..set with in the
cootarmure. 1540 Palscr. Acolastus 1. L Metres E ij b, I ..

haue soo often as any greke word was to be englished, set

ouer him. .grxca uox. 1613 Tapp Pathiv. Knowl. 38 There-
fore I take but 8, which I set in the quotient. 1621 in Kempe
Losely MSS. (1836) 460 Theyr armes in y« window, genea-
logically sett. 1686 W. Hopkins Ratramnus Dissert, iii.

38, I conceive it will not be unacceptable to the Reader
to see them set in parallel. 1810 P. Barlow in Nichol-
son's Jrnl. XXV. 187 Set the inches, parts, &c. as decimals.

b. Geom., etc. To lay or mark off (a line of a
definite length). (Cf. set off, 147 d.)

\6\y Speidell Geom. Extract. 21 From the end A, drawe
the line AE, . . then set the line C, from A, to F. 1660 Bar-
row Euclid vi. iv, Set the side BC in a direct line to the
side CE. 1725 W. Halfpennv Sound Building 42 Take
tm in your Compasses and set it from D to the Dot in the
Line DE. 1805 Shipwright's Vade.M. 171 Next proceed
to set aft the distance of dead-flat from the foremost per-
pendicular. 1830 Hedderwick Mar. Arekit. 247 On this

line set the half-thickness of the stem from the centre-line.

22. To put down in a record, catalogue, etc. ; to

mention or treat of in a writing or composition ; to

put down or enter in an account. Now set down.
c 1200 Ormin 3282 He badd settenn upp o writt All mann-

kinn. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. viii. 31 Of levedis love
that yha let,..Ofteinsongy have hem set. c 1386 Chaucer
Wife ofBatICs Prol. ?cq Why sholde men elles in hir bookes
sette That a man shal yelde to his wyf hyr dette? 1390
Gower Conf. I. 12 Whan Crist him self hath bode pes And
set it in his testament. 1474 Caxton Chesse iv. vii. 182
Wherfore he setted not the versis of homere in his book.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus i.LD iij, Sette in a byll, what thy
chyldes parte commeth to. x6oi Shaks. Jul. C. iv. iii. 98
All his faults obseru'd, Set in a Note-booke. 1745 P. Thomas
Jrnl. Anson"s Voy. 105, I know it was set in the Ship's Log
Book by Order.

23. To put (one's signature), affix (a seal) to

(f on) a document. (Cf. set to, 152 b.)

13.. Cursor M. 6889 (Gott.), Hc.wrat be name and set

[v.rr. sett to, sette on] be sele. 1405 Rolls of Parit. III.

605/2 In Witnessing of whilk thyng, to thys presentes we
have sette our forsaide Seal. 1524 in J. H. Glover Kings-
thorpiana (1883) 66 We have hereunto set the comon seal of
Kyngesthorp. 1567 Harman Caveat xv. (1869) 60 One
should make writinges and set seales for lycences and pas-
porte. 1600 Weakest goeth to Wall I 3 b, Here is your
hand set to confirme the deed. 1616 R. C. Times' Whistle
v. 2029 Hee'l make the landlord set both hand & seale To this

new lease. 1626 Massinger Rom. Actor iv. 1, Have you set

your hands To the accusation ? a 1700 Evelyn Diary 3 Dec.
1699, For setting the Greate Seale to the pardon of an arch
pirate. 1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 473/1 In witness whereof I

have hereunto set my Hand and Seal. 1892 Temple Bar
Nov. 358 He set his hand to the death-warrant.
fig. i6ix Second Maiden"s Trag. 310 Force grace into
that cheeke wher impudence setts her seale. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett. (1664) 342 Lend Christ your heart: Set him as a
seal there.

IV. To place or cause to be in a certain position

(other than merely local), condition, relation, or

connexion.
* Where a person or thing is placed in or brought

into a condition.

24. To place in a state or sphere specified by an
adverbial expression.
Now less freq. thanplace or put.
C1200 Ormin 10728 }ho do£ be to settenn be Birebenn

bine Iah;hre. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1758 3ef 5e beo5 mine, as
under me isette. a 1300 Cursor M. 11408 Quen ani deid o
bat dozein, His sun for him was sett again. Ibid. 23552 If

it sett bam into will to mak anoiber erth or heuen. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 48 pat he worth worthier sette and with
more blisse. c 1400 Destr. Troy 223 Hit wold sothely me
set as souerayne in Joye. Ibid. 1728 pat ben set vnder ser-

uage. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4957 Celde gan. .sette men by her
ordinaunce In good Reule and in gouernaunce. 1530
Palsgr. 714/2 And I be set ones in auctorite. 1566 Drant
Hor., Jer. K viij b, Preists haue set God, in this chafinge
moode. 1567 Gude fy Godlie B. (S. T. S.) 159 Quhen Sathan
was lousit out of hell, And had set man in my place. 1632
Bp. Hall Hard Texts Matt. v. 13 This holy calling, wherein
yee are set. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx 11. ix. § 1. 253
Everything remains in the course and order wherein it was
set at the Creation. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 255 P 4 Pro-
vidence for the most part sets us upon a Level. 1831 Scott
Cast. Dang, ix, My age sets me beyond your cruelty. 1846
Trench Huls. Led. Ser. n. viii. (1880) 245 He must be set

in those conditions, where to abide by this good shall bring
upon him every outward calamity. 1847 H. Miller First
Impr. Eng. vi. (1857) 9 2 It had to be set under a keeper, to
insure better behaviour.

t b. With complementary advb. phr. expressing

removal from a condition or position. Obs.
(Now commonly expressed by put.)

c 1050 O. E. Chron. (MS. C) an. 1043, & raoe ba;s man sette

Stigant of his bisceoprice.^ 13.. Cursor M, 8639 (Gott.) pe
dede childc.es bin, pat bi-selue of lij f has sett [Fairf alte
bou fra life to dede has sette]. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 1 This
vice, which so out of rule Hath sette ous alle. 1523 Ld.
Berners Froiss. I. ccccv. 285 b, His mynde was so sore
therof, that no man coude set hym therfro. 1530 Palsgr.
715/1, I feare me he hath set my fote out of joynte. Ibid.

•jish Who hath set my bookes out of order on this facyon ?

1548 [see Beside prep. 4 c]. 1559111 Strype-4w«. Ref.l. App.
x. 31 Note th' end of these men's doctryns, that is to sett us
withowt God. 1596 [see By prep. 16 c]. 1596 Shaks. 1 Hen.
IV, v. i. 88 This present enterprize set oft his head. 1606
G. W[oodcocke] Hist. Ivstine xxxi. 105 It was a far easier

labor to depose them of Rome then to set them beside their

Empire. 1693 Locke Educ. § 55 Wks. 1714 III. 18 This..
spoils his Mind, and sets that farther out of order. 1756 in

(Soilness Collect. (Maitl. Club) 209 They wanted to have a
haggas, but John said we must set our hearts bye that.

25. In a large number of phraseological expres-

sions (often equivalent to a single verb), in which
set acquires the sense of: To cause to be or become
(so-and-so). Cf. Put v. 25, 26.

To set at ease, at rest, to rest, fin or at fieace ; to set

fat debate, fat difference, fat a jar, fat jars, at odds,
at one, at variance, fat square, at war, by the ears, fin
sunder; to set agog, fat gaze, astray; to set aglow,
afire, onfire, aflame, in flame{s, etc. ; to set in array, in
order, in readiness, to rights ; to set fin effray, fonfear ; to

set at large, at leisure, at liberty ; to set on edge; to set

in or on a roar; to set in action, motion, operation; to

set at bay, atfault, fin press, fin stay ; to set at contempt,
at defiance ; etc. : see also the sbs. and advs.
a 1000 Cmimofi's Gen. 2728 Ne bearf5e on edwit Abraham

settan. a 1000 Sal. fy Sat. 344 (Gr.), Hine god seteS 5urh
Xeearnunga endgum to rasste. 1197 [see Afire i]. 1375
Barbour Bruce x. 257 Settand in pes all the cuntre. Ibid.

xvi. 427 The Ynglis rout in gret effray War set. c 1407
Lvdg. Reson <V Sens, 2188 Sette thyn herte best at ese.

1473PaslonLett.lll.102, 1 trust to God thatt the ij Dukes of
Clarans and Glowcester shall be sette att one. 1509 Hawks
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Past. Picas, xxv. iii, Whan that God set them [the plan-

ettes] in operacyon. 1513 Douglas sEneis vm. iv. 142 Tha,t

on this wise had Cacus set in pres [L. telis premit}. 1530

Palsgr. 715/2 Set your herte at rest, c 1530 Crt. of Love
(MS.) 418 And lovers true to setten at debate. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron, II. 35 He set that Countrie in good rest and
peace. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse 0/ Govt. iv. i, I have.. set

al thinges in redynesse for my Sonnes departure. 1578

Paradise Dainty Devises, Sturdy Rock 8 The stately

stagge. . By yalping hounds at bay is set. 159s Shaks. John
111. m. 9 Imprisoned angells Set at libertie. x6m Lithgow
Trav. 11. 48 An vnresolued man.. is distracted nere, set on
feare there. 1668 Pekys Diary 8 Nov., At my chamber all

the morning, setting my papers to rights, a 1774 Goldsm.
Hist. Greece I. m The Athenians.. sat many of their ships

on fire. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxvm. 132 Father and
son I set at mutual war. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.)

371 Which set my lungs as well as appetite in motion. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. vi. ii. They have quite another feat

to do : a paralytic National Executive to set in action.

1854 H. Miller Sch.fySchm. (1858)284 A peculiarity which
had set at fault .. the modern ship-carpenter. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xxui, At last she was set once more adrift

in the world. 1879 Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxxi. 316
His followers set themselves in battle array. 1895 Cornh.
Mag. Mar. 298 That day's incident set the whole neighbour-
hood agog.

b. With complementary adj.; chiefly to setfree,

loose, right : see also the adjs.

1530 Palsgk. 713/2 As for your costes, take no thought for,

I wyll set you fre. c 1570 W. Wager The Longer thou Hvest

1558 (Brandl), Let me helpe you to set your gowne right. 1607
Shaks. Timon in. iii. 31, 1 cannot thinke, but in the end,
the Villanies of man will set him cleere. a 1639 W. Whate-
ley Prototypes 11. xxiv. (1640) 8 She is a bad and unloving
wife, ..who sets him short, and cares not to fit him with
pleasing food. 1693 Locke Educ. § 89 Wks. 1714 III. 35
His Practice must by no means cross his Precepts, unless he
intend to set him wrong. 1780 Mirror No. 92 Who make
people laugh, or set them asleep. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess.

jg An immense quantity of inflammable air set loose. 1854
Thackeray Neivcomes iii, Orme's Hindostan, the book..
which set dear Tom wild to go to India. 1855 Browning
Era Lippo 45 Let's sit and set things straight now. 1890
Tout Hist. Eng.from i68p, 155 The death of the old king
set them free from their last scruple.

+ 26. To place (a person) in a certain sphere of

activity or occupation ; esp. to set to lore, to book,

to school; also, to place with an instructor or em-
ployer. Obs. (Cf. 114.)
a 1*25 Leg. Kath. 115 Hire feder hefde iset hire earliche

to lare. c 1290 Beket 210 in S. Eng. Leg. 112 pis child
was ?ong to schole i-set. c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 9 Childer,

bt ben to boke ysett. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind. 454 We ben
ed . . lore of no scole, Ne to no sience i-set vs silue to wisse.

1486-93 Early Chanc. Proc. 94/14 (P. R. O.), Your said
oratour (when newly set to Courte in Davys Inne). 1513
Bradshaw St. Werburge 1. 491 He set her for doctryne to
the abbesse Saynt Hylde. 1538 Starkey England 1. ii. 43
Settyng themselfe in relygyouse housys, ther quyetly to
serue God. 9x548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII (1550) 49b, The
sayde Barlo set me with a merchaunt of Middelboroughe
too seruice. 1607 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 261 Set him
betimes to school.

+ b. To set above, aloft, high, or on high : to

exalt. 'To set nether : to bring low. Obs.
c 1105 Lay. 4049 Feowere here weren riche J>e haueden

ferden muchele peo nedden al bae oSere & heom ned5er
ssetten. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 7 Tho was the vertu sett

above And vice was put under fote. c 1430 Hymns Virgin 37
Wrong is an his seete bere risr schulde be. 1:1470 Henry
Wallace vi. 58 Feyll sys or than he had beyne set abuff.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxm. xxv, Verite on the first

fane Did sette aloft of falshoed thehede. 1530 Palsgk. 711/1,
I set a loft e, as a man is whan one dothe promote him. 1596
Norden Progr. Pietie (Parker Soc.) 28 That God that can
give and take away, set aloft and pull down. 16x0 Holland
Camden's Brit. 244 Fortune.. hath set no man so high,
but she threatneth to take from him as much, c 1675 Wal-
ler Epitaph CoL Cavendish 25 Equal success had set
these champions high.

t C To put (singers) at the proper pitch. Obs.
1506 in Legg Clerk's bk. (1903) 76 The said clarkis. .whanne

ony seruyce shalbe don by note shall sett the quyer not after

his owne brest. 1530 Palsgk. 714/1 Can you nat set these
syngyng men in tune yet?

d. orig. to set upon the muzzle : To muzzle (a

horse) so as to prevent him feeding improperly.
1&34 MEDY/iii Angler in Wales \\. 115 My training groom

had bis orders ana yet I was afraid Idris would not be set

upon muzzle, and so get improperly filled. 1856 * Stone-
henge ' Brit. Rural Sports It, 1. vi. § 7 Some [horses] re-

quiring to be set over night after having eaten their hay.
1856 H. H. Dixon Post $ Paddock (1862) 143 They set them
[the horses] very sharp.

27. To place (a person or thing) in one's pos-
session or control, or in a condition to be used,
dealt with, or occupied.
To set in hand: +(<*) to place in (a persor's) possession or

control ; f(b) to take in hand, undertake ; also intr. with
with, in the same sense ; (c) to put out to be done. To set
to {for, on) sale, a-sale : see Sale sb* 2 a, c + To set at
Pawn, to pledge, to wed: to pledge, pawn.
c 1205 Lay. 12348 Cheorles . . hefden al bis kine-lond iset

a cheorlene hond. Ibid. 25171 Mi lond ich wulle sette
to wedde for seoluere. 1388 Wyclip Ecclus. x. 10 For
whi this man hath also his soule set to sale, c 1420 Sir
Amadace (Camden) xxxiii, That he had sette, and layd to
wedde. c X500 Robin Hood liv, My londes beth sette to
wedde..To a ryche abbot. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdras v. 3
Let vs set our londes. .to pledge. 1548 Udall, etc. Erasm.
Par. John vii. 6-10 He left them and set in hand to preache.
Ibid. x. 19-24 New matter to set in hand and dispute w l him
again. 1553, X577 [see A-sale). x6oo W. Watson Deca-
cordon (1602) 349 Neither done, nor set in band withall. 1601
Hakluyt tr. Galvano's Ditcov. 77 He set in hand sending

foorth two ships. X750 Johnson Rambler No. 28 § 7 A man
who has. .set his country to sale. 1812 Crabbe Tales xix.

256 Concerns it you what books I set for sale ? 1864 Builder
16 Apr. 281/3 The proposed restoration of St. Bartholo-
mew's, Smithfield, is to be set in hand forthwith.

28. To cause (a thing) to assume a certain

physical position expressed by a complementary
adj. or advb. phr. ; chiefly to set open (f wide), set

on end, set upright (see also these words).
a 1300 Cursor M. 3804 He it sett vp right, a 1300 [see

End sb. 17 d]. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2142 Werpis bam vp
. .& wydeopen settis. 1549-62 [see Ope a.]. 1615 Mukrell
New Bk. Cookerie 32 To make Pancakes so crispe that you
may set them vprignt. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), To set taught
the Shrouds, in the Navigators Dialect, is to make them
stiffer when they are too slack. X715 Leoni Palladioy

s Ar-
chil. (1742) 1. 101 Seeing that the. .legions were so close and
crouded, hecommanded them toset themselves more at large.

X724 Calamy Life Hmve 11 Setting the Top on the piqued
end downwards. 1775 Johnson Jrnl. 23 Oct. in Boswell,
The plate, .is. .then set sloping to drop the superfluous
mercury. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. iv. viii, With door set

ajar. x8o6 Pall Mall Mag. May 7 An ill-tempered frown,
that set her beauty askew.

b. To cause to take a certain shape (defined by
an adj. or advb. phr.).

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 12 Turn the other side ofyour
work, and with your Hammer set it flat and straight. 1842
Penny Cycl. XXIII. 432/2 The sword is then set to the
required shape by placing it on a sort of fork upon the anvil,
and wrenching it by means of tongs,

29. To place (a person, his body or limbs) in a
certain posture. Also reft.

To set on one'sfeet, legs : see Foot sb. 27, Leg sb. 2 c.

c 1400 Beryn 1838 The hoost. .set his hond in kenebowe.
x5*>5 J* Phillip Patient Grissell 53, I was set on my legges
and reyzed vpright, 1662 Hopkins Funeral Se?-?u. A.
Grevil (1663) 27 What are they., but.. Nothings set astrutt?
1665 Hooke Microgr. 200 Standing still, and setting itselfon
its hinder leggs. X750 Johnson Rambler No. 116 P 10When
a man can set his hands to his side*, and say he is worth forty
thousand pounds every day of the year. X835 Harewood
Diet. Sports s. v. Cock-fighting, When broughtbeak to beak,
and set on their legs. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. ii. 82 Unless
the old man would set him astride on his shoulder. 1859
Habits^ o/Gd. Society vii. 250 In standing, the legs ought to

be straight, or one ofthem bent a little, but not set wide apart,

** Where something is assigned, applied, allotted,

apportioned, e*c,

1 30. To give, bestow, assign (a name). Const,

dat. or equivalent with to, upon. Obs.
exooo JElfric Horn. I. 12 God him sette naman Adam.

c 1200 Ormin 722 Whatt name he shollde settenn Uppo bait
illke child, a 1635 Sibbes Confer. Christ § Mary (1656) 79
God setteth a stile upon us suitable to the excellency of our
spintuall being.

+ 31. To apply or allot (money) to, spend (a

sum) on a certain object ; to expend, invest. Obs.
1x54 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. ii37,[He] wrohte on be

circe & sette bar to landes & rentes, c 1400 Beryn 2244
Wele settith he his peny, bat be pound.. savith. 1455
[see A. i0]. X475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.) 81 Late it beset
in money to the remedie and socoure of this gret impor-
tunyte and necessite. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896)7
All somes of money sett upon hym for the same [office], 1507
Acc.

t
Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 334 To the King himself,

quhilk was set on the syment riall,. ,xx Franch crounis.

f 32. To apply (a remedy) to ; to bestow (pains).

a 1300 Cursor M. 89 To sette trauei! On thyng bat may
not auail. 1375 Barbour Bruce x. 100 And he mycht set no
help thar-till. c X375 Cursor M. 4722 (Fairf.) Bot 3e sette bote
our life ys gane. c 1440 York Myst. v, 19 My trauayle were
wele sette Myght y hym so betraye. c 1450 Merlin vii. 114
That alle shull be distroied but god sette remedye. 1481
Caxton Godfrey 277 To thende that they myght sette

remedye for theyr affayres. a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 394 To sett ane remedy thairto.

t 33. To add (one thing) to another. Obs.
c\Q$&Byrhtferth's Handbocin AngliaXlll. 303 Nim baet

an, & sete onforeweardum bam concurrentmm. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 19 We wrecche sunfulle. .setteci deihwamliche
sunne uppon sunne. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B)
23 Grett saumpel he settis Ijer-to, whi hit is ful ille to do.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. xi. 55 That to Holi Writt men schulde
not sett eny exposiciouns, declaracions, or glosis. 153a More
Confut. Tindale Wks. 505/2 If any manne any thing set to
these thynges. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. i. Metres E iij b,

They. .sette a syllable or mo to the nexte verse folowynge.

34. To set {fa) fre fin, f on, fupon, fof,
now only to: to kindle, ignite. (Cf. 25.)
c 1400 Laud Troy Book 5879 Thei sette ffir In schip. 1535

Coverdale Matt. xxii. 7 The kynge . . destroyed those
murtherers & set fyre vpon their Citie. 1568-1700 [see
Fire sb. x f ]. 1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda y

s Dis~
cov. E. Ind 120 Our men.. did set fire to all the Townes
y l were in the Ilande. 1641 T. Jordan Walks ofIslington
iv. ii. (1657) F 4, 1 will even malce bold to set fire of your
Bush [tavern], then throw your water and spare not. 1726
Swift Gulliver 1. vii, By setting fire on your house. X885
Manch. Exam. 8 July 5/2 These set fire by rockets to the
straw barracks. 1907 Elinor Glyn Three Weeks vi, As a
child , . who sets a light to a whole box of matches in play.

35. To stake the welfare or existence of (some-
thing) upon ; also pass, to be dependent for its

destiny upon.
Phr. to set on (at) cinque and sice, on six and seven : see

Cinque 3, Six.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iv. 9, I haue set my life vpon
a cast, And I will stand the hazard of the Dye. 1601 —
Jut. C. v. i. 75 To set Vpon one Battell all our Liberties. 1670
Dryden Tyr. Love v. i. 49 Yet all my Fortune on his

death is set. 183a [see Die sb.1 2 b (d)}. 1894 W. J. Daw-
son Making ofManhood 74 Their life is set upon a rushing
whirling star.

38. To put (one thing) in the balance against
another ; to compare (one thing) by or to another.
[axooo Boeth. Meir. vi. 7 Hiora birhtu ne bid auht to

Xesettane wio baere sunnan leoht.] 1589 Puttenham Eng.
Poesie 111. xix. (Arb.) 241 When a man wil seeme to make
things appeare good or bad, . . he sets the lesse by the greater,
or the greater to the lesse. 1687 Burnet Reply to Varillas
30 Improbabilities ought never to be set against Positive
Proofs. 1692 R. L'Estrance Fables lxviii. 68 This method
of Setting what we Have against What we have Not. 1729
Act 2 Geo. II, c. 22 § 13 Where there are mutual Debts
between the Testator or Intestate, and either Party, one
Debt may be set against the other. 1873 Spencer Study
Social, ii. 40 Against his professed theory may be set his
actual practice. 1890 Illustr. Lond. News 13 Sept. 331/1
Has she no human faults to set against so much sterile virtue?

*** Where something is made to dwell in or rest

upon a person or thing.

37. To place (one's hope or trust) in (f on) ; to
cause (one's thoughts or affections) to dwell upon
or to be centred in something. Phr. to set one's

heart on (f in).

C825 Ve$p. Ps. lxxvii. 7 Daet hie setten in gode hyht. 971
Blickl. Horn. 227 Up to heofenum..byder his modgebanc a
xeseted wis. a 1300 E. E. Psalter Ixi. n Nil bou set on
bambihert. 1340 Hamiolu Pr. Consc. 7226pai..on be world
J?air hertessett hard. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. x. 392 Many
men.. more sette here hertis In good ban in god. c 1386
Chaucer Monk's T. 854 In vengeance he al his herte sette.

£1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 607 In god we set al our
thoght. 1470-85 Malory Arthur \. xvii. 62 Kyng Arthur
settehis loue gretely vpon her. a 1548 Hall Chrcn., Hen. VII
(155°) 3 D

i
Whose mindesand studyes he.-knewe to be. .set

in the polytique regiment.. of the publique wealth. 1576
Gascoigne Droomme ofDoomes Day Wks. 1910 II. 307 To
set myude, upon vice and wickednesse. 1617 Moryson Itin.

11. 105 His heart is very much set upon the enterprize of Ire-

land, 1714 Addison Loz>er No. 10 r 3 The fragility of china
is such as a reasonable being ought by no means to set its

heart upon. 1802 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T. (1816) I.

xi. 90 He had set his fancy upon his friend's horses. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xliii, She had set her mind on the
Major. 1862 Tyndall Mountaineer. L 3 We set our
thoughts on the sublime and beautiful. X870 Rogers Hist.
Glean, Ser. n. 203 He had set his heart on seeing his son
a clergyman. 1891 E. & D. Gerard Sensit. PI. III. in.

xii. 91 Jeannette had set her fancy there.

t b. pass, and intr. (said of the affections). Obs.
1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. iv. i. G 3 Where the hearts set,

there goes the tongues consent. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. x,

Whether, she had . . felt a partiality towards one whose heart
was not particularly set upon gaining hers.

f38. To cause (a feeling or state of mind) to

arise in a person ; to fix in one's mind. Obs.
971 Blickl. Horn. 125 Uton we symle bass da^xes fyrhto
& ej5an on ure mod settan. c 1200 Ormin 2337 pe laffdi?

Sannte Marje . . haffde sett inn hire bohht To libbenn 1

clsennesse. Ibid. 7187 Iss ned tatt he Dredinng & aghe
sette On alle ba [etc], a 1225 Leg. Kath. 646 Sete, lesu,
swucche sahen i mymuS to marhen. 0x225 Ancr. R. 32
Alle monne sores setteS in ower bouhte. a 1300 Cursor M.
6060 To seitt him soru at his hert. 1 1400 Apol. Loll. 24 If

ae wil not sett to be hert to $ef glory to my name. 1540
Palsgr. Acolastus 1. iii. G ij b, What care goest thou about
to set at thy fathers hart.

39. To rest (one's eye, one's look) upon.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13821 Ilk on ober

auisement sett. <. 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 233 Vp on
Grisilde . . this Markys sette his eye. c 1386 —Man ofLaw's
T. 1053 At the hrste look he on hire sette. c 1450 St. CutA-
bert (Surtees) 4423 His syght on be lyght he settys. 1575
Gascoigne Hemetes the heremyte Wks. 1910 II. 482, I cold
nevr more sett eye on her. 01645 Waller To Amoret 5
Joy salutes me when I set My blest Eyes on Amoret. X765
Foote Commissary 11. (1782) 32 The first time I set eyes on
captain Wilkins.. I accost him. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.
xlvi, He . . never has been seen or heard of since, till I set
eyes on him just now.

f b. To set sight of (in) « to set eyes on, to

sight. Obs.

c*59S Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl.
Soc.) 11 On which daie it pleased God that wee sett sight
of a carvell, 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.)L 37 Nif zo be
tha dest bet zet Zeert [= sight] in Harry Vursdon.

40. To put (a mark, impression) upon ; to place

as a distinguishing mark, token, or imprint. Now
rhetorical.

axooo Caedmoris Gen. 2369 Abraham.. sette friSotacen
[viz. circumcision] . . on his selfes sunu. 1382 Wyclif Gen. iv.

15 The Lord sette a signe in Caym [ 1611 set a marke vpon],

14x2-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2156 Al paie is good, be so
be prente be set. x6oi Shaks. Twel. N. 11. ii. 31 In womens
waxen hearts to set their formes. X653 Manlove Lead-
mines 21 The Barghmaster. .on the Spindle ought to set a
nick, If that the grove unworked be three week. 1653 Mar-
vell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 4, I shall hope to set nothing
upon his spirit but what may be of a good sculpture.

41. To lay or spread (a surface of a certain kind)

oft an object ; hence, to put (a favourable or specious

appearance) upon a thing.
To set agoodface upon : see Face sb. 10. To set a gloss

upon : see Gloss sb.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. i. I iij, Seinge thou settest as
good a face vpon beanes, as if they were blanched almondes.
1566 Gascoigne Supposes iv. v, What a brazen face he
setteth on it ! X593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 7 Iacke Cade
the Cloathier, meanes to dresse the Common-wealth and
turne it, and set a new nap vpon it. 1602 — Ham. iv. vii.

133 Wee'L.set a double varnish on the fame The French-
man gaue you. X607 — Timon 1. ii. 152 You haue.. Set a
faire fashion on our entertainment. 1649 Milton Eikon.
Pref. B4b, They took him to set a face upon thir own
malignant designes. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. ix. 8 Kick'd
out, we set the best face on't wecou'd. 17x6 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Pope 14 Sept., I find that 1 have...



SET.

whatever face I set on't, a strong disposition to believe in

miracles.

42. To put (an edge or point) on, to. (Cf. 75.)

1600 Nashe Summer's Last Will F 1, What sets an edge

on a knife ? the grindstone aloneJ no, the moyst element

povvr'd vpon it, which grinds out all gaps, sets a poynt vpon

it. 1620 Westwardfor Smelts (Percy Soc.) n This did Dut

set an edge to her wanton appetite. 1647 C. Harvey Schola

Cordis xxxix. 3 What I get Serves but to set An edge upon
mine appetite. 1891 Cornlu Mag. Dec. 638, 1 am now setting

a very keen edge to my blade.

43. To fix (a certain price) upon a thing ; now
chiefly in to set a price upon one's head and the

like ; otherwise expressed byput. (Cf. 89.)

1530 Palsgr. 715/2 And you set nat a price upon your

marchaundyse, howe can it be bought ? 165a Needham tr.

Seidell's Mare CI. 492 Setting great ransom upon their

Fishermen. 1666-7 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 203

A Bill has bin read for setting the prices of wine as well

upon the merchant as retaylor. 1687 Burnet Contin. Reply

to Varillas 35 There is not a word of any sum set on his

Head. 17JO Ozell Vertofs Rom. Rep. II. xi. 184 Sylla set

a Price upon the Heads of all that were proscribed. 1765

{see Premium i). 1861 Temple Bar I. 521 A price was set

upon the head of the Prince. 1880 D. C. Davies Metallif.

Min. 420 s. v. , To set a price upon a share in a mine.

b. fig. To put (a certain value) upon, have (a

certain estimate) of.

1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. iv. 48 Since of your Hues you set

So slight a valewation. 1671 Milton P. R. iv. 160 That I

On what I offer set as high esteem. 1756 M rs. Calderwood
in Coltxess Colled. (Maitland Club) 238 After setting a just

value upon others, I must next set it on myself.

f 44. To lay (something burdensome) upon ; to

impose or inflict (a penalty, tax, etc.) upon. Obs.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. § 10 pact God nylle..nan un-

aberendlice broc him an settan. a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen.

1266 Hwonne frea wolde on waerloxan wite settan. c 1200

Trin. Colt. Horn. 61 ListeS nu wich breat dauid setteS

uppen us. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 55 Forto reise be

treuage, bat on be lond was sette. 13.. Cursor M. 23666

(Gott) [Pine] fat godd has sett vs for vr sin. c 1450 St.

Cuthbert (Surtees) 6246 be tax on bairn to sett. 1537 in

Leadam Set. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 47 The seid

felawcship. .sett vpon euery of the seyd compleynauntes for

his contribucion xij d. by the yere. 1552-3 Act 7 Edw. VI,

c. 12 5 10 The somme or sommes upon hym sett to be due.

1617 Morvson Itin. 1. 115 There being a great penalty set

upon any that carry their Armes. 1639 Du Verger tr.

Camus' Admir. Events 220 This man sets a seisure on
Nilamon's lands, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 399 He
was to have a proportion of all the fines that should be set

upon this evidence. 1761 Chron. in Ann. Reg. June, Of
which offence he being convicted, the Court set a fine on him.

V. To appoint, institute (a person); to pre-

scribe, ordain, establish (a thing).

45. To post or station (a person) in a certain

place to perform certain duties.

With infin. this sense passes into 112b.

971 Blickl. Horn. 177 pa he bebyrxed waes, settan him
hyrdas to. a xaa$ Ancr. R. 270 Isboset lei & slepte & sette

ane wummon uorte beon jeteward. 1297 R. Glouc. (Roljs)

8113 Hii..at ech of be vour jates sette an compaynie. Ibid.

10685 He astorede be castel. .& sette ber uolk inou toholde

him aje be kinge. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 22 peose sixe

ben 1-set to saue be Castel. c 1400 Master ofGame (MS.
Digby 182) xxxv. fol. 55 b, pe stable bat oweth to be sette or

be Icyng comme. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 16 pen wer ber befes

set for hym yn a wod bat he most nede goo brogh. a 1533
Ld. Berners Ifuon lxxxiii. 259 Loke that ye set good watche

at euery gate. 1508 Barret T/teor. Warres 11. i. 22 He
shall.. assist him. .in setting the watch. 1630 Winthrop
Hist. New Eng. (1825) 1. 10 Our captain, so soon as he had
set the watch, at eight in the evening, called his men. 1697
Drvden Virg. Georg. iv. 607 Like Gentries set. 1769 Fal-

goner Diet. Marine (1780) Rr4b, To set the Watch, is to

appoint one division of the crew to enter upon the duty of

the watcb. l8ai Scott Kenilw. xxxviii, How came he to

leave the Castle after the watch was set ? 1873 Spencer
Stud. Sociol. x. 251 Spies have to be set to check them. 1877

Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. ill. xxiii. 214 A watch was set all

round the castle.

•f
46. To place (a person) in an office, appoint

to a certain function or to perform a certain duty
;

to appoint (an official). Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) civ. 17 He sette hine on his huse to

hlafwearde. c ijoo Ormin 13438, I sette juw to ben Amang
ha:bene lede Lihhtfattess mup. (11300 Cursor M. 11753

Preistes. .To do be folk, als bai war sete, Ma sacrifies to

bair maumet. Ibid. 23877 Hirdes bat be lauerd has sett.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 20 pabbes ah at set nan bar-to

bot bar. scho is sikir offe. c 1450 Brut 429 He.. made his

testament full, and sette his executoris. c 1460 Oseney Reg.

5 The which sett in the seyde church seculer chanons.

c 1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 613 There is no iuge yset

on such trespace. 1486 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1004) 7 Than
I wolI..admytte..an honest preest to the said Chauntry, &
hym set & inducte in the same. 1498 Con. Leet Bk. 597
Auditours therupon to be sett.

47. To place in a position of superiority or control

over another (e. g. as a ruler, protector, guard).

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xvii. 48 pa haelo bax cynges fie Su
xesettest ofer folcum. 11.3 O.E. Citron. (Laud MS.), Hit

waes toxeanes riht baet man scolde setten clerc ofer muneces.

ciaoo Ormin 3910 To.. setten enngless oferr hemm To
lemenn hemm. a 1225 Ancr. R. 72 pet beoS ouer oore isel,

6 habbe3 ham to witene. a 1300 Cursor M. 6222 Ouer al

bat ost be sett leders. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 965

Lord, obouen set hase bou Souerayns to wham vs bus bew.

585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. in. iv. 76 b, The
Ambassadors, vnto whom they are set ouer as theyr gard.

1667 Milton P. L. ix._Q4i Us his prime Creatures,. .Set over

all his Works, a 1700 Evelyn Diary Sept. 1646, They . . set a

guard upon us. 1754 Richardson Grandison IV. xiii. 80

The seventh man was set over the post-boy. 1844 H. H.
Wilson Brit. India I. 235 In the estimation of those whom

535

he was set over. 1879 Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xiv. 127 He
promoted the French clergy, and set them over the English.

b. To cause (a person) to act in a grievous way
upon.
Phr. To set (one) in another's neck : see Neck sb. 3 c.

Similarly to set on another's back.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 11. viii. (1895) 251 They
reyse vp the people, .and them they sette in theyre neckes

vnder the coloure of some olde tytle of ryghte. 1692

Dryden Cleomenes iv. i, Your Friend was set upon you for

a Spy. 1695 Wood Life (O.H.S.) IV. 49 He endeavoured
to set Sir William Glynn on his back.

c. To set (a person) on (another) : to get him to

use influence with. rare.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 241 He took care to

set the English Bishops on the King.

48. To appoint (a boundary, limit). Const, dat.

of person or equivalent with to.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxi, He hzefS heora mearce swa
Xesette baet hie ne mot heore mearce xebraedan. a 1000

Alfric Exod. xix. 23 pu hete settan xemxro. 1535 Cover-

dale Ps. ciii. 9 Thou hast set them their boundes, which

they maie not passe. 1576 Gascoigne Grief of Joy Wks.
1910 II. 521 Asthough y bounds were sett, How longe

mans lyfe, might heere on earthe endure, a 1586 Sidney
A rcadia in. (Sommer) 265 Since she found she could set no
limits to his passions. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 538 Where
bounds were set To darkness. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst.

882 Those narrow Limits, which Vulgar Opinion and Imagi-

nation sets them. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias ix. i. (1782) III.

226 Ambitious fellows, who set no bounds to their desires.

1827 Scott Highi. Widow v, My sufferings will soon be

over ; but yours—Oh, who but Heaven shall set a boundary
to them ! 1885 ' Lucas Malet ' Col. Enderby's Wife II. iv.

i. 130 The limits of our nature are set, and we can never

cross them.

f49. To appoint (a season, festival, etc.) to be

observed. Obs.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) lxxv. 7 past ic be symble dax sette

and xyrwe. c xooo JElfric Horn. I. 310 pes daex [Pente-

costes] waes on oaere ealdan as xesett and xehalxod. c 1175

Lamb. Horn. 11 pas da3es beoo iset us to muchele helpe.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28260 pe festes bat in kyrk ar sette. 1340

Ayenb. J71 pe festes principals bet byeb yzet ine holy

Caerche vor God to bidde.

50. To ordain or establish (a regulation) ; to lay

down (a law); to prescribe (a form or order),

t Also, in OE. and ME., to ordain or lay it down
{that something shonld be done). Obs. or arch.

Cf. set law s.v. Set ppl. a. 1 b.

C893 /Elfred Ons. 1. ii. i 3 Hio xesette ofer eall hyre rice

baet nan forbyrd naere [etc], a 900 Cynewulf Crist 236

[God] sylfa sette baet bu sunu wiere efeneardixende mid
binneenganfrean. anu O. Ii. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1102,

Hi baer manexa beboda setton be to Cristendome belimpao.

CX200 Ormin 491 Drihhtin haffde banne sett, patt nan ne

shollde wurrbenn pa sett to wurrbenn prest, butt iffHe
prestess sune waere. a 1225 Leg. Rath. 359 Alle ich iseo

fine sahen sotliche isette. c 1449 Pecock Repr. iv. vii.

461 Seint Poul.. which made this now rehercid lawe and
settide it to be had in vce. 1477 Norton Ord. Aich. iv. in

Ashm. (1652) 46 Rasis set the Dietary. 15. . Bodenham in

Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. 1. 100 The chiefe of the Turkes set

order y* none shal do any harme to the people or to their

goods. 1666-7 Pepys Diary 14 Feb., When our rules are

once set, . .no Governor should offer to alter them. 1865

Grote Plato I. xii, 422 Actual positive laws : which.. have

..been set by some ill-qualified historical ruler, or have
grown up insensibly.

absol. c xaoo Ormin Ded. 10 An re3hellboc to follxhenn

Unnderr kanunnkess had & lif, Swa summ Sannt Awwstin
sette. c 1400 Destr. Troy 379 After custome to kepe as the

1 Kyng set.

5L To fix or appoint (a time) for the transaction

of an affair, or as the term of a period. Also, to

fix a time for. Cf. Set ppl. a. 2 a.

01056 Diplom. Angl. (Th.) 376 [Hi] settan daex to baet

man to 5am lande scolde faran. a 1122 [see A. 1 a], c 1205

Lay. 2554 A bon daie bet wes iset pa comen heo to sumne.

c 1290 Beket 782 in S. Eng. Leg. 129 Ich be lende bo fif

hondred pound. .Sete me >ar-of ane schorte day for bov

schalt heom jelde ech-on. a 1300 Cursor M. 5939 Sett vs

term wen we sal for be prai. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VIIL 103 pere was i-sette a day to answere. 1470-85 Ma-
lory Arthurs. Ixxxvii. 568 Sette ye a day said sir Tristram

that we^halle doo bataille. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. i. (1888)

16 They shal . . neuer set any certaine day of the sicke-mans

health, for it lyeth not in their power. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts Isa. xvi. 14 Within three yeares (which shall be as pre-

cisely set and observed, as the hireling uses to keep account

of the time agreed upon for his service). 1693 Locke Educ.

§ 127 Wks. 1714 III. 58 Upon his dispatching his Study

within the Time set him. 1753 Richardson Grandison IV.

xxi. 163, I thank my grandmamma and aunt for their kind

summons. I will soon set my day. a 1810 Tannahill Poems

(1846)21 Let'ssetthe bridal night afore ye gang. 1800 Mary
E. Wilkins Far-away Melody, etc. 305 Two o'clock had

been the hour set for the wedding. 1893 Field 18 Feb. 225/3

The club's opening day.. is set for April 22.

b. Said of God, destiny, etc. ; also in impers.

pass.
a 1300 Cursor M. 15163 pe tide, bat in his suete wil was

sett. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 191 The time set of kinde is

come. 1460-70 Bk. Quintessence 1 pe teerme pat is sett

of god, bat iioman may a-schape. 1590 Lodge Rosalynde

(Hunter. Club) 1 b. You see that Fate hath set a period of

my yeares. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. ii. 147 Heauen sets our

time. 1611 Second Maiden's Trag. 364 Yet sir theris adate

set to all sorrowes. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 499 His Seed,

when is not set, shall bruise my head. 1681 H. More Expos.

Dan. 199 God had set his time wherein these afflictions.,

should end.

f o. inlr. To fix upon a time. Obs.

1648 Gage West Ind. 84 We set upon the time that we
should take our flight.

SET.

f 52. trans. To appoint as one's lot or destiny.

Also absol. Obs.
c 1000 ^Elfric Horn, I. 64 Ac he sette xecamp seleaf-

fullum sawlum. ciaoo Ormin 775, & forr^i sette himm
Drihhtin Godd To ben Johan ^ehatenn. Ibid. 4836 All

Jrntt he settebb uppo be Off sellbe & off unnsellbe. a 1300
Cursor M. 15548 Als prophetis has sett.. I sal rise on be

thrid dai. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 522 He. .Said it was sett

to be so he sa5e by his artis. £1470 Henry Wallace vin.

691 For Inglismen he settis no doym bot ded.

t 53. To appoint or provide to be used or ob-

served by a person. Obs.
c xooo ./Elfric Horn. I. 312 On Sam ealdan Pentecosten

sette God Ee 5am Israhela folce. J129 O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.), Crist sette red for his wrecce folc. c 1200 Ormin
11690 pe lare off hali^ hoc patt 3uw iss sett to foll^henn.

1340 Ayenb. 11 pe tuelf apostles t>et hise zette to hyealde
and to loky to alle bon bet wyleb by yborje. c 1430 Life
St. Kaih. (Roxb.) 28 After be offices bat he hath sett vn to

hem. c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. xi, Sche took councell

of Seyn Ambrose, and he sette hir bis reule. 1.690 Locke
Hum. Und. 11. xxvii. § 6. 158 It would be in vain for one
intelligent Being, to set a Rule to the Actions of another.

54. To present (an example or pattern) for

others to follow; to introduce (a fashion).

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 5 Godalmihti. .sette us bisne. a 1340
Hampole Psalter xxvii. 1 Crist .. settand him ensaumpile
til rightwismen. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. § 12. 57 Thejr
Maister Christ gave them this precept, and set them this

example. 1710 Atterbury Serm. (Matt. xi. 6) (1734) I. 81

To trace all the Steps of that Example which he set us in

the Flesh. 1786 Microcosm No. 11. 130 Homer having
prescribed the form, or, to use a more modern term, set the

fashion of Epic Poems. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq. I. v. 378
A Thegn of Danish descent, Thurcytel. ., set the example
of flight. 1883 Ch. Times 9 Nov. 813/3 He set a pattern of

controversial violence at a time when tolerance was the

lesson most needed by all parties. 1890 S. Lane-Poole
Barbary Corsairs 11. xvi. 213 The Genoese and Venetians

set the models of these vessels. 1895 A. J. Balfour Found.
Belief\. ii. 54 A fashion, as the phrase goes, has to be • set *,

b. To put before a person (a specimen of work)

to be followed, mark out (the lines) on which he

is to work or proceed.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 95 We tooke him setting of

boyes Copies. 1638 Junius Paint. A ncients 8 Children follow

the copies which are set them, c 1680 Beveridge Serm. (1729)

I. 586 Towalk..in the ways which he hath set them. 1714

Pope Let. to Caryll 16 Aug., I could turn writing-master at

last and set copies to children. 186a Maclaren Milit. Syst.

Gymnastic Exerc. 9 The instructor will set (i.e., perform in

its perfect manner) each exercise. 191a Scott. Hist. Rev.

Jan. 193 Successful in a brief military campaign on lines set

for him by his circumstances.

t O. To start (a hymn, etc.) for others to take up.

C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 360 The chefe chauntresse.

To wnos charge, .it belongeth for. .to sette the songe euen

and mensurably. 171a Steele Sped. No. 284 P 5, I had
one Day set the Hundredth Psalm, andwas singing the first

Line in order to put the Congregation into the Tune. 1726

Adv. Capt. R. Boyle (1768) 148 One Sunday as the Clerk

had set the Psalm. 174a Fielding Jos. Andrews 1. vi, I

should be very willing to be his Clerk : for which you know
I am qualified, being able to read, and to set a Psalm.

d. In a chase or race, to set the pace> to proceed

at a rate of speed to be followed by another. So

to set the stroke (in rowing).

1891 Murray's Mag. Mar. 367 Walking the pace set by

her pupil. 189a Field 2 Apr. 480/1 Elin, in the Cambridge
boat, is setting a longer stroke. 1898 Newbolt /si. Race 84

He's leading them straight for Blackmoor Gate, And he's

setting a pounding pace !

e. Bowls, etc. (See quots.)

1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., At each round [of skittles]

the loser has to set—i.e. to fix the spot where the bowl shall

be delivered in the next. 1897 Encycl. Sport 1. 129/2 (Bowls),

A 'mark' is set, throzun, or led, by the winners ofan end after

the score has been settled.

55. To allot or enjoin (a task). Const, dative of

person or upon.
In mod. use often pass, said of what is required to be done.

a 1300 Cursor M. 29000 Crist . . has he sett vs certain task

quilk ar bai bones for to ask. 1693 Locke Educ. § 127 (1699)

235 Set him such a Task, to be done in such a time, as may
allow him no opportunity to be idle. z8ai Scott Kenilw.

xxxvii, Repeating the words like a task which was set him.

1821 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I- l87 While I sit

working or setting work. 1845 [PycroftI Collegian's Guide

107, I shall close my door another morning after the first five

minutes, and then set impositions. 1847 Marryat Chitdr.

New Forest xiv, I shall not set him anything to do. 1884

Manch. Exam. 17 June 5/1 The master, .was in the habit

of setting lessons for the children to work upon at home after

school hours. 189a Standardly July 7/5 The Club were set

94 runs to win. 189a Field 6 Feb. 188/1 We had our work

set to keep up with hounds.

b. Mining,etc. To appoint the amount of (work

to be done).
174a De Foe's TourGt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 141 They appoint

. . the Quantity each Dredgerman shall take in a Day, which

is usually called Setting the Stint. 1868 Ballantyne Deep
Downxxvm, The manager.. read out the names, positions,

etc., of the various ' pitches * that were to be ' sett '
for the

following month. 1880 D. C. Davids Metallif. Min. 420

To set bargains or work to miners. 1900 Daily News 3 Dec
10/3 Those other bargains which it was impracticable to ' set

'

on the 19th and 20th November will be ' set ' as usual on the

same day (December 5th).

O. To propound (a question or set of questions)

to be solved or answered ; to prescribe (a book) for

an examination or a course of study.

1711 [see A. 1 a]. 1845 [Pycroft] Collegian's Guide 317 [ItJ

enabled Williamson., to answer two of the ethical questions

with the ipsissima verba of two of the examiners who set
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them. 1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro* Long Night I. 1. vii.

101 No mind-reader, .could have solved the problem had it

been set him- 1890 JrtU. Educ. 1 June 297/2 He will hence.

forward set no papers either in Greek or in Latin verse. 1891

Murray's Mag.X.. 743 Milton's * Areopagitica ' is set lor

examinations. 1895 Law Times XCIX. 547/1 The inter-

mediate examination is in special books set from time to time.

f 56. To appoint (a meeting), make (an appoint-

ment). Also absol. Obs.

c 1330 Arth. 4- Merl. 4702 Galathin & Gawainet To gider

com7p«r J*3* hadde set. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xviii. {Egyp-

tian*) 1160 To be kirk he come but let, quhnre scho to hyme
triste set. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. n. 119 (Qo.), Nowe
shall we knowe if Gadshill haue set a match, a 1810 Tanna-
hill Poems (1846) 19 They set their tryst where neist again
to meet
fb. To appoint (a council, etc.) io be held. Obs.

15*3 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. 1. 30 Ther was a counsell set to

beat Uyllenort. (2x578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S. T. S.) I. 394 He sett ane parliament at Edinburgh to be
haldin the tent day of Juin.

57. To let on lease, lease, let. Also to set in

feu, infeuferm, in lease, in tack. Now local.

143a in Raine North Durham (1852) App. 104 For til haue
Set & to ferme latty[n] to my der frendcall my landis of
Eddirham. 14*6 in C. Rogers Chariul. Priory Coldstream
(1879) 43 Beit kend . . ws Wihjame Drax..till hauesetandto
ferme lattyn al ye landis of Litill Swynton. c 1480 Oseney
Reg. (Exch. MS.) 60 b, Howses . . the which, to whoome soo
ever they will, they maye sett or lette. 1495 Rolls ofParlt.
VI. 465/1 Moche Iesse Rent. .then the said Lordshippes .

.

myght resonably besettefor. 1533 FiTZHERB..S
,

«/T.2b, How
moche euery acre is worthe to set by the yere. 1564 Reg.
Privy Council Scot.X. 304 He. .hes. .setanddisponit the few
of the saidis landis owir his heid. 1600 Holland Livy xxvu.
635 That these Censors should set and to ferme let the terri-

torie of Capua. 1618 in Rec. Convent. Roy. Burghs Scot.

(1878) HI. 61 Thai. .sail nather sell, dispone or sett in few
or in tak anie of the saids lands. 1682 G. Vernon Life
Heylin 120 He removed his Study to Alresford, setting his

House for no more than 3 1. a year. 1693 Stair Instil. 11.

xL (ed. 2) 347 All Tacks set by the Vassal without the Supe-
riors Consent. 1710 Swift yrnl. to Stella 26 Oct., I have
had also a letter from Parvisol, with an account how my
livings are set ; and that they are fallen, since last year,

sixtypounds. X788 BurkeS/. agst. W. HasiingsWks. XIII.
233 By setting the rest to farmers at rents and under hopes,

which could never be realized. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar) Ep.
to Jas. Bruce Wks. x8:-6 II. 163 A comely spot. .; A lease-

hold though..; Set. .at a moderate rent. 1806 Morison
Detis. XXXIII. 14259 The magistrates and council did set

in lease to certain persons a stell fishing. 1884 R. Hunt
Brit. Mining 107 The custom of setting or leasing a mine
on tribute. xpioP. W. Joyce Engl, in Irel. 319 A struggling
housekeeper failed to let her lodging, which a neighbour ex-
plained by : 'Ah, she's no good at setting '.

f b. intr. To take a (mining) lease. Cf. Set
sb> 3 b. Obs.

1653 Manlove Lead-mines 3 May set In any ground, and
there Lead-oar may get. Ibid. 37 The Vulgar term, is set-

ting for a Mine, For the grace of God, and what I there
can find. Ibid. 41 Another Miner for a Crosse-vein sets.

+ 58. trans. To establishby agreement or authority

(a settled condition, an alliance, a peace). Obs.
c 900 tr* Breda's Hist. m. xviii. g 1 fa wilnode he bset

lif onhyrigan, be he well fcesaH geseah in Gallia rice.

c 1205 Lay. 30031 Heo setten gri5, heo sette frid. a 1300
Cursor M. 25870 per has bi schrift sett end o pyne, pat elies

warwit-vten fine, a X450 LeMorleArth. 2331 Atrewsthey
sette and sekeryd thare. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. Hi. 30b,
The thyrde shulde set agrement bytwene them. 1535 Crom-
well in MerrimanZ.yfc<5" Lett. (1902) I.411 As ye can.. sett

a fynall ende therin. 1545 in Leadam Sel.CasesCrt.Requests
(Selden Soc) 175 To sett suche fynall ordre and determina-
don therin as maye stand with our Lawes. 1576 Gascoigne
Droomme ofDoomesday Wks. 1910 1 1. 352 Thynke not . . that

I came to set peace in the world. ^ 1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's
Civ. Conv. i. (1586) 31 It is now high time to set an end to

this discourse. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholas's Voy. 1.

ii. 2 Hauing sette an order in his householde affaires. 1632
Bp. Hall Hard Texts Matt. xv. 2 Why do thy disciples

violate and neglect this good order
(
set by our wise Elders in

their repast? X633 Ibid. 2 Sam. xix. 29, I have in my first

sentence set an order in these affaires. 1652 Needham tr.

Selden's Mare CI. Ep. Ded. 14 You were readie to set an
end to the present differences.

f b. To settle (an affair). Obs.

1605 Stow Ann. 1426 [Jas. I]called a.councell to him, and
taking order for setting all things in his Realme of Scotland,
began his voyage towards England. 1619 Cushman in Brad-
ford Plymouth Plant. ( 1 856) 36,1.. could not effecte yl which
I aimed at, neither can yet sett things as I wished.

VI. To put in position, arrange, fix, adjust.
* To fix or arrange in a required position or

manner.
59. To spread out (a net) to catch animals ; to

lay (a trap), f Also absol.

For set a gin, snare, trap used phraseologically in a fig.

sense, see the sbs.

c8«s Vesp. Ps. cxviii. no Setten synfulle serene me.
a 1000 Colloq. AKlfric in Wr.-Wulcker 92 Ic brede me max
and sette tug on stowe jeh;uppre. a 1250 Owl <$• Night.
1057 1^ louerd.., Lym & grune & wel ihwat Sette & leyde
be for to lacche.

r
ta 1366, etc. [see (i in sb. x

*,\ 1388 Wyclif
Jer. v. 26 Fouleres settynge snaris and trappis. 1530
Palsgr. 71 1/2 Go set for some connyes. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 56 As they had ben
settand tinchellis for the murther of wyld beistes. 1697
Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 413 For stalking Cranes to set the
guileful Snare. 1815 [see Gin sb. 1

4]. 18x7 J. Mayer
Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 176 To have traps constantly set
and baited. 1827 Act 7-8 Geo. IV, c. 18 § 1 If any Person
shall set or place.. any Spring Gun, Man Trap, or other
Engine calculated to destroy human Life. 1842 Act 5^-6
Vict. c. 106 § 7 Every Person offending by setting or leaving
set anysuch Net 1889 Doyle Micah Clarke iv, We. .pro-

ceeded to set our lines [for fishing]. X890 Good Words Aug.
549/1 The snare was set. .outside the field.

UO. To put (a thing) in place ; to fix up in the

proper or required manner ; f to erect (a tent, a
mast) ; in early use often = set up, 154 m.
1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. 166 Kerving be clobe all to

pecis, {>at seuene goode sowers. .Moun not sett be seemesne
sewehema3eyn. 17x400-50 Wars Alex. 1143 And ben trussis

him to Tyre & bare his tentis settis. 1429-30 Rec. St. Mary
at Hill (1904) 73 For ij

c latthesset. .xvj d. a 1530 Heywood
Play ofWether 742 (Brandl) Except ye be perfy t in settynge
your [mill]stones. 1603 Shnttleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc)
151 A mason, iiij days and halfe settinge the chimly pyppes.
a 1647 in Archxologia XII. 283 We reared our sheers to set

our masts. X669 Boyle Contn. Neiv Exp. 11. (1682) 187
Whilst I set the screw all things in the Receiver suffered a
compression. 1720 De Foe Copt. Singleton xvii. (1840) 296
Shelay toset her mast. 1735 Dyche& Pardon Diet., Set,..
a Term used for turning a Crane round, so as to raise the
Weight that is to be shipped from the Shore. 1765 Franklin
Let. Wks. 1887 III. 390 You mention nothing of the furnace.
If that iron one is not set, let it alone till my return. 1830
Hedderwick Mar. Archil. 280 Having the sheer adjusted 1

and set fair on one side. 1863 G. A. Lawrence Border fy

Bastille iv, The fore and hind wheels are nearly the same
height, and set very close together. 1870 Inquiry, Yorksh.
Deaffy Dumb 18 She has been occupied in setting cards
to card wool with. 1883 Law Times Rep. XLIX. 139/1 He
[a slaterj was to have 4$. a square, 21/. a foot for setting

the ridge. 1890 Hillings Nat. Med. Diet. II. 498 The lancets
are set and released simultaneously. 1891 Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Setting trees, the placing of timber props to
support the roof in a coal mine.

b. «= set going ( 1 14 c).

c 1500 More Wks. C iij, A toppe can I set, and dryue
it in his kynde. 1781 Cowper Let. to Rev. W. Unwin 28
May, When the press is once set. .[the printers] are rather
impatient of any delay. 1819 Hayman Art of Brewing 16
When the tap is set, the liquor passes perpendicularly
through the goods. 1833 Brewster Nat. magic xi. 294 He
can, by setting an engine, produce [etc.].

61. To insert (a stitch). Phr. to set a stitch, to use

needle and thread, to sew. Formerly
*f*

to set seams.
1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 94 For a poor Cobbler

toset a stitch on the Sabbath day. 177X Foote Maid of
B. in. Wks. 1799 II. 239, I am almost resolved never to

set another stitch for him as long as I live. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain xxvii. 654 Bellairs..shed a tear for every
stitch she set in the trousseau. X862— C'tess Kate xiv,

She has never let Lily wear a stitch but of her setting.

62. Bakingy Glass-makings etc. To put into the

oven or furnace.

1483 Cath. Angl. 263/1 To set in Owen. ./« fornacem
Ponere. 1530 Palsgr. 714/1 At the settyng in to the oven
folkes make syde loves. 1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Set,

..in particular used by Bakers, as putting their Bread, &c.
into the Oven. 1834-^6 Barlow in Encycl. Meirop. (1845)

VIII. 459/1 The seggars, in seiting-in the oven, are first

placed in the spaces between the bags opposite the entrance.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 577 {Glass-making) Before setting the

pots in the furnace. X845 G. Dodd Brit. Manuf. IV. 45
The withdrawal of an old pot and replacing it with a new
one is called ' setting a pot . X854 G. Read Biscuit Bakers
Assist, (ed. 2) 15 An old practice of setting a suit of biscuits,

called * chuck and shove 1
. 1885 Lock in Workshop Rec.

Ser. iv. 171/1 Before commencing to 'set' the retorts.

63. To fix (a stone or gem) in a surface of metal

as an ornament; f formerly also on a garment
(cf. Set sbA 22). Also, to fashion (a design or

pattern) in precious stones.

a 1500 Flower <$ Leaf 146 Many a riche stone Was set on
the purfiles. 1501 Bury Wills (Camden) 91 A ryng of gold
w* a toorkes set in. 1530 Palsgr. 710/2, I wyll set my
rubye in fyne golde. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist.

Indies vi. xiv. 459 To cut, and set the stones in worke. X607-
12 Bacon Ess., Beauty (Arb.) 208 Vertue is like a rich stone,

best plaine sett. 1611 Bible i Chron. xxix. s Onix stones,

and stones to be set 1710 Steele Taller No. 245 f 2 A
Crochet of 122 Diamonds, set strong and deep in Silver.

1737 [S. Berington] G. di Lucca's Mem. (1738) 15 We found
several Precious Stones, some Set, some Unset, of a very
great Value. 1828 Mirror V. 15/2 Fine brilliants are always
set open. 1890 W. C. Russell Ocean Trag. xxvii, On the
back., were his initials set in brilliants.

trausf. andfig. X596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. vii. 55 O sinfull

thought, neuer so rich a Iem Was set in worse then gold.

1681 Dryden Span. Friar iv. ii, And him too rich a Jewel
to be set In vulgar metal, or for vulgar use. 1827 Keble
Chr. V., 2nd Sunday Adv. iv, Each tender gem, Set in the

figtree's polish'd stem. xSqo Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 23/2

No vice could be odious when set in so much gold.

b. trans/, andfig. To place (a thing) in a certain

setting ; f to frame (a picture).

1530 Palsgr. 711/1 Now that my picture of the crucifix is

set in bordes. 17x2 Addison Sped. No. 528 She .. draws all

her Relations Pictures in Miniature ;
[which] . . must be . . set

by no body but Charles Mather. 1822 Coleridge Table-l.

29 Dec., A scrubby boy, with a shining face set in dirt.

1823 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 534 It is a dark and terrible

picture richly set in a massive framework of old English
manners. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. iii. 33 Large square
windows set in stone.

C. To fix (artificial teeth) on the plate.

1844 P. B. Goddard {title) The anatomy., of the human
teeth; with methods of treatment; including operations,

and making and setting teeth. 1878 C. Hunter Mech.
Dentistry viii. 100 The models, .must now have wax plates

made for them, and upon these the teeth are set.

64. To put (a sail) up in position to catch the wind.

Also said of a ship carrying (so much canvas).

[a 1300: see set up, 154 b.] 1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's
Gram. ix. 41 Set your foresaile. 1669 Sturmy Mariners
Mag. 1. ii. 16 Loose the Main-sail, and set him. X799 Naval
Chron. I. 377 Their.. ships, .set all their plain sails. 1805 in

Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII, 166 note, All our masts badly

wounded and no sail fit to set. x8oo Chamb. yrnl. 26 July
469/2 There was no more canvas on her to set. 1892 Engl.
Illustr. Mag. X. 42 When under full sail this vessel sets

45,000 square feet of canvas.

fig. 18x9 Crabbe T. ofHall xi. 869 A daily guest the man
appear'd, Set all his sail, and for his purpose steer'd. 1843
Bethune Scott. Peasant's Fireside 15 Setting all the sail

they could to catch the gale of admiration.

D. phr. To set sail: to start on a sea voyage. Also
j to set one's sails : to sail.

15x3 Douglas Mneis v. xiii. 69 That salflie throw the se
It may be lefull thai thare salis set. X599 Bodenham in

Hakluyt's Voy. II. 1. 100 After the sayde dayes expired, I

wayed & set saile for the Hand of Chio. 16x5 G. Sandys
Trav. 227 On the sixt of June they were licensed to set sail.

X712 Addison Sped. No. 507 f 6 When Pompey was desired
not to set sail in a tempest that would hazard his life. 1760-
72 H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1800) III. 90 He retmbarked
in the frigate, and directly set sail. 1890 Tout Hist. Eng.
from 168Q, 118 Buonaparte set sail from Toulon.
65. To put (a movable part of an instrument or

piece of mechanism) in a certain position.
c 1391 Chaucer Astrot. 11. § 3 Tho sette I the centre of

this Alhabor vpon 18 degrees among myn Almykantaras.
X592 Hues Treat. Globes iv. xii, The Globe being set to the
latitude of the place. 1675 J. S. Horol. Dial. 11. 39 What
hour soever you would have your Larrums to ring at,

to that figure.. set your Larrum hand. 1833 Encycl. Brit.
(ed. 7) V 1 . 800 A larger knob or button . . sets the hand of
the watch backward or forward as may be necessary. 1857C Hoare Wine fy Spirit Merchant's Guide 49 Set the
length on the slide to 18.79 on D. 1879 Man. A rtill. Exerc.
11b, No. 1 having set his scale replaces it in the gun. Ibid.
117 He first sets the tangent scale to the required deflection.

X883 R. H. Scott Elem. Meteorol. 68 Just before setting the
vernier.

66. Bell-ringing. To ring (a bell) up till it stands
still in an inverted position, either balanced or held
by the stay and the slider. Also intr. of the bell.

X671 Tintinnalogia 3 He is able to Set a Bell Fore-stroke
and Back-stroke. x688 [see set change, SetPPI. a. 8]. 1733
CamPanologia in Encycl. Metrop. XV. 410 The first step he
(the learner) makes in this art, is to learn perfectly to set a
Bell, both back stroke and fore. [1788 W. Jones, etc. Key
io Art of Ringing (repr.) 9 note, As the first half-pull sets

the bell up at back-stroke .
.

; so the next half-pull brings her
at hand or fore-stroke, which is the position we suppose her
lo have set off from.] x86o E. Beckett Denison Clocks <$

Watches (ed. 4) 420 A bell of about 52 cwt, ..which he and
some other boys used to raise and set. 1871 Wigram Change-
ringingDisentangled$\ The learner should begin his practice
on a bell when 'set*. X875 Haweis in Encycl. Brit. III.

539/1 The first half-pull ' drops ' the bell, the second ' sets ' it,

67. a. To put (a liquid) in a vessel, at a certain

temperature, strength, etc., ready to undergo a

process; spec, in Cheese-making (see quot. 1861
and cf. set together^ 153 c).

X736 Bailey Diet. Dotnest. s.v. Cheese, The milk must be
set to turn in two different vessels. 1789 W. H. Marshall
Gtd'stersh. I. 275 The evening's meal is set for cream ; and,
being skimmed in the morning, is added to the morning's
meal. Ibid. 207 The heat of the milk when set 834 . 185a
yrnl. R. Agrtc. Soc. XIII. 1. 37 The churn should be set at

58 or 6o°. x86x Ibid. XXII. 1. 50 The temperature of the
milk when it is ' set ' (that is, when the rennet is added). 1875
F. J. Bird Dyer's Hand-bk. 39 Run your cloth through a
jigger, set with cutch at 4 Twaddle, temperature about 180
Fahr.
trans/, a x86x T. Woolner My Beautiful Lady, Wild

Rose ii, And sets a crimson rose to bleach.

b. Baking and Brewing. To add barm or yeast
to. To set the sponge : to leaven a mass of flour.

X743 London fy Counlrey Breiver iv. (ed. 2) 529 This
Servant.. being obliged to set his Drink that Night. 184

1

Guide to Trade, Baker 41 The..journeyman.. is occupied
in carrying out bread till about half-past four, when he sets
the sponge. 1844 T. Webster Encycl. Dom. Econ. § 4317
The sponge being thus set, cover the whole over with a cloth.

** To put in a certain order or arrange according

to a plan.

f 68. To compose, write (a treatise, book). Obs.
c 888 /Ei.i'Ki-.n Boetk. ii, Da lio5..ic sceal nu..mid swibe

ungeradum wordum jesettan. a 950 Guthlac (prose) Prol.,

For 6isum bingum ic oas boc sette. c xooo ^lfric Horn.
II. 576 Dauid ourh 5one Hainan Gastoa seahnas sette. 1340
Ayenb. 12 pe uerste article ys bellich. ' Ich beleue ine god
be uader almi^tt..'. pis article zette saynte peter. .11400

Launfal 4 Of a ley that was ysette, That hyght Launval.
147X Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 4 Whyche was in prose so
well and compendiously sette and wreton.

+ b. Contextually : To translate. Obs. (Cf. set

out, 149 s
; 6.)

cS8S Alfred Boeth. Proem, Hwilum he sette word be
worde, hwilum andjit of andjite. c 1425 Eng. Cong. Irel.

90 The forme of thay preuyleges..ne myght I nat comly
setten yn Englyshe. x6ox W. T. tr. Ld. Remy's Civ.Consid.

1 st Ep. Ded., I attempted to set it out of French into our

vulgar tongue.

t O. To arrange (words) in speech ; to phrase, give

a particular turn to. Obs.

c X400 Beryn 3781 Geffrey set his wordis in such manere
wise. 1484 Caxton Fables of-ZEsop 11. xii, Of a fewe wordes
euyll sette cometh a grete noyseand daunger. 1530 Palsgr.

714/2 Beware of hym, he can sette his wordes, I tell you.

fd. Astrot. = Cast v. 39. Obs.

1570 in Archzologia XL. 391 Bedo. .desyred this examy-
nate to cast a fygure for certen monny that was hydden.

.

and upon his importunat sute this examynate sett a fygure.

t69. To settle or dispose of (land). Obs.

[971 Blickl. Horn. 79, & ba;t land gesetton swa hie sylfe

woldon.] cxaos Lay. 24088 ArSur hafde France and freo-

liche heo sette. X297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7780 po he adde lset

is londes. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 903 Tvo 3ere he sett pat land,

His lawes made he cri.
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f 70. To settle the arrangement of (an army) for

battle. To set thefield \ see Field sb. 8 b. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 27430 M\c king of his folke ^arkede ferde.

pa hit al was iset & ferden isemed. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 432 Brut ordeinede is ©st, and sette horn wis-

liche. e 1420 ? Lvdg. Assembly of Gods 634 The capy-

teyns. .B[e]st to set hys felde and folow on the chase. 1502

[see Field $£. 8b]. 1573 Whitehorne {title) Certaine Waies
for the ordering of Souldiours in battelray, and setting of

battailes. 1608 Chapman Byron's Conspir. v. H 4, I am not
hee that can set my Squadrons ouer-night [etc.].

71. a. To make (a table) ready for a meal,

spread (a table) with food, etc. b. To lay (a

meal).
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk"s T. 975 She gan the hous to dighte,

And tables for to sette. a 1547 in Fosbrooke Econ. Matt. Life
(1796) 84 The bordes was divers times set 1575 Gamt/t.
Gurton 11. i. 23 Was there none at home thy dinner for to set?

1700 Dryden Ovid's Met. VOL Baucis 83 The good old Huse-
wife, tucking up her Gown, The Table sets. 1794 Mrs. A. M.
Bennett Ellen I. 21 He. .declined partaking of the supper,

which was setting on the table. 1861 Temple Bar I. 343 Go
and set the tea. 1884 J. T. Trowbridge Farnelfs Folly II.

xxxvi. 101 You may as well set the table for two. 1890 Uni-
versal Rev. Aug. 580 A table is set with refreshments.

C. To arrange the colours in the desired order

on (a palette).

1847 Man. Oil Painting 126 To set a palette is to arrange

the tints and colours in their due order for service. 1866

E. Yates Land at Last I. vii, 122 By the easel were a big

palette already ' set *, a colour-box, and a sheaf of brushes.

72. Printing. To place (type) in the order in

which it is to be printed from ; to compose, setup

(type) ; hence, to put (manuscript) into type.

t Also absol.

1530 Palsgr. 711/2 Your worke must nedes go forwarde,

for I have foure that do nothyng else but set upon it. 1535
Joye Apol Tindale (Arb.) 20, I correked but the false copye
wherby and aftir whyche the printer dyd sette his boke. 1609
Tourneur FuneralPoem 428 As practis'd printers sette and
distribute Their letters. 1637 [see Compose v. 7]. 1708 in

Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) II. 126 The third sheet.. is set.

1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. 241 The proprietor of
the county newspaper, who keeps the advertisement of this

matchless villa constantly set. 1864 Daily Tel. 28 June,
Next, to the composing-room, where I find about seventy
men at work 'setting' small scraps of copy before them.
1892 Leisure Hour Feb. 232/2 The type from which the

journal is set. 1899 Tit-Bits 8 Apr. 36/2 A good composi-
tor can set 12,000 letters a day.

73. To put (words) to (+ in) music ; to write (a

musical composition) for certain voices or instru-

ments. Also (less freq. and now Obs.) to put

(music) to words, adapt (a melody) to, compose (a

tune).

1502 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 2 For setting an
Anthem of oure lady and Saint Elizabeth. Ibid. 83 Item to

Cornishe for setting of a carralle upon Cristmas day. a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. VIIIy 8 Exercisyng hym selfe daily

..in settyng of songes, makyng of ballettes, & did set .ii.

goodly masses, euery of them fyue partes. 1560 Daus tr.

Steidane" s Comnt. 233 This Psalme. .he made it also in metre,
and set a note to it. 1600 Nashe Summers Last Will D 2,

He..setleth wanton songs vnto the Lute. 1607 Chapman
Bussy (CAmbois v. in. 67 Consorts fit to sound forth har-

mony Set to the falls of kingdoms ! 1645 (title) Poems of
Mr. John Milton. ..The songs were set in Mustek by Mr.
Henry Lawes. 1693 Luttrell Brie/Ret. (1857) III. 134 A
fine consort of musick, wherein the word Maria was soe sett

it took up halfe an hour in singing, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
9 Aug. 1 661, [He] plaied 9 or 10 tunes on the belts very finely,

some of them set in parts. 1762 Colman Mus. Lady 11. 19
Sophy. And you really think it is set prettily. ..Mask. De-
lightfully !.. and sung — O heavens! 1774 Stoker in Jesse
Setwyn <y Contemp. (1844) III. 77 An air set to the words of
one of his own ballads. 1821 Shelley Song iv, Let me set

my mournful ditty To a merry measure. 1870 Tennyson
Window Pref., Sullivan, .had been very successful insetting

such old songs as * Orpheus with his lute '. 1891 Sat. Rev.
14 Nov. 558/2 The poem is set for chorus and orchestra.

\>.fig.
1789 Mrs. Piozzi yourn. France I. 8 He sets his talk to

a sounding tune. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.) 371
Get out of my sight, or I shall set your solfeggio in a crying
key. i86»Tyndall Mountaineer, xi. 92 Clothing the crags
with splendour, and setting the wind to melody. 1879 Moh lev
Burke x. 209 Burke's mind was not easily set to these tunes.

C. intr. To be capable of being put to music; to

go {welt) to music.

1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 82 He thought
that they [the verses] would set very well to music.

74. trans. Theatr, To make up (a scene) on the

stage; to arrange (an item of the scenery) in a
particular way. Also to set the stage.

1779 Sheridan Critic 11. i, Sir, the scene is set, and every-
thing is ready to begin. 1889 Mrs. Lynn Linton Thro' Long
Night II. 11. ii. 4 He wanted to see how he should be received
when the stage was not set nor were the lamps trimmed for

his reception. 1890 Harper's Mag. June 68/2 The palace of
the Borgias was ' set ' as a modern apothecary's shop. 1892
fltuslr. Land. Neivs 23 July 110/2 The time necessary for

setting and changing scenes.
*** To give a required shape orform to.

75. To put an edge on (a cutting instrument, esp.

a razor). Also to set the edge of. (Cf. 42.)
In first quot. app. fig. phr. to set upon the hone, to sharpen

(a person) up.
1461 Marg. Paston in P. Lett. II. 62 As for Wylliam

Wyrcestyr, he hathe be set so up on the hone, what by the

parson and by othyr,..that they hope he wole do well i now.
1562 Withals Diet. 39 A stone to whette or sette the rasure

with. 1667 Wood Life (O. H. S.) 1 1. 122 Setting a razor, vd.

1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc x. 19c It is afterwards Set upon

Vol. VIII.

a round Whet-stone. 1687 Dryden Hind $ P. hi. 19 You
have ground the persecuting knife, And set it to a razor edge
on life. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias n. vii. (1782) I. 165 A case
and two razors, .with a thong of leather to set them. 1816
Byron Parisina xv,The headsman. . Feels if theaxe be sharp
and true Since he set its edge anew. 1868 Bemrose Fret-
Cutting \o In 'setting ' the tools, apply a few drops of sweet
oil to the Arkansas stone. 1892 Leisure Hour Apr. 387/1
Are my razors set yet ?

b. fig. phr. To be sharp or keen set : to be
hungry or keen. (See also Sharp-set.)
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus \\. \\\. M ij, My mynd is al redy in

the platters or dishes .i. I am sharpe set. 1606 Bryskett
Civ. Life 94 Being fed temperatly, our mindes may be the
sharper set to fall to those other dainties. 1728 Young Love
ofFame 11. 120 As in smooth oil the razor best is whet, So
wit is by politeness sharpest set. 1891

( L. Keith ' Halletls
III. iv. 80 Her own appetite was keener set than usual.

1893 Selous Trav. S. E. Africa 22, I knew she (a lioness]

must be pretty keen set.

76. To adjust (the teeth of a saw) by deflecting

them alternately in opposite directions so as to pro-

duce a kerf of the required width. Also to set a saw.
1678 Moxon Mech. Exerc. v. 94 Then with the Saw wrest

. . they set the Teeth of the Saw. 1806 J. Beresford Mise-
ries Hum. Life (ed. 3) iv. 77 Having your impatience soothed
by the setting of a saw, close at your ear. 1834-6 Barlow
in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 382 In sawing valuable tim-

ber the teeth are not turned out so much (or as the workmen
term it, set so tank) as for coarse cheap stuff.

f77. To tune (an instrument). Obs.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 324 Orpheus setted &
entuned his harpe.

_ 1530 Palsgr. 714/1, I set in tune, as
mynstrelles do their mstrumentes of musyke. 1590 Barwick
Disc. Weapons B 3, I doubt not . . we shall haue a Cornelius
to set these instruments in better tune.

78.. f To tenter (cloth) ; to stretch (leather).

1473 In Arnolde's Chron. (1811) 78 The fullyng teynteryng
or settyng and sheryng of wullen cloth .. teyntered sett and
drawen out in lengeth and brede. 1884 Kniiht Diet. Mech.
Suppl. 797/1 To set a side of leather, it is spread upon the
table when wet, and is smoothed out on it. 1897 C. T. Davis
Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 217 It is well to have a tub of water
by the side of the stuffing table, and dip in each side to
soften it before proceeding to set the same.

79. To put (a broken or dislocated bone) in a
position adapted to the restoration of the normal
condition. Also intr. said of the bone.
157a in Gage Hengrave (1882) 192 To Adkyns of Eury,

surgon for setting of ij dogges legs, a 1586 Sidney Arcadia
11. (Sommer) 114b, Gynecia..had her shoulder put out of
ioinct ; which though.. it was set well againe [etc.]. 1672
Wiseman Wounds 11. 71 It was doubted, whether the Bone
was Set or not. A Bone Setter was sent for.

^ 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 41 p 7 The new Man has broke his Leg, which
is so ill set, that he can never dance more. 1821 Jefferson
Autobiog. Writ. 1892 1. 100A dislocated wrist, unsuccessfully
set. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 682/1 Accurate apposition is

termed setting the fracture ' ; this is best done by the ex-
tension of the limb and coaptation of the broken surfaces.

1891 Field 14 Nov. 761/2 Dogs' bones soon set.

fig- a '591 H. Smith Serm. (1592) 430 Pride doth breake
the peace, humilitie doth set it againe. 1647 Ward Simple
Cobler 65 When a kingdome is broken just in the neck
joynt,.. ropes and hatchets are not the kindliest fasten*
ments to set it.

+ 80. To pleat (a ruff) ; to arrange the pleats of

(a gown). Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 710/2, I set a gowne, I put the playtes of it

in order.. .1 can nat sette a gowne, I was never no taylour.

1576 Gascoicne Grief of jay Wks. 1910 II, 534 They set

their ruffes, thei ruffle up theire heare. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat.
in. vii, His linnen collar Labyrinthian -set. 1611 Cotgr.,
Godronner vnefraise, to set a ruffe.

t 81. To adjust (one's attire, the hair). Obs.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 5206 Be nat proud of by
croket Yn be cherche to tyfe and set. 1694 Dryden Love
Triumph. Ded., Combing his Peruke and setting his Cravat.

1695 Congrkve Lovefor L. v. i, He's at the great Glass in the
Dining-Room,..setting his Cravat and Wig. 1712 Pope
Rape Lock 1. 146 These set the head, and those divide the
hair. 1x722 Steele Consc. Lovers 1. ii, Such an Author con-
sulted in a Morning, sets the Spirits for the Vicissitudes of
the Day, better than the Glass does a Mans Person.]

82. Weaving. To fix the texture of (a fabric).

In first .quot. pass., of a tartan: To have a pattern

of a certain kind (cf. Set sb.1 15b).
1685 Depred. ClanCampbell(iBi6) 1 14 Item, ane new colored

womans wearing plaid, most sett to boday red. Item, ane
gray broken plaid, sett most to the green. 1839 Ure Diet.
Arts 1056 A thorough knowledge of the adaptation of yarn
of a proper degree of fineness to any given measure of reed.

. . The art of performing this properly is known by the names
of examining, setting, or sleying. 1891 Yorksh. Coll. Tex.
tile Soc. Jrnl. I. 129 By the sett of a fabric is meant the
number of threads it contains in a given space. There are

a great many things to be considered in setting any fabric.

83. To arrange (a butterfly, etc.) as an entomo-
logical specimen. (Cf. set up, 1540.)
1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 317 In setting

long-legged specimens, a square piece of stiff paper or card

should be pushed upon the pins under the insect. 1892 Field
18 June 904/1 'Setting' the insects, which means the spread-

ing of specimens on blocks of cork or wood to dry.

84. To give the requisite adjustment, alignment,

or shape to (a mechanical contrivance, an instru-

ment, etc.). (Cf. Set sb. 1 33.)
1879 CasselCs Techn. Educ. IV. 413/2 The rough-maker.

.

smoothes off all the sharp edges and ' sets ' them, i. e., bends
them into graceful and uniform shape over a block. i88x

Burgess Coach-building 78 Setting axles is giving them the

bend and slope required. 1886 Walsingham & Pavne-
Gallwev Shooting (Badm. Libr.) I. 70 The next process is

to ' set ' or straighten the barrel inside. 1898 Rider Haggard

Far/tier's Year (1899) 222 Being able to 'set* a wheel
better than anyone about here.

**** To adjust according to a standard.

85. To regulate, adjust by a standard; esp. to

put (a clock, etc.) right.

c 1391 Chaucer Astrolabe 11. § 3 To haue sette lust ly a
clokke. 1640 Suckling Z.^/. toGer/uan Fragm. Aur. (1648)92
In Court they . . determine his [the king's] good by his desires

:

which is a kind of setting the Sun by the Dial). 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl. iv. xv. (1675) 254 A little Sun-Dyal, furnished
with an excited Needle to direct how to set it. a 1721 Prior
Ess., Opinion Wks. (1907) 196 Quare [a clock maker] does
not set his Watch more actually than Mathar does his under-
standing. 176a Phil. Trans. LI I. 579 The 16th, at noon, I

sat a pendulum-clock . . to solar time. 177a Foote Nabob 1.

(177S) 21 To set his watch by Tompion's clock in the Hall.
1844 Hood Workhouse Clock 8 The Overseer of the Poor Is
setting the Workhouse Clock. 1850 jtrnl. R. Agric. Soc.
XI. 11. 397 We watch vainly every cloud and in vain set our
weather-glass. 18^7 Hughes Tom Brown 1. iv, The Tally-
ho [coach] was a tiptop goer, .and so punctual that all the
road set their clocks by her.

b. with immaterial obj.

1693 Locke Educ. § 14 (1699) T9 The Seasoning and
Cookery which by Custom they [sc. our palates] are set to.

1693 Prior To Montague iii, Pleas'd, when his Reason He
deceives ; And sets his Judgment by his Passion. 1717 —
Alma 1. 88 He ..sets men's faith by his opinions.

86. To fix the amount of (a fine or other pay-
ment), put down at a certain amount. Obs. ox arch.
c 142a in 26 Pot. Poems 76 And bou nylt ?eue it [sc. love]

me. .; Sette pris to selle it. 1531 Maldon (Essex) Liber B.
57 Truly affur and sett al maner ofmercyaments made. 1525
in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 24 To set his raunsom at a
somme of money reasonable. 1531-1 Act 23 Hen. VIII, c.

7 To set the prices of all kinde of wynes. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto"s Trav. xx. 71 He payd for all that he bought at the
price the sellers would set. 1691 Locke Consid. Lower.
Interest Wks. 1714 II. 5 That Law cannot keep Men from
taking more Use than you set. Ibid., The Rate you set,

profits not the Lenders, and very few of the Borrowers. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch, Cicero F 13 Verres being thus con-
demned, Cicero set his fine at 750,000 drachmae.

VII. To place mentally ; to suppose, estimate.

f 87. To posit, assume, suppose. Phr. set the

case (see Case sb.1 12), chiefly in imper. or pres.

pple. as equivalent to a conj. = suppose, supposing.
a 1340 HAMPOLEPsa/rVrxxii. 4 Gret vertu is in man when

he dredis na ill bat may fall for he settis be werst. c 1374
Chaucer Troilus 11. 367, I sette be worste bat ye dredden
bis Men wolden wondren to se hym come or gon. c 1386 —
Melib. r 525 Yet sette I caas, ye have bothe might and
licence for to venge yow. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ix.

(Skeat) 64, I sette now the hardest. < 1440 [see Case sb. 1

12] 1561 T. Hobv tr. Castiglione's Courlyer iv. (1577) X ij,

Setting case therefore this be so. 163a Holland Cyrufaedia
129 Set case.. that a man should make so much of those
dogs which you keepe. 1659 Bunvan Law $ Grace Un-
folded (1685) 286 Set the case that there be two men who
make a covenant. i7a6SHELVOCKE Voy. round World Pref.

10 Setting the case I had not their interest at heart, yet it

was for my interest to support theirs.

88. To place mentally or conceptually in a certain

category ; j to regard as being (so-and-so) ; to

consider (a thing) to reside in or to depend on
(another)

; + to attribute to.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 8 Quere-so-euer I lugged gemmez
gaye, I sette hyr sengely in synglure. 137s Barbour Bruce
xvii. 826 That wes mar To myrakill of god almychty ; And
to nocht ellis it set can I. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

IV. 81 Hircanus, for he was song, was i-sette laste of be
wise men. c 1400 Beryn 1278 Alias ! bat ever a man shuld
. .Setten al his wisdom on his wyvis tayll ! 1433 J as. I

Kingis Q. v, This noble man, That in him-self the full recouer
wan Off his Infortune, pouert, and distresse, And in tham set

his verray sekernesse. 1549 Compl. Scot. xvi. i4r Euerye
man settis his felicite to distroy his nychtbour. 1576 Gas-
coigne Droomme of Doomes day Wks. 1910 II. 240 He
alwayes setteth his end in thinges which he must have. 1604
E. G[rimstone] D*Acosta's Hist. Indies 1. xiv. 46 They set

Tharsis in Affrike, saying, it was the same Citie which was
anciently called Carthage. 1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. iv.

209 The want of skill may make Caradoc set his Gildas elder

than he ought to have done. 1870 Rogers Hist. Glean.
Set. 11. 21 Tradition sets Wiklif's birth in the year 1324.

b. To place (a person or thing) before or after

another in estimation. Now poet.

C1383 in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1911) 747 Religiouse pos-
sessioneris. .shulden sette before [preferrent] be comaunde-
mentis of god. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 99 pat be
manere and be usage of al holy chirche of Grees, of Italy,

of Rome, of Gallia, and of Fraunce, schulde be i-sette to-

fore be manere and custom.. of a corner _of be worlde,

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 2475 So bat bai set non erthly

bing Be-for be luf of crist. 159a Hues Treat. Globes Pref.

(Hakl.) 16 These Globes., may justly bee preferred before

all other that have been set before them. 1648 Milton
Sonn. xiii. 12 Dante shall give Fame leave to set thee
higher Then his Casella. X671 — Samson 1375 Venturing
to displease God for the fear of Man, and Man prefer, Set

God behind. 173a Pope Ep. Cobham 148 And justly set the

Gem above the Flow'r.

89. To fix the value of (a thing) at so much.
Obs. or arch.
Cf. the reverse construction in sense 43.

£1460 Fortescue Abs. fy Lim. Mon. x. (1885) 131 That
[sc. salt] is now sett to so grete prise, bat the bushell, wich
the kyng bieth ffor iij

d or iiijd , is solde to his peple ffor ij»

and a j<*. 1530 Palsgr. 712/1, I sette my horse at foure

poundc.How moche set you his plate at ? 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxvi. 145 [The women] beyng
once set at a price none could marry them, except they first

payde the pryce. x6z6 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 104
Yf the Hollanders set pepper at that rate, they sell other

comodetis at a hier. 1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 34 At the times
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of the faires, Coaches are set dearer then any time els. 169a

R. L'Estrangk Fables clxx. 142 Well.. andI
what s.the

Price of that Juno there? The Carver set That a Utile

Higher. 1713 Pope Let. to Swift 8 Dec, I cannot set his

delivery from purgatory at less than fifty pounds sterling.

fig. 159a Shaks. Rom./, 7*1. v. in. 301 There shall no

figure at that Rate be set, As that of true and faithful Juliet.

1602 — Ham 1. iii. m Set your entreatments at a higher

rate. Then a command to parley. 1648-9 Eikon Bos. xvu 1 70

Setting Peace at as high a rate, as the worst effects of War.

b. Hence in idiomatic phr. connoting disesteem

or depreciation : to set at naught or nought (see

Nought A. 6), at little, at the least, at nothing;

to set at a pease, at a pie's heel, at a pin'sfee ; to

set at no price, store, or value.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 3013 And he bat ys vn-

buxum al A?ens hys fadyr spiritual, And setteb hym ryat at

be leste. Hid. 7774 pe mayster fend.. sette at noi.t bat he

hadde tolde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. vi. 171 Lete h?te of be

lawe-.And sette Pieres at a pees. Hid. vil. 194, 1 sette soure

patentes . . at one pies hele 1 c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 602 Al

the worlde he sette at noo value. 1413 in 26 Pol. Poems 51

pou3 all here gold were hider broujt, I wolde set hit at lytel

store c 1450 tr. De Imitationem. xi, To sette all binges at no

price for pe. \lj8lRolls o/Parlt. VI. 413/aUnreverently sette

theym at litill or nought. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vn. vi. 44 Shee

had.. Long loved the Fanchin, who by nought did set her.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 67, I doe not set my life at a pins

fee. 1649 Earl Monm. tr. Senaull's Use Passions (1671)

203 He then sets at nothing what he so much esteemed. 1874

Stubbs Const. Hist. I. vni. 238 Canonical custom is set at

naught.

fc. To set light, al light (see Light 0.1 13 d),

lightly, coldly. (Cf. 91 e, Q
i6oz Shaks. Ham. iv. iii. 65 Thou maist not coldly set

Our Soueraigne Processe. 165a Needham tr. Selden's

Mare CI. 149 Wee'll not disgrace your Realm, nor lightly

set Your Fame. 1718 Bp. Hutchinson Witchcraft vn.

104 He set them light [ed. 1720 set them at light].

d. To estimate the amount of at so much.

1803 Jrnl. R. Aerie. Soc. XXIV. 1. 21 The yearly in-

crease.. is set at about is. per acre. 1866 Rooers Agric.

f, Prices I. xxiii. 599We cannot set the increase at less than

100 per cent.

90. To assess (a person) at so much. 06s. or

arch.
1521 Maldon (Essex) Liter B. 57 Set every man after the

quantyte of the trespace. c 1537 in Leadam Set. Cases Crt.

Requests (Selden Soc.) 47 Like as all other brethern of the

seid felaweship were and be set at 1538 Elyot Diet. Add.,

Duiccnsus, he that is sette with an other to pay money for

a taxe. 1557 in Marwick Edinb. Guilds (1909) 89 Prouyding

always thai pay the sowmes to the quhilk thai were sett.

1607 in W. H. Hale Prec. in Causes ofOffice (1841) 9 And so

shall sett every parishoner proportionably. 1611 Bible

2 Kings xii. 4 The money that every man is set at. 1831

Macaulay Ess., Hampden (1843) I. 453 The sheriff was

blamed for setting so wealthy a man at so low a rate.

91. To have (a certain estimate) of a person or

thing : in idiomatic phrases expressing high or low

regard, great or little esteem, for a person or thing.

Here the construction is the reverse of that of 93 b.

a. To set (so) little (or \lite), (so) much (or

micklc; a great deal), less, least, more, most by.

Obs. exc. arch, or dial.

Originally substantival or pronominal, little, much, etc

were capable of being taken as adverbial ; whence the sub-

stitution of adverbs of equivalent meaning (see 0.

a 1300 [see Little B. 3]. c 1374 Chaucer Troilus 11. 432,

I se Jul wel bat ye sette lite of vs Or of oure deth. c 1380

Wvclif Sel. IVis. III. 100 pey sette more by here lawes..

ban bey dude by be lawe fiat God jaf to hem. c 1380 Ante-

crist in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif'(1851) 151 And more bei

shal be sett by and wurshiped. 14.. Why I can't be a Nun
220 in E. E. P. (1862) 144 But alle. .set not by her nether

most ne lest. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 33
Tynsale of the body, .that is lytill to sett by. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 74 Howe moche the Persians .. set by

shotinge. 1627 Drayton Aginconrt 4 What set that Con-

queror, by their Salique Lawes. 1664-5 Pepys Diary 9 Mar.,

He did.. give me one of Lilly's grammars.. which I shall

much set by. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. fr Myst. O. IjrJV. Test. I. 23

A pretious soul was no more set-by by them. 1741 Richard-

son Pamela II. 173 He was sure I should set more by it,

than the richest Diamond in the World. 1785 B. Tupper

in Sparks Corr. Amer. Rev. (1853) IV. 118 A visit, which

I shall set more by than the interest I possess in Massa-

chusetts. 1845 S. Judd Margaret II. i. (1874) 190 God
knows how hard it is to help setting a good deal by one's

children. 1894 Advance (Chicago) 5 Apr., A man much

fb. To set naught or nought (nothing, not any-

thing) by : to have no esteem or regard for. Obs.

c 1375 Cursor M. 23860 (Fairf.) In hert to halde hit as a

hoide & nojt to sette be goddis worde [Colt. Quen noght

es mad o crists word]. 1390 Gower Conf. III. 348 Bot

noght forthi Mi will hath nothing set therby. 1470-8S
Malory Arthur vm. xxxviii. 331 By the myghty lord of

this yle he setteth nought by. 1483 Caxton G. de la Tour
ejb, Mocked & scorned & nought set by. 1535 Cover-

dale John iv. 44 A prophet is nothinge set by at home.

>S49 — . etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. xii. 1-6 By despisyng

and settyng naught by worldly reproche. 1598 Grenewey
Tacitus, Ann. 1. v. 8 The souldyers. .set nought by all

military discipline. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N. v. i. 194, 1 thinke

you set nothing by a bloody Coxecombe.
atsol. 1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 14 And

suppos it be sum part subtile to understand, settis nocht by.

c. By substitution of not for nought, and by

extension of the idiom to negative expressions

generally, set by came to be equivalent to ' esteem,

regard ', and, by elimination of the negative, to

' esteem or value highly, think or make much of '.

Obs. exc. arch, or dial.
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Formerly to set not by sometimes = to have no scruples

about.
1303 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 302 Men setten nat by songe-

warie. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 692/10 Now
is be selue I-set not by. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 459
pai wil set bi no man saw. 1426 Audelay Poems 3 Avoutre

ne lechory men set not by. CJ435 Torr. Portugal 1152

The kyng of Aragon sett her bye. 1467 Marg. Paston in

P. Lett. II. 308 Thei set not be a woman as thei shuld set be

a man. c 1480 Henryson Mor. Fab., Fox, Wolffy Cadger

1998 (Charteris MS.) To beir Jour office than wald I not set

by. 1508 Dunbar Flyting 238 Quhat man settis by the I

1513 Douglas Mneis XI. iv. 98 Onlesum war syk plesour

I set by. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castiglione's Courtyer 1. H ij b,

They do not onelye not sett by letters, but they rather ab-

horre them, a 1650 Bp. Brownrig Serm. (1674) I. iv. 57
Men set by good servants. ax66l Fuller Worthies,

N'hants (1662) 11. 291 Set by and extolled. 1663-4 Pepys

Diary 20 Jan., Mr Pierce tells me that my Lady Castle,

maine is not at all set by by the King. 1848 Lowell Big-

low P. Ser. 1. ix, Wite folks aint sot by half ez much.

d. To se! (no, more, etc.) store or \price by:

see Pkice sb. A. a, B. 8, Store sb.

fe. To sel light by : see Light a. 1 3 d. Also to

set short by. Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 2 Scripture scorned me.. and
lisle by me she sette. Ibid. xii. 124 No clergie to dispise,

Ne sette schort be here science, c 1460 Wisdom 927 in

Macro Plays 66 Why werkyst bou hys consell 1 by myn
settis lyght? 1565 T. Stapleton Fortr. Faith 129 Such
smal matters were not of good Christians light sett by.

1594-1771 [see Light a. 13«J. 1633 Marm ion Fine Comp.
hi. v. F 3, She set as light by me, as by the least feather in

her Fanne. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxix, I am a fool..to

set light by that which Heaven has so often preserved.

ff. To set fgreatly, flinty, lightly, f so, etc.

by. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 713/1 The man is hyghely sette by in our

countraye. 1537 Orig. t, Sprynge of Secies 28 Hitherto

haue they ben in estimacion & greatly set by. 1577 T.

Kendall Flowers of Epigr. 30 No man that setts so by
hym self, can please the Lorde a right. 161a T. Taylor
Comm. Titus To Rdr., Things lightly come by are lightly

set by. 1729 Bp. Butler Serm. xv. (1862) 209 That in all

lowliness of mind we set lightly by ourselves. 1809-10

Coleridge Friend (1818) I. 104 To set lightly by the

emancipation of the human reason.

g. In negative context, with a sb. as obj. con-

noting a negligible or contemptible quantity.

To set not a cherry, curse, a fly, a haw, a mite, an onion

(etc) at, by, of', see also the sbs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 900, 1 nolde setten at his sorwe

a myte. c 1386 — Miller's T. 648 Of paramours he sette

nat a kers. 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 380 For by
hem two, he settith nat an hawe. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes

cfAymon xix. 442, I shall not sette a rotyn appull for all

the power of Charlemagne. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxi.

22 Lat ws. .sett nocht by this warld a chirry. a 1525 Ver-

gilius in Thorns Prose Rom. (Rtldg.) 223 The roffyans set

nat a poynt. c 1570 W. Wager The Longer thou livest 1691

(Brandll, By honest men he setteth not an Oynion.

h. In various constructions, with preps, other

than by.

t To set little, more, nought, not, of; to set a {great,

little) price, t rate, store upon ; to set no price, litlly at

;

t to set light of, before ; ito sel little, nought to ; etc.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. i. (Skeat) 67 How shulde ye,

lady, sette prise on so foule fylthe. 1390 Gower Conf II.

2ir, I sette noght of his beyete. c 1400 Beryn 1386 Sith he

of my wordis so litil prise set. Ibid. 2838 To save hir lyvis,

& set nat of hir los. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1717 Set not of

youre Barons so light. 1422 Yonge tr. Secrela Secret, ix. 139

Men that lytill bethe sette of. Ibid. xix. 146 Men sholde

sette lytillie at this goodis. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. ii.

162 Of his demaunde and commaundement I sette nothyng.

1481 Caxton Myrr. 1. v. 18 They setted not of mete and
drynke. 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie in. xix. (Arb.) 239We
set but light of the matter. 1601 Holland Pliny xxxm.
xii. II. 483 Disdaining and setting light by any other

bathing-vessels. 1607-xa Bacon Ess., Riches (Arb.) 232 Doe
you not see what fayned prices are sett vpponn litle stones,

and rarityes. 163a Lithgow Trav. Ep. Ded. A 3 b, What
a high Value was set upon the Widdowes Mite. 1638 [see

Rate sb.' 2). 164a [see Light a. 13 d]. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. I. x. 42 By comparison to the rate that each man
setteth on himselfe. 1662 [see Price sb. 8]. 1688 Lett,

cone. Pres. St. Italy 79 Nor would it have been set on so

much by their Holy Patriarchs. 1819 Scott Ivanlioe xxx,

Where be these dog-priests now,..who set such price on

their ghostly mummery. 1861 Ld. Brougham Brit. Const.

xx. 396 The grounds upon which so great store has_ ever

been set upon colonial possessions. 1875 Manning Mission

Holy Ghost iv. 105 They are continually showing that they

set small price on the Eternal God. 1891 F. W. Robinson
Her Love ji His Life III. vn. iv. 262 He did not set any
value on his own life.

t i. To care (so much) for. Also intr. (Not) to

care/or. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troilus in. 832 Yf to lose his Ioye he set

a myte Than semeth it bat Ioye is worth but lyte. c 1400

Destr. Troy 5002 Yf pou set noght our saghe. 1456 Sir G.

Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 233 Ane unworthy lymmare,

that settis nocht for honour bot for pillesy.

VIII. To put or come into a settled or rigid

position or state.

92. pass. To be resolved or determined ; to have

a settled purpose. Chiefly const, inf. Now dial.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17332 Mi-self es sett to wrek be wrang.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. (Vincencius) 403 [S. Vincent]

til pies god wes mar sete, pane ocht bat wes in be markete.

c 1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 42 perfore to telle you I am set,

..what herbz..Ben gode to potage. C1470 Henry Wallace

111. 324 Thai are set till wndo all thi kyn. 1525 Abp. War-
ham in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. 1 1. 10 Seeing almoste al the

people obstinatly sett not to graunte to the request. 1540

Palsgr. Acotaslus 1. iii. F iv b, I am at a poynte, or my

SET.

mynde is fully sette. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia ill. (Somtner)

261 h, But my hart is already set. .to lead a virgins life to

my death, a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts /, Mon. (16421 256

She was wayward, disdainful, and set to contradict. 1757

in J. Russell Haigs (1881) xii. 359 All your neighbours are

sett to be upon you. 1827 Keble Chr. Yr., Morning 30 If

on our daily course our mind Be set to hallow all we find.

1890 Harper's Mag. Aug. 407/2 Mamma was completely set

in her own mind that we must go to the south.

f b. intr. To resolve. Obs.

1638 Earl Manch. in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS.
Comm.) I. 280 The King hath set to be at Hinchenbrook to

bed the 27th of March. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk t, Selv

.

.161

Could not God then make the world, when he set with him-

self that he would do it?

c. trans. To make (a resolution), rare.

1771 Wesley Wis. (1872) V. 100 If he does but once set a
resolution.

93. pass. To have one's mind or will fixed upon

something.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 301 He was upon pacience So sett.

c 1400 Balade of Pile 100, I am sette on yowe in suche

manere pat . . I moste you loue. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4829 They
are so sette Vpon delite to pley in feere. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt.

Brit. ix. xviiL 25 If she be. .so obstinate, and so precisely set

vpon her owne will. 1671 Milton Samson 1201 When I per-

ceiv'd all set on enmity. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824)

I . xxxi. 50, 1 am so set upon it, that I am not to be persuaded.

1890 Universal Rev. Mar. 457 Cap'n Trust's as set as never

was on little Dot. 1893 Cliamb. Jrnl. 28 Jan. 58/2 Isabell

is always set on the news.

fb. To have a specified disposition or in-

clination to be (so) disposed. Obs.

1470-85 Malory Arthur x. lxxxviii. 570 Whanne syre

launcelot wyste how his kynnesmen were sette. c 1500

Cocke Lorelles Bote 1 She is as softe as a lamme yf one do

her meue, And lyke to y» deuyll wan a man dothe her greue,

So well is she sette. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 11. ix. 58 Bot

he. .was nocht to Priame sa hard set. a 1670 Spalding

Troub. Chas. /(Bannatyne Club) I. 103 The commissioners

told how the marquess and burgh of Aberdeen were peace-

ably sett, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 598 Were he

ever so wickedly set.

94. To set one'sox the face (countenance): to give

a fixed or settled expression to the countenance.

t To set aface : to make it appear (as though ..). To set

one'sface as a flint, after Isaiah 1. 7.

1560 Bible (Genev.) Isa. I. 7 Therefore haue I set my face

like a flint. 1564-5 Buggbears l. ii. 154 Formosus set a face

as thoughe he knew wher to find a cunnyng mane, a 1586

Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 212 When she set her counte-

naunce to tell the matter, c 1610 B. Jonson, etc. Widow v. i,

Set your countenance then; for here he comes. 1635

Cranley Amanda 9 She would.. sometimes set her coun-

tenance as if shee had bin angry. 1719 D'Urfey Pills I.

353 Set thy Face, and thy best Curchy make. 1855 Tenny-
son Maud l. i. 31, I.. May make my heart as a millstone,

set my face as a flint.

b. pass, and intr. (and refl.) Of the eyes, the

features, the countenance : To have or assume a

fixed look or expression.

x6ox Shaks. Twel. N. v. L 205 O he's drunke..an houre

agone : his eyes were set at eight i' the morning. 1611 Bible

1 Kings xiv. 4 But Ahiiah could not see, for his eyes were

set by reason of his age. 1717 Garth tr. Ovid's Met. xiv.

/phis 45 Set are her eyes antl motionless her limbs. 1861

Geo. Eliot Silas M. i, He saw that Marner's eyes were

set like a dead man's. 1865 Swinburne Chaslelard v. ui.

214 His face set, The eyes not curious to the right or left

And reading in a book. 1880 Mrs. Riddell Palace Gardens
ix, The lines in his face set and hardened. 1881 P. Greg
Ivy III. iii. 68 Her face sets as it used against your mother.

1884 ' Rita ' My Lord Conceit I. 1. v. 72 A face set in stern,

rigid lines. 1888 G. Gissing Life's Morning III. xxii. 210

Herfeatureshadsetthemselvesinsorrow. 1898 G. B.Shaw
You never can tell iv. Stage dir., His face set and sulky.

95. To press (the teeth, lips) together into a rigid

position ; to clench (the teeth), compress (the lips,

mouth).
Phr. To set one's teeth : see Tooth.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. v. iii, Another frets, and sets

his grinding teeth. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Chr. vi. vii. 73
They were sometimes hindred from eating their Meals, by

having their Teeth set. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia xxiv, The
old woman set her lips firmly, and drew her dagger, i860

Whyte-Melvillk Mkt. Harb. xxii, ' I think not 1
' replied

M r. Sawyer, setting his teeth for a catastrophe. 1867 ' Ou IDA

'

Cecil Castlemaine, elc. 263 His mouth sternly set, and his

forehead paler and more severe than ever. x886 Stevenson
Kidnapped xxii, Each set his mouth and kept his eyes in

front of mm.
b. rejl. and intr. Of the mouth, or the teeth.

1626 Bacon Sylva% 714 [This] makeththe teeth to set hard

one against another. 1719 De FosCrusoei. (Globe) 191 My
Teeth., would., set against one another so strong, that for

some Time I could not part them again. 1883 Mrs. F.

Mann Parish ofHilby xix, Helen's mouth set itself firmly

as she thought of it.

O. pass, and intr. Of muscles, or the like : To
have or assume a rigid attitude or state.

1851 H. Stephens Bk. Farm (ed. 2) II. 174/2 The hams
should not be too full of flesh, lyary, which in a young

animal indicates that the carcass will soon set from growing.

1862 Tyndall Mountaineer, vi. 53 The muscles have become

set, and some minutes are necessary to render them again

elastic. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 313

Butterflies generally set in one or two weeks. 1893 Outing

XXII. 154/1 At the words ' Get set !
' the arms are raised,

the knees slightly bent, and . . the starter braces his legs apart.

d. intr. To become bent or twisted as a result

of strain. (Cf. Set sb. 1 16.)

1798 Phil. Trans. LXXXVIII. 485 If a wire is twisted

only a little more than ils elasticity admits of, then, instead

of setting, as it is called, or acquiring a permanent twist all

at once, it sets gradually. fi86s J. Wylde's Cm. So. I.
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404/1 The scales will have a tendency to 'set ' when over-

loaded.

fe. trans. To stick up, cock. Obs. rare.

1708 Lond. Gas. No. 4428/16 Stollen.., a Bay Nag. .sets

his Head and Tail. *

96. Dyeing, a. To prepare (woad) for dyeing.
1529 Cov. Lett Bk. 697 To occupie the Craft of dying and

settyng of wadd. 1590 West Symbol. § 82 Eueryset of the
same woad shall make, when it is set and prooued, fower
pound sterling. 1811 SelfInstructor 535 Wood-wax. .is set
with pot ashes.

b. To make (a colour) fast or permanent.
1601 Holland Pliny xxii. ii. II. 115 To set all other colours

that can bee devised, with thejuiceonelyof certaine hearbs.
1882 Crookes Dyeing 15 The brown colouring matter of the
flax instead of being removed is fastened, or as it is technic-
ally called, 'set '.

97. To cause to become firm, hard, or rigid in

consistency ; to curdle, coagulate (milk, etc.).

^ 1736 Bailey Diet Dottiest, s. v. Cheese, While this rennet
is fresh, one spoonful of the liquor will turn or set about 16,
18 or 20 gallons of milk. Ibid., When you would turn or set
milk for cheese. 1784 Twamley Dairying- Exempt. 102
Boiling Water., will set the Curd in some degree, and fix it

hard. 1855 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVI. 1. 135 If you clay
heavily, .you must muck heavily, or you will set the land.

1875 Knight DUt. Meek. S2S6/1 [He] uses golden sulphuret
of antimony and sets the rubber by vulcanizing it.

b. pass.
1791 S:meaton Edystone L. § 168 Dutch Tan-as, .. which,

after being once set, would afterwards become hard, with-
out ever being compleatly dry. Ibid, note, [Set], the term
used in the application of calcareous mortar, which denotes
its first step, or degree of hardening. 1839 Chatto & Jack-
son Wood Eugraz'ingf-2^ Recent impressions of a wood-cut,
before the ink is set. 1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. 11. 493
The skin was set, that is, it would not easily rub off. 1879
Casselfs Techn. Educ. III. eg When the film is just set
enough to bear a light touch, without receiving any impres-
sion of the finger.

C. intr. To become firm or solid in consistency

;

(of milk) to curdle or turn
; (of mortar, etc.) to

solidify.

1736 Bailey Did. Dottiest, s. v. Cheese, When it [milk] sets
or turns to curd very quick. 1776SEMPLE Building in Water
79 The out-side Mortar . . set, that is, grew hard immediately.
1837 J. T. Smith tr. Vicat's Mortars o. We say that a lime has
set, when it bears without depression a knitting-needle of
0.1 2 cent... diameter, filed square at its extremity, and loaded
with a weight of 0.30 kil. 1839 Hansard Print.

<fr
Type-

founding U%4*) 151 When the varnish has had time to set.

184a Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. III. 1. 16 The soil. .is rather
sticky when wet, and sets hard when dry. i860 Piesse
Lab. Client. Wonders 168 Silver ' sets ' before the lead. 1883
Standard 17 May 2/2 Nor shall we permit the meat to
hang, to* set* over the reeking fumes of the killing chamber.
1886 J. Blandy Baker's Guide 51 A certain sort of loaf, put
into the oven without touching, 'set crusty*, as the baker
would say.

d. Of cream : To collect and settle on the top
of the milk.

1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XX. 1. 53 The milk.. is.. left

until the cream has set.

98. To cause (fruit) to form on a tree by the
process of fertilization ; to cause (a flower) to de-

velop into fruit : said of bees, etc. and (also absol.)

of the tree bearing the fruit.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card. Diet. s. v. Bud,
Well Budded or well set Trees ; is said of those Fruit-Trees,
that have abundance of Fruit Buds. 17a! Bradley P/tilos.

Ace. Whs. Nat. 25 Concerning the Generation of Plants, and
the manner of setting their Fruits. 1719 Langley Pomona
77 Our Fruits being plentifully set. 01793 G. White Set*
borne, Obs. on Veget. (1836) 301 When they [bees] are once
induced to haunt the frames, they set all the fruit. 1877
Dak win Forms of Flowers i. 28 Flowers legitimately fer-

tilised set seeds under conditions which cause the almost
complete failure of illegitimately fertilised flowers. 1892
E. P. Dixon's (Hull) SeedCatal. 18 It is a robust grower and
sets very freely. 1893 Field 8 Apr. 530/1 The plant, .'sets

'

a larger proportion of the flowers.

b. intr. Of blossom or fruit: To develop as the

result of fertilization. Also said of hemp fibre.

1718 J. Lawrence Fruit-Gard. Col. 53 This Blossom Set,

and produced me a Peach. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXX. 475
February was so mild and fine that the wall-fruit flowered
..and set much fuller, than the apples, which were two
months later. 1849 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. X. 1. 177 The
fibre has not set, nor has the male stem shed its pollen.

1854 H. Miller .SV//. <y Sclim. (1858) 561 To mark how very
few of the blossoms have set. 1891 Field 24 Oct. 634/1
About a dozen fruit set, of which six ripened.

C. Of a plant : To set to seed = Seed v. i.

1897 Willis Man. Flowering PI. II. 234 Moneywort.. is

said never to set to seed in BritfainJ.

99. Plastering. To put a finishing coat on. (See
Set sb. 1 30 a.)

1693 Moxon Meek. Exerc. (1703) 249 They finish the
Plastering when it is almost dry,. .Setting it, that is to say,
.Trowelling and brishing it. 1812 P. Nicholson Mcclu
Exerc. 309 (Plastering) Lath Floatedand Set Fair. These
words bear the same meaning as lath pricked-up and floated

and set. 1847 Smeaton Builder's Man. 128 Render, float,

and set, is three-coat work. 1874 J. Birch Country Archit.

44 Lath, plaster, float, set and twice whiten all ceilings

throughout.

100. a. Sheep-breeding. To settle or establish

(a particular stock).

178a Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 321 Bought by those
who are increasing, or 'setting' a ewe stock, 1807 A.
Young Agric. Essex II. 334 His flock has been 1140 breed-
ing ewes j and at this Michaelmas (1805) he setts 2000.
a 1819 Kkks Cycl. XXXII, Setting, a term used in sheep-
management, which signifies the picking, choosing, and

selecting those which are the best formed.. for the purpose
of breeding, forming the flock, and keeping as stock, ibid.,
Setting Lamb^tock. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1.

17 In setting the flocks particular attention is paid to size,

wool, strength of constitution.

b. intr. Ofa period of time or weather: To be-
come settled ; = set in, 146 e. (Cf. Set///, a. 6 c.)
a 1800 GilBrenton vi. in Child Ballads I. 74 Till the even-

ing set and birds they sang. 1880 Antrim § Down Gloss.
s. v., 'The night is set', .night has come on. 1892 Zang will
Bow Myst. 98 It's set wet, it'll rain right into the new year.

1894 Harper's Mag. Feb. 359/1 The night set very cold.

C. Cricket, (pass.) To have become accustomed
to the bowling.
1865 LHlywhite^s Cricketers' Comp. 127 As a bat he Is

deficient in defence, though a punishing hitter when once
set. 1882 Daily Tel. 19 May, The Colonials were firmly
set, and the runs came fast.

101. To settle the growth of (a plant) in the right
way.
1845 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. V. ir. 339 Where the clover is

not well set. 1864 Ibid. XXV. 11. 275 Wheat is rolled.. in
spring* to set the young plant.

102. To check ; to puzzle, nonplus, ' stump
'
; to

tax the resources of. Now north, dial.
1586 Hook er Irish Hist. 87/2 in Holinsked, At this answer

Methwas set. 1601 Holland Pliny 11. xii. 1. 9 The silie
mind of men was before sett and to seeke. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Ch. Mil. 51 Learning was pos'd, Philosophic was
set. 1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 164 Standing
..will make them [feet] grow so hard,.. that it will set the
Smith to drive a Nail in shoeing, c 1746 J. Collier (Tim
Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Misc. Wks. (1775) 62, I wur
warr set to get eawt (if possible) in e wur when Nip an me
feel oft* the Bridge. 18x9 Pantalogia s. v. Cart-horse, Four
thorough-shaped horses will draw, with facility, a weight
which would set five ordinary ones.

103. Dancing, (intr.) To take tip a position and
perform a number of steps with one's face to one's
partner or to the dancer on one's right or left.

Chiefly in set to partners, to corners (also set

corners),

_
X652 Dancing Master ExpL Charac, Set and turn single,

is a single to one hand, and a single to the other, and turn
single. Ibid. 1 Sides all, set and turn S. Ibid. 72 Meet all,

back again, set to your own, and to the next. 1711 Budgell
Spect. No. 67 rgA . . Step called Setting.which I know not how
to describe to you, but by telling you that it is the very re-
verse of Back to Back. 1791 Burns Team o' Shanter 147
The dancers .. reel'd, they set, they cross *d, theycleekit. i8ox
R. Anderson Cumbtd. Ball. 18 Tou kens we dane'd a
threesome reel, And Betty set to me. 1806 J. Beresforij
Miseries Hum. Life iii. (ed. 3) 51 Set corners, ladies. 1811
T. Wilson Country Dancing (ed. 2) 6 Foot and set are
the same ; it is merely dancing in your place to fill up the
time of the music 1894 E. Scott Dancing 113 The gentle-
man sets to and turns with the lady on his left hand. Ibid.
1 19 Set to partners and turn. Ibid. 120 All set to corners and
turn. . .They set and turn to places.
transf. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Mr. Watkins Tottle ii,

Two green sauce tureens, with ladles of the same, were set-

ting to each other in a green dish.

104. pass, and intr. To get stuck. •{• Also trans.

to allow to get stuck.

(There is perhaps a punning reference to this sense in
Shaks. Learu. ii. 3 Stew. Where may we set our horses?
Kent. V th' myre.)
1756 }. Clubbe Misc. Tracts, Hist. Wlteatfeld (1770) I.

83 Carters., when their waggons were set in bad roads. 1778
[Marshall] Minutes Agric. 2 Sept. 1776 If he spill or
overturn his load, or if he l>reak his waggon, or set his horses.

1854 Thoreau Walden xvi. (1863) 316 A plough got set in
the furrow and had to be cut out. x888 Sci. Atuer. 4 Feb.
74/x To prevent the * setting ' and sliding of the wheels.

b. Bowls, (intr.) = Rub v.1 14 b.

1875 'Stonehenge' Brit. Rural Sports m. 1. iii. § 3 If a
bowl be struck and if it do rub or set on the striker's partner.

IX. To put in the way of following a certain

course, cause to take a particular direction.

* Where physical direction or motion in a certain

path is the prevailing notion.

f 105. To take (a journey), direct (one's course).
«ooo Cynewulf Eleue 1004 (Gr.) Jif hic.gesundne si5

set tan mosten. a xooo Sat. 189 (Gr.) Ic.sceal nu wreclastas
settan sorhjeeari?;, sioas wide, a 1330 Sire Degarre 425
Mani a jorne thai ride and sette. c X375 Cursor M. 13668
(Fairf.) To ihesus be way he sette.

•|*b. To lay (a ship's course). Also absol. Obs.
£-1485 Digby Myst. (1882) iii. 1723 Sett ber-with, yf we

mown, for Iwott itt is a havyn town. 1513 Douglas JEneis
vii. v. xo It is also cummyn to our eris, 5e set ^our cours ouer
see thir mony seiris. X585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.
11. viii. 42 Setting our course east Northeast.

106. intr. (less freq. rejl.) To proceed in a speci-

fied direction ; to begin to move, start off, put out,

set out. Now surviving (exc. Sc.) only inset/orlh
t

forward, off, on, etc. (see XII).
a 1000 Boeth. Metr. i. 4 Setton suSweardes sige^eoda twa.

1052 O. E. Citron. (MS. C), Da ^eaxedon ban lift baet on
Sandwic Ixj, embe Godwines fare, setton ba after, c 1205
Lay. 27216 Setted Heom after, c 1400 Beryn 1999 He set

hym in ful purpose to his Shippis ward, c 1400 Destr. Troy
1828 At Salame full sound bai set into hauyn. Ibid. 11109
Sadly ho sete, sewit hym agayne. 1568 C W[atson] Poly.
bins 62 b, Immediately to set towardes his ennimies. 1599
Shaks. Hen. V, 11. Prol. 34 The King is set from London.
163a Lithgow Trav. x. 440 From thence I set East-ward to

Syragusa. X637 Rutherford Lett. {1664) 342 To set up the
brae to the King's city. 1697 Dryden AZneid vn. 508 The
faithless Pirate soon will set to Sea. 1786 Burns Halloween
xxi, While for the Barn she sets. 1808 Jamiesons. v., /set,

or set out, after him ', I pursued him.

107. intr. Of a current, wind : To take or have
a (certain) direction or course.
14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc.) n At the Hedelonde

the streme settith North West and Southest. 1595 Maynarde
Drake's ^cy.(Hakl. Soc.) 19 From hence. .a great currante
setts towards the estward. 1685 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl.
Soc.) 1. 181 The Current (which usually setts to the North-
ward at this time of the Year), a 1700 Evelyn Diary 15
Oct. 1644, Blowing very hard from land . . it set so violently
as rais'd..so great a sea. 1748 Anson's Voy. I. iv. 51 We
found the tide to set S.S.E. and N.N.W. 1835 Syd. Smith
in Mem. (1855) II. 362 When the wind sets that way. 1877
Huxley Physiogr. 174 The current which sets into the Gulf
of Mexico. 1890 Longman's Mag. July 336 The prevalent
winds set from the west.

, b. Of the tide (cf. set in, 146 f).

1777-83 Lescallier Voc. 'Vermes Mar. 64 The tide sets to
the South. 1825 Examiner 30/1 There was a strong tide set-
ting. 1853 M. Arnold Soltrab <y Rnstum 627 As the vast tide
Of the bright rocking Ocean sets to shore At the full moon.

C. Jig. and in fig. context : To have a direction,

tendency, or bent.

1778 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn ey Contemp. (1844)
III. 340, I think I have strength of mind enough to stem the
torrent, let it set against me with all its fury. 184a Tenny-
son Locksley Hall 24 All the current ofmy being sets to thee.
1885 Matich. Exam. 16 Feb. 5/3 The current of popular
fiction^ in this country has lately set strongly towards puie
sensationalism. Ibid. 28 Sept. 5/3 The public opinion of the
young men is .setting against the practice. 1891 Temple Bar
Nov. 309 Her ambition did not set in the direction indicated.
1893 National Observer 1 Apr. 490/1 The sleeve puffings
reveal an artful under-garment, setting towards pink.

108. trans. To cause to pass into a certain place
or from one place to another ; to convey, transport

(? orig. by water, cf. set over, 150^1). Now rare,

the usual verb being put.
137S Barbour Bruce xiv. 382 With four schippes that he

had tane, He set thame our the Ban ilkane. c 1500 in Pea-
cock Stat. Cambr. (1841) App. A. 37 The Bedyll shall sett
the Masters of Gramer to the Fathers place. X530 Palsgr.
715/1 Ferye man, what shal I gyve the to set me over the
water? 1556 Ckron. Gr. Friars (Camden) 36 The curet
with all the parich and solempnite sette the osttes home
with soleme procession. X575 Gamm. Gurton iv. iii. 21, I set
him soone inward, a X578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron. Scot.
(S. T. S.) I. 394 To. .sett certane bandis of men of weir to the
bordouris. 1601 Ace. Bk. W. Wray in Antiquary XXXII.
80 A laye layde . . for settynge soldyars into Ireland. 1615 W.
Lawson Country Housew. Garden (1626) 2 Drifts of snow
will set Deere, Hares, and Conies, .ouer your wals. 1819 J.
Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 227 The price may pinch
me for cash to set me home. X856 Hawthorne Engl. Note-
bks. (1870) II. S3 We went back to the ferry, and, after being
set across. ., we drove back to Melrose.

T b. To put a land, on land, ashore. Obs.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 425 Ane That rowyt thaim our de-
liuerly, And set thaim on the land all dry. c X482 J. Kay tr.

Caoursin's Siege ofRhodes (1870) r ir Many of the Turkes
that were sette a land by the brygge from the shippes. 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 47 The barkc.set us on land neere the
Towne. 1700 S. Parker Homer in Nutshell 6 You'll ferry
o'r, And at the Pallace-stairs be set a'shoar.
intr. for refl. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. exxi. 59 b, He

counselled the kyng. .to set a lande in Normandy.
o. To accompany or escort (a person) for part

or all of the way he has to go. Chiefly north, dial.

1737 Bracken Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 99, I was setting
my Patient a little on the Road. 1802 R. Anderson
Cumbld. Ball. 34 And monie a time he's set me heame.
1889 M. E. Carter Mrs. Severn III. ir. ix. 17 I've had a
very happy day, and they set me to the stile. 1890 Hall
Caine Bondman 1. vii, I'll set you as far as Ballasalla.

+ d. To set home : to bring to bear closely upon

;

to enforce, emphasize. Obs.
a t6$6 Vines Lord's Supper (1677) 178 Setting home the

sin and danger of it. 1678 Cudwokth Intell. Syst. 1. iv. 422
Which Argumentation is further set home by such Simili-

tudes as these. 1757 Jon. Edwards Orig. Sin i. Wks. 1807
II. 97 To set home this awful truth upon their consciences.

109. Of a current, wind, etc. : To cause to move,
carry along in a (certain) direction.

c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 6792 Bot bai were lett, And
fra be se to land sett, c X620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855)

9 She plies that course her compasse sets her on. 1748
Anson's Voy. 11, v. 180 There was a current which set us to
the northward. 18x9 Byron Juan n. ci,The current. .Still

set them onwards to the welcome shore. 1823 W. Scoresby
Jrnl. 74 A breeze sprung up from the south-east, and set the
ice so rapidly upon us. 1892 Field 6 Feb. 198/3 The current
in a rapid usually ' sets ' the canoe clear of rocks.

110. To propel (a boat or other craft) with a
pole ; to punt. Also absol., to use a punt pole or

setting pole ; now esp. in punt-shooting, to move up
to the fowl, to get within shooting distance (cf.

set up, 154PP).
C1566S0UTHAM in Itaktuyfs Voy. (1599) 1. 366 We departed

from Ostroue in the morning before Sunne rising, rowing and
setting vp the riuer 5. miles. 1705 tr. Bosnian's Guinea 338
Those in the Boats are obliged to set 'em along by sticking
their Pole in the Ground. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World
(1840) 325 By the help of towing and setting as well as they
could, they came to a flatter shore. 1765 J. Bartram Jrnl.

31 Dec, We rowed or set the battoe as far as she could swim.
1823 Examiner 719/1 At Shields, as a young keelman..was
in the act of setting the keel to which he belonged, the pole
slipped. 1859 Folkard Wild-foxvler xxiv. 145 When 'set.

ting ' to birds side by side with other punters. 188a Payne-
Gallwey Fowler Irel. 468 When setting to fowl in this style

of craft the shooter lies partly on his left side.

111. To direct or point (one's face, foot, etc.) to,

towards,for a place.
161 1, 1632 [see Face sb. 2gJ. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 30 Aug.

1654, 1, with my wife, &.c. set our faces towards home. ^1701
68-2
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Maundrell Joum. J*—Ml (1732) 14 That way the Mussel.

mans are obliged to set their faces when they Pray. 1731

Law Serious C. iv. 65 With hearts always set towards Hea-
ven. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. cii, I turn to go : my feet are

set To leave the pleasant fields and farms. 1861 Temple
Bar I. 394 It was time for him to set his face homewards.
x86a Collins No Name 11. i. I. 079 The lonely figure of a
woman.. with her face set towards the westward view.

1885 Field 4 Apr. 426/2 As usual he [sc. the fox] set his

head for Nosely. 1890 Miss I. D. Hakdv New Othello i,

They have set their faces for home.

b. To put (a person) on the way leading to a

destination.

1678 Bunvan Pilgr. l (1900) 24 By turning thee from the
way in which I had set thee. Ibid. 46 He directed me to

the Wicket-Gate, .and so set rae into the way that hath led

me directly to this house. 1883 J. Gilmour Mongols xviii.

2ia Your host comes out with you to set you on your way.
1891 Muriel M. Dowie Girl in KarJ>. xviii. 239 He knew
the path and could set us on it.

** Where a person {or thing) is put to perform a
task or to act in a certain way.
(gy For phr. set a work, at, in, on, or to work, see Awork

and Work.)
112. To put (a person) to a piece of work or a

task.

( 1200 Ormin 4166 f>e sexe da^hess sette God Hiss folic

to pe^re werrkess. 1522 World $ Child 848 Folye met
me.. And vnto all synnes he set me. 1530 Palsgr. 715/1
To set every man to his taske. 1576 Gascoigne Droomme
o/Doomes rrVy Wks. 1910II. 349 To doe any y8 most vyleor
paynefull dewty they are set unto. 1695 J. Edwards Author.
O. ff N. Test. III. 487 The 70 seniors disagreed in their

translation..and so were set to it again. 1836 B. Hall
Schhss Hainfeld vi. 77 We set the children to their regular
lessons. 1861 Mann. Mag. IV. 331/1 He was set to a work
for which he had no stomach.

b. Const, inf. (occas. + gerund) : To put (a

person or agent) to the task of doing a certain

thing, cause (him) to be so occupied.
Prov. Set a thiefto catch a thief.
a 1250 Gen. iy Ex. 3634 Aaron bissop, ooWe of Sat kin,

Sette he hem for to seiusn Sor-in. a 1300 Cursor M. 18563
And o mi knightes sum bai sett For to do his graf be gett.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 311 Paschasius,. .in be
peyne of purgatone, was i-sette for to serve bathes, c 1450
in Aungier Syon (1840) 255 They schal be sette to say.,
fyftene pater nostres. 1474 Caxton Chesse 11. iv. 56 That
men shold sette poure children to laboute in the felde. 1526
Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 142 The free mason settethhis
prentyse first longe tyme to lerne to hewe stones. 1599 B.
Jonson Ev. Man out 0/Hum. \. i. (1600) D 2, He instantly
set all my Hinds to thrashing Of a whole Reeke of corne.
1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit. 8 To set your children to begin to
learne. 1712 Addison Sped. No. 435 p 1 As one set to watch
the Manners and Behaviour of my Countrymen. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Loom fy Lugger 11. 11. 22 Nurse set us to ask
my brother Robert. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 11. vii, Bau-
bles..for which men have been set to kill and quarrel ever
since mankind began. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 42/2 The
twilight that sends the hens to roost sets the fox to prowl.
1890 Sat. Rev. 12 July 37/2 The naval operations our squad-
rons are set to perform.

C. trans/, with a thing as obj.

1841 Helps Ess., Pract. Wisd. {1842) 6 By setting one evil

thing to counteract another. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiii.

18 Let a gong clash glad emotion, set a giddy fury to roam.

113. To direct (one's mind, intention, or will) to

the consideration or performance of something.
Now rare.

1340 Hampole Pr. Cousc. 97 He bat til ille settes his wille.

1375 Barbour Bruce 1. 11, I wald fayne set my will,.. To
put in wryt a suthfast story, c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 314
He that wolde sette his entente to thise thynges. 1423 Jas. I

KingisQ. xxxviii,Senhim toserue he myghtset my corage?
c 1430 Capgravk Life St. Aug. x\\\, J>e loueof his hert is now
only sette to serue God, 1513 Douglas Suez's v. xiii. 105
My desire was sett, .all Troy for to doun bett. 1590 Spen-
ser F. Q. 11. x. 60 To which whiles absent he his mind did
set. a 1668 Denham Of Prudence 133 Our hearts are only
set. .to be Rich or Great. 1671 Milton P. R. 1. 202 All my
mind was set Serious to learn and know. 1681 H. More
Expos. Dan. 183 He., will set his mind to the taking of the
more strongly fortified places. 1879 Guest Led. Hist. Eng.
xxiv. 236 He set his mind to govern his people well.

b. refl. To apply oneself to a piece of work, a
task, or employment. Most often (and now always)
const, inf. ; also f to lay oneself outfor.
a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) x. 20, I rede bat bou. .sone

set be to schriue. CX375 Cursor M. 17845 (Fairf.) A-lwynne
they sette hem to bat note, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 81 pay
maden to take Mathy eftsones, and set horn to throw stonys
at hym. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T. S.) 37 That
King sett him to have senjeoury of all the Orient 1500-20
Dunbar Poems xxix. 13 Quhen I sett me to sing or dance.
1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. vi. li. § 5 178 He set himselfe
for their dehuerance. 1624 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 131,
I had set myselfe close to my worke. 1701 W. Wotton Hist.
Rome 259 He set himself to redress the Abases. 1845 Trench
Huls. Led. Ser. 1. L 9 They. .will yet set themselves.. to
look for petty discrepancies. 1880 Meredith Trag. Com.
v, She set herself to study it.

C. intr. in the same sense : const, to with sb.

(pron.) or inf., or to or a- with gerund. (Cf. set

about, 127 a.)

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 90 Quhether I aw
to defend my nychtbour in armys, and men wald sett to sla
him. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. Meitre, If I vndertake it, if I set to
it, 1641 Milton Animadv. ii. 18 Your Bishops have set as
fair to doe it as they durst. 1668 H. More Div. Dial. m.
xxix. I.492 Two Asses.. that set a-braying. 1705 tr. Bos-
man's Guinea 395 Most of them set to running before the
Enemy appears. 1737 [S. Berington] G. di Lucca's Mem.
(1738) 14 The Chief of the Inquisition, .set to the Scrutiny
of his Papers. 1803 Beudoes Hyge'ta ix. 99 A young man.

.

reached a book from ashelf. .and set to read. 1837 Carlvle
Fr. Rev. I. in. iii, He sets to denouncing Stockbrokerage.
1890 Cornh. Mag. June 643 The mother and daughters set
to the making of beds. 1893 Black <T White 29 July 124/2
Let us . . set a-hunting once more for the philosopher's stone.

114. trans. To set (a person) upon : to put in

the way of doing or performing, cause to be occu-
pied with (something) : often with implication of
urging or impelling (cf. Put vJ1 27). Also refl.

1435 Contract Folheringhay Ch. (1841) 29 During all the
saydwerke the seid Will. Horwode shall nether set ino
nor fewer Free-Masons . . thereupon, c 1475 RaufCoHjear
394 Ane man.. That neuer wald set him on assay withoutin
his assent.^ 1657 W. Rand tr. GassendCs Life Peircsc 1. 184
A. .Historiographer, who was at that time set upon the
same undertaking. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xxi. § 29
Nothing setting us upon the change of state, or upon any
new action, but some uneasiness. 1693 — Educ. § 94 Wks.
1714 III. 40 The Studies which he sets him upon. 1711
Addison Sped. N0.255 p 8 This often sets him on empty
Boasts and Ostentations of himself. 1825New Monthly Mag.
XVI. 406 [It] has set us upon an inquiry into the present
state of religion. 1879 M. Pattison Milton vi. 75 This
rude shock . . set Usher upon a more careful examination.

b. Const, on (occas. t in, to) with gerund.
Obs. with reference to physical movement, e. g. set on

going, packing : cf. d.

c 1440 Paltad. on Hush. 1. 366 Lond grauel anoon sette in

worchinge. 1624 Bacon Consid. War Spain (1629) 5 This
wheele set on goingj did power a Warre vpon the Venetians.
1639 Fuller Holy War 11. xli. (1640) 100 Suspicion giveth
a passe-port to faith to set it on packing. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. 111. vi. § 31 [It] sets them also upon making of one
name, that may comprehend both Gold, and Silver. 1695
Dryden tr. Dufresnoy's Art Paint. 72 You will do well to
. .set your self on designing after the Ancient Greeks. 1743
Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 27 The pernicious conduct of the
French at Canada in setting their Indians on destroying the
Inhabitants. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. III. 156 Ifthe ground
be. .not wet enough to set it on growing. 1832 Examiner
gi/2 This address set him to dancing again. 2851 Keble
Occas. Papers (1877) 242 Is not this a thought to set us on
praying? 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxvii, That he
might. .set him on persuading the Squire to consent 1889
F. Picot Strangest Journ. 188 It was perhaps this that
set. .Jem on stealing my own silver goblet.

O. Const, gerund with a- prefixed : in this const,

and next, often, to put (a thing) in motion or pro-

gress, to start ; esp. to set {a-)going.

1530 Palsgr. 712/1 Go set these glasses of rose water a
sonnyng. 1600 J. Porv tr. Leo's Africa ix. 334 Whosoeuer
listeth to drinke of it, must set it a cooling for the space of
an hower. 1660 Boyle New Exper. Phys. Mech. xvii. 129
Which perhaps will set.. You..a thinking. 1705 Cheyne
Philos. Princ. 1. v. (1715) 186 The Impulse of an Almighty
Hand to set them first a-going. 1794 Gouy. Morris in
Sparks Life fy Writ. (1832) II. 440 Those who set the plan
agoing. 1852 Thackeray Esmond \. xiv, Those cards set

people sadly a-quarrelling. 1855 Bain Senses fy Int. 11. iv.

§ 27. 292 A morsel of food on the tongue sets a-going the
movements of mastication. 1861 Thackeray Four Georges
ii, The abbey bells are set a-ringing.

d. Const, simple gerund.
In early use \to set packing, etc., where in modern idiom

send is used.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 43 The..Gadarits set
packing the stoutest of them. x6n Second Maiden's
Trag. 1653 One touch will set him flyinge. 1662 R.
Mathew Unl. Alch. 26 Neither let him think that it

[aguej will be set going with one violent potion. 1809
Malkin Gil Bias x. ix. (Rtldg.) 361 The good wines . . were
set running at a furious rate. 1832 Fr. A. Kemble Rec.
Girlhood III. 176 Victor Hugo has set my mother raving.

1843 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxxix, With reference to your
duties, I can set you going. 1872 Calverley Fly Leaves
U884) 24 Half-a-bar sets several couple Waltzing in con-
venient spots.

TJ e. To set gone : to set going, send or let off.

ci6ii Chapman Iliad xv. 429 He.. well might haue set
gone A hundred arrowes. 1613 — Odyss. Xin. 121 The
Rowers.. set gone The Ship.

115. To cause to be busy about. Also refl. and
pass. (For the corresponding intr. see 127.)
1622 Mabbe tr. Ale/nan's Guzman dAlf. 11. 131 Taking

little sleepe when I had any thing to set my selfe about.
1693 Locke Educ. § 202 Wks. 1714 III. 93 The advantages
propos'd from what they are set about. 1693 Dryden
Disc. Satire Ess. 1900 II. 32 The archangel, .sets her
[Discord]. .about her business. 1849 Helps Friends in C.
11. i. (1854) I. 277 It set me. .about thinking of Cicero's De
Senedute. 1864 Miss Yonge Trial I. xiv. 289 Mr. Axworthy
had exclaimed that if ever he wanted a thing to be done, he
must set Ward about it.

*** Where attack or opposition is the motive.

116. To incite (a dog or other animal, also a
person) to make an attack or pursuit : chiefly with
preps, at, on. (Cf. set on, 148 c.)

C1440 Alphabet of Tales 229 Hondis that & bai be set

at any maner of beste, bai will kill it. 1560 Pilkington
Aggeus Ccvj, If a sheepe runne from hys felowes, the
Shepeherde settes hys Dogge after it. 1695 A. Telfair
New Confut. Sadd. (1696)6 When anyone whistled for him
[a dog] to set him on the Cattel. 1776 Earl Carlisle in

Jesse Selwyn % Contemp. (1844) 111. 137, I shall prevent
this man from setting ruin like a bull-dog at her. 1840
Thackeray Barber Cox Oct., While young Tug set the dog
at their heels. 1848 — Van. Fair xlvii, In setting the boys'
tutor.. on her Ladyship's director, Father Mole. Ibid. 4i,

Once or twice they set people at her, but they failed. 1889
Doyle Micak Clarke x, They set dogs on us as though we
were rats.

b. To encourage (an animal) to perform some
evolution or feat ; to pit (fighting cocks).
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia III. (Sommer) 288 They, ..making

their horses answer their hands, with a gentle galop, set the

one toward the other. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 253/1 In
Setting of a Cock, none are to be up on the clod but the 2

Seeters [sic]. ..When the Cocks are set Beak to Beak in

the middle of the clod,., if the set Cock do not strike in count-

,
ing of 20, and six times 10, and 20 after all ; then the Battle
is lost. Ibid., The Cock is to be set, and they are to fight it

ouL 1884 Western Daily Press 16 Apr. 7/2 A well-known
Kentish amateur, .decided to ' set ' his own birds. 1890 F.

Barrett Betw. Life $ Death II. xix. 38 She would set her
horse at anything.

117. To place in a position of hostility or oppo-
sition ; to cause to be hostile or antagonistic ; to

pit (one) against (another). Phr. To set (a person)
against, to cause him to have an antipathy for.

To set one's face against : see Face sb. 2 g.
1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 0375 Vor settep him one hardeliche

a^en an hondred to wende. a 1340 Hampolk Psalter xxvi.

5 If castels be set agaynes me my hert shal not drede.
C1420 in 26 Pol. Poems 108 Why settyst bou by herte ajen
resoun? 1576 Gascoigne Droomme ofDoomesday VSks.igio
1 1. 308 To set our owne wicked wills directly against his most
holy will. 1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 261 He wonders
that any man should set his wit against it. 1727 Boyer
Did. Royal 11. s.v., W'hy^would ye set such a man against ye?
1827 Scott Surg. Dau. ix, Set a brave spirit, then, against
your fortune. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 11. iv, Man has
been set against man. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. iv.

v. 62 Henry VIII tried to set Francois against it 1884
Manch. Exam. 25 June 5/2 The story, .set people against
a useful article of fish food. 1891 Fenn Makmie Nousie
II. iii. 54 You have been setting her against me.

b. Const, to, at.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1316 (Dubl.) A sege by hym-stlf
sett to a hundreth. 1595 Shaks.John in. L 264 So mak st thou
faith an enemy to faith, And like a ciuill warr setst oath to
oath. 1596 Nashe Saffron Watden Wks. 1910 III. 75 Were
there a thousand more of them and they should set their wit
to his. 1606 Shaks. Tr. JjrCr.u.i. 94 Will you set your wit to a
Fooles? 1822 Lamb Etia 1. On some of the old Actors, I

have seen some Olivias.,who.,have seemed to set their wits
at the jester. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxvi. 20 Whiles her
bridegroom bold set to the battle a face.

c. refl. and pass. To be hostile or antagonistic.
(1482 in Cat Proc. Chanc. Q. Eliz. II. (1830) Pref. 70

Whoos lordship and ladyship, .is so hevely sette ayene the
said suppliant. 1535 Coveruale Ezek. xxiv. 2 When the
kynge of Babilon set himself agaynst Ierusalem. c 1640
H. Bell Luther's Colloq. Mens. (1652) 303 The Cardinals
would yield to no Reformation, but set themselvs against it.

1676 Hobbes Iliad 1. 107 With a mind against me set. 1727
Gay Begg. Op. 1. xiii, My Papa and Mama are set against
thy life. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars iii. 158 The
Cistercians.. at first set themselves against the wholesale
pillage of the parochial clergy. 1889 Gissing Nether World
iii, She only gets more and more set against me.

d. intr. To make an attack : see set against 1 28 a,

set at 129, set on, upon, 131, 132 a.

X. Senses which appear to have arisen by
reversal of construction or by an ellipsis,

f 118. To people or garrison (a place) with.
971 Blickl. Horn, 121 Hie wiston bat heora ebel bar on

heofenum sceolde eft sebuen& ^eseted weorban mid hal^um
sawlum. a 1 122 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 964, Herdreefde
Eadgar cyng ba preostas on Ceastre of Ealdanmynstre, .

.

& of Middeltune & sette hy mid munecan. c 1205 Lay.
13337 And setten bine castles mid kene monnen.

b. To beset (a place) for the purpose of inter-

cepting or capturing a person.
a 1425 Cursor M. 19717 (Tnn.) Ofte be toun for him bei set

And saul wist bat he was bret. C1470 Henry Wallace iv.

56 And tauld now thai the way for his man sett. 1525 Sc
Ads Jas. V (1814) II. 298 Setting be gait Laying wacliis.

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. I. 123 With mony spy [he] Gart
sett the wod. a 1593 Marlowe Mass. Paris 332 That they
which haue already set the street May know their watchword.
119. To plant (ground) with ' sets' or (young)

trees; formerly often with about. (Cf. 12.)

To be set with = to have growing upon it, to be overgrown
with.
c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 239/695 picke it was i-set wit> treon.

1340 Ayenb. 95 God zette paradys erblich uol of guode
trawes. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. iv. (1495) 443
Ampnis is a ryuer arayed and sett wyth woodes. c 1450 St.
Cuthberl (Surtees) 3862 ]>at fosse whare be water was 3ett It

isaboute with trees sett, a 1500 Flcnvcr <y Leaf$6 The hegge
..With sicamour was set and eglatere. £1590 Marlowe
Faustus (1631) D, The Riuer Maine . . Whose bankes are set

with groues of fruitfull Uines. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27
Sept. 1644 The Pall Mall is sett with faire trees. Ibid.

Apr. 1646, Several, .walks all set about with orange, .trees.

1757 Mrs. Griffith Lett. Henry $ Frances (1767) I. 196,

I have set the last acre of Belmont since I came down. 1852
yrul. R. Agric. Soc. XIII. 11. 417 The whole 3 acres were
ploughed and set with beans. 1855 Tennyson Brook v,

Many a fairy foreland set With willow-weed and mallow.
1891 M. Muhiel Dowie Girl in Karp. xiii. 163 A grassy
clearing, set with whortleberries.

120. To ornament (metal or other surface) by
inlaying or encrusting it with stones or gems.
c 1370 Robt. Cicyle 57 (Camb. MS.) Alle was set with

perrye. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 290 Sencers..set wib riche

stones. 1431 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 27 Amyterof"
cloth of gold set with stones. 1572-3 in Nichols Prog*.
Eliz. (1823) I. 324 One ring of golde sett with diamondes
lozengye. x68x Flavel Meth. Grace xxxiv. 575 A sword
that hath an hilt of gold, set thick with diamonds, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 7 Sept. 1651 Whose belt was set with pearle.

179S Gentl. Mag. 607/1 A superb watch, set with brilliants.

b. To surround (a large stone) with a mount of

small stones; to mount (an object) in a particular

metal. ? Obs.
1506 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 246 Ane mergreit

set with stanes. 1705 Evelyn Diary 5 Feb., He had a
most rich George in a Sardonyx set with diamonds. 1726
Swift Gulliver 11. viii, I got it [a maid of honour's corn]
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hollowed into a cup and set in silver. 1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1.

vi. And this snuff-box. . . Set in gold !

121. pass. To be studded, dotted, lined, etc. with

a number of objects ; occas. f to be adorned or

trimmed with. To be set aitoiit (arch.) or rotitid

withy to be surrounded or encircled with, to have a
circle of.

1383 Wyclif Song Sot. vu. 2 As an hep of whete, set aboute
with lilies, a 1400 Parlt. 3 Ages 31 And he assommet and
sett of vi and of fyve. c 1400 A nturs ofA rth. (Camden) x,

In clething vn-clere Was sette aure [ Thornton ^/JS'.Cerkelytt ]

with serpentes, that sate to the sidus. 1474 Caxton Chesse
111. ii. 90 Enuyrouned and set aboute wyth gardes &wacche-
men. i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. biv, Quadrat is calde in

armys whan the felde is set with sum tokyn of armys. 1585
T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy.u._ xviii. 51 b, Averyfayre
fountaine, set about with diuers faire cypres trees. Ibid.

xxii.oob. A rich pauillionof. .satten set with gold and siluer.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. v. 6 A brownish stalkc.set with
long sharpe leaues. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 755 As with
Starrs thir bodies all And Wings were set with Eyes, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 15 Feb. 1645, An admirable picture.. set

about with columns of alabaster. Ibid, 29 May 1660, The
windowes and balconies well set with ladies. 171a Addison
Sped. No. 383 ? 4 How thick the City was set with
Churches. 1810 Scott Lady of L. i. xi, Fantastically set

With cupola or minaret. 1889 M. E. Carter Mrs. Severn
III. 111. viiL 205 The serene sky was set with stars. 1889
Doyle Micah Clarke xxiv, A small ante-chamber, set round
with velvet settees.

b. rare in the corresponding active use.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 382 A corone on hire heed they
han ydressed And sette hire ful of Nowches. 1882 Century
Mag. XXIV. 398/1 Winter had set them [the summits of the
mountain] with snowy castles.

122. t a. To beset or besiege (a place or a per-

son) : esp. with about. 06s.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7342 They.. set the castel al aboute.
c 1435 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxxi. 5408 He was set harde.
c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1307 We here be sett alle abowte. 1530
Palsgr. 715/1, I set rounde aboute, as a man is with his

enemyes, or a beest with hunters.

b. fig. esp. in pass. phr. to be hard set
t f ill set,

to be in great straits or hard put to it

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 473 f>e kyng..was hard
i-sette wib tempest in be see. c 1475 RauJ Coifyear 449, I

sallhald that I haue hecht, bot I be hard set. 4:1560 A. Scott
Poems xx. 20 Lufe, Quhilk now setts the so sair. 1653 H.
More Antid. Atk. in. ix headings How hard set the Atheist
will be fora subterfuge against this story. 1673 O. Heywood
Diaries (1883) III. 204 They were ill set to Hue. 1737 Bracken
Farriery Impr. (

1

756) I. 254 The poor Creature is very hard
set to drive his Water from him. 1891 Temple Bar Dec 514
He - . was hard set to restrain himself in his desire.

123. Of a hunting dog : To mark the position of

(game) by stopping dead and pointing the muzzle
towards it. (Cf. Setter sb\ 11.)

1621 Markham Hungers Prevention 255 If.. you chaunce
to see your dogge to make a sudden stop.. you shall then
presently make into him (for he hath set the Partridge).

a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xiv. § 76 To see a dog set par-
tridge. 1727 Boyer Diet. Royal I. s. v. Arrester, To set

Quails, or Partridges, as a setting Dog does. 189a Field 7
May 666/3, * remember once having a young setter dog out
with me, when he set a partridge on her nest.

b. trans/, and fig.
1675 J.

Smith Chr. Retig. App. 1. 23 Yet for all this Tully
sets this Royal Game [VarroJ. 1781 Johnson in Boswelt,
Have I said any thing against Mr.**** ? Youhavesethim,
that I might shoot him : but I have not shot fain. 1825 T.
Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl. I. 5 My reader may per.

chance have seen a cat set a mouse. 1888 Times 16 Oct.
10 5 The puppy was..encouraged forward on my trail. .and
'set ' me without a fault.

C. intr. To set game. fAlso formerly (of

persons), togo setting, to hunt with a setter.

To set dead, to make a dead set : see Set sb. 1 10 f.

1775 Johnson Tax. no Tyr. 12 Hisdog may refuse to set.

1841 H. Miller Old Red Sandst. iii. (1S87) 66 The puppy
of the setting-dog squats down and sets untaught. 1892
Field -2% July 124/1 He. .steals along a few paces, and then
sets rigidly, just as an old grey hen flushes. 1807 Badm.
Mag. Apr. 456 The mother, twenty yards off, backs her
point and sets dead.

f d. Of persons, To go a-setting : see Setting
vbl. sb. 1 c (^),

124. Naut. To take the bearings of (an object).

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen 18 Set him by the

Compasse. 1627 — Seaman's Grdm. ix. 38 Set the land,

how it beares by the Compasse. 1604 Motteux Rabelais
v. x, We wcigh'd Anchor, hois'd up Sail, stow'd the Boats,

set the Land, and stood for the Offing. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) Settings We set the Tower of Arabia
near the port of Alexandria. 1808 Ashe Trav.X. 25 Having
set the house with a pocket-compass. 1863 HarborO Gloss.

Navig. s. v. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-ok., Set the chase
%

to mark well the position of the vessel chased by bearing.

fb. To sight or ' make' (land, a vessel). Obs.

1632 Lithgow Trav. vu. 328 When they set land, Some
this, some that, doe gesse, this Hill, that Cape.

125. To mark down as prey, fix on as a victim,

make a set at ; to watch for the purpose of appre-

hending or robbing, slang. (Cf. Setter sb, 1 7 a.)

1670 Mem. Du Vail 8 He, with his Squadron, overtakes a
Coach which they had set over night. 1692 Sprat Relat.

Coutriv. Blackhead <y Young 1. 50 He might come to Rob,
or to Set the House. 1727 Gav Begg. Op. 111. ii. (1776) 43
There will be deep play to-night at Marybone,..I'U give

you the hint who is worth setting. 1732 Tricks of'Town 11

The Dogs that belong to private Families and Shopkeepers,

the proper time for setting them is generally soon after Seven
in the Morning. 1800 in Comwallis Corr. (1859) III. 320
The person who procured for me all the intelligence respect-

ing Lord Edward Fitzgerald, and got to set him. 1890

Melbourne Argus 1 July 8/3 Two of the fraternity 'setting'
a young man.. and endeavouring to win the gold for which
he had laboured.

+ 126. Sc. Law, To reject, set aside. Obs.
1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 11. xxiii. § 6

(1699) 250 Thus an assizer was set.. because he was not
twenty-five Years of age. Ibid. xxvi. § 2. 265 To object
against a witness in our Law, is called to cast a witness, or
to set him.

XI. With prepositions in specialized senses (in-

transitive).

127. Set about —

.

a. To begin working at, takeinhand,beginupon.
1601 [see A. i yj. x6n Secoml Maiden's Trag. (Malone

Soc.) 1182 He will weigh the work he vndertakes, and sett

about it een in the best sobrietie of his Iudgem[en]t.
1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 189, I purpose God willing
to set about Hosea & to try if I can get it to the presse
here. 1707 Shaftf.sb. Let. Enthusiasm (1708) 8 Men.,
are wonderfully happy in a Faculty of deceiving them-
selves, whenever they set heartily about it. 1784. New
Sped. No. 1. 6 My friend sat about it with great diligence.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi, Let every man and woman
here set about their ain business. 1865 Ruskin Sesame i.

§2 This essential education might be more easily got.. if

they set about it in the right way. 1889 Doyle Micah
Clarke xxx, We had best set about our part of the contract.

(b) const, inf.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1580 pe scham, be sin bat ban was vte
At tell war lang to sett aboute [Go'tt. sitt aboute, Fairf
syte a-bout]. 1736 Lediard./,^ ofMarlborough I. 147 The
Queen set about to form Her Ministry. 1840 JrnL R.
Agric. Soc. I. iv. 404 He sets about to clean his land in good
earnest. 1889 ' M. Gray' Repr. Annesley I. 1. iv. 94 He
scrambled to his feet, and set about to console himself.

(c) const, gerund.
1749 Chestekf. Let. to Sort 24 Nov., I.. will set about

doing the orders contained therein, a 1774 Goldsm. tr.

Scarron'sCom. RomanceUjy^W. 172 Don Sancho's servant
. .immediately sat about enquiring into Dorothea's conduct.
i865Gladstonel7/m«. vii. (1879) 34, 1 will set about explain-
ing what I mean. 1890 Tout Hist. Eng. from ibSg. 173
Peel..set about forming a new party.

b. To set upon, attack, eolloq.

1879 Horsley Jottingsfrom Jail{\%%i) 5 This got to my
father's ears; when I went home he set about me with a
strap until he was tired. 1906 Daily Citron. 22 May 3/1 It

is always well to name the antagonist whom you ate setting
about.

128. Set against —

.

f a. To make an attack upon, be hostile to. Obs.
c 1330 A rth. «y Alert. 4874 pis paiens..03ains bis children

set. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2082, 1 my.selfe with a sowmeset
bairn agayns. 154a Udall Erasm. Apofih. 333 He spared
not to sette against Philippus w l moste vehemente oracions.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 146. 1611 Bible Ezek. xix. 8
The nations set against him on euery side. 1685 Baxter
Paraphr. N.T. Mark vii. 9 You think it very well done,
to set against Godliness and God s own Laws.

b. To compensate, balance.
1832 Ht. Martineau Homes Abroad vii. 104 Such a fright

as we have had will set against a great deal of the good.

C. To move in a direction opposed to.

1859 * H - PARKER ExPer- as MinisierWks. 1865 XII. 318
Public opinion, now setting against this beastly vice. 1889
C. Larking With Everything agst. her III. xi. 245 On the
last day luck set dead against her.

129. Set at — . To assail, attack. (Cf. 127 b,

128 a, 131, 132 a.)

c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. xliii. (1869) 26 Ne were ye so
gret a ladi, ye shulde right soone haue be werre, and at yow
j wolde sette. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. Vtlt, 49 b, They
were prively sett at and in many jeopardies. 1849 Tail's

Mag. XVI. 262/1 He sets at the church, .and he deals it.

.

strong advice and comment. 1877 MissYoNGECVz'/mu Ser.

in. xxxvi. 391, I would go, although as many devils should
set at me as there are tiles on the housetops.

Set by — : see 91 c.

130. Set into— . fa. To enter or embark upon.
1591 Savile Tacitus, Agricola (1622) 188 Boldnesse to

challenge and set into dangers. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.
11. To the King § 12 When Schollars come to the practises

of professions, or other actions of ciuill life, which when they
set into [etc.].

b. To get into (a certain condition).

1825 Hone Every-day Bk. X. 292, I begin.. setting into

wind to follow the foxhounds in November.
131. Set on —. =132.
.1290 .£. Eng. Leg. 16/530 A cristine man sone he

mette, . . and on him faste he sette. c 1450 Brut 11. 434 He
set sore on the Frensshe men. 1470-85 Malory Arthur u.

x. 87 Syr said a knyght set on arthur for they are wery and
forfoughten. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 136 The
Frenchemen, beyng sodainly surprised and set on. 1628

Earle Microcosm, xl. (Arb.) 61 He.. sets boldly on good
natures, as the most vanquishable. a 1700 Evelyn Diary
20 Apr. 1644, The company behind us were set on by rogues.

1820 Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 447 With despair pic-

tured in every face, the crew set on the pumps. 189a Sat.

Rev. 13 Aug. 185/2 If you see a man set on by robbers.

Set to — : see 14 b, 103, 1 13 c.

132. Set npon —

.

a. To attack, assail, fall violently upon.

1390 Gower Conf. III. 247 The lordes alle upon him sette

With drawe swerdes. 15*5 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 300
Wheere the Emperors thought to have set upon them being

encamped, they founde them in array and goode oidre. 1530
Palsgr. 716/1 They dyd sette upon me foure to one. 156a

in Archseologia XLVII. 230 His maister. .meteth whithe
theeves..And ys sett vpon by them. 1631 Gouge God's

Arrcnvs I. §60.100 David.. set upon aBeareatone time, and
on a Lion at another, and slew them both. 1663 Pepys
Diary 11 May, I was set upon by a great dogg, who got

hold of my garters. 1722 St, James s Even. Post 14-16

June 2/1 A young Man was set upon by three Rogues, .and

robVd of Bills and Money. 1848 Dickens Dombey xliii,

Wounded, bunted, set upon by dogs. 1879 Guest Led.
Hist, Eng. xii. 109 The Danes came against them and set

upon them again and again.
(b) in immaterial sense.

1639 Du Verger tr. Camus* Admir. Events 205 Of all

brags the foolishest is, that which sets upon the reputation of
a weake sex. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. xi. § 118 However sin

might set upon him. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 16 F3 If I

attack the Vicious, I shall only set upon them in a Body.
1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 356 This is the reason why my
three accusers . . have set upon me.

b. To urge strongly, importune, rare.

1653 Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio's Hist. Relat. rs8 The
Princesse was secretly set upon m private to suffer herself to
bee conveyed away, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I.

236 The best of the Episcopal Clergy set upon the Bishops,
to lay hold on this opportunity. 1883 (G. N. Bankes]
Cambr. Staircase vi 95 Milstead again set upon Oxden for
his story.

+ C. - set about, 127 a. Obs.
l$SS Watreman F'ardle ofFacions 11. xii. 300 It behoued

them to sende for the Bishoppe, to hallowe the firste corner
stone. . . And then might the Masons sette vpon the reste, but
not afore. 1648 Gage West Ind. 146 It was my fortune to
set upon a hard and difficult building in a Church of Mixco.
1681 R. L Estrange Tully's Offices 69 Him that sets upon
Building. 1709 Strype Ann. Ref. I. xxiii. 234 The Dean.,
exciting them with all his Rhetonck, to set upon the Repara-
tion of it. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 103 To level the
Sugar-Loaf.. would.. be a serious work; as it never could
be set upon except when the sea was remarkably still.

d. Naut. To haul or pull upon.
1793 Smeaton Edystone L. 196 This tackle being a little

slacked,.. and then set upon. Ibid. 197 The rope.. being
then set upon by the main tackle.

XII. With adverbs in specialized senses.

133. Set about. To circulate, spread about (a

statement, report). Now chiefly north, dial.

a 1715 Burnet Own Tune (1724) I. 168 Many discourses
were set about upon this occasion. 1890 Sat. Rev. 4 Oct.

385/1 Alarming reports have been set about as to the immi-
nence of serious trouble.

134. Set abroach, arch.

a. To broach (a cask, liquor).

1390 Gower Conf. II. 183 Riht as who sette a tonne
abroche. c 1460 [see A. 1 b]. 1697, 1855 [see Abroach i).

fig. 14.. Lyug. Chron. Troy iv. 2464 (Digby MS.) He..
gan approche & wib his swerd to sette a broche . . be Grekys
hatful blood. 1605 Chapman All Fools 11. i, My Purse set

a broch By euerie cheating come you seauen? 1763 C.
Johnston Reverie 1. p. iv, He had drunk of his wine, which
now began to warm his heart, and set all his secrets abroach.

b. To set on foot, set going, give currency or

publicity to.

c 1475 Mankind 572 in Macro Plays 21 Ther xall be sett

a-broche a clerycall mater. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. Wks.
(1904) 26 Than euery one of them setteth his shiftes abroche.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 32 There set they abroche
straunge consortes of melody. 1638, 1835 [see Abroach 2].

170a Engl. Theopkrastus 324 A studied and a laborious

forecast toward the setting of a humour abroach.

1 135. Set abroad. Obs.

a. To spread abroad, spread wide.
1526 Tindale Matt, xxiii. 5 They set abroade there phila-

tenes, and make large borders on there garmenttes.

b. To publish (a treatise) ; to circulate (a re-

port) ; to disseminate (a disease) ; to set (a matter)

on foot.

1555 Bradford in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. 127
Thoughe yt be never so daungerous to me to sett this lyttell

Treatysabroad. 1584 CoGAN^az/^«//^rt/MccxIiii. 265 The
plague.,was set abroade in the towne through buying., bed-
ding, .infected. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A.x. i. 192 And set abroad
new businesse for you all. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Did. 11, To set

a Story abroad. 1759 Sarah Fielding C %
tess ofDellwyn I.

257 Ingeniously set it abroad that a Fire had happened.

f 136. Set adown. = set down. Obs.

c 1205 Lay. 19686 We weoren . . for gode men iholden a bat
Ssexisce men setten us a-dune. 13.. Coerde Lion 2142 The
steward on knees him set adown. £1350 Will% Palerne

2459 panne as bliue bat barn be best a-doun sette. c 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 226 Vp-on the. .gras They settyn hem
ful softely adoun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 107
And I. .deme bat I be disposed and i>sette adoun.

137. Set afloat (f on float), arch.

a. To launch, float (Jit. and fig.).
1559 Mirr. Mag., Cade xi. 1 See here how fortune setting

vs a flote, Brought to our nets a portion of our pray. 1575
Gascoigne Glasse ofGovt. Wks. 1910 II. 62, I trust maister
Philosarchus fees will be sufficient to set both thee and me
a floate. 1785 Boswell Tour Hebrides (1897) 537, 1 got our
common friends there to assist in setting him afloat. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 11. v, Wondrous leather-roofed Floating-

batteries, set afloat by French-Spanish Fade de Famille.

b. To bring to the surlace (as the dregs of a
liquid) ; hence fig. to set {esp. something bad) in

motion, set agog, stir up, make active.

1586 [see Afloat 8]. i66z Charleion Myst. Vintners (167 5)

191 Seeing all Unsavouriness of Wines whatever seems to

proceed from their impurities set afloat. 1724 WARbURTON
Tracts (1789)4 111 Qualities,., when indiscreetly set on Float

become fatal on the Constitution. 1749 [see Float sb. 4].

1809 Malkin Gil Bias ix. x. (Rtldg.) 332 Hold your hand.,
exclaimed L. .You must not set my avarice afloat again,

fc. To flood (land). Obs.

1692 Ray Disc. 11. ii. {1693) 74 So much Water.. as. .caused
a considerable Flood. ., setting all the Meadows on flote.

f d. To cause to become unsettled, * carry away*.
a 1713 Ellwood Hist. Life (1714) 320 [Their] Applause

setting his Head afloat, he came up to London.

138. Set apart.

fa. To lay aside, put on one side. Obs.
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«S3° Palsgr. 711/1 You may sette this a parte for a whyle,

for we shall nat occupye it.

f b. To get rid of, do away with. Obs.

1455 Rolls ofParlt. V. 279/2 To. .purvey for restfull. .reule

in Wales and to sette aparte such nottes and disobeisaunces

as have be there. 1475 Ibid. VI. 143/2 That the said blessed

intent,.. and last Will.. be not..fordoon and sett a parte.

f o. To dismiss from one's consideration ; to put

out of one's mind ; to cease to entertain, put aside,

discontinue. Obs.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 676 They . .sette aparte all

dangers and paryhis. 15x5 Set. Cases Star Chamb, (Seidell)

II. 103 To set aparte all suche neue besynes as that thenne

they hadde begonne. 1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell

(Malone Soc.) 1581 Be frollicke and ioyfull, set sorowes

aparte. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xx. vii. 152 Se-

questring and setting apart his anger for that time, a 1641

Spelman Hist. Sacrilege (1698) 144 They all set all other

Business a-part.

0) in absolute ppl. phr.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 146 That thou retorne in

to the mercy of thy fader, .alle excusacions set a part. 1508

Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. vi. Wks. (1876) 5 Set aparte the good-
nesandgentylnesofalmyghtygod. \$6oT)Aust*. Sleidanc 5

Comm. 14 b, He would., all delaye sette a parte, repaire into

Germany. 1595 Shaks, John in. i. 159 All reuerence set

apart To him and his vsurp'd author] tie. 1636 Hevwood
Challenge Beautie 1. Wks. 1874 V. 11 To parallel the Queene
in beauty and vertue?..Which he may easily doe, her Prero-

gative of birth set apart.

d. To separate for a special purpose ; to devote

to some use. 1604-1853 [see Apart 6].

139. Set aside (ton side), a. See simple physi-

cal senses and Aside adv. 1, 2,3; to put on one side.

1412-20 Lydg. Ckron. Troy IX. 2696 Make pi choyse..

Whan euery drogge & pot is set a-syde. c 1430 Art of
Nombryng (E.E.T.S.) 10 Write a cifre in the place of the

figure sette a-side. 1330 Palsgr. 711/2 Set this asyde, tyll I

call for it. 1598 Deloney lacke ofNewberie Wks. (1912) 16

Set your link aside, and giue mee your hand.
_
16x1 Cotgr.,

Remouvoir, to iemoue, retire, withdraw, set aside, put away.
1614 Gorges Lncan VOL 343 His Roman pile was set aside.

1697 Isee Aside A. 3].

f b. To discontinue the performance or practice

of; also, to discard the intention of doing (some-

thing). Obs.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 22458 Late lordes. .Sette asyde
alle fflaterye 1 c 1440 — Hors, Shepe <y G. 90 Lett alle werr
and stryffe be sett A-syde. 1528 Roy Rede me 1. (Arb.) 65
Sett thy busynes a whyle a side, And lett vs have fyrst a
songe. 1530 Palsgr. 71 1/2 The kynge wyll, all other

thynges set asyde, that you examyne this marines mater.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. iv.fc i88 0urpurpos'd hunting shall be
set aside. 1697 Dryden^E"«^/(/viii. 584 Set your Tasks aside.

fc. ? To repulse. Obs.

c 1500 World <$ Child 294 To set our enemy sharpely
on-syde.

.<£ To dismiss from one's mind, abandon the

consideration of.

c 1407 Lydg. Reason <y Sens. 3189 And al they mente in

honest wyse, Vnleful lust was set a-syde. 1540 Palsgr.
Acolastus 11. ii. Kij, Settynge care and thought a syde.

156a Aberd. Kirk Sess. Rec. (Spalding Club) 4 All vder
excusatioun set asyde. 1567 Harman Caveat Epist. (1869) 21

Settinge asyde all feare. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,\\\. iii. 119
All dissembling set aside, Tell me for truth, the measure of
his Loue. 1710 Wycherley Let. to Pope 1 Apr., Yet. .set

raillery or compliment aside, I can bear your absence..
better than I can your company when you are in pain. 1821

Scott Kenilw. xx'ni, To make her lady's safety the principal

object of her care, setting all other considerations aside.

const, inf. c 157a Gascoigne Posies, Fruites ofWane xl,

I set aside to tell the restlesse toyle The mangled corps.

(b) In imper. or ppl. const. : Excluding, except-

ing, except for, apart from.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 567, 1 saw Solyhill : but

in it, setting a side the Church, there is nothing worth sight.

165a Earl Monm. tr. Bentivoglio"s Hist. Relat. 55 And set

wine aside, .they abound in all things necessary for human
life. 1657— tr. Partita's Pol. Disc. 107 But set this respect

aside, to live out of a mans Countrie, hath no resemblance
of evil. '1760 Impostors Delected in. xi. II. 123 He was a
very good kind of a man, setting aside his figure. 1883
Emily Lawless Millionairess Cousin iv. 95 Setting aside

this, all inequality so far as I can see ceases.

-f (c) In ppl. const. : Not taking account of, let

alone. Obs.

1753 L.M. Accomplished WovtanX. 61, 1 think, that setting

aside scandal, it were enough to escape their [men's] cen-
sure. 1785 Liberal Amer. I.63, I flattered myself that the
sight of a country.. which is certainly beautiful, setting

aside the charm of novelty, would have amused her.

e. To reject or throw over as being of no value,

cogency, or pertinence ; to overrule.

x594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol., Char/eerie § 22 Equitie..
setting on side the common rules of the law. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 18 May 1688, Such a dispensing power as might..
set aside all Laws. 1762-71 H. Walpo-.e Verttie's Anecd.
Paint. (1786) III. 57 [He) was brought to set aside his evi-

dence. 1870-2 Liddon Elem. Relig. iv. § L (1004) 133 The
existence of moral evil is too patent.. a subject, to be
permanently set aside by human beings. 1874 Stubbs
Const. Hist. I. vi. 135 The rule of hereditary succession was
..set aside. 1885 R. Bridges Nero 111. i. 12/2 To set our
honoured oaths and firm allegiance To you aside, as being
unjustly sworn.

f. To discard or reject from use or service, in

favour of another.
1576 Gascoigne Droomme of Dootnes day K iij b, Settinge

a side such thinges as are requisite for the soules health :

And omitting the obseruance of gods holycommaundementes.
1691 Trials Sir R. Graham, etc. 24 Mr. Cradock. My Lord,
I know not how I came to be summoned upon this Jury ; for
I am no Freeholder. L. C. J. Holt. Then set him aside.

1779 Mirror No. 39 When a man of acknowledged honour
..sees himself set aside, and obliged to give way to the
worthless and contemptible. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
vi. II. 5 If that national force [the militia] were set aside,
the gentry of England must lose much of their dignity and
influence. x86x Ld. Brougham Brit. Const, xv. 220 To set
aside the elder or Stuart branch, and to substitute, .the
younger. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xliii. 440 The
English prayer-book was set aside, and the Latin mass said
again.

g. To annul, quash, render void or nugatory.
Chiefly Law.
1760 C. Johnston Chrysal (1822) III. 179, I have it in my

power to set aside the whole unnatural, nonsensical will.

1790 Durnford & East K. B. Rep. III. 5 A rule to shew
cause. .why the verdict should not be set aside and a
new trial granted. 1877 Spurceon Serm. XXIII. 61 Nor
does it set aside the necessity that those men should cheer-
fully accept the gospel of Christ. 1883 Laxv Rep. 11 Q. B.
Div. 591 A rule was subsequently obtained by Mr. Woollett
to set that nonsuit aside.

h. To separate out for a particular purpose.
1720 Gordon & Trenchard Indep. Whig (1728) 66 Par-

ticular Persons who are set aside and paid for that Purpose.
1890 Tout Hist. Eng. from 1689, 91 To set aside a part of
the national revenue every year. 1891 Law 7Y///«XCII.
130/2 To set aside a portion of his wages in order to meet
Lloyd's debt.

140. Set away. + a. To remove, do away with.
c 1430 Art ofNombryng (E.E.T.S.) 16 Settyng away alle

that is ouer hym in respect of the doublede. 1549 Latimer
jih Serm. bef. Edw. F/(Arb.) 200 Knoweledge. .causeth vs
to forget all, and set a waye discipline. 1687 Miege Gt.
Fr. Did. 11, To set (or put) away, oter.

b. — set by, 142 b.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ii. 52 Strain it and set it away
for Use.

C. intr. To set off. north, dial.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxvii, Mattie had ill-will to see me *

set awa on this ride.

141. Set back.
a. To hinder the progress of, give a check to.

[1530 Palsgr. 712/2 I set backewarde, or hynder a mater
that it gothe nat forwarde. . . I have set hym backwarde this

mornynge more than he shall come forwarde these seven
yeres]. x6oo Holland Livy in. 118 Thou hadst more need
to set me backe with force of arms.

^ 1647 May Hist. Parlt.
1. ii. 20 The endammaging and setting backe of that newly
established Kingdome. a 1677 Barrow Serm. Wks. 1716
I. 62 By so eagerly persuing he effectually setteth back his

designs, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 1 1 Aug. 1693, This succeeded
much wet, and set harvest extremely back. X748 Richard-
son Clarissa VI. 56 This had like to have set all back again.

b. To put (a clock, its hands) to an earlier time.

1635 Quarles Embl. v. vii. 2 Or has some frolick heart set

backthe hand Of Fates perpetuall Clock ? 189a Illustr.

Lond. News 9 Jan. 45/1 They reconcile people to monarchy
and set back the clock of progress.

C intr. To flow in the reverse direction.

1803 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 24/1 Is not the tide of

opinions.. setting back with a strength equal to its flow?

142. Set by. f a- To put on one side, lay aside

{lit. and/^.). Obs.
1602 Shaks. Ham. v. ii. 295 lie play this bout first, set by

a-while. 1626 B. Jonson Staple of N. in. ii. (1905) 66 To
be separated and set by For Vshers, to old Countesses.
01642 Suckling Goblins 1. Wks, 1874 II. 16 Set him by,
till he's sober. 1654 tr. Scudery*s Curia Pol. 12 You have
forced him not onely to set by his Mil[i]tia, and to depose
his Crown.

h. To lay up or lay by for future use.

1595 Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc) 8 To trimme
hisshippes. .set by some new pinnaces. x«6 Leoni AlbertVs
Archil. I. 100/2 The Pantry for setting by what is left after

meals. x8i8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxvi, Let the house be redd
up, the broken meat set by. 1850 Miss Warner Wide
Wide World xxxvii, After that many a basket of apples..
was set by for her.

t O. To reject, dismiss ; to disregard, scorn.
i$g2"Nashe SirangeNewes Wks. i9ioI.294Nomoresetby,

but set by, thrust aside. 1636 Hevwood Challenge Beautie 1.

Wks. 1874 V. 9 Birth wee set by. x66o Fuller Mixt Contempt.
II. xiv. 23 Being now set by, layd aside as uselesse, and not
sett by. 1704 Norris Ideal World u. i. 36 To set by this con-
clusion for a while. 1758 S. Hayward Serm. xvi. 481 'lis
indisputable. . . Devils cannot set it by, and the judge will not.

f {b) Setting by : setting aside, not counting.
a 1592 Greene A Iphonsus 1. i, Setting by Alphonsus* power

divine, What man alive. .Could countervail his courage?
1657 Heylin Undeceiv. People 7 Setting by all children
which live under their parents [etc. J ..the number of the
residue will be found so small.

T" d. To give up (doing something). Obs,
a 1674 Clarendon Sttrv. Leviath. (1676) 282 To set by dis-

puting with him, as one that is to be convinced only by himself.

143. Set down. (Cf. set adown, 136.)

a. See simple trans, senses and Down adv.

(a) To cause to sit down. rare.

a 1470 Gregory Chron. in Hist. Coll. Ct't. Lond. (Camden)
222 The Erleof Worseter was take before the mayre and sette

downe in the myddys of the hy tabylle. 1525 Ld. Berners
Eroiss. II. ccxxvii, 295 b, The duke of Orlyaunce set euery
man downe. 1835 Willis Pencillings III. 135 We were set

down . .at nine, to cold grouse, salmon [etc. J. x86i S. Brooks
Silver Cord v. (1865) 27 The little girl having.. been.. set

down, in a half-darkened apartment, to amuse herself with
the pictures in Fox's Book of Martyrs.

f(£) To encamp (an army or host). Obs.

1607 Shaks. Cor. v. iii. 2 We will before the walls of Rome
to morrow Set downe our Hoast. 1621 Bp. Mountagu Dia.
tribx^i Because he did not . .spend so many bookes . . as Anti-

machusdid, before he sate downe the seuen Princes at Thebes.

(f) To place, situate, locate.

x8»7 Edin. Weekly frnl. 28 Feb., in Scott Chron.

Canongaic Introd. App., Wherever the belligerent powers
might be pleased to set down this new theatre. 1882 W.
Morris in Mackail Life (1899) II. 6^ Lewes is set down
better than any town I have seen in England, a 1887
Jeiferies Field fy Hedgerow (1889) 316 He was theexact
counterpart of the London Jew dealer, set down in the
midst of the country.

(d) Falconry, (See quots.)
16x4 Latham Falconry i. xi. 40 You doe at her first setting

downe, giue her as much as she list to take into her gorge.
1891 Harting Bibl. Accipitr. 229 Set down to moult, put
into the mew.

b. f (a) To bring low, debase ; to depose from
office ; to put down, quell. Obs,
c 1369 Chaucer Dethe Blaunche 635 That is broght up

she set al doun. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 261 In
bat counsaille were y-sett doun meny bisshops and abbotes.
[bid, VIII. 179 He was i-sette doun of the fourbe pope Inno-
centius. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)
II. 141 Quhat was best to be done aganis..thair new relie-

gieoun and to sie quhat way thay might sett done the samin.

ib) To lower (a person's pride, etc.) ; to take
clown, snub.

1753 Richardson Grandison (1754) III. xviii. 251 Sir Harry
own a himself to blame : and thus the Lady's pride was set

down softly. 1846 D. Jerrold Mrs. Caudle xxxi, Like her
impudence !—I set her down for the rest of the evening.
1889 Mrs. Comyns Carr Margaret Maliphant I. i. 11, I

was such a headstrong girl that it took a deal to set me down.

C. j {a) To slacken (the strings or pegs of a

musical instrument). Obs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Chelys, Intendere ehelyn, to
wieste vp the stringes of the lute. Laxare ehelyn, to sette

downe. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. L 202 Oh you are well tun'd
now : But He set downe the peggs that make this Musicke.

{p) To beat down to a shape.

1703 T. N. City <$• C. Purchaser 193 So much of the Sheet
as lies over the Cavity is set down into it with the Seaming-
mallet. 1843 Holtzapffel Turning I. 213 When the iron

is to be set down, .it is first nicked with a round fuller.

d. To place so as to rest upon a surface ; to put

down, as upon the ground. Also absol.

a 1425 Cursor M. 12958 (Trin.) On an he^e pinacle he set

him doun Of be temple, c 1530 H. Rhodes Bk. Nurture in

Babees Bk.67 In some places the Caruerdoth vse to shew and
set down, ..and in some place he beareth the first dish, and.

.

setteth it downe couered before the degree of a Knight. 1573
G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 4 He oath set down his staf.

c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. cxliii, As a.. huswife.. Sets downe her
babe. 1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina III. 180 Sir Edward
sat down the candlestick. 1825 Scott Betrothed*, The body
was here set down before the door of the chapel. 1878 Fr. A.
Kkmble Rec. Girlhood \l. \. 28 Ifyou attempt to lift or carry
medown the stage, I will kick and scream till you set me down.

(b) To cause or allow to alight from a vehicle
;

to ' drop ' (a person at a place). Also absol.

(Said of the person or persons in charge of or occupying
the vehicle, or of the vehicle itself.)

1668-9 Pepys Diary 18 Mar., My wife and I going by
coach, she went with us to Holborne, where we set her down.
1694 Congreve Double-Dealer v. v, My coach shall set you
down. 1715 Gay Let. to Pope 8 July, I have just set down
Sir Samuel Garth at the Opera. X782 Miss Burney Cecilia

vii. vi, I knew the postilion very well... And then he told me
where he had set you down. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty
Diamond ii, A number of carriages full of ladie,s were
drawing up and setting down. 1844 Act 7 <$ 8 Vict. c. 85 § 6
Such Train shall . . take up and set down Passengers at every
Passenger Station. 1889 Mrs. Alexander CrookedPath I.

iv. no The carriage is to come back for us after setting you
down at the theatre.

e. To put down in writing or in print ; to put

on paper ; to enter in a catalogue or account ; to

write out, compose ; to put on record ; to record,

relate, give an account of.

1574 H. Baker Well-spring Sci. (1617) 9, I set downe 7
vnder the line against the place of penies. 1576 Gascoigne
Droomme ofDoomes day 11. E viij, [In the ScripturesJ there

are set down two..entyer parts of rightuousnesse. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 16 The harshest penne may sette

downe somewhat woorth the reading. 1590 Shaks. Mids.
N. 1. ii. 22 You Nicke Bottome are set downe for Pyramus.
X605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. vi. § 6. 28 After the Creation
was finished, it is sette downe vnto vs that man was placed
in the Garden to worke therein. 1610 Holland Camden s

Brit. 1. 288 And here I am willing to set down their names.
1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 70, 1 forgot to set downe
how I receaved a letter from Martin de Guinia. 1663 S.

Patrick Parab. Pilgrim xi. (1687) 59 You will expect . .that

I should set down at large the particulars of every days
conference. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 182

A great many good Ports that are not set down in the Maps.
171a Steele Sped. No. 266 P2 Her Women.. are alpha-

betically set down in her Book. 1779 J.Moore View Soc. Fr.

{1789) I. ix. 62, 1 set down the whole scene as soon as F— left

me. x8o6 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (ed. 3) m. vt

My youngest boy., bethought himself of setting down a few
'School-miseries'. X863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char.
xvi. 393, I have always regretted that Hazlitt set down that

passage. x886 Besant Childr. Gibeon 11. v, It would not
be fair to set down in cold blood the things he habitually

said.

f(£) To set down the or one*s period', to come
to a final decision. Obs.

1590 Greene Never too Late Wks. (Grosart) VIII. 23
They set downe the period with a deepe sigh. 1590 —
Mourn. Garni, ibid. IX. 150 At last she set downe her

period on the face of Alexis, thinking he was the fairest.

+ (c) To fix at a certain amount. Obs.

CX593 1 Greene George a Greene (1599) Gib, George a
Greene, set downe the king of Scots His ransome. 1621

R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 141 It being the price sett

downe. 1654 Bramhall Just Vind. iv. (1661)85 Prescribed

the indowments of Vicars, set down the wages of Priests.

id) To put down, as in a schedule or table, to
'
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be performed at a certain time; + to appoint a

time for the performance of (something).

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, iv. i. 319 On Wednesday next, we
solemnly set downe Our Coronation. 1594 — Rick. Ill,

111. iv. 44 We haue not yet set dowhe this day of Triumph.

1795 [C Abbot] Jurisdiction Crt. Gt. Sessions Wales 120

The plaintiff must..set down his cause to be heard. 1819
Taunton Ref. Cases Comm. Pleas VII. 85 Cases out of
Chancery, .cannot be set down nor heard, unless they are
signed by a Serjeant. 1889 Acwortk Railways Eng. 203
The Great Western express.. was set down to leave Didcot
. . 3 minutes earlier. 1893 Weekly Notes 68/1 After the cause
had been set down for trial.

ff. To lay down (a principle), prescribe (a

regulation, mode of procedure). Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist. 2$j Whiles I set doune
directions and precepts. 1379 Lyly Euphucs (Arb.) 193
She endeauoreth to set down good lawes. 16*5 Bacon Ess.,

Simul. fy Dissim. (Arb.) 508 Therfore set it downe ; That
an Habit of Secrecy, is both Politick, and MoralL 1641
Milton Reform. 11. 47 If. .the Constitution of the Church
be already set down by divine prescript. 1688 Lett. cone.

Pres. St. Italy 30 All of that Cabale had set down this for

a Rule.

fg. To determine or resolve upon. Also set

down one's rest (see Rest sb.% 8 b). Obs,
158a N. Lichefirld tr. Castanheda's Discov. E. Ind. xxx.

73 b, Of the meet ing of the King . .and the Captaine general I,

at which lime there was set downe a Trade and Factorie.

16x1 Shaks. Cymb. I. iv. 178 Wee will haue these things set

downe by lawfull Counsell. 163a Bp. Hall Hard Texts,
Luke xiv. 29-31 [He] must. .set it downe with his owne
heart to undergoe resolutely all the difficulties that [etc.].

{b) pass, and intr. To be resolved, resolve.

Obs. exc. north, dial, const, inf.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 20 One, that to praise

well, one must first set downe with himselfe, what it is to

be excellent. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks(i6$3) 295 A man set

downe to mischiefe. 1684 N. Lee Constantino ill. ii. 36
If you set down t'enjoy me, Sir.

h. (a) To estimate, reckon ; f in early use with

obj. and compl., or with clause ; now only, to re-

gard (a person) as, take (him) fort
consider (him)

to be (so-and-so).

1798 Geraldina I. 183, I never see a library of books with
highly gilt bindings, but I set down that the owner seldom
opens them. 1799 S. & Ht. Lee Cant. T., Frenchman's T.
(ed. 2) I. 198 The playful unconscious character she had
first been set down. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. xii. (Ktldg )

25 The corregidor . . set me down for the culprit. 1815 Zeluca
III. 9 He sat himself down as invulnerable. 1828 Scott
Aunt Marg. Mirror ii, You had best set him down a Jesuit.

1840 Dickens Barn. Rudge xlviii, Those who cling to the
truth and support the right cause, are set down as mad.
187a J. Hartley Yorksk. Ditties Sen 11. 118 They used to
be sat daan to be young ens 'at hadn't le'nt wit. 1889 F.
Barrett Under Str. Mask I. iv. 68 He would set her
down at once for an impertinent . . busy-body.

(b) To attribute, or put down to.

1822 Lamb Elia I. Mod. Gallantry, He could not set it

down to caprice. 1879 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. lv.xii. 137
This, as usual, was set down to malice prepense on his side.

i. Now dial, (a) refl. To seat oneself. (Cf. 3.)

+ Also, to go down on ones knees : cf. sense 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 14092 For-wit his fete sco sett hir dun.
1470-85 Malory A rthuri. xix. 65 He sette hym doune by a
fontayne. x548Udall£>*w/«. Par. John vi. 1-4 Iesus,beyng
sumwhat separate from the people, setteth hym down on the
hyll, 1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. (1711) i. 64 They set themselves
down on the Grass. 1719 Db Yov. Crusoe 1. (Globe) 15 We.

.

set us down to fish.

(b) pass. To be seated. (Cf. 4.) Also trans/.

to be settled in a place.
a 1300 Cursor M. 13495 AH right bar war bai sett dun.

1575 Painter Pal. Pleas. 11. iv. (1890) II. 178 The king and
Ariobarzanes being sette downe at a table. i6m Mabbe
tr. Aleman's Guzman a"A If. 11. 229 When I was set downe
to my meat. 1741 C'tess Hartford Corr. (1805) III. 189
When I am set peacefully down at my farm, I shall often
read over your letters. X776 S. J. Pratt Pupil 0/ Pleas,
II. 74, I was just set down to the card-table at the Delmores.
x8x5 Scott Guy M. xvi, When all should be gone to bed,

or set down to cards, which is the same thing.

p With mixed construction.

X582 T. Watson Centurie 0/Love (Arb.) 38 My harte is

sett him downe twixt hope and feares Vpon trie stonie banke
of high desire. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, iv. iii. 2 The King
by this, is set him downe to sleepe.

(e) intr. To sit down. (Cf. 5.)
c X400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 1741 pai sal set down And

mak a schort colactown. 1443 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I.

7 That. .[he] sal cum. .and set downe on bis kneis. 1530
Palsgr. 713/1, I set downe, I rest me on a seate,/tf massis.

1635 Heylin Sabbath (1636) 1. 124 That we should. .set

down with modesty ..to heare the Law. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 17 Sept, 1685, All the gentlemen in his traine setting
down at table with him. 17*0 Humourist 212 Till he set

down to Dinner. 1794 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Ellen I. 28 He
had just, .set down to his coffee. 1809 Syd. Smith Serm.
I. 43 He is ever ready.. to say a grace to God, before he
sets down to feast with Mammon.

f {d) To set down by «= to put up with. Cf. Sit

v. 2 1 d (a).

c x6x8 Moryson /tin. iv. (1903) 64 The Venetians, .having
a very rich Shipp robbed by Turkish Pyratts..were forced

to sett down by the losse.

j. refl. To begin to devote oneself to.

1864 J. H. Newman Appl. 245, I set myself down to my
translation of St. Athanasius. ^ 1891 Blackiu. Mag. CL. 173/1
In his green old age, he set himself down to write this great
dictionary.

f k. intr. To be encamped ; to ' sit down

'

before (a town) to besiege it. Obs. Cf. a (b).

1601 Shaks. All's Well 1. i. 129 Man setting downe before

you, will vndermine you, and blow you vp. x6o6 — Ant. $
CI. hi. xiii. 168 Caesar sets downe in Alexandria. x6ax Lady
M. Wroth Urania 130 Then did the braue Generall set

down before Thessalonica. X631 Heylin St. George 248
Nothing to stop our march, till we set downe With all our
troopes, before the Holy Towne.

1. intr. To have a direction downwards.
X747 Hooson Miner's Diet. S 2 b, If a fair leading sets

down under the second Sett, it may in all probability lead
down to a third, and so on.

144. Set forth. See simple senses and Forth
adv. f a. To thrust forth. Obs.
a xa*5 Leg. Kath. 827 Ah nu we beo3 of se feor for be

iflut hidere, bu schalt setten sikel for5. 1553 T. Wilson
Rhet. 118 Some settes forth their lippes two ynches good
beyonde their teeth.

t {b) To direct or send forward, set on the way.
1525 Lee in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in. II. 75 To sett forthe

the standard against thies Philistees. 1549 Latimer
Ploughsrs (Arb.) 17, I have assaied to sette furth my plough
to proue what I coulde do. 1590 Barwick Disc. Weapons
7 My commaunder commaunds me to set foorth of my band
of 200. one hundred, to keepe a straight or passage.

f (c) To arrange or dispose in a certain manner

;

to lay out. Obs.
C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 373 The butler schal sett

forthe the pottys..up on eche table. 1595 Shaks. John 11.

i. 295 W'el set forth In best appointment all our Regiments.
1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling (1653) > A man tnat goeth
to the River.. must understand .. to set forth his Tackles.
1667 Milton P. L. vn. 429 There the Eagle and the Stork
. .set forth Thir Aierie Caravan high over Sea's Flying.

T b. To send out (soldiers, etc.) for service ; hence,
to equip, fit out (men, a fleet, a voyage). Obs,
1451 [implied in Setter-forth] a 1533 Ld. Berners

Huon lxi. 213 They sette forth a galay 8c .xxx. paynyms
therin. 1584^ A 1]. 1603 Owen Pembr. (1801)41 They are
forced to sett furthe manye to theire owne dislike, althoughe

! the best that cold be founde. 1626 B. Jonson Staple ofN.
j

11. v, Setting forth some Lady, Will cost as much as furnish-

1
ing a Fleete. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 1. 54 He
intended to set forth a voyage into West India, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 29 luly 1667, The charge of setting forth a
fleete. 170a— Diary 3 May, Every Missioner, besides the
20 /. to set him forth, should have 50 /. per. ami. 1805 Act
45 Geo. Ill, c. 7a § 7 If such Ship or Vessel so retaken shall
appear to have been, after the taking by His Majesty's
Enemies, by them set forth as a Ship or Vessel of War.

T {b) To furnish with what is necessary. Obs.
c 1610 Women Saints 207 Haueyou nothing . . lying in store,

wherewith her exequies may be sett forth?

+ (c) To furnish, provide (entertainment). Obs.
1526 Tindale John ii. 10 All men att the begynnynge sett

forth goode wyne. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (16x4) 330
Certain Priests, whose office it was to set forth publike
playes and games in honor of their Gods. 1693 Congreve
Drydens Juvenal xi. 6 When Poor Rutilus spends all his
Worth, Jn hopes of setting one good Dinner forth.

t c. To provide, allot, or set apart for a purpose.
1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 358 Jn this

ordour. .ar mony sett furth to hald sitizenis in peice and in
thair office. 163a Bp. Hall Hard Texts Matt. xxiv. 29
When as my Church shall have endured that full proportion
of affliction, which I have set forth for it. 1684 in Picton
/Spool Munic. Rec. (1883) I. 318 The wast ground .. formerly
set forth for that purpose.

t (b) To put aside as tithe; - set out, M9q (b).

1548 Act 3^3 Edw. VI, c. 13 § 2 Yf any person carrye
awaye his come or haye or his other prediall tythes before
the tythe thereof be sett forthe. 1670 W. Sheppard Parson's
Guide 9 The Parson or Vicar is to.take away his Tythes in
a convenient time after they are set forth.

(c) To lay out (money) ; = layforth , Lay 52 c

;

—put forth, Put 42 j.

1622 Bacon Hen, VII, 208 This [sum of money! to bee set

forth in Lands, of the best and most certaine Reuenue.
d. To promulgate, publish, issue (a regulation,

proclamation, etc.).

1567 Harman Caveat Epist. (1869) 19 Many good..Iawes
and actes made and set for the in this . . realme. 1583 Stubbes
A nut. Abus. 11. 17 If the prince than doe set foorth a lawe
contrarie to the lawe of God. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 1 Oct.
1651, Our religion, that had neither appointed nor set forth
a-iy houres of prayer or breviaries. 17x1 Steele •S^e/. No.
17 P2 The Rules of the Club, as set forth, in a Table,
intituled, The Act of Deformity. 1837 Carlyle Fr, Rev,
I. in. iii, Lafayette, .took upon him to set forth more than
one deprecatory oration. 1877 Miss Yonge Cameos Ser. m.
vii. 64 A proclamation was set forth placing a price..on his

head.

e. To publish (a literary work).
1535 Coverdale Prol. to Rdr., I toke the more upon me

to set forth this speciall translacyon. 1590 Gukkne Mourn.
Garment Concl., Wks. (Grosart) IX. 221, I haue.. set forth

many Pamphlets, full of much loue and little Scholarisme.
1628 S. Ward in Usshers Lett. 394 Dr. Jackson hath lately

set forth a Book of the Attributes of God. 01700 Evelyn
Diary July 1645, Father Klrchner, who was then setting

forth his greate work Obeliscus Pamphilius. 1779 Mirror
No. 21 (1787) I. 154 The latter has set forth his in print.

f. To express in words, give an account of,

present a statement of, esp. in order, distinctly, or in

detail ; to declare, expound, relate, narrate, state,

describe ; t to describe the features or characters of.

1530 Palsgr. 713/1 Now have I shewed you in ageneraltie

the contentes of the chapiter, but to set forthe the partyculers

requyreth a further layser. 1548-9 (Mar.) Bk.Com. Prayer,
Commun., Pr. Whole St. Ch., That thei maic.set furthe

thy true and liuely worde. 1549 Latimer Plonghers (Arb.)

38 One that wyl set furth papistrie aswel as him selfe wyll

do. 1586 A. Day Eug. Secretary 11. (1595) 100 As if in

setting foorth our most gracious Soueraigne, wee should

say: That Goddesse like adorned with high aspectes,..

she issued foorth, 1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie (Arb.)

41 They set forth the dolefull falles of infortunate and
afflicted Princes, a x66b N. Rogers {title) The Rich
Fool, set forth in an exposition on that parable. Luke
12, 16-22. 1688 Lett. cone. Pres. St. Italy 31 A Sect of
men that were set forth as Monsters. 169a R. L'Estrange
Fables lxxx. 78 In These Three Fables, is set forth the
Vanity of Unnatural Wishes, and Foolish Prayers. 17x1
Steele Sped. No. 54 F 3 A Treatise, wherein I shall set

forth the Rise and Progress of this famous Sect. 1746
Hervey Medit. (1818) 151 Even fancy has her merit when
she sets forth in such pleasing imagery, the crucified Jesus.
1780 Coxe Russ. Disc. 254 The instructions given to the
Captain set forth that a private ship had in 2762 found there
a commodious haven. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 80 An
advertisement . . inserted in some of the public papers, setting
forth the miseries of the poor. 1865 Kingsley Herew. 1,

Hereward, whose history this tale sets forth. 187a C. E.
Maurice Stephen Langton i. 21 One after another he set

forth the hideous corruptions which were growing up. 1893
National Observer 14 Jan. 201/1 He invites the fault-finders

to set forth their grievances.

(b) To represent in art. ? Obs.
*585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. viii. 8 b, I haue

thought good, .too sette foorth vnto you, a woman as shee
goeth in the streete. 166a Evelyn Sculptura 38 But to pro-
ceed, Albert [Durer] being very young set forth our Lady,
some designes of Horses after the life, [etc.].

g. To adorn, decorate. Now rare,
X530 Palsgr. 713/1 This blacke velvet gowne setteth fort

this lady verye well. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's
Voy. u.xviii. 51 b, [The gate] is. .well set forth, with letters

of gold, and leaues of diuers colours. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard
Texts Ezek. xxiii. 6 The Assyrians, .which were rich and
proudly set forth. 1889 Herring & Ross Irish Cousin I.

I. v. 62 Heavy mahogany tables, each duly set forth with
books and daguerrotypes.

f h. To further the progress or advancement of;

to promote, advance. Obs.
1528 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 262/2 To confesse. .what he

had done for the settinge forth of that secte. 1542 [implied
in Setter-forth], 1551 T. Wilson Logic Lj, The very
cause of thynges, is such a one that if it be practised in

very diede,and set forth with other natural! causes, the effect

must nedes folowe.

f i. To praise, commend. Obs.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Comwendare, to pray&e : to sette

forth. 1596 Shaks. Merch. V. in. v. 95 les. Nay, let me
firaise you while I haue a stomacke? Lor. No pray thee,

et it serue for table talke. ..lessi. Well, He set you forth.

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrge 11. ii. § 2 To set forth a person
by that which in its self is no matter of commendation.

fj. To exhibit, display, show forth. Obs.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 1. B j b, Onles I wolde
. .set furth the brightnes of the sonne wyth a candell. Ibid.

II. S ij b, Wretches, .whose pouerty she [Pride] might.,
encrease by gorgiously setting furthe her riches. 1593
Nashe Christ s T. 69b, Thys woman disdaines..that any
should sette forth the porte and maiestie, in gate and be-
hauiour like vnto her. i6ix Second Maiden's Trag. 190
Fortunes are but the outsides of true worth, it is the mynde
that sets his master forth. 1667 Milton P.L. vi. 310 To
set forth Great things by small.

k. intr. To set out on a journey, against an
enemy, in pursuit, etc.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 4604 Hast you to saile ; Sette furthe
to pe se. 1530 Palsgr. 713/1 Whan sette you forthe on your
joumay,and God wyll. 1568 Grafton Chron. 1 1. 294 They
set forth that were appoynted to breake the array of the

Archers. 159a Kyd Sp, Trag. 1. iv. 28, I with my hand set

foorth against the Prince. i6ox Shaks. Ttvel. N. in. iii. 13
My willing loue, The rather by these arguments of feare Set
forth in your pursuite. 1675-6 City Mercury 10-17 f*eu- 2A
Exeter Coach. . . Sets forth every Monday morning from the

Sarazens head Inn. 1718 Atterbury Serm. (Acts xxvi, 26)

(1734) I. 4 Just as if it [Christianity] were now in its Infant
State, and newly setting forth in the World. 1798Charlotte
Smith Yng. Philos. IV. 76 Your fair Columbian, . . the moon
being at full . . sat forth alone. 1845 Ford Handbk. Spain 1.

55 Before they set forth on their day's journey. 1890 W.
E. Norris Misadventure I. vi. 88 The two young people

set forth for the village. 1894 E. Scott Dancing 110 If the

partners join right and left hands in setting forth.

145. Set forward (f forwards).

a. To carry, send, or thrust forward. To set

one's {best)footforward; see Foot sb, 29, 29 b.

c 1430 Art ofNombryng^ (E.E.T.S.) 10 Sette forwarde the

figures of the nombre multiplying by 00 difference, a 1547 in

Fosbrooke Econ. Mon. Life (1^96) 83 When hir hors letyr was
app[ar]eled . . she was set forwards aft[er] this manner. 1555
EDEMi?«rtrf'«(Arb.) 70 Settinge forewarde with their ores the
brigantine. a 1617 Bayne Lect. (1634) 202 That man neuer yet

set right foote forward in the way to the Kingdome of God.

(b) To put (a clock) on.
x6. . Middleton, etc. Old Lawui. i, I would have you set

forward the Clock. 1848 H. Miller First Impr. Eng, vii.

(1857) ii50neofhiscompanions..set forward the house-clock.

T (0 To increase, aggravate. Obs.
1611 Bible Job xxx. 13 They set forward my calamitie.

1684 Burnet tr. More's Utopia 24 Luxury likewise breaks

in apace upon you, to set forward your Poverty and Misery.

b. To assist (a person) in the way of progress
;

to help on (a matter, plan, etc.) ; to advance, pro-

mote.
1530 Palsgr. 713/2, I set forwarde a person, or avaunce

him to promocyon. Jaduance. 1540 Cranmer Let. in Misc.
Writ. (Parker Soc.) 401 To set forwards whatsoever wasyour
Majesty's will. 156X Reg. Privy Council Scot. 1. 103 For.

.

setting fordwart of the commone effaris of the cuntre. a 1617

Bayne Lect. (1634)204 Walking after a potion taken, .setteth

forward theworking ofphysicke taken. 1662 Bk.Com. Prayer,
Pr. Ember Weeks, That, .they may ..set forward the salva-

tion of all men. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 7 note. To
set the workmen forward.. I have been obliged to continue
on board our store vessel.. frequently a week. 1811 Simeon
Let. in Carus Life (1847) 308 Some of the young men. .were
endeavouring to set forward a Bible Society.
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o. To put forward, promulgate ; to advance

(an opinion).
xcfaxs/ Bk. Discipl. CA.*S£(»/.(i62i)47Weleaveit..tobe

weighed by your honours wisdome, and set forwards by your
authority. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. m. xl. 252 To set forward

..such doctrine as was agreeable to Moses his doctrine.

1890 Universal Rev. Sept. 64 The theory now set forward.

d. intr. To go forward, set out, start.

1530 Palsgr. 713/2. I set forward, as an armycdothe. Je
me auaHce. a 1548 Hall Chron., Rich. Ill, 12 The erle..

aventured . . to set forwarde hym selfe by lande. 1603
Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 670 With which fleet, .[he] set

forward against the Portmgals. 1631 Lithgow Trav. ix.

411, 1 set forward through thevaUe of Ombria. 1749 Field-
ing Tom Jones xvn. v. (1840) 248 Mrs. Miller set forwards
to her son-in-law's lodgings. 1815 Jane Austen Emma
xiii, He.. set forward at last in his own carriage. 1889
*M. Gray 1

Refr. Annesley III. vi. i. 129 He.. set forward
again after supper.

146. Set in. a. See simple trans, senses and In
adv.; to enter (a name); to insert, put in; to

engraft, implant ; f to put in office or power, etc
1388 Wvclif Rom. xi. 23 %he, ar>d thei schulen be set yn

[Vulg. inserentur], if thei dwellen not in vnbileue. c 1450
in Aungier Syon (1S40) 561 To sette in the names of sustres
and brethren professed in the register of the chapter. 1487
Cely Papers (Camden) 169 They hawe dischargyd all the
old wytt [=magistrates] of Bruges the whych was sett yn
be the Kyng. 156a Child-Marriages 13 The said James
Smith toke a Lease of his part of the Tenement, and set-in

the said Ellin to have hit after his decesse. 1563-4 in
Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 109 John Atkyns
to bio y° organs when he set in ye pypes vj d. 1587
Golding De Mornay \. (1592) 6 When a member that was
out of ioynt is set in again. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus,
Ann. xii. xi. (1622) 172 [They] set in Companies to robbe
and spoile [immittere latromim globos\. 1663 Pepys
Diary 5 Aug., At Greenwich set in Captain Cocke. 1669
Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 Set in your Lee-braces.

1709 Taller No. 37 F 2^ Beau Slimber a Londoner, under-
took to keep up with Trips, a whelp just set in. 1808 Lady's
Econ. Assist. 1 The worked part of the frock body must be
set in quite plain. 1859 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XX. 11. 364
To prevent any escape of the manure while turning [the

?lough] and setting in again. 1888 Co-op. News 16 June 619
f the clothes are placed in cold water out of the boil the

fabric will contract, and so set in the dirt. z888 *J. S.
Winter ' Bootless Childr. xii, I want the ring to be quite
plain and heavy, with three stones set in jevel with the gold.
1889 ' M. Gray'

4
RePr. Annesley 1. 11. ii. 158 Having now

finished setting in a row of young plants.

(b) absoL (See quot.)

1530 Palsgr. 714/1, I set in to the oven, as bakers do their

breed.. .We shal nat set in tyll to morowe thre of the clocke

(c) To put (a vessel) in towards the shore. Also
absol.

1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Feb. 10/2 The ship was set in to-

wards the land by a current. 1891 F. W. Robinson Her
Love fy His Life III. vn. i. 236 'Set in to shore,' cried
Kerts, roughly.

(d) To draw or gather in.

1858 Ladies' Cabinet Jan. 54/1 The skirt.. is set in at the
waist, in large fluted or hollow plaits.

b. f (a) To direct into the fight. Obs.

Iggg Barbour Bruce ix. 610 Schir Eduardis cumpany,
Quhen thai had thrillit thame hastely, Set stoutly in the
bedis agane.

j(£) To set infoot', to enter upon an undertaking.
1542UDALL Erasm. Apopk. 78 b, Whoso hath ones stepped

foorth, and sette in foote to take charge of a commen weale.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidaue's Comtn. 122 b, It belongeth. .to the
Emperour..to set in foote in counselles. 156a Heywood
Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867) 169 He hath set in foote, thyngs by
wyt to be sped.

f (c) * To put in a way to begin ' (J.). Obs.
1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. 48, I think I had better

decline the Task, than injure the Argument. However, if

you please to assist, and set me In, I will endeavour to re-

collect my self for a short Conference.

+ c. intr. To make one's way into the fight,

among the enemy ; hence, to offer fight, to inter-

vene in behalf of a person or in support of a cause.
1450 Merlin xxix. 588 Whan thei saugh the hoste comynge

thei merveiled fro whens so moche peple myght come.
Neuertheles thei sette in a-monge hem. 1630 Sander-
son Serm. ad Magistr. L (1674) II. 258 A rich opportunity
..to set in for Gods cause. 1656 Baxter ReformedPastor
73 It is our duty to set in for the assistance of these,,, to help
them to a conquest of their corruptions. 1665 Sanderson
Eight Cases Consc. (1674) 85 Princes may see cause to set in
for their own safety and interest. 1692 Ray Disc. n. iv.

(1693) 145 May not the Stoicks here set in and help us out
at a dead lift ?

d. To set to work, begin (upon something)

;

esp. followed by to^for. Obs. exc. dial.

1608 Willet Ilcxapla Exod. 495 Where the fire setteth in,

the whole is spoiled. 1650 Trapp Comm. Lev. xiii. 6 God also
will set in and wash such with the blood ofhis son. 1693 Tate
Drydetfs Juvenal 11. (1697)30 To behold your unnerv d Sex
set in To Needle-Work. 1700C0NGREVE H ay ofWorld'iv, i,

Sir Wilfull is set in to drinking, madam, in the parlour. 1711
Steele Spect. No. 24 r 1 A worthy old Batchelor, who
sets in for his Dose of Claret every Night, 1764 Museum
Rusticum 1 1, xxix. 93 To let the first mower and his attend-
ants set-in well before the second follow. 1794 Mrs, Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udolpho xxv, They are all set in to feasting
yet. 1835 Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 82, [I] set in hard at
work at the remainder of my volume. 184a Dickens A mer.
Notes ix, I go upon the hurricane-deck, and set in for two
hours of hard walking up and down. 1893 Field 11 Feb.
191/2 It set In to freeze.

e. To begin, become prevalent : chiefly of the
weather entering upon a particular state.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1684, The weather was set in

to an absolute thaw and raine. 1765 Foote Commissary

in. (1782) 61 The latter end of the year, when the winter
sets in. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) N 2 b. When
the western monsoons set in. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ix, Politics set in a short time after dessert. 1856 Haw-
thorne Engl. Note-bks. (1870) II. 167 The evening set in

misty and obscure. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. (1862)

137 Though no fermentation had set in. 1890 Blackw. Mag.
CXLVIII, 32/1 Sooner or later a reaction must set in.

f. Of a current or wind ; To flow or blow to-

wards the shore.

1719 De
#
Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 193 The Current of the

Flood set in close by the Shore. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. 4" Art II- 46 The westerly winds setting in on this
coast. i8« Scott Pirate i, The current of a strong and
furious tide, ..setting in betwixt the Orkney and Zetland
Isbids. 1831 Mirror XVII. 102/1 The tide sets in on this

part of the coast with extraordinary velocity.

147. Set off. a. See simple trans, senses and
Off adv. : f id) To take away, remove. Obs.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. i. 145 Euery thing set off, That
might so much as thinke you Enemies.

+ {b) To alienate. Obs.

1632 Bp. Hall Hard Texts 1 John iii. 15 If any mans
heart bee set upon the world, it is set off from God. 1651— Soliloquies vi, Do Thou set off my heart from all these
earthly vanities.

t [c) ? To discharge, cancel. Obs.
1643 C. Vernon Consid. Exch. 27 Such [sums] as shall

appeare to be discharged or set off by such matter of Record.
Ibid. 30 The Clerk of the Pipe is not to discharge or set off
any part of the Sheriffes charge, but by Tallies to be leavied
in his Majesties Receipt of Exchequer.

(d) To put (a person) off. Sc,

1768 Ross Helenore 75 But think na, man, that I'll be set

off sae, For I'll hae satisfaction ere I gae.

(e) To stop the working of. Sc,

1728 Ramsay Monk $ Millers Wife 51 Gae warm ye, and
crack with our dame, Till I set aff the mill. 1823 Scott
Peveril xxi, The goodman has set off the mill, to come to
wait on you himself.

(_/") To set up in type separately. ? nonce-use.

1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 375 A very close line in

the Copy, which we set off, to see how it comes into the
measure made to m's.

(g) To let. Sc,

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 516 He. .set off five new
farms, formerly waste land.

{a) To cause to go off or explode, let off.

1881 1
'. of Wight Gloss., Zet ojf,.. to explode gunpowder.

1883 Jamieson's Sc. Diet. s. v., He sat off the cannon. 1898
Engineering Mag. XVI. 69 A spark, .that might set off the
explosives.

b. To start off, give (a person or thing) a start

;

to send off into a fit of laughter, etc.

a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieut, in. vi, I seek a brave hand
To set me off in death. 1828 Sir H. Steuart Planter's
Guide (ed. 2) 478 It is extremely important for the success
of Trees, to possess a certain degree of vigour in the outset,

or to be what is technically called, ' well set off.' 1830 Fr. A.
Kemble Rec. Girlhood (1878) II. 163 The carriage, .was set

off at its utmost speed. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's Lovers
iii, To divert her attention from the subject which had set

her off into hysterics. 1865 Lever Luttrell xix. 132 One
of those practised laughs, which, by setting others off, fre-

quently cut short an
t

unpleasant discussion. 1886 Tip Cat
xxii. 301 Her questions set Dick off thinking. 1889 ' M.
Gray * Repr. Annesley III. v. ii. 44 He. .set Mr. Rickman
off upon one of his interminable monologues.

C. To apportion or assign to a particular pur-

pose ; to portion off.

1687 Burnet Contin. Reply to Varillas 60 The appoint-
ments that were set off for her. 1828-32 Webster s. v., To
set off a portion of an estate. 1842 Penny Mag. 8 Oct. 395/2
A portion of the stabling is set off as a ' sick-box ' for the
invalids.

d. To mark or measure off (a certain distance)

on a surface ; to lay off (the lines of a ship).
a 1647 *n Archaeologia XII. 250 They found by due trial

all lines [of the ship] to be truly set off. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc.f Printing xi. f 1 The varied Measure must be set

off from the topoftheCilinder. 1712 J. James tr. Le Blond's
Gardening 95 Set off 30 Fathom on the Side BD. 1774 M.
Mackenzie Marit.Surv. 1. iiL 11 Taking the Length of XY
from a Scale of equal Parts, set it off from X to Y. 1830
Hedderwick Mar. Archit. 201 The square measurements
of the cant-timbers are set off on the body-plan of the
schooner foreward and abaft. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson
Milit. Diet. 335A This space is formed by setting off demi-
gorges of 30 yards. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl. 20 June 400/1 If

three hundred and sixty separate degrees be set-off from the
centre of a perfect circle.

(b) To place along a surface at definite intervals.

1850 Inkersley Inq. Styles Archit. France 311 All these
windows being set off on the outer face of the wall.

(c) To mark off, separate from the context.

1824 L. Murray Eng. Gram. (ed. 5) I. 399 When adjuncts
or circumstances are of importance,., they may be set off by
commas.

e. To set in relief, make prominent or con-

spicuous by contrast.

1596 Shaks. i Hen, IV, 1. ii. 239 My reformation glittering

o're my fault, Shall shew more goodly,. .Then that which
hath no foyle to set it off. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Foil
ii, God hath made starres the foil To set off vertues ; griefs

to set off sinning. 1634 Milton Comus 801 She fables not,

I feel that I do fear Her words set off by som superior power.
1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccalini's Advts. fr. Parnass. 1. xix.

(1674) 20 Picture-drawers do the better set off the Figures
they draw, by dark shadows. 1693 Locke Educ. § 93 (1699)

148 Good qualities are the Substantial Riches of the Mind,
but 'tis good Breeding sets them off. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds
Disc. viii. (1876) 4S4 That the blue, the grey, or. the green
colours.. be used only to support and set off these warm
colours. 1835 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 121 His raiment

served to set his destitution off. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bede ix, The primrose is set off by its nest of green. 1890
Lippincotfs Mag. Jan. 23 Thick brown hair.. fell down
on her shoulders and set off the margins of her smooth pure
cheeks.
absol. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. in, iii. 13 It is Place, which

lessen's, and sets off.

{b) intr. To form a contrast {with).
1652 Bk. Drawing, etc. 34 What Colours set off best to-

gether. 1735 Diet. Polygraph. II. H h 4, Blues set off with
yellows, reds, whites, browns, and blacks. Greens set off

well with purples and reds.

f. To show to advantage, enhance, embellish.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. 1. vi. 170 He hath a kinde of Honor

sets him off, More then a mortall seeming. 1628 Earle
Microcosm. Iv. (Arb.) 79 No quality sets a man off like this.

1705 Addison Italy 439 Claudian has set off his Description
of the Eridanus, with all the Poetical Stories that have been
made of it. 1^47 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xvL 142 Fairy
Butter.. .This is a pretty Thing to set off a Table at Supper.
1749 Smollett Gil Bias in. v. (1782) I. 255, I adorned my-
self to_the best of my power, the barber lending a helping
hand, in order to set me off. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xix, Thou
seest how well the French hose set off the leg and knee. 1849
Ruskjn Seven Lamps iv. § 42. 133 The sculpture is ap-
proved and set off by the colour. 1891 Temple Bar July
445 Dress helped to set off her many charms.

g. To give a flattering description of, commend,
praise.

a 1625 Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 111. i, Set 'em off Lady I
mean sell 'em. 1706 Pope Let. to Wyckerley 10 Apr., The
great Dealers in Wit, like those in Trade, take least pains
to set off their Goods. 1785 [R. Graves] Eugenius 1 1, xviii.

118 Young Scrip, whom Mrs. Banks was going to set off as
a young man of great expectations. 1828-32 Webster, To
set off...lLO give a pompous or flattering description of; to
eulogize ; to recommend ; as to set off a character.

h.. To take into account by way of compensation
or equivalent ; to put in the balance {against some-
thing) ; spec, in faw, to allow or recognize as a
counter-claim. Also absol.

1735 Act 8 Geo. II, c. 24 § 5 The Debt intended to be set
off, shall be pleaded in Bar, in which Plea shall be shewn
how much is truly and justly due on either side. 177s F.
Buller Inirod. Law Nisi Prius (ed. 2) 179 A Debt by
simple Contract might by the former Act have been set off
against a Specialty Debt. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias n. v.

(Rtldg.) 56 We may set off their drugs against our specifics.

1818 J. Campbell Nisi Prius Cases II. 586 The defendant
had therefore a right to set off this loss against the premiums.
1819 Taunton Rep. Cases Comm. Pleas VII. 481 The De-
fendants' guaranty does not so make the Defendants parties
to the contract, that they can set off. 1880 Muirhead Gaius
iv. 64 He is required to set off his customer's counter-claim.
1891 Sat. Rev. 15 Aug. 192/1 The produce is set off against
the advance, the balance is fairly struck.

{b) To counterbalance, compensate.
1749 Fielding Tom Jones v. i, Thus the beauty of day,

and that of summer, are set off by the horrors of night and
winter. 1819SCOTT Ivanhoex\, The merry-men of the forest
set off the building of a cottage with the burning of a castle.

1893 'Times 8 May 7/6 The loss feared in one branch of
trade would be set off by a gain in another branch.

{c) intr. To be a set-off against.
1824 Examiner 152/2 Prices neither have risen, nor is

there the least prospect of their rising, to a rate that will
set off against the taxes., that burden the land.

i. intr. To start on a journey or course ; trans/,

to start (doing something).
*774 Trinket 91, I sat off in immediate pursuit of them.

x8i6 Scott Bl. Dwarf x\, They mounted, .and. -set off at
a round gallop. 1823 Southey Hist. Penins. War I. 473
Messengers set off to solicit succour from Badajoz. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair iii, They both set off in a fit oflaugh-
ter. x888 '

J. S. Winter ' Bootless Childr. viii, He . .set off
to go home alone.

(b) To take off for a leap. rare.
1760-72 H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) III. 95 A mark

from whence the rivals were to set off on their leap,

t j. To have a certain appearance. Obs.
1601 B. Jonson Poet. EpH. 20, 1, now, but thinke, how poore

their spight sets off, Who, . . Haue nothing left, but the vn-
sau'ry smoake Of their blacke vomit, to vpbrayd themselues.

k. Printing. To soil the next leaf or sheet

:

said of the ink or of the printed page.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xi. p 23 Trane-Oyl

..hinders the Inck from drying; so that when the Work
comes to the Binders, it Sets off. 1777 in N. $ Q. Ser. ix.

V. (1900) 189/1 [The binder] is particularly desired to beat
the work before he places the cuts, in order to prevent the
letterpress from setting off on the engravings. 1823 J. Bad-
cock Dom. Amusem. 27 Some printers' works 'set off', as
they term it, when the ink of one page leaves its impression
upon the opposite page. 1883 R

;
Haldane Workshop

Rec. Ser. n. 343/2 An undue proportion of lampblack in the
ink will cause it to smear, ..and to 'set-off' during book-
binding operations.

1. In the pianoforte, (of the hoppers) to make
the proper set-off.

1853 W. Sandilands in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Music
(1871) 187, 1 . .claim an improvement through the same means
in the setting off of the hopper. 1885 Lock Workshop
Rec. Ser. iv. 281/1 Blocking is caused by the hoppers not
'setting off'.

148. Set on. a. lit. To place on or upon some-
thing : see simple senses and On adv. : with special

implication, e. g. to set (a vessel) on the fire; +to
put on (an article of clothing) ; fto hang (a door).
C975 Rushw. Gosp. Mark v. 23 Sete on honda ofer hiae.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn, X97 He ne mihie finden on al Ms
licame hwar he his finger on sette bute uppen wunden. c 1205
Lay. 311 Brutus sette on his flo. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxxi,

Downe thay take that birde bry^te, Sette hur one, behinde •

the knyjte. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 987 in Babees



SET. 545 SET.

Bk. 183 But furst sett on his sokkis. 1522 in Arckxologia
XXV. 450 Item pd ..for settyng on of a home & trymmyng
of yClong bowe..»ijd. 1535 Coverdale a Esdras iii. 6
They.. set on the dores, lockes & barres of it. 158a
Stanvhurst /Eneis 1. 213 Soom doe set on caldrons, oothers

doe kendel a bauen. 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes (1673)

38 Another course [of a meal] is set on. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 7 Mar. 1690, To protect, set on, and bring off,

those who should manage the fire-ships. 17.. in Ritso/i's

Gammer Gurton's Garl. (1783) 52 Is John smith within ?.

.

Can he set on a shoe ? 1808 Lady's Earn. Assist. 22 A welt
should be set on to the waist at the back, c 1850 Rudim.
Navig. (Weale) 140 To relieve, to make a sett near to another
that cannot be sett on any more till it is taken in on each
side. 1859 Jrnl. R. Agn'c. Soc. XX. II. 330 The tail is not
neatly set on. 1880 Plain Knitting 11 Knitting can hardly
be set on too loosely. 1884 Live Stock Jrnl. 1 Aug. 107/1
A.. Setter Dog, good all round, with the exception of his
ears, which are set on too high.

f b. To set on foot, instigate, promote. Obs.
1639 Rouse Heav. Univ. vii. (1702) 94 They behold the

shape of Folly of their own setting on. c 1640 H. Bell
Luther's Colloq. Mens. (1652) 334 The Emperor sent his
Embassador to John Frederick, Prince Elector of Saxon,
to set on and to further a Council. 1688 Lett. cone. Pres.
St. Italy 158 The Son of him that set on the Massacres of
the Protestants, a 1715 Burnet Own Time {1724) I. 262
The King was as earnest in the setting it on, as the Duke
was in opposing it.

c. (a) To urge (an animal, esp. a dog) to attack.

159* Nashe P. Penilesse B4 What Cur wil not bawle..
when he is set on by his maister? 1610 Shaks. Temp.
iv. i. Stage Dir., Enter diuers Spirits in shape of Dogs and
Hounds, hunting them about: Prospero and Ariel setting
them on. 1890 Mrs. A. MacLeod Austral. Girl I. xxii. 259,
I found him setting a puppy on to some sheep.

(b) To instigate, incite, urge on (a person) to

do something.
1523 Berners Froiss. I. Iviii. 32 b, By the settyng on of Sir

Willyam Bayllule. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus i. 1. D ij b, The
vndewe Ioue he hath to hym selfe..setteth him on to take
this way. Ibid. D iij b, He hath priuyly or by secrete menes
steredthe, or set y« on (to do this thinge). 1560 Da us tr. Sleu
dane'sCotum. 137 Beinge ayded by the Byshopof the same
Citie, or set on rather. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I.

115 The chirurgion is a prating fello, and I think sett on per
others. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzmand'Alf. 1. 150 My
Master was now bent against me, his Wife had set him on.

1743 T. Morris Serm. vii. 184 Whether they went out of
their, .choice, or were set on by others. 1781 D. Williams
tr. Voltaire's Dram. Wks. II. 286 The devil set me on to
marry you. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxiv, Woman, thou art
set on to this. 18926V. Words May 300/2 It was., the boys
—they set us on to ask.

f (c) To carry through to a conclusion ; to drive

home. Obs.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden'vWVs. 1910III. 123 Speaking
to htm, that he shuld not go about to answere me, except
he set it soundly on. 1653 *** More Antid. Ath. App. iii.

(1712) 186, I confess the Objection is very ingenious, and set

on home.
d. tO2) To advance, send forward. Obs.

1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 331 Set on your foote, And. . I

follow you. Ibid. v. iii. 108 Let vs to the Field, Labio and
Flauio set our Battailes on.

(b) To set in motion, set going. Also absol.

1855 Bain Senses £ Int. u L § 3 By what influence do we
draw our first breath, or set on the first stroke of the heart?

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.
t
Set ont the order to set the

engine going on board a steamer.

e. To start (a person) doing something. Cf.

set off, itf b.

1854 J. S. C. Abbott Napoleon (1855) II. xxxi. 58 It is

well known to be no easy matter to check the people when
they are once set on. 1866 Mrs. H. Wood St. Martin's
Eve xxt. II. 86, I have coughed a great deal lately..and the
coming in from the cold air to the atmosphere of your stifling

stove, has set me on now. 1

f. To set or appoint (a person) to do something

;

—put on, Pot v. 46 1.

1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. x. He was set on to read Latin.
1856 Househ. Words 21 June 546/2 Frazer..set on two or
three extra gangs of navvies.

g. intr. To advance, go forward.
c 1400 Soxvdone Bab. 2555 On thay set with herte stronge.

c 1450 Merlin xxii. 383 Loke ye sette on alle to-geder ther
as ye shull here an home blowe right high and lowde.
1605 1st Pt. leronimo 111. iv. 6 Set on to Spaine in most
triumphant measure. 161 x Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 682
We set on.. to th' Sea-side. 1808 Scott Marm. iv. iii,

Marmion Gave, .the signal to set on.

•f* (d) To make a movefor, Obs.
1616 Sir T. Roe Jrnl. Embassy (1890) 342 When I deliuer

the Next guiftes to the Mogoll-.I will sett on anew for a
formall contract.

(c) To begin working.
1889 W. Westall Birch Dene 1 1, iii. 34 All of you to your

places; the engine is setting on again. tbid.xl. 173 Nearly
an hour after the engine had ' set on \

h. To make an attack. Now dial, in set on at

or to — attack, assail.

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 120 Countrey People.. read
not so many Gazetts, as a Citizen, nor concern themselves
where the Turk, or King of France sets on next. i86«Mrs.
H. Wood Mrs. HalHb. in. vi, H is sister . . set on at the wife,
saying it was her fault.

149. Set out. * a. See simple senses and Out
adv. ; to lay out, spread out ; to cause to project or

extend; to display (a flag) ; etc.

1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 193 Setting owte
& Taking in againe. .sundry kyndes of Apparell. 1576
Pettir Petite Pallace 54 Setting out flag of defyance. 159*
Timmf. Ten Engl. Lepers vii. H 2 b, Olde age draweth in

the eyes, setteth out the teeth. 16x4 Gorges Lucan viu.

331 The light That Pharus tower sets out at night. 1641

Vol. VIII.

J. Jackson True Evang. T. nr. 190 Let us a little set out
the bounder-stones of this disquisition upon which we are
fallen. 1698 Farquhar Love ty Bottle 1. 1, The Enemy ap-
proaches, we must set out our false Colours. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 121 How many [sc. pots] crack'd by the
. . Heat of the Sun, being set out too hastily. x888 '

J. S.

Winter' Bootle's Childr. xii, The jeweller.. set out some
trays of pretty inexpensive brooches. 1897 C. T. Davis
Manuf. Leather (ed. 2) 250 The side having been stuffed, and
next ' set out ' . . the next step in the process of manufacturing
upper leather is that of whitening.

t b. To set in relief, set off. Obs.
1577 Whetstone Remembr. Life Gascoigne vii, Euil sets

out good, as far as black dooth white. 16x1 SecondMaiden s
Trag. 2225 The Body..drest vp in black veluet which setts
out the pailenes of the handes and face. 1658 Sanderson
Graphice 48 Light and Shadows forward, set out any Paint-
ing outwards.

T o. To expose. Obs.
XS79T0MSON Calvin's Serm. Tim. xxiii. 404/2 That our

life seemeth to be set out to Sathan torig. exposee a Satan}.
x6xi Cotgr. Expose, .set out, put or layed open to.

d. To accompany or escort on the way. dial.

*7*$ Walkden Diary(iB66) 7, I rose and set son John out
towards the coalpit. 1803 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 57
Young Susy half consenting To set me out a mile o* geate.

** + e. To fit out (a ship, fleet) for a voyage

;

to equip for an expedition ; to send out (forces), fit

out (an expedition). Obs.
a nz2 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1047, Man sette ut

.ix. litsmanna scipa. 1557 in Sel. Pleas Crt. Admiralty
(1897)11. 31 Another shippe of warre. .furnished manned
and victualyd and sett out to the seas by Walter Rawleighe.
x6oi HAKLUYTtr. Galvauo's Discov. 20, 1 know not whether
the charge of that voiage was theirs or the kings. But by
whom soeuer it was set out [etc.]. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 783 marg.

y
The Christian Princes set out a fleet for

the^ recouery of Tripoli's. 1605 Stow Ann. 1402 The
Citizens of London set out 500 souldiers into Ireland, with
their furniture, a 1641 Suckling Goblins 1. i. Wks. 1874 II.

11 Why does not then the state Set out some forces, and
suppress them ? 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 1 Christopher
Columbus first solicited the king of Portugal to set him out.
a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 313 The fleet could not
be set out that year.

(b) To equip or furnish with,
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. i. 114 Set out

and furnished with bowesand arrowes. 1735 Earn, Diet. s, v.

Gooset They set out Arrows with its Feathers,

t (c) To dress for going out. Obs.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. it. s. v., To set out a Child in

order to go abroad, habiller un Enfant pour sorttr,

+ (d) To put out (a boat). Obs.
1694 tr. Martens' Voy. Spitsbergen in Ace. Serf. Late Voy.

11. 128 They set out their Long-boats after the Whale.

+ f. With immaterial obj. : To cause to go forth,

send forth ; to give currency or vogue to ; to issue,

promulgate. Obs.
exioo O. E. Chron. (MS. D) an. 1052, ftsettonstefnautto

Lundene & man bead pa folce bider ut ofer ealne bisne
norSende. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 197 For epitaphies
are.. not set out till the parties bee deceassed. 1548 in
Wodrotv Soc. Misc. (1844) 9 This confescion was fyrste
wry t ten and set out by the ministers of the churche and con-

fregacion of Sweuerland. 1560 Maill. Club Misc. III. 216
raditiones ofmen settowt to thirle the consciences ofGoddis

people. 1687 Burnet Contin, Reply to Varillas 83 The
Articles of our Religion were agreed on, and set out by
Authority. 01700 Evelyn Diary 23 Dec. 1695, The Par-
liament. .setting out a proclamation prohibiting the currency
of half crowns, a 17x5 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 500
The King set out a declaration for satisfying his people.

fg. To set out one's (a, the) throat: to cry

aloud, shout. Obs. (Cf. sel up, 154 c.)

*574 tr. Martorat in Marbeck's Bk. Notes (1581) 1108 Set
out thy throte& cry. 1602 M iddleton Blurt it. 1. C, I should
cut your throate..but that I know you would set out a
throate. 1610 B. Jonson Alch. v. iii. His gag is melted,
And now he sets out the throte. 162a Mabre tr. Aletnan s
Guzman efAlf. ir. 263 She thereupon began to set out so
loud a throat, as if (like a pig) I had offered to sticke her.

+ h. To exhibit (a play) on the stage; to exhibit

(public games). Obs.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. B ij b, That same wyll we
nowe sette out before you (with personages) in our play.

1565 Copper Thesaurus s. v. Comparo, To sette out playes
with gieat charges. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 29
Romulus., set out playes to gat her the fayre women togither.
1600 Holland Livy xxvu. 635 A decree was graunted, that
C. Hostiltus the Pretour should vow, and set out the games
and playes of Apollo.

t i. To put into print, publish (a literary work).
1559 Morwyng Evonym. Pref. A j, This Arte was. .wryten

in our Dutch tung and first set out by him. a 1568 Ascham
Scholem. 11. Wks. (1904) 285 Which booke 1 haue in writyng,
and is not yet set out in print. 1612 J. Chamderlain in Crt.

ff Times Jos. I (1848) 1. 214, I hear of some verses are set

out or given to some few, but not publicly sold,

tj. To declare, proclaim, show forth, reveal. Obs.
a 1540 Barnes Wks. (1573)293/2 That.. the declaration and

setting out of his worde. 1547 Harpsfield in Homilies,
Mis. Mankind ***j b, He is the God, whiche.. setteth. out
his charitie and exceadyng loue toward vs. 1565 Cooper
Thesaurus s. v. Duo, To employe his studie to set out ones
prayse. 1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 646 Robert Melwene of
Carnebie, That with that bischop went about, To sett his

feinyeit falsett out. 1648 Gage West Ind. 77 If I should
not set out to the pubiick view the worth of her people.

1665 Man lev Grotiusy Low C. Wars 545 If any more
eminent matter of Valour or Policy happen, there is given a
fair occasion . . to set out the Authors or I nventors thereof.

1681 H. More Expos. Dan. 233 Then will this Antichrist by
a pubiick writing be exhibited or set out to the world in his

colours.

+ k. To express, denote. Obs.

x6a8 T. Spencer Logick 4 The word art, doth set out the
generall nature of Logick. 1631 Gouge God's Arrows in.

§ 53. 284 The word whereby the Evangelist setteth out con-
sent in prayer. 1684 H. More Ansiv. 41 The Kings of the
Earth.. calling to the Rocks and Mountains.. sets out the
fear of those great Men.

*** 1. To display (wares) for sale.

13.. K. Alt's. 7077 Ac theygh the marchaunt sette out his
ware, In the stret. 1530 Palsgr. 715/1 This felowe hath set

out his marchandyse to the shewe. 1611 Cotgr., Mangonner,
to., set out vnto the eye sale things. 16x7 Moryson Itin.
1. 198 All vertues become lesse prized in them, who set them
out^ to sale. 1829 Examiner 370/1 Shop-keepers set out
their goods for the purpose of attracting the gaze.

f m. To display to advantage, put forward to

attract attention, make attractive. Obs.
1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. I. Ep. Ded., Seeing

they are sent to edifie others, and not to set out themselves.
1605 Chapman All Fools v. ii. 195 As for your mother, shee
..could set out her taile with as good grace as any shee in

Florence. 16x9 W. Whately God>s Husb. 1. (1622) 102 Hee
that is apt to set out himselfe, and cannot brooke another
that goeth not so farre as himselfe : that man doe thou
suspect, and from him be thou reserued. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. 1. iii. 9 Mahomet, .when hee set out the felicitie

of his heaven, by.. the delights of sense.

t (/') To extol, ( crack up \ Obs.
1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. It, s. v., To set one out, or speak

much to his Praise. 1693 Drvden Juvenal Ded. in Ess.
(1900) II. 68 The colours [of rival charioteers] themselves
were but a fancy; but when once a man had taken pains to
set out those of his party, and had been at the trouble of
procuring voices for them, the case was altered. 1754
Richardson Grandison I. viii. 39 How have you over-rated
my merits!, .should you not., have known something of my
mind before you had set me out thus.

f* n. To embellish, adorn, deck out, trick out.

Also refl. Obs.

1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 422 O noble Chaucer, whos
pullisshyd eloquence Oure Englysshe rude so fresshely hath
set out. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 84 Not set out
with fayre & fyne clothes. 1589 Cooper Admon. 56 The
Libeller to set out his Pasquilf, raketh all things. 1621
Burton A nat. Mel. 111. ii. 11. iii. 572 Gold and pretious stones
doe condescend to set out their shooes. 166a I. Davies tr.

O/earius' Voy. Amb. 205 They set out their Discourse with
all sorts of Fables, a 1704 T. Brown Ess. on Women Wks.
1711 IV. 157 They bestow, .as much Timesand Pains in the
Art of Dissimulation, as they do in setting out their Faces.
1714 C'iess Cowper Diary (1865) 36 There she was, set out
in all her Aits. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ix. 89 It is good
with Vinegar, and a fine Dish to set out a cold Table.

**** f o. To put out at interest. Obs.

1533 in Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 8 All such goodes. .shall.,

be sett owte to the use and profett of John Mering, Robert
Mering and Nicholes Mering. 16x4 Rich Honestie Age
(1615) 36 Euery man can call him an Vsurer that setteth

out his money, 1677 Yarranton En%. Improv. 22 All such
as. .dare not set out their Moneys at interest.

t p. To put (a child) out to nurse ; to place out

with a master or at school. Obs.

1575 Gascoigne GlasseGovt. iv. iv. Wks. 10 to II. 64, 1 thinke
no mens children are thus set out. x643TrappGw/«/. Gen.
xxi. 7 If the childe must be set out, let a fit nurse be looked
after. £1670 Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 130 Somtimes she
would tell him that she would set him out to an attorney or
sollicitor. 1729 Walkden Diary (iB66)6x To-day we set son
Henry out to school to Mr. Nabh.

t q. To set aparty^r certain treatment. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Timon v. iv. 57 Whom you your selues shall

set out for reproofe. X633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts, Zech. xi.

4 Thus saith the Lord, my God, yet amongst these Jewes,
which I have justly set out for this slaughter, there is a
flocke of mine, whom I have due care of.

(J>)
To put aside (a tenth part) ; to reserve as

tithe. Obs. (Cf. setforth, 144 c, b.)

1548 Act 2 .$• 3 Edw. VI
%
c. 13 § t Everye of the Kinges

subiectes shall, .devide sett out yelde and payeall manner of
their ptediall tythes in their proper kynde. 1670 W. Shep-
pard Parsons Guide 41 The common course of setting out
and delivering Corn by the Common Law, is by the tenth

Shock, Cock, or Sheaf. 1710 PRiDEAUxtV/f. 77M*riii. 160
Men were forced to set the Tithes duly out, and pay them
fully. X736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 697/1 And no Quaker shall

after such Notice, and before the setting out, or after such
Tythe shall be so set out, withdraw or take away, or cause
to be withdrawn or taken away the said Tythes. 1768 Case
ofjeffry Ruffle 3 He gave him notice every time of the
setting out of his tythes.

t r. To let or lease out. Obs.
1614 Rich Honestie Age (1615)37 The Land-Lords that

doe set out their Huings at those high rates. 1617 Moryson
Iliu. 1. 6 Some boyle not the Salt in their owne name but set

it out to others. 1693 Stair Instit. 1. xvi. (ed. 2) 135 Letting
out of Lands, or setting out of Houses.

***** s. f To exhibit graphically (obs.) ; to put

down on paper in express or detailed form ; to

describe or enumerate expressly ; to detail.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 158 Before Luthers booke
was sette out a picture. X568 Grafton Chron. II. 13 There
ye shall see it [pallium] set out in white with a great many
of blacke crosses vpon it.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. (Aib.) 43 The other [CiceroJ setteth

oute no poynte of rhetorike, so fullie in alt his bookes, as
[etc]. X585T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 111. ix. 84 The
very same partie by whom the liuely figure before set out
was made. Ibid. iv. xxix. 150b, The places, .most notable,

and that doe merite to be set out. 1621 Elsing Debates Ho.
Lords (Camden) 109 Yt shoulde sett out the matter orderly.

1658 Gi-'rnali. Chr. in Arm. 1 1. verse 14. xvi. 314 The
Christians getting to heaven, is set out as a businesse of so
much difficulty. 1693 Dryden Juvenal x. (1697) 244 The
Poets Design in this Divine Satyr, is to represent the various
Wishes and Desires of Mankind ; and to set out the Folly of
'em. 1775 F. Buller Introd. Law Nisi Print (ed. 2) 176
In such Case the Jury are not to set out the Value of the
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Land descended. 1841 Act 5 * 6 Vict. c. 43 Sch«i. 4 Set

out the Title of the Book. J879 M. Pattison Milton lot

This moving situation Gauden, no mean stylist, set out in

the best academical language of the period. 1896 A thenxum

14 Mar. 339/1 A list of authorities set out in the appendix.

+ (b) To furnish a translation of. Obs.

ieo7 Morley Inlrod. Mus. To Rdr., I do not doubt, but

many, .will wonder that. .1 haue takenvpon mee to set out

that inour vulgar tongue, a 1668 Lassels 1^ oy. Italy (1670) 11.

252 It was he that set us out the life of Sir T. homas More in

English a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Sept. 1649, Dr. Cnghton,

..a learned Grecian who set out the Council of Florence.

t. To delimit, define, mark out.

1653 Manlove Lead-mines 48 The finder,.. May have

two meers met, and set out by stake. 1660 Stanley Hist.

Philos. XI. Parmcnides (1687) 747 He.. first set out and

limited the habitable parts of the Earth. 1690 Locke Hum.
Und. iv. iv. § 13 A false Supposition, that these two Names,

Man and Beast, stand for distinct Species so set out by real

Essences, that there can come no other Species between

them. 17*7 Boyer Diet. Royal II. s. v., Every Man has his

Share of Provisions and Business set out. 1847 Marryat
Childr. New Forest xiv, If he is to work, .it must not be by
having work set out for him. 1870 Huches Alfred the Grt.

xv, The shires and theirsub-divisions. .were carefully set out.

(*) To portion out (land) into lots.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 Mar. 1675, When the rebells were

dividing their conquests in Ireland, he was employ'd by
them to measure and set out the land. 1818 Cruise Digest

(ed. 2) V. 17 The commissioners should set out, allot, and

assign unto the lady of the manor, twenty statute acres of

the common and waste grounds. 1893 Field x Apr. 486/1

My predecessor had set out a large field in allotments.

(c) To plan, lay out (a town, road, garden, etc.)

;

to lay out (ground) with plants.

1673 Ray fourn. LowC. 3 The presentTown having been

contrived and set out all at once. 1689 Col. /tec. Pennsylv.

I. 298 To set out a Cart road according to Statute, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 17 Jan. 1653, I began to set out the ovall

garden at Sayes Court. 171a I. James tr. Le Blond's

Gardening 138 A Gardener who has a Parterre or a Grove

to set out. 1845 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. VI. it. 335 A ditch is

then to be set out 4 feet wide. 1854 Ibid. XV. 11. 426 He
..himself sets out his drains and his water-meads. 1893

Cornh. Mag. May 485 Every year sees another acre or two

set out with narcissus bulbs.

(</) To mark out, lay out in a pattern or design.

1838C1V. Engin. t, Arch. fml. I. 322/1 Professor Phillips

described an Odontograph, or instrument for setting out the

teeth of wheels. 1861 Temple Bar I. 234 The lines of a

floating battery in setting out the lines of a.. fast frigate.

1891 Denning Art Cabinet-Making 213 The sketch from

which the working drawing is set out. 1892 Eleanor Rowe
Chip Carving 45 To set out the borders on Figs. 35 and 36.

u. (a) To arrange (a table, a room, etc.) for

a meal or other purpose ; to spread (a table, etc.)

with ornaments, etc. ; to dress (a window), (b) To
put out or arrange (things necessary for a meal,

game, etc.), esp. on a table ; to lay (a meal).

1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. v. (Rtldg.) 10 The next step was
to regale afler their labours. A large table was set out in

the hall. 1850 Tail's Mag. XV 1 1 . 764/2 The room was set

out for dinner. 1856 Leisure Hour V. 604/1 Is it beneath

his dignity to take down the shutters and ' set out ' the win-

dow of his establishment 1 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bedc x,

Seth..began to. .clear the small round deal table that he

might set out his mother's tea upon it. 187a Calverley Fly

Leaves (iSS*) 34,1 see her. .setting out the tea-things, For a

howling herd ofhungry boys. 1885 J. Payn Luck o/Darrells

xliii. The table wasbrilliantly set out with glass and silver

(c) To arrange (objects) at proper intervals or

with a due amount of display ; spec, to plant out

;

to leave (plants) at a distance apart, by thinning

(cf. Single v. 7).
1812 New Bot. Card. I. 15 Removing the plants..and

setting them out in beds. 1831 Loudon Encycl. Agric. (1857)

1 6009 The planters differ in the number of hills to be made
..some choosing to set them out.. in rows of equal dis-

tances. 1847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 1. 215 The plants

are set out with the hoe, the distance varying from 14 to 18

inches, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. x. 285 This line [of stakes]

was set out and numbered from the Tre'laporte side of the

valley. 1888 B. W. Richardson Son 0/ Star II. v. 70 A
commander-in-chief who cannot set out troops. Ibid. III.

xii. 218 The tents.. are set out in the order of a city. 1890

Jrnl. Educ. 1 Aug. 429/2 The examples are nowhere ' set

out ', but buried in the body of the page.
****** f v. To put (people) at variance. Ois.

a 1610 Healey Theophrasius (1636) 51 If he be chosen

Arbitrator betwixt two at difference .. hee sets them out

further then euer they were before. 1649 Nicholas Papers

(1886) 156 To breed differences with and set him out with

the Queene his mother.
******* intr. w. To begin or start on a journey

;

to start on one's way.
Set out is felt as more appropriate than set off'ya this_sense

when the journey is undertaken with some deliberation or

is of an important or arduous character.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Loiue C. iv. 24 b, Thei franckly

and freely sette out of the Towne. 1667 Milton P. L. vm.
111 Mee thou thinkst not slow, Who since the Morning
hour set out from Heav'n . . and ere mid-day arriv'd inEden.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 June 1650, The next morning by
4 we sat out for Canterbury. 1748 Richardson Clarissa
VII. 215, I write this after all are gone to bed ; and the
fellow is to set out with it by day-break. 1837 Lockhart
Scott IV. xi. 366 The Baronet. .set out on his return to the
North. 1886 Miss Sergeant No Saint ix. He set out
resolutely to walk across country. 1887 Ruskin Prseterita

II. 164 We set out together for the base of the Buet,— I on
muleback, he walking.

(b) const, inf. To begin one's career or start off

with the object of doing something ; to lay oneself

out {to do).

1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. lxxxix. III. 311 It.. actum-

546

plished much of what it set out to do. 1893 Harpo's Mag.
Jan. 313/2 Did he.. deliberately set out to be a tyrant?

1897 Bookman Jan. 126/1 The.. stories.. don't set out to

prove anything.

(<:) cllipt.

1744 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Montagu 12 June,

A new vice-legate,, .young, rich, and handsome, and sets

out in a greater figure than ever has been known here. 1798

Geraldina I. 191 Nor would I set out a Reformer.

X. To start on a certain course ; to begin or

start off {with or by doing something).

1693 Locke Educ. % 93 (1699) 151 A young Gentleman,

who gets this one Qualification from his Governour, sets out

with great Advantage. 1694 Atterbury Serm. (Isa. Ix. 22)

(1726) I. 100 But Christianity, when it set out, took none of

these methods of recommending it self. 1753 Hogarth
Anal. Beauty xi. 89 The two general ideas we sat out with

at the beginning of this chapter. 1770 Luckombe Hist.

Printing 241 Every Printer ought to consult with himself

about the scope and nature of the business which he sets

out for. 18*9 Lamb Let. to Gillman 30 Nov., Life opened

upon him with comparative brilliancy. He set out as a

rider or traveller for a wholesale house. 1853 J. Napier

Man. Dyeing 261 If we start with a protosalt of iron . .
and

if we set out with a persalt. 1884 G. Allen Philistia III.

22 He set out by admiring his niece's fat arms.

y. To project.

189a Black % White 11 June 758/1, 1 have observed.. that

several of the new skirts..show a tendency towards setting

out round the feet 189a Pictorial World 25 June 98/1 It

is only cut and stiffly lined to set out round the feet,

f z. = sit out (trans, andintr.) : see Sit v. 37 a, b.

1714 Mrs. Manley Adv. Rivella 40, I..saw the Person

for whom she was accus'd, set the Play out. 1815 Zeluca

III. 82 Not but I'd rather set out; for it's quite unfair to

sing a foolish thing that nobody likes, when I could do
better.

150. Set over, f a - To convey to the other side

of a piece of water. Also absol. or intr. (Ci.put

over, Put v. 49 d.) Obs.

c 1400 Desir. Troy 2998 There light bai full lyfely, lept

into bote, And were set ouer soundly into the same yfe.

1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1809) 292 He was a frayde

to set ouer or to geue battayl, knowynge not to what parte

his souldiers would enclyne. 1567 Harman Caveat xi. (1869)

54 By that tyme the boye was sette ouer, his Maister .. hadde

taken a Bote and followed hym. a 1627 Hayward Edw.
VIU630) 61 Finding the riuer to be fordeable.., he there

set ouer his horse.

t b. To give up, surrender to. Obs.

1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serm. vii. 109 The vineyard of the

Lorde is set ouer to the spoile. a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts

•r Mon. (1642) 460 Sorry Asceta? they were, .who could not

find in their hearts to set over to Gods service any more

then two times or hours in the day.

0. To make over, transfer.

1594 West 2nd Pt. Symbol., Chancerie § 141 The said

sherife..did..bargaine, sell, assigne, & set ouer the said

lease, .vnto one G. H. 1613 R. Witt A rithm. Quest. 148

This Merchant hauing occasion to imploy money at 3.

moneths end after he deliuer the said 300/. is desirous to

sell or set ouer the said debt. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)

II. 10 A covenant from the lessee, that he would not * assign,

transfer, or set over.. the said indenture of demise'. 1820

Gifford Compl. Engl. Lawyer (ed. 5) 660 The said A. B.

hath.. assigned, transferred, and set over.. unto the said

N. O.. .all that messuage.

T d. To brush aside, dismiss. Obs.

1701 Col. Rcc. Pennsylv. II. 80 Objections.. which they

could by no means Sett over.

+ e. intr. Of a vessel : To run over. Obs.

1608 Bp. Andrewes Serm. Holy Ghost ii. (1641) 609 Filled :

not to hold, but to set over.

f. pass, and intr. Salt-manuf. Of the pan : To
collect a crust in the process of evaporation.

1808 H. Holland Agric. Cheshire 59 When a crust of this

kind forms [on the surface of the brine] the salt boilers say

that 'the pan isset-over'. 1875 Ure's Diet. Arts HI. 744

The introduction of a very few grains being amply sufficient

to clear the largest pan, and to prevent any recurrence of

the 'setting over'.

151. Set through, t To carry through, bring

to a conclusion. Obs.

1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 53 A kinde of tribunall .

.

wherein all contentions .. are presently decided and set

through [orig. deciditur ac sedatur],

152. Set to. f a. trans. To add. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin Ded. 339, & tale wile ice settenn to, To don

311W tunnderrstanndenn Hu fele [etc.]. 1551 Turner Herbal

1. H ij, Seynge the place . . is proued to be but bastarde, and

set to by sume other to Dioscorides.

ft). To affix (one's seal or signature). Obs.

Often written setto or set-to.

a 1300 Cursor M. 6889 He. .wrat be nam, and sett to sele

[c 1375 Fair/I sette on sell 1418 E. E. Wills (1882) 29 In

the wytnesse of the wyche thynge, I haue set to my sele.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 44 He made hyt stronge by settynge to

of hys seele. 1464 in A rchzologia XLVI 1 . 19* In witnesse

of the quhilk thing I haf set to my signet. 1534 Tindale

John in. 33 He that hath receaved hys testimonye hath set

to his seale that God is true. 1552-3 Inv- Cn - Goods,

Stafford 43 To thes presents interchaungeabh have setto

our handes. 1624 Heriot Codicil to Will in Mem. App. in.

(1822) 102 In witness whereof to this.. I have. .set to my
seal. 1829 Gen. P.Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 38 Men must

set-to their hands to being the born thralls of a proprietor

of human cattle.

t C. To set (a broken limb). Obs.

1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV, v. i. 133 Can Honour set too a

t d. To set to one's hands : to get to work. Obs.

1611 Second Maiden's Trag. 1787 Remoue the stone that

I maie see my mistres
;
setto yo' handes yo» villaines, and

that nymblie.

SET.

e. Cock-fighting. To put (cocks) beak to beak.

(Cf. Setter-to 1.)

c 1800 in Hoyle's Games Improv. (1814) 443 No persons to

set-to, but those who are appointed by the masters of the

match.

f. intr. To make a beginning ; to get to work ;

esp. to begin seriously or energetically.

c 1425 Eng . Cong. Ireland 130 He sette to, & asked of the

out-comen men that ynto the lond wer comen, howe hyt

shold be of ham. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 189, I be-

seech you set to, to goe through scripture, c 1830 Mrs.
Sherwood Houlslon Tracts III. 9 The lass was at the

washing-tub till it was quite late in the day, without getting

anything forward, so that my wife was obliged to set to.

1847 Marryat Childr. New Forest viii, Edward then set to

with a good appetite. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma
1. 222 He again set-to on his own account, munching and
crunching. 1890 H. M. Stanley Darkest Africa I. v. 100

The engineer set to to repair the rudder.

(b) Pugilism. To begin fighting {with).

1743 Broughton's Rules iii. in Egan Boxiana (1830) I. 52

Every body is to quit the stage as soon as the champions
are stripped, before they set-to. 1792 Ann. Reg. 17 These
famous pugilists set-to exactly at a quarter before 3 o'clock.

1823 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 27/1 They [sc. poachers]

take a delight in setting-to with the gamekeepers. 1863
' Ouida ' Held in Bondage vi, Du Loo and his pet of the

Fancy retired to the far end of the room, and there set-to,

delivering from the left shoulder.

(e) Racing. To make the final effort to get in

front. (Cf. Set-to 3.)

1856 H. H. Dixon Post 4> Paddock xii. 204 Buckle's great

forte was to wait and then set-to on an idle horse.

f g. pass, or intr. Of food : To ' catch ' on the

bottom or side of a vessel in cooking. Obs.

a 1610 Healey Theophrastus (1636) 72 Then he tels you

that his Sieges were blacker then broth, that's set to.

153. Set together, fa. To put (things) to-

gether ; to set (a bone) ; to construct (a frame-

work). Obs.
c 1*05 Lay. 51 Feberen he nom mid fingren & fiede on

boc-felle & pa sobere word sette to-gadere. 1530 Palsgr.

715/2 And you wyll set your horses nere togyther, you
have romme ynough in this stabell for two mo. 1553 T.

Wilson Rhet. (1585) 6 Though a man can finde out good

matter and good wordes, though hee can handsomely set

them together. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 58 Doth not he

remember that the broken bone once set together, is stronger

than ever it was? 1598 Chapman 7 Bis. Iliads To Rdr.,

I haue good authoritie that the bookes were not set together

by Homer himselfe. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 670

After it [timber for building a fleet] was framed, and ready

to be set together. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, I. i. 46 Who
set the Body, and the Limbes Of this great Sport together ?

f {b) To set together by the ears : see Ear sb.l 1 e.

1663 [see Ear sb.' 1 e]. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables lxvii.

65 So Mean a Rascal, as to set other People together by the

Ears, without Fighting your self.

t (c) To set horses together, to agree. Obs.

1685 in Verney Family Mem. (1899) IV. 344, I wonder
how Sir Rich, who is boylingwater & the Mayor doe, to

set their horses together.

fb. To couple together in comparison. Obs.

1628 T. Spencer Logici 117 The Oxe, and Israeli are set

together, in the quantitie of ignorance.

o. Cheese-manuf. To prepare (the milk) for the

process of coagulation by adding the rennet.

1837 Brit. Husb. II. 426 (Libr. Usef. Knowl.) The firmness

of the curd, if the milk be set hot together, will be much
greater than that from milk which has been set cold together.

1845 Jml. R. Agric. Soc. VI. I. 107 They make their cheese
' cold '—that is, set the milk together at a low temperature.

fd. intr. To curdle. Obs.

1608 Willet HexaplaExod 215 The word is kapha, which

properly signifieth the running or setting together of cheese.

154. Set up. * a. To place in a high or lofty

position ; to raise to an elevated situation.

[c 1200 Ormin 3430 He sette a steorrne upp o be lift] c 1290

.9. Eng. Leg. 238/680 pis monekes he [a whale] ladde ech-on,

And sette heom up hole and sounde. c 1330 Arlh. $ Merl.

5911 [They] sett him vp as a king, pat er lay as a brebeling.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xii. 336 Sir Gawayne . . toke

the knyghtes lady, and sette her vp behynde his squyer.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Pono, He sette vp a marke on

the toppe of an elme for archers to shoote at. 158a Allen
Martyrdom Campion (1908) 57 M. Forde being set up in

the carte. 1631 Gouge God's A rroios v. Ded. 406 You have

brought me forth into the open field, and set me up to be

gazed on. 1861 C. Beard Port Royal I. 308 They. .set up
an inscription in the same church. 1879 M. J. Guest Led.
Hist. Eng. xxxvi. 364 [She] caused his head to be set up on

the gates of York.

\{b) To drive up. Obs.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 305 To ij childer that

chasit dukis in the dubbis, and set thaim vp to the halkis, ij s.

ft). To hoist (sail, a flag). Obs. (Cf. cm.setja

upp segl.)

a 1300 Cursor M. 24829 pair sail bai sett up o pair scipp.

c 1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 115 Vp bai sett sail & mast. 1538

Stakkey England I. i. 22 Them wych . . wythout wynd
wyl set vp the sayle. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholays

Voy. II. 1. 31 b, [They] set vp a redde flagge. a 1674

Clarendon Hist. Reb. xvi. § 237 The wind coming fair, he

set up his Sails. 1790 Lond. Comp. 144 Any waterman who
sets up a sail between Lambeth and London Bridge, forfeits

for each offence 5*.

o. To raise (a cry) ; to utter (vocal sound).

t To set up one's throat : see Throat sb. 3 b.

c 1250 Gen. A> Ex. 3717 Dis folc 00 sette up grot and gred.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. ii. S iij b, Let vs begynne or

set vppe a prety songe or balade. 1664 Butler Hud. II. ii.

657 The whole Rout Set up their throats with clam'rous

shout. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 285 With one voice

they set up a cry that reached up to the Heavens. 1720



SET. 547 SET.

De Foe Capt. Singleton xii. (1S40) 211 They set up a huzza.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias 1. v. (1782) I. 28 Setting up my
pipes, as if he had flayed me. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x.

(Rtldg.) 365 The good old man set up a roar of laughter.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xi, Dame Crane set up her throat, and
began a horrible exclamation against Jack Hostler. 1853
Hawthorne Tanglavood T. (1883) 238 Setting up her

childish voice, she called him back. 1887 Miss Betham-
Edwards Next of Kin Wanted II. vii. 78 Baby, .set up
a yell.

fd. To open. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 129 Whan Constantyn
was i-cristened he made prisouns i-oponed,..and chirche
dores i-sette up [aperiri].

•f e. To put np for sale or auction. Obs.
c 1395 Plaxvmarfs Tale m. 1x98 They that, .sette hem up

to any sale. 1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4343/7 On the 4th of
July., will be exposed to Sale. .,10 Bags of. .Spanish Wool,
..set up at 2od. per lb. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg. xiv. 64
Their flesh, yet living, sets he up for sale. 1819 Hazlitt
Pol. Ess. 260 Let them set them up at auction, and see

what they will fetch.

f. To post up (a paper or notice) ; to give

notice of, advertise.

£1540 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 24 And in the night
season sett upp certeyn refutacions in wrytyng on the churche
dore. 1562 in Vicaryy

s Anat. (i388) App. in. 163 Peter van
Duran. .was licensed by the same Courte to sett vp bylles

vpon postes, in suche partes of this Cytye as to him shall

seame good. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. iii. 145 Good Cinna,
take this Paper.. set this vp with Waxe Vpon old Brutus
Statue. 2616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 122 And soe
we sett up a bill in writing, that I would geve a bar of plate

to him which brought the keyes. 1708 Constit. Watermen's
Co. liii, A Summons, to be set up at the most noted Plying-
places between Gravesend and Windsor. 1727 Boyer Diet.

Royal II, To set up a Play on the Posts. 1779 Stiles
Diary 1 June (1901) II. 343, I attended evens prayers in

the Chapel and set up College Orders. 1876 J. Fergusson
Hist. hid. Archil. \. \\. 139 It appears unlikely that Asoka
would have been allowed to set up two copies of his edicts

in the dominions of such powerful kings as Aira and his

father seem to have been,

f g. To throw into relief make brilliant, heighten

the lustre of. Obs.

1588 Kyd Househ. Phil. Wks. (1910) 275 The Pewter so
set vppe, the Brasse and yron works so bright [etc]. 1603
Holland Plutarch, s Mor. 94 Painters to set up their colours,

and to give them more beautifull light and lustre. 1615
S Ward Coalfront Altar 24, I haue heard our Marchants
complain, that the set vp blewes haue made strangers loath

the rich oaded blewes.

h. f (a) To tighten (strings) so as to raise their

pitch. Obs.

1642 M. Newcomen Semi, bef. Ho. Comm. 5 Nov. (1643)

25 To proceed as Musicians doe in tuning their instruments

;

Who strainc their strings with a gentle hand, and set them
up by little and little.

{p) Naut. To take in the * slack' of (shrouds,

stays), make taut.

1748 Anson's Voy. 1. viii. 80 One mizen-shroud broke,.,
which we knotted, and set up immediately. 1750 Blanck-
ley Nav. Expositor s. v. Salvagees, Salvagees . . are used
when a Shroud or Back Stay wants setting up. 1840 R. H.
Dana Bef Mastxxv, Setting up the weather breast-back-

stays. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. viii. (ed. 2) 282
The hawser is to be set up by n eans of the double block
tackle purchase.

1. {a) To stake : only in phr. set up one's rest

(see Rest sb.'1 6 b).

f(b) To score (so much) at cards. Obs.

1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester {ed. 2) 76 Cribbidge...And
when they have play'd out their three Cards and set up with
Counters their Games in their hands. Ibid. 82 He that

hath three Honours in his own hand, his partner not having
the fourth sets up Eight by Cards, that is two tricks.

j. To place in an exalted, eminent, or superior

position ; to raise to power or, authority ; some-
times spec, to put on the throne. Also absol.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii. (Jacobus Minor) 612 pane
Iosapnus be met gert dycht, & set vpe tytus..to be bowrde
as bare oure-mane. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII. 41

Foure false popes pat Frederik be emperour had i-sette up.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 21 All the things she

did to ouerthrow him did set him vp vpon the height of

honor. 1596 Spenser F. Q. v. ii. 41 He maketh Kings to

sit in souerainty ; He maketh subiects to their powre obay

;

He pulleth downe, he setteth vp on hy. 1603 Ld. Cecil in

Crt. <y Times Jos. I (1848) I. 16 To dispossess his majesty
and his royal issue of this crown, and to have set up the

Lady Arabella Stuart. 1654 Z. Coke Logick Pref., God
hath set you up the Oracles of War. 1713 Addison Cato
1. iv, Where s the worth that sets this people up Above
your own Numidia's tawny sons ! 1818 Scorr Rob Roy
xxvi. She 11 be keen for a that can set up King James, and
ding down King George. 1879 M. J. Guest Ltd. Hist.

Eng. xlvii. 477 judges., were almost tools of the king, who
could set them up and put them down at his pleasure.

(b) To appoint (an officer or functionary).

1642 Vicars God in Mount 45 Lecturers, chosen and set

up with the peoples consent. 1678 Butler Hud. in. ii. 267
Some were for setting up a King. 1879 M. J, Guest Led.
Hist. Eng. xxxi. 308 Two rival popes were set up.

\c) To appoint to or nominate for a position.

1689 T. R. View Gov, Eur. 40 A Mountebank was set

up for Lord Chancellor, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Apr. 1685,

tor this Parliament, very meane and slight persons., were

set up. 1x17x5 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 480 When a
person was set up to be Sheriff that would not serve. 1754
Richardson Grandison I. xvi. 99 Supposing that he would

let up his nephew when at age.. as a representative for the

county.

k. To make (a person) elated, proud, or vain
;

esp. in pass, to he elated, gratified; to be proud,

or ' stuck-up'

1526 Skelton Magnyf. 2025 Nowe she wyll Iaughe ; forth-

with she wyll frowne ; Sodenly set vp and sodenly pluckyd
downe.

_
1601 B. Tonson Poetaster iv. iii. 67 Come hither,

cockatrice : here s one, will set thee vp, my sweet punke :

set thee vp. 1789 Charlotte Smith Ethelinde (1814) II. 168
He's not so set up with it. 1866 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <$•

Daughters xiv, Sister thought such a message would set

you up too much. 1886 Ruskin Prseterita I. 392 We were
very much set up at making his acquaintance. 1893 Kip-
ling Many Invent., Badalia Herodsfoot 297 She's that set

up you wouldn't know her.

1. +To speak highly of, extol, praise (pis.); to

put forward as a model, ' put on a pedestal '.

"535 Coverdale Song 3 Chitdr. 63 O ye spreles and soules
of the righteous, speake good of y° Lorde : prayse him, and
set him vp for euer.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. viii. p 1 This exterior did not
prevent her from being set up as the cleverest woman in all

Madrid. 1891 * H. S. Merriman' Prisoners ty Captives x,

I do not set him up as a hero.

{b) dial. (esp. Sc.) in ironical or contemptuous
use.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's ii, Set him up for confectioner

!

1829 Brockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v., She rides in a coach
—set her up, indeed I 1893 Stevenson Catriona xi, Which
makes me the keener for your company, Mr. David Balfour
of the Shaws, and set ye up I

** m. To place in an erect position ; to set or

stand upright ; to erect (an image, statue) ; to

raise (a standard).
c 1205 Lay. 27244 pa lette he sette up bene drake here-

maerken unimake. #1225 Leg. Kaih. 1468 Me schal,.
setten hit [an ymage] on heh up. c 1400 Beryn 1746 A Chese
[ = chessboard] jbere was I-brou^t forth.. The meyne were
I-set vp. 1530 Palsgr. 7x6/1 Set up this ladder agaynst the
wall, a 1533 Berners Huon lxii. 215 She fell downe in a
transe...Than Huon.. set her vp, and comfortyd her. 1603
Shaks. Meas.for M. 11. i. 2 We must not make a scar-crow
of the Law, Setting it vp to feare the Birds of prey. 1626
Bacon Sylva § 435 It hath beene knowne, that a Fruit-Tree
hath beene blowne vp (almost) by the Roots, and set vp
againe, and the next yeare bare exceedingly, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 14 June 1685, Certaine intelligence of the Duke of
Monmouth . . having set up his standard as King of England.
1707 S. Sewall Diary 7 Aug., Peter Weare set up the stone
post to shew a mile from the Town-House ends. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xii, In less than a minute, by setting up his musta-
ches and his hair, he seemed a different person. 1849 Mac.
aulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 359 Palisades were set up, and a
pleasant garden laid out. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. viii,

Old Bailey gravely sets up the middle stump again and puts
the bails on. 1879 M. J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxiii. 234
A beautiful monument was set up.

T~ (b) ? To trim or curl up. Obs.
a 1625 Fletcher Wild-Goose Chase 11. iii, Let me set my

Beard up. — Hunt. Lieut, iv. i, She hates curl'd heads
too, And setting up of beards she swears is Idolatry.

(c) To * erect ' (lines) in a plan.

1731 W. Halfpenny Perspective 24 To draw the Steps,

first draw their Plan .
. , then set up their intended Heights .

.

from G, on the Line Gg. 1830 Hedderwick Mar. Archit.

247 Set up the tangent-Tines at the exact half-breadth of the
midship*frame, on each side of the centre-line.

t(«) To set (a top) spinning. Obs.
1607 Shaks. Cor. iv. v. 161 He turn'd me about with his

finger and his thumbe, as one would set vp a Top. 1649
Lovelace Lucasta 8 Then, as a Top, he sets it up, And
pitifully whips it ! 1679 Dryden Troth A Cress, m. 1, He's
an old wooden Top, set up by Father Time three hundred
Years ago.

{e) To set up one's bristles : to be irate. To set

up one's comb or hair : to be proud. To set one's

back up, etc. ; see Back sb.1 24 f.

1528 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man. 47 b, Then fume we and
rage and sett vp the bristels. a 1536 [see Comb sb. 1

$]• x57*-

Gascoigne Droomme of'Doomesday Wks. 1910 II. 251 men
thus advaunced..hould up theyr heads, set up their heare,

shew theyr pryde. 1845 [see Back sb. 1 24 f], 1886 Besant
Chitdr. Gibeon 1. ix, I hear you've been to see my mother
and you've set her back up.

(/) U.S. To put (drink, etc) before customers

for their consumption; hence, to * treat ' to (drinks,

cigars).

1884 Lincoln (Nebraska) frnl. Aug., A counter where the
beer could be set up. 1888 Lisbon (Dakota) Starg Nov. 2/6
Well, we must make him set up the cigars on that happy
event.

n. To erect and make ready for use ; to pitch

(a tent) ; f to erect (a building). Cf. 60.

c 1205 Lay. 8716 pa bet work wes up iset. a 1300 Cursor
M. 10378 Sir loachim was fain and blith, And vp he sett

an auter suith. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2296
\>f

powere him
grauntis To sett his cite vp agayn. 1471-3 in Cat. Proc.
Chanc. Q. Eliz. (1830) II. Pref. 55 The seid hous shuld
have be. .fully sett upp, garnysshed, and doon by the fest

of the nativite of our lady Seint Mary. 1485 Caxton
Chas. Gt. 241 He made hys tentys to be sette vp there,

1523-4 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 323 Paid.. for Settyng vpp
of a pewe in Seint Annys chappell iiij d. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nic/tolay's Voy. \\. xiii. 49 Constantinople being
reedified and new sette vp. 1603 Shuttteworths' Ace.
(Chetham Soc.) 152 When they were settinge upp the chimle
pyppesand the batlement. 1667 Milton P. L. xii. 247 He
voutsafes Among them to set up his Tabernacle. 1719 De
Foe Crusoe I. (Globe) 212, 1 made a. .fram'd Door-case, and
a Door.., and., set it up in the Passage. 1880 Lady F.Dixie
Across Patagonia 206 Several vain attempts were made to

set up the tents, but the wind was too strong.

f(£) To build (a ship). Obs.

1595 Maynarde Drake's Voy. (Hakl. Soc.) 11 Settinge up
more newe pinnaces. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 481,

I oblig'd him to set up the Sloop which I had brought [in

frame].

O. To set (a trap), lay (a snare). Now dial.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 72 Cupide sets vpp a Springe
for Woodcockes. 1687 Miece Gt. Fr. Did. 11. s. v. Mouse,

To set up a Mouse-trap. 1887 Kentish Gloss. s.v. Set up
A man ' sets up a trap for vermin \

p. To put together the parts of (a machine) and
erect it in position.
(Merges in the sense of ' establish, set on foot ', see aa.

)

1683 Repr. Advantages Manuf. Woollen-cloath 18 We
have 25 Loomes constantly imployed, and have ordered the
setting up io more. 1751 Labelye Westm. BridgeZ\ Three
. .Months were employed . .by the Carpenters in new framing
and setting up the Centers. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing
323 [He] ou^ht to know as much of setting-up a Press as the
Press-man himself. 187a Pope Telegraphy. 13 In setting up
the battery pure water may be used in the porous cell. 1879
M.J. Guest Led. Hist. Eng. xxviii. 284 Flemish weavers set

up their looms and taught the English to weave cloth.

{b) To start (a piece of work) on a loom, etc.

1857 Miss Cummins Mabel Vaughan xxxiii, Drawing a
huge ball of yarn from her pocket, [she] commenced setting

up a stocking. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. v, A piece of very
fine twine was indispensable to his ' setting up ' a new piece
of work in his loom.

q. Typogr. To put (types) into the composing-
stick ; to arrange (type) in words or blocks of

words ; to put (a book, etc.) into type ; occas.

said of the type (quot. 1770). Also absol.

1668-9 J- Leigh Let. to S. Clarke (MS. Raw]. D. 398 fol.

141), I Request yu giue halfe Crown a man to each Compo*
sitor when hee begins to sett it vp. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing xix. r 6 When the Boy Sets up Letters.

.

[he] takes the Composing-stick.. in his left-Hand. 1770
Luckombe Hist. Printing 247 A Fount of English, which sat

up about twelve sheets in 410 of the Surgeons Case, in Paris.

_x8i8 Byron Ep. to Murray i, My dear Mr. Murray, Your'e

in a damn'd hurry, To set up this ultimate Canto. 183a Hal-
lam in Life^ Tennyson (1897) I. 89 The (printer's) devils are
full of promise to set up immediately. 1891 Chamb. Jrnl
16 May 319/2 The speech., was set up in an incredibly short
time.

r. To place (the dead body of an animal stuffed

or otherwise treated for preservation) in an erect or

lifelike position.

1781 Nat. Hist, in Ann. Reg. 64/2 These Bats were kept
for some time.. before they were set up. 1861 Temple Bar
III. 500 A nearly perfect skeleton has been obtained and is

being set up. 1884 G. Allen Philistia I. a Wherethey
stuffed birds or set up exotic butterflies in little cabinets.

1892 Field 30 Jan. 133/3,

I

am sending the skin .. to be set up.

8. To be well {straight) set up : to have a stal-

wart, well-knit frame.
1825 Ld. Cockburn Mem. (1856) 159 Charles Hope was

tall and well set up. 1861 Temple Bar III. 53 Leotard is

not straight set up, after the standard so cherished by soldier

martinets. 1904 Sir P. Burne-Jones Dollars fy Democr.
53 In New York. .the women. .are so well 'set up', so ex-

cellently ' turned out \
t. To make erect and soldierly by drill.

1865 Meredith Rkoda Fleming i, No master of callis-

thenics could have set them up better. 1893 Chamb. Jrnl.
10 June 364/1 When I joined the [Police] Force I was a big
awkward-looking, country Johnny.. .Drill soon set me up.

(b) (See quot.)
184a in R. Oastler Fleet Papers II. 134 The assault con-

sisted in 'setting her up', that is, making her hold a brush
above her head for an hour and forty minutes ; and when
her arms began to be tired, and dropped a little, he put
them up again

U. Agric. To earth up (root-crops).

1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 52 The turnips thrive better

when not set up.

f V. To fix (a price or standard) ; also, to put

up the price of. Obs.
IS3° Proper Dyaloge in Roy Rede me, etc (Arb.) 138 Oure

fearmes set vp dayly more and more. Ibid. 139 And yet
no hygher price was ther vp set Than good conscience did
require. 159a Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. 1910 I. 197 In
setting vp a sise of Bread.

fw. To compose (verses). Obs.

1607 Stat, in Hist. WakefieldGram. Sch. (1892) 72 Those
which are able shall upon that daye sett upp verses.

T x. Cards. To make up (a side). Obs.

1609 B. Jonson Sit. Wont. m. vi, Cen. ..Mavis and shee
will set vp a side. TV?...And mistris Mavis, shee will sus-

taine her part*

*** y. To put into operation ; to bring into use or

vogue ; to establish a course or series of. Now rare.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2135 And settes vp a sawte to be
towne sydes. 1570 [see Plea sb. 1 v]. 1612 Chapman Rev.
Bussy d'Ambois v. iv. 3, 1 have had lotteries set up for my
death. 1622 Jas. I Let. to Earl Southampton 9 July
(title-p.), The present setting up of Silke works. . in Vii ginia.

1685 Dryden Pref. to Alb. ty Alb. Ess. 1900 I. 279 When
operas were first set up in France, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
in July 1664, The lottery which his Majesty bad permitted
Sir Arthur Slingsby to set up for one day in the Banqueting
House at White-hall. 1700 Ibid. 24 Alar., Some Lectuies
were set up. 172a De Foe Plague 11754) 35 All the Plays
and Interludes, which. .had been set up. 1847 L. Hunt
Men, Women, <£ Bks. II. iii. 44 The numerous smaller

periodical works which were set up by Steele. 1849 A** r.C?*

Ser. 1. I. 33 A new post-coach had been set up which
performed the journey to Bath in a single day.

(b) To cause (a certain condition, esp. of disease)

to arise. Often pass.
1851 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XII. n. 528 Inflammation is set

up in the soft tissue. 1853 Ibid. XIV. 1. 199 Fermentation
was more readily set up. 1889 Mrs, ComynsCark Marg.
Maliphant Il.xxi. 122 Want of proper nourishment.. had
caused the accident to set up a disease. 1891 Cornh. Mag.
Dec. 601 This sets up fructification.

Z. To establish (a state of things, a custom,

a form of government, a society, etc.).

1431 Ads Privy Council IV. 95 It alwey pourveide and
seene bat. .justice be set uppe and stabylysshede here. 1535
Coverdale 1 C/iron. xviii. [xix.] 3 Whan he wente to set
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vp his power by the water Euphrates. 1549 Latimer
Ploughers (Arb.) 30 His office is to hinder religion,, -to set

vp ldolatrie. 1597 Shaks. a Hen. IV, 1. 111. 50 lo plucke

a Kingdome downe, And set another vp. 1640 Articles

agst. Laud 3 He went about to subvert Religion, and to

set up Papists and superstition. CX710 Celia Fiennes

Diary (1888) 200 They have their Coales and 3 shillings p*

weeke allowed to Each to maintain them,.. its set up

and allowed to by M r Coleson a merch' in London. 1765

Blackstone Comm. 1. 52 The legislature, .which was origi-

nally set up by the general consent of the society. x8ao

\V. Irving Sketch Bk. (1859) 184 In consequence of two

rival 'Burial Societies' being set up in the place. 1855

Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 225 Though he had not taken

part in setting up the new government. x86x Macm. Mag.
IV. 371/1 He succeeded in setting up Episcopacy .. in Scot-

land. 1890 Tout Hist. Eng. from i6Sg, 151 The house

of Savoy now set up a united Italy.

aa. To set on foot, establish (a business, pro-

fession) ; to begin (housekeeping, life).

To set up shop : see Shop sb.

1515 Coventry Ltd Bk. 691 Euery persone that haith

beene full premise, .doithe sett vp his occupacion or Craft

within the same [city]. 1567 Harman Caveat Epist. (1869)

21 To set vp houses and kepe hospitalytie. 1585 T. Wash-
ington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xvi. 130b, They haue also

there set vp printing, not before seene in those countries.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 136 Buying pewter, brasse, and such
like implements as if to set up house keeping. 1663 Mar-
vell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 91 The Earl of Carlisle is

going upon an extraordinary embassage to Muscovy, in

order to setting up the English trade again there. 1738
Swift Pol. Conversai, Introd. 17, 1 have often wished, that

certain.. Instructors, .would set up Schools. X777 Ann. Reg.
II. 42 He returned to London and set up the small-coal

trade. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 1. x, He taught the science

of the small-sword, and set up a saloon-of-arms. 1869 Wat.
Bradwood ' The O. V. H. vi, The next thing we shall hear
will be that you have set up house and got married. 1894
H. Drum mono Ascent ofMan 299 As new cells budded from
the parent they moved away and set up life for themselves.

(b) To begin the use or practice of ; to adopt as

part of one's establishment, etc.

a 1704 T. Brown Dial. Dead Wks. 1711 IV. 36 She set up a
Basset-Table. 1709 Steele Taller No. 176 F 8, [I] have set

up a Pack of little Beagles. 1749 Smollett Gil /Has vm.
ix. (17S2J III. 188, 1, .bought the coach of a notary, who had
set it up through ostentation, and now wanted to get rid of
it. 18x5 Scott GuyM. xli, He had lately set up a carriage.

1853 * C. Beoe ' Verdtut Green iu xi, He conceived the
idea of setting up a drum 1 1860 Mrs, Carlyle Lett. III. 63
You will have heard of my setting up a second servant.

1890 Cornh. Mag. July 45 Improved.. by the short beard
he had set up.

bb. To provide (a person) with means ; to place

in a position of prosperity or in the way of re-

trieving one's fortune ; to set ( on one's legs ' again.
1530 Palsgr. 716/1, I shall than be set up agayne. 1584

Lodge Alarum 10 Thou maist haue money in thy pursse,

and. other necessaries to set thee vp agatne. 1605 Shaks.
Macl'. in. i. 10 May they not be my Oracles as well, And
set me vp in hope, 1658 Wit Restor'd 25 But when a
Fammily is sunck, And Titles are a fading, Some Mer-
chant's daughter setts you up. 1728 Law Serious C.
viii, She has set up near twenty poor tradesmen that had
failed in their business. x8xx Mary Titherington Diary
in Mem! (18x9) 103 Job was set up again by the bounty of
his friends.

#
1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxv, We had a

light, fair wind, which set us up again. x8oa Illustr. Sporting
t Dram. Netvs 10 Dec. 446/3 He soon set us all up in funds.

ce. To establish or start (a person) in a business

or profession ; trans/, said of the money, stock,

or outfit sufficient to equip a person.
To be set ubfor (colloq.) : to be well provided with.

1556 North Country Wills (Surtees) 238 The same com-
pany [of mercers in London] shall deliver yerlie the said
rent to one poore yong man to sett hym up that hathe
nother father nor mother. 1628 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.)

65 Two Deskes, and a quire of Paper set him vp. 1679-88
Moneys Seer. Serv. Chas. II fy Jas. 21 (Camden Soc.) 88
To Wm Lloyd,..bounty, to sett him up to his trade of a
shoemaker. 1723 De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 184, I was. .set

up in the world, made a master. 1745 Life Bampfylde-
Moore Caretv 52 He expended a small Sum of Money to set

her up for a retail Trader in Buckles. 1825 New Monthly
Mag. XVI. 366 Mistress of as many branches of knowledge
as would set up half-a-dozen literary hacks. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair xxii, He had brilliant under-waistcoats,
any one of which would have set up a moderate buck.
1863 Mrs. H. Wood Vemer*s Pride v, I'm set up for cotton
gownds. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xiii, Now, John, if you
don't fix a time for setting her up in her own house and
home, and letting us walk out of it, I'll turn Informer. 1886
Mrs. CPraed Miss Jacobsen II. Hi. 48 His father will set
him up in business.

(b) refl. To constitute or establish oneself (as).

1883 Fenn Middy $ Ensign xxiv. 142 Dick had no inten-
tion of selling himself up as a prophet. 1891 Murray's
Mag.X. 728 The Wincauntons set themselves up as judges
of their neighbours.

+ dd. To restore, repair, make good. Obs.
1609 Bible (Douay) 1 Mace. iii. 43 Let us set up [Vulg.

erigamus] the abasing of our people, and let us fight for our
Feople. a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas* I (Bannatyne Club)

I. 286 Whill his loissis wes set wp.
ee. To bring to a proper state of health and

strength ; to restore to health.
1727 Boyer Diet. Royal II, To set one up again, .(to re-

cover his Health). X804 Nelson Lett. (1814) II. 63 A little

of your good nursing, with ass's milk, will set me up for
another campaign. X863 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. III. 170, I

returned from that visit quite set up. 1889 Mrs. Lynn
Linton Thro* Long Night II. il xiii. 200 Change is just
what Estelle wants to set her up again.

**** ff. To put away for future use, lay up in
store, store away. Obs. or dial.

1421 Coventry Leet Bk. 33 pat hur hoost haue in charge
that they bryng all hur fysche in-to the markett, without
they sett up any fische in any olhur fyschers houses. 1530
Palsgr. 716/1 Go, set up this bagge of monaye, tyll I call

for it. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phil. Wks. (1901) 242 Mellons,
Cytrons, and such like,.. were.. reserued and set vp. 16x7
Morvson /tin. in. 82 They beginne them in the midst of
the broade side, making a round bole there, into which hole,

when the cheese is to be set vp, they put some few drops of
wine. 17*9 Swift Direct. Serv. ii. P 7 If your lady orders
you to set up a piece of meat for supper. X730 T. Boston
in Morrison Mem. ix. (1899) 221, I refused to eat;. .and the
meat was set up again untasted. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm II. 393 The corn is then set up, that is, set down in

the sacks on the floor, and remains there unemptied.

+ gg. To put (a horse, etc.) up in a stable

;

occas. to keep (cattle) up to fatten them. Obs.

C-X440 Alphabet of Tales 124 He went privalie into be
stabyll ber be knightis man had sett vp her hors. 1523
Fitzherb. Huso. § 68 Yf she be rydden vppon, and sette

vp hotte. X540 Palsgr. Acolastus v. v. B bj b, The caulfe

that is well fatted J. that is set vp to be made fatte. 1622

Maude tr. Ale/nan's Guzman dAlfi. 46 My Companion.,
sets vp his Asses in the Stable, a 17x3 Ellwood Antobiog.

(1714) 21 When I. .had set up my Horse at an Inn. X768

Boyer"s Diet. Royal II. s.v., To set up a coach.. Diteler

les chevaux d'uti carrosse.

*****hh. To put into an attitude of hostility

or opposition ; to incite, instigate.

a 1586 Sidney Ps. vii. vi. Arise, O Lord, in wrath thy self

up sett Against such rage of foes. i6ox Shaks. Alls Well
1. i. 35 Hee was skilful 1 enough to haue liu'd stil, if know*
ledge could be set vp against mortallitie. 1606— Tr.fyCr. v.

iv. 13 They set me vp in pollicy, that mungrill curre Aiax,

against that dogge of as bad a kinde, Achilles. 1803 Pic
Nic No. 4 (1806) 1. 144 They set up argument against matter
of fact. 1804-6 Syd. Smith Mot. Philos. (1850) 218 Sudden
variation, . .in a great scale, is most commonly either grand
or sublime ; it sets all the faculties up in arms. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxxii, As for them that have abused your Grace's
ear, and set you up against a man that [etc.]. 1884 G. Allen
Philistialll. xxvi. 27 The environment is too strong for you

;

and if you set yourself up against it, it'll crush you. 1894

J. T. Fowler Adamnan Introd, 33 Thisone has perhaps
been set up as a rival to an earlier St. Patrick's Purgatory.

(b) Hunting, To bring to bay. Pdsofig.
1608 Chapman Trag. Byron v. Q 4, As a Sauadge Bore

that (hunted longe, Assayld and set vp) with his onely eyes,

Swimming in fire keepes of the haying hounds. X747 Tricks

ofTown laid open (ed. 3) 31 You see, Sir, how naturally all

these Beasts of Prey hunt a Country Squire, and., they sel-

dom lose the Scent till they have set him up (as you phrase
it) brought him to a Bay.^ 1889 Field 12 Jan. 41/3 The
hounds, .came up with their stag there, and set him up to

bay at this well-known landmark.
****** ii. To put forward (a claim, defence,

a case in law).

1697 Mem. Trans. Savoy 123 Several Reasons engage the

French King to set up anew his Title to Savoy. 18x3 Shel-
ley Q. Mab iv. 77 That apology Which kings who rule, and
cowards who crouch, set up For their unnumbered crimes.

1821 Scott Kenihu. xvii, After setting up a vain and unjust

pretence to the throne of England. 1853 [see Alibi sb.\,

1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 201 The best defence is that

which..hasbeensetupby M. de Remusat. 1858 [see Claim
sb.*]. 1885 Bowen in Law Rep. 10 Prob, Div, 194 The hus-

band sets up in bar a deed of separation.

jj. To advance, propose, put forward (a theory,

idea, plan).

1803 Pic Nic No. 3 (1806) I. 87 They seem to have set up
for themselves a peculiar test of their merit. 1843 Rt skin

Mod. Paint. (1851) I. Pref. p. xiv, They are rejoiced to set

up a standard of imaginary excellence. 1883 Fenn Middy
<y Ensign xii. 70 You set up a theory of your own. X890
Miss I. D. Hardy New Othello III. x. 211 You set up those

false and morbid scruples between yourself and me.
******* intr. kk. To sit up (late at night).

Now dial, or vulgar.

1697 C'less D^Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 201 In this Season
they set up till four or five a Clock in the Morning because of

the heats. 1776 S. J.Pratt PupilofPleas. 1 1. 208, 1 find the
whole family . . is to set up. 1822 Mrs. Nathan Langrcaih
I. 176 You forget, my child, how late you set up at night.

11. (orig, absol. of aa.) To start in business, begin

the exercise of a trade or profession.

Formerly canst,for, now as (with the sb. connoting the
occupation) ; in recent use also with simple sb. as compl.

1593 Nashe Chrisfs T. 46 b, My young Merchant returnes,

and setles vppe fresher then euer he did. 1647 N. Bacon
Disc. Govt. Eng. 1. iii. (1739) 7 They had but new set up, and
had not yet found out the right way of Trade. 1691 Wood
Ath. Oxon. I. 377 He set up for a writing-master, a 1704
T. TiROwN.Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 11 A Wit and a Beau set

up with little or no Expense. X779 Mirror No. 6^ Your pre-

decessor, The Spectator, used to be consulted in cases of
difficulty. I know not if you^ Mr. Mirror, set up on the same
footing. 1809 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) II. vL 237
Ballantyne's brother is setting up here as a bookseller. 1882

Sat. Rev. 19 Aug. 247/1 When people had set up in busi-

ness. 189X Ibid. 26 Dec. 728/1 He even set up smuggler on
his own account.

mm. To set up for. (a) To set up/or oneself,

to start on a career on one s own account.

1622 Mabbe Xx.AlemaiCs Guzman d*Alf. 1. 55 He got him
a Stocke, to set vp for himselfe in the world. 1701 W. Wot-
ton Hist. Rome 268 Three of them set up for themselves,

Pescennius Niger in the East, Seplimius Severus in Illyri-

cum, and Clodius Albinus in Britain. 1727 Boyer Diet.

Royal II. s.v., After this Victory over Mark Anthony,
Augustus had a mind to set up for himself. 185a C. W.
Hoskvns Taipaxvm. (1854)153 No sooner is anew thought
imparted, than it sets up for itself, and denies its pedigree.

(b) To put oneself forward as (a person of a

certain kind or class), to lay claim to being (so-

and-so). Also, lo set up /or being (so-and-so).

X687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet, n, To set up for a Reformer.
1692 R. L'Estrange Fables lxvii. 66 Shall any Man. .that

Willfully.. procures the Cutting of whole Armies to Pieces,

set up for an Innocent? 1709 E. Ward tr. Cervantes 206
Covetous Men commonly set up for being very long sighted.

1716 J, Craggs Let. to Pope 2 Sept., I fancy I am.. setting

up for a wit 1765 Foote Commissary 1. (1782) 17 Sim...
Why he must be upwards of— Mrs. Mech. Fifty, I warrant.
Sim, Rather late in life to set up for a gentleman. 1849
TaWs Mag. XVI. 237/1, I do not set myself up for a purist.

1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 557/1, I don't set up for a beauty.

T (c) To have as one's object or goal. Obs.
1685 Stillingfl. Orig. Brit. ii. 50 Clodius Albinus having

set up for the Empire in Britain,and being beaten by Severus.
1705 Addison Italy 504 Whether or no they have done well,
to set up for making another kind of Figure, Time will wit-
ness. 1707 Diverting Muse 1. 6 An Old Lady, who has
bury'd Six Husbands and sets up for the Seventh.

T (d) To support the claims of. Obs.
1689 T. R. View Gov. Eur. 4 Ahaz's Dial is no President

for our time or measures ; nor may the Theocracy of the Jews
authorize us to set up for King Jesus. X691 W. Nicholls
Answ. Naked Gospel 97 The first then that stood up for this
Heterodoxy was Michael Servetus..who..set up for the
Unitarian Doctrine in Europe.

(e) To lay claim to (a quality, virtue, etc.). Also,

+ to lay claim to having (a concrete possession).

1698 Collier Immor. Stage 226 This Spark sets up for

Sense. 1698 Farquhar Love <y Bottle 11. i, Had the Land-
lady but a Highland Piper to joyn with 'em, she might set

up for a Collection of Monsters. 1741 Richardson Pamela
III. 127 If People will set up for Virtue, and all that, let 'em
be uniformly virtuous. X766G0LDSM. Vic. W. xv, No doubt
. . you have known ladies set up for wit that had none. 1865
Miss Braddon Sir Jasper's T. xxii, I suppose Pauncefort
sets up for originality.

nil. (absol. of ii.) To lay claim or pretend to be.

a 1849 Mar. Edgeworth Pop. Tales, Rosanna v, What
more could we have, if we were to set up to be gentry?
1889 Miss Sergeant Luck ofHouse I. xxi. 286 You need not
set up to be virtuous.

*t" OO. (orig. absol. of gg.) To put up at an inn

or other lodging. Obs.
1684 Mrs. Behn Novels (1722) II. 325 Bellamora. .was

obliged to lodge.. at the same Inn where the Stage-Coach
set up. X745 Life Bampfylde-Moore Carew 92 He.. then
rode away Post-Haste to Exeter; where being arrived he
sets up at the Oxford Inn. 1760-73 H. Brooke Fool of
Qual. (1809) IV. 105 On setting up for the night, I rejoiced
to find.. Louisa was..alive. X780 S. J. Pratt Emma Cor.
belt civ. 209 Every house where the stages set up. 1819 Lady
Morgan in Mem. (1862) II. 116 We set up at the Nova-
Yorka [Hotel], kept by an Englishwoman.

pp. To punt, esp. so as to get close to water-

fowl to shoot them. (Cf. sense no.)
X776 C Carroll Jrnl. Miss. Canada in B. Mayer Mem.

(1845) 47 In many places the current was so strong that the
batteau men were obliged to set up with poles, and drag
the boat by the painter. 1824 Hawker Instr. Yng. Sports-
men (ed. 3) 343 If we can neither find a creek nor a * latch ',

with sufficient water to set up to birds. 1882 Payne-Gallwev
Fowler Irel. 26 Illustr., Wexford floatmen setting up to fowl
together.

qq. Of a cart : To tip up. local.

1841 Jrnl.R. Agric.Soc.il. 11. 178 The carts., are.. larger,

and with moveable bodies, so as to set up for the purpose of

turning out their load at once.

rr. Of a soft-nosed bullet : To expand on impact.
X896 Times 16 Dec 5/2 The metal covering at the point

being made thin and the lead core slightly exposed, the
result being that the bullet * set up ' on striking any object.

X898 Engineer 4 Mar. 216/2 A bullet should do more than
make a man rub his leg some hours afterwards. Consequently
efforts have been directed to causing bullets to set up on
impact.

fiSP Key tophrases and idiomatic uses.

Uses of the passive : (= be seated) 4, (= be arranged) 16,

(= be situated) 176, (= be resolved, determined, fixed, settled,

rigid) 92, 93, 94 b, 95 c, 97 b, (= be hostile) 1170; to be s with

1 iq ; to lie i round or about (with) 121 ; to be keen s, sharp s

75 1> ; to be hard s
t

ill s 122 b.

Uses of the intransitive: (=sit) 5, (=sit on eggs) 5b,
(= subside) 8, heave and s 10, (= stake) 14b, (= become
fixed, rigid, solid, coagulated) 94 b, 95 b, c, d, 97 c, (of fruit

or blossom) 98 b, (= set in) 100 d, (in dancing) 103, (in bowls)
104 b, (= proceed, start off) 106, (of acurrent) 107, (= punt)
no, (of a setter) 123 c ; see also branches XI and XII.
Set about (prep.) 127, (adv.) 133; * above 26 b; s abroach

134; s abroad 135; s adown 136; s afloat 137; s against
(— attack) 128 ; s one person against another 117 ; s aland
108 b; s aloft 26 b ; s apart 13S ; s ashore 208 b; s aside 139 ;

^ at (= attack) 129; saway 140; s the axe to 20 d; s back 141

;

s one on another's back 47 b; s a bargain 55 b ; s before one
or one's eyes 18 c ; s a bell 66 ; s a bone 79 ; s to book 26 ; s

bounds to 48 j s a butterfly 83 ; f by 91 c, 142 ; s case 87

;

s caution 13 ; s the chase 124 ; s a clock 85 ; s a colour 96 b ;

s a copy 54 b; j (to) corners 103; tone's countenance 94; s

dead 123 c ; s a dog on 116; s down 143 ; s an edge on 42 ;

s the edge of 75 ; s eggs 15 d ; s an end to 58 ; s on end 23 ; s

an example 54 ; s (one's) eyes on 39 ; s a fabric 82 ; s a or
one's face 94 ; s a(good) face upon 41 ; s one's fancy on 37

;

s a fashion 54 ; s in feu 57 ; s the field 70 j s a fine 86 ; s fire

to 34 ; s on fire 25 b ; n flock 100 ; s (one's) foot 19 ; s foot-

ing 19 d; s forth 144; s forwardts 145; s to fowl no; s free

25 d ; s the fruit 98 ; s game 123 ; s a gin 59 ; s a gloss on
41; s (on, a-) going 114 b, c, d ; s gone 114 e; s in hand
27; jinone'shand 18b; j one's hand against, on, to 19b,

c; * one's hand (^signature) to 23 ; s one's heart on 37;
s a hen 1 c ; s (on) high 6 2b ; s home 108 d ; s on horseback 1

;

s in 146 ; $ (= tune) an instrument 77 ; s into 107, 130; s the

keel 110; s land 69 ; s on land 108 b; s the land 124; s in

lease 57 ; 5 (at) light 89 c ; s light by 91 e ; s lightly (littly)

bygi f ; s a limit 48 ; s lines 59; s little by (of, to) 91, etc.

;

s at little 89 b ; s loose 25 b ; s to lore 26 ; s a mark on 40

;

j a mast 60 ; s a match 56 ; s a meal 71 ; s milk for cream
67 a ; j one's mind on 37 ; s one's mouth 95 ; s much by 91

;

s to music 73 ; s upon the muzzle 26 d ; s at naught 89 b ; *
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naught by (of, to) gx b, h ; s a net 59 : s nether 26b; s not

by 91 c ; j off 147; s on 131, 148; s a pet son on another 47 c;

s open 28 ; $ order in 58 ; s in order 25b; s out 149 ; s over

150; 1a person over another 47 ; s the pace 54 d ; s (on, a-)

packing 114 b, c, d ; s a palette 71 c; s to partners 103 ; s

a pattern 54 ; s at pawn 27 ; s pen to paper iS h ; s (=» frame)

a picture 63 b ; s in (on) the pillory 18 d j * to places 103 ; s

a plant 12, 101 ; s to pledge 27; s a pot 62; s a price on
91 h ; j a price on one's head 43 ; 5 in prison 18 d ; f the

psalm 54 c ; s a question 55 c; s a rate 86 ; 5 at a rate 89 ; j

a razor 75 ; * remedy 32 ; s right 25 b ; s a ruff 80 ; s the

saddle 7 ; s sail 65 b, j to sale 27 ; s a saw 76 ; 5 to school 26

;

j on the sea 18 f ; s one's seal 23 : iona seat 1 ; s the scene

74; « to seed 98 c ; s a siege before 18 g; fin one's sight 18 c;

s sight of 39 b ; ia snare 59 ; s a song 73 ; j the sponge 67 b

;

5 a squadron 70; s the stage 74; s a stake 14; i a step 19 d ;

s a stitch 60 b ; s a stock 100 ; s a stone 63, 120 b ; s a stroke

20; * the stroke 54d; s a table 71; fin tack 57 ; sataskss;
s teeth on a plate 63 c ; j one's teeth 95 j s on a throne 1 j

s through 151 ; s a time for 51 ; s to (prep.) 113 c, (adv.) 152 ;

s (= add) one thing to another 33 ; s together 153 ; s a trap

59 ; s tryst 56 ; s type 72 ; s up 154 ; s upon 132 ; J upright
28 ; * a varnish on 41 ; s a watch 45 ; s on the water 18 f

;

s a person on bis (or the) way in b ; s to wed 27 ; s one's

wit at 117 b; s woadofia ; s one's words 68 c ; s on write 21.

See also the lists of phrases under senses 25, 89 b, 91.

Set (set), ppl. a. Forms : see Set v. A. 3. [pa.

pple. of Set v.]
When in concord with a following sb., it was formerly

often hyphened,

I. 1. In various strictly participial uses, with

reference to corresponding senses of the vb.

a. Of a task, a subject of study or discourse :

Imposed or prescribed. Now rare exc. inset book'.

a book ' set or prescribed as one of the subjects.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26270 Quen nede es for to slak be sett

penance bat es for plight. 1700 Steele & Swift Tatler
No. 66 P 1 When you are to talk on a Set Subject. 1863
W. C. Baldwin AJr. Hunting x. 2 My natural aversion to
any set task. 1888 Daily News 5 Nov. 5/2 Set books are
for a Tripos the exception rather than the rule.

fb. Of law: Imposed by definite enactment;
= Positive I. Obs.
cisoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 17 Hit is iset lage..bat nte sal

children fuluhtnie. c 1320 Cast. Love 170 Two lawen Adam
scholde. .holden In Paradis : pat on him was borw kynde
i-let, pat ober was clept lawe I-set. Ibid. 193 pe kuyndeliche
and be set ek, Bobe his lawen he lo-brek.

+ c. Of plants or trees: Planted, not self-sown

or growing wild. Also, that has been * set ' or

dibbled, not * sown * broadcast. Obs.
156a Turner Herbal 11. 60, ii. sortes of sowen or set myr-

tel trees. Ibid. 60 b, The set or gardin Myrt tre. 1644
Symonds Diary (Camden) 44 Round about the howse many
rowes of sett tall oakes. 1780 Lett. «$• Pap. Bath Soc. I. 15

A whole field was sown, and set, in alternate stetches.. .The
produce of the set part was eight bushels per acre more than
the sown.

td. Provided with a musical setting. Obs.

1598 Yong Diana -zyj The sweetenes of a Set-song. 1600
Booenham Eng. Helicon 4 M. Birds set Songs. 1706 A.
Bedford Temple Mus. xi. 226 Our Psalm Tunes were com-
posed before any of our Set Services.

e. Placed in a setting, mounted.
1535 Coveroale i Chron. xxx [xmx.J. 2 Onix stones, set

Rubyes [1611 stones to be setj, and stones of dyuerse
coloures. a 1733 [see New-set///, a.\

f. Inserted in a fixed framework, built in.

Set bowl(\J. S.), a lavatory basin. Set tub (U. S.), a tub for

washing, fixed in masonry. Also set-pot (see 8).

1884 Howells Silas Laphant (1891) I. 66 I'll do the wash
.., said Mrs. I-apham. I presume you'll let me have set tubs.

1899 — Ragged Lady 185 He sympathized with her in her
wish that there was a set-bowl in her room.

g. Of the teeth : Clenched.
1810 Scott Lady ofL. in. xi, With set teeth and clenched

hand. 1876 A. J. Evans Through Bosnia viii. 368 The
sailors, .with set teeth laboured at the oars as for grim life.

h. Of types : That have been * set up \
1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. it. iv, Your military ranked

Arrangement going all (as the Typographers say of set

types, in a similar case) rapidly to pie !

2. Appointed or prescribed beforehand ; + ap-

pointed for observance by the Church. Hence (with

sense less distinctly ppl.),Fixed,definite,not subject

to uncertainty or alteration, a. Of a point of time.
c 1050 Laws Northumb. Priests § 36 (Liebermann) 382

£if preost on ^esetne timan tida ne ringe ofioe tida ne singe.

c 1205 Lay. 25459 ArSur ba hehte a&elest kinge to ane isette

time bat folc isomnien. a 1135 Ancr. R. 412 ^if out limpeS
mi r.liche bet ;e beon nout i-huseled i beos i-sette termes.

1375 Barbour Bruce vin. 213 Quhen the set day cumin was
He sped him fast toward the place, c 1477 Caxton Jason
14 b, The triews faylled at time sette ana exspired. 1597
Hooker Eccl. Pol. v, (1617) 377 Festiuall Solemnities and
set-dayes. 1628 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 37 An old Cot-

ledge Butler.. keepes the set houres at his booke more duly
then any. a 1659 Bp. Brownric Serm. (1674) I. i. 12 God
..sets much by them, that put him not off with some set*

dayes service. 1701 Swift Contests Nobles $ Commons
Wks. 1755 II. 1. 28 The set time for payment. 1769 E. Ban.
CRorr Guiana 325 The Indians have no set time of eating.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. vi. i, There will not have arrived,

at the set day, Three-thousand of them in all.

b. Of wages, income, rent, quantity. Novtrare.
a IMS Ancr. R. 42S Non ancre seruant ne ouhte..uorto

asken i-sette huire, bute mete & clo5. 1504 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. II. 262 Item, to the said Maister Andro, that

he gaif in almous be the Kingis command, by the set almous
..xxxjs. 1587 R. Hovenden in Collect. (O. H.S.) I, 217

Which a sett rent can no wise affoord. 1593 Nashe Christ's

T. Wks. 1910 II. 149 Half a Crowne. .is the sette pryce of

a strumpets soule. 1633 Massinger Guardian i.i, Some.,
make a set living on't. 1651 HoauES Leviatfu II. xxii. 123

It is not a set number that makes the Assembly TJnlawfull.

1705 Addison Italy, Switzerl. 480 Handsom Fountains
planted at set Distances from one End of the Streets to the
other. 1851 Helps Co/np. Solit. ix. (1854) 157 There always
will be a set amount of wrongdoing. 1891 Labour Commis-
sion Gloss., Set wages, a fixed weekly wage, apart altogether

from piece-work.

e. Of rules, order, a form of words, etc.

1570-6 Lahbarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 239 The.. Prince-

like Palaices .. which the Archbishops, .kept, .to perfourme
their set solemnities of housekeeping. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pot. v. xxvi. § 1 A strange conceipt, that to serue God with
any set forme of common prayer is superstitious, a 1619
Fotherby Atheotu. 11. i. § 7 (1622) 182 As strictly tied vnto
his set-motion, as a Mill-horse to his Mill. 1630 Bp. Hall
Occas. Medit. Ixxx. (1633) 200 The Monarchical government
requires a constant and regular course of the set degiees of
rule and inferiority. 1705 Stanhope Parapkr. II. 215 A
long preparation of set Diet. X710 Berkeley Priuc. Hum.
Knowl. § 30 The set rules or established methods. 1871

Earle Phtlol. Eng. Tongue § 292 The set words ofa proverb.

1883 Jas. Gilmour Mongols xvii. 201 Our religious system
has no set form of liturgy to be got offby heart and repeated.

t d. Of persons, things, places : Fixed, specified,

definite. Obs.

1594 ? Greene Selimus 327 Things that were as common
as the day, Did then to set possessors first obey. 1709
Shaftesb. Moralists 1. i. 5 There are formal Set-Places,
where.. there is enough said and taught of this kind.

3. Deliberate, intentional, a. Of a purpose or

design : Deliberately conceived. Chiefly in phrases,

of {ox f on, f a) setpurpose (see Purpose sb. 10, 1 1 ).

X456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T. S.) 84 To byde in

felde fermly of sett purpos. .cutnmys of a calde sett mynde
confermyt in hardyness with deliberacioun. 1530 Palscr.

835/1 Evyn a set purpose. 1581 Pettik tr. Guazzo's Civ.

Conv. 1. (1586) 24 b, How much more hainous those faults

are which are committed of set mallice, then those which
are done of blinde ignorance. 1600 in R. M. Fergusson
Logie (1905) II. 22 note, Cruellie slaine be yamc.vponsait
purpoisand foirthocht fellonie. 1695 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Earth vi. (1723) 303 Should a Man go abour with never
so set Study and Design. 187* Morlev Voltaire 57 This
fatal predominance was first founded, though assuredly not
of set design, by Voltaire.

b. Ofphrases, forms of expression : Deliberately

composed, not spontaneously arising. Also, cus-

tomary, ' stereotyped.' Cf. 5 d.

In good set terms : often used (after the context of the
Shaks. example) for * roundly ',

' with outspoken severity '.

x6oo Shaks. A. V.L. 11. vii. 17, I met a foole i'th Forrest

. . Who. .rait'd on Lady Fortune in good termes, In good set

termes, and yet a motley foole. 1695 J. Edwards Author.
O.if N. Test. III. 382 The set sayings of the Stoicks. ai7oo
Evelyn Diary 27 Jan. 1689, He did this without any set or

formal repetitions, as one who had learn'd things without
book. i8»7 Scorr^wr^. Dau. ix. He drew it up in good set

terms, like one who had his senses much at his command.
183a Lewis Use 4; Ab. Pol. Terms Introd. x The set phrase
of Scientific inquirers, i860 Motley NetherI. x. (1865) II.

85 The governor-general .. often denounced him in good set

terms. i86x Dickens Gt, Expect, xxxii, It had no set

beginning, as Dear Mr. Pip, or Dear Pip.

+ c. Contrived in order to deceive. Obs.
1603 Florio Montaigne 1. v. 10 Nor by surprises, or strata-

gems by night, nor by set-flights [parJut ties apostees],

4. (In set battle, field) ^ Pitched ppl.a} 2. Now
rare (cf. sense 5).

1375 Barbour Bruce vm. 367 The king, in set battahe..
Vencust him with a gret men^e. c 1470 Henry Wallace
xi. 9 Offset battaillis fyve hedyscumfyt haill. 1531 Robin-
son tr. More's Utopia if. (1895) 257 In set fylde the wyues
doo stande euerye one by here owne husbandes syde. 157a

J. Sadler tr. Vtgetius Pref. CT. *. ii. b, Whether they should
fight in skirmisbe, or set battel. 1664-5 Pepys Diary 1 7 Feb.,

He hath fought more set fields than any man in England
hath done. X773 Hampton Polybius IV. Contents xiv, The
Carthaginians. .are defeated in a set engagement.
trans/. 1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius xvii, 1 chal-

lenged her to a set flirtation.

6. Formal, ceremonious, regular, a. As the

designation of a particular style of handwriting

:

see quots. Now only Hist.

1513 [see Hand ji. 16]. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, nr. vi. 2
Here is the Indictment.. Which in a set Hand fairely is

engross'd. 1685^ Matlock Fax Nova Artis Scribendi 6
The Set-Hand is thought fittest.. for Ingrossing all Evi-
dences of Lands. Ibid. 11 The English-Ingrossing-Hand,
commonly called Set-Secretary. 1784 Astle Orig. Writ.
v. 98 The writing which prevailed in England from.. 596
to the middle of the eleventh century, is generally termed
Saxon, and may be divided into five kinds, namely, the
Roman Saxon, the Set Saxon, the Running hand Saxon,
the Mixed Saxon, and the Elegant Saxon. Ibid. 143 The
specimens of the charters . . are composed partly of characters
called Set Chancery and Common Chancery. 1885 E. M.
Thompson in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 156/2 In the 8th century
appears the set book-hand in an even, .character.

b. Of a meal, a meeting for business or pleasure

;

Carefully pre-arranged ; attended with some degree

of ceremony or formality ; stated, regular, formal.

So f set table.

1606 Holland Suelon. 71 He feasted daily: and never
otherwise than at a set table [L. cena recta], 1653 H.
Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. ii. 3 Keeping a set table for above
seven hundred persons. i6§o Cotton Compl. Gamester
(ed. 2) 95 They have one most egregious piece of Roguery
more, and that is playing the High-Game at Putt ; and this

is to be done but once at a Sett-meeting. 1693 Locke Educ.
9 14 (1699) 21 The Romans usually fasted till Supper; the
only set Meal, even of those who eat more than once a Day.
17x8 Free-thinker No. 19. 133 His Physicians advised him
to leave off Set-Suppers. 1818 in Lady Morgan Autobiog.

(1859) 166 It is not a set party, but one without full dress or
ceremony. x86a Chamb. Encycl. s. v. Curling, These bon-

spiels or set matches, are contested with immense spirit.

x868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. xxii. 495 The ambassador would
fain have discussed such grave matters only at a set audience,

fc. Ofcostume: Suited to ceremonial occasions.

1698 Fryer Ace. £. India fy P. 390 The set dress of the

Persian. 1676 Etherege St* Fopling Flutter iv. ii, We
should not always be in a Set Dress.

d. Of a discourse, treatise, etc. : Elaborate, com-
posed in due form ; expressly or systematically

dealing with a subject.

Set speech: public speech more or less elaborate; an oration,

as distinguished from extemporaneous or informal utterances.

x573 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (1884) 12, I am inforcid rather

to bungle up a pelting histori then to write a set epistle.

1608 Chapman Trag. Byron v. i. Q r, The most lawierly
deliuery Of his set speeches.

#
X655 Stanley Hist. Philos.

(1701) 4 He did not confine himself to set Lectures in the
Chair. 1662 Stillingfl. Ong. Sacrae It. ii. § 2 A learned
man hath in a set discourse endeavoured to shew the great

defects that were in it. x76o-a Goldsm. Cit. W. xxx, 1 had
prepared a set introductory speech for the occasion. 1817
Moore Lalla Rookh (1824) 126 The young lady dies, in a
set speech. 1834 Macaulay Ess., Pitt r 29 He was no
speaker of set speeches. His few prepared discourses were
complete failures. x886 C. E. Pascoe London 0/ To-day
viii. (ed. 3) 89 It is not easy to learn beforehand when the

great popular leaders may be expected to make set orations,

t e. Regularly established. Obs.
170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. iv. Introd. (1852) 9 They

soon determined.. that set-schools are so necessary there is

no doing without them.

6. That has assumed a permanent form or con-

dition ; immovable, persistent.

a. Of facial expression, looks, or countenance,

tones of voice : Fixed, rigid, unvarying.
1605 Chapman All Fools iv. i, A set countenance Of rage

and choller. a x6»5 Fletcher Nice Valour 1, Look, who
comes here, sir ! his love fit's upon him : I know it, by that
set smile, and those congies. X760 Franklin Ess. Wks.
1840 II. 127 Those even, set tones, so common among
readers. 1865 Swinburne Poems <$• Ball., Two Dreams 28
The heavy sun's Set face of heat stopped all the songs. 1893
Bierce hi Midst ofLife 96 In that set immobile face was
no sign ; it was as hard as bronze.

b. Of a feeling, attitude of mind : Fixed, settled,

immovable. + Of action : Resolute. Also {dial.

and U.S.) of persons : Obstinate. (Cf. Hard-set 3.)

((1625 Fletcher False One iv. ii, Why do you frowne?
good gods, what a set-anger Have you fore'd into your
iacel 1650 Baxter Sainrs R. iv. vi. (1654) 146 The set

and solemn acting of all the powers of the soul. 1748
Richardson Clarissa (i8ir) III. 38, I can not, at present,

write to every particular unless I would be in set defiance.

1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s.v., He is very set in his ways.

1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. ix (end), Wen I hev once
made up my mind, a meet'nhus aint sotter. 1896 Harper's
Mag. Apr. 680/1 ' You are a terribly set person,' she said,

. .after she had consented to let him have his own way.

C. Of a kind of weather : Persistent, likely to

continue some time. So quasi-a<&. in setfair.
Setfair is usually marked on English barometers at the

point indicating that the height of the mercury is 30J inches.

1699 Dampier Voy. II. 11. 55 Then you have set Rains till

the latter end of August. 1823-4 Encycl. Metrop. (1845)

XV. 281 To the next half-inch below this highest point ate
written setfair on the one side, and set frost on the other.

184a Dickens Amer. Notes xiv. (1893) 167 The road, .was
certainly enough to have shaken tempers that were not

resolutely at Set Fair, down to some inches below Stormy.

+ d. Of demeanour: Composed, grave. Obs.

a 1660 in Morris Troubles Cath. Foref. (1872) 1. vi. 286
She was always of a set and womanly carriage, not wild or
given much to play.

e. Chiefly predicative; Of settled form or habit

of body.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. it

2
The other man was

evidently a year or two older than himself, his figure was
more set. 1861 Temple Bar IV. 53 Their limbs are not
sufficiently ' set ' to prevent serious accidental injury. 1894
Astlevjo Yrs. Life I. 144 Orme was, as we should say of

a racehorse, * too set.'

7. With prefixed adv. : Havingaspecifiedposition,

location, arrangement, conformation, build, adjust-

ment, disposition, pitch, etc.

See broad-set (Broad a. D.2), Deep-set, fine-set (Fine a.

D, 2b), firm-set (Firm a. C.2), Hard-set, High-set, Ill-
set, tow-set (Low a. 5), Strong-set, Thick-set, thin-set

(Thin a. D. II), Well-set.
X3. .K.Alis. 7iiaCadacewas a fVrly best, Thriesset [Laud

MS. shet] teth was in his teste.

II. Combinations.

8. In special collocations (most of which are

hyphened as compounds, and often stressed

on the first syllable) : f set board Sc, (a) ? a wash-
board in a ship [cf. Du. zetboord, G. selzbord]

; (b)

some kind of table ; set changes Bell-ringing,

= set peal; + set cloth, a kind of worsted fabric ;

set dance, a quadrille, country-dance, or the like

;

set iron [cf. Du, zetijzer, G. setzeisen\ Ship-

building, a bar of soft iron, admitting of being bent

so as to be used for transferring curves from the

scrive-board to the bending plate; set line [cf.

Du. zetlijn\, a fishing-line with baited hooks,

pegged or anchored ; also attrib. ; f set match, an

agreement, conspiracy, an appointment made for a
highway robbery (cf. to set a match, Set v. 56) ; set

net, a fishing net fastened across a stream or

channel, into which the fish are driven ; f set peal
Bellringing

t
a ringing of a peal of bells in one

position for a considerable length of time before

a change is given ; set piece, («) a painting, or
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a scuiptnred group of figures; (.b) a picture or

design composed of fireworks ; set-pot, se'tpot,

(a) dial, a fixed cauldron or boiler used for heating

water for domestic purposes ; (*) a copper pan,

heated by a special flue, used in making varnish,

and for heating oil, size, etc. ; t set-pull Bell-

ringing, the position of a bell when raised so that

it stands mouth upwards ; set scene, an apparatus

built up and placed in position upon a theatrical

stage before the rise of the curtain; a collection

of side scenes, 'skies', etc. depending upon one

another for a particular effect ; so set scenery ; set

sod, a turf used in building up a bank of a ditch

in the operation of water-tabling ; set square, (a)

a plate of wood, metal, etc. in the form of a right-

angled triangle, the acute angles being either 60°

and 30° or both 45 , used by draughtsmen as a

guide for drawing lines at one of these angles ; (i)

a form of T-square with an additional arm turning

on a pivot, for drawing lines at fixed angles to the

head
;

(c) a joiner's square
; + set-stitched a., ? of

' set-work ' embroidery. See also Set-work.
1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 456 Item, .for xv=

seym and ruf for the "set burdis of the greit schip. 1529

Keg. Mag. Sig. Scat. (1883) 178 A comptar burd price 2

markis, a set burd with formis and trestis price 13s. 4d.

1677 [Steoman] Campanalogia 169 For such as have not

yet attain'd the skill to ring these compleat peals, "Sett-

changes are very proper for them,_ being easie. 1688

Holme Armoury in. 462/2 Ringing in Set Changes, that

is, the Bells being Set, they order which Bell shall lead

away & what to follow. 1871 Ellacombe Bells ofClt. iii.

in Ch. Bells Devon 231 Its members rang nothing but

rounds and set changes, till about the year 1642, when
single changes were first attempted. X467-8 Rolls ofParlt.

V. 629 Divers Wollen Clothes, some called brode "sette

Clothes, and that other called streite sette Clothes. 1523

Act 1+ * 15 Hen. VIII, c. 11 Vesses, otherwise called

Sette clothes of diuers colours. 171a Addison Sped. No.

434 $ 5 Several Regular Tunes and *Sett Dances. 1800

Weems Washington ii. (1877) 11 He has carried down
many a sett dance with her. 1874 Thearle Naval A rchit.

83 When the scrive board is used, a flat rod of soft

iron termed the ' *set iron ' is bent to the curvature. 1865

Bertram Harvest ofSea 160 "Set-line-fishing .. can only be

practised in places where the tide recedes to a considerable

distance. 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. yi/x in Holinshed,

These things came not thus to passe, as it were by a "set

match. 1591 Greene Discov. Coosenage C 3, When their

other trades fail, as. -y° high lawier, when he hath no set

match to ride about. 1614 Br. Hall Contempt, vn. Aaron's

Censer 269 A set match betwixt the brethren.
_
1481-90

Howard Househ. Bis. (Roxb.) 102 A "sett net of ij. fadom.

1745 Blomefield Norfolk II. 866 Two Wardens of the

Fishermen.Company, .to inspect the Sett Netts belonging

to them. 1863 Rep. Sea Fisheries Comm. (1865) II. 1190/1

Small quantities of herrings were taken with set-nets close

in shore. 16.. in F.ng. Gilds 290 If the Master, .shall neg-

lect to warn the Company, .for to ring a bisett *sett peale,

he shall pay.. one shilling. 1846 Dickens Pictures Italy,

Rome 190 The hollow-cheeked monk.. went down on his

knees, in a corner before this *set-piece. X874 W. H.
Browne Art Pyrotechny 118 'Set pieces' (as they are

called). 1901 IVestm. Caz. 22 May 6/3 A group [of flowers]

of the set-piece kind in the form of a grotto. 1839 Ure
Diet. Arts s. v. Varnish, Black japan is made by putting

into the "set-pot 48 lbs. of Naples or any other of the

foreign asphaltums. 186a Robinson Dial. Leeds, Set pot,

a stone boiler or 'copper', with a fire-grate under, for the

purpose of boiling and 'stewing ' dirty linen. 1873 E. Spon
Workshop Rec. Ser. I. 65/2 Take the gum pot from
the fire j let it cool for a few minutes, then pour it into

the oil in the set pot. 1677 [Stedman] Camfanal. gia 26

The falling of the bells from a "Set-pull. Ibid. 46 Sup.

posing that a peal of 5 bells were raised, and rung at a
Sett-pull. 1887 Spectator 25 June 857/2 Theatrical specula-

tors now spend such vast sums on the upholstery of their

"set scenes. 1854 Fairholt Diet. Terms Art 382 The
scenery . . was entirely of the nature of what is now termed

"set-scenery, regularly built up by carpenters before the

curtain rises, to be taken to pieces again when it falls. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 574 After a few of these smaller

soils have been made ready, the hedger lays them, with the

grass side downwards, upon the edges of the "set-sods. 1854

in Specif. Patents, Artists' lustr. (1872) 73 An improved
artizans tool, which may be used as a measuring rule,

straight edge, "set square, T square, bevel, and plumb rule.

1857 Binns Orthogr. Projection 1 One 8-inch set square.

1884 Holtzapffel Turning V. 64 The sliderest is adjusted

to it by means of the set square, an instrument with a
straight shaft and a steel blade fixed to it at right angles.

1891 Eleanor Rowb Chip-Carving (1895) 15 The set-square

of 45 . Hid. 7 The 6o° set-square. 1760 Sterne Tr.SIiandy
III. xxix, An old "set-stitch d chair.

9. In parasynthetic derivatives, rare.

1614 Chapman Androm. Lib. Ep. Ded. f 3b, The one-

ear'd Race Of set-eyed vulears. 1615 — Odyss. xvn. 602

You are a sawcy set-fac't Vagabond. 1633 T. Stafford
Pac. Hib. 1. xi. 74 The treacherous Guid, who did upon a
set purposed malice draw this Draught, was .. hanged.

10. With adverbs (see the corresponding com-

binations of the vb.), as set-apart (rare), set-down,

-on, -out, etc. With specific meaning : set-down
nonce-use, described in books, recognized ;

set-in,

(a) inserted, inset ; (J>) of rain, etc. that has set in

or become continuous; set-off Sc., of part of a
tenement, let off to a sub-tenant ; set-on Sc. (see

quot. 1825); set-up, (a) established; (b) in phr.

well set-up (see quot. 1867 ; also in wider use) ;

(c) dial, and colloq. conceited, ' stuck up
' ; (</) of

type, composed.

550

1830 Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842) I. 292 This act of

choice baseness and "set-apart iniquity. 1858 — A udi_ A It.

lxxvi. II. 28 All have sunk into a state of lamentable indif-

ference, there is no burning zeal left except among the set-

apart, a 1850 Rossetti Dante fit Circle 11. (1874) 281 'Tis

no "set-down sickness that I have, Nor are my pains set

down. 1884 Ruskin Bible of Amiens i. 9 note. The first

fixed and set.down footsteps. 1534 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot.Vl. 185 To be ane "set in nek toane veluet slop. 1866

Livingstone Last frnls. (1873) I, vi. 158 A set-in rain came
on. 187s Knight Diet. Mech. 1534/2 Side-notes, marginal

or set-in notes, a 1722 Fountainhall Decis. I. 454 One
may set "set-offchambers and parts of a house. 1825 Jamie-

son, *Set-on, a term applied to what is singed or slightly

burned in the pot or pan. 1864 Q. Jml. Sci. 1. 467 Well set-

on tails and very sloping shoulders. 1710 Palmer Proverbs

359 If the pomp . . be carry'd out of proportion, . . it is an ill

"set-out ambition. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias in. iii. (Rtldg.)

87 There was no want of magnificence, good taste, or a
well-designed set out table ! 1607 The . . new-*set.up com-

pany [see New-set /pi. a.]. 1856 Julia Kavanagh Rachel
Gray iv. 66 Serve her right—the set up thing ! 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., Soldiers, mariners, and small-arm

men, well drilled, and instructed to be upright and soldierlike

in their carriage, are 'well set up'. 1878 Encycl. Brit. Will.

116/1 Set-up type is also sometimes copied thus.

tSet, conj. Sc. Obs. [Prob. evolved from the

imperative or the pa. pple. (in absolute construction)

of Set v. in the sense ' to put the case,' ' to suppose

(that) '. Cf. G.gesetzt— ' on the assumption that '.]

Though, although. Also with at (= that).

Very frequent in the Sc. Leg. Saints.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Maclior) 26 God mad hym
to rest syn in fraunce,. .til honouryt be, set bare a strangere

was he. 1390 Gower Co/tf III. 345 And sett thou myhtest

lust atteigne, Of every lust thende is a peine, c 1425 Wvn-
toun Cron. 1. Prol. 33 And set to bis I gif my will _My wit I

ken sa skant partill That I drede saire bame till offend.

£-1470 Henry Wallace xi. 1432 Blaym nocht the buk, set I

be wnperfyt. c 1500 Lancelot 99 And set yhoue clep one
erbis and one treis, Sche heris not thi wo. 1513 Douglas
Unci's vi. Prol. 31 Set thow think this hot sport.

Set-, the stem of Set v. in comb., chiefly in sbs.

derived from phr. with advs. (see Set v. XII.) : set-

forth, a setting forth, departure; set-in, the

beginning of a period of time, a spell of weather,

or the like ; set-on, the way in which a thing is

set on ; set-up, (a) an object set up or upright, an

upright; (b) the manner or position in which a

thing is set up ; U.S. ,
personal bearing or carriage

;

Billiards, etc. , a position of the balls (e. g. as left by

the last player) from which it is easy to score. See

also Set-back, Set-down, Set-to, etc. Also set-

fair, the second coat in plastering; set-hands,

applied to devices connected with setting the hands

of a watch or clock ; in names of devices for adjust,

ing or shaping, set-bolt, -hammer, -screw, -stud

(see quots.). See also Setfast.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 5 "Set bolts for

forcing the workesand plankes together. 1770-4 A. Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 115 Backing out a Bolt, or Trenail,

is driving it out by means of a tool called a Set-bolt. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., Set bolt.. a. One used as adrift, to

force another bolt out of its hole. /'. A bolt used to bring

a plank to its bearings. 181a P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc.

312 (Plastering), "Set Fair, is used after roughing-in and
floated or pricked up and floated : it should be well troweled.

1829 Southf.y in Corr. Car. Bowles (1881) 177 Whether the

next "set-forth from the house be for a marriage, or a funeral.

1855 Franke BeiCs Technol. Diet. II. 456 'Set-hammer
(a hammer used in forging a set-off). 1883 Crane Smithy $
Force 29 The ' set-hammer ' is employed by being held

against a certain portion of the heated iron and its top struck

with the hammer. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 240

"Set-hands Arbor.. the arbor in a three-quarter plate key-

winding watch by which the hands are set. Ibid., Set-hands

Dial. Ibid., Set-hands Square. 1885 C G. W. Lock
Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 337/1 The set-hands stud. 182s
New Monthly Mag. XVI. 270 A regular "set in of Arabian

wind is hardly to be expected. 1830 W. Phillips Mt. Sinai

iv. 331 At set-in of day. 185a in Col. Hawker Diary (1893)

1 1. 344 A regular set in of wet weather at last. 1847 W. C. L.

Martin Ox 48/2 The "set-on of the tail is prominent,

and detracts from their appearance. 1884 Live Stock frill.

15 Aug. 154/2 In Puppies the winner.. falls away too much
from loin to set-on of tail. 1855 Franke Beit's Technol.

Dicl.ll. 456 "Set-screw, Adjusting screw, Regulating screw.

1861 Fairbairn Iron 129 Set screws,. .and all kinds of

small work, are produced at the same rate. 1855 Franke
Bcil's Technol. Diet. II. 456 Set-bolt, "Set-stud (a bolt

screwed into the two pieces to be joined, and fastened so

as to prevent the play of the pieces). 1841 Civ. Engin. tf

Arch. Jrnl. IV. 264/1 The "set-ups on the rail with the line

fixed. 1841 Guide to Trade, Baker 30 Set-ups.. are four-

sided oblong pieces ofbeech of proper dimensions. They are

placed on both sides, the back, and in the front of the oven,

to keep the loaves in their places. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech., Set up,.. the steam-ram used in the squeezer which

operates on the loup or ball of iron from the puddling-

furnace. The action is to up-set or condense longitudinally

the bloom. 1890 T. C. Crawford Eng. Life 147 (Cent.),

They [English soldiers] have a set-up not to be found in

any of the soldiers of the Continental armies. 1895 Outing

(N. Y.) XXVI. 66/1, I found an easy set-up and pocketed

fifteen straight.

II Seta (sf-ta). PI. sette (srtf). [L. seta, saela

bristle.]

1. Bot. A stiff hair or bristle-like body. Also the

stalk which supports the theca or capsule ofmosses.

1793 T. Martyn Lang. Bot., Seta, a Bristle. A strong,

stiff, roundish hair. A sort of pubescence.—Linneus also

puts it for the scape of the capsule in Mosses. 1830 Lind-

iey Nat. Syst. Bot. 320 Tlitcx [of mosses], hollow urn-like

SET-DOWN.

cases seated upon -a seta or stalk. 183a — Introd. Bot. 1. ii.

104 When the arista proceeds from the very apex of the

bractese, and not from below it, it is denominated in the writ-

ings of Palisot a seta. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora2ig Leaves

covered. .with long flexuous scattered.. hairs or seta: with

bulbous bases.

2. Zool. A bristle ; a bristle-like appendage.
c 1820 Edin. Encycl. (1830) VII. 432 Ampithde. Superior

antenna:, without a seta at the base of the last joint. 1826

Kirby & Sp. Entomol. IV. xliv. 225 A number of small

hexapods distinguished by two pairs of anal setae and a
proleg. 1858 W. Clark tr. Van der Hoeven's Z00LW. 553
Gypaetus. Head closely plumed, bearded with rigid setae

under the bill. 1881-82 Saville Kent Man. Infusoria II.

779 Two oblique rows of ventral seta:, three caudal, but no
anal setae.

t Setace. Obs. rare. Also settace. [ad. mod.
L. setace-um scton, neut. of setaceus : see Seta-
ceous a.] = Seton.
1656 Ridgley Pract. Physick 114 Setaces are principle

good, applyed to the Neck. Ibid. 155 He set a settace

between the first and third Spondil.

Setaceo-. Used as combining form of next.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 1 104 Setaceo-rostrate, having

a beak with the figure of a bristle. 1833 Hooker in Smith's
Eng. Flora V. 1. 32 Leaves from a broad base setaceo-capil-

lary spreading on all sides flexuose.

Setaceous (siW'Jas), a. Also 9 erron. seta-

teous. ff. mod.L. setdce-us, f. L. seta bristle : see

-ACEOTJS.J

1. Having the form or character of a bristle.

Chiefly in scientific use {Anal., Zool., Bot.), of the

nature of a seta or setae.

1664 H. More Myst. Inio. 273 These setaceous prickles.

X713 Derham Phys.-Theol. vm. vi. 427 TheParent-Insect
with its stiff setaceous Tail, terebrates the Rib of the Leaf.

1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. HI. 168 The Gattorugine...The
teeth slender, almost setaceous. 1769 Bancroft Ess. Nat.
Hist. Guiana 391 The setaceous hairy substance growing
on the outside of the pod. 1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 19

fusticia nigricans. . . Bractes setaceous. 1835 T. Bell in

Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. -474/1 The cats and.. the seals, in

which animals the long elastic setaceous whiskers are so use-

ful as feelers. 1882-4 Cooke Brit. Frcsh-w. Algce 1. 120

Thallus very thick, setaceous.

2. Furnished or covered with setae or bristles,

bristly.

Setaceous Hebreiv-character : a book-name for the moth
Noctua C-nigrum (1803 Haworth Lepidoptera Brit. 226.

1869 Newman Brit. Moths 346).

b. jocularly. Bristly, unshaven.

1787 Minor 11. i. 66 My father's broad, setaceous visage

alternately displayed specimens of all the various colours.

Hence Seta'ceously adv.

1821 W. P. C. Barton Flora N. Amer. I. 14 The serra-

tures or little teeth being sometimes only setaceously armed.

Setaceous, obs. (erron.) f. Cetaceous.

Setal (sftal), a. [f. L. seta bristle + -al. ]
' Of

or pertaining to setse ; as the setal bands of a

brachiopod which may run along the pallial margin

and denote the site of the setse.'

1891 Century Did. (citing T. Davidson).

Setarious (sfte>rias), a. Ent. [f. L. seHa bristle

+ -AEious.] Of antennae: Ending in a naked arista

or bristle.

1806 Turton tr. Linn. Syst. Nat. VII. Expl. Terms,

Setarious, applied to the antennae of insects, it means,

terminating in a simple naked bristle. 1826 Kirby & Sp.

Entomol. IV. xlvi. 324 Setarious. ..When the awn or bristle

is naked.

Set-back. [f. vbl. phr. set back: see Set v. 141.]

1. fig. A check to progress, a retardation or retro-

grade movement, a relapse, reverse.

1674 Flavel Hush. Spirit, i. 20 Even when he is about his

work, how many set-backs doth he meet with I 1883

Century Mag. July 431 Yet, in the face of all set-backs,

the city [New Orleans] that once was almost annually

scourged, has, in the twenty-seven years since the great

epidemic, . . suffered but one mild and three severe epidemics.

1895 Daily News 25 Sept. 2/5 Operators are. .sore at this

sudden set-back, when the boom appeared to be resuming

its course on a sounder basis. 1899 Ibid. 1 Mar. 5/4 It is

now feared that a set-back in the patient's present weakened
condition may result in collapse.

2. Arch. A plain, flat set-off in a wall.

1864 Webster (citing Weale). 1887 Arch. Pxbl. Soc.

Did., Set-off; or set-back, or offset.

3. A setting back or backward ; a thrown-back set

(of the shoulders), a backward set (of a golf-club).

1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson Lord, etc 188 The old

Beau .. had a military set-back to his shoulders, xooo

Westm. Gaz. 10 Nov. 2/1 The angle . . which gives the club

the necessary set-back and resulting loft.

4. U.S. = Back-SET sb. 1. In recent Diets.

5. attrib. : set-back hinges, hinges for setting

back window-shutters.
1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. 269 The hinges used should

be what are called set-back hinges, when it is wished to make
the shutters fit close to the windows when shut, and to throw

them back close to the wall when open.

Setohal, setobel(,l, obs. forms of Satchel sb.

Set-down. (Stress variable.) [f. vbl. phr. set

down : see Set v. 143.]

1. a. A single drive (ending where the passenger

first alights) in a vehicle plying for hire ; the dis-

tance covered by such a drive. (= F. course.)

b. An opportunity of being conveyed some distance

on one's way by a passing vehicle ; a ' lift '.

a. 1761 Ann. Reg. 220 A guinea for a set-down from any
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of the squares . . to Westminster abbey. 1767 Bush Hibernia
Cur. (1760) 23 The rates of hackney-coac ties, and sedans,

are established here as in London, for the different distances,

or set-downs, as they are called. 1891 Daily News 27 May,
Cabbies..bargain not to be taken by the hour, or for set

downs at long distances. *

b. 179a W. Roberts Looker-On No. 30 (1794) I. 437, I

have seen a very able disputant very much humbled, .by a

cold offer, on the part of his wealthy opponent, to give him
a set down in his carriage. 1790 Mar. Edgeworth Pop,

Tales, Lame Jervas ii, Part of the journey I performed on
foot ; but wherever I could, I got a set down. 183a G.
Dowses Lett. Cont. Countries I. 142, 1 secured a set-down
to Zug in our late vehicle.

2. An unexpected and humiliating rebuff. Also,

a severe scolding.

1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indtscr, V. 12 Miss
Franklin's .. ideas of the. .felicity of the marriage state

received a most mortifying set down. 1809 Malkin Gil
Bias v. i. (Rtldg.) 199 The lady then, offended at my words
. . gave a complete set down to my assurance. 1861 Gen. P.

Thompson Audi Alt, Part, III. 143 The home monopolists

..have had a notable though not complete set-down. 1867

J. Macgregor Rob Roy on Baltic xviii. 216, I gave him
such a hearty set-down in good sound English that he was
ashamed of himself.

3. U.S. slang. A sit-down meal.
1900 Flyn-t Tramps 105 (Farmer) He will almost always

give a beggar a set-down.

tSete, sb. Sc. Obs. (Only //. setis.) [Of
obscure origin ; perhaps from OE. (Northumb.)
pi. giseto * insidias * ; OE. sxt ( ambush ' would also

correspond in form and sense.] A number of men
posted to intercept or shoot game.

137S Barbour Bruce in. 479 Thai..soucht schawys, and
setis set; Bot thai gat litill for till etc C1425 Wvntoun
Cron. vii. i. 46 pe kynge ban warnyt his men^ne Withe hym
at huntyngefor to be ;. .pan on be morn..pe setis [Wemyss
MS. settis] and be stabile set [etc]. 1513 Douglas Mneis
iv. iii. 58 Quhen that the rangis. . Dynnis throw the gravis,

. . And setis sett the glen on euery side.

t Sete, a. Obs. Also 4 seete, 5 sety (?). [Re-

lated to Sit v. ; the precise formation is uncertain.]

1. Settled or easy in mind, content.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxx. 89 Without? gold other

eny tresor, he mai be sound ant sete. Ibid. x\i\. 114 Whose
loveth untrewe, his herte is selde seete.

2. Fitting,smtable; (of food or drink) wholesome.
13 . . Propr, Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in A rchiv Stud, neu. Spr.

LaXX 1. 108/109 pis is be 30k,. .pat crist on his meyne wol
ley, To Monnes soule hit is ful seete ; perfore he seide, hit

was ful sweete. 13 . . Caw. $ Gr. Knt. 889 Serued . . Wyth
sere sewes & sete, sesounde of be best, c 1440 Pallad.
on Hush, ii. 420 To this x pounde of hony swete And
best : this wol be plesauntdrynke & sete. Ibid, iv 457. 1467
Ordin. Wore, in Eng. Gilds (1870) 382 Ale conners..to se

that the ale be good and sete. Ibid. 397 To se that all suche
vytelle be able and sete for mannys body. Ibid. 425 That
the ale be gode, able, and sety.

Sete, obs. form of City, Seat, Set, Sit.

Setel, setelle, obs. forms of Settle sb. and v.

Sotenes, variant of Setness 1 Obs.

Seterdai,-day,Seters-dai,obs.ff. Saturday.
Setewale, obs. form of Setwall.

Setfast (se-tfast). ff. Set v. (?vb.-stem or

pa. pplc.) + Fast adv.} A hard turnout on a
horse's back;~SlTFAST 1. Also dial. * agathering,

tumour; the central part of a wound or boil*

{ling. Dial. Vict.).

1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4591/4 A. .Gelding,. .with. .a Set
fast under the Saddle. i8a6 Cobbett Rur, Rides (1885)

II. 192 This man. .is a sore to Westminster! a set-fast on
its back. 1866 Mom. Star 10 July, On examination he
perceived it bad a bad back, a set-fast [etc.).

Setfoyle, obs. form of Seftfoil.

|] Seth. (set). India. Also 8 seat, set. [Hindi
seth, Skr. setha

t
said to be a corruption of crest/ia

best, chief; in meaning the mod. word corresponds

to the Skr. derivative crfsthin.] A leading Hindoo
merchant or banker.

1740 in J. Long Select. Unpubt. Rec. Govt. {Ft. William}

(1869) 9 (V.) The Sets being all present at the Board inform

us that (etc.). 177a Dow Hist. Hindostan III. Diss. 1. 109

The well-known bankers, the Jaggat Seats of Murshedabad.
1880 Gkowse A/at/tura(ed. 2) 15 The Seths.. also advanced
large sums of money for Government purposes on different

occasions. 1884 M. Thoknhill Pers. Adv. Ind. Mutiny 79
The Seths held rank next to the sovereign princes. 1893
Ktp. Opium Commits, VII. 319 Seih

t or Sheth, or Saht the
honorific title of a Hindu merchant.

Seth, variant of Saithe, Seath Obs.

Seth, eep, obs. forms of Sith.

t 8eth(e. Obs. Also 5 seeth(e, seyth, syth.

[Aphetic f. Asseth(e, due to apprehending the

phr. make asethe as make a selke. See also the later

(Scottish) Syth sb. and v.] Satisfaction, amends,
atonement, a. To make a setk(e; see Asseth(e.
1387 Trevisa /t^^ta (Rolls) VII. 91 pat bey schulde make

a sethe to be bisshop [orig. utprmsuli salisfacereut]. 1430-40
Lydc Bochas ill. v. (1554) 77 To make a seeth for his trans-

gression, c 1450 Cov. Myst. 1 Salut. 103 He may nevyr make
aseythberesone. (11513 Fabyan Chron. vi.cxciv. (1533) I.

119 That he made a seth and ainendes to goddes pleasure.

b. To make {a)full set'he', make amendsand sethe.

c 14*0? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 97 Tyll he haue made full

seethe and recompence For hurt of my name, c 1460 Wisdom
1 22 in Macro Plays 39 Wysdam, bat was Gode & man ryght,

Made a full sethe to be fadyr of hewyn. 1461 J. Paston in

P. Lett. II. 36 To make amendes and sethe to the pore peple.

Sethe, variant of Saitue; obs. form of Situ.
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Sethen(ne, -in, etc., var. ff. Sithen Obs

Sethence, -ens, obs. forms of Sithence.

Sethian (se*)»an). [ad. eccl. L. Selhidn-i (Gr.

%T]6tavot) pi., f. Seth (LXX. 2i?0, Heb.rw sheth), the

name of the son of Adam who according to the

Book of Genesis was the ancestor of Noah and

hence of the existing human race.] A member of a

Gnostic sect of the second century, holding Seth in

great veneration, and believing that Christ was Seth

revived.

1721 Bailey. 1780 N. Lardner Hist. Heretics It, xiii.

Wks. 1788 IX. 449 Irenasus, at the conclusion of his first

book, has two chapters, the first of Ophites and Sethians,

whom he joins together. 1874 Blunt's Diet. Sects, etc.

Sethic (se-Jrik), a. [f. Seth (see prec.) + -ic]

Of or pertaining to Seth.
1882-3 SchaJPs Encycl. Relig. Knowl. II. 1662/2 Noah.,

was the tenth and last in the list of the Sethic line.

Sethim, sethin, obs. forms of Shittim.

t Setllinian. Obs. [f. mod.L. Sethin-us (f.

Seth) + -ian.] = Sethian.
1723 Diet. Relig. (ed. 2). 1728 Chambers Cyct.

Sethite(se*J>3it),5^. and«. Also Shethite. [f.

Seth (see Sethian) + -ite.]

A. sb.

1. A descendant of Seth (occas. trans/, a spiritual

descendant of Seth).

1659 Gell Ess. Amend. Transl. Bible 102 The Shethites

and Shemites were and are taken up wholly or principally

with matters of the life to come. 1863 J. G. Murphy Comm.
Gen. iv. 23, 4 The Cainites were.. an older race than the

Shethites. 1896 Dawson in Expositor Sept. 206 The Sethites

were thus sons and daughters of Adam by special right.

2. = Sethian.
1765 Maclaine tr. MosheinCs Eccl. Hist. Cent. n. if. v.

§ 18 The Sethites ..honoured Seth in a partxular manner,
and looked upon him as the same person with Christ. 1862

Chamb. Encycl. IV. 804/1 To the Syrians may also be
reckoned the Ophites, Cainites, and Sethites.

B. adj. Of or pertaining to Seth, descended

from Seth.

*795 T. Maurice Hindostan (1820) 1. xii. 382 The virtuous

Sethite progeny. 1877 Dawson Orig. World xii. 255 This
intermixture of the Sethite and Cainite races.

Sep]?e(n, seththe(n, obs. forms of Sith(en.

Setiferous (s/ti'feras), a. [f. L. seta bristle: see

-febous.] Having setee or bristles.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 128 Rows of setiferous

papilla?. 1835-6 Todd's Cyct. Anat. 1. 165/1 The setiferous

annelidans. 1856 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool, I. 628
Bomolochus. ..Feet bifid, setiferous in four pairs.

Setiform (srtiffim), a. [f. L. sit-a bristle +
-(i)fobm.] Having the form of a seta or bristle ;

bristle-shaped.

1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xvii. (1818) II. 89 Two setiform

tubes. z8a6 Lindley in Bot. Register XII. 992/2 The seti-

form processes. 1849Owen in Todd's Cyct. A nat. IV. 874/1
When the teeth are.. rather stronger than these, they are

called 'setiform*. 1882-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-w. Algae I.

163 Terminal cell setiform.

Setiger (srtidgai). [a. L. setiger, s#tigerhnst\t-

bearing, f. seta, sseta bristle + -ger bearing.] A seti-

gerous worm.
1842 Brande Diet. Set. etc.t SeltgerSi.. the name of a tribe

of Anellidans, including those which like the earthworm,
are provided with bristles for progressive motion.

SetigerOus (srtrd.seras), a. [f. L. s&iger
t

jastf^r bristle-bearing (f. seta bristle + -ger bearing)

+ -00a.] Furnished with or having setae or bristles.

1656 Blount Glossogr. t
Setigerous, that bears or hath

bristles on his back. 1721 Bailey. 1819 Samouelle En-
tomol. Commend. 209 Antennae inserted near the front, seti-

gerous. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlvii. IV. 377 The
antennae.. in the other [sc. Homoptera]..are very short and
setigerous. 185a Dana Crust. ». 14 The feet are usually

setigerous. 1882-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-w. Algae I. 170
Terminal cell often setigerous.

Setil, obs. form of Settle sb.

t Setin. Obs. Also 7 Setine. [ad.I^Setfn-um,

f. Setia,' a city of Latium.] Wine of Setia.

1693 W. Bowles Dryden's Juvenal \. (1697)97 Perhaps
to morrow he may. .drink old sparkling Alban, or Setine.

1764 Oxf. Sausage 50 Nectareous Wines, that well may vie

With Massic, Setin, or renown'd Falern.

Setiparous (s/trparas), a. [f. L. set-a bristle

+ -parous.] Producing setoe or bristles.

1870 Rolleston Anim. Life 125 Due to the development
in these segments of the setiparous glands of the inner row
of setae.

Setirday, obs. form of Saturday.
Setireme (s:-tir/m). [f. L. seta bristle + rhn-us

an oar.] A name given by Kirby to the setose leg

of an aquatic insect, serving as an oar.

1835 Kirby Hab. <$• Inst. Anim II. xvii. 133 These might
be named Setiremes.

Setirostral (sftirp'stral), a. Ornilh, rare. [f.

L. seta bristle + rostr-um beak + -al : see RostQau]
* Having the bill furnished with conspicuous bristles

along the gape ; having long rictal vibrissse/

1891 Century Diet, (citing P. L. Sclater).

Setl(e, obs. forms of Settle sb. and v.

Setling (se-tlirj). Also 6-8 settling, [f. Set
sb.1 + -ling. Cf. LG. settling, G. selzling.'] A slip

taken from a tree and planted.

1387-8 X. Usk Test. Love 111. v. (Skeat) 1. 23 Every yonge
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setling lightly with smale stormes is apeyred. 150a Arnolde
Chron. Ixiiij, A setlyng y l spryngeth out of a nother trees

Roete. 1564 Becon Whs. I. Pref. B vj, Such as be.. newly
planted in the religion of Christ, and haue taken no sure

roote in the same, are easily moued, as young setlings &
caryed away. 1664 Evelyn Sylva xix. 41 tor setlings,

those are to be preferr'd which grow neerest to the stock.

1723 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v. Sallow^ Some there are who
plant them [sc. Sallows) at full Height,.. but then they aie

"

less useful for Staves and Settlings, nor do they grow so

speedily.

t Se'tly, adv. Obs. rare. [f. Set ///. a. + -lv 2
.]

In a set manner ; resolutely, of set purpose.

1678 E. Coles God's Sov. Pref. 6 This put him upon
searching the Scriptures more Setly touching the Doctrine.

Ibid. i. n That Honour.. which they setly intended to

prevent.

tSe'tnesS 1
. Obs. Also 3 sett-, sset-, saett-,

sete-, 4 zet-. [OE. seines (also gesetnes), f. (ge)set,

pa. pple. of settan Set v. + -ness.]

1. Constitution ; establishment ; imposition (of a

law).
Law of settiess: positive law as opposed to law of nature

(' kind '). Cf. SetppL a. i b.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 35 Ic loccete deiglo from
setnesse midaanjeardes [a constitution mundi\. a 1300

Cursor M. 29517 pat cursing tald vn-Iaghful es pat ordir

wantes and right settnes o lagh. 13.. Ibid, 1571 (Gott.)

pai left be lede of ober laue, pat es of setnes and of kind.

2. What is decreed or determined; a statute,

ordinance.
(?95o Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xv. 2 De^nas Sinne hia ofergaes

vet oferhogas selenise vet setnesa [traditionem] Sara seldra.

C1200 Ormin 16837 Godess la^he & Godess rihht & hiss

hall^he settnesse. c 1105 Lay. 4258 Heo makeden ane saet
:

nesse, and mid a^e heo semde. a 1300 Cursor M, 11 292 pai

bar be child.. vn-to be temple, For to do fore him bat dai,

pe settenes of be aid lai. Ibid. 24958 pis ilk abbot... A
settnes set in his abbai. 1340 Ayenb. 223 Huanne be lost ne

paseb na$t be markes ne be zetnesses of spoushod.

3. ? Fixed abode.
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 23 Chireche is cteped..kiriaca .i.

dominicalis,..and is berto nemned for be heuenliche kinges

lichame is to setnesse barinne.

4. Appointed time.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 5553 Sone so J>e setnes was gane

bat him-selfe made \Tempus..quod militibus sut's predixi't

Alexander completuvt erat],

Setness 2 (se-tnes). [f. Setf>p>l.a. + -ness.] The
quality, state, or character of being set, in various

senses ; also an instance of this.

164a D. Rogers Naaman 187 Looking sometime more. .at

the setnesse of our sentences . . then at Gods awfull presence.

1741 Richardson Pamela II. 67 Don't you see by the Set-

ness of some ofthese Letters, .that it is the Hand of a Person

bred in the Law-way. 1818 Hazlitt Eng. Poets viii. (1869)

195 There is in the chief character.. a setness^ of purpose
which John Kemble alone was capable of giving. 1852

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xx\\, Her little peculiarities

and setnesses, so unlike the careless freedom of southern

manners. 1899 R. H. Charles Eschalot, xi. 380 There is

a setness and rigidity in the teaching of the Apostle.

Set-Off. PI. set-offs (incorrectly sets-off).

[f. vbl. phr. setoff: see Set v. 147.]

1. Something used to set off or adorn ; an adorn-

ment, decoration, or ornament.
i6ai Fletcher Wild Goose Chase m. i, This course crea-

ture, That has no more set off, but his jugglings, His
travell'd tricks. 166a STiLLiNGFL.CV7

i
g'..WrarEp. Bed. a 4 b,

The plain dress of the Scriptures, without the paint and
set-offs which are added to it by the severall contending
parties of the Christian World. 170a Eng. Theophrastus

347 A fine woman charms us without any other set-off than

that of her beauty and youth. 1856 J. H. Newman ^rw.
Var. Occas. i. (1881J 13 Nor is science., an ornament and set*

off to devotion.

2. The act of setting off on a journey, etc. ; a start.

1759 Franklin Hist. Rev. Pennsylv. Wks. 1840 III. 425
What the governor's set-off could not effect, was to be re-

attempted by this put-off. 1798 Geraldina II. 189 This is

but a dull set-off. 1806 Southey Lett. (1856) I. 376, 1 sup-
pose the new Magazine will start with the new year,_in

which case I must lend a helping hand for awhile, and give

a hearty shove at the set-off. 1893 ' Q ' IQuiller-Couch]
Delect. Duchy 52 Never do I mind such a gay set-off for

the journey.

3. Comm. and Law. An act of 'setting off' one

item of account against another, i.e. of reckoning

the former as a counterbalance to or a deduction

from the latter ; an item or amount which is or

should be set off against another in the settlement

of accounts ; a counter-claim, or a counterbalancing

debt, pleaded by the defendant in an action to

recover money due; also, this mode of defence.

Cf. Offset sb. 5.

1766 Burrow Cases K. B. II. 820 There was a Plea of a

Set-off. 1768 Blackstone Comm. III. xx. 304 The practice

of what is called a set-off: whereby the defendant acknow-
leges the justice of the plaintiff's demand on the one hand;
but, on the other, sets up a demand of his own, to counter-

ballance that of the plaintiff, either in the whole or in part.

'775 F. Buller Inttod. Law Nisi Prius (ed. 2) 181 De-
fendant.. gave a Notice of Set-off. 1838 W. Bell Diet.

Law Scot. 195 This plea, however, is not properly a bar to

the action, but of the nature of a set-off or counter-claim,

which extinguishes or modifies the pursuer's claim. 1844
Mux Pol. Econ. III. xii. 6 If the cheque is paid into a dif-

ferent bank, it will not be presented for payment, but liqui-

dated by set-off against other cheques. 1854 Act 17 <fr 18

Vict. c. 104 § iqi If in any Proceeding, .touching the Claim
of a Master to Wages any Right of Set-off or Counter-claim

is set up. 1861 Goschen For. Exch. 16 Otherwise, involving

no immediate claim, they [American securities] cannot be
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regarded as a set-off to the debts which we incur to the

Americans for cotton and corn. 18M Rogers Pol. Lion, iv.

(1876) 39 The debts may be made to act as a setoff against

each other. , . . t -

b. In wider sense : A taking into account of

something as a counterbalance to a partial com-

pensation for something else J a counterbalancing

or compensating circumstance or consideration.

,_, Hist. Eur. in Ann. Reg. 106V2 The idea of a set-off

of services against offences was trivial. 1799 Jefferson

Writ. (1859) IV. 263 Something is required from you as a

set off against the sin of your retirement. 1809 Malkin

Cit Bias iv. vii. (Rtldg.) 151 As a set-off against his hen-

pecked cowardice, .he gave me fifty ducats. 1848 Dickens

Dombey xxiv, Her own delight was no set-off to this. 1864

Reader 5 Nov. 567/3 We must take her evidence with great

allowances and sets-off.

4. a. Arch. (Also selt-off.) A reduction in the

thickness of a wall, buttress, etc. ; the sloping or

flat projection or ledge formed when the portion

above is reduced in thickness; = Offset sb. 7.

1717 Tabor in Phil. Trans. XXX. 554 There was a Set-off

(as our Masons term it) in the inside of the Wall, eight Inches

broad. 1721 Perrv Daggenh. Breach 81 My Dam had
hitherto from the Foundation been carry'd up by Set-offs

on each Side, of about seven foot in breadth. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Builder 427 The sets-off thus made, .will

also afford a secure support to the floors. 1842 Gwilt
Archil. Gloss., Sett-off. 1850 Parker Glass. Archil. (ed. 5)

s. v. Buttress, The set-offs dividing the stages [of Early

English buttresses] are generally sloped at a very acute

angle. 1867 A. Barry Sir C. Barry vii. 254 Set-offs would
have caused dislocation in the panelling.

b. A similar reduction or shoulder in a metal

bar, etc.

1830 Eng. $ For. Mining Gloss., Cornw. (i860) 22 Set-off,

the part of a connecting rod to which the bucket rod is

attached. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 821 The safe-

edge file is principally required in making a set-off, or

shoulder at anyprecise spot in the work. i883CRANEO~;«/V/y

H Forge 42 A set-off is a reduction from the original size

of the bar with a square shoulder or two square shoulders.

6. Printing, etc. The transference of ink from

one page to another.

184a Penny Mag. 24 Sept. 379 The rolling-press is found

to be more efficacious than the hammer in producing less

•set-off', or transference of ink from one page to another.

1882 Southward Pract. Printing 436 In this way only can
'set off' be prevented.

b. An impression transferred.

1839 Hansard Print. $ Type-founding (1841) 138 Im-
pressions in xeverse, which, whilst the ink was yet fresh,

were to be pressed strongly between clean paper, the set-off

upon which would be fit for use. 1854 Ev. Man Own
Printer 26 This will leave upon the stone what is termed

a ' set off, or light transfer of the drawing.

6. In a pianoforte, the space left between the

hammer at its full rise and the strings.

1896 Hipkins Pianoforte 33 A prolongation, forming the

escapement lever t, controls the escapement or set-off from
the strings by the screw and button h.

7. attrib. : set-off button, a button to control

the 'set-off' (sense 6) in a pianoforte; set-off

paper, sheet Printing (see quots.).

182a Savage Hints Decorative Printing is These Set off

Sheets . . prevent the ink setting off from one sheet to another

while it is newly printed. 1839 Hansard Print. «r Type-

founding (1841)111 The master should not grudge ample

supplies of set-off paper. 1896 Hipkins Pianoforte 36 The
set-off button.

Setoler, var. Citoler Obs., citole-player.

c 1420 Anturs ofArth. 343 (Thornton MS.).

Seton (sftan), sb. Surg. Forms: 5-6 ceton,

7 settou, 8 seaton (9 illiterate seething), 5-

seton. [ad. med.L. seton-em, app. f. L. seta bristle,

in med.L. also silk. Cf. OF. seton, ceto (mod.F.

siton), It. selone.j

1. A thread, piece of tape, or the like, drawn

through a fold of skin so as to maintain an issue

or opening for discharges, or drawn through a sinus

or cavity to keep this from healing up (Syd. Soc.

•£«••)•

c 1400 Lanfrauc's Cirurg. 308 The .x. cauterie is clepid

ceton. Ibid. 310 Alle bese cauterijs wolen be maad best wib

seton. 1541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Pijb,

Rounde cauteres, or cauteres with cetons, that kepeth it

better open. 1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 22/1

Applyinge of the corrosive in place of a Seton. 1651 Biggs

New Disp. P 255 A Seton or coard of twisted thred or silk

is runne through on both sides the skin of the neck. 1714

(see Rowel sb. 6]. 1813 Sporting Mag. XLII. 7s The
defendant attempted to pass a seething up the wound. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm HI. 841 Some farmers introduce

a seton into the dewlap of all their calves.. .The seton con-

sists of a piece of tape or soft cord passed under a portion

of the skin by a seton-needle. 1895 Brit. Med. jfrul.

14 Dec 1492/1 It was replaced by a tight seton of quad-

rupled cord.

b. Seton-needle, a needle used for passing a seton

through the skin.

1672 Wiseman Wounds 1. vii. 61, I passed a Seton-needle

through, and that way discharged the Matter. 1831 Loudon
Encycl. Agric. (1857) § 6537 When the seton needle is re-

moved, the ends of the tape should be joined together.

2. The issue so formed.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 43/1 The Seton,

properlye, the threde which we drawe through the skinne

with the needle... Improperly, a longe stretchinge vlceration

which is cleane thrust throughe the dubble skinne with a
glowinge Cauterye. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. 430/1 This
\ eeule being . . heated red hot . . makes a Seton, or perforates
glo
No
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the flesh almost paineless. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s.v.
|

Glanders, First to make a Seaton under the Tail and in the

Withers. 1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg.

59 The seton is a kind of issue made by piercing the skin in

two corresponding points, and passing through them a meche

of cotton, or a bit of linen unravelled at the edges, i860

Jf.ssie Wilson Mem. G. Wilson 323 Lecturing ten, eleven,

or more hours weekly, .frequently with torturing setons and

open blister wounds.
fig. 1849 Clough Dipsychus 11. i. 32 A sort of seton, I

suppose, A moral bleeding at the nose.

Hence Seton v., to apply a seton. Se'toned ppl.

a., Se'toning vbl. sb.

1541 Copland Guydon's Quest. Chirurg. Pij, The fyfth

place is the necke where as cetons are applied with tonges

cetoned or with a nedle cetonned. 184s Youatt />«.£• vi. 118,

I have bled, and physicked and setoned, and blistered, and

used the moxa. 1897 Yearbk. U. S. Dept. Agric. 254 Many
plans of prevention [of blackleg] have been adopted, such

as bleeding, setoning [etc.].

Setose (sf-t^as), a. [ad. L. setbS-us, sxtbs-us

bristly, f. seta, sxta bristle : see -ose.]

1. Anat. and Zool. Set or covered with bristles

or stiff hairs, bristly. Also, of a bristly nature.

1661 Loveli. Hist. Arum. $ Mill. Isagoge b 1 b, The taile

. . setose in those that are longish, as horses. 1819 Macleay
Horse Entomol. I. 35 Porrect mandibles, and setose maxillae.

1881-a Saville Kent Man. Infusoria II. 779 Three or four

distinctly differentiated setose cilia.

2. Pol. Having setae or bristles.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. I. xvii. (1765) 43 Setose, bristly.

1832 Lindlev Introd. Bot. I. ii. 114 If those hairs, .are very

unusually stiff, it [sc. the pappus] is setose. 1881 Babington

Brit. Bot. (ed. 8) Gloss., Setose, having bristles or setae

usually ending in glands.

Hence Seto-sity.

1731 Bailey vol. II, Setosity, fulness of bristles.

SetOUS (srt3s),a.rare. [ad.L. s?tos-us,stetos-us

:

see prec. and -oua.] = Setose.

1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 120 Their spines are

various, never uniformly setous. 1828-32 Webster, Setous,

bristly; having the surface set with bristles; as, a setous

leaf or receptacle [citing Martyn who in Lang. Bot. (1793)

has Setosus).

Set-out. (Stress variable.) Chiefly colloq. and

dial. PI. set-outs {incorrectly sets-out). [f.

vbl. phr. set out : see Set v. 149.]

1. A display.

a. A display or set of plate, china, etc.

1806-7 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) x. xxi,

Every dish.. being served up on the kitchen table, with a

set-out of crockery from the same apartment. 1823 * Jon
Bee ' Diet. Turf, etc., Set out, . . 'tis also applied to a side,

board, decked out, or a dinner table, set out. 1830 Col.

Hawker Diary (1893) II. 14 He and his punt came home
looking like a set-out of glass, and himself half-frozen. 1851

Mayhew Loud. Labour 1. 368/1 The lady.. wanted me to

go and buy expressly for her a green and white chamber

service all complete, ..and all this here grand set-out she

wanted for a couple of old washed-out light waistcoats.

b. A ' spread ' of food.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias in. viii. (Rtldg.) ior There was a

grand set-out, and mirth, the best relish, was not wanting

to the banquet. 1815 Jane Austen Emma xlii, ' There shall

be cold meat in the house.' ' Well, as you please ; only don't

have a great set-out.' 1850 L. Hunt Autobiog. I. iv. 161

A becoming set-out of coffee and buttered toast. 1898

Mrs. H. Ward Helbeck 1. v. 98 It wor a varra poor set-oot,

wor Jenny's buryin. Nowt but tay, an sic-like.

O. A ' turn-out
'

; i.e. a carriage with its horses,

harness, etc.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 82 The set out of these

gentlemen excited admiration. 1819 Ibid. V. 123 The
Corinthians, ill their bang-up sets^ut of blood and bone.

1827 Ibid. XX. 47 The fame of the Western sets-out is re-

corded in Nimrod's best slyle. 1833 T. Hamilton Men <J-

Mann. Amer. vi. (1843) 86, I thought of the impression the

whole set-out would be likely to produce on an English road.

a 1837 [Apierley] RoadUSs?) 62 The vis-a-vis,., with all its

set-out, has cost at least a thousand pounds. 1837 J. F.

Cooper England (ed. 2) III. 119 A procession of mail-

coaches, which however neat and seemly the set-outs, had

too much the air of a cockney show. 1851-01 Mayhew
Lend. Labour II. 46/2 The 'whole set out'..poney in-

cluded, cost 50/. when new. 1856 Whyte Melville Kate
Coventry iv. 38 As we pulled up in front of the Castle Hotel
..' 'Ere's a spicy set-out, Bill !

' said one.

transf. 1819 Lady Morgan in Mem. (1862) II. 114 He
said he had orders to bring the Captain's boat and ten men
for me as often as I pleased. He came with this set-out

twice.

d. A person's costume or ' get-up ; the way in

which a person is dressed.

1834 L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 192 Her cap is.. a plain

set-out, round which is thrown loosely a piece of white

muslin bordered with lace. 1834 Tail's Mag. I. 605/2 Both

at a glance seemed to make a rapid inventory and appraise-

ment of Mrs. Mark Luke, and her entire set-out. 1837

Dickens Pictw. ii, He called his companion's attention to

the large gilt button, which displayed a bust of Mr. Pick-

wick in the centre, and the letters ' P. C. ' on either side.

P. C. \ said the stranger,—' queer set out—old fellow's like-

ness, and " P. C. " '. 1892 Daily News 7 Sept. 6/5 In a blue

and green dress, with bows flying, and every one turning

round to look and laugh at her set-out.

e. A show or public performance ; an entertain-

ment for a number of people, a party of pleasure.

1818 Lady Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 200 He excited some

sensation here last Wednesday, when I had a most brilliant

set-out. 1823 W. Robinson in J. A. Heraud Voy. ft Mem.
Mids/upm. (1837) 140 We went to the play here; but it was

a horrid set out. 1834 Dickens St. Boz, Tales 1. ch. 11,

Never saw anything like that Captain Ross's set-out—eh (

Ibid. Tales vii, The best way will be, to have a committee

SETTEE.

of ten, to . . manage the whole set-out. 1887 Kent Gloss.,

Set out, ..a grand display; an event causing excitement

and talk. ' There was a grand set-out at the wedding.'

f. A party, set (of people), company.
1854 Dickens Hard T. 1. viii, She must just hale and

detest the whole set-out of us.

g. A commotion, disturbance, ' to-do .

187s Parish Sussex Gloss. 101 There's been a pretty set-

out up at the forge. 1887 Kent Gloss., Set-out, a great

fuss and disturbance.

2. A beginning or start.

1821 Byron Diary 18 Feb. in Moore Lett. etc. (1830) II.

429 The commotions left every body a side to take ; and
the parties were pretty equal at the set out. 1863 W.
Barnes Dorset Dial., Set out, an outset ; a starting, or a
proceeding. 1893 Nat. Observer 4 Mar. 392/1 The children

..might have had such a good set-out in the world.

3. Outfit, equipment.
1831 Lincoln Herald 7 Oct. 4/4 Gambling set-outs of

every description. 183a Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II.45
But my grand object was to try all the tackle, having

(except the gun, newly done up) an entirely new set-out, on

a somewhat different, and I hope, improved plan. 1864

Get, Words 788/1 Trie teacher, .is supposed to have on his

shelfa full set-out of the most approved elementary volumes.

4. Coalmining. (See quot,) Also set-out tub.

2849 Gkeenwell Gloss. Terms Coal Trade (1851) 46 Set-

out, a tub or corf of coals filled insufficiently, and conse-

quently forfeited. 1891 Labour Commission Gloss., Set-out

Tub, a tub of coal insufficiently filled by a miner.

Setrack, obs. form of Cetebach.
1570 Levins Manip. 5/36 Setrack, herbe, lepidium.

Setre(t)-day, Setry(s)day, obs. ff. Saturday.

Setryne, obs. form of Citrine.

Set sames : see Sept psaumes.

Setsayne, rare obs. form of Citizen.

Setsman (se-tsma?n). [f. sets pi. or genit. of

Set sb.* + Man sb.] A workman who makes ' sets'

or paving-stones.
1881 Instr. Census Clerts (1885) 86 Stone quarrier...Sett

Miner, Maker, Setsman, Setsman Finisher.

Sett (set). Sc. Also 9 set. [Possibly a nse

of Set sb.l (though its relation to the other senses

is difficult to assign) ; it may, however, be a. MLG.
set, sette (also gesette = G. gesetz) ordinance, law,

f. setten to Set.] The constitution or form of

government of a burgh, fixed by charter.

1683 (title) The Sett, and Decreet Arbitral of King James
the 6th .. containing the Fundamentall Principles of the

Government of the City of Edinburgh. 1739 in Edin. Antiq.

Mag. (1849) 133 The Council of Dingwall, by the act of sett,

consists of a Provest, two Bailies (etc.). 1806 Forsyth
Beauties Scot. IV. 109 The set or constitution [of Kirkcaldy].

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, i, An anxious, .discussion, concerning

provosts, bailies, deacons, sets of boroughs [etc.]. 1838 W.
Bell Diet. Law Scot. s. v., The setts are either established

by immemorial usage, or were at some time or other modelled

by the convention of Burghs.

Sett : see Set sb. ; also obs. f. Set a. and v.

Settable (se'tab'l), a. rare. [/.Set p. + -able.]

That may be set. (In quot. pern, that may be

planted with trees.)

a 1657 Bradford Plymouth Plant. (1856) 216 They should

only lay out settable or tillable land.

II Settaine. Obs. rarer-*, [a. F. septain (pro-

nounced sgtajh), f. sept seven : cf. Quatrain.] A
stanza of seven lines.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie it. x[i]. (Arb.) 101 The huitain

or staffe of eight verses, hath eight proportions such as the

former staffe, and because he is longer he hath one more

then the settaine.

Sette, obs. form of Seat sb., Set, SetteeI.

Settee 1 (set*-). Now only Hist. Forms: 6

settea, 7 sattie, -y, satia, sett(y)e, 7-8 sattee,

8 eettee, saetia, setye, 7- settee, [a. It. saeltia

(pronounced -t*~a)
,

' a very speedie pinnace ' (Florio

1598), of obscure origin, commonly viewed as f.

saetta arrow. Cf. F. scltie, selie, scitie.] A decked

vessel, with a long sharp prow, carrying two or

three masts with a kind of lateen sails, in use in the

Mediterranean. Also attrib. settee-sail (see quot.

1 794).
In some of the early quots. the vessel appears to have been

a fairly large merchant ship

1587 T. Sanders Voy. Tripoli Civ, M. Barton with all

the residue of his companie departed from Tripolie to Oezant

in a vessell called a Settea of one Marcus Segoorus. 1628

Digby Voy. Mediterr. (Camden) 13 To take that oppor-

tunitie to cleanse my shippes and to furnish myselfe with

a sattie and other necessaries, and to change my ballast.

1653 H. Applet on Fight Legorn-Road 1 The Warwick.,

takes a French Sattee coming in to the Road. 1665 Oxf.

Gaz. No. 17/4 A Sette came also from Malaga, a Vessel

rarely seen in these parts ; she is about fifty Tuns, and her

Masts like a pair of Taylors Sheers opened. 1667 Lond.

Gaz. No. 133/1 An English Satia from Tangier. 1686 W.
Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 237 We came up and spoke

with a French Settee of Marse'". 1712 Blinston mLond.
Gaz. No. 5026/6 Three Martineco Ships, a Cettee and Gavi.

Ian. 17SS Acts Gen. Assembly Georgia (1881) 53 For every

Ship Twenty Seven Shillings and Sixpence for every bnow

Brig Polacre or Saetia {printed Saetia] Twenty Two Shil-

lings and Six pence for every Sloop or Schooner [etc.]. 1786

in Amer. St. Papers (1833) I. 107, 1 Setye of 34 guns. 1794

Rigging fr Seamanship I. 136 Boat's Settee Sail. This
;

sail

is quadrilateral. The head is bent to a latteen-yard. Ibid.

236 Polacre-settee is a vessel with three masts, usually

navigated in the levant or mediterranean, . .
generally rigged

with square-sails upon the main and mizen mast, and a

latteen-sail upon the foremast, like a xebec. Ibid. 238
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Settee, a vessel used in the mediterranean, rigged and navi-
gated similar to xebecs or galleys, with settee-sails instead
of latteen-sails. i860 Dundonald Antobiog. Seaman (1862)
181 On the nth [Nov. 1808] we captured a settee.

t Settee a
. Obs. rare. [Of unknown origin.]

A double pinner for the head.
1688 Holme Armoury 11. 482/1 A Coronet settee.. covers

the Head, and by doubling it makes it stand at a great
height both above and besides the Face. 1692 Scarronides
It, 63 With top-knots fine, to make 'em pretty, With tippet,
pallateen and settee. 1694 N. H. Ladies Diet. 1 1/1 A Settee
is only a double Pinner.

Settee 3 (set/-), [perh. a fanciful variation of
Settle^.: see -ee 2.] A seat (for indoors) holding
two or more persons, with a back and (usually)
arms ; occasionally also with divisions (see quot.

1784). In America sometimes furnished with
rockers.

* 1716 Lend. Gaz. No. 5494/4 All Sorts of Hangings for
Rooms and Stair-cases, Chairs, Settees and Screens. 1718
Free-thinker No. 44. 317 The Damask Settee was placed in
the Center._ 1756 Amorv Buncle (1825) I. 321 An oak settee,
on which his bones lay. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 75 Ingenious
Fancy., devis'd The soft settee; one elbow at each end,
And in the midst an elbow it receiv'd, United yet divided,
twain at once. 1813 E. Moor SnJjFolk Words 336 Settee,
a sopha or moveable window-seat ; in more modern language
called, I believe, conversation stool. 1 have not heard the
word of many years, and believe it is going out. 1839
Bakham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Gengulphus, The aforesaid barbe
gris.. Had been stufFd in the seat of a kind of settee Or
double-arm'd chair. 1888 Eggleston Graysous i. 6 There
was a green settee with three rockers beneath and an arm
at each end. 1893 Leland Mem, II. 141 An abundance of
velvet * settees', or divan sofas. 1895 Stores' Price List 192
Cane Settee.

b. (/.S. (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet., Settee, ..(b) A small part taken off from

a long and large sofa by a kind of arm : thus, a long sofa
may have a settee at each end partly cut off from the body
of the piece.

c. Settee-bed, a bed that can be folded up so
as to form a settee.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 11, Banc d coucher, a
sort of folding bedstead, or settee-bed. 1786 in W. Macgjll
Old Ross-sh. (1909) 141 Settee bed with blue and white
cheque covers.

Settel(l, obs. forms of Settle.

Setter (se-taj), sbA Also 5-6 Sc. settar, 6 Sc.

-are, 7seter. [f.SETz*. + -er1. Cf.Du. zetter,OHG.
sezzari (Ger. setzer\ Sw. satlare t Dan. seetter.]

I. One who or something which sets, in various
senses of the vb.

1. gen. One who sets something specified or con-
textually implied. Often as the second element of
a compound, in which the first element denotes the
thing * set/ as in Bone-setter, EEL-setter, Ttpe-
setter.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wtilcker 604/34 Prepositor, a setter of
mcs. 1538 Elyot Diet., Finitor, a setter of boundes. 1557
in Marwick Edin. Guilds (1909) 89 Thai wer ordanit be the
settaris of the said taxt to pay ane pairt thairof. 1648
H kxham 11, Een Zetter, a Setter, or a Compositor of letters.

165a Urquhart Jewel Wks. (1834) 181, 1 usually afforded the
setter copy at the rate of above a whole printed sheet in the
day. 1859 Lancet 24 Dec 649/2 Having the special repute of
being a first-class .. setter of stoves, grates, &c. 1889 Rider
Haggard Cleopatra it. iv, Who. .would believe that she
was the setter of that snare in which the Queen.. should
miserably perish ?

b. With adverbial extension or complement.
See also Setter-forth, -on, -out, -to, -up.
1548 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. John xix. 16-22 He was

and is., a setter of all them at libertie whiche professeth his

name. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 228 b, Neyther
wanted the matter setters foreward. 1591 Savile Tacitus,
Hist. 11. xx. 89 Maricus.. pretending to be the setter of
France at freedome. x6« Lisle /£{/ric on O. <$• N. Test.

Pref. to Serm. Easterday M 4, An earnest louer and a great
setter forward of monkery. 1654 Whitlock Zootonna 30
They come as Refiners of thy Drosse, or gilders (setters off)

of thy Graces. 1656 Blount Gloisogr., Spretor, a con-
temner,, .a setter-light by. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxiv. (1862)

352 note, He was come now a Redeemer, that is a setter

free of man. .from alien powers which held him in bondage.
1866 W. Collins Armadale 111. xii, 'Gin-and-bitters will

put you on your legs again,' whispered this Samaritan
setter-right of the alcoholic disasters of mankind.
2. A workman employed to ' set ' something.

f a. One who ' sets ' or lays stone or brick in

building. Obs. Also rough-seller : see Rough a. 21.

'/1403 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 21 In re-

muneracione data cementariis vocatis setters ad parte tes.

1435 Contract Fotheringhay C/i. (1841) 30 The Setters shall

be chosyn and takyn by such as shall haf the governance
and oversight of the sayd Werke by my seid Lord. 1526
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 142 Choseth hym as a con-
nynge man, . .& maketh hym a setter or orderer of y* same
stones. 1601-2 Accts. Trin. Coll. in Willis & Clark Cam*
bridge {1886) II. 486 To laborers diging foundacions..and
seruing the setters at the fountaine.

b. Woollen Manuf. (See quot. 1757.)
ri.515 Cocke Lorelles B. (Percy Soc) 9 Lyne webbers,

setters, with lyne drapers. 1713 Addison Trial Count
Tariff 3 He was Huzza'd into the Court by several Thou-
sands of Weavers, Clothiers,. .Packers, Calenders, Setters,

Silk-men, Spinners [etc.]. 1757 R. Cami-bell Loud. Trades-
man (ed. 3J 201 Setters.. are called so only because they
rent Tenter-grounds and stretch Cloths after they are milled,

upon Frames called Tenters.

c. A workman who sets jewels.

1819 P. O. Land. Direct. 382 Woolcott & Co., ..Cutters

Vol. VIII.
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and Glaziers' Diamond Setters, 127 High Holborn. 1874
Dieulafait's Diamonds^etc. 275 The setter has at his com-
mand a furnace filled with burning charcoal. His work is

to solder the diamond into a quantity of alloy [etc.]. 1884
B'ham Daily Post 23 Feb. 3/4 Jeweller's Setter.- Wanted
a good Hand, used to flush work.

d. Agric. (See quot.)
1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 90 To each Cart [of marl]

must be a Driver and a Setter, whose Office is to shew where
tis to be laid, and to assist in the unlading of it.

e. A workman who sets or pnts into working
condition saws, razors, gun-barrels, etc.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 29 A celebrated setter
or whetter of razors. 1837 Hebert Engin. $ Meek. Encycl.
II. 630 They [saws] are next handed to the setter, who
places each alternate tooth over the edge of a little anvil
[etc.], 1881 Greener Gnu 234 To determine if a barrel is

straight, the setter holds it a few inches from his eye with
one end pointing towards the top of a high shop-window.

f 3. * A officer on the Border, who, with a
searcher, was responsible for setting the appointed
watch* {Northumbld. Gloss. 1893-4). Obs.
155a in Nicolson Leges Marchiarum (1705) 235 The Ford

of BelIester..to be watched nightly, with two Men at
either Watch.. ; Setters and Searchers, Thomas Blenkensop
and John Orsby. Ibid., Setters and Searchers of the same
Watch, Christopher Bowman, Nichol Blaykloke.
4. In Dice-play. The player who stakes on the

throw of the * caster \
17*6 J. Ker Mem. 11. 93 And when the CulHes that are

not in the Secret, throw at All, they commonly throw out,
and lose the Box, which the Bites take, and the Setters go
round, laying Guineas, and most extravagant Odds upon
the Success. 1736 Art $ Myst. Gaming title-p., Tables
calculated betwixt the Caster and Setter, throughout the
whole Course or Changes of the Dice. 18x4 Hoyle's Games
Impr. 367 If the main be seven, and each person stakes a
guinea, the gain of the setter is about 3$d. per guinea. 1856
Carleton in Bohn's Hand-bk. Games (1867) 350 (Hazard),
If the Caster throw 2, 3, n or X2, next after the main is

declared, the Setter wins the stake.

5. f a. gen. One who places a combatant in

position. Obs.
1648 Bp. Hall Select Tk. xv. 60 This duel [between the

flesh and the spirit] may well beseem God for the Author,
and the Son of God for the setter of it,

b. spec. In cock-fighting : = Settkr-to i .

1688 Holme Armoury^ 11. 253/1 When the Cocks are set
Beak to Beak in the middle of the Clod, and there left by

I the Setters. 1835 H. Harewood Diet. Sports s. v. Cock-
fighting, The battle is conducted by two setters, as they are
called, who place the cocks beak to beak. 1884 West. Daily
Press 16 Apr. 7/2 The whole number at the pit side, in-
cluding the 'setters' was only 37 persons.

6. fa. Sc. One who grants or makes a lease. Obs.
1484 in Exch. Rolls Scot. IX. 603 Our commissioneris and

settans of all and sindri our landis. 1586 in Extracts Edin.
Burgk Rec. (1882) IV. 478 The said setters of thair land to
sic persouns sail be poynded or wairdet for ane vnlaw of
fyve pund swa aft as thai failyie. 1638 R. Baillie Lett.

% Jrnlt. (1841) I. 163 He was^ a setter of tacks to his sones
and goodsones, for the prejudice of the church. 1754 Ers-
kine Princ. Sc. Law (1809) 186 Tacks necessarily imply a
delectus persons, a choice by the setter of a proper person
for his tenant.

b. ' One who lets anything to another for hire

*

(Jam.), north, dial.

1806 Sporting Mag. XXVII. 42 A person in the city of
Chester, who is noted for a high setter of shops, as they ex-
press it in the north. 18*5-83 Jamieson s. v., A. horse-setter,
a horse-hirer.

O. In quarrying and mining work : The foreman
by whom the contracts are made with the work-
men. See also Setting vbl. sb. 1 e.

1884 West. Morn. News 5 Sept. 2/4 The setter will engage
that the bridge shall ply. .daily... The setter also will ap-
point engineers and pay their wages. 189a Labour Com-
mission Gloss., Setter, a bargain-setter (or letter) is the
official who sets or lets the contract to the quarrymen. 1901
Daily News 29 Jan. 6/5 At the beginning of each month,
upon what is called bargain day, one, two, or three skilled
quarrymen agree with a foreman, or 'setter', upon the
tonnage rate at which they will work out a given portion of
the quarry for the following month.

7. a. A confederate of sharpers or swindlers, em-
ployed as a decoy ; also (? with transferred notion
of sense 11), one who is employed by robbers or
murderers to spy upon their intended victims.
159a Greene Discov. Coosenage A 4, There be requisite

effectually to act the art of Conny-catching, three seuerall
parties, the Setter, the Verser, and the barnacle. The
nature of the Setter, is to drawe anie person familiarly to
drinke with him [etc]. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. 11/, \\. h. 53
Poin. O 'tis our Setter, I know his voyce : Bardolfe, what
newes? 1647 Dices Unlawfuln. TakingArmsiv. 137 It is

beyond my skill to . .determine, whether the slye and cunning
setter, or the stout thiefcan claim greatest share in the spoyle.
17a* Swift Dying Words Elliston Wks. 1761 III. 357 We
have setters watching in comers, and by dead walls, to give
us notice when a gentleman goes by. 1755 Connoisseur
No. 86 f 4, I became Setter to a Fleet-Parson.

b. ( A person employed by the vendor at an
auction to run the biddings up* {Hotteris Slang
Vict. i860).

1698 Dunton Life <$• Errors 547, I had not one Setter (to

advance the price, and draw on unwary Bidders) in any of
my five Sales. 173a Tricks of Town 36 Away to the place
of Auction; the Orator,.. surrounded by his Puffs and
Setters, shows away.

o. A police spy or informer,
1630 J. Lane Contn. Squire's T. 2nd vers. (1887) 134 So

male wee doe and live, woold Algarsive and his state

setters, all vs thus reprive, a 1661 Fuller Worthiest Lond,

SETTER.

(1662) 11. 222 It was not long before he [CampianJ was
caught by the Setters of the Secretary Walsingham, and
brought to the Tower. 1778 Warner in J[esse Selwyn <$•

Contemp. (1844) III. 314, 1 shall have the satisfaction at last
of finding something that I am fit for,—a setter, a dun, a
catchpole, or a bum-bailiff, to recover bad debts. 1866 Fitz-
Patrick Sham Squire 125 All the information regarding
the movements of Lord Edward Fitzgerald came through
Francis Higgins, who employed a gentleman . .

* to set ' the
unfortunate nobleman. The 'setter' we believe to have
been Mr. Francis Magan, barrister-at-Iaw. 1890 Barrere
& Leland Diet. Slang, Setter,.. a policeman in disguise or
a man in the employ of the police (the French ' indicateur ')

who points out the thief for others to arrest.

t d. (See quot.) Obs.
ai7oo B. E. Diet. Cant. Creiv, Setters.. s.iso.. an Excize-

Officer to prevent the Brewers defrauding the King.
e. trans/. &nd Jig.

1600 Sir W. Coknwallis Ess. i. iii. C 8, They are the effect
of need, or wantonnesse, venial faults. Age commonly re-
claimed the one, and the other is punished by the setter
Pouertie. 1667 Decay Ckr. Piety v. (1668) 82 Self-love,
which is, as it were, the common Setter to all those cheats
which circumvent and fool us. 1683 Cave Eccles., Basil
218 Their first care was to lodge him m the House of some
Friend, or Country-man, or at least one of those Setters,
that plied up and down in the behalf of that Sophist.

8. One who sets to music.
1605 J. Davies (HereO Wit's Pilgr. (Grosart) 8/x Thy

Soule vpon so sweet an Organ plaies As makes the Parts,
she plaies, as sound as sweete *, Which sounds the heau'nly
Setters, and thy praise. 1635 Waller To Mr. H. Lawes
23 The Writers and the Setters skill At once the ravisht
Ears do fill.

f 9. One who devises or instigates. Obs.
1600 Holland Livy xxvi. 605 As well the maisters that

were the setters thereof, as the servants that were privie and
accessarie thereto, had their deserts, and suffered for it.

10. a. That which fertilizes a flower, so that the
plant is able to * set * or develop fruit (see Set v. 98).
a 1793 G. White Selborne, Obs. on Veget. (1836) 301 If

bees, who are much the best setters of cucumbers, do not
happen to take kindly to the frames, the best way is to
tempt them by a little honey put on the. .bloom.

b. A plant which * sets ' or develops fruit; only
with adj. as good, bad setter.

1888 M. T. Masters in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 237/2 Some
_.. varieties [ofthe vine] are, as gardeners say,bad setters*,—
i. e. do not ripen their fruit owing to imperfect fertilization.

11. A dog trained to ' set ' game.
a. As the name of a special breed.
Of the breed now so called, there are three varieties, the

English, the Irish, and the Gordon setters. The name was
formerly applied to a kind of spaniel.

1576 Fleming tr. Caius* Dogs (1880) 16 When he ap-
procheth neere to the place where the birde is, he layes him
downe, and with a marcke of his pawes, betrayeth the place
of the byrdes last abode, whereby it is supposed that this
kinde of dogge is called Index, Setter. 16x6 Surfl. &
Markh. Country Farm vn. xxii. 680 There is also another
sort of land spannyels which are called Setters. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. II. 167 The setter that crouches down
when it scents the birds, till the net be drawn over them.
1859 Darwin Orig. Spec. i. (1873) 25 Some.. authorities are
convinced that the setter is directly derived from the spaniel,
attrib. 1885 Field 17 Jan. Advt., For Sale, handsome

highly bred Setter Bitch. Ibid., A gentleman is desirous
of placing Two Red Setter Pups, .with a first-class breaker.

+ b. gen. Obs.
1678 Lond. Gaz. No. 1317/4 A little Land Spaniel, red

and white, no Setter. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 11. i. 314
But Water Spaniels may be brought to be Setters, if they
have a perfectly good Scent.

fc. One who practises 'setting*: see Setting
vbl. sb. 1 c (b). Obs.
1780 T. Davies Garrick I. 3 Mr. Hunter was.. a great

setter of game. Happy was the boy who could inform his
offended master where a covey of partridges was to be found.

II. 12. An instrument or tool used in setting, in

various senses.

f a. A net or trap for catching or killing birds.
1526 Househ. Exp. Sir T. Le Strange (MS.), Item, a wood-

cocke and ij partriches kylled with the setter. 1540 Acts
Privy Counc. (1837) VII. 56 Taking or killing..any part-
riches and fesantes with any nettes setters horses trameles
or other gynnes.

b. Gunnery. A wooden instrument used, with
the aid of a mallet, to set the fuse into a shell.

x8oa C. James Milit. Diet., Setter, in gunnery, a round
stick to drive fuzes, or any other compositions, into cases
made of paper. 1828 J, M. Spearman Brit. Gunner (ed. 2)

79 Wood Setters. 1854 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (ed. 6)

82 They are carefully driven into the Shell with a mallet
and setter. 1876 Vovle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. 377/2.

o. ? = Setting-pole.
1853 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges 31 The appurten-

ances were as follows :—6 balks, . . 2 oars ; 1 anchor ; 1 grap-
nel ; 1 pole or setter.

d. Porcelain Manuf.
1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 454 A plate sagger will hold

twenty plates placed one on the other of earthenware, but
chtna plates are fired separately in 'setters ' made of their

respective forms. 1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 43/2
Setters also should be used at the bottom of each piece, and
ground flint applied, but not sand, for the placing or seating.

o. A kind of lifting-jack.

1895 Stores* Price List 15 Sept. 490 Carriage Setter. Best
Wood Setter—each 15/0.

13. dial. (See quot.)
1849 Greenwell Gloss. Terms Coal Trade (1851) 46

Setters, large pieces of coal; so called by the landsale cart-

men, from their use in piling or setting round the sides of
their carts, to enable them to hold a larger quantity of coals
than could otherwise be placed upon them.
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Setter, »M dial, [f. Setter v.} A seton or

issue produced by ' settering *
: see the vb.

1766 CompUU Farmer, Setter, a kind of setom [sic] or

issue, made by cutting a hole in the dewlap of an ox or

cow and putting into the wound a sort of tent formed out of

the root of helleboraster. 1788 [see Settergrass].

Setter (se'tw),^. dial. Also6syter. [CSetter-

in Setterwort.] trans. To insert a piece ofsetter-

wort under the skin of (an animal) in order to

produce an issue.

[1513: cf- Sever v. 5 c] 1551 Turner Herbal I. L vj,

Dyuerse husband men..vsed to put the roote ofberefoot

into beastes eares, and called the puttynge in of it, syterynge

of beastes. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586)

133 The order of Settring a Bullocke is this, take setter-

woort [etcl. Ibid. 151 Some again cure them with settering.

1691 Ray N. C. Words* To Setter', to cut the Dewlap of

an Ox or Cow, into which they put Helleboraster, which

we call Setterwort. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece in. 506 It is

necessary at the same Time to setter the Hog in the Ear
with the common Helleboie. 1863 Atkinson Danby Gloss.

s. v. Seton, We took care that she [a cow] was weel setter*d.

Setterday, obs. form of Saturday.

Setter-forth. [See Set v. 144.] One who sets

forth (in various senses) ; one who promulgates an

opinion, who equips an expedition, etc.

1451 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 225/1 Noon owner, Vitailler, nor

setter-forth of eny Shippe or Vessell. 154a Udall Erasm.
Apoph. 5 tnarg,, Mecaenas was . . so great a fauourer, pro-

raouter, and setter fourthe of Virgil, Horace, & suche other

learned menne, that [etc]. x6xx Bible Acts xvii. 18 He
seemeth to be a setter foorth of strange gods. 26x6 Capt.

Smith Descr. New Eng. 48, I was beholden to the setters

forth of the foure ships that went with Cooper, a 1700

Evelyn Diary Aug. 1641 (1879) I. 22 Mr. Bleaw. the

setter forth of the Atlas's and other workes of that kind.

17*1 Strvpe Eccl. Mem. III. xl. 319 Sebastian Cabota..

was the chief Setterforth of the first Voyage into those

Parts. 1840 Browning Sordello 1. 26 Your setters-forth of

unexampled themes.

Settergrass. Obs. exc. dial. rare. In 4
saturgresse, 5 setyr grysse. [f. *setter- in Setter-

wort + Grass.] = Setterwort.
a 1387 Sinon. Barthol. (Anecd. Oxon.) 18 Elleborus, I.

saturgresse. 1483 Cath. Angl. 331/2 Setyr grysse, elcborus

niger, herba est. 1597 Gerarde Herbal n. ccclxi. 827 Con-

sifigo is called in English Bearfoote, Setterwoort, and Setter-

grasse. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 350 Setter-

grass, helleborus feetidus ', a species of bear's-foot; used in

making ' setters ' or issues in cattle. 1868 Atkinson Cleve-

land Gloss. 439 The plant setter-wort, or setter-grass.

T Setter-on. Obs. [See Set v. 148.]

1. One who sets on ; an instigator or inciter.

c 1550 Bale K. Johan 2482 (Manly) Tyll my setters-on

were of their purpose wyde. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's

Comm. Pref. 4 b,! sent unto them that were my setters on,

at"Woormes. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 163 The
Jesuistes and other padres are the fyre brands and setters

on of all this, in provoking children against parents and
subjects against their naturall princes. X749 Fielding
Tom Jones vi. ix. The great Dowdy who acts the part of

a madman as well as some of his setters-on do that of a fool.

2. One who ' sets on ' or makes an onset, rare.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 294, 1 made once a vowe that the

first battaile that eyther the king your father or any of his

children should be at, how that I would be one of the first

setters on, or else to die in the trauaile.

Setter-Out. rare. [See Set v. 149.]

1. One who sets out ; one who publishes, pro-

claims, etc.

c 1553 Ascham Disc. Germ. (1570) 21 A noble setter out,

and as true a follower of Christ and his Gospell. 1582 in

Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 101 That the autors, dyters,

setters out of that infamous lyoell be punished accordingHe.
1824 [W. Carr] Craven Gloss. Introd. 5 T'Setter-out o't

book.

2. spec. (See quot.)
1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Setter out, an under or

assistant foreman of joiners or leading joiner, whose work is

to accurately set or line out every detail of each piece of
joinery.

Setter-to. ? Obs. [See Set v. 152.]

1. A professional handler of game-cocks in a
cock-fight ; = Setter sbj- 5.

1794 Sporting Mag. III. 169 To these another class be-
come annexed, called ' handers ' or ' setters to '. 1835 H.
Harewood Diet. Sports s. v. Cock-fighting, When once the
cocks are pitted, neither of the setters-to can touch his cock
..unless [etc].

2. Pugilism. With epithet : One who has a par-

ticular style of ' setting to ' or beginning the fight.

1810 Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 125 A shewy setter-to, but
a slight hitter. 1824 Egan Boxiana II. 493 The most
accomplished setter-to of the day, Tom Belcher.

Setter-xip. [See Set v. 154.] One who sets

up (in any sense).

1563 Homilies 11. Agst. Peril Idol. in. 59 b, The erecter,

setter vp, and mainteyner of Images in Churches and
Temples. X593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 11. iii. 37 Thou setter vp,
and plucker downe of Kings. X607 Middleton Michaelm.
Term 11. iii, I am but a yong setter vp ; the vttermost I

dare venture vppon't is three-score pound. 1613 Beaum.
& Fl. Honest Maris Fort. n. i, Old occupations have too
many setters up to prosper. 17x3 Berkeley Hylas <$ Phil. iii.

on his accuracy. 1876 Morris sEneids via. 134 Dardanus
first setter-up and sire of Ilian wall. x88x Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 43 Spinning and weaving machine maker...
Setter-up.

Setterwort (se-ta.iw5.it). Also 6 syter wurt.
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[Perh. adopted from MLG. ; Diefenbach s.v. Elle-

horum gives a great variety of synonymous forms

in MHG. and MLG. such as sitro
y
sutir-, sillir-,

silli-j siler-
f

sullen-, -sutwurz, -wort (f. HG.
xuurz, LG. wort Wort 1 ). The first element is of

unknown origin; cf. ME. (14th c.) saturgresse)

Settergrass.] The plant Bear's-foot or Fetid

Hellebore, Helleborus fcetidus ; also the Green

Hellebore, H. viridis.

1551 Turner Herbal i. L vj. The herbe syter wurte. X577

B. Googe Heresbach?s Huso. m. (1586) 124 b, The hearbe
called blacke Ellebor, of some Bearfoot, and others Setter,

wort. 1597 [see Settergrass]. c 17x0 Petiver Cat. Ray's
Eng. Herbal Tab. 4a Setterwort. Greenish. X778 G. White
Selbomc, Let. to Barrington 3 July, Helleborus fcetidus,

stinking hellebore, bear's-foot, or setterwort. 1907 Daily
News 25 Feb. 3 The tender green of the setterwort does not

own the power of the frost by a single black spot.

Settewale, obs. form of Setwall.
Setthe(n, obs. variant forms of Sith, Sithen.

Setttierday, dial, form of Saturday.

Settil, obs. form of Settle.

Setting, sb. Orkney & Shell. Also 6 aettein,

7-9 setten, 9 settin, -een. [a. ON. settung-r sixth

part, f. sitte sixth.] A unit of weight in the Orkney
and Shetland Isles ; the sixth part of a ' meal *

(Meal sbA) ; identical with the Lispound.
1576 in Oppress. Orkney % Zetl. (1859) 72 Ane barrell of malt

ofnyne setteins wecht. 1588 Rot. Scacc. Reg. Scot. XXI. 390
Selling.. 63 lastis 23,003 settingis 4 marks coist, 125 lasts

1002 settingis beir, 95 lastis 1004 settingis flesche. X703

M. Martin Descr. West. Isles 370 A Young Boy. .stole a
setten of Barley, which is about twenty eight Pound Weight.
1814 Shirreff Agric. Shell. 159 Twenty-four marks make a
settin or lispund.. .Six settins or Hspunds make a meiL

Setting (se'tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Set v. + -ing 1.]

1. 1. The action of the verb Set in various tran-

sitive senses ;
putting, placing, planting, etc. Also,

the fact of being set.

X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. exxxvi. (1495) 692 The
rose tree spryngith somtyme by settynge and plantynge and
somtyme by graffynge. 1427-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 68

Also for settyng of be same ston iij dayes. X561 T. Hoby
tr. Castiglio/ie's Courtyer 111. (1577) Pj, M. Thomas.. writte

to his wife, and did hir to weete hys setting atlibertie. 1626

Bacon Sylva § 423 A Tree, at the first Setting, should not

be Shaken, vntill it hath taken Root fully. X769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780), Setting, when applied to the sails, is

the loosening and expanding the.n. 1796 W. Jones, etc.

Key to Art ofRinging Pref. 1 Instructions for the attain-

ment of the practical part of the art, from the setting of a
Bell itself to the perfect knowledge of the most difficult

peals. 184X Guide to Trade, Baker 38 This is called the

quarter sponge, and the operation is denominated setting.

1881 Greener Gun 235 At that time setting or straightening

was so little known that many of the barrels were far from
being straight. 1892 Labour Commission Gloss., Setting

of the Brick, the fixing of the bricks in a kiln.

+ b. An ambush or trap. Obs.

c X430 Pilgr. LyfManhode iv. viii. (1869) 180 Keepe pee .

.

from hise settinges and from hise nettes.

c. Sport, {a) The action of a dog in indicating

game.
1621 Markham Hungers Prev. 265 To make a true elec-

tion ofyour dogge, which you intend to apply to this purpose
of Setting. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet., Setting-dog, a Dog
train'd up to the Setting of Partridges. 1819 T. B. Johnson
Shooter's Comp. 22 Dogs, called setters, are now to be met
with of all forms, miserably deficient in the most prominent
quality, setting.

(b) The sport of ' putting up * game with a setter.

ioox Boyle Certain Physiol. Ess. (1669) 36 When I go a
Hawking or Setting, a X700 Evelyn Diary 20 Aug. 1654,
I went a setting and hawking. X770 G. White Selborne,

Let. to Pennant 12 May, I knew a lover of setting, an old
sportsman. 1818 Gentl. Mag. LXXXVIII. 11. 113 His great

skill in all the sports of the field, especially that of Setting,

of which diversion his Lordship was passionately fond.

cL Sc. and dial. The action of letting or leasing

(land, etc.) ; the right to do this ; a lease.

1397 in Spalding Club Miscell. V. 252 All giftys, taliees,

settyngys, and condysyoungs mad or to be mad be dame
Isabell, Contas of Mar, to the sayd George hir brothir.

1546 Yorks. Chantry Surv. (Surtees) 246 The saide founder
..shall have the lettinge, settinge, boynes, services and
customes of all the landes. 1634-46 Row Hist. Kirk (1842)

173 Cruell oppression of the poore tenants; evidenced, i°.

By deare setting of rowms. 1760 Patrington Haven Act
16 The intention of such letting or setting. 1898 Longman s

Mag. Apr. 546 The lettings, here called ' settings ' or
1 takings ', are at Candlemas.

e. Mining. The act of contracting with miners

for work to be done.
1839 De la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc xv. 569 Of

the remainder he paid the adventurers one-half, or one-
quarter, as may have been agreed upon according to the

supposed prospects of the mine at the time of setting. 1892
Labour Commission Gloss., Setting, sometimes termed
* letting *,.- in the slate industry,., means agreeing upon a
contract for a month.

2. The manner or position in which anything is

set, fixed, or placed. In Croquet, any one of the

different arrangements of the hoops and pegs on
the ground.
14.. Wycliffite Bible, 2 Kings ii. 19 rnarg., That is, the

setting of the citee was best for profetis. c X450 Mirk's
Festial 279 How je schull pray to God, be settyng of be
chyrch hyt tellybe you : Hit ys sette yn be est, techyng [etc.].

X523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 4 The temperynge to go brode
and narrowe is in the settyng of the culture [= coulter].

1x625 Middleton Game at Chess Induct. 40, I saw the

SETTING.

bravest setting for a game now That ever mine eye fix'd on.

1868 W. J. Whitmore Croquet Tactics n. 19 There are as

many as eight different settings. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 254/1

(Croquet) The original setting had ten hoops... Finally

came the six-hoop or championship setting.

b. The inclination or dip of an axle : = Set

5^.1 18 a.

X844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1162 The setting or

form of the axle.

c. Gas-works. The manner of placing retorts in

a furnace; concr. a group or set of retorts placed

together.
1872 W. C. Holmes & Co. Manag. Gas Works 15 The

setting of the retorts is a matter of the utmost importance.

X877 W. Richards Man/if. Coal Cos 354 Of all the appara-

tus of a gasworks, unquestionably the most important are

the settings of retorts. 1879 Encycl. Brit. X. 91/2 A furnace

or bed of retorts is composed of a group or setting, heated

by a separate fire.

d. Type-founding. The position of the face of

a letter on the body or shank. Cf. Set j^. 1 19 c.

1887 J. Southward in Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 710/1 All

founders now supply imitations of the old types. Compar-
ing the old face and the modern characters, the latter are

more regular in size, lining, setting, and colour,—using these

words in the technical sense of the founder.

T 3. Putting into words, redaction. Obs.

c 1450 Lovelich Grail lvi. 519 For b* ton storie the tothir

Medlyth withal, After the settyng Of the forseid Robert

That somtym it translated. X450-1530 Myrr. onrLadye \. vi.

21 Therefore thus after the settynge of mayster Alphonse is

youre legende red in all places of this order.

f 4. A sum staked at play ; a bet or stake. Obs.

1340 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. iii. Tj, All the stakes and
settynges that be sette within the dyce borde, whiche lye on
lyttell heapes.

f 5. A set (of stones) with which a surface is

'set' or studded. Obs. rare-1 .

1611 Bible Exod. xxviii. 17 And thou shalt set in it

settings of stones [margin, Hebr. fill in it fillings of stone 1-

6. The manner in which a jewel is * set ' or

mounted ; concr. the frame or bed (of precious

metal or the like) in which a jewel is set

X815 W. H. Ireland Scribbleomania 192 note, A very

valuable antique ring, the setting of which did not meet his

approbation. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. ii. Aristocr.

Lett. (1869) 48 The setting is more valuable than the jewel.

1879 CasselPs Techn. Educ. IV. 350/2 There are two
systems of setting practised— viz., Roman setting, and what

is called colletting.

b. trans/, andy?^. The environment or surround-

ings in which a person or thing is ' set ' ; the literary

framework of a narrative or other composition ; the

mounting of a play.

184X Myers Cath. Th. m. § 8. 30 The connecting links—
the framing and setting—of these Revelations. 1874 Sayce
Compar. Philol. viii. 315 Mythology has a setting in

geography and history. 1885 Manck. Exam. 27 Jan. 5/4

The setting of the piece is charming, and it is quite wonder-

ful how much has been made of a little stage.

7. The manner in which a poem or form of words

is set to music ; a piece of music composed for a

particular poem or form of words.

1879 Husk in Grove's Diet. Music I. 84/2 Arne gave to the

world those beautiful settings of the songs ' Under the green-

wood tree ' (etc.]. i88x Crowest Phases Mus. Eng. 93
Settings for the Canticles by modern Church writers.

8. a. Plastering. The finishing coat of plaster,

the setting-coat (see 14, Set sb. 1 30 a, Set v. 101).

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 390 The term setting

is commonly used, when the third coat is made of fine stuff

for papering. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 606 With
this tool all the first coats of plaster is laid on, as are also

the last, or, as it is technically termed, the setting. 1873

Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 121/2 Setting may be either a

second coat upon laying or rendering, or a third coat upon
floating.

b. A wash of gum or other suitable material

applied to the surface ofa pencil, charcoal or crayon

drawing to prevent it being rubbed ; a fixative.

1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet.

9. A crop of fruit developed by fertilizing (see

Set v. 98). ? Obs.

1731 Miller Gard, Diet. s. v. Cucumis, For Want of which
kindly Heat, the first Setting or Crop of Fruit, .drops off.

II, Senses related to intransitive uses of Set v.

10. The sinking of a heavenly body towards and

below the horizon ; the quarter or direction in which

a heavenly body sets. Also, the fall of night or

darkness.
a X400-50 Wars Alex. 5508 pan sewis furth bat souerayn

ay by ba salt strandis Toward be settynge of be son. 1592
Hues Treat. Globes xii, You shall in like manner have the

houre of the setting. 1607, 1728 [see Heliacal iJ. 1699
Relat. Sir T. Morgan's Progr. France 13 The Major-
General reply'd he would fall on just at the setting of the

Night, and when the dusk of the Evening came on. 1823

Clissold Ascent Mt. Blanc 22 The sun being now near his

setting. 1877 Browning Agametnnon 67 The shield*bearing

people That made a leap, at setting of the Pleiads.

To. Jig.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, m. ii. 225, I haue touch'd the

highest point of all my Greatnebse, And from_ that full

Meridian of my Glory, I haste now to my Setting. 170a

C Mather Marn. Chr. 11. x. (1852) 156 Upon the setting

of Mr. Francis Newman, there arose Mr. William Lee..

1807 Wordsw. Ode Intim. Immortality v, The Soul that

rises with us, our life's Star, Hath had elsewhere its setting,

And cometh from afar. 1839 Longf. Hyperion 1. i, The
setting of a great hope is like the setting of the sun.
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11. The process or fact of becoming set, hard, or

stiff; coagulation.

1791 E. Dakwin Bot. Gard. 1. Add it. Notes xii. 24 The clay
becomes as hard as before, being pressed together.. by its

self-attraction, called setting by tne potters. 1805 R. W.
Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 456 An almost impenetrable crust
may be produced by the quick exhalation of the moisture,
and what is termed by farmers the setting of the clay. 181

2

P. Nicholson Meek. Exerc. 312 (Plastering) Setting is also
the quality that any kind of stuff has to harden in a short
time. 1883 Hardivich's Photogr. Chem. (ed. 9) 166 If too
much Alcohol be employed, the setting of the Pyroxyline
will be . . greatly retarded.
attrib. 1825 J. Nicholson Ofier. Meek. 610 The coagula-

ting or setting power of burnt alabaster. 1878 Abnev Treat.
Photogr. vii. 52 The alkali decomposes the pyroxyline,
rendering it..defective in setting qualities.

12. The flowing of a current in a particular

direction ; the direction of flow. Alsojig.
c «59S Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.)

52 The settinge of head seas in soe darke a night within soe
straight and daingerous a passage. 1670 Narborough
Jrnt. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 10 You are to.,
observe all.. Courses of Tides, flowings and settings of
Currents. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) N 2 b, The
setting, or progressive motion of the current. 1835 Sir J.
Ross N.-W. Passage xl. 553 It was attempted to explain
this appearance, by supposing the setting of a current here
from west to east. 1875 Gladstone dean. (1879) VI. 199
That powerful setting of the current of human motive and
inclination.

III. Combinations.
13. With various advs., as setting-down, -forth,

-in, -off, -out, to : see the corresponding combina-
tions of Set v.

c J375 S& Leg. Saints Prol. 6 As sais 'be romance of be
rose , but settyng to of ony glose. 1439 Little Red Bk.
Bristol (1900) II. 157 Atte the settyng vp of his Crafte he
schal pay \\s. 1551 Robinson tr. Morels Utopia 11. H iv.

The gallaunt garnishing, and the bewtiful setting furth of
it. 1606 Bacon Coust'd. Plant, /ret. Resuscit. (1657) 259 So
that, this must rather be an Adventure, for such as are full

;

Then a setting up, of those, that are of low Means. 1614
Markham Pleas. Princes 52 From his [the Cock's] head to
the setting on of his shoulders. 1711 Steele Speet. No. 132
F 1 The first preparation for our Setting out was, that the
Captain's Half-Pike was placed near the Coachman. 1778
Halhed Bengal Craw. Advt., Till the setting in of the
dry season, c 1800 in Hoyle's Games /mprov. (18:4) 444
The person appointed.. is to tell ten between each setting,
to, till one of the two cocks has refused fighting ten times
successively. 1845 Youatt Dog iii. 82 Their teeth and the
setting-up of their backs will confirm this. 1859 H. H.
Dixon Silk ff Scarlet 216 We do not just like the setting
on of his [a horse's] neck.

b. Specific uses : setting-down, + a siege ;

setting-forth, + a means of advancement or
bringing into celebrity; setting-off, f something
that enhances the charm of a thing ; setting-out,
a working drawing.
i6oz R Jonson Poetaster 11. ii. 217 O love, what a setting

forth it is to a man, to haue many courtiers come to his
house ! 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. iv. 10 The confident Tyrant
Keepes still in Dunsinane, and will indure Our setting downe
befor't. 1633 Massincer Guardian 11. v, A Bed-fellow, To
whose rare eniertainment all these are But foils and settings
off. a 1635 Naunton Fragm. Reg. (Arb.) 48 They were
rather excursions than sieges or settings down, for he staid
not long in a place. 1891 Denning Art Cabinet-Making
220 The setting out or working drawing may be made on
paper.

f c. Phr. To cost one the: setting on, ? to cost one
dear. Also, to cost one (dear) in the setting on.
1594 Lylv Mother Bombie 11. v, This good fellowshippe

,

shall cost mee the setting on at our next meeting. 1615 1

Jackson Creed iv. 11. viii. 255 Carthages often prouocation
of Rome cost it dearer in the setting on, then other Citties
vanquished by the Romanes.

14. Attributive, in many names of technical in-

struments and appliances, as setting-chisel\ -dibble,

-hammer, -iron, -knife, -pin, -screw, -trowel, etc.

;

setting-board, (a) a board used by glaziers in

lead-work (see quot, 1825), (6) a board of wood
or cork, usually grooved, for setting insect speci-

mens; setting-circle, a graduated circle attached

to a telescope for ascertaining the position of a
star (1891 in Cent, Diet.); setting coat, a
finishing coat of fine plastering (cf. 8 a) ; setting
muzzle, a muzzle used for preventing a horse from
feeding (cf. Set v. 26 d) ; setting-net,? a Set-net

;

setting-rule, a composing-rule ; setting-up drill,

a course of gymnastic exercises used to give an
erect carriage, etc. ; also setting-up exercise.
Also Setting-pole, Setting-stick.
1815 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 638 The "setting-board

is that in which the ridge of the light is marked and
divided into squares, struck out with a chalk line, or drawn
with a lath, which serves to guide the workmen. x8a6
Kirby & Sp. Entomol. I. IV. 534 The English plan, except
in the case of some large-bodied moths or hawk-moths,
requires no groove in the setting-board. 1399 in Fabric Rolls
York Minster (Surtees) 18 Magnae "settyng chisiles. 1811
P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc. \\i *Setting Coat. 1626 T. H.
tr. Caussin's Holy Court 28 To handle the scepter, with the
same humility of heart. . that one would do a "setting-dibble.

1688 Holme Armoury m. ix. 382/1 Tools used by Jewellers.

..A "Setting Hammer. 1611 Cotcr., Fiche, a gardeners
dible, or "setting yron. 1854 H. Miller Sck. <V Schnt. (1858)

186 With what are known as masons' setting-irons stuck into

the stone-work behind. 1835 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech.
638 The *setting-knife [used by glaziers in lead-work]
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consists of a blade with around point, loaded with lead at
the bottom and terminating in a long square handle.
1835 H. Harewood Diet. Sports s. v. Muzzle, There are
two descriptions of muzzles: 1. the dressing muzzle..
2. the "setting muzzle. 1840 Blaine Encycl. Rural Sports
§ 1127. 319 A setting muzzle prevents it [sc. wind-sucking
in horses] usually. U 1690 Bagford Ball. (1877) 757 This
Honourable Covey met, Hodge diaws the Members "Setting-
Net, And gets from all, without regret, Subscriptions.
1789 W. H. Marshall Glocester I. 144 The "setting pin
resembles the gardener's dibble. 1770 Luckombe Hist.
Printing 376 Having made and secured our measure, we
look for a v

se'tting Rule. 1867 Chautb. Encycl. IX. 608/2
A thin slip of brass called a setting-rule, which he places in
the composing-stick when he begins. 1733 Tull Horse'
Hoeing Husb. xxii. 329 The Use of this "Setting-Screw is,

to increase or diminish the Proportion of seed to be turned
out by the Notches. 1693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 249A "Setting Trowel!, being less than the Laying Trowell,
with which they finish the Plastering when it is almost dry.
186a Maclaren Milit. Syst. Gymnastic Exerc. 26 The
"setting up and position drill of recruits.

Setting (se-tirj), ///. a. [f. Set v. + -ing 2
.]

That sets, in various senses of the verb.
1. Becoming, suitable, graceful. 06s. exc. Sc, Cf.

Sitting///, a. 2.

IS3S Goodly Primer Admon. to Rdr. (1537), It is not mete,
comely, nor settynge, that [etc. J. 1768 Ross Helenore (1789)
50 Says she, that lad was a' her care, That was so setting with
his yellow hair. /bid. 94 The ither too was a right setting
lass, Though forthersome.

2. Of a dog: That sets or indicates game. See also
Setting-dog.
1551 Richmond. Wills (Surtees) 71 To my brother Rayff

Thompsone my setting spanyell doge, with all netts and
geyr pertenyng to it. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2275/4 Lost..,
a large Setting-Bitch about 4 years old.

3. Of a hen : Sitting. Now dial.
1839 Mrs. S._ C. Hall Sk. /r. Char. II. 29 Mr. Billy.,

sent her a setting hen and seven eggs. 1879 Howells L.
Aroostook {1883) II. 14 A ship's time is worth no more than
a setting hen's.

4. Sinking below or nearing the horizon ; said of
the sun or other heavenly body, its light, etc.

1593 Shaks. Rich. //, 11. i. 12 The setting Sun. 1697
Dryden AZneid VOL 79 When the setting Stars are lost in
Day. 1704 Pope Windsor For. 194 His shadow lengthen'd
by the setting sun. 1798 Wordsw. Tintern Abbey 97 Whose
dwelling is the light of setting suns. 1814 Scorr La. ofIsles
n. xix, A flush like evening's setting flame Glow'd on his
cheek. 1882 Sir W. W. Hunter in Skrine Life (1901) 314
By the light of a setting half-moon.

b.ife
1595 Daniel Civ. Wars 11. 1, All turn'd their faces to the

rising sunne And leaues his setting-fortune night begun.
a 1639 WoTTON Parall. Essex

«J-
Buckhm. Reliq. W. (1651)

U First, he was to wrastle with a Queens declyning, or
rather with her very setting Age (as we may term it). 1658
Sir T. Browne Hydriot. v. 26 We whose generations are
ordained in this setting part of time. 1829 Scott Anne of
G. i, That important period, when chivalry still shone with
a setting ray, soon about to be totally obscured.

+ 0. transf. Western. Obs.
161a Drayton Poly-olb. v. 248 The Flemings were inforc't

to take them to their Ores, To try the Setting Maine to find
out firmer shores. 162a /bid. xxix. 22 Yorkshire which doth
lye vpon my Setting side. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep.
vi. vii. 305 Magnifying the condition of.. the Easterns
Countries, above the setting and occidentall Climates.

d. Setting-sun : an edible bivalve mollusc,
Psammobia vespertina.
1867 Lqvell Edible Mollusks 150.

6. Of fruit : Beginning to develop from the flower.
1891 Macm. Mag. Apr. 438 The setting plums or apples.

6. With adverbs, down, in, up, etc. (see the vb.).
1805 Forsyth Beauties Scot. II. 413 Here the sea has

formed caverns, which are rendered dreadful by a setting-in
tide, 1874 Histofs Bk. Scot. Anecd. 514 * Did ye ever hear
a cuddie bray, Hawkie ', said a youth to him one day...
' Never till the noo,' was the setting-down and quick answer,
i88x /nstr. Census Clerks (1885) 51 Type Founding. . . Setting-
up Boy.

t Setting dog. Obs. A dog trained to set

game ; « Setter so.1 ii.
ioii Cotcr., Brogue, a kind of short-tayled setting dog.

1621 Markham Hungers Prev. 253 A Setting Dogge is a
certaine lusty land Spaniell, taught by natute to hunt the
Partridge before, and more then any other chase whatsoeuer.
1697 Post Boy 12-14 Aug. b/2 An old Brown and white
Setting-dog. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 116 P 1 He was
eminent for a breed of pointers and setting-dogs. 1780
H. Walpole Let. to W. Cole 5 Feb., Dr. Birch was. .running
about like a young setting-dog in quest of anything. 2835
H. Harewood Diet. Sports s. v. Setter, It is said that
Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, was the first person that
broke a setting-dog to the net, doubtless the spaniel.

b. transf. &ndfg.
1643 True Chr. Subj. under Heathen Prince 5 Looke to

the twentieth part, which is but a setting dogge to shew
where the covey of nineteen are. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant.
Crew, Setters, or Selling-dogs, they that draw in Bubbles,
for old Gamesters to Rook ; also a Sergeant's Yeoman, or
Bailiffs Follower, or Second, and an Excize-Officer to pre-
vent the Brewers defrauding the King, c 1730 Ramsay
Address of Thanks xii, Even sell K. T. that gart us ban,
And eke that setting-dog his man.

Setting-pole. A pole, esp. one used by wild-

fowlers for propelling a boat or punt on mud-banks,
securing wounded birds, etc.

1765 Universal Mag. XXXVII. 370/1 When they go
against a current, they use setting-poles. 1797 F. Baily
Tour (1856) 270 The longest setting poles we had would not
reach the bottom. 1824 Hawker /nstr. Vug, Sportsman,
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(ed. 3) 345 Let one go out for the birds, taking with him the
setting pole. 1875 * Stonehenge ' Brit. Rural Sports 1. 1. ix.

§ 2. 121 The shooter proceeds, generally by night, with an
assistant in the punt, using the oars, paddle or setting-pole.

Setting-stick.
1. A stick used for making holes for ' setting ' or

planting. Now dial.

1556 Withals Diet. (1562) 19 b, A dibell or settynge
sticks, pastinnm. 1658 Evelyn Fr. Gard. (1675) 233 Plant
them with the setting-stick, or dibber. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. vii. § 4 (1681) 121 Make the holes with an
ordinary Setting-stick. 1703 Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) V. 54
The plant is then to be planted with a setting-stick so that
the upper part of the root shall appear about half an inch
out of tfie ground. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid, U.S. (1822)66
A setting-stick which should be the top of a spade-handle
cut off, about ten inchesbelow the eye. 1886 Cheshire Gloss.,
Setting-stick, a short pointed stick, used for planting cab-
bages.

1 2. A rod used for stiffening the plaits or ' sets of
ruffs, a poking-stick. Obs.
1575 Laneham Let. (187:) 37 Marshalld in good order:

wyth a stetting [sic] stick, and stoout, that euery ruff stood
vp like a wafer. 1583 Stubbes Anal. Abus. 11. 36 They
haue also another instrument called a setting sticke,.. and
with this they set their ruffes. 1615 Howes Stow's Chron.
948/2 About the sixteenth yeere of the*Queene, began the
making of Steele poking-stickes, and vntill that time all
Lawndresses vsed setting stickes, made of wood, or bone.
1621 Burton Anat. Mel. in. ii. n. (m.) iii, 568 Pots, glasses,
oyntments, irons, combes, bodkins, setting stickes.

3. A composing-stick.
1875 Southward Diet. Typogr. (ed. 2) 123.

Settirday, obs. form of Saturday.
Settle (se*t'l), sbA Forms : a. 1 sotl, setel,

setol, seotl, sotl, seatl, sitl (-el, -ol, -ul); 3
seettel, seotel, seotle, 3, 6, setle, 3-4 settel, 4
setill(e, setil(e, 5 setyl, 4- settle. 0. 1 Nortkumb.
seo*(e)l, sedl, 5 north, sedylle ; see also Lang-
settle. [OE.^//neut,pl.j^/« (also, inNorthumb.,
pi. set/as, seatlas, etc., as if masc.) corresponds to

OHG. sey^al (MHG. sezxel, mod.G. sessel) masc,
Goth, sitl-s masc. :—OTeut. *setlo- :—pre-Teut.
*sedlo-, cogn. w. L. sella (;—*sed/d), f. Indoger-
manic root *sed-, OTeut. *set- : see Sit v. The

forms, OE. (Anglian) sed(e)l, sedl, ME. -sedil,

sedylle, mod. north, dial, -seddle, -saddle (see Lang-
settle), represent aWGer. variant *'.«// (with the
irregular variation in the articulation of the dentals
sometimes found before / and m : see Bottle sb. 1

,

Bottom sb.), which is found also in OFris. sedel,

OS. sethal, sedal, sedel masc, OHG. sethal, sedal
(MHG. sedel) neut., masc, whence MHG. sidelen

(mod.G. siedeln) to settle in a place. Cf. the
metathetic form Seld sb.

In Eng. the (3 type appears only in Anglian dialects
(after the OE. period almost exclusively in the forms of
Langsettle), and does not show (as it does in OHG.) any
differentiation in application from the a type.]

f 1. A sitting place. Also transf and fig., a
'seat', position, abode. Obs.
Beowulf'1782 (Gr.) Ga nu to setle. 12900 tr. Baedas Hist.

in. xiv. [xvi.J (1890) 202 Ond mon meeg sen to daje ba
stowe his seoles [orig. locum sedis ejus solitarix] on baem
ilean ealonde sceawian. c 1000 ^Elfric Ags. Bible (Gr.)

2/45 pa naefde he nan set), hwaer he sittan mihte, for ban \>e

nan neofon nolde hine aberan. 13. . Cursor M. 17872 (GOtt.)
Adam..wid patriark and wid prophete, In mirk settlis bar
bai sete. a 1340 Hampole Psalter iv. 9, 1 sail rest in be bed
of endles blis & in be setil of heuen. /bid. Cant. 50^ pou
did down ill gastis & vicys of baire aide setile, bat pai hafe
na powere in my saule.

f-2. Something to sit upon; a chair, bench, stool,

or the like. Obs.
C897 K. jElfred Gregory's Past. C. lvi. 435 Hit is swiSe

gewunelic (Saette domeras & rice menn on setelum sitten.

c 1000 Ags, Gosp. Matt. xxl. 12 Hyra setlu [£975 Rushw.
settlas] baia be culfran sealdon he tobrsec. a 1250 Ozvl <$•

Night. 504 Among be wede, among be netle, pu syttest &
singst bihinde seotle. a 1300 Cursor M, 14734 Pair setles
bat bai in can sete, He kest bam dun. 13. . Gaw. <5- Gr.
Knt. 882 A cheyer by-fore be chemne. .Was graybed for sir

Gawan. .& he sete in bat settel semlych ryebe. 1483 Cax-
tom Golden Leg. 226/2 He dyd do make a siege or a stole
of yron.. and after to sette fyre under it., but the siege or
setyl malte like waxe. 1483 Cath. Angl. 327/2 A Sedylle,
sedile,

b. High settle (OE. h<?ahsetl=OHG. hbhsedal)

:

an elevated seat, a chair of dignity or state ; a seat

of honour at table ; a throne, seat of judgement.
Obs. exc arch, after OE. use.

£950 Lindisf. Gosp. John xix. 13 Fore basm hehsedle
[Vulg. pro tribunali}. c 1000 ./Elfric Horn. (Th.) I. 272
Se rica man oe sitt on his heahsetle hraSe jeswicb he his
xebeorscipes jif <5u beowan jeswicap Saera teolunga. c 1205
Lay. 16646 pa sat Agag bekinginnehishsehsaettele. a 1225
Juliana 20 He lette bringen hire biuoren him to his heh
seotel as he set in dome as reue. 1877 Green Hist. Eng.
People I. i. 16 The high settle of King or Ealdorman.

3. spec. A long wooden bench, usually with arms
and a high back (often extending to the ground),
and having a locker or box under the seat. Cf.
Langsettle.
«553 R*c* St. Mary-at-Hill 53 Item, In y qvire ij set-

telles with lockars apece. 1590 in Arclueologia (i866) XL.
327 Itm. an olde standing bedsted wth a settle unto it. 1596
Nashe Saffron WaldenTo Rdr., D, His Booke . . I hauing
kept idle by me in a by settle out of sight amongst old
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sbooes and bootes almost this two yere. 1658 tr. Ussher's

Ann. 114 They rap and make a noise with their hands or

mallets upon the deskes or settles in their Synagogues.

1678 Blnyan Pitgr. 1. 47 Looking down under the Settle

there he espied his Roll. 1700 Dbvden Ovid's Met. vm.
Baucis 4- Phil. 44 The Man..A common Settle drew for

either Guest, Inviting each his weary Limbs to rest. 1859

Tennyson Geraint $ Enid 579 And cast him . . Down on an

oaken settle in the hall. 1868 Eastlake Hints Househ,

Taste 145 The common wooden settle which forms so

comfortable and snug-looking a seat by rustic hearths.

b. A bench or seat in a boat (see quot.%

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., Settle, now termed the

stern-sheets.

4. A ledge, raised platform, t a. In the Bible,

used to render Heb. mir zazard k (Vulg. crepido),

app. either of two platforms or stages, surrounding

the great altar, the one on a level with its base, and

the other between this and the ground. Obs.

1611 Bible Ezek. xliii. 14 And from the bottom vpon the

ground, euen to the lower settle [R. V, or ledge], shalbe two
cubits,, .and from the lesser settle euen to the greater settle

shalbe foure cubites. Ibid. 17. Ibid. xlv. 19.

b. (a) = settle-gang{b) : see 6. {b) See cmot. 1833.

1709 J. Robertson Agric Perth 183 For this purpose, I

have seen the settles of the byre (cow-house) sometimes
floored. 1833 Loudon EncycL Archil, % 1206 The settles

(gutters) for carrying off the urine.

O. (See quots.)

1695 Kennett Par. Antiq. s.v. Cari-Sadel, The frame of

wood to support the barrels in a buttery or cellar, is call'd

the Seddle and Settle. x88x Isle of Wight Gloss., Settle,

.

.

a foundation, usually raised, for a rick. x886 Chesh. Gloss.,

Settle, any bench or frame for supporting heavy weights.

Thus a barrel of beer might be said to be stillaged ' on a stone

settle '.

6. Firework Manuf, A projection on the upper
surface of the block used in filling tourbillon cases

;

it fits into the end of the case and forms a base for

the composition during the process of filling.

1873 Spon Workshop Rec. Ser. 1. 135/2 Tourbillon cases

are filled by means of an apparatus which consists of a
block of wood, provided with a settle, on which one end of
the tourbillon case is placed. ..The settle projects into the

case about J of an inch. 1888 W. H. Browne Firework
Making xx. 144 To fill the piece . . fit the end on to the settle,

and see that it stands perfectly upright.

6. a/fri&.and Comb., as settle-back \ settle bed, a

settle adapted for alternative use as a seat or bed

;

f settle-bench, -chair = sense 3 above ; settle-

gang, f (a) the setting (of the sun)
;

(b) dial., * the

raised part of a cow-house on which the animals

We' (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1900 H. Svxcur¥K Shameless Wayne vii.(i9os) 97 Reach-
ing across the *settle-baclc 1641 in Burlington Mag. Mar.
(1912) 342/2 A *settle bed of wanscote in Fashion of a Fourme,
wherein is a Fetherbed. 1781 C. Johnston Hist. J. Juniper
I. 8 A settle-bed, which served the double purpose of being
sat upon, and slept in. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xix. His
eyes involuntarily rested upon the little settle-bed. 1741
Richardson Pamela(\Zi^) I. 67 Sitting down upona*sett!e-
bench. , 1688 Holme A rmoury m. xiv. (Roxb.) 14/2 Some
terme it a 'settle chaire, being so weighty that it cannot be
moued from place to place .

.
, haueing a kind of box or cub-

bert in the seate of it. c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Th.) xlix. 2 Fram
sunnan up-gange. o3 hire *setl-gang. 12x300 E. E. Psalter
xlix. 1 Fra sonne springe to setelgange.

Settle (sa't'l),^.2 Obs. exc Sc. rare. [f. Settle
v.] The action of the verb Settle ; settling, settle-

ment. To take settle : to be settled, to be at ease.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archaeol. Soc.) II. 24

Castlhaven did continue in Mariborough 9 or 10 daies
givinge orders for the settle theroC Ibid. 166 For the settle

of his freinds. 1822 Ainslie Pilgr. Land 0/ Burns 39 Frae
the settle o' the night To the income o' the light. 1889 Barrie
Window in Thrums 153 I'll tak no settle till ye 're awa.

Settle (se't'l), v. Forms : a, 1 setlan, 3-7 setle,

4. 6-7 settell, seatle, settill, (4 sedle, setel, 5
setelle, setyll), 3- settle. 0. 4-6 satle, (4 satille),

5-6 sattyl, -yll, (5 sattil), 6 satell, sat(t)ill,

4-7 sattell, 5-7, 9 dial, sattle. [OE. setlan (only

once), f. sell seat, place of rest : see Settle sb.1 Cf.

modDu. zetelen, to place, settle. The forms
seem to represent another formation from the same
Teut. root; ?OE. *smtlan:—prehistoric *satuljan

f. *sat~, ablaut variant of set- : see Sit v.

In some uses the vb. became synonymous with the like-

sounding ME. sa$tle to appease, reconcile (Saughtel v.),

association with which may perhaps have influenced the
development of these uses.

I n many of the senses explained below, the verb frequently
appears with a colouring derived from senses of different
origin, so that the position of many of the examples is open
to dispute.]

I. To seat, place.
The examples here treated as passive uses of senses in

this branch mostly admit of being interpreted as intransitive
uses (branch II) conjugated with be.

f 1. trans. To seat ; to put in a seat or place of
rest ; also, to cause to sit down. Obs.
ciooo Whale 15 (Gr.) Wxjlibende..setlap ssemearas [ =

'stable their sea-horses'] sundes act ende. c 1200 Or.min
14049 patt haefedd mann batt hejhesst wass Att tatt bridale
settledd. a 1300 Cursor M. 23340 Bot suld bai [sc. the
righteous] hafa gret delite, Tose ham [sc. the wicked] setlid
[MS. seclid] in >air site. 1561 T. Hoby tr. Castigtione's
Courtyer 1. K ij b, And assone as he had saluted the Dutch-
esse, and setled the reste that were risen vp at his com-
minge, he satte hym downe. 163a J. Hayward tr. BiondCs
Eromeua 129, 1 kept my selfe setled on the plancke till the
morning. 1663 Wood Life 24 Sept. (0. H. 3.) I. 495 After

they were setled in their chaires under the canopy. 1691-2
Ibid. 26 Jan. III. 381 A meeting in the Apoditerium before

the vice-chancellor, Doctors, and Masters setled in the house.

+ b. Jig. in passive : To be * seated ', situated.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4429 For all ;oure wisdom, 1-wis, is

wroken to )our tongis, And all be sauour of a,oure sauls is

sattild in a,our mouthis.

2. To place (material things) in order, or in a
convenient or desired position ; to adjust (e.g. one's

clothing).

1515 Barclay Eclogues DL (1570) Bvj^2 Gr els must he
rise and walke him selfe a space, Till time his ioyntes be
setled in their place. 1582 Stanyhurst AVneis 11. (Arb.) 66,

Itwisted a wallet On my broad shoulders, my nape did I

settle eke vnder. 15.. Sir Andrew Barton xliv. in Child
Ballads (1889) III. 341/1 With that hee lett his gun-shott

goe ; Soe well hee settled itt with his eye, The ffirst sight

that Sir Andrew sawe, Hee see his pinnace sunke in the sea.

C1650 in Gutch Hist, <y Antiq. Univ. Oxford (1796) II. 943
note, That they [sc. Selden's books] bee placed, .in the new
built west end of the publique Library, . . with such inscrip-

tion upon the place where they shall bee soe settled as the

said Executors, .shall directe. 1709 Steele Tatler No. 48
P 4 He adjusted the cock of his hat a-new, settled his sword-
knot. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 69 Having settled my
houshold Stuffand Habitation. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 486
Th* uplifted frame . . He settles next upon the sloping mount.
1796 C. Marshall Garrttw. xiv. (1813)196 Thus having settled

the plants, shut the lights close. 18x5 Scott Guy M. xxxvi,
He washed his face and hands, settled his wig in the glass.

1818 — Hrt. Midi, i, They immediately began to settle their

clothes, which were a little deranged. 1861 Trollope Orley
Farm I. xxxiiL 264 I'll come for the answer when you're
settling the room after breakfast tomorrow. 1866 G. Mac-
donald Ann. Q. Neighb. I. vii. 192 As I was settling her
pillow for her. 1894 Crockett Raiders xi, May Maxwell
settled her shawl closer about her.

f b. To dispose in order (an argument, the parts

of a discourse). Obs,

1551 T. Wilson Logic G vj, Now. .1 will declare howe to
seatle & place an argumente, that any bodie may geue a
reason, why euery worde is set in an argument, in this, or
that place. 1553 — Rhet. (1580) 159, 1 thinke meete to

speake of framyng, and placyng an Oration in order, that

the matter beeyng aptly seteld and couched together :

might better please the hearers.

0. To place (a person) in an attitude of repose,

so as to be undisturbed for a time. Chiefly refl, to

dispose oneself comfortably, adjust one's position on
a chair, etc. with the intention of remaining seated.

1515 Barclay Eclogues m. (1570) B vj b/i Neuer shalt

thou knowe thy lodging or thy nest, Till all thy betters be
setled and at rest. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. x. (1562) L j b,

In no place could she sit hir selfe to settle. 1627 Drayton
Nhnphidia 516 Yet scarce he on his back could get, So oft

and high he did coruet, Ere he himselfe could settle. 171a
Hearne Collect. (O. H. S.) III. 381 They soon came away
and settled themselves at the East part of the Library. 1781
Cowper Ep. Lady Austen 39 Thus we were settled when
you found us, Peasants and children all around us. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair lxi, When her patient above was
settled for the night. 1893 * Q ' Delect. Duchy 16 The man
..settled her comfortably in the stern-sheets. 1902 W. S.

Walker In the Blood vL 71 You were asleep like a child

almost as soon as you were settled. 1905 R. Bagot Pass-
Port it 12 Settling himself in his saddle, Sor Beppe started
off at an easy canter.

b. In passive. To be installed in a residence, to

have completed one's arrangements for residing.

c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 185, I was but newly
settled in my Lodging. 17a* De Foe Plague (1840) 130
Why should we make you remove now you are settled in

your lodging ? 1782 Miss Burney Cecilia vi. i, Such was
the house in which Cecilia was now settled. 18x3 W. Bing-
ley in Lady Morgan's Mem. (1862) II.31 You, 1 presume,
are by this time comfortably settled in your new residence.

1837 Lever H. Lorrequer i, We were soon settled in bar-

racks. 1901 W. S. Walker In the Blood viii. 97 Billy's

sisters .. were at length settled in a small cottage out Red-
fern way.

4. To cause to take up one's residence in a place
;

esp, to establish (a body of persons) as residents

in a town or country ; to plant (a colony, fa town).
1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878) 198 So God I trust for

Christes sake, Shall settle me in blxs. 1582 Stanyhurst
sEngis 1. (Arb.) 17 Ere towne could statelye be builded, Or
Gods theare setled. 1599 Shaks. Hen. Vt t. ii. 47 Charles
the Great.. There left behind and settled certaine French.
1667 Milton P. L, iv. 940 My afflicted Powers To settle

here on Earth. X670 Denton BriefDescr. N. York (1845) 1

Part of the Main Land belonging to New York Colony,
where several Towns and Villages are setled. a 1700 Eve-
lyn Diary 4 Jan. 1665, I went, .to settle physitians, chirur-
geons, agents, marshals and other officers in all the Sea
Ports. 1797 EncycL Brit. (ed. 3) V. 149/1 The practice of
settling commercial colonies in distant countries hath been
adopted by the wisest nations of antiquity. 1830 M. T.
Sadler Law Pcpul. I. 483 Maryland, .was first settled by
Roman Catholics. 183X Scott Ct. Robt. xxxiii, What in-

terest I have.. shall be strained to the uttermost to settle

thee in thine own beloved native country. 1845 EncycL
Metrop. XIV. 392/1 The first town that was settled by the
English in North America.

b. refl. Also in passive, to have taken up one s

abode.
1550 Bale Eng. Votaries ir. Cjb, The Romysh clergy

satled them selues all the worlde ouer. 1573 Act 14 Etiz.

c. 5 § 16 That the said aged ympotent and poore People
should have convenient Habitacions and Abydinge Places
throughout this Realme to settle themselves uppon. c x6io
Women Saints 22 She went to Bethleem,. .where she settled

her self. x686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 30 That the
Grand Signtor should not entertain..any European Nation,
except what were already setl'd there, but under the French
Banners, xtxx Addison Spect.-'So. 12 P 1 It was some
time before I could settle my self in a House to my likeing.

1738 Whilefuill Even. Post 12-15 Aug. 3/2 This is to give

Notice, That Mr. Isaac De Vic, Jun., Wine- Merchant, of
Southampton, is settled in this City. 1780 Harris Philol.

Enq. (1841) 470 He induced, .many of the first families in

Italy.. to leave their country, and there settle themselves.

1827 O.W. Roberts Voy. Centr. Amer. 45 One of the rivers on
which they are settled has its source in a kind of lake. 1853

J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. (1876) I. 1. ii. 52 A tribe of them.,
settled themselves between the high Tartar land and the
sea of Aral.

c. To fix or establish permanently (one's abode,
residence, etc.). + To settle one's rest : to take up
one's residence. (Cf. to set tip ones r^,*REST sb£
7 f ; and see Rest sb. 1

5.)
156a

J. Hoi'KiNs Ps, Ixxxiv, Much rather would I keepe a
dore within the house of God : Then in the tentes of wicked-
nes, to settle myne abode. 1633 Bp. Hall Hard Texts,
Isa. xi. 10 And he shall settle his rest among them, which
shall be glorious for himselfe, and happy for them. 1678
J. Godolphin Repert. Canon. (1680) 17 St. Augustine, .took
on him the Title of Archbishop of England, settling his See
at Canterbury. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet., To settle one's Abode
somewhere. 1823 Scott Quentin D. Introd, The town at
which I had settled my temporary establishment.

d. To assign to (a person) a legal domicile in a
particular parish. Chiefly in passive. Cf. Settle-
ment 3.

1571 Act 14 Eliz. c. 5. § 16 Then the said Justices.. shall
..settle the same poore People for their Habitacions and
Abydynges, yf the parishe within the whiche they shalbee
founde shall not. .provide for them. 1662 Act 14 Chas. IIt

c. 12 § 1 To such Parish where he or they were last legally
setled either as a native Householder Sojourner Apprentice
or Servant for the space of forty dayes. X773 Observ. State
Poor 77 Children whose parents settlements cannot be dis-

covered and illegitimate children, are all settled wherever
they are born. 1814 Maule & Selwyn A*. B. Rep. I. 380
If the pauper lived 40 days under that assignment we should
hold him settled in the parish.

e. To furnish (a place) with inhabitants or

settlers.

170a Propos. Effectual War in Amer. 18 The. .selling
and fortifying that large Island of Newfoundland. 1768 J.
Byron Narr. Patagonia (ed. 2) 112 The country hereabouts
..is so circumstanced as to discourage the most sanguine
adventurers from attempts to settle it. 1823 Cobbett Rur,
Rides (1885) I. 321 Margate. .is so thickly settled with
stock-jobbing cuckolds at this time of year, that [etc. ]. 1855
Kingsley Westw. Ho! xiii, Your .. brother, sir, is better
bestowed than in settling Newfoundland.

Y f. To establish, set up (an institution, a busi-

ness, etc.) in a particular town or country. Obs.
158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. \.

xxx. ^5 He was come thether..to settle a trade in ye citie.

1624 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 16 Hee
should have a howse and there to settell a factorye in his
towne of Pullasera. X645 Duhye IsraeCs Call (1646) 48
Next unto the Schooles of the Prophets (whereof besides
the Universities, it weie to be wisht that some lesser ones
might be setled in every Province). X687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenot's^ Trav. 11. 157 This might be made one of the
richest Cities in the World, because of the commerce that
might be settled there. X705 De Foe Consolidator Wks.
1840 IX. 354 They, .settled a sub-cash, depending upon the
grand bank, in every province of the kingdom. X773 Life
N. Frowde 6 Having by his frequent Voyages settled a good
Correspondence on the Continent.

f5. To fix, implant (something) in (a person's
heart, mind, etc.). Obs.
1560 Ingelend Disob. Child G ij, All such sayinges as in

my mynde At the fyrst tyme ye studied to sattell. 1579
Lodge Def. Poetry 6 Witt hath wrought that in you, that
yeares and studie neuer setled in the heads of our sagest
doctors. 1607 Shaks. Timon v. i. 54 What a Gods Gold. . ?

lis thou that Setlest admired reuerence in a Slaue. 1646
Sir T, Browne Pseud. Ep. 1. ix. 37 [Poets' inventions]
selling impressions in our tender memories, which our ad-
vanced judgements, doe geneially neglect to expunge. 1690
Locke Hum. Und. iv. vii. § 11 Before Custom has setled
Methods of Thinking and Reasoning in our Minds.

+ 6. To set firmly on a foundation ; to fix (a

foundation) securely, lit. and fig. Obs.

1560 Bible (Geneva) Prov. viii. 25 Before the mountaines
were setled.. was I begotten. 1583 H. Howard Def. Pois.
Supposed Prophesies A j b, The higher any man will rayse
his toppe, the lower must he settell hys foundation. 1590
Spenser F. Q. ii. xii. 1 That goodly frame of Temperaunce
. . Formerly grounded and fast setteled On firme foundation
of true bountyhed. X604 E. GIrimstoneJ D'Acosta's Hist.

Indies vi. xiv. 461 The water is so deep as they can not
settle any foundation. x666 Stillingfl. Serm. (1673) 2t

That the glory of the City may not be laid upon the tears

of the Orphans and Widows, but that its foundations may
be setled upon Justice and Piety.

II. To come to rest after flight or wandering.

+ 7. inlr. To take a seat, sit down (? OE.). Of
the sun : To set. Obs.

[c 1000 ? Implied in setlung
t
sitting down, setting (of the

s\in),La/nbethPs.cxxxv'ui,2 1 Sax. Leec/td. III. 266.] c X350

Will. Palerne 3452 Till pe semli sunne was setled to reste.

8. Of a bird, flying insect : To take up a position

of rest from flight ; to alight on something.
X3.. K. A lis. 484 Him thoughte a goshauk with gret

flyght Setlith on his beryng [MS. Bodl. settleb on his her-

bergeynge]. Ibid. 488 A dragon out of his den flygth . . And
setled [MS, Bodl. settleb]..On the stude there the quene
was. X728 Congress of Bees in A rbuihnofs Misc. Wks,

(175O H. 135 The Bees.. all settled. X79X Cowper Yardley

Oak gx Time was, when, settling on thy leaf, a fly Could
shake thee to the root. 1845 J. Coulti-r Adv. in Pacific

iii. 29, 1 have often seen flocks of snipe, .settling to the left

of the town. 1859 Tennyson Merlin <$ V. 221 The gnat

That settles, beaten back, and beaten back Settles. 1875
EncycL Brit, I. 260/1 The common blue fly which settles

011 meat.
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fig. 1601 Shaks. Alls Welt in. L 21 All the honors that

can flye from vs, Shall on them settle. i6n — Wint. T.

lv. ul 106 This man..(hauing flowne ouer many knauish

professions) he setled onely in Rogue. 1781 Cowper Re-
tirem. 672 A mind, .after poising*her advent'rous wings,

Settling at last upon eternal things. 1843 Tennyson Gard.
Dau. 220 We coursed about The subject most at heart,

more near and near, Like doves about a dovecote, wheeling
round The central wish, until we settled there.

b. Of things, esp. flying or floating objects, also

trans/, andyf^-. of darkness, silence, etc. : To come
down and remain.

13- . E. E. AUit. P. C. 409 Muche soi^e benne sattelect

vpon segge Ionas. c 1380 Sir Fentmb. 3281 pat fyr bat

setlede so on be walle 3erne hit gan to brenne. 1715 Pope
Iliad iv. 527 Shades eternal settle o'er his eyes. 1779
Mirror No. 50 r 4 A deep gloom settled on his spirits. 180a
Mar, Edgkworth Moral T. (1816) I. 232 The dust which
had settled on the white figures. 1810 Scott Lady of L.
1. iii, And silence settled, wide and still, On the lone wood.
1829 Chapters Pkys. Set. 239 The dog had inhaled the

noxious air which, sinking to the bottom, had settled there.

1864 E. Yates Broken to Harness I. xv. 271 You find..

a

yellow fog settling down. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neigkb. III. ix. 208 Suddenly from out of the dark a hand
settled on my arm. 1890 R. Bridges Shorter Poems in.

ii. 3 The snow came flying.. Stealthily and perpetually

settling and loosely lying.

9. To come together from dispersion or wander-

ing, fa. Of a body of persons : To direct their

course to a common point. Obs.
1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2465 Thane the price mene prekes,

and proues beire horsez, SatHies to be cete, appone sere halfes.

b. Hunting. Of hounds : To keep steadily to

the scent.

1781 Beckford Th. Hunting xiv. 185 By this time his

hounds get together, and settle to the scent. 1837 [Apperley]
Chace (1852) 44 The scent being good, every hound settles

to his fox. 1885 Field 7 Feb. 148/2 The music of the pack
as they settled to the line. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 551/2
Hounds settle like bees upon the line.

10. Of things : To lodge, come to rest, in a
definite place after wandering.
1622 Vennkr Via Recta (ed. 2) 190 Those crude and super-

fluous humors.. fluctuating from part to part, doe at length
settle and produce morbificall affects, a 1634 Chapman
Revengefor Hon. v. i, Where like a fixt Star 't [sc. love's

flame] settles, never to be removed thence. 1660 Stanley
Hist, Pkilos. xi. ix. { 6 (1687) 764/2 The Earth at first

wandred up and down..; but in time growing thick and
heavy, it setled down immoveable. 1682 Creech Lucretius
vi. 202 The Earth. .Inclining only from its usual Plain,
Then turns, and settles in its seat again. 1829 Scott Anne
ofG. ii, Down went the huge fragment,.. settling at length
in the channel of the torrent.

b. Of pain or disease : To establish itself in or

on a definite part of the body.
1594 Kvd Cornelia in. i. 99 And suddamly..A chyl-cold

shyuering (setled in my vaines) Brake vp my slumber. 1768
Earl Carlisle in Jesse Sehvyn <y Contemp. (1843) H- 3or
A cold which chose to settle in my eyes. 1856 Julia K.v.a-
nach Rachel Gray xviij A cough settled on her chest. 1877
Five Yrs. Penal Serv. x. 26 Poor A. caught a cold he never
recovered from; it settled on his lungs.

C. Of the wind : To become ' set ' in (at, into)

a specified quarter.

1626 Bacon New Ail. 1 But then the Winde came about,
and setled in the West for^ many dayes. 1628 Digby Voy.
Mediterr. (1868) 75 It continued all day verie foule weather
. .: in the end it settled a stifle gale at N.W, 1719 De Koe
Crusoe 1. (Globe) 40 [The hurricane] came about to the
North-West, and then settled into the North.East. 1773
Life A*. Froivde 140 A.. Storm., which in the space of forty-

eight Hours varied to every Point of the Compass, and at
length, settled in the East by North.

d. Of affections, etc. : To come after wandering
to, become fixed on an object.

1628 Feltham Resolves 1. xxx. 95 Findingmy affections settle

to them [sc. the world's choicest solaces] without resistance,

I cannot but distrust my selfe. 1639 S. Du Verger tr.

Camus' Admir. Events 16 Friendship is not idle where it

settles, it presently falls to worke. 1714 Sped. No. 605 r 6
When Time hath worn out their natural Vanity, and taught
them Discretion, their Fondness settles on its proper Object.
1884 Manch. Exam. 17 May 4/7 The interest. .which led

to the inquiry too ojten evaporates or settles on some new
object before it is finished.

11. Of persons : To cease from migration and
adopt a fixed abode ; to establish a permanent
residence, take up one's abode, become domiciled.
Also with down.
1627 Bxrl Manch. in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)

1. 267, I hope to be settling at Kimolton for a while. 1683
Wood Life 1 Sept. (O.H.S.) III. 158 He setled for a time
in Shropshire.^ 1719 De Foe Crttsoe 1. (Globe) 1 My Father
being a Foreigner of Bremen, who settled first at Hull.

1779 Lady A. Howard in Jesse Selwyn <y Contemp. (1844)
IV. 235, I.. go into Hertfordshire on Sunday. When I

come to settle, I hope, Mr. Selwyn, you will do me the
favour to call upon me. 1874 Green Short Hist. i. $ 3. 25
If trouble befell the Christian preachers who came settling
among them. 1891 Law Times XCII. 127/2 Riley had left

his father's house.. for America, where be intended to settle

down. 1904 Dor. P. Hughes Life H. P. Hughes i. 6 When
he finished his wanderings as a Methodist preacher.. and
settled in Carmarthen as a supernumerary.

b. Of a people : To take up its abode in a foreign

country. Also, to establish a colony.
a 168a Sir T. Browne Tracts(i68s) 138 The Saxons settling

over all England, maintained an uniform Language. 1700
Evelyn Diary 4 Feb., The Parliament voted against the
Scots settling in Darien. 1716. Shelvocke Voy. round
World 358 They are secure from the attempt ofany K urupean

nation to settle on them. 1872 Freeman Europ. Hist. xiii.

§ 28 (1874) 277 So men tried to get more freedom by settling

in distant lands. Thus the French Huguenots tried to settle

in America.
indirectpassive. 1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific xi. 147
The greatest surprise I experienced was, that they [these
islands] were not colonized and settled upon long before this.

12. = to settle oneself (sense 3). Sometimes of
birds, etc. with mixture of sense 8. To settle in :

to dispose oneself for remaining indoors.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xvii, The little irritable citizens

[sc. bees], who were settling in their straw-thatched mansion
for the evening. 1827-35 Willis Idleness 55 When . . the birds
settle to their nests. 1833 Lady Morgan Mem. (1862) II.

377 On my return, settled in to write. 1839 Tennyson
Geraiut 250 Like a clamour of the rooks At distance, ere
they settle for the night. 1864 E, Yates Broken to Harness
I. xv. 272 The inhabitants of the neighbouring houses had
pulled their blinds down and settled in for the night. 1865
Kingsley Herew. xiii, The clang of the wild-fowl settling
down to rest. 1902 ' M. Fairless' Roadmender 24 The
child.. extracted from the basket a small black cat, and
settled in for the afternoon.

III. To descend, sink down ; to lower. [From
sense 8.]

13. To sink down gradually by or as by its own
weight. Of the ground : To subside. Of a struc-

ture or part of a structure : To sink downwards
from its proper level.

C1315 Shoreham Poems \. 758 Ase ober mete Into by
wombe hy^t sedlyb. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. IVace (Rolls)
8186 pen schok be ground [v.r. be grounde satled]. c 1440
York Myst, xxxhi. 248 Whan it [sc. a standard] sattles

or sadly discendis. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 440/2 Saggyn, or
sallyn[??va<z'satlyn](/\satelyn),£as.j<7. 1545ASCHAM Toxoph.
(Arb.) 131 For with shoting it [sc. the feather] wyll sattle and
faule very moche, 1576 Lambakde Peramb. Kent 287 Y8

very earth.. did continually, for euer after, setle and sinke
downeward. a 1597 Peele David

fy
Bethsabe 11. iii. (1599)

Ejb, As doth the daylight settle in the west. 1601 [see
Sag v. \\ 1693 Moxon Meek, Exerc. (1703) 256 These
Arches.. must be made of Bricks and Morter that are very
food,.. that they do neither settle nor give way. 1751
abelye Westm. Bridge 76 The.. Pier.. was observed to

settle. 1791 W. Hutchinson Treat. Pract. Seamanship 15
Which caused their.. floors to sag downwards, so much
as to make their hold stanchions amidships, .settle from the
beams. 1868 Rep, U, S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 251 The
single-row fence..must sag and settle toward the ground,
if pleached without staking. 1898 Watis-Dunton Aylwin
1. 1, The dibris.. again falling and settling into new and per-
manent shapes. Ibid., A great mass of loose earth settled,

carrying me with it in its fall.

jb. fig. Of feeling, conviction : To sink deeply
into (the mind, heart). Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 24225 And al be baret bat he bar, It

setteld [Gott. satlid] in bi hert ful sare. 1513 Moke in
Grafton Chron. (1568} II. 814 This olde adage so sanke, and
setled in my heade, that [etc). %s*$St. Pafcrs Hen. VIII,
IV. 361 And nowe the said newes doe satell and synke into
the Scottes myndes. 1574 Dee in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)
35 Onely God can make the perswasion of the truth hereof
to settel into the bottom of your Lordships hart.

70. ? trans/. Of troops: To fall back, yield

ground, retire. AUo trans, (causatively). Sc. Obs,
1513 Douglas sEnets ix. xiii. 28 Turnus a lityl. .Begouth

frawart the bargane to withdraw, And sattyl towartis the
ryveris syde alaw. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III.

429 So cruell counter. .Quhilk satlit hes the Sutheroun far

abak Beyond the place quhair that tba first began, a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 97 Ane com-
?anie of fresche men . . come so fercelie wpoun the Earle of
luntlieis wangaird quhill they war compelHt to satill a

littill abak. Ibid. 275 Thay causit the inglismen to sattill

fronie thame.

+ 14. trans, (causatively). a. To lower in condi-

tion ; to reduce in degree. Obs. rare.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810} 225 pis legate Ottobone

mad a cursyng hard . .& som of ber heyres . . it peyres,& som
has satled sore.

^ c 1350 Will. Palerne 4562 pe comli quen
of palerne oft crist bonked, pat . . hade setteled hire sorwe so
sone, bat was huge.

b. To lower (a commodity, rent) in price or
value. Also inlr.

f
to go down in price, dial.

1812 m W. Cudworth Round abt. Bradford'(1876) 412 Mr.
Joseph Dawson settled his coals at Wrose Pit from seven-
pence to sixpence a load. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.
s.v., Corn's sattled a vast sen last market. Ah's quit at
May-day gin he weeant sattle me [/'. e, reduce my rent] a bit.

1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., Arter all this dry weather,
an no keep, stock's bound to settle.

+ 0. lo put down to the original place. (Cf. 2.)

1731 Miller Gard. Diet., s.v. Cucumis, If you find your
bed too hot, it is but raising up the Baskets, .and when the
violent Heat is over, they may be settled down again.

15. Naitt. a. intr. Of a ship : To sink gradu-
ally ; also with down,
1819 Byron ^uan 11. xliv, The ship was evidently settling

now Fast by the head. 1836 Uncle Philip's Convers. Whale
Fishery 289 The ship began to settle down in the water.
trans/. 1818 Scorr Hrt. Midi, i, The ancient vehicle used

to settle quietly down, like a ship scuttled and left to sink.

1840 F. D. Bennett Narr. Whaling Voy. II. App. 174 The
whale will occasionally sink in the horizontal position, or, as
it is technically expressed, * settle down '. 1873-5 Henley
In Hospital xiii. Bk, Verses (1888) 22 Raised, he settled

stiffly sideways: You could see the hurts were spinal.

b. trans. To diminish the height of, to reduce

to a lower level (a deck, topsail), f Also, to cause

(the land) to appear lower in the water by receding

from it (cf. Lay v.l 5).
a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) To Setle

a Deck. i6a6 Capt. Smith Acetd, Yng. Seamen 28 We
shall haue wind, sattle your top sailes. 1669 Sturmy

Mariners Mag. \. ii. 17 Settle our fore and main Top-sails
two thirds of the Mast down. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I,

Settle a Deck, is the Word at Sea for taking a Deck lower
than it was at first. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780),
Settled, lowered in the water ; as, we have settled the land,
or sunk it lower, by sailing further out to seaward. This
phrase is usually opposed to raising. 1867 Smyth Sailors
Word-bk., To settle, to lower;., as..' we settled the land'.
1 Settle the main topsail halliards ', i, e, ease them off a little,

so as to lower the yard.

16. intr. Of soil, loosely compacted materials:
To subside into a solid mass. Of new masonry or

brickwork : To become consolidated by its own
weight and drying of the mortar.
1560 Ingelend Disob. Child Fj, I wyll make thy skyn to

rattell, And the braynes in thy Scull more depely to sattell.

1618 W. Lawson New Orch. <r Garden vii. (1623) 20, 1 shake
the Set easily to and fro, to make the earth settle the better
to his roots. 1664 Gerbier Counsel 11. 27 See the Morter
well tempered, since if unequall in thicknessej that which
js thin, will cause the work to settle more in one place then
in the other. 1791 Mawe & Abercrombie Every Man his
own Gardener 157 Shaking the plant gently as the earth is

filled in, to cause it to settle clo.se between all the roots and
fibres. 1800 Wellington in Gurw. Desp. (1837) I. 60 The
people cannot build more than about a foot and a half in a
day which must be allowed to dry and settle for three or
four days. 1828-33 Webster, Settle, to sink after being
heaved, and to dry ; as, roads settle in spring after frost and
rain. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., 'lis a maain gurt
heap, but he on't look so big arter he've a settled a bit.

b. To shrink in size. dial. (? obs.) and techn.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 12 When sheepe are first

Eutte out of the closes into the field, they will sattle and goe
acke extreamely for the space of a weeke. 1889 C. T. Davis

Bricks v. 139 The bricks are now ready to shrink, or as it is

termed in burning, to 'settle '.

o. trans. To cause to subside into a solid mass;
to consolidate, compact. Also with down, home.
161 1 Bible Ps. Ixv. 10 Thou waterest the ridges thereof

abundantly; thou settlest the furrowes thereof. X669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 68 With the Rammer give two or
three strokes more to settle it home. 1673 Ray Joum.
Loiv C. 123 Mud or Clay, .which in tract of Time hath been
setled together and hardned. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 75 A short Breakfast upon the Crumbs
of Comfort well settl'd down with a humming Stroke at the
Brandy-Bottle. 171a J. James tr. Le Blond's Gardening
106 The Earth should be trod upon to settle it. 1751
Labelye Westm. Bridge 91 They are all built.. and both
the Abutments of the Bridge compleated and settled. 1791
Mawe & Abercrombie Ev. Man his own Gardener 157 If
they are watered as soon as planted, it will settle the earth
about all the roots. 1828-32 Webster, Settle, to cause to
subside after being heaved and loosened by frost ; or to dry
and harden after rain. Thus clear weather settles the roads.
1845 Florist's Jrnl. 33 Then give the whole a good watering
to settle the soil.

IV. To come or bring to rest after agitation.

17. intr. Of a liquid : To become still after

agitation or fermentation, so that the suspended
particles or impurities are separated as scum or

sediment. Also in figurative context.
c 1467 Noble Bk. Cookry{\%%2) 101 Sye it throughe a clothe

and let yt stond and setelle. 1471 Ripley Comp. Alch. v. x;

in Ashm. (1652) 150 For they together lyke lyquyd Pyche
that tyde, Shall swell and burbyll, setyll, and Putrefye.

1530 Palscr. 698/j. And so for wyne, or ale, or any thynge
that fyrst swelleth and afterwarde sattylleth. 1560 Bible
(Geneva) Jer. xlviii. n Moab..hathe setled on his lees, &
hathe not bene powred from vessel to vessel, a 1634 Chap-
man Trag. Chabot I. i. 197 And not be like a dull and stand-
ing lake, That settles, putrefies, and chokes with mud.
1758 Reid tr. Macquer's Chym. I. 298 If you let the turbid
water settle, and distill the sediment. 1799 G. Smith
Laboratory I. 290 Pour the ingredients of the three glasses
into one, stop them up, and let them settle. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. 361 The mixture is left to settle.

1866 Lowell Study Wind., Swinburne's Trag., Goethe, in
whose capacious nature, .the spiritual fermentation of the
eighteenth century settled and clarified.

b. trans. To cause (liquor) to deposit dregs or

work off impurities ; to clarify.

1599 Sir J. Davies Nosce Teipsum Introd. xi, So working
seas settle and purge the wine. 1883 Harper's Mag. Mar.
578/1 Should the coffee be settled with an egg or with
fish-skin ?

O. Soap-making. To refine or purify (soap) by
fusing in water or weak lye.

1906 L. L. Lamborn Manufi Soap ix. 343 Soap to be filled

with soda-ash solution.. may be settled finer or thinner!
i.e., more heavily hydrated than the various kinds of soaps
just mentioned.

18. intr. Of suspended particles or impurities in

a liquid : To come to rest after agitation or dis-

turbance ; to collect as scum or sediment by
gravitation ; now chiefly (with mixture of sense

13), to sink to the bottom as sediment. Also to

settle out. K\s>ofig,
C1420 Pallad. on Husb. xii. 480 Whanne her dregges

sattled doun beth go. c 1425 tr. Ardeme's Fistula etc. 59
Poudry resolucions which, .ar. .putte out with be vryne.
And for bai ar heuy and erbi bai satle in be grounde. 1626
Bacon Sytva § 14 The Wine setling in the top.. and the
Water descending & setling in the bottome. 1630 R. John-
son Kingd, fy Commiv. 14 The melancbolike ihumoursj..
remaine, and as dregges settle at the base of all their actions.

1634 Milton Co/nus 595 But evil., shall., mix no more with
goodness, when at last Gather 'd like scum, and setl'd to it

self It shall (etc.). 1678 Moxon Meek. Exerc. vi. 102
Especially if the Small Beer chance to be new, and its Yest
not well settled horn it. 1695 Woodward Nat, Hisi, Earth
11. 75 That which had the least Gravity sinking not down
till last ol all, settling at the Surface of the Sediment.
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i860 Maury Phys. Gcog. Sea (Low) xiv. § 587. 326 When

thev die their shells settle to the bottom. 1883 Haldane

Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 302/2 The liquor is kept.. in a fluid

condition, to allow mechanical impurities to settle out.

19. Of passion: To subside, calm down. Of the

brain, mind, etc. : To become calm or composed.

itti Savile Tacitus, Hist. It xv. 61 The feare, which at

firstis most terrible, settling by litle and l.tle. 1611 Shaks.

Wiut T iv iv. 482 Then till the fury of his Highnesse settle

Come not before him. 1680 Dryden Span. Friar 11. 1, Your

fury then boil'd upward to a foam ; But since this message

came you sink and settle, As if cold water had been pour'd

on you. 1693 Prior ' While blooming Youth ' 28 The Heat,

with which thy Lover glows, Will settle into cold Respect.

1779 Johnson Let. Mrs. Thrale 28 Oct., I dined on Tuesday

with'4
* 'and hope her little head begins to settle. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi, xvi, Better let her mind settle a little. 1813

— Quentin D. xxviii, Risks which raise a man's blood so,

that, by Saint Andrew, it will not settle for an hour or two.

b. Of persons : To become composed ; to com-

pose oneself to sleep ; to come to a quiet or orderly

state after excitement or restless activity. Also with

down.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.) I. tii

He waxit irefull aganis all consperatouris bot zeit waldsettill

of his ire sa sune as they became penitent of thair offences and

cryme. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 69, 1 again perceive The sooth-

ing influence of the wafted strains, And settle in soft musings

as 1 tread The walk. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxxi, It is im-

possible to settle down after this, and why not go, in a party,

to the play? 1896 Bodkin Ld. Edw. Fitzgerald xm,
Maurice Blake was too excited.. to settle at once to sleep.

c. To settle down : To subside into indolence or

contentment.

18S3 F. W. Faber All/or Jesus (1834) 3*8 It is incredible

how soon people can make themselves comfortable in low

things. . . If it were not for this fatal facility of settling dentin

[etc.). 1863 Lady Morgan's Mem. II. 22 Lady Morgan was

always anxious that Sir Charles should exert himself and

not settle down into indolent comfort.

20. trans. To quiet, tranquillize, compose (a

person, his mind, brain, nerves, etc.); to allay

(passion). Also refl.

1530 Palsgr. 698/1, I sattyll, or sober, or appayse my selfe

from myne anger, or anypassyon,./* me rassis. 1550 Bale

Apol. 30 If all thys wyll not sattle his wyld wytlesse head.

a 1619 Fletcher Mai Lover iv. i, How still he sitts : I hope

this Song has setled him. 1684 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. (1900) 12

Hoping that sleep might settle his brains, with all haste

they got him to bed. 1694 Congreve Double Dealer 1. i,

We'll.. drink a dish of tea to settle our heads. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Manch. Strike i. 8 A glass of gin. .to settle him

to his sleep. 1848 Leigh Hunt Town (1906) 581 [Charles II]

was a rapid and constant walker, to settle his nerves. 1865

Trollope Belton Est. xiii, Cold pudding is good to settle a

man's love.

b. To settle the stomach : to check vomiting or

nausea.
1663 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 195 There is not any

thing that.. settles the stomack better than this herb doth.

1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club)

129 The minister.. made a large pot of coffee,.. declaring it

to be the finest thing to settle the stomachs of the whole

company. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Dis. vi. 122 Effervescing

mixture often helps to clean the tongue and settle the stomach.

c. To recover from the effects of (drink).

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events 62 They
let him sleepe.and whilest he setles his drinke, the Duke
prepares [etc].

21. To quiet with a blow ; to knock down dead

or stunned ; to finish, ' do for '.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xm. 587 It settled him, and set his

spirit gone Amongst the hands of his best friends. 1660

Fuller Mixt Contempt, l xxvii. 44 They [of Northampton-

shire] used to say when at Cudgel playes..one gave his

Adversary such a sound blow, as that he knew not whether

to stand or to fall that he Settled him at a blow, a 1661 —
Worthies, Lancash. (1662) 1. 124 He [Lambert] at Preston

gave the Scotch Army such a Blow, as setled or stun'd it.

1709 Brit. Apollo II. No. 44- 3/1 Clowns. .Call it Settling

a Man when they knock him down dead. 1738 Swift Pol.

Conversat. 103 There's nothing will settle me but a Bullet.

1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding Ho., ' She says she'll settle

her missis's life,' replied Mrs. Tibbs. ' The wretch ! they're

plotting murder.' 1888 Kipling Soldiers Three, In Matter

ofa Private, ' Come to ' laughed Simmons, sending a
cartridge home with his thumb. ' Not before I've settled

you an* Jerry Blazes.'

b. To settle (a person's) hash : see Hash sb. 3 b.

1822 A. Thornton Don Juan II. xii, Which, -settled his

hash, or, to speak in the language of real science, floored him.

o. To compel to cease from opposition or annoy-

ance ; to silence, nonplus.

1850 Dickens Dav. Copp. xi, [He] rebelled against my
being so distinguished [as to be called by my Christian

name], but Mick Walker settled him in no time.

+ 22. In occasional physical uses : a. trans. To
steady, keep from quivering, b. In passive, of the

blood : To cease to move or pulsate, c. intr. of

the eyes : To become set. Obs.

1591 Shaks. Rom. ty Jul. iv. v. 26 Alas shee's cold, Her
blood is setled and her ioynts are stifle. 1615 G. Sandys
Trav. 267 His tongue hung out and his eyes setled in his head.

1631 Gouge Cods Arrows 111. § 48. 273 To settle his hand,
and to make it the more steddy. .Aaron and Hur staid up
his hands. 1834 Miss Ferrier Inher. viii, ' Miss Pratt

!

'

cried the Earl, in a tone enough to have settled quicksilver

itself.

23. intr. To come to an end of a series of

changes or fluctuations and assume a definite form or

condition. Const, in, into. Also to settle down (to).

1684 Burnet Th. Earth 1. v. 53 The Chaos, .was wrought
by degrees from one form into another, till it setled at length
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into an habitable Earth. 1731 Aruuthnot Aliments vi.

(1735) igi Our Aliment in the Form of Chyle, .is whitish
;

by . . Circulation it runs through all the intermediate Colours,

till it settles in an intense Red. 1828 D'Israeli Chas. I,

II. ii. 32 The elements of war are often gradually accumulat-

ing before they settle into an open rupture. 1851-4 Tom-
linson's Cycl. Use/ul Arts (1866) I. 775/2 [The ball of glass]

settles by cooling into a form similar to that of Fig. 1078.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. vll. vi. II. 236 The Duke .. brushed

blue, then red, and various colours ; at length settling into

steady pale. 1859 Habits o/Gd. Society vii. 250 This smjle

should not settle into a simper. 1900 ' Q ' Old Fires viii,

Young men who have run through all beliefs by the age of

twenty and settled down to a polite but weary atheism.

b. Of the weather : To become steadily fine.

Also, to settle (in) for : to come gradually to a

steady condition of (rain, frost, etc.).

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 106 As soon as the Rains

were over, and the Weather began to settle. 1818 Scott

Rob Roy xiv, Howsomever, I'm no denying that it may
settle. .till Monday morning. 1825 Hone Every-day Bk. I.

879 His cautious neighbour.. waited for the weather to

'settle'. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell Sylvia's L. (ed. 2) I. xiv. 294
The air was very still, settling in for a frost. Mod. It seems

to be settling for a storm.

o. To settle down : to drop into a regular or

uniform rate of movement.
1899 Daily News 5 June 3/7 Sweet Mart colt settled down

with a clear lead.

V. To render or become stable or permanent

;

to fix or become fixed in a certain condition.

24. trans. To ensure the stability or permanence

of (a condition of things, a quality, power, etc.).

C1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 2405 Til that youre sighte

ysatled [v.r. ystabled] be a whyle Ther may ful many a

sighte yow bigile. 1526 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV. 441

Till the peax were some deall moore firmely satilled. 1569

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 667 To settill and estableis

universall peace. 1610 B. Jonson Masques, Sp. Pr. Henry's

Barriers Wks. (1616) 969 Th' increase Of trades and tillage,

. . Begun by him [Edw. I.], but settled and promou'd By the

third Heroe of his name. 1648-9 Eikon Bos. xiii. 106 Other

violent motions.. shall never either shake or settle my Reli-

gion. 1693 Locke Educ. % 41. 43 Thus much for the Setling

your Authority over your Children in general. 1710 Pri-

deaux Orig. Tithes lv. 172 After they had settled peace

between the Father and the Son. 1748 Anson's Voy. 111.

vi. 345 The eastern monsoon was now, we reckoned, fairly

settled. 1833 Tennyson Lotos-eaters 127 'Tis hard to settle

order once again.

fb. To adopt firmly (an opinion, mental atti-

tude). Ol/s.

01586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 38 They rather in-

creased new doubts, then gaue him ground to settle any
iudgement. 1697 Cibber Woman's Wit ill. 34 When he

does that, I shall know how to settle my Opinion. 1756

Toldervy Hist. 2 Orphans IV. 210 Mr. Richmond had
settled so great a respect for that accomplished gentleman,

that he could not suffer him to depart [etc.].

25. To fix.make steadfast or constant (awavering,

irresolute or doubting person, heart, mind, etc.).

Const, in, to.

1435 Misyn Fire 0/Love 99 perfore my mynde to pi power
take & make itt stabyll, bat.. my mynde so in be sattyld so

in bi lufe byrne bat, with no chauns..it be kelyd. 1535
Coverdale Ecclus. ii. 2 My sonne,.. sattle thine hert, and
be pacienl. 1581 in Allen Martyrdom Campion (1908) 49
If a man were not setled in his religion this were inough to

convert him. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. 11. ii. 246 If Beauty,

Wisedome, Modesty, can settle The heart of Anthony.
x6n Bible Col. i. 23 If ye continue in the faith grounded
and setled. 1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events
52 He kept back his anger, and setled his minde to suffer,

ance. 1643 Baker Chron. (1653) 475 All these being..

Papists yesterday, and to day Protestants, who being scarce

setled in their Religion, how should they be setled in their

Loyalty? c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson
(1846) 26 There was no opinion which he was most settled

in, . . but he would patiently and impartially hear it debated.

1714 Swift Public Spirit of Whigs 5 It is a Pamphlet..

against the Ministry..; it will settle the Wavering, confirm

the Doubtful. 1720 De Foe Capt. Singleton xix. (1840) 331

However, William settled my mind to more prudent steps

than these. 188a Mozley Remin. (ed. 2) I. 61 A sermon
designed to recall and settle the troubled spirits of Oxford,

. . in what to him was the faith and practice of his forefathers.

26. a. refl. To fix one's attention upon an object;

to make up one's mind to do something ; to dispose

or set oneself steadily to some employment. Now
usually with mixture of sense 20, to compose oneself

after excitement or restlessness and apply oneself

quietly to work. (Often with down.) b. intr. In

the same senses, t Also, to become fixed or stead-

fast in (affection, etc.).

a. 1530 Palsgr. 698/1 The mans mynde is so wandringe
that he can sattell hym upon nothyng. 1548 Elyot Diet.,

Compararc se ad respondendum, to prepare or settle hym
selfe to make an answere. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Episl.

356 Let vs take the axe,, .and settle our selues to cleauing

and riueing. 1579 Hake Newes out o/Poivles i. (1872) Bib,
Then Paule began..To settle forth him selfe to speake.

C1582 M. Phillips in Hakluyt's Voy. (1600) III. 432, I

could neuer throughly settle my selfe to marry in that

countrey. 1675 Dufta Rules Devotion 70 When thou art

therefore setling thy self to thy devotions. 1833 Ht. Mar-
tineau Briery Creek iv. 78 When I settle myself down to

my pursuits. 1881 Shorthouse J. Inglesant II. 378 After

some talk of this nature we settled ourselves to our music

and to tune our instruments.

b. 1576 Pettie Petite Pallace 65 She began to settle so

surely in good wyl towardes him. 1667 Pepys Diary 1 June,

It troubles me to see how hard it is for me to settle to it \sc.

business] sometimes when my mind is upon pleasure. 1699

Dampier Voy. II. 11. vi. 128 When the violent Storm.. took
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us, I was but just settling to Work. 1756 Walpole Let. Con-

way 22 Jan., The Opposition, like schoolboys, don't know
how to settle to their books again after the holidays. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair lix, His daughter could not induce

him to settle down to his customary occupations. 1865 Mrs.
Gaskell Wives <$• Dau. I. xix. 215 She went down into the

drawing-room, and could not settle to anything. 1883 Law
Times LXXVI. 118/2 The horse, .when checked . .broke into

a canter, and would not trot and settle down to its work
afterwards.

27. To secure or confirm (a person) in a position

of authority, an office; to install permanently,

establish in an office, an employment.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 187 b, When Kynge
Henry was somewhat setteled in the realme of Scotlande.

1553 Bale Vocacyon 42, 1 thought my selfe. .wele satteled

in the bishoprycke of Ossorye. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.

(Sommer) 180 After the death of Tiridates, and setling

Erona in her gouernement. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav.

35 He beheaded and strangled most of them . . to settle him-
selfe in a more quiet tyranny. 1660 Wood Life Dec.
(O. H. S.) I. 360 Many . . being absent from the University
either to get, or settle themselves in their preferments.

1694 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. 111. i. (ed. 18) 356
How a Clergyman becomes settled in a Living. 1705 De
Foe Consolidator Wks. 1840 IX. 354 They went on to settle

themselves in all sorts of trade in open companies. 1857
Kingsley Two Y. Ago I, i, He had made to himself a prac-

tice large enough to enable him to settle two sons well in

his own profession.

b. (Chiefly Sc. and U.S.) To appoint (a

minister) to the charge of a parish ; also, to ap-

point a minister to (a parish). In U.S. also intr.

:

see quot. 1828-32.
1719 Wodrow Corr. (1843) II. 448 The Presbytery of Ayr

are appointed, .to go on and settle the parish. 1726 Ibid.

III. 253 That Mr. Chambers being now settled, the Magis.

strates..and Communicants in Aberdeen, .could not be

deprived of him. 1756 in [N. Morren] Ann. Gen. Assembly
Ch. Scot. (1840) II. 77 That the blood of the parish of Nigg
would be required of them if they should settle a man to the

walls of the kirk. 1773 Boswell Johnson r May, In some
cases the Presbytery having refused to induct or settle, as

they call it, the person presented by the patron. 1828-33

Webster, Settle, to be ordained or installed over a parish,

church or congregation. A. B. was invited to settle in the

first society in New Haven. 1890 Mary E. Wilkins Far-

away Melody, etc. 32 He was settled over a neighbouring

parish [New England].

28. To establish (a person) in the matrimonial

state. Phr. to settle in the world or in life. Now
chiefly refl. and pass.

1566 Kinwelmarshe Jocasta 1. in Gascoigue's Wks. (1907)

I. 247 Thou knowst what care my careful! father tooke,

In wedlockes sacred state to settle me With Laius. 1693

Dryden Ovid's Met. ix. Iphis cy lanthe 70 The fond

Father thought the time drew on Of settling in the W01 ld

his only Son. lanthe was his choice. 1704 Steele Lying
Lover 11. i. 27, I therefore have resolv'd to settle thee, and

chosen a young Lady, witty, prudent, rich and fair. 1772

Foote Nabob ill. (1778) 71 And as to my young cousins

within, I hope we shall be able to settle them without Sir

Matthew's assistance. 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Doubts i F. iii, The prudent gentlewoman . . wishes to settle

her daughter. 1831 T. L. Peacock Crotchet Castle v, I have

been very much in love; but now I am come to years bf dis-

cretion, and must think . . of settling myself advantageously.

1864 Trollope Can youforgive her! vii, How are you to

settle yourself in life if you don't care for them [sc. amuse-

ments] ?

b. intr. ' To establish a domestic state (J.) ;

chiefly in phr. to marry and settle, to settle in life.

1718 Prior Alma 11. 49 As people marry now, and settle,

Fierce love abates his usual mettle. 1738 Swift Pol. Con-

versat. 102 Why don't you marry, and settle ? 1833 De
Quincey Conf. 29 My landlady .. had but lately married

away and ' settled ' (as such people express it) for life. 1830

M. T. Sadler Law Poput. I. 564 Their very object in

leaving their native countries is to settle in life, a phrase that

needs no explanation.

f 29. To establish (a person) in legal possession

of property. To be settled of: to be seised of.

1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 10 This man dying without heires

males, his said brother came up to the State, that he might

be setled in his inheritance. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng.

I. xli. (1689) 64 If the man was settled of such estate..and

died, his Wife surviving,.. she had her Dower, or third part

of such estate of inheritance.

30. To secure (payment, property, title) to, on, or

upon (a person) by decree, ordinance, or enactment.

1635 Burges Pers. Tithes 32 By yeelding that to be a Due,

which the Law hath setled vpon the Minister. 1651 Hobbes
Leviath. ill. xl. 250 The succession to that Office was setled

upon Aaron, and his heirs after him. 1659 Milton Consid.

Means to remove Hirelings title. p., Wherein is also dis-

coure'd . . whether any maintenance of ministers can be

settl'd by law. 1697 Dryden jEneidi. 8 Hc.setl'd sure

Succession in his Line. 1708 Constit. Watermen's Co. lv,

So much Money as shall from time to time be settled to and

for each of them in the Poor's List. 1765 Blacksione

Comm. I. 1. iii. 207 They therefore settled the crown, first

on king William and queen Mary.. for their joint lives.

1859 Miss Piddington Last ofCav. xxxiv, The conditions

on which the crown was to be settled. 1863 H. Cox Inst.

111. iii. 620 The statute settling the present title to the Crown.

b. Of a private individual : To secure (property,

succession) to, on or upon (a person) by means of

a deed of settlement.

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Somerset. (1662) 11. 37 She would

have setled on that House Lands to the value of five hundred

pounds per annum, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 Jan. 1692,

Boyle . . had settled a fund for preachers who should preach

expressly against Atheists [etc. ]. 17" Addison Sped. No.

106 r 6, I ..have settled upon him a good Annuity for Life.

1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 137 It Tiecame usual, on mar-
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riage, to settle by express deed some special estate to the

use of the husband and his wife, for their lives, in joint-

tenancy or jointure. x8i8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 285 A
tenant for life, with power to settle a jointure. 1844 J.

Williams Real Prop. (1877) 103 The modern English cus-

tom of settling the family estates on the eldest son. 1884

Flor. Marryat Under Lilies xiii, The day that Miss Rayne
becomes Lady Coombe, I will settle a thousand a year on
her for her private use.

C. absol. Tomake a jointure (see Jointure^. 4).

1713 Garth Epil. to Cato
t
He sighs with most Success that

settles well.

+ d. intr. Of an estate : To pass legally. Obs.

a 1626 Bacon Use ofLaw (1629) 65 Vpon Feofments and
Recoveries, the estate doth settle as the vse and intent of
the parties is declared.. before the Acts was done.

31. trans. To subject to permanent regulations,

to set permanently in order, place on a permanent
footing (institutions, government) ; to bring (a

language) into a permanent form.

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxvi. § 4. 223 The greatest

felicitie they wish to the common wealth . . is that. . no faulte

may be capitall besides dislike of things setled in so good
termes. 162$ Selden in Lett. Lit. Men. (Camden) 143 For
the Library is not yet so setled as that books may not be
lent if the founder will. 1642 J. M[arsh] Argt. cone. Militia

1 The King refusing to settle the Militia for the defence and
securitie ofhis people. 1643 Baker Chron. (1653) 93 King
Richard at his going out of England, had so well setled the

Government of the kingdome, that [etc.]. 1659 Milton
Treat. Civ. Poiver Eccl, Causes 44 {They] who think the

gospel . . cannot stand or continue.. unless it be enacted and
settled, as they call it, by the state. 1662 Bk. Com. Prayer^

For the High Court 0/ ParIt., That all things may be so

ordered and setled by their endeavours, upon the best and
surest foundations. 171a Swift Propos. Corr. Eng. Tongue
45 If You will not take some Care to settle our Language,
and put it :nto a state of Continuance. 1849 Macaulav
Hist. Eng. v. I. 575 The government should be settled on
principles favourable to liberty. 1874 Green Short Hist.

viii. § 10 They proceeded at once to settle the Government
on a Parliamentary basis. 1886 T. L. K. Oliphant New
Engl. II. 1 Tyndafe, Coverdale, and Cranmer had done so

much to settle our language.
absol. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug. 1660, The National

Assemblies beginning to settle, and wanting instruction.

1718 Prior Solomon 11. 704 Her Will alone could settle or

revoke; And Law was ftx'd by what She latest spoke.

t b. To vest the control of (something) in a

person. Obs.
1671 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. 11. 279 Besides, the

fore-mentioned forces there is the standing Militia. .setled

in the King.

C. To settle one's estate, one
y

s affairs : to arrange

for the disposal of one's property, the payment of

one's debts, etc., esp. with a view to one's death,

removal to a distance, or retirement from business.

Occas. with up.
In the first quot. perh. rather: to render one's worldly

position secure (sense 24).

165a Bp. Hall Rem. Wks. (1660) 144 Oh the poor and base
thoughts of men t How may I raise my house? how may I

settle my estate ? a 1700 Evelyn Diary 10 Sept. 1647, Being
call'd into England to settle my affaires after an absence of
about 4 yeares. 1710 Steele Tatlsr No. 164 P 6, I several

months since made my Will, settled my estate, and took
leave of my friends. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe n. (Globe) 555
He had settled all his affairs so well at Bengal, and left his

Effects in such good Hands, that [etc.]. 1884 J. Gilmour
Mongols xxxi. 363 They.. are expected to settle up their

affairs and return to their remote abodes. 1894 A. Robert-
son- Nuggets 84 Besides, hasn't he settled his affairs—made
his will, in fact, most sensibly.

VI. To fix (what is uncertain), to decide (a

question).

32. To appoint or fix definitely beforehand, to

decide upon (a time, place, plan of action, price,

conditions, etc.) ; + to adjust (one's action) to

something.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot, ix, II. 158 The

Wardanis setlis a day. 1608 Chapman Byron's Trag. in. L

50 My lord, I stand not on these deep discourses To settle

my course to your fortunes. 1754 Cowper Ep. R. Lloyd 31

Thus, the preliminaries settled. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia vi.

v, His journey to Bristol was settled to take place in three

days. 1798 Sophia hBECanterb. T., YoungLady's T. II. 164

Having settled his route , . [he] set out. 18*5 Cobbett Rur.
Rides(i%%$) II. 14 The allowance settled by the magistrates

for a young, hearty, labouring man ! 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
I. iv. iv, The Hall is ready : the very costume [of the De-
puties], as we said, has been settled. 1867 Mrs. Oliphant
Madonna Mary III. xiv. 236, I came that it might be all

settled out of hand, 1891 ' J. S. Winter ' Lumley lii, 'Then
it's as good as settled,* he remarked, smiling broadly.

+ b. To appoint or arrange (something to be

done or to take place). Obs.

1694 Penn Trav. Holland 162 Being the first monthly
meeting that was setled for Frieslandt. 1705 New Jersey
Archives XI. 13 These are to give notice, That Her Majesty
..Hath settled Packet-Boats for the West-Indies. 1709
Steele Tatter 143 r 3 There is a Stage-Coach settled from
the One-Bell in the Strand to Dorchester.

O. To fix by mutual agreement.
1620 R. Cocks Diary (HakL Soc.) II. 122 Capt. Speck

came ..to talke about going to Nangasaque to Gonrok
Dono, to settell the price of the lead. 1687 Miege Gt.

Fr. Diet. s. v., We have at last settled that Business. 17x6

Addison Freeholder No. 23 ? 3, I think it is very con-

venient there should be a cartel settled between them.

1786 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 8 Aug., The conversation

concluded with nothing being settled. 1834 Miss Ferrier

Inher. viii, All these matters Deing settled, Miss Pratt then

accepted the arm of her companion. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair iv, If a dear girl has no dear Mamma to settle matters
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with the young man. 1896 Bodkin Ld. Edw. Fitzgerald

xi, Meanwhile the two seconds were settling the fatal

formalities in the library.

d. intr. To come to a decision ; to decide to do

something ; to decide upon (a plan of action, an

object of choice).
178a Miss Burney Cecilia iv. vii, Two other young ladies,

who were.. settling to dance in the same cotillon. 1814
Mme. D'Arblay (Miss Burney) Wanderer (1817) I. 122 A
comedy that we have been settling to massacre. 1833 Ht.
Martineau Manch. Strike xii. 127 The masters met and
settled that they would give no more than the medium
wages. 1867 Mrs. Oliphant Madonna Mary III. xiii. 222

This was what Will had always intended and settled upon.

1885 H. Finch-Hatton Advance Australia! 196, I settled

to shift my camp up the creek. 1886 Hardy Mayor Casterbr.

xxiv, But settling upon new clothes is so trying.

33. trans. To decide, come to a fixed conclusion

on (a question, a matter of doubt or discussion)

;

to bring to an end (a dispute) by agreement or

intervention,

1651 Hobbes Leviatk. 1. iv, 15 In Geometry, .men begin
at settling the significations of their words; which settling

of significations, they call Definitions. xfi66 Boyle Orig.

Formes fy Qual. 11 1 This being thus setled in the First place,

we may in the Next consider, that [etc.]. 1716 Addison
Freeholder No. 53 F 3 Casuists.. that will settle you the

right of Princes. 1793 Blackstone's Comm. (ed. 12) I. 114

note, At the great council assembled in 1072, to settle the
claim of precedence between the two archbishops. 1883 Laiu
Rep. 11 Q. B. Div. 575 In settling the value of a copyhold
fine. 1886 Manch. Exam. 16 Jan. 5/4 The dispute at

Llandulas quarries has been settled. 1895 Rowlands in

Law Times XC1X. 564/2 Now that this point has been
definitely settled, it seems too clear for argument.

b. With indirect question as obj.

1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 282 Mr. Tyrold intreated

him to stay till they had settled how to get rid of the business.

1874 Symonds Sk. Italy <$ Greece (1898) I. xii. 237, 1 have to

settle with myself what I mean by art in general.

O. Of a fact or argument : To be decisive of (a

question).
1825 Cobbett Hist. Prot. Reform. (1899) xvi. § 468 There !

that settles the matter. 1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago Introd.,

You shall see enough to-day to settle for you the question

whether we old-country folk are in a state of decadence.

d. Law. To decide (a case) by arrangement

between the contesting parties. More fully, to settle

out of court.
1900 Daily News 14 Feb. 6/4 After one of the plaintiffs.

.

had been in the box, it was agreed to settle the case.

e. To put beyond dispute, establish (a principle,

1 fact) by authority or argument.
1733 Arduthnot Ess. Effects Air v. 97 Another Fact,

I

settled by a fair Experiment of the ingenious Mr. Hales, is,

! that [etc.], 1883 Kay in Law Rep. 24 Ckanc. Div. 107 It is

j

well settled that the transmissibility of contingent inteiest

is a doctrine applying equally to real and personal estate.

34. intr. To arrange matters in dispute, to come

j

to terms or agreement with a person.

15*7 St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 272, I have first depeched
' Monsr Gregory, who, after he hathe satelled with Mons' de
! Lotrik. .shall [etc.]. 1647 Caldiuell Papers (Maitiand Club)

I. no For my awin chargis. .in settling w'y* ladle, and resav-

ing of y* rents. 168* Rec. Scott. Cloth. Manuf. New Mills

j

(S.H.S.) 33 Ordered thatt upon settleing with Smith in the

teerms thatt the rest of the silk stocken men are upon thatt

he have a gratuity of3 lege dollars. 1800 Paget in P. Papers

(1896) I. 191 It was not till yesterday that I was enabled to

settle with the Master of an English Merchantman for my
conveyance.

b. To make an arrangement, compound with a

creditor.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 197 In extra-judicial

arrangements for settling by composition, no creditor can be

required to accept the composition offered, unless he pleases.

1855 Thackeray Newcomes II. xxxii. 294 The reverend

Baptist Bellman.. had helped himself to 73,000 I. more, for

which he settled in the Bankruptcy Court. 1885 LawRefi.
15 b. B. Div. n The underwriters of the ship ultimately

settled with her owners at 88 per cent.

85. trans. To close (an account) by a money
payment; to pay (an account, bill, score); also

dial, to write ' settled * to a bill, to receipt (it).

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. s. v., To settle an Account,
regler un Conte. 1765 Foote Commissary 1. (1782) 26 Let

us settle accounts, Mr. Paduasoy ; you'll see no more of my
money. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story ii, [At the

foot of a bill.] Settled, Juliana Gann. 1848 — Van. Fair
xxxiv, I'd best go and settle the score. 1868 Atkinson
Cleveland Gloss, s. v., Gan an' pay John Lewis' bill, an*

mahnd an' git him to sattle 't.

fig- >794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udoipho xxxiii, If I was
they, I would settle accounts with myself, for all my hard
fighting, the same way. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C.

xvi. 148 What an awful account these wicked creatures will

have to settle, at last, especially for being lazy ! 1887 W. E.

Norris Major <$ Minor III. xi. 199, I am here to settle

accounts with you, my fine fellow. 1 suppose you thought

it was a very safe thing to insult and desert a girl who had
nobody at hand to protect her except an old man.

b. absol. or intr. To settle accounts by pay-

ment. Chiefly const, with.

1788 Clara Reeve Exiles III. 105, I was obliged to go to

the inn to settle with the landlord. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans
II. 192 He had still upwards of ,£300 in his hands, for

which he would be ready to account whenever he chose to

settle. 18J7 Scott Chron. Canongate i, Some change that

was due to me on settling with my landlady. 1844 Mac
aulay in Trevelyan Life {1876) II. 155, 1 then called to the

steward, and pretended to be very anxious to settle with him
about some coffee that I had taken. 1873 Money Market
ix. (ed.3)ii3The * settling' days occur twice in each month,
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when the transactions of the preceding fortnight are settled

for in cash. 1886 Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v.,

I went and begged o' un vor to settle ; he've a got a plenty

o' money.
fig. c 1820 S. Rogers Italy^ Arqua 40 When he had done

and settled with the world.

VII. 36. Comb. : f settle-brain, something

that calms the brain ; settle-down, nonee-wd.
t
a

flock settling down.
1629 Ford Lovers Mel. 11. ii, Sir, is your stomacke vpyet?

get some warme porredge in your belly, 'tis a very good settle-

braine. 1640 Brome Antipodes v. vii, I have yet an enter-

tainment for him, Of better Settle-braine, then Drunkards
porridge. 1692 Tryon Good Housetv. xxvi. 213 Coffee is

the Drunkards Settle-brain. 1855 Browning Clean 15 Like
the chequer-work Pavement.. Now covered with this bettle-

down of doves.

Settleable,^- nonce-ivd. [-able.] Capable of

being settled.

1837 Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 202 He seemed to consider

the whole thing as settled, or, at least, settle-able without

any difficulty.

Settled (se't'ld), ppt. a. [f. Settle v. + -ed*.]

1. Of mental states, purposes, habits, etc. : Fixed,

firmly embraced or implanted ; become regular or

customary; unchanging, undeviating.

1556 Heywood Spider fy F. ii. 8 Oh sodayne sorowe,

from setled solas. 1568 GismondofSalerne iv. iii. 17 There
stayed in me so settled trust, that thy chast life.. wold not

haue yelded to vnlawfull lust. 1599 Thynne Animadv.
(1875) 12 But I judge the beste, for in dobtes I will not resolue

with a settled iudgemente. a 1617 Hieron Penancefor Sin
xv. Wks. 1628 I. 235 A settled bent of the soule, in nothing

to sinne against God. 1693 Norris Pract. Disc. Div. SuH.
(1722) IV. 17 For alas what is a Mode or Fashion, but only

a continued and settled Practice of a great Many? 1712

Addison Sped. No. 349 T 7 He died under a fixed and
settled Hope of Immortality. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 778 Where
..His virtuous toil may terminate at last In settled habit

and decided taste. 1796 Southey Mary, Maid ofthe Inn
i, Her silence implies The composure of settled distress.

1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 41 To remain to the end of life

destitute of any settled religious opinions, 1874 Green
Short Hist. iv. § 5 It was his settled purpose to fling off the

yoke of the Baronage.

b. Of the mind, character, etc. : Rendered staid,

steadfast, or sober.

1557 Toilets Misc. (Arb.) 203 Pacience thy setled minde
dothe guide and stere. 1604 Shaks. Ham. (Qo. 2) iv. yii.

81 For youth no lesse becomes The light and carelesse liuing

that it weares Then setled age, his sables, and his weedes.

1611 — Wint. T. v. iii. 72 No setled Sences of the World
can match The pleasure of that madnesse. 1650 H. More
Observ. in Enthus. Tri. (1656) 96 What you have delivered

..concerning the Soul of man. .might become a man of a

more settled brain than Anthroposophus. 1670 Dryuen
Tyr. Love 11. i. 16 Nor pride nor frenzy, but a setled mind.

1821 Scott Kenilw. xii, Wayland, now a man of settled

character.

C. Of the countenance or bearing : Indicating a

settled purpose, mind, character, etc.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 111 With a setled

countenance, not accusing any kind of inwarde motion.

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. hi. i. 90 This outward sainted

Deputie, Whose setled visage, and deliberate word Nips
youth i'th head. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf.

1. 225 With. .a graue countenance, a settled gate, and words

well plaste. 1680 Otway Orphan 11. iv, In your settled

Face And clouded Brow methinks I see my Fate. 1825

Scott Betrothed xv, Rose saw her cheek assume a paler but

more settled hue, instead of the angry hectic which had
coloured it. 1839 G. Darley Nepenthe n. 31 Antiquity,

thou Titan-born! That..Iook'st with dim but settled eye

O'er thy deep lap.

2. Of a matter in dispute, an arrangement, regula-

tion, etc. : Determined, decided, enacted or agreed

upon. Of a truth, a principle : Established, placed

beyond dispute.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 82, I finde it now for a setled

truth, which earst I accompted for a vaine talke, that the

purple dye will neuer staine [etc.]. 1638 Junius Paint.

Ancients 11 It is then expedient that we should not

wander, but rather follow a settled short way. 1662

j. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 325 Those who
are entertain'd into his Service have a setled pay at all

times. 1666 Stillingkl. Serm. (1673) 21 That there be no
complaining.. in the Churches for want of a settled main-
tenance. 1749-50 Johnson Rambler No. if 1 The settled

and regular forms of salutation which necessity has intro-

duced into all languages. 1803 Vesey's Chanc. Cases (1827)

XI. 537, I cannot upon any doubt of mine. .shake what is

the settled law upon the subject, i860 Ruskin Unto this

Last iv. § 60, I wish this were a settled question in London
markets. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. in. 386 We look to

have from him a settled day When we must change our faith

or bide the worst.

b. Phr. A settled thing (or matter), used pre-

dicatively (often — something about which there

is considered to b* no room for doubt or question).

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, ' I thought ', said he, .

.

' that

was a settled matter— they are continually together '. 1839

Thackeray Stubb's Cat. Apr. (1841) 305 She was told to call

me her little husband ; and she did ; and it was considered

a settled thing from that day. 1845 Disraeli Sybil v. vii,

' Is it a settled thing between Lady Joan and Mr. Mount-
chesney ? ' l Not the slightest foundation. . .She is not in a
hurry to marry*. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Cranford vii, Still,

it was not at all a settled thing that Mrs. Fitz-Adam was to

be visited. 1864 E. Yates Broken to Harness I. xv. 272,

The twilight had been a settled thing for at least an hour.

1868 H. Blackburn Artists <$• Arabs i. 7 At Marseilles,

where.. it is an understood and settled thing that every

Englishman is on his way, to or from Italy or India.

3. Of affairs, an institution, or the like : Estab-
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lished on a permanent footing and under fixed

conditions or regulations.

1648-9 Eikon Bos. xvii. 149 Since the first Age, ..not one

Example can bee produced of anie settled Church, wherein

were manie Ministers and Congregations, which had not soni

Bishopabove them. i6SoHubbart PillFormality \*p Man
..in his most settled estate is altogether vanity. 1672-5

Comber Comp, Temple (1702) 7 Such a liberty therefore can-

not be granted in a setled Church. 1714 De Foe Mem. Cava-

lier (1840) 259 The parliament had no settled army. 1765

Johnson Shaks. Wks. (1773) I. Pref. D8, Grammatical and
settled languages. 1794 Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 254 Settled

governments have not the bold resources ofnew experimental

systems. 184a Tennvson ' You ask me, why ' iii, A land of

settled government. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 119

A settled age can imperfectly comprehend an age of revolu-

tion. 1883 P. H. Hunter Story Daniel i. 8 At such time

as this, .when the settled order of things was breaking up.

4. Fixed in place or position ; having a fixed

abode.
1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 11. v. 106 But now thy Vnckle is

remouing hence, As Princes doe their Courts, when they are

cloy'd With long continuance in a settled place. 161 1 Bible
1 Kings viiL 13, I haue surely built thee an house to dwel in,

a setled place for thee to abide in foreuer. 1633 P. Fletcher
Pise. Eel, 1. xvii, The setled rock seem'd from his seat

remove. 1645 Direct. Lords <$ Comm. for Elect. Ruling-
Elders 2 In the place where his most setled dwelling and
imployment doth He. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 9 Mar. 1652,
No more intending to go out of England, but endeavour a
settl'd life, either in this or some other place. 1735 Johnson
Lobo's Abyssinia Descr. i. 47 They. .live like the Arabs,
without any settled Habitation. 1830 M. T. Sadler Law
Popul. 1. ix. 146 Since mankind have become more settled

and numerous. 1862 Stanley Jew. Ch. (1877) I. x. 191
Becoming a settled . . instead of a nomadic people.

b. OF an ailment : Fixed in the system.
1811 Lady Morgan Mem. (1862) I. 479 A bad cold and a

settled cough.

5. Of weather of a specified character : Estab-

lished and maintaining itself without change or

break (cf. Set<x. 6 c). Of wind: Blowing continu-

ously in one direction.

1628 Dicby Voy. Mediterr. (1868) 8 The current did then
sett strongly out of the straightes, which I vnderstand is

vsuall after settled Leuant windes. 1710 Loyal Mourner 9
The smiling Aspect of Earth, Sea, and Air, All for a lasting

Calm, and Settled Fair. 1710 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 72
Now it began to be settled fair Weather. 1737 [S. Bering-
tonJ G.de Lucca's Mem. (1738) 143 It was the most settled

and downright Rain fas the Saying is) that ever I saw. 1798
S. Rogers To Friend on Marr. Poems (1812) 162 And settled

sunshine on her soul descend 1 18x8 Byron Juan 1. exevi,

As roll the waves before the settled wind. 1837 Southey
Poems IV. Pref., Raising my spirits to the degree of settled

fair. 1870 L'Estrange Life Miss Mitford I. v. 136 What
is a ttiunder shower . . to settled, set-in, bad weather ?

b. Of weather (without other specification) :

Calm and fine.

1717 in J. O. Payne Rec. Eng. Catholics jyjj (1889) 156
Such brave settled weather as't has been ever since you left

us. 1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Crtcumis, Towards the
latter End of May, when the Weather appears settled and
warm. 1830 T. Moore in LadyMorgan*sMem. (1862) II. 312,
1 am preparing to take advantage of the very first appear-
ance of more settled weather.

t 6. Of a liquid : Not flowing, stagnant, coagu-
lated. Also of wine : That has * settled on the lees \

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV
% iv. iii. 112 The warming of the

Blood : which before (cold, and setled) left the Liuer white,
and pale. 1604 Drayton Moyses 11. 36 The fleet hurrying
flood.. As a black lake or setled mansh stood At th'exten-
sure of the Hebrewes wand. 1659 Howell Vocab. Arts fy

Sci. xvin, Settled wine ; via riposato ; vin rassis. 1681
Crowne Hen. VI

t
iv. 58 His Face is black and swell'd with

settled Blood.

7. That has sunk down or subsided. Of earth :

Compacted, consolidated.
1642 Hexham Princ

%
Art Milit. n. (ed. 2) 48 The stopping

which is made newly is not so firme as the old setled Earth,
which hath lain a long time in it. 1751 Labelye Westm.
Bridge 80 The further Loading of the settled Pier would be
dangerous.

8. Of a person : Established in life, esp. by
marriage; brought into a regular way of life.

a 1706 Evelyn Mrs. Godolphin (1888) 128 Wee will looke
vpon this Lady now, as a setled Woman, and in the Armes
of that excellent Person the most worthy to possess her.

1777 Sheridan Sck. Scandal 11. iii. Plays (1902) 169 Mercy
on me—He's greatly altered—and seems to have a settled
married look. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock ' (Miss Murfree) In
Tennessee Mts. 83 A settled married man, a-behavin' no
baiter 'n them fool boys.

b. Established in an office or living ; spec, of
Presbyterian ministers (cf. Settle v. 27 b).

1773 Ann. Reg. 148 Mrs. Greevewas to have procured the
place of a settled-tidesman for Mr. John Smith. 1785 Gentl.
Mag. LXIV. 11. 301 The settled Relief minister at Irvine.
a 18x7 T. Dwight Trav. New-Eng. (1823) IV. 397 In the year
1798 there were.. two hundred and forty-two ministers; of
whom thirty.three were without any charge ; or, in the lan-
guage of New-England, were not settled ministers.

9. Of an estate or property : Secured to a person
by a legal act or agreement ; held by a tenant for
life under conditions defined by the deed.
1856 Act 19 <$ 20 Vict. c. 120 {title), An Act to facilitate

Leases and Sales of Settled Estates, /bid. § 1 The Term
Settled Estates'., shall signify all Hereditaments., and all

Estates., which are the Subject of a Settlement. x88a Act
45 <t 46 Vict. c. 38 {tttle\ An Act for facilitating Sales,
Leases, and other dispositions of Settled Land. 1889 Whar-
ton's Law Lex. (ed. 8), Settled land, land limited by way
of succession, to a person other than the person for the time
being entitled to the beneficial enjoyment thereof.

560

10. Of a country : Peopled with new-comers

;

colonized. Also settled-tip.

1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 12 In the settled part of it,

the land is divided into smaller farms. 1839-40 W. Irving
Wolferfs Roost, etc. R. Ringwood (1855) 196, I had relatives

in Lexington, and other settled places. 1897 Beatrice
Hakraden Hilda Strafford 146 She had seen some of those
settled-up parts.

11. Of soap : Refined by fusing in water or weak lye.

1898 G. H. Hurst Soaps vii. 228 Three chief varieties of
hard soap . . known as ' curd ', ' fitted ', or, in America,
'settled', and 'run' soaps. 1906 L. L. Lamborn Manuf.
Soap ix. 328 Settled Rosined Soap.

t Settledly, adv. Obs. [-ly2] In a settled

manner.
1602 Warner Albion's -Eng. xm. Epit. 360 The fwstrKjngf

dome.. was Kent. ..It setledly began about the yeerc.475.
a 1617 Wizwoa Penancefor Sin x\m. Wks. 1628 I. 265 When
hee doth aduisedly, and setledly, and with deliberation and
purpose doe that which is naught. 1635 Strafford Lett.

(1739) 1. 412 To shew you how chearfully and settledly I re-

main Your Lordship's, .most humble Servant, W^ntworth.
1668 H. More Div. Dial. iv. ii. (1713) 291 Those that either

slight or misbelieve Christianity . . do not seriously or settledly

believe there is a God. 1692 T. Beverley Concil. Disc. 5
Men, among whom Scripture is setledly receiv'd.

Settledness (se't'ldnes). [-Ness.] The state

or quality of being settled (in various senses).

Frequent in 17th c.

1S71 Golding Calvin on Ps. i. 1 The ' seate ' by which
word he betokeneth . . the settlednesse that is concieued ofthe
continuall custome of liuing. 1607 Beaumont Woman Hater
v. iii, Conn. You are your selfmy Lord, I like your setel'dnes.

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman eTAlf 1. 151 Their eyes
[turn] to a swolne settlednesse & dulnesse of look. 1642
Fuller Holy 4- Prof. St. m. xxiv. 221 § 1 The Scythian
wandring Nomades,. .wanting both civility and settlednesse.

1648 Bp. Hall Breath. DevoutSoul wx\v. 53 Lord, work my
heart to so firme a setledness upon thee, that it may never be
shaken. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxiii. (1665) 248
Setledness and stediness of mind, a 1676 Hale Prim. brig.

Man. 11. vii. (1677) 196 The Antiquity and Setledness of this

Monarchy, a 1866 Grote Exam. Utilit. Philos. xii. (1870)

195 The discriminateness or settledness, with which moral
notions present themselves to the mind. 1875 J. H. Rigg
Living Wesley 11. ii. 43 The pleasant and old-fashioned

settledness of the town of Epworth. 1877 Bryce Trans-
caucasia fy Ararat i. 25 The general want of settledness

[in Russia] is seen in the ease with which the population
move from place to place.

Settlement (se-t'Iment). [f. Settle v. +
-ment.] I. The placing of persons or things in a

fixed or permanent position.

1. The act of fixing (a thing, material or imma-
terial) in a secure or steady position ; the state of

being so fixed ; a fixed or steady position.

1648 Bp. Hall Breath. Devout Soul § 3. 3 Can. ye hope to

finde rest in any of these sublunary contentments. Alas?
how can they yeeld any stay to you, that have no settlement

in themselves? 1677 Yarranton Engl.' Ttnprov.' 5 The
Winds and Tide trouls them [sc\ the Sands], and give them
a settlement along the Shores. 1825 Scott Talistu. xii,

Bring, if thou canst, thy wavering understanding to fright
settlement for a minute or two. 1837 Disraeli v*eneiia 1.

xii, A vast trunk uprooted from its ancient settlement. 190a
Allbutt in Encycl. Brit % \sd. to) XXX. 611/2 Even more
set diseases began to lose their settlements, and were recog-
nized as terms of series, as.transitoryor culminating phases.

2. Establishment of a person in life, in marriage,

in an office or employment.
1651 Walton Life Wotton in Reliq. Wotton. 04 b, This

[sc. the Provostship of Eton Coll.] was a faire setlement for

his minde. 1660 R. Coke Justice Vind. 21 A magistrate of
an hour's settlement is as much a magistrate as if he had
been one never so long. 1692 R. L'Estbanqe Fables cexci.

254 Every Man. .Applies himself, ttqward thi Attaining of
his End ; whether it be Honour, Wealth, Power, or any
other sort of Advantage, or Settlement in tb,a* World. 1749
Smollett Gil Bias in. i. (1782) I. 212, I shall find no diffi-

culty in procuring for you a good settlement. 1788 Gibbon
Dect. <$• F. Iii. V, 445 Thirty thousand Persians, who had,

obtained service and settlement in the Byzantine empire.
1861 Mrs. H. Wood E. Lynne xji, That Mr. Carlyle was
not of rank equal to hei* own she scarcely remembered : East
Lynne seemed a very fair settlement in life,.. superior to

the home she was .now in. i86x Tivo Cosmos I. 294 Con-
trary to all that Mr. Caicd had ever dreamed or planned
for a settlement of his daughter in the married state.

3. Legal residence or establishment in a particular

parish, entitling a person to relief from the poor
rates ; the right to relief acquired by such residence.

166a Ad 14 Chas. Ift c 12 § 3 If the person, .shall not
returne to the place aforesaid when his . . worlce is finished .

.

it shall not bee accounted a Setlen^ent in the cases above-
said. 1689 in G. T. Lawley Hist. B'ilston (1891) 59 For-
asmuch as some persons by sculking w'in this Constable-
wick, have surreptitiously gain'd a settlement here. 1704 J.
Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit, 1. 111. x. (ed. 21) 425 There is

a Workhouse in Bishopsgate-Street, for employing, .all such
as have no Settlement. 172a De .Foe Plague (1754) 113
Many of them were without what, we call'legal Settlements,
and so could not claim of the Parishes- - 1791

l G. Gam-
bado ' Ann. Horsein. (1809) xvii.. 13$, But 1 soon convinced
'em he had not staid 16ng ^n^birgh In' the parish to gain a
settlement. 1857 A. Mayhew P&vid withhold Introd. iii;

At one Union . . they had tolfct ht% 'tfcSt ahtfnust go back to

where she had been born, iiwrhbr aeHiament was there. ; 1898
Daily News 20 July-8/4, 'itfie'ajtpeai involved a question as
to the settlement of a pauper., who was born at Plymouth*
but had done no act to^ama settlement.

4. The act of settling oneself, or state of being

settled, in a fixed place pr position, in a permanent
abode, etc.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 9 Mar. 165*, I went to Deptford,

SETTLEMENT.
where I made preparation for my settlement, no more in.

tending to go out of England. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 112 This little wandring Journey, without settled

Place of Abode, had been so unpleasant to me, that my own
House, as I call'd it to my self, was a perfect Settlement to

me, compar'd to that. 1791 Ld. Auckland Corr. 12 Dec.
Jrnl. % Corr. (1861) II. 396 Nothing can be known till the

settlement in the new house and in society is completed.
1882 Besant Revolt ofMan iv. 85 She began . . with a com-
fortable settlement in the chair, which meant a good long
talk.

5. In Presbyterian churches : The placing or
installing of a minister in a pastoral charge.
1723 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 14 Our settlements are

turning extremely vexatious. 1835 Jamieson Suppl. s.v.

Settle v., A congregation is said to get a settlement, when
the Pastor is introduced to the discharge of the pastoral
bfitce among 'them, S. 1842 W. M. Hethebington Hist,
fch. Scot. 666 Great opposition was made to the settlement
by the pious parishioners.- 1854 H. Miller Sck. 4- Schnt.
ii. 31 Gillespie had been deposed, .for refusing to assist in

the disputed settlement of Inverkeithing.

6. The act of settling as colonists or new-comers ;

the act of peopling or colonizing a new country, or

of planting a colony. (Cf. sense 14.)
Phrase, to effect a settlement.

1827 P. Cunningham N.S. Wales II. 83 It would be well,

also, to attempt the cultivation of tea in some part of our
colony, by a settlement of Chinese. 1850 W. Mure Lit.

Greece 1. v. § 1. 89 The settlement of Oriental colonies in

Greece produced no sensible effect on the character either

of the language or the nation. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. A nn.

(1863) II. iv. 1. 170 A band of pioneers effected a settlement
on the southern part of Argyleshire. »874 Green Short
Hist. iv. § 2 We have traced the rudiments of our Constitu-
tion to the first moment of the English settlement in Britain.

1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 Sept. 5/1 That region is now divided
into four distinct provinces—Assiniboia, Saskatchewan, Al-

berta, and Athabasca—in all of which, except the last, settle-

ment is rapidly progressing.

transf. 1896 Newton Diet. Birds 897 Being a great wan-
derer, it [sc. the Tree-Sparrow] has effected settlements even
in such remote islands as the Faeroes.

II. Arrangement or regulation (of affairs, etc).

7. The act or process of regulating or putting on
a permanent footing; the act of establishing (public

affairs, etc.) in security or tranquillity ; the state

of being settled and established ; a settled arrange-

ment, an established order of things.

1645 Durye Israel's Call(i6^6) 47 Then look to the further

settlement of the civill state. Ibid. 48 With the settlement

of the Church, as a body compact together. 1661 Cowley
College Ess. etc. (1906) 254 That every third year (after the
full settlement of the Foundation) the Colledge shall give an
account. .of the fruits of their triennial Industry. 1681 H.
Nevile Plato Rediv. 23 People . . who think that the growth
of Popery is our only Evil, and that if we were secure against

that, our Peace and Settlement were obtain'd. 1696 Evelyn
Let. Wotton 30 Mar. Diary (j&yg) III. 484 In religious mat-
ters::. I could not but discover in him the same free thoughts
which he had of philosophy. . . For the rest always conform-
able to •the present settlement. 1716 Addison Freeholder
No. 50 1 6 A sufficient force for the reformation of such dis-

©rders,.and the settlement of the publick peace. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 197 These [sc. manufactures and commerce]
are the offspring of peace and settlement. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 555 A settlement such as Argyle would have
made, .seemed to them not worth a struggle. 1900 Sat. Rev.
24 Mar. 350 The settlement that should be made after the war.

b. Determination or decision of a question, dis-

pute, etc. ; the establishing of an opinion, the text

of a document, etc.

1777 Priestley Matt, fy Spir. (1782) I. xx. 249 The opinion
..does not seem to have tended to a settlement before the
fifth century. 1855 Paley Mschylus (1861) Pref. p. xi, The
settlement of the text of Aeschylus.. has been a gradual

process of restoration and recovery. 1856 Froude Hist.

Eng. {1858) I. ii. 159 The settlement of the question . . could
not long be delayed. 1866 Lowell Study Wind., Swin-
bttrnt's Trag.

t
That is' an affair of taste, which does not

admit of any authoritative settlement.

8. Law. ^he act of settling property upon a

person or persons ; the particular terms of such an

arrangement ; the deed or instrument by which it

is effected. Often spec. — marriage settlement

:

see Marriage 8.

1677 Yarranton Engl. Improv. 9, I have been a Commis-
sioner in the Third part ofthe greatest Estates in the County,
wherein I have seen the Settlements two ways. 1685 Dry-
den tr. Idylls of Theocritus xxvii. Misc. Wks. 1727 II. 68

My Flocks, my Fields, my Wood, my Pastures take, With
Settlement as good as Law can make, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
30 Dec. 1679, I went to meete Sir John Stonehouse, and
give him a particular of the settlement on my sonn, who
now made his addresses to . . his daughter-in-law. 1731 Swift
Strephon $ Chloe 40 But, Strephon sigh'd so loud and strong,

He blew a Settlement along. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia xx.

vii, All the world, .would approve the connection, and the

settlement made upon her should be dictated by herself.

1848 Dickens Dombey xxx, The deed of settlement, the

professional gentlemen inform me, is now ready. 1858 Ld.
St. Leonards Handy Bk. Prop. Law xi. 69 Your wife .

.

may ..claim a settlement out of it for herself and her chil-

dren. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1869) I. 36 The splendid

settlement which Rudolf was ready to make upon his son.

attrib. 1879 CHAMPNESs/>«wr.Z>/cf. (1883)302 Settlement

Policies, life policies in which are introduced clauses giving

them all the effect of marriage settlements so far as the

moneys assured are concerned.

b. The settling the succession to the Crown.
AetofSetttement,\h& Act passed in 1701 (12 & *3 WUL III,

c. 2) by which the succession to the British crown was settled

Upon Princess Sophia of Hanover and her descendants.

1714 R. Steele {title) The Crisis, or, a Discourse Repre-

senting . . The several Settlements of the Crowns of England
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and Scotland on Her Majesty. 1^65 Blackstone Comm, I.

I. i. 124 These liberties were again asserted.. in the act of
settlement, whereby the crown is limited to his present ma-
jesty's illustrious house. 1827 Hallam Const. Hist. (1876)

III. xv. 179 The immediate settlement of the crown at the
Revolution extended only to the descendants of Anne and
William.

o. Scots Law. The disposition of property or

heritage by will ; also, the document by which
this is effected. Disposition and settlement, a deed
by which a person provides for the disposal of his

property, heritable and movable, after his death.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxxv

}
This lady, .made a general set.

tlement of her affairs in Miss Lucy Bertram's favour. Ibid.

xxxviii, Mr. Protocol .. began to read the settlement aloud
in a slow, steady, business-like tone. 1838 W. Bell Diet.
Law Scot. s. v. Testament^ Testament or Will disposing of
Moveables only. ..Disposition and Settlement or Will dis-

posing of Heritage as well as Moveables.

d. The amount settled upon a person.
1811 T. C. Morgan in Lady Morgan's Mem. (1862) I. 525
My wife's settlement is vested in the Three per Cents.

e. U.S. A sum of money or other property

formerly granted to a minister on his ordination,

in addition to his salary.

1828-32 in Webster, a 1840 Nath. Emmons Aulobiog. in

Bartlett Did. Amer. (Cent.), Before the war began, my
people punctually paid my salary, and advanced one hun-
dred pounds of my settlement a year before it was due by
contract.

9. The settling or payment of an account ; the

act of satisfying a claim or demand, of coming to

terms {with a person).

1729 Act 2 Geo. II, c. 23 § 23 Upon the Taxation and Set-

tlement of such Bill and Demand. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
ix, Ye might say . .that the carline awed ye rent, and that ye
wad allow it in the settlement. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II.

II. v, From the Townhall he. .emits.. fresh plans of settle-

ment with Chateau-Vieux. 1873 Mrs. H. Wood Master
Greylands I.x. 172 In an incredibly short., time., the affairs

of the bank were in a way of settlement. 1878 Mrs. J. H.
Riddell Mother's Darling I. v«. 197 No heavy bills were
sent to Dilfield for settlement.

b. spec. The fortnightly (or, for government
securities, monthly) settling of accounts on the

Stock Exchange.
177a Foote Nabob 11. (1778) 41 For de next settlement,

would your honour be de bull or de bear? 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 23 Dec. 8/2 With regard to Mining markets prepara-
tions are now in full progress for the settlement.

10. In India : The process of assessing the
government land-tax over a specific area.

1789 Earl Cornwallis Let. 2 Nov. CWr. (1859) I. 443 The
Board continued.. to form and issue the necessary instruc-

tions for making a settlement of the land revenues of the
province of Bahar. 1849 Direct. Revenue Off. N. IV. Prov.
Bengal (1850) 7 There are evidently two distinct operations
in the formation of a Settlement. The one is fiscal—the de-
termination of the Government Demand—the other is judi-
cial, the formation of the record of rights.

attrib. 1849 Direct. Revenue Off. N. W. Prov. Bengal
(1830) 27 Directions for Settlement Officers.

III. The act of becoming set or still, sinking,

subsiding, etc.

11. The act of settling and clarifying after agita-

tion or fermentation.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 302 First for Separation ; It is wrought

by Weight; As in the ordinary Residence or Settlement of
Liquors. 1662 Charleton Myst. Vintners (167 5) 156 The
too frequent or violent motion of Wines after their settle.

ment in their vessels. Ibid. 179 They counsel to rack it

from the Milky bottom, after a weeks settlement.

fig. i88x Jowett 'J'hucyd. I. p In the age which followed
the TrojanWar, Hellas was still in process of ferment and
settlement.

b. The deposition of grosser particles or solid

matter. Also concr.
t
a deposit or sediment. 06f,

exc. dial.

1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. s. v., This Liquour is not right,

there is a Settlement. 1692 J. Houghton Coll. Improv.
Husb. No. 9 F 3* I dry'd both the Settlements asunder.

Z39
W. Montagu Let. 16 Aug. in Lady M. W. Montagu's

ttt. (1893) II. 43 They are occasioned by a settlement of
humours, which are removed by exercise. 1739 Labelve
IVestm. Bridge 64 The Tide of Ebb having so long a Time
to deposit its Settlement. 1890 Glouc. Gloss., Settlements,
sediment.

12. A sinking down or subsidence (of a structure,

loose earth, etc).

1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 283 Twelve pieces. .of near

a ton each,.. laid upon the first vaulted floor, without.. the
least degree of settlement. 1799 Kirwan Geol. Ess. 410
After a certain degree of desiccation their masses were
capable of a much closer approach to each other, or of what
builders commonly call settlement. 1820 Tbedgold Car-
pentry § 298 By shrinkage, or settlement, the joints will

bear only upon the angular points of the joint. 1833 De La
Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 135 The whole may be explained
by the settlement of loose sand.. during the violent shocks
of an earthquake. 1842 Gwilt Arc/tit. Gloss., Settlements,
those parts in which failures by sinking in a building have
occurred. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin 1. i, These land-

slips are sometimes followed, at the return of the tide, by a
further fall, called a 'settlement '.

13. The process of becoming calm or tranquil.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vn. v, It is like the settlement

of winds and waters, of seas long tornado-beaten.

IV. An assemblage of persons settled in a
locality.

14. (Cf. sense 6.) A community of the subjects

of a state settled in a new country ; a tract of

Vol. VIII.

country so settled, a colony, esp. one in its earlier

stages.
Back settlement : see Back o.ia, Straits Settlements,

the collective name given to the British possessions in the
Malay Peninsula.

1697 Dampier Voy. I. vii. 163 In some River where the
Spaniards have neither Settlement nor Trade with the
native Indians. 1723 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)
280 Have the Spaniards no.. ports or towns, settlements or
colonies in it ? 1753 Scots Mag. Feb. 65/2 British subjects
in the back settlements. 1776 A. Smith IV. N. 1. viii. I. 89
The present state of Bengal, and of some other of the Eng-
lish settlements in the East Indies. 1844 Brougham Brit.
Const.xvii. (1862) 280 The endless variety of our settlements
in all the most remote quarters of the globe ! 1874 Green
Short Hist. i. § 4 Offa resolved to create a military border
by planting a settlement of Englishmen between the Severn
and the huge 'Offa's Dyke 1

. 1877 Encycl. Brit. VI. 159/1
The English settlements in Virginia, New England, Mary-
land, and Pennsylvania had. .developed into a new nation.

"b. Of a religious community.
1708 J. Chambeklayne St. Gt. Brit. r. 111. i. (ed. 22) 201

According as their \sc. the Quakers'] Settlements are more
Numerous and Thick. 1884 R. Paton Scott. Ch. viii. 75 St.

Finnian had twelve chief disciples, who filled the land with
religious settlements. Ibid. 81 There was the earthen ram-
part enclosing the settlement.

15. In the outlying districts of America and the
Colonies : A small village or collection of houses.
Also, the huts forming the living quarters of the
slaves on a plantation.

1827 O. W. Roberts Voy. Centr.Amer. %\ Theterms settle-

ment and plantation mean the residences of the natives. 1839
Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in Georgia (1863) 18 There are four
settlements or villages (or, as the negroes call them, camps)
on the island, consisting of from ten to twenty houses. 1856
Olmsted Slave States 417 At another plantation..! found
the 'settlement ' arranged in the same way, the cabins only
being of a slightly different form. 1884 ' C. E. Craddock *

(Miss Murfree) In Tennessee Mts. 81 And certainly the in-

stinct of the eagle built that eyrie called the Settlement..
far above the towering pine forest. 1896 Trans. Roy. Soc.
Canada II. n. 210 Topographical terms actually used by the
people of New Brunswick. ..Settlement, rarely village.

10. An establishment in the poorer quarters of a
large city where educated men or women live in

daily personal contact with the working class for

co-operation in social reform.
1884 Oxf. Mag. 23 Apr. II. 171/2 Oxford and East London.

The Executive Committee ofthe University Settlement have
issued a prospectus and appeal for donations towards the
initial expenses of the Settlement. Ibid. 172/1 Nine men
have undertaken to commence residence in the Settlement.
189a Ck. Times 4 Nov. 1094/1 Those 'settlements', or mis-
sions, which have become of late such a striking feature in

the religjous life of London.^ 1904 D. Price Hughes Life
H. P. Hughes ix. 207 A site in the City Road, where it was
proposed to erect premises containing full accommodation for

a Settlement.

Settler (se'tbi). [f. Settle v. + -eh*.]

1. One who or a thing which, settles fixes,

decides, etc
1598 Florio, Acconciatore

t , t& mender, a setler.an ordrer.
1611 Cotgr., Ficheur, a fixer, fastener, setler, or setter in.

1659 England's Universal Distraction 1643s 16 True
Religion is rather a Setler then Stickler in Policy, and
rather confirmes men in obedience to the Government. 1687
Wood Life p Dec. (O.H.S.) III. 245 Mr. AfrthurJ Ch[arlet]
of Trin. Coll., the chief setler of unsetled minds in Oxford.
1825 New Monthly Mag. XVI. 113 He fancied himself a
settler of destinies. 1846 Greener Set'. Gunnery Introd. 6
This powerful settler of disputes [sc. artillery]. 1898 Daily
News 6 July 4/6 That sum was. .paid by him over to Mr.
Goodson, who acted as Sir John's settler.

"b. colloq. Something that settles or * does for * a
person, a finisher; something that settles an
antagonist in an encounter or argument ; a crushing

or finishing blow, shot, speech, etc
1744 M. Bishop Life $• Advent, ix. 124, I endeavoured to

revive them by saying I intended to have a Bowl of Punch,
by way of a Settler and then to go to Bed upon it. c 18x7
Hogg Tales % Sk.V. 221 This was a settler; I could make no
answer to that. 18x9 Moore Tom Crib's Memorial (ed. 3)

15 So he tipp'd him a settler.. Full plump in the whisker.

1833 Fonblanque Eng. under J Adminisir. (1837) II. 338
Cook knocked him on the head instantly ; this is what the
English call a settler, that is, in this way they settle their

accounts. 1837 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xx, That shot
was a settler, it struck poor Sail right atwixt wind and water.

1888 Sportsman 22 Dec (Farmer), A mistake at the last

hurdles proved a complete settler, and he succumbed by six

lengths. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 239 After this settler

[a crushing speech], the man sat down, and turned his back
on the Parson.

2. One who settles in a new country ; a colonist.

1788 Gibbon Decl. fy F. Hi. V. 442 The fields and vineyards
were divided among the new settlers. 1786 T. Dundas Let.
28 Dec. in Cornwallis Corr. (1859) ! 279 The half-pay pro-
vincial officers are valuable settlers. 1802 G. Harking ion
New South Wales iv. 98 The natives taking advantage of
the distance settlers lived from each other. 1867 Emerson
Lett. $ Soc. Aim's, Progr. Culture Wks. (Bohn) III. 225
Land without' price is offered to the settler. 1874 Green
Short Hist. i. § 1 Each dweller within the settlement was
jealous of his own isolation and independence among his

fellow-settlers. 1904 W. M. Ramsav Lett. 7 Churches xi.

133 Hence the Jewish settlers formed a counterpoise against
the Greek colonists in the Seleucid cities.

b. gen. One who settles in a place as a resident.

1815 Scott Guy M. vii, Nor was Mr. Bertram in a hurry
to exert his newly-acquired authority at the expense of these

old settlers. Ibid, xii, If.. he should become a settler In that

part of Scotland. 1834 Dickens Sk. Boz, Boarding Ho.,
He resides among the original settlers at Walworth.

c. A worker at a social settlement (see Settle-
ment 16).

1884 Durham Univ. Jml. 5 July VI. 44 What then are
Settlements, and their Settlers, to do in the East End of Lon-
don? X887 Charity Organiz. Rev. III. 408 The university

settlers [at Toynbee Hall]. 1899 Daily Neivs 26 June 4/7
The * settlers * at Mansfield House look forward to having
one of the best-equipped boys' clubs in London.

3. Law. One who settles property : — Settlor.
1800 Act 30 <$ 40 Geo. Ill, c. 98 § 1 The Term of Twenty-

one Years from the Death of any such Grantor, Settler,

Devisor, or Testator.

4. A pan or vat into which a liquor is run off to
( settle * or deposit a sediment. In Metallurgy
(see quot. 1881).
1674 Kay Collect. Words, Allom Works Whitby 140

Which [kelpj being put in so soon as the Liquor boils or flows
up.., they draw it off into a settler. 1751 Miller Gard.
Diet. s. v. Anil, There are three of these [indigo] Vats com-
monly built one above another...This last Vat is also call'd

at St. Domingo, a Settler, a 1864 Gesuer Coal, Petrol., etc.

(1865) 161 The pump, .draws the petroleum from the settler.

1874 Raymond 6th Rep. Mines 193 The roasted ore is

amalgamated in 8 pans, with as many settlers. 1881 —
Mining Gloss., Settler, a tub or vat, in which pulp from
the amalgamating pan or battery-pulp is allowed to settle,

being stirred in water, to remove the lighter portions.

5. attrib. and Comb., as settler-folk^ \slam (Slam
sb.%) ; settler's or settlers' clock, matches,
twine Austral, (see quots.).

1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 716/2 The westward march of
the *settler-folk. 1743 in 6th Rep. Dep. Kpr. App. 11. 121
A Method of making Alum out of Dross (commonly called
*Settler Slam). 1847 L. Leichhardt Jml. Australia viii.

234 The laughing Jackass (Dacelo gigantea) which, from its

regularity, has not been unaptly named the *settlers' clock.
X898 Morris Austral Eng.,*Settlers' Matches,., the long
pendulous strips of bark which hang from the Eucalypts and
other_ trees, during decortication and which.. are used as
kindling wood. ^Settler's Twine, a fibre plant,Gymnostachys
aneeps, R.Br[own]. .used by farmers as cord or string.

Se *ttlerdom. nonce-wd. [f. Settler + -dom.]
Settlers collectively.

1863 Dicey Federal St. II. 123 Vent, vidt, aedificavi,
should be the motto of Western settlerdom, so rapid is the
growth of cities in the West.

Settling" (se'tlirj),^/.^. [-ingI.] The action
of the verb settle.
OE. setlung = a sitting down, also the setting of the sun.

The latter sense is recorded by Ash (1775) and Todd (1818)
for settling, but this is prob. an error for setting.

1. The action of fixing, establishing, arranging
permanently, adjusting, deciding, etc.

*S53 T. Wilson RJiet. (1560) 3 The setling or order-
ing of things inuented for this purpose, called in Latin
Disfiositio. a 1569 Kvngesmill Confl. with Satan (1577)
Pref. A v b, This I say must be a setfinge vnto thee, if thou
hast tasted how good and gracious God is. 16x9 W. Sclater
Expos. 1 Thess. 173 To Gods children let it be a settling of
their Faith, that it neuer wauer. X629 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. Ser. 11. III. 21 To gif thair advise anent the satling of
the disordouris of the Middle shyris. a 1642 Suckling Let.
in Fragm. Aurea (1648) 62 Since the setling of your Family
would certainly much conduce to the setling of your mind.
166a Stillingfl, Orig. Sacrs n. ix. § 2. 261 The miracles
done at the setling of their Law. 1669 R. Montagu in

Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 1. 465 This thing will

be an absolute settling of my fortune, which, .is in no good
condition. 1747 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. V. 141 Has desir'd me
to take upon myself the settling of the Terms for paying
the Men off. 1817 Selwvn Law Nisi Prius II. 917 The
adjustment of a loss is the settling and ascertaining the
amount of the indemnity. 1909 Gwatkin Early Ch. Hist.
I. vi. 112 We get a general impression of apostolic superin-

tendence .. and of settling of churches.

t b. The state of being settled, a settlement ; a
station. 06s.
158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 1.

Ixvii. 137 Those that went in the vangard, as soone as they
came to their setling [orig. chegando A estancia], did glue
fire to theyr ordinance. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vi* 26
Those Epistles of Peter and John, which are likely to be
latest written, when the Church grew to a setling.

2. The action ofplanting a countrywith colonists,

or of establishing a colony. fAlso the result of

this, a settlement.

1609 Salisbury in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.)
I. 83 An enterprise of plantation in the Indies, where.. the

King of England, .might have a settling as well as the King
of Spain, a 1680 Butler Rem. (1759) I. 2 To search the

Moon by her own Light ; . . And make the proper'st Observa-
tions, For settling of new Plantations. 1707 J. Archdale
(title) A New Description of. .Carolina : with a brief account

of its Discovery, Settling, and the Government Thereof to

this Time. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) V. 149/1 That the

settling of colonies would have been a cheaper and better

method of bridling modern countries, than building fortresses

in them. 1877 /bid. (ed. 9) VI. 159/2 The ultimate consti-

tution of a colony depends but little on the manner in which
the territory for settling was originally acquired.

3. The adjusting or liquidating of accounts ; also

settling up.
1761 T. Mortimer Ev. Man his own Brokeru. (1:762) 28 The

four principal times, for which contracts or bargains are

made, . . are called in 'Change Alley, the Rescounter settlings.

Ibid. 82 Against the day of settling he has made out, what
he calls his list. 185a R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour
(1893) 377 After a great event—a Derby, Oaks, or Leger..
the newspapers generally devote a neat paragraph or two to

what is called ' the settling '. 1893 Baily's Mag. Oct. 275/2

A backer, who. .refused to face an adverse settling, and
quietly skedaddled.

fig. 1910 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 183/1 After dinner there

would be a settling up with the two rebels.
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b. Settling day, a day appointed for settling

accounts ; spec, the fortnightly pay-day on the Stock

Exchange. Settling room, a room (esp. at the

Stock Exchange) in which accounts are settled.
^

1806-7 J> Beresford Miseries Hum, Life (1826) xn. xviii,

Attending at the Stock-exchange on settling-day. i8m
Scott Nigel xxi, The score of pieces that must be made up

at settling-day. 1859 H. H. Dixon Silk * Scarlet 97 In

the yard of TattersalPs, on Priam's settling day. 190a

Wesim. Gas. 20 Mar. 9/1 The Settling-room underneath

the House [Stock Exchange].

4. (Cf. Settle v. 21 c.) To get a settling (Sc):

'to be frightened into quietness' (^Burns Gloss. 1 785).

1785 Burns Halloween xxiv, But Och ! that night, amang
the shaws, She gat a fearfu' settlin 1

5. The action of coming to rest, taking up a fixed

or permanent position, becoming quiet or com-
posed, etc.

1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 82 The great rage You see is

kill'd in him : . .Trouble him no more till further selling. 1711

Addison Sped. No. 106 P 6 At his first settling with me.

1744 M. Bishop Life <$ Advent, viii. 111, I hope you have
no Thoughts of going again to Sea, as I have waited so

many Years in Expectation of your settling, when you came
home. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla I. 344 Dr. March-
mont. .had been introduced to Sir Hugh upon the baronet's

settling in the large mansion-house of that village.

6. The action ofsinking down, subsiding, forming

a deposit or sediment, etc. ; also, the result of this.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 440/2 Saggynge, or satlynge, bassacio.

1540Jonas tr. Rocsslin s Byrth Mankynde x. vii. 32 After the

delyueraunce happeneth to women other the feuer or ague,

. . or els commotion or settelynge out oforder of the . . matrice.

1601 Holland Pliny xxxi. iii. II. 408 [These plants] come
up . . in some low grounds where there is a settling or stay of

raine water fallen from higher places. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
IV. iv. 70 Purple being severall sanguine colours, differ-

ing onely in degrees, and the severall sellings thereof. 1655
Moufet & Bennet Health's Itnprov. 294 For as too long
sitting, .hindereth the full descent of meat to the depth of

our stomachs; so too speedy rising causeth an overhasty
selling. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 26 The unequall selling of
the Work. 1693 Moxon Mech. Exerc. (1703) 260 Which
occasions Cracks and Sellings in the Walls. 174a De Foe's
Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 174 The Shifting of the Beach
without, and Settling of the Sullage within. 1880 Standard
10 Dec., The ground .. immediately over a disused rock salt-

mine, began to show signs of ' settling \ z88i jgth Cent. 247,
I have known a settling down of strata crumple up 14 feet of
solid masonry, as though it were paper.
attrib. 178a Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXII. 320 After

complete vitrification, the heat is abated forsome hours to 28 or

29 , which is called the settling heat. 1834-6 Encycl. Metrop.
VIII. 422/2 The strong liquor is drawn off into settling

cisterns. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. 667 The solu-

tion is allowed to run into a deep vessel or settling back.

1884 Encycl. Brit. XVII 506/1 As these.. naturally act as
settling-ponds they get rapidly silted up.

b. coner. Sediment, lees, dregs. Chiefly//.
1594 Plat Jewcll-ho. 111. 23 The residence or selling, which

you find in the bottom therof. 1634 Milton Comus 810 Yet
tis but the lees And settings of a melancholy blood. 1646
P. Bulkelev GosPel Covt. 1. 180 The Lord formed man..
out of the earth, the dregs and setlings of all creatures. 1747
Mrs. Glasse Cookery v. 65 Fill these Cups with the Jelly,
which you must take clear from the Settling at the Bottom.
Ibid.) Take the fine Jelly clear from the Settlings at Bottom.
1832 G. R. Porter Porcelain

<J-
Glass ix. 240 A layer of the

finer settlings of the enamel is to be spread . . over the convex
side. 1895 Daily News 11 May 7/7 The stuff [illicit spirit]

was made, .from sugar and wine settlings.

Settling (senlirj).^/.a. [f.SETTLEz/. +-ixa 2
.]

That settles (in the senses of the verb).
c i6ix Chapman Iliad 11. 82 [As bees] So from the ships, .

.

The rabble.. Hurried together ;..earth did grone Beneath
the setting multitude. 1681 Dryden Span. Friar in. 36
You call it Settling ofa man ; just as when a fellow has got a
sound Knock upon the head, they say he's settled : Marriage
is a Settling blow indeed. 1762-3 Macpherson Ossian's
Poems, Coulath <J-

Cuthona (1806) II. 287 Go; view the
settling sea; the stormy wind is laid. 1844 Mrs. Browning
Drama 0/Exile 1701 The settling hush A bird makes in

her nest with feet and wings. 1850 J. H. Newman Let.
11 Oct. in *

J. Oldcastle ' (\V. Meynell) Newman (1885) 27,
I have just received Maskell'sable and settling pamphlet.
1902 Mabel Barnes-Grundy Thames Camp xii. 256 'Of
course you refused him ', I said, in my most settling manner.
1908 Westm.Gaz. 1 Aug. 7/1 The wild little black [horse]
. .stood trembling and snorting in the settling dust.

Settlor(se"tl^i). Law. [AlteredformofSETTLER
(sense 3) : see -OB 2 d.] One who makes a settle-

ment of property.
1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 317 Where an estate was

limited to the use of the settlor for 99 years. 1848 Mill
Pol. Earn. 11. x. § 2 (1876) 207 Every settlor and testator has an
almost unbounded licence to multiply interests in land. 1875
Poste Gains IV. (ed. 2) § 151 A settlor of dower. 1876 K. E.
Digby Real Property vii. § 2, 329 The great object of settle-

ments of lands, the preserving them in tiie settlor's family.

Set-tO. PI. set-tos (-to's) ; incorrectly sets-
to. [f. vbl. phr. set to: see Set v. 152.]

+ L A talking-to, dressing-down. Obs. rare"*.

1774 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary (1889) 1. 313, 1 gave her
a good set-too just now.
2. orig. Pugilism. The action of 'setting to*
(Set v. 153 f. (£)); hence, a bout or round; a
pugilistic encounter or boxing match. Also, a bout,
engagement, or match at some other sport.
1743 Broughton's Rules in Egan Boxiana (1830) I. 51

Every fresh set-to after a fall, or being parted from the rails.

1789 Chrott. in Ann. Reg. iggfz The set-to was prodigiously
fine, and after a few feints on each side, Ryan put in the first

blow. 1818 Sporting Mag. (N.S.) III. 31 They will exhibit
two grand set-to's in boxing. x8ai Ecan Boxiana (1830) I.
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67 Taylor died in three months after this set-to. 1824 Scott
Si. Rouan's xxxi, Gentlemen of the fancy hastening to a
set-to. 1882 De Windt Equator 41 A.. rattling set-to at
lawn tennis. 1899 A. Douson Paladin Philanthr. xii, [He]
proposed a preliminary set-to with the gloves,

D. gen. andjig. A fight, contest.

#
1794 Mrs. Rat>cliffk Myst. l/doipho xxxii\,SignorVerezz\

is always losing .. and Signor Orsino wins from him,.. and
they have had several hard set-to's about it. 1816 J, Scott
Vis. Paris App. (ed. 5) 333 There were many set-to's of dogs,
chiefly mastiffs. 18x9 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. viii.

253 My stomach is now getting confirmed, and I have great
hopes the bout is over ; it has been a dreadful set-to. 1829
Brockett N. C. Words (ed. 2), Set-to, an argument, a strong
contest, a warm debate. 1833 Marryat /\ SimpleXv, Every
gun was ready,. .and every soul., was anxious for the set-to.

x88i Jefferies Wood Magic I. H. 42 The starlings on the
chimney began to quarrel, and had a terrible set-to. 1894
Fenn Real Gold xii, Didn't you ever have a set to at school?

c. An attack or * go ' (at) ; dial, a drinking-bout.
i8ox Southey Lett. (1856) II. 191 There are materials be-

fore me for another set-to at the Evangelicals. x8x8 Blackiv.
Mag. III. 407 The dinner much invited a set-to ' 1828 Life
Planter Jamaica 358 His noise soon procured him materials
for a set-to at sangaree.

3. Racing. (See quot. 1842 and Set v. 152 f (c).)

1842 Apperley Life Sportsman xvi. 329 The struggle of
the last few yards between two horses very nearly equal

—

which we call the set-to, 1894 Field q June 829/1 After a
tremendous set-to, Haut Brion beat her by three-quarters of
a length.

Settres-, Setturday, obs. ff. of Saturday.
Setule ($i'tiu\, se'ti«l). (Also in Latin form.)

[ad. rnod.L. setu/a, dim. of seta; see Seta.] A
small seta or bristle.

1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlvi, IV. 302 Setule, a little

bristle, 185a Dana CrusU 11. 702 The most prominent
setules are at the outer apex of the penult joint at base.

Hence Se'tuliform a., having the form ofa setule

;

Se'tulose, Se'tulous adjs.
t
covered with setules.

18*6 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xlvi. IV. 276 Setulose (Sette-

losa). Setose with the bristles truncated. 1852 Dana Crust.
11. 882 Having two very low prominences near base of finger,

the first rounded and minutely setulous. X857 M.J. Berke-
ley Cryptog. Bot. § 386 Substance various ; . .sometimes setu-

lose. 1879 W. A. Leighton Lichen-flora (ed. 3) 522 Setuli-
/brm, thread-like.

Set-up : see Set///, a. 10, Set-.

Setwall (se'twgl). Forms : a. 3 zedewal, 3, 5
zeduale, 5 zedewal(l)e, 6 zedual; 4sed(e)wale,

5 seduale, 6 -wale. fi. 4 ceteuall, setewale,

4-5 sette-, 4-7 cetewale, 6 cety-, 7 setywall.

7. 4-6 setuale, 4-8 setwell, 5 cetuall, 5 set(t)-

well,setwaly(?),5-6setwale,6setual(l,-waule,
settwelle, 7 set(t)wal(l, 6- setwall. [a. AF.
zedewalem OF. citoual, cituai^sotoval (Palsgr.),also

citouar{t, etc., ad. med.L. * zedoale, var. zedodrium,

ad. Arab, zedwdr : see Zedoar, Zedoaey.]

+ 1. The root of the East Indian plant Curcuma
Zedoaria, used as a drug; also the plant itself;

m Zedoary. Obs,
a, a 1225 Ancr. R. 370 Ne makeden heo neuer strencSeof

gingiuere ne of gedewal [MS. T. gedewal, MS. C. zeduale),

ne of clou de gilofre. c 1305 Land Cokayne 74 In be praer
is a tre. . . pe rote is gingeuir and galingale, pe siouns beb al

sedwale. a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. v. 27 With gyngyvre
ant sedewale ant the gylofre. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xviii.

187 Canelle, Zedewalle, Notemuges and Maces. 14.. Voc.
in Wr.-Wiilcker 621/16 Zeduarium . . zeduale. 1347 Boorde
Brev. Health iii. 8 Take of Anvs sedes, of Fenell sedes, of
Zedual, of eche the weyght of xii d.

p. 13XO-XI Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 507 In 3 /*". di. de
Ceteuall. c X386 Chaucer Miller's T. 21 As sweete as is the
roote Of lycorys or any Cetewale [v.r. Settewale]. a 1400
in Sc. Acts Pari. (1844) I 669 Gynger setwell almondis.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 454/1 Setuale, or seduale, herbe (K.
setwale, P. setwaly), Zedoarium. 1496 Halyburtoris Ledger
(1867) 57 Item a li. settwell. 1530 Palsgr. 269/2 Setwall.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 37 Cetewale, is an Herbe whose
roote the Phisitions vse to gather in Sommer. x6io Mark-
ham Masterp. 11. clxxiii. 495 Nardi radix, which wee call

setwal. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 1612 Zedoaria.. the
Setwall that we have usually in our shops.

attrib. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Phys. Secrets 211 Take
the powder of Setwell Roots.

2. The plant valerian, Valeriana pyrenaica.
1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 62 Phu is called in

englishe setwal, of other some Capones tayle. 1590 Spenser
Muiofi. 196 Dull Poppie, and drink-quickning Setuale.

1593 Drayton Ballad of Dovjsabell 33 This mayden..Went
forth., to get sweete Cetywall [? 1605, 16x9, Setywall]..

to deck her summer hall. 1658 Phillips, Settvjallt a kind
of herb growing near walls. 1741 CompleteFam.-Piece 1. iv.

254 Take red Sage, Betony,. .Setwell. 1865 'C. Bede '

Rook's Card. 9 Clusters of the red valerian or setwall.

Set work, se'twork. [Set///, a.]

ft A kind of embroidery used in working
tapestry ; also attrib. Obs.

1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. II. 214 Ane gret liar of

set werk of worsait. 1624 Inv. in Areh&ologia XLVIII.
136 A set work chare. 1649 in Bury Wills (Camden) 220

My posted settworke bedstead.

1 2. Regular or fixed employment. Obs,

a 1661 Fuller Worthies, Leic. (1662) 11. 132 Especially

making it his Set-work (what was Pits his by-work) to

observe the Natives of this Shire.

f 3. Piece-work. In quot. attrib. Obs.

X720 S. Sewall Diary 12 Nov., His Trade of Set-Work
Coopering.

4. Two-coat plastering on lath.

181a P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc. 312 The plasterers de-

nominate set work by the compound term of fayed and set.
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5. a. A method of boat-building in which the

strakes are placed edge to edge and battened inside.

b. Mechanism for feeding transversely material that

is being sawed. (In recent U.S. diets.)

Setye, obs form of City.
1536 Col. Ane. Rec. Dublin (1889) 497.

Setyn, obs. f. and pa. t. Sit v. Setyrday, obs.

f. Saturday. Seu, obs. f. Sew, Sue; obs. pa. t.

Sow v. Seuer, Seuerance, Seuerte, obs. ff.

Sure, Surance, Surety. Seuge, Seuggen, obs.

ff. Say v. Seugh, var. Sheugh. Seu;, obs. pa.

t. Sow v. Seuir, obs. Sc. f. Sure.

t Seul, a. Obs. rare. Also 5 seulle, 6 seile (?).

[a. F. seul alone, Sole a.] Sole, unique.
CX477 Caxton Jason 32 Jason .. thought .. onely, upon the

seulle and oultrepassed beaute of the uertuouse myrro. 151a
Helyas in Thorns Prose Rom. (1858) III. 26 If I thought 10

haue endomaged you of one seile farthyng {sic ; Fr. etun
seul espy], [Ibid. 106 Seul heritier of his brother.]

f Seur. Obs.-1
[? a. F. seur l a kind of Net, or

Engine to catch fish with ' (Cotgr.).] A kind ot

fishing-net. 1558 [see LammetJ.

Seur(e, Seur(e)ly, Seur(e)te, etc., obs. ff.

Sure, Surely, Surety, etc. Seute, obs. f. Suit.

[Sevant, -ly : see List of Spurious Words.]

II Seve (s/v). [Fr. = sap.] The fineness and
strength of flavour proper to any particular wine.
174a Pope Dune. iv. 556 The Sive and Verdear of the

Vine. 1851 Redding Mod. Wines (ed. 3) vi. 175 When care-

fully kept until old, it approaches Barsac in seve. 1888
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 605/2 Sauterne .. possessing a special

sH>e, OTj in other words, having that special taste which,
while it remains in the mouth, leaves the palate perfectly

fresh.

Seve, obs. form of Sieve; see also Sevres.
Seveare, Seveirlie, obs. ff. Severe, Severely.

Seven (se*v'n), a. and sb. Forms: ai-2seofon,
-en, (1 seofan, -un, siofun, aibun, sifun, sufon,
syfan, -on, 2 soven), 2-3 seoven, ifirmin
se(o)flhe, se(o)fenn), 2, 5 sefen, 3 seovene,
seofne, 3-5 sevene, 4 sefne, seyven, 4-5 seyvyn,
sevon, sevyan, 4~6sevin, -enne, ceven(e, -yn,
5-6 sevyno, 5-7 seaven, 6 sevn, 7 seavne,
seivine, 3- seven. 0. Chiefly Sc. 4 sewine, 5
sewne, 5-7 sewin, 6 seweyne, sewn, sawin.
7. 4 sen, sene (?) ; see also Sennight. 5. 1 seofo,

-a, siofo, sefo, 1-2 seofe, 2 sefe, 2-4 sove,
2-5 seve, 3 seove, 4 Kent, zeve, 5 sef(f. [Com.
Teut. : OE. seofon (infl. scofone, -u, etc.) ~ OFris.
sowen, sawen (later sfin, saan, mod. saun), sigun,

siugun (mod. sjuggen,, etc., OS. sibten, sivon

(MLG. seven, soven, MDu. seven, Du. zeven),

OHG. sibun (MHG. siben, G. sieben), ON. sjau

(Icel. sjo, Norw. dial, sjau, sju, etc. ; Sw. sju, Da.
syv), Goth, sibun :—OTeut. *se$un. The Indo-

fermanic *sej>ttfi is more closely represented by
kr. sa/>td, Gr. iirra, L. septem, OS1. sedml, Lith.

septynl, Olr. seckt «-.] The cardinal number next

after six, represented by the symbols 7, VII, vii.

A. adj. 1. In concord witn a sb. expressed.
a. Becnuulf 3122 pejnas syfone. 971 Blickl. Horn. 103 An

jear & seofan monab. c 1000 /Elfric Gen. xii. 53 pa pa
seofon godan gear agane wzeron. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 13
pa oSre souen 1.15c. c izoo Okmin Ded. 252 Godnessess
seffne. Ibid. 8399 Forr sefenn winnterr haffde he beon
Tosamenn inn Egippte. c X330 Artk. $ Merl. 3845 J>o seije
bai seuen baners. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 140 So that, .he he
bereined Be times sefne and sore peined. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 67/3 Ceventymes, septus.

_ 1591 Digges Pantam. 8
The line A P> which 1 would diuide intoseauen equall portions.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 35 Sax, sevin,
or viii. cubites hich. x6to Evelyn Diary 18 June, For the
last seaven yeares. X813 Southey Nelson 1. 198 The capture
of seven sail of the line. 1865 Baring-Gould Werev>olves
viii. When seven girls succeed each other in one family.

p. c 1373 Sc. Leg. Saints viii. (Philepus) 79 Sewyne dais
. .before his ded. 1422 tr. Secreta Secret., Priv. Priv. 153/10
He makyd the Cite of Rome afyre to sette, and Sewyn dayes
and Sewyn nyghtes to brente. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems lx.

5 All thing wrocht in dayis seweyne. 1559 in J. Campbell
Ch. <V Par. Kirkcaldy vi. (1904) 59 Sewn pundes and twelf
shillinges. 1612 in Scott. Hist. Rev. (1905) 304 Oferras wark
tapestrie sewin stand ewerie stand contenymg fywe pieces.

y. a X340 Hampole Psalter xi. 7 pe sen [v.r. seuen ] giftis

of be halygast. c 1360 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 500 In hevene
it [God's body] is sene tote in founne. a 1400 Octouian
1386 Sene yere and more.
S. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke iL 36, & lifde mi5 wer hire win-

truin seofo. c X175 Lamb. Horn. 41 He him sceaude an ouen
on berninde fure ; he warp utofhim seofe leies. a 1200 Moral
Ode 140 Wa wur5 sor^e seuejer for souenihte blisse. c 1*75
Lay. 3970 J>o soue aer were a-gon. xao7 R. Glouc (Rolls)

88 |?e saxons . . Seve lcynges made in engelond. 1340 Ayenb.
4 pe zeue stapes of chastete*. c 1475 Partenay 4181 A lytell

body of sixe or sef yere age.

b. Used predicatively.
1622 Fletcher Beggar's Bush 11. i, We are seven of us.

1655 F. W. Observ. on Fulke's Meteors 162 Metalls are seven
in number, as the Planets are. 1798 Wordsworth (title)

We are seven, a 1847 Rossetti Blessed Damozel i, The
stars in her hair were seven.

C. With day, night, month in more or les?

specific uses.

Seven days : a week ; often referred to as the period of the .

Creation; in England, a common term of imprisonment
Also seven days and seven nights. Seven months' child.
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one born at the seventh month ; a type of weakHness. Cf.

Seven-day(s, Seven-year(s, and Sennight.

i izoo Obmin 4356 Forr seffne dajhess brinngenn aft pe
wuke till hiss ende. 1 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 2952 Dis wreche..
Lestede fulle seuene 11151. a 1300 Leg. Rood (1871) 42 per

wi^boute mete and drinke seue dawes he lay. c 1375-
1500-20 [see 1 above]. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. xix. 144
And rode daye by day wel a seuen dayes or they fond ony
auenture. a 1513 Dunbar Compl. to King 5 God, that, .all

thing wrocht in dayis seweyne. 16x1 Bible Job ii. 13 They
sate downe with him vpon the ground seuen dayes, and
seuen nights. 1798 Coleridge Anc, Mar. iv. ix, Seven
days seven nights I saw that curse. 1817 2nd Rep. Com-
mittee Police Metrop., Min. Enid. 352 He is sent for seven
days to the House of Correction. 1847 Act 10 <y 11 Vict.

c. 89 § 29 Liable, .to Imprisonment for a Period not exceed-
ing Seven Days. 1850 [I. Williams] {.title) The Seven Days,
or the Old and New Creation. 1859 Tennyson Merlin <$• V.
561 A seven-months' babe had been a truer gift. 1892 Oxf.
Citron. 19 Mar. 6/7 Fined if. and costs 3^. bd., or seven
days. 1898 J. Hutchinson in Archives Surg. IX. 364 In
December of the same year his wife was delivered of a
seven months' child. 1003 Ladies' Field 7 Nov. 346/1
The Crystal Palace Cat Show. . Neila Billi, a grand seven-
month son of Orange Blossom of Thorpe.

d. Used (a) symbolically, often denoting com-
pletion or perfection (esp. in echoes of biblical

phraseology), or {b) typically in expressions of

time, etc. for a large number or quantity, esp.

f(this) seven yearns, etc. (= a long period). See

also Sevensithe(s.
t Seven timesfold — Sevenfold adv. ; seven-times-folded
— Sevenfold a.

c 1000 /Elfric Judges xvi. 7 Jif ic beo jebunden mid seofon

rapumofsinum jeworhte, sona ic beo gewyld. 136a Langl. P.
PL A. ix. 66, I haue suwed be bis seuen 3er. c 1386 Chaucer
Nun's-Pr. Epil. 7 The were nede of hennes, as I wene, 3a,

mop than seuene tymes seuentene. 1470-85 Malory A rthur
vii. xiii. 232 Men sayen that he hath seuen mens strength.

c 1475 Rauf Coil^ear 664 Thocht he had socht sic ane sicht

all this seuin }eir. c 1475\
Partenay 4182 Better.. seff tymes

fold. 1549 Compl, Scot. ii. 24, I sal strik Jou vitht ane plag,

seuyn tymes mair vehement. 161 1 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv.

591 There shall not, at your Fathers House, these seuen
yeeres Be borne another such. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees
1. 32 The Lord recompenceth and will give thee seauen-
times as much. 1671 Milton Samson 1122 Add thy Spear,
A Weavers beam, and seven-times-folded shield. 1855
Kingsley Westw, Ho ! xiii, And gold seven times tried he
was, when God.. took him home at last.

2. With ellipsis of sb., which may usually be
supplied from the context.
c 900 tr, Bseda's Hist. iv. iii. (1890) 262 Mid feaum brooVum,

\>xt is seofonum o3bo eahtum. a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 1335
(Gr.) Ond bu seofone xenim on baet sundreced tudra je-
bwilces xeteled rimes. 1:1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 Erdon he
nefde bute enne deofel, nu ne haued sefene. c 1*05 Lay.
15878 Joram be witie & seofne of his iueren. a 1300 Cursor
M. 1455 Nine hundret yeir and seuen a[ndj fiue, Sua lang it

lasted seth Hue. 1382 Wyclif Gen. vii. 2 Of alle hauynge
sowles elene, thow shall take seuene and seuene, maal and
fetnaal. 1411 in 26 Pol. Poems x. 34 Wib water, for synne
b'- world y slow, Saue seuene, and noe bat was my gest.

1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixvi. 47 Bot benencis ar nocht leill

devydit ; Sum men hes sewin, and I nocht ane. 1603
Shaks. Mens.for M. in. i. hi Sure it is no sinne, Or of the

deadly seuen it is the least. 1656 Stanley Hist. Philos.

in. 89 He first divided an oration it.to four parts, some say
into seaven. 1667 Milton P. L. uu 648 Th' Arch-Angel
Uriel, one of the seav'n Who in God's presence . . Stand. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. viiL II. 357 It was known all over

London that the Bishops were before the Council...When
the Seven came forth under a guard [etc.).

b. With ellipsis ofparts.

1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8372 Her ost hii delde a seuene
[MS. & departed in seuene].

C. esp. With ellipsis of hours (of the day) or

minutes, as seven o* i^ofthe, +a) clock ; also simply
seven ; half-past seven, sevenfifteen, etc.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Pritic. 2008 O-boute be hour of
seuene. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xx. v. 804 Or it be seuen
of the clok. 1596 Shaks. 'Jam, Shr. iv. iii. 193 It shall be
seuen ere I go to horse. 1664 Butler Hud, 11. iii. 512,
I meant what time o'th' day 'tis ? Quoth Ralpho, between
seven and eight 'tis. 1779 Mirror No, 43 p 6 A clock was
heard to strike seven. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede iv, It's

gone seven by th' clock. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves (1903)

93 Ere yet the minster clock chimed seven.

1580 G. Harvey Letter-Bk, (Camden) 72 Afternoone
seavenaclocke dinnars. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin v. ii,

To dress for her ridiculous seven o'clock dinner.

d. With ellipsis of years (of age). To be more
than seven ; to * know one's way about '.

1608 Shaks. Per, iv. vi. 81 Did you goe too't so young,
were you a gamester at hue or at seuen? 1693 Locke
Educ. § 199. 254 The first Season to get Foreign Languages,
. . I should think, should be from Seven to Fourteen or Six-

teen. 1872 Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 65 A dull little

varmint Of seven or eight. 1898 Gissing Town Trav. viii.

81 Oh, we all know that Mr. Gammon's more than seven.

e. With ellipsis of shillings or pence, as in seven

and seven{pence), Seven-and-sixer : an article

(in quot , a hat) costing seven shillings and sixpence.

1839 Thackeray Stubbs's Cat. Dec, I had charged a gentle-

man in the coffee-rooms seven-and-sixpence for a glass of

ale and bread and cheese. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. v,

We are allowed two seven-and-sixers a half.

t* Specific uses.

The Seven : {a) the seven deacons of Acts vi. 5 ; f(^) the

Seven Sages of Greece (see Sage sb.2 1) ; (c) the seven Argive
heroes that made war against Thebes ; (d) in soldier's slang

(see quot. 1898J. t The erring seven : the planets.

138a Wyclif Acts xxi. 8 Philip euangelist, that was oon
of the seuene. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. iv. § 3 Which
later kind of Parabolical wisedome was much more in vse

in the ancient times, as by the Fables of Aesope, and the

briefe sentences of the seuen. .may appeare. 16x2 Selden
j

Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. x. 220 As the old verses of the
Seven tells us. 164a H. More Song of Soul 11. iii. in. xv,
So doth the earth one of the erring seven Wheel round
the fixed sunne. 1842 W. C. Taylor Anc, Hist. viii. § 6 (ed.

3) 216 The memorable war of ' the Seven against Thebes'.
1888 Encycl, Brit. XXIII. 230 War of the Seven ' (under
Adrastus of Argos). 1898 United Service Mag. Mar. 649
In their way soldiers are very philosophical. If anything
in their work annoys them they say, ' It's all in the seven ',

i. e^ the seven years for which they join the army. 1902
T. M. Lindsay Ch. Early Cent. iv. 117 They are never called
deacons ; the Seven is the technical name they were known by.

1 3. = seven times. Obs,
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 6834 More bank bou getest

for swych 3yuyng pan seuene so moche with chydyng. a 1425
Cursor M

%
0382 (Trin.) Sonne & mone bat is so bri3t Had

seuen so michel more lijt.

4. a. Multiplying another numeral.
c 893 /Elfred Oros. 11. v. § 2 His heres waes seofon hund

busenda. C1205 Lay. 364 We habbeS seoue busund of gode
cnihten. a 1300 Cursor M. 1488 Lameth his sun his eild to
neuen, Seuen hundret yeir seuenti and seuen. 1362 Langl.
P. PI. A. in. 141 Seuen score dayes. a 1400 Morte Arth.
3788 One seuenschore knyghtes. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
8669 D0U3U kny3tes thousandes seuene. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 4 Seuin hundir thousand pace lang.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 755 Who lived till she was seuen-score
yeares old. 1650 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 587 Seivine dusson
egges 0140. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776J I. 216 The
river Missisippi is of more than seven hundred leagues in
length. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. n. i, Then do but touch
some spring dexterously, the whole machine, clattering and
jerking seven-hundredfold, will whirl with huge crash. 1859
FitzGerald tr. Omar xx, To-morrow I may be Myself
with Yesterday's Sev'n Thousand Years.

b. Coupled with a higher (cardinal or ordinal)

numeral, so as to form a compound (cardinal or

ordinal) numeral.
c 1000 Ags, Ps. (Th.) xxvii. heading, Dauid sang bisne

seofen ana twentixoban sealm. c 1250 Gen, % Ex. 594
Seuene and .xx. tj dais, c 1470 Henry Wallace vi. 107 Tuefft
hundred 3er, tnarto nynte and sewyn. 1579 Fulke Heskins*
Pari. 302 The seuen and sixtieth Chapter, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia n. (Sommer) 163 b, A young girle of a seuen and
twenty yeare old. 1601 HollandPliny II. 270 The seven and
twentieth Booke ofPliniesNaturall Historic 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, Slashed by seven-and-twenty wounds.

e. Forming fractional numerals.
1726 Act 13 Geo. /, c. 26 S 11 In Breadth full Three quar-

ters of a Yard, or full Seven eighths. 1832 J. Rennie Consp.
Butter/1. <5r M. 64 Wings one inch one-half to seven-twelfths.

1900 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. (U. S.) Jan. 16 We must divide the
number of days between the time of the observation and the
nearest equinox by three and seven-eighths.

t5. = Seventh a. Obs,
The ME. sevenday may be either an instance of this or a

contraction of sevende day (see Seventh); cf. Sevendele.
c 1250 Gen. <5« Ex. 247 De seuendai morgen sprong. c 1305

Pop. Treat. Sci. 137 Ther nis bote the sove del that men
wonyeth on i-wis. c 1320 Sir Tristr. 800 To his castel . . He
sailed be seuenday. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vi. ( Thomas) 422
pat in lele pennance we suld dwel, as fore be sewine gre ve
ma tell. 01400 Relig. Pieces fr. Thornton MS. 23 The
seuen braunche of pryde es etacion. ^1475 Partenay 1261
The seffe child Ffromont that tyme callyd was. 1491 Cat.
Anc. Rec Dublin (1889) 375 The yer of the regn of Kyng
Harry the Seventh the sewne yer. 1513 Douglas AEneis 1.

xi. 755 For now the sevin symmir bidder careis the Wilsum,
and errant, in euery land and see. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius*
Catech. 39 Ye sawin commandiment*
6. In special collocations.

Seven bishops Eng, Hist., Archbishop Sancroft, and
Bishops Ken, Lake, Lloyd, Trelawney, Turner, White, who
in 1688 protested against the Declaration of Indulgence of
James 11. Seven brethren, the seven sons of St. Fclici-

tas, whose festival is assigned to July 10th. Seven
champions, the national saints of England, Scotland,
Wales, Ireland, France, Spain, and Italy, viz. George,
Andrew, David, Patrick, Denys, James, and Anthony.
Hence sing, t seven-c/iampion allusively (see quot. 1676).

Seven islands, the Ionian Islands (cf. Septinsular).

Seven jargons (see quots.). Seven names of God, cf.

quot. 1905 ; a partial coincidence with this Jewish list appears
in the incantatory formula (in Heinrich ME. Medizinbnck
149) El, Elye, Sabaoth, Adonay, Alpha, Omega, Messt'as,

Pastor, Agnus, Fons. The 14th c. quots. below point to a
use of Seven as a name of God. Seven Seas, the Arctic,

Antarctic, North and South Pacific, North and South
Atlantic, and Indian Oceans. Also Seven sisters, Seven
sleepers, Seven stars. For others see Age sb. 5, Art sb.

7, Bell sb. 3 b, Command sb. 2, Deadly a. 5 {s. deadly sins),

Head sb, 63 b {s. head-sins), Heaven sb. 4, Mercy sb. 7 (s.

works ofmercy), Planet sb. l
1 , Psalm sb. 2, Sacrament sb.

1, Sage sb. %, Science sb, 3, Sense sb. 10, Star, Vial, Vice,
Virtue, Whistler, Wise (s. wise masters and ;««*),Wonder,
Word.
1731 Tindal Rapin's Hist. Eng. XV. 14a marg., Tryal of

the "Seven Bishops [1688J. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 19, I pray
aou ben *Brethren seuyn, That I may be one of Benet ys
neyre. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius' Catech. in Cath. Tract,
(S.T.S.) 189 The 7 brether sones of S. Foelicite martt at

Rome vnder Antoninus 136. 1596 R. Johnson {title) The
Famous History of the *Seauen Champions of Christen-

dome. 1676 Poor Robin's Intell. 28 Mar. 1/1 He is a Seaven-
Champion in Quackery, that delights in nothing but danger-

ous adventures. 1735 Bolingbroke Study Hist. i. (1752) 5
Some.. read the life of Aristides or Phocion,,.just as.. they
would read the story of the seven champions. 1803 G. Rose
Z?/a««(i86o)II.2oThe republic of the *Seven Islands. 1880

Encycl. Brit. XIII. 206/2 In 1800, the emperor Paul erected

the Republic of the Seven United Islands. 1843 Borrow
Bible in Spain xxxix, I heard one of them [the alguaziis]

say ' he understands the #seven Gypsy jargons '. 1896 Gentl.

Mag. CCLXXX. 129 It was very galling for one who had
just been discussing the Seven Jargons with a past master

to be now floored in a missing word competition, a 1325
Adam <V Eve 125 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 140
Yblisced be his "nam seuen. 13.. Guy IVarw. 2841 God,

|

for his name seuene He bring 30U to gode heuene ! c 1460
Towneley Myst, xiii. 191 Now lord, for thy naymes sevyn,
that made both moyn and starnes, Well mo then I can neuen
thi will, lorde, of me tharnys. [1905 Jewish Encycl. IX.
163/2 The number of divine names that require the scribe's

special care is seven : EI, Elohim, Adonai, YHWH, Ehyeh-
Asher-Ehyeh, Shaddai, and Zeba'ot.] 1872 FitzGerald
tr. Omar xlvii, Which of our Coming and Departure heeds
As the *Sev'n Seas should heed a pebble-cast. 1896 Kip-
ling {title) The Seven Seas.

B. sb, 1. The abstract number seven.
At or on six and seven, at sixes and sevens : see Six sb. 5.

•fBe sic seven : see Sic a. 1 b.

c 1055 tr. ByrhtfertfCs Handboc in Anglia VIII. 303 Twia
seofon beo3 feowertyne. c 1200 Ormin 5351 Forr tale ofiT

seoffne tacnebb uss patt seofennkinne bene. 1398 Trevisa
Earth. De P. R. xix. cxx. (1495) 922 Seuen hyghte Septena-
rius and is the thyrde amonge odde nombres. c 1425 Crafle
Nombrynge (E.E.T.S.) io Cast 3 to foure, bat wole be seuen,
! 1593 Drayton Man in Moon Poems (1619) 484 The which
foure Seuens the Eight and Twenty make. 162Z T. William-
son Xx.Goulart's Wise Vieillard 42 The number of seuen, is

otherwise iudged of in the holy Scriptures.

t b. To set on seven : said of the work of God
in creation. Obs,
a 1400 PistillofSusan 264 pou maker of myddelert, . . Bobe

be sonne and be see bou sette vpon seuene. c 1460 Towne-
ley Myst. xiii. 738 The fader of heuen god omnypotent, That
sett all on seuen. c 1470 Gol.

ty
Gaw. 1045, I swere be suth-

fast God, that settis all on sevin.

c. Short for the date of the seventh year of a
particular century, e.g. 1707. Also, 7wo sevens:

77th year.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxiv, At the last riding of the
Scots Parliament, and that was in the gracious year seven.
1889 Gketton Memory's Harkback 63 When he was in his
* two^ sevens', I followed him from church on Christmas
Day in his Doctor's red gown, big wig, and silk stockings.

2. A set of seven persons or things.
Sevens ', a ball game (see quot. 1868).

1590 H. Broughton Let. to Friend A 2 Seauen seauens
(of yeeres) and sixtie and two seauens. 1599 Pont Right
ReckoningofYears 76 The wicked spirites also are numbred
by seavens. 1611 Bible Gen. vii. 2 Of euery cleane beast
thou shalt take to thee by seuens. 1667 Milton P. L. xi.

731 Of everie Beast, and Bird, and Insect small Came seavens,
and pairs. 1853 N. Brit, Rev. Feb. 397 Till the end of the
forty-ninth annual revolution, a period of seven sevens. 1868
Routledge's Ev. Boy's Bk. 48 Sevens. This game is very like

Catch-ball. The object is to catch a ball seven times in

a particular fashion.

b. A playing card marked with seven pips.

1656 Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinCs Pol. Touchstone (1674)
288 The fair advantage which he had of three Sevens in

hand. 1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2j 90 You then
play your seven of Clubs, ibid. 102 They may lay out the

threes, fours, fives, sixes and sevens. 1783 W. Hooper Rat.
Recr. (ed. 2) I. 120 With the seven and eight of diamonds.
1873 Routledge's YoungGcntl. Mag. Jan. 121 Gather up the
four sevens, and place them on the top of the pack.

C. Cricket. A score of seven runs from one hit.

176s in Waghorn Cricket Scorcs{\%y$ 59 Harding fetched

24 notches off his own bat at four strokes : that was one 5,

two 6's, and one 7. 1886 Pycroft Oxford Mem. II. 101 He
hit Mr. Lowth for a fair seven.

d. pi. Verses of seven syllables.

1825 Collect. Psalms $ Hymns 197 Hymn 170. (Sevens.)

Gracious Spirit, Love Divine. 1891 J. C. Parsons Eng.
Versif 35 Sevens. Trochaic trimeter, with added syllable.

f 3. In the game of hazard, with reference to the

throwing of a main. Obs.
Seven's the main : see Main sb.3 . Seven is (my) chance :

see Chance sb. 3 b. Seven and eleven : the two casts upon
which the highest expectation can be wagered when seven
is the main. Come on seven : ? = 'seven's the main'; ?so
Comeyou seven, in quot. used as sb., a hardened gamester.

c 1386 Chaucer Pard. T, 653 Seuene is my chaunce, and
thyn is cynk and treye. a 1553 Nice Wanton 212 Heer six

come on seuen. 1596 Sir J. Davies Epigr. xxi, Hee still

doth swear By come on seauen that al is lost and gone.

1605 Chapman All Fools 11. 1 42 Shall I be made A foolish

novice . . By everie cheating come you seaven ? 1680 Cotton
Cornel. Gamester (ed. 2) 121 (Hazzard) If again Seven be
the Main, and the Caster throws eleven, that is a Nick.
i6840twayW^«'^v. i, Farewel for ever Old Hock.. Seven
and Eleven, Sink-Tray, and the Doublets. 1693 Humours
Town 25 But at Seven and Eleven to shake away an Estate
to known Rooks that live by the Dice, is an unaccountable
piece of folly. 1726 Art fy Myst. Mod. Gaming 13 Whereas
of the 36 Changes 24 only are Mains, viz. 8 Fives and Nines,
10 Sixes and Eights, and 6 Sevens. 1814 Hoyle's Games
Impr. 362 If seven is thrown for a main, and four the chance,
it is 2 to 1 against the person who throws. 1839 Thackeray
Led. Fine Arts ii. Wks. 1900 XIII. 273 A gambling-house,
where many a bout of seven's-the-main. .has been had.

t b. To set {all) on seven : to make a desperate

venture ; hence, to make an attack. Cf. to set {all)

on six and seven : see Six sb. 5. Obs,
'.' a 1400 Morte Arth. 2131 Thus he settez on seuene with

his sekyre knyghttez. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1279 5^t wold I

sett all one seven ffor Myldor the swet. < 1470 Gol, <y Gaw,
668 With seymely scheildis to schew, thai set vpone seuin.

4. A person or thing to which the number seven

is attached in a set or series, e. g. in an eight-oared

boat, the rower occupying the seat behind stroke.

Also number seven.

1830 Marryat King's Own xli, ' Had not I better get a
piece of duck for that 2 ' No, no—number seven [sc. canvas]
will do as well.* 1872 H. Kingsley Hornby Mills, etc
II. 59 You spoilt the boat by carrying away young Dick-
son,. .and instead of rowing a good seven in the boat, he
was bowled out with five runs at Kennington. 1891 Cambr.
Rev. 12 Mar. 267/1 On Saturday with a new seven they
rowed so well [etc.].

f 5. A seventh in music. Obs, rare.
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SEVEN.

1561 T. Hoby tr. Casliglione's Courtyer 1. (1577) E j, The

verie sense ofour hearing. . oftentymes de yteth in a second

or in a seauen. 1598 HIarston Set. Vtllame in. xi..(i599)

228 WheTthey sute Some harsher seauens for var.et.e My
natiue skill discernes it presently.

C. Combinations.

1 In parasynthetic adjs. with suffix -ed^, as seven-

branched, -taped, -channelled, -chorded, -cornered,

-eyed, -formed [after eccl. L. sepliformis], -gated,

-headed, -homed, -mouthed, -filed, -quired, -sealed,

sided, -syllabled, -thorned, -fined, -toned, -twined,

-twisted; seven-footed, seven feet high ;
fseven-

mountain - seated = Seven - hilled ; f seven-

ported, seven-gated. See also Seven-hilled,

Seven-leagued. .'..' —
1863 Stanley Jerw. Ch. xvii. 377 On the left of the Entrance,

stood the 'seven-branched candlestick. 1859A 11 YearRound

No. 34. 176 She calls the *seven-caped cabman. 1611G.

Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 11 "Seuen-chanel d Nile.

1647 H. Mors Triumph 27 But /Ether. .Tunes his "seven-

corded Harp. 1841-6 Longf. To a Child xii, Pythagoras.

.

formed the seven-chorded lyre. 1611 Florio, Sellarigolare,

"seuen-cornered. 1649 Roberts Clavis Bibl. 615 The vigi-

lant «seven-eyed Providence of the Lord. [See Zech. iv. 10.]

1787 Colman Inkle tr Yarico 1. Hi, Some grim, "seven-footed

fellow ready to scalp us. 1581 Daus tr. Bulliuger on Apoc.

(1573I 47 bi
He 's sayd..to haue the *seuen formed spinte,

whom he also powreth out vpon the faithfull. 1581 A. Hall
/liadiv. 71 The "seauen gated Thebes towne. 1729 G. Adams

tr. Sophocles' Antig. I. ii. II. 14 Round the seven gated

City 1849 M. Arnold Strayed Rev. 247 Seven-gated

Thebes. 1561 Daus Builinger on Apoc. (1573' 5 b> The old

"seuenheaded, and the new twohorned beast. 1646 [S>.

Gorton] (title) Simplicities Defence against Seven-headed

Policy. Or Innocency vindicated, being unjustly accused

by that Seven-headed Church-Government united in New
England. 1810 Southey Kehama xiv. i, Joy in the seven-

headed Idol's shrine ! 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 200

Seven-headed monsters only made to kill Time by the tire

in winter. 1835 I. Williams in Lyra Apost. cxi[n). (1836)

130 And old imperial Rome Looks up, and lifts again half-

dead Her »seven-horned head. 1849 Rossetti Marys Girl-

hood ii. The seven-thom'd briar and the palm "seven-leaved.

1624 Nero 11. (1633) C 3 b, Empire-crown'd "seven mountaine-

seated Rome. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 18 As when a wearie

traueller that strayes By muddy-shore of broad 'seven-

mouthed Nile. 1850 Marg. Fuller Worn, in 19th C. (1862)

187 Their ever weeping skies and "seven-piled velvet of

verdure. 1603 Murray in Stirling's Darius In praise

Author, "Seauenported Thebes wals. 1897 F. TuoMrsoN
New Poems 20 Where "seven-quired psalterings meet.

1816 E. Irving Babylon II. 339 The 14th chapter, which is

no portion of the "seven-sealed book. 1766 B. Martin New
Art Survey 27 A Heptagon, or "seven-sided Figure. 1853

Lynch Sclf/mprovem. iv. 96 Seven-sided subjects. 1869

Hood Rules of Rhyme 30 Tetrameter ("seven-syllabled).

1849 "Seven-thorned [see seven-leaved], 1844 H. Stephens

Bi. Farm II. 682 The implement. .is now very frequently

used with five tines, in place of the original "seven-tined

implement. 1853 N. Brit. Rev. Feb. 399 The *seven-toned

rhythm of the universe, /bid., A pencil of light, .seven-

twined and beautiful, /bid., A web of "seven-twisted thread.

b. Nat. Hist.
1812 Shaw Gen. Zool. I. I. 190 "Seven-banded Armadillo.,

1881 Cassette Nat. Hist.V. 32 The third "seven-gilled Shark,

called Nolidanus imiicus. 1391 Percivall Sp. Diet., Siete

en rama, "seauen leaued grasse. 182a Hortus Anglicus II.

175 Seven-leaved Tooth Wort. 1821 W. P C. Barton Flora

N. Amer. I. 14 Leaves, ."seven-nerved. 1812 ShawCT^m.

Zool. VI. 1. 55 The common or "seven-spotted Lady-Bird.

2. Combined with sbs. forming adjs., as seven-

carbon, -feet, -figure, -foot, -inch, -line, -octave,

-ounce, -part, -shilling, f -shot, -wire ; seven-

water, containing seven parts of water to one of

spirit. See also Seven-league.

1852 Jrnl.Chem. Soc. IV. 233 "Seven-carbon ether,Amylate

of ethyle, or Ethylate of amyle. 1829 W. Pearson Pract.

Aslron. II. 367 Mr. South's "seven-feet instrument. 18S5 De
Morgan & Schroen (title) "Seven-figure Logarithms. 1805

R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. Plate xx, A small "seven-

inch drain. 1869 Hood Rules ofRhymed The "Seven-line

Stanza. 1885 Encycl. Brit. XIX. 77/2 Broadwood's "seven-

octave concert grands. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas 97 (Lost

Legion) We've shouted on "seven-ounce nuggets. 1883

Grove's Diet. Mus. II 1. 464/1 Several short pieces for female

voices in "seven-part harmony. 1780 H. Walpole in Jesse

Selwyn f, Contemp. (1844) IV. 317 Last night I saw a proof-

piece of "seven-shilling pieces struck in 1776. 1821 Byron
yuan iil lx, A lady with her daughters or her nieces Shine

like a guinea and seven-shilling pieces. 1870 Henfrey
Engl. Coins I. 87 One-third guinea or Seven-shilling piece.

1681 Grew Musxum iv. § ii. 366 A "Seven-Shot Gun, or a

Gun which carries Powder and Bullets, for seven Charges

and Discharges. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. ix. 382/1 A
Wax Box, with a "seven Stone Ring set in it. 1836 M'arryat

Three Cutters ii, "Seven-water grog. 1876 Preece & Sive-

wright Telegraphy 242 To the old "seven-wire cable, .four

new wires are added.

3. With sbs. Footer, Pounder, Shooter (q. v.).

1890 'R. Boldrewood ' CV. Reformer (1&91) 205 A very

effective seven-shooter. 1896 Daily News 22 Apr. 7/7 A
Hotchkiss seven-pounder. 1899 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Sept. 3/3

That giant seven-footer.

4. 8even-bark, (a) = 'nine-bark' (Spirxa

opulifolia and other species)
;
{b) Hydrangea arbor-

escens (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1891) ; seven-bore, a shot-

grin with calibre seven; seven-eye (s [cf. G. sie-

benauge'], the lamprey, in allusion to its seven

gill-openings; seven-gills, a shark of the genus

Heptanchus or Nolidanus (Cent. Diet. 1891 ; cf.

seven-gilled in 1 b) ; seven-holes — seven-eyes ;

tsoven-leaf, -leaves = Septpoil.

564

1814 Lewis & Clarke Trav. Missouri (1813) III. 18 The
"seven bark, or as it is usually denominated, the nine bark of

the United States. 1863 W.C. Baldwin A/r. Hunting ix..

375,1 have shot for ten years constantly with a *seven-bore of

his make. 1740 R. Brookes A rt o/A ngling 1. xxxviii. 81 The
Lamprey.. is called by Dr. Plot, the Pride of the Isis, and by

others, "Seven-Eyes. 1839 T. C. Hofland Brit. Anglers

Man. xv. (1841) 186 The lamprey, . .or seven eyes. 1883 Day
Fishes Gt. Brit. II. 360 Names—Lampern, lampron, and

lamper-eel ; nine-eyes, nine-holes, the eye and nasal prince

appear to be here counted ; "seven-holes, when only the

gill-openings are enumerated, c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I.,232

Deos wyrt be man eptafilon & o5rum naman septlfohum

ncmneS & eac sume men "seofenleafe bataS. 1657 Coles

Adam in Eden 76 Tormentil, Setfoil or Seven-leaves.

Seven-day s, -days', attrib.phr.

1. Consisting of or extending over seven days or

a week. Also Comb, seven-days-long adj.

1823 Bf.ntham Not Paul 354 The seven-days-long false

oath. 1862-3 (title) The Seven Days' Journal of Literature,

Science, Art, and General Information. 1879 Law Rep.

(Irelami) II. 386 It is competent to him.. to exchange such

six-day license for a general or seven-day license 1883 H.

Conway ' Family Affair vii, The seven days wonder about

the boy had almost died away.

2. Seven-day{s disease, a form of tetanus. Seven-

dayfever, a kind of relapsing fever ;
septan fever.

1797 Underwood Dis. Childhood I. 377 Having escaped

the seven-days-disease, they thrive well until the third or

fourth month. 1888 Fagge Princ. Med. (ed. 2) I. 153 note,

Synonyms [of Relapsing Fever), .bilious remittent, seven-

day fever, famine fever. 1891 Syd. Soc. Lex., Seven-day

disease, a term for Trismus.

t Scvendele. Obs. [f. sevende (see Seventh)

+ dele (see Deal sb.1 1 b). Cf. OFris. sawendel,

MHG. sibenteil.'] Seventh part.

[c 1305 : see Seven A. 5.] 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I.

45 pe roundenesse of a cercle aboute conteyneb bre so moche

as be brede [MS. a adds and the seuendele of the brede).

[a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2342 A-losed mare of strenth pan I

my-selfe or my seggis be be seuent dele.)

t Seven-double, a. Obs. [Cf. Three-double,

etc.] Sevenfold.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. Eel (1598) 86 Her hands which

piere'd the soules seau'ndouble shield. 1611 Florio, Seite-

plico, seauen-fold, seauen-double.

Sevener (se-v'nsj). [-erI.] a. A criminal who

is sentenced to seven years' imprisonment. t>. A
hit for seven runs.

,

1897 P. Waring Old Regime 219 Pedder was a ' sevener ,

Blake was a ' niner '. 1898 in Bettesworth Chats Cricket

Field (1910) 417 Stephens again hit me to leg, but this time

he only made a sevener 1

Sevenfold (se'v'n,f<?iud), a., adv., sb. [OE.

seofonfeald — OFris. sivonvald, saunfahl, OHG.
sibunfalt (MHG. sibenvalt, G. siebcnfalt), ON.
sjaufalde : see Seven and -fold.] A. adj.

1. Consisting of seven together or s=ven in one;

having seven parts, divisions, elements, or units.

Formerly a frequent epithet of the river Nile.

C960 JEthelwold Rule St. Bcnet (Schriier) xvi. 40 Da:t

seofonfealde Retail bi3 bus burh us sefylled, S" [etc.].

c 1055 tr. Byrht/erth's Handboc mAngliaVWl. 302 Witod-

lice hine ofer stijaS baet seofonfealde Jetael baere sunnan

jreares dajas. 1340 Ayenb. 268 pe dede of alle ine mennesse

ys zeueuald: Hy lybbeb, hy smackeb, hy louyeb, hy byeb

glede, hy heryeb, hy byeb zuyfte, hy byeb zikere. 1590

Greene Orl. Fur. 3 From seuenfold Nilus to Taprobany.

1606 Shaks. Ant. .j- CI. iv. xiv. 38 The seuen-fold shield of

Aiax. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 156 The Alcoran bids

a seuen-fold daily worship. 1728 Pope Dune. 1. 244 The
Master of the sev'nfold Face. 1807 Crabbe Par. Reg. in.

816 He filPd the sevenfold surplice fairly out. 1864 Pusky

Led. Daniel (1876) 168 A sevenfold period of years. 1882

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 696/1 A 'litania septiformis ', that is to

say a sevenfold procession of clergy, laity, monks, virgins,

matrons, widows, poor, and children.

t>. Theol. [tr. eccl.L. septiformis] Applied to

seven gifts of the Holy Ghost enumerated in Isaiah

xi. 2 (Vulg. and LXX.); see also Rev. i. 4.

a 1000 ./Elfric Horn. (Thorpe) I. 326 We wuroiaS baes

Halxan Gastes to-cyme mid lofsangum seofon dagas, foroan

oe he onbryrt ure mod mid seofonfealdre xtfe. c 1200 Ormin
Ded. 301 piss sefennfald godle33C batt Crist Uss dide burrh

hiss are. a 1400 Minor Poems Vernon MS. xx. 9 pou art in

;ifte seuenfold, Godus riht hond ffinger art bou. c 1450

Mirour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 21 The sevenfold haly gast. 1526

Pilgr. Per/: (W. de W. 1531) 1 The vij folde graces of the

holy goost. 1563 W1N3ET tr. Vincent. Lirin. vii.Wks. (S.T.S.)

27 The seuinfald licht of the HalyGaist. 1627 CosiN ' Veni

Creator', Thou the anointing Spirit art, Who dost thy

sevenfold gifts impart. 1738 Wesley Hymns, Creator

Spirit, by whose Aid iii, Plenteous of Grace, descend from

high, Rich in thy sevenfold Energy. 1827 Keble Chr. K,
Confirmation, Draw, Holy Ghost, Thy sevenfold veil, Be-

tween us and the fires of youth.

2. Seven times as great or numerous ; seven times

increased or repeated. Hence, typically = very

great, strong, etc.

c 1000 /Elfric Saints' Lives (1881) I. 66 Iulianus wycode

wi6 ba ea eufraten and him ofer-wacedon syfan-fealde

weardes. 1382 Wyclif /sa. xxx. 26 The lijt of the sunne

shal be seuene fold, as the li3t of seuene daaes. 1557 «*•

corde Whetst. Bij, Septupla 7 to 1 : 14 to 2 . .
Seuenfolde.

1694 Salmon Bate's Dispens. (1713) 359/2 Chymists advise a

sevenfold Rectification. 1736 Genii. Mag. VI. 601/2 A
seventy times seven-fold Vengeance from above. 1742

Voung Nt. Th. IV. 204 And foul transgression dips in sev n-

fold guilt. 1852 Bailey Fesius 298 With A sevenfold blessing

and inviolate rest, Yea, with His sabbath. 1872 Spurgeon

Treas. Dav. Ps. lxxiv. 20 In some places a sevenfold night

of superstition and unbelief has settled down. 1908 Grove s

SEVENPENNY.
Diet. Mus. IV. 670/2 Among his [sc. Stainer's] most suc-

cessful, .pieces of church music must be named the well-

known ( Sevenfold Amen '.

3. Seven in number, poet.

1614 Gorges Lucan vl. 232 Here stood . . Echions Thebes

with seauenfolde gates. 16.. Middleton, etc. OldLaw \. 1,

Never did Greece, Not when she flourished in her sevenfold

sages, .. Produce a law more grave and necessary. 1812

Cary Dante, Purg. xxxll. 17, I mark'd that glorious army
..turn, Against the sun and sevenfold lights, their front.

1887 Morris Odyssey xi. 263 Thebes of the gates sevenfold.

B. adv. (OE. had seofonfealdlice.)

1. In a sevenfold manner or degree ; seven times.

Hence, exceedingly, greatly.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 171 De rihtwise shulle ben seue-

feald brihtere bane be sunne. a 1225 Juliana 18 So mare

je me helpeo seoueuald to heouene. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter xi. 7 Syluyre examynd in fire proued of be erth,

purged seuenfald. 1382 Wyclif Dan. iil. 19 He bad, that

the fourneyse shulde be sette on fijre seuen fold hatterthan

it was wont for to be tendid. c 1460 Towneley Myst. ii. 373

For he that sloys yong or old It shall be punyshid seven-

fold. 1567 Gude t; Godlie B. 119 Seuinfald, their sin, glide

Lord, mot punist be. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 289 Plutus

the God of Gold Is but his Steward : no meede but he re-

payes Seuen-fold aboue it selfe. 1632 W. Fofster tr.

Oughlred's Circles ofProportion 16 Let the ratio given be

septuplicated, that is multiplied sevenfold into it selfe.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. I. iii. 340 The population of

some [country towns] has multiplied sevenfold.

2. In seven folds or coils, nonce-use.

1830 Tennyson Mermaid ii, That great sea-snake .
.
From

his coiled sleeps in the central deeps Would slowly trail

himself sevenfold Round the hall where I sate.

C. sb. (nonce-uses?) a. The sevenfold, a seven-

fold amount, b. A group of seven.

1382 Wyclif Prov. vi. 31 Ca3t therewith forsothe he shal

aelde the seuene fold [Vulg. sepluptum). 1864 Pusey Leet.

Daniel iv. 165 note, Some of the poets have said, who
measure age rats «05o/iaa-i, by the sevenfolds.

Hence t Sevenfold v., to make sevenfold;

Se-veufolded,t-folden = Sevenfold a.; Se-ven-

foldness, the quality of being sevenfold.

1611 Florio, Settiplicare, to "seauen-fold or double. 1590

Spenser F. Q. ii. v. 6 His "seuenfolded shield. 1876

Morris Mneids xn. 925 The . . outer rim of that seven-folded

shield. 1561 Daus tr. Builingeron Apoc. (1573) 66 b, I tolde

you.. how the seuen spirites of God are put for the "seuen

folden, full, and perfect spirite of God. 1856 P. Fairbairn

Prophecy 11. iii. 306 The "sevenfoldness ascribed to it must

be., seven different states or forms of dominion.

Seven-hilled, a. [Cf. L. septicollis (Pruden-

tius).] Standing on seven hills : epithet of the city

of Rome.
1608 H. Clapham Errour Right Hand 73 The Seauen

hilled Citie (Rome). 1681 H. More Expos. Dan. Pref. 24

The seven-hilled City of Rome, c 1743 Francis tr. Hor.,

Sec. Poem 117 Mayst thou, in all thy radiant course, Nothing

more great than seven-hill'd Rome behold ! 1818 Byron

Ch. Har. iv. lxxx, The Goth, the Christian, Tune, V\ «r,

Flood, and Fire, Have dealt upon the seven-hill'd city s

pride. 183s Lytton Rienzi 1. xii, Rome.. with her seven-

hilled diadem.

So Seven-hilly a. rare.

1561 Daus tr. Builinger on Apoc. (1573) 281 The^uen
hilly Rome. 1824 Byron De/. Trans/. 1. 11. 149 ' n old

Rome, the seven-hilly, We'll revel at ease.

Sevenight(e, etc., obs. forms of Sennight.

Seven-leagne(d, a. Seven-league(d) boots

[F. botles de sept lieues], the boots in the fairy

story of Hop o' my Thumb, which enabled the

wearer to cover seven leagues at each step. Hence

allusively = of enormous size or speed.

1799 Southey in Robberds Mem. W. Taylor (1843) I. 254

He has advanced with such seven-leagued strides as to

overtake everybody. 1813 L. Hunt in Examiner 26 Apr.

262/2 Heaven grant he may not have put on his seven-

league boots in vain ! 1818 Scott Rob Roy iv, Giants

with seven-leagued boots. 1826 — IVoodst. xxvm, Leave

swelling phrase and seven-leagued words at home. 1849

Hawthorne Twice-told T., Mr. Higginbotliatu's Calastr.,

The stranger on foot must have worn seven-league boots,

to travel at such a rate. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 11. xii, With

a.. rapid step, as if he wanted to get his seven-league

dress-shoes on and go round the world. 1890 ' R. Boldre.

wood' Miner's Right (1899) 141/2 The sergeant strode

forward with one of his characteristic seven-leagued move-

ments. . . _. , „,. .

.

Comb. 1864 A. J. Warden Linen Trade 240 1 he rapid

progress in this seven-league-booted century.

Sevenpence (sev'n,pens). [/.Seven + Pence]

A sum of money equal to seven pennies. Hence

Se:venpence-ha-lfpenny ; Se^ven-pe'nnyworth

(-penn'orth).
1671 E. Leigh Three Diatribes 73 In Venice a Liver is

about seven pence half peny. 1736 Mrs. Calderwood in

Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 229 Peices. .of sevenpence

(called a skillen). 1824 Ure tr. Berthollet s Dyeing I. 8 A
measure of corn, which would at present cost sevenpence-

halfpenny English. 1839 Hotten's Slang Diet, Seven

pennorth, transportation for seven years. 1863 Kuskin

Sesame i. 8 33 Now ^700 is to ;t~So,ooo rough y, as seven-

pence is to two thousand pounds. 1883 Pall Mall bm.

it Mar. 4/1 Mary L. warmly asserted that • she had been

married at the sevenpence-halfpenny-church .
. .
.The seven-

pence-halfpenny demanded pays only for the legal stamp.

Sevenpenny (se-v'npeni), a. [See Penny sb.

1 o.l Costing or valued at sevenpence; hence,

ttrifling, contemptible. Also as sb., a volume that

costs sevenpence.
C1380 Antecristm Todd Three Treat. IVycli/Wsri 147

Antecrist makib hise [priests] knowen. .bi her sevenpeny
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wedding & haliwater spryngynge. 1664 J. Webb Stone-
Heng (1725)122 Readers would never be induced to swallow
such a Gudgeon, as that seven-penny Men should be fed

with Venison. 1711-11 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 8 Jan., I

forgot Catherine's sevenpenny dinner. 1908 Daily Chron.
17 Aug. 5/4 The neatly-bound, well-printed sevenpenny or
shilling volume of fiction. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 7 Sept. 4/3
The ' sevenpenny ' has come to stay as a form for the circula-

tion of English literature.

Seven sisters. [See also Sister s/>.]

1 1. The Pleiades. Obs.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 3334 Sche allone among be

susters seuene Schroudeth to vs schamfastly hir chere. [1667
Milton P. L. x. 673 To Taurus with the Seav'n Atlantic*
Sisters, and the Spartan Twins Up to the Tropic Crab.]
174a Gray Vrofertius 11. 35 Whence the seven Sisters'

congregated fires.

2. Hist. Seven cannon, resembling each other in

size and make, cast by Robert Borthwick and used

at the battle of Flodden.
? 1513 Skeltom Agst. Scottes 162 Your Seuen Systers, that

gun so gay. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 259 Sewin cannonis that he tuik fourtht of the castill of
Edinburgh, quhilk was callit the sewin sisteris. 1808 Scott
Marmion iv. xxvii, Borthwick's Sisters Seven.

3. a. A name of two common spurges, dial.

1886 Britten & Holland Plant-n., Seven Sisters. Euphor-
bia Helioscopia and E. Peplus, in allusion to the seven
branches of the stem. Co. Donegal, Ireland.

b. Seven sister^') rose : a climbing rose pro-

ducing densely clustered heads of white, cream, or

pinkish flowers.

1864 Hibberd Rose Bk. 27 One of the finest is Grevillei, or
the Seven Sisters' rose, a climber which grows with tremen-
dous vigour. 1906 Westm. Gaz. 3 Aug. 10/1 The seven-sister

rose Blossoms about the gabled close.

4. A popular name for Malacocercus terricolor, an
Indian bird of gregarious habits.

1878 P. Robinson In Ind. Garden 31 The Seven Sisters

pretend to feed on insects, but that is only when they cannot

tet peas. 1901 Kipling Kim 90 The chattering, gray-backed
even Sisters.

t Sevensithe s, adv. Obs. Forms : see Seven
and Sithe sbA [OE. seofon sipa, sipum : cf. ON.
sjausinnum.'] Seven times.

c 8»s Vesp. Psalter cxviii. 164 Seofen si6um in deje lof ic

se^de 3e. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 21 Huu oft

synngisa mse^e in mec bro5er min & ic forgefo him, wi5
sefo si5a? c 1055 tr. Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII.
303 Seofon si8on seofon beod nijon & feowertig. c 1175 Lamb*
J/i in. 39 Seofesioe brihtre bene ba sunne. a 1x15 Leg.
Kat/t. 1680, & alle be burhmen seouen siSes brihtre ben
beo be sunne. c 1x50 Gen. ff Ex. 182^ Seue sides he fell hiin
bi-foren. a X300 Cursor M. 1851 Til seuensith tuenti dais
war gan. a 1300 Eloriz fy B. 650 Hu ihc hire bojte apli^t

For seuesibe of gold hire wijt. 14x0 26 Pol. Poems ix. 89
Seuene sypes on be day, Men seyn, the ri^twis man dop
falle. 1483 Cath. Angl. 331/2 Seven sithe, sepdes. C1530
Crt. Love 436 Seven sith at night thy lady for to please.

Seven Sleepers, [tr. L. septem dormicntes.]

Seven youths 01 Ephesus said to have hidden in a
cave during the Decian persecution and to have
slept there Tor several hundred years.

c xooo ^lfbic Saints' Lives (i88») 1. 488 Her efne on-gin5
b«era eadi^ra seofon stepera Srowung. c 1310 Leg. Saints
(MS. Ashm. 43) If. 12a b, Seue sleparis. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 221 pe array of be sevene slepers. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 19 Make us to study be seuen slepars. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1905 III. 163 The forty yeares
vndermeale of the seauen sleepers. 1641 Milton Prel,
Episc. Wks. 1851 III. 77 The seven Sleepers, that slept.,

three hundred seaventy, and two years. 1781 Gibbon Dect.
Si F. xxxiiL (1787) III. 350 The memorable fable of the
Seven Sleepers. 1831 Carlyle Sartor Res. 1. iv, A peal of
laughter, enough to have awakened the Seven Sleepers !

b. Hence sing. Seven-sleeper : allusively, one
who has been asleep for years; dial, a dormouse or

other hibernating (or migrating) animal. [So G.
siebensch/dferj]

1671 Glanvill Further Discov. M. Stubbe 30, I thought
there was something in 't, that you now publish him for a
Seven Sleeper, that knows not the Transactions of the
Learned World.

#
1837 Carlyle /-v. Rev. II. in. i, But in sea-

sons of Revolution..your miraculous Seven-sleeper might,
with miracle enough, awake sooner. 1873 W. P. Williams
& Jones Somerset Gloss., Seven-sleeper, dormouse. 1899
H. C. Hart in Phil. Soc. Trans. 13 Seven sleepers. The
summer migrants supposed to sleep through the Winter.

Sevens 0111e (se
-v'ns#m), sb. and a. [f. Seven

a. + -some. Cf. Fris. saunesom.]

A. sb. Seven together. St.

17.. Ramsay Wyfe ofAudilermuchty \\\\
t
He draif the

gaislings forth to feid, fbair was but sevensum of them aw.

B. adj. Consisting of seven, rare***.

1864 in Webster.

Hence Sevensomeness, the quality of being
' sevensome \ rare"1

.

1853 N. Brit. Rev. Feb. 398 The Sevensomeness of the

microcosm. Ibid. 407 The sevensomeness of the luminous,
or of the musical octave.

t Seven stars. Obs. (Also ME. slerres seven.)

[OE. seofon steorran : see Seven and Star sb., but

OE. had also collect, neut. sifun-, sibunsterri —
WFris. saunstjerre, WFlem. zeven{ge)slerre^ MLG.
sevensternt, Dn. zevengeslerttte, OHG. sibunstirni,

•stirri (MHG. sibensterne, G. siebenstem and sie-

bengestim\ ON. sjaustimi. Cf. med.L, septistel-

lium.] a. The Pleiades, b. ? The planets, c. The
Great Bear.

cjh Corpus Gloss* (Hessels) P 451 Pliadas, sibunsterri.

a 900 0. E, Martyrol. 7 Nov. 202 Ond bon ne gongaS ba seofon
steorran up on sefen. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dmd. 477 pe sonne set

in his cours & be seue sterres. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1961
(Dublin MS.) One of be souerenest syres vndir be seuen
sternes. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 11. 3323 Pliades, be
seuene sterris bri^t, Of whiche sixe apperen to oure sijt. 1483
Cath. Angl, 331/2 pe Seven sterns, Plias, septemtriolis,
septemtrio. 1513 Douglas AEneis vm. Prol. 151 The pleuch,
and the polys, the planettis begane, The son, the sevin sternis,

and the Charll wane. 1535 Coverdale Amos v. 8 [so x6n ;

Revised 1884 Pleiades]. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.
iv. (1586) 182 b, The best time for the first haruest, the rising of
the seuen starres, or the beginning of May. 160-5 Shaks. Lear
1. v. 38 The reason why the seuen Starres are no mo then
seuen, is a pretty reason. 1630 R. yohuson's Kingd. $
Commiv. 85 Where so many kmgdomes are united, making
a more perspicuous shew over the universe, than the seven
starres doe in the Firmament, over the single planets. 1754
J. Hill Urania, Seven Stars, a common denomination of
the constellation, called, by_ astronomers, the Pleiades. [1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvin, Mrs. Bickerton, lady of the
ascendant of the Seven Stars, in the Castle-gate, York.]
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas 1. ii. (1544) 5 b, He would haue

raught vp to yft sterres seuen. c 1450 Metham Wks.
(E.E.T.S.) 10 Hys bryght plowgh of sterrys, and eke the
systyrrys at ther stent, The qwyche be nainyd the sterrys
seuyn. 1500-30 Dunbar Poems xxv. 66 We pray to all the
Sanctis of hevin, That ar aboif the sterris sevin.

Sevent, obs. form of Seventh.
Seventeen (se:v'ntrn, seVntm ; see -teen), a.

and sb. Forms : see Seven and -teen ; also 3
sceoven-, 5 cevyn-; 3-5 -ten ; 6 Sc. sewinteine,
sewinttein. [OE. seofontiene, -thte

t -tyne - OFris.
sogen-j soven-j savntene (WFris. sauntsien), OS.
sivontein

t
MDu. seventien (Dn. zeven-), OHG.

*sibunzehan (MHG. sibenze/ten
t G. siebzeAn), ON.

sjautjdn (Sw. sjutton^ Da. sytteri) : see Seven and
-teen.] The cardinal number next after sixteen,

composed of ten and seven, represented by the
symbols 17, XVII, xvii. A. adj.

1. In concord with a sb. expressed. Also, quali-

fying a higher numeral.
c 900 tr. Bxdd's Hist. in. xxiv. (1899) 315 Wass he Wulf-

here Mercna cyning seofontyne winter, c 1205 Lay. 27200
Seouentene busend selere cnihten. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls)

6487 J>e jer of grace a bousend & seuentene. a 1300 Cursor
M. 9124 pis roboam bat i of mene, Regned winters seuentene.
c 1330 Artk. «$ Merl. 8895 A kni;tofdede vertuous bat on hur
gatknistes seuentene. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2105 Saudburs
him to sewe seuyntene thousand. 159a Nashe P. Penilesse
Wks. 1904 I. 225 Scotland, Denmarke, and some more pure
partes of the seauenteene Prouinces. a 1627 Haywabd
Edw. VI (1630) 94 A proclamation vnder the hands of seuen-
teen persons, xj.. in Ritson's Gammer GurtotCs Garl.
{1783) 23 There was an old woman toss'd in a blanket, Seven-
teen times as high as the moon. 1777 {title) Seventeen
Hundred and Seventy-Seven ; or, a picture of the manners
and characters of the age. 1814 Scott in Lockhart (1837)
III. iii. 132 A.. dissenting clergyman, who has.. brought up
..sixteen or seventeen children .. upon L.150 a-year. 1879
Morley Burke 161 A Lyons silk weaver, working, .for over
seventeen hours a day. a 1890 Liddon Life Pnsey {1893) I.

iv. 76 In all Germany the number of professors who then
contended for the truth of the Gospel.. was thought to be
seventeen.

2. With various ellipses, esp. ofyears.
Sweet seventeen is used typically for the most attractive

period of a girl's life. The seventeen-eighties : the decade
extending from 1780 to 1789.
c 12906. Eng. Leg. 264/107 Jeot heo leouede twenti ^er after

be seuentene bi-fore pat heo ne et no mannische mete bote
weodes and wilde more. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 645 Scho
set hym in so bard assay, f hat he with sevintene in a bat
Wes fayne for to hald hame his gat I c 1386 [see Seven A. 1 dj.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem. (1904) 205 From seuentene to seuen
and twen tie (the most dangeroustyme of all a mans life). i66j
Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 111. i v. § 9 That the posterity ofNoah
might beget children at seventeen. 171a Steele Sped. No.
266 F 2 A slim young girl about Seventeen. 1767 H. Walpole
in Jesse Selivyn •$- Contemp. (1843) ^'« 190 The lottery tickets

which I have bought for you at twelve pounds seventeen
and sixpence apiece. 1855 Tennyson Brook 113 Claspt
hands and that petitionary grace Of sweet seventeen sub-
dued me ere she spoke. 1878 H. S. Leigh Town Garland
20 The gushing heart of seventeen. 1896 E. V. Lucas
Willow A> Leather (1898) 32 The Hambledon Club's ground
wai chariged..somewhere in the seventeen-eighties.

f 3. = Seventeenth. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 6369 Polidarius, the porknell, and his

pere Machaon, Suet with the xvii, sad men & noble. 1551
Kkcorde Pathw. Knowl. L xxviii, As the seuentene con-
clusion doth teache. 1580 in Cath.^ Tractates (S.T.S.) 68
As hie declaris in the sewinttein buik of the Citie of God.

4. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic), as seventeen'

branched adj. ; seventeen-day > -foot, -mark, -mile,

attrib. phr. ; seventeen-hander, a horse of 17
hands ; seventeen-hunder Unen (6V.), linen in

the weaving of which 1 700 threads go to the warp

;

8eventeen-year(s') locust, Cicada septemdecim

(see quot. 1882).
1861 Hagen Synopsis Neuroptera N. A mer. 207 Sector 1

"seventeen-branched. 1890 Billings Nat. Med. Diet.,
*Seventeen-dayfevert relapsing fever. 1900 Kipling in Daily
Express 29June 4/5 The*seventeen-foot W*ion Jack. 1886
Miss Braddon One ThingNeedful xxii, The horseswere her
own particular *Seventeenhanders, grand, upstanding bays.

1790 Burns Tarn o* Shantcr 154 Snaw-white "seventeen
hunder linnen ! 1861 Two Cosmos I. 228 Sheets o' seventeen
hunder linen. 1834 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. iv. 438
Gilbert MacdouaL.who held the "seventeen-mark lands.

1897 OutingXW. 357/1 Regular watches were once more set

upon the boats as they entered the upper or "seventeen-mile

level. tSS* Casseli's Nat. Hist. VI. 112 One North Ameri.
can species is called the "Seventeen-years' Locust (Cicada

septendedm) because it is said to appear only at intervals of
seventeen years in any given locality.

B. sb. The abstract number seventeen ; the
symbol representing this.

1594 Xasmk Unfort. Trav. Wks. 1005 II. aif, I vp with a
long circumstance, alias, a cunning shift of the seuenteenes.
1596 Harington Apol. Ajax Aa 2, Lyke a trycke of seuen-
teene in a sinkapace.

Seventeenth. (seVntfnfc sev'ntrnj>), a. and
sb. Forms: a. 1 seofonte5^a, -teoje'o'a, -tijepa,

-teotSa, 4-5 seventepe ; 0. 3-4 seventenpe, 5
-tenyth, 6 -tenth, 6- teenth; 7. 4-5 sevintende.
[OE. seofonte'opa, f. seofontiene Seventeen : see

-teenth. The later developments (£ and 7 forms)
are parallel with those of Fifteenth (q.v.) ; with
the 7-form cf. ON. sjautjdnde. See also Tenth.}
A. adj. The ordinal number corresponding to

the cardinal seventeen
;
qualifying a sb. expressed

or implied.
£900 tr. Baeda's Hist. 1. v, Severus caserc.se wees seofon-

teoje^a [v.r. seofonteoSa] fram Agusto. Ibid. in. xxiv,
Piseofanteoban [v.r. -tigeban] dse^e Kalendarum Decem-
brium. c 1300 Havelok 2559 Of marz be seuentenbe day.
c 1400 St. Alexins (Laud 108) 325 At be seuentebe 5eres
ende. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) xii. 17 t>e hundred
seuintende [psalm], c 1450 Godstoio Reg. 147/27 The jere
of be reyneof kyng Edwarde be seventenyth. 1530 Palsgr.
372 Dixseptiesme, sevynteenth. x6. . Middleton, etc. Old
Law v. i, September the seventeenth. 1805 Worusw. Pre-
lude 11. 386 My seventeenth year was come. 1839 De la
Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc. xv. 590 About the end of
the seventeenth century. 1862 Miss Braddon Lady Aud-
leyxxxv, He. .married me three months after my seventeenth
birthday.

B. sb. 1. A seventeenth part.

1718 Chambers Cyd. s.v. Measure, One Paris Ell, and
fifteen Seventeenths.

2. Mus. A note seventeen degrees above or below
a given note (both notes being counted) ; the interval

between, or consonance of, two notes seventeen
degrees apart; a chord containing this interval.

Also, an organ stop (see quot. 1855.)
1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 126 Though I do in it talke of

fifteenth and seuententhes, yet are these cordes seldome to

be taken in three parts. 1609 Dowland Ornith. Micrd. 79
A seuenteenth, which is equall to a third, and a tenth. 1694
W. Holder Princ. Harmony 102 A Seventeenth Major.

1797 Eucycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 509/2 The double octave of

the third is called a seventeenth. 1855 Hopkins Organ 120

Tierce-Seventeenth. A Stop formed of open metal cylin-

drical pipes, the pitch of which is a major third above the
Fifteenth, or a seventeenth above the Diapasons. 1897 tr.

Riemann's Diet. Mus. 372/1 The (major) Seventeenth
(second octave extension of the major third..),. .the Minor
Seventeenth (second octave extension of the minor third).

Ibid. 730/1 Seventeenth, the seventeenth degree of the scale

;

also called the 10th or 3rd.

Hence Seventeo'nthly adv., in the seventeenth

place (in an enumeration).
1623 in Fasti Aberd. (1854) 283 Seventintlie, that [etc.].

c 1643 Cleveland Let. Poems, etc. (1677) 127 Cheverel-Lungs
that will stretch as far as Seventeenthly. 17*5 tr. Dupin's
Eccl. Hist, lyth C. vi. 11. iv. 250 Seventeenthly, That bap-
tiz'd Infants.. ought to be instructed in the Faith of Jesus
Christ. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose xiv, The Captain heard
sixteenthly—seventeenth!y— eighteenthly, and to conclude,
with a sort of feeling like distracted despair.

Seventh. (seVnb), a. and sb. Forms: a. north.

(and Kentish). 1 aeofunda, -onda, siofunda, 2

seofende, 3 {Ormin) se(o)ffnde, sefennde, 3-4
sevendo, 3-5 sevend, 4 zevende, seyvend(e,
4-5 sevind, -ynd. #. 1 seofopa, -etta, sufopa,
•1-2 -oJ>e, 2 seofepe, 3 seove]?e, 3-4 sovethe,
sevepe ; 3 sefpe, 5 sefth. 7. 3 seouenpe, 3-5
seventhe, 4 sevenethe, sefnthe, 4-5 sev-
eneth, 5 sevynthe, (aenthe), 6 sevoenthe,
sevinth, 6-7 seaventh, 4- seventh. 5. north. 4
seyvent, sevente, sewinte,sevynte, 4-6 sevent,
sevint, 4, 6 sewint, 5 sevenete, sente, (senfte),

6 sewent. [Formations of different types are here

represented : a. OE. (Anglian) seo-, siofunda, ME.
(Northern and Kentish) sevende, corresp. to OFris.

siugttnda, sogunda, savnda (mod. saunde), OS.
sivondo, OHG. sibunto (MHG. sibente, sibende, G.

siebente)t ON. sjaunde (Norw. sjaunde, Sw. sjunde,

V)^.. syvende):—OTtvX.*sebundo-; cf. lateOE, nigetide

ninth, ME. tends tenth. £. OE. seofopa, -epa - OS.
sivodo :—OTeut. *sebunpo-, f. *sebun Seven ; cf.

OE. nigopa ninth, tiopa tenth. 7. ME. seventhe,

a new formation on Seven and -th ; cf. Ninth,
Tenth. The 5-forms exhibit the by-form (-/) of

the suffix characteristic ofSc] The ordinal number
correspondingtothecardinalnumberSEVEN. A. adj.

1. In concord with a sb. expressed or understood.
a. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxii. 26 Jelic fte eeftera &

3e 'Sirda wi3 to 3*m seofunda [c 975 R
t

ushw. Gosp. siofund ;

c 1000 Ags. Gosp. seofoban, v.rr. seofe3an, sufo^on; ciioo
Hatton Gosp. seofende, v.r. seofeSen]. c 1200 Ormin 4168

pe sefennde, be lattste daj^. Ibid. 5598 pe seoffnde gife

Godess Gast Her jifebb. c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 445 Lamech
is at 3e sexte kne, oe seuende man after adam. 1340 Ayenb.

3 pe zeuende bene of be holy_ pater noster. c 1350 Leg.
Rood (1871) 93 For hunger he cried on beseuyndday. C1400
Rule St. Benet (Prose) vii. 14 pe seuind degrece o mekenes.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xvi. 73 pis faire lady sail com to

him at be seuend day, or be thiidd day, end.



SEVENTH.
0. 971 Blickl. Horn. 47 jtrest on ajrne morgcn. .seofol>an

sil>e on uhtan. c 1 175 Lamb. Ham . 43 Innan )>an sea weren vii

bitterc ube. .be seofebe [wes] ful stunch. a 1.15 St. Marker.

8 t* seoueSe time of be dei. i»97 R- Glouc. (Rolls) 2577

pe seuebe Jer it was after bat hii to londe come. Ibid. 9068 Jn

be seuebe S: tuenti *r of be kinges crouninge. ayjpaSigtu

btf. Judfrm. 07 in E.E.P. (1862) 10 pe sefbe dai hit sal grow

ase. I3« Langl. P. PL C. xvn. 144 The syxte, hit is a pab

of peesVV.The seuebe, hit is a »elle of wysedome. c 1475

Porteiuiy 4427 Thys Grymold is the fifte Geant found, The

sixte, or the sefth of thaim hath be last, a 1550 Six Town
Chron. (1911) 186 Kyng henry the sevethe.

y. c 1190 Beket 1815 in .V. Eng. Leg. 158 Pe seuenbe 3er

bat he wende furst out of engelonde. C1374 Chaucer
Troilus 11. 681 BlisfulVenus wel arayed Sat in here seuenethe

hows of heuene bo. 1390 Gower Con/. III. 130 The
sefnthe sterre in special Of this science is Arial. c 1415 Eng.
jConq. Irel. xxiv. 58 He arryued, the yer of hys kyngedome,

senthe [v.r. the SenfleJ. c 1430 Chcv. Assigne 42 Sex seme-

lye sonnes & a dowjter be seueneth. 1493 Dives ft Pauper
lit. xiii. ljb, God bad reste in the seuynthe day. 1596

Dalrymfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scat. I. 84 Hentie the seuinth.

1605 Shaks. Macb. IV. i. 118 Another yet? A seauenth?

1667 Milton P. L. vm. 128 Thir wandring course.. In six

thou seest, and what if sev'nth to these The Planet Earth .

.

Insensibly three different motions move? Ibid. xi. 696

Hee the seventh from thee, whom thou beheldst The onely

righteous in a World perverse. 17x0 Swift Jrnl. to Stella

31 Oct., I have sent my seventh [letter] to your fourth,

young women. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 353 In both

cases the focus [of disease] seems to have affected the issuing

seventh [cerebral nerve].

S. c 1375 Cursor M. 6844 (Fairf.), vj. dayes sal ;e wirke.

.

and }e sal rest be seyuent day. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints vii.

(Jacobus Minor) 95 The sewynt sere of his bischophad.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 169 pe sevent werke of mercy.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms (S.T.S.) 23 Pape Gregore the

sevynt. a 1500 Signs of Doomsday 95 in Bronte Bk. 74

The sente day schall fall dewn Chyrch, and cast) 11. 1576

in Oppress. Orkney <fr
Zetld. (1859) 47 This Sewint Article.

1588 A. King tr. Cauisius' Catech. 183 The sext is bontie..

.

The Sewent is gentilnes.

b. ellipt. for seventh day, chapter, regiment, etc.

To commit the seventh (slang), to transgress the seventh

commandment, to commit adultery.

1598 J. Chamberlain Lett. (Camden) 29 The seventh of

this moneth. 1674 Brevint Saul at Endor 298 The seventh

of St. John's Revelation. 1841 Lever O'Malley cxvii, He
ordered me to picket two squadrons of the seventh. 1874

Hardy FarJr. Madding Crowd v'ui, As soon as he could

..fancy he was doing wrong and committing the seventh.

2. Seventh part, or f deal (see also Sevendele),

one of the seven equal parts into which a thing

may be divided.
ciigo 5. Eng. Leg. 318/657 Pare nis bote bat seouen|>e

del bat men woniez on, i-wis. Ibid. 318/665 pe seuenbe part.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 45 pe seuenbe parte of be

bridde. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2157 pai pleyne more he
pouirte & be pile of bar horsis pan be soro3e of bam-selfe by

be seuynt parte [Duel. MS. seuent dele].

b. Seventh heaven, see Heaven sb. 5 c, 7 c.

Hence sevenlh.heaven-arian (nonce-wd.), one who is

always in the seventh heaven, of ecstasy.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxitt, You will find that, when
you have heard my counsel, you may go to the seventh

heaven with it in your pocket, if you have a mind, and not

feel yourself an ounce heavier in the ascent. 1857 Kings-
ley T-wo V. Ago II. 104 What a blue stocking, pre-Raphael-

ite seventh-heaven-arian she would have been. 1892 Mrs.
Clifford /!«»/ Anne xiv, Florence was in aseventh heaven
of happiness.

3. = Seventhly, rare.

1576 Gascoigne Droome ofDoomes day Wks. 1910 II. 330
Seventh, he ought in all things to [etc]. 1840 _

Do//:.

Brewing 8 The following articles only are requisite. .

.

Seventh, a stirring stick.

B. sb. 1. = Seventh part.

'557 Recorde IVhetst. B ij b, Sesquiseptima. 8 to 7 : 16

to i4..(i'/7) a seuenth more. 1623 J. Johnson Arith.

229 Because your fractions are seuenths, cut off 7 figures.

176a Ramsbottom Fractions Anatomized 33 For if to 4
Sevenths We add 4 Eighths, .it is neither 8 Sevenths nor 8

Eighths. 1844 R. Rouse Turf Betting 8 Different de-

nominators, as fifths, sevenths, elevenths. 1897 Gunther
in Mary Kingsley W. Africa 711 Eye two-sevenths of the

length of the head.

2. A/us. a. A note seven degrees (see Degree
sb. 11 a) above or below a given note (both notes

being counted) ; the note immediately below the

octave in a scale, •= leading note. b. The interval

between two notes seven degrees apart ; it is either

major, minor, or diminished : see these words, o.

(In full, chord of the seventh) A chord consisting

of a note together with its third, fifth, and seventh

:

denominated from that note of the scale which
forms the root, as dominant seventh, tonic seventh ;

also minor, diminished seventh (see quots. 1 880,

1883), leading seventh (see Leading///, a. 1 b).

1591 J. Farmer Plainsong B vj, 2 parts in one in the

seuenth, the Basse before, the Meane follow a sembreefe,

the plainsong in the midst. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 71
Phi. Which distances make discord..? Ma. ..a second, a
fourth, a seuenth. 1694 W. Holder Princ. Harmony 169
These Discords, the Iritone, and Semidiapente; as also,

the Seconds, and Sevenths, are of very great use in Music
1730 Treat. Harmony 15 The Seventh of the key. 1751 tr.

Ratneau's Treat. Mus. 28 The perfect Chord, and that of
the Seventh. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XII. 508/2 An
interval consisting of four tones and two semitones, as
from re to ut, is called a seventh minor. 1818 T. Busby
Gram. Mus. 326 The chord of the Seventh is susceptible of
three changes. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 2C;/i The dominant

Sh and the diminished 7th, or their inversions. 1855
rowning Toccata of Galuppi's vii, Those lesser thirds so

plaintive..Those commiserating sevenths. 1880 Grove's

566

Diet. Mus. I. 673 The use of the minor seventh, which we
call the Dominant seventh, without preparation. 1883 Ibid.

III. 477/2 The chord of the Diminished seventh., is in its

complete form composed of a set of minor thirds.

Seventh-day. (Also 5-6 north, sevent, -ynt.)

1 1. = Week's-mind. Obs.

1462 Test. Ebor. II. 256, 1 wille that I be brought foithe at

the day of beriall as my degre askis withouten any sevent-

day. 1527 Ibid. V. 238, 1 witt a quarter wheate and ij barils

bere to be delt in the kirke of Hornese opon my sevynt daye.

2. The seventh day of the week, Saturday ; the

(Jewish) Sabbath ; trans/. Sunday. Also attrib.

1692 T. Watson Body Divinity 332 The old Seventh-day

Sabbath (which was the Jewish Sabbath) is abrogated. 17x0

O. Sansom Aec. Life 226 On the Seventh Day we went to

Youghall, and on the First Day had two Meetings there. 1870

Cokwav Earthward Pilgr. xxviii. 345 The sanctity of the

Seventh Day is the survival of the old worship of Ashtaroth.

1872 O. W. Holmes Organ-Blower 27 When the seventh

day*s sunshine falls Through rainbowed windows on the

walls. 1885 R. Buchanan Matt iii, I thought her ordinary

costume far more becoming than her seventh-day finery.

b. In the designations of bodies of Christians

who observe the seventh day of the week (Saturday)

as the principal day of rest and religious observance.

Seventh-day Adventists : a millenarian sect holding Sabba-

tarian principles. Seventh-day Baptist : see Sabbatarian
sb. 3. \Seventh-day man : see Traskite.
1684 Luttbell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 302 The seventh day

minister, in Newgate. 1694 E. Chambeklayne Prcs. St. Eng.
(ed. 18) in. i. 378 Traskitts, now called Seventh-day-men,

who keep the Jewish Sabboth. 1784 Backus Ch. Hist. Nettt

Eng. II. Index 15 Seventh-day Baptists. X876 Direct.

Amer.PuH. 19 in A mer. Catal. (1880), Seventh Day Adven-
tists. 1880 Libr. Unrv.Knoxvl. (U.S.) s. v., Traces ofseventh-

day keepers are found in the days of Gregory I.

Seventhly (seVn^li), adv. [f. Seventh a. +
-LY 2

.] In the seventh place (in an enumeration).

c 1332 Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 929 Seventhly, seP-

tiesmement. 1574 Whitgift Def. Ansiv. xvn.631 Master
Gualter . . sayth : He comprehendeth seuenthly in this order,

gouernours vnder whom [etc.]. 1648 D. Jenkins Wks. 38
Seventhly, we maintaine that the King is the onely supreme
Governour in all causes. 1725 Fam. Diet. s.v. Rules, Sev-

enthly, Galloping is the last, and must be join'd to all the

other Paces, a 1887 Jefferies Field «5- Hedgerow (1889)

328 Seventhly, no one can find these footpaths, which pro-

bably led nowhere.

b. As sb. with ref. to the heads of a sermon.

1815 Scott FauTs Lett. i. (1816) 4 The Parson has spared

his flock one Seventhly of his text. x86o Dickens Uncomm.
Trav. ix, I have been, .catechised respecting Boanerges
Boiler, his fifthly, sixthly, and his seventhly.

Seventh-night. Obs. [f. Seventh a. +
Night.] = Sennight.
1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. 1. v. 86 His Father dy'd on

this day seuenth-night. 1672 Locke Let. to Mapletoft 19

Oct., That day seventhnight I parted from you.

Seventieth (se'v'ntiej)), a. Forms: 3-4
seventipe, 4 sevetepe, {north, seven-, seyviu-

tiand), 4-6 seventepe, 6 seventyth, 7 seaven-
tieth, 7- seventieth, [f. next + ~elh, -th. The
forms in Cursor Mundi are after the ON. ordinal

ending -tugotuie.] The ordinal numeral correspond-

ing to the cardinal Seventy.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5730 Yssryned he was nyn hondred
& on & seuentibe gere. 13.. Cursor M. 21209 (Gdtt.) pe
seuentiand and feird 3ere \_Fairf. seyuintiand]. 1382 Wyclif
Zech. I 12 This is now the seuentithe jeer. 1530 Palsgr.

372 Septantiesme, seventyth. 1570 Levins Manip. 88/41
Ye Seuenteth, septuagestmus. x6xx Florio, Settuagesi/no,

the seauentieth. 1635 A. Stafford Fern. Glory 206 She
Hv'd to her seaventieth yeare. 1900 (title) Report of the

Seventieth Meeting of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science.

Seventy (seVnti), a. and sb. Forms : [1

hundseofontij, -sifontis, etc. : cf. Seven],

3 seoventi, (Ormin) seof(f)ennti3, 4 seyventi,

sewinty, zeventy, 4, 6 sevinty, -te, 5 ceventye,

senty, 7 seaventy, 3- seventy. [OE. {hund)~

seofontiz- OFris. siugun-, sogen-, soventich (mod.

sauntich), OS. sivuntig (MLG. seven-, soventich,

MDn. seventich, Du. zeventig,, OHG. sibunzug

(MHG. sibenzec,etc, G. sieb{eri)zig), ON. sfau tiger

(Norw. sjautti, sytti> Sw. sjuttio) ; see Seven and

-ty.] A. adj.

1. The cardinal number equal to seven tens, re-

presented by 70 or lxx ; a. with sb. expressed or

implied in the context.

c 1200 Ormin 4319 pe feorbe staff iss nemmnedd O & seof-

enutU bitacnebb. a X300 Cursor M. i486 Til bat nine hun-
dret yeir war gan And seuenti. 1340 Ayenb. 1 Blind, and
dyaf, and alsuo domb. Of zeuenty yer al uol rond. a 1400-

50 Wars Alex. 634 In foure or in fyfe 3ere he ferre was in

lare pan othire at had bene bare seuynte wynter. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 67/2 Cevyntye, Septuaginta. 1530 Palsgr.

367 Septante, seventy, a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Feb. xi. § 151

A. ship, .that carried seventy guns. X814 Wordsw. Excurs.

11. 600 The still contentedness of seventy years. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair li, 'Lend me a hundred, Wenham,
for God's sake,T>oor Rawdon said—'I've got seventy at

home/
b. With ellipsis ofyears (of age).

C1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. 114 He..who at seventy

odd forsakes this light. X729 Pope Let. to Swift 28 Nov.,

My first friendship at sixteen, was contracted with a man
of seventy. X83X Scott Ct. Fob. vi, His age was some
seventy and upwards. 1884 Ryle Princ. Churchmen (ed. 2)

424 By the time we are seventy, our memories and intellects

begin to fail.

SEVEN YEARS.

c. Specific elliptical uses.

The Seventy : (a) the seventy disciples of our Lord whose

mission is recorded in Luke x. 1 ; (b) the Seventy Interpre-

ters=SEPTUAGiNT 1 ; (c) in the organization of Mormomsm,
a body of seventy elders acting as missionaries.

1520 Nisbet N. T. (S.T.S.) I. 10 He sendithe the sevinte

befoire him to preche. 16x4 Raleigh Hist. World 1. vii.

§ 8. no The Geneua Translation calls it [Gopher] Pinetree,

the Rabbine Cedar, the Seuentie square timber. 1662 Stil-

lingfl. Orig. Sacrx 1. u. § 11. 37 The Seventy render it..

to. -yAvirro, by which they understand graven Images. [1669

Barrow Expos. Creed (1697) 143 Fitly rendered nvpios by
the Seventy interpreters.] 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life 11. vii.

Wks. 1718 I. 485 Matthias, who. -was one of the Seventy
that was Chosen and Ordained by the other Apostles to

succeed Judas in the Apostolate. 1858 Trans. Phil. Soc.

72 The Greek rendering of the Seventy. x86x R. F. Burton
City ofSaints ix. 484 The fourth body in rank is the Seven-
ties. The 'Seventy' act in the name of the Lord, under
direction of the 'Twelve', in building up the church, and
like them are travelling ministers.

2. In comb, with numbers below ten (ordinal and
cardinal), as seventy-one, one and seventy, seventy

and one, seventy-first ; often with ellipsis (e.g. of

years).
a 1225 Ancr. R. 62 Seouene & seouenti lefdies. X297 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 7672 In be 3er of grace a bousend & seuenti

& bre. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints Prol. 139 And disciplis 3d
had he may, forowtin bir, sewinty and twa. c 1420 Chron.

Vilod. 414 After be Incarnacyon ay^te hundreth 3ere senty

andfyuehitwas. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractales
1

Wks.($.T.S.)

I. 17 His Apostolus and seuinty-twa Discipulis. 1615 W.
Bedwell Moham. Impost, m. § 109 You shal be separated

farre off from me vnto the seuenty three generation. 1788

Gibbon Decl. *y F. L V. 218 Seventy-two Houris.. of resplen-

dent beauty. 1791 J. Townsend Journ. Spain (1792) III.

266 On the seventy-first day. 1862 Lowell Biglow P. Ser.

II. ii, Wal, by heaven, Thet's the wust news I've heerd sence

Seventy-seven ! 1873 All Year Round 3 May 13/2, In 1791,

the Seventy.third, now the Seventy-first, that had won a
name in Indian warfare, again took a foremost part against

..Tippoo. X885 Tennyson To E. FitzGerald 43, 44 And
I am nearing seventy-four, While you have touch'd at

seventy-five.

b. Specific uses.

Seventy-four: (a) a ship carrying seventy-four guns (now
Hist.); (b) see quot. 1853. Seventy-five : a bow requiring

a power of 75 lbs. Seventy-twos* seventy-twomo [reading

of the symbol 72mo ; cf. sixteenmo, etc ], the size of the page
of a book in which each leaf is one seventy-second part of a
whole sheet.

1797 Nelson in Duncan Life (1806) 44 Two first-rates and
a seventy-four are with him. 1840 G. A. Hansard Bk. Ar-
chery 368 A seventy-five, which commands all lengths within

four hundred yards. 1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Seventy-

l7uomo, a sheet of paper folded into seventy-two leaves or

one hundred and forty-four pages is termed seventy-twos or

seventy-twomo. 1853 Pappe Edible Fishes C. Good Hope
21 Dentex Ruptstris.. (Bastard Silverfish ; Seventy-four).

i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xv, The dark hold of an old

Seventy-four. 1882 Southward Pract. Printing (1884) no
A variety of formes from folio to seventy-twomo. 1894 C. N.
Robinson Brit. Fleet 238 For fifteen years the seventy-four

was the ideal fighting ship for the line of battle.

3. Comb, (chiefly parasynthetic), as seventy-horse

{ — horse-power), -mile ; seventy-footer (see Footer
sb,1 5) ; seventy-times-seventh, seventy-year-old

adjs. ; also seventy-fold adv. and vb. (see -fold).

X387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 231 Lamech his synne
was l-punsched seuene and seuenty folde. ifixx Florio,

Settantipiieare, to seauentie-fold. 1834-6 Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) VIII. 705/x The propelling powers are two seventy-

horse steam-engines. 1877 Besant & Rice Son ofVulcan
11. iv. 198 His seventy-times-seventh flogging. 1893 Kate F.

Sanborn Truthful Woman 50 From San Diego to Los An-
geles, a seventy-mile run along the coast. 1896 Harper's
Mag. XCII. 761/2 The seventy-year-old Blucher. 1900

DailyNewsg July 8/5 The new seventy-footers., now being

sailed in American waters.

B. sb. 1. A set of seventy persons or things;

+ a period of seventy years.

1590 H. Broughton (title) A Letter to a Friende, tovching

Mardochai his Age, which helpeth much to holde the trueth,

for that chiefe prophecie of our saluation, in Gabriels seuen-

ties. X74X in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comra.) I. 398
Many companies that were seventy's when we embarked,

have not six men left \ in them. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.
S28/2 There are eighty seventies in Utah. [Cf. A. 1 c, 1861.]

1892 Gunter Miss Dividends 106 A Mormon empire .. ruled

over by the Priesthood of the faith of Joseph Smith and the

Council of Seventies.

2. The seventies : the decade 70 to 79 in a

particular century or in a person's life.

1865 'C. Bede' Rook's Gard., etc. 96, I have heard the

word sparrowgrass from the lips of a real Lady—but then

she was in her seventies. 1895 Saintsbuky Corr. Impr. 173

It was not easy to reconcile these two laws in the late seven-

ties and early eighties with regard to Mr. Anthony Trollope.

Seven-np. U.S. The game of all-fours when
played for seven ' chalks \
1845 J. J. Hooper Simon Suggs (Bartlett), Simon and Bill

were.. very earnestly engaged at seven-up. 1847 Ruxton
Adv. Mexico xxvii. 245 'Euker', 'poker', and 'seven-up ,

the regular mountain-games. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches

47 There sat four ' cow-punchers ', . . playing ' seven-up '.

Seven year(s, -years', attrib. phr. Con-

sisting ofor lasting for seven years ; having a period

of seven years, f These (this) seven years day, this

long time ; cf. Seven A 1 c, d.

Seven>year(s apple, a fruit of tropical America, Genipa

cl/tsiarfolia, supposed to require se*en years to
j

ripen.

^Seven-years bean, pea : see quot. 1666. Seven rears War,

the third Silesian war (1756-1763), in which Austria, France,

Russia, Saxony, and Sweden were allied against i-red-
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erick II of Prussia. Seven-year-vine, the West Indian
Ipomcea tuberosa.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 2, 1 saw not better sport these

seuen yeeres day. 1647 Symmons Vind. To Rdr. b3 b, It

hath been mine endeavour this shaven years day, and my
usuall Prayer, that I may be able to conclude as M. Brad-
ford the IVlartyr did. 1666 J. Davies Hist. Caribbee Isles

64 Those called the Seven-years Beans, because the same
stalk bears seven years one after another. 167a W. Hughes
A/ner. Physit. 20 Of the seven years Pease. 1730 Phil.

Trans. XXXVI. 434 The Seven Years Apple. 1788 Towers
Mem.Fredk. III ofPrussia II. 325 Thus ended [1763], what
is called in Germany, The Seven Years War. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. II. in. i, In that seven-years sleep of his, so much
has changed ! 1856 H. H. Dixon Post <y Paddock i. 17 We
lately met with a seven-year-old. 1864 Grisebach Flora
IV. Ind. Islands 787 Seven-year-vine. 1880 J. C. Harris
Uncle Remus i. (1881) 17 ' Miss Sally ' missed her little seven-
year-old. 1900 yrnl. Sea. Geog. (U.S.) Apr. 141 The seven-
year periods.

Sever (se'vai), v. Also 5 sevyr, severe, Sc.

sevir, 6 sevour, seaver, Sc. siver, -ir, syver,

aewer. [a. AF. severer^ ceverer, OF. sevrer
t

severer, mod.F. sevrer to wean :—pop. h.*seperdre
t

L. separate to Separate. Cf, It, sceverare,

scevrare.]

I. Transitive senses.

1. To put apart, set asunder (two or more persons

or things, or onefront another) ; to part or separate

by putting in different places.

138a Wyclif Gen. xxv. 6 He seueryde (Vulg. separavit]

hem fro Ysaac.to the est plage. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 307 Everiche in his owne cellc.i-served [v.r.

yseveredj by hem self [orig. ab aliis separaius]. c 1440 Pal.
lad. on Husb. in. 147 And seuered by hem self sette euery
kynd. c 1450 Merlin xxii. 402 Than he seuered a part of

his peple. 1535 Coverdale Ezek. xxxiv. 20, I will seuer

the fat shepe from the leane. 1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 623
By which iust Minos righteous soules doth seuer From
wicked ones. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxv. § 9. 112

The chaffe may and ought to be seuered from the come in

the Eare. 16*3 Massinger Dk. Milan 11. E 1 b, Franc.
What winde hath rais'd this tempest? Seuer 'em, I com-
mand you. 1667 Mi [.ton P. L. ix. 252 Least harm Befall

thee sever'd from me. 1788 Cowper Negroes Compl. 11

What are England's rights,..Me from my delights to sever?
1908 S. A. Cook Relig. Anc. Palestine v. 56 Cremation.,
may have been intended to sever the soul from the body.

b. To part or open (the lips, eyelids).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xvii. (1495) h ij b, Mannes
lippes..maye be seueryd & departed. (11586 Sidney Ar.
cadia 111. (1598) 372 Pyrocles, then first seuering his eye
liddes, and quickly apprehending her danger. 184a Tenny-
son Dny-Dreant, Sleeping Pal. tv, Her lips are sever'd as

to speak.

O. To disjoin, dissociate, disunite (persons or

things normally united by some immaterial tie).

138a Wyclif Prov. xvi. 28 The man ful of woordis seuer-

eth princis. 1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy v. 24 Amonge
hem silf to bring in variaunce. And her hertis. .Conta-
giously toseueryn & deuyde. 1495 Act n Hen. VIV, c 34
fi That all the same..Hereditamentes shuld be..seperat
severed and disanexed from the Duchie of Cornwall. 1593
Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, IV. i. 21 God forbid, that I should wish
them seuer'd, Whom God hath ioyn'd together. 1601 —
All*s tVeil 1. iii. 57 How somere their hearts are seuer'd in

Religion. 1605 Camden Rent. 3 In whose person the two
nightie Kingdomes of England and Scotland hitherto sev-

ered, are now conioyned. 1831 Scott Cast. Bang, v, I will

..take an opportunity of severing these two young men.
1856 Fhouoe Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 188 A revolution which
severed England from the papacy. 1873 Jowett Plato (ed.

2) IV. 529 Plato sees that the ideal of the state in his own
day is more and more severed from the actual. 1898 Watts-
Dunton Ayhuin 11. xi, I would trample it [a coronet] in the
mud, if it were to sever me from Winifred.

d. in legal phraseology (cf. 7).
153s Dial. Laws Eng. 11. vii. 19 b, The fealtie can nat be

seuered fro the reuercion. 1579 Termes de la Ley 44 b/

2

Such common \viz. common appurtenant]., may bee seuered
from the land to which it is appurtenaunte. a 1625 Finch
Law 1. iii, Things incident cannot be seuered. 1884 Law
Times Rep. 12 Apr. 201/1 Where a fund is directed to be
at once set apart and severed from the rest of the testator's

estate, it carries income from the testator's death.

f e. To part or remove by some technical process

(a substance)from another with which it is com-
bined or mixed ; «= Separate v. 5. 06s.
1626 Bacon Sylva $ 311 It is vsuall in Clarifying Ippo-

crasse to put in Milke ; Which after seuereth and carrieth

with it the Grosser Parts of the Ippocrasse. 1661 Boyle
Certain Physiol. Ess. (1669) 251 The thinner and more
serous Liquor..being thus sever'd from the grosser parts of
the milk. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 704 A second multitude
With wondrous Art founded the massie Ore, Severing each
kinde, and scum'd the Bullion dross. 1796 Kirwan Elem.
Min. (ed. 2) I. 485 A general method of discriminating and
severing them [sc. earths].

Jig. 1626 Bacon Sylva % 490 This Axiome is of large ex-

tent ; And therefore would be seuered, and refined by Triall.

f£ (In Biblical language.) To set apart or

segregate for a special purpose. Also with out,

1382 Wyclif Deut. iv. 41 Thanne Moyses seuerde thre
citees, blonde Jordan. [Also 1611.] 1609 Bible (Douay)
2 Esdras iii. 16 iacob thou didst sever to thy selfe, but Esau
thou didst separate. 1611 — Ezek. xxxix. 14 And they
shall seuer out men of continual emploiment. 17x8 Prior
Callimachus' Hymn to Jupiter 93 The Soldier.. rich with
hostile Spoil, Severs the Bull to Mars.

f g. In occasional uses : To deprive of) to hinder

from ; to free from. Obs.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mart'it Wemen 337 Quhen I seuerit

had that syre of substance in erd. 1533 Bellenoen Livy
11. xx. (S.T. S.) I. 208 The Inemyis..mycht skairslie be

severit fra oppugnatioun of bare tentis [orig. aegre abstinent
quin castra oppuguent]. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb.
I. (1586) 29 b, Weeding when it is knotted, seuereth the
Corne from all anoyances. 1601 2nd Pt, Returnfr. Par.
uassus 1. vi.484 What slimie bold presumtious groome is

he, Dares with his rude audacious hardye chatt Thus seuer
me from skybredd contemplation ?

h. refl.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 61 The most part of them that
came with the Archebishop and accompanied him before, for

feare of the kinges displeasure seuered themselues from him.
1589 Nashe Pref.to Greene's Menaphon (Arb.) 10 Amongst
others in that Age, Sir Thomas Eliots elegance did seuer it

selfe from all equalls. i6it Bible Judges iv. n Now Heber
the Kenite. .had seuered himselfe from the Kenites. 1617
Moryson Itin. 11. 14 Their Lordships advised the Lord
Deputy to offer Odonnel pardon, so as he would sever him-
selfe from Tyrone. 184s Sarah Austin Rankers Hist. Rcf.
I I, iv. v. 537 Switzerland, which had now severed itself from
the empire. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola 11. iv. (1880) II. 44 To
sever herself from the man she loved no longer. 187a Rae
tr. Taine's Notes Eng. xvi. 206 The Englishman does not
sever himself from public affairs.

2. To separate in thought or idea; to distinguish,

treat as distinct ; to mark oftfrom.
1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr, 2032, I [Reason] am she By

whom that ye yknowe be ffrom other bestys..And seueryd
in especyal. c 1510 More Picus (W. de W.) A iv, Suche
vnknowen and straunge tokens..severynge the cradyls of
suche specyall chyldren fro y* company of other of the
comune sorte. 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. 1. iii. § 2 Expedient
it will be that we seuer the law of nature obserued by the
one from that which the other is tied vnto. 1605 B. Jonson
Volpone v. v, Volp. Am I then like him ? Mos. O, Sir, you
are hee: No man can seuer you. C1652 Milton Sonn. to

Sir H. Vane n To know Both spirituall powre & civill,

what each meanes, What severs each, a 1654 Selden Table-
T., Books (Arb.) 31 He is a poor Divine that cannot sever
the good from the bad.

_ 1909 Expositor Sept. 222 In
another letter he severs his own position most definitely

from that of Sabbatier. 19x0 Ibid. Aug. 127 We cannot
sever religious cult from social custom.

3. To keep distinct or apart by an intervening

space or barrier. Of the intervening medium : To
occupy the space or interval between. Also^f.
1422 Yonge tr. Secreta. Secret, lviii. 223 That the rybbis

Bene wel departid or Seueret. 1533 Bellenden Livy 11. xi,

(S. T. S.) I. 171 Beliveall municiouns, quhilkis war laid be
Industrye to sivir J>e armyis, war removit. 1584 Cogan
Haven Health ccxh. 240 Let your lodging be in an vpper
chamber, yet seuered from the roufe with some false flower.

1600 Nashe Summer's Last IVill H 4, He beatedowne the
partition with my heeles Which as a mud-vault seuers hell

and thee. 1611 Bible Exod. viii. 22, I will seuer in that
day the lande of Goshen, .that no swarmes of flies shall be
there. 1665 Havers /*. delta Valle's Trav. E. India 102
A large cover*d room in the poop, sever'd from the banks of
rowers. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xi. 94 With such general
insight into evil, And of the bounds which sever it from
good. 18x4 — Excurs. 111. 661 Immense The space that

severed us ! 1850 Mrs. Browning Prometh. (near end)
Poems I. 183 The gulf which severs rule from servitude.

1874 Green Short Hist. ii. § 1 Fens nearly one hundred
miles long severed East Anglia from the midland counties.

4. To divide into (two or more) parts. Also

refl. Now rare or Obs. exc. as in 5.

1435 Cov. Leet Bk. 182 For & the Craft were severed in

the maner as hit [is] seide aboue. Then the Cardwirdrawers
and the myddelmen most nedes bye the wire that they shull
wirche of the smythiers, 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 83
Part of psalmis ar sewert bethis vord sela that singnifeis

rest and pece. 1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 16 § 3 The Tayle of Re-
warde of everie of the foresayd Counties.. shalbe severed
and devyded. X577 Hasmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Euseb. v. xii.

(16x9) 85 He sheweth this heresie in his time to have been
severed into sundry sects. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 73 b,

Running in one streame til it come to the city of the Cerca-
sUns, and afterwards seuering it selfe into three sundry
chanets. X617 Moryson Itin. 11. 95 The rest were severed
into smalt companies, and unlike to draw to any dangerous
head. 1654 [Ellistone & Sparrow] tr. Behmen's Myst.
Magn. iv. 11 Now the will Severs it selfe.. into two King-
domes, where each dwelleth in it selfe.

f b. To divide according to kind or quality, to

sort. Obs.
IS*3"34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 36 To seuer pees, beanes, and

fytches.. .Let theym be well reed with syues, and seuered in

thre partes, the great from the small. Ibid. § 53 Whan thou
haste all shorne thy shepe, it is than best tyme to drawe
them, and soo seuer theym in dyuers sortes. X573-80 Tus-
skr Husb. (1878) 33 Now friend, as ye wish, goe seuer thy
fish : When friend shall come, to be sure of some.

fO. To divide and distribute. Obs. rare1
.

1548 Geste Agst. Pr. Masse I ij, He bad vs seuer the
consecrate breade charitablye emong vs & not eche of vs to
reserue it to hym selue.

5. To part or divide suddenly or forcibly ; to cut

in two, cleave or rend asunder. With a material

or immaterial thing as object.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy m. 2056 Eueryche on ober lik

tigers or lyons Be-gan to falle, and proudly to assailte, And
furiously seuere plate and maille. Ibid. v. 648 pe bondre,
bat seuerede seil & mast, a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 49 No
man shulde putte betwene hem no thinge that might seuere
the loue that God and the churche hathe ioyned in hem.
1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Conim. iv. 52 b, Many they were
y* sought to seaver and break that societie. 1595 Daniel
Civ. Wars vi. xciv, There the closest ranks hee seuereth.

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 958 Our State cannot be severd, we
are one, One Flesh. 1791 Mackintosh Vind. Gallicx Wks,
1846 III. 163 Let the Court of Madrid., sever every tie that

unites her to Europe. 1837 Whewell Hist. Induct. Sci.

(1857) I. 190 Under their hands, the pediment was severed
at its vertex, and divided into separate halves. 1853 Robert*
son Serm. Ser. 111. (1857) xii. 171 Not many years ago the
Church of Scotland was severed into two great divisions.

1861 Buckle Civiliz. (1873) III. iii. 166 Thus it was that

this great tie was severed. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. xiv.

(1886) 246 Another galloped up behind, and severed the
hamstring. 1870 Bryant Homer I. viii. 240 The aged man
Hastened to sever with his sword the thongs That bound
him to the car. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 377/1 Having dis-

covered that this company was merely a swindling concern,
he severed his connection with it.

b. To break up, scatter, disperse (an assemblage
or company of individuals). Also refl. Now rare.
14x2-30 Lydg. Chron. Troy iv. 2301 But Troylus ay hem

chaseth her & ponder, And seuered hem maugre al her my3t.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v.xcii. (1516) 36V1 Y« Brytons..that
were disparkled and seueryd in many countres. 1568 Graf-
ton Chron. 1 1. 976 On Friday at night blewe such a storme
that seuered all the nauie. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 23
As . . russed-pated choughes, many in sort (Rising and caw-
ing at the guns report) Seuer themselues, and madly sweepe
the skye. 159X Spenser Virg. Gnat 638 Let the flitting

aire my vaine words sever. X853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxi.

(1856) 168 A gaie of wind has severed the pack, and the
drift begins.

If C. To cut the dewlap of (cattle). (? Misprint
for setter : see Setter v.)

1513 Fitzherb. Husb. § 59 (1525?) 26 b, There be many
men that can seuer theym, & that is to cutte the dewlappe
before.

6. ' To part by violence from the rest ' (J.) ; to

separate suddenly and forcibly; to cut, tear, or

pull off.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 400 It is reported.. that a Sacrificed
Beast hath lowed, after the Heart hath been seuered.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 May 1641, The fatal stroke which
sever'd the wisest head in England from the shoulders of
the Earle of Strafford. 171a Addison Sped. No- 5x9 p 6
That Species of Shell-fish, .that grow to the Surface of
several Rocks, and immediately die upon their being sever'd
from the Place where they grow. X784 Cowper Task v. 38
He from the stack carves out th* accustom'd load,.. With
such undeviating and even force He severs it away. 1798
Wordsw. Simon Lee 86, I struck, and with a single blow
The tangled root I severed. 1813 J. Smith Panorama Sci.

4r Art II. 27 By which any length desired will instantly be
severed from the rest of the tube. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I.

108 The blow, which I gave with the view of severing his
head, only cut the gullet and skin and flesh. 1908 S. A. Cook
Relig. Anc. Palestine ii. 16 The heads had evidently been
severed before burial, and there was no trace of the bodies.

7. Laiu. a. To divide (a joint estate) into inde-

pendent parts.

1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 69 Whan the Ioyntenauntes
were ioyntly seased in fee symple..thoughe that one of
them made estate of that, that vnto him belongeth for terme
of lyfe . . yet he hatb nat seuered the fee symple. 1628 Coke
On Lift. 182 b, If a man maketh a lease to two for their

Hues, and after gran tet h the reuersion to one of them in fee,

the ioynture is seuered. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 185
How an estate in joint-tenancy may be severed and de-

stroyed. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) II. 499 The question
was, whether the jointure was severed or not. 1895 Strahan
Laiu ofProperty (1908) 89 On the reversion being severed
the conditions of all kinds are to be apportioned between
the persons among whom the reversion is divided. Ibid.

132 A joint tenancy, where the joint tenants are beneficial

owners, may be severed either (a) by a partition of the joint

estate, or (b) by alienation by one of the joint tenants of his

undivided share.

b. To detach (growing fruit or trees, minerals,

fixtures, etc.) from the soil or realty.

x6oa Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 37 If a man..deuiseth the
corne growing vpon the lande, and dyeth before it bee
seuered, the deuisee shall haue it. 1628 Coke On Litt. 55 b,

If a Disseisor sowe the ground and seuer the corne. 19x1
Odgers Common Law I. 329 All these become personal
property as soon as they are severed from the soil, and
until they are severed they cannot, of course, be carried

away. Ibid. II. 700 The produce of the trees, when they
should be cut down and severed from the freehold.

O. To separate and remove (one of the plaintiffs

in a joint action, when he is nonsuited). (See also

Summon v.)

X602 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 29 By our law if two bring
a writ of warde of the body of the heire beeing within age,
and the one of them is summoned and seuered, and the
other recouereth, hee which was seuered may haue a writte
of accompt against the other for the profiles. 1628 Coke
On Litt. 139 In real! or mixt actions the Nonsuite of one
Demandant is not the Nonsuite of both, but he that makes
default shall be summoned and seuered. 1653 tr. Fitzher-
bert's Nat. Brev. 36 If one of those who is named by his

proper name, will not sue. .he shall be severed. 1741 T.
Robinson Gavelkind 1. vi. 109 If two Coparceners join
against the Alienee in a Writ of Partition at Common Law,
and one of them does not proceed, yet he may be summoned
and severed, as his Part shall be parted and severed, as well
as the other Parts.

d. To part (two or more defendants) in their

trial. (Cf. 10 a.)

1660 Trial Regicides 57 Are you all agreed as to your
Challenges?.. No, my Lord. ..Then we must do as before,

sever you, and go to tryal severally. 1691 Arraignmt. Sir
R. Graham, etc. 22 Since they are pleased to declare they
will sever in their Challenges, we must desire to sever them
in their Tryal, and to begin with the Tryal of my Lord
Preston.

8. absol. To make a separation or division

{between), rare.

i6ix Bible Exod. ix. 4 The Lord shall seuer betweene the
cattel of Israel, and the cattell of Egypt. 1622 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) tVater-cormorant A 4, The Pope sends stormes
forth,

t
seuers or combines, According to his mood it raines

or shines. 1648-9 Eikon Bas. xi. 82 There remain's in far

the Major part of both Houses , . so much Learning, Reason,
Religion, and just Moderation, as to know how to sever
between the use and abuse of things. 1882 Pusev Paroch.
$ Cathedr. Serm. xvii. 243 He stands between the dead and
the living. He severs between her past and her future life.



SEVERABLE.

II. Mr. (Cf. the reflexive uses in branch I.)

0. Of a person : To go away, part, be sundered

from. Of two or more: To be separated, quit

each other, go asunder, part.

13.. Gaw. ff Gr. Knt. 1797 Ho..semly hym kyssed, &
siben ho seueres hym fro. Ibid. 1987, & vche segge as sore,

to seuer with hym here, As bay hade wonde worpyly with

bat wlonk euer. c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B.) 396

In oure last day.. when bis worlde & we shal seuer. c 1470

Henry Wallace 111. 86 Gude lycht harnes, fra that tyme,

wyst he euir; For sodeyn stryff, fra it he wald nocht seuir.

XS33 Bellenden Livy 1. x. (S.T.S.) I. 60 Sone eftir baith be

armyis siverit and returnit hame. 1618 Fletcher Is/.

Princess 11- i, Come, all sever, But keep still within sight,

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 366 Seek not temptation then, which
to avoide Were better, and most likelie if from mee Thou
sever not. 1715 Pope 2nd Epist. to Miss Blount 5 From
the dear man unwilling she must sever, Yet takes one kiss

before she parts for ever. 1791 Burns Ae Fond Kiss i, Ae
fond kiss, and then we sever. 1825 Jefferson Autobiog.
Wks 1850 1. 31 Should we sever from each other, . . no foreign

power will ally with us. 184a W. A. Butler Serm. Ser. I.

x. (1849) 166 The more the parties sever, the closer the knot
is bound.

b. of things.

1545 Ravnald Byrth Mankyndc 1. xiv. (1552't 39 Manye
tymes the one [vein] seuereth from the other before con-
uenient season and so causeth aborcement. 1598 Drayton
Heroic. Ep., Ctess Salisb. to Black Prince 47 If modesty
and women once doe seuer, Farewell our fame, farewell our
name for euer. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. xxii. § 17. 86 b,

Theis three as in the bodye, so in the minde seeldome meete,
and Commonly seuer. a 1626 — Physiol. Rem. Baconiana
(1679) 140 Spirit of Wine mingled with common Water,
although it be much lighter than OyI,..severeth not again,

as Oyl doth. 1859 Ld. Lytton Wanderer, Once xxiii,

These lips from thine, I know, must sever.

C. Of the lips, doors, or the like : To go apart,

open.

1797 Mrs, A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) III. 267
Her lips severed, but no voice was heard. 181 x Miss Mit-
ford Blanck 0/'Castile in L'Estrange Life (1870) 1. 130 The
deaf man.. Felt her hands' pressure soft and warm, Saw
her lips sever. 1871 B. Taylor 2nd Pt. Faust 1. i, 'T is

thus,.. The portals of fulfilment widely sever.

d. Of a whole or aggregate : To part, become
divided, be separated into parts.

c 1407 Lydg. Reson <y Sens, 2527 Her companye Ne
seuereth nat, but y-fere Eche ys to other so entere. 1412-

10 — Chron. Troy iv. 4084 She. .slowe of hem vp-on euery
syde, Makynge her rengis for to seuere wyde. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VI, 102 b, This fortresse stode in such a place,

that what with waters and what with marishes, the army
must sever in thre partes. 1608 Chapman Byron s Conspir.

111. i, As, the soul departed from the body, The body wants
coherence in his parts Can not consist but seuer and dis-

solue. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxv. 124 His tongue, con-
tinuous before and apt For utterance, severs [sifende] ', and
the other's fork Closing unites.

10. Law. a. Of two or more defendants : To
plead independently. More fully to sever in their

challenges, in their defence, etc.

a 1635 Hobart Rep. (1650) 245 Now though the Defend-
ants shall not sever in Dilatories, yet in Bars they may.
1660 Trial Regicides 57 If one challenge one [of the Jury-
panelj, and another challenge another, we must sever, and
go to Tryal one by one. 1691 A rraignmt. Sir R. Graham,
etc. 23 If you hadjoyned in your Challenges, then you had
been tryed all together. ..That Advantage you lose by
severing in your Challenges. 1834 Stephen Princ. Pleading
270 If the defendants have once united in the plea, they
cannot afterwards sever at the rejoinder. 1855 Macaulay

. Hist. R»g. xx. IV. 523 The prisoners who were first ar-

raigned did not sever in their challenges, and were conse-
quently tried together. 1884 Law

_
Times Rep. 10 May

321/1 The defendants had severed in their defence to the

action. 1884 Law Rep. 26 Chanc. Div. 701 Motion made
by counsel for the Defendants.. for leave to sever in their

defences.

b. Of joint tenants: To divide their jointure.

1895 Strahan Law of Property (1908) 131 When joint

tenants for life sever, each takes a tenancy in severalty or

in common for his own life in his share.

Severable (se-varab'l), a. [f. Sever v. + -able.]

Capable of being severed or separated ; + distinct,

separate. Severable contract': see quot. 1848.
1548 Geste Agst. Pr. Masse Gvb, By Paules doctryne

to serue the aultare & to preache be soundrye and seuerable
offices and ministeryes. 1641 Termes de la Ley s.v. Ap*
portionment. Common appendant is of common right and
severable. X651 tr. Kitchin's Courts Leet (1653) 292 Suit
by two is not severable. 18x8 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 470
A joint estate given to the husband and wife before marriage
..is severable. 1847 C G. Addison Contracts 11. 1. § 1 (1883)
250 The ornamental fixtures now held severable and re-

movable by ^ the tenant are. .stoves, tapestry,. .and orna-
mental cornices capable of being detached without injury
to the building. 1848 Wharton Law Lex. s.v. Contract,
A severable contract is one, the consideration of which is,

by its terms, susceptible of apportionment on either side, so
as to correspond to the unascertained consideration on the
other side. 1853 C. Wordsworth Occas. Serm. Ser. in. 42
Whether secular knowledge can rightly be regarded as
severable from religion. 1878 A. Mitchell Past in Present,
etc. (1880) 231 A state could not give up its gods, nor could
the gods give up a state. The connection was not sever-
able. 1884 Law Times Rep. LI . 532/1 Two causes of action
which are severable and distinct.

Several (several), a., adv., and sb. Also 4-8
-all, (5 -ell, -ele, //. -alx), 5-6 el(le, alle, (7
-ale)

; poet. 7-8 sev'ral (7 -all), [a. AF. several
adj. and sb. (whence med.L. severalis), ad. med.L.
separdlis (neut. sb. -alt), f. L. separ separate, dis-

tinct.

568

I
Seuerel in Trevisa's translation (1337) of Higden's Poly-

chronicon (Rolls) VIII. 49 (MS. St. John's, Camb. H 1)
' seuerel werkes ', is an error for servile.]

A. adj.

I. Existing apart, separate.

f 1. Having a position, existence, or status apart

;

separate, distinct : (a) in predicative use. Obs.
142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, xlvi. 209 So oweste thow,

Alexander, tohaue v messagers and v consaillours, and euery
I

of tham shall be seuerall [orig. per se separatus]. c X430
\ Freemasonry (ed. HalHw. 1844)22 The thrydde poynt most
. be severele, With the prentes knowe hyt wele, Hys mayster

!

cownsel he kepe and close, And hys felows by his goode
1 purpose. 1530 Bible (Great) 2 Chron. xxvi. 21 Uzia. .dwelt

seuerall in an nouse [1611 ina seueral house] beyngea leper.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. (1586) 145 Varrodoth
commend sundry little flocks kept seueral, rather then greate
flockes together. 1612 Brerewood Lang. 4- Relig. 109

!
Many Mahumetans be also found.. both several in sundry
provinces, and otherwise mingled with idolaters. 1642

i
Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. iv. i. 243 Severall are the causes
of Favourites falls,.. different the degrees and manner of
their ruine. 1652 Sparke/V/w. Devot. (i66o)553'Mistaking
the Son of Alphseus, and St. James the Brother of our Lord,
for several ; which were but one and the same person. 1654
Whitlock Zootomia 330 Keeping the Delivery of others
Opinions and my own severall. X707 Mortimer Husb.
(1721) II. 334 Then grind or beat them, keeping the Fruit
several, in case you have enough to fill a Vessel of one kind.

(b) in attributive use, with a and//.
1511 Guylforde Pilgr. (Camden) 79 They haue.. seuerall

cloysters and seuerall lodgynges, but they kepe all theyr
dyuine seruyce in one quere al togyther. a 1533 Frith
Disput. Pnrgat. 1. (end) F vij, What soeuer is not answered
in this parte, shalbe.. fully conuynced in the thyrde, which
shall be a seuerall boke agaynst my lorde of Rochestre. 1594
Plat Jewell-no. m. 5 Keceaue the oile into a seuerall
glasse by it selfe. 1597 Morlf.v Introd. Mus. 3 If you
shoulde aske them, why two men of one name should not
both giue one Armes 1 they will straight answere you, that
they be of seuerall houses. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire u.

(1891) 33 In seuerall and lone "houses. 1620 E. Blount
Horse Subs. 518 The commixture ofseuerall sexes, which we
call Marriage. 1635 Swan Spec. M. iv. § 2 (1643) 60 Every
scale of an onyon is a severall and differing scale. 1690
Milton Hist. Eng. 11. (end), But so different a state of
things requires a several relation, a X700 Evelvn DiaryJune
1645, From hence we visited St. Spirito and St. Lawrence,
faire Churches in severall islands. X700 Dryden Fables Pref.
* C 1 b, The Reeve, the Miller, and the Cook, are several

Men. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat (1834) II. 311 It is the custom
of Providence to perfect mighty works by a multitude of..

instruments, each performing a small and several part of the
whole.

ft). Separate, distinct, or different/hw/. Obs.

1533 Tindale Supper ofLord Wks. (1573) 467/2 So be we
now"oy Baptisme rekened to bee consigned vnto Christes
Church seuerall from Iewes, paynyms, &c. 1551 Recorde
Pal/no. Knowl. 11. xxvi, The thirde likeiamme. .hathe his

grounde line. ., seuerall from the other, but yet equal! vnto
it. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 373 b, It [penance] is

also a severall Sacrament from Baptisme. 1566 T. Staple-
ton Ret. Untr. Jewel \\\. 58 Saint Luke.., if that crye of
the Lycaonians hade bene in greke, woulde not haue
termed it a seuerall language from the greke, as he doth,
calling it Lycaonicall. 1599 Broughton's Lett. xii, 40
Christianity hath vsed many words in seuerall sence from
the common phrase. 1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus iii. 1

But the precept is entire of it selfe, and seuerall from the
other before. 1636 Recorde's Gr. Artes

_
302 Either the

whole number is seuerall from the Fraction.. or else the
whole number is ioyned with one, or both of the Fractions.

T" C. With reference to function or use : Dis-

tinctive, particular. Obs.

1564-5 Form Prayers Genev. <$• Scot. (1584) H 8, That the

Minister.. also vse some forme of prayer.. to the which he
may appoint, -some seuerall daye after the Sermon, weekely
to be obserued. 1582 Bentley Mon. MatronesTo Rdr. B 3,

Vnder the pretense of seuerall deuotion to commit manifold
vngodlinesse. X584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 79 b, Euery one.,

doth seruice to all the gods indifferently, no man being clarked
or chosen to be the seuerall minister of any one god alone.

1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 681/2 All men should
marke theyr cattell with an open severall marke upon theyr
flanckes. X614 Camden Rem., Armories 178 The ancient

Picts and Britans .. adorned their bodies with figures and
blazons of diuers colours, which they coniecture to haue
bene seuerall for particular families. 1648 Gage West Ind,

214 There are no severall terminations for cases, as in Latine.

T" cL Acting separately or individually ; having

separate responsibility. Obs.

1466 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) I. 322 That every
person . .have his accion of trespas agaynes all manner person

or persones of Chester..juncte or severell at his plesyre.

1475 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 312 The
payne . . to be levid by thofficers and by every of them, juncte

and severall.

2. Qualifying a pi. sb. : Individually separate

;

different.

a. Preceded by an adj. of number or plurality.

1448 in Wars Eng. in France (Rolls) I. 483 There is due
unto him the somme of vij. c xlij. li. ..as by iij. severalx

accomptes. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. 127 Although diuerse.

.

learned men haue made one herbe of Thymbra and satureya,

yet it is plaync.that they are two seuerall herbes. 1588
Marprel. Epist. (Arb.) 42 Two seuerall lohns, the father and
the sonne, that had beene both recusants. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. v. 11. 20 An exact command, Larded with many
seuerall sorts of reason. 16x7 Abp. Abbot Descr. World
(1634) 91 China.. containeth in it very many severall King-
domes. 1641 R. Brooke Disc. Nat. Episc. 11. iv. 75 The
word Elder, is used twenty severall times in the New Testa-

ment. 1719 De Foe Crt4soe 1. (Globe) 70 All these Days
entirely spent in many several Voyages. 1800 Wordsw.
Hart-Leap Well 67 Three several pillars, each a rough-
hewn stone. 1879 Geo. Eliot T/teo. Suck i. 3 Three several

times astonished.

SEVERAL.

b. Preceded by the def. article, a possessive, etc.:

Each and all of the, these, \onis (etc.) various or
different.

1445 tr. Claudian in Anglia XXVIII. 279 So that yf thou
woldist nat enclyne to her severel preyers At Romys request
thou sholdist not lette her wille soon to perfourme. 1594
Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. u. 78, I doe not like these seuerall
Councels. 1596 — Merck. V. 11. vii. 2 Draw aside the cur-
tatnes, and discouer The seuerall Caskets to this noble
Prince. X634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 33 Hee had well viewed
her seuerall forces. x68i Popple tr. Locke's 1st Let. Tolera-
tion L.s' Wks. 1727 II. 253 AH the several separate Con-
gregations,., will watch one another. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 205 f 2 Besides a great many little Blemishes which
you have touched upon in your several other Papers. 1731-8
Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd. 39 In the Compass ofmy
own several Acquaintance. 1794 Ld. Grenville in Paget
Papers (1896) 1. 64 Your several Dispatches have been duly
received and laid before the King. 1844 Lingard Anglo-
Saxon Ch. (1858) II. x. 107 During the several weeks which
they spent on the coast of Natolia. 1866 J. Martineau
Ess. I. 198 Now combine these several propositions. 1893
Sir R. Ball Story ofSun 1 It is to the control of the Sun
that the several planets are indebted for the regulation of
their movements.

O. Without limiting word : A number of differ-

ent ; various, divers, sundry. (Now merged in 4.)
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xliii. (1555) 212 Whose goodly

stories in tongues severall About were sent for to be per-
petuall. i5/53Homitiesll. A Imsdeeds 1. 168 b,When seuerall
matters are seuerally handeled. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 1. ii. 320,
1 will this Night, In seuerall Hands, in at his Windowes
throw, As if they came from seuerall Citizens, Writings. 1628
T. Spencer Logick 12 Seuerall respects of things, considered
alone, and by themselues. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 1. iv. n Dates,
Almonds, Nuts,.. and other severall fruits. 1690 Locke
Hum. Und. 111. vi. § 25 Were they Nature's Workmanship,
they could not be so various.. in several Men. 1710 J.
Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 11. 1. ii. (1743) 329 It seems to
have been built at several times, and by different Persons.
1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 51 Two or three lenses
may be 'kept, of several focal lengths. 1855 J. Phillips
Man. Geol. 206 Upper limestone, cavernous, with coral
bands in several stages.

d. In legal use : More than one.
1531 Dial. Laws Eng. I. viii. 15 b, They be set in this

writyng for seuerall groundes and he that lysteth may so
accompt them, or ifhe wyll he may take them for one grounde
after his pleasure. 1628 Coke On Litt. m. i. § 241. 164 They
be but one heire, and yet seuerall persons. 1824 Stephen
Princ. Pleading 279 The use of several counts, and the
allowance of several pleas. 1853 in W. Williams Introd.
Pleadjng (1S57) 307 Several pleas, replications or subsequent
pleadings, or several avowries or cognizances founded on
the same ground of answer or defence. Ibid. , Several counts
on the same cause of action shall not be allowed.

3. Being one of a number of individuals of the

same class, a. Every or each several : every or

each individual or single.

a 1562 G. Cavendish Wolsey (1893) 112 Under the sealls

of every severall unyversitie. 1568 Grafton Chron. II.

2 That euery seuerall person, aswell horsemen as foote-

men should carye a greene bough in his hand. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. ii. 108 He kisse each seuerall paper, for amends.
1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman (TAlf. 1. 237 The tearing
of euery seuerall hayre seemed vnto him the pluckipg out
of so many eyes out of his head. X665 Manley Grotius'
Low C. Wars 193 Without the consent of every severall

Province. 1823 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) I vi.

214 Each several person wishes each several cardinal a
happy conclave. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles in Airxviii. (1857)

154 Unless the families said to inhabit Bark's Buildings
were hoisted up_ by the crane attached to each several house.
i86x Manning in Ess. Relig. «y Lit. Ser. 1. (1865) 39 Every
several Greek is bound to submit to the Catholic Church,
one by one. 1883 Parry in Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 477/2
Any of its elements can be treated as the discordant note,

with the result of leading to a different key in each several

case.

t b. A or one several : a single, one and only

one. Also many a several — many a. Obs.

1543 Necessary Docir. F iij, The church of Rome being
but a seuerall church, chalenginge that name of Catholyke
aboue all other. 1563 Homilies II. Prayer 1. 122 b, Why
dyd the Apostles immediatly after his ascention, gather
them selues together into one seuerall place ? 1582 N. T.
(Rhem.) Rev. xxi. 21 Every gate was of one several pearle.

1597 Shaks. Lover's Compl. 206 These tallents of their heir,

. .1 haue receau'd from many a seueral faire.

4. As a vague numeral : Of an indefinite (but not

large) number exceeding two or three ; more than

two or three but not very many. (The chief current

sense.)

In earlier instances that may be brought under this defi-

nition, it is difficult to determine how far the sense of
' different, various ' remains ; cf. the remarks s.v. Divers a. 3.

? 1661 in 12th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 6 During
which times he received severall sums of money to the value

of 300/. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius" Voy. Ambass. 154 The
current having fore'd the Ship upon the shore, where we
were constrained to stay for several hours. 167X Milton
P. R. in. 276 Ninevee, of length within her wall Several

days journey. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 159 F 1 When I

was at Grand Cairo, I picked up several Oriental Manu-
scripts. 1748 AnsotCs Voy. 1. vi. 65 A thong of several

fathoms in length,, .with a running noose at one end of it.

x86o Tvndall Gtac. 1. v. 37 Which may be seen by several

hundred persons at once. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. iv.

Some of the men.. remembered.. to have seen several

strangers on the road.

f b. A good many. Obs*

1712 Swift Let. Eng. Tongue 24 Several young Men
at the Universities, terribly possessed with the fear of

Pedantry, run into a worse Extreme. 1733 Budgell Bee
IV. 341 A French-Celt ick, or French-British Dictionary.,

useful and curious.. for finding the Etymology of several
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French and British Words. 1753 L. M. Accomplished
Woman II. 26 We must not be surpris'd that this passion
hath so great influence on the mind of several women.

c. ellipt. and absoL, esp. followed by of A good
several (nonce-use) : a good many.
1685 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857) I. 340 His majestie hath

turn'd off severall of his servants, as is said, near 200. 1686
tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 7 The French are very numer-
ous., over all the Levant, there not being a Port of Turkie
upon the Mediterranean sea, wherein there are not several.
1705 Addison Italy Pref., There are still several of these
Topicks that are far from being exhausted. 1748 Anson's
Voy, 11. x. 232 Commerce was the reigning passion of several
of the European Princes. J774 Chesterfields Lett, to
Son I. xi. 30 Cicero, the greatest Orator that Rome ever
produced ; although it produced several [orig. Fr. plusieurs}.
1839 Ure Vict. Arts etc. 605 France contains no workable
gold mines ; but it presents in several of its rivers auriferous
sands. 1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xix. v. V. 525 A good
several of them cut and wounded. 1883 Stevenson Treas.
fsl. iv, While we could get several who were willing enough
to ride to Dr. Livesey's.

f 5. Consisting of different elements or parts ; of
diverse origin or composition. Chiefly /tv/.
1590 Spenser F. Q. i. mil* 16 A heavy load he bare Of nightly

stelths, and pillage severall. 1649 G. Daniel TrinarcJi.,
Hen. IV

}
exxvi, How Richard fell, the various Reports Of

many writing, make it seueral! ; Some say that he was starv'd.
a 1674 Milton Hist. Moscovia v. Wks. 1851 VIII. 515
Seventy Messes with three Carts of several Meath [i.e.
mead = drink} sent after him.

6. Comb, (parasynthetic).

1633 Shirley Triumph Peace 1. L Stage Direct, Fancy
in a suit of several-coloured feathers, hooded, a pair of bat's
wings on his shoulders. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xi. 201
There are several fashion'd Collers : As the Joynt-Coller
marked G, the Round Coller marked H, and the Coller
marked I, in Plate 13. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 181
Seeds nut*like, sometimes cohering into a several-celled
putamen. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Poa, The spikelets..are
for the most part severaNflowered and without awns. 1882
Symonds in Macm. Mag. XLV. 325 It is a several-chorded
lute on which they play. 1883-4 Cooke Brit. Fresh-w.
Algae 1. 270 Or even forming transverse, several-celled bands.

II. Pertaining to an individual person or thing.

7. Chiefly Law. (Opposed to common.) Private;
privately owned or occupied.

a. of land, esp. of enclosed pasture.
1411 Cov. Leet Bk. 33 That be Trinite gilde haue bur

close feldis severell. c 1440 Jacobs Well 37 pe tythe aw;te
to be payed., of pasture, comoun & seuerall. 1483 Rolls 0/
Parlt. VI. 257/1 All the seid XL Acres of Landc.as their
proper and severall grounde and soil. 1580 Tusser Hush.
{1878) 50 Good land that is seuerall, crops may haue three,
in champion countrie it may not so bee. 1583 Stubbes
Anat. Alms. 11. (1882) 27 The commons, .are inclosed, made
seueral. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. iii. (1623) 42 This
ground is best if it be seuerall and inclosed, yet may be bred
vpon though it bee open and in common, a 1656 Vines
Lord's Supper (1657) 183 A severall not a common field.

b. Of a house, water, or any possession or com-
modity. 06s. exc. in severalfishery\ a right to fish

derived through or on account of ownership of the
soil.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2352 Sistow nat how a comoun
weile Mor avaylleth..Than doth A-nother seuerel? a 1450
Fysshynge w. angle (1883) 35 That ye fysshe not in noo
poore mannes seuerall water, c 1450 Godstow Reg. 401 The
abbesse of Godestowe..yaf..to henry kyngeston and to
william more, Fysshers, ther seuerell fysshwere in the sub.
ar Lis of Oxenford that is I-called Charwelle. a 1547 T. Key
Erasm. Par. Mark v. 35-43 This thyng dyd Iesus then in
a nother mannes seuerall house. 1618 Dalton Countrey
Justice c\\\. (1630)263 To take fishes that be kept in a trunke
or severall pond. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 39 He that
has a several fishery must also be the owner of the soil 1842
Act 5 <V 6 Vict. c. 106 § 114 The Words ' several Fishery

'

shall, for the Purposes of this Act, be construed to mean an
exclusive Fishery, possessed and enjoyed as such by virtue
of Grant, Patent [etc.]. 1885 Act 48 * 49 Vict., c 79 § 3
A right of several fishery or of regulating a fishery shall not
exceed sixty years.

t c. Const, to, also by, for (the possessor) ; esp.

to himself {etc.). Obs.

1423 Cov. Leet Bk. 47 The tenement.. schal-be seuerall to
be priour of Couentre. 1450-1530 Myrr. our Ladye 284
The olyue that growyth in gardyns is seueral to the owners.
1523 Fitzherb. Husb. § 18 He that hath a falowe felde,

seueral to hym-selfe. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 1.

(1895) 101 Herc.euerye man hath hys possessyons seuerall
to hymsetfe, and there all thinges be common. 1593 Rites
0/ Durham (Surtees 1903) 83 Euery one of the old monkes
had his Carrell seuerall by him selfe. 1613 Brerewood
Lang, fy Relig. 112 The Jews have not for their mansion
any peculiar countrey ; . . neither have they . . any other
region in the world, several to themselves.

d. fig. and allusively.

C1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 207 The bastyle.
longith ofverraydewe ryght, To fals bakerys it is trewe
herytage, Severelle to them. 1526 Tindale Expos. Matt.
v. {c 1550) 24 b, The lyght of Christes gospell may not bee
hidden nor made a seuerall thinge. as though it parteyned

i

to some certayne holy parsons onelye. 1569 in Strype Ann.
Re/. (1700) I. Iv. 558 Many of your Disordered.. Wives are
much agrieved that Priests, which were wont to be Common,
be now made Several. 1588 Shaks. L. L.L. 11. i. 223 La. My
lips are no Common, though seuerall they be. Bo. Belong-
ing to whom ? La. To my fortunes and me. c 1600 —
Sonn. cxxxvii, Why should my heart thinke that a seuerall

plot, Which my heart knows the wide worlds common place ?

1611 W. Sclatir Key (1629) 303 So enuious is our nature,
and so gladlywould we make seuerall Gods common fauours.

8. Belonging, attributed, or assigned distribu-

tively to certain individuals referred to; different

for each respectively, a. Preceded by a possessive
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I
(or its equivalent) referring usually to a collective

I

or distributive adj. or pron. ; (a) qualifying a pi. sb.
1457 »n ^p. Hist. MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 85 Bothe

my lord and we haue now late writen vnto you diuers times
our seueralx lettres of especial Recommendation. 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 51 As to the body, there are many
members, seruing to seuerall vses. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1.

1

285 Now I will set downe the divers moneys of Germany,
with the severall values of them. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. 1. xxxix. Bid each kinde their severall places fill. 1667
Milton P. L. in. 714 Swift to thir several Quarters hasted
then The cumbrous Elements, Earth, Flood, Aire, Fire.
01716 South Serm. (1744) X. 118 Moses and our Saviour
Christ himself; both of them in their several times, the
meekest persons upon the earth. 1819 Scott Ivanhoexxx\u\,
They embraced accordingly, and departed on their several
roads, a 184a Arnold Hist. Rome III. xliv. 175 The officers
for the year being thus appointed, it remained to determine
their several provinces. i88z Jowett Thucyd. I. 149 The
Acharnians.. did not attempt any united action, but guarded
their several districts.

(p) qualifying a sing. sb.

! 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. (1586) 33 They are to
be sowed in tyme and place as I haue tolde before, in my
seuerall entreatyng of them. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado v. iii.

29 Good morrow masters, each his seuerall way. 16*9
Milton Hymn Nativ. xxvi, Each fetter 'd Ghost slips to
his severall grave. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Porch
viii, All in a shipwrack shift their severall way. c 1750
Shenstone Ruined Abbey 18 Ambitious to display Their
several merit. 1807 Wordsw. White Doe 1. 161 While each
pursues his several road. 1866 Lowell Study Wind., Swin-
burtte (1870) 214 Each was natural in his several way. 1894
K. Grahame Pagan P. 4 But most of them, avoiding classifi-
cation, keep each his several tender significance.

b. Preceded by the indef. article. Obs. or arch.
1526 Tindale i Cor. xv. 38 To every seed a severall body.

1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 1. (1879) 102 To euery dish a
seuerall sawoe appropriat to his kinde. 1634 Ford Perkin
Warbeck Epil., Here ha's appear'd, though in a severall
fashion, The Threats of Majestie ; the strength of passion ;

Hopesofan Empire; change of fortunes. i635pAGiTTGir/r.
tianogr. m. (1636) 83, I finde added to the end of every
Psalme a severall Prayer. 1672 Villiers(D1c. Buckhm.).r7e-
hearsal in. ii. (Arb.) 77, 1 see, Sir, you have a several design
for every Scene. 1707 Cibber Com. Lovers iv. Stage Direct.,
Florimel and Celadon walk carelessly by one another, hum-
ming a several Tune. 173a Pope Ess. Man 11. 237 Each
individual seeks a sev'ral goal. 1879 J- Earle Philol. Eng.
Tongue (ed. 3) 193 To observe the distinction, -by a several
[ed. 1871 distinct] orthography, writing the interjection wo,
and the substantive woe.

f(b) ellipt. Obs.
i6»8 Feltham Resolves u xliii. 127 Opinions are as various,

as false. Iudgement is from every tongue, a severall. 1651
HoBBEsGov.tr Soc. vi. § 1. 86In neither sense can a multitude
be understood to have one will given to it by nature, but to
either a severall. 1670 J. Smith Eng. Improv. Rezdv'd 182
Within these Ovals do grow Saffron, Anniseed, Carroway,
and Coriander-seed in each Plot a several.

t O. Preceded by other limiting words. Obs.
1614 Tailor Hoghath lost Pearlm. E 1 b, Search through

the guts of greatnes, and behold What seueral sin best
pleas'd them. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. iv. § 131 He
repeated the Several, and Distinct discourse every man had
made.

d. Not preceded by a limiting word, and quali-
fying a sing, or pi. sb. Obs. or arch.
1571 Digges Pantotn. m. xi. R iv, To teach seuerall rules

for euery sorte it were ouer tediouse. 1587 Fleming Contn.
Holinshed III. 1428/1 My lord gaue to them seuerall thanks,
and they seuerallie did giue to him the like. 1594 Drayton
Idea xxxvii, How happy are all other liuing Things, Which
though the Day dis-»oyne by seu'rall flight, The quiet
Eu'nmg yet together brings. 16x5 T. Adams White Devil a
Every one shewed him severall kindness. 1667 Milton
P. L. x. 610 This said, they betook them several wayes.
Ibid. 650 The Creator calling forth by name His mightie
Angels gave them several charge. 1732 Pope Ess. Man n.
166 A mightier Pow'r the strong direction sends, And sev'ral
Men impels to sev'ral ends. 1838 Wordsw. 'Serving no
haughty Muse ' 4 My hands have here Disposed some cul-
tured Flowerets . . Each kind in several beds of one parterre.

9. Law. (Opposed to joint.) Pertaining sepa-
rately to each of the tenants of an estate, parties

to a bond or suit, etc. Of inheritance, tail : By
which land is conveyed or entailed to two persons
separately by moieties. Of an obligation to which
several are parties : Enforceable against each of
the parties independently of the others. Several
tenancy: see quot. 1607.
1532 Dial. Laws Eng. 11. xxx. 64 That writte lyeth where

twopresente by seuerall tytles. 1544 tr. Littleton*s Tenures
67 Tenauntes in comon be they that haue landes and tene-
mentes.. by seueral tytle, and nat ioynt tytle, and none of
them knowe that, that is seuerall to him. (1581 Kitchin
Court Leet 198 Cestuy que plede seueral tenancy.] 1607
Cowel Interpr., Several tenancie (tenura separalis) is a
plee, or exception taken to a writ, that is laide against two
as ioynt, which are seuerall. 1628 Coke On Litt. 189
Joyntenants haue the Lands by one ioynt Title, and in one
Right, & Tenants in common bv seuerall Titles, or by one
Title, and by seueraU Rights. 1684 Manley Cowel s In-
terpr., Several tayle, is that whereby Land is given or en-
tayled severally to Two : For example Land is given to two
Men and their Wives, and to the Heirs of their Bodies be-

gotten ; the Donees have joynt Estate for their two Lives,

and yet they have several Inheritance. 1821 Archbold
Digest yyj Ifseveral tenancy be pleaded to parcel, the tenant
must also plead over to the action or vouch. 1826 G. J. Bell
Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 346 note, A bill drawn abroad,
without the words jointly and severally, settled to bejoint and
several on a report of mercantile usage. 1847 C. G. Addison
Law ofContracts 1. i. § 2 (1883) 38 Wherever several per-

sona agree to perform a particular act, they are bound
jointly and not severally in the absence of express words

SEVERAL
creating a several liability. 1863 Chamb. Encycl. V. 732/2
The general rule of law is, that a contract of several persons
is joint and not several.

1 10. Logic. Used as designation of the minor
proposition : see Minor a. 4. Obs.
1551 T. Wilson Logic Fviij, The seconde is called Minor,

that is to saie, the seuerall proposicion. Ibid., The second
terme is called the seuerall, whiche is in the second propo-
sicion. Ibid. Gj, The terme at large, is in the first propo-
sicion, and the terme seuerall, is in the second proposicion.

_ t B. adv. = Severally adv. ; separately, apart

;

!
distinctly, differently

; each in his own place, way,

j

turn, etc. Obs.
1 i55« Robinson tr. More's Utopia n. v. (1895) 157 Euerye
kynde of thynge is layde vp seuerall in barnes. 1560 Daus

,

tr. Steidane's Comm. vi. 78 They al pourged them selves
every man several (brig. L. separalim]. 1576 G. Bakfr
Gesuer's Jewell 0/ Health 228 b, These beaten severall and
apart, and compounded after altogether,, .keepe to your use.
1596 Spenser F. Q. vt i. 10 Both tooke goodly leaue, and
parted seuerall. c 1615 W. Gordon in Purchas Pilgrims
in. in. xii 555 Foure or fiue Wiues, with whom he lyeth by
turn euery night seueral. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 697 Hee
together calls, Or seueral one by one, the Regent Powers.

I
rtl7?7 Robin Hood <y Golden Arrow xiii. in Child Ballads
III. 224/1 We'll dress us all so several They shall not us
perceive. One shall wear white, another red [etc.].

C. sb.

1. In several [AF. en several]', f a. Of land,
pasture : As private property ; in private hands,
under separate ownersnip, not common. Obs.
1473 Acta Audit. (1839) 27/1 pe landis of Wistoune per-

tening to him in seuerale & propirte. 1573-80 Tusser Husb.
(1878) 145 More profit is auieter found (where pastures in
seuerall bee :) Of one seelie aker of ground, than champion
maketh of three. fiooa Carew Cornwall 13 Their workes,
both Streame and Load, lie either in seuerall, or in wastrell,
that is, in enclosed grounds, or in commons.] 1653-62
Heylin Cosmogr. in. (1673) 24/1 Where the Lands lie in
several, and are duly cultivated, it answereth to the former
character. 1^07 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 204 Good store
of Pasture, either in several or common.

b. Separately, individually ; apart from others or
the rest; as a separate member, unit, etc. Now rare.
To know one *s part in several (Law) : see 2 c.

1586 A, Day Eng. Secretary 1. (1595) 47 As touching these
f)articularities which wee have tearmed Motions and pffects
et vs consider if you wil in seuerall, and see [etc.], i6ox
Holland Pliny vi. xxxiii. I. 149 Now are we to compare
respectively the greatnes of ech part of the world in severall.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts n Concerning their members
or parts in seueral, they are black and hairy, . . a long Dogges
face, and teeth stronger and longer then Dogges. ci6ii
Chapman Iliad 11. 320 They all, will fight in seuerall then,
(Easie for note). 1653-69 Hevlin Cosmogr. in, (1673) 3/1
So it retained that name (Asia] to it self in several, distinct
both from the Greater and the Lesser Asia. 186a F. Hall
Hindu Philos. Syst. 160 note, Nescience and ignorance,
when referred to souls in several, are only fractional portions
of illusion.

t O. Divided into separate portions. Obs.
165a W. Brough Sacred Princ. (ed. 2) 28 If thou wouldest

have a reason, why these Prayers are so short, and in
severall, which use to make a long one, all put together.

2. Land in private ownership or over which a
f>erson has a particular right ; chiefly in particu-

arized use, a plot of such land; esp. enclosed
pasture land, as opposed to common. Obs. exc.

dial, (see quots. 1787, 1895).
c 1460Oseney Reg. 139 Thabbot and Couent . .purposenne .

.

to close all be forsayde ffelde of le heth and lynlonde as here
seuerell. 1473 Acta Audit. (1830) 27/1 Quhethir be said
land, .has been broukit . .be be s:ude Johne of carmichell.

.

as propirte & seuerale til him. 15*3 Fitzherb. Surv. 7 The
lorde may haue an actyon of Trespace agaynst any man
that chaceth or kylleth any of theym in his commen as welt
as in his seuerall. 1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Sheep (1627)
229 They haue no seuerals to put their lambs in when they
should bee weaned. 1642 Fuller Holy <y Prof. St. v. xiii.

409 He counts to enter common with others as good as his
own severall. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 15 A
Farm divided into many Severals. 1787 Marshall Norfolk
( T 795) II* 378 Dole, or Several, a piece of land upon a heath
or common, off which only one particular person hath a
right to cut fuel. 1895 E. Angl. Gioss.^ Several, a portion
of common land allotted to a certain person.

f b. gen. Private property or possession. Obs.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions Pref. A ij, When no man
claimed aught for his seueralle, but lande and water ware as
commune to al, as Ayer and Skie. 1616 Chapman Homer's
Hymn Apollo 734 No more Yee must be made, your owne
Reciprocalls To your lou'd Cittie, and faire seueralls Of
wiues, and houses. 1636 B. Jonson Discov. (1640) 89 Truth
lyes open to all ; it is no mans severall. 164a Fuller Holy
fy Prof. St. iv. i. 242 Some are so boysterous, no severals

will hold them, but lay all Offices common to their power,

f a To know one's several [AF. savoir son

several] : see quots. Obs.

[iSZgAct^iHen. VIII
%
c. 1 Noneofthemfjoynt tenauntes]

by the lawe..maye knowe their severall partes or porcions

in the same. 1544 tr. Littleton's Tenures 67 Which haue
suche landes & tenementes by seueral tytle, and nat ioynt
tytle, and none of them knowe that, that is seuerall to him.
i6a8 Coke On Litt. § 292 Their occupation is indeuided,
and neyther of them knoweth his part in seuerall.]

1598 Termes de la Ley § 267 Though two tenants in com-
mon be seised throughly & of the whole and none knoweth
hys seueral, yet if one die the other shall not haue the whole
by y" suruiuor. i6a8 Coke On Litt. § 292 None of them
[tenants in common] know of this his seuerall.

transf. 1639 Fuller Holy War 11. viii. (1640) 54 The
deluge of the Saracens tyranny had washed away the bounds
of the Churches jurisdictions, that now they knew not their

own severals, where Mahometanisme so long had made all

common and waste. *
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SEVERAL.

3.//. fa. Particular or individual points, parts,

or qualities ;
particulars, details. Obs.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 1. i. 86 There was not time enough

to heare. .The seueralls and vnhidden passages Of his true

Titles to some certaine Dukedomes. 1606 — Tr. $ Cr. 1.

iiL 180 All our abilities, gifts, natures, shapes, Seuerals and

generals of grace. i6a8 Feltham Resolves 1. xii. 32 No
man can leaue his Successor rules for seuerals. 1673 Ladies

Call. 1. L § 7 This will be found true in all the severals we
are to pass thro, a 1703 Burkitt On N. T. Matt. vi. 13 In

this comprehensive and compendious prayer, the following

severals are remarkable.

(6) rarely in sing.

1606 Hieron Truths Purchase 65 This is the first thing

which I will, .commend as a direction, for the meaner sort,

(who cannot enter into the examination of every seuerall).

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), A Several, a Particular.

y b. Different parts, branches, or heads. Obs.

1639 Fuller Holy War v. xix. (1640) 260 Herein we
branch our opinion into these severals. 1654 Whitlock
Zootomia 26 Make Infallibility minced (as I may terme it)

into severalls, and private Interpretation the Canon of our
owne and other mens beleife. 1659 Bp. Walton Consid.

considered iii. 39 This [general charge] will appear to be
most untrue in the severalls, by him mentioned, when we
shall come to them,

t o. Individual persons or things. Obs.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 226 Not noted, is't, But of the

finer Natures? by some Seueralls Of Head-peece extra-

ordinarie ? 1650 Jer. Taylor Holy Living ii. § 3 (1686) 73
Besides these general acts of Chastity which are common
to all states of men and women, there are some few things

proper to the severals.

cL Several persons or things ; = A. b. (Cf.

others.) Sc., Irish, and U.S.
1654 Nicholas Papers (Camden) II. 106 He spoak with

severalls that were com in. 1693 Stair Inst. Law Scot.

1. iii. § 5 (ed. 2) 21 They remain only as bonds upon the

good-will and honesty of these who are thereby bound,
of which there are severals. a 1699 Lady Halkett Auto-
biog. (Camden) 58 Itt was knowne to severalls aboutt the

Court what my concerne in him was. 1711 Conntrey-
Man's Lett, to Curate 70 In all the Impressions of the
Genevan Liturgie that ever I saw, and I have seen

severals, there is a Table for the Moveable Feasts. 1756
Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 155
They.. were acquented with severalls of the great folks.

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Severals, for several,

is used in Pennsylvania. 'How many hats have you?"
' I used to have severals, but now have got only one.' 1875
W. Alexander Sk. Ain Folk (1882) 121 Severals o' them
wud lickly be cautioners or hae len'it sooms till 'im. 1880

Antrim fy Down Gloss. s.v., Severals told me about it.

1 4. ? A partition or boundary. Obs.
[Possibly another word, f. Sever v. +al.]
1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xiv, [The Jews] had.. their

seuerall for the Priests, and for the high Priest alone their

seuerall. Their being in ours for locall distinction betwene
the Clergie and the rest.. but one partition, a 166 1 Fuller
Worthies, Suffolk (1662) in. 55 High stiles troublesome to

be clambred over. But the owners grudge not the pains in

climbing them sensible that such severals redound much to

their own advantage.

t Several, v. Obs, rare. [f. Several a.]

1. trans. To make (a field) * several ' or enclosed

and private property.
148a Cot'. Leet Bk. 510 My lorde Priour severals the

Brodwok wast. Ibid. 511 The Maister of be Trinite Glide
severels a feld m Stychall-hiron calde Miry-felde. 1377-87
Harrison England 1. x. 36 in Holinshed, The people of

this He vsed not to seuerall their grounds. X794 W. Pearce
Agric Berks. 49 The advantage resulting from inclosing,

or at least severalling common fields, is so very obvious.

2. To divide or break up into separate parts or

branches.
1570 Dee Math. Pre/. *j b, Our Seuerallyng, distinctyng,

and Numbryng, createth nothyng : but of Multitude con-
sidered, maketh. .distinct determination. 1643 D. Rogers
Naaman 55 Wee will severall the story into her branches.

Se veral-fold, a., adv., and sb. rare. [f.

Several a. + -fold.] Used like Manifold, but

with the implication of not very many.
1738 Medley tr. Kolben's Cape Gd. Hoie (ed. 2) I. 194

Some of the grown Women have above a Hundred of those
Rings upon each Leg, lying several-fold one upon another.

1833 Carlyle Misc. Ess., Cagliostro 1. (1872)V. 79 As for

the other question, of his resources, these we perceive were
several-fold, and continually extending. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Barys Phaner. 33 In P[eperomia] magnoliifolia

and rubella, it [the epidermis] exceeds several-fold the rest

of the substance of the leaf, and in P. pereskiifolia it exceeds
it seven-fold. 1893 Advance (Chicago) 13 Oct., There is a
growing interest in the cause, and.. we may look for an
increase of severalfold.

Severality (severse'liti). rare. [f. Several a.

+ -ity. Cf. the earlier Severalty.]
1. //. Individual or particular points, matters, or

objects.

156a [see Severalty 4]. 1649 Bp. Hall Cases Consc. iv.

v. (1654) 332 All the severalties ofthe degrees prohibited run
still upon the male, 1830 W. Taylor Hist. Sum. Germ.
Poetry II. 359 He. .Packs up his severalities. 1843 Emer-
son Misc. Papers, Carlyle Wks. (Bohn) III. 315 And no such
glaring contrasts or severalities in that or this.

1 2. Separateness, distinctness. Obs.
1664 Power Exp, Philos. Pref. 9 Multiplicity of parts,

diversity of figures, severality of functions.

3. In severality : separately, singly, each by
itself.

1665 J. Webb Stone-Heng (1725) 31 Reckoning up the
Parts of Structures in Severality. 1836 J.

Abbott Way to
do Good xx. 284 The objects, though., trifling when regarded
in severality and detail rise to .. importance when we con-
sider their fast aggregation.
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Se'Veralize, v. rare. [See -ize.] trans. To
separate or distinguish {from). Cf. Severize v.

1645 Bp. Hall Peace-maker i. § 3. 14 There is one and the
same Church of Christ, however farre disterminate in places,

however segregated and infinitely severalljzed in persons.

1649 J- E[llistone] tr. Behmen's Epist. vi. § 17. 85 The
properties of the Severalized distinguishing or separating
will [orig. die Eigenschafften des schiedlichen Willens).

1862 F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 284 Its epithet visuddha,
'pure', is intended to severalize it from ' modificational

cognition '.

Severall : see Several and Severon.

Severally (se'verali), adv. [f. Several a. +
-LY*.]

1. Separately, individually ; each of a number of

persons or things by himself or itself; each suc-

cessively or in turn.

(a) with distributive adj. or pron.

1399 Bolls 0/ ParIt. Ill- 451/1 The Answeres of cer-

teins Lordes. . ware herd, iche man severallyche by hymself.

11533 Frith Disput. Purgat. Wks. (1573) 13/2 Let us see

how'he aunswereth the argument, and seuerally examine
euery part. 1549 Form Consecr. Archbishops, etc. rubric,

The Bisshop with the Priestes presente shall laye their

handes seuerally vpon the heade of euery one that receaueth
orders. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. xvt. 228 b, He had
spoken with eyther of them severally. 1597 Hooker Eccl.

Pol. v. lxviii. § 2 In speaking vnto euery communicant
seuerally. X700 Dryden Fables Pref. *C, All his Pilgrims

are severally distinguish'd from each other. 1760-2 Goldsm.
Cit. W. xxx, He turned severally to each for their opinion.

1812 H. & J. Smith Be/. Addr. v. (1873) 39, I take it for

granted that every intelligent man, woman, and child.. has
stood severally and respectively in Little Russell Street.

(6) referring to plural subject or object.

f-1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 101 It nedys noght
bat a kyng aske conseyll of vs, of any of his pryue ctoynges,

But bat he aske seuerally of some his conseill. 1456 Cov.

Leet Bk. 286 Endentures seuerally made be-twix the seyde
Meyre & the Collectours. 1528 More Dial. Heresies m. iii.

Wks. 209/2 Whan thei be wisely & seuerally examined, thei

can seldome so well make their tale before, but that their

vntrouth shall in some parte appere. 1603 Drayton Bar.
Wars vi. xxxiii. 133 Yet heere and there they seu'rally

withdrew. 1660 Trial Regie. 33 We must needs try them
severally. 18*8 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, Receiving the

mute salutations of the members of the council whom he
had severally addressed. 1890 Gladstone in Daily News
31 Dec. 5/7 My own inability to acknowledge severally the

gifts, .which have reached, .me. 189a Westcott Gospel of
Life 33 We severally think with a mind which is more or less

in harmony with a universal mind.

b. In legal language, opposed to jointly.

1447 Rolls of Parlt. V. 140/1 An action of trespasse

ayenst such takers and ayenst all thaym, to whom the
possession.. comes..joyntly or severally. 1474 Ibid. VI.
115/2 That the same Shires, .stond and be severally charge,
able and charged of the same men Archers. 1528 Gardiner in

Pocock Rec. Ref. (1870) 1. 1. 104 To proceed jointly or severally

with your grace. 1628 Coke On Litt. § 296 In this case of
the two Abbots in respect of their seuerall capacities, albeit

the words be ioynt, yet the Law doth adiudge them to be
seuerally seised. 1653 tr. Fitzherberis Nat. Brevium 38
Whether they shall recover severally damages upon that
joynt count, it is a doubt. 1875 Poste Gaius in. 396 In
Correality each creditor is severally entitled to receive, and
each debtor is severally bound to discharge, the whole
Object of the obligation, a 1887 J. Grant Royal High-
landers 19 Holcroft would in some way or other bring
trouble upon them conjunctly or severally.

(b) Jointly (Sc. conjunctly) and severally.

1454 Registr.Aberdon. (Maitland Club) 1. 261 Beitkende til

al men me Edwarde of be Vesthale til haf maide [the several

persons named] coniunctly and seuerly my ful procuratoris.

1467 Godstow Reg. 347 They made..Iohn Baywell and
Symond Turnere . . there trew and lawfull attorneyes, ioyntly

and severally, to entre and delyver in ther name. 1554 Acts
ofSederunt (1790) 1 That thay, and ilk ane of thaim, con-
junctlieand severalie, suld lelelie and trewlie minister in the
said office of curatry. 1597 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841)

I. 117 The quhilk to do we commit to you, coniunctlie and
severallie, our full power, be this our precept. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. n. xii. II. 193 A devise to two persons, to hold
jointly and severally, is a joint-tenancy. 1826 G. J. Bell
Comm. Laws Scot. (ed. 5) I. 346 If the co-obligants be
bound jointly and severally, any one may be taken for the

whole debt 1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Conjunctly,
When two or more persons are bound conjunctly and
severally to perform an obligation, they are liable singuliin
solidum, and it is in the option of the creditor to exact per-

formance, either from each of them proportionally, or to

enforce the obligation to the full extent against any one of
them, leaving htm to seek his relief from the rest.

f O. Preceded by numeral adv. : On two (etc.)

separate occasions. Obs.

1576 Gascoigne Kenehvorth Castle Wks. 1910 II. 121
Twise severally summoned to appeare before the great Gods.

2. Apart from others or from the rest ; not
together or in a company ; independently, arch.
X530ELYOT Image Gov. (1541)104 The thyrde state was of

the base people or communers to whom seuerally should not
be committed any authoritee. 1548 Geste Agst. Priv.
Masse Lj, In the pryuate masse where the priest seuerally
all alone hath hys loofe & eateth it alone. 1577 Hanmer
Anc. Eccles, Hist., Euseb. 11. xvii. (1663) 29 They assembled
together, severally men, and severally women. 1615 Mark-
ham Eng. Housew, 1. 25 Take knot grasse and shepheards
purse, and plantaine, and stampe them seuerally. 1630
Pagitt Christianogr. 1. ii. (1636) 55 These Christians live

severally by themselves without any mixture of Mahometans
or Pagans. 1660 Barrow Euclid \. xxxii, Two angles (taken
severally, or together). 1709 Atterbury Sertn. (Rom. xi. 6)

(1726MI. 256 Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. .to whom the
Promise of the Blessed Seed was severally made. 1883
Stevenson Silverado So. 9 A great variety of oaks stood!,

now severally, now in a becoming grove, among the fields.

SEVERALTY.

const,from. 1649 Milton Eikon. xi. 102 [The King is] not

to be consider'd severally from them [the Parliament]. 1862

F. Hall Hindu Philos. Syst. 90 It is the same as concerns

the experience of cognition, or the like, considered severally

from its experience.

tb. Specially, particularly. Obs. rare.

c 1610 Women Saints 70 The place cutt for the head
seuerallie was made so iust for her head as could be deuised.

3. Respectively.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. n. vii. 37 b,

Grecians and Geneuoises, and. .Iewes.. seuerally haue one
streete to dwell in. 1756 Burke Subl. $ B. 1. x, They stick

severally to their own species in preference to all others.

1827 C. Wordsworth Chas. I (1828) 2 The parts which I

and they have severally taken are openly justified. 1875
Jowett Plato (ed. 2) I. 33 The great benefits which man-
kind would obtain from their severally doing the things
which they knew. 1909 Athenaeum 20 Mar. 345/1 'The
Constitution is saved. * A Commission is needed at once.'
So say severally the very old and the very young amongst
our legislators.

f 4. Differently, variously. Obs.
1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. i. § 3 To deliuer it [sc. learn-

ing] from the discredites and disgraces which it hath
receiued ; all from ignorance ; but ignorance seuerally dis-

guised. 1625 — Ess., OfBuilding (Arb.) 549, I vnderstand
both these Sides.. to be vniforme without, though seuerally
Partitioned within. 1628 Feltham Resolves 1. xciii. 271
There are, and that seuerally, that be much troubled with
the disease of speaking, a 1644 Chillingworth Serm. ii.

§ 42 How severally Satan plants his Engines for the subver-
sion of the Church.

Severalty (se*veralti). [a. AF. severalte, ~aute :

see Several a. and -ty.]

1. The condition of being separate or distinct

;

separateness, distinctness, independence.

1449 Pecock Repr. 1. x. 50 5it herfore tho craftis in thilk

man ben not the lassedyuerse, ne neuer thelasse kepen her
seueralte in boundis and markis as in hem silf. 1571 Gold*
ing Calvin on Ps. lxxiv. 16 Insatiable covetousnes and
ambition breaketh whatsoever severaltie [ouiconid dis-

tinctionis] is made in the world. 1648 Bp. Hall Select Tk.
269 He singles them out in a familiar kinde of severalty

both of knowledg and respect. 1650 B. Dtscolliminium
37 A respective severalty, that each Nation should operate
separately ..in cases peculiar to their severall interests.

1679 Puller Moder. Ch. Eng. (1843) 2I ^"ne severa^ societies

of Christian men, unto every of which the name of a Church
is given, with addition betokening severalty, as the Church
of Rome, Corinth, Ephesus, England. 1847 Grote Greece
11. x. III. 92 The original severalty and subsequent con-

solidation of the different portions of Attica. 1849 Ibid. n.

xxxviii. V. 8 The discordant severalty of agents conspicuous
in the Homeric theology, a 1882 T. H. Green Proleg.
Ethics (1883) 31 Something other than the manifold things
themselves which combines them without effacing their

severalty.

2. In severalty [AF. en severalte\. a. Law. Of
land : (Held) in a person's own right without being

joined in interest with another (opposed to joint-

tenancy, coparcenary, and tenancy-in-common)

;

(held) as private enclosed property (opposed to

common).
To know in severalty : = * to know one's several ' : see

Several C. 2 c.

c 1475 Parienay 3640 Thi land shal be . . Parted in partes
..Neuer to-geders hold in seueralte. 1480 Cov. Leet Bk.
447 He kepeth diuerse pastures in seueralte, which owen to
be comen. 1523 Fitzhkrb. Surv. 2 And than is nat an acre
so moche worthe as & it were in seueralty inclosed or in

seuerall pasture. 1540 Act 32 Hen. VIII, c 1 § 3 The same
in three partes to be divided in certainety and by speciall

divisions as it may be knowen in severaltie. 1381 W. S.

Compend. Exam. 18 b, Tenaunts in common be not so good
husbandes as when euery man hath his parte in seueralty.

1653 tr- KUchiris Courts Leet (ed. 2) 476 They are Tenants
in severalty. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 185 If two joint-

tenants agree to part their lands, and hold them in severalty,

they are no longer joint-tenants. 1807 Vancouver Agric.
Devon (1813) 102 Coarse moor-land, lying in severalty. 1818
Cruise Digest (ed. 2) I. 329 Not in the nature of dower,
that is, in severalty, but in common with the heir. 1875
Maine Hist. Itistit. iv. 101 The arable lands are held in

severalty, while pasture and bog are in common. 1895
Strahan Law ofProperiy (1908) 132 By partition is meant
the dividing up of the joint estate among the joint tenants,

who henceforth hold their individual shares in severalty.

(b) Const, to orfor (the possessor).

1523 Act 14 fy 15 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 Yt shalbe leafull to

your said besecher [etc.]. .to enclose the said olde Waye.

.

and that frohensforthe to holde in Severaltie to them and to

their Heires and Assignes to their owne use and profitt for

ever.. without any comon Waye or passage ther. 1651
Heylin Cosmogr. m. 44 Every one., should., take as much
ground in severalty for his own inheritance, as he could
overcome.

b. Separately, apart from others, particularly.

1588 Fraunce Lawiers Logike XL iii. 89 b, If the same
Logicall Doctor .. should affirme the same of all the other

kindes of causes specially and in seueralty. 1624 Wotton
Archil. 1. 64 Hauing considered the precedent Appertions
or Ouertures, in seuerallie according to their particular

Requisites. 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) !• 24° That all

should enjoy the produce of their skill and industry in

severalty, without interruption from others. 1893 Traill
Soc. Eng. Introd. 17 It has seemed best to treat of each
great department of our social life in severalty.

c. In or into several divisions or parts.

1824 J. Davison Disc. Prophecy vi. 111. 388 Polytheism

divided the world, and its own creed, in severalty; it set up
its deities over particular regions. 1868 Gladstone Juv.
Mundi viii. § 12. 304 One group of these traditions., which
when associated compose a nebula, appears before us in

severalty, divided between the three individualities of Arte-

mis, Persephone, and Aphrodite.

3. Land held by an individual not joined with



SEVERANCE.

other owners. Also, the condition of land so held
;

a state of being owned by individuals.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/, aij, Which was when, .ground
sold were to be layd out : or (when disorder preuailed) that
Commons were distributed into seuerakies. 1766 Black-
stone Comm. 11. xii. II. 194 Estates in common can only
be dissolved two ways : 1. By uniting all the titles and
interests in one tenant, .which brings the whole to one
severalty : 2. By making partition between the several
tenants in common, which gives them all respective several-
ties. 1801 Farmers Mag. Nov. 400 Reducing all common
and intermixed possessions into severalty. 18x4 Shirreff
Agric. Shetld. 179 Till land is placed in a state of severalty,
. . inclosures are seldom erected in any country, 1844 Min.
Evid. Sel. Comm. Commons' Inclosure 27 It often happens
that in these shifting severalties the occupier of lot one this
year goes round the whole of the several lots in rotation.
x86a Merivale in Macm. Mag. July 265 Not inclosed from
the waste, but merely converted from 'common field ' into
severalty.

b. attrib.

1844 Mtn. Evid. Sel. Comm. Commons' Inclosure 27 After
the crop has been removed, these lands become commonable
to all the parties having a severalty right, and to no others.
It>ia\

t The severalty crop. Ibid., Circumstances under which
the severally ownership cf these lands shifts from time to
time. 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 30 May 6/2 A private arrange-
ment between the lord, the severalty owners, and the
owners of lammas rights.

f4. A separate, distinct, or particular thing,

point, feature, etc. Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin'1

s Inst. !. xiii. 37 Lette it not come
in our myndes ones to imagine suche a Trinitie of Persons as
may hold our thought withdrawen into seueralties [ed. 1562
seueralities]. 1610 Healev St. Aug. Ciiie o/God vm. vii. tr.

Vives 300 The first apprehensions.. nature hath giuen man,
whence the knowledge of many great seueralties arise [vnde
rerum multarum magnarumque oritur cognitio], 1637
Heylin A nsiv.Burton 163 These are the several tiescontained
in that generall head ; and they relate either to preaching
or to praying. 1640 Bp. Hall Episc. 11. vii. 124 Here is a
manifest distinction betwixt the Pastor or Bishop, and those
of his charge ; and they are described by the severalties of
their estates. X667 Waterhouse Narr. Fire in London 17
Many other Authors have given us severalties which summed
up together, makes out such secret policies.

5. (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Severalty, the denomina-

tion under which disagreements respecting accounts amongst
the part-owners of a ship are referred, either to equity
courts, or the common law.

Severance (se-verans). [a. AF. severance, OF,
sevrance, f. sevr-er: see Sever v. and -ance.]
1. The act or fact of severing ; the state of being

severed ; separation.
1467-8 Rolls o/Parlt. V. 574/1 Severaunces from Shires,

and makyng of Shires by theymself. 1491 Act 7 Hen. VII,
c. 12 § 1 To preserve the possessions of the Crown hoolly
and entierly without any severaunce or decreasing therof.
1565 Act 8 Eliz. c 16 § 2 The wch sayd severance and
Devision of the sayd proffers shalbe entred of Recorde.
160s Carew Cornw. n. 152 These 2. riuers..doe enclose
betweene them.. a neck of land.. in regard of his fruitful-
nesse, not vnworthy of a seuerance. 1786 Jefferson Writ.
(1859) II. 66 This measure, .gives me serious apprehensions

i

of the severance of the eastern and western parts of our
confederacy. 1787 J. Barlow Oration 4 July 8 Our sever- I

ance from the British empire. 1864 Pusey Led. Daniel
(1876) 501 A meeting, .after this first severance. 1873
j. Geikie Gt. Ice Age xxxiii. 474 The sea again stole in be-
tween our islands and the Continent, until a final severance '

was effected. 1875 M. Arnold God
<J- Bible Pref. 34 Their

!

religion involved severance from Rome. 1876 Miss Braddon
y. Haggard's Dau. II. 81 He., kissed her with more warmth I

of feeling than he had ever shown after so short a severance,
j

1879 Calderwcod Mindfy Br. iv. 91 There is no real sever-
ance of the lobes.

b. const, between (two or more objects), f For-
merly, a distinction or difference belween.
142a Yongh tr. Secreta Secret. 180 Mekenesse is the

Seuerance and the difference betwene a kynge and a tyraunt,
1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemcn 311 For, thocht I say it

my self, the seuerance wes mekle, Betuix his bastard blude,
and my birth noble, c 164a Contra.Replicant's Compi. 28
The Law itself makes ever a distinction betwixt the King
and his agents : though our Replicant will not allow any
such severance. 1845 Maurice Mor. Philos. in Encyct.
Metrop. II. 665/1 Now more than at any former time there
was a severance between^ religion and philosophy. 1851
Gladstone Glean. VI. xlviii. 32 To draw in practice those
lines of severance between truth and falsehood. 1865
Pusey Truth Eng. Ch. 59 The temporary severance between
Rome and both Asiatic and African Churches. 1883 Chal-
mers & Hough Bankruptcy Act Introd. 9 A severance is

made between judicial and administrative functions. 191a
Bfaekiv. Mag. Jan. 148/2 The severance between the
Parliament and the country is complete.

2. Laiv. a. The division of a joint estate into

independent parts ; the destruction of the unity of

interest in a joint estate.

1539 Act 31 Hen. VIII, c. 1 § 1 Forasmuche as. .diverse
of the Kinges Subjectes being seised of Mannors landes
[etc.] as joynt tenauntes . . cannot . . make any severans
division or particion thereof, without either of their mutuall
consentcs and assentes. 1628 Coke On Litt. 192 If two
Joyntenaunts be, and one maketh a Lease, this is a seuer-

ance of the joynture. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. 185
Joint-tenants being seised per my et fer tout, every thing

that tends to narrow that interest.. is a severance or de-

struction of the jointure. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2)11. 501

A mortgage by a joint tenant^ for a term of years, will

operate as a severance of the joint tenancy. 1895 Strahan
Law 0/Property (1008) 89 The severance of the reversion.

.

that is, the dividing between two or more of the estate in

reversion. Ibid. 134 Severance of joint tenancies in land
may alto be brought about by merger.
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b. The detaching of fruit, minerals, fixtures, etc.

from the soil or realty.
1602 Fulbecke 1st Pt. Parall. 38 After the sowing and

before the seuerance [of the corn]. 1628 Coke On Litt. 55 b,
Seuerance or remouing of the come. 1684 Manley Cowels
Interpr. s.v., Severance of Corn is the cutting and carrying
it off from the ground, and sometimes the setting out the
Tythe from the rest of the Corn is called Severance. 1769
Blackstone Comm. IV. 232 Of things, .that adhere to the
freehold, as corn, grass, trees, and the like, or lead upon
a house, no iarciny could be committed by the rules of the
common law; but the severance of them was, and in many
things is still, merely a trespass. 18x7 W. Selwyn Law
Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 1208 The right to tithes accrues
immediately on the severance. 1911 Odgers Common Law
1 1. 700 When things annexed to the freehold are sold in con-
templation of an immediate severance.

c. The separation of two or more parties that
are joined in a writ, as when one is nonsuited and
the other is allowed to proceed in the action. Also,
* the putting in several or separate pleas or answers
by two or more disjointly * (Bouvier).
1607 Cowel Interpr., Severance is the singling of two or

more, that ioyne in one writ, or are ioyned in one writ. 1628
Coke On Litt. 139 If two be Plaintifes in a Natiuo habendo,
if one be nonsuit this is the Nonsuite of both, and no
sommons and seuerance doth He in that case. Ibid. 139 b,
Note, Seuerance is twofold, viz. by Sommons adsequendum
simul, and that is when one of the Demandants or Plaintifes
neuer appeared r and by award of the Court of Nonsuit
without any sommons, and that is after appearance. 1684
Manley CvweVs Interpr. s.v., Severance in Debt [is] where
two, or more, Executors are named Plaintiffs, and the one
refuses to prosecute. 1741 T. Robinson Gavelkind 1. vL no
It is the less unreasonable that the Part of him not pro-
ceeding should be divided with the rest in this Case, because
he does not by the Severance absolutely cease to be Party
to the Record. 1824 Stephen Princ. Pleading 270 Where
in respect of several subjects or several defendants, a sever-
ance has thus taken place in the pleading, this may . .lead to
a corresponding severance in the whole subsequent series.

Severane, obs. form of Sovereign.
Severans, -ant : see Severon.
t Severat(e, a. Obs. Altered form of Separate

a. j after sever. Hence + Severatly adv.
1470-85 Malory Arthuriv.vii. 127 He tooke vs seueratly

as we rode on pure auentures. 1563 Homilies II. Right
Use Ch. 11. D d j, When euery man and woman in seuerate
[edd. 1567-71 seuerat, later edd. seuerall] pretence of de*
uotyon prayeth priuately.

Severation (sevarr. jan). rare. [f. Sever v. +
-ATION.] Separation, severance.
1649 J. E[llistone] tr. Behmen"s Epist. vi. § 60 The

humane Science, .may in that same light see, not onely it

selfe, but likewise all other naturall things according to the
severation of the Word. 1654 [Ellistone & Sparrow] tr.

Behmetis Myst. Magn. iv. 12 Now we are to consider of
the Severation in the fire. i8ai W. P. C. Barton Flora
N. Amer. I, 27 Michaux deemed it sufficiently at variance
with that genus in its fruit, to justify a severation. 185a
W. Jerdan Autobiog. II. 282 The last severation of all

human ties.

Severe (s/viv.i), a. Also 6 sever, Sc. seveir(e,

(7 seveere, seveare). [a. F. severe or ad. L. severus.
Cf. It., Sp., Pg. severe]

I. Rigorous in condemnation or punishment.
L Of persons, their temper, disposition, etc.

:

Rigorous in one's treatment of, or attitude towards,
offenders ; unsparing in the exaction of penalty

;

not inclined to indulgence or leniency.
1548 Elyot Did., Asper,..rude, seuere, rigorous. Ibid.,

Austerus,..crut\le, austere, seuere. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
doners Comm. xv. 197 b. In a steade of a gentle and merci-
full Prince, you shall haue a seuere executour of iustice.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 1. (Arb.) 47 One of the greatest
benefites, that euer God gaue me, is, that he sent me so
sharpe and seuere Parentes, and so ientle a scholemaster.
1603 Shaks. Meas./or M. hi. ii. 276 He who the sword of
Heauen wilt beare, Should be as holy, as seueare. 16x1
Bible IVisd. v. 20 His seuere wrath shall he sharpen for a
sword. 16x1 Heywood Golden Age 1. i, Why should not I

proue as seuere a mother As he a cruell father. 1667 Mil-
ton P. L. ix. 1169 And am I now upbraided, as the cause
Of thy transgressing? not enough severe, It seems, in thy
restrainf. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1823) I. 290 They
were men of severe tempers, and kept good discipline. 1780
Harris Philol. Eng. Wks, (1841) 463 [Athens] found the
cruel Sylla her severest enemy. 1829 Scott Anne o/G. xiv,

Charles of Burgundy deserved the character ofa just though
severe prince. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. viii. II. 342 The
King's temper was arbitrary and severe. x8^8 Dale Led.
Preach, iii. 74 Nature is sometimes kindly if she is often
severe.

absol. X817 Shelley Rev. Islam 11. xxxiv, Nor are the
strong and the severe to keep The empire of the world.

b. Const. tOy withy against.
[1561 : cf. 3.] 1648 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 216 The
H ouses haue been of late very seuere against the poore Caua-
liers. a 1699 Stillingfl. (J.), What made the church of
Alexandria be so severe with Origen for, but holding the
incence in his hands..? yet for this he was cast out of the
church, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 22 July 1674, A severe master
to his servants. 1725 Pope Odyss. ix. 132 Each rules his race,

his neighbour not his care, Heedless of others, to his own
severe. 174a Gray Adversity 31 Justice, to herself severe.

O. Of a person's looks, demeanour, etc. : Be-
tokening a severe mood or disposition.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Seuerus, Seuere grauitie of
countenance. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. n. vii. 155 The Iustice,

. . With eyes seuere, and beard of formall cut. 1603 Knolles
Hist. Turks (1621) 709 Saying with a severe countenance,
that they were worthie of such death. 1675 Covel in Early
Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 206 A full, roundish high fore-

head, a severe brow. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxvi, 'There
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is in this mansion.., 'said the Grand Master, in a severe tone,
'a Jewish woman.' 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xlix, The
Lady Bareacres . . to whom the Colonel's lady made also a
most respectful obeisance : it was returned with severe dignity
by the exalted person in question.

2. Of law, judgement, punishment, discipline,

restraint, and the like : Involving strict and rigorous
treatment; executed or carried out with rigour;
not leaning to tenderness or laxity ; unsparing.
1562 W1N3ET Cert. Tractates ii. Wks. (S. T. S.) I. 21 The

seueir punisment of Core, Dathan, and Abiron. c 1570 W.
Wager The Longer thou livest 1752 (Brandl), I represent
Gods seuere iudgement, Which dallieth not where to strike
he doth purpose. 159a Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. v. iii. 269 Let
my old life be sacrifie'd.. Vnto the rigour of seuerest Law.
1661 Ad 13 Chas. II, c. 9 § 21 None shall presume io quar-
rell with his Superior Officer, upon pain of severe punish-
merit. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae 111. i. § 12 It is not
evident that the Laws of all the antient Common-wealths
were so severe against Atheism. 1669-70 Marvell Corr.
Wks. (Grosart) II. 306 The House.. voted, .that severe pro-
vision be made against all frauds upon the importation [of
wine]. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian x, Schedoni hinted
that the obedience of youth was hopeless unless severer
measures were adopted. 1819 Shelley Cenci v. ii. 73 To

\

pursue this monstrous crime By the severest forms of law.
1

1838 F. A. P[aley] tr. Schumann's Assemb. Athen. Introd.
1 19 The people.. disliking the severe controll of the four
1 hundred. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 47 Severer

penalties awaited drunkenness, dissipation, or dicing.

b. Of a compact: Imposing rigorous conditions,
I stringent. Of an account : Unsparingly exacted.
;

1591 Shaks
;

1 Hen. VI, v. iv, 114 If we conclude a Peace,
It shall be with such strict and seuere Couenants, As little

shall the Frenchmen gaine thereby. 1684 Contempt. St.
Man 1. ix. (1699) 106 Let us not misspend the time of this
Life, since so severe an account will be demanded of all the
benefits which we have received. X751 Jortin Serm. (1771)
I. vii. 135 Power wantonly exercised is the undesirable
opportunity of doing mischief, for which a severe account is

to be given in the next state.

c. Ofa prisoner: Rigorously confined, nonce-use.
X740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 138 You told me once

she was in London waiting on a bishop's lady, when all the
time she was a severe prisoner here.

3. Unsparing in censure, criticism, or reproof.
1561 B. Googe Paliugenius' Zodiac ofLife Ep. Ded., As

the deuine Plato (although a Iudge somethynge tc seuer
agaynste them), .doth confesse

;
1581 J. Hamilton Cath,

Traid. 21 S. Hierom, the seueir impugner of all ha^ritiks in

his age. 1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 83 Your
friend. therefore, is certainly more severe than he neede to
be. C1673 Waller To the Duchess, when he presented
this Book 8 While we your wit and early knowledge fear,

To our productions we become severe. 1680 Dryden Pref.
Ovid's Ep. (1716) 9 The most severe Censor cannot but be
pleas'd with the Prodigality of his [Ovid's] Wit. 1683 Sir
J. Turner Pallas Armata 39 marg., Lipsius severe to
Vegetius. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 124 r 1 As the most
severe Reader makes Allowances for many Rests and Nod-
ding-places in a Voluminous Writer. 1760-2 Goldsm. Cit.
IV. xcix, Her very appearance was sufficient to silence the
severest satirist of the sex. 1780 Mirror No. 70 His good-
nature . . prevented him from viewing, with too severe an eye,
the occasional excesses of some of his companions. 1825
Macaulay Ess., Milton r 7 Nor. .will the severest of our
readers blame us. 1837 Whkwell Hist. Induct. Sci. (1857)
I. 138 The exact but severe historian of astronomy, Delam-
bre, . . loses all his bitterness when he comes to H ipparchus.
1858 Mrs. Paul Maiden Sisters xii. 119 'There is no depth
in the talk of general society, but plenty of lightness and
flippancy.' 'I think you are severe, 'said Ellen, courageously.
absol. c 1614 Sylvester Micro-cosm. 374 Wks. (Grosart)

II. 100 If I be merry, I am mad (say the Severe).

b. To be severe on (or upon) : to pass harsh or

sarcastic judgement on, * to be hard upon \
167a Wycherley Love in Wood XL i. 26 His wit properly

lies in.. being severe as they call it, upon other peoples
cloaths.^ X713 Addison Guardian No. 162 F 1 The good
Lady Lizard . . desired her Cosin Thomas . . not to be so severe
on his Relations. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 103, I sup-
pose the Colonel was cross'd in his first Love, which makes
him so severe on all the Sex. 1858 Mrs. Paul Maiden Sis-
ters xiv. 138 ' One must not be severe on a little inequality
of temper, said Norah, laughing.

C. Of an utterance, opinion, etc. : Unsparing in

censure ; strongly condemnatory.
1561 B. Googe Palingenius 1 Zodiac of Life Ep. Ded.,

Humbly requesting that..the simple frutes of a yong head,
may strongly be defended from the seuer reprehensions of Mo-
mus. 1668 Marvell Gw. Wks. (Grosart) II. 253We on Mun-
day send to the Lords severe votes against their proceedings.
169a Noruis Two Treat. Div. Light 1. 15 He. .very gravely
applies to me two of the most severe Texts of Scripture that
he could pick out in all the Bible. X709 Swift T. Tub
Apol. (1710) a 3, The severest Stroaks of Satyr in his Book.
1781 Cowper 7'able-t. 103, I grant the sarcasm is too severe.
X&73 B. Harte Fiddletozvn 27 He was arrested .. and dis-

charged with a severe reprimand. 1879 Lubbock Addr. Pol.
& Educ. ix. 151 English travellers in Oriental countries
frequently make severe remarks on the manner in which the
. .remains of antiquity are allowed to go to ruin.

II. Conforming to a rigorous standard.

4. Extremely strict in matters of conduct or

behaviour; rigorous in self-discipline and self-

restraint ; austere with oneself; shunning laxity or

self-pleasing.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Seuerus, A seuere man es*

chewynge all sensuall pleasures. 1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. iii.

301 Come, you are too seuere a Moraller. 1643 Sir T.
Browne Relig. Med. 11. § 7 To doe no injury, nor take none,
was a principle, which to my former yeers. .seemed to con-
tain^ enough of Morality, but my more setled yeares, and
Christian constitution have fallen upon severer resolutions.

1671 Milton P. R. iv. 280 The Stoic severe. 1709 Steele
Tatter No. 4 f 8 He is held in the highest Veneration imagin-
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able for a severe Honesty, and Love of his Country . * 1715 cases very severe, but fatal to very few. 1833 Whewell in

Burnet Oivh Time (1766) I. 45? He was a man of sfevere

morals. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T., Young Lady s J
.
II.

4 1 1 Emily affected severe economy in her travelling expences.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xiii, A man of severe temperance. i8m

Mrs. Hemans Siege of I aiencia 1, We must fall As men

that in severe devotedness Have chosen their part, and

bound themselves to death. 1869 Iozer Highl. Turkey 11.

-06 [His] severe impartiality adds weight to his authority.

1879 Froude Cmsar xxviii. 481 A Roman matron of the

strictest and severest type.

b. Of habits, etc : Dictated by strict and austere

principles of living.

i8»8 Sewell in Ox/ Prize Ess. 36 The Spartan manners

were rough, simple, and severe. 1879 Froudc Caesar vi. 49

The habits of the household were simple and severe.

0. Of a secret: Strictly kept (V 06s.). Of a resolu-

tion : Unyielding, rigid.

1734 Fielding Univ. Gall, iv. i, I beg this thing may be

kept a severe secret. 1849 De Quincev Engl. Mail Coach
Wks. 1890 XIII. 276 The Emperor .. descended in great

pomp from his throne, with the severest resolution never to

remount it.

5. Of intellectual operations, thought, etc. : Con-

forming to an exacting standard of mental effort

;

rigidly exact or accurate
;
grave, serious, not light

or recreative ; not shrinking from what is toilsome

or difficult. (Cf. 9.)

1605 Bacon Adv Learn, it. i. § 3. 8 A substantiall and
seuere Collection of the Heteroclites, or Irregularsof Nature,

well examined & described, c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) II.

xli. 50, I find you have a genius for the most solid and
severest sort of studies. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrs 11.

viii. § 6. 235 And upon severe enquiry we shall find the grand

principle which [etc]. 168a Dryden Relig. Laid 233 Those
hours hast thou to Nobler use employ d, And the severe

Delights of Truth enjoy'd. 1757 Gray Bard 127 Truth
severe, by Fairy Fiction drest. x8ia Cresswell Maxima
$ Min, 1. 10 In haste toquit the province of severe reasoning.

1821 Hazlitt Table-t., Milton's Sonn., A day spent in social

retirement and elegant relaxation from severer studies. 1839

De Quincey Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II. 203 Under the

continual restraint of severe good sense. 1863 Geo. Eliot
Romola 1. xii, [He] is held in high honour for his severe

scholarship.
absol. 1683 Soame & Dryden tr. Boileau"s Art Poet. 1.

76 Happy who in his verse can gently steer From grave to

light, from pleasant to severe long, du plaisant au severe).

1734 Pope Ess. Man iv. 380 Form'd by thy converse, happily

to steer From grave to gay, from lively to severe'

b. said of a student, thinker, etc.

1603 Daniel De/. Rhyme H 5 b, Peraduenture there will

be found in the now contemned recordes of Ryme matter

not vnfitting the grauest Diuine and seuerest Lawyer in

this kingdome. 1706 Hearne Collect. 8 Mar. (O.H.S.) I.

201 Mr. Smith . . has been . . a severe Student

6. In reference to style or taste, literary or

artistic : Shunning redundance or unessential orna-

ment; not florid or exuberant; sober, restrained,

austerely simple or plain.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. vi. i. (1848) 341 To expect that

Piety and Vertue were able, by their native charms, so

much to endear my dress, as to win themselves adorers in

a plain, or even a severe one. 1676 Dryden State Innoc.

Pref. (1677) b 3 Virgil and Horace, the severest Writers of

the severest Age. 1693 — Disc. Satire Ess. 1900 II. 65

Lucilius, who was more severe, and more correct. 1820

Keats Hyperion 1. 211 That inlet to severe magnificence

Stood full blown, for the God to enter in. 1849 Ruskin
Sev. Lambs ii. § 24. 56 The forms of the tracery were still

severe and pure. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Manners
Wks. iBohnJ II. 50 Even Brummel their fop was marked
by the severest simplicity in dress, i860 Ruskin Mod.
Paint. V. ix. xL. 319 He would have been remembered as

one of the severest of painters. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton
x, Queen Titania's more severe but no less graceful costume,

t b. Of a language ; Concise, terse, not redun-

dant. Obs. rare.

1680 Dryden Pre/ Ovid's Ep. (1716)15 The Latin (a most
Severe and Compendious Language).

III. Ofimpersonal agencies or conditions: Press-

ing hardly, rigorous.

7. Of the weather, etc. : Causing great discomfort

01 injury to living beings; hard, rigorous; very

cold, wet or stormy.
1676 in \%tk Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 32 God bless

your two deare sweet babies and keep them from the sharp
colds of this seveare weather, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 7 Mar.
j 658, This had been the severest winter that any man alive

had known in England. 1768 H. Walpole Let. to Earl
Strafford 25 June, We have had some severe rain ; but the

season is now beautiful. 1774 Pennant TourScotl. inip2
175 The climate is very severe, 1788 M. Cutler in Life,

etc (1888) I. 420 Very severe shower in the night. 1812

New Bot. Gard. I. 59 In case the frost is not so severe as

to destroy the flowers. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q.
Neighb. xxviii. (1878) 477 Very severe weather came. 1884

Harper's Mag. Jan. 283/2 They would require slightly

severer cold to affect them.

b. Of fire or light : Painfully or searchingly in-

tense, rare.

x6sa Crashaw Carmen Deo Nostro Wks. (1904) 252 O that

Book 1 whose leaves so bright Will sett the world in severe

light. 1667 Milton P. L. iu 276 Our torments also may in

length of time Become our Elements, these piercing Fires

As soft as now severe. x8az Shelley Tri. Life 424 In that

light's severe excess.

o. Of an attack of illness or disease : Attended
with a maximum of pain or distress, violent.

1715 N. Robinson Tk. Physick 265 It is the way Nature
her self often takes, in solving the severer Fevers. 1756
Mrs. Calderwooo in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club, 224
The coldness of the inn had given Mr. Calderwood a severe

cold* 1803 Med. Jrnl. X. 522 The complaint was in many

Life (1881) 83, I finally caught a severe cold. tHopAllbutt's
Syst. Med. VIII. 507 In severe cases [of eczema] there may
be some prodromal symptoms.

8. Olpaui, suffering, loss, or the like : Grievous,

extreme.
174a Gray Eton 80 Moody Madness laughing wild Amid

severest woe. 178X Cowper Truth 101 His voluntary pains,

severe and long. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xxxviii, The silence of Valancourt. .oppressed Emily with

severe anxiety. 1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 173 Severe shooting

pains in the head were felt. 1838 Prescott Ferd. <y /sab.

1. xu (1854) I. 272 The loss inflicted on the infantry was also

severe. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India III. 200 Their
exposure beyond the trenches to the fire of the garrison

would have been attended with still severer loss of life.

x848Thackeray Van. Fairxxx'ii, She. .watched incessantly

by the wounded lad, whose pains were very severe. 1888

Spectator 30 June 874/2 There has been a severe fall in the

value of the shares.

absol. x8oa Beddoes Hygela vm. 141 The gouty, besides

having to struggle with every thing that pain has of severe,

are [etc.].

b. Qualifying an agent-n., as a severe loser.

1748 Foote Knights 11. Wks. 1799 I. 80 Tis odd, that the

same cause that increases the passion in one sex should

destroy it in the other ; the reason is above my reach, but

the fact I am a severe witness of. 1863 Fawcett Pol.

Econ. 11. v. 185 Individuals engaged in the trade might be

severe losers.

9. Of events or circumstances, labour or exercise,

a struggle or contest, a test, trial, etc. : Hard to

sustain or endure ; making great demands on one's

powers or resources ; arduous.

1774 Bryant Mythol. II. 58 Osiris, .then entered Thrace,

with the King of which he had a severe encounter. 1784
Cowper Task iv. 389 The man feels least, as more inur'd than

she To winter,andthe current in his veins More briskly mov'd
by his severer toils. 1798 Forester in Paget Papers (1896)

I. 114 This day. .met near Oakham, have had a very severe

day. i8a6 Disraeli V. Grey iv. xiii. 244 De Bceffleurs

once more assisted me, though his terms were most severe.

1827 Scott Two Drovers Introd., The^ master of the pack
takes as severe exercise as his whipper-in. 1838 Prescott
Ferd. <$• /sab. n. xiv. (1854) II. 220 This action was one of

the severest which occurred in these wars, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 11. xxii. 347 In the following experiment the ice was
subjected to astill severer test. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut.

xiv. (1886) 244 The pace was too severe, and, although
running wonderfully, he was obliged to give way to the

horses. 1880 C T. Newton Art <y Archsol. viii. 323 Uni*
versifies where this elaborate training was tested by com-
petitive examinations of the severest kind.

b. Of a curve : Sharp, hard to ' negotiate \

1897 Daily News 1 Sept. 3/1 This is again a very difficult

piece of running. There are severe curves at Smethwick
and at Worcester Foregate.

10. Naut. (See quot. 1867.)

1830 Marryat Kings Own xiii, Belay all that; take a

severe turn, and don't come up an inch, 1867 Smyth
Sailors IVord-bk., Severe, effectual ; as, a severe turn in

belaying a rope.

11. colloq. (chiefly U.S.) A vague epithet

denoting superlative quality ; very big or powerful

;

hard to beat.

1834 J. Hall Kentucky II. 9 Your whiskey is as good as

your fire, and that is saying a great deal, for you are the

severest old beaver to tote wood that I've seen for many
a long day. 1847 ^E Quincey Sp. Milit. Nun Wks. 1890

XIII. 209 note, These Andes, in Jonathan's phrase, area
' severe ' range of hills. 1864 Atkinson Stanton Grange 75
The whole party arrived, quite ready for a ' severe tea '.

1889 C. D. Warner in Harpers Mag. Jan. 270/1 A well-

known character in the mountains, who has killed twenty-

one men...He is called, in the language of the country

[Kentucky], a 'severe ' man.

12. Epithet of a small snake, Coluber severus.

1803 Shaw Gen. Zool. III. 421 Severe snake. Coluber
Severus.

13. quasi-fldfe. = Severely.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 20 Not any where is the word

seuerer practised, the preacher reuerentlier obserued and
honoured. 1653 Milton Ps. ii. 9 The Lord shall scoff

them, then severe Speak to them in his wrath. 1723 Pope
Odyss. 1. 446 No blame severe his choice.

Severe, obs. form of Sever v.

Severed (se-vaid), ///. a. [f. Sever z>. + -ED 1
.]

In senses of the verb.

1581 Howell Devises L iiij, Then eche a seuerde peece

doth spoyle, Which late conioynde, no force could foyle.

1588 T. Hughes Misfort. Arthur m. i. 107 How close the

seuered skinne vnites againe. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $ CI. in.

xiii. 170 Our seuer'd Nauie too Haue knit againe. 1621

G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 1. (1626) 6 Part of his seuer'd scarce-

dead lims he boyles. 1634 Milton Comus 274 How to

regain my sever'd company, a 1635 Sibbes Confer. Christ

<$• Mary (1656) 49 We must not think of the ascension of

Christ as a severed thing from us. 1814 Wordsw. Excurs.
iv. 746 Take, running river, take these locks of mine. .This

severed hair. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv. i, The execu-

tioner lifted the severed head, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11.

xxiii. 352 We have, in the case of ice, the actual re'gelation

of the severed surfaces.

Hence Se'veredly adv. rare*1
.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 11. viii. § 5. 35 But heere I must
giue warning, that it hee done distinctly and seueredly.

Severee : see Severy.

Severely (sM»'ili), adv. [f. Severe a. + -ly K]

1. With rigour or extreme strictness in the treat-

ment of offenders; with severity in judgement,

punishment, censure or rebuke.
1548 Elyot Diet, Asper*,.. rigorously, seuerely. /bid.,

Duriter,.. cruelly, seuerely. 1573 T. Cariwright Reply

Whitgifts Answ. 27 The transg<essyom» of the lawe in the

SBVERIAN.

tyme of the gospell oughte rather to beseuerelyerpunyshed
then they were vnder the lawe. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.

in. i. 108 She. .is. .kept seuerely from resort of men. 1647
Clarendon Hist. Rett. 1. § 74 Olivarez had been heard to

censure very severely the duke's., want of respect towards
the Prince. 169$ Blackmore Pr. A rth. v. 564 Be mercifully

Just, severely Kind. 171a Steele Sped. No. 431 F2 My
Master received Orders every Post to use me veYy severely.

1759 Hume Hist. Eng. Tudors I. Mary i. 356 Taylor, .was
very severely handled, and was violently thrust out_ of the

house. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 209 Of legislation

such as this it is impossible to speak too severely. 1878 Lecky
Eng. in iSth C. I. i. 121 The treaty of 1709 . . was severely cen-

sured as too favourable to the Dutch.

b. With severe looks or demeanour.
1565 Cooper T/iesaurus, Exuere vu Itus seueros, to look no

more seuerely. 1697 Dryden AZneidw. 779 Whose Jaws
with Iron Teeth severely grin. 1757 W. Wilkie Epigoniad
vu. 225 Severely smiling, thus the hero spoke. *8o8 W. W.
Jacobs Sea Urckins

}
Money-changers (1906) 223 The fare,

who had been leaning back in the stern with a severely
important air.

C. With rigour or strictness in examining, re-

vising, or the like.

1660 Jer. Taylor Worthy Commun. ii. § 3. 141 Here
therefore it concerns us to examine our selves strictly and
severely, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 6 July 1679, Dr. Lloyd..
with Dr. Burnet, who had severely examin'd him, came
away astonish'd. 182 1 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Old Benchers, His
housekeeping was severely looked after, but he kept the

table of a gentleman. 1897 Daily News 6 May 6/2 He
wrote best, as most Frenchmen do, in the morning, and
corrected much less severely than Victor Hugo.

d. To leave or let severely alone : to avoid of

set purpose ; to pursue a deliberate policy of

ignoring or isolating.

1880 Parnell Sp. iq Sept. in R. B. O'Brien Life (1898) I.

237 You must show him.. by leaving him severely alone, by
putting him into a moral Coventry, .your detestation of the

crime he has committed. 1886 Referee 20 June 5 (Cass.),

England and her wants, .are to be severely let alone. 1898
Dnbl. Rev. Oct. 276 The question was regarded as quite

insoluble, and severely left alone.

2. With rigour or strictness in one's own practice

or conduct ; rigidly, inflexibly.

1649 J. H. Motion to Pari. 38 Halfe a life need to be
i severely spent in learning them. 1703 Rowe Fair Penitent

1. i. 207 With deadly Imprecations on her Self, She vow'd

j
severely ne'er to see me more. 17*6 Pope Odyss. xvi. 36
Severely chaste Penelope remains.

t
181 1 Scott Kenilw.

xxii, My father is stern and strict in his temper, and severely

true to his trust. 1873 M. Arnold Lit. <$• Dogma iii. 79
Bishop Butler, in general the most severely exact of writers.

1889 Sat. Rev, 6 Apr. 415/1 Though they were severely
orthodox.

3. With austere plainness or simplicity of style

or taste.

1635-56 Cowley Davideis m. Wks. 1905 I. 337 On's head
an helm of well-wrought brass is place'd, The top with war-
like Plume severely grace'd. 1849 Ruskin Set: Lamps iii.

§ xv. 7g Severely rectilinear forms were associated with the

curved ones in the cornice. 1878 Miss Braddon Open
Verdict I. 335 Dog-cart, severely painted darkest olive.

1885 Harper'sMag. Mar. 524/2 The fire-places, .are severely

plain.

4. Painfully, grievously; in a manner, or to a

degree, that is distressing or hard to bear.

168a Sir T. Browne Chr. Mor. \\. x. (1716) 64 This the

fallen Angels severely understand, . . and more affiictively feel

the contrary state of Hell. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. 1. 74 He. .received the great and small Shot of one
half of the Turkish Fleet, which he mawled severely. 1711

Swift Cond. Allies Wks. 1841 I. 414/2 We have shamefully
misapplied [our strength] .. to effect [ends], which after a
peace we may severely repent. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina
xxi, I now most severely felt the folly of my plan. 1807
Wilkinson in Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) 11. App. 25 The
night was severely cold, 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. vL 38
After this feeble delusive thaw, the silence set in as severely

as before. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut. viii. (1886) 107 The
plague of boils broke out, and every one was attacked more
or less severely, 1885 Manch. Exam. 16 May 6/1 The
extremely cold nights,. tell very severely on the elderly

members of the House. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa
121 The mangrove-swamp. .stank severely.

5. colloq. To a great or excessive degree, * not

wisely but too well \ (Cf. Severe a. 11.)

1854 Whyte Melville General Bounce xii, That officer

has dined * severely \ as he calls it, and is slightly inebriated.

Severeness. Now rare. [-NESS.] Severity.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Phocion (1595) 79 2 This fault of

seuerenes was in Cato the younger. 1597 1. T. Serm. Paules
Crosse 37 We doubt he will execute it with seuerenesse.

1610 Donne Pseudo-Martyr 118 Thecertainety,seuereness,

and length of Purgatory. 1667 H. More Div. Dial. v. xxi.

(1713) 476 That Severeness and Austerity observable in the

Baptist. 1673 Temple United Prov. i. 20 The Severeness

and Gravity of the [Spanish] Nation,

Severer (several), rare. [f. Sevebz/. + -EE 1
.]

One who severs or separates.

1662 Contenius
1

fattua Ling. Triling. 102 The severer

separateth (severeth) the stony filth, the washer washeth
the things thus separated. 1887 in Cassell's Encycl. Did.

Severey : see Severy,

Severian (sM^rian). [ad. L. Severidn-t (pl.)t

t the name Severus (see below) + -ian.]

1. A member of an Encratite or Gnostic sect of

the 2nd century which condemned marriage, etc.

1
It may reasonably be doubted whether there really was

an Encratite teacher named Severus, or whether sects did

not merely get the Latin name of Severians from thk;

austerity of their rule of life ' (Smith's Did. Chr. Biog.).

1607 T. Rogers 39 Art. vi. (1633) 30 Of the former sort

[i.e. those who rejected the books of the O. T.] were the

Seuerians,..and the Manichies. 1656 Blount Glossogr..
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Severians . .a sort of Hereticks that condemned marriage,

abstained from eating flesh and drinking wine, &c. 1703

Echard Eccl. Hist. (1710) 500 The Severians. .who rejected

the Epistles of St. Paul and the Acts of the Apostles. 1887

Salmon in Smith & Wace Diet. Chr. Biog. IV. 633/1 A sect

of Severians is described by Epiphanius {Haer. 45) which
except the feature of Encratism has little in common with

the sect described by Eusebius.

2. A follower of Severus, the Monophysite

patriarch of Antioch (early 5th a).
1608 Fryer Acc. E. India <$ P. 272 Severus Bishop of

Antioch.., from whom they were denominated Severians.

1765 Maclaine tr. Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. Cent. vi. 11. v. § 5.

1878 P. Smith Hist. Chr. Ch. xvi. § 6. 368 note, The Severians

..held that the body of Christ before the resurrection was
mortal and corruptible. i88a-3 Schaff Encycl, Eel. Knowt.
II. 1137 The Egyptian Monophysites called themselves..

Theodosians, or Severians.

b. aitrib. or adj.

1718 J. Sharpe Hist. Acc. Heresie it. 51 The Severian

Sect (in the Year 521).. took its Name from Severus

Severiga, obs. variant of Sevruga.

Severing (se^varirj), vbl. sb. [-ing 1
.] The

action of the verb Sever ; an instance of this.

j Wyclif Isa. vii 17 Fro the da}es of the seueryng of

ffraym fro Juda. 1533 Bellenden Livy 1. x. (S.T.S.) I.

59 Afore be seuering [v. r. syvering] of bare armyis. 171a

Addison Sped. No. 349 f 7 The severing of his Head from
his Body. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude ix. 271 In memory of the

farewells of that time, Domestic severings. 1807 — Ode
Intim. Immortality 192 And Ot ye Fountains, Meadows,
Hills, and Groves, Forebode not any severing of our loves I

f b. concr. A division, partition, separated part.

c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xui. (1907) 83 Thei had no
grete hous but a litel in the wbiche thei hadde thre seuer-

ynges as it were thre smale chambres there specially to

praye and to slepe.

Severing, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] That severs.

159a Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. m. v
;

8 Looke Loue what
enuious streakes Do lace the seuering Cloudes in yonder
East, a 1635 Sibbes Confer. Christ $ Mary (1656) 92 That
spirit of God. .is a severing spirit. 1793 Wordsw. Descr.

Sk. 310 Th* insuperable rocks and severing tide.
^ 1836

J. H. Newman in Lyra Apostol. (1891) 217 Thou shrinkest

now From urgent rule, and severing vow. 1888 Meredith
Nightfrost in May Poems 1898 II. 238 In this shrill hush
of quietude, The ear conceived a severing cry.

Hence Se'veringly adv.
a 1390 Wyclif Isa. Jerome's Prol., And off euer either

rewme, now togidere, now seuerendely [Vulg. nunc com*
mistim, nunc seftaratim], he ordeynede the profecie.

Severish, a. rare, [-ish.] Somewhat severe.

1819 Blacktv. Mag. IV. 566 One don't sift Such trifling

doggrel strains with eye severish. 1863 J. Brown Lett.

(1907) 158 Russel was severish, but justish.

t Severite *• Obs. [f. the name Severus (see

Severian) + -ite 1.] — Severian i and 2.

1607 T. Rogers^ Art. ii. (1633) x3 ^he_ Seuerites. . who
affirmed the diuimtie and humanity of Christ, to be of one
and the same nature. Ibid. vi. 32 Others, of all other bookes
reiected the said Acts, as the Manichies, and the Seuerites.

1716 M. Daviks Athen. Brit. II. 284^ The Eutychians,
Nestoriansj ApoIIinarists, and the Severits or Acepbalians.

Severite 2 (se'varait). Min. [Named from
Snub-Sever (Landes, France) + -ite*. CC F.

s&e'rtte.] A synonym of Len finite.

1833 W. Phillips Introd. Min. (ed. 3) 87 Severite. -occurs

in small masses [etc.J. 185* Dana Syst. Min. (ed, 4) II.

504 Severite, a variety of halloysite.

Severity (s/Ve'riti). [a. F. stvirite
4

, ad. L.
severitds, f. sevirus : see Severe a. and -ity. C£
It. severita, Sp. severidad, Pg. severidade.]

1. Strictness or sternness in dealing with others

;

stem or rigorous disposition or behaviour ; rigour

in treatment, discipline, punishment, or the like.

1530 Wolsey in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 33 Your most
excellent nature wych hath ever be moved and propensyd
to clemency and mercy then to rygor and severyte. 1538
St. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 50 Wher as severitie is to be
used ayenst the anabaptistes. 158a N. T. (Rheims) Romt

xl 22 See then the goodnes and the seueritie of God. 1591
Shaks. x Hen. VI, n. Hi. 47, I laugh to see your Ladyship
so fond, To thinkej that you haue ought but Talbots shadow,
Whereon to practise your seueritie. ifiaa Bacon Hen. VJ7,
235 As for the Seueritie vsed vpon those which were taken

in Kent, it was but vpon a Scumme of People. 1680 Dryden
Pre/. Ovid's Ep. Ess. 1900 I. 231 The Emperor who con-

demned him had as little reason as another man to punish
that fault with so much severity. 175a Hume Polit. Disc.

x. (ed. 2) 203 Excessive severity in the laws is apt to beget
great relaxation in their execution. 1838 Thirlwall Greece

xli. V. 178 His regulations were .. enforced with inflexible

severity. 1856 Kane Arctic Expior. I. xxxiL 443, I have
to guard its ventilation with all the severity that would befit

a surgical ward. 1868 E. Edwards Ralegh I. iii. 41 An
illustrious poet., apologises for it [the massacre] as an act of
unavoidable severity.

b. An act or instance of severity.

1538 Starkey England 120 A lyke seueryte I fynd in the

runnyschment of treson. 1689 Luttrell BriefRel. (1857)

. 613 The severi tyes towards the protestants were continued.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) I. 201 That so a colour
might be put on their severities against such as should refuse

it. I7a6 Aylii-fe Parergon 157 There is a Difference between
an Ecclesiastical Censure, and an Ecclesiastical Severity

;

For under the Appellation of a Censure we only include

Excommunication, Suspension, and an Interdict ; but under
the Denomination of an Ecclesiastical Severity, every other

Punishment of the Church is intended.. .But according to

some, a Censure and a Severity is the same Thing. 1871

Fraser Berkeley ii. 19 The severities of Tyrconnel obliged

Molyneux to fly to England.

C. Harshness of judgement, criticism, or rebuke.

Also//.! severe rebukes or criticisms.

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Tray. 2 Though I received

some severities from my mother on this occasion. 1665 Boyle
Occas. Refl. Ep. Ded., The Devout.. will be scrupulous to

be more Severe to these Papers, than a Person in whom
r
upon

the score of her own Style, Severity were more justifiable

than in most Readers. 1713 Steele Englishm. No. 50. 326,
I should be very loth to see you fall with too particular a
severity upon the Error. 1784 Cowper Task v. 170 Twas
but a mortifying stroke Of undesign'd severity, that glanc'd
. .On human grandeur and the courts of kings. 1859 Bage-
hot Lit. Stud. (1879) I. 176 We should think it unseemly to
criticise the. .work, .with extreme severity. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus v. 2 Sour severity, tongue of eld maligning. 1884
R. W. Church Bacon i. 2 Bacon has been judged with
merciless severity.

d. Sternness of aspect or countenance ; a severe

look or expression.
171X Addison Sped. No. 160 r 1 1, 1 think, says the Author,

I never saw a greater Severity than in this Man's Face. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch, Cleomenes V. 177 In the court, where,
with a silent severity of aspect, he observed all that passed.

178a Miss Burney Cecilia vn. vi, How will his noble mother
disdain me ! how cruelly shall I sink before the severity of
her eye ! 1828 J. W. Croker Diary 21 Apr., [SirJ.] Moore's
countenance assumed a great severity.

e. trans/, in reference to handling or dealing

with inanimate objects.

1878 J. Marshall Ann. Tennis 112 Though not playing
with so much severity as some others, he yet can cut the
ball so as to make and win short chases on the floor with
some certainty. 1898 W. W. Jacobs Sea Urchins, Grey
Parrot (1906) 219 Mr. Gannett., with a small knife dug with
much severity and determination a hardened plug from the
bowl [of his pipe].

2. Strictness or austerity of life, morals, etc.

_
i48xBotoner Tulle on OldAge (Caxton)gij (R.), Seuerity

is continuance and perseuerance of oon maner of lyuyng as
wele in the thyngys within as in theym withoute. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Seuere, Life passed in great seueritie

and grauitie. 1579, Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 178 We would.,
with more seueritie direct the sequele of our life, for the
feare of present death. 159a Shaks. Rom. * Jul. 1. i. 225
Beauty steru'd with her seuerity, Cuts beauty off from all

postentie. 1680 Dryden Pref. Ovid's Ep. Ess. 1900 I. 230
]Tis true, they [Ovid's Elegies, etc.] are not to be excused
in the severity of manners. 17a!! Law Serious C. xviii. (1732)

329 Such severity of behaviour, such abstinence [etc.]. 1741
Middleton Cicero II. viii. 256 He affected the severity of
the Stoic 1903 in Westcott Life Bp. Westcottl. 23, I had
ever before me what I may call the severity of his example.

b. pi.

1673 Ladies Calling 1. i. f 10. 8 Tho these first severities

were soon lost in the successes of that Empire. 1797 Mrs.
Radclifpe Italian v\

x
O, Ellena ! let the severities of cus-

tom yield to the security of my happiness. i8a6 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11. Wedding, The tristful severities of a funeral. 1890
' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 291 The ordinary
prudences and severities of conscience.

3. Strictness in matters of thought or intellect

;

rigid accuracy or exactness; undeviating conformity

to truth or fact. Also//, instances of this.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 73 Then the Artists them,
selves, the severitie and integritie of whose judgements is

often weakened by the love of their owne and the dislike of
other mens workes. a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man.i. L 27
A sort of Men that pretend to much severity of Wit, and
would be thought too wise to be imposed upon by Credulity.

1693 Dryden Disc. Satire Ess. 1900 II. 24, I may say it,

with all the severity of truth, that every line of yours is

precious. 1701 Burke Let. Memb, Nat. Assembly Wks.
1834 I. 477 The process of reasoning called deductio ad ab-

surdum, which even the severity of geometry does not reject,

1834 Burke's Wks, I. Introd. 75 A vagueness and looseness

of language quite incompatible with precision of thought,
and utterly inconsistent with the severity of philosophy.
a 1859 De Quincey Syst._ Heavens Wks. 1889 III. 194 A
wish for the naked severities of science, with a total absence
from all display of enthusiasm. 1864 Hamerton Dori in

Fine Arts 0. Rev. III. 2, I have but one law of conduct in

criticism which is to judge.. neither with indulgence nor
prejudiced harshness, but with severity (in its true sense)

stating qualities and defects with equal force.

4. Austere purity or simplicity of style, taste, etc
1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 18 Considering the Dis-

advantage of the Language, and the Severity of the Roman
Muse, the Poem is still more Wonderful. 1768 Goldsm.
Goodn. Man in. i, The severity of French taste. 1858
Kingsley Misc. (i860) 1. 153 Look at that old hound. . . Look
at the severity, delicacy, lightness of every curve. 1859
Jephson Brittany iii. 36 The modest severity of the Breton
dress. 1883 Eng. Itlustr. Mag. Nov. 90/2 That severity of

treatment on which the success of iron-work greatlydepends.

5. Rigour or inclemency (of weather or climate)

;

esp. extremity of cold.

a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 11. ix. 210 The severity of

the Winter finds them \sc. Insects] out and destroys them.

1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 112 Winter continues with such
severity from December to April, as that the largest rivers

are frozen over. 1836 Lamb Let. to V. Novella 9 May,
Summer, as my friend Coleridge waggishly writes, has set

in with its usual severity [also alleged to be a phrase of H.
Walpole's]. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola u. v, The bare wintry
morning, the chill air, were welcome in their severity. 1880

Haughton Phys. Geog. iv. 175 The severity of the climate in

this part of Asia may be estimated by a comparison of this

January and July temperatures of Astrachan. 191a Cowley
Evangelist 181 We have had on three successive evenings
thunderstorms of increasing severity.

6. Violence or acuteness (of illness}.

1808 Med. Jrnl. XIX. 362 Nor does this disease at all

seem to increase either in severity or in frequency. 1879 St.

George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 126 The eruption.. increased in

severity till death. 1893 Eccles Sciatica 68 After a period

of rest, .varying in duration., according to the severity of

the case.

7. Grievousness (of pain, affliction, penalties, etc.).

1849-50 Alison Hist. Eur. xxix. '1S54) iv. 309 They now

felt the severity of the confiscation they had inflicted on
others. 1890 Nicolay & Hay Lincoln X. 314 The news [of

Lincoln's assassination] fell with peculiar severity upon the
hearts which were glowing with the joy of a great victory.

1893 Law Times XCIV. 600/2 The [income] tax falls with
excessive and undue severity upon one class, and with un-
reasonable lightness upon others.

Severiza'tion. rare~\ [Formed as next +
-ation.] The action of severing or cutting in two.
1861 Temple Bar I. 248 A Scottishfete in Holland Park,

where .. sergeants of the Life Guards effected the ' severisa-

tion of the leg of mutton ', and performed the ' Saladin feat '.

t Se verize, v. Obs. rare. [f. Sever v. + -ize.]

trans. To sever or separate. (Cf- Severalize v.)

Hence fSe'verized///. a.

1649 J. E[llistone] tr. Behmen's Efist. vi. § 65. 91 All

Beings are but one onely Being, which hath breathed forth

it selfe out of it selfe, and hath severized, and formized^ it

selfe. Ibid. § 66 The severized, parted, and divided will.

1691 Taylor Behmen's Theos. Phil. 381 Mutually unfolded
and severized.

Beverly, obs. Sc. form of Severally adv.

+ Severon. Arch. Obs. Forms : 5 severonne,
-yn, -ant,//, -ans, 6 severall,//. se(y)verns. [a.

OF. sev{e)rotide
i

souv(e)ronde
s

souverante, seve-

ronne , etc. (Godefroy) :—L. suggrunda, subgrunda
eaves, ? f. sub under +grunda (only in a gloss) roof,

projecting part of roof : cf. li.gronda eaves, gutter

of a roof.] ' Some kind of water-table or cornice

'

(Parker Gloss. Archit. 1850). Also severon table.

1412 Contract Catterick Ch. (1834) 10 And also forsaide

Richarde sail make tablyng of the endes of the forsaide

Kirke of a Katrik with seueronne tabill. 1422-3 Fabric
Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 48 Et in ix. m waltiell emptis

. .pro j severyn facto ex parte Archiepiscopi. 1443 in Willis

& Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 386, iiijcxvj fote of Seuerant

table scapled with poynts aftur a molde. i45° m Hist.

Dunelm. Script. Tres (Surtees) p. cccxxvi, Pro factura

xxiiij ulnarum de severans. 1517 in Hearne's Hist. Glas-

tonbury (1722) 287, vii«. and iii*
1
. footes off cresse table, and

severall table att iii. d. the foote. 15*7-8 Fabric Rolls
York Minster (Surtees) 101 In les fre stone, in evis bordes,

severns et j soletre. 1531-3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees)

173 Pro sarracione J rod [cf. Rood 8 c] pro molendinis, in

seyverns.

Severy(se'veri). Arch. Forms: ssevery, -ee,

6 -ey ; //. 4 sewerwns, 5 severyse, civerys,

(civers, cyfres), 6 severey(e)s. [ad. OF. *civorie,

civoire ciborium:—L. cibori-um (see Ciborium),

used by Gervase of Canterbury (12th c.) in the

following sense.] A bay or compartment of a

vaulted roof. Also, a compartment or section of

scaffolding.

1399 Mem. Ripon (Surtees) III. 131 In j porcione meremii
empta de Willelmo Kyrkby pro sewerwus pro pned. tene-

mento, 6d. 1423-3 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 47
Pro vj magnis saplyngs emptis pro scaffaldyng in le severy

Archiepiscopi. Ibid. 48 Pro bruscis_ porcinis pro bruscis

faciendis ad dealbacionem le severyse in le yle tcclesue, isd.

a 1490 Botoneb Itiu. (1778) 244 Memorandum de le severee

duarum fenestrarum. Ibid. 302 Ab illo hostio usque ad
illas les civerys in quibus mariatagia dependent. 1506 in

Rel. Ant. II. 1 isWhich roofconteyneth vii. seuereys [printed

senereys]. 151a in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 608

The tymber of ij seuereys of the said grete scaffold. Ibid.,

For euery seuerey in the seid churche.

1859 Gwilt Archit. (ed. 4) 838 App.,The vault of the chapel

in question [*. e. King's Coll. Chapefat Cambr.] is divided into

oblong severies. 1866 R. Willis A rchit. Hist. Glastonbury

35 The nave contained ten severies, the easternarm ofthe cross

four severies. 1883 A rchseol. Cantiana XV. 64 It projects a
severy eastward ofthe rest of the range.

t Sevi'dical, a. Obs.—° [f. L. smvidtc-us (f.

ssevus fierce, furious + die- stem of didre to say,

speak) + -al.] ' That speaks cruel and rigorous

words, that threateneth' (Blount Glossogr. 1656).

Sevier, var. Sievibr Obs., sieve-maker.

1630 in Mayo Miotic. Rec. Dorchester (1908) 4°3*

II Sevigne, sevigne. [Prob. named after

Mme. de Sevtgni 1627-96.] A kind of bandeau,

esp. one for the hair.

[18x7 Lady Morgan France 111. (1818) I. 364 The chignon

a la Sevigne', or coiffure de Ninon, now triumph over la

tite a CAgrippina.] 1835 Court Mag. VI. p. vi/2 Some are

ornamented with Sevignes oftulle, disposed in regular plaits.

1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras (1843) 55 They were
covered with g_old and jewels, .. bands round their heads,

sevignes, and rings on all their fingers and all their toes.

1843 Commissioner 221 A. .damsel with long black ringlets

..and a sevigne' on her forehead.

Sevile, Sevilioun, obs. ff. Civil, Civilian.

c 1400 Beryn 2069 For they were grete Seviliouns & vsid

probate law. Ibid. 2665 Sevile law.

Sevillan (sevrlan), a. [f. Seville (see next) +
-an.] = Sbvillian a. Sevillan ware, an earthen-

ware made in Seville in imitation of Italian ma-
jolica. 1891 in Century Diet.

Seville (se-vil), a. Forms : 5 Syvyle, Cyvylle,

6 Cyvyl, 6-7 Oyvill, Civil(l, 7 Civile, Sivil, 7-8

Sevil(l, 8- Seville. [The name (Sp. Sevilla) of a

city and province of Andalusia, used attributively.]

f 1. Seville oil : olive oil brought from Seville.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy 54 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 160

Lycorys, Syvyle [marg. note Cyvylle] oyle, and grayne.

154* in Sel. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1804) I. 112 On hogs

hede of Cyvill oyle. x6xo Markham Masterp. 11. lxxx 358
Other Farriers take of Ciuill oyle and brimstone, of each

like quantity, a 1618 Rates Marchandizes I 4 b, Seuill

oile, Maiorca oile [etc.].
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2. Seville orange : the bitter orange, Citrus

Bigaradia, used for making marmalade.

icol Nashe Strange tfnrcs Wks. (Grosart) II. 282 For

theorder of my life, it is as ciuil as a ciuil orenge. dS99
Shaks. Much Ado 11. i. 304 The Count is neither sad, nor

sicke : but ciuill Count, ciuill as an Orange.) 1657 W.
Coles Adam in Eden clxvii. 256 In Spaine about Sivil,

where the best Orenges grow, and are called by us Civil-

Orenges. 1710-11 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 11 Feb., I wish

you had some of our Seville oranges. 1796 Campaigns

1703-4 II. xi. 81 The whole tribe of Oranges, Seville and

sweet. 1877 CasselCs Diet. Cookery 482/2 Take some

Seville oranges. -

ellitt. 189a Garrett s Encycl. Cookery II. 31 Oranges are

capable of being adapted to many culinary purposes.
. ; the

Seville being preferred, .as having the stronger flavour.

Sevillian (sevrlian), a. and sb. [f. prec. +
-IAN.] a. adj. Of or pertaining to Seville. Cf.

Sevillan. b. sb. An inhabitant of Seville.

1841 Borrow Bible in Spain xlviii, This grove is the

favourite promenade of the Sevillians. 1840 Athenieum

3 Mar. 233/2 [Murillo] the prince of Sevillian painters.

1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 709/2 The Casa de los Abades is

in the Sevillian plateresque style.

SevOCationCsev^k^'Jan). rare-0, [n. of action

f. L. sivocare : see Sevoke v. and -ation.] The
action of calling apart or aside.

i6»3 Cockerah 11, A Calling aside, Seuocation. 1656

Blount Glossogr. Hence in Phillips, Bailev, and later

Diets.

tSevO'ke, V- Obs.~° [ad. L. sivocare, 1. se-

apart, aside + vocare to call.] trans. To call apart

or aside. 1623 Cockeram ii, To Call aside, Seuoke.

tSe'VOUS, a. Obs. rare^. [ad. L. sevos-us,

sebdsus, f. sev-um: see Sevum and -ous.] Of the

nature of suet or tallow.

1715 Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 223 A thick Layer of sevous

Fat.

II Sevres (s#vr), a. Forms : 8 Seve, Seve,

8-9 Sevre, Sevre, 9- Sevres. [The name of a

town in France, near Paris.] The designation of

a costly porcelain made at Sevres.

1764 Ld. Holland in Jesse Sehoyn ft, Contemp. (1843) I.

287 Wesawthechinayouspeakofat Poiriers,.. ; it is Sevre

china. 178a H. Walpole Let. to T. Walfole 6 Sept., A
cup and saucer of the Seve china. 1789 A. Young Trav.

France (1892) 101 A table formed of Seve porcelain. 1825

T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Sutherl. I. 81 A salver of Sevre

coffee-cups. Ibid., Man ofMany Fr. I. 294 Etruscan vases,

and Sevres tables. 186a Miss Braddon Lady A ndleyxxxii,

The Benvenuto Cellini carvings and the Sevres porcelain.

1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert text 254 A basket of beautiful

old Sevres china.

absoL 1862 M iss Braddon Lady A ndley xxxii, The Sevres

and bronze, the buhl and ormolu. 1870 ' Ouida ' Held in

Bondage 40 The breakfast, in dainty Sevres and silver.

II Sevruga (sevrw'ga). Forms : 6 severiga,

sewruga, 8-9 sevruga. [Russ. ceBpiora^w«^3.]
A species of sturgeon, Acipenser stellatus.

1591 G. Fletcher Russe Commw. (1857)12 The fish

called bellougina, the sturgeon, the seueriga, and the

sterledey. 1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emj>. III. 143

The several kinds of sturgeon, namely beluga, sturgeon, and
sevruga. 1802-3 tr. Pallas's Trav. (1812) I. 218 One thou-

sand sevrugas produce one pood and a quarter of isinglass.

1814 tr. Klaproth's Trav. Cauc. 308 The most common
fishes in the Terek are carp, barbel, sturgeon and sewruga.

II Sevum (srvi»m). [L. sevum, sebum. Cf.

Sebum.] Suet, as used in pharmacy.
e 144a Ballad, on Husb. i. 1 141 Or siftid askis clene And

seuum molton, held in euery chene. 1693 tr. BlancaraVs

Phys. Diet. (ed. 2), Sevum, Suet. 1853 Kovle Mat. Med.
(ed. 2) 733 Sevum.. .Fit of Ovis Aries, the Sheep. Suet...

Useful in giving consistence to ointments and plasters.

Sevyan, sevyne, obs. forms of Seven.

t Sew, sb.l Obs. Forms : 1 seaw, sea, (3

-ssew), 4-5 seew, seue, 4-6 sewe, 5 oewe, seau,

5-7 sew, 6 seu. [OE. slaw neut. = NFris. sdie,

sei, sii, OHG. sou, MHG. (genit. sowes) juice,

poison, food :-OTeut. *sawwo-. Cf. ON. sogg-r

wet, dank. The root may be identical with that of

Or. v(t (:— *su-) it rains.]

1. Juice, moisture, humour. (OE. only ; but cf.

ME. Eles^w oil, in Ormin.)
Cf. the combs, li/s/atu synovia, plUms/aui plum-juice.

c 900 Bede Glosses in Sweet O. E. Texts 182 Sucum, sea.

a 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 268 Wib oaera earena sare, jenim
pisse sylfan wyrte [sc. of foxglove] seaw, mid rosan seawe.

Ibid. II. i76Cuma> baadla..on If read ofj yflum seawum.

2. Pottage, broth ; a mess of pottage. (Cf. Jig-

sue, Fig sb. 10.)

In the 15th c. sometimes used as the equivalent of OF.
civi onion broth, minced meat stewed with onions. (Cf.

quot. c. 1440.) There may have been a disyllabic sez'e (a. OF.
civet which may have been confusedwith the native word
because of the ambiguity of the spelling.

13.. E. E.Allit. P.B. 108 pyseilkrenkez..Schulneuer..
suppe on sope of my seve. Ibid. 825 penne ho sauerez with

salt her seuez vchone. c 1386 Chaucer Squire's T. 59, I

wol nat letten of hir strange sewes 1388 Wvclif Gen. xxvii.

4 Whanne thou hast take ony thing bi huntyng, make to

me a seew therof. 1422 Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. Ixix. 246
Flesh y-rostid, wych is more hottyr than in seau, or sode

in watyr. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 67/2 Cewe, sepulatum.
Ibid. 454/2 Sew, cepulalum. 14.. Voc. in Wr..Wulcker

572/7 Cepiarium, sewe. c 1500 Lacy Wyl Bucke's Test.

a iij, The potage stued tripes and Noumbles in sewe. 1547
Boorde Brev. Health § 309 Beware of eatyng of frutes,

potages, and sewes. 1586 Warner Alb. Eng. v. xxv.To
have gud spiced Sewe and Roste, and plum-pies for a King.
1601 Holland Pliny xx. xvi. II. 63 If a thicke grewell or
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sew be made thereof. 1633 J. Fisher Fuimus Troes 111. ix,

Hidder, eke and shidder, With spiced sew ycramd.

fig. 1645 Answ. Pre/. 89 You.. durst not upon the peril

of quenching your kitchin-nre ; put forth your single sew of
translation, without the Coloquintida of your Annotations.
attrib. 1459 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 89 Item ij

sewpottez.

Sew, sb.2 Obs. exc. dial. [a. OF. *sewe, saiwe,

aphetic f. *esseve, esekeve, f. essever Sew v£
Hut cf. the synonymous Sough (north, dial, seugh), which

may conceivably have undergone alteration through associa*

tion with Sew v.* and Sewer sb. 1

]

A sewer, drain.

1475 Engl. Misc. (Surtees) 27 The hows of Robert Raynald
next by stoppes the watyr sew, that the water may not hawe
it reght corsse. Ibid., The new sewes in Gouththorp. .is de-
fectyve. 1585 Higins Nomenclator 391/2 Cloaca, the towne
sinke : the common sew. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

237 Common Sewes or Sinks. 1710 Fuller Pharm. Ex-
temp. 244 Julep, .scorns out feculent Rubbish, .of the Body
[and] sweeps it into the Common-Sew of the Circulating
Blood. 1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., Sew, an underground
drain. 1898 B. Kikkby Lakeland Words 127 Sew—Mig
hole, sewer, muck midden.

Sew(si*v),«. dial. Also sue, 200, etc. f? Short-

ened loimoia-sew (s.w.dial.): see Eng. Dial. Diet.
This word may possibly represent OE. dsiwen, pa. pple. of

dse"on to strain, drain.]

Of a cow : Dry of milk. Chiefly in phr. to go
sew, also to go to sew.

1674 Ray S. § E. C. Words 76 To go Sew : i.e. to go dry,

Susstex] spoken of a cow. 1746 Exmoor Scolding (E.D.S.)

36 Thee hast a let the Kee go zoo vorWant o' strocking.

1875 Parish Sussex Gloss, s. v., A cow is said to be gone to

sew when her milk is dried off. 1886 W. Somerset Word-
bk. s.v. Zoo, We milks twenty cows, but you know they
never baint all in milk to once, some be always zoo.

Tl b. The alleged suhst. use = * a cow which

gives no milk ' is perh. based on an erroneous

analysis of a-sew (see above).

1681 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 331 A Cow is a Sew when
her Milk is gone. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sexv (Country-

word), a Cow, when her Milk is gone. 1885 Sweetman
Wincanton Gloss. (E.D.D.).

Sew (s^u), v.1 Pa.t. sewed (&?nd). Pa. pple.

sewed, sewn (stnm). Forms : 1 seowan, siwan,
seowian, siowian, siwian, 2 sewen, 3 seouwen,

4 seii, souwe, sowen, 4-6 sewe, 4-8 sowe, (5
sawe), 6 Sc, schew, 6-7 sow, 7-9 Sc. shew, 5-

sew. Pa. fple. 1 seowed, 3 ise(o)uwed, 4 isued,

y-sewed.4-8 sowed, (5 saude, sawede), 6 soude,
sowd, Sct sowit, 7 sewit, 4- sewed ;

4-6 sowen,

7 sewen, 9- sewn. [Com. Teut. and Indoger-

manic: OE. siwan, siowan (usually, with change

of conjugation, siwian, siowian, seowian) m OFris.

sfa (mod.Fris. dial, siije), OHG. siuwm, ON. syja

(Sw. sy, Da. sye), Goth, siujan :—OTeut. *siwjan^

cogn. w. the synonymous L. sii-?re, Gr. (ttaa-^vuv,

Lett, schuju, OS1. h'ti (Russ. uiHTb, lUHBaib), Skr.

siv (3 sing. pres. slvyati, pa. pple. syutd; derivatives

are syu fem., needle or thread, syuman suture).

The root (for which Hirt suggests a primary form *seyewa-)
appears in the words abovequoted as *syd- : *sliv. Another
ablaut-grade, *sj>ou; is found in OTeut. *satttuo- Seam sb.

The pronunciation (s£°)is abnormal (cf. stroit; var. of strew,

repr. OE. streowian) ', the written forms show that it goes
back at least to the 14th c. In the 17th c. seiu sometimes
rhymes with clue, new; the mod.Sc. pronunciation is Cf«).]

I. trans. To fasten, attach, or join (pieces of

textile material, leather, etc.) by passing a thread

in alternate directions through a series of punctures

made either with a needle carrying the thread, or

with an awl ; to make the seams of (a garment, etc.).

£725 Corpus Gloss. 1773 Sarcio, siouu. eiooo ^lfkic
Gen. tii. 7 His-.siwodon ficleafand worhton him wa;dbrec.

rxooo — Saints' Lives xv. 23 Sum sutere siwode [v.r. seo-

wodej pas halgan weres sceos. a 1225 A ncr. R. 420 Schep'ieS,

and seouweS, and amended chirche c!o<5es. a 1300 Cursor
M. 19766 To seu be pouer pair clething. c 1386 Chaucer
Parson''s T. f 256 They sowed of fige-leves a manere of

breches. t-1420 Liber Cocorum (1862) 36 Fylle thy bagge
..And sew hit fast. 1566 in Hay Fleming Mary Q. 0/
Scots (1897) 506 Item of lyncum tuyne to schew the Quens
curges tua unce. 1576 G. Baker Gesner's Jewell ofHealth

21 A Bagge .. shaped and sowen after this manner. 1576
Gascoigne Steele GL Wks. 1910 II. 171 When shoomakers
make shoes, That are wel sowed. 1666 Third Adv. to

Painter 29 Bring home the old ones, I again will sew
And dearn them up to be as good as new. 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood in Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 243 A
boy who sowes point in the forenoon. 1843 Hood Song Shirt
31 Sewing at once, with a double thread, A Shroud as well

as a Shirt. 1880 ' Ouida' Moths I. 40 She can get a girl

to sew them for her.

b. To fasten, attach, or fix (something) by this

process on, upon,in,to, round (etc.) something else.

a 1000 Ags. Gosp. Mark ii. 21 Nan man ne siwab niwne
scyp to ealdum reafe. c 1290 Beket 1804 in S Eng. Leg.

158 In be schipes seile an heij bis holi man let do Ane
Croiz, bat Man fer isai? Iseuwed taste ber-to. 1382 Wyclif
Job xvi. 16, I souwide a sac vpon my skin, c 1386 Chaucer
Prol. 685 A vernicle hadde he sowed on his cappe. 1464
Nottingham Rec. II. 376 As it appiers in a cedule to pis

sewed. 1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c 8 Preamble, The seid

Diers.-uppon the lystes of the same Clothes festen and
sowe greate Risshes. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 11. iy. 39 Faire

Philomela she but lost her tongue, And in a tedious Samp-
ler sowed her minde. 1635 R. N. Camden1

* Hist. Eliz. in.

261 His head was soone after sewed to his body bv his

friends, and committed to buriall. 1681 Dineley JmL
Visit trel. in Trans. Kilkenny Arch. Soc. Ser. 11. II. 28
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[They] adorn it with flowers, sewen to the shroud. 1815
Scott Guy M. vi, Two slips o( parchment, which she
sewed round it, to prevent its being chafed. 1908 [Miss E.
Fowler] Betw. Trent <$ Anchohne 362 She had a black
ribbon sewn round her lame finger.

fig' x598 Q- Eliz, Hor. de A rte Poet. 20 Oft to beginnings
graue and snewes of great is sowed A purple pace. 1831
Scott Cast. Dang. \, My own good breeding is not so
firmly sewed to me but that 1 can doff it, and resume it

again without its losing a stitch.

c. with adv., esp. on, together,

c 1290 St. Edmund Conf. 54 in S. Eng. Leg. 433 And
euere gwane heo sende heom elopes, .pare-with heo wolde
herene sende faste i-seuwede with-inne. 1382 Wyclif Gen.
iii. 7 Thei soweden to gidre leeues of a fige tree. 1560
Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 424 The other two and Paule
also, had as it were sowed together certen fragmentes and
patches. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 105 Prams, sowed
together with hempe and cord. 1709 Felton Diss. Classics
(1718) 32, I can compare such Productions to nothing but
rich Pieces of Patchwork, sewed together with Pack-thread.
1836 W. Irving Astoria I. 269 Mere tents of dressed buffalo
skins, sewed together and stretched on long poles. 1855
Lady E. Finch Sampler (ed. 2) 83 To Sew on a Button.
1901 L. F. Day & M. Buckle Art in Needlework (ed. 2)

xii. 116 A thread may be laid across and sewn down

—

couched, as it is called.

d. Surgery. = sew up : see 4 a.

c 1502 Joseph A rim. 269 The wounde to sewe fast he began
to spede. 1795 J. Bell Disc. Wounds 17 note, The older

Surgeons.. called it a Continued Suture when they sewed
the wound all along like a seam. 1801 — Princ. Surg.
1 1. 52 Except in those cuts which are so slight as only to

require a cloth to be wrapped about the part, every wound
ought to be sewed.

e. Bookbinding. To fasten together the sheets

of (a book) by passing a thread or wire backwards
and forwards through the back fold of each sheet,

so as to attach it to the bands : distinguished from

stitch,

1637 Star Chamber Decree in Milton's A reop. (Arb.) 9 Nor
cause any such [books] to be bound, stitched, or sowed. 1809

C'tess Charleville in Lady Morgans Mem. (1862) I. 366,

1 read Ida before it was all issued from the press, a volume
being sent me as soon as sewed.

f. With cogn. obj. : To make (a seam).

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 166 Kerving be clobe all to

pecis, pat seuene goode sowers sixe wekes after Moun not

sett be seemes ne sewe hem ajeyn. c 1400, 1630 [see Seam
sb> 1].

2. absol. and intr. To work with a needle and
thread.
c 1450 Mirk's Festial 136 pis man.-toke hys schone to

hym, and began forto sawe on hit. And as he sewet full

helt [etc.]. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. i?3 i) 67 Whan a
viigyn begynneth fyrst to lerne to sewe in the samplar.

160a Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 77 As I was sowing in my Chamber.
a 1700 Dryden Ovid's Art Love\. 780 What means Eacides

to spin and sow? 1846 J. E. Taylor Fairy Ring^65 She
sat steadily at her work, sewing away at the shirts. 1855

Browning In a Year iii, When I sewed or drew. 1801

Morris Poems by the Way (1896) 162 Hellelil sitteth in

bower there, And seweth at the seam so fair.

3. trans. To enclose in, put into a cover or

receptacle secured by sewing ; = sew tip, 4 b.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 3060 pan pa komeli quen kast in

hire hert, Sche wold wirche in bis wise wel to be sewed In

an huge hindes hide as be ober were. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 195 Peraventure ;e schal kepe my body if it be

sewed [1432-50 sawede] in a hertes skyp. 1555 Eden
Decades (Arb.) 124 Her picture sowd in his apparel I nere

vnto his breste. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iy. iii. 137 Master,

if euer I said loose-bodied gowne, sow me in the skirts of it.

a 1648 Digby Closet Opened (1677) 27 Sow these spices in

a little bag. 1663 Butlek Hud. 1. L 797 They sowd them
in the Skins of Bears And then set Dogs about their Ears.

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xxx, Nell had still the piece of

gold sewn in her dress. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii,

The diamonds were sewed into her habit.

4. Sew up.

a. To close (an orifice, a wound, also anything

that envelops) by stitching the edges together.

1490 Caxton Eneydos li. (1890) 143 Merencyus. .made his

wounde to be shwed [? read sewed ; orig. faiso'tt couldre sa

playe] vppe, that was yet full sore, a 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen. VI, 181 The lordes sat still, .neither whisperyng "or

spekyng, as though their mouthes had been sowed up. 1596

Shaks. Tarn. Shr. iv. iii. 148, I commanded the sleeues

should be cut out, and sow*d vp againe. 17x2 Steele Sped.

No. 436 T 9 The Wound was exposed to the View of all

who could delight in it, and sowed up on the Stage. 1776

Trial Nundocomar 31/1, I sewed up the bag with my own
hand. 181a Ann. Reg., Chron. 37 A surgeon sewed up the

wound. 1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) III. 224The fisher-

men.. generally sew up the mouth before placing it with

others,

%transf. To keep (one'smouth) resolutely closed.

? nonce-use.

1785 H. Walpole Let. to C'tess Upper Ossory 20 June, I

sewed up my mouth, and though he addressed me two or

three times, I answered nothing but yes or no.

b. To enclose in a cover or receptacle and secure

it by sewing.
1611 Bible Job xiv. 17 My transgression is sealed vp in a

bagge, and thou sowest vp mine iniquitie. 1633 *obi>

Love's Sacrifi 11. n, A Creature Sow'd vp in pamtea cloth,

might so be styl'd. 1648 Herrick Hesper Nuptial Song

xv, But since It must be done, dispatch, and sowe Lp in a

sheet your Bride. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
1,

J3e has

sewn up ever so many odalisques in sacks and tilted them

into the Nile. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. Ill- 25

A piece of paper sewed up in a cloth button.

O. slang, (a) To tire out (a horse), {b) lotire

out, exhaust (a person) ; to nonplus, bring to a
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standstill ; to put hers tie combat ; to outwit, cheat,

swindle, (e) To make hopelessly drunk, (d) To
sew up ones stocking: to put to silence, confute.

(a) i8s6 Sporting Mag. XIX. 17 He preserves his cattle in

such rare condition, that with great difficulty are they to be
'sewn up*. 186a Whyte Melville Inside Bar x, I like

rou young fellows to enjoy yourselves..and sew up your
:Orses and come home.I
(b) 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xxxix, Here's Mr. Vmklereg'larly

sewed up vith desperation, miss. Ibid, lv, ' Busy !
' replied

Pell ; ' I'm completely sewn up '. 1838 Haliburton Clotkm.
Ser. 11. x. 154 You might have traded with him, and got
it for half nothin' ; or bought it and failed, as some of our
importin' marchants sew up the soft-horned British. 1849
Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy xiii. 113, I have introduced
him to you as soon as I could, and you must sew htm up as
3uickly as you can. 1855 Smedley //. Coverdale ii. 12, I

id not think there was a man living who could have sewn
me up in ten minutes like that ; but you are. .quick with
your fists. 1857 A. Mayhew Paved with Gold it. xvii, He
told Fred Taitenham in confidence that if the men who were
in his debt did not come up to the scratch on settling day
be should be regularly 'sewed up '.

(c) 1829 Buckstone Billy Taylor
t Kitty. (Aside, and

taking out a vial.) This liquid, sent me by Monsieur
Chabert, The fire-king, will sew him up. 1840 J. T. J. Hew-
lett P. PHggins xx, We must ply him with liquor, for I

don't think a little will sew him up. 184a Lover Handy
Andy v, To use Jack Horan's own phrase, the apothecary
was sewed up before he had any suspicion of the fact.

(d) 1859 Reade Love me Little xxvi, At this home thrust
Mrs. Wilson was staggered.. .' Eh ! Miss Lucy ', cried she,
' but ye've got a tongue in your head. Ye've sewed up my
stocking '.

5. Comb.: sew-and-fell altrib., made by sewing
and felling ; sew-round, used altrib. to designate

a method of sewing the upper of a shoe directly to

the sole ; also sb.
} a shoe so made.

1880 Plain Hints 27 The edge of the patch should be
turned down as for a sew-and-fell seam. 1885 Leno Boot <$•

Shoemakitig xi. 94 In the bestsewrounds, the sole is reduced
to the thickness of the upper. 1889 PallMall Gas. 20 Nov.
4/3 Men engaged in the sewround branch of the boot trade.

1900 C Russell & H. S. Lewis Jew in London 78 In the
' sew-round * or slipper-making trade.

tSew, v£ Obs. Also 5cew, 5-6 shew, 6sewe.
[Back-formation from Sewer sb. 2] trans. To
place (food) on the table as a sewer does ; intr. to

act as a sewer.
The gloss cepulo in Promp, Paru. is due to association

with Sew sb,1

c 1440 Promp. Parv. G7/2 Cewyn, cepulo. Ibid. 454/2
Sewyn, at mete . . ,/erculo, sepulo. c 1440 Lydg. Hots, Shepe,

<r G. 208 A fatt goos. .is sewid [v.r. served] vp atte kingis
table, a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 36 He
[the sewer] seweth at one mele, and dyneth and soupeth at
another mele. c 1500 For to serve a Lord in Babees Bk.
(1868) 366 First, mustard and brawne, swete wyne shewed
therto. 1530 Palsgr. 716/2, Iseweat me&te, j'e taste, a 1548
Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 14b, The esquier whiche was acus-
tomed to sewe and take the assaye before kyng Rychard,
1560 Rhodes Bk. Nurture in Babees Bk. (1868) 67 In some
places the Caruer doth vse to shew and set down. 1609
B. Jonson Silent Worn, in. vii. marg. % La-Foole passes
ouer sewing the meate.

tSew,^.^ Falconry. Obs. [aphetic a. OF. essuer,

essuier (mod.F. essuyer) to wipe, cleanse :—L.
exsucdre to deprive of juice, f. ex- out + siicus

juice.] trans. Of a hawk : To wipe (the beak)
after feeding.

c 1450 Bk. Hawking in Rel. Ant. I. 206 An hawke suyth
is beke and not wypith. 1486 Bk. St. Albans a vj, An hawke
snytith or sewith hir beke and not wipith hir beke. 1575
Turberv. Faulconrie 2S9 Let hir tire against the Sunne,
snyting and sewing hir beake a little at your discretion.

Sew (si«), v.* Also 6 seaw, sewe, 7 siew, 7-9
sue. [a. OF. (north-eastern) *sewer (latinized

seware) t aphetic a. OF. essewer, essever :—popular
L. *exaqudre, f. L. ex- out + aqua water.
The OE. sion (pa. pple, gesiwen) had precisely the sense 2

below. It is possible that in this sense the vb. may be a
distinct word, from the OE. pple. The F. suer to sweat
may also be a partial source.]

1. trans. To drain, draw off the water from.

Now dial. Also, f to draw off (water).

a 1513 Taiwan Ckron.v 11. (1811)487 [They] slewe and hurte
many of the abbottes tenauntes, and spoyled and brake his

closures and warynes, and sewyd their pondes and waters.

1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 32 Sewe ponds, amend dams.
1579-80 North Plutarch, J. Caesar (1595) 785 He deter-
mined to draine and seaw all the water of the marishes.
1610 FoLKitiGHAM Art0/Survey 1. xiii. 45 Mills, for Siewing
of surrounded grounds. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681)

268 A good time to sew Fish-ponds, and take Fish. 1853
W, D. Cooper Sussex Gloss, (ed. 2), Sue, to make furrows
to draw off water from land. 1887 Kent Gloss., Sew, to

dry ; to drain ; as, ' To sew a pond.'

2. intr. Of a liquid : To ooze out, exude. (Said

also of the containing vessel.) Now dial.

1565 Golding Ovid's Met. iv. (1567) 53 The droppes of
bloud that from the head did sew Of Gorgon being new cut
off. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 292 Whensoever the humor
makes a shew to sew out at the hawkes eares. 1626 Bacon
Sylva § 79 The Percolation or Suing of the Veriuyce through
the wood. Ibid. § 410 Some Wheat lay vnder the Pan,
which was somewhat moistned by the Suing of the Pan.
1648 J. Beaumont Psyche 11. clxvii. The deadly juice that

from his brain doth sue. 1807 W. Taylor in Monthly
Mag. XXIV. 549 The water sues through the brick work.
i8»3 E. Moor Suffolk Words 337 Sew, to ooze out. Water,
from wet land— blood, from a bound-up wound. 01825
Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Sue, to issue in small quantities;

to exude as a fluid from a vessel not sufficiently tight to

confine it.

3. Naut. a. Of a ship : To be grounded, to be
high and dry ; also (with specifying addition), to
have its water-line (so much) above the water.
C1588 in Defeat Sp. Armada (Navy Rec. Soc.) I. 16 For

that she was aground and sewed two foot, and could not be
gotten off._ i6»7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 45 When
the water is gone and the ships lie dry, we say she is Sewed ;

if her head_ but lie dry, she is Sewed a head; but if she
cannot all lie dry, she cannot Sew there. 1676 Wood Jrnl.
in Ace. Sey. Late Voy. (1694) 1. 166 The Water did Ebb,
and the ship Sued above 3 Foot. 1745 P. Thomas Voy. S.
Seas 178 At Low-Water she Sued about one Foot and a
half. 1750 Blanckley Nav. Expositor s. v., When a Ship
at low Water comes to be on the Ground to He dry, they say,
she is Sewed ; and if she be not quite left dry, they say,
she Sews to such a Part. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780) s. v. Sewed, If a ship runs aground on the tide of ebb,
and it be required to know if she has sewed, the water line
. .is examined, and this mark being found above the water,
she is said to be sewed by as much as is the difference. 1883
Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 109 If the water has left her two
feet, she has sued two (ect.

f b. Of the water : To subside or diminish in

depth. Obs.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. vii. 355 The tide of ebb making, the
water sewed to sixteen feet.

tSew, z>.5 Obs.-° intr. Of a cow : To go dry.
(Perh. only a compiler's error ; cf. Sew a.)
1766 Complete Farmer s. v., To Sew, or go Sew, to go

dry ; spoken of a cow.

Sew, obs. f. Sa\v#., Show v., Sow sb., v., Sue v.

Sewable (si#-ab'l), a. [f.SE\v zv* + -able.]
Capable of being drained.
1848, 1894 [see Dike-reeve],

Sewage (siw'ed?,), sb. [Formed after Seweh sb\
(apprehended as a derivative with -ER 1

) by substi-

tution of suffix : see -age.

_
The assumed verb-stem implicit in this formation coincides

in form and sense with Sew v.*
}
but, unless the sb. is much

older than the evidence shows, it was prob. framed without
any knowledge of the verb as having been actually used.]

1. Refuse matter conveyed in sewers.
1834 Rep.Sel. Comm. Metrop. Servers 169 A grating.,

through which the lighter and thinner parts of the sewage
would rise. 1849 in Mech. Mag. Aug. (1850) 177/1 The
separation of the sewage from the surface waters 1869
E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 25 Shallow wells are
very apt to be contaminated.. by sewage soaking from
cesspits.

fig. 1868 Sat. Rev. 5 Dec. 749/1 (art.) Newspaper Sewage.
1884 Bookseller 6 Nov, 1190//1 The literary sewage which
is pouring forth from the Paris press.

2. = Sewerage i, 2. rare.

1834 Rep. Sel. Comm. Metrop. Sewers 136 The public have
..built more sewage within the same level and the same
term of years.

^
Ibid. 182 Have you any communication to

make .. respecting the want of sewage in Holloway? 1850
Ogilvie, Se7verage, Sewage, The system of sewers or sub.
terranean conduits for receiving and carrying off the super,
fluous water and filth of a city ; as, the seivage of the city
of London.

3. altrib. and Comb., as sewage-outfall, -question,

-water, -works ; sewage farm, a farm on which
sewage irrigation is practised ; so sewage farming

;

sewage grass, grass grown on land fertilized by
sewage; sewage irrigation, the system of dis-

posing of liquid sewage by turning it on to land

;

so sewage-irrigated a.

1870 Corfield Treatm. Sewage*^ Examples of *Sewage
Farms. Ibid. 271 Influence of *Sewage-Farming on the
public health. 1888 Science 30 Mar. 156/1 *Sewage*grass is

very inferior to normal herbage. 1867 B. Latham Pnrif.
Sewage 10 The *sewage-irrigated farm of Beddington. 1870
Corfield Treatm. Sewage 237 Near Edinburgh, *sewage
irrigation has been going on for the last 200 years. 1858
Prel. Rep. Comm. Sewage Toivns it The present state of
*sewage outfalls. 1850 Mech. Mag. Aug. 177/1 The Metro-
politan 'Sewage question. 1854 Bazalgette & Haywood
Rep. to Metrop. Sewers Comm. 5 The commercial value of
"sewage water, and the cost of its conversion into dry
manure. 1884 Punch 16 Feb. 82/1 The Vestry strongly
object to *sewage-works being there erected.

Sewage (siw-edg), v. [f. prec sb.]

1. trans. To irrigate or fertilize with sewage.
1861 2nd Rep. Comm. Sewage Towns 24 Plot 2. To be

irrigated with sewage at the rate of 3,000 tons per acre per
annum. Plot 3. To be sewaged at the rate 01 6,000 tons
per acre per annum. 1880 [cf. Sewaged i],

2. To furnish with sewers, drain with sewers.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Dec 11/2 The streets.. are badly

paved,abominablysewaged [etc.]. iB&jCassell'sEncycl.Dict.

Sewaged (siw'edgd), ppl. a. [f. Sewage v. or

sb. + -ED.]

1. Fertilized by the application of sewage.
x86i 2nd Red. Comm. Sewage Towns 28 Ten Hereford

oxen were tied up in a shed ; two to be fed on unsewaged
grass, and the remaining eight to receive sewaged grass.

1880 H. Robinson Sewage Disposal 25 Weeds which are
a source of trouble and expense on sewaged land.

2. Contaminated with sewage.
1865 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Aug. 9/2 ' Sewaged water never

can get pure ' says another.

Sewaging, vbl. sb. [f. Sewage z/. + -ing.i.

In quot. 1610 app. an independent word, f. Sew v.*]

1. The action of draining by means of sewers.
1610 Folkingham Art of Survey 11. jL, 50 Bancking,

balking, dyking, drayning, sewing, sewaging, rilling.

2. The action of irrigating with sewage.
1894 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. June 348 Berlin adopted very

stringent regulations for the management of the [sewage]
farms and for the sewaging of each field in particular. Ibid.,

A careful systematic sewaging of the land,

fSewane. Obs. rarer-1.

1513 Douglas jEneis xn. Prol. 145 Seroppis, sewane,
sugour, and synamome.

Sewant, Sewantly: see Suant sb. and a.,

Suantly.
Sewar, obs. form of Seweh, Sowab.
Sewarry, variant of Sowarry.
Sewch, Sewdarie, obs. ff. Sheugh, Sudary.
Sewe, obs. form of Sew, Sieve, Sow v., Suez*.

Sewed (sJud), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Sew z/.i Cf.

Sewn.] Joined, fastened, etc. by stitching.

1585 Higins Nomenclator 113/3 Corona suiilis. A sowed
garland, or a garland the flowers wherof are tied together
with thread. 1601 in T. Font's Topogr. Ace. Cunningham
(Maitl. Club) 179 Twa pair curtingis with sewit rebbenis.
1652 in Beck Gloves (1883) 152 Twenty four shillings for

the Doz. of twice shewed sheep leather. 1763 in Macgill
Old Ross sh. (1909) 148 A Black gauze sewed hood. i86x
Ladies' Gaz. Fashion Oct. 79/2 Bonnet of sewed rice straw,
1861 Times 4 Oct. 7/4 The trade in sewed muslins. 1885
Harper's Mag. Jan. 279/1 Whether 'sewed' or 'open-
tanned 'goat-skins are preferable.

b. Of books : Having the sheets stitched to-

gether, but not bound.

>
1766 Catal. Mod. Bks. 87 Young's (Dr. Edward).. Con-

jectures on Composition 8vo, sewed, 010. 1834 J. R.
Smith's Catal. Bks. May 5/2 Historie of Friar Rush, 410,
sewed 2s 6d.

Sewed, obs. form of Suet.

f Sewee. ? Variant of Soy. (Cf. F. soui.)

1737 Wesley Jml 2 Dec, Sewee Beans, about the Size
of our Scarlet, but to be shelled and eaten like Windsor
Beans.

Sewel, variant of Shewed Obs.
t scarecrow.

Sewetlel(siwe'lel). [See quot. 1893.] A small
rodent of the Western coast of the United States,

Haplodon rufus. Called also mountain-beaver (see

Mountain 9 c).

1814 Lewis & Clarke Trav. Missouri (1815) III. 39
Sewellel is a name given by the natives to a small animal
found in the timbered country on this coast. 1859 S. F.
Baird Mammals N. Amer. 353 Aplodontia leporina, Rich.
Sewellel; Showt'l. 187. CasselVs Nat. Hist. (1896) III.

97 The sewellel is torpid during the winter. 1893 Coues in
Letvis

<fr
Clark's Exped. III. 861 note, It seems by the

later researches of George Gibbs into theunspellable jargon
of the Columbia River Indians, that * sewellel ' is their name
for the robes, mistaken by Captain Lewis for the name of
the animal.

Sewen, obs. f. Sewin, Sue v. ; obs. pa. pple. of

See v. , Sew v. 1

Sewer (siu ,3i)
t
sb.'1 Also 5 suer(e, 6 sewar

souer, 7 sewre, sure, 7 seward. See also Syre,
Syver (6V.

;
prob. unconnected), and Shore sb.^

[a. OF. (north-eastern) se{u)wiere channel to

carry off overflow from a fishpond (latinized seweria,

1 264 in Du Cange) :—L. type *exaqudria (cf.

med.L. exaqudtorium), f. *exaqudre (L. ex~ out -f-

aqua water), whence OF. essever io drain off, with
which are connected OF. essevour, ~eur, esseouet,

essoueredxxux, ditch. (Forthephonologycf. Ewer.)
Until the 16th c. chiefly in legal formulae as representing

the earlier Anglo-Latin sewera or Anglo-Fr. seiverie,]

1. An artificial watercourse for draining marshy
land and carrying off surface water into a river or
the sea. Also water-sewer^
[1299 Memoranda L TR 26 & 27 Edw. I, m. sr (Public

Rec. Office), Per defectum reparacionis Walliarum Water-
gangatum et Sewerarum contra impetum fluctuum aque
Humbrie.] 1402-3 [see sewer-gate in 5]. 1461 Rolls 0;
Parlt. V. 493/1 For Sewers, Walles of Mersshes, Dyches,
Gutters. 1481 Ibid. VI. 210 Makyng of Sewers for avoidyng
of lake waters. 1543 in Lett. $ Pap. Hen. Vllf, XVIII. 11.

118 For skoryn of a water souer. 1610 N. Riding Rec. I.

200 Tho. Skarth of Carlton in Cleveland, theldest, [presented]
for stopping of the water-sewer upon the West Shortflatt.

1622 Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. 5 One general sewer which
seemeth to divide Low Holland from the high, 1833 Act 3
<$ 4 Wilt. IV, c. 22 § 22 It shall . . be lawful for the Occupier
. . of Land . . adjoining to any . .Sewer . . to take . . such Gravel,
Soil,, .and Weeds.
trans/, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 187 The great

ryuer of Wharfe, which is the great sewer of y* broke, and
of all the water comyng from lowton.

2. An artificial channel or conduit, now usually

covered and underground, for carrying off and dis-

charging waste water and the refuse from houses
and towns. Common sewer: a drain through
which all or a large part of the sewage of a town
passes, a main drain collecting and discharging the

contents of auxiliary drains. Cf. Shore sb. 2

The development of this sense (c 1600) is prob. due to the
fact that the drainage of towns near tidal rivers had come
under the control of the commissioners of sewers. See Act
3 las. I, c. 14 (1606).

Technically, 'sewer' is distinguished from ( drain \ the
latter being restricted to channels used ' for the Drainage
of one Building only or Premises within the same Curtilage

'

(Act. n & 12 Vict. c. 112 § 147).

1606 Shaks. Tr.
<J-
Cr. v. L 83 Ther. Sweet draught : sweet

quoth-a ? sweet sinke, sweet sure 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 423 A sewer within the ground to ridde away filth.

1611 Cotgr., Gesse, a common sinke or sewer. 1619 Drayton
Bar. Wars v. xli, Vnder whose Floore, the common Sewer
past Vp to the same, a loathsome stench that cast. 1628
Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 387 It was no noysome Ayre, no
Sewre or Stinke. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 446 As one who
long in populous City pent, Where Houses thick and Sewere
annoy the Aire. i68j I. Peter Siege 0/ Vienna 42 Some



SEWER.

Men were discovered in the Common-Sewer. 1739 Labelye
Westm. Bridge 72 Drains or Sewers discharging themselves

into a small Arch. 1834 Rep. Sel. Comm. Metro}. Sewers

136 Open and Covered Sewers built within the Kanelagh

Level. 1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour II. 389 Fleet Ditch,

which was perhaps the first main sewer of London. 1886

Encycl. Brit. XXI. 713/1 For small sewers, circular

pipes of glazed earthenware, .are used, from 6 inches to

18 inches in diameter. . .Where the capacity of an 18-inch

circular pipe would be insufficient, built sewers are used in

place of earthenware pipes.

b. trans/, and^f.
1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt. Eng, 1. iv. 16 This Island hath

from time to time been no other than as a sewer to empty
the superfluity of the German Nations. 1738 Johnson
London 94 London ! the needy villain's general home, The
common sewer of Paris, and of Rome. 1765 Falconer
Demag. 240 His black entrails, faction's common sewer.

1859 Tennyson Enid 39 A territory Wherein were bandit

earls,. .Assassins. .this common sewer of all his realm. 1884
M rs. C. Praed Zero ix, The moral sewer of Europe.

8. Law. a. Commission ofSewers : (a) a royal

commission issued to a number of persons (hence

called Commissioners ofSewers') constituting them
a temporary court with authority for the repair and
maintenance of 'walls, ditches, banks, gutters,

sewers, gotes, causeys, bridges, streams and other

defences by the coasts of the sea and marsh ground
lying and being within the limits of a specified

district liable to inundation from the sea or rivers

;

also, the body of commissioners of sewers for a
district ; (&) a body of municipal officers (abolished

by Act 60 & 61 Vict c. 133, 1897) who were
responsible for the control of the 'sewers' (sense

2) in the City of London ; these officers were first

appointed in pursuance of the Act 19 Chas. II, c. 8

(1667), and were invested with the title and juris-

diction of commissioners of sewers by the Act 7
Anne, c. 32 (1708).
The term ' Commission of Sewers ' (AF. Commission de

Sewerez, de Sewers) occurs first in 1427 (Rolls of Parlt. IV.

33,3A and Act 6 Hen. V, c. 5), but the issue of similar com-
missions is recorded in 1314 (Rolls of Parlt. I. 319/1) and
in 1322 (Placit. Abbrev. 339/1).

1444 Rolls ofParlt. V. 109/1 Hit was ordeyned . . that by
x yere then next folwyng, severals Commissions of Sewers
shuld be made unto divers persones. 1504 in Leadam Sel.

Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 9 The kynges Commys-
sioners of Sewers, c 1530 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. hi. II.

227 One of the Kyngs Commysioners of Sewers. 1531-3
Act 23 Hen. VIII, a 5 § a The authoritie to you yoven by
the Commission of Sewers. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647)

135 If a Collector or Officer of Sewers do distrain a man,
or do any other act contrary to an Inhibition of Sewers to

him directed by the Commissioners of Sewers. 1633 Bacon
Ordin. Chancery §04 (1642) 20 The Commission of Sewards.
1708 Loud. Gaz. No. 4442/4 The Commissioners of Sewers
for the Levels of Havering and Dagenham. 1833 Act 3 <$ 4
Will. IV\ c. 22 § 60 The Words Court ' and ' Court ofSewers 1"

. . shall . . be deemed to mean every Court . . ofany Six or more
Commissioners of Sewers . . named in any Commission of
Sewers. 1848 Act 11 <$• 12 Vict. c. 112 § 3 The Metropolitan
Commissioners of Sewers. 1881 Ann. Local Taxation Re-
turns 112 Monies Raised and Expended by Commissioners
of Sewers during the Year last ended.

b. Law of Sewers : a local law relating to em-
bankment and draining. Statute of Sewers : the

Act 23 Hen. VIII, c. 5, relating to the issuing of
Commissions of Sewers, f Work of Sewers : any
of the works of defence against floods (e.g. a sea-

wall, ditch, bank, gutter, sewer, etc.) to which
commissions of sewers relate.

1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 9 §3 Concerning the execution of any
suehe Lawes Ordynaunces and Constitutions of Sewers.
1605-6 Act 3 Jos. I

y c. 14 The saide Statute of Sewers [23
Hen. VIII, c. 5]. 1622 Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 133 If
one oppose against a Law of Sewers. Ibid. 138 If one do
suffer a Wall, Bank, or other work of Sewers to fall into

decay for want of repairing. 1661 N. N. Narrative Drain.
Fens in Arb. Garner I. 317 A Law of Sewers made at Saint
Ives. 1835 Tomlins' Law Diet., Romnep-marsh. A large
tract of land in the county of Kent.. which is governed by
certain . . laws of sewers.

4. Ellipt. for : Commissioner of Sewers. Obs.
1616 Bullokar Eng. Expos., Sewer..one that hath

authoritie to ouerlooke water courses. 1641 Termes de la
Ley 2^7 The Sewers are Commissioners that sit by vertue
of their Commission and authority grounded upon divers
statutes, to enquire of all nusances and offences committed
by the stopping ofrivers [etc]. 1675 Ashmole Mem. (1717) 53
This Morning a Jury of Sewers set out my Btick Wall made
towards the High-way. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Clerk
ofthe Sewers, an Officer belonging to the Commissioners of
Sewers, who writes down all Things they do, by virtue of
their Commission. 1901 N. <$• Q. Ser. ix. VII. 436 Some
of the family were ' sewers ' of Wisbecn.

5. attrib. and Comb., as sewer-assessment, autho-
rity , -ditch, grating, flaw (see 1 b), -man, -rate,

-water ; sewer-air, -gas, atmospheric air mixed
with gas formed by the decomposition of sewage

;

sewer-block, a stoneware brick used for building
the walls of sewers

; fsewer-gate, a floodgate at

the mouth of a drain or water-course ; sewer-
heading (see Heading vbl. sb. 11); sewer-
hunter, one who searches sewers ; sewer-rat,
the brown rat (Mus decumanus) common in sewers
and drains.

1861 Flor. Nightingale Nursing ii. (ed. 2) 23 A stream
of *sewer air coming up the back staircase of a grand London
house from the sink- 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 313

576

Similar symptoms may follow poisoning by sewer air, if

this he concentrated. 1814 Regent's Park 72 He misunder.
stood the nature of the *sewer assessments. 1893 Daily
News 25 Nov. 5/1 The Corporation . . are at once the *sewer
authority and the road authority. 1884 Health Exhib.
Catal. 50/1 Sanitary stoneware.. including drain-pipes.

.

*sewer-bIocksJeta].
t
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour if. 390

Open sewer-ditches, into which drains were emptied. 1870
Corfield Treattn. Sewage 174 It would be difficult to
imagine a_ more ingenious method for delivering *sewer
gases at high pressure into houses than the one above de-
scribed. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 716/1 The corrosive
action of sewer gas. 1402-3 Doc. New Romney, [An entry
about new gates to the sluice of the] *suergate. 1897^ W.
Rye Norfolk Songs 42 He cut his wife up into small pieces
and dropped her down *sewer gratings. 1890 Hardwicke's
Sci. Gossip XXVI. 236/2 Note on a Boulder met with in

driving a "Sewer-Heading in Liverpool. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour II. 151 The *sewer-hunters usually go in

gangs of three or four for the sake of company. 1785 J.
Phillips Treat. Inland Navig. 40 The works done in pur-
suance of this Act, not to be subject to the *sewer-Iaws.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 383 Of the . *Sewermen
and Nightmen of London. Ibid. (1861) II. 431/1 The
•sewer-rat is.. said by the Jacobites to have come in with
the first George. 1888 Wood Farmer's Friends 23 Sewer-
rats, of course, are to some extent beneficial. 1833 Rep.
Sel. Comm. Sewers Meirop. 15 Laying a "sewer rate over
the whole district. 1848 Act 11 <$ is Vict. c. 112 § 77
Every District Sewers Rate to be made under this Act.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour (1864) II. 463, I.. regard the
Thames inthe neighbourhood of the metropolis as nothing
less than diluted *sewer-water.
[Note.~ln the collocations 'Commission of sewers',

* works of sewers ', etc., the word had virtually a much
wider meaning than sense 1 above ; it practically denotes
any means of defence against inundation from the sea.
The formula enumerating the things placed under the con-
trol of the commissioners begins with 'walls' (1322 more
fully 'sea-walls', murorum maritimoruni) and mentions
* sewers * only in the fifth or sixth place. This had already
attractedthe attention of lawyers early in the 17th c. ; in

1622 Callis {Stat. Sewers, ed. 1647, p. 57) states that 'some
compound the word of sea and were* (= Weir, defence).
Although sense 1 is certainly genuine, and the etymology
stated at the head of this article is well established, it seems
not impossible that there may have been some early confu-
sion with a native compound of the formation suggested by
the writers referred to by Callis. No instance of OE. *s£-
wer, however, is known ; a {? plural) sze-wsere, of obscure
meaning, occurs a.d. 1045 (Kemble Cod. Dipt. No. 776) : 'Se
iS3a <5 set portes bricge & healfe sae-waere & se mylnstede set

Mannaes bricge.' The Anglo-Latin derived verb sewerare
(1314 m Rolls ofParlt. I. 319/1) appears to mean 'to protect
from flood '.

The pseudo-etymological spelling seiuard (quot. 1623 in 3)

is noteworthy. Skinner (Etymol. 1671, s. v.) erroneously
attributes to Minsheu the statement that the word ' was
formerly written seward, perhaps from seaward, either

because they [sc. sewers] are made towards the sea, or
because they ward off the sea '.]

Sewer (si«*3i), sb.2 Now only Hist. Forms :

a. 4-6 sewere, 4-7 sowar, 5 seware, ceware,
5-6 sever, 6 sawere, 7 sewre, 4- sewer ; 0. 6
shewere, shower, 6-7 shewer. [aphetic a. AF.
asseour, f. OF. asseoir to cause to sit, seat :—L.
assidere, f. ad- + sedere to sit. Assewer (q.v.) is

not recorded so early as the aphetic form. The
/3-forrns are assimilated to shew, show.] An at-

tendant at a meal who superintended the arrange-

ment of the table, the seating of the guests, and the

tasting and serving of the dishes.

Down to the 15th c. it was the designation of an officer of
the Royal Household ; it survived somewhat later as the
title of a ceremonial office at coronations.
a. 13 . . E. E. A Hit. P. B. 639 As sewer in a god assyse

he serued hem fayre, Wyth sadde semblaunt & swete of
such as he hade. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 251
Olyver, cheef sewere of be kynges bord. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 67/2 Ceware at mete. 1447-50 Q. Marg. Lett.
(Camden) 97 Oure trusty and welbeloved Squier Thomas
Burneby, sewer of our mouth. 1464 Rolls of Parlt. V.
535/2 Oure Servaunt William Wade, Squier, Sewer of oure
Chambre. 15.,, in W. Jones Crowns <$ Coronal. (1883) 119
[At the coronation of Elizabeth, queen of Henry VII, 1487]
the lorde Fitz-water, sewer, or dapifer, attended . . and served
the messes. 15.. Bk. Precedence in Q. Eliz. Acad. 17 A
viscount, .may haue Caruer and Sewer, with there Towells,
when they sett there seruisse on the table. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. vil Stage Direct., Enter a Sewer, and diuers
Seruants with Dishes and Seruice ouer the Stage. 1637
N. Whiting Albino <$• Bellama 129 The dropsied Host,
like to a Sewre did strut To marshafl every dish. 1669 E.
Chamberlayne Pres. St. Eng. (ed. 2) 257 The Sewers of
the Chamber are 8. aijoo Evelyn Diary 23 Apr. 1661,
Gent. Ushers, Daily Waiters, Sewers, Carvers. 1791 Cowper
Odyss. 1. 178 The sewer with savoury meats Dish after dish,
served them. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xvii, Let the master of
my lord's household see that both clerk and sewer taste the
dishes which the one dresses and the other serves. 1864
Burton Scot Abr. I. iv. 168 note, Atholl performed the part
of sewer, and Morton of carver.

/3. 1525 Berners Froiss. II. xxxi. 36 b/i Sir yuan ofLeschell
was shewer and sir Gracyen bare his cuppe. 1533 More
Answ. poysoned Bk. Wks. 1036/2, I beshrew such a shewer
as so serueth in the supper, that he conueieth away the best
dysh. 1553 Rutland Papers (Camden) 1 19 Therle of Sussex
claymethe to be shewer at dyner the daye of the corona*
cion. 1565 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 204 Athall shower,
Morton carvar, Crayforde cupbearer. 1602 W. S. Life
Cromwell iv. iv. Stage Direct., Enter the Vsher and the
Shewer, the meate goes ouer the Stage.

h.fg. and in fig. context.
1 501 Douglas Pal. Hon. in. Iviii, His maister sewar hecht

verteous discipline. 1641 Milton Animadv. 7 It shewed but
green practise..to blurt upon the eares of a judicious
Parliament with such a presumptuous and over-weening
Proem : but you doe well to be the Sewer of your owne

SEWIN.

messe. 1649 — Eikon. xxiv. 192 Som such place, as may
stile them the Sewers, or the Yeomen Ushers of Devotion.

Sewer (s^'ai), sb.$ Forms: 4-5 sower. 5
sawer, 7 shewer, 5, 8-9 sewer, [f. Sew z*.

1 +
-er 1

.] One who sews.

1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 165 Seuene goode sowers
sixe wekes after Moun not sett he seemes ne sewe hem a^eyn.
C1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 795/21 Hec sutrix, a
sewer. 1481 in Eng. Gilds 314 That no man of the forsayde
crafte [of tailors] set no new sawer a-warcke a-bofe the
spasseof xv. days. 1483 Cath. Angl. 331/2 A Sewer, filator,
sutor, sutrix. 1652 in Beck Gloves (1883) 152 (The Craft)
ordains every boy and rial to take such work from his Master
as his shewers cast. 1755 Johnson, Server. .He that uses a
needle. 1870 Echo 30 Dec, The sewer has it placed on a long
table round which she travels, stitching as she goes. 1880
Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding 21 It will be better if the cords
are a little to the right of the press, so that the sewer may
get her or his left arm to rest better on the press. 1891 E.
Peacock N. Brendon II. 108 She was not only a neat sewer,
but could cut out men's shirts.

Sewer (siwaj), vj Also 6 sewar. [f. Sewer sbS]

f 1. trans. To drain. Obs.

1565 in Arch. Cantiana XIII. 269 A cricke, or water-
wey, sewared or dryed upp.

2. To furnish (a town, road, etc.) with a system
of sewers. Hence Sewering vbl, sb.

1854 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 155 These towns have
been sewered under the improved system. 1865 -yd Rep.
Comm. Sewage of Towns 210 The sewering of towns on
correct principles ought to be promoted, so as to ensure
cleanliness, comfort, and health. 1884 PallMall Gaz. 9 July
2/1 In some of the southern cities of America.. sewering,
draining, and scavenging have brought about great im-
provement. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. 11. li. II. 287 To
grade, pave, and sewer streets.

t Sewer, v 2 Obs. rare. [f. Sewer sb.2] intr.

To act as sewer at a meal.
c 1553 in Grose Antiq. Rep. (1809) IV. 652 A Gent, to

sewerer yf they were not otherwise occupyed in the Q. busy
nesse. 1623 Minsheu Sp. Diet., To Sewer or taste before,

vide Hazer salva. a 1641 Finett Observ. (1656) 156 His
assertion was not followed for the better convenience of the
said Officers carving and sewering. 1647 Hexham 11, To
Sewer, Voor-smaecken, iioor-tasten.

Sewer, obs. form of Sure.

Sewerage (si« ared^). [f. Sewer sb.1 + -age.]

1. Drainage by means of sewers ; a method or

system of draining by sewers.
1834 Rep. Sel. Comm. Metrop. Sewers 149 The tenantry

are paying sewer-rates ; they never have enjoyed sewerage.
Ibid. 150 To prepare a sewerage and manage it themselves.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 317/2 How imperfectly the ad*
vantages of good sewerage are appreciated. 1892 Eminson
Epid. Pneumonia 12 Good sewerage will, I trust, banish
this disease as effectually.

attrib. 1848 Act n <y 12 Vict. c. 112 § 34 The Limits of
such Sewerage Districts. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II.

x. 57 Glazed sewerage-pipes. 1865 Times 5 Apr, 3/1 The
opening, .of the great sewerage works.

b. The carrying away ^/"refuse.

1856 Stanley Sinai <$- Pal. v. 246 The hole [in the altar

rock] is an aperture for the sewerage of the blood of victims.

2. concr. Sewers collectively ; the system of

sewers belonging to a particular locality.

1834 Rep. Sel. Comm. Metrop. Sewers 150, I have seen
a programme of the street ; I think that is the position in

which the sewerage is. 1851 MavhewZsW. Labour II. 389
Our arched and subterraneous sewerage. 1889 Gunter That
Frenchman v. 46 Whose foul-smelling gutters have been re-

placed by under-ground sewerage.

3. Sewage.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 383 Which forms a part

of the street mud.. of the scavenger's cart, rather than of
the sewerage. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. Sf It. jtrnls. II. 182
The Tiber, .enriched with city sewerage. 19^00 Jrnl. Sch.
Geog. (U. S.) June 207 To carry sewerage of Chicago toward
the Mississippi river.

b. fig. Moral filth or garbage.
1859 Meredith R. Feverel xl, [She] poured a little social

sewerage into his ears. 1868 Swinburne Blake 131 The
weltering sewerage of Aphra's unreadable and unutterable
plays. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Library (1892) I. vi. 230
The foulest depths of literary sewerage.

Sewering, vbl. sb. -. see Sewer v.1

Sewerless, a. [f. Sewer sb* + -less.]

Having no sewers.

1854 Chamb. Jrnl. I. 209 The saturated and sewerless
ground. 1885 Truth 28 May 850/1 Sewerless cities.

Sewery, sb. rare. [f. Sewer sb.2 + -Y.] The
office or apartment used by a sewer.
1851 Turner Dom. Archil. I. 68 In household rolls of the

thirteenth century the daily expenditure is almost always
classed under the following heads ; 1. The amount of bread,
wine and beer supplied from the sewery and butlery.

Sewery, a. [f. Sewer sb* + -y*.] Character-

istic of sewers.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 390 The Fleet Ditch

seems always to have had a sewery character. 1896 Punch
1 Dec. 257/1 Some thought them [the smells] like Eau-de-
Cologne, whilst their foes Denounced them as sickly and
sewery.

Sewet, obs. form of Suet, Suit.

Seweyne, obs. Sc. form of Seven.
Sewiil 1 (siwin). Forms : 6 suwynge, sewing,

8 shewin, 9 sewen, suin, 8- sewin. [Of obscure

origin : app. not Welsh. Cf. Suant sb.] A fish

of the Salmon tribe (Satmo cambricus or erio:)
}

the bull-trout, found in Welsh rivers.

153a in G. T. Clarke Carte Glamorgan IV. 454 Yeldyng'
anopaynge yereiy to the sayd abbotte .. x. samones v.

gyllynges and xliiij'» suwynges. .or elles..for euexy cuple
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sewinges i. d. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 948 Taken In

the river Wye, where it is known by the name of Sewin,

orShewin. 1805 Duncumb Agric. Heref. 17 The botcher

resembles the suin taken in the Welsh rivers. 1834 Proc.

Berw. Nat. Club I. ii. 52 The sewin will most likely prove

our Scotch hirling or whiting. 1861 Act 24 <$ 25 Vict. c. 109

1 4. 1900 Field 28 July 153/1 There is not a better sea trout

or sewin river in North Wales.

Sewin 2 (si«*in). Corrupt form of sewel,

Shewel.
1886 Walsingham Shooting (Badm. Libr.l I. 201 Asubsti-

tute for nets in covert shooting, where it is desirable to stop
the winged game rather than the ground game, is commonly
known as 'sewin'. 1898 Encycl. Sport II. 85/2 (Pheasant)

The number of stops may be materially reduced by the use
of the sewin.

Sewin(e, obs. Sc. forms of Seven.

Sewing (sJu'irj), vbl. sb.1 Forms: 3 seu-

Wingue, 4-5 sewinge, 4-6 sowinge, 5 sawyng,
sowenge, soyng, 5-6 sewin, 5, 7, sowing, 6

Sc. schiuine, 7 soweing, soeing, 4- sewing.
[f. Sew z/.i + -ING 1

.]

1. The action of Sew v.1 ; the use of a needle and
thread ; the uniting of pieces of material (etc.) by
this means. In Bookbinding : see Sew v.1 i e.

cizgo S. Eng. Leg. 261/18 With spinningue and with
seuwingue hire liflode heo wan. 1428-9 Rec. St. Mary at
Hill 71 The lauendere for a hole jere wasshynge & sowenge
..ijs. 1484 Caxton Fables of A Ifonce xiii, [A tayller]

whiche surmounted alle the other in shapynge or sewynge.
1566 in Fleming Mary Q. of Scots (1897) 506 Item for

schiuine and the fassoune and pontis. 1597 A. M. _tr.

GuilUmcaus Fr. Chirurg. 13/3 Sowinge of a wounde is a
vnitinge and coupling together of the dissevered partes with
a threded needle. 1691 Ray Creation in. (1704) 322 To
manage the Needle in Sowing and the Pen in Writing.
187a Yeats Techn. Hist. Contm. 155 The rise of the tailor's

art did not take the constant occupation of sewing out of
the hands of women. 1874 Knight Diet. Mech. s.v. Book-
binding^ A machine for folding sheets for gathering, sewing
and binding.

b. with prefixed word denoting the kind.
1878 Jevons Prime? Pol.Econ. 72 Those who were not.

.

wise enough to learn machine-sewing, receive better wages
for hand-sewing than they would formerly have done.

2. concr. Work sewn ; materials to be sewn

;

the stitches or seams of anything.

c 1400 Lanfranc's Cirurg. 143, & banne bynde be nose
wip two bandis..be tobir schal be leid aboue bat he mowe
kepe be plumaciols, poudre, & besowynge. 1565 in Fleming
Reform. Scot. (19 10) 610 Four coffarris with hir clayis and
sewingis. 1706 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) I. 177 (Near to the
Sewing), not at ye Top of ye Page. 1845 Mrs. M. J. Howell
Hand-bk. Dress-making 47 No opportunity should be lost

in making the sewing look well. 1865 Hatton BitterSweets
iii, Mrs. Grey looked up from her sewing.

3. //. Sewing thread or silk : see 4.

1844G. Dodd Textile Manuf. vi. 184 Sewings arecompound
threads of silk, wound, cleaned, doubled and thrown, with
especial reference to their ultimate use as sewing-silk. 1853
Perkins Haberdashery (ed. 8) 24 Cloth Sewings—coarse
large skeins for tailors' use. 186a Catal. Intemat. Exhib,,
Brit. II. No. 3656, Dyed and polished yarns and sewings.

4. attrib. and Comb., as sewing-work ; — em-
ployed in sewing or in teaching sewing, as sewing-
class, -maid, -mistress, -society, -woman ; of mate-
rials used for sewing, as sewing cotton (Cotton
^• l 3)» igold (Gold sb. 4), silk, silver (Silver
sb. 4), thread, worsted; of contrivances, etc. for

holding materials to be sewn, as sewing-bird, -frame
(Frame sb. 13 b), -horse, -press (Press sbA 10),

table ; sewing-brod Sc, a tailor's board ; sewing-
clerk, in the glove trade, a district collector of sew-

ing done by home-workers ; + sewing-rope,
? some kind of rope used for scaffolding.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sewing-bird,..*, device for

holding the work while sewing. . . It has assumed many forms,

the bird being ornamental and holding the work in its beak.

1790 A. Wilson Callamphitre*s Elegy, He at the *sewing-
brod was bred, And wrought gude serge and tyken. 1864

ay
Laycock Lane. Rhymes 62 We couldn t have an easier job
nor gpin' to th' *sewin' class. 1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 16 Ma>
4/1 The glove-making counties are mapped out into circuits!

each of which has its 'sewing clerk or commercial traveller.

1826 Haberdasher's Guide 13 Coloured *Sewing Cottons.
18x8 Art Book-binding 1 *Sewing-frame, with brass or iron

keys, to fasten the cords or bands. 1876 Encycl. Brit, IV.

43/1 When taken out of the sewing-frame the fly-leaves are
pasted on. 1534 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 191 Twa
gret hankis.. "sewing gold. 1566 in Fleming Mary Q. of
Scots (1897) 505 Item of schiuine gold iiij doubil hankis.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Sewing-horse, a harness-maker's
clamp for holding leather while being sewed. 1886 York
Herald 23 Aug. 1/5 Useful *Sewing-maid. 1870^^33*34
Vict, c, 75 § 3 The term ' teacher ' includes assistant teacher,
pupil teacher, 'sewing mistress. 1613 M. Ridley Magn.
Bodies 6 Smaller wiers, *sowing-needles and such like small
waights. 1779 Phil. Trans. LXIX. 540, I stuck the point
of this sewing needle to the lower extremity of a steel

magnet, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xx. 144 If a common steel

sewing needle be substituted for the iron [etc.]. 1728
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Bookbinding, They are then sew'd in

the *Sewing-Press. 1841 Penny Mag. 24 Sept. 380/2 When
the book is taken from the sewing-press, an inch or two of
each string is left hanging to it. 1336 Ace. Exch. K. R.
19/3 m. 4 *Sewenge rope (made of skin (Pelle)]. 12x515

Build. Louth Steeple in A rchxologia X. 74 Paid to Robert
Beverley for 6 bunch sewing rope, 005. 1809 Sporting

t

Mag. XXXIII. 281 The "sewing-school, the pastry-school, !

were then essential branches of female education. 1480 i

Wardr. Ace. Edw. IV (1830) 136 "Sowing sylk, j lb. ij unces

Vol. viii.

and a quarter. x6ix in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 426
Stitching and soeing silke, 4s. 6d. 1826 Miss Mitfokd
Village 11. 190 Trimmings, ribands, sewing-silk, and lining.

1546 in Extracts Edz'n. Burgh Rec. (1871) II. 126 *Sewing
sylver.tobesawldinpunds. 184a Dickens Amcr.Notes'iZso)
32 They have among themselves a *sewing Society to make
clothes for the poor. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sewing-
table, a table or bench at which signatures of books are sewed
to the cords or bands by which they are fastened together,

and also secured in the cover. 1566 in Fleming MaryQ. of
Scots (1897) 499 Four pound of fyne *suyng threide. 1850
Miss Pratt Comm. Things Sea-side iv. 247 Scarcely larger

than a sewing thread. X847 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 15 All

the *sewing women I knew of being unable to come. 173a
De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 343 She.. took up her *sewing-
work. 1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867)

296 *Sewing worsett the dozen pound weght thairof.

t Sewing, vbl.sb.% Obs. [f. Sew z/.
2 + -ing1.]

The action of a sewer ; the arrangement of the

guests and serving up of dishes or courses.
a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790) 37 The manner

of sewing of dishes at the dressour. X513 Bk. Keruynge in

Babees Bk. 270 Here foloweth sewynge of flesshe. Ibid.,

The borde of sewynge. Ibid. 286 Here endeth the boke of
seruyce, & keruynge, and sewynge. 1617 Hakewill Apol.
(1630) 430 Dinner and supper was served in with all accus-
tomed ceremonies, as sewing, water, grace, carving, say
taking, &c. 1660 R. May Accompl. Cook (1665) B4I), The
Sewing of Fish... To go to the sewing of fish, muscalade,
minews in sew [etc.]. [1812 Southey Omniana II. 71 The
terms of carving and sewing.)

Sewing, ///. a. [f. Sew v.1 + -ing 2
.] That

sews.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vh, iii, The fair sewing fingers.

Sewing, -ly, var. ff. Suing, Suingly.

Sewing-machine. [Sewing vbl, sby\
1. A machine designed to perform the operation

of sewing.
iZ^yArtizan Mar. 65/1 Sewing Machine. A new machine for

sewing has recently been invented [etc. J. 1858 Hogg Shelley
II. 457, I thought very little of it [sc. Cleopatra's Needle],
..after having seen the sewing-machine in London. 1869
E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3) 411 Two pieces of
waterproof cloth, sewn together by the sewing-machine.
^attrib. 1873 ' Susan Coolidge' What Katy Did at Sch.
ii. 37 The nice half-dozens of pretty underclothes came home
from the sewing-machine woman's. 1875 Knight Diet.

Mech, s. v. Bobbin, A bobbin for sewing-machine shuttles.

2. Bookbinding. (See quot.)
1880 Zaehnsdorf Bookbinding 176 Sewing-machine, a

recent invention for the sewing of books with wire instead

of thread.

Hence Sewing-machinist.
x88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 75 Sewing Machinist.

Sewinti, obs. form of Seventy.
Sewirer, obs. comparative of Sure.
Sewit, obs. f. Suit. Sewl, var. f. Sull. dial.

Sewn (s*?an), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Sew v. 1
]

Stitched, fastened by means of sewing. Chiefly

with prefix, as hand-sewn, machine-sewn.
1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 645 The operator, who keeps

drawing the sewn cloth off at the eye-end of the needle.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 73 Sewn Ornament Maker.
1895 Hasluck's Boot Making hi. 57 Shoemakers call all

work sewn that is treated with a round awl ; while stitching

is only technically applied where the square awl is used.

Sewn(e, obs. forms of Seven.
Sewr(e, Sewranoe, obs. ff. Sube, Subance.
Sewre, obs. form of Sewer sb.1 , sb.'*

Se'Wster. Obs. exc. *SV. Forms : 4-5 sewestre,
-stare, sou-, sowe-, sywester(e, 4-9 sewster,

5 sew-, sowstare, 5-9 sowster, 6 seu-, sewe-,
sewstar. [f. Sew v. 1 + -ster. Ct Fris. dial.

(Hinderloopen) syster!\ A sempstress.

1391 EarlDerby's Exped. (Camden) 86/26 Edwyne Moreyn
sewster pro filo ab ipsa empto, 1393 Langl. P. PI. C vn.

362 Sesse be sywestere [v. rr. sowester, sewestare, sewestre,
soustere ; A. v. 158 souters, v. r. soustere ; B. v. 315 soutei -

esse, v. r. sowesterej. c 1440 Prom/, Parv. 454/2 Sewstare,
or sowstare (sowares) sutrix. c 1440 Jacob's Well 40
Taylourys, sowsterys. 15x9 Horman Vulg. 238 Brotherers,
sylkewomen, and all seusters craftis occupye redyls. 1550
Bale Engl. Votaries n. 29 A yonge wenche. .whych was a
very connynge sowster. 1567-9 Jewel Def Apol. (161 1)

450 Labouring Women, and Sewsters, and Seruants, and
Handmaids. i$goMaIdon (Essex) LiberC. 121 Lesewester
sivesilkewoman. a X637 B. Jonson Sad Shepherd \\. iii, At
every twisted thrid my rock let flie Unto the sew'ster, who
did sit me nigh. 1657 C. Beck Universal Char. K 7 b, A
sewster. 1824 MacTaggart in Trotter East Galloway Sk.
(1001) 370/1 When plowman Tarn meets sewster Bess His
dogg'rel rhymes he'll chime till her. 1825 Jamieson, Sew*
ster, a sempstress, [ed. 1882 also Sowster.]

Sewte, obs. f. Suit sb. Sewy, obs. f. Sue.

Sewyn, obs. pa. pple. of See v.

Sewyr, obs. form of Sure v.

Sex (seks), sb. Also 6-7 sexe, (6 seox, 7 pi.

sexe, 8 poss. sexe'a), [ad. L. sexus (//-stem),

whence also F. sexe (i2thc.),Sp., Pg. sexo, It. sesso.

Latin had also a form seats neut. (indeclinable).]

1. Either of the two divisions of organic beings

distinguished as male and female respectively; the

males or the females (of a species, etc., esp. of the

human race) viewed collectively.

1382 Wyclip Gen. vi 19 Of alle thingis hauynge sowle
of ony flehs, two thow shaft brynge into the ark, that maal
sex and femaal lyuen with thee. 1532 More Confut. Tindale
11. 152, I had as leue he bare them both a bare cheryte, as
wyth the frayle feminyne sexe fall to far in loue. 1559
Aylmer Harborowe E 4 b, Neither of them debarred

the heires female.. as though it had ben. .vnnatural for

that sexe to gouern. X576 Gascoigne Philomene xcviii, I

speake against my sex. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.(1912)

158 The sexe of womankind of all other is most bound to
have regardfull eie to mens judgements. x6oo Nashe
Summer's Last Will F 3 b, A woman they imagine her to

be, Because that sexekeepes nothing close they heare. 1615
Crooke Body ofMan 274 Ifwee respect the . . conformation of
both the Sexes, the Male is sooner perfected., in the wombe.
1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 19 Both sexe goe naked. 1667
Milton P. L. tx. 822 To add what wants In Femal Sex.
167X — Samson 774 It was a weakness In me, but
incident to all our sex. 1679 Dryden Troilus <$• Cr. 1. ii,

A strange dissembling sex we women are. 1711 Addison
Sped. No. 10 t6 Their Amusements..are more adapted
to the Sex than to the Species. x«o Swift Let. to Mrs.
Whiteway 28 Dec, You nave neither the scrawl nor the
spelling of your sex. 1742 Gray Propertius 11. 73 She..
Condemns her fickle Sexe's fond Mistake. 1763 G. Wil-
liams in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp. (1843) I. 265 It would
astonish you to see the mixture of sexes at this place. 1780
Bentham Princ. Legist, vi. § 35 The sensibility of the
female sex appears.. to be greater than that of the male.

1814 Scott Ld. of Isles vi. iii, Her sex's dress regain'd.

i836Thirlwalll7/w«xl II. 51 Solon also made regulations
for the government of the other sex. 1846 Ecclesiologist
Feb. 41 fhe propriety and necessity of dividing the sexes
during the publick offices of the Church. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxv, She was by no means so far superior to
her sex as to be above jealousy. 1865 Dickens Mut, Fr,
11. i, It was a school for both sexes. 1886 Mabel Collins
Prettiest Woman ii, Zadwiga had not yet given any serious
attention to the other sex.

b. collect, followed by plural verb, rare*
X768 Goldsm. Good*n, Man iv. (Globe) 632/2 Our sex are

like poor tradesmen. 1839 Malcom Trav. (1840) 40/1
Neither sex tattoo any part of their bodies.

C. Thefairier), genlle(r), so/t{er), weak{er) sex

;

the devout sex ; the second sex ; + the woman sex :

the female sex, women. The f better-, sterner sex :

the male sex, men.
,[1583 Stubbes Anat, Abus, E vij b, Y° magnificency &
HberaTitie of that gentle sex. 16x3 Purchas Pilgrimage
(1614) 38 Strong Sampson and wise Solomon are witnesses,

that the strong men are slaine by this weaker sexe.]

X04X Brome Jovial Crew m. (1652) H 4, 1 am bound by a
strong vow to kis.se all of the woman sex I meet this morning.
1648 J. Beaumont Psyche xiv. I, The softer sex, attending
Him And his still-growing woes. 1665 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. (1677) 22 Whiles the better sex seek prey abroad, the
women (therein like themselves) keep home and spin. 1665
Boyle Occas. Reft. v. ix. 176 Persons of the fairer Sex.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 12 Nov. an. 1644, The Pillar. .at

which the devout sex are always rubbing their cbaplets.

1701 Stanhope St. Aug. Medit. 1. xxxv. (1704) 82, I may .

.

not suffer my self to be outdone by the weaker Sex. X732
[see Fair a. 1 b]. X753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty x. 65 An
elegant degree of plumpness peculiar to the skin of the softer

sex. x8xo Byron Juan iv. cviii, Benign Ceruleans of the
second sex ! Who advertise new poems by your looks. 1838
Murray's Hand-bk. N. Germ. 430 It is much frequented
by the fair sex. 1894 C D. Tyler in Geog. Jrnl. III. 479
They are beardless, and. usually wear a shock of unkempt
hair, which is somewhat finer in the gentler sex.

Hd. Used occas. with extended notion. The
third sex : eunuchs. Also sarcastically (see quot.

1873).
1820 Byron Juan iv. Ixxxvi, From all the Pope makes

yearly, 'twould perplex To find three perfect pipes of the
third sex. Ibid. v. xxvi, A black old neutral personage Of
the third sex stept up. [X873 Ld. Houghton Monogr. 280
Sydney Smith.. often spoke with much bitterness of the
growing belief in three Sexes of Humanity—Men, Women,
and Clergymen.]

e. The sex : the female sex. [F. le sexe.] Now
rare.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. xix. (Arb.) 235 As he that
had tolde a long tale before certaine noble women, ofa matter
somewhat in honour touching the Sex. 1608 D. T[uvill]
Ess. Pol. <$- Mor. 101 b. Not yet weighing with himselfe, the
weaknesse and imbecillitie of the sex. 1631 Massinger
Emperor East 1. ii, I am called The Squire of Dames, or
Servant of the Sex. 1697 Vanbrugh Prov. Wife it. ii, He
has a strange penchant to grow fond of me, in spite of his
aversion to the sex. 1760-3 Goldsm. Cit. W. xcix, The men
of Asia behave with more deference to the sex than you
seem to imagine. 179a A. Young Trav. France I. 420
The se:; of Venice are undoubtedly ofa distinguished beauty.
1823 Byron Juan xin. lxxix, We give the sex thepas, 1863
R. F. Burton W. Africa I. 22 Going 'up stairs', as the
sex says, at 5 a.m. on the day after arrival, I cast the first

glance at Funchal.

f. Without the, in predicative quasi-adj. use =
feminine, rare.
a 1700 Dryden Cymon <$ iph. 368 She hugg'd th' Offender,

and forgave th' Offence, Sex to the last

!

2. Quality in respect of being male or female.

a. With regard to persons or animals.
1526 Pilgr. Per/. {W. de W. 1531) 282 b, Y« bee, whiche

neuer gendreth with ony make of his kynde, aor yet hath
ony distinct sex. 1577 T. Kendall Flowers ofEpigr. 71 b,

If by corps supposd may be her seex, then sure a virgin

she. 16x6 T. Scot Philomythie 1. (ed. 2) A 3 Euen as
Hares change shape and sex, some say Once euery yeare.

1658 Sir T. Browne Hydriot. iii. 18 A critical view of bones
makes a good distinction of sexes, a 1665 Digby Chym.
Secrets (1682) 11. 225 Persons of all Ages and Sexes. 1667
Milton /'. L. 1. 424 For Spirits when they please can either
Sex assume, or both. x7io-ix Swift Jrnl. to Stella 7 Mar.,
I find I was mistaken in the sex, 'tis a boy. X757 Smollett
Reprisal iv. v. As for me, my sex protects me. 1825
Scott Betrothed xiii, I am but a poor and neglected
woman, feeble both from sex and age. 1841 Elphinstone
Hist. India I. 349 When persons of different sexes walk
together, the woman always follows the man. 1882 Tenison*
Woods Fish N. S. Wales 116 Oysters are of distinct sexes.
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SEX.

b. with regard to plants (see Female a. 2,

Male a. 2).
,

1367 Maplet Gr. Forest 28 Some seeme to haue both

sixes and kindes : as the Oke, the Lawrell and such others.

1631 WiDDOwES Nat. Pkilos. (ed. a) 49 There be sexes of

hearbes. .namely, the Male or Female. 1710 P. Blair Bot.

Ess iv 237 These being very evident Proofs of a necessity

of two Sexes in Plants as well as in Animals. 1790 Smellie

Pkilos Nat. Hist. I. a45 There is not a notion more

generally adopted, than that vegetables have the distinction

of sexes. 1*48 Lindlby lutrod. Bot. (ed. 4) II. 80 Change

of Sex under the influence of external causes.

3. The distinction between male and female in

general. In recent use often with more explicit

notion : The sum of those differences in the struc-

ture and function of the reproductive organs on the

ground of which beings are distinguished as male

and female, and of the other physiological dif-

ferences consequent on these ; the class of pheno-

mena with which these differences are concerned.

Organs ofsex : the reproductive organs in sexed animals

or plants.

a 1631 Donne Songs fy Sonn., The Primrose Poems 1912

1. 61 Should she Be more then woman, she would get above

All thought of sexe, and think to move My heart to study

her, and not to love, a 1643 Cartwright Sieage in. vi,

My Soul's As Male as yours ; there's no Sex in the mind.

1748 Melmoth Fitzosborne Lett. lxii. (1749) II. 119 There

may be a kind of sex in the very soul. 1751 Harris Hermes
Wks. (1841) 129 Besides number, another characteristic,

visible in substances, is that of sex. 1878 Gladstone Prim.
Homer 68 Athene.. has nothing of sex except the gender,

nothing of the woman except the form. 1887 K. Pearson
Eth. Freethougkt xv. (1888) 429 What is the true type of

social (moral) action in matters of sex? 1895 Crackan-
thorpe in igth Cent. Apr. 607 (art.) Sex in modern litera-

ture. Ibid. 614 The writers and readers who^ have strenu-

ously refused to allow to sex its place in creative art. 1912

H. 6. Wells Marriage ii. § 6. 72 The young need.. to be

told, .all we know of three fundamental things ; the first of

which is God,..and the third Sex.

14, Used, by confusion, in senses of Sect (q.v.

1, 4 b, 7, and cf. 1 d note).

1575-85 Abp. Sandys Serin, xx. 358 So are all sexes and
sorts of people called vpon. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus

L iij b, Whether thinkest thou better sporte & more absurd,

to see an Asse play on an harpe contrary to his sex, or heare

[etc.). 1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. 180/2 in Holinshed, The
whole sex of the Oconhours. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr.

Acad. 1. 359 O detestable furie, not to be found in most
cruell beasts, which spare the blood of their sexe. a 1704

T. Brown Dial. Dead, Friendship Wks. 1711 IV. 56 We
have had enough of these Christians, and sure there can be

no worse among the other Sex of Mankind [i. e. Jews and
Turks]? 1707 Atterbury Large Viiid. Doctr. 47 Much less

can I imagine, why a Jewish Sex (whether of Pharisees

or Saducees) should be represented, as [etc.].

5. altrib. and Comb., as sex-distinction, function,

etc. ; sex-abusing, transforming adjs. ; sex-cell,

a reproductive cell, with either male or female

function ; a sperm-cell or an egg-cell.

164s H. More Song of Soul 1. lit. Ixxi, Mad-making
waters, sex trans-forming springs. 1781 Cowper Expost.

415 Sin, that in old time Brought fire from heav'n, the sex-

abusing crime. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xxxvii, You
cannot have celebrity and sex-privilege both. 1887 Jrnl.

Educ. No. 210. 29 If this examination craze is to prevail,

and the sex-abolitionists are to have their way. 1889

Geddes & Thomson Evol. Sex 91 Very commonly the sex-

cells originate in the ectoderm and ripen there. 1894 H. Drum-
jjond Ascent ofMan 317 The sex-distinction slowly gathers

definition. 1897 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. VIII. 230

Loss of Sex Function.

Sex (seks), v. [f. Sex sb.'] trans. To determine

the sex of, by anatomical examination ; to label as

male or female.

1884 Gurney DiurnalBirds Prey 173 The specimen is not

sexed, neither is the sex noted on the drawing. 1888 A.

Newton in Zoologist Ser. 111. XII. 101 The. .barbarous

phrase of ' collecting a specimen ' and then of ' sexing ,
it.

Sex, obs. form of Six.

Sex- (seks), repr. L. sex six in combination (as in

sexangulus Sexangular, sexennis Sexennial),

occurs in many mod. formations, chiefly scientific

or technical. (In some of these Sexi- is also used.)

1. Forming parasynthetic compounds, as sexan-

nutate (= six-ringed), sexarticulatc, sexcuspidate,

sexlocular, sexradiate, sextubercular, -tuberculate

adjs. (see Annulate, etc.) ; sexdi'gital, -drgi-

tate, -di-gitated (also sedigital, etc. after L.)

adjs., having six digits (fingers or toes) ; sexdigi-

tism, the condition of having six digits; sex-

digitist, one who has six digits ; sexfarious a.

Bot. [mod.L, sexfarius\ see quot. ; se'xfld a.

[mod.L. sexfidus], divided into six segments;

sexta-ctic a. Math., pertaining to or involving

six coincident points of contact.

1856 W. Clark Van der Hoeven's Zool. 1.317 Loxocera, .

.

Abdomen elongate, "sexannulate. Ibid. 345 Chirouomus,

. . Antenna; filiform, . . in females "sexarticulate. 1899 Proc.

Zool. Soc. 560 In the molars.. the derivation from the

•sexcuspidate type is equally recognizable. 1808 Syd.

Soc. Lex., 'Sexdigital, having six digits. 1868 Darwin
Anim. $ PI. II. xli. 13 The child of the fifth generation

would have only 1.32nd part of the blood of his *sedigi-

tated ancestor. 177s Ash Suppl., "Sexdigilism. 18*5 A.

Clarke Bible Comm. II. 2 Sam. xxi. 20 Maupertius. .says,

that he met with two families near Berlin, where sexdigit-

ism was equally transmitted on both sides of father and
mother. 1880 Proctor Rough Ways 211 In a branch of a

578

well-known Scotch family sex-digitism—after continuing
for three or four generations—has apparently disappeared.

1775 Ash Suppl., Sexdigitist. xooo B. D. Jackson Gloss.

Bot. Terms, *Sexfarious, presenting six rows, extending
longitudinally round an axis. X760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. I.

xi. (1776) 26 In respect to its Segments.. it [a calyx] is..

"Sexfid, in six. 1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxiv. (1794)

341 The exterior calyx.. in Alcea is sexfid.
#
1777 Robson

Brit. Flora 34 *Sexlocular, divided into six cells, as in

Asarum. 1853 Macdonald & Allan Bot. Word-bk. 29
Sexlocular, applied to a pericarpium which has six internal

divisions or cells. 1874 J. E. Gray in Ann. Nat. Hist. Ser.

iv. XIII. 288 Sponges with spicules of the *sexradiate type.

1859 Caylky Math. Papers{\^\) IV. 228 The twenty-seven
*sextactic points form nine groups of three each. 1893 Ibid.

(1897) XIII. 387 Halphen assumes that a2d— 3abc+2b3 is

the sextactic reciprocant. 1890 Nature 20 Mar. 467/1 The
addition of a postero-internal cusp in the bunodont series

gives us the *sextubercular molar. 1899 Proc. Zool. Soc.

558 The unworn molars.. are.. "sextuberculate.

b. Chem. In the names of classes of compounds,
denoting the presence of six atoms, molecules, or

combining proportions ofthe substance indicated by
the second part of the compound, as sexalwminate,

sexbo'rate, sexde'cyl. Also in other kinds of words :

f sexba -sio a., having six combining proportions

of the base; sexvalent a., having an equivalence

of six, combining with or replacing six hydrogen
atoms.
1836 T. Thomson Min., Geo!., etc. I. 219 The mineral

might be considered as composed of 2 atoms sexaluminate
of magnesia 1 atom tersilicate of magnesia. 1841 Brande
Chem. (ed. 5) 839 A hydrated sexbasic nitrate of lead is

formed. 1849 Watts tr. Gmelin's Handbk. Chem. III. 89
Sexborate of soda. 1868 Fownes* Chem. (ed. 10)632 Sex-

decyl, or Cetyl Alcohol, . .also called Ethal, is obtained from
spermaceti. 187a Watts Diet. Chem. VI. 243 Sulphur,

regarded as sexvalent, may take with it into combination

the quinquivalent group. 1877 — Fownes1 Chem. I. 256

Sexvalent elements, or Hexads.

2. Combined with a numerical element : sex-

de'oimal, se:xduode -cimal, sexo'etonal adjs.

(see quots. 1816, 1822); sexde'oimo = Sexto-

decimo ; sexmillenarian a., holding the doctrine

of the ' sexmillenary duration ' of the world : sex-

mille -nary, -millennial adjs., of 6000 years.

1816 R. Jameson Char. Min. (ed. 2) 201 "Sex-decimal,

when the planes that belong to the prism.. and those which
belong to the two summits, are the one six, and the other ten

in number, or vice versa. In the same manner, we say, ocio-

decimal, *sex-duodecimal[etc.]. 1870 J.
Power Handy-bk,

112 *Sex«decimo,—sixteenmo ; contraction, i6mo, now called

foolscap 8vo. 1851 A. P. Stanley in Life A Lett. (1893) I.

429 A conversation . . going on between the Dean, Dr. Spry,

and the "sexmillenarian C . 1728 Earbery tr. Burnet's

St. Dead II. 16 The Prophecy of the Jews, .of the *Sex-

millenary Duration thereof [sc. of the World]. 1684 T.

Burnet Th. Earth 11. 34 The prophecy.. concerning the

•sexmillennial duration of the world. 182* P. Cleaveland
Min. (ed. 2) I. 36 Quadridecimal, octodecimal,..octosex-

decimal, *sexoctonal, &c. when . .a prism or the middle part

of a crystal, and the two summits have the number of faces,

indicated by the several names respectively. Thus..plomb
carbonate" (carbonate of lead) sexoctonal.

Sexa-, irreg. for Sex-, Sexi-.

1891 Century Diet, Sexadecimal. 1905 Kamenskv
Mendelieff's Princ. Chem. (ed. 3) I. 441 note. Sulphur is

bivalent towards hydrogen, and sexavalent as regards

oxygen.

Sexageouple, a. rare. [f. L. sexaginta sixty,

after decuple] Proceeding by sixties.

1718 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Minute, The Divisions of De-

frees are Fractions, whose Denominators increase in a
exagecuple Ratio.

Sexa'genal, a. [f. L. sexageni 60 each + -al.J

= Sexagenary a. In recent Diets.

Sexagenarian (seiksadjiheVrian), a. and sb.

[f. L. sexagenari-us : see Sexagenary and -ian.]

A. adj. Of the age of sixty years. Also, cha-

racteristic of one sixty years old.

1861 T. A. Trollops Marietta I. ii. 27 A sexagenarian

sire. 1889 Gunter That Frenchman iii. 28 He gives a

sexagenarian nudge to his companion.

B. sb. A person sixty years old.

1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2) s. v. Sexagenary, Some
casuists dispense with sexagenarians for not fasting. 1826

Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 88 The rouged cheek of the

sexagenarian. 1870 Disraeli Lothair xxxv, Vour ena-

moured sexagenarians.

Hence Se:xagena-rianism, the state of being

sixty years old.

1876 Hardy Ethelberta xlii, The sort of sexagenarianism

beside which a young woman's happiness can sometimes

contrive to keep itself alive in a quiet sleepy way.

Sexagenary (seksse'dgiriari), a. and sb. [ad.

L. sexagenari-us, f. sexageni sixty each, distributive

of sexaginta sixty.

In some diets, of the 18th and 19th c. the word is accented

se'xagenary, in some of the 18th sexagenary.]

A. adj.

1. Math. Of or belonging to the number 60;

composed of or proceeding by sixties ;
pertaining

to a scale of numbers of which the modulus is 60.

Sexagenary arithmelic=SEXAGEsmf.i,arithmetic. Sexa-

genary table, a table of proportional parts which shows at

sight the product or quotient of any two sexagenary num-
bers to be multiplied or divided.

1594 Blundevil Exerc. 1. (1597) 34 (*"). The.
Sexagenary

progression is alwaies to be vsed, as well in Diuision as in

Multiplycation. Ibid. 37 b, The description and vse of the

Sexagenarie Table. 1669-70 Flamsteed in Rigaud Corr.

SEXAGESIMAL.

Sci. Men. (1841) II. 93 In the study of. .Mr. Halton I once

saw one \sc. a mathematical canon] of Vlaccus to every ten

sexagenary seconds. 1721 Bailey, Sexagenary Arithmetick.

1785 Hutton Math. Tables 1 Ptolemy, who used the sexa-

genary arithmetic for this division of chords and arcs, and

for astronomical purposes. 1795 T. Maurice Hindustan

(1820) I. 1. viii. 274 The emperor Yu,..who flourished.,

about the middle of the third great sexagenary cycle. 1819

Jas. Wilson Diet. Astrol. 398 Leaving the left hand column
for the seconds, but they may be made to answer to any
sexagenary proportion.

2. = Sexagenarian a.

1638 Mayne Lucian (1664) 141 Though he was a Sexa.

genary Bridegroome. 1755 Chestf.rf. in World IV. 132

The sexagenary widow remembers that she was handsome,
but forgets that it was thirty years ago. 1819 Byron Wks.

(1846) 799/1 Having a sexagenary aunt of my own. 1821

Blackw. Mag. X. 88 Some will have this to be the due con-

sequences of sexagenary decay. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur.
Leigh 1. 1038, I count it strange..That nearly all young
poets should write old, That Pope was sexagenary at sixteen.

B. sb.

+ 1. Math, and Astr. = Sexagesimal B. sb.

1668 Glanvill Plus Ultra 23 The Decimal Arithmetick,

which avoids the tedious way of computing by Vulgar

Fractions in .. Sexagenaries in Astronomy. 1704 J. Harris

Lex. Techn.1. s.v.. Sexagesimal Fractions, or Sexagenaries,

are such as have always 60 for their Denominator. 1728

Chambers Cycl., Sexagenary Tables, are Tables of propor-

tional Parts, shewing the Product of Two Sexagenaries, or

Sexagena's that are to be multiplied ; or the Quotient of

Two, to be divided.

2. = Sexagenarian sb. Now rare or Obs.

1814 Scott Wav. xliii, The lad can sometimes be as down"

as a sexagenary like myself. 1841 Moore Mem. (1856) VII.

200, I. .went down an English country dance of fifty couples

on the stone floor, no trifling achievement for a sexagenary.

Se'Xagene. Math. Also in L. form. [ad. mod.

L. sexdgena fern. sing. f. L. pi. sexageni, -se, -a

:

see prec] A quantity or number multiplied by

sixty or a power of sixty ; an arc of sixty degrees.

First, second, etc. sexagene : the first, second, etc.

stage in ascending order of a sexagesimal scale of

numeration or measurement.

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. *ij, The Astronomers, for spede..

haue deuised a peculier maner of orderyng numbers, about

theyr circular motions, by Sexagenes, and Sexagesme*.

1597 Blundevil Exerc. 1. (ed. 2) 37 In those Tables

are often vsed two kinds of denominations,. .Sexagenae

and.. Sexagesimal, ..the denomination Sexagenae being set

ouer any number doth signifie that the ynite of the

Integrum is multiplyed by 60. But the denomination Sexa-

gesimal doth signifie that the vnite of the Integrum is

diuided by 60. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 233 Bring all the

Circles and Signs, or Sexagenae thereof, into Degrees. 1694

tr. Oughlred's Key Math. 32, 53". 09' 34°. i. e. 53 second

Sexagenes ; 9 first Sexagenes ; and 34 Unites. 1709 Max-
dey Syst. Math., Arith. (1729) 77 Days also are accounted

in Sexagenes, so that 60 Days make one Prime Sexagene

:

and sixty Prime Sexagenes, or 3600 Days makes one Second

Sexagene, etc 1728 [see Sexagenary BJ.

Sexagesima (seksldge-sima). Eccl. Also 4
sexagesime, 5 -ym(e, -in, sexagesme, 7 sexa-

gesm. [Eccl. L., fem. (sc. dies) of L. sexdgesimus

sixtieth, f. sexSgintd sixty. For the etymological

meaning see Septuagesima.] In full Sexagesima

Sunday : the second Sunday before Lent. (Also

t Sunday in S.: cf. Septuagesima 2.) Hence

S. week.
c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. I. 102 Sexagesime Sonday Gos-

pel, c 1400 Table of Lessons, etc. in Wycl. Bible IV. 685

The Sonday in Sexages. c 1450 Godslow Reg. 193 At the

fest of Sexagesyme fyfty shillyngis. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

6g pys day ys called yn holy chirch Sonday in Sexagesin.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. (1892) I. 30 The sexagesme

sygnefyeth the tyme of reuocacion, 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer,

The Sunday called Sexagesima. 1658 in Morris Troubles

Cath. Foref. (1872) 1. vi. 314 Upon Sexagesima Sunday
before Prime. 1710 Wheatley Bk. Com. Prayer v. § 9
The Gospel for Sexagesima-Sunday..admonishes us to

be careful in the performance of our duty. 1883 Cath.

Diet. (1897) 559/2 To fast three days in Sexagesima and

three in Quinquagesima week. 1886 E. Miller Text. Guide

nt The Tuesday after Sexagesima.

Sexagesimal (seksadje'simal), a. and^. [ad.

med.L. sexagisimalis, f. L. sexdgesimus (see next).]

A. adj. Proceeding by sixties ; esp. pertaining

to, involving, or based upon division into sixty

equal parts (as seconds and minutes).

Sexagesimal arithmetic, a method of computation based

on the number 60. Sexagesimal table ~ Sexagenary table.

i68s Wallis Alg. vii. 20 Concerning this Process, by

Sexagesimal Multiplication. Ibid., The Sexagesimal Tables

of Multiplication. Ibid. 21 The Arabs, .have introduced.,

their Table of Sines.., expressed in like manner by Sexa-

gesimal Parts. 1694 tr. Oughlrecfs Key Math. 29 If there

be several Sexagesimal Species joined to Integers, suppose

127. 32'. 00". 09'". 45"". 1728 Chambers Cycl., Sexagesi-

mal, or Sexagenary Arithmetic, a Method of Computation,

proceeding by Sixties. 1780 M. Taylor (title) A Sexagesi-

mal Table, exhibiting, at sight, the result of any proportion,

where the terms do not exceed sixty minutes. 1785 Hutton

Math. Tables 1 The sexagesimal division both of the radius

and of the parts [of every circle]. 1826 Emycl. Metrop.

(1845) I. 430/2 Stifelius ventured to simplify the sexagesi-

mal notation. 1876 tr. 7- Verne's Adv. Engl, f, Russ. IV.

36 The length of the pendulum that beats the sexagesima

lecond. 1887 Academy 3 Sept. 144/2 The sexagesimal

numeration which we employ for the division of the hour.

b. Sexagesimal fraction : a fraction whose

denominator is 60 or a power of 60.

1685 Wallis Alg. vii. 19 Writers of Astronomical or Sexa-
'

gesimal Fractions. 1749 S. Lowe Arithm. 72 Thus it is.

.



SEXAGESIME.

that Sexagesimal fractions .. are reduc'd to decimal. 1858

CalaL MSS. Univ. Libr. Camb. III. 61 A table of the

square roots of numbers from I to 102, calculated to three

places of sexagesimal fractions,

B. sb. pi. Sexagesimal fractions; also, the

system of sexagesimal fractions.

1685 Wallis Alg. vii. 20 By this way of Multiplication

and Division in Sexagesimals. 1694 tr. Oughtrcds Key
Math. 29 The Conversion of Sexagesimals into Decimals.

1706 W. Jones Syn. Palmar. Mathescosqi By this Pro-

position, Fractions are reduced, -into Decimals, Sexagessi-

mats &c. 1794 Cunn Doctr. Fractions 62 Sexagesimals are

such places of Figures below Unity, that decrease in a 60th

rate. 1873 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 25 The table is prepared as

if for three places of sexagesimals. 1907 A thcnxum 9 Nov.

589/1 The Elamites appear also to have used a decimal

system of notation instead of the Babylonian sexagesimals.

Hence Sexage'simally adv., into sixtieths.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 489/1 The talent of the 80 grain

system was sexagesimally divided. 1900 N. <y Q. Ser. IX.

V. 290/1 There is no utility, only needless complexity, in

dividing i° of arc sexagesimally.

t Sexage-sime, a. and sb. Obs. rare. [As next.]

Sixtieth (part).

163a W. Forster tr. Oughtred's Circles 0/Proportion 66

To reduce sexagesime parts into Decimals. Diuide the sexa.

gesimes giuen by 60.

t Se"xagesm. Math. Obs. [ad. mod.L. sexd-

gesima (sc. pars), fem. of L. sexdgesimus, ordinal

of sexdgintd sixty.] A sexagesimal fraction. Also,

the sixtieth part of a degree, a minute.

1570 [see Sexagene]. 1635 Gelubrand Variation Magn.
Needle 13 The differ, is 1 i"m* MZB. .which converted into

sexagesmes is n gr. o min., o Sec [1674 Jeake Arilh.

(1696) 233 To turn Sexagcnae into Integers, or Decimals

into Sexagesituae, multiply continually by 6, every time

removing the Separatrix one place.] 1685 Wallis Alg. vii.

18 For 1/7, (because this cannot be exactly expressed in

Sexagesms) they would put 8'. X734 Phil. Trans. XXXVI 1 1.

470 The Declination of all needles (especially if touched by
different Magnets) is different a few Sexagesms.

Sexagon (se'ksagffa). [mod.L. sexagonum,

alteration of hexagonum Hexagon by substitution

of L. sex ' six ' for the first syllable.] == Hexagon.
1616 Rathborne Surveyor iv. 114 To inscribe a Sexagon

within a circle giuen. 1688 Holme Armoury 111. ix. 377/2
A Sexagone, Hexagone, or Exagon. 1873 ' Ouida ' Pascaril

in. vi, The white sexagons of the stars of Bethlehem grew
amongst the grasses. X908 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 9/6 Show-
case, . . sexagon shape.

Sexagonal (seksje'gonal), a. [f. mod.L. sexa-

gdn-us (see prec.).] = Hexagonal.
1750 tr. Leonardus' Mirr. Stones 76 The beryl has a clear

sexagonal form [orig. L. sexagonatn formam\. 1803-3 tr.

Pallas's Trav. (1812) I. 409 Sepulchral buildings of a sexa-

5onal, heptagonal, or octagonal form. 1882 Harper's Mag.
uly 192 note, A reticulated sexagonal pattern, which gives

the surface the appearance of being honey-combed.

t Sexangle. Obs. rare. [ad. L. sexangulus, f.

sex six + angulus Angle si.2 Cf. Siseangle

([551).] A hexagon.
1651 J. F[reake] Agnppa's Occ. Philos. 11. xxin. 253

Triangle, quadrangle, sexangle [orig. L. hexagonum], sept-

angle, octangle, and the rest. 1788 T. Taylor Proclus I.

Pref., As Barocius observes, why.. should not Trei/Tayaifos

and i^ayuvK be rendered quinquangje and sexangle. 1795

Hutton Math. Diet., Sexangle, in Geometry, a 6gure
having 6 angles, and consequently 6 sides also.

So t Sexangled a. rare—1 [after late L. sexangu-

lalus], = next.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, lit. iv, The fayre tower. .Was
all about sexangled. 1730 Bailey (folio), Sex-A ngled [with

Geometricians] having six Angles, as in the Figure.

Sexan.gn.lar (seksarrjgi*Slar), a. [ad. late L.

sexanguldr-is, f. sexangulus : see Sexangle.]

Having six angles ; hexagonal.
1608 Toisell Serpents 04 If you eye well their [sc. hor-

nets'] nestes, you shall finde them all for the most part

exactly sexangular or sixe cornered. 1637 Wotton Will in

Walton Lifeii6yo) 71 Item, A piece of Christal Sexangular,

(as they grow all). 1701 Grew Cosm. Sacra 1. iii. § 27. 15

The known Figure of Nitre, is a Sexangular Prisme. x86o

Merc. Marine Mag. VII. 25 The Beacon is sexangular.

1880 GI'nther Pishes 344 Teeth sexangular.

So t Sexa-nsrularly adv., in a sexangular form ;

f Sexa-ngulary a. m Sexangular a.

t6s8 R. White tr. Digby's Disc. Cure Wounds (ed. 2) 7a

Armoniac salt [doth form it self] in Hexagons of six points,

as the snow doth, which is sexangulary. 1681 Grew
Musxum 1. iii. 35 Cancellated with Tittle squares.. on the

top of the back, sexangularly. 1701 — Cosm. Sacra i. iii.

§ 21. 14 Diamonds are often sexangularly pointed.

Sexcentenary (seks,se
-
nti"nari), a. and sb.

[In A. 1, f. L. sexcentenl, distributive of sexcenti

Boo ; in A. 2 and B, f. Sex- + Centenary.]

A. adj.

L Pertaining to the number 600 : see quot.

'779 J- Bernoulli {title) A Sexcentenary Table ; exhibit-

ing, at sight, The Result of any Proportion, Where the

Terms do not exceed 600 Seconds or 10 Minutes. 1841

Penny Cycl. XXI. 320/1. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII. 9/1.

2. Relating to a period of 600 years.

1864 Times is June 11/3 The sexcentenary Festival of

Merton College, Oxford.

B. sb. The six-hundredth anniversary (of an

event).

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 98/1 Worcester College.. has

recently celebrated the sexcentenary of its first building in

1283 as Gloucester Hall. 1909 Q. Rev. Jan. 158 The sex.

centenary of the birth of Dame.
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t Sexcuple, v. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. sex six,

after Decuple.] trans. To multiply by six.

1674 Jeake A rith. (1696) 200 The Square of 16, sexcupled

and multiplyed by the square of 8, makes 98, 304.

Sexe, obs. form of Six.

Sexed (sekst), a. [f. Sex sb. + -ed 2.]

1. As the second element of a parasynthetic com-

pound : Pertaining to one or both of the sexes

(specified by the prefixed word).

1598, 1873 Double-sexed [see Double C. i]. a x6x6 Beaum.
& Fl. Four Plays in one Wks. (1647) 27/2 Tie up my sight,

let not soft nature so transformed be (and lose her gentler

sex'd humanitie) to make me see my lord bleed. X621 J.

Taylor (Water P.) Superbix Flagellum C 6, Shamelesse

double sex'd Hermophradites, Virago Roaring Girles. 1883

Meredith Poems % Lyrics 140 Alas, that I should have to

say it 1 bad Is two-sexed upon earth.

2. Of an animal or plant: Having sex; not

neuter or asexual.

1891 Century Diet.

t Sexenary, a. Obs. rare, [irreg. f. L. sex six,

after Septenary.] = Senary a.

1815 Hutton Matlt. Diet., Sexenary a* Sextuple Scale of

Notation. 1864 Webster.
SexennaTian. rare—1

, [f. L. sexenn-is (f. sex

six + annus year) + -Alius.] A six-year-old child.

So Sexe-nnary a., sexennial; Sexe'nnate [after

Septennate], a period of six years.

1753 W. Maitland Hist. Edin. 11. 223 A Sexenary [sic,

/or sexennary] Account of Burials in trie City of Exeter.

x8ax Blackw. Mag. X. 118 Scholars. .mostly quinquenna-

rians, or at most sexennarians. X890 Times 7 Feb. 5J2 The
Government contemplated the consolidation of the sexen-

nary bonds. 1898 Ibid. 16 Dec. 5/1 A further increase in the

navy beyond the limits ofAdmiral Tirpitz's sexennate.

Sexennial (sekse-nial), a. [f. L. sexennis or

sexennium (see prec.) + -al.] Continuing for a

period of six years ; occurring every six years.

1646 J. Temple Irish Reb. 81 That as in England there

past an Act for a Trienniall Parliament, there may passe in

Ireland another for a Sexenniall Parliament. 1676 in Fasti

Aberd. (1854) 347 The sexennial residence of the regents

and masters of pnilosophie in the colledges. X790 Burke
Fr. Rev. 300 Your new contrivance of sexennial elective

judicatories. 1818 Colebrooke Import Colonial Corn 230

The recent sexennial period (1812-1817). 1890 Daily News
21 Feb. 4/6 The sexennial bonds will be consolidated in

Perpetual Three per Cent Rentes.

Hence Bexe-nnially adv. (1854 in Webster.)

Sexern, variant of Sixern.
1906 H. W. Smyth Mast <$• Sail 114 note, Very few 'sex-

ems* are now being built.

Sexfoil (seksfoil), a. and sb. [f. Sex-, after

trefoil, cinque/oil.'] A. adj. Having six foliations.

1848 Kidman's Styles Archil. Introd. 26 A small sexfoil

gable window. 1906 Prec. Soc. Antiq. 6 Dec. 261 The
chalice is 5»/l« inches high, with a sexfoil foot. 1907 E. A.

Jones Ch. Plate I. Man Introd. 16 The sexfoil depression

is superseded . . by a single circular depression.

B. sb. Arch, and Her. = Sixfoil.

1688 Holme Armoury 11. iv. 60 He beareth Argent, a

Sexfoile, or a Sisefoile, Sable. 1828-40 Berry Encycl. Her.

I, Sexfoil, or Sise/oil, is a grass, or flower, with six leaves,

formed like the cinquefoil which has five. 1851 Pugin
Chancel Screens 85 With images of angels in sexfoils.

Sexfoiled (se-ksfoild),a. [f. prec] = prec. A.
1846 Ecclesiologist VI. 69 The clerestory is Middle-Pointed,

of sexfoiled circles. 1851 Turner Dom. Archil. II. iv. 167

The highest part of which [window] is sex-foiled.

^xnindman. Hist. [Altered form of OE.
siexhynde mon (in Instituta Cnuti, c 1 1 1 o, sexhende-,

-hsmdeman, also sexkindus) lit six-hundred man.]

A thaneofthe middle class, assessed at 600 shillings.

1729 Jacob Law-Diet. s. v. Hindeni, The middle Class

[were] valued at Six hundred Shillings, and called Sex-

hindmen.

SexhOOd (se-kshud). [f. Sex sb. + -hood.]

The quality or condition of belonging to one or

other sex ; status with reference to sex.

1866 J. B. Rose Ovid's Met. 79 For seven long years to a

changed sexhood bound. 1891 Advance (Chicago) 5 Mar., To
lift wornen from mere sexhood up toward glorious woman-
hood. .. .

attrib. 1869 Bushnell Woman Suffrage vii. 62 Their sex.

hood qualities of variation.

Sexi-, occas. used as combining form of L. sex

six: Se-»dfld = «*/(</ (see Sex- ')• Se-xiped(e [L.

ped-,pes foot] = Hexapod. Sexipolar a., having

or involving six magnetic poles. Sexisyllabio a.

,

of six syllables ; so SexisyllaMe. Sexitube 1-

onlar, Sexiva lent adjs. = sextubercular, sex-

valent (see Sex- i , i b).

i860 Worcester *Sexifid. 1847 Blackw. Mag. LXI. 756

The delicate monsters, the savoury *sexipedes, with whom
Typee and his comrades had to wage incessant war. 1889

MacColl Mr. Strangers Sealed Packet v, All the creatures

. . were quadrupeds ; there were no quintipeds, sexipeds, or

anything of that sort among them. 1855 Ogilvie Suppl.,

*Sexisyllable. 1*54 Emerson Lett, f, Soc. Aims (1883) 35

The decasyllabic quatrain, or the octosyllabic with alternate

•sexisyllabic, or other rhythms. 1874 J. P. Cooke New
Chem. 244 The four "sexivalent atoms of sulphur are the

centres of subordinate groups connected with this nucleus.

Sexiferous (seksi-feras), a. Bot. [f. L. sex-us

Sex sb. + -eerous.] Bearing sexual organs.

1819 Lindley tr. Richard's Obs. Fruits * Seeds 15 There

is then no such thing as a naked seed . . proceeding from an

ovulum with a covering that is simple, and consequently

immediately sexiferous.

SEXTAIN.

Sexi'llion. [f- L. sex six, after million, bil-

lion.'] = SeXTILLION. 1850 in Ogilvie.

Se-xing, vbl. sb. rare. [f. Sex v. + -ing 1
.] At-

tribution of sex.

1834 Gen. P. Tuoutsotl Exerc. I II. 6 'That blind and un-

conscious matter cannot, by any of her combinations,' (Why
herl This sexing is a stock receipt for mystification).

t Sexious, a. nonce-wd. [? for 'sections, f. Sect

sb. + -IOUS.] ? Sectarian.

1592 Marlowe Massacre Paris 857 (Brooke), To ouertbrow
those sexious Puritans.

t Sexism. Obs. rare—', [ad. OF. sixiesme

(mod. sixieme) sixth.] = Sixieme.
1688 Holme Armoury III. xvi. (Roxb.) 73/2 A Sexism, is a

sequence of 6 cards.

Sexit, obs. Sc. form of Sixth.

Sexless (se-ksles), a. [f- Sex sb. + -less.]

Without sex ; lacking the characteristics of sex

;

asexual.

1598 [see Sireless]. 1714 Mandeville Fab. Bees (1733)

II. 99, I perfectly lothe the sight of those sexless animals

[sc. eunuchs.] 1853 Kingsley Hypatia II. ii. 40 Which..

I

must leave to be uttered only by the pure lips of sexless

priests. 1865 Lecky Ration. 1. 374 Sometimes the soul was

pourtrayed as a sexless child, rising out of the mouth of a

corpse. 1903 F. W. Maitland in Camb. Mod. Hist. II. xvi.

583 One reading of her character, and perhaps the best,

makes her heartless and nearly sexless.

b. Nat. Hist. = Neuter a. 4.

1827 Blackw. Mag. XXII. 363 Like two sexless bees, from

flower to flower, They wander'd unreproved. 1858 Lewes
Sea-Side Studies 283 The insect which issues from the egg
[of the aphisj is a wingless sexless insect. 1877 Darwin
Forms of Fl. Introd. 6 Between the sexless, female and
hermaphrodite states of these latter flowers, the finest grada-

tions may be traced.

Hence Se-xlessly adv., in a sexless manner ;

without reference to sex ; S'exlessness, absence of

sexual power or characteristics.

1864 Jas. Manning Possessive Argument 56 In Wicliff's

translation, 'And Mary..turnid again to his own house'

Luke i. 56, the masculine possessive pronoun appears to be

applied sexless!}'. 1873 Pater Renaissance viit. 194 Here,

there is a moral sexlessness, a kind of impotence. 1891

Eliz. R. Pennell in Mary Wollstontcraft's Rights Worn.

Pref. 23 The new sham sexlessness of emancipation.

t Se-xly, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Sex sb. + -ly 1.]

Characteristic of one's sex.

1601 Q. Eliz. Sp. to last Parlt. 30 Nov. A3 b, Should I

ascribe any of these things vnto my selfe ormy sexly weake-

nesse, I were not worthy to liue.

Sexpartite (sekspautsit), a. [ad. mod.L.

sexpartit-us : see Sex- and Partite a.] Divided

into or consisting of six parts.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. 1. xiv. (1776) 39 In respect to

their Number the Stigma may be Sexpartite, divided into

six Parts. X775 J. Jenkinson Brit. Plants 234 The cup is

monophyllous, sex-partite, campanulated. 1830 Whewell
A rchit. Notes 25 A roof consisting of six cells, which may
be called, therefore, sexpartite. 1849 Freeman A rchit. 367

The vaulting is usually quadripartite, but sometimes sex-

partite.

Sexst, obs. 2nd sing. ind. pres. of See v.

Sex sum, obs. form of Sixsome.

Sext (sekst). Also 5 sexte, syxt. [In sense i

,

ad. L. sexta (sc. hora hour), fem. of scxtus, ordinal

of sex Six. In sense 2, ad. L. sexlus (sc. liber

book). In sense 3, ad. L. sexta (sc. pars part).

Cf. F. sexte, G. sexta, sexte.]

1. Eccl. The third of the lesser canonical hours

;

so called because belonging orig. to the sixth hour

of the day (midday). Also//, (cf. Nones).
An early name was ' midday ' : see Midday i b.

c 1425 Si. Eliz. ofSpalbeck in Anglia VIII. 118/7 Atte a

dewe oure, and, as me menib, bytwix sexte & noon. 1446

Lydg. Nightingale Poems 1. 342 Sygnyfinge all the tydes,

. . Whech that haue be fro tierce vnto syxt. 1481 Caxton
Reynard v. (Arb.) 10, I will now go forth, for 1 haue yete

to saye my sexte, none, and myn euensonge. X526 Pilgr.

Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 164 b, All the seruyce of god &
houres canonicall. ., matyns, pryme, tierce, sext, none,

euensonge & complyn. X7S3 Challoner Cath. Ckr. Instr.

212 Terce, Sext, and Nonejbegin with Pater, Ave &c. 1805

Southey Ballads $ Metr. T. Poet. Wks. VI. 118 'Tis the

hour of noon.. And the Sexts are begun. 1877 J. D.
Chambers Div. Worship 19s On Ash Wednesday, after Sext

there might be a Sermon. 1898 Chr. Wordsw. Med. Services

28 On Sundays and semi-doubles at Lincoln Tetce was

followed by High Mass ; and Sext and None then were sung
after the Mass.

2. Eccl. The sixth book added to the Decretals

by Pope Boniface VIII.

1656 in Blount Glossogr. 1883 Cath. Diet. (1897) 115/1

Of these five collections—namely, the Decretals, the Sext,

the Clementines, the Extravagants of John XXII., andthe

Extravagants Common—the ' Corpus Juris Ecclesiastici ' is

made up.

3. Mus. a. An interval of a sixth. D. An organ

stop of two ranks of pipes having an interval of a

sixth between them.
1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Sext, the

name of an organ stop of two ranks, having the interval of a
sixth between them, namely, a twelfth and tierce.

Sext, obs. form of Sixth.

Sextain (seksWn). rare. Also 7 sestain.

[? Alteration of obs. F. sesline, after quatrain,

\

sixain.] = Sestina.
1639 Drumm. ok Hawth. Conv. w. B. 'jfonson Wks. (1711)

,
226 Sextains, madrigals, and songs, echoes and equivoques
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1658 Phillips, Sestain, a stanza consisting of six verses.

1880 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 49A Dante.. has paid him the

practical compliment of imitating one of his favourite metres,

viz. the sestina, or sextain.

Sextan (se-kstan), a. [ad. mod.L. sextana (sc.

fchris fever), f. L. sext-us sixth : see -an.] Desig-

nating a fever of which the paroxysms recur every

fifth (according to old reckoning, every sixth) day.

1657 Expert Physician 123 The Quintan, Sextan, Septan,

and Nonan Feavers. 1897 AllbntCs Syst. Med. II. 318

Further modifications have been recognised by nosologists

as quintan, sextan, octan.

Sextant (sckstant). Also formerly in Latin

form 6-7 sextans (7 -ance?). [ad. L. sextant-,

sextans, sixth part (of an as, acre, etc.), f. sextus

sixth : see -ant.]

f 1. The sixth part of the Roman as. Obs.

1601 Holland Plinyxxxm.x. II. 480 That purse.,wherein
every man put his sextant, i. the sixt part of an As. 1656

Blount Glossogr. f Sextant, a coin less then that called

Quadrant, by the third part.

f 2. The sixth part of a circle. Obs.

1596 Blagrave Uran. Astrolabe H 2, The Sextans of a
circle. 1609 — Dyalling 141 Describe the Sextans, A. B.C.
1656 J. B. Descr. Carpenters Rule, etc. 137 The Dyal
it self is in form of a Quadrant, Sextance, or Circle, accord-
ing as you please. Ibid. 139. 1730 Bailey (folio), Sextant,
with Mathematicians is the 6th Part of a Circle, or an
Arch comprehending 60 Degrees.

3. An astronomical instrument resembling a
quadrant, furnished with a graduated arc equal to

a sixth part of a circle, used for measuring angular

distances between objects, esp. for observing alti-

tudes of celestial objects in ascertaining latitude

at sea.

Tycho Brahe, Astron. Instaur. Mech. (1602) A 5, states that

he gave the name sextans to this instrument.

i6a8 Burton /!«///. Mel. n. ii. iv. (ed. 3)264 Toexamineand
calculate the motions ofthe Planets, .by those curious helps of

§lasses, astrolabes, sextantes[i63»,sextants],quadrants. 1726
wift Gulliver 111. iii, Stored with great variety of sextants,

quadrants telescopes [etc.]. 1774M. Mackenzie Marit.Sttrv.

32 Hold the Sextant vertically, and direct the Sight to some
Object in the Horizon, or between you and the Sky, under
the Sun. i8a8 Moore Pract. Navig. 156 Hadley's Sextant
is constructed on the same principles as the Quadrant ; but
..the Arch is extended to 120 ..; it is also provided with
some appendages not generally annexed to a Quadrant.
i860 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 125 His sextant (which is

about the size and shape of a cocked hat), on being applied
to his eye, entirely concealed him. 1868 Lockvkr Elem.
Astron. % 520 If we require to measure simply the angular
distance of one celestial body from another, we employ a
sextant.

4. Bot. Each of a group of six segment-cells;

also attrib.

1875 Bennett & Dyer tr. Sachs* Bot. 122, 123 The section

of the stem now appears as if composed of six cells or sex-

tants, whose walls are placed nearly radially, forming a six-

rayed star... Hence the walls. .are called sextant-walls...

The sextant-cells are still further broken up. X884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 19 Then follows in each of these
the division into alternately dissimilar sextants.

5. Astr. The constellation Sextans.

1795 Hutton Math. Diet., Sextans, the Sextant, in

Astronomy, a newconstellation, placed across the equator,

but on the south side of the ecliptic. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II.

817/1 The constellations added Dy Hevelius are the follow-

ing..:— ..10. Sextans, The Sextant.

Sextantal (sekstae'ntal), a. [f. L. sextans (see

prec.) + -AL.] Pertaining to or based on the

ancient Roman sextans (see prec. 1).

1887 B. V. Head Hist. Num. 37 Bronze coins of the Roman
sextantal and uncial systems.

fSextantary, a. Obs.-° [ad. L. sextantdri-us.]

(See quot.)

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sextantary, of or belonging to the
measure, quantity or weight of Sextant.

Sextar (se'kstai). rare, [ad, L. sextdr-ius : see

prec. Cf. Sester.] = Sextary.
1559 Morwyng Evonym. Pref., Sieth ij sextars of the juice

of Roses. x6oi Holland Pliny xiv. xiii. 1. 418 Among dona-
tives., certaine sextars or quarts of milke have been many
times given. 1656 Dugdale Warwicksh. 340/1 In the time
of the said King Edward [the Confessor) the Shirivalty of
this County..answered \xvli. in money and xxxvi. Sextars
of honey. 1707 Fleetwood Chron. Prec. 68 In 1125, a Sex-
tar or Quarter of Wheat, at 01/ 00s ood. Ibid. 73 Sir H,
Spelman says, that at Paris, a Moditts Vini holds 36 Sex-
tarws, and that a Sextar is 8 Pints. 1774 T. West Antiq.
Furness ii. 33 [transl.], I also grant that they hall sell each
sextar of ale dearer by one penny than is done at Appleby.

Sextary (se'kstari). Also in Latin form. [ad.

L. sexldri'Us, f. sextus sixth : see -ary. Cf. Sester,

Septier.]

1. An ancient Roman liquid measure containing

the sixth part of a CONGIUS. Also used loosely~
Sester 2, Septier.
138a Wvclif Lev. xiv, 10 He shal take, .bisides a sextarie

ofoyle. 1398 [see Congiusi). 4(1483 Liber Niger-in House'h.

Ord. (1790) 24 One sextarie of wyne; viii gallons of ale.

1559 Morwyng Evonym. Pref., It consisteth of v sextaries

of water, ii sextaries of hony. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts
256 Let the fasting patient .. take three sextaries Warme of
that milke. 1633 N. Hunt Handmaid Aritk. 387 The
Spanish Sextarius. 1679 Blount Anc. Tenures 76 A Sex-
tary of July- Flower Wine. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq.
vnt. ii. § 9 The bath is able to contain seventy-two sextaries.

1809 Bawdwen Domesday Bk. York, etc. 291 Value in King
Edward's time forty shillings and two sextaries of honey.
1833 Penny Cycl. I. 472 The Attic amphora contained..

seventy-two sextaries, equal to about two gallons, five pints
and a half of English wine-measure.

2. A dry measure containing the sixth part of a
Modius. (Cf. Sester 3.)
138a Wyclif Exod. xxix. 40 The fourthe part of hyn, that

is a sextarye, that is a mesure of two pownd. 1398 Trevisa
Barth. De P. R. xix. exxviii. (1495) 932 Sextarius is the
mesure of two poundc.and isCenix in grewe. 1646 Sir T.
Browne Pseud. Ep.\\\. xviii. 380 If every man of the Army
had had a chenix of Come a day, that is a sextary and halfe,
or about two pints and a quarter. 1674 Jeake Arith. {1696)
89 Whether by confounding the Attick and Roman Sextaries
. . I know not. 1707 [see Sester 3]. 1737 Whiston Josephus,
Antiq. ix. iv. § 4 The Hebrews bought a sextary of dove's
dung, instead of salt. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristoph.
Clouds \\. 1, I ask.. what thou thinkest the most perfect
measure, The trimeter or the tetrameter? Str. I think that
nought beats the half sextary.

f 3. Any of the six divisions of the city of Venice.
1617 Moryson /tin. u 78 The City [of Venice).. is of old

divided into six sextaries, or six parts vu\gar\y sestieri. 1651
Howell Venice 13 Six Councellorsj whose peculiar priviledg
is to be chosen out of the six Precincts or Sextaries of the
Citty.

Sexte, Sexten, obs. forms of Sixth, Sixteen.
Sextend, obs. Sc. form of Sixteenth.

Sextene (sekstrn). Chem. [f. L, sext-us sixth

+ -ENE.] = HEXENE.
1873 Watts Fowues' Chem. (ed. 11) 554.

Sextene, obs. form of Sixteen.

Sextennial (sekste'nial), a. rare—1
, [irreg. f.

L. sext-us sixth, after sexennial.'} = Sexennial.
1814 J. Adams Lett. f. Taylor x. Wks. 1851 VI. 468 The

legislatures of the several states are balanced against the
senate by sextennial elections.

fSextern 1
. .SV. Obs. Variant of Sestern.

1445 Sc. Acts Jos. I (1814) II. ia/i The aid boll first maid
be king Dauid contenit a sexterne [orig. sextarium] be
sexterne contenit xij galonnis. 14.. Assize ofMeasures in

Sc. Acts (1844) I. 310 Item be boll sail contene a sexterne
viz. xij gallonis of aile.

Sextern >l (se'kstam). [ad. med.L. sexternum,
-us, f. L. sex six, after quaternum, -us (see Quire
sb.1), variants of quaiernio, Quaternion.] A quire

consisting of six sheets.

1885 E. Maunde Thompson in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 144
Sexterns, or quires of six sheets (twelve leaves).

Sexters, rare obs. pi. of Sesterce.
1541 Paynell tr. Feliclus' Conspir. Catiline xiv. 20 b, Who

so euer wolde detect the conspiracie, . . shoulde haue his free-

dome, and an hundred sexters.

Sextes, obs. pi. form of Sect sb\

Sextet (sekste-t). Also -ett. [Alteration of
Sestet after L. sex six. (In sense i,a. G. sextett.)]

1. = Sestet i.

1841 tr. Schindler's Beethoven 1 1. 380 Sextett in E flat, for

two Violins, Alto, two Horns, and Violoncello. 1880 Acade?ny
28 Feb. 168/1 A sextett in A major, op. 48, for two violins,

two violas, and two violoncellos, by Anton Dvorak.

2. A stanza of six lines.

a 1850 Rossktti Dante $ Circle 1. (1874) 36 Two sextetts

followed by two quattrains. 1877 Dowden Shaks. Primer
vi. 86 Paris scatters his blossoms with one of those graceful
love-speeches in the form of a rhymed sextet.

3. A group or set of six persons or things.

1873 W. Boyd {title) Sextet of Morse Alphabets. 1896
(title) A Sextet of Singers, or Songs of Six.

4. 'A bicycle for six riders^ {Cent. Diet. Suppl.

1909). Cf. Sextuplet.
Sextetto. Alteration of Sestetto : cf. prec.

1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms.

t Sexti-, occas. combining form of L. sextus

sixth, used in the sense of *six': Sextipartite

a., drawn up in six copies; Sextipartition,

division by six ; Sextise'ction, division into six

parts. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV
}
12 The sedicious congrega-

cion..made an indenture sextipartite. .in the whiche eche
bounde him selfe to other.. for the destruccion of Kynge
Henry. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 34 Sextipartition, or to

divide by 6. 1697 G. K. Discov. Geom. Problems 9, I shall

begin with the Sextisection, and then proceed to the Quinqui-
section.

SexticCse'kstik),^. and^. Math. [(.L. sext-us

sixth + -ic.] A. adj. Of the sixth degree or order.

1853 [see Quimtic a.]. 1867 Cayley Math. Papers (1893)

VI . 249 The discriminant of this sextic function contains the

factor c. 1871 — in Proc. Lond. Math.Soc. IV. 105 On the

Mechanical Description of Certain Sextic Curves.

B. sb. A quantic, or equation, of the sixth

degree ; a curve of the sixth order.

187a Cayley in Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. IV. no The curve
is consequently a unicursal sextic, or sextic with 10 dps.

1885 J. Hammond in Amer. Jrnl. Math. VII. 327 On the
Syzygies of the Binary Sextic and their Relations.

Sextiene, obs. form of Sixteen.

f Sextier, variant of Sester.
c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 7/19 Cannes dun sestier Cannes

of a sextier. Ibid. 21/8 By quarters or by sextiers, By
poundes or by half poundes.

Sextile (se'kstail, -il), a. and sb. Also 7 -il(l.

[ad. L. sextllis (in class. L. only with mensis or

ellipt., as the earlier name of August), f. sextus

sixth : see -ile.] A. adj.

1. Astrol. Sextile aspect, the aspect of two
heavenly bodies which are 6o° or one sixth part of

the zodiac distant from each other.

«557 H. Baker Rules Use Almanacs Bvij b, # Signifieth

sextile aspecte : whiche is caused, by the distaunce of two

Zgnes betwene two pianettes. 1614 Chapman Androm.
tb. 04 b, Venus in aspect Sextile or Trine. 1638 Wilkins

Neiu IVorldv. (1707) 40 When she [the Moon] is about a
Sextile Aspect distant from the Sun. 171^ tr. Gregory's
Astron. (1726) 1. 204 Ifa Sixth Part of the Zodiac lies between
them, they are said to have a Sextile Aspect.

^ 1815 Scott
Guy M. iii, Signs and planets, in aspects sextile, quartile,

trine, conjoined or opposite. 1836 [see Quartile a.}.

+ 2. (See quot.) Obs. rare—°.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sextile or Sextilian moneth,..the
moneth of August.

B. sb.

1. Astrol. A sextile aspect. Phr. in (a) sextile.

159a Greene's Vision Wks. (Grosart)XII. 278 Canst thou
. .tell the course of the Starres, setting downe their aspects,
oppositiues, times, and sextiles? ci6xo Sir C. Heydon
Astrol. Disc. (1650) 74 Six Sextiles equal to six aequilater
Triangles, fill the whole space about a point, which is equal
to four right Angles, a 1625 Fletcher Bloody Brother iv.

ii, Mars being Lord of the Geniture in Capricorne, Is., now
a Sextile here, With Venus Lady of the Horoscope. 1638
Wilkins New World 1. (1684) 114 If you behold the Moon
. . when she is in a Sextile with the Sun. 1667 Milton P. L.
x, 659 Thir planetarie motions and aspects In Sextile,

Square, and Trine, and Opposite. 1837 Whewell Hist.
Induct. Sci. (1857) I. 176 By observation of the moon, when
she was nearly in trine and in sextile with the sun. 1880

Shorthouse /. Ingtesant xvi, Venus also casting a sextile

to the cusp of the ascendant.

2. A sixth form boy at Eton.
1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy (1907) I. 33 He is our

captain, a Sextile, a Roue. 1838 W. Cory Lett. + Jrnls.

(1897) 3 Westmacott, Bullock, and Tarver, all sextiles.

toextrlian, a. Obs. rare-*, [f. L. sextllis

Sextile : see -JAN.] (See quot.)

1623 Cockeram i, Sextilian moneth, the moneth ofAugust.

1656 [see Sextile 3].

Sextillion (seksti'lyan). Aritk. [ad. F. sex-

tillion, i. L. sex six, after septillion, octillion.]

The sixth power of a million, denoted by 1 fol-

lowed by 36 cyphers. In American (following the

later Fr.) use, the seventh power of a thousand,

denoted by 1 followed by 21 cyphers. Hence
Sexti'llionth a. and sb. (in recent Diets.).

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. xvi. § 6 Sextilions. 1730
Malcolm New Syst. Arith. 8 Quintillions, (or a Million

of Quadrillions ;) Sextillions, (or a Million of Quintillions).

1861 T. L. Peacock GryllG. xxi, He.. adorned the surface

of the ice with successions of 898, till they amounted to as

many sextillions, with their homogeneous sequences. 1870

Phipson Guillemirts Sun 39 This sum of work is repre-

sented by 510 sextillions of kilogrammetres. 1881 Walt
Whitman Leaves ofGrass, Song of Myself xxxi, I believe

. .a mouse is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infidels.

Sextine (sckst/h), [ad. F. sextine, ad. Pg.

sextina = It. Sestina.] =* Sestlne.

1598 Yong Diana 31 After she had plaied a while on it,

she began to sing this Sextine following. 1884 R. F. Burton
(title) Camoens. l'he Lyricks. Part I. (Sonnets, Canzons,

Odes, and Sextines) Englished by Richard F. Burton.

attrib. 18*3 Roscoe tr. Sismondfs Lit. Eur. IV. 438 Ca-
moens also wrote some sextine pieces [orig. F. sextines].

Sextine, obs. form of Sixteen (a. 3).

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 7 This sextine centurie.

Sextinva'riant. Math. [f. L. sext-us sixth

+, Invariant.] An invariant of the sixth degree.

1878 Sylvester In Amer. frnl. Math. I. 112 On the

principal forms of the general sextinvariant to a quartic and
quartinvariant to a sextic.

T Se*xtiply, v. Obs. rare. [ad. med.L. sexti-

plicdre, inferior form of sextuplicdre Sextuply v.]

trans. To multiply by six.

160a J. Davies (of Heref.) Microcosmos 86 So, some
Affections our soules browes vnbend, And other some doe
sextiply each dent. 160a — Mt'rr/m in Modum xv. Wks.
(Grosart) I. 6/2 And thus executes Their pow'res as one,

though sextipHed in sutes.

Sexto (se'ksta). [a. L. sexto, ablative case of

sextus sixth : cf. Quarto, etc.] The designation of

the size of a book, or of the page of a book, in

which each leaf is one-sixth of a sheet.

1847 De Morgan Arilhm. Bhs. Introd. 11 When he folds

a sheet of paper into six leaves, making what ought to be

a sexto book, he calls it a duodecimo printed in half sheets.

Sexto-decimo (sekst0|de'sim<?). — Decimo-
sexto, q.v. (Cf. Sixteenmo.)
[x6a6 S. Ward Let. in R. Parr Life cf Usher (1686) 344
A Book of large 160.] 1688 Holme Armoury iu. xv. (Roxb.)

23/1 A sextodecimo booke, is of 16 leaues in a sheete. 18x9

Dibdin Typogr. Antiq. IV. 282 Justification of Man, &c.

1548. Sextodecimo.

Sextole (se-kstoul). Mus. Also (Diets.) ses-

tole. [a. G. sextole, arbitrarily f. L. sext-us sixth

:

cf. Quintole.] A group of six notes to be played

in the time of four. So Se*xtolet.

1854 J. Schuberth Mus. Hand-bh. (ed. 4) 233 Sextole, a

group of 6 notes, having the value of 4 equal notes. 1876

Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. Terms, Sextolet, or Sextu-

plet. 1883 Grove's Diet. Mus. III. 478/1 SextoleL

Sexton (se'kstan). Forms: a. 4-5 segerstone,

4-6 -arte, 6 -en, (sequestern, segerson), 6-7

segerston, 7 seggerston; 6 sagar-, sacarston,

6-7 sagerston. 0. 5 secristeyn, -ane, -oun,

sekyrsteyn, 6 secri-, secra-, secrestan. 7. 4.

sekesteyn, 4-6 sexteyn(e, -erne, (4 -eyene,

•ein, 5 -een, cexteyne, 6 cyxten, seixten), 5-6 .

sextayn(e, -ene, 5-7 sexten, (5 sex(e)sten, 6



SEXTON.

sextine, 7 -aine, -an, -in, sixeteene), 6- sexton ; 1

6 saxten, 7 saxton. [a. AF. segerstaine, = OF.
segrestein, secrestein, -in, etc. (whence med.L.

segrestanus), semi-popular ad. med.L. sacristdnus

Sacristan (of which this word is a doublet). The
trisyllabic (a and 0) forms are almost entirely

confined to northern texts j cf. the early quots.

s.v. Sacristan.]
1. A church officer having the care of the fabric

of a church and its contents, and the duties of

ringing the bells and digging graves.

In early use often = the sacristan in a religious house,

cathedral, etc., having charge of the vestments, sacred

vessels, relics, and the like. In popular use from the 16th c
usually bell-ringer and grave-digger.

«. [1330 Rolls ofParlt. II. 47/2 Benefices appurtenantz al

Segerstaine d'Everwik.] 1391 Mem. RiPon^ (Surtees) III.

no In salario Johannis Segerstane mundantis ecclesiam in

le flore ejusdem, item parietes et fenestras vitreas ejusdem.

"537 Whalley Abbey inv. (P. R. O.), The sequestern that

had the keping of al the seid copes. 1546 Yorksh. Chantry
Surv. (Surtees) II. 353 Yerlie to the segezstane [read seger-J

and belman, iiij». vjd. Ibid. 530 In the saide collegiate

churche bec.fower segersons. 1637 Churchw. Ace, Pit-

tington, etc. (Surtees) 100 For the seggerston, 3s.

1575-6 Durham Depos. (Surtees) 280 Being, .sagarston of

the same church 20 yeres togither. 1597 Churchw. Ace,
Piltinglon, etc. (Surtees) 127 Item the sacarston for his

fourth quarter's wages, xijd. 1687 Ibid. 255 That John
Riddam shall make and assist the sagerston to make graves.

0. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wulcker 680/36 Hie sacrisla, a
secristoun. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 26 To the Secristeyn

and to the Priour of Dusgylde. 1483 Caih. Angl. 327/2
A Secristane ; vbi Sacristane. 1513 Bradshaw St. Wer-
burge it. 1588 Werburge appered to the secristan alone.

1537 Aberdeen Reg. (1844) I. isr Quhen thai ar warnit be
the secrestauis seruand, or him self Ibid., Gyf the secra-

stan preevis nocht bis warning.

y. 1303 R. Brunne //audi. Synne 11093 A ny^t, whan be
sekesteyn yn bede was leyd, Hym bo}t [etc ]. 13 . . St.A lexius

(Cott. MS.) 192 That Images spake, bat was so bryght, to the

sexteyene vppon a nyght. c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol. 48
Thou art som Officer Som worthy sexteyn or som Celerer.

c 1440 Promp. Parv.67/^ Cexteyne {edd. 1508, i5i6cyxten),

sacrista. 1463 Bury Wills (Camden) 17 Y* Sexteyn of y*

chirche to haue. .xij d. for his rynggyng and his mete. 1498
in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 363 The said cruetts and
paxebrede to be in the kepyng of the Sexten of the said

priorie. a 1539 in Archmologia X.LVII. 56 That the president

of your religion or sextene kepe them [sc. church keys]. 1581

Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 111.(1586) 168 b, As a sextine

said, a man cannot carie the crosse, and ring the bells alto-

gether. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden O, [The] continuall

crashing of sextens spades against dead mens bones. 1603

Shaks. Ham. v. i. 177, I haue bin sixeteene heere, man and
Boy thirty yeares. 1624 Bedell Lett. xi. 140 As if all that are

made Priests among you were Psalmists, Sextens, Readers,
Exorcists, Torch-bearers, Subdeacons, and Deacons before.

1638 in Legg Clerk's Bk. (1903) 99 Whether your Parish
Clark or Sexton hath had due regard to the Ornaments of
your Church. 1708 I. Chamberlavne St. Gt. Brit. 1. 11.

vii. (1755) 71 Where the Office of the Clerk and Sexton are

distinct, the Minister chooses the former, the people the

latter. 1766 Blackstone Comm. I. 395 Parish clerks and
sextons are also regarded by the common law, as persons
who have freeholds in their offices. i8a6 Hood Faithless

Sally Brown 67 They went and told the sexton, and The
sexton toll'd the bell. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt I. i. 18

The sexton waited in the belfry ready to set the one bell in

joyful agitation just at the right moment.

1593 in Legg Clerks Bk. (1903) 81 And also that the same
Saxten shall.. rynge thefowerthe Bell foradaye Bel!. 1696
Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 260 If the said

saxton be negligent therein, he shal hereby incurr the for-

feiture of his place.

+ b. Applied to the pope's sacristan. Obs.

1667 P. A. Ace. Pope Alex. K//,etc. 25 The Sandals were
taken up by the hand of the Lord Sexton. 1738 Chambers
Cycl. s. v., The Office of Sexton of the Pope's Chapel is

particularly affixed to the Order of the Hermits of Saint

Augustin : He is generally a Bishop. . . He takes the Title

of Prefect of the Pope's Sacristy.

+ c. transf. Applied to custodians of heathen

temples, etc. ; a keeper, warden. Obs.

158a Stanyhurst Mneis iv. 78 Seixten of Hesperides Sina-

gog. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. (1632) 298 Varro . . writeth,

that Hercules his Sextaine [etc. J. 1606 Holland Sueton.

39 The warden and Sextaine of that ground or soyle, which
Augustus of happy memory touched first.

d- fig-
150* Arnolde Chron. 61/1 O tho most noble bishop. . thou

art y* clere lyght of thy feyth & y° sexten of y» crysten

relygion. 1595 Shaks. John tn. i. 324 Old Time the clocke

setter, y l bafd sexton Time. 1603 Holland Plutarch's
Mor. 1150 A Sextaine [orig. ttvcn-avwyof], who leadeth by
the hand those that are professed in some religion, shewing
unto them all the holy reliques and sacred ceremonies. 1867
Baker Nile Trio. L (1872) 7 The usual sextons were the

crows.

2. = Sextoness, Sacristan 2.

c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 1472 The Priores, &. ober
nane, Aw for to ches a segerstane To ring be bels in right

;

aray. c 1440 Jacob's Well 271 A nunne bat hygte Beatrix, <

sexteyn of here hows, c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 284

Sche that is sexteyne moste ordeyn that the awter in the

sustres quyer be honestly arayed. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 780/16 Hie et hec secrista, a sekyrsteyn.

3. A sexton beetle.

1885 Riverside Nat. Hist. (1888) II. 385 Necrophorus...

These beetles are often called sextons or grave-diggers.

4. atlrib. and Comb, : sexton beetle, a beetle

of the genus Necrophorus ; a burying beetle.

1839 G. Darley Nepenthe 11. 31 Floods of dust. .Heaped
o'er thee by the sexton winds ! 1840 Cuviers A nim. Kingd.

516 Necrophorus, Fabr. . . The instinctive habits which these

581

insects possess of burying small quadrupeds, has caused
them to be named Sexton, or Burying Beetles. 1854 A.
Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 195 Sexton*Beetles (Blapsida).
1891 Meredith One of Our Conq. xli, That worm-like
thread of voice [of a dying woman] came up to him still

from sexton-depths.

Sextoncy (se'kstansi). nonce-wd, [f. Sexton
+ -cy.] Sextonship.
1831 Carlyle Misc. (1857) !*• 288 While Eulenspiegel

held this Sextoncy.

Sextoness (se-kstanes). Also 5 sexteynes,
sextenesse. [f. Sexton + -ess.] A female sexton

(or sacristan).

c 1430 Chron. Vilod. 2843 J>e sexstenes rong be belles bo
alle abou^te. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 306 The sex-

teynes schal ordeyne be fore the profession the bere with
fayre newe erthe,..and thys bere sche schal sette forthe at
the dore. c 1450 Capgrave LifeSt Gilbert xl. 121 pe nunne,
be sextenesse, rang to mateyns. i8»6 Miss Mitford Village
Ser, 11. 117 He. .even dug a grave for the sextoness, an old
woman of eighty. 1843 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 11. Sir
Rupert, It reach'd such a pass That the sextoness hasten 'd

to turn on the gas. 1888 Burgon Lives Twelve Gd. Men
I. iv. 397 Rebecca (the dear old sextoness of S. Mary's).

t Scxtonry . Obs. rare*1
. In 6 sextenry. [f.

Sexton + -ry.] = Sextonship,
1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. cxcviL 250/2 Hc.retayned

to hymselfe but a small lyueng, and that was the sextenry
of our lady churche in Renes.

Sextonship (se'kstanjlp). [f. Sexton + -ship.]

The office or position of a sexton.
1511-a Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 279 Paid to William

Wylde for his wages this yere for the sextenship. 1597
Return fr. Parnass. 11. i. 671, I am double beriefisde with
my sextonshipp and my clearkeshippe ! 1731-8 Swift
Consid. 2 Bills Wks. 1737 VI. 152 They may get a Dispensa-
tion to hold the Clerkship and Sextonship of their own
Parish in Commendam. 1816 Byron ChurchilCs Grave 13
And thus he answer'd— ..'He died before my day of
Sextonship, And I had not the digging of this grave.' 1833
Sir F. Palgrave Corporate Reform 7 The Candidate for

the sextonship grounds his pretensions on being an ' Old
inhabitant'. 1903 Macm. Mag. Feb. 269/1 [He] cherished
open aspirations towards the sextonship, presently vacant.

+ Se'xtress, -trice. Obs. rare, [f. Sexton
by substitution of the suffixes -tress, -tbick. Cf.

next.] = Sextoness.
a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 138 note, Hou vre

lady dude j>e offys of a sextresse fyftene seer for a nonne.
1476 Crabhouse Reg. (1889) 11 The mony. . remaynyd . . to
the profiht of the sextrice.

Sextry (se'kstri). Also 4 sextrije, 5 cextrye,

5-6 sextrye, 6 sextre, 6-7 sextery(e, sextrie, 7
sextary. [Of obscure formation; perh. f. Sexton
after vestry,or an alteration ofOF. sacrestie (mod.F.

sacristie), med.L. sacristia, by metathesis of r.]

f 1. «* Sacbistt. Obs,
a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. xxix. § x. 51 Seben

him-self gob to be Sextrije, pat was be Munstres treserye.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 67/2 Cextrye, sacristia. c 1450 in

Aungier Syon (i8io) 350 The tapers schal be lyghte abowte
the sepulcre be the minister of the sextry. 1483 Caxton
Gold. Leg. 358/2 Whan he sawe he taryed ouer long to

clothe hym he entryd in to the Sextrye. 1519 Horman
Vulg. 10 Bere these iewelles into the sextrye. c 1530 in

Strype Craumer (1694) App. 25 There are in the Sextre five

Crosses of gold. 1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. L 3 b,

His sextrie or vestry, wherin he was wont to bestow his

holy relicks. x6ix Cotgr., Secretainerie, a Sextrie, or

Vestrie. 1691 dEmiUane's Frauds Rom. Monks 111 The
Abbot and his Officers, having put off their Ornaments,
went into the Sextry.

2. The residence of a sacrist or sacristan.

1585 in Ace. Obedientiars Abingdon (Camden) App. 167

The soil of divers houses pulled down, .called the Aobottes
lodging, .the Sexterye [etc.]. 18*9 T. Britton Hist. Abbey
$ Cath. Glouc. Ess. 13 The Under-Steward of the Abbey.
..His dwelling was in a chamber, with a garden annexed
to it, called ' the sextry \

3. atlrib. : sextry barn, land (see quots.).

1675 Dugdale Baronage I. 324/1 All the Lands called

Sextery-Lands, lying in the Towns of Hellingley..and

Hailesham, in that County of Sussex. 1691 Blount Law
Z>iet.(ed. 2) Sextery lands, .are Lands given to a Church
or Religious House, for maintenance of the Sexton or

Sacristan. 1843 R. Willis Descr. Sextry Barn 5 The
Tithe-Barn at Ely...This was commonly known by the

name of the Sextry Barn (or Sacrist's Barn), because.. the

Tithes, for the reception of which this building was erected,

belonged to the Sacrist of the monastery.

i! Sextula (se*kstiz21a). Antiq. Also (in Diets.)

anglicized sextule. [L., dim. of sexla (sc. pars),

fem. of sextus sixth.] The sixth part of a Roman
ounce (utuia). Also a Roman land measure, the

sixth of an uncia. Hence fSe'xtulary a. [after

mod.L. sexlularis\ of a * sextula*.

1656 Blount Glossogr., Sextule. 1657 W. Rand tr. Gas-
sendis Life Peiresc 11. v. 114 Both being added, make five

Sextula (for half an ounce contains three^ of them) so that

by this means all the parts of an ounce might be computed,

both the duellary and scxtulary parts. 1658 J. Rowland tr.

Moufefs Theat. /ns. 1056 Rabby Moyses prescribes one

Sextula of Frankincense with Wine sufficient. 1888 Petrie

in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 488/2 The sextula after Constantine

had the name of solidus as a coin weight.

Sextxrmvirate. rare. [Badly f. L. sex six,

with reminiscence of Triumvirate, Septemvirate.

Cf. auarlumvirate,] A group of six persons.

17*6 Swikt Gulliver m. vii, A sextumvirate, to which all

the ages of the world cannot add a seventh. 1906 Westm,
Gaz. 26 Feb. 2/2 It is curious to read the reasons alleged

for their action by this Lordly Sextumvirate.

SEXTTJPLICATION.

Sextuor (se-ksti/^j). Mus, [a..F.sex£uor,f.l_,.

sex six, after Quatuor. Cf. septuor.'] — Sextet i.

18Z4 Diet. Musicians II. 184 Grand Sextuor, for Piano-
forte. 1829 J. Jousse Diet. Terms Mus., Sestetto or Sex.
tuor.. .Mozart's sextuor in Don Juan. 1876 Stainer &
Barrett Diet, Mus. Terms, Sextuor, a composition in six

parts.

I! Sextupla. Mus. Obs. [mod.L., neut. pi. of

sexluplus : see next.] See quot. (cf. Sextuple
A. 2).

1597 Morley /nirod. Mus. 32 Wee call that sextupla,
where wee make sixe black minymes to the semibriefe.

Sextuple (se*ksti»pT), a. and sb. [ad. med.L.
type *sextuplu$j f. sex six, after late L. quintuplus,
septuptus : see Quintuple, Septuple. Cf. F. sex-

tuple, Sp., Pg. sextuplo. It. sestuplo.'] A. adj.

1. Sixfold ; six times as great or numerous

;

consisting of six parts or things.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 186 Cause some halfe dozen Pipes to

be made.. with a single, double, and so on to a Sextuple
Bore. 1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud, Ep, iv. v. 192 The pro-
portion of man, whose length, .is sextuple unto his breadth.
«i687 Petty Pol. Arith.'x. (1691) 6 But what is exported
out of Holland into England is worth three Millions; and
what is exported thence into all the World besides, is Sex-
tuple to the same. 1784 Herschel Catal. Double Stars
in Phil. Trans. LXXV. 90 In the quadruple or n. preceding
set, the two nearest very unequal... In the sextuple or s.

following set, the two largest pretty unequal. 1805 T.
Weaver tr. Werner"s Ext. Charac. Fossils 170 A sextuple-
passage [occurs] when the folia ofa fossil intersect each other
in six different directions. 1841 Elphinstone Hist, /ndia
I. 459 The fourfold division of the army (horse, foot, chariots,

and elephants) was the same as that of Menu ; but Strabo
makes a sextuple division. 1868 Loukykk Guillemin's
Heavens (ed. 3) 393 note, The great nebula which surrounds
the sextuple star $ Ononis. 1884 Fortn. Rev. June 835
Our nearest continental neighbour.. may have much to

lose, by a quadruple or sextuple control.

f2.Aftts. (See quots.) Obs,

1738 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 2), Sextuple, Sestuplo, in music,
denotes a mixed sort of triple time, which is beaten in

double time. 1746 Tansur New Mus. Gram. 32 The next
Species [of Time] is Sextuple (or Binary-Tripla-Time . . ) and
call'd Six to Four; each Bar containing six Crotches.

f 3. — Senary a, 1815 [see Sexenary].

B. sb. The number which is six times a specified

number.
1657 Hobbes Absurd Geom. 5 The excesse shall be that

proportion which unity hath to the sextuple of the number
of termes after o. 169a J. Smith Seaman's Gram. 11. xv.

123 The Sextuple thereof is 1,817.

Sextuple (se-kstiwpT), v. [f. Sextuple sb.]

1. trans. To multiply by six ; to make six times

as large, numerous, powerful, etc.

163a W. Forster tr. Oughtreds Circ. Proportion 14
Bring the Anticedent arme unto the quadrupled^ space and
the consequent arme, keeping that duplicated opening^ will

cut the space sextupled. 1656 Hobbes Six Lessons iii. 22

Your instance therefore of six, three, one, is here imperti-

nent, there being in them no doubling, no tripling, no sex-

tupling of Proportions, but of numbers. 1864 Maine Vii.

lage-Commun. (1876)248 We have sextupled our students.

1884 Edin. Rev. Oct. 358 The range of vision was more
than sextupled.

2. intr. To increase sixfold.

1861 M. Arnold Pop. Educ. France 157 note, The num-
ber of schools has more than doubled in the last twenty
years..; the number of girl-scholars has sextupled. 1870
Daily News 18 June, In Ulster during 90 years the value

of land was trebled, and in Scotland.. it had sextupled.

Sextuplet (se-ksti«plet). [f. Sextuple a. after

triplet.] A group, set, combination, etc. of six

things, a. Mus. = SextoJjET. b. pi. Six chil-

dren born at one birth, e. A cycle for six riders.

185a [see Octuplet], 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Mus. Terms, Sexlolet, or Sextuplet, a double triplet, six

notes to be performed in the time of four. 1894 Gould
Illustr. Diet. Med., Sextuplet, one of six offspring from a
single gestation. 1896 Daily Nezvs 17 July 7/1 A proposal

was recently made, .to match a sextuplet [sc. cycle] against

a railway train. 1005 Daily Chron. 19 pet. 5/3 Professor

Hamy. .reported that a negress living in the Gold Coast
Colony gave birth recently to sextuplets.

Sextuplex (se*ksti«pleks), a. [a. med.L. sex-

luplex, f. sex six, after triplex, qttadrttplex, etc. Cf.

Sextuple a.] Sixfold.

1668 Wallis in Rigaud Corr. Set. Men (1841) II. 495
Sextuplex is as much the double of triplex as 6 is the

double of 3.

b. Electric Telegr. Applied to a system by
which six messages may be transmitted simul-

taneously by the same wire. Hence Se-xtuplex v.

1889 [see OctuplexJ. 1891 Preece & Sivewright Tele-

graphy x. (ed. 9) 202 The application of the same terms,

duplex, quadruplex and sextuplex.. to the corresponding

arrangements in multiplex working would tend to confu-

sion. 189S Times 29 Jan. 6/6 The wires were all worked
on the simplex plan 25 years ago ; now the processes are

simplex, duplex, quadruplex, and sextuplex.

t Sextuplicate, a. Obs. rare~l
. [ad. med.L.

sextuplicdt-um, pa. pple. ofsextupticdre : see Sex-

tuply v.~\ Sixfold.

1657 Hobbes*Absurd Geom. 10 An infinite row of Arith-

metically proportionals in proportion quadruplicate, quin-

tuplicate, sextuplicate &c
Sextuplica'tion. rare. [n. of action f. med.

L. sextupticdre: see next.] ilultiplication by six.

1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 24 Sextuplication, or to multiply

by 6-



SEXTUPIiY.

+ Se Xtuply, v. Scots Law. Obs. rare. Cf.

Sextiplyz'. [ad. med.L. sextuplitdre, f. sextuplic-,

•plex : sec Sextuple* a.] intr. To make a re-

joinder to a quintuplication.
'
i573 Rec. fustic. Crt. Edtnb. (S. H. S.) II. 167 Quiutu-

plyes his Majesties Advocate, that. .Sextuplyes Sir Geo.

McKenzie, that [etc]. -

Sextuply (se-ksti«pli), adv. [f. Sextuple a. +

-LY 2.] In a sixfold manner.

1873 Maxwell Etectr. <\ Magn. I. 175 In the sextuply

connected part of the spherical surface.

Sexual (se'ksiwal), a. Also 7 -all. [a. late

L. sexudl-is (5th c), f. L. sexu-s Sex. Cf. F. sexuel

(18th c.), Sp., Pg. sexual. It. sessuale.]

1. Of or pertaining to sex or the attribute of being

either male or female ; existing or predicated with

regard to sex-

iest Biggs New Disf. F 69 The same simple rotteth, and is

changed into little animals, these are . . of both sexes, which
truly would not come to passe if those simples had already a
sex or sexuall powers within them. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.

(1776) Pref 9 The Honour of having first suggested the true

sexual Distinctions in Plantsappears to be due to..SirThomas
Millington. 179$ Suuvan View Nat. II. 222^ One only

single sexual pair of every species of living things. 1803

Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) I. 46/1 Delphine is said to be in-

tended for the authoress, and Madame de Vernon (by a
slight sexual metamorphosis) for Talleyrand. x8m Sayce
Comj>ar. Phiiot. vii. 249 We may take, by way of illustra-

tion, the question of gender. What. .was the source.. of

the sexual relation of nouns? 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv.

Anim. \\. 81 These extremely simple organisms have not

yet reached the stage of sexual differentiation.

2. Pertaining to sex as concerned in generation

or in the processes connected with this.

Sexual intercourse : copulation.

'799 Med. Jrnl. II. 323 The act of sexual intercourse.

1803 Ibid. X. 509 Sexual function is impaired. 182X Btackiv.

Mag. IX. 282/1 Some one has said that Sir George Etherege
was the first who founded a comedy barefacedly upon the

sexual passion. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III. 334 It is

most probably for sexual purposes. 1836^) Todas Cycl.

Anat. II. 695/1 We are inclined to attribute very little

weight to the nature of the sexual desires of the malformed
individual. 1861 Emerson Soc. <$ Solil. Wks. (Bonn) III.

133 To insure the existence of the race, she [Nature] rein-

forces the sexual instinct. 1863 E. V. Neale Anal.
Thought $ Nat. 183 The sexual impulse. 1876 Bristowe
Theory $ Pract. Med. (1878) 329 It [acne] has a special

connection with the period of development and maturation
of the sexual functions. x88o Bessey Bot. 206 No sexual

organs are known [in ProtophytesJ, and whether the sexual
act occurs or not is somewhat doubtful.

b. Sexual organs, the organs of sexual genera-

tion in animals or plants.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 407 Worms.. with.. the

sexual organs separate. 1861 J. R. Greene Man. Anim.
Kingd.

t
Calient. 74 If the producing zooid possess sexual

organs. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot. 224 The morphological
characters of the sexual organs.

o. Of or pertaining to the organs of sex.

1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 695/1 In attempting to
determine the true sex in such doubtful instances of sexual
formation. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Sexual diseases, diseases

of the sexual organs.

d. Sexual system (or method') : the Linncean

classification of plants, based on the differences in

their sexual organization.

In 1735 Linnaeus (BUI. Bat., ed. 1747, p. 64) has systema
sexuale^ referred to 1731.

1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot. (1776) Pref. 6 Dr. Linnaeus;
whose Labours . . and whose I nvention of the Sexual System
in particular, are well known. 1825 T. K. Cromwell Col-

chester 352 The herbaceous collection will be arranged
according to the sexual system of Linnaeus.

3. Relative to the physical intercourse between

the sexes or the gratification of sexual appetites, as

sexual morality , vice, excess, etc.

1878 Gladstone Prim. Homer 112 Sexual frailty exists

among Achaians, only in narrow measure. 191 x Contemp,
Rev. Sept. 383 Berlin is outbidding Paris in its sexual im-
morality.

4. Of animals and plants : Having sex ; sexed
;

separated into two sexes ; having sexual organs

;

producing offspring by means of sexual congress.

(Opposed to asexual.)
1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. Introd. 18 Plants are natur-

ally and primarily divided into two great divisions, called

Sexual and Asexual. x86x Hulme tr. Moquin-Tandon 11.

vii. 329 The LinguatuUe are at first asexual.. .They pass.

.

into the bodies of the carnivora.., where they complete
their development, and become sexual. x88o Bessey Bot.

361 They [sc. Vascular Cryptogams] present an alternation

of sexual and asexual generations. 1882 Vines Sachs' Bot.

273 It is only towards the close of the period of growth that

sexual individuals make their appearance.

b. Sexual cell, a reproductive cell which is either

male or female ; a sperm-cell or an egg-cell.

1868 Darwin Anim. .y PI. II. xii. 2 Some trifling pecu-
liarity .. transmitted through the male or female sexual
cells. 1883 Aveling tr. HaeckeVs Pedigree Man, etc. 242
That blending of the two kinds of sexual cells that is the
sole essential in sexual reproduction.

C. Of reproduction in animals or plants: Taking
place by means of the congress of the two sexes.

Opposed to asexual or agamic.
X872 H. C. Wood Eresh-w. Algae U. S. 100 The propaga-

tion is both sexual and non-sexual. 1882 Vines Sachs 1 Bot.
251 Conjugation is the simplest form of sexual reproduction.

6. Characteristic of or peculiar to the one sex or

the other.

582

Secondary sexual characters : those marks of sex (e. g.

the beard in man, the distinctive plumage in birds) which
are not immediately connected with the reproductive

structure.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 74 Her looks, her turns, her
whole manner of speaking and acting is sexual. 1826
KikBY & Sp. Entomol. III. 316 Of all the organs of the

head, none seem so little subject to sexual variation as the

under-jaws. X839 De Quincey Recoil. Lakes Wks. 1862 II.

204 To ingraft, by her sexual sense of beauty, upon his

masculine austerity those graces, which [etc].

6. Having reference to the sexes.

1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 719 The sexual distribu-

tion of this disease.

Sexualisni (se'ksiwaliz'm). [f. Sexual a. +
-ism.] Sexuality as a principle of action or

thought.
1857 Blackiv. Mag. LXXXII. 751 Siva.. is most useful

and popular as the god of reproduction and sexualism.

1867 Contemp. Rev. V. 187 Cecco Angiolieri.. drives his

master, Dante, into the stiangest development, refusing to

see anything in him save merely a sort of artistic sexualism.

Sexualist (se'ksi«alist). rare. [ad. mod.L.
sexualista (Linnaeus 1 735), f. sexudl-is : see Sexual
a. + -1st.] a. One who attributes sexuality to cer-

tain organisms, fo. An adherent of the * sexual

system * of botanical classification.

1790 W. Smellie Philos. Nat. Hist. I. 246 Here, then,

the analogy stops ; and, instead of bringing aid to the sex-

ualist, operates powerfully against his favourite hypothesis.

1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. Ui. 261 It was difficult for

sexualists to believe that plants of so large a size were
destitute of such organs [of fecundation].

Sexuality (seksi«Ee'liti). [ad. mod.L. *sexua-

litas : see Sexual a. and -ity. Cf. F. sexualitc.]

1. The quality of being sexual or having sex.

a 1800 Cowper Wks. (1836) VII. 320 It is on their sexuality

that he has built his poem "[Loves of the Plants], i8a6 Kiuijy

& Sp. Entomol. III. 325 The wonderful diversity of forms.

.

to which mere sexuality gives rise amongst insects. 1882-4

Cooke Brit. Eresh-w. Algx I. 63 Larger coenobia, . . with
daughter-ccenobia enclosed within the mother, evolved

without sexuality.

b. (See quot.)
1888 Buck's Handbk. Med. Sci. VI. 436/2 According to

a strict biological definition sexuality is the characteristic

of the male and female reproductive elements (genoblasts),

and sex of the individuals in which the reproductive elements

arise. A man has sex, a spermatozoon sexuality.

2. Possession of sexual powers, or capability of

sexual feelings.

1879 J. M. Duncan Die. Worn, xxvii. (1889) 223 In remov-

ing the ovaries, you do not necessarily destroy sexuality in

a woman. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 191 Precocious

sexuality, .interferes with normal mental growth.

3. Recognition of or preoccupation with what is

sexual
; //. {notice-use), allusions to sexual matters.

1848 Kingsley Yeast viii, Paradise and hell.. as grossly

material as Mahomet's, without the honest thorough-going

sexuality, which you thought made his notion logical and
consistent X893 C. A. Clarke Knobstick xiii. 137 Under
the unsteady inspiration of.. alcohol, there was rude and
uproarious bawling of music hall ditties.. and chuckling

sexualities were tossed to and fro.

4. Appearance distinctive of sex.

1908 S. A. Cook Relig.Anc. Palestine in. 29 [The Astarte-

plaques] offer a large variety of types from the coarsest

exaggeration of sexuality to highly conventionalised forms.

Sexualize (se*ksiKatoiz), v. [f. Sexual a. +
-ize.] trans. To make sexual, endow with sex,

attribute sex to.

1839 Blackw. Mag, XLV. 462/2 The French [language).

.

has no resources for elevating its diction.. .The single mis-

fortune of having no neuter gender,.. by sexualising in all

cases, neutralises the effect. 1876 Fairbairn Stud. Philos.

Retig. 31 The bright divinity of Heaven may have been

sexualized and married to a goddess of Heaven before [etc].

1900 Postgate Pre/, to Mrs. H. Cust's Transl. BriaCs
Semantics 12 Even in the case of animals the sexualizing, if

I may so call it, of the endings -us and -a was by no means
complete.

Sexually (se'ksi«ali), adv. [f. Sexual a. +
-ly 2

.] a. In a sexual manner ; by means of sexual

congress, b. With respect to sex.

1655 in Hartlib Re/. Commonw. Bees 21 These Wormes..

j
engender sexually. 186a Huxley Lect. Working Men 66

' Whether we consider the reproduction . . of organic beings as

they take place asexually or as they may take place sexually.

1878 Bell tr. Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 131 These are

developed into the sexually mature form.

Sexualogy (seksiMaHodgi). rare-1
, [f. Sexual

a. + -logy.] The science of sexual relations. Hence
Sexualo'gical a., of or belonging to sexualogy.

188s K. Pearson Ethic of Ereeth. xiii. (1888) 371 Not
until we have ample statistics.. will it be possible to lay the

foundations of a real science of sexualogy. Ibid. 387 The
whole question of Neo-Malthusianism is fraught with im-

mense social and sexualogical difficulties.

Sexuate (se'ksi^it), a. Ent. [f. L. sexu-s Sex
+ -ate 2.] Having sex, separated into sexes =
Sexual a. So Sexuated a.

1882 Entomol. Mag. Mar. 225 This last genus is sexuate;

it has males and females which copulate. Ibid. 226 A single

egg. .will produce, .males and females ; and before these

sexuated insects appear, would be seen winged insects [etc.].

Sexupare (se
-ksi«pear). Ent. [ad. mod.L.

sexupar-um, neut. of sexuparus : see next.] * In the

plant lice, one of the parents of the sexed genera-

tion, usually developed late in the season* {Cent.

I

Did. 1909).

SEYNT.

18.. U.S. Dept. Agr., Div. Entom., Bulletin 44 p. 8

(Cent.) The sexupares or return migrants.

Sexuparous (seksia'parss), a. Biol, [f.mod.

L. sexupar-us, L. sexu-s Sex : see -parous.] Pro-

ducing offspring sexually.

1890 D. Sharp Insects 11. 586 One [series of Chermes] is

wingless, and exclusively parthenogenetic,. .while the other

part becomes winged ; these latter are called sexuparous.

tSexvirate. Obs. rare—1
, [ad. late L. sex~

viralus (sevirdlus), f. sexvir (sevir) one of six

colleagues (back-formation from sex virl six men):
see -ate 1.] A body of six colleagues.
1763 tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. 11. 374 The eldest of the

six professors which constitute the sexvirate of the college is

styled primicerius.

Sey 1 (se'). Also 7 sye, 9 sei. [var. of Saithe.
Cf. Norw. sei.] = Saithe. Also sey-fish, -pollack.

1698 M. Martin Voy. St. Kilda (1749) 27 Their food is

Herring, Mackarels, and Syes. 1842 Bonnycastlk New.
foundld. 1. 264 The gadus carbonarius, the sey.fish of Nor-
way, or coal-fish. 1863 Kingsley in Reader 29 Aug. 213/1
A two-pound ' sei ' {Pollachius viridis), the most beautiful

in form and colour of all British fish. 1864 Couch Brit.
Fishes III. 84 Sey Pollack.

Sey 2 (sei). Sc. Also 8 say. [Of obscure ori-

gin.] (See quot. 1844.)
1719 Ramsay Ep. J. ArbuckU 89 A healthfu' Stomach

sharply set Prefers a Back-sey pipin het. 1724 — Health
259 His squeamish Stomach loaths the savory Sey. Ibid.

Gloss., Back-sey, a Surloin. 1737 Ochtertyre House Bk.
Ace. (S.H.S.) 65 Sent a hinde quarter of the cow to Gray and
a fore say to Fentry. 1816 Scorr Antiq. xv, He'll make as

muckle about buying a forequarter o' lamb in August as
about a back sey o' beef. 1819— Bride Lamm, xxxiv, This
bit morsel o' beef, .is out o' the back sey. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 168 The sirloin, or back sey. The spare rib,

or fore sey. [In the Scotch mode of cutting up a carcass of
beef.]

Sey 3 (sei). Sc. and Ulster. Also sie, sye, etc.

(see E.D.D.). Cf. Scye. [Of obscure origin.]

1825-80 Jamieson s.v.. The sey of a gown or shift is the
opening in which the sleeve is inserted. S.

Sey : see Say, Sea, See, Sye (sieve).

II Seyal (ssya'l). Also sayall. [Arab. JU-.
saydl.'] The acacia.

1844 Kitto Phys. Hist. Palestine vii. 251 The Arabs of

the desert now use the epidermis of the seyal.. for tanning.

1873 Tristram Moab il. 36 Some fine acacia or ' seyal

'

trees. 1907 Daily Chron. 18 Nov. 8/6 The sayall bushes
began to grow more densely.

Seyalle, obs. form of Seal sb.2

Seybertite (svfi'bsitsit). A/in. [Named after

H. Seybert : see -ite.] A synonym of clintonite.

1833 Amer. Jrnl. Sci. XXIV. 171 Mr. Clemson. .proposes

for it [Bronzite] the trivial name of Seybertite, after the dis-

tinguished American analyst, Mr. Henry Seybert. 1854
Dana Syst. Min. (ed. 4) II. 297.

Seybie, Sc. variant of Sybo, young onion.

Seych, obs. Sc. form of Sigh v.

Seyd, var. Sayyid. Seyde, obs. f. Said, Seed sb.

Seye, obs. f. Say si. 1
, sb.2, Say v., See v.

Seyed, var. Sayyid. Seyen, obs. f. Say v.i

Beyer, variant of Syre Sc. (gutter, drain).

Seyetyka, obs. form of Sciatica.

Seyf(e, Seyge, obs. forms of Sieve, Siege.

Seygnery, -o(u)rye, etc., obs. ff. Seignioby.

Seyin, variant of Syne adv., since.

Seyk, -nes, obs. forms of Sick, -kess.

Seyl(l(e : see Sail, Seal, Sele.

Seym, obs. form of Seam si.*-, si.2, Seem v.2

Seymar, variant of Simab.

Seyme, obs. f. Seam si. 1 , si. 2 ; Sc. var. Seam si.'A

Seymland, var. Sembland si. Obs.

Seymrne, obs. form of Seem v.2

Seyn : see Say, See, Seen, Sene, Syne.

Seynet, obs. form of Saint.

Seynd, obs. form of Sind v., to rinse.

1597 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 180 The said Isobel

. . gatherit ane number of deid folkis baines, and seyndit

thame in water.

Seynd, Seyndil(l : see Singed///, a.1 , Sendle.

tSeyne. Obs. rare—1
, [a. OF. seigni, pa.

pple. of seigner in the sense to assign, designate.]

= Assign si. 2

a 1500 Brome Bk. 140 [To] J. B. [and] T. P., to be eyrys

and seyneys of them.

Seyne : see Say, See, Sene, Senye, Syne.

Seyng(e : see Say v. 1
, See v., Sing v.

Seynorye, -ourye, obs. forms of Seigniory.

t Seynt. Obs. Also 4 saynt, (sayn), oeint,

4-5 seinte, ceynt(e, 4-6 seint, 5 saint, (sent).

[a. OF. ceint masc, ceinte fem. :—popular L. cinc-

t it 111 neut., cincta fem. (whence Sp., Pg., It. cinlo,

cinta) = older L. cindu-s (a-stem), f. cinglre to

gird.] A girdle.

a 1-jSaAsiumpt. Mary 473 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1881)

118 A saynt'of silk. .pat was obut hir medel done. 13..

Caw. Us Cr. Knt. 589 With silk sayn vmbe his syde. Ibid.

2431. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 329 A Sergeant of the Lawe..

Ther was . . He rood but hoomly in a raedlee cole Girt with

a ceint [v.rr. ceynt, seynt, seint, sent] of silk with barre?

smale. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles in. 140 For they, .settith

all her siluer in seintis and homes, c 1400 Y-.vaine «, Caw.

1772 A riche robe als gall sho ta, And a saint of silk alswa.
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1413 Pilgr. Sowle v. v. (1859) 76 Aungels. .clothed.. of reed

bloody purpure, gyrd with ceyntes of gold, c 1440 Promp.
Pan/. 451/2 Seynt, or cors of a gyrdylle, tectum, c 1530

Crt. ofLove 817 With aureat seint about her sydes clene.

1530 Palsgr. 268/1 Seynt of a gyrAell, tissu.

Seynt, obs. form of Saint, Singed ppl. a?-

Seyntery, -tuarie, etc. : see Sanctuary sb.*

Seynt graal, obs. form of Sangbail.

fSeynture. Obs. rare -1 , [s^Y.ceittture. Cf.

Centcjbe.] A waist-belt.

c 1400 Beryn 3925 The second brou^t a swerd I-shethid,

with seynture I-tVetid all with perelis orient & pure.

Seyntwar(e, variant forms of Saintuaibe Obs.

Seyntwary (e, obs. forms of Sanctuary sbA

Seynur(r)ye, Seyon : see Seigniory, Scion.

tSeyny. Obs. fa. OF. seigne bled, or seigne'e

bleeding.] Used attrib. in seyny book (— liber san-

guinaiorum in Consuet. Man. S. Petri Westmon.

% 317), a choir book provided for the use of monks
who had lately been bled.

c 149a in J. A. Robinson & M. R. James MSS. Westm.
Abbey 9 Payments for the newe repairyng of the Seyny
bookes. Ibid. 10.

Seyper, vai. Sipeb. Seyrch, obs. f. Search v.

Seys(e, Seysere, etc., obs. ff. Cease v., Seizer.

Seyson(e, -oun, -yne, obs. forms of Season sb.

Seyt, -tte, obs. forms of Seat sb.

Seyth, obs. form of Saithe Sc. ; var. Sythe.

Seyud, seyyad, -id, variant forms of Sayyid.
1824 Hecer Jml. 20 July, Real Seyuds, descendents of

the prophet. 1913 Scotsman 5 Apr. 4 A seyyid.,and twenty-
four other persons, .have been arrested.

Seyverns, pi. form of Severon Obs.

Seywinge, obs. form of Showing vbl. sb,

tS'fire.fW. Obs. rarer-*. [See 'S.] Used as a
minced oath.

1791 O'Keeffe Wild Oats 1. i, Sir Geo. S'fire, my Lady.

t 'Sflesh, int. Obs. [See 'S.] « Flesh sb. g d.

170S [T. Walker] Wit of a. Woman 111. 29 'Sflesh I'm a
Gentleman Soldier now. Ibid. 30.

t 'SfOOt, int. Obs. Also 'sfut, sfut, sfoot(e,

a'fut, s'foote. Shortened form of God's foot', see

God 14 a.

160a Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. iii, Gods neakes he has
wrong, that he has : and S'fut, an I were he, I would beare
no coles. 1602 — Ant. A Mel. v. H3, Sfoote, a sits like

Lucifer himselfe. 1606 Shaks. Tr. <$ Cr. 11. iii. 6. 1616
B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. W, 'Sfoot [1598 reads Gods
fool], I haue lost my purse, I thinke. 1662 [see Foot sb. 1 bj

II Sforzando (sffUtsa-ndo). Mus. [It., gerund
oisforzare to force.] A musical direction indicating

that the note so marked is to be specially empha-
sized or rendered louder than the rest. Abbreviated

sf, sfz. Sfz.p. , abbreviated form of sforzandopiano

\

suddenly loud followed by diminuendo or piano.

1801 Busby Did. Mus. (1811), Sforzando, or Sforzato, or
SF. (ItaL). 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet. Mus. 1883
Grove Diet. Mus.

b. transf. Increase of loudness (in speaking).

1901 R. Hichens Londoners 34 ' Instant destruction ', he
repeated, with a slight sforzando.

o. Comb, sforzando coupler, pedal: seequots.
1876 Hiles Catech. Organ iii. (1878) 20 The Sforzando

coupler is a movement for increasing the power of the Swell
instantaneously. 1881 C. A. Edwarls Organs 114 The
sforzando pedal is a coupler of great value.

II Sforzato (sfaitsa'to). Mus. [It., pa. pple. of

sforzare : see prec] = Sforzando.
1801 [see Sforzando]. 1876 Stainer & Barrett Diet.

Mus. Terms.

II 'Sforzato. Obs. rare~K [Error for It.forzato.]

A galley-slave. = Forsado.
1605 B. Jonson Volponeu. ii, I was condemn 'd a 'Sforzato

to the Galleys, for poysoning the Cardinall Bemboo's Cooke.

HSfamato (sf«ma-to), a. Painting. [It., lit

'smoked '.] (See quot. 1869.)

1847 Manual of Oil-Painting 126 Sfumato. Painted with
a light, vapoury touch. 1869 Eastlake Mater. Hist. Oil
Painting II. 206 Another quality which was adopted from
Leonardo .. was the 'sfumato' system—the imperceptible
softening of the transitions in half-tints and shadows.

T S'gad, int. Obs. rare-1
, m Egad.

173. Fielding Eurydice Wks. 1771 III. 212 Auth. Ay 1

s'gad, I should as soon have suspected half the Dutchmen
to be dancing-masters.

Sge, early ME. form of She.

II Sgraffito (sgraf,frt0). Also 7 sgrafit. PI.

sgraffiti (sgrafifrti"). [It.: see Graffito; the
prefix s- represents L. ex- (see Ex-).] (See quots.

Cf. Graffito.)

1730 Bailey (fol.), Sgrafit, a method of Painting in black
and white only, not infresco. 1847 Manual ofOil-Painting
i26Sgraffilo. Akind of bold design, in black and white,done
by scratching a wall where it was purposely painted of the
former hue. 1847 Eastlake Mater. Hist. Oii Painting I.

150 Works so produced must have resembled the nielli, or,

on a small scale, the sgraffiti of the Italians, 1902 Baldry
Mod. Mural Decoration 101 The term sgraffito' is now
limited to a particular method of scratching lines upon a
plaster surface. ..The plaster is so laid that the incisions in

an upper coat reveal a lower stratum of a contrasting
colour.
attrib. 1883 Vpool Daily Post, Panels in Sgraffito work.

1886 Offic. Catal. Col. fylnd. Exhib. 53 Layer upon layer of
coloured lac are laid. Then, with a stylus, these coats are
scratched through in a manner analogous to Italian sgraffito
decoration.

b. Pottery.
1889 C. T. Davis Pract. Treat. Bricks, etc. xv. 463 Each

clay is to be separately compressed, unless sgraffito effects are
desired. 1897 SpARKES&GANDY/,i>r"rVr.r237Theintroduction,

in 1867-1870, of the ' Doulton-ware Sgraffito ' pottery. These
were vases and jugs made in the common pipe-clay, with
simple incised or stamped patterns, coloured equally simply.

SH, a consonantal digraph representing the

simple sound (J). In late OE. this sound was
represented by the combination sc, which retained

its original phonetic value (sk) only in words of

foreign origin. The sound (j) did not exist in

early OF., and hence the early ME. texts, written

by French-educated scribes, show great diversity

of attempts to find expression for it. The OE.
notation by sc became rare after the 12th c. Some
scribes of the 12- 13th c. used the single s initially

and finally. More frequent was ss (used in all

positions), which is found as late as 1340 {/iyen-

bite). In medial and final positions ssh was common
from the 13th to the 16th c. ; Coverdale (1535) has
frequently szsh, sometimes szh (but also often sh).

The prevailing form from the end of the 12th c. to

the end of the 14th c. was sc/. (initially ; in other

positions it was less frequent) ; in the north it was
common down to the end of the 16th c In the 13th

c. we occasionally find sge, s)e, sze for she (rarely

s) or sz in other words), and in the I4-I5th c. some
East Anglian scribes wrote xal, xulde for shall,

should. In ME. texts the suffix -skip is often

written -chipe, and sometimes ch occurs as the

symbol of (J) in other positions.

The combination sh (probably to be regarded
as a simplification of sch) is regularly used in the

Ormulum <: 1200 and frequently in the Trinity
College Homilies of about the same date. It is the

usual symbol in the London documents of the

14th c. and in the MSS. of Chaucer, and from
the time of Caxton onwards it has been the estab-

lished notation for (J) in all words except those

which (as machine, schedule, Asia, the derivatives

in -Hon, etc) are spelt unphonetically on etymo-
logical grounds.

In some compounds as dishonest, mishap, Gateshead, s and
h come together without forming a digraph. The pronun-
ciation of some proper names in which this sequence occurs
has been affected by misinterpretation of the spelling ; e.g.

Evesham is often called (*'vjam), Petersham (p2't9J ram).

Sh ( f), int. Also written 'eh (as if an abbrev.

of hush). An exclamation used to enjoin silence

or noiselessness ; = Hush int. The reduplication

or prolongation of the sound is indicated by sh-sh,

s-s-sh, and the like (see quots.).

1847 Man in the Moon II. 114 He.. imposed silence by a
long-drawn S-s-s-s-s-s-sh ! 1848 Thackkkay Van. Fair xbc,

When anybody entered the room, she uttered a shshshsk so
sibilant and ominous, that it frightened the poor old lady in

her bed. 1867 Miss Broughton Cometh Up xxvi, Sh 1 Sh !

don't make a scene ! 1883 Howells Register ii. in Harper's
Mag. Dec. 79/2 'Sh ! Listen. 1893 Ashby.Stekry Naughty
Girl viL 66 S-s-sh I Don't make a noise !

b. Used (in reduplicated form) to express a low
faint rustling or swishing sound. Cf. Shish.

1878 Besant & Rick Monks ofThelema xli, The gardener's
boy sharpened his scythe musically, and then began again
his low and gentle sh-sh-sh over the lawn.

Sh- f sh.', formerly used for she in certain eli-

sions, as sh as for she has \

157J Gammer Gurton's Needle m. iv. 8 Shase as much
wyt in her head almost as chaue in mine ! Ibid. iv. ii. 23
Chad thought shad stopt hir throte. 1611 Middleton &
Dkkker Roaring Girl VL i. D 1 b, Life, sh'as the Spirit

of foure great parishes. i6ao Westwardfor Smelts (Percy
Soc) 20 Twice thirtie yeeres, Sha'd past with cares. 1631
Knevet Rhodon A Iris m. i. E 3, Sometimes sh'applauds
a pavement-sweeping traine.

Sh., abbreviation of shilling.

1607-8 Aberd. Ace. \n Spalding Club Mtscell. V. 13s Item,
for four bnistis, at ten sh. the buist, is 2 lib. 1730 A. Mal-
colm Syst. Arith. 79 The Sum is 68^. which I divide by 12

(because nd. = is/t.).

II Sha ( fa). [? Shortened f. Shapoo.] The oorial

{Ovis cycloceros). Also applied to O. vignei.

1842 Vk;ne Trav. KashmirW. a8oTheShaisatragelaphus,
or goat-deer. 1893 Lydekker Horns <$• Hoofs 77 The so-

called sha (Ovis-vignei) of the upper Indus valley. 1894
Lydekker s Roy. Nat. Hist. II. 223 The Asiatic wild sheep
known in the Punjab as the urial, but in Ladak as the sha.

Sha, obs. form of Shah.
Shaake, Shaar(e, Shaarpe, obs. ff. Shake,

Shake, Shakp.

Shab (Jseb), sb. Forms: 1 soeabb, sceeb,

seeb, 3 schabbe, 4 shabbe, 4- shab. [OE. sceabb

masc. corresponding to ON. *shabbr Scab sb., f.

Teut. root *skab- to scratch, Shave ;—Indoger-

manic *skSbh- i whence L. scabies itch, scabere

(perf. scabT) to scratch. From the same root are

Flem. dial, schab (Kilian schabbe) t
mod.G. schdbe

{schabe, dial, schabbe) itch.]

1. — Scab sb. 1-3. Now only dial., a cutaneous
disease in sheep (= Scab sb. 2).

C897 K. TElfred Gregory's Past. Care xi. 70 Se hsefS
singalne- sceabb se be nasfre ne blind unsesta^SSi^nesse.
c iooo Sax. Leeckd. I. 322 Eac hyt afeormab 5one leahtor .

.

be hy achoras nemna5 "paet ys sceb [v.r. scaebj c 1290 St.
Francis 309 in S. Eng. Leg. 62 po bi-gan J>e souwe a-non .

.

To beo ful of schabbe and of buytes. 13 . . Pol. Songs ( 1 839)
239 Heshrapetb on is shabbes. 138a Wyclip Lev. xxit. 22
Litil bleynes, or shab, or drye round shab. 1806 Med. Jrnl.
XV. 518 They were afflicted, not with the sheep-pox, but with
the scab, or shab. 1810 Sporting Mag. XXXV. 30 Our poor
kiddy.. which died yesterday of the shab. 1825 Loudon
Encycl. Agric. § 6522 (Sheep) The scab, shab, ray, or
rubbers. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk., Shab, scab in sheep.

2. slang. A low fellow (= Scab sb. 4). ? Obs.

1637 Bastwick Litany 1. 19 Neither are those Shabs for

any merit in themselues. .worthy to giue guts vnto a beare.

1735 Dyche & Pardon Diet., Shab, a mean, sorry, pitiful

r ellow, one that is guilty of low Tricks &c. 1837 Bayly
Songs <$• Bali. (1844) II. 40, I belong to the Club, which is

very genteel—We ne'er let a Scamp or a Shab in. 1851
Borrow Lavengro xcviii, ' Any name but that, you shab,'

said Black Jack.

Shab (Jseb), v. Obs. exc. dial. [Of obscure

origin ; sense 2 suggests connexion with Shab sb. 2.]

1. trans, with off', a. To get rid of; get (a person)

out of the way.
1677 W*. Hubbard Narrative Postscr. T 3 b, Certain Nip-

nets intended to have sheltred themselves under Vncas

;

but he perceiving it would be distastful to the English, soon
shab'd them off. 1698 Farquhar Love .$ Bottle iv. iii, I

have shabb'd him off purely.
t

a 18x4 in Mactaggart Gallovid.

Encycl. 347 They shab'd puir Thomas aff to hell Wi nimble
feet. 1828 Choker Fairy Leg. S. Iret. II. 212 But when
that [money] was gone.. they soon shabbed him off.

b. To put (a person) off with (something in-

ferior or unsatisfactory). Cf. Fob v. 3.

1840 J. P. Kennedy Quodlibet iii. (i860) 61, I hold the

people in too much esteem to shab them off with anything
of a secondary quality.

2. intr. with ^"or away : To slink away, sneak

off. Also, to fall away from one's engagement.
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shab'doff, sneakt, or slid

away. 1710 Humourist 185 And so the fat Parson shabb'd

off. i8»9 Brockett N. C. Words, Shab-off, Shab-away, to

sneak away. 1880 W. Comw. Gloss, s. v., He wanted to

shab-off without paying.

b. (See quot.)

1755 Johnson, To Shab v.n., to play mean tricks; a low
barbarous cant word.

+ 3. trans. ? To rob. Obs.

1787 W. Hutton Courts of Requests xxxvii. 187 He bore

it like a philosopher ; to be shabbed was nothing new, he

had often lost everything he had, but himself.

t Shabaroon, snabroon. slang. Obs. Also

7 shabberoon, 9 ahabbaroon. [?f. Shab sb.,

after picaroon.] A disreputable person, ragamuffin.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crnv, S/tabberoon, a Ragamuffin.

1703 E. Ward London Spy xv. (1706) 366 Poor loose Shab-

roons in Bawdy-Houses Bred. 1761-7 T. Bridges Horn. Trav.

{1797) II. 11 That no more rogues to-day may drop, Go you
and all your shabroons stop. 1797 Mrs. A. M. Bennett
Beggar Girl (1813) I. 21 Letting a tribe of shabroons and
painted Jezebels into their honest house. 1838 New Monthly
Mag. LiV. 214 If.. a recognition from a coroneted carriage

stamps you a lord, . . the notice o( a shabaroon can be nothing

less than a hint to your tailor to send in his bill. 1847 Halli*
well, Shabbaroon, a mean shabby fellow.

attrib. 1786 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Juvenile Indiscr. V.

56 Trap answered, he believed he had nobody belonging to

him worth seeking after, for that he was but a shabroon
sort of a gem'man.
Shabbaron, obs. form of Chaperon.
Shabbaroon, variant of Shabaroon.

Shabbed, a. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1 sceab-

bede, sceebbede, 4-5 schabbed, shabbid, -yd,

7- shabbed. [f. Shab sb. + -ed 2
. Cf. Scabbed.]

1. Afflicted with scab or scabs ; = Scabbed a. 1.

a 1 100 in Napier O. E. Glosses 126/4029 Purulentns,
scabbede [v. r. sceabbede], aHtraen. 136a Langl. P. PI. A.

vin. 17 Hou heore schabbede schep schal heore wolle saue.

a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 101 For schabbed hands.

2. = Shabby.
1674 R. Godfrev Inf. <$- Abus. Pkysick 63 The Chymical

Doctor, .offered him his help contrary to his custome, (for I

believe he hateth that shabbed trick of asking people to

buy health), a 1687 Cotton Poems (1689) 94 We. .Had
happy been had we chang'd features, Garments at least,

though theirs be shabbed, With those who that cold place

inhabit. 1716 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) V. 210 He died in

a shabbed Condition, as he lived. 1891 ' M. Gray ' In Heart
ofStorm Prol. i. I. 28 My best bonnet was that shabbed I

didn't like to go to church of a fine Sunday.

Shabberoon, variant of Shabaroon.

Shabbify (Jse-bifai), v. nonce-wd. [f. Shabby
a. + -FY.] trans. To make shabby.
1866-4// YearRounds June 518 Walking over Mont Cents

..has somewhat shabbified my travelling attire.



SHABBILY.

Shabbily (Jsrbili), *ft>. [-ly 2
.] In a shabby

manner (see the adj.).

«7S5 Johnson, Shabbily, meanly ; reproachfully ; despic-

ably; paltrily. A cant word. i7S« Mrs. Dklany Autobiog.

(1861) III. 417 Madame de Sevigne" goes on but shabbily :

this cold weather numbs my faculties. 1781 J. Ripley Sel.

Orig. Lett. 4,1
"

1
*
he caparisons upon his horse, shabbily

splendid. x8ai J. W. Croker Diary 12 June, Burdett..

comes shabbily oft, for he denies a meaning which his

words have. 18*9 Lytton Devereux iil vi, A little dark

man, shabbily dressed. 1870 Miss Bridgman R. Lynne II.

ii. 23 The rooms were furnished shabbily. 1879 F. W.
Robinson Cozvard Consc. iv. i, Fanny behaved so shabbily

to your brother.

Shabbiness (Jse-bines). [-ness.] The quality

or state of being shabby (in various senses).

1711 Addison Sped. No. 31 P 1 The Shabbiness of his

Dress. 171a Steele Ibid. No. 264 P 2 His gay Shabbyness

of Clothes. 1817 Syd. Smith Catk. Quest. Wks. 1859 II.

120/1 Explaining away this sale of your soul by every

species of falsehood, shabbiness, and equivocation. 1863

Miss Braddon Eleanor's Vict. I.i. 3 In spite of.. the shab-

biness of her straw bonnet. 1899 Doyle Duet (1909) 69/1

His occasional shabbiness in money matters.

Shabble : see Shable.

Shabby (fc'bi), a. [f. Shab sb. + -Y. Cf.

Scabby ; also LG. sckabbig, schabbig, MHG. scke-

bic (mod.G. sckabig = sense 1 below).
*A word that has crept into conversation and low writing ;

but ought not to be admitted into the language ' (J.)-l

1. That has lost its newness or freshness of ap-

pearance ; dingy and faded from wear or exposure.

Said of clothes, furniture, houses, etc.

1685 Land. Gaz. No. 2070/4 Having a Gray Coloured Coat
and a shabby Perriwig. 1716 Lady M. W. Montagu Let.

to C'tess ofBristol 22 Aug., In the other, you see a sort of

shabby finery. 1763 R. Lloyd New-River Head n With
the drap'ry she had got Within her little shabby cot. 1763

Goldsm. Ess. xxi. [vi.] Ft A man in very shabby cloaths.

1838 Dickens Nick. Nick, xvi, There was a stream of

people pouring into a shabby house. 1866 G. Macdonald
Ann. Q. Neighb. vi. (1878) 82 It was an old book in very

shabby binding. 1884 W. C. Smith Ktldrostan 65, 1 should

have been a poacher In shabby velveteen. 1889 Jessopp
Coming ofFriars in. 123 The surest token that a monastery
was in a bad way was that its church was in a shabby
condition.

b. Of persons, their appearance, etc. : Poorly-

dressed, 'seedy*.
1669 Ogilby Odyss. xxiii. 334 Shabby my looks, so mean

my garments be, That for her lord she'll not acknowledge
me, 1688 Clarendon Diary 7 Dec, They were very shabby
fellows, pitifully mounted, and worse armed. ' a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Creiv, Shabby, in poor, sorry Rigging. 178a

Miss Burney Cecilia n. i, |She] was shewn, by a little

shabby footboy, into a parlour. 1882 Miss Braddon Mtt

RoyalW.xx. 179 He lived with a shabby old half-pay father.

O. transf. Discreditably inferior in quality,

making a poor appearance.
i8ao Lady Granville Lett. {1894) I. 191 Excuse this

shabby letter. 1824 Syd. Smith Wks. (1859) II. 46/2 We
Scotch, who live in a little shabby scraggy corner of a
remote island. 1852 Thackeray Esmond 11. xiv, My Lord
Duke's entertainments were both seldom and shabby. 1865
Mill Exam. Hamilton 448 Who, then, would expect such
shabby, not arguments, but mists of arguments, as the
author presents us with. 1880 E. A. Freeman in W. R. W.
Stephens Life $ Lett. (1895) II. 198 Unless they have
mended their ways at Laon since 1869, you will hear the
shabbiest of masses there.

2. Of persons, their actions, etc. : Contemptibly

mean, ungenerous, or dishonourable. Often applied,

in a lighter tone, to conduct which is less friendly

or generous than one had hoped for.

1679 J. Sheffield <Dk. Buckhm.) Charac. Tory Wks.
1729 1 1. 66 These shabby fellows who pretend to be robbed.

01720 Sewel Hist. Quakers vn. (1722) 37$ Among these

was a shabby Fellow, who to get Victuals without working,

had thrust himself among the Quakers. 1763 Ld. Holland
in Jesse Selwyn <V Contemp. (1843) I. 270 Stephen gives

his compliments, but says you left Paris in a shabby manner.
1840 Thackeray Bedford-Row Consp. i, It was voted a
shabby excuse. 1850 Sm&dle.y Frank Fairleghxv, It would
be horribly shabby of you to desert us now. 1892 W. S.

Gilbert Mountebanks 1, What shabby things a man will

do when he's eaten up with jealousy.

b. Mean or ungenerous in giving or paying.
1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide v. 7 So I took out my Purse, as

I hate to be shabby. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 154
The Admiralty, always generous to profusion to unworthy
people, . . is shabby to the sailor.

c. Of a gift or the like : Small or poor as esti-

mated by the giver's means.
1753 Miss Collier Art Torment. 11. iii. (1811) 139 Make

him some shabby allowance, hardly enough to keep him
from starving. 1857 Livingstone Trav. S. Africa iii. 68,

I, being . . familiar with their customs, knew that this shabby
present was an insult to us.

3. t a. ? Dirty, muddy. Obs. rarerx
.

1705 Berkeley Cave of Dunmore Wks. 1871 IV. 504 A
spacious vault, the bottom whereof is always shabby by
reason of the continual distillation of rock-water.

b. dial. Of weather : Wet and unpleasant.

1855 Whitby Gloss, s. v., A wet shabby day.

4. Of the pulse : Weak.
1843 K" J- Graves Syst Clin. Med. xiv. 175 His pulse

was 140 in a minute and remarkably shabby. 1906 Brit.
Med, Jrnl. 13 Jan. 70 A rapid shabby pulse.

5. dial. Diseased with 'shab' or scab; = Scabby i.

App. the original meaning, though not recorded early.

1815 Jennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng. 66 Shabby; affected
with the shab. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., They
sheep be shabby.
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6. Comb., as \shabby-looked, -looking adjs.

1705 Mrs. Centlivre Gamester i. i, But, Sir, here was a
kind of a—kind of a shabby-look'd fellow. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xl. (1856) 365 We are an uncouth, snobby,
and withal, shabby-looking set of varlets.

Shabby-genteel,"- Attemptingto look gen-
teel and keep up appearances in spite of shabbiness.

Also absol.

1754 in Connoisseur No. 25. 146 The numerous fraternity

of the shabby-genteel, who are the chief support of the

clothiers in Monmouth-street. x8oo Helena Wells Const.

Neville (ed. 2) II. 342 A tall meagre female,, .whose habili-

ments might come under the description of shabby gen-

teel. 1811 W. Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 50 Shabby-
genteel houses, surrounded with dead fences, and things

called gardens. 1868 Alex. Smith Last Leaves 76 He has.

.

a feeling ofrespect for shabby-gentee! virtues. 1874 Mickle-
thwaite Mod. Par. Churches 341 A shabby-genteel imita-

tion of an expensive building.

Hence Shabby-gentility.
1836 Dickens Sk. Boz

t

Charac. x, This compound of the

two—this shabby-gentility.

Shabbyish, a. [-ISH.] Somewhat shabby.
1830 Carlyle Let. 21 Aug. in Froude Life (J882) II. 120

A cold-hearted, shabbyish, dandy parson. 1864 Burton
Scot Abr. I. i. 25 The advancement of one of his brothers

from the shabbyish bishopric of Poitiers to the brilliant see

of Paris.

Shable, shabble (
Jarb'l). St. Also 7 shabel,

sellable, [ad. It. sciabla, sciabola, or Hungarian
szdblya, Polish szabla, parallel forms to Du. sabel,

G. sabel (now sabel) : see Sable sb.s, Sabre.]

1. A sabre or curved sword.
I Now generally used to denote an old rusty sword ' (Jam.)

.

163a Lithgow Trav- v. 208 Shables, or short crooked
swords. 1683 Sir J. Turner Pallas Arm. 171 The Persians,

Turks, Russians, Polonians, and Hungarians, for most part

wear Scimiters and Shables. 1689 Land. Gaz. No. 414/2
One of them had his left Arm cut off with one blow of a
Schable or Polish sword. 1749 Crookshank Hist. Ch. Scot.

II. 22 At last, the Commander struck him with a shabble

on the face. x8x8 Scott Rob Roy xxviii, He tugged for a
second or two at the hilt of his shabble, as he called it.

1895 Crockett Men of Mosshags 75 He would strike them
on the face with the basket hilt of his shable.

2. 'Any little person or thing' (Jam.).
1843 Carlyle Let. 10 Apr. in Froude Life Lond. (1884)

I. ix. 251 Flyaway with your shabble of a Duke.

II Shabracqne, shabrack (
Jarbraek). Also

9 shubraoh, (chabrague, shabrag), schabraque,
shabraque. [a. G. schabracke, F. schabraque (also

chabraque), from some lang. of Eastern Europe :

cf. Russ". <janpak"B, Czech iabrak{a, capraka, lab-

raka, Magyar csabrdg, Turkish iji^A» tepraq.] A
saddle-cloth used in European armies.

C1808 Porter Russ. ty Swed. (i8r3) II. xxxi. 59 The
leopard-skin shubrach (or saddle covering). 1821 Sporting

Mag. VII. 151 A saddle-cloth vying in size with the shab-

rack of a heavy dragoon. 1838 Hist. Rec. Life Guards 100

Sheepskin Shabraques, black for the Officers, and white for

the Men. 1865 Miller Equipm. Artillery 74 Shabraque. .

.

Worn by officers of horse brigadesonly. Z904 Dress Regulat.

Officers 17, 18 Shabracque. 1908 Bain Slav. Europe 213
Their.. shabracks ablaze with precious stones.

Shab-rag, a. and sb. dial, and slang.

A. adj. Shabby, damaged, the worse for wear.

17*2-7 T. Bridges Horn. Trav. (1707) II. 254 None of your
Bromingham affairs, Nor any such like shabrag wares, But
good new halfpence from the mint, With honest George's

face in print. x88o W. Cornw. Gloss, s. v. Horny-wink,
An old tumble-down house has been revilingly described as

an old shabrag horny-wink place.

B. sb. A mean beggarly person, a ragamuffin.

1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss. 1829 Brockett N. C. Words.

1869 R. B. Peacock Lonsdale Gloss. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Shab-rag, a term of contempt applied

to persons of dirty, depraved appearance.

Shabroon : see Shababoon.

t Shabub, shawbubbe. Obs. [app. repr. G.

+ schabab, explained as black coriander ; f. schab ab

imper. of abschaben to get away, be off.] Alleged

name for the plant Honesty (Lunaria biennis).

1548 Turner Names Herbes (E.D.S.) 85 It maye be called

in englishe great Lunari. Some cal it Shabub. 1568 —
Herbal in. 52 Some call this herbe Shawbubbe.

]i Shabander (jabrrndai). Forms: 7 saban-
dar(e, -er, sabendor, savendar; shabandar,
xabandar, shawbander, ehabandar, -er, 7-8

shabander, -bender, shah-, shawbunder, 8

shebandar, 9 shahbendar. [a. Pers. jXUstCi

shah-bandar, lit. ' king of the port '. Cf. Pg.

xabandar.] ' The title of an officer at native ports

all over the Indian seas, who was the chief authority

with whom foreign traders and ship-masters had

to transact. He was often also head of the Cus-

toms' (Yule).

'599 J.
Davis in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. m. 120 The

Sabandar tooke off my Hat, and put a Roll of white linnen

about my head, c 1603 Ibid. 161 The Sauendar, or Gouernour
of the Citie. 1606 SirH. Middlelon's Last East-lnd. Voy.

E 4, Then came the Sabendor with light, and brought the

Generall to his house. 1613 in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I.

iv. 462 The Xabandar. 1619 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.

(1900) I. 150 Choja Hasanaly, Shabandar. 1628 Ibid. III.

212 Cojah Tellaldine, Shawbander or admirall of this port.

1678 J. Phillips tr. Tavernier's Trav. 11. 18 The Cha-
bander and Mint-master are very observant to the Company.
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1698 Fryer Acc. E. India ft P. 98 The Shawbunder. .who
b King ofthe Port, or Chief Customer, a 1711 in C Lockyer
Acc. Trade India 223 The Shabander or Custom-Master.

1795 M. Symes Embassy Ava (1800) 160 The important
office of Shawbunder, or intendant of the port, and receiver

of the port customs. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVIII. 62/2

At Batavia . . the Shabander exacts a dollar per pecul on all

sugar exported. (1833-5 Lane Mod. Egyptians {1836) I. 137
The Shah-bendar (chief of the Merchants of Cairo).)

Shach, obs. form of Shah.
Shaehle, variant of Shadchle v. Sc.

Shack (Jrek), sb.1 Now dial. [I. shach, dial,

variant of Shake v. Cf. Shake sb. 1 2 e.]

1. Grain fallen from the ear, and available for the

feeding of pigs, poultry, etc., after the harvest; a
supply of fallen grain for this purpose. Also,

fallen beech-mast or acorns.

1536 Rolls House MS. in Froude Hist. Eng. (1185-6) III.

93 note, Able and sufficient with the help of the shakke in

the stubbe to succour and feed asmanygreat beasts, .as the
land would keep. 1563 Homilies II. Rogat. Week iv. 251 b,

The common balkes and walkes, whiche good men before
tyme, made the greater and broder, ..partlye for the better

shacke in baruest tyme, to the more comfort of his poore
neyghbours cattell. 1764 Museum Rust. III. lxxiv. 322
(Produce of farm (Suffolk)] One hundred coomb of wheat..

^7500. Shack for cattle, £1 100. 1802 Sport. Mag. XX.
64 Lonely watch'd be the grunters all day, As they rooted

the stubbles for shack. 1823 E. Moor Suffolk Words 337
Shack, the corn left in a barley or pea field, after the crop

has been carried. Pigs and poultry are then turned in ' to

shack '.
' Tha's good shack in that there filld '. a 1825

Forby Voc. E. A nglia, Shack. . -The shaken grain remaining
on the ground when harvest and gleaning are over; or, in

woodland countries, the acorns, or mast under the trees.

1858 U. S. Newspaper in J. F. Morgan Eng. Norm. Occup.
iii. 57 note. The woods in the vicinity of Sandusky . . were fre-

quented by vast numbers of wild hogs, which . . grew fat upon
the shack which every where abounded.

2. a. In phrase to be, go or run at shack, to go to

shack, said of pigs, poultry, etc., when turned into

the stubble to feed on the ' shack ' (sense 1) after

the harvest. Hence b. The right of sending pigs

or poultry to ' run at shack ' on another's land

after the harvest ; also, in extended sense, the right

of pasturing cattle in winter on another's land.

1629 Coke Rep. vn. 11. 5 Ceux parolx, daler Shack, sont

tant adire comme daler a libertie ou daler alarge. Ibid., Le
dit common apoel Shacke. 1641 Tcrtnes de la Ley 247
Shack is a peculiar name of Common, used in the Countrey
of Norfolke. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shack, (in Norfolk
and Suffolk) the liberty of Winter-Pasturage;.. Also a Cus-
tom in Norfolk to have Common for Hogs, from the end of
Harvest till Seed-time in all Mens Grounds : Whence to go
at Shack in that County, signifies as much as to go at large.

1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk ^795) II. 387 Shack. Stock
turned into the stubbles after harvest are said to be at shack.

Grounds lying open to common fields are said to ' lie quite

shack '.

c. attrib., as shack-land, -time (cf. Shake-/*'//'*).

1821 Monthly Repos. Feb. 97/1 A great part, .of our lands

were formerly *shack lands, of which the occupant had the

use only whilst his crop was on, the land then reverting to

the community for pasturage. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878)

42 Yoke seldom thy swine while the *shacktime doth last.

ibid.. Where loue among neighbors do beare any stroke,

While shacktime indureth men use not 'o yoke, a 1825

Forby Woe. E. A nglia, Shack-time, the time when pigs are

at shack.

3. An animal or animals ' at shack '.

1842 C. W. Johnson Farmer's Encycl. 1087/1 Shack,..

the stock turned upon the stubble after harvest. 1859 All
Year Round No. 33. 160 The pig is an admirable gleaner,

'a shack ' they calf him in Norfolk.

Shack, sb? dial, and U.S. [? Short for Shaok-
bag. Cf. Shake sb?]

1. An idle disreputable fellow, a vagabond.
1682 Hickeringill Black Non-Conf. Concl. 64 Such vile

Shacks as will swear an hundred Oaths for Nothing, or a
Whisker for Something, a 1734 North Exam, il iv. 6 120

(1740) 293 Great Ladies are more apt to take Sides with

talking flattering Gossips than such a Shack as Fitzharris.

c 1800 Dcrbysh. Rhyme in W. Andrews Bk. Oddities (1882)

84 Ripley ruffians, Butterley blacks, Swanwick bull-dogs,

Alfreton shacks. 1862 Borrow Wales lxxviii, A fellow..

having much the appearance of a town shack. 1892 Hole
Mem. xvi. 192 The shack is a man [in Notts] who objects to

regular employment, but can and will do anything except

ordinary work.

2. ' A worthless horse ; a plug' (Webster 1911).

Shack, sb.3 U.S. and Canadian. [Of obscure

origin.

The late J. Piatt, Jun., suggested I.N. * Q. Ser. x. XII.

306/2) that the source might be the Mexican jacal, Aztec

xacalli, wooden hut. Cf. Shackle sb.']

A roughly built cabin or shanty of logs, mud, etc.

1881 A'. V. Times 18 Dec. in AT.
<J- Q. Ser. vi. V. 65/2 The

average ' shack ' comprises but one room, and is customarily

roofed with earth, supported by poles. 1882 Century Mag.
Sept 774/r He [a stockman in the north-west] lives, as a

rule, in a wretched dirt-roof ' shack '.

b. attrib. and Comb.
1885 Home Missionary (N. Y.) Mar. 42S The rude shack-

like store has changed to an imposing structure of stone.

1909 N. V. Even. Post 4 Feb. in Thornton Amer. Gloss.

s. v., An Italian was murdered in his bunk by his shack-mate.

Shack, si.* U.S. Also (in comb.) shag-. [Of

obscure origin.

There is some affinity of meaning with Shack sb.' 1.]

1. Bait picked up at sea, refuse fish, flesh of

porpoises or of sea-birds, etc., as distinguished from
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regular bait carried on the vessel. More fully

shack-bait. Also attrib., shack-fisherman, -fishing.

1891 in Century Diet. ; and in later Diets. 1897 Kipling
Capt. Cour. 75,

' I mistrust shagjfisbin' will pay better, ez
things go.' That meant the boys would bait with selected
offal of the cod as the fish were cleaned.

2. A catch of sea-fish, made up ofcheap varieties,

esp. of the cod species. Also attrib. or adj.

1904 Rep. Mass. Comnt. Fisheries <r Game 78 (Cent.
Suppl.) Such fish, tumbled in together, without effort at
classification, are known as shack. Ibid., At first a shack
trip referred particularly to a voyage on which cheap species

of fishes constituted the bulk of the catch.

t Shack, a.l Obs. rare. [? Evolved from Shack-
haired «.] Shaggy.
1577 Harrison Deser. Scot. vii. 9/1 in Holinshed, White
Builes with shack [1587, p. 13/2 shackt] hears and curled
manes like fierce Lions.

Shack, a? dial, [f.' Shack sbX\ Used predi-

catively in phrase to lie shack, said of land so

situated as to be liable to ' shack '.

1787 [see Shack si. 1
a).

Shack (Jack), z-.l dial. [I. Shack sbA]

fl. intr. ?To 'run at shack' (in quot. transfi.).

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 196 Those rayes of other
atoms that are shacking all over the worlds wasts.

2. trans. To turn (pigs or poultry, etc.) into

stubble-fields ; also, of animals, to feed on
(stubble). Also intr. to feed upon stubble.
(1658- cf. shaking-time : Shaking vbt. sb. 4.] a 1825

Fobbv Voc. E.Anglia, Shack. .To turn pigs or poultry into
the stubble-fields, to feed on the scattered grain. 1867 yrnt.
R. Agric. Soc. Ser. 11. III. 11. 533 They [turkeys] are then
sold .. to the larger fanners to ' shack ' upon the barley or
oat stubble-. 1887 Suffling LandofBroads 253 Shack, to
turn cattle out to graze after the corn has been carted, a 1004
in Eng. Dial. Diet. s.v. Shake 9 The pigs shack the barley.

Shack, «.' dial. [f. Shack sb?, or of cognate
formation. Cf. Shackle v.1 (sense a).]

L intr. To idle away one's time ; to loaf about.
1787 [implied in Shacking ppl. a^ see below], a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Shack.. To rove about; as a
stroller or mendicant. 1865 Good Words Feb. 125/2 What
makes the work come so heavy at the end of the week, is,

that the men are ' shacking ' at the beginning. 1896 E.
Phillips Oppenheim False Evid. xxvi, What would you
have me do? Shack about with my hands in my pocket
all day?

2. Western U.S. ' To hibernate, as an animal,
especially the bear: also said of men who "lay
up " or " hole up " for the winter, or go into

winter quarters' {Cent. Did. 1891).

Hence Sha'cking ppl. a. (in sense I).

1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 387 Shacking, a
shabby rambling fellow (living at shack). 1881 Dr. Gheist
227 I m tired enough of this shacking night-work. 1891
Rutland Weirds Add., Shacking, idle good-for-nothing.
He's a shacking chap.

Shack, v.3 U.S. [Of obscure origin.] trans.
' To go after, as a ball batted to a distance ' {Cent.

Diet. 1891) ; 'to chase and fetch, as a batted ball

'

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).

Shack, dial, variant of Shake sb. and v.

Shackage (Javked3). [f. Shack sbA] The
turning (of pigs, etc.) into the stubble or ' shack '.

Also attrib.

1885 W. Rve Hist. Norfolk 59 note. Open fields over which
the manor tenants had grazing and shackage rights dur-
ing certain times of year. 1903 Westm. Gaz. 14 Sept. 3/1
To this day in Bygrave . . the different occupiers of lands in

the open fields enjoy the right of * shackage '—that is, of
pasturing beasts on one another's lands after harvest.

Shackal J, obs. forms of Jackal.

t Shackatory. Obs. rare. Also shockatory.
[Of obscure origin : possibly a blundered repro-

duction of It. cacciatore hunter.] ? A huntsman's
underling, a beater.
In Diets, erroneously explained ' an Irish hound '.

1630 Dekkek md Pt. Honest Wh. 111. i. E i b, The Irish
Footman can tell you all his hunting houres..that Irish
Shackatory beates the bush for him, and knowes ail. 1640
W. M. Wand. Jew telling Fortunes 34 For Time.. is an
excellent footman ; no Shockatory comes neere him if hee
once get the start, hee's gone, and you gone too.

Shack-bag. Also shack-back, [variant of
Shake-bag.]
1. dial. = Shack sb? i.

1855 Whitby Gloss., A Shacibag, a loose trustless fellow.
z886 Fenn This Man's Wife 1. xiv, I was a fool to come
down as I did before, such a shackbag as I was.

2. The name of a large breed of fowls.
1816 ' B. Moubray ' Treat. Poultry, etc. (ed. 2) 25 Shack-

bags. Formerly the largest variety, but in probability it

has been entirely worn out for some years. It was called
the duke of Leeds' breed, [etc.]. 1849 D. T. Browne Amer.
Poultry Yd. (1855)75 The famous 'shack-backs', 'shack-
bags', or 'Duke of Leeds' fowl',.. were supposed to have
been a cross between the jago and Dorking fowls.

Shackbolt (favktwult). Her. [? Shortened from
shackle-bolt : see Shackle sb.] A shackle or fetter

used as a charge.
1610 Guillim Heraldry iv. xvii. (1660) 349 He beareth,

Argent, a Shackboult sable. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Shack-
boll or Shackle, a prisoners Bolt, a Fetter or Give. 1688
[see Shackle-bolt]. 171a Lond. Gaz. No. 4973/4 A Lion's
Head erased in a S[h]ackbolt on a Wreath. 1868 Cussans
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Handbk. Her. vii. (1893) 115 Fetter-lock, or Shack-bolt:
a somewhat rare Charge.

t Shacked, a. Obs. rare. Also 6 shackt. [f.

Shack o.l + -ed 2. Cf. Shagged a.] Shaggy.
1587 [see Shack a.']. 1587 Harrison England 1. x. 41/1

in Holinshed, Their haire is betweene the wooll of a sheepe
and the haire of a goat, resembling both, shacked, and yet
absolutelie like vnto neither of both.

Stacker (Jarkai). U.S. [f. Shack sb* (sense 2)
+ -er 1.] See quot.
190a Boston (Mass.) Transcript 20 Aug. r3/6 A shacker, as

the vessels, which bring fresh cod and haddock to the whart
are called.

tShackerell. Obs. Also 5 shaker(e)l. [? f.

Shake v.] A vagabond.
c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 675 Shameful! shakerles,

soleyn shaueldores. 1610 B. R ich Descr. /ret. 9 The meanest
Shackerell, that hath scarce a mantle to wrap himselfe in,

hath as proud a mind as Oneal himselfe.

Shackt'ork, dial, variant of Shakepork.
t Shack-haired, a. Also shak-, shake-.

[? Altered form ofShag-haired ; cf. shock-haired.]
Shaggy or shock-haired.

Z5SS Wateeman Fardle Facions 11. viii. 187 Certeine sal-
uages with dogges heades,and shacke heared on their bodies.
1567 Golding Ovids Met. xm. 1084 Heroes which neuer
calf, .nor shakheard Goate did feede. Z587 Harrison Eng-
land in. vii. 230/1 in Holinshed, Of which sort [of dogs]
also some be smooth,, .and some shake haired.

Shackle (Jse-k'l), sbA Forms : a. i sceaoul,
scacul, 3 scheakel, 4 schackle, schakel, 4-5
schakle, 5 shakill, sohakyI(l, -ylle, schakkyl,
5-6 shakyl, 5-7 shakel, 6 sehakill, sohaccle,
shakyll, shaekil, -yll, 6-7 shackel(l, 6-9 now
dial, shakle, (7 .schackell), 9 dial, sheakle, 6-
shaekle. /3. north, and Sc. 5 shekyl, 6 scheckill,

7 schaikill, 8 shekle, shekel, 9 sheckle, shaikle.

fOE. sceacul masc., fetter, corresp. to LG. schakel
ink of a chain, hobble for a horse, Du. schakel,
HG. dial, schakel link of a chain, ON. skpkull
masc, pole of a wagon (Sw. siakel, Da. skagle) :—
OTent. type *skakulo-. A cognate word is LG.
schake link of a chain.
The notion common to these words appears to be that of

'something to fasten or attach '. On this ground it seems
difficult to refer them to the Teut. root *skak- Shake z'.

Falk and Torp suggest a Teut. root *skxk- :—pre-Teut.
'skeg-, a doublet of Velg; whence Teut. 'hxk- (:hak- : hdk.)
found in G. /taken, OE. hdc Hook sb. 1 but this is very
doubtful.]

I. A kind of fetter.

1. A fetter for the ankle or wrist of a prisoner,

usually one of a pair connected together by a chain,
which is fastened to a ring-bolt in the floor or wall
of the cell. In the OE. examples, a ring or collar
for the neck of a prisoner, a. sing.
a zooo .tElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 107/10 Columbar,

sceacul, net bend. [/bid. 1 16/10 Nerui boia fotcopsa, net
sweorscacul.) c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2655 in Macro Plays 156
J?ou schalt be schakyn in myn schakle. c 1440 Protup. Parv.
443/2 Schakkyl, or schakle, murella, numella. a 1591 H.
Smith Strm. (1594) 262 At last his shackell falleth from
him, . . the prison openeth and [etc]. 1688 Holme A rmoury
in. 336/1, I should rather take it [a Cop-sole and Pin) for a
Shackle and Bolt, a Z779 Cook Voy. Pacific in. vi. (1784)
II. 102 He carried with him the shackle of the bilboo-bolt
that was about his leg. 1851 Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. xviii.

(1855) 303 It is not the shackle on the wrist that constitutes
the slave—but the loss of self-respect.

b. pi.

1540 StarC/iamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 220 There was
put vpon your saydpooresubiecte..agreat payer of Shackels.
a 1548 Hau Chron., Hen. VIII^ 91 b, A prison and a man
loking out at a grate, .and all his apparel was garded with
shakelles of syluer. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 252 Then
caused two payre of shackels of iron to bee put on theyr
legges. 1597 Aberd. Ace. in Spalding Club Miscell. V. 69
Tua pair of scheckills to the witches in the stepill. 1641
Earl Monm. tr. Biondfs Civil Wars v. 167 They resolved
rather to dye fighting then to live in schackells. 165a Cotte-
rell tr. Calprenede's Cassandra m. (1676) 51 You go to offer
your hands tt> the shackles that are already prepared for you.
1784 Cowper Task H. 42 Slaves cannot breathe in England

;

..They touch our country, and their shackles fall. 1853
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. x, Haley, drawing out from
under the waggon-seat a heavy pair of shackles, made them
fast around each ankle. 1864 Seaton Cadet to Colonel xi'1'1.

272 Shackles were put on_ their legs. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Shackles, semicircular clumps of iron sliding upon
a round bar, in which the legs of prisoners are occasionally
confined on deck. Manacles when applied to the wrists.

O. Her. A shackle used as a bearing.
1780 Edmondson Her. II. Gloss. In mod. Diets.

2. Jig. and in figurative context. Applied to
restraint on freedom of action. Chiefly in pi.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 94 Auh ancren..schulen beon ber [i. e. in

heaven] . . libture & swifture & ine so wide scheakeles pleien
ine heouene, ase me sei3 ine heouene is large leswe, bet tet

bodi schal beon hwar so euer be gost wule, in one hondhwule.
a 1400 Minor Poems Vernon MS. 14^/13 For synne is cald
be deueles schakel, His net, his tool, his takyng takel. a 159a
Greene Mamillia 11. Ded., Wks. (Grosart) II. 142 Staying
thus in suspence, I shaked off the shakles with calling to
remembraunce the saying of a poore Painter in Sienna, who
[etc.]. 1681 Temple Mem. in. Wks. 1731 1. 337 They would
leave the Crown after him in Shackles, which.. would not
be easily knock'd off by any Successor. 1690 C. Nesse Hist.

9f Myst. O. ff N. Test. 1. 13 This bodyis become aprison,a
shackle, a sepulchre to the soul. 1738 Gentl. Mag. VIII. 4/1
To knock offthe Shackles of Ignorance and Prejudice. 175a
Young Brothers 11. i, Virtue's a shackle, under fair disguise,
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To fetterfools, while we bear off the prize. 1776 Mickle tr.
Camoens' Lusiati Introd. 152 That rhyme makes the poet
walk in shackles is denied. 187a Yeats Growth Comm. 281
Elizabeth., removed the chief shackle upon British trade.

b. The shackles : the bonds of matrimony.
[c 1460 Tozvneley Myst. xiii. 72 Bot begyn she to crok, To

groyne or to clok, Wo is hym is of oure cok, ffor he is in the
shekyls.J 1780 Mirror No. 89 Were I to enter the shackles,
I have too much regard to my own ease to chuse a lady of
reflection.

1 3. A fetter-like bond, esp. one used as an orna-
ment, an armlet or anklet. Obs. rare.
i57«-» i" Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) I. 294 An armlet or

skakell [sic] of golde. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. :o They
bury his Armolets, Bracelets, Shackles and such Treasure.
1697 Dampier Voy. I. 514 Most of the Men and Women on
the Island.. had all Ear-rings made of Gold, and Gold
Shackles about their Legs and Arms.
4. [Short for Shackle-bone.] The wrist ; also

rarely the ankle, dial.

1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 350 Shackle of the
arm, the wrist. 1861 C. C. Robinson Dial. Leeds, Shackle,
the wrist. ' Spreined one o' my shackles '. 190a Hyne
Thompson's Progr. 195 'T'shecklewilln't mend. ..'. .The fool
of a woman ought to have had her shackle set at the in-
firmary.

5. a. A hobble for a horse. ? Obs.
i$a9 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. V. 366 Ane pair of

schakillis to the grete hors. 156a Withals Diet. (1 568) 38 b/2
Shakels or spannes vpon the horse legges, numelli. 1573
Tusser Husb. (1878) 38 Soles, fetters, and shackles, with
horselock and pad. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits
(1616) 171 Those shackles which we clap on the legs of an
vntrained Mule, which going with them manydayes, taketh
a steddie and seemly pace. 1610 Markham Masterp. u.
Ixxxiv, 364 If a horse be galled in the pastorne, on theheele,
or vpon the cronet, either with shackell or locke, as it many
times happens in the Champion countries, where the Farmers
vse much to teather their horses : then for such a soare you
shall [etc.]. 1814 Southey Roderick xxv. 91 Some sleek
and sober mule Long trained in shackles to procession pace.

^
b. A chain, rope, twisted band of straw or the

like, used for securing cows. Now dial.
c 1400 Beryn 1064 A plant, whils it is grene. .A man may

with his fyngirs ply it wher hym list, And make ther-of a
shakill, a withey, or a twist. 1858 M. A. Denham in D.
Tracts (1891) I. 275 The custom of twisting birch twigs in
a peculiar manner, to serve instead of hempen barn's for
the purpose of tying up cattle. These are called 'sheakles ',

1869 Peacock Lonsdale Gloss., Shackle, . .a cow chain.

II. In various technical senses.

6. A ring, clevis, or similar device, used for at-

taching or coupling, so as to leave some degree of
freedom of movement ; often a U-shaped piece of
iron, closed by a movable bar passing through
holes in the ends. a. A coupling for a plough,
harrow, wagon, carriage, etc.

1343 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 205, 1 clitta pro molde-
bredd; 2 schackles de ferro pro carucis; 2 coupewaynes.
Ibid. 543, 3 Reyns, 3 paribus de pastrons, 3 Schakles et 1

croper pro lor.ga carecta, 26s. 9«V. 1422-3 Ibid. 619 Pro
5 novis Reynes de corr. pro stabulo d'ni Prions, 3 Shakelys
de correo, 2 heltres de corr. 1533-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 15.
C 4 b, The fote teame shall be fastened to the same [i.e. * the
formest slote ' of the harrow] with a shakyll, or a withe to
drawe by. 1530 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 27 A wayne and
yoke with bolte and shakyll. 183a Scoreby Farm Rep. 3 in
Libr. Use/. Knotul., Huso. 1 1 1, Tne price charged., is for the
plough fit for use, but not including the shackle, by which
it is drawn and regulated. z88x J. W. Burgess Coach.
Building x. 98 Shackles are iron staples, which serve to
receivethe leather suspension braces ofC spring carriages on
the springs ; they are also used for coupling springs together,
1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Sheckle, sheakle, shaikle,.. the
sling that fastens the double- tree to a plough-head or bridle.

b. Naut. A fastening for a port-hole ; a coup-
ling for lengths of chain cable, an anchor, etc.
i6a7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xiv. 68 Shackels are a

kinde of Rings but not round,, .fixed to the middest of the
ports within boord, through which wee put a billet to keepe
fast the port for flying open in foule weather. 1793 Smea-
ton Edystone L. § 142 A large swivel, with shackles and
bolts,, -the western chain, .joined to the eastern, .by a bolt
and shackle. 1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 130 Shackles, the
small ring-bolts driven into the ports, or scuttles, and through
which the lashing passes when the ports are barred in. 1831
J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 190 A large shackle is also
fixed at one end to be joined to the anchor. 1875 Bedford
Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 363 Each length is to be pro-
vided with a shackle and shackle bolt, to be tested as part
of the chain. 1891 Winn Boating Man's Vade M. 78
Shackle is a small halfhoop shaped iron, fitted with a screw
pin connecting the two open ends. Anchor shackles have
the lug or pin countersunk [etc.].

C. A ring, hook, or the like for lifting, holding,
carrying, etc. a weight or something heavy.
155a in R. H. Hore Wexford {\yoi) II. 243, 2 Iron Shack-

ells for bucketts. 1896 Westm.
_ Gaz. 2 Nov. 10/1 The

immense wooden beams on which it [the bell] formerly hung
have long since been broken down at the shackle.

d. The hinged and curved bar of a padlock
which passes through the staple.

1850 Chubb Locks fy Keys 7.

7. Telegr. A form of insulator used in overhead
lines for supporting the wire where a sharp angle
occurs.

1855 Lardner's Mus. Set. <$• Art III. 143 The conducting
wire of the main line in passing the station is cut and the
ends jointed by a shackle. 1859 Abridgm. Specif. Patents,
Electr. fy Magn. 288 Non-conducting shackles (used at
stations to break the continuity of the wire) consist of a solid
piece of gutta percha inserted into metal hooks [etc.]. 1876
Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 213 A special form of
insulator known as a shackle is employed, which confines
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the strain of the wire to one spot. Ibid. 214 The shackle

is formed of porcelain, with a hole through the centre, into

which a 4$in. bolt is inserted.

8. A device for gripping anything ; spec, either

of the pivoted gripping devices for holding a test

piece in a testing machine' (Webster 191 1).

1838 Civ. Engin. 4- Arch. Jrnl. I. 380/1 A shackle was
placed round the centre of the block [of concrete], and two

others at the extremities.

9. A length of cable 12^ fathoms (orig. the

distance between two shackles ', in sense 6 b).

1&J6 }. M. Cavlfeilv SeatrtanshipNotes Alhe\ength ofthe

bower cable is generally 12 shackles, a shackle is 12J fathoms.

1 10. Some implement used by chimney-

sweepers ; ? a link for fastening poles together. Obs.

1719 D'Urfey Pills IV. 198 A Chimny-sweeper, with his

Brooms, his Poles and Shackles.

III. 11. attrib. and Comb.., shackle-bar, (a) the

swingle-tree of a coach, etc ; (b) U.S. the coup-

ling between a locomotive and its tender ' (Webster

1864) ; shackle-breeching (see quot) ; shackle-

crow, ( a bar of iron slightly bent at one end like

the common crow, but with a shackle instead of a

claw at the end . . . used for drawing bolts or deck-

nails ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867); fshackle-
dancer, a performer who dances in shackles

;

f shackle-gall, a sore under the fetlock of a
horse, caused by the galling of the shackle

(cf. 5 a), hence shackle-galled adj. ; fshackle-
hammed a., knock-kneed, so also *t*shackle-hams,

knock-knees; shackle-head dial,, a seine-net;

shackle-irons dial., hand-cuffs ; shackle-jack

(see quot.) ; shackle-joint, (a) a joint in the form

of a shackle (sense 6), esp. one for adjusting

the tension of rods, wires, etc. ; (b) a peculiar

kind of articulation in the vertebrae of some fishes

(see quot. 1872) ; shackle-net dial, (see quots.);

shackle-pin, f(a) the pin or bolt of a shackle

;

{b) the small pin of wood or iron that confines a
shackle-bolt in place ' {Cent. Diet. 1891) ; shackle-

plate (see quot.) ; tBhackle-vein, ' a veui °f tDe

horse, apparently the median ante-brachial, from

which blood used to be let ' ( Cent. Diet.) ; fshackle-
wise adv., in the form of a shackle. See also

Shackle-bolt, Shackle-bonk.
1834 D. Walker s Manly Exerc. 201 *Shackle. or swing-

bars. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., *
'Shackle-breeching,

two shackles are turned into [i.e. fastened to] the breeching,

by which it is instantly disconnected from the port-ringbolts.

1709 E. Smith Poem Death % Philips 102 So the stretch 'd

Gord the *Shackle-Dancer tries. 1596 Mascall Bk. Cattle 11.

Horses 164 *Shakell-gall, is on the pastornes. 1617 J.Taylor
(Water-P.)ArmadoC 6, The Chinegall, the NauellgaU,Wind-
gall, Spurgall, Lightgall, and Shacklegall. 1684 Lorui. Gaz.

1958/4 Her two fore Feet *Shackel-gald. 1593 Greene Ujtst.

Courtier D 1 b, His legges *shackle hamd, as if his knees
had beene laced to his thighes with points. 1674 Lond. Gaz.
No. 907/4 A Red Roan Nag about 13 hands high, shakle
hammed. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbatidm. III. 1. 180

(E.D.D.) Colts broken too young are often shackle-hammed.
1603 H. Crosse VertuesCommtv. (1878) 132 Tbe Grashopper
..with his "shackle hammes weakely skips too and fro.

1763 Gentt. Mag. June 287/2 If I lies than Bessy, than I

wishes The *Shackleheads may never close the fishes. 1876
Whitby Gloss., *Shackle-irons, prison hand-cuffs. 1896 J, K..

Snowoen WebofOld Weaverxv.(iBgy) 176, 1 looked to be taen
any day, and I did not want all to see me wear the shackle-

irons. 1875 Knight Diet, Mech., *Shackle-jack, an imple-

ment for attaching the thills to the shackle on the axle where
an anti-rattling box of india-rubber is used. 1837 Civ.

Engin. # Arch. Jrnl. I. 48 A round wrought-iron tie-bar.

.

with a *shackle joint in the centre. 187a Mivart Anat. ii. 25
Some spiny bones of Siluroid fishes have a perforation at

their base, through which passes a bony ring.. a shackle-

joint. 1824 [CarrJ Craven Gloss., *Shackte-net, a net, called

a flue. 1446 Wilts $ Jnv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 95, vij shakels

ferri, unde y sine *shakelpynnez et v cum shakylpynnez fern.

1874 Thearle Naval Archit. 67 At K is shown a *shackle

plate to receive rudder pendants, which secure the rudder to

the vessel in the event of the former becoming accidentally

unshipped. 1607 Markham Caval. vn. ix. 22 The cuer
is to let them blood very much in the "shackle veins to draw
the humors from the vpper parts. 1610 — Master*. 11. cxv.

414 A slender string, which commeth from the shackell veine

to the gristell in the nose and betweene the lippe. 1639 T.
de Gray Compl. Horsem. 347 Take up the shackle veynes.

1596 Mascall Bk. Cattle 1. 73 Yee shall fasten them vnto
the postes, with a bowe-withe made 'shade wise.

Shackle, sb.2 dial. [f. Shake v, : see -le.]

L Stubble.
a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose, Shackle, stubble. Herefordsh.

2. a. Sc. Silver shackle : the quaking-grass, Briza
media. (Cf. silver shaker, Shaker 7.) b. //. The
yellow rattle, Rhinanthus Crista-galli (E.D.D.).
a 1824 in Mactaggart's Gallovid. Encycl. 427 The sillar

shakle wags its pow, Upon the brae.

3. A game of dice ; a raffle. Cf. Shake sb. 2 g.
1881 Chequered Career 350 The shanty-keeper now pro-

duces the dice-box and proposes a ' shackle \ 1885 Western
Gaz. 30 Jan. in N. <?• Q. Ser. vi. XI. 245/2 He. .was asked
by a young man to join in a ' shackle * for live tame rabbits.

He consented, and a box was brought containing three
threepenny pieces, and those who threw the highest gained
the rabbits.

Shackle (Jae-Vl), ^.3 U.S. [See Shack sb,z]

= Shack sb.%

1890 Advance (Chicago) 18 Sept., I found lots of families
living in the most miserable shackles.
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Shackle (JaekU), v. 1 Forms: 5 schaklyn,
-ylle, 6 shakel, shakle, shakkle, 6-7 shackel,
6- shackle, [f. Shackle sb,1]
1. trans. To confine with shackles; to put a shackle

or shackles on.
£1440 Promp. Parv. 443/2 Schaklyn, numello. CJ530

Hickscomer 237 (Manly) In Newgate we dwelled togyder,
For he and I were bothe shakeled in a fetter, a 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. IV, 20 Edmond Mortimer..whome..Owen
Glendor kepte in filthy prison shakeled with yrons. 1577
B. Googe Heresback's Husb. iv. (1586) 158 This mischiefe

you may easily preuent, with shackling him with a shooe
sole. 1635 Swan Spec. M. vi. § 4 (1643) 252 To find their

horses unfettered in the morning, although they were fast

shackled over night. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool cf Qual.
(1809) III. 90 Sore and shackled as I was, I got. .on deck.

1874 Green Short Hist. iii. § 5 (1882) 139 A smith was
ordered to shackle him. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped xviii,

It's harder yet to lie shackled in a red-coat prison.

b. of a chain.

1646 H. Lawrence Comm. Angels 58 These cbaines shall

shackle and binde them for ever.

2. trans/. andjig.
a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 121 They will say, it were

a plaine slauerie, and rffiurie to, to shakkle and tye a good
witte. 1594 Carew Huarte's Exam. Wits i. (1596) 7 Our
vnderstanding shackled with the rules and precepts of
Logicke. 1655 Nicholas Papers (Camden) 1 1. 245 The last

post day I was shackled in my bed with an humour fallen

into my right foot. 169a R.L'Estrange Fables lxxv. 74
His Claws were so Shackled in the Fleece.. that the Shep-
herd, .caught him. 1763 Mills Pract. Husb. IV, 345 Moss
likewise, which shackles the vine, as with a fetter, ..must
be carefully scraped off. 1779 J. Moore View Soc. Fr. I.

xv. 123 Had she been shackled to a morose, . .jealous fellow

. .the case would have been different. 1879 Farrar Si. Paul
(1883)326 The views of Paul were., less shackled by associa-

tions. 1901 Earl Spencer in Pari. Deb. 5 July 948 The
work which they did hindered and shackled me in my en-

deavours to do what I considered right.. for the Navy.

1 3. Chem. To fix in combination. Obs.

1675 Grew Anat. PI. Lect. vi. iv. (1682)288 A Sulphur
well impregnated, either with an Alkaline, or an Acid Salt,

but also shackled with Earth. 1681 — Musaeum n. § ii. ii.

224 A little of that Fixed Salt, serves, it seems, to Shackle
or Crystallize.. a very great quantity of the Essential Salt

of this Plant. 1694 Westmacott Script. Herb. 227 Sulphur,
well impregnated with an Alkaline Salt, shackled with Earth.

4. To join, couple, or fix by means of a shackle.

1834-5 M. Scott Cruise Midge L I. 18 Its [the yard's]

heavy iron-shod heel was shackelled by a chain of a fathom
long, to a strong iron-bar. 1845 Ann. Reg. lyife A goods
truck was placed across the up line at the * points '. .ready
to be shackled to a down train. 1882 Nares Seamanship
(ed. 6) 171 Shackle the cable.

"b. intr. for refl,

1865 Times 19 Aug. 9/3 Up camethe cable and wire rope
shackling together on the V-wheel in the bow. 1882 Nares
Seamanship (ed. 6) 50 The foremost ends shackle on to

dolphin striker.

5. Telegr, To attach to or furnish with a shackle

(Shackle sb,1 7). To shackle off-, to terminate

(involving the use of a shackle).
185a in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Elecir. A Magn. (1859)

257 Shackling the wires. 1876 Preece & Sivewright
Telegraphy 224 When the wire has to be terminated, or
'shackled off', as it is termed, at intermediate points. 1910
N. Hawkins 1

Electr. Diet., Shackling, connecting a line

wire to a shackle insulator.

Hence Sha'ckling vbl, sb. and ppl. a.

1556 J. Hevwood Sp. <$ Flie lxxii. 20 Rather then bide
their perpetuall sbakhng, To stand agaynst them, and stick

to our takling. 167$ N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 3 A medly
made to the everlasting shackling of that head or question.

1753 Hogarth Anal. Beauty xvii. 229 They then have re-

course to steel collars and other iron machines [to prevent
children from stooping] ; all which shacklings are repugnant
to nature, and may make the body grow crooked. 1861

Paley sEschylus (ed. 2) Choeph. 484 note, The entangling
and shackling garment called iroSiorijp 7re'»rAo;. 1862 Car-
lyle Fredk. Gt. xi. i. (1865) IV. 13 Censorship, or the

shackling of men's poor tongues and pens. 1894 Black-
more Perlycross 307 For the miserable floods, and the long
snowtime, and the shackling of the stream is over.

Shackle, v. 2 dial. (See Eng. Dial, Diet, for

other senses,and forms.) [Frequentative LShakez/.]

1. trans. To lay (standing corn) ; also, to litter,

disorder (see Eng. Dial. Diet.). Also To send

hogs a shackling, to send them to feed in the stubble

(cf. Shack sb. 1 and v.1).

1670 Eachard Cont. Clergy 83 Every neighbour's horse

or cow, that breaks their hedges, or shackles their corn.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v. Shacking, To send hogs
a shackling, to send hogs to feed in the stubble. Essex.

1891 Rutland Gloss, s.v., After some heavy rain the corn
is 'so shackled that you cannot reap it '.

2. intr. To idle or XonSabout, to shirk work. (Cf.

Shack v.%)
1809 Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. 143 ShakUng, idling.

1845 F. E. Paget Tales Village Childr. Ser. 11. 120 That
good-for-nothing fellow, rat-catcher Falkener, who is always
shackling about. 1859 — Curate Cumberworth 266 There's

a lot of lads that are always shackling about, ready for any
mischief on Sundays.

Shackle, variant of Shauchle v. Sc.

Shackle-bolt. [f. Shackle sb,1 + Bolt sbX\

a. The bolt which passes through the eyes of a

shackle, b. Her. This used as a bearing, c. * A
bolt having a shackle or clevis on the end * (Knight
Diet. Mech. 1875). d. dial, A handcuff.
1688 Holme Armoury in. 311/1 He beareth sable, a double
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shake-bolt or shackle-bolt, Argent. 1706 Phillips (ed. Ker-
sey), Shackle-bolts or Shackles, a sort of Fetters put upon
Malefactors in Prison. 1819 Scott Ivanltoe xxix, A fetter-

lock and shacklebolt azure. 1858-63 Burn Nav. 9f Mil.
Techn. Diet. (ed. 4), Shackle bolt of a triangle gin. 1876
Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 214 Through the hole in

the arm or bracket a 4J in. bolt is placed ; connecting this

with the shackle-bolt aretwo galvanized iron straps, .which
[etc.]. 1897 Leeds Merc. Suppl, 1 May (E.D.D.), Shackle-
bolts [ = handcuffs].

Shackle-bone. Sc. and dial. [Shackle sb.1]
1. The wrist.

1571 in Reg. Privy Counc. Scot. XIV. 93 The tormentaris
. .band baythe my handis at the schakilbanes withe a coird.
1622 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials III. 509 Schc.tuik him
be be schaikill-bane with the ane hand. 4:1730 Ramsay
Boy <$• Pig 13 (He] drugs till he has maist disjointed His
shekelbane. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet ch. xi, The shackle-
bones are of the largest, and so they were obliged to keep
the handcuff wide. 1868 G. Macdonald R. Falconer I. 65
His shackle-bane was as thick as baith mine.

2. The knuckle-bone ; also ' the hind leg of a
pig's carcase, between the foot and the joint at which
it is cut off' (Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bkJ),
182a Galt Sir A. Wylie lxxxviii, Gin ye hae the shachle

bane o' a mutton ham.

Shackled ( Jarkl'd), ///. a. [f. Shackle sb.1 +
-ed !,] Wearing or bound in shackles.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 443/2 Schakklyd, numellatus. 156a

J. Heywood Prov. fy Epigr. (1867) 185 We wrestle alone:
And shall, tyll tyme our shakled breeches be gone. 1600
Maids Metam. v. i, Hee's as good a footeman as a shackled
sow. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 1. xxxv. 259 To make
them, who fly like eagles . . to walk no faster than a shackled
Hen, 1842 Longf. Witnesses i, With shackled feet and
hands. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect. Hv, The hunted wounded
shackled creature.

b. transf. and^f.
1837 Whittier Lines Celebr. 3rd Anniv. Brit. Emancip.

14 The shackled soul and hand are free. 1894 E. Lee-
Hamilton Sonn. Wingless Hours 22 Let not this shackled
body drag thee down Into that stagnant sea.

7 c Shackled- hamfd m shackle - hammed s. v.

Shackle sb.1 11. Obs.

1733 W, Ellis Ckillem <$• Vale Farm. 112 A Colt, who is

check'd by being work'd too soon, will be shackled-ham'd,
stunted, and complain ever after.

Sha*ckledom. nonce-wd. [f. Shackle sb, 1

+ -dom.] The condition of being bound with
shackles. (In quot. m marriage.)
1771 T. Hull Sir W, Harrington (1797) IV. 121 Why

does the sage Julia S. so soon after the commencement of
her own shackledom, ask such a question ?

Shackling (Jae-klirj),/^/. a. [f. Shackle».2 +
-ing 2

. In sense 2 pern, influenced by Ramshackle.]
L Loafing, dissipated.

1788 Parr Let. Bumey 16 Feb., Wks. (1828) VII. 407 And
upon this account I call him a shuffling, shilly-shally, shack-
ling fellow. 1889 Dor. E. Hurst Horsham (ed. 2) 267,
I carn't employ him, he is such a shackling fellow.

2. U.S. Rickety, ramshackle.
1871 J. T. Trowbridge Coupon Bonds 387 (Farmer) The

gate itself was such a shackling concern, a child couldn't

have leaned on it without breaking it down. 1884 Harper's
Mag. Oct. 738/2 A poor old black horse, harnessed to a
shackling buggy.

t Shacklock- Obs. [? Contr. of *shackle-lock,

f. Shackle sb.1 + Lock sb,] A fetterlock.

The surname Shacklock is known in Derbyshire.
1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. v. 98 The swarty Smith

. . bids his Man bring out . . His shackles, shacklockes, ham-
pers, giues and chaines.

Shackly (Jarkli), a, U.S. and dial. [f. Shackle
sb.2 or v.2 + -Y.] Shaky, rickety ; ramshackle.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer. s. v., What a shackly old

carnage ! c 1850 Dow*SWv«. III. (Bartlett i860), The general
fly-ofls and moral unhitches incident to poor shackly mor-
tality. 1884 ' Mark Twain* Huck. Finn xxi. 208 All kinds
of old shackly wagons. 1897 —* More Tramps Abroad lxxi,

A gaunt, shackly country lout six feet high. 1896 De Vinne
Moxon's Mech. Exerc, PrintingPref.p. xvii, The poverty of
the old printing-house. . . Its scant supply of types, its shackly
hand-presses [etc]. Ibid. 426 The needless wearing of
elastic or shackly- in ted parts of the press.

t Shack-rag. Obs. — Shake-rag, Shag-rag.
161 1 Chapman Widow's T.v.i. K 4, To send a man abroad

vnder guard of one of your silliest shack-rags ; that he may
beate the knaue, and run's way.

tShaxky, a. Obs. rare"1
. = Shaggy a.

1567 Golding Ovid's Mel. 1. 275 His garments turnde to

shackle heare.

Shaco, variant of Shako.
Shad (Jsed), sb. Forms : 1 sceadd, 6-7 shadde,

( 7 shed), 7, 9 chad, 6- shad. PI, shad, also shads
(? 7 shades). [OE. sceadd, of unknown origin ; cf.

Welsh ysgadan pi. (sing, ysgadanyn), Irish and
Gaelic sgadan, herring.
The LG. schade shad, herring, may be from Eng. ; in

Diets, it has been confused with scheiae sheat-fish, catfish.]

1. Any clupeoid of the genus Alosa ; the British

species are the allice, A, communis or vulgaris,

and the twaite (or herring-shad), A, Jittta; the

common or white shad ofAmerica is A.sapidissima,

and the Chinese shad is A. reevesi.

1003 Will in Kemble Cod. Dipt. VI. 147 On Sset jerad,

Sonne sceaddgenge sy, 3;et heora ae^Ser sylle .111. busend

sceadda into Saere stowe ast Byrtune. 1338 Elyot Dit*.

AddiL, Aeon, aconis, a fyshe, whiche after the description

of Paulus louius, I suppose to be that, whiche at London is -

callid a shad [1545 a shadde]. 1584 Conah Haven Health
clxxviii. 143 Shad & Mackerel are both sweete in tast &
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soft in substance. 160a Carew Cornwall 30 Of round fish

there are.. Chad, &c. a 1613 Fletcher Love's Cure it. ii,

Whilst I [had].. seen poor rogues retire all gore and gash'd
Like bleeding shads. 1629 Capt. Smith Virginia it, 28
(Arb.) I. 356 Of fish we were best acquainted with Sturgeon,
Grampus, Popus. .Catfish, Shades, Pearch of three sorts,.

.

and Muscles. 1634 Wood New Eug. Pros/. (1865) 38
The Shaddes be bigger than the English Shaddes and
fatter. 179a Washington Let. Writ. 1792 XII. 245 To
furnish me with a certain quantity of shad and herreing.
1819-20 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Sleepy Hollow (1865) 440
There was . . broiled shad and roasted chickens. 1833
J. Rennie Alph. Angling 24 ^Iian again tells us, that
the chad is allured by the sound of castanets. 1848 Johns
Week at Lizard 238 Bream, chads, or young bream, gur-
nards. 1886 R. C. Leslie Sea-painter's Log viii. 164 A
herring-shad—a large bony flat-fish like a magnified fresh-
water bream.

2. U.S. Applied, usually with defining word, to
other fishes, as gizzard shad, the genus Dorosoma,
esp. D. cepedianum (called also mud, white-eyed,
"winter shad)

; green-tailed, hard-head(ed,
yellow-tailed shad, the menhaden ; hickory or

tailor shad, see Tailor sb. 6 ; long-boned
shad = Moharba a ; Ohio shad, Pomolobus
chrysochloris

; trout shad, the squeteague.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 569 The

Menhaden. .. 'Hard-head Shad*. .. * Yellow-tailed Shad.'
Ibid. 607 The Hickory Shad. Ibid. 608 The ' Tailor Shad.'
Ibid. 610 The.. 1 Mud-Shad', 4 Winter Shad', or 'Stink
Shad',. .the 'Gizzard Shad', ..or 'White-eyed Shad'.

T 3. As a term of abuse. Obs. rare—1
.

1610 B. Jonson Alch. iv. vii, Then you are an Otter and
a Shad, a Whit, A very Tim.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as shad-
box, -fish, -fisher, -fry, genus, -hatcher, -seine.
1884 Goode, etc Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anivt. 409 These

eggs were placed in *shad boxes. 1679 A. Lovell Indie.
Univ. 35 A *Shed fish, Alosa. 1908 Ld. Cromer Mod.
EgyPt II. 326 Six live electric shad-fish from the Nile. 1904
Gallichan Fishing

<J-
Shooting in Spain 195 The "shad-

fishers of Seville. 1857 Perley Hand-bk. N. Brunswick 25
Upwards of two hundred boats and five hundred men are
employed in the *shad fishery, every season, in Cumberland
Basin. 1879 Miss Jackson Shrcpsh. Word-bk. s. v. Shad-
bird, It is probable that the Severn fishermen, connecting
the appearance of the bird with the advent of the "shad-
fishing season, gave to it the local appellation of Shad-bird.
1904 Gallichan Fishing <5- Shooting in Sfain 164 Shad-
fishing is still a flourishing industry in the Valley of the
Minho. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Agnatic Anim. 606
The *shad fry.. spend the first six months in our rivers.

1891 Century Diet., *Shad-hatcher, one who engages in the
artificial propagation of shad. Ibid. s. v. Seine, ~Shad-seme,
a seine especially adapted or used for taking shad, and
generally of great size. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic
Anim. 604 In the Albemarle the important Shad seine-
fisheries begin early in March.

b. Special comb. [Chiefly U.S. names of plants
which are in flower or fruit when the shad are
found in the rivers, and of birds, insects, etc. that
appear about that time.] Shad-berry, the shad-
bush or its fruit ; shad-bird, (a) dial, the common
sandpiper, Tringoides hypoleucus, ? Obs. ; (b) 'the

common American snipe, Gallinago ivilsoni or G.
delicata* (Cent. Diet. 1891); shad-blossom, the
shad-bush or its blossom ; fshad-brid (see quot.)

;

shad-bush, the genus Amelanchier, esp. A. cana-
densis, also called yuttc-berry or service-berry

;

shad-flower, (a) = shad-bush (Miller Plant-n.

1884) ; (b) the whitlow-grass, Draba verna {Cent.

Vict.) ; shad-fly, a fly which appears when shad
are running ; shad-frog, Rana ha/ecina or vires-

cens ; shad-herring, a gizzard shad ; shad-
salmon, the whitefish or freshwater herring, Core-
gonus clupeiformis of Lakes Erie and Ontario;
shad-splash = shad-wash (1891 in Cent. Diet.)

;

shad-tree = shad-bush (1895 in Funtis Stand.
Diet.) ; shad-trout, the squeteague ; shad-waiter,
the Menomonee whitefish, Coregonus quadrilatera-

lis ; shad-wallow, the spawning ground of shad

;

shad-wash, * the wash, swish, or splash of the

water by shad in the act of spawning ; hence a
place where shad spawn' (Cent. Diet.) ; shad-
worm, a * worm ' which is the food of shad. See
also Shad-belly.
x86i Bentley Man. Bot. 537 Amelanchier canadensis.—

The fruit is known in Rupert s Land, &c, under the name
of *Shad-berry or Service-berry. 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., "Shad-bird. 1883 Kriger in Trumbull
Nanus <$ Portraits Birds 157 (Cass.Suppl.)[In Delaware]
snipe are called shad-birds by many of the fishermen. 1821
T. Dwicht Trav. I. 42 *Shad blossom. This tree grows
about fifteen feet in height, i860 Miss Warner Say $ Seal
Ii, Under the trees were various low shrubs in flower : shad-
blossom, with its fleecy stems, and azalia, in rosy pink.
1688 Holme Armoury n. 325/2 A Minnow [is] first a*Shad-
brid, then a Sprat, then a Minnow. 1856 Bryant OldMan's
Counsel 28 Within the woods.. the *shadbush, white with
flowers, Brightened the glens. 189a Nation (N. V.) n Aug.
114/2 The Eastern shadbush, with its two varieties, and
the northwestern (species of Amelanchier) come next.

1857 Thoreau Maine Woods (1894) 316 We met with ephe-
merae ( Vtiad-fly) midway, about a mile from the shore.

1791 W. Bartram Trav. 278 The *shad frog, so called in

Pennsylvania from their appearing and croaking in the
spring season, at the time the people fish for shad. 1853
Thoreau Autumn (1894) 79 Painted tortoises and shad
frogs. 1845 Stoker in Mem. Amer. Acad. (1846) II.
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462 Chatoessus signifer T>zkay. ..Called ' *Shad-Herring ',

* Thread-Herring ', and ' Thread-fish ' in New York. 1842
Ibid. 452 Coregonus clupeiformis, Common *Shad-Salmon.
1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 362 In the
Southern Atlantic States it [the Squeteague] is called ' Grey
Trout', *Sun Trout', and '*Shad Trout'. 1879 Goode
Catal. Anim. Res. U.S. 57 Prosopium quadrilaterale, (Rich.)
Milner.— *Shad-waiter. 1884 Goode, etc. Nat. Hist.
Aquatic Anim. 606 The favorite spawning grounds of the
Shad, or ' *Shad Wallows ', as they are termed by the fisher-
men. 1857 Perley Hand-bk. N. Brunswick 25 Their
[shad's] favourite food, the *shad-worm and the shrimp.

Shad, v. rare. [f. Shad sb.} intr. To fish for

shad. Cf. Shaddek sb.

1863 T. W. Higginson Out-Door Papers ix. 240 (Funk)
Along our maritime rivers the people associate April, not
with 'sugaring' but with 'shadding'. 1884 Pall Mall
Gaz. 2 Aug. 4/2 Fishing mainly consists, it is true, of pnol-
locking (whiffing), and chadding.
Shad, obs. form of Shade, Shed.
Shad-belly. U.S. [f. Shad sb. + Belly sb.] A
Quaker coat, so called from its shape (see quot.
i860), hence a Quaker. More fully shad-belly coat.
184a Philad. Spirit of Times 18 Mar. (Thornton Amer.

Gloss.), A gentleman in a shad-belly coat. 1854 J. C. Bald-
win Flush Times 67 {Ibid.) He had doffed the cassock, or
rather the shadbelly, for the gown, i860 Bartlett Diet.
Amer. (ed. 3), Shad-belly coat, one which slopes gradually
from the front to the tails, and has no angle. Drab coats
of this shape are worn by Quakers, who are hence some-
times called shad-bellies.

Hence Shad-bellied a., a. Of a coat (rarely of
a waistcoat) = prec. ; b. Of a person, having an
abnormally thin or flat belly.

184s S. Judd Margaret 1. xiii. (1874) 83 Many wore three-
cornered hats, shad-bellied coats, shoe and knee buckles.
1851 H. Melville Whale xvi, A harpooner in a broad
shad-bellied waistcoat. 1871 Mrs. Stowe Oldtown Fire,
side Stor. 12 He was kind o' mournful and thin and shad-
bellied. 1874 Eggleston Circuit Riderxx. (1895) 146 His
coat is straight-breasted,—shad-bellied, as the profane call it.

Shadd, doubtful var. Shoad. Shadde, obs. f.

Shed ; and shod pa. pple. of Shoe v.

Shadden, bad spelling of Schadon.
1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husbandm. v. i. 107 (E.D.S.) Else

the honey will be corrupted by the shaddens in the comb.

t Shadder, sb. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shad sb. +

-er !.] A fisher for shad.
1630 in Binnell Descr. Thames (1758) 78 None of the said

Shadders shall go forth to fish until they have received
Leave and Licence.

Shadder (Jse-dai), v. [Cf. Shalderv.] trans.

To break up (the larger pieces of crude lead ore).
i6u Malynes Anc. Law-Merch. 264 [He delivered] 20

pound weight of the said Ore, grinded, shaddered and
washed. 1890 Wallace Alston Moor 145 (E.D.D.) Th«
larger pieces were shaddered.
Shaddo, obs. form of Shadow v.

Shaddock (
JardfJk). Also 8 shattuck, shad-

doc, shadock, chad(d)ook. [Named after a
Captain Shaddock: see quot. 1707.] The fruit of
Citrus decuntana (also called Pompelmoose) re-

sembling an orange, but very much larger. In
stricter use, applied to the large pear-shaped
varieties of the species, the smaller and rounder
varieties being called grape-fruit.
1606 [see shaddock tree], 1707 Sloane Jamaica I. 41 In

Barbados the Shaddocks surpass those of Jamaica in good-
ness. The seed of this was first brought to Barbados by one
Captain Shaddock, Commander of an East-India Ship, who
touch'd at that Island in his Passage to England, and left

the Seed there. 17*0 S. Sewall Diary 1 Jan., Mr. Cooper
sends my wife a present of oranges and a shattuck. 1764
Grainger Sugar Cane 1. 44 The golden shaddoc, the for-

j

bidden fruit. 1773 Chaddock [see Pompelmoose]. 18*3
Bvron Island 1. viii, A seaman . . Held the moist shaddock
to his parched mouth. 1884 De Candolle's Orig. Cultivated
PI. i8x Oranges are distinguished from shaddocks by the
complete absence of down on the young shoots and leaves.

b. The tree bearing this fruit.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xxv. (1794) 371 Shaddock,
which has them [the leaves] obtuse, and emarginate or
notched at the end. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 139
The orange, lemon, shaddock, pomelo, . . were weighed down
by their own golden fruit.

o. attrib,) as shaddock-bower, etc.

a 1818 M. G. Lewis Jrnl. W.Ind. (1834) 23 My coffee walks
and * shaddock bowers. 189a Kipling Barrack-r. Ballads
130 He has stripped my rails of the *shaddock-frails. 1731
Bradley Gardening 592 The *Chadock Orange. 1797
Encycl. Brit. V. 29/1 s. v. Citrus, The great Shaddock
orange, or pumplemoes. 18*5 Greenhouse Comp. I. 81 The
orange is best propagated by grafting or budding on lemon
or *shaddock stocks. 1696 *Shaddock-tree [see Pompel-
moose]. 1884 Leisure Hour Feb. 78/2 The fragrant blossoms
of large shaddock-trees.

Shaddow, obs. form of Shadow.
f Shaddrew, var. Chedreux Obs.

}
a kind ofwig.

1678 D'Urfey Fool turrid Crt'tick 1. ii. 5 And let me see
you strut it in the Streets, Display thy Garniture, Hat,
Curl'd Shaddrew.
Shaddy, obs. form of Shady.

Shade (J^d), sb. Forms: 1 sceadu, scead,
scad, seed, sceed, 3 ssade, 3-4 schade, 4 ssed(o,

5, 7, 9 dial. shad(de, 6 shaad, 6-7 Sc. schad,

4, 6- shade. [ME. schade, repr. OE. sceadu str.

fem. (oblique cases sceadwe, also irreg. sceade) and
the by-form scead neut. (dat. sing, sceade, pi.

sceadu). The flexional form sceadive is represented

by Shadow sb., q.v. for the further etymology.

SHADE.
The ME. schade, mod.Eng. shade, descend regularly from

the nom. sceadu of the fem. sb., and from the dat. sceade^
which is common to the fem. and the neut. sn. The neut.
nom. scead is represented by ME. sc/tad(de, mod. dial. shad.
The OE. sceade for sceadwe genit. and dat. is due to the

analogy of othersbs. with nom. sing, in -u. The neuter scead
prob. arose from taking the sing, sceadu as a plural.]

I. Comparative darkness.

1. Partial or comparative darkness ; absence of
complete illumination ; esp. the comparative dark-
ness caused by a more or less opaque object inter-

cepting the direct rays of the sun or other luminary,
aiooo Sal. $ Sat. 116 (Gr.) Hyde<5 hine aejhwylc <efter

sceades sciman. c 1374 Chaucer Anel. fy Arc. 18 Thou
PoIymya..that. .Singest with vois memorial in the shade
Vnder the laurer. U 1400 Lydc. Aesop's Fab. i. 84 (Trin.)
[Cock-crow] Causeb merchauntys and pylgryms to be glad,
The theuys swerde hyd vndyr pe shad. 1596 Shaks. r Hen.
IV, 1. ii. 29 Let vs be Dianaes Forresters, Gentlemen of the
Shade. 1620 Milton Hymn Nativ. xx, Iu twilight shade
of tangled thickets. 1730-46 Thomson Autumn 1139 The
night begins to fall, A shade immense. 1791-a Wordsw.
Descr. Sk. 98 Aloft, here, half a village shines arrayed In
golden light; half hides itself in shade. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udolpho xlviii, The pensive shade of twilight
was pleasing to her. 1797 — Italian Prol., The shade of
the long aisles. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dan. viii, The lady stood
in the shade. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. Concl. xxx, And
touch with shade the bridal doors, With tender gloom the
roof, the wall. 1870 Rossetti Last Conf. 253 As when a
bird flies low Between the water and the willow leaves,
And the shade quivers till he wins the light.

fb. Shade of death = Shadow of death.
a 900 [see Shadow i b], 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, v. iv. 89

But darkness, and the gloomy shade of death Inuiron you.
XS93 — 2 Hen. VI, 111. ii. 54.

O. fig. Comparative obscurity. Chiefly in

phrases, to be in the shade, to be in retirement, to
be little known ; to cast, throtv into the shade, put
into the shade, to obscure by contrast of superior
brilliancy, to surpass so as to render insignificant.
1650 R. Stapylton Strada's Low C. Wars 1. 3 Though

I am a stranger to the Court and Camp, a man.. of the
shade, yet [etc.]. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i. (1892) 55
They throw the light on one side only of their case ; though
. . the other side which is kept in the shade has it's importance
too. 1806 Med. Jrnl. XV. 556, I have chosen to remain in
the shade. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxvii, Hast thou.. sought
refuge from oppression in the shade of the convent ? 1824
Bvron Juan xvi. xliv, Adeline would throw into the shade
..Their sort of half profession. 185a Beckys Florist 229
Young's Crimson King.. puts all other bedding varieties
into the shade. 1854 Thackeray Newcomes v, How can
we see a man's brilliant qualities if he is what we call in the
shade? 1884 Manch. Exam. 2 May 4/7 Internal taxation
..is so excessive in other Portuguese colonies as to cast
even an illiberal tariff into the shade. 1884 R. \V. Church
Bacon iii. 68 Bacon still remained in the shade.

d. transf. A fleeting look of displeasure, a
1 cloud ' on a person's brow or countenance.
x8i8Scott Rob Roy xii, The whole countenance loses its

sterner shades, and becomes serene and placid. 1838 Lvtton
Alice 1. iv, A shade came over her forehead. 1879 E. K.
Bates Egypt. Bonds I. viii. 183 A shade of annoyance
crosses his face.

2. In plural, a. The shades (of night, ofevening,
etc.): the darkness of night ; the growing darkness
after sunset. Also^f.
158a Stanvhurst Mneis iv. 8 Watrye shaads Aurora

remooued. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 1. lit. 177 To dwell in

solemne shades of endlesse night.
^ 1634 Milton Comus 580

O night and shades, How are ye joyn d with hell in triple

knot. 1667 — P. L. iv. 1015 The Fiend, .fled Murmuring,
and with him fled the shades of night. 168a Dryden
Religio Laici 182 Sin spread once again the Shades of
Night. 1717 Pope Let. to Mrs. M. Blount, The shades of
the evening overtook me. 1744 Akenside Pleas. Imag.
11. 6 How faint, How slow, the dawn of Beauty and of
Truth, Breaks the reluctant shades of gothic night. 18x4
Scott Ld. ofIsles nr. xx, The shades come down— the day
is shut. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. iv. vii, The thick shades
of night are falling. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story
vii

(
Ihe shades of evening had by this time fallen upon the

quiet city. 1841 Longf. Excelsior 1.

b. The shades : the darkness of the nether
world ; the abode of the dead, Hades. (Often
indistinguishable from the collective plural of
sense 6).

1594 Kyd Cornelia in. i. 107 When shall this soule of
mine Come visite thee in the Elisian shades ? 1601
Campion Bk. Ayres 1. xx, When thou must home to shades
of vnder ground. X638 G. Sandys Paraphr. Job xxxiv.

(1648) 50 No mufling Clouds, nor Shades Infernall, can
From his inquiry hide offending Man. 1718 Pope Iliad
xvii. 349 Sent by great Ajax to the Shades of Hell.

1749 Smollett Regie, v. ii, Then let our swords . . Dismiss
him to the shades. 181a Bvron Ch. Har. 1. vi, And e'en for

change of scene would seek the shades below. 1907 Quiller-
Couch Introd, to Coleridge's Poems 1 After a third attempt
to embrace his mother in the Shades.

C. Applied to the condition of the present life in

contrast to that of heaven, nonce-use.
1816 J. Wilson City of Plague 11. i. 53 Us poor dwellers

in the woeful shades Of mortal being.

3. Drawing and Painting. Absence of complete
illumination as represented pictorially ; the parts,

or a particular part, of a picture which represent

this ; the darker colour expressing absence of illu-

mination. Often in light and shade.
i66z Evelyn Scuiptura 1. (1906) 89 Perel has discovered

a particular talent for Landslips, if not a little exceeded in

the darknesse of his shades. X710 Whitworth Acc. Russia
(1758) 40 Miserable paintings without shade or perspective.
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SHADE.

1756-7 Keysler's Trav.{i 76o) II. 167 Streaks of verdeantico

inlaid by way of shades. 1768 W. Gilpin Ess. Prints (1781)

158 The whole is in dark shade, except three figures on the

foreground. 1779 Mirror No. 48 P 10 By the distribution

of light and shade, to make every figure stand out from the

canvas. 1799 IG. Smith] Laboratory I. 179 Delineate the

outlines or capital strokes and where the shades appear soft.

x8xa Carv Dante, Purr, xn. 29 What master of the pencil

or the style Had traced the shades and lines. 1840 C. O.

M fillers Hist. Lit. Greece xi. § 2 He contemplates it as the

shade in a picture. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.

(ed. 6) 1 12 A good contrast of light and shade.

b. iratisf. and fig. In various applications

:

those portions of a story, a literary work, or the

like, which are designedly less brilliant in effect

than others ; the less praiseworthy features of a

character, the sadder portions of a person's history,

etc Light and shade, in a literary work, a

musical performance, or the like, the contrast

necessary to artistic effect, of passages of lighter

and graver tone, or of greater and less brilliancy.

173* [see Light so. 12]. 1768 Boswell Corsica ii. (ed. 2)

80 The shades which were in his private conduct, are to be

forgotten. 1818 T. Busby Cram. Mus. 480 The Voluntary,

like the Organ Concerto, should have its lights and shades.

Mod. {Conductor log.) You must be careful of your light

and shade in this passage.

O. Ent. An ill-defined patch of darker colour on

the wing of a moth.
i860 E. Newman Brit. Moths 415 The hind margin is

chiefly occupied by a darker band-like shade. Ibid. 417
The discoidal spots are green, . . the reniform having . . a gray-

brown shade on the median area. In recent Diets.

4. Degree of darkness or depth of colour ; hence,

any of the many minutely differing varieties of

quality that may exist in what is broadly considered

as one and the same colour ; a tint.

By chromatologists (after Clerk Maxwell, Set. Papers 1890

I. 131) the word is used in a more restricted sense, distin-

guished from hue and tint. Two varieties of a mixed colour

(e. g. lilac) differ in shade when one is lighter or darker than

the other; in hue when the one is more red or more blue,

etc., than the other ; and in tint when the one is more or

less decided in colour than the other. For a different dis-

tinction see quot. 1879.

1690 Locke Hum. Und. 11. iii. § 1 Colours, as white, red,

yellow, blue ; with their several Degrees or Shades, and
Mixtures. 1783 Wedgwood in Phil. Trans. LXXIII. 285

Darker or lighter shades of black and brown. 1857 Miller
Elem. Chem., Org. 274 Various shades of rose, violet, and
dark red. 1879 Pole in Nature 6 Nov. 15/2 note, In tech-

nical language mixtures of a colour with white are called

tints, with black, shades. 1885 Rider Haggard K.
Solomon's Alines xix, My stubbly hair came out of the

treasure cave about three shades greyer than it went in.

b. transf. and fig. A minutely-differentiated

degree or variety (of a quality, a condition, mean-
ing, etc.). Often advb. with comparatives, a shade

better; less, etc.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias ix. ii. (1782) III. 229 He put (to

use the expression) different shades of consideration in the

civilities he shewed. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <y F. xviii. II. 89
Amorrg the different branches of the human race, the Sarma-
tians form a very remarkable shade. 1820 J. W. Croker
Diary 2 Feb., The King is a shade better. 1858 O. W.
Holmes Ant. Brealcf.-t. ix. (1891) 211, I drew my chair a

shade nearer to her. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II.

v. 13 Men of all shades of opinion . .combined against him.

C. A tinge, a minute qualifying infusion (of some
quality) ; colloquially, a minute quantity or

portion added or removed.
1791 Burke App. Whigs 6 Without any shade of sorrow.

1816 Scott Old Mort. xTui, There was now in his conduct
a shade of lunacy, i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xi. 290, 1 . .was
unwilling to accept an observation of such importance with

a shade of doubt attached to it. 1888 Payn Myst. Mirbridge
III. 1. 257 A touch of pity, just the merest shade, but still a
touch, crept into those threatening eyes. 1890 W.J. Gordon
Foundry 194 Up came Whitworth s highly scientific foreman
to tell the American that in their shop they did not work to

'shades
1
, but to measurement.

II. 5. A dark figure * cast . upon a surface by
a body intercepting light, a shadow. Now dial,

and poet.

a 1000 Cardmon's*Exod. 113 (Gr.) Blace stodon ofer sceo*

tendum scire leoman, scinon scyldhreoSan, sceado swioredon.
a 1300 Cursor M. 20883 Peter.. a ded he quickend wit his

schade. 1340 Ayenb. 179 Zuich uolk is y-hcb be horse bet

heb drede of his ssede. c 1400 Pety yob 308 in 26 Pol.

Poems 131 And thus I chaunge in euery shoure, And fle

away ryght as a shade. 1561 W. Kethe in Sc. Psalter
xc. v, They arc.euen lyke a slepe or shade. 166a Evelyn
Sculptura v. 122 You see likewise in this very Figure, that
the oblique, and direct shades u x y are caused by the
cathetus m t n. 1750 Johnson Rambler No. 80 r 2 After
a few hours, we see the shades lengthen. 1868 Morris
Earthly Par., Cupid <$- Psyche 641 Ana when she woke the
shades were lengthening. 1891 Hardy Tess xxi, I zid you
kissing his shade.

b. fig. An unsubstantial image of something
real; an unreal appearance; something that has
only a fleeting existence, or that has become reduced
almost to nothing ; == Shadow sb. 6. Now only

poet, or rhetorical. Also, with strengthened hyper-
bole, the shadow of a shade.
1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 2330 [>e king nas him sulf bote as

a s&ade & let im worbe al out. a 1300 Sarmun xxxviii. in
E, E. P. (1862) 5 Man-is lif nis hot a schade nov he is and
nov he nis. 1340 Ayenb. 77 Holy wryt bet hise clepeb
leazinges and ssed and metinges and uanites. c 1580
Sidney Ps. xxxix. iv, They are but shades, not true things
where we live. 1664 S. Cross.man in Palmer Bk. Prahc
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(1865) 166 My life's a shade, my days Apace to death
decline. 1741-a Gray Agrippina 43 The consulate, that

empty shade Of long-forgotten liberty.
_ 1814 Coleridge

To Lady with Falconer's ' Shipwreck vi, Remembrances
of Friend, Or absent or no more ! Shades ofthe Pastj Which
Love makes substance ! X815 Scott Guy M. xxxvii, I am
a member ofthe suffering and Episcopal Church of Scotland
—the shadow of a shade now, and fortunately so. 1874
O'Shaughnessy Music fy Moonlight^ 185 We die..And
shades, we hunt some shade of our desire.

c. transf. An inseparable follower or com-
panion, poet, nonce-use. Cf. Shadow sb. 8.

1667 Milton P. L. x. 249 Thou my Shade Inseparable
must with mee along.

6. The visible but impalpable form of a dead

person, a ghost. Also, a disembodied spirit, an
inhabitant of Hades ( = L. umbra) ; chiefly with

allusion to pagan mythology. Often collective

plural, the shades: the world of disembodied

spirits, Hades (cf. sense 2 b).

1616 Sir W. Mure Misc. Poems xvii. 26 Glorefied amidst

the schads dewyne. XO97 Dryden Virg.Georg. iv. 726 The
youth essay'd To stop her flight, and strain the flying shade.

174a Gray Eton 4 Where grateful Science still adores__Her

Henry's holy Shade. 1798 Ferriar lllustr. Sterne iii. 85
Lucian.. allows only a foot to each of the shades. 01839
Praed Poems (1864) II. 299 Peace to his hallowed shade !

X879 C. F. Keary Dawn Hist. x. 149 A journey after death

to reach the home of shades.

b. A spectre, phantom, rare.

X598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 42 Fairies blacke, gray,

greene, and white, You Moone-shine reuellers, and shades

of night.

o. In humorous invocation of the spirit of a

deceased person, as likely to be horrified or amazed
by some action or occurrence.
1818 WLoovx. Fudge Fain. Paris (ed. 4) 167 Oh, shade of the

Cheesemonger 1 [Note. One of the Fancy, who . . was killed

. .at Waterloo.) 1863 W. Phillips Sp. i. 8 Shades of Hugh
Peters and John Cotton, save us from such pulpits ! 1866

Wynter Our Social Bees Ser. 11. 96 Shade of my aunt 1 why,
her Dresden china poodle dog cost more money.

f7. = Silhouette sb. 1. Obs.

1781 Advt. in N. I, Q. (1900) Ser. ix. VI. 356/2 Old Shades
reduced with Care and Expedition. 1793 Holcroft Lava,
ter's Physiogn. xlii. 219 No art can attain to the truth of the

shade taken with precision. 1809 '

J. A. Andersen ' Dane's
Excurs. I. 22 Lord Nelson pointed out to me a profile, and
then observed ' You see it is but a shade : yet I had great

difficulty in obtaining it '. 184a Penny Cycl. XXII. 8/1.

III. Protection from glare and heat.

8. Cover afforded by the interposition cf some
opaque or semi-opaque body between an object

and light, heat, etc. ; esp. the shelter from the sun

afforded by trees; qu&si-concr. {sing, and //.)

overshadowing foliage.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) xxxv. 8 Manna beam soSlice symle

hopia3 to >aem sceade binra fiSera. 1340 Ayenb. 95 pis trau

is to alowe and to louie uor manye binges. Vor be rote. . . And
uor his uayre ssed. c X350 Will. Palerne 22 pe buschys bat

. . lent grete schade. 1574 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep.

(1577) 42 When his souldiers saide, the enimies did shoote

arrowes so thicke that the sunne was couered, He aunswered

:

Then let vs fighte in the shade. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus
11. 108 Fayre braunched trees, ouershadowingy8 waters with
a coole & pleasant shade. 1600 Shaks. A.Y.L. ii. vii. 111

Vnder the shade of melanchollyboughes. 1667 Milton P.L.
1. 303 In Vallombrosa, where th' Etrurian shades High
overarch't imbowr. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 458 The canal

ought not to be under shade. 1841 James Brigand i, The
high swelling of the mountains round, still gave a pleasant

shade to one side of the valley. 1855 Bain Senses ff Int. 111.

iii. § 19 Too much light impels us to seek the shade. 189a

Photogr. Ann. II. 431 Printing.. should be done in shade

by preference.

f'g. XS99 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. ii. 28 There's not I thinke a

subiect That sits in hearl-greefe and uneasinesse Vnder the

sweet shade of your gouernment. 1789 W. Blake Songs
Innoc, Cradle Song 1 Sweet dreams, form a shade O'er my
lovely infant's head ! 183a Longf. Coplas de Maiiriaue liii,

And he, the good man's shield and shade.

b. In the shade : in a position screened from the

direct action of the sun's rays ; opposed to in the

sun. AlsoJig.
1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard 130 If

from his youth he.. hath not bin brought vp in the shade,

but hath endured stormes, cold, and extreame parching heate

[etc.]. a 1700 Evelyn Diary June 1645, One may walk all

round it, dry, and in the shade. X826 S. Cooper First Lines

Surg. (ed. 5) 371 The patient distinctly perceives the light,

and can even plainly discern in the shade, . . large objects, or

bright colours. 1883 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene I. xv.

(ed. 6) 435 Two maximum thermometers are issued—one to

observe the greatest heat in the sun, the other in the shade.

9. A place sheltered from the sun ; chiefly, a

piece of ground overshadowed by trees. Now
rare exc. in collectiveplural, with poetical colouring.

c 1000 Sax. Leeclid. I. 284 pone man sceal mid linenan

clabe befealdan & on sceade ahon oSoet he xedrised beon

maje. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3800 A kni5t bat zephall was
calhd fand in a cole schade A litill drysnyng of dewe. 1577

B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 140 b, In the noone

time . . you must driue them to the valleies and shades. X646

Chashaw Delights Wks. (1904) 126 No lone shade, but rings

With chatting Birds delicious murmurings. 1705 Addison

Italy, Brescia 61 Corn, that in these warm countries ripens

much better among the Mulberry Shades, than if it were

expos'd to the open Sun. 1830 J. G. Strutt Sylva Brit.

59 The respectability which leafy shades, of apparently long

standing, always confer on a habitation. 1845 Kitto Cycl.

Bibl. Lit. s. v. Egypt (1849) '• 5?9/2 Tne climate is. .exceed-

ingly hot..; a shade is not easily found.

b. transf. A retired spot. Hence, an abode

SHADE.

sheltered from the world, a quiet habitation.

Chiefly //. Now only poet, or rhetorical.

1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. iii. 1 Let vs seeke out some deso-

late shade, & there Weepe our sad bosomes empty.

1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. t, Commw. 536 Delighting in

nothing but in ease, in shades, in dancing and drinking.

c 1710 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Mrs. Heivct (1887) I.

30 People mistake very much in placing peace in woodsand
shades. X7»9 T. Cooke Tales, Proposals, etc. 48 Hail to

those Shades where, in our golden Age, The godlike Sidney
pen'd the deathless Page. X75X Johnson Rambler No.
180 p 9 Men bred in shades and silence . . may be allowed to

feel terrorat personal danger. 1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Poor
Relations, In the depth of college shades.. or in his lonely

chamber, the poor student shrunk from observation. 1837
Disraeli Venetia 1. i, Sought the retired shades ofCherbury.

c. In dial, use : A meadow open to the breeze,

into which cattle are turned in hot weather.
1806 [see Single sb. 2]. (11847 in F - Sheldon Minstrelsy

Eng. Border 421 He raced thro' reise and shad. 1893

Cornhill Mag. June 591 When they say the cattle come ' to

shade ' they mean they seek a spot where they are open to

the cooling influences of water and breeze.

10. The Shades : originally, a name for wine and

beer vaults with a drinking-bar, either underground

or sheltered from the sun by an arcade. Hence

often used, both in England and in the U.S., as a

name for a retail liquor shop, or a drinking-bar

attached to a hotel.

1823 '

J. Bee ' Diet. Turf, Shades (the) at London-bridge

are under Fishmongers' hall. 187a Schele de Vere Ameri-
canisms 315 In the cities Shades are perhaps the most

numerous. 188a E. Edwards Words, Facts $ Phrases

507 Shades. . .The name originated at Brighton. .
.Numbers

of other publicans, in London and elsewhere, adopted the

name ' Shades ', which is now fully established in the

language as a synonym for wine vaults.

11. Something which affords protection from

light, heat, etc. a. A shelter from wind and

weather, a screen from excessive heat or cold.

Also, U. S. a window-blind.
1624 Capt. Smith's Virginia in. vii. 73 To keepe vs from

the winde we made a shade of another Mat. 1730 A.

Gordon Maffeis Amphith. 349 The first who invented a

Shade in the Theatre. 1814 T. Haynes Treat. Strawberry,

etc (ed. 2) 70 Such shade or skreen will admit of being re.

moved and taken away. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti

xviii, A window opened from the hall, and to-day, though a

rose-coloured shade was lowered, the sash had been raised.

1894 Howells Trav.fr. Altruria 126 The windows had

paper shades

b. A lace scarf for the head worn by women.

Obs. exc. dial.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shade,.. an Ornament for a

Woman's Head. 1738 Boston Kews Let. in Alice M. Earle

Costume Col. Times (1894) 213 Worsted Shades. 1753 Ibid.,

White Paris net shades. 1755 Ibid. 214 Gauze for Shades.

1766 [Anstey] Bath Guide iii. 76 All that Fancy's self has

feign'd In a Band-Box is contain'd : Painted Lawns and

chequer 'd Shades. 1800 Eliza S. Bowne Girl's Life (1888)

42 Why can't you go and see McLellan's lace shades? Per-

haps he may let you have one reasonably. 1868 LadyVerney
Stone Edge vii. 81 Lydia appeared in her black ' shade ' (a

sort of mantle) and hood.

o. A dome-shaped cover of glass to protect

ornaments from dust or accidental injury.

1705 Hauksbee in Phil. Trans. XXV. 2130 A Shade (as

they generally call such as are put o're Images to keep them

from Dust). 1803 Kinglake Crimea (ed. 3) I. xiv. § 8. 267

One shot broke the mirror over the chimney-piece, another

the shade of the clock. 1894 Morrison Mean Streets 115

A ' shade of fruit '—a cone of waxen grapes and apples

under a glass cover.

d. A globe or cylinder of some semi-transparent

substance placed over the flame of a candle, lamp

or gas-jet to soften or diffuse the light or to protect

the flame from draughts ; also, a screen of silk,

paper, metal, etc., supported upon a light frame-

work and placed above an illuminant to reflect,

concentrate, or soften the light. Also (Westminster

School) a lamp with a fixed shade. Wall shade =
Sconce sb.1

1780 Hickey'sBengal Gaz. 8 Apr. (Y.) Borrowed last Month
by a Person or Persons unknown . . a very elegant Pair of

Candle Shades...—N.B. The Shades have private marks.

1789 I. MunkoNarr. Milit. Operat. 186 His tent is furnished

with, .a folding-table, a pair of shades for his candles [etc.].

1825-0 Mrs. Sherwood Lady ofManor III. xxi. 251 Itwas

well lighted up, with many wall-shades and standing-shades.

1884 F'orshall Westminster Sch. 64 The Juniors had then

. .to clean the ' shades ' of the Seniors and third Election.

1891 Hardy Tess liii, The two customary candles were

burning under their green shades in the Vicar's study.

e. A covering worn to protect the eye from

light (see quot. 1857).
1801 Nelson Let. to Lady Hamilton 28 Jan., He has

directed me. .to have green shades for my eyes. 1818 Lady
Morgan Autobiog. (1859) 71 The dear Comte de Segur, with

a green shade over his eyes, and almost blind. 1857 Bar-

well Care ofSick 80 The proper method is to use what is

called a shade, made of a piece of cardboard, large enough

to hang over the eye.

£ The part of a head-dress that projects in front

so as to shade the eyes ; the peak of a cap.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xiii, The projecting shade of a

curch, or coif.

g. In scientific apparatus : a shutter or otnrr

mechanical means of intercepting light falling upon

or through an object.

18J7 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 74, I likewise drew a
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shade over the objective end of the microscope. 1848
Knapp's Chem. Technol. I. 156 Reflectors, shades, &c.

IV. attrib. and Comb,
12. a. Simple attrib., as (sense 8) shade-mantle,

-side
;
(sense 8 b) shade-heat y (sense 9) shade-plot ;

(sense 11) shade-frame, -stone ; b. objective, as

shade-giving, -loving, -seeking adjs.

1909 Cent. Diet. Supply *Shade-frame. A frame for the
partial shading of a seed-bed. 1859 Lang Wand. India
282 A clump of *shade-giving mango trees. 1896 Ailbutt's
Syst. Med. I. 249 We distinguish between radiant or sun heat,
and *shade or air heat. 1830 Lindley Nat. Syst. Bot. 264
Ferns and other *shade-lovtng plants. 1880 O. Crawfuhd
Portugal 318 Detached clouds, .shall throw their *shade-
mantles on the land. 1586 W. Webbr Eng. Poetrie (Arb.)

73 Thou Tityr,at ease in a #shade plott. 1826 Miss Mitford
Village II. 173 That.. cold-braving, *shade-seeking plant.

1856 Mrs. Browning A ur. Leigh vr. 429 The artist's eye, That
keeps the "shade-side of the thing it loves. 1904 H. C.
Butler Archit. <$• other Arts 126 Another interesting detail

of the domestic architecture of Northern Syria is the shed
or *shade-stone frequently found over the doorways.
13. Special comb. : shade-cord, U.S. a bfind-

cord ; shade-deck, an upper deck of a passenger

vessel, covered at the top but open at the side,

forming a sheltered promenade in hot weather;
hence shade-decked a. ; shade-fish, = Maigre
sb. ; shade maximum, the highest temperature
recorded in a single day by a thermometer placed
in the shade; shade-reading, the indication of
a thermometer protected from direct influence of

the sun's rays ; shade-tree, a tree planted for the

purpose of affording shade.
1904 Rns Roosevelt xii. 298 When he passed each window

[hej would seize the *shade-cord and give a little abstracted
pull. 1894 Times 22 Oct. 7/5 The boats are carried on
a 'shade deck, which forms a covered promenade. 1894
W. H. White Man. Naval Archit. (ed. 3) 382 A tank
steamer of the ' shade-deck ' type. 1902 Encyel. Brit.
(ed. 10) XXXII. 550/1 Most of the Tatter have a con-
tinuous upper deck above the main deck : if this be of
light construction . . the vessel is called a *Shade-decked
Vessel. 17M Diaper tr. Oppian's Halieut. 1. 214 Here.,
tim'rous "Shade-Fish the blind Haunts pursue. 1863 Couch
Brit. Fishes II. 54 Scieena. Shade Fish. Maigre. 1896
Daily News 20 July 7/3 In London the *shade maximum
on Friday was only 67 degrees. 1897 Ibid. 2t Sept. 5/2
There was no *shade reading below 40 deg. reported. 1806
Balance 22 July 328 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.) It is to be
regretted that a *shade tree, useful and ornamental as the
pcplar, should be in danger. 1885 Lady Brassey The Traiies

179 Through plantations of fine coffee, protected by the
usual * shade-trees *.

Shade (.pd), vX Also 4 schade, 8-9 dial. shad.
[f. Shade sb.]

1 1. intr. To cast a shadow. Obs. rare~l
.

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 479 May no grysliche gost
glyde ber hit [the cross] shadeweb [MS. M. schadeb].

2. trans. To screen from light or heat, to protect

from the glare or heat of the sun's rays.
c 1400 in 26 Pol. Poems (1904) 143 A place I fonde shadyd

with bowes I-bent. £i4*o?Lyd< i Assembly ofGods 65 The
grettest trees that any man may fynde In forest to shade
the deere for her comfort. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 120 Barges,
shaded with damasks, and stuffes of India. 1697 Drydbn
Virg. Past. vii. 16 Here wanton Mincius. .shades his happy
Hanks with bending Reeds. 1707 Mortimer Hush, (1721)
1 1. 58 They cannot well stand too dry, if they are but shaded
in dry Weather. 1820 Shelley Orpheus 12 The overhang,
ing rock That shades the pool. i8740'Shaughnessy Afwrn;
<$• Moonlight 20 Aloe, I made thee A garden to shade thee,

f b. To place in the shade ; refl. To take shelter

from light or heat. Obs.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 120b, How to feede

his beastes before noone, where to shade them in the extreame
heat'e. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltem <y Vale Farm. 140 The
Cattle, .he and shade themselves under their Boughs.

fig' **S39 Fuller Holy War 11. xxvi. 77 Many retired
themselves to solitary places .. chiefly to shade themselves
from the heat of persecution.

O. To protect (one's eyes or face) from the glare

of the sun, with the hand or with something used

as a screen.

178* Miss Burney Cecilia vi. ix, You have indeed a bad
cold my love ; but shade your eyes with your hat, and after

dinner [etc]. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. xiii, His hand interposed
between his eyes and their faces, like a man that would
shade his eyesight from the level sun. 190s ' Michael
Fairless ' koadmender 74 He shaded his keen old blue
eyes, and looked away across the water.

t cL trans/. To overshadow protectingly ; to

protect. ? Obs.
1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. i. 160 Now good Angels..

shade thy person Vnder their blessed wings. 1667 Milton
P. L. ix. 266 Leave not the faithful side That gave thee
being, stil shades thee and protects. 1701 De Foe Tmebom
Eng. 18 Whose Female Glories shade them from my Song.

Ife. Misused for : To shelter f^from wind), rare.

1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific viii. 102 They [the hills]

shaded it from the trade winds.

f. To cover with a screen, to protect (a light)

from draughts.
18*7 Scott Surg. Dau. viii, A large chandelier, which,

shaded opposite to his face, threw all the light to the other
side of the table. £1885 Chr. G. Rossetti Sick Chita's
A/edit. 4 Fresh air blows in, and mother shades the light.

3. To conceal from view; to hide partially, as by
a shadow ; to veil, obscure ; to disguise.

c 1530 Crt. ofLove 1272 * How is ', (quod I) ' that he [Prevy
Thought} is shaded thus With yonder cloth, I not of what
colour?' 1596 SfftMfn /''. Q. vi. x. 42 Through hollow
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' caues, that no man mote discouer For the thicke shrubs
which did them alwaies shade From view of liuing wight.
1667 Milton P. L. v. 277 A Seraph wing'd; six wings he

i
wore, to shade His lineaments Divine. 1704 Swift T. Tub
Inirod. § 3 All this he cunningly shades under the following
allegory. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob i. 4I Her golden tresses
shade The bosom's stainless pride. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
II. iv. iii, A I ady shaded in broad gipsy-hat. 1908 [Miss
E. Fowler] Bettu. Trent $ Ancholme 72 Shaded from view
on the South side.

4. To cover with shadow, to darken. Also
i trans/. andfig.

1590, Shaks., etc. Pass. Pilgr. x, Bright orient pearl, alack,
too timely shaded ! 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1638) 253
From this accursed root branching out so many sects as in
short time infected and shaded all the orient, in an eclipse
of fearfull darknesse. 1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho
xxxiv, Never. .had she watched with so much pleasure.,
twilight shade and darkness veil the scene. 1700 Prior
Carm. Sec. xii, The Piece by Virtue's equal Hand is wrought,
Mix'd with no Crime, and shaded with no Fault 1817 Scott
Night. Widmv v, A melancholy smile shaded his cheek.

b. To appear like a shadow upon,
a 1704 T. Brown On Duke Ormonds Recov. Wks. 1730 I.

49 Ee'r rising down to shade his cheeks began. 1750 tr.

Leonardus's Mirr. Stones 132 Nassonites is a stone of a
sanguin colour, marked or shaded with black veins.

C. To cast one's shadow upon, to be close to.

nome-use.
1717 Pope Iliad y.. 183 But sleep'st thou now ? when from

yon' Hills the Foe Hangs o'er the Fleet, and shades our
Walls below.

5. In occasional figurative uses. a. To cast into

the shade; to surpass, eclipse (now dial.), b. To
obscure, dim the lustre of (good qualities). O. To
throw a veil over (faults).

C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. Wks.
(1862) 49 This had Hke't o shad awth' tother ! 1785 Adams
Let. 17 Nov. in Boswell Johnson Advt f 4. I wish..a few
of our hero's foibles had been a little more shaded. 1813
Si. Character (ed. 2) I. 14 His good qualities were not a
little shaded by an inherent pride of ancestry, and an
austerity of manners. 1863 Brierley Irkdale xiii. I. 210
Queer ! It shads GuilHver ut thy feyther ust read abeawt.

6. To represent as by a shadow, to shadow forth,

symbolize. To shade oat : to sketch faintly.

1591 Sidney Astrophellxxxi, How faine would Ipaintthee
to all mens eyes, Or of thy gifts at least shade out some part !

1506 Spenser ^.@.v.vii.2Callinghim[Iustice] great Osyris
..With fayned colours shading a true case.

7. Painting and Drawing. To represent the
shade or shadow on (an object) ; to furnish (a
picture) with the indications of shade. In black-
and-white or monochrome work: To furnish (a

drawing) with the gradated dark markings (pro-
duced by lines more or less close together, rubbing
of crayon or pencil, a wash of tint, or the like) in-

dicating shade and colour of the object. Hence
occas. to darken (parts of a diagram, etc.) in a
similar manner. To shade up : to fill in (an outline

sketch) with markings indicative of contour.
1797 Encyel. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. 116/1 After the learner

has made himself. .perfect in drawing outlines, his next
endeavour must be to shade them properly. 1813 J.
Smith Panorama Set. $ Art II. 718 The perspective
drawing thus produced, may then be completed, by
shading it according to the manner in which the light
appears to fall on the original. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
I, She buys a couple of begilt Bristol boards.. and paints.,
a shepherd with a red waistcoat on one, and a pink face
smiling in the midst of a pencil landscape—a shepherdess
on the other, .with a little dog, nicelyshaded. 1875SEATON
Fret Cutting 64, I have not shaded the leaf to show any
depth of the carving. 1886 W. N. Brown WoodEngraving
33 Filling in or ' shading up ' with a softer and darker pencil
and washes of Indian ink.

b. To shade in : to insert by shading, fig.
1878 Irish Monthly VI. 506 And then the eloquent Member -

for Louth proceeds to shade in the darker tints of this com-
panion picture.

8. To colour (a textile fabric) with shades gradu-
ally passing one into another.
1841 Penny Cycl. XIX. 405 Shading [of ribbons] 6d. per

gross extra. 1845 Mrs. M. J. Howell Hand-bk. Dress*
making 27 Observe, in silks and satins that are shaded,
there is an up and a down.

9. a. intr. Of a colour, hence gen. : To pass

by imperceptible degrees to or into something else;

also with away, off. Also to shade away : to dis-

appear gradually.
1819 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. viii. 272 It will

perhaps shade off into a mild chronic complaint. 1845 BoDD
Dis. Liver 162 The colour of the skin is a golden yellow
shading into green. 1855 Brewster Newton I. v, 123 Three
primary spectra, .having their intensity of illumination and
maximum at different points, and shading to nothing at their
extremities. 1880 E. White Certainty Relig. 80 Their own
teaching was at once definite and vague, carrying a central

lustre and a dimmer enfolding radiance, shading away into
the Infinite. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. 15 Feb. 235 No other
nation has company officers of the average ability and educa-
tion of our own ; but the superiority shades away as their

service progresses.

b. trans. To change or make to pass by imper-
ceptible degrees into something else ; also with

away, off. Also to shade away, down, to soften

the abruptness of (a statement) by qualifying words.
18x8 Scott Rob Roy iii, A touch of coarseness and hard-

ness about the manners of the times, which has since, in a
great degree, been softened and shaded away. 1864 Bowen

SHADER.
Logic x. 336 Their various sorts and degrees are shaded into
each other imperceptibly. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets viii.

235 The thoughts of Aristophanes are not shaded down,
concealed or wrapped up in symbols.

Shade, z>. 2 Forms : 3-5 schade, 9 shade.
[Northern repr. OE. seddan, sceddan : see Shed v.]

1 1. intr. To distinguish betiveen. Obs. rare~~ x
.

a 1300 Cursor M. 22930 Wei bituix ham can he schade.

f 2. trans. To shed, scatter abroad. Obs. rare-1
.

c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2329 in Macro Plays 146 Gostly grace
I spylle & schade.

3. Se. To part (the hair). Also trans/.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xvii, Hastily shading her dis-

hevelled hair back from her wasted, but still beautiful
countenance. 1834 Mactaggart Galloxud. Encyel. 116 He'd
shade the binwud door aside. 1869 [McLennanJ Peasant
Life Ser. 1. 265 To have her hair combed and shaded.
Shade, doubtful form of Shoad.
Shaded ( f^-ded),^/. a. [f. Shade vl + -ed V]
1. Protected from light or heat.
1634 Habington Castara 1. (Arb.) 49 I'de rather like the

violet grow Vnmarkt i'th shaded vale, a 1691 Boyle Hist.
Air (1692) 153, I placed a piece of amber in a shaded part
of a window. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness Collect.
(Maitl. Club) 186 There are shaded walks for study and
contemplation. 1827 Keble Burial of Dead 45 in Lyra
Apost. (1849) 59 If human anguish oer the shaded brow
Pass shuddering, when the handful of pure earth Touches
the coffin lid. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 276 These
narrow shaded swamps gave us a world of trouble.

b. Of a lamp, candle : Covered with a shade.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. in. v, H was standing with

some papers in his hand by a table with shaded candles on
it. 1866 Mrs, H. Wood St. Martin's Eve xxxviii, A small
shaded reading lamp. 1881 Lady D. Hardy Through Cities
<$ Prairie Lands 96 The shaded lamps were lighted.

2. Covered with shadow.
1670 Dryden 1st Pt. Cona. Granatfa ni. i. Song (1673) 27

From her white Temples fell her shaded Hair, Like Cloudy
Sunshine, not too brown nor fair, 1725 Pope Odjss. xi. 12
O'er the shaded billows rush'd the night. i8ag Chapters
Phys. Set. 402 If the moon indeed be attentively viewed,
some days after her conjunction, the boundary of the shaded
part will be seen as it were indented.

f3. Obscurely hinted, shadowed forth. Obs.
1583 Melbakcke Philotimus K iv, His highnes perceiuing

the shaded drift, called a counsell of diuers noble mer, [etc.].

4. Having colours gradually parsing into one
another, marked with gradations of colour.
1710 Steele Tatter No. 151 p 1, The artificial nosegay,

and shaded furbelow. 1799 Hull Advertiser 25 May 3/1
A complete stock of shaded worsted. 1891 '

J. S. Winter '

Lumley v, These shaded pink geraniums are exquisite.

b. In collectors* names of moths : see quots.
183a J. Rennie Butterfi. <$ Moths Index 277 Shaded Broad

Bar. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 151 The Shaded Broad
Bar (Thera obeliscata). Ibid. 122 The Shaded Pug (Eupi-
thecia subumbrata).

5. Of a drawing, etc. : see Shade vX 7. Also,
of a colour or coloured object : Edged or variegated

with some darker colour.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants [qA. 3) IV. 188 Gills extremely
white : pileus mouse-colour, shaded with brown. 1813
Shelley O. Mob ii. 17 Those far clouds of feathery gold,
Shaded with deepest purple. 1839 R. S. Robinson Naut.
Steam Eng. 107 The shaded spaces b b, representing the
position of the valve when shut. 1869 Athenaeum 20 Feb.
279/1 An outline woodcut copy, and also a shaded one, of
Occleve's beautiful miniature of Chaucer. 1871 Amer.
Encyel. Printing (ed. Ringwalt) 405 Shaded, a general
name for many varieties of job-letter, in which the main
character is shaded.

Shadeful (J^'-dful), a. rare. [f. Shade sb, +
-pul.] Abounding in shade ; umbrageous.
1563 B. Googk Eclogs i. (Arb.) 34 Then shadefull places

oute he lookes, and all alone he lyues. 1596 R. L[inche]
Diella (1877) 78 O'regrowne it was with mighty shadefull
Trees. 1613 Drayton Poly-otb. iii. 78 The Easterne Avon
vaunts. .To be the onelie child of shadefull Sauemake.

Shadeless ( f^-dles), a. [f. Shade sb. + -less.]

1. Lacking shade, without shelter (from heat, etc.).

1814 Wordsw. Excurs. vn. 143 An opening Shadeless, and
shelterless. 188a Arnold in Macm. Mag. XLVI. 145 The
shadeless streets of a hot and dusty town.

2. Affording no shade.
1890 H. H. Johnston in Nature 13 Nov. 46 The shadeless

acacias with their cruel thorns.

3. Not marked by shadows; unrelieved by shade,

monotonously faultless.

1835 Mrs. Browning Felicia Hemans 2 Thou bay-crowned
living One, that o'er the bay-crowned Dead art bowing,
And, o'er the shadeless moveless brow, the vital shadow
throwing. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girts Rom. 13 Walter
Scott was a tittle heavy for her with his introductions, while

his heroines were just a trifle shadeless and uninteresting.

4. Not furnished with a shade.

185a Maitland Eight Ess. 237 Though for reasons of his

own he might incessantly wear a shadeless cap.

Hence Sha delessness.
1894 H. Nisbet Bush Girl's Rom. 153 Its sunny shadeless*

ness filled him with a strange tremor of dread. 1909 Eng.
Rev. Apr. 70 In the wonderful light and shadelessness of
that noon . . I looked at you.

Sliader (p'dai). rare. [f. Shade 2».1 + -er1.]

One who or something which shades (in various

senses of the verb).

17*8 Capt. G. Carleton's Mem. 151 In every Age Virtue
has its Shaders or Maligners. 1765 J. Brown Chr. Jml. 2-21

Black and deep the night begins to fall ; a shader immense.
1881 Ins tr. Census Clerks (1885) 55 Flower Making.. Shader.
Ibid. 64 Woollen Cloth Manufacture. .Shader.
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Shadew(e, obs. forms of Shadow.
Shadewy, obs. form of Shadowy.
Shadine (Jaed^n). [f. Shad sb., after Sar-

dine.] A trade name for the menhaden, preserved

in oil like a sardine.

1781 Crevecoeur Lett. 132 It is on the shores of this part

of the island . . where they catch their best fish, such as sea-

bass, tew-tag or black fish,, .shadine, pike, &c. 1842 in Mem.
Amer. Acal. (1846) II. 260 A losa sadina, Spotted Shadine.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 386 'American Sardine', 'Ameri-
can Club-fish \ ' Shadine * and ' Ocean Trout '.

Shadiuess (J^'dines). [f. Shady <z. + -ness.]

The quality or condition of being shady.
1611 Cotgr., Opacite, opacitie, shadinesse, vmbrage.

1651 J.
Wright tr. Camus' Nat. Paradox xii. 361 The..

Shadiuess of the Chamber. 1863 Bates Nat. Amazons I. 82
It is difficult to see the bird in the woods, on account of.

.

the shadiness of its dwelling-places. Mod. I agree with you
as to the shadiness of their transactions.

Shading CP'din), vbl. sb. [f. Shade v.1 +
-ingL] The action of Shade v.^ in various senses.

1. Protection from light or heat.

i6n Cotgr., Ombragement, a shading or shadowing.
1821 Scott Kenilw. ii, I thought I might take the privilege

of an old comrade to ride across through the trees, both for

shading, .and for avoiding of dust 1858 Glennv Everyday
Bk. 210/1 Attention to the watering and shading is all that
is required for the established plants.

2. A foreshadowing, adumbration.
1850 Wordsw. Prel. iv. 248 Whatever shadings of mor-

tality, . .Had come among these objects heretofore.

3. Delineation of shade ; a marking or colouring

resembling this.

1663 Gerbier CounselZ$ Painting . . upon flat moulding,and
set off with shading. 1766 Fordyck Serm. Young Women
(1767) I. vi. 253 The business of shading with the needle is

now . . seldom thought of but at school. 1839 Dickens Nick,
Nick, iv, Gilt letters and dark shading. 1882 Morris Hopes
4r Fears for Art iv. (1003) 148 Gradation, which in more
naturalistic work is got by shading.

fig. 1896 Mrs. Caffvn QuakerGrandmother 254, 1 fear the
finer shading was entirely omitted in the making of me.

b. Mus. The imparting of * light and shade \
1881 Broadhouse Mus. Acoustics 331 That expression..

was obtained . . by the much more delicate shading of various
transpositions of consonant chords.

4. A minute variation or difference (of a colour,

hence of a quality, species, etc).
X775 Ash, Shading, the different gradation of colours.

1858 Sears A than. xix. 168 The seven colors and their

shadings. 1863 Dana Man. Geol. 602 Appearances suggest-
ing the idea of such shadings among species are. .rare.

b. Shading-off'. decrease in the intensity of a
colour, or its passage into some other, by imper-

ceptible gradations ; 2X^0 fig. of a quality, species,

or the like.

1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 60 The shading-off
or evanescence of tint 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Mar. 5/j In
Egypt., there is no gradual shading off from fertile into

waste ground- 189a Spectator 16 Jan. 77/2 The University
..lends its influence even to the shading-off of one political

class into another.

5. A toning-down, qualifying (of a statement).
1818 Scott Rob Roy x\\\

}
The circumlocutions, shadings,

softenings, and periphrasis, which usually accompany ex-
planation* betwixt persons of different sexes in the higher
orders of society.

Shading (J>din), ppU a. [f. Shade v* +
-ijjg 2

.] That shades, in various senses of the vb.

1. Affording protection from heat or light.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. x. P 7 (1912) 63 Grasse (which
plentifully grewe, brought up under the care of those wel
shading trees). 1671 Milton P. R. 111. 221 A shelter and a
kind of shading cool Interposition, as a summers cloud.

c 1709 Prior First Hymn o/Callim. 15 Wild Lycaus, black
with shading Pines. 1910 Westm.Gaz. 19 Feb, 14/2 If such
a shading hood were applied at all times . the clearness of the
photograph taken would be very much clearer.

f 2. Delineating shade. Obs. rare—1
.

1667 Milton /'. L. 111. 509 Thick with sparkling orient

Gemmes The Portal shon, inimitable on Earth By Model,
or by shading Pencil drawn.

Shadock, obs. form of Shaddock.
Shadoing, obs. form of Shadowing sb.

Shadoof (Jadw'f). Also shadout shayduf;

chadous. [Egyptian Arabic «-J^il- shddiif] A
contrivance used in the East for raising water for

irrigation purposes, consisting of a rod or pole

working upon a pivot, at one end of which is fastened

a bucket and at the other a weight to serve as a
counterpoise.
1836 Lane Mod. Egypt, xiv. (1890) 300 The most common

of these machines is the * shadoof. 1837 Wilkinson
Mann. % Cust. Anc. Egypt,, ii. (1841) 1. 53 The mode
of irrigation was by the shadoof. 1858 Homans Cycl.

Comm. 440/1 The cotton plants [in Egypt] are watered
periodically by means of Sakyiehs, Shadoufs, or water-
wheels. 1885 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 90/2 The shadoof
or chadous of Egypt. 1904 H. Spencer Autobiog. II. 338
The fellahs . . work all day with their shadoofs, raising water
to irrigate their lands.

Shadow (JacuV), sb. Forms : 1 dot. acea-
dwe, sceaduwe, 2 sceadewo, 2-3 scadewe,
2-5 shadewe, 3 scheadewe, scaudu, sadue,
3-4 schadw(e, 3-5 schadew(e, 3-7 scliadow,

4 schadu'e, shaldw, shadw, shadu, shodow,
eadwe, szadewe, Sc. sehedow, -aw, 4-5 eha-
due, ahadwe, 4-6 schadowe, 4, 6 Sc. aehau-

dow, 4, 6-7 shaddowe, 4-7 shadowe, 4, 7
schadou, 5 schado, shadew, shedow, 5-7 shad-
dow, 6 shadoe, shadoo, shadou, shoddowe,
Sc. schaudou, schaddou, 6-7 Sc. schaddow, 7
shaddou, 8 shadoue, 4- shadow, [repr. OE.
scead{u)we, oblique case of sceadu str. fern. ; the
nom. sing., with the variant form sceade of the

oblique case, and the by-form scead neut, are
represented by Shade sb.f q.v. The Teut. cognates
show some variation in declension and gender

:

OS. scado masc. or fern. (MLG. schade, schadewe,
mod. LG. schadde, scharde, scharre, sc/tarr; cf.

mod. WJKris. skaed, EFris. schdd, NEris. skaar)
;

MDu. schade, schaduwe (mod.Du. sckaduw fern.)
;

OHG. scato masc, genit. scaicwes (MHG. schate,

schatte str. and wk. masc, also schatewe, early

mod.G. schatte wk. masc, mod.G. schatten masc)
;

wanting in ON. (the mod. Norw. skadda, skodda
fog, is of doubtful origin); Goth, skadus masc.
The OTeut. form was prob. * skadwo-z masc. or
*skadwd fem. (the traces of u declension in Goth.
and OE. being due to analogical alteration) :—pre-
Teut. *skotwd-s

}
-wa or *skatw6-s, -wa ; cf. Gr.

<tk6tos masc. and neut., darkness, OCeltic *skdto-s

masc (Irish sedth, Cornish seed, Breton squeut,
Welsh cy-sgod

t
shadow).]

I. Comparative darkness.

1. Comparative darkness, esp. that caused by
interception of light ; a tract of partial darkness
produced by a body intercepting the direct rays of

the sun or other luminary. Cf. sense 11.

aizzo Bestiary 648 Danne cumeS Sis elp unride, and..
slepeS bi 3e tre in Se sadue. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in

Wright Voc. 159 E pus au boys en umbrail [glossed in the
sadwe (szadewe)] Passerom desouz 1'overayl. a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 141 1 And fayre in shadowe was euery wel. c 1421
sd Pol. Poems 104 So sobfast sunne, by hys pouste, Dryueb
awey shadewe. 1555 Eden Decades 11. i. (Arb.) 106 The
shadowe of the tree is contagious. 1603 Shaks. Meas.
for M. in. i. 257 That the time may haue all shadow,
and silence in it. x8ao Belzoni Egypt 4- Nubia in. 400
Where there is no index to direct the strangeron his way,
..nor even a stone or a shadow to shelter him from the
sun. i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. vi. 42 The fronts of the ridges .

.

remain in shadow all the day. 190a R. Bagot Donna Diana
xxi. 258 She quietly withdrew from the bedside, and stood
in the shadow of the curtains at its head.

b. Shadow of death : a Biblical expression (

—

LXX and N.T. CKia Bavarov, Vulg. umbramortis)
embodying an ancient interpretation of Heb.
mobs, traditionally vocalized calmd'veth, as if f. cil

shadow + md'veth death.
Ewald and many other scholars, however, think the word

should be pronounced calmutk (or as p\.£td?ndth = Arab.
dalamat), and that it comes from the Semitic root found in

Arab, as JJe dalima to be dark. Howevei this may be,

it is in the Old Testament merely a poetic word for intense

darkness (so the margin of the Revised Version, ' deep
darkness '). But the phrase ' shadow ofdeath ' has (in Eng.
as in Christian latin and other langs.) often been used with

various meanings naturally suggested by the words; the

commonest use is to denote the gloom and horror ofapproach-

ing dissolution.

The valley of the shadow of death (Ps. xxiii. 4 in Eng.
versions from Coverdale 1535; the earlier versions follow

the Vulg. and LXX, which read ' midst ' instead of ' valley ')

:

often applied to the experience of being brought by illness

apparently near to the grave.

Tfie Land ofthe Shadow ofDeath : a rhetorical name for

a tract of Western Africa in which the mortality among the

white inhabitants is very great.

[a 900 Cynewulf Christ u 8 pa be longe ser . . deorc deabes

sceadu dreojan sceoldan.] c 1050 Lambeth Ps. cvi. io±)a
sittendan on beostrum & on sceaduwe deabes. a 1340 Ham-
pole Psalter cvi. 10 In shadow of ded, bat is in vicious life,

bat is, ymage of endles ded. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 177
The lond of mysese and of derknesse, where as is the shadwe
of deeth [= job x. 22, Vulgate]. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxii[i].

4 Though I shulde walke now in the valley of the shadowe
of death [so 16x1). 1678 Bunyan Pilgr. 1. (1000) 58 Now at

the end of this Valley, was another, called the Valley of the

Shadow of Death. 1889 ' Mark Twain ' Yankee at Crt. K.
Arthur xli. 480 If youVe watched your child through the

valley of the Shadow and seen it come back to life. 1897

MaryKingsley W.Africa 441 The .. depressing scenery of

the Land of the Shadow of Death—a land that stretches

from Goree to Loanda. 19x0 Lond. Mag. Dec 478/2 That
Valley of the Shadow of Death which lies between Wolver-
hampton and Birmingham.

C, fig. with various notions : Gloom, unhappi-

ness ; a temporary interruption of friendship

;

sometning that obscures the lustre of a reputation.

1855 Longf. Hiawatha x. Love is sunshine, hate is

shadow. 1894 Doyle Sherlock Holmes 38 There never was
a shadow between us until this accursed affair began. 1905

Century Mag. Aug. 484/1 The episode left an unfortunate

shadow on the sportsmanship of the visitors.

2. pi. a. The darkness of night ; the growing

darkness after sunset.

x$8a Wyclif Song Sol. ii. 17 To the time that the dai

springe, and shadewes be bowid in. ax6ix Beaum. & Fl.

Four Plays in One, Tri. Death Wks. 1912 X. 349 Give me
such kisses as the Queen of shadows Gave to the sleeping

boy she stole on Latmus. X7»8 Young Ocean xix, The stars

are bright To chear the night, And shed, thro' shadows,

temper^ fire. 1865 Baring-Gould Hymn, * Nmv the day
is over' i, Shadows of the evening Steal across the sky.

f b. The shadows : the shades, Hades. Obs. rare.
X490 Caxton Eneydos xx. 73 Wherof I shalle make my

reporte vnto the pryue goddis, beyng in the lowe shadowes.
3. Painting and Drawing. The darker part of

a picture, etc. representing the less illuminated
portions of the original. Also the colour used in
the tincture of such a part. = Shade sb. 3 (which
is now more usual).
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. c viij, A dowte theer is yit of a

certayn shadow ofa mylneryscros as it shewith here folowyng
[etc.]. 1565 Coopf.u Thesaurus, Vmbrsepictornm . . Shadows
cast m peynctyng. 1675 A. Browne App. Art Limning 9An Excellent Shadow for Old Mens liodies, temper Pink,
Lake, and Red Lead. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. viii.

(1779) 19 One of the first rules, .respecting his conduct and
management of light and shadow, would be what Leonardo
Da Vinci has actually given. 1885 Lock Workshop Rec.
Ser. iv. 365/1 The resultisa negative harmonious fromhigh
light to clear shadow. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.
(ed. 6) 116 The lights being hard and the shadows dense.

II. Image cast by a body intercepting light.

4. The dark figure which a body 'casts' or
( throws' upon a surface by intercepting the direct

rays of the sun or other luminary ; the image (ap-
proximately exact or more or less distorted) which
this figure presents of the form of the intercepting

body.
a 1300 Cursor M. 19277^ J>e seke war born bam for to mete,

pat petre scaudu on bairn suld rine par-of had mani seke
medicine, c 1386 Chaucer Pars. 7". 2i2Certesashadwehath
the liknesse of the thyng ofwhich it is shadwe. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 188 Wher bat euer he 5eode, and his schadow glod on
a seke body, he was hole anon. X553 T. Wilson R/iet. 11. 56,

1

solde you not the shadowe of the Asse. 1635 N. Carpenter
Geog. Del. \. x. 226 The shaddow is alwaves found to be oppo*
site in place to the Sunne-beams. X785 Miss Fielding Ophelia
I. xxiii, Lord Larborough. .followed me about like a shadow.
1822 ImsoviSci.fy Art 1. 467 Eclipses of the moon are owing
to the shadow of the earth falling upon the moon. 1874 tr.

LoiumeVs Light 14 An opaque body is illuminated on that
side of its surface only which is turned towards the light, its

opposite surface, as well as a space covered by it, the shadow,
remains dark.

fig. x8ox Campbell LochieVs Warn. 56 Coming events
cast their shadows before.

b. Phrases, To be afraid of one's own shadow :

to be unreasonably timorous. May yoitr shadow
never grow (be) less I may you keep on increasing

(in prosperity) ! [A Persian phrase.]

1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 659 Whether shee were afrayed
of her awne shadowe.. the truth is, that the whole army
returned to their Shippes. X824 (Mokier] Hajji Baba
xxviii. II. 64 ' May his shadow never be less ', said another.

1863 R. F. Burton Wand. W. Africa I. 9 note, The little

fleet—may its shadow never be less !—began with chartered
ships. 1887 Referee 2 Jan. (Cass.), The recipients hope.,
that Sara's shadow may never grow less.

C. As a type of what is fleeting or ephemeral.
a x»7» Luue Ron 32 in O. E. Misc. 94 pus is bes world as

bu mayht seo al so be schadewe bat glyt away. X340 Ham-
pole Pr. Consc. 715 Man. .passes away Als a shadu on the

somers day. ':c 1415 Hoccleve Min. Poems 67 Lyfpassith

as a sbadwe in euery age. 1830 Scott Jml. II. 160 In this

phantasmagorial place [London] the objects of the day come
and depart like shadows. X87X Caswall Hymn, * Days and
Moments '

11. i, As a shadow life is fleeting.

d. Optics, etc. t Right shadow, the figure

thrown by an opaque body upon a horizontal plane

to which it is perpendicular. + Contrary, f Versed

shadow : the figure thrown by an opaque body
upon a vertical plane to which it is perpendicular.

Geometric shadow : the figure produced upon a

vertical screen by extending the lines from a

luminous point which envelop an opaque body
placed between the screen and the point, f Lifte

of shadows : a scale engraved upon some mathe-

matical instruments used in taking altitudes;

= Quadrat.
1571 Dicges Pantom. 1. xii. Diij b, Marke well the diui-

sions of pointes touched in your scale, if they be of right

shadow.. .But and if they bee of contrarie shadow, worke
contrarely. 1644 Nye Gunnery 11. (1670) 37 But if of con-

trary or vers'd shadow, multiply the distance from the

middle of your foot by the parts cut. X7i7-sa Chambers
Cycl., Quadrat,Quadratum, called alsogeometrical square,

and line ofshadows, is an additional member on the face of

the common Gunter's and Sutton's quadrants. x88a Encycl.

Brit. XIV. 581/1 How to place a plane quadrilateral of

given form so that its geometric shadow may be a square.

e. transf. (See quots.)

1875 Tyndall Sound vii. (ed. 3) 317 The possible influence

of a sound-shadow. 1883 Ibid. (ed. 4) 299 heading, Acoustic

Shadows. 1895 Funk's Stand. Diet., Shadow, A region

protected or screened off from radiation of any kind : used

with qualification or in composition; as, a sound-shadow;
an electric shadow.

5. In loose or extended use.

a. A reflected image.
A similar use of the corresponding sb. is found in many

other langs.

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 29 Hu maht bu iseon bine sceadewe

in worie watere? t 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 29 Hie [sc. be

wiinman] bihalt hire sheawere, and cume5 hire shadewe

baronne, be shadewe hire tachefr [etc. J. a 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 1529 He [se. Narcissus) louede his owne shadowe

soo That atte laste he starf for woo. c 1470 Henryson Mor.

S But out of a Greediness to get Both, he [se. the dog] Chops
at the Shadow, and Loses the Substance. 1797-8 Colekidge
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Anc. Mar. vi. xvi, And on the bay the moonlight lay, And
the shadow ofthe Moon. 1803 Wordsw. Yarrow Unvisited
44 Let..The swan on still St. Mary's Lake Float double,
swan and shadow ! 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xxix, The
planets which shine above us as litUe influential of our des-
tiny, as their shadows, when reflected in the river, are capa-
ble of altering its course.

+ b. The faint appearance of something seen

through an obscuring medium. Obs.

1594 Plat Jewcll-ho. \. 42 Let the scholler write vpon the
shadowe of the text lines.

C. Applied to the appearance of degenerate
corpuscles, bacilli, etc. faintly visible under the

microscope ; also known as Shell-shadows.
1885 Buck's Med. Handbk. I. 204 (Cent. Suppl.), The

occurrence of. .'shell shadows' in the blood after release

from the bell jar. 1896 Allbntfs Syst. Med. I. 83 In tuber-
culosis., it is not unusual to find in the giant-cells some
bacilli . . but faintly traceable as unstained, translucent
shadows.

6. Jig. a. An unreal appearance ; a delusive

semblance or image ; a vain and unsubstantial

object of pursuit. Often contrasted with substance.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 366 He bet neuede nout of sunne, bute

scheadewe one. 15J6 Abp. Warham in Ellis Orig. Lett.

Ser. 111. II. 42, L.shulde bee as a shadoo and ymaigeof an
Archeblsshop and Legate, voide of auctoritie and jurisdic-

tion. i6o» Shaks. Hani. 11, ii. 265 The very substance of
the Ambitious is meerely the shadow of a Dreame._ 1611

Mure Misc. Poems \. 52 Thy pleasour is bot paine, A
dreame, a toy, a schadou. 1701 De Foe Trueborn Eng.
41 Titles are Shadows, Crowns are empty things. 1780
Burke Sp. Bristol declining Poll V 5 The worthy gentleman
..has feelingly told us, what shadows we are, and what
shadows we pursue. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. vi. (Rtldg.)

405 The minister . . was now determined to seize the substance
as well as catch at the shadow. 1840 J. H. Newman Par.
Serm. V. i. 4 At present we are in a world of shadows.

f b. Applied rhetorically to a portrait as con-

trasted with the original ; also to an actor or a
play in contrast with the reality represented. Obs.

1580 Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 259 For Appelles shadowes are
to be seene of Alexander, but not Alexanders of Appelles.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 213, 430. 1591 — Two Gent. iv.

ii. 126 To your shadow, will I make true loue. 1609 Ev.
Woman in Hum. m. i. in Bullen O. PL IV. 347, I have a
dumbe-shewe of all their pictures, each has sent in his several

shadow. 1679 in SpaldingClub Mi'scell.V, 186 He was wont
to gaze away whole days on her picture,.. practising upon
the shadow to fit himself for the substance.

o. An obscure indication ; a symbol, type ; a
prefiguration, foreshadowing.
138a Wyclif Col. Ii. 17 The whiche ben schadoweofthingis

to come ; forsoth the body is of Crist. 15*6 Pilgr. Per/.
(W. de W. 1531) 3 b, But all these were but fygures and
shadowes of thynges to come. 1667 Milton P. L. xn. 233
Religious Rites Of sacrifice ; informing them, by types And
shadowes, of that destind Seed to bruise The Serpent. 1704
Swift Meek. OPerat. Spir. Misc. (1711) 305 Certain curious
Figures,, .which were so many Shadows and Emblems of
the whole Mystery. 1855 Kingsley Westtv. Ho ! xix, That
eternal world, whereof all here is but a shadow and a dream.

d. Something of opposite character that neces-

sarily accompanies or follows something else, as

shadow does light.

1830 Tennyson Love fy Death 10 Thou [Death) art the
shadow of life. 187a Morley Voltaire (1886) 1 A new type

of belief, and of its shadow, disbelief.

e. An imitation, copy ; a counterpart.

1693 Humours Toivn 3 r, I desire you to parallel the Follies

and Vices of the Town with the shadows of such in the

Country. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion ff Princ.

xv. III. 362 Everything [on a voyage) goes on with the

precision of clockwork, and one day is only the shadow and
echo of another. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom. Emp. xviii. (1875)

330 The Roman Empire was the shadow of the Popedom.

f. Used hyperbolically to designate a person ex-

tremely emaciated or feeble.

1588 Greene PandostoWks. (Grosart) IV. 262 This tragi-

cal! discourse of fortune so daunted them, as they went like

shadowes, not men. 1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons
Ded. 11 Great numbers of miserable and pitiful ghosts or

rather shadowes of men. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. i. 45 All

were faire knights, and goodly well beseene. But to faire

Britomart they all but shadowes beene, 1773 Life N. Frowde
8, 1 hardly eat or drank, and became a perfect Shadow. 1815

Scott Guy M. xli, He appeared to wither into the shadow of

himself. 1887 Bowks Virg. Mneid 111. 590 A stranger, by
want to a shadow worn.

g. An attenuated remnant ; a form from which

the substance has departed. Also, the shadow ofa

name (L. nominis umbra), a shadowy or faintly

surviving renown.
1x1569 Kyngesmill Godly Adv. (1580) 13 Least instead of

a man, ye finde but the shadowe of a man. a 1674 Claren-
don Hist. Reb. xv. % 152 But his greatness at home was but

a shadow of the glory he had abroad. 1781 Gibbon Decl.

% Fall xvii. II. 29 The emperors themselves, who disdained

the faint shadow of the republic. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.

I. iv. iv, Who shall become the eloquent orator of Royalism,

and earn the shadow of a name. x86a Brougham Brit.

Const, iii. 52 The prerogative of the Crown was reduced

to a shadow.

h. A slight or faint appearance, a small insig-

nificant portion, a trace.

1586 A, Day En%. Secretary 1. (1625) 8 Simple, plaine, and
of the lowest and meanest stile, utterly devoideofany shadow
of high and loftie speeches. 1678 Qudworth Intell. Syst.

1. iv. § 18 (1743) 321 There was no shadow of reason, why
fete.]. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 28 There is not

so much as this shadow of probability, to lead us to any such

conclusion. 1831 Keble Serm. v. (1848) 113 For the shadow
of anything like proof of it, we may search far and wide in

vain. 1867 Freeman Norm.Conq. (1876) I. App. 774 There
is not a shadow of evidence that Harold ever reigned as
Under-king in England.

7. A spectral form, phantom ; = Shade sb. 6.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Paulus) 1151 pan come a schadow
full hugly, blak and blay, & stud hyme by. 1460 Capgrave
Chron. (1858) 266 Eke he [Rich. II) thoute evyr that a scha-
dow of a man walkid before him. 1588 Shaks. Tit. A. 1. i. 100
That so the shadowes be not vnappeased. — Mids. N. in.

ii. 347 Beleeue me, King of shadowes, I mistooke. £1590
Marlowe Faust. 146 And I. .Will be as cunning as Agrippa
was, Whose shadowes made all Europe honor him. 1667
Milton/'. L. x. 264 Whom thus the meager Shadow answerd
soon. 1790 Cowper Iliad 11. 71 At mine head The shadow
took his stand. 1812 Cary Dante, Purg. vm. 45 To the
valley now . . let us descend ; and hold Converse with those
great shadows. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv. 153 No hand-
ful of earth shall bury me, pass'd to the shadows. 1888
Honnor Morten Sk. Hosp. Life 48 Every second the
silent shadow feared of man drew nearer.

8. One that constantly accompanies or follows

another like a shadow.
a. A parasite, toady ; also (= L. umbra) a com-

panion whom a guest brings without invitation.

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 40 Though the pryde of
their shadowes_ (I meane those hangebyes whome they
succour with stipend) cause them to be somewhat il talked
of abroade. 1609 B. Jonson Sil. Worn. 11. ii, Laught at by
the Lady of the Colledge, and her shadowes. 1639 Mas-
singer Unnat. Combat nr. i. I must not haue my boord
pester 'd with shadowes, That under other mens protection
breake in Without invitement.

b. A spy or detective who follows a person in

order to keep watch upon his movements. Cf.

Shadow z>. 12.

1859 M atsell Rogue's Lex. 78 Shadoxv, a first-class police
officer, one who possesses naturally the power.. to follow
his quarry. 1890 Daily Neivs 4 Oct. 4/6 The refusal of the
magistrates to allow a policeman to be asked whether he
was a ' shadow '. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 8 Aug. .0/2 His duties
as official police * shadow ' to the Prince of Wales.

C. Westminster School. (See Qjjot.)

1884 Forshall Westminster Sch. 4 The master.. called

me to him, and along with me another boy, whom he as-

signed to me as my 'Substance*. I was the 'Shadow'.
The ' Substance ' was, for the space of a week, responsible
for the proper conduct of his ' Shadow '. 1903 F. Markham
Recoil. To7vn Boy Westminster 231.

f 9. An outline for a picture. Obs.
1656 Teanes Fuln. Christ 14 Painters, whose first rude or

imperfect draught is termed a shadow, or adumbration.

10. Algebra. A symbol having no meaning apart

from a symbol of another kind to which it is

attached.
1898 A. N. Whitehead Univ. Algebra I. 87 The Greek

letters have no meaning apart from the Roman letters to

which they assign properties, and therefore should not be
written alone. Let these Greek letters be called shadows
or umbral letters; and let the Roman letters denoting
regions be called regional letters.

III. Shelter from light and heat.

IL Protection from the sun ; shade. Now rare.

t In the shadow m ' in the shade * (Shade sb. 8 b).
' Dry it in the shadow ' is a constant direction in pharma-

ceutical recipes in the 17th c
c 1350 Will. Palerne 754, & vnder a tri appeltre tok him

tid a sete, pat was braunched ful brode & bar gret schadue.
c 14x5 Cursor M. 8451 (Trin.) Vndir be shadow of pat tre

be kynde of pingis lerned he. 15*5 Berners Frot'ss. II.

ciii. [xcix.] 299 They shall be in the sonne and in great heate,

and we shall be in the shadowe and in the fresshe ayre. 1601

Holland Pliny xxvin. ix. II. 320 Prepared they ought to

bee and dressed, before Autumne, when they be new and
fresh washed, & dried in the shaddow.

t b. concr. That which affords shade. Cf. 13.

1667 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 402 Though an
only son be inestimable, yet it is like Jonah's sin, to be
angry at God for the withering of his shadow.

f O. A shady place. Obs.

15*6 Grete Herball lxii. (1529) Div, Betony-.groweth on
hylles, woodes, & shadowes, and about trees. 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. 176/1 A Shepheards Bower.. [is] called Shades,

or shaddows, by the Poets.

f d. Retirement, seclusion. Obs. rare"1
,

161a Bacon Ess. t Of Gt. Place (Arb.) 280 They.. are

impatient of prhiatenesse, euen in age and sicknesse, which
require the shadow.

12. Overshadowing (of wings, etc.), as affording

security ;
protection or shelter from danger or

observation.
ciioo Vices <r Virtues 101 Vnder Fare scadewe of Sine

fiSeres. a 1300 E. E. Psalter xvi. 10 Hile me vnder schadou
of bi wenges twa. 1474 Caxton Chesse iv. viii. (1883) 187

Praynge your good grace to resseyue this lityll and symple
book made vnder the shadowe of your noble protection. 1607

Shaks. Timon v. iv. 6 Such As slept within the shadow of

your power. 1719 Watts Hymn, ' O God our Help ' ii,

Beneath the shadow of Thy throne Thy Saints have dwelt

secure. i8ai Scott Kenihv. i, There is no treason, sure,

in a man's enjoying his own thoughts, under the shadow of

his own bonnet f 1817 — Surg. Dau. xii, She is under the

shadow of the British flag, and she shall experience its

protection. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii.

106 Deeds were done under the shadow of his name which

we may be sure that in his own heart he abhorred.

f b. Uftder the shadow of [ = Fr. f en Pombre

de, sous {I
1

) ombre de, It. sotto ombra dt\ : = under

colour of, on pretence of. Obs.

15*3 Berners Froiss. I. ccexxvi. 206 b, He was nat worthy
to holde any herytage in the realme of Fraunce, vnder the

shadowe of his children. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 146 He
stroue (vnder the shaddow of inuented lies) to mitigate the

fury of her..disdaine.

+ 13. Denoting various appliances for affording

shade, a. Ahandscreen; also a parasol, sunshade.
b. A woman's headdress, or a portion of a head-
dress, projecting forward so as to shade the face.

C. A tester or canopy for a bed. Obs.
a. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxix.

418 They put vpon him certaine ensignes of feathers, with
fannes, shadowes and other things. 1611 Cotcr., Ombraire,
an Vmbrello, or shadow. Ibid.,Ombrelle.
Jig. i6»3 Fletcher Rule Wife m. {init.), Now you have

got a shadow, an umbrella To keep the scorching worlds
opinion From your fair credit,

D. 1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 116 Besides all this their
shadows, their spottes, their lawnes, their leefekyes, their
ruffes, their rings, shew them rather Cardinals curtisans,
then modest Matrones. 1598 Florio, Velaregli, bone-
graces, shadowes, vailes or launes that women vse to weare
on their foreheads for the sunne. 1631 Knevet Rhodon ty

Iris m. i. E 3, Shadowes, rebates, ribbands, ruffes, cuffes

and fa Is. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 106 Lawnc.is
much used for fine necke-kerchers, and fine shadowes, and
dressinges.

0. 1604 T. M. Black Bk. in Middleton's Wks. (Bullen)
VIII. 25 The testern, or the shadow over the bed.

14. Theatr. A penthouse or roof over the stage.

Obs. exc. Hist,
1600 in Greg Henslowe Papers (1907) 5 Wth a shadowe or

cover over the saide Stadge. 1831 J. P. Collier Dram.
Poetry III. 305 The projecting tiled roof over the stage [at

the ' Fortune'] is called in this agreement 'the shadow',
but it is also technically termed ' the heavens '.

IV. Comb.
15. a. Simple attrib., as shadow-side, -streak

;

(sense 4) shadow-shew, -tracery
;

(sense 4 c)

shadow-wave; (sense 7) shadow-crown, -king,

-patriarch, -shape, -world
;

(sense 13) shadow-
plant ; shadow-like adj. (and adv.) ; also quasi-

adj. = Shady, as -[shadow ditch, •[hedge, -fhilet,

[place, "[tree.

1844 Mrs. Browning Vis. Poets cccxiv, The figure of

a palm-branch brown Traced on its brightness up and
i
down In fine fair lines,— a *shadow-crown. 1568 Turner

1 Herbal in. 54 Nummularia

.

. groweth by hedge sydes,
; and in "shaddowe ditches. 160J tr. Pastor Fido Ii,

j

Where a "shadow hedge [vita siepe ombrosa] doth close

it in. 138a Wyclif Isa. iv. 6 And a tabernacle sha' ben
in to a "shadewe hilet of the dai, fro brennyng. 1896 Lina

I Eckenstein Worn. Monasticism 75 Ebrum .. again became
j

house-mayor to one of the "shadow kings, rois fainianis,
the unworthy successors of the great Merovech. 1601

! Holland Pliny xxxu. ix. II. 444 The garbage and skales of

the "shadow-like Scisena. 1613 Drumm. of Hawth. Flowres

j

ofSion (1630) 31 Glories breath, which Shadow-like on wings
\

of Time doth glide. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery 1. Imag.
I

xiii. (1874) 170 A something deep, And shadowlike, yet

j

shadowless. 1630 Fuller Holy War in. ii. C1640) hi Let
those who are delighted with Sciographie, paint out.. these

"shadow-Patriarchs. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. Evb, Astra-

galus.. groweth in places open to the wynde in "shadowe
places. 1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 140 ^Shadow-
plants ' which have to be grown in order to protect the

young cacao-plants. 187a FitzGerald Omar (ed. 3) Ixviii,

We are no other than a moving row Of Magic "Shadow.
shapes. 1859 Ibid, xlvi, 'Tis nothing but a Magic "Shadow-
show. 1570 T. Wilson Demosth. Orat., Life 117 When the

sunne was verie bote about noonetide, they both would go
on the "shadow side of the Asse. 1890 Anthony's Photogr.

Bull. III. 147 If the light is too strong on the nose it must
be lowered by bringing up the shade on the cheek, especially

on the shadow side. 1833 Tennyson Pal. Art 76 The
ragged rims of thunder brooding low, With "shadow-streaks

of rain. 1885 Warren & Cleverly Wand. Bectlej* Lying
on the sunny sward, dappled with the restless "shadow-
tracery of the trees. 160a tr. Pastor Fido F 3 b, Among
these "shadow trees. 1871 G. Macdonald Wks. Fancy

<J-

Imag. II. 11 Scaring "shadow-waves o'er fields of corn.

1891 F. Thompson Sister Songs (1895) 50 A "shadow-world,
wherethrough the shadows wind Of all the loved and lovely

of my kind.

b. Instrumental, as shadow-chequered, -dappled,

•haunted, -peopled, -vested, -winged adjs.

1830 Tennyson Arab. Nts. 102 Many a "shadow-chequer'd
lawn. 1857 Kingsley Two V. Ago xxv, Gazing out over

the "shadow-dappled lawn. 1887 Morris Odyss. xn. 285 To
wander o'er the "shadow-haunted sea. 1820 Shelley
Hymn Merc, xxix, But we will leave this "shadow- peopled
cave And live among the Gods. 183a — Invoc. Misery 1,

"Shadow-vested Misery. 1871 Palcrave Lyr. Poems 131

"Shadow-winged night hovers nearer above.

c. Objective, as shadow-bringcr, -fighter, -hunt-

ing, -maker, -painting, -pursuer ; shadow-bringing,

-casting, -fighting, -grasping adjs.

190a W. S. Crockett Scott Country xix. 479 The great

"Shadow-bringer was fast approaching. 1730 Bailey (fol.),

Umbriferons,.. "Shadow-bringing. 1859 Tennyson Mer-
lin fy V. 479 To him the wall That sunders ghosts and
"shadow-casting men Became a crystal. 188s Encycl. Brit.

XIV. 584/1 The shadow-casting object should be near the

screen. 1845 Maurice Mor. Philos. in Encycl. Met. II.

582/1 He becomes a mere "shadow-pursuer and "shadow-
fighter. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 473 Locke, .then

addressed the "shadow-fighting champion in these words.

a 1644 Quarles Sol. Recant, vi. 81 Thou, whose "shadow-
grasping hand even tires Vpon the vanity of thy vast de-

sires. 1856 Ruskin Mod. Paint. IV. v. v. § 11 The strange

shapes it [a cast shadow] gets into.. cannot be imagined

until one is actually engaged in "shadow-hunting, a 1887

Jefferies Field <r Hedgeroiv (1889) 226 That singular

*shadow-painting seen on the wings of moths.

16. Special comb., as fshadow-adder (tr. L.

coluber',
pseudo-etymologically qui colitumbram '),

a serpent lurking in shady places ; shadow-band 1,

a company of or resembling phantoms ; shadow-
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band 2
, one of a series of parallel bands, alternately

light and dark, seen passing over any light-coloured

surface immediately before and after totality in a

solar eclipse ; shadow-bird, a popular name for

Scopus umbrella, a bird of nocturnal habits native

in Africa and Madagascar ; shadow-building (see

qnot) ; shadow canoe (cf. shadow-building) \

shadow catcher, (a) one who grasps at and

renins trifles; (6) a photographer; tshadow dial,

? a sundial; shadow-fight, a fighting with shadows

(i.e. imaginary foes), or a fight between shadows, a

sciamachy; shadow-figure, a silhouette; shadow-
fish ^ Sclena; fshadowgrass,

?

Luzula sylvalica\

shadow-half, -part, ' that portion of land which

lies towards the north, or is not exposed to the

sun* (Jam.) ; fshadow-house, a summer-house;

shadow-light, a reflected light; shadow-line,

(a)=line of shadows (sense 4d); (J>)
a line cast

by the shadow of an upright post or by the gnomon
of a sun-dial ; shadow-photograph, a picture

taken by means of the Rontgen rays ; hence

shadow-photography ; shadow-picture, a

shadow-photograph ; shadow-pin (see quot.)
;

shadow-play, a play in which the actors appear as

shadows cast upon a screen placed between the

stage and the auditorium ; fshadow-plough, ? a

Plough (sense 3 a) on the shady part of an estate
;

shadow-script (? nonce-use) , markings in shadow

;

shadow-stick, an upright post used for casting a

shadow line ; shadow-stitch, in lace-making, a

mode of using the bobbins so as to produce delicate

openwork borderings and the like' {Cent. Did.

1 89 1) ; shadow test, (a) a method of finding out

by refraction whether an eye is myopic or hyper-

metropic ;
(b) a method of examining the outer

side of an eye affected with cataract in its second

stage {Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898).
138a Wycuf Prov. xxiii. 32 It shal bite as a *shadewe

eddere. 1891 C. Dawson Avonmore 156 In dear memory's
hallowed land They move a silent *shadow band. 1900 S. P.

Langlev in Science 22 June 977 (Cent. Suppl.) Shadow bands
were seen. 1905 Westm. Gaz. 1 Sept. 6/3 The shadow-bands
were splendidly exhibited before and after totality. 1869-73

T. R. Tones CasselVsBk. Birds IV. 62 The Hammer-head, or

•Shadow-bird. 1891 Winn Boating Man's Vade-M. 9 The
construction of small boats without regard ^particular lines

and without special intermediate dimensions is termed
4 *Shadow building '. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 197

Full-size whale boat, dories, *shadow canoe,.. Indian birch

canoe, &c. 1774 Mitford Ess. Harmony Lang. 53 note,

Such a *shadow-catcher as I. Vossius. .seems to have been.

1907 N. 'V Q. Ser. x. VII. 67 A firm of photographers in

Bisnopsgate Street are now describing themselves as ' Sha-
dow-catchers '. 1669 Sturmv Mariner s Mag. vn. Aaaa2,
A Globe with two Pole- Dials, and one *rihadow-Dial. 1768-

74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) I. 471 Who is that antagonist

whom he bumps and pummels so furiously in his •shadow-
fight? 1816 Coleridge Statesm. Man. 34 While the latter

present a shadow-fight of Things and Quantities, the former

gives us the history of Men. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
I. 311 The *shadow-figures sold this winter by one of my
informants were of Mr. and Mrs. Manning, the Queen,
Prince Albert [etc]. 1598 Epulario F iiij b, To dresse a
Latus or *shadow fish. 1705 Dale Pharmacol. Suppl. 348
Umbra. ..The Gruntet or Shadow- Fish. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal 1. vi. 8 Wood grasse or *Shadow grasse. 1505 Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot. 600/2, 6 mercatas terrarum bine partis de
Smythtoun de Noth, viz., le *Schaddow.half earundem.

1574 Ibid. 1585, 263/1 The *schaddow or myd thrid part

and how schaddow thrid part. 1586-187] Reg. Privy Coun-
cilScot. IV. 149 With the barnis,byris, biggingisand uthiris

aboiiespecifeit standing upoun the shaddow halff thairof.

1869 C. Leslie Family Leslie III. 45 George Leslie of

Tocher granted a charter of the shadow half of the town and
lands of Drumdurno. 1649 in Arc/isologia X. 419 One
garden summer or *shadowe house. 1623 Drumm. of
Hawth. Flowres ofSion (1630) 6 Of which that golden Eye,
which cleares the Skies, Is but., a "Shadowlight. 1764 J. Fer-
guson Led. 207 So as the uppermost edge ofthe shadow of the
gnomon may just cover the *shadow-hne. 1900 Jml. Sch.

Geog. (U. S.) Jan. 2 The shadow-line is marked at each hour
during the school day. 190a Westm. Gaz. 17 Oct. 4/2 They
watched the slowly moving shadow-line and cast sorrowful
glances towards the erratic clocks in the neighbourhood.
1896 Daily News 13 Feb. 2/1 At least two years ago a
German scientist took what are now called *shadow photo-
graphs in asmall way. Ibid., * *Shadow photography', never-
theless, is the term that has * caught on '. 1896 McClure's
Mag. VI. 415/2 A Crookes tube, .with which he has taken
all his 'shadow pictures. 1891 Naut. Mag. Sept. 809 The
*shadow-pin . . attached to a compass card, to indicate the
bearing of the sun at noon. 1895 Mrs. Grindrod Siam 49
Burlesques, comedies introducing current events, and •sha-
dow-plays, are productive ofmuch mirth at fair-times. 1910
Handbk. Ethnogr. Coll. Brit. A/us. 102 The first two forms
of Wayang are shadow-plays, the puppets being cut from
leather. 1544 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1587, 402/1 Octo
bovatas terrcvocatas the *Schaddow-pleuch of Sonny-
syde. 1898 Edin. Rev. Apr. 312 The Fraunhofer spectrum,
being a "shadow-script on a bright ground. 1900 Jml.
Sch. Geog. (U. S.) Jan. 2 The *shadow-stick aids in teaching
latitude. 1882 Caulfeild & Sawakd Diet. Needlework 248
•Shadow Stitch.. is used in Pillow Lace making to form the
shadow ofa pattern, to fill in the inside of curves [etc.].

Shadow (Jse-dJu), v. Forms: 3-4 shadu.,3-5
schadow, 4 sseduy, 4-5 shadow, -dwe, scha-
dew(e, 4, 6 echadou, 4-7 shadowe, 4, 6-7
shaddow, 5 schado, schad(o)we, 6 schaddow,
ehad(d)o,6-8shaddowe, 4- shadow. [OK. scead-
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wian f. sceado Shadow sb. (cf. OS. skadowan, ska-

doian, OHG. scatewen, also OE. o/er-sceadwian

Overshadow v., and its Teut. equivalents).]

1. Irans. To protect or shelter (a person or thing)

from the sun ; to shade. Now rare or Obs.
a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1511 Whan he was to that welle

comen, That shadowid was with braunches grene. 1530
Palsgr. 699/2 The sonne can nat come hyther, yonder house
shadoweth me. 1577 B. Googe Heresbacfcs Husb. 11. (1586)

98 Against the heat of the sun . . shadow them as wel as you
may. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <y Commiv. 69 The Land
is. .shadowed with huge woods. 1675 Covel in Early Voy.
Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 202 Two more in like manner went
fanning him all the way and shadowing him (for it was
about ten o'clock, and a most excessive hot day). 17*6
Leoni A Iberti's A rchit. I. 48 These . . Stones . . make a kind
of pavement at top to shadow and protect the Substructure.

fb. rejl. To obtain shade, take shelter from

the sun. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 97 Ine fee ssede of bise trawe him ssel guod
herte sseduy. 1530 Palsgr. 700/1, I wyll go shadowe my
selfe under yonder fayre oke. 1648 Gage West fnd. 69 A
rock, under which they shadowed themselves. 1682 Lister
Gwdart OfInsects 133 These Spiders delight to be about

the herbe Balm ; and in Summer time they shaddow them-
selves under it.

f C. intr. for rejl. Obs.

a 1533 Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) Z j, Agaynste
enuye is no..thycke wodde to shadowe in. 1607 Norden
Surv. Dial. v. 205, I find that under these trees the grasse

is most rancke and fruitefull, . . by reason of. . the cattle shelt-

ring and shadowing under them.

2. Irans. To shelter or protect as with covering

wings ; to enfold with a protecting and beneficent

influence; = Overshadow v. Chiefly in Biblical

use. Obs. exc. poet, with over.

c 1000 Lambeth Ps. xc. 4 His sculdrum he scaduab be

[obumbrabzt tibi], a 1325 Prose Ps. xc. 4 And he shal

shadow )?e wyb hys shulderis. c 1420 Hoccleve Lam. Green
Tree 18 in Reg. Princes App. p. xxxvii, O holy gost, . .That
of heye vertue shadowist me. c 1450 Capgrave Life St.

Gilbert xxxv. 112 pe commemoraciones of holy seyntisused

in he cherch, be whech we be schadowyd fro wyndes of

temptaciones. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 202 The
holy goost shall comme ouer the, and the vertue or myght
of the moost hye god shall shadowe the. 1595 Shaks. John
11. i. 14 You giue his offspring life, Shadowing their right

vnder your wings of warre. 1830 Tennyson Supposed Conf.
181 Let Thy dove Shadow me over, and my sins Be un-
remember'd.

% X>. intr. with prep, on, over, up ( «= L. obum-
brare with super), in the same senses. Obs. rare.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter exxxix. 8 [cxl. 7] Lauerd. .pou scha-

dowed ouer mi heued in dai ofe fighte. a 1325 Prose Psal-

ter, pou shadued, Lord, vp min heuede. 138a Wyclif, Thou
al aboute shadewedest on myn hod.

f3. trans. To screen, protect from attack. Obs.

1489 Caxton Faytes ofA. 1. xix. 56 A rowte of folke on
horsbake that ouer ranne about the felde here and there for

to shadowe theyre fote men. 1558 Ld. Wentworth Let.

to Q. Mary 2 Jan. Cal. State Pap., For. 1553-8, 355 The
enemy, shadowing themselves under the turnpike wall . . kept
themselves so secure that the pieces from the bridge could

not touch them. 1598 Barret Theor. Warres v. Hi. 154
The Cauallerie, in their quarters.., would be defended and
shadowed by the Infanterie.

t b. In immaterial sense : To be a security or

protection to; to take under one's protection or

patronage ; to screen from blame or punishment,

or from wrong. Also, to put (oneself, one's rights,

etc.) under the protection of another. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 127 b, And so, shadowed
with tnis counsaill..he tooke a determinate peace. 1565 J.
Phillip Patient Grissell 2116 (Malone Soc), Shadow and
defend them, with thy glorious spright. 1577-87 Holins-
UEoChron. 1. 161/1 Though she were no nun, yet the offense

seemed verie heinous, for that he should not once touch anie

woman shadowed vnder that habit. 1588 Gv.EEXE.Pandosto
Ep. Ded. (1607) A 2 b, But I hope my willing minde shall

excuse ray slender skill, and your Honours courtesie sha-

dowe my rashnesse. 1621 Fletcher Isl. Princess in. i,

Was't not enough I saw thou wert a Coward, And shad-
dowed thee? 1630 R. JohnsotCs Kingd. <$• Comnvw. 420
He invaded Livouia.., which had shadowed it selfe under
the protection of the said Sigismund._ 1704 Trapp A bra-

Mule' 1. 11. 286 Those Laurels which his conqu'ring Sword
has won Should shadow this Miscarriage.

4. To cast a shadow upon, to cover or obscure

with a shadow.
138a Wycli f A ds v. 15 That . . the schadowe ofhim schulde

schadowe [Vulg. obumbraret] ech of hem. [Similarly Tin-
dale 1526.] 1414 Brampton Penit. Ps. (Percy Soc.) 64
(Harl. MS.), Mydayes .. ben shadowed and waxen dryeand
derke. 1563 Shute Archit. Diiij b, The Proiecture, shalbe

as before..sauing onelythat Mutili shall hange ouer so

farre as ye maye conuemently not hyddinge or shadowing
his Cymatium. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. vii. 56 The warlike

Elfe much wondred at this tree, So faire and great, that

shadowed all the ground. 16x3 Chapman Maske /nns
Court, Her tresses in tucks braided with siluer : The hinder

part shadowing in waues her shoulders. 1683 Moxon
Meek. Exerc.y Printing ii. 1 1 When the Compositer is at

work the Light may come in on his Left-hand ; for else his

Right-hand.. might shadow the Letter he would pick up.

1795 Southey Joan ofArc x. 168 The dark battalions of

thefoe Shadowing the distant plain. 1825 Scott Talism.
xxiii, The features.. no longer shadowed by the mass of

hair. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xlvti], The path we came
by, thorn and flower, Is shadow'd by the growing hour.

+ b. In passive of a shadow : To be ' cast by
an object. (If the reading be genuine : other MSS.
read shadwe '.)

C1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 212 (Camb. MS.) Certis a scha-

dewe hat the liknesse ofthe thyng ofwhiche it is schadewid.

SHADOW.

C. intr. To cast a shadow. Now rare.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 42 On huyle ber perle hit trendeled
doun, Schadowed Jis wortez ful schyre & schene. 1377
Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 431 May no grysly gost glyde bere
it [the cross] snadweth. 1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. Prol.

2 Thow bricht Cytheria, Quhilk only schaddowist amang
stems lite. 1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 100 To seek the
brook that down the meadows glides, Where the grey willow
shadows by its sides. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 515 As
comes a pillar of electric cloud,, .shadowing down the cham-
paign till it strikes On a wood.

d. To grow dark 01 gloomy. Also trans/.
1888 Harper's Mag. Apr. 753 Evening shadowed; the

violet deepened. 1891 Meredith One of Cong. III. 12
' There's the mother too ', said he ; and Nesta saw that the
ladies shadowed.

f 5. trans. To intercept or dim the light of (the

sun or other luminary). Obs.

m
c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 11. xl. (1869) 91 Whan the sunne

is shadewed, and at time of miday is shoven vnder a cloude.
a 1548 Hall CAron., Hen. /F, 1 The bright glory of the
triumphant Rome was eclipsed and shadowed. 1561 B.
Googe Palingenius'Zodiac Life 1. B j, As the sonne behinde
the cloude, or shadowde of the moone. i6o8"W illbtHexapla
Exod. 117 They are in such multitudes that they shadow
the sun. ^1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 42 He [Christ] was
borne in the Night, to shew that the dignity and glory of
his Godhead was shaddowed and darkened with the Night,
and vaile of our flesh.

1 6. To screen from view or knowledge ; to keep
dark, conceal. Obs.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) VII. 369 Thenkynge to schado
his rape by the simplicite of seynte Wulstan. 1436 Rolls
ofParlt. IV. 501/1 Under ye umbre of such vidimus, all an
hole Navye of Adversaries myght been and been shadewed.
C1560 Trag. Rich. II (1870) 51 You and I will heere

shadowe ourselues, and writ downe the speches. 1581 Pettie
tr. Guazzo^s Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 71 Manie, to the ende they
may be taken for others then they are, vse to shadow the
trueth. 1588 Kyd Househ. Philos. Wks. (1001) 257 Neyther
are their [women's] faces shadowed with beards. 1605
Shaks. Macb. v. iv. 5 Let euery Souldier hew him downe a
Bough, And bear't before him, thereby shall we shadow The
numbers of our Hoast. 1608 Middlf.ton Mad World m.
i. 29 Though I shadow it, that sweet virgin's sickness grieves

me not lightly !

t>. ? To clothe (a person) with a garment, to

wrap, enfold.

1605 B. Jonson MasqueofBlackness, Oceanus . . shaddowed
with a rote of sea-greene. Ibid., Niger . . shaddowed with a

blue, and bright mantle.

7. To represent by a shadow or imperfect image

;

to indicate obscurely or in slight outline ; to sym-

bolize, typify, prefigure. Now chiefly with adv.

forth, out.

1575 tr. Marlorat's Afocaiips 47 The mysterie of the

election and sealyng vp ofGods children by the holie Ghoste,

seemeth too be ryghte trimly shadowed vnder this figure of

speeche. 1606 Bacon Consid. Plant. Irel. Resuscit. (1657)

257 That Glorious Embleme or Allegory, wherein the wis-

dome of Antiquity, did figure, and shadowe out, works of

this Nature. 1625 T. Godwin Moses St Aaron vi. viii. 312

By the same foure [creatures], in the opinion of many of the

Fathers, are shadowed forth the foure Euangelists. 1607

Dryden Mneid Ded. (b) 2, Augustus is still shadow'd in the

Person of itneas. 171a Addison Sped. No. 327 F 5 Tho'the
Catastrophe of the Poem is finely presag'd on this Occasion,

the Particulars of it are so artfully shadow'd, that they

do not anticipate the Story which follows in the ninth

Book. 1715 Chappelow Right tvay Rich (1717) 18 As the

times grew nearer that dispensation which they shadowed
out. x8ao Shelley Prometheus 1. 247 Tremendous Image,

as thou art must be He whom thou shadowest forth. 1843

Graves Syst. Clin. Med.xxix. 370 Some of them [i.e. symp-
toms] will be faintly shadowed out, or altogether absent.

1894 Knowledge 1 May 99^2, I have ventured.. to shadow
forth what I believe will be the most hopeful principle on
which to mount a monster reflecting telescope.

fb. intr. To hint at something. Obs.

i6ai Brathwait Nat. Embassie (1877) 150 My purpose is

rather to shadow at some, then amply to dilate on all.

f8. trans. To portray, paint the likeness of ; to

draw or paint (a picture). Obs.

Very common in Lyly and some of his contemporaries.

1576 FLEMiNG/>a«^/. Epist. 58 It surpasseth all the pictures

shadowed with the painters pencill. 1580 Lyly Euphues
(Arb.) 213 The first picture that Phydias the first Paynter

shadowed, was the portraiture of his owne person. 1584

B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 89 A Phoenix. .1 neuer saw but por-

trayed and shadowed in coloures. 1589 Lodge Scillaes Met.

D 3, The pencile man that with a careles hand Hath shad-

dowed Venus, hates his slack regard. 1603 H. Crosse

Vertues Commw. (1878) 130 Apelles would not loose a day
without shadowing a phisnomie. 16x5 W. Lawson Country

Housew. Gard. (1626) 36 This is the best forme of a fruit-

tree, which I haue here only shadowed out for the better

capacity of them that are led more with the eye, than the

mind. 1635 H. Gellibrand in J. W[ellsl Sciographia C 3b,

Others voice it on that witty Samian Aristarchus,..as first

shadowing out the houre lines on a Plane. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. vn. iv. 8 The Stile.. you may make with

Copper.., in form as you see shadowed.

+ 9. To depict the shadows in (an object, a

scene) ; to place the shadows in (a picture or a

part of it) ; to shade. Obs.

i6xa Peacham Gentl Exerc. 1. ix. 29 The shinbone from

the knee to the instep, is made by shadowing one halfe of the

leg with a single shadow. 1674 Leybourn Surv. 311 Vmber

is good to shadow upon Gold. x68a T. A. Carolina 23 A
deep Green, shadow'd with a Murry. 1714 Jervas Let. to

Pope 20 Aug., I have done Homer's head, shadow d and

hefghten'd carefully. 1735 Diet. Polygraph. 11. H h 4,

Umber is shadowed with umber burnt. .. Masticote is

shadowed with red orpiment. c 1790 Imison Sch. Art II.

2 With the pencil and gold size touch the places you would

have shadowed. i8ax Craig Led. Drawing, etc vii. 367



SHADOWED.
He cannot by means of his art singly, delineate and shadow
the face and person of his friend.

10. intr. t&- To be tinged with a darker
colour. Obs. fb. To agree in shade of colour
with (in quot. fig. ) ; to border or verge upon a
certain colour. Obs. c. (Alsopassive.} To pass by
degrees, shade off to or into a certain hue ; alsofig.
1648 J. Goodwin Right <? Might 32 Nor doth the Act of

the Army in that dissociation of the Parliament., colour, or
shadow (in the least) with the act of the King, breaking into
their House. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Boccolin?$ Pol. Touch-
stone (1674) 256 [She] is of so sallow a complexion, that she
shadows upon the Moor. 1666 Boghurst Loimogr. (1894)
39 A urine shadowing with a greenish black. 1839 Standard
25 Feb., This sphere [of falsehood] is so wide, and its several
degrees so shadowed into one another. 1868 Lowell Pict.
Appiedore ii, Now pink it blooms, now glimmers gray, Now
shadows to a filmy blue.

+ 1L trans. To reflect, to imitate. Obs. rare"1
.

I5S3 Brende Q. Curtius Ffvij, I have not thought it

unsemely for the Percians to shadow y« customes of the
Macedons.

12. To follow (a person) like a shadow ; in mod.
journalistic language said of a detective who dogs
the steps of a person under surveillance.
160a Rowlands Greenes Ghost 17 Then did Gibson sweare

that he shuld not buy one peniworth of ware that day. .and
thereupon he shadowed him vp and downe, and mard his
market quite. 1876 Besant & Rice Gold. Butterfly i, A
bear who was 'shadowing ' the man and meant claws. 1899
Yorksh. Post 20 Dec 3 A Spanish Steamer shadowed by a
British Cruiser.

Shadowed ( Jae-dW), ppl. a. [f. Shadow v. +
-ED 1

.]

L Protected from light and heat ; furnished with
shade.
1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. Iviii. 79 Wyn..bat

growys in playn and moyst valeyes, and stedys shadwyd.
15*6 Crete Herball cxxxiv. {1529) Hvb, Candelacia..
groweth in shadowed and humourous places. 1600 Surflet
Country Farm n.xlii.277 Pimpernell. .craueth a moist and
shadowed ground. 1713 C'tess Winchilsea Misc. Poems
27 A Shepherd seeking with his Lass, To shun the Heat of
Day; Was seated on the shadow'd Grass. 1857 Kingsley
Two Y. Ago xx, That peak is four miles from us now ; and
yet the shadowed cliffs at its foot seem double that distance.

f2. Her. = Umbrated. Obs.-1

i486 Bk. St. Albans, Her. c viij, He berith of golde with
a mylneris cros umbratidorshadowyd. i6ix Cotgr., Ombre",
vmbred, or shadowed ; (a tearme of Blason).

3. Obscured or darkened by shadow or shadows.
Also trans/. a.n<\fig.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V. 11. L 2 Misllke me not for my com-
plexion, The shadowed liuerie of the burnisht sunne. 1729
Savage Wanderer m. 290 Winter more nitrous chills the
shadow'd sky. 18x5 Longf. Burial 0/ Minnisink i. On
sunny slope and beechen swell, The shadowed light of even-
ing fell. X867 Augusta Wilson Yashtixxv, Hescrutinized
the sadly sharpened and shadowed features. 1908 Alice
Shield Henry Stuart Pref., The quiet shadowed story of
the last Stuart prince.

4. Of a portion of a visible object or scene :

Lying in shadow or shade. (Chiefly with implied
reference to artistic representation.)

1657 G. Thornley Daphnis <y Chloe 171 The shadowed
beauty of the ripened grapes. 1778 Sir J. Reynolds Disc.
viii. (1770) 19 You must oppose a light ground to the
shadowed side of your Figure. 1830 in Builder 9 Jan.
(1864) 22/3 [Fuseli ;]

' Don't say shadowed, it is incorrect
' Shaded, then, sir ?

'
' Ves. I know Sir Joshua uses " sha-

dowed"; but it is not right.' 1879 Linton Hints Wood
Engraving 28 The shadowed face of the boy,.. and it may
be the level sky, are engraved in regular lines.

t5. Of textile fabrics: Having colours or tints

gradually passing one into another. Obs.

1639 in Verney Mem. (1907) I. 154 Some shadoede sattine

f6. ? Faintly written; ? showing faintly through
a semi-opaque medium. (Cf. Shadow^, 5b.) Obs.
1588 W. Kempe Educ. Children F 3 b, The Maister shall

teach his Scbollar to write by practise of drawing the Pen
upon the figures of shadowed letters.

7. Indicated obscurely, or by symbol or type

;

disguised, veiled.

1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist.^ Eliz. 1. 32 Whether this
proceeded from any virtue of his, whereof he gave some
shadowed tokens. 1726 Pope Odyss. xix. 627 A visionary
thought I'll now relate, Illustrate, ifyou know, the shadow'd
fate. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xxxiii, Leave thou thy
sister when she prays, Her early Heaven, her happy views;
Nor thou with shadow'd hint confuse A life that leads melo-
dious days.

t b. Adopted as a disguise. Obs. rare" 1
.

1615 Brathwait Strappado 173, I know your place and
haue an ayme, To shewe your merits in a shadow'd name.

t8. Reduced to a shadow ; shadowy, unreal.

1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon \x. 7 What were it to be
shadow of a king? A vanity; to wear a shadow'd crown?
9. Followed by a ' shadow ' or spy, kept under

observation.
1889 Daily News 12 Oct, 2/1 At last the shadowed man

seized his opportunity, and slipped into the Irish mail un-
observed.

Shadower (
Jse'dooaj). [f. Shadow v. + -eb 1

.]

1. One who or something which shadows, adum-
brates, or portrays.

1600 Surflet Country Farm Ep. Ded. A 4, Those, .liuely

shadowers and setters forth of natures workes. [1618 Owles
Alman. 56 Painters, You Beauty-shadowers, that robbe the
raine-bow of her colours.) 1823 Beddoes Brides' Trag. u.
ii, His words are feeble shadowers Of such pure beauty I

Vol. VIII.

593

b. One who portrays shadow : tr. Gr. axta-
ypd<f>os.

184a Wornum in Smith Diet. Grk. $ Rom. Antiq. 691/1
s.v. Painting, Apollodorus . . wassurnamed the shadower.

t 2. Something affording protection. Obs. rarer1 .

1691 E. Taylor Behmen's Theos. Philos. 162 (Tho' not in
the holy Book, yet) in the adjunct, shadower or cover.

3. One who follows another in order to keep
watch upon his actions, a spy.
1889 Daily News 12 Oct. 2/1 This seems to have taken

the shadowers a little aback. There was a delay in getting
out the police cars. 1893 *"• F. Moore / Forbid Banns
(1899) 1S6 Lupus has several shadowers.

Shadowgram, [f. Shadow sb. + -gram.]
= Skiagbam.
1896 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 29 Feb. 558, I sent her to Dr. Mac-

kenzie Davidson that a shadowgram of the foot might be
obtained. 1896 Q. Rev. Apr. 496 Actual shadowgrams,
realizing all that had been reported of them, passed into
circulation.

Shadowgraph (Jse*d<?ngraf), sb. [f. Shadow
sb. + -GRAPH.]

1. A picture formed by a shadow (usually, of the
operator's hand or hands) thrown upon a screen or
other lighted surface ; an exhibition of a series of
such pictures as a form of entertainment.
1888 Glasgow Even. Times 10 Sept. 4/3 Prof. Wynne

brings his shadow-graph to the Gaiety and Star this week.
1893 Westm. Gaz. 14 Dec 4/3 An account of Trewey's
famous shadowgraphs.

2. A picture or photograph taken by means of
X-rays, a radiograph.
1896 Dnbl. Rev. Apr. 422 A shadowgraph is produced on

the plate, revealing the skeleton stripped of flesh and muscle.
Hence Shadowgraph v.

t
intr. to produce

shadowgraphs; trans, to depict by shadowgraphs,
take shadowgraphs of. Shadowgraphic a., per-
taining to shadowgraphs. Shadowgraphist,
one who produces shadowgraphs. Shadow-
graphy, the production of shadowgraphs.
1888 Weekly Scotsm. 29 Sept. 4/8 Mons. F. Trewey, famed

as a shadowgraphist. 1896 Daily News 29 Feb. 5/4 Mr.
Stanley Kent photographed,shadowgraphed,electrographed,
or radiographed .. a fractured finger bone at St. Thomas's
Hospital. 1896 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 14 Mar. 678 Shadowgraphy
is an impossible monster, rim Strand Mag. Dec. 625/2 Mr.
Devant.. actually gave his shadowgraphic entertainment in
the dazzling glare of a! noon-day sun. 190a Music Hall fy
Showman 28 Mar., His repertoire consists ofshadowgraphy,
conjuring [etc. J.

Shadowily (fe'd^niii), adv. [f. Shadowy a.

+ -ly2.] In a shadowy manner, like a shadow.
1845 E. Warburton Crescent <y Cross I. 536 Numerous

torches here gleamed upon walls, shadowily giving out
pictured battles, and kneeling priests, and stern deities.
1890 Chamb. Jrnl. 1 Mar. 133/1 The sailors..went stag-
gering shadowily under their burden along the poop.

Shadowiuess (
Jard0uin.es). [-ness.] The

quality or condition of being shadowy.
a 167a Sterry Freed. Will (1675) 213 [Christ] takes away

..the shadowyness of the shadowy Image in its dissolu-
tion and restauration. 168a H. More Annot. GlanvilVs
Lux O. 116 And the shadowyness of the Night may help
them in the more composing Introversions of their contem-
plative mind. 1881 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 479 The shadowi-
ness and want of concreteness in the portraiture.

Shadowing (fe&m^vbl.sb. [-ing'.] The
action of the verb Shadow in various senses.

1. The action of affording shadow or protection
from the sun; the state of being protected from
the sun ; protective overshadowing or sheltering.
a 1340 Hampole Psalter ciii. 4 Thoro snadoyng of bi grace

we are taken in contemplatyf life, a 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 1503 For Narcisus,. . By auenture come to that welle
To resten hym in that shadowing. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our
Ladye 329 Whiche bathe conceyued thyne only gotten
sonne by shadowyng of the holy goste. a 1850 Rossetti
Dante <$• Circle 1. (1874) 252 And there my lady 'mid the
sbadowings Of myrtle-trees. .Singing I saw.

fb. concr. Something affording shade, a canopy,
cur*ain. - Obs. rare.

1598 Florio, Vela,.. a vaile or shadowing, a couering, a
curteine. c 1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 256 Then she
[the Queen] was anoynted in this manner* there was a Cloth
of silver twilight Embroyder'd, held a Little shaddowing
over her head.

2. The act of casting a shadow upon something

;

obscuration of light ; quasi-eoncr. shadows cast

upon something. A\so fig.
c xooo Sax. Leechd. III. 258 On sumum earde hi [sc. days]

beo3 laengran, on sumon scyrtran, for baere eordan sceade-
wungejv.r. sceadwunge]. 138a Wyclif Jos. i. 17 Anentis
whom is not ouerchaunginge, nether schadewing of white-
ness [Vulg. obumbratio vtcissitudinis). a 16x9 Fotherby
Atheom. 11. i. § 9 (1622) 197 Peter [healed], by his onely
shadowing. 1868 Lockyer Guillemin's Heavens (ed. 3) 169
It is by projecting these total and partial shadowings one
on the other that they produce the phenomena of eclipses.

1878 Newcomb Pop. Astron. 556 Penumbra, a partial sha-
dowing.

3. The position or distribution of shadow, in a
visible object or scene ; the placing of the shadows
in a picture. fAlso, in Drawing and Paintings
= Shading.
1603 Dekker Wonder/1 Yeare C 3, Lend me Art (without

any counterfeit shadowing) to paint.. the whole story. 1622
Peacham Compl. Gent. x'u. 115 You must obserue the shad-
dowing of Tanata's. 1705 Addison Italy 371 An infinite

SHADOW-LAND.
Variety of Inequalities and Shadowings, that naturally arise
from an agreeable Mixture of Hills, Groves and Vallies.
173a Berkeley Minute Philos. iv. § 23 A little soft shadow-
ing of evil sets off the bright and luminous parts of the crea-
tion. 1799G. Smith Laboratory II. 35 This way of drawing
and shadowing is generally performed with black chalk.

1 4. A variation of colour, a shade, tint. Obs.
1580 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 352When Phydias first paynted,

they vsed no colours, but blacke, white, redde, and yeolow :

Zeuxis added greene, and euery one inuented a new shadow-
ing.

5. An imperfect or obscure representation; a
prefiguring or adumbration. Also v/ilhforth.
1642 R.C. Union Christ $Ch. Shadowed 4 God., delighted

to draw some Shadowings and Adumbrations of it here below.
1805 A. Knox Rem. (1834) I. 15 If every species of the sub-
lime be.. a shadowing of Deity [etc.]. 187a A. P. Forbes
Kalendars Sc. Saints p. xlvii, The first shadowings forth
of the minsters and cathedrals of the best days of pointed
architecture.

6. The action of dogging a person's steps to spy
on his proceedings.
1890 Guardian 9 July 1085/1 The real author of shadow-

ing is., the National League.
aitrib. 1904 Sweeney At Scotl. Yard iii. 35 Nominally,

you are not on shadowing duty for more than a certain time.

7. Comb.: + shadowing place, a place of shade,
a shelter, an arbour. Obs.
1382 Wyclif Ecclus. xxxiv. 19 The hilet, or the schadow-

yng place [Vulg. umbraculum\ of the myd-day. 1426 Lydg.
DeGnil. Pilgr. 16750, 1 se thatffolkys..ffyndenaShadwyng
place and an holsomme Refuge whan they fflen to the ftor

socour and helpe. 1509 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. exxx. Wks.
(1876)231 After this Ionas..made hym a shadowynge place.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong, Auvent, an arbour, a
shadowyng place.

Shadowing (Jae-douirj),///. a. [-ino 2
.] That

shadows, in various senses of the verb.

1. Affording shade, shelter, or protection.
155* Huloet, Shadowynge or makynge shadowe as wood

doth, umbrifer. 1562 Turner Herbal u. 81 Peplis. .hath a
brode shaddowyng bushe which is full of whyte iuice. 1634
Sir T. Herbert Trav. 214 Shadowing trees. 1797 Mrs.
Radcliffe Italian i, Shadowing pines and thickets of oak.
18x6 Scott Old Mort. xxix. The horseman .. pulled the
shadowing hat still deeper on his forehead.

2. Indicating obscurely or bysymbol; prefiguring,

boding.
1579 Fulke Heskin's Pari. 58 [The pascal lamb is] a

shadowing figure, like the first draught of a painter. 1604
Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 41 Nature would not inuest her selfe in
such shadowing passion, without some Instruction. 1795
Southey Joan of Arc m. 350 The dark and shadowing
visions of the night. 1877 Tennyson Haroldiu. \, The king
Is holy, and hath talk'd with God, and seen A shadowing
horror.

3. Spying, following for purposes of information.
1889 Gunter That Frenchman v. 46 Of Hermann and his

shadowing Jolly [a detective] he sees nothing.

Hence jSlia'dowingrly adv. Obs.—1

1635 Brathwait Arcad. Princ. 24 Hee shadowingly de-
Huers unto her, in what manner they are handled.

t Sha'dowish, a. Obs. Also 6 shadowysshe,
shaddoish, sha-dowishe. [f. Shadow sb* + -ish.]

1. Characterized by shadow, shady.
1530 Palsgr. 323/1 Shadowysshe, vmbrageux. 1568

Turner Herbal hi. 66 Sanicle..groweth commonlye in

colde and shadoish woddes and hedges.

2. Of the nature of or resembling shadow.
164a J. Eaton Honey-c. Free Justif. 278 As the walls of

the house cannot of their own nature but cast forth all day
long a shadowish darkness.

b. trans/, and fig. Unsubstantial, fleeting;

figurative, mystical.
Very common in the 16th and 17th c.

1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 8 Euen thys is it, to make
a shadowishe God, to driue farre away the true God whome
we ought to feare and worshyp. 1621 Three Quest. Answ.
Fourth Commandment 30 Take heed this doctrine bee not
rather shadowish then substantial!. 1685 Bunvan Seventh-
day Sabb. iv, The nature of that law is moral, but the. .circum.
stances thereunto belonging are shadowish and figurative.

1 1 once fSha'dowislily^/^., indistinctly, rare-1 .

1681 Glanvill Sadducismus 1.(1682) 155 A certain faculty
in the soul, which, in some manner, though very shadow-
ishly, answers to that power in God of creating Matter.

Shad wist (
Jae-d^uist). [f. Shadow sb. + -ist.]

+ 1. A constructor of dials. Obs. rare.

1635 H. Gellibrand in J. W[ells] Sciographia C 4 The
Surveyour may search out Altitudes.. by the only helpe of
three right lines ; But the compleat Shadowist cannot here
rest without further helpe from above. 1650 T. Rudd
Pract. Geom. Bj, The compleat Shadowist can teach the
Sun to trace out his way upon the Earth.

2. One who gives an entertainment consisting of

shadow pictures.

190a Music Hall fy Showman 28 Mar., Another well-

known conjurer and shadowist.

Shadow-land. A place conceived as the

abode of phantoms and ghosts, an imaginary land

of spirits.

1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Witches, A peep, .into the shadow-
land of pre-existence. 1862 Lytton Sir. Story II. 16 Trials
and visitations from the shadowland of ghosts and sorcerers.

1877 Outl. Hist. Relig. 181 [The soul] then sets off on its

journey to the shadow-land, a 1887 Jefferies Field *
Hedgerow (1889) 243, I shall start forth from my burial,

mound upon the chase in the shadow-land just as now I start

forth frommy cave. 1908 Contemp.Rev. Oct 425 The country
suddenly felt itself face to face with reality when it heard M.
Clemenceau, and M. Jaures faded away into shadowland.
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SHADOWLESS.

Shadowless (fardtxiies), a. [f. Shadow sb.

+ -less]

1. Casting no shadow.

1618 Sir T. Herbert 7>yr>. (ed. 2) 6 They cast their

sha<£wes both wayes according as the Sonne is in.declina-

tion, and Ascij or shadowlesse, when Sol is Zenith. 1804

Mar. Edgeworth Ennui i. (1809) 38 She had a large assort-

ment of fairies and shadowless witches, and banshees 1861

Miss Braddon Lady Audit? xxviu. 186 Under the bare

and shadowless trees in the grey Febrnary atmosphere.

b. Of a lamp or its furniture : So constructed

as to cast no shadow.
1850 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers' Catal. 77 Gas chimneys,

per dozen. Shadowless ditto, c 1865 Letheby in J. Wyldt s

Cire. Sci. I. m/i Parker's Sinombra Lamp. .was called

the shadowless lamp. 1884 Health Exhib. Catal. p. hv,

Gasaliers and brackets with improved shadowless borners.

2. Having no shadows on its surface; unsheltered

from the sun. Of light, the sky, etc. : Unclouded.

1817 Pollok Course T. v. 145 Black Ethiopia, that, sha-

dowless, Beneath the Torrid burned, c 1810 T. Moore
Song of Hyperborean m, That shadowless orb [the moon J.

1845 E. Warburton Crescent * Cross II. 144 There was

something startlingly new and strange in that wild, shadow-

less landscape. 1870 Morris Earthly Par., Ringgiven to

Venus 1375 And in the shadowless still morn A sense of rest

to him was born.

Jig. 1830 Praed Poems, My Little Cousins 42, I osed to

have as glad a face, As shadowless a brow. 18S4 Green-

wood Haps $ Mishaps 94 A day of shadowless pleasure.

Hence Sha dowlessness.
1881 Hardy Laodicean I. 1. iii. 51 He saw the dinted nose

of the De Stancys distinctly outlined with Holbein shadow-

lessness against the blue-green of the distant wood.

t Shadowly, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shadow sb.

+ -ly 1.] Of the nature of a shadow.

1434 Misyn Mending of Life 128 Myendly sight truly is

takyn vp heuenly to behald be schadoly syght jit & meroly,

not clere and opyn.

Shadowly ( fse'dtwli), adv. [f. Shadow sb. +

-ly*.] In the manner of a shadow, obscurely.

1866 Blackmore Cradock Nowell xxx, He could see her

shadowly. 189* Doyle RoundRedLamp (1894) 221 Terrible

possibilities loom ever shadowly upwards.

t Sha'dowous, a. Obs. rare. [f. Shadow sb. +
-ous.] Shadowy, shady ; also/ff. (see quot. 1483).

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. (1892) I. 313 He was vmbrouse or

shadewoos. That is to saye he was cold & refrigerat fro all

concupyscence of the flesshe. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvi . 17 b, They study to seek places coole

& shadowous, to eschew the heat of the Sun.

Shadowy (Jardoni), a. Forms: 4 shadowy,

schadewy, shadwye, 5 shadwy, schadowye,

6 shaddowy, 7 shadowey, 4- shadowy, [f.

Shadow sb. + -y.]

L Resembling or of the nature of a shadow, a.

Unsubstantial, impalpable ; transitory, fleeting ;

unreal, imaginary.

1374 Chaucer Batik. 11. pr. iv. (Skeat) II. 60 Thise

shadewy transitorie dignitees [L. has umbratiles dignitates].

163a Milton ISAllegro 108 When in one night.. His sha-

dowy Flale hath thresh'd the Corn That ten day-labourers

could not end. 171a Addison Sped. No. 419 F 8 We find

a whole Creation of the like shadowy Persons in Spencer.

18x4 Byron Lara 1. vii, He did not follow whatthey all

pursued. .j Nor shadowy honoor, nor substantial gain. 1855

Longp. Hiawatha v. 58 Gazing with half-open eyelids Full

ofshadowy dreamsand visions. 1884 Lindley in Law Times

Rep. LI. 277/1 The plaintiff's case is of such a shadowy,

frivolous, and vexatious character.

b. Spectral, ghostly.

1681 J. Scott Chr. Life 1. iii. (1684) 72 Their Monuments
and Sepulchres, where the shadowy Phantasms ofsuch Souls

have sometimes appeared. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. v.

(1840) 45, I come now to the main and most disputed part

of shadowy appearance, viz, the apparition of unembodied

soul. 1804 Moore Passing Deadman's 1st. iv, Yon shadowy
bark hath been to that wreck. 1887 Bowen Virg. Mneid
iv. 243 From the river of Death he recalls Shadowy ghosts.

O. Faintly perceptible, indistinct, vague.

1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian i, He perceived a shadowy

figure station itself at the entrance of the arch. 1819BYR0N

Juan 11. cxlvii, Where the blue veins look'd shadowy,

shrunk and weak. 1861 Spencer First Princ. 1. v. s 32

(1875) 113 A belief seeming to them so shadowy and indefi-

nite. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 160 A shadowy sail, silent

and gray, Stole like a ghost across the bay.

+ d. Of the nature of a faint or reflected image

;

symbolic, typical. Obs.

1641 Milton Ch. Gov. ii. Wks. 1851 III. 103 Indeed the

description is as sorted best to the apprehension of those

times, typicall and shadowie. 1676 Gale Crt. Gentiles II.

in. 90 Philosophers had some kind of. .dark adumbration or

shadowy description of the first principles of Nature. 1726

Penn Tracts Wks. I. 578 That it might the better end the

Jews shadowy services.

O. quasi-a<fo.

1797 Coleridge Christalel 1. 60 A silken robe of white,

That shadowy in the moonlight shone, c 1804 Moore Odes

to Nea vii, The broad banana's green embrace Hung
shadowy round each tranquil grace. 1897 Olive Custanck
Opals, A Pause, In silver mail all shadowy pale, The moon
shines white.

2. a. Abounding in shade ;
protected from the sun.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De. P. R. xvm. lviii. (Bodl. MS.),

His modre huydeb hym . . in schadewi places, c 1450 Burgh
Secrets 1918 In placys pleyn moyst and shadwy. 1516 Grete

Herball xcii. (1529) Fij, It ought to be gadred whan it

bereth floures & than be hanged to dry in a shadowy place.

i*57 W. Coles Adam in Eden xi. 23 Primroses and Cow-
slips joy most in shadowy places. 1704 Mrs. Radcliffe
MysU Udolpho 35 The bluish tints that pervaded their

shadowy recesses. 1824 Mrs. Sherwood Waste Not ill. 3
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The various shadowy lanes branching offfrom the high road.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiii. 41 When he smote the shadowy
twilight with his healthy team sublime.

b. Enveloped in shadow ; obscured by shadows.

1840 Susan E. Miles in Palmer Bk. Praise (1865) 70 Our
spirits shall not dread The shadowy way to tread. 1855

Tennyson Maud 11. 1. ii, A shadow there at my feet, High
over the shadowy land. 1876 Hardy Ethelberta xlvi, From
the shadowy archway came a shining lantern which was

seen to be dangling from the hand of. .the hostler, John.

t o. Screened from observation, retired ; hence,

remote, inaccessible. Obs.

ISM Watreman Fardle Facions 11. viii. 177 These

[Gymnosophistae] haunte the outemoste borders, and sha-

dowie partes of that countrie. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. v. iv.

2 This shadowy desart, vnfrequented woods I better brooke

then flourishing peopled Townes. 1613 Purchas Pilgrim-

age (1614) 369 Then they wash it with the bloud of a slaine

Wolfe, and carry it into a shadowie place.

3. Casting a shadow, affording shade.

1607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 605 About noon when the

season groweth hot, they lead them [sheep] to, shaddowey

trees and rocks. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev. XX.
515 The shadowy palm. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur.

x. (1894) 250 To climb the rocks when the sun is hot and

creep into cool shadowy ledges.

1 4. Of an inflorescence : Shaped like a ' shadow

or umbrella. Obs.

1562 Turner Herbal 11. 107 b, A shaddowy or spokye top

with a round circle as dyll. 1578 Lyte Dodoens v. xlii. 606

The stalkes . .be full ofbranches, vppon the which grow spoky

tufts or litle shadowy toppes with white flowers. Ibid.vi.

lxxx. 760 The flowers [of the Viburnum Opulus] be white,

and grow in brode round shadowy tuffetes.

5. Comb.
1855 Tennyson Daisy xviii, A thousand shadowy.pencill'd

valleys And snowy dells.

Shadrach (JS'draek). [Allusive use of the name

of one of the ' Three Children ' delivered unharmed

from the fiery furnace (Dan. iii. 26, 27).] See quot.

1847. Cf. Salamander sb. 3.

1847 Webster, Shadrach, in the smelting of iron, a mass

of iron on which the operation of smelting has failed of its

intended effect.

Shady (p'di), a. Also 7-8 shaddy. [f. Shade

sb. + -Y.J

1. Affording shade.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Jan. 31 You naked trees, whose

shady leaues are lost. 1611 Bible Job xl. 22 The shady

trees couer him with their shaddow. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 74 The winged Nation.. o'er the Plains and

shady Forrest flies. 1825 Wordsw. To Skylark 7 Leave to

the nightingale her shady wood. 1879 ' Edna Lyall Won
by Waiting xxvi, There was a shady hat to be chosen.

2. Shaded, protected by shade.

1580 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 36 The shadie valleies [shall

be] thy euenings arbour. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. iii. 4 Her

angels face.. made a sunshine in the shady place. 1661

Boyle Certain Physiol. Ess. (1669) 191 Those little moats

that from a shady place we see swimming up and down in

the Sun-beams. 1717 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Pope

17 June, I am in the middle of a wood, .divided into many
shady walks. <zi82i Keats Hyperion 1. 1 Deep in the

shady sadness of a vale. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) V. 29

There are shady places under the trees, at which, .we may
often rest and talk.

b. fig. phr. On the shady side of: older than (a

specified age).

1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 87 The younger being

somewhat on the shady side of thirty. 187J Calverley Fly

Leaves (1884) 74 Thou art on the shady Side of sixty too.

c. Inhabiting or loving the shade ; choosing re-

tirement and security, nonce-use.

,11586 Sidney Apol. Poetry (Arb.) st We were full of

courage, giuen to martial! exercises ; . .and not lulled a sleepe

in shady ldlenes with Poets pastimes.

f 3. Opaque ; also, not luminous, dark. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn, n. xxiii. § 48. 118 This Globe

which seemeth to vs a dark and shady body is in the view

of God as Christall. 1709-29 V. Mandey Syst. Math.,

Astron. 343 And that 'tis not Pellucid or Shining, but is

the same shady Body, is evident from this [etc.].

b. said of night, poet.

1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 11. ii. 281 From dawning

Day till shady Night [L. ad umbram lucis ab ortu], 1806

A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad xix, Eyes the shady night

has shut.

t c. Of qualities : Of the nature of shade or

defect. Obs.

1710 Oldisworth E. Smith's Wks. Charac. Author A 8,

If the World had half his good Nature, all the shady Parts

would be entirely struck out of his Character.

1 4. Shadowy, indefinite in outline, faintly per-

ceptible. Obs.
1626 Bacon Sylva § 249 You shall see . .diuers such Super.

Reflexions, till the species speciei at last die. For it is euery

Returne weaker, and more shady. 1710 Norris Chr. Prud.

iv. 332 The light of Conscience, .may be. .made shine very

dim, so as to give but a very faint and shady direction.

5. colloq. a. Of questionable merit or prospects

of success ; uncertain, unreliable. [? Orig. univer-

sity slang.]
.

1848 Clough Bothie i. 24 The Tutor.. Shady in Latin,

said Lindsay, but topping in plays and Aldrich. 1858 Bp.

Fraser in Hughes Life (1W.f1 97 We have twenty-one can-

didates for the Ireland—a shady lot. 1858 R. S. Surtees

Ask Mamma xxv. 95 What looks very well one way may
look very shady the other. ? c i88o Jowett in Tollemache

Mem. (1895) 21 [Commenting on the remark that England

had one living poet of the first order, but hardly another

even of the second class.] I think that Browning deserves a

shady first. 1884 Pall Mall Gat. 16 Oct. 5/2 The chances
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of the Underground Railway against the omnibuses will be

very shady.

b. Not bearing investigation, of a nature or

character unable to bear the light ; disreputable.

1862 Sat. Rev. 8 Feb. 156 Balls and bazaars continue to

be the refuge of institutions, whether charitable or religious,

whose balance-sheets are 'shady'. 1873 Punch 25 Oct.

167/2 Have always heard that 'shady people' went to Bou-

logne. 1882 Serj. Ballantine Exper. iv. 42, I was en-

trusted with a brief by a rather shady attorney. 1894 Sir

E. Sullivan Woman 52 A Roman lady of extraordinary

beauty and somewhat shady character.

Shae, Shaeling, obs. ff. She, Shieling*.

Shaell, Shaet, obs. ff. Shell, Shahi.
Shafe, shaff, obs. ff. Sheaf sb.

Shaferne, shafferoon : see Shaffrojt.

Shaff(e-hoke, obsolete forms of Shave-hook.

Shaffle (J3e'fl)i v. dial. [In sense 1 (northern),

app. a variant of Shauchle v. ; sense 2 may be

developed from this, or belong to a distinct word,

perh. of imitative or symbolic formation : cf.

shiffle-shaffle, shiffle vbs. (E.D.D.) and Shuffle z>.]

1. intr. To shuffle in walking.

[1552 : implied in Shaffler.] 1781 Hutton Tour to

Caves (ed. 2) 95 Shaffle and Shiffle v. to hobble in walking.

1818 Todd, To Shaffle, to move with an awkward or ir-

regular gait ; to hobble. Used in the north of England

1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Shaffle, Shaughle, to shuffle in

walking.

2. a. To work or move in a lazy fashion ; to be

undecided in plan or action ; to vacillate, delay.

[1703 implied in Shafflf.s.] 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss.,

Shaffle . . to do things ineffectually. 1873 R. Ferguson Dial.

Cumbld. 121 Shaffle, to be undecided, to vacillate. 1890

Sheffield Gloss., Shaffle, to move in a lazy way; to delay,

to put off.

b. ' To retreat from a bargain or engagement,

make excuses, prevaricate ' (ling. Dial. Diet.).

1781 Hutton Tour to Caves (ed. 2) 95 Shaffle,.. 3.\%o to

act unfairly. 1866 Brogden Prcrutnc. Words Lmcolnsh.

178 Don't shaffle with me.

Hence Shaffler, one who ' shaffles
' ; Sha fries,

a bungler, shiftless person.

1552 Huloet, Shaffler with his fete whych fayleth in

going, atta. J703 Thoresby in Ray Philos. Lett. (1718)336

A Shaffles, a Bungler. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Shaffler,

one who walks lame. 2. A bungler in business. 1885 Hall
Caine S/uidow of Crime xxiv, Or mayhap ye'll ask yon

shaffles, yer father.

t Sha'fflin. Obs. rare. Also 6 shafflynge

(in Continental authors sohafoling, sehafling,

-lyng). [Perh. the same word witli Shaftling,

though applied to a different fish. Cf. Shaft-eel.]

A kind of eel.

1553 Belon De Aoualil. 273 Anglorum autem pisces..

hisce nominibus agnoscuntur,..Eils, Lampres, Schafolings,

Fausen, Griggs. 1555 — La Nat. des Poissotis 267 Eils,

Lampres, Schaflings, Fauson, Griggs. 1558 Gesner's Hist.

Anim. IV. 54 Minima Anguilla usdem [Anglis] Grigge

uocatur. Schaftyng uero media inter Grigge& Fausen ele.

1572 Hulof.t (ed. Higins), Shafflinge, or eele of a middle

bignesse, anguilla media. 1747 Mrs. Glasse CoCkeryxxi.

163 Fish in Season.. Midsummer Quarter Grigs, Shafflins

and Glout [etc.].

Shaffolde, obs. form of Scaffold sb.

T Shaffron. Obs. Forms : 5 shawfron, 6-7

shaf(f)ron, 7 shafrone, shaferne, 8 shafferoon
;

6 (Sc. in sense 2) schaifron, saferon, schaffroun,

ohaffrone, cheffroun, chaiffer, schaiffer. [Vari-

ant of Chaffron, Chamfrain.]
1. The frontlet of a barbed horse : = Chapfron,
Chamfrain.
1465 Shawfron [see Chamfrain). 1547-8, 1610. 1617 [see

Chaffron]. 1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 31 b, Their

shafrons, cranets, or Steele pectorells. 1660 in A rehxologia

XI. too Shaffroones.

2. Sc. ' A piece of ornamental head-dress

anciently worn by ladies ' (Jam.).

1511 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 210 Item, to be

schaiffronis to the sam hudis, half ane elne crammesy. Ibid.

230 Item, for half quartar crammesy satin, to be ane schaif-

fer to hir hud, viij s. ix d. Ibid., Item, for making of the hud
and chaiffer, viijs. i$i*Ibid 213 Foranechaffroneof gold.

1516/xc R. Wardrobe (1815) 24 Ane saferon withanechenye

of gold of blak veluous. Ibid. 27 Item, ane schaffroun with

ane burd of gold with lxxxi perle.-.Item, ane cheffroun

sett with goldsmyth werk with xxxv perle.

fb. = Chaperon 2. Obs.

[Possibly shafferoon may be the correct form, and the form

chaperon, -oon may be due to pseudo-etymology.]

1725 J. Coats Diet. Her. (1739) 73 Those little Shields,

containing Death's Heads, and other Funeral Devices, plac d

upon the Foreheads of the Horses, that draw Hearses at

Pompous Funerals vulgarly now call'd, by Corruption

Chaperoons, or Shafferoons.

Shafiite (Jxfi,3it). Also Shafeite, Shafaeite.

[f. Arab. ^^ shafiii +-ite!.] A member of

one of the four sects or schools of the Sunnites or

orthodox Mohammedans, named from the cog-

nomen\ash-Shafiet) of their founder, Abu Abdallah

Muhammad ibn Idris, 767-8 19. Also attrib. or adj.

[1704 Pitts Ace. Mahometans vii. 93 The Malachees and

Shaffees lift up their Hands in a sort of careless manner,

and then let them fall down and hang by their sides
]

if38

G. C. Renouard in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIV. 440/2

The Sect of the Shafi'is or Shafeltes, is named from Moham..

med ibn Idris Al ShSfi'l. 1886 Shafeite [see Hanbalite].
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1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII.66i/z The Hanafite praxis is the
least rigorous, then the Shafi'ite. Ibid., In Egypt and
North Africa Shafi'ites are more numerous than Mahkites,
while the opposite is the case in Arabia.

Shaflie, obs. (non-literary) form of Safely adv.
1639 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 94.

Shafman, -ment, obs. forms of Shaftment.
Shafnet, corrupt form of Shaftment.
t Shaft, sbS Obs. Forms: 1 sceaft (also

with se-), sceeft, 2-3 sceft-e, saft-e, 2-3 Ortnin.
shafft, 2-4 scaft, 3 soft, 3-4 schafte, (scaf
Cursor AL), 3-5 shafte, schaft, 4 chaft, pi.

schefte, Ayenb. ssepj>e, (ssefj>e), 2-5 shaft.

[OE. sceaft, gesceaft fem. :—OTeut. *(gu)skapli-z

{. *skap- to make, create : see Shape v. Cf. OS.
giscaft, OHG. gascafi, giscaft fem.]

1. Creation, origin {OE. only); make, constitu-

tion, nature or species.

888 K.^Elfred tr. Boetk. xxx. § 2 Ealle sint emnaebele,
jif je wilia3 bonne fruman sceaft Rebencan, & bone scip-

pend. [c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 81 He is. . be king of heuene pe
com in to herbe and auenede him in to his iscefte.J c 1250
Gen. fy Ex. 349 Flesses fremiSe and safte same booen he
felten on here fichame. a 1300 Cursor M. 739 A littel best

J>e quilk es noght vnwiliest, (>e nedder pat es of a scaft pat
mast kan bath on crok and craft, a 12,00 E. E. Psalter ch[i].

13 [14] Fore our schaft wele knaweshe. 13. . Guy W. 7168
Gret wenges he hap wib to fie, His schaft to telle alle ne
mow we. c 1320 Cast. Love 661 He moste be boren of a
wommon, pulke schaft to vnderfonge wib-alle pat ou^te to

monnes kynde bi-falle. c 1330 R. Brunne Ckren. Wace
(Rolls) 9386 He [Merlin) can ynow of swylke craftes, Of alle

vigures he turnes be schaftes. 1340 Ayenb. 62 pe dyeuel
him sseweb ine uele ssefbes. Ibid. 158 Me be-houeb to
zyennc.ine be perle of be eje be ssepbe of the binge pet is

him be-uore. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 297 Feyrest of
feytures of fourme and of schafte. c 1400 Arth. <y Merlin
(Line. Inn MS.) 1579 His schaft may nomon telle, He loked
as a feond of helle.

2. That which is created ; a creature.
c 888 K. .jElfred tr. Boetk. xli. § 2 feif God naifde on eal-

lum his rice nane frige jesceaft [if.. Bodl. MS. sceaft]

under his anwalde. c 117$ Lamb. Horn. 59 Lauerd he is of
alle scafte. a 1200 Moral Ode 84 He wit and walde8 alle

ping and scop alle scefte [c 1200 safte], cizoo Okmin 19444
Ace hall^he weress saejhenn Godd I shafftess onnlicnesse.
c 1220 Bestiary 456 Seftes sop ure seppande. a 1225 Leg.
Kath. 239 pan schafte of mon pset he schop. c 1250 Gen. <y

Ex. 127 God sa^ his safte fair and good, a 1300 Cursor M.
23640 Wit alkin scaf [Go'tt. schaft] bai sal discord. 1340
Ayenb. 84 He [man] wes lhord of alle sseppes bet were
onder heuene.

Shaft (Jaft), sb.'1 Forms : 1 sceft, 1-3 sceaft,

sceeft, 3 scaft, saft, 3-4 ssafte, scheft, 4 shafth,

4-5 schafTt, schafte, 4-7 schaft, ahat'te, 5 chaft(e,

4- shaft; rare 4 schaf, 4-5 shaffe, 4, 7 sharf,

7 shafe. [Com. Teut. (wanting in Gothic) ; OE.
sceaft masc. = OFris. skeft (Hettema), OS. skaft

masc. (MLG., MDu., Du. schaft, schacht fem.),

OHG. scaft masc., pi. scefti (MHG., mod.G. schaft

masc), ON. skapt neut. (Sw., Da. skaft) :—OTeut.
*skafto-j *skafti-z :—preTeut. *skapto-t -lis.

App. cogn. w. L. scajnts shaft, :.tem, shank ; somewhat
more doubtfully with Gr. (Dor.) oxairroK staff (Ion., Att.

o-kjjitto* in amjTTTOvxo* staff-bearer, <nrijwTpov staff, Scep-
tre, vicqirTciv to prop.il The Teut. word might, with regard
both to form and meaning, be plausibly explained as a passive

ppl. derivative from the root of Shave v. ; but it is doubtful
whether the supposed cognates can be similarly accounted
for.]

1. The long slender rod forming the body of a

lance or spear, or of an arrow. Also of a staff,

harpoon, etc
c 1000 >Elfric Gloss, in Wr.*Wulcker 143/7 Contus, spere-

leas sceaft. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8658 He sset be kyng
[William Rufus] in atte breste pat neuereft be ne speke
Bote be ssafte bat was wyboute grisliche he to brek. 1382
Wyclif 1 Sam. xx. 5 The brother of Goliath Jethee, whos
spere schaft was as the beme of websters. c 1386 Chaucer
A'nt.'s T. 504 (Morris), His sleep, his mete, his drynk is him
byraft, That lene he wexe, and drye as eny schaft. 1506

Ace. Ld.Higk Treas.Scot. I II. 358 Item, for xij staf schaftis

..xxiiijs. iS33/bid. VI. 188 For v dosane shaftis to Jed-
burcht stavis coft to his grace. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

xvii. (Roxb.) 113/1 Parts of a Pike. The shaft, for military

service is reputed 16 or 18 foot long or there about. 1801

T. Roberts Engl. Bowman 293 Skaft, an arrow : properly

so called when it wants only the head. 1814 Scott Ld. of
Isles vi. xvi, His broken weapon's shaft survey'd The King,
and careless answer made. 1836 Lasdok Pericles fyAspasia
Wks. 1846 II. 419, I can compare the Lacedemonians to

nothing more fitly than to the heads of spears without the

shafts. 1907 C. Hill-Tout Brit. N. Amer. t Ear West vii.

132 Points being held to the haft of the harpoon by long

plaited lines. When the fish is struck these points detach
themselves from the shaft.

b. A spear or lance. Now arch,

c 1000 /Klfric Lives Saints xii. 53 His sceaft aetstod aetfo-

ran him..swa baet baet spere him eode burh ut. c 1205
Lav. 23907 pe an an his aende . . and bae ooer an his aende .

.

heo quehten heore scaftes [c 1275 saftes], 13. . Guy Warw.
1404 So mi^ti strokes per wer }iuen, pat strong schaftes al

tc-driuen. £1380 Sir Ferumb. 1594 So harde bay acoupede
on hur scheldes pat broke bub bope hure schafte, & be peces

fulle on be feldes be hedes on be tre by-lafte. c 1430 Ckev.
Assigne 301 And whenne bat shafie is schyuered take

scharpelye another. 1483 Cath. Angl. 57/2 A Chafte j vbi
spere, &c. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. n. 627 War from
stubborn Myrtle Shafts receives : From Cornels Javlins

;

and the tougher Yeugh Receives the bending Figure of a
Bow. 1754 Gray Poesy 53 Hyperion's march they spy, and
glitt'ring shafts of war. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 402

AH the plain,—brand, mace, and shaft, and shield—Shock d.

595

2. An arrow. Cloth-yard shaft, see Cloth-tard.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1747 So at the last the shaft of tree I

drough out, with the fethers three, c 1480 Test. Ebor. (Sur-
tees) III. 253 Item xiiij shaffe of bolts and shoytyng shaftes,
price xiiij s. Item v shaffe of rowyng shaftes iiij s. Item
xlvij shaffe of childre shaftes. 1483 Cath. Angl. 57/2 A
Chafte; vb\i\ Arowe. 1541 Act 33 Hen. VIII, c. 9 § 3
Euerie man, hauynge . . men children, .shall prouide . . a
bowe and two shaftes. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. i. 140 In
my schoole dayes, when I had lost one shaft, I shot his fel-

low in the selfesame flight The selfesame way. 1599 B.
Jonson Ev. Man out of H. v. iv, Draw me the biggest
shaft you haue out of the butt you wot of. 1624 Bp. Hall
True Peace-maker Wks. (1625J 539 Thou wounded heart
[sic]..', alas, the shaft sticks still in thee, or if that bee
shaken out, the head, a 1711 Ken Edmund Poet. Wks.
1721 II. 236 Shafts aim'd at Trees can never mount so high,
As those we shoot directly tow'rds the sky. a 1854 H. Reed
Led. Eng. Lit. iv. (1878) 129 The air was darkened by the
shafts from the hosts of English archers.

b. Proverbial phr. See Bolt sb. 1 1 b.

1594 Nasi ie Terrors of Nt. Wks. 1904 I. 368 To make a
shaft or a bolt of this drumbling subiect of dreames, from
whence I haue bin tost off and on 1 know not how.

+ C. In various occasional scientific uses, as
transl. of L. sagitta : (a) Astr. The Pole-star and
its companion; (b) Anat. (see quot. 1552); (c)

Geom. A versed-sine : cf. Arrow sb. 6. Obs.
1551 Records Cast. Knowl. (1556) 263 The lesser Beare.

.

is the chiefe marke whereby mariners gouerne their course
in saylinge by nyghte, and namely by 2 starres in it, which
many do call the shafte. 155a Udall. tr. Geminus' Anat.
B vij b, In the bone of the temple is a bone lyke a smal
pyller, or a nedle, and therefore called the nedlelyke bone,
..the quyll bone, the shafte, and the staffe bone. 1594
Blundevil Exerc. 11. (1597) 49 b, A.H. is the Shaft, called
in Latine Sinus versus. [See also Arrow sb. 6.]

i* d. An * arrow * on a plan or diagram showing
the direction. Obs. rare.

1730 A. Gordon MaffeVs Amphitk. 293 The Bending of
the Stairs; the Knowledge of which., will be much facili-

tated by the Shafts which shew their Extension.

e. loosely. A missile, rhetorical.

1786 tr. Beckford's Vathek (1836) 8o By my formidable
art, the clouds shall pour grape-shot in the faces of the
assailants, and shafts of red-hot iron on their heads. 18x7
Shelley Rev. Islam vi. xi, Then the shaft Of the artillery

from the sea was thrown More fast and fiery. 1835 W, Irv-
ing Tour Prairies 196 The trees and thickets with which it

was bordered would be sufficient to turn aside any shaft of
the enemy. 1838 Prescott Ferd. $ Isab. 1. x. (1846) I. 427
Some threw away their arms ; hoping by this means to faci-

litate their escape, while in fact it only left them more de-
fenceless against the shafts of their enemies.

f. fig. and in figurative context.

1576 Gascoigne Droome Doomes Day Wks. 1910 II. 409
To wound and wearye theyr soules, with.. the shaftes of
sundrye shamefull concupyscences. 1600 Fairfax Tasso 11.

xxxiv. Death hath exchang'd againe his shafts with loue,

And Cupid thus lets borrow'd arrowes flie. x6o8 Hieron
Help Devot. Wks. 1632 II. 760 Let his children be as chosen
shafts in thyquiuer. 1667 Milton P.L.iv. 763 Here Love
his golden shafts imploies, he lights His constant Lamp.
1779 J. Moors View Soc. Fr. I. xxx. 281 It is.. to be re-

gretted, that he allowed the shafts of his ridicule to glance
upon the Christian religion. 184^7 Tennyson Princess it.

444 And often came Melissa hitting all we saw with shafts

Of gentle satire, kin to charity, That barm'd not. 1873
Dixon Two Queens xix. vii. IV. 41 Having suffered for a
whole year past from the shaft of love.

g. transf. A beam or ray (of light, etc.), a

streak of lightning, etc. Chiefly poet.

13.. E. E. A/lit. P. A. 982 By- $onde be brok fro me
warde keued, pat schyrrer pen sunne with schaftez schon.
Ibid. C. 455. ^1400-50 Wars Alex. 1544 A Mitre,. .Stigt

staffull of stanes pat stra^tout hemes, As it ware shemerand
shaftis of pe shire son. 1798 Bloomfield Fanner's Boy,
Summer 264 When midnight and the frightful Tempest
come, The Farmer wakes, and sees..The angry shafts of
Heaven gleam round his bed. ? 1799 Coleridge On a
Cataract 13 It embosoms the roses of dawn, It entangles

the shafts of the noon. x86i Tennyson En. Arden 588
The sunrise broken into scarlet shafts Among the palms
and ferns and precipices, a 1878 W. C. Bryamt Leg. Vela-
wares 4 A thousand shafts of lightning pass. 1898 Watts-
Dunton Aylwin xiv. iv, Masses of vapour, .blazing, .when-
ever the, bright shafts of morning struck them.

y. A pole, flagstaff ; spec fa may-pole ; alsofthe

pole on which the candle lighted at the ' new fire
*

was carried in the ceremonies of Easter Eve. Also,

T a gate-post. rare.
a 1000 Boetk. Metr. i. ir Fana hwearfode scir on sceafte.

c 1250 Gen. 4- Ex. 3899 Moyses 3or made a wirme of bras,

And heng et hege up on a saft. 14x9 26 Pol. Poems 71 Of
here banere of grace, god broken hap be shaft. 1428 in Pea-
cock Eng. Ck. Furniture (1866) 179 Et Thomas harpmaker
pro emendacione de la schafte xj d. c 1450 in Aungier Syon
(1840) 351 The holy water schal go before, the schafte after

with ij tapers unlyght, . . Aftyr the sensyng of the fyre the
schafte schal be lycht only. 1522 Ckurckw. Ace. St. Giles,

Reading 17 Paid for a whope of Iron to the Shafts of the

churche gate iij d. 1598 Stow Surv. 107 On May day. .a

high or long shaft (or May pole) was set vppe there,., which
shaft when it was set on end.. was higher then the Church
steeple, a 1819 Rkes Cycl. XXXII, Set, a term used for a
pole or shaft, used to shove boats along a canal, &c. 1852-

63 Burn Techn. Diet. 1. (ed. 4), Trabe,.. pole or shaft of an
ensign or colour.

t b. A guild in the parish of St. Dunstan's,

Canterbury ; ? named from a pole carried by the

warden in procession. Also, ? the pole itself. Obs.
i486 Ckurckw. Ace. St. Dunstan^s, Canterb. in Arckaeol.

Cant. XVI. 294 The acompte of the Schafte made be. .[the

two) then beyng wardeyns. i<xi Ibid. 321 We haue re-

ctyud of Wyllyam Carpenter of his gyfte a gyrdyll for to
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bere the Schaft contynuyng for euer from Warden to War-
deyn. 1535 Ibid. 98 For the expensis of the dyner, Seynt
Dunstones lyght, mendyng of the Shaft, and other charges
xxiijs. xjd. 1539 Ibid. 102 Wardens of a Brotheryd caulyd
the Shafte in the parysch of Seynt Dunstone.
4. A stem, columnar or straight portion of some-

thing, a. The stem or trunk of a tree. Now rare.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. i. (Bodl. MS.), pe

schafte of a tree pat strecchep fro the rote vp to pe toppe
is propreliche cleped lignum. 1449 Pecock Repr. 1. vi. 28
Tho bowis grewen out of stockis or tronchons, and the
tronchons or schaftis grewen out of the roote. 1605 Bacon
Adv. Learn. 11. xvii. § 4. 62 If you will haue sciences growe,
it is lesse matter for the shafte or bodie of the Tree, so you
looke well to the takinge vp of the Rootes. 1825 Cobbett
Rur. Rides 98 By far the finest tree that I ever saw in my
life. The stem or shaft is short. 1842 Mrs. Kirkland
Forest Life I. 203 They were the shafts of bee-trees, found
in the forest. 1889 B. Harte Cressy x. II. 113 The dim
colonnade of straight pine shafts.

b. In various Natural History uses, (a) The
main stem or scape of a feather. [So G. schaft.]
{d) The part of a hair between the root and the
point, {c) Anat. The middle portion of a long
bone, {d) Ent. The Scapb of an antenna or of a
halter. f(» Bot. = Style (1787 Withering Brit.
PI. ed. 2

j
passim),

(a) 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 161 The Shafts of the Tail
Feathers are very stiff. 1826 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool.
XIV. 1. 177 The white on the shafts of the feathers is broader.
1886 P. L. Sclater Catal. Birds Brit. Mus. XI. 345
Feathers of head and neck lanceolate and with shining shafts.
(b) 1851 Carpenter Man. Phys. (ed. 2) 200 The constituent

fibres of the shaft are marked out by delicate longitudinal
striae, which may be traced in vertical sections of the hair.

1876 Duhring Dis. Skin 33 In considering the hair we dis-

tinguish two portions,—the shaft, and the root.

fc) X835-6 Todd'sCycl. Anat. I. 431/1 The long bones, .are
never exactly cylindrical, being always contracted in the
middle or shaft, and enlarged at each end. 1858 Holden
Hum. Osteol. (1878) 165 The 'shafts' are slightly concave
towards the palm, to form the hollow of the hand.

c. The part of a candlestick which supports the

branches.
1388 Wyclif Exod. xxv. 31 Thou schalt make a candil-

stike..and thou schalt make the schaft [1382 staf, 1535
Coverdale, x6ix shaft] therof, and ^erdis, cuppis, and litle

rundelis, and lilies comynge forth therof. Ibid. 33 Sixe
^erdis, that schulen be brou^t forth of the schaft. a 1586
Cartwricht in Answ. to Cariwright 88 The shaft, .of the

candlestick e.

t d. ( The Spire of a Church-Steeple ' (Phillips

1706). [Cf. F./foitJ Obs.
C1450 Chron. London (Kingsford 1905) 156 The Steple of

Seynt Pawlis chirche was sette on fire aboute the medyllof
the Shafte in the tymbir. 1581 Ckurckw. Ace. Dunmoiv
(MS.) fol. 49 In repayringe the steple in stone worke
xxxix't- iii'- i«'* Item, repayringe the shafte and tymber
therof, v' 1'- xvi"- ix<'. x6xa Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. vi. 19
Practise to draw small and easie things,, .as a cherry with
the leafe, the shaft of a steeple [etc.]. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 20 Aug. 1654, Famous is the Steeple [at Grantham]
for the exceeding height of the shaft, which is of stone.

e. Of a chimney, a blast-furnace : (see quots.

and chimney-shaft s.v. Chimney ii).

1:1450 Aominale (Harl. MS. 1002) 146 b, Caminus, a
chymney. Epicausiorium, be chaft per-of. a 1548 in J.
Bayley Tower Lond. (1821) 1. App. p. xxv, To fynyshe x.

shaftes upon x. chymneys. 1662 Gerbier BriefDisc. (1665)

10 Neither are those high Shafts ofChimnies real Ornaments
to a Building. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Skaft, . . the

Tunnel of a Chimney. 1836-50 Parker Gloss. Arckit.

(ed. 5) s.v., The part of a chimney-stack between the base

and cornice is called the shaft. 1855 Franke Beits Tecknol.

Diet. II. 457/2 Skaft ofa blast-furnace (the internal cavity

of the furnace), der Schackt\ Cuve, cheminie.

f. Arch. The body of a column or pillar between

the base and the capital. Also the ' die of a
parapet. See also quot. 1842.

1483 Catk. Angl. 332/1 A schafte of a pylar, stilus. 1598
Haydocke tr. Lomazzo 1. xxiv. 86 The shaft or trunke of
the columne is to be diminished a fourth parte at the toppe.

1624 Wotton Arckit. 31 They [the Columns] are all

Diminished or Contracted . . from one third part of the whole
Shaft vpwards. 1756-7 Keysler's Trav. (1760) II. 461 The
pedestal [of this pillar] consists of one stone, the base of

eight, the torus of one, the shaft of twenty-three, and the
capital of one. 1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 310 The
shaft or die, which is the part immediately above the plinth.

1842 Gwilt Arckit. Gloss., Shaft ofa King Post, the part

between the joggles. 1849 Freeman Arckit. 16 Then
gradually bringing within its power the details of shaft and
capital.

g. The upright part of a cross; esp. the part

between the arms and the base.

1781 Ledwich in Vallancey Collect, de Rebus Hibem. II.

446 The arms were broken, but the shaft [of the market
cross of Kilkenny] remained adorned with beautiful figures.

1810 Scott Lady of L. in. viii, A slender crosslet form'd

with care, . .The shaft and limbs were rods of yew.
_ 1836-50

Parker Gloss. Arckit. (ed. 5) s.v. Cross, In some instances

they had small niches, .round the top of the shaft below the

cross. 1870 F. R. Wilson Ck. Lindisf. 90 The limbs and a
portion of the shaft of a Saxon cross were found, a 1887
Jefferies Field fy Hedgerow (1889) 279 One of them has
retained its top perfect, and really is a cross, not a shaft only.

h. The stem or long straight handle of a tool,

etc. ; the shank of an anchor ; the stem of a pipe

;

fthe stalk or foot of a goblet or wine-glass.

1530 Palsgr. 266/1 Shafte of any edged tole, mancke.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780J, Shank, the beam or

shaft of an anchor, a X837 J. Hogg Tales <r Sk. I. 297, I

then took out my brandy bottle, and a small crystal glass

without the shaft, that I carried in my pocket. 1841 Catlin
75-i
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N. Amur. Ina. xxix. (1844) I =35 The shafts or stems of

these pipes. 1831 Greenwkll Coal-trade Terms, Northumb.

* Durh. 46 SAafl,.. the handle of a pick, hack, shovel, or

maul. 1855 Franks Beits Technol. Diet. 11. 457/2 Shaft

of a forge hammer (the helve or handle of the hammer), der

Helm* Stiel; Mancke. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 473/1 (Golf),

Shaft, the handle of the club. ...._,,

i f {a) Of a cannon : = Chase sb.» 2. (Z>) * The

forward, straight part of a gun-stock * (Knight

Diet. Meek. 1875).
16*6 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 32 Her shaft or

chase, her trunnions.

5. a. Arch. A slender column, esp. one of * the

small columns which are clustered round pillars,

or used in the jambs of doors or windows, in arcades

and various other situations' (Parker Gloss. Archit.}*

183S R-Wit-us Archit. Mid. Ages ii. 27 But the compound
archway did not long remain in this simple form, its com-
ponent archways were early decorated in various ways with

shafts and mouldings. 1838 Lytton Leila 1. ii, The ceiling

of cedar-wood . . was supported by slender shafts, of the

whitest alabaster. 1873 Dixon Two Queens \. i. I, 8 Images

of the goddess on her jasper shaft. 1878 M cVittie Christ

Ch. Cathedral 67 The inside moulded jambs are decorated

with six short limestone shafts.

b. U.S. An obelisk or column erected as a

memorial.
1847 Emerson Poems, Hymn Wks. (Bohn) I. 494 Spirit,

that made those heroes dare To die, and leave their children

free, Bid Time and Nature gently spare The shaft we raise

to them and thee. 1873 B. Harte Washington in N. Jer-

sey in Fiddletown, etc 93 The gray shaft that commemo-
rated the Morristown dead of the last civil war. 1878

Joaquin Miller Songs ofItaly 49 The whole country round
vaunts our deed and the town Raised that shaft on the spot.

f 6. A kind of balance : - Auncel, Pounder
(app. orig. auncets shaft).

1439, X439 [see Pounder so. 1}. 1501 [see Auncel].

7. a. One of the long bars, between a pair of

which a horse is harnessed to a vehicle; a thill.

Also (? U.S.) * the pole of a carriage, also called

tongue or neap'' (Webster 1828-32).

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 325 The shafts or beam
of Gordius his cart. 1723 Pope Odyss. xv. 208 The bounding
shafts upon the harness play, a 1764 Lloyd Cobbler of
Cripplegate's Let. i2<« The racer stumbles in the shaft, And
shews he was not meant for draft. 1794W. Felton Carriages
(1801) I. 61 The Shafts of a Carriage are the side framings,

by which it is supported by the horse. 1894 K. Grahame
Pagan P. 77, I found him smoking his vesper pipe on the

shaft of his cart.

b. Either of the two side-pieces of a ladder

which support the rungs or steps.

1888 Stevenson Across the Plains (1892) 297 The weedy
spokes and shafts of the ladder.

C (See quot.)
1825 J. Nicholson Oper.Mech. 630 The sides of this table

[for casting sheet lead], .are guarded by a frame or edging
of wood, 3 inches thick, and 4 or 5 inches higher than the

interior surface, called the shafts. Ibid. 631 So that its ends,

which are notched. ., may ride upon the shafts.

8. Mech. A long cylindrical rotating rod upon
which are fixed the parts for the transmission of

motive power in a machine; also, a separable

portion of a line of shafting.

Also with qualifying word indicating a specific kind of

shaft, as cranky paddle, propeller, screw shaft, Counter-
shaft, etc. : see those words.
1688 Holme Armoury m. 340/2 The Shaft [of a Wind-

Mill], that on which the Sail Rods are set. 1764 Croker,
etc. Diet. Arts s. v. Mill,The undershot-wheel, upon whose
shaft is fixed a spur or cog-wheel. 1814, etc. [see Journal
sb. 10]. i8»5 J. Nicholson Operai. Mechanic 43 In form-

ing couplings, great care should be taken to make them fit,

so that the coupled shaft may move as though of the same
piece with the driving shaft. 1841 R. Willis Princ.

Mechanism 44 note, Axis is the general and scientific word,

shaft the millwright's general term, and spindle his term for

smaller shafts. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories 4
The last shaft, or the one farthest from the engine, can be
driven at a higher speed than the other shafts to suit joiners'

machines on an upper floor. 1887 D. A. Low Machine
Draw. (1892) 30, Fig. 25, which represents a brake shaft

carrier of a locomotive tender.

9. Weaving. Each of a pair of long laths between
which the heddles are stretched ; also applied to

the pair taken together. Also in parasynthetic

compounds with prefixed numeral, as four-shafts

ten-shaft adjs., designating makes of cloth.

Although no early examples have been found, the sense
is certainly old ; the G. schaft and Du. schacht are similarly

used. Cf. ' thre-schaptyd cloth, triplex ' {Promp. Parv.,
c 1440): see Three III. 2.

[1801 see Lam sb.3] 1839 Ure Diet. Arts, etc. 1230 The
heddles being stretched between two shafts of wood, all the
heddles connected by the same shafts are called a leaf.

1878 Barlow Weaving 173 With four shafts and twenty
pairs of leashes . . the effect that may be produced will be
noticed at ABCDE and F. Ibid., At D the leashes are
raised, and the shafts also, a 1904 W. Thornton in Eng.
Dial. Diet. s. v., [Obs. in W. Yorksn.] Long thin flat rods
of wood, upon which the ' gems ' or ' healds ' were stretched.
The stretching was effected by a ' top ' and ' bodom * shaft,

and the whole was also termed a 'shaft ', when describing
the pattern or make of cloth to be produced, as ' four shaft ,

' ten shaft ', &c-

t b. Sc. A kind of woollen cloth. Obs.
[Prob. generalized from designations likefour-shaft, ten-

shaft, etc : see above.]

1797 Statist. Ace. Scot., Aberd. XIX. 208 Cloths manu-
factured from the above wool, . . three quarters to yard broad
seys, sarges, shafts, plaidings, baizes, linseywoolseys, jem-
mies, and stripped apron stuffs.

596

10. attrib. and Comb. a. In sense 2 (arrow,

etc.), as shaft-arm, f-end, -hand, -head, -maker

;

shaft-armed, -like, -straight, -strong adjs. ; f shaft-

wise adv., ? in cylindrical form.
x8oi T. Roberts Engl. Bowman 293 'Shaft-arm, Shaft.

Itand, the arm, the hand, employed in drawing the arrow.

1790 Cowper Iliad 1. 18 His hands charged with the wreath
And golden sceptre or the God "shaft-arm'd. X545 Ascham
Toxoph. EL Wks. (1904) 116 Yf I should shooteat a line and
not at the marke, I woulde alwayes loke at my "shaft ende.

1801 "Shaft-hand [see shaft-arm supra]. 1545 Ascham
Toxoph. 11. Wks. (1904) 115 To looke at your *shafte hede at

the lowse, is the greatest helpe to kepe a lengthe that can

be. 1821 Byron Sardanap. iv. L 90 A huge quiver rose

With shaft-heads feather'd from the eagle's wing. 15.. J.

Bryan Ps. exxvii. 7 in Farr S. P. Eliz. II. 335 Straight,

"shaft-like sprowts in shape and mind. 1899 R. B. Sharpe in

Daily News 21 Feb. 6/2 A long shaft-like plume. 1904

Windlk Preh. Age Eng. iv. 80 Here the object was.. to

shape off the roughnesses of a stick, so as to convert it into

an arrow-shaft—for which reason this kind of scraper is

sometimes called a ' "shaft-maker '. 1849 Charl.. Bronte
Shirley II. v. 127 Her "shaft-straight carriage and lightsome

step. 1519 Horman Vulg. 105 b, All preciouse stonys may
be made *shaft wyse, saue pearlys. Omnes gemma teretes

fieri possunl, extra vnum vnionem.

b. In sense 5 a {Arch.), as shaft-architecture,

-cap, -ring.

1831 Ruskin Stones Venice I. viii. § xxiii. The earliest

and grandest shaft architecture which we know, that of

Egypt. 188a A rchaol. Cant. XIV. 364 The segmental arch

of its head springs not from shaft-caps but from vertical

stilts. 1909 Century Diet. Suppl., Shaft-ring, an annular

band . . which seems to surround a shaft of a column. It is

often the wrought edge of a stone plate which separates two
stones that make up a shaft, the inclosing ring being an
appearance only.

O. In sense 4 h (handle), as shaft-hole, Archssol.

the hole in an axe-head or similar implement for

the insertion of the haft or handle.

1852-63 Burn Techn. Diet. 11. (ed. 4), Shaft prop, servantc.

Ibid., Shaft stay, cravate. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times iii.

(1878) 62 The British lance-heads frequently have loopsat

the side of the shaft-hole,..which is never the case with

Danish specimens. 1894 J. Macintosh Ayrsh. Nt.'sEntert.

201 A stone axe. .having a shaft-hole one inch in width.

d. In sense 7 a (thill ofa carriage, etc.) : as shaft-

bar, -bender, -bolt, -jack, -loop, -man, -ring, -tug;

shaft-horse, the horse which goes in the shafts.

x8oa C. Tames Milit. Diet., *Shaft.bars, are two pieces of

wood to fasten the hind ends of the shafts together, into

which they are pinned with wooden pins. 1881 Instr.

Census Clerks (1885) 56 Coach making.. "Shaft Bender.

1852-63 Burn Techn. Diet. 11. (ed. 4), "Shaft-bolt, boulon de

limoniire. 1769 Wesley Jrnl. 28 July, The "shaft-horse

boggled and turned short. 1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. vi.

182 The four horses were driven by one postillion riding the

shaft horse. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., ''Shaft-jack, (Vehi-

cle) an iron attaching the shafts to the axle. Ibid., ''Shaft-

loop, (Harness) the ring of leather suspended from the gig-

saddle to hold the thill or shaft. x88x Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 56 Coach making . . *Shaftman._ 180a C. James Milit.

Diet., Rings, in artillery, are of various uses such as, the

"shaft-rings to fasten the harness of the shaft-horse by means
of a pin. 1856 'Stonehenge' Brit. Rural Sports 111. m. iv.

543 A buckle and strong loop on each side, called the *Shaft

Tug, by which the shaft is supported.

e. Ornith. (sense 4b), as shaft-mark, -spot, -streak,

-stripe ; shaft-tailed bunting, Latham's name for

one of the buntings of the genus Emberiza.
1884 J. H. Gurney Diurnal Birds Prey 157 The dark

"shaft-marks much narrower than in the female [Kestrel],

x888 P. L. Sclater Argentine Ornith. I. 164 Above plum-
beous, with slight darker "shaft-spots. 1874 R. B. Sharpe
Calal. Accipitres B. Mus. 438 Crown rufous, with blackish

"shaft-streaks. 1867 P. L. Sclater & Salvin Exotic
Ornith. 71 There are linear elongated "shaft-stripes on the

head and on portions of the under plumage. 1783 Latham
Gen. Synopsis Birds II. 1. 183 "Shaft-tailed Bunting.

f. In sense 8 (axle or revolving bar), as shaft-

bearing, -boss, -bracket, -coupling, -drive (so

-driven), -eye, -gearing, -governor, -head, -passage,

etc.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., "Shaft-bearing. 1863 Barry
Dockyard Econ. 236 This is 42 feet in length, and, with its

sole and "shaft-boss, weighs 40 tons. 1894 W. H. White
Man. Naval Archit. (ed. 3) 415 (Cent. Suppl.), Stems,

sternposts, "shaft-brackets, rudders, etc., are now commonly
made of cast steel instead of forged iron or steel. 1906 Westm.
Gaz. 26June 4/1 As regards transmission, fourteen of the cars

are employing chains, as against twenty relying on "shaft

drive, 1906 Daily Chron. 14 Nov. 9/3 These cars are_ "shaft-

driven. 1835 Ure Philos. Manuf. 34 The recent innova-

tions in.. adjusting the movements of the system of "shaft-

geering. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI. 146/2 The Design
and Setting of "Shaft Governors. 1825 J. Nicholson Operai.

Mechanic 130 A gudgeon from the end of each cylinder runs

into an iron fastened to the "shaft-head. 1874 Thearle
Naval Archit. 115 The bulkheads of the "shaft passages are

sometimes made watertight.

g. Weaving {sense 9), as shaft harness, monture.
X878 Barlow Weaving 168 The second [contrivance] is

generally used in weaving the richest silks now made, and
is termed the split harness, or 'shaft monture*. Ibid. 170
The above contrivance entirely dispenses witha separate set

of treadles to work the shaft harness.

h. Shaft-furnace, ' a high furnace, charged at

the top and tapped at the bottom' (Raymond
Mining Gloss. 1881).
1874 Raymond Statist. Mines % Mining 393 Those shaft-

furnaces which use charcoal as fuel.

Shaft (Jdft), sb.i Also 5 shafte. [Corresponds

in sense to MHG. schaht, mod.G. schacht masc,
which is prob. a. LG. schacht (also Du.) of the
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same meaning, usually regarded as a specific ap-

plication of schacht - Shaft sb.2, the primitive

notion being that of something cylindrical. It is

possible, however, that the type *skafto- represented

by LG. schacht, Eng. shaft ' pit-hole', may be a

separate formation on the Teut. root *skat- of

Shave v., in its original sense to dig (cf. Gr.

OKaitTuv). On either of these views, it is doubtful

whether shaft ' pit-hole ' goes back to OE. (though

not recorded before the 15th a), or was introduced

into England by foreign miners.

Some scholars stil! adhere to the view of Grimm, that the

HG. schacht (and LG. schacht in this sense) represent a

Teut. type *ska%to-z. On this supposition the Eng. word
would necessarily be a loan word from the continent.

Grimm's hypothesis is formally possible, but leaves the ulti-

mate etymology obscure, as the suggested connexion with

the root *skak- Shake v is semasiologically improbable.]

1. A vertical or slightly inclined well-like ex-

cavation made in mining, tunnelling, etc., as a

means of access to underground workings, for

hoisting out materials, testing the subsoil, ventila-

tion, etc.

For air-shaft, engine-shaft, pumping-shaft, etc. see those

words.
1433-4 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 711 Pro factura unius

shaft infra campum de Heworth pro carbonibus ibidem

lucrandis, 201. 1443 Ibid. 713 Cum thirlyng unius shafte.

1602 Carf.w Surv. Cornw. 8 b, There they sincke a Shaft,

or pit of fiue or sixe foote in length [etc.J. 1665 Phil.

Trans. I. 80 By letting down shafts from the day (as Miners

speak). 1733 Arbuthnot Ess. Effects Air ii. 34 Sup.

pose a Tube, or, as the Miners call it , a Shaft were sunk

from the Surface of the Earth to the Centre. 1815 Clanny
in Thomson's Ann. Philos. (1816) VII. 369 In this district

there are several coal-mines that have only one shaft, which
serves the double purpose of ventilation and working. 1843
Penny Cycl. XXV. 369/2 Shafts of at least four feet

diameter should be sunk along the line of the tunnel. 1868

Morris Earthly Par., Rhodope 14 Nor as yet had any one

Sunk shaft in hill-side there, or dried the stream To see if

'neath its sand gold specks might gleam. 1888 F. Hume
Mme. Midas 1. i, She. .sank a shaft in the place indicated.

2. Mil. Mining, (see quot. 1876).

1834 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1847) 183 The top

frame of the shaft is then let into the ground. Ibid. 184 In

unfavourable soil the whole shaft must be lined with sheet-

ing. 1876 Voyle & Stevenson Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Shaft,

in military mining is the perpendicular passage sunk from

the surface of the ground to the required depth, from which
the branches ofthe mine diverge, termed ' galleries '. . . Shafts

and galleries are lined with timber to prevent the soil from

breaking in.

3. transf. Applied to other well-like excavations,

or passages.
1820 Belzoni Egypt $ Nubia 11. 270 Where the granite

work finishes at the end of this passage [in the 2nd Pyramid],

there is a perpendicular shaft of fifteen feet. x86o Tyndall
Glac. 1. ii. 18 Numerous shafts, the forsaken passages of

ancient ' moulins '. x86x Flor. Nightingale Nursing(ed. 2)

28 It often happens that the sick room is made a ventilating

shaft for the rest of the house. 1912 World 25 June 1005/2

The second floor [of the burning house] seemed a furnace,

and the shaft of the lift acted as a chimney.

4. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as shaft

ladder, mouth, work, etc. ; shajt sinking vbl. sb.

1844 F. W. Simms {.title) Practical tunnelling, explaining in

detail.. shaft sinking, and heading driving. 1862 Times 21

Jan., Mr. CouIson..has had vast experience in shaft work.

c 1868 C. Warren Recov. Jerus. (1871) 128 The shaft mouth
is on the south side of the Sanctuary wall. X009 Chamb.
Jrnl. Apr. 239 They started to descend the shaft-ladders.

b. Comb. : shaft-drill, 'arotary drilling-machine,

armed with diamond points, for boring vertical

shafts ' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; shaft-grave

Archseol., applied to ancient interments in a 'shaft'

;

shaft-house, ' the heavy framework for the pulleys

and landing-place at the top of a mining shaft,

some-timesenclosed for protection from the weather

'

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895) ; shaftman, a man
employed to keep the shaft in repair {Northumbld.

Gloss.) ; also, a workman employed to sink shafts

(cf. Shaptsman) ; shaft-rent (see quot.) ; shaft-

riding, ascending by means of a lift or cage in a

shaft ; shaft-tackle = Poppet-head 2 ; shaft

tomb = shaft-grave.

1910 D. G. Hocarth in Encycl. Brit. I. 248/1 The "shaft

graves in the Mycenae circle are also a late type. 1874

Raymond Statist. Mines $ Mining 332, I cannot see the

need or use of a "shaft-house of such a shape and only 10

feet in diameter. x88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84 Tin

miner .. "Shaftman. Ibid. 85 Lead miner, .shaftman. 1893

W. C. Borlase Age Saints Introd. 21 Many a first-rate

Cornish miner—a ' shaftman ', that is to say—belongs to it

[the German type]. 1849 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms,

Northumb. * Durham (1851) 42 'Shaft rent, for the privi-

lege of drawing up the shaft the coal worked from another

royalty by outstroke. 1887 P. M cNeill Blawearie 57 In

those days the miners who worked the coalfields on the

estate of Blawearie were but rarely allowed to indulge 111

the luxury of ' "shaft riding '. 1874 J. H. Collins Metal

Mining 81 The cost of preparing and fixing this shaft-

tackle should not exceed 25s. or 30s. for timber, ironwork,

and labour. 1895 W. Leaf Iliad I. Introd. 15 The "shaft

tombs' discovered by Dr. Schliemann in the Acropolis of

Mykenai.

t Shaft, vA Obs. rare-1
. [Of obscure origin.]

intr. Of the sun: ? To set.

13. . Gaw. t, Gr. Knt. T467 He rechated, & ifode] bur? ronez

ful byk, Suande bis wy[ld]e swyn til pe sunne scanned.
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Shaft (Jan), t>.2 [f. Shaft sb.2]

1. trans. To fit (an arrow-head, a weapon or tool)

with a shaft.

i6u Florio, Alberdre,. .Also to shaft or stave any weapon
as a holbard. a 1775 Hobie Noble xvi. in Child Ballads
IV. 3/1 Gar warn the bows o* Hartlie-burn See they shaft

their arrows on the wa ! 1853 G. J. Cayley Las Alforjas
II. 256 Many of our modern authors live by. .new shafting

and feathering old arrow heads.

2. Shaft out : to shoot as an arrow or shaft.

1861 Thornbuky Turner II. 88 There was the storm rolling

. .and shafting out its lightning over the Yorkshire hills.

3. To propel (a barge, etc.) with a pole.

1869 A. Davis Velocipede 5 Like unto the method of punt-
ing or shafting vessels. 1906 Daily Chron. 19 Feb. 10/5
Sometimes a boat is 'shafted ' through [a tunnel] with apole.

Shafted (Ja-fted), a. [f. Shaft *U +-ed2 ]

Having or furnished with a shaft or shafts.

a. Her. Of a spear, arrow, or similar weapon

;

Having the shaft of a specified tincture.

1586 Ferne Btaz. Gentrie 221 Tomyris, Queene of Scythia

:

did beare lupiters thunder-bolt Or: shafted and winged
Argent. 1661 Morgan Spk. Gentry 1, iv. 50 Jupiters
Thunderbolt in pale or, . .shafted saltirewayes argent.

b. Furnished with a shaft or handle. Chiefly in

parasyuihetic derivatives, as long-shafted.

1641 D. Fergusson's Sc. Prov. (1785) 14 He should hae a
long shafted spoon that sups kail wi' the devil. 1869 Bou-
tell Armstf Armour App. (1905) 273 Fourteen Examples
of Shafted Weapons. 1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv.

46 He crept along, Poising a spear, thick shafted, strong, In
his right hand. 1879 Echo 21 Mar. 2/5 Those [assegais].

.

are thrown by the hand, .and are less strongly shafted than
the charging weapon.

c. Arch. Ornamented with or resting upon shafts.

1801 A. Ranken Hist. France I, 1. v. 452 Hence pro-

ceeded the pointed arches, the shafted columns [etc.]. 1805
Scott Last Minstr. 11. i, When the broken arches are black
in night, And each shafted oriel glimmers white. 1835 K.
Willis Archit. Mid, Ages iiL 29 These imposts are divided
into two classes, which may be called Shafted and Banded.
In shafted archways the horizontal section of the upright is

different from that of the arch taken immediately above the
impost, and generally much plainer. 1878 Sir G. G. Scott
Led. Arc/iit. (1879) 279 Even when the exterior is shafted
the inner splay often comes close to the face of the recessed
order. 181a Archxol. Cant. XIV. 364 Seven-foiled lights,

with shafted mull ions of Decorated character.

d. Ornith. In comb, with prefixed word

:

Having the shafts (of feathers) of a specified cha-
racter or number.
1809 Shaw Gen. Zool. VII. 496 Six-shafted Paradise-bird.

1831 Red-shafted [see Red a. 14 bj.

t Shaft-eel. Obs. [? Shaft j&I« referring to

the shape.] A kind of eel. Cf. Shafflin.
1411 Cat. Let. Bks. Hen. IV, I. 102 [printed sbastele].

15.. in Dugdale Monasticon (1655) I. 81/2 Schafte eles to
bake for the covent on shere thursday. 1545 Rates Custom
Ho. b j b, Elis called shaft kyue or dele elis. 1583 Ibid.
B vij b, Shaft, kine or dole Eeles. [So in later schedules.]

Shatter (Ja-ftaj). [f. Shaft sb* + -eb *.] A
shaft-horse.

1840 Haliburton Clockm. Sen in. x. 137 A London
brewer's shafter wouldn't make the smallest part of a cir-

cumstance to him. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Shafther, the
horse, where there are more than one, which is placed be-
tween the shafts of a cart. 1904 Black-iv. Mag. June 824/2
The cook alternately crooned and swore at the old shafter.

Sliaftesburian (Jaftsbiu»*rian), a. Also
Shaftsburean, -ian. [f. Shaftesbury (see below)
+ -IAN.] Of or pertaining to the moral philo-

sophy or literary style of Anthony Ashley
Cooper, third Earl of Shaftesbury (1671-1713),
author of ' Characteristicks of Men (1711).
175a Gray^s Inn Jrnl. No. 10 (1756) I. 68 Mr. Plastic is a

compleat Shaftesburian Philosopher. Ibid. 69 This with him
is the Test of Truth which he opposes . . to the Shaftesburian
Rule. 1755 Miss Talbot in Pennington Life Mrs. Carter
(1808) I. 196 Shaftsburian Heathens [will read this book]
because Epictetus was an honour to Heathenism. 1828
D. Irving Etem. Composition (ed. S) 243 That parade of
language which distinguishes the Shaftesburean manner.

t Sha'ftesbury. slang. Obs. rare~°. [The
name of a town in Dorset.] (See quot.)

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shaftsbury, a Gallon-pot
full of Wine, with a Cock.

Shafting l (Ja/ftin). [f. Shaft sb? + -ing *.]

1. A system of connected shafts for communi-
cating motion from the prime mover to the

machinery. Also, material from which to cut

lengths of shafts.

1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. Descr. Frontisp. 16 The
rotary motion which the crank has received from the engine
is imparted to the shafting. 1845 I. Fabrell Archimedean
Railway 5, I have therefore made several experiments on
different lengths of shafting. 186a Catal. Intemat. Exhib.
II. xii. 2 The motion of the handle on deck is transmitted
..by means of a series of shaftings and tooth-wheels.

1889 F. Colver Public Instit. 192 The Shafting must be 2J
inches diameter, and the pulleys of suitable sizes to the
machines they have to drive. 1895 Daily News 3 June 7/3
The demand for marine shafting in the city has been fairly

good for nine months. 191a Times 19 Dec. 19/3 Bolts,

shaftings, and miscellaneous products.

attrih. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 99 Factory La-
bourer. .. Shafting Oiler. 1898 Engineering Mag. XVI.
148/1 A Shafting Lathe. Describes a lathe.. intended both
for general lathe work and for turning shafting.

2. Shafts or ornamental columns.
1868 Morn. Star 25 June, A large quantity of shafting

belonging to the north piers of the chancel.. had been
smashed with a hammer.
3. U.S. * A darkening of the shaft, or quill of a

feather,asin some breeds ofpoultry' {Cent. Suppl.).
1896 Yearbk. U. S. Departm. Agric. 462 (Cent. Suppl.),

Shafting on the back will also help the black stripe in the
saddles.

Shafting-, [f. Shaft sb.z + -ingI.] The
sinking of a shaft; also, the shafts of a mine col-

lectively.

1873 Raymond Statist. Mines <5- Mining 297 Aggregate of
shafting over 5,000 feet. 1877 Ibid. 273 About 1,000 feet of
shafting and drifting well represent the amount ofwork done.

Shaftless (Jcrftles), a. [f. Shaft sb? 4- -less.]

Without or lacking a shaft (in any sense of the sb.).
181 1 Byron Curse ofMin. vii, The broken lance Seem'd

weak and shaftless. 1812 — Ch. Har. 11. xc, The flying
Mede, his shaftless broken bow. 1881 Palgrave Vis.
Eng. 116 One high gracious curve Of shaftless windows
frames the limpid blue. 1881 Mayne Reid Free Lances I.

xvii. 189 His irony was shaftless, being understood. 1895
Daily News 21 Sept. 5/5 The doctors went to look for the
Lefebvre light carts but found them shaftless.

Sha'ftlet. nonce-wd. [f. Shaft sb? + -let.] A
small shaft or column.
1890 Murray's Handbk. Lincolnsh. 148 The font is E.E.,

with two crosses on each face, and shaftlets round the stem.

f Sha-ffcling. Obs. [Perh. f. Shaft $b? +
-ling, with allusion to the shape. Cf. Shafflin.]
The stickleback.

1558 Gesner's Hist. Anim. IV. 896 De Pungitio...Angli
Scharplyng uel Shaftlyng nominant. 1573 Huloet (ed.

Higins), Shaftling, sharplinge, stickling, sticklebanke, or
banstickle, aculeatus piscicutus, Pungitius, Centriscus.
1598 Florio, Spinarudlo, a sharpling, or shaftlin fish [i6xi
Shaft in -fish].

Sha'ftment 1
. Obs. exc. dial. Forms: 1

sceaftmund, 4 schaftmonde, 5 schafftmon,
8chafteinonde,schaft-rniin,shaftrnone,-mon(d,
-mount, chaftmonde, 5-6 shafmond, 6 shaft-
man, shaftemente, (shafts-man Florid), 7
shaftmont, -men, -met, shafman, {corruptly
shafnet), 7, 9 shafment, 9 shaffment, 6~g shaft-
ment (see also Eng. Dial. Did.) ; 8-9 Sc. shath-
mont. [OE. sceaftmund (only once), f. sceaft

Shaft sb.* + mund hand, handbreadth. (Probably
sceaft was intended to denote the extended thumb.)]
The distance from the end of the extended thumb
to the opposite side of the hand, used as a measure
= about 6 inches.

c 9to-c 1060 Pax in Liebermann Geseize Ags. 390 Dus
feor sceal beon Saes cinges gri5 fram his burhseate,..III.
mila & .III. furlang, and .III. secera braede, and .IX. fota,

and .IX. scaeftamunda [tread sceaftmunda], and .IX. bere-
corna. la 1400 Morte Arth. 3843 He schare hyme one
the schorte rybbys a schaftmonde large 1 c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 6658 He hadde a strok a schafftmon long, c 1400
Anturs ofA rth. xli, Thro his shild and his shildur a schaft-

mun [Douce MS. shaftmone] he share. 1474 Coventry Leet
Bk. 399, iij schafmond and a half a-bout and a yerde of
lenthe. a 1483 in W. G. Benham Red Paper Bk. Colchester
(1902)19 His fagot of wode shall be a yard of length and iij

shaftmonds and an half abowte. a 1483 Liber Niger in
Househ. Ord. (1790) 49 The Deane of the Chapell hatbe all

the offerings of wax., when the tapers be consumed into a
shaftmount. i483CrtM.^4«^/.57/2Chaftmonde. 1545ASCHAM
Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 112 Therforelette youre bowe haue good
byg bend, a shaftemente and .ii-fyngers at the least. 1558
Cranmer's Confut. Verities Oivb, A lytle young prety
babe, about a shaftmond long. 1598 Florio, Quattraggio, a
certaine rate of cloth that is giuen aboue measure, as we say
a shaft man or a handfulL 1620 J. Taylor (Water.P.) Praise
Hemp-seed (1623) 13 Once heaue the Lead againe and sound
abaflf, A shafnet lesse.seauen all. i6j6Capt. Smii u.-U\-id.Vng.
Seamen 18 Fadome by the marke, 3 od and ashaftment left.

1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 486 This Scabious hath a thicke
whitish stemme next the ground for a shaftmont high.

1647 Hexham i, A Shaftmen, Een mate van een Jtalven

voet. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Shafment, is a kinde of
measure used in some parts of England, and is the breadth
of a mans hand, and the length of the thumb. 1674 Ibid.

(ed. 4), Shaftmet, or Shaftment. 176a [W. YoungJ Treat.
Weights^fy Meas. 19 A shaftment, which is the length from
the bottom of the wrist to the end of the thumb when the
hand is extended, is reckoned 6 inches, a 1769 Wee wee
man ii. in Child Ballads I. 330/1 His legs were scarce a
shathmonfs length. 1816 Scott Antiq. viii, Not a step, not
a pace, not an inch, not a shathmont, as I may say ; the
meaning of which word has puzzled many that think them-
selves antiquaries.

Shaftment 2 (Jcrftment). rare. [f. Shaft sb?
+ -MENT. (Perh. suggested by misunderstanding
of prec.)] + a. An arrow. Obs. b. The feathered

part of an arrow.
1634 Wood New Eng. Prosp. n. xiii, Let fly their winged

shaftments without eyther feare or wit. 1801 T. Roberts
Engl. Bowman 293 Shaftment, that part of the arrow
occupied by the feathers. 1903 Amer. Anthropologist Jan.-
Mar. 60 (Cent. Suppl.) The dice were originally made of
canes, being the shaftments^ of arrows, painted or burned
with marks corresponding with those used to designate the
arrows of the four world-quarters.

Shaftsmall (frftsmsen). Mining, [f. Shaft
sb.3 + Man sb.1 after Craftsman, etc. Cf. shaft-

man, Shaft sb.3 4 b.] A man employed in

sinking shafts.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 84 Coal Miner.. Shafts-
man. 1892 Pall MallGaz. 21 Mar. 7/3 Walking from eight
to ten miles a day before and after his underground work
(much of it as a shaftsman).

Shafty (Ja'fti), a. [f. Shaft sb.2 (sense 9) + -y.]

Of wool :
' having a close, compact, free, long, and

strong staple ' (Webster 191 1).

1891 Times 3 Oct. 13/1 Good shafty wools, both merinos
and cross-breds. 1895 A rgus (Melbourne) 4 Oct., At the
London wool sales yesterday.. deep shafty and scoured
merinoes sold at 20 per cent, [above previous prices]. 19x1
A. F. Barker in Encycl. Brit. XXVIII. 806/2 A long but
fine wool technically termed a long and shafty 60's to 64's
quality.

ShagCjseg), s&A Forms: 1 sceacga, 6-7 shage,

7 shagge, 7-9 shagg, 7- shag. [OK. sceacga

wk. masc. :—prehistoric *skaggon-, cogn. w. ON.
skegg neut., beard (:—*s&agfo-m), OE. sceaga wk.
masc, coppice, Shaw (formally = ON. shage
wk. masc, promontory :—*shagon-)

t
ON. skaga to

project ; the ON. skdg-r, a wood, shows a different

ablaut-grade of the root. Cf. OHG. scahho wk.
masc, promontory {'.—*skakon-) y which may be
more distantly related.

The OE. word occurs once (in a gloss), and the derivative
sceacgede Shagged a. twice. Otherwise neither the sb. nor
any of its derivatives has been found before the latter part
of the i6thc]

1. Rough matted hair, wool, etc rare or arch.
C1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 379/41 Coma, feax, sceacga.

1601 Holland Pliny vm. xxxin. I. 214 Of the same kind is

the Goat hart, and differing onely in the beard and long
shag about the shoulders. 1697 Phil. 'Trans. XIX. 410
Many Prickles interspersed among the Hairy Shag that
covered the sides, a 173a Gay Fables n. v. 69 A Bear of
shagg and manners rough, At climbing trees expert enough.
1771 tr. Terneiy's Voy. Malouine 1st. (1773) 289 They have
a sort of buskins or half-boots, made of the same skinsj with
the shag on the inside. 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. v. vii.

(1820) 343 A rugged mop of hair, not a little resembling the
shag of a Newfoundland dog. 1869 Bushnell Woman
Suffrage iii. 50 The base in his voice and the shag on his
face. 1898 C. F. Lummis Awak. Nation 104 U is a purely
leonine type^—not by bulk or shag, but by look and port.

b. A mass of matted hair ; also shreds (of bark).
X607 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 626 For that [wool] which

was rough and thicke in ancient time, was vsed for this pur-
pose, and also to make garments, hauing the shags thereof
hanging byit like rugs. 1610 Guillim Her. in. xv. {1660)

180 The King of Judah was then like a Sleeping Lyon,
which did not shew his rage with his erected shag. 1882
Harper's Mag. May 870/1 Nuts which have been packed
away and wedged beneath the loose shags of bark.

o. The nap (esp. long and coarse) of cloth.

a 1661 Holyday Juvenal 11. Notes (1673) 25 Then their

Galbana rasa, white smootn sarcenet without hair or shag ;

..of this our Women now wear hoods. 1716 Gay Trivia
I. 47 Fine Witney Broad-Cloath with it's Shag unshorn.

1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. vi. 201 The face [of velvet]

has a short shag, or ' pile \ occasioned by the insertion of
short pieces of silk thread doubled under the shoot. 1851-3
Tomlinson's Cycl. Usef. Arts (1867) II. 329/1 Plush, a tex-

tile fabric, with a sort of velvet nap or shag on one side.

d. transf. Applied to thick down on plants.

1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 365 The shag [Fr. lapluche], or
inner part of these flowers. 1854 Pappe Silva Capensis
(1862) 18 Twigs, petioles, calyces and underside of leaves
densely coated with brown shag. Ibid. 19 Petioles and
veins clothed with a dense rusty shag.

e. A (tangled) mass of shrubs, trees, foliage, etc.

1836 Struthers Dychmont \. Poet. Wks. (1850; II. 50
Were thy broomy shag but shorn, Thou might'st be made
to wave with corn. 1855 Browning Up at Villa iii, Stuck
like the horn of a bull Just on a mountain's edge as bare as
the creature's skull, Save a mere shag of a bush with hardly
a leaf to pull ! 1877 Blackmore Erema iii. III. 190 Dark
shags of ling, and podded spurs of broom. 1905 Mary E.
Wilkins Debtor 60 He could see thegleam of the current
through the shag of young trees which found root in the
unpromising soil. Ibid. 396 Only the oak-leaves, a brownish-
red shag mostly on the lower branches, were left on the trees.

t. fig. Roughness, brutality of manner.
1784 Cowper Task v. 693 As if, like him offabulous renown

[i. e. Orpheus], They had indeed ability to smooth The shag
of savage nature. 2809 Malkin Gil Bias vm. xiii. (Rtldg.)

308 This metamorphose into the shag of a savage is not
perceptible to myself.

2. A cloth having a velvet nap on one side,

usually of worsted, but sometimes of silk. Also,
a kind or variety of this.

159a Wills <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) II. 211 Three
quarters of blacke shage, 12s. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
II. ii. 111. Colonies 71 Chiorze, where Bulsasbig As Elephants
are clad in silken shag. 1612 [F. Beaumont] Masque
Inner Temple D 1 b, The high Priest a cap of white
silke shagge close to his head, with two labels at the eares

[etc.]. 1623 Sir R. Boyle in Lismore Papers (1886) II. 86,

L.gaue him ordre to bring for mccrymson shagg and
Spangled Lace for winter Clothes for my Children. 1769
De Foe, etc. Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7) III. 280 The Woollen
Manufacture called Half-thicks, Frizes, and Shags. ? 1735
Sadberge (Durham) Par. Reg., A . . cushion of red shagg.

1781 Phil. Trans. LXXI. 72 The Indians make a most ele-

gant cloathing..as fine as a silk shag. 1805 Luccock Nat.
Wool 277 The blanket manufacture at Witney, and that of
worsted shaggs at Banbury. 18*5 Scott Talism. xvii

(>
A

cap of rough shag. 1855 Leifchild Cornwall 179 Engine
Shag and Poldavey 1,110 yards. 1887 Fortn. Rev. Aug.
294 The 'King, says Petion, wore a coat of dark shag, and
his linen was not clean.

3. fa. A garment, rug, or mat of shaggy material.,

1634 SirT. Herbert Trav. 97 At the end sate the Pot-
shaugh or great King, .his seat hauing two or three white
silke shags vpon the Carpets. 166% Power Exp. Philos. 1. 50
A [magnified] Sage Leaf looks like a white Rugge.or Shagge,
full of Knots, tassel'd all with white silver Thrums. 1681 1'.

Jordan London's Joy 9 SLPatric.agray Mantle witha thick
shag about his Neck of large green Silk and Gold fringes.
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I73»(G. Smith] Cur. Relat. It 361 Twelve Royal travelling

Coaches . . ; one Set of Shags. 1827 Carlyle Gernt. Rom.

III. 220 The Regiments-Quartermaster. .embaled in a long

woollen shag. 1854 R- 5. Surtees Handle? Cross xiv,

His hunting clothes, consisting of a roomy scarlet coat,.,

drab shags, and mahogany-coloured tops.

b. Westminster School slang, (See quot. 1902,)

loos R. Airy Westminster 108 Any coat other than an
1 Eton or ' tails Ms a ' shag *.

4. (In full shag tobacco,) A strong tobacco cut

into fine shreds.

1789 Act 29 Geo. Ill, c 68 § 127 Upon the exportation

of any short cut tobacco, shag tobacco, roll tobacco, and

carrot tobacco. 18*3 in Spirit PubL Jrnls. 527 Porter and

pop, mirth-moving max, and fragrant shag. 1840 Thacke-

ray Shabby-genteelStory i, A constant and agreeable odour

of shag tobacco. x86a Cornh. Mag. VI. 607 One pipe, .of

Virginian tobacco in the shape of bird's-eye or shag. 1876

J. Dinning Tobacco 17 'Shag* is the generic name of all

those varieties of leafwhich have passed through the cutting

machine.

U 5. ? Used for snag. [Cf. Shagged a. 2 c
;

but perh. a misprint.]

1649 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Wand. West 6 At a stile I had
a great disaster, for a shagge or splinter of the stile tooke

hold of my one and onely breeches.

6. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as shag

edgingj manufactory\ manufacture ; shag boy,

dial, - next (b) ; shag foal, dial., (a) * a foal

with its first year's coat on ' (N. W. Line, Gloss.

i8 77)j (^) a hobgoblin (see quots. 1847, 1856);

fshag sponge, a * muricate ' sponge.
188a M. G. Watkins In Country (1883) 210 Fairies and

*shag-boys ! lasses are often skeart at them, but I never saw
none. 1884 G. S. Streatfeild Line. $ Danes 357 Shag-

boy also Shag-foal, a ghost. 1808 Trans. Soc. A rts XXVI.
p. x, The ingenious Implement.. for cutting "Shag Edgings.

1847 Halliwell, *Shagfoal, a sort of ghost or spectre,

which under this appearance is thought by the common
¥M>ple to haunt different parts of the county. Line. 1856 P.

1

homfson Hist, Boston 722 Shag-foal, a hobgoblin in the

shape ofa small rough horse. Ibid. 736. 1780 A. Young Tour
Irel. 1. 278 Bandon was once the seat of the stuff, camblet,

and *shag manufacture. 1794 R. Davis Agric. Oxford 26

The *shag manufactory at Banbury, a 1776 J. Ellis Zoo-
'

phytes (1786) 185 Spongia muricata. *Shagg Sponge.

b. passing into adj., composed or made of

* shag (sense 2).

16x1 Middle-ton & Dekker Roaring Girl 11. i. D 1 b, I

am going to buy a shag ruffe. 1622 in Kempe Losely MSS.
(1836) 426 For 17 yards of fyne doble shagg bayes, for Gil-

bert's muming cloake [etc.]. 1706 in C. N. Robinson Brit.

Fleet (iBgi) 493 Striped shag breeches, lined with linen. 1836

Marryat yafhet xxxix, He was dressed in highlow boots,

. .a shag waistcoat, and a blue frock overall.
1
1911 B. Capes

Loaves 4- Fishes 181 Wandering unsociable in a shag coat.

Shag (Jseg)* sb.t Forms : 6 schagge, 7
shagge, 7-9 shagg, 7- shag. [Perh. a use of

Shag sb. 1 or Shag a,, with reference to the ( shaggy

'

crest.] A cormorant, esp. the crested cormorant,

Phalacrocorax graculus
t
which in the breeding

season has a crest of long curly plumes.
Also With defining name, applied to several varieties of

the cormorant, and sometimes erroneously to the common
shag at different periods of its age, under the idea that it is

a duTerent variety.

1566 Act 8 Eliz. c. 15 § 2 For euery head of. .Busarde,
Schagge, Carmeraunt, or Ryngtayle, two pence. x6oa

Carew Cornwall 1. 35 Curlewes, Teale, Widgeon, Burra-

nets, Shags, Duck and Mallard, a 1672 Willuchoy Ornith.

(1676) 249 Corvus aquaticus minor sive Graculuspalmipes.
The Shag. 1729 J. Wood Voy. 85 An island which is much
frequented by a sort of Fowl which are called Shaggs, that

live mostly upon fish. 1769 Cook 1^ Voy. in Hawkesworth
Voy. (1773) II. 339 Plenty of wild fowl, principally shags,

ducks, curlieus, and the sea-pie. 1785 Latham Gen. Synopsis
Birds I II. 11. 600 Crested Shag. Pelecanus cristatus. Ibid.,

Violet Shag. Ibid. 601 Red-faced Shag. Ibid 602 Spotted
Shag. Ibid. 603 Carunculated Shag. Ibid. 604 Magellanic
Shag. Ibid, 605 Pied Shag. Ibid. 606 Tufted Shag. Ibid.,

African Shag. Ibid. 607 Dwarf Shag. 1824— Gen. Hist.

Birds X. 423 Chinese Shag. Ibid. 425 Brown-necked Shag.
Ibid. 431 New Holland shag. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish
Clerk I. 288 Cormorants, or shaggs, as they are more com-
monly termed. 1841 Selby in Proc Berw, Nat. Club I.

No. ix. 255 The common cormorant {Phalacrocorax carbo),

and the crested shag (P. cristatus), are permanent residents.

1861 Coues in Proc. Philad. Acad. 241 Both this [Graculus
dilophus\ and the G. carbo are universally known as ' Shags '.

1879 Beerbohm Patagonia ii. 12 We startled a large covey
of shag, which, to judge by the accumulation of guano,
appeared to roost there habitually. 1885 Riverside Nat.
Hist. (1888) IV. 191 New Zealand is especially rich in

shags,, .having not less than thirteen species, amongst these
the curiously colored spotted shag (Phalacrocorax puncta-
tus). Ibid., Flock after flock of violet-green shags (P.pela-
gicus) came up to the steamer.
Phrase. 1835 Marryat Jac. Faithf. xx. I'm as wet as a

shag, and as cold as charity. 1841 in Col. Hawker Diary
(1893) II. 107 Came home in the middle of the day 'as wet
as a shag ', tt having come on to pour.

C. altrib. shag cormorant, + pelican, the

shag ; shag-like adv., in the manner of a shag.
1826 Stephens in Shaw Gen. Zool. XIII. 1. 82 'Shag cor-

morant [Phalacrocorax Graculus). 1896 T. £. Brown
Lett (1900) II. 165 Indications (stage-directions, hints like

yours) send one skimming *shag-Hke over the water. 1785
Pennant Arctic Zool. II. 581 *Shag Pelecan.

Shag, sb$ In 6 shagge. [f. Shag vX\ + a. A
shake. Obs, b. dial. The refuse of barley, corn,
oats, etc. Cf. Shack sb.i 2,

1581 Rich Farew. (1846) 166 When she sawe she waked
not, she laied her hand upon her, and givyng her a shagge,
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she said withall, Mistres, awake ! my maister calleth for

you. x8aa Edin. Caled. Mercury 9 Dec. (Jam.), Mr. Robert
Meiklejohn, brewer

t
Alloa, sowed a quantity of shag, from

English barley,.. being the skimmings of his malt cisterns.

X833 Ibid. 13 Nov. (Jam*), Oats have about ten times the
quantity of shag they had last year. 1856 Morton Cycl,
Agric. II. 725 (Provincialisms.) Shagg, (Stirlings.), tail

corn.

Shag, sb* In 7 shagge. [?var. of Shack sb.%

Cf. Shag-bag.] A low, rascally fellow.

x6zo T. Granger Div. Logike 170 Shagge, a terme of re-

proach semes to come of Shog, Shagag, or Shag heb. to do
vnadvisedlie [etc.]. X790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Shag,
or Shack, a blackguard. Suffolk. 1801 Charlotte Smith
Lett. Solit. Wand. I. 352 Was now under the hard neces-
sity of becoming shag, fag, skip, or whatever the boys in

the higher forms chose to insist upon.

Shag, sb.s, variant of Shack sb*

Shag (J®g)» *• Now rare or arch. Also 6

shagg, 7 shagge. [From attrib. use of Shag sb, 1
]

1. Having shaggy hair. [

Formerly sometimes hyphened, as shag-dog.

159a Shaks. Ven. «$ Ad. 295 Round hooft, short ioynted,

fetlocks shag, and long. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 201
Black—long—shag—curld heads. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial
111. i, A' has chang'd Haire with a shagge dogge. 1643 {title)

An exact Description of a Roundhead and a long-headed
Shag-Poll. c 1645 Howell Lett. iv. xxxiii. (1892) II. 612
The Shag-dog was so well bred, that his Master us'd to send
him by himself to Smithfield Shambles, c 1670 Wood Life
(O.H.S-) I. 199 He.. had a curl'd shag-pate, was squint-
ey'd and purblind. 1760 Impostors Detected in. vih. II.

77 Two hundred of these creatures [monkeys}, mounted on
shag dogs came first. X883 A. Dobson Old World Ballads
181 Huddling they came, with shag sides caked of mire,
With hoofs fresh sullied from the troughs o'erturned. 1892
Kipling Barrack-r. Ballads 97 The picketed ponies, shag
and wild, Strained at their ropes.

t 2. Of hair, a mane, etc. : Long and rough,

shaggy. Obs,
c X596 Sir T. More in. ii. 111 How long Hath this shagg

fleece hung dangling on thy head? Ibut. 118 When were
you last at barbars? how longe time Have you vppon your
head woorne this shagg haire? i6ox Holland Pliny xvn.
xxii. I. 532 Sheepe..with their shag-coats. 1611 Tourneur
Ath. Trag, 11. F2, The Gentleman took the dog in shagge-
haire to be some Watch-man in a rugge gowne. X639 T. de
Gray Compl. Horsem. 314 Clip away the long shag haire

from about the pasternes. 1647 Hexham i, Shagge haire,

Ruygh hayr.

3. Comb., as shag-bearded, -eared, -faced, -footed,

-woolled, etc.

1907 H. Trench New Poems 10 *Shag-bearded pines, All

gnarled, loom down.
#
1907 Black Cat June 26 Dogged at

every step by the sinister, velvet- footed march of "shag-
coated wolves. 1605 Shaks. Macb. iv. ii. 83 Thou ly'st

thou *shagge-ear'd [mod.edd. shag-haired] Villaine. Mur,
What you Egge? 1884 N. <$• Q. Ser. vi. IX. 133/2, I have
frequently heard a Shetland pony called * shag-ear'd just

like a moke '. 17x6 R. Arbuthnot in Stuart Papers (Hist.

MSS. Comm. 1904) II. 218 Macdonald . . is a *shag-faced,

thin fellow. 1901 Jane Barlow Land of Shamrock 222
Gulls..swooping about among the *shag-footed, tramping
plough-horses. 1821 Scorr Kenilw. xv, Half a score of
*shag-headed Irish kernes. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xiii.

139 Flocks of *shag-wooird Sheepe.

t Shag, v.1 Obs. rare. Also 4-5 schagge.
[Of obscure origin : cf. Shake v., Shog v.] a.

trans. To toss about, b. intr. To shake, waggle.

Hence fSha'gging vbl. sb,

C1380 Wvclif Set. Wks. I. 374 And be boot, amydde be
water, was shaggid [v.r. schoggyd ; X388 — Bible Matt xiv.

24 schoggid ; \u\g.jactabatur] wib wawis. a 1400 Pistil of
Susan xo6 pe chouwet, be cheuerol, bat schaggen on niht.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 443/1 Schaggynge, scnoggynge, or
waverynge, vacillacio. 157a Mascall Plant. § Graff, v.

(1592) 28 But alwayes take good heede to the binding of
your heds that they waxe slack, or shagge, neyther on the
one side or other, but remaine fast vpon the clay.

Shag (Jaeg), v.* [f. Shag sbX\

+ 1. intr. To be shaggy ; to hang down in a

shaggy manner. Obs. rare.

X596 Spenser F. Q. v. ix. 10 Long curld locks, that downe
his shoulders shagged. 1801 Charlotte Smith Lett. Solit.

Wand. II. 90 But here are vines planted on hills, and shag-
ging like copse-wood in England.

2. trans. To render rough or shaggy, esp. the

surface of the earth, a hill-side, a rock, etc. {with

a growth of trees or the like). Chiefly in pa. pple.
X612 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 11-. vi. (1634) 121 His neather

parts of a Goate declare the inequality of the earth being
rough and shagged as it were with trees, plants, hils, &c.
1634 Milton Comus 429 Caverns shag'd with horrid shades.
1736-46 Thomson Winter 281 The Swain .. sees other hills

ascend, Of unknown joyless brow ; and other scenes, Of
horrid prospect, shag the trackless plain. 1806 R. M ant
Poems 1. 32 Where seas extend of everlasting ice, And hor-

ror shaggs the unsunn'd precipice. 1873 Howells Chance
Acquaintance iii. 74 The woods that hitherto have shagged
the hills with a stunted and meager growth, . . now assume a
stately size. 1894 Blackmohk Perlycross 196 The fringe of
the dominant black weed, like heavy brows, shagging the
outlook. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems, Ode Setting Sun
113 Who lit the furnace of the mammoth's heart? Who
shagged him like Pilatus* ribbed flanks?

+b. To make a long or rough nap or pile on (a

cloth or other material). Obs. rare,

1671 E. Blood in Abrvdgm. Specif. Patents, Weaving
(1S61) 1 A rich silk shagg. .made of a silke wast. .and
shagged by tezell or rowing cardes, like as English bayes,
rowed fustians, or dimatyes.

t Sha'gamuffin. Obs, rare~~\ [Alteration of

Ragamuffin, after Shag sb.*] A term of abuse.

SHAGGED.

X642 Compl. to Ho. Commons B 2 b, Debauched Shagga-
muffins whose words no wise man will regard.

Shaganappi (Jseganae'pi)* sb. and a. 1/.S.

Also shaganappy, shagginappi, -eppi, etc.

[Name in one of the western dialects of Ojibwa.]

a. sb. Thread, cord, or thong made from raw hide,

raw hide cut into strips. Also a rough pony.

b. adj. * Tough, rough* {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1873 G. M. Grant Ocean to Ocean v. 122 When any part

broke before, a thong of Shaganappi had united the pieces.

Shaganappi, in this part of the world does all that leather,

cloth, rope, nails, glue, straps, cord, tape, .[etc.] are used for

elsewhere. 189a J. Robertson in C. W. Gordon Life (1908)

338 In the old days .. every one had his pocket full of shaga-
nappi. 1908 Outlook 5 Sept. 302/2 The women.. hanging
on their shaganappies (native ponies).

Shag-bag, sb. and a. colloq. [A jingling altera-

tion OfSllAKE-BAG ; cf. Shake-bag, Shag-bag,
Shag sbA] a. sb. A shabby or worthless fellow.

b. adj. Shabby and worthless
; poor in quality.

a. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shag-bag, a poor,

shabby Fellow. 1865 W. S. Banks Prov. Words Wakefield
62 Sheg-beg,..a. loosely (baggily) and raggedly drest, or
worthless man.
b. 1888 Star 17 Apr. 4/5 A particularly shag-bag field

started for this event. 1892 Ld. Bramwell in Times 10

May 10/1, 1 was sitting in my chambers when there came
a shagbag attorney with a brief.

Shagbark (Jae'gbajk). West Indian and U.S.

[f. Shag a. + Babk sb.1

So called on account of the rough and shaggy appearance
of the bark when the tree is old.]

1. West Indian, = Savonette b.

x69x-6 Plvkexet A Imagestrtm Wks. 1769 III. 373 Shag-
barke Barbadensibus dicta, eo quod in bac Arbore cortex

scabritie valde asperatus est. 1864 Grisebach Flora W.
Ind. Islands 787 Snag-bark : Pithecolobium micradetiium.

2. U.S. A variety of Hickoby ; also the wood
or the nut of this tree. Also attrib. or adj. as a

designation of this tree.

1751 J. Bartram Observ. 67 A great hill, cloathed with
large Magnolia,.. shagbark-hickery, chesnut and chesnut

oak. 1788 J. Mav Jrnl. 20 June, My men employed in

planting shagbaiks, which out here [at Marietta, Ohio] are

the largest one can conceive of. 1837 J. Q. Adams Mem.
12 Aug., Two more of my shagbark walnut-trees have
come up. 1856 Lowell Lett. (1894) I. 304 There were the

same high-heaped shagbark trees, i860 Worcester, Shag-
bark,...the nut of the tree Carya alba. 1866 Whittier
Snow-bound 348 From the shagbark overhead The grizzled

squirrel dropped his shell. X878 Mrs. Stowe Poganuc P,
xx. 179 For the frost ripened the shag-bark walnuts. 190*

Gkeenough & Kittredce Words 340 In some parts of

America the name walnut is given to the 'shagbark', a
kind of hickory nut, and the true walnut is known as the
' English walnut 1

.

So tShag-barked a.

1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist., Arrangemt. 35 Walnut
tree, ..Black American, or hickory, .. Shag barked.

Snagbot(e, -bush, -but, obs. ff. Sackbut 1.

Shaggamitie, obs. form of Sagamite.
Shaggareen, -in : see Shagbeen, Chagrin a.

Shagged (Jaegd, Jae-ged), a. Now rare.

Forms : 1 sceacgede (seeagode), 6 shagd, 7
shag'd, 7, 9 sliagg'd, 6- shagged. [OE. sceacgede,

f. sceacga Shag sbA : see -ED 2.]

1. Having or covered with snaggy hair; rough
with hair. Chiefly said of animals.
Shaggedfoal—shagfoal s.\. Shag sb. ' 5.

a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 206/9 Comosus, seeagode.
c 1050 Ibid. 380/14 Comosus, sceacgede. c 16x1 Chapman
Iliad xi. 184 A Gotes shagg'd forme she bore. x6xa Dray-
ton Poly-olb. xi. 109 Of whose shagg'd Siluans shee Hath
in the Rockes been woo'd

;
their Paramour to bee. X653 H.

More Antid. Ath. in. vh. § 4 (1712) 104 A shagged Dog
with great eyes, a i7»o W. Gibson Diet Horses vii. (ed. 3)

95 Otherwise in cold Weather the finest Horses will look
shagged, if they are not kept cloathed. i8« Clare Vill,

Minstr. I. 23 A shagged foal would fright the early-rising

swain. 1822 T. Taylor ApuUius 114 The shagged god [sc.

Pan}.. called her gently to him. 1835 Scott Talism. iii, I

will strike thy shagged head from thy meagre shoulders.

1848 Lytton Harold vi. i, Round them grazed the rough
shagged ponies which they had used for their journey,

tb. transf. (Said, e.g., of a comet.) Obs.
1648 Hekkick Hesper., Farewell to Sack, And like to those

Comets we see by night ; whose shagg'd portents Fore-tell

the comming ofsome dire events. 1679 Ecclkstone Noah's
Fl. 11. x8I'le shake off all these shaggedshades of Night, And
will adorn my self with Robes of Light.

•f-
O. ? Unkempt ; ? ill-clad, ragged. Obs.

1622 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Water-Cormorant C 2, At-
tended fitly. .With two shag'd Ruffians, and a pyde coat

Page. X7xx E. Ward Don Quix. I. 7 Yet look'd so shagged
and forlorn.

1 2. Of textile fabrics, garments ; Having a rough
or long nap. Obs.

1649 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Wandering % My chamber-pot
seemed to be lined within with crimson plush, or shag'd

scarlet bayes. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 3 A very course piece

of shag'd cloth. X679 T. Jordan Lond. in Luster 7 An old

Woman clad all in white Flannel, with a white shag'd Irish

Mantle. 1679 A. Lovell Indie. Univ. 65 Shagged or high-

napped cloth. 1691 Bragadocia v. ii. 63 Stage-direct.,

Enter the Quack in a Fur Cap, and shag'd Gown.
b. transf Of a hill-side, etc. : Covered with

scrub, trees, or some rough or shaggy growth.
1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk.

t
Rip I. 69 He looked down

into a deep mountain glen, wild, lonely
t
and shagged. X83X

Lytton Godolphin xv, Constance.. pointed admiringly to

the blue course of the waters as they wound through their

shagged banks.



SHAGGED.

C. Jagged; having a rough, uneven surface.

1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 111. iv. (Arb.) 156 Teeth
euen and not shagged. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados xx6 The
bark . .is rough and shagged. 1764 Museum Rust. II. xxv.

80 His crop [of ' coleseed '] will receive great damage by the

stumps being left very shagged and torn. 1858 G. P. Scrope
Geo/. Central France (ed. 2) 64 Replacing the rivulet that

flowed there with a black and shagged current of lava.

3. Of hair, etc. : Long and rough ; shaggy.

1587 Hughes Misfort.Artkurw. Argt. , A man . . with blacke
long shagged haire downe to his shoulders.

_ 1609 Holland
Antm. Marcell. xxv. iii. 270 His beard, which was shagged
and rough, c 1630 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) I2° His
long black lockes hang shagg'd adowne his shoulder. 1719
D'Urfey Pills (1872) III. 318 And like him made a noble
Shield of She-goat's shagged Coat. 1775 Adair Amer. hid.

7 Skins of buffalo calves, with the wmtery shagged wool
inward, c 1800 R. Cumberland John De Laticaster (1809)

I. 71 Monstrous white bulls with shagged manes and hairy
foreheads. 18x4 Scott Ld. of Isles m. xxv, Eyebrows
shagg'd and grey.

b. transf. Of plants, etc. : Having a rough or

shaggy appearance.
1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Autumn 45 Some warm

slope with shagged moss o'erspread. 1830 Scott Auchin-
dram ix, i, Rough with.. shagged sea-weed.

+ 4. Comb, shagged-ragged a. (cf. Shag-rag),
shaggy and ragged. Obs.
1612 Rowlands Knaue ofHarts 13 Rose Hat-bands, with

the shagged-ragged-Ruffe.
Hence Shaggedness.
1660 H. More Myst. Godl. iv. ix. 121 The colour, shagged-

ness and other qualities of the Dog.

Shaggily (Jargili), adv. rare. [-LY 2
.] In a

shaggy manner ; so as to be shaggy.
1891 Century Diet. s.v., Shaggily pilose.

Shagginess (Jargines). [f. Shaggy a. 4-

-NES3.J The quality of being shaggy.
1778 Cook yd Voy. iv. v. (1784) II. 377 From the colour

and shagginess of the hair.. we judged it might probably
be that of the large male ursine seal, or sea-bear. 1881
V. Shaw Bk. Dog ix. 82 General appearance, tail, strength,
and shagginess without too much length of coat, should be
taken into consideration.

Shaggreen, Shaggrin : see Shagreen, Cha-
grin.

Shaggy (Jargi), a. Also 6-7 snaggle, 8
shagy. [f. Shag sb.1 + -Y.

The altered form shackle, Shackya., appears in ourquots.
somewhat earlier.]

1. Covered with or having long coarse or bushy
hair. Of persons: Unkempt.
c 1590 Marlowe Jew ofMalta iv. 1858 He sent a shaggy

totter d staring slaue. 1607 N. Field Woman a Weather*
cock 11. i. (16x2) D 3, Wilde Virginia, Blacke Affricke, or the
shaggy Scithia, Must send it ouer as a Merchandize Ere
thou shew any heere. a x6xj B. Jonson Masque Oberon
Wk*. (1616) 978 Trap our shaggie thighs with bels. 1690
C Nesse Hist. $ Myst. O. <fr N. Test. I. 42 Some black
shaggy dog. 1754 Gray Poesy 55 Shaggy forms o'er ice-

built mountains roam. 1755 in Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909)
169, 2 two-year-old she cattle and a shagy bull. 1822 Scott
Nigel xvii, Shaggy, uncombed ruffians, whose enormous
mustaches were turned back over their ears. 1848 Dickeks
Dombey ii, He was a strong, loose, round-shouldered, shuf-
fling shaggy fellow. 1882 'Ouida' In Maremma I. 151 A
mounted shepherd on his wild and shaggy horse.

b. Of a skin, or garment, etc. : Covered with
coarse bushy hair.

c 1611 Chapman Iliad xv. 282 Ioues huge and each-where
shaggie shield. 1705 JL Philips Blenheim 408 While Volga's
Stream Sends Opposite, in shaggy Armor clad, Her Bor-
derers. 1790 Cowper Odyss. xvii. 107 Tunic and shaggy
mantle. 18x6 Galt Life B. West 94 A peasant dressed in

shaggy skins.

c. Of a textile material : Having a long, rough
nap ; rough or coarse in texture.

1664 Pepys Diary 1 1 Nov., Put on my new shaggy purple
gown with gold buttons and loop lace. 1738 Pope Dune. 11.

135 A shaggy tap'stry, worthy to be spread On Codrus'old,
or Dunton's modern bed. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. ii, Asurcoat
composed of strong shaggy silk, so woven as to exhibit, at a
little distance, no inaccurate representation of a bear's hide.

1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 113 (Carpet- Weaver),
But in Wilton, or other carpets that are required to be
1 shaggy ', the wires are made thin, and sharp at one end.

d. Bot. and Zool. Having or covered with rough
or stiff hairs (hirsute) or long soft hairs (villous).

Also in renderings of specific names, as shaggy
maple, spunk,
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 81 Shaggy (hirsu-

/us), rough with stiffhairs. Ibid. if. 218 Blossom shaggy.
1802 Willich Dom. Encyct. IV. 455 The Shaggy Spunk, or
Boletus hirsutus, a species of Mushroom. 1833 Penny Cycl.
I. 78/2 Acer villosum, the shaggy maple. 1840 Loudon tr.

Kollar's Treat. Insects 363 This beetle is somewhat shaggy
and black. 1854 Pappe Silva Capensis (1862) 6 Flowers
terminal on short, shaggy peduncles. Ibid. 14 Drupe shaggy.

e. Phys., Path.) etc. Bristling with hair-like

processes.
Shaggy chorion, that part of the chorion which develops

long villous processes, and thus enters into the formation of
the placenta, the rest of the chorion remaining smooth.
1799 Med. Jrnl. II. 2 Upon maceration in water for a

certain time, it put on the usual shaggy appearance formed
by the tubuli seminiTeri. 1835-6 Todd s Cycl. Anat. I. 780/1
An epidermic layer . . covering a thick and shaggy membrane.
X855 Ramsbothah Obstet. Med. 62 And imbed themselves
in the semi-fluid deciduous secretion, like roots in the soil,

these have been called the shaggy chorion. x888 W. H.
Dickinson in Lancet 24 Mar. 565/1 The Furred or Shaggy
Tongue. Ibid., When there is great projection of the papil-

lae, so that these stand out distinctly, the term furred or
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shaggy represents this condition. 1898 Allbult's Syst. Med.
V. 739 It's [1. e. the inflamed pericardium's] surface is covered
with floating shaggy processes.

f. transf. Of the earth, a hillside, etc. : Covered
with a rough, tangled growth. Also of a comet :

'Hairy'.
1591 Sylvester tr. Du Bartas 1. ii. 407 And liberally the

shaggy Earth [He will) adorn With Woods, and Buds of
fruits, of flowers and corn. 1612 Drayton Poly-olb. xii. 524
Those fallow Deere, and huge-hancht Stags that graz'd
Vpon her shaggy Heaths. 1653 Ramesev Astrol. Rest. iv.

yi* 3*9 (Other comets] become shaggy and compassed as
it were with hair or frindge round about. 1667 Milton
P. L. iv. 224 A River Through the shaggie hill Pass'd
underneath ingulft. 1780 G. Cumberland Landscapes (1793)
8 Nor less I joy, at parting day, to trace The sun-gilt forms
of Enfield[s shaggy chace. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin 11.

xiii, The little flower-beds looked shaggy, grass-grown, and
uncared for.

g. Having a rough surface. Shaggy metal : in

the Cheshire salt mines, porous clay in the side

of the shaft, which admits the ingress of fresh

water' (Cheshire Gloss. 1886).
1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Card. II. 83 Some by

growing Soft first, as many Pears do,.. others by growing
Dry and Shaggy, as most Muse-Pears do ; all which are
different ways Conducing to Rotteness and Destruction.
1811 H. Holland in Trans. Geol. Soc. I. 50 Where this

[porous] structure of the clay occurs it goes by the name of
the shaggy metal. 1813 Scott Rokeby iv. viii, A mantle
long and loose he wore, Shaggy with ice, and stam'd with
gore. 1849 Murchison Siluria xiii. 332 Chocolate-coloured
porphyres .. highly shaggy and amygdaloidal. 1856 A.
Gray Man. Bot. 402 Fruit globular, its husk very thick

:

bark of old trunk shaggy, exfoliating in strips or plates.

2. Of hair, etc. : Rough, coarse, tangled.
1638 Bp. Mountague Art. Enq. Norwich Bib, Doth he

[your Minister] weare long shaggy haire? 1721 Mortimer
Husb. (ed. 2) II. 78 Moss growing on Trees is of several
sorts, cold and moist Ground produces a long snaggy, moist
and dry Ground a short thick Moss. 1735 Somervillk
Chase 111. 256 Thy shaggy Mane. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xiv, The bushy red hair and shaggy beard. i8«o Lytton
Disowned ivj Eyebrows sage and shaggy. 1868 C. Gibbon
R. Gray xxii, His short shaggy hair was shaggier than
usual. 1901 Alldridge Sherbro xiv. 141 Her dress is of
long shaggy fibre.

b. Bot. Shaggy hairs \ see quots. Cf. Shag.j<M
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's PhaJter. 55 Shaggy hairs

are thread-like bodies, consisting of two or many layers or
rows of cells. Ibid. 56 The multiseriate shaggy hairs of the
Melastomeae.

C. transf. Of a wood, trees, etc. : Resembling a
rough growth of hair.

1789 Gilpin Wye 38 A woody hill.. rudely hung with
shaggy furniture. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. fy Scot. 303 The
rocks and shaggy wood that fringe that river. 1805 Scott
Last Minstr. vi. ii, Land of brown heath and shaggy wood,
Land of the mountain and the flood. 1890 A. J. C. Hare
Story Life xxvl. (1900) VI. 193 A poor town hanging shaggy
on the hillside.

3. Comb., as shaggy-bearded, -bodied, -fleeced,

-footed, -haired adjs.; shaggy-mane, an edible
fungus, Copinius eomatus (Cent. Diet. Suppl.).
a 1593 Marlowe Hero £ L. i. 1 14 Wretched Ixions shaggie

footed race. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks. (Grosart) IV. 173
A grizly shaggy-bodied deuill. 1610 G. Fletcher Christ's
Tri. 11. xlvi, Foolish Sheapheards, that wear woont esteem,
Your God all rough, and shaggy-hair'd to bee. 1822 Hortus
Anglicus II. 128 Shaggy-leaved Toad Flax. 1840 Carlyle
in vxow&e Life in Lond. (\%%4) I. 190 A fine., shaggy-headed
man is Alfred [Tennyson]. x86i L. L. Noble Icebergs 68
They were a. .shaggy-bearded set. 1879 Sala in Daily
Tel. 15 May, The black-faced shaggy-fleeced sheep.

Shagh, obs. form of Shah.

t Shag-hair, a. and sb. Obs. [f. Shag a. +
Hair sb.J a. adj. = next. b. sb. A ' shag-haired

'

dog.
1584 Lyly Sapho iv. iv. 33 Vulcan. My shag-haire

Cyclops, come, lets ply Our Lemnion hammers lustily. 1598
Florio, Lacno, a dogs name, as we say a shag-haire or
ruffian. x6xa Peacham Gentl. Exerc. 1. xvi. 54 Shag hair
dogs.

Shag-haired, a. arch. [f. Shag a. + Haired a.

Cf. Shack-haired a.] Having shaggy hair.

1577; B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 154 The
Mastic. his breast great, and shaghaird. Ibid. iv. 182
Some of them be shaghearde, and ill coloured. 1577 tr.

Bullinger's Decades m. vi. 381 They were called Nazarites,
as who should say, longe locked, or shagge haired people.

"593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, nr. i. 367 Like a shag-hayr'd craftie

Kerne. 1604 Meeting of Gallants at Ordinarie B3, In-
fection., was saide to skip into wollen cloathes, and lie

smothring in a shag-hayrde Rugge. a 1693 Urquhart's
Rabetaisiu. xxiv, TheShaghaired Argives.. vowed to carry
never any hair on their Heads, till [etc.]. 1901 H. Trench
Deirdre Wed 18 And the shag-hair'd guard, with a mock,
laid spears in their passage house Athwart. 1904 M. Hew-
lett Queen's Qualr in. 1. 358 Every horse in the country
was saddled and manned by some shag-haired Hepburn.

Shaglet. nonce-wd. [f. Shag sb.% + -let.] A
young shag or cormorant.
1898 E. Step in Good Words Sept. 622, I.. put the un-

complaining shaglet into my empty lunch-bag.

tSha'gling, «• Obs. rare. [Of obscure
origin. ? Cf. Shackling ppl. a. and Shag sb. 1

]

a. A designation at Oxford for persons permitted

to lecture, but having no official status ; also for

the lectures given by them. b. Used (? through
misapprehension) by Davies for: Feeble, ineffective.

1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 18 Lynacre..was incorporated
Doctor of Physick in this University read a shagling Lecture
in that faculty etc-]. Ibid. 90 Robert Warde. .became a

SHAGREEN.
shagling Lecturer in Philosophy before the University in
the publick Schools. 17x6 M. Davies A then. Brit. II. 245
Yet 'tis from the same confus'd and confounding Magazine
of artful Sandius, that our Modern Arians borrow all their
Shagling Weapons and Sophistical Quivers. Ibid. III.

Diss. Author Lat. Drama 27 That University.. permitted
him to read a shagling Lecture in that Faculty.

Sha'g-rag, a. and sb. Now rare or Obs. exc.

dial. [A jingling alteration of Shake-rag. Cf.

Shag sb,*, Shack-rag, Shab-rag, Shag-bag.]
A. adj. Of a person : Ragged, rascally.

c 1590 Marlowe Jew of Malta iv. 1913 To haue a shag-
rag knaue to come [etc.]. 1615 Band, Ruffe <y Cnffe (Halliw.)
A scurvie shag-ragge gentleman new come out of the

North, a punie, a freshman come up hither to learn
fashions, and seeke to expell me?
transf. 1693 Bacchanalian Sessions 6 Upon which, in

clean Vessel, not tatter'd and shagrag, Appears Rhenish,
Hock, Old and Young, Moselle, and Backrag.

b. Shaggy, unkempt.
1868 Browning Ring <$ Bk. v. 389 An old bruised and bat-

tered year-by-year . . With shag-rag beard and doleful doublet.

B. sb. A ragged, disreputable person ; a low
rascally fellow.
i6xx Chapman May Day Plays 1873 II. 340 I'de hire some

shag-ragge or other for half a chickeene to cut's throat.
1611 Cotcr., Guerluset, (Somewhat like our Shagrag ;) a by-
word for a beggerlie souldior. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's
Guzman d'Alf. 1. 69 Your poore Shag-rags, and silly snakes,
that steale from the Armie to returne home. 17x9 D'Urfey
Pills 1 1. 327 Sharks, Shagrags, Shatter-brains, Panders. 1829
Brockett N. C. Gloss, (ed. 2). 1881 Cumberld. Gloss, etc.

b. Shag rag and bobtail = tag rag and bobtail.
1708 Motteux Rabelais iv. xxxiii, It wilt swallow us all,

Ships and Men, Shag, Rag, and Bobtail, like a dose of Pills.

1762 Sterne Tr. Shandy V. i. 5 There was a good farcical
house, large enough to hold.. them, shag rag and bob-tail,

male and female, all together. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss.
II. 113 Shag-rag and bobtail.

Shagreen (Jagrrn). Also 7-8 shagr-in,
shaggreen, 8 shaggareen, 7-9 Chagrin. [Var.
Chagrin sb.]

1. A species of untanned leather with a rough
granular surface, prepared from the skin of the
horse, ass, etc., or of the shark, seal, etc., and
frequently dyed green. Also, an imitation of this.

1677 [see 3]. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. fy P. 264 Hides
and Leather from Bulgaria, Turky, and of their own
dressing, which excels that we call. .Shagreen for Durable-
ness. 1710 Steele Tatter No. 245 p 2 A Bible bound in
Shagreen. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {1776) VI. 239 His
[the shark's] skin . . being that substance which covers instru-
ment cases, called shagreen. 1777 Cook yd Voy. in. ix.

(1784) II. 174 The men of Mataia.. cover, .their bodieswith
a sort of shagreen, being skin of fishes. 185a Morfit
Tanning Sf Currying (1853) 443 The genuine oriental sha-
green is not a true leather, but a skin prepared by drying.
1891 E. Peacock N. Brendan II. 327 A thin oval case
covered with dark shagreen. 1907 Galsworthy Country
House 1. i. 2 A tall man.. whose tall wife carried a small
bag of silver and shagreen.

b. The skin of various sharks, rays, etc., which
is covered with close-set calcined papillae, forming
a hard rough surface : used for polishing, etc.

1870 Nicholson Man. Zool. Iviii. (1875) 434 The so-called
' shagreen ' of the Dog-fishes and sharks is composed of
very small and close-set tooth-like processes. 1871 Huxley
Anat. Vert. iii. 126 Very commonly it [the integument of
sharks, etc.] is developed into papillae, which become calci-

fied, and give rise to toothlike structures ; these, when they
are very small and close-set, constitute what is called
shagreen. 1873 Mivart Elem.Anat. vu. 277 These [calcifica-

tions] may be quite small and thickly distributed all over
the body. A skin so furnished is called shagreen.

o. transf in Ironfounding. (See quot.)
1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Shagreen, hard, colored,

metallic spots found on the surface of iron castings,

t 2. A silk fabric. Obs. rare.
x7oa Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (iQii) 197 For 5

J

ells black shagrin..i8 9 o. 1728 Mrs. Delany in Life
<$• Corr. (1861) I. 177, I.. bought eighteen yards of very
pretty white silk for Trott, something in the nature of
shagreen, but a better colour than they ever are. 1741
Anti-Pamela', Mem. Mr. J. Parry 129 Nicholas advised
him., to have the suit lined with white Shagreen.
3. aitrib. and Comb. a. attrib. passing into adj.,

made of shagreen, as shagreen case, cover, skin.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shagreen,.. a. sort of rough,
green Leather ; as A *Shagreen Case. 1730 Inventory D.
Bond's Goods (1732) 34 A Shaggareen Case for Bottles.
185a Thackeray Esmond Of, vii, She held out the black
shagreen -case, c 1696 Prior Cupid <y Gan. 19 Two Table-
Books in *Shagreen Covers. 1677 J. P. tr. Tavemier's
Trav. 1. iv. 21 [They] wear Boots or Shooes of *Shagrin-
Leather. Ibid., *Shagrin-Skins. 1782-3 W. F. Martyn
Geog. Mag. I. 42 In this country are also manufactures of
..shagreen skins and other leather.

b. (Sense 1 b.) shagreen-granule, point, scale

;

shagreen-ray, -skate, Raiiafullonica.
1896 H. Woodward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mus. 82

In the majority of instances, the fossils [of sharksj consist
merely of detached spines, *shagreen-granules, teeth, or
pieces of cartilage. 1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks ii. 58 An
external armature, consisting of plates, spines, and ^shagreen
points of solid bone. 1776 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 77
"Shagreen Ray. I met with this species at Scarborough,
where it is called the French Ray. 1849 Murchison Siluria
vii. 138 The fish-remains are chiefly those of the minute
*Shagreen scales. 1882 Tenison-Woods Fish Nezo South
Wales 191 *Shagreen-skate. Raiiafullonica. Britain.

c. Comb. : shagreen-covered, -like adjs.

1857 H. Miller Test. Rocks i. 62 The dorsal spines and
*shagreen covered skin of the common dog fish. 1864 Sala
Quite Alone I. viii. 131 Limp, green, shagreen-covered
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registers to keep the accounts in. 1840 tr. Cuvier's Anim.
Kingd 3r7 Others (of the subgenus Pimelodes] have the
head oval, and a kind of helmet of *shagreen-like bones.

Shagreened (jagrfnd), a. [f. prec + -ed 2.]

1. Having a roughened consistence or appearance

like ' shagreen * or shark-skin.

17M Bradley Pkilos. Acc. Wks. Nat. 74 Its Skin is

Shagreen'd, like that of the Dog-Fish. z8oz Pennant
Jour*. Loud, to I. Wight II. 73 The back and tail sha-

greened. x8*» J. Parkinson Ouil. Oryctol. 301 With a
rough and shagreened surface in the soft tortoises. 1841
E. Newman Hist. Insects 28 The microscope shews the
case of the egg to be shagreened in squares. 1866 E. C.
Rye Brit. Beetles 47 Their elytra are shagreened in texture.

1899 Allhutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 595 These patches [of

neurotic lichen], which have a shagreened aspect, spread
quickly.

2. Covered with shagreen.
1847 Webster ; and in later Diets.

Shah (ja). Forms : 6 shawgh, 6-7 shaugh,
xa, 6-9 shaw, 7 sa(a, saha, scha, shawe, shagh,
7-8 s(c)hach, schah, aha, 9 shauh, 7- shah,
[a. Pers. 5l*, shah, shortened from OPers.

X^ayapiya king, prob. orig. an adj. = 'mighty'.
allied to Skr. khatra dominion, Gr. /craaOat to ac-
quire, get, KCKT7j<r0at to possess.] A Persian title

equivalent to ( king ' ; in Europe the usual designa-
tion of the monarch of Persia, the Padishah.
1566 A. Edwards in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 378 A noble

man.. in great fauour with the Shaugh. C1575 Ducket
Ibid. 422 The king of Persia.. is called the Shawgh. 1625
Purchas Pilgrints I. 11. i. 32 Ismael the Persian Xa, or
Sophi. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 250 The
Kings of Persia were not called Schachs, as they are now.
1664 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II. 146 The Shagh of
Persia? 1747 GentL Mag. XVII. 449/1 Advices from
Ispahan confirm the death of the late Schah. 182s T.
Hook Sayings Ser. n. Passion <\ Princ. xv. III. 396 Pun-
kah'd by Ranees and salamed by Shaws. 1828 [Morif.r]
Hajji Baba in Eng. I. xiv. 158 The shah's throne, on which
he sits to administer justice. 1897 L. J. Trotter Life %
Nidwlson n. (1908) 30 Calcutta had heard of the Snah's
triumphant return to the Bala Hissar.

b. followed or preceded by a proper name.
1564 A. Jenkinson in Hakluyt Voy. (15S9) 370, I was sent

for to come before the sayd Sophie, otherwise called Shaw
Thamas. 1566 A. Edwards Ibid. 378 Thomas the Shaugh.
1601 Hakluyt Galvano's Discov. World 49 Shaugh Ismael
king of Persia. 1614 Selden Titles Hon. no Ismael
is vsually calld Ismael Schah, Shah, or Shach. 1683 W.
Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1. 87 Buglagotte, a place where
Shaw Susa [i.e. Shuja'J fought a great battle with his brother,
y* present Emperour Aureng Zeeb. 1685 Ibid. 211, I went
to see y8 King of Persia, Sha Soliman, ride abroad to take

yfl aire. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. <y P. 171 His Grandfather
was a Man in Esteem under Nisham Shaw. 1738 [G. Smith]
Cur. Relat. II. 570 Shach Sefi caused not many Years ago
one Side of the Wall to be lined with Marble Slabs. 181s
Elphinstone Acc. Canbul (1842) I. 104 His voice and
manner strongly resembled Shauh Shujah's. ifyi—Hist.
Ind. xii. L II. 567 The death of Bahadur Shah [at Lahorj
was followed by the usual struggle among his sons.

Sh.ab.tlom (fa-dam), rare. [f. Shah + -dom.]
The position, dignity, or territory of the Shah.
1884 Marvin Region Eternal Fire xix. 334 Desert or

mountain-severed provinces, susceptible of being easily
broken off the Shahdom in detail. 1895 Athenaeum 9 Mar.
314/1 The difficult task of tutoring Shahdom,
Shahee, variant or obs. form of Shahi.

II Shaheen (Jahrn). Also shahin. [Urdu, a.

Pers. ^j&ju shdhin, lit. royal (bird), f. shah

Shah.] An Indian falcon, Falco peregriiiator and
other species.

1839 Jerdon in Madras Jml, Lit. <$ Sci. X. 81 The sha-
heen is a native of India, and breeds pretty generally among
rocky mountains. 1851 J. Gould Birds Asia m, PI. 2,

Falco peregrinator. Shaheen Falcon. 185a EL F. Burton
Falconry Valley Indus xi. 13 The Bahri..and her tiercel,

here vulgarly called the Shahin, are found in some parts of
the province [Scinde]. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 366/1 (Fal-
conry), In India there are used. .the black shaheen, Falco
peregrinator-^^x^-xv^^A^2kieAXiyFalcobabylonicus\^\.z.\.

Shahgoest, variant of Syagush.

II
Shahi (Ja'i). Forms: a. 6 shaugh, 7 scahy, -i,

shawhee, schai, 8 s(h)ahie, chaye, 7-9 shahee,
9- shahi ; £. erron. 7 shehide, shaet, schaied.

[Pers. ,£\Z*s)iahi royal, f. foshdh: see Shah.

It has been suggested that the erroneous forms are due
to confusion (by Europeans) with the word shdhid martyr.]

Formerly, a small silver coin of Persia varying
between 4^. and lod. ; now, a copper coin of Persia
worth about \d.
a. 1566 A. Edwards in Hakluyt Voy.(is%) 378,2oosbaughes

is a tumen, reckoning euery shaugh for 6. pence Russe.
16x7 Moryson Itin. 1. 293 Eight aspersat Cyprus made one
scahy (a Turkish money which the Italians call Seya) being
esteemed at little more then sixepence English, and fifteene

scahy made a zechine. 1619 in Foster Eng. Factories India
(1006) 140 Two shabees maketh a mafhmudi]. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 151 Their [Persian] Coines..Larrees..are
worth ten pence, Shawhees four pence. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenot's Trav. 11. 89 The Piastres are commonly worth
there thirteen Schais. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxiv.

292 Shahie, or sahie. 1882 K.O'Donovan Merv Oasis I. xxiv.
400 Small copper coins called pools and shahis.
0. C1583 NEWBERYin Yurchz& Pilgrims W.ix.ui. 1418'rhe

cariage ofa Mule from Arzerum to Arsingam, costeth twelue
Shehides. 1677 J. P. tr. Tavernier's Trav. 1. 1. xii. 51 There
are four several pieces of Silver Coyn (in Persia] ; Abassi's,
Mamoudi's, Shaet'*, and Bisti's. Ibid., Two Shayet's make a

600

Mamoudi. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 31 At
Aleppo, .the Schaied is worth five Aspres, sixteen Schaieds
go for a Piastre.

Shahmanism, variant of Shamanism.
Shahstah, obs. form of Shasteb.
I! Slializadah (Jaza'da). Forms : 7 shawh-

zawdeh, 9 shahzadeh, shazada, shah, zadeh,
shahzada, 8- shahzadah. [Pers. sihsli shah-

zadah, f. ,^ Shah + tJ |j zadah son.] The son of

the Shah ; a king's son.
1662 Phillips (ed. 2), Shawh-zawdeh, the Grand-Signior's

son ; the word signifieth in Persian tongue, a King's son.
1800 Wellington in Suppl. Desp. (1858) I. 461 You have
heard of the conspiracy here [Seringapatam] to.. carry off
the Shah-zadahs. 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India II. iv. v. 172
The Shazada (such was the title by which the eldest son of
the Mogul was then distinguished in Bengal). 1840 J. B.
Fraser Trav . Koordistan, etc. I. iii. 56 Thus, however, the
Beglerbeggee becomes regarded nearly in the light and rank
of a Shan Zadeh, and maintains the state of one. 1859
Hodson's Twelve Yrs. India 310 note. The three Princes
\footn. called Shahzadahs]. .were in a tomb six miles off.

Shaik, variant of Sheikh.

+ Shail, sb.1 Obs. rare. Also shayle. [Cf.
Shewel.] A scarecrow.
1531 Elvot Gov. i. xxiii. The good husbande..setteth up

cloughtes or thredes, whiche some call shailes [1557 shayles],
. . to feare away birdes.

Shail, *M dial. rare. In 6 shayle. [f. Shail
v.2] A crooked gait ; a shuffling, awkward manner
of walking. First in a-shayle adv. , moving or
walking in a shuffling, awkward manner.
1530 Palsgr. 831/1 A shayle with the knees togyther, and

the fete outwarde, a eschars. 1887 Hardv IVoodlanders I.

xi. 202 Fancy.. her bounding walk becoming the regular
Hintock shail-and-wamble.

f Shail, w. 1 Obs. rare-1
. [An alteration of

Sk ah. v. (perh. a scribal error ; the MS. elsewhere
has skail.y] intr. = Skail v. 9.

£1375 Cursor M. 18836 (Fairf), His hare-.bi his eres
shailande sumdele [a 1300 Coti. skailand].

Shail (J^l), ».2 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 4-5
schayle, 5 soheyle, (6 shoyle, soayle), 6, 9
shayl, 6-7,9shale,(7?shael),7-shail. [Possibly

a metathetic derivative of OE. sceolh oblique.]

1. intr. To stumble, to walk or move in a
shuffling, shambling manner.
?a 1400 Morte Arth. 1098 Schovelle-fotede was batschalke,

and schaylande hyme semyde, With schankez unschaply,
schowande to-gedyrs. c 1440 Promp. Parv.443/1 Schaylyn,
or scheylyn. (Disgredior.) 1483 Catk. Angl. 332/1 To
Schayle (v.r. Schaylle), degradi & degredi. a 1529
Skelton Sp. Parrot 85 Our Thomasen she doth trip,

our Ienet she doth shayle. 1530 Palsgr. 700/1, I shayle
with the fete, jentretaille despiedz. I never sawe man
have a worse pace, se how he shaylleth. 1565 Golding
Ovid's Met. it. (1567) 17 The Waine for want of weight
. . Did hoyse aloft and scayle and reele, as though it

empty were. 1575 Turberv. Venerie lv. 155 They [wild
swine] set not their hinderfoote within their forefoote, and
their gards fall straight vpon the ground and neuer shoyle
or Ieane outwards. 1593 Passionate Morrice (1876) 82
Other, which were well legde, shaled with their feete, or
were splafooted. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables cexxi. 193
Child [a young crab], (says the Mother) You must Use your
self to Walk Streight, without Skewing, and Shailing so
Every step you set. 1887 Hardy Woodlanders I. xi. 202
She may shail ; but she'll never wamble.

b. Jig. To blunder, be wrong.
a 1529 Skelton ' Womanhood, wanton ' 19 Good mastres

Anne, there ye do shayle. — Col. Cloute 401 What, Colyne,
there thou shales ! — Replyc. 172 Ye shayle inter enigmala
And interparadiginata.

2. ? To blink. rare~K (See Shailing vbl. sb.)

3. dial. a. intr. To glide or move in a slanting

direction, b. trans. To throw (a flat missile) with
a gliding motion. [Possibly a distinct word.]
a. 189s A. Patterson Man ff Nat. on Broads 78 High

over-head some great grey gulls are ' shayling ' in erratic
flight, making seaward.
b. 183a tr. Tour Gerjn. Prince 111. v. 127 It is also no rarity

for some one to throw the fragments of his < goute'..on
the heads of the people in the pit, or to shail them with sin-
gular dexterity into the boxes. 1840 Spurdens Suppl. Forty,
Shail, to throw a flat missile, as a tile or an oyster shell.

Hence Shai'ling vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
Shai'ler, one who shambles in his gait.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xii. (Tollemache MS.),
pe scrabbe is schaylynge beste [1495 a sheylynge, 1535
shelynge, 1582 shelling beest] and goob bakwarde. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 443/1 Schaylare. Ibid., Schaylynge (or

scheylynge, loripedacio). c 1460 Ibid. (Winch. MS.) 395
Schey, or skey, or horsys or schyttyl scheylere, idem quod
schaylare, supra. 1530 Palsgr. 266/1 Schayler that gothe
a wrie with his fete, boytevx. 1611 Cotgr., Fauouet,..Si
shaling wry-legd fellow. 1653 Bulwer Anthropomet. vi.

106 The word.. was Hippos, which signifies a perpetual!
shaeUng of the Eyes. 1658 Gurnall Chr. in Ann. verse
14. vi. 11. 237 This is too narrow a path, for many shaleing
professours to walk in now adays.

Shair(d, obs. Sc. forms of Share v., Sherd.
[Shairl, spurious word : see Shawl {-goat).']

Shairman, Shairn, Sc. ff. Shearman, Sharn.
II Shaitan (pta'n). Forms : 7 shitan, seei-

than, 7, 9 sheitan, 9- shaitan. [Arab. ^jUa-w
shaitan, corruptly a. Heb. satan Satan.]
1. The Devil, Satan ; an evil spirit.

1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 241 Ozman in his

SHAKE.
parody assures them, The Devil (Shitan they call him) ever
diets so. 166a J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 233
But as soon as they were gone, Sceithan, that is to say, the
Devil, presented himself to Hagar. 1698 A. Brand Emb.
Muscovy into China 41, I could not meet with any thing
worth taking notice of all over the Hall but their Sheitan,
or (as they themselves call'd it) their God. 1863 Yule Friar
Jordanus' Mirabilia (Hakl. Soc.) 37 note, Certain mys-
terious footsteps, more than thirty or forty paces asunder,
which the natives alleged to be Shaitan's.

2. trans/. An evil-disposed or vicious person or
animal.
1834 Morier Ayesha I. i. 18 Cara Bey ! oof ! he is a Shei-

tan, he is Satan, he is a black Yezidi, a worshipper of the
clevll ! 1849 Layard Nineveh I. ix. 287 note. The term
Sheitan (equivalent to Satan) is usually applied in the East
to a clever, cunning, or daring fellow. 1884 F. Boyle On
Borderland 377 Kanjit Singh, that Shaitan, turned it into
a magazine. 189s Mrs. B. M. Croker Village Tales (1896)
21 The shaitan {i.e. a tiger] has slain my man and my son.
Ibid. 230 But Zalim Sing had no such excuse—he is a shai-
tan, the son of a she ass.

3. A dust-storm.
1900 Daily News 17 Apr. 5/5 In India and the East a

dust storm rejoices in the name Shaitan, otherwise Satan.
..To-day thousands of sightseers were the playthings of a
Shaitan in the Champ-de-Mars. 1911 in Webster.
Shakal, obs. variant of Jackal.
Shakbott, -but(t, obs. forms of Sackbut.
1519 Lett. $ Pap. Hen. VIII, III. 11. 1533 To the shak-

butts, 501. 1553 G. Peele Hon. Garter Bib, Therewith I
heard the Clarions and the Shalmes, The Shakbuts.

Shake (p'k), sb.l Also 4 schak, 5 schakke,
8-9 shack, [f. Shake ».]

t L 1. a. With prefixed adj., as advb. cognate
obj. to shake vb., or other vbs. of motion, a good,
great, etc. shake : quickly, with headlong speed.

13. . K. Alts. 232 Away he rod from heom god schak. 13.

.

Propr. Sanct. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr,
LXXXI^ 84/72 And afturbei schoken a ful gret schak.

(Cf.

?ci475 Hunt. Hare 96 Thei wente a nobull schakke.

f b. A charge (of men in battle), onrush.
Shock sd.) Obs.
c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2663 So bat be furste schak was ouer-

come of hure enymys. la 1400 Morte Arth. 1759 The Bre-
tons . . Scbolckes in with a schakke, and schontez no langere.

II. The action or an act of shaking.
2. An act of shaking a person or thing.
1581 A. Hall Iliad iv. 72 And as down leaped he, His gay

and gorgeous armor rich so sounded in the shake. 163a
J. Hayward tr. BiondVs Fromena 2 The dogge.. pinchid
him in the eye, with so terrible a shake, that the Lion . . was
constrained to forsake himselfe. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc,
Printing 172 Sometimes it happens that by a Shake.. the
Metal may spill. 1715 Addison Freeholder No. 1 p 5
Blossoms, that would fall away with every shake of wind.
1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 138 Give them a
shake together before you lie in your eggs. 1823 Lamb Elia
Ser. 11. Amicus Rediv., It seemed to nave given a shake to
memory, calling up notice after notice of [etc.], 1845 Poe
Purloined Let. Tales 206 We turned over every leaf in each
volume, not contenting ourselves with a mere shake.

b. (Usually in full a shake of the hand.) An
act of shaking hands or a person's hand, a hand-
shake. (See Shake v.)

r
1712 Addison Sped. No. 269 F 5 Our Salutations . . consist-

ing of many kind Shakes of the Hand. 1830 L. Hunt Indi-
cator No. 40I. 315 The shake [was] as close, as long, and as
rejoicing, as if the semi-unknown was a friend come home
from the Desarts. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuthbert vii. 75 Jim
Sinclair gave her hand a very British shake.

c. Shake ofthe head : see Shake v. 6 b.

1713 J. Hughes in J. Duncombe Lett. (1772) I. 74, I may
have called a man a knave by a shake of the head and a
shrug of the shoulders. 1779 Sheridan Critic m. i, Puff.
Why, by that shake of the head, he [I.d. Burleigh] gave you
to understand that [etc.]. 1848 Dickens Dombey 1, Captain
Cuttle observed with a shake of his head, that jack Bunsby
himself hadn't made it out. 1889 Parnell in R. B. O'Brien
Life (1898) II. 228 Is there any one of them who., sitting in

his place, by a shake of the head, or a nod, or a wprd, will

venture to say that [etc.] ?

d. An act of shaking oneself. Also^.
17x2-14 Pope Rape Lock i. 15 Now lap-dogs give them-

selves the rousing shake. 17*6 W. Penn Tracts Wks. I.

490 Having given my self a loose shake of the Calumnies of
his first Section. 1830 Blackw. Mag. XXVIII. 596 That
long shake [of a dog] that bedrizzled the sunshine. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. vxii, The speaker got up from a
bench on which he had been lying unobserved, and gave
himself a shake.

e. dial. The shaking out of corn from the ear.

Also in Comb, shake-tinie. Cf. Shack sdA
1668 Worlidgb Vict. Rust., Shake-time, the season of the

year that Mast and such Fruits fall from Trees. 1786 Har'st
Rigvi, And aye they tell, that ' a green shear Is an ill shake.'

1899 Cumbld. Gloss, s. v. Shear, A green shear's as bad as
a shak.

£ Paper-making.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 225/1 He.. then gives the

mould the 'shake \ a gentle shake both along and across the
mould. 1890 A. Watt Paper-making xii. 131 He gives the
mould a gentle shake from his chest forward and back again,
which is called the fore-right shake ; this shake takes place
across the wires. . . He next gives a shake from right to left,

and back again.

g. dial. A raffle.

1877 E. Leigh Chesh. Gloss., Shake, a raffle, ' My mon
won the picture in a shake.'

h. colloq. or slang. Used as the type of instan-

taneous action, esp. in the phrases in a shake
t
in a

brace or couple of shakes.
rtt6G.Mvi*Clyd*sdaI*MinstrelsyQ%{lZ.l>.Y).)ln\.\ieshakz
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ofahand I received my sight. 1840 Bahham fngol. Leg. Ser. 1.

St. Aloys, He'll be up at the church in a couple of shakes.

J841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. xvi. 283 I'll just, .run

whome wi* un, and be back agin in a brace of shakes. 1883
Stevenson Treasure Isi. xiii, ' W«ll, if I speak back, pikes

will be going in two shakes. 1904 E. Nesbit Phoenix <§

Carpet vii. 145 Wait a shake, and I'll undo the side gate.

3. Irregular vibratory or tremulous movement,
esp. as the result of impact or disturbance of equi-

librium ; irregular lateral movement (of something
revolving or moving in a line). Naut. A fluttering

or shivering (of a sail).

1665 Hooke Microgr. 12 Thecauseoffluidness..I conceive
to be nothing else but a certain pulse or shake of heat. 1690
Boyle Effects ofMotion iii. 18 The Shake is first communi-
cated by the Cannon to the earth or floor on which they play.
1764 I. Ferguson Led. 48 The bush must embrace the
spindle quite close, to prevent any shake in the motion. 1797
Encycl. Brit, (ed. 3) XV. 663/2 A square box made to slide
along this wooden trunk without shake. i8a< J. Nicholson
Ofier. Mech. 529 The earth must be struck with a rammer, and
if found to shake, must be bored, to ascertain whether the
shake be local or general. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II.

320 Diagonal braces, .to resist the shake from the action of
the wheel upon the pinion. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6)

223 The sail will come in without a shake. 1883 Science I.

ioj/i Care should be taken., that there is no * shake' or
lateral motion in the adjustments for focus. 1885 Lock
Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 328/2 See that the cannon pinion
does not confine the shake of the centre wheel.

b. The shock of an earthquake. Now only U.S.
1622 W. Burton Leicestersh. 270 The bell in the Townehall

at Denbigh knowled with the violence of the shake [of an
earthquake]. 1731 Gent/. Mag. I. 224 In that and some
following Days they had no less than 50 Shakes. 1703 S»ea-
tonEdystone L. Introd. 3 It has been destroyed by the shake
of an earthquake. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 3/2 That earth-
quake at Sa.i Francisco—the 'shake', as the local papers
lightheartedly called it within a fortnight.

4. A shivering or trembling ofthe body or limbs

;

also, a state of tremor. The shakes, nervous agita-
tion caused by fear or horror.
1624 Fletcher Rule a Wife iv. i, I must stand to it stoutly,

And show no shake of fear. 1837 Lytton E. Maltrav. 1. x,
She was pale and agitated, or, as she expressed it, ' had a
terrible fit of the shakes'. 1851 Hawthorne Ho. Sev. Gables
xvi, Her nerves were in a shake.

b. An attack of a shaking disease. The shakes,
a name popularly applied to any disease charac-
terized by a trembling of the muscles and limbs.
Dumb shakes, ( U.S.) ? masked intermittent fever. Hatters'

shakes, a disease incident to some workers in hat-making.
178a Mme. D'Arblav Diary 28 Dec, A man who has had

two shakes of the palsy ! 1838 Penny CycL XI. 220/2 When
' the shakes ' have taken possession of their u:ihappy victim
[of mercury-poisoning]. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 355
Even in the midst of a severe * shake

'

}
they would generally

insist that they were ( well enough to dive '. 1867 H. Latham
Black fy White 109 The Dismal Swamp is a first-rate place
for concealment, it you are not afraid of shakes and agues.
1871 Napheys Prezt. $ Cure Dis. m. iL 640 The 'dumb
shakes ' of the Wabash Valley. 1884 Comhill Mag. June
616 An attack of delirium tremens, or, as she and her neigh,
hours style it, a ' fit of the shakes '. 1902 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 15
Feb. 378 Muscular tremors (' hatter? shakes*) are most often
observed in those engaged in dusty post-carolling processes.

o. A tremor (in the voice).

1859 Lever Dav. Dunn liv, If I'd have detected one line

in your face, or one shake in your voice, like treachery.

5. Mus. (See quot. 1881.)

t Close, open shake (see quot. 1674). Obs.

1659 [see shaking stop, Shaking vbl. sb.]. 1674 Playford
Skill Mus. 1. xi. 47 Trill, or plain shake. Ibid. 53 The Trill,

or Shake of the Voice, being the most usual Grace. Ibid, 11.

104 The close Shake is when you stop with your first Finger
on the first Fret, and shake with your second Finger as close
to it as you can ; the open Shake is when you stop with your
first Finger on the first Fret, and shake with your third
Finger on the third Fret. 1711 [see Quaver so. 2]. 1775
Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary Nov. (1889) II. 98 She has a
very pretty shake, and sings very chastly, not with vile

gracesand trills. 1825 South EY/'dE?-d£*w«j>ni. xl, Andsome-
times high the note was raised, and long Produced, with
shake and effort sensible. 1881 F. Taylor in Grove's Diet.
Mus. III. 479 Shake or Trill, .consists of the regular and
rapid alternation of a given note with the note above, . . con-
tinuing for the full duration of the written note. . . Immediately
before the final note of a shake a new subsidiary note is intro-

duced,onedegree£*&7t/theprincipal note. This and the con-
cluding principal note together form what is called the turn
of the shake.

6. A concussion or blow which impairs the

stability of something ; often fig. a damaging blow
(e.g. to an institution, a state of things, a person's

health) ; a shock (to the mind or nerves).

1565 W. Allen Def. Purgatory xvii. 283 One ofthese ouer-
throwers frameth. .his negatiue argument, to the more sure
shake of oure faithe herein after this sorte. 1673 Temple
Observ. United Prov. Wks, 1731 1. 35 The States-General.

.

consisted ofabout Eight Hundred Persons, whose meeting.

.

gave too great a Shake to the whole Body of the Union. 1685
Baxter ParapAr. N. T. Acts xxiv. 8-9 This is a great shake
to the credit of most History. 1704 Swift Tale Tub ix. 168
His Brain hath undergone an unlucky Shake, a 17*3 Foun-
tainhall Decis. (1759) I. 13 Being thought . . a great shake to

the security of men's lives and fortunes. 186a Spmsckr First
Princ. 1. L % 5 (1875) 18 The rude shakes which Science has
given to many of their cherished convictions. 1894 H.
Nisbet Bush GirVs Rom. 44 He was the life of us before he
had that shake, but it's only nerves.

7. To be no great {some great, considerable, etc.)

shakes: to be nothing (something, etc.) extra-

ordinary in ability or importance.
[Perh. alluding to shaking of dice.]

Vol. VIII.
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[1816 Ld. Brouchton Recoil. (1865) II. 2 W. said that a
piece of sculpture there was ' nullae magnae quassationcs ',

and the others laughed heartily.] 1819 Moore Tom Crib's
Memor. (ed. 3) 41 Though no great shakes at learned
chat. xZzoBlackw. Mag. VIII. 89 Ten years ago, the young
Whig was ' non sordidus auctor ', considerable shakes ; but
now they are all asses. 1820 Byron Let. to Murray 28 Sept.
(1875) 733, 1 had my hands full, and my head too, just then
[when he wrote ' Marino Faliero '] ; so it can be no great
shakes. 1845 Carlyle Cromwell (1850) II. 222 No great
shakes at metre. 1876 Browning Pacchiarotto, Shopxi, This
article, no such great shakes, Fizzes like wild fire? 1894
Comhill Mag. June 564 Bannock can't hit a haystack at
fifty yards, and I'm no great shakes.

8. In combination with adv. (subst. use ofphrases

:

of Shake v. : see also Shake-down), a. Shake
out (Stock Exchange) : a crisis in which the weaker
speculators are driven out of the market.
1895 Daily Neius 23 Jan. 2/2 The ' shake-out ' in specula-

tive accounts, .has strengthened the Stock markets. ..The
recent 'shake out' of weak holders, referred to above. 1910
Westm. Gaz. 13 Apr. 10/1 All traces of last week's Rubber
1 shake out ' have vanished.

b. Shake up : a rousing or stirring up to
activity.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. ii, Tom gave the prisoner
a shake-up, took away his list, rnd stood him up on the floor.

1903 Westm. Gaz. 21 Feb. 7/1 The Board has had a healthy
'shake-up'. 191s Contemp. Rev. Nov. 654 Indictments and
bills in equity became the order of the day, and * probings '

and ' shake-ups ' the common talk of business men.

III. Something produced by shaking.

9. A natural cleft or fissure produced during
growth or formation, a. in timber.
For cup, heart, star, wind shake : see those words.
1651 J. White Rich Cabinet (1677) 29 Get a streight piece

of wood ,
. , let it be free from knots, or shakes, then plain it.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Shakes,. .the cracks or
rents in a plank, occasioned by the sun or veather. 1851
Rural Cycl. IV. 178 Shake, a disease in trees, consisting of
long splits up the stem. 1894 Times 31 Aug. 3/5 Yellow
pine, without a single knot, shake, or other blemish in its

whole surface.

b. in rock, mineral strata, etc.
Water shake, one in which a stream empties itself.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. L 2, The Shaft was Sunk in a
great and loose Shack of Chirts. 1771 Mrs. Griffith Hist.
Lady ^Barton I. 41 That same want of stability.. like a
shake in marble, runs thro' the whole block. 1802 J. Mawe
Mineral. Derbysh. iii. 38 In this limestone stratum are
frequently found openings or caverns, which are commonly
called shakes, or swallows. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.
Agric. II. 305 They. . were as compact as when first moved by
the plough, without even the appearance of a water shake or
fissure. 1856 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 11. 373 The more
feeble springs that empty themselves, .through some loose
or porous soil, shakes in the rocks, or otherwise. 1893-4
Northumberld. Gloss., Shake, a thickening or ' belly * in a
vein of lead ore..or the cavity sometimes found in such
places.

10. U.S. pi. a. A set of barrel staves = Shook sb.

1820 ScoRESBY/4rc*. Regions I. 207 note, Empty casks are .

.

taken to pieces, and the staves closely packed up in a cylin-
drical form, constituting what are called shakes or packs.
1841 Dana Seaman s Man. 122 Shakes, the staves of hogs*
heads taken apart.

b. Pieces of split timber, a kind of shingles.

1845 C. Mathews Writ. I. 164 in R. H. Thornton Amer.
Gloss, s. v., A . . house, shingled with what they call ' shakes

'

all over the West and Southwest. 1893 Advance (Chicago)
16 Mar., By and by.. shakes can be split for a roof, and
fastened on.

11. Printing. (See quot)
1888 Jacobi Printers' Voc., Shake, a slur on a printed

sheet through some defect in the impression.

12. (See quot.)
1911 Webster's Diet., Shake. .. Short for milk shake or

egg shake, etc., beverages of milk, or milk and egg, flavored
and shaken thoroughly. Colloq., U. S.

IV. 13. Comb. : shake-bog, a bog which
shakes or quakes when trodden upon ; shake cul-

ture, a Culture (3 c) in which the organisms are

distributed through the medium by a gentle

shake ; shake-hole (see quots.) ; shake willey,

willow,* a machine used in the preparation of

cotton and wool (see quot).
1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. 4r Art II. 599 That kind of

bog called the *shake-bog. 1894 E. Klein in Brit. Med.
yrnl. 13 Oct. 799/1 It does not form gas bubbles in gelatine
*shake cultures. 18*3 Buckland Reliq. Diluv. 6 note, Open
fissures, locally called "shake-holes, or swallow-holes, from
their swallowing up the streams that cross the limestone
districts. 1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Shack-hole, a hollow
in the ground, resembling a funnel, which receives the
surface water. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Shake-willy
(Cotton-manufacture), a willy or willowing machine for

cleaning cotton, preparatory to carding. 1884 W. S. B.
M cLaren Spinning 181 In order . . to shake loose any matted
pieces, the wool is usually passed through a shake willey

or willow.

Shake (J^k), sb. 2 dial. [Short for Shake-rag.
(Cf. Shack sb.2 )] A disreputable person.

1859 Hotten's Slang Diet., Shake, a disreputable man or
woman. North.

Shake (fik), v. Pa. t. shook (Juk) ; pa. pple.

shaken (J£'*k'n). Forms : Inf. 1 sceaoan,

scacan, 3 sceki, sceky, sake, scheken, schek(e,

3-4 scake, ssake, sohak(e, sshake, (4 sehac,

soha(a)k, s(c)haken, 5 schakyn), 4-6 sohake,

6 Sc. scha(i k, 8-9 Sc. and dial, shack, 4-
shake. Pa. t. a. I sceoc, scoc, 3 scoc, scok(o,
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ssoc, ssok, 3-4 schok, choke, 4-5 schook,
4-6 schoke, Sc. schuk(e, 4-7 (9 dial.) shoke,
(4 shok, shuke), 6-7 shooke, (6 showke, Sc.
schuik, 6, 9 sheuk), 9 dial. shu(c)k, north, shuik,
5- shook, p. 4 shakid, 5 shakyd, 6 schaked,
shakte, 6-7 shakt, shak't, 9 dial, shacked,
sha(e)kt, shakked, Sc. and north, shaket,
-it» 5-9 shaked, 6-9 shak'd. 7. 3 sceeken
(//.). Pa. pple. a. 1 sceacen, scacen, scaecen,

4 schaken, (yshaken), s(c)hakun, schake,
4-6 shake, 5 i-sake, 5-6 Sc. schakyn, 6-7 Sc.

scha(i)kin, 6 Sc. shaikne, shacken, shakken.
5- shaken. 0. 5 schaoked, 6-7 shak'd, shakt, 6
shakte, 7 shak't, 9 dial, shacked, shakked,
shak't, 6- shaked. 7. (6 shooken), 7 shooke,
9 dial, shock, shooken, shookt, shu(c)k, -en, Sc,
sheuken, shooken, 7- shook. [OE. scacan str.

vb. {sede, scacen) corresponds to OS. skakan to de-
part (once only, in pa. t. skSk), mod.Fris. dialects

(Sylt) skaake, (Fohr) skaaki to push, displace. LG.
schacken to shake, ON. skaka {skdk, skekinn) to
shake (Sw. skaka) :-OTeut. *skakan. (Not found
in Goth, or in HG. ; the OHG. gloss ( untscha-
chondes, fluctivagi ' seems to prove the existence of
a derivative vb. *scach6n to wander.) Outside Teut.
the only probable cognate is Skr. khaj to agitate,
churn (khaja, khaja a churn).]

f I. 1. intr. A poetical word for : To go, pass,
move, journey ; to flee, depart. Said of persons
and things, and both in physical and non-physical
senses. Also with away, forth, down. Obs.
It is not clear that the notion of rapidity of movement,

which may be found in some of the examples, is other than
merely contextual.
Beowulf 1803 (Gr.) pa com beorht leoma scacan ofer scadu.

Ibid. 3118 ponne straela storm, .scoc ofer scildweall. a 1000
Andreas 1594 (Gr.) [Hi] gewiton mid by waeje in forwyrd
sceacan under eorban grund. a iiza O. E. Chron. (Laud
MS.) an. 992, Da sceoc he on niht fram bsere fyrde him
sylfum to^mycclum bismore. a 1220 Bestiary 264 De mire
. . sune5 it and sake5 for/3, so it same were. Ibid. 660.
a 1300 Childhood Jesus 1387 in Horstm. Aliengl. Leg.
(1875) 46 po Josep was fram him i-schake. a 1300
Cursor M. 21228 Quider-ward sum-euer he scok. £1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7084 Out of his abite
he hym schok. 1338 — Chron. (1810) 217 Symoun did
doun schake [to the king's side]. Ibid. 323 With bam
away bei schoke. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 928 Duke Rolant
saw hymen awayward schake. cx^aaSegc jerus. 18/315

;
(E.E.T.S.) Clerkes & comens of contrees aboute, Wer
schacked to bat cite, c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 2744 Grete
diches wescholen here make, wherthorwgh this water schal
forth_ Schake. <: 1450 — Holy Grail xiv. 282 And whan ne
Of his Swowneng tho he Awook, Anon there Into A Sadel
he Schook. ? c 1475 Hunt. Hare 66 To the town the husbond
wentt, As fast as he myght schake. 15.. Wedding of Syr
Gawene 741 in Syr Gawayne (Bannatyne Club) 298 Syr
Gawen rose, and in his hand he toke His fayr lady, and to
the dore he shoke.

II. To vibrate irregularly, tremble.

2. Of things having more or less freedom of
movement : To move irregularly and quickly to

and fro, up and down, or from side to side; to

quiver, quake, vibrate, waver.
c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xi. 7 Husct eada ^e in uoestern

gesea jerd from uinde sceaecende. c 1386 Chaucer Merck.
T. 605 The slakke skyn aboute his nekke shaketh. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 443/2 Schakyn or qwakyn. ., tremo. Schakyn
or waveryn, vacillo. 1575 Gascoicne Kenelworth 11. v.

Wks. 1910 II. 127 Her Majestie came by a close Arbor,.

.

and whiles Silvanus pointed to the same, the principal!

bush shaked. 1684 R. Waller Ess. Nat. Exper. 62 Her
Wings . . upon the Ingress of the air shoke very much. 1780
Cowper Progr. Err. 129 The full concerto swells upon your
ear; All elbows shake. 1800 Wordsw. Pet Lamb 10 His
tail with pleasure shook. 1847 Tennyson Princess iv. 3
The long fight shakes across the lakes, i860 Longf. Way.
side Inn, K. Olaf 11. xiv, While the rifted Streamers o'er
him shook and shifted. 187a Calverley Fly Leaves (1884)
65 The mighty pine-forests which shake In the wind.

b. Naut. Of a sail : To shiver, vibrate, flutter.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Shivering, the state
of a sail when it shakes or flutters in the wind. 1846
Codrington in Nicolas Disp. Nelson VII. 154 note, She
kept her starboard and lee studding-sails set and shaking.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., To shake in the wind.

f c. Of a person or animal : To throw oneself

or one's limbs about. Obs,

1538 Elyot Dict.,Succusso, to shake as a horse doth whan
he trotteth. 1611 Cotgr., lacter,. .to swing, tosse, tumble,
or shake vp and downe.

3. Of things normally stable or still : To vibrate

irregularly, tremble, either as a whole or in its parts,

as the result ofimpact or disturbance ofequilibrium.

Hence, to totter, lose stability, become weakened.
1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 4241 Al be hul mid be vallinge

ssoc. 'a 1300 Cursor M. 19211 And in bat erth-dm bar
scok, pe haligast eft-sith bai tok. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of
Aymon ix. 217 The trompettes-.sownea soo sore that the
chambre where as he laye shoke of it. 1523 Skelton Garl.
Laurel 1508 The starry heuyn, me thought, shoke with the
showte. a 1530 J. Heywood Play of Love (1534) B iv,

And therwithall I fet a sygh such one As made the forme
shake which we both sat on. 1605 1st Pt. Jeronimo m.
i. 24 Now, Spaine, sit fume ; ile make thy towers shake.

1634 Milton Comus 797. 1785 Burns Jolly Beggars, He
ended ; and the kebars sheuk Aboon the chorus roar. 1819
Scott Ivanhoe xxix, The postern gate shakes, . . it crashes

—
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it is splintered by his blows, 184a Babham Ingol. Leg. Ser.

H. Sir Rupert, From base to turret the castle shook. 1859

Tennyson Elaine 459 So.. that a man far-off might well

perceive . .The hard earth shake. 1864 — Voyage ii, We felt

the good ship shake and reel.

b. Jig. Of a person : To lose firmness. ? Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 116 Makeoure herten ueste and stedeuest bet

hi ne ssake uor none uondynge bet to hare comb.

C. Of a band of persons ; To become unsteady,

to reel, give way.

*375 Barbour Bruce 11. 380 And in the stour sa hardyly

He ruscnyt, that all the semble schuk. a 1586 Sidney Ar-
cadia 1. (Sommer) 26 b, The great bodie of them beginning

to shake, and stagger. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 611

The pikes of the rebel battalions began to shake ; the ranks
broke.

4. Of a person, his body, limbs, etc. : To quake
or tremble with physical infirmity or disease ; to

quiver with emotion ; to shiver with cold, to quake
with fear.

To shake in one's shoes '.^ to tremble with fear.

[a 1 100 A Idh. GL in Napier OE. Glosses i. 4160 Exhorruitt

ofscoc.] aiyao Cursor M. 3565 Quen bat sua bicumsald. .be
heued biginnes for to scak. 1398 Trevisa BartJu De P.R.
xvil clxxxv. (1495) 726 The dronklew mannys honde trem-
blythandshakyth. c 1489 Caxtoh Sonnes ofAymonviu 161
He shoke all for angre. Ibid. xxiv. 528 He shoke all for fere.

1581 A. Hall Iliad x. 183 He stoode so tremblingly, That
one full wel might heare his teeth togither so to shake.
x6n Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 64r Why shak'st thou so?
Feare not (man). 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 31
And about midnight . . my frend came home againe, shaking
every joint of hym. 1735 Pope Donne Sat. iv. 279, I sweat,
I fly, And shake all o'er, like a discover'd spy. 1781 Cowper
Conversat. 333 He shakes with cold. x8x8 Cobbett Polit.
Reg. XXXIII. 497 This is quite enough to make Corruption
and all her tribe shake in their shoes. 2848 Thackeray
Van. Fair lviii, Was that she ? He began to shake at the
mere possibility. 1873 Punch 15 Mar. 107/2 It had set the
whole Liberal party shaking in its shoes \ 1909 Mrs. H.
Ward Daphne iv. 90 Her small frame shook with weeping.

b. To be convulsed with laughter. Cf. lie.
1728 Pope Dune. \. 22 Whether thou choose Cervantes'

serious air, Or laugh and shake in Rab'lais' easy chair.

1748 Johnson Van. Num. Wishes 61 How wouldst thou
[Democritus] shake at Britain's modish tribe. 1905 F. Young
Sands 0/Pleasure n. it, If the whole of France is shaking
with the antics of Venus, the whole heavens are shaking
with laughter.

IIX To cause to vibrate, agitate.

5. trans. To brandish or flourish threateningly

(a weapon or something used as a weapon)
; f to

wield. Also, to flourish, wave (something) in

ostentation or triumph.
c xooo MS. Bodl. 577 If. 63 b, Macheram stricto mucrone

uibrabat, gloss sceoc c 1*05 Lay. 2648 r Heo scaeken on heore
honden speren swi<5e stronge. c 1310 Sir Tristr. 885 Schaftes
bai gun schake. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xxxi. 321 He
shoke the swerd to the kynge. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb.
Rent (1576) 185 A picture of woode, that wulde shake a
speare, and rolle the eyes. 1601 Shaks. AIVs Wellu. v. 96
Go thou toward home, where I wil neuer come, Whilst I can
shake my sword. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 489 And over them
triumphant Death his Dart Shook, but delaid to strike.
171a Steele Sped. No. 382 F 1 The Prince, .shaked a Cane
at the Officer. 18x3 Scorr Rokeby 1. ii, Conscience, .calls

her furies forth, to snake The sounding scourge and hissing
snake. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xx, 'Take heed, Oliver!
take heed !

' said the old man, shaking his right hand before
him in a warning manner. 1861 W. Collins Basil 111. vi,

He has no marriage-certificate to shake over our heads, at
any rate. 1896 A. E. Housman Shropshire LadxWW, And
the people passing by Stop to shake their fists and curse.

b. fig. Chiefly in phrases, f To shake boast : to
boast, swagger, j To shakethefeather \ see Feather
sb. 8 b.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3645 After hym folwede&schoke bost
xxx" bowsant on an host. 1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys
( 1 57<>) 45 Thou shakest boast [jactas] oft of her foly in vayne.
1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 21 A reckless star Seemed
shaking over him malific powers.

6. To move to and fro irregularly or tremulously,
agitate (some part of the body) ; (of an animal)
to * wag* (its tail) (? obs.) ; (of a bird) to flap,

flutter (its wings) esp. as preparing to fly. Also
said of a thing personified. Also with down, wide.
[a xooo Phanix 144 ponne . .he . . briwa ascaeceb febre flyht-

hwate.1 x388WYCLiF3Vr.il. 38Theischulenschakelockis,as
thewhelpisofliouns. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 50x8 panschogs
hire be son-tree & schoke hire schire leues. 1486 Bk. St.
Albans cviijb, She..drawith booth her wyngys ouer the
myddys of her boekc.and softely shakyth them. 1590
Spenser F. Q. il iv. 15 [Furor] Shakt his long lockes..And
bit his tawny beard to shew his raging ire. x6oo Fairfax
Tasso 1. xiv, On Libanon at first his foote he set, And
shooke his wings with roarie maydewes wet. 1667 Milton
£. Z.. vii. 66 The Tawnie Lion. .Rampant shakes his
Bnnded main, a xtoo Evelyn Diary 19 oept. 1658, Rattle-
snakes., swiftly vibrating and shaking their tailes. 1797
Ht. Lee Canterb. T„ Frenchm. T. (1799) I. 192 Dorsain
shook his grey locks—4 That's as much as to say our dancing
days are past

!

' added Antoine, observing it. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy v, Shaking down a profusion of sable ringlets.
1819 Shelley Cyclops 66 Shaking wide thy yellow hair.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, He steps proudly along,
..and shakes his black chevelure, or lion's-mane. 1851
Thackeray Esmond 11. i, His cruel goddess had shaken
h« *«gs and fled. 1909 J. G. Frazer Psyche's Task iv.

3j The sun-scorched stocks of the fruitless Indian corn
*nook their rustling leaves in the wind.

b. To shake one's head-, to turn the head slightly
to one side and the other in sorrow or scorn, or to
express disapproval, dissent or doubt.

a X300 Cursor M. 24503 On him mi hefd i scock, and said,
' Vngretli, leif sun, er pou graid !

' c 1310 Seuyn Sag. (W.)
1069 ' Parfai, dame ', he saide, ' no t ' And schok his heved
vpon the quen. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2344 And pitously
he wep & shok his hed. c 1400 Rom. Rose 3164 So cherl-

ishly his heed he shook. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia
1. (1895) 71 And as he was thus saying, he shaked his heade,
and made a wrie mouth. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. ii. 25 Let's

shake our heads, and say..We haue seene better dayes.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 819 The Learned Leaches in

Despair depart : And shake their Heads, desponding of
their Art. X743 Bulkeley & Cummins Voy. S. Seas 10
The Captain shook his Head, and said, Carpenter ! that is

not the Reason. x8o8 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XIII. 161 It is

he who now nods yest or shakes no, while the ministers

are speaking. X865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <$• Dau. I. xi. 134
' No, I shan't !

' said Molly, shaking her head. 1897 Max
Pemberton Queen of Jesters iv. 176 The Corsican shook
his head, implying that he doubted.

C. To shake ones ears : lit. of an animal, hence

fig. of a person likened to an animal, (a) to wake
up, bestir oneself; (b) to show indifference or

dislike, pleasure in freedom, mirth, etc.

1580 Lyly Euphues Wks. 1902 II. 35 Euphues. .began to
shake his eares, and was soone apparailed. 1583 Golding
Calvin on Detit. i. 34-40 When Gods threatenings are
vttered vnto vs, a great many of vs do but shake our eares
at them. Ibid. viii. 1-4. 159a Shaks. Ven. <$ Ad. 924
(Hounds] Shakingtheir scratch'd ears, bleeding as they go.
1601 — Jul.C. ry. L 26 Then take we downe his Load, And
turne him off (Like to the empty Asse) to shake his eares,
And graze in Commons. x6ox — Twel. N. 11. iii. 134.
1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks. 1878 II. 42 Thriftie villagers
Have long since shak'd their Ears. 1654 Gayton Pleas.
Notes iv. viii. 220 The Mountebanck shak d his ears, (as ifhe
drank base wine). 1747 H. Walpole Let. to H. S. Conway
8 June, How merry my ghost will be, and shake its ears to
hear itself quoted as a person of consummate prudence !

d. To wave (the hand) in farewell.

1569 W. Hubbard Ceyx fy Alcyone Av, She sawe him
becking with his hand : And she likewise her hands did
shake [Ovid : concussaque manu daniem sibi signa mari-
tum prima videt, reddiique notas], a 1700 Dryden Ceyx

t
Alcyone 77 [She] first her Husband on the Poop espies
haking his Hand.. ; She took the Sign; and shook her

Hand again. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxix, Amelia.,
acknowledged her presence.. by kissing and shaking her
fingers playfully in the direction of the vehicle.

e. To shake one's elbow : to gamble with dice.

1623 Webster Devil's Law Case 11. i, This comes of your
. .Shaking your elbow at the Taule-boord. 1705, 1826 [see

Elbow 4 e]. 172X Amherst Terras Ftl. No. 10. 47 A famous
gamester .. was elected Margaret-professor of divinity: so
great, it seems, is the analogy between dusting of cushions,
and shaking of elbows.

f. To shake a foot, leg (see Leg sb. 2 b), toe
t

one's bones, feet, heels, hough (Sc.), shanks, also

f to shake it ^ to dance.
1661 Throe. Wonder 11. C4, Son, set down thy Hook,

and shake it lustily. 1667 Dryden Tempest iv. iii, Now
wou'd I lay greatness aside, and shake my heels, if I had
but Musick. 1828 J. Ruddiman Tales <$ Sk. 62 When he
shakes his bowed houghs to the sound o' Rab Murray's
creaking catgut. 1830 Buckstone Wreck Ashore 11. i,

Dance with ? with me, to be sure ; though I hav'n't shaken
a toe these twenty years. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xvii,

They hav'nt a Hit to shake their bones to. 1850 Thackeray
Mr. Malony's Ace. Ball x, in Punch Aug. XIX. 53 And
I'd like to hear the pipers blow, And shake a fut with Fanny
there ! 1884 D. Grant Lays fy Leg. North 99 Resolved to
shak' their heels, . . In jigs and Highland reefs.

t transf. 1595 A. B. Noblen. Asse D 3, Whereupon, he
caused him with the rest, to be hanged by the neckes, and
(as the common prouerbe is) sent them to shake their heeles
against the winde. 1611 Chapman May-Day 1. 10 Let her
shake her heeles.. I would make her shake her heeles too,
afore I would shake mine thus.

g. refi. Of a person or animal : To give a shake
to his or its body (e.g. in order to throw off wet,

snow, dust, etc., or to remove the stiffness caused
by repose)

; fig. to bestir oneself, arouse oneself

to activity. Also with complement, to shake one-

selffree, loose, awake, sober, and with const, from.
1390 Gower Conf. III. 75 Into an Egle he gan transforme

after that himselfhe schok. c 1489 CAxronSonnes ofAymon
xxiv. 497 He [Bayard] shaked hymselfe for to make falle

the water from hym. 1535 Coverdale Isa. Iii. 2 Shake the
[x6xx shake thy selfe] from the dust, arise & stonde vp, o
Ierusalem. 1759 Robertson Hist. Scot. v. Wks. 1851 II.

55 The regent saw the danger of allowing the duke to shake
himself loose, in this manner, from his engagements. 1845
D, Jerrold St. Giles i, ' What's the matter ?

' asked the
watchman, .surlily shaking himself. 1859 Farrar Jul.
Home xvii. 222 A large and fierce mastiff also shook himself
from sleep. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. iii, Just shake your-
self sober and listen, will you? 1888 Stokes Celtic Ch. 153
The Roman Church determined at last to shake itself free
from this thraldom. 1899 B. Marie Dix Hugh Gwyeth
xvi. 261 'Twill be sunrise soon ', Hugh said, and shook
himself awake.

h. intr. for refi.

1893 Sir R. Ball Story ofSun 255 They shake clear from
one surrounding group merely to ally themselves with
another.

7. trans. To cause to move irregularly to and
fro by external force ; to make to flutter or quiver

;

to agitate. Naut. To cause (a sail) to flutter in

the wind. Also with adv., as about, abroad.
a 1000 Cmdmon's Exod. 176 (Gr.) GuSweard gumena..

waslblencan sceoc. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 406 With many
a tempest hadde his berd been shake. 14. . Beryn ^62 Who
so shoke a rynge, Ther no man is within, be rynging to
answere. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 25 Whan thy medowes
be mowed,.. if the gras.se be very thycke, it wolde be
shaken with handes, or with a shorte pykforke. X534 Tin-

dale Matt. xi. 7 Went ye out to se a rede shaken with the
wynde? C1570 Buggbears 1. ii. 134 Ther they shaked
Iron chaynes. 1648 T. Hill Strength Saints 5 It is clean
water indeed, that when the glasse is shaked, there is no
filth appeares. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch, Demetrius
(Rtldg.) 615/2 Bocchoris .. ordered the man to tell the gold
that she demanded into a bason, and shake it about before
her, that she might enjoy the sight of it. 1797 Colman Br.
Grins, Night-gown <fr Slippers (1804) 30 When taken, To be
well shaken. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob 1. 205 The Queen
Shaking the beamy reins Bade them [the coursers of the
air] pursue their way. 1825 Scott Betrothed xxvii, Genvil
slowly unrolled the pennon—then shook it abroad. 184a
Tennyson Locksley Hall 32 The glass of Time.. Every
moment, lightly shaken, ran itself in golden sands. 1851
Mrs. Browmng Casa Guidt Wind. 11. 175 At which we
shook the sword within the sheath Like heroes, c i860
H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 41 Keeping the ship close to
the wind without shaking the sails.

slang. 1788 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 2), To shake a
cloth in the wind ; to be hanged in chains.

b. With additional notion of a purpose of dis-

lodging or discharging something adhering or

contained.
c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 922 She gan the hous to dighte,

. . Preyynge the chambreres . . To hasten hem, and faste swepe
and shake. 1388 Wyclif 2 Esdras [Neh.\ v. 13 Y schook
[1383 shakide out] my bosum, and Y seide, So God schake
awe! [1382 shake out] ech man, that fillith not this word.
1530 Palsgr. 700/1 Shake the table clothe or you laye it on
agayne. 1595 Shaks. John m. iii. 7 And ere our comming
see thou shake the bags Of hoording Abbots. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 1. 238 You may. .shake for Food the long-
abandon'd Oak. X784 Cowper Task iv. 499 Society, grown
weary of the load, Shakes her encumber'd lap. X847 Act
10 Of 11 Vict. c. 89 § 28 Every Person who beats or snakes
any Carpet, Rug, or Mat.

8. To grasp or seize and move (a person) roughly
to and fro ; esp. {a) as a punishment or in a
struggle ; also in phr. to shake by the beard ox ears.
To shake a fall (Wrestling) : see Fall sb.l 13.

a 1300 Cursor M. 7509 And i . . scok bam [sc. a bear and a
Hon] by be berdes sua. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace
(Rolls) 1823 [The wrestlers'] brestes to-gyder met; .. Ilk
ober pulled, ilk ober schok. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Som-
mer) 253 And so they shoke and lugged eche other, but
finably hercules cast theseus. 1565 J. Phillips Patient
Grissell 541 (Malone Soc), Jacke sauce I shake you by the
eares. x6xx Bible Job xvi. 12 He hath also taken me by
my necke, and shaken me to pieces. 1665 in Extr. St.
Papers rel. Friends Ser. in. (1912) 237 P. J., .gript him and
shakt him and tould him tythes should quickly be putt
downe. 1795 Burns To Collector Mitchell Postscr., Grim
loon 1 he [Death] got me by the fecket, And sair me sheuk.
1838 Dickens O. Twist vi, Oliver . . shook him, in the violence
of his rage, till his teeth chattered in his head. 1856 Miss
Yonge Daisy Chain 11. vi. 300 Dr. May stepped towards her,
almost as if he could have shaken her.

(b) for the purpose of arousing him. Also transf.

of an inanimate agency : To rouse or startle (a

ipersonfrom sleep).

1530 Palsgr. 706/1, 1 shake one that is aslepe tho[sic] wake
him,^« sace. x6io Shaks. Temp. 11. i. 319, I heard a hum-
ming,, .which did awake me : I shak'd you Sir, and cride.
1728-46 Thomson Spring 1024 Sudden he starts, Shook
from his tender trance. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxiv,
Though he shake thee something roughly by the shoulders
to awake thee. 1872 J. G. Holland Marble Prophecy 84
Silence thy strong pulse repeating Wakes me—shakes me

—

from my rest.

b. Of an animal : To worry (its antagonist
or prey).

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Excutio, A lamme shaken in
pieces. 1589 L. Wright Hunt. Antichrist \x John Wicklif
an eger bloudhound . . so hunted and shaked that venemous
Dragon in his time, as the woundes he gave him, coulde
neuer yet be cured. x6ix Cotgr., Goussepiller, to shake,
or tug, as a Dog doth a Cat, &c. X807 Med. Jml. XVII.
272 A mad dog. .met two men, both of whom he shook and
bit. 1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl., Shack, a word
used in encouraging a curr-dog to worry a fox; 'shack
him !

' is the cry.

C. To rouse up (an animal) to activity; to
( shake up ' a horse (see 2 1 c), also absol.

1853 Whvte Melville Digby Grand x\, This is the time
to shake to the front, and cut down three of the best riders
England can produce. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet. s. v. Shake 5A farmer buying a horse said, ' Shack him over the stones,
let's see if he's got a thistle in 'is toe.*

0. To clasp and move to and fro (another person's
hand) as a customary salutation or an expression
of friendly feeling, a. To shake hands (said of
two persons mutually saluting thus) ; also (of

one person) to shake hands with (another)

:

(a) as a greeting, sign of friendship or goodwill,
confirmation of a promise, bargain, etc. ; (of
combatants) as a sign of the absence of ill-feeling.

x535CovERDALE2j?/arc.xii. i2Whervpon they shoke hondes
[Gr. Aa/3drr«« Se£tas], and so they departed to their tentes.

1540 Palsgr. Acolastus n. iii. L ij b, That they maye shake
handes with me. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 46 But bothe
[combatants] be contented and shake handes. 1657 R. Ligon
Barbadoes (1673) 52 And coming near together, they [sc.

wrestlers] shake hands, and embrace one another with a
cheerful look. 17x9 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 357 They
shook Hands, and swore to one another that they would be
reveng'd. 1826 Coleridge Six Months W. Ind. 287, 1 would
rather shake hands with a highwayman than with a gentle-

man who [etc]. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. iv, Let me see you
shake hands, and let us have no more of this nonsense.

1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. \. xv, ' Sit down, sir ', said Mr.
Boffin, shaking hands with him. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuth-
bert v. 48 Now we have shaken hands on the bargain.

fig. 1565 W. Allen Def. Cath. Ch. Doctr. Pref . 20, I feare



SHAKE
me theybane indented with deathe,and shaked handes withe
helte. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 102. 1659 D. Pell Impr.
Sea 588 note, Resolve, that the Orient shall sooner shake hands
with the West. 1797 T. Holcroft tr. Siolberg's Trav. II.
lx. (ed. 2)367 Thus do., harvest and the.. spring shake hands
together. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. x. (Rtldg.) 372 Here it

was. .that I first shook hands with sensuality. 1829 Lytton
Devereux I. iii. 12 Application and I, having once shaken
hands, became very good acquaintance. 1874 Blackie
Self-Culture 21 That famous son of Philip of Macedon, who
with his conquering hosts caused the language of Socrates
and Plato to shake hands with the sacred dialect [etc],

(6) as a farewell.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 37 We shoke handes, and
parted. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. v. 128. 1826 Coleridge Six
Months W. Ind. 74 Having shaken hands with kind Antonio
..we mounted our horses. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xl. 29
But thou and I have shaken hands, Till growing winters lay
me low.

fig- "577 87 Harrison Englandw. xi. 186/2 in Holinshed,
It is the custome of the more idle sort hauing once serued, .

.

to shake hand with labour, for euer. 1674 S. Vincent Yng.
Gallants Acad. 99 His word and his meaning are quadrate,
and never shake hands and part. 174a Wesley Wks. (1872)
I. 386, I have long since shook hands with the world. 1867
Augusta Wilson Vashti xxxii, A lonely woman, who has
shaken hands with every earthly hope.

b. To shake (a person's) hand
}
to shake (a person)

by the hand = to shake hands with.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii. Lijb, That they maye .

.

shake me by the fyste. a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <y

Pithias (1908) F j, Let vs agree like friends, and shake eche
other by the fist. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 231
With that hc.shuik our handis twa. 1606 Shaks. Ant. $
CI. 11. vi. 75 Let me shake thy hand, I neuer hated thee.
171a Addison Sped. No. 329 p 15 He shook him by the
Hand at parting. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. v, He shook
Silas earnestly by the hand. 1886 Ruskin Prxterita I. 357
The Dean gave me his first and second fingers to shake at
our parting.

c. absol. To shake = to shake hands. Now
only U.S. slang (chiefly imper.).
(1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. 185 Let each man render me his

bloody hand. First Marcus Brutus will I shake with you.J
1891 J. Newman Scamping Tricksvii. 59 Shake. That's right.
1903 F. Nokris Deal in Wheat iv, « Sold ! Sold ! ' shouted
Hornung. . . Billy, shake on it.

10. To put into a quaking, quivering, or vibrating
motion (a thing normally firm or fixed) ; to cause (a
structure) to totter; hence, to impair the stability of,

to weaken ; occas. fto loosen (something rooted).
To shake down : to cause to totter and fall.

C1050 ByrhtfertKt Handboc in Anglia VIII. 320 pe
baenne swySlice pa heannyssa baes roderes scecS mid his
podenum. a 1300 Cursor M. 7259 pe post bat al bat huse
vpbare Wit bath his handes be it scok. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) v. 17 He tuke be post inhisarmesand schokedoune
all be hous apon bam. 1569 Stocker tr. Diod Sic. in. xi.

123 And with his great artillary (he) sore battered and
shaked the Walles. 158J N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's
Conq. E. Ind. 1. lxxi. 146 With y« other shot past, they had
somwhat shaken their yron works. 16x0 Gaultier's Rodo-
mont. E 2, A Bullet, .fel into my mouth, shook twe of my
formost teeth, without iniury or offence vnto mee. 1643
Baker Chron., Hen. VI, 64 The Regent.. by secret mining
and violent Batteries so shooke th * Walls, that they agreed
to yeild it up. 1690 Boyle Est. Effects of Motion iii. 17
The tremulous motion of the Air.. has been able sensibly
to shake-.the glass-windows of houses. 17x5 Pope Iliad
xv. 119 Jove. .Shakes all the thrones of heaven. 181* Byron
Ch. Har. 11. Ixxxviii, Age shakes Athena's tower, but spares
gray Marathon. 1850 Tennyson In Mem. xc. 19 Not less

the yet-loved sire would.. shake The pillars of domestic
peace, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ix. 63 A peal like that of
thunder shook the air. 1869 Tozkr Highl. Turkey I. 58
Parts of two monasteries had been shaken down by earth-
quakes.

*>• fig' (<*) w'tn object a person (in faith, resolu-

tion, etc.) or his faith, purpose, testimony, etc.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saintt xxxi. (Eugenia) 159 He. .fel in dis-
putacion with aae erretike, bat richt wise wes in clergy at
dewyse, bat sa wele schoke be abbot, til [etc]. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. v. 47 That no compunctious visitings of Nature
Shake my fell purpose. 1625 Donne Semi. 3 Apr. 6 The
righteous is bolde as a Lyon, not easily shaked. 1646 in
12M Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. ix. 18 The confidence
her Majestyhad formerly in mee was ever after much shaken.
a 1729 J. Rogers Twelve Sernt. viii. (1730) 241 Our Religion,
which no Arguments can shake. x8as Scott Talism. xxiii,

These attentions were intended to shake him in his religious
profession. 1838 T. Mitchell Clouds ofA risloph. 798 note,

It may almost be thought impertinent to endeavour to shake
their testimony. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Beae xi, Adam
had not been shaken in bis belief that Hetty was innocent.
1884 W. C. Smith Kildrostan 48 Let nothing shake your
trust in her.

(d) with object (the health or strength of) a
person, his body or mind.
1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iii. 17 It comes from old Androni-

cus, Shaken with sorrowes in vngratefull Rome. 165X R.
Wittie tr. J. Primrose's Pop. Err. Physic 11. ix. 109 The
body is shaked, and weakened by the violence of diseases.

X783 Anna Seward Lett. (18x1) II. 75 Shook as his frame
has been, his mind has lost, as yet, none of its energy.
18x8 Scott Br. Lamm, xxx, Her health also began to be
shaken. 1846 Edin. Rev. LXXXIV. 176 If your nerves
are apt to be shaken by the click of a knife in the dark
passage of a hostelry. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxiv,
Too much shaken in mind and body to compose a letter.

(c) with object a person, institution, etc., with
regard to his or its stability of position.

1545 Primer of Hen. VIII (1546) D d iij b, We haue now
suffered much punishment, being .. shaken with so many
tluddes. 1560 Daus tr. Steidane's Comm. 48 It is onely
the preaching of Gods word, that shaketh theyr [sc. the

608

Papists') power and dignitie. 1587 Golding De Mornay
Pref. 10 Now God vouchsafe.. to confute them which go
about to shake downe his doctrine. 1625 Donne Serm. 3 Apr.
17 That great Storme, that shaked the State, and theChurch.
1660 Dryden Astrsea Redux 104 Her blows not shook but
riveted his Throne, a 17x5 BurnetOwn Time in. (1724) 1. 457A great part of the property of the Nation . . was shaken by
the prospect. 1764G0LDSM. Ar«/.£«£-.(i772)II.i7Suchacon-
duct would haveshookhim on the throne. x8zx Scott Kenilw.
xvii, Such reflections on government, .as tend to. .shake the
solid foundations of civil society. 1871 Freeman Norm.
Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 224 An attempt was made to shake
the dominion which he had established over Wessex. 1879
B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 145 The Thirty Years' War.. hardly
shook a single society out of existence. X883 R. W. Dixon
Mono 1. v. 14 With wrongs would they redub the wrongs
they felt, Shake down the state, and furiously be freed.

11. Ofphysical infirmity, emotion, etc. : To cause
(a person, his frame, etc.) to quiver or tremble;
to agitate, convulse.
138a Wvclif Matt. viii. 14 He say his wyues moder

I'ggynge. and shakun with feueris. 1390 Gower Conf. II.

146 Bot if this Fievere a womman take, Sche schal be wel
mor harde schake. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. i. 124 Hee is so
shak'd of a burning quotidian Tertian, that it is most
lamentable to behold. 1750 Gray LongStory 119 A sudden
fit of ague shook him. 1797 Ht. Lee Canterb. T., Frenchm.
T. (1799) I. 287 Extreme emotion .. seemed to shake his
whole frame. 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 27 And she
turn'd—her bosom shaken with a sudden storm of sighs.
1895 P. Hemingway Out ofEgypt 1. xi. 112 The memory of
his loss shook him with sobs.

b. To move or stir the feelings of ; to disturb,
upset.

1567 Drant Horace Ep. l x. D viij, Who so was to much
rauished..In flow of wealth, him chaunge of flow yea to
much shall yshake. x6xo Donne Pseudo-martyr 217 Vpon a
mistaking, that the euennesse of his Maiesties disposition
might be shaked by this insinuation. 171S Rowe Lady
Jane Grey 1. i, The genius of our isle is shooTc with sorrow.
184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 166 Enjoyment, .in the
thoughts that shake mankind. 1848 Thackepav Van. Fair
xv, She will be shaken when she first hears the news. 1891
Hardy Test xxxvi, The unexpected quality of this confes-
sion, .shook him indescribably.

O. To cause (a person, his sides) to quiver with
laughter or mirth. Also of a person, to shake one's

sidesy to be convulsed with laughter.
? X593 Drayton Egtog vi. Poems (1619) 454 The Man

alone, Which once with laughter shook'st the Shepheards
Boord. X736 Ainsworth Eng.-Lat. Diet. s.v., She shaked
her sides with laughter. 1781 Cowpkr Expott. 548 It shakes
the sides of splenetic disdain. 1847 Tennyson Princess i.

197 A sight to shake The midriff of despair with laughter.
1859 H. Kingslev G. Hamlyn xiv, [To] shake his honest
sides with many an old half-forgotten tale of fun.

d. Austral, slang. To be shook on : have an in-

fatuation for.

1888 ' R. Boldrewood * Robbery under Arms II. 46 He
was awful shook on Mad ; but she wouldn't look at him.
Ibid. II. 291, I must have a dance; blest if I don't !. .I'm
regular shook on the polka.

12. With adv. or phrase : To reduce by shaking
(sense 7) to a specified condition. To shake down :

to cause to settle or subside by shaking. To shake
together : to shake so as to ensure intimate mixture
or subsidence into smaller compass.
138a Wyclif Luke vi. 38 A good measure, and wel fillid,

and shakun to gidere. x6ox Shaks. All's Well iv. iii. 191
(They] dare not shake the snow from off their Cassockes,
least they shake themselues to peeces. 1621 Cotgr. s. v.

Voiturer, Throughly to digest, (or, as we say, to shake
downe) his meat by. .exercise. 1656 Heylin Surv. France
127 Some [ofthe dancers] there were so ragged, that a swift
Galliard would almost have shaked them into nakedness.
X735 Pope Ef. Lady 280 Heav'n.. Shakes all together, and
produces—You. 1747 Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to L'tess
Bute 24 July (1893) II. 153 The land so stony, I was almost
shook to pieces. 18x5 J. Smith Panorama Set. # Art II.

792 Shake the mixture well together. 1883 Century Mag.
XXVI. 117^/2 She was shaking her match out, as women
do [after lighting the gas]. 1898 G. B. Shaw You never
can tell Plays II. 209 She shakes her dress into order, .and
goes to the window.

b. intr. for refl. (a) To shake down ; to find

temporary accommodation, esp. with reference to
sleeping, to occupy a shake-down \
1858-9 W. H. Russell Diary India (i860) I. iii. 40 An

eligible apartment in which some five or six of us 'shook
down ' for the night. 1869 Punch 24 July 31/1, 1 have often
professed myself able to shake down anywhere and rough
it. x888 Rider Haggard Mr. Meeson's Will xi. She was
led off to the cabin occupied by the captain and his wife..,
the captain shaking down where he could.

(6) To shake down into: to settle into, to

accommodate oneself to (circumstances, a con-
dition, position, etc.). To shake together: (of a
company of persons) to mix, get on friendly terms
with each other,

x86i Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. 1. i, I spent a day or
two_. . before I got shaken down into my place here. Ibid.
1. xi, The rest of the men had shaken together well, and
seemed to enjoy themselves. X865 Mrs. Gaskell Wives <$•

Dau. I. x. 107 'We shall shake down into uniformity before
long..,' said he [referring to his second marriage]. 1889
Cornhill Mag. June 561 We have scarcely had time to
shake down into the usual routine of a well-ordered house-
hold.

13. trans. To dislodge or get rid of (something,

a person's hold, etc.) by shaking one's body, limbs,

clothes, etc. Const, front, off; also with adv.,

away, aside, down. (For shake off see 19.)
01300 Cursor M. 20962 iGott.), Bot of his hand.. He

SHAKE.

J

schok and in be fire it kest. X388 Wvclif Gen. xxvii. 40
,
And tyme schal come whanne thou schalt shake aweL.his

i 30k fro thi nollis. c 1440 A iphabet of Tales 473 Sho . . bear
I hym-.vnto be galous, & evyn vndernethe pe galows sho
j

shuke hym down. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 111. ii. 261 Vile
1 thing let loose, Or I will shake thee from me like a serpent

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman cCAlf. 1. 112, I haue
shak't that Vermine from off my fingers ends. 1774 Goldsm.

!
Nat. Hist. (1776) I, 365 He was obliged. .to shake the sand
from his cloaths. 1791 Cowper Judgem. Poets 11 [She

! would] shake with fury, to the ground, The garland that
she wore. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 137 She shook

I

aside The hand that play'd the patron with her curls. 1848

I

Fames Beauchamp II. ix. 195 If the gentleman, .seizes our
1

hands, we can often shake him away.
fig. 1340 Ayenb. 4 Vor to ssake a-way heuinesse an drede.

1

c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 291 Vnderstond, ?e kyngis ; and
schaak of 30U rudenesse. X581 N. Bukne Disfiut. in Cath.
Tract. (S.T.S.) 155 Iohne Kmnox..schuke louse all the

1 actis of Paipis. .maid be continual success of tyme. 1605
Shaks. Lear 1. i. 40 And 'tis our fast intent, To shake all

Cares and Businesse from our Age. 1821 Lamb Elia Ser. 1.

My First Play, I never pass it without shaking some forty
years from off my shoulders. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg.
Monast. Ord. (1863) 3 He could not wholly shake from his
mind the influences of the age in which he lived.

b. To shake the dust from or offone's feet : lit.

in the Gospel passages (see also shake off, 19 a)

;

hence allusively, to take one's departure from an
uncongenial place.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark vi. 11 Sceacas . . pset asca of
..fotum iurum,excutitePuluerem de pedibus uestris. 1382
Wyclif ibid., Shake awey thepowdre fro Joure feet. 167a
tr. J. de Luna's Pursuit Lazarillo vii. O 7, I shaked upon
them the dust off [1622 of] my shoes. 178a Miss Burney
Cecilia viii. i, I then paid off my lodgings, and ' shaking
the dust from my feet ', bid a long adieu to London. x8a6
Disraeli Viv. Grey iv. vi, At length the pilgrim shook the
dust off his feet at Heidelberg.

o. U.S. To get rid of, cast off (a person) ; to
give up (a habit).

1873 B. Harte Fiddletown 24 But she should shake you,
Kernel, thet she should just shake you— is what gits me.
1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 770/1 Then Ruth shook me. 1903
Smart Set IX. 13/2 You'll have to shake the drink ; that
goes without saying.

14. To dislodge or eject by shaking the receptacle

or support : a. const,from, etc., or with adv. down,

off, etc. (For shake out see 20.)
1500-20 Dunbar Poems vii. 3 The levys are doun schakyn

with the schouris. 1x529 Skelton E. Rummyng 198 Than
Elynour taketh The mashe bolle, and shaketh The hennes
donge away. 1545 in Leadam Court Requests (Selden Soc.)
187 Hc.lyked theym nott whervpon he showke theym
fortbe of hys bagg. 1607 Shaks. Cor. in. i. 179 Hence rotten
thing, or I shall shake thy bones Out of thy garments. Ibid.
iv. vi. 99 As Hercules did shake downe Mellow Fruite. 17*6
Swift Gulliver 11. viii, The first jolt had like to have shaken
me out of my hammock. 184s Loudon Suburban Hort. 31
Shake this earth away from the roots. 1889 N. W. Line.
Gloss. s.v. Shack, I'll goa shack sum cherries doon.

fb. simply. To cast down, scatter (fruit,

blossom, corn, etc.) by shaking ; = shake down
above. Also, to turn out (a fox) from a bag (cf.

20 a, quot. 1856).
1576 Gascoigne Grief of Joye Wks. 1910 II. 535 The

weakest wynde, can shake their bravest bloomes. 1583
Melbancke Philotimus T ij, The wallnut tree wel bet when
his nuts are shaken, beareth more fruit the yeare ensuing.
1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 140 It.. Confounds thy fame,
as whirlewinds shake faire budds. 1605 — Macb. iv. iii. 238
Macbeth Is ripe for shaking. 16x1 Tourneur Ath. Trag.
in. i, A sweet young blossome shak'd before the time. x8xa
Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 185 On Thursday the 2d instant,

a fox was shook near Mr. Markey's.
Proverbial phr. 1557 Edgeworth Serm. cexxx. C 1, All

this wynde shoke no come, all this moued him not. 1589
R. Harvey PL Perc. 1 All this wind shakes none of my
Corne, quoth Perceuall. x6ao J. Taylor (Water-P.) Wit <$•

Mirth Wks. 1630 ii. 200/2 Wel quoth Sara, all this winde
shakes no corne.

c. intr. Of fruit, blossom, corn : To fall, scatter.

Now dial.

17*5. P* Blair Pharmaco-Bot. 111. 130 Being again timely
ripe, it mixes and shakes before any other Grain. 1788
W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 350 To Shack (that is, to
shake) ; to shed, as corn at harvest. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 155 These [kinds of oats] are apt to shed the
grain or shake, if allowed to be fully ripe before they are
cut down. 1813 T. Busbv Lucretius II. iv. Comm. 6 The
fine seeds of southernwood ..slightly shook, a 1904 in Eng.
Dial. Diet. s.v. Shake, This corn shacks out wi t' wind.

15. To distribute with a shake, to scatter, sprinkle.

Also with,forth, down.
c 1400 Destr. Troy. 2206, 1 graunt thee be gouernaunse of bis

gret mode, And shake it on pi shulders. 1508 Dunbar Gold.
Targe 14 The perly droppis schake [pa.ppie,] in stlvirschouris.
X523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 59$ Wheron stode a lybbard,.

.

And with his forme foote he shoke forthe this wrytyng.
1620 Hist. Frier Rush (1810) 32 With his forke he shaked
the straw abroad. 1667 Milton P. L. 11.711 Satan.. like a
Comet burn'd,That. .from his horrid hair Shakes Pestilence
and Warr. 1728 46 Thomson Spring 318 The Winter keen
Shook forth his waste of snows. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery
ii. 25 Shake a little Flour over it, 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose
vi, 'Shake down plenty of straw in the great barn,' said the
Laird. 1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 11
When shaken over a sheet of paper they [the spores] are
scarcely visible to the naked eye.

b. To cast (dice) usually with a preliminary
shake ; hence to gamble away (an estate) ; also
with personal object, to ' throw ' against (a person)

for whatever is staked.
X570 B. Googe Pop. Kingd. 47 Dice are shakte. 1693
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SHAKE.
Humours Town 25 To shake away an Estate to known
Rooks that live by the Dice. 1875 Wood & Lapham Wait*

ingfor Mail 79 I'll shake you for drinks.

16. f a. To shake (a person) out of (property^ :

to rob, plunder. Obs. b. slang. To steal (goods)

;

to rob (a person). Now Austral.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4514 He bat schakith

Men out of hire good. 1538 Elyot Diet. Add., Excutere
aliquem, to robbe one, to shake oone out of his clothes.

1567 Habman Caveat xix. (1869) 67 When these [walking

morts]get ought.. as money or apparell, they are quickly

shaken out of all by the vpright men. 18x1 Lex. Balatron.,

Shake, to draw any thing from the pocket. He shook the

swell of his fogle ; he robbed the gentleman of his silk

handkerchief. 181a J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Shake, to

steal or rob ; as I shook a chest of slop, I stole a chest of tea

;

I've been shook of my skin, I have been robbed of my purse.

1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamlyn xix. II. 22, 1 shook a nag, and
got bowled out and lagged. 1903 W. Craig Adv. Austral.
Gold/. 191 The man., wondered if ' he ' was worth ' shaking '.

17. a. refl, and intr* Of timber : To split or

crack. Also refl,

1679 Moxon Mech. Exere. {1703) 149 The Boards will Tear
or Shake, which is in vulgar English, Split or Crack. 1703
T. N. City $ C. Purch. 136 The.. Boards are set.. under
some cover'd Shed... For if.. the Sun shine fiercely upon
'em . . they will tear or shake 'em, . . that is, in plain English,
split or crack. 1844 W. Barnes Poems Eur. Life Gloss.,

Shook, split, as wood by shrinking.

b. trans. To separate the staves of (a cask).

Cf. Shake sb. 10 a.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s.v., To shake a cask, to
take it to pieces, and pack up the parts. 1882 Nares Sea-
manship (ed. 6) 95.

18. Mus. To accompany or execute with a
shake ; also absol. or intr, to execute a shake
(see Shake j£. 5).
1611 Cotgr., Gringoter, to warble quauer, shake with the

voice. 163a Sherwood s. v., To shake the voice (in singing),

gringoter. 1659 C. Simpson Division- Violist^ 1. 9 Open
[-shake] is, when a Finger is shaked in that distance from
when it was removed, or is to be set down. Ibid., Wider
then that [sc. an interval of a tone] we never shake. 1676
T. Mace Mustek's Monum. 104 The Back-fall may be either

Plain, or Shaked. 1746 Tansur New Mus. Gram. 23 A
Shake, or Trilloe . . is, to shake, tremble, or warble your
Voice, or Instrument. 1828 Examiner 664/1 She.. abso-
lutely introduced two consecutive fifths by shaking on F
instead of descending to D.
19. Shake off. a. To cast off or get rid of with

a shake or an effort, lit. and^f.
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii. 13 Repente be, ..And shryf

be sharpliche and shak of alle pruyde. 1535 Coverdale
Mark vi. 11 Shake of the duste from your feet. 16x1 Bible
ibid. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 42 b, Through the onely..
eating hereof, they shake off many sicknesses. 1588 Shaks.
L. L. L. iv. lii. 243 A withered Hermite fiuescore winters
worne, Might shake off fiftie, looking in her eye. 1642 J.
Eaton Honey-c. Free yustif, 366 Having shaken off our
sinne (as Sampson had shaked off his new ropes). 1671
Milton Samson 409, I Might easily have shook off all her
snares. 17x1-12 Swift Jrnl. to Stella 11 Jan., I walked
lustily in the Park by moonshine till eight, to shake off my
dinner and wine. 1719 Ozell tr. Misson's Mem. Trav.
Eng. 26'Then the Bull bellows and bounds, and kicks about
to shake off the Dog. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII.
365 The most industrious shake off their old garments about
eight o'clock. 1827 N. P. Willis Widow of Nain 18 The
sentinel Shook off his slumber. 1864 Bryce Holy Rom.
Emp. xvii. (1875) 305 Poland, once tributary, had shaken
off the yoke. 1888 Payn Myst. Mirbridge III. xlvii. 223.
I know from experience how difficult it is to shake off old
associations.

b. To get rid of (a person) ; to draw away from
(a competitor in a race).

1530 Palsgr. 700/2, 1 shake of, as one shaketh of or awaye
from hym a person or mater that he wolde be rydde of.

1371 Satir. Poems Reform, xxix. 34 Quhen he listis, he
schaks hir of be diuorce or hir wirreis. x6o8 Tarlton Cobler
Canterb. (1844) «7» I shakt him off as well as I could, but
he would haue no nay at alL 17x0 Swift Jrnl. to Stella

9 Sept., I am glad I have wholly shaken off that family.
1823 Scott Quentin D. vL Exerting his strength, he sud-
denly shook off both the finishers of the law. 1856 H. H.
Dixon Post $ Paddock xiii. 324 'You thought to shake me
off, did you ? * roared Mr. T. as they landed together in a
large grass field. 1878 Tennyson The Revenge viii, And
a dozen times we shook 'em offas a dog that shakes his ears,

t c. To let off (a shot). Obs. rare—1
.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 32 a, Either parte
shooke of their shotte, and coupled them selues tegether in

a braue Skirmishe.

d. Of a plant: To shed (leaves, fruit).

1388 Wyclif Isa. xxiv. 13 If a fewe fruitis of olyue trees
that ben left ben schakun of fro the olyue tre. 1575 Gas-
coicne Kenelworth 11. v. Wks. 1910 II. 123 The Trees
shooke off their leaves.

e. Naut. To unfasten (a sail).
X627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 21 When we shake

off a Bonnet. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., To shake,
to cast off fastenings, as. .To shake off a bonnet of a fore-
and-aft sail.

20. Shake out. a. To cast out or remove with
a shake, lit. and fig.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 206 pe scorpiunes cundel bet heo bret in

hire boseme, schek hit ut mid schrifte. c X330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14682 Luytel notes bey toke, & holede
pern, be kerneles out schoke. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840)
368 Mynyster of the sextry schal. -haue oute the tapettes..
and the duste schake oute. X576 Gascoigne Droomme of
ZWrnw day 1. Wks. 1910 II. 238 You shall never shake a
brybe out of your hand, unlesse you shut covetousnesse out
of your brest. a X700 Evelyn Diary 24 Aug. 1678, This
they dextrously turning, shake out like a pancake. 1842
Loudom Suburban Hon. 449 We shook the plants out, and
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shortened their roots.. and repotted them. 1856 * Stone-
henge* Brit. Rural Sports I. n. v. 135 A bag-fox being
shaken out before hounds by the keeper.

b. nonce-uses. To bring about by * wagging
'

;

to produce by shaking.
1601 Shaks. Airs Well 11. iv. 24 Many a mans tongue

shakes out his masters vndoing. 1608 Middleton Trick
to catch Old One v. ii, Chiefly dice, those true outlanders,
That shake out beggars, thieves, and panders.

fc. To cast out the contents of ; to empty. Obs.
1382 Wyclif 2 Esdras [NehJ] v. 13, 1 shakide out my bosum.

1639 R. Baillie Lett. $ Jrnls. (1841) I. 213 Harie Rollock,
by his sermons, moved them to shake out their purses.

,
d. To unfasten or unfurl and let out with a shake

(a flag, sail) ; to straighten out by shaking (some-
thing crumpled or folded).

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 41 Schaik out the flag on the top mast.
1800 Naval Chron. IV. 394, I dare not shake the reefs out
of the sail. 1849 Lever Confess. Con Cregan I. xiv, Old
Ben Crosseley, of the ' Lively Biddy ', that wouldn't stand
being ordered to shake out his canvas. 1853 Kane Grinnell
Exp. xx. (1856) 153 We had shaken out our reefs, and were
driving before the wind. 1902 Snaith Wayfarers xvii, He
. .produced afresh wig., and^ having shook it out, discarded
the modest wig he was wearing.

e. intr. To show visible signs of trembling.
1843 Sir T. Watson Lect. Physic I. xl. 709 [In] the dumb

ague, or the dead ague ; the patient is said not to shake out.

21. Shake up. fa. To rattle (a chain). Obs.
1 1430 Chev. Assigfie 356 |>ey..shoken vp be cheynes per

sterten vp be swannes ; Eche on chese to his.

b. To shake together for the purpose of com-
bining or mixing ; to shake (a liquid) so as to stir

up the sediment.
1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Eye, [The mixture is to

be] thoroughly shook up every time it is to be used. 1837
Dickens Pickw. xxiii, Mr. Weller, shaking up the ale, by
describing small circles with the pot, preparatory to drinking.

1878 Huxley Physiogr. ^ 84 If we shake up a mixture of
liquids of different densities.

C. To rouse up with or as with a shake.
1850 Allingham Poems, Morning i, The wind shakes up

the sleepy clouds. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. iv, Bob.,
hollers to his 'osses, and shakes 'em up, and away we goes.
1896 Daily News 30 Apr. 3/4 The favourite always had his
race well won,, .although.. Loates had to shake him up.

d. To loosen (bedding, etc.) by shaking.
1833 W. H. Maxwell Field Bk. s. v. Training, After he

[the horse] has had his food, the litter is to be shook up.
1857 Anne Marsh Rose ofAshursty'x, [He] had.. shook up
and arranged my pillows, in a way most comfortable to me.

e. Naut. (See quot.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) 11. E ee 2, Shake her
up in the wind, let the sails touch ! the order to the helms,
man to steer the ship so as to let the sails shake with their

edges to the wind.

+ f. To rate soundly, abuse violently. (Very
common in i6-i7th c.) Also, to harass, afflict.

a 1553 Udall Roister D. 11. ii. (Arb.) 33, I was nere so
shoke vp afore since I was borne. 1576 Pettie Petite Pal'
lace 53 b, The king .. sent for my youth Iphis, shooke him
vp with sharpe threatninges, and charged him. .neuer after

to be seene at the Court. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. I. i. 30.
1620 Sanderson Serm. I. 145 What was Eliah to Ahab?.

.

that he durst . . shake him up roundly for . . his bloody
abominable oppressions ? 1637 Heylin Antid. Lincoln iii.

9 Your next vagarie is upon the Doctor. . . The Doctor thus
shaked up, you goe on againe unto the point of Iurisdiction.

g. To upset the nerves of, agitate, confuse.

1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. ii. 31 ' Well, you was shook up
and silly ', said Dan.
IV. 22. The verb-stem in combination

:

fshake-brained a., ofunsound mind, crazy, crack-

brained ; fshake breast = W&vE-breast (cf. Ge-
neva Bible 1560, Lev, x. 15 shake breast, Num.
vi. 20 shaken breast) ; fshake-day-sheaf= Wave-
skeaf; shake-hands, an act of shaking hands
with another person ; hence shake-hand attrib.

;

shake-lurk slang, a sham official document falsely

declaring that the bearer has suffered shipwreck

;

fshake offering, a Wave offering; fshake rotten
a., a term of abuse ; fshake-sheaf — shake-day

-

sheaf \ shake-tail a.
y
of a woman, loose.

1793 GentL Mag. Feb. 126 A..*shake-brained fellow.

1647 Husbandm. Plea agst. Tithes 38 Then the custome
is (in some Parishes) for the Parson to have a tenth joynt,
a heave shoulder, or a *shake breast, c 1659 Bp. Brownrig
Serm. (1674) I. xxi. 278 God, saith Gregory, requires not
only pectus fdei..t\ie shake-breast of faith, but [etc.].

1650 Trapp Comm. Levtt. xxiii. 11 This *shake-daie-sheaf
was a pregnant type of Christ's rising again. 1856 Lever
Martins of Crd1 M. 1. 491 Not a little provoked at the
*shake-hand salutation her son had accorded him. 1811 Ora
ff Juliet I. 235 After..a hearty *shake-hands with Brewster.
1889 D. C. Murray Dangerous CatsPaw 33 He.. executed
a hearty shake-hands. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I.

219 Armed with these [sham official documents], the patterer
becomes a ' lurker \ . .Shipwreck is called a ' *shake lurk \
1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 574 The *shake offering was
shaken to and fro. 1595 Peele Old Wives T. D, This
*shake rotten parish that will not burie lack. 1650 Trapp
Comm. Levit. xxiii. 17 The *shake-sheaf. . of their barlie-

harvest. 178a Eliz. Blower Geo. Bateman II. 120 A
couple of *shake-tail jabbering wenches.

Shakeable (J^-kabT), a, [f. Shake v. +
-able.] That may be shaken.
1869 Ruskin Q. ofAir § 54 Anything you can find in the

universe that is shakeable.

Shake-bag. Obs. exc. dial [f. Shake v.]

1. Cock-fighting, (See quots. 1688, 1709). Cf.

Shackbao 2.

SHAKEN.
1663 State-Scuffle 3 And when two shake-bags are thrown

out, To try the Battel yet in doubt, When weary still they
wheele about More eager. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 252/1
A Shake-bag, is a Cock turned out of the Bag to fight an-
other Cock, unsight, unseen, or unmatched ; a Battle at a
venture. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2328/4, 40 Cocks on each
side will be shewn... And every Battel 5I. each side, and
50 1. the odd Battel, and four Shake Bags for 10 1. each
Cock. 1709 R. H. Roy. Pastime Cock-fighting iv. 19 Yet
are these Birds commonly reduced into two sorts only,, .the
great Game Cock, or Shake-bag, and the little Match, or
Battle-Cock. 1777 IT- Swift] Gamblers 1. 829 The Pit shall
roar, fierce Shake-bag flap the wing. 1881 Isle of Wight
Gloss., S/takebag, a game-cock of the largest size.

transf. 1700 Concreve Way of World 1. 65 Wit... V/iW
you go to a Cock-match ? Sir Wil. With a Wench, Tony?
Is she a shake-bag Sirrah? 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

30 Apr., I would pit her., against the best shake-bag of the
whole main.

2. A rogue, scoundrel. Also (see quots. 1796
and 1823 in 3). Cf. Shackbag i.

[Cf. the following : 1392 Arden ofFeversham (title-p.), His
..wife, who..hyred two desperate ruffins Blackwill and
Shakbag, to kill him. (See also quot. 1595 Shake v. 7 b.)]

1794 Sporting Mag. III. 104 Being estimated .. by the
blacklegs, rooks and shakebags as a complete knowing one.
1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. 3), Shag-bag, or Shake-
bngi a poor sneaking fellow, a man of no spirit : a term
borrowed from the cock-pit.

3. attrib.

_
1688 Holme Armoury n. xi. 252 Shake-back [sic] Battle,

is a fight between two Cocks unmatched, unsight, unseen.
1833 ' Jon Bee ' Diet. Turf, Shake-bag-match—in cocking

;

the fighting adventitiously, or guessing at weights and
pairing, while the fowls are still in their respective bags.
*A Shake-bag fellow ', if he be no pick-pocket, is at least a
seedy cove.

t Sha-kebuckler. Obs. rare. [f. Shake v. +
Buckler sb, Cf. swashbuckler.'] Only in Sim
Shakebuckler^ a nickname for a serving man.
1550 Becon Gov. Virtue Wks. 1564 I. 257 That a poore

maydeand a simple Sym Shakebuckelare, made him [Peter]
both to denye [etc.]. 1560 — Catech. vi. ibid. 523 Nor
[suffer their children] to be of the nomber of suche simme
shakebucklers, as in theyr yong yeares fal vnto seruing.

Shakebut(t, obs. forms of Sackbut.
x593 G. Peele Hon. GarterD 1, Then Shalmes and Shake-

butts sounded in the ayre. 1628 P. Smart Serm. (Ps. xxxi.

7) 22 With Shakebuts, and. .all kinde of Musicke.

t Shaked, £pl* a, Obs, rare, [f. Shake v. +
-ed 1

.] a. Shaken, b. Mus. Trilled.
1625 Milton Ode Death Fair Infant 44 Wert thou some

Starr which from the ruin'd roofe Of shak't Olympus by
mischance didst fall. 1659 C. Simpson Division- Violist 1.

9 Graces done with the Fingers are of two sorts : viz. smooth
and shaked. Ibid., Shaked Graces.

Sliake-down. [f. vbl. phrase shake down:
see Shake v. 12.]

1. A bed made upon straw loosely disposed upon
the floor or ground; hence, any makeshift bed,

esp. one made up on the floor.

CX730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. (1^54) I. 107 The same Blanket
. . is made a Part of their Bedding at Night, which is gener-
ally spread upon the Floor ; this I think they call a Shake-
down, a x8ao A. Young Autobiog. iv. (1898J 72 A 'shake-
down ' when I was in Ireland [1776-8] meant some clean
straw spread upon the floor, with blankets and sheets. 1838
Dickens Nich. Nick, vii, You can give him a shake-down
here to-night, can't you? 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect I. 77
When the party broke up there was no leaving at so late an
hour, and shake-downs were improvised for at least forty.

.

guests.
attrib. 1891 Catholic News 29 Aug. 8/4 Shake-down

straw beds with a rug or two for covering.

2. An act of shaking down : see Shake v. 12.

1878 Hardy Ret. Native vi. iv, Now gie the bed a shake
down. We've put in seventy pound of best feathers.

Sha'kefork. Also shackfork. [f. Shake
v!\ A wooden fork with two tines or prongs used
by threshers to shake and remove the straw from
the grain ; also, a pitchfork. Now dial.

1338 Durh. Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 200 It. 8 rastra cum
schakforkes, pr. 12^. 1483 Cath. Angl. 332/2 A Schake
forke, pastinatum. 1597 Bp. Hall Sat. in. vii. 66 So
slender wast with such an Abbots loyne, . . Like a broad
shak-forke with a slender steale. 1607 Markham Cavel. v.

15 You shall take a shakeforke . .and with it you shall shake
vp. .all the horses dung, and wet litter. 1788 W. H. Mar-
shall Yorksh, II. 350 Shack-fork (that is, shake-fork); a
wooden fork, . . generally made of a forked ozier ; the tines

or branches about two feet long, and one foot wide at the
points. X847 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VIII. 11. 297 The
swaths are gathered into shocks with a shack-fork. 1876
Whitby Gloss., Shackfork, a wooden fork for lifting the
thrashed straw. .

.
' His clothes look as if they were flung on

to his back with a shackfork. 1

b. Sc. Her, (See quots.)
1680 G. Mackenzie Set. Her. xi. 33 This is called a

Shak.fork with us, and should not touch the corners of the
Escutcheon. 1780 J. Edmondson Her. II. Gloss., Shake-
fork, is in form like the Pall, but doth not touch the top of
the shield, and is pointed at each end. 1894 J. Macintosh
Ayrsh. Nights' Entert. xv. 286 [Stewarton Ch.] Over the

..doorway.. is a rather long window-like compartment,
in which the shake-fork forms, as it were, the mullion.

Shaken (fp'k'n), ppl. a. [pa. pple. ofShake ».]

1. Put into a quick or violent alternating motion ;

agitated
;
(of seed, etc.) sprinkled.

1735 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. in. 130 If.. no Care has
been taken to Till the Ground over the shaken Seed. 1849
M. Arnold Strayed Reveller 189 A Chief, With shout and
shaken spear, Stands at the prow. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. xxxvi, For the moment she felt like a shaken child.
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2. Moved abruptly or violently with a blow or

shock ; hence, weakened in structure.

1614 Gorges Lttcan 11. 68 And bands of foot come follow on,

This shaken bridge goe set vpon. 182a Shelley Scenesfr.
Faust 11. 136 And through the ruinsW the shaken mountain
The airs hiss and howl. 1858 Mallet in Rep. Brit, Assoc.

1. 58 The shaken area [of an earthquake].

b. transf. and Jig.

1641 Milton Reform, 11. 87 This our shaken Monarchy,
that now lies labouring under her throwes. 1890 Gall Mod.
Tactics (ed. 2) 131 Against shaken troops the opportunities
will possibly be as great, .in the future. 1896 F. Mathew
Wood ofBratnbles ix. 176 He is a shaken irritable kindly
lean little man.

3. Of a cask : Taken to pieces and bound up in

a compact form for transport. (Cf. Shake sb.

10 a, Shook sb.)

1557 in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I. 300 We haue laden in

these ships. .94. tunnes shaken Caske and 46. tunnes whole.

1575 Ibid. 414 There must be . . 800 empty shaken hogsheds.
179a Descr. Kentucky 41 In 1787 were exported Shaken
hogsheads 4,775.

4. Of timber : Cracked or split defectively.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Hush. § 132 (1882) 84 If it be noo
tymbre tree but a shaken tree or a hedge-rote full of knottes.

1679 Moxon Meek. Exerc. ix. 172 Such Stuff as is crackt

either with the heat of the Sun or thedroughthof the wind,
is called Shaken Stuff. 1680 Ibid. xii. 206 If your Stuff

prove shaken, or otherwise unsound. 185a Fincham Skip
Building n. (ed. 3) 32 The refuse of the other planking
through its being shaken, or otherwise defective.

5. Mining. (See quots.)

1747 Hooson Miners Diet. U 4, Swallow, a loose and
shaken place in a Vein. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 965 Troubles
in coal-fields are. .3. Shaken coal. It resembles the rubbish
of an old waste.

Shakenly, adv. rare, [-lt 2
.] In a shaken

manner.
1890 Blackw. Mag. CXLVIII. 545/1 'You do not trust

me,' he said, low and shakenly.

Shaker (J**kai). Also 5 schakare, -ere, 6 Sc.

sohakar, (-car), sehekkar. [f. Shake v. + -er1
.]

1. One who or something which shakes (in the

transitive senses of the verb).

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 443/1 Schakare, excussor. 1500-20,

a 1605, 1785, 1816 [see Hallan-smaker]. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad 11. 35 Who were, .cunning shakers of the staffe to hit

their foe a farre. C1611 Chapman Iliad vii. 104 Thou
mightie shaker of the earth, thou Lord of all the seas. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 711 Strangers .. scarsely in

twentie daies, with great care, can shake off this Shaker
[sc. ague]. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. Introd., The Marquis
was no shaker of hands. 185a Tennyson Deatk Wellington,

shaker of the Baltic and the Nile. 1901 F. H. Skrine
Life Sir W. W. Hunter xxi. 452 The fortune made in India
by the Thackerays and other shakers of the pagoda-tree.

b. Shaker off-, cf. Shake v. 19.

1638 Heywood Wise Wont. Hogsdon iv. G 4 b, Harring.
Hee what art thou ; Sencer. A hanger on, if it please you.
Harring. And I a shaker off, . . You shall not hang on mee.
1764 Museum Rust. II. xxv. 82 There are two men, called

shakers off, that immediately follow the threshers ; the first

of them throws the coleseed straw up ; the other strikes it

as it rises, which helps to knock out what seed may be left.

2. One who or something which shakes, trembles,

vibrates, etc. +Also, a boaster, swaggerer.
c 1440 Prom/. Parv. 443/1 Schakare, or craker, or booste

maker, jactator. 1573 Baret Alv. Sh. 265 Such a shaker
or trotter. 18*3 Blackw. Mag. XIV. 701 The pluckless

shakers at his authority.

f 3. ? A person of loose life. Obs.
la 1500 Nominale MS. in Halliwell s.v. Shake (5), Lasci-

tws, Anglice a schakere. 1694 Motteux Rabelais V. Pan-
tagr. Prognost. v, Those whom Venus is said to Rule, as.

.

Wenchers, Leachers, Shakers [etc.].

4. t *• In the 17th c. applied to various sectaries

whose devotional exercises were accompanied by
1 shaking * or convulsions ; often used as equivalent

to Quaker. Obs.

1648 Scottish Mist Disord 17 If the Lord in mercy doe
not afford us more liberty . . in things Civill and Religious, .

.

we may be quickly reckoned amongst the new Sect of

Shakers : you would make us tremble under your hands.

1654 Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 5) 136 The Shaker or Quaker.

1694 E. Chamberlayne Pres. St. Ettg. m. L 378 The other

sort of Anabaptists are called Quakers or Shakers, from the
Trembling and Quaking, caused in them by Vapours in

their Ecstatick Fits.

b. One of an American religious sect (calling

itself ' The Society of Believers in Christ's Second
Appearing '), which exists in the form of mixed
communities of men and women living in celibacy.

The first of these communities was founded by Ann Lee or

Stanley, who emigrated from England in 1774.

1784 J. Belknap Tour to White Mts. (1876) 21 A man
from Saco whose wife had run away with the Shakers. x8ai

Coleridge Lett. (1836) II. 18 The Essenians for several

ages subsisted by adoption : we shall see if the Shakers
continue so long. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes xv, These
people are called Shakers from their peculiar form of adora-

tion, which consists of a dance, performed by the men and
women of all ages, who arrange themselves for that purpose

in opposite parties.

attrib. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. II. 55, 1 visited

two Shaker communities in Massachusetts. 1883 Century
Mag. XXV. 525/1 A bonnet, hey?.. It looks like a Shaker
cap. Ibid., The Shaker sisters don't wear crimps.

C. A member of a community in the New Forest,

formed in 1864 by Mrs. Mary Ann Girling, who
claimed to be an incarnation of God. (The name
was popularly given to the sect from some resem-

blance to the Shaker communities of the U.S.)

1878 Irish Monthly Oct. 556 Hordle, where what are
usually called the New Forest Shakers reside. Ibid. 559
The first Shaker I met.

5. The fan-tail pigeon. More fully shakerpigeon.
1668 Charleton Onomast. 77 Tremulx.

.

. Quakers or
Shakers, a 167a Willughby Omithol. 11. xv. § 2 (1676) 131
Columbae tremulse laticaudse; Anglice Broad-taild Shakers.
Ibid. 132 Columbae tremulse angusticaudae..Narrow-taird
Shakers.^ 1678 Ray Willughby's Omithol. 11. xv. § 2. 181
Broad-tail'd Shakers, called Shakers because they do almost
constantly shake or wag their Heads and Necks up and
down...Narrow-taiPd Shakers... This kind we have not as
yet seen. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 54. 1854 Meall
Moubray's Poultry 252-3, n. Fantail, or Shaker.. .12. Nar-
row.tailed Shaker.

t 6. pi. Sc. An ornamentation or trimming for

the dress composed of thin plates of metal which
vibrate with the movements of the wearer ; also

transf. , vibrating drops of dew. Obs.
1506 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 313 Item, for xv

goldin skinnis to stomois for thaim, and schakaris and bor-
douris to the tailes. 1513 Douglas sEneis v. vii. 18 And
all his heid Of goldin schacarisand rois garland is reid Bus-
kit full weill. Ibid. xn. Pro!., And syluer schakaris gan fra
levis hyng. a 1568 Tayis Bank 21 (Bannatyne MS.) With
schakeris of the schene dew schour, Schynnyng my cour-
tenis schew. c 1600 Montgomerie Cherrie <$• Sloe (Ever-
green) 49 Floras fragrant flouris, Quhairon Apollos para-
mouris Had trinklit mony a teir; The quhilk lyke silvir

schaikers shynd, Embroydering Bewties bed.

7. pi. dial. The Quaking-grasp, Briza media
;

also hayshakers and Sc. silver shakers.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 1. Ivii. 80 Shakers, or quaking
grasse. 1845 New Statist. Ace. Scot. IV. Kirkcudbr. 68
Shaking grass (the silver shaker'). 1889 N. W. Line.
Gloss. 1893 Wiltshire Gloss., Shakers.

8. An implement, machine, etc. used for shaking.

a. A contrivance for shaking straw or hay.
181a Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 90 A.i ingeniously-

devised shaker .. for clearing alt the loose grain from among
the straw. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 966 {.Thrashing
machine') The straw, being taken off by the shakers, .drops
on the slide.

b. Dyeing. (See quot.)

1791 Hamilton Berthollet's Dyeing I. 1. ii. 159 The silk

is stretched out on a moveable pole, called a Shaker—kept
continually in motion. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades, Dyer
(1842) 191.

o. A riddle or sieve (see quot).
1906 J. Paterson Wamphray H. 61 note, [A riddle]

exactly like shakers used by masons at the present day to
riddle lime.

d. A utensil used in mixing American drinks.

1889 J. G. Woolley Seed Number One hard (1893) 96
The bartender . . makes the bits of ice, the spoon, the shaker,
the strainer, the glasses, fairly play a tune.

e. A machine for mechanically agitating fluids.

1897 Brit. Med. yrnl. 27^ Mar. 776/2 The residue [was]
extracted with water. This was accomplished in twenty-
four hours and was assisted by an electrically-driven
' shaker '.

Hence Shakerdom, the Shakers as a class.

Shakeress, a female Shaker. Sha'kerism, the

principles and practice of the Shakers.
i8aa Mary M. Dyer {title) A Portraiture of Shakerism.

1861 J. G. Holland Lessons in Life vi. 87, I object to
their style of life and piety, and to everything outside of
Shakerdom. i860 Reynolds's Misc. 15 Sept. XXV. 180/2
Two comely Shakeresses wait upon you. 1868 Morn. Star
8 June, The Owenite experimentsui England and America
have failed, but Shakerism is a living and triumphant fact.

1870 D. Macrae Amer. at Home II. xxx. 358 We followed
the Shakeress. . within doors.

Shake-rag. [f. Shake v. + Rag sb.] A ragged
disreputable person; also attrib. or adj., beggarly.

Cf. Shack-bag, Shag-rag.
1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ixix. 13. 259 It is no maruell

that shakerags [orig. sordidos homines] (which haue no re-

garde of honestie) did. .raile with out shame. 1610 Healey
St. Aug. Citie of God vn. xi. 269 Pecunia,..one of the
shake-rag goddesses in our forth booke. 1641 Brome
Jovial Crew in. (1652) H4b, Do you talk Shake-rag:
Heart yond's more of 'em. I shall be Beggar-mawl'd if I

stay. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxvi, ' He was a shake-rag like

fellow ', he said, ' and . . had gipsy blood in his veins '.

Hence fShake-ragged a.

1560 Becon Fortress ofFaithful Wks. II. 120 Who wyll
be troubled . . with suche a sorte ofshake ragged slaues in a
towne, whyche do nothynge but..fyll thetowne full of beg-
gers braules ?

Shakescene (J^'ksih). arch. rare. ff. Shake
v. + Scene sb. ; in allusion to the name Shakspere.
Cf. B. Jonson To Memory of Author in Shaks. Wks.

(1623), I would. .call forth. .iEschilus. .To life againe, to

heare thy Buskin tread, And shake a Stage.]

(Ofuncertain or vague meaning : used by Greene
in his attack on Shakspere.)
a 159a Greene Groatsw. Wit (1874) 30 He. .is in his owne

conceit the onely Shake-scene in a countrie.

Sha*ke-spear, a. nonce-wd. [f. Shake v.]

That brandishes a spear (tr. Gr. 8opv<r<r6os).

1853 M. J. Chapman tr. Theocritus Idyll xxn. xvii, Castor
. .The brass-mailed, shake-spear knight.

Shakespear- : see Shaksperian, etc.

Shakily (J^'kili), adv. [f. Shaky a. + -LT2.]

In a shaky manner, unsteadily.

1863 Huxley Man's Place Nat. 1. 36 On the ground, the

Orang always goes laboriously and shakily, on all fours.

1877 Box Eng. GameofCricket 337 The * glorious Tennent

'

next appeared [as batsman], and began very shakily indeed.

191a Engl. Review Feb. 461 Frances laughed shakily.

Shakiness (J^kines). [f. Shaky a. + -ness.]
The condition of being shaky.
186a Cornhill Mag. VI. 613 Shakiness of the hand [is] a

sign of poisoning. 1884 Church Bacon \. The shakiness
of current doctrines., on religion and policy.

Shaking (p'-kirj), vbl. sb. [-inqI.]

1. The action of the verb Shake, in any sense.
CX380 Wyclif Sel. Eng. Wks. III. 313 Bi here newe

dampnacion bat bei maden at London in be erbe schakyng.
c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Gilbert xxiv. 98 All be toknes [of
the fever] wer come, as schakyng, akyng of be hed and
swech o£>ir. 1575 Gascoigne Kenelworth 11. ii. Wks.
1910 II. 113 It was the shaking of some leafe. 1586 T. B.
La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. 326 Few there are, who, in great
overthwarts and shakings of fortune, have harts sufficiently
staied to practise, .that which they commend. 1685 tr.

St. Evremond's Mixt Ess. 24 With their warblings and
shakings, they [the Spaniards] seem to mind nothing in
their singing, but to contend with Nightingales. 178a J.
Adams Fam. Lett. (1876} 404 But shaking on horseback
guards pretty well against it. 1891 Earl Lytton Lett.
(1906) II. 430 The shaking I got on my way from London
to Paris made last Sunday a terribly painful one to me.
1899 R* Whiteing No. j John St. 157 The great need of
the age is a good sound shaking, to get the nonsense out.

f b. The gathering, harvesting, falling or shed-
ding (of fruit or grain), lit. andJig. Obs.
x6a3 in Foster Eng. Factories Ind. (1908) II. 237 These

fellowes are growne ripe ; I hope wee shall have the shakinge
of them. 1637 MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp,, Canterb., Payd
for sh.akinge of our frute 020. 1658 [see shaking.time in 4].

c 1750 MS. relating to Suffolk Manors, No person shall in

the time of Shaking, .keep any drove cattle in the fields.

C. With advs.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 443/2 Schakynge a-wey, excusst'o.

1613 Hieron Back-farts Je/tovah Serm. (1614) 180 A
shaking off of that due obedience we owe vnto him. 1683
Moxon Mech. Exerc,, Printing xn. xix. 172 The Break
made by the Shaking out of the Mettal. 1866 W. Collins
Artnadale 11. vii, A good shaking-up is just the thing for
you, after being so long indoors. 1897 H. A. Jones Case
Rebell. Susan 1. 19, 1 allow every married couple twelve
months for what I call the shaking-down process.

t d. The shaking of the sheets : the name of a
dance (in the i6-i7th c. very often used jocularly

for sexual intercourse). Obs.
? c 1570 Misogonus n. iv. 272 To that daunce of all other I

see he is bent. Sr. Faythe no I had rather haue shakinge
oth shetes. 1589 Pappe w. Hatchet Lyly's Wks. 1902 III.

411 O tis his best daunce next shaking of the sheetes. 1633
Rowley Match at Midn. in. 1, Thee and I shall dance the
shaking of the sheetes together. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes
t vii. 25 He knew not what a dance the Don would lead
him, before he return 'd to the shaking of the sheets, with
his Joan Gutierez.

transf. 16 . . Ballad^ Doleful Dance $ Song of Death i,

Can you dance the shaking of the Sheets, a Dance that
every one must do?.. Make ready then your winding sheet.
1604 Meeting of Gallants at Ordinarie C 3, But this
youngster daunced the shaking of one sheet [i. e. died]
within fewe dayes after.

2. A disease in sheep and swine (see quot. a 1 722).
Also the ague. Chiefly in plural.

1642 Fuller Holy «5- Prof St. v. xi. 401 Being good
Physick for the sheep to keep them from the Shakings.
a X7aa Lisle Husb. (1757) 339 Some years the sheep will be
apt to be taken with a disease they call the shaking. . : it is

a weakness which seizes their hinder quarters, so that they
cannot rise up when they are down. 1736 Bailey Househ.
Diet. s. v. Tremour, The tremour or shaking in Swine.
1877 Holdemess Gloss., Skakkins, the ague. ' Thoo dodhers
as if thoo'd getten shakkins.'

3. concr. That which is shaken off, out, down, etc.

Naut. (see quots. 1867-86). Also with advs.
do7vn, off, out. Chiefly in plural.
138a Wyclif Isa, xvii. 6 As the shaking out of the oile

bene. 1388 Ibid., As the schakyng doun of the fruyt of
olyue tre. 168a J. Houghton's Coll. Lett. Husb. etc. No. 7
I. 70 The Shakings of the Cloth. 1754 P. H. Hibemiad iv.

29 Luxuriant Congreve (the..Shakings-off of whose Pen,
would invigorate twenty of our late spiritless miscall'd
Comedies). 1830 Nautical Mag. 726 [Heading of miscel-
laneous items of news.] Shakings. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk., Shakings, refuse of cordage, canvas, &c, used
for making oakum, paper, &c 1886 Tinsley's Mag. Sept.
287 Shakings are the sweepings of thedeck gathered together
after the day's work is done. Ibid., ' Mere shakings ' is a
term used by seamen to express worthless men.
4. attrib. and Como., as shaking time; also in

the names of machines used for agitating materials,

as shakingbarrel, also shakingframe , table (Knight
Diet. Meek. 1875); snaking cure, machine (see

quots.) ; shaking stop, the tremolo organ stop.

1884 3*kam Daily Post 23 Feb. 2/4 Boot-rivet Machines,
Spring Punches, *Shaking Barrel. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex.,
*Shaking cure, the treatment of certain nervous diseases,

such as paralysis agitans, by means of a vibrating arm-
chair. 1850 Holtzapffel Turfting III. 1090 Rumble or
"Shaking Machine. This is a contrivance sometimes used
for polishing small articles principally by their attrition

against each other. 1659 C. Simpson Division. Violist 1. 9
Some also affect a kind of Shake or Tremble with the Bow,
like the ^shaking Stop of an Organ. 1665 in Hopkins Organ
(1845) Hist. 52 One Shaking Stopp. 1658 Gurnall Chr. in
Arm.verse 14x11. n. 284 Away theyrunne with their enjoy-
ments,., like nogges in "shaking time. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Sliacking-time, the Season when Mast is ripe.

Shaking (J^i'kin), ppl. a. [f. Shake v. + -ing 2
.]

In the senses of the verb. Of a bog, morass, etc. :

Quaking. Shaking stone, a rocking stone.
a ia>5 Ancr. R. 60 [Lechery] mid schekinde word ^iueft"

speres wunden. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 210 pei. .suffre

pore men haue nakid sidis & schakynge lippis & hondis for

cold. 1578 J. Derricke Image fret, (1581) D iij b, And
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brought from Boggs to champion ground, ..Yet doe thei
,

loke to shaking boggs. 1660 R. May Accompl. Cook Utt5)

j8o To make a Shaking Pudding. 166a Ray Itin. 1.1. Sel. I

Rem. (1760) 240 Here liesa Stone, called theshakmg Stone.

1761 Mills Pract. Hush. I. 137 Mr. Eliot s contrivance to
;

drain a piece of shaking meadow, as he calls it. 1773 Goldsm.

She stoops to cono. 11, Item .. a Florentine, a shaking pudding.

184a Lover Handy Andy xxiii.Thecat made for a shaking

bog—the loneliest place in the whole country. 1889 P. H.

Emerson Eng. Idyls 133 Holding their shaking sides.

b. Of a disease : Characterized by a tremulous

agitation of the head or limbs.

1528 Paynell Salerno's Regim. Yij, White pepper is

holsome for a shakynge feuer. 161s Crooke Body of Man
401 The disease called Tremor, or the shaking palsie. 1905

Brit. Med. Jrnl. 25 Feb. 406/1 He had a shaking chill

followed by a sweat,

trausf. 1595 Shaks. John II. i. 228 Bulletts wrapt in fire

To make a shaking feuer in your walles.

c. Shaking Quaker m Shaker 4 b.

1784 Mass. Spy 1 Jan., in R. H. Thornton Amer. Gloss.

(1912), The people in the Western part of this State, who
stile themselves Shaking Quakers. 1839 Marryat Diary
Amer.Sa. l 1. 114, 1 had intended to., proceed from thence

to New Lebanon to visit the Shaking Quakers.

d. quasi-rti/f.

1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Reformer (1891) 240 What a

lot of rattling bullocks, shaking fat too.

Hence Sha/kingly adv.

1889 Comhill Mag. Oct. 438 ' Tell her, please, Bryan ',

I say, shakingly.

Shako (jaekou). Also schakos, schako ; and

see Chaco. [a. Magyar csdkd, short for csdkd

siiveg, more correctly csdkos siiveg peaked cap

{csdkos being an adj. f. csdk peak, believed by native

scholars to be a G. zacken point, spike).

The word has been adopted into several European langs.

;

the F. schako may be the proximate source. While the

shako was still worn in the British army, the pronunciation

was (fayko") among officers, but (fak*) in the ranks.]

A military cap in the shape of a truncated cone,

with a peak and either a plume or a ball or ' pom-
pom '. (Not now worn by British soldiers.)

1815 Scott Paul's Lett. xiii. (1816) 317 [The French guide]

puts on the schakos, which he has hitherto held in his

hand. 185a Lieut.-Col. J. Luard Dress Brit. Soldier 158

We have introduced the large-topped, overweighted shako

from the French. 1868 Queen's Regul. Army r 67 Officers

in uniform are not to take off their shakos or forage Caps
in Saluting. 1903 J. Conrad & F.M. Hueffer Romance
11. ii. 60 The little worsted balls on the infantry shakos.

Shak-shak, variant of Chac-chac.
1905 Conlemp. Rev. Oct. 510 An African revivalist .. who

should attempt to arouse the ecstasies of a West Indian

meeting with no more elaborate orchestra than a bull-

roarer and a shak-shak.

Shaksperian (Jif'kspiB'rian), a. (and sb.) Also

Shak(e)spearian, -ean, Shaksperean. [f.

Shakspere + -ian.

The forms in -ian are alone correct according to the rele-

vant analogies. The other variations follow^ the diversities

of spelling of the poet's name. The spelling Shakspere,

adopted in this Dictionary, was advocated by Sir F. Madden
on the ground of the signature in Shakspere's copy of

Florio's Montaigne, and accepted by Dr. Furnivall and the

New Shakspere Society ; the commonest form is perh.

Shakespeare.]

S. adj. Of or pertaining to, or having the char-

acteristics of William Shakspere (1564-1616) or

his dramatic and poetical productions, b. sb.

An authority on or student of the writings of

Shakspere ; a Shaksperian scholar. Hence
ShakspeTianism, {a) a form of expression

peculiar to or imitated from Shakspere {Cent.

Diet. 1 891, and in later Diets.)
; (*) the imitation

of Shakspere, or the effects of his influence gener-

ally.

1817 Keats Wks. (1889) III. 10 The acting of Kean is

Shakespearian. 1810 Coleridge Lett. (1836) I. 49 The
almost Shakespearian old witch-wives at the funeral [in

Scott's Bride of Lammermoor]. 1837 Lockhart Scott II.

viii. 294 She was, however, about as devout a Shakspearian

as her nephew. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Land, of To-day xxxiv.

(ed. 3) 304 The Princess's Theatre, in the days of Charles

Kean famous for its Shakesperian revivals. 1886 Contemp.

Rev. Aug. 250, I think that the spirit of modern Shak-

spearianism, among readers, critics, and actors, is quite false

to Shakspeare himself. 1908 Daily Chron. 21 Mar. 5/1

But Shakespeareanism is not dead yet a while.

Similarly Shaksperia-na (see -ana). Sha'k-

sperlsm = Shaksperianism (a). Sha-ksperize v.

,

trans, to imbue with the spirit or ideas ofShakspere;

intr. to imitate Shakspere. Shakspero'later, a

worshipper of Shakspere. Shaksperolatry,
worship of Shakspere. Shakspero-logy, the

branch of study concerned with the works and life

of Shakspere.
1718C. Gildon Compl. Art Poetry I. 305 Shakespeariana :

or Select Moral Reflections, Topicks, Similies, and De-
scriptions from Shakespear. 1823 Lamb Lett. (1888) II. 79
In the same collection I find several Shakspearisms. 1836

Emerson Nature, Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 178 The
English dramatic poets have Shakespearized now for two
hundred years. 1847 — Repr. Men, Shakespeare Wks.
(Bohn) I. 359 Now, literature, philosophy, and thought are

Shakespearized. 1863 Daily Tel. 20 Jan., The most com-
mendable act performed of late years in Shakespeareology.
1864 Realm 9 Mar. 6 In these days of Shakspearolatry.

1875 L. Tollemache in Fortn. Rev. Mar. 335 The strained

efforts of the Shakespearolaters to find dramatic propriety

in the most inappropriate passages.
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II Shakudo (Jsckaddu). [a. Japanese shakii do,

ad. an older form of Chinese ch'ih t'ung red

copper.] A Japanese alloy of copper and gold.
It is often subjected toachemical process, which produces

a blue patina.

1878 Jrnl. Applied Sci. Apr. IX. 61/2 The dark blue

colour.. is that of the Shakudo, composed of copper, and
three or four per cent, of gold.

Shaky (jV'ki), a. Also shakey. [f. Shake v.

or sbA + -y.J
1. Of timber : Fissured = Shaken 4.

1703 T. N. City <r C. Purch. 241 Such Stuff as is crack'd,

either with the Heat of the Sun, or the Drought of the Wind,
iscall'd shaky, or shaken Stuff. 1851 Palace ofIndustry 18

If found to be shaky, they [sc. sash-bars] are rejected as unfit

to be used. 1868 Harpers Mag. XXXVI. 418 Some of the

pines were short and scraggy, some were shaky.

2. Of a structure : Given to shaking by the

looseness of its parts ; liable to break down or give

way ; unsound. Of ground : Not firm or solid.

1850 Ogilvie, Shaky, 2. loosely put together ;' ready to

come to pieces. Familiar, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxv,

182 The bridge was so frail and shaky at the place of

junction. 1871 Punch 2 Dec. 228/2 The chair, .so shaky in

the legs. 1894 Bookseller's Catal., Binding shaky.

3. Of a person or his limbs : Trembling with

age, infirmity, apprehension or fear.

1850 Thackeray Pendennis lxx, The old fellow's hand
was very cold and shaky. 1871 O. W. Holmes Smiling
Listener 46 Well, Time with . . his shaky old fingers will

soon snuff us out.

b. Of writing : Tremulous.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxviii, All he did wasto

sign the circulars . . and direct them in a shaky, clerk-like

hand. 1891 C. James Rom. Rigmarole 92 At this point the

writing began to grow very shaky and weak.

4. Characterized by or causing shaking or jolting.

i860 Merc. Mar. Mag. VII. 290 It is rather a shaky busi-

ness., riding over those roads in a cart. 1883 C. Howard
Roads Eng. A> Wales (ed. 3) 138 The surface is rather shaky
for quick riding.

5. In immaterial sense.

a. Of a person's position, credit, securities, etc.

:

Insecure, liable to fail or be upset, unreliable.

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. x, Our director

was—what is not to be found in Johnson's Dictionary—
rather shaky. Three of his companies had broken, four

more were in a notoriously insolvent state. 1853 Wilber-
force 3 Nov., Life(.i&ti) II. 225 Lord Aberdeen now grow-

ing to look upon Gladstone as his successor. . . Cabinet snaky.

1865 Miss Braddon Sir Jaspers Tenant L xiv. 302 With
a view to raising money on very shaky security. 1884 Law
Times I Nov. LXXVIII. 10/2 The manufacturer, whose

credit is so shaky. 1908 Blackw. Mag. July 130/2 His seat

in Parliament was shaky.

b. Unsettled in allegiance or belief.

1853 Lytton My Novel xi. xvii, Well,.. I must be off

Eresently to see those three shaky voters in Fish Lane. 1857

.ady Canning in A. J. C. Hare Two NobU Lives (1893)

II. 202 The shaky regiment, the 37th, had tried to tamper

with the Seiks. 1884 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 141 A work.,

calculated to render persons who are snaky in their belief

in religion . . more shaxy still.

c. Not completely sound in health.

1844 Dickens Let. 26 Feb. Lett. (1880) I. 100, 1 am rather

shaky just now, but shall pull up. 1856 H. H. Dixon Post
A- Paddock 26 If his legs are shaky, he [the racehorse] is

trained ' through the muzzle ', as a forlorn hope.

d. Of knowledge, or persons with reference to

this : Uncertain, doubtfully adequate, not to be

depended on.

i860 Hotten's Slang Diet., Shaky, said.. at the Univer-

sity, of one not likely to pass his examination. 1881 Century

Mag. XXIII. 934/2 In shaky but intelligible Spanish he

asked ..to see her father. 1889 W. S. Gilbert Gondoliers

11, He is shaky in his spelling, so we help him if we can.

Shalche : see Shall v. A. 6 a.

ISha'lder, sb. 1
- 1 06s. rare—1

, [related to

Shalder v.] 1 A flake, split-off piece of stone.

1577 Harrison England m. xv. [ix.] 114 b, Y» flint and
chalke, the shalder and the peble.

Shalder (Jg-ldai), sb:* Also 9 chalder,

shelder, sohalder, shaalder. [Of obscure origin.

Cf. Scolder 2
, Soaledrake.Sheldin, Sheldrake.]

The oyster-catcher, B&matopus oslralegus.

1828 Fleming Brit. Anim. 115 Haemotopus Ostrolegus.

Common Oyster-catcher... N~., Chalder, Skeldrake. 1866 T.

Edmonston Shetl. 8, Orkney Gloss., Schalder. S. 1877 G.

Stewart Shetl, Fireside T. ix. 68 The scream of the frighted

shelder.

Shalder (Jij-ldai), sb.s dial. Also shelder.

[Of unknown origin.] A rush or sedge growing in

ditches, esp. the yellow iris, Iris Pseudacorus.

1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng. 66 Shalder, a kind

of broad flat rush, growing in ditches. 1873 W. P. Williams
& W. A. Jones Somerset. Gloss. 32 Shalder.

-t-Sha'lder, v. Obs. rare. Also 8 shelder.

[? Cogn. w. Shale sb. Cf. Shalder sb. 1
, Shapder

».] intr. To crumble.

1577 Harrison England 11. iii. [1. xv.]69b, Till such time

as two hils betwixt which it ran, did shalder & so choke vp

his [the river's] course. 1707 Mortimer Huso. (1721) I. 75

Rising in gross Clods at the first breaking up of the Plough,

and sheldring with the Frost. Ibid. II. 200 If you dig them

often, the Sun, Rain, and Frosts will mellow them, so as to

cause them to shelder into Dust.

Shale (Jk'1), sb> Obs. exc. dial, (in various

senses see Eng. Dial. Diet.). Forms : 1 soealu,

soalu, 3-5, 7, 9 dial, sohale, 4 schal, 5 //.

shalus, 6 shaell, (7 erron. shalt), 4 shale. [OE.

SHALE.

sc(e)alu str. fem. :—OTeut. *skald, ablaut-variant

of *skmlo, represented by ON. skdl Scale sb. 1, q. v.

for the Teut. cognates.]

fl. A dish ; a cup or goblet : = Scale sb. 1 1. Obs.

c 1075 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. IV. 275, .vi. masene sceala.

a 1225 [see Scale sb. 1 1 0]. c 1325 Metr. Horn. 120 Seruanz
war at this bridale, That birled win in cupp and schal.

1 2. A shell, husk, esp. the shell or outer covering

of a nut, which encloses the kernel ; also the pod
of peas or beans, etc Obs.
[Also in fnutshale, examples of which (C1205-1577) are

given under Nutshell, where see the equivalent forms in

continental Teut.]
c 825 Epinal Gloss. 462 Glumula, scalu. [c 1050 V'oc. in

Wr.-Wiilcker 371/1 Cittis, uilmenum, xpelscealum ymbSa
cyrnlu. a 1100 in Napier OE. Glosses i. 608 Quisouiliarum,
asweepe, beanscalu.j

_ C1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1281, I

saugh him carien a wind-melle Under a walsh-note shale.

c 1430 Lydg. Letabuudus 227 in Minor P. dan) 56 The
husk is falle, brokyn is the shale, The noote kernel, Closyd
in scripturys . . Al openly shewith his swetnesse. 1532 More
Confut. Tindale Wks. 644/2 From the tone [sacrament] take

they the swete carnel within, the blessed body of Christ,

and leaue the people the shales. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus
Argt. Cj, He releued his hunger with peskod shales, or the

huskes of other graynes. 1584 Hanmer Arte. Eccl. Hist.

(1585) Ep. Ded. *ij b, There is found wheate among tares, .

.

a kearnell within the shale [1663 shaell], marrow_within the

bone. 1659 Robotham Gate Lang. Unlocked xi. § 121 He
that hath a minde to get out the kernel, .must put away the

husk [marg. Peel, coat, shall]. 1668 Wilkins Real Char.
11. vi. § 1. 171 Cod, Husk, Pod, Shell, shale, siliquous.

fig. '599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. ii. 18 Doe but behold yond
poore and starued Band, And your faire shew shall suck

away their Soules, Leauing them but the shales and huskes

of men. 1617 tr. A. de Dominis' Serm. {Rom. xiii. 12) 52

They stuffe them vp with swines meat, the huskes, and
shales of these superfluous, and superstitious deuotions.

t b. As an example of something without value.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7234 So wonderly the wynd it blewe,

That alle here tentis ouerthrewe ; Al lede to grounde bothe

tent and hale, Here ropes vayled not of a schale.

f C. The shell of an egg or a shell-fish. rare.

1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. nb, Beat egges shales to

pouder. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 99 Penwincles . . are

alwaies clothed with one and the same shale,

t d. The refuse of hemp : = Sheave sb?
1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 39 b, Of Hempcthe

Shales or Stalkes serue for the heating of Ouens.

3. A scale (of a fish, of metal, of a scaly disease,

etc.). Obs. exc. dial.

1398 TREVisA^arM. De P. R . xm. xxix. (Tollemache MS.),

Fische bat ben bred in be see haue harde shales and bikke, .

.

and ryuer fische haueb sotel schales. c 1420 Chron. Vilad.

4601, & dame Alfyne woke of hurre slepe bo after anone

:

And mony shalus he syje falle from hurre heyje bo,—pen

myjt he sy3e welle, & alle hurre sekenesse was agone. i6n
Cotgr., Finfreluches, shales, or scales, or seal ie excrements

;

as dandriffe, &c. 1655 W. F. Observ. Fulke's Bk. Meteors

170 Iron. .purged in the fire,, .in such sort as that which is

earthy, doth at last turn to schales and dross. 1880 W. Cornw.

Gloss., Shale, a scale of a fish ; a flake.

f b. Comb., shale-fish = shell-fish. Obs.

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 41 Ostiris,

Buckies, and vthiris schal fishe.

4. A mesh of a net. Obs. exc. dial.

1606 S. Gardiner Bk. Angling 37 Somc.breake the

shales of the net. 1855 Anna Gurney Norf. Words in

Trans. Phil. Soc. 36 S/utte, the mesh of a net.

5. dial. ' Loose substance from a mine or quarry

;

loose ore ' {Eng. Dial. Diet. ) ; see also quots.

[Cf. OE. sldnscalu, ?a rocky stratum denuded of soil,

whence stdnscylig stony (ground).]

1793 A. Young Agric. Sussex 16 The various sorts of

lime-stone.. with the thickness and shale of each different

sort, i860 Eng. 4- Foreign Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) Cornw.
21 Seal, a shale or portion of earth, rock &c, which separ.

ates and falls from the main body. l88» Jago Cornw. Gloss.

256 Schale, a scale, as a ' schale of earth', or earth slide in

an excavation.

Shale y^'l), sb. 2 [Perh. a use of Shale sb. 1
,

or a derivative of Shale v. (sense 5).

There is no sufficient reason for the common view that it

is a. G. schale (= Sh\le sb.>), which is not used in thissense

(the G. equivalent being schicferthou ' slate clay') ; schale

however occurs for a thin layer of ore or stone, and the

Deutsches Wbuck. has schalstein a laminated limestpne,

sclialgebirge, explained as ' a layer of stone in a stratified

range of mountains '.]

1. An argillaceous fissile rock, the laminje of

which are usually fragile and uneven, and mostly

parallel to the bedding; often overlying a coal

formation. Also with qualifying word as bitu-

minous shale, etc.

1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. Livb, Strong Beds, Shale, or

Chists. 1796 Kirwan Elem. Min. (ed. 2) I. 182 Slate Clay,

Shale. 1811 I. Farey Derbyshire I. 443 It is not uncom-

mon with colliers to call any Argillaceous Stratum in very

thin lamina by the name of Shale. 1833 Lyell Prtnc.Gcol.

III. 334 The conversion of clay into shale, and of sand into

sandstone, may, in many cases, be attributed to simple

pressure. 1884 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Sept. 3/2 A ring of

shale, part of a large ribbed bead of delf.

b. A variety or specimen of this rock.

1830 [see Bituminous a. b). 183a De La Beche Geol.

Man. (ed. 2) 315 Shales, grits, &c. 1873 C. Robinson N. S.

Wales 52 Deposits of brown cannel oil coals and oil shales.

1878 A. H. Green etc., Coat i. 25 Tasmanite is a shale con-

taining from 26 to 30 per cent, of combustible matter. 1890

Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip XXVI. 245/2 Next in order above

the sandstones . .occur the black shales.

o. spec. = AhVM-shale. dial.

1825-80 Jamieson, Shale, a name given to alum ore. 1847



SHALE.

Halliwell, S/iale,..alum ore. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Shale,
the gray alum rock of this quarter.

2. altrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as shale

distillation , limestone, mine, miner; instrumental,

as shale-sprinkled adj.

1842 Sedgwick in Hudson's Guide Lakes (1843) 209 Third
Group, or Shale Limestone.—This group forms the upper
part of the calcareous zone on the north side of the Cumbrian
mountains. 1884 Times (weekly ed) 19 Sept. 3/2 Beyond.,
turning up a large, ornamental shale ring, nothing could be
done. 1887 PallMallGaz. 21 Sept. 11/2 The shale miners
of Scotland. 1894 Westm. Gaz. 30 May 5/3 Mr. Robert Bell
. .was the first to manufacture oil from shale distillation in
Scotland. 1901 Kipling Kim xiv. 358 They held the shale-
sprinkled grass for an hour.

b. Special comb. : shale-naphtha, -oil, naphtha
and oil obtained by the destructive distillation of
bituminous shale; fskale-shiver, laminated shale;
shale-stone dial., slate; shale-tar, tar derived
from bituminous shale.

185S Q- 7ml. Chem. Soc. VII. 106 The existence in "shale
naphtha of the isomer of cumidine. 1857 Miller Etem.
Chem., Org. ix. 580 (heading) *Shale oils. 1886 Pall Mall
Gaz. 14 Dec. 4/1 The Midland has begun to burn shale
oil in the lamps hung in its suburban trains. 1794 T.
Hutchinson Ilist. Cumbld. I. Catal. Anim.,etc. 46 *Shale
Shiver. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss., *Shale-stone, Shilstone,
slate. 1857 Miller Elem. Chem., Org. ix. 580 *Shale tar is

particularly rich in basic substances.

Shale (p>l), v. 1 Obs. exc. dial. Also 5 schale,
6 shaell, (7 shalle, 9 shail). [f. Shalk sbX\
1. trans. To free from the shell or husk ; to re-

move, take off (the shell or husk) from a nut,
bean, fruit, etc. ; to decorticate (hemp). ? Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. DeP.R. xvm. Hii. (1495)812 Amptes

shale the greynes that they done togyders for they sholde
not growe ayen andwexe grenecorn. c 1420 Liber Cocorum
(1862)25 Take smalle notes, schale not [?out] kurnele, As
Jk>u dose of almondes, fayre and wele. e 1430 Two Cookery-
bks. xl. 13 Take grete Oystrys, an schale hem. c 1518 Kat.
Sheph. i. A v, Yet may they syt and shaell peson. 1577
B. Googe Hereshock's Husb. 1. 41 Hempe haruest..The
Male.. is made vp in bundels to be knockt and shaled [orig.

coufringenda, dtcorticataque repurganda\ in Winter euen*
ynges. 1607 Topsell Four/. Beasts 643 Parched barley
which hath bene well shaled. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit.
Past. 11. iv. 97 A little Lad set on a bancke to shale The
ripen*d Nuts pluck'd in a woody Vale. 1622 Sir R. Hawkins
voy. S. Sea xxiv. 55 They haue hudds, as our Beanes, which
shaled off, the kernell parteth it selfe in two. 1693 Urqn.
harfs Rabelais ur. xviti. 145 The Bean is not seen till, .its

swad . . be shaled.

fig. a 1680 T. Goodwin Blessed State x. Wks. 1703 V. in.

64 This Abundancy of Life, that is in God, instantly shales
off, Works out all that Filth, Frailty, Misery.

t b. intr. To allow of being shelled, rare.
1600 Surflet Country Farm in. lxv. 581 The vttermost

pilling of common walnuts, whether it shale willingly or no
may be distilled in the moneth of September.
2. Of grain, seed, etc. : To drop out.

[1578 ? Implied in Shaling ppl. a.] 1641 D. Rogers
Naaman 616 Suffer it to shale and fall to the ground for lack
of reaping. 1764 Museum Rust. II. xxv. 80 Coleseed is a
seed that will shed or shale very greatly, if it is not reaped
in proper time. 1895 E. Angl. Glost., Shail. .to drop out.

1 3. trans. To shed (a tooth). Obs. rare.
1686-7 Aubrey Rem. Gentilisme (1881) 11 When Children

shaled their Teeth. Ibid. 27 When children did shalle a
tooth they rubbed salt upon it, and then threw it into the fire.

4. intr. Of water: To form an incrustation, rare^.
1844 H. Hutchinson Treat. Pract. Drainage Land 160

In some drains water will shale or form an incrustation upon
the flat tile.

6. To cleave, as stones in being raised.
171a J. Morton Nat. Hist. Northampt. 129 Rammel, a

Stone unfit for Building, because in the raising it cleaves or
shales into many small uneaven Pieces. 1851 Sternberg
Northampt. Gloss. 93.

f 6. To shale out : ? to strip (a tree}. Obs.
16x8 W. Lawson New Orch. $ Garden xiii. (1623) 45 The

Bui-finch is a deuourer of your Fruit in the bud, I haue had
whole trees shald out with them in Winter-time.

Shale (P*l)» »-2 rare. [app. echoic : see quot.
1 834.] intr. Of water : To make the sound
characteristic of tidal movement near the shore.

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xvi. (1842) 299 The water in

the bay. .again rushed in with a loud shaling noise,—I coin
the word for the sound—in bores nearly ten feet high. 1890
Ci.ark Russell Marriage at Sea ix, A gentle shaling
noise of waters broken by the passage of the vessel. 1897— Last Entry 57 The stream of tide softly shaled along the
bends of the schooner.

Shale, variant of Shail z/.
2

t Shaled,///. a. Obs. [f. Shale sbA and v.l]

1. a. Encased as in a shell.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 766 His [sc. a dragon's] scoulders
ware schalyde alle in clene syluere, Schreede ouer alle the
schrympe with schrinkande poyntez.

b. Consisting of a shell.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 77 Plinie vsed this Latine worde
Cancer, for a generall or common name for all such as haue,
& weare shaled garments,

c. Having a * shale *, shell, or pod.
£1575 Ducket In Hakluyt Voy. (1590) I. 397 Hasell nuts,

..as good and thin shaled as are our Filberds. 16a* Come-
nius' Janua Ling. Triling. 19 The fruits of the earth bring
grains; those which are eared in ears,, .those which are
shal'd in shales [siliquatse in siliquis].

2. Schalyd hed: app. = Scald head 2.

1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 100 To holen a schalyd hed.

3. Peeled or strict of shell, shelled.

1598 Florio, Snocciolato, crackt nuts, shaled nuts. 1661
Lovell Hist. Anim. 4- Min. no Tosted and shaled Barly,
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Shalemuse, obs. form of Shawm.
+ Shaler. Obs. rare— , [f. Shale z\ + -er1.]
One who * shales ' or shells.

i6h Cotgr., Escailleur, a. . piller, shaler of. 1648 Hexham
11, Een scheller, A Peeler, a Kinder, or a Shaler.

t Shaleur. Obs. rare~K [a. F. chaleur heat.]
= Heat sb. 13.
1509 Watson Ship 0/ Fools ix. (1517) Cijb, Some hath

recours vnto vyces lyke as an olde dogge hath after a bytche
that is in shaleur.

II Shalgram (Ja-lgram). Also salgram. [Hindi
cdlgrdm, repr. Skr. cdlagrama the name of a village
where this stone was found.] An ammonite or
other fossil, sacred to Vishnu.
1784 F. Gladwin tr. Ayeen Akbery II. 29 Salgram, is a

black stone which the hindoos hold sacred. 1905 Macphail
Kenneth S. Macdonald x. 133 The Shalgram, from the
geological point of view, is an ammonite fossil Ibid.. The
Shalgram, he explained, was one of the three things
essential to daily worship in an orthodox Hindu house.

Shaling, vbl. sb. ? Obs. [f. Shale v.* +
-ing 1.] The action of removing the outer shell

or husk ; also pi. the shell or husks removed.
1611 Cotgr., Chaloppes, the huskes, parings, or shalings,

of a nut, or nut-kernell. Ibid., Escaillement, a.. pilling,

shaling of. Ibid. s. v. Fabal, Le fa: de febues, the chaffe,
hulls, or shalings of beanes. 1686 ¥lotStaffordsh. 170 These
are . . used . . chiefly for Rye, Barley, and Mault, or for shaling
of Gates.

t Sha'ling, ppl. a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Shale v. 1

+--ING 2
.] ? Falling from the husk as ripe.

1578 Procter's Gorg. Gallery Gallant Invent. Gijb, The
shahng nuts and mast, that falleth from the tree. Should
serue for my repast

Shalk. poet. Obs. Forms : 1-3 scealc, 3
scalk, scale, scselk, 4-5 skalke, schalke, 4-6
schalk, 5 shalk(e. [Com. Teut. : OE. sc{e)alc

masc. = OFris., OS. skalk
f
OHG. scale, scalh

servant (MHG. sehalk servant, mod.G. schalk
rogue, wag), ON. skalk-r (Icel. skdlk-r rogue,
Sw., Da. skalk), Goth, skates servant :-OTeut.
*skalkO'Z. No cognates outside Teut. have been
found ; the word forms the second element in

*marho-skalko-z -' horse-servant ', Marshal sb.']

Originally, a servant ; in alliterative poetry one of
the common synonyms for ' man \ (In the last

example used contemptuously.)
Beowulf"939 Nu scealc [Beowulf J hafao". .da:d sefremede,

<5e we ealle ar ne meahton snyttrum besyrwan. c 1000 Ags. Ps.
(Th.) lxxxv. a Hsl binne scealc [salvumfac servum tuum].
c 120$ Lay, 4219 Heowenden bt ben scelden bat hit heore
scalkes weoren. Ibid. 19126 perwes moni baldscalc. 13..
E. E. Allit. P. C. 476 pe schyre sunne hade hem schent, er
euer be schalk wyst. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1391 Archars
with arows of atter envemonde Schotis vp scharply at
shalkis [Dubl. MS. salkez] on be wallis. c 1440 York Myst.
xxxiii. 2 5e schappely schalkes and schene for to schawe, I

charge 50U as jour chiftan bat [etc.]. c 1450 Golagros <$• Gaiu.
891 Sexty schalkis full schene, Cled in armour sa clene.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit IVemen 105 Quhen schaiffyn is

that aid schalk with a sharp rasiour, He schowis on me his
schewill mouth.

Shalke, obs. form of Chalk sb.

Shall (Jaet), sb. \i. Shall z>.]

1. An utterance of the word l shall
' ; a command,

promise, or determination (such as is expressed by
means of ' shall *)•

It is doubtful whether quots. 1553 and 1608 belong to this
word or to Shale sb. 1 Quots. 1566 and 1593 imply the
existence of a punning phrase to feed or serve with shalts
{shales).

1553 Respublica (Brandl) in. in. 90 Adul. Ye shall prove
att length by theffecte y* shall ensue. Peop. Nai

(
and we

shall alwaie bee served but with shales, than chil beleve
een still y* vaire woordes beeth but tales. 1566 Ascham
Let. in Harington Nugae Antiq. (1804) I. 101 As now
another man shall enjoye the sweet kirnell of this hard and
chardgeable nutt, which I have bene so long in cracking;
and nothing left unto me but shells and shalls to feed me
with all. 1593 Churchyard Challenge 153 Y 2, You shall

haue Nuts, they say when ploms are ripe. Thus all with
shalls or shalles ye shal be fed, And gape for gold, and
want both Gold and lead. 1607 Shaks. Cor. m. i. 90
Marke you His absolute Shall? 1608 Merry Devil Edmon-
ton 11. ii. 2 What ? hast thou fed me all this while with
shalles. And com'st to tell me now, thou lik'st it not?
1677 Gilpin Dosmonol. 1. xiii. 103 These wills and shalls of
wicked Men, are for the most part God's interpretation of
their Acts and Carriage. 1870 M. Arnold St. Paul $
Protestantism (1875) 85 The external shalls and shall nots
of the law.

2. The word * shall ' as idiomatically used in

contradistinction to ' will \
1837 Macaulay Ess., Bacon (1843) II. 408 Not one Lon-

doner in a million ever misplaces his will and shall. 1861

Jos. Angus Handbk. Engl. Tongue 219 These 'Shalls' are
sometimes wrongly emphasized. 1881 A. J. Ellis Prest'd,

Addr. in Trans. Philol. Soc. 23 These shalls and wills are

still shibboleths. 1891 Daily News 26 Junes/2 Perhaps
no Scot ever yet mastered his ' shalls ' and ' wills '.

Shall Cfsel. unstressed Jal, J'l). Pa. t. should
(Jud, Jad). Forms : see below. [A Com. Teut.

preterite-present strong verb : OE. sceal, sculon,

sc{e)olde = OFris. skit (skel
y
scot), skilun {skalun,

etc.), skolde (sculde, etc.), OS. skal, skulun, skolda,

OLow Frankish sal, sulum, solde (MDu. sal,

sullen, solde, mod.Du. zal, zullen, zou), OHG. seal,

sculun, scolta, also sal {sol), sulun, solta (MHG.
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schal and schol, schulen, scholte, also sal and sol
sulen, solte; mod.G. soil, sollen, sollte),^!^. skat,

skulu, skylda (Sw. skall, pa. t. skulle; Da. skal, pa.t.
skulde), Goth, skal, skulum, skulda. The Teut.
root {*ske/- :) *skal~ : *skul- to owe (:—pre-Teut.
*skel~ : *sko/- : *skT) is represented by Goth, skula,
OHG., OS. scolo, OE. gescola wk. masc, debtor,
OHG. sculd, sculda (mod.G. schu/d), OS. sculd,
OE. scyld fem., debt, guilt. Outside Teut. the
only certain cognates are Lith. skeUti to be guilty,
skilti to get into debt, skola debt, guilt, OPrussian
skallisnan (ace.) duty, skeildnts guilty, po-skulit to
admonish.
The northern English dialects (including Sc.) have a form

sal, pa. t. suld, with initial s instead of sh. This does not
occur in the remains of ONorthumbrian, but first appears
in the 13th c. It is remarkable that a similar form, with s
irregularly representing OTeut. sk, existed as a dialectal
variant in OHG. {sal, sol, sulun) and OFris. {sal, set}, and
has ousted the regular form in Ger. {soil, sollen) and Du.
(zaLzou), Some scholars regard the s form as representing
an OTeut. variant, originating from the euphonic dropping
of k in inflexional forms like the subjunctive *skli: It
seems more probable that it was independently developed
in the different dialects at an early period, while the sk-
retained its original pronunciation ; in stressless position
the k might naturally be dropped, and the simplified initial
afterwards extended by analogy to the stressed use.
In Eng. the vb. has no inf. or poles, (the evidence of an

OE. inf. sculan, sceolan, is doubtful). Some of the other
Teut. langs. have an infinitive : OHG. scolan, solan (M HG.,
mod.G. sollen), MDu. sullen (Du. zullen), ON. skulu (pa. t.

inf. skyldu)', Goth, has the pres. pple. skuland-s and the
pa. pple. skuld-s; OHG. has the pres. pple. i^/a«//(mod.G.
sollend), and early mod.G. the pa. pple. gesollt \ ON. has a
ppl. adj. skyld-r bound by duty.]

A. Inflexional Forms.
I. Present tense.

1. 1st and yd pers. sing. a. 1 sceall, scell,
scyl, 1-3 sc(e)al,scel, sceel, 3scall, erron. swal,
3-4 ssal, 3-6 schal, 3-7 shal, 4 schel, ssel, 4-5
schalle, xal, 4-6 schall, 5 shalle, schawl(l,
schaul, chall, schel(e, schill, 5-6 xalle, 5-7
shale, 3- shall.
Beowulf 438 (Gr.) Ic mid grape sceal fon wi5 feonde.

C83X Charter in O. E. Texts 445 Hwet man elce gere..
agiaban seel. c888 ^Elfred Boeth. xxxix. § 5 Hu hit ge-
weor5an sceall aeraer hit jeweorSe. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp.
Matt. x. 8 marg., Biscop sca:l cunneje. .Sone preost. a 1000
Andreas 1483 (Gr.) paet scell a^Iaswra mann..findan on
ferSe. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xxii. 37 5yt scyl beon jje-
fylled baet be me awriten is. 11175 Coil. Horn. 219 For
wan hi beoS buss icwe5e me seel sigge, an o5re stowe.
c 1200 Ormin 17684 All batt folic j«ut eefre wass & all batt
get shall wurrbenn. 11205 Lav. 5435 Eow swal beon j>e

betere. Ibid. 32149 No seal hit eou reouwe nauere. c 1250
Owl <*• Night. 1 195 Ich wot hwo schal [v.r. sal] beon anhonge.
1297 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 138 Her after.. me ssal ihere al bis.

a 1300 K. Horn 1312 Ischal be to hewe[z/.r. ich schal]. 1340
Ayenb. 2 {heading), Hou me ssel knawe guod and kuead.
13.. Sir Beues (A.) 155 Me self schel dobbe be to kni3t.

c 1375 Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 357 Be my helpe whils I

shallyue. 138a Shall [see B. 7 c]. 1389 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 54
He xal paye ye rytes of ye hows at his entre, \\\\M. 1426
Audelay Poems 10, I schal say gou the soth, that wel schul
3e wyt. c 1450 Mankind 586 in Macro Plays 22, I xall goo
ronde in hys ere. 1463 Marc. Paston in P. Lett. II.

143, I trowe it shall apeyer. 1525 Sampson in Ellis Ortg.
Lett. Ser. 1. I. 261 A synnar..nevyr.. schall.. deserve such
a singulier goodnesse. 1535 Coverdale Amos ix. n, I shal
repayre it. 1536 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)
126, I thynke longe to know wherto I xall hold me. 1660
Act 12 Chas. II, c. 24 § 15 Who doth or shall tap out such
Beere. 1663 Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 164
This Shal be your warrant.

0. 3 sel, seel, 3-4 sale, 4-5 salle, (5 sill, 6
sell), 3- sal, 4- sail.

From 14th c. onwards only north. In the early southern
and midland examples (Layamon, etc.) the initial j repre
sents (J).
c 1105 Lay. 8904 Pi mon he sa^l bi-cumen. c iaao Bestiary

25 Sal he neure luken oe lides of hise ejen. c 1275 Lay. 701
{>e bet 30U sel worbe. a 1300 Sarmun xxx. in E. E. P. (1862)

4 pe erbe be watir ban sal sprede. a 1325 MS. Raw! B
J20 If. 28 b, Ase ofte as be tressepas multipliez so sal be
torment wexen of be peine.
a 1300 Cursor M. 119, I sal vow schew..Brefli of aibere

testament. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 5 Dede him toke
. .als it salle do vs. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3194 Quat sail

I dreje. c 146 1 in yarrow <$ Wearmouth (Surtees) 246
He salt knawe hyme by yir takynis. 1473 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 14 For the quhilk he sal ansuer to the compt.
1508 Dunbar Tua mariit wemen 372 Ane othir sail the
worschip haif. 1646 Hamilton Papers (Camden) 112, 1 sail

represent the necessitie of it the best way I can. 1784
Burns Addr. lllegit. Child v, If thou..tak' the counsel I

sail gie thee. 1887 S. Chesk. Gloss. 89 Unemphatic Form
Sail (siil, si).

7. 3 sol, shol, 3-4 sohul(l, 4 sul, 5 scholl, shul,

6 schol, 9 dial, sholl, skull, etc.

c 1250 Owl % Night. 102s (Cott.) Wat sol ich bar mid
mine songe? c 1330 King of Tars 32, I schul hire winnen in
pleyn batayle. 1455 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 287 No
maner of man ne woman scholl lad no come. 1526 J.
Taylor in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. I. 333 At whoscommyng
I schol wryte more at large.

2. 2ndpres. a. 1-2 soealt, 2-3 scalt, 3 sceelt,

scelt, sffilt, sschalt, shallt, schald, said, scald,

3-5 schalt, (also 9 dial.) salt, 4 schelt, sselt,

shelt, shult, 5 schild, xalt, 5-6, dial. 8-9 shat,
4- shalt.
c 868 Alfred Boeth. xiii, An blng 5u scealt nede bseran
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wiun. c 950 Lindis/. Gosp. Mark x. « Du scealt habba

fce-strion in heofne. <rii75 Lamb. Horn. 30 P11 scali bl"

wepen bine sunne. ciaoo Ormin Ded. 38 Tekenn mare

inch pu shallt taronne findenn. c x»5 Lav- "4ga P" scalt

habben wurhscipe muchele. a i**5 £«*• AoM. 1613 pu

schalt stihen biforen me to drihtin in heouene. c 1250

Hymn 31 in Trin. Coll. Horn. App. 256 pu sschalt us in to

heouene lede. c X250 0. E. Misc. 156/22 ttenne bu schald

wel do a 1300 Cursor M. 26406 par-of salt bou be vmlok.

1303 R. B»unne HandL Synne 3737 pou shalt haue charge

of po bobe. 1340 Ayenb. 100 pis zuete word vader..be

sseaweb bet bou sselt yleue. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. HE. 113

To clergie shult bow neuere come. 1433 Misyn Fire of
Love 11. iv. 77 powsalt chawnge. c 1440 Stac. Rome 281 in

Polit. ReL 4* L. Poems 152 pou shat haue gret mede. c X450

Lovelich Grail xxi. 277 In pes ne Reste Schat thow neuer
be. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 37 Thou xalt be ded.

^1475 Partenay 2166 What shalt thou now don? c 1560
Trag. Rick. II (1870) 55, I com ouer them for ther blancke
charters, shat heere else. 1667 Milton P. L. vni. 330
Inevitably thou shalt dye. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv.v,

Shat ha un, d—n me, shat ha un. 1879 Shropsh. Word-bk.
p. lxxi, Thou sha't, or sha'st be.

0. 3-4 salle, 3-5 sale, schal, 4-5 shal, 5
schall(e, shal l)e, 7-8 dial, shall, 3- (now dial.)

sal(l. (Cf. note on 1 0.)

c 1250 Gen. cS- Ex. 1S15 Du sal ben hoten israel.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1252 Toward be est end of bis dale Find a
grene gate bou sale. 1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 650 Feill anoyis
thoill she sail, a 1400 Hylton Scala Per/. (W. de W. 1494)
1. Ixxv, Kyndely hunger whiche thou shal nedelynges fele.

a 1400*50 Wars Alex. 688 pou sail, .se be same with bine
e^en. c 1485 Mary Magd, 1 176 in Digby Myst. 100 Stryppys
on bi ars pou xall have. 1513 Douglas /Eneis 1. viii. 97
Nor thou sail nevir repent the sickirlie. a 1592 Greene
yas. lV

t 1. iii, Eust. . . Til see her whom the world admires
so much. . .Sir Bar, Be gad, and sail both see and talk with
her. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss, s. v. Sal, Thou sal du it.

3. pi. a. 1 sculon, sceolon, sciolon, -un,
scilon, sceulon, scolan, scylun, 2 sceolen, 2-3
sculen, 8111(1)6X1, 3 scullen, sceollen, shulenn,
scholen, sollen, sulin, sullen, 3-5 schullen,
schulen, 4 ssollen, sshullen, schollen, shullon,
ssulin, sullen, solen, 4-5 shul(l)en, schulyn,

5 shullan, -yn, -on, sohulun,
<;888 Alfred Boeth, xxxiii. § ^ Hwxt sculon we nu don?

c 950 Lindis/.Gosp. Matt. v. 46 &ie sciolun habba, habebitis.
Ibid. xx. 18 We stipes vel we scilon sti^e, ascendimus.
a 1000 CsdmofCs Gen. 1902 (Gr.) Ne sceolon unc betweonan
teonan weaxan. c 1100 O. E. Chron. an. 870 (MS. F) 055e
bas preostas scolan munecas beon, oS5e [etc.]. c 1x75 Lamb.
Horn. 5 pet we sulen habben ure heorte..to ure drihten.
c 1200 Vices 4* Virtues 7 For hire we sculen alle deao* bolien.
c 1200 [see B. 10 b]. c 1205 Lay. 8780 To-gaderen wit scullen
[c 1275 sollen] libben. Ibid. 9518 Faren wit swullen to-somne.
a 1275 Prov. Ml/red 16 in O. E. Misc. 103 Whu we ?ure lit

lede sulin. c 1300 Havelok 621 We sholen be wel fede.

1435 Cov. Leet l>k. 181 Poor chapmen .. shullon be gretely
hyndered. c 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xiii. 223 Thei schulen
no longer so erre.

0. contracted. 4 schulne, shuln, 4-5 schun,
schin, schyn, 5 schyn(n)e, shyn, 8chone, 9
dial, shau, sun, etc.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 1810 pose bat seme am & swete
schyn se his face. 1362 Langu P. PI. A. xi. 237 Godis word
witnessib we shuln jiue & dele oure enemys. 1389 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 67 They schun holdyn . . foure dayes of spe-
kyngges tokedere. c 1420 LiberCocontm 11862) 34 per bene
bestes bat schyne be rosL 1447 Bokenham Seyntys, Cecilia
408 Fynd we shuln a ful cruel fal. c 1450 Bk. Curtasye
590 in Babees Bk., Baylys, and parker, Schone come to
acountes euery }ere. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss. 89 Emphatic
Form..Wey shaan.. .Unemphatic Form..Wey sun, sn.

7. I {Northumb.) scilo, 2-3 scule, 2-4 senile,

3 shul 1 e, solle, schule, sul;l)e, ssulle, sul,

3-4 B.solle, schole, 4 schoullc, ssolle, schol,
sschulle, aoolle, chul, aul, 4-5 scholle, shulle,
schul'e, schulle, shul, 5 .shule, shole, ohull,
schil(l, xul.
cgyoLindtsf. Gosp. Matt. x. 19 Hu;ut Respreca scilo, quid

loquamini. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 Ne scule ae neure god
don unforgolden. £1200 Ormin 8655 SiJ>benn shule witt
anan Off hunngerr de^enn babe, c 1250 Gen.

<J-
Ex. 303 For

adam sul Sus and his wif In blisseous leden lesteful lif.

^1300 K. Horn 1262 (Laud MS.), To day we schole hem
keche. 1340 Ayenb. 186 Wel ssolle we habbe reu be. c 1350
Will. Palemc 3339 Redli chul ?e spede. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 38 Pes and acord awey schol wende. 1 \\xo Sir
Cleges 227 Ye schill to Cardyffe to the kynge. 1426 Audelay
Poems 5 5« schul have grace. 14.. Pol. Re/. <§ L. Poems
(1903) 277 In tyme quan we xul dey. c 1450 Mirk's Festial
203 3e chull come bat day to holy chyrch. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) 44 What shulle we now doo thynke ye.
c 1500 MeInsine i. 16 Al thoo that shal demande the without
cesse,. .shul be putt from theire prosperytees.

8, 3 scul(l)eft, sulletS, ssulep, s(s)olleJ?, 3-4
8chul(l)ep, 4 shullep, schollep.

c 1205 Lay. 27376 Heo sculle5 beon isla3ene. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 724 ^ine sostren ssolleb abbeal. 1387 Trevisa
Iligden (Roils) III. 451 peyschulleb[MS.yschofieb]gooout
at ^e worldes ende. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. iv. 53 For mede
we shulleb synge. 1395 E. E. Wills (1882) 10 To do and to
preye as othere Reclus. .Shulleth don and preye.

«. 2 scale, 3-4 sal(e, 3-6 sail, 4 sschal, salle,
shal(le, 4-5 schal(l, 5 shalle, shal, xal(l, (etc.

as in 1) 4- shall.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 83 Hwan we scale festen. c 1250
Owl tf Night. 1206 Ic wot if smithes sale vuele clenche.
a 1300 Cursor M. 11450 To hend and fete we sal him fall.

13 . . Gaw. 8r Gr. Knt. 2405 We schal yow wel acorde. c 1380
Wvclif Stmt. Sel. Wks. I. 141 pei shal not see him. 1390
Gowkr Con/. I, 44 Remembrance Of tliat thei schall hier-

608

after rede, c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 149/232 All that lyuen..
Shall dye. c 1450 Mankind'358 in Macro Plays 14 We xall

bargen with yow. 1552 Lyndesay Monarche 6242 Quhen
the Childryng of God. .Sail do appeir. 1660 Chas. II, in

Catlu Rec. Soc. Publ. VI. 39 Yn shale find y [ hearafter I

will do all I can. 1664 Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser.

in. (1912) 220 We shal easily provide elsewhere.

4. Subjunctive. 1 scule, sceole, sciele, scile,

scyle, (//. 1 scylen, -un, sceulen), 3 sculle,

shul(l")e, sule, schulle, schille, 3-5 schule.
c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxviii. § 7 Ne scyle \v.r. scealj nan
mon siocne monnan . .swencan. c 897 — Gregorys Past. C. v.

40 Hu hie selfe scylen fulfremedeste weorSan. c 1000 ^lfric
Exod. v. 2 Hwaet ys se drihten, paet ic hym hiran scile ?

< 1200 Ormin 3546 patt illc mann shule cumenn ham. a 1225

Ancr. R. 178 pet heo muwe & schule buruh ham be betere

beon iboruwen. c 1250 Owl fy Night. 1683 (Cott.) Schille

[Jesus schulle] ich an utest uppen ow grede, ich shal swo
stronge ferde lede [etc.]. c 1275 Passion our Lord 144 in

0. E. Misc. 41 peyh ich to pe debe schulle myd be go.

c 1450 Myrc 587 ?ef hyt schule in greybe fare.

5. Reduced enclitic forms (all persons and num-
bers), a. 6 -sh, -s, 7 -ce, 6- -se, 7- s*; mis-

written 7-9 's, 8-9 'se.

Very frequent in the north, in the expressions Ise uphaud,
Ise warrant', see Uphold^ Warrant in Eng. Dial. Diet.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages ProL ii, For Dialogs (quod I)

weis get anew, c 1566 Merie Tales 0/ Skelton Wks. 1843
1. p. Iviii, In gewd faith, saith the Kendallman, do see, and
Ise bay for your skott to London. 1575 Gammer Gurton 1.

v. 39 Yoush beare the blame for mee. 157S Ibid, in. iii. 44
Thouse pay for al. 1578 Whetstone Promos 4 Cass. 11. iv.

ii, Yuse haue a blew one soone. 1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie
(Arb.) 63 lis neir cair, for I sail neuer cair. a 1592 Greene
yas. IV Ind., Ays gar thee recon me nene of thay friend.

1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 246 Ice try whither your Costard,
or my Ballow be the harder, 1647 Chas. I Let. to Dk. York
15 July, Where I s'have the contentment of seeing you.
c 1780 in Child Ballads III. 489/1 Thy dinner's bedressd in

Annan Holme. 1825 Jamieson s. v. Ise, In Lanarks. and
other counties, ye'se, Iie'se, she'se, we'se, they'se, t/iat'se, are
also used. . . Thou'se also for thou shalt. a 1864 in R. A.
Arnold Cotton Famine 303 Aw feel better neaw. We's be
reet enough to-mon:, lass.

0. 6-9 -st ; ?niswritten *st. dial,

a 1590 Marr. Wit ( Wisd. (Shaks. Soc.) 8, 1 promise the,

before these folke, Thoust neuer cost me grote. 1728
Vanbrugh & Cibber Provok'd Hnsb. 1. 27 We'st ta' the
best care we can of 'um.

6. a. With pronouns affixed : sing. 1st pers. 6

shalche. 2ndpers, 1 scealtu, 3 s c haltu, saltu,

3-4 shaltou, 3-5 shaltow, 4 schal(s)tow, saltou,

-ow(e, schaltou, scheltou. yd pers. 6 shalla.

pi. \st pers. 7 shalles, shals, shals(= shall us).

2nd pers. 3 sollie ( = soilye).

1553 Respublica v. vii. 1609 And what shalche zai to om?
a 1000 Andreas 220 (Gr.) Scealtu.. mid xrdarge. .ceol

Xesti^an. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2094 Ne schaltu nower neh
se lihtliche esterten. c 1300 Havelok 1322 Alle be castles

bat aren ber"inne Shal-tow.. winne. < 1350 Will. Palemc
325 pat alle bi frendes fordedes faire schalstow quite, a 1352
Minot Poems (ed. Hall) xi. 25 Say now,. .how saltou fare?

c 1380 SH" Ferumb. 1436 To Egremoygne-ward scheltou fare.

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7467 But shaltow never of apparence
Seene conclude good consequence In none argument.

J 556 Phaer AVneid iv. L ij, And shalla go? Indcede?
and shalla flowte me thus ?

1605 1st Pt. Ieronimo (1901) 11. i. 50 Prince Balthezer,

shalles meete? 1613 Heywood Brazen Age il ii, Shals to

the field. 1626 B. Jonson Staple o/N. iv. i. 3 What shal's

doe with our selues ?

£1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 Comeb to srifte..

ban ue sollie habbe bo helbe of heuene.

b. With not (na) affixed : 7-9 (now dial.) shan-
not, shan'not, sha'not ; .SV*. and north. 8 sha'na,

S-9 shanna (shinna, etc.)
; 7 shann't, sha'nt,

7- sha'n't, shan't (9 dial, sant, etc.).

1664 S. Crossman in Palmer Bk. Praise (1865) 167 My
Life and I sha'nt part, 1668 Dryden Secret Love 1. tl, By
this leg but you shan'not. 1675 Cotton Burlesque upon B.

48 Nay but I wonnot, so I wonnot, Nor you shan't keep
me, no you shannot. 1677 Ravenscroft Scaramouch 1. 10
It cannot be, it must not, it sha'not. 1682 N. O. Boileau's
Lutrin 111. 29 Doctors, Proctors, Paritors together Shann't
leave upon thy Naked back one Feather. 1741 Richard-
son Pamela (ed. 3) I. 121, I shan't stir from this House.
17. . Ramsay O'er Bogie ii, We shanna part For siller or for

land. 1792 Burns Bonie Lesley v, Misfortune sha'na steer
thee. 18x9 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. 55 Tou sant git a
kiss 1 1825 Jennings Observ. Dial. W. Eng. 67 Shatt"n,
shalt not. 1826 J. Wilson Nodes Ambr. Wks. 1855 1. 148
The same shinna befa' the year. 1862 Mrs. H. Wood
Channings iii, Shan't I have a fine time of it ! 1876 Black
Madcap Violet xii, He sha'n't marry Violet. 1878 Cumbld.
Gloss., Sallant^ Sal n't, Sdan't, Sannat, Sanna, shall not.

C. Written continuously with an infin. (esp. be).

c 1400 Peiy yob 7 in 26 Pol. Poems ux. I shalbe wormes
ware. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 189 The tyme
salcum that thare salbe bot a pastour and a schepe faulde.

1458-9 Cat. Auc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 300 Ther selbe no ladyng
01 corn. 1502 Bury Wills (Camden) 92 Ther where it xalbe
moste nedefull. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. ccexxxviii.

214 b, Let vs assemble togyder, and so we shabe the stronger.

1555 Act 2 ff 3 Phil. «$ Mary c. vi. § 4 Every person or per-

sons. . w^ shaTbee..auctorised.
<

1597 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot
1599, (1890) 304/1 The. .personis quha salhappin to be quer
relht. 163a Sanderson Serm. 560 He shalbe able to avoyd
any sinne.

II. Past tense.

7. a. 1-2 soeolde, 1-3 scolde, sculde, (1
se(e)alde, 3 shollde, scholte, seolde, erron.

swulde), 3-4 ssolde, 3-5 sohulde, scholde, 3-6
ahuldo

, (4 ssohulde, shullde, chold), 4-6 sholde,

SHALL.

schold, shuld, 4-7 shold, 5-6 shoulde, xuld(e,

(5 schulld, shoolde, xwld, sculd, schud(e, 6
shalld, 7 shoo'd, sho'd, shu'd, 8 should) 6-
should.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxviii. § i Se Job. .Hcette baet he

sceolde bion se hehsta god. a 900 Martyrol. in O. E. Texts
178 Dffit 5a wildan hors scealden iornan on hearde wejas.
C97S Rushw. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 24 An sebe scalde ten
busende. Ibid. xx. 10 J?a aerestu wendon y-azt hie mare
sculdon onfoon. 1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140,
Xpist ne wolde Saet he sculde lange rixan. c 1205 Lay. 4267
J?enne and auere mare heo swulden habben are. a 1300 K.
Horn 906 Wib wronge Scholte [Laud MS. Scholde] ihc
hit vnderfonge. 13. . Seuyu Sages 1057 (W.) Who sschulde
him biyete but the king? 13. . in Ritson Anc. Songs $ Ball.
(1877) 62 That such a knight ssold falle. c 1350 Will.
Palerne 2014 Sche chold sone be bi-schet here-selue al-one.
1382 Wyclif Matt. ii. 15 That it shuld be fulfillid. 1393
Langl. P. Pt.C.xx. 154 pe fyngeres batfolde sholden. 1399
~-Rich.RedetesProl.14 For he shulldehemserueofbesame
after. 1411 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 650/1 That the said William
Gascoigne shoolde treete bitwen the forsayd Lord . . and hym.
1449 Pecock Repr. 11. vii. 176 Which pilgrimage. .he wolde

that no Cristen man schude do. 1461 C. Paston in P. Lett.
26 June, The mony that I xwld have. 1471 Caxton Recu-
yell (Sommer) 14 [>' he shold not suffre hyt. Ibid. 37 That
. .they shuld go to be ryuage of the see. 1471 Paston Lett.
III. 19 That Ichuld goo and comon with the woman. 1515
Barclay Egloges v. (1570) D ij, A man on his cloke should
not espye a heare. c 1550 Bale K. yohan 1387 (Pollard),

What ye mene . . I wold ye shuld opynly tell. 1608 D. T[uvili.)

Ess. Pol. $ Mor. 39 As that I shold erect a Tabernacle.
1648 Herrick Hesp., To Dean-bourn, I never sho'd behold.
1662 in Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. 11. (1911) 154 All

are troubled that they shoulde make an Order and I should
not obey it. 1697 Cibber Woman's Wit I. 2 D'ee believe it

impossible you shu'd ever Love ? 1767 Gooch Treat.
Wounds \. 387 These considerations snou'd make us the
more attentive. 1785 Burns To Rev. y. M'Math viii, I'm
no' the thing I shou'd be.

0. 3sol(l)de, sulde, soolde ; Sc. and north. 4-9
sulde, soulde, 4-8 sould, (4 saldo, suuld, sold,

4, 8 sud, 5 said, 6 sowld, 8 soud), 3- suld.
c 1200 Ormin 7239 J?aer Messyass . . To manne cumenn sollde.

c 1220 Bestiary 149 He fleS fro him als he fro fir sulde.
c 1275 Lay. 3485 So man his fader solde. a 1325 MS. Rawl.
Bj20 If. 62 like lond.-wuche soolde retournen to bilke R.
a 1300 Cursor M. 146 pe law.. be quilk the Iuus in suld

life. 13.. Ibid. 6106 (Gott.), [Moyses] for-bed bat bai Sould
vte of hous cum. Ibid. 16464, par was na soygne, bot his

lauerd sud dei. a 1375 Ibid. 1197 (Fairf.), Our lordc.bad
he salde wib his wyf dele hit sulde him tume to myche wele.

1497 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 357 The gallory quhilk
he suld mak. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xiv. 8 That sowld
haif ay thair God afoir thair ene. 1567 Satir. Poems Re/orm.
iii. 5 That euer I sould byde to se that day ! c 1620 A.
Hume Brit. Tongue (1870) 18 Quhither quho, quhen, quhat,
etc. sould be symbolized with q or w. 1725 Ramsay Cock
Laird v, We maun hae braw things, Abeit they soud break.

1785 Burns To W. S*****n ii, I sud be laith to think ye
hinted Ironic satire. 1822 Scott Nigel iii, That I suld have
held up my hand to my brow, a 1862 in C C. Robinson
Dial. Leeds 213 Ah wur sorely flaad 'at ah sud saay my
text wreng.

8. 2nd pres. sing. a. 1 sceoldes, 3-4 suldes, 5
shuldes, xulddes ; 1 sceoldest, 2-3 scoldest,

sculdest, 3-5 schuldest, 5-6 shuldeat, (3 sshol-

dest, 4 ssoldest, scholdest, 5 sholdest, 6 soul-

dest), shouldest, shouldst.
c 888 Alfred Boeth. v. § 3 Eac bat waes swiSe micel pleoh

bat Su swa wenan .sceoldes, c 1250 Gen. <5- Ex. 3984 Her
suldes Su nu wurSen sla5en. c 1300 K. Horn 106 (Laud
MS.) pat micte so bi falle pou suldes slen us alle. a 1425
Cursor M. 2986 (Trin.) pat bou shuldes not synne in me.
£1485 Mary Magd. 1163 in Digby Myst. 99 And bou
xulddes ryde.

Beowul/votfi (Gr.) pone be 8u mid rihte racdan sceoldest.

1x54 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, All a dais fare

sculdest thu neure finden man in tune sittende. c 1x75
Lamb. Horn. 15 pat ilke uuel be ic dude be bu scoldest don
me. 1399 Langl. Rick. Redeles in. 170 As bou shuldist

mete of a myst, c 1400 Pilg. Sowle (Caxton 1483) iv. xxiv.

70 Yf thou haddest. .entended to this scole duely as thou
sholdest. X44S tr. Claudian in Anglia XXVIII. 259 That
to trespassours thou sholdist pardon .. graunte. 1573 J.
Sanford Hours Recr. {1576) 109 That thou shuldest buye
that which thou must occupie. 1382 Bentley Mon. Ma-
trones it 198 Specialise that thou shouldest not despaire.

1667 in Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. in. (1912) 263
Thou shouldest take parte with the opressed. 1820 Scott
Monast. xx, Shouldst thou point out to me., an enemy more
worthy ofmy resentment. 1862 Calverley Verses <$ Transl.

(1894) 97 He shall teach thee that thou shouldest not dream.

0. contracted. 3 s(s)ost, 4 s^o)host, sehust, 4-5
shufct.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8974 Ich clupede be ek up bat bou
it ssost ise [7/.rr.(i4^Ac.)shost, schost, scholdest, schuldest],

1x300 Harrow. Hell (A.) 195 Lord crist,. .pou sehust com
to belle pine. 13.. Medit. 714 pou shust pray for hem bat

by foos be. 1420 Lydg. De Gutl. Pilgr. 6824 Rather than
thow shust forsake Thy skryppe.

7. 4-5 shuld(e, 4-6 suld(e, 6 should.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12088 Til ober thues bou suld him won.

c 137s Lay Folks Mass Bk. (MS. B) 244 How bou shulde
praye, I wold bou wyst. 14x1 26 Pol. Poems 46/207 For
pou shuld 3eue, god dede be sende. X500-20 Dunbar Poems
x& 28 Thow sulde it tell with all the circumstance.

9. a. With pronouns affixed : 1st pers. sing. 3
sehuldich. 2nd pers. sing. 4 shuldestou, 5
schuldestow.
a 1300 Vox

<S- Wol/ 163 in Hazl. E. P. P. I. 63 What
shuldich ine the worlde go? 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xi. 97
pinge that at be worlde wote wherfore shuldestow spare To
reden it ? c 1450 Cursor M. 9611 (Trin.) penne shuldestou
be douted noujt.
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b. With not (Sc. and dial, na) affixed.

^•1420 Chron. Vilod. 2147 How . . Sathanas Dude hurre

bere lette w' alle his my^t, pat he shulnot haue come to bat

ioyfulle place, a 1796 Burns ' Dmr — , I'll gie ye some
advice ', You shouldna paint at angels mair. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxv, Perhaps I was a fool, Becky, but you
should'nt say so. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede xxxh, I

shouldna wonder if he's come about that man [etc.]*

B. Signification and uses.

fl L trans, a. To owe (money). Ods.

c<yj$ Rushw. Gosp. Matt, xviii. 28 Sebe sculde him un-
dred denera. c xooo Ags. Gosp. Luke xvi. 5 Hu mycel
scealt bu minum hlaforde? C1290 Beket 820 in S. Eng.
Leg. 130 J>ar.of britti bousent pound bov me schalt. 1340
Ayenb. 115 Ich ne habbe huer-of maki be yeldinge : uoryef
me bet ich be ssel. Ibid. 145 pise dette ssel ech toma
and huo mest his yelt mest he ssel. a 1400 New Test.

fPaues)Rom. xiii.7 3elde 3etoallemen30uredett.es: tohym
bat ^e schuleb trybut, trybut. c 1425 Hoccleve Min. Poems
xxiii. 695 The leeste ferthyng bat y men shal,

ft). To owe (allegiance). Ods.
c 1325 Poem temp. Edw. // (Percy Soc.) xxxiv, Be the fayth

ic scnal to God. c 1374 Chaucer Troilus m. 1649 And by
that feyth I shal to god and yow. [c 1530 Crt. of Love 131

By the feith I shall to god.]

U. Followed by an infinitive (without to).

Except for a few instances of shall willy shall may [mowe)
t

shall conne in the 15th c, the infinitive after shall is always
either that of a principal verb or of have or be.

* The present tense shall.

f2. In general statements of what is right or

becoming : = ought \ Ods. (Superseded by the

pa. subjunctive should % see sense 18.)

In OE. the subjunctive present sometimes occurs in this use
(e. g. c 888 in A. 4).

Beowulf'20 (Gr.) Swa sceal xeong guma gode jewyrcean
..Net [etc], ctoo C^dmon Hymn 1 Nu scylun herjan
hefxnricaes uard. c888 Alfred Boeth, xli. § 3 Hwy sceall

bonne acnix mon bion idel, bset he ne wyrce ? a 1100 Gere/a
in Anglia IX. 259 Se scadwis x,erefa sceal ae^SW witan xe
hlafordes landriht je folces xenhtu. CX17S Lamb. Horn. 19
AI bet be licome luueS bet pa saule heteo..Nu senile we
for-lete bes licome lust for-bon. a 1225 Ancr. R. 96 Ancren
schulen brihtluker, uor hore blindfallunge her, iseon ant
understonden ber Godes derne runes, c 1300 Havelok 2410
Mine knibtes, hwat do ye? Shule ye bus-gate fro me ne*
1340 Ayenb. 5 pe hestes ten bet loki ssolle alle men. Ibid.

136 Ase moche ase he ssel and may do wyb-oute misdo.
13.. Cursor AT. 20538 (Gott) Inogh bai did me vilete, pat
wid right min aune sul be. c 14*0 Pol. Bel. <$• L. Poems
(1903) 242 Alle cristen pepill glad xal bene pat crist is bobe
king and prest. c 1420 Liber Cocorunt (1862) 29 Pekokys,
and pertrikys perboylyd schyn be. c 1460 Fortescue Abs.
$ Lint. Mon. viL (1885) 125 The kynge shall often tymes
sende.-his juges, to..punysh riatours and risers. 1562
Lech Armory 149 Whether are Roundetls of all suche
coloures, as ye haue spoken of here before? or shall they
be named Roundelles of those coloures?

f3. InOE. and occas. in ME. used to express

necessity of various kinds (for the many shades of
meaning in OE. see Bosworth-Toller) : = ' must *,

1 must needs ',
( have to', * am compelled to *, etc.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 3 ponne scealt bu nede
xelefan baet sum anwald sie mar; bonne his. £897 —
Gregory's Past. C. iii. 34 On 832m xeswincum he sceal hine
selfne jeSencean, 6eah he nylle. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 308
We Se ben fro heuene driuen, sulen ousse one in sorwe
liuen. c 1275 Passion our Lord 159 in O. E. Misc. 41 If

ich hine schal drynke iworbe bine wille. c 1350 Will,

Palerne 5422, I wold it were pi wille wib vs forto lenge, hit

forbinkes me sore bat we schul de-parte. 1387 Trevisa
Ifigden (Rolls) I. 369 Tweyne bat beeb i-wedded a man
and a womman schal nedes be outlawed out of bat contray.

1:1440 York Myst. xvt. 18, I am fairer of face . . (pe soth yf
I saie sail) . . pan glorius guiles.

•f* b. In stating a necessary condition : = will

have to*, ' must (if something else is to happen).
a xooo Boeth. Metr, v. 26 Xif bu nu wilnast ..baet sooe

leoht sweotoleoncnawan..bu forlaetan scealt idle ofersaelSa.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. L 116 Vou shall seeke all day ere

you finde them, & when you haue them they are not worth
the search. XO05 — Lear v. iii. 22 He that parts vs, shall

brine a Brand from Heauen. 1818 Scott tlrt. Midi, xviii,

He shall hide himself in a bean-hole, ifhe remains on Scottish

ground without my finding him.

+ C. In hypothetical clause, accompanying the

statement of a necessary condition : m ' is to \
c 1440 Alphabet of Tales lxv. 48 Right so muste hym

chastes his flessh with fastyng if he sal be savid. 1612

Bacon Ess., Greatn. Kingd. (Arb.) 482 Neither must they
be too much broken of it, if they shall be preserued in vigor.

+ 4. Indicating what is appointed or settled to

take place — the mod. 'is to ', 'am to', etc Ods,

c 1000 /ELFkic Gram. xxiv. (Z.) 136 Ledums sum eras, ic

sceal raedan to merijen, ledums es, bu scealt rasdan, ledu-
ms est, he sceal raedan. Ibid. xli. 248 Osculatidus, se Se
sceal beon jecyssed. a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.

565, Nu sceal beon a^fre on Ii abbod nas bisceop, & bam
sculon beon under baedde ealle Scotta biscopes. c 1205
Lay. 5964 Belin. .hit [sc. Rome] bt-taeche8 Brenne be sca;l

bi-beuen here. 1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 56 We ssulleb her
after in pise boc telle ofal bis wo. 1526 Tindale Luke vii.

19 Arte thou he that shall come. . 1 1600 Shaks. A, Y. L,
11. iv. 89 What is he that shall buy his flocke and pasture?

1625 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 199 Tomorrow His
Majesty wilt be present, .to begin the Parliament which is

thought shall be removed to Oxford.

6. In commands or instructions, a. In the

second person, equivalent to an imperative.

Chiefly in Biblical language, of Divine commandments,
rendering the jussive future of the Heb. and Vulgate. (In

OE. the imperative is used in the ten commandments.)
a xooo Andreas 950 (Gr.) Nu Cu, Andreas, scealt edra

Vol. VIII.

geneSan in gramra gripe.
sceolon x.e mine ba hafjap hrinan. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pe 1

heste bet god made, .is bis : bou ne sselt habbe uele godes.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) civ. 13 Ne
sceolon x.e mine ba hafjan hrinan. 1340 Ayenb. 5 pe uerste

138a Wyclip Exod. xx. 7 Thow shalt not tak the name of
the Lord thi God in veyn. [So Coverdale, etc.] 1405 Lay-
Folks Mass Bk. 64 5e sal mak your prayers specially . . for

the state and the stabilnes ofal halykirk. 1533 Gau Richt
Vay 8 Thou sal haif na oder strenge godis. 1567 Gude $
Goalie Ball. 8 Thou sail not slay, in na kin wyse. 1604
Bidding Prayer (still in use), Ye shall pray for Christ's
Holy Catholic Church.

f (£) In expositions : You shall understand, etc.

(that). Obs.
txi75 Lamb. Horn. 5 Nu ic eou habbe bet godspel iseid

anfaldeliche, nu scule ;e understonden twafatdeliche bet hit

bi-tacnet. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 10663 A Frysoun
Je shul.vndyrstande To a marchaunde of Fryslande. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) vii. 73 5ee schulle undirstonde, that it

stont fulle faire betwene Hilles. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q.
exxviii, Thou sail wele knawe and witt, Thou may thy
hert[e] ground on suich a wise [etc.]. 1523 Cromwell in
Merriman Life fy Lett. (1902) I. 313 Ye shall also under,
stond the Duke of SuthrTolkcgoyth ouer in all goodlye
hast [whit]her I know not.

t {c) In the formula You shall excuse {pardon)
me. Obs* (now must.)

1595 Shaks. John v. ii. 78 Your Grace shall pardon me,
I will not backe. X630 R. Johnson's Kingd,

<J-
Cornrnw. 191

You shall excuse me, for I eat no flesh on Fridayes.

b. In the third person.
a 900 Durham Admon. in O. E, Texts 176 [Dis mon] seal

reda ofer Sa feta Se ful infalleS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 24 penne
schal siggen, hwo se con, ' Domine labia mea aperies '. a 1325
MS. Rawl. BJ20 If. 32 b, ?if be lord ne mai no3t sufiisen

to uellen be vnder wode, ]je contreie him sal helpe. C1386
Chaucer Prol. 794 Ech of yow, to shorte with your weye,
In this viage, shal telle tales tweye. c 1450 Godstow Reg.
206 The said Abbesse and her successours whan they ben
resonably somoned shul send thedir their certayn steward.
1560 Baus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 246 b, It shall be free for

every man to joyne hym selfe unto thys league. 1623-4
Act 21 Jas. /, c. 28 § 7 No Sanctuarie. .shalbe hereafter
admitted. 1645 Ordin. Lords fy Comm. 5 Scandalous
persons shal be kept from the Sacrament. 1744 in Atkyns
Chanc. Cases (1782) III. 166 The words shall and may in
general acts of parliament, or in private constitutions, are
to be construed imperatively, they must remove them,

6. In the second and third persons, expressing the

speaker's determination to bring about (or, with
negative, to prevent) some action, event, or state

of things in the future, or (occasionally) to refrain

from hindering what is otherwise certain to take

place, or is intended by another person.

a. In the second person.
a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 909 (Gr.) pu scealt greot etan bine

lifdaxas. a 1175 Cott. Horn. 221 $if bu panne bis litle

bebod to brecst, bu scealt deaSe sweltan. <r 1205 Lay.
26587 Abuggen }e scullen ba dede. c 1275 Sinners Beware
316 in O. E. Misc. 82 To day ye schulep . . vnder-fo lubre
mede. c X350 Will. Palerne 2257 pe sobe, felawes, ful sone
}e schol it wite. 1447 Bokenham Seyn/ys

t
Cecilia 591 Ye

shul hens pace, Or ellys, certeynly, ye shule deye. 1470-85
Malory Arthur vu. xviii. 240 And syker assuraunce and
borowes ye shal haue. a 1596 Sir T. More 1. i, Followe
me no further; I say thou shalt not haue them. 1633 P.
Fletcher Purple Isl. vi. lxxvii, To morrow shall ye ieast

in pastures new. 1777 Sheridan Trip Scarb, v. ii. ad fin.,

Well, 'fore George, you shan't say I do things by halves.

X777 — Sch. Scandal 11. ii, Positively you shall not be so
severe. 1833 Tennyson Death ofOld Year, Old year, you
must not go;..Old year, you shalt not go. 1891 'J. S.

Winter ' Lumley xi, If you would rather not stay then,

you shall go down to South Kensington Square then.

b. In the third person.
c xooo -F.lfric Gen, xviii. 10 pin wif Sarra sceal habban

sunu. 1310 St. Brendan (Balz) 603 We wolleb ous wel
awreke, up him sulve it schal go. c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's
T. 167 By goddes herte he sal nat scape us bathe. CX422
Hoccleve Jereslaus's Wife 37 With goddes grace my
comynge ageyn Shal nat be longe. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.

v. iv. 129 Verona shall not bold thee. 1604— Oth. v. ii.

334 If there be any cunning Crueltie, That can torment him
much,.. It shall be his. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal u ij.

Though your ill-conduct may disturb my peace of mind, it

shall never break my heart, I promise you. 1840 Thackeray
Barber Cox Feb., Others, whose names may be found in

the Blue Book, but shan't, out of modesty, be mentioned
here. 1849 Noad Electricity (ed 3) 174 The occasion of
mentioning this gentleman's name shall be taken as an
opportunity of describing his . . form of the constant battery.

1891 * J. S. Winter ' Lumley xiv, * Oh, yes, sir, she shall

come back,' said the nurse. ' I'll take care of that/ ' I will

come back,' said Vere.

7. In special interrogative uses related to senses

5 and 6.

a. In the first person, used in questions to which
the expected answer is a command, direction,

or counsel, or a resolve on the speaker's own part.

(a) in questions introduced by an interrogative

pronoun (in oblique case), adverb, or adverbial

phrase.
cooo tr. Bxda's Hist. iv. xxv, CwaeS he : Hwtet sceal ic

singan? CwaeShe: Sing me frumsceaft. 97X Blickl. Horn.
160 Hwat sceal ic Sonne ma secgean fram Sancte Iohanne
..buton pan (etc.). ixaoo Ormin 9289 Whatt shule we
nu forrbwarrd don? c 1250 Gen. Sf Ex. 3358 'Louered',

quad he, 'quat sal ic don? He sulen me werpen stones

on*, a 1300 Cursor M. 11205 Quat schal [Trin.. Laud,
shulde] i tell vow, less or mare, Bot lhesu crist hir barn sco

bar? c 1449 Pecock Repr. m. xL 342 Frowhens schule we
trowe this came, that so manye.. false Apostlis..weren in

the chirche. 1x450 Holland Howtat 69 Quhom sail I

blame in this breth, a bysyn that I be? 15x3 Douglas
! Mneis 1. vi. 38 Bot, thou virgtne, quham sail I call the ?

xooo Fairfax Tasso viu. Ixix, What shall we doe? shall we
be gouern'd still, By this false hand ? 1611 Beauh. & Fl.
Philaster 1. i, How shall we devise To hold intelligence?

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxii, 'It's rather slow work',
said he, ' down here ; what shall we do ? ' 1863 Kingslev
Herew. xxxiii, Where shall we stow the mare?

(d) in categorical questions.
Often expressing indignant reprobation of a suggested

course of action, the implication being that only a negative
(or, with negative question an affirmative) answer is con-
ceivable.

1600 [see («)]. 16x1 Shaks. Wint, T, v. iii. 83 Shall I

draw the Curtaine? 1622 Wither Philarete (1633) 1

7

Shall I wasting in Dispaire, Dye because a Wonians faire 1

? a 1700 D'Urfey Pills (1719) V. 113 Shall you and I Lady,
Among the Grass lye down a. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scandal
II. iii, What ! shall I forget.. when I was at his years my-
self? 1802 Wordsw. To the Cuckoo i, O Cuckoo! shall I

call thee Bird, Or but a wandering Voice ? 1865 Swinburne
Chastetard 1. i. 22, I am bound to France; Shall I take
word from you to any one ? 1891 '

J. S. Winter ' Lumley
xiii,

( Are you driving, or shall I call you a cab?' 'Ob, no;
I'm driving, thanks '.

U (c) In ironical affirmative in exclamatory sen-

tence, equivalent to the above interrogative use.

(Cf. Ger. soil.) rare.

1741 Richardson Pamela (1742) III. 89 A pretty thing
truly 1 Here I, a poor helpless Girl, raised from Poverty and
Distress,, .shall put on Lady-airs to a Gentlewoman born.

f {d) To standshall /, shall I (later skill /, shall

I : see Shilly-shally), to de at shall I
t
shall 1

{not) : to be vacillating, to shilly-shally. Ods.
1674 R. Godfrey Iuj. # Ab. Physic 85 Such Medicines.

.

that will not stand shall I ? shall I ? but will fall to work on
the Disease presently, c 1689 Popish Pol. Unmaskt 34 in
Third Coll. Poems (1689) 23 Who follows him that standeth,
shall I, shall I ? 1727 Boyer Did. Royal II. s. v., To be at

shall-I shall-I, (to be at a stand, or in suspence).

b. Similarly in the third person, where the sub-
ject represents or includes the speaker, or when the

speaker is placing himself at another'spoint ofview.
x6io Shaks. Temp. v. L 22 Hast thou (which art but aire)

a touch, a feeling Of their afflictions, and shall not my selfe,

One of their kinde, . . be kindlier mou'd then thou art ? 1871
R. Ellis Catullus xxx. 6 O where now shall a man trust?

C. In the second and third person, where the

expected answer is a decision on the part oi the

speaker or of some person other than the subject.

Asin a, the question often serves as an impassioned repu-
diation of a suggestion that something shall be permitted.

c 1205 Lay. 13531 Wha seal an hirede beon ure lauerd Nu
Vortiger isiuaren? 13.. in Ayenb. (i866)Descr.MS.,pekyng
Alesandre acsede hwan ssal bat be. 1382 Wyclif Ps. xii. 3
Hou longe shall ben enhauncid myn enemy vp on me 7 c 1450
Merlin',. 14 * What shalbe his name?' 'I will', quod she, 'that

it haue name after my fader.' c 1590 Montcomf.fue.SV////. liv.

2 Vhase praise, Apollo, sal my pen proclame? 1600 Shaks.
A, Y. L. iv. ii. 11 What shall he haue that kild the Deare?
1737 Pope Hor. Epist. 1. i. 97 And say, to which shall our
applause belong, This new Court jargon, or the good old
song? 1812 Crabbe Tales xviii, Shall a wife complain?
1850 Tennyson In Mem. W\. 8 And he, shall he, Man,. .Be
blown about the desert dust, Or seal'd within the iron hills 1

d. In indirect question.
In quot. 1470-85 irregularly in pres. tense when the prin-

cipal clause is in pa. t.

c888 iELFRED Boeth. v. § 3 J>aet ic bonan onzietan mac^e
hwonon ic bin tilije scyle & hu. ^950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt.
x. 19 NallaS je xeoence huu vel huaet ge spreca scilo

[quomodo ant quid loquamint], a 1225 Leg. Kath. 638 Ne
benche je neauer hwet ne hu 3e schulen seggen. c 1380
Wyclif Wks. (1880) 147 J>ei stryuen not who schal be most
meke. 6-1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xiii. (Gibbs MS.) If.

32 He taught.. vs in what manere bis vertue of mekenesse
schal be goten. X450 W. Lomner m Paston Lett, 5 May,
The shreve of Kent.. sent his under shreve to the juges to

wete what to doo, and also to the Kenge whatte shalbe doo.
1470-85 Malory Arthur 11. xiii. 91 On themorne they fond
letters of gold wryten how syr Gaweyn shalle reuenge his

faders detn. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon viu. 181
That ye counseille me how I shall maye avenge me. a 1500
Tretyce ofHusb. in W. Henley, etc. (R. Hist. Soc 1890) 41
The vj cbapitur tellithe nowe howe you shall lay youre
lande at seede tyme. 1610 Shaks. Temp. 1. ii. 495 Harke
what thou else shalt do mee. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in

Coltness Colled. (Maitland Club) 185,1 beg to know.. who
I shall inform him inquited so kindly after him. 1777
Sheridan Sch. Scandal 111. i, Let our future Contest De,

who shall be most obliging. 1865 Kingsley Herew, x, Let
ber say what shall be done with it.

8. As a mere auxiliary, forming (with present

infinitive) the future, and (with perfect infinitive)

the future perfect tense.

In OE. the notion of the future tense was ordinarily ex-

pressed by the present tense. To prevent ambiguity, wile
(will) was not unfrequently used as a future auxiliary, some-
times retaining no trace of its original sense. On the other

hand, sceal (shall) even when rendering a Latin_ future, can
hardly be said to have been ever a mere tense-sign in OE.

;

it always expressed something of its original notion ofobliga-

tion or necessity. In ME. the present early ceased to be
commonly employed in futural sense, and the future was
expressed by either shall or will, the former being much
more common. The usage as to the choice between the

two auxiliaries has varied from time to time ; since the

middle of the 17th c. the general rule (subject to various

exceptions) has been that mere futurity is expressed in the

first person by shall, in the second and third by will. In
indirectly reported speech, usage permits either the retention

of the auxiliary used by the original speaker or the substi-

tution of that which is appropriate to the point of view of

the person reporting.

a. In OE. sceal, while retaining its primary sense,

served as a tense-sign in announcing a future event

as fated or divinely decreed. Hence shall has

77
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always been the auxiliary used, in all persons, for

prophetic or oracular announcements of the future,

and for solemn assertions of the certainty of a

future event.

a ooo Cynewulf Crwr 1030 Sceal bonne anra gehwylc fore

Cristes cyme cwic arisan. cyfp Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiil

3 Alle xelic jie sciolon losifca, cmnes similiter pertbttts.

c taoo Opmim an Fra biss da3* bu shallt ben dumb, c 1*50

Gen. 4- Ex. 4039 Of Se sal risen sterre brrjt. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 5133 Hii ssolle> $ut keuery moche lond |?at hii abbeb

y lore, c 1400 Brut Ixix. 64 5e shul bigete a doubter bat

sbal be quene of Irland. c 1475 Partenay 2168 Thy contre

shalt se put in exile all, Distroed, robbed. 1546 Hf.ywood
Prov. (1867) 43 That shalbe, shalbe. 1577 in Allen Martyr-
dom Campion (1008) no The queene neither ever was, nor

is, nor ever shall be the head of the Church of England.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. in. i. 262 Now do I Prophesie . . A Curse
shalt light vpon the limbes of men. 1653 W. Ramesey
Astrol. Rest. 273 It signifies men shall be scoffers and
jeerers one of another. 1746 Francis tr. Hor. Epist. 11. i.

26 No Prince so great, so wise. Hath ever risen, or shall

ever 1 ise. 185a Tennyson Ode Death Wellington 191 What-
ever record leap to light He never shall be shamed. 1864

J. H. Newman Apol. 181 A General Council, truly such,

never did, never shall err in a matter of faith. 1891 F.

Thompson Sister^Songs (1895) 46 So it may be, so it shall

be,—Oh, take the prophecy from me !

b. In the first person, shall has, from the early

ME. period, been the normal auxiliary for ex-

pressing mere futurity, without any adventitious

notion, (a) Of events conceived as independent

of the speaker's volition. (To use will in these

cases is now a mark of Scottish, Irish, provincial,

or extra-British idiom.)
c 1200 Ormin Ded. 143, 1 shall hafenn forr min swinnc God

Uen.
.
}iff ban I..Hemm hafe itt inntill Ennglissh wennd.

c 1205 Lay. 8371 Nu we sulleS for heore beone bli5e iwur5en.

c 1300 K. Horn 1406 (Laud MS.) pis lond we schollen winne

And sle al bat bere ben inne. 1470-85 Maloky Arthur 1.

xx. 67, 1 shalle dye a shameful deth. 159s in Cath. Rec. Soc.

Publ. V. 357 My frend, yow and I shall play no more at

Tables now. 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. i. 1 When shall we
three meet againe? 1613 — Hen. VIII, 1. iv. 44 Then wee
shall haue 'em, Talke vs to silence. 1667 Milton P. L. vi.

737, 1., shall soon., rid heav'n of these rebell'd. 1777SHERI.
dan Trip Scarb. 11. i, So—carry him off!. .We shall have
him into a fever by-and-by. 1781 Johnson in Boswell (1904)

1 1. 402 You cannot suppose that we shall rise with a diseased

body. 1806 Wordsw. Addr. to a Child 39 He may work
his own will, and what shall we care? i8m Shelley Chas. I,

i. 40 My travel's done,—Before the whirlwind wakes I shall

have found My inn of lasting rest. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xvii, ' But what if you don't hit?' * I shall

hit*, said George coolly. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola vi, Our
personal characters will be attacked, we shall be impeached
with foul actions.

(6) Of voluntary action or its intended result.

Here / {we) shall is always admissible exc. where
the notion of a present (as distinguished from a
previous) decision or consent is to be expressed

(in which case will must be used). Further, /
shall often expresses a determination insisted on in

spite of opposition, and / shall not (colloq. /
shan't) a peremptory refusal.

In the i6t h c. and earlier, / shall often occurs where /will
would now be used.

Cisco Ormin 11557 Ice shall beon a}} occ a}3 wibb $uw
Whil batt tiss weorelld lasstebb. a 1335 Leg. Rath. 396
We schulen bringen to ende pat we bigunnen habbeS. a 1300

K. Horn 833 IschaL.Wib mi swerd wel ebe Bringe hem
pre to debe. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 621 Cherl ! go oway, Ober
y schal be smite. 138a Wyclif Exod. xx. 19 Spek thow to

vs, and we shulen here, a 1400 Sir Perc. 1466 A scbafre

salle I one hym sett, And I salle fonde firste to hitt. 1559
W. Cunningham Cosmogr. Glasse 91 This now shall I alway
kepe surely in memorye. 1601 Shaks. All's Wells, iii. 27
Informe him So 'tis our will he should.— I shall my liege.

1693EVELYN De laQuint. Compl. Card. 1. 91, 1 shall begin
my Discourse of this Russelet-pear by telling you [etc], 1779
Mirror No. 95, 1..shall let my wife and daughters know,
that I will be master ofmy own house. 18x9 Shelley Cenci
v. iii. 86 Say what ye will. I shall deny no more. 1833 [see

Sham v. $1 *88s Ruskin On OldRoad II. 57 note, Hence-
forward..! shall continue to spell 'Ryme' without our
wrongly added //.

c. In the second person, shall as a mere future

auxiliary appears never to have been usual in

affirmative or negative senses (exc. in the uses

treated under 9 a and 11); but in categorical

questions it is normal : e. g. * Shall you miss your
train ? I am afraid you will.'

d. In the third person. Obs. (superseded by will)

exewhenanothersstatementorexpectationrespect-
ing himself is reported in the third person, e. g. ' He
says he shall not have time to write, \ (Even in this

case will is still not uncommon, but in some con-

texts leads to ambiguity ; it is therefore preferable

to use he shall as the indirect rendering of / shall.

)

c 1200 Ormin Ded, 79 pe« shulenn lstenn haebelij Off
unnkerr swinnc. a 1300 Thrush <y Night. 128 in Hazl.
E. P. P. I. 5£ Come thou heuere in here londe, Hy shulen
don the in pnsoun stronge. c 1475 Rauf Coifyear 56 Traist
quhen thow will, For 1 trow and it be nocht swa, sum part
salbethyne. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 19 Para-
uenture in aduersite my power shal lak. c 2489 Caxton
Sonnes ofAymon ii. 64 YTyour fader come agayn from the
courte^ he shall wyll yelde you to the kynge Charlemayne.
1581 E. Campion in Con/. 11. (1584) L iv, 1 1 shalbe he reported
that I sayd this and that, and my wordes shalbe depraued.
c 1656 Roxb. Ball. (1891) VII. 492 Tis very like they shall
be sent, soon after, to relieve you. 17.. Ramsay Some 0/
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the Contents ix, Montgomery's quatorsimes sail evir pleis.

1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth 361 The effect of the statute

labour.. has always been, now is, and probably shall con-
tinue to be, less productive than it might. 1837 Macaulay
Ess., Bacon (1843) II. 406 That method leads the clown to

the conclusion that if he sows barley he shall not reap
wheat. 1850-8 Mill3 Ess., Util. Relig. (1874)92 People
do not really believe that.. they shall be punished by God,
any more than by man.

He. Down to the 18th c, shall, the auxiliary

appropriate to the first person, was sometimes used

when a person wrote of himself in the third person.

Cf. the formula: ' And your petitioner shall ever pray.*

. 1531 in Sel. Cases Crt. Requests UBgS) 33 And your seid Ora-
tor shall dayly pray to Ihesu for the preseruacion ofyour most
ryall grace. 164a Chas. Ts Wks. (1662) I. 203 (Though His
Majesty shall be deeply.. sensible of their sufferings) He
shall wash His hands, .from the least imputation of slack-

ness. 1798 Kf.mble Let. in Pearson's Catal. (1900) 45 Mr.
Kemble presents his respectful compliments to the Pro-

prietors of the 'Monthly Mirror', and shall have great

pleasure at being at all able to aid them.

ff. In negative (or virtually negative) and in-

terrogative use, shall often = * will be able to \ Obs.

a 1000 Guthlac 337 (Gr.) Hu sceal min cuman gaest to

geoce, nemne 1c gode sylle hyrsumne hixe ? a 1375 Joseph
Arim. 104 Let breken hema-twoand bren hemaTtopouder,
Schaltou neuer gete grace borw} none suche goddes. c 1386
Chaucer Merch. T. 318 Ye shul nat plese hir fully yeres

three, This is to seyn, to doon hir ful plesaunce. 1565-6
Abp. Parker Corr. (Parker Soc.) 263 If 1 draw forward,

and others draw backwards, what shall it avail? c. 1600

Shaks. Sonn. lxv, How with this rage shalt beautie hold a
plea. 165a Blith Eng. Improver Iwpr.n.xxvm. (1653) 192

He shall never make a Plough to go with ease by his rules.

1773 [T. Day] Dying Negro 2 How shall I soothe thy grief,

my destin'd bride

!

g. Used (after a hypothetical clause or an
imperative sentence) in statements of a result to

be expected from some action or occurrence. Now
(exc. in the first person) usually replaced by will

;

but shall survives in literary use.

CW05 Lay. 8018 5>f bu ileuest selcne mon selde bu sailt

wel don. aiu« Ancr. R. 406 Weop for his sunnen. pus
bu schalt, seiS Salomon, rukelen on his heaued beaminde
gleden. 1398 Tkkvisa Barth. De P. R. xvm. xcii. (1495)

840 Yf that matter towchyth a mannys body the heere shal

fall, c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xviii. 189 3" ony thing falle

in to that Lake, it schalle nevere comen up ajen. c 1400

Love Bonavent. Mirr. xiii. (Gibbs MS.) If. 31 $yk we
woleth hier take good entent we schull mowe see bat [etc.].

1534T1NDALE iCor. xiv.9 When ye speake with tonges. -how
shall it be vnderstonde what is spoken ? For ye shall but
speake in the ayer. 1594 Barnfield^^^. Sheph. (Arb.)22

Who tutcheth pitch, with pitch shalbe defiled. 1605 Shaks.
Lear 11. ii. 144 You shall.. show too bold malice Against
the. .Person of my Master, Stocking his Messenger. 1709
Steele Tatler No. 118 ? i, I shall disoblige^ Multitudes
of my Correspondents, if I do not take Notice of them.

1851 Dasent Jest <$ Earnest (1873) II. 140 Visit Rome
and you shall find him [the Pope] mere carrion. 1865
Ruskin Sesame i. § 12 Make yourself noble, and you shall

be. 188a Harper's Mag. Dec. 24/2 Examine the book-
shelves, and you shall find the novelist's favorite authors.

h. In clause expressing the object of a promise,

or of an expectation accompanied by hope or fear.

Now only where shall is the ordinary future

auxiliary ; but down to the 19th c. shall was often

preferred to will in the second and third persons.

Cf. sense 1 1

.

1475 J. Paston 22 Feb. in P. Lett., Iff the markett be
nott goode yit, I hope it shall be better, c 1475 in Eng.
Gilds (1870) 318 Ye schall swere that ye schall well and
truelly byhaue you. 1508 Dunbar Flyting in, I takon me
ane pair of Lowthiane hippis Sail fairar Inglis mak,. .Than
thow can blabbar with thy Carrik lippis. 1538 Starkey
England 1. i. 20 We are sure they schal bryng vs to our
saluatyon. 1628 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. III. 266 He is

confident that the blood of Christ shall wash away.. his..

sins. 1643 in Mrs. A. Hope Franciscan Martyrs xiv. (ed. 3)

195, 1 hope nobody shall have any harme by anything Ihave
saide, and for myself the worst they can doe to mee is the
best and most desired. 1654 E. Nicholas in N. Papers
(Camden) II. 142, 1 hope neither your Cosen Wat. Montagu
nor. .Walsingham shall be permitted to discourse, .with..

the D. of Glocester. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xv. iii, I

hope his visits shall not be intruded upon me. 1820 Southey
Wesley (ed. 2) I. 70, 1 trust in God your labour shall not be
in vain.

ti. In impersonal phrases, it shall be well,

needful, etc. (to do so and so). Obs. (now will).

1571 Digges Pantom. 1. xviii. F b, It shalbe needfull at
the time of your measuring to haue ground at Hbertie on
the one side. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. hi.

x. 90 It shall not be impertinent nor out of my purpose, if

I do speak . . of the kitchin of the great Turke. z6oa Dekker
Satirom. Ad Lect. A 4 b, It shall not be anusse (for him
that will read) first to beholde this short Comedy of Errors,

f j. Shall be
y
added to a future date in clauses

measuring time. Cf. was in Be v. 20. Obs.

1617 Sir T. Wentworth in Fortescue Papers 25 To which
purpose my late Lord Chancelour gave his direction about
the 3. of Decembre shallbe-two-yeares.

9. In the idiomatic use of the future to denote

what ordinarily or occasionally occurs under speci-

fied conditions, shall was formerly the usual

auxiliary. In the second and third persons, this is

now somewhat formal or rhetorical ; ordinary lan-

guage substitutes will or may. Often in antithetic

statements coupled by an adversative conjunction

or by and with adversative force.

a. in the first person.
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171a Steele Sped. No. 326 p 2 In spite of all my Care,

I shall every now and then have a saucy Rascal ride by
reconnoitring.. under my Windows.

b. in the second person.
c 1200 Ormin 423 Full cweme wsrenn babe. .& tu shallt

findenn swillke nu Bitwenenn uss well faewe. c 1449 Pe-
cock Repr. 1. xx, 119 Thou schalt not fynde expresseli in

Holi Scripture that the Newe Testament schulde be write

in EngHsch tunge to lay men. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's

Hist. Scot. I. 5 Sa plentifull is the ground, that mekle esier

3e sail ex pone quhat it no 1 beiris, than quhat it beiris. 1597
Morley Introd. Mus. Annot.. You shall not finde one stde

in all the booke without some grosse errour or other. 1625
Bacon Ess., Atheism. (Arb.) 333 You shall haue Atheists
striue to get Disciples, as it fareth with other Sects. 1760
Impostors Detected 1. iv. I. 26 He was as handsome a man,
as you shall see on a summer's day. 1810 Crarbe Borough
iii, A man so learn'd you shall but seldom see, Nor one so
honour'd. 1852-4 Spencer Ess. (1858) 414 After knowing
him for years, you shall suddenly discover that your friend's

nose is slightly awry. X909 Sat. Rev. 29 May 692/1 You
shall meet ten thousand men every day in the year between
the Bank and the Mansion House.. who are as poor as

Church mice.

c. in the third person.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 236 Be baere frecnan cobe be se

mon his utgang burh cone muS. .sceal aspiwan. He sceal

oft bealcettan. 14. . Pol. Rel. % L. Poems (1903) 271 Quan
a chyld to scole xal set be, A bok hym is browt. a 1568

Ascham Sckolem. 1. (Arb.) 39 If a father haue foure sonnes,

three . . well formed . .the fourth . . deformed, his choice shalbe,

to put the worst to learning. 1598 Sylvester Du Bartas
11. ii. iv. Columnes 234 Here-by the Printer, in one day
shall rid More Books, then yerst a thousand Writers did.

1652 Feltham Low Countries 18 Yourman shall be. .saucy,

and you must not strike him. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 23

f 5 There is indeed something very . . inhuman in the ordinary

Scriblers of Lampoons. An Innocent young Lady shal! be

exposed, for an unhappy Feature. 1793 W. Roberts Looker.
On (1794) III. 179 One man shall approver. the same thing

that another man shall condemn. 1821 Lamb Elia I. My
Relations, He has some speculative notions against laughter,

. .when peradventure the next moment his lungs shall crow
like Chanticleer. 1870 M. Arnold St. Paul * Prot. a It

may well happen that a man who lives and thrives under
a monarchy shall yet theoretically disapprove the principle

of monarchy. 1870 Lowell Study Wind. 175 That which
one shall hide away, .another shall make an offensive chal-

lenge to the self-satisfaction of all his hearers.

10. In hypothetical, relative, and temporal

clauses denoting a future contingency, the future

auxiliary is shall for all persons alike. (Where no
ambiguity results, however, the present tense is

commonly used for the future, and the perfect for

the future-perfect ; the use of shall, when not

required for clearness, is apt to sound pedantic.)

t Formerly sometimes used to express the sense of a present

subjunctive.

a. In hypothetical clauses,

(f Shall I = ' if I shall *. rare.)

c 1250 Owl $ Night. 1683 Schille [v.r. schulle] ich an utest
- uppen ow grede, ich shal swo stronge ferde lede, pat ower
proude shal aualle. c 1300 Havelok 1782 Shol ich casten

!
pe dore open, Summe of you shal ich drepen ! 138a Wyclif

I

Ecclus. xxiii. 13 If he shul bigile the brother, the gUte of

j

hym vpon hym shal be. c 1400 Gamelyn 115 If I' schal

I

algate be beten anon, Cristes curs mot thou have but thou

be that oon ! 1^88 [see c]. 1590 in C. S. Right Relig. Aijb,
If your Worship shall read with patience and with great

aduise see into the work. 1680 New Hampsh. Prov. Papers
(1867) I. 388 If any Christian., shall speak conternpteously
of the Holy Scriptures,.. such person, .shall be punished.

1852 Tennyson3rd Feb. 1832, Ifyou shall fail to understand,
What England is.. On you will come the curse of all the

land.

b. In relative clauses (where the antecedent

denotes an as yet undetermined person or thing).

cizoo Ormin 1205 Forrbi sinndenn alle ba patt shulenn
inntill heile Effnedd wibb gast. ^1*50 Gen. <y Ex. 305 Alle

So, oe of hem sule cumen, suten ermor in blisse wunen.
1382 Wyclif Luke x. 8 In to what euere citee ^e schulen

entre, and thei schulen receyue 30U, ete ^e tho thingis that

ben put to sou. 1417-18 E. E. Wills (1882) 38 Eny goude
bat Scheie be solde, yt ys my wyll bat WyTlyam Aluowe
haue it. c 1450 Merlin 33, I go trader as thei shullen lede

me. 150a Bury Wills (Camden) 92, I will..vj s. viij d. to

be delte in bedred men..ther where it xalbe moste nede-

full. 1576 Aberdeen Reg. (1848) II. 26 To consent to sic

uther thingis as selbe thocht expedient. 1665 in Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comm. Var. Coll. IV. 244 Mr. Mayor is desired to.,

pay the fees that shalbe due to the officers. 1718 Rowk
Lucan in. 171 With humble Votes obedient they agree, To
what their mighty Subject shall Decree. 1704 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Mysi. Udolpho xliii, I will lay all the spirits that

shall attack me in the Red Sea. 1811 Southey Let. toG.C.
Bedford 16 Feb. The minister who shall first become a
believer in that book . . will obtain a higher reputation than

ever statesman di* before him. 1874 R. Congrkve Ess. 417
We extend our sympathies, .to the unborn generations

which.. shall follow us on this earth.

O. In temporal clauses.

138a Wyclif i Cor. xi. 26 How ofte euere ^e schulen ete

this breed, . -3e schulen schewe the deeth of the Lord, til he

come, c 1394 P. PL Crede 9 Whan y schal schewen myn
schrift schent mote y worben. c 1421 z6 Pol. Poems 111/117

Whenne bou al be world shal deme, Dampne me no^t after

my dede. 1480 Bury Wills (Camden) 67 And this to be

doon as ofte as such case xall require. 1588 J. Udall
Diotrephes (Arb.) 33 If this way shall be^ thought good,

when there shalbe some aduice taken vpon it. 1655 Ntcko.

las Papers (Camden) II. 313 When you shall licence mee,

I shall bee free, a 1763 W. King PoL * Lit. Anecd. (1819)

159 The seat of happy souls; who, after they shall have

continued in it the space of 10,000 years, will be removed

to a more glorious orb. 1830 Laws ofCricket in Nyren Yng.

Cricketer's Tvior(ioo2) 20 If in striking, or at any other time,

while the ball shall be in play, both his feet be over the
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popping-crease. 1865 Kincsley Herew. xxxi, Pray St.

Etheldrcda to be with us when the day shall come. 1896

A. Austin England's Darling 11. iv, When War s loud

shuttle shall have woven peace.

11. In clauses expressing the purposed result oi

some action, or the object of a desire, intention,

command, or request (Often admitting of being

replaced by may; in OE., and occas. as late as

the 1 7th c, the pres. subj. was used as in Latin.)

a. in final clause usually introduced by that.

In this use mod. idiom prefers should (22 a) : seequot. 1611

below, and the appended remarks.

c isoo Ormin 7640, 1 piss child iss borenn her to bann patt

fele shulenn fallenn, & fele shulenn risenn upp. c 1250

Owl <J-
Night. 445 Bit me bat ich shulle singe vor hire luue

one skentinge. 1375 Barbouk Bruce 1. 156, I sail do swa
thow sail be king. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 213 Thei gon

under proteccioun, That love and his affeccioun Ne schal

noght take hem be the slieve. 1:1450 Mirk's Festial 280,

I wil. .schew ?ow what bis sacrament is, bat a.e schullon in

tyme comyngdrede God be more. 1470-^85 Malory Arthur
xiii. xv. 633 What wille ye that I shalle doo sayd Galahad.

1558 in J. H. Stone Hist. Mary I, App. 518 My mynd and
will 5 s, that the said Codicell shall be accepted. 1611 Bible
Luke xviii. 41 What wilt thou that I shall doe vnto thee 1

lS0iaMait.xx.33; 'should' inMarix.si j 1881 (Revised)

has ' should ' in all three passages. Coverdale (1535) has

shal " in Matt., in the other gospels ' that I do '.] c 1643 Ld.

Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 139 Were it not better you shall

cast away a few words, than I lose my life? 1698 in J. O.
Payne Rec. Engl. Catk. MJlJS (1889)m To the intent they

shall see my will executed. 1829 Macaulay Millon Govt, in

Edin. Rev. Mar. 177 Mr. Mill recommends that all males of

mature age. .shall have votes. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxiv, We shall have the first of the fight, sir; and depend on it

Boney will lake care that it shall be a hard one. 1879 M.
Pattison Milton xiii. 167 At the age of nine and twenty,

Milton has already determined that this lifework shall be.

.

an epic poem.

b. in relative clause.

545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde Prol. (1552) Biij, The
foundation & grounde, by the perceauerance wherof, your
..vnderstanding shal be il luminal. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V,

11. iv. 40 As Gardeners doe with Ordure hide those Roots
That shall first spring, a 1631 Donne Paradoxes^(1652)
35 To know those venues require some Judgement in him
which shall discerne. 1769 Johnson in Bosiuell (1004) I. 399
I'll take you five children from London, who shall cuff five

Highland children. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Libr. Ser. 1.

287 To hit off that delicate mean between the fanciful and
the prosaic which shall satisfy his taste.

** The past tense should with temporal/miction.

f 12. Expressing a former obligation or neces-

sity : = ' was bound to ', ' had to '. Obs.

Beowulf 10 (Gr.) He . . weox under wolcnum . . oS baH him
aex.hwylc bara ymbsittendra ofer hronrade hyran scolde.

Ibid 704 Sceotend swaefon, ba baet bornreced healdan scol*

don. c 893 Alfred Oros. 1. i. § 14 pa sceolde he oaer bidan

ryhtnorbanwindes, for 3acm baet land beax baer subryhte.

c 1105 Lay. 4301 per fore his mon he bicom & haerdsumnesse

him solde don. c 1950 Gen. 4 Ex. 1326 Ysaac was leid oat

auter on, So men sulden holocaust don. C1380 Wycuf
Serin. Sel. Wks. I. 77 In be olde lawe wcren pei wont to

offre a lombe wibouten wem, be whiche shulde be of o aere.

? 01400 Arthur 481 Arthour, as he scholde done, Sende
lucyes Dody to Rome.

1 13. In statements of what was formerly intended

or settled to take place; = 'was to', or (con-

textually) ' was about to ' Obs.

Beowulf mi (Gr.) Syrede hine Beowulf eorlxewaedum..

scolde herebyme hondum xebroden . . sund cunnian. a 1000

Andreas n32(Gr.) Haefdou aeglaecan saecce xesohte, sceolde

sweordes ecg. .feorh acsixan. izn» O.E. Ckron. (Laud

MS.) an. rcoo, His scipu wendon ut abuton Lexceastre and

sceofdan cumon onxean hine, ac hi ne mihton. c 1105 Lay.

10322 Heo inakeden enne hehne cniht heore here-toxe . . he

heom scolde laeden. c 1*75 Passion our Lord 532 in O. E.

Misc. 52 Sebbe bi dude heore sel vpe bene ston Lutel hi

wiste wrecches hw hit sculde gon. a 1300 K. Horn 1412 pe

schup bigan to blenche. His lemman scholde adrenche.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Whs. III. 58 Whanne Abraham schulde

have offrid Isaac. he hadde a greet 00b to God. c 14*0

Sir Amadace (Camden) lix, Quo schuld his slede to stabulle

haue ? Knyile, squier, soman, ne knaue, Nauthir with him
he bro^te. 14.. in Pol. Rel. s, L. Poems (1903) 273 Mary
hys moder went be weye To caluery ber he xuld deye. 14..

Three \%th Cent. Ckron. (Camden) 78 The Egill on Poulis

stepell was take downe. ., but whan hit shulde be set up a

yene he that shulde have set it up fell downe and was dede.

1533 Berners Froiss. I. xlii. 24 The same friday that the

batell shulde haue ben the french kyngc.was sore dys-

pleased, bycause he departed without batayle. 1537 Mat-
thew's Bible, Luke vii. 19 Arte thou he y' shulde come : or

shall we loke for another ? 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane'i Comm.
57 b, When he shoulde die [orig. morilurus). Ibid. 433 The
common assemble of thempire y' shuldbeholden at Auspurge.

162a S. Ward Life ofFaithUbifi 12 When hee should haue

been tyed to the stake, he required to stand vntyed.

14. Used in indirect reported utterances, or other

statements relating to past time, where shall would

be used if the time referred to were present.

a. corresponding to shall in sense g, 6, or 7.

Beowulf6ai (Gr.) Naenix heora bohte, baet he banon scolde

eft eardlufan aefre xesecean. c 897Alfred Gregory's Past. C.

xxxix. 284 We cwaedon aer 3<et se sceolde lytel sawan.se be

him oone wind ondrede. c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Mark xiv. 40

Ignorabant quid responderent ei, ne wiston huaed scealdon

onduearda him. a 1122 OE. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070,

past land folc comen him ongean & grioedon wi5 hine, waen.

don baet he sceolde bet land ofer gan. eii75 Lamb. Horn.

13 Vre drihten cweS to moyscs betlie scolde wissien his folc.

c 1205 Lay. 2079 He hehle bat luue scolde lioen heom bi-

tweonen. c 1330 Arth. * Merl. 1937 A begger ber com in

. .; pai seyd, he schuld nouj.t haue, Bot strokes & bismare.

1340-70 Alex. », Dind. 781 5e ben sobli be same of wham
ra so tolde, pat scholde lenge aftur lif in lastinge panic.
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c 1450 Mirk's Festial 57 The lawe of the Iewes was ben

suche bat a woman bat was delyuerde of a man-chyld sculd

be holden vnclene. 1470-83 Malory Arthur x. Ivii. 511

Yet wold not sire Launcelot telle me certeynte of you where
I shold fynde yow. 1535 Coverdalf. Dan. lii. 10 He charched

and commaunded, that the ouen shulde be made seuen tymes
hoter. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 74 His Pypers were

ready too rounde him in the eare, what he should speake.

i6ix Shaks. Cymb. m. iv. 129 'Tis commanded I should do
so. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 732 What shou'd He do,

who twice had lost his Love? 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe)

249 He answer'd..That he would make Conditions with

them.. That they should be absolutely under my Leading.

1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) V. 497 The husband and wife

covenanted to levy a fine, which was thereby declared should

be to the use of the cognizees and their heirs.
_
1848

Thackeray Van. Fair vi. So long as his friend was enjoying

himself, how should he be discontented? Ibid, xxi, Old
Osborne thought she would be a great match, too, for his

son. He should leave the army ; he should go into Parlia.

ment. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 575 James was
declared a mortal, .enemy...No treaty should be made with

him. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Beds xxiv, After all, what

had he done? Gone a little too far, perhaps, ..but. .no harm
could come—no harm should come. 1865 Kingsley Herew.
xxv, Where were Sweyn and his Danes ? Whither should

they go till he came ?

b. corresponding to shall in sense 8.

Here should is the auxiliary of the ' anterior future ' or

'future in the past' tense. With perf. inf. it forms the
' anterior future perfect ' or ' future perfect in the past '.

c 1 175 Lamb. Horn. 19 Heo wisten. .bst he sculde cumen
to bisse middeleard for ure neode. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls)

225 Wane he wolde iwite 5wat man be child ssolde be bat

he adde bi aete. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xliv. (Lucy) 109

Venand bat he suld at his weding bare-thru hafe doublyt

at his thing. C1450 Merlin i. 1 We ne trowed not that

eny man myght be bore of woman, but that he sholde

ben oures. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vn. xxxiii. 266, 1 made
promyse vnto your lady that 1 shold yelde me vnto yow.

1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 694 He was sure that with the

Erie of Warwike, he should haue no peace, a 1586 Sidney
Arcadia 111. (Sommer) 255 b, She tolde him, that he should

doo well to do so. 1610 IVestwardfor Smelts (Percy Soc.)

11 He feared he was, or should be a cuckold. 1700 Dryden
Ovids Met., Acis, etc. 39 The Prophet Telemus. .Foretold

the Cyclops, that Ulysses hand In his broad eye shou'd

thrust a flaming Brand. 1217:5 Burnet Own Time (1724)

I. 199 The French did thus set on the war between the

English and the Dutch, hoping that our Fleets should

mutually weaken one another so much, that [etc.]. 1760-72

H. Brooke Fool of Qual. (1809) IV. 114 Sectarians..would

make a monopoly of the Saviour ; they should shut him up
into a conventicle. 1809 Syd. Smith Serm. II. 240 Joseph

in the dungeon knew not that he should be the lord of

Egypt. 1846 Mrs. Kirkland West. Clearings 129, 1 thought

I never should have got out. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xix. IV. 279 He had expected that he should be able to push

forward without a moment's pause. 1893 ' Sarah Grand '

Heav. T-wins (1894) 134 They never doubted but that they

should discover him hard at work.

o. in hypothetical, temporal, and final clauses,

and relative clauses with hypothetical or final

implication. (Cf. 10.)
Beowulf 965 (Gr.) Ic hine.heardan clammum..wriban

bohte, j»aet he. .scolde licgean lifbysix.. c 1250 Gen. <y Ex. 175

He made on werlde al erue tame, oe sulde him her. .to fode,

and srud. a 1300 Cursor M. 410 Hymself ban gaf us sample
bare, pat we suld hald it euer mare. 1340-70 Alex. St Dind.

108 For bat enchesoun god ches obur chef kinguus, pat

scholde maistrus be maad ouur mene peple. 1390 Gower
Conf. 1. 14 The tresor of the benefice, Wherof the povere

schulden clothe And ete and drinke. c X400 Love Bonavent.

Mirr. xiv. (Gibbs MS.) 34 Shewynge vs be trewe wey wher

by we schuld mowe come ber to. 1510 Sel. Cases Star

Chamb. (Selden Soc.) II. 73 They wer bound. .to reentre

the seid prison when the seid Priour shulde commaunde
them. 121578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Citron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 47 Wthens thocht that..he sould haue had sic men about

bim at his command as suld haue suppressed all oppressioun.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Udolpko xxv, Emily.. determined^ to

attempt the outer door of the turret as soon as Barnardine

should withdraw. xSax Scott Kenilw. xxvii, He . . resolved

. .to retire ..until the tolling of the great castle-bell should

announce the arrival of Elizabeth, a 1859 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xxiii. V. 31 Clancarty was pardoned on condition that

he should leave the kingdom. 190a J. K. Mann Hist. Popes

I. 1. 35 They offered to submit their case to the emperor

himself as soon as the Lombards should be overcome.

d. In noun-clause dependent on expressions of

willing, desiring, commanding, requesting, etc. (in

the pa. t). (Cf. 11 and 22 a.)

01000 Guthlac 636 (Gr.) Wendun xe & woldun..baet xe

scyppende sceoldan jelice wesan in wuldre. c xoco .tElfkic

Horn. I. 310 God bebead Moyse,. .ba=t he and eall Israhela

folc sceoldon offrian..an lamb anes x.eares. axiaa O.E.
Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1101, On ba gerad. .bet se eorl Rot-

bert.. sceolde. .breo busend marc seolfres habban. 0x125
Leg. Katk. 1439 Het eft be keiser bat me schulde Katerine

bringen biforen him. a 1300 Cursor M. 381 pe thrid day
batdrightin.-badadri sted suld be. <xi35* Minot Poems
(ed. Hall) iii. 53 He cumand ban bat men suld fare Till

Ingland. c 1400 Gamelyn 19 He sente hem word by lettres

they schulden bye blyve. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)

71 He comandyd that thou sholdest be put to deth. IS94

Ashley tr. Loys Le Roy 42 Aristotle did write vnto Calls-

thenes..that..he should diligently inquire of the antiquitie

of the Chaldees. 1665 Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. m.

(1912) 245 His sweet bighnes would not haue giuen it to

your honour but that he intended you should doe good in

it. 1780 Mirror No. 96 My parenls. .were determined I

should have a good education. 1861 T. L. Peacock Gryll

Grange xxxii, He had wished that the doctor should inquire

into the cause of his trouble. 1891 'J. S. Winter • Lumley
xii, Blackwood had a not unreasonable desire that such an

event should not come about.

e. In statements of a former likelihood, un-

likelihood, expectation, hope, fear, etc.

SHALL.

In present usage the rules for the choice of the auxiliary

are the same as apply to the future tense (see 8). Until the

middle of the 19th c, however, should was common in this

use in the second and third persons, where would is now
normal.
1340 Ayeub. 12 Alle b°n bet . . storue . . ine hope pet hi

ssolden by y-borae be him uor be zenne of the uerste manne.
c 1489 [see Fear v. 4 b]. 1653 Dorothy Osborne Lett.

(1888) 94 We could not reasonably hope he should outlive

this day. 1671 tr. Palafox's Conq. China xvi. 312 [They]
expected it should have defended it self better. 1749
Fielding Tom Jones xm. ix, He thought it most likely

that some of his servants should be acquainted with
the same secret. 1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry <£ Isab. III.

94 From his age and infirmities it was not likely Lord
Belford should live long. 1820 Shelley Ess. (1852) II.

232 There was no danger that it should become a model
to the age of that false taste. 1855 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xiv. III. 428 It was not to be expected that men
who would not help themselves should help each other.

1867 Thirlwall Lett. (1881) II. 118 You had reason
to expect that I should have returned the enclosed papers
before now.

f. In statements of what habitually occurred.

(Cf. sense 9.) Now rare (? dial.).

17M De Foe Col. Jack 23 Every now and then dropping
asleep, I should dream that my money was lost. X745 P.

Thomas Jrtil. Anson's Voy. 314 Sometimes we should have
seven Fathom on one Side.

15. Forming with the inf. a substitute for the

pa. t. indie, (or, with perf. inf., for the pluperf.)

in the oblique report of another's statement in

order to imply that the speaker does not commit
himself to the truth of the alleged fact. (The perf.

inf. was often substituted for the pres. inf. merely

in order to express the notion of past time more
unambiguously. Obs. exc. dial.

The corresponding use of shall ( = G. soil, ' is said to ') is

not evidenced in Eng., the OE. instances alleged by Bosw.-

Toller having apparently a different meaning.

c888 jElfred Boetk. xxxv. §4 Ic wat baet 3u geherdest

oft reccan on ealdum leasum spellum baette lob Saturnes

sunu . .sceolde ricsian on heofenum. c 1000 jElfric Saints'

Lives xviii. 197 Fundon 8a lease xewiun be forluxon naboo

baet he sceolde wyrixan waelhreowlice god. <xiim OE.
Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1098, Dises xeares . . aet Finchamstaede

an mere blod weoll, swa swa manixe trywe men saedan be

hit xeseon sceoldan. 13. . Guy Warw. (A.) 6918 In edwite

it worb be adrawe, Swiche a man bou schust haue slawe.

1460 Cafgrave Chron. (Rolls) 7 In othir bokes..is told that

Adam schuld a sent Seth onto the gates of Paradyse for the

oyle of mercy. 147a Sir J. Paston 4 Nov. in P. Lett., Thys
daye rennyth a tale that the Duke of Brelayne sholde be

ded. I beleeff it not. 1506 Engl. Misc. (Suttees) 52 Oon
Bartrame Dawson of the citie of York.. is senysterly de-

famed that he shulde be a Scottysshman borne. 1518

Sel. Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) II. 137 They harde one

Thomas Wynwyck say that he shuld here John Sucklyng

say that [etc.]. 1561 in Froude .£«,?<'. Seamen (1895) 26 When
I was arraigned I was charged that I should say our mass

was as good as theirs, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Ckron.

Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 174 It wasalledgit that my lord of Arranc

in his mirienes sould oppin this consperacie. a 1586 Sidney

Apol, Poetry (Arb.) 51 To the second [sc. imputation], .that

they should be the principall lyars ; I aunswercthat
of all Writers vnder the sunne, the Poet is the least lier.

1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. in. ii. 182 But didst thou heare

without wondering, how thy name should be.. earned

vpon these trees? 1663 Marvell Corr. Wks. (Grosart) II.

92 There are some rumors that the conspirators should

have taken some other places. X764 Museum Rust. II. 134

My neighbour, . .being told that I should say I would do for

them, charged me with destroying them. 18. . Let. in Sir

J. T. Coleridge Mem. Keble (1869) 64 Some one raised a

report that he should say that herring and potatoes were

good enough for anyone. 1822 Scott Nigel xv. They had

a braw sport in the presence last Friday, how ye suld have

routed a young shopkeeper. 1886 IV. Somerset Word-bk.

s. v. Skould, I zeed Mr. Jones, and he zaid how you should

zay I told ee that there zeed come vrom he.

H b. with omission of the have of the perf. inf.

c 1465 Eng. Chron. (Camden) 63 The peple. .demed that it

sholde betokened sum haim sone aftirward. a 1566 Hist.

Estate Scot. (Wodrow Soc. Misc.) 71 It appeared that they

should matched.

16. In indirect question relating to a past matter

of fact. Obs. exc. arch.

Present usage prefers the pa. t. or perf.; when thenotion

of uncertainty is emphasized, might or could is used instead

of the earlier should.

12x300 Cursor M. 4931 Pe folk asked quat bal suld be,

' Theues,' coth ioseph. Ibid. 21579 And quatkin tre it suld

ha bene His eldres tald him all be-dene. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
xxiii. 84 (Harl. MS.), pere was no man cowde discryve

wheber of hem shuld be Emperour. 1530 Tindale Prol.

Hebr. Wks. (1573) 56/1 About this epistle hath euer ben

much doubting.. who should be the authour thereof. 1534
— Mark ix. 10 They, .demaunded one of a nother, what the

rysinge from deeth agayne shuld meane. 1640 Yorkk
Union Hon. 122 Who should be the mother I find not men-

tioned by M. Vincent. 1704 N. N. tr. Boccalini s Advts.

fr. Parnass. II. 19 The Assembly were wondring what

should be the meaning of it. 1851 Keble Occas. Papers

(r877) 238 Some. .may have wondered what this 'present

distress should mean.

17. In questions introduced by who, whom, what,

and followed by but, serving to express the unex-

pectedness of some past occurrence.

1626 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. xxu v, Whiles his hart

is taken vp with these thoughts, who should come rufliing

by him, but..Haman. 1833 Tennyson May Queen iv, As
I came up the valley whom think ye should I see, But
Robin? 184a Browning Pied Piper iv, Just as he said

this, what should hap At the chamber door but a gentle
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SHALL.
*** Tke past tense should ivitk modal function. \

As with other auxiliaries, the pa. t. (orig. subjunctive) of

shall is often used to express, not a reference to past time,

but a modal qualification of the notion expressed by the

present tense. Where in addition the notion of past time is

to be expressed, this can often be effected by the use of the

perf. instead of the pres. inf. (though sometimes this produces

ambiguity) ; the temporal notion may however be merely

contextually implied, and in that case the pa. t. has the

appearance of having both functions (temporal and modal)

at once.

18. In statements of duty, obligation, or pro-

priety (originally, as applicable to hypothetical

conditions not regarded as real).

This conditional form of expression was from an early

period substituted for the unconditional shall in sense 2, and

in mod. Eng. the pres. tense in this use is obs., and should

= ought to. .

Beowulf 2708 (Gr.) Swylc sceolde secg wesan, pe^n at

oearfe. C897 jElfrkd Gregory's Past. C. iv. 36 Donne
mon forlet oone e^e . . be he mid ryhte on him innan

habban sceolde. £1175 Lamb. Horn. 21 We scolden

halden his heste us bttwenan. cxvjs Passion our Lord
472 in O. E. Misc. 50 pu ne schuldest nouht pi wryt

habben iwryte so. £1315 Shoreham 1. 749 He despyse^

ihesu cryst, Wanne he hym scholde herye. c vgp. Will.

Palerne 3685 Wbj make ;e bis sorwe? 3e schuld now make
;ow merie. 1411 Rolls o/Parlt. III. 650/2 Heknoweth wel

that. .he ne hath noght born hym as he sholde hav doon.

tc 1570 Misogonus hi. l 189 (Brandl) Thoughe I sail and
shoulde not sait. 1607-ia Bacon Ess., Counsel (Arb.) 318

Neither is it necessarye, that he that consulteth what he

should doe, should declare what he will doe. 1756 Mrs.
Calderwood \x\Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 214 Some
men should have been women, and he, I think, is one. 1819

Scorr Ivanhoe xxxii, Conquest, lady, should soften the heart.

1845 Poe Tales, Gold Bug^l draw tolerably—should do it

at least—have had good masters. 1896 Law Times Rep.
LXX1II. 616/2 He should have looked up and down the

line before he ventured to cross it.

Proverbialphrase. 1764 Mrs. Sheridan Journ. to Bath
1. i, That same Lord Stewkly is no better than he should
be, (between ourselves). 1780 Mirror No. 104 Every woman
who passed much of her time in town, he made no scruple to

say, was no better than she should be.

% with omission of have in perf. inf.

a 1529 Skelton Agst. Scottes 106 Regarded ye should

your lord. 1561 Godly Q. Hester (1873) 23 And they that

should assisted, I wote not how they were brysted. c 1730
Ramsay Wyfe ofAuchtermuchty xv, Scho fand all wrang
that sould been richt.

b. Should be : ought according to appearances

to be, presumably is. ? Obs*
1605 Shaks. Macb. l iii. 45 You should be Women, And

yet your Beards forbid me to interprete That you are so.

1631 Heywood 2nd Pt. Fair Maide West iv. i, Pursue the
Rut'fin, ..He should be Captain of those bloody theevs,

That haunts our mountains. 1661 Cosin Corr. (Surtees) II.

36, I saw a letter to-day which tells us that the great Pres-

byterian preacher in London is silenced ; but the letter

names him not. I guesse it should be Mr. Baxter.

c. You should hear
y see — I wish you could hear,

if only you could hear, etc.

1843 Tennyson Walking to Mail6^ You should have seen
him wince As from a venomous thing. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown n. v, Ah ! but you should just have seen the fight

between Slogger Williams and Tom Brown 1

19. In the apodosis of a hypothetical proposition

(expressed or implied), indicating that the supposi-

tion, and therefore its consequence, is unreal.

a. Where shall (in sense 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9) would
be used if the hypothesis were accepted.

1154 O. E. Chron. an. 1137, Wel bu myhtes faren all a dseis

fare sculdest thu neure nnden man in tune sittende. a 1325
Ancr. R. 333 ?if ure Louerd demde him al efterrihtwisnesse

. .wo scholde him iwuroen. c 1250 Gen. <$ Ex. 194 Hadde
he wel loked him wid skil, He beste sulde don his wil. a 1300

K. Horn 347 panne scholde wibuten obe pe kyng jnaken
vs wrobe. c 1386 Chaucer Frankl. T. 47 Pacience..
venquysseth . . 1 hynges bat rigour sholde neuere atteyne.

1408-9 26 Pol. Poems (1904) 32 And it were sob bat clerkis

telle, ffewe folkes shulde come in heuene. 1535 Fisher Wks.
(1876) 384 If one deadly sin were found in their soules, they
shuld incontinent be throwen into the darke dungeon of hell.

1581 in Allen Martyrd. Campion (1908) 35, I will not belie

myself, for so should I condemne my owne soule. z6oi B.

Jonsoh Poet. hi. i. 183 You shoo'd see mee [sc. dance], were
it not 1' the street 1604 Shaks. Oth. in. iv. 62 If she lost it,

..my Fathers eye Should hold her loathed. 1718 Earl
Cowper in J. Duncombe Lett. (1773) I. 198 You and your
horse should have been very welcome. 1779 Johnson in
Boswell (1904) II. 308 We should have robbed the Scotch, if

they had had any thing of which we could have robbed
them. 1790 Cowper Let. to Lady Hesketh 8 Mar., I should
be unreasonable indeed not to be highly gratified by it.

1802-12 Bentham Judic. Evid. (1827) II. 404 Cross-exam-
ination.. a term for which.. one should have expected to
have found an equivalent in every language. 1848 Thack-
eray Van. Fair xli, I often think we should all be better
without it. 1878 O. W. Holmes Motley 37 He knew that
he should not have been satisfied with himself, if he had not
made it. 1878 Miss Braddon Open Verd. vi, After this, I

shouldn't be at all surprised at his going over to Rome.
1887 Browning Parleyings, B. de Mandcvillc iv, So should
wrong merely peep abroad to meet Wrong's due quietus.
interrogatively. 1834 K. H. DigbvMores CaM. v.iii. 84 But

where should one finish if one were to speak of the ' lauda
Sion ' [etc.].

b. When the pres. tense of the principal vb.
would be used if the hypothesis were accepted.
(Where the pa. t. or the perf. would be used,
should is followed by the perf. int)
In this use the combination of should with inf. forms a

periphrastic past subjunctive ; thus ' I should be ' = the
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archaic ' I were '. Similarly with perf. inf. : * Then 1 should

have been ' = ' then had I been '.

The choice between should and would follows the same
rules as that between shall and will as future auxiliaries,

except that should must sometimes be avoided on account

of liability to be misinterpreted as = * ought to' (sense 18).

In present Eng. shouldoccurs mainly in the first person ; in

the other persons it follows the rule for shall in 8c,d.

c 1430 Two Cookery Bks. 45 Bete alle to-gederys as bikke

as bou schuldyst make ober nature in fleyssche tyme. 1432-

50 tr. Higden (Rolls) I. 337 Thei scholde haue writen more
circumspectely, if they hade seide [etc.], c 1435 Torr. Por.

ingot 1534 Nyne oxen of that lond Shold not drawe the tre.

1467 M.\ kg. Paston 11 July in P. Lett., Thei set not be a
woman as thei shuld set be a man. 1481 Caxton Reynard
(Arb.) 35, I haue so grette scatte and good of syluer..

that seuen waynes shold not conne carve it away, c 1489
— Sonnes of Aymon xvi. 377 Yf it had be at our wyll ye

sholde have had goode peas wyth the kyng charlemagn.

X7S3 Challoner Cath, Chr. Instr. 91 At the Confiteor..

I should advise the Assistants to an humble Confession of

their Sins to God. 1882 * L. Keith' Alasnam's Lady III.

284, I shouldn't know how to begin. 1908 Bagot-4. Cuth-

bert v. 42. I should say that Aunt Jane.. is perfectly right

in regarding me.. as an intruder.

TI with omission of have in perf. inf.

1585 Norden Sinful Mans Solace 25 b, Then should not

thus my silly soule Bene wrapt in irkesome woe.

C. With verbs of liking, preference, etc., should

in the first person (and interrogatively in the

second) is regarded as more correct than would,

though this is often used.
In the third person should is used only in indirect speech

(when he represents /) ; uses like quot. 1862 are abnormal.

The forms / should have liked to {see) and /should like to

have {seen) are alternative ways of adding the temporal

notion to the modal sense of should. ^
Another form, some-

times met with, but certainly faulty, is / should have liked

to have {seen).

1779 Boswell Johnson (1904) II. 308 Should you not like

to see Dublin, Sir? 1785 Trusler Mod. Times III. 81

Should you like any thing up stairs, or would you prefer it

in the kitchen? 18$ Macavlay Ess., Sir W. Temple (1843)

III. 98 Corneille was said to unite the merits of i'Eschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides. We should like to see a Prome-
theus after Corneille's fashion. >86o Ruskin Unto this

Last i. § 21, 1 should like the reader to be very clear about
this. 1862 G. C. Lewis Lett. (1870) 418 One should like to

know what it was that they numbered. 1869 Freeman in

W. R. W. Stephens Life (1895) I. 427, I should like to

have stayed longer at Noyon.
erroneous use. 1883 L. Oliphant Altiora Peto I. 8, I

should much preferred to have seen you there.

d. The original conditional notion is obscured

in the phrases It shouldseem (see Seem v. 7 f) ; one

should think (now somewhat arch, and perh. some-
times interpreted in the sense of 18). Similarly

/ should think {suppose^ etc.) = * I am inclined to

think (suppose, etc.) ' ; also colloq* as a strong

affirmation in reply to a tentative suggestion, e. g.
* I should (rather) think he did object'.

In the last phrase (as used idiomatically), would is never
substituted ; in the second person the phrase is used only in

questions, and in the third person onlyin oblique narration.

1432-50 tr. Higden (Rolls) II. 79 Kit scholde seme to a
man beholdenge the fundacion of hit that werke to be rather
of the labor of. .Romanes, then of Britones. 1508 Fisher
7 Penit Ps. i. Wks. (1876) 15 It sholde seme that he was create

of god but in vayne. 1577 Avlmer in H. N. Birt Eliz.

Relig. Settlem, (1908) x. 465 note, He hath divers Agnus
Dei [etc]. ..It should appear that he hath bestowed many,
and these be the refuses. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 195, 1 should
thinke, that these old ornaments are taken away. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. fy Comtnw. 249 It should seeme that nature
herselfe hath armed this people, in giving them the Iron Mines
of Biskay, Guipuscoa, and Medina. 1741 Ctess Hartford
Corr. (1805) III. 324 So vast a stock of vivacity., one should
think, could only proceed from a head and heart entirely at
ease. 1775 C. Johnston Pilgrim 105, I should rather think
he has a mind to finger its finances. 1835 Macaulay Ess., Sir
Jos. Mackintosh (1843) U- 2*>i It might, one should think,

have crossed the mind of a man of fifty, who had seen a great
deal of the world. 1856 — Johnson Misc. Writ. (1882) 321/2
It, should seem that a full half ofJohnson's life, during about
sixteen years, was passed under the roof of the Thrales.
1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. vi, ' You remember when first Mr.
Lammeter's father came into these parts, don't you, Mr.
Macey?'..' I should think I did.' 1889 Swinburne Study
B. Jonsou 4 That singing power.. was not, it should seem,
a natural gift of this great writer's.

fe. Should have been m 'would have had to

be* : see 3b. (In quot. with omission oi have.)
15 . . Christ's Kirk x vii, He suld bene swift that gat him

Throw speid.

f. / should (do so and so) : orig. with expressed

or understood protasis ' if I were you ', but in mod.
colloquial language often used loosely = I would
advise you to (do, etc.) \
1908 R. Bagot A . Cuthbert iii. 19, I should get her back as

soon as you can, otherwise perhaps the painter will marry her 1

20. In a hypothetical clause expressing a rejected

supposition, f a. Where should has notional

force — * were obliged to ', ' must \ * were about
to \ Often with ellipsis of Rafter as. Obs.
With the use as in quot. 1530 cf. the modern ' as if his

heart would break '.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 4306 Devels aftir sal bere hym..
I n-ul be ayre als he suld stey to heven. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.
1. 132 No dedly sunne to do dy^e bau? bou scholdest.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 10795 P3* drepit in dole, as bai degh
shuld. 1526 Tindale Matt. xxvi. 35 Yff I shulde dye with
the [Gr. iw 6ej7 fit aw <roi airoBavew] yet wyll I not denye
the. 1529 More in Scoones Four Cent. Eng. Lett. (1893)
12 If 1 shold not leave myself a spone, there shall no poore
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neighbour of mine bere no losse by any chance happened in

my house. 1530 Palsgr. 724/1 The poore boye sobbed, as

his herte shulde brust. 1568 Satir. Poems Reform, xlvi. 34

Na pedderis pak scho will ressaif, Althocht hir travell scho

sowld tyne.

b. Where the future tense (or the present with

future import) would be used if the supposition

were entertained. (With pa. t. subjunctive, usually

should or would, also could, mighty arch. were,

etc., in the apodosis. Cf. 21.) Now somewhat
rare, mod. usage preferring were to.

c 1530 Everyman 146 (Pollard) Yf I sholde this pylgrymage
take,. .Shewe me,.. Sholde I not come agayne shortly ? 1598
Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 237 Me thinkes there would be no

period to the iest, should he not be publikely sham'd. 1664

Butler Hud. 11. iii. 53 If he should forbear to go She might
conclude h'had broke his Vow. 1743 Bulkeley & Cummins
Voy. S. Seas 176 If any Misfortune should attend the Vessel,

. .we should be put very hard to it for a Subsistence. 178a

Miss Bubney Cecilia ix. L (1882) II. 298 Should I think,

sir, to eternity, . . I could never conjecture what you mean 1

1884 Tennyson Becket 111. i. And no flower, not The sun
himself, should he be changed to one, Could shine away the

darkness of that gap.

fo. With reference to the past (e.g. 'if he

should have done ' = if he had done). Obs.

1576 Knewstub Confut.rXz. (1579) R 7 The gift hadbeene
exceeding great, ifwee should haue had no more at his hands,

then [etc.]. i6ix Shaks Cymb. v. L 8 If you Should haue
tane vengeance on my faults, I neuer Had liu'd to put on
this.

d. In relative clause with hypothetical import.

1800 C Butler Life Alton Butler xvi, A person would
deserve well of the English Catholics who should translate

it into English. 1843 Macaulay Ess., Addison (1853) III.

420 Pope writing dialogue resembled, .a wolf, which, instead

of biting, should take to kicking. 1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton
Paston Carew xxxii, The bank was perfectly solvent. He
who should have said otherwise, .would have been made
to eat his libellous talk [etc.].

e. As who should say [cf. F. comme qui dirait]

= as much as to say. arch. Also -fas if he should

say {should have said).

1551 T. Wilson Logic (1580) 70 It is asmuche as who
should saie : He that made thee, without thee, can not saue

thee without thee. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 251 Then one
of them behelde another, as who should say, who is he that

dare go foorth to cary this message. 1600 C. Sutton Disce
Mori (1607) x. 168 He declared as thus, his integrity of life :

Behold here I am, beare record of mee.. .As if hee should

hauesayd, Giue me my Quietus est at parting. 1641 J.

Shute Sarah <§• Hagar (1649) 112 Some conceive the Apostle

to use that phrase by way of excellency, (as if he should

haue said); though I were of the most excellent elocution.

1687 R. L'Estrange BriefHist. Times I. 1 50 As who should

say ; 'tis e'en a Mercy that we have not had All our Throats

Cut. 1883 ShererA tHome $ in India 1 10 Rameshur bowed
his head, following the action by two or three affirmative

nods, as who should say, ' Yes, yes ' [etc.].

21. In a hypothetical clause relating to the

future, should takes the place of shall (indicative

or subjunctive), or of the equivalent use of the pre-

sent tense, when the supposition, though entertained

as possible, is viewed as less likely or less welcome
than some alternative. (With future, future perf.,

or imperative in the apodosis.)

1675 Hannah Woolley Gentlew. Comp. 247, I shall swell

this Volume into too great a bulk, should I give you patterns

of Letters for all occasions. 1791 Cowper Let. 13 June,
Should 1 thunder ever so loud, no efforts of that sort will

avail me now. 184a Tennyson Lady Clare xii, ' And he
shall have it ', the lady replied, ' Tho' I should die to-night.'

1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) I. 50 Should
any soluble salt remain it will be soda. 1896 A. Austin
England's Darling 1. iii, And, should the looked for shock
be on us soon, I must be there !

b. Similarly, with perf. inf., in a hypothetical

clause relating to what may have happened in the

past.

1794 Windham in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912)714 Let me
recall to your recollection the business of Mr. Burke, in case
it should not have been mentioned to you by Mr. Dundas.

22. In a noun-clause (normally introduced by
thai).

a. In dependence on expressions of will, desire,

command, advice, request
Where the verb of the governing clause is in the pa. t.,

this use is indistinguishable from that treated in 14 d.

The substitution of shouldTor the earlier shall (itself a peri-

phrastic substitute for the more primitive use of the pres.

subjunctive: see n a) may have arisen from instances in

which the governing vb. was in the modal pa. t. (as in

quots. C1200, 1340).
c 1200 Ormin Ded. 133, 1 wollde blibeli} pan all EnngHsshe

lede Wibb cere shollde lisstenn itt. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 420
Manie gon nakede and bidde bat sum man heom scholde

biweue. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1625 pai luf swa bi*

worldes vanyte* pat bai wald never other lyfe suld be. 1482

Cely Papers (Camden) 94 My emer & 1 be agreed that I

schold have xi 1L 1594 Hooker Eccl. Pol. iil ix. § 3 Their

iudgment is.. that the Church of Christ should admit no

Law-makers but the Euangelists. 1611 [see 11 a]. 1746

Francis tr. Hor.,Sat. 1. ix. 12 ' What's your will with me ?
(—

* That one of your profound discerning Should know me .

1819 in MooreMem. (1853) II 1. 77 Chantrey . , wishes I should

sit to Bartolini. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. 1. ix,
(
I would

much rather she did not come', said Fanny... /would
rather she should come ', said the squire. 1883 St. Jatnes s

Gaz. 25 Aug.. It is suggested that the black bass, .should be

acclimatized m these waters. 1887 L. Oliphant Episodes

41, I found it to contain a request. .that I should repair.,

to the Horse Guards.

b. In statements relating to the necessity, justice,
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propriety, etc. ofsomething contemplated as future,

or as an abstract supposition.

1527 Wolsey in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1830) I. 195, I

think convenient. .Your Grace shuld handle her both gently
and doulcely. a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) II. 133 It is aganes the lawis of haly kirk that thow
souldest be ane preist and marie ane wyff. 1641 Milton
Animadv. 65 It is most just, that all their faults should be
imputed to yee. 1724 Ramsay Vision xx, Quhats proper
we suld know. 1780 Mirror No. 75, It is of high national
importance that the very earliest notice should be given of
the near appearance of a figure-dancer. 18x8 Cruise Digest
fed. 2) II. 326 We are now to consider the time at which it

is requisite a contingent remainder should vest in interest.

1855 Tennyson Maud in. iii, It is time. .That old hysterical
mock-disease should die.

o. In expressions of surprise or its absence, ap-
proval or disapproval, of some present or past fact.

c 1330 Arth. % Alert. 6803 WoIeway..f>at ich euer schuld
sen pus miche rewbe on erbe ben I C1440 Generydes 35
Gret pite that she. .Shuld sette hyr wurchippe atte so Hull

Srise. 1508 Dunbar Poems iv. 91 Gud Maister Walter
Pennedy,..Iyis veraly, Gret reuth it wer that so suld be.

1580 R. Parsons BriefDisc. 1 b, So was it no meane corn-
forte, .to consider, .that their should be fownde in Ingland
so many gentlemen, .soprecyse [etc.]. 1650 Eliz. Cromwell
27 Dec. in Carlyle Cromwell, I wonder you should blame
me for writing no oftener, when I have sent three for one.
1780 Mirror No. 92 That folly and ugliness should thrust
themselves forward to public notice, might be matter of
surprise. 1817 Keats I stood tit-toe 44 It may haply mourn
That such fair clusters should oe rudely torn From their

fresh beds. z8ao Southey Wesley I. 199 It is somewhat
remarkable, that Wesley should have said nothing of their

customs respecting matrimony. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lxi, The coachman, who grumbled that his 'osses should be
brought out.

TT with omission of have in the perf. inf.

1537 Wriotheslcy's Chron. I. 119 Which was great pitie
that so good a ladie as she is should so sone lost her great joy.

d. In clause dependent on sentence (negative,

interrogative, or hypothetical) expressing possi-

bility, probability, or expectation.
Cf. ' Is it possible that he should do this?* with ' It is

possible that he may do this *. Similarly, * It is unlikely
that he should have been there', but 'It is likely that he
was (or may have been) there '.

1600 Fairpax Tasso vin. Ixxix, Perchance you look I

should entreaties bring. 1749 Fielding Tom Joneswi. xv,
The Reader may, perhaps, expect . .that, .she should imme«
diately have interposed in his Behalf. 1780 Mirror No. 104
It is., vain to expect, that persons in that rank of life should
be able to withstand the attractions ofa court. 1824Landor
Imag. Cony. Wks. 1846 I. 187 The popes.. were under no
apprehension that the new religion should itself be subverted.
1850 Thirlwall Lett. (1881) I. 198, 1 think it is quite impos-
sible that I should not at least have looked into it enougn to
remember having seen it.

e. In clause (now almost always with lest) ex-
pressing the object of fear or precaution.
140a Hoccleve Let. ofCupid vii, They \sc. women] graunte

hem grace . . for that men shulde nat for her sake dey. c 1440
Jacob's Well 107 pou leuyst almesse-dede fro be poore for
dreed bat bou schuldyst after fallyn in pouert. 1594 Lyly
Mother Bombie 1. i, She is mewed vp. . least she should by
some roisting_ courtier be stollen away. 1686 Parr Life
Usher 81 Which he.. was much concerned at, for fear he
should have neglected his duty. 1753 Challoner Catlu
Chr. Instr. 117 In such Cases tis much to be feared, lest

their Self-love should biass their Judgment 1777 Miss
Burney Early Diary (1889) II. 202 The subject is melan.
choly, and I am afraid it should give you the vapours. 1857
Borrow Rom. Rye xl, However, lest conversation should

j

lag, I'll give it you. 1893 F. Thompson Poems 5 Others
shajl fear lest, heavened thus long, Thou should'st forget thy

|

native song.

23. In special interrogative uses. a. In questions
introduced by why (or equivalent word), implying
the speaker's inability to conceive any reason or
justification for something actual or contemplated,
or any ground for believing something to be fact.

971 Blickl. Horn, 69 To hwon sceolde twos smyrenes bus
beon to lore ^edon? a 1300 Cursor M. 461 Qui suld I him
seruis yeild? c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxxiii, I conne nottesay
the ther-tille, Hit is atte the quene wille, Q wi schuld I layne ?

15*8 More Dyaloge 1. xxvii. (1529) G yj b/2 Yf we fell at
dyuers oppynions, why shuld thae tone parte more beleue the
tother, than be beleuyd of the tother. 1583 Meldancke
Philotimus H ij, Why then shouldest not thou aswell de- 1

ceyue me as others? c 1600 Shaks. Sottn, Ii, From where
thou art, why should I hast me thence. 1779 Mirror No. 21 I

Tbey tell us, ' that men have one common original, and '

why should relations quarrel?' 1791 Cowper Let. to W.
\

Bagot 5 Dec, Why should you suppose that I did not
admire the poem you showed me? I did admire it. 1831
Scott Ct. Rob. Introd. Addr. P38 Why should not the same
triumph be repeated now? 1890 ' L. Falconer* Mile. Ixe
i, ' I do hope she will not be dull ', said Evelyn. .

.

' Why should
she be dull ?

*

b. In questions introduced by how, implying
that the speaker regards something as impossible
or inadmissible.
c iaoo Vices <$ Virtues 65 Hu scolde godd, o<5er ani of his

hal^en,. .hauen rewde. .of Se, se3Sen du de seluen ne hafst
nu bier none of 3e seluen? 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Syntte

732 How shulde y ban be meke to ;ow? (Z1375 Joseph
Arim. 83 Hou scholde I gon with childe with-oute felau-

schupe of mon ? a 1400 Pistill of Susan 46 {MS. P.), J>ei

wold enchaunte bat child ; how shold she eschewe ? 1500-20
Dunbar Poems lxxiv. 34 How sould ony gentill hart indure
To se this sycht on ony creature ! a 1585 Montgomerie
Cherrie <$• Sloe wo How suld it be said ? 178a Miss Burney
Cecilia 11. x, How should you understand what is so little

intelligible? 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xliv. If a tinge of the
world s pride, .may mix with an expression so lovely, how
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I should we chide that which is of earth for bearing some
colour of its original ?

f C. In questions relating to meaning, cause, or

j

reason, the form with should was formerly often
substituted for an indicative tense. Obs.
153* Hervet Xenoph. Househ. 9 What shulde be the

cause of it, gentil Socrates, but that [etc.]. a 1548 Hall
Chron., Edw. IV, 237 b, What should signifie, that dump-
ishenes of mynde, and inward sighyng ? 1592 A. Day Eng.
Secretary 11. (1625) 128 What should be the cause hereof?
1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrse 1. v. § 5 What should be the
reason of this diversity?

III. Elliptical and quasi-elliptical uses.

24. With ellipsis of verb of motion : = ' shall

go \ Now arch,
[The use is common in OHG. and OS., and in later HG.,

LG., and Du. In the mod. Scandinavian langs. it is also
common, and instances occur in MSw.]
Present tense. Beowulf 1179 (Gr.), ponne 5u forS scyle

metodsceaft seon ! c xooo >Elfric Saints 1 Lives xxxiii. 86
Loca nu bin fa^der sceal mid me to mynstre. a 1225 Leg.
Kath. 811 Schome ow is to..schunien bat 5e schulen to.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7213 pe ssephurdes & be ssep al so
ssolleb to be pine of helle. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)
VIII. 75 Of bedevel bey come, and to bedevel pey schulleb.
c 1450 Capgrave Life St. Aug. xi, pe same man stand in
study wheithir he schal to be good wey or nowt. 1506 Kal.
Sheph. (Sommer) 91 If thy boke be nat sure of rekenynge
Thou shalt to hell, a 1596 Sir T. More iv. iii. 48 He shall
straite to courte. i6x . Gibbes Expos. 3rd Chap. Philipp.
(i6iq) 237 The decree of God is, that to dust wee must, as
all the rest of our fellow Saints and servants shall, a 1628
Preston New Cov. (1629) 324, I will plant my Law in thy
heart, it shall neuer out againe. 1756 Mrs. CALDERwooDin
Coltness Collect. (Maitland Club) 117 They, .say, with a sort
of flutter that they shall to Vauxhall and Ranelagh, but do
not seem to enjoy it when there. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth
xxix, Thou shalt with me to Iona.
Past tense. C893 >Elfred Oros. m. v. § 4 ponne andydan

hie ba duru be on ba healfe open waes, |?at hie be J>3ein
wiston hwider hie sceoldon. 971 Blickl. Horn. 225 paet hit
5a rihte wa?re ba;t he of 5isse worlde sceolde. 1297 R.
Glouc. (Rolls) 7375 Willam & alle his pat into bis bataile
mid him ssolde. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 2484
Wheber he wulde, or he ne wulde, he toke hym vp, and
furbe he shulde. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xv. 13 One with-
outen tonge and teeth tolde me whyder I shulde. 1462
Marg. Paston 18 May in P. Lett., Sche seithe her brother
and other of her frendes thynke that she schulde up to
London. X596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, iv. i. 37 That with our small
coniunction we should on. 1598 — Merry W. in. v. 14 If
the bottome were as deepe as hell, I shold down.

1 25. In questions, What shall = ' what shall

(it) profit', 'what good shall (I) do*. Obs. (rare

after OE.).
Present tense, a 1000 Caedmon's Gen. 663 (Gr.), Hwaet seal

be swa la5lic strid wiS bines hearran bodan ? c 1250 Owl .y

Night. 1025 (Cott.), Wat sol ich [Jesus MS. schold ich] bar
mid mine songe, Ne sunge ich horn neuer so longe ?

Past tense, c 893 Alfred Oros. 11. v.giHe ascade, hwa;t
sceolde set swa Iytlum weorode mara fultuni. c 1250 [see
above].

f26. With the sense 'is due', 'is proper', ' is

to be given or applied'. Obs. [Cf. G. soil.]

c xooo Ags. Gosp. Matt. ii. 1 Rubric, ]>ys[sc. godspel]sceal
on twelftan daej. C1325 Poem temp. Edw. II (Percy) xli,

He wol aske half a pownd To bygge with spiserye : The
ey3t shillyngs schul up To wyn and to ale. c 1375 Cursor M.
1724 (Fairf.), Sir noe. .hew be timbre bat sulde perto.

27. With ellipsis of active infinitive to be sup-
plied from the context.
Present tense, a 1225 Leg. Kath. 2300 Leste ?e eft wepen

echeliche in helle, ..as ?e schullen alle, buten $ef (etc.].

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4092 Vorto anhansy vre king as
we ssolle on alle wyse. 1x1300 Cursor M. 1007 1

4 pat i

mat giue', he [sc. St. Peter, Acts HI 6] said, *i sale*.

"377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 203 Loue we as leue bretheren
shal. c 1400 Love Bonavent. Mirr. xxxix. (Gibbs MS.)
If. 86, I haue ouercome be world Alse who seyth And so
schulle 3c 1526 Tindale Rom. viii. 25 Who shall seperate
vs from goddes love? shall tribulacion ? 4x592 Greene
Jas. IV, Ind., Ober. That would I fain see. Boh. Why,
thou shalt. 1610 Shaks. Temp. v. i. 20 Ar... Ifyou now be-
held them, your affections Would become tender. Pro. Dost
thou thinke so, Spirit? Ar. Mine would. Sir, were 1
humane.. Pro. And mine shall. 1633 Ford 'TisPityv. vi,

Soran. ..Bring the strumpet forth. Vas. I shall Sir. X710
Swift Jrnl. to Stella 22 Oct., This would vex me, but it

shall not.^ 1777 Sheridan TripScarb. iv. i, You shall have
your choice. . . Miss Hoyd. Shall I ? 1878 Swinburne Poems
Ser. il Compl. Lisa 40. Ah, but, forgetting all things, shall

"lavid Grieve iv. ii f *No, in-

said Lucy. .
.

' I never shall.deed, I havn't got all I want
neither '.

Past tense. Beowulf 2585 (Gr.) Guobill ^eswac nacod set

nioe, swa hyt no sceolde. a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. ii. (1883)

13 p»t hi naefdon to code na3er ne lufe ne e^e, swa swa hy
scoldan. c 1x20 Ranks in Gesetze der Angels. (Liebermann)
456 Se mostcbis onspaece jersecan mid rihte, swa hwxr
swa he sceolde. a X200 Moral Ode 60 in O. E. Horn. 1. 163
Vfel we do5 at to muchel and god lesse benne we sculden.
c 1350 Will. Palerne 3810 pat bei hent swicheherte ashardi
men schuld. 1377 Langl. P. Pi. B. vi. 49 Bot bou do bette
And lyue as bow shulde. 1458 in Parker Dom. A rchit. (1859)
III.42 For his fadir soule and his frendes be dyd as he scholde.
1509 Barclay Shyp of Folys 71 Blame it blynde dryuyll

:

by the lawe so thou sholde And nat therat to gyggyll. X583 in

W. Kelly Notices illuslr. Drama (1865) 213 Thcplayours
..crawed lycense ageyne to play at there Inn, & he told
them they shold not. x6ox Sir W. Cornwallis Disc. Seneca
(1631) 9 It is not pleasure to doe what we list, but never to
stray from what we should. 1^35 Pegge Kenticisms Introd.
Let. (E.D.S.) 11, I wou'd remind you, and indeed it is alto-

gether a necessary I shouVl, that [etc.]. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxi, I knew he would come. I prayed so that
he should. 1872 Calverley Fly Leaves (1884) 8l » I knew
..That she was uttering what she shouldn't.

SHALLOON.

b. Phrase, ifI shall (see quots.). Now dial.

1390 Gower Conf II. 96 Doun knelendeon mi kne I take
leve, and if I schal, I kisse hire. Ibid., I wolde kisse hire
eftsones if I scholde. 1871 Earle Philol. Engl. Tongue 203
The familiar proposal to carry a basket, . . / will if I shalt,

that is, I am willing if you will command me ; I will if so
required. 1886 W. Somerset Wordbk. s. v., I'll warn our
Tom '11 do it vor ee, nif he shall— i. e. if you wish.

t C. With generalized ellipsis in proverbial

phrase : Needs must that needs shall — he must
whom fate compels*. Obs,
1390 Gower Conf I. 99 Bot nede he mot that nede schal,

a 1592 Greene Jas. IV, Ind., Then needs must, needs sail.

t 28. With ellipsis of do (not occurring in the

context). Obs. rare,
c xooo jElfric Saints' Lives v. 370 He axode bone casere

hu he embe hi sceolde. 1477 Norton Ord. AlcJu in Ashm.
(1652) 5 O King that shall These Workes 1

b. The place of the inf. is sometimes supplied by
that or so placed at the beginning of the sentence.

m
The construction may be regarded as an ellipsis of do. It

is distinct from the use (belonging to 27) in which so has the
sense of ' thus \ ' likewise ', or 'also ' j in the latter there is

usually inversion, as so shall I.

13.. Seuyn Sag, (W.) 2735 'Rightfulliche thou him
awreke '. Th* Emperour saide, ' So ich schal '. 1470-85
Malory Arthur x. lvii. 510 That shall I not said sir Dyna-
dan. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, ' His Mastership will do
well to look to himself. 'That he should', re-echoed
Craigengelt. 1888 'J. S. Winter ' Bootle's Childr. iv, ' I

should like to see her now she's grown up '.
* So you shall '.

f 29. With ellipsis of be or passive inf., or with
so in place of this (where the preceding context
has is, was, etc.). Obs.
Present tettse. agoo Cynewulf Elene 895 (Gr.) Da waes
bam folce on ferhSsefan inxemynde, swa him a scyle. c 1320
Cast. Love 719 pe castel lihtejj al abouten, And is raddore
ben euere eny rose schal. c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T.

4284 Then dreme of thing that never was ne shal. CX412
Hoccleve De Reg. Priuc. 1631 J?us hab it ben, & ay schal,
I bileue. C1560 Misogonus m. in. 153 Yf thou best askt as
I know thou shalt. X566 Sternhold & H. Ps. cxliii. 12 For
I thy seruant am and shal. X615 J. Chamberlain in Crt,
<y Times Jas. I (1848) I. 362 He is not yet executed, nor
I hear not when he shall.

Past tense, c 1300 A*. Horn 326 (Harl.) pah horn were
vnder molde & ober elle[s] wher he sholde. c 1380 WfccLlF
Serm.Sel. Wks. II. 269 Jif bis epistle of Poufe were fulli

executid as it shulde. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 2155
That ye be shorn as ye sholde As chose shepe of Crystys
folde. ?i5.. K. Estmere vii. in Child Ballads II. 52/1
Manya man throughe fals messengers isdeceived, And I feare
lest soe shold wee. 1654 Dorothy Osborne Lett. (1888) 285
When I was not satisfied with it myself, I had no reason
to hope that anybody else should. 1749 Fielding Tout
Jones xvi. i, The Sentiments in all these are very little

varied, nor is it possible they should.

Shallal (Jarl,larl). dial, [Echoic] 'A sere-

nade of kettles and pans given to a notorious wed-
ding couple ' (Eng. Dial. Diet.) ;

' rough music \
1864 West. Morn. News 17 June 4 It has been the custom

in this town (S. I ves, Cornwall) for some years, on the occasion
of a marriage, for a number of young men in disguise to go
to the house of the newlv-married pair on the night of the
wedding and make a 'shallal]', that is [etc.]. 1892 '(.),'

(Quiller-Couch) Three Ships vii. 120 'Twill be time enough
to talk of shal-Ials when the weddin'-day's fixed.

t Shalle. Obs. [App. shortened from shalIemuse
or some other form of Shawm.] — Shawm.
c 1407 Lydg. Reas. fy Sens. 5590 Ther wer trumpes and

trumpetes, Lowde shallys and doucetes. 1420-2 — Thebes
4298 And in Thebes loud as any shalle The Cry aroos.
1426 — De Guil. Pilgr. 14305 Thys ffloutys ek, with soty]

musys, And thys shallys loude crye.

t Shallen. Obs. rare-1
. [Perh. a variant of

Chalon ; but the quot. is obscure.]
1588 Wills Sf Inv. N, C, (Surtees) II. 178 Shallen wever

couerletts.

Shallon, shallun (Jae'lsn). [Prob. related

in some way to Salal, the native form of which is

given by Lewis & Clark (II. 731) as shelwel,

shellwell."] = Salal.
x8o6 Lewis & Clark ExPed. (1893) II. 7gx An evergreen

called shallun, resembling the laurel. 1866 [see Salal].

Shalloon 1 (Jahrn). Forms: 7-9 shaloon, 8
saloon, 7- shalloon, [a. F. chalon, which had
been earlier adopted as Chalon, q.v. Cf. MHG.
schalune, mod.G. schalazme.]

1. A closely woven woollen material chiefly used
for linings.

[X270-1 Pipe Roll 55 Hen. Ill m. x d, Pro.-xxxvij chaloni-
bus de Reyns.] X678 Ancient Trades Decayed 16 (Stant.),

And instead of a Perpetuana or a Shalloon to Lyne Mens
Coats with, is used sometimes a Glazened Calico. 1701
Land. Gaz. No. 3701/4 All sorts of Mercery Goods, viz...

Shaloons,..SiIk Shags, Chenies,.. will be sold by Auction.
1706 E. Ward Hud. Rediv. (1707) II. 1. 18 Her Honour's
Petticoat and Gown, Were nicely made of blew Saloon.
1721 Swift Epil. Benefit-play 21 In blue shalloon shall

Hannibal be clad. 1753 Smollett Cnt. Fathom xxix, The
mummy of an Egyptian king, most curiously rolled up in
bandages of rich figured gold shalloon. 1837 Barham
Ingot. Leg. Ser. 1. Monstre Balloon 6 The netting had
burst—the silk—the shalloon. X877 J. W, Haves Draper
Sr Haberdasher (ed. 4) 104 Shalloons, a very loosely made
stuff, used by tailors for lining coats, &c. A similar article

is also made and used for dresses.

b. A wig-tie made of shalloon.
a 1845 Barham Cousin Nicholas xxivt The end of his pig-

tail, .contrasts well with the sable shalloon that unites it to
his occiput, a 1845 — Ingol. Leg. Ser. ill. Wedding-day,
And bright the shalloon of his little quill'd queue.



In 7 shaloon(e,

SHALLOON.

fc. trans/,

»77S S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. Ixxviii. (1783) III. 84,

I was so disgusted -at the baseness of this shred of shal-

loon, that, .the only business I had..was to mortify, dis-

grace, and punish the scoundrel who had injured you.

2. attrio. passing into adj. Made of shalloon.

1665 Wood Life 24 Apr. (O. H.S.) II. 35. I bought a

black shaloone suit. 1841 Blackw. Mag. XLIX. 208 The
red shalloon lining of bis coat.

facturer.
lford and John

A 1ford,.. Shalloon-makers. 1857 P. O. Directory Yorksh.

1052 Shalloon Manufacturers.

t Shalloon -. Obs. rwr*
shallown. (See quot.)
:688 Holme Armoury in. 345/2 A Shaloone.. is a kind of

Diminutive Coach, which runneth upon two Wheels, and
holdeth two people ; it is drawn with one Horse. Ibid. in.

440/2 A Shallown.

Shallop (Jse'bp), sb., f shalloop. Forms : a.

6 schalop, (6-7 erron. scallop, skallop), 7 sallop,

shallupp, shawlopp, 7-o,shalop ; 0. 7shalupe,
shaloup, 8 shalloup, shalloop. See also Cha-
loupk. [a. F. chaloupe, prob. either a. Du. sloep

(see Sloop) or the source of that word. Cf. Sp.

chalupa, It. scialuppa, G. schaluppe. The j8 forms

may be viewed either as a re-adoption of the Fr.

word, or as an assimilation of the Eng. word to its

original; the spellings suggest final stress, but

the only verse quot. has shaioup.
.The form scallop, shallop, in Florio 1598-1611 s.v.Schif

fetto, Schiffb, and Minsheu 1617,1s due to erroneous identi-

fication with Scallop sb. ]

1. A large, heavy boat, fitted with one or more
masts and carrying fore-and-aft or lug sails and
sometimes furnished with guns ; a sloop.

a 1578 LiNDESAY (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 278
Ane schip with ane schalop to keip the narrow vatteris fra

thame of blaknes. c 1595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy.

W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 18 Shee was in some harde fight with
two pinnesses and a shallop of the Frenchmen. 1626 in

Foster Eng. Factories India 11009) III. 143 The comanders
sent their shallupps to chase fisher boats. 1666 Lond. Gaz.
No. 20/1 A double Shallop, well mann'd, with two guns.

1740 Johnson Life Drake Wks. 1787 IV. 408 Were sur-

prized with the sight of seven Spanish shallops. 1783 in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) IV. p. iv, The Albemarle and
Pandora recaptured a Shallop, and on the 12th they recap-
tured a Sloop laden with wine. 1876 Bancroft Hist. U. S.
I. ii. 31 One shallop was commanded by Alonso de Castillo

and Andres Dorantes, another by Cabeza de Yaca.

2. A boat, propelled by oars or by a sail, for use

iu shallow waters or as a means of effecting com-
munication between, or landings from, vessels of a

large size, a dinghy.
1. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 111. vii. 27 Into the same she leapt,

and with the ore Did thrust the shallop from the floting

strand. 1619 W. Phillip tr. Schoulen's Wonder/. Voy. 60
We sent out our Shalopto sound the depth, a 1645 Waller
On Danger His Majesty escaped 93 Our Hero, set In a
small shallop. 183a Tennyson Lady o/Shalott 1. iii, The
shallop flitteth silken-sail'd Skimming down to Camelot.
1889 P. H. Emerson Eng. Idyls 37 Fain would I have
slumbered in my frail shallop.

fl. 1646 Sir P. Osborne in Tupper Hist. Guernsey (1876)

281 It is a shore full of rocks . . insomuch that all must
be done with shalupes. 1691 Tate Poem H. M. Voy. to

Holland 6 A distant Fleet, and open Shaloup nigh. 1693
Luttrell Brie/Eel. (1857) II. 394, 25 shalloops are ordered
to be built with oares, and wells for fresh water. 1700
S. L. tr. Frykey

5 Voy. E. Ind. 31 Upon this we fell to trick-

ing up our selves, painting our Long-Boat and Shalloop,
and making our Ship very fine. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11.

(Globe) 344 Coasting from one Island to another, sometimes
with the Ship, sometimes with the French Man's Shalloup.

177a Ann. Reg. lfji, 99/2 The Gaillard..sent her shalloop

with 40 men to carry provisions and refreshments on board,

3. Comb.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) 1. 104 The

shawlopp men were kept within. 1903 Holman Hunt Pre*
Raph. II. 64 Over this floated shallop-shaped clouds.

Sha Hop, v. nonce-wd, [f. Shallop sb. j intr.

To sail or row in a shallop.

1736-7 Pennsylv. Gaz. 13-20 Jan., Shalloping up and down
the bay to Egg Harbour.

Shallot, shalot (jalp't). Also 7 shelot, 9
shalott, 'schalot. [aphetic f. Eschalot. Cf. LG.
schalotten, scharlotten (Brem. Wb.).
The spelling shallot, though inferior to shalot because it

suggests a wrong pronunciation, is now the more common.]
1. A small onion, Allium Ascalonicum, native in

Syria and cultivated for use as a flavouring ingre-

dient for salads, sauces, etc.

1664 S. Blake Compl. Card. Pract. 121 Shalot. Or Spanish
Garlick. 1670 L. Meager Eng. Gardener 188 Shelot. Ibid.

189, 21 j. 1687 Mil.ce Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, Shalot,. .echalote.

i(S93 Lvelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. II. vi. 146
Shalots or Eschalots. Ibid. 201 Shallots, otherwise Rocam-
boles, or Spanish Garlick. 1741 ComPL Fam.-Piece 11. iii.

358 Plant Garlick, Shallots, Rocambole. 1747 Mrs. Glasse
Cookery ii. 35 Take five or six Shalots peel d. 1822 Lamb
Elitt 1. Diss, upon Roast Pig, Steep your whole hogs in

shalots, ifyou wish. 1838 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. 1. Witches*
Frolic xliv, And they wound up the meal with rumpsteaks
and 'schalot s. 188a Garden 11 Feb. 106/2 Shallots often
become mildewed.
attrib. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery ii. 35 Shalot-Sauce for

roasted Fowls. 184s Merle Domestic Diet. 255 Shalot
Vinegar. Same as garlic vinegar.

t2. [After F. e'cAa/ole.] A name for the metal
* reed * in some kinds of organ-pipes. Obs*

614

] 17*7 Chambers Cjycl. s.v. Organ, A Reed-pipe consists of

a Foot, .which carries the Wind into the Shalot, or Reed..,
which is a hollow Demi-cylinder, fitted [etc.]. 1746 Tan-
sur New Mus. Grant. 65 The Shallot or Reed.

t Shallow, sb.1 Sc. Obs. In 6 schallaw,
schallow. [a. Gael, sealbh."] A drove, a flock.

r.550 Rec. Elgin (New Spald. Club 1903) I. 102 Ilk schal-

low of scheip xiid. to be pait to the pundoris..and it salbe

lesum to the takaris to pund the haill guiddis or ane best of
the schallaw.

Shallow (Ja;'l<?u), *M dial. [OK sceaha, scylga

wk. masc, perh. f, *scealig scaly, f. scealu Shale
sp.l, scale.] A freshwater fish, the Rudo.
c 1050 Snppl. sEl/ric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 180 Rocea,

scylga. anoo Ags. Voc. ibid. 319 Rocea, sceal^a. 171s

J. Mokton Nat. Hist. ^ Northam^t. 419 The Fish here

called a Shallow, found in.. our Rivers, ..a Scaly Fish, in

shape betwixt a Roache and a Breame. 1880-4 ?« Day
Brit. Fishes II. 184 Leuciscuserythrophthalmus..'Rvkdd,..
Shallow (East).

Shallow (Jce'ltfu), a.1 and sb$ Forms: 4-5
schalowe, 5-7 shalow, 6 Sc, schallow, 6-7
shallowe, 6- shallow. [Early 15th c. schalowe,

prob. related in some way to the synonymous schald

(OE. sceald) : see Shoal a.

There may have been an OE. *scealu (:

—

*skalwo-) or

*scealg (:—

*

skalgo-), f. the root of sceald (*skaldo-) with a
different suffix ; T>ut no such formation is known in Eng.,
and the cognate lungs, afford no light. It is unlikely that

schalowe is a compound f. schald Shoal a. + Low a.]

A. adj.

1. Not deep, having little extension in a down-
ward direction : said e. g. of water, of a dish or

tray, of a depression or excavation in the ground.

14.. Trevisa"s Higden (Rolls) III. 131 [Camb. MS.] panne
be kyng..made his auowe bat he wolde make bat greet

ryuer so schalowe [Cotton MS. a 1400 schoolt] bat be water
schulde nou^t reche to women kneen bat wolde wade ouer.

c 1440 Partonope 739 The Shippe was grete he myght not

passe For the water so shalow was. c 1440 Promp. Parv.

447/2 Schold, or schalowe, no^te depe, as water or oper lyke.

1577 B. Googe tr. HeresbacKs Husb. 1. 22 If it [sc. the

furrow] be shallowe in one place, and deepe in another, it

declares the grounde to be euill bandied in the plowing.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 739 When the River
in Summer time is very ebbe and shallow. 1717 Berkeley
Tour iu Italy Wks. 1871 IV. 543 Port shallow, not admitting

ships of any burden. 1865 Meteyard Wedgwood I. iii. 98
Their [sc. pot-works] vicinity marked by shallow excava-

tions for clay. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6)

27 The various manipulations.. are usually carried out in

shallow dishes, or trays.

b. Of the soil of agricultural land : Forming
only a thin stratum over rock.

l733 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xx. (Dublin ed.) 290 If the

Soilbe shallow, it may be broke up with a narrow Furrow.

1760 Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 63 On poor light shallow

land some sow a small white pea. 1849 Robertson Serm.
Ser. 1. ii. 22 Shallow soil is like superficial character.

c. absol. in superlative = shallowest part.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinsked III. 271/2 The same
snow was found in London to lie two foot deepe in the

shallowest.

d. trans/. Of actions, etc.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II. 626 Experienced
agriculturists .. upon the whole advise shallow ploughings.

i860 Maury Phys. Geog. (Low) ix. 234 Now compare the

shallow soundings in these lakes with the great depths of

the arctic ocean.

2. Extending only a short distance inward from

the surface or from the front towards the back. Of
a lens : Having slight convexity or concavity.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 127 The nocke of the shafte

is dyuersly made, for some be greate and full, .some depe,

some shalowe. Ibid., The shalow, and rownde nocke is best

for our purpose in prickyng for cleane delyuerance of a
shoote. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vii. 130 Or you may
make the Rooms next the Front deeper, or shallower, and
leave the remainder for the Back Room. 1764 G. Williams
in Jesse Selwyn fy Contemp. (1843) I. 320, I wish you would
let me trouble you to buy two pair of point-ruffles,..and
pray let them be shallow. 1837 Goring & Pritchard
Microgr. 60 If you use the focus of a very deep lens to

measure that of a shallow one, then [etc.]. 1849 Parker
Introd. Gothic Archit. ii. 49 If the sculpture is early it is

very rude, and the work is shallow. 1886 Willis & Clark
Cambridge II. 619 A shallow bow-window. 1899 AllbutVs

Syst. Med. VIII. 842 The ulcer is shallow.

f 3. Placed not far below the surface. Obs. rare.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 798 The lab'ring Swain
Scratched with a Rake, a Furrow for his Grain ; And
cover'd, with his Hand, the shallow Seed again.

f 4. Of sound : Lacking resonance, ( thin \ Obs.

1636 Bacon Sylva § 223 If a Virginall were made with a
double Concaucas the Harpe hath ; It must needs make
the Sound perfecter, and not so Shallow and Iarring.

5. Of respiration : Slight, ' diaphragmatic \

1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 435 The respiration

progressively rendered slower and shallower by a direct

action upon the centre.

Q.jig* a. Of thought, reasoning, observation,

knowledge, or feeling : Lacking depth, superficial.

CX586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. xcii. ii, What witt can.,

deeply sound thy shallow'st thought? 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. 1. i. 21 That's on some shallow Storie of deepe loue,

How yong Leander crost the Hellespont. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. 13 July (1815) 237 That were but shallow policy

;

it would only serve to make the satire more cutting and

severe. 181a Byron Ch. Har. 1. xxv, Hc.turn'd a nation's

shallow joy to gloom. 1875 Towett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 269

The term ' sensational ' is rightly used to express what is

shallow in thought and feeling.

SHALLOW.
b. Qualifying an agent-noun, or said ofa person

with reference to knowledge, exposition, etc. Also

f not deeply versed in.

1601 Shaks. Alps Well 1. iii. 45 CI0...I hope to haue
friends for my wiues sake. Cou. Such friends are thine

enemies knaue. Clo. Y'are shallow Madam in great friends,

for the knaues come to doe that for me which I am a
wearie of. 1667 Milton P. L. ix. 544^ Beholders rude, and
shallow todescerne Half what in thee is fair. 1771 Wesley
Jrnl. 25 Aug. (1827) III. 428 O how hard it is to be shallow
enough for a polite audience ! 1818 Cobbett Pol. Reg.
XXXIII. 58 Shallow, indeed, must be those observers, who
regard the predictions of Paine as having been falsified.

1899 Alibutt's Syst. Med. VII. 484 Thus a shallow observer
may be led to give the assurance that there is no cause for

further anxiety.

o. Of persons and their attributes ; \Yanting in

depth of mind, feeling, or character.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1016 Out, idle words, servants to
shallow fools ! 1628 Digby Voy. Mediterr. (1868) Pref. 7
Not merely kept the shallow and impetuous Sir Everard
steady, but [etc]. 171a Steele Sped. No. 504 r 4 Shallow
fops, who are governed by the eye, and admire every thing
that struts in vogue. 1870 Newman Grant. Assent 1. iii. 32
To apprehend notionally is to have breadth of mind but to
be shallow.

d. Indicative of shallowness.
182s Hazlitt Table-t. Ser. 11. ii. (1869) 36 To be deceived

by shallow boasting. 1829 Southey Ep. to A lion Cunning-
ham 185 The., shallow laugh Of one who would [etc.].

7. quasi-otfo. To or at a slight depth.
i66z Evelyn Sculptura n. v. (1906) 27 Grave

_
your

vernished plate with a very fine poynt..and eate it but
shallow with your Aqua Fortis. 1707 Mortimer Husb. x\\.

334 They should be sow'd but shallow, an Inch or an Inch
and a half being deep enough.

^ 1799 A. Young Agric.
Lincolnsh. 71 It includes a scarificator, with a bush of

thorns, and cuts deeper or shallower at pleasure. 1867
F. Francis Angling'w. (1880) 107 It is sometimes necessary
to.. fish shallow. 189s Photogr. Ann. II. 269 The notches.,

had better be filed very shallow at first.

8. Comb. a. Parasynthetic derivatives, as skal-

low-conceited, -footed, -forded, -headed^ -hearted,

-hulled, -mindedt i-mored, -rooted, -sighted, -soiled,

-thoughted, -toothed, wilted adjs.

a 1674 Traherne Chr. Ethics (1675) 339 These self, but

*shallow-conceited ranters. 159a Nashe Strange Newes
H 4, Some superficial slime of poison hast thou drmeld from

thy pen in thy *shaIlow footed sliding through my Suppli-

cation. 1678 Dryden Allfor Love iv. i, But I am made a
*shallow-forded Stream

t
Seen to the bottom. 1647 Trapp

1 Cor. iv. 10 These Corinthians undervalued and depressed

Paul under their silly *shallow-headed verbalists. 1588

Shaks. Tit. A iv. ii. 97 What, what, ye sanguine *shallow

harted Boyes. 184a Tennyson Locksley Hall 39 O my
cousin, shallow.hearted 1 O my Amy, mine no more ! 1901

Mutiseyy

s Mag. XXIV. 454/1 *Shallow-hulled vessels are

particularly fiable to this defect. 18x7 Lady Morgan
France m. (1818) I. 272 note, Mad. de Pompadour has left

behind her, in France, the character ofan ignorant, *shal]ow-

minded, and vindictive woman. 1757 Lisle Husb. 452 In

treading on such barley as was *shallow-mored it would
stick to their shoes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 111. i. 31 Now
'tis the Spring, and Weeds are *shallow-rooted. 1705 Qbber
Perolla in. 35 Poor *shallow-sighted Man ! 1827 Pollok
Course T. iv. (i860) 95 These, like ephemera, sprang in a
day From lean and *shallow soiled brains of sand. 1858

Spencer Ess. I. 145 Men who. . prove themselves *shallow-

thoughted and cold-hearted. X857 T. Moore Handbk.
Brit. Ferns (ed. 3) 43 [Pinnules] *shallow-toothed. 1656

Earl Monm. tr. BoccalinVs Advts.fr. Pamass. 1. Ixxiv.

(1674) 92 They were, .held for . . *shallow-witted people.

b. Attributive use of phrases, as ^shallow-bay,

-draught, -level, -sea, -water.

1795 Phillips //7s/. InlandNavig. 319 No vessel drawing
above six feet and a half can navigate it, unless the practice

of shipping in *shallow-bay harbours be adopted. 1894

Daily News 28 Nov. 2/5 A contract, .for the immediate con-

struction of two *shallow«draft stern*wheel gunboats. 1902

Daily Chron. 2 Dec 6/5 The report of the. .Commission,

which pronounced strongly in favour of the *shallow.Ievel

'tube*. 1855 Kingsley Glaucus (1878) 82 Deep-sea or

*shallow-sea deposits. x88o A. R. Wallace 1st. Life 90

They are all comparatively *shallow-water forms.

c. Adverbial with pres. and pa. pples., as

shallow-read, -rooting, -searching adjs. ; comple-

mentary, as \shallow-ebbed adj.

1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 17 Perchance thou

seest my *shalIow-ebd estate. 170A Swift T. Tub v, The
Art of being deep-learned and *shallow-read. 1887 Daily

News 16 July 3/8 The *shal!ow-rooting turnip plants were

going through a struggle for life in the parched surface soil.

rti64S Milton Arcades 41 And lead ye where ye may
more neer behold What *shallow-searching Fame hath left

untold.

B sb.

1. A shallow part of a piece of water, of the sea,

of a lake or river; shallow water ; a shallow place.

1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 18 § 5 The Shyriffes . . shall . .cause . . the

saide newe Cut. .to be suffycientlyclensed of all theShelfes

and Shallowes. 1596 Edw. Ill, in. iii. 2 By whose cunning

guide We found the shalow of this Riuer Some. 1630

j?. Johnson's Kingd. ff Commw. 121 Jarsey..is environed

with Rocks and dangerous Shallowes. 1670 Milton Hist.

Eng. 11. 37 Ours who well knew thir own advantages, and

expertly us'd them, now in the shallows, now on the Sand.

1777 Robertson Hist. Amer. iv. (1778) I. 376 Two men can

carry them, wherever shallows or cataracts obstruct the

navigation. 1810 Scott Lady 0/L. 1. xxxi, And the bittern

sound his drum, Booming from the sedgy shallow. 1849

Macaulav Hist. Eng. v. I. 556 A place where it was pro-

tected by rocks and shallows. 187* O'Shaughnessv Mmic
* Moonlight 21, I have gleaned them from tide And cavern

and shallow.
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x6oi ShakS. Jul. C iv. iiu 221 There is a Tide in the

affayres of men, Which taken at the Flood, leades on to

Fortune ; Omitted, all the voyage of their life, Is bound in

Shallowes, and in Miseries. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxx,

She sounded every deep and shallow of her daughter's soul.

1890 Chr. G. Rossetti Poet. Wks. (1904) 280/2 Thy will

Chose love not in the shallows but the deep.

f 2. A kind of hat. Obs.

Shaking in the Shallow: ?some game in which a hat of

this kind was used as a dice-box or the like.

1795 Sporting Mag. VI. 139 They went into a back
parlour to play at Shaking in the Shallow. 1812 Vaux Flash
Diet., Shallow, a hat. 18*3 in Spirit Publ. yrnls. 421 A
great flaming bunch of blood-red ribbons pinned upon his

battered whitey-brown shallow. 1830 N. S. Wheaton Jrnl.

100 The tightly-laced dandy, with his fan-tailed shallow
smartly stuck on one side of his bison-head.

3. a. A flat basket used by costermongers and
street-hawkers.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 29 Baskets of various

kinds ; as. .the square and oval 'shallow ', fastened in front

of the fruit-woman with a strap round the waist. i88g

Standard 20 Sept., The common flowers they hawk in their

hand-barrows and ' shallows '.

b. A costermonger's cart.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 33 There is a cobweb
of wheeled vehicles of all sorts, from a cab to a hybrid con-
struction something between a wheel-barrow and a coster-

monger's shallow. 1896 Morison Child Jago 33 A donkey
employed to drag a cranky shallow, stored with glass bottles.

4. Asir. (See quot.)
1801 Herschel in Phil. Trans. XCI. 267 Shallows are

extensive and level depressions of the luminous solar clouds,

generally surrounding the openings to a considerable dis-

tance. 1bid. 270, Jan. 4, 1801. There is a large opening much
past the centre of the sun, with a shallow about it.

Hence Snallowist nonce-wd., fSha/llowling;,

a shallow, superficial person ; Sha'llowish a. t

somewhat shallow.
1616 Sylvester Tobacco Battered 346 Can wee suppose,

that any Shallowling Can And much Good in oft Tobaccon-
ing? 1799 Coleridge £«//. i6Sept.(i8a5) 306 Kendall, a poet,
who really looks like a man of genius pale and gnostic, has
the merit of being a Jacobin or so, but is a shallow 1st. 1853
G. J. Caylby Las Alforjas II. 69 A slight dip, which
gradually deepened into a shallowish valley.

Shallow, a. 2 slang. [Perh. suggested by
shall-I-go-naked, used dial, as adj. applied to

scanty clothing.] Used in shallow cove, dodge,

mort
t
screever *. see quots.

1842 Edin. Rev. July 484 ' Shallow Coves ' are impostors
begging through the country as shipwrecked sailors. They
generally choose winter, and always go nearly naked. Ibid,
* Shallow Motts ' are females who, like the Shallow Coves, go
nearly naked. 1850 Hotten's Slang Diet.* Shallow screever,
a man who sketches and draws on the pavement. 1869
Greenwood Seven Curses 0/ Lond. 245 The 'shaller' or
more properly 'shallow* dodge, is for a beggar to make
capital of bis rags and a disgusting condition ofsemi-nudity.

Shallow (Jse-Uu), v. [f. Shallow a. 1]
1. trans. To make shallow.

if10 Sel. Cases Star Chawb. (Selden Soc.J I. 74 The seid

Pnour..by subtill and crafty meanes by his Fisshe-

farthes so ebbeth and shalloweth the same porte. a 168a
ir T. Browne Misc. Tracts (1684) 190 The Silt and

Sands shall so choak and shallow the Sea in and about it.

1870 Orton Andes fy Amazon 11. xli. (1876) 563 The great
equatorial lake, already shallowed by sediment, was drained.

1879 Boddam-Whetham Roraima 141 The long drought had
shallowed the river.

h.jig.
174a Young Nt. Th. ix. 785 That thought alone thy state

impairs, Thy lofly sinks, and shallows thy profound. 1821
R. Pollok in D. Pollok Life 117 This, instead of shallowing
or enfeebling the current of language, deepens and invigora tes

it. 187a Bushnell Sernt. Liv. Subj. 16 These sayings, .are

not vaporized and shallowed by much talk.

O. trans/. To pass from a greater to a less

depth of.

1793 Rennell in Phil. Trans. LXXXIII. 189 In effect, in

running 120 miles, we shallowed the water only nine fathoms.

2. intr. To become shallow, to diminish in depth.
1770 Cook 1st Voy. 111. iv. in Hawkesw. Voy. (1773) III. 504

The deepest water on that side is seven fathom, shallowing
to five a good way up. 1813 W. Scoresby jrnl. Whale
Fishery 342 The sea shallows considerably on approaching
the West Land. 1883 Fenn Middy $ Ensign xli. 947 The
water, . .as the river shallowed, came only to his waist.

t Shallow-brained. Obs. [f. Shallow 0.1]

Having shallow brains ; having no depth of intel-

lect
159a Nash f, P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart) II. 88 To this

effect, the pollicie of Playes is verie necessary, howsoeuer
some shallow-braind censurers. .mightily oppugne them.
a 1634 ? Chapman Atphonsus 1. i. 7 No, Englishman, thou
art.. Too shallow-brain'd to undermine my throne. 1667
South Serm. [Prov.x. 9) (1697) II. 43 Lewd Shallow-brain*d
Huffs making Atheism and Contempt of Religion the sole

Badge and Character of Wit. z8io Loveden 2 Reports
Thames Navig. (181 1) 5 He must be very shallow-brained
indeed, who cannot perceive [etc.].

t Shallow-brains. Obs. rare-x
. [Formed

after prec] A shallow-brained person.

1707 tr. Wks. Ctess D*Anois I. (1715) io»,
(
I am no more a

Visionary, said he, nor a jealous Shallow-brains than another.

Shallowed (fce'l^md), ///. a. [f. Shallow v,

+ -ed '.] Lessened in depth.

1831 S. Ferguson Forging ofAnchor 57 Where 'mid Nor-
wegian isles He lies, a lubber anchorage for sudden shallow'd
miles. 1879 St. George*s Hosp. Rep. IX. 488 The primary
incision for each iridectomy was by transfixion with a

Graefe s knife, which, In crossing the shallowed anterior
chamber of the left eye, became entangled in the iris.

Shallowing (JirMg), vbl. sb. [-ing*.] The
action of Shallow v. ; a making or becoming
shallow.
1717 A. Hamilton New Ace. E. Ind. I. xxxii. 392 Within

50 Paces of the Bank are sixteen Fathoms Water, which
sudden Shallowings make it the more dangerous. 1854 H.
Miller Sch. <$ Schm. (1858) 555 note, The increasing roll of
the sea showed the gradual shallowing of the water. 1891
Stalker Preacher <$ Models i. 27 Such a shallowing of the

general mind as will render it [etc.].

Shallowing (Jae'I^irj), ppl. a. [f. Shallow v.

+ -ing 2.] That shallows j that becomes shallow.
1858 Chr. G. Rossetti Poet Wks. (1904) 205/2 They..

count the creep Of time, and sound the shallowing deep,
Till we in port shall also sleep. 1886 Froudf. Oceana 323 We
were running quietly through smooth and shallowing water.

Shallowly (jarbnli),^. [f. Shallow 0.1 +
-ly 2.] In a shallow manner.
1593 N*she Christ's T. 89 What dullards and block-heads

are we*, that hearing these tearmes of hell and eternall, so

often souned in our eares, sound them so shallowly..?

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv.lxvii, Shallow of Judgment, and
judging shallowly. 1871 W. A, Leighton Liclten-Flora 112
Margins broadly and shallowly crenate.

Shallowness (Jae"l<?anes). [f. Shallow a.1 +
-ness.] The quality of being shallow

:

a. in physical senses.

IS5* Huloet, Shallownes or sholenes in water, nadum.
1555 Eden Decades 1, in. (Arb.) 77 The keeles of the
shippes often tymes rased the sandes for shalownes of the
water. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 512 The cause of
greater tides he thinketh to be the shallownesse, and
narrower shoares. 1707 Mortimer Husb. xiii. 284 It may
prove very commodious to place the Bed of the Cart
under the Axle-tree at such a distance as the depth or
shallowness of the Ways or Waters you are to go thro"

requires. 1849 Parker Introd. Gothic Arc/tit. (1874) 1. Hi.

45 The wide-jointing of the masonry and the shallowness of
the carving distinguish the old work from the new. 1878
WvxVEn Physiogr. 17 The extreme shallowness of theThames
basin. 1898 Altbutt's Syst. Med. V. 891 An increasing
shallowness of breathing down to absolute cessation.

b. Want of depth of character, thought, know-
ledge, etc. ; superficiality.

1590 Greenwood Answ. to Gifford 25 This bewrayeth
your shallownes. 1623 Bingham Xenophon 8 What a shal-

lownesse it would be, to require that of a General!, which if

he granted, his enterprise should be quite ouerthrowne. 1736
Butler Anal. n. vi. 317 There are other persons without
this shallowness oftemper, persons of deeper sense as to what
is invisible and future. 1837 Hare Guesses Ser. 11. (1873) 445
Some persons give one the notion of an abyss of shallowness.

1871 B. Taylor Faust n. i. (1875) II. 91, I was a fool : My
shallowness I now must ridicule.

Shallow-pate [f. Shallow a.l + Pate sb.]

A person of shallow intellect.

1600 Garzonfs IIosp. Incur. Fooles A 3 b, Shallow-pates
and ninnie-hammers. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Shallow-pate, a foolish, silly, empty Fellow, [c 1730 Young
lip. to Pope 65 Each shallow pate, that cannot read your
name, Can read your life, and will be proud to blame.]

So Sha-llow-pated, a.

1616 R. C. Times" Whistle (1871) 37 This age such shal-

low pated men affords. 1870 Disraeli Loihair lxxv, The
Prince was a shallow-pated coxcomb.

Shallowy (Jaeh?«»i), a. [f. Shallow sb.z + -y 1
.]

Characterized by shallows.
1890 Murray's Mag. June 738 Nyanza's shallowy silver

flood.

t Sha'lly. Anglicized var. of Challis. Obs.
1840 T, Hook Fitzherbert I. vii. 72 An elegant shally

wrapper trimmed with Mechlin lace.

Shalm(e,-ewe, -eye, -ie, -oyse: see Shawm.
Shalop, obs. form of Shallop.
Shalot, variant of Shallot.
Shalt (Jalt, Jolt), sb. Sc. dial. Also 9 shault,

shawlt. [See Sheltie.] A small horse, a pony.
1813 W. Beattie Tales 29 (Jam.), He made a halt, And

lighted there, and left the shalt, 1858-61 Ramsay Remi/i.
(1874) 31 The minister's shault's got lowse frae his tether.

t Shaltree. Obs. In 4 sohaltrow, skaltre,
skaltrow, //. scaltreen, 5 scaltre, scalter, shal-

tre. [Partial translation of MHG. schaltbauvi

(or MLG, sckaldbdni) pole used as an oar or.

a

rudder, f. schalten (MLG. schatden) to push, shove
+ baum (see Beam sb.) ; the Ger. word was also

adopted in the 14th c. as scheltbeme Sheltbeam.
(Some of the spellings in the examples below may
however represent G. schalter, used in the same
sense.)] A pole (? used for propelling vessels).

1507-8 Ace. Exch. K.R. Bd. 14 No. 14 (P.R.O.), In .viij.

paribus de schaltrowes emptis..pro dicta bargia. 1336 in
Nicolas Hist. Navy (1847) II. 472 [For 24 spars ('spres')

bought to make 24] *skaltres' [with]. 13.. Domesday de
Sippewyz in Black Bk. Admiralty (Rolls) II. 195 De
chescune nefe ovesq.es scaltreen qe vyent a la vyle [trans/.

(15th c.) Of eche ship with scaltreen that comyn to the toun].

1419 Liber Albus m. in. (Rolls) 344 Item, de navi cum
shaltre, quantum dabit.

Shaly (pili), a. [f. Shale sb? + -t *.] Com-
posed of, or having a resemblance to shale.

1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 41 A shaly Earth, ..from the
crown With a continual motion mouldring down. 1781
Phil. Trans. LXXI. 345 The soil was.. in parts rather

inclining to a shaly structure. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland

354 The Saxifraga hirculus, like a golden star, sprinkled the

shaley slopes. 1886 Fenn Patience Wins 51 Along the
short rough turf and over the shaly paths.

Sham (Jbem)i sbJ- and a. Also *? shamm(e.
[Of obscure origin ; the word first appears as slang,

together with the related verb, about 1677, and
immediately came into very frequent use.
Commonly explained as in some way connected with sham,

north, dial, form of Shame sb. and v. This is not impossible,

on the supposition that the slang word arose from some once
well-known anecdote or incident in a play. The following
quot. may possibly contain a genuine tradition, but the
alleged origin does not seem to account satisfactorily for

the sense in the early examples. (North says that the word
was introduced into general use, in the phrase 'sham plot *,

by Dangerfield ; but it was already common some years
before 1680, the date to which this statement refers.)

a 1734 North Exam. n. iv. § 1 (1740) 231 The word Sham
is true Cant of the Newmarket Breed. It is contracted of
ashamed. The native Signification is a Town Lady of
Diversion, in Country Maid's Cloaths, who to make good
her Disguise, pretends to be so sham'd ! Thence it became
proverbial, when a maimed Lover was laid up, or looked
meager, to say he had met with a Sham.]
A. sb.

f 1. A trick, hoax, fraud, imposture ; something
devised to impose upon, delude, or disappoint ex-

pectation ; a ' sell \ To put a sham upon : to

hoax, defraud. To cut a sham : ' to play a Rogue's
trick' (B.E. Diet. Cant. Crew, a 1700). Obs.

1677 [see Sham p. 1
]. 1678 Lady Chaworth in nth Rep.

Hist. A/SS, Comm. App. v. 53 A letter to the Secretary.

.

some feare . . that tis rather a sham to prevent stricter

scherch. 1678 Otway Friendship in F. 1. \, The Sham
won't pass upon me, Sir, it won't look you. 1680 Refi.
Late Libel on Curse-ye-Meroz 19 'Tis but a Tale, and a
Story of his own making, like all the rest of the Sham's he
would gladly put upon the Author. i68x Luttrell Brief
Ret. (1857) I. 66 Some scruple not to think this a shamm,
and only an accusation to draw in others. 1688 Eng. Prot.
Mem. to Pr. <$• P'cess Orange 19 They thought it an easie

sham to say women misreckoned very often, a 1696 Aubrey
Lives, Choioner (1898) I. 160 He [Chaloner] wrote. .an
anonymous pamphlett, 8vo, scil. An account of the Dis-
covery of Moyses's Tombe. . . 'Twas a pretty while before the
shamme was detected. 1727 De Foe Hist. Appar. vin. 141
He. .seem'd to laugh thai she should first put such a Sham
upon him, and then to tell such a formal Story to make it

good. 1751 Affect. Narr. of Wager 31, I own, I ever
look'd upon the whole Affair as a Sham. i8« Pbaed
Gog 1. igi You think I'm playing off a sham.

t b. In generalized sense : Trickery, hoaxing.
r68a Oldham Sat. Imit. Juv. 111. Wks. (1703) 429 Let the

Plot-mongers stay behind, whose Art Can Truth to Sham,
and Sham to Truth convert. 1713 M. Henry Folly of
Despising our own Souls Wks. 1855 I. 160 A man justly

reckons himself affronted and resents it accordingly, who is

imposed upon by sham and banter.

f o. Upon the sham : fraudulently, with deceitful

purpose. Obs.
1689 T. R. View Govt. Europe 8^ They negotiate upon

the square, frankly, and without artifice, or double dealing,

not disguised, or upon the sham. (rx6o.i Virgin's Comp I.

25 in Bagford Ballads (1878) 931 Robin came upon the
Sham, Told me many [a] Lye and Flam.

t d. One who tries to delude, a humbug. Obs.

1677 Oldham Dithyr. Wks. (1703) 451 Hence holy Sham !

. .To some raw ent'rmg Sinner cant and whine, Who never
knew the worth of Drunkenness and Wine.
2. [Prob. developed from the adjectival or attri-

butive uses.] Something that is intended to be

mistaken for something else, or that is not really

what it purports to be ; a spurious imitation, a

counterfeit.

17*8 Morgan Algiers I. List of Subscribers, By retaining

such a number of Names tho' Shams I might have showed
away pompously. 1822 W. Fowler in Corr. 437 One
window wanted in west front as sham. 1835 Campbell
Epist. Algiers ix, For the pain of my thirst is no sham.
a 1850 Rossetti Dante $ Circle 1. (1874) 237 That direst

wolf shall seem like sweetest lamb Beneath the constant
sham. 1861 Sat. Rev. 23 Nov. 524 To see whether the
promised reduction of the naval and military forces of
France is to be a reality or a sham. 1874 Micklethwaite
Mod. Par. Churches 215 As dishonest a sham as the stucco
stone * orders ' of modern Regent Street. 1877 Mrs. For-
rester Mignon I. 244 She will have no shams, no imitations
if she knows it. 1902 Buchan Watcher by Threshold 312
The hollow shams of life with their mincing conventions
had departed.

b. Applied to a person. Cf. 1 d.

1850 Carlyle Lalter-d. Pamph. i. 15 The greatest sham,
I have always thought, is he that would destroy shams.
1867 Trolloph Chron. Barset I. xxiv. 214 Who can under-
take to say that he is not a sham in anything?

o. in generalized sense.

1843 Carlyle Past fy Pr. 1. v. 36 The laws of Sham and
Semblance, which are called the Devil's Laws. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. ix, It's all sham—he's only afraid to fight

it out.

3. spec* f a. A false shirt-front or ' dicky ' ; also

see quot. 1785. b. (See quot.). C. A pillow-

sham, see Pillow sb. 6. d. (? U.S.) A strip of

fine linen put under the upper edge of the bed-

clothes and turned over, as if forming the upper
end of the sheet {Cent. Diet., iSpi).
a. 1721 Steele Conscious Lover I. i, Wearing shams to

make linen last clean a fortnight. 177a Nugent Hist. Fr.
Gerund II. 67 A silk handkerchief round their necks, ..half
shirts or shams of coarse linen. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar
T. s.v. Sham, Shams, false sleeves to put on over a dirty
shirt, or false sleeves with ruffles to put over a plain one.
b. 1863 R. B. Girdlestone Anat. Scepticism 68 He

fills up the rest of his shop with shams (i. e. boxes supposed
to be filled with everything that can be required).
C. 1803 Scott. Leader 12 June 1 Beautifully embroidered

..tray cloths, tea cloths, pillow cases, shams and sheets.
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d. 1891 Century Diet. 1906 Williamson Lady Betty

Across tkt Water 280 There are stiff square 'shams to hide

the pillows and turn down over the top of the sheet

B. atlrib. and adj. (Sometimes with hyphen.)

L Of immaterial things: Pretended, feigned,

false, counterfeit ; not genuine or true. Shamfight

:

a mimic battle between two divisions ofa military

or naval force, either for exercise or display.

1681 Relig. Clerici To Rdr., Let Sham-truths he drawn

as severally as mens fancies and humours please (yet)

she [sc Truth) her self hath nevertheless one regular, uni-

form, eternal Face. 1681 Otway Prol. to Mrs. Behns

City Heiress, Who..Wou'd lay sweet Money out in Sham-

Thanksgivings? Sham-Plots you may have paid for o'er

and o'er : But who ere paid for a Sham-Treat before ? 1697

J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester (1789) 91 Thus these sham
fights began and ended, to the no small entertainment of the

little Duke and his boys. 1609 E. S—cv Country Gentl.

fade M. 98 After a little Sham-squabble between the

two Cheats, says the first, If [etc.]. 1708 Deplor. St. New
Eng. 22 in Sewall's Diary (1879) II. 118* As soon as the

Sham-Vote.. was Gained, the Governour draws the Council

in. 1714 Lond. Gaz. No. 5238/4 Known by the Sham Title

of the Lady Rich. 1714 Welton iS Disc. 70 We find our

Blessed Saviour upbraiding those puritanick Jews, .with a
conscious hypocrisy and sham zeal. 1741 Richardson
Pamela (1824) I. 90 Perchance, some sham-marriage may
be designed, on purpose to ruin me. 1770 Foote Lame
Lover n. Wks. 1799 II. 71 Demurrers, sham-pleas, writs of

error.., and imparlance. 1770 Junius Lett, xxxvi. (1788)

195, I do not refer to the sham prosecution which you
affected to carry on against him. 1839 Lever H. Lorrcquer

i. 11 A sham-battle in the Fifteen Acres. 1846 O. W. Holmes
Urania 24 And these.. Are all impatience till the opening

pun Proclaims the witty shamfight is begun.

2. Of a person : That pretends or is falsely re-

presented to be (what is denoted by the sb.).

Now only as a transferred use of sense 3 ; hence several of

the examples below are not quite in accord with present

usage.
1683 Roxb. Ballads (1884) V. 251 When zealous Sham-

Sheriffs the City oppose. 1690 Wood Life 4 Oct. (O.H.S.)

1 1 1. 341 The discovery of the sham Prince of Wales is said

to be very manifest. 1697 [J. Drake] (title) The Sham
Lawyer: or the Lucky Extravagant. 1712 De Foe Moll
Flanders 123 Not venturing to go myself, I sent several

sham Messengers. 1717 — Syst. Magic 11. ii. 278 The witch

of Endor raised a sham Samuel in the room of the true pro-

fhet Samuel. 1736 C. Smart tr. Horace, Art P. [433] (1826)

I. 351 So the sham-admirer is always more affected, than

he that praises with sincerity. 1820 Keats Hyperion 11. 319

Dost thou forget, sham Monarch ofthe Waves, Thy scalding

in the seas ? 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge lxxi, He had his

foot upon the breast of their sham deliverer. 1841 Thacke-
ray Shrove Tuesday in Paris Wks. 1900 XIII. 567 As the

sham-fiends do in Don Juan. 1850 Carlvle Latter-d.

Pamph. i. 13 The Kings were Sham-Kings, playacting as

at Drury-Lane ;—and what were the people withal that took

them for real ?

3. Of material things or substances : Made in

imitation of something else ; made to appear to be

something which it is not ; made of inferior or

base materials.

Now always implying reprobation ; but in the earlier part

of the 19th c. often used in tradesmen's price-lists, etc. as

equivalent to ' imitation *.

1699 E. S—cy Country Gentl. Vade M. 99 One of the

other two conveys a Sham-bill under the Table, which [etc.].

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Masons-mason 'a', a Sham-
sore above the Elbow, to counterfeit a broken Arm, by a

fall from a Scaffold. 1708 Swift Hist. Vanbrugh's Ho. 26

And so [he] resolved a house to build : A real house. . . Not
a sham thing of clay or cards. 1722 De Foe Moll Flanders

239 She kept a sham Gold Watch.. in her Pocket. 176a

Gentl. Mag. May 212 Behind the doors.. is discovered a

beautiful sham front of an organ. 1780 Mme. D'Arbi.ay

Lett. 9 June, Send me a line by the diligence.. .Charlotte..

will make it into a sham parcel. 1798 Hull Advertiser 24

Mar. 2/3 A very handsome .. light airy chariot, with sham
joints. 1848 Thackeray yon. Fair xxxv, The sham coat

of arms which Osborne had assumed from the Peerage.

1876 Black Madcap Violet xvii. 149 Not one of the girls

dared to wear a bit of sham jewellery. 1898 J. T. Fowler
Durham Cath. 28 Decorated and Perpendicular windows
have . .been replaced by sham Norman ones

f4. False, deceptive. Obs. rare,

a 17a! Prior Ess. Opinion Wks. (1907) II. 194 Another.

.

likes to see the Butcher of the West really wounded at the

Bear-Garden, not content with the sham red that glows

upon the Skirt of Banco's Ghost. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic
1. ii. (1840) 49 If they could have amused the king with any
sham answer, . . they jwould certainly have done it.

5. Comb. Prefixed to other adjs. as sham-ancient,

-serious ; also with sbs. forming compounds used

attributively, as sham-twist. Also t sham-legged
a., ? wooden-legged (but perh. error for shamble-

legged).
1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2339/4 One James Oaulket, . .a Dyer

..sham leg'd, goes somewhat foundered. 1840 Carlylb
Heroes v. (1841) 303 He who has once seen into this, has
seen the difference of the True from the Sham-True.^ 1843
— Past <r Pr. L v. 42 It is not governed by the wisest it

has.. but by the sham-wisest. 1850 — Latter-d. Pamph. i.

26 My Christian friends, and indeed my Sham-Christian and
Anti-Christian, and all manner of men, are invited to reflect

on this. 1847 Mrs. Gore Castles ix. (1857) 60 A suite of

sham-ancient steam-carved furniture. 1880 E. Mah land in

Encycl. Brit. XL 279/2 A sham-twist [gun-] barrel, .[which]
has all the appearance of a genuine twisted barrel. 1889
1 F. Anstey ' Pariah in. vui, The shabby little sham-
marble mantle-piece was draped with embroidered cloth.

1909 Nation May 153/2 To this agitation we apply the term
sham-serious.

Sham, sb.2 slang. Short for Champagne.
1849 Thackeray Pendennis iv, A bottle of sherry, a bottle
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of sham, a bottle of port and a shass caffy, it ain't so bad

hay, Pen? 1870 M. Collins Vivian III. xii. 240 Late

hours and lots of hiced shan' makes a man nervous.

Sham (Jiem), v. [See Sham bX\

1 1. trans. To cheat, trick, deceive, delude with

false pretences ; to impose upon, take in, hoax. Obs.

1677 Wycherley PI. Dealer m. i. 44 Law. Why, I'm sure

you jok'd upon me, and shamm'd me all night long. Man.
. . Shamming ! What does he mean by't Freeman 1 Free.

Shamming, is telling you an insipid, dull Lye, with a dull

Face, which the slie Wag the Author only laughs at him-

self; and making himself believe 'tis a good Jest, puts the

Sham only upon himself. 1688 Shadwell So. Alsatia 11.

Wks. 1720 IV. 42 Sirrah 1 most audacious rogue ! do you
sham me ? do you think you have your uncle to deal with ?

1693 Humours Town 69 Their highest Excellence is, to

banter the Vintner, to bilk their Lodgings, to sham their

Bookseller. 1821 Byron To Mr. Murray iv, So, ifyou will,

I shan't be shamm'd.

t b. To bring into, out of a. condition, etc., or

to deprive of something by ' shamming' or decep-

tion. Obs.
1681 T. Flatman Heroclitus Ridens No. 31 (1713) L 201

These true Protestant Juries have the best luck at Sham-

ming their Friends into Halters, that ever I knew in my
Life. 168a New News fr. Bedlam 9 Those Youths, who
lately came . . To sham us of our Lives and Liberty. 1692

R. L'EsT8ANGE^a*/«ccliii. 220 When theyfind themselves

Fool'd and Shamm'd (as we say) into a Conviction, a 1733

J. Dunton Life ty Err. (1818) I. iii. 44, I fell into my first

amour like a Knight Errant, being purely shammed into it.

f 0. To put off, ' fob off' with something decep-

tive or worthless ; to get rid of (a person) by some

paltry excuse. Also with off. Obs.

1682 Tory Plot, or Discov. Design carriedon by Addressers

a William.. was advanced to the Crown, and his Eldest

Brother Robert shamm'd off with a Dukedom. 1683 Ken-
NETTtr. Erasm.on Folly si Princes.. miss the advantage

of being told the truth, and are shamm'd off by a parcel of

insinuating Courtiers. 1712 Bettf.rton in Misc. Poems 248

For Priests with empty thanks are never shamm'd. 1726

M. Henry Wks. (Fullarton) I. 142 Men may be shammed
with a frivolous excuse. 1749 Lavington Enthus. Meth. ft

Papists 11. (1754) Pref. 21 Seeing then you have thus

shammed us off with Counterfeit Coin.

d. ? To make to appear a sham ; to rid oneself

of (an accusation) by deceit. Also with off.

1681 Trial of S. Colledge 57 If they can make me a

Traytor, they will try it upon others, and so hope to sham
off their own Treasons. Ibid. 76 They talk up and down
the Town as if I did intend to sham the Popish Plot, and
to make a Protestant Plot. Ibid. 131 When he was told of

this, he began to put it off, and to use his own words, had

a great mind to sham off the business. 1691 Providences^ of
God 124 Edward Ivy had often Conference with Mrs. Collier,

and the Popish Priests in Newgate, and had received Money
to Sham the Popish Plot and to swear to a Protestant one.

e. To make up deceitfully, to ' fake ' up.

1679 ' Tom Ticklefoot ' Obs. Trials of Wakeman, etc. 8

But by all that's good, it was my Old Master Clodpate's

disease,, -alwayes to Sham up an Evidence when any body
had bin with him the Morning before.

+ 2. To impose or attempt to pass off (some-

thing) upon (a person) by deceit ; to palm off. Obs.

1682 T. Flatman Heroclitus Ridens No. 68 (1713) II. 174

Then he Shams upon us
;
that the great Poets could not

five Johnson his due Praise, a 1683 Oldham Sal. Jesuits

Tol. 15 Are Texts, and such exploded Trifles fit T'impose,

and sham upon a Jesuit? 1687 R. L'Estrange Answ. to

Dissenter 48 To say nothing how Artificially the Writerof
that Letter has Shamm'd upon the People his Majesties

Act of Grace in favour of the Dissenters, for a Matter Con-
certed betwixt Them, and the Papists. 1692 — Fables c\xi\.

136 Not.. to Sham Fallacyes upon the World for Current
Reason. 173a De Foe Moll Flanders 44 Don't go to sham

I

your Stories off upon me. 1751 Lavington Enthus. Meth.

I # Papists in. (1754) 90 Franciscan Fryars, who never fail

I
to sham them [Hysteric Fits] upon the World for Divine
Ecstasies,

t 3. inlr. To practise deception or deceit. Obs.

1678 Otway Friendship in F. in. i. 26 Malag. Oh, hang
money Sir, your Father was an Alderman. Sir Nob. Well,

get thee gone for an Arch-wagg— I do but sham all this

while. 1682 Oldham Sal. Imit. Juv. lit. Wks. (1703) 434
Tho we say the same, He is believ'd, and we are thought to

sham. 1689 Prior Ep. F. Sliephard 171 All your Wits, that

flear and sham.

4. trans, a. To be or to produce a deceptive

imitation of
; f to pretend falsely to be (a person

of a certain rank or character). \To sham one's

glass : to make a pretence of drinking.

1698 Farquhar Love <$• Bottle iv. ii, A compound of

Cctical rake and speculative gentleman, who. .shams the

u and squire with a whore or chambermaid, a 1704 T.

Brown tr. /Eneas Sylvius 1 Lett. xlv. Wks. 1709 III. 11. 74
Paint and fine Washes sham a complexion, which is none
of their own. 1754 Chesterf. World No. qo r 7 He keeps

up his spirits bravely, and never shams his glass. 1775
Sheridan Rivals 1. i. Why does your master pass only for

an ensign?—Now if he had shammed general indeed—. 1874
Symonds Si. Italy $ Greece (1898) I. x. 190 Tawdry frescoes

shamming stonework.

b. To assume the appearance of, counterfeit (a

specified condition, action, etc.).

J77S Miss Burney Early Diary (1889) II. 44 Sham,
ming a little confusion, I confessed I knew not where
it was. 1812 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XXXIV. 235
Read all thy spells, and I will hear, And fold my claws,

and sham a tear. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. II. v. v, Sham-
ming death, 'faisant le mort I ' 1843 F. E. Paget Warden
of Berkingholt 246 She held the candle to my face while

Iw

SHAMAN.

C. To ' scamp ' (work), rare.

1848 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 538 There is great room
for the workmen to sham their work, without its being

observable in appearance.

5. intr. To make false pretences ; to pretend to

be, do, etc what one is not, does not, does not

mean, etc. ; to feign.

a. Followed by an adj. complement.
1787 Generous Attachment IV. 155, 1 preferred this scheme

to that of shamming sick, as I looked so well. 1833 T.
Hook Parson's Dan. 11. ii, If I had shammed sorry when
I heard of old Alexander Marc Antony Anderson's death,

I should have been as great a hypocrite as—I shan't say

who. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xviii, What did you sham
dead for? 1879 Meredith Egoist xxxv. (1889) 351 If you
want me for a friend you must not sham stupid.

b. simply.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xii. III. 169 Wondering within

himself whether those who lectured him were such fools as

they professed to be, or were only shamming. 1878 Bayne
Purit. Rev. x. 407 He was canting and shamming.

6. Phrase To sham Abra\ha)m (orig. Naut.
slang), to feign sickness : see Abraham-man.
1753 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 140/2 As he [capt. Lowry] went

along some sailors cry'd out., that Hemust not sham Abram
(a cant sea phrase when a sailor is unwilling to work on
pretence of sickness, and used by the captain when Hossack
was almost expiring under his blows). 1760 Goldsm. Cit.

World cxix, The boatswain., swore., that I shammed Abra-
ham merely to be idle. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. vi, It's

good enough, and too good, for a set of lubbers, that lie

shamming Abraham, i860 [see Abraham-man]. 1863 Reade
Hard C. xxxi. (1868) 265 He's shamming Abraham.

b. Hence sham-Abra(ha)m quasi-rf., malinger-

ing, deception. Also quasi-aa/. , hypocritical.

1828 [J. P. Collier] Punch «, Judy 87 None of your
sham-Abrani. 1840 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag. LVIII.

442 She is all shamabram and humbug before me.

1837 Hood Ode to Rae Wilson 62, I.. treat sham Abr'am
saints with wicked banters.

Hence t Shammed///, a., Sha'mming vbl. sb.

and ///. a.

lc 1677 Obscure Prince'm Roxb. Ballads (1883) IV. 625 Call't

the shamm'd Story of the blackened Box. 1677 Wycherley
PI. Dealer iv. ii. 66 You noble Wits are so full of shamming,
and dialing, one knows not where to have you, seriously.

168a Mrs. Behn City Heiress v. L 50 A Shamming_ Rogue
;

the right Sneer and Grin of a dissembling Whig. 168a

London's Joy q Loyalty in Roxb. Ballads (1883) IV. 632
Now the loud threat'ning Tempest is dispers'd, And all

their shamming Plots are quite revers'd. 1692 Scarronides

11. 11 What glavering shamming toads the rest are.

II
Sliama ' (Ja'ma). [Hindi fdma.J A cereal

cultivated in India, Panicum frumentaceum {colo-

num), yielding a millet-like grain used as food.

Also shama millet.

[a 1815 Roxburgh Flora Ind. (1820) I. 307 Panicum
frumentaceum. R.. .Beng. Shama. Teling. Bonta-shama ;

shamaloo, the grain.] 1874 Treas. Bot. Suppl., Shama,
a species of Mesembryanthemum, the seeds of which are

used as food by the desert Arabs. 1886 A. H. Church
Food-Grains India 50 Shama Millet. ..This millet, some-

times called 'Wild Rice ' or 'Jungle Rice', is a poor food.

II
Shama 2 (Jama). Also shamah. [Hindi

cimSA An Indian song-bird, Cittocincla tricolor.

1839 Jerdon in Madras Jrnl. Lit. Sr Sci. X. 252 Petro-

cincla Pandoo. . Indian Rock Thrush

—

Shamah, H. Ibid.,

The Shamah is a rare bird in the southern part of the

Peninsula. 1894 Times 5 Feb. 4/6 One or two mynahs and
shamahs, and a piping crow. 1895 Daily News 30 Dec. 5/3
Indian 'shamas ' are also in great demand in Germany.

Shamade, obs. form of Chamade.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shamade, a beat of Drum for

a Parley. See Chamade.

II Sh.am.al (Jamal). Also 7 shemaul. [Arab.

JUi shamal\e(l (hand), north, north wind. (Some-

times confused with Samiel.] (See quots.)

1698 Fryer Ace. E. Ind. <$ P. 226 The Periodical and
stated Winds of the Gulph are the North-west, by the In-

habitants termed Shemauls, which begin when the Cowshees
or South-East leave off. 1901 Scotsman 13 Sept. 5/2 The
bay suffers only from a swell when the nor'wester known
as the Shamal blows.

II
Shamalo (JarmaUJu). Also shamaloo, sha-

moola. [Telinga.] = Shama l
. Also Shamalo-

grass.
[a 1815 : see Shama '.] 1846 Lindley Veg. Kingd. 113 Pani-

cum frumentaceum, called Shamoola, in the Deccan. 1891

Century Diet., Shamalo-grass.

Shaman. (Ja'man, Jie-man), sb. (and a.). Also

8 schamane, 8-9 schaman, 9 shuman. [a. G.

schamane, Russian inaMaHt shama-n, a. Tungnsian

sam&n (Castren Tung. Sprachl.). Cf. F. chaman.
The Persian shemen, idol, idol temple, sometimes cited as

the source, is unconnected. Evidence seems to be wanting

for the plausible suggestion that the Mongolian word is an

adoption of Chinese sha min, an ordained member of a

Buddhist fraternity, a. Skr. cramana, Pali samana Buddhist

monk or mendicant]

A. sb. A priest or priest-doctor among various

northern tribes of Asia. Hence applied by ex-

tension to similar personages in other parts, esp. a

medicine-man of some of the north-western

American aborigines. +Formerly occas. in wider

sense : An adherent of Shamanism.
1698 A. Brand Emb. Muscovy into China 50 If five or six

of these Tonguese Families happen to live near one another

. . they maintain betwixt them a Shaman, which signifies as

much as Sorcerer or Priest. 1706 tr. Evert Ides Irav. vu.was shamming sleep till I began to suspect she was up to
,

me. 1869 ' W. M. Cooper ' Flagellation xxii. 205 Persons 29 Several Tunguzians, amongst which is also their fai

shamming an epileptic fit. Schaman or diabolical artist. 1780 Took* A ussia I

famed
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SHAMANIAN.
Among all the Schamanes, women are looked upon as beings

vastly inferior to men. 1848 S. W. Williams Middle King-
dom II. xviii. 258 The ritual of the Shamans, .has been

translated by Neumann, a German sinologue. 1868 F.

Whymper Trav. Alaska 255 Th« Schaman, pronounced

exactly like our word showman. 1900 T. Adney in Harpers
Mag, Mar. 495 A former chief and medicine-doctor, or

shuman. 1907 C. Hill-Tout Brit, N. Ar/ier,, Far West
x. 199 If the corpse was that of a woman it was prepared

for interment by a female shaman. 1910 Haddon Races
ofMan 62 After a death they [the Veddas of Ceylon] per-

form certain dances and rites through a shaman to the

recently departed spirit.

B. adj. (or atirib.) Of or pertaining to a shaman
or to Shamanism.
1780 Tooke Russia III. 243 The Schamane religion is

undoubtedly one of the mosWantient that exists. 1882

Lansdell Through Siberia xxx. (1883) 374 The Russian
missionaries.. find the conversion of the Shaman Buriats

tolerably easy. 1901 Content?. Rev. Jan. 95 The necessary

spiritual gifts entitling to the Shaman-office often are be-

stowed.

Hence tShama'nian sb.
t
a Shamanist; Sha-

manic a, akin to Shamanism.
1802 Pinkerton Mod. Geog.

t
Russ. Emp. in Asia ii. II. 47

The Schamanians even believe that the Burchans, or gods
themselves, arose from the general mass of matter and spirit.

1899 Athenaeum xi Mar. 303/2 The mental attitude of the

composers is shamanic and archaic.

Shamanism (Ja'maniz'm, Jbe'maniz'm). Also

8 schamanism, 9 shahmarxism, [f. Shaman +
-ism.] The primitive religion of the Ural-Altaic

peoples of Siberia, in which all the good and evil

of life are thought to be brought about by spirits

who can be influenced only by shamans (see prec) ;

hence applied to similar religions, esp. of North-
West American Indians.

1780 Tooke Russia III. 243 Of Schamanism. 2841 Penny
Cycl. XX. 382/2 They [Samoyedes] are heathens, and pro-

fess the religion called Shamanism. 1848 S. VV. Williams
Middle Kingd. II. xviii. 258 The form of Budhism^ pre-

vailing among the Mongols and Tibetans differs more in its

state and power than in its doctrines ; it is called Shamanism,
or Hwang kiau^ the Yellow doctrine, from the color of the
priestly robes. 1870 Dall Alaska fy Resources 88 The
belief in shamanism is universal among the natives of

Alaska, Eskimo as well as Indians. 1875 Sayce in Encycl.

Brtt. III. 192/2 The earliest religion of Accad was a
Shamanism resembling that of the Siberian or Samoyed
tribes of to-day. 1906 Petrie Relig.Anc. Egypt i. 3 Others,

as the Turanians,, .do not adopt the worship of great gods,

but deal with a host of animistic spirits, ghosts, devils, or

whatever we may call them; and Shamanism or witchcraft

is their system for conciliating such adversaries.

So Shamanist, a believer in Shamanism ; also

attrib. or adj. Shamanistic a., pertaining to

Shamanism. Shamanite m Shamanist. Sha*-

manize v,, intr. [ — G. schamanieren\ to perform

the incantations proper to a shaman; trans, to

imbue with Shamanistic beliefs.

184a Pbichard Nat. Hist. Man xxt. (1845) 223 The Kanit*
schatkans..are Shamanists. 1854 Latham Native Races
Russ. Emp. 103 A name which we expect amongst Jews
and Mahometans rather than amongst shamanistic Voguls.

1871 Matef.r Travancore 191 The Shamanites acknowledge
the existence of a supreme God but offer him no worship.

188a Lansdell Through Siberia xxxii. (1883) 405 The
people worship the spirits of the mountains, a superstition

of the Shamanist Buriats. 1001 Contemp. Rev. Jan. 87 Old
Russian settlers in those far-off regions have to a high
degree become ' Shamanized '. 1908 Q. Rev. Oct. 522 A
Lama disguised as a Shamanist dancer. 191a Man XII. 171

The shamanistic ceremonies of the races occupying the
northern parts of th* Eurasian continent.

II Shaniba (Jarmba). East African. [Swahili.]

A cultivated plot of ground.
1878 H. M. Stanley Dark Cont. ii. 51 But the highest

ambition of a Mgwana [freeman of Zanzibar] is to have a
house and shamba or garden of his own. 1901 Geog. Jrnl.

Nov. 551 The greater number of whom [manumitted slaves

in East Africa] have settled on ' shambas ' upon conditions

entered into with the Arab cultivators.

Shambe, obs. form of Shawm sb.

Shamble (JarmVl), sb.1 Forms : a. 1 scomul,

-el, scoemel, sceamel, -ol, -ul, scaemol, scamul,

-ol, 1-2 soamel, 2 soamel, 3 scheomel, schamel,

4 schamil, shamyll, 4-5 shamel, 5 schamel,

-ylle, sh(e)amle, schamylle, shaumelle, 5-6
shamell, 6 (9 dial.) shammel, shamil, sham-
welle, shammoulle. fl. 5 sheamble, 5-6 scham-
bylle, 6 pi. sh-, chambulles, ahambylles, 7

shambel, 6- shamble. [OE. sc{e)amel masc,
= OS. {fdt) shamel(M.LG. schemel, MDu. sckamel,

schemel, mod.Fris. shammel)
y
OHG. {fuog) scatnel,

-il (MHG. schamel) schemel, mod.G. schemel) ; a

Com. WGer. adoption of L. scamellum dim. of

scamnum bench. From LG. is prob. ON. skemill

(Da. shammel)
t
whence Scamble sb.]

f 1. A stool, footstool. Chiefly in fig. context.

C815 Vesp. Ps. cix. 1 OS 5*t ic sette feond flinescomul
[scabellum] fota dinra. a i*»5 Ancr. R. 166 Vor hi alle be
halewen makeden of al beworlde ase ane stol [MS. Cleopa.

tra scheomel; MS. 77/jwschamelltohoreue^uortoarechen
be heouene. a 1340 Hampole Psalter xcviii. 5 Heghis be

lord oure god, awd loutis be shamyll of his fete : for it is

haly. 1483 Cath. Angl. 333/1 A Schamylle {MS. Addit.

Schambylle), vbi A stiile (MS. Addit. Macellum).

2. f a. In OE., a table or counter for exposing

goods for sale, counting money, etc. Obs.

Vol. VIII.
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971 Blickl. Horn. 71 He pa ineode on baet halite Sale,

mannes tempi, & pa ut awearp pa sceomolas t>ara cype-
manna. 1289 in Woods MS. C. 1. If. 36 Shopa cum sponda
quae dicitur schamel [in the Bucherow],

b. spec. A table or stall for the sale of meat.
a. c 1305 OfMen Lif, etc. xv, in E. E. P. (1862) 155 Hail

be ;e potters [? bochers] wib ?ur bole ax . . }e stondib at be

schamil [printed sthamil in ReL Ant. II. 176], brod ferlich

bernes. 1548 in E. Green Somerset Chantries (1888) 191

[John Spiringe and Peter Leighe hold a] shamell [there, and
render per ann. xxiiij s.]. Ibid. 201 [John Kape holds a
meat] shamell [in Fore strete^.

/3. 1577 V. Leigh Sum. D lij b, And in like maner of

profites of Bothes, standinges, shambles and tolles or other

profits of a wekely market . . kept within. 1844 W. Barnes
Poems Rural Life 346 Shambles, Butchers' benches or

stalls. 1850 S. Dobell Roman i. n The form that served

The world for signs of beauty, parcell'd out A carcase on
the shambles. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk., Shambles,
portable covered stalls, set up in a market-place for the sale

of meat. Not applied to the market itself. Precisely the

same erection for the sale of any other article would be a
' standing '.

fig. 1830 J. Milne Widow # Son ii. (1851) 155, I mean
to give a snort preamble Because it tallies with the common
run Of tales laid on the literary shamble.

3. pi. A place where meat (or occas. fish) is sold,

a flesh- or meat-market. ? Now local.

a X410- [see Flesh-shambles]. 1484 Nottingham Rec. III.

229 The twychell betwix pe Shaumelles and be Draperie.

0149a Botoner /tin. (1778) 170 In vico de Worshyp-strete

alias shamellys sive bocherye. Ibid., In vico vocato le

shamelys. 1554 Roll of Totnes Guild Merchants, Received
nor the fishe shamellsat the hands ofJames Pelliton, beeyng
lett unto hym at ferme, liij

a viijd. 1574 in 10//1 Rep. Hist.

MSS. Com in. App. v. 424 To send ther fleash. .to the fleash

shammoulles ther to be sold.

0. 1477 in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 312 If

ony man.. sill fleshe within the citie..till it come to the

Kyngs sheambles. 1556 Chroii. Grey Friars (Camden) 55
Sent Martyns at the chambulles end, sent Nicolas in the

chambulles, and sent Ewyns. Ibid. 58 The viij. day of

March [1549] a bucher of sent Nicolas shambulles was put

on the pyllery. Ibid. 77 Item the xvij. day of May [1553]

the market in Newgate market was removyd unto. .the

shambylles where sent Nicolas church sometyme was. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Carnarium, a lardar : the shambles

:

flesh meate. c 1570 VV. Wager The longer thou livest 251

1 Brand!', In S. Nicholas shambles, ther is inough. 1634 Sir

T. Herbert Trav. 10 They haue Shambles of men and
womens flesh, ioynted and cut in seuerall Morsels. 1653

H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xxxiv. 137 This City hath an
hundred and three score Butchers shambles, and in each of

them an hundred stalls. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 292/2

At the Shambles, where they [sc. Butchers] sell their meat.

1699 Damfier Voy. II. 1. 31 Dogs and Cats are killed pur-

posely for the Shambles. 1725 Watts Logic (1736) 319 Raw
Meat is bought in the Shambles. 1835 Munic. Corp. Rep.
iv. 2627 (Chester), The Shambles are let weekly upon the

market day, in standings.

b. Construed as a singular ; also in sing. form.

1570 Levins Manip. 18/31 Y° shamble, macellum. 1617

Moryson Itin. 1. 87 There is the Pallace of a Gentleman,

who proving a Traytor, the State, .turned the same into a
shambles, and some upper chambers to places ofjudgement.
The fish market lies by this shambles. 16.3 Fletcher Rule
a Wife in. i, I stink like a stal-fish shambles. 1636 Brathwait
Rom. Emp. 64 He was called of many Macellinus, of the

Latine word Macellum a shambles, or butchery.

c. transf. vxAfig.
1608 [see Flesh-shambles bj. 1610 Donne Pseudo-martyr

Pref. C2, As.. he would make in this Kingdome a spirituall

shambles of your soules, by corrupt doctrines: so.. he
labours to make a Temporall shambles and market of your
bodies, by selling you for nothing, and thrusting you vpon
the Ciuill sword. 1843 Whittier Massach. to Virginia 50
Watching round the shambles where human flesh is sold.

4. //. The place where animals are killed for

meat ; a slaughter-house.

1S48 Udall, etc Erasm. Par. John x. 1-5 They bee called

to their foode, and not to the fleshe shambles to be killed.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone 1. i, I.. fat no beasts, To feede the

shambles. 1726 Swift // cannot rain but it pours, A Flock

of Sheep, that were driving to the Shambles. 1841 Dickens
Barn. Rudge lxxi, He was felled like an ox in the butcher's

shambles, a 1873 Lytton Pausanias 1. ii. (1876) 65 Savage

though the custom, it smells not so foully of the shambles.

b. Cpnstrued as a singular ; also in sing. form.

1696 Bf. Patrick Comm. Exod. xxx. (1697) 598 The vast

number of Beasts that were slain, .at the Sanctuary, .would

have made it smell like a Shambles. 1828 Scott F. M.
Perth xv, Like the disgusting refuse of a shambles. 1885

M. Bridges Pop. Mod. Hist. 433 Nobles, priests and women
were slaughtered like sheep in a shamble.

5. transf. and jig. A place of carnage or whole-

sale slaughter ; a scene of blood. Chiefly//, con-

strued as sing. ; rarely in sing. form.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 12 b, The Infidell-Romaines..

shall inuade thee, and make thy Citty. .a shambles of dead

bodies. 1607 Chapman Bussy dAmbois v. iv. 34 If I scape

Monsieur's 'pothecary shops, Foutre for Guise s shambles !

1638 Drumm. of Hawth. Irene'Wks. (17 ii) 170 The Bodies

of Common-wealths are already turned into Skeletons, the

Cities into Sepulchres, the Fields into Schambles. 1641 J.

Jackson True Evang. T. 1. 48 That it may appeare indeed,

what bloud-hounds the Papists are, what a Shambles their

Church is, consult a grand Witnesse of their own. a 1649

Drumm. of Hawth. Poems (1711) 33/2 Earth turns an

hideous Shamble, a Lake of Blood. 1741 Watts Improv.

Mind xviii. Wks. (1813) 139 When a person or his opinion is

made the jest of the mob or his back the shambles of the

executioner. 1794 Coleridge Robespierre 1. i. 79 I've

fear'd him, since his iron heart endured To make of Lyons
one vast human shambles. 1868 Farrar Seekers 1. iii. 51

A brutal.. barbarity.. often turned a house into the sham-

bles of an executioner. 1901 ' Linesman ' Words by Eye-

witness ix. (1902) 177 What a shambles the deep valley

between Inkweloane and Spitz Kop would have been 1

SHAMBLE
6. Mining. See quot. 1819. Also Shammel sb.

1671 Phil. Trans. VI. 2102 A Tin-shaft.. which we sink

down about a fathom, and then leave a little long square

place, termed a Shamble, and so continue sinking from cast

to cast. 1819 T. Mortimer's Commerc. Diet., Shambles,

among miners, a sort of niches or landing-places, left at such

distances in the adits of mines, that the shovel-men may
conveniently throw up the ore from shamble to shamble, till

it comes to the top of the mine. 1881 Raymond Mining
Gloss.. Shambles, shelves or benches, from one to the other

of which successively ore is thrown in raising it to the level

above, or to the surface.

7. dial. pi. ' The frame of wood that hangs over

a shaft-horse in a cart ' (Halliwell 1847).

[1596 : see shamble-stave in 9]. 1677 Plot Oxfordsh.isi
Having also a head of boards, and shambles over the thills.

1854 Mlss A - E - Baker Northampt. Gloss. II. 219.

8. ?A shoal. Perh. only pi. the name of a shoal

off Portland Bill (hence Cook's use in quot. 1769).

1769 Cook Jrnl. 1st Voy. (1771) 70 About three miles N.E.
from Portland [in the Pacific] are several shoals, which we
called the Shambles. 1774 J. Hutchins Dorset I. 587 The
Shambles, called by Hoilingshed the Shingles, is a bank of

sand, lying about four miles E. by S. from the Bill [Port-

land]. iSooaSTURTiniVatWCArOT. (1S01) IV. 394 Carry-

ing me dead upon the Shambles [off Portland], where the sea

was running tremendously high.

9. attrib. and Comb., as, shamble door, -fly,
-house,

-oozing, warden, also shambles-blood, shambles

keeping; shamble-seeking, -smelling adjs.; fsham-
ble-hook, a hook for hanging meat upon ;

aham-
ble(s)-meat, butcher's meat ; shamble-stave, one

of the bars forming 'shambles' (sense 7).

1803 A. Hunter Georg. Ess. I. 325 A compost made of

•shambles-blood and saw-dust. 1889 Rider Haggard Cleo-

patra 11. vii, No lamb skipping at the "shamble doors can be

more innocent of its doom than is Queen Cleopatra. 16..

Middleton, etc OldLaw in. ii, Those "Shamble flies Which
Butchers boyes snap betweene sleepe and waking. 1688

Holme Armoury in. 313/2 A "Shamble Hook. 1847 Lyt-

ton Lucretia 11. xviii, [These] left the murderer leisure, .to

render the insurances on the life of the latter less open to sus-

picion than if effected immediately on her entrance into that

"shamble-house. 1559 Fecknam in Strype^ww. Ref. (1709) I,

n. App. ix. 26 There was no open Flesh eatinge, nor "Sham-
bles kepeinge, in the Lent and Daies prohibitid. 1618 Licence

to eat Flesh in Penny Mag. (1836) V. 259 Forbidding ibem
all manner of "shamble-meates whatsoever. 1736 Drake
Ebor. 1. vi. 219 This city is as well supplied with all sorts of

shambles-meat as most markets in England. 1891 Reports

Provinc. (E. D.D.), I mind the time when old people [in

Devonshire] said, ' It's more'n a month since we had any
shammel-mate '. 1894 Lee. Hamilton Soun. Wingless

Hours 102 A Paris gutter of the good old times, Black and

putrescent in its stagnant bed, Save where the "shamble

oozings fringe it red. 1638 G. Daniel Ectog. i. 122 You.,

might . . Scorne These "Shamble-seeking birds. 1603 Dekker
Wonder/: Yeare B4, In "shamble-smelling roomes. 1596

Mascall Bk. Cattle n. 120 Preparing the cart...Al the

•shamble staues to be made of good dry and tough ash,

which are to beare a burthen from the thyller. 183s App.

Munic. Corpor. Rep. 11. 1095 (Axbridge), The "Shamble

Wardens have the inspection of meat, fish and butter. Ibid.

1370 (Wells), Two officers, named Shamble Wardens are

appointed. .to inspect the meat.

Shamble (f«'mb'l),^.2 [f. Shamble v.*]

1. A shambling gait.

1828 Disraeli Viv. Grey 111. iii, His coronation pace de-

generated into a strut, and then into a shamble. 1855 Bain

Senses <$ /ut. 11. iv. § 9 The shamble of the elephant. 1881

J. Grant Cameronians I. iii. 34 His once firm and stately

stride had given place to what he called ' a species of half-pay

shamble '. 1887 Mary E. Wilkins Humble Rom.fildLady
Pingree 53 She., went across the room with a long shamble.

f 2. slang. (See quot.) Obs.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew s. v. Shamble-legg'd, Shaie
your Shambles, haste, begon.

Sba'tttble, a. rare. [Prob. an attributive use

of Shamble so. 1
; the expression shamble legs prob.

meant originally ' legs straddling like those of the

trestles of a shamble' (Shamble sb.'1 2b). Cf.

WFris. skammels (pi. of skammel shamble, board

on trestles) used in the sense ' legs, esp. when
badly formed' (Dijkstra Fries. rVoordenboek).]

Shambling, ungainly, awkward; ill-shaped, wry,

distorted ; also Comb.
1607 G. Wilkins Mis. Inforced Marr. 11. 84b, A leane

fellowe, with sunke eyes, and shamble legges. 1639 [J.

Taylor (Water-P.)] Divers Crabtree Led. too He had a

cleane Legge and a handsome Foote ; but thou hast neither,

a very shamble-shinne, and hast a foote of the slovings

Last. <zi700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shamble-Lcgg'd,

one that goes wide, and shuffles his Feet about. 1709 Mrs.

Centlivre Man's Bewitched ill, Death, you shambie-ham'd

Dog 1 I'll beat your head off. 178s R. Forbes Ulysses

A nsw. 24 Thersites, Wha for's ill-scrappit tongue, An' sham-

ble chafts, got on his back Puss wi' the nine tails hung. 1869
' Wat. Bradwood ' The O. V.H. xii, Butchers' ponies, and

rough-coated, shamble-kneed cobs, j ust up from grass. 1897

Ld. E. Hamilton Outlaws xxvii. 303' Haud up, ye shammel.

shankit brute,' he continued, as his horse stumbled forward.

Shamble (farmb'l), v> rare. [f. Shamble sb.i]

trans. To cut up or slaughter as in the shambles,

f To shambleforth : to cut up and dispose of (a

corpse). Also Sha'mbled ppl. a.

1601 R. Yarington Two Trag. n. vi. E 2 b, [Stage direc-

tion] Merry begins to cut the body. . . Enter Truth. Ye
glorious beames [of the moon] . . Why doost thou lend assist-

ance to this wretch, To shamble forth with bolde audacitie

His lims, that beares thymakers semblance 1 17. . Remonstr.
Prot. agst. Papists in Somers Tracts (1748) II. 248 ibis),

As if their Intention were to convert the World, and not

to Kill the King, Garble the Parliament, Shamble all good
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SHAMBLE.

and sober Protestants of every Party. 1869 Lu. Lytton

Orvalv. ii. 249 It was a desperate sortie. The Count. L>es.

perate? ay, They shambled us like sheep. 1900 DailyA»
»6 May 3/3 To . . slaughter the British soldiers like shambled

Shamble (Jce-mb'l), v.* [Prob. f. Shamble a.

Cf Fris. skammelje, ' to walk irregularly, esp. with

badly-formed legs ' (Dijkstra).] intr. To go with

an awkward ungainly gait, to walk awkwardly or

unsteadily, usually with adv. as to shamble along.

i68i[seeSHAMBUNG»«.s*.]. 1690- [seeSHAMBLlNG/S/tf.*.].

1717 Garth Ovid's Met. xiv. Vertumnus «, Pomona 36 The

heedless lout comes shambling on. 1746 Francis tr. Horace,

Ep 11. i- 233 Dossennus slip-shod shambles o'er the Scene.

1764 Gray Jemmy Twitcker 9 He shambles and straddles so

oddly. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxiv, Jinks, .shambled to a

seat, and proceeded to write it down. 1867 Trollope Ckron.

Barset xlix. II. 54 Every morning he shambled across from

the deanery to the Cathedral. 1901 Buchan Watcher by

Threshold 83 He turned and shambled down the passage.

b. of an animal.

1859 Blackw. Mag. LXXXVI. 244/2 The bears of the

north have scented their quarry—they come near you and

nearer, shambling and rolling their bulk. 1878 Bosw. Smith

Carthage xxi 439 Each [camel] grunting and grumbling as

he shambles along.

C. quasi-/ra»*. To make (one's way) or move

(one's feet) shamblingly.

1847 Lytton Lucretia 11. vii, The sweep.. let himself out,

and shambled his way to his crossing. 1859 Habits of Gd.

Society vii. 250Another shambleshisfeetalongthe pavement.

Shamble, obs. form of Shawm.

Shambling (jVmblin), vii. si. rare. [f.

Shamble i».
2 + -in&i.] An awkward motion in

walking or progression.

1681 Dryden Span. Friar 1. ii. By that shambling in his

walk, it should be my rich old banker Gomez. 1862 F. W.
Robinson Owen iv. ix, Presently he heard the rustling of her

dress,and the shambling ofher feet across the narrow landing.

place. 1887 Jessopp Arcady iv. 116 Think of the weary

shambling through the mud and rain.

Shambling (Jae-mblirj), ///. a. [f. Shamble

».2 + -INO *.]

L That shambles or is characterized by an awk-

ward, irregular gait or motion.

1690 Dryden Amphitryon 11. i, One pair ofshambling legs,

with two splay feet. 1697 Vanbrugh Relapse v. v. 67 A long,

loose, shambling sort ofa Horse. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

15 July (1815) 249 Mounted on a tall, meagre, raw-btmed,

shambling grey gelding. 1798 M. Pilkington Diet. Painters

(new ed.) 791 [Francis Heyman is] easily distinguishable by

the large noses and shambling legs of his figures. 1837

Dickens Pickw. xx, A shambling pot-boy. 1838— Ntch.

Nick, xxxiv. Who.. made a great many shambling bows.

1880 A. H. Huth Buckle II. 72 His gait was stooping, and

his walk rather shambling.

b. trans/, andJig. Often of metre and style, etc.

x8oa Mar. Edgeworth Rosanna iii, Upon the profits of

this place, Simon contrived to live in a shambling sort ofway.

1875 Swinburne Ess. * Stud. 283 The slippery style and

shambling license which we pardon in Decker. 1882 Steven-

son in Longman's Mag. 1. 78 He crams all this matter, tail

foremost, into a single shambling sentence. 1887 Saintsbury

Elizab. Lit. iv. 151 A third [characteristic].. makes them.,

tedious reading, independently of their shambling metre.

2. Of jointed tools: Rickety in action.

1829 Hogg Sheph. Cal. I. 45 A pair o' shambling shears.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 204 The brass articles

[tongs], .are liable to get loose and shambling.

Hence Sha-mblingly adv.

187a Daily News 2 Oct. 5 A grimy miner, .slouched sham-

blingly homeward. 1894 Sala London up to date vi. 73 On
rare occasions I do contrive to crawl shamblingly through

the streets for halfan hour or so.

t Shambo. Sc. Obs. Also 8 shamboe, 9

shambeau. [? Corruption of Chamois.] Attrib.m.

shambo leather, chamois leather (Chamois 2). Also

in shambo skin.

1612 Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 310

Gloves of shambo lether the dozen pair xlviii s. a 1706 in J.

Watson's Collect. Sc. Poems l 28 No windy flownsh d flying

Feathers, No sweet permusted shambo Leathers. 1755 111

Xlacgill OldRoss-sh. (1909) 154, 5 large Shamboe skins for

lyning breeches and pockets 7s 6d. 1807 J. Hall Tray. Scot.

II. 516 The miniature figure of a man made of stuffed sham-

beau leather.

Shambo, -ok, obs. forms of Sjambok.
1810 Barrington's Voy. N. S. Wales I. 186 These sort of

whips, which they call shambos, are most horrid instruments.

r Shambrier. Obs. Also 6 shambriere,

9 shammbrie. [a. F. chambriire, etc.] A long

lash used by the master of a manege.
1667 W. Cavendish Meth. Dressing Horses 182 The

Shambriere is too Dull a thing ; and so are all Whips,

Hand-whips, and all. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v.Rope, When
they begin to. .teach him to flee from the Shambner [later

tdd. corrected shambrier], and not to gallop fastly or lncom-

pactly. 1851-63 Burn Technol. Diet. (ed. 4}, Shambrier,

(long leathern thong), chambriire. 1891 Flugel Eng.-Germ.

Diet. (ed. 4), Shammbrie.
Shambrogue, obs. form of Shambook.

f Shambrough. Her. Obs.-° (See quots.)

1780 Edmondson Heraldry 1 1. G\oss.,Shambroughs, a kind

of shoe. [But the engraving represents a ship.] 1828-40

Berry Encycl. Her. I. Gloss., Shambroughs, a kind of ship.

1847 Gloss. Heraldry.
Shambuo, obs. form of Sjambok.
1828 Life Planter Jamaica 141 The cow-skin,..of the

West Indies, or the shambuc of the Cape.

Shambulle, -ylle, obs. forms of Shamble sb.1

Sham-damn, a. [f. Sham siA + Damn v.]

The distinctive epithet of an inferior kind of scrap-

618

iron, used for making gun-barrels. Hence of fire-

arms : Of wretched quality, 'shoddy '.

1846 Greener Sci. Gunnery 197 Sham damn iron is similar

in nature to brass, a metal with fibres certainly, but they are

like the fibres of willow compared to oak. . . All slave gun-bar*

rels are made of it. 1851 4 Tomlinsou's Cycl. Use/. Arts

(1866) 1. 818/1 These [pieces ofscrap-iron] are sorted andused
in preparing iron of various qualities, known as wire-twist, .

.

twopenny, or Wednesbury-skelp, shain-damn-skelp. 1895

OutingXXVll. 63/2 A cheap, sham-dam arm should not
j

be given to a boy, for it may prove his executioner.

Shame (p'm), si. Forms : a. I scamu,
1

soeamu, 1-4 scame, 2-3 same, 3 seame, 3-4 I

scam, ssame, 3-5, 6 Sc. scham, 3-5, 6-7 Sc.

schame, (4 ohame), Sc. sehaym(e, 4, 6 sham,
6 Sc. sohamme, seheyme, (schaheme), 3-

shame. 0. 1 sconm, soomo, soeomu, 2-3 scome,

3 seeome, some, 3-4 scheome, sohom, 3-5

schome, shome. [Com. Teut. : OE. sc{e)amu,

sc(e)omu, corresponds to OFris. scome, OS. skama,

MDu. schame (mod.Du. schaam- in compounds),

OHG. scama (MHG., mod.G. scham), ON. skgmm
with unexplained gemination (Sw., Da. skam),

Goth. *skama (inferred from the derivative skaman

red. to be ashamed) :—OTeut. *skamo.

From the Teut. root *skam- are also OHG. scant ashamed
{:-*skamdo-) t Goth, skanda,OHG. sca/ida (G. schande) fern.,

disgrace, OE. scand masc, infamous man, scand fern., infam-

ous woman, disgrace, scendan (:- *skamdjan) Shend v.

Outside Teut. no root of corresponding form and sense has

been found, but many scholars assume a pre-Teut, *skem-,

variant of *kem. to cover (Teut. *hem- : ham- as in Hame j

),

' covering oneself ' being the natural expression of shame.]

1. 1. The painful emotion arising from the con-

sciousness of something dishonouring, ridiculous,

or indecorous in one's own conduct or circumstances

(or in those of others whose honour or disgrace one

regards as one's own), or of being in a situation

which offends one's sense of modesty or decency.

£7*5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P. 844 Pudor,scomo. c 950

Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xiv. 9 Du inginnas mio sceoma [cum

rnbore] baet hlaetmesto stoue jehalda. a 1225 St. Marker. 7

Ah be schulde scheomien. -3ef bu scheome cuoest bat built

mot baldest wio a Jung meiden. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 349

Flesses fremede and safte same boSen he felten on here

lichame. 1471 Caxton RecuyetHSommet) I. 240 Alle shame

and vergoyne redowblith in me. 1595 Shaks. John iv. i. 114

You will but make it blush, And glow with shame of your

proceedings, Hubert. 1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in

Mill 1. iii, But for my part (in all humility And with no little

shame) I ask your pardons. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 114 P 4

Shame of Poverty makes Laertes lanch into unnecessary

Equipage. 1842 Tennyson Ld. 0/Burleigh 63 As it were

with shame she blushes, i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 240 Shame
at the evil which sin is, works repentance.

Personified. 1390 Spenser .F. Q. 11. vii. 22 Lamenting Sor.

row did in darknesse lye, And Shame his vgly face did hide

from liuing eye. 1742 Gray Eton 64 Pallid Fear, And Shame,

that sculks behind:.

b. //.
1851 Helps Comp.Solit. viii. 152 Being free from many of

the usual small shames, petty ends, trivial vanities.

a Sense of shame : the consciousness of this

emotion, guilty feeling ; also, the right perception

of what is improper or disgraceful (cf. 2).

1647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis xv. 29 Untill the sense of

shame Makes me contemne my self-dishonour'd name. 1700

Dryden Cinyras tf Myrrha 307 Another, and another Night

she came; For frequent Sin had left no Sense ofShame. 1766

Fordyce Serm. Yng.Women (i767)I.i.nAllbut those who .

.

have . . lost their sense of shame. 1847 Tennyson Princess n.

330 And full of cowardice and guilty shame, I grant in her

some sense of shame, she flies. 1872 Darwin Emotions xui.

321 Under a keen sense of shame, there is a strong desire for

concealment.

d. Past shame, dead to shame, no longer capable

of feeling shame, grown callous to shame.

1509 [see Past prep. 3]. 1647 Hexham I. s.v„ He is past

shame. 1780 Warner in Jesse Selwyn S, Contemp. (1844) IV.

325 His wife and her sister are not great enough or little

enough to be dead to shame.

2. Fear of offence against propriety or decency,

operating as a restraint on behaviour ; modesty,

shamefastness. Without shame, shameless(ly.

c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 342 In habit maad with chas-

titee and shame Ye wommen shul apparaille yow. 1576 Gas-

coigne Grief of Joye iv. xxxv. Wks. 1910 II. 555 The dark-

some nyght, sharpe enemye to shame, By candles light,

betrayethe many a dame. 1590 Shaks. Mids. tf.ni.Ji. 285

Haue you no modesty, no maiden shame, No touch of bash-

fulnesse? i6»a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman a"Alf. 11. 131

Discouering those parts which shame bids vs hide. 1692 R.

L'Estrange Josepkus, Antiq. iv. viii. (1733) 97 A Debtor

that hath neither the Shame nor the Conscience to restore

what he borrowed. 1780 Bentham Princ. Legist, xii. § 10

Where robberies are frequent and unpunished robberies are

committed without shame. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 21
1

V. 45

To infuse into them that divine fear, which we call shame.

Mod. I am not surprised at his request ; he is quite without

Personified. C1400 Rom. Rose 3058 And grauntid hir..

That Shame, bicause she is honest, Shal keper of the roser be.

1754 Gray Poesy 64 Her track, where'er the Goddess roves,

Glory pursue, and generous Shame.

3. Disgrace, ignominy, loss of esteem or reputa-

tion. _

«990 Cynewulf Crist 1274 Hi baerscoma majste dreo^ao.

c 117s Lamb. Horn. 59 To . . kepen us from hearm and scome.

a 1300 K. Horn 327 Schame mote bit fonge & on hl}e rode

anhonge. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A. iv. 28 For to sauen hern-

self from schome and from harme. c 1385 Chaucer L.G.W.

SHAME.

1028 Thour out the worl oure shame is kid so wyde. 1535

Coverdale Ezek. xvi. 52 Therfore beare thine owne shame

1590 Shaks. Com. Err. iv. iv. 70 Free from these slandersand

this open shame. 1729 Butler Serm. Wks. 1874 II. 14 Men,

to avoid the shame of one villainy, are sometimes guilty of

a greater. 1764 Burn Poor Laws 199 By once inflicting

shame on a criminal, we for ever remove that fear of it,

which is one very strong preservative against doing evil.

1845 Sarah Austin Ranke's Hist. Ref I. 194 After such

high-raised expectations, the result was shame and ignominy.

1859 Tennyson Enid 101 Far better were I laid in the dark

earth. .Than that my lord thro' me should suffer shame.

b An instance or piece of disgrace.

C1230 Halt Meid. 8 (Bodley MS.) Teonen bolien, &
gromen & scheomen. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 589 So fil it

as fortune hym aughte a schame. a 1470 Hardyng Chron.

cxiv. xviii, Thus synnes olde make shames come full newe.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 99 Though. .euery

death were followed with a thousand shames. 1606 Shaks.

Ant. <y CI. I. iv. 72 Let his shames quickely Driuehim to

Rome. 1633 Ld. Brooke Poems, Treat. Warres vii. 71 So

be the Shames of Peace, the Pride of Warre. i88oM'Carthy
Own Times IV. 32 The calamities and shames of 1865 might

have been avoided. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <$• Dawn i, The
name of her sister Drusilla had been already stained with a

thousand shames.

C. spec. Violation of a woman's honour, loss of

chastity. fTo do {a) shame, to offer violence (to).

Child, son of shame, a child born out of wedlock.

C1205 Lay. 12101 Melga nom Oriene..& scome hire bi-

hedde & ladde heo to his bedde. c 1385 Chaucer L.G.W.
488 That al here lyf ne don nat but asayen How manye

wemen they may don a schame. 1590 Spenser F. Q. iii. v.

13 After that foster fowle he fiercely rid, To bene auenged

of the shame, he did To that faire Damzell. 1603 Shaks.

Meas.for M. ill. i. 140 Is't not a kinde of Incest, to take life

From thine owne sisters shame? 1722 De Foe Col. Jack

(1840) 2 My nurse, .bred me up very carefully with her own

son, and with another son of shame like me. 1813 Byron

Giaour 421 And every woe a tear can claim, Except an

erring sister's shame. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. ii, A child of

shame, deserted by its father and mother. 1833 Tennyson

Sisters 8 She mix d her ancient blood with shame. 1864—
Aylmer's Field 687 The poor child of shame.

f d. Shames death {deid, dede, etc.), a shameful

death. Ois.

a 1300 Cursor M. 1619 He suar his ath f>at bai suld all

thole schammes deid. c 1386 Chaucer Merck. T. ri 33 God
yeve yow bothe on shames deeth to dyen ! c J440 Bone F or.

1823 God gyf the schames dedd. C1450 St. Cutkbert

(Surtees) 7829 pai had aftir an yuel spede, Shames deed or

outelawde. 16 . . Sir John Butler iv. in Child Ballads 111.

330/1 A shames death may hee dye 1

f e. Infliction of disgrace, injurious language or

conduct. (Cf. the phrases in 11.) Ois.

C975 Rushw. Gosp. Mark xii. 4 Mi5 scomum miclum to-

xiworhtun [contumcliis affecerunt}. a m^Ancr.R. 108 In

hisearen he hefde,..al )>e schorn, & alle be scheomen pet

earenmuhte iheren. 1526 Pilgr. Perfi (W. de W. 1531)

300 b, Than began all the multytude with moost shame and

abhomynacyon. .to spyt in thy blessed face.

f 4. What is morally disgraceful or dishonoura-

ble; baseness in conduct or behaviour. To do

shame, to do something disgraceful or wicked.

a 1300 Cursor M. 25497 Ken us lauerd, for pi nam (
Forsak

bat sin and scam, c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 295 Men may
wel often fynde A lordes sone do shame and vileynye.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 13704 He cast hym by course .
.
To venge

of his vilany & his vile schame. a 1520 Dunbar ' Be ie one

luvar' 6 Be layth alway to do amiss or schame. 1682 blR

T. Browne Ckr. Mor. hi. « 17 If that degenerous vice

possess thee, hide thyself in the shadow of thy shame, and

pollute not noble society.

5. Used predicatively (without article) for : A
fact or circumstance which brings disgrace or dis-

credit {to a person, etc.) ; matter for severe reproach

or reprobation. Now poet.

a 1000 Colloq. sElfric in Wr.-Wiilcker 100 Micel hynd and

sceamu [uerecundia] hyt is main nelle wesan bset baet he ys.

c 1200 Ormin 1 1956 Forr batt wass, alls he wisste itt wel, Hiss

a3henn shame & shande. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 72 It

is schame to written it but more to done it in dede. c 1386

Chaucer Prol. 505 And shame it is, if a preest take keep, A
shiten shepherde and a dene sheep, c 1475 RanfCoityar

87 For first to lofe and syne to lak, Peter ! it is schame.

1538 Starkey England 1. iv. 125 Thys ys not only grete

hurte to the commyn wele, but also grete schame and dys-

honowre to our cuntrey. 1593 Shaks. Rick. II, 11. 1. 2381
Now

afore heauen, 'tis shame such wrongs are borne In him a

royall Prince. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 78 Truths . . That 'tis our

shame and mis'ry not to learn. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xl, It

were shame to our profession were we to suffer it. 1850

Tennyson In Mem. xlviii. 1 1 She . . holds it sin and shame to

draw The deepest measure from the chords. 1896 A. E.

Housman Shropshire Ladv, Some lads there are, lis shame

to say, That only court to thieve,

b. Similarly a shame, a great shame, fiow

common in colloq. use.

1390 Gower Conf. II. 28 Which were a schame unto his

trowthe. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 27 Hit was a gret schame

to all horn bat werne gret clerkes. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach s

Husb. I. (1586) 16 b, If it be ashame for. .a pleadar of causes

to be ignorant of the lawe wherein he dealelh, a gre?,
!
:r

shame is it for a professor of husbandry, to be vnskilful in

the ground whereon his whole trade lyeth. 1648 Hunting 0/

Fox 36 'Tis a foul shame that you should be last in return-

ing to a sence of your duty. 1662-3 Pepys Diary v) Jan-,

They.. pay fifteen or twenty sometimes per cent, tor tneir

money which is a most horrid shame. 1799 Hr. i,ek

Canterb. T., Frenchman's T. (ed. 2) I. 199 What ia shame

yon pretty cot should be suffered to go to ruin ! 1809 Mal-

kin Gil Bias vn. v, It was a burning shame to see such .»

waste of provisions. 1815 Scott Guv M. xxxix, I envy you

the concatenation, Colonel-it is ashame to me not to have

drawn the same conclusion. 1858IS. Brooks Cord. A notva
119 ' It's a shame', jerked out Mr. Snenser. 1866



SHAME.
Geo. Eliot F. Holtxxu, It's a sin-and a shame. 1889 J. K.
Jerome Three Men in Boat 166 George said it was a
wicked shame of Mrs. G.

c. Occas. in non-predicative use : A disgraceful

thing, something to be ashamed of. poet.
c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. Ixi. 7 Into my deeds 10 prye, To find

out shames and idle houres in me. 1850 Tennyson In Mem.
li. 7 Shall he for whose applause I strove . . See with clear eye
some hidden shame And I be lessen 'd in his love? 1855 —
Maud m. iv, A peace that was full of wrongs and shames.

6. A person or thing that is a cause or source of
disgrace. Const to, of, fon.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 90 That only I., should
become a plague to my selfe and a shame to womankind.
1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. iv. 31 You Shames of Rome. 1675 J.
Owen Indwelling Sin xiii. (1732) 165 It may be this Day
you had been a Terror to your selves, a Shame to your
Relations. 1681 Cotton Wond. Peak 76 Environ'd round
with Natures shames and Ills, Black Heaths, wild Rocks,
bleak Craggs, and naked Hills. 1709-11 Pope Ess. Crit.

694 Erasmus, that great injur'd name, (The glory of the
Priesthood, and the shame !). 1757 Gray Bard 87 Ye towers
of Julius, London's lasting shame. 1778 [W. H. Marshall]
Minutes Agric, Digest 113 Colleges of Agriculture, reared
in those Wastes which are now a shame on their Country.
1819 Shelley Cenci 11:. i. 287 Nature casts him off, who is

her shame.

b. colloq. A thing which is shockingly ugly or
indecent, or of disgracefully bad quality.
1764 Gray Jemmy Twitcher 8 His nose is a shame,—and

his eyes are so lewd ! 1815 Scott Guy M. v, Luckie Fin-
niston sent up three [hens] that were a shame to be seen.
1880 Tennyson Village Wife vii, An' *e bowt little statutes
all-naakt an' which was a shaame to be seen.

7. concr. The privy members or 'parts ofshame 1

.

Now rare or Obs.
a 1000 Cardtnen's Gen. 942 (Gr.), Het heora sceome peccan

frea frumhraexle. c 1050 Voc. in \Vr..Wulcker 470/23 Prepu-
tia, scama, ba waspenlican limo. c 1250 Gen.

ty
Ex. 351 Do

gunen he same snden, And limes in leues hiden. a 1300
Cursor M. 2026 His midelst bat hightcam, Bihitd,and sagh
his fader schame. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 86 Other
(women] cast vp their clothes, & openly discouerand bewray
their shame. 1599 T. M[oUFZT)Silhiuormes 3 Then fig-tree
fannes uppon their shame they wore. 1611 Bible Rev. xvi.
15 Least nee walke naked, and they see his shame. [1795
tr. Tkunberg's Trav. (ed. 2) II. 78 The Hottentots uni-
versally wore a bag just before the parts of shame.]

II. Phrases.

8. To have shame : to be ashamed, feel ashamed.
Const, of, inf., that. Now poet.
c888 Alfred Boeth. xi. § 1 Hi habba3 sceame pies welan

jif hi ne beoS swa aebele on jebyrdum swa hi woldon. c 1175
Lamb. Horn. 137 And here mide hine alese3 of scome bene
habben sculde }if he heo ne ;ef. c 137$ Sc. Leg. Saints i.

(Petrus) 535 Sic schent and schame at hart had he. Ibid.
xxvii. {Mocker) 101 4 Alswa had he schame to tell quhy [etc.],

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xii. 133 Sche had gret schame, that
sche hadde a Child, c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 30 pat
tay haue shame of pair faute. 1843 Tennyson Vision ofSin
iv. vi, Sit thee down, and have no shame, Cheek by jowl,
and knee by knee.

9. To think shame, to be ashamed. (Occas. to

think it shame.') Const, of, for; inf., or that. .

.

t a. The early examples belong to the impersonal
Think v., const, dative {him etc. thinketh shame),
Obs. b. In the 15th c. this construction gave place
to that in which the verb is the personal Think
v.- Now somewhat arch.
a. c M05 Lay. 28850 For mucchel scome heom puhte pat

wepmen heom ne rohte. a 1300 [see Think v.1 li. a a], a 1400
St. Alexius 5 (Vernon MS.), To seruen god bhujte him no
schome.
b. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 517 And for bys wrang reyff

othir he sail think schame Or de tharfor. 1648 J. Beaumont
Psyche 1. cxi, And then eleven great Stars thought it no
shame To couch before me who admired them. 17*4-7
Ramsay Wyfe ofAuchtemtuchty xv, I trow the man thocht
mekle schame. 1791 [see Think z/.2 B. i c]. 1816 Scott Bl.
Dwarf"ix, Thinkna ye shame 0' yoursells, to come here. . to
frighten a lone widow woman ? 1871 Freeman Norm. Cone.
(1876) IV. xviii. 187 Men thought it shame to dwell at such
a time under the shadow of a house.

10. To take shame. f&. To be disgraced,

incur disgrace (obs.). b. To conceive shame, feel

ashamed ; to accept blame or disgrace as merited
;

to acknowledge that one is in fault. More fully to

take shame to (unto, upon) oneself.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 323 Grete pile it was, bat be
hede ofCristendam Suld for any trespas take so fouleascham.
1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxn. (Percy Soc.) 156, 1 was not
proude, I toke of him no shame. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M.
ii. iii. 36, 1 doe repent me, as it is an euill, And take the shame
with ioy. 1607 B. Barnes Dtvils Charter 1. iii. B 2, Take to
thee Gismond both the skorne and shame. 171a Steele Spect.
No. 448 P3, I take shame upon myself for this Crime. 1727
Boyer Did. Royal II. s. v., I take shame to my self, that,

favoue" a ma fionte, que. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xv, I take
shame to say, that [etc.J. 1869 Goulbourn Purs. Holiness
x. ot So long as they take shame to themselves for the evil
which is in them.

+ 1L To do (a person) shame : to inflict injury or
dishonour, offer reproach or obloquy (see also 3 c).

Also to say or speak (one) shame ; to say or speak

shame of, on, by. Also with a and pi. Obs.
£950 Lindisf Gosp. Luke xi. 45 Nobis contumeliamfacis

us sceoma 3u does, a iioo Vices * Virtues 51 Alle 5e
scames and de bismeres Se hie arrer him hadde idon. a 1135
Leg. Kath. 349 Ah gafl 3d & seggeS scheome bi ure undead-
liche godes. a 1*50 Oivl <y Night. 363 Yet pu me seyst an
ober schome pat ich an on Myn.eye lome. 1*97 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 3239 H ii bo}tc to do bis lond ssame. c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. IV. 467 Ne a trewe louere may me nat blame Thaw

619

that I speke a fals louere sum schame. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur x. xxvii. 457 The letter spak shame by her and by
sir launcelot 1535 Coverdale Dan. xi. 18 A prynce shal
stoppe him, to dobim a shame. 1595 Shaks. John iv. iii. 97
If thou . . teach thy hastie spleene to do me shame. 1603 —
Meas.for M. 111. 1. 81 Why giue you me this shame? i6ii
Bible t Sam. xx. 34 Hee was grieued for Dauid, because his
father had done him shame.
12. To put to shame : to bring into disgrace, bring

disgrace upon ; also fig. to outshine, eclipse.

Similarly, to brings "\shape, flurn to shame. Also
fft go to shame, to be ruined or spoilt.
a 1*50 Owl 4; Night. 522 Hwenne bu hauest ido bi gome pi

stefnegobanon toschome [Cotton MS. shome]. cxzyaSancta
Crux 398 in 5. Eng. Leg. 12 Cristine men bat he mi^te
i-finde Alle he brou^te to schame, c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii.

{Paulus) 521 He schupe bam all to schame, pat euir trowit
in cristis name, a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1 27 H e sey, ' Alle ;oode
to schome !

' And went one hys wey. 1445 tr. Claudian in
Anglia XXVIII. 269 With her also thou puttist to shame
her loothsom norice ambicion. c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 1004
The Roman [buikis] at than was in Scotland, He gart be
brocht to scham, quhar thai thaim fand. 1591 Shaks. Two
Gent. iv. iv. 67 A Slaue, that still an end turnes me to shame.
16x1 Bible Heb. vi. 6 They crucifie to themselues the Sonne
of God afresh, and put him to an open shame. 1751 ' Sir H.
Beaumont' tr. Attiret's Ace. Emp. China's Gard. 29 If
any one of them is caught in the Fact [i.e. Thieving] he is

brought to Shame. 1780 Cowper Progr. Error 245 Has
time worn out, or fashion put to shame, Good sense, good
health, good conscience, and good fame ? 1855 Thackeray
Newcomes xli, No young woman of this year has come near
her : those of the past seasons she has distanced, and utterly
put to shame. 1865 F. Parkman Huguenots i. (1875) 5
Every ship from the New World came freighted with marvels
which put the fictions of chivalry to shame.
13. For shame : from a sense of shame, because

one feels shame ; also, for fear of shame, in order
to avoid shame ; so ^for shame of, in order not to

bring shame upon. Also for shame's sake.

£900 tr. Baeda's Hist. iv. xxiv. (1899) 482 ponne aras he
for scome from bam symble. cixoo Ormin 16971 Forrbi
batt he ne mihhte nohht O da35 forr shame lernenn. c 1386
Chaucer Frankl. T. 24 Save that the name ofsoveraynetee,
That wolde he have for shame of his degree. 159a Shaks.
Ven. Sf Ad. 36 He red for shame, but frosty in desire. 159a
Moryson Let. 21 Oct. in Iiin. (1617) 1. 38 When I looked
my face in a glasse, I could not for shame take this course.
18*3 Scott Quentin D. xxxiii, I will grant you as fair terms
as for very shame's sake you ought to ask in my present con-
dition. 1859 Tennyson Vivien 548 The shame that cannot
be explain'tf for shame.

b. esp. in adjuration or remonstrance. Hence
often as an int. = ' shame on you 1 ' ' you should
be ashamed

' ; also fiefor shame / (see Fie int. 1).
a 1300 Cursor M. 2794 For scam ne dos bam na males.

c 1374 Chaucer Anel. <y Arc. 272 Mi swete to, whi do ye so,

for shame, c 141s Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1057 Ffor
shame! why makest pou al this wo? 1575 Gammer Gur.
ton's Needle iv. ii. 42 Canst thou for shame deny it 7 159a
Shaks. Ven. fy Ad. 379

( For shame ', he cries, ' let go, and
let me go '. a 164a Suckling Fragm. A urea, ' Why so pale
and wan*

1
Quit, quit for shame. 1775 Sheridan Rivals 11.

U, Lucy. For shame now I here is some one coming. 1840
Thackeray Shabby Genteel Story v, At which remark..
Miss Caroline very properly said ' For shame, Becky !

'

1850 Miss Warner Wide World xxx, ' Oh, William !—
William !—for shame ! for shame !

' said Ellen again.

fl4. In shame of: in order to put to shame. Obs.
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 101 To put a

gluue vpon the poynte of ane speir in exprobratione and
schame of him quha crakit his creddence. 1601 Shaks.
Jul. C. 11. ii. 41 The Gods do this in shame of Cowardice.
15. To one"s shame, so as to cause one shame, in

a way that brings one discredit. Also parentheti-

cally, with ellipsis of ' be it spoken \ In early

use also -\io or ffor (one) to shame.
c 1205 Lay. 21008 Heore jelp & heore gome Homp heom

seoluen to scame. 138a Wyclif i Cor. vi. 5, I seie to 3oure
schame. 1390 Gower Conf II. 30 And yit for Demephon
to schame Into this dai it berth the name. x5»6 Pilgr. Perf.
(W. de W. 1531) 42 His credytours claymeth dette of hym
to his payne & great shame. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. i.

23 For my part, I may speake it to my shame, I haue a
Truant beene to Chiualry. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlvii, It is

greatly to the shame of our young lover's apprehension,
that [etc.]. 1835 MACAULAYin Trevelyan Life (1876) I. 444,

1

read some of his Dialogues of the Dead when I was thirteen
;

and to my shame, I never . . read a line of him since.

16. a. In ejaculatory formulae of imprecation or

indignant disapproval, as (a) shame (or + a shame)
betide {take, etc.) . . /; (b) shame to or on . . / (c)

(the) more shamefor .. ;
(d) shame ! simply. Also

for shame ! (see 13 b).
{a) a 135s Minot Poems (ed. Hall) ii. 12 Schame bityde

be Skottes for bai er full of gile. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4267
God yeve him shame ! 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 968 Shame
come to him that is the cause thereof. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen.
VI, in. i. 307 Nay, then a shame take all.

(b) 1595SHAKS. John 11. i. 167 Nowshame vpon you where
she does or no. 1738 Pope Duftciad 1. 113 Now (shame to
Fortune !> an ill Run at Play Blank'd his bold visage. 1819
Shelley Cenci v. ii. 60 Shame on these tears ! 1855 Kings-
ley Westw. Ho ! xv, It can't be expected, and no shame to

them

!

(c) 1591 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. iv, 138 The more shame for

him, that he sends it me. z66a Stillingfl. Orig. Sacra 11.

vi. § 16 Did they not 7 the more shame for them : and if

they did, the more shame for this great Rabbi thus to belie

them. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Ah ! true I more shame
for him,' thought Walter.
(d) 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. iv. 66 Shame it selfe, Why do

you make such faces? 1709 Steele TatlerNo. 21 p 13 The
whole Town cries out, Shame ! That one of his Coat should
be such an Atheist ? 1834-51 Mary Howitt Sk. Nat. Hist.,

SHAME.
Wolf ii. 82 Oh, shame, that ever it hath been said, That
bloody war is a glorious trade ! 1848 Times 14 Nov. 5/2
A great many voices cried out * Shame ! shame !

' 1887
Pall Mall Gaz. 2^ Jan. 5/1 Sir Michael Hicks-Beach's
proposal . . elicited cries of ' Shame 1

' from the Irish benches.

b. To cry shame on, upon, fof: to express
vigorous reprobation of.

1599 Shaks. Much Ado iv. i. 123 Why doth not euery
earthly thing Cry shame vpon her? 1617 Moryson Itin.
11. 155 Don Jean . .commended highly the valour of our men,
and cried shame upon the cowardise of his owne. 1721 Ds
Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 255 The people cried shame of
them. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 360 The pavement
was detestable : all foreigners cried shame upon it.

III. 17. Comb., as shame-burnt, -eaten, -proof,

•shrunk, -sick, -stricken, -swollen adjs. ; \ shame-
fish = pintle-fish (see Pintle 3) ; shameworthy
a., of which one ought to be ashamed.
1849 Helps Friends in C. 11. ii. (1854) 287 The shrinking,

downcast, *shame-burnt woman. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel
viii, His diversion only irritated and confused our ^shame-
eaten youth. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv.
xviii. 174 Yards or *shamefishes (Colybdaense). 167a Josse-
lvn New-Eng. Rarities 32 Yardfish, Asses Prick or Shame-
fish. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 513 We are *shame-proofe
my Lord. 1631 Quarles Samson Med. xvi. 97 Wee can
trample Vpon our *shame shrunke cloakes, by your example.
15.. G. Ellis Lament. Lost Sheepe in Farr S. P. Eliz.
(1845) 410 With *shame-sick Adam haue I hid my head.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxix, Heart-stained, and
*shame-stricken, he stood at the bed's foot. 1593 Nashe
P. Penilesse Wks. 1904 I. 197 Would you..gesse it were
possible for any*shame-swolne toad to haue the spet-proofe
face to_ out Hue this disgrace? 138a Wyclif Lev. xvi. 4
And with lynnen breches he shal hile the *shame worthi
[1388 schamefast] membres. 1600 Holland Livy xxxiv.
855 If they begin once to shame at that which is not shame-
worthy. 1802 Lamb Let. to Manning 24 Sept., If I should
have formed a diabolical resolution .. of not admitting any
spirituous liquors into my house, will you be my guest on
such shameworthy terms?

Shame (J^'m), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shamed
(J£md). Forms: a. 1-2 sceamian, 8cami(s)an,
2-3 scamien, 3 shamien, sarnie , schamie,
ssame, scam, 3-6 schame, 4 ssamie, scham,
5 schamyn, 6 Sc* schaam, scheyme, 8 dial.

sheame, sham, 3- shame ; &. 1 scomian, soeo-
mian, 3 scomien, sceomien, scheomen, scho-
mye, scomye, scumi, 3-4 schome. [OE. sc(e)a-

mian, sc{e)$mian, f. sc{e)amu, sc(e)omu Shame sb.

The verb corresponds formally to OS. skamon, OHG.
scamdn (MHG. schamen), mod. NFris. shaame, skdmi\ an
older Teut. formation is represented by Goth, shaman, OHG.
scamin ; and a third type by MHG. schemen (mod.G. scha-
men), ON. skemma (Sw. shemma, Da. skjzmmc to disgrace,

injure) ; ON. had also skamma (Da. skamme refl. to be
ashamed).]

1. intr. To feel or conceive shame; to become
or be ashamed. Const, of at, with, for. Obs. exc.

dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).
(In OE. with genit. of cause, also of refl. pron. *= to be

ashamed of oneself.)

Beoxvulfio-zt (Gr.) No he paere feohjyfte for sceotendum
scamixan 8orfte. C897 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. Hi. 409
Bios s« cwio &et oil oin scamixe, Sidon. a 1235 Ancr. R.
312 Nolde be kniht beon sori & scheomen ful sore ? a 1240
Ureisun in O. E. Horn. I. 185 J>e sunne.-leoseb here liht

and scomeb a^ein bi brihte Ieor of hir pesturnesse. a 1300
Cursor M. 17420 Wit bis word scorned pan be Iuus. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 7159 pai salle swa schame ay of bair

syn. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 120 Som pat shamyd with
ber syn, went & shrafe bairn clene perof. 1534 in Lett.
Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 49 He hath a brasyn
forehed, which shameth at nothing, la 1586 Montgomerie
Misc. Poems xxxii. (1887) 50, I thank my God I shame not
of my shap. 1588 Greene Pandosto (1607) E 3, And yet
Dorastus, shame not at thy shepheards weede. 1606 W.
Crashaw Rom. Forgeries 52 The brazen face of the whore
of Babylon, who shames with no sinne. 1651 Jane Image
Unbr. 95 They.. shame not at such assertions of falshood
as common States blush to be detected of.

b. With clause expressing the reason, arch.
c 897 iELFRED Gregory's Past. C. x. 62 Jifwe Sonne scomiaS

ban we to uncuSum monnum swelc sprecen. c 1470 Henry
Wallace x. 491 Schamys thow nocht, that thow neuir 3eit

did gud? 1593 Shaks. Liter. ir43 Thou sing'st not in the
day, As shaming any eye should thee behold. 1847 Mrs.
Norton Fishers Drawing-Room Scrap-bh. 28, 1 shame that

a creature so light, should bid me thus quiver and bleed.

c. Const, to (or -ffor to) and inf. Now rare.

1375 Barbour Bruce vn. 436 ?he aUcht to shame . . For to

schut at me on fer ! c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xx. 89 Men
and wymmen. .schamez no^t for to schew bam as Godd
made bam. 01513 Fabyan Chron. vii.(i8n)328EIyzabeth.

.

shamyd not, for Crystis sake, to wesshe y* sorys & bylis of

lazars. a 1541 Wvatt Compi. upon Love in Tottefs Misc.

(Arb.) 48 Now shames he not on me for to complain. 1598
B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. it. v. (1616) 28 Art thou a
man? and sham'st thou not to beg? 1659 Milton Hire-
lings Pref, Clergie who shame not.. to maintain, .their

Popish and oft refuted positions. 1840 Lady C. Bury
Hist, ofFlirt xv, A folly I shamed to confess. 186a Miss
Mulock Dotn. Stories 210, I shame to say that [etc.].

2. trans, impers., as in {it) shames me = I am
ashamed. Const, to (orfor to) and inf., a clause,

orfor; in OE. also genit. of cause. In later use

only with it. Now rare.

c 897 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. xxi. 164 055e hwa bi5

xescended, 5aU me for&em ne scamixe? c 1000 ^Elfric

Gen. ii. 25 Hi waeron ba butu nacode . .and him baes ne scea-

mode, c 1105 Lay. 4851 Him swi(5e scomede bat he swa
i-scend wes. c 1380 Wyclif Serm. Sel. Wks. I. 22 Delve
may Y not, and me shameb for to begge. c 1386 Chaucer
Man of Law's Prol. 3 To asken help thee shameth in thyn
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herte. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xxxix. 332 Me shamed
att that tyme to haue more a doo with you.

1577 Sf. Augustine's Man. 17 It shameth and irketh me
to abide such thyngs as this world doth. 1651 Needham
tr. Seidens Mare CI. 77 It shamed that noble Nation to

pay Tribute, who were wont to command it. 1847 Lytton
Word to Public 10 Omitting it from the list of those

[writings] it does not shame me to acknowledge.

3. trans. To feel shame in regard to (a person

or thing) ; to hold in awe or reverence ; to dread

or shun through shame. Obs. or arch.

138a Wyclif Mark xiL 6 For by hap thei schulen schame
my sone [gloss or drede with reuerence, Vulg. reverebunlur].
— Heb. x\. 27 Not schamynge {gloss or dredynge, Vulg.

mom veritus], the hardnesse of the kyng. a 159a Greene
Jas. IV, v. vi, My maister sad—(for why he shames the

Court) Is fled away. 1885-^4 R. Bridges Eros <$ Psyche
May xxviii, And when at night her love flew to his place

More than afore she shamed his fond embrace.

4. To make ashamed, fill with shame, cause to

feel shame.
1530 Palscr. 701/1 I shame one,.. I make one chaunge

coloures. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, 1. iv. 120 To tell thee

whence thou cam'st, of whom deriu'd, Were shame enough
to shame thee, Wert thou not shamelesse. 1639 Maynk
City Match tv. v. 43 Then, Sir, she is so modest.. .The least

Obscene word shames her. 1735 Pope Prol. Sat. 1. 89
Who shames a Scribbler ? break one cobweb thro'. He spins

the slight, self-pleasing thread anew. 1847 Tennyson
Princess Prol. 132, I wish I were Some mighty poetess, I

would shame you then, That love to keep us children ! 1859
— Elaine voy Nay, father, .. shame me not Before this noble

knight. 1889 Barrie Window in Thrums xviii. 166 The
love Leeby bore for Jamie was such that in their younger
days it shamed him.

f b. refl. To be ashamed. Const, of for, or inf.

a 1150 Owl <5- Night. 161 (Jesus MS.) Schomye [Cott.

Schamie] be vor bine vnrede. C1375 Cato 573 in Minor
Poems fr. Vernon MS. 603 pat bou ne const, schome be
not Of obere to ben I-tauht. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W.
153O 64 And so he shameth hymselfe. 1825 Scott Betrothed
xxxi, ' Rise, rise, De Lacy ; and shame thee of thy petition,"

said the King.

c. pass. To be ashamed. Const, of, at, for,

with, fupon, inf., or subord. clause. Now poet.

13. . Cursor M. 636 (GOtt.) Naked war bai bath tway, J>ai

were noght schamed par ma fay. c 1374^ Chaucer Troilus
v. 1727 For sory of his frendes sorwe he is, And shamed, for

his nece hath doon a-mis. c 1400 Destr. Troy 8250 Than
shamet was the shalke for the shene ladies, a 1400-50
Wars Alex. 469 So was scho schamed of be schont pat hire

be schalk made. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 1. ii. 31 The
flowers pull'd in their heads as being sham'd Their beauties
by the others were defam'd. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxvi,

He's sair shamed o' himsell. 1847 Tennyson Princess hi.

35 Pardon, I am shamed That I must needs repeat for my
excuse What looks so little graceful. 1877 Browning
Agamemnon 119 The opposite to say I shall not shamed be.

d. To tell {say, speak) the truth and shame the

devil: to tell the truth boldly in defiance of

temptation to the contrary.

1551 Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. iii. (1562) 85 b, There is

a common saying amongst vs, Say the truthe and shame
the diuel. 1562 T. Wilson Rhet. 76 b, Saie on beast, and
shame the deuil. 1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. i. 58-9. 1598— Merry W. iv. ii. 124 Now shall the diuel be sham'd.
1658 Bramhall Consecr. Bps.'u 7 Compell him. .to shame
the divell, and eate his owne words. 1731-8 Swift Pol.
CoMversat 93 Come, tell Truth, and shame the Devil.

1893 C. Allen Scallywag I. 151 ' Because he's so much
richer ', Paul answered, boldly shaming the devil.

5. To inflict or bring disgrace upon ; to disgrace,

dishonour ; to be a cause of disgrace to.

c 1200 Ormin 18284 Hefi^like he sbamebb be & shendebb
& unnwurrbebb. C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls)

15209 pey wy£> tallies J?e godeman schamed. c 1386 Chau-
cer Frankl. T. 837 Heer may I nat dwelle, And shamen
al my kmrede in this place. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R,
xv. xii. (1495) 492 Yf it happe that thou be ouercome thenne
arte thou shamyd for euermore. 1530 Palsgr. 701/1, I was
of good name and fame afore he shamed me by this yveil
reporte. 1536 Olde Antichrist 64b, This John.. shamed
the Churcheof Rome wonderfully wl his lyuing. 1644 Nye
Gunnery (1670) 28 When Gunpowder is moist, .it shameth
the Gunner which useth it. 1667 Milton /'. L. 1. 461
Where he fell flat, and sham'd his Worshipers. 1784 Cow-
i-ER Task 11. 807 Rusting there . .What wonder if, discharg'd
into the world, They shame their shooters with a random
flight. 1820 Byron Mar. Fal. iv. ii, Doge...\\&t us go
worthy of our sires and selves. Ber. F. I shall not shame
you, uncle. 1900 Daily Tel. 18 Oct. 11/1 We tortured no
prisoners, . .we shamed no women.

b. with a thing as object.

a 1340 Hampole Ps. xiii, 10 pe counsaile of be helples ae
shamed. 158s Marbeck Bk. of Notes 1124 S. Paule saith,
yt euery man which prayeth or precheth wt couered head,
shameth his head. 1784 Cowper Task 11. 427 He. .prosti-

tutes and shames His noble office. 18x2 Byron Ch. Har.
11. viii, If. . there be A land of souls beyond that sable shore,
To shame the doctrine of the Sadducee, 184a Tennyson
Lady Clare 66 O Lady Clare, you shame your worth !

1865 Bushnell Vicar. Sacr. 1. v. (1866) 71 The losses, .that
shame His saving work.

6. To confound or put to shame by superior ex-

cellence ; to outrival.
C1400 Rule of St. Benet (prose) 47 Bot we. .bat er..of

febil lif, bis gude lif schamis vs, and confundis. 1592 Shaks.
Ven.fi Ad. 732 v/herein she framed thee in high heaven's
despite. To shame the sun by day and her by night. 161*
Second Maiden's Trag. 1741 (Malone Soc.) How pittie
strikes een throughe inscensible thinges and makes them
shame our dullnes. 1741 Shenstone Judgm. Hercules 82
Her blushing cheeks, that sham'd the purple morn. 1841-
44 Emerson Est., Nature Wks. (Bohn) I. 224 Here [in the
forest) is sanctity which shames our religions. 1848 Dickens
Dombey Ivni, She'll shame 'em with her good looks, yet.

7. With complementary adv. or advb. phr. : To
drive away (etc.) through shame.
1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, in. i. 61 And He be sworne, I haue

power to shame him hence, c 1644 Cleveland Rebel Scot
Poems (1659) 53 Hyperbolus by suffering did traduce The
Ostracism, and sham'd it out of use. 1682 D'Urfey Butler's
Ghost 36 My Head's not such a thing of no worth, 'Tis to
be sham'd away, and so forth. 1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 53
You would have shamed despotism from the earth. 1859
Habits ofGd. Society 52 The turbulent state of the country
..leaving, when bloodshed was shamed back, the same
deadly hatred.

b. To drive (one) out of, into (a state, course

of action, etc.) through shame or fear of shame.
1679 J. Goodman Penitent Pardoned nr. iv. (1713) 330

Railery may go about to shame him out of his course.
<ri68o Bevbridge Serm. (1729) II. 545 When the practice

of others, .shames you into a compliance with them. 1775
Sheridan Rivals Epil., Shamed into sense,.. Our beaux
from gallantry would soon be wise. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
xlvi. VI. 81 Philip., shamed his son out of his suspicions by
an indignant expostulation. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage
284 The considerable armament, which the news of Hanni-
bal's triumphant progress through Italy had at last shamed
the Carthaginians into raising for him.

Hence Shamed ppl. a.

1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 549 Defamyt, blamyt,
schamyt, Primas Paganorum. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia

t
in.

(Sommer) 319 No, shamed Musidorus, worthie for nothing,
but to keepe sheepe. 1874 O'Shaughnessy Music fy Moon-
light 125 In the shamed and the ruined love's stead. 1880
Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 275 With, .secret aim, which
he nursed like a shamed mother of an infant.

Shame, obs. form of Shawm.
Shameanah, variant of Shamiana(h.
Shamedly, adv. nonce-wd. [f. Shamed a. +

-LY 2.] In an ashamed manner, with shame.
1890 Murray's Mag. May 692 ' No, sir ', the young man

said, shamedly.

Shameeana, variant of Shamiana(h.
Shameface (JlP'mfe's). rare. [f. Shame sb. +
Face sb. (After shamefaced adj.)] a. A bashful

aspect, b. nonce-use. A shamefaced person.
1636-41 Politick Maid ii. in Child Ballads II. 401 But it

seemd he had a shame-face, He did not court and play. 1691
Mrs. D 'An vers Academia 4 Being told at home that a
shame Face too, Was a great sign he had some Grace too.

1892 W. Besant in Critic 12 Sept. 143/2 One could see all the
way across the Atlantic her cheeks blush ; one could observe
the shameface. 1898 M. Hewlett Forest Lovers xvi. (ion)
138 You mean that I may not venture into a lady's chamber,
Shameface ?

Shamefaced (J^'mfrist), a- \f*
Shame sb. +

Face sb. + -ed 2
; originally an etymological mis-

interpretation of Shamefast fl.]

1. Modest ; bashful, shy.
i555 [implied in Shamefacedness]. 1593 R. Harvey Philad.

19 Corded being euer modestly and maydenly shamefaced.
1619 Milton Hymn Nativ. xi, A Globe of circular light,

That with long beams the shame-fac't night array'd. 1634
W. Cartwright Ordinary iv. v. Song, Her blush doth
shed All o'r the bed Clean shamefae'd beames. 171a Addi-
son Sped. No. 458 r 5 Our Excess of Modesty makes us
shamefaced in all the Exercises of Piety and Devotion.
x8io

<
Scott Lady ofL. 11. xxiv, The flush of shame-faced joy

to hide The hounds, the hawk, her cares divide. 1873 Mor-
lev Rousseau I. 218 He felt shamefaced as a schoolboy
before the great world.

b. absol. (See quot.)
1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. L Eden 625 There quakes

the plant, which in Pudefetan Is call'd The shame-fae'd
[orig. L'arbre en Pudefetan Vergongneux appelle'), for

asham'd of man, If toward it one doe approch too much It

shrinkes his boughes to shunne our hatefull tuch.

2. Ashamed, abashed.
1873 Morley Rousseau I. 70 That unwritten chapter of

their lives which even the most candid persons keep privately
locked up in shamefaced recollection. 1896 ' Ian Maclaren '

Kate Carnegie 237 The minister . . hears the shamefaced con-
fession of some lassie whom love has led astray.

Shamefacedly (J£*mf?istlD
t
adv. [-ly2.] in

a shamefaced manner, modestly, bashfully.
1620 Shelton Quix. 11. xlix. 327 She, with her eyes fixt

vpon the earth, most shamefae'dly answered [etc.]. 1865
Mrs. Whitney Gayworthys iii. (1879) 31 He had shame-
facedly essayed it. 1881 ' Rita * My Lady Coquette i, ' Oh
yes \ says the boy, shamefacedly, ' that's all right*.

Shamefacedness (J£*m£istnes). [-ness.]

The state or quality of being shamefaced.
1. Modesty, bashfulness, shyness.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions 11. viii. 181 A coueringof
honeste shamefacednesse. 1608 Pennyless Pari. § 3 in Harl.
Misc. (1744) I. 176 Some Maidens shall blush more for

Shame, than for Shame-facedness. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. iv. (1626) 74 Heblusht for shame; Notknowing loue :

whom shamefac'tnesse became. 1693 Locke Educ. § 135.

167 There is often in People, especially Children, a clownish
shamefae'dness before Strangers. 1741 Richardson Pamela
(1824) 1. 131 My poor grateful heart was like a too full river,

which overflows its banks ; and it carried away my fear and
my shamefacedness. 1803 Wordsw. To Highland Girl 31
The embarrassed look of shy distress, And maidenly shame*
facedness. 1888 Spurgeon Serm. in Voice (N.Y.) 31 May,
A woman of few words and much shamefacedness.

2. The state of being ashamed, ashamedness.
1641 J. Trappe TheoL Theol. x. 365 Shee [sc. the soule]

stands off in a sinful shamefae'dnesse, 1653 A. Wilson
?as. I, 20 A certain Shamefacedness to be thought curious

or changeable. 1894 Weyman Man in Black i. 8 The boy
. .stood looking round him with a dark shamefacedness.

TI 3. Misused for : Shamelessness. Cf. Shame-
pastness 3.
1827 1. o.s'cr. Lifiiacji) I. vii. 101 The French ministry!*..

with the most bold shamefacedness endeavoring to retrench
their liberty of thought.

Shamefast (J^'mfast), a. arch. Forms: see

Shame sb. [OE. sc(e)amfsest, f. sc(e)amu Shame
sb. + fs&st Fast a.
The etymological sense appears to be ' restrained by

shame * ; but fsest was a common element in OE. adj.

compounds, in some of which it has hardly any definable
meaning.]

1. Bashful, modest. In a good or neutral sense :

Modest or virtuous in behaviour and character. In

a depreciatory sense : Shy, awkward in the com-
pany of others, sheepish \ Also absol.
C897 iELFRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxi. 204 On oore wisan

sint to lasronne 3a scamleasan, on oore oa scamfastan.
c laoo Ormin 2175 3ho wass wiss wibj> alle Sbammfasst, &
daffte, & sedefull. c 1320 Sir Beues 3201 Wimmen beb
schamfast in dede And namliche maidenes. c 1385 Chaucer
L.G. W. 1535 Ther nas no lak, but that he was agast To
loue, & for to speke shamefast. 142a tr. Secreta Secret.^
Priv. Priv. 229 Tho that haue the face sumwhate ruddy bene
schamefaste. c 1530 Crt. ofLove 731 Demene you hche a
maid with shamefast dred. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. xxvi.
10 Yf thy daughter be not shamefast, holde her straitly.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 27 With chaunge of cheare the
seeming simple maid Let fall her eyen, as shamefast to the
earth. 1615 Brathwait Strappado 119 So humble was the
prelate, as to please The shamefast maid, he oft fell on his
knees. 165a Gaule Magastrom. 185 A neck leaning to the
light hand for shamefast; to the left hand for shamelesse.
transf. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 15 Kaman the stone may

well be called a turncote, for that it is now blacke, now
white, now shamefast and blushing.

b. Of actions, behaviour, appearance : Charac-
terized by or indicating modesty or bashfulness.
c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. P 985 The firste is bat confession

moste be shamefast. 1505 Hen. VII Instruct, to Ambass.
vi. (1761) 10 The said quyn ys. .not li^ght nor boldehardy in

speche but with a demewre womanly shamefast contenance.
1611 Mure Misc. Poems ii. 9 Hir schamefast, blusching
smyles. a 1835 Motherwell Poet. Wks. (1847) I24 1'ne
rose with its sweet shamefast look. 1868 Morris Earthly
Par., Doom of K. Acrisius 264 The damsel's shamefast
blood Made all her face red to the golden hair.

f 2. Ashamed, abashed, full of shame. Obs.

c 1275 Sinners beware I 80 in O. E. Misc. 240 And beos
gedelynges summe. Hwenne heo to schrifte come. Heo
beob schomeuaste. 138a Wyclif Ps. xxxiv. 26 Be thei clad

with confusioun and shamefast drede. c 1450 Merlin vii. in
The quene was shamefaste, and discouerid to hym the very
trouthe, how the childe was be-geten the same nyght that

the Duke was slain, c 1557 Abp. Parker Ps. xxxiv. 80 They
had an eye : full bent in hym, and so they lightened were

:

A shamefast face not one of them, from that tyme forth dyd
beare. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 130 With their hands
couer their shamefast faces.

f 3. = Shameful 4. Obs.
1388 Wyclif Lev. xvi. 4 He schal hide the schamefast

membriswith pryuylynnun clothis. 1563 Hyll Art GardeM.

U593) '65 The ashes made of the rinds of the Gourds, and
strawed on the vlcers of shamefast places, ..bringeth them
vnto a scarre. 1565 T. Stapleton F'ortr. Faith nob,
Hauing a desease in some shamefast parte of their body.

Shamefastly (p-mfastli), adv. [f. Shame-
fast a. + -ly KJ In a * shamefast ' manner.
138a Wyclif Ps. xxxix. 15 Be thei confoundid and shame-

fastli drede thei togidere ; that sechen my soule, that they
do it awei. 1485 Caxton St. Wenefryde 2 She.. a lytyll

cast down shamefastly her chere. 1567 Golding Ovias
Met. ix. 119 b, Shee calld a servant shamefastly. 1902
Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 482/2 He.. confessed, rather shame-
fastly, that he had never killed anybody at any time.

ShamefastneSS (J^'mfastnes). arch. [f.

Shamefast a. + -NEsa.]

1. Modesty, sobriety of behaviour, decency, pro-

priety ; bashfulness, shyness. Also, f a feeling of

shame, ashamedness.
c iaoo Trin, Coll. Horn. 73 Min shamfestnesse is to-

genes me. £"1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 193 Wvmmen
..in convenable abite, wib schamefastnesse and sobirnesse

ournynge hem. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 840 And ye, sire

clerk, lat be your shamefastnesse, Ne studieth noght. c 1460
Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 120 in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems
(1903) 84 Tosyng also, by force he wasse constrayned, ffor no
plesaunce, but verrey schamfastnesse. X513 Life Hen. V
(1911) 144 The Kinge. .kissed, .the Ladye Katherine,..

wch was not done wtbout some shamefastnes of that virgin.

2545 Ascham Toxoph, 11. (Arb.) 141 And in stede of the

feruente desyre, which prouoketh a chylde to be better than

hys felowe, lette a man be as much stirred vp with shame-
fastnes to be worse than all other. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
324 Others out of bashfulnesse and shamefastnesse, loath

to be troublesome. 1646 W. Price Mans Deling, n Even
Nature (saith Tertullian) hath cast a shamefastnesse on all

sinfull evill. 1607 J. Sergeant Solid Philos. a 6, Out of

Niaiserie and Shamefastness says at every turn (I think, or

perhaps this is true, or may be true). 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain II. Hi. 360 Blanche . . almost cried with indignant
' shamefastness '. 188a Swinburnk Tristram iii. 69 She
looked on him and loved him ; but being young Made shame-

fastness a seal upon her tongue,

fb. personified.

1509 Hawes Past. Pleas, xxxii. (1845) 159 And first she led

me to the upper ward, Where Shamefastnes did us well

regarde, For he was gayler. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 50

And next to her sate goodly Shamefastnesse, Ne euer durst

her eyes from ground vpreare.

+ 2. Misused for : Shamelessness. Obs.

1589 Nashe Anat. Absurditie Wks. (Grosart) L 26 It

seemes that law is turned to libertie, and honest ciuihtie into

impudent shamefastnes.

Shameferon, shamfron, var. ff. Chamfbain,

Chamfbon.



SHAMEFUL. 621 SHAMMATIZE.

*537 North Country Wills (Surtees 1908) 148 One paier of

create pottes pounced with Talbottes and shameferons.

Ibid., Shamfron.

Shameful (pi'miul), a. Forms: see Shame
sb. Also I shem(e)ful. [f. Shame sb. + -fox.]

f 1. Modest, shamefaced. Obs.

at 950 Dnrh. Ritual (Surtees) 108 Sceomfull [glosses L.

pudtca\. 1x1225 Ancr. R. 90 Ich am woware scheomeful.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3367 And bof sco scamful was, i-wiss, Sco
tint na contenance wit bis. c 1425 St. Eliz. ofSpalbeck in

Anglia VIII. 109/46 A merueilous onest and schameful
gladnesse of cheer, caused ofgoostly ioye. a 1625 Fletcher
Q. Corinth iv. i, For certain Sir, hisbashfulness undo's him,

For from his Cradle h'had a shameful face.

f b. trans/. (See quot.)

1659 R. Lovell Herbal 542 Shamefull-shrub, Pinahui-
hnizllis> Herba verecunda.

T 2. Permeated with a feeling or appearance of

shame, full of shame, ashamed. Obs.

1375 Barbour Brucewui. 359 So schamfull that he vencust
wes, That.. He gaf vp thar his vardanry. c 1440 Alpha-
bet of Tales igi When he hard bis he wex ferd & shamefull.

1594 Kvd Cornelia I. 22 Vnder aTyrant see our bastard harts

Lye idely sighing, while our shamefull soules Endure a
million of base controls. 270a Mather Magn. Chr. in. iv.

vii. 231 With what shameful Reflections on all our past

Behaviours. 1713 m Keble Life Bp. Wilson (1863) 215 She
is one of the most penitent and shamefull offenders that hath
been for many years. 1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of Qual.

(1809) IV. 1 The house-tops began to be cleared with a shame-
ful caution.

3. That brings to shame ; that causes or ought

to cause shame; disgraceful, scandalous, degrading.

£1330 Arth. $ Merl. 1157 (K5lbing) Sore he worb adrad,

ywis, Of schameful deb to haue of be. 1340 Ayenb. 1 17 Vor
pcx were a fole bezechinge and ssamuol. 1474 Caxton Chesse
iv. i. (1883) 161 And shamefull pouerte is the more greuous
whan hit cometh by nature of an hyhe and noble burth or

hous. 1535 Coverdale Wisd. ii. 20 Let vs condemne him
with the most shamefull death. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. ii. 179
Take vantage heauie eyes, not to behold This shamefull

lodging. 1635 Cranley Amanda 41 And as thou shame-
lesse of all shame dost live, So death to thee a shamefull
end will give. 1781 Cowper Hope 715 The shameful close

of all his mispent years. 1813 Shelley Q. Mab^ 11. 140
There once old Salem's naughty fane.. in the blushing face

of day Exposed its shameful glory. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
vii. vii, Shameful ! Three against one ! 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus Ixvii. 41 Many a shameful time I heard her stealthy

profession.

t4. Shameful parts \ the secret parts, organs of

sex. Obs.
138a Wyclip Ezek. xxii. 10 Fadrisvnhilliden in thee more

shameful thingis. 1617 Moryson IHn. in. 180 Their said

breeches are so close, as they expose to view, not onely the

noble but also the shamefull parts. 1693 Dryden Sat.

Persius iv. 94 Not all thy Pincers, nor unmanly Arts, Can
smooth the roughness of thy shameful parts.

f 6. Applied to language : Casting shame, op-

probrious, vituperative. Obs.
1500-20 Dunbar Poemslxxil 12 Judas.. Tukeblissit Jesu

..Andschothim furth, with monyane schow, Withschame-
full wourdis of dishonour. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 729
Reprouing and reuiling him with such yll wordes, and so
shamefull termes, that all the hearers abhorred it. 1570
Levins Manip. 187/9 Shameful, coniumeliosus.

1 6. Shaming, affording shame to. Obs. rare"1
.

157a Lam. Lady Scot. 107 in Satir. P. Reform. (S.T.S.)

I. 230, I grant I had ane Douchter was ane Quene,. .Lusty,

gude lyke, to all men fauourabill ; Schamefullto euill, baith

honest, meik and law.

Shamefully (p'mfuli), adv. [f. Shameful
a. + -ly 2]
L In a manner that causes shame or disgrace

;

with indignity ; disgracefully.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28735 Qua mar tas ban he bere might
obere he sal leue it wit-alle or schamfulli bar vnder stand.

1340 Ayenb. 181 His [sc. Samson's] yuo bet him deden
grinde ate querne ssamuolliche. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Man-
hade 111. iii. (1869) 138, I shal make thee shamefullich and
vileynesliche dye. 1549 Compi. Scot. ix. 79 He vas schame-
fully chaisslt furtht of France. 16*5 Bacon Ess. t OfBold-

ness (Arb.) 519 They haue promised great Matters and
failed most shamefully. 171a Budgell Sped. No. 401 p 6

The World has seen me shamefully lose that Time to please

a fickle Woman. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xviii. IV. 160

The allies whom he had shamefully abandoned were accused

of persecuting him without a cause. 1879 R. Morris
Blickl. Horn. Pref. 8 The leaves have been shamefully

clipped, I suppose by the binders. 1884 Manch. Exam.
20 Feb. 4/7 Ordinary license of speech has seldom been
more shamefully exceeded.

2. Shamefacedly, modestly, bashfully, ashamedly.

Now rare.

c 1375 Sc. Leg- Saints xvi. (Magdalena) 106 Nocht for-bi

scho come eftir bame schamfully, & gat in handis cristis

fete, c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon i. 33 The whiche
trybute your sone asked hym shamfully. c 1525 Sir T.

Moke in More Life (1626) 183 You aske monye, deare Megg,
too shamefully & fearefully of your father. ? 1595-6 Carew
Excell. Eng. Tongue in Camden's Rem. {1614) 40 We
borrow {and that not shamefully [Colt. MS. shamfullyl)

from the Dutch, the Britaine, the Romane [etc.J. 1887

Hall Caine Deemster xxxv, Shamefully, .they told what
he had to do, and then his vacant face became suddenly

charged with passion.

Shamefulness (J#'*mfulnes). [f. Shameful
a. 4- -NESS.]

1 1. Sense of shame or disgrace. Also, bashful-

ness, modesty. Obs.
a 1340 Hampole Ps. Ixxxii. 18 Fulfil |wure faces of shame-

fulnes. ? a 1487 How Good Wife taught Dan. 45 Bot euir

with dreid and schamfulnes Scho suld draw to the lawast

plass. 1552 Lvndesay Compl. 59 AUace 1 my sleuth and

schamefulnes Debarrit fra me all gredynes. 1638 Junius
Paint. Ancients 103 It is fit we should endue children with
shamfulnesse and desire of glorie.

2. Disgracefulness, scandalousness. Also, dis-

graceful conduct.
X564RASTELL Coufut. yeivell's Serm. 101 b, Noabsurditie

or shamefulnes shall euer be concluded of them. 1610

Healey St. Aug. Citie ofGod 11. v. 59 The whole kinred .

.

would blush, and bee ashamed at her shamefulnesse, 186a
Tennyson Corning of Arthur 238 While the King debated
with himself If Arthur were the child of shamefulness, Or
born the son of GorloTs, after death. 1903 Blackw. Mag.
Aug. 243/1 An enterprise whose shamefulness was obvious
now to himself.

1 3. Shame,' secret parts. Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. (1634) Table Script. Quot.,

None shall come neere any of the next of his bloude that

he should reveale there shamefulnesse [sa vergotigne],

Shamel(l, obs. forms of Shamble sb.1

Shameless (fci'mles), a. Forms ; see Shame
sb. Also 7 super/, shamelest. [OE. sc(e)a?nle'as

i

sc{e)omleas : see Shame sb. and -less.]

1. Lacking shame, destitute of feelings of modesty;

impudent, audacious, immodest ; insensible to dis-

grace.

^897 ./Elfred Gregory's Past. C. ix. 60 Se laece biS micles
to bald & to scomleas be ga?3 after oflerra monna husum
lacniende, & hsf3 on his a^num nebbe opene wunde un-

lacnode. a 1225 Ancr. R. 170 Schomeleas is be monomer
beo wummon bet de5 eni untoweschipe, oSer sei5, biuoren
ancren. 1340-70 Alex, cy Dind. 20 To pe schamlese schalk
schewden nur lettres. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ.

3508 Fy 1 schameles vnworthy gouernour ! 1591 Shaks.
1 Hen. VI

t
111. ii. 45 ScofFe on vile Fiend, and shamelesse

Curtizan. 1598 Grenewey Tacitus^ Ann. xv. viii. (1622)

232 Vatinius was one of the shamelest monsters of his

[Nero's] court. 1683 W. Hedges Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 63
Though these men are so shameless as to deny it.

_ 1715
Pope Odyss. vm. 358 But there remain, ye guilty, in my
pow'r, 'Till Jove refunds his shameless daughter's dow'r.

1859 Tennyson Elaine 100 Lo the shameless ones who take
Their pastime now the trustful King is gone ! 1891 Farrar
Darkn. $ Daivn ix. 65 A man of refined culture, .but the

most cynically shameless Hver and talker even in Rome.
absol. c 897 Ml fred Gregory's Past. C. xxxi. 204 On o<5re

wisan sint to laeron ne 3a scamleasan, on o<5re 6a scamfaestan.

1825 Scott Talism. xv, ' Peace, shameless
!

' said the
King.

2. Indicating or characterized by absence of shame
or modesty. Of actions : Indicating absence of

shame on the part of the agent, impudent
c 1000 Ags. Ps. (Th.) 1. 3 Of bysse scamleasan scylde

Xeclxnsa me. 1533 Frith Answ. More (1829) 156 Then fall

they to a shameless boldness & let not to deny the Scripture
& all. X675 Baxter Caih. Theol. 11. ix._ 200 This is the
same shameless self-contradicting Accusation, and needs no
other Answer. 1853 Grote Greece 11. Ixxxiv. § xi. 145 It

was found practicable to convict the delinquent of shame-
less falshood. 1874 Green Short Hist. viii. § 2. 472
He [James] degraded the nobility by a shameless sale of

peerages.
absol. c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxu 206 Foroaem

he spra^c 5as word be he wolde Sara scamleasena scylda
taelende jeopenian.

+ 3. Suffering no shame, free from disgrace. Obs.
x39oGowerC<?«/C III. 151 For hou so that the cause wende,

The trouthe is schameles ate ende, Bot what thing that is

troutheles, It mai noght wel be schameles. c 1440 Alphabet

of Tales 144 Lorde Jesu 1 delyuer me & safe me shameles
of bis lewis at bis tyme.

f 4. (See quot.) Obs. rare.

ISS» Udall tr. Geminus* Anal. B vii b, The bone of the
foreheade,..of some other it is called the shameles bone
[orig. os inuerecundum\ or the bone of the common senses.

5. quasi-£&&.
a 1541 Barnes Wks. (1573) 311/2 Open whoredome, &

abhominable and detestable vncleannes, that is nowvsed
shamelesse in the worlde. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. i. 202

Beyond imagination is the wrong That she this day hath
shamelesse throwne on me.

0. Comb.
1555 Ridley in Coverdale Godly Lett. (1564) 87 The

abhominable desolacion . . of proude Senacheryb, of the
shameles faced kyng & of the Babilonical beaste.

Shamelessly (J£*mlesli), adv. [f. prec. +
-ly 2

.] In a shameless manner, without shame.
C897 ^Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xix. 144 HicswiSe

scamfeasliche xi'Pa° Sisses hwilendlican onwaldes. 1535-6

Act 27 Hen. VIlly c. 28 Ther vycyous lyvyng shamelesly
encreasseth and augmentith. 16x1 Bible 2 Sam. vj. 20 As
one of the vaine felfowes shamelessely vncouereth himselfe !

1736 Butler A not. 1. iv. Wks. 1874 I. 79 There are men..
who shamelessly avow, .their mere will and pleasure, to be
their law of life. 1885 Manch. Exam. 26 Aug. 3/1 Those
bounds of reticence which have been so shamelessly dis-

regarded by some contemporary writers.

Shamelessness (p**mlesnes). [f. Shameless
a. + -NESS.]

1. The quality of being destitute of shame or

modesty; impudence.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus Prol. Bijb, But I here whysper-

ynges amongest you, I wote not what, of a new shameles-

nesse. x6a8 Wither Brit. Rememb. iv. 713 There sate a

peece of shamelesnesse, whose flaring Attires and looks, did

show a monstrous daring, 1741 Richardson Pamela I. 85

Here's Shamelessness for you ! 1865 Kingsley Herew. 1,

Both were abashed by the lad's utter shamelessness.

2. In a good or neutral sense : Freedom from

shame, unashamedness.
1667 H. More Div. Dial. 111. vi. (1713) 191 That is very

consequentially done, Euistor, to that simple shamelessness

of being stark naked. X679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits iii. Wks.
(1686) 49 Let Wine, .train him to a well-bred Shamelesr.ess.

1901 Edin. Rev. July 68 The splendid shamelessness of the
early Greeks.

Shameliehe, obs. form of Shamely adv.

t Shamely, a. and adv. Obs. Forms : see

Shame sb. [f. Shame sb. + -ly t and 2.] A. adj.

1. Shamefaced, modest ; abashed, rare.

a xxoo Aldhelm Gloss. 3671 in Napier O. £. Glosses 97/2
Pudibunda, .i.pudica.. sceamlic. Ibid. 144/2 Pudibunda,
.i. erubescens, scamlic. c 148a J. Kay tr. Caoursin's Siege
ofRhodes (1870) P 12 The Turkes wyth loe chiere and halfe
shamely contenaunce, departed from theym.
2. Shameful, disgraceful.
c 1205 Lay. 20462 J>enne were his cun iscend mid scome-

liche witen. c 1350 Will. Palerne 556, & bat were a schamly
schenchip to scnende me euer. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2051
in Macro Plays 138 Mankynde for to schylde & schete fro

dedly synne & schamely schot.

B. adv. Disgracefully, shamefully.
c 1200 Trim, Coll. Horn. 69 Shameliehe hem oigredeo" and

fule shendeS. a 1225 Ancr. R. 310 A mon bet were idemed
uor a luoer murSre to beon forbernd al cwic, o6er scheome-
liche anhonged. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. C. 128 Bot, I trow,
ful tyd, ouer-tan bat he were, So bat schomely to schort he
schote of his ame. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 27
My. .husbond . . will schamely put me to deth yf y accom-
plyssh not . . his comaundement. 1558 G. Cavendish Poems
(1825) 11.66 Who shamely doth, of long will not be raced.

+ Shameness. Obs. rarer 1
. In 4 ssamnesse.

[f. Shame sb. + -ness.] Shamefacedness, modesty.
1340 Ayenb. 142 J>ous biginb be zaule to louie onhede and

stiUehede and bannehimwext ine herteane holy ssamnesse
bet is one of be uariste dobter of inildenesse.

Sha*mer. rare. [f. Shame f. + 'ER 1
.] One

who or something which shames.
a 1625 Fletcher Woman's Prize 1. iii, My means and

my conditions are no shamers Of him that owes 'em. 1832
S. Ferguson Forging ofAnchor 68 Butshamer of our little

sports ! forgive the name I gave.

Shameuse, obs. form of Chamois.

t Shamevous, a. Obs. [f. Shame sb. after

bountevouSy plentevous. Cf. Shamously adv.]

Shameful, disgraceful.
t 1475 Partenay 3407 Aforn all will declare the Auenture,

hou Gaffray hym put to shameuous oppressure. Ibid. 3444
He wold make hym ende, And shameuous deth dight ! Ibid.

5135 Which that he hath lost by dedes shameuous.

Shamewe, variant of Shemewe Obs.

Shamfering, obs. variant of Chamfering.
1728 R. Morris Ane. Archit. 81 Shamfering.

Shamfron, obs. form of Chamfrain, -fron.

Shamiana h (Jae-, Jamia'na). Indian, Forms:

7 semijane, semane, semian(e, symmeane,
semeano, yshamyana, shameauah, shameeana,

shimiana, 9- shamiana(h. [Urdu, Pers. s3U-»u»

aiU*^, shfimiydna.] 'An awning or fiat tent-

roof without sides' (Yule); a flat awning or

canopy. fAlso (quots. 1609, 1613), a material

used for such awnings, a striped calico.

r6o9 in Danvers Lett. E. Ind. Comp. (1896) I. 29 A sort of

Calico here called Semyanes are also in abundance, c 1610

W. Finch in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. iv. iv, 432 Another
open Chounter of stone to sit in, couered with rich Semianes.
1616 F. Fetti place in Danvers & Foster Lett. E. Ind. Comp.
(1900) IV. 239 Semanes, whereof they gave us order from
Suratt to buy for one-third of our stock. 1616 Ibid. 239
Symmeanes. 1616 Sir T. Roe in Purchas Pilgrims (1625)

I. iv. xvi. 543 There is erected a throne foure foote from the

ground, in the Durbar Court, from the backe whereof, to

the place where the King comes out a square of fiftie sixe

paces long, and fortie three broad was rayled in, and couered
with faire Semianes or Canopies of Cloth of Gold, Silke, or

Veluet ioyned together, and sustained with Canes so couered.

1622 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 287 Fyne Semian
chowters and white baftas are good for presentes. 1676 in

Forrest Bombay Lett. Home Ser. (1887) I. 89 We desire you
to furnish him with bridleand sadle, semeanoes, canatts [etc.].

1814 J. Forbes Oriental Mem. II. 455 To pitch my tent or

erect my summiniana, or shamyana. 1857 M. Thornhill
Personal Adv. Ind. Mutiny {1884) 14 Our beds were
arranged under large canopies, open on all sides, and which
are termed. .'Shameanahs '. 190a Times 13 Aug. 4/1 On
the lawn, a shamiana with silver uprights had been erected.

Shamil, obs. form of Shamhle sb*

Shaming (p*mirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shame v. +

-ING 1
.] The action or fact of putting to shame.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. (1901) 534 Pou mutest
procure wib such prouyng To bi-self newe schamyng. c 1440

Jacob's Wellxlui. 272 Beatryx, wyth-oute schamyng of here

susterys, was schreuyn priuely. t 1510 More Picus Wks.
g/i Thei serued of nought but to the shaming of such other

folke as wer in very science much better lerned, and in those

trifles ignorant x68o C. Nesse Church Hist. 312 Calling

it..Nehustan..for the shameing of such as had so doted

upon it. 1844 Mrs. Browning Lady Geraldine's Courtship

Ixxii, I . .trod them down with words of shaming.

Sha'ming,///- a. rare. [f. Shame v. + -ing 2
.]

That shames or puts to shame.
1741 Richardson Pamela III. 407 For convincing me, in

so kind, yet so shaming a manner, how wrong I was. 1868

Geo. Eliot Span. Gypsy 1. 111 An added Present, sketching

still In hope unchecked by shaming memories.

Shamle, Shamly : see Shamble^J, Shamely.
t Shammade, v. Sc Obs. rare"1

, [app. a

blundered adoption of F. chamarrer.] trans. To
ornament with lace.

1665 J. Fraser Polichron. (S.H.S.) 359 Cloathed in a scar-

let cloake richly shammaded with golden lace.

1 Shammatize, v. Obs. Also 7 samatize,

sohamatize. [a. mod.L. samatizare (1583 in



SHAMMEL.

Drusius Qusest. I. 16), *schamatizare, f. Jewish

Aramaic KnOB* sKmatta excommunication,whence

the denom.vbj flBE' shammeth to excommunicate.

According to Levy"
'

s'h'matta U—'sh'madtd) is a derivative

of TOC, in causative conjugations to destroy, curse. Modern

scholars believe the word to have been a general term for

excommunication i the statement of Ellas Levita that there

were three degrees of excommunication, of which sh matta

was the most severe, appears to be destitute of authority.]

trans. In mediaeval Judaism : To excommunicate.

1613 Pukchas Pilgrimage (1614) 113 If they did not

amend, they were excommunicated with a greater curse, or

Anathema : and ifthey persisted obstinate, they did Samatize

them. i66iStillingfl./w;kot< i.viii. § 5- 147 A most dread-

ful sentence of excommunication . .whereby theydo Schama-

tize, curse and devote the persons against whom it is pro-

nounced. 1684 tr. Lightfoot's Horse Heir. Wks. II. 538

[They] anathematiz'd, shammatiz'd, excommunicated the

Samaritans.

Shammbrie, variant of Shambeier.

Shammel (JVm'l), sb. Mining. See also

Shamble sb.i 6. [Dialect form of Shamble sbA]

(See quots.)

1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 142 The Miners prefer a Sham-

mel, which is a stage of boards, for the more light and easy

use of their shovels. 1855 Leifchild Cornwall 201 The
product was raised by being thrown upon successive platforms

(called shammels). 1880 D. C. Davies Metallif. Min. 420

Shammel,a stage for shovelling ore upon, or for raising water.

attrib. 1803 Polwhele/Vk*. Cornw. 1. 175 Theshammel-
working indeed, which appears in several places between

Boveyand Dartmoor, ..may be considered as relics of the

Romans. Ibid. III. 9 In the mean time the shammel-works

must, I think, have been almost superseded by shafts.

Hence Shammel v. intr., to work a mine by the

use of a series of ' shammels '.

1778 Pryce Mitt. Cornub. 142 The custom of Shammeling

both above and under-ground at this time, i860 Eng. <$•

For. Mining Glass, (ed. 2) Corniu. 22 Shammel, when ore

or water is lifted part of the required height by one machine

or person and part by another.

Shammel, obs. form of Shamble sbl

Shammer (Javmsa). [f. Sham v. + *»».]

One who shams.

fa. One who deceives or tricks with false

pretences. Obs.

1677 Wycherley Plain Dealer 111. i. 45, 1 shou'd make the

worst Shammer in England. 1681 R. L'Estrange {title).

The Shammer Shamm'd. a 1696Aubrey Lives,SirH. Blount
(1898) I. no He was heretofore a great shammer, i.e. one

that tells falsities not to doe any body any injury, but to im-

pose on their understanding.

b. One who shams illness, death, etc.

1861 All YcarRoundi-$]u\y 371 Mutiny shall be punished.

Skulkers and shammers shall get their deserts. 1870 Daily

News 24 Dec., Many of them are genuine invalids, but

many are mere shammers. 1875 Houghton Si. Brit. Insects

143 Like the Skip-jacks, these Death-watch-beetles are great

shammers.

t Shammish, a. Obs. [f. Sham sb.
1 + -ish *.]

Of the nature of ' a sham ', hoax, or fraud.

a 1734 North Exam. i.ii. § 128 (1740) 100 The Overture

was very shammish.

Shammock (Jarmak), sb. dial. Also sham-
mocks, shommaeks, shammiok(s (see Eng.

Dial. Diet.). [? f. Shammock v. Cf. dial, slam-

tnockis, slammick{s of similar meaning.] Used as

a term of depreciation, with many varieties of mean-

ing ; a lazy, slovenly person ; a starved, miserable-

looking person or animal.
1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss. II. 113 He's a sad sharamocks,

1891
'
Q.' (Quiller-Couch) Noughts*! Crosses 97 If These-an';

That, there, wasn' but a poor ha'f-baked shammick, he'd ha'

killed that wife o' his afore this. 1897 Mary Kingsley
W. Africa 213 So the poor old chief worried himself to a

shammock.

Shammock (favmak), v. dial. Forms : (see

Eng. Dial. Diet.). [Cf. Shamble v. ; also slam-

mock vb., widely used dial, in similar senses.] intr.

To walk with a shambling or unsteady gait ; to

slouch ; to dawdle ; to idle about.

1857 Scholes Tim Gamwattle 6 (E.D.D.) As aw wur
shammokin alung shore.

Hence Sha-mmocking///. a.,awkward,clumsy;
slovenly, untidy; idle, worthless. Sha'mmocky
a. = prec. ; also, shaky, infirm.

170a T. Brown, etc Lett. Dead to Livingw. (1707) 73 Pox
take you both for a couple of shammocking Rascals. 1841
Hartshorne Salop. Ant. 564 Shomacky, slovenly,awkward
in gait. 1852 Taifs Mag. XIX. 42 An idle, boozing, and
shammocking scamp weds an industrious girl. 1891 Doyle
White Company xiv, You shammocking yaping over-long
good-for-nought ! 1900 H. Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne xix.

(1905) 241 But ye poor,shammocky sheep-drivers think there's

nowt save ewes an' tups i' th' world.

t Shammoe, v. Obs.- [Of obscure origin :

is it a misprint for skamtnoc Shammock v. ?]
1688 Holme Armoury it. 427/2 Shammoe, to cast the toes

outward in going.

Shammoulle, obs. form of Shamble sbX
Shammoy, obs. form of Chamois.
Shammy 1 (Jarmi). Also 7 shammie, 8

shamy, shammey. [A phonetic spelling of

Chamois.]
1_ In full shammy-leather ; a kind of soft, pliable

leather. Cf. Chamois a. Also a piece of this, a
wash-leather.

622

1714 Fr. Bh. Rates 142 Goat-Skins and Sheep-Skins drest

..in Imitation of Shammy. 1767 S. Paterson Another
Trav. I. 364 They are more capable of labour, than if they

wore shammy, or dog-skin. 1833!. Badcock Dom. Amusem.

93 Cover it with a piece of buff or shammy leather. 1851

Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 443/2 The wash-leathers, some-

times called ' shammys ' (chamois), now sold extensively in

the streets, are for the most part the half of a sheep-skin, or

of a larger lamb-skin. 1883 R. Haldane Workshop Fee.

Ser. 11. 367/1 The process of manufacturing ' chamois ' or
* shammy leather is thus described.

2. attrib. passing into adj. a. Composed or

made of ' shammy ' or chamois leather.

1651 T. Barker Art ofAngling (1820) 7 Some make them

[sc. May-flies] with a shammie [eds. 1653, 1659 shammy]
body. 1673 Shadwell Epsom Wells I. 17 A couple of

Gentlemen m Buff Belts, Red Coats, and Shammey Breeches.

1706 Sir W. Calverleys Note-bi. (Surtees) 112 A pair of

good shamy gloves. 1766 H. Wai.pole Let. to H. S. Contuay

12 Jan., I have got my cravat and shammy shoes. 1874

G. VValch Head over Heels 83 Here it is—in this old

Shammy bag.

t b. Of the colour of this leather
;
yellowish

brown or light fawn. Obs.

1661 Peacham's Compl. Gent. xiv. 156 Shammy colour, a

smoakie, or rain colour, which is a kind of yellow.

3. Australia. ' A bag of chamois leather in which

miners keep their gold dust' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

[1874 : cf. 2 a.]

Shammy 2 (javmi). 1 nonee-wd. [f. Sham a.

+ -Y, after dummy.'] A spurious imitation.

1822 Sporting Mag. IX. 214 This may be the case with

horses' tails—real ones may be deliberately cut off, and some
celebrated professor's shammies annexed to the beast's back

in their stead.

Shamois, variant of Chamois.

t Sha'mously, adv. Obs. Also shamesly.

[f. *shamous (f. Shame sb. +-0CS : cf. Shamevous)

+ -LY 2.] Shamefully.

C1440 York Myst. xxxii. 143 Shamously my selfe bus

schente I So sone for to sente to his slayng. 14.. Wars
Alex. 739* (Dubl. MS.) pus shamesly of hys awne childe

hym chevyd such end.

Shamoy (jVmoi), v. Also shammoy, shammy.
[f.shamoy sb.,vai. Chamois 2.] trans. To prepare

(leather) by working oil or grease into the skin.

Hence Shamoyed///. a., Shamoying vbl. sb.

1837 Hebert Engin. # Mech. Encycl. II. 67 Any sub-

sequent operation, of tawing, or dyeing, oil-dressing, or

shammoying_. 1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 40/2 The process

by which it is made is called shamoying or shammying. .

.

When whole skins are shamoyed, the grain surface is re-

moved by scraping or rubbing with pumice-stone. 1857

Miller Elem. Chem., Org. III. 675 Shamoying consists

in working into the skin a quantity of oil, which supplies

the place of the vegetable astringent .. in the processes

of tanning and tawing. Ibid., A large portion of shamoyed

leather forms what is known as wash-leather. 1858 Homans
Cycl. Comm. s.v. Leather 1195/2 Deer and antelope [skins]

are usually shamoyed, or dressed in oil. 1882 Paton in

Encycl. Brit. XIV. 380/2 Shamoyed leather, consisting of

skins combined with oils or fatty substances.

Shamoy(es, etc. : see Chamois.
Shampany, obs. variant of Champany.
Shampin(n)ion, obs. forms of Champignon.
1661 Rabisha CookeryDissected 7 To pickle Shampinnions.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shampinion, a Mushroom.

Shampoo (Jaemp«-), sb. [f. Shampoo v.] The
act or operation of shampooing ; also a ' wash

'

used for shampooing. Also attrib.

1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. 11. xii, Prince Shleek, will

you have one shampoo? said she. A shampoo? said I ; to

be sure I will. 1866 Cooley Toilet 477 The ' Shampoo Liquid

often used by the hairdressers, after cutting the hair. 1880

Webster Suppl. z888 Pall Mall Gaz. 21 May 14A The
shampoo room and the general swimming tank.. are the

same size. 1897 Times 9 Aug. 10/3 The vessel was labelled

' Antiseptic shampoo '.

Shampoo (Jaempa -

), v. Also 8-9 shampo,

9 ohampo(e, ohampoo, ohampou, shampoe.
[Prob. a. Hindi campo, imper. of cdmpnd to press.

Cf. Champing vbl. sb? (from 1698).]

I. trans. To subject (a person, his limbs) to

massage. Now rare or Obs., exc. as designating

a part of the process of a Turkish bath.

1762 [? Noble] Voy. E. Indies, etc. 226 Had I not seen

several China merchants shampooed before me, 1 should

have been apprehensive of danger. 1780 J. Capper Let. m
Observ. Passage India (1785) 26 Some people have their

nails cut and also are Shampoed. 1800 Beatson View
War with Tippoo 159 The Sultaun generally rose at break

of day : after being champoed, and rubbed, he washed him.

self. 1813 J. Forbes Oriental Mem. 1 1. 52 She [a Mahratta
wife] first champoes her husband, and fans him to repose;

she then champoes the horse. 1848 Dickens Dombey viii,

Miss Pankey was shampooed every morning. 1898 Jean
A.Owen Hawaii iii. 65 In Tahiti, too, a traveller, on entering

a house, is always given a mat to lie on, and his weary
limbs are shampooed whilst food is prepared for him.

absol. 1823 Mirror I. 424/1 A man and his wife who pro-

fess to Shampoo, according to the Indian manner,

f b. trans/, and jig. Obs.

1837 Dickens Pickw. v, The other shampoo'd Mr. Winkle
with a heavy clothes brush. 1838 Haliburton Clockm. Ser.

II. xii, So our diplomatists shampoo the English, and put 'em

to sleep. How beautiful they shampoo'd them in the fish-

ery story. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xvii, Pinching the

bed-curtains, poking into the feathers, shampooing the

mattresses.

2. (The ordinary modern sense.) To subject (the

scalp) to washing and rubbing with some cleansing

agent, as soap and water, shampoo powder, etc.

SHAMROCK.
i860 Worcester. 1881 Times 6 Jan. 4/3 The patient

should have.. the haircut and shampooed, and the whole

body well cleansed with carbolic soap.

Hence Shampooed (-p*«
-d) ppl. a.

1821 Sir R. K. Porter Trav. I. 232 This over, the sham,

pooed body.. is rubbed all over with a preparation of soap

confined in a bag, till he is one mass of lather.

Shampooer (fempfcai). [-erI.] One who
shampoos, in either sense of the verb.

1829 Lytton Disowned iv, The stranger's horse.. being

by no means in a good humour with the clumsy man-
oeuvres of his Shampooer, the ostler. 1859 Habits o/Gd.
Society iii. 144 It [a rough hair shirt] acts the part of a

shampooer, and with its perpetual friction soothes the surface

of the skin [etc.]. 1884 Bkachet Aix-les-bains 1. 95 At Aix
are found thoroughly trained shampooers. 1885 E. Greey
Bakings Captive ofLove iii. (1904) 21 At that moment two
blind shampooers came along the road. 1906 Begbie Priest

viii. 156 His reddish hair fresh from the shampooer's hand.

Shampooing, vbl. sb. [-ingI.] The action

or operation of Shampoo v.

176a [? Noble] Voy. E. Indies, etc. 226 Shampooing is an

operation not known in Europe and is peculiar to the

Chinese. 1823 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 114 We liad long

ago seen negroes employed in percussion upon their Barba-

dean masters, by whom it is termed ' Champooing '. 1829

Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. 350 To these [remedies]

should be added a series of friction, and especially of sham-

pooing or manipulation applied down the whole course of

the spine. 1829 Healthy Longevity 235 In the East Indies,

friction with the hand, or what is called champouing, is

generally practised. 1869 M. Wilks Hist. Si. S. India (ed.

2) I. xii. 276 note, Shampoeing may be compared to a gentle

kneading of the whole person. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VIII. 778 In all these [remedies] the shampooing necessary

for their thorough application plays an important part in

the treatment.
attrib. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 213, Iset up a sortof

shampooing scheme for the cure of the lumbago. 1823 C. M.
Westmacott Eng. Spy I. 313 A shampooing or vapour bath.

a 1881R.W. Procter Barber's Shop xvii.(i883) 160 Brilliant

with gas, and redolent of rich perfume, are the modern
shampooing saloons.

Shamrock (fie'mrpk). Forms: a. 6 shamrote,

7 shamroot; 0. 6 shamrocke, sham-roke, 7

schamrock, shamrook, 7 shamocke, 8 sham-
mock, shamroque, 6- shamrock; y. 7 sham-
rogh, -rogth, shamerag, shamrug, -rogue,

(chamroch), 7-8 shamrog(e, 8 shamrogge,

(shambrogue, -brogh). [a. Irish seamrdg (
=

Gael, seamrag), dim. of seamar clover.]

1. A plant with trifoliate leaves, used (according

to a late tradition) by St. Patrick to illustrate the

doctrine of the Trinity, and hence adopted as the

national emblem of Ireland ; a spray or leaf of this

plant.
The 'shamrock' of the legend has been conjecturally

identified with many different plants, e. g. the white clover

Trifolium repens, the red clover, T. pratense, the black

medic, Medicago lupulina, the wood-sorrel, Oxalis Aceto-

sella, and the water-cress. The name is now most com-

monly applied to the lesser yellow trefoil, Trifolium nanus,

which is the plant most frequently worn as an emblem on

St. Patrick's Day.
a. 1571 Campion Hist. Irel. 1. vi. (1633) 18 Shamrotes,

Water-cresses, Rootes, and other hearbes they feede upon.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 11. 147 They feed willingly

upon .. Mushromes, Shamroots and rootes. 1613 Wither
A buses Stript 1. viii. Juvenilia (1633) 61 In no more cloathing

than a mantle goe ; And feed on Sham-rootes as the Irish doe.

/3. 1577 Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. viii. 28/1 in Holinslied,

Water cresses, which they terme shamrocks, rootes and
other herbes they feede vpon. 1596 Spenser Slate Irel.

Wks. (Globe) 654/2 Yf they founde a plotte of water-cresses

or sham-rokes, there they flocked as to a feast for the time.

1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccclxxvii. 1018 Medow Trefoile

is called. .in Irish Shamrockes. 1617 Moryson Itin. m. 163

They willingly eate the hearb Schamrock. 1627 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Armado C 1 b, Their fare being many times

shamrookes, oaten-bread, beanes and butter-milke. 163c

Dekker 2nd Pt. Honest Wh. ill. i. E 2 b, Worse then

damnation, a wild Kerne,..Longed you for Shamocke?
1682 Piers Descr. Wesl-Meath (1770) 121 Butter, new
cheese, and curds and shamrocks, are the food of the meaner

sort all this season. 177s Sheridan St. Patrick's Day 1. i,

I put a great shammock in his hat this morning. 1781

C Johnston Hist. J. Juniper I. 28 He marked our young
hero on the left breast with a shamroque. 1813 T. Moore
Oh the Shamrock 1 16 Chosen leaf Of Bard and Chief, Old

Erin's native Shamrock ! 1856 O. W. Holmes For Meeting

Burns Club 52 We drink a triple health,—the Rose, The
Shamrock, and the Thistle ! jooi Daily Express 18 Mar.

5/7 Covent Garden sent King Edward a four-leaved sham-

rock on Saturday.

y. J611 Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. iv. i. 138/2 Feeding vpon

water-cresses, rootes, mushromes, shamrogh, butter tempered

with oate-meale. 1622 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Sir Greg.

NonsenceVfbs. 1630 11. 4/2 Whilst all the Hibernian Kernes

in multitudes Did feast with Shamerags stew'd in Vsque-

bagh. 163a Holland Cyrupxdia 1. i. 4 margin, Cresses.

.

of which the Irish Shamrogth are a kinde. 1643 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Preter-pluperfect 4 Some Bookes also of Irish

Rebellion were devoured as they had been Shamrogs

[misprinted Shamroys]. 1681 Dineley in Jrnl. Kilkenny

Archxol. Soc. (1858) I. 183 The 17"" day of March yeerly

is S' Patricks, an immoveable feast, when . . the vulgar

superstitiously wear shamroges, 3 leav'd grass. 1699 E.

Lhwyd in Phil. Trans. (1712) XXVII. 506 Their Sham-

rug is the common Clover. 1712 Steele Sped. No. 455

r 2 The Scotch Thistle, the Irish Shambrogue. 1741 Gentl.

Mag. XI. 438/1 Go little Shamrogge, and adorn My pretty

Flavia's breast this morn. .

b. To drown the shamrock : to drink, or go

drinking, in honour of the shamrock, on St.

Patrick's day.
[1726 Threlkeld Syn. Stirpiuiu Hibern. s. v. Trifolium,



SHAMSHEEB. 623 SHANK
This Plant is worn by the People.. upon. .St. Patrick's Day.
It being a current Tradition, that by this Three Leafed
Grass, he emblematically set forth to them the Mystery of

the Holy Trinity. However that be, when they wet their

Seamar-oge, they often commit Excess in Liquor, which
is not a right keeping of a Day to the Lord.] 1888 Daily
Tel. 2a Mar. (Farmer), An Irishman.. on Saturday last re-

solved to drown the shamrock in the orthodox fashion. 1901
IHd. 18 Mar. 10/6 The opportunities for 'drowning the
shamrock' were commendably abbreviated by the law.

2. Applied with defining word to some other

plants (see quots.).

1884 W. Miller Plant-n. 124/2 Shamrock, Blue-flowered.
Parochetus communis. . . Shamrock, Indian. Trillium lati-

folium. 1889 J. H. Maiden Use/. Native Plants 143
Trigonella suavissima.M the 'Australian shamrock' of
Mitchell. 1898 Morris Austral Eng., Shamrock, Native,

a forage plant, Lotus australis.

3. attrib, and Comb. : shamrock pea, Parochelus

communis (Miller, Plant-n. 18S4); + Shamrock-
shire, a jocular name for Ireland.

1581 Derricke Image 0/Irelande{iB83) 8 Mysouledooeth
detest their wilde shamrocke manners. 1689 Irish Hudibras
80 Which. .Makes Wit so scarce in Shamrogeshire. 1724
Moffet Hesferi'neso-gr.(ij55) 3 Priests in Shambroghshire,
they say, Can women kiss, as well as pray. 1900 Daily Nezvs
q Apr. 5/6 The same shamrock-embroidered bonnet.

Shamscrit, obs. form of Sanskrit.

Ii Shamsheer. Also 7 chemchir, 9 shurn-

sheer. [Pers. . .»
t
*. shamshirisee Scimitar"). The

form shutnshecr is Anglo-Ind.] = Scimitar i.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. in Three Cozel-bashawes
standing by, in an instant whipt off all their heads, with
their slicing Shamsheers or Semiters. 1686 tr. Chardin's
Coronal. Solyman 41 The third Piece was a Chemchir, or
sword. 1834 Baboo I. viii. 128 (.Stanf.) With my shum-
sheer's point I directed the march towards the fort.

Shamahue, obs. variant of Samshoo.
1744 J. Philips yrnl. Exped. Anson 217 They have an-

other strong Liquor besides Shamshue. [Ibid. 155 Samshue.]

t Shamster, Inoiue-wd. [f. Sham v. + -ster.]

A shammer, impostor.
1716 Coll. State Songs, Poems, etc. 40 They swore the

lovd Shamster [i.e. the Pretender] to Britain they'd bring.

Shamulle(r, obs. forms of Shawm, Shawmer.
Shamway, obs. form of Chamois.
Shamwelle, obs. form of Shamble sb.i

Shamy, obs. form of Shammy sb. 1

Shamyana, variant of Shamiana(h.
Shamyll, obs. form of Shamble sb.1

Shan (Jan), sb.1 [Of obscure origin.] The
Shanny.
'7X3 Jago in Ray Synopsis Pise. 164 Cata/hractus larvis,

Comubiensis. Smooth Shan. 1851 Gosse Nat. Hist.,
Fishes 168 The most common of our Blennies is the Shanny
{Blennius pholis, Linn.), sometimes called the Smooth
Shan, an epithet probably alluding to the absence of those
fringed appendages to the head with which all our other
true Blennies are furnished.

Shan, sb.% slang. ? Obs. Also shand. [Cf.

Shan a.] Counterfeit or base coin. Alsojig.
1812 J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Shan, counterfeit money

in general. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxii, I doubt Glossin
will prove but shand after a . . ; but this is a gude half*

crown ony way. [Note, Cant expression for base coin.]

Shan (Jsen% sb.% Naut. [Of obscure origin ;

the Norwegian skaan hard crust (ON. skdtt thin

membrane, film) has been compared.] (See quot.)
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Shan, a defect in spars,

most commonly from bad collared knots ; an injurious
compression of fibres in timber : the turning out of the
cortical layers when the plank has been sawed obliquely to

the central axis of the tree.

Shan, a. Se. and north. ? Obs. [Of obscure

origin.] Pitiful, silly
;
poor, mean, paltry, shabby.

17x4 Ramsay Elegy on John CowPer xiii, Of umquhite
John to lie or bann, Shaws but ill will, and looks right shan.

1719 — To Hamilton, xst Answ. vi, Ye're never rugget,
shan, nor kittle. 1776 Herd Sc. Songs II. 264 Gloss. 1906
A. M cCormick Tinkler-Gypsies Galloway iii. 128 A flat-

fitted or shan-winklered (bad-eyed) body.

Shanachie, -y, variant forms of Sennachie.
1898 J. MacManus Bend ofRoad $$ Shanachy.

|| Shanavest (Jse'navest). Irish. Also erron.

Shanavat. [According to Dr. P. W.Joyce, f. Irish

sean old + Vest sb. (The opposing faction were
called earavats =* 'cravats'.)] //. The name of

one of the fighting factions into which the peasantry
of the South of Ireland were formerly divided.
1811 J. J ebb in C. Forster Corr. betw. % $ Knox(i$34) II.

41 The Archbishop . . promises to insure you against earavats,

shanavests, and all such marauders. 1823 Blackw. Mag.
XIV. 518 Whiteboys,Shanavats,..and Captain Rock. 1862
Borrow iVales c. HI. 380 My father., was the best fighting

man with a stick that the Shanavests ever had.

Shancre, obs. form of Chancre.

t Shand, a. Se. Obs. rare. In 5 schand.
? Beautiful, handsome.
c 1450 Holland Howlat 84 The plesant Pacock . .schand in

hisschap. Ibid. 112 That jewald cry apon Crist. .Toschape
me [sc. an Owl] a schand bird.

Shand, var. f. Shan sb.2

Shandaradan, obs. form of Shandrydan.
Shande, variant of Shond Obs., disgrace.

Shandean (Jae'ndian, Jaendran), a. (and sb.).

Also 8 Shandeyan, 9 Shandyan (sb.), Shan-
deian. [f. {Tristram) shandy, the title of a novel

(1759-67) by Sterne +-an.] PertainingtoTV/V^?;/

Shandy, or the Shandy family there portrayed.
176a Sternh Tr. Shandy VI. xvii, I write a careless kind

of a civil, nonsensical, good-humoured Shandean book,
which will do all your hearts good. 1767 S. Paterson
Another Trav. I. Pref. 8 A couple of Shandean duodeci-
mos. 1760 Chatterton Jrnl. Sixth Poet. Wks. (1886) 153
But Hudibrastics may be found To tire ye with repeated
sound, So changing for a Shandeyan style, I ask your
favour and your smile. 178a T. Jefferson Notes State 0/
Virginia (1787) 234 His stile is easy and familiar, except
when he affects a Shandean fabrication of words. 1887
Saintsbury Ess. Eng. Lit. (1891) 107 Scott's delightful

Shandean jest on him. 1909 Sichel Sheridan. I. 3 [Sheri-

dan's] inner texture is Shandeian.
Comb. 176a Sterne Let. 9 July, Wks. 1885 IV. 496, I had

hired a chaise and horse. ., but, Shandeanlike, did not take

notice that the horse was almost dead when I took him.

b. sb. One who has the * Shandean * spirit.

1866 P. Fitzgerald Lamb (ed. 2) 187 Another point of re-

semblance between these two great Shandyan s[.sc. Sterne and
Lamb] was their both writing little quaint autobiographies.

So also f Shanda'ic a. Shandeism Sha-n-
dyism), the style or the philosophy of the novel

Tristram Shandy. Shandy v. quasi-trans., to

Shandy it, to play a Shandean part ; trans, to bandy
in Shandean fashion, f Shandyize v. = prec.

a 1761 J. Gilbert Let. to Sterne, Shandyise. 1761 Sterne
Let. 1 Aug., Wks. 1885 IV. 479 If God..had not poured forth

the spirit of Shandeism into me, which will not suffer me to

think two moments upon any grave subject. 176a— Let. 10

Mar., Ibid. 485, 1 Shandy it away fifty times more than I

was ever wont, talk more nonsense than ever you heard
me talk in your days. 1766 — Let. 25 Nov., Ibid. 542,

I am going to lie in of another child of the Shandaick
procreation, in town. 1831 Mirror XVII. 234/2 The book
is altogether Shandean, and the satire shandied to and
fro with great vivacity. 1891 Daily Netus 15 Oct. 6/i, I..

imbibed Shandyism from him [Sterne] to the dregs. 1903
Blackw. Mag. May 712 He invented a Shandeism perfectly

consistent with his own age and his own taste.

Shandeller, obs. variant of Chandler.
1547 in Spalding Club Misc. V. 313 Twa silver shandellers.

Shanderadan, -erydan, obs. ff. Shandrydan.
Shandigaff, variant of Shandygaff.
Shandry (Jae'ndri). North-west dial. Also

shanderee, shandray. [Perh. shortened from
next, which however is later in our quots.] A
light cart or trap on springs. Also shandry cart.

1803 Mrs. Wheeler Westmld. Dial. iv. 05 Dud the cusen
keep a horse an a shanderee? 18.. J. Eriggs Rem. (1825)

93 (E.D.D.), We hired a shandry to carry us to Little Lang-
dale. 1836 Sir G. Head Home Tour 427^ I saw this happy
couple drive away from the inn together, in a light shandry
cart. 1859 Dickens Haunted Ho. vii. 45 I'll drive yo' in

the shandry. a 1865 Mrs. Gaskell Sexton's Hero in

Cousin Phillis, etc. 280 We borrowed a shandry, and har.

nessed my old grey mare. 188s Lane. Gloss., Shandray, a
one-horse carriage. 1888 Bury Times 1 Sept. 6 Damages
to a milk shandry.

Shandrydan (Jse'ndridaen). Also shandry-
dan, shandridan, -redan, -radan, shan-dra-
dam ; shandaradan, -ery-dan, -eradan ; shat-

terydan shattaradan. [Of obscure origin: in

some way related to prec] A kind of chaise with

a hood. In later use, a jocular designation for any
rickety old-fashioned vehicle.

i8ao Hogg in Blackw. Mag.W. 391 Dr. Morris wheeling.

.

yon furious shandrydan. 1813 in Spirit Publ. yrnls. 277
[A parody of Moore's Loves of the Angels.] When in Hyde
Park we grae'd the ride In the old royal shandaradan.
1839 A. Sedgwick in Clark & Hughes Life $ Lett.

(1890) I. 353 A machine with two seats, but in every other
respects like a Dent's sbandery-dan. 1830 Mrs. Eliz.

Holmes Scenes in our Parish 276 To be sure Haynes the
cobler has a curious shandridan, sometimes open and some-
times covered. 1838 Moore Mem. (1856) VII. 235 One of
those cabs (or shanderadans, as they call them). 1849 J.
Colquhoun Rocks fy Rivers 15 Now, landlord, out with
the shan-dra-dam. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxxii.

134 Having got the last shandry-dan deposited under the
hay-house, he had just time [etc], i860 H. Mavhew
Upper Rhine Introd. 3 The only private carriage that

appears in the streets is the Princess's shandredan. 1861

Musgrave By-Roads 75 When. .gigs and shandradans of
every grade would be bespoken by special retainers. 1873
R. A. Fitzgerald Wickets in West 70 Shatterydans of
various kinds conveyed them to the Russell House [Ottawa].

1900 Elin. Glyn Visits ofEliz. 158 A few of the really odd
kinds of shandrydans that one sees coming to country

garden parties in England.

Shandy (jbe*ndi), sb. Short for Shandygaff.
1888 Daily News 4 June 3/1 Sparkling hop, shandy, and

other new-fangled drinks. 1893 Westm. Gaz. 10 Oct. 5/2
The witness.. supplied him with some bitter-shandy.

Shandy (Jarndi), a. dial. Also shanny. [Of
obscure origin ; connexion with OE. seeand masc,
buffoon, charlatan, seeand fem., disgrace (seeSHOND)

is unlikely.] Wild, boisterous ; also visionary,

empty-headed , half-crazy. See also Eng. Dial. Diet.

1691 Ray N. C. Words 62 Shandy, wild. 1788 W. H.
Marshall Yorksh. II. 351 Shandy, a little crack-brained ;

somewhat crazy, a 18*5 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Shanny,
shatter-brained. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., Shandy,
crack-brained, shallow, crazy. ' He*s quite shandy.* Also,

slender in person. ' A spare shandy sort of a figure.' 1884

Trollope Old Man's Low I. 107 Could there De anything
more moonstruck, more shandy, more wretchedly listless,

than for a girl . . to indulge in dreams of an impossible lover.

1895 A. Patterson Man fy Nat. on Broads 27 Master'll

wonder if I'm clean gone tu sleep or if I'm shanny.

Comb. Shandy-pated a., giddy, thoughtless.

1B06 Bloomfield Wild Flowers, Horkey 47 A shanny- I

pated crew. 1863 Trollope Rachel Ray I. 250 Mrs.
Ray., was so inconsequent in her mental workings, so
shandy-pated if I may say so, that [etc]. 1867 —Chron.
Barset I. xxxii. 276, I am in such matters so shandy-pated,
that I can trust myself to be sure of nothing.

Shandygaff (Jarndigsef). Also shandigaff.
[Of unknown origin.] A drink composed of a
mixture of beer and ginger-beer.

1853 'C. Bede* Verd. Green 1. xii, He taught me.. to
make shandy-gaff and sherry-cobbler. i86x Hughes Tom
Brown at Oxf. xv, With a large pewter, foaming with
shandygaff, in each hand. 1881 J. Payn Grape from a
Thorn li, A glass of 'shandigaff'. 1903 F. Markham
Recoil. Toivn Boy Westminster 135 What with the charge
for the [racquet-] court, our luncheon, and frequent shandy-
gaffs, our money only just lasted out.

Shane, Sc. f. Sank v. ; obs. pa. t. of Shine v.

t Shangan, Sc. Obs. Also shangin, shanjan.
[a. Gael, seangan, ? f. seang slender, narrow.] * A
stick cleft at one end for putting on a dog's tail

'

{Eng. Dial. Diet.). Cf. Shangy sb.

1786 Burns Ordination ii, He'll clap a shangan on her
tail, An' set the bairns to daud her \W dirt this day. 1789
D. Davidson Thoughts on Seasons 20 And Gibby skelp'd
before the fae, Like Colly wi' a shangin. 18*4 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Encycl. 425.

Shanghai (j^erjhai-),^. Also Shanghae, -hay.
[f. Shanghai or Shanghae^ the name of one of the

chief seaports of China.]

1. A long-legged, large breed of domestic fowls,

with feathered shanks, reputed to have been intro-

duced from Shanghai ; now developed into the
brahmas and cochins.
1853 Tegetmeier Profit. Poultry 19 Cochins or Shanghaes.

1853 Fortune in Wingfield & Johnson Poultry Bk. 3 The
Shanghae breed. Ibid., Some of the Shanghae fowls' eggs
have double yolks. 1857 Agassiz Contrib. Nat. Hist. U.S.
I. 164 Varieties, .such as the Shanghae fowl, for instance.

2. Australian. A catapult.

1863 Leader 24 Oct. 17/1 (Morris), Turn, turn thy shang-
hay dread aside, Nor touch that little bird. 1875 Spectator
(Melbourne) 15 May 22/1 The lads had with them a couple
of pistols, powder, shot, bullets, and a shanghai. 1901
Dyson Gold.stealers viii. 81 The plan brought Dicky,
'shanghai :

in hand, under the tree where Hardy sat.

3. U.S. (see quot.).

1880 Scribner's Monthly Jan. 365/1 The 'shanghai 9
is

the glaring daub required by some frame-makers for cheap
auctions. They are turned out at so much by the day's
labor, or at from $12 to $24 a dozen, by the piece.

4. Shanghai oil : an oil extracted from the seeds

of Brassica chinensis. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 453.

Shanghai', v. [Formed as prec]
1. trans. Naut. slang, (orig. U.S.) To drug or

otherwise render insensible, and ship on board a

vessel wanting hands.
1871 N. V. Tribune 1 Mar. (Scheie de Vere American-

isms, p. 347), And before that time they would have been
drugged, shanghaied, and taken away from all means of

making complaint 1887 S. Samuels Forecastle to Cabin
46 To be carried or forced on board of a ship in this manner
is what is termed in sailor parlance being shanghaied.
transf 1909 Chamb. Jrnl. July 440/2, I have got the

Grand Duke pretty well shanghaied.

2. Australian. [See prec. sb. 2.] * To shoot

with a shanghai* {Webster's Suppl. 1902).

Shangy (Jse'rji), sb. Sc. and north. Also
shangie. [? Altered form of Shangan.]
1. A shackle ; //. handcuffs.
*8o8 Jamieson, Shangie, a shackle that runs on the stake

to which a cow is bound in the byre. 1839 Dnndee Adver-
User 12 Apr., As he remained obstreperous, the policeman
put on the shangies. 1864 Latto Tammas Bodkin x. 89
Clappin' the shangies on my wrists.

2. = Shangan.
1825 Jamieson, Shangan, Shanjan, Shanjie. ..It is pro-

nounced shangie, Roxb. 1843 M< A. Richardson Local
Hist. Table Bk., Legend. Div. I. 117 Tom..sneaket off

like a tyke wi' a shangy on his tail.

Shank (Jsenk), sb. Forms: a. 1 sceanca,
scanca, seance, 2-3 scanke, 3 {Ormin) shankk,
3-7 schank(e, shanke, 4 sschanke, 4-5 schanke,
6 shainke, shankke, sanke, shaunck, 6-7
shanck(e, 5- shank, p. 1 econca, scone, 3
sconke, shonke, (soncke), 3-4 sohonke. [OE.
sc{e)anca wk. masc. corresponds to LG. schanke

leg, thigh, Flem. schank bone (Sw., Da. skank,

Norw. skonk thigh, prob. from LG.) :—WGer.
*skankan- ; also, with difference of declension, to

MLG. schenke, Du. schenk leg-bone {:—*skanki-)
;

a derivative from the same grade of the root is

MLG., MHG., mod.G. schenkel thigh (WGer.
*shanhila~). From other grades of the root

{*shinh~ ; *skank~ : *sknnk-) are OS. scinka, gl. L.
basis*, ' tibia ' (MLG. schinke thigh, ham),
OHG. scinko masc, scinka fem., leg-bone, thigh

(MHG. schinke masc, thigh, ham, mod.G. schinken

masc, ham); OFris. skunkat sconck (mod.Fris.

skonk, schunk)
t
LG. (Koolman) schunke thigh, ham,

Du. schonk bone. The OE. str. form scone neut.

(see 1 e) may belong to either the a or the u grade.
The root agrees formally, and may be identical, with that

of ON. skakk-r wry, distorted (:-OTeut *skanko-)
t
which

is prob. cogn. w. Gr. o-Ka^eif (:-pre- Hellenic *sq^ngy-) to

limp. Even assuming the identity of the root, however, the

etymological meaning of the Teut. sbs. remains obscure.]



SHANK.

1. That part of the leg which extends from the

knee to the ankle; the tibia or shin-bone. Also

(now jocularly) the leg as a whole; chiefly //.

one's legs. . _ ,_ , ,

"'

a ciooo Ags. Gosp. John xix. 33 fa 1" '° Pam hajlende

comon & sesawon bat he dead was ne bracon hi na his

sceancan. ciooo jElfric (7/«m. in Wr.-Wulcker 160/15

Cms, seance ; crura, sceanca. c laoo Ormin 4775 Brest, &
wambe, & pes, & ones, & fet, & shannkess. a 1300 Cursor

M 14004 And sco hir vnttement me broght And smerd has

me fote and schank. Ibid. 28002 If bou..has bituix hir

scankes gan or tirid or tut or skirt vptan. c 1400 Maundev.
(Roxb.) xviii. 81 Men ballokes hyngez doune to baire

schankes. c 1430 Ckev. Assigne 326 Thenne thei styrte vp

on hy with staloworth shankes. 1538 Elyot Diet., Para-
slala, also one of the bones in the shanke of the legge. 1596

Spenser F. Q. iv. x. 25 Sundry flowring bankes, To sit and
rest the walkers wearie shankes. 1635 [Glapthorne] Lady
Mother n. i. in Bullen O.Pl. II. 131 Come, stir your shanks

nimbly or He hough you. 1674 Scheffer Lapland v. 12

Slender wasts, spindle shanks, and swift of foot. 1784

Cowper Task v. 16 With eye askance I view the muscular
proportion'd limb Transform'd to a lean shank. 1888

Stevenson Kidnapped xiv, My stockings . . were quite

worn through, so that my shanks went naked. 1890 H. G.
Dakyns tr. Xenophon's Anab. ill. ii. Wks. 1. 156 In fact we,

on our stout shanks, are better mounted than those cavalry

fellows.

(3. 1900 Kent. Glosses 58 in O.E. Texts 173 Tibiis, scon-

cum. a 1000 Sal. tr Sat. 101 (GrJ, Lseteo flint brecan seines

sconcan. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 2ir At ple3e bib. and
shonkes and fet oppieS, wombe gosshieo", and shuldres

wrenchieo". c 1205 Lay. 5863 Lihted of eowre blanken and
stonde5 on eowre sconken. a 1225 Ancr. R. 258 peo ilke

reouofulle garcen of be Ulcere skurgen, nout one in his

[Christ's] schonken, auh $eond al his leofliche licome.

a 1225 Juliana 48 Ich habbe i-blend men ant ibroken ham
be schonken & te schuldren ba3en. a 1450 Myrc Par. Pr.

780 Wrynge bou not wyth py schonkes.

b. Shanks' (or Shanks's) mare,pony, etc. : one's

own legs as a means of conveyance.
a 1774 Fesgusson Poems (1807) 333 And auld shanks-naig

wad tire, I dread, To pace to Berwick, a 179s S. Bishop

Poet. Wks. (1796) I. 204 I'd rather, .ride on Shanks's Mare.

1823 Scott Fam. Lett, n Feb. (1894) II. xix. 167, I found
shanksnaigie . . the only way of moving by which I _

could

get out to dinner. 1898 Watts-Dunton Aylwin xn. iii, I'll

start for Carnarvon on Shanks's pony.

c. The lower part of the foreleg of some
animals, spec, of a horse, that part between the

so-called knee and the fetlock, corresponding to

the metacarpus. Also, the tarsus of a bird ; the

tibia or fourth joint of the leg of an insect.

[ciooo Sax. Leechd. I. 362 Nim blaeces hundes deades

bone swybran fotsceancan. ] a 1000 Pheenix 310 (Gr.), Sindon

[>a scancan [of the Phcenix] scyllum biweaxen, fealwe fotas.

1545 T. Scalon Treat. Astron. (MS. Ashm. 391) If. 1 In

Tauro . . the schank or sperlure. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus n.

82b, Making him [Pan] to haue the head and shankes of a

goate. 1661 Lovell Hist. Anim. $ Min. i47The marrow
ofthe shanks [of the Crane] is used in ophthalmick unguents.

1669 Worlidge Sysl. Agric. (1681) 194 The Bees by their

pale coloured Shanks at their return home, shew whence
they have their Store, a 1777 Goldsm. Epil. Harlequin^
1 The deuce confound,' he [the stag] cries, ' these drumstick

shanks." 1816 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. xxii. (1818) II. 286

These legs. .vary in larvae of the different orders:_ but they

seem in most to have joints answering to the hip {coxa)

;

trochanter j..shank (tibia). 11843 J. F. South Zool. in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VII. 284/1 The legs [of insects] are

divided into five parts,—the hip, trochanter, thigh, shank,

and foot. 1881 Romanes in Fortn. Rev. Dec. 751 The so.

called knee of the horse is really the wrist or ankle, and the

so-called shank, the middle toe or finger very much enlarged.

d. As part of a joint of meat, e. g. in a ham, a

leg of mutton, etc.).

1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3) 180 Good broth, made of

shank of beef, or veal and mutton. 1837 M. Donovan Dom.
Econ. II. 279 A ham without its shank. 1877 Mrs. Forres-

ter Mignon I. 60 He brings in triumph a basket out of

which sticks the shank ofa huge leg of mutton.

T e. (OE.) ?Aham. 06s.

a 1000 Laws of /Ethelslan 1. i. (Liebermann) 148 Ane
ambra meles & an scone spices.

+ 2. pi. A kind of fur obtained from the legs of

animals, esp. kids, goats or sheep, used for trimming

outer garments. Obs.

1480 Wardrobe Ace. Edw. IV in Privy Purse Esp. Eliz.

York, etc (1830) 116 A furre of blac bogy shanks. 150a

North Country Wills (Surtees) 268 My gowne of tawney
furred with shankles [sic]. 1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 43
A nolde gowne of blake furryd with blake sankes. 1570

Wills I, Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 330 One gowne faced

with Shanks. 1607 Cowell Interpr. s.v. Furre, Shankes be

the skin of the shanke or legge of a kind of kid which
beareth the furre that we call Budge.

3. Sc. A stocking, or that part of it which

covers the leg ; esp. a stocking in process of being

knitted. Also U.S. pi. leggings.

c 1546 P. Vaus in Agnew Hered. Sheriffs Galloway (1893)

I. 362, I pray yow vat ye vaild send me sum mo schankis,

for them that I haine vill be schone doine. 1603 Philotus

xxx, 5our schankis of silk 5our veluot schone. 16x1 in W.
Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 142 Twa pair of scbanks w' ane
hattTetc.]. 1644-5 Aberd. Ace. in Spalding Club Misc. V.

164 Item, two pair wovin whyt shankis to him, at threttie

shillings ye pair, 3 lib. a 1867 W. Anderson in Mod. Sc.

PoetiSer. 11. (1881) 235 Jean scrapit a livin' wi' weavin' at

shanks. 1871 W. Alexander Johnny Gibb (1873) 213 The
langf evenin's 's drawin' on noo, an' it's tiresome nae to hae
a bit shank to tak' i' yer han' files. 1888 Harper's Mag.
Oct. 510/1 Four or five pairs of heavy woollen socks cover
his feet, and over them is placed a pair of caribou shanks.

4. trans/. \ a. Each of the ' legs ' of a pair of

compasses. Also each ofthe 'legs' of a triangle. Obs,
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1587 Golding De Mornay vii. 87 In the drawing of a Cir-

cle, the one shanke of the Compasses is set fast in some
glace, and the other shanke is caried round about. i6n
peed Hist. Gl. Brit. vn. xxxix. § 5. 344 All men [have].

.

the shank of their Compasse so set in a center that the Cir-

cle of their lines are [etc.]. 1679 A. Lovell Indie. Univ.

159 The Isocele, or Triangle of equal Shanks.

b. Each of the two portions of a pair of scissors

between the bow and the joint.

1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II. 40 Ladies' and fancy

scissors, the shanks of which have been composed of rich

open work. 1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmonger's Catal. 63
Scissors.. Bent Blade and Shank.

o. Arch. pi. The plane spaces between the

grooves of the Doric triglyph.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Build. 593 Shanks ; the_ inter-

sticial spaces between the channels of the trigliph, in the

Doric frieze ; sometimes called Legs. 1836-50 Parker Gloss.

Archil, (ed. 5).

d. Each of the two cheeks or side-pieces of a

spur. 1891 in Century Did.

5. The stem or straight part of anything. Cf.

Shaft sb? a. The stem of a goblet, glass, etc.

1553 Inv. Ch. Goods York, etc. (Surtees) 168 The foote,

shancke, and knoppe of the challaice. 1583-4 New Yrs.

Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) II. 420 Oone sault, the

foote, shainke, and cover of lapis-lazule. 1625 in Rymer
Foedera XVIII. 238/1 One Salte of Goulde. . haveing uppon
the Shanke three great course Saphires. 1826 Galt Last

ofLairds iii. 28 He had the shank o' the very glass in his

hand he had held to his old frien's lips.

b. The straight part of a nail or pin, between

the head and the taper of the point. Also of a

drill or borer.

1483 Act 1 Rich. Ill, c. 12 § 2 No Merchant Stranger.,

shall bring into this Realm . . Latten Nails with Iron Shanks.

1542-3 Act 34 <? 35 Hen. VIII, c. 6 Pinnes..such as shal.

.

haue the heads soudered fast to the shanke. 1677 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. i. 7 An hole.. to set the blunt end of the

shank of the Drill in. 1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v.

Shoeing Horses, The Shanks of the Nails should be some-

what flat, and the Points sharp. 1815 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. $ Art I. 20 A shank or small mandrel, .with a square

hole, .at the end of it, into which drill bits of various sizes can

be alternately inserted. 1840 P. Parley'sAun. I. 174 The
coral animal is . . not much larger than a pin's shank.

c. The stem of a plant (+Jfc, also the trunk of a

tree); the pedicel or footstalk of a flower; the

footstalk or connecting part ofany organ in a plant.

1513 Douglas ALneis iv. viii, 70 And like as quhen the

anciant aik tre, With his byg schank, be north wynd oft we
se Is vmbeset. 1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 413 Ane
penny.. havand on the one syde ane palmetre crowmt, ane
schell padocke crepand up the schank of the samyn. 1617

Markham Country Hottsew. Garden ix. (1648J 96 Set

slips without shankes any time, except [etc.]. [a 1693

Urquhart's Rabelais in. xiii. 109 One Apple of the short-

shank Pepin-kind.] 1710 Ruddiman Gloss. Douglas' Aineis

s. v. Schank, And Scot, the stalk of any herb or plant is

called the shank. 1750 G. Hughes Barbados 211 Its long

tubular shank is finely rayed, the inside with purple-bluish

veins. 1751 Chambers Cycl. (ed. 7) s. v. Clove, Cloves must
be chosen dry,., and if possible, with the shank on. 1796

C. Marshall Gardeningxiv. (1813) 197 Earth up the shanks

[of cucumber plants] with dry mould. 1820 Shelley Sensit.

PI. 111. 56 And the dock, and henbane, and hemlock dank,

Stretched out its long and hollow shank. 1884 Bower &
Scott De Bary's Phaner. 235 They are connected..by
means of shanks or diverging limbs.which are attached to

the neighbouring bundles on either side,

f d. The tunnel of a chimney. Obs.

c 1525 Contract in Gage Hengrave (1822) 42 The schanck

of the chymnies. 1538 Elyot Diet., Fumarium,. .also the

shanke or tonell of a chymneye. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey).

e. The shaft or stem of an anchor, connecting

the arms and the stock.

1549 Compl. Scot. vi. 40 Than thai maid fast the schank of

the ankyr. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yug. Seamen 16 The
Anchor hath a stocke, a ring, a shanke, a flouke. a 1779

Cook3rd Voy. Pacific in. viii. (1784) II. 129 The ring, with

part of the shank, and the two palms [of the anchor] were

now wanting. 1882 Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 165 The
shank lying athwartships under the boat. 1905 Geil Yan-
kee in Pigmy Land xxv. 375 Had the steering gear of the
' Flandre ' broken, we should have gone over the cataracts

in spite of the shanks being ready to cast,

f f. The stem of a candlestick. Obs.

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades in. v. (1592) 347 So then

Christ is the shanke or shaft of the candlesticke. 1611

Coryat Crudities 244 Hard by this Altar are two very rich

candlestickes..; the whole shanke betwixt the base and the

socket being about eight foot high. 1706 Phillips (ed.

Kersey), Shank,.. the Stem of a Candle-stick.

g. The straight part of a fish-hook, to which the

line is attached.

a 1613 Dennis Secrets Angling 1. xviii, His Shank should

neither be to short nor long, His point notouersharpe, nor

yet too dull. 1741 Compl. Fam.-Piece 11. ii. 331 Lay your

Line on the Inside of the Shank. 1910 H. T. Sheringham
in Encycl. Brit. II. 28/2 (Angling), A leaded hook round

the shank of which is twisted bright-coloured wool,

f h. The neck of a still or alembic. Obs.

1600 Surflet Country Farm in. Ixxvi. 608, C Is the

shanke, which must be a foote long at the least, and is

otherwise called the neck of the stillitorie.

i. The cylindrical portion of a stop-cock.

1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Mech. Proem 11 There was
soder'd on to the shank of the Cock, .a Plate of Tin. 1797

Cure. Coal Viewer 55 Injection Cocks. To be made of brass

with square shanks.

j. Typog. The body of a type, as distinguished

from the shoulder, face, and foot.

KI83 Moxon Mech, Exerc, Printing 390 The square

SHANK.

Mettle the Face of a Letter stands on, is called the Shank
of a Letter. 1885 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. iv. 219/2 Low
spaces and quads must all be raised to the level of the height

of the shanks of the letters prior to moulding.

k. The stem of a key, between the bow and the

bit.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i. 6 The shank of a Key also,

or some such long hole, the Punch cannot strike. 1686
Lond. Gaz. No. 2332/4 Lost .

.
, a large Key with a Coronet

and fluted Shank filed cross.

1. The stem of a tobacco-pipe.
1688 Holme Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 271/2 Long shanks

[of a Tobacco.pipe). . . Short shanks or ends. Ibid. 272/1
A Shanking toole . . to rub and polish and make smooth the

shanks of the pipes. 1758 Reid tr. Macquer 's Chym. I. 404
Keep stirring the mixture with the shank of a tobacco-pipe.

1898 MacManus Bend of Road 46 He ran a straw down
the shank of his pipe.

m. The slender part between the flattened

handle and the bowl of a spoon ; the narrow part

of a spoon-handle. Also, the handle of a ladle.

1688 Holme Armoury m. xiv. (Roxb.) 6/1 Spoons are

made plaine, but with wrought shanks, and heads with

diuerse devises. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 585 By lifting it [the

glass] out in flat copper ladles with iron shanks.

n. The blank part of a screw, or screw-bolt,

between the thread and the head.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ii. 28 You must make wide
holes, big enough to receive the shank of the Screw. Ibid.

29 The shank of the Screw.. must be Forged square near

the Head. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 300 The shanks

of these Screws are made so long as to reach through the

Head and through the Capr at the upper-end of these

shanks is made male-screws. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 217

The narrow part of slot slips down over shank of screw, and
the head holds the shelf firmly in its place.

O. Arch. The shaft of a column.

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 652/2 It [Pompey's Column] is made
up of three Pieces, of which the Chapiter is one, the Shank
and three Feet of the Basis forms the second, and the Basis

compose the third.

p. Sc. The shaft of a pit or mine.

1790 A. Wilson Poems 265 (Jam.) Nine score o' fathoms

shanks down lead, To let the hammerin' core in. 1887

Service Dr. Duguid xxi. 138 This lowsing the stanes in the

shank, so chirted oot the bratticing that at last [etc.].

q. The tang of a knife, chisel, etc. or part which

is inserted in the handle ; the continuation of the

tang of a tool or instrument.

1688 Holme Armoury 111. 388/1 The Shank [of a chisel].

1807 J. Barlow Columb. TO. 346 Strong bayonets, with short

firm shanks Protruded from their tubes.

r. (a) The part of a harpoon between the 'socket'

and the ' mouth '. {b) The tapering part of an oar

between the handle and the blade, {c) dial. The

handle of a broom, rake, spade, etc. : see Eng.

Dial. Did.
(a) 1820 W. Scoresby Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 223.

(b) 1857 P. Colquhoun Comp. ' Oarsman's Guide ' 30 The
oar or scull [consists] of handle, loom, shank, and blade.

1898 Encycl. Sport II. 297/2 (Rowing) Oar.. .Its chief parts

are—the blade, broad and thin, which is dipped in the

water, the loom or shank, and the handle, which the oars-

man grips.

8. The stylet of a trocar.

1846 Brittan tr. Malgaigne's Man. Oper. Surg. 393 The
surgeon .. then plunges in the trocart by a sharp quick blow.

. . He instantly withdraws the shank, supporting with his

left hand the canula.

t. The fang of a tooth, rare.

1851 Mantell Petrifactions iii. § 5- ^45 The germ of the

coronal portion of the tooth was first secreted, and the entire

crown completed before the formation of the shank or fang

commenced.
u. The narrow part of a boot or shoe which

connects the sole with the heel ; the waist.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Shank-cutter, a machine or tool

for cutting shanks for boots and shoes. 1886 Encycl. Brit.

XXI. 830.

V. That part of an ax-head which is between

the edge and the back, which in some old forms

is drawn out long and thin. 1891 in Century Diet.

W. The straight piece of tubing in a trumpet.

189a A. J. Hipkins Let. to Editor.

6. A part or appendage by which something is

attached. (Cf. 6 c, ' footstalk '.)

a. That part of a ring which encircles the finger.

1688 Holme Armoury in. 91/1 (Jewellers' terms.) Shank,

is that part as compasseth the Finger, the Ring part. 1710

Lond. Gaz. No. 4601/4 A large enamelled Ring set like a

Lozenge, with 18 Diamonds about the Stone and Shank.

b. A lug, stud, or ear, projecting from an object,

by which it is held, or which affords a bearing or

point of attachment.

1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ii. 28 This spring is. .fixed at

the bottom ofthe Main-plate, by two small shanks proceeding

from that edge of the spring that lies against the Main-plate

. . : These shanks are to be rivetted. .on theother side of the

Main-plate.

C. (See quot.)
1688 Holme A rmoury in. 462/1 The Shank [of the Clapper

of a Bell], the length of it to the Ball.

d. The wire loop by which some kinds of

buttons are attached.

1790 H. Clay Patent in Repertory ofArts (iSoo)Xll..242

If a shank of metal is wanted or preferred,, .the shank is to

be put into or through a single piece or pieces of slate 01

slit stone, . .leaving a metal stud, or other ornament, on the

top of the button. 1837 Whittock Bk. Trades (1842) 86

(Button-maker), To this plate is soldered the eye or shank

made of wire. 1904 Quiller-Couch Fort Amity xv. 180



SHANK.

She.. began with her embroidery scissors to snip at the
shanks of its breast- buttons.

7. In names of various tools and implements,

f a. A bone pin for slating. Obs.
1716 Ford (Northumbld.) Ch.-bks. (MS.), Paid for three

pecks of shanks, from Newcastle, 3s. 8d.

b. Founding. A clay-lined ladle having long
handles, one of them T-shaped, in which to carry

molten metal from the furnace to the mould.
1843 Holtzafefel Turning I. 369 A double hand-ladle, or

a shank. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shank, a double
hand-ladle, capable of holding 2 to 4 cwt. of melted metal,
carried in foundries by from three to five men.

o. pi. (See quot.)
1850 Holtzapffel Turning^ III. 1265 The lenses.. are

brought to the circular form with fiat pliers called shanks,
the jaws of wnich are made of soft iron that they may more
readily, .take a firm hold.

d. A short rope or chain (spec. = f short for

shank-painter) ; *a tie-strap of a halter; the loose
end of a rope or chain' (Funk's Stand. Did. 1895).
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shank, or shank-Painter, (in

Sea-Affairs) a short Chain [etc.). 1879 Miss Jackson
Shropsh. Word-bk., Shank, a rope by which a horse is tied
up in the stall.

8. Sc. and north. ' The projecting part of a hill,

or the narrow ridge, which, like a stem, joins the
mass to the level ground' (Northumbld. Gloss.

1894).
1601 Reg Mag. Sig. Scot. 485/2 The south schank of

ane hill callit the peithill. 1820 Blackxi*. Mag. Nov. 301, I

thought I heard a queer unearthly greet coming down the
shank, and wizing ay nearer, and nearer to the byre door.
1887 Scotsman 19 Mar., The long ' shanks ' and the abound-
ing waterfalls.

9. dial, and L
7
.S. The latter end or part of any-

;

thing : the remainder or last part of a thing.
1828 [Carr] Craven Gloss. II. 113 'The shank of the

evening ', twilight. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker Northampt. \

Gloss. II. 220 The shank of the day. 1003 A. Adams Log i

of Cowboy xviiL 280 Miller made him knock off along in,

the shank of the evening.

10. a. Some unidentified plant (quot. 1657). b. ''

1 A name applied to plants of the genus Bryonia '
I

(Worcester i860 citing Johnson).
1657 Beck Universal Cliarac. K 8, Shanke herb.

1L attrib. and Comb., as shank-end; f shank- :

hook, a hook to secure the shank of an anchor
'

when it is being drawn up to the ship's side ; '

shank-jelly (see quot.) ; f shank-main, the
pastern (of a horse) ; shank-net, a trawl-net used in

shrimping; shank-painter = Painter2i; shank-
piece (see quot.) ; fshank-pillion, a pommel.
1837 A. Bvwater Sheffield Dial. (1839) 170 Nab, mo

lads, we'n get'o tot 'shank end at year ageean. 1884
Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. 111. 197/1 Put one [nlej in a vice
and knock the shank end off. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 38Cattehokes with tree, .v, "Shanke hokes..iij. 1824
AVry Syst. Cookery 372 'Shank Jelly. Soak twelve shanks of
mutton four hours . . Pour three quarts of water to them [etc.],

|

z8o8 Senn Culin. Encycl. 86 Shank Jelly. 1580 Holly- i

band Treat. Fr. Tong, Paturon de ckeval, the *shanke-
maine of a horse. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 14 *Sbank
Net or Shrimp Net, to be used from a Boat. 1495
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 258 "Shankpayntours feble
. .ij, Bowpayntours for dest relies feble.. j, Shankpayntors
for destrelles worne &feble. . ij. 16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's

'

Gram. vii. 31 The Shank-painter is a short chaine fastend
I

vnder the fore masts shrouds with a bolt to the ships sides,
,

and at the other end a rope to make fast the Anchor to the
How. 1642 H. Bond Boat Swains Art 17, 4 Shank Panteis
of 2k inches. 1 Shank Panter for the Streame Anchor

j

3 inches. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 37 To
have Bolts for the Top-tackles, standing Parts of the Sheets,
Shank-painter Chains, c i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech.

57 The shank painter is then passed. 1885 Harper's Mag. i

Jan. 280/1 The sole in a machine-made shoe would mean
a sole, an inner sole, "shank piece [etc.]. 1596 Spenser
State Irel. Wks* (Globe) 639/2 The furniture of his horse,

..his "shaunckpillion without stirrops.

Shank, variant of Chank {-shelf).

1861 P. P. Carpenter Mollusca 33 (Cent.) The shank-
shell is carved by the Cingalese ; when found reversed it is

considered sacred.

Shank (Jserjk), v. [f. Shank sb.]

1. dial. a. intr. To walk, to travel on foot ; also
with const, away. Often to shank it.

a 1774 Fercusson Poems, King's Birthday 83 If baudrins
slip but to the door,.. I fear, She'll no lang shank upon all

four This time o* year. 1862 Hislop Prov. Scot. 186 Them
that cannaride, maun shank it. 1894 P. H. Hunter yantes
Imvick ii. 29 He was michty weel pleased to. .shank awa
bame to Lempockshaws. 1901 G. Douglas Ho. Green
Shutters 198 Let him shank it ! We're in no hurry to have
him home.

b. trans. To cause to walk off, to march (a per-
son) off; refl. to take oneself away.
1816 Scott Antiq. xxvii, Then shank yoursell awa to the

double folk, or single folk. Ibid, xxxvi, Ye should bahh be
shankit aff till Edinburgh Castle. 1856 J. Ballantine
Poems 55 He shankit the snab hame to cobble his shoon.
1898 Ld. E. Hamilton Ma-wkin iv. 47 And now shank
yourself awa before I put hand till ye.

2. intr. Of a plant or fruit : To decay at the
stem or footstalk ; to be affected with shanking

;

usually to shank off. Also pass. Cf. Shanking i.

1848 Turner in Beck's Florist I. 24 Entire beds [of pan-
sies] have been known to shank off during a very hot sum-
mer. 1863 Darwin in Jrnl. Proc. Linnean Soc, Bot. VII.
70 Only four capsules [of a Linum] shanked off. 1892 Gar-
den Aug. 193/3 The first season, .the Grapes shanked badly.
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fig. 1871 H. Macmillan True Vine v. 223 How often
alas, is it true of the believer, that his fruit is shanked, re-
maining sour when it should become sweet and palatable !

3. a. trans. Sc. To sink (a shaft). Also absol.

b. intr. dial. To knit stockings, c. trans, in
lens-making (see Shanking vbl. sb. 2).
1821 Galt Ann. Parish vi. 64 Three new coal-heughs

were shanked. 1825 Jam ieson s. v., To shank for coals.

j

1825 Jamieson, To Shank,

.

. to knit stockings, igoo C.
,
Murray Hamewiih 79 The auld wife's eident wheel gaes
birr, The thrifty lasses shank wi' vtrr.

Shank-bone. The tibia of an animal.
1 a 1330 Otuel 796 Wib be fal be steede a noon, To-barst

(>at o sschanke bon. 01552 Leland /tin. (1768) V. 65 A
broken Shank Bone of a Horse. 1659 Comenius Gate Lang.

I Unlocked Foundation T, They also played on flutes made
of the shank bones of Cranes. 1747 Mrs. Glassk Cookery
24 Take 08" the Skin . .and the Shank Bone with it at the
End [of a shoulder of mutton]. 1867 Baker Nile Tribut.
ix. (1872) 150, 1 took a good drink through my gazelle shank-
bone.

Shanked (Jserjkt), a. [f. Shank sb. and v. +
-ED.] a. Furnished with, or having a shank or
shanks (in any sense).

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 74 His art [was] shanked
like a lath. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 111. xxviii. 486
The best of all the rest, is the short shanked apple. 1676
Lond. Gaz. No. 1057/4 Lost .

.
, one single Rose Diamond

set in a Ring close shankt. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc,
Printingnm. r 7 To large Paper he chuses Short Shanked
Points, and to small Paper Long Shanked Points. 1904
H. G. Wells Food of Gods 1. ii. 53 Industrious research
discovered, .three shanked buttons entire.

b. [f. Shank v. 2.] Affected with shanking.
1882 Garden 3 June 388/3, I completely got rid of shanked

berries. 1901 Card. Chron. 16 Mar. 175/2 We could never
getacrop of Black Hamburgh Grapes without some shanked
bunches.

Shanker (Jarnkar). [f. Shank sb. and v. +
-erI.]

1 1. nonce-use. A shank-bone. Obs.
1622 Mahbk tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf. I. 148 It was

my hap to meet with the shanke-bone [orig. Sp. cani/la]
of a Heyfer..and presently.. I had lapt vp my Shanker
[orig. Sp. cancarron] in the Paste that remained.

2. Sc. One who ' shanks ' or knits stockings.
1636 List Inhab. Aberdeen in Scot. N. <y Q. July (1893) at

Elspet Torrie. Shanker. 1802 Sibbald Chron. S. P. IV.
Gloss., Schankers, the women who knit them [stockings].

8. One who makes, forms or finishes the shanks
of nails, buttons, etc.

z88z Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 76 Button maker. .

.

Shanker. Ibid. 91 Nail manufacture.. .Wrought nail:
Maker. Shanker. . . Header. Pointer.

4. Sc. One who sinks shafts.

188a Jamieson s Sc. Diet., Shanker,. .a sinker of shafts;
as, 'a well-shanker, a pit-shanker,' West of Scotland J. 1887
P. McNeill Blawearie 46 Some shankers, who had been
engaged sinking the sump at the bottom of the shaft a little

deeper.

Shanker, obs. form of Chancre.
Shanking (Jie-nkirj), vbl sb. [f. Shank v. +

-inoA]
1. (See quot. 1846. Cf. Shank v. 2.)
1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 462 That shanking (shrivel-

ling) may not be induced in the berries. 1846 G. W. John-
son Diet. Mod. Gard. 593 Shanking is the technical term
for a gangrene which attacks the footstalks of grapes and
the stems of cabbages which have vegetated through the
winter.

2. The action or process of using the pliers called

shanks : see Shank sb. J c.

1850 [see Nibbling vbl. sb. 2J.

3. The process of making tobacco-pipe-shanks.
In quots. attrib.

z688 Holme Armoury in. xxii. (Roxb.) 271/2 A Shanking
or smoothing board, .is that on which their clay is rolled to
the length of their shankes. Ibid. 272/1 A Shanking Wyer
. .is onely a plaine smooth wyer, by which the hole is made
through the pipe Shank. Ibid., A Pen knife, or a Shanking
knife. Ibid., The third is a Shanking toole.

Bhannaohie, variant of Sennachie.

Shannon (jae'nan). An artificial salmon fly

used on the river Shannon in Ireland. In full

Shannonfly.
1867 F. Francis Angling xii. 357 The large heavy-water

Shannon flies are very showy affairs. 187a Ibid. xiii. (ed. 3)

393 The Shannon. . . Tag, gold tinsel and lemon-yellow floss.

Shanny (Jae-ni), sb. Also (in Diets.) shaning.
[Related to the synonymous Shan.] The smooth
blenny, Blennius pholis. Also applied to several

fishes of the genus Chasmodes of Eastern North
America.
1836 Yarrkll Brit. Fishes I. 330 The Shanny or Smooth

Shan. 1873 T. Gill Catal. Fishes East N. A mer. 30 Chas-
modes Boscianus.. .Bosc's shanny. Chasmodes quadrifa.
sciatus.. . Four-banded shanny. Chasmodes novemlineatus.
..Nine-lined shanny. 1878 T. Cornish in Zoologist Ser.

in. II.423 Smooth Shanny.

Shanny
(
Jx'ni), a. dial. Bashful, shy.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. I. 32 Downcast eye, and blush
of shanny lass. 1890 CasselVs Fam. Mag. Dec. 23 All
sweethearts are shanny.

Shanny, variant of Shandy a. dial.

Shanscrit(t)a, obs. forms of Sanskrit.

Shant (Jamt). slang. [Cf. Shanty sb.s] A
quart, a pot ; a pot of drink.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 218 They have a 'shant
of gatter' (pot of beer) at the nearest 'boozing ken '. 1864
Itollen's Slang Diet. 235 Shant, a pot or quart. ' Shant of

SHANTY.
bivy ' a quart of beer. 1893 P. H. Emerson Signer Lippt
v. 13 To show you mean it stand a couple of shants of
bevarly to square the boys.

Shan't, sha'n't (Jant). A colloq. contraction
of shall not : see Shall v. A. 6 b. Also used subst.
Z850 Smedley Frank Fairlegh vi, A sulky, half-muttered

' shan't was the only reply. 1887 Baring-Gould Gaverocks
xxxiii, ' Hoity toity !

' exclaimed Madam. ' No cant's and
shan'ts with me. What I have settled shall be.'

ShantrewS (Jantr»-z). Sc. Also 9 shawin-
trewse, shantreus. [?Gael. sean-triubhas, old
trousers.] The name of a Highland tune and dance.
Z807 Tannahill Poems, Kebbucksion Wedding (1846) 139

Sauney M'Nab..Has hecht to..gi'e us three wallops of
merry shan trews, With the true Highland fling of Macrim-
mon the piper. i88z Autobiog. J. Younger viii. 71, I was
then allowed. .to skip over the old barn floor at shantrews.

Shantung (Jsentfn). [f. the name of a pro-
vince ofNorth-east China where it is manufactured.]
A soft undressed Chinese silk (formerly undyed,
since 1907 dyed to any shade of colour).
t88a Caulfkild& Saward Diet. Needlework 445 Shantung

Pongee Silk., is a soft undyed, and undressed Chinese wash,
ing silk, and much resembles the Indian goods of the
same character ; but is somewhat duller in colour. Z895
Stores' Price List 15 Sept. 1095/1 Coloured silks.. .Shan-
tung Pongee, in pieces of about 19 yards. 1908 Daily
Graphic 21 Mar. 13/1 The hat . . might be made of Shantung
to match the mantelet.

Shanty (Jae-nti), sb.i Also shantie, shantee.
[Prob. corruptly a. F. chantier (see Chantier) used
in Canada in the senses : ' an establishment regu-
larly organized in the forests in winter for the
felling of trees ; the head-quarters at which the
woodcutters assemble after their day's work'
(Clapin, Diet. Canad.-Fr., 1894).
See 1 c below; it is uncertain whether this is a survival of

the original sense, or a late specific application suggested by
the Fr. word. It may be further remarked that shantyman,
a lumberman, is precisely synonymous with hommede chan-
tier (Dunn, Gloss. Franco-Canad., 1880, p. 38.]

1. Chiefly U.S. and Canada. A small, mean,
roughly constructed dwelling ; a cabin, a hut.
z8ao Z. Hawley TeurU&zz) 31 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.),

[These people (in Ohio)] lived in what is here called a shanty.
This is a hovel of about 10 feet by 8, made somewhat in the
form of an ordinary cow-house. z8a7 J. F. Cooper Prairie
II. xvi. 256, 1 offer you, as my side of the business, one halfof
my shanty. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. in. ii. I. 191 Our shanty
was completed in good time before the evening. [The scene is

Canadian.] 1832 [Mrs. Traill] Backwoods 0/ Canada vi.

(1836) 93 The shanty is a sort of primitive hut in Canadian
architecture, and is nothing more than a shed built of
logs. 2836 Crockett's Exploits in Texas i. (1837) 4
When we entered the shantee, Job was busy dealing out his
rum.., and I called for a quart of the best. 1842 Mrs. Kirk-
land Forest Life 1. 1 73 Not a few lounged around the wide
door of a temporary building or 'shanty', as we say, erected
for the refreshment of the guests. Z853 Kane Grinnell Exp.
xxvii. (1 856) 224 And driving, like the shanty on a raft, before
a bowling gale. 1871 Alabaster Wheel ofLaw 254 They
pass the temples, . .and then village after village of poor-
looking bamboo shanties. 1891 'J. S. Winter' Lnmteyi,lt's
on the Essex coast just a rambling old farm-house standing
rather high . . ; it's just in fact, a picturesque shanty.

b. transf. and fig.

1841-44 Emerson Ess., Nature Wks. (Bohn) I. 336 He has
delineated estates of romance, compared with which their
actual possessions are shanties and paddocks. 1851 H. Mel-
viLLsin J. Hawthorne N. Hawthorne St Wtfe(x885) I. 399,

1

have been building some shanties of houses..and likewise
some shanties ofchapters and essays.
attrib. 1888 Dk. Argyll New Brit. Constil. 98 One of the

group of men who have been building a shanty-constitution
for us to replace the spacious palaces ofour ancient laws.

c. = Canadian Fr. chantier (see the etymology).
See the comb, shanty.gang, -team, shantyman (3 below).
2876 D. Wilson in Encycl. Brit. IV. 774/z Lumber shanties

are constructed capable ofaccommodating from 25 to 50 men.

2. Australia. A public-house, esp. unlicensed

;

a ' sly-grog shop '.

1864 J. Rogers New Rush 11. 53 The Keepers of the stores
and shanties grieve. 190a H. Lawson Childr. ofBush 309
They got up a darnse at Peter Anderson's shanty acrost the
ridges.

3. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 1) shanty-cook,
hovel; (sense 1 c.) shanty-gang, -team

; (sense 2)
shanty-bar, -keeper, liquor; shanty-boat, a kind
of house-boat used by lumbermen ; shanty-cake,
a cake baked on or in hot ashes ; shantyman, a
lumberman.
1902 H. Lawson Childr. ofBush 240 What damned fools

we d been throwing away our money over *shanty bars. x88o
N. H. Bishop Four Months in Sneak-Box iv. 58 "Shanty-
boats., are sometimes called, and justly too, family boats.
Ibid. 59 The "shanty-boatman looks to the river not only
for his life, but also for the means of making that
life pleasant. 1897 Outing XXIX. 368/1 We were
joined by a very small boy from a shanty-boat. 1847
Knickerb. Mag. XXXI. 233 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.), The
backwoodsman [must have] his ' chicken-fixins ' and
' *shanty-cake '. 2876 D. Wilson in Encycl. Brit. IV.
774/z {Canada), The "shanty-cook is an important member
of the little community. 1894 Outing XXIV. 94/2 We
came along just as a "shanty gang had turned a drive
ofsquare timber out of the branch [of the river]. 1862 Dicey
Federal St. (1863) II. 46 Miserable wooden "shanty hovels.

1875 Wood & Latham Waiting for Mail 45 Mrs. Smith
was a "shanty-keeper's wife. z886 H. C. Kendall Poems 309
He'll . . swig at "shanty liquors. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
^Shantyman, a lumberer or wood cutter ; one who lives in
a shanty. 1893 Scribner's Mag. June 702/2 The typical

79



SHANTY.

shantyman »orks only nllully in summer. 1878 Lumber-

man'i Gaz. 6 Apr., The last of ihe -shanty leams of the

season have about gone through here on their way home

Shanty (fas-nti). si* Also chant(e)y. [Said

tobeTcolrrnption of F. ehantez iraper. of chanter

to sing.] A sailor's song, esp. one sung during

h
rtfcC*W.' 7ml. .1 Dec. 794 (Article) Sailors' Shanties

.nTlal^ones 1883 Clark Russell Sai/orV Lang. Ptef.

Ti Solhe^e ' chantey ', as the windlass or halliard chorus

Ls called furnishes the music to as many various indignant

remonstrances as Jack can find injuries to sing about. 1885

Rixciman Skippers S, Sh. 93 He began to try singing

stotiet .896 Kipling SeveWSeat, Last Chantey 40 May
we lift a Deepsea Chantey such as seamen use at sea Y

attrib 1876 C. D. Warner Winter on Nile xi. 153 The

'shanty man ' the English sailors call their leader from the

French chanter. 1890 Henley Vieivs *r Rev., Lit. 153 The

melancholy song of the chanty-men.

Shanty, a. Ois. exc. dial. Forms : 7 shante,

shauntee, 9 shantee, shaunty, shawnty, 8-

shanty. [a. F. gmlil (aanti) : see Genteel,

Jaunty adjs.'] Showy, smart.
"

168s Crowne Sir C. Nice EpiL, Each Shante Spark, that

can the Fashion hit. 1:1730 J. Haynes Dorset Voc. in

N * £>. Ser. vl. VIII. 45/1 Shanty-man, genteel man. 1737

R. Drury Rival Milliners 11. xiii, Where is the gay, en-

gaging, shanty Mien? a 1800 J. Warton Fashion 79 lis

thine for sleeves to teach the shantiest cuts. i8iiWim.au

Words W. Riding Yorksh. in Archxologia XVII. 157

Shantee, or S/ianty, gay, showy. 1824 [Carr] Craven

Gloss., Shanty, smart, flaming. 1895 E. Angl. Gloss.,

Shaunty, showy, flashy, affecting to be tasteful in apparel

or ornament-

Shanty (Jse-nti), v. [f. Shanty siA]

L intr. To live in a shanty or temporary log

hut. Hence Sha-ntying vbl. si. (in quot. attrii.)

1840 C. F. Hoffman Greyslaer I. v. 97 You see . .
the com-

fort to a man—who shanties out as much as I do—of having

a home all fixed and ready for you. 1857 S. H. Hammond
Wild Northern Sc. 197 (Bartlett i860), Mark Snuff and a

friend of his, who were trapping, shantied on the outlet,

just at the foot of Tupper's Lake. Ibid. 111 (ibid.), When
we got back to our shantying ground we were tuckered out,

as you may believe.

2. Austral. ' To visit a grog-shanty habitually
j

drink frequently or habitually at a public-house

'

'Cent. Diet. Suppl. 1909). m
1888 'R. Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms 111, 1 was

put out at his laying it down so about the Dalys and us

shantying and gaffing.

Shap (Jsep). [a. F. chape in the same sense

(LittnfSuppl.).} (See quot. 1904.)
188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 445 Snap-

faced, a term employed to denote that the plush or velvet

cloth is faced with the short ends of waste silk. 1904 N. tr

Q. Ser. x. I. 307/2 Foulard is not made of silk proper, but

of a certain refuse-part of the cocoon known as shap '.

Shap, obs. Sc. form of Shop.

Shapable, variant of Shapkable.

t Sha -pand. Obs. rare—1
. Also 4 schaphand.

[pres: pple. ofShape v. ; cf. Sheppend.] One who
' shapes ' or predetermines : said of the Fates.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 572 3yf bou trowest . . pat

pre sustren ben shapandys [v. r. schaphandys], And comen

pere pe chylde ys bore, And shapyn byt wele or euel before.

Shape (J^'p).
**• Forms : 1 seseap, seseeap,

sceap, 2-6 sehap, 3 seap(p, scape, seheap, 3

(Ormin), 5 shapp, 3-6 sehape, 3-7, 9 dial, shap,

4-6 schapp(e, 4-7 shappe, (5 chap), 5-7 sehaip,

6 soheaip, seheap, 3- shape, [repr. OE. gesceap

neut., creation, creature ; make, structure, natural

character ; form, figure, configuration ;
pudendum

(in this sense also sceap neut.) ; also decree,

destiny ; f. Teut. root *siap- : see Shape v. Cf.

OS. giskap, only pi. giskapu creatures, also or-

dinances, decrees (of God), ON. skap neut., state,

condition; pi. fate, destiny, also, with suffixed

article skop-in the genitals.

The OE. word is normally represented by the dial, form

shap ; the form shape (with lengthened vowel due to the

influence of Shape v.) did not become common till the 15th c,

though occasional examples, perh. due to inflexion, are

found early in the 13th c]

L External form or contour ; that quality of a

material object (or geometrical figure) which

depends on constant relations of position and pro-

portionate distance among all the points composing

its outline or its external surface; a particular

variety of this quality,

cioso Suppl. sElfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 179/26

Uoluiile scema, sinewealt xesceap. c laoo Trin. Coll. Horn.

99 Ac on be holi fleis bileue5 be shap and hiu, and smul of

ouelete. a 1300 Cursor M. 370 Al scaples was [be matere]

noght for-bi pat it o scap ne had parti. C1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 103 1 Round was the shap, in manere of compass.

01425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. (1910) 9 ' Siringa

is an holow instrument by be middez, and it ow to be made
of the shappe as it is peynted here. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-

dane's Comm. 25 An Appell of Golde, representynge the

shape of the rounde worlde. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. iv. 11. 300,

I know the shape of 's Legge. 1710 J. Clarke tr. Renault's

Nat. Philos. (1729) I. 145 A Glass of the common Shape.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 11. xxii. 346 By pressure ice can be

moulded to any shape. 1896 Wells Wheels 0/ Chance
xxxvii. 284 The clerical person on the tricycle assumed the

shape of a note of interrogation. Mod. All circles have the

same shape ; ellipses have different shapes.

626

ta. To keep in shape : to secure from change of

shape. Outofshape: changed from its proper shape.

1696 J. F. Merch. Wareho. laid open 6 English Canvas.,

will not retch, nor let Stays out of shape. 1834 J. Forbes

Laennec's Dis. Chest (ed. 4) 5 A cylinder of paper, formed

of three quires, compactly rolled together, and kept in shape

by paste.

o. The contour or outlines of the trunk of the

body.
c 1393 Chaucer Scogan 31 On alle hem that ben hore and

round of schap. c 1450 Holland Howlat 68, I se be my
schadowe my sehape has the wyte. 170a tr. Le Clerc's Prim.

Fathers io2lt's said that he was a Man of large Shape. 1753

A. Murphy Gray's Inn "frill. No. 53 You may meet a Lady
To-day with an elegant Shape, fine by Degrees and deli-

cately less. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xx. 114 That other,

round the loins So slender of his shape, was Michael Scot.

1855 Tennyson Maud 1. x. 29 Maud could be gracious too,

no doubt To a lord, a captain, a padded shape.

d. Impressed or represented form ; a picture,

image. Ois. exc. dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) viii. 96 There schewethe the schapp

of his left Foot, in the Ston. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 252 Quhair ye sail find the schap of

the kingis schipe and hir pictour. 1600 Shaks. Sonn. xxiv,

Mine eyeshaue drawne thy shape. 1649 Milton Eikm.nt
An ill Painter by writing on the shapeless Picture which he

hath drawn, is fain to tell passengers what shape it is.

fe. In certain Biblical expressions, used for

form (= L. forma, Gr. tiopcp^). Also, used for

form in philosophical sense. Obs.

136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 32 Bote Mon is him Most lyk of

Marke and of schap. 1 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 943 His

lord pat is his maker and made hym thorwe his kendnesse

lyk to hym-self in schap. 1526 Tindale Rom. xil 2 But be

ye chaunged in youre shape [jueTwop^overfle], by the re-

nuynge of youre wittes. 1551 T. Wilson Logic 11. L vij,

Whan the shappe or fourme is made : theffect or thyng doen

may folow : take awaie the shape, & the vse also is taken

awaye. 1587 Golding De Mornay viii. in In asmuch as the

essentiall shape ofman [orig. laforme essentielle de fhomme]

is to acknowledge a certeine Godhead [etc).

1 2. The make or cut oi a garment. [Cf. Shape

v.] Ois. as specific sense.

a nas Ancr. R. 424 Hore weaden beon of swuche scheape,

& alle hore aturn swuch bet hit beo eocene hwarto heo beo5

i-turnde. 1380 Lay Folks Catech. (L.) 1221 Ne worschipe

not men forhere fayre elopes, ne for here qweynte schappis,

bat sum men usen. c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 364 Lo, here

a shrowde for a shrewe, and of shene shappe 1

fb. Fashion of dress. Obs.

a 1415 Brut 11. 296 pey ordeyned and chaungyd ham euery

sere diuers schappis of disgy[se]ngez of doping. CI449

Pecock Repr. v. xii. 548 Oon schap of outward habit (name-

lich such a schap which is rather foul than gay).

1 3. The manner in which a thing is fashioned

(by nature or art) ; make, structure, arrangement

of parts ; visible aspect. Obs

.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23659 Efter bat be dome be giuen pe

werld . .sal haue a scape al neu. 1340 Hampole Pr. Conse.

4893 pe shappe of be world sal for-done be. c 1400 Maundev.

(1839) xxvi. 269 Sum men seyn, that thei han the Body up
:

ward as an Egle, and benethe as a Lyoun : and treuly thei

seyn sothe, that thei ben of that schapp. a 1500 Adrian f,

Epotys 138 in BromeAk. 29 On the Fryday god made Adam
After hys chap he jaffe hym name, a 1700 Evelyn Diary

27 Aug. 1666, The shape of what stood was very meane.

fb. Form, order and arrangement (of words,

etc.) ; course, order (of a story). Obs.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 1160 But schortly for to telle be schap

of bis tale, be duk hade be dou3tiere men. 1357 Lay Folks

Catech. (T.) 284 Ane is right saying and shap of wordes

That him augh to sai, that gyffes this sacrement.

1 4. The appearance of a human or animal body

or its parts, (often, of the general form as distin-

guished from the face) considered as beautiful or

the contrary. Obs.

a 1000 Czdmon's Gen. 503 (Gr.) pin lichoma leohtra micle,

pin xesceapu scenra. a 1225 Juliana 20 As he blheold ant

iseh. .hire leofliche sehape He sikede as ping pat sare were

iwundet. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7312 pe

kyng byheld>yse bachelers Were faire of schap, & face

clers. c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 373 A formele egle of

shap the gentilleste. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 11.

542 Palamydes . .was of ryght fayr shapp. 1565 J- Phillip

Patient Grissell 1927 (Malone Soc.) Her comly shape Nature

hath framd aright. <»i6o5 Montgomerie Misc. Poems

xxxii. 50, I thank my God I shame not of my shap. 1700

T. Brown Amusem. Ser. t, Com. 49 Hither come the

Country Gentlemen to shew their Shapes. 1734 tr. Kolltn s

Rom. Hist. (1827) II. 245 His daughter who was of a

majestic shape.

f b. Excellence of form ; beauty : = L. forma.

128a Wyclif Isa. liii. 3 Ther is not shap to hym, ne fair-

nesse c 1450 Mirour Saluacioun (1888) 144 Beutee and

shappe with out deformytee. «I53S More Fortunef 3 in

Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 73 Tho* pat arte prowde of

honour, shape or kyne.

o. colloq. or slang. Show your shapes :
come

into view. See also quots. a 1700 and 1785.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Show your Shapes, turn

about, march off. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. s.y., lo

shew one's shapes ; to be stript, or made peel at the whipping

post i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth ii, Step forward, I say, and

show us thy shapes, man.

d. slang. (See quots.) ? Obs.

01700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shapes, said (often) to an

ill-made Man. 173S Dvche & Pardon Diet., Shapes, a

Cant Name for a nice finikin Lass that goes extream tightly

laced ; also of an ill-made, irregular Lump of t lesD, &c.

f e. An empty fop, a dandy. Obs.

1688 Shadwell Sor. Alsatia iv. i, The most silly beau

and shape about the town.

SHAPE.

5. The visible form or appearance characteristic

of a particular person or thing, or of a particular

species of animate or supernatural beings.

01000 in Cockayne Narratiuncute (1861) 36 Hi beoS 00

Sene nafolan on menniscum jesceape. 13 . .
Cursor M.

17915 (Gott.), I sau apon his licam light In schap of douue

pe haligast. c 137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxxll. (Iustin) 382 lhe

feynde . . pe sehape of a Jung man tuk. c 1400 Rom. Rose

6320 For Protheus that cowde hym chaunge In euery shap

homely and straunge. 1474 Caxton Chesse III. 1. (1883) 76

In the forme & shappe of a man holdynge in his ryght

hande [etc.]. 1535 Coverdale Dan. iv. 36, I was restored

to the honoure ofmy kingdome, to my dignite.and to myne
owne shappe agayne. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 43 Thou
com'st in such a questionable shape That I will speake to

thee. 1717 De Foe Hist. Appar. i. (1840) 9 So even in

Paradise the Devil assumed a shape. 1833-42 Tennyson
To — 19 Not for this Was common clay . . temper'd with the

tears Of angels to the perfect shape of man. igio Hirth

in Encycl. Brit. VI. 191/2 The heroes of their accounts

appear in shapes somewhat resembling human beings rather

than as gods and demigods.

fig. 1642 Fuller Holy % Prof. St. 11. xvi. m No wonder

if his scholars hate the Muses, being presented unto them

in the shapes of fiends and furies.

f b. Species, kind (of animate beings). Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) Prol. 4 Where dwellen many dyverse
Folkes..and of dyverse Schappes of Men. c 1475 Hunt.

Hare 38 Jac of the Bregge and Wylle of the Gappe, Thei

have dogges of thei olde schappe.

6. concr. fa. A creature. Obs.

a 1000 Elene 789 (Gr.) Swa ic pe, weroda weard . . purx baet

beorhte sesceap biddan wille pat [etc.]. a 1400 R. Brunne s

Chron. Wace (Rolls) 8050 Y ne wiste neuere, ne y ne herde,

What maner wyght \Petyt MS. schap] wyp me so ferde.

b. A person's body considered with regard to

its appearance.
1601 B. Tonson Poetaster v. i. 13 You both haue vertues,

shining through your shapes. 1617 Mure Misc. Poems

xviii 1 Thou, thou, quhose lovelie sehaip, of all admyrde,

In robs most rich a richer s.preit attyrd. 181a Shelley

Devil's Walk xxiv, A statesman passed—alone to him, I he

Devil dare his whole shape uncover. 1837 Carlyle tr. Rev.

I. vi. iii, Shapes rawboned, in high sabots.

O. An imaginary, spectral, or ethereal form ; a

phantom. Now rare.

1S01 Shaks. Two Gent. iv. ii 131 To worship shadowes,

and adore false shapes. 1610 Beaum. & Fu Plulaster 1. 1,

Hc.diues into my fancy, and there glues me shapes that

kneele and doe me seruice, crie me king. 1667 Milton

P L. 11. 649 Before the Gates there sat On either side a for-

midable shape. 1798 Coleridge Wand. Cain 110 And the

Shape shrieked, and turned round, and Cain beheld him.

1820 Shelley Prometh. Unb. in. i. 51 Awful shape, what

art thou? Speakl 1859 FitzGerald £>»;or xln. And lately

by the Tavern Door agape, Came stealing through the

Dusk an Angel Shape.

fig. 1734 Watts Reliq. 7uv. (1789) 150 Minds released

from flesh.. may smile at some of the fooleries and airy

shapes of reason which we hug and embrace, c 1806 Wordsw.

Poems Sentim.,Charac. Happy Warrior-,* Whom neither

shape of danger can dismay, Nor thought of tender nappi

ness betray. . ,

d. A figure dimly or uncertainly perceived.

1834 Whittier Mogg Megoue 477 He hears quick foot-

steps—a shape flits by. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyrcxxxm,

That narrow front-door was unclosing, and some shape was

about to issue from the grange.

7. Assumed appearance, guise, disguise.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, il ii. 27 Ah 1 that Deceit should

steale such gentle shape. 1616 B. Jonson Devil an Ass v.

iii. 18 Mycossen has knowne These gallants in these shapes.

Eve. T'haue don strange things, Sir. One as the Lady, the

other as the Squire. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 495 The brute

Serpent in whose shape Man I deceav'd. 17J6 W. Penn in

Life Wks. 1 . 1 38 There are but Goats and Sheep at last, what,

ever Shapes we wear here. 1839 Lane Arab. Nts. I. 117 A
devil named Sakhr, came to her in the shape of Solomon.

8. Theatr. \ a. A part, a character impersonated ;

the make-up and costume suited to a particular

part. Obs. b. A stage dress or suit of clothes.

1603 Dekker Magnif. Entert. K. Jos. (1604) H 4, The

foure Elements, in proper shapes, (artificially and aptly ex-

pressing their qualities). 1623 Massinger Bondman v. 111,

Consider This Persian shape laid by, and she appearing In

a Greekish dresse,..If she resemble not Pisanders sister]

1661 Pepys Diary 7 Jan., Kinaston, the boy, had the good

turn to appear in three shapes : first as a poor woman in

ordinary clothes. .; then [etc.]. 1886 PallMall Gaz. 19 July

2/1 Some want money to bring them up to town; some

borrow to supply the addenda to a wardrobe—such as shapes,

shoes, and wigs.

9. One of the forms or diversities of appearance,

structure, or properties, in which a thing may

exist. . T ..

r667 Milton P. L. XI. 467 Death thou hast seen In his

first shape on man. 1727 De Foe Syst. Magic I. 111. (1840)

69 The new magic coming thus in play, let us see.. in what

shapes it began to appear. 1771-a Cowper Olncy Hymns
111 xviii, Dangers of ev'ry shape and name Attend the

followers of the Lamb. 1800 Med. Jrnl. IV. 324 An

atony of the uterus, or an irregularity of contraction ol the

muscular fibres, assuming various shapes. 1842 T. J. Arnold

Schiller's Lied von der Clocke (1846) Pref. 5 The following

translation, in its original shape, was published in Germany.

1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xvil 51 They were

familiar with the thing in all manner of shapes.
_

b. The phrase In any {no) shape {or form) is

often loosely used for : In any (no) manner, (not)

a
i«i Hollis in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 381 If you wil,

please to inform me how I may be useful to you in any shape

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxi, The Lord Keeper resolved that

he would do nothing to commit himself, either in one shape
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or other. 1835 — Betrothed xxviii, I am in no shape worthy
of your farther care.

10. In the shape of\ a. Represented by, em-
bodied in (a person or thing),

1750 Gray Long Story 41 Fame, in the shape of Mr. Purl,
..Had told, that [etc.]. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. u. ii.

We there saw Military Rule, in the shape of poor BesenvaL

b. Of the nature of.

1754 H. Walpolk Let. toMann 23 May, There is nothing
else in the shape of news but small-pox and miliary fevers.

1863 \V\ C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting lii. 90, I had nothing in
the shape of food. 1871 L. Stephen Playgr. Eur. (1894) ii.

67, I love everything in the shape of a mountain.

c. In the form of, existing or presenting itself as.

[1823 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Thoughts on Books, I can
read anything which I call a book. There are things in

that shape which I cannot allow for such.] 1813 Scott
Quentin D. xii, I pique not myself upon managing
steel in any other shape than that of a razor. 1835 T.
Mitchell Aeharn. of Aristoph. 1 note, To gain admission
even into this place, it was necessary for the anapaest to

present itself in an unbroken form, or.. in the shape of a

K
reposition with its case immediately following. 1880 C. R.
Iarkham Peruv. Bark 272, I made an earnest appeal for

recognition of his services in the shape of a small pension.

11. Definite, regular or proper form ; orderly

arrangement. Phr. to take shape ; to put into shape.

1633 Ford Loves Sacrif. in. ii, I am so busie with his
friii ulcus protect, and can bring it to no shape, that it almost
confounds my capacity. 1756 Earl of Holdernesse in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 390 Things begin to take a shape.
1820 Shelley Witch ofAtlas iv, Since in that cave a dewy
splendour hidden Took shape and motion. 1884 Church
Bacon ix. 220 He was quite as much a talker as a writer,

and beat out his thoughts into shape in talking. 1893 Law
Times XCV. 26/1 It is high time that this branch of the law
should be thrown Into statutory shape.

fl2. An attitude (in the manege, dancing, etc.).

1576 Gascoigne GriefofJoy iv. xxxix. Wks. 1910 II. 555
Nor he that vaults, or gambolds best in shape, Can coome
abowt (yet) nymbly lyke an Ape. 1602 Shaks.Ham. 1 v. vii.90,

I in forgery ofshapes and trickes, Come short ofwhat he did.
Punmngly. 1634 Ford Perk. Warbeck il iii, [A tailor

says :] For fashioning of shapes, and cutting a crosse-caper
tume me off to my trade againe.

13. Sporting. Condition with respect to efficiency;

* form/
1901 Scotsman 4 Sept. 7/5 She [a yacht] seems in a worse

shape than at the beginning of the season.

14. concr. in technical uses. a. Cookery. A
mould for forming jelly, blanc-mange, etc., into a
particular shape; a portion of jelly, blanc-mange,
etc. moulded into an ornamental shape.
1769 Mrs. Rafpald Engl. Housekpr. (1778) 201 You must

not put the shapes on the jelly till you are going to send it

to the table. 1850 Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour lix. (1853)
340 She had just stolen a shape of blanc-mange. 1889
Baring-Gould A rminell xliv, The puddings were ground
rice mould, 'shape' Mrs. Welsh called it, rice milk [etc.].

b. Millinery. The body of a straw bonnet or

woman's hat or cap previous to trimming.
1881 Milliner <$ Dressmaker Feb. 15/1 First-class milliners

prefer to cover their own shapes with plush.

c A portion of material cit or moulded so as

to have a particular shape ; spec, a piece of rolled

or hammered iron of cross-section differing from
that of merchant bar; also (see quot. 1875).
1845 Mrs. M.

J.
Howell Hand-bk. Dress-making 71

Before the velvet is cut out in shapes, a thin paper should
be gummed at the back. 1875 Knight Diet. Mcch., Shape,
a piece of metal roughed out as nearly as may be to the
shape it will assume when finally forged and finished.

d. Naut. A cone, ball, or drum of metal or

canvas used in signalling.

1879 in Nares Seamanship (ed. 6) 100 Three black balls or
shapes; each two feet in diameter.

f II. 16. What is decreed. Obs,
Bemvulf 3084 (Gr.) Wicum wunian 08 woruldende, healdon

heah ^esceap. a 1000 Riddles xl. 24 (Gr.) Long is to sec-
ganne, hu hyre ealdorgesceaft aefter gongeS, woh wyrda
Sesceapu. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) ior Of Godes
ordinance he forsoke be schap. 0x400-50 Wars Alex. 180
Sen it is sett to be soo & slipe it ne may, Ne schewid to be
na nobire schap.

III. 16. The sexual organs ; the distinctive

organ of either Bex. Now dial, in narrower sense,
1 the private parts of a female' (£ng. Dial. Viet.),

a xooo in Anglia (188S) XI. 2 paer he on his sceape locode
& his to bismere hloh. c 1x75 Lamb. Horn. 153 Et pe schape
be douel smu^cft in demeliche hwenne hit bio ?aru to galiche

deden. c 1*00 Trin. Coll. Horn. 67 pi shape dide bat hit ne
sholde. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 423 Alias ! somme of
hem shewen the boce of hir shap. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 35
But as sone as pay haden synned, bay seen hor schappe,
and wera aschamet berof, and hydden hit wyth leues of
fygge-tre. a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 507 Couer thy
snap Wyth some flyp-flap. 1639 T. de Gray Compl, Horsem.
8 Let him cast the cold water upon her shape.

IV. 17. Comb.
t

as (sense 5) shape- shifter

;

•shifting adj. and sb., -changing adj.
; (sense 14 b)

shape-coverer ; fshape-like a., comely, fitting

;

(-shape mistress (see quot.) ; +shape-smith,
jocular, a corset-maker.
x6ai G. Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 31 Blew Gods the

billowes crown'd, "Shape-changing Proteus, Triton shrill.

1901 Daily Chron. 6 May 0/4 "Shape Coverer wanted for

net work. 1671 Wiseman Treat. Wounds \. 15 Be sure in

your stitching; you bring the Artery and Vein tohis wounded
fallow, so shall you the likelyer secure your self, and make
the work more *shape-like. i8»o J. Caulpield Portraits

IV. 70 Mrs. Sarah Mapp..was called the bone-setter, or

627

*shape mistress. 1887 A. Lang Myth,Rit. <$ Relig. II. 19
He was also, like Odin, a ' *shape-shifter '. Ibid. I. 50
Belief in. .Metamorphosis or ' *shape shifting '. 1895 A.
NuTTin Kuno Meyer Voy. Bran I. 211 We obtain a glimpse
of the shape-shifting self-concealing powers of Tuatha De
Danann. 1713Garth Claremont 98 Not yet.,broad eyebrows
were redue'd by paste : No *shape-smith set up shop, and
drove a trade To mend the work wise Providence had made.

Shape (pp), v. Pa. t. shaped (J£pt); pa.
pple. shaped (pipt), arch, shapen (pi*p*n).

Forms: Inf. and pres.-stem : a. 1 sceppan, scyp-
pan, 4 schippe ; %rdper$. sing. 3 shuppiett, (for-)

schuppeU, 4 scheppetS, ssepp. £. 3 ssape {yd
pers. sing, schepieo"), 4-5 shappe, 3- shape.
Pa, t. a. strong 1 sc(e)6p, 3 shop, 4 shoop, 6
shoope, schope, 4-6 shope, Sc. schupe, 6
showpe ; 4 schep ; &. 3 scupte, scopte, sipte,
3~4schupte; 7. 4 schapit (Sc), shapte, scha-
pide, 6- shaped. Pa. pple. a. 1 sceapen,
scepen, 3 shapenn (Orm.), isceapen, yssape,
4 shape, ischape, snappen, 4- shapen. 0. 3
(for-) sohupped, 4- schept. 7. 3 ischeaped,

4 yschaped, 4- shaped. [A Com. Teut. str.

verb, the original conjugation of which is found
unaltered only in OE., OFris., OS., and Gothic,
while in the other Teut. langs., and in Middle and
Modem English, the primitive flexional forms have
been more or less completely replaced by analogical
new formations. OE. scieppan, sco'p, scapen cor-

responds to OFris. *skeppa, sk#p, eskepen (WFris.
skeppe, skoepj skepen)

y OS. *gisceppian, -sc6p

{scuop), *-scapan
7
Goth, gaskapjan, -skop, -skapan :

the sense in all these langs. is ' to create ', occas.

*to fashion'. In early ME. a new pres.-stem

shape was formed on the analogy of the pa. pple.,

and after the 14th c. completely took the place of

the older sheppe
t
shippe. The str. pa. t. survived

into the 14th c (in Sc. still later), but in ME. two
different weak formations are also found : shupte
(ii) from the original present-stem, and shapide
from the altered form shape. In the pa. pple.

ME. similarly developed two distinct weak forms,

of the types schept and shaped. From the 16th c.

onwards, shape has been a 'regular' weak verb
(pa. t. and pa. pple. shaped'), though the pa. pple.

shapen still survives in archaizing use. The verb
has been influenced in sense-development by Shape
sb., of which it is apprehended as a derivative.
In continental Teut. the changes in conjugation were

similar to those that took place in ME. ; in addition, a
cognate verb repr. an OTeut. type *skapdj'an became in some
dialects coincident in form with the verb represented by
the OE. and Gothic forms above. Further, German and
Du. have from their earliest known periods had a verb
meaning ' to draw water \ identical in form (and perhaps in

etymology) with the verb meaning ' to create '
; in the older

stages of those langs. all the conjugational varieties occur
with both meanings, but subsequently the verb meaning ' to
create ' and that meaning ' to draw water ' came to be dis-

tinguished throughout by difference of inflexion. The forms
are as follows:— OFris. *skeppa, skdp, eskepen to create,
OS. gisclip pa. t. t created , skeppian-wk., todrawwater; Du.
scheppen, sckiep, geschapen to create, scheppen, scheMe,
gescnept to draw water ; OHG. scephen, scuof giscaffan,
also scaffan, scafla, gaskeft to create, to draw water, also
scaffdn wlc, to form ; MHG. schepfen, sckepfte, geschepft,
also schaffen, schuofgeschaffen, and occas. schaffen, schaffte,
geschafft to create, to do, to draw water ; mocTG. schdpfen,
schdpfte, geschspft to draw water, earlier also to create (cf.

schSpfer creator) ; schaffen t schuf geschaffen to create

;

schajfen. schajfte, *eschafft to do, procure ; ON. skepja,
skdp and skaptfa, skapt-r, also skaPa, skapata, skapaZ-r to
shape, make, ordain ; Sw. skapa, Da. skabe to create, make,
shape.
The ultimate etymology is obscure. Some scholars have

suggested that the original sense is *to draw (water) from
a source \ and that the senses ' to create ', ' to ordain * are
developed from this. Others regard *skapjan to draw water
(which is* related to OTeut. *skapo-, OS. scap, OHG. scaf
mod.G. schaffi vessel, bucket) as a distinct word from
"skapjan to create, ordain. For other derivatives of the
Teut. root *skap- see Shaft sb. 1

, -ship; outside Teut. no
cognates are known, unless the root *skap- be an altered
form of *skat- (:—pre-Teut. *skabh-) : see Shave v.]

L To create, fashion, form.

1 1. trans. To create; in later use, to form,
fashion (said of God or Nature).
From the beginning of the 14th c. there are indications

that the verb in this use was sometimes apprehended as
meaning ' to form, fashion, give shape to ', and in the 16th c.

the verb, though still used of God, would prob. have been
regarded as corresponding toformare. In the 17th c. it was
felt to be an inappropriate word to apply to God: cf. 'God
makes, and the Tailor shapes ' (Bulwer Anthropom. 256).
a 1000 Cxdmon's Gen. 1278 (Gr.) pa he Adam scoop, c iioo

Or.min 11505, & sawle iss shapenn all off nohht, & hafebj?
brinne mahhtess. a 1x40 Ureisun in O. E. Horn. 1. 189 His
hwasdohter bu art, his bat wrahte and wait bat ischapen
[203 ischeapen] is. c 1300 Harrow. Hell 196 (Harl. MS.)
Habraham..bou seidest..bat mi leue moder wes boren &
shaped of bifleyhs. C1386CHAUCER Clerks T. 847 Hir fader..
Curseth the day and tyme that nature Shoop him to been a
lyves creature. £1460 Toivneley Myst. ii. 174 God that shope
both erth and beuen, I pray to the thou here my steven. 1539
Bible (Great) Ps. Ii. 5, I was shapen in wickednesse. 1557
Turner Bathes {1562) Pref. A iij o, [These] byrdes-.beynge
taught of their nature, whiche almighty God grafted in them,
when he shope them and made them to do so.

SHAPE.

fb. In pa. pple. : Naturally fitted or likely (to

do something). Obs,

1375 Barbour Bruce xx. 206 The douchty lord Dowglass
Best schapen for that travell was. c 1500 Mclusine 151
That man is able and shappen for to subdue & putte vndre
hym all the world. 1525 Berners Froiss. II. ccvi. 264 b,

Ladyes. . were nat shapen nor made to endure such payne.

2. To make, fashion out of pre-existing mate-
rials. In later use, to make by alteration of shape
(as by moulding or carving) out of something
else ; to make in a definite shape.
c 1000 ^Elfric Gram, xxviii. (Z.) 174 Fingo

t
ic hiwije

o36e scyppe. a 1300 Cursor M. 16573 Pe rode bai scop ban
as bai wald, . .O cedre, cipres, and o pine, c 1374 Chaucer
Anel.

(J-
Arc. 357 (Tanner MS.) The temple.. I'hat shapyn

was as ye shall aftyr here, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 113 He
shapis him of shire wax litill schipis many. 1470-85 Ma-
lory Arthur xvn. vi. 698 And whan these thre spyndels
were shapen, she made hem to be fastned vpon the selar of
the bedde. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. ii. 240 Come, to the
Forge with it, then shape it. 1665 Hooke Microgr. 154
She does begin to Geometrize,. .shaping, .plane regular
figures, as triangles, .cubes, &c. 180a Leyden Lord Soulis
Ixii, The ropes .. Shaped of the sifted sand you see. 1893
D. J. Rankin Zambesi Basin xiv. 240 A large wooden
mortar shaped out of a log.

b. Of the organs of speech : To form, frame,
produce (sounds).
c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 211 Tunge and teS and lippe word

shuppiefc mu3 sent ut be stefne. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. v. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), To schape be voice aier is ifonge
in be leues of be lungen.

O. To frame, fashion (an immaterial thing) ; to

make conformable with (a pattern).
a 1300 Cursor M. 28073 Laud men mai sumquat lere, to

scape bair scrift wit bis samplere. £1400 Destr. Troy 72
Cornelius . . translated it into latyn . . but he shope it so short
bat [etc.]. 1874 Sayce Compar. Philol. viii. 299 The statue
does not represent more truly the artistic imagination of its

sculptor than does the word the mind that shaped it.

d. To shape out : to form, produce by giving
shape to material.
1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa Introd. 29 At the very mouth

or out-let, dispersing it selfe into two branches, it shapeth
out a great island. 1756 C. Smart tr. Horace, Epist. 11. ii.

(1826) II. 293 You may shape out any thing with such moist
clay. 1830 Lyell Prim. Geot. I. 312 Currents..and ides,

cannot .. shape out or silt up estuaries .. without [etc.].

e. To shape over (U.S.) : to refashion. Cf.

make over, Mak£ v. 9a d.

1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 53 The same influence helped
..to shape over certain pronominal elements into the per-
sonal endings anti, mast, and ti.

3. passive. To have a certain shape.
c 1000 jElfric in Sweet Set. Horn. Hi. 7 pa waes bzes

teoban werodes hafes ealdor swibe faster and wlitij xes-
ceapen. 13.. K. Alts. 6465 Folke heo buth ful eovel y.
schapen. Heore mouth is from that on ere to that othir
[etc], £1350 Will. Palerne 126 How faire & how fetis

it was & freliche schapen. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xU iii,

Lyke to ane hert schapin verily. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
dam's Comm, 209 b, The cloth was so shapen, that it covered
also the other partes. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 739
Shaped in forme, as one would say, of an egge. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants I. 215 Receptacle very long, shaped
like a style. 1884 Mrs. Walford Baby's Grandm. I. 26a
The head was well shapen.

f4. To cut out or fashion (clothing). Obs. as

specific sense.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 200 Hu se euer hire kurtel beo ischeaped
o3er iseouwed, heo [etc. J. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII.
269 Sche cam into be bisshop his chambre, oon caas for to
schape be chamberlay his lynnen clobes. 1583 Melbancke
Phtlotimus M ij, It is not hard for the Tayler to shape a
fitte garment for a straight bodie. 1654 Bramhall Just
Vind. ii. (1661) 24^ Therefore it is as hard a task to shape a
coat fqr Schismaticks, as for the Moon, which changeth its

shape euery day. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth v, I was thinking
of her poor mother when I shaped them [gloves].
absol. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Prim. 473 The taillours,

trow I, moot heer-after soone Shape in pe feeld. 1568
Charteris Pref. to Lyndesay's Was. (1871) 4* The King
. .sayis to him : *Qhairto wald thow be my tailjeour? thow
can nouther schaip nor sew? ' 1738 Ramsay Widow 2 The
Widow can shape, and the Widow can shew. 1821 Scott
Pirate xiv, Thimblethwaite let no one but himself shape
for glorious John, and he had a slashing hand at a sleeve.

f 5. To fashion an image of, portray. Obs,
£-1350 Will. Palerne 3214 Swete sire, $e me saye what

signe is be leuest to haue schape in bi scheld. c 1400 A rth.

fy MerL (Kolbing) 1587 Apon his tayles ende per was schaped
a grysly hed. a 1650 Old Robin of Portingale xxxii. in
Percy Fol. MS. I. 240 He shope the crosse in his right
sholder of the white flesh & the redd.

+ b. To present, set (an example). Obs.
ci6io Women Saints 185 You women doe not leaue this

example vnimitated, which she hath shaped you.

t C. To shape out : to depict, describe. Obs.
1633 Marmion Fine Comp. m. v. F 3, 1 am sure she shapt

me out to bee the ridiculousest old asse in Europe.
d. To shapeforth : to picture to view ; to give

an outline of.

1570 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 29b, That course
which the sonne of God by his example shaped forth vnto
them. 1810 Scott Lady of L. in. vii, The lone Seer..
Shaped forth a disembodied World. 1831 — Ct. Robt. xiii,

]
My^ humble understanding," said Agelastes, ' had been

infinitely inferior to the management of so.. sagacious a
scheme, had it not been shaped forth and suggested by the
inimitable wisdom of your. .Imperial Highness.'

1 6. To produce, cause, bring about. Also with
clause as obj. Obs.
c 1315 Shoreham 1. hi And glorie Hit scheppeb, ^ef man

deybe, And schilt fram purgatorie. 1377 Langl. P. PL B.

79-2
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xx. 138 He made lele matrimonye Departen ar deth cam &
deuors shupte. la 1500 Chester PL, Temptation (Shaks.

Soc) 204 For I shall shape honour for thee. 1831 Scott

Ct. Robt. xxxiii, Nor is there an opportunity of acquiring

honour which I can shape for thee, to which, as it occurs,

I will not gladly prefer thee.

f- 7. To transform or turn into, to. Obs,

1362 Langl. P. PI- A. ProL 54 Summe schopen hem to

hermytes heore ese to haue. 1470-&S Maloby Arthur iv.

xiv. 136 She shope her self hors and man by enchauntement

vnto a grete marbyl stone. 1648 Gage West Ind. 12 Yet

from a rich covetous Merchant did it shape him to a Courtier

in pleasures.

f b. To put into clothing. Also intr. for refl.

1363 Langl. P. PL A. Prol. 2, I schop me in-to a schroud.

? 1370 Robt. Cicyte 165 in Hazl. E. P. A I. 275 In a clothyng
ye schalle be schape. a 1400 Pistill of Susan vii. (Ingilby

MS.), pe schene biiddes in be schawe bei schappyn in

schrowde.

fc. To cause to assume an alien shape or

appearance. Obs.
C1400 Arth. <$• MerL (Kolbing) 723 And bey \sc. fiends]

han bothe strengthe & my3t, After man to schapen here

body. 1613 Hevwood Silver Age 11. 1, Enter at one dore.

.

at the other Iupiter shapt like Amphitrio.

f 8. To prescribe a form to. Obs,

1340 Ayenb. 209 peruore ous tekp oure guode mayster
Iesu crist uor to asci wysliche and ous ssepb oure ascinge

bo he zede.

f9. a. intr. To attain maturity of form and
proportions, b. trans. Of a tree : To bring (its

fruit) to maturity. Obs.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. v. § 4. 24 b, Young men, when
they knit and shape perfectly, doe seldome grow to a further

stature. 1618 Lawson New Orch, <$• Garden vii. (1623)

16, 1 haue knowne a tree, .for want of strength could neuer
shape his fruit.

10. To trim, cut, or mould to a particular shape

;

to adapt in shape to.

1457 Hardyng Chron. in Eng. Hist. Rev. Oct. (1912) 75°
The lawe is lyke vnto a Walshmannes hose, To eche
mannes legge that shapen is and mete. 1717 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to Ctess Mar 1 Apr. (1887} I. 175 They
generally shape their eyebrows, i86x Ladies' Gas. Fashion
Apr. $ofi Some [sleeves) are shaped to the elbow, and have
cuffs. 1891 Kinns Graven in Rock viii. 300 The sarcophagus
is slightly shaped to the body.

11. To give definite form to ; to put into a certain

form, to embody in words. + Also with out,

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 22 That oracles were fore-

told at the Delphian Caue, but were shapte out and finished

in the Counsell house. 1796 W. Taylor in Monthly Rev,
XX. 535 We knew into how complete and fascinating a
whole the selecting taste of Wieland had shapen the enter*

prise of Huen of Bourdeaux. 184a Tennyson Godiva 3 And
there I shaped The city's ancient legend into this. 1875
Geo. Eliot in Cross Life (1885) III. 258 The trivial ques-
tions 1 want to put could hardly be shapen in a letter.

b. refl. To assume a definite form or structure

;

to develop from vagueness or confusion into some-
thing coherent.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. EL This multitudinous French
People -.begins heaping and shaping itself into organic
groups. 1869 Tozer Right. Turkey I. 37 The valleys .

.

shape themselves . . into a succession of graceful curves.

12. To give a direction and character to (one's

life, conduct, etc.).

1823 Keble Serm. iv. (1848) 85 Every one shapes his

conduct, in regard to his worldly interests, upon the notion
that sin and wickedness abound. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola
(1880) I. Introd. 2 The great river-courses which have shaped
the lives of men have hardly changed. x886 Athenaeum
30 Oct. 562/2 It would be absurd to say that his life was
shaped for him by the force of circumstances,

XX To devise, plan, prepare.

13. To devise (a plan, a remedy.

)

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 502, I can shappe herof a
remedie. 1423 Jas. I. KingisQ. lxix, Bot venus, of hir

grace, Will schape remede. c 1530 Hyckescorner 355 But
at the last God shope a remedy. 1584 Lodge A tarum agst.

Usurers 10 According as I finde your aunswere, I will shape
your deliueraunce. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxiv, Can I shape
no means for myself when I am deserted by these cravens ?

+ 14. To take measures for, contrive, endeavour

to bring about. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4565 pat schopen
hym [Caesar] yuel& outrage, bey didenhymfewte& homage,
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3267* And had he shapyn Ay to

shalkez shendship & illys. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 257 And
soo for he schapput a fowle deth to ober, hit fell apon
hymselfe.

t b. With inf. or clause as obj. Obs,
13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 762 I schal schape no more bo

schalkkez to helpe. 1387-8 T. Usk Test, Love 1. vi. (Skt.)

148 Thilke governour . . snoop to have letted thilke eleccion,
and have made a newe. C1440 York Myst, xvii. 318
Herowde the kyng has malise ment, And shappis with
shame yow for to shende. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii.

6x A fedrem on he tuke, And schupe in Turky for to fie.

1567 Gude <V Godlie Ball. 142 Send vs support andconfort-
ingi Aganis our fab that byssie is, That schapis till stroy,
baith auld and zung. a 1585 Montgomerie Cnerrie $ Sine
261 Bot ay the mair I schape [? read schupe] to smont The
baulder it brak out.

+ C. absol.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 201 Ranked God & him so
wele for him had schaped. c 1456 Pecock Bk. Faith (1009)
255 Therfore God so schope that the feith schulde bi a
notable tyme be preched.

fl5. refl. To set oneself, prepare. Const, to

with inf., or for, Obs, Very common in Chaucer.
"374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. iv. (1868) 21 And I se bat

euery lorel shapib hym to fynde outc newe fraudes. 1377

628

Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 429 Certes \ quod he, ' bat is soth

'

and shope hym for to walken. c 1386 Chaucer ProL 774
As ye goon by the weye, Ye shapen yow to talen and to
pleye. 146a in Extracts Burgh Rec. Edin. (i860) I. 20
That no nychbour schaip thame to by ony vittuallis or to
bid ony price thairfoir befoir the entrie.

_ a i<>68 Banuatyne
AIS. (Hunter. Club) 78 Schaip the no moir with ws to stryve.

1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xix. 95 Gif sour fais tryumphis
ouer 30W to stand, Schaip 30W for deid.

+ b. Of the sky : To prepare (to rain). Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troilus 111. 551 Right sone vpon the

chaunging of the mone Whan.. that the welken shoop him
for to reyne.

+ 16. To direct the course of; to equip, send

forth. Also, of a motive : To prompt, induce. Obs.

c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 12050 Arthur.,
schop his host to Southaumptone. 1362 Langl. P. PI. A.
viii. 69 Bidders and Beggers Beob not in be Bulle, Bote be

suggestion be sob bat schapeb hem to Begge. c 1386
Chaucer Man ofLaw's T. 155 Bisshopes ben shapen with
hir for to wende. c 1470 Henry Wallace xi. 403 Throuch
auld malice he wox ner wod for teyn ; Apon the Scottis schup
thaim all with gret mayn.

+ b. refl. To direct one's course. Also intr.

( 1400 Destr. Troy 1144 He wilL. shape hym to our
shippes with his shene knightes. c 1470 Henry Wallace
x. 408 Feyll Sotheroun than to Wallace fast can schaip.

1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xiii. bjb, At the last he [Leir]

shope hym to the see and passed ouer in to fraunce.

t c. To shape (a person's) way : to assist one in

a course of action. Obs.
136a Langl. P. PL A. 111. 17 We wolen wysen be kyng

and bi wey schapen. 1622 Bacon Hen. VI'I, 237 Whereas
Empson and Dudley, .did not giue way pnely . . but shape
him way to those Extremities, for which himselfe was
touched with remorse at his Death.

d. To shape, one's course : Naut., to steerfor, to

a place. Also transf. andflg, (occas. to shape one 's

passage, way, etc.).

1593 Peele Hon. Garter C 4 b, And Sheffeilde, shape
thy course no otherwise, Then loyaltie.. Directs. 1627
CAr-T. Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 56 Shape your course as

he doth to meet him at the neerest angle you can. a 1700
Evelyn Diary 16 Sept. 1644, Minding now to shape my
course so as I might winter in Italy. £1750 Shenstone
Love fy Hon. 325 To the cloister s pensive scene Elvira
shap'd her solitary way. 18x6 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R.
Zaire i. (1818) 9 We now shaped a course for the west end
of Madeira. 1877 ' H. A. Page ' De Quincey I. iv. 80 Two
considerations caused him to shape his course differently.

17. fa. To direct, address (speech); to aim (a

blow). Obs.
13.. Gaw. Sf Gr. Knt. 1626 He schewez hem be scheldez,

& schapes hem be tale. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms
(S. T. S.) 270 He wald. .prevene the strakis, and geve him
the dedely straikis first that he schapis till him. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. v. 39 Which speaches she applying to the

scope Of her intent, this further purpose to him shope.

b. Phrase, to shape an answer. In early use

const, to or dative. (Now with mixture ofsense 1 1
.)

c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 160 Wherefore thow
Eolus, without more delay Shape vs an answer to thyne
accusement. 1528 More Dyaloge rn. i. (1529) 67 b/2 That
shall I gladly here quod I, and shape you such answere as
my pore wytte wyll serue me. 1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 171
Achilles thus an answere shapes. 1625 Bacon Ess., Cun-
ning (Arb.) 441 It is a good Point of Cunning, for a Man,
to shape the Answer he would haue.in his owne Words, and
Propositions. 1670 Milton Hist. Brit. iv. 151 Well per-

ceaving which way the King enclin'd, every one thereafter

shap'd his reply. 18x2 Cary Dante, Parad. vi. 28 To thy
first question thus I shape mine answer.

18. intr. t a. To turn out, take a course. Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 301 For him & us alle myght
it better schape. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 8415 Iff happe so
with me schape That thow may no wyse askape Fro me.
c 1440 Wars Alex, (prose) 69 (E.E.T.S.), And when Alex-
ander saw it schope thus.. he commanded bat all men
schulde wende armed.

f b. To arise, come to pass. Obs.

13. . E. E. Allit. P. C. 160, & al to ly^ten bat lome, ;if

Iebe wolde schape. c 1430 Hoccleve Min. Poems xxii. 332
And on a nyght vnhappyly shoop it, Left was the Erles
Chambre dore vnstoken. £1430 — New Cant. Tale 15/29
(E.E.T.S.) It shoop so bat this man had a yong sone.

T O. To be conducive, tend. Obs.
1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 346 Their deere losse, The more

of you 'twas felt, the more it shap'd Vnto my end of stealing
them.

f d. Of a coast-line : to trend. Obs.

1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 7 The sea-coast..from thence
. .shapes nearly south by east half east.

19. To appear promising (chiefly Sc. and dial. :

see Eng. Dial. Diet.). Often with reference to

physical exercises, as drill, rowing, etc. : To show
signs of becoming efficient.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xiv. viii. V. 264 How their

Grand Army of the Netherlands shaped to prosper. Ibid.
xvitr. vii. VII. 211 Your Brother does not the least shape
towards giving in. 1899 Kipling Stalky 205 They [the

cadet company] shape well—extremely well they shape.

1913 DaiLy Chron. 22 Feb. 7/4 No. 7 rowed light, but the
other men in the stern and right down to 4 shaped finely.

b. Cricket. Of a batsman : To get into the

proper attitude and position for dealing with the

particular kind of ball delivered by the bowler.
1884 I. Bligh in Lillywhite's Cricket Ann. 4 Davis and

Powell shaping well.

c. Of a horse : To exhibit capabilities ; to

develop into.

1887 Daily News 16 May 3/4 Mr. C. Clark's son of Outfit,

who gives promise of shaping into a grand weight-carrier.

SHAPELESS.

1891 Gould Double Event xvii. 123, I am very anxious
to see how my horse shapes.

20. Pugilism. To * square ' for fighting.

1878 Athletic World $i May 99/2 Bassano.. without the

least attempt at shaping, hit him sharply on the nose.

III. To appoint, decree, determine.

+ 21. trans, a. Of God, fate, fortune, etc: To
destine, decree. Obs.
Beoiuulf 291 3 Waes sio wroht scepen heard wi5 Hu^as.

a 1000 Be manna wyrdum 95 (Gr. J Weoroda god geond
middanjeard monnes crasftas sceop& scyrede. rxzoo Trin.
Coll. Horn. 105 WerpeS pat gilt uppen ure drihten and seiS
..ne was me no bet shapen. 1297 ^* Glouc (Rolls) 4391
Ac euere vou3te as horn nere deb issape non. 13.. E. E.
AlHt. P. C. 247 A wylde walterande whal, as wyrde ben
schaped, pat was beten fro be abyme. c 1386 Chaucer
Monk's ProL 21 ' Alias !

' she seith, ' that ever I was shape
To wedde a milksop *. 1423 Jas. I Ktngis Q. xxiv, Fortune
It schupe non othir wayis to be. c 1440 Capgrave Life
St. Kath. 1257 (Rawl. MS.) 5et is ber to 30W schape a
hyer chaunce. 01547 Surrkv sEneid u. 153 To whom
that fate was shapte, whom Phebus wold.

T 1>. gen. To decree, determine. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 4364 When alle

were set in ylka bataille, & schept ho scholde formest assaille,

Toward be Romayns faste bey nomen. 13.. E. E. Allit.

P. B. 742, & quat if faurty be fre & fauty byse o]oer Schalt
bow schortly al schende & schape non ober. c 1380 Wyclii--
Wks. (1880) 419 Sib no cause is of bis almes, bei seyen bat
god shoop pis wip-oute cause.

f 22. To give (a name) to a person or thing. Obs.
Beowulf7% Scop him Heort naman. c 1000 ./Elfric Horn.

(Th.) 1. 478 Rice menn sceopon heora bearnum naman be him
sylfum. c 1205 Lay. 14232 pa beburh wel [read wes] al ;are

ba scop he hire nome. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 277
In be same manere kynges sones of Engelond hadde names
i-schape by hir fadir names. 1555 Phaer A£neid m. 22
And of my name their name I shoope, and Eneads them call.

f 23. To deliver (a judgement), appoint (a

penalty) ; condemn (a person) to punishment.
a 1300 Cursor M. 9714 Til an behoues al assent And siben

schap be iugement. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 809 To bale
were 3e banne bore for bannede werkus, pat schullen schamly
be schent & schapen to paine. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. 1.

159 Ri^t so is loue a ledere and be lawe sbapeth. c 1425
Cast. Persev. 1828 in Macro Plays 131, I schape bese
schrewys to mekyl schame.

Shape, obs. form of Chape sb.

1540 in Gage Hengrave (1822) 114 Paid for gylting of the
handle of the swarde and for the shape \\s.

Shape, obs. form of Scape v.1

Shareable, shapable (p-pab'l), a. ff.

Shape v. and sb. + -able.]

1. Capable of being shaped, plastic.

1647 Ward Simp. Cobler 35 My task is to sit and study
how shapeable the Independent way will be to the body of
England. 1832 Carlyle in Froude Remin. (1881) I. ig
What strange shapeable creatures we are ! i860 Ruskin
Unto this Last (1862) 71 Soft, and shapeable into love-

syllables.

2. Shapely, characterized by shapeliness.

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 146 With a Wheel.. I made
Things round and shapable, which before were filthy Things
. . to look on. 1889 H. B. Wheatley How to Catalogue iii.

71 As it forms a more shapable and better-looking volume.
Shapeau, obs. form of Chapeau.
Shaped CPpt), ///. a. [f. Shape v, and sb. +

-ed. Cf. Shapen ppl. a.]

1. In senses of the verb. Often with prefixed adv.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus in. iii. P iv b, That hurtful or

noysom yll which . .did cast away our first formed or shaped
fathers. 1720 Ozlll Vertot's Rom. Rep. II. xiii. 340 Caius
Julius Caesar.. was the best shap'd Man of his Time.
1845 Mrs. M. J. Howell Hand-bk. Dress-making 53 For
cambrics, or muslins, this shaped body is most eligible.

1857 Dickens Dorrit xv, That fair ship began to steer
steadily on a shaped course.

__

186a H. B, Wheatley Ana-
grams x8 Shaped verses are instances of the most egregious
folly. It was the fashion among the minor poets to compose
poems formed in the shape of every conceivable thing.

1863 Q. Rev. CXIV. 387 Shaped bones and chipped flints lay
in the same deposit. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip XXVI.
33/2 The curiously shaped rhinoceros beetle.

2. In parasynthetic derivatives of adj. + shape
sb., as many-shaped adj.

1593 Q- Eliz- Boeth. n. pr. i. 20, I vnderstand the many
shaped [multiformes] deceites of her wonder. 1866 Field
6 Jan. 10/2 The first-named ..being as fine a shaped hound
as ever I saw.

Shapeful (pi-pful), a. [f. Shape sb. +-pul.]

f 1. Having or taking (any) shape, nonce-use.
X615 Chapman Odyss.xvn. 648TheGods Haue often visited

these rich abods.. since their pow'rs (Being alwayes [? = all

ways] shapefull) glide through Townes and Tow'rs.

2. Shapely.
1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. iv. (1626) 73 But now in her

owne Fountayne bathes her faire And shapefull lims. 1842

J. Sterling Ess., etc. (1848) 1. 437 The. .struggle for power
and riches absorbs the energies that would otherwise exert
themselves in shapeful melody. 1867 G. Macdonald Dis-
ciple, eta, Somnium Myst. xi, Their floral speech, Their
lovely silences of shapeful lore.

Shapeless (J?*ples), a. [f. Shape sb. + -less.]

1. Without shape or form ; having no definite or

regular shape.
a 1300 Cursor M. 350 fat es be elementes to sai, J>at first

scapless al samen lay. 1587 Golding De Mornay vii. 103
The sayd Chaos was as a shapelesse Child [vn Embryon)..
scarce set together in the moothers wombe. 159* Shaks.
Ven. 4* Ad. 415 Who weares a garment shapelesse and vn-

finisht? 1636 Earl Manch. Contempt. Mortis $ fmmori.
33 But what is this soule that so delights in futures? Though
it be shapelesse and immaterial!, yet [etc]. 1698 Froger



SHAPELESSNESS. 629 SHAPOO.

Voy. Ded., I cou'd not forbear, how shapeless soever the

same [sc. this Relation] may be, to present it to Your Hon-
our. 1709 Pope Ess. Crit. 158 Some objects please our eyes

. .The shapeless rock, or hanging precipice. 1770 Goldsm.
Des. I'itl. 47 Sunk are thy bowers in shapeless ruin all. 1799
Sir J. Mackintosh Disc. Law Nat. 17 A shapeless compila-

tion, in which reason lies buried under a mass of authorities

and quotations. 1821 Shelley Prometh. Unb. 1. 36 And
shapeless sights come wandering by, The ghastly people of

the realm of dream. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <$• Dazvu xlix.

157 The statue had been fused and disfigured into a mass of

shapeless metal.

2. Destitute of beauty or elegance of form, un-

shapely.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. \L 303 Let vs complaine to them

what fooles were lieare, Disguis'd like MuscouUes in shape-

lesse geare. 1590 — Com. Err. iv. ii. 20 He is deformed,
crooked, old, and sere, IU-fac'd, worse bodied, shapelesse

euery where, a 1661 Holvdav tr. Juvenal Sat. x. (1673)

191 A shape-less Lad no Tyrant e're did make His dear
Court-Eunuch. 1730 Gray Elegy 79 Some frail memorial
still erected nigh, With uncouth rhimes and shapeless sculp-

ture deck'd. 1813 Scott Trierm. 111. xv, In shapeless char-

acters of yore, The gate this stern inscription bore. 1868

Geo. Eliot F. Holt i, The old women at Smyrna are like

sacks. You've not got clumsy and shapeless.

3. Without guidance or direction, aimless, rare.

1591 Shaks. Two Gent. 1. i. 8 To. .Weare out thy youth
with shapelesse idlenesse. 1890 *R. Boldrewood Col.

Reformer (1891) 133 The drunkard's nerveless, hopeless,

shapeless life in death.

Hence Slia pelessness.
1587 Golding De Mornay vii. 102 A proper imagination

surely, . . to father his so orderly essencevppon the shapelesse-
nesse of a Chaos. 187a Echo 3 Oct. 3 The incoherence and
shapelessness which Sir George Jessel vaunts as the perfec-

tion of human contrivance.

Shapeliness (J^-plines). [f. Shapely a. +
->ess.J The condition of being shapely.

1388 Wyclif Song Sol. v. 15 His schapplinesse [1382 fair-

nesse] is as of the Liban. — Ps. xliv. 5 Biholde thou in

tht schaplynesse. 1755 in Johnson. 176J-71 H. Walpole
Vertue*s Anecd. Paint. (1786) III. 394 The shapeliness of
the lime and horse-chesnut. 1863 Swinburne Chastelard 1.

i. 23 True, a goodly man. _ What shapeliness and state he
hath. 1884 J. R. Seelf.y hi Contemp. Rev. Oct. 497 When
we speak of Goethe as having created the literature of
Germany, do we mean that he brought it back from wildness
to Greek shapeliness and decorum?

t Sha peling. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shape sb. +

-ling 2.] A small form or embryo.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 35 The shaplings or tiny

keeles of the great Malpighiuses eggs.

Shapely (J^'pli), a. Also 4-5 shaply, (4
schapliehe, schap(p)li, schap(p)ely, compara-
tive schaploker), 4-6 schaply. [f. Shape sb. +
-lt K (OE. had gesceaplice adv., fitly.)]

f 1. Fit, likely, suitable ; also like (to something).
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1452 Tho sleyghtes yet bat I

haue herd yow stere Ful shaply ben to fayllen alle y-fere,

c 1386 — Prol. 372 Euerich for the wisdom bat he kan Was
shaply for to been an Alderman. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 264
Envic.is noght schaply forto wyve In Erthe among the
wommen hiere. c 1435 Chron. London (ed. Kingsford 1905)

53 For Sorowe and Remoors, that he ys shaply to make
with Inne this Rewme. c 1440 Hylton Scala Perf.(W.de
W. 1494) n. xxviii, Thyse that god knewe before sholde be
made shapely to the ymage of his sone.

2. Of good or elegant shape, well-formed.
138a Wyclif Exod. ii. 2 [SheJ bar a child, and, seynge hym

shaply [Vulg. elegantem), hydde hym thre monethis. 1388
— Gen. xxxix. 6 Forsothe Joseph was fair in face, and
schapli in si}t [Vulg. decorns aspeclu]. a 1400 Pistil of
Susan 118 (Vernon MS.) AIs bis schaply bing ^ede in hire

3arde. Ihid. 194 Hire scboldres schaply and schire. c 1400
Lanfranc's Cirurg. 30 f>e bridde [profit is], bat be makynge
of lymes were be more schaploker. 1406 Hoccleve La
Male Regie 139 Children deere, bat so goodly so shaply
were, and feir. 1513 Douglas J&ncis vi. xv. 38 A sembly
springald, a fayr ^owng galland, Rycht schaply maid. 1687
A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 237 The Ambassadour .

.

had the end of his Nose, part of the upper and under Lip
cut off, but was otherwise a shapely Man. 1785 Cowper
Task 11. 76 Rude fragments now Lie scatter'd where the
shapely column stood. 1883 Contemp. Rev. Oct. 613 In
physique, they are taller, slighter, more lithe, shapelier, than
their congeners at home.
absol. 138a Wyclif Song Sol. ii. 11 My culuer, my shapli

[Vulg. Formosa mea], — /so. ixiii. 1 Who is this..? this

shapli in his stole. 1709 Shaftesb. Moralists ill. ii. 225
An inward Eye distinguishes, and sees the Fair ana
Shapely, a 1834 Coleridge in Academy 15 Aug. (1885)

104/2 The distinct Perception^ of a Whole arising out of a
distinct simultaneous perception of the Parts, in the rela-

tions of all to each, and of each to each and to all, constitutes

—the Shapely.

b. Having definite form. rare.

i8»7 Hood Hero $ Leander Ixxix, She. .spies blurr'd
images obscurely drawn, . . But her true grief grows shapely
by degrees, A perish'd creature lying on her knees. 1863
Edin. Rev. Apr. 500 The plastic power of the imagination,
taking up and using the existing data, forms them into a
shapely conception.

t 3. Pertaining to form. Obs. rare~~l .

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 177 pc makere of alle

binges bat hab wib him schapliehe resouns, of al manere
resouns and binges [orig. ideates rerum rationes].

Shapen (J^p'n), ppl. a. [Strong pa. pple. of

Shape v. (OE. had earmsceapen wretched.) Cf.

Shaped///, a.]

1. Having a shape (of the kind specified by the

qualifying word). Obs. exc. in well shapen (some-
what area.)*
a 1300 Cursor M. 8076 [>at sagh man neuer for-wit bat

hore, Sua fraward scapen creature. ^1425 tr. Ardcrne's
Treat. Fistula^ etc. (1910) 6 Haue the leche alsoclene handes
and wele shapen nailez. 1470-85 Malory Art/iur ix. ii. 341
The kny$t with the euylle shapen cote, c 1500 Melusine
xxxiii. 235 His fayre and wel shappen body. 1549 Cover-
dale Erasm. Par. Rom. Prol. 4**r" "J, That the righte
shapen workes abyde not behynde, but accompanye faythe.

1603 Stow Surv. (ed. 3) 197 An vglie shapen sight appeared
to them, comming in at the south Window. 1635 Bacon
Ess., Innovations, The Births of Liuing Creatures, at first,

are ill shapen. 1703 T. N. City $ C. Purch. 85 A well shapen
Man. 1859 Geo. Kliot Adam Bede vi, She was a good-
looking woman.., well shapen.

2. Furnished with a definite shape; fashioned,

shaped.
1483 Cath.Angl. 333/1 Schapyne, aptus,aptatus, adplas-

matus. 1558 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 88, I bequith all

my shappen apparell as jacketts, dubletts and others unto
my children. Ibid. i4r, 200. 1887 Morris Odyss. xn. 15
And withal on the topmost tomb we set the shapen oar.

1891 — Poems by Way (1896) 214 Yet on he went until he
heard The cry become a shapen word.

Shapen (J^'p'n), v. rare. [f. Shape sb. + -en 5
;

cf. Shapen ///. a.) trans. To shape, impart a
shape to.

1535 Coverdale i Kings xxviii. 14 He sayde : How is he
shapened ? She sayde : There commeth vp an olde man, and
is clothed with a longe garment. 1587 Golding De Mornay
vii. 90 Seeing this Chaos could not receiue either shape or
order but by the said Soule,. .how met they together,, .the
one to shape, and the other to be shapned? 1603 Florio
Montaigne 1. xxiv. 65 Their speciall charge was first to
shapen ms limmes and bodie, goodly, and healthie. 1618
W. Lawson JVeio Orch. <f-

Gard. vii. (1623) 20 When it [sc.

the sap]..shapens his buds for next yeeres fruit. 1819
Crabbe Tales ofHall 1. 235 The minor portions of his creed
hung loose, For time to shapen and an whole produce. 1905
Westm. Gaz. 10 Aug. 1/3 Wait.. until the creature has.,
shapened itself into the form of a cottage loaf.

Hence Sharpening vbl. sb,

1647 H. More Song ofSoul n. ii. 1. ix. This is the nourish-
ing Of all ; but spermall form, the certain shapening. Ibid.
n. iii. 1. xix, The soul doth imitate and bring The eye to
such a temper in her shapening.

Shaper (J^'pai). Forms: 3 seaper, 4-5 sha-
pere, 5 schaper, schapare, 4- shaper. Also (in

sense 1) 4 shapper(e, schappere. [f. Shape v.

+ -eb l ; the form s{c)happere is influenced by the

doublet Shepper.]

+ 1. The Creator or Maker (ofthe universe). Obs.
aijpo Cursor M. 12899 Pe seaper bat wroght al thing.

1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 579, 581 Per nys noshapper
[v. rr. shaper, schappere] but god almyst. . . He ys shapperof
al pyng. Ibid. 585, 9663, 9668. 138a Wyclif Dent, xxxii.

18 1 how.. hast forget the Lord thi shaper. — Isa. xliii.

15, li. 13. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 88 Schappere of alle bynges
god bat fourmedest me. 1496 Dives fy Panf>. (W. de W.) 1.

xi. 42/2 God . . is . . shaper & sauer of all creatures.

2. One who or something which makes (a thing)

in the required shape ; one who fashions (material).

c 1425 Noah's A rk 87 in Non-Cycle Mystery Plays 22
[Noah log.} Christ be the shaper of this ship, For a ship
need make I must, c 1440 Promp. Parv. AtAa/i Schapare,
aptator, formator. 1565) J. Sanford tr. Agrippa's Van.
Aries 182b, That auncient Serpente the shaper of such
Gods. 1589 R. Harvey PI. Perc. (1590) 14 Another. .wil

be none otherwise termde then a shaper of garments. 1831
Carlyle Surv. German Poetry in Misc. Ess. (1888) III.

250 Mind is the creator and shaper of matter. 1867 O. W.
Holmes Guardian Angel II. 10 He was by nature an artist;

a shaper with the pencil or the chisel. 1893 F. Thompson
Poems 51, I., made them shapers Ofmine own moods.

b. spec, in various trades as the designation of

an operative. Also shaper up.
1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 42, 45, 74, 97^ 1890 North

Lindsey Star 19 July 5/1 A shaper at the Britannia Iron
Works. 190s Brit. Med. Jrnl. No. 2146. 380 [Hat-making.]
Curlers including 'shapers'. 190* Daily Chron. 28 Oct.

10/7 Carverand Shaper-up. .for shaped blocks.

3. qu&s\-arch. A poet. rare. (Cf. Maker 5.)
Suggested by OE. Scop, fancied to be cogn. w. Shape*/.
x8i6 W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. LXXXI. 518 In this

hall, we are told, a shaper, or poet, sang the lay of the crea-

tion. 189a S. A. Brooke Eng. Lit. I. tv. 103 If we want to
feel whether Beowulf'is good poetry or not, let us place
ourselves in the hall.. filled with warriors and seamen,..

—

and then hear the Shaper strike the harp.

4. A machine or tool for shaping material, spec,

a shaping-machine (see Shaping vbl. sb. 4).
1853 Pract. Mechanic's Jrnl. VI. 230/2 The shaper.. is

capable of working out differentially-curved . . figures. 1893
Sci. Amer. 25 Nov. 344/1 Among notable exhibits, .was an
improved shaper.

b. atlrib. and Comb.
1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 466 By the useof figured

guides, cams, or shaper-plates, by which the motion is con-
strained. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., Shaper Vise,

one adapted to hold work to a planer, at any horizontal

angle. 1901 Feilden's Mag. IV. 480/1 The form ofthe shaper
tool would have to exactly coincide with the tooth space of
the wheel to be cut.

Shaperne, -ed: see Chapoorn Her. Obs.

t Shapet. Obs. rare"1
. ? variant of Serpet.

a 1657 R. Loveday Lett. Ix. (1659) 116 Mr. R. left a Shapet
of Turkey-Carpets and Hangings, which in all probability

he designed.. at Lighorn.

Shaping (J#*pirj), vbl. sb. Forms: see the

verb. [f. bHAPE v. + -ing *.]

1. The action of Shape v. ; an instance of this.

a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. x. 38 ' Thah y swore by treuthe

ant othe, that God hath shaped me y-nou at luppe .
' Mid

shupping ne mey hit me ashunche.' c 1440 Promp. Parv.

444/1 Schapynge, aptura, formacio. 1484 Caxton Fables

cfAlfonce xiii, fA tayller] whiche surmounted alle the other
in shapynge or sewynge. 1568 Charteris Pre/, to Lynde-
say's Wks. (1871) 4" Seing teiching and preiching is na les

requisite to thair vocatioun, than schaiping & sewing is to
ane tail3eouris. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. Nezv Invent. 124 We
come to the like shaping of the remaining part of the
Logg. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc m. 361 Canst thou
remember, Maid, what vision first Seem'd more than fancy's
shaping? 1815 Scott Guy M. xiv, lt was the housekeeper
who did teach her those unprofitable exercises of hemming
and shaping. 1850 Tennyson In. Mem. ciii. 36 As one
would sing the death of war, . . And one the shaping ofa star.

2. Something shaped, fashioned, or created ; a
creature, form, shape ; a creation (of the mind or
fancy).

1340 Ayenb. 64 Ober huanne me zuereb be be sseppinges,
ase me zayb ; be (?e zonne bet ssinb [etcj. Ibid. 158 f>e

dyeuel ssewef; to be goste zuiche sseppinges and zuiche
figures ase he wyle. 1629 Gaule Holy Madn. 136 Oh blot
not out the louely Image of God ; in faining, and framing
so vaine a shaping to your selues 1 1794 Coleridge
Relig. Musings 338 Pale Fear Haunted by ghastlier shap-
ings than surround Moon-blasted Madness when he yells at
midnight ! 1795 — Lines at Shurton Bars 85 How oft, my
Love! with shapings sweet I paint the moment, we shall

meet ! 1892 Greener Breech-Loader 86 This shaping of
the stock is a very modified form of pistol grip.

3. Sc. (See quot. 1825-80.)
1814 W. Nicholson Tales, Peacock 91 Decamp [tailor

loon], or by my bloody weapons, I'll cut thy buckram soul
toshapin's 1 1825-80 Jamieson, Shapings, the small bits of
cloth that are cut off with the scissors in shaping any piece
of dress, S.

4. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib. as shaping
machinery ; shaping implement, mould, process

(1869 C. Knight Mechanician 77— S). b. Special

comb., as fshaping apparel, clothes Sc, outer

garments
; fshaping board, a board on which a

tailor or shoemaker shapes his materials ; shaping
engine, an early name for the shaping machine

(J>) ;

fshaping knife, a shoemakers' knife ; shaping
machine, (a) a machine for shaping metal pieces

and parts of machinery ; also attrib. ; {]>) a

machine for shaping ship's blocks ; (c) a finishing

blocking machine for hats (Knight Did. Mech.
Suppl. 1884); shaping-shop, that building in a

shipwright's yard in which the steel framework,
plates, etc. are shaped.
1564 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 170 His *shappinge ap-

parell. A yowlowe sattane dublet and a payre of housse.
144a Court-Roll Gt. Waliham Manor, Essex n July,
[Proceedings against Joan, widow of William 'Taillor',

who] asportavit unam tabulam vocat* a *shepping-bord
nuper fixam infra tenementum suum. 1483 Caih. Angi.
333/1 A Schapynge burde, sculpatorium, serdecelita. 1541
Aberdeen Reg. (1844) 1. 176 Item, ane shaiping knyf, ane
schawing irne,. .ane schaiping buird. 1894 Ckockktt Raid-
ers xxxiii, * 'Deed, Jen,* said Lady Grizel, .

.

' I wad hae gien

a* my *shapin* claes to sit there.' 1819 Kees Cycl. XXII.
B2/1 [Brunei's machinery for making ships' blocks. 1 The
outside surfaces of the blocks are next formed to their true

figure by the three *shaping engines, c 1340 Nominate
(Skeat) 553 Trenket et subiloun *Shappyngknyf and al.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 444/1 Schapynge knyfe, stalpmm.
Schapynge knyfe of sowtarys, ansorium. 1535 Lyndesav
Saiyre 3139 How cal thay 30U, sir, with the schaiping knife?
Ane sowtar, sir. 1541 [see shaping board above]. 1815 Ann.
Reg., Chron. (1816; 84 The *shaping machine-room (at the
Mint], a 1849 Brunei, in Beamish Mem. (1862) iii. 38 The
shaping machine I conceived while [etc.]. 1867 Rep. Paris
Univ. E-xhib. (1868) IV. 373 The same firm also show a

milling, or, as it is frequently termed in England, a shaping
machine, in which circular cutters are employed. 1911 J. G.
Horner in Encyct. Brit. XXVI. 29/2 The shaping machine
does for comparatively small pieces that which the planer
does for long ones. 187a J. Richards Wood-working
Machines 263 *Shaping machinery. 1890 W. J. Gordon
Foundry 63 The *shaping-shop.

Shaping (J^'pirj), ///. a. [f. Shape v. +
-ing 2

.J That shapes, in the senses of the verb.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vi. xii. (1495) 196 In the
male ben vertues formale and shapynge and werkynge and
in the female materyal suffringe and passyf. 1674 N.
Fairfax Bulk fy Selv. 133 In like manner, another man
whose plastick, shaping, or enkindling powers, are fraught
with more of manhood,.,may [etc. J. 1850 Robertson Sertn.
Ser. in. vi. {18^7) 88 Our creative shaping intellect projected
its own fantasies on him.

^ 1807 Dowden Fr. Lit. v. iv. 409
He had. .the artist's shaping hand.

tShapio u n. St. Obs. In 6 sch-. [Of
obscure formation ; related to F. chapeau hat.]

Some kind of head-dress.
1504*6 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. III. 90 Item, for vj

schapiois [Iread schapionis] and quhit hattis. .iiij li. iiijj.

i$ia Ibid. IV. 205 Item., toJames Bassindin forane schapioun
and ane bever..v/r.

Shapman, -mann, obs. forms of Chapman.
II Shapoo (ja*p&). Also shapu, aharpoo

;

shortened Sha. [Tibetan sha-pho 'wild sheep'

(Jaeschke).] A kind of sheep {Ovis vignei) found

in Ladak (Kashmir) and Tibet.

1858 A. L. Adams in Proc. Zool. Soc. 526 Caprovisvignei
(Blyth)...3. Shapoo of Ladakh and Tibet, c 1880 Cassclts
Nat. Hist. III. 8 The Oorial and the Shapoo are bearded
Sheep. ..The Shapoo is brownish*grey, white below, with a
short brown beard. 190a Rohaldshay Sport under Eastern
Sky v. 88 One of the men..had returned, having seen some
sharpoo.

Shapournet, obs. f. Chapournet Her. Obs.

Shapparoon, shapperoon, obs. f. Chaperon.
i6jj J. Taylor (Water-P.) Whore B 8, Her Shapperoones,
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her Perriwigs and tires. 1640 — Praise Needle A 1 b, No
shadowes, Shapparoones, Caules, Bands, Ruffs.

Shappeau, shappo, obs. ff. Chapeau.
a X700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shappeau, or Sliappo, for

Chappeau, a Hat, the newest Cant, Nab being very old, and
grown too common. 17*5 New Cant* Diet.

Shappester, -yster, variant ff. Shepstkk.

Shaps (fteps), si - $• U. S. Also chaps.

[Shortened from Mexican Sp. chaparej'os.'] Leather

riding breeches.

1885 T. Roosevelt Hunting Trips 8 (Cent.) The *purs,

oit, and revolver silver-mounted, the shaps of sealskin, etc.

1904 E. Robins Magnetic North x. 181 A fellow who went
about in * shaps *, as his California cousins called chaparejos.

Shapsister, variant of Shepster.

Shar, obs. f. Share ; obs. pa. t. Shear v.

Sharan, dial, variant of Sharn.

II Sharawaggi. Obs. Alsosharawadgi. [Of
unknown origin ; Chinese scholars agree that it

cannot belong to that language. Temple speaks

as if he had himself heard it from travellers.] (See

quot. 1685.) Also attrib.

1685 Sir W. Temple Card. Epicurus Misc. 11. ii. (1690)58
The Chineses. .have a particular Word to express it [sc. the
beauty of studied irregularity]; and where they find it hit

their Eye at first sight, they say the Sharawatlgi is fine or
is admirable. 1724 Pope Let. Digby 12 Aug., For as to the
hanging Gardens of Babylon, the Paradise of Cyrus, and
the Sharawaggi's of China, I have little or no Idea's of em.
1750 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 25 Feb., I am almost as fond
of the Sharawaggi, or Chinese want of symmetry, in build-

ings, as in grounds or gardens. 1781 — Let. to Earl Straff
ford 13 June, Though he was the founder of the Sharawadgi
taste in England, I preached so effectually that his every
pagoda took the veil.

Shard, sherd (ja.id, Jwd), sbA Forms: 1

sceard, 4 shord, 4-5 schoord, (5 schorde,
schourde), 4-6 scherd(e, 5-6 sherde, (6
shored), 6 sharde, 6-7 sheard(e, 7-8 Sc. shaird,
8 dial, shoard, 9 shord, sheard, 4- sherd, 5-
shard. [OE. sceard neut., cogn. w. OFris. sherd

(?neut.) cut, notch (WFris. skird, NFris. shard,

schaard, scherd), MDu. scharde fern., schart

(schard-) masc, flaw, fragment (mod.Du. schaard
fem.), MLG. schart neut., crack, chink, mod.LG.
schaard potsherd, also breach, gap (e. g. in an em-
bankment), MHG., mod.G. scharte fem., notch,gap,
ON. shard neut. (Da. skaar chink, potsherd, MSw.
skardk neut., gap, chink, skardher masc., potsherd);
subst. uses of the adj . OE. sceard. OS. shard, OFris.
sherde, OHG. {lida-)scart (MHG. schart), ON.
shard-r :—OTeut. *shardo~ cut, notched, dimin-
ished, a ppl. formation on the root * shar-

(;—*sher- : *shur~): see Shear v.]

X. A cleft, gap.

1. A gap in an enclosure, esp. in a hedge or
bank. Now chiefly dial.

a 1000 in Kemble Cod. Dipt. (1848) VI. 220 Swa on 3aet
lytle sceard 5aet is on burhhlinceas. [a 1100 Gere/a x\\\. in
Auglia IX. 262 Dicsceard betan.J c 1430 Lvdg. Min. Poems
(Percy Soc.) 114 The other twayen was elle aferd, They
sparyd nethe stylle ne sherd. 1471 Yatton Churchw. Ace.
(Somerset Rec. Soc.) 107 For makyng a schorde at the wyte
crosteijrf. 1488 Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 493 And be
cause the dyche of that lane was faste, they brake a shard
and put men over the dyche. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb.
§ i.(i If he. .fynde a gap, or a sherde in his hedge. 1581 J.
Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 454 But here was one sharde
left open which must needes be stopt up with some brambles
and Bryars. 1789 \V. H. Marshall Glocester I. 331 Skardy
a gap in a hedge j the common term. 1863 Kinglake
Crimea (1877) III. i. in His practised eye soon showed
him a fit 'shard ' or break in the scarped face of the bank.

fig- 15&* J. Bell Haddon's A nsiv. Osor. 68 b, Now for as-

much as you have stopt up a fewe shardes in these your
last tedious Commentaries,. . I thought good to reply.

t 2. Used by Spenser for : ? A dividing water.
1590 Spenser^". Q. ii. vi. 38 Vpon that shore he spied Atin

stand, There by his maister left, when late he far'd In
Phaedrias fleet barke ouer that perlous shard.

3. A gap or notch in the blade of a tool. dial.

1787 Grose Provinc. Gloss., Shard, a gap or notch. This
knife has a great shard. Glouc.

H. 4. A fragment of broken earthenware.
Phrase. To break, etc. into sherds \ to reduce to

fragments, break beyond repair.

Cf. Potsherd and OE. crocsceard.
c loooGl. Prud. in Germania (N.S.)XI. 398/257 Testarutu,

scearda. i^.-Childh. yesus 340 in Archiv Stud. neu.Spr.
LXXIV. 331 His pechere he brake.. And Ihesu gadirde
pe skarthes [v.r. scherdys]. 1383 Wvclif yob u. 8 Job.

.

with a sherd [1388 schelle] scrapide awe* the quyture. —
Ps. xxL 16 My vertue driede as a shord [1388 tiyl stoon].— Ecclus. xxii. 7 Who techeth a fool, as that glueth to-

giderea sherd. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 151 Hayle
stones i-medled with scherdes. 1426 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr.
4197 Thogh that a pot be broke smal On sherdys & on
pecys ek. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Scherde, or schoord,
of a broke vesselle (P. schourde of broken vessel), testula,
testa. 1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 208 b/2 He put not away
the wodenes of bis flessh with a sherde or shelle. 1603
Shaks. Ham. v. i. 254 Shardes, Flints, and Peebles. x6io
B. Jonsom Alch. iv. v. (1612) K 2 b, There will be, perhaps,
Something, about the scraping of the Shardes, Will cure the
Itch. 16515 Cowlky Davtdeis 11. 715 And scarce ought now
of that vast Citie's found But shards and rubbish. 17*5
Bradley's Earn. Diet., Drain, a small Passage made for
Water to run Under-ground, with dry Shards at Bottom.
1796 Stedman Surinam l\. xx. 114 Several of the poor

rebel negroes, had only the shards of Spa-water cans,
instead of flints. 1837 Caklyle Er. Rev. 111.11. v, Mirabeau's
treason : wherefore his Bust, .is instantly broken to sherds.
1865TYLOR Early Hist. Man. viii.217 The mutilation of the
priests ofCybele was done with a sherd ofSamian ware. 1877
Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile xix. 531 Fragments of black,
red, and yellowish pottery, like the shards of Elephantine
and Philae. 1881 BLACKMORECViw/iKtW/ iv, He took up a
shord. .and went down to the river, with that for his cup.
Proverbs. 1641 D. Ferguson's Sc. Prov. (1785) 34 Where

the pig's broken let the sherds lie. 1678 Ray Prov. (ed. 2)

351 When Tom's pitcher's broken I shall have the sheards
{i.e. kindness after others have done with it).

b. fig. and in figurative context.

1579 J* Stubbes Gaping Gulf D 5 b, Which makes hym
esteeme himselfe as the iron pot, and vs as the earthen crock,
with whom.. he weens he can dash vs into shards at hys
pleasure. 1647 C. Harvey Schola Cordis xiv. 31 I'llbreake
it [sc. my heart] all In pieces small ; Sinne shall not finde a
shearde without a flaw Wherein [etc.]. 1847 Longf. Evang.
11. i. 67 Thus did that poor soul wander.. Bleeding, bare-
footed, over the shards and thorns of existence. 1883 D. C.
Murray Joseplis Coat xxvii, Love's idol .. was long since
broken, and the worshipper was still sorely wounded by
the shards.

C. trans/. A fragment (of other material).
1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 39 b, If the rubbel or shardes

of the stone [i.e. calculus] do put the to payn. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus, Assuia..a. sharde of marble, or other
stone. J577 Harrison England 11. vi. (1877) 1. 147 All
[glasses] go one wait.-, that is, to shards at the last, a 161

1

Chapman Iliad v. 207 The hip of Anchisiades . .which all in
sherds it droue. 1829 Brock'ett N. C. Words (ed. 2) s. v.,

Many of the common people, in the lower parts of New-
castle, used to resort to the Quayside . . ,where they gathered
up coals with the half of a wooden dish, called a shard.

1847 Tennyson Princess v. 132 What were I nigher this

altho' we dash'd Your cities into shards with catapults.

1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. in. xx. I. 268 Suddenly with huge
jingle, the glass-door of his room went to sherds. 1877-8
Henley in Ballades % Rondeaus (Canterb. Poets) 77 A
melon's dripping sherds. 1910 Spectator 11 June 968/1 The
bark was blown clean off the stem ; there were great shards
and slices of bark lying twenty and thirty yards away.

d. Sc. A remnant (ofsomething worn or decayed).
1785 Burns Ep. W. Simpson Postscr. xii, An' when the

auld Moon's gaun to leae them
{
The hindmost shaird,

they'll fetch it wi' them, Just i' their pouch. 1866 Carlyle
in Froude Remin. (1881) II. 164 Badams,.was living, -in a
big old rambling sherd of a house among waste gardens.
1883 A. Lang in Fortn. Rev. Dec. 846 Everything he
carried was more or less broken and outworn... His toma-
hawk was a mere shard of rusted steel.

f 5. A scale (in quot. of a dragon). Obs. rarer" 1

.

[Cf. OHG. scartifedar, shell fish or tortoise.]

1390 Gower Conf. III. 68 Sche sih, hir thoghte, a dragoun
tho, Whos scherdes schynen as the Sonne.

Shard (Jaid), sb.2 Obs. exc. dial. In 6 sharde.
[app. cogn. w. Sharn.] A patch of cow-dung.
(Cf. Cow-shard.)
1545 Elyot Diet. s. v. Bonasus, In his runnynge [he]

flyngeth, and shoteth furth his sharde and dunge thre
furlonge from hym. 1576 Pettie Petite Pallaee 82 b, The
Humblebee. .at nyght taketh no scorne to lodge in a Cowes
foule sharde. 1606 Shaks. Ant. ty CI. 111. ii. 19 They'are his
Shards, and he their Beetle. 1687 Dryden Hind <$ Panther
1. 321 Such souls as Shards produce, such beetle things As
only buz to heaven with ev'mng wings. 1828 [Carr] Craven
Gloss. 1876 Whitby Gloss., Sharn, Shard, Sharra, or
Skarn, cow's dung.

b. Comb.: shard-beetle, a beetle of the family

Geotrupidas, found under dung, a dor-beetle.

1854 A. Adams, etc Man. Nat. Hist. 188 Shard-Beetles
(Geotrupidae).

Shard (Jaid), sb.$ Variant of Chard 2
.

1685 Dryden tr. Hor. Epode ii. 81 More pleasing morsels .

.

Than Shards [L. herba lapathi] or Mallows for the pot. 1856
Kane Arct. Expl.ll. i. 25 With furs and woollens layer
upon layer inside, like the shards of an artichoke.

Shard (Jaid), sb.* [Evolved from a misunder-
standing of Shakspere's use in Shard-born : see

also quot. 1606 s.v. Shard j£. 2] The elytron or

wing-case of a coleopterous insect.

[1755 Johnson s. v. Shardbom, Perhaps shard in Shake-
speare may signify the sheaths of the wings ofinsects.] 18 ti
R. Willan List Words W. R. Yorks. in Archseologia
XVII. 157 Shard, the shell or hard outward covering of the
tribe of insects denominated Coleoptera. 184a Longf.
Hiaw. xu. 182 The shining shards of beetles. 1884 Mag.
Art Jan. 116 The glittering shards of insects.

Shard, obs. form of Char sb$
1668 Charleton Onomast. 155 Trutta Minor, .a Shard.

x755 Johnson, Shard. .4. A sort of fish.

SnardCJaid^z'.rar^. Also shord. [f.SHARDj^. 1
]

1. a. trans. To break into fragments. Also with

off. b. intr. Ofatree: To shed its bark in 'shards*.

Hence Sha'rding ///. a.

1582 [implied in Sharded ppl. a. 1
]. 1891 Nisbet Colonial

Tramp I. 4 Dead, white tranches and sharding trunks.

1900 Conan Doyle Gt. Boer War xvi. 269 The artillery fire

..was then turned., upon., the isolated Vaalkranz. . . The
hillside was sharded off in great flakes. 19x0 Contemp. Rev.
Mar. 339 The veils and filaments of queens are torn aside,

their bracelets sherded on their wrists.

2. trans. To notch the edge of (a tool), dial.

1879 Exmoor Scolding fy Courtship (E.D.S.) Gloss, s.v.,

Thee's a shorded my knife. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk.
s. v. Shord, Zee how he've a-bin and a-shorded my plane ire.

Shard-born, -borne, «. [f. Shard s&.2 +
Born a.] a. Of a beetle : Born in dung ; spec.

applied to the shard-beetle (see Shard sb. 2 b). b.
Used with the meaning (due to misinterpretation
of Shaks.) : Borne on shards (Shard sbA).

1605 Shaks. Macb. in. ii. 42 Ere to black Heccats summons
The shard-borne Beetle, with his drowsie hums, Hath rung
Nights yawning Peale. X830SCOTT Doom of Devorgoil \.\,

This was a shard-born beetle, heavy, drossy. 1843 Carpen-
ter Auim. Phys. xii. 443 The Dung or Shard-borne Beetle.

1859 Lu. Lytton Wanderer (ed. 2) 23 The advancing twi-
light's shard-born trumpeter.

Sharded (Jauded), ppl. «.t [f. Shard sb.1 and
v. +-edi.] -fa. Of a serpent: Scaly (obs.). b.
Reduced to shards or fragments; of the moon,
reduced to a crescent.

1390 Cower Conf. II. 251 That Serpent. .was so scher-
ded al aboute, It hield all eggetol withoute, He was so
ruide and hard of skin, Ther mihte nothing go therin.
158a Stanyhukst Conceits in AStteis, etc. (Arb.) X37 With
rent rocks chamferye sharded. 1876 Morris Sigurd 11. 120
The sharded moon.

t Sharded, ppl. a* Obs. rare- 1

, [f. Shard
$b.* + -ed 2

.] Of a beetle : Living in dung.
i6ji Shaks. Cymb. in. iii. 20 And often to our comfort,

shall we finde The sharded-Beetle, in a safer hold Then is

the full-wing'd Eagle.

Shardy(Ja\idi),<3!. rare~l
. [f.SHARD,r<M + -Y.]

Having shards or wing-cases.
1810 J. K. Drake Culprit Fay vii, Tied to the hornet's

sbardy wings.

Share (Jeaj), sb.1 Forms : 1 scser, scear, seer,

3 ssare, 4 schar, shaar, (//. scharres, -is,

sharris), 4, 6 shar, 4-6 schare, (7 shere, sheare,
8 sharr), 4- share. [OE. scear, scmr (masc. or

neut.) = OFris. skere, schere, MLG. schar neut.,

schare fem. (Da. skmr from LG.), OHG. scar,

scaro masc, scara fem. (MHG. schar masc, fem.,

neut., mod.G. schar fem., f. Teut. root *skar- :

*sker~ : see Shear v.]

1. The iron blade in a plough which cuts the
ground at the bottom of the furrow ; a ploughshare.
cj*S Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) 8 Uomert sczx. c 1000 [see

Coulter i], a 1050 Liber Scint ill. xxxii. (1889) 124 Seer
tungan ure [L. vomer linguae nostras], 1197 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 6890 Lat nime foure yrene ssares [v.r. scharres]
yor hire sulue al a fure. 1340-70 Alex, fy Dind. 294 Hit
is no leue in oure lawe bat we land erie Wib no scharpede
schar to schape be forwes. 138a Wvclif i Kings xiiL 21
Thanne al Yrael descendide to Pbilistiym, that echon sharpe
his shaar [1388 schar] . . for eggys of the sharis (1388 scharris]

. . weren blunt, c 1386 [see Coulter i]. 1483 Caxton Golden
Leg, 130/1 Whan hetoke the share to make clene hys cultre
hyt cleuyd to hys hond. 1533-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 3 The
share is a pece of yren, sharpe before and brode behynde, a
fote longe, made with a socket. 1594 Selimus in Greene's
Wks. (Grosart) XIV. 204 The earth knew not the share, nor
seas the barke. 1604-5 Shnttleworths* Ace. (Chetham Soc.)

160, ij sheres to plow with, iiij 8 viijJ . x686 Plot Stajfordsh.
161 If a Workman should forge out a sheare of this for a
plough, it is so brittle [that etc.]. 1703 Pope Thebais 187
As stubborn steers . . Alike disdain with servile necks to bear
Th* unwonted weight, or drag the crooked share. 1733 W.
Ellis Ckittern <y Yale Farm. 21 Great Clots, that will not
yield to the Coulter's Cut, nor the Sharr's Break. 1870 Morris
Earthly Par. II. in. 279 As the bright share carved out the
furrow clean. 1880 Jefferies Greene Feme Farm 111 An
upturned plough with rusty share.

fig. 1815 Bvron Parisina xx Those furrows which the
burning share Of sorrow ploughs untimely there. 1837 Ht.
MARTiNEAU^c.^w^r. II 1.238 In whom the very foundations
of belief have been ploughed up by the share of authority.

b. The analogous part of a seed-drill, or similar

implement.
1731 Tull Horse-hoeing Husb. xxii. (Dublin 1733) 351

But I soon contrived a Plow with four Iron Shares, to make
Channels [for seed] m any Ground. Ibid, xxiii. 352 This
[Drill-] Plow makes its Channels by three Sheats, and their
Shares and Trunks. 1763 Museum Rust. I. Ixxxi. 346 After
sowing, it will be proper to plow the ground, where the lucern
grows, with a drill-plow, with a round share. x86x Times
11 Juiy, The same implement frame, .serves for ploughing,
scarifying, trenching, digging, ridging, &c, according as it

is fitted with shares for these various operations.

2. attrib. and Cotnb., share-fin, -point; fshare
acre, an acre charged with supply of a ploughshare
yearly to the manor ; so share acre rent ; share-
beam, in a plough of the ancient type, the beam
which carries the share ; share-head, the share-

beam.
1641 Surv. Ptes/iebury Manor, Essex (MS.) fol. 6 b, For 1

acre of land called a *share acre,. 12J. Ibid. fol. 4b, For
rents that the saide Smyth receiveth of diverse other per-

sons, called Share acre rents, payeth to this manor yearely.
a 1000 Vac in Wr.-Wulcker 196/28 Brigacus, *scearbeam.
I533"34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 3 The sharbeame is the tre vnder-
neth, where-vpon the share is set. 1884 Longman's Mag.
Feb. 403 The 'hardy rustic ' [in Tuscany] still goes into the

woods and seeks for an elm.. for the share-beams with
double backs, called ' dentale a due dorsi '. 1653 * Share-fin

(phin) [see Fin sb. 3 b]. 1846 Keightley Notes V irg., Terms
Husb. 355 The share-beam or *share-head : a piece of wood
. . to which the share was 6tted. 1665 D. Dudley Metallum
Martis (1855) 31 The Ploughman often breaks his *Share
point off if it be made of coldshare Iron. 1733 W. Ellis
Chiltem $ Yale Farm. 40 Just before the Sharr Point.

185a C W. H[oskyns) Talpa i. 3 The plough comes to a
standstill, just revealing, at the share-point, the bruised side

of a quartz pebble.

t Share (Je»i), sb.2 Obs. Forms : a. 1 scaru,

4 shzare, 4-5 schar(e, schore, shaar, 6 shaare,

shayre, 8-9 shear (-bone), 5- share ; 0. 3 scher,

3-4 sheer, 3-6 sehere, 4-5 shere, 6 St* scheir.

[The same word as next.] The division or fork of

the body ; the pubic region, groin.

a. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 232 Lexe ofer ha scare ob bone



SHARE. 631 SHARE.
iiafolan, c 1050 Voc. in Wr.*Wiilcker 356/22 Alum, mannes
scaru. c is*$Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 148 Le
penul, the schore [v. r. shzarej. 1398 Tbevisa Barth. De
P. R. vii. lv. (1495) 268 The ache is abowte the shaar and
the twyste bytwene the geny tours,, c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.
6242 But he smot him a^eyn so sore, That fro his heued
doun to his schore He cleue him doun by the chyn. c 1440
Promt. Parv. 448/1 Schore, privy parte of a mann, pubes.

1545 Kavnald Byrth Mankynde t. iv. (1552) 7 From the
mydryfTe to the flankes or share. 1657 W. Coles Adam in

Eden xxi. 44 If the Share and parts thereabouts be anointed
therewith. 1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 22 These Bones, viz.

the Share or Pubes.
0. «i225 Ancr. R. 272 Heo buruhstihten Isboset adim

into [be] schere. a 1290 Pains of Hell (MS. Digby 86) 102

He J?at wes owre [= whore] ober kopiner pat stondeb in to
hoere sheer. 138a Wyclif 2 Kings ii. 23 Thanne Abner.

.

smoot hym in the sheer [1388 schar]. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk.

9679 Some is cloven In-to the shere, Some has lorn bothe
cheke & ere. c 147s Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 750/25 Hec
Pubes, schere. 1536 Bellenden don. Scot. xn. viii, This
Edrik . . straik hym throw the scheir in his bowellis.

b. Comb. : share-artery, the pubic artery

;

share-bone = Pubis i ; fsharewort, a plant

(Gerarde's drawing, according to Britten and
Holland, represents Pallenis spinosd).

>545 Ravkald Byrth Mankynde 1. xiv. (1552) 38 Thee
"shares artyres. 1541 R. Copland Guydon s Quest. Cynirg.
I iv,These two bones . . ioyneth to ye share before, and therfore
are they called the *share bones. 1615 Crooke Body of
Man 935 The bone without a name, .hath three parts; the
Hip, the Hanches and the Sharebones. 173a Arbuthnot
Rules ofDiet in Aliments, etc. 423 A sensation of Weight
in the Lower Belly under the Shear- Bone. 1827Lancet 6 Oct.

7/1 Vernacular terms...The pubis, the shear bone. 1578
Lyte Dodoens 1. xxiv. 36 Aster At'tt'eus... This herbe is

called. .in English "Sharewurte or Sterrewurte :..in high
Douch-.Scartenkraut, and Sternkraut. Ibid.. Layd to the
botches .. about the share or priuie members [it] preuayleth
much against the same. 1601 Holland Plinyxxvt. ix. II.

256 Inguinaria, which some name Argemony. [Margin.]
Some call it Sharewort or Codwort.

Share (Je»i), sb.% Forms : 5 schar, chare, 6
schare, shaire, 4, 6- share. See also Skaik.
[ME. share, schar :—OE. scearu str. fem., cutting,

division (recorded in the senses 'tonsure' and
' division or fork of the body ', Share sb. 1 ; also in

comb, landscearu land, boundary,/^-, Uodscearu
division of people, nation, hearmscearu penalty),

corresponding formally to OS. scara share in a
common field, troop (Gallee), also in comb, as
harm-scara penalty, MLG. schare troop, share,

OFris. -skere (in herniskere penance), Du. schaar
fem., troop, multitude, OHG. scara troop, share
of forced labour (MHG., mod.G. schar troop,

multitude), OTeut. *skaro, f. root *sher- to cut,

divide : see Shear v.~\

L The part or portion (^/"something) which is

allotted or belongs to an individual, when distri-

bution is made among a number ; also, the portion
or quota which is contributed by an individual.
In the earliest instances used fcr: {a) a custom paid by

fishing-boats ; (b) the portion of prize-money due to each of
the officers and men of a ship.

137a For. Ace. 6, A (P. R. O.), Custunia navium batellorutn
piscentium super mare ibidem [Winchelsea] vocat' shares.

1375 in Black Bk. A d*nirally {K.o\te\ 1. 172 Item.de prendre
et saisir pour ladrniral les shares a lui dues doffice de toutes
maneres de biens pris ou gaignez sur la mer. c 1400 Ibid.

400 Ladrniral aura un share del entierte. 1411 Exch. Ace.
Q. R. Bundle 67 No. 18 (P. R. O.), Et ibidem cepit unum
schar de Thos Ise magistro unius ballenger. 1481 Howard I

Housek. Bks. (Roxb.) 80 My Lord paid John Petman ix. Ii.

x. s. For xxxviij. chares ; that is the maister ij. chares, and I

him self ij. chares and xxxiiij persones, that is xxxiiij. chares.

1530 Palsgk. 266/1 Schare of a man of a prise of warre tyme,
bntin. 1544 in Set. Pleas Crt. Admiralty (1894) I. 141 All
suche maryners as wyll not sail in the said shippe for their

shaires. 156a Mirr. Mag., Snore's Wife lii, When almes
was delt I had a hungry share. 1575 Gascoicne Weedes
Wks. 1907 I. 454 Antonius who conquered prowde Egipt .

.

Chose Cleopatra for his love. . . He snapt but hir for his owne
share. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 94 Thus hath one Poet,
ihree crownes to his share.

_ 1653 Descr. <$• Plat Sea-coasts
Eng. A 3, As to the Shares in Prizes, a 1667 Cowley Ess.,
Agric, l Happy the Man* 21 Of which large shares, on the
glad sacred daies He gives to Friends, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 5 July 1646, Taking our turns to row, of which I

reckon my share came to little less than 20 leagues. 1801
Farmer s Mag. Jan. 77 Lord Somerville, the late President,
comes in for a share of the general thrashing. 1809 Byron
Let. 1 r Aug. in R. C. Dallas Corr. (1825) I. 90 She offered

a share of her apartment, which my virtue induced me to

decline. 1844 H. H. Wilson Brit. India I. 307 They in-

sisted upon their shares, and refused to fight unless they
obtained a portion of the spoil. 1880 L. Stephen Pope iii.

79 We could have wished that he had been a little mote
liberal with his share of the plunder. 1888 F. Hume Mme.
Midas 1. Prol., There is gold here, my friend, and we must
get our share of it.

b. In pregnant sense = One's due, proper, or

fair share ; one's full share (of something enjoyed

or suffered in common with others).
< 1645 Howell Lett. (1650) II. Ixv. 102 One who by this

recluse passive condition hath his share of this hideous
storm. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 356 Lazy Drones,
without their Share of Pain, In Winter Quarters free, devour
the Gain. 1745 Sir C. H. Williams in Jesse Selwyn

fy

Contemp. (1843) I. 65 Lady Lucy indeed was very plenti-

fully abused, and Mr. Hobart had his share. 1856 Sir II.

Brodie Psychol. Inq. (1862) II. iv. 141 It cannot be denied
tliat the lower animals have their share of whatever evil

exists in the universe. 1871 Morley Voltaire 10 Whole

generations that might have produced their share of skilful
and intrepid mariners.

C The measure or degree of a quality, condition,

etc. which is allotted to an individual by nature or
Providence.
17M De Foe Hist. Plague (1756) 285 Those Physicians,

who had the least Share of Religion in them, were oblig'd
to acknowledge that it was all supernatural. 174a M.
Whiteway in Earl Orrery's Rem. Swift xi. (1752) 90 Mr.
Nichols thought it possible he might return to a share of
understanding. 1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. fy Art II.

258 When it contains less than its natural share [of electric
fluid], it is said to be negative, or electrified minus. 1816
Scott Old Mort. xliii, Exerting that youthful agility of
which he possessed an uncommon share. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxiii, Her mamma and sister.. regarded her
with that amiable pity, of which your really superior woman
always has such a share to give away.

2. Comm. A definite portion ofa property owned
by a number in common ; spec, each of the equal
parts into which the capital of a joint-stock com-
pany or corporation is divided.
Deferred,preference {oxpreferred) shares: see Deferred,

Preference 8. Ordinary shares, the shares which form
the common stock and are without 'preference'.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster in. iv. 373 Commend me to

seuen-shares and a halfe. 1629 Sherley & Hatherley in
Bradford Plymouth Plant. (1856) 259, I thinke it conscion-
able and reasonable y1 you should beare your shares and
proporcion of y° stock. 1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc

s

Trav. 4 The ship, wherein my Father had halfe share, a 1700
Evelyn Diary 2 July 1667, He was endeavouring to bring
me into the project, and proffered me a share. 1708 Land.
Gaz. No. 4484/3 All Persons that have any Demands. ., on
account of their Old Additional Stock, commonly called ihe
Shares, are desired . . torepair to Skinner's Hall. 1818 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) I. 58 A share in the New River water is held
to he real property, as also a share in the navigation of the
riverAvon. Ibid. II. 515 The last mode by which an estate
in joint tenancy may be destroyed, is by the devolving of
all the shares on one of the joint tenants, by survivorship.
1863 Kinglake Crimea I. xiv. 228 He was a buyer and
seller of those fractional and volatile interests in trading
adventures, which go by the name of 'shares'. 1891 Law
Rep., Weekly Notes 68/2 The company had been most
successful.. paying a very large dividend on the ordinary
shares. 1893 Laiv Times XCV. 305/2 If she wished to be
sure of her income she should of all things avoid dabbling
in the shares of new companies.

3. A part taken in (an action, experience, etc.).

Chiefly in phr. to have, take, bear a {one's, etc.)

share in, to have or lake part in, participate in.

1592 K\pSp. Trag. ft, ii. 125 Hieronimo, it greatly pleaseth
vs That in our victorie thou haue a share. 1687 Burnet
Contn. Reply to Varillas 103 Somerset came again into a
Share in the Government. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's
Trav. 1. 267 Our ship had also some share in the danger.
i7« De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 93, I had no share in

the business of Donawert. 1779 Mirror No. 60 The philo-
sopher. .took little share in the conversation. 1855 Macau-
lay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 362 note, He is extolled as having
borne a principal share in the emancipation of the press.

1871 Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xviii. 105 We may
fully acquit William of any personal shaie in the evil deeds
of Odo and his fellow viceroy. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2)

V. 89 He who has no share in the administration of justice,

appears to himself to have no share in the state.

f b. To take share of: to share (something) zvilk

another. Obs.

1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. 127, I took Share of a Beef-
stake and Two Muggs of Ale with my Chapman.
+ 4. gen. A part, piece, or portion (^anything).
C1400 Rule St. Benet (Verse) 881 Our gude angel Al our

warkes to god wil tel, Al be it neuer so litit a schar. 1664
in Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends Ser. in, (1912) 214, 1 intend
..to have them.. out of y° custody of our Kendall gaoler
who is a great share of a Fanatick himselfe. i«i 1'. Sharp
in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 377 No small share of their
time was taken up with a trust they were engaged in. 1760-
7a H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) I. 116 My friends, .have
engaged to spend a share of to-morrow in a party of pleasure
upon the Thames.

b. One of several parts into which anything is

divided ; a section or division. Now dial.

1598 Stow Surv. 156 Where turning south, and breaking
it 3elfe into many small shares, rilles or streames, it left the
name of Share Dome lane. 1793-1813 Reports Agric. 76
(E.D.D.) In a dry [seed time] the barley sown on trie sand
land frequently comes up in two shares,and ripens unequally.
l893"4 Northumbld. Gloss, s.y., The skate fish is usually
dressed for sale and cut into slices or shares.

+ c. spec. One of the portions into which land or

territory is divided ; a portion of land assigned to

a particular holder, a lot. Obs.
[1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 20 Alfred .. diuided

the whole Realme into certein parts, or Sections.., whiche
..he termed shires, or (as we yet speake) shares, and
portions.] 1643 Baker Chron., fas I, 158 So as now they
began to divide the Country[Bermuda] into Tribes and the
Tribes into Shares. 1682 Piers Descr. W. Meath (1770)
116 Of these they make so many lots or equal shares, as
there are ploughs in the town. Ibid., To each plow they
reckon a certain number of acres, which by a general name
is called a share; each share hath particularly such and
such half acres or stangs assigned to it by name to make up
the given number.

d. In a salmon-weir : see quot.
184a Act 5 fy 6 Vict. c. 106 § 41 A free Gap or Queen's

Share shall be left or formed in the deepest Part of such
River.

f e. With etymological reference to shear \ A
piece hewn out, or cut or torn away. (Cf. potshare

var. Potsherd.) Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. i. ii. 18 Therewith vpon his crest With

rigour so outrageous he smitt, That a large share it hewd
out of the rest. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt. 1. vii, No wonder
then in. .the fierce encounter of truth and falshood together,
if, as it were| the splinters and shares ofso violent a jousting,
there fall [etc.]. 17. . Clerk Colvil vii. in Herd Sc. Songs
(1776) I. 161 Frae her sark he cut a share.

5. Phrases. (See also 3.) a. Share and share

alike (earlier ^share and share like), with equal

shares, having each a like share. Also to go share

and share alike (f like).

a 1566 R. Edwards Damon <<j- Pithias (1908) Gjb, Let
vs into the Courte to parte the spoyle, share and share
like. 1651 N. Bacon Disc. Gov. Eng. vii. 68 Edward the
Third.. promiseth them [the Flemings] share and share like

with his own People. 1692 R. L'Estrange Fables vii. 6
Every one to go share and share-like in what they took.

1702 Valden AEsop at Court 11. 10 The Articles were these :

Share and share like whate'er they got. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 11. ii. 30 He declar'd he had reserv'd nothing from
the Men, and went Share and Share alike with them in

every Bit they eat. 1766 Blackstone Comm. II. xiv.

218 Their representatives .. shared the inheritance f>er

capita, that is, share and share alike. 1840 Marrvat
Poor yack xxxi, 1 bequeath to my nephews and nieces.,
the whole of my. .personal effects, share and share alike.

1859 Thackeray Virgin, lviii, She fondly hoped that he
might be inclined to go share and share alike with Twin
junior. 1886 Laing-Meason Sir Williavts Specul. 75 All
costs, charges, and similar payments should be share and
share alike.

b. Tofall to one's share : to be assigned as one's

portion ; hence, to fall to one's lot {to do, etc.).

163^ Earl Monm. tr. MalvezzPs Romulus $ Tarquin 169
Had it fallen to the common people of Romes share to give
their vote. 4x700 Evelyn Diary 25 Dec. 1658, It fell to

my share to be confin*d to a roome in the house. 1813
Scott Rokeby v. xxiii, And oh 1 when Passion rules, how
rare The hours that fall to Virtue's share 1 1865 Nat. Hist.

Rev. July 387 They divided the field of work between
them. ..To Kotschy's share fell the flowering plants.

o. For my share, for my part, as regards my
part in the matter. Now rare.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 24 And verily, for my share,

I cannot see why [etc.]. 1794 Godwin Caleb Williams 114
For myshare,misfortunescomeso thick upon me, that [etc.).

1799 H. Mitchell Scotticisms 76 For my share I scorn a
sycophant; Sc.— For my part. 1837 Carlyle ./'V. Rev. III.

v. v, Busy sits Carnot, . .busy, for his share, in ' organizing
victory '.

d. On shares. Applied to a system whereby
two or more persons participate in the risks and
profits of an undertaking ; as to go on shares {with)

;

to work, etc. on shares.

1792 Belknap Hist. New Havipsh. III. 216 Men can
always be had to go on shares, which is by far the most
profitable method, both to the employers and the fishermen.

1830 GAvrLawrie T. 11.^(1849155 He had proposed to me
to send a venture by the same ship or go on shares with him.

1878 J. S. Campion On Frontier (ed. 2) 6 The Captain
resided in a good house on his own farm, . . which was worked
for him on shares by a smart Yankee. 1901 Munsey's Mag.
XXV. 345/2 It all came out of his own pocket, for he was
sailing the vessel on shares.

e. To go shares wilk (another or othei;s) in (a

possession, enterprise, etc.) : to enjoy a part in,

participate in, contribute towards. Also to run
shares, to club shares. Shares! an exclamation

demanding to be allowed to ( go shares ' in some-
thing found, stolen, etc. by another person ; hence

to cry shares.

18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, i, Bubbleburgh is only one of a set

of five boroughs which club their shares for a member of
parliament. 1821 Shelley Let. to L. Hunt 26 Aug., Go
shares with him and me in a periodical work. 1850 Tail's
Mag. XVII. 182/1 The two scoundrels.. have run shares in
this imposition. 1869 Browning Ring fy Bk. xi. 841 Why
touch the thing myself When I could see you hunt and then
cry ' Shares I Quarter the carcass or we quarrel *. 1879 Sala
Paris HerselfAgain II. xi. 153, I went shares with a friend
in the purchase of. .a whole ticket. 1888 Rider Haggard
Col. Quaritch iv, If you find the treasure we will go shares.

6. attrib. and Comb., as (sense 2) share broker,

-certificate, -list, -market, -warrant
;
Tshare-book,

a book brought out by a number of booksellers or

publishers with a collective imprint ; share-fisher-

man = shareman; shoreman, a fisherman who
shares with the owner of the vessel in the profits

in lieu of wages ; sharesman, f(a) one who has his

share ^something; {b) — shareman. Also Share-
holder, -HOLDING.
1851 Bohn in De Lolme's Constit. Eng. (1853) 4 In 1781

the work was bought of De Lolme by the trade, and was
thereafter published under their mutual protection as what
is technically called a *share book. 1909 Growoll Three
Cent. Eng. Booktrade Bibliogr. 23 The books that were thus
issued under a collective imprint were first known as * Share-
books '; later they were called 'Chapter-books'. 1851
{title) Ralph's Stock & "Share Brokers' Directory. 1888
Act 51 Vict. c. 8 §12 The holder of any Foreign or
Colonial * Share Certificate. 1901 Scotsman 11 Sept. 8/5
The Grimsby owners and the "share fishermen last night
arrived at a final settlement of all outstanding questions
between them. 1846 Daily Nevus 21 Jan. 5/5 Leeds Ex-
change.—Notice was given on the *share list of Monday
thattetc.]. 1901 XVestm. Gaz. 31 Aug. 4/3 The * sharemen,
as the skippers and the mates of the trawlers are called
—for the reason that they have never been paid a wage, but
shared with the owners the profits of their voyages to the
fishing-grounds. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam.
vii, Our great men in the *share-market. 1640 Murk
Counter-Buff^45 Yea, though he should undo them, He's
"sharesman of the harme. 1895 Outing XXVII. 20/z
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1

SHARE.

'SharesmenVare credited with a certain share of what

they catch, a third to a half usually going to the planter.

1867 Act 30 * 31 Vict, c 131 § a3 A *Share Warrant sha I

entitle the Bearer of such Warrant to the Shares or Stock

specified in it. .

t Share, ».1 Obs. Also 7 shayre. [A vanant

of Shear v, (cf. bare var. of Bear v.) ; in some

uses associated with Share sb.l (For other senses

see Shear v.)] trans. To cut into parts ; to cut off.

i«3 [cf. Sharing vbl. sb. 1
}. 1565 J* Phillip Patient

Gnsselt 1149 (Malone Soc.), I will share with sword, the

Infants corpes by force. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. ii. 17 Like

two mad mastiffes each on other flew, And shields did share,

and mailes did rash, and helmes did hew. 1614 Gorges
Lucan vi. 232 Where now the cultor shares the soyle, And
plough-men daily eare and toyle. Ibid, 237 That lumpe..

Which on a young colts forhead breeds,.. Before the loumg
damraedoshare It withher teeth, and make it bare. 1667 Mil-

ton P. L. vi. 326 The sword.. deep entring shar'd All his

right side. 1673 Essex Papers (Camden) 1. 139, 1 would rather

run y* hazard of shaynng a point of my Orders.
_
1735

Somerville Chase in. 210 When ev'ry Art has fail'd the

captive Fox Has shar'd the wounded Joint, and with a Limb
Compounded for his Life.

b. with adv. or advb. phrase.

1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. m. (1586) 120 Some vse

to geue them [horses] aples shared in peces. 1596 Spenser

F. Q. v. v. 9 For with his trenchant blade at the next blow

Halfe of her shield he shared quite away. 1608 Topsell
Serpents 28 While they share them asunder, they are stung

or bitten by the serpent. 1691 Ray Creation 1. (1692) 124

Pieces of Rose or other Leaves which she [the Bee] shares

off" with her mouth.

Hence fShared ppl. a., cut, divided, cloven.

1598 Bp. Hall Sat.v. ii. 69 If perchance thou., with thine

elbow shad'st thy shared meat. 1614 Gorges Lucan vn. 301

We do not seeke that they should burne In parted flames

and shared vrne [orig. Petimus non sinptla busta, Dis-

cretosque rogos], 1697 Dryden Mneid ix. 1019 Scalp,

Face, and Shoulders, the keen Steel divide*; And the
j

shar'd Visage hangs on equal sides.

Share (Je»i), v? Also 6 shaire, shayre, 7 Sc.
j

shair. [f. Share sb^]

1. trans. To divide and apportion in shares
j

between two or more recipients. Obs. or arch,

1590 Spenser F. Cf. ii. x. 28 In his crowne he counted
j

her no haire, But twixt the other twaine his kingdome whole

did shaire. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. ii. 23 Good Fellowesall,

The latest of my wealth He share among'st you. x6xo

Holland Camden s Brit.x. 641 He.. shared the Country 1

among his companions. 1624 Quarles yob Mi/it. Med. ix.
]

3 To Good and Bad, both Fortunes Heauen doth share,

_'hat both, an after-change, may hope, and feare. 1708

Swift Let. cone. Sacram. Test r 19 Misc. (1711) 340
t

Sup-

pose I share my Fortune equally between my own Children

and a Stranger, whom I take into my Protection ; will that

be a Method to unite them? 17x1 W. Sutherland Skip-

build. Assist. 48 The But Ends, which are shared with as

much Indifferency as possible, that every Part of the Ship

may be of equal Strength. 1743 Bulkeley& Cummins Voy.

S. Seas 160 We shar'd all the Provisions among the Com-
pany. 1837-9 Hallam Lit. Europe in. v. § 7 Their parental

love forbids all preference, and an impartial law of gavel-

kind shares their page among all the offspring of their brain.

1863 Neale Med. Hymns (ed. 2) 197 Midst his people thus

the Clerk Scripture nurture shareth.

b. Now chiefly with out.

1644-52 J. Smith Set. Disc. vn. iv. (1821) 347 Those im-

mortal inheritances which he shares out amongst his spiritual

sons and subjects in heaven. 1723 Present St. Russia I. 52

The Senate shares that Service outamong the several Govern-

ments. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. I. xiii-3i4The landed property

was gradually shared out into more hands. Ibid. III. liu. 135

Worldly glory had been shared out to them with a sparing

hand. 1898 Brabrook Provid. Societies 57 The funds..

diminish so rapidly that the old men share out whatthere
is and close the society. 1901 Alldridge Skerbro xxiii. 242

When there is ' flesh kind ' for the carriers, it is given to the

head-man, who shares it out most carefully,

c. To apportion to an individual as his share.

Also with out. arch.

c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. lviii. iv, There is a pod
that shares to each his own. X596 Spenser F. Q. iv. viii. 5
And euery day, for guerdon of her song. He part of his

small feast to her would share. x6oz Carew Cornwall 1. 13
In Wastrell, it is lawfull for any man to make triall of his

fortune that way, prouided, that hee acknowledge the Lordes
right, by sharing out vnto him a certaine part, which they
call toll. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. vi. xxxi, He all in

all.. Does share to each his due, and equall dole impart.

1893 Stevenson Catriona vi. 62 And here I am with my
foot in the stirrup again and some of the responsibility

shared into my hand of prosecuting King Georges enemies.

d. To divide (what one has or receives) into

portions, and give shares to others as well as

one's self. Const, with.
1592 Arden 0/ Feversham 11. i. 35 Were it not that I see

more company comming down the hill, I would be fellowes
with you once more, and share Crownes with you to. 1636
[Freeman] tr. Seneca's Skortn. Life (1663)4 T° share his

money no man can abide; Their lives 'twixt many all men
will divide. \-jjx Goldsm. Hist. Eng. I. 149 These had a
power of sharing their grants to inferior tenants. 1819
Shelley Cyclops 538 Cyclops. Should I not share this liquor
with my brothers? Ulysses. Keep it yourself, and be more
honoured so. 1901 Hall & Osborne Sunshine 4- Surf
xxiii. 207 The natives had only brought enough [water] for

themselves, .which, however, they generously shared with us.

e. To divide into parts or shares, rare,
iS9I_5 Spenser Colin Clout 138 First into many parts his

streame he sbar d. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 311, I

shar'd the Island into Parts with 'em. 1847C Bronte Jane
Eyre v. I. 74 A thin oaten cake, shared into fragments. Ibid.
xx\, Take one day; share it into sections; to each section
apportion its task.
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ff. reft. To divide one's service, devotion, etc.

between (two different objects). Obs.

x68o C Nesse Church Hist. 164 Solomon had been sharing
himself betwixt God and idols.

2. Of two or more persons : To divide into shares

and take each a portion. Also absol.

X594 Shaks. Rich. II

I

t 1. Hi. 150 You wrangling Pyrates,

that fall out, In sharing that which you haue pill'd from me.

1596 — x Hen. IV%
11. il 104 Come my Masters, let vs share,

and then to horsse. 1660 Stanley Hist. Philos. xm. Epi-
curus i. (1687) 836/1 The Two thousand Citizens, whom the

Athenians sent to Samus to share the Land by Lots.

3. To grant or give another or others a share in.

Also const, with.
1662 Dryden To Ld. Ckanc. 44 Well may he then to you

his Cares impart And share his Burden where he shares his

Heart. 1717 Pope Eloisa to Abelard 49-50 Then share thy

pain, allow that sad relief; Ah, more than share it, give me all

thy grief. 1818 Shelley Marenghi xii, There was set A
penalty ofblood on all who shared So much of water with him
as might wet His lips. 1847 Tennyson Princess vi, 235 Now
had you got a friend of your own age, Now could you share

your thought, i860 E. Washburn Amer. Law Real
Property I. 364 (Funk) A mode of letting lands . . where the

tenant is to cultivate them, and share the crops with his

landlord. Mod. I will share my room with you for to-night

ifyou cannot get a bed anywhere else.

"Tib. nonce-use. To cause (one thing) to share

its place with another.

1813 Scott Rokeby 1. viii, A scorching clime, And toil,

haddone thework of time, . .And sable hairs with silver shared.

4. To receive, possess, or occupy together with

others.

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. \. in. 93 So shall you share all

that he doth possesse. c 1600 Histriomastix vi. i. (1610)

H 1 b, Cun\stable\. Soft sirs, I must talke with you for taxe

mony, To releeue the poore, not a penny paid yet. Post.

Sir, at few words we shar'd but xv. pence last weeke. a 1640

Day Peregr. Schol. (1881) 75 Lookeing downe I might per-

ceive a white mowse and a blacke mowse shareinge the ropte

of the tree. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 698 Longing
the common Light again to share. 176a Goldsm. Cit. W.
xv, He was born to share the bounties of heaven, but he
has monopolized them. 1804 J. Grahame Sabbath 35 He
shares the frugal meal with those he loves. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Man 0/ Many Fr. I. 283 She quitted the

sofa she had been unwillingly sharing with the self-pleased

beau.

b. fig. (with a thing as subject.)

£1653 Milton Sonn. Fairfax 14 In vain doth Valour
bleed While Avarice, and Rapine share the land. 174a

Young Nt. Th. v. 17 We wear the chains of pleasure, and
of pride ; These share the man ; and these distract him too.

f c. To receive or possess (a portion allotted to

one) ; to take or receive as one's share, poet. Obs.

1594 Shaks. Rich. III.v. iii. 268 But if I thriue, the gaine

ofmy attempt, The least ofyou shall share his part thereof.

c 1600 — Sonn, xlvii, An other time mine eye is my hearts

guest, And in his thoughts of loue doth share a part. 1618

Rowlands Sacred Mem, Miracles (1876) 37 Who seeing now
her sorrowes cause to Hue, Had such a fulnesse of a ioyfull

heart, That neuer woman sharde a greater part.

f d. To sharefrom : to gain at the expense of.

1599 Shaks. Hen. V. iv. iii. 32, 1 would not loose so great

an Honor, As one man more me thinkes would share from
me, For the best hope I haue. x6o6 — 'Tr. «$• Cr. 1. iii. 367
What glory our Achilles shares from Hector.

*f[ e. To share alone : incorrectly, to possess un-

shared.
1626 Massinger Rom. Actor v. ii, You shall not share

alone The glorie of a deed that will endure To all posteritie.

5. To participate in (an action, activity, opinion,

feeling, or condition) ; to perform, enjoy, or suffer

in common with others ; to possess (a quality) which
other persons or things also have. Const, with.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. m. ii. 198 Is all the counsell that

we two haue shar'd, The sister vowes, ..O, is all forgot?

1604— Oth. 111. iv. 95 A man that all his time Hath . . Shar'd

dangers with you. 1667 Dryden Ind. Emp. v. ii. (1668) 62,

I am content in Death to share your Fate. 1761 Gray
Fatal Sisters 27 Where our Friends the conflict share. 18x5

Scott Guy M.xv'i, That love of admiration which all pretty

women share less or more. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxix,

How could we, with our means, live at all, but for a friend

to share expenses? Ibid, xlii, His dinner, which he and his

daughter took in silence . . or which they shared . . with a party

of dismal friends. 1856 Froude Hist. Eng. (1858) I. iii. 267

The bribery was equally shared between both parties, i860

Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 131 Their willingness to share my
fate whatever that might be. 1874 Green Short Hist. iv.

§ 3. 177 He [Edward I] shared to the full his people's love

of hard fighting. 1885 Eagles Constr. Geom. Plane Curves

99 The ellipse shares with the hyperbola the property of

satisfying five geometrical conditions. 1895 Law Times
C. 4/1 Lord Macnaghten's satisfaction with things as they

are will not be shared by anyone.

6. intr. To have a share {in something); to

participate in, to take part in.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. n. ii. 14 Didst not thou share?
hadst thou not fifteene pence ? 1605 — Macb. iv. i. 40, I

commend your paines, And euery one shall share i*th'

gaines. 1669 N. Morton New England's Mem. (1910)

35 In which sickness the seamen shared also deeply,

and many died. 1690 LocKKGovt. § 91 (1692) 91A Right of

Inheritance gave every one.. a Title to share in the Goods
of his Father. 1781 Cowper Hope 686 Good-breeding.. if

in masculine debate he shar'd, Ensur'd him mute attention

and regard. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 156 Was it

not enough, .that he shared, with the rest of the nation, in

the blessings of that mild government of which he had long

been the foe ? 191s Eng. Hist. Rev. Jan. 53. Tne kinS
would not share in the expense of raising opposition to the

candidature of the electoral prince of Saxony.

SHARER.

b. To participate with (a person) in something.

(?Obs.) rare.

1594 Shaks. i Hen. /K, v. iv. 64, I am the Prince of

Wales, and thinke not Percy, To share with me in glory any
more. 1667 Milton P. L, ix. 831 Adam shall share with me
in bliss or woe, 1709 Atterbury Serm. (Luke x. 32) (1726)

II. 244 We cannot, surely, think it beneath us, to share with
those glorious Beings, in such an Administration! 1771
Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 281 They had shared with him in all

his former dangers and distresses.

T C. To partake of. Obs. rare.

1649 Earl Monm. tr. Senault's Use Passions (1671) 6 The
one and the other shares of servitude. 1720 Humourist 71
Those deplorable Wretches, who, as they share of our Like-
ness and Nature, ought to share of our Compassion. 1736
Welsted Wks. (1787) 472 Any other people.. must have
shared, more or less, of the same frailty.

t d. To be equal with. Obs. rare"1
.

i6ox Shaks. Ales Well 1. 1. 73 Succeed thy father In
manners as in shape : thy blood and vertue Contend for

Empire in thee, and thy goodnesse Share with thy birth-

right.

e. Used in reduplicated form share and share

{alike, etc.) : the phrase in Share sb? being mis-

apprehended grammatically.
1821 Scott Pirate xvii, They say, that a" men share and

share equals-aquals in the creature s ulzie. 1841 Lytton
Nt. <$ Morn. 1. vi, And a pretty boy is always a help in a
linen-draper's shop. He shall share and share with my own
young folks. 1841 Macaulay Lit. Copyright Sp. (1853) I.

286 In Kent the sons share and share alike. 1906 Marie
Corelli Treas. Heaven x, I've no money—we all share and
share alike in camp.

7. Comb. : share-out [subst. use of the vbl. phrase

in 1 b], the act of distributing in shares. Chiefly

attrib. in share-out club or society.

1902 Daily Chron. 7 Jan. 7/1 A share-out club. 1906

Westm. Gaz. 24 Dec. 10/1 There was disappointment for a
very large number of members of the Church Institute

Slate Club.. when it was found that the expected 'share-

out ' would not take place. 1909 Daily Chron. 17 Dec. x/3

'Share-out night' is a very big event. .in the Sick and
Provident Club.

Hence Shared ppl. a.

1884 Lit. World (Boston U.S.) 19 Apr. 134/2 Hopes and
plans for a shared life, a household which should be his

own. 1897 Westm. Gaz, 30 June 1/3 The boy is a shared

property : he has to serve two masters.

Share-bone: see Share sb* b.

Shareef, variant of Shereep.
Share-grass, variant of Shear-grass.

Shareholder (Je:»\th<?u-ld3i). [f. Share sb.z +
Holder *.] One who owns or holds a share or

shares in a joint-stock company, or other joint fund

or property.
18. . Med. Repos. (Webster 1828-32), One of the proprietors

of the mine., was a principal shareholder in the company.
1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. vi, Are you insured

as a shareholder in the West Diddlesex ? 187a R. B. Smyth
Min. 4- Mtn. Statist. 55 The company consisted of ten

working shareholders. 1876 F. S. Williams Midi. Railw.
iii. 70 The shareholders of the . . Midland Railway Company.
1913 Times 19 Dec. 18/5 The preference shareholders would
be entitled to half the profits after payment of the preferen-

tial dividend.

Hence Sha-reholdership, the fact or condition

of being a shareholder. Shareholding ppl* <*.»

that possesses shares. Shareholding- vbl. sb.. the

possession of shares; also pi., the shares held by
a person in various undertakings.

1859 Lever Dav. Dunn xli. 331 Our scheme is a great

shareholding company. 1866 Standard 27 Aug. 4/7 Other
. .matters, .must be brought before the shareholding body.

1902 Pall Mall Gaz. 14 Mar. 4/3 A syndicate .. has been
privately formed for. .taking over the whole of Mr. Rhodes's
shareholdings. 1904 Edin. Rev. Oct. 348 The right to par-

ticipate in this wealth—shareholdership, in fact, in this

joint-stock concern, the commerce of Venice—was strictly

defined and limited.

Share-line. rare— . [Cf. Shears. 2
4, Shear

v. 8 b.] The summit line of elevated ground

'

(Ogilvie 1850).
Shareman, Sharen : see Shearman, Shark.

f Share-penny. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Shared. 1

]

One who would shear a penny, a miser.

x6o6 Wily Beguiled B 1, He goe neere to cosen olde father

share-penny of his daughter.

Sharer CfeVrai). [f. Share v.2 + -eri.]

1. One who shares something (const, of) or shares

in something (see the senses of the verb). Also

const, with (a person).

fTo go sharers : = ' to go shares ' : see Share sb.7

1603 Dekker Wonder/. Yeare Wks. (Grosart) I. 114 A
fourth sharer likewise (these winding-sheete-weauers) de-

serues to haue my penne giue his lippes a Iewes letter. X609

Daniel Civ. Wars iv. iv, Most it seem *d the French King to

import, As sharer in his daughters iniurie. x6m Rowlands
Ga\ Newes $ B. 13 That had beene sharers long and many
a day Of what they got vpon the common way. x6»7 May
Lucan 1. (1631) 4 Rule brookes no sharers. X631 Star
Chamber Cases (Camden) 87 These men . . were plotters, they

were sharers, they gave the tooles. X643 Falkland in

Chas. Ps Wks. (1662) II. 282 Those dangerous Distractions

which the interest of any Sharers with Him would have

infallibly produced. X733 Oxford A ct n. jo Ifwe can write

I

an Answer, I fancy we shall get something by it. and so, Sir,

I
we will go Sharers. 1755 Warburton Serm. (Luke xm. 1,

1 2) Wks. 1788 V. 293 The old Manichean impiety,, .which

]
makes an evil Principle, a sharer with him (GodJ in the

I direction of the Universe. 1761I. Brown View Nat. $
I Revealed Relig. iv. ii. (1796) 302 Till Jesus have, .made me
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an effectual sharer in the virtue of his intercession. i8ai
Scott Kenilw. xxxv, I have made her sharer of my bed and
of my fortunes. 1837 Dickens Picfov. xxix, The sharer of
ail his cares and troubles followed him. 1869 Freeman
Norm. Conq. (1876) III. xi. 7 Already a sharer in some sort
in the honours of royalty. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in
Library (1892) I. ix. 301 He excited little attention.. except
amongst the sharers of his own religious persuasions. 1885
Manck. Exam. 30 Dec 5/3 To make them sharers with
ourselves in all the reforms which are necessary to good
government.

1 2. spec. A member of a company of players,

who paid the expenses, and received the profits,

and employed the 'journeymen ' members of the
company. Obs.
(Quot. 1589 is perh. a forgery by Collier.)

1589 [!] in J. P. Collier Shaks. (1844) I. Life p. cviii. note,
Her Majesty's poore Playeres. .being all of them sharers
in the blacke Fryers playehouse, have [etc.]. c 1600 Histrio-
mastix v. (1610) F2D, You that are maister-sharers Must
prouide you vpon your own purses. Ibid. G x, Soul[diers].
Come on Players, now we are the Sharers And you the hired
men . 1601 B. Jonson Poet. iv. iv. 8 Hisi[rio], . . They directed
a letter to me, and my fellow-sharers. Lvpv. Speake lower,
you are not now i' your theater, Stager. 1604 T. M. Ant %
Nightingale Ci, Whilst the Ant began to stalke like a
three Quarter sharer, c 1613 in Greg Hensiowe Papers
(1907) 23 Fower or ffive Sharers of the saide Company.
1699 J. Wright Hist. Hisirion. 11 For several Years next
after the Restauration, every whole Sharer in Mr. Hart's
Company, got 1000 1, per an. 1704 Royal Order 17 Jan. in
Lond. Gaz. No. 3985/1 The Managers, Sharers and Actors
of the said Companies.

+ b. A shareholder, one who owns a share in a
joint concern. (In quot. 1664 fig.) Obs.
1664 Cowlev On Death KatJu Philips iii, The Trade of

Glory mannagjd by the Pen . . Does bring in but small profit
to us Men ; Tis by the number of the sharers drown'd.
1715 Lond Gaz. No. 5348/9 They hereby require, That all
the Sharers do pay.. two Guineas per Share. 1740 W.
Douglass Disc. 12 They who take up this Loan Money are
called Sharers. 1811 H. & J. Smith Horace in Lond. 102
But fire, alas ! to smoak will turn, And sharers, though no
houses burn, Are sure to burn their fingers.

Sharewort : see Share sb.% b.

Sharg. Sc. tObs. In 7 soharge. [a. Gael.
searg.] — next.

1613 in Pitcairn Crim. Trials II. 538 Hir bairne that wes
ane scharge. 1825 in Jamieson.

Shargar (Jaugai). Sc Also sharger. [Altered
form ofprec.J A lean, thin, stunted person or
animal ; a weakly child. Also attrib.

lairdie O. 1874 G. Macdonald Malcolm xxv, Maist mithers,
gien there be a shargar . .aino* their bairns, mak mair o* that
ane nor o' a' the lave putten thegither. 191a C. Murray in
The Odd Vol. 20 A wee sharger collie was a' that she had
To cuddle at e'en.

Sharge, obs. form of Serge.
Shargoss, variant of Syaoush.
Shargras s

v

e, obs. forms of Sheab-gras3.
SharifFe, -iff, variants of Shereef, Shebtfi:.

t Sha-ring, vbl.sb^ Obs. rare. [f. Share v. I

+ -ing 1
.] The action of Share vA ; concr. that

which is shorn or cat off.

15S3 Respnblica 1. i. 94 The paringes, The baggage, the
tra.-.h«, the fragmentes, the sharmges.

Sharing (Je>rin), vbl. sb? [f. Share v.2 +
-ing VI The action or an act of Shark v. 2

1615 Bacon Ess., Riches (Arb.) 237 Sharings, doe greatly
Enrich, if the Hands be well chosen, that are trusted. 17*0
De Foe Capt. Singleton xiii. (1840) 228 Further sharing of
profits. 1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such 20 Another form of
the disloyal attempt to be independent of the common lot,

and to live without a sharing of pain. 1903 A. j. Butler
Arab Conq. Egypt 201 Mohammed answered, * Verily the
profession of Islam and the sharing of the Flight cancel
all the past.'

b. attrib.

1640 Nabbks Bride 111. ii, As if the enterteinment of
constables on a sharing day were not chargeable enough,
but you must complement away wine and sweet meats.
1871 2nd Rep. Comm. Friendly Soc. 11. (1872) 37/2 The
sharing out clubs.. mostly exist from year to year. 1885

J. K. Jerome On the Stage 156 He was ready to keep on with
us for a week or two longer upon sharing terms. 19x0 Stage
Vear Bk. 49 Sharing terms, as understood in England, are
rarely arranged for in Australia.

Sharing,///, a. Obs. [f. Sharez>.i + -ing 2
.]

That * shares or shears.

1573TUSSER Husb.(ify%) 37 A skuttle or skreine,. .and
sharing sheares readie for sheepe to be shorne.

Shark (Jaik), sb.i Also 6-7 sharke. [Of
obscure origin.

The word seems to have been introduced by the sailors of
Captain (afterwards Sir John) Hawkins's expedition, who
brought home a specimen which was exhibited in London
in 1569. The source from which they obtained the word
has not been ascertained. Cf. Ger. dial. (Austrian) schirk
sturgeon: see Shirk sb?
The conjecture of Skeat that the name of the fish is derived

from Shark v. 1 is untenable i the earliest example of the
vb. is c 1596, and the passage alludes to the fish.]

1. A selachian fish of the sub-order Squali of the
order Plagiostomi ; in popular language chiefly

applied to the large voracious fishes of this sub-
order, as the genera Carcharodon, Carekarias, etc.

1569 in B. L. Ballads <% Broadsides (1867) 147 Ther is no
proper name for it (a ' marueilous straunge Fishe '] that 1

Vol, VIII.
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knowe, but that sertayne men of Captayne Haukinses doth
call it a sharke. 1589 Sparke Sir J. Hawkins' 2nd Voy.
[landed home 1565] in Hakluyt Voy. 528 Many sharks or Tu-
berons. .came about the ships. 1622 R. Hawkins Observ,
Voy. S. Sea xix. 43 The Sharke, or Tiberune, is a Fish like
vnto those which wee call Dogge-fishes, but that he is favre
greater. 165s Terrv Voy. E. India 8 The Shark hath not
this name for nothing, for he will make a morsell of any
thing he can catch, master, and devour. 1697 Dampier Voy.
I. 79 We caught several great Sharks. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VI. 240 The shark is the dread of sailors in
all hot climates. 18:4 Scorr I.d. 0/ Isles iv. xi, So darts
the dolphin from the shark. 1873 Dawson Earth <y Man
vi. 158 Sharks, whose mouths are paved with flat teeth for
crushing shells. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 460 The
True Sharks, or Carchariada:, form a family most numerous
in species, which are to be found in all seas. Ibid. 464 This
shark [the Australian Saw Fish, Pristiopkorus cirrati/s] is

said to attain a length of about twelve feet. 1883 Fisheries
Exhib. Catal. (ed. 4) 381 There is no dearth of shark and
scar-fish.

b. With defining word, as Angel-shark, the
monk-fish, Squatina angelus • Gaugetie shark,
Carcharias gangeticus, inhabiting some rivers

;

Greenland shark, the North Atlantic shark
Lsemargus borealis ; Grey shark, the sand-shark
Carcharinus americanus ; Hammer-headed
shark, the Zygsena malleus

; fLong-tailed shark,
the Fox-shark ; Sea-shark, a shark of the high
seas, esp. ' a large shark of the family Lamnidm

'

{Cent. Diet. 1891); Spine shark, the Picked
Dogfish, Acanthias; Spinous shark, a shark of
the genns Echinorhinus, as E. spinosus ; "White
shark, a man-eating shark, Carcharodon rondeleti.
(See also Basking/^/, a. 2, Bum a. 12, Cowi*.1 8, Fox sb.

16 b, Hounds*. 1
7 b. Mackerel '4, RocKsi.'gd, Sandj&>

10 b, Tiger sb. 13, Whale, etc.)

1*55Terrv Voy. E. India 8 This Sea-shark is a Fish as bad
in eating as he is in quality, a 1671 Willughby Hist. Pise.
(1686)Tab. B. 8 The blew Sharke Galeusglaucus Rond. 1674
Ray Coll. Words, Sea Pishes 98 White Sharks. 1752 [see
Hammer-headed! 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 78 The
Basking Shark.. .This species has been long known to the
inhabitants of the south and west of Ireland. 1776 Ibid.
III. 86 Angel Shark. Ibid. 97 Long-tailed Shark. Ibid.
104 Beaumaris Shark. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zool. V. 334 Spotted
shark. Ibid. 339 Dusky shark. Ibid. 346 Grey shark.
i8»3 Bvron Island iv. ix, His . . mates . . Or deem'd him mad,
or prey to the blue shark. 1828 J. Fleming Brit. A nim. 166
Scymnus borealis. Greenland Shark. 183S Buckland Geol.
jr Min. (1837) I. 290 The common Dog- Fish, or Spine
Shark (Spinax Acanthias, Cuv.). 1873 T. Gill Catal.
Fishes East N. Amer. 35 Reniceps tiburo. .. Shovel-head
shark. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 460 The Gangetic
Shark (Carcharias gangeticus). Ibid. 464 The Spinous
Shark (Echinorhinus spinosus) a a rare British fish. 1881
Casselfs Ifat. Hist. V. 31 The Grey Shark is sometimes
eleven or twelve feet long. 1886 Gunther in Encycl. Brit.
XXI. 776/2 Hammerheaded Sharks (Zygxnd) are sharks
in which the anterior portion of the head is produced into
a lobe on each side, the extremity of which is occupied by
the eye.

O. trans/. Fresh-water shark, a jocular name
for the pike, alluding to its voracity.

1799 G. Smith Laboratory II. 267 The audacity and vora-
ciousness of this fish [the pike) justly entitle him to the
name which he has acquired of the fresh-water shark, xooa
Daily Chron. 16 Dec. 8/4 Several fine pike have been
captured lately, the heaviest . . coming from a lake at Red-
hill, the ' freshwater shark ' scaling 2ilb. 20Z.

%. fig. (Cf. Shark sbX) Applied to persons,
with allusion to the predatory habits and voracity
of the shark ; one who enriches himself by taking
advantage of the necessities of others ; a rapacious
usurer, an extortionate landlord or letter of
lodgings, etc., a financial swindler.
1713 Guardian No. 73 The sharks, who prey upon the

inadvertency of young heirs. 1804 Naval Chron. XII. 249
The slopseliers, and other sharks, at this port. 183a G.
Dowses Lett. Cont. Countries I. 385 Our guide, a genuine
shark, did his best tp defraud his brethren, and thereby
secure the entire fee. 1857 Trollops Three Clerks I. [it

58 He expected to pay£ 200 a year for his board and lodging,
which he thought might as well go to his niece as to some
shark, who would probably starve him. 1886 C. E. Pascoe
Lond. To.day xix. (ed. 3) 187 Brighton is less plagued with
'sharks 'than seaside resorts usually are. 1904 Shuddick
How to arrange with Creditors 35 The. .simplest way of
checking the rapacity of the money-lending shark. 1907
H.^ Wvndham Flare of Footlights xxx, Even to his un-
trained eye several of them [/'. e. theatrical advertisements]
obviously emanated from sharks.
attrib. 1904 Shuddick How to arrange with Creditors

31 Another gentleman who is to be avoided at creditors*
meetings is the shark accountant,

t b. spec. (See quots.) Obs.
1707 J. Stevens tr. Quevedo's Com. Wks. (1709) 242 A

meer Shark or Pick-pocket. 1788 Grose Diet. Vulgar T.
(ed. 2) s. v. Shark, Sharks ; the first order of pick-pockets.
Bow-street term, a. d. 1785.

o. A customs officer ; also //. the press-gang.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Shark. . . Also a custom

house officer, or tide waiter. 1796 Eliza Hamilton Lett.
Hindoo Rajah (1811) II. 52 The loss you had sustained
from the sharks of the custom-house. 1828 D. Jerrold
Ambrose Gwinett 1. iii, Gil. A word with you—the sharks
are out to-night. Label. The sharks? Gil. Ay, the blue-
jackets—the press-gang.

_ 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I.

384/1 They, .look mysteriously around to see if there beany
of ' them ere Custom-house sharks afloat \

d. JVaut. A lawyer.
1840 Marryat Poor Jack xxvii, I'm what the sailors call

a shark, that is, I'm a lawyer.

3. Ent. Any moth of the genus Cttcullia (for-

SHARK.

merly Noctud) ; there are several varieties as camo-
mile, tansy, lettuce, mugwort shark.
1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 418 Noctua umbra,

tica... The large Pale Shark. Ibid. 41Q N. Tanaceti. The
Tansy Shark. N. Laclucx. The Lettuce Shark. N.Luci-
fuga. The large Dark Shark. 1869 E. Newman Brit.
Moths 436. 1890 Poulton Colours Anim. iv. 58 The
appearance of splinters of wood is also often suggested by
moths such as the ' Sharks ' (Cucullia).

4. attrib. and Comb. a. Obvious comb., as
shark-bite, genus, -hook, kind, {-liver) oil, -steak,
trap; shark-fishing; shark-like, -mouthed sA)%.
1888 Daily News 25 Dec 5/2 Death by "shark-bite. 185a

Mundy Antipodes (1857) 89 "Shark-fishing is merely the
best sport to be had in New South Wales. 1823-29 Goods
Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 6 The squalus, or "shark genus. 1849
Cupples Green Hand viii. (1856) 74, I hauled up the *shark-
hook from astern. 1758 Borlase Nat. Hist. Cornw. 265 Of
the "shark kind .. we have the sea-fox, Vulpecula or Simia
marina of authors. 1885 Hornaday 2 Vrs. in Jungle
xxii. 257 A very strange . . "shark-like fish. 1868 Royle &
Headland Mat. Med. (ed. 5) 745 note, "Sbark-liver Oil
has been lately imported into Liverpool. 1806 J. Beres-
ford Miseries Hum. Life iv. i, Should you chance to
have a wish for what is in the baskets or barrows of these
•shark-mouthed bawlers. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl.
Soc.) 1. 11 And we bought 40 gants of "shark oyfe for the
junk. 1888 Brannt Anim. t, Veg. Fats 310 Shark oil,
prepared from the livers of various species of the shark.
1885 Lady Brassey The Trades 209 The pilot.. telling me
..what excellent things "shark-steaks were. 1896 A. I.

Butler tr. Ratzets Hist. Mankind I. 254 Fig., "Shark-
trap with wooden float, from Fiji.

b. Special comb. : shark-barrow, ' the egg-
case of a shark ; a sea-purse ' {Funk's Stand. Did.
895) ; shark-charmer, one professing to protect
the pearl-divers in Ceylon from sharks by incanta-
tions ; shark-fin, the fin of a shark, considered a
table delicacy by the Chinese ; shark's head
nonce-word, a jocular name for the elongated
prow of a grab; shark-headed a., the designa-
tion of a kind of screw, so shark-header, a
screw of this kind ; shark-louse, a parasitic crus-

tacean infesting sharks ; shark-moth = sense 3 ;

shark's mouth JVaut. (see quot.) ; also ' the open-
ing for the breeching in the cascabel of a cannon

'

{Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895); shark-ray, the angel-
fish, also a rhinobatid or beaked ray ; shark-
skin, the skin of sharks used for making shagreen,
and also used for polishing, etc. ; shark-sucker,
' any remora that adheres to sharks,' esp. Echeneis
naucrates ; shark's tooth, shark-tooth, the tooth
of a shark, also + = Glossopktra ; also attrib.

quasi-oajr. in similative use ; also in shark's teeth

sword, weapon, a weapon armed with shark's teeth,

in use among some uncivilized peoples ; shark-
toothed a., applied to a tooth ornament suggesting
shark's teeth.

1866 Cornh. Mag. XIV. 169 The "shark-charmer..is con-
sidered so indispensable to the fishery that he is paid by
Government. X793 J. Trapp Rochon's Voy. Madagascar,
etc. 390 The Chinese pay likewise a liberal price for "shark-
fins. 1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son I. 178 Knock
the "shark's head off her, and ship a bowsprit in its place.
l86x Dickens Gt. Expect, xv, A gross or two of "shark-
headed screws for general use. Ibid., And "shark-headers
is open to misrepresentations. 1850 A. White List Specim.
Crustacea Brit. Mus. 122 Dinemoura alata. Winged
"Shark-louse. 1819 G. Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 250
Noctua Tanaceti ("shark moths). 1881 Hamersly Naval
Encycl., Awning, the "shark's mouth is an opening to
accommodate the masts and stays abaft. 1836 Yarrell
Brit. Fishes II. 408 The Angel-fish, .is also called "Shark-
Ray, from its partaking of the characters of both Shark and
Ray. 1851 Gosse Nat. Hist., Fishes 314 Rhinobatiua. The
Shark-rays. 1873 T. Gill Catal. Fishes East N. Amer,
35 Squatina Dumerili. . . Angel-fish ; shark-ray. 1851 H.
Melville Whale xv. 74 His account books bound in
superior old "shark-skin. 1877 G. Macdonald Marquis 0}
Lossiexlv, What the final touches of the shark-skin are to
the marble.. that only can [etc.]. 1850 A. White List
Specim. Crustacea Brit. Mus. 124 Anlhosoma Smithii.
Bud-like "Shark-Sucker. 1692 Ray Disc. 11. iv. (1693)
162, I might have added "Sharks-teeth or Glossopetrae.
1885 Hornaday 2 Yrs. in Jungle xxii. 257 They certainly
are more like shark-teeth than spines. 1845 C. H. Smith
in Kitto Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s. v. Arms Fig. 09 Sharks-teeth
Sword. 1853 Kingsley Westw. Ho I vi, Jagged shark's-
tooth rock. 1886 Guide Exhib. Galleries Brit. Mus. 216
The singular armour made of cocoanut fibre, worn by the
natives [of Micronesia] as a protection against the shark's
teeth weapons, i860 Thackeray Round. Pap., Lazy Idle
Boy (1876) 3 The sacristan., espies the traveller eyeing., the
old "shark-toothed arch of his cathedral.

t Shark, sb. 2 Obs. Also sharke. Cf. Shirk
sb. [Of uncertain etymology.

It is noteworthy that Shirk occurs with the same meaning
frequently from 1639 down to the beginning of the 18th c,
and that the G. schurke (now in wider sense, scoundrel,
villain) had in the 16th c. precisely the same sense. Words
with meanings of this character were c 1600 often adopted
from Ger., and it is not unlikely that this word represents
an adoption of G. schurke (earlier schitrk, schorck), assimi-
lated in form to Shark sb. 1

, of which it seems often to have
been felt as a figurative use.]

A worthless and impecunious person who gains
a precarious living by sponging on others, by
executing disreputable commissions, cheating at

play, and petty swindling ; a parasite ; a sharper.

In later use influenced by Shark sb. 1 2.
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B. Jonsoh Ev. Man out of H. Charac, Shift. A
are Sharke. One that neuer was Soldier, yet hues

ndines. His profession is skeldring and odhng, his

i»9 B
- .

Thredbare

!

vpon lendings. His professic.

Banke PouTes, and his Ware-houser
Pict-hatch. eilSoo

DUtr. Emperor I. i. in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III. 166 To
-ive attendance on the full-fedd gueste, Not on the hungry

sharke. 1601 B. JossoN/Vrfajfcriii.iv.sooDoenotweserue

a nouble sharke ? 1609 - Stiff* Wom.iv. iv, La-/. A very

sharke, he set me i' the mcke t'other night at primero. 1628

bumtOH. Sharke (Arb.) 35 A Sharke. One whome

all other meanes haue fayl'd, and hee now hues of himselfe.

1678 South Serm. (1 Sam. xxv. 32, 33) (1607) II. 4=7 And
thus David's Messengers are sent back to him, like so many
Sharks,and Runnagates. 1684 Wood Li/t 4 Sept. (O.H.S.)

III. 108 Wright Crokcwas posted up for a shark and

coward in Day's coffey house. 111700 Evelyn Diary 19

July 1664, The master of it [the lottery), .. was, in truth, a

meer shark. ..,.,,
b. Comb. Shark-gull, ? one who is both knave

and dnpe.
1604 T. M. Black Bk. C4, Alas, poore Skark-Gull [sic],

that put off is idle.

t Shark, sb.3 Obs. [f. Shark vA] The action

or an act of ' sharking '. To live upon the shark :

to live by sharking.

C1692 South Serm. (1697) II. vi. 253 Wretches who live

upon the Shark, and other men's Sins, . .getting their very

Bread by the Damnation of Souls.

Shark (faik), vA Also 7 sharke ; and see

Shirk v. [Of uncertain origin.

It seems likely that two different words have been more

or less confused from the time of the earliest examples : the

one (which has the variants sherk{e, shirk[e : see Shirk v.)

Shark si.', and the other f. Shark sb.' The senses

naturally resulting from these derivations respectively are

so nearly allied, and the use with mixed notions is so frequent,

that the two verbs cannot be distinguished.

Skeat conjectured that shark vb.' (which he regarded as

the source, not the derivative, of the two sbs.) was a. north-

eastern Fr. cherquier = F. chercher to seek, orig. to go

about to find. He refers to the phrase ' cercher le broust,_

to hunt after feasts, to play the parasite or smell-feast

(Cotgr.), and to the similar It, ' cercare del fane, to shift for

how to live ' (Torriano). In view of the senses of this verb and

those of Shark si.' (parasite, one who lives by shifts), the

citation ofthese phrases gives striking plausibility to Skeat s

hypothesis, which would also account for the divergent forms

shark, sherk, shirk. But the sense in which the Fr. verb

is assumed to have been adopted is merely contextual in

the phrase quoted ; further, the importation of the Fr. word

in a dialectal form at the end of the 16th c. would be sur-

prising, and if (which is unlikely) the adoption took place

early the initial sound would normally be ch, not sh.]

I. intr. f&. To shark on or upon : to prey like

a shark upon ; to victimize, sponge upon, swindle

;

to oppress by extortion. Obs.

c 1596 Sir T. More 11. iv. 106 For other ruffians, as their

fancies wrought, ..Woold shark on you, and men lyke

rauenous fishes Woold feed on on another. 1628 Wither
Brit. Rememb. iv. 895 Then citizens were sharkt, and
prey'd upon, a 1651 Brome New Acad. 11. i. (1658) 28 This

woman, .is vertuous And too discreet for him to shark upon.

a 1668 Davenant Plots Wks. (1673) 304 Who sharkt on the

People much more then the Crown.

b. -To depend on or practise fraud or the arts of

a « shark ',
parasite, or sharper ; to live by shifts

and stratagems. Often to sharkfor (something).

1608 Middleton Mad World v. i, I name it gently to you ;

I term it neither pilfer, cheat, nor shark. 1610 B. Jonson

Alch. 1. i, 'Slid, proue to day, who shall sharke best 1615

J. Taylor (Water-P.) Revenge Wks. 1630 11. 144/1 Couldst

thou find no other way, To Sharke, or Shift, or Cony-catch

for mony, But to make me thy Asse, thy Foole, thy Cony?
1616 Capt. Smith Descr. New Eng. 33 Who would. .by re-

lating newes of others actions, sharke here or there for a

dinner or supper ? 1633 Hart Diet 0/ Diseased in. xxiv.

326 Hee had not a morsell of bread . . but what he begged, or

else sharked for. 163s L. Foxe N.-W. Fox 107 He see him

doe nothing but sharke up and downe. 1641 Trapp Tlieol.

Theol. 365 To shift and sharke in every bie-corner for com-

fort, ciirjt Wood Li/e (O. H. S.) I. 167 Others that, .had

no money were forced to shark and live as opportunity served.

Ibid 179 To row hastily from it [the little devil], and leave

it to shark for it self. 169a R. L'Estrange Fables ccxli. 2 10

It was Nature that taught This Boy to Shark. 1709 Hearne
Collect. 27 Sept. (O. H. S.) II. 269 He sneaks and sharks

about at Bathe. 1765 C. Johnston Chrysal (1783) IV. 124

It is only slipping a puffer or two of quality at them, enough

of whom come sharking to every sale for that purpose only.

1809 W. Irving Knickcrb. vi. ii. (1820) 359 Those vagabond

cosmopolites who shark about the world, as if they had no

right or business in it. 1837 Carlyle Diam. Neckl. Misc.

Ess. 1888 V. 160 Thou must hawk and shark to and fro,

from anteroom to anteroom.

2. trans, a. To shark up : to collect hastily (a

body of persons, etc.) without regard to selection.

Now arch., as an echo of the Shakspere passage.

1601 Shaks. Ham. L i. 98 Young Fortinbras, . . Hath in

the skirts of Norway, heere and there, Shark'd vp a List of

Landlesse Resolutes. 1817 Gifpord Ford's Wks., 'Tis Pity

II. iii. note, What a detestable set of characters has Ford

here sharked up for the exercise of his fine talents ! 1900

Edin. Rev. July 209 The hard fisted ruffian first of all

sharks up the crew out of hospitals and gambling-dens.

b. To steal, pilfer, or obtain by underhand or

cheating means. Usually const, from, out of,

also with adv. away, out. Now arch.

161a T. Adams Heav. * Earth reconc. (1613) 6 If to digge

they are too larie, . . to cheate want witte, and to hue, meanes,

then thrust in for a roome in the Church ; and once crope

in at the window, make baste to sharke out a liuing. 1630

Milton Eikon. i. (ed. 2) 15 Having sharkd them [sc. prayers]

from the mouth of a Heathen worshipper. 1653 Holcroft
Procopius, t'ers. Wars 1. 30 John was irksome to all the

world,., sharking all kind ofbooty. 1665 WoodZ.i>4(O.H.S.)
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II. 49 He.. pretended to joke and play the rogue; and at

length shark away a cloak, coat, or something else, when
mass was done. 1896 A. Dobson i8lh Cent. Vignettes Ser.

III. viii. 166 His classical quotations were not. -sharked out

of Burton's ' Anatomy*.

fc. To swindle (a person). Obs. rare—1
.

a 1650 May Old Couple y. (1658) 42 But think not.. that

I sharke, Or cheat him in it.

3. dial. (See quot.). Cf. Shirk v.

1828-31 Webster, s. v., To shark out, to slip out or escape

by low artifices (Vulgar). 1844 W. Barnes Poems Rur. Li/e

Gloss., Shark or Shurk off, to sneak off softly from shame
or an apprehension of danger.

t Shark, v. 2 Obs. rare. [Perh. f. Shark sb>

;

less probably, an extended form of Share v. 1
,

Shear z\ (cf. lur-k,tal-k).] trans. To cut or tear.

1611 Cotgr., Coigniaux, a kind of small, and bright.greene

vermine, which sharke off, and cut in peeces, the tendrels

and grapes, of Vines. 1614 Gorges Lucan vn. 303 Neither

could they [the birds] so sharke and share The flesh, whereby

the bones were bare.

Shark, w. 3 U. S. local, [f. Shark sb.1 } mtr.

To fish for sharks {Cent. Diet. 1891).

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), Sharking, fishing for

sharks. A favorite sport in the waters of Narragansett Bay.

Sharke, obs. variant of Charqui.
1791 Ann. Reg., Charac. Peasantry Norway 75 As a

luxury the peasants eat sharke; or thin slices of meat,

sprinkled with salt and dried in the wind like hung-beef.

; Sha'rker 1
. Obs. Also 7 sharkor. [f.

Shark ».i + -er1.
Some early examples suggest the possibility of a confusion

with Du. schaker robber.]

One who 'sharks' or lives by cheating and

dishonesty ; a cheat, thief, swindler.

1594 Nashe Terrors 0/ Nt. Wks. 1904 I. 379 Next a

companie of lusty sailers (euerie one a sharker or a swaggerer

at the least). 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 1127 His

baggage . .was assailed and taken by the Haiducks and such

other sharkers enuted to prey. 1616 T. Scot Philomythte

1. (ed. 2) A 8, And passing Smithfield . . The owle-eyd Sharkers

spied him. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole Creature xm.

§ 1. 168 To kicke them, as we use to doe with discovered

Cheators, and Sharkors, as meere deluders, and Impostors.

1663 Recr. /or Ingen. Head-pieces A 5, Epigrams.. 12. Of
Shift the Sharker. 1672 Relic. Wotton Life, etc. f 1, A
hungry Renegado, a dirty Sharker about the Romish Court.

Sharker 2 (Jaukai). [f. Shark si.1 orvfi +
-ER 1

.] One who fishes for sharks.

1885 C F. Holder Marvels Anitiu Li/e 182 The sharkers

had not been idle.

t Sha'rking, vbl. sb. Obs. [f. Shark vA +

-ing 1.] The action of Shark vA
1602 Lyly Entert. at Harefield Wks. 1902 I. 499 If euer

I be brought to answere my sinnes, God forgiue me my
sharking, and lay vsurie to my charge. I am a Mariner.

16*8 Earle Microcosm., Poor Man (Arb.) 101 His best

seruices [are] suspected as handsome sharking, and tricks

to get money. 1674 Staveley Rom. Horseleech vii. 51 All

immaginable shifts, sharking, and tricks were used.

Sharking (Ja-ikirj), ///. a. [f. Shark vA +

-ING 2.]

L That 'sharks'; +that oppresses by extortion

(obs.) ; that cheats, steals, cadges, or sponges.

1608 Day Hum. out 0/ Br. iil i, Lend me this iewell.

Flo. Iewell ? away you sharking companion. 1615 Brath-

wait Strappado 150 That . . Harbours the sharking Lawyer

for his pence. 169a Wood A th. Oxon. 1 1. 157 This Hicks .

.

was a sharking and indigent Fellow. 1760 C. Johnston

Chrysal 1. iv. I. 22 Making my fortune a prey to every

sharking oroiector who flattered my vanity with promises

of success. 1851 borrow Lavengro lxvii, Some sharking

priest who has come over to proselytise and plunder. 1856

Masson Ess. iii. 78 Nothing to be seen under the sun but

hypocritical priests, sharking attorneys [etc.].

b. Of a condition, quality, or manner, etc.

1613 Jackson Creed 1. 160 Presaging that rude and shark-

ing life, whereunto this wilde slippes progenie was ordained.

1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635) 373 The procurator.,

hath received his reward, being slaine by our hands, for his

barbarous sharking Cruelty. 1676 South Serm. (1 Cor. 111.

19) (1692) 433 We are degenerated into a mean, sharking,

fallacious, undermining Way of Converse, a 1694 Tillotson

Serm. xxxi. (1742) II. 364 Those miserable and sharking

shifts which the foolish virgins were driven to, of begging

or borrowing, or buying oil. 1705 Dunton Li/e * Errors

(1818) I. vii. 289 They [Parents] should not put their Children

on any sharking tricks to supply their wants. 1809 W. Irving

Knickerb. vi.ii. (1820) 360 His hair.. added not a little to

his sharking demeanour. •

•f 2. Behaving like a shark (the fish), nonce-use.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage ix. xv. (1614) 917 By their

Dogges at Land they worried them : and in their Pearle-

fishing exposed them to the rauening Sharkes, themselues

more dogged and sharking than the bruite creatures.

Hence t Sha'rkingly adv.

1659 Torriano,A lla-scrdcca, sharkingly, shiftingly. 1665

Wood Life (O. H.S.) II. 49 He. .looked sharkingly, having

a reddish-blew nose and cheeks of the same colour. 1670

R. Coke Disc. Trade 67 From hence it is that the Trade of

England is managed.. sharkingly by the Traders.

Sharkish (JaukiJ), a. rare. [f. Shark sb.1

and r -ISH.] a. Of the nature of a 'shark'

(sb.i) or cheat, b. Of the nature of, resembling,

or characteristic of, a shark (sbA).

1844 Blackw. Mag. LV. 682 Our Father . . got the better of

Satan, .and pitched him head-foremost out of heaven. ., and

his whole sharkish band of retainers after him. 1880 Senior

Trav. * Trout in Antipodes 70 A strong objection to

showing mercy to anything of a sharkish nature.

Sharklet (Jauklet). rare. [f. Shark sbA +

-let.] A young shark.

SHARN-BUGr.

1898 in Daily News 2 Nov. 6/4 Some sharks are vivipa-

rous, bearing fifteen sharklets at once. 1904 F. T. Bullen

Creatures 0/ Sea x. 105 Next morning, .sees her lying

quietly upon the waves.. surrounded by sixteen sharklets.

Sharkling (jauklin). rare. [f. Shark sbA +

-lingI.] = prec.

1900 F. T. Bullen Idylls 0/ Sea 14 Fourteen sharklings

were now restlessly darling in and out of their cosy cave at

the far end of her capacious throat.

Sha-rkship. rare. [f. Shark sb.1 and 2 +
-ship.] (His) sharkship : a mock-title for a shark.

1791 A. Wilson Poet. Wks. (1876) II. 60 And ' Rump the

petticoats and spots 'His Sharkship roared wi' Vigour. 1894

R. H. Savage Flying Halcyon ix. 141 We will bring a
couple of rifles and shoot his sharkship.

Sharky (Jauki), a. rare. Also sharkey. [f.

Shark sb. 1 + -Y.] Abounding in, infested with,

or characterized by the presence of sharks.

1854 Badham Prose Hatieut. 425 note. When they bathed

in sharky localities. 1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 653
The way those Kruboys.. hauled their ' Massa ' out from

among the sharkey foam every time he went into it, on the

lifeboat upsetting.

Sharlmg, obs. form of Shearling sb.

Sharm, obs. form of Charm sb.*

1674 Fairfax Bulk ff Selv. 64 An harshness in these

things not being so harmless as the cutting of Cork, where-

by, though you saw and wring the ears wiih the sharm, yet

still 'tis but a light business you have to deal with.

Sharm, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 shalm,

shawm. [Cf. Charm v. 2] intr. - Chirm. Hence

Sha Tilling vbl. sb.

c 1485 Digby Myst., Killing 0/ Child. 142 Though thei

sharme and crye, I care not a myght, 1823 Moor Suffolk

Words 339 What a sbarmin them there children dew keep.

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Auglia II. 295 Shalm, Sharm,
Shawm, to scream shrilly and vociferously.

Sharman, obs. form of Shearman.

Sham (Jam), dial, and Sc. Forms : 1 scearn,

scern, 4 ssarn, scharne, 4-5 sheren, scheme,

5, 7 shame, 6-7 shearne, 6-9 shorn, 7 sherne,

shura, 8 shern, 9 sheam, soharn, shurne,

shaira, sharen, -an, -on, shairin, 6- sham.

[OE. scearn neut. corresp. to OFris. skern (mod.

WFris. skern, NFris. sjaarn, sjuarn), . MLG.
scharn, ON. skarn (Sw., Da. skarn) :-OTeut.

*skarno-m, a pass. ppl. formation on the root

*sker- : skar- to separate (cf. Share sb., Shears/.).

Northern dialects have the form scant (a. ON. skarn).]

Dung, esp. dung of cattle.

C825 Vesp. Ps. lxxxii. 11 Forwnrdun sewordne werun swe

swe scearn eor5an. c 1000 jElfric Gram. xiii. (Z.) 83 Fimus
scern. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 92 Gose scearn. 1398

Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. cxiv. (1495) 918 The Lap-

wynge layeth and syteeth on broode on dyrte sheren and

vnclene thynges. a 1583 yiomGOVLVWe. Flyting w. Polwart

406 They fand the shit all beshitten in his awne shearne.

1601 Holland Pliny xvil. x, I. 509 They should be well

soked or infused in soft beast shearne or thin dung. Ibid.

xvii. xiv. 518 Mixed togither with oxe or cow shearn. 1645

Shell. Witch Trial in Hibbert Descr. Shetl. Jsl. (1822) 595

Quhilk stinked and tasted of sharn a long tyme. 1688

Holme Armoury 11. 173/1 Shorn is the Dung of Oxen and

Cows. 1728 Ramsay Daft Bargain 26 Frae this tale, con-

fed'rate states may learn To save their cow, and yet no eat

her sharn. a 1774 D. Graham Hist. Reb. x. Writ. 1883 I.

J71 A poor palace without a door, A bed of state, all wet

with shern. 1811 Sir A. Boswell Poet. Wis. (1872) 150

Tho' he's coupit i' the shearn Troth I ken nought ill about

him. 1824 Carlyle Early Lett. (1886) II. 286 Shouting,

jostling, cursing in the midst of rain and shairn and braying

discord. 1893 Crockett Stickit Minister 30 But oor

minister, .hae garred anither thrawn stick 0' a farmer body

lift his een abune the nowt an' the shairn.

b. attrib. and Comb, as sham-smeared adj.

;

sham-fly, a fly used by anglers as bait.

1787 Best Angling {ed. 2) 115 The 'Shorn-Fly. Comes on

about the same time as the Canon-fly... They are generally

found in mowing grass. 1867 F. Francis Angltngw. (1880)

230 Shorn Fly, Hazel Fly, Marlow,. .by all of which names

this little beetle is known. 1550 Bale Image Both Ch.

(1560) B j b, The execrable cytezens of Gomorra with their

*shorne smered captaines wyll sturre about them.

t Sha'rnbud. Obs. Forms : 1 seeambudda,

4 ssambodde, soharnebude, 4-5 soherne-

bodde, 5 seharnebodde, 7 shorn-bud, 6-7

shambud. [OE. seeambudda masc. ; see Sharn

and Budde beetle.] A dung-beetle.

c iooo/Elfric Gloss. (Z.) 308 Scarabeus scernwibba [MS. W
seeambudda]. 1340 Ayenb. 61 pet byeb be ssarnboddes bet

beuleb be floures and louieb bet dong. 1390 Gower Conf.

I. 173 Lich to the Scharnebudes kinde. 1398 Irevisa

Barth. De P. R. xn. iv. (Tollemache MS.), Scherne-boddes

beb gendrid of careynes of horses, a 1440 Pallad. on Hnsb.

ix. 60 Now sharnebodde encumberith the bee; Pursue on

hym that slayn anoon he be. [1:1475 t>ict. Voc. in Wr.-

Wulcker 767/28 Hie slabo, a scarbude.] 1596 Mascall Bk.

Cattle 1. 57 A bett.e fly, cald of some a shumbarb [sic nuspr.),

which creepeth commonly on horse dung, or other dung.

1681 Chetham Anglers Vade-tn. iv. § 25 (1689) 56 A young

Beetle, or Sharn-bud, which is found in a Cow-turd. 1688

Holme Armoury 11. 213/1 The Sweet Scented Beetle, or

I Shorn-Bud.

Sharn-bug. Obs. exc. dial. Also shorn-, [f.

Sharn + Bdg sb.] = prec.

1608 Topsell Serpents 180 The meat of Frogges..are

grecne Hearbes, and Humble-Bees, or shorne-bugs. 1668

Charleton Onomast. 46 Pilularius.. the Dung-Beetle, or

Shurn-bugg. 1887 Kent Gloss., Shorn bug, sharn bug, the

stag beetle.



SHARN-PENNY.

t Sham-penny. Obs. In 2 sor-peni, sehar-,

schornpenny. [f. Shark* Penny.] A payment
of a penny yearly for each cow, which was due
from the burgesses of Bury St. Edmunds to the

Abbey as lord of the manor, in lieu of the profit

which the Abbey would have obtained from the
dung by observance of the manorial custom of
folding the tenant's cattle on the lord's land.
1 c iaoo DeedofAbbot Sampson {Carl. S. Edm., MS. f. 247)

tn Kennett Cowets Inierpr., facta est compositio..quod
Propositus ejusdem villa dabit singulis annis. .denarios pro
faldagio vaccarum ipsius villa? quos nominabant scharpenny.
ia.. Cart. S. Edm. MS. f. 31, ibid., Burgensibus villa; S.
Edmundi data est quitantia cujusdam consuetudinis quae
dicitur Schorn-penny . .So\cbat enim Cellerarius accipere
unum denarium per annum de qualibet vacca hominum
villae pro exitu. izoo Chron. foe. de Braketottda (Camden)
73 Data eis alia quietantia cujusdam consuetudinis que
dicitur sor-peni, pro iiij solidis.

Sharny (Ja'-ini), a. dial, chiefly Sc. [f. Shark
+ -T.] Bedaubed with dung. So sharny-faced
adj.; shamy-peat (see quot. 1808).
a 1625 F. Sempill Blytksum Bridal v. in Herd Sc. Songs

(1776) II. 25 Flea-lugged sharney-fac'd Lawrie. 1737
Ramsay Sc. Prav. (1750) 125 Ye shine like the sunny side of
a sharuey weght 1808 Jamieson, Sharny-peat, a cake con-
sisting of cows' dung mixed with coal-dross, dried in the
sun, and used by the poor for fuel in some places. 1821
Scott Pirate v, Nane of your sharney peats, but good aik
timber. 1871 W, Alexander Johnny Gibb x. 77 Gyaun in

owre's bed wi's sharnie beets on. 1896 Crockett Cleg
Kelly xliv. 291 Ye sunerin', shairny blastie o' the byres.

b. as sb. (see qnot, 1825).
1825-83 Jamieson, Sharnie, a name given to the person

who cleans a cow-house. 1897 Ld. E. Hamilton Outlaws
ofMarches xviii. 207 Hout ! you auld sharnie.. .Gae round
to -the byre and see till the kye.

Sharon, dial, variant of Sharn.
Sharoot, obs. form of Cheroot.
Sharp jaip), a. and sb.l Forms : 1-2 scearp,
2-3 scrorp, 3sc(h)erp,scarp, ssarp, Orw.sharrp,
3-4 sarp, 3-6 scharp, 4, 6 sharppe, 4-7 sharpe,

5 sherpe, sarpe, scarpe, 5-6 scharpe, scharp,
6 sharpp, Sc. sohairp, scherpe, schirpe, 3-
sharp. [Com. Teut. (wanting in Gothic) : OE.
scearp corresponds to OFris. skarp, skerp, OS.
skarp, MLG., MDu. scharp, scherp (modDu.
scherp\ OHG. scarp/, scarf (MHG. scharpf,

scharf, sckerpfc, scherf(e, mod.G. scharf), ON.
skarp-r (Sw., Da. skarp) :-OTent. *skarpo-.
The Teut. root *skerp- : sharp- : skurp- appears also in

OHG. scurfan, MHG. schurfen to cut open (mod.G. to poke
a fire), OE. scearpe scarification, scearpian to scarify. The
Teut. root *skrep- '. skrap- (see Scrape v.) appears to be
related; no cognates outside Teut. are known. The OHG.
and MHG. sarpf (early mod.Du. sarp) sharp is prob. un.
connected.]

A. adj.

1. Well adapted for cutting or piercing ; having
a keen edge or point : opposed to blunt, a*
Having a keen cutting edge. Also said of the edge.
c 815 Vesp. Ps. li. 4 Swe swe scersaex scearp. Sic ut nova?

cula acuta, c 1105 Lav. 2310 Mid scearpe mire eaxe.
a i«5 Leg. Kath. 2266 Streche ford bine swire scharp sweord
to underfonne. a 1400 Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 758/38
Debb draweth his sarpe knif. c 1460 Urbanitatis 42 in
Babees-bk., Fyrste loke . . bat by knyf be sharpe & kene.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 105 Quhen schaifTyn is

that aid schalk with a scharp rasiour. 16x3 Shaks. Hen. VIIf,
1. i. no, I know, his Sword Hath a sharpe edge. 1719
De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 207 They make their wooden
Swords so sharp.. that they will cut off Heads even with
them. 1822 Shelley Faust ii- 399 A single blood-red line,

Not broader than the sharp edge of a knife. 1907 J. A.
Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 106 A good sharp penknife
may be used.
trans, andJig. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 254 My woord

from hens forthe, is scharp and bytynge as a Swerd. 1567
Glide fy GodlieB. (S.T.S.)aaFrathame that hes thair tungis

scharp & ground. 1781 Cowper Hope 597 He laughs,
whatever weapon truth may draw, And deems her sharp
artillery mere straw. 1807-8 W. Irving Solmag. (1824) 268
The sharp edge, .of public curiosity.

b. Having a tapering end brought to a fine

point so as to be used for piercing. Said also of

the point itself.

c 825 Vesp. Ps. xliv. 6 Strele dine scearpe, Sagittae tuae
acutae. a 1 122 O.E, Chron. (Laud MS.) In t rod., Da ge namon
i
a Walas & adrifon sumre ea ford ealne mid scearpum pilum

greatum innan bam wetere. c 1205 Lav. 30752 Swe scarp wes
pepic. a i22£ Ancr. R. 212 He.-pleied mid sweordes, &
bere5 ham bi be scherpe orde uppen his tunge. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 114 A gay daggere, Harnessed weL and
sharp as point of spere. 1484 Caxton Fables of sEsop v.

xv, A busshe full of sharp thornes. 1513 Life Henry V
(191 1) 55 The Kinge had geuen commaundement . . that

euerie man shoulde prouide him a stake sharpe at both endes.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. ii. 91 He dies vpon my Semitars
sharpe point. 1688 Holme A rmoury m. 324/2 [An instrument]
with a sharp point, called a Lancer. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 307 Three very sharp teeth. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xli, Deep and sharp rowels. 1887 Morris Odyss.
1. 104 Then she took the mighty spear, headed and sharp
with brass.

trans, andfg. C1550C0VERDALE Calvin's Treat. Sacram.
C j, And wyth sharper prickes can we not be pricked, than
in that he compelleth vs (as it were) to see with oure eies

[etc.). 1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. vi. 23 But he rides well, And
his great Loue 1 sharpe as his Spurre) hath holp him. 1820

Shelley Prometh. unb. iv. 1. 102 As the sharp stars pierce

winter's crystal air. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Netghb.

viii. (1878) 130 Hope was a sharp goad to my resolution.

635

0. As complement, esp. with pa. pples.
c 1350 ipomadon 8413 (Kolbing), Wythe sperys, that were

sharpe grovnde. 1412-20 Lvdg. Chron. Troy iv. 1014, I
hadde of Hector swiche a mortal wounde, With a quarel
sharpe whet & grounde. 1508 Dunbar Goldyn Targe n 1

Dredefull arowis grundyn scharp and square.

d. In similative phrases, sharp as a razor, as a
needle, etc. (often trans/, andyi^-. in senses 3-9).
a 1000 Soul's Address 120 Jifer hatte se wyrm, be ba

ea;$las beo<b naedle scearpran. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. I. iii. 19
To looke vpon him, till the diminution Of space, had pointed
him sharpe as my Needle, a 1732 Gay New SongofSimiles
51 Sharp as a needle are her words. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair Ixiii, Epigrams that were as sharp as razors. 1851
Mkredith Love in Valley xv, Sharp as a sickle is the edge
of shade and shine. 1858 [see 4 j]. 1866 Geo. Eliot F. Holt
i. I. 46 Denner..had a mind as sharp as a needle.

te. Prickly. Obs.
t 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 314 Jenim bass scearpan bisttes

moran. 1154 O. E. C7m?«.(Laud MS.) an. 1137, [Hi] diden
an scaerp iren abuton ba mannes throte. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 6794 pe rose springb of be brer bat ssarp & kene is.

a 1300 Cursor M. 16616 A crun apon his heued bai sett o
scarpe tre bai wroght. c 1400 Brut ccix, Men sette vppon
her Heuedes chapelettes of sharpe netles. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. iv. i. 180 Tooth'd briars, sharpe firzes, pricking gosse,
& thorns. 1611 Bible Micah vii. 4 The most vpright is

sharper then a thorne hedge.

f. Of sand, gravel, etc. : Composed of materials
having sharp points ; hard, angular, gritty. Now
technical.

«6i8 W. Lawson New Orch. * Card. xiii. (1623) 46 Sift the
earth with coale ashes an inch or two thicknesse, and that is

a plague to them [worms], so is sharpe grauell. 1693 Moxon
Meek. Exerc. (1703) 244 They make use cf the sharpest Sand
they can get (that being the best) for Morter. 1806 Gazetteer
Scot. (ed. 2) 60 The soil of the arable part is thin and sharp,
but very fertile. 1857 T. Moore Handbk. Brit. Ferns
(ed. 3) 26 Add to it an eighth part of clean but coarse sharp
sand. x868 Joynson Metals 96 Sharp slag, 8 cwts.

t 2. Rough, rugged. Obs.
Chiefly as a rendering of L. asper.
c8$3 /Elfked Orosius 1. L § 7 Swibe scearpe wegas &

stamhte. 138a Wyclif Acts xxvii. 29 Thei dredinge lest we
schulden falle into scharp places, c 1450 Capgrave Life
St. Gilbert xv'\. (1910) 86 Wrecchid mete, scharp cloth, bis
wold he bei schuld haue. 1574 Hellowes Guevara's Fam.
Episl. (1577) 173 He commaunded to be made in the moste
sharp mounteines of Argos a most solemne Oracle. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 9 The montane Gram-
pius, and vtheris ruch, scharpe and hard hillis.

fig. and absoL a 1536 Songs, Carols, etc (1907) 54 Thow
hade be sharpe, & we the smothe.

3. Acute or penetrating in intellect or perception.

a. Of persons or their faculties : +(a) Intellectu-

ally acute, keen witted, discerning, sagacious (obs.).

(b) Now in less dignified use : Quick-witted, clever

(said esp. of children).
Cf. the dialectal ' not right sharp ' = half-witted, imbecile.
c 888 Alfred Boeth. xxxix. 4 Buton he haebbe swa scearp

and^it swaSxr fyr. c 1000 Christ's Desc. Hell 76 Eala
Gabrihel 1 hu bu eart gleaw & scearp. c 1200 Vices <y

Virtues 23 pat 3u understande mid scarpe witte hwat hie
bien. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. 0fachor) 670 For bu
^ongare is pane I, scharpare of wyt & mare mychtty. 1474
Caxton Chesse in. vi. (1883) 131 Wherof cometh forgetenes
of his mynde and destruction of alle quyk and sharp reson.
c 1500 Lancelot 2885 In his consell wonder scharp and wys.
1590 Spenseb /''. Q. II. ix. 49 He had a sharpe foresight, and
working wit. < 1610 Women Saints 161 What was more
ingenious and sharp of witt than she. 1697 Dampier Voy.
!• 337 Raja Laut is a very sharp man. 170^5 Evelyn Diary
4 Jan., Dr. King, a sharp ready man in politics. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. II. v. vii, Sharp Guadet transfixes you with
cross-questions. 1870 E. Peacock Rolf Skirt. II, 147 A
very sharp lad

D. Ofreasoning or discourse : fAcute, sagacious
(obs.). In later use, ofremarks : Pointed, apt, witty.
1580 Three Familiar Lett, in Spenser's Poet. Wks. (Oxf.

1912) 616 Master H[arvey]s short, but sharpe, and learned
I udgement of Earthquakes. 1613 Shaks. Hen. V/lf, 11. i.

14 He..alleadged Many sharpe reasons to defeat the Law.
1700 T. Brown Amusem, Ser. fy Com. 153 Your Gentlemen
that speak sharp and witty Things. 1851 Willmott Pleas.
Lit. xxi. (1857) 126 It was thus that.. the sharp, quick sen*
tenre flashed trom the lips of Buonarotti.

o. Of sight, hearing, the eyes or ears : Acute,
keen. Often in figurative expressions.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 30 Sio syn bib by scearpre. c 1381
Chaucer Part. Foules 331 The royal egfc.That with his
sharpe look perceth the sonne. 1599 Sir J. Davies Nosce
Teipsum Introd. iii, When their Reason's Eye was sharp
and clear. ^ 1630 R. Johnson 's Kingd. 4- -Commw. 8 The
grey eye. .is sharpest of sight, 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxxi,
The Queen's sharp eye soon distinguished Raleigh amongst
them. 1894 Blackmore Perlycross 77 My ears are pretty
sharp..and I heard you muttering.

d. Hence of observation, an observer : Vigilant.

Phrase, to keep a sharp look-out.

1535 Coverdale Lam. iv. 18 They laye so sharpe waite for

vs, that we can not go safe vpon the stretes. 1584 R. Scot
Discov. Witchcr. xm. xxiii. 265 The sharpest lookers on will

saie it is in your other hand. 1828 P. Cunningham N. S.

Wales (ed. 3) II. 333 As the majority of mankind have a
stronger appetite for censure than for praise of those above
them, he will naturally keep a sharp look-out with that
view. 1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars iii. 158 The bishop
kept a sharp look-out upon them.

e. Keen-witted and alert in practical matters,

businesslike, smart ; often with unfavourable im-
plication, quick to take unfair advantage of others.

(Cf. Sharp practice.)
1697 Da.mpier Voy. I. 228 They found that the Don had

been too sharp for them. 172a De Foe Col. Jack (1840) 4 j

SHARP.
He was. .sharp as a street-bred boy must be. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy vii, They got a sharp Newcastle attorney. 1853
R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour xlv. 252 Among youths of
his own age he was reckoned rather a sharp hand. 1855
Dickens Dorrit 1. xxiii, I have seen so much business done
on sharp principles that . . I am tired of them. 1859 Lever
Davenport Dunn Hi, All of them ready to do a sharp thing.
1880 L. Stephen Pope iv. 94 He.. was accordingly pretty
sharp at making a bargain with a publisher.

4. Eager, impetuous, violent, fa. Of warriors:
Eager for battle. Obs.
c xooo Ags. Horn. (Assmann) 61/244 Ac 5a ba hi ne dydon

nane da^dbote, pa sende him god to bone scearpan here
Ronianiscre leode. a xzjz Lttue Ron 69 in O. E. Misc. 95Hwer is.. Ector wib his scharpe meyne. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (Sommer) I. 246 That men of armes shold haue
no wyues to thende that they myght be more sharpe & fiers
in the warre.

f b. Of feelings : Keen, ardent. Obs,

/ *37$ -Sfc Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 501 Rycht sa manis
deuocione bat quhile fra contemplacione Is drawyne, sal be
scharpar be. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1780 Then he shope hym
to ship in a sharp haste. 1599 Sandys Europx Spec. (1605)
Z 3, Time-servers,who . . follow Christ vpon a sharpe devotion,
but to his bread, not to his doctrine.

o. Of conflict, warfare, an attack: Carried on
with vigour, fierce, keen.
13.. Cursor M. 7753 (Gtitt.) Ful scharp [Colt, snaip] it

was, bat stour and snell, All fledd be folk of Israeli, c 1381
Chaucer Pari. Foules 2 Thassay so hard, so sharp the
conquering, c xajs Wyntoun Cron. vil viii. (Cott.) 1982
Betweyn bis Rollande of Galoway And Kylkpatrik a batel
fel Was don, bath sar, scharpe and snel. 1308 Dunbak
Goldyn Targe 170 Thair scharp assayes mycht do no dures
To me. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 27 Then began
the fight to grow most sharpe. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 816 The fight continued sharpe and hot on both
parts. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxvii. 131 Huntley..
after a sharp conflict, put to flight the left wing of the
English. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 4 The contest
between good and evil becomes sharp and deadly. 1890
Spectator 3 May, Though the discussion will be sharp, it

will be short.

d. Of a storm, a shower, fwaves, etc. : Heavy,
violent.

13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 716/33 Scharpe wawes
bat Schip has sayled. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xviii. 409

( After
sharpe shoures

',
quod pees 'moste shene is be some*.

c 142a Hoccleve Learn to Die 556 Whan deeth, as tempest
sharp & violent, With woful trouble hem shal vexe& trauaill.

1385 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. xii. 46 A sharpe
showre of rayne, whiche contynued vntyll the morning.

e. Of an attack of disease: Acute, violent.

fAlso — Acute a, 2.

1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 341 Of diseases, some be
called long, and some sharpe and short.

f. (a) Of a hawk : Eager for prey ; hungry.
(b) fOf persons (sometimes with allusion to the
hawking sense) : Hungry, * sharp-set* (obs.). (c)

Of the appetite : Keen. Of the stomach : Craving
for food.
i486 Bk. St. Albans, Hawking c viij b, Also she may be

calde an aspare hawke of sharpenesse or hir corage. .she is

moost asper and sharpe in all thyngs that belong vnto hir
of any other hawkys. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 133 Then
set hir sharpe against an evening and go out to seeke some
game, 1577 St. Aug. Manual (Longman) 95, I am come
with a sharpe stomacke, let me not goe awaye fastyng. 1596
Shaks. TarruShr. iv. i. 193 My Faulcon now is sharpe, and
passing emptie. 1642 Fuller Holy St. in. xxv. 231 Nowa-
dayes, does not wealth make them lazy, and poverty keep
them painfull? like Hawks they flie best when sharp. 1678
L/Estrange Seneca's Morals n. xxiv. 317 When we have
fasted our selves Sharp, and Hungry. 1707 [E. Ward]
Barbacue Feast 7 Their Stomacks were a little too sharp
to admit of time enough to crave a Blessing on their Food,
but all fell to. 1771 Goldsm. Haunch of Venison 5 Though
my stomach was sharp, I could scarce help regretting, To
spoil such a delicate picture by eating.

g. Quick or active in bodily movement. Of
movements, esp. a run, gallop, etc., also of action
of any kind : Brisk, energetic.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 444/1 Scharp, or delyuer, asper, velox.

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xvi, Setting my two little ones to
box, to make them sharp, as he called it. 1817 J. Mayek
Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 23 But endeavour to pull quick
the instant you see the gun cover the object ; you cannot
be too sharp, 184a W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist. xvii. § 9
(ed. 3) 557^ A sharp gallop. 1869 Boutell Arms fy Armour
i. 3 A rapid succession of little sharp blows. 1889 Gretton
Memory s Harkback 192 After a sharp run, several hunting
men baited their horses at the Three Crowns,

(b) Proverbialphr* (Used as an injunction to
promptitude ; for another use see quot. 1788.)
1706 Vanbrugh Mistake in. i, Are you thereabouts, i 'faith ?

Then sharp's the word. 1788 Grose Diet. Vulgar T. (ed.2)
s. v. Sharp, Sharp's the word and quick's the motion with
him ; said of any one very attentive to his own interestj and
apt to take all advantages. 1837 T. Hook Jack Brag ii, Be
alive, my fine fellow !.. sharp's the word and quick's the
motion, eh? 1875 'Pathfinder' Breaking .5- Training
Dogs 44 ' Come into heel, sir 1

' and sharp is the word,
n. Of a stream : Rapid. Now rare.

1655 Walton Angler vi. (1661) 132 All Fish that live in
clear or sharp streams, 1787 Best A ngling (ed. 2) 36 From
that time they delight to be in sharp streams, and such as
are very swift. 1875 Encycl. Brit. II. 32/2 (art. Angling)
A deep eddy off some sharp stream,

i. Of the pulse.

1843 R. J. Graves Syst Clin. Med. xiv. 161 Pulse 120,
sharp; slightly dicrotous. 1897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. III.

-
. he pulse becomes small, sharp, wiry or thready.

j. Of winter, wintry weather, frost, wind, air :

8O-2
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c H3S Cktwt. London (Kingsford 1905) 2 This same yere

was a Riht Sharpe Wynter. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidaues

Comm. 197 In the most sharpe time of winter. x6xo Shaks.

Temp, l uf 354 Thou..thinkst it much..To run vpon the

sharpe winde of the North. 17M Ds Foe Plague (1884) 13

With sharp tho* moderate Winds. 176a Sterne Let. to

Mrs. Sterne 15 Mar., There has been no snow here, but the

weather has been sharp. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <y //. Jrnis.

11872) I. 44 Keen and cutting air, sharp as a razor. 1894

Hall CaiNe Manxman v. vih, Though the air was sharp,

he had been carrying his cloak over his arm.

5. Severe, strict, harsh, a. 1 Of persons: Severe

or harsh in temper or mood (06s.). Of temper,

etc : Irritable, irascible.

c xooo Sax. Leeckd. III. 162 He bi5 scarp & biter &
swioe waer on his wordum. c M50 Gen. $ Ex. 3577 So wur5
he wro5, o mode sarp, His tables brokun dun lie is warp.

c 1540 tr. Pol. Verg. Eng. Hist. (Camden) 147 He was vene
sharpe in manners, sterne of nature, exceading crewell. 1638

K. Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. II.) 84 Whether hee bee

of these sharpe and soure ones that would take from heaven
its starres, and from the earth its flowers, a 1668 Lassels
Italy u. (1698) 96 The Eccho in the well, which answers
you indeed, but like a sharp scold, too quick and short.

b. Of persons and their utterances : Cutting in

rebuke, invective, or satire ; harsh and peremptory

in command. Also of looks, tones, etc. : Indi-

cating anger or rebuke.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 212 Sweord & kntf eioer beoS scherpe &

keoruinde wordes. c 1386CHAUCER Wife's Prol. 14 Lo! which
a sharp word for the nones.. Iesus..Spak in repreve of the

Samaritan. 1471 CAXTON^tfw^/ASommer) II. 654 Eneas.

.

answered to the kynge wordes sharpe and poynaunt ynowhe.
1568 Grafton Ckron. II. 984 King Henry wrote to him an
aunswere with verie sharpe and grteuous wordes reprouing

his vntruth. 1389 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 1. xxxi. (Arb.) 76
Skelton a sharpe Satirist. 16x0 Brent tr. SarpCs Counc.
Trent vni. (1629) 728 The Cardinall of Loraine also wrote
a sharpe letter to the Pope, a 1704 T. Brown Prol. 1st Sat.

fuv. Wks. 1730 I. 52 Nor sharp Juvenal's stronger verse

Perverted into doggrel farce, a 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers
(1795) L n. 139 Yet they were not for using sharp language
against such teachers. 1833 Tennvson May Queen 1. iv,

He thought of that sharp look, mother, I gave him yester-

day. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) II. App. 677
Tostig has sharp words with his brother.

O. Of punishment, persecution, laws, etc., also

of a judge, lawgiver, etc. : Severe, merciless.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 25 To punysch him in sharp
& bit are pyne. c 1375 Cursor M. 9103 (Fairf.) Sa sare and
sharpe martiring was neuer sene on siche a king. 1533 Gau
Richt Vay (1888) 85 Supposz thow may richtuslie be ane
scherp iuge apone wsz. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene xcvi.

Wks. 1910 II. 192 But in hir minde a sharpe revenge, She
fully did reserve. 1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxx. (1687)

365 This sluggish temper must be banished by a rigorous
and sharp penance. 1720 Sewel Hist. Quakers (1795) I.

Pref. 16 Who will ere long fall under a sharper persecution.

1851 Helps Com/. Solit. vi. 96 Those we have lived with
are the sharpest judges of our conduct.

d. To be sharp upon : to be hard or severe upon
(now only, by way of censure or criticism).

1561 in Exch, Rolls ScoL XIX. 475 The said Thomas not
to be scharp upoun the said Alexander for payment of the
said soum. 1596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 161

He was so scharpe vpon his abuses. 1678 Rymer Trag.
last Age 32 Polynices seems ill treated, and his Brother is

much too sharp upon him. 1713 Addison Guardian No. 109

r 5 One of those Untucker'd Ladies whom you were so sharp
upon. 1833 Lytton Godolphin iv, You are sharp on me,
young Sir.

e. Of pain, suffering, grief, etc. : Keen, acute,

intense. Of experiences : Intensely painful.

cxooo Sax. Leechd. II. 206 ponne bip ban sar scearpre
bonne baes welraes sar be on baere lifre selfre beoS. auzz
O. E. Ckron. (Laud MS.) an. 1086, & syd3an com se scearpa
hungor. <izo5 Lay. 21944 Heoweoren swioe iharmede mid
scxrpen ban hungre. C1250 Gen. •$- Ex. 2989 Gnattes..
smale to sen, and sarp on bite. 2340 Hampole Pr. Consc.

6563 Pe ferthe [payneof helle] es hunger sharpe and Strang.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 130 This sorwcshal been hevy
and grevous, and ful sharpe and poinant in herte. c 1477
Caxton Jason 115 b, A sorowe moche aygre and sharp.

1548-9 (Mar.) Bk. Com. Prayer, St. A ndrew s Day, Collect,

The sharp and painful death of the crosse. 1565 J. Phillips
Patient Grisseu 331 (Malone Soc.) The bitter pangs of death,

Whose gripes most sharp semd to close my breath. 159a

Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. v. i. 41 Sharpe miserie had worne him
to the bones, a 16*7 Sir J. Beaumont Bosivorth F. 74 The
sharp Conclusion of a sad success. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. m. 803 The nightly Wolf- .now plots not on the

Fold ; Tam'd with a sharper Pain. 17a* Wollaston Relig.
Nat. ix. 2x6 Such injoyments. .are followed many times by
sharp reflections and bitter penances in the rear. 1843
R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxviL 340 Sharp, lancinating

pains were felt most frequently in the knee. 2898 Watts-
Dunton Aylwin xu iii, A pang at my heart as sharp as
though there had been a reasonable hope till now.

t£ transf. Said of a scourge : = Smart a. 1.

a 1300 Cursor M. 5876 And qua ne dos noght yur bidding,
Wit scarp scurges yee bam suing, c 1450 Mirk's Festial 44
To aeue nym dyscyplyn apon his bare backe wyth a scharpe
?erde.

t g. Of a mode of life : Austere. Obs.
1340 Ayenb. 165 pe ober del is zuo pet hi makeb. .bet lyf

bet zuo moche sseweb ssarp an dreduol to chiese. 1577
tr. Luther's Comm. Galat. v. 19 (1580) 270 b, The Car-
thusians or Charterhouse monkes, whose order.. is of all

other the straitest & sharpest. 1588 Parke tr. Men.
doza's Hist. China 254 They were certaine religious men
who liued in common, a sharpe and asper life. 1611 Shaks.
Cymb. 111. iii. 31 Hap'ly this life is best, (If quiet life be
best) sweeter to you That haue a sharper knowne.
6. Pungent in taste; also, having strong acid,

alkaline, or caustic properties. +Of wine : Sour.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 354 Nun gate tord meng wi& scear-

636

pum ecede. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xx. 304 Shrifte sbope
sharpe salue and made men do penaunce For her mysdedes.
c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 352 Wo was his cook, but if his sauce
were Poynaunt and sharp. 1477 Norton Ord. Alck. v. in

Ashm. (1652) 73 As Sharpe tast, Unctuous, and Sower. 1546

J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 46 This medicine thus ministred is

sharpe and colde. 1577 B. Googe Heresback's Husb. iv.

(1586) 187 b, The like quantitie of manna kneaded togither,

and giuen them in sharpe wine. 1584 Veron Lat..Eng,
Diet., Pallacana, a sharpe onion causing the eiesto water.

1617 Mokyson Itin. 1. 252 Pomegranates, Olives, Bread,
and sharpe Wine. 1639 [J. Taylor ( Water- P.j] Divers
Crabtree Led. 167, I can weepe no more, unlesse I get a
good sharpe Onion in my handkerchiefe. 1641 Mukrel
Cookerie (ed. 5) 21 To boylea Chine of Mutton or Veale, in

sharp broth. 1661 Boyle Scept, Ckem. iv. 254 As soon as I

found the Lixivium sufficiently sharp upon the tongue, I

reserv'd it for use. 1709 Felton Diss. Classics (1718) 106

Every body can tell Sweet from Bitter, what is Sharp, or

Sour, or Vapid, or Nauseous. 173a Arbuthnot Rules 0/
Diet in Aliments, etc. 262 What renders the Blood acrimo-
nious or sharp. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <$ Art II.

429 Arsenic acid.. has a sharp caustic taste. 1853 Suyer
Pantropkeon 71 If you prefer a sharper sauce, mix well

some green mint with rue.

1604 in Challoner Missionary Priests (1803) II. 21 Al-

though I shall have a sharp dinner, yet I trust in Jesus
Christ I shall have a most sweet supper. 1668 R. Steele
Husbandm. Calling vi. (1672) 152 Drudging at the harrow,
that's sharp ; but sweeping down the wheat, that's sweet.

1886 Mrs. Lynn Linton Paston Carew xxxii, That sharp
sauce which carries costs and awards damages.

C. Of water : (a) ? Charged with carbonic acid.

f(b) Hot, scalding {rare-1 ).

1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 18 The water was
sharp and hard, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 Sept. 1644, A
fountaine of sharp water which they report wholesome
against the stone. 1741 Lond.

*J*
Country Brew. 1. {ed. 4)

28 Water lukewarm put over at first with the Bowl, but

soon after sharp or boiling Water.

d. In various technical collocations, as skarp

lime, ? unslaked lime; skarp vat (Dyeing), a vat

containing a considerable excess of lime (Ure Diet,

Arts 1839, p. 674); sharp gas (see quot. 1886).

177a T. Simpson Vermin Killer 15 If you sow sharp lime

with the grain. 1886 Times 12 Apr. 9/3 Miners had..dis-

covered that some outbursts of gas are what they call

'.sharp ', and are capable of forming a dangerous mixture
with much less warning^ than is usually given. The experi-

ments of the Commissioners show that the ' sharp ' gas of

the miners contains a larger proportion of marsh gas.

7. Of sound : Penetrating, shrill, high-pitched.

1390 Gower Con/. HI. 90 Nou scharpe notes and nou
softe. 1420-2 Lydg. Thebes 1. 205 Be vertue only of the

werbles sharpe That he made in Mercuries harpe. 1604

E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies v. xxix. 418 A
flute of earth, having a very sharpe sound. 1687 Dryden
Song St. Cecilia's Day 37 Sharp Violins proclaim Their
jealous Pangs, and Desperation. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 9 Their voice is not so sharp as the note of some
other animals. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. m. x, A sharp and
shrieking echo gave, Coir-Uriskm, thy goblin cave ! 1866

Whittier Maids ofAttitash 20 The wood-bird's plaintive

cry, The locust's sharp reply. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxiv.

262 A sharp shrill tinkle.

f b. Of an accent : *= Acute a. Also of a
syllable : Bearing the acute accent. Obs. rare.

1589 [see Accent sb. 1, 6]. 261 x Cotgb., Accent aigu, a
sharpe accent marked thus, ', & much vsed. 1612 Brinsley
Pes. Parts (1615) 46 b, Euery Nowne Substantiue common,
increasing sharp or long in the Genitiue case, is the feminine
Gender.

c. Phonetics, (a) Used to express the acoustic

quality of the high-front vowels ; {b) a designation

for unvoiced consonants. Obs. in technical use.

(a) >. 1532 Vv Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 899 Ve shal

pronounce . . your z, as sharpe as can be. 1872 Public Sch.
Lat. Gram. 9 § 12, I [is] the thin sharp palatal.

(b) 1841 Latham Eng. Lang. i. 104 Concerning the Mutes
we may predicate that one half of them is Flat, and the
other half Sharp. 1899 Allbutts Syst. Med. VII. 450 The
voiceless group containing the sharp consonants.

8. Mus. a. Of a note : Relatively high in pitch.

b. Of a note, singing, an instrument : Above the

regular or true pitch; too high. C. A> Cs D etc.

sharp : the sound which is a semitone higher than

A, C, D, etc. Also the key or other contrivance

in a musical instrument for producing such a note,

d. Ofan interval, f key, or f scale: = Major, e.

Of a key : Having sharps in the signature, f £
B sharp : the early name for the sign Q , used to

counteract a flat.

1597 Morley Introd. Mus.a The 1? cliefe which is common
to euery part, is made thus b or thus Q the one signifying

the halfe note and flatt singing : the other signifying the

whole note or sharpe singing. 1662 Playford Skill Mus. 1.

i. (1674) 5, B duralis or B sharp. 1694 W. Holder Harmony
(1731) 151 The Differences of those we call Flat, or Sharp
Keys; the Sharp, which take the Greater Intervals within
Diapason, as Thirds, Sixths, and Sevenths Major, are more
brisk and airy. X746 Tansur New Mus. Gram. 73 Observe,
to Tune all Sharp-Thirds, as sharp as the Ear will admit.

X752 tr. Rameau's Treat. Mus. 36 If that Concord was a
Major, or a Sharp, as the Third and the Sixth may be.

Ibid. 107 Chromatick may be practised in sharp Keys, upon
the sharp Third to a Governing-note. 178a Mrs. H. Cowley
Bold Stroke for Husb. u. in, Trying a semibreve in G
sharp, has made me as flat as double F. 2818 Busby Gram.
Mus. 318 note, The Chord of the extreme Sharp Sixth. 1848
Rimbault Pianoforte 19 The black key which lies Between
C and D, is called C-sharp or D-flat.

quasi-a<ZT'. 2880 Athenaeum 17 Jan. 96/2 There was on
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Saturday a tendency to sing sharp, which Ml at times

unpleasantly noticeable.

9. With reference to form only (without implica-

tion of cutting or piercing).

a. Tapering to a (relatively) fine point.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 820 Hys nese, at be poynt, es

sharp and smalle. 2562 Hollybush Horn. Apotk. 23
[Tokens of death.] When, .the nose waxeth sharpe. 2599
Shaks. Hen. V, 11. iii. 16 His Nose was as sharpe as a Pen.
2613 Purchas Pilgrimage IV. xiii. (1614) 413 Long and
sharpe chins. 1712 J. Morton Nat. Hist. Northampt. 106
Turbinated Shells.., some with a broader, others with a
narrower and sharper Spire. 1784 Cowper Task 111. 157
Travel nature up To the sharp peak of her sublimest height.
1821 Scott Keuilw. xvii, A perpetual blush, which occupied
rather the sharp nose than the thin cheek of this personage.

jb. Ending in an angle, pointed, peaked.
Sharp moon : the crescent moon. Crooked and
sharp (Her.) : angular zigzag. Obs.
£2420 Two Cookery Bks. 38 Take blaunchid Almaundys,
& kerf hern long, smal, & scharpe. 1486 Bk. Sf. Albans,
Her. d vii, He berith pale crokyt and sharpe of Sable and
Syluer. 1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Scharpe ende of the moone,
come. 2617 Mokyson Itin. 1. 142 With a long visage and a
little sharpe beard upon the chin. 2686 Wood Life 6 July
(O. H. S.) III. 191 Tuesday, between 21 and 1 asharpornew
moone was seene in the skies. 2687 A. Lovell tr. Theve-
nofs Trav. 11.85 Aheap sharp at.the top like aSugar-Loaf.

C. Of an angle : f («) Less than a right angle

:

= Acute a. {fibs. : common in the 16th a). (6)

Relatively small or acute, (c) Abrupt, not rounded
off or blunted; involving sudden change of direc-

tion ; so sharp turn.
{a) CXS37 De Benese Meas. Lande Aiiij, The last is a

sharpe angle, lyke to one of the angles of a tryangle. 2594
Blundevil Exerc. 1. (2597 1 57 b, For the one [angle] is right,

and the other sharpe. x688 Holme Armoury 111. 376/2 A
sharp angle or corner, being less than a square Angle.

(b) 1580 Ive Pract. Fortif. 2 The angles that do happen in

it, may be made the flatter or sharper.

(c) 1825 J. Nicholson Ober. Meek. 537 Knocking off the

sharp angles with the thick end of a tool called a scabling

hammer. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards
#
Up Nile xx. 574 A

sharp turn to the right. 19x0 Hirth in Encyct. Brit. VI.

191/1 Lines drawn through the eyes of one of the oldest

Chinese hieroglyphics cross each other at a sharp angle.

d. Of an ascent or descent, a rise or fall (lit. or

Jig.) : Abrupt.
2725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 257 We bad gone

up upon a sharp ascent. 2785 Cowper Task 1. 326 Hence
the declivity is sharp and short, And such the re-ascent.

1877 Huxley Physiogr. xviii. 313 A very sharp rise leads

from the Pacific to the range of the Andes.

e. Naut. Of the shape of a vessel : Having a

narrow and wedge-shaped bottom.

1709 Dampier Voy. III. 11. 47, I would havchal'd my
Ship ashore, .but my Ship being sharp, I did not dare to do
it. 2722 Perry DaggeuA. Breach 2x5 Ships, more especially

such as are sharp and built for Sailing. 2815 Falconer's

Diet. Marine (ed. Burney), Sharp-Bottom^ is synonymous
with a sharp floor, and used in contradistinction to a flat

floor. x886 Encyct. Brit. XXI. 821/2 This tendency on the

part of a sharp ship . . by her wedge-shaped form in the fore

and after bodies, is great.

f. Of features : Emaciated, peaked, thin.

[1561, 1599 : see a.] 1833 Tennyson Death Old Year 46
His face is growing sharp and thin. 2865 Whittier
Changeling 29 My face grows sharp with the torment.

f 10. Naut. Of the wind : ? Almost dead ahead.

(Cf. Sharp adv. 2.) Obs. rarer-1
.

1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 17 The Wind is sharp,

hawl forward the main Bowline.

11. Having the angles or edges not rounded off

or flattened ; hence, clear or distinct in outline or

contour. Often in immaterial sense, of contrasts,

distinctions, etc. : Not shaded off, abrupt, strongly

marked.
X675 A. Browne App. Art of Limning 8 The Complex-

ions of Virgins and Fair Voung Women are not so much
different from the other in the Colouring; as in the Sharp-

ness of the Work, those few and sharp Muscles in the Body
[etc]. 18x5 J.

Smith Panorama Sci. $ Art II. 809 The;
plaster

..hardens in a few minutes, and takes a very sharp impres-

sion. 1855 OrPs Circ. Sci. , Inorg. Nat. 207 The chiselled

margins of the pillars and cornices of the latter, are still as

sharp as when first carved. 1856 Stanley Sinai 4- Pat- ii.

(1858) 233 Those who. .are brought into the sharpest geo-

graphical contrast. 1895 Saintsbuky Corr. Impr. 38 The
very musical poets are too apt to let the sharp and crisp

definition of their picture be washed away in floods ofsound.

iSwAllbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 921 With regard to the first

three forms [of drug eruption] no sharp lines can be drawn.

B. sb.

1. A sharp weapon ; spec, a small sword (in 18th

cent, part of a civilian's attire) ; a rapier used for

duelling as opposed to a ' blunt ' or buttoned

weapon. Obs. or arch.

13.. Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 424 pe scharp of be schalk scbyn-

dered be bones, a 1375 Joseph A rim. 513 Monyswou^ninge
lay borwschindringe of scharpe. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes

67 Through blunts to sharpes, through surcingles to the

garters and Zones of Amazones. 1723 Mrs. Centlivre

Beau's Duel in. i, I think a Gentleman ought to wear a

sharp for a terror to the Vulgar, and because 'tis the fashion.

1775 Sheridan Rivals iv. i, But for your curst sharps and

snaps, I never knew any good come of 'era.

fb. Phr. To fight, play, etc. at the sharp, at

sharpis : to fight with unbated swords, to fight in

earnest, in contradistinction to fencing. To go or

come to the sharp : to come to bloodshed. Obs.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Romulus U593> 26 A conibate
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of fensers (called Gladialores) fighting at the sharpe.
t

1600

Holland Livy ix. id. 344 As for that other furniture, it was
rather a good bootie than armour of proofe ; fa'tre and
resplendent, before men come to the sharp, but foule and
unseemely amongst bloudle wounds. 1615G. Sandys Trav.

297 One goodly Amphitheater. .where Fencers at sharpe
succeeded the actors. 1694 Jer. Collier Misc., Of Duel,
ling 37 If Butchers had but the Manners to go to Sharps,
Gentlemen would be contented with a Rubber at Cuffs.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, xii, He would even fight captain

Weazel at sharps ; but it should be with such sharps as

Strap was best acquainted with, namely razors. i8a6 Scott
Woodst. xviii, There is daylight enough now for a game at

sharps.

c - fig-
1596 Nasme Saffron Walden F 4 b, Put a whole million of

lohannes Mabusiusses of them together, and they shall not
handle their matters at sharpe so handsomly as I [marg.
Painters sharp handling]. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig.

Med. 11. $ vii. 156 The Devill that did but buffet Saint

Paul, playes mee th'mkes at sharpe with me. 1720 Shad-
well Epsom IV. 1, Since they were so much too hard for us

at Blunts, we were fools to go to Sharps with them.

f 2. A sharp edge ; spec, the edge of a sword. Obs.

13.. (Jaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 1593 For bemonmerkkez hym wel
as pay mette fyrst, Set sadly be scharp in be slot euen. c 1430
Ptlgr. Lyf' Matihode 1. xxvii. (1869) 19 Bi the flatte of the
swerd j vnderstonde good and trewe avisement...With the
flatte ye shulden vsen to smite whan ye seen youre subiectes

efrc.And if ye mown so haue hem it is betterethan to smite
with the sharpe. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims IV. 1596 The
Captaine commanded that they should be put to the sharpe
of the sword.

\>.jig.

160a Daniel Musophilus lxxii,They present, with the sharp
ofenvy, strain To wound them with reproaches and despite,

1679 Oldham Sat. Jesuits Prol. 26 *Tis pointed Satyr, and
the sharps of Wit For such a prize are th' only Weapons fit.

a 1734 North Examen 1. it. § 96(1740) 82 At present I

haue to do only with the Matter of a Treaty (which the
Rebels expected) and not with the Sharps, which to their

great Surprise and Confusion fell upon them.

c. The sharp of the hand', the edge of the hand.
1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxx. 108 An old salt, pointing

with the sharp of his hand to leeward. 1896 Clark Russell
Tale of Ten III. 272 Six men. .standing up, staring under
the sharp oftheir hands.

+ 3. The termination of anything which is pointed
or which tapers to a point. Obs. rare.

1633 in Verney Mem. (1892) I. 108 The cloath sute, the
skirts wrought in Pickendell, with two sharps on the hoase.
1638 Mayne Lucian (1G64) 248 The decent slendernesse of
her fingers, ending in a beautiful sharpe. 1848 Jrut. R.
Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 553 Those poles where the sharp has not
been broken off are likely to break when put up and loaded
with bine.

4. Mus. a. A high-pitched note, {rare.) b. A
note raised half a tone above the natural pitch.

O. In musical notation, the sign A which indicates

this raising of the note; t also the sign
t) (see quot.

1653 and cf. A. 8 f). Double sharp-, the sign x
indicating that a note must be raised two semitones.

d. Sharps andflats : see Flat sb.% 14.
1576 Gascoigne Grief of Joy iv. xix, Wks. 1910 II. 551

Whiles I searcht, the semyquaver :oyes, The glauncing
sharpes, the halfe notes for the nones. 159a Shaks. Rom. fy

Jul. in. v. 28 It is the Larke that sings so out of tune, Strain-
ing harsh Discords, and vnpleasing Sharpes. 161* Drayton
Poly-old. xm. 55 The throstle with shrill sharps, as purposely
he song T' awake the lustlesse sun. 1653 Ld. Brouncker tr.

Des Cartes' Compend. Mus. 37 Finally, the voyce Q, is

called a Quadrate, or Sharp, because it is the most Acute,
and the opposite to t? Soft or Flat. 1746 Francis tr. /for.,

Art of Poetry 474 In vain his tuneful Hand the Master
tries, He asks a Flat, and hears a Sharp arise. 1806 Call-
cott Mus. Gram. v. 58 The Double Sharp is sometimes
marked with a single Cross. 184a Browning Pied Piper ii,

Shrieking and squeaking In fifty different sharps and flats.

1855 Tennyson Brook 40, I chatter over stony ways, In
little sharps and trebles.

e. allusively.

1599 in Farr 5. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 382 Let all your sharps
Bee feares of faithfull harts ; And all your flats The death
of your desarts.

f 5. A shoal in a river-bed. Obs. rare.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 56 Shoals or Sharps
in navigable Rivers.

f 6. Some kind offish. Cf. Sharpling. Obs.
a X636 Westcote View Devonsh. (1845) 39 Fish. . .Shott.

Seal. Sharpe. Sturgeon.

7. Each of the two raised ledges forming the sides

of the mould upon which sheet-lead is cast.

Usually in plural.

1703 Neve City <$ C. Purchaser (1736) s.v. Lead, This
Mold- . consists of.. Boards .. nail'd down fast, and upon
these, at a due Distance.. the Sharps are fixed... At each
end {of the strike] is cut a Notch . . ; so that when the Strike
is us'd, it rides upon the Sharps with those Notches. .

.

[Settle the sand] by lifting up one end of the Strike, letting
the other rest upon the other Sharp. 1825 J. Nicholson
Oper. Mech. 360.

8. a. = Sharper.
1797 Mrs. M. Robinson IValsing/iam IV. 277 The sharps

have queered me. 1812 J. H. Vaux Flask Diet., Sliarp, a
gambler, or person, professed in all the arts of play ; a cheat,
or swindler. 1894 Maskelyne Sharps <$ Flats ii. 25 The
successful sharp.. must have unbounded self-confidence if

his wiles are to be ofany avail.

b. colloq. An expert, connoisseur, a wise man or

one professing to be so.

1865 PallMallGaz.il Sept. 10/1 The long list of sharps'
who advertise their ' tips ' in the sporting journals, a 187a
B. Harte Poems, Cicely 44, I never saw such a star, And I
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thought of them sharps in the Bible, and I went for it then
and thar. 1880 Asa Gray Lett. II. 702 You know I am no
picture sharp. 1885 Hornaday* Yrs. in Jungle i. 5 Unless
he is a scientific sharp, the chances are he cannot name a
living species.. which cannot be found represented there.

9. pi. The finer particles of the husk and the

coarser particles of the flour of wheat and other

cereals (separated from the bran and the fine flour

in the process of milling) ; the 4 middlings

'

between bran and flour.

The Lutterworth Advertiser of 3 Feb., 1912, reports a
case heard at Petty Sessions in which the plaintiff, supported
by the County Analyst, maintained that the term was
applied to the ' middlings ' of wheat only, while the defend-
ant and trade witnesses asserted that 'sharps might contain
rice, oats, tapioca ; it was a general name for mill offals '.

1801 Farmers Mag. Apr. 215 These sharps were ground
a second time, and boulted a third time, and the produce
was 46 lb. of second flour of barley. 1834 [Carr] Craven
Gloss., Sharps, coarse ground flour with a portion of bran.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 352 The sharps, or that

portion which consists of the heart of the grain, and which is

broken and escapes from between the millstones. 1896
A. Austin England's Darling 11. i, None o' your sharps nor
dog-bran, but real Earl's barley-meal.

10. pi. One of three grades of needles, including

those of greatest length and most acutely pointed.

1849 Longf. Kavanagh v, If I do not like the sizes, he
offers to exchange themfor others, either sharps or betweens.
186a Morrall Needle-making 38 The Sharps are those
usually called 'Sewing needles'. 189s ' F. Anstey* Voces
Pop* (1907) 241, I want, -two packets of egg-eyed sharps.

11. = Sharpie.
1 89 1 Century Diet., Sharp. A kind of boat used by oyster-

men. Also sharpie, sharpy.

12. (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet., Sharp. In diamond-culling, the edge

of the quadrant when an octahedral diamond is cleft into
four parts.

C. Comb.
1. In parasynthetic adjs., as sharp-angled,

-beaked, -bellied, -bottomed, -breasted, -clawed,

^-copped, -cornered, -eared, -faced, -\-haired,

•^•headed, -keeled, -leaved, ^-nebbed, f-piled,

f-ouilled, -ridged, -snouted, ^-staked, --flailed,

-tasted, -tempered, -toed, -\-visaged, -winged.
183a J. Rennie Butterfl. <V Moths 143 The *Sharp Angled

Peacock. 1611 Cutgk. Belenne, a certaine little,, .small-
mouthed, and *sharp-beaked, fish. ai66i Holyday Juvenal,
•S"a/.v.{i673) 77 By sbarp-beak'd Ships. 1804 Shaw Gen. Zoo I.

V. 76 *Sharp-oel lied Salmon. 179a J. Phillips Hist. Inland
Navig. (1795) 319 Busses, and other unavoidably *sharp-
bottomed vessels. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 262 Deformities
.., as Hunch Back'd, Pot Belly'd, "Sharp Breasted. 1838
Mary Howitt Birds $ Ft. , House-sparrmv 8 You find..
everywhere the *sharp-clawed and the bigger still pressing
on the lesser and forlorn ! 1639 Horn & Rob. Gate Lang.
Unl. xxiii, § 281 Such as have *sbarp-coppid crowns, are
very subject to fall mad. 1773 Gentl. Mag. XLIII. 597 They
are sprinkled with small projecting pebbles, and "sharp-
corner'd flints. 1890' R. Boldrewood* Col. Reformer (1891)
211 There was. .no danger of the "sharp-eared blacks' dogs
giving tongue in time to warn them. 1889 J. K. Jerome
Idle Thoughts 32 A timid maiden, driven by a hard and
*sharp-faced matron. 1706 J. Stevens Span. Dict..Pelia-
gudo, *sharp-hair'df so they call the Kid, Calf, and Rabbet.
'755 Smollett Qut'x. (1803) IV. 11. in. xv. 71, I would
not have you touch these ragoo'd rabbits, because they
are a sharp-haired food [orig. Sp. manjar peliagudo].
1430-a Lydg. Thebes 4223 On.. with a quarel *sharpe
heded for his sake, Markede hym with a bowe of brake.

1545 .Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 73 A sharpe heeded shafte.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 126 The Colt, that for

a Stallion is design 'd,. .Sharp headed, Barrel belly'd,

broadly back'd. c 1600 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 186
(The ships are to be] *sharpe-kielled not flatt-bottomed.

1667 Dryden Ann. Mirab. clvii, In shipping such as this,

the Irish Kern, And untaught Indian, on the Stream did
glide : Ere sharp-keel'd Boats to stem the Floud did learn.

1777 Lightfoot Flora Scot. I. 306 Red "sharp-leav'd Mint.
1604 Drayton Ovule 206 The "sharp-nebd Hecco stabbing at
his braine. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 201 And then the Prince
..Tooke to his hand his *sharD-pil'd Lance. 1593 Shaks.
2 Hen. VI, in. i. 363 A *sharpe-quill'd Porpentine. 187a Coues
Key N. Avter. Birds 48 The tarsus of the vast majority of
land birds is seen, .to be "sharp-ridged behind. i6iiCotgr.,
Raye au long bee, the. .*sharp-snowtedRay. x8o4Shaw6V/i.
Zool.V. 91 Sharp-snouted Salmon. 1815 Milmak Fazio i >2i)

23 The broad and "sharp-staked trenches of the law. 1430-40
Lydg. Bochas in. xvi[i.J (1494) m iv, And vnder that falshede
Hony shed oute 'sharpe tayled lyke a bee. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. il 17s *Sharp tasted Citrons Median Climes
produce. 1839 Scott Anne of G. xix, Thin Moselle wine,
so light and sharp-tasted, that [etc.], 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. I. vi. iii, Our "sharp-tempered Arthur has been ' pes-
teied for some days past ', by shot. 1804 European Mag.
XLV. 20/1 "Sharp-toed shoes, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig.
Man. 11. vii. (1677) 200 The Welsh that inhabit the Moun-
tains (are) commonly *sharp-visaged. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No.
2250/4 A tall lean Man with curl'd short Hair, small Eyes,
and sharp visag'd. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 18 A small
btacke Bird long ana "sharp-winged. 183a J. Rennie
Butterfl. $ Moths 26 The Sharp Winged Hawk . .appears
inluly.

2. Special combinations and collocations, as

f sharp artery [L. arteria aspera : see Artery i

and Trachea], the wind-pipe ; f sharp bone, the

breast-bone of a bird; sharp-cone Math, (see

quot.) ; sharp-eyed a., keen of sight ; trans/.

observant, penetrating; sharp-fanged a., having
a sharp tooth; fig. biting (in speech), caustic,

sarcastic; sharp featured a., peaked, thin; sharp-
fln, I an acanthopterygian fish ' {Cent. Diet. 1891)

;

SHARP.

sharp-heeled a.
,
(ofa cock) spurred, wearing spurs;

sharp-iron Naut., a caulkers' reeming-iron

;

sharp land north., soil containing a large pro-

portion of gritty matter; sharp-nail, *a nail

with a forged point, used in some trades '

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1875) ; sharp-nails dial.,

in Jack Sharpnails, the stickleback; f sharp-
new a., a term applied to the appearance of the

crescent moon; t sharp-nose, a mean person;

sharp-shinned a., slender shanked ; spec, as the

distinctive epithet of a hawk, Accipiter fuscus,

common in N. America ; sharp-tailed a., having

a tapering tail or pointed tail-feathers ; spec, in

names of birds and animals having this charac-

teristic ; sharp-tongued a. , bitter of speech

;

sharp-toothed a., keen of tooth; trans/, rending,

tearing ; sharp-Tuesday dial., Shrove Tuesday

;

sharp-ware, edged tools (in quot. attrib.) ; sharp-
whites (see quot.).

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. lxxx. 544 The. ."sharpe Arterie or
wind pipe, a 1756 Eliza Haywood New Present (1771) 29
Cut the goose down both sides of the breast, half an inch from
the *sharp bone. 187a Cayley Math. Papers (1895) VIII.
102 The special forms of (quadri.)cones ; these are : i° The
*sharp-cone, or plane-pair ; that is, a pair of two planes,

intersecting in a line called the axis, the vertex being in this

case an indeterminate point on the axis. 1670 Dryden Hi Pt.
Conq. Granada 11. i, lo*sharp-eyed reason this would seem
untrue. i8ao Scott Monast. xxxii, He knew it not, he saw it

not—but I was sharper-eyed. 1843 Chamb. Jml. 46/1 The
coarse-coated, sharp-eyed, snarling terrier. 1598 Marston
Sco. Villame 1. n. B 8 b, What power will'th desist? Or
dares to stop a *sharpe fangd Satyrist ? 1643 Trapp Comm.
Gen.x\vii. 1 How potent that quick-sighted and sharp-fanged
malignity is. 1887 Meredith Ballads $ P. 39 'Twixt her
and sharp-fanged nature Honour first did plant the fence.

1824 Miss Mitford Village I. 239 Mr. Beck, .was a little,

insignificant, perking, *snarp-featured man. ?ci66o R.
Wilde Poems {1870) 51 The skilful judges of the play
Brought forth their *sharp-heeled warriors. 1686 Blome
Gentl. Rtcr. 11. 277/2 That Cock is said to be sharp Heel'd.

1887 Rohrig Technol. Wdrterbuck I, Scharfeisen, .

.

(SchiflTb.) *Sharp iron. 1895 m Pufiky
s Standard Diet.

1808 W. H. Marshall Rev.Northern Rep. Agric. I. 6 The
soil appears to be pretty uniformly of a sandy or gravelly
nature, what in Scotland is termed **sharp land . 1497
Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1806) 293 CC of *Sharpe nayle price

of euery C-—ij" iiijd ..D sharpenayle price the hundred ij.

1734 Builders Diet., s. v. Nail, Sbarp Nails..are made
with sharp Points and flat Shanks. 1787 Grose Prov.
Gloss., * Jack-sharp-nails, a prickle-back, called also in

Middlesex, a strickle-back. Derb. 1635 Person Varieties

1. iii. 10 [The Moon] hath a glimps of light indeed of her
selfe, but that is dim me and obscure ; as may be seene in the
*shaip-new (as we say). 1611 Cotgr., Visage de rebec, a
sneake-bill, *sharp-nose, chittiface. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No.
4034/4 A short Negro Man,..*sharp Shin'd, long Heel'd.
1826 Stephens in Shaivs Gen. Zool. XIII. 11. 31 Sharp-
shinned Hawk. 1884 Harper's Mag. Mar.621/1 Ihe sharp,
shinned is our most abundant hawk. 1678 Ray IVi/tughby's

Omith. 364 The *sharp-tail'd Island Duck of Wormius.
1785 Pennant Arct.Zool. II. 306 Sharp-tailed Grous. 1793
Buffon's Nat. Hist. Birds VI. 461 The Sharp-tailed Goat-
sucker. 1834 J. I. Audubon Omith. Biogr. II. 281 The
Sharp-tailed Finch. 1837 Wheelwright tr. Aristophanes
I. 172 The *sharp-tongu'd rival's whetted teeth. 1875
M cLaren Serm. Ser. 11. iv. 75 The questions of a sharp-
tongued servant-maid, 1604 Hieron Preachers Plea lo
Rdr. A 3 Let the most professed and *sharpe-toothed carper
say what he please. 1605 Shaks. Lear 11. iv. 137 She hath
tied Sharpe-tooth'd vnkmdnesse, like a vulture heere.

1858 N. <y Q. Ser. 11. V. 209 The curious custom existing in

that town [Crewkerne] 'of throwing stones against people's
doors on what the boys called "*Sharp Tuesday* '. 1874
Whitcombe Bygone Days Devon <y Cornw. 187 Shrove
Tuesday is known by the boys as 'Sharp Tuesday '. 1688
Holme Armoury 111. xiv. (Roxb.) 3/1 The badge of the
company of "Sharp-ware men, such as make all sorts of edge
tooles. i8ao Accum Adulterat. Food 14 *Sharp whites
(a term given to flour contaminated with.. alum).

b. In names of birds, as sharp-bill = Oxy-
Khynchus 2 ; sharp-tail U.S., (a) the sharp-tailed

grouse, Pediacetesphasianellus
;
{b) any bird of the

sub-family Synallaxinm.
i8a<5 Stephens in ShavJ's Gen. Zool. XIV. 1. 199 Oxyrhyn-

chus, Sharpbill. 1867 T. R. Jones Nat. Hist. Birds 119
Synallaxinse. The Snarptails,

C. In names of plants, (a) With reference to

the pointed or prickly nature of their foliage, as

tsharp-bind = sharp smilax ; sharp cedar [ =
F. ce~dre piquant], a tree, Juniperus oxycedrus

;

sharp club-rush, Scirpus pungens (Miss Pratt,

Brit. Grasses 1859); sharp-pry-grass dial.,

Carex glauca ; sharp rush, Juncus acutus
;

jsharp smilax, Smilax aspera ; sharp thistle

(see quot.). {b) With reference to the acid pro-

perties of the plant, as sharp dock (see Dock sb. 1

1 b) ; + sharp-herb, ?— sharp dock.

1548 Turner Names of' Herbes (E.D.S.) 75 Smilax aspera.

..It maye be called in englishe Pryckewynde or *Sharp-
bynde. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., *Sharp Cedar, c 1050 Voc.

in Wr.-Wiilcker 464/1 Oxylapatium, sio *scearpe docce.

1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. II. vi. 193 Sharp
Dock, or Dock-SorrelT. 1659 R. Lovell Herbal 544 Sharp-
herb CocoxihuitL Herba acris. 1803 Hunter Georgical
Studies III. 88 (E.D.D.), I pared and burnt some \sharp.
pry-grass ings that had not been ploughed in the memory
of man. 1597 Geraroe Herbal 1. xxiii. 31 The *sharpe
Rush. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 141 The "sharpe smilax hath
leaues lyke vnto wodbinde. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss, p. xix,
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3. Quasi-advb. as complement with ppl. adjs., as

^sharp-built, -cut, i-grinded, f-ground, -looking,

-whetted. - - . ___•

x7« Magkms Insurances II. 256 If it be desired to insure

a *J&rp-biiiU Ship or Vessel [etc.]. 1865 Ivlor Early

Hist. Mom, ix. 240 They then seizing the "sharp-cut stake.

1700 Dryden Pal. * Arc. iil 513 The lurney is allow d but

one Career, Of the tough Ash with the *sharp-gnnded Spear.

ai\oo Cursor M. 21437 *Scarp grunden knyf in hand he

bar iS9» Shaks. Rom. £ Jul- "" »«• 44 Had st thou, .no

sharpe ground knife. 1590 - Com Err v 1. 240 A needy-

hollow-eyed-'sharpe-looking-wretch. 1887 Morris Odyss. x.

; ;5 Thou shalt sit with thy sword *sharp-whetted drawn

from thy thigh. .

Sharp (Jajp)i sb£ dial. \i Corruption of

Shaft si.-] A shaft of a cart. Usually//.

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Hush, xxiii. 363 Part of
,
&•

Limbers, which are also called Shafts, Sharps, and 1 hills.

1844 W. Barnes Poems Rttr. Life Gloss., Sliarps, the shafts

of a cart or other carriage.

Sharp (Jaip), adv. Forms: 1 scearpe, 4
charpe, 4-6 sharpe, scharpe, 6 Sc. acherp,

scharp, 6- sharp. [OE. scearpe , f. scearp Shabp«.]

1. In a sharp manner, — Sharply in various

senses; fshrilly; +niggardly, stingily.

(-iooo Ags. Ps. (Th.) xciiu 9 And him eajena sesyh5 !

eallum seatde, and he scearpe ne maeje jesceawian ? c 1000
j

Hexam. St. Basil viii, Dafu^elas..5e be flaesce lybbaS syn- 1

don clyferfete and scearpe jebilode. c 1330 R. Brunne Chron.
\

Wace (Rolls) 1010 [v.r.] So scharpe bei com. 1377 Langi-
j

P. PI. B. xviiL 39 Al her courte on hym cryde crucifye

sharpe. £1384 Chaucer H. Fame 774 For whan a pipe is

blowen sharpe The aire ys twist with violence. 1500-20

Dunbar Poems xxvi. 42 Knyvis that scherp cowd scheir.

e 1590 Marlowe Jew of Malta IV, Pit. Farewell Fidler

:

One letter more to the lew. Curt. Prethe, sweet loue, one

more, and write it sharp. 1607 Lingua l vi. B 3, How
princely do I speake, how sharpe I threaten. 1635 Mark,
ham Eng. Husbandm. 1. iii. (ed. 2) il If Flies and small

Gnats bite sharpe and sore. 1763 Foote Mayor of G. 11.

Wks. 1799 I. 182, I hunted and hunted as sharp as if it had
been for one of my own minikens. 1822 Scott Peveril vii,

What makes you ride so sharp this morning? 185a M.
Arnold Tristram $ Is. 1. 55 Loud howls the wind, sharp

patters the rain.

b. Abruptly, suddenly.

1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Scenes xxv, He turns sharp round

to the left, and pauses before another gate. 1859 Lever
Dav. Dunn xlvi, The odds are, he'd pull me up pretty

sharp for doing so without his authority, i860 Mrs. Car-
lyle Lett. III. 42 The horse., turns sharp round and stands

stock still. 1885 Spectator 25 July 961/1 The Government
. .have this week been pulled up sharp.

o. In an invitation or appointment : Punctually,

precisely (at the hour specified).

1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story iii, They should
dine that day at three o'clock sharp. 1844 W. H. Maxwell
Sports <$ Adv. Scot. x. (1855) 101 Dinner had been ordered

at ' sharp five '. 1893 G. Allen Scallywag I. 35 At ten

sharp the first arrivals began to greet one another.

d. Phrases. Look sharp : see Look v. 5. Look
sharp after : see Look v. 5 and cf. 12 e and f.

Look out sharp : see Look v. 40 c.

2. Naut. As near fore and aft as possible, trimmed
as near as possible to the wind.
1669 Sturmv Mariner's Mag. l ii. 17 Thus have you all

the Sails trimm'd sharp. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11.

11789), Bouterle Lof, to trim all sharp ; to spring the luff.

1815 Falconer's Did. Marine (ed. Burney) s. v. Sharpy To
Brace up Sharp, is to turn the yards to the most oblique

direction possible, so as that the ship may lie well up to the

wind. 1840 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah a. (1850) 24 In a moment
more the frigate braced sharp up. 1899 '• * Bullen Log
Sea-waif2i$ Away we went, braced sharp up on the star-

board tack to the north-westward.

3. Comb. Qualifying a ppl. adj. used attrib., and
commonly hyphened.
1563 J. Heywood Prov. % Epigr. (1867) 184 Where shooteth

this sharpe shootyng archer? 1590 Spenser* /•*.£. ii. ix. 52

Bent hollow beetle browes, sharpe staring eyes, That mad or

foolish seem'd. 1^80 Tussbr Husb. (1878) 38 Sharp cutting

spade, for the deuiding ofmow. 1715 Pope Odyss. y. 62 1 Nor
here the sun's meridian rays had pow*r, Nor wind sharp-

piercing. 1842 Tennyson Morte D %Arthur 190 Juts of

slippery crag that rang Sharp-smitten with the dint of armed
heels. 1876 Green Hist. hng. People I. i. 4 The forger of
mtghtyshields and sharp-biting swords. 1895 Kipling 2nd
Junele Bk. iii. 30 The sharp-smelling wood-smoke.

Sharp (Jsup)» v' forms: a. 1 acyrpan, 1-2

scerpan, 5 sohyrpe, 6 scherp, 6, 9 dial, sherp,

9 dial, ahirp ; £. 3-6 acharp, 4-5 scharpe, 4-7
sharpe, 5 shaarp, 6 Sc. schairp, 4- sharp.
[OK. *scierpan, scerpan, scyrpan, m OS. (gi)scer-

plan (L.G., Du. scherpen)) MHG. scherpfen

(mod.G. scharferi), Icel. skerpa
}
Sw. skdrpa, Da.

skserpe (pern, from LG.) :—OTeut. type *skarpjan- r

f. *skarpo- Sharp a. In later Eng. this formation
probably blends with a new formation on the adj.]

L trans. -» Sharpen v. I. Now only dial.
a. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 565/48 Ascio, to thwyte or

schyrpe. 1503 Dunbar Thistle $ Rose 121 Syne crownit
scho the Egle King of Fowlis, And as steill dertis scherpit
scho his pennis. 1583 Shuttleworths* Ace. (Chetham Soc.)
7Sherpeinge the harrove pennes ij*. 1883 Berks. Gloss. ,

Sherp this knife vor I, 'ooll *e.

£• a 1340 H ami-OLE Psalter, Song ofMoses to If .i. had
sharpid as leuynynge my swerd. £"1378 Sc. Leg. Saints ii.

iPaulus) 839 [He] fand a tre, and it scha[r]pit [h. exacuit]
With his tetht. c 141s Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1905 Sharpe
thi penne, and write on lustily. 15x3 Douglas Mneis xm. ii.

127 The cristit foule . . For to resist hir sa scharpand hir byll
[etc]. 16x4 Gorges Lucan vi. 255 And therewithal! he
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sharpes the rocks. i6a6 Breton Fantast. (Grosart) 6/2
[Now Cupid begins to nocke his Arrowes and sharpe their
j

heads. 1684 Han. Woolley Queen-like Closet Suppl. 92
j

Pieces of Wire sharped at one end. 1815 Scott Lord oj
\

Isles v. xxiv, Let Ettrick's archers sharp their darts. 1858-61

Ramsay Remin. iv. (1870J 82 He's sharping his teeth.

b. trans/, and fig.
a. c8js Vesp. Ps. exxxix. 4 Scerptun tunganheara. < 1000

Ags. Ps. (Spelman) Ibid. [Trin. MS.], Scyrptun.

ft. a 1340 Hampole Psaltercxxxix. 3 J?ai sharpid baire lunges

asneddirs. 1AH26P0I. /V^w^sTosharpemywrecheywole
j

bygynne, Take vengeance for his irespas. a 154a Wyatt
Ps. vi. 51 See how my soul doth freat it to the bones : Inward
remorse so sharp'th it like a knife. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
xx. lxii, Disdaine her ire new sharpt and kindled hath.

t 2. intr. = Sharpen v. 7. Obs.
a. a 1200 Fragnt. JElfric's Gram. (1838) 5 Him scerpeb

be neose him scrinckeb ba lippen.

fi. cx-315 Old Age 11. in E.E.P. (1862) 149 Eld me
awarpep, pat mi schuldern scharpib, and joube me hab let.

a 1400 in Pol. Rel. <y L. Poems (1903) 253, & his nese shal

sharpen, a 1536 Proverbs in Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 128

Sone hit sharpith, that thorn will be.

f3. trans. = Sharpen v. 2. Obs.

a. a 1100 Gerefa in Anglia IX. 260 Symle he sceal his

hyrmen scyrpan mid manunge to hlafordes neode. 1527

Andrew Bmnswyke y

s Distyll. IPatersG), The same water

put in the iyen in the mornyng . . sherpeth the syghL
^. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 52 But Crist sharpide bes

mennis tileve. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh.
xxxvii. 69 It..makys be sight clerer, shaarpys be wittes.

1590 Spenser F. Q., Dedic. Sonti., To Ladies in Crt. 7 Much
more me needs.. To sharpe my sence with sundry beauties

vew. 1633 B. Jonson King's Entert. Wetbeck (1640) 274
Whom the Whetstone sharpes to eat, And cry Milstones are

good meat.

f 4. = Sharpen v. 3. Obs.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter ix. 25 pe synful sharpid [L. exacer-

bavit\ god. 1387 Trevisa Hzgdett (Rolls) IV. 121 [He]
st. hewed hem pe juse of grapes.. forto scharpe hem to be

bataille [L. ad acuendnm eos in praeltum], c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 444/1 Scharpyn, or steryn to hastynesse, exaspero.

5. To make sharp (in various transferred senses

of the adj.). i&. » Sharpen v. 2 b.

a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 58 When blode is

aduste it is scharped. 1564-78 Bullein Dial. agst. Pest.

(1888) 39 Let euery one of them, .vse the regiment of diet

to driyng, sharped with vineger or tart thynges,

f b. To roughen (the sea). Obs. rare"1
.

1513 Douglas Mneis in. v. 2 Frosty wynter scharpit

[L. asperat] the waiter cleir With cald blastis.

t o. Mus. = Sharpen v. 4. Obs.

1662 Playford Introd. Skill Mus. 1. vi. 21 Mi and Fa do
serve for the flatting or sharping the ordinary Notes in ihe

Scale. 1746 Tansur New Mus. Gram. 93 Where E is

sharp'd and becomes Mi.

fd. = Rough v. 1 i d, Sharpen v. 5. Obs.

1841 Fr. A. Kemble Rec. Later Life (1882) II. 145 Find-

ing the roads dangerously slippery for our horses, which
were not sharped, . . we dismounted.

fe. To brighten (a colour). Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. xvii. (1495) 874 In olde

tyme men vsyd to sharpe [L. acuere] this colour Minius wyth
the blode of a certayne worme.

f 6. To sharp up : to admonish sharply. Obs.

1647 Trapp Comm. Matt, xxiii. 33. 539 See how our Saviour
sharps up these Heresiarchs, that, if possible, they might
be made sound in the faith.

1 7. intr. To play the sharper. Obs.

1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1720) II. 255 To sharp,

j

deceive, and run into Debt. X785 Cowper Task in. 86 Then
i

he that sharp'd, And pocketted a prize by fraud obtain 'd,

j

Was mark'd and shunn'd as odious.

8. trans, a. To cheat, swindle, trick (a person).

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crtiv s. v. Clear, The Fellow is.

.

Drunk, let's Sharp him. 1730 Lett. Lond. Jrnl. (1721) 39
Throngs of Setters and Cullies, sharping and cheating one
another. 188a Daily News 19 Jan., A gang of men (pro-

bably the same as those who would have sharped me) try

the same trick.

b. To obtain by swindling, to steal.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 13 Should a
half starvM Sailor sharp a Pair of old Shoes from him. 17x6

M. Davies A then. Brit. III. Suppl. Diss. Drama 31 Those
must be only Popish Amusements, for to sharp a little

Popish Subsistance-Money.

Sharpe, obs. form of Shrape.

Sharped (jaipt). ppl a. [f. Sharp v. + -ed*.]

1. = Sharpened///, a. 1. Now rare or Obs.

1340-70 Alex, ff Dind. 294 Wib no scharpede schar to

schape be forwes. 1557 in Toltefs Misc. (Arb.) 145 He
[Cupid] shot his sharped fiery dart. 1591 Spenser Ruines
ofRome 16 Her haughtie walls. .And sharped steepleshigh
shot vp in ayre.

2. Mm. Of a note : Raised in pitch, spec, raised

a semitone by a sharp.

1746 Tansur New Mus. Gram, 23 All descending sharp'd

Notes.

Sharp-edged, a. Having a sharp edge or

sharp edges.
c tooo jElfric Horn. (Th.) I. 92 God..het baet he name

scearpecgedne flint. 1548 Cooper Elyoi's Diet., Aculus,
sharpe edged or pointed. 158a Stanyhurst Mneis 11. (Arb.)

54 They brandish weapons sharp edgde. 1647 Hexham i,

A sharpe edged sword. 1768 Boswell Corsica (ed. 2) 282

A sharp-edged crook. 1854 Ronalds & Richardson Chem.
Tecknol. (ed. 2) I. 55 A conchoidal, sharp-edged fracture.

1896 H. Woodward Guide Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mus. 4
Jaws, which were a yard in length, sharp-edged and pointed.

fig. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. viii. 151 There are other

precise angular persons, and these sharp-edged persons

wound each other terribly. 1870 Dickens E. Drood viii,

Sharp-edged words have sharp edges to wound me.

SHARPEN.

Sharpen (Jaip'n), v. Also 5 scharpen. [f.

Sharp a. + -en 5J
1. trans. To put a sharp edge or point upon, to

whet ; to furnish (a weapon, implement, etc.) with

a cutting edge or fine point.

1530 Palscr. 701/1, I sharpen a knyfe or an edge toole to

cuttu the better, je aguyse. 1535 Coverdale Eccles. x. 10

When an yron is blont, and y" poynt not sharpened, it must
be whett againe. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 357 Let him
. .sharpen Stakes, or head the Forks. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
1. (Globe) 59 The biggest End being, .sharpen'd on the Top.
1880 G. W. Cable Grantiissimes liv. (1898) 352 He sat and
sharpened a small penknife. 1890 S. K. Gakdinkr Student's

Hist. Eng. (1896) I. 1 Flints sharpened by chipping.

b. transf. zn&fig.
1606 Shaks. Tr. 4- Cr. v. ii. 75 Cres. I prythee Diomed

visite me no more. Ther. Now she sharpens; well said

Whetstone. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 44 P 3 He was only
sharpening Darts for his own Destruction. 1817 Shelley
Kez>. Islam iv. xxxi. 8 When the cold moon sharpens hei

silver horn Under the sea. 1876 J. Parker Paraclete 1. xi.

169 When life is sharpened into a crisis, and the whole world
seems to have become our assailant.

2. To make sharp or sharper (in various trans-

ferred and figurative senses of the adj.). a. To
render more acute (a person's wits, sight, appetite,

zeal, etc) ; to intensify (hostile feeling).

c 1450 Mirk's Festial 173 pen forto scharpen aoure beleue

be better, I telle 30U bis example, c 1570 W. Wager The
Longer thou livest 1417 (Brandl) You shall neuer want a

witty page, To sharpen your intelligence. 1606 Shaks.
Ant. A> CI. 11. 1. 25 Epicurean Cookes, Sharpen with cloy,

lesse sawce his Appetite. 1779 Mirror No. 59 The military

genius is sharpened by exerciae. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm.
xix, My hearing.. has been sharpened by my blindness.

1835 Lytton Rienzi x. vi, He had never confided but he
had been betrayed ; he had never forgiven but to sharpen
enmity. 1870 Emerson Soc. -5- Solit., Art Wks. (Bohnj
III. 21 A study of admirable works of art sharpens our
perceptions of the beauty of Nature.

b. To give an acid flavour or quality to, to make
(a liquid) sour or bitter.

1675 E. W[ilson] Spadacretie Dunelm. 55 Spring-water,

sharpened with Spirit of Sulphur. 1747 Wesley Prim.
Physuk (1762) 90 Drink very largely of Water sharpened
with Spirit of Vitriol. 1887 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 203/1 s. v.

Soap, Potash lyes are, however, principally sharpened or

causticized by the soap boiler himselffrom potash carbonate.

O. To increase the severity of (a law, a punish-

ment). Cf. G. schdrfen,

1709 Strype Ann. Re/. I. xxvi. 278 A Law was past for

sharpening Laws against Papists. 1769 BlackstoneCVw///.
IV. viii. in It wasfound necessary tosharpenand strengthen

these laws. 1888 Times 6 Sept. 3/2 [Referring to Austria.]

He will be lucky ifhe escapes with six months, ' sharpened

by one fast day a month.

+ d. To embitter, exacerbate (persons, their

temper). Obs.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time in. (1724) I. 381 He was much
sharpened against Popery. 1768 Sterne Sent. Jottrn. (1778)

I. 5 (Calais) What is there in this world's goods which should
sharpen our spirits. 179a Burke Corr. (1844) IV. 35 Their

enemies will be more and more sharpened against them by
frequent conflicts.

e. To render more painful, to aggravate (pain

or suffering).

1768 Sterne Sent. Jourti. (1778) I. 196 (Dwarf) An injury

sharpened by an insult. 1862 Stanley Jew. Clu (1877) I. xvi.

305 Her grief is.. sharpened by the peculiar horror of the

Hebrew women at a chddless death.

f. To make (the features) sharp or thin.

1835 W. Irving Tour on Prairies iii. 22 His features were
..not unlike those of Napoleon, but sharpened up, with

high Indian cheek-bones. 1849 T. Woolner My Beautiful
Lady, My Lady in Death xvi, Her beauty by degrees

Sank, sharpened from disease.

f 3. To render eager for attack ; to goad on. Obs.

1483 Cath. Angl. 333/2 To scharpyn, jnstigare. 1587
Hughes, etc Misfort. Arthur in. Chorus 27 The name of

peace doth edge our mindes, And sharpeneth on our furie

till we fight. 1733 Neal Hist. Purit. II. 555 Whereby . . the

spirits of peopfe[wereJ sharpened for war.

4. Mus. To raise the pitch of a note sounded

upon a musical instrument. In quot 1824 absol.

1824 Mirror III. 105/2 Flattening and sharpening and
rosining bows. 1881 Nature 18 Aug. 358/2 If two stopped

organ-pipes are brought to unison, and then one of them is

sharpened by gradually pushing in its stopper [etc.].

6. = Rough v.* i d, Sharp v. 5 d.

1897 Leeds Mercury Suppl. 15 May (E.D.D.X Hes ta

getten t'horse sharpened this morning?

6. Naut. To brace sharp up.

1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. ix. 47 When the tack is

well down, sharpen the yard up again by the brace,

f7. intr. a. To become sharp, to taper to a

point ; to grow thin. Obs.

161 1 Cotgr., Cone, a Cone. .or any figure, that is broad,

and round below, and sharpens toward the top. 1693

Dryden Ovitts Met., Acis, Pot. # Gal. 48 A Promontory,
sharp'ning by degrees, Ends in a Wedge. 1804 W. Taylor
in Robberds Mem. I. 504 The features of the dead are said

to be clung when they sharpen and lose their roundness of

contour. 1851 D. Jerrold St. Giles ix. 85 His face..

sharpened like the face of a sick man.

b. To light up with a gleam of intelligence.

1828 Lytton Pelkam II. xu\ The blunt blue eyes of Mr.
Gordon sharpened up in an instant,

o. Of faculties : To grow more acute.

18x1 tr. Zimmerman's Solitude (ed. 8) I. il 55 The faculties

sharpen ; the mind becomes more clear (etc).

a. To grow more shrill.

1868 Geo. ELior Sjl. Gypsy iv. 327 A shout ol promise,



SHARPENED.
sharpening into cries That seemed to plead despairingly

with Death.

Sharpened (faip'nd), ///. «• [f. Sharpen

v, + -edT.] In senses of the verb.

x594 Willobie A visa xlv. (Grosart) 04 Your wanny face

& sharpened nose Shew plaine, your mind some thing mis-

likes. 1604 Drayton Moysesw. s6Thesharpned Reed That

with the fluxure of the waue is fed. 1707 Mortimer Husb.

(1721) I. 195 By driving a sharpened Stick into every such

Hill. 1730 Treat. Harmony 19 That would have no

Sharpned or Flatned Notes. 1805-6 Cary Dante, Inf. xxy.

121 He, on the earth who lay, meanwhile extends His

sharpen'd visage. 1819 Shelley Mask of Anarchy lxxiv,

Be your strong and simple words Keen to wound as sharpened

swords. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xiii. 733 With.. sharpened

intellect, he returned to the great field of history. 1903 H. D.

Rolleston Dis. Liver 229 The face gets sharpened.

Sharpener (Ja-ip'nai). [f. Sharpen v. +

-er 1 .] One who or something which sharpens.

1640 Bp. Reynolds Passions vw. sSTheyarethesharpners

and. .the Whetstones of Vertue. 1807 W. Irving Sal/nag;

xvL {1824) 289 That marvellous sharpener of the wits, a salt-

water voyage. 1838 T. Mitchell Clouds of Aristoph. 193

The water-bearers throw the guilt upon the sharpener of

the axe and knife. 1867 Mill Inaug. Addr. St. Andrews
66 There never was any sharpener ofthe intellectual faculties

superior to the Berkeleian controversy. 1876 Goode
Classif. Collect. Anim. Resources U.S. 37 Arrow-head
-sharpeners.

Sharpening (Ja-jp'nin),^/.^. [-isa*.] The
action of making sharp.

x$8o Hollyband Trcas. Fr. Tong, Aguisement, sharpen-

ing. 1680 Moxon Meek. Exerc. xi. 195 The Hooks when
they want sharpening cannot be ground as the Gouges and
Chissels are. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 235 The asperi-

ties produced in the edge of the knife by sharpening. 1893
W. H. Hudson Idle Days in Patagonia xi. 184 The
sharpening of its sense of smell has dimmed the armadillo's

eyes. 1900 Elinor Glyn Visits Elisabeth 7a It is a con-

tinual sharpening of wits.

Comb. 1843 Penny CycL XXV. 426/1 Some of these

sharpening tools are rubbed uponthe oil-stone. 1896 Baden-
Powell Matabele Campaign xv, Sharpening-stones lying

about.

Sharpening (Jaup'nirj), ppl. a. [-ing2.] That
sharpens ; becoming or making sharp.

1834 Wordsw. Redbreast 1 Driven in by Autumn's
sharpening air. 1876 Meredith Beauch. Career xxxv, Two
or three hours of the sharpening air would screw his human
nature to the pitch.

Sharper 1 (Jaupai). [f. Sharp v. + -ER 1
.]

1. One who or something which 'sharps' or

sharpens.
1567 MAPLETGr. Forest 42 The Latine worde [scfeni-

cnliim : cf. \X.finocchio\ signifieth, that it should be sharper
of the eiesight. 1611 Flokio, Aguzzaiore, a grinder, .of any
weapon. Also a sharper, a 1891 Elect. Rev. (Amer.) XV.
vii. 10 (Cent.) Upright drills, milling machines, sharpers, etc.

2. A cheat, swindler, rogue ; one who lives by
his wits and by taking advantage of the simplicity of

others ; esp. a fraudulent gamester. Cf. Shark sb.2

z68i Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) I. 09 Many of them
sharpers about town. 1709 Prior Cupid fif Ganymede 45
A Sharper, that with Box and Dice Draws in young Deities

to Vice. 174a Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to Montagu
22 Mar. (1893) II. 102, 1 hear he [sc. her son] avoided coming
near the sharpers, and is grown a good manager of his

money. 1819 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. ix. 301

The resort of black-legs and sharpers. 1894 Maskelyne
Sharps .£ Flats iv. 72 [He] falls an easy prey to the sharper.

f& (Seequot.) Obs.

1768 Pennant Brit. Zool. II. 334 A bird, acquainted with
the nets, is by the birdcatchers termed a sharper.

4. attrib. and Comb, (sense a).

1823 Byron Vis. Judgem. xciv, With a hook nose and a
hawk's eye, which gave A smart and sharper.looking sort

of grace. 184a Mrs. Gore Fascination 22 Where is your
master, pray?—Your sharper marquis.

Sharper
'

l
. U.S. [f. Shabp a. + -er *.] An

oyster having the end of the shell unusually sharp.

1881 Ingersoll Oyster-Industr. {Hist. Fish. Industr. U.S.)

248 Sharpers, elongated, protruding, sharp-ended oysters,

dangerous to the feet in moving about the reefs (Gulfcoast).

1887 Goode, etc. Fish. Industr. U.S. v. II. 548.

Sharpie (Ja\ipi). U.S. [app. f. Sharp a.] «
Sharp sb.1 11. (See quots.)

1864 Webster, Sharpie, a long, sharp, flat-bottomed sail-

boat. (Local U.S.) 1876 Goode Classif. Collect. Anim. Re-
sources U. S. 43 Dorys, sharpies, and dingies. 1882 H. Hall
Rep. Skip-butld. Industry U.S. (1S84) 22 A large fleet of small

flat-bottomed fishing boats are employed, called ' sharpies
',

which have a family resemblance to the dory.

attrib. 1886 Boston (Mass.) Jptl. 1 Sept. 1/8 Orders for

five sharpie yachts. 1895 Outing XXX. 488/1 A balance-

lug sail,, .subsequently replaced by a sharpie sail and jib.

Sharping (Jaupirj), vbl. sb. [f. Sharp v. +
-ing l.] The action of the verb Sharp.

X. ~ Sharpening vbl. sb. in various senses.

1398 Trevisa Barth.^ De P. R. xtx. xvii. 874 In olde tyme
men vsed to sharpe this colour Minius wyth the blode of a
certayne worme:..and for suche sharpyng that red was
callyd Vermiculus. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS.
7 »/499 r^* • •P31 hedden tonges of scharpynge And [? read As]
swerd bat kerueb Mayle. 1475 Bk. Noblesse (Roxb.^33
Late the case be taken for a newlerning, and to the sharping

of goode corages. 1575 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 256 For
horse showing, sharping of irons, and ale, xjd . 166a Play-
»ord Introd. Skill Mus. 1. ii. 9 The Flatting and Sharp-
ing of Notes. 1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. E 2 b, This sort

[chirtt] will wear a new Steel'd Pick off, in three or four

times Sharping.

b. Comb.-. Tsharpiug-corn, an annual grant of

com formerly made to a blacksmith in return for

639

sharpening farm implements; sharping-stone Sc,

a whetstone.
1681 Rec. Baron Crt. Stitchill (S.H.S.) 89, 15 sheaves of

shairpingcorne. 1714 Lady G. Bailue. Ilouseh. Bk. (S.H.S.)

254, 2 sharping stones 3s. 1905 ' H. Haliburton' Excurs.

\. 9 The Bruce stood aimlessly with his sharping-stone in

one hand.

2. The action of a sharper, swindling, roguery.

1692 R. L'Estrangk Fables xxxiv. 33 Cheating and
Sharping, one Half of the Year, and Starving, the Other.

1748 Smollett Rod. Rand, lviii, Sharping and other in-

famous practises. 1870 W. R. Greg Polit. Probl. 275
Shameless jobbery, cruel swindling and sharping.

Sharping (fa-jpin), ppl. a. [f. Sharp v. +
-ing 2

.] That acts as a sharper, fraudulent, swind-

ling, cheating, knavish.
1691 Dryden A'. A rthur Prol. 38 A sharping Sett, a 1700

B. sZ.Dict. Cant. Crew, Hedge-Tavern,.,a Jilting, Sharp-

ing Tavern. 1796 Pkgge Anonym. (1809) 47 A sharping

attorney. 1829 W. Irving Granada I. xxvi. 237 All wander-

ing minstrels, sharping pedlars, . . and other camp trumpery .

.

were drummed out of the gates of Alhama. 1880 W, Hooe
(title) Sharping London,, .a book for honest people.

Sharpish (JaupiJ), a. [f. Sharp a. + -ish.]

Somewhat sharp.

1589 Fleming Virg. Georg. it. 39 Sowre and sharpish iuces.

1651 French Distill, iii. 87 A water somewhat sharpish.

1725 Bradley's Fam. Diet. s. v. Service, An acid or sharpish

Liquor. 1822 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 208 The pontons,

should be. .sharpish fore and aft. 1880R. B.WATSONin Jrnh
Linn. Soc, Zool. XV. 118 A minute, sharpish spiral thread.

Sharpling (Jauplirj). Abo 6 shapling. [f.
!

Sharp a. + -ling 1
.]

f 1. ? A kind of nail. Obs.

1415 in Rogers Agric. % Prices (1882) III. 447 Sharplings.

1456 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 67, cc sharp-

lynges. 1465 Mann. <$• Househ. Exp. (Roxb.) 201 Item, for a
quarter of sharpenge [sic: ?an error] for the rother, iiijd.

1526 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 100 Pro vij c.

sharpling, 4s. 8d. 1538 Ibid. 109 Pro vj. in. shaplyng 4s.:. .c

shaplinges 8d.

2. dial. The Stickleback. Cf. Shaftling.
1558 Gesner's Hist. Anim. IV. 10 De Piscicvlo Acvleato

..Anglicum eius nomen Scharplyng. a 1672 Willughby
Hist. Pise. (1686) 341 A Stickleback, Banstickle.or Sharpling.

1740 R. Brookes Art ofAngling i.xxx, 67 The Stickleback

or Sharpling. 1836 Yakrell Brit. Fishes I. 76 The Rough-
tailed Stickleback. Banstickle, Sharplin. Scotland.

Sharply (Jaupli), adv. [f. Sharp a. + -ly 2
.]

In a sharp manner.

1. Severely, sternly, harshly, a. Of punishment,

discipline, etc. Now rare.

C900 Bede Glosses in O. E. Texts 181/47 Acerbatim,
scearplice. C1380 Wvclif IVks. (1880) 67 In tokene bat

he scharpliest schal ponysche hem pat don symonye.

1415 Hoccleve To Sir J. Oldcastle 278 Yee heretikes..

I doute it nat, your wages shal be payed sharply, but yee
correct your trespas. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531)

82 b, The body must be entreated sharpely, that it waxe not

wanton and wylde. 1557 N. T. (Genev.) Matt. xxii. 6 And
the remnant toke his seruantes, and intreated them sharpely.

1677 J. Leverett in frnl. Friends1

Hist. Soc. (1912) July

134 [The Lord] was pleased to lay his hand so sharply upon
me by fits of the stone in a time of great business,

b. Of speech, rebuke, command : Sternly,

severely, harshly, peremptorily ; in cutting terms

;

in stern or angry tones.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 3450 When bou spekes sharppely

til pe pure, pat sum gode askes at bi dore. c 1386 Chaucer
Pars. T. T 583 Whan a man is sharply amonested in his shrift

to leve hissmne. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 269 Repreve
scharply. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 971 The king wrote
sharpely to him to accomplish y* which appertayned to his

duety. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrm 1. iv. § 4. 61 Though
he be sharply censured by Strabo. 1829 Scott Anne ofG.
xxv, ' By Saint George, never 1

' answered the Duke, sharply
and shortly. 1870 Miss Broughton Red as Rose 1. 169 ' He
hates the game ', replies Miss Blessington, rather sharplier

than is her wont.

2. With sharp or painful effect ; keenly, smartly.

a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. xxix. (1883) 141 Se deofol..cwaeo
t

.

.
' stingad hine scearplice on bone muS '. c 1400 Maundev.

(Roxb.) ii. 6 It was of iunkes of the see, bat ware whyte and
prikked scharpely as thornes. C1470 Col. <$ Gaw. 930 Sa
woundir scharply he schair, The berne that the brand bair.

1602 2nd Ft. Return fr. Parnass. v. iv. 2162, I wish thee

store of gall, Sharpely to wound the guilty world withall.

1724 Lond. Gaz. No. 6240/5 It froze, .sharply. 1831 Scott
Ct. Robt. xx, Her own well aimed, but feeble shaft, wounded
him [the boar] sharply. 1851 Gladstone in LathburyCtfrr.

Ch. <$• Reli&> (1910) I. 358 Such griefs. .must be sacred to
me, even did they not touch me sharply with a reflected

sorrow. 1852 Thackeray Esmond \u x, A fever.. which
attacked him that night pretty sharply. 1865 Kingsley
Hereto, ii, An arrow struck him sharply in the back.

3. t »• With intellectual acuteness ; acutely,

sagaciously, shrewdly. Obs.
c 897 .tElfred Gregory's Past. C. xi. 68 Da be meahton

smealice & scearplice mid hiera ondgiete ryhtxesion. 1.38a

Wyclif Prol. 58 Men mi3ten expoune . . the bible in English,
. .myche sharpliere and groundliere than manie late postil-

latouris. t-1450 Holland Howlat 268 Mony allegiance
leile, in leid nocht to layne it, Off Arestotill and aid men,
scharplie thai schewe. 1621 S. Ward Happiness ofPractice
(1627) 10 His scope sure was not to make trial of the wits of
men, who could sharpliest conceiue. 1699 BENTLEY/Vi«/ar/j

497 Who can deny now, but this is sharply observ'd ?

b. Attentively, with penetration and keen ob-

servation ; vigilantly, closely.

c ioss Byrhtferth's Handboc in Anglia VIII. 309, & hawa
swySe scearplice hwaer sy .xii. kl' aprelis. a 1340 Hampole
Psalter lxiii. 6 J>e sharpliere bat j>ai thynke, f>e mare bai

failefrasothfastnes. 1 1420 Wars Alex, (prose) (E.E.T.S.) 40
Alexander, .hiheld be I'hisician in be vesage ri;te scharpely.

SHARPNESS.

1582 Stanyhufst AEneis 1. (Arb.) 32 ^neas^thee towne

top sharplye beholding. x666 Pepys Diary 16 Dec,
This Committee of Accounts will enquire sharply into our

office. 1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 191 A salutary hint

as to . . the benefit of being tolerably sharply on the look out.

1879 B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 144 Their business was to listen

sharply.

4. Briskly, swiftly, quickly.

a 1000 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 226/33 Efficaciter^ i. uelociter,

caflice, scearplice. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 244 To
Wales he went his way fulle scharply, & fulle brim. C1400
Brut (1906) 283 Pe Scottis . . come fast and sharpely a^eynes

evesong tyme. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 426 The Englishe

men shot so closely and so sharpely together, that the

Flemynges and footemen began to flie. 1688 Clayton
in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 121 They Ride pretty sharply.

1741 Short Ibid. XLI. 628 It went all over this Country

from North to South, pretty sharply, but nothing near

so quick as a Glade of Lightning. 1829 Scott Anne ofG.
xix, [HeJ drew in his head, and shut the window sharply

against the guest. 1839 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 196

Geraint. . Made sharply to the dwarf, and ask'd it of him.

19x2 Times 19 Dec. 19/6 Prices soon recovered and advanced
sharply in the afternoon.

b. Of conflict or attack : Eagerly, vigorously.

c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 724 Al so scharply pes men of mayn
ban smyte to-gadre a3y. 1535 Coverdale Lam. in. 52 Myne
enemies hunted me out sharpely like a* byrde. 1678 Wanley
Woud. Lit. World v. ii. § 82. 478/2 Solyman.. sharply be-

siegedand assaulted Vienna. 1737 Whiston JosePhus,A niiq.

xiv. xv. § 12 He pursued them sharply, and killed them.

C. Abruptly.
i8a8 Scott F. M. Perth viii, Some of them [sc. the blows]

lighted upon Jezabel, who, turning sharply round, laid her

rider upon the moor. 1889 Gunter That Frenchman i. 9
' Which, by the by, isn *t his right name ', remarks de Ver-

ney, sharply closing his speech.

5. With a sharp edge or point ; at or with an

acute angle.
c 1400 Rom. Rose 1723 He took an aroweful sharply whet.

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 47 b, It is like that figure which
the Geometricians call Pyramis, we may say sharpely topped.

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) III. 543 Leaves egg-

shaped, streaked, sharply toothed. 1827 Faraday Cheat.

Manip. xvi. (1842) 424 It is to be bent, not sharply, but

obtusely and roundly, i860 L. Rfevk Etem. ConchoL I.

149 Shell.., apex rather sharply acuminated.

6. With a sharp sound.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls).III. 29 Oon of be goldene

calues . . lowede ful scharpliche. 1808 Scorr Marm. vi. xxii,

Deep need that day that every string By wet unharmed
should sharply ring. 1825— Ta/ism. v, A shrill whistle.,

was heard to ring sharply through the vaulted chapel.

7. Definitely, distinctly.

1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit. II. 156 In no system is the dis-

tinction between the individual and God..more sharply

drawn than in that of Spinoza. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal.

Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. 127 Sharply and well carved deco-

ration. 1893 Liddon Life Pusey I. x. 198 This election

[Peel v. Inglis] divided men sharply throughout Oxford.

; 1907 J. A. Hodges Etem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 123 The image
having been sharply focussed.

8. Comb. With pples., forming adjs., as sharply-

bitted, -chiselled, -defined, ^discerning, -focussed;

1 t sharply-conceived, having a keen, ready wit.

1844 H. G. Robinson Odes ofHorace 1. viii, Why now no
more. .Does he. .with the *sharply bitted rein His Gallic

courser's mouth restrain ? 1854 tr. Hettncr*s A thens, etc. 54
1 These bold, "sharply-chiselled, expressive faces. 1630 R.
! Johnson's Kingd. $ Commiu. 56 The Italian is more court-

!
eous...*Sharply conceived, of fresh memory. 1865 Visct.

Milton & W. B. Cheadle N.-W. Passage by Land viii.

! (1867) 116 The clear, *sharply-defined track of the active

I

mink. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Rep. IX. 6oi A sharply-

defined ulcer. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 11. 1, A quick,

choleric, *sharply discerning, stubbornly endeavouring man.
1 189a Photogr. Ann. II. 265 A *sharply focussed representa-

tion of a distant object.

Sharpness (Jaupnes). [f. Sharp a. + -ness.]

The quality of being sharp.

1. Keenness or fineness of edge or point.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 117 Acumenferri, ecg uel

scearpnis. c 1375^. Leg. Saints xxxvu. {Vtncencius) 317
pe scharpnes of be schellis. e 1440 Protnp. Parv. 444/1

Scharpnesse, of egge, acucies. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m.
(Sommer) 293 b, The vnfaythfull armour yeelding to the

i swoordes strong-guided sharpenesse, c x6ix Chapman Iliad

I

xx. 387 My lance as well as thine Hath point and sharpe-

j
nesse. 1787 Hist. Jack <$• Giants 13 Taking with him the

cap of knowledge, sword of sharpness [etc. J. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. III. in. v, Herein has Sansculotusm fashioned for

itself a Sword of Sharpness. 1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Aug.
5/2 A bar of steel . . of wonderful temper and sharpness.

2. a. Intellectual acuteness, shrewdness.
(T897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xvi. Q9 SwaeSeah for

Sa^resceawungeSaraunjesewenlicraoingaoeahheupaoened
wa;re on his modes scearpnesse. 1398 Trfvisa Barth. De
P. R. 11, xx. (1495) 47 The euyll angellis haue thre maner
ofsharpenesse [orig. Tripiiciacumine vigent demoues]. 153a

SirB. TvKEChaucer's Wks. Pref. A ij b, Suche sharpnesse or

quycknesse in conclusyon. 1646 H. P. Medit. Seige 55 Nor
let them want sharpnesse to discerne, nor courage to exe-

cute what should be done in such exigencies. 1814 W.
Wilson Hist. Dissent. Churches IV. 486 Wickliff.

.
possessed

a sharpness of wit. 1895 Law Times XCIX. 547/1 An
articled clerk of average sharpness may rely upon getting
through with three months' coaching.

b. Acuteness of the senses or organs of sense.

c888 Alfred Boeth. xxxiv. § 8 Ne heora scearnnesse
nauht gebetaS toibaere sceawunga bsere so5an jesaslSe.

1604 Jas. I Counterbl. to Tobacco (Arb.) 105 So loath will

they be, to bee thought inferiour to their fellowes . . in .

.

sharpnesse of sight. 1709 Berkeley Ess. Vision § 80 Wks.
1871 I. 73 No exquisite formation of the eye, no peculiar

sharpness of sight. 1835 James Gipsy ii, The hearing of
those whose safety often depends upon the sharpness of

their ears.



SHABP-NOSED.

0. Keenness (of observation).
i8aa Scott Peverilxm, The utmost sharpness ofattention

which Julian applied, could not discover if Bndgenorth

spoke seriously or ironically to the above purpose.

3. Pungency to the taste; acidity, sourness, tartness.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 224/22 (>a5s ecedes afre scearpnes.

a 10*3 Wilfstan Horn. v. (1883) 35 Paes sealtes scearpnesse.

« 14x5 tr. Ardeme's Trent Fistula, etc. 59 Emoroidez ar

caused of scharpnes of blode and ouer mych hete brennyng

be blode. 1555 Eden Decades II. (Arb.) no These apples.,

haue a certeyne sweetnes myxt with a gentell sharpnes.

166s Charleton Myst. Vintners {1675) 155 The Sulphur..

infects the whole mass of liquor with Sharpness or Acidity.

1701 G. Stanhope Auselm's Medit. xvii. (1720) 348 Make
me sometimes taste the sharpness of thy Vinegar. 1839

Mrs. Kikkland in Griswold Prose Writers Amer. (1847)

464 Her vinegar is. -the ne plus ultra of sharpness.

4. Severity, harshness in punishment ; censure,

rebuke, etc. ; asperity in behaviour.
a 13*5 Prose Psalter 11. 9 {>ou schalt gouernen hem in

Scharpnes. c 14*5 Found. St. Bartholomew's (E.E.T.S.) 25
A certeyne bocheyr, Goderyke by name, A man of grete

sharpnesse more than semyd hym. (11558 Abp. Sandys
Serm. xv. (1585) 262 The sharpenesse of his correction.

1606 Shaks. Ant. «$ CI. 111. Hi. 38 Thou must not take my
former sharpenesse ill. 41711 Sheffield (Dk. Buckhm.)
Wks. 1753 I. 75 Some did our follies with just sharpness
blame. 18*7 Scott Surg. Dau. i, An eye of much sharp-

ness and severity of expression. 1867 Trollope Chron.
Barset lxvii. II. 245 In spite of the sharpness of her tongue.

fb. Austerity, asceticism. Obs.

1340 Ayenb. 187 Vele men makeb to god sacrefices of uest-

inges, of peregrinages, of ssarpnesses of bodye. c 1440
Jacob's Well 10 pou louedyst no scharpenesse of penaunce.

1 450-1530 flfyrr. our Ladye 83 Penaunce . . ys done m sorowe
of harte and sharpenesse of body.

f O. Acrimony, exasperated condition. Obs.

1673 Temple United Prov. v. 181 All the violence and
sharpness, which accompanies the differences of Religion in

other Countreys, seems to be appeased or softned here.

a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 217 He expressed a
very Christian temper, without sharpness or resentment.

1733 Neal Hist. Purt't. II. 601 Such was the sharpness of
men's spirits on both sides.

fd. Severity (of weather), keenness, intensity

(of heat, cold, etc.). Obs.
148aMonkofEvesham (Arb.) 94 And yet te yam constrayned

ful sore to sofyr the scarpnes of colde. 1553 Eden Treat.
Neivelnd. (Arb.) 33 Atwhiche tyme ye sharpenes of winter
exceadeth with them, 166a Gusman s Ephemeris B, It will

not be common this Month [January] to see Women go with
naked shoulders by reason of the Sharpnesse of the Air.

171a Loud. Gaz. No. 4971/1 The badness of the Roads, and
the sharpness of the Season, have hindered the march. 1778
Cook 3rd Voy. iv. ix. (1784) II. 455 The sharpness of the air

. .seemed to indicate some sudden change.

e. Severity, acuteness (of pain or sorrow)
;

painfulness, hardship.
a 1400 Prymer, Te Di'uw{i8q$)7 Whannebou haddUtouer-

come be scnarpnesse of dee|> [L. mortis aculeo\ c 1410 Lydg.
Life Our Lady lx. (1484) 1 v, For sharpenes of the sodayn
smerte The chylde gan wepe. 1526 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de. W.
1531) 204 b, He suffred the sharpnes and smart of payne, ye
suche as neuer was suffred. 1631 Gouge Gods Arrows 11.

§ 24. 166 What need isit toshewthesharpnesseofthis famine
by things that want life ? 1709 Land. Gaz. No. 4521/2 Our
Loss has" been very great, the Action having been so severe,

and the sharpness of the whole having lain upon our Ship.

t 5. Shrillness, high pitch (of voice). Obs. rare~Y
.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. v. xxiii. (Bodl. MS.), It is

seide bat cause of scharpenes and of chaunging of voice is

by chaungeing of age.

f 6. Craving (of the stomach) for food. Obs.
1581 W. Stafford Exam. CV/«/*/. 1.(1876) 15 When we had

eate somewhat to satisfie the sharpnesse of our stomackes.

167s Hannah Woolley Gentleiv. Comp. 67 The sharpness of
my Stomach shall never make me feed uncleanly.

*f 7. Steepness. Obs. rare~ l

.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. 1. i. 1 The height
and sharpnesse of the mount Rhodope. Ibid. iv. xxiii. 139
A mount of great highnesse and sharpnesse.

T 8. Prickling sensation, smarting. Obs.

1694 Salmon Bate's DUpens. {1713) 82/1 Inflammations,
Pains, and Sharpness of the Eyes.

9. Distinctness of outline or impression.

1771 Raper in Phil. Trans. LXI. 475 Three gold coins of
Philip, which have all the sharpness of new money fresh

from the mint. 1837 Goring & Pritchard Microgr. 82 A
picture whose sharpness and clearness is a maximum. 1884
Macm. Mag. Oct. 444/2 That word which still retains the
sharpness of its stamp and milling. 1907 J. A. Hodges
Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) 20 This question of definition, or
sharpness of image.

Sharp-nosed, a.

1. Having a pointed nose.
1675 Land- Gaz. No. 1053/4 A ^itd Dog... shap't like a

Lurcher, sharp Nosed. 1769 Pennant Brit. Zool. III. 64 The
Sharp-nosed Ray. 1829 J. Richardson Fauna Boreali-
Amer. I. 126 Sharp-nosed Meadow-Mouse. 1837 Dickens
Pickw. xxii, An important-looking sharp.nnsed, mysterious-

spoken personage. 1881 CasselCs Nat. Hist. V. 140 The
Sharp-nosed Eel. Anguilla vulgaris.

1 2. Having a keen ' scent ' ; fig. quick at fault-

finding, captious. Obs.
1561 T. Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 19 Now let come foorth

al these sharpnosed fault finders. 1579 Tomson Calvin's
Serm. Tim. 891/1 That wee bee not sharpe nosed to striue
against the doctrine of God.
Sharp-pointed, a.

1. Tapenng or tapered to a point.
1530 Palsch. 323/1 Sharpe poynted, poiniu. 1749 Field-

ing Tom Jones iv. u, The sharp-pointed nose ofbitter-biting
Eurus. 1864 Bowen Logic xi. 365 A sharp-pointed rod.
1890 S. L. Gwynne Mussel's Comedies 123 Dame Pluche,
repulsing them on either side with her sharp-pointed elbows.

640

b. Bot. Acnminate, nuicronate.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus* Mucronatafolia, sharpe poynted
leaues. 1653 Ramesev Astrol. Restored 54 All such herbs
,,as have sharp-pointed leaves. 1828 Sir J. E. Smith Engl.
Flora II. 16 Leaves ovate, sharp-pointed. 1857 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. IV. 130 Linaria Elatine (Sharp-pointed Fluel-

Hn or Toad-flax).

2. Having a 6ne point adapted for purposes of

piercing or stabbing.

1594 Shaks. Rich. IIIt 1. ii. 175 Loeheere I lend thee this

sharpe-pointed Sword, c 1614 Drumm. of Hawth. Mad-
rigals tf Epigr., 7*A^^(?j^,ThissharpepointedThorne. 1707

j

Mortimer Husb. {1721) I. 189 A sharp pointed Stick. 1875
R. Wilson tr. Figuier's Hum. Race, Broivn Race iii. 441
The oars are sharp-pointed, and can be used, in case of

I
need, as weapons against an unforeseen attack.

j
fie;. 1894 Outing XXIV. 5/r Certain sharp-pointed reports

1 had reached her of where her husband's evenings were spent.

3. Having irregular sharp projections.

1748 Anson's Voy. in. ii. 315 The bottom. .is full of sharp-

!

pointed coral rocks. 1861 Noble Icebergs 148 Back slid the

I Candle, followed by a charge of sharp-pointed baggage.

Sharp practice.
1. Work that demands brisk activity, rare.
In some debating-societies, applied to a debate intended

for practice in readiness of speech, the rule being that each
member must speak when called upon, on a subject proposed
at the moment.
1847 J. Paget in Mem. (1901) 157, I. .see from t8o to 220

patients on each of my days—sharp practice for a beginner.

2. a. Hard bargaining; relentless pursuit of

advantage, b. Now in more unfavourable sense:

Dishonourable taking of advantage, trickery, (Cf.

Sharp a. 3 e.)

1847 Helps Friends in C.i.y'm. 142 The sharp practice

of the world drives some logic into the most vague of men :

women are not so schooled. 1869 Tozf.r Highl. Turkey II.

306 Their fondness for trickery and sharp practice.

Sharp-set, a. [f. Sharp a. (as compl.) + Set

///. a.

See Set ppl. a. 75 b. The hawking use. (1 b) may be the
original : cf. to set sharp, Sharp a. 4 f (quot. 1575).]

L Eager or keen for food, very hungry. Also
said of the stomach.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii. M ij, My mynd is al redy

in the platters or dishes J, I am sharpe set. 1586 Stanvhurst
Descr. Irel. ii. 19/2 in Holinshed, Ifanie wereso sharpe set

.. as to eat fried flies, butterd bees, stued snailes. 169a R. >

L'Estrange Fables clxxv. 146 A Fox that was Sharp-set,
j

Surpriz'd a Crab,.. and carry'd him away. 17*5 Lady
Hervey in CUess Suffolk's Lett. (1824) I. 192 My stomach
is so much sharper set than my wit, that I fancy it will be
as well for us both to conclude. ^ 1809 Malkin Gil Blasxu.
v, I asked . . if there was any eating-house in the neighbour-
hood. ., and went thither sharp set. x886 Stevenson Kid-
napped iii. 17 'Are ye sharp-set?' he asked... 1 Ye can eat

that drop parritch *,

b. Of a hawk, hound, etc.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 116 If shee bee very sharpe set

and do plume eagerly. 1781 Beckford//w«/;«!§-48 Hounds,
I think, should be sharp-set before hunting ; they run the
better for it. 185a Burton Falconry Valley Indus iii. 31

Unfortunately.. for the hawk. .she had not been 'sharp set'

that morning. 1883 Salvin & Brodrick Falconry Brit.
Isles Gloss. 152 Sharp set, very hungry.

2. trans/. Keen, eager; having desire fixed upon,

craving after.

1580 Lyly Eupkues (Arb.) 388 Euphues seeing such
speedye retourneofan other aunswere, thought Philautusto
be very sharp set. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xvi. (Sommer)
175 b, She being sharp-set vpon the fulfilling of a shrewde
office, in ouer-looking Philoclea. 1667 Marveli, Corr. Wks.
(Grosart) II. 222 Although the House be sharpe set upon
finding out.. things, .yet neither are other publick matters
neglected. 1711 Cromwell Let. to Pope -7 Dec, The town
is sharp-set on new plays, i860 Times 5 Oct., The public

comes back from glacier and moor and breezy sea-coast

perfectly sharpset for more oratory. 1889 Rider Haggard
Allan's Wife 54, I did not feel particularly sharp set on
elephants at the moment.

f b. Having a craving for sexual indulgence.
1597-1626 Deloney Jack ofNeivbery Wks. (1912) 14 Sir

(said shee) because you are so sharpe set, I would wish you
as soon as you can to wed. 1633 Ford "Tis Pity v. iv. 1691

Comedy, Win Her % Take Her 1. iii. 8. 1695 Congreve
Love for L. in. ix. 1794 Har'st Rig liv, Some lown as

sharp set as a knife Wi* her they fand.

t c. Eager to attack. Const, on. Obs. rarer1
.

a 1633 Austin Medit. (1635) 98 The Pharisees, .who were
too sharpe set on his Disciples, for not Fasting with them, at

that present time.

+ 3. Set with sharp thorns. (Cf. quick-set?) Obs.
1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. A 5, Within the sharp-set

thickets.

4. Of eyes : ? Having a set eager look.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. ii. 34 Do you know that

lord With sharp-set eyes?

Hence Sharpse'tness. rare.

1673 S. Parker ReproofReh, Transfi. 261 Lest this race
[sc. capons] be totally extingmsh'd by the sharpsetness of
the Presbyterians.

Sharpshin (Jaupjin), U.S. [Prob. a back-

formation from sharp-shinned {hawk) ; ? in jocular

allusion to the eagle on the coin.] App. orig.

a name for some coin of very small value ; later,

used as a type of what has little value.

1804 Lancaster (Pa.) Jrnl. 14 July (R. H. Thornton
Amer. Gloss.), Three Sharpshins Reward (offered for a run-
away apprentice]. 183a J. P. Kennedy Swallow B. x.

(1872) 93 Phis inconsiderable claim—for it is not of the value
of a sharpshin. 1834 Marryat P. Simple xxx, Four sharp
shins to a pictareen. 187a Schele de Vere Americanisms
631 Sharpshin, a slang term, denoting the smallest quantity.

SHASTER.

i Sharpship. Obs. rare-1
. In 3 scharp-

schipe. [f. Sharp rt. + -ship.] Hardship, rigour.
a 1225 Attcr. R. 380 pet te best of helle, hwon hesnakerefl

toward ou uorto biten on ou, hurte him o3e herdschipe
[MSS. T. C. scharpschipej, & schunche aseinwardes.

Sharpshooter (Jaup,J«taj). [f. Sharp a. +
Shootkk. (So G. sckarfschiitzie, sckarfer schzilze.)']

A marksman of accurate aim ; spec, in naval and
military use, a member of a division engaged in

skirmishing and outpost work.
1802 C.James Milit. Diet., Tzrolians, a body of sharp

shooters in the Austrian service. 1803 Scott Let. 27 Aug.
in Lockhart (1837J I. xi. 389 Armiesof Reserve, and Militia,
and Pikemen, and Sharpshooters, who are to descend from
Ettrick Forest to the confusion of all invaders. 1805 in

Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. 224 Lord Nelson was
wounded by a French Sharpshooter. 1809 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. (1835) IV. 331 On the nth the enemy tried
their usual manoeuvres with their sharpshooters in the
woods. 1897 Century Mag. Jan. 352 [He] had been struck
by a sharp-shooter and killed.

b. trans/, and fig.
1824 Dibdin Libr. Comp. 695 Hundreds of black-letter

sharp.shooters spring up. 1885 J. Martineau 7yj>es Eth.
Th. I. p, x, A fusillade of questions from a class of sharp-
shooters.

Hence Sha*rpshooting1

vbl. sb. and ///. a.

1806 A. Duncan Nelson 311 The system of sharp-shooting
practised by the enemy. 1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel
Story xi, Mrs. S. attacked the punch with some sharp-shoot-
ing, and fierce charges of vulgarity. 1844 Dickkns Mart.
Chuz. xliv, After some little sharp-shooting on both sides,

Mr. Pecksniff became grave. 1863 in Advance (Chicago)

(1892) 28 Jan., On Tuesday he.. kept his men busy sharp-
shooting across the river. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxxii,

I am too old a campaigner to take much harm by woman's
sharpshooting, at fifteen score yards off. 187a Routledge's
Ev. Boy's Ann. 215/1 He was out sharp-shooting in the

Crimea. 1809 Westm. Gaz. 30 Dec. 3/2 Artillery would be
put out of action by sharp-shooting riflemen.

t Sharp-shot. Obs. [f. Sharp a. + Shot sb.

(in the sense of shooting). (So G. scharfschuss.)]

Firing with shot (as opposed to blank cartridge).

1725 Wodroiv's Corr. (1843) III. 217 Captain Bushel, un-
provoked, and without reading the proclamation,, .shot

sharp-shot, without the least care, to dispel a poor con-

temptible mob. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. m. ix, The Torch
Procession is met with sharp shot,

Sharpsighted (fa^sai'ted), a. [f. Sharp a.

+ Sighted a.]

1. Having acute or quick sight.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Ep. Ded. 2 Though he were
otherwise as sharpsighted as Argus. 1648 Crashaw Delights

ofMuses (1904) 156 Sharp-sighted as the Eagles eye. 1791-
1823 D'Isbaeli Cur. Lit. (1859) II. 445 He often trembled
lest some future explorer of manuscripts might be found as

sharpsighted as himself. 1832 Ht. Martineau Life in

Wilds v. 62 So sharpsighted and timid are these birds.

1905 A. R. Wallace My Life xiv. 209 The Welshman is by
no means sharp-sighted when bis cattle are enjoying them-
selves in a neighbour's field.

2. fig. Having acuteness of mental vision.

1583 Golding Calvin on Dent. ix. 49 Because we be not
sharpesighted ynough to spie out the thinges that God per-

ceiueth. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesm. 1.(1841) I. 6 For want
of this knowledge, he is liable to be imposed upon., by the
sharp-sighted World. 1869 Trollope He knew, etc. xiv.

(1878) 82 [She] was sharpsighted and clear-witted.

Hence Sharpsig-htedness.
1647 Trapp Comm. Matt. xxiv. 28. 553 Eagles the Saints

are called,.. for their sharp-sightednesse. '838 Dickens
Nich. Nick, xxvii, She had never felt so satisfied with her
own sharp-sightedness as she did that day.

Sharp-witted (JaJpiwited), a. [f. Shabp a.

+ Wit so. -+- -ed 2
.] Sagacious, intelligent,

^1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. xii. (1912) 81 O Lord (saide

Musidorus) how sharp-witted you are to hurt your selfe?

1613 Cockeram ii, Sharp yitted. Acute, sagax. 1756
C. Smart tr. Hor., Sat. 1. iii. (1826) II. 27 To bear the sharp-
witted sneers of these men. 1855 Macaulav Hist. Ettg.

xxi. IV. 538 It was beyond the power of the great King to

prevent his. .sharpwitted courtiers from whispering to each
other. 1854 J. H. Newman Hist. Sk. Ser. 1. (1872) 45 The
sharp-witted provincial of Greece or Asia Minor.

Hence Sharpwittedness.
1647 Hexham i, Sharpwittednesse, Vernuftigheyi, sckerp-

sinnigheyt. 1858-61 E. B. Ramsay Remin. vi. (1870J 194
The sharp-wittedness of the knave.

Sharrag, -ig, -og, dial, forms of Shear-hog.
S'hart ( = God's heart !) : see Heart sb. 53.
Shartfort, variant of Shortford 06s,

Sharute, obs. form of Cheroot.
Shas, shash, obs. ff. Sash sb.1 and sb. 2

Shashoon, -une, shasoon, obs. ff. Sashoon.
Shass(e, obs. forms of Sash sb,1

Shaster (Joe'staj), || Shastra (ja*stra).

Forms : 7 shastram, -una, 7-9 shaster, 8 shah-
stah, 8-9 shastah, 9 sastra, shastra, shastru.

[a. Hindi castr, Skr. castra (nom. sing, foslram).']

Anyone of the sacred writings of the Hindus.
1630 Lord Banians 40 This Booke by them called the

Shaster. 1698 Phil. Trans. XX. 275 The Shastram
being to them what the Bible is to Christians. 1763 Scraf-

ton Indostan (1770) 4 A comment thereon [i.e. on the Vedas],

called theShahstah. i838[Miss Maitland] Lett.fr. Madras
(1843) 198 They know that the Bible is our Shaster, and
suppose it to be as good for vs, as their own Shasters are

for them. 187a Sherring Hindu Tribes I. 3 The Brahman
. . possesses . . the holy canon—Vedas, Shastras, and Puranas.

1887 W. J. Wilkins Mod. Hinduism 127 The position of the

Brahman as taught by the Sastras.



SHASTRL 641 SHATTOW.

Ii
Shastri (Ja'stn"). Also 7 shastre, 9 shas-

tree. [Hindi castri, Skr. gastrin, nom. sing.

castri, f. $dslra Shaster.] One who is learned in,

or teaches, the shasters.

c 1645 Howell Lett. Suppl, jyv. (1892) 662 As they who
have conversed with Shastres and Turbants doe well know.
1826 J. G. Duff Hist. Mahrattas I. 23 note, Bramins
learned in the Shasters have the title of Shastree. 1855

H. H. Wilson Gloss. Judic. etc. Terms India 470 Sdstri,

vulgarly S/tastn-e.

Snastyse, ohs. form of Chastise.

fShat 1 . Obs. [Ir. stad, lit. jewel.] Used as a

term of endearment in addressing an Irish person.

a 1616 Beaum. & Ft- Coxcomb 11. i, Come hither shat, are

you an Irish mon ?

t Shat 2
. Obs. rare- 1

. Mentioned as a colloq.

or slang term for a tattler.

1709 Steele Tatler No. 71 F 7 Bambouzling is exploded ;

a Shat is a Tatler.

Shate, obs. pa. t. of Shoot.
Shathmont, Sc. variant of ShaftmentI.
Shattaradan : see Shandrydan.
Shatter (Jae'tw), sb. [f. Shatter z>.]

L //. Fragments into which a thing is broken,

rent, or torn. Chiefly in phrases {to break, etc.)

into or to shatters, {to be) in shatters. Obs. exc.dial.

a 1640 Fesner Scrm. xvii. Wks. (1657) 225 If ever the

heart come to be sensible of its blow, it will break all to

shatters. 1691 Mrs. D'Anvers Acadcmia 35 His. .Gown.,
hangs about his Legs in shatters. 17x7 [E. Dorrington]
Philip Quarll (1816) 38 A sea which dashed the ship to

shatters against the rock. 1750 H. Walpole Let. to Mann
19 Nov., For the Ministry, it is all in shatters, a 1814 Last
Act il v. in New Brit. Theatre II. 398, I. .run my chaise

so effectually against theirs, that smash both went all to

shatters. i8ax Clare VOL Minstr. I. 93 The proudest

triumph art conceives . . Grey-bearded time in shatters leaves.

1890 Gloucester Gloss., Shatters, sherds of pottery, etc.

2. A shattered state of nerves, rare.

1777 Miss Burney Early Diary (1889) II. 166 You can
have no idea what a shatter every new comer gave me.

1849 Carlyle in Century Mag. (1882) May 23/2 Ifthe nerves

are to be continually in a shatter with want of sleep.

+ 3. \ Shattery * or friable stone, dial. Obs.

171a J. Morton .Vat. Hist. Northampt. 123 [Strata] 2. Stiff

Clay almost four Foot. 3. Shatter, as they there call it,

that is a shattering Stone, two Foot,

4. Something scattered or shed ; a crop (of

hops); a shower (of rain), dial. Cf. Scatter sb. 2.

1875 Parish Sussex Gloss., There's a tidy shatter of hops
this year. 1887 Kentish Gloss., We've had quite a nice

little shatter of rain.

Shatter (fae*tai), **• Forms : 4-5 schater, -ir,

6 shater, shattar, 6- shatter. [Of obscure

origin : see Scatter z*.]

1. trans. To scatter, disperse, throw about in all

directions; to cause (seed, leaves, etc.) to fall or

be shed. Also with out. Obs. exc. dial.

c 1330 Arth. % Merl. 553 (KOlbing) Ac bo bai come hider

eft, Her werk was al vp aleft & yschatred here & bere.

c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) Si %t schal mak counseil and
it schal be schaterid [Vulg. Isa. viii. 10 dissipabitur], 1577
B. Googe HeresbaciCs Husb. 1. (1586) 32 Least the whot
weather shatter the seedes. 1637 Milton Lycidas 5, I com
to pluck your Berries harsh and crude, And with forc'd

fingers rude Shatter your leaves before the mellowing year.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 131 The skin cleaves and at length

falls off. .and leaves the seed Case to ripen, and by degrees,

to shatter out its seed at a place underneath this cap. 1669

Worlidge Syst. Agric. ii. 13 If the young Cions be. .a little

sheltered.. by shattering a little Straw, Brake, or Hawm
lightly over them. 1745 P. Thomas jrnt. AnsotCs Voy.

329 'I hey sow almost all Manner of Grain, but Oats and
Lentils ; but these are.. apt to be shatter'd before Harvest.

1844 W. Barnes Poems Rur. Life (1848) 178 Nanny. .tore

the bai? wher she'd a-put Her share, an' shatter'd ev ry nut.

1887 Kentish Gloss. 1893 IViltsh. Gloss. Add. 201.

absol. 1589 Nashe Pasouifs Ret. D iiij, You haue lost

your iugling stick, your conueighance is such, that you
shatter, andcarrie not halfe so cleane as your freends would

haue you.

2. To break in pieces by a sudden blow or con-

cussion ; to dash into fragments, disrupt into parts.

< 1450 Lovelich Grail xui. 734 Here helmes he to-Clef

A-two, Here Scheldis he Aito-schatered Also. 1564 Stow
Mtrn. in Three 15th Cent. Chron. (Camden) 130 Y' backar

partes of y* same howsys wer all to blewne and shattard in

pecis. 1604 Drayton Afoyses n. 49 The slates fall shatt'red

from the roofe aboue. 1634 Milton Comus 799 Till all thy

magick structures rear'd so high Were shatter'd into heaps

o're thy false head. 1660 Boyle New Exp. Phys. Afech.

xxii. 166 Those light and subtle Fumes, .into which the Fire

it self shatters dry Bodies. 178a Cowper Gilpin 124 The
bottles twain behind his back Were shatter'd at a blow.

1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci. <$• Art II. 228 In this experi.

ment the glasses are often shattered to pieces. 1878 H uxley
Physiogr. 89 A thin glass vessel may easily be shattered by
sucking the air from its interior. 1883 Harper's Mag. Nov.

946/2 The light. ., striking against a series of.. prisms, fell

shattered and scintillating into a thousand . . beams.

b. To damage ruinously (a structure, a living

organism, a fighting force, etc.) by battery or violent

concussion ; to damage or destroy by fracture of

the parts.

a 1513 Fabyam Chron. vi. clxxix. (1516)104/1 Herepayred
Cyiies, townes & Castelles that by the sayd Danys were

shatered and broken. 160a Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 95 He rais'd

a sigh, so pittious and profound, That it did seeme to shatter

all his bulke. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 20 Feb. 1662, I return'd

home to repaire my house, miserably shatter'd by the late

tempest. 1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. v. 77

Vol. VIII.

The General had already one Arm broken, and his Knee
shatter'd with a Musket-shot. 1748 Ansori'j Voy. 11. iv. 167
These Spanish ships . . had been greatly shattered by a storm.

1854 Tennyson Charge Light Brigade iv, Cossack and
Russian Reel'd from the sabre-stroke Shatter'd and sunder'd.

1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting viii. 329 His face was
shattered with shot about the upper jaw, nose, and eyes.

c. jig., or with immaterial object. Also, to

damage or destroy the fortunes of (a person or

body of persons).

1683-4 Stillingfl. Serftt. (Job xxiii. 15) (1707) 343 No con-
sideration in the World doth so break in pieces and confound
and shatter the Spirit of a Man. 1690 Locke Govt. 1. xi.

§ 147 (169S) 143 When any Monarchy was shatter'd to pieces,

and divided amongst revolted Subjects, i860 Emerson
Cond. Life, Considerations Wks. (Bohn) II. 4i7Thewaror
revolution.. that shatters a rotten system. 1874 Green
Short Hist. viii. § 1. 457 The truth against which ecclesiasti-

cal dogmatism.. must always shatter itself. 1906 Pinches
Relig. Babyl. § Assyria tii. 37 An irresistible weapon,
which should shatter all his enemies;

d. To wreck (a person's constitution, nerves,

etc.) by sickness, hardship, or the like. Also, to

wreck the health, strength, or spirits of (a person).

1785 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 14 Dec, Everything shatters

her dear feeble frame. 1802 Med. jrnl. VIII. 212 Her
constitution, shattered by the frequent attacks it endured,
could not long hold out. 1848 Dickens Dombey lxi, Shattered

in mind, and perilously sick in body. 1887 PallMallBudget
21 Apr. 2/2 Continual riding to and fro in the steppes will

in time shatter the wiriest constitution.

e. To cause (earth) to crumble. 1 dial.

1891 Malden Tillage 58 This land must be stirred in frosts

as much as possible ; if it once gets baked into a harsh
condition, it will have to be allowed to get thoroughly dry,

when a rain will ' shatter' it.

3. inir. To become scattered or dispersed ; to

be shed or strewn about. Of grain, etc. : To drop

out of the husk from over-ripeness. Of a flower :

To drop its petals. Also with out.

1577 B. Googe HeresbaciCs Husb. 1. 36b, All Pulse. .are

speedily to be geathered when they be ripe, for they sud-

daynety shatter. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. (1681) 150
To gather them [sc. hops] before they shatter. 1733 Tull
Horse-hoeing Husb. xv. 202 The first Crop they let stand till

some of the Seed shatter d. 1904 Eng, Dial. Diet. s. v.,

Those oats are beginning to shatter out. Kent.

4. To become broken suddenly or violently into

fragments or separate parts ; to fly in pieces or

asunder. Also with up.

>567» x578 lsee Shattering///, a. 1]. 1626 Bacon Sylva
§ 841 Some Fragile Bodies breake but where the Force is ;

Some shatter and fly in many Peeces. 171a J. Morton
Nat. Hist. Nort/iampt. 108 A very hard, irregular, lump-
ish Stone, that does not hew well, but shatters with the

Tool. 1858 Kingslev Misc. (1859) I. 149 To hear that

chorus, as it pours round the fir-stems, rings against the

roof above, shatters up into a hundred echoes. 1867 Augusta
Wilson Vashti xvi, Promises, which shatter like crystal

under the hammer of the first temptation. 1896 A. E. Hous-
man ShropshireLad iv, Wake : the vaulted shadow shatters.

b. Of a body of men : To suffer disruption.

016x9 Fotherby Atheom. 1. v. § 2 (1622) 31 Religion [is]

the foundation of euery Citie, both gathering men, and
holding them vnaiumously together ; who else would quickly

shatter cleane asunder. 1687 tr. Sallust, Jug. (1692) 132 His
Army, compos'd of several Nations, having lost their Leader,

..shatter'd into several Parties.

O. Of earth : To fall or crumble in pieces. Also

with down. ? dial. (Cf. 2 e.)

1733 W. Ellis Chittern % Vale Farm. 234 It being a
black^ fat Mould,, .will by the Frosts, Rains, and Winds,.

.

shatter, crumble, and become hollow. 1891 Malden Tillage

49 Any pens which have been extra trodden in wet weather
should be picked out, and ploughed while frosted, so that

they may 'shatter' down on thawing. Ibid. Gloss, s. v.,

Clods shatter into flakes or meal-like particles, when they
fall to pieces from the effect of the weather.

5. To dash or strike noisily against some hard

object ; to produce sharp sudden sounds by shaking

or concussion ; to clatter, rattle, rare.

13.. Gaw. <r Gr. Knt. 2083 Brokez by led, & breke, bi

bonkkez aboute, Schyre schaterande on schorez, ber bay
doun schowued. 'la 1400 Arthur 90 Thus they hyw on
helmes hye, And schatered on wyb scheldes. 1623 J. Tay-
lor (Water-P.) World runs on Wheels Wks. (1630) n. 238/1

The casements shatter, tatter and clatter. 172a De Foe
Plague (1756) 196 Windows stood shattering with the Wind
in empty Houses, for want of People to shut them. 1904

Eng. Dial. Diet., Shatter, to rattle as the windows of a

carriage. Caithness. 191a M. Hewlett in Eng. Rev. Apr.

12 Slantwise comes the rain And shatters at the window-
pane To wake the hind.

f b. Of the teeth : To chatter. Obs.

168a Creech Lucretius v. 162 His Teeth all shatter, Limbs
all shake with Cold. 178a [T. Vaughan] Fashionable Follies

I. Ixiv. 109 His teeth shattered, his hair stood upright on
his head.

O. Of birds : To chirp, chatter, dial. rare.

17.. Bonnie Nancy i. in Maidment Ballads (1844) 13

Nancy's to the Greenwood gain To hear the gowdspink
shattering.

6. trans, and intr. To shake, wave, move to and

fro. rare.

a 1530 Heywood Wether 513 (Brandl) The wynde is so

weyke it..skantely can shatter the shyttyn sayle That
hangeth shatterynge at a womans tayle. 16. . Middletox,
etc. Old Law v. i. (1656) 61 1st possible these gowty legs

danc't lately, And shattered in a Galliard 1

7. Comb. : shatter-pate, -wit — Shatter-

brain ; shatter-pated, -witted adjs. = Shatter-

|

BRAINED. (In DlCtS.)

"775 Ash, "Shatterpate, a shatterbrain. 1727 "Shatter-

pated [see Shatter-brained]. 1901 Scotsman n Nov. 9/2
The shatter-pated pulpiteers. 1775 Ash, *Shattenvit, a
shatterbrain, an inattentive young fellow, a giddy girl.

Ibid., *Shatterwitted, inattentive, careless, giddy.

Shatter-brain. [See Shatteu v. 7. Cf.

Scatter-brain.] A person of * cracked ' brain or
wandering wits ; a giddy, thoughtless person.

1719 D'Urfey Pills II. 327 Sharks, Shagrags,. Shatter-
brains. 1788 Wesley Wks. (1872) VI. 448 A petit-maitre,..

or a shatter-brain of any kind. 1833 Hawthorne Eng.
Note-Bks. (1883) I. 459 However, she has undoubtedly a
mother's love for this poor shatterbrain.

attrib, 1837 Miss Mitford Country Stories n A shatter-

brain boy who did not know a violet from a nettle. 1839
T. Mitchell Frogs of A ristoph. Introd. p. cxii, A sort of
shatterbrain commingling of right and wrong in his intellect.

So Sha'tter-brained a., crazy, light-witted

;

giddy, thoughtless. (Cf. Scatter-brained.)
1727 Bailey vol. II, Skatter-brai/t'd

t
Shatter-pated, scarce

Compos Mentis, crazy-headed, hare-brain 'd, confused, act-

ing without Thought, &c. 1749 Lavington Enlhus. Meth.
iy Papists 1. (1754) 7 St. Ignatius Loyola, that errant shatter-

brain'd visionary Fanatic. 18x8 Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXII I.

483 The old, scatterbrained hag who is endeavouring to
frighten and murder the people of England. 1824 Scott
St. Ronaris xxv, This shatter-brained peer was, in other
respects, a handsome, accomplished man.

Shattered (jartsad),///. a. [f. Shatters.
+ -ed.] In the senses of the verb.
1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. lxv, His shatter'd Sails with

Rigging to restore. 167a Wiseman Wounds 1. x. ioi You
must make way to these wounds by removing the shattered
flesh. 1707 Freind Peterborotv's Cond. Sp. 71 To recruit

his shatter d Cavalry. 1796 Mme. D'Arblay Camilla ix.

xi, Her shattered nerves could not bear the interview. 1849
Robertson Serm. Ser. 1. x. (1866) 182 The languor of
shattered health. 1879 Farrar St. Paul (1883) 283 Paul
returned from this journey a shattered man.

fb. Scattered, not concentrated. Obs.

1687 Norris Misc., OfSeriousness 171 A man of a loose,

volatile and shatter'd humour.

Shatterer- rare, [-er 1
.] One who shatters.

With the quot. cf. De Quincey Coleridge Wks. 1863 II.

58 He was called, by one who weighed him well [sc. by M.
Mendelssohn], the alUs-zermalmender, the world-shattering

Kant.
1867 J. H. Stirling in Fortn. Rev. Oct. 381 The Alles-

zennatmender, the shatterer of the world [i.e. Kant],

t Shatter-headed, a. Obs. rare. = Shatter-
brained. (Cf. Scatter-headed.)
c 1686 in Brasenose Coll. Quatern. Monogr. (O.H.S.)II.

I. xii. 23 A shatter-headed Fellow of Brasen-nose College.

1713 Ctess WiNCHiLSEA Misc, Poems 226 Prithee, shatter-

headed Fop.

Shattering (fce'tarirj), vbl. sb. [-ing 1
.] The

action of the verb Shatter ; an instance of this.

Also concr., a shattered piece or fragment.

1658 A. Fox tr. Wurtz 1 Su?g. 11. xxviii. 191 The bone was
not black, all kept together, no shatterings nor splinters

in it. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. x. 100 The violence of the

storms, the shattering of our sails and rigging. 1863 Reader
31 Oct. 512 Mr. Coxwell's balloon was made by himself..,

and he has repaired all the shatterings it has received in the

cause of science. 1886 A thenmtm 6 Feb. 197/1 The sudden
shattering of his belief in a miraculous apparition.

Shattering, ///. a. [-ing 2.] That shatters.

1. That is broken up suddenly or forcibly ; falling

in pieces or asunder.

1567 Painter Pal. Pleas. (1890) III. 431 The foundation

..planted in shattring Soyle. 1378 T. Proctor Gorg.

Gallery, Sonnet agst. Detraction iv. D iv, In weltring waues

my ship is tost, My shattering sayles away bee shorne.

2. Ruinously destructive ; that breaks or destroys

by a sudden blow or concussion. Also fig.

1577 Kendall Floivers ofEpigr., Triples 27, 1 shield from
shatteryng showers the house. 1805 Sovthey Madoc u. ix.

65 Till one, or both, Dash'd down the shattering precipice,

should feed The mountain eagle ! 1847 De Quincey Joan

ofArc Wks. III. 235 Her answer to this was as shattering

as it was rapid. 1903 Morley Gladstone vi. v. II. 343 Mr.
Gladstone's description of a marvellous and shattering hour.

b. Of sound: rending the air, ear-splitting.

184a Tennyson Sir Galahad 5 The shattering trumpet

shrilleth high.

Hence Slia*tteringly adv.
1818 Moore Fudge Fam. Paris xi. 49 True he.. But

raised the hopes of men—as eaglets fly With tortoises aloft

into the sky—To dash them down again more shatteringly !

Shatterment (Jze'ta-iment). rare, [-ment.]

The act of shattering, the result of being shattered,

1841 Carlyle in T. W. Reid Life Ld. Houghton (1890) I.

256 It is above alt a new kind of shatterment that I suffer.

Shattery (Jae'tsri), a. [f. Shattek v. + -Y.]

1. Of rock, stone or soil : Apt to break in pieces

or crumble, friable.

1728 Woodward Fossils 7 A brittle Shattery sort of Spar.

1813 Boys Agric. Kent 65 In loose shattery soils. 1884

Nature 13 Nov. 34/2 The thin band of shattery uuartzite.

2. Of furniture, etc. : Loose, rickety, dial.

1844 Tupper Crock of Gold ii. 12 Each room has its

shattery casement. 1854 Miss Baker Nortkampt. Gloss.

II. 221 The chairs are very shattery.

3. Shatter-brained, giddy, dial,

1820 Wilbraham Cheshire Gloss.

Hence Shatteryness.
1851-9 Mallet in Man. Sci. Eng. 360 The degree of

shatteryness or compactness of the rock formations.

Shatterydan : see Shandrydan.
Shattow, obs. form of Chateau.
1744 M. Bishop Life <y Adv. 186 Then General Webb took

two Regiments.. and marched them along in order to beat

the French out of a Shattow.
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SHAUCHLE.

Shattuck, obs. form of Shaddock.

Shau, obs. form of Shaw, Show.

Shauchle (Jg-x'i), »• •&•
,
A
|f°

8 .hoohrt,

q shoohle, shachle, (shackle), shaughle. See

also Shaffle v. [Of obscure ongin : cf. Shail v.

The Ene dial, words shuckle (Kent) to shuffle along, orM along in walking, shackle to shuffle, to shake, joggle

( ee Ene Dial Diet.), and the G. schaukil a swing,

schaukeln( = MDn. schockelen) to swing, rock, in spite of

their similarity in form and meaning, appear to be uncon-

nected with this word; they app. T>elong to the root of

Shock i'.]

1. intr. To shuffle the feet.

i7ii Kelly Sc. Prov. 142 Had you such a Shoe on every

Foot you would shochel. c 1820 Hogg Sheph. Wedding 1.

Tales & Sk (1837) II. 152 Off comes Geordie, shaughle

shaughlin' wi' a' his pith. «i89s R., M'L. Calder in

Berwicksh. Bard (1897) 221 Hoo often we d.. shauchle alang

withoot object or aim.

2. trans. To put out of shape, distort ; to shuttle

out (shoes).

1805 Jamieson, To Shachle, to use any thing so as to dis-

tort it from its proper shape or direction, S. He hasskachlit

aw his schoon, he has put bis shoes quite out of shape [b>|

shuffling). 1875 G. Macdonald Malcolm I. xiv. 169 ' A
heelan' fowk's some kittle aboot their legs '. ' Dett shochle

them
!

' exclaimed the Partaness ;
' what care I for 's legs I

'

Shauchled ij9'x'ld). a. Sc. [f. prec. +-BD1.]

Twisted out of shape. (Said chiefly of shoes or

the feet)

1737 Ramsay Sc. Prov. (1797) 100 Ye shape shoon by your

ain shachled feet. 179s Burns Braiv Wooer vn, I spier'd

for my cousin . .And how her new shoon fit her auld shachl t

feet. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxviii, Bucklaw was welcome

to the wearing of Ravenswood's shaughled shoes. 1898 Ld.

K. Hamilton Mamkin xi, Richt soon We'se find wha's

glinked our scogie-lass, And gar him fill his shackled shoon.

SliauchUng(lg-xl")).i!!M a - Sc- [f- Shauchle

v. +ino^.] Shuffling in gait; infirm, unsteady

;

fig. shuffling, prevaricating, unreliable.

17SS Ramsay To Jas. Clerk 64 Debts I abhor, and plan to

be Frae shochling trade and danger free. 1826 J. Wilson
A'oel. Amlrr. Wks. 1855 I. 186 Chiels that would. .look

p.ouder, when taking their forenoon's airing alang Princes

Street, on a bitschachlin ewe-necked powney. .than Saladin.

a 1894 Stevenson Weir of Hermiston iii. (1896) 74 And I

would send no man to be a servant to theKing.. that has

proved such a shauchling son to his own faither.

Sh.auch.ly (Jg-x"), " &• AIso "ley- V-
Shauchle v. + -t.] Infirm, rickety, shaky. Of a

person : Unsteady in gait. (Cf. Shackly a.)

1830 J. Wilson Noct. Amir. Wks. 1856 III. 70, I think I

see him . . wi' that wee shauchly body the Marquis o'_ Win-
chester, and that great big muckle John Bull, Sir William

Curtis. 189S D. S. Meldrum Grey Mantle 272 Hey ! for

another ride in a shauchly gig, down the pitch-black roads !

Hence Shau'clUiiiess, unsteadiness.

1887 Willock Rosetty Ends xxi. 162 They had a limp

shauchleyness aboot their legs that suggestit [etc].

Shaugh : see Shahi, Shaw, Sheugh, Shooh.

Shaugh, sb.auh : see Shah.

Shaul ( J9I )• dial. Forms : 6 shawlde, showle,

7-8 shawle, 9 shaul. [Perh. subst. use of shalde,

obs. var. of Shoal a., shallow.]

1. A wooden scoop used for winnowing corn.

156a Withals Diet. 16/2 A trey or shawlde to wynowe
or wymble come with, ventilabrum, pala. 1674 Ray S.

f E. C. Words 76 A Shawle : a shovel to winnow withal!,

Suss. 1766 Compute Farmer, Shawle, a shovel used in

winnowing corn. 1884 W. Sussex Gaz. 25 Sept. (Advt),

Variety of tools, bushel, shaul, shovel [etc.]. 1908 Essex
Rev. XVII. 23 The flail has been displaced by a steam
threshing-machine, the barn-fan and the shaul by a win-

nowing-machine.

2. A wooden tub with sloping sides used for

kneading bread or for washing.
1600 in W. F. Shaw Memorials of Eastry {1870) 226 Ite.

in the buntting house one Bunting hutch, Two kneeling

snowies. 1887 Kentish Gloss., Shaul, Showle, a wooden tub

with sloping sides.

Shaul(a, Shauling : see Shoal, Shoaling.
Shaulm(e, obs. forms of Shawm.
Shault, obs. variant of Sholt, cur.

Shault, variant of Shalt Sc. dial. (pony).

Shaume, -melle : see Shawm, Shamble sb. 1

Shauneen, variant of Shoneen.
Shauntee, obs. form of Shanty a. (Jaunty a.).

Shaup, shawp (J"2p). Sc. [Prob. cogn. w. ON.
skdlp-r scabbard, Du. schelp, schulp shell.]

1. A pea-pod ; a case, wrapper.
1822 Galt Sir A. Wylie I. xxv. 228 But naebody can tell

what's in the shawp till it's shelt. 1850 J. Struthers
Poet. Wks. I. Autobiog. 101 Whether it was sold to be
read.. [or] cut.. into squares to be shaups for sweeties, he
knoweth not.

2. fig. An empty person.
1728 Ramsay Archers diverting themselves 78 Proud

shaups, dull coofs, and gabbling gowks.

Shauwe, obs. form of Show v.

t Shavaldour. Obs. Also shavaldwre, seha-
veldore,-dowr(e, sehawa(l)dour, -atour, schall-

dour. [Of obscure origin ; the form is app. AF.
In the Calendar of Documents relating to Scotland
III. 127 the word is quoted as schavaldurs from a

document of 1319.] A gentleman brigand of the

Scottish border ; a border-rider.
The word occurs, chiefly in Latinized forms, in 14th c.
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chronicles as the appellation of certain marauders in the

bishopric of Durham in the reign of Edw. II, some of whom
were hanged for plundering two cardinals on their way to

Scotland in 1317. Probably on account of the notoriety of

this incident, the word seems to have obtained some currency

in England in the 15th c.

[c 1330 Trokelowe Annates an. 1317 (Rolls) 99
|

Quidam
fatui de Northumbria, qui dicebantur ' Savaldores '. c 1335

R. de Graystanes Hist. Dunelm. xxxv. (Surtees) 94 (Bp.

Rich. Kellowe, 1310-1316) Schavaldos insurgentes in episco-

patu fortiter compescuit. ..Quidam. .qui portabat robas

Episcopi . . occidit quendam schavaldum vel praedonem,

Johannem de Wandel nomine, sed Regi familiarem. a 1347

Murimuth Contin. Chron. an. 1317 (Rolls) 27 Et per suos

schaveldarios marchiae inter Angliam et Scociam nee voluit

R. le Bruys permittere quod ipsi cardinales regnum Scociae

intrarent. c 1366 Knighton Chron. an. 1318 (Rolls) I. 413

Cumque in partes Scotia; [cardinales] venissent, insultavit

eos dominus Gilbertus de Mydelton miles cum aliis eleganti-

bus shavaldres, et eos..spoliaverunt. 01369 Sir T. Gray
Scalacronica (Maitland Club) 147 Les maufesurs estoint

appellez schaualdours.]

1375 Barbour Bruce v. 205 A knycht. .Said it wes to gret
I

perell, So neir the schavaldwris to ga. c 1380 Wyclif Wis.

(1880) 210 To ?eue costly clobis & manye to riche men &
mynstralis or shaualdours for worldly name. Ibid. 249

Ydel schaueldowris. c 1420 ? Lydg. A ssembly of Gods 675

Shamefull shakerles, soleyn shaueldores, Oppressours of

Eepyll. c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxvi. 4363 [He] gat til

ym a company, pat as schawadouris [v. rr. schawaldouris,

schawatouris] war walkande In til be wail of Anande. c 1440

Promt. Parv. 444/2 Schaveldowre, discursor, vacabundus.

c 1440-50 Brit. Mus. Addit. MS. 6716 If. 23 Revera gener-

osi inter nos dicuntur tales Schalldours Ryflours. Tales

enim frangunt thalamos magnorum, asportant bona,..et

spoliant religiosos.

Hence t Shavaldry (schauadry, oheualdre),

? plundering, lawless exaction.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3371 pat he [sc. a king] schape to na

schauadry [Dubl. MS. cheualdre] bat shend suld his fame.

Shave (jcW), so. 1 Forms : 1 sceafa, soeaba,

scafa, 4-5 schave, 7 shaffe, 4- shave. [OE.

sceafa wk. masc, corresponding to MDu. schave

(Du. schaaf) fem., OHG. scaba (MHG., mod.G.

schabe fern.), Icel. skafa fem. :—OTeut. *skaton-, f.

root *skdt>- : see Shave v. Cf. Shave-hook.] A
name applied to various tools adapted for scraping,

paring, or removing the surface of material in very

thin slices ; a drawing or paving knife ; also short

for Spokeshave, hoop-shave, etc
Frequently with distinguishing epithet as cooper's, mast,

round shave, etc.

C825 EpinalGloss. S$^Runci/la,\ocser rWsceaba. a 1100

Gerefa in Anglia IX. 263 iEcse, adsan, bil, byrse, scafan.

1352 Exch. Ace. Q.R. Bundle 20 No. 27 Pro vl. instrumen-

ts vocatis Shanes pro nave praedicta mundanda. 1390 Earl
Derby's Exped. (Camden) 20 Super officio scutcllane, ..pro

j hausak, et j schaue. c 1400 Lanfranc 's Cirurg. 127 Euene
the brynkis [of a hole cut m the brain-pan] with schauynge.

..pis schaue schal kutte on ]>e side bat foldib ynward.

1404 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 397 Item in custodia

Plumbarii.,2 schaves, cum maliotis, rakis [etc.]. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 444/2 Schave, or schavynge knyfe, scalpellum,

CF. scalprum. 1546 Langley tr. Pol. Verg.de Invent. 111.

x. 78 b, The Squire, the Line, the Shaue, the Pricker or

Punche were deuised by Theodor a Samian. x688 Holme
Armoury in. viii. 351/1 A kind of a small half round Plain,

of which the Fletchers have two sorts ; the first is termed a
Ripper;.. the next is the Shaffe, or Hollow Shade, it

worketh the same smooth and round, and fit to be made up
into an Arrow. Ibid. in. xx. (Roxb.) 249/1 He beareth sable,

a Smooth Shave, Argent, . . which some call a smooth shave-

ing Knife. 1780 Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Curriers

shaves, or Paring-knives. 1841 Penny Mag. 12 Nov. 447/1
The skains are thin ribands of willow, produced by passing

the splits through a kind of shave or plane. 1859 W. S.

Coleman Woodlands 65 In the manufacture of chip-hats..

young branches [of the White Willow] are taken and cut

into thin slices by an instrument called a shave. 1875 Car-

pentry ft Joinery 15 We now come to the two handed shave

or draw knife as it is often called.

b. Comb. : shave-iron, the blade of a shave or

drawing-knife. 1872 Spon's Diet. Engin. v. 1814.

Shave (p>v), sbfi [f. Shave v.]

1. Something shaved off ; a shaving, paring, thin

slice ; ffig. a sample, specimen.
Cf. Shive5a . with which, however, it is not etymologically

connected.
1604 T. M. Black Bk. F j b, You shall not sticke Benedick,

to giue a shaue of your Office [of cut-purse] at Powles
Crosse in the Sermon time. 1725 Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1.

i, Bannocks and a shave of cheese Will make a breakfast.

1788 Picken Poems 63 A shave o' cheese. 1875 Seaton
Fret Cutting vi. 56 Try and take off the smallest possible

shaves. 1890 J. Service Thir Notandums xi, I got the

lassock to fetch me. .a saft bile't egg on a shave o' laif.

b. ' Theatr. slang. The proportion of the receipts

paid to a travelling company by a local manager

'

(Farmer Slang 190a.)

2. An act of shaving the beard.

1838 Southey Doctor cliii. V. 203 And if the daily shav-

ings of one year . . could be put into one shave, the operation

..would be more than flesh and blood could bear. 1844
Dickens Mart. Chuz. xxix, Being here, I may as well have
a shave, and get trimmed close. X887 Tuer & Fagan First

Year Silken Reign v. 74 Barbers' shops, where a penny
shave had been the staple trade.

3. An act of swindling or extortion. Clean shave

{fig. ofsense 1): a complete swindle. Cf. Shave v. 7.

1863 Once a Week 7 Feb. 179/1 We doubt if any lady is

aware of the very clean shave she is constantly undergoing.

1881 Harper's Mag. Sept. 492/2 The benches [on Brighton

beach] are in one sense a shave. . . No sooner is a seat taken

than a beach-man.. demands a penny.

SHAVE.

b. ' U.S. cant, (a) An exorbitant discount on a

note, (b) A premium paid for an extension of the

time of delivery or payment, or for the right to vary a

stock contract in any particular' (Webster 1864-96).

4. Mil. slang. An unauthenticated report.

1813CAIT. R. M. CairnesZc/. toCol. W.Cuppage 11 June
(MS.), The shave of the day is that Burgos is evacuated and
destroyed : but this cannot surely be. 1898 Sir G. S. Robert-
son Chitral 322 In every camp in war time, there are curious
rumours called 'shaves ', which originate no one knows how,
and are disseminated with equal mystery. They are some-
times fantastic, but often curiously accurate.

5. A slight or grazing touch ; hence, a narrow
escape from touching, more emphatically a close,

near shave and the like. /*'/. &nd fig.
1834 R. H. Froude Rem. 23 Nov. (1838) I. 381, I seem to

myself to have had a shave, if indeed 1 nave weathered the
point yet. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. vii. 73 We passed
clear ; but it was a close shave. x866 Dickens & Halliday
Mugby Junction (All Year Round Cbristm. No.) 27/1 The
next instant the hind coach passed my engine by a shave.
It was the nearest touch I ever saw. 1892 Huxley in L.

Huxley Life (1900) II. xix. 329, 1 had a narrow shave to get
down to Osborne. 1894 Astley Fifty Yrs. Life I. 77
Accomplishing the distance . . with equally remarkable near
shaves of a collision.

b. Univ. slang.

1840 T. Hook Fitzhetbert II. ix. 239 Collegians glorying

in a ' pass ' (which the Oxford world called a ' shave ').

1840 J. T. J. Hewlett P. Priggins xvi, Getting through
his great-go by a shave, i860 [see Shave v. 10 c].

Shave (Jf'v), v. Forms : Inf. 1 seaeban,
sceafan, scafan, scsefan, (3 yd pres. seaft,

sca3ft), 4-5 schaf(e, sohave, 4 Sc. shawe, 5
sehavin, schaffe, Sc. sohaiff, 5-6 scheve, 6

shawe, 7 schaive, 4- shave. Pa. t. 1 so6f, 4-5
schove, s(c)hoof(e, (4 shoove, Sc. sehufe), 5

shufe, schof(e, (sohave, shoef), 5-6 shove, (6

Sc. sehuif) ; weakforms 4 sehaved(e, schavyde,
6- shaved. Pa. pple. 1 seeafen, scafen, 4-5
sehaven, -yn, shavyn, schave, shave, (4 soha-

vun, 5 shavon, 5-6 sehavin, 6 Sc. sehaven,
sehaifEyn, 7 Sc. sohevin, 8 Sc. schawin, 3-

shaven; also 3 isohaven, 3-4 i-schave, 4
y-shave ; weakforms 4- shaved, (6 Sc. schavit).

[A Com. Teut. verb (originally strong) : OE.
sceafan str. corresponds to OS. {*scaban) scavan

(glossing planare, scalpere), LG., Du. sehaven,

OHG. scaban, scapan (MHG. schabun, schuop,

geschaben, mod.G. schaben wk.), ON. skafa, skif,

skafenn (Sw. skafva, Da. skave), Goth, skaban, f.

Teut. root *ska3-.

It is doubtful whether the pre-Teut. form is *skobh.(= root

of L. scabere to scratch, scabies itch) or *skap- (= root of

Gr. aKaTTTeiv to dig, a-xairam] spade).]

1. Irans. To scrape, to scrape away the surface

of, to cut down or pare away with a sharp tool,

thereby removing very thin portions of the surface.

Also with off. + To shave on : to put on by
shaving or grating.

£725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) P 539 Poleo, scaebe. a 900
tr. B&da's Hist. 1. i. (1890) 30 Man scof bara boca leaf be of

Hibernia coman, & ba sceafban dyde on waiter, c 1205

Lay. 22293 Sum scseft horn, sum scaft ban. 13.. E. E.
A Hit. P. B. 1 134 Polysed als playn as parchemen schauen.

c 1366 Royn. Rose 941 But they [arrows] were shaven wel and
dight. a 1425 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 84 Eueryday
I schoue be bare bone with instrument preparate ber-to.

a 1450 Myrc 1822 And schaf hyt after, bat ys be-bled, And
do be schauynge for to brenne. 1542-3 Act 34 tr 35 Hen.
VIII, c. 6 Pinnes..shalbe..wel smetned, the shanke wel

shauen. 1584 Lyly Campaspe Prol. at Crt, The Persian

kings sometimes shaued stickes. a 1655 Sir T. Mayerne
Archimag. Anglo-Gall. No. 16 (1658) 8 When they are

baked, shave on a little sugar. 1688 Holme Armoury 111.

xx. (Roxb.) 235/2 The Scalpra or Scraping Toole ; it is to

scrape or shave bones with all. 1784^ Cowper Task 11. 585
A monitor is wood—plank shaven thin. We wear it at our

backs. 1856 Olmsted Slave States vi. 395 In the woods I

sawanegro. .shaving shingles. x88s5/. James'sGaz. 2 Jan.

6/2 The shaver, with a few long sweeps of this implement,

quickly shaves down his raw material mto supple hoops.

b. To scrape or pare (a skin, hide, etc.). spec, in

Currying, To pare away the inequalities of and

thin down (leather).

1467 in Eng. Gilds (1870) 396 Also, that no Sadeler,

Bochor, Baker, ne Glover .. shave flesh, skynnes, or huydes,

but above the Brugge. 1530 Palsgr. 717/1, I shave, as a
tanner dothe his leather, Je planie. Nowe that his hydes

be tanned, se howe easely he shaveth them. 1839 Ure Diet.

ArtsyiZ The currier., next applies the cleaners., to remove

or thin down all inequalities. After the leather is shaved,

it is thrown once more into water. Ibid. 379 Hides intended

for covering coaches are shaved nearly as thin as shoe

hides.

c. Hat-manuf. To smooth with pounce, sand-

paper, etc. (cf. Pounce v.s i).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Pouncing Machine, a machine

for shaving or rubbing the surface of a hat or hat-body to

rid it of shaggy fibres. X902 [see Luring vbl. sb.2].

2. To remove by scraping or paring ; to cut oft

in thin slices or shavings ; also to shave off.

1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxvi. 4 And I shal shaue [Vulg. radam]

the dust of it [sc. Tyre] from it. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

VIII. 129 Gold i-schave of seyntes schrynes. 1398 — Barth.

De P. R. xix. xvii. (1495) 874 Yf a man purposyth to shaue

other to wasshe the colour Minius out of the perchemyn.

1635-8 Archdeaconry of Essex (MS.) Minutes 243 b, The
officers found him.. in a barne where he is vehemently sus-



SHAVE.
pected to be shaving of barke. 1639 O. Wood Alph, Bk.
Secrets 46 Take Iuniper thinne shaved, and the Berries
bruised. 1680 Moxos Mech. Exerc. xiii. 221 Its sharp
Edge scrapes or shaves off the little roughness the grosser
Tools left upon the Work.

3. To cut off (hair, esp. {he beard) close to the
skin with or as with a razor. Also with away, off.
c 1320 R. Brunne*s Medit. 966 Whan Iewes had dampned

hym deb for to haue, Shamely berde and hede gun bey
shaue. 138a Wyclif Lev. xiv. 8 He shal shaue alle the
heeres of the bodi. c 1386 Chaucer Shipm. T. 309 With
crowne and berde all fressh and newe y-shaue. 1430-40
Lvdg. Bochas 1. i. {1544) 3 Goddes angell shoue away his
berde. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. iii. (1883) 93 And the other
ought to shaue berdes and kembe the heeris. 1530 Palsgr.
701/2 He hath shavyn away all the heare on his heed. 1535
Coverdai.e 2 Sam. x. 4 Then toke Hanun the seruauntes of
Dauid, and shoue of the one halue of their beerdes. 1584
B. R. tr. Herodotus n. 88 In what house soeuer there dies
a cat, all of the same family shaue their eyebrowes. 1606
Shaks. Ant. fif CI. 11. iL 8 Were I the wearer of Anthonio's
Beard, I would not shaue't to day. 1781 Gibbon Decl. <$- F.
xix. (1787) II. 140 The ceremony of shaving his beard,.,
when he first exchanged the cloak of a Greek philosopher
for the military habit of a Roman prince. 1843 R. J.
Graves Syst, Clin. Med. vii. 86, I immediately order the
hair to be shaved off. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii.
Take my counsel, and shave off them mustachios, or they'll
bring you into mischief. Ibid, xxxiv, Mr. Bowls's young
man.. brought him his hot water to shave that beard which
he was so anxiously expecting. 1901 Alldridge Sherbro
xx. 197, I observed other women with the wool shaved off
just above the forehead.

t b. fig. To shave (a person's) beard, to bring
to discomfiture. Obs.
c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4340 Hir berdes shaued

he right smothe & dene. 1418 Man, beware! 53 in 26 Fol.
Foems 6* Er drede and repref by berde shaue.

4. To cut off the beard, whiskers, or moustache
from (aperson, his chin, upper lip, etc.) with a razor.
c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2120 loseph was sone in prisun tSo hojt,

And shauen, & clad, & to him bro^t. c 1386 Chaucer
Merck, T. 582 He kisseth hire.. With thilke brustles of his
berd vnsofte. .ffor he was shaue al newe. c 1440 Alphabet
0/ Tales 305 Ther was.. a passand curios barbur, and for
euer-ilk man bat he shufe he tuke a peny. 252* in 10//1
Rep Hist. MSS. Comtti. App. v. 400 No man shalbe made
ire unlesse he . . shave his upper lipe wicklye. i6ix Bible Gen.
xlL 14 And he shaued himselfe, and changed his raiment.
1628 J. Taylor {Water-P.) Pennyless Pilgr. C 1 b, This
Gentleman, .sent to me his Barber, Who laird, and shau'd
me. 1650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 125 Shaving the Chin is
justly to be accounted a note of effemmacie. a 172a Foun-
tainhall Decis. (1759J I. 10 As in barbers shops he who is ,

first wet is first shaven. 1748 Smollett Rotl. Rand, viii,

Stepping into a barbers shop to be shaved. 1838 J. H.
Merivalb Foems I. 93 Who, were the razor ne'er so bright
and keen, Would never think it shaved him clean. 1863
Geo. Eliot Romola 1. xvi, To be shaved was a fashion of
Florentine respectability. 187a J. Yeats Techn. Hist.
Cotnm. 72 The practise of shaving the chin was commenced
in the days of Alexander the Great.

b. transf. andyi^".

1589 Nashe PasquiFs Ret. Wks. (Grosart) I. 128 And
Sprignols man told me (as he trimd me the other day) that
there is a new Barber in London, about to shaue the Bible.
1799 Holcroft Mem, (1816) III. 229 A stiff breeze.. de-
scribed by a sailor, who swore that it shaved him. 1855
Browning Old Pict. in Flor. v, The church's.. face set full
for the sun to shave. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XI. 519/1 [Beaver
hat making.] The coarse hairs or kemps which may be in
the fur are cut off by shaving the surface with a razor.

5. To remove the hair from (the bead, crown,
etc.) with a razor. Also (now rarely) with the
person as object ( *= to shave the head of).
Shaving the head is often jocularly referred to as a remedial

operation for maniacal excitement.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 (MS. C) (3« schulen beon] 3ef ;e wulle<5

i-schauen, hwase wule ieveset. a 1340 Hampole Psalter,
Song Moses 522 pe whilk [prisoners] was wont to be »hauyu
be heuyd, & so solde. c 1370 Robt. Cicyle 53 Thou art a
fole, seyde the aungelle, Thou schalt be schavyn ovyr ylke
a dele. 1400 Caxton Eneydos xxiv. (1890) 88 And thenne
came out the olde witche of charmouse magyque, . . alle her
hed shauen. 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden Ep. Ded. A 3,
There is a.. Doctor of late very pittifully growen bald
and thereupon is to be shauen immediately, to trie if that
will helpe him. 1600 J. Hamilton Facile Traict in CatA.
Tract. (S. T. S.) 235 Wemen with barne . . to be set vp in ane
opin place with the half of thair haid schevin. 1603 Shaks.
Meas./or M. iv. ii. 187. 1685 Baxter Paraphr. N. T. Acts
xxi. 22 They [Nazarites] are to shave themselves ceremoni-
ously in the Temple. 1770 Langhorne Plutarch I. 5
{Theseus) He shaved, however, only the fore part of his head.
1819 Shelley Peter Bell vu iv, Another fsaid]

—
' Let him

shave his head ! Where's Dr. Willis?'
_ 1886 F. W. Robin-

son Courting Mary Smith \\. 11. xviii. 72, I believe I am
nearly off, and they'll be glad to shave my head in a day or
two. 1906 W. H. R. Rivers Todas xxviii. 663 The Mel-
garsol again resemble the Teivaliol in not shaving the head
after a funeral.

b. esp. To tonsure as a cleric, j Frequently
with complement, lo shave (a person) a monk,
canon, priest, friar ; also, to make (a ' crown

')

by shaving.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 121 He. -Clede him all as a clerke
& his croune shauys. c 1400 The Brut Ixvii. 63 This traitoure
..put oppon him an habite of religioun and lete shaue him
a brode crone. 1430-40 Lydc. Bochas vin. xix. (1554) 189 b,

Constance, .forthwith anon Was shaue a Monke. 1481
Caxton Reynard viii. (Arb.) 18 Were ye amonke or an
abbot he that shoef your crowne hath nyped of your eeris.

1536 Bellenden Cron. Scot. (1821) II. 200 He past to the
abbay of Sanct Andros, and schuif him thair ane chanoun.
1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 164 Calsa Same was.,
to goetoa church neare Miaco..to be shaved a prist, a 1691
D. North in R. North Lives (1826) II. 312 Who will, may

643

I

shave himself a friar. 185s Milman Lat. Chr. (1864) II. iv.
: ™- 395 Irene.. seized, scourged and shaved into ecclesias-

tics the chief of her son's adherents.

fc. To shave (a person's) crown: to cut off or
gash the head (with jocular reference to clerical
tonsure). Obs.
13.. Cocrde L. 4568 Every Sarezen that they tnette. .by

the schuldren they schoof the crown. 13.. Guy Warm. 3651
pouhastaciounschauento bebon. 14.. Beues riioQiiS. N),
I schaue IMS. S schofej him a kroune of red blode. 1593
Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 51 GYar/.. .Now by Gods Mother,
Priest, He shaue your Crowne for this.

d. Proverb.
1626 T. H[awkins] tr. CaussinS Holy Crl. 1. ix. 77 For if

Enuy (according to the prouerbe) will offer to shaue an eg,
she will mow in a meadow, [orig. Car si c'enuie ttrntl survn
eeuf, que neferaelle sur vnpre.] 179. Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Odes to Kien Long 11. Wks. 1792 III. 299 Curst with an
av rice, some would shave an egg.

6. a. absol. Of a barber. .
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Baitista) 1020 His barboure

tald hym til, gyf he wald haf don £>er wil, he had schorne his
hals in twa, to schaf bat quhen he sujd ga. c 1386 Chaucer
Miller's T. 140 Wei koude he laten blood and clippe and
shaue. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. iL (1883) 90 He made hys
doughters to lerne shaue and kembe. 1689 Lond. Gaz. No.
2483, 4 He shaves and makes Periwigs. 1718 Free-thinker
No. 95. 283 A poor Barber who shaves for Two-pence.

b. intr. for rejl. To shave oneself.
*I7I5 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 219 He was quickly

dressed, but would lose no time in shaving. 1837 Scott
Surg. Dau. ii, I have seen the Doctor with a langer beard
himsell, when he has not had leisure to shave. 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. xxvi, Even archbishops shave, or must be
shaved, on a Sunday.

7. trans. To strip (a person) clean of money
or possessions (? obs.)

; fto treat stingily (obs.);
to practise exaction.or extortion upon ; to fleece.
Also absol. Now colloq. or slang.
t More emphatically to shave to the quick (see also Quick

sb.' 4b,quot. 1551).

'"399 Chaucer Purse 19 Now purse.. Oute of this tovne
helpe me . . Syn that ye wole nat bene my tresorere, for I am
shave as nye as is a Frere. 1540 Palsgk. Acolastus 11. iv.M iv, He shall be pollyd and shauen by vs, tyll he shal not"M" halfepennye lefte. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII,
143 The religious.. were charged with greate sommes of
money to the kyng, and now this sodain visitacion or preda-
cion, cleane shaued them. 1606 Dekker Seven Deadly Sins
VI. (Arb.) 40 Then haue you Brokers yat shaue poore men by
most iewish interest. a 1610 Healey Theophrastus (1636)
4? Hee measureth miserably to his servants; shaving, and
pinching them to a grain. 1768 Goldsm. Good-n. Man iv,
We should never travel without—a case ofgood razors. . . But i

no matter, I believe we shall be pretty well shaved by the
way. 1830 D. Booth Analyt. Diet. 220 To Shave, in low
language, is to strip a person of his property by unfair '

means. 1861 Mrs. H. Wood East Lynne xlix, I bought this
rig-out yesterday, second-hand. Two pounds for the lot ! I
think they shaved me. 1864 Hotten's Slang Diet. (1865) j

s. v.,
' To shave a customer ', to charge him more for an article '

than the marked price. Used in thedrapery trade. Whenthe
!

master sees an opportunity of doing this, he strokes his chin,
[

as a signal to his assistant.

b. absol.

i5»8Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 75b, This..shavinge..of
the heare .

. is to them a remembraunce to shere and shave, to 1

hepe benefice apon benfice [etc.]. 1641 Milton Ch. Govt.
'

ii. in. 50 Thus then the civill Magistrat looking only upon
the outward man. . . Sometimes he shaves by penalty, or
mulct. ..Otherwiles he seres,., and finally ..cuts off. a 1700
B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, He shaves close, he gripes, squeezes,
or extorts very severely. 1816 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837)
IV. i. 7 Economy is the order of the day, and I assure you
they are shaving properly close,

t 8. To steal, slang. Obs.
1585 Fleetwood in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 303 Shave

is to ffylcbe a clooke, a sword, a sylver sponne or such like,
that is negligentlie looked unto. 1719 D'Ukfey Pills III.
105 The Maidens had shav'd his Breeches.

9. To cut off cleanly or closely. Also with off.

t To shave out one's way : to get out by cutting
down obstacles.

1598 Svlvester Du Bartas 1. i. 584 He . . Shaves with keen
Sythe, the glory and delight Of motly Medowes. 1614
Gorges Lucan x. 447 She.. from his corps his head did
shaue. 166c Koxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 437 Brave Smith in the
Mary did shave out his way As Reapers do Wheat, or as
Mowers do Hay. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. vi. 193 The peak
[of his cap] was shaved off close to his temple by a ball.

1836 Halliburton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxii, They are afeard to
show their noses.. lest they should be shaved off by our
shots. 1897 Mary Kincsley IV. Africa 164 The Fans, who
are very slowly shaving the trees from the top of the hill.

b. To cut off closely the growth of (ground, a
lawn, etc.); also transf. of artillery fire.

1764 Dodsley Descr. Leasowes in Shenstone's Wks. (1793)
I. 48 Ground.. that before is kept close shaven. 1788 in
Ld. Auckland's Corr. (1861) II. g8 Our lawn is shaved so
close by the goats. 1820 Shelley Witch 0/Atlas xlviii.

Like a meadow which no scythe has shaven. 189a Bierce
In Midst 0/ Life 56 An artillery fire that will shave the
ground the moment they break from cover.

10. To touch lightly in passing, to graze ; hence,
barely to escape touching.
1513 Douglas AEneis vm. i. 137, I am God Tibris..

Quhilk..Bettis thir brayis, schawand the bankis doun [L.
stringentem riyas], 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 634 Som times
He [Satan] scours the right hand coast, . . Now shaves with
level wing the Deep, then soares Up to the fiery concave.

*777 tT. Swift] Gamblers 1. 213 There [at Tennis] Tomkyns
shaves the Line ; or flying sends The whizzing Globe.
1885 Field 7 Feb. 168/1 An attempt of Evelyn's which just
shaved the bar. 1888 Barrie When a Man's Single xi. 181
Three hansoms shaved him by an inch. 1890 ' Rolp Boldre.

SHAVELING.
wood' Col. Reformer (1891) 128 As we turned one corner
we hung nearly over the cliff, just shaved it

b. intr. To shave through : to get through only
by grazing (that which has to be passed)

; fig. to
scrape through, barely pass (an examination).
i860 Hotten's Slang Diet. (ed. 2) s. v., At Cambridge,
just shaving through ', or ' making a shave ', is just escap.
ing a pluck ' by coming out at the bottom of the list. 1882
Freeman in W. R. W. Stephens Life e, Lett. (1895) II. 256
Another who had barely shaved through his matriculation.
1887 Poor Nellie (1888) 45 It would be too late for the straits.
You can only shave through at half-tide.

IL trans. U.S. slang. To discount (a promissory
note) at an exorbitant rate of interest ; also to shave
paper. (Cf. Shaver 2 b.)

183a Webster s. v., To shave anote, to purchase itat a great
discount, a discount much beyond the legal rate of interest.
(A low phrase.) 1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J. Dcnvning xv.
(1835) 92 He says, .he is makin a good livin in shavin drafts
from t to 1* per cent., which the U. S. Bank used to take
and collect for nothin. 1834 '

J. Downing ' A ndrew Jackson
29 Ihe Pontius Pilates who shave notes and receive niggurs
111 pawn. 1890 Gildeesleeve Ess. tj- Stud. 225 He could
not have made both ends meet by ' shaving paper ' at thirty-
six per cent.

Shaved (J^vd), ///. a. [f. Shave v. + -ed 1.]
In the senses of the verb. Cf. Shaven ///. a.

1. a. Cut off in very thin slices or shavings.
Also, trimmed or polished by shaving.
1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans. XVIII. 134 She gave him

Oriental Bezoar shaved. 1747 Wesley Prim. Physick
(1762) 96 Half a Pound of fresh shaved Lignum Guiacum.
1855 Imperial Gazetteer I. 261/2 He wears, .ornaments of
shaved sticks in his hair.

b. Having the hair, beard, etc. cut closely with
a razor. Of the head : Tonsured.
1786 Pogonologia 34 A shaved chin was always a sign of

slavery, infamy, or debauchery. 1837CARLYLE Ar. Rev. II.
iv. ii,_ Jurant.and Dissident, with their shaved crowns, argue
frothing everywhere. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvi,
Gentlemen in shaved heads and yellow jackets. z888 F.
Hume Mine. Midas I. ii, A clean shaved chin.

C. Of a beaver hat : Having the fur cut close.
185a R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 214 Crowning

himself witha shaved white hat. 1861 Whyte Melville
Mkt. Hard. ii. 15 The way in which he wore his shaved hat
and stuck his hands into the pockets of his wide-skirted
grey riding-coat.

d. Leather-trade. Of a hide : Pared with a
shaving-knife.

1892 Daily Neivs 23 Mar. 2/6 The stocks of some articles
are short, especially of. . shaved hides

2. U.S. slang. Naif shaved, partly intoxicated.
1834 Atlantic Club.book I. 138 (Farmer) When I met him,

he was about—yes—just about half shaved. 1836 Hali-
burton Clockm. Ser. 1. xxii, When he was about half shaved
he thought every body drunk but himself.

Skavee (j£'v<
-

). jocular, [f. Shave v. + -ee.]

One who undergoes shaving by a barber.
1826 Miss Mitford Village II. 187 His chin covered

with lather, he having been the identical customer—the very
shavee, whose beard happened to be under discussion.
1838 Southey Doctor cliii. V. 204 Whether he were .. a self-
shaver, .or merely a shavee.

Shavegrass (
f«'-vgras). Also 5 sohave-, 6

sohavi-, 7 sheav-. [f Shave z>. + Gkass sb. Cf.

Shave-rush, Shavewort.] A plant of the genus
Equiselum (see Horse-tail 2) ; esp. E. hyemale.
c 1450 A Iphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 37 Cauda equina, Cauda

caballina idem est. angl. schauegres. 1548 Turner Names
ofHerbes (1881) 64 Polygonum femina is called in Englishe
thycke Shauegrasse, or short Shaue grasse. 1597 Gerarde
Herbal II. ccccxlii. 956 This small or naked Shaue grasse,
wherewith Fletchers and Combemakers doe.. polish their
worke, riseth out of the ground like.. Asparagus. 1693
Urquhart's Rabelais III. Ii. 408 It is more, .hurtful than.,
the Sheavgrass to the Mowers of Hay. 1773 Hawkesworth's
Ace. Voy. III. 644 [It] bites upon wood almost as keenly as
the shave-grass of Europe. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 613 Rub*
bing with horse's tail (shave-grass) the parts to be yellowed.
Ibid., Rubbing the whole work with shave-grass, to remove
any granular appearance. 1857 Miss Pratt Floiver. PI. IV.
386 Rough Horsetail, Shave-grass, Dutch Rush.

Shave-hook. [f. Shave v. + Hook si.] A
plumbers' tool consisting of a blade, commonly
triangular, set transversely in a handle, used for

scraping metal preparatory to soldering.
143a Muniments Magd. Coll. Oxf. (1882) 11 Item, j led-

knyif;. J shaff-hoke. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. K(Y(i8(,6) 40
Shaffe hokesxviij. i486 Ibid. 46 Shave hokes. xviij. 1688
Holme Armoury in. 307/1 He beareth Sable, a Cross Staff
in Fess, between a Plummers shave Hook, and a Leaden
Plummet, proper. 1843 Holtzafffel Turning I. 445 The
parts intended to receive the solder are scraped quite clean
with the shave-hook.

Shaveling (pi-vliq), si. (and a.). Forms:
see Shave v. ; also Sc. 6 scheavelyng, sohavel-
(l)ing, sohevel-, schaifl-, sohewell-, sc(h)awe-,

7 shaweliug, shavelling. [f. Shave v. + -ling *.]

A. si. 1. A contemptuous epithet for a tonsured

ecclesiastic. (Very common in 16th and 17th c.)

1529 Frith Antithesis 96 The Pope sayeth..I excom-
municate all them that aske eny toll or tryoute of me and
my shavelinges. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 385 Monkis and freiris witht all the rest of
scawelingis. 1647 Trapp Comm. 1 Tim. v. 1 Ierk him not as
. .the Bishops and their shavelings did Henry the 2. ofEng-
land, till the bloud followed. 1824 Byron Deformed Transf.
11. iii, Cleave yon bald.pated shaveling to the chine 1 1884
Tennyson Becket 1. iii, And that too, perjured prelate—and
that, turncoat shaveling ! 1911 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 492
Counting up the number of shavelings still in France.
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SHAVEN.

b. (C*. A person with shaven head. rare.

»6»i Br. Mouktagu Diatribe hi. 532 Lycurgus would haue

the Spartans wcare their hair long. . : forslaues were shaue-

lings for the most part.

2. A youth, young shaver \ rare.

1854 Whyte Melville Gen. Bounce xiv, The very young.

est 8? the shavelings who aspire to dandyism. 1894 W«f-

man Man in Black viii, ' He is a runaway ! the voice said.

..* Rouse up the little shaveling, will you ?

B. adj. 1. Of, pertaining to, or characteristic of

a tonsured ecclesiastic.

1577 Test. 12 Patriardts (1581) 24 margin, The shauelyng

generation. 1581 J. Bell Hodden's Answ. Osor. 281
;

Wheresoever that shavelyng marke of the Romish Prelate
,

is emprinted. 1865 Kingsley Herew. iv, But they were only
,

honest canons with wives at home, and not shaveling monks.

2. Shaven, having the hair cut off.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 283 Those shaueling and short
{

haired Stallions.

Shaven (J^v'n), ppl. a. Forms: see the verb.

[Strong pa. pple. of Shave v.]

L = Shaved ppl. a. 1 b. Chiefly of the head,

crown, or of a person ; often = tonsured.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 16704 Peres of

Langtofte, a chanoun Schauen y be hous of Brydlyngtoun.

c 1400 ApoL Loll. ^Camden) 80 Wil bu hast habit and schauin

croun. a 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxvi. 28 Quhill preistis
'

come in with bair schevin nekkis. 1528 Tindale Obed. Chr.
(

Man 60 margin, The shaven nacion hath put christ out of

his rowme. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 397 His wiues

in blacke, with shauen heads, continually mourne. 1647

Trapp Comm. 1 Cor. i. (1656) 662 Hence it grew to a proverb

in times of Popery, That hell was paved with Priests shaven

crowns, a 1774 R, Fergusson/Wwj-(i8o7)24o Wi' powder'd

pow and shaven beard. 1781 Cowper Charity 55 Their

prince .. Died, by the sentence of a shaven priest. 1888

Kipling Departm. Ditties (ed. 3) 24 And red and ever

redder grew the General's shaven gill. 1909 J. McCaue
Decay Ch. Rome i. 2 Processions of shaven monks.

absol, 15*8 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 79 margin, The
spirte perteyneth vnto the shaven only.

b. Comb.
1591 Troub. Raigne K. John xi, Yee shamelesse shauen-

crowne 1 1837 Dickens Pickw. xxix, Which had been

called Coffin Lane ever since the days of the old abbey, and
the time of the shaven-headed monks. 1897 Allbutt's Syst.

Med. III. oooThe intestine presents the well-known shaven-

beard appearance. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., Shaven-beard
appearance, a peculiar appearance of the enlarged intestinal

glands in typhoid fever.

2. Of turf, grass : Closely cut.

163a Milton Penseroso 66, I walk unseen On the dry
smooth-shaven Green. 17x6 Lady M. W. Montagu Ep. to

Ld. B~t 15 in Dodsley Poems (1748) I. 115 The shaven

turf presents a lively green. 1853 Whyte Melville Digby
Grand xix, Three short turns on the general's shaven lawn.

i886Corbett Fall Asgard I. 144 The silvery Gula winding
peacefully between the shaven meadows.

3. Trimmed or polished by shaving.

1660, 181a Shaven latten [see Latten i b]. 1788 Cowper
Death Mrs. Throckm. Bulfinch 23 On props of smoothest-

shaven wood. 1793 — Tale, * In Scotlanas realm \ 'Twas
shaven deal. x8oa Wordsw. Resolution $ Indep. xi. 72
Himselfhe propped . . Upon a long grey staff ofshaven wood.

Shaver (J^'vai). [f. Shave v, +-ER 1
.]

L One who shaves with a razor.

c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-Wfllcker 652/9 Hie rasor, shaweie.

1483 Catlu Angl. 333/2 A Schaver, tonsor, barbitonsor (vbi

Barbwre A.). 1593 [implied : see 3 below]. 1628 Ford
Lovers Mel. 11. ii, Shall I fetch a Barbour. .? He. .has not

been vnder the Shauers hand almost these foure yeeres.

1777 Johnson in Boswell (1904) II. 125 Sir, of a thousand
shavers, two do not shave so much alike as not to be dis-

tinguished. 1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xix, The bird-

fancier was an easy shaver also, and a fashionable hair-

dresser also. 1906 B. Capes Loaves ty Fishes 165 And any
shaver [will tell youj, that his razor, after maltreating..one
side of his face, will repent.

fig* *64l Milton Ch. Govt. n. Concl. 64 If they [the Pre.

latry, likened to Delilah] be such clippers of regal power and
shavers of the Laws.

2. t & One wno pillages or plunders ; an ex-

tortioner. Cunning shaver : a swindler, sharper.

1534 Whitinton Tullyes Offices in. (1540) 144, I wyll not

speke of murderers,, .theues, pollers and shauers in this

place. 1606 Dekker Seven Deadly Sins vi. (Arb.) 39 A
shauer of yong Gentlemen, before euer a haire peepe out of
their chinnes : and these are Vsurers. 165a J. Wright tr.

Camus' Nat. Paradox vi. in This bred a suspition..that

they were some cunning Shavers that intended to surprise

them, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shaver, a Cunning
Shaver, a subtil, smart Fellow. 1726 De Foe Hist. Devil
(1822) 272 The Devil is a cunning shaver. 1785 Grose
Diet. Vulgar T., Shaver, a cunning shaver, a subtle fellow,

one who trims close, an acute cheat. x8oo Weems Wash-
ington L (1877) 6 A shaver of farthings from the poor six-

penny pay of his own brave soldiers I 1815 W. H. Ireland
Scribbleomania 242 Those scribes for collectors close shavers.

1823 ' Jos Bee ' Diet. Turf. s. v., ' He's a ..haver
' ; said of

one who charges high for his goods.

b. U.S. (Seequot. i860.)
1813 Jefferson Writ. (1830) IV. 199 This, .the States

have.. alienated to swindlers and shavers, under the cover
of private banks. 1819 H. McMurtrie Sk. Louisville 124
(Thornton Amer. Gloss.). [The operation of discounting]
affords fine sport to shavers. 1849 Hawthorne Twice-told
T., Mr. Higginbotham 71 As he's a real shaver, I'll have the
minister .. for an indorser. i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer.,
Shaver. . . This word, in the United States, is applied to

money brokers, who purchase notes at more than legal

interest. Banks, when they resort to any means to obtain
a large discount, are also called shavers, or shaving banks.

3. =» * Fellow *, * chap
'

; also, a humorous fellow,

joker, wag. Now commonly of a youth, with the
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epithet young, little ; the wider application seems

to be now only dial.

159a Marlowe Jew ofMalta n. iii. E, Itha. . . I can cut and

shaue. Bar. Let me see, sirra, are you not an old shauer?

Ith. Alas, Sir, 1 am a very youth. 160a 2nd Pt. Return

fr. Parnass. 1. ii. 264 Locke and Hudson, sleepe you quiet

shauers, among the shauings of the presse. 160a Rowlands
Greenes Ghost 39 Such iollie shauers .. haue I knowncto
sit vp all night,.. quaffing and swilling at the Tauerne.

163s Cranley Amanda 37 Thou art. .not coy..Totry the

courage of so young a shaver. 1649 Davenant Love <$ Hon.

v. iii. 144 Say'st thou so, old shaver? 1698 FarquharZots

St Bottle m. i, Who would imagine now, that this young
shaver could dreamofa woman so soon. 1786 Burns Dream
xi, There, Him at Agincourt wha shone, Few better were

or braver ; And yet, wi' funny, queer Sir John, He was an

unco shaver For monie a day. 1854 Marion Harland Alone

ix, I have known him since I was a shaver. 1887 Besant
The World Went ii, Forty-five years ago I was just such a

little shaver as this. 1899 J. Lumsden Edinb. Poems 25

Grahame, Campbell, Pollok, Burns, and Tannahill Are worth

ten shiploads o' sich shavers still

!

trans/. 189a Sarah Hewett Peas. Sp. Devon Pref. 9 A
North Devon Colonel of Militia, on seeing a hare jump up..,

exclaimed :
' There 'e go'th, bwoys ! a lashing gert shaver !

'

f b. Mad shaver : a roysterer. Obs.

1611 Cotcr. s. v. Enfant, Enfant de la mate, a ruffin,

backster, swash-buckler, swaggerer, mad shauer. a i6a5

Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 11. iv, Leo [old soldier]. Here's a

mad Shaver, He fights his share I am sure. . . Lieu. I learnt

it of my Betters. 1651 Fuller's Abel Rediv. 63 Erasmus
going abroad somewhat early one morning, was met in a

narrow lane by a company of madde shavers. 1664 Cotton
Virg. Trav. 62 My mother's a mad Shaver, no man alive

knows where to have her.

4. One who shaves hoops ; more fully hoop shaver.

1885 St. James's Gaz. 2 Jan. 6/1 The chief shaver whistles

as he brings his blade down a strip of hazel with a hiss.

+ 5. A shaving instrument or tool. Obs.

1558 Warde tr. Alexis' Seer. 114 b, Fynally, with the

saied shaver, or sharp yron, make the sayed pypes or con-

duites holowe. 159a Wills $ Inv. N. C. (Surtees) II. 252,

ij cheshels and a shaver. 1597 Middleton Wisd. Solomon

xiii. 12 As when a carpenter cuts downe a tree,.. He pareth

all the barke most cunningly, With the sharp shauer of

his kniues abuse. 1648 Hexham u.,Een Schaej ken, a small

Shaver, or a chiping Axe. Ibid., Een schrabber, a Rasour,

or a Shaver.

b. A shaving machine.

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf. Leather xvii. 255 With this

improved cutter cylinder the Rood shaver is able to shave

the best quality skins.

Shaver, obs. form of Shiver v.

Shave-rush. U.S. rare. [f. Shave v. +

Rush sb. Cf. G. schaberausch.] = Shave-grass.

i8a« T. Nuttall Trav. Arkansas 53 Eguiselum hiemale

or Shave-rush.

Shavery (J^'-vsri). nonce-wd. [Jocularly formed

on Shave v. + -ery, after slavery] Subjection to

the necessity of being shaved (lit. and Jig.).

Quot. 1549 refers to the avaricious oppression of tenants.

1549 Latimer 1st Serm. be/. Edm. VI, D iiij b, All suche

procedynges..do intend plainly, to make the yomanry
slauery, & the Cleargye sbauery. 1838 Southev Doctor

cliii, Oh pitiable condition of human kind ! One colour is

born to slavery abroad, and one sex to shavery at home 1

Shaves, obs. pi. form of Sheaf.

f Sha'vester. nonce-wd. [f. Shave v. + -ster.]

A barber.
i6ao Shelton Quixote 11. i. 7 Well; is this the Tale,

Mr. Barber (quoth Don Quixote) . . ? Ah, goodman Shauester,

goodman Shauester [orig. A Setter rapista, Seilor rapista !]

T Shave-weed. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shave v. +

Weed sb.] = Shave-grass, Shave-rush.
1691 Aubrey Let. 5 Aug. in Ray Corr. (Ray Soc.) 237

Shave-weed used by artists (which they have from Holland).

t Sha'vewort. Obs. rare. [f. Shave v. +
Wokt sb.] = Shave-grass.
c 1450 Alphita (Anecd. Oxon.) 82 Hircina, ..caudaequina

• .schafwort.

Shavie (J>vi). Sc. [f. Shave sb.2] A trick.

1767 W. Meston Poems 129 And so to fortune I must leave

ve, I wish she play not you a shavie. 178s Burns Jolly

Beggars, But hurchin Cupid shot a shaft Ttat play'd a

dame a shavie. 1785 — 2nd Ep. to Davie, The warl' may
play you mony a shavie ; But for the Muse, she'll never

leave ye. 1884 D. Grant Lays * Leg. North 97 It played

her sic a shavie, Knocked o'er a sauce-pot in her lap.

Shaving (P1-vin) >
vbl- sb - U- Shave v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action of scraping or cutting off a thin

slice from a surface ; an abrasion.

1390 Earl Derby's Exped. (Camden) 22 Pro hedynge iiij

doliorum pro floure imponendo, et pro hopes et schauyng
dictorum doliorum. a 1433 tr. A rdeme's Treat. Fistula, etc

84 pe schauyng of be bone profited nobing. 1595 Duncan
App. Etym. (E. D. S.), Intertrigo, galling, or shauing. 1688

Holme Armoury 111. 87/1 In the Curriers Art. Shaveing,

is the taking down of the thickness of the Leather.

2. The action of removing the hair from the head

or face with a razor ; an instance of this.

138. Antecrist in Todd Three Treat. Wyclif^(1851) 147

Antecrist makib hise [priests] knowen by crowne & berdes

schauynge. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 306 When I tuke bod

a peny for a shavyng, I couthe wele spar som syluer euer-

ilk day. isa8 Tindale Obed. Chr. Man 73 margin, Shav.

inge is borowed of the hethen and oylinge of the Jewes.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 62 Their Priests vsed

shauings of the head and beard. i8a3 Byron Juan xiv.

xxiii, Men for their sins Have shaving too entail'd upon

their chins. 1837 Dickens Pickvi. ii, The operation of

shaving, dressing, and coffee-imbibing was soon performed.

1891 Fakrar Darin. $ Dawn xxxvii, His arrival at full

manhood, as marked by the shaving of his beard.

SHAVING.

+ b. = Tonsure sb. 2. Obs. (? nance-use.)

1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gov. Eng. 1. viii. 25 Theodore

Archbishop of Canterbury.. placed Bishops over each

[diocese], every one of them being of the right Roman
stampe, as himselfe was of the right Roman shaving.

3. concr. A thin slice taken off the surface of

anything with a sharp tool ; esp. a thin slice of

wood cut off with a plane. Chiefly //.

c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 686 What, deuel of belle !

shulde it ellis be? Shauyng of siluer siluer is, parde. a 1435

tr. A rdeme's Treat. Fistula, etc 46 Puttyng in be shauyng
oflard wib be iuse of porres. Ibid. 50 Chauyng of lard, c 1440

Promp. Parv. 444/2 Schavyngys, ofboordysor treys, rasure.

1575 Turberv. Faulconrie 160 You shall not give them .

.

the shaving of a hasell wande. 1592 Nashe Four Lett.

Confut. Wks. 1904^ I. 271 These.. might haue beetle buried

with his bookes in the bottome of a drie-fatte, . . amongst
the shauings of the Presse. a 1661 Fuller Worthies,

Devon (1662) 1. 248 We call the Shavings of Fish (which are

little worth) Cubbings. 1680 MoxON Mech. Exerc. xii. 212

[It] is only capable to cut a narrow Shaving off of the Work.
1760 R. Brown Compl. Farmer 11. 68 All shavings of horns

..is good manure for land. 1843 Holtzapffel Turning I.

151 When the ivory hollows are thin. .the material would
be turned entirely into shavings. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam
Bede 1. i, The slanting sunbeams shone through the trans-

parent shavings that flew before the steady plane. 1887

Ruskin Prxterita II. 361, 1 worked with a carpenter until

I could take an even shaving six feet long off a board.

attrib. 1863 J. Hannett Bibliopegia (ed. 6) 379 The
shaving tub, over which is placed the cutting press. .is a
frame of wood for holding the shavings, &c, from the cutting

of the edges. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories

45 The magazine or shavings room should be arranged to

allow the dust to pass off at the top.

b. (See quot.)
a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shavings, the Clippings

of Money.
e. transj. xa&Jig.

1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid. v. (1704) 298 Is the King
immortal.. to be put off with the chips and shavings of

devotion? 1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life 11. iii. Wks. 1718 I.

228 And all the Stock of Learning, they pretend to, is a few

shavings of Wit, gathered out of Plays and Romances.

191a Engl. Rev. Sept. 234 Small gleams, shavings and

suffusions of light, were escaping from seams in the ship.

d. Phrase. To a shaving, completely, exactly.

1804 R. Anderson's Cumbld. Ball. (1808) 90 She'll suit

thee till a sbavin. i8a8 [Carr] Craven Gloss, (ed. 2),

Shaving, a tittle, a nicety. ' It fits to a shaving.' 1843 J.

Ballantine Gaberlunzie's Wallet 24 The farmer applauded

this song.. exclaiming, *'od man, ye hae hit aff Peter till a

sbavin '.

4. slang. The action or process of defrauding.

1606 Dekker Seven Deadly Sins vi. (Arb.) 40 Then haue

you the Shauing of Fatherlesse children, ..and thats done

by Executors. The Shauing of poore Clients especially

by the Atturneyes. 1841 C. E. Lester Glory <( Shame
Eng. I. 38, I have been very much astonished to find the

systemof pettyshaving soextensivelycarriedon in England.

b. U.S. The discounting of bills at an exorbi-

tant rate of interest.

1834 Niles' Register (Baltimore) 5 Apr. 85/2 These rates of

shaving.

5. attrib. and Comb., as shaving-basin, -cup,

customer, -day, -glass, hand, f -house, -jug,

-machine, -mug, -paper, -paste, -pot, -powder,

-shears, -shop, soap, -strop, -tackle, -thing, -tin,

utensil, water, whittle; shaving-board (see

quot.) ; shaving-box, a small round box con-

taining a piece of soap and a lathering brush

;

shaving-brush, {a) a brush used to put on the

lather before shaving ;
(b) (see quot. 1884) ;

shaving-cloth, f(a) ? emery cloth for shaving

wood, etc. ;
(b) a cloth to cover a person's chest

when being shaved
; f shaving-grass = Shave-

grass ; f shaving hat, ? a hat made of shavings
;

in quot. attrib. ; shaving-horse (see quot.)

;

f shaving-iron, (a) a razor; (b) a plumbers'

Shaving-hook ;
(c) a shoemakers' paring knife

;

t shaving-knife, (a) a paring tool, spec, a shoe-

makers' knife ; (£) a razor ; t shaving-linen =
shaving-cloth (a); t shaving-mill, U.S., a small

privateer used during the Revolutionary war and

the war of 181 2 ; shaving muscle (see quot.);

shavings room (see 3) ; shaving-tool (see

quot.) ; shaving tub (see 3).

1488-9 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 282 Pro sowdyng de

le *schavyng bassynnys, ad. 1597-8 Wills * Inv. N. C.

(Surtees) II. 180 One deepe shaving bason and cover. 1885

St. James's Gaz. 2 Jan. 6/1 The rude yet sufficient engines

upon which hoops are shaved. Each of these consists of

a small slanted beam, the ' *shavingboard '. 177s Pennsyl-

vania Even. Post 27 July 325/2 Brushes, *shaving-boxes

and black-ball of the best quality. 1841 Thackeray

Gt Hoggarty Diamond i. It was about the size of the

lid of a shaving-box. 1838 Southey Doctor chv. V. 210

He shaves, .sans *shaving-brush,..sa»l everything except

a razor. 1884 Britten & Holland Plant.n. 427 Shaving-

brush. Centaurea nigra, L. 1417 in Rogers Agric. Ar

Prices (1882) III. 476/2 *Shaving cloth. 1 ell../6- 1483

Cath. Angl. 333/2 A Schavynge clathe, ralla. 1540 10

Vicary's Anat. (1888) App. II. 107 Item to Cornells Ways,

that gave a shaving cloth wroght with gold vjs vnjd. IS5»

Bury Wills (Camden) 150 Tenne shavinge clothes. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech., *Shaving-cup, a cup with compart-

ments for hot water and soap, for convenience in shaving.

1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Nov., Did you not make over

your house,.. and nine-and-twenty shaving customers, to

me ? 1710 Swift Jrul. to Stella 1 1 Sept., I am rising to go

to Jervas to finish my picture, and 'tis *shaving-day, so
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good-morrow MD. 1839 [Miss Maii LAND] Lcil.fr. Madras
(1843) 265, I fear it will all end in buying *shaving-glasses
and penny prints to stick up in his house. 1538 Turner
Libeihts, Hippuris, •'Shavynge gyrs. 1561 Hollybush
Horn. Apoth. 37 Take y* lesse* Shauing girss, called also

Cattes tayle and Earth yuy of eche two handfull. 156a J.
Hlvwood Prov. <•»• Epigr. (1867) 177 One barber can haue
but one *shauyng hande. 1723 Loud. Gaz. No. 6192/11
Elizabeth Robinson,.. *Shaving Hatmaker. 187s Knight
Diet. Meek., * Shaving-horse, a narrow bench or trestle on
which the workman sits astride while shaving down work
with the drawing-knife or spokeshave. 1401-3 Durham
Ace. Roils (Surtees) 300 Sol. pro vitriacione cujusdam fenes-

tre in le *Shavynghous, 12^. C1440 Promp. Parv. 424/1
Rastyr howse, or schavyng howse,.. barbitondium. 1352
Wynnere <$ Wastoure 185 in Gollancz Pari.3 Ages (Roxb.)
96 And alle the lethire . . Schynethe alle for scharpynynge of
the *schauynge iren. 1541 Aberdeen Keg, (1844) I. 176 The
steilt to scherp the [shoemakers'] schawing jrne. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade,*Shaving jug. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 564/18 Ansorium, a *shavyngknyf, or a trenket.

1530-1 MSS. Duke Rutland (Hist MSS. Comm.) IV. 269
tor shavinge knyves bought for my Lorde, \'ys. v'uyd. 1647
Hexham i, A shaving knife, ten scheer-mes. 151a in Rogers
Agric. 4- Prices (1882) III. 483 *Shaving linen. .ells. @ /s-

1897 C. T. Davis Manuf Leather xvii. 254 *Shaving
machine.. for shaving the alum, acid and combination tan-
nages. 1781 Independent Chron. (Boston, U.S.A.) 19 July
3/3 in Trans. Col. Soc. Afass. (igio)XI. 223; A small boat, one
of the noted *Shaving-Mills, which continually infest our
bay. 1813 Salem Gaz. 12 Oct. 4/1 (ibid. 224) The Kairhaven
shaving milt.. has sailed from Boston on a cruise. 1895
Stores'' List, *Shaving Mugs. 1912 Keith Human Body
xii. 188 The skin over the chin has a curious muscle which
acts on it, sometimes named the ' "shaving ' muscle, as it is

employed to steady the skin of the chin against the razor.

1839 Dickens Nich. Nick. liv, A few bank notes for

*shaving paper. 1808 Times 5 Nov., *Shaving Paste,
newly invented. 1537 North Country Wills (Surtees

1908) 148 A *shavinge potte, a shavinge bason. 1841
Thackeray Gt. Hoggariy Diamond vii, A man.. brought
me a silver shaving-pot of hot water. 1768 Goldsm.
Good-n. Man iv, We should never travel without—a case
ofgood razors, and a box of 'shaving-powder. 1855 Brown-
ing Holy-Cross Day ii, Shame, man ! greedy beyond your
years To handsel the bishop's 'shaving-shears ? 1844 Dickens
Mart. Chuz. xxvi, Sweedlepipe's easy *shaving-shop. Ibid.,

tit] could not remove the smell of *shaving-soap. 1909
H. G. Wells

<
Tono-Bungay 111. i. § 2. 269 With the name

on the . . *shaving-strop. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxv, I don't
see his_ "shaving tackle. Nor his brushes, Captain. 1797
Scott in Lockhart (1837) I. viii. 262 A case with 'shaving-
things, combs, and a knife, fork, and spoon. 1825 J. Nichol-
son Qfer. Mech. 624 The *shaving-tooI is used for getting
the slates to a smooth face for skirtings, floors of balconies,
&c. 1823 Scott Qnentin D. xxvi, That last remark upon
the "shaving utensils. 1853 Whyte Melville Digby Grand
xxiii, "Shaving- water at seven, breakfast at eight.

Shaving (J^vin), ///. a, [f. Shave v.+
-ING 2

.] That shaves, in the senses of the verb.

x6n Cotgr., Frerot, a shauing, or shifting, fellow, i860
[see Shaver 2 bj. 1897 Meredith Amazing Marriage xxxvi,
A shaving Northeaster.

Shaw (J§.),
sbl Now arch, and dial. Forms:

1 sceasa, sca3a, 2 scauhe, scawe, 3-7 shawe,
4 senate, 4-6 schawe, 4-6, 8-9 schaw, 5
8cha ghe, 6 Sc. pi. shauis, 8 shave, 9 (Kingsley)

shaugh, 5- shaw. [OE. sc(e)aga wk. masc,
corresp. to NFris. skage farthest edge of cultivated

land (Outzen), ON. skage wk. masc, promontory
(cf. sense 3 below), skaga to project ; related to

OE. sceacga Shag jMj and (by ablaut) to ON.
sk6g-r wood, Scogh.]

1. A thicket, a small wood, copse or grove.
755-7 in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1885) I. 258 Terra ilia juxta

silvam quarn dicunt Tocca sceajta. 987 in Kemble Cod.
Dipt. (1845) III. 229 Dis syndon oa landjxmaero to West- 1

wuda. .of flacre hlywan suS onbutan faers scajan on 3a die
[etc.) a ijoo Newminstcr Ckartul. (1878) 75 Per has

|

devisas, a rivulo propinquiore le Hangande-scauho versus
1

septentrionem. Ibid., Usque ad rivulum primo nominatum
|

propinquiorem ab Hangandescawe. a 1300 Thrush <$- Night, i

xxi. in Rel. Ant. I. 244 Hy beth bri^ttore ounder shawe,
Then the day, wenne hit dawe. c 13*5 Orpheo 242 In somer

,

he lyveth by hawys, That on hauthorne growth by schawys.
13.. Gaw. .y Gr. Knt. 2161 At a schaje syde. c 1386
Chaucer Cook's T. 3 Gaillard he was as Goldfynch in the
shawe. 1390 Gower Con/. II. 333 Hou he to love untrewe
was.. And tok his lust under the schawe^ Ayein love and
ayein his lawe. 6-1400 Anturs of Arth. vi, pei..suwene to >

be souerayne within schaghes schene [v.rr. undur thescha
schene, in cleues so dene}, c 1440 Bone Flor. 1504 Tymely
as the day can dawe, He led her thorow a feyre schawe.
c 1480 Hknryson Mor. Fab., Cock fy Fox 411 Ane lytill fra !

this foirsaid Wedowis hous, Ane thornie schaw thair wes
j

of greit defence, Quheirin ane FoxcMaid his repair.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 516 Berdis schoutit in
j

schaw, with thair schill notis. 1573 G. Harvey Letter Bk.
(Camden) 127 In the shawe there lurkes an Ufavorid padd. !

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 15 Paslay quhilke i

is situat amang cnowis, grene woodis, schawis, and forrest

fair, t-1730 Ramsay Eagle <$• Robin 57 Straicht to the
schaw he spred his wing. 174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit.
(ed. 3) I. 159 In a Shave belonging to the Estate of Sir
^ohn Hales. 1787 Burns Let. to W. Nicol 1 June, A new-
lawn plumrose in a hazle shaw. 1816 Scott Old Mort.

xliii, Saddle the gentleman's horse, and lead him . .ahint the
thorny shaw. 1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy xvi. 131
The wet cloggy footpaths through the sbaws and copses.

collective. 1871 Kingsley At Last ii, Compared with
which European parks, .are but paltry scrub and shaugh.
transf. 17*1 Ramsay Prospect ofPlenty 21 O'er shawsof

coral and the pearly sands.

b. In the same sense, shaw of wood (arch.);

also greenwood shaw. Cf. Woodshaw (common
in ME. verse).

a 1400 Octouian 355 As he rood be a wodes schawe. 146a
in Finchale Priory Charters, etc. (Surtees) 0.5 An othir
parcell o wod also cald the lewod on the estsicT, and buttes
atte northend apon a shaw o wod of the said William
Tillyall, and atte estend apon the more. 1483 Cath. Angl.
334/1 ASchawe of wod, virguUum. 156a Phaer sEneid
viii. Xiiij, Among the rootes on ground in greenewood shawe
A Sowe of syse vnseene. .they sawe. 1600 Fairfax Tasso
viii. lii, Under the greene wood shaw. 1837 R. Nicoll
Poems (1842) 86 Through yonder greenwood shaw. 1893
Stevenson Catrhna xxix. 346 One night in Scotland in a
shaw of wood by Silvermills.

2. spec. A strip of wood or underwood forming
the border of a field. Cf. Shaw v.1

1577 V. Leigh Surv. I Ij, What shawes, or good hedge-
rowes of wood be about euery fence. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. (1681) 331 A Shaw, a Wood that encompasses a Close.
1736 J. Lewis Isle of Tenet (ed. 2) 38 Shave, a small Copse
of Wood by a Field Side. 1798 J. Middleton Agric.
Middlesex 136 Divided into small inclosures by high hedges
and broad shaws. 1843 Darwin in F. Darwin Life fy Lett.
(1887) I. 320 A country.. possessing a certain charm in the
shaw'3, or straggling strips of wood, capping the chalky
banks. 1859 Luard in Archxol. Cant. II. 6 There had
been a shaw partly covering the place where we were
digging, i860 H. Ainsworth Ovingdean Gr. 8 A large
close, encompassed by a shaw, or fence of low trees.

3. (See quot.)

1813 J. Hogg Queen's Wake Notes 353 Shaw, .likewise.

.

denotes the snout, or brow of a hill ; but the part so de-
nominated is always understood to be.. broad at the base,
and contracted to a point above.

Shaw (J§), *M Sc. [Of obscure origin
;
perh.

a use of shaw Show sb. with the sense * what shows
above ground '.] The stalks and leaves of certain

plants, esp. potatoes and turnips.

1801 Farmers Mag. Nov. 412, I..made trials as to the
effects of cutting the haum, or shaw, as it is commonly called
in Scotland, at different stages of its growth. 1812 Sir J.
Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 258 The shaws or tops of the
plants being removed. 1813 J. Hogg Queen's Wake 68
But mine was made of ane humloke schaw, And a stout
stallion was he. 1851 Rural Cycl. IV. 178 Shaw, the haulm
of potatoes, beans, and similar plants. 1887 Annie S. Swan
Gates of Eden xv. 202 The potato fields, with only heaps
of sodden shaws and the long, newly-filled pits to tell of
what had been.

Shaw, sb.z Sc. pvar.ofSHOWj^.] (See quot.)
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 163 The fore legs [of

oxen] are usually farther apart than the hind, but the hind
at times, when the shaw or cod is large and fat, is as much
and even more apart.

fShaw, vA Obs. [TShaw^. 1
] trans. To

fence or border (a field) with a Shaw (sb. 1
2).

1610 Folkinghah Art of Survey 11. ii. 49 Collaterage
Actiue, as siding, furrowing, balking,., hedging or shawing,
immounding, impayling [etc.]. Ibid., Compound Contig-
ua.ll Boundage is more significant, as side-haying, head-
shawing, &c.

Shaw (J9), v.2 Sc. [f. Shaw sb.%\ trans. To
cut off the tops of (potatoes, turnips, etc).
188a Jas. Walker Sc. Poems 86 She maun shaw the frosty

neeps. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss~Hags lvi, I heard the
horrible crunch as of one that shaws frosty cabbages with a
blunt knife. 1895 W. C. Fraser Whaups of Durley iv. 43
All were busy..shawing turnips.

Shaw, obs. form of Shah, Show v.

II Shawanese (jgwaim'-z), a. [A variant of

the name Shawnee, a tribe of North American
Indians.] Shawancse-salad

i
the edible leaves of

Hydrophyllutn virginicum.
1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 133 Hydrophyllum virgini-

cum is used as a salad, under the name of Shawanese salad
in North America. 1866 Treas. Bot. s.v. Hydrophyllum.
Shawder, obs. form of Shadder v.

158a in Trans. Jetuish Hist. Soc. Eng. (1903) IV. 94 The
Charges of gettinge, shawdring and carrieing the ure [sc.

Copper ore J.

Shawe, obs. form of Shah, Shave v.

Shaweling, obs form of Shaveling.

t Shaw-fowl. Obs. rare. [f. shaw (of obscure

origin) + Fowl sb.

It is improbable that the first element is shazu, the northern
form, of Show v. Cf. WFlem. schuw, scarecrow, but it is

not easy to see how this can be formally connected.]

A scarecrow, alsoj^*. Also an artificial bird set

up as a mark for shooting at.

1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribae 323 As Sbaw-Fowles are in

a Corne- Field, which skarre away the Crowes and Birds at

first erecting. 1624— GoggTo Rdr. 2 Terrible Shawe-fowles
to skarre poore Soules. Ibid* n. 13 Vou set up a Shaw foule

for a mark and shoot your bolt at it yourselfe alone. 1624
— Imtned. Addr. 131 If they vrge Angelicall Reuelation,
then that vnanswerable Argument of the Controuerser is but
as a Shaw foule, in a Corne field. 1625 in Cosin's Corr.
(Surtees) I. 45, I feare not those shaw-foules of convention.

1654 Tuckney Death Disarmed 78 Such shaw-fowls do not
scare me. 1678 Phillips (ed. 4), Shawfowl, an artificial

Bird made on purpose for Fowlers to shoot at.

Shawfron, variant of Shaffron.
Shawgh, obs. form of Shah.
Shawhee, obs. form of Shahi.

Shawl (J§1), sb. Forms: 7 schal, scial,

chal, 8 shaul, 8- shawl, [a. Pers. JU* shal\ the

word has been adopted in Urdu and other Indian

langs., and hence into all the European langs. : F.

chile (fschall)y Sp. chal
t
Pg. chale, It. scialle, G.

shawl (from Eng.), Du. sjaal, Sw. schal, sjal, Icel.

sjal, Da. shawl (from Eng.), Russ. inaJLb shaft.

The spurious word shairl (also in comb, shairl-goat m
Kbawl-goat : see below) which is found in many recent Diets.,

is due to a misprint in B. P. Wright Animal Life (1S79)

165 ; the index has correctly shawl and shawl-goat.]

1. An article of dress worn by Orientals (com-
monly as a scarf, turban, or girdle), consisting of

an oblong piece of a material manufactured in

Kashmir from the hair of the Tibetan * shawl-

goat ' (see 3 b).

1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. vi. 316 The
richer sort have, .another rich Skarf which they call Schal,

made of a very fine stuff, brought by the Indians into Persia.

1666 Havers P. delta ValWs Trav. E. India 123 They
had such colour'd clothes as in Persia they call Scial, and
use for girdles, but the Indians wear them cross the shoulders.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. in. 37 At alltimes
when they go abroad, they were a Chal which is a kind of
toilet of very fine Wool made at Cachmir. 1727 A. Hamil-
ton New. Ace. E. Ind. II. xxxvi. 50 And when they go
abroad, they [women] wear a Shaul folded up, or a Piece
of white cotton Cloth lying loose on the Top of their

Heads. 179a tr. Rochon $ Madagascar in Pinkerton Voy.

(1814) XVI. 760 There are few oriental travellers who are not
acquainted with those fine woollen stuffs known in Bengal
by the name of shawls, which the Mahometans use for

turbans. 1003 Sir A. H. Layard Aulobiog. I. iii. 145 A
thick shawl in endless folds round their waists.

2. As the name of an article of clothing worn in

Europe and the West, chiefly by women as a
covering for the shoulders or, sometimes, for the

head ; originally applied to the imported ' Cash-
mere shawl* (= sense 1 above : see Cashmere),
but in later use extended to denote an oblong or

square piece of any textile or netted fabric, whether

of wool, silk, cotton, or mixtures of these.

The imported ' Cashmere shawls ' had usually elaborate

patterns, in which a prominent feature was a peculiar orna-

ment shaped something like a pear, with the narrow end
continued into a curve. These patterns are often imitated in

'shawls' of European manufacture.
The use of the shawl as an outdoor garment is now con-

fined to the poorer classes.

T7°7 Sterne Let. to Eliza x, I dreamt.. that thou earnest

into the room with a shaul in thy hand . - you folded the shaul

about my waist. 1777 Phil. Trans. LXVII.485 TheShauls
all come from Cassemire. . [their] material the produce of a

Thibet sheep. 1782 European Mag. II. 68 Many a lady

shrouded in a Shrawl Xjtread Shawl]. 1782-3 W. F. Martvn
Geog. Mag. I. 44 Those fashionable handkerchiefs, which the

English ladies have of late years worn under the name of

shauis. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. 'T., Yng. Lady's T. II.

544 The servants . . were unfolding for her notice a rich, and
remarkable Indian shawl. 1817 Byron Beppo lxxxv, The
Count was at her elbow with her shawl. 1834 McCulloch
Did. Comm. (ed. 2) s. v., The finest Edinburgh and Paisley

shawls. 1840 Malcom Trav. 9/1 The thin cotton shawls

covering not only the whole person but the head, are lent

them every morning to wear in school, and kept beautifully

white. 1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xxxii. (1878)

552 Miss Oldcastle appeared in her bonnet and shawl. 1902

Alice Terton Lights <$- Shadows Hasp. ix. 139, I just

wropped the baby up in a shawl.

b. Worn round the neck as a protection from

cold.

1834 Bal'oo I. xii. 208 (Stanf.l Fold your shawl close round
your throat. 1837 Dickens Pickw. ix, Emma, give Pickwick a
shawl to tie round his neck. 1859 Sala Gasdight <$• D. vii.

85 A gentleman with a very shiny hat, a very long shawl,

and an indefinite quantity of thick great-coats.

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as shawl-

cloth , counterpane, girdle, goods, kind, -pin, stuff,

turban, -weaver, -work, wrap; shawl girt, -shaped

adjs. ; shawlwise adv.

1841 Moorcroft Trav. II. 169 A strong *shawl-cloth

called Patu. 1791 Trans. Soc. Arts (1792) X. 196 A *Shawl
Counterpane, four yardssquare, i844E.YVARBURT0NOv«*tt/
<y Cross (1846) II. xvii. 251 The [Turkish] smugglers gathered

round the door of the tent, their *shawl girdles stuck full of

pistols and yataghans. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. 11. lviii, The
wild Albanian kirtled tohis knee, With #shawl-girt head, and
ornamented gun: 1783 G. Forster Joum, Bengal to Eng.
xiii. (1798) II. 19 A portion of the revenue of Kashmire
is transmitted to the Afghan capital in *shaul goods.

1835 Court Mag. VI. p. ii/i The fronts are trimmed with

a lappel of the *shawl kind, of black velvet or silk, i860

Worcester, *Shawl-pin, a pin for fastening a shawl. 1873

B. Harte Fiddlctown 10 Her shawl pin and a soiled cuff.

1898 Daily News 2 Apr. 6/5 The *shawl-shaped capes.

1841 Moorcroft Trav. II. 186 An immense variety of arti-

cles of "shawl-stuff are manufactured in Kashmir, besides

the shawls themselves. 1815 Elphinstone Ace. Caubul
(1842)1. Introd. 31 He wore the Persian dress, with a cap and
a *shawl turban over it. 1842 Vicne Trav. Kashmir II.

121 A first-rate *shawl-weaver will occasionally earn one

small rupi a day. 1897 Mary Kingsley IV. Africa 223

When they wear anything on their heads it is a handker-

chief folded *shawlwise. 1909 Chamb. Jrnl, Oct. 640/2

These stitches originally were used for *shawl-work. 1879

Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Househ. Managem. 23 You should

have your *shawl wraps and rug handy for use on deck when
it is chilly.

b. Special comb. : shagwl-dance, a dance

originating in the East, in which a shawl or

scarf is waved; so shawl-dancing ; shawl
dressing-gown, a dressing-gown having a shawl-

like pattern ; shawl-goat, a goat of Tibet (Capra

ianigera) which furnishes the wool for making

the Indian shawls; shawl-handkerchief, a

handkerchief resembling a shawl ; shawl-loom,

a loom for weaving shawls ; also, ' a figure-

weaving loom* (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875);

shawl-material (see quot. 1S82) ; shawl-pattern,

a pattern resembling or characteristic of that

of an oriental shawl ; also attrib. \ shawl-reticule,
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T a reticule made of cashmere bearing a shawl

pattern; f shawl-room, the room for depositing

shawls at a place of assembly ; shawl-strap, a

pair of leather straps joined to a transverse handle,

for carrying shawls, etc.; shawl-waistcoat, a

waistcoat having a pattern resembling that of an

oriental shawl; shawl-wool, the wool of the

shawl goat ; also attrib.

1813 Examiner 15 Mar. 171/1 A conversation. ..which

naturally concludes with a *shawl-dance. 1897 Ouida

Massarenes xxi, She had danced her shawl dance on the

brink of exposure and bankruptcy. 1813 Examiner 15 Mar.

171/1 There is a lady, whose character is . . marked by her

skill in *shawl-dancing. 1837 Dickens Pickw. xh, The
broken-down spendthrift in his *shawl dressing-gown. 1793

T. Baird Agric. Middlesex 39 A *shawl-goat from the East

Indies. 1893 Lydekker Horns ty Hoofs 107 The long-

haired shawl goat of Tibet. 1838 Lvtton Alice vn. iv, The
rest of the party.. unmuffled themselves of cloaks and
shawl-handkerchiefs. 1783 G. Forster Journ. Bengal to

Eng. xiii. (1798) II. 20 The Kashmirians say, that during

their subjection to the Mogul dominion, the province con-

tained forty thousand *shaul looms. 188a Caulfeild &
Saward Diet. Needlework 445 "Shawl materials. These are

a mixture of silk and wool,. . employed for thepartial making
and trimming of dresses. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxii, A
coarse, staring, *shawl-pattem waistcoat. 1908 Chamb.
Encycl. IX. 376 A few words may be said about the patterns

of Cashmere shawls. ..The most characteristic feature „ is

what has been usually called the ' cone ' or ' pine cone "...

Sometimes it is simply called the shawl pattern. 1825 T. Hook
Sayings Ser. 11. Passion f/ Princ. xii. III. 291 An imitation

*shawl reticule, as large as a moderate sac de nuit, and con-

taining. . pocket-handkerchiefs for the party, hung upon her

arm. 1838 Lvtton Alice vm. ii, The ladies were waiting

their carriage in the *shawI-room. 1873 ' Susan Coolidge

What Katy Did at Sch. iii. 42 Tucking the railway guide

into a *shawl-strap, and closing her bag with a snap. 1840

Thackerav Shabby genteel Story viii. He had a "shawl-

waistcoat ofmany colours. 1774 W. HASTlNcsinC. R. Mark-
ham Mission 0/Bogle (1876) 8 The animals called tus, which

produce the *shawl wool. li-pjProc.R.Geog. Soc. I.449The

export of shawl-wool ipashm) to India [from Tibet] has fallen

off. 1841 Moorcroft Trav. I. 311 The *shawl-wool goat.

Shawl tjgl), v. [f. Shawl sb.] trans. To
cover with a shawl, put a shawl on (a person).

1812 Miss Edceworth Absentee iii, Her son assisted

Grace Nugent most carefully in shawling the young heiress.

1820 Bvron Juan v. cxlvii, His Highness was..Shawl'd to

the nose. 1840 Ladv C. Bury Hist. Flirt vi, We retired

to cloak and shawl ourselves. 1848 Thackeray Van. lair

xxvii, George had meanwhile very carefully shawled his

wife. 1880 Mrs. L. B. Wali ord Troublesome Dau. I. i.

18 Evelyn beheld a slight feminine form, shawled and

wrapped to the chin. 1899 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 329/1 She

shawled her head and her baby in her sea-blue cloak.

Shawl, obs. Sc. form of Shoal a.

Shawlde, shawle, var. ff. Shaul dial.

Shawled (Jgld), ppl. a. [f. Shawl sb. (or v.)

+ -ED.] Wearing or covered with a shawl.

X834 Ht. Martineau Farrers ii. 20 Then, while Jane
settled herself, aproned, shawled, and mittened, at her desk.

1847 Disraeli Tancred iv. ii, Their arms and shawled heads

glistened in the silver blaze of the moon. 1876 Whvte
Melville Katerfelto iii. 27 With a shawled robe of scarlet

and orange reaching to her naked ankles. 1901 E. B. Ott-

ley in C E. Osborne Fatlur Dolling iv. (1905) 37 The
shawled and hatless East End girls.

Shawling (J§'lirj)>
vbl- si - U- Shawl v. and

sb. + -lng l
.]

L The action of covering with, putting on, or

wearing a shawl.
1815 Scott Guy M. xxix, I should look on his compli-

ments, his bowings, his cloakings, his shawlings, and nis

handings, with some little suspicion. 182a Miss Mitford
in L'Estrange Life (1870) II. 144 His cloakings and shawl.

ings are worse than any cold. 1824 — Village I. 252 The
shawlings, the cloakings, the cloggings ! the cautions

against cold, or heat, or rain, or sun ! 1861 Sala Tw. round
Clock 237 Nor during.. the dancing, the supper, the shawl-

ing, the departure, and the drive home to his chambers.

2. The material of a shawl.

c 1806 Mrs. Sherwood in Life xx. (1847) 346 A skull cap

of rich shawling, or embroidered silk.

Shawlless (J§-l,les), a. [f. Shawl sb. + -less.]

Without or not wearing a shawl.

1847 Emily Bronte Wuthering Heights ix. (1850) 73
Cathy .. standing bonnetless and shawlless. 1871 Miss
Mulock Fair France i. 8 What decent English maid-servant

would choose to saunter bonnetless, shawlless [etc] i 1906

Edin. Rev. Apr. 469 Mrs. Brown went shawlless.

Shawm (/9m) , sb. Forms : a. 4 schallomele,

6 shamulle, shamble. /3. //. 4-5 schalmeis,

s(o)halmy», shalemeyes, chalemyes. 7. //.

5 shalmuse, shalemuse, schalmeuis, 6 shal-

mowes ; sing. 5 se(h)almuse, 6 schalmesse

;

//. s s(c)halmuses, schalmoyses. 8. 5-7
schalme, 6 shaulm(e, 6-7 shalme, 6-9 shalm;
//. 6 shalmz, schallmes. t. fl. 6 shambes,
s(c)hames, schammes. {. 6 shaume, //. schaw-
mys, 6-7 shawme, (7 //. shawn(e)s), 7- shawm.
[The ME. schallemelle (whence the other a forms)

is a. OF. chaltmel (mod.F. chalumeaii) :—vulgar

L. *calamellus, dim. of L. calamus reed. The
forms (with which cf. MHG. schalmte, MDu.

schalmeye, schalmeide, MLG. schalmeie, mod.G.
a»d Du. schalmei) are a. OF. chalemie, an unex-

plained derivative of L. calamus. The 7 forms are

a, OF. chalemeaux, pi. of chaletncl, the form
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of the last syllable being prob. influenced by asso-

ciation with Muse sbfi, bagpipe ; the pi. was in

Eng. early mistaken for a sing., and a new plural

schalmuses was formed. The reduction of the word

to a monosyllable was prob. due to misapprehension

of pi. forms like schalmys. See also Shalle.]

1. A mediaeval musical instrument of the oboe

class, having a double reed enclosed in a globular

mouthpiece.
Coverdale, followed by the Prayer-book Psalter, uses

shatumes in Ps. xcviii. 7 where the original and the ancient

versions have ' trumpet ' or ' horn '.

a, 1390 Gower Conf. III. 358 With Cornemuse and
Schallemele WhfM* hele]. 1524 St. Papers Hen. VIII, IV.

209 And furthwith the trompettes and shamulles did sounde
andbleweupmoostepleasauntely. 1572 Bossewell*4>v«0?7>
11. 46 One of them singeth with voice, another with shamble

[Isid. xi. iii. 59 b, Vna voce, altera tibiis],

0. C1350 Libeaus Desc. (Kaluza) 1864 Trompes, homes,

schalmeis [v. rr. schalmys, schalmes, schalmuses] Before be

bi3e deis He herd, c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1218 That

maden lowde menstralcies In cornemuse and shalniyes

[v. rr. chalemyes, shalemeyes] And many other maner pipe.

y. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. iii. (1869) 117 Reedes and

floytes and shalmuses. a 1440 Sir Degrev. 1086 With trompe

and with nakere, And thescalmuse clere. c 1440 Promfi. Parv.

443/2 Schalmuse, pype, sambuca. 1480 Caxton Ovids Met.
xn. xvi, Gheterns, lutes, shalemuse, recordours. 1481— Rey-

nard xii. (Arb.) ii2Theybleweuptrompettisandpyped wyth
shalymoyses. a 1483 Liber Niger in Househ. Ord. (1790)

48 Whereof sume use trumpettes, sume shalmuse and small

pipes. 1503 Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 91 Item

to the Kinges inynstrelles with the shalmewes xl s. 1530

Palsgr. 266/1 Schalmesse a pype, chahneau.
S. c 1450 Holland Howlal 762 The dulset, the dulsacordis,

the schalme of assay. 1513 Bkadshaw St. Wcrburge 1.

1689 Trumpettes blewe vp shalmes and claryons. 1533

Elyot Cast. Helthe 11. xxxiii. (154O 5 1 The entrayles .
.
be

exercised by blowyng, eyther by constrainte, or plaiynge on

shaulmes or sackbottes. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 223 b,

Blowyng on a bagpipe, or a shalme, or on some other

facioned pipe, c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S. ) ii. 45 Trum-
pettis and schalmis w l a schowt Playid or the rink began.

1563-83 Foxe A. fy M. I. 242/2 A noyse of trumpets and
shalmes. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, A uletes,

.

. he that plaieth

on the flute or shaulme : a pyper. 1575 Laneham Let. (1871)

7 This Pageaunt waz clozd vp with a delectable harmony of

Hautboiz, Shalmz, Cornets, and such oother looud muzik.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 379 The
denner quhair thair was great mirth schallmes draught

trumpattis and weir trumpatis. 1578 Lvte Dodoens IV. liv.

514 This kinde [of reed] dyd serue to make tongues for pipes,

shaulmes, or trumpettes. 1607 Schol. Disc. agst.Autichr.

1. iii. 144 The douting conscience soundeth heavily like a

shalme. 1641 Brome Joviall Crew v. (Stage dir.), A flowrish

of Shxlms. 1705 Motteux Quix. (1733) II 1 . 238 The Moors

. . only use Kettle-Drums, and a kind of Shaulms like our

Waits or Hautboys. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. vi. vi, From
the lofty balcony, Rung trumpet, shalm, and psaltery. 1837

Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. vn. v, Paris, .claps hands, as the

Avengers, with their shrilling drums and shalms tramp by.

e. 1533 Cranmer in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. I. II. 3>7

Tromppets, shambes, and other dyverse instrumentes. 1537

Lett.lt Papers Hen. VilltTHL 1.11 Befory°Scotyshgent.

Shamis & dyvers oder instrumentes. 1553 Eden Treat.

New Hid. (Arb.) 14 A great noyse of cimbals, drumslades,

timbrelles, shames, pipes, flutes. 1555 in Burgh Rec. Edin.

(1871) II. 220 James Dromond and his marrowis quha
playit befoir Sanct Geill on Sanct Geillis day on the

schammes. c 1650 Scottish Field 320 in Percy Folio MS.
I. 228 Many shames [15. . Ibid. 450 in Chel/iam Soc. Misc.

II., shalmes] in that showe: with theire shrill pipes.

f. 1513 Douglas Mneis ix. x. 67 Wyth tympanis, taw-

bronis, je war wont to heyr, And bos schawmys of turnyt

buschboun tre. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xcvii. 7 With trom.

pettes also & shawmes. 1567 Drant Horace de Arte P.

Avij, The shawme [L. tibia] was not as it is nowe with

copper wrythed in In trumpet wyse but [etc.]. 1590 Si-ensek

F. Q. 1. xii. 13 With shaumes, and trompets, and with

clarions sweet. 1611 Beaum. & Fu Knt. Burning Pestle

ProL, Cit. What stately Musick have you? You have

Shawnes. Pro. Shawns? no. Cit. No?. .Ralph plaies a
stately part. And he must needs have Shawns. 1675C0VEL,

in Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 211 Their [Turkish]

pipe is much the same with our trebble shawme {printed

shaume] or Hooboy. 1685OTWAY Windsor Castle 193 The
Cornet, Flute and Shawme. 1698 Fryer Acc.E. Ind. $ P.

30 With the noise of Drum, Shawm, and Fife. 1789 Burney
Hist. Mus. II. iv. 270 note, Shawm in old Englishes a

clarinet of low pitch. 1830 Tennyson Dying Swan iii, As

when a mighty people rejoice With shawms, and with

cymbals, and harps of gold. 1850 R- F- Burton Centr. Afr.

in Jrnl. Geog. Soc. XXIX. 240 Of these [musical instruments]

the most noisy is a kind of shawm, a straight tube of wood
bound with palm fibre and opening like a clarionet. 1865

Swinburne Poems f, Ball, St. Dorothy 403 Fair-clothed

men that play on shawms and lutes.

To. fig.
1637 N. Whiting Albino ff Bellama, Vind. Poesie H 3,

I knew the Roscians feature, not his name, Yet tis engraven

on the Shaulme of Fame.

o. trans/. An organ-stop resembling the shawm
in quality of sound.
dga Seidel Organ 84 The organ in St. Elizabeth's, Bres-

lau, contains a shalm.

t 2. A player on the shawm. Obs. rare.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 207 The same day,

my Lord gaff to my Lord Glossetyres schalmevis vj.s. viij. d.

1522 Ord. King's Ho. in Gentl. Mag. (1834) CIV. 1. 48 When
it shall please him to have any Schames, Ministrells, or any

such other, to come to his presence.

3. Comb., as shawm- blower, -player, -flaying

(adj.).

1826 Hor. Smith Tor Hill (1838) I. 260 Scrapers of

rebecks, *shawm-blowers, and vagabond pipers. 1540

Palsgr. Acolastus 11. iii. M ij b, Any trompettours or

*shaulme players. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard v. 1. 171
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These shawm-players That walk before strange women and

make songs ! 1894 Du Maurier Trilby 11. (1895) 60 A lordly,

godlike, *shawm-playing, cymbal-banging hero.

Shawm (Jgm), v. 1 rare. In 5 shalemoyse.

[f. Shawm sb.] inlr. To play on the shawm.
1480Caxton Ovid's Met. xi. iv, There satte Pan . .holdynge

a floyte of a rosier, in whiche he shalemoysed & pyped a

strange note. 1844 Blackw. Mag. LVI. 96 All our talented

performers had tuned their instruments, scraped, fluted,

twanged, jingled, and sbawmed to their hearts' content.

Shawm (J§m), v.2 north, dial. Also shaum.
[Cf. Scaum v.] inlr. (See quots. 1855, 1877.)

Also trans.

1824 J. Hodgson in J. Raine Mem. (1858) II. 49 Keep on

our hats and shawm our shins, and be like other Laplanders

happy at home. 1855 Whitby Gloss. ,'l'o Shawm, to warm
the knees and toes by sitting with them close to the fire.

1877 Holderncss Gloss., Shawm, to sit in front of the fire,

with upraised petticoats, to impart warmth to the legs.

+ Sliawmer. Obs. rare. In 6 schawmir,
shalmewer, shamuller. [f. Shawm ii. + -EK 1

.]

One who plays on the shawm.
1505 Ace. Ld. High Treat. Scot. III. 152 Item, to ane

schawmir in Air, xiiijs. 1511 Lett, fy Pap. Hen. VIII, II.

11. 1451 lAt Greenwich, to Piers Thoulouse], a minstrel

shalmewer, 4/. 1537 Whitinton Vulgaria 16b, Mynstrelles

dwelle here and there : as harpers,luters, fydlers, shamullers.

Shawnee (Jjnf). [The name of a tribe of

Algonquin Indians. Cf. Shawanese.] Used attrib.

iu Shawnee-haw, the larger withe-rod, Viburnum
nudum ; Shawnee-wood, the western catalpa or

catawba-tree, Catalpa speciosa.

1909 in Century Diet. Suppl. 1911 in Webster.

t Shaw-net. Obs. [? f. Shaw + Net sb.] ? A
fowling-net for use in a ' shaw ' or coppice.

1648 Hexham 11, Vtowe, Shaw-nets for Wood-cocks.

Shawp, variant of Shaup Sc.

Shawy (Jjn), a. rare. [f. Shaw sbA + -v.]

Abounding in shaws ; woody.
1848 Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 186 Through rocky cleugh

and shawy glen. Ibid. 187, I.. seek some shawy burn.

Ibid. 317 They wander, .up the shawy braes.

Shay (.[?)• [A back-formation from Chaise
(piz) mistaken for a plural. AIsoChay.] =Chaise.
1717 S. Sewall Diary 20 Sept., The Governour went

through Charlestown . . carrying Madam Paul Dudley in

his shay. 1735 in Corey Maiden 666 Bought a shay^27 10s.

1806-7 J- Bekesford Miseries Hum. Life xx. (ed. 3) 11. 237

Or who d swelter and stoop Over linen and soap, While each

tax-cart and shay To the Fair jolts away? 1841 J. T.

Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 7t Some in shays, and others on

horseback. 1867 O. W. Holmes Guardian Angel xW.

(1891) 170 It is n't everybody that can ride to heaven in a

C-spring shay, as my poor husband used to say. 1873 Ld.

Lvtton in Lady B. Balfour Lett. (1906) I. 298 The Bois..

was full of. .one-horse shays.

b. attrib., as shay boy, cart.

1840 J. T. Hewlett P. Priggins xiv, He gives the

coachman or *sliayboy twice as much as is usual. 1823

C. M. Westmacott Points cfMisery 30 [She] puts him in a
light *shay cart. 183s Dickens Sk. Boz, Greenwich Fair,

Cabs, hackney-coaches, ' shay ' carts.

||
Shaya, variant of Chay.

Shay-brained, a. dial. Foolish, silly.

1806 Bloomfield Wild Fl., Abner 15 While I take this

shay-brained course And like a fool run to and fro.

Shayl, Shayr : see Shall v., Share v.

t Shayth. Sc. [? a. Gael, seadh.] Reason, what

is reasonable ; also, (a person's) rights.

154a Records ^/zT^'/MfNewSpald. Club 1903) I. 72 Angnes
Stone vrangit in the saying to NecollMoressone that shayth

war it to gadder ane dussane of quyins and gar lesch him
quhill tha var ane inch of him togidder. 1546 Ibid. 88

Thomas Beyn for the wrangus slaying of ane zoung swyn
out of his shayth pertenying to Johne Crokatt . . sail pay to

the said Johne four sillingis.

She (Jf, J0> Pers- pnn.i Vd sing. fern. nom.

Forms : a. 2 scse, 3 sse, 3-7 sche, 4 shae, 4-5

se, 4-6 che, 4-7, (8) shoe, 9 dial. zhe(e, sheea,

sheh, shey, sha, etc., 3- she
; 3 sje. 0. Chiefly

Sc. and north. 3 sso, 3-5 sco, 3-7, 9 dial, scho,

4, 6 schoe, 4-5 schow, 4-7, 9 dial, sho, 5 shoy,

6 schew, schw, 5, 9 dial, shoo, 6-7, 9 dial, shoe,

9 dial, shou, shu, su, etc. 7. 4-5 scheo, 4-6 sheo.

5. Combined with a following verb, as 4 shere =
she were

; 5 shalighte = she alight ; 6 shase, 7

sh'has, 8 sh'as = she has ; 6 schois, 7 shees =
she is; 7 sh'ad= she had; 7 sheele, shele =
she will. See also Sh', Sh-. [Of difficult etymo-

logy ; but prob. an altered form of the OE. fem.

dem. pron. sio, sio, sie : see The dem. pron. A. I b.

It would appear that in some dialects of late OE. the

diphthong in this word underwent a change of stress, the

older pronunciations (.sio) and (s(V) being replaced by (syo)

and (sy«. The latter of these variants is represented by

the spelling sje of the 13th c. ; and the phonetic develop-

ment so far is exactly parallel to that of the OE. fem. pers.

pron. hto, heo. htc (see Heo), which in the 13th c. was pro-

nounced in some dialects ihyo, hyl), as is shown by the

written forms }/to, jhe. As the combination (sy) is acousti-

cally close to ('), and more difficult (according to English

habits of articulation) to produce, it is not surprising that

(sy*, syo) became (U, JO, these being the pronunciations ex-

pressed by the written forms scar (midland, c 1150) and sco,

scho (northern, o 1300). . .

It has been objected to this view that in ONorthumbrian

the fem. sing, of the demonstrative was not sw, SCO, but dee,

tin. Instances of seo, sio are, however, found in the Lindis-

farne Gospels and the glosses to the Durham Ritual and
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Hymnarium ; and the extant remains of the dialect represent
a very small portion of the Northumbrian territory.

With regard to the substitution of the demonstrative pro-
noun for the original pers. pron., it may be remarked that
the phonetic development of various dialects had in the
12th and 13th c rendered the pronouns he (masc.) and heo
(fern.) almost or wholly indistinguishable in pronunciation.
There was therefore where these dialects were spoken a
strong motive for using the unambiguous feminine demon-
strative instead of the feminine persona! pronoun. Further,
the districts in which she or sho first appears in the place of
keo are marked by the abundance of Scandinavian elements
in the dialect and place-names ; and in Old Norse the dem.
pron. (of all genders) is often used as a personal pron. It
is also noteworthy that in OS. and OHG. the fem. pers.
pron. nom. sing, was siu (mod.G.,r/>, Du. zij), corresponding
to OK. sio (the oblique cases, and the masc. and neut. in

the sing., being f. the stems hi-t i-)\ and in OFris. se ' she

'

occurs beside hiu.

The conjecture that she represents the ON. sjd this (nom.
sing. masc. and fem.) is untenable : th'e initial (J) is suffi-

ciently accounted for otherwise, and the vowels do not agree.
It is however possible that the change from the falling to
the rising diphthong in the development both of k(o and sio
may be due to Scandinavian influence, as in ON. the
Germanic eu and iu became rising diphthongs.
Some scholars have maintained that she and its dialectal

variants descend directly from the pronunciations (hy<?, hy£)
of Heo (referred to above); the contention being that (hy)
might naturally develop into (J). This development has
occurred in some Norwegian dialects, and it is illustrated

by the proper names Siutland and Shapiushay from ON.
Hjaltland and Hjalpandisfy. But no instance of it has
been pointed out in English of any period, and unless this

can be done, the proposed etymology does not appear to
have a claim to consideration.
The a type (to which the mod. literary form belongs) is in

origin East Midland, while the /3 type is originally northern. J

I. As proper feminine pronoun of the third

person, nominative case.

1. The female being in question, or last men-
tioned, a. Used of persons of the female sex.

a. 1154 OE. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1140, And te Lunde-
nissce folc hire wolde taxen & scae fleh. c 1150 Gen. fy Ex.
1444 Sje ne bi-spac him neuereadel. Ibid. 1447 S}e bar
him sioen sex suncn. Ibid. 1698 For rachel non biroe ne
nam S^e bi-ta}te iacob balaam. Ibid. 1925 She [see 5].

Ibid. 2619 Sche for3-ran. H97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 709
5*an sse wolde imaried be. c 1300 Hctvelok 1721 In al
denemark nis wimman So fayr so sche, bi seint iohan !

C1320 R. Brlnsk Medit. 843 Se wende bey wulde so seme
here sone. a 1340 Hampole Psalter Cant. 523 In synguler
ioy shae was glad in cryst. £1350 Wilt. Palerne 2317 Ac
sobli as che had seidc.bei herd an huge route of horse.
c 1420 ?Lvdg. Assembly ofGods 376 Pationesseofplesaunce,
be namyd well se myght c 1460 Towneley Myst. x. 158
A, hyr body is grete and she with childe ! 1567 Trial Treas.
(1850) 14 Che can make curchy well enowe. 1569 J. Rogers
Gfasu Godly Love in Tetl-trothes N. Yr y

s. Gift, etc. (1876)
180 Aboue all thinges, shee is glad and willinge to suffer
for Christes sake. 1611 Bible Gen. it. 23 She sbalbe called
woman, because shee was taken out of man. a 1699 Lady
A. Halkett Autobiog. (Camden) 4 When she came to my
sisters house. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xx, Yonder be 's her,

mon,—yonder be 's her—Zhe will buy changes an zhe loikes
stuffs. 1893 F. Thompson Poems 23 Hers is the face whence
all should copied be, Did God make replicas of such as she.

0. 1J97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 615 So bat sso [be queue] hadde
sone gret poer an honde. a iaoo Cursor M. 75 Hir luue sco
haldes lele Hike. Ibid. 20209 V ntil hir chamber scho it bare.

c 1300 Havelok 112 A mayden.
;
pat was so yung bat sho ne

coube Gon on fote, ne speke wit moube. 13.. Cursor M.
2731-3 (Gott.) Scho said, 'for-soth ne smile 1 noght'; And
if schoe [Colt. sco.. sco] did it, hir ouerthoght. ^1375 Sc.

Leg. Saints i. (Petrns) 64 Quhen men lede hyreto be stede,

qtihar schow suld be put to dede, 1'ctir [etc. J. 1436 Rolls
o/Parlt. IV. 498/1 When itt was asked of hir by ye Prist,

if shoo wolde agree her to have the said William Pulle to
busbond, and sno saide, nay never by hir wille. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 211 But when bis come to be qwhene, tco
went ny3 wode wrob. 1471 Presentm. Juries in Surtees
Misc. (1890) 23 As oft as shoy his fone defectyffe. 1533
Gau Richt Vay (1888) 39 And yat schw hayd na payne or
trowbel in hir birth as af oder vemen hesz bot schw buir hir

sone with Ioi and blythnes. £-1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.)

xxiii. 17 For nowdir wald schew rew, Nor beir me at dis*

dane. 1628 in R. M. Fergusson Alex. Hume (1899) 274
Margaret Donaldsoune confessed that shoe gave her the

sark. c 1634 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 12 And sho
dicing, the work of Reformation prospered, c 1730 Ramsay
WyfeofAuchtermuchty iv, Gudeman, quod scho, content

am I. 1824 [CahrJ Craven Gloss., Shoe, she. 1847 Emily
Bronte Wuthering Heights ix. (1850) 75 And Miss Nelly,

shoo's a fine lass ! shoo sits watching for ye i' t' kitchen.

v. 13.. K. Atis. 151 Kyng Phelippesquenescheo is, Theo
fairest woman lyvyng y-wis. C1380 Sir Ferumb. 2133, &
ban wente sheo pe burde bri^t & tok hem vp anone. c 1400
Love Bonavent, Mirr. ill. (Gibbs MS.), powe mayste vnder-

stond [be] furst ioye batt scheo hadde. 1440 J. Shirley
Dethe K. James 15 Sheo is bot a womane.
t. C1300 Havelok 1250 For she wende she were bi-swike

That shere yetien unkyndelike. c 1374 Chaucer TroyIms
v. 189 From hir hors she altghte [Harl. MS. shalightej.

1575, etc. [see Sh-, Sh'J. 1607 Sharpham Flet're iv. (1610)

G 3 b, Yet in the morning, sheele haue none of them all.

1631 Knevet Rhodonfy t>is 111. i. E 3, Then to her hips

shele have her garments fall. 1637 N. W[hitingJ Albino
* Bellama 4 For having pow're to conquer, being faire,

Sh'ad pow're not to be conquerd, being chaste. 1675 Shad-
well Psyche in. Wks. 1720 II. 37 To Psyche I haue offer'd

my whole heart, Sh'has for no other left me the least part.

1697 Vanbruch Relapse v. ii, Sure there's divinity about
her, and sh'as dispensed some portion on't to me. 1724
Ramsay Evergreen (1761) II. 17 Schois fairest payd that

gets her Will.

fb. With adjective prefixed. Obs. rare*

1589 Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 66 Till proud she repent.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 1674 Which speechless woe of his poor
she attendeth.
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c. Used of animals of the female sex. Also
(esp. in rustic use) of certain animals (e. g. the
cat, the hare) the names of which have a quasi-

grammatical feminine gender exc. when a male is

specifically referred to.
C1386 Chaucer Sar.'s T. 409 And euere in oon she

[the falcon] cryde alwey and shrighte, And with hir beek
hir seluen so she prighte, That [etc.]. c 1410 Master of
Game (MS. Digby 182) i, An hare shall dure well iiij. myle
or more or lasse, and she be an olde hare mascle, i486 Bk.
St. Albans, Hawking cviii, She puttithouer when she
Euoidith hir meete owte of hir goorge in to hir bowillis.
1570 Turberv. Venerie lix. 162 Of the subtilties of an
Hare, when she is runne and hunted. 1653 Walton
Angler viifi]. 147 The Melter hovers over her all that time
that she [the female pike] is casting her Spawn. 1665 J.North in Extr. S. P. rel. Friends in. (1912) 234 Tennants
and vassalls..who dare not say the Crow is blacke if they
say shees white, i860 Reade Cloister $ H. vii, She [a
leopard] was chained to the huntsman. 1891 [D. Jordan]
(' Son of Marshes') On Surrey Hills ii. (1892) 44 He [the
sparrow-hawk], or ' she', as they say, will fly at anything.

1l d. The misuse of she for / (also for you and
he) is common in literary representations of High-
land English. Cf. Nainsell, Her pers. pron. 2 b,
Herself 3 c.

c 1450 Holland Hoxvlat 797 A bard owt of Irland . . Said .

.

* Raike hir a rug of the rost, or scho ?all ryiue the '. c ijoy
in Scot. Antiquary (1898) XII. 105 She sail Confin Her nane
Speak to te Salt, an te Excise, whilk she far sees will touch
Her nane sell Mickle. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xxix, She'll
speak her mind and fear naebody—She doesna value a Caw-
mil inair as a Cowan, and ye may tell MacCallum More
that Allan Iverach said sae. 1819 — Leg. Montrose iv,

What the deil, man,.. can she no drink after her ain
master without washing the cup. Ibid., 'And here she
comes,' said Donald, as Captain Dalgetty entered the hall.

2. Used (instead of it) of things to which female
sex is conventionally attributed, a. Of a ship or
boat. Also (now chiefly in colloquial and dialect

use), often said of a carriage, a cannon or gun, a
tool or utensil of any kind ; occas. of other things.
In quots. c 1380 and C1475 the grammatical gender of the

Fr. words rendered may have influenced the translators.

137S Barbour Bruce 111. 626 And thar schip thai lychtyt
sone. .And scho, that swa wes maid lycht, Raykyt slidand
throw the se. £1380 Sir Ferumb. 2182, & bo^ pe dore were
strong & huge, wib be_ strok sche fle?. c 1475 Partenay
4495 A chambre . . full fair wroght & well, . . She myght in no
wise, .more fairer be. 1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 142 Oon
Thursday.. cam forth a passonger from Dower to Calles
ward and sche was chasyd with Frensche men. 1496 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 299 Item, to the men that brocht
the clos cart furth of the water, quhen scho stude in the
watir all nycht, 1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 14 b, Roste
a rape upon the fyre till she be all black, and eate her warm.
'594R£g» Privy CouncilScot. V. 195 Haveing brocht in thair
ship to ane place thair quhair thay thocht sho micht maist
conveniently ly. 167a J. Roberts Compl. Canonier 36
To cool a Piece of Ordnance, when she is grown hot with
over-much fireing. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. iii. (ed. 4) 212 She
..was a fine roomy ship. 1821 Scott Pirate viii, I'll give
you my fowlingpiece ; she will put a hundred swan-shot
through a Dutchman's cap at eighty paces. 1865 Dickens
Mut. Fr. in. vii, Mr. Venus.. adjusting the kettle on the
fire, remarked to himself. .' She'll bile in a couple of
minutes '. 1869 St. James' Mag. III. 309 The certainty of
Oriel's bumping Balliol, if she can only hold up as far as
the Gut. 1877 N. IV. Line. Gloss, s. v., The feminine pro-
nouns she and her are used for many things, as an oven, a
'stee', a pianoforte, a *sufT', and a church-bell. 1888
Lees & Clutterbuck B. C. j&S? xxxiv. (1892) 372 A
sleeping-car was being prepared here for attachment to the
train when she shoulcl arrive.

b. Of abstractions, etc. personified as feminine
;

also of the soul, a city, the church, a country, f an
army, etc.

1 142 1 26 Pol. Poems xx. 173 She (the soul] is ashamed,
now she is wys ; Sche lyued in vowtrye so many a day.
C1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon vL 136 Whan the cyte
vnderstode this, she began to be sore moeved. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nichvlay's Voy. 1. xiii. 14 b, [He] told the
Ambassadour, that the Turkes army was at Malta, and that
she had saccaged the towne. Ibid. 1. xvi. 17 Shee is in-

habited & peopled with a great number of. . Merchants.
i638*Junius Paint. Ancients 21 Phantasie on the contrary
doth take in hand also what shee hath not seene. 1760
Ann. Reg. III. Misc. Ess. 203 With all the pompous titles.

.

bestowed upon France, she is not more than half so powerful
as she might be. 1827 Scott Surg. Dau. i, Nature must
not be hurried, and she avenges herself of every attempt to
do so. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 10 The Church
cannot be said to have created pilgrimages, or even to have
encouraged them—she suffered them. 1871 Smiles Charac*
\. (1876) 22 South Carolina ;..if that state went out of the
world today, she would not have done so much for the world
as Socrates. 1900 G

;
C. Brodrick Mem. <y Impressions 252

Stanley had been ridiculing the habit of personifying the
Church as a woman, and speaking of it tenderly as she.

jC. rarely of an immaterial thing without per-

sonification.

£1380 Sir Ferumb. 2359 To morwe we wolleb-.by-gynne
be sege. -& fro \>3X time she ysby-gunneneschalheo neuere
be laft Til be tour ajen be wonne.

d. Of natural objects considered as feminine, as

the moon, or the planets that are named after

goddesses ; also of a river (now rare), formerly of

the sea, a tree, etc.

The two examples (quots. 1483, 1588 ') of she used of the
sun may possibly be due to misprint ; survival of the OE.
grammatical gender can hardly be supposed, but Caxton
may have been influenced by the fact that the sun is fem.

in Flemish.

1483 Caxton Golden Leg. 112 b/2 The sonncthat day

SHE.

ascended as hye as she is on saynt Iohns day at none.
1588 Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 340 They sayle
alwayes towards the west, following the sunne when as she
departeth from our hemispheric. 1588 A. King tr. Canisius*
Catcch. I vj, Conferring, .hir fsc. the moon's] rising and
setting with ye rysing and setting of ye sone . . it salbe easie
to knaw how Ionge scho do schyne. 1614^ A. Roberts
Sacred Septenarie 169 The Moone cannot shine except shee
receiue light from the Sunne. 1657 Ligon Barbados 77,
I have seen a Negre with two short ropes clyme the tree
and gather the fruit, about this time she is 80 foot high.
1673 O. Walker Educ. 1. viii. (1687I 73 Demosthenes.,
strengthened his voice by declaiming near the sea side when
she roared. 1823 Scott Quentin D. xxv, She [sc. the
harvest moon] shed her yellow influence over rich and
deep pastures.

^ 1903 A. Adams Log ofCowboy ix. 121 The
driftwood, .indicated what might be expected when she [the
river] became sportive or angry.

3. Used pleonastically. a. In apposition with a
sb* in the nominative case. Now only arch, {poet.')

and in uneducated use.
a 1440 Sir Eglavi. no Upon the morowe the maydyn

smalle, Sche wente before hur fadur in halle, Amonge hur
byrdys bryght. 1576 Com?non Conditions 243 (Brandl) My
sister, she the Juell is. ? a 1600 Beggar's Dau. Bednall-
Green 1. xvi. in Percy Folio MS. II. 282 Then Bessye shee
sighed, & thus shee did say. 1806 Jamieson Sir Oluf 44
The bride she cam' wi' the bridal train. 1892 Kipling
Barrack-room Ballads 21 My wife she cries on the barrack-
gate, my kid in the barrack.yard. 1896— Seven Seas 86 The
Liner she's a lady by the paint upon 'er face.

t b. In apposition with a sb. in the objective
case. Obs.

1576 Common Conditions 265 (Brandl) Who can but smile
and laugh to see the state of Fortune, shee? 1599 .97>
Clyom. in Peele's Wks. (Rtldg.) 501/2 But shall 1 frame,
then, mine excuse by serving Venus she. Ibid. 511/1 Yet
though unto Neronis she I may not show my mind.
4. Used for her, as object or governed by a pre-

position, a. in literary use. Now rare.
C1530 Ld. Berners Arth. Lyt. Bryl. lxxxi. (1814) 380,

I haue no mo chyldren but she. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii.

469 The Ladies did change Fauours ; and then we Following
the signes, woo'd but the signe of she. 159a Daniel Delia
xi, ' Tears, votvs <V prayers ', Yet will I weepe, vowe, pray
to cruell Shee. 1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. ii. 3 You haue seene
Cassio, and she together. 16:0 — Temp. m. ii. 100, 1 neuer
saw a woman But onely Sycorax my Dam, and she. 1881
Olive Schreiner Story African Farm 11. xiii. (i8?9) 284, I

want no angel, only she.

b. vulgarly, as an emphatic objective case.

175a Foote Taste \. (1781) 14 The fat Cook. .fell out at

the Tail of the Waggon; so we left she behind. 1762
Bickerstaffe Love in Village in. iv, I have got rid of she.

1856 Miss Mulock J. Halifax x, 'I hope—our presence
did not inconvenience—the young lady ? ' ' Bless your heart,

sir ! nothing ever inconveniences she \
II. As antecedent pronoun, followed by rela-

tive, etc. : cf. He II.

5. The or that woman, or person of the female
sex {that or who . . .).

Formerly sometimes instead of her (objective) : cf. 3 b.

1:1250 Gen. fy Ex. 1925 Hu mai 3 is sen., oat oine bre-
5ere, and ic, and she oat oe bar, sulen luten oe ? 1390
Gower Conf. I. 46 Sche that is the Source and Welle Of
wel or wo. C1400 Rule of St. Benet (Prose) 26 And so
bat gas vt of be wuke,and so bat cumis in, sal recaiue be
benichun at morneat matins, c 1489 Caxton Blanchardyn
186 Goo ayen to Tormaday to see the noble landeof that lady,

she of whom thou arte amorouse soo moche. a 1540 Barnes
Wks. (1573) 361/2 Faith is shee, whiche by prayer, obtaineth
that thing, that the law commaundeth, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn.
iii , For where is she so faire whose vn-eard wombe Disdaines
the tillage of thy husbandry ? 1606 — Tr. <$• Cr. 11. iii. 252
Praise him that got thee, she that gaue thee sucke. 1847
Tennyson Princess in. 244 There is nothing upon earth
More miserable than she that has a son And sees him err.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus Iviii. 2 That bright Lesbia,..she
than whom Catullus Self nor family more devoutly cherish'd.

III. As demonstrative pronoun.

6. f a. She and she, she and he, etc. : this and
that, the one and the other, both. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 1747 And though ye wolde han
after merye dayes, Than dar ye nought, and why? for she,
and she Spak swich a word. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xvtii.

18 Than will thay say, baith scho and hie, That I am jaipit

lait and air. 1513 Douglas sEneis 1. Prol. 317 He or scho
Quha takis menocht,go quhar thai haue ado. i$6aAberd.
Kirk Sess. Rec. (Spalding Club) 7 Quhasumeuer within
this toun, he or sche, jniuris. .their nychtbour with infamous
..word is.

b. Followed by a prepositional phrase.

1819 Scott Ivanhoe xliv. The Church gave her full

solemnities, graced with all the splendour which she of
Rome knows how to apply with such brilliant effect. 18..

H. G. Bell Poem, Mary Q. Scots 29 And there walks she
of Medici,.. the haughty Catherine I 01849 Fob The
Assignation, * Ha 1

' said he thoughtfully,..' the Venus of
the Medici?—she of the diminutive head and the gilded hair?'

IV. As sb. (not changing in the objective).

7. A female ; a woman or girl ; a lady-love.

(With pi. shes, she's, -fshees.)

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 422 What ! sumtyme thu wert an
he? Yea but now ych am a she. 1547 Salesbury Diet.

Welsh, Banyw, a she. 1575 [see He 7 b]. 1590 Greene
Never too late 1. (1600) D 3 b, Bright she was, for twas a
she That trae'd her steps towards me. a 1592— Jas. IV, 1.

iii 679 Her vertues may compare With the proudest she
that waits vpon your Queen, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. exxx. 14
And yet by heauen I thinke my loue as rare, As any she
beli'd with false compare. 1611 — Wint. T. iv. iv. 360,

1

was wont To load my Shee with knackes. 1648 Crashaw
Delights ofMuses Poems (1904) 160 Who ere she be, That
not impossible she That shall command my heart and me.
1671 Westminster Drollery 11, (1S75) 80 For every he Has



SHE.

got him a she. 1709 Mrs. Manley Secret Mem. (1736) II.

238 The lovely She grew calm and tender. 175a Fielding

Amelia x. it, The domino began to make very fervent love to

theshe. a 1814Forgery tv.il m New Brit. Theatre 1. 472 1 he

very she who took the bracelets from me. 1819 Byron Juan
il clxxv, The freest she that ever gazM on glass. 1840

Thackeray Shabby-genteel S toryi, I would not change my
condition—no, not to be. .the luckiest she in England. 1881
1 Rita ' My Lady Coquette xviii, ' She's a friend of yours

naturallyV * How do you know it's a " she " ?
' 1894 Fenn

Real Cold 40 Those are not shes—they're both men.

b. A female animal. [So G. sie, Fris. jy.]

1556 Aurelio <$• Isab, G 3, So the moste parte of the sheos

[Fr. desfemelles\ aswell of the birdes as of the beastes, will

be praide. 1601 Bp. W. Barlow Eagle <$• Body ( 1600) B 2, A
Prey to the Eagles of the Epicene gender, both Hees and
Shees. 1604 R. C. Table Alph. (1613), Female* the shee in

mankinde, or other creatures. 161$ Sylvester Job Triumph.
78 Five hundred yoke of Oxen did hee owe, Five hundred
Asse-shees, Camels six times so. 1616 Bacon Sytva § 852
He-Lions are Hirsute, and haue great Maines; the She's

are smooth like Cats. 1657 G. Thornley Daphnis # Chloe

125 The he-goats had battels for the she's, and every one
had his own wives. 1677 Mrs. Behn Adelazer 1. i, He..
Had better snatch the She from the fierce side Of a young
amorous lion, and 'twere safer. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India

«r P. iv. v. 177 The She [— tigressj brings forth but once in

Twelve Years. 1759 R. Brown Compi. Farmer 39 Espe-
cially the shees which are with kid. 1875 [see He 7 b].

8. Opposed to he : Female.
t a 1500 Chester PL, Nook's Flood 124 Of cleane fowles

seaven alsoe, the hee and shee together. 1567 [see He }].

1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, v. iv. 25 Any That had a head to hit,

either young or old, He or shee, Cuckold or Cuckold-maker.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 24 These and the Date tree

thrive not, except the male and female be united, and have
copulation : the she is only fruitfull. 1649 Lovelace A
Lady with Falcon vi, For y'are in Falcons Monarchy, And
in that just Dominion bred, In which the Nobler is the Shee.

1888 Sat. Rev. 20 Oct. 467/1 Any not a poet, whether he or

she, might toil [etc.].

V. attrib. and Comb,
9. Female. Applied to animals, as in ske-asst

•bear, -wolf, etc. ; she-dog, chiefly transf. =
Bitch 2 ; she-dragon, a female dragon ; also

trans/, (cf. Dbagon 1
6) ; she-lion slang, a punning

distortion of * shilling*.

138a Wyclif Gen. xv. 9 A she gehet of thre 3eer. —
Lev. xxii. 28 Shee oxe other shee sheep. — Zech. ix. 9
Thi kyng shal cume to thee, .sytinge vpon a she asse, and
vpon a fole, sone of the she asse. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

p 424 A shee ape. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxv. 27 Him
uieit sail in the air ane scho dragoun. 1508 Kennedie
Flyting w. Dunbar 259 Generit betuix ane sche beir and a
deill. 1587 A. Day Daphnis $ Chloe (1890) 6 The sucke it

receiued from one of his shee-goates. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 50 The hie Salmon te haueng castne

the meltis, and the sche salmonte the Rounis. c 1640 J.

Smyth Hund. Berkeley (1885) 319 The Conger alias the

conger eele, beinge the nee-fish, and the Shee fish is called

a quaver. 1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2733/4 A.. She-Ass, with a
light coloured She-Foal. 1720 De Foe CaM. Singleton

(1906) 100 A chase between a she-lion, or lioness, and a
large deer. 1785GROSE Diet. Vulgar T.t She-Lion, a shilling.

1821 Lamb in Coleridge's Lett.
}

etc. (1858) 117 'Yet ', said

Lamb, 'Letitia was only just tinted; she was not what the
she-dogs now call an intellectual woman '. 1838 Dickens
Old C. Shop xxxiv, She-dragons in the business conducting
themselves like professional gentlemen. 1843 Marryat
M. Violet xlt

The she-panther lay dead. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 702 The she-pigs are treated in a different

manner. 1856 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxix. 392 A stout Esqui-
maux. .fired atashe-bear.

^ 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. v. 119
Great she-whales slain beside their young.

10. Female. Applied to persons (now somewhat
contemptuous), a. Prefixed to sbs. which are other-

wise * common \ as in she-cousin, dancer, thief,

etc. ; f she-friend, a female friend, often in bad
sense, a mistress ; she-saint, a female saint ; also

transf. and _/&£-.

c 153a Du Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 918/3 A she thefe,

laronesse. 1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. Convoc. ii. C j b, They
swere by al he sayntes and she sayntes to. 1579 Fulke
Con/. Sanders 615 S. Vncoulber a she Saint. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Amoureuse, a shee louer. a 1586
Sir H. Sidney Let. to Sir P. Sidney in Ussher's Lett. (1686)

App. 25 There is nothing more irksom than a She* Fool.
a 1592 Greene Thievesfalling out (1615) A 3, A Disputation
betweene a Hee-Foyst, and a Shee-Foyst. 1594 Carew
Huarte's Exam. Wits xiv. (1596) 241 There haue been..
many she Greeks, .specially seen in the Sciences. 1607
Dekker & Marston Weshv. Hoe 11. ii. C3, She. .is such an
intycing shee witch. 1609 B. Jonson Sit. Worn. u. ii. (1620)

D 2, And for that cause [she will] goe Hue with her she-friend,

or Cosenat the Colledge. 1623 Middleton & Rowley Sp.
Gipsy iv. ii. (1653) G 3, This young shee Gipsie. 1624
Heywood Gunaik. vi. 303 One Pharsalia, a Thessalian
shee-dancer. a 162$ Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 11. ii, He..
Commends his soule to his she-saint and exit. 1664 Pepys
Diary 9 Sept., My two she-cozen Joyces. 1668 Sedley
Mulb. Card. 11. ii, And then a Bottle of Wine or two, and a
She-Friend is an approv'd Remedy. x68a Mrs. Behn City
Heiress 1. 1.4, I have an assignation here at Church with the
dearest she-saint, and I hope sinner. 1727 Lady M. W.
Montagu Let. to C'tess Mar Apr. (1893) I. 504 Which
naturally attracts all the she and he fools in London. 1754
Gray's Inn Jrnl. No. 01 (1756) II. 248 She \i. e. Elizabeth]
had no She-Friends in her Cabinet-Council. 1808 Cobbett
Polit. Reg. 25 June XIII. 1001, I trust, that mothers and
wives and sisters and she-cousins, .will have very little to
do in the appointing of generals and other officers. 1823
Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Poor Relations, Your indigent she-rela-
tive is hopeless. 1840 Thackeray Paris Sk. Bk. Wks.
1900 V. 87 All the he and she scoundrels of the capital..
rush by you. 1840 Barham Ingol. Leg.* Lay St. Odille
Moral, Then let's act like Count Otto, and while one sur-
vives, Succumb to our She-Saints—videlicet wives.
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b. Prefixed to sbs. which naturally or usually

denote a male person.

1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Sche devyll, diableise. 1580 Holly-
band Treas. Fr. Tong, Boulengiire, a she baker, c 1590
Marlowe Faust, iv. 408 There was a hee diuell, and a shee
diuell. 1607 R. Wilkinson Merchant Royall 17 Christ did
call no she Apostles, a 1613 Overbury A Wife, etc. (1638)

45 At first both sexes were in Man combinde, Man, She-Man
did with his body breed, c 1622 Ford, etc. Witch Edmonton
iv. ii, [Enter Winnifrede as a page] . . Frank. . .Ah, my She-
Page ! a 1628 F. Greville Life Sidney (1652) 188 This She-
David [Q. Eliz.] of ours ventured to undertake the great
Goliath among the Philistins abroad, I mean Spain and the
Pope. J633 Massinger Guardian 111. vi, Would I were a
she-Priapus, Stuck up in a garden to fright away the Crows.
a 1704 T. Brown Walk round Lond., Quaker's Meet. Wks.
1709 III. in. 22 [She] makes a compleat She-Preacher, fit to

denounce Hell and the Devil. ri7<S6 Gray Impromptu,
Mrs. Keene the she Bishop of Chester [i. e. the bishop's
wife], 1816 Monthly Mag. XLII. 202 This she pope. 1840
Thackeray Catherine ii, I don't think I ever saw such a she-
devil. 1874 Lisle Carr Jud. Gwynne I, iii. 73 A flirtation

with a she-costermonger or other female. 189a C/i. -Q. Rev.
Ju'y 354 A Salvationist she-captain. 1900 Elworthy Horns
ofHonour ii. 91 Ceccod'Ascoliwas burnt in 1327. .for having
had illicit intercourse with a succuba, or she-devil.

c. Prefixed to masculine nouns in place of the

(frequently later) feminine noun in -ess. rare,

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Sacerdotissa, a shee priest.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. \\. 231 A French God, whose
shee-priestes, vowing perpetuall virginity, are said to be
nine in number. 1656 Earl Monm. tr. Bcccalini's Advis.
fr. Parnass. 1. xxii. (1674) 22 [They] admitted the chief She-
Poets, or Poetesses, into Parnassus. 1674 Brevint Saul
Endor vii. 161 They took her for their Patroness, and con-
sequently for their she God. a 1679 Earl Orrery Herod Gt.
Pro]., Rare Scenes like Opera's, nay, She-Actors too. 1712
W. Rogers Voy. (1718) 279 The other She-Negro (calPd
Daphne). 1736 Ainsworth Lat. Diet. iv. s. v. Cithserou,
It was sacred to Bacchus, and here his she priests were wont
to keep their revels. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 11. iv. p 8 The
she-adventurer who had played the part of Camilla.

d. Prefixed, with the sense * that is a woman ',

to sbs. used _/%•. (chiefly in disparaging use). Now
rare.

1582 T. Watson Centurie ofLove ix, So shuts or sprouts
my ioy, as doth this flow're, When my Sheesunne doth either
laugh or lowre. 1591 Lodge Catharos 4 b, A filbert is better
than a faggot, except it be an Athenian she handfull. 1601
R. Johnson Kingd. 4* Commiv. (1603) 81 Almost euery
common soldior carrying with him his she-baggage, besides
his bag and other furniture. 1624 Heywood Captives 1. i.

in Bullen O.Pl. IV, Shipp all your goods With these shee-
chatteyles. 1638 Ford Lady's Trial 1. ii, And him have we
beleagred to accost This shee-peece, under a pretence of
being Grandee of Spain, 1694 Motteux Rabelais v. xxi,

His Office was to cast anew those She-pieces of Antiquity.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus vi. 4 Some she-malady, some un-
healthy wanton, Fires thee verily. 1904 Dowden R. Brown-
ing 246 The lone she-sparrow of the house-top [/. e . a poor girl

in a garret].

e. with names of plants. Cf. He 8 b. See
also She-oak.

l57S Gascoigne Kenelworth Wks. 1910 II. 127 Mary
there are two kinds of Holly, that is to say, he Holly,
and she Holly. 1585 Hit; ins Junius' Nomenclator 114/1
Abrotonum ?>ias. The hee Southernwood. A. femina.
The shee Southernwood. 1636 [see He 8 b]. i7o«j Beverley
Hist. Virginia (1722) 127 The other, .looks shrivelPd, with
a Dent on the Back of the Grain, as if it had never come to
Perfection; and this they call She-Corn. 1756 P. Browne
Jamaica 362 The she-plants throw out their flowers sepa-
rate. 1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 210 Abies
Fraseri, Lindley... Balsam. She balsam. 1898 PC. E. Morris
AustralEngl. s. v. Beech, She Beech, Cryptocajya obovata.
Ibid. s. v. She-Oak, The prefix she is used in Australia to

indicate an inferiority of timber in respect of texture, colour,

or other character ; e. g. She-beech, She-pine.

f. with names of things =*= Female a. 11.

1816 [see He 8 c]. 1876 Papworth in Encycl. Brit. IV.

472/2 The joint joggles made as at a., is called by workmen
a he, and that at b a she joggle.

11. With the sense * effeminate \ nonce-use.
1821 Byron Sardanap. 11. i. 48 The she-king, That less

than woman, is even now upon The waters with his female
mates.

12. Of, pertaining to, characteristic of, a woman
or women.
1603 How Choose Gd. Wife in. ii. E 3, And since I sware,

. . To trust no she tongue, that can name a man. a 1625
Fletcher Wife for Month 1. Wks. 1907 V. 13 There's no
such cure for the she-falling sickness As the powder of a
dryed Bawds Skin. 1633 Ford Broken H. 11. j, But this is

but she-newes, I had it from a midwife, c 1648-50 Brath-
wait Bamabees Jrnl. 1. (1818) 33 Furnish'd with their

spritely weapons, She-flesh feeles clarks are no capons.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vi. 297 Nunneries also were good
shee-schools, wherein the Girles, and Maids ofthe Neighbour-
hood, were taught to read and work. Ibid, marg., Con-
veniency of Shee-Colledges. 1713 Rowe Jane Shore Epil.,

The Poets frequently might move Compassion, And with
She Tragedies o'er-run the Nation. 1821 Byron Sardanap.
in. i. 220 Lydian Omphale's She-garb. 1831 TRELAWNY^rfr.
Younger Son I. 277 He is as self-willed and obstinate as the
she-kind are. 1847 Tennyson Princess Prol. 158 Helong'd
..for she-society. 1892 Daily Chron. 28 Apr. 3/1 What
someone contemptuously phrased as ' she-poetry*.

13. Comb. : she bible, the second of the two
issues of the Bible printed in 161 1 (see quot.); fshe-
calends [tr. L. femineas halendse], the calends of

March (when the Matronalia were celebrated)

;

+ she-Dunkirk, a privateer ; f she-flattery, the

act of flattering females ; she-house slang (see

quot.)
; f she-retailing a., trading in women.

1878 H. Stevens Bibles Caxton Exhib, 109 This pair..

SHEAF.

]

we shall distinguish by calling the first the Great He Bible,

and the other the Great *Slie Bible, from their respective
' renderings of Ruth iii. 15. Ibid, ill This [1613-ir ed.] is
1

generally a mixtureofthe sheets ofthe He and the She Bible.

:
a 1661 Holyday Juvenal ix. (1673) 177 A trimme creature,
to whom thou might'st send guifts forsooth, such as at the
*she-calends they send to women. 1623 Massinger Dk.
Milan m. ii, As he came From a close fight at Sea vnder
the Hatches, With a *she Dunckerke. 1637 Nabbes Micro-
cosmus lv. E 2 b, Melancholy hath been some neglected

J

Courtier ; hee's perfect in *she-flattery. 1785 Grose Diet.
Vulgar T., *She House, a house where the wife rules, or, as
the term is, wears the breeches. 1593 Nashe Christ's T.

77 b, These *shee retayling bodie-tramquers.

VI. As adjective.

14. Female, feminine, rare.
a 1300 Cursor M. 619 pe bestes all, bath sco and he, War

broght forwit him to see. a 1849 H. Coleridge Ess. (1851)
II. 50 He had so little of the woman in him that he could
resemble nothing She. *

II Shea (pT, Jz'a). [Mandingo (Bambara and
other dialects) si, se, sye, the tree or its fruit. The
current English spelling is due to Park.] A sapo-
taceous tree of tropical Africa, Bassia Parkii,
from the kernels of which is obtained shea butter

(also called galam butter), a substance resembling
butter, used as food by the natives and in Europe
for the manufacture of soap, etc. Also shea tree,

shea-butter tree.

1799 Park Trav. Africa xvi. (ed. 2) 202 The people were
every where employed in collecting the fruit of the Shea
trees. Ibid. 203 In clearing wood land for cultivation, every
tree is cut down but the Shea. 1846 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 11.

90 The Shea Butter-Tree. 1846 J. Sell's S?st. Geog.,
Guinea 1. IV. 28 The shea or butter-tree. 1847 Mrs. R. Lee
Afr. Wand. xiv. (1854) 232 Anointed with vegetable or shea
butter. 1905 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 26 Aug. 450 Shea butter.. is

employed for rheumatism [etc. J.

Sheac(k, var. forms of She-oak.

Sheading (frdirj). Also 6 shedding, 8
sheeding. [var. f. Shedding vbl. sb.] Each of

the six administrative subdivisions (three to each
' district ') of the Isle of Man.
1 1577 in Mills Stat. Laws I. ofMan (1821) 12, vj Men of

every Shedding of Mann. Ibid. 15 In your six Courts of your
six Sheadings. i653CHALONER/.0/"J/a»(i656) 17, 6Coroner.s
or Sheriffs of the 6 Sheadings, into which the Isle is divided.

1894 Hall Caine Manxman 315 The Coroner of the premier
sheading began to recite the same titles in Manx.
atlrib. 1577 in Mills Stat. Laws I. of Man (1821) 60

Hereafter follows the Fencing of the Sheading Courts.

1653 Chaloner /. ofMatt (1656) 19 A Jury of six, which is

called a Sheading Jury.

Sheaf (iii), sb. Forms : a. 1 sc6af, 4-5 shef,

sehef, soheef, 4-6 shefe, sheef, 5 sheeffe,

(ohyfe), 5-6 schefe, seheff(e, sheff, 5-7 sheffe,

6 sheafTe, sehiefe, Sc. scheiff, (teind-)cheif,

6-7 sheafe, 7 sheave, sheive, 8 Se. sheaff, 6-
sheaf. PL 1 sc^afas, (sceabas, scubas), 3 sheve,
(Orm.) sheefess, 4 schewes, (szevis, eheves),

4-5 schefes, 4-6 scheves, -is, -ys, sheves, -is,

-ys, 5 shefys, shef(f)s, 5-7 sheeves, 6 sheffes,

sheiffes, sheafes, 7 sheaffes, shefes, 6- sheaves,
7- sheafs. 0. chiefly north, and Se. 4 sohaf,

(shafth), 4-5 shale, 5 schafe, schaffe, 5-6
shaffe, shayff, 6 schaif, schayffe, 5 shave, 9
shaf(f. PI. 4 soaves, sehaffes, 4-5 schaves,

5 schaiffis, shaffis, 5-6 sehawis, 6 shayffs, 7
sehavis, sehawes, shaves. 7. 5 schof^e,

sohoof, 9 dial, shoaf, shofe, shoof. PI. 5
schovys, 9 dial, shoves, shoofs, etc. [Com.
Teut. (wanting in Gothic) : OE. sctaf masc. =
NFris. skdf, WFris. sheaf, OS. skSf ? sheaf (Gallee),

MLG., MDu. schof (mod.Du. schoof fern., sheaf),

OHG. scoub sheaf, bundle or wisp of straw

(MHG. schoup, mod.G. schaub masc, also schaube

fem., wisp of straw), ON. skauf neut., fox's

brush :—OTeut. *skauto-, app. f. the root *skaut>- :

skeub- : shut- : see Shove v. From the wk. grade of

the root are OHG. scab, MHG. schop, mod.G. dial.

schob masc, schobe fem., bundle, OHG. scobar,

MHG., mod.G. schober masc, heap of hay,cora, etc.

With the forms cf. chap{-man) beside cheap, OE. ceap.

The y forms are difficult to account for. They may re-

present an ablaut variant (OE. *scofa or *scofe), or they

may be due to the influence of continental LG. or Du.

;

another possible explanation is that locally the original

falling diphthong e"a may have undergone change of stress ;

but none of these conjectures is quite satisfactory.]

1. One of the large bundles in which it is usual

to bind cereal plants after reaping. Also, a similar

bundle of the stalks or blooms of other plants.

a. £735 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) G15 Garbas, sceabas.

e 1000 ^Elfric Gen, xxxvii. 7 Me buhte, baet we bundon
sceafas on aecere and baet min sceaf arise and stode uprihte

omiddan eowrum sceafum. < 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 216

Rudan sceafas bry gedo on wine croccan. ciaoo Ormin
1481 pu bresshest tine shaefess, & sibbenn winndwesst tu bin

corn, a 1250 Owl 4- Night. 455 Hwanne mon howieb of his

sheue. 148s in 10th Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 291

Clane whete as it cometh from the shefe. a 1490 Botoner
/tin. (Nasmith, 1778) 288 Et populi portant anglice shevys

de reede seggead luminandam aulam. 1533 Cat. Ane. Rec.

Dublin (1889) 433 Brynyng with every pecke two shevis of

fyrris. l6ai Quarles Hadassa Introd. B2, Here lies a

new-falne ranke, and there a sheaue. 1717 Berkeley Tour
Italy Wks. 187: IV. 546 Corn reaped and standing in
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sheaves. 1797 T. Holcroft tr. Stotberg's Trav. III. Ixxxi.

(ed. 2) 290 We.. saw barley in sheaf. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm. III. 1053 By practice, he can ascertain by the

eye whether sheaves are of the proper size, which is 1 foot

of diameter across the band. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.
Agric. (ed. 4) II. 317 It is usuallbr landlords to pay for the

drawing of the reed by the hundred sheaves. 1862 Miall
Title-deeds Ch. Eng. 39 note, Beans were usually tithed in

the sheaf or shock.

0. a 1300 Cursor M. 4061 Hijs breber schaues \GStt.

scheuis, Fair/, sheuys] he sagh lutand Til his allan bat was
standand. 14.. Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 725/40 Hec garba,
a schaffe. 1513 Douglas /Eneis iv. Prol. 14 Of vickit grane
quhow sail gud schaif be schorn ? 1533-3 Durham Househ.
Bk. (Surtees) 166 Item 1 stuk et 16 shayffs ordii. 1365 Reg.
Mag. Sig. Scot, 384 Cum. . 10 garbis vulgo schawls strami-

num. 1639 Mure Ps. cxxvL 23 Charg'd with shaves.

y. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 444/2 Scheffe, or scheef (S. schefe
or schofe, K. schofj, garba, gelima. Ibid. 447/2 Schoof or
scheef. Ibid. Schokkyn schovys, lasso, congelimo. 1788
\V. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. 35 In these ' reaps \—shoves
or open sheaves,—it [sc. rape] lies until . . the ripest is ready
to open its pods. 1865 W. White East. Eng. I. vii. 101

Then we has to lay 'em [the reeds] straight, and tie "em up
into shoofs. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., Shoves.
Proverbs. £1384 Chaucer H. Fame 2140 For alle mote

oute, other late or rathe, Alle the sheves in the lathe, c 1385— L. G. W, 2579 The whiche child of hire natyuyte To alle

thewix goode I-born was she, As likede to the goddis er

she was born, That of the shef she shal be the corn. 156a
I. Heywood Prov. <$• Epigr. (1867) 161, I will take as faith

111 the sheafe,

fb. Tenth, ninth, third, etc. sheaf: a specified

proportionate part of the annual crop paid to the

lord or to the church. Also (in the s.w. counties)

the sheaf ^ the tenth sheaf, tithe ofgrain. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 6807 Giue gladli tend And bin offrand,

J>e formast scaues of your corn. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VIII. 335 And pe nynbe scheef [v.r. schef] everich
glebe of Engelond he ordeyned for his owne iourneys. c 1440
Jacob's Well 24 Alle bo bat jeuyn be tythe scheef to )?e

reperys for here hyre,. .& }euyn ^e xj. sheef for be tythe.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 351 The churche of wygynton takyth
all shevis, and halfe of all ober tythys. a 1460 Fortescue
Abs. <y Lint. Man. xii. (1885) 140 When the reaume gaff to
thair kyng. .the ixth Itlese off thair wolles, and also tue ixlh

shefe off ber graynes. 147a Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1 879)
I. 162 \Vil3an1 sal pay }erly for the teynd schafe of standand
teyndis..2o bollisof vitale 155a Lvndesay Tragedy 299 Ye
wyll not want teind cheif nor offrandis. c 1630 Risdon
Surv. Devon $ 309 (1810) 318 The shefe of this place,
Walter Stapledon gave to the hospital. 1641 Will of T.
Isaacs (Somerset Ho. J, Whereas the sheaf of sherverton
belongs to me. a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. i. (1691) 34 If the
Rent of the Land . . be the third Sheaf. 17 . . in J. Hammond
Cornish Parish (1897) 81 The proprietors of the Sheaf [

—

that is, of the Rectorial tithes—were abated 13$. 4^.]

°* fiS% *n var'ous obvious uses. Also t To put
on the sheaf, to crown the feast, add the finishing

touch (Sc.).

1600 in Songs <y Poems Costume (Percy Soc.) ioa Ofothers
take a sheafe, of mee a graine. 1690 Locke Hum. Und. iv.

xii. § 12 In the Knowledge of Bodies, we must be content to

glean what we can from particular Experiments, since we
cannot from a Discovery of their real Essences, grasp at a
time whole Sheaves ; and in bundles, comprehend the
Nature and Properties of whole Species together. 1715
Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. xx, A kebbuck syn..pat on
thesheaf. 1825 Macaulay Ess., Milton r 21 Vet iheharvest
is so abundant that the negligent search of a straggling
gleaner may be rewarded with a sheaf. 1885 R. Buchanan
Annan Water xvi, Marriage with a holy man is a sheaf of
blessing.

d. Applied to a cluster of flowers, leaves, etc.

1845 Browning Home-thoughtsfrom A broadi, The lowest
boughs and the brushwood sheaf Round the elm-tree bole
are in tiny leaf. 188a Garden 1 July 12/1 The plant shown
bore quite a sheaf of large blooms.

e. A cluster of jets of fire or water darting up
together. (Cf. F. gerbe.)

1811 Pinkerton Petral. II. 535 A thousand sheaves of
fire blew up into the air, where, breaking and dispersing,

they fell like a shower of stars. 1857 Dufferin Lett. High
Lat. 125 A shining liquid column, or rather a sheaf of
columns wreathed in robes of vapour, sprung into the air.

2. t a. A bundle of iron or steel containing a
definite number of gads (see quots. 1577, T597).
[Cf. med.L. garba, a bundle of 30 pieces of steel ; also

MHG. ein schoup tsens.)

1309-10 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 7 In 3 schaffes

aceris emp., izd. 1377-8 Ibid. 387 In unoshafth calibis pro
reparacione securium, &d. 1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII
(1896) 150 Payed. .for ij Sheffs of Stelle price the Sheff vij*.

1515-16 Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 96, iiij sheiffes

de calabe. 1577 Harrison England m. xviii[xi], in Holin-
shed. Our steefe. -is not so good for edge toole as that of
(J 11 Hen, and yet the one is often solde for the other, and lyke
tale vsed in both, that is to say thirtie gaddes to the shiefe

[1587 sneffe] and sixe shiefes [twelue sheffes] to the burden.

1597 Skene De Verb. Sign, s.v. Schct/td, Ane schiefe ofirone
containes sexteene gades, ane schiefe of steile containes
fourteene gades.

f b. ? A certain quantity of timber. Obs.

1534 in Weaver Wells Wills (1890) 5 Rych. myson vshefe
of tymbre.

+ C. A certain number of plates of glass. Obs.
[Cf. LG. schoff, a bundle of six plates of glass (Schiller &

Lubben, s.v. scho/l]

1402-3 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 394, js. Bd. pro j

pare de lyas et j shafe vitri venditis. Ibid. 397 Item de
novo vitro colorato 2 scheff. 1476-7 in J. Raine Auckland
Castle (1852) 54 [For 20] shefs [of new glass for repairing
the windows of the manor-house, 13.C +d.\. 1488-3 in

Finchaie Priory Ace. (Surtees) p. ccclx, Pro ix shaffis vitri.

1487 Churchw. Ace. Wigtoft Lines. (Nicholls 1797) 83 Paide
for a shefe of glass 8"*. 1488-9 Durham Ace. Rolls 99 Pro

Vol. VIII.

5 shaft" vitri empt., 3J. $d. 1532-3 Durham Househ. Bk.
(Surtees) 170 Et in 8 shayff brymmys glasse emptis.

3. A bundle or quiverful of 24 arrows.
1318 Act Robt. I c. xxvii, Unum bonum arcum cum uno

schapho sagittarum. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. m. 324 Half a
shef of arwes. c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 104 A sheef of pecok
arwes brighte and kene Vnder his belt he bar ful thriftily.

1475 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) 1. 200 Bowis and
schawis. 150a Privy Purse Exp. Eliz. York (1830) 58 For
a sheffe and an half of brode arrowes at ij d. the arrowe vj s.

and for a sheef of brode heddes at ij d. the hedde iiij s.

1539 in Gentl. Mag. (1864) Apr. 501/1 A boue & a sbaffe of
arrows, ij". 1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 20 b, To
drawe their arrowes out of their cases and sheafes. 1643
Baker Chron., Ediv. IV, 94 The Northern men..plyed
their bowes, till all their Sheaves were empty. i8as Scott
Betrothed ix, The soldiers.. discharged several sheaves of
arrows upon such fugitives, as .. approached too near the
castle.

-/%"• x377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 224 [They] shoten a;ein
with shotte many a shef of othes, And brode hoked arwes,
goddes herte & his nayles.

4. A representation of a sheaf (of corn, arrows,

etc.). (In Her. the sheaf of com is called Garb.)
c 1420 ? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 291 Ceres., in a garment

Of sak clothe . . Embrowderyd with sheues and sykelys bent.

a 1631 Donne Poems, To Mr. G. Herbert, A Sheafe of
Snakes used heretofore to be My Seal, The Crest of our
poore Family. 1805 Scott Last Minstr. iv. viii, And hence,
in fair remembrance worn, Yon sheaf of spears his crest has
borne. 1868 Cussans Handbk. Her. vii. (1893) 108 A bundle
of Arrows bound together in the centre is termed a Sheaf,
and consists of three : one in pale, and two in saltire.

5. gen. A cluster or bundle of things tied up
together; a quantity of things set thick together.
a 1718 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. (1729) I. 78 A

Mineral.. composed of several Sheafs of grey Filaments.

1855 Thackeray Netvcomes xlviii, A great palette, and a
sheaf of painting-brushes. 1863 Geo. Eliot RomolaH.xxn,
The sheaves of banners were unfurled at the angles of the
Baptistery. 1888 Miss Braddon Fatal Three 1. v, He took
a sheaf of telegraph-forms from the stand in front of him.

b. Emphatically in pi. : A large number, mass,

or quantity.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xx. vi. IX. ro8 He has sheaves
of Letters daily. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 123 It falls, in
very sheaves, The weary, dreary rain.

6. Physics and Math. A bundle of rays, lines,

etc. all passing through a given point.

1863 Tyndall Heat ix. § 359. 302 A sheaf of calorific

rays. 1885 Leudesdorf Cremona's Pro/. Geom. 22 A sheaf
(sheafofplanes, sheafoflines) is a figure made up of planes
or straight lines, all of which pass through a given point
(the centre of the sheaf). 1890 Eagles Descript. Geom. 303
Sheafs of rays which in the case of a source of light, .form
a cone of which that source is the vortex.

7. Comb., as sheaflike adj.
;
fsheaf-arrow, an

arrow of the kind which was carried in a sheaf

(see 3) for warfare ; sheaf-binder, one who binds

sheaves, a machine which does this; sheaf-corn,
corn in sheaves ; -fsheaf-iron, ? iron in sheaves or

bundles of rods ; sheaf-ripe a. (poet.), ripe for

harvest.

1474 in Rymer Fcedera XI. 838 Sagittas vocatas *Shefe
Arowes. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 126 As concerning
sheafTe Arrouse for war. 16*7 Drayton Agincourt 20 A
French man back into the Towne doth fall, With a sheafe

Arrow shot into the head. 1866 Blackie/Y<ww «t IliadJ.

163 Sowers and reapers and *sheaf.binders. 1880 Daily
News 10 Dec. 2/4 For many years, the only description of
sheaf-binder which was found to work was one which tied

with wire. 1785 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties (1790)

II. 167 "Sheaf corn lies straighter in the cutting box. 157a

Wills <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees 1835) 364, iiij houndreth lb of
*sheff yron i

1 xij*. 1880-1 Saville Kent Man. Infusoria
I. 349 A *sheaf-like fascicle of rod-like trichocysts. 1879
Browning Ned Bratts 3 Corn stood *sheaf-ripe already.

Sheaf (Jit), v. [f. Sheaf sb. Cf. Sheave v.]

1. trans. To bind into a sheaf or sheaves ; also

with up. Also absol.

1506 Kal. Sheph. (Sommer) 18 To Iaboure in haruest. .To
repeand shefe. 1600 Shaks. A. Y.L. in. ii. 113 They that

reap must sheafe and binde. 16x1 Florio, AJfasciare,. .to

sheafe vp corne. i6ao Markham Farew. Husb. xiii. 103
Hauing reapt your corne so full of grasse and weeds, you
shal by no meanes sheafe it. 1651 W. Durham Maran-
atha (1652) 14 Should the tares overlook the wheat here,

and hereafter be sheafed up into the barn. 1764 Museum
Rust. II. viii. 30 When the crop is fully ripe and clear of
weeds, 'tis proper to mow inwards, and sheaf it immediately.

1845 Jrnl.R. Aerie. Soc. V. 11. 327 Last harvest Mr. Hudson
sheafed part of his barley. 1874 Hardy Far fr. Mad.
Crowd xxxiii, Maryann . . with some other women was tying

the bundles (oats being always sheafed on this farm).

fig. 188a Eraser's Mag. Oct. 438 It would be absurd to

waste its scholarship and unrivalled opportunities in sheafing

up and binding together a puny list of unregistered words.

1891 F. Mary Wilson, Browning Primer 239 Some., seem
more specially sheafed than others by the binding threads of
the Prologue and Epilogue.

*fy.
To furnish with a sheaf, rare.

1636 R. James Iter Lancastr. (1845) 3/69 Who doe bent
bowes on their left showlders hould, Their girdle sheaft

with arrowes.

Sheaf, erroneous form of Sheath sb.

1697 Ctess D'Aunoy's Trav. (1706) 94 These Swords being
so long, that they cannot be drawn out, unless a Man has

the Arms of a Giant ; the Sheaf therefore flies open in laying

the finger on a little Spring. 1766 Complete Farmer s. v.

Vegetation, The lateral roots also break forth.. from the

gaping sheaf which adheres closely to the plant.

Sheaf, variant of Sheave sb.

Sheafage (J/'fedg). rare—1
, [f. Sheaf sb. +

-age.] Sheaves in the aggregate.

1885 A. Dobson At Sign ofLyre, Masque ofMonths viii,

Now in wains the sheafage yellow 'Twixt the hedges slow
is borne.

Sheafy (f^fi), a. [f. Sheaf sb. + -t
1
.] Con-

sisting ot or resembling a sheaf or sheaves.
171a Gay Ovid's Met. vi. Arachne 190 Ceres,.. Whose

golden locks a sheafy garland bear. 1887 Blackmore
Springhaven III. xv. 203 The sun had been ripening his

harvest-field of sheafy gold and awny cloud.

Sheah, Sheak, var. ff. Shiah, She-oak.
Sheakle, dial, form of Shackle sb. 1

Sheal : see Sheel v., Shiel sb. and v., Smix v.

Shealing : see Sheeling, Shieling, Shilling.
Sheamble, sheamle, obs. ff. Shamble sb.*

Shea-oak, variant of She-oak.
Shear (ji 9-0> *&* Forms : sing. 1 soear, 3-6

schere, 4 scheere, 4-6 shere, sheere, 6 share,
6-7 sheir, Sc. scheir, 7-9 sheer, 8- shear ; //.

1 sce'rero, sceruru, sceroro, sc^ara, 3 saeres,

3-6 soheris, 4 sherys, 4-5 scheres, scherys,
sheeris, 4-6 sheris, 4-7 sheres, 5 s(c)herez,
schers, shereis, shires, 6 sheires, 6-7 sheyres,
sheeres, sheares, 6-9 sneers, 7 shares, 7 shears.
[Prob. two formations: (1) OE. sce'rero pi. :—

OTent. type *skHrizo\—pre-Teut, *skeresa, f. root

*sker- : see Shear v. (2) OE. sciar fem. = MDu.
schaer, OHG. scdra ('.—*sk&rd), f. the same root.

Another declensional variant is represented by
OHG. skdr

t
pi. skdri (whence the later sing, form

MHG. sch&re, mod.G. schere fem.), ON. skkri
neut. pi. (Norw. dial, skfara fem., sh/sere masc.).]

1. Originally (and still Sc. and dial.) = Scissors.

In later use commonly applied to scissors of large

size, and to other cutting instruments which simi-

larly operate by the simultaneous action of two
blades on opposite sides of the material to be cut.

The various kinds of shears fall into two principal classes

:

those which are worked in the manner of scissors, and those
in which (as in ordinary sheep-shears) the bringing together
of the blades is effected by pressure on their stems between
the blades and the arched spring by which the stems are
connected. Shears of the latter class have now sometimes
three or more blades instead of two.

Often with defining word indicating the purpose for which
the instrument is intended or some peculiarity of its con-
struction, as bar-shears, clipping shears, etc. q. v. under the
first element ; also Sheep-shears.

a. in pi. form, with plural construction, either

in sing, or plural sense. When qualification by a
numeral or an indefinite article is required, pair

of shears is used.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) F. i^-xForfices, scerero. Ibid.

279 borfex, isern, sceruru. ^897 Alfred Gregory's Past.
C. xviiL 138 Da: tie 3a sacerdas ne sceoldon no hiera heafdu
scieran mid scearseaxum..ac hie sceoldon hie efsian mid
scearum. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 399/19 Forficis,

sceara. <tiioo Gerefa in Anglia IX. 263 He sceal..

habban . . horscamb and sceara. c 1*05 Lav. 14215 Wha^tte
his sabres alse he schaeren wolde. c 1300 Havelok 857 He
tok be sh[e]res of be nayl And made him a couel of be
sayl. c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 722 How Sampson loste

his heres, Slepynge, his lemman kitte it with hir sheres.

1390OowERCoff.il. 318 And out heclippethalsofaste Hire
tunge with a peire scheres. 1473 in Amolde's Chron. (1502)

27 b/i It is. .enacted, that noo wullen cloth. .be shorne..

but yf it be fully wet opon peine of forfetur of the said cloth.

. .The sherar therof shal lese his shereis and pay xx. s' for

euery pece cloth, iw Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 31

Oon pair of sheris and iiij shepe. 1574 in Feuillerat Revels

Q. Eliz. (1908) 246 Grynding of Sheeres to clypp the Asse-

due. a 1586 SidneyA rcadia 111. (Sommer) 278 The sheares

also were at hand to behead the silke. 1628 [P, Fletcher]
Brittain's Ida 1. ii, His Nimph-like face ne're felt the

nimble sheeres. x686 Plot Staffordsh. 380 Admitting of
formation by the Gardiner's sheers. 1783 Burns Death of
Mailie 40 So may they [sheep], like their great forbears,

For monie a year come thro' the sheers. 1855 Delamer
Kitchen Garden 17 A pair of shears, for clipping box-edging
and quickset hedges. 190a Marshall Metal Tools 44 For
cutting thin sheet metal and wire, a pair of hand-shears.

^[ In tavern signs.

1600 Sir John Oldcastle v. v. 12 Yonder at the sheeres.

x8a6 Hone's Every-d. Bk. I. n. 1230The ' Hand and Shears',

a public house [in Cloth-fair].

b. in sing, form, = a pair of shears. Now rare,

a 1300 Cursor M. 7240 Quils sampson slepped, sco laght a
schere, His hare sco kerf, c 1386 Chaucer Monk's T. 66
Ne on his heed com rasournoon ne schere. 1455 in Anstey
Munim. Acad. (Rolls) II. 664, j. shere to snofle candels.

a 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 396 Thow yeid with
elwand, scheir and thymmill, Full mony a day seikand thy
craft. 1643 Orkney Witch Trial in Misc. Abbotsf. Club

(1837) I. 184 Laid ane woll scheir on the coggis mouth. 1661

Petty in T. Birch Hist. Roy. Soc. (1756) I. 64 Then the

sheer works rank, that is, takes off a deep flock. Ibid., So
few men can set and grind a shear exactly.

Tic. vo.pl. form construed as sing.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, eclxvii, One Shears
must cutt them both. 1842s Loudon Suburban Hort. 141^ A
shears fixed at the extremity of a long handle, and which
clips and holds fast at the same time.

d. As used for purposes of divination. Com-
monly sieve and shears.

1549 in Narr, Reform. (Camden) 334 Sir Robert Brian.

.

conjureth with a syve and a pair of sheeres. 1570 [see

Riddle sb. 1 b]. 1602-1843 [see Sieve 2b].

+ e. In proverbial use. There goes but a pair

of shears between them, they match each other as

if cut from the same cloth ; they are ' of a piece

'
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(very common in i6-i7th c). Chalk is not shears

(SO, chalking the cloth is not cutting it. Obs.

i«o Lyly Eufhues Wks. 1902 I. 195 The Symfiathm

of affections and as it were but a payre of sheeres to goe

betweene theire natures. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. 1. u. 28.

16w Star Chamber Casts (Camden) 98 I here went but a

oaire of sheeres between a Papist and a Protestant, and not

apinne to choose of what religion a man is. 1643 in W.
Macgill Old Ross-sh. (1909) 314, I feir me they sail be long

in concluding, as we say in the comon proverbe Calke is no

S

'i. fig., esp. as attributed to the Fates.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 348 O sisters three, come, come

to mee, With hands as pale as Milke, Lay them in gore, since

you haue shore With sheeres, his tbred of silke. 1637

Milton Lycidas 75 Comes the blind Fury with th'abhorred

shears, And slits the thin spun life. 1795 Southey Vis.

Maid of Orleans I. 309 Observe how soon., they change

Their snowy hue,.. Till Atropos relentless shuts the sheers.

1886 Campbell-Bannerman Sp. 13 May in Hansard's
Pari. Deb. Ser. in. CCCV. 939 The shears of destiny in the

hands of Mr. Jesse Collings were ready.

g. Mech. In modem use, applied to various

machines for cutting metals, more or less analogous

to shears in manner of operation.

1834-6 P. Barlow Manuf. § 876 in Encycl. Metroj>. (1845)

VI 11. 615 Cut up into narrow slips, .by means ofa pair of cir-

cular shears. 1869 Rankine Machine <y Hand-tools PI. K 1,

These shears are so arranged that the long plates can be cut

in two or more divisions. Ibid. K 6, Fig, 2 is an end view

of carriage, showing side views of punch and shear, and front

view of drill.

h. Cloth-manuf. The cutting apparatus of a

cloth cropping machine composed of a series of

spiral blades on a revolving cylinder which cut

against a ledger blade ; also each of these blades.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1323 This wire.. being hardened is

intended to constitute one edge of the shear or cutter.

Ibid. 1326 A straight blade of steel .. forms the leger blade,

or lower fixed edge of the shears. 1846 Holtzapffel Turn.

ing II. 913 Revolving shears or ' perpetual shears ' are used

for shearing offthe loose fibres from the face of woollen cloths.

i. One of the blades of a pair of shears.

1794 G. Adams Nat. # Exfer. Philos. III. xxxi. 235 The
upper shear is riveted to a couple of strong standards. 1884

Cassclls Techn. Educ. II. 19/1 Immediately after the cut of

the shear commences the iron must be divided completely

across.

*ji 2. Misused for : (a) a knife ; (b) a scythe.

138a Wvclif 3 Kings xviii. 28 Thei cuttiden hem self, .with

sheeris and litil launcis [Vulg. cultris et lanceolis]. 1887

Mrs. Laffan Song 0/ fubilee 58 We could hear The whet-
stone grate upon the mower's shear.

1 3. //. Something having the shape of a pair of

shears. a. ? The clavicles ; t>. «• Shear-battle

(see 7) ; o. A pair of wings ; d. The pincer-like

claws of a crustacean. Obs.

1506 Kal. Sheph. K 8 b, By the necke betwene the head &
the sholders ben .ii. bones named the sheres. 1560WHITE-
horne Ord. Soutdiers iv. 7 b, The Sheeres are made with
twoo Triangels ioyned togethers for to receiue betwen
them the said battell. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. viii. 5 Two
sharpe winged sheares, Decked with diuerse plumes, like

painted layes, Were fixed at his backe, to cut his ayerie

waves. 1682 K. Digby Ckym. Seer. 11. 105 The black ends
of the shares of Crabs. 1714 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. xiii.

(ed. 2) 234 note, Two toothy Cheeks, somewhat like the

Sheers of Lobsters.

4. pi. (Often construed as sing.) A device used

upon ships, and in dockyards and mines, for raising

and fixing masts, boilers and other heavy gear, con-

sisting of two (or sometimes more) poles steadied

(in a sloping position) by guys and fastened

together at the top, from which the hoisting tackle

depends, and with their lower ends separated as a
base and secured to the deck or platform. Often

spelt sheers. [Cf. G. scherenkran.']

a 1625 Nomenclator Navalis (Harl. MS. 2301) Sheeres.

1644 [see Sheepshanks 2
]. 1739 C. Labelye IVestm. Bridge

36 The Sheers and Crab made use of in lifting the Stone.

1834 Marryat P. Simple xlvii, Then the shears were seen
forward, i860 Engl, fy For. Mining Gloss., Cormv. (ed. 2)

22 Shears.. for the convenience of lifting out or lowering
into the shaft, timber, or other things of great length. 1859
F. A. Griffiths ArtilL Man. (1862) 130 The legs or spars

for sheers. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo x.

107, 1., improvised a shears made of a couple of thirty-foot

rails.

6. //. A collector's name for any of several moths
of the genus Hadena (Schrank), esp. H. plebeia

;

also H. glauca, the glaucous shears, H. leucostigma,

the white-spot shears, H. ochracea, the tawny shears.

1831 Rennie Bulterfl. St M. 67. 1869 E. Newman Brit.
Moths 415.

6. attrib. and Comb. Simple attrib., as shear-

blade, -handle, -lever, -machine, rivet, slide, -smith,

(sense 4) shear-derrick, -pole ; objective, as shear-

grinder, -grinding, -maker ; similativc, as shear-

shaped adj.

1869 Rankine Machine *t Hand-tools PI. K 1, With *shear
blades long enough to shear a plate at one cut. 1838 Civ.
Engin. <$• A rch. Jml. I. 268/1 For the purpose of hoisting
the stone to the *shear dericks at the top. 1688 Rec. Scott.
Cloth Manuf. New Mills (S.H.S.) 178 John Gray "shear-
grinder. 1875 KnightMech. Z)jc/.,*Shear-grinding Machine.
1688 Holme Armoury 111. 348/1 He beareth Azure, a pair
of Clothiers Shears, Argent; and the *Shear handle Or.
1869 Rankine Machine $ Hand-tools PI. K 8, The "shear
lever. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 720 Two pairs of •shear-
machines. 1797 y. Robinson's Directory of Slieffield 172
•Shear Makers. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxv, We were
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obliged to go aloft upon the ropes and *shearpolej. 1859

F. S. Cooper Ironmongers' Catal. 63 With *Shear Rivets.

1875 C. C. Blake Zool. 297 The *shearshaped palps are

twice as long as the body. 1869 Rankine Machine fy Hand-
tools PI. K 6, *Shear slide. 1623-4 Act 21 yas. I, c. 31 § 6

The Occupacion of a Cutler Scissorsmith *Shearsmith or

Sicklesmith within.. Hallamshire. 1756 Pennecuik Hist.

Blue Blanket 42 Shear-smiths.

7. Special comb. : f shear-battle Mil., a tactical

arrangement of forces into two wedge-shaped for-

mations acting in parallel directions toward the

same objective; shear-bill [tr. F. bec-en-ciseaux

(Buffon)], the Scissor-bill ; shear board, a padded

board over which the cloth was stretched for

cropping with hand-shears ; also attrib. ; shear-

frame (see quot.) ; shear mark, a mark upon a

hide or fleece made when clipping an animal; also

Jig. ; also shear-marked a. ; shear-mast (see

quot.) ; shear-tail, (a) dial., a name for the Com-
mon Tern {Sternajluviatilis); (b) a Peruvian bird

(Thaumasiura com).
1598 Barret Theor. Warres 80 Loe here the *sheere

battell framed of 4 battallions. 1793 tr. Bufforis Nat. Hist.

Birds VIII. 412 The *ShearbilI. 156a Richmond Wills

(Surtees) 156 In the shoppe, shears, *shearborde, and wyrk-
ingere, xjs. Ibid. 153 Shearborde handills. 1733 [P. Lind-
say] Interest Scot, no The cutting on the Shear-board. 2880

F. Peel Luddites 9 While the pair of cropping shears were
workingacrossthe length of thetwo pieces fixed and prepared
on the shear boards. Ibid., The *shear-frame was one by
means of which the two hand-shears could be worked at one
and the same time instead ofone by the hand cropper, a 1586

Sidxky Arcadia ii.xxvii. § 4(1912) 321 [They returned home]
most of them with *share-marks of their folly. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm III. 866 The shear-marks are seen to

run in parallel bands round the carcass. 1892 Berwick Adver-
tiser 16 Sept. 1/6 A Red and White Stirk; one shear mark on
near hind quarter. 1696 Lond. Gaz. No. 3245/4 A Chesnut
Mare about 13 hands high,. .*shear marked on the top of the

Buttock E. B. 1867 Smyth Sailors' Word-bk., *Sheer-mast,

the peculiar rig of the rafts on the Guayaquil river . . having a
pair of sheers (instead of a single mast) within which the

fore-and-aft mainsail works. 1885 Swainson Prov. Names
Birds 203 *Shear tail. 1899 A. H. Evans Birds vi. 438
The ' Peruvian Shear-tail ' is golden-green, with crimson

throat shading into blue, and white under surface.

Shear (Ji a-i)> sb.% Now chiefly dial. Forms :

6 sheere, 6-7 share, sheare, shere, Sc. scheir,

7 sheer, sheir, 6- shear, [f. Shear v.]

I. Action or result of shearing.

1. a. A mowing of grass or corn, a crop.

1794 Har'st Rig vi, And ay they tell, That, ' a green shear

Is an ill shake '. 18x3 Vancouver Agric. Devon 224 Let the

shear or swarth be what it may, the average price ofmowing
is stated.. at zs. i,d. per acre. 188a Cornish Telegraph

29 June 5 The shear of hay will be a splendid one.

b. A shearing (of wool), a fleece.

i8ox W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. XII. 579 By subdividing

multifariously the sorts of wool to which the growers are to

attend, the number of competitors in each line of shear will

become very small.

c. trans/. A shorn animal.
1659 Rec. Baron Crt. Stitchill (S.H.S.) 16 like sheir

without a hird 4d. for ilke fault,

d. Used in stating the age of sheep with refer-

ence to the number of times the fleece has been

shorn. One shear, two shear : one, two years old.

Also attrib. as two-shear ram.
16x4 Markham Cheap Husb. in. xxx. 80 If you will know

the age of your Sheepe, looke in his mouth, and when hee

is one sheare hee will haue two broad teeth afore. 1790
W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties I. 398, I have seen wed-
ders, of only two shear (two to three years old) so loaded

with fat, as [etc.]. Ibid., A loin of mutton of a sheep (ten

shear) of twenty.six pounds a quarter, weighed [etc.]. 1799
A. Young Agric. Lincoln. 309 He has some shearling tups,

and two shear that are good. 191X Midi. Counties Herald
29 June 4/2 Two shear ram.

2. The action of shearing or cutting. Sc,

17. . yacobite Song, Wee German Lairdie iv, And we've

the trenching blades o' weir, Wad . .pass ye'neath the clay-

more's sheer, Thou feckless German lairdie ! 1809 T.

Donaldson Poems 58, I know not but I may come back :

To. .help to gie your corn a shear.

3. A cut edge.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1038 Moss-sods, .laid

perfectly close, the shear of each fitted to the other.

4. A division, parting. (Cf. Shear v. 8 b.)

1876 Skene Celtic Scot. Introd. I. 10 The great wind and
water shear which separates the eastern from the western

districts.

5. attrib. and Comb., as shear-day , -time; shear-

darg Sc, a day's work at reaping or shearing;

fshear-mill, 1 = shear-shop ; shear-sheep, a sheep

that has passed its first shearing and so more than

one year old ; f shear-shop, a place in which the

manufacture of cloth is conducted ; shear wether
hog (see Shearhog)

;
fshear-wool (see quot.).

1600 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1605, 594/2 Lie *scheirdarg.

1689 Visct. Dundee Sp. in J. Drummond of Balhaldy
Mem. Lochiel (1842) 264, I beg leave of vow, however, to

allow me to give one ' Shear-darg ' to the King, my master,

that I may nave ane opportunity of convincing the brave

Clans that [etc.]. 17x7 Select. Scott. Forfeited Estates

Papers (S.H.S.) Introd. 30 Shear-Dirgs..4at5d. each. X565

in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1581, 58/1, 4 He *scheir-day-wrokis.

a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 319 Barn-room enough to house
my sheep the evening before shear-day. 1607 Norden
Survey. Dial. m. 108 Paper-mill, Sawing-mil, *Shere-mil,

or any other kind of Mill. X503 Maldon (Essex) Crt. Rolls

Bundle 62 no. iv, Defendens conduxit pasturam . . pro centum
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ovibus vocat. *share shepe a festo sancti Michaelis arch-

angeli. x688 Holme Armoury 11. 176/2 A share sheep, at

two years old. 1688 Rec. Scott. Cloth Manuf. New Mills
iS.H.S.) 178 Whearas Mr. Debnams *shearshope is not

lairge enowgh for his shearmen to dress ther work in, therfor

[etc.]. 1518 Coventry Leet Bk. 658 The next *Shear tyme.
1811 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 260 Wether hogs, chilver hogs,

from thence [about Christmas] till shear-time. 1537 in

North Country Wills (Surtees) 103, I geve unto.. John half

a hundreth of *share wedder hogges or ewe hogges at his

pleasure. 1585 Higins Nomenclator 173/1 Tomentum.
'Sheerewooll : flocks, such as clothworkers make in sheering.

II. In scientific uses.

6. a. Physics and Mech. (a) A kind of strain con-

sisting in a movement of planes of a body that are

parallel to a particular plane in a direction parallel

to a line in that plane through distances propor-

tional to their distances from that plane, {b) The
stress called into play in a body which undergoes

this kind of strain.

1850 [see Shear v. 9]. 1858 Rankine Man. Appl. Me-
clianics § 103. 87 Planes of Equal Shear, or Tangential
Stress. 1867 Thomson & Tait Nat. Philos. I. § 171 This
kind of strain is called a simple shear. 1869 H. Moseley in

Lond. etc. Philos. Jrnl. XXXVII. 230 The unit of shear

being the pressure in lbs. necessary to overcome the resist-

ance to shearing of one square inch. 1883 Lodge in Nature
XXVII. 328 The bound ether inside a conductor has no
rigidity ; it cannot resist shear. 1885 Glazebrook & Shaw
Pract. Physics 139 The body is said to undergo a simple

shear. 1888 Lock-wood's Diet. Mech. Engin. s. v. Shear, A
bar is said to be in shear when it is subject to shearing

stress. 1894 Todhunter & Pearson Hist. 'Ph. Elasticity

II. 11. 386 The authors [Thomson & Tait] term it a simple
shear. This is unfortunate, for that word was introduced

by George Stephenson to denote the transverse stress in

rivets, and has been consistently used in this sense of stress

by Rankine and the majority of engineers since. Its present

confused use partly for stress and partly for strain has been
avoided in our own work by the introduction of the term
slide for shearing strain. 1906 Love Math, 'Ph. Elasticity

(ed. 2) 532 The word ' shear ' has been used in the sense

attached to it in the text by Kelvin and Tait. Rankine
proposed to use it for what has been called ' tangential

traction '.

to. Geom. The transformation produced in a

plane figure by motion in which all the points of

the figure describe paths parallel to a fixed axis

and proportional in length to their distance from

it. (See quot.)

1885 O. Henrici Projection in Encycl. Brit. XIX. 797/2
Such a transformation of a plane figure is produced by a
shearing stress in any section of a homogeneous elastic solid.

For this reason Sir William Thomson has given it the name
of shear.

7. Geol. Applied to the operation of transverse

compression on a mass of rock, resulting in altera-

tion of structure or breach of continuity. Also

Comb, shear-plane, -zone (see quots.).

1888 Teall Brit. Petrogr. 447 Shearing, differential

movement in a rock-mass. When the movement is concen-

trated along a plane, this plane is said to be a shear-plane.

1889 O. Fisher Physics Earth's Crust xx, (ed. 2) 268 The
same amount of shear, which at one locality produces
crumplingj may in another, .produce schistosity. 1903 E. W.
Claypolem A mer. Geol. Aug. 81 {Cent. Diet. Suppl.), Some
[strata] are completely concealed by others that have been
forced over them along shear-planes developed by the enor-

mous pressures to which they have been subjected. 19x1

J. F. Kemp Min. Deposits in Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 507/2
Sometimes.. strains of compression have been eased by local

crushing along comparatively narrow belts without appreci-

able.. displacement of the sides such as would be required

by a pronounced fault. The word shear-zone has become
quite widely used in recent years as. .applicable to these

cases.

Shear (Ji 8*), sb.% Also sheer. [Of uncertain

origin ; not easily identified with Shear sbl or

sb.z ~\ The bar, or one of the two parallel bars

forming the bed of a lathe, on which the poppets

slide. Also attrib.

1812 P. Nicholson Meek. Exerc. 364 The bed [of a foot

lathe] consists of two parallel parts, called by some shears.

1869 Rankine Machine fy Hand-tools PI. N 1, Two cast iron

end standards . . upon which is laid the long massive cast iron

shear-piece. 1873 J. Richards Wood-working Factories 160

The shear, or lathe frame.. can be made of wood. 1875

Knight Diet. Mech. 1262 The bar-latlie has a single beam
or shear, generally of a triangular shape. Ibid., The bed-

lathe is the usual form, and has two parallel shears. Ibid.,

The bed, sheers, cheeks, sides, on which the puppets slide.

Shear (Ji 3-0> v- Pa - * sheared (Ji^d), shore
(jo*.!)

;
pa. pple. sheared, shorn {$pm). Forms :

1 sciran, scieran, scyran, scearan, sceoran,

sceran, 3 seer, scire, schssr, sere, ssere, 3-5

scere, 3-6 schere, 3-7 shere, 4-6 scher, 5 sher,

5-7 scheir, 6 scheer, cheir, shire, (? shore),

6-7 share, sheare, sheere, 7 sheire, 6-9 sheer,

5- shear. Pa. t., str. 1 //. sceeron, subj. sing.

8ce"are, 3 sar, scar(e, scher, 3-6 schare, 4
schaar, 4-5 shar, schar, shere, schere, 4-6

schair, schure, 5 share, schayr, 5-6 schewre,

8 Sc. shure, 6- shore, wk. 4 scherde, 5

scharde, scharid, scherid,6 sheard, 9 sheered,

7- sheared. Pa. pple., str. 1 scoren, 3 soren,

3-4 schoren, 3-5 scorn, schorn, 4 shorun,

schorin, sheren, 4-6 schorne, 4-7 shorne, 5

shor, 4-7 shore, 6 shoren, -on, 4- shorn ; also

5 y-schom(e. y-shore, y-schore, 5, 7 y-
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shorne. wk. 4 schurd, 4-5 schard, 6 chard,
7- sheared. [A Com. Teut. verb, originally

strong : OE. sceran, pa. t. *scear,scxron, pa. pple.

scoren, corresponds to OFris. skera, schera, OS.
(bi)sceran (Gall£e), LGv scheren, MDu., Du.
scheren, pa. t. schoor, pa. pple. geschoren, OHG.
sceran, pa. t. scar, pa. pple. giscoran (MHG.
scheren, schar, geschoren, mod.G. scheren, schor,

geschoren), ON. skera, pa. t. skar, pa. pple.

skorenn (Sw. skara, skar, skitren, Da. skjmre,

skar, skaaret) :—OTeut. *sker-, skar-, skabr-, skur-

to cut, divide, shear, shave. For Teut. cognates

see Share sb. 1 and sbfi, Shear sbA, Shabd, Score,
Shore. Outside Teut. the root appears to be
found in Gr. keipeiv to shave, Lith. skirii to separate,

Irish scaraim, I separate.]

L trans. To cut (something) with a sharp instru-

ment. Often with adv. or advb. phrase, a.sasutuiert

in pieces, in two. Obs. exc. arch. fAlso occas. to

pierce, thrust through.
Beowulf"1287 (Gr.) Sweord . .swin ofer helme ecgum dyhtix.

andweard scire5. a 1000 Andreas 1181 Liuta3 wxpnes spor,
iren ecgbeard, eatljdorgeard sceoran. a i»5 St. Marfier.
2j Ant tet scharpe sweord.. scher hire hi be schuldren.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8875 Wit ax he wald haf scorn it [be tre]

ban. Ibid. 16554 In tua bis tre bai scare, c 1320 Sir Tristr.
474 Tristrem schare be brest. a 1340 Hampole Psalter\Cant.
Ezech. 5 Bifore shorne is as of pe wefand my life whils ;it

.i. bigan he sheris me down. 13. . Coer de L. 3001 Ther was
many gentyl heved, Quykly fro the body weved ; Scheldes
many schorn in twoo. ? 11x400 Morte Arth. 1856 They
scherde in the schiltrone scheldyde knyghttez. c 1400
Melayne 1093 And hawberkes sone in schredis were scborne.
14.. Erasmus in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878)202 Sberyng
bis flesshe with cikels. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 2200
J?e roche away he share. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Collingboumt
xviii, His grashyng tuskes my tender grystels shore, a 1568
Christ's Kirk Gr. 68 Throwcn baith the cheikis he thocht
to cheir him, Or throw the erss haif chard him. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 11. vi. 31 Cymochles sword.. nigh one quarter
sheard away. 11593 Marlowe & Nashe Dido iv. iv, For
this will Dido . . sheere ye all asunder with her hands. 1596
DALRVMPLEtr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 90 At the first straik.. it

wolde scheir a man in twa. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L.
% 311 As bright as if shorn by a file. 1821 Joanna Baillie
Metr. Leg., Ghost 0/ Fadon xxxlx, His sword shore empty
air. 1887 Morris Odyss. x. 127, I sheared the hawser of
my ship.

b. absol. or intr. Now chiefly, To cut through
(an obstacle) with the aid of a weapon, f Also
with cognate obj., to cut (one's way, passage).
c 1105 Lav. 14216 Whxtte his sabres alse he schaeren wolde.

13. . Gaw. <5- Gr. Knt. 213 As wel schapen to schere as
scharp rasores. c 1470 GoI, $ Gaw. 968 Sa wondir scharply
he schare throu his schene schroud. 1535 Stewart Cron.
Scot. (Rolls) II. 326 Ane small arrow, that scharpe as rasour
schair. 156a Phaer JEneidxuu Z4 Through ye tydes they
(the dolphins] shering glaunst. 1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. iv.

42 Then all the rest into their coches clim, And through the
brackish waues their passage sheare. 1666 Dryden Ann.
Mirab. lxxviii, So thick, our Navy scarce could sheer their

way. 1838 Lvtton Leila 11. ii, By a back stroke of his

own cimeter shore through the cuirass. 1898 Steevens
With Kitchener to Khartum 273 Through the swordsmen
they [it. the Lancers] shore without checking.

T o. trans. To circumcise. (Also with about.)
1 1150 Gen. <$- Ex. 1200 De e^tende dai .. Circumcised he

was, a-buten schoren. a 1300 Cursor M. 2695 Him self and
ismael he scare.

f d. To cut for the stone. Const, of. Sc. Obs,
a 1557 Diurn. Occurr. (Bannatyne Club) 77 Henrie bis-

cbope of Ross was schorne of the stane. 157a Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 529/t James . .hes bene twyis schorne of the stane.

f e. To cut up, to chop (a substance) fine, to

mince. Obs.
c 1430 Two Cookery.bks. 1 1 Shere Oynonys, an frye hem

in oyle. 1613 J. May Decl. Estate Clothing v. 29 Flox.

.

which they can sheare as small as dust. 1795 Ramsay
Gent. Sheph. 11. i, Small are they shorn.

ft. To carve (meat) at table. Also absol. Obs.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 602 Bifor him scheres be mes, pe king.

1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 92 lames off Dowglas, that ay-
quhar AU-wayis befor the byschop schar. a 1440 Sir Degrcv.
801 All the met that she schare.

t &• T° gnaw through, cut in pieces with the

teeth. Also intr. const through. Obs.

1530 Palsgr. 702/1 Take hede on hym [a hounde], for he
wyl sheare his lyme. 1587 Harrison England in. iv. 225/2
in Holinshed, The beuer.. will, .shere thorough a dubble
billet in a night. 1631 Markham Country Content, t. x.

(ed. 4) 72 They defend the line from shearing or cutting in

pieces with the teeth of the Pike.

f h. To make (a hole, a wound) by cntting. Obs.

c 1425 Noah's Ark 57 in Non-Cycle Myst. Plays (1909) 21

Look that.. in her side a door thou shear, c 1440 York
Myst. xtit. 161 Fele the wound be spere did schere ri^t in

his syde. 1617 W. Lawson Country Housew. Gard. x. (1623)

32 Mice, .will in eyther at the mouth [of the hive], or sheere

tbemselues an hole.

f i. To rend, tear. Also intr. for refl. Obs.

c 1450 MirourSaluacioun ( : 888) 93 Jacob . . share his clothis

vtward. c 1500 Kennedy Passion of Christ 1067 The wale

full sone [haly] intwa it schure. 150020 Dunbar Poems
xxxiii. 105 He schewre his feddreme . . And slippit owt of it

full clene. 15x3 Douglas Mneis vim. xii. 70 Wyth mantell

rent and schorne men micht hir se.

j. To cut (glass, tin-plate, etc.) with shears.

Also, to cut (iron or steel bars, etc.) with shears

(see Shear sb.i ig).

1837 Hebekt Engin. $ Mtch. Encycl. I. 774 Shearing

the Bars.—This rough bar is.. put between the jaws of a
pair of shears.. and cut into lengths of about a foot each.

1850 E. Clark Britannia <£ Conway Bridges II. 665 The
storing away of the plates.. as they were sheared and
punched. 1869 Rankine Machine ty Hand-tools PI. K 1,

Shear blades long enough to shear a plate at one cut. 1883
H. J. Powell Princ. Glass-making 63 The workman heats
the severed edge, shears it even, and smooths and rounds it

by melting. 1884 Casselfs Techn. Educ. II. 19/1 A bar of
wrought iron one square inch in section is required to be
sheared across.

2. To remove (a part) from a body by cutting

with a sharp instrument. Chiefly with adv. to cut

off, out, away.
c 1320 Sit Tristr. 1485 His tong hab he. .schorn of bi be

rote. 13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 1337 pen scher bay out pe
schulderez with her scharp knyuez. 1483 Caxton Golden
Leg. 214/1 Kenelme kyng barn lyeth under a thorn his hede
of shorn. 1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 78 His right hande at a
blow his falchon off did shere. 1614 Gorges Lucan vi. 222
He.. with his blade sheares off their wrists. 1740 Somer-
ville Hobbinol n. 58 With its sharpen'd Edge Shear'd both
his Ears. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxxi, The plume was partly
shorn away. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1. 1. iv, The guillotine-

axe, which sheers away thy vainly whimpering head ! 1853
Kincsley Androm. 306 As the vine-hook shears off the
vine-bough. 190a E. Phillpotts River 322 He shore off the

crust of the heath.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cxviii. 36 Make my herte meke
and lufand,. .bat auarice be quytly shorne fra me. C1400
Rule St. Benet (Prose) 11 And scere o*way [L. amputare]
al be langing of yure fleis. Ibid. 36 And for pi bat it es vice
of propirte, sal it be scorn als bifte.

fo. To fashion by cutting out of a sheet of

metal. Obs.
1706 Pettus Fodinse Reg. xxvi. 79 The Moniers, who are

some to sheer the Money, some to forge it [etc.].

3. To remove (the hair or beard) by means of

some sharp instrument (also with off, away) ; to

shave (the head or face) ; to cut (the hair) close

or short; to cut or shave the hair or beard of (a

person). Now rare exc. in pa. pple. shorn.

£897 /Elfred Gregory's Past. C. xviii. 138 SwiSe ryhtlice

wses oa:m sacerde forboden Saet he his heafod sceare. c 1000
iELFRic Lev. xix. 27 Ne ge eow ne efesion ne beard ne
sciron I c M05 Lay. 17663 He scar [c 1275 sar] his crune
ufenen. 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3160 His berd he let ssere

verst. a 1300 Cursor M. 72n War mi hare schorn [Gb'lt.

schorin, Fair/, shorne], i war noght ban Stranger £an
a-nober man. X387TREVISA Higden (Rolls) IV. 169 Metridas
his secounde wyf schaar hir heed for love of here housbonde.
a X450 Knt. de la Tour (1906) 92 She share of and cut awey
the heres of his hede. 1526 Tindale Acts xviii. 18 He had
schorne his heed in Cenchrea. 1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. v. 34
Shagged heare, The which he neuer wont to combe, or

comely sheare. 1614 Capt. Smith Virginia 11. 25 Hishayre,
the one side was long, the other shore close. 1786 Pogono-
logia 97 The preacher drew out a pair of scissars, and sheared
the prince s chin. 1821 Southey Ex/ed. Orsua 98 Their
hair was sheared in circles. 1850 Mrs. Browning Lam.
for Adonis vii, They have shorn their bright curls off to

cast on Adonis. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv. xv, But I am no
monk. I have shorn many a crown, but I have kept my
own hair as yet, you see.

tb. To give the tonsure to. Usually in passive, To
be shorn a monk ; also occas. refl. Also To be shorn

in, to be initiated to the religious life by the

reception of the tonsure. Obs. or arch.
agyt Guthlac (Prose) vii. (1909) 138 Da gelamp hit sume

darje bst se ylca preost com to bam eadijan were, ba?t he
hine wolde scyran. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 7 He
..was i-schore monk in an abbay. 1565 Stapleton tr.

Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 165 Being shoren in, he went into a
secret cell which the abbot had prouided for him. 1567-9
Jewel Def. Afol. (161 1) 372 The King was shorne into an
Abbie, and made a Monke. 1591 G. Fletcher Rttsse

Commw. (Hakl. Soc.) 35 Some are put into Abbeyes, and
shire themselves friers by pretence of a vowe. 1653 Hol-
choft Procopius, Pers. Wars n. xxii. 68 When John was
shorne a Priest.

4. In passive, to be shorn : to be deprived of
some part or appurtenance by or as by cutting.

Chiefly transf. and fig. in certain collocations

originally alluding to sense 3, e. g. (of a luminary)

to ke shorn of its beams ; to be shorn of one's strength

(?in allusion to the story of Samson), of one's

authority, privileges, etc.

1740 Somerville Hobbinol 11. 87 The tall Oak, ..shorn of

his leafy shade. 1778 Johnson Let. 3 July in Boswell,He
cannot bear the thought of living at— in a state of diminu-
tion ; and of appearing among the gentlemen of the neigh-

bourbood shorn of his beams. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xvii.

III. 23 A law, by which the Areopagus was shorn of its

authority, a 1849 Poz Annie Poems (1859) I10 Sadly I know
I am shorn of my strength. x875_Scudamore Day Dreams
8 It is shorn of its former proportions.

b. rarely active (in compound tenses with shorn).

1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage 79 The misgovernment of
domestic tyrants had shorn it of much of its grandeur.

6. To cut the fleece from (an animal) ; also, to

cut off (the fleece, wool, etc.).

900 in Birch Cartut. Sax. (1887) II. 241 And hi sculan

waxan sceap and sciran on hiora ajenre hwile. 1388 Wyclif
Gen. xxxi. 19 Laban 3ede to schere scheep. c 1440 York
Myst. xxviii. 141 Lyke schepe bat were scharid A-way schall

ae schake. X557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. § 81 (1878) 231

In June washe thy shepe,..Then share them. 1593 Shaks.

3 Hen. VI, 11. v. 37 So many yeares, ere I shall sheere the

Fleece. 1615 Swetnam Arraign. Lewd Women ii. 29 Is

not.. the sheepe sheared for his fliece? X759 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer 81 In some countries they shear their geese.

1867 G. Macoonald Pomits 283 He gathered the hemp, and
he shore the wool.

Proverb. C1460 Fortescuk Abs. $ Lim. Mon. x. (1885)
132 And so his hyghnes shall haue beroff, but as hadd be
man bat sherid is hogge

(
muche crye and lii.il woll. 1654

Gayton Pleas. Notes 1. v. 17 The Wooll we shall have is as
much as the Devill (God blesse us) got when he shore a hog.
1837 Scott Jrnl. 24 Feb., It was much cry and little woo",
as the deil said when he shore the sow.
absol. c 1481 Caxton Dialogues 32/14 He oweth to shere.

1888 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery under Arms (1890) 53 As
long as we shore clean . . the overseer didn't trouble his head
much about our doings.

tb. -Phr. To shear against the wool (fig.) : ? to
treat roughly. Obs.
1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 30 What should your face

thus agayne the woll be shorne ? c 1550 Song, ' Back $ Side

'

in Skeiton's Wks. (1843) I- P- vii, I shall looke lyke one by
swete sainte Johnn were shoron ggaynste the woole.

C fig.
1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xvi. 87, I wald sum man wald

scheir 30W clene. a 1628 F. GREviL^V(/«<y (1652)62 Employ-
ing no instruments among the people, but such as devise to
sheer them with taxes. 1797 J. Lawrence in Monthly Mag.
(1818) XLVI. 396 It mattered little to them, whether the
ftpck were led by the nose and sheared by a convocation of
bishops, or an assembly of divines.
Proverb. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth xiii, He who goes forth

to seek such wool should come back shorn.

d. To yield (a fleece), to produce by being
shorn. tAIso absol. or intr. to be shorn (?).

1387 D. Fenner Song of Songs iv. 1 Those same goates
which doe vpon The mount of Gilhad sheare. 1854 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. XV. 1. 228 The tegs . . shear a fleece varying
from 5 to 7 lbs.

6. To cut off (the superfluous nap ofwoollen cloth)

in the process of manufacture; also, in hat-making,

to remove (nap) by singeing or scouring.
c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 388 Homme drap retounde M.

scleruth [read scheruth] clothe. 144a Eton Coll. Ace. in

Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 382 Robert Falowefeld
for the shering of the seid ix yerdes of Ray. 1510 in 10th

Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 394 The said cotteners
shall shore a dosen for eight pence of brod cloth. 1583
Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 24The Clothier also to sheare it

very lowe. 1602 Comenius' Janua Ling. Triling. 95 From
hence they [sc. the cloths]., are delivered to the shearer into

the shop, who sheareth them being spread upon a table with
shears. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cloth, The Cloth. .is

returned to the Sheerman, who sheers it a second time.

Ibid., s.v. Sheering, Some use the phrase Sheering of Hats,

for the passing of Hats made of Wooll, over the t lame of a
clear Fire.. to take off the long Hairs. 1844 G. Dodd
Textile Manuf. iii. 105 The nap of the cloth . .is 'cut \ or

'cropped', or 'sheared'. 187s Ure's Diet. Arts (ed. 7)

III. 369 For fine printing, it is by some considered needful

to shear the nap of the cloth instead of singeing it.
#

absol. 1474 Caxton Chesse 111. iii. (1883) 93 Hit apper-

tayneth to them to cutte cloth shere dighte and dye. 1871

B. Taylor Faust (1875) I. v. 91 Enjoin upon him. .To most
exactly measure, sew and shear.

7. To cut down, to reap (grass, crops, etc.) with

a sickle (fformerly also, with a scythe). Now dial.

In north midland dialects to sJiear is to cut with a sickle

or hook, while to mow means to cut with a scythe. In

Scotland also to shear implies the use of a sickle or hook ;

for reaping with a scythe the general term cut is used.

<. 1250 Gen, 4- Ex. 1919 His handful stod ri^t up soren.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4057 Him thoght his fader baier corn

schare. X390 Gower Conf. II. 261 Manye [herbs] with a
knyf sche scherth. c 1440 Alphabet of Talcs 118 When
he had shorn it [the corn]. 1513-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 26

In the later ende of July . .is tyme to shere Rye. . .And in

somme places they mowe it. 1594 Kyd Cornelia iv. i. 9
Lyke cocks of Hay when Iuly sheares the field. 161a

Drayton Poly-olb. xvi. 48 Where now the sharp-edg'd sithe

sheeres vp the spyring grasse. 1745 C. J. Hamilton in

Academy 18 Nov. (1893) 440/3 Y8 french Put grape shot

into their cannon and cut them down just as if they were
sneering corn. 1764 Museum Rust. I. 440 note, In the

north of England they call reaping wheat shearing it.

fig- 1563 W1N3ET Bk. Quest. To Rdr., Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 59
We mot also scheir the fruit of the doctrine of quheit.

b. absol. or intr. To cut standing crops ; to

use a sickle.

c 1150 Gen. <y Ex. 2347 Two ?er ben nu o*at derke [read

der5e] is cumen, %tt sulen .v. fulle ben numen, Sat men ne

sulen sowen ne sheren. a X340 Hampole Psalter exxviii. 6

Of be whilk he shal not fille his hand bat shal shere. c 1400

Rule of St. Benet (Verse) 1853 Vnto pe tyme of euynsang,

To scher or bind, exsao Nisbet N. T. Matt. xxv. 26

Wist thou that I schere [Wycl. repe] quhare I sew nocht.

a 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 260 Husbandis to saw

and scheir. x6i6 Surflet& Markham CountryFarm v. xiy.

545 In other countries they vse to sheare after the Sunne is

risen. 1789 Burns (title ofsong) Robin shure in hairst. 1883

Longman's Mag. Apr. 647 Some years ago cottagers here

and there had to ' shear ' for their cottage, i. e. to work

during harvest time in exchange for a free cottage.

fig- 155* Lyndesay Monarche 5873 3our poht payntit

flatterye, 5our dissimulat Ypocrasye, lhat day thay sail be

cleirlye knawin, Quhen ge sail scheir as 3e hauesawin.

a transf. (trans.) To nibble close.

1609 Bible (Douay) Dan. iv. 13 Annot, He.. did eate

grasse as an oxe, putting his mouth to the ground, to shere

and swalowe it. 1615 Wither Sheph. Hunt. v. Hi, Our
sheepe the short sweet grasse do shear. 1658 Rowland tr.

Moufet's Theat. Ins. 986 This not only tasts of corn or

shears it, but breaks and grinds stalk and all.

d. To clip, cut, or trim (a tree or bush, a lawn)

;

fto cut off (a branch).
a 1300 Cursor M. 11713 Iesus-.said, *bou palme, icomand

be pat o bi branches an be scorn '. X398 Trevisa Barth.

De P. R. xvii. i. (Tollemache MS.), Tren and herbes of

gardenes schulde be wilde, but bey beb kepte parid and
schurde. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 73 Let lop be shorne

that hindreth come. 1693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl.

Gard. II. 165 We shear our Palisade's the second time.
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SHEAR.

1S01 W. Taylor in Robberds Mem. I. 45° A sort of yew-

hedge, tangled with luxuriance and sheared into spruceness.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Home. Lend. Suburb, The

garden. .had been leveUed, carefully shorn, and converted

into a bowling-green. . ,

8. To cleave divide ; said esp. of ships, birds, etc.

a 1mo Hampole Psalter xxviii. 7 P? voice of lord sherand

be flfunie of fire. 1513 Douglas Jt«« jr. t 5 His navy

with north wind scherand the seyis. 1590 Spenser F.Q.

„. vi ; Her shallow ship away did slide, More swift, then

swaliow sheres the liquid skie. 1633 Malynes Attc. Law-

Merch. 286 Ingots, for to be dehuered to the moneyers to

sheire the same by weight into small peeces. 1706 J .Philips

Cerealia 27 Fame to high Olympus flew, Shearing th expanse

of heaven with active plume. 1864 Tennyson Voy. 11, I he

Lady's-head upon the prow Caught the shrill salt,and sheer d

the gale. 1885-94 R. Bridges Eros fc Psyche Mar. xxix,

Like a plough that shears the heavy land.

b. intr. for refl. Where (or as) windand weather

(or water) shears : on the ridge of a hill, on the

highest ground.
1556 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 245/2 Keipand the heid of the

Innerhill in propirtie, quhill it cum to the meting of the tua

gaittis as wynd and wodder scheris. 1601 Ibid. 305/2

Ascendand up to the hill or month heidis thairof as wind

and wedder scheirris. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxxvi, On the

tap o' the hill where the wind and water shears.

9. Physics (also Mech., Geo!., etc.). To subject

to a shearing stress ; to distort or fracture by shear.

1850 E. Clark Britannia <J-
Conway Bridges I. 380

Examples of this kind of strain occur m the rivet which

unites the two blades of a pair of scissors, or the rivet on

which the blade rotates in an ordinary pocket-knife. In the

former.. the evident tendency of the strain is to shear the

rivet in one place only, and this is called a single shear

;

but in the knife the rivet must be sheared in two places

before the blade can escape. Ibid. II. 517 It is evident that

immediate strain from the weight of the structure, close to

the piers on which it is supported, will tend to shear off the

end of the tube in a vertical line. 1881 O. Fisher Physics

Earth's Crust x. 120 Yet we may arrive at some conclusion

as to whetherthe material at any given level within the crust

will on the average be sheared upwards or downwards by the

compression. 1883 Lodge in Nature XXVI 1. 328 The ether

may be sheared by electromotive forces into positive and
negative electricity. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 669/2 (Light-

ing) The filament after a time breaks up into sections which

become curiously sheared with respect to each other.

Shear: see Sheer.
Shear, obs. f. SE.tE a. 2, several.

IS . .ChevyChase 12 (Ashm. M S. ) Then the wyld thorowe the

woodes went on euery syde shear. Ibid, 16 On sydis shear.

Shear, erron. f. sear, variant of Cere v.

1688 Hoime Armoury iv. xii. (Roxb.) 496/1 First after his

departure his body was well sheared and chested, then

wrapped in Lead.

Sheared (Ji'id), ppl. a. [f. Shear v. + -ed 1.]

That has undergone the operation of shearing;

shorn. tOf a coin : Clipped.
1616 Orkney Witch Trial in C. Rogers Soc. Life Scot.

(1886) III. 299 Haveing aft and dyvers tymes desyreit the

len of ane scheret sheiUing fra James Hunton. 184s Judd
Margaret II. XL (1874) 334 One greased pole to climb, two
sheared pigs to catch, and a silver punch-bowl the prize.

1905 Geil Yankee in Pigmy Land xii. 175 He presented a
sheared sheep.

Shearer (Ji^Taj). [f. Shear w. + -ER 1
.] One

who or something which shears.

L. A reaper of standing crops.

1318-9 in Shropsh. Arch. Soc. Trans. Ser. III. (1003) III.

51 Rogerus mendepas sherar. 14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker

687/11 Hie messor, a scherer. c isa> Nisbet N. T. Matt.xin.

30 In the tyme of ripe corn I sal say to the scheraris Jetc.].

1641 BestForm. Bks. (Surtees) 43 Both shearers and binders

have neede to be armed with gloves. 1788 Picken Poems
138 An', hint a' the shearers, wi' Peggy, I bindet the buttles

o grain. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1066 Gloves

of sheep-skin made on purpose, called shearer's gloves.

fig. a 1340 Hampole /"fa/terexxviii. 6Aungelsaresherers

bat gedurs gode frute til god.

Proverb. 1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 6 An ill shearer gat

never a good hook.

2. One who removes the fleece from an animal.

1388 Wyclip 1 Sam. xxv. 11 The fleischis of beestis,

whiche Y haue slayn to my schereris. 1523-34 Fitzherb.

Husb. § 52 Take hede of the sherers, for touchyn^e the

shepe with the sheres. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. lii. 44
Shee hath made me four and twenty Nose-gayes for the

shearers. 1637 Milton Lycidas 117. 1883 Century Mag.
Oct. 817 A good shearer shears seventy or eighty sheep in

a day.

fig- 1654 M. Coker (title) A whip of Small Cords to

scourge Antichrist.. Whereunto is added, The Sheerer

sheertf and Casheer'd, the Shaver shav'd, and the Grinder
ground. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 111. iv, Being Shepherd
of this indigent People, not Shearer merely.

T 3. One who removes the nap of cloth by the

process of shearing. Obs.

1473 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 17 To Sandy Balfoure

the scherare, for certane clath schorne be hir. .. 1679 Jordan
Land, in Luster 17 Wool-combers, Sheerers, Dressers [etc].

+ 4. = Incisor. Obs.
1610 Markham Masterp. 11. xxvi. 260 The vpper teeth,

which are the shearers in the vpper chappe. 1683 Snape
Anat. Horse v. vi. (1686) 211 The Shearers or Fore-teeth.

6. = Shearman 3.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 93 Wrought Iron Manu-
facture . . Shearer or Shearman.
6. A machine designed to cut metal, etc.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 60 Drilling-machines, punch,
ers, squeezers, shearers, all of mighty size.

Shear-grass (jVigras). Forms: 5 scher-,
6 sheere-, sher-, 7 sheare-, 8 shar(e-, 9 shore-.
[f. Shear v.] A name popularly applied to
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several kinds of sharp-edged grass or sedge, which

are apt to cut the mouths of grazing animals or the

hands of a person gathering them. Now only dial.

1483 Cath. Angl. 335/1 A Schergrysse (A. Scheregresse),

carex. 1551 Turner Herbal 1. H v, An herbe, whiche we
cal in english segge, or shergresse. 1589 A. Fleming Virg.

Georg. 111. 44 Fed with rough greene leaues, And sheere.

grasse sharpe or sedge. 1631 Capt. Smith Advt. Planters

xii. 27 You may have harsh sheare-grasse enough to make

hay of. 1790 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties II. 442

Sharegrass, carix hirta ; aspecies ofsedge. 1799 A. Young
Agric. Lincoln. 168 It makes a soil produce a crop of hay,

which naturally would only feed rabbits by shar grass. 1884

W. Miller Plant-n. 57/2 Shear or Shere Grass. Cladmm
Mariscus ; also some species of Carex.

Shear-head. [f. Shear j*.1 and sb. 2]

1. The upper part of the apparatus for hoisting

known as ' shears ' (see Shear sbf).

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776) s. v. Hulk, The tackles

which extend from the head of the mast to the sheer-heads.

1847 Key Recov. H. M. Gorgon 24 A guy was taken from

the sheerhead to the shore.

1 2. Mining. ? A ' fault '. Obs.

1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 56 It no where partakes ol

the regular dip.. of the stratum,.. but is broken and inter-

rupted with what the miners call shear-heads and saddles.

Shear-hog (jV-iVg). dial. Also 6 sharroge,

8 sherrug, 8-9 shar-hog, 9 sharrag. [f. Shear

si. 2 + Hog sb.1] A name given to a lamb after

the first shearing and until the second.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 53 The ewes by theym selfe,

the share hogges and theyues by them selfe, the lambes by
theym selfe. 1558 Will ofOliv. Leder, Huntingdon (Som-

erset Ho.), Ewes or sharrogs. 1736 W. Ellis New Exper.

52 (E.D.S.) The third year a sherrug. 1784 W. H. Marshall
Midi. Counties (1790) II. 27 Fifty 'sharhogs' of the new
Leicestershire breed. 1857 Geo. Eliot Sc. Clerical Life,

Mr. GilfiCs Love Story i, He thought it a mere frustration

of the purposes of language to talk of * shear-hogs ' and
' ewes ' to men who habitually said 'sharrags ' and ' yowes '.

t Shear-hook. Naut. Obs. [f. Shear v. +

Hook sb.~\ A sickle-shaped hook intended to

destroy the enemy's rigging.

1338 in Nicolas Hist. Navy (1847) II. 475, ii. seilyngne-

deles, un dyall, un sherhok, un mykehok. ijSsNaval Ace.

Hen. VII (1896) 30 Sherhokes for the verde armes. 1558

W. Towrson in Hakluyt Voy. (1580) 124 The shippe fell

aboorde of vs and with her sheare hookes cut our maine
saile. 1619 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1906) I. 68

They should be fitted with ' sheere hooks ', etc., to keepe off

hording. ^1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dial.^ Sea Services

(1685) 289 Sheer hooks are great Hooks of iron about the

bigness and in the form of a sickle and they are let into the

main-yard-arms. 1704 J. Harris Lex. Tcchn. I. 1794
Rigging <§• Seamanship I. 80.

Shear-hulk : see Sheer-hulk.

Shearing (jVrin,), vbl. sb. [f. Shear v. +
-ingI.]

1. The action or an act of cutting, clipping, or

shaving with shears or some other sharp instrument.

c 1315 Shoreham 1. 1416 pat hys in holy cherche y-cleped

wel pe furste scherynge Of clerke. a 1400-50 Wars A lex.

2624 Sharpe schudenng of schote, schering {Dubl. MS.
sheryng] of mailes. 1490 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 138

Item, for the schereing of xxxiij elne j quartar of clayth.

1533-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 51 Beware, that thou put not to

many shepe in a penne at one tyme. .at the sheryng. 1611

Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 77 Grace, and Remembrance be to

you both, And welcome to our Shearing. 1704 Pope Sum-
mer 64 When swains from shearing seek their nightly

bow'rs. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Cloth, The Sheerman
takes it, and gives it its first cut, or sheering. I778[W. H.

Marshall] Minutes Agric., Observ. 92 The Cutting of

Wheat is termed Shearing. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss.,

Shearing,.. cutting up steel for the crucible. 1890 'R.

Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 122 With spring came
all the bustle of washing and shearing. 1891 Morris Poems
by Way (1896) 191 It was Goldilocks woke up in the morn
At the first of the shearing of the corn.

f2. Cleavage, parting, division. Obs.

c 1400 Sc. Trojan War 1. 502 This hede and taill ar for to

say A myddle scheryng in \k way Of a cercle bat turnys in

hevene.

3. Something which is cut off with shears or

some other sharp implement. Now only //.

1536 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI. 56 To..my shepherde fyve

sheipe sheringes. 1558 Warded. Alexis' Seer. (1568) 90 A
poundeoftheshearingeofScarlet. 1673 F. Kirkman Unlucky
Cit. 287 It was like the shearing ofthe Hogs, all Bristles. 1713

Addison Sped. No. 295 p 10 He would . . have presented her

once in three Years with the Sheerings of his Sheep for her

Under-Petticoats. 1799 G. Smith Laboratory I. 145 Put
the shearings ofscarlet cloth upon the coals. 1875 Fortnum
Maiolica vi. 55 A certain quantity of the shearings of fine

woollen cloth.

4. dial. A designation for a sheep after the first

shearing, a shearling.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 2 After they are once

shorne, they are called gimmer shearinges. 1781 Hutton
Tour to Caves (ed. 2) 95 Shearing, a sheep a year old, or

once shorn. 1786 Culley Live Stock (1807) Introd. p. xviii,

Then they take the name of shearing, shearling, shear-hog.

5. Mining. (See quots.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Shearing, . . the making of verti-

cal cuts at the ends of aportionof an undercut seam of coal.

1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Shearing. 1. The vertical

side-cutting which, together with holing or horizontal

undercutting, constitutes the attack upon a face of coal.

6. Physics, etc. See Shear v. 9.

1850 E. Clark Britannia Ht Conway Bridges I. 389
Under these circumstances failure takes place solely from

the vertical shearing of the material in a transverse direction.

1858 Rankine Man. Appl. Mechanics § 279. 299 Tb.« re-
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sistance of timber to shearing is in each case that which acts

between contiguous layers of fibres. 1869 Lond. etc. Philos.

Jrnl. XXXVIII. 71 On the Fracture of Brittle and Viscous

Solids by 'Shearing'. By Sir William Thomson, F.R.S.

1876 F. Jenkin Bridges § 3 in Encycl. Brit. IV. 285/2

There are three kinds of stress, due to tension, compression,

and shearing. 1883 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. ill. I. iv. § 4

(1903) 428 The planes of sedimentation, or those of cleavage

or shearing where these have been developed, being naturally

those along which water passes most easily.

7. attrib. and Comb., as sliearing-day, -feast,

-rent, -season, \-time; shearing-house, -shed; esp.

in names of tools, weapons, etc. used in the process

of shearing, as shearing-board, -knife, -machine,

•\-shaft, \-shears, f-sword, -table.

1661 Petty in T. Birch Hist. Roy. Soc. (1756) I. 64 The
lower chap [of the sheer] is kept close down to the "sheering-

board with weights of lead. 1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col.

Reformer xvii, The shearing board would be deserted.

i860 Indenture 30 July, "Shearing days fines or "shearing

rentsand other dues. 1596 Spenser Astrophel 32 Emongst
the shepheards in their "shearingfeast. 1829 ScottA nne ofG.
vi, Thou shalt have a necklace ofjet at next shearing-feast.

1614 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe iii. D 4, Or consuming fire

Brent his "shearing-house. 1806 R. Cumberland Mem.
(1807) II. 145 A very large and commodious shearing-house.

1844 W. Barnes Poems Rur. Life Gloss., *Shearen-knife,

a thatcher's tool for shearing the roof. 1834-0 P. Barlow
Manuf. § 1025 in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 729 "Shear-

ing or cropping machines have now very commonly super-

seded the hand shearing. 1850 E. Clark Britannia St Con-

way Bridges II. 665 A steam-engine, with the necessary

shafting, for driving the punching and shearing machines.

1883 Century Mag. Oct. 817/1 Organized "shearing bands,

with captains, that go from ranch to ranch in the "shearing

season. 1581 A. Hall Iliad v. 87 Iuno..was wounded
sore . . By triple headed "sheering shafte. 1573 Tusser
Husb. (1878) 36 "Sharing sbeares readie for sheepe to

be shorne. 1910 N. Munro Fancy Farm xiii. 126 The
dipping-fold or the "shearing-shed. 1707 Sir. W. Hope
New Method Fencing vii. 200 A good light "Sheering-

Sword. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Sliearing-table, a
bench for holding sheep while being sheared, c 1530 Nisbet
N. T. Matt. xiii. 30 SufEr ye thaim bathe to grow into

"schering.tyme. 1777 Brand Pop. Antio. 284.

8. Special comb. : shearing-darg Sc, a day's-

work performed by a shearer; f shearing-hook
= Shear-hook ; fshearing-ram, a ram past its

first shearing and therefore about one year old.

1550 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1593, 794/2 Lie "schering-

dargis. c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 641 (Fairf.) In gooth the

grapenel so ful of crokes Amonge the ropes and the "sheryng

hokes. 1586 Shultleworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 32 Mak-
ynge of towe sherynge houkes xd. 1797 Sporting Mag. X.

123 The use ofsome of his "shearing rams .. for fifty guineas

each.

b. in scientific terms (see sense 6 and Shear v.

9) : shearing plane Geol. = shear-plane (Shear

sb. 2 7) ; shearing strain, a strain of the nature of

a shear (Shear sb.2 6 a ; shearing strength,

power of resistance to shearing ; shearing stress,

a stress tending to produce or resist a shear.

1889 O. Fisher Physics Earth's Crust xx. (ed. 2) 263

The throw, that in faulting occurs along a single "shearing

plane, the ' fault- ' or ' thrust-plane '. 1850 E. Clark
Britannia ft Conway Bridges II. 517 The strain called by
Mr. Stephenson ' the "shearing strain ', which rendered

thick plates necessary at the extremities of the tubes. 1883

Minchin Unipl. Kinematics 134 A shearing strain. 1869

Sir E. Reed Shipbuilding xvii. 333 The "shearing strengths

of rivets are proportional to the sectional Areas. 1869

Rankine Mach. % Millwork 497 The ultimate shearing

strength . . is . . equal, or nearly equal, to the tenacity. Ibid.

496 Every "shearing stress is equivalent to a pair of direct

stresses of the same intensity, one tensile and the other

compressive, exerted in directions making angles of 45
with the shearing stress. 1910 Love in Encycl. Brit. IX.

143/1 A state of stress in which there is purely tangential

traction on a plane, and no normal traction on any perpen-

dicular plane, is described as a state of ' shearing stress '.

Shearing (JVrirj), pfl. a. [f. Shear v. +
-ING 2.] That shears, in various senses of the verb.

1375 Barbour Bruce xvi. 455 Thai seruit thame in sa gret

wayne With scherand swerdis and with knyvis. a 1586

Montgomerie Misc. Poems xxiiL 18 The sheirand shaft

soon slippit to my hairt. 1599 Sandys Europae Spec. (1632)

113 As a sheering wind it kills all in the bud. 1885-94

R. Bridges Eros A> Psyche Nov. 24 Like twin sharks.,

showing 'bove the water blue Their shearing fins.

Shear-legs. [Shear j*.1] A device con-

sisting of three poles of wood or iron bolted

together at their upper ends and extended below,

carrying tackle for raising heavy weights for

machinery ; cf. Shear sb.1 4.

1860 Engl. *> For. Mining Gloss., Newcastle Terms (ed.

2) 62 Shear-legs. 1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining 49 The
boring tools are sometimes worked simply by a rope passed

over a shearlegs or triangle. 1900 Engineering Mag. XIX.
675 At the Chicago yard there is a steel sheer-legs 100 feet

high and of 100 tons capacity.

Shearlillg (fi»ulirj). Forms : 4, 6 soherling,

5, 7 sherling, 6 sharling, seharlyng, shyrlyng,

8 sheerling, 9 shearling, [f. Shear v. + -ling.]

1. A sheep that has been once shorn.

1378-9 Durham Ace Rolls (Surtees) 587 In 30 pell, de

Scherlings empt. de Celer. pro pistrina, 51. lS3*-3 Durham
Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 207 Oves..vocata: sharlyngs. 1786

Culley Live Stock (1807) Introd. p. xx, They are not called

shearlings until once clipped, which is understood to be the

same as one year old. 1833 Wauldby Farm Rep. 114 in

Libr. Usef. Kn., Husb. Ill; Making up the number by an

addition of the finest gimmer shearlings. 1877 Blackmork

Erema lii, I am whiter than yonder shearling.



SHEARMAN.

f 2. The fleece of such a sheep. Obs.

1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.) 117, xxij. dousen
of scherlinges, and iij. skynnes, prise the dousen xx. d.

1531-3 Durham Househ. Bk. (Surtees) 109 Pelles vocati
sharlyngs. 1597 Shuttleworths 1 Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 119

Of the glover, for viij shyrlyng%s, which was kylled before
October last, ix» iiij

d
. 1680 in Ferguson & Manson Munic.

Rec. Carlisle (1887) 220 Lamb skins sherlings calfe-skins.

3. attrib., as shearling-ewe , -ram, -tup, -wether.
1861 Times 27 Sept., Regular ram-breeders.. let "shearling

rams by private contract. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II.

38 A dinmont or *shearling-tup. 178a W. H. Marshall
Norfolk (1795) II.321 Several pens of*sheerling-wedders.

Shearman (Ji»'iman). Forms : 3 sermon,
3-6 seher-, 4-7 shere-, 5-6 s(c)har-, 5-7 sher-,

(6 shier-), 6-7 sheare-, 6-8 sheer-, (7 sheere-,

share-), 6- shearman, [f. Shear v. + Man sb.]

1. One who shears woollen cloth. Now Hist.
ciajS iu Shrofsh. Arch&ol. Soc. Trans. Ser. in. (1901) I.

130 Rogerius le sermon. 1*97 Placita coram Rege m. 13

(1897) 83 Adam le Scherman. 1379 Poll-tax W. Riding'in
Yorks. Arcltseot. Jrul. V. 25 Johannes Wykir & Agnes vx.

ejus, Shereman. 1415 Nottingham Rec. II. 98 WUlelmus,
Alius Thomae Sherman, de Notyngham, . . sherman. 1530
in A rcltmologia XXV. 503 The sharman of Snettsham. 1551
T. Wilson Logic V iv, His cote somwhat araied-.was
dressed at the Shermans [1580 Shiermans], not past two or

thre dayes before. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. ii. 141

Villaine, thy Father was a Playsterer, And thou thy selfe a
Sheareman, art thou not? 1687 Land. Gaz. No. 2224/4 A
Sheerman by Trade. 1798 W. Hutton Family o/Hutton
97 My great grandfather, was a shearman.
Comb. 1463 Cal. City Loud. Let.-bk. L. 27 That now person

enfraunchesed . .take vpon hym to grynde any mennes sheres

except Sheremen sherys. 1894 R. S. Ferguson Hist. West-
morland 165 The shearmen-dyers.

2. One who conducts the process of shearing metal.
i88x Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 93 Wrought Iron Manu-

facture. .Shearer or Shearman. 1892 Labour Commission
Gloss., Shear men, men who put iron or steel into the shears

. . and square it and cut it into the required lengths.

Shearn(e, variant forms of Shabn sb.

Shears//. : see Shear sb.1

Shear-snorie, variant of Searchery &. Obs.

1707 W. Black Privil. Roy. Burrows App*. Nab, In..

1632, a Signature of Foreign Shear-shorie, in favours of
Robert Borthwick.. being past in Exchequer [etc.].

Shear steel, [f. Shear sb.l : see quot. 1837.]
Blister steel improved in quality by heating, rolling

and tilting.

1815 J. Smith Panorama Set. tf Art I. 13 The steel

which contains the smallest proportion of carbon, for

example, shear steel, is the most easily welded. 1837
Hebert Engin. if Mech. Encycl. I. 788 Shear Steel.

—

This name was given to a steel that was first made by
Crowley, of Newcastle, about sixty years ago. . . Crowley .

.

stamped his production with the figure ofa pair of shears, to
indicate its suitable application.. .Various qualities of shear
steel are made, distinguished by the terms half-shear, single-

shear, and double-shear, according to the number of times it

has been cut, piled, welded, and drawn out. 1857 Scoffern,
etc. Use/. Metals 345 Bar-steel from the converting-furnace

is made into single shear -steel and double shear-steel, which
will differ in qualityand value with the qualityof the bar-steel

from which it is made, and the judgment and care of the per-

son who selects the steel. This name was given to it because
it was the kind used for the blades of shears, formerly em-
ployed for cropping woollen cloths,

_
Single shear-steel is

distinguished by a single representation of a pair of those

shears, and double shear by two. 1861 Sir W. Fairbairn
Iron 175 Double Shear Steel is single shear steel a second
time cut up, piled, heated, and tilted. 1884 Lock Work-
shop Rec Ser. in. 293/2 Round the part which is to form the
bearing a thick ring of shear-steel must be welded.

t'Sheart. Obs. Also written 6 shart. 7
s'harte, *s*heart, 8 erron. 'sdheart. A euphe-
mistic shortening of God's heart (see God sb. 14),

used as an oath or asseveration.

C 1596 Sir T. More in. iL 276 Shart, if my haire stand not

an end [etc.]. 1604 Dekker 1st Pt. Honest Wh. C 3, Flu. .

.

Sblood why doe you attach vs ? Cast. Sheart ! attach vs !

c 1615 W. Goddakd Mastiff Whelp E 4 b, What crying ?

s'harte this is ex'lent fine. 1605 Concrevs Lovefor L. 11.

vii, 'S'heart, what shou'd he do with distinguishing Taste?

1706 Betterton Amorous Widow \\. 18 Vise. 'Sdheart, 'tis

impossible '.

Shear Thursday : see Sheer Thursday.
Shearwater (fi^uwgtaj). Also 7 shore-, 8

shire-, 8-9 erron. sheer-, [f. Shear v. + Water^.]
1. A bird of the genus Puffinus, esp. P. anglorum,

the Manx Shearwater (see Manx a.), and P. major,

the Greater Shearwater.
C167X Sir T. Browne Nor/. Birds Wits. 1835 IV. 316 A

sea-fowl called a sherewater. 1674 Ray Coll. WordsToR&r.
A 8, Among some Pictures of Birds which I have received

from..Sr. Thomas Brown.. I find.. A shear-water inscribed

Larus niger. 1703 Dam tier Voy.lll. i.Q3Wesawno Fowl
but Shear-waters. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed.2) s. v. Pembroke-
shire, The harry-bird [is] the shirewater ofSirThomas Brown.
1821 Scott Pirate iv. The very shearwaters and bonxies
are making to the cliffs for shelter. 1870 Gillmore tr.

Figuier's Reptiles fr Birds 288 Under the name of Shear-
waters, .those species of Petrels are included which have
bills as long, and sometimes longer, than their heads.

2. l/.S. The Black Skimmer, Rhynekops nigra.

1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 167 Shear Water or Razor Bill.

1850 r. Mason Burmah 300 The sheer-water, or scissors-

bill. 1883 Century Mag. Sept 652/a The black skimmer,

or shear-water.

t Sheary , a. Obs. rare'1
, [f. Shear v. + -y.]

Having a hard sharp edge.
XS97 Gerarde Herbal 1. xv, 16 Cypcrus Wood grasse hath

many sheary grassie leaucs.

653

Sheat, sb. dial. Also 6//. shettes, 7-9 sheet,
8 scheat, 9 shet. [Cogn. w. the synonymous
Shoat 2

; the relation between the two forms is

obscure.] A pig under a year old.

1534 I** in Lett. b Pap. Hen. Vllf, LXXXIII. If. 118
(P.R.O.) Yong hogges called Shettes. 157a in Pegge's
Kenticisms (E.D.S.) s. v., One sow, two sheetes. 1607 Top-
sell Four/. Beasts 661 In English we call a young swine
a Pigge, A weaning Pigge, a sheate, a Yealke, and so foorth.

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxxvii, Three hundred barrow-
pigs or sheats. 1736 J. Lewis Isle o/Tenet (ed. 2) 38 Scheat,
a little Pig spay'd. 185a in N. «$• Q. Ser. 1. VI. 339/1 They
[Kentish men] defined ' sheets ' to be * pigs between the age
of six and ten months . 1875 Sussex Gloss., Sheat, a young
hog of the first year.

f Sheat, a. Obs. rare—1
. ? Trim, neat.

c 1590 Greene Fr. Bacon vii. (1630) 25 Neat, sheat and
fine, As brisk as a cup of wine.

Sheat, Sheat
s
e, obs. ff. Sheath 2

, Sheet.
Sheath, 1

(JHO. Forms: a. 1 sce&B, sce'a'o',

1-3 sc8e*B, 2-3 scap, 3 shae]>, seajj, ssepe, 3, (5)
seth, 4-6 s(c)hethe, 4-7, (8-9 dial.) sheth, 5
seheth, (seeth), 5-6 sheethe, Sc. scheith, 6
seheethe, sheeth, 6-7 sheathe, (7 Imispr.
skeath, 8 shearth), 6- sheath. 0. 4-5 schede,

5 shede, 5-6 sehete. [OE. semf, sciap str. fern. =
OS. sk&ia, MDu. schede (mod.Du. scheede, schee),

OHG. sceida (MHG., mod.G. scheide), ON. skeiiSir

pi., scabbard (Da. skede) :—OTeut. *skaipjo.
The word app. belongs to the Teut. root skaifi-, skaid-,

to separate, divide (see Shed v.). The primary notion may
have been that of a stick split to receive the blade; cf. the
ablaut-variant MSw. ski^a, mod.Sw. skidd a. sheath, which
appears to be the same word as ON. skitfa a billet of wood,
faggot (see Smide sb.). The ON. skauoir pi., 'sheath' of
a horse (see 2 a below) is commonly regarded as cognate,
although belonging to a different vowel-series ; probably,
however, the resemblance in form and sense with the present
word is accidental.]

L A case or covering into which a blade is thrust

when not in nse; usually close-fitting and con-
forming to the shape of the blade, esp. of a sword,
dagger, knife, etc. Cf. Scabbard.
a. c 950 Lindis/.Gosp. John xvui. n Sendsuord insceaeo".

.

mittegladium in uaginam. a loooC&dmon's Gen. 1992 Han-
dum brugdon bailed of sca^Sum hringmasled sweora. exooo
JElfric Horn. I. 482 Heawende hisswurd intooWescea5e.
c X2oo Ormin 14675 Abraham .. droh hiss swerd off shiebe.

c 1305 Lay. 23211 Luken vt of scabe [c 1275 seabe] sweordes
longe. c 1375 Cursor M. 15795 (Fairf.) pat dint now gif bou
nane In-to pe shebe [c 1425 Trin. sheebe, earlier texts forel]

bou putt bt squorde. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 259 Wypyng
his blody swerde, and put hit vp ynto his schepe. c 1470
Gol. $t Gaw. 706 Schort suerdis of scheith smertly thay
dreuch. 1530 Palscr. 266/2 Sheth of a meate knyfe, gayne.
1555 Eden Decades 224 He had a longe dager with a hafte
ofgolde, and the shethe of a fayre kynde of earned woodde.
1605 Shutlurworths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 169 A new sheth
for myMr daggar. 1669 Sturm\ Mariner's Mag., Penalties
$ For/. 3 Blades, Handles, Scabbards, Sheaths for Knives.
1715 Pope Iliad in. 125 Your shining Swords within the
Sheath restrain. 1800 Med. yrnl. III. 195 The lever and
cutting blade separated from the handle and sheath. 1809
Roland Fencing n Before drawing the sword from the
sheath. 1865 Lubbock Prehist. Times 29 A bronze sword in

a wooden sheath.

p. ^1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 888 (MS. Gg.) Tysbe.-saw
hire wympil & hise emty schede And ek his swerd that hym
hath don to dede. c 142$ Seven Sages (Percy Soc) 2584
And drew a knyf out of hire sehete. C1440 Promp. Parv.
444/2 Schede, or schethe, vagina. 14 . . Songs a> Carols
i$th C. (Warton Club) lxi, Myn baselard ha^t a schede of
red, And a clene loket of led. c 1500 Melusine h'x. 359 He
putte his swerd vp in the shede. 15x8 Ortus Vocab., Vagina,
a shete [1500 a shethe].

b. trans/, and fig.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2864 Were he mowe be luber
vortiger witie fram be depe {>at ich in is Ineward mid suerd
make a ssebe. c 1393 Chaucer Scogati 39 Ne bynke I

neuere of slep to wake myn muse pat rusty b in myn schede
[Fair/. <r Pepys shethe] stylle in pes. 159a Shaks. Rom.
4- Jul. v. iii. 170 (Qo. 1599) O happy dagger This is thy
sheath, there rust and let me dye. 16x5 Hieron Three
Serm. Necess. Advis. 14 Some one who is a meere hypo-
crite^ and but as it were the sheath and shadow of a
Christian. 1821 Scott Keniliv. viii, Women.. are occasion
for many a blade's exchanging a sheath of neat's leather for

one of flesh and blood, i860 Emerson Cond. Li/; Fate
Wks. (Bohn) IL 323 Liberation of the will from the sheaths

and clogs of organization.. is the end and aim of this world.

t O. By my sheath, a petty oath. Obs.
a 1530 Heywood Love 1370 (Brandl), The hole faute in

fortune by my sheth. 153a More Con/ut. Tindale Wks.
595/2 Yes by my shethe.

f cL Painted sheath : showy exterior. Obs.
[Cf. Fr. ' Dans vne gaine (Tor vn cousteau de plomb

:

Prov. A leaden sword 111 a golden sheath ; a godlesse heart
in a goodly bodie' (Cotgr.).]

1542 Becon Pathiv. Prayer IL S iv, Let vs not flatter oure
selues nor make to much of our painted shethe, as they saye.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 22 She maienotbeareafether,
but she must breath, She maketh so much of hir peynted
sheath. 1576 Gascoigne Steel Glas Wks. 1910 II. 156
One Which stands so much, upon his paynted sheath..
That he accompts, no Soldiour but himselfe. 1613 Hieron
Abridge Gosp. 11. iii. Wks. 1614 I. 159 Thou pridest thy
selfe. .in thy painted sheath and gay clothing.

2. A sheath-like covering. Applied to various

animal and vegetable structures.

a. The tubular fold of skin into which the penis

is retracted, in many animals, as the horse, bull,

dog, etc. Also f «Pkkpuce.

SHEATH.

1555 Eden Decades 1. viii. 38 The men of this countrey
inclose theyr priuie members in a gourde... In other places
of that tract, they thrust the synew within the sheethe
therof [orig. intra vaginam mentularem neruum reducunt],
1607 Makkham Caval. 1. 70 If, after your foales bee gelt,

their cods and sheathes happen to swell exceeding much.
C1720 W. Gibson Farrier*s Guide 1. iL (1738) 15 Its outer
cover, or Sheath, is nothing else but a production of the
Scarfskin Hide and fleshy Pannicle. c 1800 J. Cundall
Sch. Arts 34 The Cure. First throw him [the bull], and
draw his pizzle out of his sheath.

"b. Bot. A tubular or enrolled part or organ of a
plant ; the part of an expanded organ that is rolled

round a stem or other body, as the spathe of a
flower, the lower part of the leaves of grasses, etc.

1671 Grew A nat. PI. 1. L (1682) 10 The Plume in Corn is

trussed up_ within a membranous Sheath. 1720 P. Blair
Bot. Ess. i. 28 Sometimes they are covered with a Vagina
or Sheath at the top, which appears blackish in the middle
of the Flourish, until it is fully blown, and then the Sheath
falls off, and the two Portions separate. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) 1. 81 Sheath (spatha), a species of Calyx,
exemplified in the Crocus, the IrLs, and the Daffodil. 1832
Lindley Introd. Bot. 1. ii. 95 Occasionally the petiole em-
braces the branch from which it springs, and in such case
is said to be sheathing; and is even called a sheath, or
vagina, as in grasses. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 28, I was
..More crumpled than a poppy from the sheath. 1847
Mrs. R. Lee A/r. Wand. vii. {1854) 100 He found a large
spatha, or sheath, full of cocoa-nuts. 1855 Longf. Hiaw.
xiii. 180 The maize-ears full and shining gleamed from
bursting sheaths of verdure. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 174
This sheath in all true Grasses terminates above in a membra-
nous appendage. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xx. II. 11 The
cheap clothing that moulding itself on her feet seemed an
adornment as choice as the sheaths of buds. 1882-4 Cooke
Brit. Fresh-zv. Algx I. 220 Cells forming a filament {'Tri-

e/tome) usually included in a tubular homogenous or lamel-
late sheath {vagina).

C. Bot. * A limiting layer of surrounding cellular

tissue* (B. D. Jackson Gloss. Bot. Terms, 1900).
Also * the lower, longer portion of the cell-wall in

division in Oedogonium ' (Ibid. Add.). Bundle-
sheath : see Bundle sb. 4.
1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's Phatter. 6 When a layer

(simple or compound) surrounds a tissue, which differs from
it, it is termed relatively to the latter a sheath. 1897 tr.

Strasburgers Tcxt-bk. Bot. (1903) 203 The glucose which
is thus produced in the leaves passes out of the mesophyll
cells into the elongated cells of the vascular bundle-sheaths.

The glucose and maltose are transferred in these conducting
sheaths through the leaf-stalks into the stem.

d. Anat. The connective tissue covering which
closely invests a part or elongated organ, and binds

it together and holds it in place. Cf. Fascia 3.

1805 J. F. D. Jones Treat. Suppress. Hemorrhage (1810)

54 A coagulum then, formed at the mouth of the artery,

and within its sheath. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin. Med.
xxx. 404 There was . . no inflammation of it's [i. e. the spinal

cord's] membranes or effusion into its sheath. 187a Huxley
Physiol, i. 10 The sheath is continued at each end into a
tendon. 1873 J. Angell Elem. Anim. Physiol, v. 70 Each
primitive fibre is invested with a delicate sheath of fine,

tough, elastic, transparent, structureless membrane, termed
the sarcolemma or myolemma. 1897 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
III. 819 The outermost of the three layers [of the intussus-

cepted bowel] is known as the intussuscipient, the sheath,

or the receiving layer.

e. A tube-like case, covering, or protection, e. g.

a hair-follicle, the covering of the sting, etc. of an

insect.

1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. VIII. 68 The sheath some-
times sticks so fast in the wound, that the animal is obliged

to leave it behind ; by which the bee soon after dies. 1801

tr. Halter's First Lines Physiol. 205 The hair, with both

its cylindrical sheaths, arrives at a cutaneous pore, goes out
through it, and forces the epidermis into a similar sheath.

1820 Shelley Witch 0/ Atlas xv, And there lay Visions..

Each in its thin sheath, like a chrysalis. x8a8 Stark
Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 320 Sheath of the sucker [in Mem-
branacese] with only two or three apparent joints. 1834
M cMurtrie Cuvicr's Anim. Kingd. 399 The sheath of this

apparatus [the ' sucker* of Hemipterous insects] is at these

times frequently bent into an angle. 1885 Haldane Work-
shop Rec. Ser. 11. 369 The softening or destruction of the

hair-sheaths either by lime or by putrefaction.

f. The covering of certain shell-fish, e. g. the

razor- shell.

1815 S. Brookes Conckol. 156 Sheath. Solen Vagina and
Siliqua. i8m J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 174 Bivalve

shells, contained in a tubular sheath distinct from the valves.

1828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. I. 114 Sheath tapering, .. the

valves of the shell elongated.

g. The lorica of certain protozoans, etc.

1841 T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. 34 The Tubiporida; are

enclosed in a calcareous or coriaceous sheath or tube. 1859

J. R. Greene Man. Anim. Kingd., Protozoa vii. 61, Fig. 14

showing animal [Vaginicola valvata] contracted within its

sheath. 1878 F. Bell Gegenbaur's Comp. Anat. 121 Where
the proliferating Polyps are provided with a sheath, the

generative buds are always enclosed by the same test as

the Polyps themselves.

h. The horny covering of the bill or feet of a

bird ; esp. a sort of false cere of some birds, as the

sheathbills, jagers, etc.* (Cent. Diet. 1891).

1781 Pennant Genera 0/ Birds 43 Upper of the upper
mandible lodged in a corneous sheath. 1886 Newton in

Encycl.Brit. XXI. 782/1 note, A strange fallacy arose early

. . that this case or sheath [of the sheathbill] was movable.

i. The elytron or outer hard wing-case of a

coleopterous insect.

1826 Kirby& Sp. Entomol. IV. 368 There are some beetles

that have neither wings nor sheath. 1854 Eng. Cycl., Nat.
Hist. II. 62/2 From this character of having the wings in



SHEATH.

a sheath, the term Coleoptera was, applied. .
.The superior

wings, which form the sheath, are generally called elytra.

1910 D. W. Thompson tr. Aristotle's Hist. Anim L 5 borne

are coleopterous or sheath-winged, for they have their wings

in a sheath or shard. . . , c

j. The fold of skin into which the claws of a

feline animal are retracted.

,774 Golds*. AV. Hist. IIL m The cat kind jwl.

remarkable for the sharpness..of their claws, which thrust

forth from their sheath when they seize their prey.

8. Photogr. (See quots.)

1890 Woodbury Encycl. Photogr. 630 Sheath, an arrange-

ment for holding the dry plate in detective cameras so that

they are protected from the light and can be conveniently

changed at will. They are usually made of darkened metal.

189a Photogr. Ami. II. 316 The lens and finders are un-

covered by sliding sheaths or covers of the same leather.

t 4. The razor-fish or solen. [Cf. 2 f.] Obs.

1721 Diaper tr. Oppian's Halieut. I. 482 Here slender

Sheaths, and juicy Oysters hide.

5. Sc. and dial. = KmriiSG-shealh.
1893 Longman's Mag. Feb. 378 Their straw sheaths tucked

into the bands of their tousers [aprons], they clicked merrily

away with their needles as they walked along the road.

6. A structure or banking of loose stones to pre-

vent the overflow of a river.

x8«o in Ogilvie, and in later Diets.

7." attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib. often

passing into adj. (applied to dress), as, sheath gown,

model, skirt, etc.; also sheath-like, -maker; sheath-

knife, a dagger-like knife encased in a sheath;

sheath-piling = sheet-piling (Sheet sb\ 13 b).

1008 Westm. Caz. 12 May 5/1 They were what are called

"sheath gowns or skirts a fburreau. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. III. lv. i, She purchases a large "sheath-knife in the

Palais Royal. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. viii. 165 The
leathei belt with the sheath-knife at the back. 184a Loudon
Suburban Hort. 15 Flowers with "sheath-like bracts. 1899

Outlook 7 Jan. 725/2 The skirts cut in a sheath-like scanti-

ness. 1530 Palsgr. 266/2 "Sheth maker, gaignier. 1766

Entick London IV. 357 The third sort were sheath-makers

for swords. 190a 'Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 437/2 This can be

accomplished . .by careful *sheath-piling to retain the sides

of the excavation. 1903 Daily Citron. 24 Jan. 8/4 Sheath-
skirts. .will still' enjoy popularity.

b. Nat. Hist., as sheath-edge, -leaf; sheath

bill, a sea-bird of the genius Chionis, having the

basal part of the bill ensheathed in a horny case ;

sheathclaw, a lizard of the genus Thecodactylus

;

sheath-horned a., havinghollow horns enclosing a

horn-core ; sheath (razor-) shell, the razor-shell

;

t sheath-scaje Bot. (see quot.) ; f sheath-stone

(seequot.); fsheath-wing= 2 i; sheath-winged,

having the wings encased in elytra, coleopterous,

vaginipennate. See also Sheath-fish.
1781 Pennant Genera of Birds 43 "Sheath-bill. 1854

A. Adams, etc Man. Nat. Hist. 47 Sheathbills (Chionida:).

190a Edin. Rev. Jan. 208 A mother penguin cannot leave her

egg for a moment but what a sheath-bill, Chionis, dashes its

beak into it. 1850 P. H. GossE Nat. Hist., Reptiles 90
The Smooth * Sheath-claw., is a native of Jamaica. 1870

Hooker Stud. Flora 411 Carex Buxbauniii..*sheath.edges

filamentous. 1871 Darwin Dese. Man 11. xii. (1890) 357
A bull, goat, or other "sheath-horned ruminant. 1766
Compl. Farmer s. v. Vegetation 7 S 2/2 Above there is a
mark of the "sheath-leaf, which was pulled [off the stalk].

1893 7ml. R. Agric. Soc. Dec 821 The spirally twisted

sheath-leaves are noticeable when the ear is beginning to

form. 1819 Turton Conchol. Diet. 159 Solen Vagina.

"Sheath Razor-shell. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)

I. 81 *Sheath-scale, a membrane found at the top of the

sheathes which surround the stem of Grasses, just where
the sheath ends, and the proper leaf begins. 171a Mus.
Thoresby. (1713) 444 The "Sheath-Shell, as it is commonly
called, because of its Form. 1815 Burrow Elem. Conchol.

194 Solen. Razor or Sheath Shell. x68x GrewMusxum 111.

§ i. i. 265 The "Sheath-Stone. Solenites. Like the petrify'd

shell of the Sheath.Fish. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 199
A circular projection.. on which the "sheath-teeth are

formed. 1704 Petiver Gazophyl 1 1. Tab, xvii, I ts Shoulders

are yellower than the "Sheath Wings. 1646 Sir T. Browne
Pseud. Ep. in. xv. 141 All vaginipennous or "sheathwinged
insects, as Beetles and Dorrs. 1910 D. W. Thompson tr.

Aristotle's Hist. Anim. I. 5 Some are coleopterous or

sheath.winged.

t Sheath. 2
. Obs. Forms : a. 4 schethe, 6

sheth(e, 7 (? misprint) skeath, 7-8 sheath, 9
seath ; ft. 8 sheat, sheet. [Prob. the same word
as Sheth. The specific sense below is in WFlem.
scheeberd, scheidberd {l>erd = board). It is also

one ofthe meanings ofNorw. skeid; the form skeath,

ifnot a misprint, is prob. Scandinavian.] In ploughs

of an old type, the bar connecting the beam and
sole in front.

a. 1356-7 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 384 It. in 24
schethes et 24 moldebred cum jugis spakes, 3$. (id. 1533-34
Fitzherb. Husb. § 3 The sheldbrede is a brode pece of

wodde, fast pinned to the ryghte syde of the shethe in the
ferther ende. 1613 Mark ham Eng. Hnsbandm. 1. Former Pt.

iii. B 2, The skeath. .is a peece of woode of two foote and a
halfe in length, and of eight inches in breadth, and two
inches in thicknesse; it is driuen extreamly hard into

the Plough-beame, slopewise. 16x6 Surplet &^ Markham
Country Farm VII. xvi. 662 Of it [the Ash] also is made all

manner of Plow and Cart-timber whatsoeuer, as Beames,
Heads, Skeathes [etc]. z688 Holme Armoury 111. 333/3
The Sheath [of a Plow] is that which holds the Beam and
Throck together. X765 A. Dickson Treat. Agric. (ed. 2)

164 According to the position of the sheath, the earth of
the furrow is turned over more suddenly, a 1817 W. Muir
Poems (1818) 8 {Elegy on oldplough), The very pettle, riest

an* seath, Are pil'd up for a fiery death.

654

0- '733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxi. 301 The Plow-

Tail consists of.. the Share P., and the Sheat Q. 1766

Compl. Farmer s. v. 6 T 1/2 The sheat, or as it is sometimes

called the fore-sheat, there being another piece of timber

behind it called the hinder sheat, should be . . fastened to the

beam by a retch. 1791 J. Townsend Journ. Spain (1792J

I. 229 An English mechanic will not readily conceive how
a plough can De made.. without any sheets to support the

handle and the share.

Sheath, variant of Seath Obs., brine-pit.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 609 (Cheshire) There be

two wells of salt water. . . Sheathes they call them, c 168a

J. Collins Salt <$• Fishery 2 At Middlewich there are seven

Pits or Bryne sheaths, which yield most rich Bryne.

Sheath-anchor, obs. form of Sheet-anchor.

Sheathe (J?5), v. Also techn. sheath (jiy)-

Forms : 5 schethe, 5-6 shethe, (7 sheate),

6-9 sheath, 6- sheathe, [f. Sheath W]

f 1. trans. To fit or furnish (a sword, etc.) with

a sheath. Obs.

1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 3853 He schokkes owtte a schorte

knyfe schethede with silvere. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. lv.

i. 138 Walters dagger was not come from sheathing.

2. To put (a sword, dagger, etc.) into a sheath

or scabbard. To sheathe the sword (fig.): to

cease hostilities, to put an end to war or enmity.

c 1430 Pilgr. Ly/Manhode 1. xxxii. (1869) 20, J bithouht me
what j shulde do .. with bilke swerd yshethed, seled, wrapped.

1530 Palsgr. 702/1, I shethe a knyfe or a sworde, 1 put
them in to their shethe. . . Shethe your sworde, you be man
good ynoughe. 1590 Greene Orl. Fur. (1599). 52 Mars
come thundring downe, And neuer sheathe thy swift reuens-

ing sword. 164X J. Jackson True Evang. T. in. 213 Still

allowing to Kings and their Senates, and Counsailes, right

of drawing or sheathing the sword, a 1660 Contemp. Hist.

IrcL (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) I. 273 The Confederate Catholicks

of Ireland were iointly and seuerally sworne, . . neuer_ to

sheate theire sworde untill they see the lustre of religion

florish in Ireland. 1737 Pope Hot. Epist. 11. i. 140 In Days
of Ease, when now the weary Sword Was sheath'd, and
Luxury with Charles restor d. 1749 Smollett tr. Gil

Bias vn. i. (1782) III. 7 Enough (said I to him, sheathing

my sword) I am not a brute, to refuse to hear reason. x8xa

Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxxii, Those scarfs of blood-red shal^be

redder before The sabre is sheathed and the battle is o'er.

1841 Elphinstone Hist. India ix. i. II. 263 He restrained

himself sufficiently to sheath his sword. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 575 The sword should not be sheathed till

he had been brought to condign punishment as a traitor.

1891 Morris Poems by Way (1896) 210 And then the ancient

blade he sheathed.

t b. with up. Also transf. Obs.

1607 R. Turner Noses Te C3b, Being soundly bangde
he sheathde his dagger vp. x6xs Hieron Digit. Preaching

9 May I.. like Salomons sluggard, sheathe vp my hands

into my bosome and renounce husbandrie ? X640 tr. Ver-

dere's Rom. 0/Rom. 11. x. 35 But perceiving no body to ap-

pear, he presently sheathed up his sword. X738 Wesley
Hymns, 'Long have I view'd' vi, I will not . . beg Thee to

sheath up thy Sword.

c. transf. To bury (a sword) as in a sheath

(e.g. in an enemy's body). Also with obj. an

animal's tusk, claw, etc.

1584 A. Monday Fedele # Fortunio 1255 in Arch. Stud.

neu. Spr. CXXIII. 72 Attilia tolde me, that her mistresse

had made a request, To Crack-stone, to sheathe his sworde

in your brest. 159a Shaks. Ven. ty Ad. 617 A churlish

swine.. Whose tushes neuer sheathd, he whetteth still.

Ibid. ni6The. .swine Sheath'd. .the tuske in his soft groine.

1593 — 3 Hen. VI, v. v. 70 Dispatch me heere: Here
sheath thy Sword, He pardon thee my death. 16x4 Gorges
Lucan 1. 37 Within his [a bull's] throat they sheath'd the

knife. 1667 Dryden Ind. Emp. iv. iv, 'Tis in my breast she

sheaths her Dagger now. 1749 Fielding Tom Jones xvi.

x, He beat down his guard, and sheathed one half of his

sword in the body of the said gentleman. X858 G. Macdonald
Phantasies xxi. 270 The hand of his foe. .still grasped the

hilt of the dagger sheathed in the wound.

d.fg. To lay aside, cause to be laid aside

(hostility, malice). Now rare or Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11. iii. 88 Sheath thy impatience

:

throw cold water on thy Choller. 175a Young Brothers 1.

i, Sheath your resentments in your father's peace. 1773 J.

Allen Serin. S. Mary's Oxf. 16 This ought to sheath

plebeian malignity.

e. To retract or draw in (the claws).

x68x Grew Musseum 1. 12 The Leopard . . always keeps the

Claws of his fore-feet turned up from the ground, and
sheath'd as it were in the Skin of his Toes. 1687 Dryden
Hind «$ P. in. 270 He sheathes his paws, uncurls his angry
mane. x8ox Southey Thalaba ix. xviii, With tranquil eyes

and talons sheathed, The ounce expects his liberty. X813

Shelley Q.Mab vm. 126 His [the lion's] claws are sheathed.

3. To cover or encase (esp. a person or part of

the body) in (something, usually protective).

163a Massinger City Madam iv. ii, Thy procurer Shall

be sheath'd in Velvet. rti6gi Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 140

The [petrifying] spring. .sheaths everything with stony cases.

1735 SoMERVlLLE Chase II. 453 In meet Array, Sheath'd in

refulgent Arms, a noble Band Advance. 1816 Byron Siege

ofCorinth xxiii. 9 Many a bosom, sheathed in brass, Strew d
the earth like broken glass. 1829 Scott Anne of G. i,

Warriors sheathed in complete steel. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. lvi, She started impulsively to her full height, sheathed

in her white shawl.
transf. and fig. x86o Emerson Cond. Life, Fate Wks.

(Bohn) II. 311 People seem sheathed in their tough organ-

ization. 1885 Truth 28 May 850/1 Plumpness sheathes the

nerves and gives an impression of good humour.

b. To cover from view. rare.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 397 Her eyes like Marigolds had
sheath'd their light.

f c. To sheathe up : to envelop so as to confine

or obstruct. Obs. rare.

SHEATHEB.
1661 Boyle Cert. Physiol. Ess. (1669) 146 Those active

parts of a body which are of differing Natures, when they

are as it were Sheath'd up, or Wedg'd in amongst others in

the texture of a Concrete. 1764 Museum Rust. III. xiii. 64

The rich fat wort sheathes up the pores of the hop, and, as

it were, embalms the leaves.

4. fa. Med. To mitigate the acridity or pungency

of (a drug) by the use of an emollient vehicle. Obs,

1731 Arbuthnot Aliments v. (1735) 130 Other Substances

..opposite to..Acrimony which are call'd demulcent or

mild, because they blunt or sheath those sharp Salts, .such

as Pease, Beans [etc.]. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v.

Wine, It had a pleasing softness that sheathed the acrimony
of the spirit, and covered the bitter taste of the hop. 1811

A. T. Thomson Land. Disp. (1818) 546 Its acrimony re-

quires to be sheathed with some bland powder, as starch.

b. gen. To mitigate the painfulness of.

1820 Hazlitt Led. Dram. Lit. 77 The barb of misfortune

is sheathed in the mildness of the writer's temperament. 1851

Mrs. Browning Casa Guidi Wind. 1. 18 The innumerous
Sweet songs which for this Italy outrang From older singers'

lips, who sang, .with pang Sheathed into music, touched the

heart of us So finely, that the pity scarcely pained !

6. (Often sheath.) a. To cover (a ship, a door,

roof, etc.) with a sheathing of metal.

16x5 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 62 We., brought her

agrownd before the English howse to sheath her [the ship].

X627CAPT. Smith Seaman's Gram. ii. 13 Barnacles, .will eat

thorow all the Plankes if she be not sheathed, which is as

casing the Hull vnder water with Tar, and Haire, close

couered ouer with thin boords fast nailed to the Hull, a 1643

Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts III (1704) 346/2 They Sheath

Ships with Lead. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New Invent, p.

xxviii, There was no occasion for a good while to sheath any
of the Kings Ships. 1763 Brit. Mag. IV. 332 His majesty's

frigate the Alarm.. was sheathed with copper, by way of

trial. 1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers I. iii. 233 At the more

solemn festivals, the high Altar in the richer churches, was

sheathed in a gold or silver frontal, studded with precious

stones. 1885 Clark Russell Strange Voy. I. ii. 21 The
ship.. had been newly sheathed, and the yellow metal.,

gleamed dully, like old gold. 1883 P. H. Hunter Story

Dan. ix. 161 The exterior of the dome is sheathed with

burnished copper. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 346/2 The
doors [of the temple] are sheathed in silver.

b. To cover (a tree-trnnk) with a ' sheathing .

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 431 Sheathing the stems of

standard trees . . should not be neglected.

C. To cover a telegraph cable with a protective

envelope.
1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 17 Apr. ir/2 These wire-sheathing

machines . . will sheath fifty miles of cables in a day.

d. To place (a photographic plate) in a sheath.

189a Pliotogr. Ann. II. 263 With regard to sheaths for the

plates—these may be used, ..but in the course of several

years..no plate has ever been sheathed.

6. Mat. Hist. To surround with a ' sheath or

covering.
1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 36 Those black filaments.,

which are sheathed in her [the snail's] horns. 1796 Wither-

ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 215 Leaves rather longer than

the joints of the stem, not at all sheathing it. 1830 Lindley

Nat. Syst. Bot. 154 Leaves alternate, slightly sheathing at

the base. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 109 Stem .. sheathed

below by obtuse leafless stipules. 1873 Huxley Physiol. \.

10 A mass of red flesh, sheathed in connective tissue. 1883-4

Cooke Brit. Fresh-w. Algx 1. 19s A hyaline bristle, which

is sheathed at its base.

Sheathe, bad spelling of Scythe.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. lrel. (Ir. Archarol. Soc.) III. 125.

Sheathed (J<T>d), " Nat. Hist. [f. Sheath 1

+ -ED 2.] Having or surrounded by a sheath ;
put

in or capable of being withdrawn into a sheath.

1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 16 Mites in Cheese. .are

sheath'd and crustaceous Animals (as Scarabees and such

like Insects are). 1771 J. R. Forster Flora Amer. Sep-

tentr. 4 Panicum clandestin. Panic grass, sheathed. Pen-

sylva. Kalm. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 81

Sheathed Fruil-slalk (spadix), one that is furnished with a

sheath. 1835 Kirby Hab. <fr
Inst. Anim. I. viii. 238 The

sheathed polype.

Comb. 1668 Wilkins Real Char. 11. v. § 2. 127 Sheathed

winged Insects, commonly called Beetles or Scarabs. XB63

Wood lllustr. Nat. Hist. III. 460 Coleoptera, a word of

Greek origin, signifying sheathed-winged animals.

Sheathed (f«Sd ; techn. Jrbt), ///. a. [f.

Sheathe v. + -ed 1.]

L Of a sword, etc. : Put Into or encased in a sheath.

1810 Scott Lady ofL. in. iii, With sheathed broad-sword

in his hand. 1835 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion *
Princ. v. III. 25 A pair of sheathed scissors. 1848 Dickens

Dombey xlii, Softly laying his velvet hand, as a cat might

have laid its sheathed claws, on Mr. Dombey 's arm. 1901

Sir A. H. Layard Autobiog. I. iii. 144 His silver-sheathed

yataghan.
2.

J
Of a ship : Having the bottom covered with

sheathing. [Sheathe v. 5.]

1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archil, vm. 105 Passing

now to the sheathed ships, the butts of the flat keel plate

are double chain riveted.

Sheatherl (Jfbaj). Also 4-6 shether, 5

schedare, schethare. [f. Sheath 1 + -ER 1.] A
sheath-maker.
1379 Poll-tax IV. Riding in Yorks. Archxol. Jrnl. VI. 43

Johannes de Breres, Shether vjd. 1419 LiberA Ibus (Rolls)

I. 654 Botelmakers et Shethers jurati ad regulandum Mis-

terum suum. C1440 Promp. Parv. 444/2 Schedare, or

schethare, vaginarius. c 1515 Cocke Lorells B.g Whyte

tanners, galyors, and shethers. 1583 Streat Bk., John

Cutler, sheather, for riding his mare through the corne, 6d.

Sheather 2 (jToai) tf-
Sheathe v. + -er 1.]

One who or that which sheathes.

1761 Ann. Reg. IV. Usef. Proj. 123 When the salts above

described have Tost their points, in the absorbing sheather.
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Sheathery (Jrjiari). [f. Sheath 1 + -ery.]

Sheaths and similar articles collectively.

1857 P- O- Directory Yorksh. 1052 Sheathery Manufac-
turers.

Sheath-fish 1 (PKtf\ sheat-fish (frt-).

Also sheet-. [The earlier form sheath-fish is

prob. f. Sheath 1
, after the G. schaidie, scheid{e

masc. (now scheiden masc. ; OHG. had sceida

fem.), which Gesner De Piscibus (1558) regarded

as cogn. w.scheide fem. Sheath sb., supposing that

the fish was named from some resemblance in shape

to a cavalry scabbard. The later sheat-fish seems
to be ad. G. scheidfisch (f. scheid\ see above),

though that compound appears in Grimm only

with a reference to Frisch (1741). The etymology
of G. scheid(e, scheiden is unknown.] A large

fresh-water fish, Silurus glanis, common in the

Danube and other rivers of eastern Europe.
a. 1589 Rider Bibl. Scholast. 1723 A sheath Ash, or whale

of the river, stella. 1601 Holland Pliny ix. li. I. 266 The
male sheath-fish or riuer-whale Silurus. 1815 Anne Plump-
tre tr. Lichtenstein s Trav. S. Africa II. 343 A species
nearly allied to our silurus glanis, or sheath-fish, which in

the systema naturae is given as an inhabitant of the Nile.

P. 1611 Cotgr., Silure, the rauening sheat fish, or whall
of the riuer. 4x1672 Willughbv Hist. Pise. (1686) 128
Silurus Rondeletii...The Sheat-fish. 1796 Phil. Trans.
LXXXVI I. 26 At Aleppo, the gall of the sheet fish, Silurus
Glanis. .was in particular request. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
x, A mighty sheat-fish smokes upon the festive board. 1881

Ellen Frewer tr. Holub's 7 Yrs. S. Africa II. i. 30, I

succeeded in hooking three large sheatfish.

b. In extended use, as a name for the order

Siluridm or for a subdivision of it which includes

the genus Silurus. (See quots.)
a. 1881 Gunther in Encycl. Brit. XII. 649/2 The electric

sheath-fish of tropical Africa (Malapterurus).

fi. 1851 Gosse Nat. Hist., Pishes 227 Siluridr. (Sheat-
fishes.) 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 106 Mailed
Sheat- Fishes (Loricariidx). /#<£, Naked Sheat-Fishes
(Pimelodid*). Ibid. 107 Tru« Sheat-Fishes (Siluridae)

letc.]. 1883 F. Day Indian Fish 31 Of the sheat-fish, or
scaleless siluroids, we have twenty-six genera.

t Sheath-fish -. Obs. [f. Sheath 1 + Fish sb.]

The razor-fish.

1602 Cabew Cornwall 1. 32 The Sheath, or Rasor-fish,

resembles in length and bignesse a mans finger. 1603
Owen Pembrokesh. (1892) 126 Sheth or haft fishe. 167a
Phil. Trans. VII. 5022 A Sheath-fish, which is very plenti-

ful in New-England ; a delicate fish, cover'd with a thin

shell and of the colour of a Musle. 1681 Grew Musmtm 1.

% vi. ii. 143 The Sheath-Fish, commonly so called from its

similitude to the sheath of a Knife. Solen. Vnguis.

t Sheath-flsh \ Obs. : see Saithe.

Sheathing (J'~J>in.> J* "8"}), vM. sb. Also 5
schedynge, 7 shething. [f. Sheathe v. + -una *.]

1. a. The action of putting into a sheath.

1499 Promp. Parv. 444/2 (Pynson) Schedynge, vagina tio.

1596 [see Sheathe v. iJ.

b. The action of putting on a protective layer to

a ship's bottom ; also, fthe method or manner in

which this is done.
i6»3 in Foster Eng. Factories Iud. (1908) II. 310 Dockes

for the sheathinge or carreeninge of theire shipps. a 164a
Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts 111. (1704) 346/2 Another
Sheathing is with double Planks. 1676 J. Wood Jml. in

Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 153 Mr. John Sish took no
ordinary Care in Strengthening her, and in her Shething,
which was as well performed as m any Ship that ever sailed

on the Sea. 1748 Anson's Voy. lit. vii. 367 Having by that

time compleated the new sheathing of the first course . . they
continued the paying and sheathing the bottom. 1849
I.OXGF. Building of Ship 191 The.. seething Caldron, that

..overflowed With the black tar, heated for the sheathing.

2. A protective layer or covering laid on the out-

side of the bottom of a wooden ship, to protect

the planks from the borings of marine animals.

Formerly of boards, etc., now usually of thin plates

of metal (copper). Also a wooden covering some-

times used to protect the submerged parts of iron

ships from corrosion by the water.

1587 in J. S. Corbett Pap. ret. Sp. IVar(iSgS) 226 De-
cayed timbers.. under the sheathing [MS. Shething]. 1633
T. Jambs Voy. 32 We saw some of the sheathing swim by
vs. 1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent, p. xx, She had her
sheathing strip'd at seven Years end to repair the Plank,

but not for any defect in the Sheathing it self. 1718 in 6th

Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. App. 11. 155 A new method for pre-

serving the plank and sheathing of Ships. 1784 J. King
Cook's 3rd Voy. vi. v. III. 280 The carpenters, .proceeded
to rip off the sheathing that had been injured by the ice,

from the starboard side. 1849 Cupples Green Hand ix.

(1856) 99 A fathom or two from the bright copper of her
sheathing along the water-line. 1886 Sir N. Barnaby in

Encycl. Brit. XXI. 819/1 The plank, or skin, or sheathing
ofa ship, both external and internal, is ofvarious thicknesses.

b. gen. A covering or envelope in which some-
thing is encased for protection or ornament

;

material prepared for use as an envelope or

casing. Chiefly in technical applications : e. g.

a covering of boards, plates of metal, or other

material, fitted to the surface of a wall, roof, or

other part of a building, a piece of machinery, or

the like.

1859 Habits ofGd. Society ill. 132 A loose covering is both

more comfortable and more healthy than a tight sheathing

of cloth [/'. e. tight trousers], 1867 W. H. Smyth Coal #
Coal-mining 1 16 Upon the upper one the plates or segments

of tubbing are built up, sheathing of pitch pine, I or J inch
thick, being inserted between all the contact surfaces, and
the vertical joints broken, as in stone work. 1868 Art Jml.
1 Feb. 35/2 Mural sheathings imitative of the finest Persian
patterns. x88i Raymond Mining Gloss., Sheathing, a close
partition or covering of planks. 1909 Chamb. Jml. Oct.
687/2 The sea-cow. .is. .skinned—for the back sheathing is

thick and hard in texture, rendering it useful for many
purposes.

o. Sheathing paper.
1859 Stationers* Hand-bk. 81 Sheathing, a large thick

brown paper, used for ships' bottoms, usually made to order.

3. A banking of loose stones to prevent over-

flowing of a river. Cf. Sheath l 6 ; also catnp-

sheathing, var. of Campshedding.
1867 F. Francis Angling viii. 246 Working his bait.,

behind piles, and under the apron or sheathing (of the weir].

4. attrib. (sense 2, 2 b), as sheathing board, copper,

felt, lead, paper \ sheathing-nail (see quot.).
1628 in[Foster Eng. Factories India (1909) III. 251 Planck,

*sheathinge boards, laths. 1773 Cook's 1st Voy. in. iii. in
Hawkesw. Voy. III. 546 We saw by the light of the moon
the sheathing boards from the bottom of the vessel floating
away all round her. 1800 Hull Advertiser 20 Sept. 2/1
Small cordage, sheathing paper, *sheathing copper, and
ships stores. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxii. 124 Sheets
of sheathing-copper. 1834-6 P. Barlow Manuf. § 1064 in
Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 763/1 ^Sheathing felt is applied
in coppered ships immediately below the copper. 1691 T.
H[aleJ Acc. Neio Invent. 83 The Goodness of *Sheathing-
Lead to line the Bread-rooms. 1611 Cotgr., Clou destoupe, a
speake, or *sheathing nayle ; vsed in ships, c 1850 Rudint.
Nav. (Weale) 134 Sheathing nails are used to fasten wood
sheathing on the ship's bottom, to preserve the plank and
prevent the filling nails from tearing it too much. Sheath-
ing nails, for nailing copper sheathing, are of metal cast in
moulds, about ii inch long. 1794 Morse Amer. Geog. 214
Writing and printing paper, *sheathing and wrapping paper.
1861 J. Spence Amer. Union v. 182 Paper is under a
prohibitory duty of 30 per cent., but sheathing paper pays
only 10 per cent.

Sheathing (J^in), ///. a. [f. Sheathe v.

+ -ing 2
.] That sheathes.

1847 Tennyson Princess v. 39 And transient in a trice

From what was left of faded woman-slough To sheathing
splendours and the golden scale Of harness. 1908 Smith-
sonian Misc. Collect. LII. 16 A sheathing projection on
occiput, and one above opercle.

b. Bdt.

1778 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 2) II. 1297/1 Vaginalis, [of a leaf]

sheathing, or with its base forming a cylindrical tube invest-

ing the stem. 1796 Withering Bri t. Plants (ed. 3) I. 25 This
long purplish substance which stands upright within the
sheathing conical Calyx. 1847 W. E. Steele Field Bot. 209
The sheathing bases of the leaves. x86i S. Thomson Wild
Fl. 1. (ed. 4) 40The attachment of the leaves of parallel-veined
plants is often what is called sheathing, as we see in the
grasses, ..in which the leaf springs from a sheath .. which
embraces the stem. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 141 Membranous sheathing layers of a granular
substance.

O. Anal. (See quot.)
1889 Century Diet. s. v. Canal, Sheathing canal (canalis

vaginalis), the communication of the cavity of the tunica
vaginalis testis with the general peritoneal cavity of the
abdomen.

Sheathless (Jrhles), a. [f. Sheath 1 + -less.]

1. Of a sword, etc. : Not encased in a sheath.

1717 Eusden Ovids Met. iv. Pyratnus <J-
Thisbe 142 She

. .saw his sheathless sword. 1816 Byron Parisina x. 12

A thousand swords had sheathless shone. 1829 Scott Anne
ofG. xiv, Francis took up his sheathless sword.

2. Nat. Hist. Having no sheath.

1854 Woodward Mollusca 11. 192 Tentacles laminated,
non -retractile, sheathless. 19x0 D. W. Thompson tr. Aris-
totle's Hist. Anim. I. 5 Some are coleopterous or sheath*
winged,..others are sheathless.

t Sheathy, a. Obs. rare. [f. Sheath 1 + -y.]

Of the nature of a sheath.
1646 Sir T. Browne Pseud. Ep. m. xxv. 175 Hee that.,

shall with a needle put aside the short and sheathie cases

on their [the earwigs'] backe, may extend and draw forth

two winges. 1658 Rowland Moufet's Theat. Ins. 1017
Under their sheathy wings. . lye hid their membranous wings.

Shea-tree: see Shea.

Sheave (pV), sb. 1 Forms : a. 4 schive, 5
a(c)hyve, 6 shife, shyfe, 5-6 Sc. pi. schyffls,

schifHs ; £. 4, 8-9 sheeve, 5 shefe, 5-6 shove,

6 Sc. pi. 8(c)hawis, 7-8 shafT, 8 shieve, sheff, 9
sheaf,8- sheave. [Cogn. w.OS. sciva fem. (glossing

sphera), MLG., mod.LG., MDu. sehtve (modX>u.

schijf), OHG. sctba, MHG. schfbe, mo&.G. scheibe;

also (? from LG.) Icel. skifa, Sw. skifva, Da. skive.

In continental Teut. these words have the senses disk,

quoit, wheel, sheave or pulley, pane of glass, flat plate, slice

of bread, etc ; their formal equivalent in Eng. is Shive
(fsiv), which has had most of the senses here enumerated.
The etymological relation between the present word and
shive is hard to determine ; the most probable view is that

sheave represents (with vowel-change as in week, weevil, etc)

an OE. *scife or *scifa, from the weak grade of the root of

scife Shive. In some of the a forms the quantity of the 1 is

doubtful ; if it be long, the examples belong strictly to

Shive sb.]

1. = Shive j*M, slice of bread,

CI375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxx. (Theodora) 31 For les bane a
schefe of brede. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-WiUcker 772/31.

32 Hec lesca, Hec colirida, a schefe of brede. 1544 Phaer
Regim. Life (1553) F iij b, Take a sheaue of bread . . toste it,

and wete it [etc. J. 1551 Huloet, Cantel or shief of bread,

minutal. i58£,Warner Alb. Eng. iv. xx. (1592) 85 A Sheeue
of bread as Browne as Nut. 1603 Holland Plutarch's

Mor. 57 He cald for shieves of bread to eat.

2. A wheel having a groove in the circumference
to receive a cord passing over it, a pulley ; esp. one
of the pulleys connected in a block ; 17.S. also,
1 the pulley of a window or door-Jianger * {Funk's
Stand. Diet.). Also, a wheel having a groove in

the circumference to enable it to run on a rail or bar.
a. 1336 Acc. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 4 Schiuis et trussis.

1399 in Fabric Rolls York Minster (Surtees) 18 Item j par
de pulees cum vj shives. 1497 Acc. Ld. High Treas. Scot.
I- 358 Tua schyflis with xiij puleis. a 1515 Build. Louth
Steeple in Archasologia X. 76 Paid to.. John Harrison,
smith, for one pully shife of brass, x6d.

0. 1338 in Nicolas Royal Navy (184^) II. 171 Sheeues.
[Other terms cited as occurring are 'swivels ',

' hawsers for

warping'.] 1485 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 36 Sheves
of brasse iiij grete & xviij small. ..Grete sheves of Iren..j.

1511-12 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 278 Paid for shevys
of Brasse to hange be lampe & be pascall, the on peyre cost
xijd, the ober peire viijd. 1554-5 in Extracts Burgh Rec.
Edin. (1871) II. 308 Twa faddome and ane half of cords to

fessin the shawis to the rufe of the tolbuith, to rais the greit

brandrauth togidder. Ibid. 311 Thre schawis of brass to
the cran, ilk schewe weyand xx pund wecht. 1664 Evelvn
Sylva vi. (1679) 42 Ash.. serves.. for.. the best blocks for

Pullys and Sheffs, as Seamen name them. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780), Sheave, a solid cylindrical wheel,
fixed in a channel, and moveable about an axis,, .used to..

increase the mechanical powers applied to remove any body.
The sheaves are either fixed in blocks, or in channels cut
through the masts, caps, cat-heads, or sides of a ship. 1788
Trans. Soc. Arts VI. 207 A rope passing over the shieve of
a notch block. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper. Meek. 425 The
manner in which the rope goes round, and grasps the sheeves,
and occasions their contrary motion. 1841 R. Willis Princ.
Mechanism. § 211 In each mortise is a friction-pully or
sheave, having a groove in its circumference round which
the string or cord passes. 1859 Abridgm. Specif. Patents,
Electr. 4- Magn. 288 Suspension and insulation of telegraph
wires. Non-conducting sheaves or rollers are fixed to the

posts [etc]. 1869 Rankine Machine 4* Hand-tools PI. O 2,

The barrel and the sheave of the !rwer block have grooves
for the chain to work in. x888 J . Paton m Encycl. Brit.

XXIV. 464/1 This eye or mail is placed in the heddle half-

way between an upper and a lower wooden sheaf. 1892
Kipling Barrack-room Ballads 205 And the derricks clack

and grate, as the tackle hooks the crate, And the fall-rope

whines through the sheave.

b. An eccentric or its disk.

1887 D. A. Low Machine Draw. (1892) 47 The eccentric

is a particular form of crank.. .In the eccentric wliat corre-

sponds to the crank-pin is called the sheave or pulley.

O. attrib.y as sheave-block, -hole, etc.

1588 Churckw. Acc. St. Micltael, Oxf, Item for makinge
a *sheareband [Iread sheaveband] for the seconde bell.

1590 Ibid., Item for peecing the Shereband [Iread sbeve-

band] and stirrops to the same bell. 1844 Civil Engin.

$ Arch. Jml. VII. 246^2 Using either a simple sling, or

*sheave-blocks, for placing the stones, according to their

dimensions and weight. 1894 Times 26 Feb. 3/6 A sheaf-

block to raise up the chain-block. 1769 Falconer Diet.

Marine 11. (1780), Trous dicoutes, the *sheave-ho!es, . . cut

obliquely through a ship's side, wherein the main and fore-

sheets are reeved. 1809 F. T. Bullen Log of Sea-waif'148

That third sheavehofe . . is for the skys'le-halliards. 1883

Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 206 *Sheave-roller bushing. Lug-
roller bushing. Improved lug-roller. . . Improved trawl roller,

3. A layer of a coiled rope.

1840 F. D. Bennett Whaling Voy. II. 198 It is coiled,

continuously, in two tubs, and in neat and compact horizontal

layers, or ' sheaves '.

4. *A sliding scutcheon for covering a keyhole

'

(Knight Did. Mech. 1875).

Sheave (pv), sb. 2 Now only dial. Also 6

sheve. [Variant of Shive sb.2 (jiv), with vowel-

lengthening : cf. prec. The word corresponds in

form and sense to MDu. scheve (Du. scheef, dial.

scheeft), G. schebe
t
Da. dial. ski£ev(e.~\

1. A fragment, splinter; a particle of chaff ; a bit

of fluff sticking up on the surface of cloth, etc.

;

a particle of any hard substance in wool, etc.

c 1558 Becon Gov. Virtue Wks. 1564 1. 272 Lyke an arthen

potte whyche. .breaketh so sore that a man shall not fynde

a sheue of it to fetche fyre in. 1696 T. F. Merch. Wareho.
laid open 8 Hamborogh Dowlas.. this last wears well, but

with these faults, which they never fail of, it wears with
prickles or sheaves and never wears perfectly white.

2. The woody part of flax or hemp.
1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 121 The offal [after ' break-

ing ] is called hemp Sheaves, makes good fuel, and sells at

two-pence a stone.

Sheave (J*"v), v.1 [f. Sheaf sb., with regular

change of / into z».] trans. To bring together,

collect, gather or put up (corn, etc.) into a sheaf

or sheaves. Hence Shea'vTrig vbl. sb.

1579 [implied in Sheaved ppl. a. 1]. 1598 Florio, Affa-

sciare,. .to sheaue. a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 180 There is

no need to let wheat lie out in gripp before it is sheaved.

1785 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties (1790) II. 167 Many
oats.. have this year been 'sheaved': namely, mown out-

ward, gathered from the swaths, bound, and shucked.

1821 Coleridge Lett., etc. (1858) 8sThe main portion of

my harvest is still on the ground, ripe indeed, and only

waiting, a few for the sickle, but a large part only for the

sheaving, and carting, and housing. 1830 Kyle Farm Rep.

43 in Libr. Usef. Knmvi., Husb. Ill, Peas are not sheaved,

but left loose, and frequently turned. 1851 Mrs. Browning
Casa Guidi Wind. \\. 517 While our corn was being sheaved

For his own granaries. 1881 Du Chaillu Land of Midn.
Sun I. 193 Women and men sheaving the barley. 1893

Times 20 May 11/5 Thatching,.. fence-building, mowing
and sheaving are, we are assured, becoming lost arts.

intr. C1600 Dav Peregr. Schol. Wks. (1881) 78, I sawe

a little world of people at worke, Some
^
moweinge, some

sheaveinge. .some shockeinge, some loadeinge.
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fig. 165* Ashmole Theatr. Chem. Brit. Proleg. 13 As for

the whole Worke it selfe, it is sheav'd up from a few glean-

ings in part of our English Fields. «i7" Ken Hymuolbeo

Poet. Wks. 1721 III. 105 From ev'ry Star Our Maker chose

the brightest Beams hy far ; Which sheav d up in one Orb,

the Sun produce. - . •

Sheave (J>), ». 2 Forms : 7 (-9) shieve, 9

sheave. [Pert), repr. ME. scheve, OE. sc/o/an var.

of scufan Shove v.] inir. or aisol. To back a

boat, to work the oars backwards.

1611 Cotgr., Sier en arriere: C'est oiler le derriere

devant, to shieue, or fall a-sterne, (a tearme of Nauiga-

tion). 1687 Miece Gt. Fr. Diet. 11, To Shieve, or fall

a-stern (a Term of Navigation), sier. 1894 R. C. Leslie

Waterbiog. v. 102 Conant was to take charge of the tiller

with one hand and the after-oar in the other, which he

used standing in the stern-sheets, and ' sheaving ' or shoving

with it facing the boat's bow, gondolier fashion. 1895 Dial.

Notes (Amer. Dial. Soc) I. 381 (N. Brunswick, etc. word,

list) Sheave, to hold water with the oar to stop the boat or

turn more quickly. (Nfld.) 1911 S. Reynolds in Blackw.

Mag. Feb. 190/2 One man was sheaving—standing up with

bent back and rowing forwards—whilst the other man pulled

in the ordinary manner.

Sheave, obs. form of Sheaf sb.

Sheaved, a. rare. [f. Sheave sbA + -fd 2
.]

Having or containing a (thin, etc.) sheave.

1800 Naval Chrtm. III. 474 Thin sheaved blocks.

Sheaved (J"'d), ///. a. [f. Sheave ».i + -ed l»]

L Of com, etc., also of arrows: Put up or

gathered into a sheaf or sheaves.

1579 Hake Newes out of Powles vi. (1872) Eviij, The
fertile soyle that foyson bringes of goodly sheaued graine.

1677 Lond. Gaz. No. 1260/4 Lost.., A pair of large Silver

Candlesticks.., a Crest upon each Candlestick; at one

comer, the Flying-Dragon with a sheaved Arrow in his

Claw. 1865 Swinburne Poems If Ball., St. Dorothy 268

Growth of sheaved wheat. 189a Kipling Barrack-room

Ballads 157 Mingled arrows each one sheaved.

f 2. ? Made of straw. Obs. rare—'1.

1597 Shaks. Lovers Cornel. 31 Her sheu'd hat [Cf. line

8 Vpon her head a plattid hiue of straw.]

3. ' Finished around the top with a flare, like that

of a sheaf {Cent. Diet. 1891).
1867 Rep. Artisans Paris Univ. Exhib. 11. 134 Time was,

when a well sheaved wine glass could be made only in

England. Ibid., Wine glasses.. with tops as well sheaved

as the best work on the English stalls.

Sheavy (Jrvi), a. dial. In 9 sheivy. [f. Sheave

sh;i + -t.J Full of 'sheaves' or 'shivs'. Cf.

skivvy in the same sense {Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1883 R. Haldane Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 389/r (Paper

making.) There is a considerable difference in the quality

and appearance, the rags being thicker and sheivier as the

quality deteriorates.

Sheaw,Shebandar,obs.ff. Show, Shabunder.

Shebang (JTbarrj). U.S. slang. [Of obscure

origin.]

1. A hut, shed ; one's dwelling, quarters.

1867 W. L. Goss Soldier's Story viii. 153 By common
consent, if anyone had complaints to make, he carried them

to the ' shebang' of Big Peter. 187a' Mark Twain ' Innoc. at

Home ii-in Roughing It, etc (1882) 270 We've got a shebang

fixed up for you to stand behind in No. I's house. 1890

N. P. Langford Vigilante Days I. 83 Towards the close

of the summer of 1862, the band organized by Pluramer [an

outlaw] having increased in numbers, he selected two points

of rendezvous, as bases for their operations. These were

called ' shebangs '.

b. Applied to a vehicle.

187a ' Mark Twain ' Innoc. at Home i. in Roughing It, etc.

(1882) 263 You're welcome to ride here as long as you please,

but this shebang's chartered. 1899 Binstead Houndsditch
Day by Day 198 In a four-wheeled fever-box you must take

your beaver on your knees or get it hopelessly ruffled against

the roof of the old shebang.

2. ' More widely, almost any matter of present

concern; thing; business; as, tired of the whole

shebang' {Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).

Shebat, variant of Sebat (Hebrew month).

Shebeen (Jlbrn). Also shebean, shibbeen.

[Orig. Anglo-Irish ; of obscure origin.

The ending is Irish dn as in caubeen, colleen, etc. ; an im-

probable conjecture is that the word is f. I rish seapa ad. Eng.
Shop sb. In recent Irish dictionaries it is given as Irish,

with the spelling sibtn.]

Chiefly in Ireland and Scotland : A shop or house

where excisable liquors are sold without a licence

(see quot 1903) ; any low wayside public-house.

c 1787 Kilmainham Mini! in Si. Irel. 60 Yrs. Ago (1847)

88 with de stuff to a shebeen we hied. 183a G. Downes
Lett. Cont. Countries I. 382 The hovel, which proved to be
a house of entertainment, such as in Ireland we call a she-

been. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xxvi, The money your
honour gave me that I spint at the shebeen upon the

lecthors. 1859 All Year Round No. 12. 285 Here we came
to a shibbeen, and for the third time the young doctor got

down and called for whisky. 189a Rev. Reviews V, 272/1

Twelve hundred shebeens in Cardiff ! igoi Act 3 Edtu. VII,
c. 25 § 107 The word •shebeen* shall mean and include

every house, shop, room, premises or place in which excise-

able liquors are trafficked in, by retail, without a certificate

and excise licence in that behalf.

b. attrib.

1798 Jos. Holt Mem. (1838) I. 5, 1 struck off the road to

a shebeen house or cabin in which whiskey is sold without a
license. 1800 Mar. Edgeworth Castle Rackrent Wks. 1848
IV. 53 His Honour., sent formore spirits from a shebean-house
[note] Shebean-house, a hedge alehouse. Shebean properly
means weak small-beer, taplasb. c 1815 Song, Oh, St.

Patrick was aGentleman' v. His mother kept a shebeen
thop In the town of Enniskilten. 1852 Mundv Antipodes
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(1857) 29 Every mile or two has some establishment of the

kind, ranging between the hotel and the shebeen house.

Hence Shetoeeiier, one who keeps or frequents

a shebeen. Shebee-ning-, the keeping ofa shebeen

;

the illegal selling of liquor.

1870 Figaro 14 Dec. (Farmer), Three extensive captures

of shebeeners were made in Glasgow on Sunday. One
hundred and twenty persons were found in the dens. 1873

Scotsman 15 Feb. (ibid.), Grocers, Shebeeners, and others

who sell liquors which are consumed on their Premises, and

who hold no Licence to do so. 1887 Scot. Leader 15 Dec. 4
1 Shebeening* by an Edinburgh Publican. 1906 Daily
Mail 17 Aug. 3/7 A Sheffield barber was fined, .for she-

beening.

Shecarry, obs. form of Shikaree.

tShechanize, v- Obs. rare. [f. Heb. pro

shakan, to dwell (the root of Shekinah.] intr.

To dwell as God in a temple.
1681-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1699) V. 225 The Word in.

carnate, or tabernacled in our flesh, did shechanize, or per-

form the part of his Father's supreme representative among
us full of grace and truth. Ibid.,-For this is plainly implied

in his shechanizing or tabernacling.

Sheohinah, variant form of Shekinah.
Sheck, obs. form of Sheikh.

Shecklaton, variant of Ctclatoun Obs.

Sheokle : see Shackle, Shekel, Shockle.

Shed (Jed), sb.i Forms : 1 (se)scead, 1-2 sc4d,

3 schad,Orm. sheed, 4-6 schede, shede, 4-7sched,

5 seed, schade, 5, 8, 9 dial, sheed, 6 sohedde,

sheyde, 6-7 shead(e, shedde, Sc. schad, 7, 9
dial, shade, 4- shed. [OE. {ge)scead, altered form

of {ge)scedd neut. :-OTeut. type *{ga)skai3o-m,i.

root *skaid- to divide : see Shed v., where the

phonology is explained. Cf. OHG. sceit, (MHG.
seheit) division. In sense 2 the word may repre-

sent the cognate OE. sc{e)dda (see Shode) in the

altered form sceada.~\

fl. Distinction, discrimination, separation (of

one thing from another). Obs.

In OE. also in phr. sedd [digyldan, to give account.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xii. 51 Separationem, pact

xescead. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xii. 36 X\c idel word be

menn specaS hi ajyldab sescead [c n6o scad] be bam on
domes daeje. c 1200 Ormin 6229 Forr 5unnc birrb witenn

swipe wel,..patt niss bitwenen gunnc & heram Nan shaed

i manness kinde. c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warm. 217 Off god
and yuel shed to make. Ibid. 721 And shed to make in

eueri dede Bitwene sobnesse and falshede. 1575 Gascoigne

Glasse of Govt. m. vi. Wks. 1910 II. 59 The Shed is great,

and greater then the show, Which seemes to be, betweene

the good and bad. 1674 Ray N. C. Words 40 No Shed : No
difference between things. 1703 Thoresbv in Ray Philos.

Lett. (1718) 336 ' No Sheds ', no difference.

t b. The faculty of discerning or distinguishing.

c 1000 /Elfric Horn. I. 176/24 3e habbaS gescead aexoer

je godes ge yfeles. c 1200 Ormin 5534 pe fifte ;ife iss shaed

6 skill I weorelldlike bingess. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 238 pat

schafte of mon bat he schop & jef schad ba of god & of uuel.

<zii4o Sawles Warde in Cott. Horn. 255 Warschipe be

haueo wit ant schad bituhhe god and uuel.

2. The parting made in the hair by combing
along the top of the head ; also, the part of the

head thus indicated, the top of the crown. Obs.

exc. dial. Cf. Shode.
13.. Cursor M. 18837 (Gott) In heued he had a sched

[Cott. a clift] biforn. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Rel.

Ant. II. 78/1 The shed, la greve. a 1380 Virg. Antioch

291 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 30 Set myn hat vppon
byn hed, To huide bin her and eke bi sched. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 3023 The shede burghe the shyre here shone as be lilly.

14.. Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 674/5 Hoc discrimen, the

schade of the hede. 1513 Douglas A^neis 11. xL 7 For lo !

the top of litle Ascanius heid, . . fro the sched of his croun,

Schane all of lycht wnto the grond adoun. 1519 Horman
Vulg. 25 The shede of the heare goeth vp to the toppe,

deuydynge the molde. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Diui-

dints, Coma diuidua, heare diuided at the sheade. 1584

Hudson Du Bartas' Judith iv. (1608) 5s Her wav'nng
haire disparpling flew apart In seemely shed. 1688 Holme
Armoury n. 464/2 Women wear Hair.. in shades, when it

lieth plain and streight on each side the forehead. 1880

Antrim It Dcnvn Gloss., Shade, the parting or division of

the hair on one's head.

t b. Proverb. Shame is past the shed of {his)

hair (or head), i. e. (he) has lost all sense ofshame.

1382 Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 252We ben so ful of synne and
slouthe, The schame is passed the sched of hede. 1560

Rolland Seven Sages 37 Schame is past the sched of thair

hair, as Weill we knaw. 1691 Contin. Hist. Relat. Gen.

Assembly Scot. 15 But as the Scots Proverb is, Shame is

passed the shed of their hair.

O. A parting made in the wool of sheep in order

to grease or anoint the skin.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. I 44 Make wyde sheydes in the

woll ofthe shepe, and anoynt them with it. 1641 Best
Farm. Bis. (Surtees) 69 In greasinge they beginne usually

on the belly, and soe goe rownde aboute by sheddes. 1799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth 321 Leaving about an inch be-

twixt every shed of the wool. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
III. iri8 Tar-salve.. may be.. spread along the shed, and
worked amongst the wool.

+ 3. A piece cot or broken off, a slice, fragment.

(Cf. Shide.) Also a clot (of blood). Obs.

(Chiefly Sc. and north.)
C1400 Anturs of Arth. xxxix. (Douce MS.), Shaftes in

shide wode bei shindre in shedes [rimes stedes, ledes, bledis],

1513 Douglas sEneis v. viii. 97 And scheddis of bluid furth

spittand throw his lippis [crassumque cruorem ore eiec-

tantem). 1739 A. Nicol Nature without Art 74 Asunder

SHED.

I shall hack it [a cheese] In Sheeds this day. 1811 Ure
Diet. Cltem. s. v. Acid {Muriatic), Tinmen's sheds, or old

iron, may be employed instead of chalk.

4. Sc. ' A portion of land, as distinguished from
that which is adjacent ' (Jam.) ; a division of land

larger than the 'rig'. ? Obs. (Cf. Sheth.)
1473 Rental Bi. CnJ>ar-Angus (1879) I. 171 Tha sal pairt

the toun in twa, gif it ma be, and gif it ma nocht, it salbe

partyt in scheddis. 1588 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 790/1 Acram
terre arabilis continentem 4 lie lang-riggis contigue in uno
lie sched. 1670 Lamont Diary 30 May (Maitland Club) 220
[A great storm of thunder and lightning] att night ; it did
scorch and spoile some sheads of corne at Lawderdaill.

5. A ridge of high ground dividing two valleys or

tracts of lower country ; a ' divide '. Cf. Water-
shed. (The meaning in quot. 1530 is obscure.)

1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Schedde of an hyll, lertre. 1876 A. J.
Evans Through Bosnia i. 25 The Styrian mountains seem
to form a shed between the areas of German and Italian

influences. 1891 Century Diet., Shed. 3. The slope of land
or of a hill : as, which way is the shedl
Comb. 1830 Ogilvie, Shed-line, the summit line of ele-

vated ground ; [1882 adds] the line of the watershed.

6. Weaving. The opening made between the

threads of the warp by the motion of the heddles

for the shuttle to pass through.
179a A. Adam Rom. Antiq. (1801) 523 Which, being

alternately raised and depressed by the motion of the feet

on the Treadles, raises or depresses the warp, and makes
the shed for transmitting the shuttle with the weft 1851

Art jfrnl. Illuslr. Catal. p. vii**/2 The healds..are

situated at the left end, for the purpose of effecting the

cross shed. itSS&Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464/r Treadle number
two is next depressed and thereby a new shed is formed.

Shed (Jed), sb.2 Forms : 5-6 shadde, 6-7

shad, 7 3hedde, 8 sheed, 7-9 dial, shade, 6-

shed. [app. var. Shade sb., where cf. the forms

OE. seed, ME. (Ayenb.) ssedie, 15th c. shad{de.

The development of the senses explained below
was prob. more or less due to association with

Shud (now dial., synonymous with this word).]

1. A slight structure built for shelter or storage,

or for use as a workshop, either attached as a

lean-to to a permanent building or separate ; often

with open front or sides. The special purpose is

indicated by a defining word prefixed, as cow-,

cart-, goat-, tool-shed.

1481 Caxton Reynard v. (Arh.) to A yerde.Jn whiche
was a shadde [Du. een vaste schuere) where in were six

grete dogges. 150a Arnolde Chron. (1811^ 72 All thoo in

the said cite.. that ocupye houses not inhabited as shoppis

celars shaddys. 1557 Tusser 100 Points Husb. § 88 (1878)

232 For Tumbrels and cartes, haue a shed redy dight. 1599
Nashe Lenten Stuffe 51 A Fisherman of Yarmouth, .hung
the residue [of his draught of herrings], -in the sooty roofe

of his shad a drying. 1615 Chapman Odyss. ix. 314 Sheds
[Gr. tnjKofl stuft with Lambs and Goates, distinctly kept
1671 Milton P. R. 11. 72 In such a season born when scarce

a Shed Could be obtain'd to shelter him or me From the

bleak air. 1701 in ro/A Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

517 Three small sheds built against the towne wall. 1723

Lond. Gaz. No. 6146/8 The Shops and Sheds in and about

Lincoln's-Inn. 1731 A^. Riding Rec. VIII. 193 The build-

ing of a sheed in the Castle of York for the High Sheriffe's

coach. 1798 Hull Advertiser 30 June i/r On the north

side stands a work-house and a shade. 1799 J. Robertson
Agric. Perth 223 The milch cows are generally fed in the

house or in a shade. 1816 Scott Old Mort. xxxiii, They
withdrew to the stable, or shed, in order to accommodate
their horses. 1870 Inquiry, Yorksh. Deaf iy Dumb 68
[Employed] in the power-loom shades. .as a thrower. 1875
Encycl. Brit. I. 7/1 Behind this is a shed . . where the cattle

are kept before being slaughtered.

b. A similar structure, but large and strongly

built ; often consisting of a roof supported on

columns. Also Austral, short for Woolshed (q.v.).

1855 Ogilvie Suppl. s. v., Some sheds, as those connected

with railway-termini, wharfs, &c, are most substantial struc-

tures. 1887 J. C. Harris Free Joe, etc. (1888) 254 The
passenger-depot .

.—it is known as the ' Car-shed ' in Allan-

tese. c 1888 Kipling Among Railway Folk i. Wks. 1900

XVII. 165 On the fourth [side] it is bounded by what are

locally known as the ' sheds ' ; in other words, the station,

offices, and workshops of the Company. 1913 Times 3 May
8/2 Last night a disastrous fire broke out at the Trafalgar

shed of the Midland Railway Company at Bradford.

2. a. poet. A hut, cottage, poor dwelling.

x6oo Fairfax Tasso 11. lviii, The first Aletes, borne in

lowly shed, Of parents base. 1634 Milton Comus 323
Courtesie, Which oft is sooner found in lowly sheds With
smoaky rafters, then in tapstry Halls. 1700 Drvden Baucis

$ Philemon 30 At last an hospitable House they found, A
homely Shed. 1750 Gray Elegy 18 The swallow twitt'ring

from the straw-built shed. 17&4 Goldsm. Trav. 180 He..
Sees no contiguous palace rear its head To shame the mean-

ness of his humble shed. 1783 Crabbe Village 1. 60 Can
poets soothe you, when you pine for bread, By winding

myrtles round your ruin'd shed 1

b. gen. A structure that affords shelter or

covering ; the hiding-place, lair or nest of an animal

.

1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 122 We had greate

canes of the China Capt to make an arbor or shed for a

vyne. C1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 40, I here doe

lye, Without a shed scorch'd with a swelt'ring skye. 1695

Congreve Lovefor L. Epil., For still in every Storm, they

all run hither,As to a Shed that shields 'em from the Weather.

1821 Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 121 The fields and meadow
grass Will gladly hide their [the peewits'] careless shed.

Ibid. 196 The scouting rabbit seeks her shed.

3. A covering ; cf. Shade sb. n. fa. ? A lid.

1612 in Antiquary (1906) XLII. 29/1 Item in the lofte

nexte the gatehouse a Troughe, a Tubbe with a Shed, a

boultinge hutche [etc.].



SHED.

b. In a telegraph-line insulator, a covering in the

form of an inverted cup, a ' petticoat \
1859 Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Etectr. $ Magn. 236 No

sheds or bell coverings are applied, but the wire is varnished
[etc.]. 1910 N. Hawkins' Elec*: Diet, Shedof Insulator,
the petticoat of a line wire insulator.

4. attrib. and Comb., as shed-smithy
; shed-

fashion, -wise advs. ; shed-like adj. ; in sense ' kept,
employed, done in a shed', as shed-cow, -feeding,

-man ; shed roof, a roof with only one slope (as

in a lean-to shed) ; hence shed-roofed adj.

1898 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. June 415 When an outbreak
occurs among a herd of *shed-cows. 1807 P. Gass Jml. 61
The roofs were made *shed-fashion, rising from the inner
side. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 841/1 In some trials of
*shed-feeding. 1835 R. Willis Archit. Mid. Ages ix. 140
A long, low, "shed-like porch. 1899 Rider Haggard
fmmiPs Yr. 352 The kirk . . is a very plain building, white-
washed and shed-like in appearance. 1857 Honseh. Words
27 June 605/1 At large stations they [the porters] form two
distinct bodies, called technically yardmen and *shedmen,
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 61 It is probably the
best and cheapest method to make them with *shed-roofs.

1907 M. C. F. Morris Nunburnholme 76 The chancel itself

had a shed-roof of mean description. 1836 Parker Glass.
Archit. (1850) I. 432 The body of a church is span-roofed
and its aisles *shed-roofed. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv.

vi, There, in their two-hundred and fifty *shed smithies,..
let them forge gun-barrels. 1650 in SussexA rcharol. Collect.
XXIV. 280 The said cottage and stable is built "Shedwise
against the Castle wall of Tymber and Mudd walles.

Shed (Jed), j$JB rare. [f. Shed z>.i] Something
that is or has been shed : e.g. a silkworm's cocoon

;

a light fall of snow; the cast shell of a crab.
1648 Herrick Hes/er.

t Fairie Temple 137 And then he
dons the Silk-worms shed (Like a Turks Turbant on his
headi. 1876 Blackmore Cripps vii, A little powdery shed
of flakes had come at noon that very day. 1911 Webster,
Shed. . 5. That which is or has been shed, as the molted
shell of a crab or other crustacean. Colloq.

Shed (Jed), *M local. [Cf. Scad 5 and shad
salmon ' small salmon of from five pounds' to eight
pounds' weight' {Shropshire Word-bk. 1879).] A
young salmon from one to two years old.
x86i Act 24 .5- 25 Vict. c. 109 § 4 All migratory fish of the

genus salmon, whether known by the names.. gravelling,
shed, scad, . . or by any other local name. 188a [see Skecger].

tShed, sb. 5 Obs. Also shede, sheade.
Variants of Schede, a written paper.
1510 Stanbridge Vocabuta (W. de W.) Cijb, Scheda,

a shede. 1590 Calepini Diet. (1594) II. 531 ScJuda. .Angl.
A sheet or shed of paper, a 1593 H. Barrow Brief Discov.
To Rdr. p. iij, Where such was the rage of the enimie, as
he [the author] might not keepe one sheade by him, whiles
he was writinge of an other.

Shed, ached, Sc. forms of Shade sb.
c 1591 Rob Stent's Dream (Maitland Club) 3 A sched, but

substance, and no moir. ^1730 Ramsay Vision xxvui, And
all as saft and gay appeird As ane Elysion shed.

Shed (Jed), v.* Pa. t and pa. pple shed.
Forms : 1 sc(e)&dan, sce'dan, 2-5 shode(n,
-scheode(n, 3 scheade(u; 2-3 Ormin eheedenn,
2-6 shede(n, 3 ssede, 3-5 schede'n, 4-7, 8-9 dial.

sheed(e, sched, 5 acheed, 5-6 schedde, 6 Sc.

schad, scheid, 6-7 shedd(e, 6-8, 9 dial, ahead,
8 dial, shade, 4- ahed

; 3 sing.pres. ind. (occas.

contracted forms) 1 -scait, -acat, -sce&t, 2 schet,
2-38hat. Pa. t. 1 -sce'd, -scead, 3aad, 3-6 sched;
1 sc(e)adde (? aceadde), 2-3 scedde, 2-5
schedde, shadde. 3 acede, chadde, 3-4 ssedde,
3-5 ahed(d;e, achadde, 4 acade, 4-5 schad,
shad, 5-6 schede, shadd, 6 Sc. s(c)hedd, schaid,
6-7 ahead, 7 (9 dial.) ahodd, shod, 4- ahed

;

1 -aceadade, 4 achedide, 4-5 scheded, 5 ached-
det, 5-6 scheddit, 9 dial, shedded, sheaded.
Pa. pple. 1 sceaden (? sceaden), 2 -sceden, 3
acheden, acede, 4-5 schede, shede ; 3 sced(d,
i-sced, aad(d, 3 (Ormin), 5 shadd, 4-5 shad (4
yshad), 4 i-achod, y-ssed, 4-5 schad, yshed,
yschad, 5 xad

; 4-6 ached (3-5 schedd, isched,

4 isedd, yssed, 4-5 shadde, 5-6 shedde, 6 Sc.

scheid, 4, 6 Sc. achedde (4 yschedde), 9 dial.

shod, ahud, 4- ahed; 1 sesceadad, 5-6 shedded,
6sheeded. [A Com. Teut. verb (wanting in Scandi-
navian), originally str. (redupl.) : OE. sc{e)&dan,

sceadan, pa. t. sc(e)dd, scead, pa. pple. sc(e)dden

(? sceaden), corresponds, either directly or with
consonant-ablaut, to OFris. skida, sketha wfc.

(mod.Fris. shede, schede, NFris. ske*r, skial,

skias), OS. skedan, skethan, pa. pple. giskHhan,
MLG. scMden, scheiden, MDu. scheden, schciden,

schien, scheien (mod.Du. scheiden, pa. t. scheidde,

pa. pple. geschieden), OHG. sceidan, pa. t.

sciad, scied, pa. pple. gisceidan (MHG. scheiden,

pa. t. schiet, pa. pple. gescheiden ; mod.G. scheiden,

pa. t. schied, pa. pple. geschieden), Goth, skaidan,

pa. pple. skaidan-s; the vb. in all these langs.

has the sense to separate, divide ; the forms
represent two distinct types of the Teut. root,

*skaip- ( : *s&if-) and *skaut- (: *shfa*-) ; for cog-
nates in Teut. see Sheath sb., Shlde sb. The
pre-Teut. *skeit- : *skoit- : *sktl-, from which both
the Teut. types descend (with difference due to
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consonant-ablaut), is not directly represented out-
side Teut., but is prob. related to the widespread
Indogermanic root *sk(h)eid- : *sk(k)oid- : *sk{h)id-,
occurring, e.g., in Skr. chid- to split, Lith. skedzu
I make thin, separate, divide, skeda chip of wood,
Gr. a\K€LV to split, <rx'<Ta billet of wood, L. scin-
d/re to cut, cleave.
The original OE. sc{e)ddan would normally yield (midland

and southern) ME. and mod.E. shade, which is occas. found
in writings from the 12th to the 15th c. It would appear
that by the side of the original form OE. had (presumably
in certain districts, but evidence is lacking for localization)
an altered form sceadan, with change of rising into falling
diphthong • from this the modern shed (Jed) descends by
a development parallel to that of bread, dead, from OE.
briati, diad.

_
The OE. verb retained its strong conjugation in WS., but

in Northumbrian occurs only as weak (usually with forms
•sceadade, -sceadad on the analogy of the stems ; rarely
contracted sceadde). In early ME. there were forms like
sched pa. tM scheden pa. pple., representing the original
strong conjugation ; forms like schedid, representing the
wk. forms of OE. ; and forms like schedde, schedd, prob.
not repr. ONorthumb. sceadde, but new formations due to
the analogy of vbs. like rede (read), lede (lead), etc. The
mod. pa. t. and pa. pple. shed are prob. to be regarded as
representing the last type of conjugation, which was by far
the most frequent in ME.]
1. trans. To separate, divide. Now only dial.,

chiefly in farming uses : To separate (lambs) from
the ewes, or (calves) from the cows ; to separate
(cattle, sheep) from the herd or flock. fTo shed
the shanks (Sc.) : to set the legs apart.
c 1000 SouVs Addr. 148 (Gr.) ponne sceadene beob ba syn-

fullan & ba soSfaestan on bam maran das^e. < 1200 Ormin
16865, & forrbi wass batt name hemm (sc. the Pharisees]
sett, Forr batt te^ waerenn shadde, Swa summ hemm
buhhte, fra be folic purrh hali? lif & lare. c 1200 Trin. Coll.
Horn. 67 Ure louerd ihesu crist. .shode^ be gode fro be
iuele. Et statuet oues a dextris..and shodeS be rihtwise
an his rihthalue. 0x125 Amen R. 270 [>e 3eteward. .ouh
forto winden hweate, & scheaden be eilen & tet chef urom
be clene comes. £1250 Gen. $ Ex. 266 Quan al man-kinde
..Sal ben fro dede to Hue bro^t, And seli sad fro 3e for-

wro3t. c 1315 Shoreham hi. 63 pat dob batmanyeyschoded
[altered to y-schodred] ben Fram heuene-ryche testes. 1338
K. Bkunne Chron. (1725) 174 He salle sched vs o sonder,
fro Acres salle we go. Ibid. 305 per scheltron sone was
shad (Langt. sez»r£\ with IngUs bat were gode. 1390G0WER
Conf. III. 136 Logique hath eke in his degre Betwen the
trouthe and the falshode The pleine wordes forto schode,
So that nothing schal go biside. 4x400 Relig. Pieces
(E.E.XS.) 61 The sonne to schede be day fra j?e nyght.
c 1470 Henrv Wallace v. 77 Wallace mycht nocht a graith
straik on him gett : 5hett schede he thaim, a full royd slope
was maid. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) I. 15 Schul-
deris wer schorne and sched the bodie fra. 1550 Lyndesay
Sor. Meldrum 994 Iudge 3e gif he hir schankis sned. c 1553
in Strype Eccl. Mem. (1721) III. App. xi. 28 God..myndeth
now to.. shede out the Gootes from the Shepe. c 1560 A.
Scott Poems, Ballad Want. Wemen 30 For con^ie $e may
chawcht hir To sched hir schankis in twane. 1584 B. R.
tr. Herodotus I. 60 The mighty river Gyndes being in this
sort shed and derived into .360. brookes. 1600 Holland
Livy vi. xxv. 234 In the view and account taken of the
captives there were some of them known to be Tusculanes,
who were shed apart from the rest. 1677 W. Nicolson
in Trans. Roy. Soc. Lit. (1870) 318 [Cumberl. and Westm.]
Shed, to part asunder. 1791 Leakmont Poems 276 I've
lambs to shed, and sheep a clipping too. 1824 Mactaggart
Gallovid. Encycl. 425 Shed, to separate ; to separate the
calves from the cows, we shed them. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 87 The sheep selected for market are the best
conditioned at the time, and to ascertain this it is necessary
to handle the whole lot and shed the fattest from the rest.

absol. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 618 Those shep-
herds who dog, force, and shedmuch about a march, I con-
sider them as bad herds for their masters as for the neigh-
bouring farmer.

f b. To set apart, draft off from a com-
munity. Obs.

1584 ii.R. t». Herodotus r. 54 They ioyned felowship with
other their countreymen which before tyme were shed from
the city to inhabite that place.

T O. refl. To separate oneself, part from ; to

come apart. Also (of troops) to scatter asunder.
c ii.00 Ormin 3200 Forrbrihht anan he..shadde himm all

bweorrt ut fra menn. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7764 He
schet aboute him fer & ner..The Gregeis oflfte In-sunder
hem scheded. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) II. 90 The n^w wark zeid frome the auld and sched
the self.

td. intr. for refl. To separate, divide, come
apart ; to part company ; to depart ; to part with
a possession. Obs.

<:. 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 116 ponne da?5 & niht seade,
drince bonne bone drenc. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (Rolls)

99 1 pe Gregeys schadden sone asonder. 13 . . E. E. A Hit. P.
A. 411 pow wost wel when by perle con schede, I was ful

aong & tender of age. 157a Mascall Plant, fy Graff. 37
Ye shall binde it so, tilt the fruites or cliftes be couered..
with your sayde hempe, except the oylet and his tayle, the
which ye must not couer, for that tayle will shed apart, if

the shielde doe take. 1576 Gascoigne Griefof Joy iv. iii.

Wks. 1910 II. 548 Thou showldest foresee, that fagott

sticks do hold, Together fast, and seldome list to shedd.

1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 45 Such was the lone, and
reuerence they her bure, Ilk day whill euen, ay whill they
shedd at night. 1603 Philotus lxxxix, Be Christ I sail thy
nurture nip, Richt scharply or wee sched. 1659 W. Guthrie
Chr. Gt. Interest 11. (1724) 214 If thou hast a Desire after

Jesus Christ, ..and cannot think of parting with his blessed

Company for ever, or, if thou must shed with him, yet dost
wish well to him [etc.].

2. trans, a. To part, or divide (the hair; also

SHED.

the hair or wool of an animal). Also refl. of the
person. Now Sc. and dial.

a 1300 Cursor M, 18848 Metli har was on his chin. And
als his hefd was scheud \G6tt. sched] in tuin. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) V. 369 pey used to schere of be heere of hir
heed from be molde to be nolle, but to fore bey hadde
lokkes i-schod [p. ysched ; L. discriminatam] hongynge
doun to be mouth. 1388 Wvclif Judith x. 3 Sche sche-
dide [1382 platte] the heer of hir heed. 1390 Gower Conf.
1. 101 Bot with no craft of combes brode Thei myhte hire
hore lockes schode. c 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Manhode 11. lxxiv.
(1869) 103, I loue better.. to keembe myn hed, to shode me
t Fr. grauer mon chef]. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 42 Than
take hym, and shede the woll with thy fyngers, there as
the scab is, and with thy fynger laye a lyttell terre thervpon.
1530 Palsgr. 717/1 Shede your heare that hangeth so
yvell favouredly aboute your eares. 1548 Patten Ex^ed.
Scot. Cviijb, A fellowe lyke a man.. red hedded, curld
rounde about & shedded afore. 1607 Topsell Fourf.
Beasts 411 Make a salue thereof, and with your finger
annoint all the sore places, sheading the haire as you go.
1610 Guillim Heraldry iv. vii. (1632) 296 The Combe is.,
of most vse with women for shedding and trimming their
haire and head-tires. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. vi. (1626)
in Her haire She forthwith sheds. 1822 A. Cunningham
Tradit. Tales, Mother's Dream (1887) 123 He shed back
his long and moistened locks from a burning and bewildered
brow. 183a Motherwell Poems 41 Let me shed by your
hair. 1844 A. Rodger in Songs for Nursery 44 Let me
shed your shining hair. 1888 Doughty Trav. Arabia
Deserta I. 595 He was of goodly great stature, with.

.

hair shed, .and hanging down from the midst in tresses.
intr. for refl. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1690 Faxe fyltered

. .pat schad fro his schulderes to his schyre wykes.
b. Weaving. To divide (the warp-threads), to

make a * shed * in (a web). Cf. Shed sbX 6.

1839 Vsb Did. Arts 1285 The weaver. .thus sheds the
warp, by lifting and depressing each alternate thread.
1863 J. Watson Weaving 196 It has been explained how
a common Web is shedded, and a few words will show the
difference for the shedding in this loom.

1 3. To cleave, divide (something) with a knife,

weapon, etc. Obs.
13.. K. Alls. 2772 Ac, ar the gate weore y-loke, Mony

ponne was to-broke;.. And mony brayn was y-schad. 13..
Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 425 pe scharp of be schalk..scade hit in
twynne. c 1470 Got. $ Gaw. 604 Ane schene scheild and
ane schaft, that scharply was sched. ,

t b. transf. Of birds, fishes : To * cleave ' (the

air, the water) in flight or swimming. Obs.

^
c 1480 Henryson Mot. Fab., Preiching of Swallow vii,

The foullis-.Scheddand the air with pennis greit and small.

1599 Alex. Hume Hymn ii. 184 The little friand fish in

flude, and dentie volatil, Cjuhilks shedds the waters, & the
winds, he traps them at bis wil.

f4. To scatter, sprinkle; in later use only, to
sow (seed). Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 38 Wib wyrmum on eagum genim

beolonan saed scead on gleda. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1.

met. i. (1868) 4 Heeres hore ben schad [orig. funduntur\
ouertymelyche vpon myne heued. 138a Wyclif Gen. xxxviii.

9 He . .shede the seed into the erthe. 1608 Willet Hexafila
Exod. 535 The seede which was shed the former yeere.
i6« P. Feetcher Pise. Eclogues v. ii, That primrose there
Which 'mongst those violets sheds his golden hair, Seems
the sunnes little sonne, fixt in his azure spheare. £1770
Hunter in Winter Syst. Husb. (1797) 173 The drill plow.,
which by.. shedding the seed and covering it, leave[s] the
land stocked with plants.

fig. 14x4 26 Pol. Poems (1904) 58 pan god wU..Drede
and stryf among hem shede.

f b. To disperse, scatter ; to rout, put to flight.

c 1250 Gen. fy Ex. 672 Dat folc is wide on londe sad.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 493 pere sche bode here
kny3tes bat wereal i-sched. c 14,60 Henryson Test. Cress.
(CharterisJ 18 The Northin wind had purifyit the Air, And
sched the mistie cloudis fra the sky. 1633 P. Fletcher
Purple 1st. xii. Ixv, His tail, whose folds were wont the
starres to shed, Now stretcht at length, close to his belly
clings.

c. dial. To rake out (a fire).

1873 Murdoch Doric Lyre 26 (E.D.D.), I had shed my fire

An" hame was ettlin' to retire.

d. To throw off, repel (rain, sunlight, etc.).

Now chiefly dial.

c 1400 Anturs of Arth. ii. (Douce MS.), Schurde in a short
cloke, bat be rayne shedes. 1616 Surflet & Markham
Country Farm 11. Ixii. 318 Neither must they be made as
some are flat at the top, and shallow, but ascending pyramid
wise, smaller and smaller till it come to the top, for thereby
it. .sheddeth off the raine much better. 1778 [W. H. Mar-
shall] Minutes Agric. 30 Aug. 1774, The elevation would
shed off the rain, and prevent its lodging in the ears. 1818
Scott Hrt. Midi, xxvin, But it sheds the sun weel aff. 1885
Harper's Mag. Apr. 796/2 As a shaggy dog sheds water
from his coat. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Farming 99 The straw
has finally to be raked down on the outside, so as to shed
rain well.

f e. refl. and intr. To be dispersed, scatter. Obs.
1456 Sir G. Haye Law Arms (S.T.S.) 61 The bataill of

Pompee began to sched and till irk, and toke the flicht,

*535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) III. 429 Lyke ony scheip
tha schudrit all and sched, Quhair euir tha come befoir his
face tha fled. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Oct. 35 Sikeprayse
is smoke, that sheddeth in the skye. 1580 PasquiPs Ret.
A iiij, The great Empire of. .Alexander, like a flame of fire

in a heape of flaxe, when it was at the highest, did shed
it selfe suddainlie in the ayre. 1650 Fuller Pisgah w. v.

xviii. 173 That the Pillar of Smoak which ascended from
the sacrifice, curled only upwards in direct wreaths to
heaven, without any scattering, or shedding it self abroad.

5. To spill (liquids), let fall (crumbs, etc."* Obs.

exc. dial.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 344 Of alle kudde & kuoe sunnen, ase of

prude. .of sum uals word.. of schorn leihtre, of scheden
crumen oSer ale, o5er leten binges muwlen ooer rusten.
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c .380 Sir Fernmh. M96 Schad was al be m.*t* Ptttr.

pJZlW de W. 1531) 47 The vessell can not holde y» wyne,

but anone it breketh, & so shedeth the wyne. 'S8oLy"

Eufhues i Arb.) 455 By earning water in a slue, not shedding

one drop from Tiber to the Temple of \ esta. 16 . boy *
M^U xix m Percy Fol. MS.11.3" He "?V «E?M?t
noe Cuckolde shall drinke of my home But he shold it

sheede, either behind or befome.' .62, Mabbf. te, j«n«JM s

Guzman oTAlf. .1. 3'5 In pulling forth my Handkerchief,

I had shed all my money. 178s rxusLER Mod lime,ill.

8 1 A bae of tea. .was burst, and a good deal of the tea shed.

18*) Sterling Alfred the Harper wm. Poems 136 Grim sat

the chiefs;. .His iron mace was grasped by one, By one Ins

wine was shed. 1847 Ociley's Hist. Saracens (ed. 4) 216

note The crafty Harmozanda shed the vase to the ground.

1866 Waugh Ben an th' Bantam iv. 73 His jackass, .broke

her pitcher, an sheeded th' milk. Ibid. 74 Are yo noan

beawn to pay for th' milk 'at wur shed, then ?

aisol. c 1430 Stans Puer 60 in Babees Bk., Fille not pi

spoon lest in be cariage It scheede bi side.

t b. intr. Of a liquid : To spill over. Obs.

1601 Dolman La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 111. (1618) 769 If

one put neuer so little water into a vessell already bnmme-
full, the vppermost part thereof will shedde ouer.

6. trans. To pour, pour out. (The ordinary

rendering of h.fundere, effundcre, etc.

)

fa. Of a personal agent : To pour (water, etc.).

Also with out. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 320 'Effunde sicut acruam cor tuum '.

* Sched ut ', he sei5, Ieremie, ' ase water bine heorte '. 1382

Wyclif Exod. xxiv. 6 And so Moyses took the half parti

of the blood, and putte it into chalices : and that other

party he shedde [Vulg. fudit\ vpon the auteer. 1398 Tre-

visa Barth. De P. R. xix. xxxvi. (1495) 879 Cerusa is

gendryd and comyth of vapour of stronge vynegre effusyd

and shedde on thynne plates of leed. 1483 Caxton Golden

Leg. 247/2 He shadde water on his hede and baptysed hym
in the name of Jhesu Crist 1S30 Palsgr. 701/2, I shedde

out lycoure out of a vessel. 1595 Locrine m. Prol. 11 A
subtill Adder. .Piiuily shead his poison through his bones.

1614 Gorges Lucan 1. 37 Then doth he take a faire large

bull . . And twixt his homes pure wine he sheads. 1621 _G.

Sandys Ovid's Met. 11. (1626) 42 Banefull poyson ; which

she sheads Into her bones, and through her liuer spreads.^

b. Of a vessel, receptacle, a fountain, etc. : To
pour forth (its contents).

1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vm. xii[i]. (1494) D J> Which lyke

a conducte vpon euery syde Shad out water as any cristall

clere. 1668 Culpepe* & Cole Barthol. Anat. I. xvii. 47

They are. .Veins and Arteries, .which end at the Heads of

the Caruncles, into which they shed their wheyish humor.

1870 Bryant Iliad xvi. 4 As when a fountain sheds Dark
waters streaming down a precipice.

t O. refl. Of a river, etc. : To discharge itself.

Also, to overflow over its banks. Obs.

»S55 Watreman Fardle Facions I. iii. 34 Gently sheadyng

hymself ouer his bancques, he [Nilus] leaueth in the countrie

a merueilous fertilitie. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. I.

696 Coc making no long course sheadeth himselfe into

Wherf. C1630 Risdon Sum. Devon § 28 (1810) 34 The
liveret Sid shedding itself into the sea.

f d. fig. To ' pour out ' (one's heart, feelings,

prayers, etc.). Obs.
cx\2oPrymcr (1895) 67 [Ps. xlii. 4], I biboujte of bese

bingis, ,& y schedde out in me my soule. 1526 Pilgr. Per/.

(W. de'W. 1531) 137 Ronne to our lorde, & shede forth your

herte before hym. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.

I. 111 And throuch thair prayers, quhilkes ydenly w' al

diligence thay sched for thair cuntrey, appeir to mitigat the

ire of God.
e. To emit, give forth, pour out (spawn, eggs,

fseminal fluid, etc.).

t-1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 503 Vnkyndely synne by which
man or womman shedeth hire nature in inanere or place

ther as [etc.]. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xm. xxvi.

(1495) 458 Ryuer fysshe and fresshe of marreys sheden more
theyr pesen and ofter than other fysshe. a 1450 Myrc 1046

Take also wel in mynde. 3ef bou haue sched byn owne
kynde, Slepynge or wakynge ny3t or day. X538 Bale Thre
Lawes 11. B vj b, I was with Onan not vnacquaynted, Whan
he on the grounde hys increase shed. 1584 B. R. tr. Hero,
dolus 11. 93 These male fishe as they passe still onwarde
shed theyr seede by the way. 1617 Moryson Iiin. 1. 154
There is a Fountaine, or a statua of a woman..and this

statua shed water from all the haires of the head. 1630 In

Binnell Descr. Thames (1758) 66 Roaches do then shed their

Spawn. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 440 From their

Groins they shed A slimy Juice, by false Conception bred.

1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 534 [Polypi] which,

if they discharge any thing, shed blood. 185s Browning
An Epistle 24, I have shed sweat enough, left flesh and
bone On many a flinty furlong of this land. 1864 Rep. Sea
Fislieries Comm. (1805) II. 1189/1 This was fresh spawn
just shed. 1880 Times 21 Dec 6/4 The large number of

salmon just ready to shed their eggs.

7. To cause (blood) to flow from the body by
cutting or wounding ; to let fall (a person's blood)

on the ground, etc.

c 1205 Lay. 5187 Heo smiten to-gaedere ..redde blodscede

;

rinkas feollen. a 1225 Ancr. R. 402 pis biod, for ou i-sched

upo be herde two treon, schal makien ou Sarepciens. c 1290
Beket 2185 in 5". Eng. Leg. 169 Forto gaderi of be blode bat
i-sched was on be grounde. a 1300 Cursor M. 1125 His
blod on erth seed lijs. Ibid. 4151 f>at na blod o him be
schedd. c 1300 K. Horn (Laud MS.)92oCubert hem brouteal
bonder He schedde of here blode And makede hem al wode.
a 1325 MS. Ratvl. B. J20 If. 50 Blodwite. bat is quite of
amerciaments for blod isedde. c X375 Sc. Leg. Saints i.

\Petrus) 376 Ger wipe myn blud of }on stede, quhare I for

be gert it be schede 1 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 429
pe blood reed, Pat be mayde Wynefrede Schadde at pat

putte. c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxxi. 307 In that Cytee is

no man so hardy, to schede Blode of no man. c 1400 Destr.
Troy 7929 My body hath bou brisit, & my blode shed.

c X4S0 Cov. Myst. (Shaks. Soc.) 275 5e xal drynk myn blood
with gret devocyon, Wheche xal be xad ffor mannys love.

658

1516 nkr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 256 b, After that all his

blode was shed. 1705 Addison Italy 3 Ulysses here the

Blood of Victims shed. 1847 Mrs. Kerr tr. Rankt's Hist.

Servia 128 Their attendants had already come to blows,

and did not separate until blood had been shed.

b. With pregnant sense, {a) To shed the blood

^(another person or persons) : to kill in a manner

involving effusion of blood ; often loosely, to kill

by violent means (whether blood is literally shed

or not). So to shed blood \ to destroy human life

by violent means. To shed much, little blood', to

destroy many, few lives, {b) To shed (one's own)

blood : to undergo wounds or violent death in battle,

martyrdom, or the like {for some person or cause,

one's country, etc.)*

(a) ? a 1100 Ags. Ps. xiii. 6 (Spelman) Hrade fot heora to

a^eotenne [Trin. Coll. MS. to scedende] blod. c 1275

Passion Our Lord 346 in O. E. Misc. 47 pe gywes were

ful bysie to scheden his blod. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 73 He
mid vnri^hte hadde i-sched mani ane mannes blod. a 1303

Cursor M. 11805 Hu had he hert to seed bair blod pat

neuer did til him bot godd ? 1340 Ayenb. 239 Moche uolk

weren y.ssla?e and moche blod >er y-ssed. 1382 Wycuf
Ps. cv. 38 And thei shadden [1388 schedden] out the

innocent blod. 1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vm. x[i]v. (1494)

D iijb, And where he rode cristen blode he shadde. 1471

Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 156 Many ther were that her

blood was shedde on the lande. 1500-ao Dunbar Poems
Ixii. 43 His saikles blude agane thai sched. c 1560 A. Scott

Ps. li. 58 Lord God, deliuer me, and gyd Frome schedding

blude, and homicyd. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. etc.

Q ij, Bloud shall be shedde for bloud, and life shall pay for

lyfe. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 27 That
day in that feild was sched mekle scotis blude. 1697 Dry-

den Virg. Past. vm. 65 Relentless Love the cruel Mother
led The Blood of her unhappy Babes to shed. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 235 The Thoughts of shedding humane Blood for

my Deliverance, were very terrible to me. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xxxv, He is a man of hoty church—we may not

shed his blood. 1838 James Robber li, I will shed no blood,

except in our own defence. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre vi,

They shed blood they had no right to shed,

(b) in.. Song. Fi?g. 15 in O. E. Misc. 194 Bi-sek him.,

pat for ous alle sad is blod. a 1250 Owl <$• Night. 1616 For
heom ich chadde mi blod. c 1315 Shoreham 1. 83 To
wesschen ous cryst schedde his blod And water out of hys

wonde. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. {Ba/>tista)ioog pat

haly nowmir to fulfil, pat sched bare blud for cristis sak.

1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 624, I my self haue shedde

moche of my blood. 1535 Fisher Ways Per/. Relig. Wks.

(1876) 38s Men and women for his loue haue shead theyr

blood. 1586 T. B. La Primaud. Fr. Acad. 1. (1594) J03

This monarch [Alexander] sustaining infinite labor, and
cheerefully sheading his blood. 1707 Freikd Peierborow's
Cond. Sp. 173 My Subjects are in a disposition to shed the

last drop of their Blood for me. 1844 Mem. Babylonian
Princess II. 63 This spot, where our Saviour shed his blood

to save all mankind from everlasting death.

8. To emit and let fall in drops.

a. With tears as obj.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 157 Swiche teres scedde M. Magdalene
ba heo wosch ure drilitenes fet 1423 Jas. I. Kingis Q.
cxvii, And of my cristall teris that bene schede, The hony
flouris growen vp and sprede. 1575GASCOIGNE Kenelwortk
Wks. 1910 II. 128 Marke what teares they shed. C1610
Lives of Women Saints 102/9 Who can recounte what
plentie of teares she shodd for her owne sinnes, and_ the

necessities of gods church. 1705 Addison Italy, Pavta 37
A Tear that our Saviour shed over Lazarus. 1862 Miss
Braddon Lady Audlcy xxxv, He could only shed childish

tears of despair and terror. 1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw.

Trent $ A neholme 45 One [child] was sobbing and shedding

tears.

slang. 1864 Hoiten's Slang Diet., S/ied a tear, to take a
dram or glass of neat spirits. .

.
' Now then, old fellow, come

and shed a tear !'

f b. absol. To shed tears. Obs. rare—1
.

16 . . ? Webster & Rowley Cure/or Cuckold 11. iii. (1661)

C 4 b, O Urse, give me leave to shed !

c. With cbj. rain, dew, etc.

1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. iii. 24 And, when she spake, Sweet
words like dropping honny she did shed. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. in. 520 Rising Cynthia sheds her Silver Dews.

c 1730 Ramsay Masque 106 And cease, black clouds, to shed,

or wet, or snaw. 181a J. Wilson Isle 0/ Palms in. 293
When evening sheds her dew.

fd. intr. Of rain, snow, etc. : To fall. Obs.

13.. Gaw. <|- Gr. Knt. 506 Schyre schedez be rayn in

schowrez ful warme. Ibid. 956 Hir brest-.Schon schyrer

ben snawe, bat scheder {read schedez] on hillez. c 1386

Chaucer Monk's T. 843 But swich a reyn doun fro the

welkne shadde That slow the fyr. 1616 Surflet & Mark-
ham Country Farm 11. Ixii. 319 If anie raine happen to fall

thereupon, yet it may by no meanes sinke into the Hiue, but

rather fall off, and shed vpon the earth.

9. trans. To send forth as an emanation.

a. To throw (light) upon something, lit. andyf^.

In the figurative use of the phrase shed is in our quots. not

found before the 19th c. j earlier throw or cast was used.

C 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 161 pis edie maiden seinte marie

of hire holie licameshedeSbat so5e liht be Hhte5 alle brihte

binges on eor*e and ec on heuene. 13. . Cursor M. 17883

(Gtitt.) pat light es nu apon vs schede par we sitte in be

schadu of dede. c 1403 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 3 And
Phebus gan to shede his stremes shene Amid the Bole. 1599
Sir J. Davies A'osce Teipsum Ded. iv, In euery place as

Cynthia sheds her beames. 1775 R. Chandler Trav. Asia
M. viii. (1825) I. 30 The stars shone in a clear blue sky,

shedding a calm serene light. 1805 Wordsw. Prelude xiv.

279 O capacious Soul ! Placed on this earthy to love and
understand, And from thy presence shed the light of love.

1853 Robertson Serm. Ser. 111. xxi. (1876) 272 He has been
shedding a glory round human life. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia
xix, A lamp of strange form hung from the ceiling, and shed

a dim and lurid light, i860 [see Light sb. 6 a]. 1865

Dickens Mut. Fr. m. vi, You come like I don't know what

SHED.

..shedding a halo all around you. 1912 Times 19 Oct. 7/3
The statement.. sheds little light upon a situation still en-

veloped in mystery.
^

f b. With inverted construction : To suffuse

with light. Obs,
1412-20 Lydg. Troy Bk. 1. 2771 Schcsawe. .bat be ferbe

parte Of be mone was schad with newe li^t.

C. To give forth, diffuse (fragrance, sound, heat,

etc.) ; to pour out, impart (influence, blessings,

qualities, etc.). Also with advs., abroad, ^forth,

•{out.

a 1325 Prose Psalter xliv. 3 Grace is shadde in by lippes.

1412-20 Lydg. TroyBk. 1. 2612 Andholsomm bawme is schad
among be grcne. c 1500 Melnsine iv. 22 This might not be
perfightly knowen, yf thou shadd nat vpon the men somwhat
of thy full & deuyne grace. 1^25 Tindale N. T. Prol.,

Tyll Christ have.. powred into him that selfe good thynge
whych he shedeth forth afterwarde on other. 1526 — Rom.
v. 5 For the love that god hath vnto vs is sheed abrod [Gr.

iKK€\vTai\ in oure hertes [so later versions] by the holy gost,

which is geven vnto vs. 1535 Coverdai.e Acts x. 45 The
gifte of y

J holy goost was shed out also vpon the Heythen.

1587 Golding De Mornay Pref. (ad fin.), Now God vouchsafe

to shead out his blessing vpon this worke. Ibid. iv. 47 The
heate which the Sunne sheadeth into vs from aboue. 1642-7

H. More Song ofSoul in. 1. v, Wakend by piercing trump,

that farre doth shed Its searching sound. 1709 Stef.le

Tatler No. 130 f 11 All the Prosperity and Success which
Heaven ever shed on a Mortal. i7i6pAY Trivia 11. 443
Now, heaven-born Charity ! thy blessings shed. 1760-72

H. Brooke Fool of Quat. (1808) I. 155 For him the stars

shine and shed influences upon earth. 1769 Gray Ode
for Music 73 Bid it round heaven's altars shed The
fragrance of it's blushing head. 1807 Moore Ir. Melodies,
* Harp that once ' 2 The harp that once through Tara*s

halls, The soul of music shed. 1812 Cary Dante, Parad.
iv. 115 Whose lively words Still shed new heat and
vigour through My soul. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 111.

vi, The waving of it shed terror through the souls of men.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tomy
s C. xvi, Your piety sheds

respectability on us. 1877 R. H. Hutton Ess. (ed. 2J I.

Pref. 19 An infinite power shed abroad in the world.

absol. 1525 Tindale N. T. Prol., Be faith we receave of

god. and be love we shed oute agayne.

10. To cast off by natural process.

a. To cast off as exuviae ; to undergo the falling

of (hair, etc.).

1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) C vj b, Depennesco,

to multe, or to shede fethers. 1530 Palsgr. 701/2 I shede

my heare, my heare falleth. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe
Dido 1. i. 36 Venus Swannes shall shed their siluer downe.

1721 Bradley Philos. Ace. Wks. Nat. 91 The Stag and

some other sorts of Deer are subject to shedding and renew-

ing their Horns annually. 1739 A. MohkoAnatomy (ed.2)i7o

Some more of those [teeth], .are shedded. 1818 Scott Hrt.

Midi, xxxi, A broken and soiled white feather, intersected

with one which had been shed from the train of a peacock.

1833 Hunter's Catal. Physiol. Ser. Comp. Anat. Mus.
Coll. Surg. I. 100 [Elephants] do not shed their teeth as

other animals do that have more than one. 1845 Judd
Margaret 11. xi. (1874) 346 When hens are shedding their

feathers they don't lay eggs. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.
VIII. 537 It is very common for the whole of the nails^ to

be shed in the attack. Ibid. 809 The epidermis becoming

shed.

trans/, and fig.
1776 Foote Capuchin 11. (1778) 116 When the sun and

summer of plenty returns, I shall shed my coat like a colt.

1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xvi. 0856) 121 The floes.. now
shed off dusty wreaths of snow. 1865 Swinburne Chaste-

lard v. i. 175 The day comes when a woman sheds her sin

As a bird moults. X910 Spectator 20 Aug. 269/1 He sheds

his bad reputation as a snake its skin.

"b. Of trees, plants ; To lose, cast off (leaves,

flowers, bark, etc.).

1598 Barnfield Poems, Compl. Poetrie xv, The Trees

(for sorrowe) shead their fading Leaues. 1667 Milton P. L.

ix. 893 From his slack hand the Garland wreath'd for Eve
Down drop'd, and all the faded Roses shed. 1798 Sophia
Lee Canterb. T., Yng. Lady's T. II. 295 The myrtles.,

[were] shedding their uncherished blossoms over the perish-

ing works of man. 1819 Shelley Ode to West Wind 16

Thou on whose stream, mid the steep sky's commotion,

Loose clouds like earth's decaying leaves are shed. 1857
Livingstone Trav. xxiii. 462 Some of the bushes and trees

are green ; others are shedding their leaves.

fo. To cause the shedding of (leaves). Obs.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 558 When Storms have shed

From Vines, the hairy Honours of their Head.

d. Of plants : To let fall, cast (seed) out of the

receptacle.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. §35lnsomecountreys..theydo
fan theyr corne, the whiche is.. a great saueguarde for

shedynge of the corne. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 128 Hops
dried in loft, aske tendance oft, And shed their seedes,

much more than needes. 1720 P. Blair Bot. Ess. Pref. 6

The Apices.. are ready to shed the Dust when it [the

Flower is expanded. 1815 T. Smith Panorama Set. $ Art
11. 634 As it is apt to shed its seed when ripe, it is advisable

to cut it with the dew upon it. 1862 Ansted Channel 1st.

iv. xx. (ed. 2) 476 Owing to a bad habit of leaving the crops

till over-ripe, large quantities are shed on the fields.

6. colloq. To drop, let go ; to give away (some-

thing of no particular value).

1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xxi, Whether it had occurred to

his good friend, that Society might not unreasonably hope

that one so blest in his undertakings,.. would shed a little

money in the direction of a mission or so to Africa? 1897

Mary Kingsley W. Africa 391, I shed a box of lucifer

matches on her, . .knowing that one of the great charms of a

white man to a black is this habit of shedding things.

11. intr. for refl.

f a. Of the hair : To fall off. Obs.

1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § no Myllettes.-causeth the

heare to sheede. 1530 Palsgr. 701/2 Your heares shede, you
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wyll waxe baldc. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 487 The same
also being mingled with a certaine oyle and warmed to-

gether, and anointed vpon the head of any one, whose hair

doth shed,.. doth immediatly helpe and cure the same.
i6xx Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl I 4b, His haire
sheds off. 1644 Digby Sat. Bo/lies xxxvii. § 4. 326 We see
the haire of women with childe, is apt to shedde. 1755 H.
Baker in Phil. Trans. XLIX. 1. 22 When I saw this man,
in the month of September lust, they [wart-like growths]
were shedding off in several places.

b. Of grain : To fall from the ear. Also of
leaves or flowers: To drop off.

X5S7 TVsser too Points Husb. § 96 The come, being ripe
doe but shead as it stande. 1584 Cocan Haven Health
xlix. 57 Artichokes, .[are] thought to make euill iuice,

especially when the flowers begin to shed. 1606 Shaks.
Tr. ff Cr. 1. iii. 319 The seeded Pride That hath to this
maturity blowne vp In ranke Achilles, must or now be
cropt, Or shedding breed a Nursery of like euil To ouer-
bulke vs all. 1681 R. L'Estrance Tnlly's Offices 103 All
Disguises pass away, and shed like Flowers. 1707 Morti-
mer Husb. 355 The broad leaved Lime, .bears a very fine

broad Leaf, only it is apt to shed too soon. 1760 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer 11. 81 White oats are apt to shed most as
they lie, and black as they stand. 1790 W. H. Marshall
Midi. Counties II. 442 To Shade, to shed, as corn. 1844
Jml. R. Agric. Soc. V. 1. 284 The wheat., sheds very easily,

that Li, the corn or grain falls very readily out of the husk.

12. To slope. Now dial.

1530 Palsgr. 702/1, I shedde, as an hyll dothe slopewyse
downwardes to the valley. . . It is a pleasaunt syght to se howe
the hylles shedde on eache syde in to the medowes. 1688,

1747 [see Shedding/1//, a. 1
3]. x8a6 Wilbraham C£*\r/i. Gloss.

(ed. 2), To Shead is also to slope down ground regularly.

13. The verb-stem in combination : -\shed-fork
,

app. = pitchfork ; +j^^-j/a</if,?adungforkor graip.

1559 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 134, ij° shede forks,

ij° shed spaids. 1706 Mrs. Centlivre Platonick Lady iv.

iv. (1707) 57 All my Rigging hangs as if 'twas zhaked on
with a Zhed Vork, as the old Zaying is.

Shed (Jed), v.* [f. SUEDsd* 1.] trans, fa. To
roof over. Obs. b. To place in a shed.

1546 Wriotheslev Chron. (1875) I. 175 The 15th dale of
September the forreine buchers beganne to keepe their

markett in Leeden Hall, which was sneeded rounde aboute
for them to stand dry. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 11. 419,
I have left off shedding my own sheep. 1887 Pall MallGaz.
i Mar. 2/1 As to hay feeding and shedding during the
winter, that is quite impracticable.

Shed (Jed),///, a. [pa. pple. of Shed v.1]

f 1. Separated ; ? in several ownership. Obs.

1425 in Re/. MSS. Ld. Middleton (191 1) 107 No man
with comyn herd ne with sched herd com on the wold after

gresse be mowen to it [be] maked and led away. Ibid. 108
Nother comyn herd ne sched herd com' in the qwyte corn
feld to the koro {be l]ad awey.

2. Fallen ; discarded, cast off.

c 1430 Chev. Assigne 119 Of sadde leues of be wode
wrowjte he hem wedes. 1847 H. Miller Test. Rocks viii.

(1857) 318 It is not credible that all the solid shed antlers of
such a species of deer could be carried by the same cause to

such a distance. 1892 £. Reeves Homeward Bound 43
The shed bark hanging over its branches and clinging to its

trunk like a sheeted ghost,

3. Of blood, tears (see Shed v.1 7, 8). Also dial.

of liquids : Spilt.

1824 Mrs. Cameron Pink Tippet 111. 17 * There is no use in

crying for shed milk,' answered Betty. 2899 A llbutt's Syst.

Med. VI. 155 Clots formed in shed blood.

4. (See Shed v.1 3 b.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 1285 The weaver, .drives the fly-

shuttle swiftly from one side of the loom to the other,

between the shed warp yarns.

t She'ddable, «. Oh. rare- , [f. Shed z;.i +
-able.] That can be shed or poured out.

1570 Levins Manip. 2/17 Shedable,/K.w7/V.

Shedded (Je-ded), (pi. a\ [f. Shed z/.l -t-

-ED». Cf. Shed///, a.}

fl. Cleft, divided. Oh. rare~*.
c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus iv. 612 The scheddit scheilds.

2. Cast off, fallen, rare-1
.

1818 Keats Endymion iv. 769 Its hazle cirque of shedded
leaves.

3. Of hair, wool : Parted, separated, divided.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm III. 1 ix x The bath thus made
ts administered by means of a tin-flask .. provided with a

long spout, by which to pour it along the shedded wool of

the sheep.

Shedded (fe'ded), ///. a. 2 [f. Shed v.* +
•ed 2.] Placed in a shed.

1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XL 11. 419 The shedded lot [of

sheep) did. .best in January, and the folded lot in March.

Shedder (Je-dai). [f. Shed z».i + -er *.]

L One who sheds, in various senses of the verb.

c 1388 in Wyclifs Set. Wks. III. 474 Leste Crist dampne
3owe for traytouris and monquellers and scheders of his

blode. 1555 Eden Decades \. vn. (Arb.) 91 Cruel enemies
and sheaders of the Spanyshe bludde. a 1635 Fletcher
Bloody Brother iv. iii, But your parts in all dues to crying

blood For vengeance in the shedder, are much greater. 171a

E. Cooke Voy. S. Sea 273 The seventh Inca, whose Name
signifies, Shedder of bloody Tears. 1880 Miss Braddon
just as I am xiii, He was never a shedder of blood.

2. spec. a. A female fish of the Salmonidse, after

spawning.
1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. iv. 450 If any person. .haue

taken there any Salmons or Trouts, out of season, that is,

being kippers, or shedders. 1848 [see Kipper sb. 1).

b. A name for a crab during the period when it

is casting its covering integument or shell.

187a Schele de Vere Americanisms 390.

3. Comb, (sense 2), as shedder-crab, -salmon, trout.

659

i860 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed. 3), *Shedder-crab, a crab
which has recently cast his shell, also called a Soft Crab. 1884
E. P. Roe Nat. Ser. Story v. in Harper's Mag. Apr. 733/2,
I was still, .fishing,.. and fastened on my hook a peeled
shedder crab. 1558 Act 1 Eliz. c. 17 § 1 That no person.,
shall.. take and kyll any. .*shedder Salmons, or *shedder
Trowtes. 1787 Best Angling (ed. 2) 139 Any kepper or
shedder salmon.

Shedding (Je-dirj), sb. [f. Shed j^.i + ^ng 1
.]

Sheds collectively ; a collection of sheds.
1883 Times 26 July 7/5 Shedding of large capacity will be

provided. 1889 Skrine Mem. E. Thring 152 These were
..scheming new bonfires. Whose barns or sheddings were
safe? 1898 Field 14 May 741/1 Long rows of shedding.

Shedding (fe'dirj), vbl. sb. Also 7 schiding.
[f. Shed vA + -ing \] The action or an act of the
verb Shed in various senses.

1. Separation, parting, division. Also concr* m
Shed sbA Now only dial. Cf. Sheading. v

c 1200 Ormin 16863 Forr Farisew bitacnebb uss Shaedinng
onn Ennglissh spa^che. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne
1 2418

l Dymynucyon'..ys to mene alsoanober byng, Of by
synne to make shedyng. c 1440 Hylton Scala Per/, (w.
de W. 1494) 11. xxxvi, And this is the yefte of loue that
makyth shedynge atwyx chosen soules & reproued. 1598
Florio, Scriminatnra, the shedding or diuiding of a
womans haires of a head. i6xx Cotgr. s. v. Greve, La
greve des cheveux (<$-, les cheveux defiartis en greve), the
shedding, or shading of the haire; the parting thereof on
the forehead (after the old fashion). 1768 Ross Helenore 103
Gin he look'd blyth, the lassie looked mair, For shame was
past the shedding o1

her hair. 1872 Black Adv. Phaeton
xxix, Then we got out to that * shedding ' of the roads, which
marks the junction of the highways coining down from
Glasgow and Edinburgh.
Comb. 1609 Bible (Douay) Isa. iii. 20 Our Lord shal take

away, .the sheading combes.

b. dial, [cotur. in pi.). See quot.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 39 The lambs, dinmonts,

or wethers, that are drafted out of the fat stock, are called the
sheddings or tails.

0. Weaving. The division of the warp threads
in such a manner as to permit of the passage between
them of a shuttle containing the weft. Also attrib.

1863 J. Watson Weaving 84 The sheding being repeated
two

t
times over. 1876 Barlow Weaving 111 Shedding

j

motions may be classed into about six varieties. 1888 I

Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 466/1 The three principal motions,
shedding, picking and beating up, are of course the same in
both [looms]. Ibid., The treadles called the shedding tappets.

2. Effusion, pouring out ; esp. of blood, tears,

f secretions.

exsoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 65 Ne bringS no synful man
quemere loc benne teares sheding. a 1225 Ancr. R. 262
3et nabbe je nout wiostonden uorte l>et be schedunge of
ower blode. 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 465 b, They
could not kepe them from sheding ofteares. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden'x'x. 5 It helpeth..the shedding of the gall.

1760-7* H. Brooke Fool of Qual, (1809) III. 38 Their
persons were rendered sacred.. by unction, or the shedding

j

of hallowed oil upon them. 2874 O'Shaughnessy Music <$

Moonlight 200 Base sheddings of base blood.

fb. Infusion, diffusion. Oh.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. in. ix. {1495) 55 By vertue

of spredynge and of shedynge of thespyryteof felynge in to

all the synewes, all the makynge of the body Is founde able
to moeue. f 1430 Pilgr. Lyf Maiihode iv. xix. (1869) 185
In whiche we hadden putte fillinge of be grete tresores of
Paradys, bat was the sweete shedinge of oure grace.

f c. Shedding of nature \ gonorrhoea. Obs.

1584 Cocan Haven Health xlii. 52 A verie good medicine
for the shedding of nature.

3. Dropping, scattering or letting fall, or parting

with something.
1362 Lancl. P. PL A. vn. 9 Summe schul souwe sakkes

for schectyng of Whete. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 35
[Some] do fan theyr come, the wniche is . . a great saueguarde
for shedynge of the corne, 2600 J. Poky tr. Leo ys Africa 1.

38 UnnaturatI shedding of haire. 1731 A. Monro Anatomy
ted. 2) 17Q This Shedding of the Teeth is of good Use. 1863
A. Ewing in A. J. Ross Mem. (1877) 356 Our life has far

more in it than is suggested by the growing and shedding of
leaves.

b. concr. in pi. Shed leaves, etc.

1803 Wordsw. Poems /mag., Yetv.trees 22 Upon whose
grassfess floor of red brown hue, By sheddings from the

pining umbrage tinged Perennially. 1856 Aird Poet. Wks.
294 She trode the dun-brown sheddings of the pine.

C. The letting fall of seeds.

i7»x Pope Let. to E. Blount 21 Oct., Old Fletcher of 1

Saftoune said one day to me. ' . . I am like a Tree without a
Prop, and without young Trees of my own shedding, to

grow round me, for Company and Defence.'

Shedding (Je'dirj), ppl. a. [f. Shed vl +
j

-ing ^.] That sheds, in various senses of the verb.

1. fa. Of liquids: Self-diffusing. Oh.
1587G0LDING De MomayyM. 272Thebodie is in the Soule,

as .. a sheading or liquid thing in a thing that is not liquid

[orig. comme. . le cottiant en ce qui ne coule point].

b. Dropping or casting leaves or petals.

1687 Dryden Hind fy P. WL 439 The shedding trees began
the ground to strow With yellow leaves. 178a J. Scott

|

Poet. Wks. 261 And green slopes redden with the shedding

rose.

c. (See quot.)

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 81 Shedding

(caducus) continuing but a short time. Ibid. 262 Cup 4

leaves, leafits egg-shaped, coloured, shedding.

d. Shedding tooth : any of the primary or milk

teeth, which fall out and are replaced by the per-

manent teeth.

1799 Home in Phil. Trans. LXXXIX. 258 A view of the

SHEELING,
grinding surface of a shedding tooth. 1822-29 Good's
Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 47 The permanent teeth have separate
sockets of their own ; and . . do not lie immediately under the
corresponding shedding teeth. 1833 Hunter's Catal.
Physiol. Ser. Comp. Anat. Mus. Coll. Surg. I. 100 The
shedding tooth falls some time before the succeeding tooth
can supply its uses.

e. fig. Of divisions of time : Passing.
1816 L. Hunt Rimini 111. 134 The glass that told the

shedding hours.

f2. Dividing, parting, separating. Obs. rare.
a 1674 Bunyan Refirob. Asserted i. (1696) 2 These word3

were shedding words, they sever between Men and Men.

f 3. Sloping. Obs.
1688 Holme Armoury^ m. 73/1 A Barn with a sheeding

Ridg. i-j^yHoosou Miner's Diet. Q ib, If a Rock appears
to the Day, . . where it seems to cut off, and more especially
on Sheeding ground.

Shedding, Shede, obs. ff. Sheadixg, Sheath.

Sheder (J^'dsi). dial. Forms : 6-7 shidder,

7 shether, 8 sheeder, 9 sheder. [f. She + ? Deer :

cf. Heder.] A female sheep ; spec, a lamb from
eight or nine months old to her first shearing.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cal. Sept. 211 For, had his wesand
bene a little widder, He would haue deuoured both hidder
and shidder [Gloss He and she. Male and Female). 1620 T.
Granger Div. Logike 169 As appeares by hether, and
shether, i. male, and female. 1633 J. Fisher Fuimus Troes
in. ix. Chorus, Hidder, eke and shidder. 1799 A. Young
Agric. Lincoln. 325 They are forced to sell their heeders,
and joist their sheeders in the spring. 1851 Jml. R. Agric.
Soc. XII. 11. 341 The *heder'hogs being grazed on the seeds,
and the ' sheders ' on grass.

Shee, Sheeah, Sheed(e: seeSBE,SHiAH,SHED.
Sheeding, Sheef(fe : see Sheading, Sheaf sb.

Sheeite, Sheek: see Shiite, Sheikh.

Sheel (Ji"l), v. Now dial. Forms : a. 5 schel,
6 scheill, 7 s(c)heele, scheil, 7-9 sheal, 8-9
shiel, 9 sheil, 8- sheel ; 0. 5 schylle, 6 shyll,
6- shill. [Related to Shale SO.1} the early history

is obscure.
The a forms possibly repr. OE. *scielian (in dscylian

1 enucleare *), f. scealu Shale s6A The £ forms, exc. in the
northern examples, perh. belong to a distinct though syno-
nymous word, a derivative of Shell sb.]

trans. To shell ; to take off the husk or outer

covering of. Hence Sheeled ppl. a.

«• M73 Rental Bk. Cupar-Angus (1879) I. 182 Payand..
ix chalder of vitale of the kyngis met, half beir half meil,

the meil twise schelit. 1508, 1583-4 [implied in Sheel-
ing vbl. sb.]. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 219 That's a sheal'd
Pescod. 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 11. (1637) 116 Rosetta.. per-
haps deriued of Ros

}
which signifieth Rice, and so named for

the abundance that it vttereth ; (they here shealing monethly
three hundred quarters). x6ia in Trans. Cumb. <f- Westm.
Archseol. Soc. (N. S.) III. (1893) 155 That the Milner. .doe
neither sheele nor grindeanySkillingeofany Mans dwelling
in another Lordshipp. 1681 Ibid. 159 NoeTennant or Farmer
..Shall grinde orScheele any Wheate, Bigg, Barley, Pease
. .att any other Mill. 1709 Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk.
(S.H.S.) 79, 10 stone twist shield meall. 1765 Museum Rust.
I V. 457 After sheeling, the seed should be well cleansed from
bad seeds. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 214 It was first shealed
on the barley mill. 1816 Scott Bt. Divarf xvii, We took
their swords and pistols as easily as ye wad shiel peacods
<; 1824 G. Beattie John d1 Arnha' etc. (1826)83 Shemusseis
sheel'd, an' wan her bread. 1861 Smiles Engineers II. 105
Barley was shealed by pounding the grains with water in the
hollow of a stone until by that means the husks were rubbed
off. 186a Hislop Prov. Scot. 101 He would need to be twice
sheeled and ance grund that deals wi' you.

fl, c 1440 Proiup. Parv. 446/1 Schyllyn owte, of coddys,
ejcsi{li)quo. Schyllyn, or schylle notys, enuclio. Ibid. 446/2
Schyllyn oysterys,and thyngys closydyn schellys, excortico,

1483 Cath. Angl. 336/1 Schylled pyse. .,piscexiliquc. 1508
in Reg. Mag.Sig. Scot, ljio, 747/1, 4 bol!as..albe et bone
farrine vulgariter nuncupat. twise schillit mele. £1522
Skelton Why nat to Court ? 108 Or pescoddes they may
shyll. 170a Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (S.H.S.) 66 For
Shild pies.. 2 peck out of 5 p. 1703 Thokesby in Ray
Philos. Lett. (1718) 336 To Skill, as Pease to take them out
of the Swads. 1799 J.

Robertson Agric. Perth 163 When
the barley is twice shilled, i.e. put twice through the mill, on
purpose to take off the rind more compleatly, and then
grinded small. 186a C. C. Robinson Dial. Leeds Gloss,

s. v. Skill, ' Shillin' peis '
;

' shillin' beins'—unshelling peas
and beans.

Sheel(l, Sheeld(e : see Shiel, Shield.

Sheeling, shi'lling, vbl. sb. Forms : a. see

Sheel v. 0. 6 shillinge, 6-7 schilling, 6, 8-9
shilling, 8-9 shillen, 9 shillin. [f. Sheel v. +
-ING 1

.]

1. The action of Sheel v.

<*• 1583-4 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV. 320 That thai dilt-

gentlie awaitt vpoun the scheilling of the quheitt pertening

to the said nichtbouris of the baxteris. 1606 in Sel. Rec.
Kirk Sess. etc. Aberd. (1846) 198 The haill millers.. to ab-

steine from mtllinge
;
grindingeor scheilinge on the Sabboth

day in tymes cumminge. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 214 It

[common barley] produced nearly 21 pecks and a half. .of

common barley-flour, ..41b. of husks from the shealing, and
[etc.J. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 350 The protuber-

ances of the rootlets and woolly ends should not have been
rubbed off by any process, such as sheeling,

fl. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 446/2 Schyllynge, of notys. 1906
Woodruffe-Peacock Ideal 'Thoroughbred Stud 14 'The
dry shilling ' so prevalent in the spring months, which is so
serious a throw-back to both plant and animal growth.

2. The grain removed from the husk, also the

husks of oats, wheat, etc.

a. 1597 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 173 And than the

83-2
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said mylne.. grund efter hir auld forme, and made gude

meill andscheiling. 1667 Rec. Baron Crt.StitchllhS.H.S.)

46 It is. .ordained that the owner of the corne mak their awn

'heilling in all tyme cuming. 1844 J. BAUAKTINB Millerof

Deanhauc'i * '77 Rank »"' station ! bran an sheetings !

exclaimed the miller. 1901 Antrossan Herald fi Ian. 2/3

The multure is a quantity of grain, sometimes in kind, as

wheat, oats, pease, and sometimes manufactured as Hour,

meal, sheeling. . ; ,

a ieo8 Dunbar Flyting 147 Thow and thy quene, as gredy

gleddis se gang With polkis to mylne, and beggis balth meill

Snd schilling. Hid. 243 Chitterlilling, ruch rilling, Ilk

schilling in the milhouse. 15^6 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scat. 7/2

Cum una firlota de lie thirl beir et una firlota de he ring

schilling. 1690J.Mackenzie Siege London Derryw/i There

was Oats, Shilling, and Malt in Town, which could not be

u=ed fot want of Mills. 1681 O. Hevwood Diaries (1881)

1 1. 286 A stroke of shilling standing on the table. 1729 P.

Walkden Diary (1&66) 85 Sent son Thomas towards Preston

with a load of shilling to sell. 1795 Statist. Ace. Scot. XV.
117 ShiHen, i. e. shealing, or hulter corn, is measured by the

tacksman of the mill, and is paid, not in shealing, but in meal.

1910G. Hendhrson Norse Infi. Celtic Scot. v. 117 In Low-
land Scots shillin, unhusked grain.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sheeling cylinder, groats,

machine, time, etc. ; sheeting-hill, a hill or

eminence where grain was winnowed by the wind,

so sheeling-mound ; sheeling-seeds, the husks

of corn, esp. oats, also the grain that has been freed

from the husk; sheeling-stone (see quot. 1880).

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 351 The first process

which wheat undergoes in grinding is in being put through

the *sheeling cylinder. 1585-6 Shuttleworths Ace. (Chet-

ham Soc) 91 A peke of "shillynge grotes. 1597 in Spalding
Club Misc. (1841) I. 174 The "schilling hill of the Mylne of

Fedderet. 1816 Scott Old Mort. vii, Instead of. .waiting

patiently for whatever dispensation of wind Providence was
pleased to send upon the sheeling-hill. 1840 J. Hodgson
Hist,Northumbld.\\.\\\. u8note, A shilling-hill, as a place

to deet or winnow the groats of oats from the husks that

had been shilled off them, before machinery was invented

for the purpose, was not an uncommon appendage to a mill.

1911 E. Bevekidge North Uist i. n At a *shieling-mound

close to the southern base of Marrival is Tobar Chuithairidh.

1715 Pennecuik Wks. (1815) 87 (E.D.D.) The husks or

"shilling seeds are again separated by the farmers, a 1867

W. Anderson in Mod. Sc. Poets Ser. 11. (1881) 238 A
cushion stuflf't wi' sheelin' seeds. 1563 in Rates Exeter
Canal in Archxologit XXVIIII. 18 For everye boate

loadinge with beare, "shillingstones, lyme, wood, cole [etcl

n\).d. 1880 Antrim <y Down Gloss., Shilling stones, the

pair of stones in a corn mill which are used for taking the

husks off oats. 1895 Sir H. Maxwell Dk. 0/ Britain xix.

281 It is his custom to go frequently up during the *sheiling-

time.

t Shee'ling, ppl. a. Obs. rarer-1 , [f. Sheel

v. + -ING '•*.] That is in process of peeling off.

1708 tr. Cowley's Plants 1. C.'s Wks. III. 288 All thy

shealing Scabs rub off again.

Sheen (J'~n), sbA Forms : 6 Sc. soheyne, 6-7

sheene, 7- sheen, [f. Sheen a., assumed to be

connected with Shine v. (The sb. is virtually a

verbal noun to shine.) Cf. Sheen v.~\

1. Shining, brightness. In recent use chiefly,

gleaming, lustre, radiance as of a body reflecting

light; a gleam, rare before the 19th c.

1602 Shaks. Ham. 111. ii. 167 And thirtie dozen Moones
with borrowed sheene, About the World haue times twelue

thirties been. 1614 Gorges Lucan vi. 240 And modest
Cynthias siluer hue Vnto a pallid colour grew.. .As if the

earth had bene betweene To barre her of her brothers

sheene. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ. xv, Thron'd in Celes-

tiall sheen. 1634 — Comus 893 The azurn sheen Of Turkis

blew. Ibid. 1003 Far above in spangled sheen Celestial

Cupid her fam'd son advanc't. 1768 Beattie Minstr. 1.

xxii, The southern Sun diffus'd his dazzling shene. 1798
Coleridge A nc. Mar. r. xiv, And through the drifts the

snowy clifts Did send a dismal sheen. 1815 Byron Destr.

Sennacherib i, The sheen of their spears was like stars on
the sea. 1830 Tennvson Song, ' The Lintwhite ' 28 Thy
locks are all of sunny sheen. 1881 J. Hatton New Ceylon

ii. 51 [A pearl] of a peculiarly brilliant sheen. 1879 Black
Macleod ofD. I. 178 The beautiful blue sheen on its scales.

1886 Annie S. Swan Doris Cheyne ii. 30 Her hair.. had a
sheen like gold upon it. 1906 Williamson Lady Betty

across Water 288 The green of the waving trees seemed to

be reflected in their complexions in little sheens and
shimmers.

b. trans/. and. jig.

1818 Coleridge Card. Boccaccio 47 And last, a matron now,

of sober mien Yet radiant still and with no earthly sheen.

1831 Carlvle Sartor Res. in. iii, Ever in the dullest exist-

ence there is a sheen either of Inspiration or of Madness.

1863 W. Phillips Sp. vi. 114 No sheen of official position

would ever lead us.

o. Gorgeous or bright attire.

[1631 Milton Marchioness of IVi/ichester 73 With thee

there clad in radiant sheen, No Marchioness, but now a
Queen.] 180a Mrs. Radcliffe Gaston de Plondeville Posth.

Wks. (1826) II. 348 They saw plainly enough knights,

esquires and oages.. in all their splendour; and lady-aunts

and lady-cousins in the galleries, in all their sheen and joy-

ance. i8<a Bvron Ch. Har. 1. lxxiv, In costly sheen
and gaudy cloak array'd. 1898 Newbolt 1st. Race 94
Stepped she not with a grace entrancing, Slenderly girt in

silken sheen ?

2. The pupil of the eye. Sc. (? Obs.)
c 150a Kennedy Passion of Christ 581 For as I writtin

into Doctouris fand, He wes mair tender [into] his body,
Than is be scheyne into a mannis e. 1808 Jamieson, Sheen
of the eye, the pupil of the eye.

Sheen (J«n), sb? slang. [Of obscure origin

:

cf. Shan.] Base coin. Also attrib. or adj.

1864 Hotlen's Slang Diet. 226 Sheen, bad money. 1888
Payne Eavesdropper 11. ii. 80 ' Can you smash a thick un

660

for me?* inquired one, handing his friend a sovereign.

'You're sure it ain't sheen?' returned the other, with a
diabolical grin. 1890 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slant,-,

Sheen (Scotch), bad money. Probably alluding to the
' glitter , or possibly from German sc/iein, a bank-bill.

Sheen (Jin), a. Now poet. Forms : 1 sciene,

se^ne, sc^one, scione, scyne, seine, 2-4 seene, 3
sceone,sschene, 3-4scen,(?schine),3-6 schene,

3-6, (8-9) shene, 4 schen, (sene), 5 schenne,

sshene, 6 shen, 4-7 sheene, 5 seheene ; 3 scone,

Sc. 4-6 scheyne, 5 sheyn, 6 schein(e, schane
;

6- sheen, compar. 1 sce"nra, 3 schenre,

schennure, 4 schenure. [OK. sciene = OFris.

skene (mod.Fris. skjiri), OS. scdni (MLG. schdne,

sckon ; Sw. skon, Da. skjen, prob. fromLG.), MDu.
sch6n{e (mod.Du. schoon), OHG. scdni, earlier

scaoni (MHG. schecne, schcen, mod.G. schbn), Goth.

skaun-s :—OTeut. *shauni-
t
*skaunjo- f. root *skau-

to behold : see Show v.

The Gothic ibtiaskauns like-formed, gupaskaunei likeness

of God, suggest that the word may originally have meant
'having {a certain) appearance'. For the development of

the eulogistic sense, cf. sightly, shapely, L. forma form,

beauty,formosus beautiful.

In English (and app. to some extent in OHG. and OS.
where it glosses lucidus, splendidus etc.) the sense was
influenced by association with the root of Shine v. In

early examples it is often difficult to determine whether the

sense is merely ' beautiful \ or whether there is some added
notion of 'shining, bright'.

_ t

The form scone in Ormln, which implies the pronunciation

(sk<?na), is unexplained. The identically written form in

Layamon, however, seems to be merely an instance of the

practice, common in i2-i3thc. texts, of writing o for eo.]

1. Beautiful- a. Of persons (esp. women), their

appearance, features, etc.

Beowulf3017 MaegS scyne. .7900 Cynewulf Crist 1387

Ic cSe swa scienne ^esceapen haefde. exooo Genesis 265

Cwse5, baH his lie waere leohte & scene, c 1200 Vices^ <£

Virtues 95 Nis 3ar non swo god lei;e se teares : hie makieS

scene ansiene. (.-1205 Lay. I533 1 ' & ne baue5 to quene

mine dohter ba is scone. aizzsAncr. R. 398 And Absa-

lones schene wlite. a 1300 Cursor M. 24080 His face bat

forwit was sa scene [v.rr. schen, shene]. Ibid. 28505 Gernand
i haf oft ben Desird o Jpire wymmen seen, c 1300 Sir

Or/eo 356 Al be utmast wal Was clere and schine [v.rr.

schone, gan schyne] as cristal. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3296

So schene he was to se in his semli armes. c 1374 Chaucer
H. Fame III, 446 Graunte vs, lady shene Eche of vs, of

thy grace a bone, c 1400 Destr. Troy 3070 Shulders full

shaply, shenest of hewe, Full piesaund & playn. a 1450

Le Morte Arth. 2612 The mayde was full shene to

shewe. ^11536 Songs, Carols\ etc. (1907) ro Hayle be thou

Mary, maydyn shen. a 1586 ? Montgomerie Banks 0/Heli-
con 6 Declair, 5e bankis of Helicon,..Gifony of ?our Muses
all, Or nymphes may be peregall Vnto my lady schein?

1589 Gkekne Menaphon (Arb.) 43, I saw a little one, A
bonny prety one, As bright buxsome and as sheene As was
shee. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. i. 10 Her daintie corse so faire

and sheene. 1747 Mason Musaeus 104 Belinda far surpast

my beauties sheen.

f b. ( The) sheen : used after a woman's name.
c 1205 Lay. 3098 pe due of Cornwaile seal habbe Gornoille

& he Scottene king Regau bat scone [c M75 he scene], c 1320

Sir Tristr. 756 Slawe was rouland ban And ded blaunche be

schene. c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 210 The fresshe Emelye
the sheene.

o. Of animals, inanimate objects, places, etc.

c 1000 Phoenix 591 Him folgiaS fuglas scyne. c 1000

Panther 19 (Gr.) Deor wundrum scyne. c 1205 Lay. 19767

Vt heo dro3en sone amppullen scone [C1275 six ampullcs]

ifulled mid attere weten aire bitterest. ia.. Moral Ode
340 (Egerton MS.) in Lamb. Horn. 179 Go we bene narewe

wei and bene wei grene her for5-fareA lutel folc ac it is feir

and scene. C1275 Ibid. 337 (Jesus MS.) in O. E. Misc. 70

Go we bene narewe wey J?en wey so schene. 13.. Gosp.

Nicod. 125 (Cott. Galba MS.) paire armes set on schaftes

schene \Harl. MS. sene]. c 1350 Will. Palerne 3411 Many
a schene scheld scheuered al to peces. a 135a Minot Poems
(ed.Hall) xi. 2 In schawes ful schene. c \\oo Sowdone Bab.
n8Carrikes, Galeis and shippes shene, vij hundred were

gadered al in fere, c 1400 Rom. Rose 3713 By hir atyre

so bright and shene, Men might perceyve..She was not

of religioun. c 1400 Destr. Troy 330 With shotes of shire

wode shene to beholde. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. xcv, His

long[e] 5alow lokkis schene. C1435 Torr. Portugal 487

Abowght a facon schene. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 370

Thar I was born amang the schawis scheyne. <: 147°

Harding Chron. ccxlii. App. xxx. iv, Four and twentie

myles to Lamarke so shene. 1513 Douglas Mneis 1. vii.

63 Rowmyng about the large temple schene. 1596 Dal-
rymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 17 Amang fair forrests

and schawis schene. X785 Burns Vision 1. 67 Down fiow'd

her robe, a tartan sheen, Till half a leg was scnmply seen.

1873 Symonds Gr/c. Poets xi. 374 Narcissus will I twine,

and lilies sheen.

+ d. absol. (quasi-^.) A fair one; a beautiful

woman. Obs.

13. . E. E, Allil. P. A. 965 pat schene sayde,M god wyl

schylde, *pou may not enter with-inne hys tor'. C1400

Destr. Troy 8144 Than the bysshop to his barne barely

onswart, And shend to bat schene alt in short wordes.

c 1420 Avow. A rtlu xl, Thaysoaschene vndurschild, Come
prekand fast aure thefildej On a fayre stede. 1540 Palsgr.

Acolastus 111. v. Riij, Akisse, my lyght.i. my hart of golde,

or my bryght and sheene, this is sweter then honye. a 1568

Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 627 Beseik that schene with

hummill reuerence The to ressaif.

fe. In non-material senses : Beautiful, attractive

;

noble, illustrious ; pure, clean {from sin). Obs.

cxaos Lay. 24326 To ban..ber com £e king Angel king of

Scotlonde mid sceone his folke. a 1300 Cursor M. 18535

pis hight [i.e. promise] bat was sa scene [v.rr. shene, schene],

Suld tid bam thoru a maiden clene. CX400 Destr. Troy

SHEEN.

600, 1 will shunt for no shame of my shene fader, Nenohede
to my heale, hat I thee helpe shall, c 1430 Hymns Virg.

(1867) 18 |>ipassioun make us bri^t & schene In wil, in worde,

in dede & bou3t ! 1460 in Pot. Rel. ty L. Poems (1S66J 254
Fro seuene synnes bou make me schene.

2. Bright, shining, resplendent.
In early use this sense may have been merely contextual,

the adj. being applied in the sense * beautiful ' to objects

(e. g. heavenly bodies, jewels, metals) the beauty of which
is dependent on their brightness. In later use, owing to
association with Shine v., Sheen sb. 1

, the sense ' shining' is

felt as primary.
900 Cynewulf Crist 695 Hwit sindan ba gimmas swa

scyne buton god sylfa? c 1200 Ormin 3431 He sette a
steorrne upp o be lifft Full brad, & brihht, & shene.
a 1225 Aucr. R. 362 In be ariste of domesdeie, hwon ure
vlesches schal blikien schenre ben be sunne. 13.. £. E.
Allit. P. A. 1145, I loked among his meyny schene. ?«i366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 1512 He thoughte of thilke water
shene To drinke and fresshe him wei withalle. X377 Langl.
P. PI. B. xvin. 409 'After sharpe showres\ quod pees
4 moste shene is be sonne ', c 1402 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 3
In May, whan..Phebus gan to schede his stremes shene
Amid the Bole. 14x2-20— Troy Bk. 1. 623 pe schene sonne.

1513 Douglas sEtuis xn. iv. 40 O thou brycht son, with
thy schene bemis glaid. 1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls)

I. 105 And cled thame all. . In silk and syper, and in siluer

schene. 11542 Wyatt Compl. Absence His Love 39 in

Tottefs Misc. (Arb.) 74 Those shene lightes: that wonted
for to clere My darked panges of cloudy thoughts. 1590

Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 28 By fountaine cleere, or spangled

star light sheene. 1591 Spenser M. Hubberd 1066 That he
might be seene Of the wilde beasts in his new glory sheene.

1591 R. W[ilmot] Tancred tf Gism. m. iii. (1592) D 3, But
why doth he that sprung from Ioues high head? And
Phcebus sister shene, despise thy power ? 1607 Walkington
Optic Glass 147 To see the Sunne and Moone-.in their

sheene glory. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. in. vi, Like
rubies sheen. 1748 Thomson Cast. Indol. 1. iii, Glittering

Streamlets.. hurled every-where their Waters sheen. 1798
Coleridge Anc. Mar. v. vi, The upper air burst into life !

And a hundred fire-flags sheen, To and fro they were hurried

about. 1808 Scott Marm. v. viii, His vest of changeful

satin sheen. 1817 Shelley Marianne's Dr. 10 The veiny

lids, whose fringe is thrown Over thine eyes so dark and
sheen. 1838 Barham Ingol. Leg., Witches* Frolic, And
fairer, I ween, The ivy sheen That thy mouldering turret

binds, Than the Alderman's house. 1839 Longf. Voices 0/
Night, Prelude i. 5 Where, the long drooping boughs
between Shadows dark and sunlight sheen Alternate come
and go.

b. Of a day, the sky, etc.

1503 Hawes Examp. Virt. xiv. 296 A daye of gladnes

bryght and shene. a 1510 Douglas K. Hart i, 95 Quhilk

hes na craft to knaw the wynter weit, Suppois that sommer
schane dois thame reskew. 1577-87 Holinshed Hist. Eng.
II. ii. 8/2 Thou that maist passe aloft in airie skies so sheene.

1599 Warn. Faire Worn. 11. 341 It is my love. O how the

dusky night Is by her coming forth made sheen and bright 1

1 714 Gay Sheph. Week, Monday 3 No chirping lark the

welkin sheen invokes. 1839 Mrs. Browning Romaunt
Page xxx, ' Look up—there is a small bright cloud. .' The
page looked up—the cloud was sheen. 1891 F. Thompson
Sister-Songs (1895) 16 There she sat amid her ladies, Where
the shade is Sheen as Enna mead ere Hades' Gloom fell

thwart Persephone.

fe. Bright-coloured. Obs.

13. . Gait). <y Gr. Knt. 2314 pe schene blod ouer his schul-

deres schot to be erbe. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xxxiv.

425 I ulius Caesar ..In his Warres . . was accustomed to weare

a verie rich garment and of a sheene and garish colour. 1810

Scott Lady o/L. iv. xii, If pall and vair no more I wear,

Nor thou the crimson sheen.

f d. absol. The sheen : the bright weapon ; also,

the bright sun. nonce-uses.

13.. Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 2268 J>at ober schalk wyth a schunt

be schene wyth-haldez. 13. . E. E. Allil. P. C. 440 For to

schylde fro the schene, ober any schade kest.

e. qua.si-adv.

a 1225 A ncr. R. 246 A muchel wind aliS mid a lutel rein &
te sunne ber efter schineS be schennure, c 1330 R. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rolls) 11251 Clobes of golde bat schon so

schene. C1400 Destr. Troy 1649 Tixe windowes . . [were]

shapyn full shene all ofshyre stones. 1446 Lydg. Nightingale

Poems ii. 194 My len blynde, that whylom shoone so sheene.

1835 Lytton Rienzi 1. xi, The moonlight stole soft and
sheen. 187a Holland Marble Propiucy 31 They flash and
shine among the flowers While dripping sheen in golden

showers.

Sheen. (Jm),^. Forms: 4schen,4-6s(c)hene, 6

scheme, Sc. scheyne, 6- sheen, [f. Sheen a.]

1. intr. a. - Shines, lit. and Jig. Now only Sc.

and dial, (in Sc. the ordinary word.)

CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints v. (Johannes) 256 Far palacis

bat sal leste euirmare, schenand with gemmys oure-al-

quhare. Ibid. xxv. {Julian) 54 Fore he wae pane schenand

in til halynes. c 1420 Anturs 0/ Arth. 329 (Douce MS.)

pene vnclosed be cloudes, be sone con shene. c 1470 Henry
Wallace lit. no The sone was rysyne our landis schenand

brycht. 1523 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1358 Luna that so

bryght doth shene. c 1530 Crt. of Love 81 No saphir ind,

no rube.. There lakked than.. That may the castel I maken
for to shene. a 154a Wyatt Ps. xxxvii. 97, I have well

seene the wycked sheene lyke goolde lustie and grene as

Lawrell lasting aye. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 69

Abowte Ester was sene.. three sonnes shenynge at one

tyme in the eyer. 156a in Scl. Rec. Kirk Sess. etc. Aberd.

(1846) 4 That gud lyfe, conversatioun, and manens may
scheyne. ^1565 Sir T. Challoner tr. Boeth. 1. met. in. 15

All sodeynly the Sonne, .sheens the worlde over. 1588 A.

King tr. Canisius' Catech. 9 Our lord lesus thairfor situs

one the rycht hand of the pouer of god, . .scheinand brychthe

with maiestie altogither diuin. 1819 Gall Poems 126 Thy
ee will wake nae mair, That sheened sae fu' o' glee.

b. poet. To cast a gleam, glisten.

181a Byron Ch. Har. 1. xvii, This town, That, sheening

far, celestial seems to be. 1856 Meredith Shav. Shagput



SHEENING.
(1S87) i The illusion of rivers sheening on the sands to
travellers gasping with thirst.

2. trans. To cast a sheen upon. rare.

1901 H. Trench Deirdre Wed 31 Who is this woman..
With sun-red hair, entangled »s with flight Sheening the
knees up to her bosom drawn ?

Hence Sheening ppl. a.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints u. (Paulus) 293 At be }at now com
bai In, petir and paule, in clathis shenand. c 1470 Henry
Wailace vm. 1201 His schenand schoys, that burnyst was
full beyn. 1506 Kal. Sheph. (Sommer) 146 The iyes that is

blacke as Iete and in the myddesclereandshenynge. 1878
Hardy Ret. Native 1. x, A great salt sheening sea bending
into the land like a bow.

Sheende, obs. form of Shend v,

Sheene, obs. form of Seine so. 1

161 1 Florio, ^?/««/*,.. a kind of net that reacheth from one
side of a riuer to the other called of Fishermen a Sheene-
net [1659 Torriano reads a Sheere or Shore-net].

Sheenless Jrnles), a. rare. [f. Sheen sdA +
-less.] Without sheen.
1883 Brit. Q. Rev. July 18 The sheenless rays which have

lost their power in the struggle through smoke and fumes.

Sheenly (J*nli), adv. rare. [f. Sheen a.1 +
-ly^.] Brightly.

1340-70 Alisaunder 631 Seuin sterres . . Hee showes forthe

scheenely shynand bright. 184a Tait's Mag, IX. 719 All

sheenly barbed, and gaily garbed, With plume and flashing

spear.

Sheeny (ff'ni), sb.* slang. Also suen(e)y,

sheeney, -ie. [Of obscure origin : cf, Russ. HClLTb,

Pol., Czech zid (pronounced 3rd) a Jew.] A Jew.
1824 in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1825) 85 Orange Battery

among the Sheenes [tread Sheenies]. Sketches at Bow-
Street.—No. V. 1828 Egan Boxiana Ser. n. I. 632 A good
day's play among the Sheenies. 1893 Foreman Trip to

Spain 34 A Portuguese Jew (a 'sheeny*, as he is termed
by the sailors).

attrib. 1888 Kipling Soldiers Three, In Matter 0/ a
Private, You He, you man-sticker. You sneakin' Sheeny
butcher, you lie.

Sheeny (Ji"'ni), sb. 2 [App. a. F. ckin4 ppl. a.,

woven of threads of different colours.] In full

Pompadour sheeny : a silk fabric.

190a Bladud (Bath) 26 Mar. 6/3 A very lovely one [dinner
jacket] . . was of Pompadour sheeny.

t
Ibid. 7/1 Our parasols

are to be of sheeny with coloured sticks.

Sheeny (frni), a. [f. Sheen a. + -t.] Covered
with sheen, mil of sheen ; having a bright, shiny
surface.

i6»5 Milton Death Fair Infant 48 Or did of late earths
Sonnes besiege the wall Of sheenie Heav'n. 1717 Fenton
Odyss. xi. Poems 103 The sheeny form of Epicaste. 1749
Collins Ode Superst. Night. 153 Wreath'd with sheeny
gold. 18x5 Scorr Talism. ii, His sheeny and crescent-

formed sabre. 1830 Tennyson Madeline ii, The silken
sheeny woof. 1852 M. Arnold Empedocles n. i, The eagle
..Droops all bis sheeny, brown, deep-feather'd neck. 1871
M. Collins Mara. <y Merck. III. 152 A soft gray sheeny
silk. 1893 Times 8 July 12/1 A sheeny background of
white satin.

Comb. 1807 Sir H. Johnston Brit. Central Africa 3
Darters with sheeny plumaged bodies of greenish-black.

b. trans/. and_/S^.

1834 Disraeli Rev. Epick 11. ix, So in the night Of ages
..riseth some lofty sage The depth of darkness with his

sheeny wit Piercing. 1884 Harper's Mag. June 149/1 Its

sheeny vanes of rhetoric.

Sheep (J'p)i sb. Forms : a. 1 sc6ap, scsep,

sc6p, 2 sceeBp, 2-3 sceap, 2-4 seep, (3 se(e)p,

seop), 3-4 scepe, 3-5 (6 in comb.) schep,
ahep, 3-6 schepe, (4 ssep, schiep), 4-5
scheep, chepe, 4-6 shepe, (5 sheppe, Sc,

scheipe, 6 sheip(pe, shiepe), 6-7 sheepe, Sc.

scheip, (7 in comb, shepp), 4-sheep. &. 1

Korthumb. scfp, 4 schipe, 4-6 schip, 5 schype,
6 shyp(p)e, schyp,shipe,6-7 shippe, 5,6-GaYa/.

• ship. [OK. (WS.) scCap, earlier scaup, (Anglian)
sttp str. n. = OFris. skip, schip (NFris. skep, skeap,

V'A VaPP> WFris. skiep, EFris. schdip), OS. sedp

(mLG. sckdp, LG. schaap), MDu. sehaep (Du.

schaap), OHG. sc&f (MHG. schdf, G. sckaf) :-

OTeut. *sk&po-m (wanting in Gothic and Scand.).

Outside Teut. no certain affinities are known. The prehis-

toric pL *sk?pu normally lost its final vowel inOE.,so that

noin. and ace. sing, and pi. became identical. (ONorthum-
brian, however, had a pL form sctpo beside scip.)

The pronunciation (Jip) is specially characteristic of midl.

(esp. west-midl.) dialects, but is widely current elsewhere in

England, exc. in the north-west.]

1. Any animal of the ruminant genus Ovis (some-
times horned), closely allied to the goats; esp. of

the widely domesticated species Ovis aries
t of which

there are many varieties, and which is reared for

its flesh, fleece, and skin.

The male of the sheep is a ram, the female a ewe, the
young a lamb. The flesh of the adult sheep is mutton. The
fleece yields wool, the skin is made into leather or parch-
ment, and the intestines are used for the strings of musical
instruments (see Catgut).
a. c8*S Vesp.Ps. cx'iii. 6 Velut agniovium^weswelombera

scepa. c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xvii. 122 ©set sceap
flat Aaer >cancforad waes. a 1000 Colloq. ySlfric in Wr.«
Wiilcker 91 On forewerdne moreen ic drife sceap mine to

heora laese. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Det orefbe bisdeor
waned bed shep and reSeren, and Get, and swin. c 1200
Ormin 1266a Shepess lamb uss ^ifebb millc, & fi<esh & blod
& wulle. 1 1250 Got.

<J- Ex. 940 A net, and a got
j and a sep.

661

C127S O. E. Misc. 41 Beo be seopheorde aquold. .penne
scule sone his seop alle beon to-dreued. a 1300 Cursor M.
3178 pe angel.. bade him bar biside him tak Ascepe [Fair/.
shepe, Go'tt. schep, Trin. sheep] his sacrifice to mak. 138a
Wyclif Gen. iv. 2 Abel was a sheepherd of sheep. 1390
Gower O// IL237 Ther was a Schiep,.. The which "his

flees bar al of gold. 142a Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. Iviii.

221 An hare and a sheppe bene ful gastefull. c 1449 Pecock
Repr. n. xiii. 225 Whanne Moyses kepte the schep of Ietro.

1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 97 Thys inclosyng of pasturys
for.. schepe. 1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. m. (1586)
137 b, The champion countrey, breedeth a large and a great
sheepe. 1614 Markham Cheap Husb. 1. 69 If a sheepe be
sound .. , his eye will be bright. 1629 Milton Hymn Nativ.
viii. Perhaps their loves, or els their sheep, Was all that did
their silly thoughts so busie keep. 1774 Pennant Tour
Scot, in iffz, 79 Verdant grass, the sweet food of the sheep.
1830 Tennyson Ode to Memory 66 The thick-fleeced sheep
from wattled folds. 1859 Allen Amer. Farm.bk. 399 The
sheep is sometimes employed, .at the tread-mill or horizontal
wheel, to pump the water, churn the milk, or perform other
light domestic work. 1889 A. R. Wallace Darwinism 34
Certain^ mountain varieties of sheep will starve out other
mountain varieties.

0. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. John ii. 14 Bebycgendo exin &
scipo [/?//jAw. scip] & culufro. c 1300 St. Margarete 39 Hir
norice hir sende ofte adai wib hire schip afelde. c 1310 St.
Brendan (Balz) 136 pe vairest seep [v.r. scip] bat mijte be.

13. .Cursor M. 6156 (Gott.) heft f>ai nathing bat bar was,
Schip, ne kow, or ox, ne as. c 1450 Godstoiu Reg. 127 Pastur
for xl schip. Ibid., Pastur for a c schype. c 1460 Promp.
Parv. (Winch.) 395 Scabbyd schyppe, apica. a 1470 Gregory
Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lond. (Camden) 75 Oxyn, kyne,
and shippe. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) II. 266 The cattell and schip pertening to thair
euimyes. 1602 Shuttleivorths* Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 143, iiij

wemen for clippinge the shippe xvjd
. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair viii, 'What ship was it, Horrocks.. ?' 'One of the
black-faced Scotch, Str Pitt.'

pi. with -s, 1521 in Visit. Southwell (Camden) 119, I will
that my sheips be soulde. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. ii. i. 219
Two hot Sheepes marie : And wherefore not Ships. 1658
Topselts Four-f Beasts 504 The skins of other Sheeps [ed.

1607 sheep] newly plucked from their backs. 1841 Harts-
horne Salopia Antigua s.v. Ship, Poor grass when ships
cannot grase. 1890 Glouc. Gloss., Ship, sheep.. Also pi.
Ships.

b. With qualifying word denoting the species

as African, broad-tailed, Rocky Mountain, wild
(seeARGALi, Moufflon, Musmon). Also applied
to other genera, as -\Indian or Peruvian sheep,

the llama or vicuna; ^mountain sheep, the ibex.
1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. D'Acosta's Hist, indies 1. xxL 70

Indian sheepe, the which. .do serve them as Asses to beare
their burthens. i6o7TorsELL.Ai3«r:/'. Beasts 102 An Indian
Sheepe, out of the region of Peru. 1688 Holme Armoury
11. viii. 158/1 The Arabian broad tailed Sheep. 1748 [see
Peruvian]. 1759 [see Go-cart 3]. 1804, 1818 [see Rocky
a.l t b]. 1807 P. Gass Jml. 143 The Ibex or mountain
sheep. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat. Sci. s. v. Ovex, The moufflon,
or wild sheep of Sardinia and Corsica, and the argali, or
wild sheep of India and Siberia. 1875 Eucycl. Brit. II.

102/1 The_ Rocky Mountain sheep or goat {Hapiocerus
laniger),..\s closely related to the chamois of Europe. 1879
E. P. Wright Anim. Life 161 The Yellow Sheep of Mon-
golia (Procapragutturosa). 1881 Scribner%

s Monthly May
1/1 The American big horn, or Rocky Mountain sheep {Ovis
Montana Cuv.).

O. Vegetable sheep : see qnot.
1866 Treas. Bot. 959/1 The name of Vegetable sheep(!) is

given by the settlers in New Zealand to R[aoulid\ extmia,
because, from its growing in large white tufts on elevated
sheep-run?;, it may be readily mistaken for the sheep.

2. Similative (often passing into figurative) uses.

a. In allusions to :

(a) The sheep's timidity, defencelessn ess, inoffensiveness,
tendency to stray and get lost : chiefly in echoes of biblical

passages, and sometimes with allusion to sense 4, {b) The
fabled assumption by a wolf (or other beast of prey) of the
skin of a slaughtered sheep, (c) The division into 'sheep*
and ' goats ' (saved and lost) at the Last Judgement. Id} The
infection ofthe whole flock by one sheep, (e) The shearing
of sheep ; with suggestion of ( fleecing or robbing.

{a) c8z5 Vesp. Ps. cxviii. 176 Ic duolude swe swe seep Saet
forwearS. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 121 Vre drihten was iled to
sle^e al swa me dede a seep, c 1105 Lay. 1546 Swaberimie
wulf pan he wule on scheapen [c i»75 seep] scaoe were
wrchen. c 1*75 Passion our Lord 5 in O. E. Misc. 37 Al
volk wes to dreued so schep beob in be wolde. c 1330 R.
Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13897 As be wolf chaseb be
schep, He dide be Romayns by-fore hym lep. 1546 J. Hey-
wood Prov. 1. viii. (1867) 16 Subtilly lyke a sheepe thought
I, I shall Cut my cote after my cloth. 155a Bk. Com.
Prayer, Matins Conf., We have erred and strayed from thy
wayes, lyke lost shepe. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 737 The
Dukc.deliuered the Erie to the Ambassadors,, .not think-
ing that he deliuered the shepe to the woolfe. 1644 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 67 The rout of soldjers of that regiment
presst all of a heape like sheep. 1843 H. Bonar Hymn, I

was a wandering sheep, I did not love the fold. 1850 Dickens
David Copp. xvi, Outside his own domain, and unprotected,
he was a very sheep for the shearers. 1862 F. W. Faber
Hymn, Souls of men 1 why will ye scatter like a crowd of
fnghten'd sheep ?

(0) C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. vii. isDaSe cymes to Iuh.

.

in wedum scipa Inna-ueard uutedlice sint uulfes. .ferende.

>573 Tyrie*s Refut. in Cath. Tractates 7 Nocht to trow
hastelie, that tbairbie other thay be lyon or scheip, quhobeit
thay weare thair ski tines. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Col. Sept.

157 They [wolvesj gang in more secrete wise, And with
sheepes clothing doen hem disguise. 1591 Shaks. i Hen, VI,
1. iii. 55 Thou Wolfe in Sheepes array.

(c) C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 33 He sette5 3a scip

..to sui3rum his. 1340 Hampoi.e Pr. Cousc. 6136 By be
shepe understand we may pe gude men bat sal be saved bat

day. c 1380 Wyclif Set. IVks. III. 169 Schepe bat schal be
savid schal be on hys ri^t honde. [18x0 Coleridge in Lit.

Rem. (1S39) IV, 371 How the Ebenezerites would stare to
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find the Socinians and themselves in one flock on the sheep-
side of the judgment-seat]. 2849 W. J. Irons Day of
Wrath, With Thy favour'd sheep O place me.
{d) C960 ^£thelwold Rule St. Ben. xxviii. (1885) 53 £if

se fcetreowleasa gewite, he fcewite, bylaes be an adlig sceap
ealle heorde besmite. c 1400 Rule St. Benet (Prose) 23 A
wicke shep may spilleal beflok. c 1450, 1798 [see Scabbed
1 d]. C1530 Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 129 Onskabbid shepe
infectith all the folde. 1894 [see Scabby i b],

(e) 14a. Lydg. Horse, Goose <y Sheep 491 What is the
sheepe to blame in your sight Whan she is shoorn 7 c 1500
God Spede the Plough 35 Thus be we shepe shorne, we may
not chese. 1533 Gau Richt Vay (1888) 104 Yeblynd giders
and pastors quliilk sekis bot the mylk and ye wow of the
scheip. 1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 130 If I make not
this Cheat bring out another, and the sheerers proue sheepe.

j

161 1 J. Davies Sco. Folly 164 Hee is as rich asanew-shorne
! sheepe. 1806 Scott in Lockhart (1837) II. iii. 89, 1 will not..

j

be flayed like a sheep for the benefit of some pettifogging

I

lawyer or attorney. 1900 R. H. Savage Brought to Bay
I vi, A couple of California mine manipulators going over to
London to shear those fat-witted sheep, the British investors.

b. Lost sheep \ one who has strayed from the

j

right way. (Cf. 2 a (a) and see Lost 2.)
i6ix Bible fer. 1. 6 My people hath bene lost sheepe.

1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib. 1. xviii. 106 These fiue (lost

sheepe) the children of perdition,., who lay lurking indesart

j

. . places. 1648 T. Vane {title) A Lost Sheep returned home

:

or, the Motives of the conversion to the Catholike Faith, of

I

Thomas Vane. 1851 Ruskin Sheep/olds 12 There are cer«

I

tain signs by which Christ's sheep may be guessed at. Not
I

by their being in any definite Fold—for many are lost sheep
at times : but by their sheep-like behaviour. 1871 R.
Ellis Catullus lxiii. 13 Ye sexless eunuchs,.. Lost sheep
that err rebellious to the lady Dindymene.

c. Black sheep: a bad character. Cf. 3.
Prov. There is a black sheep in everyflock.
1792 Macklin Man of World v. i, O, ye villain ! you

—

you—you are a black sheep ; and I'll mark you. 1816 Scott
Old Mori, xxxv, The curates-, know best the black sheep
of the flock. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. in. iii, To pick
out of the whole mass of English clergy one or two, or one
or two and twenty black sheep. 1856 Whyte Melville
Kate Cov. xiii, Kate, the 'black sheep' of the family.

3. Proverbial phrases.
To lose the s/ieep for a haporth of tar '. see Halfpenny-

worth b.

1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 11. v. (1867) 58 He loueth well sheeps
flesh, that wets his bred in the wul. c 1550 Six Ballads
(Percy Soc.) 4 The blacke shepe is a perylous beast, a 1584
T. Proctor in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) II. 400 As soone for

to be sold To market cums the yonge sheepe as the olde.

1598 Bastard Chrestoleros iv. xx. 90 Till now I thought the
prouerbe did but iest, Which said a blacke sheepe was a
biting beast. 1620, 1748 [see Lamb sb. 1 b]. 1859 Lever
Dav. Dunn xlvii, 'Just as good for a sheep as a lamb', as
the proverb says.

b. To keep sheep by moonlight : see quot.
1898 A. E. Holsman Shropslu Lad ix, [Lads] That shep-

herded the moonlit sheep A hundred years ago. [Note]
Hanging in chains was called keeping sheep by moonlight.

O. To return to our sheep [after F. revenons a
nos moutons] : to return to the matter in hand.
(Cf. Mutton 7.)
186 . B. Harte My Otkerself in Fiddtetown, etc. (1873)

118 Let us go back to our sheep, which are not all black,
thank goodness! 1871 Athenaeum 12 Aug. 199 ' Balaus-
tion's Adventure,'—that we may get to our sheep at last,—is

the amber in which Mr. Browning has embalmed the
' Alcestis ', 1890 N. fy Q. Ser. vn. X. 431/2 But to return to
my sheep.

4. Jig. In biblical and religious language, applied

(as collective plural) to persons, in expressed or

implied correlation with shepherd. With varying
specific reference : said, e.g., of Israel, the Church,
or mankind generally, viewed as under the guidance
and protection of God, and as owing obedience to

Him ; of those who are led by Christ as the Good
Shepherd (John x. 1-16) ; and of those who are

under the charge of a spiritual pastor, or who are

viewed as needing to be spiritually fed or directed.

Hence occas. in sing.

C825 Vesp. Ps. Ixxviii. 13 We so31ice folc Sin & seep
eowdes 3ines. c 950 Lindisf Gosp. John x. 16 OSro scip
ic hafo Sa ne sint from oissum plette. c 1000 Ags. Gosp.
Matt. xv. 24 Ne eom ic asend buton to bam sceapum be for-

wurdon of israhela huse. cizoo Ormin 5760 Forr batt he
wollde sammnenn An flocc off menn till Crisstenndom, . . patt
sholldenn wurrbenn hise shep. c nao Bestiary 49 He is

hirde, we ben sep. a 1300 Cursor M. 27451 Sere biscop, ta
god kepe, Pe wolf es cummen amang pi scepe. c 1380
Wyclif Wrs. (1880) 32 No curat owib to leuc his schepe
vnkept among be wolues of helle. c 1386 Chaucer Prol.
508 Wei oghte a preest ensample for to yeue, By his clen-

nesse, how bat his sheepe sholde lyue. c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(Prose) 22 On alle maner sal babbes entirmete hir Al maner
of sentence at muster til hir sep, bat nan be tint, c 1560 A.
Scott Poems (S. T. S.) i. 94 Christis sillie scheip and sobir

flok. 1655 Milton Sonn. xv. 6 In thy book record their

groanes Who were thy Sheep. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 891 AH
pastors are alike To wand'ring sheep, resolv'd to follow none.
1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. Ii, It would ill become me, for the sake
of lucre, to leave my sheep in the wilderness. 1850 Browning
Christmas Eve 11. ad. fin., I . . found myself. . in Zion Chapel
Meeting, ..Which, calling its flock to their special clover,

Found all assembled and one sheep over.

5. A person who is as stupid, timid, or poor-
spirited as a sheep.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 1. 109 Those persones, who

wer sely poore solles. .wer euen then.. by a commen pro-
uerbe called sheepes heddes, or sheepe. 1601 Shaks. Jul. C.
1. iii. 105, I know he would not be a Wolfe, But that he sees
the Romans are but Sheepe. 1692 Washington tr. Milton's
Def. People i. 15 You . . That understand so many Languages,
turn over so many Volumes, and yet are but a sheep when all
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is done. 1840 R. H. Dana Bcf. Mast xx.
(1869J

169 They've :

got a man for mate of that ship, and not a bloody sheep <

about decks

!

, r

t b. Sheep and shrew are contrasted as types of
,

wives of opposite characters (see qaots.).

1573-80 Tlsser Husb. (1878) 157 Now be she Iambe or be

she eaw, Giue me the sheepe. take thou the shreaw. 1575

Gascoicne Glasse Govt. 111. 1. Wkfc 1910 H. 44 It is an olde

saying, one shrew is worth two sheep. 1580 Lvly huphues

lArbJ 472 They noted, that although the virgin were som-

what shrewishe at the first, yet in time she niyght become

a sheepe. <:i645 Howell Lett. (1650) I. no It is better to

marry a Shrew then a Sheep ; for though silence be the dumb
Orator of betity,.. yet a Phlegmatic dull Wife is fulsom and

fastidious. 1661 Tom Tyler $ his Wife 26 To marrie a sheep,

to marrie a shrow.

c. A semi at Aberdeen university.

1865 G. Maccosald Alec Forbes xxxiii. II. 5 A certain

semi (second-classman, or more popularly sheep).

6. ellipt. (For sheep leather•; cf. calf, kid.)

Leather made from the skin of the sheep : used in

bookbinding.
The term has gone out of use in the bookbinding trade, the

material being known under other names, e. £. roan, basil.

1705 Lond. Gaz. No. 4187/4 Price bound in Sheep i8d.

17*7 Swift Further Ace. E. Curll Wks. 1755 III. I. 156 As
to the report ofmy poor husband's stealing o' calf, it is really

groundless, for he always binds in sheep. 1836 J. R. Smith's
Catal. Bks. Feb. 9/1 Fernandez's Spanish Grammar, 8vo.

sheep, 2s. 1879 Cassetfs Techn. Educ. IV. 90 Sheep may
be had white and of all colours, xon Tregaskis* Catal.

Bks. No. 708. 53 One volume in old sheep, the other in calf.

7. attrib, and Comb. a. appositive, as sheep-

cattle, -hog.

1553 Huloet, *Shepe cattell, flecus. 1596 Mascall Cattle,

Sheep 205 There be two sortss of Sheepe cattell, the better

sort is those of the soft woolL 1558 in Archxol. Jml. V.

317, yj *shepe hogges. 1605 N. Riding Rec. (1884) I. 14

Four sheep called sheep hogges, value 20J. 1793 Carlo-p

Green 11. vii, Mass John, Like sow, or sheep-hog, fat.

b. = Of, belonging to, produced by, or con-

cerned with sheep, as sheep-dung, -fair, -fell (Fell
sbA), etc.

1649 Blith Engl. Improver xx. izx The most proper soyle

for Gardens are your "Sheep-dung, your Hen muck. 1906

C. A. Sherring West. Tibet xiv. 276 Cow-dung and sheep-

dung fires, 1473 Cov. Leet Bk. 386 That no man occupie

their *shepe feyre but between the Gosford yate and the

White-frere lane. 182a in Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) I. 150
The nth of October is the Sheep-fair. <r 1400 Laud Troy
Bk. 791 Medee sayde to lason than : .

.
' I wolde make the

that *schepe-fel Wynne to-morwe with-outen perel '. 1562 in

Col. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1891) II. 23 That no bowcher.. shall

sell any of ther shepfell. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 3 Vnder
him, an Oxe-hide newly flead ; Aboue hi in Sheep fels store.

1398TREVISA Barth. De P. R. xviu. i. (Bodl. MS.), Swyne
flesche and *schepe flesche is better rosted ban sode. 1808 in

ShirrefT Agric. Slietl. Isl. (1814) 56 A common shepherd in

each parish., would tend- .to increase the "sheep flocks. 1801

Fanner's Mag. Apr. 182 If population was lessened by a
general introduction of the "sheep-husbandry in the High-
lands. 1846 Dickens Pict. Italy, Genoa 49 Cocks' combs and
"sheep-kidney, chopped up with mutton-chops and liver. 1694
Loud. Gaz. No. 3000/4 A pair of *Sheep Leather Breeches.

1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 43 The use of ensilage over-

comes many difficulties in "sheep management. 1779 Mirror
No. 37 A green hill . . seamed witha winding "sheep-path. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. i, The sheep-paths running along
their sides like ruled lines. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Sheep-pelts, the skins of sheep, fresh or salted, intended for

leather. 1801 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 4^5 If ever, among the

continually changing modes of fashionable follies, *sheep
races should happen to become the rage. 1886 C. Scott
Sheep-fanning 183 Whether all the present diversities of the

sheep race are descended from one original pair or not. 178a

W. H. MarshallNorfolk d-jgs) II. 320Cawston "Sheepshow.
Ibid. 323 The greatest * sheep-show ' in the country. 1799

J. Robertson Agric. Perth 309 *Sheep-stocks have been
found more profitable than goats. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 44 Take two pounde of *shepe suet molten. 15.. "Scheip
tawcht [see Tallow sb. 1 a). 177a Graves Spir. Quix.
(1820) II. 183 Jerry then looked about and found a "sheep-

track. 1829 Scott Anne of G. xv, A path, or rather a sheep-

track. 1660 Sharrock Vegetables 92 *Sheep-trotters, and
other offal. 1749 Smollett Gil Bias 1. xv. (1782) I. 84 A
huge fricassee ofsheep-trotters.

C. « Having to do with the rearing, keeping, or

feeding of sheep, for the use of sheep, as sheep*

bam, -boy, -common, etc.

1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 42 The remaining
twenty-four . . were put in the "sheep-barn. 1842 S. C. Hall
Ireland II. 81 The "sheep-boy saw him go in. 1859 Mere-
dith R. Feverelx'xx, Pipe, happy sheep-boy, Love ! 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 277 He advised the turning of
the Wash of a *Sheep-common to the Roots of the Trees.
1872 Rouiledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 31/2 Ten thousand acres
of first-class "sheerj country. X805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. 1. 108 The inclosures on "sheep downs. Ibid. II. 777
Where the weld does not succeed, a portion of "sheep.feed
may be afforded for winter and spring use. 1523-34 Fitzhekb.
Husb. § 18 Thou shake not nede to bye any hurdels nor
"shepc flekes. 18x2 Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. 39
The field may be effectually subdivided by sheep-flakes, or
hurdles. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 350 Intended
either for a crop of seed, or for "sheep-food. 1560 Becon
Jewel of Joy Wks. 1 1, fol. xv, What "shepe ground scapeth
these Caterpyllersof the commune weale ? 1743 Sel. Trans.
Improvers Agric. 148 The Sheep Ground abounds with
many Springs of good Water. 1822-34 Good's Study Med
(ed. 4) I. 273 The minute eggs may. .exist in the stagnant
atmosphere ofthe sheep-ground. 1830 Cumbld. Farm Re/.
55 in Libr. Usef. Knowl., Husb. Ill, Hay, in "sheep-haicks
or cribs, is given along with turnips. 14x7-18 Durham Ace.
Rolls (Surtees) 302 Pro staures emptis pro *shepehekkys
apud le Holme. 1856 Farmer's Mag. Jan. 28 Lands
..brought into cultivation for the production of "sheep-

662

keep, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 339 Tlie *sheep-Jand at

Appleford..is subject to the staggers. 1606 Nottingham
Rec. IV. 281 To reduce the *shepe markett thither to a
place certayne. i6ix Bible Johns. 2 There is at Hierusalem

by the sheep market, a poole. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 37 That man, that hath the best "shepe pasture for wynter.

178a Ckkvecoeur Lett. 127 Several hundred of sheep,

pasture titles have since been divided on those different

tracks, c 1830 in Libr. Usef Knowl., Hjtsb.lll. I. 22 When
the land was in poor sheep-pasture. 1851 Helis Cornp.

Solt't. i. 13 The dull *sheep-ponds scattered here and
there. 1683 Trvon Way to Health 142 The Gospel testifies

of a "Sheep- Pool [John v. 2]. 1845 Browning Flight of
Duchess ii, Where. .*sheep-range leads to cattle-tract. 1868

Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 150 The land is divided as

follows : Tilled land,, .roads, pasture, and sheep range. 1600

Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 48 For *shepe salve

the third of December, iiijd. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh.
II. 351 Sheep-sah'e, tar-and-grease for dressing sheep_ with.

1834 Tait's Mag. I. 411 A "sheep-station in the interior [of

Australia]. 1733 Tull Horse-hoeingHusb. x. 103 Five Pound
each (which is but a Third of the Weight of the large size

of "Sbeep-Turneps). 1809 J. Lawrence Treat. Cattle 294
To every farm yard ought to be attached a "sheep yard, or

home fold, completely fenced in. 184a Bischoff Woollen

Manuf II. 387, I will only add my testimony in favour of

sheep-yard dung. 1634 W. Wood New Eng. Prosp. (1865)

54 In an ill "sheepe-yeare 1 have knowue Mutton as deere

in Old-England.

d. objective and objective genitive, as sheep-

breeder, -clipper, -grazier, -grazing, etc.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXL 356/2 This is an important con-
sideration with the "sheep-breeder. 1535 Coverdale i Sam.
xxv. 7, I haue herde saye that thou hast "shepe clyppers.

1875 jml. R. Agric. Soc. Ser. n. XI. 103 "Sheep-clipping
is another part of the piecework system at Knettishall.

1886 C Scott Sheep-farming 30 The Kentish "sheep-
graziers of Romney Marsh. 1795 in J. Robertson Agric.
Perth (1799) 531 The "sheep-holders were persuaded to

make a trial of a larger boned stronger sheep. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., Sheep-folder, a cradle or table to hold a sheep
while being shorn, a 1722 Lisle Husb. (1757) 309 That prac-

tice, .is common among the "sheep-jobbeis. x688 in Gentl.
Mag. (1817) LXXXV1I. 11. 603 Our "sheep-jobing trade.

iGo^YSABitiGTOii Comf Notes Exod.'ui. 11 Jethrohis*Sheepe-
keeper. a 1578 Lindesay (Pkscottie) Chron. Scot. (S. T. S.)

II. 282 Thoclit he var nocht leirned. .mair nor he that new
come fra the "schip keiping. 1819 Rees Cycl., *Sheep-
Lantber,

.

.the person who has the. .management of the

ewe-flocks, which are under the state of lambing, c 1830
Clone. Farm Rep. 21 in Libr. Usef. Knowl., Husb. HI,
The dung, .made in the "sheep-lambing fold. 1560 Becon
Jewel ofJoy Wks. II. fol. xv, Howe do the rych men, and
specially suche as be *shepemongers oppresse the kynges
lyege people by deuourynge theyr commune pastures wyth
theyr shepe? 1707 J. Shirley Triumph of Wit 205 A
*Sheep-napper, whose Trade is so deep, If he's caught in

the Corn, he's mark'd for a Sheep. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI.
365/1 This is a view of the case which should never be
forgotten by the *sheep-owner. 1865 E. Burritt Walk to

Land's End 112 The largest *sheep-raiser in England.
1832 Encycl. Amer. XL 352 "Sheep- Raising. x88o Vic-
torian Rev. I. 660 Had not the soil been well adapted to

sheep-raising of the highest order. x6n Shaks. Wint. T.

iv. iv. 805 An old "Sheepe-whistling Rogue. 1681 in Harl.
Misc. (1744) II. in They are no more to be reclaimed than
a * Sheep-Worrier. 1873 G. C. Davies Mount. <$ Mere x. 72
A fierce and savage dog, a confirmed sheep-worrier. 1903
R. Bridges Wintry Delights 122 That "Sheep-worry of
Europe, when pigmy Napoleon enter 'd Her sovereign
chambers. 1863 W. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting ix. 417 They
hang down their heads Hkedogs convicted of"sheep-worrying.

e. instrumental and adverbial, as sheep'browsed,

sheep-white, etc.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. iv. 5 The "sheep-browsed
slopes, a 1887 Jkfferies Field <*j- Hcdgeroxv (1889) 331 Up
the round hill, *sheep-dotted, was his way. 1808 Batchelor
Agric. Bedford 450 The other part [sc. of a field]., was sown
down upon "sheep-fed rye in June. 1812 W. Tennant
Anster F.\\\. ii, Kelly-laws *sheep-nibbled top. 1894 Du
Maurier Trilby II. 147 He went out for a stroll on a*sheep-
trimmed down. 1828 Hood Town <$ Country xv, No "sheep-
white hill my dwelling flanks.

8. Special comb. : sheep-back = roche mou-
tonnie (see Moutonnee)

; f sheep bar, a kind of

hurdle on which sheep are laid to be clipped

;

sheep-bell, a bell hung on a sheep's neck (see

Bell-wether); sheep-berry, the North American
tree, Viburnum Lentago, or its fruit, which is

fancied to resemble sheep-droppings ; sheep-book,
a book of accounts in which are entered the par-

ticulars relating to flocks of sheep ; sheep-bot
(fly), the bot-fly CEstrus ovis; f sheep-brand ~
Sheep-mark i ; sheep-bug, one of the genus Argas

\
of mites, infesting sheep ; -j* sheep-counter, a
counter or token used in counting sheep (cf. Shaks.

I

Wint. Tale iv.iii, 38) ; fsheep-crook, a shepherd's
1 crook ; sheep-dip, (a) m Sheef-wash 2 ;

{b) a
1 place where sheep are washed ; so sheep-
dipping ; sheep-dog, (a) a dog that tends sheep ;

spec, one or other of the varieties trained for this

purpose, as the Scotch collie, and the bob-tailed

English sheep-dog ; cf. shepherd's dog ;
(b) fig. a

chaperon ; sheep drain, an open drain cut in

grass-land about 18 inches wide by 18 inches deep ;

fsheep-drunk a. (see quot. and cf. note s. v. Lion-
Drunk) ; sheep-fag (see Kao sb.%) ; sheep-farm,
a tract of land devoted to sheep-rearing ; so sheep-
farm v., sheep-farmer, -farming ; sheep-fly,
(a) «= Sheep-tick

; (b) a fly, Lucilia sericata,

infesting live sheep ; sheep-fodder plant, a South
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African plant, Pentzia virgata (Miller Plant-n.

1884); sheep-foil Hunting, a foiling (see Foil
vA 2) of the track by sheep; + sheep-furred a.

}

trimmed withsheep'swool; sheep gad-fly, CEstrus

ovis
; f sheep-garth, asheepfold; sheep-gate, (a)

[Gate sb.% 8] pasturage, or the right of pasturage,

for sheep (or a sheep)
; (b) [Gate sb. 1] a gate for

the passage of sheep ; a hurdle for enclosing sheep;
sheep glue piece (see quot.); sheep-he af, a
sheep-walk ; sheep-herder U.S., one who herds
sheep in large numbers in unfenced country

;

*r sheep-hound *= sheep-dog ; sheep-kill = sheep-

laurel; f sheep-killing pennygrass, Hydrocotyle
vulgaris

; sheep-laurel, a North American shrub,

Kalmia angustifolia, supposed to be very poisonous
to sheep; cf. lamb-kill', sheep-lease dial, a
sheepwalk ; sheep-meat Western U.S., mutton
(Bartlett Diet. Amer. i860); sheep-money =
sheep-silver ; sheep-net, a net for confining

sheep upon turnips
; f sheep-nose-worm, the

larva of the sheep-bot ; sheep-penny = sheep-

money ; sheep-pest, {a) a common Australian

weed, Acsena ovina, the hooked spines of which
catch in the wool of sheep (Morris Austral Eng.

1898) ; (b) = Sheep-tick (Syd. Soc. Lex. 1898) ;

sheep-plant — vegetable sheep (sense 1 c) ; sheep-
pock, -pox, a form of smallpox to which sheep
are subject; sheep-poison, (a) — sheep-laurel

\

(b) Lupiuus densiflorus (Miller Plant-n. 1884);
sheep-rack, {a) a rack from which sheep feed;

{b) a sheep-house ; (c) the starling ; sheep-rake,
a sheep-walk or sheep-track ; sheep-ree, a per-

manent sheepfold ; f sheep-reeve, a chiefshepherd
;

sheep-rot, (a) the rot in sheep, caused by the

presence of flukes in the liver
;

(b) a name for plants

supposed to cause disease in sheep, as butterwoit

and marsh pennywort ; sheep-run orig. Austral.,

— Sheep-walk ; sheep-scab, a skin-disease of

sheep due to an acarus; sheep-seaweed (see quot.)

;

sheep-sick a. (see quot.) ; sheep-silver (see

quots.) ; sheep-sleight [Sleight s&.&] = sheep-

gate {a) ; sheep-smearing, the smearing of sheep
with tar to kill vermin ; also, a kind of tar used for

this purpose ; sheep-sorrel ~ sheets sorrel (see 9)

;

fsheep-stead, -steading Sc, asheep-farm ; sheep-
stray, liberty of sheep to graze on a tract of land

;

sheep wagtail, a bird of the genus Budytes
;

f sheep-ward, a shepherd; + sheep-water =
Sheep-wash 2; f sheep-weald, sheep-pasture

;

sheep-weed, soapwort, Saponaria officinalis (Syd.

Soc. Lex.) ; sheep-wool = sheep's wool (see 9).

1877 Huxley Physiogr. x. 162 The flat-domed hummocks
of rock produced in this way are termed *sheep-backs or
roches moutonnies. 1557 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 101, ij.

axletrees, withe other *snepe barres and hustlement. 1411
Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. *shepebell, jd. 1794 Mrs. Rad-
cliffe Myst. Udatpho xxxiv, The faint tinkling of a sheep-
bell, and. .the bleat of flocks. 187a Ellacombe Bells ofClu
in Ch. Bells Dezwn ix. 261 [He] was in the habit of tuning,
to exact musical scale, the sheep bells of many of his agricul-

tural friends. 1814 Pursh Flora Amer. Septentr. II. 709
*Sheep-berry. Viburnum Prunifolium. 1847 Darlington
Amer. Weeds(iB6o) 162 ViSurnum Lentago... Sweet Vibur-
num. Sheep-berry. 1831 Sutherland Farm Rep. 84 in

Libr. Usef. Knowl., Husb. Ill, The waste-books, consisting
of a corn-book, cash-book,*sheep-book. 1819 *Sheep bot-fly

[see Bot 3]. 1836-9 Todd's Cycl. Anat. II. 871/2 In the
larva of the sheep-bot .. there are thirteen segments. 1862
T. W. Harris Insects injur. Veget. (ed. 3) 624 The sheep
bot-fly {Cephalemyia ovis) lays its eggs in the nostrils of
sheep. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 241 If they be not.,
agreeing with the conformity, .of Blazon, .they may vse
them as *sheepbrands. 1647 Trapp Comm. 1 John ii. 18

Children may be easily cozened, and made to take a
*sheep-counter for an angel, because broader and brighter.

£1420 ? Lydg. Assembly of Gods 327 A* shepe-crook in

hys hand he sparyd for no pryde. 1600 Surflet Country
Farm L xxv. 158 He must whoop and whistle after them,
threatning them with his sheepe-crooke, 1687 Norris Coll.

Misc. 70 Who shall now the royal sheep-crook hold,.,

who now secure the fold: 1865 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. Ser.

11. 1. 51 An 'extract of tobacco', manufactured .. for the mak-
ing of *sbeep-dips \ 1898 Morris Austral Eng. s. v. Sheep-
wash, The place where the sheep are washed, also called the
' sheep-dip '. 185a 'Trans. High!. Soc. 418 "Sheep-dipping
apparatus. 1887 J. Coleman Cattle, etc. Gt. Brit. 281 The
value of sheep dipping, both as affecting health, removing
vermin, and favouring wool growth, a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat.

(1777) III. 1. 200 The faithful *sheep-dog assists in tending
our flocks. 1844 W. C. Spooner Sheep 295 The sheep-owner
should never keep a savage sheep-dog. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxvii, A sheep-dog—a companion ! Becky
Sharp with a companion ! 1897 Violet Hunt Unkist, Un.
kind! ix, Philip's sister couldn't manage to get away from
Buxton just now, so here 1 am, without any sheep-dog at

all. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Fann I. 497 When the grass is

smooth and the soil pretty deep, this is an economical mode
of making such drains, which have received the appellation

of *sheep drains. 1592 Nashe P. Penilesse Wks. (Grosart!

II. 82 The fourth [kind of drunkard] is "Sheepe drunke, wise

in his own conceipt, when he cannot bring forth a right

word. 1789 A. Young in Encycl. Brit. (1797) XVII. 348/2
The hippobosca ovina, called in Lincolnshire "sheep fagg.

1801 Fanner's Mag. Apr. 172 The *sheep-farms in the

higher districts. 1861 Times 27 Sept., English farmers who
come expressly to till and "sheep-farm. 1809 J. Lawrence
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Treat. Cattle 314 The least enlightened *sheep farmers of

France. Ibid.., The various plans of *sheep-farming. 1658
Rowland tr. Mouftfs Theat. Ins. 1. xi. 034 The Tick or

*Sheep-fly. 1902 Nature 7 Aug. 352 The life-history of the

sheep-fly {Lucilia sericata). 1842 Apperley Life ofSports*
man xiv, For a moment a *sheep-foil now baffles the scent.

1597 Breton Wit's Trenchmour (Grosart) 17/1 His *sheepe-
furd short gowne. 1802 Bingley Anim. Zool. (1813) III.

308 The *sheep gad-fly. 1570 Levins Manip. 34/17 Y«
*Sheepgarth, ouile. 1537-8 Cartttl. Abb. de Rt'evalle (Sur-

tees) 352 Two messes.. with all the *shepe-gates and com-
mon of pasture. 1535 Coverdale 2 Esdr. [Nek.] iii. 1

Eliasib the hye prest. .buylded the Shepegate. 1569 T.
Wilson Disc. Usury (1584^ 97 For tillage, [they] vse sheepe-
gates, where no men are maintained. 1607 Norden Surv.
Dial. 111. 109 What is a Cowe, Oxe, Horse, or sheepe-gate
woorth by the yeere, or by the weeke. c x88a Jos. Lucas
Stud. Nidderdale iii. 7 'Sheep-gates '. .are let.. with each
farm. 1883 J. Y. Stratton Hops $ Hop-pickers 47 A lodg-
ing for hoppers . . constructed by means of sheep-gates
thatched with straw. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,* Sheep-
glue Pieces and Fleshings, cuttings of sheep skins saved for

making glue. 1844 Min. Evid. Set. Comfit. Commons'
Inclosure 26 The want of accurate knowledge as to the right

of stinting in the *sheep-heafs. 187a Schele de Vere
Americanisms 210 *Sheepherder. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle
Notches 25 One melting drift has revealed the body of a
frozen sheep-heider. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 244
"Sheep-herding is supposed by those who have never
followed it to be an easy, idle, lazy way of procuring a liveli-

hood. 162s Fletcher Sea-Voy. iv. i, They hang their most
dejected heads, Like fearful "sheephounds. 1578 Lyte
Dodoens 1. xxv. 38 Y e base Almaignes do call it Penninck-
cruyt : in English "Sheepe killing Pennygrasse. [1597 Ger-
arde Herbal \u cxliii. 424 Water Pennywoort.. Sheepes
killing Penny-grasse, Penny rot,..Whiterot.] 1814 Pubsh
Flora Amer. Septentr. L 296 Kalmia ovata..,known by
the name of "Sheep Laurel, being considered very poisonous
when fed upon by sheep.

_
a lytz Lisle Husb. (1757) 324, I

am told, that in Dorsetshire the aim of the farmers is, to
fold on their "sheep-leases in the middle of July, a 1618
Raleigh Prerog. Pari. (1628) 55 There was nothing new,
neither head money, nor "sheepe money, nor escuage. 182s
Hibbert Descr. Shetl. 1st. 321 They pay the ox and sheep
money that was granted as a compliment to the Earl of Both-
well. 1794 J. Wilson Agric. Surv. Renfr. (1812) i47(Jam.),
[He] has fed annually about 300 or 400 Highland sheep on Lis
turnip fields by using "sheep-nets for folding. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk. Farm II. 72 Sheep-nets run about 50 yards
in length, when set, and weigh about 14 lb. 1753 Chambers*
Cycl. Suppl., "Sbeep-nose-worms..a species of fly-worm,
found in the noses of sheep, goats, and stags. 1774 G. Low
Tour Orkney

<J- Shetl. (1879) 75 (The Schetlanders] tell us
they are subjected to. .the "Sheep-penny, the tax on Sheep.
1804 Med. Jrni. XII. 461 Whether ihe cow-pock will pre-
serve sheep from the *sheep-pock is yet undecided. 1846-50
A. Wood Class-bk.Bot. 374 Katmia august(folia. Narrow-
leaved Laurel. "Sheep-poison. 1837 Brit. Husb. (Libr.
Usef. Knowl.) II. 497 The *sbeep-pox so closely resembles
the scab, that it is not known in this country as a separate
disease. 1594 in Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc. Ser. in. (1907) 1. 266,
I suffered, .my servant tocarrie a "shceperacke to the pasture
on the Sabboth daie. 1600 Surflet Country Farm 1. xxv.

153 Setting it [sc. the sheephouse] round about with mangers
or sheepe-racks of a low pitch for to fodder them in. 183a
Scoreby Farm Rep. 18 in Libr. Use/. Knowl., Husb. Ill, A
satt-trough, and a sheep-rack for hay, should be found
with every flock. 1653 A\ Riding Rec. V. 139 For unjustly
takeinge and driving away fiftie sheep of the Common
"sheep-rak of Great Crakeall. 1657 Burton's Diary (1828)

II. 213 It is a very poor country, .being only mosses and
sheep rakes. 1793 Carlop Green (1817) 174 The found o*

a *sheep-ree. 18x4 [see Rzksp. 3
}. 1894 Ckockett Raiders

xli, To be penned like one of a score of hogs in a granite
sheep-ree. 1450 (20 Dec.) Fastolp in Paston Lett., The
wrong takyng. .my shepe. .for declaracioun in whate wyse
he dyd it, John Bele my *shepercfe can enforme you best.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. Iii. 1 Doeg, who was the
Kinges sheepreeve [1 Sam. xxL 7], 1641 J. Day Pari.
Bees xi. G 3, Keeper of King Obrons Groves, Sheepreeve
of his flocks and Droves. 155a Huloet, "Shepe rot, lues
ouitis. 1808 Jamieson, Sheep-rot, butterwort or Yorkshire
sanicle. 1844 W. C. Spooner Sheep 401 We cannot limit the
cause of rot to eating the sheep-rot weed. 1897 Allbutt's

Syst. Med. II. 1024 In the sheep D\istommn\ hepaticum
gives rise to the important epizootic known as ' sheep-rot '.

18*6 Goldik in Bischoff Van Diemen'sLand (1832) i57[The
land near Circular Head] is.. a good *sheep run. 1862
Colcnso Pentateuch I. 59 In Australia, some sheep-runs are
estimated to carry one sheep to an acre. 1894 Act 57 <y

58 Vict. c. 57 § 59 Foot-and-mouth disease, sheep-pox,
"sheep-scab, or swine-fever. 1895 M. C Potter tr. Warm-
ing's Syst. Bot. 84 Rhodymenia palmata.. is also used as

food for sheep and hence is termed ' "Sheep-seaweed '. 1895
Leader 3 Aug. 6/1 (Morris Austral Eng.), That certain

country in which severe losses have occurred in recent years

has been too long carrying sheep, and that the land has be-

come what is termed ' "sheep sick '. ? ia . . Reg. Alb. Bur.
(MS.) 53 in Kennett Coivels Interpr., De "Schepsilver sc.

dto vi. ovibus id. 1675 Sir W. Jones Reports 280 Sheep-
silver . . ts a service now turned into money, which is paid, in

respect that anciently the tenants used to wash their lords

sheep. 1809 R. Kerr Agric. Berw. xv. 414 A yearly

allowance in money.. from 30$. to 40J. each, in name of
sheep-silver, being a commutation of an ancient permis-

sion of keeping a few sheep upon the farm. i8zz Hib-
bert Descr. Shetl. /si. 198 The compliment of an ox and
twelve sheep from every parish bad.. been granted to the

Earl of Bothwell. It was. .converted into a perpetual

tribute, under the name ofox and sheep silver, a 173a Lisle
Husb. (1757) 328 If they would. .send them abroad for a
month . . into the vale-lands . . and would fold on their "sheep-

slates. 1813, 1854 [see Sleight sb. 1
]. 1851 Dorset Gloss.,

SkeeP-slite, sheep's pasture or walk. 18*4 Mactaggart Gal-
lovid. Encycl., R inner,., butter melted with tar, for "sheep-

smearing. 1837 Lockhart Scott I. xi. 408 His hands, .bore

most legible marks ofa recent sheep-smearing. 1884SARGENT
Rep, Forests N. Amer. 517 Tar, produced by burning the

dead wood and most resinous parts of the long-leaved pine

in covered kilns, is graded as follows :
* Rope yellow ', . . —the

highest grade .
.

;
' Roany ', or * Ship smearing —the next run-

ningof the kiln. 187a Oliver Elem.Bot. n. 225 The dicccious
flowers of "Sheep-sorrel {Rumex Acetosella and R. Acetosa).
1581 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. (1888) 83/2 Lympottis et lie *Scheip-
steidis. i6iz Ibid. (1892) 239/2 Lie scheipsteidis, pasturas,
predia et privilegia pasturarum. 1566-7 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. I, 501 Thetwa*scheipstedingisperteningand adjacent
thairto. 1891 Atkinson Moorland Par. 10 The tenant is

privileged to enjoy the liberty of free *sheep-stray. 1869-73
T. R. Jones CasselVs Bk. Birds II. 290 The Velvet-headed
or *Sheep Wagtail {Budytes melanocephalus). 1609 Bible
(Douay) 1 Kings xvii, Saul knew not David, being perhaps in

a*shepwardshabite. 1650VAUGHAN SilexScint. 1. Mount of
Olives ii, What need The sheep bleat thee a silly Lay, That
heard'st both reed And sheepward play? axyzz Lisle
Husb. (1757) 344 The "sheep-water to kill the scab. 1634 in

Rutland Mag. (1905) II. 71 For *sheep wealde in fforest of
Lee xs. 1851 Caial. Gt. Exhib. m. 490/1 Black and blue
broad coating, "sheep-wool face, alpaca-wool back. 1883
Adderley Fisheries Bahamas 7 The sheep-wool sponge
brings quite as high a price in markets as the Turkish
variety of same. 1908 Westm.Gaz. 30 May 6/3 The strong
odour of sheep-wool tells you of the flocks grazing, .on its

hills and plains.

9. Combinations with sheep's or sheeps1 (often

varying with combs, of sheep, see 7 and 8), as
sheep's bell, -belly, -dung, -gather (see Gather
sb.%). -pelt, -pluck (Pluck sb. 1 6), sleight, -tallow,

-trotters ; sheep's bane, marsh pennywort, Hydro-
cotyle vulgaris, in the West Indies H. umbellata\
sheep's beard, the genus Urospermum {Arno-
pogon); sheep's bit (scabious) = sheep's scabious;

f sheep's-colour, the colour of unbleached sheep's

wool ; f sheep's course, a sheep-walk; f sheep's
feet Naut.. a kind of stay; sheep's fescue (grass),

see Fescue sb. 4 ; sheep's foot, (a) the foot of a
sheep; f (b) a kind of claw-hammer; sheep's
gut(s = Catgut ; sheep's heart, put symbolically

for a timid person '
; f sheep't_ herd = Shep-

herd; f sheep's leather, leather made from sheep-

skin ; sheep's parsley, ? hedge parsley ; + sheep's
pellet, sheep's dung; + sheep's russet, russet

such as was worn by shepherds ; sheep's scabious,
yasione montana ; f sheep's silver, mica ;

+ sheep's snout, a variety of apple ; sheep's sorrel,
Rumex Acetosella ; sheep's tongue, (a) the tongue
of a sheep used for food ; (J?) a kind of bugloss

;

sheep's-wool, (a) wool from the fleece of a
sheep

;
{b) a West Indian sponge, Spongia equina,

var. gossypina ; {c) sheep's-woolfat, lanoline {Syd.

Soc. Lex. 1898). For sheep's louse, sheepsman,

sheep's skin, sheefs lick, see Shekp-lotjse, etc.

1597 Gkrardk Herbal 11. cxliii. 425 Akindeof Nauelwoort,
..which is called of the husbandman *Sheepesbane. 1861
Mrs. Lankester Wild Fl. 61 Marsh Pennywort, .known
as Pennygrass, White-rot, Fluke-wort, and Sheep's-bane.
1864 Grisebach F'lora W. Ind. Islands 787. 1829 Loudon
Encycl. Plants (i8$6) 666 Amopogon, "Sheep's Beard. 1829
Scott Anne ofG. xxx, Distant and faint tinkling, less loud
than that ofa "sheep's bell at a mile's distance, 1688 Holm b
Armoury it. vtf. 132/2 *Sheeps Belly, or Intrels, the
puddings called strings, or Rope. 1^96 Withering Brit.

Plants II. 248 [Iasione montana] Hairy Sheeps Scabious.
..Scabious *Sheepsbit. 1884 W. Miller Plant-n. 124/2
Sheep's-bit-Scabious, yasione montana. 1551-8 Act 5 $ 6
Edw. K/,c.6§ 23 Anye other color.. then., watchett *shepes
color lvon color, a \<fat G. Cavendish Wolsey (1885) 89 The
King being in his doublet and hosen only,.. all of sheep's

colour cloth. i<S« T. Scot Highways of God 76 Euery
Farme, euery trade, euery *Sheepes-course is his. 155a
Huloet, *Shepes dunge or tyrdles, rudus. 1669 Worlidge
Syst. Agric. 67 Sheeps-dung is very excellent being dissolved
wholly, .to steep Grain therein. 1530PALSGR. 266/3 *Schepes
fete, pied de mov ton. 1636 Capt. Smith Accid. Vug. Seamen
16 Sheeps feet is a stay in selling a top mast, and a guie in

staying the tackles when they are charged with goods. 1759
B. Stillingfleet Misc. Tracts (1791) 390 Hills where the
purple and *sheep's fescue, ..and the silver hair grasses

abound. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc., Printing xi. P20 The
*Sheeps-Foot is. .of Iron, with a Hammer-head at one end,

to drive the Ball-Nails into the Ball-Stocks, and a Claw at

the other end, to draw the Ball-Nails out. 1875 Knight
Did. Mech., Sheep'sfoot Trimmer^ a pair of shears or cut-

ting-pinchers to trim the excessive growth of the hoof. 1888
1 Juan st Anim. fy Veg. Fats 266 Sheep's-foot oil is obtained
. .from the feet of sheep. It resembles neat's-foot oil. 1580
Hollvbaud Treas.Fr. Tong, Core'e, oufressure, a *sheepes
gather. 1599 Shaks. Much Ado it. iii. 61 Is it not

strange that *sheepes guts should hale soules out of mens
bodies? 1801 Bushy Diet. Mus. s. v. Viol d'amour, a viol,

or violin, furnished with six brass or steel wires, instead of
sheep's-gut. 1600 Shaks. A. V. L.uu i. 444 And this way
wil I take vpon mee to wash your Liuer as cleane as a sound
*sheepes heart. 1818 Scott Rob Roy ix, I tell thee, man,
fear nothing, . . Why, thou sheep's heart, how do ye ken but
we may can pick up some speerings of your valise ? cizoo
Ormin 5595 Davibp . . pa wass he *shepess hirde. 1474 Cov.

Leet Bk. 401 Nomaner of lether but *Shepis lether, Gettes

lether. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. m. ii. 58 A headstall of

sheepes leather. 1896 '

J. O. Hobbes ' Herb-Moon 1 *Sheep's-

parsley—with its long green stems and white delicate flowers.

£1440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 *Schepys pylett.., molestra.

1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Schepes pellet or dong,fent a brebis.

1647 Trapp Comm. Heb. xi. 35 Stretched upon the rack, as

a "sheeps-pelt is upon a drum-head. 161 1 Cotgr., Pressure,

,.A*sheepesplucke. 1761 H. WalpoleZc^. toG. Montagu
5 May, As if she had just bought a sheep's-pluck in St.

James's market. 1589 R. Harvey PL Percevall 12, I am
no Ape Carrier, I pray you defile not my *sheeps russet

Coate, with your dirtie shoes yet. 16*4 Sanderson Serm.

(1632) 446 All. .the richest silkes..are as lawfull for vs,

as . . sheepes-russet. 168a Bunyan Holy War 263 They
were clothed in sheeps-russet. 1578 Lytl; Dodoem \,

lxxiij. 109 The third [kind of scabious] is called in English
*Sheepes Scabious : in French Scabieuse de brebis. 1814
Jamieson Illustr. Northern Antiq. 401 The walls and
roof, which were..incrusted with *sheeps-silver and spar.

1847 Halliwell, *Sheep's-stite, sheep's pasture, or walk.
Dorset. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Aug. 72 The Seaming
Apple, Cushion Apple,.. *Sheeps-snout. 1578 Lyte Do-
doens v. ix. 558 "Sheepes Sorrel loueth dry soyles. 1597
Gerarde Herbal n. lxxx. 320 Oxalis ienuifolia, Sheepes
Sorrell. 1745 Season. Advice Prot. (ed. 2) 18 Nothing now
appears but loose Stones and Sheeps Sorrel. 1863 Baring-
Gould Iceland xi. 242 Among the marshes, I found., both
the common and sheep's sorrel {Rumex acetosa and R.
acetosella). c 1400 *Schepis talow [see Tallow sb. 1 0],
a 1425 tr. Arderne's Fistula 92 pan ow pou for to putte with
be oile as war )>rid parte of schepez talow. c 1450 M. E. Med.
Bk. (Heinrich) 77 Do ber to be jus of synygrene and shepes
tarowe [read talowe]. 155a Huloet, *Shepes tongue herbe,

agniglossa. 1578 Lyte Dodoens I. iii. 7 The fifth [kind of
Bugloss] is the wilde Buglosse, or Sheepes tongue. 1641
Murrel Cookerie (ed. 5) 23 A made dish of Sheepes tongues.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade s. v. Tongue, Pigs'-tongues,
sheep's tongues, calves'-tongues. 1596 Nashe Saffron
Walden Wks. (Grosart) III. 139 "Sheepes trotters, pork-
nells, and butterd rootes. 1771 Smollett Humph. CI. 10
May (1815) 82 Paunceford once resided in a garret ; where
he subsisted upon sheep's-trotters and cow-heel. 1888 Times
(weekly ed.) n May 15/1, 3d. worth of sheep's trotters. 1721
Amherst Terras Fit. App. 297 The bodies.. wrap'd up.. in

*sheeps-wool. 1883 Goode Fish. Industr. U.S.A. 53 The
finest quality of American Sponge is the Sheepswool.

10. Passing into adj. a. (in early use also

sheep's; cf. Sheep's eye.) Sheep-like, sheepish.
* "553 Udall Royster D. iv. vi. (1869) 70 Hither will he

repaire with a sheepes looke full grim. 1807 Sir R. Wilson
13 May in Life (1862) II. 212 With a sheep face and falter-

ing voice.

b. In parasynthetic formations (and their deriva-

tives), chiefly with reference to the timidity or

stupidity of the sheep, as sheep-faced, -headed,

-hearted, -spirited, -wilted adjs. ; also f sheep-hued
adj., of the colour of a sheep's fleece.

1583 Leg. Bp. St. Androis 1070 in Satir. Poems Reform.
xlv, A scheip hewit clock to cover his cleathis. 1623 J.
Taylor (Water P.) New Discov. B 6 b, Those simple Sheepe-
headed fooles. 1629 Ford Lover's Mel. 111. ii, Sheepe-
spirited Boy, although he had not married me, He might
haue proferd kindnesse in a corner. 1775 Sheridan Rivals
111. i, A vile sheep-hearted blockhead ! 1848 Thackeray

I

Van. Fair xxvii, ihe most modest, silent, sheep-faced and
,
meek of little men. 185a C. W. Hoskyns Talpa 44 The

I

extraordinarysheep-sightednessofspade-and-mattock-wield-

I
ing humanity. 1879 F. W. Robinson Coward Ctmsc. 11. vii,

I

General sheepfacedness ensued. 1889 * Mark Twain '

Yankee Crt. K. Arth. viii, The sheep-witted earl who could
:

claim long descent from a King's leman.

Sheep, v. local, [f. prec. sb.] Irans. To weed
or to dung (land) by pasturing sheep upon it.

1808 Batchelor Agric. Bedford 403 Beans . . are generally

j
sheeped, as it is termed, or weeded by the folding flock.

1856 JrnL R. Agric. Soc. XVII. 1. 136 It [a field] had been

j
sheeped all the summer, but not dunged from the fold. 1898

Rider Haggard Farmers Yr. (1899) 101 The best chance

;

of turning it into a really sound pasture is to sheep it heavily.

Shee'p-bi^ter. [Cf. WFris. skieppebiter in

: sense 1.]

1. A dog that bites or worries sheep. (Also
I attrib.) 1 0bs.

1548 Patten Exped. Scot. M viij b, Lyke shepe byter
' curres to snach vp and it wear but a sory lambe for their prey.

157S tr. Marlorafs Apoc. 25 Not shepherds, but sheepe-

byters & woolues which spare not the Lords flocke. 1602

~Bne.TOtt Mother's Blessing (Grosart) 9/2 Noslouen, sluggard,

nor sheep-biter dogge. 1664 Homer A la Mode 39 Their
eares like sheep-biters they hang'd . 1831 Gen. P. Thompson
Exerc. (1842) I. 418 The public, .are running in upon them
as at the last hour of a parish sheep-biter.

+ 2. jig. a. ? A malicious or censorious fellow.

b. A shifty, sneaking, or thievish fellow. (Cf.

Sheep-biting ///. a. below.) Obs.

1589 [? Nashe] Almond for Parrat 17 b, What say you
to that zealous sheepebyter of your owne edition in Cam-
bridge. 1601 Shaks. Twel. N. n. v. 6 Wouldst thou not be
glad to haue the niggardly Rascally sheepe-biter, come by
some notable shame ? 1656 H eylin Surv. France 40, 1 was
fain sometimes to put on a little impudence, that I might
avoid the suspicion of a gelding or a sheep-biter. 169a R.
L'Estrange Fables ccexxx. 288 There are Political Sheep-

biters as well as Pastoral ; Betrayers of Publique Trusts, as

well as of Private, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Sheep-

biter, a poor, sorry, sneaking, ill-lookt Fellow. 1778 Sher-
idan Camp I. i, I'll throttle you, you sheep-biter.

f 3. A great mutton-eater. Obs.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 37 Then the sly sheepe-biter

issued into the midst. 1640 Wandering Jew 38 The
Character of the Glutton., a tormenter of Poultry,.,a terrible

Sheep-biter; a horrible Mutton-monger.

f 4. One who runs after * mutton
' ; a woman-

hunter, whoremonger. Obs.

1611 Chapman May Day in. i, I wish alUuch old sheepe-

biters might alwaies dippe their fingers in such sauce to

their mutton. 1630 R. Johnson's Kingd. <$- Commw. 56
You shall see an old sheep-biter.. with a slavering lip, a
bleare-eye.., courting of a comely Lady. 1719 D Urfey
Pills II. 345 You that are plying for Sheepbiters here, And
hope to sell your Mutton Loyns so dear.

So Shee*p-bl:ting'2'£/. sb. {rare); fppl. a., given

to biting or worrying sheep
; fig. thieving, sneaking

(in Scott an echo of Shaks.).

1603 Shaks. Meas. for M. v. i. 359 Show your sheepe-

biting face, and be hang'd an houre. 1620 Middleton
Chaste Maid 11. ii. (1630) 22 Sheepe-biting Mungrels. 1623

Fletcher Rule a Wife v. iv, How like a sheep-biting

Rogue taken i'th' manner, And ready for the halter dost
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thou look now ! 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct, (ei. 2)

109 To cure a Dog of Sheep-biting. 18*1 Scott Kemliu.

xxix, That pitiful sheep-biting visage of thine.

Sheepcot (f»"-pM)- Forms: see Sheep s6.

and Cot si. 1 = next. ....
14.. Norn, in \Vr.-WuIcker 734/1 Hec barcana, revile, a

of proudest Maiestie. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 61

The utility of sheep-cots on a store-farm. 1871 Jenkinson

Ettgl. Lake District 74 A sheepcot at the head of the glen.

Sheepcote (ffpko»t). [I. Sheep si. + Cote sb. 1]

A slight building for sheltering sheep; a sheep-

house.
1414 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 60/2 None housynge left stond-

ynge ther on, but gif it were a Shepecote. 14. . Tretyce in

\V. ofHenley's Husb. (1890) 48 Make clene your shepcote.

a I5»9 Skelton Howe the douty Duke of Albany, etc 266

As it were a gote In a shepe cote. 1538 Starkey England
I. iii. 72 Wher hath byn many housys and churchys, . .now
you schal fynd no thyng but schypcotysandstabullys. 1669

WoRLinGE Syst. Agric. 201 To pen them up in a Barn or

large Sheep-coat. 1785 Burns Winter Night v, The blood-

stain'd roost, and sheep-cote spoil'd. 1836 J. H. Newman
Verses on Var. Occas. (1868) 281 The last are first, the first

are last,. .These from the sheep-cote sternly cast, Those wel-

comed to the fold.

t Sheeped, ///. a. 06s.—1 [f. Sheep si. + -ed.]

? Made spiritless as a sheep.

1626 Bp. Hall Contempt., O. T. XX. ix. HezekiaJi tr

Sennach., With shame and grief enough, is that sheeped

tyrant returned to his Nineveh ; having left behind him all

the pride., of Assyria, for compost to the Jewish fields.

Sheepfold (JTpfo-nld). [f. Sheep + Fold sifi]

1. A pen or enclosure for sheep.

[c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John x. 1 Se be ne gaS an bam gete

into sceapa faldel a 1430 Wyclifs Bible, Num. x.xxii. 16

(MS. C.C.C.) Sheep foldis. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 130

pet doggis at kepid ber shepefald. 1513-34 Fitzherb. Husb.

§ 18 It is tyme toset outtheshepefoldein May. 161 1 Bible

Judges v. 16 Why abodest thou among the sheepefolds, to

heare the bleatings of the flocks? 1668 Cowley Several

Disc. iv. Hor. Ep. 52 To pin the sheepfold. 1784 Cowper
Task \. 290 The sheep-fold here Pours out its fleecy tenants

o'er the glebe. 1891 S. C. Scrivener Our Fields <y Cities

142 Sowing barley on a recently-ploughed sheepfold.

attrib. 1820 Keats Isabella xxxviii, A sheep-fold bleat.

b. fig., esp. in a spiritual sense.

1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love Ep. Ded. *ijb,

Many lying seers,.. vnder Lambes skinnes, craftely crept

into the sheepfold. 1581 J. Hamilton in Cath. Tract.

(S.T.S.) 75 The scheipfald of Christ. 1635 A. Stafford
Fern. Glory 136 The Prince of all Shepheards whose sheepe-

fold is the world. 1851 Ruskin {title) Notes on the con-
struction of Sheepfolds [i.e. churches]. 1868 E. Yates
Rock Ahettd 11. iv, The man who had dared, .to invade the

sanctity of her sheepfold and carry off one of her pet lambs.

f 2. A flock of sheep ; = Fold s6.2 i c. 06s.

1590 T. Watson Eglogne fin., Poems (Arb.) 175 Lets hence,

and shut our sheepfolds in their coat.

Hence t Sheepfold v., f Sheepfoldin? v6l. si.

1610 Folkingham Art ofSurvey 1. ix. 21 If they be there-

withall £heepe-folded and ground-fedde with ruminant
Cattell. Ibid. x. 23 The sheepe-folding and foddering.

Sheephead, obs. var. Sheep's-head.

Sheephe(a)rd, obs. var. Shepherd.

Sheep-hook. Now rare. [See Hook s6. 6.]

A shepherd's crook.
Alsoftg. with reference to a spiritual shepherd ; and sym-

bolically (often opposed to sceptre) of the shepherd's calling

or the office of a bishop.

14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 562/28 Agulus,shephoke. 1523-34
Fitzherb. Husb. §41 A shepeherde shoulde not go without

..his shepe hoke. 1535 Coverdale Ps. xxii. 4 Thy staffe

& thy shepehoke comforte me. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11.

(Sornmer) 103 Dametas-.was teching him how with his

sheephooke to catch a wanton Lambe. 1611 Shaks. Wint.

T. iv. iv. 431 Thou a Scepters heire, That thus affects a
sheepe-hooke? 1641 Milton Reform. 11. 78 The Pastorly

Rod, and Sheep-hooke of Christ. 1670 F.stabl. Test. 16

They who were grown so hardened in Mischief, to attempt

..upon the Scepter, would never..have scrupled at the

Sheephook. 17x5 Gay What D'ye Call It 11. viii, Churns,

sheep-hooks, seas of milk, and honey mountains. 1828 S.

Rogers Italy 11. A Char. 29 Inherit they a sheep-hook or

a sceptre. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sheep-hook, a
shepherd's crook for catching sheep by the legs.

Shee'p-honse. Now rare. [Cf. MDu. schaepis)-

huus, OHG. scdfk&s (G. schafhaus).~\ A covered

pen for the housing of sheep.

[c 1 000 .tElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 105/12 Ouile, sceapa.

hus.] c 1410 JUS. Douce335 fo. 72 b, Ony house, that ony
beest vseth out or go oute at .

.
, that is to say swynhouse,

nethous, shephous. £1425 Voc.m Wr.-Wulcker 670/29 Hec
barcaria, schepehouse. 1 1545 Brinklow Compl. xx. F j b,

A shepehouse "and .ij. or .lij. shepardes. 1577 B. Googe
HeresbacKs Husb. m. 141, I haue seene some sheep houses

so framed, as they haue had theyr gates toward the South,

and towarde the Easte. 1614 J. Taylor (Water P.) Nipping
Abuses F 1, Sheapheard swaines to sheephouse driues their

sheep. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 100 Where you
cannot fold Sheep, to have a Sheep-house to feed them in.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 71 The whole have hay..
in the sheep-house, on wet. .nights. 1906 Macm. Mag. Nov.
63 Och, it's only a wee bit of a sheephouse.

Sheepifled, pa. pple. Made sheep-like.

i8u Coleridge Let. to his Wife 24 Apr., His legs and
hoofs are more than half sheepifled.

t Shee-pinesB. 06s. rare. [f. Sheepy a. +
-ness.] Meanspiritedness.
1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xi. (1665) 68 Humility then

you see is not sheepiness, but loftiness of mind.

664

Sheepish ($?•&[), a. {adv.). Also 3 shep-
iss(h)e, 4 schep-, 4-6 shepishe, 6 sheppeshe,

etc. [f. Sheep sb. + -ish. Cf. MDu. schaepsch

(Du. schaapsch), G. schafisch.]

1. fa. Of, pertaining to, or concerned with sheep;

ovine. Obs. b. Resembling sheep or their charac-

teristics. Now rare.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 37 Sume men., goo* eche dai to

chirche alse shep to uoldc.and be5 cleped shepisse men.
153a Moke Confut. Barnes vnr. Wks. 763/2 For al their

shepishe semblaunce outwardly, righte rauenous wolues are

they within. 1536 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)
114 Soche greate ones, .in time paste, like bell-wethers, had
led the sheppeshe flockes of England against their prince,

471586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sornmer) 1 b, Some [shepherds

were] setting a bell for an ensigne of a sheepish squadron.

1611 Stafford Niobe 11. 218 How to chuse the best tarre

:

..how to excell in sheepish surgery. 1847 Helps Friends
in C. 1. ii. 31 It is not a sheepish tendency, but an inde.

pendent resolve growing out of our nature.

T 2. a. Meek, innocent. Obs.

c iaoo Ormin 6654 Niss he nohht hinndernaep ne pratt . .Ace
iss shepisshe & bilewhit.

fb. Simple, silly. Obs.

C1380 Wyclif Wks.(iSSo) 212 Queynte sle'i3tis to disceyue

schepische men of worldly goodis. 159a Nashe P. Penilesse

19 b, I haue reade ouer thy Sheepish discourse of the Lambe
of God and his enemies, and entreated my patience to bee

good to thee whilst I read it. 1613 Marston Insat. C'tess

1. i. 10 Zounds what a sheepish beginning is here?., thou art

a simple louer. 169a Washington tr. Milton's Def. People

vii. 169 Would not the English do you a kindness in that,

you sheepish Fellow, you?

T C. Excessively meek or submissive, fearful or

timorous ; mean-spirited. Obs. exc. as implied in 3.

c 1510 Barclay Mirr. Gd. Manners (1570) F v, While thou
would behaue thee demure and pacient, Beware, be not

remisse nor sheepish in no wise. 1659 Milton Free Commiv.
17 Monarchs. .whose aim is to make the people, wealthy

indeed perhaps and wel-fleec't. .but. .not only in fleece, but

in minde also sheepishest. 1709 Shaftesb. Charac. I. 93 We
are happily tam'd and render d thus mild and sheepish. 1711

Addison Spect. No. 13 r 3 If the former was too furious, this

was too sheepish, for his Part.

3. Bashful or awkward in the presence of others,

esp. in society to which one is unaccustomed
;

embarrassed or out of countenance from an excess

of shyness or diffidence.

1693 Locke Ednc. % 68 Being used constantly to the same
Faces, and little Company, will, when he comes abroad,

be a sheepish or conceited Creature. 1773 Goldsm. She
Stoops 1. 1, Sensible, good-natured; I like all that. But
then reserved and sheepish ; that's much against him. a 1774
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 124 Bring an unlicked cub into

company, and you will find him shy and sheepish ;. .uneasy

in all situations. 1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxix, All the sheep-

ish bashfulness common to those who have lived little in re-

spectable society. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 369
Sheepish lads from the Universities. 1876 Smiles Sc. Natur.
ix. (ed. 4) 170 And away she went, leaving Edward looking

rather sheepish.

4. quasi-a</z>. and adv. — Sheepishly.
1581 Mulc\ster Positions xxxix.(i888) 187 It makethhim

to shepish bashfull. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 629 Sheepish he
doffs his hat.

Sheepishly (Jr-piJ"U), adv. [-ly2.] in a

sheepish manner ; flike sheep ; fmeekly, timo-

rously, or submissively to an excessive degree
;

with a bashful or embarrassed look or appearance.

iS»8 More Dyaloge iv. Wks. 281/2 We be sure ynough
that wolues they be in dede, howe shepishlye soeuer they

looke. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia iv. (1598) 414 When the rest

(whoassheepe had but followed their fellowes) so sheep-

ishly had submitted themselues. 161a W. Martyn Youths
Instr. 69 Not to bee foolishly desperate, nor sheepishly

feareful. 1663 S. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. xxxvii. (1665) 497
Those that are sheepishly led whither confident men will

have them. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. S?ibJ. 11. (1703) 102 Not
that men are bound to look as sheepishly as they can, for

fear of an imputation. 1714 Pope Wife of Bath 183 Billy,

my dear, how sheepishly you look. Approach, my spouse,

and let me kiss thy cheek. 1830 Forrester II. 147 The
usual bows were exchanged, stiffly on the part of the peer,

and sheepishly by Frederick. 1870 'A. R. Hope' My School-

boy Fr. xii, I hung about him, feeling sheepishly grateful.

Sheepishness (Jrpijnes). [-ness.] t Sim-

plicity, stupidity
; f timorousness ; excessive bash-

fulness or diffidence.

1577 Hellowes Gueuara's Fam. Ep. 62 To speake some-
thing with too much simplicitic.is a sheepishnesse. 1605

Chapman AllFools 1. ii. 145 Your forged sheepishnes. 1633
G. Herbert Temple, Ch. Porch xvi, Thy Gentrie bleats, as

if thy native cloth Transfus'd a sheepishnesse into thy storie.

1647 Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. xi. 3 Simplicity : the world cals it

sillinesse, sheepishnesse. 171a Steele Sped. No. 484 P 5
Under the notion of modesty, men have indulged themselves

in a spiritless sheepishness. 1814 Scott Wav.^ xviii, A
natural and rustic grace, with nothing of the sheepishness of

an ordinary peasant. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char.

vi. 153 He is bashful, even to sheepishness.

Slieepless, «. [-less.] Without sheep.
1868 W.Cory Lett. # Jrnls. (1897) 217 The country was

full of blossom, hedgeless, sheepless.

Shee'p-like, a. and adv. [-LIKE.]

A. aaj. Resembling a sheep or that of a sheep

;

esp. in an unfavourable sense.

1596 Norden Progr. Piety (1847) 123 He did foresee

hypocrisy Should lurk in godly weed, And wolves in sheep-

like tire to lie. a 1653 Gouge Comm. Heb. iii. 6 Believers

are subject to wrongs. .for their sheep-like and dove-like

disposition. 1851 Ruskin Sheepfolds 12 Christ's sheep may
be guessed at . . by their sheep-like behaviour. 1871 Besant
& Rice Ready-money Mort. xiii, Men possess largely them-

SHEEP S EYES.

selves the sheep-Hke propensity of following where one leads.

1891 Farrar Darkn. <5* Daitm Ix, The youth refusedto kill

himself with the sheeplike docility of so many of bis con-

temporaries.

B. adv. Meekly, submissively, pusillanimously.

1582 Stanyhurst JEneis iv. 84 Shal I dy sheepe lyke, not
taking kindlye reuengment ? 1590 Marlowe 2nd Pt. Tarn-
burl. iv. ii. 3751 See nowyeslaues, my children stoops your
pride And leads your glories sheep-Hke to the sword.

Shee'pling. [-ling.] A young sheep. PAsofig.
1654 [J. Sparrow] tr. Behmen's Myst. Magn. xxviu. § 63

If the sheepling [orig. Schiiffl.ein\ shall offer to stir, and shew
more then a sheepling of Christ. 1859 Sala Gaslight rf D.
xviii, Innocent flocks of more innocent sheeplings.

Shee'P-lOUSe. Also + sheep's louse : see

Shkep so. 9. [Cf. G. schaflaus
y Du. sckaapsluis.]

A louse, Trichodectes sphserocephalus, which infests

the wool of sheep. Also = Sheep-tick.
c 1440 Promp. Farv, 445/1 Schepys \owce, Pego,asiarida.

1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Schepes louce,/«?z' de movton.
14. . Nom. in Wr.-Wiilcker 706/29 Hec ascarida, a schep-

lows. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb.%44 Bromesaluc.shal. .kyll

the shepe lyce, and it shall not hurte the woll. 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. ix. 190/1 Insects.. .Such as have no Wings, but
eight Feet, as. .Sheep Louse. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol.
xxxiv. III. 473 Melophagus, the sheep-louse. 1844 H.
Stephens Bk.Fann II. 152 Both these vermin are destroyed

by the same means as the sheep-louse.

Sheepman. Also 6 sheepesmarij see Sheep
sb. 9. [f. Sheep sb. + Man sb.]

1. fA shepherd (obs.); U.S. a sheep-breeder or

-owner; in Canada, a sheep-tender.

1591 A. Fraunce C'tess Pembr. luychurch % etc. L 3 b, Pan
is good to the sheepe, and Pan is good to the sheepesman.
1620 Quarles Feast ofWormes (1638) 7 In stead of Staffe,

he tooke a Sheepmans weede. 1641 Best Farm. Bks.
(Surtees) 28 It is an especiall thinge to bee regarded of a
sheepman to keepe goode tuppes. 1883 American VI. 382

For the small sheepmen, the shepherds, and above all, the

herders, it is a terrible life. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 165

The sheep-men of Great Britain. 1890 Haydon Riders of
Plains (1910) 168 This fire is supposed to have been started

by sheepmen in the hills.

2. ? A sheepstealer, rogue.
1640 Balfour Sc. Ball. 13 What change for valiant Cavi-

lers of old To court with sheep-men, rogues, and swinzeours

bold.

Sheep-mark.
1. The mark used by a sheep-owner to distinguish

his sheep, and app. formerly by illiterate persons

as a substitute for their signature. AlsoJig.
1534 Cranmer Let. in Misc. Writ. (Parker Soc.) 291, I

have caused one of my secretaries to subscribe for such
persons, and made them to write their shepe mark, or some
other mark, as they can.. scribble. 163a Brome North.

Lass 11. i, A thumb-Ring with his Grandsirs Sheep-mark,

or Grannams butter-print on'r, a 1644 Quarles Shefh.
Orac. ii. (1646) 22 Then brand them with a Crosse, Our
Masters Sheepmarke. 1653 Baxter Christ. Concord 98
Have you forgotten your Masters sheep-mark? 1693 O.
Hevwood Best Entail iv, Children of believers are baptized,

..and thus have God's sheep-mark set upon them betimes.

1875 Archxol. Cambrensis Ser. iv. VI. 94 Sheep-Marks.
I. Bzvlchptyg (folded notch).—This is produced by folding

a certain part of the ear, and cutting off with the shears the

part thus folded. 1887 Archaeologia L. 373 note. When the

commons were unenclosed, it was necessary for every one
who had a right of pasture to have a sheep-mark that could

be easily distinguished from those of his neighbours.

f 2. A marking-tool for sheep. Obs.

1580 Tusser Husb. (1878) 38 [Husbandlie furniture.] A
sheepe marke, a tar kettle.

Sheep-master. [Cf. G. sckafmeister .~\ A
sheep-owner.
a isao Vox Populi 66 in Hazl. E. P. P.l\\. 270 Withe to

many shepemasters, That of erable grounde make pastures.

x6ix B1BLE2 A7«^iii-4 Meshaking of Moab was a sheepe-

master. 1651 in Hartlib's Legacy (1655) 167 The great

Sheep-Masters usually chuse their Sheeps-Walks, or Pas-

tures, on high dry Lands. 1745 De Foe's Eng. Tradesm.
xxxvii. (1841) II. 91 The sheepmaster shears and sells the

fleece. 1837 Youatt Sheep 54° Mercurial ointment.. in

frequent use among sheep-masters as a cure for the scab.

1841 Penny Cycl. XXL 357/1 Since the British sheep-

master has begun, -to look more to the profit to be derived

from the carcase.

t Sheepness. Obs. [-ness.] Pusillanimity.

c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. II. 387 Vertues ben transposed

to vices ; as mekenes is cowardise, . . and myldenesse is shepe-

nesse.

Sheep-pen. [f. Sheep sb. + Pen sb. 1 ; ? partly

intended as an analysis of Shippon.] A pen in

which to keep sheep.

1649 Blith Engl. Improver xxiii. 139 Hay-Stacks, or

Sheep-Pens, or places of Shade, a vjzz Lisle Husb. (1757)

335 Sir Ambrose Philipps's sheep-pen. 1834 Marryat Peter

Simple vii, I inquired for the butcher, whom I found sitting

in the sheep-pen with the sheep. 1841 Browning Pippa

Passes iii, Many a valley-thief Caught in the sheep-pens.

Sheep-pick : see Sheppeck.

Sheep's eye(S. (Also 7 sheep-eyes.) [Cf.

YVFris. skiepseach
y
Du. schaapsoog, G. sc/iafsattge.]

L Phr. a. To cast (or throw) a sheefs-eye at or

upon, now usually to cast (occas. to make) sheep 's-

eyes at: to look lovingly, amorously, or longingly at.

a isag Skelton Agst. Garnesche iii. 54 When ye kyst a

shepys ie,..[At] mastres Andelby. ^1586 Sidney Arcadia

II. (Sornmer) 107 Mopsa throwing a great number of sheeps

eyes vpon me. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair v. iv, Hero.

.

seeing Leanders naked legge, and goodly calfe, Cast at him,

from the boat, a Sheepes eye, and a halfe. I7a6 Adv. Capt.

R. Boyle 247 Don Manuel ca^t many a Sheep's Eye at my



SHEEP'S-EYE.

Wife,and his good Lady at me. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat.
30, I have often seen him cast a Sheep's Eye out of a CalFs
Head at you. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias 1. iv. (Rtldg.) 9, I

could not help casting a sheep's eye at the gold and silver

plate peeping out of the different cupboards. 181 1 Colman
Br. Grins (ed. 5) 57 He, the berfst ! was casting sheeps-eyes
at her, Out of his bullock head. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
xxvii, The horrud old Colonel,., was making sheep's eyes at

a half-caste girl there. 1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. I. xix.

a6a Local leaders cast sheep's eyes at the seat.

fb. To have a sheep's eye: {a) to be timorous;

(b) see quot. 171 1. Obs.

1598 Gosson Trump. Warre I>5b, Espialles were sent
out to discouer the land of Promise, some of them hadde a
sheepes eye :.. Caleb had a Lions eye. [See Numbers xiii.

30, 31.] 1711 Sped. No. 250 f 5 We say such an one has a
Sheep's Eye, not so much to denote the Innocence as the
simple Slyness of the Cast.

2. An amorous glance.

1604 W. Tf.kilo Fr. Bacons Proph. 283 If a couple kindly
kisse, The third thinkes somewhat isamisse. Nowsheepes-
eies are so watcht, That Lambes can hardly sleepe. 1842
Lover Handy Andy ii, Tom's all ram's horns, and the
widow is all sheep's eyes.

So Sh.ee p's-eye v. trans. , to cast sheep's eyes at.

1801 Coleridge Let. to R. Soutkey 22 July, I should
begin to look the damsel Hope full in the face, instead of
sheep's-eyeing her.

Sheepshank CP'pJ^k)* sb-

1. The shank or leg of a sheep.

1675 Cotton Planters Matt. 64 The third way [of making
pallisados], which is done with Sheep-shancks fastned in the
Walls, is doubtless the best . . ; but the bones must be set so
near together, as [etcj. In mod. Diets.

b. Nae sheepshank (Sc.) : a person or thing of

no small importance.
1785 (Apr. 21) Burns Ep. to J.Lapraik xii,The paugbty,

feudal Thane,.. Wha thinks himset nae sheep-shank bane,
But lordly stalks, c 1787 — Brigs 0/ Ayr 91, I doubt na,
frien', ye'll think ye're nae sheep-shank. 1806 Tannahill
Ep. Jos. Buchanan 11 Mony a puir, doilt, servile bodie
Will . . think himsel nae sma sheepshank.

2. JVaut. In full + sheepshank^) knot: A knot
cast on a rope for temporarily shortening it with-

out cutting it or unfastening the ends.
Formed by doubling the rope in three parts and taking a

hitch over the bight at each end with the other rope (Voyle).

P By a printer's or clerical error in Manwayring's Sea-
man's Dictionary (1644), the explanation of Sheep-sham k
and the heading of the following article Sheeres were omitted.
Hence Randle Holme Armoury in. 166/1 erroneously
explains Sheepshank as ' two Poles set across where a Block
is hung ' etc. (= Shear sb} 4).

x6*7 Caft. Smith Seaman's Gram. v. 26 Sheepshanks
Knot. The last is the Shepshanke, which is a knot they
cast upon a Runner or Tackle when it is too long to take in

the goods, and by this knot they can shorten a rope without
cutting it. 1769 Falconer Vict. Marine (1780I, Sheep-shank,
a sort of knot or hitch [etc.]. 1788 Chambers'' Cycl. s. v. Knot,
The sheep-shank-knot. 1834 Marryat Peter Simple vi, Pass
that brace through the bull s eye, and take the sheepshank
out before you come down. 1870 Routtedge's Ev. Boy's
Ann. 246 When both ends of the rope are fast, the 'sheep-
shank ' or, as it is sometimes called, the dogshank shortening
is used.

Hence Sheepshank v. trans,, to shorten (a

rope) by means of a sheepshank.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780} s. v., The runner of

the tackle is sheep-shanked. 1886 J. M. Caulfeild Sea-
manskip Notes 4 Shorten up buoy-rope. . ; this is done by
sheep-shanking it.

Sheep's head. Also Sc. sheep-head. [Cf.

Dn. schaapskoofdj G. schafskaupt, also WFris.
skieppekop, LG. schaapskopp, Du. sckaapskop, G.
scha/skopf — simpleton.]

L The head of a sheep; the dish consisting of

this.

154a Boorde Dyetary v. (1870) 240 Nowe to sende for

breade, and by-and-by to sende for a shepes-heade. 1 a 1550
Freiris Berwik 260 in Dunbar's Poems 294 Sowsit nolt fute,

and scheipheid. 1771 Smollett Humph, CI. 18 July Let. i.

(1815) 257 The servants had been informed.. that there was
nothing to eat in Scotland but oatmeal and sheep's-heads.

c 1790 Burns Ep. Col. De PeysterjB Like a sheep-head on a
tangs. 1840 Thackeray Barber Cox Apr., I was. .set, as is

the custom in our trade, to practise on a sheep's-head..

before I was allowed to venture on the human countenance.
attrib. 1737 Ochtertyre House Bk. (S.H.S.) 102 Sheephead

broth. 1817 Lintoun Green ix. viii, He'd singed the

sheep's heads to the fell, Tre mak' the sheep-head kale.

i8»7 Scott Surg. Dau. v, Sheep-head broth and haggis.

1884 St. fames s Gaz. 26 Jan. 5/1 Sheep's-head-pie.. and
other substantial Scotch dishes.

2. A fool, simpleton. fAIso as adj., stupid.

154s [see Sheep so. 5]. 1605 Chapman All Fools 11. i, Kisse

her you sheepes-head. 16*4 Gee Foot out ofSnare App. 108,

I suppose .. [ne] hath better deuices then this simple sheepes-

head inuention. 1780 Mirror No. 98 What a powdered
sheep's-head have we got here ? 1878 J. Payne tr. Villon's

Poems f 1881) 74 My poor orphans. .Are grown in age, and
wtt likewise. No sheepsheads are they.

3. a. A large and much esteemed food fish,

Archosargus or Diplodtts probatocephalus {Sargus

ovis), abundant on the coasts of the United States.

So called from a supposed resemblance of its head to a
sheep's.

1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 624 In the Rivers are great plenty

and variety of delicate Fish ; one kind whereof is By the

English called a Sheepshead. 1796 T. Twining Trav.
Amer. (1894) 156 The Americans .. have given the appella-

tion of sheepshead to the most esteemed fish of their coast.

1885 Harper's Mag.Jan. 220/2 The sheep's-head and channel
bass abounded.

Vol. VIII.
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b. A freshwater fish resembling the drumfish,
Haplodinotus grunniens or Corvina oscu/a, of the
Mississippi and the Great Lakes ; also locally in

N. America applied to various other fishes.

1836 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer, in. 65 Scixna
{Corvina) Richardsonii. The Malashegane inhabits Lake
Huron. . . It is called ' Sheep's-head ' by the Anglo-Canadians.
1888 [see Porgy]. 1897 Outing XXX. 435/2 The sheeps-
head ' (freshwater drum), a good-looking, silvery fish.

4. Short for sheepes-head clock.

1887 N. fy Q. Ser. vn. III. 285 The square-faced [clocks]
were ' sheep's head ', and the round-faced ' wag o' th' wall '.

5. Comb.) as sheep's-head clock, a clock having
the works exposed to view ; sheep's-head fish—
3 a ; sheep's-head gull, the great tern ; sheep's-
head porgy (see Porgy)

; f sheephead sword,
a basket-bilted sword ; so sheep-head hilt.

187a Routtedge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 9/1 An old Dutch clock,
of the kind known as a ' *Sheep's-head ' clock. 1846Owen
Led. Attat. Vertebrate Anim. I, Fishes 220 The *Sheep's-
head Fish (Sargus). 1808-13 A- Wilson & Bonaparte Amer.
Ornith. (1831) III. 153 The., great tern, .by many., is called
the *sheeps-head gull. 1707 W. Hope Fencing v. 158
[Swords) with good,closs, or as they are more commonly
termed by the Vulgar, Shell or *Sheep-head Hilts. 1817
Lintoun Green 12 A "sheephead sword.

Hence Sheepshead v., U.S. to fish for sheeps-
head ; Sheepshea*disxu nonce-wd.

}
the practice of

eating sheep's-head.
1841 Thackeray in Eraser's Mag. XXIII. 711 Cannibalism

in the South Seas, and sheepsheadism in Scotland.

t Sheep-shear, sb. Obs. [Back-formation
f. Sheep-shearing. OE. had sce'apscam {scaru act

of shearing : see Share sb.^).] Sheep-shearing.
1616 Rich Cabinet 54 So is he, neither at season, sheep-

sheere, or haruest, beholding to any man. a 1635 T. Ran-
dolph Poems (1668) 76 To morrow morning. .Pan s Cornet's
blown, and the great Sheep-shear's kept.

Shee-p-shear, v. rare. In 7 -share. [Back-
formation f. Sheep-shearing.] a. intr. To shear

sheep, fb. trans. To ' fleece ', swindle.
1618 Owles Almanacke 45 A cozoning nip shall sheepshare

a cunny of his coyne. 1909 Essex Rev. XVIII. 170 My
poor old father larned many lads to ship-shear 111 his day.

Sliee-p-shearer.
1. One who shears sheep.

1539 Bible (Great) Gen. xxxviii. 12 Iudas. .went vnto hys
shepe sherers toTymnath. 1688 HolmeArmoury n.ix. 176/2
Sheep shearers. 1853 Milblrn Sheep $ Shepherding 39
The obtaining of servants for shepherds and sheep-shearers.

1898 J. A. Gibbs Cotswold Village xvii. 387 First of all there
was the sower's feast,.. then came the sheep-shearer's feast.

b. A machine for shearing sheep.
1908 Chamb. Encycl. IX. 380/1.

f2. Cant. (See quot.) Obs.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Crew, Sheep-shearers, Cheats.

Shee*p-shea:ring, vbl. sb.

1. The act or practice of shearing sheep.
1007 Topsell Four-f. Beasts 623 In auncient times there

were great feastes at their sheepe-shearings. 1611 Cotgr.
s. v. Brebis, Sheepe-sheering is not euer in season, a 17a*
Lisle Huso. (1757) 319 Two or three days before my sheep-
shearing. 1809 J. Lawrence Treat. Cattle 312 Sheep
shearing is performed twice a year in some.. countries.

1829 Chapters Phys. Set. 56 The shears used in sheep-
shearing.

tb. fig. Fleecing. Obs.
163a Massing** Maid ofHon. 1. i, His sheepe sheering,

nay shaving to the quicke.

2. The season for shearing sheep.
1688 Holme Armoury u. ix. 176/2 Sheep shearing, is that

time wherein the Wooll is cut off them, which.. was ever
accounted days of Mirth and Feasting. 1771 Foote Maid
ofB. in. Wks. 1799 II. 230 Paul. That must be a good forty

years since. Flint. Come sheep-shearing next. 1837 Youatt
Sheep ii. 34 The sheep-shearing was the season of peculiar

rejoicing.

3. The feast held at the shearing-season.

1611 Shaks. Winl. T. iv. in. 125, I must go buy Spices for

our sheepe-shearing. 1611 Shuttleworths Ace. (Chetham
Soc.) 194 Twoe hinder quarters of veale, for provicion
against sheepe shearinge. 1655 Stanley Hist. Philos. in.

(1687) 108/1, I took a Lute and bid him Sing the Ship*
shearing of Simonides. 1797 A. Young in Autobiogr. (1898)

276, 1 went to the Duke of Bedford's sheep-shearing. 1837
Penny Cycl. VIII. 223/2 Cumbrian peasantry have various
festive meetings, called the kirn, or harvest-home, sheep-
shearing, merry nights, and upshots. 1846 Baxter Libr.

Pract. Agric. (ed. 4) II. p. xxvii, The sheep-shearing of
Woburn or Holkham, in the last century, where nobles,

gentlemen, and labourers met together.

4. attrib. esp. in sheep-shearing/east.

1586 Ferne Blazon Gentrie 1. 71 If you come, to our sheep-

shering veast..yous taste of our cheese cake. x6n Shaks.
Wint. T. iv. iii. 39. 1763 Museum Rust. I. 12 It being
merry-making time,.. like vintage, or sheep-shearing time.

1847 T. Miller Pici. Country Life 58 An old practical

farmer, one who. .has his sheep-shearing feast and harvest-

home. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-farming 141 A steam sheep-

shearing machine.

Shee'p-shears, pi. [f. Sheep + Shear \ Cf.

NFris. sjappsjur, MDu. schaepschare (Du. schaap-

schaar), G. schafschere.] Shears for shearing sheep.

1688 Holme Armoury u. ix. 176/2 Sheep shares, or Wooll
shares. 1757 Phil. Trans. I. 108 It [lightning] melted an
old copper skillet, a pair of sheepshears. 1842 S. C. Hall
Ireland II. 397 Small shears, like the modern sheep-shears.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech. III. 2140 A sheep-shears with a
six fingered comb and a tevolving bladed disk.

Comb, 1797 f. Robinson's Directory ofSheffield 116 Edge-
tool and sheep sheer maker.

SHEEP-TICK.

Sheepskin. Also sheep's skin. [Cf. NFris.
sjappskann.]

1. The skin of a sheep ; esp. one used as a gar-

ment or in the making of a garment.
C1200 Ormin 3210 Hiss girrdell wass off shepess skinn.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 214 pise schepy.sskynnes wyth whiche I

am wryed were scheep bat I took wrongfully of a wydewe.
c 1440 Lydg. Hors, Shepe fy G. 365 Ther is also made of
sheepU skyn, Pilchis & glovis. c 1500 Cocke Lorelles Bote
2 A shepes skyne of a wether. 1536 Tindale Heb. xi. 37
Other, .walked vppe and doune in shepes skynnes [Rheims,
A. V. sheep-skinnes]. 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden K. 1, One
time shee slept in a sheepes skinne all night. 1738 Ochter-
tyre House Bk. (S.H.S.) 122 For a sheeps skine for the
mill .007.
1411 Nottingham Rec. II. 86, j. shepskyn, jd. 1470-85

Malory Artliur 1. xvii. 62 He was al be furred in black
shepe skynnes. 1562-3 Act 5 Eliz. c 22 § 1 To., take away
the Wooll of any Shepe skinne or Lambe skinne. 160a
Shaks. Ham. v. 1. 123 Is not Parchment made of Sheep-
skinnes? 1693 Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 11. iii. gr
Sheepskins to make Spunges. 1788 Gibbon Decl. 4- F. xli.

IV. 149 They promiscuously slept on the ground, perhaps
on a sheep-skin. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet xviii. (1853) 81
Garb of coarse woollen patched with sheepskin. 1896
Barrie Seniim. Tommy ii, The floor was bare save for a
sheepskin beside the bed.

b. in military use.
180a C. James Milii. Did. s. v. Skin, Sheep skins are

made use of to cover the mortars or howitzers between
firing. 1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 106 Draw back the
sheepskin and shabraque. 1871 Daily News 7 Sept., The
artillery . . were the first to lay their sheepskins aside.

2. The skin of sheep used for parchment, for the

making of drumheads, in bookbinding, etc.

1340 Ayenb. 44 Betere may ech man rede be ilke zenne,
and be obre ine be boc of his inwyt panne ine ane ssepes
scinne. C1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1014 We stowpe
and stare vp-on be shepes skyn, And keepe muste our song
and wordes in.

1567 Gudef Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 176 He had to selL.Re-
missioun of sinnis, in auld scheirj skinnis. 1596 Raigne K.
Edw. Ill, ii. ii. 50 Poore shipskin, how it braules with him
that beateth it ! c 1613 Middleton No Wit like Woman's
iv. ii, When did you e'er see a gentleman set his hand to
anything, unless it were to a sheep-skin, and receive a
hundred pound for his pains? 1771 Smollett Humph. CI.

10 June Let. i, I will find a slip of sheep-skin that will do
his business. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho. xxxii, Where some
wise.. conveyancer yet toils for the entanglement of real

estate in meshes of sheepskin, in the average ratio of about
a dozen of sheep to an acre of land. 1870 Daily News
9 Sept. 5 The music of the sheepskin and the trumpets.

"b. tf.S. slang. A parchment diploma received

on taking a degree ; the holder of such a diploma.
1843 K. Carlton Neiv Purchase (Hall College Words),

This apostle of ourn never rubbed his back agin a college,

nor toted about no sheepskins. Ibid., I can say as well as

the best on them sheepskins, ifyou don't get religion . . you'll

be lost, teetotally. 1887 Lippincott's Mag. Aug. 299 He has
won his sheep-skin ; he has, perchance, gained signal honors
in his university course.

3. attrib. and Comb., as sheepskin-clad, gatherer,

c 1645 in Archaeologia LII. 141 A fell monger or Sheepe
skin gatherer. 1879 Browning Ivan Dram. Idyls 63 About
him, watched the work his neighbours sheepskin-clad.

b. attrib. passing into adj. Made or consisting

of sheepskin or parchment ; written on parchment.
1602 Dekker Satirom. F 3 b, This ship-skin-cap shall

be put off. 1607 Middleton Earn. Love m. i, Wolves
that in sheep-skin bands Prey on the hearts to join th' un-

willing hands. 1624 J. Taylor (Water P.) Pastorall C 3 b,

So doth a sheepe-skin Bond make money breed. 1823

J. Badcock Dom. A musem. 83 Purifying crude mercury . . by
passing it through sheep-skin, .leather. 18*7 Scott Chron.
Canofigate i, A couple of sheep-skin bags, full of parchment
and papers. 1833 Marryat Peter Simple xxxi, To put the

sheepskin mat on the stern gratings of my gig. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. v, A sheepskin drum 1 1850 — Latter-

day Pamph. vi. 26 A sheepskin Act of Parliament.

Hence Sheepskiuned a., clothed in sheepskin

(in quot. 1628 with reference to Matt. vii. 15).

1628 Prynne Brief Surv. 2 That some should, .watch
against deuout and sheepe-skind Wolues. 1879 H. S.

Edwards R?tss. at Home I. 202 Their sheep-skinned per-

sons. 1889 ' F. Anstey ' Pariah 1. i, Whenever one of the
fly-horses, .shook his long-suffering and sheepskinned head.

Slieep-Bteal,z/. [Sack-formation f. next.] intr.

To be a sheep-stealer.
1820 Shelley Hymn Merc, xlix, Those Who swindle,

house-break, sheep-steal, and shop-lift.

Shee*p-stealer. One who*steals sheep.

1634 Sanderson Serm. (1674) II. 286 How uneqaal a thing

is it, . . that a sacrilegious church-robber should make a mitti-

mus for a poor sheep-stealer ? 1778 Johnson Let. 13 Oct.,

in Boswell, Pray how many sheep-stealers^ did you convict ?

1829 Hogg Sheph. Cat. II. x. 325 A notorious sheep-stealer

in the county of Mid-Lothian.

So Shee'p-stealinff vbl. sb. and///, a.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 133
For no scheip steilling nor wrangous geir. 1648JENKYN Blind
Guide \. 6 Their trade of Sheep-stealing will . . decay, a 1704

T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 7 One Sheepsteahng
Rogue will spoil all the rest. 1824 Miss Mitford Village

Ser. 1. (1863) 70 We shall be taken up for sheep-stealing

presently ourselves.

f Sheepsy-wolvsy, a. Obs. A nonsense-com-

pound based on Liksey-woolsey (q.v. 3 b) to

suggest ' wolves in sheep's clothing'.

1657 J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 252 Linsie woolsie,

sheepsie woolvsie prophets.

Sheep-tick, 1 sheep's tick- [See Tick
sb. 1 ana cf. \V Fris. skieppctyk, G . schafzeecket

scha/stieke.'] A horny, bristly, wingless fly, Melo-
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phagus ovinus, which infests sheep, embedding its

head in the skin and extracting the blood. Also-

Sheep-louse.
c I4JS Voc. in Wr.-WOlcker 642/37 Hec amittena,schep-

tvkeT 1598 Mucedorus 11. iv. 68 A ma. T he shepheards force

would haue saued thousands more. Clo. Aye, shipstickes,

nothing else. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 40 Reduvms, the

Sheeps Teek. 1837 Youatt Sheep 544 The sheep-tick..

Drooaeates with much rapidity, although not to he com.

pared with the sheep-louse. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
III. 1 109 Sheep are affected by a troublesome insect, the keb

or ked, or sheep-tick.

Sheep-walk. A tract of grass-land used for

pasturing sheep.

ie85 Harrison England 11. xix. 1. 205/2 Townes pulled

downe forsheepe-walks. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 431 A field,

Part arable and tilth,.. the other part sheep-walks and

foulds. 1784 Cowper Task vi. 111 Sheep-walks populous

with bleating lambs. 1810 Scott Lady ofL. 11. xxviii, The
dales.. Are now one sheep-walk, waste and wide. i836

C Scorr Sheepfarming 122 A study of the botany and

geology of a sheep-walk is one of the first steps to successful

herding.

Hence Shee'p-walker Austral., a sheep-master.

1885 Daily Tel. 20 Nov. (Cass.), The sheep-walkers of

Taranaki will find it to their interest to dispose of their pro-

duce by way of Auckland.

Sheep-wash, sb.

1. The washing of sheep before shearing; the

place where sheep are washed.

749 in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1885) I. 257 Of bam stane on

sceapwasscan. 764-75 Ibid. 291 Juxta fluvium qui dicitur

Stur ad vadum nomine Scepesuuasce. 1640 Brathwait
Two Lanes. Lovers 19 (Halliw.) A seed-cake at fastens ; and

a lusty cheese-cake at our sheepe-wash. 1877 N. W. Line.

Gloss., Sheep-wesh, a place in a stream or pond where sheep

are washed. 1890 Melbourne A rgus 9 Aug. 4/2 They would

start shearing in three weeks. He would.. get me booked

for a good billet in the sheepwash. 1898 Trask Norton-

sub-Hamdon 189 The sheepwash was for the use of all who
kept sheep.

2. A preparation used in washing sheep, sheep-

dip.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Sheep-wash, . .a mixture of

arsenious acid and soft soap in water, in which sheep are

dipped. 188a D. Wood Sheep-dipping (1885) 16 It has

. . been customary to employ tobacco-water as a sheep-wash.

Hence Bhee-pwash v., Sueepwasher, Shee'p-

washing vbl. sb. (also attrib.).

1891 ' R. Boldrewood ' Sydney-side Saxon x, He can't dig

or *sheep-wash or plough there. 1890 — Col. Reformer

(1891) r22 Men. .were employed as *sheepwashers. 1826

J. Wilson Noct. Ambr. Wks. 1855 I. 174 The murmurs o'

the *sheepwashing Yarrow. 1866 Jrnl. R. Agric. Sac.

Set. 11. II. 371 A sheep-washing day on the Wye. 1899

Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 920 Workmen exposed to the use

of arsenical pigments, .as in sheep-washing.

Sheepy (J»~pi), «• rare - V- Sheep + y
i.] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling sheep.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. vi. (Skeat) L 161 It greveth me
to remembre these dyvers sentences, in janglinge of these

shepy people, a 1586 Sidney Ps. cxliv. viii, The sheepy

prease, The streetes shall scantly hold. 1873 Leland Egypt.

Sketch-Bk. 7 The 'La Alldh il Alldhf. .is of all human
sounds the most like bleating. It issheep-ier than monoton-

ous; it is absolutely mutton-ous. 1891 Meredith One of
our Conq. I. viii. 131 He called the social English the most
sheepy of sheep.

Sheer (Ji
8*)) sb-x Naut. Also 7, 9 shear, 8

share, [f. Sheer v.2]

1. An abrupt divergence or deviation of a vessel

from the line of her course ; a swerve.

1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Acc. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694)

6j, I was in danger of running the Ship against steep

Rocks.. she taking a shear with the Tide. 1725 Phil.

Trans. XXXIII. 425 A Ship before the Wind will deviate

from her true Course,sometimesone Way, sometimes another,

in her Yaws and Sheers. 1827 J. F. Cooper Prairie II.

xvi. 254 Just give the boat a sheer towards yonder low,

sandy point. 1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah i. (1850) 14 The
steersman was directed to put the helm up, in order to give

her a sheer out of the way. 1897 Times 25 Feb. n The
heavy sheers which such a [rudderless] vessel would take in

being towed.

b. Sheer-off: an act of sheering off (see Sheer

v? 1).

1808 Naval Chron. XX. 450 This caused such great con-

fusion among them that they got their grapplings unhooked,

and took a broad sheer-off.

2. An oblique position given to or taken by a vessel

when under way or when riding at single anchor.

To break her sheer : of a vessel, to be forced by change
of wind or current out of the position of sheer in which she

was placed.

1704 Rigging A Seamanship II. 247* To break her sheer.

a 1797 H. Taylor in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 370/2 If

laying in the aforesaid position, and she breaks her sheer.,

[and] recovers.., let the main-yard be again braced about

;

but if she comes to a sheer the other way., brace the fore-

yard to. 1865 Cornh. Mag. Apr. 465 To prevent this, an
able master will endeavour to make his vessel ' lie with a
sheer '. Ibid., Great care is required in watching the vessel

in this position, lest it should fall off or ' break its sheer '.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v.

3. Comb. : sheer-boom Lumbering, a boom to

catch floating logs and turn them in the desired

direction ; sheer-line, in military bridges, the

stretched hawser of a flying bridge along which
the boat passes.
1816 H. Douglas Milit. Bridges 44 A cable, or sheer line,

U stretched across the river. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Sheer-boom. 1879 Lumberman's Gaz. 1 Oct., A row of

666

piers to which they have attached a sheer.boom 2,500 feet

long.

Sheer (fTo-i), sb? Naut. Also 8 share, 9 shear.

[Perh. a use of Shear sb?, or new formation on
Shear v. It is noteworthy that the Fr. synonym
is tonture (in Foumier Hydrogr. ed. 2, 1667), app.

identical with tonture shearing, clipping.]

I. The fore-and-aft upward curvature or rise of

the deck or bulwarks of a vessel ; the curve of the

upper line of a vessel as shown in vertical section.

Straight or little sheer, a hardly noticeable rise at the

bow and stern. Quick, high, or great sheer: a sheer with
small radius of curvature.
1691 T. H(ai-e] Acc. New Invent. 121 The section of. . the

whole Ship.. included between the Plank-sheering, and the

Keels, the upper line of which section is called the Sheer
of the Ship. 1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 50

The quicker the Sheer is the more it contributes to the

strength of the ship. 1779 Barnard in Phil. Trans. LXX.
101, I found her perfectly upright, and her shere (or side

appearance) the same as when first built. 1833 T. Richard-

son Merc. Mar. Archit. 1 They likewise should have more
sheer in proportion to their length than larger vessels. 1878

W. H. Bishop Voy. Paper Canoe 105 Her great sheer, full

bow, and smoothness of hull.. kept her from swamping.

1884 Pall Mall Gaz. 5 Sept. 2/1 Boats with a high sheer at

each end. 1889 Welch Text-bk. Naval Archit. ii. 41 The
considerable sheer (or curve upwards) given to their ends.

2- sheer-slrake (see 3).
1841 Dana Seaman's Man. 123 Sheer or Sheer-strake.

1889 R. Dowling Isle Surrey II. xii. 275 His heels, driven

by the force of the tide on the sheer of the boat.

3. Comb. : sheer-batten, {a) see quot. ;
(b) in

ship-building, 'a strip nailed to the ribs to indicate

the position of the wales or bends preparatory to

those planks being bolted on ' (Knight Did. Mech.

1875) ; sheer-built a., built with (little, great,

etc.) sheer; sheer-draught (-draft), the sheer-

plan ; sheer-line, the line of elevation of a ship's

deck ; sheer-mould (see also quot. 1846) ; sheer-

plan, -rail (see quots.) ; sheer-strake, the upper-

most strake of the side planking or plating of a

vessel, also attrib. ; sheer-wale = sheer-strake.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., "Sheer-batten, a batten

stretched horizontally along the shrouds, and seized firmly

above each of their dead-eyes, serving to prevent the dead-

eyes from turning at that part. 1883 Joncas Fish. Canada
(Fish. Exhib. Publ.) it The boats.. are very "sheer built,

and the clinker work is usually of cedar. 1769 Falconer
Diet. Marine (1780) C 2 b, The whole length of the ship is

represented according to a side view, perpendicular to the

keel, and is termed the plane of elevation, or *sheer-draught.

1830 Marryat King's Own xlix, The dimensions..! knew
by the sheer-draught, 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII.

383/2 When it is in its proper position, the line WF
will be in the same plane with the "sheer line. 1846 A.

Young Naut. Diet. 245 Ram-line, ..a. small rope.. for

forming the sheer of the ship : . . adjusted on the ship's

side by means of a long thin plank, called the •sheer-

mould. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sheer-mould,

synonymous with ram-line. 1797 Encycl. Brit.(ed. 3) XVII.

377/2 The *sheerplan ox draught, otherwise called the//a«

efelevation, is that section of the ship which is made by a

vertical plane passing through the keel. 1898 Encycl. Sport

II. 575/1 (Yachting) The ' sheer plan ' or longitudinal eleva-

tion, showing the lines of length from stem to stern, that is to

say, the sheer-line, water-lines, line of keel, and lines of

height from keel to gunwale. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine

(1780), Rails, .are likewise nailed upon several planks along

the side ; one in particular is called the *sheer-rail, which

limits the height of the side from the forecastle to the quarter,

deck, and runs aft to the stern, and forward to the cat-head.

1846 A. Young Naut. Diet., Sheer-rails, a name for the

mouldings round a vessel's top sides. 1805 Shipwright's

Vade-M. 130 *Sheer-strake. 1874 Thearle Naval Archit.

102 Sheer strakes are the strakes of the plating (generally

outer) which are adjacent to the principal decks. 1881

Daily Tel. 4 May, A vessel whose sheer-strake plate is half

above and half below the line of main-deck beams. 1805

Shipwright's Vade-M. 130 'Sheer-wales or Middle-wales,

those strakes of thick stuff in the topside of three-decked

ships which are wrought between the middle and lower deck

ports.

Sheer (Ji
8-i)> a- and adv. Forms : 3 soere, 3, 5

sohere, 4 sehiere, 6-7 shere, sheere, sheare,

(? 6 Sc. sohare), 7 shier, sheir, 6- sheer. [ME.
schere :— ? OE. *scsere = ON. skkr-r (Sw. sidr,

Da. skjmr) :—OTeut. type *skairjo-, related to the

synonymous *skiro-, Shire a. It is possible that

the ME. word is an adoption from ON., the initial

(sk) being modified to (j) by the influence of the

related native adj.] A. adj.

f 1. Exempt, free (from service or fealty) ; clear,

acquitted (from guilt or crime). Obs.

ciaos Lay. 12752 Heo..habbe3 iqueSen us scere nu &
auere mare. 14.. T. Chestre Launfal 429 Fyfty dely.

verede prysouns, And made ham quyt and schere.

f 2. Of the wind : 1 Blowing steadily in one

direction. (Cf. 9.) Obs.

c 1290 St. Michael 25 in .?. Eng. Leg. 300 Nov was bat a

wonder Arewe, and wonder wei heo sou3te..A wonder
schere-wynd heo was on.

f 3. Of hair : Thin, sparse. Obs.

c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 252 Alle the Tartarienes han
smale Eyen and litille of Berd, and not thikke hered, but

sehiere.

t4. Oflight: Bright, shining. Of water, crystal,

etc. : Clear and pure ; translucent. Obs.

1565 Golding Ovids Met. iv. 47 b, The water was so

pure and shere a man might well haue seene And numbred

SHEER.

all the grauel! stones that in the bottome beene. a 1568
Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 728 Phebus. .Vnto the eist

schutand his shaftis schare. 1583 Melbancke Philotinnis

Dd iij b, The Chrisolites & gems whereof did geue a sheere

and shining light. 1587 Golding De Mornay xv. 274 The
Soule is either a sheere body and of the nature of the Skye
[orig. vn corps luisant et 3ethere\ ..or els a bodilesse sub-

stance. 1600 Holland Livy xliv. xxxiii. 1191 Afterward
they began to yeeld sheere and cleere water in great aboun.
dance. 1871 Rossetti My Sister's Sleepiv, Without,_ there

was a cold moon up, Of winter radiance sheer and thin.

t 5. Of an article of food : Thin, not containing

much substance. Of an animal : Lean. Obs.
163a Guillim's Heraldry lit. xxiii. (ed. 2) 241 The Moone

is the naturall and secondary cause, that the crabbes of the
Sea are either full and plumme, or else sheare and (after a
sort) empty. 1735 J. Moore Columbarium 39 The Dutch
Tumbler is much of the same make, but larger, . . not unlike a
very sheer Dragoon. 1755 Phil. Trans. XLIX. 342 The
skimmed milk is very thin and sheer.

6. Of textile fabrics, etc. : Thin, fine, diaphanous.

Now U.S. [Cf. G. schier sb., ' cobweb lawn '.]

1565Golding Cz'/rfV^/. iv. (1567) 49b, And yet with shere

and velume wings [L. perlucentibus atis] they houer from the

ground. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 106 Cocke.webbe-
lawne, or tiffeny, is the sheirest and cheapest lawne ofall. 1706
in Halliwell Acc. Collect. Bills, etc. (1852) 31 Shear muslins
fit for head dresses and neckcloths. 1727 A. Hamilton Neiv
A cc. E. Ind. I . xi. 1 25 They manufacture . . in Calicoes coarse

and fine, sheer and close wrought. 1848 Bartlett Diet.

Amer., Sheer,, .applied, .to fabrics of cotton or silk; as,

sheer muslin; meaning very thin, clear, or transparent. 1904
Daily Chron. 22 Apr. 8/1 So fine (the American girl would
say ' sheer is the batiste or lawn used that a slip lining is

necessary.

7. Of a material substance : Unmixed or un-

accompanied with other matter. Esp. of strong

drink : (a) Undiluted with water ;
(b) taken alone

without solid food.

1596 Shaks. Tam.Shr. Ind. ii. 25 Ifshe say I amnotxiiii. d.

on the score for sheere Ale. 1601 Holland Pliny xxvu.
iv. II. 273 Wherof they drinke.. the weight of two drams in

mead, wine, or sheere water {orig. aqua pura], c 1618

Fletcher Double Marr. v, Shall I have no sheere wine
then ? 1815 Massinger New Way iv. ii, Thou neuer hadst

in thy house to stay mens stomackes A peece of Suffolke

cheese, or Gammon of Bacon, Or any esculent, . . but sheere

drinke only. 1667 Phil. Trans. II. 548, 2 or 3 spoonfuls of

shier water. 1675 Evelyn Terra (1676) 18 Of pure and
sheere-Sand, there's white, black, blewish [etc.]. 1755 Con-
noisseur No. 53. 317 She has the gout in her constitution,

and whenever she feels a twitch of it, the only thing is sheer

Brandy to keep it from her head. 1764 Museum Rust. I.

463 Sheer and slight sands. 1802 Heberden On Gout in

Beddoes Hygeia vm. 154 It has been thought that a large

quantity of sheer wine is good for arthritics. 1815 Scott
Guy M. xxxix, Sheer ale supports him under every thing.

1873 J. Geikie Gt. Ice Age xi. 141 Nothing save sheer till

covers the underlying rocks.

Ti Of steel (? misapprehension of Shear-steel).

1858 Longf. M. Standisk 1. 29 This breast-plate . . Had it

not been of sheer steel, the forgotten bones of Miles Standish

Would at this moment be mould.

b. Of an immaterial thing : Taken or existing

by itself, . . . alone. Now rare or Obs.

162a Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman's cTAlf. 11. 351 When
he saw all his former malice could not. .doe mee any harme,

with sheere money hee went about to purchase out his

reuenge vpon mee. a 1646 Burrougkes Exp. Hosea i.

(1652) 16 That what he shall deliver may be nothing but the

word of God in him, sheer word of God, without any mix-

ture of his own. 1836 I. Taylor Phys. Theory Another
Life ii. 22 An unembodied spirit, or sheer mind, is no where.

8. With a descriptive sb., or one denoting a

quality, condition, circumstance, etc. : Neither

more nor less than (what is expressed by the sb.) ;

that and nothing else ; unmitigated, unqualified
;

downright, absolute, pure. Cf. Mere a. 4.

1583 Melbancke Philotimus D iij, Which wil be no lesse

then sheere beggery. a 1680 T. Goodwin Expos. Eph. xxix.

Wks. 1681 I. 388 To go out of himself, and by naked and
sheer Faith to go to Jesus Christ alone. 1771 Junius Lett.

Ixiii. 324 Out of sheer love and kindness to Lord Chatham.

1789 Mrs Piozzi France tf It. I. 99 note, I was always a

sheer dunce for my own part. 1837 Thirlwall Greece III.

xxiii 269 The conspirators were not strong enough to carry

their point by sheer force. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. m.
iii, Cazales . . said, in a moment ofpassion, ' the Patriots were

sheer Brigands '. 1836 Kane Arct. Expl. I. xxxii. 449 Both

Peterson and myself, .fell asleep through sheer exhaustion.

1879 S. C. Bartlett Egypt to Pal. vi. 145 The railway was

closely skirted on the north by a sheer desert. 1885 Manch.

Exam. 17 Jan. 5/4 It was a sheer mistake on the part of

the driver. ... ,

f b. Sheer wit : a fashionable term for some

particular form of humour. Obs.

i67aViLLiERS (Dk. Buckhm.)/eMi'<iria/iii.i.(Arb.) 67 This

Scene will make you die with laughing, if it be well acted : it

is a Scene of sheer Wit, without any mixture in the world, I

gad. [Cf. 71 infra is not this pure Wit ?1 168a Sheffield

(Dk. Buckhm.) Ess. Poetry 269 That silly thing men call

sheer Wit avoid, With which our Age so nauseously is

cloy'd. 1738 Genii. Mag. VIII. 206/2 The whole Strength

of pretended Patriotism lies in Puns, Sheerwit, and a Horse

Laugh.

9. Of a descent or ascent, the face of a wall,

cliff, etc.: Continued perpendicularly or very

steeply down or up without break or halting-place.

1800 Wordsw. Hart-Leap Well 50 And climbing up the

hill—(it was at least Four roods of sheer ascent). 1815

Scott Ld. ofIsles in. xvi, This lake, .. whose barriers drear

Are precipices sharp and sheer. 1874 Svmonds Sk. Italy fr

Greece (1898) I. ix. 181 A pedestal of rock.. surmounted by

a sheer cliff. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxvu, (1878) 298
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The great rapids whirling by at our very feet towards the

sudden and sheer descent. 1898 Rider Haggard Dr. Theme
25 The precipice, which to our left was quite sheer.

b. with 'down affixed.

1864 Caklvle Fredk. Gt. xw. v. {1872) VII. 47 It has cut

for itself that mountain gullet, or sheerdown chasm.

o. Of a fall or drop : Occurring straight down,
happening from top to bottom (of a given height).

1859 Hawthorne Marb. Faun xv'ui, Look over the parapet
and see what a sheer tumble there might still be for a traitor.

10. Of a blow (or the like): Delivered with full

force ; (hit or hitting) straight and hard. poet.

1863 Swinburne Atalanta 1295 And charging with sheer

tusk he drove, and smote Hyleus. 1876 — Erechtheus 450
The lord Whose wheels make lightnings of the foam-flowered
sea Here on this rock.. one sheer blow Struck.

B. adv.

1. Completely, absolutely, altogether, quite. Used
chiefly to qualify an adv. or prep., or with vbs.

expressing removal, separation, cleavage, etc. (Cf.

right, clean.)

a x6oo I. T. Grim ike Collier iv. (1662) 52 A wily Priest

. . Intends to bear her shere away from all. i6ti Beaum. &
Fl. Knt. Burn. Pestle v. i, I . . had my feather shot sheere

away. 162* Fletcher Span. Cur. in. i, The prerogative of

your crowns will carry the matter, Carry it sheere. 1667
Milton P. L. 1. 742 Thrown by angry Jove Sheer o're the

Chrystal Battlements. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Sheer,

altogether, quite ; as This Fancy is Sheer new. 1740S0MER.
ville Hobbinolw. 81 Cautious he crept, and with his crooked
Bill Cut sheer the frail Support. 1791 Cowpkr Odyss vii.

113 Sheer from the threshold to the inner house [« uv^bv i$

ouSoio JiafLircpc's]. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. in. ix, I ain't a-

gotng to be 'qui vocal but to speak sheer to the point. 1853
Mrs. Stowb Uncle Toms C. vii, She vaulted sheer over the
turbid current. 1854-5 Longf. Hiawatha vii, Down the

trunk, *rom top to bottom, Sheer he cleft the bark asunder.
1863 Mrs. Oliphant Solent Chapel xvi, She went sheer
forward when the door was open. 1896 Mrs. Caffyn
Quaker Grandmother

32.J
In climbing over a stile, Miriam

blundered, and fell sheer into the arms of John.

yb. Qualifying a numeral : Fully, no less than.

1642 H. More Song ofSoul n. in. iii. 45 That it must fly

six hundred thousand sheere Of Germane miles.

2. Perpendicularly or very steeply up or down ;

straight up or down without break or halting-place,

1829 Scott Anne of G. i, A platform of rock.. from the
farther side of which a precipice sunk sheer down. 1831
Carlyle Sart. Res. 1. iii, It rose sheer up above the contigu-

ous roofs. 187a Black Adv. F/uzeton xxvi. The leaden,
coloured lake lying sheer below you. 1875 Jowbtt Plato
(ed. 2) III. 63 1 A lofty cliff, and goes down sheer into the
deep sea. 1892 Bierce In the Midst of Life 16 A stone
dropped from its outer edge would have fallen sheer down-
ward one thousand feet.

t Sheer, v\ Obs. In 3-4 schere. [f. Sheer a.
;

cf. Skebe v., Shire v.]

1. trans. To clear, free, acquit from blame. In
quot refl. : cf. Skere v. 2,

c 1250 Lutel Soth Sermun 85 (Cott. MS.) in O. E. Misc.

190 Euer heo wile hire schere {Jesus Coll. MS. skere] ne
com hire nomon neh.

2. To make bright or pure.

13.. E.E.Allit.P. A. 165 As glysnandegolde batman coa
schere.

3. intr. ? Of water : To run bright and clear.

13. . E. E. Altit. P. A. 107, I wan to a water by schore bat

scherez.

Sheer (Ji°-0, v-
2 Naut. Forms: 7-8 shere,

7 8hear(e, share, 7- sheer. [Perh. a use of

Shear v. ; but the development of the sense is

obscure.
In MLG. and mocLLG., MHG. and mod-Ger., mod.Du.

(but not MDu.) the vb. scheren (etymologically identical

with Shear v.) often occurs intr. and refl. with the sense to

withdraw, depart, ' be oft" (coincident with sense 1 c below).

This sense is commonly regarded by lexicographers as deve-

loped from the sense ' to divide \ The word 10 continental

Teut. does not seem ever to have been in use as a nautical

term, so that the common view that the Eng. vb. is of LG. or

Du. origin is not convincing. The correspondence between
the senses below and the Ger. and Du. senses above-men-
tioned is not sufficiently exact to warrant the assumption

that the course of development has been parallel.)

1. intr. Of a ship : To turn aside, alter its

direction, swerve to either side of its course, in

obedience to the helm. Chiefly with advs., as off,

out, away.
To sheer alongside', to, up, to bear up obliquely towards a

vessel or other point.

1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 19 Lash fast your
graplins and sheare off. 1670 Covel in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc.) 104 All ships, if friends, when they meet upon
the sea, share up to one another. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Theve-
not's Trav. 1. 284 The others as they sheared by us, saw no
Man above Deck. 1697 Lond. Gaz. No. 3318/3 They both
sheered out a-stern of us. 1707 Ibid. No. 4329/5 She ply'd

em so warmly, that they were fore'd to sheer off. 1760-72

H. Brooks FoolofQuat. (1805) III. 83 Our guns. .obliged

two of them to sheer away again. 1834-5 M- Scott Cruise
Midge i. (1836) 6 They sheered-to with an intent to speak
him. 1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vii. (ed. 2) 267

The second boat of each column is to sheer twenty feet out of

the wake of her leader. 1890 Clark Russell Ocean Trag,

I. ii. 30 The boat then sheered alongside. 1894 Law Times
Rep. LXXI. 103/1 Suddenly changing her course, and
sheering back to the south. 1899 F. T. Bullem LogofSea-
waif'218 She sheered in towards us.

D. To swerve to either side irregularly or un-

steadily, not in obedience to the helm. Also with

found.
1 1635 Capt. N. Botelek Dial. Sea Services (1685) 289

When a Ship in hei Sailing is not steddily steered She is

said to go Sheering : Also when a Tide-gate runneth very
swift, it will cause a Ship to go in and out, and so not straight

forward; and this is called Sheering. 1769 [see Sheering
vbl. sb. below]. 1820 W. Scoresbv Ace. Arctic Reg. II. 474
The Esk . . continued sheering from side to side to the utmost
extent that the rope, by which she was towed, would allow.

1848 Notes ofCases(i&4g) VI. 7 The brig was sheering, not
drudging, i860 Merc. Mar. Mag, VII. 180 The ship then
sheered to her starboard anchor,

C. trans/, and Jig, Chiefly with off: To change
one's course ; to depart, go away ; to go off in a

new direction or on the other ( tack*.
In quot. 1865 with irreg. pa. t. shore (by confusion with

the vb. shear).

(11704 T. Brown Volunteers Sp. to Colonel Wks. 1711
IV. 227, I resolv'd then to shere into the City, to try what
luck I could find there. 1710 Brit. Apollo III. No. 14. 2/2
IShe] has pickt 15 Guineas out of my Pocket, and shear'd

off with it. 1778 [W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric. 2 May
1776, Letting the points of the coulters hang two or three

inches below the shares, to prevent their sheering from
side to side. 1810 SfortingMag. XXXVI. 30 They, .were
obliged to sheer off the ground. 1883 Hoffman Winter
Far West (1835) I. 167 Wheeling my horse suddenly from
the trail towards a thicket of dwarf oaks,., he sheered from
the bush, and I was thrown upon the spot. 1865 Carlvlk
Fredk. Gt. xix. v. V. 509 His captains lagged or shore off.

1875 Whitn ev Life Lung, ix, 165 The history ofour English,
as compared with the Low-German dialects from which it

sheered off in the iifih and sixth centuries. 1876 Green
Stray Stud. 118 An age when the interests of popular
liberty and of intellectual freedom had sheered off from the
church, 1879 Jefferies Amateur Poacher xii. (1889) 235
The 5heep..now sheered out from the hedge, and allowed
me to go by.

2. trans. To cause (a vessel) to sheer ; to direct

(a vessel) obliquely towards a given point. Also
with advs., as off.

1633 T. James / 'oy. 83 Shering the Ship, night and day, .

.

amongst the disperst Ice that came athwart of vs. Ibid. 94
We . . stood all on the decks to watch the Ices, sheering ofthe
Ship (to and againe), to auoyd it. 1669 Sturmy Mariner**
Mag. 1. it 20 We will sheer off our Ship, and hoise out our
Shallop. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Anchor
To sheer the ship to her Anchor, is to steer the ship's head
towards the place where the anchor lies when they are
heaving the cable into the ship. 1797 S. James Narr. Voy.
130 The helmsman sheered our ship as close.. as it was
Eossible to go. 1816 Sir H. Douglas Milit. Bridges iv. 98
-et the boat be sheered off from the bank . . by a cable. Ibid.,

Whenever a current is so strong as to render it unsafe to

sheer a boat across with cables.

transf. 1880 FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 456 Here is a
good Warwickshire word— ' I sheered my Eyes round the

room '. So good that it explains itself.

fb. To sheer home the anchor-, to drag the

anchor by swerving. Obs.

1644 Manwavring Sea-mans Diet. s.v. Shearing, Where
a tide-gate runs very swift, the ship will shere in and out,

and so much in some places, that they are faine. .to steere

her upon the tide, for feare she should shere-home her
Anchors (that is, draw them home).

Hence Shee-ring vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. xii. 58 Shearing off

will teare it in peeces if the rope and anchor hold. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Sheering, in navigation,

the act of deviating or straying from the line of the course,
either to the right or left, so as to form a crooked and
irregular path through the water. It is commonly occasioned
by the ship's being difficult to steer, but very often from the
negligence or incapacity of the helmsman. 1896 Kipling
Seven Seas 8 We have strawed our best . . To the shark and
the sheering gull.

Sheer (Jw), v.'* [f. Sheer sb*] trans. To
give (a ship) a particular sheer or rise.

1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 49 The Shaping
of any Ship upwards, termed Sheering of her. 1909 Century
Diet. Suppl., To sheer up [aft orforward), to raise the sheer
of a vessel.

Sheer (Ji»j), vA rare. [f. Sheer a.] intr. Of
a rock-face : To rise or descend vertically or very

steeply; in quot, with up. Hence Shee*ring
///. a.

1851 G. W. Curtis Nile Notes xxvu 1 17 Smoothly sheering
precipices below gave Hope no ledge to grasp in falling.

1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 134 The rock sheered up some
hundred feet above our heads.

Sheer, obs. f.SHiAH. Sheer(e: seeSHEAB,SHiRE.
Sheeraz, variant of Shiraz (wine).

Sheer cloath, erron. form of Cerecloth.
1711 in Macgill Old Ross-sh. doxx?) 152.

Sheered (Ji^d), a. Naut. [f. Sheer sb. 2 +
-ed 2.] Of a ship : Built with a (particular kind

of) sheer. Usually with denning word as moon-,

straigh t~sheered.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11. (1780), Vatsseau qui a le

cdti foible, a straight-sheered ship. 1852-63 Burn Nav. fy

Milit. Techn. Diet. (ed. 4) ii, Sheered, tortture'; moon—,
fort enhuche"

', round—, gondole", fort tonturS, de cdtifort \

straight — , low-built ship, vaisseau ras, m. ; straight-
upper works, aecastillagt. ras, m.
Sheeregrasse, obs. form of Shear-grass.

Sheer-hulk, shear-hulk. [f. sheer, Shear
sb. 1 4+H0LK sb.% 3.
The etymologically preferable spelling shear-hulk is little

used. In the popular figurative use of the word, derived

from nautical songs, the first element is often misunderstood
as sheer adj., and the compound written as two words.]

The hulk or body of an old disused ship fitted

with shears, etc., for hoisting purposes; also a
vessel specially built and fitted with shears.

1768 Phil. Trans. LVIII. 139 When the Fame Man of

War was driven from her mooring in Hamoaze ; together
with the sheer-hulk on the rocks. 1799 Capt. Portlock in
Naval Chron. III. 71 She had been built for a sheer-hulk.
a 1843 Sovthzy Contm.-pl. Bk. (1851) IV. 385 The S. Raphael
. . being too bad for a sheer-hulk was purchased by Mr. Haw-
ker of Plymouth, i860 Worcester, Sheer-hulk, .written
also shear-hulk. 1862 Calal. Internal. Exhib. II. xii, 22
Double sheer hulk for raising sunken vessels.

fig. 1790 C. Dibdin Song, Poor Tom, Here, a sheer hulk,
lies poor Tom Bowling. 1886 Sir P. Wallis in Brighton
Life (1892) 213 Then a young lieutenant, but now a worn-
out sheer hulk.

t Sheering nail, ? mistake for sheathing nail.
1686 Plot Staffordsh. 161 Sheering nailes for ships having

broad heads and short shanks.

Sheerly (JVili), adv. Also 5 Sc. scheirly, 6
sheerely. [f. Sheer a. + -ly 2

.]

+ 1. Brightly, clearly. Obs,
c 1470 Got. if Gaw. 477 With gold and goulis in greyne,

Schynand scheirly and scheyne.

2. Completely, entirely, wholly ; thoroughly

;

purely, simply. (Cf. Sheer adv.)
1601 2nd Ft. Return fr. Parnass. 1. iii. 343 This libel of

Cambridge . . will sell sheerely vnderhand. c 1618 Fletcher
Mad Lover v, H'as out-done all, Outstript 'em sheerly.
1786 Burns Ep. Major Logan ix, Eve's bonie squad, priests
wyte them sheerly For our grand fa'. 1810 in Dk. Buckmg-
ham Court A> Cab. Geo. Ill (1855) IV. 430 The cause of the
Ministerial majority is. .attributed., sheerly to their having
the better of the argument. 1843 Blackw. Mag. L1V. 313
A man is neither a brute, nor a god,.. but simply and
sheerly a Man. 1880 Bertha Thomas Violin-Player I. i.

it He sheerly frightened the wits out of her comrade.
3. Sharply ; with sharp cleavage or division.
1813 Scott Trienn. in. xxiii, Through gullet and through

spinal bone, The trenchant blade had sheerly gone. 18*3— Quenttn D. ii, Snares and traps, armed with scythe-
blades, which shred off the unwary passenger's limb as
sheerly as a hedge-bill lops off a hawthorn-sprig. 1866
W. R. Alger Solit. Nat. <y Man 11. 70 When he feels the
poor atom, self, sheerly contrasted with the vast cold mass
of all humanity beside.

4. With vertical or very steep ascent or descent.
1879 Stevenson Ess. Trav., Amateur Emigrant (1905)

23 In the centre the companion ladder plunged down sheerly
like an open pit,

Sheerman, obs. form of Shearman.
SheemeSB. rare. [f. Sheer a. + -Ness.] The

quality of being sheer (see the adj.).

1587 Golding De Mornay iv. 53 Like as the light of the
Sunne hath diuers effects through the disposition of mens
eyes, and of the sheerenesse of things. 1903 Edin. Rev.
Oct. 407 There is something of that quality of sheerncss in

I
this tale of peasant life.. which we find in..' A Village

: Tragedy'.. .But it is not so grim.

t Sheer-point. Obs, rare. (Origin and
meaning obscure.)
Cf. Lisle's expressions on pp. 433-4:

( a hard thunder-
shower, which went to the roots of the corn '; 'a moderate
rain. ., enough to go to the roots of the corn '; 'one moderate
shower . . which went not to the roots of the corn '.

a 172a Lisle Husb. (1757) 435 March the 10th, or there-

abouts, fell a rain that might possibly go to the sheer-point.

Sheer Thursday. Obs. exc. Hist. Forms

:

a. 3-6 schere, 3-6, 8-9 shere, 4 seer-, scere, 5
scher, chere, 5-6 sher, 5, 7 shear, 6 chare,

7 sheere, 5, 9- sheer. £. 4 shir, 4-5 sohire,

5 schyre, schyr-, schir-, 6 shyre, shire, shier;

6 Sc. chyris. 7. 5 schordordai, s(c)hor-, 5-6
shore, 6 shorpthursday. Often written as one
word. [The a and types correspond respec-

tively to the two Scandinavian forms which are

directly represented in Eng. by Skere Thursday
(Skebe a. 4) and Skire Thursday. The two
cognate and synonymous adjs. (ON. skxrr Skere,
Sheer, and shirr Skire, Shire) appear to have
been applied to Maundy Thursday with allusion

to the purification of the soul by confession (cf.

Shrove Thursday, F. jeudi absolu), and perh. also

to the practice of washing the altars on that day.

The 7 forms are corruptions due to the association

with words of somewhat similar sound.
Another name for Maundy Thursday, app. ofsimilar mean-

ing, was Du. witle Donderdag (' white Thursday '), recorded
from the 13th c. ; so G. weisser Donnerstag.]

The Thursday in Holy Week, Maundy Thursday.
a. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Hom.gq Gifwebiencumenonbicume-

liche wise a shereSursdai to absoluciun. c 1*75 Passion our
Lord 89 in 0. E. Misc. 40 At be schere bursday. c 1290 St.

Brendan 360 in S. Eng. Leg. 229 A-scherebores-day [(1310

ed. Balz) scere borsday, v.rr. c 1 300 scerbursday, c 1400 scher

bursday, 14.. schire poresday, schordordai, etc.] huycomen
Jmdere in gret trauaile inou}. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
ix. xxxi. (1495) 367 The daye of Cene that we calle Shere-

thursdaye. c 1425 Processional Nuns Chester (1899) 6 On
sherthursday at the washyng of the auters. c 1430 Lydg.
Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 253 On sheerthursday. c 1450
Mirk's Festial 125 Scher pursday ; for, in old fadrys dayes,

men wold bat day make scher horn honest, and dodde hor
heddys, and clyp hor berdys, and so make horn onest ajeynes
Astyr-day. Ibid. 160 Chere pursday. 1534 More Ansiv.
Poysoned Bk. Pref. B biij b, Ya maundye of Chryste wyth
hys apostles vpon shere thursday. 1621 in Dcwsbury Parish
Reg., Alice daughter of Willm Speight elder baptised the

xxix day being Shear Thursdaye.
0. C1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. I. 325 Joon restide on Shn

pursdaie in be soper on Cristis brest. 1387 Trevisa Higtien

(Rolls) VII. 435 In Cene Porsday, bat som men clepe]? Schire-

J>orsday [1432-50 Scherethursdayj. c 1450 in Aungier Syon
(1840) 346 A Schirthursday the sustres hhal .«ay the seuen

psalmes. 1520 Perth Hammermen Bk. (1889) 13 For can-
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dill upon Cbyris Thuirsday in the kirk, iiij d. c 154* »" h
Come^VcV. iY/f/4i 7M) H. >97 Shier-1 hursday, as wecall it.

y. 1456 P*sto* Xitt I. 389, I wold ye wold take avise

and counsel of the Preest that had you so long under hand

on Shorthursday. <*M9° Botoner /to* (1778) 372 Item

quolibet shore-thursday, voluit lavare pedes eorum. 1513

Bradshaw St. Werburge 1 2978 Shorpthursday. j£37

Wriothesley Chron. (1875) I & The 29 daye of March,

beinge Shore Thursdaye.

Sheeshum, variant of Shisham.

Sheet (Jft)i *W Forms: o. I sciete, scSte,

Bcyte, scite,(3 sciet, seed, ssete, 4 sohet), 3-6

schete, 4-5 scheete, 4-6 shete, (5 sshete, chete,

sohet t, chitte, 6 sheate, shett(e, schett, north.

scheit, sheyt(t, shite), 5-8 north, sheit, 6-7

she3te, 6-8 north, sheitt, 7 sheett, 7-9 dial.

shit, 6- sheet. [OE. sciete wk. fem., Anglian

sce'te, later scyte :-prehistoric *skautjon-
i

f. root

*skaut- (: skeut xskut- : see Shoot v., Shot $£.i), of

which one of the senses was to project.

To the root skaut- belong the foil, forms : (1) of the strong

declension, OE. sciat masc. (which may be partly the source

of the mod.Eng. sheet) corner, quarter, region, lap, bosom,

bay, skirt, cloth, OFris. skat, sch&t skirt, lappet (NFris.

skuat, skut, etc. lap, sail-rope), MLG. schot, (M)Du. sckoot

masc. and fem., lap, sail-rope, OHG. (masc, fem., and neut.)

scdz, (MHG. schdz., G. scttoss) skirt, lappet, lap, ON. skaut

neut., corner of cloth, quarter (of earth, heaven), skirt,

bosom, sail-rope (MSw. skdt lower comer of a sail, fold in

clothing, bosom, lap, Da. skjod lap, skirt), Goih,skaut-s masc.

or skaut neut. icpd<rireSov, hem of a garment ; (2) of the weak
declension, OE. sciata masc. (see Sheet sb.2), OHG. scdzja.

(MHG. sckdzp) fem., (M)LG. schote sail-rope, ON. skaute

masc, kerchief (Sw. skote bosom, lap, Da. skjede sail-rope).]

1. f a. A napkin, cloth, or towel. Obs. "b. A
broad piece of linen or cotton stuff, canvas, or the

like, for covering, swathing, protecting from injury,

etc. (Now felt as a transf. use of 3.) Obs.

Also with qualifying word, as dusting-, winnowing-sheet.

cjzs Corpus Gioss. (Hessels) S 57 Sandalium, scete, k>3a.

coco tr. Bzedd's Hist. in. vii. (1890) 180 Heo. .hire feax

^eraedde, & heo mid scytan [y.r. scitan] bisweop. ciooo

Ags. Cos/. Mark xiv. 51 Sum iungling him fylijde mid anre

scytan bewaefed nacod & hi namon bine, a 1100 Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 437/42 In sabanis, on scetum. c 1250 Moral
Ode 367 (Egerton MS.) Ne seal ber beo seed [v.rr. sciet,

scete] ne scrud. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8962 pis gode
mold..gurde aboute hire middel a uair linne ssete & wess

be meseles vet. 1375 Barbour Bruce xm. 236 Schetis that

war sum-deill braid Thai festnyt in steid of baneris Apon
lang treis. c 1386 Chaucer Sec. Nun's T. 536 The cristen

folk.. With sheetes han the blood ful faire yhent. a 1400

Leg. Rood {1871) 216 Oure lady her hede sche schette in a
schete. 1434 E. E. Wills (1882) 96, Y bequethe a shete to

the. .Chirche, to be peynted at the persons coste.., forto

hange to-fore ij auteres. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 219 [He]
sy} an angyl wyth a whyt schete of selke wepe be sydys of

Saynt Laurens. 1523-34 Fitzhekb. Husb. § 122 Setastole..

nygh vnto the swarme & lay a clene wasshen shete vpon the

stole. 1$. . Woiving of Jok <$ fynny 26 in Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club' 388 Ane blanket, and ane wecht also, Ane
schule, ane scheit, and ane lang flail. 1577 B. Googe
Heresbacfts Husb. I. 40 b, The Wayne or Cart must be

lyned with sheetes, lest, .the seede fall thorowe. 1649 Cold-
well Papers (Maitb Club) I. 102 Ane new sheitt of
tyking to ye lard's horss. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl.,

Sheet,in the manege. 1824 Scott St. Ronaris xxii, Meddle
with your horse-sheets, and leave shawls alone. 1842 Abdv
Water Cure 61 When the whole skin was thoroughly warm,
the sheet was changed for another wet one. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, Sheets, a name given by railway companies
to wagon covers, of oiled canvas, made of different qualities

and sues, from 23 to 42 square yards. 1888 Mrs. Beeton's

Housek, Managem. § 3279 She should .. cover up every

article of furniture that is likely to spoil with large dusting-

sheets.

b. In phr. referring to performing penance

in a sheet (orig. for fornication).

Cf. 1556, 1797 s. v. Penance sb. 2, and Sheeten a.

1587 Harrison Englandu. xi. 185/1 in Holinshed, Harlots

and their mates by..dooing of open penance in sheets, in

churches and market steeds are . . put to rebuke. 1597 Pilgr.

Parnass. v. 546 An honest man that nere did stande in

sheete. 1607 Middleton Earn. Love iv. iv, I can describe

how often a man may lie with another man's wife before

'a come to the white sheet. 1616 R. C Times' Whistle

(1871) 104 The standing in a sheet (A punnishment for thy
offence moste meet). 190* W. J. Ford Hist. Camb. Univ.
C. C. Pref. n, I am willing to do penance of sheet and
candle if I have wounded any one's feelings.

2. = Winding-sheet (q. v.). Also -\burying-

sheet, ^shrouding-sheet.
ciooo jElfric Horn. II. 260 Hi bewundon his lie mid

lmenre scytan. a 1300 Cursor M. 17288+192 Peter come
after & in he went.. And saje beschetezspred. 13. . Medit.

955 Pys body was leyde vpp on a shete. 1450 Engl. Ch.
Furniture (Peacock 1866) 181 My wreched body to be
beryd in a chitte with owte any kiste. 1531 Rec. St. Mary
at Hill (1904) 42 A beryng shett with a seme, a 1568
Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 56 Quhen thay ar prickit

in a scheit Than lost is all thair ryaltie. 1592 Shaks. Rom.
$ Jul. v. iii. 07 Tybalt, ly'st thou there in thy bloudy sheet ?

1633 Earl Manch. A I Mondo 24 Wee come intothe world
with a sheete about vs, no sooner borne, but going to bee
buried. 1721 Kelly Sc. Prov. 6 All that you'll get will be
a Kist, and a Sheet after all. 1816 C. Wolfe Burial Sir
y. Moore iii, Not in sheet nor in shroud we bound him.

3. A large oblong piece of linen, cotton (or,

formerly, hempen) cloth, used as an article of

bedding, one being placed immediately above and
one below the person. The sheets^ the pair of

sheets belonging to a bed ; between the sheets

(colloq.), in bed.
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c 1250 Prov. Ml/red 310 in O. E. Misc. 120 Schene vnder
schete, and beyh heo is schendful. c 1374 Chaucer Former
Age 45 No down of fetheres ne no blecbed shete Was kyd
to hem. 1377 Langl, P. PI. B. xiv. 233 Whan he streyneth

hym to strecne be strawe is his schetes. 1424 E. E. Wills

(1882) 56, I wall he hauc.to ilk of be too beddis too peyre

schetys goode. 1462 in Anstey Munim. Acad. (Rolfs) II.

698 A peyr of schets. 1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 42

A payre of shettes of holond. 161 1 Shaks. Cymb. 11. EL 16

Cytherea, How brauely thou becom'st thy Bed [ fresh Lilly,

And whiter then the Sheetes. 1622 Beaum. & Fl. Beggars
Bush in. iii, To steal from the hedge, both the shirt and the

sheets. 1711 Addison Spect. No. 90 p 7, I was laid very

decently between a Pair of Sheets. 1790 Burns Taylor

fell thro" bed i, The blankets were thin and the sheets they

were sma\ 184a Tennyson Vision of Sin 68 Bitter bar-

maid, waning fast 1 See that sheets are on my bed. 1865

Mrs. Riddell Max. Drewitt xxix, When induced to go to

bed,.. retiring from view between the sheets in his boots,

coat, waistcoat, and trousers.

b. //. in phrases with reference to sexual inter-

course, e. g. between the sheets, lawful sheets.

Also, with allusion to ' the shaking of the sheets

'

(see Shaking vbl. sb. 1 d), to dance (a dance)

between a pair of sheets,

[1599 Shaks. Much Ado 11. iii. 144 O when she had writ

it, & was reading it ouer, she found Benedicke and Beatrice

betweene the sheete.] 1604 — Oth. n. iii. 29 Happinesse to

their Sheetes. 1605 — Lear iv. vi. 118 My Daughters got

'tweene the lawfull sheets. 1612 Chapman Widow's T. 1. ii,

Tom. . . How her honour . . entertained him in very familiar

manner. Ars. Nay more, that he had alreadie possest her

sheetes. 1633 Massinger Guardian 1. i, The delight to

meet in the old dance Between a pair of sheets ; my Gran-
dame call'd it The peopling of the world. 1683 Tryon
Way to Health 627 The moderate use of lawful Sheets.

a 1704 T. Brown Alsop's State Conform. Wks.1711 IV. 120

You and I can never dance betwixt one pair of Sheets.

1719 Young Revenge 11. i, Must I then. . Lead to his nuptial

sheets the blushing maid? 1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxvii. 30

Truly a noble father. .Thus in a son's kind sheets lewdly to

puddle.

4. A sail. Chiefly/^/.
Not a nautical use ;

prob. originating as a misuse ot

Sheet sb. 2

1637 Heywood Pleas. Dial. 210 A deeper Sea I now per-

force must saile, And lay my sheats ope to a freer gale.

1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. lvi, Their folded Sheets dismiss

the useless Air. 1712 Parnell Spect. No. 501 r 3 The Boat

was push'd off, the Sheet was spread. 1725 Pope Odyss.

11. 465 With speed the mast they rear, with speed unbind
The spacious sheet, and stretch it to the wind.

5. An oblong or square piece of paper or parch-

ment, esp. for writing or printing; spec, one of the

pieces of definite size (varying according to the

kind) in which paper is made, 24 (formerly also

25) going to a quire. (The * sheet* of writing-

paper is usually once folded, so as to form two
* leaves '.)

See also Broadsheet ; also balance-) score-, time-sheet.

1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) C ij b, Philura,

a. shete. 1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Shete of pa.per,foyl/et de papier.

1538 London in Lett. Suppr. Monast. (Camden) 227 A multi-

tude of small bonys [etcj.-wiche woldeoccupie iiij. schetes

of papyr to make particularly an inventary of every part

thereof. ? 1545 Brinklow Compi. ix. C iij b, For writting one
syde of a shete of paper . . he will haue ij. grotes. 1613 Tapp
Pathw. Knowl. 62 A Bale containes Reames 10 Quires 200

Sheets 5000. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Hemp-seed
24 Foure and twenty Sheets doe make a Quire, a 1700

Evelyn Diary 27 Nov. 1655, He told me of an inke that

would give a dozen copies, moist sheets of paper being
press'd on it. 1743 Johnson Let. to Mr. Cave in Bosivell,

I believe I am going to write a long letter, and have there-

fore taken a whole sheet of paper. 1775 — Let. 27 May
ibid., I have returned Lord Hailes's entertaining sheets.

1815 Scott Guy M. xvi, She.. writes six sheets a-week to

a female correspondent. 1833 J. Holland Manuf Metal'II.
224 The supply ofblank paper, laid upon a table, from whence
the sheets are drawn, .by the boy standing upon the platform.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown I, iii, He had. .managed to fill

two sides ofa sheet of letter-paper. 1894 Hall Caine Manx-
man v. vii, Pete went out to buy a sheet of notepaper and
an envelope. 1895 Bookman Oct. 26/2 Plans.. should not

be large folded sheets, but single page plans ofsmall districts.

allusively. 1691 Comedy, Win Her <$ Take Her 11. i. 19
She's a sheet of Rivell'd parchment, on which is Imprest
a perpetual Almanack.

b. In sheets : lying flat or expanded, not folded.

1887 Cassell's EncycL Diet.

O. A piece of paper on which objects are fixed

and arranged in order for sale and use.

1706 in Halliwell Ace. Collect. Bills, etc. (1852) 28 One
sheet of pines 4

rt
. Mod. Several sheets of botanical specimens.

d. A piece of paper (or card) which is divided

by means of perforations or the like into sections

which may be torn or cut away as required.

1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post 2 Mar. 110/2 A Sheet of

Continental Money, ..containing sixteen bills, being num-
bered 38019, and 38032. 1852 Rep. Set. Comm. Postage
Label Stamps 94 That a sheet of perforated stamps might
be charged a penny more than the unperforated one. 1901
Whitaker's Aim. (Postal Guide), Uncut sheets of half-

penny wrappers, 14 on each sheet.

6. In printing and bookbinding, such a piece of

paper printed and folded so as to form pages of a

required size (folio, quarto, etc.). Also, a quantity

of printed matter equal to that contained in a sheet.

1589 [? Lyly] Pappe w. Hatchet B iij, All his works bound
close, are at least sixe sheetes in quarto, and he calls them the

first tome of his familiar Epistle. 1659 Bp. Walton Consid.

Considered vi. 92 When the sheet is past the Correctors

I hand, and is Printed off. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Print-

I ing 218 If it be the First Page of the first Sheet of a Book
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the Signature is A. 1689 Gazophyl. Atigl. Pref. A 4 Lest

the Book should exceed the quantity of Sheets design'd.

1751 Chambers' Cycl. Advt. cone. 2nd ed., A considerable

part of the copy was prepared, and upwards of twenty
sheets actually printed in that method. 1808 Scott Let, to

C. K. Sharpe 30 Dec. in Lockhart, The fee is ten_guineas

a sheet. 1824 Johnson Typogr. II. *2 Two Sheets in Folio,

Quired, or lying one in another. 1844 Dickens Let. 3 Apr.
A Magazine sheet is sixteen pages. 1885 Lock in Works/top
Rec. Ser, iv. 228/1 By ' binding ' a book is meant the arrange-

ment of the 'sheets' composing it.. in proper sequence,
within a pair of covers.

b. In sheets : (of books) not bound.
1693 Lond. Gaz. No. 2854/4 Numbers of the Books, .have

been.. stolen out of Thomas Basset's Warehouse.., all in

Sheets. 1762 Foote Orator 11. Wks. 1799 I. 215 Four
hundred of News from the invisible world, in sheets.

o. //. With qualifying demonstrative or its

equivalent : Pages or leaves of a book ; esp. these

sheets, thefollowing sheets = the book now before

the reader. Now rare.

1591 Sylvester Du Barlas 1. i. 122 In sacred sheets of

either Testament 'Tis hard to find an higher Argument.
1676 W. Allen Addr. Nonconf. 114 What is said.. by J. O.
in some Sheets intituled, Two Questions [etc. J. 1707 Sir
W. Hope New Method Fencing Ded., Having of late Dis-

covered the Short and Easy Method of Fencing, contained

in the following Sheets. 1710 Wheatly Bk. Com. Prayer
xv. (1729) 540 It is easy for the Readers to turn to and
observe them, without my swelling these Sheets with them
here. 1839 Scott Guy M. Introd., In changing his plan,.,

which was done in the course of printing, the early sheets

retained the vestiges of the original tenor of the story. 1868

M. Pattison Acadcm. Org. 4 The following sheets assume
that the English nation [etc],

t d. A pamphlet. Obs.

c 1684 in Hart. Misc. (1745) V. 348 It is not my Presump-
tion, in this Sheet, to write the Life of this great Statesman.

1726 Life W. Penu in P.'s Wks. (1782) I. p.cli, About thi*

time [1702]. .he wrote a sheet entitled, ' Considerations upon
the Bill against Occasional Conformity.'

e. A newspaper. Now rare.

1749 Foote Knights 1. (? 17S0) 6 Quires of news-papers !

now, I reckon, you read a matter of eight sheets every day.

01796 Burns To Mr. Peter Stuartj Vour sheet,_ man,
(Though glad I'm to see't, man,) I get it no* ae day in ten.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair\, He tried to. .read his paper

as usual... He chuckled and swore to himself behind the

sheet. 191a Times 19 Oct. 5/3 The insinuations of the

Temps are only taken up by a very few boulevard sheets.

7. A continuous extent or * sweep * of something

conceived as hanging, falling, or moving in a

certain direction, a. Of light, lightning.

1605 Shaks. Lear m. ii. 46 Such sheets of Fire, such bursts

of horrid Thunder. 1795 Coleridge Lines written at

Shurton Bars 58 When a second sheet of light Flashed

o'er the blackness of the night. 1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil.

Nun x. Wks. 1853 III. 21 A broad sheet of lightning, which,

through the darkness of evening, revealed the boat. 1857

Hawthorne Engl. Note-bks. (1870) II. 268 There was a
broad sheet of daylight in the west. 1882 'Ouida* Ma-
remma viii, The sky was a sheet of lightning.

b. Of rain, mist, fog.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 1. 437 Oft whole sheets descend

of slucy Rain. 01774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (1776)

I. 327 A sheet of vapour rising from the sea. 1844 Dickens
Let. to T. Milton 5 Nov., The water has been falling down
in one continual sheet. 1894 Yachting (Badm. Libr.) II.

377 A heavy squall with sheets of rain. 1897 G. Allen
Type-writer Girl \, As one beholds the Paps of Jura on a
day of sea-fog through swaying sheets of white cloud.

transf. 1892 Bierce In Midst of Life 8g Our fellows..

sent broad sheets of bullets against the blazing crest of the

offending works.

C. In an organ, the current {of wind) directed

through the wind-way againstthe upper lipofa pipe.

1881 C A. Edwards Organs xvii. 13s Any movement of

the languid would . . alter the direction of the sheet of wind.

8. A broad expanse or stretch of something lying

out flat, presenting a white or glistening surface,

or forming a relatively thin covering or layer.

a. of water. (Inquot. 1593? collect.)

1593 Wilts <$• Inv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 219 Eighte shete

of the fishinge water of Southe Yarowe. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. TJievenot's Trav. EL S3 There you have the Canal and
Sheets of Water in the same manner as in the other, c 1710

Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 193 A Long as well as Large
ffountaine or pond w°h is Called a sheete of water. 1737-

46 Thomson Summer 594 An azure sheet it rushes broad.

1784 Cowper Task v. 106 The light and smoky mist That
in its fall the liquid sheet throws wide. 1845 Penny Cycl.

Suppl. I. 35/1 The vast plain.. during the greater part ol

the year.. is a sheet of water. 1896 M. M'L. Harper
Rambles in Gallowayx. 23 The loch is a lovely sheet ofwater.

b. of ice, foam.
1694 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. n. (1711) 172 If it be calm

Weather.. they stay in the Sea, and fasten themselves to

a sheet of Ice, and so they drive along with the Stream.

1807 Wilkinson in Pike Sources Mississ. (1810) II. App. 29

The ice had commenced drifting in large sheets. 1833

Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 13 A slumbrous sheet of foam

below. 1865 Geikie Seen. $ Geol. Scot. iv. 78 The interior

of that tract of country is covered with one wide sheet of

snow and ice. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xxyi, The
surf was . . tossing sheets of foam around the stone piers.

C. of vegetation, flowers.

1791 Burns Lament Mary Q. Scots i, Now Nature..

spreads her sheets o' daisies white Out o'er the grassy lea.

1857 Hawthorne Engl. Note-bks. (1870) II . 316 Broad sheets

of ivy here and there mantle the headlong rock. 1859

Tennyson Gninev. 387 Sheets of hyacinth That seem d the

heavens upbreaking thro' the earth.

d. of sediment, gravel, rock, lava, etc. ; spec, in

Geol. and Metal-mining (see cmots.).

1815 Scott Ld. of Isles m. xxxii, O'er sheets of granite,
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dark and broad... lay the road. 1818 — Hrt. Midi. I, A
mountain, whose sides were covered with heather and sheets

of loose shingle. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 203 Sheets of lava

are found in the north-eastern part of Ireland. 1880 D. C.
Davies Metaltif. Min. 421 3Jieet [Australian], a solid

body of pure ore filling a crevice. 1897 Proc. Soc. Antiq,

1 7 June 422 A now denuded gravel sheet which once covered
the district. 1898 S. H. Cox Prospecting /or Min. 113
Cave Deposits.. might be subdivided into chambers or

pockets, flats or sheets, and pipe veins. 1905 Tarr New
Phys. Geog. 34 A mass of lava thrust between strata forms
an intruded sheet or sill.

e. Afiat, and Path, of tissue.

187a Humphry Myology 30 There are four muscular sheets

thus arising placed beneath one another and distinct from
each other. 1899 Atlbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 504 The new
epidermis is thrown off. .either in sheets 00 in scales.

9. A relatively thin piece of considerable breadth

of a. malleable, ductile, or pliable substance.

1675 Hannah Woolley GentUw. Cornfi. 132 Lay the Meat
round the Dish, on a sheet of Paste, a 1700 Evelyn Diary
7 Sept. 1666, Where a sheet of lead covering a great space .

.

was totally mealted. 1796 Mrs. Glasse's Cookery viii. 143
Lay a sheet of puff-paste at the bottom of your dish. 1827
Faraday Ckem. Manip. xiv. (1842) 311 A still higher heat

may be gained by fanning the upper part of the fire with
a sheet of pasteboard. 1856 H. Chance in yrnl. Soc. Arts
IV. 226/2 (GlassmakingJ, The sheets, when annealed, are

drawn from the kiln. 1893 J. A. Hodges Eleiu. Photogr.
xv. 100 A sheet of plate glass. 1904 Howitt Native Tribes
S. E. Austr. viii. 462 A sheet of bark is rolled round him.

b. A flat piece of tin, used for baking cakes, etc.

1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xv. 140 Flower some Sheets
of Tin, and drop your Biskets of what Bigness you please.

1769 Mrs. Raffald Engl. Housekpr. (i778)_ 274 Grease
your tin sheets, and drop them [the jumbles] in the shape
of a macaroon. 1846 Soyer Gastron. Regen. p. xxiii,

Baking-sheets of various sizes.

c. Rubber prepared in thin pieces.

1900 Brannt India Rubber ii. 103 The manufacture of
fine cut sheet was invented by Charles Macintosh. 191a
Times 19 Dec. 16/3 Vallambrosa smoked sheet realized

4s. 7$d. and first latex crepe 4s. 4&d. per lb.

d. Sheet iron or steel ; a length of this.

1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel «£ Iron x. 211 It is usual to

describe all plates of a thickness below No. 4 B. W. G.
(Birmingham Wire Gauge)—-238 inch—as 'sheets'. 1897
Daily News 12 Apr. 2/5 Sheets of 24 gauge. 1899 Ibid.

23 Jan. 8/6 Galvanised corrugated sheets.

10. A more or less extensive piece (of a wall).

rare, (Cf. F. pan de wur.)
1799 Hull Advertiser 21 Sept. 4/1 Every shot knocking

down whole sheets of a wall.

1L Geonu A portion of a surface analogous to

the branch of a curve.

1827 H. P. Hamilton Anal. Geotn. in Encycl. Melrop.
(1345) I. 730 The conical surface will be composed of two
similar portions, one above, and the other below the vertex

;

each portion is called a sheet. 1859 Cayley Math. Papers
(1891) IV. 117 An algebraic cone consists .. of a closed sheet

or sheets.

12. attrib. and Comb., as sheet-doth, -hem, -leafy

-lettering, -maker, -stealer ; sheet-like, -white adjs.

1547 Test. Ebor. (Surteei) VI. 256 A *sheite cloithe of my
lynne webbe. 1880 Plain Hints Needlework 14 The width
of a 'sheet hem is very different from that on a pocket-hand

-

kerchief. 1641 Brome jfoviai Crew 1. Wks. 1873 III. 354
The foul Fiend took him napping with his nose Betwixt
the "sheet-leaves of bis conjuring Book. 1867 C/re's Diet.
Arts III. 1044 An expanding comb guides the even and
*sheetlike threads on to the weavers' beam. 1883 Moloney
W. African Fisheries 19 (Fish. Exhib. Publ.), A loose
sheet-like body-covering wrapper. i6u Cotgr. s. v., Adven-
turiert VnAdventurier vagabond, . .a hedge-creeper, henne-
killer. 'sheet-stealer. 1891 M. Muriel Dowie Girl in JCarp.

270 The closed door of a 'sheet-white cottage.

b. Special comb. : sheet-calender (seequot.)

;

sheet-card, a kind of card used in cotton manu-
facture (see quot.) ; sheet-cow, dial., a cow having

a broad white band round the body [cf. Sheeted 3]

;

sheet-delivery (see quot); sheet-filled a., having

the sails filled out by the wind ; sheet-glass, (a)

cylinder glass ; also attrib.
; {b) a vessel made of

this glass; sheet-lightning, lightning in a sheet-

like form due to reflection by the clouds ; sheet-

pile (see quot. 1862) ; hence sheet-pile v. trans.
,

to protect with sheet-piles; sheet-piling, a
continuous wall of sheet-piles; sheet pointing
machine (see quot.) ; fsheet-shaking Sc. , remains

of meal, etc. shaken from the bottom of a sheet

;

cf. poke-shaking s. v. Poke sbj- 7 ; sheet-ways, in

single sheets written only on one side ; sheet-wise,

in the form or manner of sheet-work ; sheet-work
(see quot.).

1884 Knight Diet. Meek. Suppl., *Sheet Calender, a
machine for pressing paper, rubber, etc., into sheets and
giving it surface.^ 1835 J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 380
Cards are formed in two ways ; the one called *sheet-card,

is made about four inches wide, and 18 inches long, or of a
length corresponding with the width of the main cylinder,

which they have to cover ; the other, called fillet-card. 177a

in Mrs. Delany's Autobiogr. Ser. 11. I. 476 This comes
hoping that the *sheet cow will come walking, .into the

charming domaines of Bulstrode on Wensday next. 1884
Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Skeet Delivery, delivering the

printed sheet from the form to the fly. 165a Benlowes Theo-

phi/a ix. xxxix, The Poet's Pharos be that sets forth sail,While
be steers *sheet-fiH'd with a holy gale. 1805 Act 45 Geo. Ill,

c 30 Sched., All other Window Glass, .commonly called . . by
the Name of Crown Glass, or German 'Sheet Glass. 1846
MacCullqcii Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) I. 745 Sheet glass

E

669

furnaces. 1887 Month LXI. 162 The reliquary, consisting
of two round sheet glasses. 1819 Chapters Phys. Set. 472
Lightning of this sort, denominated "sheet lightning, is

mostly to be seen in the hot sultry evenings of summer or
autumn, and is generally unaccompanied with thunder.
1864 Tennyson Aylmers F. 726 When it seem'd he saw No
pale sheet-lightnings from afar, but fork'd Of the near
storm. 1841 Brers Gloss. Civ. Engin. s. v. Foundation, To
drive a row of *sheet [printed sheep] piles next the founda-
tions of walls adjoining the sea, or rivers. 1862 Rankine
Man. Civ. Engin. % 404. 605 Sheet Piles are flat piles, which,
being driven successively edge to edge, form a vertical or
nearly vertical sheet, for the purpose of preventing the
materials of a foundation from spreading. 1842 CivilEngin.
<5* Arch. Jrnl. V. 58/2 *Sheet-piIe it a short space from the
wall of the hole. 1789 W. Jessop Rep. Thames $ Isis (1791)
23 With some short *sheet piling underneath it at the foot,

1837 Civil Engin. % A rch. jrnl. I. 12/2 The foot of the river
wall will be protected by sheet piling of whole timbers 8

feet long.
^ 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Sheet Point-

ing Machine, a machine for preparing printing sheets for
cutting. 1543 Extr. Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 191 The vittell

byaris of the merkat scattis thame grytlie in taking of sam-
pillis, *scheytschakkingis, and sic oder ewill vsit custum. 1561
Ibid. 335 Nor na skaiffry, sic as sampill and scheit schakin,
to be tane thairof. 175a

J.
Louthian Form 0/Process (ed.

2) 262 That each Sheet of an Extract, written "Sheet-ways,
consist of forty nine Lines,. .and

(
if wrote Book-ways, that

it consist of two Pages, and of thirty six Lines in each Page.
1888 J acobi Printers" Vocab. ,

*Sheet work, applied to works
or jobs printed both sides—the reverse of half-sheet or
1 work and turn '.

13. quasi-tfay. a. Rolled out in a sheet ; esp. of
metals, as sheet iron (also freq. attrib.), lead, steel.

158a in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz, (1908) 358 Sheete lead
to make A spowte. 1633 T. James Voy. 75 The Carpenters-
sheet-lead. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xi. r 21
The Lye-Trough .. is Leaded with Sheet-Lead. 1816 J.
Smith Panorama Sd. $ Art I. 11 Bell-springs are rarely
made of any thing else than sheet iron thus managed. 1827
Faraday Ckem. Manip. vii, (1842) 209 Sheet caoutchouc,
which is about the tenth or twelfth ofan inch thick. Ibid.
iv. 132 ^A piece of sheet copper. Ibid, xxiii. 584 Plates of
sheet zinc are often required for the precipitation ofmetals.
1840 Civil Engin. fy Arch. Jrnl. III. 290/2 A thin plate of
sheet brass. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 323 There are
three sizes of the sheet-iron hand-barrow. 1869 Mrs.
Whitney We Girts vi, We., sent for the sheet-iron men, and
had the stove taken up-stairs. 1869 R. Murray Mar.
Engines 35 Sheet-flue Boilers. 1876PREECE & Sivewright
Telegraphy 239 The piece of sheet percha that is held in
the hand. 1888 Rutley Rock-Forming Min. 9 A Bunsen's
burner., provided with a small chimney of sheet-iron.

b. Hence, pertaining to the manufacture of sheet
iron or steel, as sheet-mill. Also in objective comb.,
as sheet-maker, -worker,
1884 W. H. Greenwood Steel fy Iron xvi. 334 The sheet

mills of Birmingham and of South Wales. 1885 Daily News
5 Oct, 2/5 Certain of the sheet makers are declining to
accept further orders... Orders in the sheet trade are very
irregularly distributed. 1886 Ibid. 20 Sept, 2/5 Sheet prices
are without change. 189a Labour Comm. Gloss., Sheet
Makers, manufacturers who work sheet mills, as distin-

guished from plates and strip mills.

c. Of water, etc. : Spread out in a sheet.
1896 Idler Mar. 175/1 At this time it was a sheet-calm.
A floating soup-plate would not have filled. 1899 W. M.
Davis Phys. Geog. 314 The water finds no channels; it

spreads out in a shallow sheet, called a sheetflood, which
gains a breadth of a mile or more, but a depth of only one
or two feet. 1904 Mission Field June 436 The land is sub-
irrigated by what is called ' sheetwater

\

d. = Printed on a single sheet or broadside (see

sense 5), esp. sheet-almanac.
1683 in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden) 187, I writ to your

Lordship for a dozen of your sheet Almanacks for this yeer.

1767 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe 83 There has been lately

published a sheet list of changes, said to have happened
during the present reign. 1768 Tucklr Lt. Nat. (1834) I.

129 She examines the sheet almanack pasted up behind
the door, to see what holiday it might be. 1881 Crowest
Phases Mus. Eng. 146 The pricing of Songs and of Sheet-
music generally, 1901 D. B. Hall &Ld. A. Osborne
Sunshine «$• Surf ii. 17 We had a big sheet almanac
hanging at one end of the cabin.

Sheet (jit), sb.2 Forms: 1 sceata, 4 chete,
4-6. s(c)hete, 5 ehet, 6 shit, Sc. scheit, 6-7
sheate, 6-8 sheat, 7- sheet. [OE. sce'ata wk.
masc, having the meanings of OE. sciat (see Sheet
sbX), also = lower corner of a sail, ' pes veli

'
; in

comb, sciatline ' propes ' (see Wr.-Wulcker 183/26
and 288/24) =1 MLG. schdtline, in which sense the

simple word is recorded from the 14th c. For the

cognate forms and their meanings see Sheet sb.^ ;

cf. Shoot sb.%]

1. A rope (or chain) attached to either of the

lower corners of a square sail (or the after lower
corner of a fore-and-aft sail), and used to extend

the sail or to alter its direction. False sheet : see

quot. 1644 in sense 4.

See also Fore-sheet i, jib-sheet (Jib sbA 3I, Main-sheet i.

1336 Acc. Exch. K. R. 19/31 m. 4 In xxx. petris cordis

de canabo. .produobus schetes inde faciendis. 135a Exchea%

Acc.Q.R. 20 no. 27 (P.R.O.) Pro ij. cables novis, ij.chetis, j.

hauser et quodatn bowelyne. 1373 in Riley Mem. Lond.
(1868) 370 [One sail with] 2 shettes, 2 thurghwalis. c 1460
Pilgrim's Sea-Voy. 25 Hale the bowelyne 1 now, vere the
sbetel i486 Naval Acc. Hen. VII (1896) 13 A payre of
takkes & a payr of shets weying dccxlj lb. 152a Lett. A
Papers Hen. VIII. III. il 975 Vyere the shit. 1549 Compl.
Scotl. v'u 40 Hail eftir the foir sail scheit. 1626 Capt.
Smith Acad. Yng. Seamen 15 The boulespret hath no bow
lines, and the misen sheats, are called the starne sheats.
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1627

—

Seaman*sGram.w. 23 The Sheats . . in top sailes . . serue
to hale them home, that is, to bring the clew close to the
yards arme. a 1658 Cleveland Wks. (1687) 293 Vere,
vere, more Sheet. 172a Diaper tr. Oppiafi's Halieut. 1. 367
Let fly the Sheets. 1796 P. Hoare Song, The Arethusa 18

Not a sheet, or a Tack, Or a brace did she slack. 1805
E. Berry 13 Oct. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. 118 note, The
main-top-gallant sheet was carried away. I then let fly the
top gallant sheets. 1887 G. B. Goode, etc. Fisheries U. S.
v. II. 571 Enough 'sheet ' to allow a slow headway. 1891
C. H. Patterson Naut. Diet. 160 With boom sails sheets
are used for controlling the boom.

b. -^Betwixt a pair of sheets or both sheets aft :

said of a ship sailing right before the wind.
1627 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 39 A flowne sheat is

when shee goes before the wind, or betwixt a paire of sheats,
or all sailes drawing. Ibid. 42 Well Master the Channell is

broad enough; Yet you cannot steare betwixt a paire of
sheats; Those are words of mockery betwixt the Cunner
and the Stearesman. 1632 Lithgow Trav. vn. 328 Each
bulging sayle. .begins to swell, betweene two sheetes. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780), Both sheets aft {en/re deux
iconics, Fr.), the situation of a ship that sails right afore the
wind.

2. Three sheets in the wind: very drunk.
A sheet in the ivind (or wind's eye) is used occas. = half

drunk.
1821 Egan Real Life 1. xviii. 385 Old Wax and Bristles is

about three sheets in the wind. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/.
Mast xx, He. .seldom went up to the town without coming
down ' three sheets in the wind '. 1862 Trollope Orley F\
Ivii, A thought tipsy—asheet or so in the wind, as folks say.

1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. xx, Maybe you think we were
all a sheet in the wind's eye.

3. See quots. and Fore-sheet 2, Stern-sheet.
1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. 92 Those plancks under

water, which come along the Run of the ship, and are closed
to the Sterne-post, are called Sheates, and that part within
boord, abaft, in the Run of the ship, is called the sterne-
sheates. 1857 P. Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide 29
The flooring abaft the stateroom [sitter's seat] is called the
after-sheet, the forward one theforward-sheet, and the next
to it (if there be two forward), the waist-sheet. Ibid. 31

Sheets are the boards used fore and aft, as a floor to the
boat, in the same way as the burthens amidships. 1891
C. H. Patterson Naut. Diet. 16b Sheets, the spaces in a
rowing boat forward and abaft the thwarts, and named
respectively fore-sheets and stern-sheets. 1898 A. Ansted
Diet. Sea Terms s. v., Head-sheets, stern-sheets (in open
boats), the floor-boards covering the space either at the

head or the stern of the boat.

4. altrib.j as sheet-bend (Bend sb. 1
3), -bitt,

-block (Block sb. 5), -clip, -pendant (Pendant sb.

7), -pennant (Pennant 1 i), -rope, -slip (see Slip

sb.3 3 e), -stopper: see quots.
1841 R. H. Dana Seamans Man. 56 Take your tack

under the yard and bend it by a *sheet-bend to the outer
clew. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sheet-bend, a sort of

double hitch, made by passing the end of one rope through
the bight of another, round both parts of the other, and
under its own part. 1891 C. H.Patterson Naut. Diet. 16c
*Sheet £//£?, bitts near the mast to which the topsail sheets

are belayed. 1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. 92 We use
to bind an other roape to the clew of the saile above the
*Sheate-block, to succour and ease the Sheate, and that
roape we call a false Sheate. 1794 Rigging $ Seamanship
I. 225 Sheet-block straps in the lift with a splice. 1841
R. H. Dana Seaman"s Alan. tx. 47 In which case the heavy
tack and sheet-blocks may be unhooked. 1898 A. Ansted
Diet. Sea Terms, *Sheet clip (or * sheet slip), an instrument,

the principal agent in which is a sort of drop pawl, by which
sheets may be held, while necessary, and instantly released.

1908 Paasch's Did. Naval Terms 422 *Sheet-pendant, a
strong piece ofrope attached by one end to the clew of a stay-

sail or jib. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. ix. 53 Having
the *sheet pennant hauled amidships, a 1642 Suckling
Lett. (1646) 89 Which, like the pulling of a *sheat-rope at

Sea, slackens the sail. 1794 Rigging <$• Seamanship I. 226
Sheet-rope splices into the clue of the sail. Ibid, 176 Fore-
tack, and *Sheet, Stoppers, are for securing the tacks and
sheets, till belayed.

Sheet (fa), z/.i [f. Sheet sbX[

1. trans. To wrap or fold in or as in a sheet {lit,

and fig.) ; now spec, to cover with a protecting

sheet of canvas, tarpaulin, etc.

1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vicillard 163 You
haue in sleepe the image of death, wherein you are sheeted
and wrapped vp euery night. 1835 J. P. Kennedy Horse-
Shoe Robinson iv, The pale moon that now sheeted with its

light her whole figure. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. xii,

Trees there are all sheeted with variegated fire. Ibid. III.

iv. 1, A fair young creature, sheeted in red smock of Mur-
deress. 1857 Househ. Words 27 June 605/2 The truck being
now sheeted and ticketted. i860 Whyte Melville Mkt.
Harb. iii, [A racehorse] Clothed and hooded, littered to the
hocks, and sheeted to the tail.

2. To spread a sheet or layer of some substance

upon (a surface) ; to cover with a sheet (e. g, of

snow or ice). (Also with down, up.)
1606 Shaks. Ant. <$- CI. 1. iv. 65 When Snow the Pasture

sheets. 1807 T. Barlow Columb. m. 368 The sky-borne
waters.. Veil the dark deep and sheet the mountain's side.

1863 W. Lancaster Praeterita 85 The amber daffodils,

Sheeting the floors of April. 1882 Stevenson New Arab.
Nts. II. 106 The flakes were large. ..The whole city was
sheeted up. 1888 — Black Arrow iv. i, The snow was
falling,.. the whole world was blotted out and sheeted down
below that silent inundation, 1912 Masefield Dauber v.

xli, Is it cold? We*re sheeted up, I tell you, inches thick.

b. Const, with (the substance of which the layer

consists).

x8oi Mollard Art of Cookery (1836) 168 Sheet a mould
with paste. 1837 W. Irving Capt. Bonneville II. 218 The
river was sheeted with ice. 1845 M. Pattison Ess. {1889)

I. 17 Its roof was sheeted, like St. Peter's, with copper.
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1803 Thins 14 July 3'i The country is green as a meadow

and sheeted with flowers. ... 11

+ 3. To furnish (a bed) with sheets; usually

pass. Obs. . _ . , , ...
'

17.4 Mrs. MXHLSVAJS. Rivella . UI A Bed nicely sheeted

anl strow'd with Roses. 1760-7* H- B*ooke 1
"'f

"(£""'
(1S00I HI ? A bed ready sheeted and warmed. 1820 in

Soufhey Wesley I. 457 One of the maids, who went up to

sheet a bed. . , „,
+ 4. pass, and inlr. To bed with. 06s.

1637 Whiting Albino ft Bellama 72 To be sheeted by

Bellama's side. Ibid. 90 To sheet with maidens.

5. intr. To spread or flow in a sheet.

1847 Le Fanu T. O'Brien 324 High sheets the water

round him in glittering spray. 1871 G. MacDonald Wks.

ofFancy II. 203 Cataracts sheet, .through the air.

6. trans. To sheet up (see quot.).

1883 R. Haldane in Workshop Receipts Ser. 11. 141/1 To
Sheet-up.—To rub dry with sheets.

Sheet (jit), z>. 2 [f. Sheet sb.i] trans. To sheet

home : to extend the sheets of (the topsails) to the

outer extremities of the yards so that the clews are

close to the sheet-blocks. Also absol. (and in

extended sense, see qnot. 1867).

•797 S. James Narr. Voy. 227 They sheeted home the

topsails. 1833 M. Scott Tom Cringle xi. (1859) 265 The
topsails were let fall and sheeted home. 1837 E. Howard
Old Commodore iv, Let us shake out our reefs, sheet home,

and away. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Sheet home !.

.

Also, when driving anything home, as a blow, &c 1890

Morris Glitt. Plain xix, He stepped the mast and hoisted

sail, and sheeted home.

Hence Shee-ted ///. a.

182 1 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Wallace xliii, As sheeted

sails, torn by the blast, Flap round some vessel's rocking mast.

Sheet : see Sheath, Shoot v., Shut.

Sheet-anchor (Jfts:rjk3r). Forms: o. 5

shut(t)e, 6 shut, showte, shoute, shote, 6-7

shoot(e, shot, 7 shott. 0. 7 sheath, shed, 7

sheate, 7-8 sheat, 9- sheet. [Origin uncertain.

Perhaps f. ME. shote, Shot sb.1 = cable of two ropes

spliced together, but the difference of form (shott and shiile)

in quot. 1497 makes this doubtful. The o-forms are parallel

with those of Shoot sb?, and the substitution of forms of the

synonymous Sheet sb.* in the 17th c. points to association

with that word, but the connexion in sense is not obvious.

With regard to the generally accepted derivation from

Shoot v. (' an anchor that is shot out '), the formation would

be abnormal, it is not supported by the majority of the

a-forms, nor is it clear why any anchor in particular should

be so designated.]

A large anchor, formerly always the largest of a

ship's anchors, used only in an emergency.

o. 149s Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 192 Ankers called

Shutte. 1497 Ibid. 184 For a Newe Shott of Cables, .to the

use of the seid Ship for the Shute ankers. 1514 in Oppen-

heim Admin. Royal Navy (1896) I. 378 Ankers called..

Shot ankers j, Caggers j. 1536 Rem. Sedition iij, He castethe

the shote anker, when he wyll, and not when they bydde

hym, that are in his shyp. 1586 J. Davis in Hakluyt Voy.

(1589) 786 The cable of our shut anker brake. 1633 T. James
Voy. 38 Our shoote-Anker was downe.

0. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid. Yng. Seamen 16 The greatest

in euery ship is called the sheat Anchor, a 1647 Pette in

Archxotogia XII. 27s We broke our best bower, and were

forced to let go our sheet anchor. 1690 C. Nesse Hist, fy

Mysl. O. $ N. Test. I. 202 His shed-anchor to hold fast his

floating ship. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 10 Our Master order'd

out the Sheet Anchor. 1775 Phil. Trans. LXVI1I. 404 At

4 A.M. found ship drove, veered to a whole cable ;. .and got

sheet anchor overside. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v.,

To a sheet anchor a stout hempen cable is generally bent.

1889 Daily News 6 Aug. 5/7 The Howe.. went gradually

to leeward until she brought herselfup with her sheet anchor.

b. Jig. That on which one places one's reliance

when everything else has failed.

a. is*4 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1836) IV. 228 The next

Parlament, which in maner shalbe the shoote anker for

thexpedicion of our purpoos. X532 More Confut. Tiudale

Wks. 498/1 Ye shall se what aunswere he maketh, & what

he bringeth for the shote ancre of al his shifte. a 1553

Udall Royster D. I. i. (Arb.) 11 Of all men he is my chiefe

banker Both for meate and money, and my chiefe shoot-

anker. 156a Turner 0/ Bathes 15 Then shall it be high

tyme to go to the bathes as to the shot ancre. 1616 Champ,
ney Voc. Bps. 252 M. Mason cometh now to cast his shott

anker, and saith. a 1041 Bp. Mountagu Acts $ Mon. (1642)

62 Wherein yet Christ is the Shoot-anker of salvation.

ft. 1658 Gurnall Chr. in Ann. verse 14. xviii. § 2 Casting

out his sheat anchour [ed. 1669 sheath-anchor] of hope.

1676 Molloy De Jure Marit. in. vii. (1688) 416 It is Foreign

Trade that is the main Sheet-Anchor of us Islanders. 1775

Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary 8 May, The great sheet-

anchor, upon which we are to depend in our voyage through

life. 1838 Lytton Alice v. ii, The landed interest, .is the

great stay of this country—the sheet-anchor I may say.

1870 Miss Bridgman Robt. Lynne II. iv. 88 Bertie was.,

the sheet-anchor of her life. 1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med.

VII. 821 Bleeding is our ' sheet anchor ' in this disease.

attrib. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxxv, As soon

as he bad his old sheet-anchor friend to hold on to.

Sheet-cable. Naut. [f. sheet- in Sheet-

anchor.] The cable belonging to the sheet-anchor.

1611 Cotgr. s. v. Maistre, Vn maistre cable, ou enable,

a sheat-cable. 164a H. Bond Boat Swain's Art 18 Your
sheat Cable is commonly so many balfe inches about as

your ship is bredth in feete at the midship Beame. 1742

in Hanway Trav. (1762) I. 11. xxiii. 100 Cutting the sheet

cable at the windlass, with great difficulty we wore the ship.

1800 Atiat. Ann. Reg. III. 115/2 Trie sheet cable parted

about half after four o'clock.

Sheeted (Jrted), ppl. a. [f. Sheet sbA or w.1 ]

1. Wrapped in a sheet, esp. a winding-sheet

:

applied to the dead and ghosts.

670

1604 Shaks. Hum. 1. i. us (Qo- 2) The sheeted dead Did
squeake and gibber in the Roman streets. 1630 H. Lord
Relig. Persees 50 Shrowded and sheeted carkeyses. 1786 S.

Rogers Ode Superst. 1. ii. 9 The sheeted spectre, rising

from the tomb. 1807-8W. lRvlNc6'a&HO/.(iB24)88Church-

yard tales of sheeted ghosts. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der.

Iv, He saw Gwendolen . . pale as one of the sheeted dead.

b. Enveloped in a sheet or sheets for protection

against injury, cold, etc.

"1766 W. Gordon Gen. Counting-ho. 104, 1 sheeted box

containing books. 1840 Haliburton Letter Bag i. 7 Sheeted,

blanketed, and quilted, I remain enveloped in the drapery

of my bed. 1884 Longman's Mag. Apr. 610 A string of

some thirty sheeted horses are walking round and round.

1896 Idler Mar. 277 The paltry gas-jets on the stage.. were

just sufficient to show the sheeted boxes and a few of the

front rows of stalls.

2. In the form of a sheet ; expanded or spread

out like a sheet : chiefly of rain, snow, lightning.

1796 New Ann. Reg. 164 Thro' plashy glade Where
crackles, at each step, the sheeted ice. 1798 Coleridge

Wand. Cain Wks. (1907) 345 The sheeted lightning. 1811

Scott Don Roderick 11. xxxvi, Then sheeted rain burst

down. 1847 Longf. Evang
:

1. v. 100 The sheeted smoke
with flashes of flame intermingled. 1851 Ht. Martineau
Introd. Hist. Peace 11. i, The two armies lay down amidst

the sheeted snow. 1904 R. Bridges Demeter 551 The use-

less poppy in sheetecf scarlet.

3. Of cattle : Having a broad band of white

round the body. (Cf. sheet-cow, Sheet sb.l 12 b.)

1834 Youatt Cattle (L. U. K.) 28 They are called sheeted

oxen. The head, the neck, the shoulders, and the hind

parts appear as if they were uncovered, while there is a

sheet fairly and perfectly thrown over the barrel. 1855

Kingsley Weslw. Ho I v, That sheeted heifer of Prowse's.

1858 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIX. 11. 389 In colour usually

' sheeted ' black and white.

4. Printing. (See quot.)

1888 Ucobi Printers' Vocab., Sheeted, this expression is

used when heavily printed work has to be placed sheet by

sheet between other sheets to prevent off-set of ink.

+ Shee-ten, a. Obs.- 1
[f. Sheet sbA + -en ».]

Consisting of a sheet (see Sheet sbA I b).

ai6i8 J. Davies Scourge Paper-persec. (1624) 11 If..

wanton Rig, or letcher dissolute Doe stand at Pauls-Crosse

in a Sheeten Sute.

Shee'ter. [f. Sheet zi.i + -er1.] (See quot.)

1853 Ure Diet. Arts II. 985 The machine for forming the

wool into sheets of a nearly uniform thickness, technically

known as the ' sheeter '.

Sheeter, obs. form of Shooter.

Sheet-fish, variant of Sheath-fish 1.

Sheetful (fftful). [f. Sheet *5.i + -ful.] As

much as a sheet will contain.

15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 44 Take a shete ful of brome

croppesr 1711 Addison Sped. No. 1 r 7, I shall publish a

Sheet-full of Thoughts every Morning. 1813 Examiner

31 Aug. 545/2 A second writes a long uneasy sheet-full of

irony. 1825 J. T. Coleridge in Ld. Coleridge Story

Devonsh. House (1906) 287 An hour's talk would bo of more

help to him than a sheetful of writing.

Sheeth(e, obs. forms of Sheath sb.

Sheeting(|>tin),z>W.J<5. [f. Sheet .r<5.1 + -ino1.]

1. Stout cloth of linen or cotton, such as is used

for bed linen, etc.

1711 Lond. Gaz. No. 4847/3 Irish Sheeting and Ticking.

1796 Mrs. Glasse's Cookery xviii. 291 Roll it up tight, bind

it round with sheeting, and boil it four hours. 1844 Ladies

Hand-bk. Haberdashery 26 Sheeting. This is a strong

woven cotton, and is frequently used as a substitute for

linen. 1848 Kingsley 'Bad Squire' xv, By dealing out

flannel and sheeting A little below cost price. 1853 Ure
Diet. Arts I. 770 Sheetings and towellings. 1877 J. W.
Hayes Draper % Haberdasher (ed. 4) 96 Sheetings are a

stout article, made in Wigans, Croydons,and Double Warps

from two or three yards wide. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII.

277/1 Sheeting has two meanings in the cotton trade : (1)

the ordinary bed sheeting, usually a stout cloth of anything

from 45 in. to 120 in. wide. . ; (2) a grey calico, heavier than

a shirting, .usually 36 in. by 40 yd.

2. A lining or covering of timber or metal, laid

on a surface as a protection.

1776 G. Semple Building in Water 32 The sheeting

nailed on the Piles. 1870 Milit. Engin. I. II. 101 'I he

wooden linings are of two descriptions, viz., cases, or frames

and sheeting.

b. A layer (of soil or stones).

1891 Scott. Leader 6 Nov., Laying down sheetingsof stones

in certain districts. 1895 Outing XXVII. 236/2 Rocks,

which, having lost their thin sheeting of soil.

c. A form of batting (Knight Diet. Mech.).

(See Batting vbl. sb. 2.)

3. The action or process of making (lead) into

sheets ; the action of covering with sheets or laying

in sheets.

1778 Engl Gazetteer s. v. Mendip, The lead is.. not so

proper for sheeting, because, when melted, it runs into knots.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Sheeting, (Tobacco), laying the

leaves flat to be piled in books. 1884 Manch. Exam. 31 May,

5/1 Clerkage, checking, and weighing, as well as sheeting,

4. attrib., as (sense 2) sheeting deal,^ plank;

sheeting-machine (see quots.) ; sheeting-pile

= sheet-pile (see Sheet sbl 13).

1837 J. T. Smith tr. Vicat's Mortars 77 note, The space on

which the foundation is to rest, is first surrounded by sheet,

ing piles. 1838 Civil Engin. t, Arch. 7ml. I. 203/1.The

'sheeting' planks, or (in Lancashire phrase) the 'lagging .

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 972 This sheeting deal is always

applied in pieces laid endwise. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Sheeting-machine, a wool-combing machine for bringing

the fiber into an even sheet. Ibid., Sheeting-machine, a

machine for smoothing tobacco-leaves.

SHEIKH.

Sheeting, ppl. a. [f. Sheet v.l + -ing 2.]

Swathing, enfolding.

1592 A rden of Feversham 10S1 Sheeting darkness over-

hangs the earth.

Sheetless, a. [f. Sheet sb.l] Without sheets.

1756 Demi-Rep 26 Where stand the sheetless bed, the

broken chair.

Shee-tling. rare. [Sheet sbX\ A little sheet.

1817 W. Wilberforce in £//e(i838) IV. 310 You would
have received a good long letter instead of this sheetling.

Sheet-shot. Naut. [{.sheet- in Sheet-anchor
+ Shot sb.'] = Sheet-cable. Also attrib.

1750 Blanckley NavalExpos, s.v. Cables, Cables Allowed
for Channel Service, are distributed in this Manner, two
being spliced together are called the Sheat-shot ; three the

Best-bower ; one the Small-bower, and one Spare. 1847
Muller Polygl. Naut. 28 Sheet shot cable.

Sheety (J*'ti), a. [f. Sheet sb.l + -Y I.] Spread-

ing in a broad sheet : chiefly of a stretch of water.

1748 Collins Ode to Evening 29 in Dodsley Coll. I. 332.

Then lead, calm Vot'ress, where some sheety lake Cheers
the lone heath. 1794 Gisborne Walks in Forest vi. (1796)

98 Streams. .down the hills Spread sheety o'er the slopes.

C1816 Fuseli Leet. on Art viii. (1848)511 Oil, which rounds
and conglutinates, spreads less than the sheety medium
of fresco, a 1834 S. 1. Coleridge in Cottle's Early Recoil.

(1837) II. 255 The sheety burst Of lightning o'er the

awaken'd midnight clouds.

Sheeve, obs. form of Sheaf, Sheave.

Sheever, obs. form of Shiveb.

Sheew, obs. f. Show v. Shef, obs. pa. t. of

Shove v.

Shefe, Sheff(e, obs. forms of Sheaf, Sheave.

Sheffield (Je-frld), the name of a manufacturing

city of Yorkshire, famous for cutlery, used attrib.

as Sheffield knife, ware, whittle ; Sheffield plate,

plate made of copper coated with silver by a

special process brought to perfection in Sheffield

(but now disused).

c 1386 Chaucer Reeve's T. 13 A Sheffield [v. rr. scheffeld,

sheffeld] thwitel baar he in his hose. .1575 Laneham Let.

(1871) 38 A payr of capoed Sheffeld kniuez. 1623 Dekker
Witch of Edmonton ii. ii, The Bridegroom and Bride

comes ; the new pair of Sheffeild-Knives fitted both to one

sheath. 1745 Life Bampfylde-Moore Carew 52 Buttons,

Knives, Scissars, and other Sheffield Ware. 1821 Scott
Kenilw. xxvii, But thou art sharper than a Sheffield whittle!

1856 Gore in Orr'sCirc. Sei., Pract. Chem.^ Old wom-out
articles formed of ' Sheffield plate '. 1878 Dowden Stud.

Lit. 37 If a song is to be at all a sword, it must be of finer

temper than even the finest Sheffield cutlery,

f b. Used predicatively as adj. Obs.

1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe Wks. 1910 III. 178 Tell me if

our English sconses be not right Sheffield or no.

Sheffonier, rare var. Chiffonier, representing

the common pronunciation (Jefam»u).

1808 Mrs. M. T. Kemble Day after Wedding 3 Furnished

with Sofa, Footstools, Sheffoniers.

Shefte, obs. f. Shift. Shefure, obs. f. Shiver.

Shegger, misprint for Skegger.
1758 Binnell Descr. Thames 175 Little Trout, called a

Samlet or Shegger-Trout.

Shegh, error (or sege, Siege sb. (q.v. 2 c).

1688 Holme Armoury 11. xiii. 311/1 A Shegh of Herons.

Shehide, obs. erron. form of Shahi.

Sheick, obs. variant of Saio.

1775 Chandler Trav. Asia M. (1825) 1. 13 The captain.

.

made a signal for a scheick or wherry to come along side.

|| Sheikh (J£k,J"fk). Forms: 6 sieeh, 7 sceich,

shech, shioh, sheioke, shiek, 7-8 sheok, 8

schec(h, shieoh, shaik, sheek, 7-9 sheioh,

soheik, sheiok, 9 sehiek, shaikh, shaykh,

sheykh, 7- sheik, 8- sheikh ; 7 ehect, eheke, 8

check, cheik, chiek, 8-9 chaik, 9 oheiok ; 7-8

xeciue. [Arabic ij~> shaikh properly 'old man',

f. shakha to grow or be old. Cf. OF. esceque, seic,

F. cheik, scheik, Sp. jeque, Pg. xeque.]

1. The chief of an Arab family or tribe ; the

headman of an Arabian village; an Arab chief

;

fan Eastern governor, prince, king. Now also

used among Arabs as a general title of respect.

1577 Eden's Hist. Trav. 331 b, The kyng of Persia is called

Siech Ismael, whom the Italians call Gualizador, or Sophi.

1615 W. Bedwell tr. Moham. Impost. I. § 3 The peace of

God . .be vpon theemy Sheich. 1671 Charente Lett. cone.

Customs Tafiletta 5 The cheif of each Tribe, who take

upon them the Title ofXeque, which is equivalent to Captain.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 160 He sent thither

an Arab Scheik with many Arabs. 1727 A. Hamilton New
Ace. E. Ind.l.lv. 36 He has the Title of Xenff given him, to

distinguish his Eminency from other Sheeks. 1728 Morgan
Algiers I. iii. 32 One of the Numidian petty Princes, called

by Greek Authors Philarchs, and by the Arabs, &c. Sheikhs.

1755 Gentl. Mag. XXV. 507 Mutavali, the chiek or governor

of Mesched. 1788 Tully's Narr. Resid. Tripoli (1817) 175

Shaik Alieff, an Arab chief. 1841 Kinnear Cairo, etc. 109

One of the Fellah sheichs. 1882 Farrar Early Chr. I. 457

Abraham . . left his home in Ur of the Chaldees to wander as

a nomad Sheikh. 1908 Mockler-Ferryman Golden Girdle

iii, I knew that the Jelas tribe still existed, and though bheik

Feyzul was dead, his son Faris reigned in his stead. 1908

Times 8 July 19/2 As regards the Shaykh's competency as

an Arabic scholar, there can be but one opinion.

2. The head of a religious order or community;

a great religious doctor or preacher; now esp. a

saint having a local cultus.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 276 A N ation . . which he
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calleth Hhassissin, which.. followed a peculiar Prophet...

They called him Sheich {printed Hheich] al Hhassissin.

1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 46 The Devotions.,

done at the Sepulchre of Schich Sefi at Ardebit. 168a
Wheler y<mrn. Greece 11. 199 A Book, .written by a Cheke,
or Doctor of Grand Cairo. 1753 R. Clayton Jrnl. Cairo
to Alt. Sinai 12 Sept. 1722, As we were passing by a mosch,
where a certain sbiech Salah was buried,.. several of our
guides, .went thither to receivea benediction, c 1830 Arab,
Nts. (Rtldg.) 674 A convent.., the scheik, or superior of
which was a friend of the steward. 1869 Tozer Highl.
Turkey 1 . 201 A sheikh's tomb with a tiled roof. 1908 S. A.
Cook Relig. Anc. Palestine vi. 68 Saints and holy sheikhs
of the modern shrines.

b. Sheikh'ul-Islam (properly Sheikku 7 Islam) :

the supreme authority in matters relating to religion

and sacred law ; in Turkey, the mufti. Hence
Sheikh -ul-Islamate

.

1686 tr. Chardin's Trav. Persia 261 The Sheikelislam,

who is the chief Civil Judge. 1753 Hanway 7'rav. (1762)

I. in. H. 231 The kaziaeskar is judge of the army, and the
sheichulislam is reputed of equal rank with him. 1902 Daily
Chron. 26 Apr. 5/4 She went totheSheikh-ul-Islamate. 1906
Westm. Gaz. 3 Sept. 3/2 No political act of the Sultan has
any validity without thefetwa of the Sheikh-ul-Islam.

3. In India, one of a dissenting sect of Moham-
medans ; now, a general term for Hindu converts

to Islam. (Usually shekh, shaikh.)

[1697 Fryer Acc. E. India $ P. in. i. 93 All Musselmen
..are distinguished, some according to the Consanguinity
they claim with Mahomet. . . A Shiek is a Cousin . . at a dis-

tance, into which Relation they admit all new Proselytes.]

1883 Encycl. Brit. XV. 185/2 (Madras)The Shaikhs num-
ber 511,112, the Sayyids 89,219, the Pathans 70,943 [etc.].

1903 India Census, igoi 1. 1. 451 The converts who call them-
selves Shekh. 1905 Macphail K. S. Macdonald xvi. 243
A Bengali Shekh may be almost anything.

Hence Sheikhdom, -ship, the status or office

of a sheikh ; the territory ruled by a sheikh

;

Sneikhly a., pertaining to or characteristic of a

sheikh.

1845 E. Warburtos Crescent <$ Cross II. 254 The Sheik-
dom is. .hereditary in most cases. i860 Tristram 67,
Sahara xiv. 237 The Touareg do not appear to have any
subdivided sheikdoms like the Arabs. 1878 Eraser's Mag.
XVIII. 144 The chief sheikhship is hereditary. 1888
Doughty Trav. Arabia Des. I. 98 Of sheykhly blood and
noble easy countenance. 1907 Ewing Arab 4- Druze iii.

36 lie proved to be the son of the sheikhly ruler of Duma.

Sheil(l, -ing, Sheip, Sheir, Sheire, Sheit

:

see Shiel, Shieling, Sheep, Sheer, Shire, Sheet.

Shekar, -ee, var. forms of Shikar, Shikaree.

Shekel (Je'kel). Also 6-7 shekle, shekell,

7 sheicle, sheckle. [a. Heb. 7pt7 sheqel,i. shdqal

to weigh. (The word was adopted in the form
Sicle through French and Latin.)]

L a. An ancient unit of weight of the Baby-
lonians, and hence of the Phoenicians, Hebrews,
and others, equal to one-sixtieth of a mina (see

Mina 1 1). D. A coin of this weight; esp. the

chief silver coin of the Hebrews.
1560 Bible (Geneva) Exod. xxx. 13 This shal euerie man

giue, that goeth into the nombre, half a shekel, after the

shekel of the Sanctuarie. [But 1 Mace. x. 42 sides.]

1597 Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. Ixxtx. 243 Two thousand and
foure hundred shekels of Siluer, an hundred and twentie
shekels of Gold, euery shekell waighing halfe an ounce. 16x1

Cotcr., Cicle, a Sheicle. 1614 Raleigh Hist. World 11.

v. J 2. 297 The watght ofgold in the incense-Cups[amounted]
to 120 sheckles of Gold. 1647 Greaves Roman Foot 76
The Hebrew or Samaritane shekel. 1728 Chambers Cycl.

s. v.. Some are of Opinion, that the Hebrews had two kinds
of Shekels. The Common, or Prophane Shekel, call'd

Didrachma; and the Shekel of the Sanctuary, which last

they will have double the former. 1846 Trench Mirac.
xxviii. {1862) 376 note. Before the Babylonian exile, the

shekel wasonly acertain weight of silver, not a coined money.
attrib. 1886 Conder Syrian Stone-Lore iv. (1896) 152 In

the tenth year of Darius, shekel pieces. .are mentioned on
inscribed tablets. 1899 Expositor Nov. 302 When a shekel

ingot was first stamped with a mark of quality or value, it was
still called a shekel.

2. fig. {pi-) Coin ; money, colhq.

(1823 Byron Age of Bronze xv, No land of Canaan, full

of milk and honey, Nor (save in paper shekelsj ready money.]

1883 F. M. Crawford Dr. Claudius v, Though he was so

rich, he never talked about money except in a vague way
as ' lots of shekels \ or ' piles of ttn '.

Shekel, dial. f. Shackle sbj-

Shekinah, shechinah. (pkai-na). Also 7

shecinah, 8 schecina, -chinah, 9 shekina. [a. late

Heb. nV3B* sh'&ina*, f. pK> shakan to rest, dwell.]

The visible manifestation of the Divine Majesty,

esp. when resting between the cherubim over the

mercy-seat or in the temple of Solomon ; a glory

or refulgent light symbolizing the Divine Presence.

In the Targums the word is used as a periphrasis to

designate God when He is said to dwell among the cheru-

bim, etc, so as to avoid any approach to anthropomorphic
expression.

1663 J.SriLLiNGFLEET {title) Shecinah : or a Demonstration

of the Divine Presence in the places of Religious Worship.

i68x-6 J. Scott Chr. Life (1747) HI. 530 That fiery She-
chinah, or visible Glory of the Lord, in which he descended

on Mount Sinai. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 101. 1/2 This Light,

which in part compos'd the Schechinah is suppos'd to have
been Accompanied with a Numerous Retinue of Attending

Angels. 1741 Watts Improv. Mind (1801) 381 The Sche-

cina, or bright glory, which is a symbol of God's presence.

1833 Tracts for Times No. xj. 4 They murmuring and

rebelling with the Shechinah before their eyes. 1858 Geo.
Eliot Scenes Cler. Life, Mr. Gilfil vii, The golden sun-
light beamed through the dripping boughs like a Shechinah,
or visible divine presence.

b. iransf. {spec, applied to Jesus Christ.)
1682 Hickes {title) The Moral Schechinah : Or a Discourse

of Gods Glory. 0x684 Leighton Serin. (1 Cor. \. 30) Set.

Wks. 1823 1. 483 The Shechinah, the habitation of the
Majesty, is Jesus Christ; there he dwells as between the
cherubim over the mercy-seat. 1739 C Wesley Hymn,
( A rise, my Soul, arise ' vi, Our Eyes on Earth survey The
Dazling Shechinah 1 Bright in endless Glory bright Now in

Flesh He stoops to dwell. 1834 Disraeli Rez>. Epick 1.

xvii. 22 Truth indeed is veiled, But with a Schekmah of
dazzling light.

Shekyl, obs. form of Shackle sbA
Shekyr, obs. form of Chequer sb.l

1518 Cov. Lett Bk. 653 The bokes of ij leetes euer next
afore shall remayn in the counsell howse..on the shekyr.

Shel, obs. form of Shell, Shield.
Shelaly, obs. form of Shillelagh.

Shelboard. dial. [? f. Shelf sbA + Board sb.

:

cf. Shelving sb.] An additional framework fixed to

the sides of a cart to increase its capacity.
1569 in T. Phillipps Wills 6:1830) 84 All my ploughe

tymber, and cart tymber, except shelbordes. x6x6 Surfl.
& Markh. Country Farm vn. xvi. 662 All manner of Plow
and Cart-timber whatsoeuer, as Beames, Heads, Skeathes,
Hales, Spyndles, Shelboords, Cart or Wayne bodies, rings
for Wheeles. 185a C W. Hoskyns Talpa xvi. (1854) 137
A sack or two of Wheat that lay not very safely on the
near-side shel'-board.

Shelboard, -brede, obs. ff. Shield-board.

Sherburne (Je-lb^Jn). (See quot. 1889.)
1889 Dk. Beaufort Driving 385 Those [landaus] with

angular lines are known as ' Shelburne ' landaus, from the
late Earl of Shelburne, who had the first of that pattern
built. 1905 Sir W. Gilbey Mod. Carriages 45.

Sheld (Jeld), a. dial. Also 6 schell, 9 shell,

shelled. [ad. or cogn. with MDu. schillede

variegated (oftener in comb., as root'schillede) ,
=

WFlem. schilde, f. schillen (in mod.Du. ver-

schillen) to make different. The existence of the

Eng. word at an earlier date is probably implied

in Sheldrake.] Particoloured, pied, piebald.

1507 Will of Crisall (Somerset Ho.), ij kyne garle & schell.

a 1672 [see Shelden]. 1674 Ray A". <$• E. C. Words 76
Sheld, flecked : party-coloured. _ 1787 W. H. Marshall
Norfolk (1795) II. 388 Shelled, pied; party-coloured. 1823
E. Moor Suffolk Words s. v. Shell, Shell (or sheld) is

pied, of two colours ; flecker'd is gay, of more than two.
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Shelled, pie-bald.

Sheld, obs. form of Shield.

Sheld-apple, shell-apple, dial. Also
sheldafle, shillaple, etc. [Usually taken to be f.

Sheld a. + Dapple a., but perhaps a metathetic

form of *sheldalp
t

f. Sheld a. + Alp 2 (dial, alf),

bullfinch.] Applied to two birds remarkable for

their variegated plumage.
1. The chaffinch, Fringilla ccelebs.

1544 W. Turner Avium Prsecip. D 6, De Fringilla,..

Anghce a chaffinche, a sheld appel, a spink. 16x1 Cotgr.,
Berie, a spinke, sheldaple, chaffinch. 1803 R. Anderson
Cumbld. Ball. (1805) 21, I mind, when he cross'd the deep
waiter, To get me the shilapple' est. 1813 Montagu Ornith.
Diet. Suppl., Shelly or Shell-apple. 1880 C. H. Poole Gloss.

Staff., Shell or Sheld-apple, the chaffinch.

2. The crossbill, Loxia curvirostra.
1666 Merbett Pinax 172 Loxias, the Shell-Apple. 1668

Charleton Onomast. 60 Loxia. .the Cross-beak, or Shell-

aple. 1674 Ray Engl. Birds 88. 1768 Pennant Brit. Zool.

II. 279. 1802 Montagu Ornith. Diet., Shell, or Sheld-apple.
Vide Crossbill.

Sheldbreath, -brede, obs. ff. Shleld-boabd.

Sheld-duck, shell-duck (Je-ldsk). Also
shielduck, shield-duck. [f. Sheldrake, by
substitution of duck for drake.] = Sheldrake.
1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 259 If you would preserve

wild Ducks, Teal, Widgeon, Shell^ducks, &c. you should
have a place walled in with a Pond in it. 1770 Pennant
Brit. Zool. IV. 86 Swallow Tailed Shielduck. 1810 Crabbe
Borough ix, The sleeping shell-ducks at the sound arise.

i85a.MACGiLLiVRAY Brit. Birds V. 19 Tadorna Casarca.
The* Ruddy Shielduck. 1908 Zoologist Apr. 124 Sheld-
Duck seen at Fritton by Mr. Buxton.

So Sneld-fowl (also s(c)hell-, shield-), the

sheldrake.
? 1593 Drayton Man in Moon Poems (1619) 480 The

greedie Shell-fowle,from whose rapedoth flye Th vnnumbred
sholes. X674 Ray S. <$ E.C. Words 76 Sheld. .inde Shel-

drake & sbeld fowlej Suss. 1676 Phil. Trans. XI. 626 Cor-
morants, Brants, Shield-fowl. 1890 Borland Yarrow 119
Speckled schell-fowl hovering nigh.

Shelde, obs. f. Shelled ppl. a.
t
Shield, Shoal.

t Shelden. Obs. Also -in. [app. f. Sheld a.

(? + Ende).] The golden-eye, Clangula glaucion.

a 167a Willughby Ornith. (1678) 28 This was sent us from
Cambridge by the title of Shelden, I suppose so denominated
from its being particoloured of black and white, that is Sheld.

X674 Dent in Ray y

s Philos. Lett. (1718) 21 Some Water
Fowl, viz. a Pocker, a Smew, three Sheldins.

Shelder, variant of Shalder v.

Sheldrake (Je*ldr£k). Forms : 4 sheldedrake,
selddrake,shelledrake, 5scheldrak, 5-6 -drake,

7-9 shell (-)drake, 8 shel-drake, sheldrach, 8-9
shieldrake, (9 shield-drake), 6- sheldrake,

[prob. f. Sheld a. + Drake 2
, A northern form

skeldraik (see Scaledbakb) is recorded from 1600.

Connexion with Shield sb. is improbable, since 'spot of

colour ' Is not an established sense of this word, as it is of
the cognate G. schild and ON. skjoldr (cf. skjgldSttr

dappled). The commonly cited ON. skjoldungr, occurring
in a Jate alliterative list of bird-names, is not identifiable

(the Icel. names of the sheldrake are brandgds and anda-
kdngur). The form scheldrack given by Gesner (Anim. III.

131) is app. from Eng.]

A bird of the genus Tadoma of the duck tribe,

frequenting sandy coasts in Europe, North Africa,

and Asia, and remarkable for its bright and varie-

gated colouring.

f Occas. applied to the North American canvas-back.
£1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesiv. in Wright Voc. 164 La herle

[glossed the selddrake, v.r. sheldedrake]. c 1340 Nominale
(Skeat) 802 Herle, schelledrake. CX475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 762/39 Hie umuis, a scheldrak. 1530 Palsgr.
266/2 Scheldrake a byrde. 1621 Burton Anat. Mel.i. ii.

11. i, All those Teales, Curres, Sheldrakes, and peckled
Fowles, which come hether in winter. 1668 Charleton
Onomast. 96 Mergus Harle.. the Shell-drake, a 1672
Willughby Ornith. (1678) 28 The Sheldrake, or Borough-
Duck: Tadorna Bellonii. Ibid. 364 The Swallowtail'd
Sheldrake of Mr. Johnson. 1782 T. Jefferson Notes State
Virginia (1787) 118 Sheldrach, or Canvas back. 1821 Scott
Pirate iv, The shelldrake seems, through the mist, as large
as the scart. 1847 Leichhardt Jrnl. vii. 217 Charley shot

the sheldrake of Port Essington (Tadorna Rajah). 1855
F. O. Morris Brit. Birds V. 137 Ruddy Shieldrake... Col-

lared Duck. Tadorna rutila. 1870 Gillmore tr. Figuier's
Reptiles $ Birds 229 The Shieldrake is the most remarkable
of all the Duck tribe, not only from its size, but from its

beauty and the elegant variations of its plumage.

Sheldron, var. Sheltron *. Sheldur, obs. t.

Shoulder sb. Shele, obs. f. Shiel. Shelela,
obs. f. Shillelagh.

Shelf (Jelf), sb* PI. Shelves (Jelvz). Forms:
5 schelf(f)e, 5-7 shelfe, 7 shealfe, 5- shelf;

pi. 4- shelves, (5 sehelves, -ys, 6 sylwes) ; 5
schelfes, 5-7 shelfes, 5-8 shelfs. [app. ad.

(M)LG. schelf shelf, set of shelves (whence also

the northern Skelp), cogn. w. OE. scylfe (of un-

certain meaning) ? partition or compartment, MDu.
schelve, (and mod.Du.) schelf stack, rick (of hay,

etc.), and OE. ^^"(also stdn-scylf) rugged rock,

crag, pinnacle; ? f. root skelf- to split.]

I. 1. A slab of wood (or other material) fixed in

a horizontal position to a wall, or in a frame, to hold

books, vessels, ornaments, etc. ; one of the trans-

verse boards in a bookcase, cabinet, or the like.

c 1386 Chaucer Miller s T. 25 His Augrym stones layen

faire a part On shelues [v.r. schelfes] couched at his beddes

heed. 142a Engl. Misc. (Surtees) 16 Yat the lede pype and
the shelfs be the wyfe's of Symond of Stele. 1485 Rec. St.

Mary at Hill (1904) 28 In the Bottrye iiij schelves. 1505
in Eng. Gilds (1870) 327 Yn the spence a tabell planke and
ij sylwes. 1566 Engl. Ch. Furniture (Peacock 1866) 65
A shelf for to set dishes on. 1615 Chapman Odyss. ix.

313 Shelues [Tap<rot] with cheeses heapt. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 135, I was full two and forty Days making me
a Board for a long Shelf. 1727 Swift Further Acc. E.
Curll Wks. 1755 III. 1. 161 Have not I clothed you in

double-royal, lodged you handsomely on decent shelves 1

1763 J. Brown Chr. Jml. 252 Here is the famed surgeon's

shop : no doubt his shelfs are planted with pots, vials, and
boxes full of useful medicine. 184a Tennyson Talking
Oak 142 She left the novel half-uncut Upon the rosewood
shelf. 1856 Delamf.r Fl. Card. (1861) 4 A dry airy shelf

is a good place for keeping them [sc. bulbs]. 1898 G. B.

Shaw You never can tell in. Stage direct., The bamboo tea

table, with folding shelves.

b. The gradine of an altar.

1496-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 30 A frontell for the

schelffe standyng on the alter.

o. Iransf. A shelf with reference to its contents
;

the contents of a shelf {esp. of books).
173a Berkeley Alciphr. 11. § 24 You may confute a whole

shelf of schoolmen. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 287 This
performance cannot be placed on the same shelf with that

of Barthelemy. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, xxxi, His works
had no place on David Deans's shelf of divinity. 1825
Macaolay Ess., Milton (1897) 2 A few more days, and this

essay will follow the Defensio Pcpuli to the dust and silence

of the upper shelf. 1876 Lowell Ode 4th July iv. ii,

Herein they were great Beyond the incredulous lawgivers

of yore, And wiser than the wisdom of the shelf.

d. fig. phrases. On the shelf : (a) On one side, out

of the way, in a position or state of inactivity or

uselessness ; esp. to lay (put, etc.) on the shelf

also -fto set on shelf

1575 Gascoigne Kenelworth Wks. 1910 II. 120 Jove in

heaven would smile to see Diana set on shelfe. 1815 Wel-
lington in Gurw. Desp. (1838) XII. 379 Alava would then

be laid upon the shelf, if he had not his situation here to

return to. i8iC 'Quiz' Grand Master vm. 8 He's ever

since been on the shelf. 1831 Cboker in BosweWs Johnson
an. 1740 note, His friend General Oglethorpe, who, after

acquittal by a court-martial, was (to use a vulgar but ex-

pressive phrase) put upon the shelf. 1884 L. J. Jennings
Croker Papers I. vi. 170 The question of Parliamentary

Reform could not be perpetually kept upon the shelf. 1893

Beatrice Hahraden Ships that pass I. vii, Because your

career has been checked, and because you have been put

on the shelf.

(b) Of women: Without prospects of marrying.

1839 Hood I'm not a single Man v, Mamma, who praises

her own self, Instead of Jane or Ann, And lays * her §irls
*

upon the shelf. 1847 Halliwell, On the shelf, said of

ladies when too old to get married. 1893 Academy^25 Nov.

460/3 A worn-out flirt who has run through her chances in

the matrimonial market and who is. .on the shelf.

(c) slang. In pawn.
1859 Hotten's Slang Diet., On the shelf, pawned.



SHELF.

f2. A cupboard or cabinet. Obs.

c 1440 Promp. Parr: 445/1 Schelfe, epiaster, epilocarium,

armarium. 1570 Levins Ma-nip* 58/16 A shelfe, cortiuale.

3. a. Printing. = Till sbl 3.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shelf. .the Tiil of a Printing.

Press. 1808 Stower Printer's Gram. 328 The '1 ill or Shelf.

1834-6 Encycl. Mttrop. (1845) VIII. 774 The third bar D,

caUed the shelf or till, is intended to guide and keep steady

..the hose, which contains the spindle and screw.

b. Shipbuilding. A timber on the inner side

of the frame to support the deck-beams.
1834-6 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 306/2 Under the beams

of the deck, perpendicularly over the builge-strake, was
fixed on its edge a strake of fir along the whole length of

the vessel six inches thick, with a score one inch deep for

the beams, to which it was bolted, and was called the

longitudinal shelf. 1874 Thbarle Naval Archit. 35 The
several pieces composing the shelf are connected with

vertical flat scarphs.

C. The charging-bed of a furnace.

1870 Spons* Encycl. M&nuf. I. 290 The hopper in which
the charge of sulphate, coal, and chalk is contained, is built

into the arch over the centre of the ' shelf '.

H. Senses influenced by Shelf sb.2

4. A ledge, platform, or terrace of land, rock, etc.

1809 J. Barlow C»lumb. lit. 170 Torrents of molten rocks
..Lead o'er the shelves of ice their fiery tide. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi. 1, A huge fragment of stone, which, having
fallen from the cliffs above, had. .jammed so as to serve for

a sloping roof to the farther part of the broad shelf or plat-

form on which they stood. 1833 Lyell Print. Geol. III.

131 These roads or shelves occur in a valley six or seven
miles wide. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton xxiv, Scrambling
up shelves of loose earth and slate.

b. Continental shelf, the relatively shallow belt

of sea-bottom bordering a continental mass, the

outer edge of which sinks rapidly to the deep
ocean-floor.

1892 H. R. Mill Realm of Nat. xL 201 In many cases it

is possible that the continental shelf is the end of a low
plain submerged by subsidence ; in others a low plain may
be an upheaved continental shelf. 1905 Times 29 Mar. 10/6

The coast platform and Continental shelf lying off the

Norwegian coast.

5. Mining and Geol. Bed-rock : see quots.

1671 P/u'l. Trans. VI. 2096 The uppermost surface of

Mineral Veins or hoads.. which is termed by the Miners,
the Shelf, Fast Countrey or Ground that was never moved
in the Flood. 1839 Db la Beche Rep. Geol. Cornwall, etc.

xiii. 398 We find these pebbles at the base of the whole,
resting upon the subjacent rock, commonly termed the shelf.

185a Nicolay in Man. Geog. Sci. 1. 420 Low rocks lying

horizontally, especially when laminated, are called Shelves.

1880 D. C. Davies Metallif Min. 421 Shelf, the uppermost
broken surface of the rock under driftal matter.

ILT. 6. attrib. and Comb., as -\shelf-board, -bracket,

-occupant^ -press, -room ; shelf-catalogue, -list, a

short-title catalogue ofthe books in alibrary arranged

according to their location on the shelves and con-

sequently according to their class or subject ; shelf-

mark = Press-mark ; hence shelf-mark v.,

shelf-marking ; shelf-piece = sense 3 b ; shelf-

plate, an iron shelf below the water-line of an
armoured ship to support the armour-plate and its

backing.
iS^BMS.Act.St. John's Hosp., Canterb., In the kechynne

a **shelf bourde. 1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers' Catal.

10 *Shelf Brackets. 1883 H. Bradshaw in Trans. Libr.

Assoc. C1884) 233 He enters the title briefly in the ^shelf-

catalogue (or class-catalogue as we call it in Cambridge).
1842 Row's Hist. Kirk (Maul. CI.) Introd. Notice 56 A very

carefully written MS... Old *shelf mark, W, 6, 30. 1889

H. B. Wheatley How to Catalogue 233 Printed books are

moved and change their shelf-marks. 1897 Macray in

Burnet Own Time Pref. 9 Two folio volumes, now *shelf-

marked as ' BodL Add. D. 18, 19 '. 1842 Row's Hist. Kirk
(Maitl. CI.) Introd. Notice 59 Another MS... The old "shelf-

marking A. 6, 7. 1878 Browning Poets Croisit 1. lvi, That
and my other rare *shelf-occupants. 1830 Hedderwick
Mar. Archit. 286 A stringer or *shelf-piece bolted edge-
ways to the clamp, i860 H. Stuart Seaman's Catech. 69
What do the beams rest upon? The shelf pieces, which
extend all round the ship. 1869 E. J. Reed Skipbuild.

it 20 Armour *shelf-plates like those of the ' Warrior ',

which are immense angle-irons, in fact. 1898 Crockett
Stand. Bearer v, The little *shelf-press rudely constructed

in the wall of four blocks of stone split into faces. 1882

H. Bradshaw in Trans. Libr. Assoc. (1884) 237 They [sc.

volumes of periodical publications] await better times, when
we can afford them proper *shelf-room. 1893 Newton Diet.
Birds s. v. Kittiwake, It seems never to breed but on the

side of a cliff, and there shelf-room is all it needs.

Shelf (Jell),**. 2 [Of obscure origin.

The identity of sense with Shelp ' (recorded a century
earlier) suggests that the two words may be in some way
etymologically connected. The unexplained variation be-
tween/ and /seems to have a parallel in the OE. scyIfand
scylp, both used to gloss scopulus and m.trex sharp rock,
and in Scalp sb.z bed of oysters (cf. 2 below), which has the
variants stalfe, scalph. It is not impossible that the word
may descend from the OE. scylf stytp, in some unrecorded
sense. Some of the later uses show influence from Shelf sb. 1

]

L A sandbank in the sea or river rendering the

water shallow and dangerous. Also loosely applied
to a submerged ledge of rock.
Very common till c 1750. See also Shelve sb.1

1545 Elyot Diet., Syrtes, quycke sandes or shelfes [ed.

1538 shelpes] in the water made by the dryfte of sande or
grauell. 1571 Act 13 Eliz. c. 18 § 5 The Shyriffes.. shall..
after that the said newe Cutshalbe made..cause the same.

.

tobcclensed of all the Shelfes and Shallowes. 1577-87
Hoi.issued Chron. III. 1129/1 A place by the sea side, all

of hard stone and pibble, called in those parts [sc. Suffolk]

672

a shelfe, 1617 Mokyson ttin. 111. 138 Before the Rode of
Margat lie the dangerous shelfes or flats of sand, whereof
the greatest is called Goodwin sand. 1651 Davenant
Gondibert Pref. 19 Coasting Mapps, where the Shelves and
Rocks are describ'd as well as the safe Channel!. 1691 T.
H[ale] Act. New Invent, p. Uv, Deepening the River of
Thames, and removing Shelfes therein. 176a Falconer
Shipwr. 111. 329 A shore where shelves and hidden rocks
abound. 1791 Selby Bridge Act 3 To remove any shelves,

or other obstructions, in the said river. i8oz Brooke's
Gazetteer (ed. 12) s. v. Ladoga, Quicksands, which.. cause
several shelves which often prove fatal to the flat-bottomed
vessels of the Russians. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 34 The
every way external stream that now through shoal and shelf
Floats it onward.

b. fig. and in fig. context.

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. Pref. 4 b, Whan I som-
time doubted, & sticked fast on the rockes & shelves. 1574
Hellowes Gtteuara's Fain. Ep. (1577) 186 There is in loue
after it is begon, infinite shelues, immeasurable sloughes,
daungerous rockes. 1604 Earl Stirling Croesus 11. ii, This
self-conceit is a most dangerous shelfe. 1612 Sir W.
Alexander Elegie Death Pr. Henrie 9 Though generall

be the losse, one shelfe confounding quyte, The King'schiefe
joy, the kingdomes hope, and all the worlds delight. 1616
R. C. Times' Whistle (1871) 43 Till i'th'end his pelfe Ship-
wracks his soule vpon hels rocky shelfe. 165a Benlowes
Theqph. Pref., To divert thee therefore from such Shelves of
indiscreet Vice. 1784 Cowper Tiroc. 269 Yes—ye are con-
scious; and on all the shelves Your pupils strike upon, have
struck yourselves.

f2. Shelves of margariles, of oysters. (Cf.

Scalp sb.2 )
1590 Greene Fr. Bacon (1630) 2 Her teeth are shelues of

precious Margarites, Richly enclosed with ruddie curroll

cleues. 1594— & Lodge Looking Gl. 1. i. 100 I'll fetch

from Albia shelves of margarites. 1594 Nashe Terrors Nt,
G 2 b, Great glaring eyes that had whole shelues of Kentish
oysters in them.

3. Comb, tshelf-spoiled, rendered dangerous

by shoals.

1627 May Lucan, Pharsalia ix. Q 8, A shelfe-spoil'd sea.

Shelf, sb$ dial. (Devon and Cornwall.) Also
shilf. [PauseofSHELFj^.^cf.senses).] (Seequots.)
[1602-1778: ?ImpUedinSHELFY«.^l i8^gEcclesiologistlX.

288 note, Shilf means broken slate, in small pieces, such as is

used for mending roads in parts of Cornwall. 1891 Hart-
land Gloss., Shelf soft slaty rock.

Shelf (Jelf), z*.1 Obsr x [Origin and meaning
obscure ; cf. OE. scelfan to shake ; also next vb.

(Perh. an arbitrary formation for rhyme : cf.

Shelve v.)~\ trans, ? To ruin.

c 142s Cast. Persev. 1070 in Macro Plays, Euery man
bou schalt schende & schelfe, & holde no man betyr panne
pi selfe.

t Shelf, v.2 Obs. [(. Shelf sb 2
] trans. To

cast on a shelf or sandbank.
1652 Benlowes Theoph. 1. lxxx, Such Saints high Tides

n'ere ebbe so low, to shelf Them on the Quicksand of their

self.

Shelf (Jelf), v.* [f. Shelf sb?\ trans. To
lay on the shelf, shelve.

1814 Scott Drama (1874) 225 He is too often retained for

the mere purpose of being laid aside, or shelfed, as it is

technically called. 183a Gen. P. Thompson Exerc. (1842)
II. 285 Trills.., and bravuras, will be shelfed with Man-
dane's hoop and Alexander's wig. 1863 Kingsley Water
Babies vii. 301 Blind brigadiers shelfed as principals of
colleges.

Shelfa, variant form ©f Shilfa.

She'lf-ful. [-ful.] A quantity sufficient to

fill a shelf ; the contents of a shelf.

1876 G. O. Trevelyan Life <y Lett. Macaulay (1878) II.

xii. 267 A shelf-full of Irish novels. 1912 Blatkw. Mag.
May 700/2 The quarrel of Byron with his wife has furnished

forth a shelfful of books.

ShelfV (je-lfi), a.i [f. Shelf sb. 2 + -y. Cf.

Shelvy.] Abounding in sandbanks lying near the

surface of the water.
1576 Sir H. Gilbert Disc. Pass. Cataia vi, Because all

Seas . . are maintained by the abundance of the water, waxing
more shallow and shelffie towards the ende. 1632 Lithgow
Trav. in. 99 We had a shelfie shoare. Ibid. v. 228 With
dreadfull snares Begirded round, in shelfie gulfes of wracke.

1697 Dryden ALneid v. 1125 A shelfy coast, Long infamous
for ships and sailors lost. 1725 Pope Odyss. 1. 257 Among
a savage race, whose shelfy bounds With ceaseless roar the

foaming deep surrounds.

Shelfy (Je-lfV),fl.2 [f. Shelf j£.1 + -y.] Having
ledges or terraces.

1767 Fawkes Idyll. Theotr. xxi. 53 Methought I sat upon
a shelfy steep. 1887 Blackmore Cripps xxxvi, A mighty
hedge of beetling brows, and over-hanging shagginess, and
shelfy curves, and brambly depths.

Shelfy, a. 3 dial. (Devon and Cornwall.) [f.

Shelf sb.'& + -y.] Full of * shelf or slaty rock.

The sense (
full of strata of rock ' in Webster 1864, to

which Ogilvie 1882 adds ' having rocky ledges cropping up

'

is based on quot. 1602.

1602 Carew Cornwall 20 The tillable fields are in some
places, .so shelfie that the Corne hath much adoe to fasten

his roote. 1674 Flavel Husb. Spiritualized vii. 70 Some-
times this plow thin shelfy ground doth turn. X753 Cham-
bers* Cyct. Suppl. s. v. Sea-sand, It is sometimes composed of

shelly matter alone ; but sometimes it is made up partly of

this, and partly of broken stones : in this last case it is

called shelfy sand. 1778 Pryce Min. Cornub. 74 The Slate,

or Shelfy-stone, is always uppermost next the loamy soil.

Srieling, obs. form of Shilling.

t Shelisoad. Obs. (See quot.)
c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon (1714) 11. 394 Shots and

Sheliscads, a Fish not unlike the Trout, and said to be
peculiar to Devonshire and Cornwall.

SHELL.

Shell (Jel), sb.1 Forms : 1 sciell, scel(l, ecill,

scyll, 4 schele, scell, chelle, s chill, (schyl-),

4-5 schelle, schylle, 4-6 schell, shelle, (schel-),

4-7 she!, 5 shylle, schull(e, 7 shul, 9 dial, shill,

shull, 4- shell. [OE. sciell, scill, Anglian scell

fem. = WFris. skyl peel, rind, egg-shell, NFris.
skel, skal sea-shell, (M)LG. schelle, schille pod,
rind, fish-scale, eggshell, MDu. schelle, schille shell,

pod, bark, rind, pi. scurf (Du. schel, schil), ON.
skel sea-shell (Norw. skfvel), Goth, skalja tile :—
OTeut. *skaljo, f. *shal-, for other derivatives of
which see Scale sb.*, sb 2

, Shale sb.i Cf. Skell,
from ON.]

I. The hard outside covering of an animal, a
fruit, etc.

1. The calcareous or chitinous outer covering of
crustaceans, molluscs, and other invertebrates.
See also Cockle-shell, Mussel-shell, Oyster-shell,

ScALLOP-SHELL.
c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 863 Conca, musclan seel.

a 1100 Aldhelm Gloss. 1. 447 (Napier 13/2) Conca, musclan
scille. C137S Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. {Placidas) 518 ?et wes
lewit hym [sc. Job] a schele to schrape his scabbis rycht
snel. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love I. iii. (Skeat) 1. 78 A
muskel, in a blewe shel. c 1430 Two Cookery-bks. 24 Pyke
owt be Muskele of be schulle. c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-
Wiilcker 765/27 Hec testa, a schylle. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S.) v. 33 Mussillis in schellis. 1605 Shaks.
Lear 1. v. 27 Can'st tell how an Oyster makes his shell ?

a 1631 Donne Poems (1654) 38 Let others freez with angling
reeds, And cut their legs, with shels and weeds. 1709
Steele Tatter No. 1 12 r 3 They used to gather up Shells on
the Sea-Shore. 1709 Lond. Gaz. No. 4510/7 About 14000
Oysters in the Shells, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist.
Fossils 11. (1729) I. 24 Two Nautiloides, or Bodies form'd in

Shells of the Nautilus. 1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in Encycl.
Metrop. (1845) VI. 684/2 The small bivalve crustaceous
shells of cypris. 1834 M°Murtrie Cuvier's Anim. Kingd.
272 All the Brachiopoda are invested with bivalve shells,

fixed and immoveable. Ibid. 468 The.. Sea-Urchins. .have
the body invested by a shell or calcareous crust. 1870 Rolles-
ton Anim. Life 47 The thickness of the Gasteropodous
shell diminishes from its free rim upwards. 1895 Kernahan
God <V Ant Apol. (ed. 4) 10 As the grain of sand, which has
found its way into his shell, vexes and irks the oyster.

b. Allusive uses, with reference to :

(a) The formation of pearls within the shells of molluscs.

(b) The association of a shell with persons of classical myth-
ology (e.g. Venus Anadyomene). (c) The sound of the sea
heard when a round-lipped shell is placed with the mouth
to one's ear.

(a) 1390 Gower Conf III. 346 He hath noght elles, No-
mor the perles than the schelles. [1447 Bokenham Seyntys
(Roxb.) 2 A margerye perle aftyr the pbylosophyr Growyth
on ashelle of lytyl pryhs.] 1611 B. Jonson Catiline l i.

Chorus, Her Women weare The spoiles of Nations, in an
eare, Chang'd for the treasure of a shell. [1813 Scorr
Trierm. in. xxvi, See these pearls, . .These were tears by
Naiads wept .. Tritons in the silver shell Treasured them.]

1850 Tennyson In Mem. Hi, Thy wealth is gather'd in,

When Time hath sunder'd shell from pearl.

(b) 1634 Milton Comusz^i Sweet Echo, sweetest Nymph
that liv'st unseen Within thy airy shell. 1685 Dryden
Albion 1. 8 Venus in her shell. 1823 Byron Island h. vii,

A form like Aphrodite's in her shell.

U) 1814 Wordsworth Excurs. iv. 1141 Even such a shell

the universe itself Is to the ear of Faith.

2. A shell of this kind (or a vessel resembling

one) used for a specific purpose.
a. = Scallop sb. r c. b. Used as a target. Sc, chiefly

with indecent allusion (cf. L. concha = cunnus). c. pi. Sea-
shells used as money. (Cf. cowry.) -f d. A drinking vessel.

e. A mussel-shell containing pigment to be used by mixing
with gum. f. = Conch 3.

a. 1362 Langland P. PI. A. vi. 12 Signes of Synay and
Schelles of Galys. 1507 Pilton Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec.
Soc.J 64, iij schellys of Seynt lame.

b- 1497 Ace. Ld. High. Treas. Scot. I. 360 Item, to the

kin^, to schut at the schell . . xvyd. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
xxxi. 13 He that..schuttis syne at ane vncow schell, ..He
wirkis sorrow to him sell. 1536 Lyndesay Answ. Kingis
Flytiug 45 Tholand 30W rin scnutand frome schell to schell.

a 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 302 Few honour
wynnis in to that innys For schutting at the schellis.

C. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa VOL 288 In matters of

smal value they use certaine shels brought hither out of

the Kingdome of Persia, fower hundred of which shels are

worth a ducate. 1732 Lediard Set/tos 11. vii. 65 An office

of exchange to receive the shells of foreign savages.

d. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades n. x. 243 Some menne
there are, which.. swallowe. .deintie hearbe brothes, . . not

out of a cup, but out of a shell. 1773 Boswell Tour Hebr.

5 Oct, Whiskey was served round in a shell, according to

the ancient Highland custom.

e. 1565 Cooper T/tesaurns s. v. Concha, Conclias, shelles

wherin peynters putte theyr colours. 1665 Hooke Microgr.

75 Those several colours they lay on their Shels or Palads.

i666Spurstowe Wiles of Satan 12 As a Painter doth his

many Colours, that lye. .before him in their several Shells.

1895 A rmy <§• Navy Co-op. Soc. Price List 668 Colours for

Illuminating...Tube of Enamel White, Gold Shell, Alu-

minium Shell.

f. 1634 Milton Comus 873 By scaly Tritons winding

shell. [1609 Potter Antig. Greece in. ix. 86 Shells of Fishes

..which they sounded in the manner of Trumpets.] 1823

Byron Island 11. ii, Ere Fiji blew the shell of war.

3. As a rendering of Gr. oarpaKov, the potsherd or

tile used in the Ostracism of the ancient Greeks.

The oo-Tpcucov has been freq. taken by mod. writers for an

oyster-shell.

[1538 Elyot Diet., Ostracismus, . .whyche exyle was doone

by delyuerynge of oyster shelles.] 15*5 Cooper Thesaurus,

Ostracismus, a kinde of banishment amonge the Athenians

for .x. yeres space, whiche was done by deliuerynge of
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shelles with the names of the persons condemned wryten in

them. 1579-80 North Plutarch, Aristides (1595) 353 At a
certaine day appointed, euery citizen caried a great snell

in his hande, whereupon he wrote the name of him he would
haue banished. 1711 Pope Temple of Fame 173 He [sc.

Aristides] whom ungrateful Athens could expell, At all times
just, but when he sign'd the Shell. 1770 Lanchorne Plu-
tarch, Nicias III. 389 The shell was not designed for such
wretches as he. 1845 Encyct. Metrop. IX. 365/1 If the
name of any person was found to be written on six thou-
sand tiles or shells [etc.].

4. pi. Burnt limestone before it is slaked, iltt
shells: unslaked.

1743 in R. Maxwell Sel. Trans. Agric. 191 Shells will
weigh about 25 Stone-weight the Boll. [1793 : see Lime
sb.i 5]. 1799 J. Rorertson Agric. Perth 282 The farmers
endeavour to carry it in shells, while the water is dissipated
and the lime light. i8iz Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot.
1. 178 [He] brings his lime from the kiln, lays it in small
heaps, about a firlot of shells in each heap. 1884 F. J.
Lloyd Set. Agric. 113 The lumps of burnt and unslaked
limestone are known as shells.

5. Used as the second element of the name of a
particular shellfish, as acorn-shell, razor-shell

;

hence (chiefly pi.) = shellfish, in referring to

classiticatory groups.
zj^t Chambers Cycl., Balani.. .They are commonly called

in English, centre-shells. 1840 Cuvier's Auim. Kingd. 386
The Balanus or Acorn-Shells. 1858 Baird Cycl. Nat, Sci.

s.v. Mollusca, Conchifera, or ordinary bivalve shells, which
breathe by two pairs of gills.

6. The hard outer calcareous envelope of a bird's

egg. (fIn the shell, of an egg, boiled.) Also, the

similar integument of the eggs of other creatures.

Cf. Egg-shell.
a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 18 Mar. 40 Se rodor ymbfehS..

sae & eordan, swa seo scell utan ymbfehS beet m^. 13..
A'. Alls. 571 An ay he laide, so he fleygh,..That to-

brak, Y yow telle : A dragon crep out of the schelle. 1398
Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xn. i. (Bodl. MS.), The chikenes
comeb forbe of be schelle alyue and fulle schape. c 1430
Two Cookery-bks. 41 Take Eyroun, 8r blow owt bat ys
with-ynne. .ban waysshe be schulle clene. 1599 Sir J.
Davies Nosce Tapsum 99 When the shell is broke, out
comes a chick. 1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden xlii, When
her food begins once to appear she [the silkworm] comes forth
of her sheT. 169a Trvon Good House-wife x. 83 Eggs
boyled in the Shells. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 99 The
Turtle's Eggs, which I roasted in the Ashes, and eat, as we
call it, in the Shell. 1864 Englishw. in India 173 Beat the
whites of the eggs in a basin. . .Crush the shells and add
them with the wine. *

b. In the shell: (of an egg or a bird, etc.) un-
hatched ; alsoyf^., in embryo.
1601 Shaks. Jul. C. 11. i. 34 Thinke him as a Serpents

egge,. .And kill him in the shell. 1606 — Tr. fy Cr. 1. U.

148 If you loue an addle egge as well as you loue an idle
head, you would eate chickens i' th' shell. 1638 Chillingw.
Relig. Prot. 1. ii. § 101. 91 Some yet are Embrio's, yet
hatching, and in the shell ; as the Popes infallibility. 1649
Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. Ad Sec xvi. 179 Corn forever
In the blade, egges alwaies in the shell, a 1659 Osborn
Observ. Turks Wks. (1673) 278 By the heat of Religion
many Vertues are hatched, and more Vices stifled in the
shell. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 71 Embryo poets
and artists in the shell. 1897 Advance (Chicago) 25 Feb.
242/1 As a writer he is full grown.. but as an evolutionist

be is still in the shell.

c. In fig. phr. referring to emergence into life

;

esp. in out of one's shell (with a negative).

1551 T. Wilson Logic (1580) 58 b, In this worlde a childe
shall scant be out of his shell, but he shall be sure to one,

or other. 1593 Nashe Christ's T. Wks, 1910 II. 86 My
young nouice. .not yet crept out of the shell. Ibid. 122 If at

the first peeping out of the shell a young Student sets not a
graue face on it. 1599 Broughton s Lett. 27 Those tlie.

.

Archbishop, .vnfolded. .at Cambridge, before thou wert
crept out of thy Alphabeticall shell. 1670 Baxter Cure
Ch. Div. 4 The pride of those that run with the shell on
their head into the Ministry. 1808 Jamieson s.v., You're
scarcely out of the shell yet ; a phrase applied to young
persons, to those especially who affect something beyond
their years. 1837 Browning Strafford \\. i, Puritan. His
fruit shall be a fiery flying serpent. Fiennes. ' Shall be '?

It chips the shell, man,—peeps abroad.

7. = Nutshell.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14683 Luytel notes

bey toke, & holede bem, be kerneles out schoke ; bey dide

y pe schelles fyr & tunder. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
xvii. cviii. (Bodl. MS.), Aschelle ober aschale b' waxib
harder & harder & ber w'in is be notte curnel. c 1400 Rom.
Rose 7117 As mocheas. .The sunnesourmounteth themone,
..And the note kernelle the shelle. 1555 Eden Decades
(Arb.) 342 The halfe shelles of almonds, a 1691 Boyle
Hist. Air (1602) 178 Almonds of a tender Shell. 1699
Dampier Voy. II. 1. 152 About 100 Nutmegs, which had the

Shells on as they grew on the Trees.
Prov. C1375 Cursor M. 23828 (Fairf.) paire speche is

nojt worb a shelle [Colt, noght anute-scellj. 1577 Grange
Golden Aphrod. I iij b, I see the prouerbe is true : who wil
the curnell of the nut must breake the shell. 16x1 Cotgr.
s.v. Cogue, Nulle noix sans cogue, no nut without a shell.

\>. fig. and in fig. context. (See also Shall sd.)

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xi. 252 After bat bitter barke (be be
shelle aweye), Is a kirnelle of conforte. 161 1 Bible Transl.
Pref. t 5 Translation it is.. that breaketh the shell, that we
may eat the kernel. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 490
AH are vaine-glorious, and seeke rather the shell then the
kernell, the shew then the substance of holinesse. 1621

Laud Diary 3 June, He [the King] was pleased to say, he
had given me nothing but [the Deanery of] Gloucester,

which he well knew was a shell without a kernel. 1650
Hubbert Pill Formality 22 Forms are more contended
for, then power, ..shel more then kernel.

c. The fibre-covered envelope of a coco-nut.
1638 SirT. Herbert Trttv. (ed. 2) 29 The Coco..iscover'd

Vol. VIII.
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with a thick rynd,..the shell is like the skull of man. 1768
Cocoa nut-shell [see Coco 1 4 dj. 1838 Mrs. Browning
Rom. Ganges iv, Of shell of coco carven, Each little boat is

made. 1891 Codrington Melanesians xvi. 316 The cream
squeezed out from grated cocoa-nut was often cooked over
the embers in the shells.

8. The outer covering of a seed, etc. ; a husk,
pod (e. g. pea-shell) ; frind (of pomegranates,
etc.)

;
putamen, pericarp.

1561 Hollybush Horn. Apoth. 26 Take the wood of
Berberis, fyll the upper shell wyth the leaves from it. 1562
Turner Herbal u. (1568) 33 If lentilles be sodden with theyr
shelles untaken of. 1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 389 The
powderofvnripe Pomgranat shels. i6ii Cotgr., Calicules,..
the rough shells of Chestnuts. 1624 [see Gourd ' 4]. 1631
Widdowes Nat. Philos. 24 It may be softened by quench-
ing in juyce of beane shuls or mallowes. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden xcix, Within which fruit [gourd], lie.,
many seeds, having smooth hard wooddy shells. 1707
Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 144 The Scarlet-Bean which has
a red Husk, and is not the best to eat in the Shell, as
Kidney-Beans are usually eaten. 1745 Pococke Descr. East
1 1. i. 233 They fill the shell [of coloquintida] with milk, and
let it stand some time. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3)
I. 66 Legumen, or shell ; a seed-vessel of two valves. 1861
Bentley Man. Bot. 301 A strong shell surrounding the
seed, called the putamen. 1887 Ibid. (ed. 5) 20 The shell
ox pericarp. 1901 Alldridge Sherbro ii. 15 A great deal of
shell [on palm kernels], which of course is useless.

9. The hard covering or ( house ' of a snail : cf.

Snail-shell.
£1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxi. 96 per er..so erete snyles

bat in baire schelles three men or foure may be herberd.
1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Schell of a snayle, cocguille. x6ix
Cotgr., Cagueroles, the shels of Snayles, Periwincles, and
such like. 1766 [Anstey] New Bath Guide vi. (1807) 42 As
snug as a hodmandod rides in his shell. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist. (1776) VII. 23 In proportion as it grows, the shell

encreases in the number of its circles. 1808 Med. Jml,
XIX. 373 The covering or opercle with which they [sc. snails]

close up their shell in winter.

b. In fig. phrases, referring to avoidance of
society or to a forbidding and an uncommunicative
manner.
1853 Earl Lytton Let. to Browning 26 July, I have long

ago crept into my shell for good. 1889 C. F. M. Bell From
Pharaoh to Fellah xitf. in Under the soothing influence of
coffee and tobacco, he came out of his shell. 1893 Vizetelly
Glances Back I. vii. 137 [He] rarely spoke unless person-
ally appealed to, and speedily retired into his shell again.

10. The hard covering of a tortoise or turtle

;

the material of which this is composed; cf. Tor-
TOISESHELL.
1545 Elyot Diet., Chelonium, the shell of a torteyse.

x6oi Holland Pliny vi. xxiv. I. 134 The Chelonophagi, /".

such as feed upon the flesh of Tortoises, and the shels of
them serve for roufes. 1638 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 25
The Sea Tortoise is not much differing from those at land,
her house or shell is only flatter. xj*6 G. Roberts Four
Yrs, Voy. 21 They had nothing to pay me for it, but the
Turtle, Oil, and Shell which they had made here. 1844
Thirlwall Greece VIII. 353 A tortoise, which is safe only
so long as it keeps within its shell.

f b. poet, [after L. tesludo.'] A lyre (in allusion

to the legend that the first lyre was a tortoise shell

stringed); occas. (cf. Lyre 1 i b) put for ' lyric

poetry *. Obs.
[1687 Dryden Song St. Cecilia's Day ii, When Jubal struck

the corded Shell.] 1746 Collins Ode toPity\'\\, Till, Virgin,
Thou again delight To heara British Shell ! 1769 Gray Ode
for Music it, 'Twas Milton struck the deep-toned shell. 1821
Byron Diary Wks. (1846) 423/1 My brethren of the shell.

i8ai — Sardanap. in. 1. 66 Hast thou thy shell in order?
Sing me a song.

11. The integument of an armadillo, glyptodon,
osti aciont, etc. ; the elytron of an insect ; the cast

skin of a pupa.
1774 Goldsm, Nat. Hist. (1824) II. 112 This animal [sc.

the armadillo] being covered, like a tortoise, with a shell,

or rather a number of shells. 1840 Swainson & Shuckard
Insects § 70. 81 An immense assemblage of insects, having.

.

four wings, but of which two are converted into cases or
shells {elytra). 185a Dana Crust. 11. 1370 The two elytra-

like prolongations of the shell of the third segment of the
body [of the Dinematurffi].

II. A shell-shaped object ; something concave

or hollow.

12. Applied gen, to a hollow spherical, hemi-

spherical, or dome-shaped object.

1599 Churchw. Ace. Pittington, etc. (Surtees) 276 Whatso-
ever shall, .misforten about the clock, viz., shelles or nutes

or such like thinges. a X700 Evelyn Diary 27 Feb. 1644,
That [jetto] which rises over the greate shell of lead, from
whence it glides silently down a channel. 1753 De Foe's

Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 5) I. 157 There rises above the Roof
a semicircular Dome, which has two Shells, . .the outward
Shell is Carpentry, covered with Lead. 1759 H. Walpole
Let. to G. Montagu 2 June, As they were sitting in the shell

on my terrace. 1817 Shelley Rev. Islam xn. 4630 The
boat was one curved shell of hollow pearl. 1850 B. Taylor
Eldorado iv. {1862) 34 The whole vast shell of the firma-

ment. 1851 Ruskin Stones of Venue I. xi. § 1 An arch, .is

a curved shell of firm materials, on whose back a burden is

to be laid of loose materials.

13. a. A scale of a balance. Sc,

15.. Aberd. Reg. (Jam.), A pair of schellis. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett. (1664) 143 Our Lord (who hath all you the Nobles
lying in the shell of his ballance). c 1730 Ramsay Fables,

Twa Cats § Cheese 22 Hc.ca's for the scales,. He puts

ilk hart in either shell.

t b. The bowl (of a chalice). Obs.

1546 Inv. Ch. Goods (Surtees) 134 A chalice, the shelle of

silver and gilt, waing iiij ounces.
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14. The semicircular guard of a sword, often
elaborately worked.
1685 Lond. Gaz. No. 2050/4 A Rapier Sword, the Hilt of

which was made with a whole Shell. 1692 Sir W. Hope
Fencing Master 3 The Shell is that part of the Hilt next to
the Blade. 1707— New Metk. 1-euciug iv. § 3.60 The Hilt
hath its Pomef, Handle, Shell, and Cross-Barrs. 1748
Smollett Rod. Rand, lix, I seized his shell, which was
close to my breast, before he could disintangle his point.
1826 Scott Woodst. xix, The shell of my rapier struck
against his ribs. 1869 Boutell Arms <$• Armour ix. 178
This weapon Ithe rapier] generally has a kind of small
basket or shell.

15. The apsidal end of the school-room at West-
minster School, so called from its conch-like shape.
Hence, the name of the form (intermediate between
the fifth and sixth) which originally tenanted the
( shell * at Westminster School, and transf. of forms
(intermediate between forms designated bynumbers)
in other public schools : see quots.
.1735 Gentl. Mag. VI. 679 /2 Near these [forms] y« shell's

high concave walls appear. 1750 Chesterf. Lett, ccxxviii,
Observe, .what the best scholars in the Form immediately
above you do, and so on, till you get into the shell yourself.
1825 Southey Life <$ Corr. (1849) l > *5* He was floated up
to the Shell, beyond which the tide carried no one. 1857
Hughes Tom Brown 1. v, The lower fifth, shell, and all the
junior forms in order [at Rugby]. 1877 Ld* ^* **• Lennox
Celebr. I have knenvn I. 43 The noise grew louder and
louder, until the birch was safely deposited in a small room
behind the ' shell *,—so the upper end of the room was called
from its shape [Westminster]. 1884 Forshall Westm. Sch. 3
The Headmaster faced all the boys excepting the tenants of
the 'Shell'. 1903 Blackw. Mag. June 742/2 The third 'shell',

a form within measurable distance 01 the lowest in the
school [Harrow].

10. The bottom part of a turnip remaining after

the root has been scooped out by sheep.
1802 Willich Dom. Encycl. IV. 60/2 The shells of turnips

which have been suffered to He on the ground for some
time. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-Jarming 49 An active man will,

with the assistance of a boy or woman at picking shells,

manage 600 full-mouthed sheep.

17. The outer ear ; = Concha 4 a.

1847 Youatt Horse vi. 122 This cartilage, the conch or
shell, is attached to the head by ligaments. 1871 Darwin
Desc. Man I. i. 21 The whole external shell of the ear.

18. U.S. A light, narrow, racing-boat.

1873 B. Harte What B. Harte Saw in Fiddletown, etc.

98 A shell with its exercising crew. 1894 Outing XXIV.
69 '2 The first month of rowing in the shell is taken up in

coaxing the fractious creature to be steady on its bottom.

b. The floating part of a racing boat ; the dug-
out portion of a West Indian canoe.
1895 Westm. Gaz. 30 Mar. 3/1 After the skin and the ribs,

which really constitute the shell of the boat, are finished, we
fix the seats and stretchers. 1901 Daily Tel. 18 Mar. 7/4
The greater distance between the men necessitated by the
slides also involved a longer shell. 1907 C. Hill-Tout
Brit. N. Amer., Far West vii. 136 The thickness of the
shell varies with the size of the vessel, the small [dug-out]
canoes being about an inch.

19. Miscellaneous technical uses.

e. g. : in casting, the outer wall of the mould ; a pump
bucket or clack before it is grathed ; a concave grinding
tool ; a thin film of copper forming the face of an electrotype,
which is backed with type-metal ; see also quots,

1819 Reveley Let. to Shelley 12 Nov., So that the melted
metal. .may.. fill up the.. space left between the core and
the shell, in order to form the desired cylinders. 1835 Ure
Philos. Manuf. 168 A fluted cylinder called the roller-bowl,

encased at its lower and back part within a segment of a
hollow cylinder called the shell. 1839 Civil Engin. fy Arch.
Jml. II. 311/1 The shells or buckets are fitted with valves
opening upwards. Ibid. VII. 370 Two 'shells' are to be
provided, or what is technically termed the moulding box.
i860 Ure's Diet. Arts II. 699 A concave rough grinding
tool of cast iron called a shell. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,
Shell (Weaving), the upper and under shells are the bars of

the lay, which are grooved to receive the reed. 1881 Max.
well Electr. <$• Magti. I. 77 An insulated spherical shell

concentric with the globe. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,

Shell, a Russian tool for turning insides of hollow projectiles.

1885 Lock in Workslwp Rec. Ser. iv. 215/1 A substantial

electrotype or shell should be obtained in 10-15 hours. 1898
Syd. Soc. Lex. , Shells, a term for tinted spectacles for pro-

tecting the eyes from bright light.

III. An exterior or enclosing cover or case

20. a. A covering (of earth, stone, etc.).

1667 Primatt City <fr C. Builder 4 Coal-mines which are

covered with a shell of stone about a fathom or more thick.

1692 Bentley Boyle Led. iii. 98 Arched over with an
exterior Crust or Shell of Earth.

b. The crust of the earth.

a 1704 Locke Elem. Nat. Philos. viii. (1754) 32.Whatever
we fetch from under ground is only what is lodg'd in the shell '

of the earth. 1830 Lyell Princ. Geol. I. 35 The separation of

the land from the waters, mentioned in Genesis: duringwhich
operation some places of the shell of the earth were forced out-

wards. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. xiL 331 The inner as well as the

outer surface of the earth's crust or shell must be spheroidal.

21. A case of metal, etc. in which powder and
shot is made up, esp. for use as a hand-grenade.

1644 Nye Gunnery 11. (1647) 73 First of all fill these small

shels [i.e. granadoes for the hand) with fine Gunpowder.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xiii. 85 To Load them,

fill these small Shells with Gun- Powder. [marg.\ The Shells

are made ofGlass, or nelld Clay, or Paper. 169a Ca6t. Smith's
Seaman's Gram. n. xvii. 127 How much Powder will fill

that Shell 1 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Cc 3 b, The
shell is a great hollow ball, filled with powder. 1884 Milit.

Engin, (ed. 3) I. n. 101 Weight of Shell loaded for service.

D. Hence, an explosive projectile or bomb for

use in a cannon or mortar. Also collect, sing.
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164. Thomasson Tracts rBrit. Mus.) CCCCXCII. No. 27.

noThey swear they will never fight more against guns that

shoot twice, meaning the two cracks, the mortar and the

shell. 1605 Lcttreix Brief Rel. (1857) HI. 452. }3 mortars

were tryed and approved of, each of them throwing a shell

a mile and half. 1767 T. Hutchinson Hist. Mass. 11. 181

The bomb- ship.. plied the French with her shells. 1806

A. Duncan Nelson 45 The Thunder, .began to throw shells.

1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 391 A single shell bursting,

was seen to put an effectual stop to their whole cavalry in

a charge. 1854 Tennyson Lt. Brigade iii, Storm 'd at with

shot and shell

C. A cartridge case of paper or metal.

1799 G- Smith Laboratory I. 18 Pour it in the paper

shells. 1890 Leffingwell Wild Fowl Shooting 122 You
can get shells at the gunsmith's loaded, or, if you prefer,

load them yourself. 189a Greener Breech Loader 171 In

America good paper cases, or 'shells', are dearer than in

England.

d. Pyrotechny. (See quot.)

1878 T. Kentish Pyrotec/tn. Treas. T17 Shells are hollow

paper globes, fired vertically, from mortars, or iron tubes.
J

22. A wooden coffin, esp. a rough or temporary

one. Also a thin coffin of lead or other material

to be enclosed in a more substantial one.

1788 Gent/. Mag. II. 1045 Great abundance of human bones

have been unavoidably dug up, most of which have been

put into shells. 1709 Southey Engl. Eel. Poet. Wks. III.

45 To slave while there is strength, in age the workhouse,

A parish shell at last 1837 Richardson Brit. Legion

fed. 2) viii. 2i2 Their [Spanish criminals] bodies, .were then

taken down by the executioner.., and placed in shells. 1855

Thackeray Newcomes lv, Look rather at the living audience

standing round the shell ;—the deep grief on Barnes New-
come's fine countenance. x8s8SimmondsZ>*W. Trade, Shell,

a rough coffin to be enclosed in another. 1894 Times 4 Feb.

12/2 The leaden shell in which the body.. is laid was sealed

down and this enclosed in a beautiful olivewood coffin.

23. Miscellaneous uses.

a. Naut. The outer casing of a pulley-block ; a thimble

dead-eye block used to join the ends of two ropes, b. See

quots. 1802, 1853 and cf. shell-jacket (sense 39). C. The
outer plating ofa boiler, d. Bridge'building. (Seequot. 1876.)

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Shell ofa block, the

outer frame or case, wherein the sheave or wheel is contained.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 149 The shell is made of elm

or ash. x8oa C. James Milit. Diet., Shell, a short jacket

without arms, which was worn by light dragoons. 1839

R. S. Robinson Naut. Steam Eng. 114 The chief parts of a

boiler are the shell, the flues, the furnaces and the steam
chest. 1841 R. H. Dana Seaman's Man. viii. 44 A made
block consists of.. the shell..; the sheave..; the pin..;

and the strap. 1853 Stocquei.er Milit. Encycl.
t
Shell, a

short jacket without tails. 1876 Encycl. Brit. IV. 326

Concrete in a shell is a name which might be applied to all

the methods of founding a pier which depend on the . . property

which strong hydraulic concrete possesses of setting into

a solid mass under water. The required space is enclosed

by a wooden or iron shell. 188a Nares Seamanship (ed. 6)

36 Topmast rigging is sometimes spliced round the shell of

the dead eye. 1886 St. James's Gaz. 22 Dec. 6/1 He had
been measured for.. tunics and shells and messing-jackets.

IV. A mere exterior or framework.

24. The external part, exterior, or outward aspect,

the externals (of something immaterial).
a 1652 J» Smith Sel. Disc, u 10 We must not think we have

then attained to the right knowledge of truth, when we have
broken through the outward shell of words, .that house it

up. x66a Stiixingfl. Orig. Sacrae 11. iv. § 2 It seems some-
what strange that God should take so great care about the

shell and outside of his worship. 1707 Reflex, upon Ridicule

204 Cullies, that Judge only by the Shell, an<' Appearance.

1774 Earnest Addr. Methodists (ed. 8) 5 The outward
form and shell of religion. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia ii. The
old Jewish blood still beat true, under all its affected shell

of Neo-Platonist nonchalance. 1875 Earl Lytton Lett.

(1906) I. 335 Words are the shells of ideas. 1889 Conan
Doyle Micah Clarke i, Among so many there were some
whose piety was a shell for their ambition.

25. An empty or hollow thing ; mere externality

without substance.

1791 Cowper Yardley Oak 123 All the superstructure..

a

shell Stands now, and semblance only of itself ! 18x8 Cruise
Digest (ed. 2) II. 426 Nothing but the shell of what was
intended for the lasting support of a family of honour. 1829
Carlyle Misc. (1857) I. 270 Mere effigies and shells of men.
1846 Mew Monthly Mag. Dec. 410 He piously kissed that

shell of a departed being. 1871 Swinburne Songs bef.Sun-
rise, Halt bef. Rome 184 How shall the spirit be loyal To the
shell of a spiritless thing?

26. a. The outer part of an edifice or fabric, the

interior of which has been removed or destroyed.
X657 Docum. St. Paul's (Camden) 155 The r^ofe and floore

of the wk howse is fallen downe to the grownd, and lyeth
on a heape wlhin the shell thereof. 1705 Jos. Taylor Journ.
Edenb. 1 1903)65 The Shell ofCliffords Tower whichwas blown
up in 1684. 1771 Smollett Humfih. CI. III. 6 Sept., Hard by
is the shell^fa . . Gothick palace. 1865 Alex. Smith Summer
in Skye I. 34 The red shell of Tantallon speaks to you of
the might of the Douglases. 1866 Young Fires 59 Nothing
remained but the red-hot skeleton or shell of the building.
1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd Men I. it 288 [She] built herself
a stately mansion which was only reduced to a shell in 1794.

b. The skeleton or carcass of a building or a ship.

1705 Addison Italy, Naples 202 The Shell of a House,
which he had not time to finish. 1761 Wesley Jrnl. 29 July
(1827) III. 68, I preached.. in the shell of the new house.
X814 T. Lane Guide Line. Inn 82 The shells or walls of the
several chambers.. are insured from fire by the society.
1825 T. Nicholson Oper. Meeh. 580 When the shell of a
building is finished, that is, previous to the floors being laid,
or the ceilings lathed. 1886 C. E. Pascoe 2,<?«rf. of To-day
xxxii. (ed. 3) 295 The shell of the house, of brick, is old;
but stone frontages, enlargements, and decorations, were
afterwards made. 1900 G. C. Brodrick Mem. $ Impr. 53,
I was shown the Great Britain, then a mere shell on the
stocks, one of the first iron ships ever built.
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C. U.S. A rough, wooden structure, without

decoration or furniture.

1852 Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxxii. 293 They were
mere rude shells, destitute of any species of furniture. 188a
Howells in Longman's Mag. I. 48 The edifice was what we
call a shell ; it was not plastered. 190a Wister Virginian
xiii, It [the eating palace] was a shell of wood, painted with
golden emblems.
V. A scale or scale-like object.

27. A scale of a fish or reptile ; a hard epidermal

excrescence, rare.

C893 Alfred Oros. iv. viii. 174 ponne hie mon sips opbe
sceat, bonne glad hit on basm scyllum, swelce hit wa^re

smeoe isen. c 897— Gregory s Past. C. xlvii. 360 Mlces fisces

sciell bi5 to oc-erre gefejed. c 1000 ^lfricZ-w. xi. 9 Neete
ge nanne fisc buton ba be habbao* Annas and scilla. 158a

N. Lichefirld tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 1. xl. 94
[Lagartos] their bodies are couered ouer with shels. 1665
Hooke Microgr. 184 The leggs..were all of them cover 'd

with a strong hairy scale or shel.

28. a. A scale or lamina ^of stone, etc.).

13.. Guy IVanv. xciii. (1891) 454 Nas neuer wepen bat

euer was make pat o schel mi^t berof take, Na more ban of

be flint. 1645 Docum. St. Pauls (Camden) 144 Whit marble

in block and shels 140 fo[ot]. 1833-4 J. Phillips Geol. in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 592/r Such flagstones .. are much
liable to scale off in irregular * shells '.

f b. A lamina (of bone). Obs.

c 1400 Lanfranes Cirurg. 86 Neuere be lattere kynde wole
afterward don awey a schelle of bilke same boon, nou3t
ajenstondynge pi scbauynge. 1656 Ridgley Pract. Physic

171 A Contusion when the bone is pressed down; yet so,

that it is not broken into many shells.

f29. pi. Scurf; = Scale sb? 2. Obs.

c 1400 Lanf"rauc's Cirurg. 189 Furfurea ben a maner of

squamis .i. schellis pat comep of brennyng bat is in be

skyn. 1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters Civb,
The hede often enointed with the same, .withdryveth the

shelles from the hede.

30. Any of the thin pieces of metal composing

scale-armour ; = Scale sb.
1
* 7 a.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay^s Voy. iv. iii. 115 b,

They had . . vppon their bodies curates of shelles of diuers

colours. 1849 Jas. Grant Mem. Sir W. Kirkaldy ix. 85

They wore the most splendid armour of the age
?
with sur-

coats or hoquetons covered with shells of silver gilt.

1 31. Cant, {pi.) Money. Obs.

159a Greene Conny Catch, 1. C 2 The purse, the Bong,
The monie, the Shels. Ibid. 11. Dj b, The farmer. .mist his

purse, searcht for it, but lining and shels & all was gone.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl\. i. Ljb, 'Tis

a question whether there bee any siluer shels amongst them,

for all their sattin outsides.

f 32. //. Fragments. Obs. rare.

1560 Rolland Seven Sages 54 The Falcon . . russillit & rang
hir bellis, Almaist scho had al schakin bame in schellis.

33. An epaulette; = Scale sb? 9.

1848 Thackeray Van, Fair xxvii, The Captain, with
shells on his frock-coat.

VI. Attributive uses and Combinations.

34. In sense 1 : a. Simple attrib., as shell-colour,

-covering, -layer, etc.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard 11. i. 67 Bright pink, the*shell-

colour. 1890 Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip XXVI. 179/1 The
evolution of the shell-colour. i6xa Daborne Christian
turn'd Turke x. ii. C 2 Poore fishers brat, that neuer didst

aspire Aboue a musle boate, . . That . . didst smell Worse then

thy *shell commodity at midsummer. 1834 Woodward
Mollusca 318 The external *shell-layer consists of fusiform

cells. 1847-9 Todds Cycl. Anal. IV. 562/2 The various

examples of *shell-membrane. 1835-6 Ibid. I. 548/2 The
inner sides of the *shell-muscles. 1883 Fisheries Exhib.
Caial. 252 *Shell Net. 1886 A. Winchell Geol. Talks 193

In Lamellibrachs the *shell-outline is not the same on each
side of the beak. 1857 J. G. Wood Comm. Obj. Seashore

24 Upon this leathery mantle are placed eight *shell-plates,

which overlap each other. 1854 Woodward Mollusca 287
The *shell-wall is removed by weathering.

b. Objective and objective genitive, as shell-

cleaner, -eater, -eating, -monger, etc.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, * Shell-cleaner, a person who
makes a business of cleansing and scouring shells. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. {1776) VII. 17 Our most exact and
industrious *shell-collectors. 1880 A. R. Wallace 1st. Life
v. 77 Such species as are especially *shell-eaters. 1857
Livingstone Trav. xiv. 252 Clouds of a black *shell-eating

bird, called Hnongolo. 1850 British Museum (Chambers)

192 * Shell-engraving, however, under the name otConchylie,

is now carried on.. in Italy. 1748 Chesterf. Let. to Son
6 Dec, The.. tribes of insect-mongers, *shell-mongers, and
pursuers and driers of butterflies.

o. Parasynthetic, instrumental, etc., as shell-

borne, -burred, -housed, -wrought, etc. adjs.

1818 Keats Endym. in. 237 O *shell-borne Neptune.
1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Deep-Sea Cables, The great grey
level plains of ooze where the *shell-burred cables creep.

1835-6 Todd's Cycl. A not. I. 549/1 The *shell-clad Nautilus.

1883 Good Words 113 Gorgeous articles of native dress,

feather-tasseled, *shell-fringed, coral-beaded. 1600 J. Lane
Tom Tel-troth 506 The *shell-housde snaile. 1624 Quarles
Sion's Elegies (1717)395 In roughest tides his *sh ell-prepared
brest Untoucht with danger, finds a haven of rest. 1613-16
W. Browne Brit. Past. n. i. 3 Now with his hands. .The
Swaine attempts to get the *shell-strewd shores. 1856 Stan
ley Sinai ty Pal. vi. (1858) 261 The *shell-strewn beach. 1741
Bovse Patience 182 Sweet was each *shell-wrought bowl.

1747 Mason Ode to Water Nymph 38 Yon shell-wrought

terras.

d. Similative, as shell-curved, -formed, -red,

etc. ; also shell-like adj. and adv., -wise adv.
X0ox Lady Dilke Fr. Fumit.iSth Cent. 48 The ^shell-

curved lines which maintain their decorative value in the
Salle a manger, c 1800 Leyden Mermaid liv, The *shell-

formed lyres of ocean ring. 169a Ray Disc, 132 There are
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found not only *shell-like stones, but real shells. 1715
Leoni Palladia's ArcJiit. (1742) I. 46 Of the. .Rooms,. the
lesser ones are arch'd shell-like. 1827 Hood Bianca*s Dream
242 Her small and shell-like ear. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med.
VI. 917 Shell-like plates of varying size with scalloped
margins. 1887 Daily News 19 May 5/6 Lined with *shell-

pink satin. 1891 ' O. Thanet ' Otto the Knt., etc 3X 1 Shades
of gray and purple and *shell-red. 1835 Willis Pencillings
I. v. 34 The three *shell*shaped squares in the centre of the
city. 155a in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 88 Makinge the
same [feathers] into greate plumes, to stand *shell-wise over-
thwarte the hed peces of the worthyes of the Greekes.

35. In various senses of branch I, passing into adj.

a. Of an animal, fruit, etc. : Having a shell; see

also Shell-fish, -snail.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 443/2 Schale notys, and ober schelle

frute. 1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Shellfish, Bonetus ob-
serves, That Shell Animals have no Diversity of Sex. 1839
T. Mitchell Frogs of Aristoph. Introd. p. cxviii, The pots
containing the seeds or shell-fruits. 1859-62 Sir J. Richard-
son, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist. (1868) II. 353 The genus Testa-
cellus or Shell-slug. 1870 Kingsley At Last xvii, Their
shell-fauna is of a Mexican and Central American type.

b. Of geological formations or deposits : Con-
sisting wholly or largely of (sea)shells (esp. in a

triturated or powdery state, shell-marl, -sand).
(Cf. shale marl, 1682, s. v. Marl sb. 1 1 b.)

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1596) 43 The shell stones
(that He in arable landes..) first burnt, and then beaten
into fine powder. 169a A. Symson Descr. Galloway (1823)

94 As for lime they are supplyed from the Shell-bank
of Kirkinner. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Shell-sand,
a name given by the farmers, in some parts of England, to
the fragments of shells found on the sea-shores, and ground
to a sort of powder, so that they resemble sand. 1759 Mills
tr. DuhameVs Husb. 1. viii. 29 This author seems never to

have seenshell-marle. 1765 J. Bartram Jrnl. 25 Dec. (1766)
7 This shell-bluff is 300 yards more or less along the river*s

tank. 1827 G. Hicgins Celtic Druids 138 The coarse shell-

limestone, which immediately covers the chalk strata in the

neighbourhood of Paris. 1850 Ansted Elem. Geol., Min.
etc. Gloss., Shell marl, a deposit of clay, peat, and silt,

mixed with shells, which collects at the bottom of fresh

water lakes. 1850 Dana Min. 208 Fire marble or luma-
chelle is a dark brown shell marble. 1854 A. Adams, etc.

Man. Nat. Hist. 589 Shell-beds are formed of dead and
drifted shells, heaped together by tides and currents. 1855
Kingsley Heroes, Perseus iv, Shell-drifts bleaching in the

sunshine.

C. Of an artificial structure, vessel, etc. : Con-
sisting or formed of a shell or shells ; made from
a shell or shells ; ornamented with shells

;
(of a

road, U.S.), having a bed or layer of shells.

1627 May Luean ix, Q 8 b, Whose shrill shell-trumpett
seas and shores doo heare. 1637 Nabbes Microcosmus iv.

Fj b, From a rock That weeps a running christall she [sc.

Temperance] doth fill Her shell cup. 1699 Potter Antiq.
Greece 111. ix. 87 Triton's Shell-trumpet is famous in Poetical

Story. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Shell, The effects

of this shell-manure. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltness

Collect. (MaitlandClub) 153 The gardens are of great extent,

with.. shell grottos. 1844 Mrs. Houston Yacht Voy. Texas
II. 17 There are but two drives in the neighbourhood of

New Orleans—the old and new 'Shell Roads'.. .They are

..thickly covered. .with small sea shells. 1845 J. Coulter
Adv. in Pacific xiii. 169 Bone or shell ear-rings. 1851 S. P.

Woodward Mollusca j. 46 The makers of shell-cameos avail

themselves of this difference [of colour] to produce white or

rose-coloured figures on a dark ground. 1878 B. Harte
Man on Beach 55 Two or three highly-colored prints,

a shell workbox, a ghastly winter bouquet of skeleton leaves

and mosses. 1888 Mrs. Custer Tenting on Plains ix, The
shell drive along the ocean. 1904 Winston Churchill Cross-
ing in. v, A white shell walk divided the garden.

d. Of an implement : Hollow, or having a con-

cave part.

1823 P. Nicholson Pract. Builder 254 The Taper-shell-

bit is used for widening holes. 1823 J. Badcock Dom.
Avtusem. 179 The first tool used is an auger ; the shell part

. .four inches in diameter. 1875 Carpentry $ Join. 31 For
rough work.. the shell augur alone is used.

e. Of the shape of a shell
;
(of material, trim-

ming, etc.) having a shell pattern.

1774 in Amer. Hist. Rev. (1899) V. 311 She is drest in a
neat shell CalUco Gown. 1840 Mrs. Gaugain Lady's Assist.

Knitting 142 Shell pattern, or half square for a quilt or

counterpane. 1869 Mrs. Whitney We Girls vt Shell-

trimmings and flutings. 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet.

Needtovork 92 Shell Couching, a Flat Couching, in which
the securing stitches are arranged in half curves, and bear

some resemblance to the shape of a scallop shell. 1885

W. J. E. Crane Bookbinding xiii. 101 The pattern called

large brown French, or shell pattern.
1
1894 Daily News

26 Apr. 9/1 ' The shell chair ', which is like a scallop shell.

f. Made of tortoise-shell. ? U.S.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shell-comb, a lady's comb
for the hair, or a toilet comb, made of tortoiseshell. 1884

Knight Diet. Meeh. Suppl., Shell-piece, one of the shields

of tortoise-shell or horn, used with spring eye-glasses which

clasp the nose. 1896 Harpers Mag. XCII. 808/1 She
replaced the dagger with a shell pin from her own hair.

36. In sense 21 : a. Simple attrib., as shell-fire,

fougasse, -gun, -room, -shop, etc, ; b. objective,

as shell-filling, etc.; C. advb., as shell-proof

'Stricken adjs.

x868 Rep. to Govt. U.S. Munit. War 31 The carrier-block

moves the *shell-drawer and causes it to draw out the dis-

charged shell from the chamber. 1884 Milit. Engin. (ed. 3)

I. 11. 101 A "shell-filling room. 1858 Greener Gunnery 132

Shell firing was next tried at a distance of ijSoo yards.

1834 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. 207 *Shell Fougasses.

1875 Knight Diet. Meeh., *S/ielt-gage (Ordnance),an instru-

ment for verifying the thickness of hollow projectiles. 1858

Greener Gunnery 135 The accurate and long-range firing

of such rifled *shell-guns. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval
Archit. xii. 132 The "shell hoist. .is provided with a cowl.
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1864 Webster, *Shell-proof, capable ofresisting bomb shells.

1805 Shipwright's Vade-Al. 130 *Shell-rooms, a compart-
ment in a bomb-vessel, fitted up with shelves to receive

bomb-shells when charged. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry
16 The "shell-shop, where the^r [shells] are taken in and
finished. 1901 ' Linesman * Words by Eyewitness iii. (1902)

40 The most *shell-stricken_ kopje in South Africa. 1891
Kipling Light that Failed ii, A clump of*shell-torn bodies.

1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry^ 29 Now that steel is used
instead of iron the *shell-wall is much thinner.

37. In sense 15.

1833 Quart, yrnl. Educ. V. 40 Fifth Form. . . Shell Form. .

.

Sixth Form. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. v, It was the
prescribed quantity of Homer for a shell lesson. 1867 VV. L.
Collins Public Sch., Weslm. viii. 178 At the end of this

room [the schoolroom] there is a kind of semicircular apse,
in which the ' shell ' form were formerly taught.

38. In sense 1 8 : Of boats of a light racing form
;

hence of a race rowed by such boats.
1858 O. W. Holmes Ant. Breakf.-t. vii, A 'skeleton' or

'shell' race-boat. 1873 Forest fy Stream 25 Sept. 108/1
A new four-oared shell boat. Ibid., A four-oared shell race.

39. Special comb. : shell-back, {a) jocular, a
sailor, esp. a hardened or experienced one ; (b) a
marine turtle ; shell-bake v., to overheat an egg
that is being incubated so as to kill (the bird)

;

shell-bearing a., = Conchifebous 1 and 2

;

shell-blow, a call blown on a horn made of a
large species of shell (e. g. a conch-shell) ; so
shell-blowing

; f shell-bread, a kind of bread
or biscuit baked in large mussel-shells; shell-

breaker, an instrument used in lithotomy ; shell
button (see quots. ) ; f shell-cap, ? a lace cap of
shell pattern ; shell-fire dial., phosphorescence or
lambent fire seen enveloping or issuing from bodies
(see quots.) ; shell-flowers, ' ornaments made
with small shells, plain or coloured' (1858 Sim-
monds Diet. Trade) ; shell-game U.S., a sleight-

of-hand swindling game in which a small object

is concealed under a walnut shell or the like, and
bets are made as to which shell the object is under

;

shell-gland, (a) an excretory organ beneath the
shell in the lower crustaceans;

xb) the shell-

secreting gland of a mollusc ; shell-gold [see
sense 2 e], gold for painting or writing, laid in

a mussel-shell ; shell-heap, a mound of domestic
remains consisting mainly of refuse shells accumu-
lated by aborigines who subsisted on shell-fish

;

shell-hearing, in 'psychical research', the in-

duction of hallucinatory voices by listening with
the ear to the aperture of a shell ; y shell-house,
a grotto ; shell-jacket, an undress tight-fitting

military jacket, short in the back ; shell-keep, a
form of Norman keep built on a mound (usually

the site of an older fortress) ; shell-lime, lime
made by burning sea-shells ; shell-man 1/.S., a
swindler who plays the shell-game

; fshell-meat,
edible shell-fish

; f shell-mine (see qnot.)

;

shell-money = Wampum ; shell-mound = shell-

heap
; fshell-naked a., 1 as bare as an eggshell

;

shell-paste, thin paste for lining a pie-dish, etc.

;

shell-plate, one of the plates forming the outer
shell of a vessel, boiler, etc. ; so shell-plating;
shell-pump = sand-pump (see Sand sb.% 10)

;

shell-roll (see qnot.) ; shell-sac m shell-gland
(b) ; shell-sickness, a disease in sheep charac-
terized by shell-like thickenings in the intestines ;

fshell-silver, silver for painting, etc. in the same
form as shell-gold ; shell-stick, a stick with a
shell on the end used as a weapon by some Austra-
lian aborigines ; shell-suit, a suit of clothes

consisting of tight-fitting trousers buttoning on to

a tunic ; +shell-tooth, any of the teeth of a horse
which bear the mark ; also adj. = yshell-toothed
a. (see quots.).

1883 W. Clark Russell "jack's Courtship i, It takes a
sailor a long time to. .get quit of the bold sheer that earns
him the name of "shell-back. 1891-4 Stevenson in G. l.al-

four Life (191 1) 249 The arrival of strange old shell-back
§uests out of every quarter of the island world. 1905 A. I.

hand Days ofPast iii. 38 The shellbacks from the Carib.
bean Sea or Ascension Moating in the tanks. 1817 J. Mayer
Sportman's Direct, (ed. 2) 54 The silk hens are the best for

the act of incubation, the heat of the common hens being
apt to "shellbake the birds in the eggs. 1844 Athenxum
5 Oct. 902/3 A species of "shell-bearing annelid, the Ditrupa.
1880 A. R. Wallace /si. Life 168 Shell-bearing gravels.
i8a8 Life Planter Jatnaica 50 This mode of working con-
tinued till "shell-blow at half past one by the sun-dial. 1801
G. Blvth Remin. Miss. Life ii. 54 At noon or, as it was
called, the shellblow time, i860 Koutledge's Ev. Boy's
Ann. 178 All sounds of "shell-blowing had ceased. 1665
R. Mav Accomplisht Cook (ed. 2) 274 To make "Shell
Bread. 1830 S. Coopkr Did. Pract. Surg. (ed. 6) 815 For
small stones.. the ' "shell-breaker ' only is used. 1834-6
Baklow Manuf. in Encycl. Melrop. (1845) VIII. 608 "Shell
buttons are those which consist of a back made of bone
without any shank but corded with catgut. 1851-4 Tomlin.
son's CycL Usef. Arts (1867) I. 263/1 Buttons in which the
convex front is closed in behind with another piece of metal,
alio convex on the outer surface, but less so than the front.

These are called shell buttons. 1794 Mrs. Piozzi Brit.
Synon. I. 359 She gained about 350I. tis said, and laid out
two hundred of the money instantly in a "shell-cap. 1770
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Langhorne Plutarch (1879) I. 138 A bright flame was
always considered as a fortunate omen, whether it were a
real one issuing from an altar, or a seeming one (what we
call *shell-fire) from the head of a living person. 1787
Grose Prov. Gloss. Suppl., Fairy-sharks, or Shel-fire,
electric sparks, often seen on clothes at night. Kent. 1847
Hali.iwell, Shell-fire, the phosphorescence sometimes ex-
hibited in farm-yards, &c., from decayed straw, &c. or touch-
wood. 1738-9 Mrs. Delany Autobiogr. 1,1861) II. 37, I
wish you could safely send me the antique shell nosegay;
I am going to fill a glass case with "shell-flowers. 1899
Philistine ix. 157 All the people who work the filological
*shell-game. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vt 268 At
the sides of the latter [carapace], two coiled tubes with clear
contents, the so-called *shell-glands, are seen. 1883 E.
Ray Lankester in Encycl. Brit. XV I. 639/2 The embryonic
shell-sac or shell-gland. 1573 Art of Limning to. iiij, If
you will buye at the Potecaries *shell golde or shell silver,
with the which (being tempered with gumme water) you
may verye well write with a pen. 1675 A. Browne App.
Art of Limning 25 Cover over the Rais'd Work with the
finest Shell Gold. 1758 Dossie Handmaid Arts 351 When
the gold powders are used along with paintings in water
colours, it is previously formed into shell gold.. .This shell
gold is prepared by tempering the gold powder with very
weak gum water. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. # Art
II. 803 When great brilliancy is not wanted, shell-gold may
be used instead of gold leaf, to gild upon the size. 1882
E. A. Barber in Amer. Antiq. IV. 201 Mr. Tooker informs
me further that he has found perfect clay pipes on *shell
heaps and on the sites of aboriginal villages. 1893 Tablet
22 July 126 Miss X who is understood to be very gifted..
in crystal vision and in *shell-hearing. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 27 Feb. 1644, A grotto, or *shell house. 1756 Amory
Buncle (1825) I. 46 The operation required in a shell-house,
1840 E. E. Napier Scenes «$ Sports For. Lands II. iv.

114 As travellers, unprovided with our traps, we appeared
there in *shell jackets. 1868 Queen's Regul. Army § 608
The 'surplus kit '..being carried in the squad bags,., viz. :

1 shell jacket, 1 pair socks, 1 shirt, 1 towell [etc]. 1868
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1877) II. 197 The true castle of
Montgomery, .no square donjon, but a vast *shell-keep on
a mighty mound. 1793 Smeaton Edyslone L. § 189 *Shell
Lime, that is, Cockle or other shells burnt. 1875 W. Mc-
Ilwraith Guide Wigtownshire 39 The antiquity of this
very thick old wall is seen from its stones having been run
together with hot shell-lime. 1902 Daily Chron. 24 Sept.
5/2 The *shell-man whom she hired was the success of
the evening, and gallantly handed back the bills of large
denominations which the guests passed over to him in
making their bets, 'just for fun.' 164a Fuller Holy %
Prof. St. v. xi. 402 Sacraments, like to *shelmeats, may be
eaten after fowl hands, without any harm. 1645-52 Boate

I Irel. Nat. Hist, (i860) 106 The Mine hath the name of.

.

I

*Shell-mine for the following reason : for this stuff or Oar
I

being neither loose. .as earth.., neither firm.. as stone, is

I
of a middle substance, .composed of shells or scales. 1851

J.
F. W. Johnston Notes N. Amer. II. 465 From the purple

interior of this shell the Tvamdzmt or *she!l-money of the
Indians was prepared. 1851 D. Wilson Preh. Ann. I. i,

(1863) 36 Ancient *shell-mounds, the supposed kitchen refuse
of the aborigines. 1865 Lubbock Preh. Times 185 ' Shell-
mound * axes. 1879 — Sci. Lect. v. 156 The dog is the only
domestic animal found in the shell-mounds. 1681 Cotton
Wond. Peak 33 A Goose.. Which out of Peaks-Arse .. was
seen *Shell-naked sally, rifled of her plume. 1764 Eliza
Moxon Eng. Housew. (ed. 9) 86 Make a little "shell-paste,
and line your tins. 1869 E. J. Rekd Skipbuild. xix. 422 The
sides of th« poop and forecastle to be one third lighter than
the *shell plates amidships. 1899 Daily Tel. 18 Jan. 6/6
Shell-plate boilers improve as time goes on. 1894 W. H.
White Man. Naval Arch. (ed. 3) 333 Iron or steel ships
have comparatively thin *shell-plating stiffened by trans-
verse and longitudinal frames. 187s Knight Diet. Mech.,
*Shell-pump, a tube with a clack-valve at its foot, used for

removing the detritus from a bored shaft. 1892 Nasmith
Students* Cotton Spinning 164 The top rollers are almost
universally made for the front line of a drawing frame of
the Leigh loose boss type. This is called in America the
•*shell roll'. 1883 E. Ray Lankester In Encycl. Brit.
XVI. 639 In very few instances.. the primitive *shell-sac is

retained and enlarged as the permanent shell-forming area.

£1794 in Shirreff Agric. Shell. 1st. (1814) App. 47 The
water, or "shell sickness, is a disease peculiar to those sheep
who feed on the hilly pastures at a distance from the sea
shores. 1573 "Shell-silver [see shell-gold above], 1728
Chambers Cycl. s. v. Silver, Shell-Silver, is made of the
Shreads of Silver Leaves, or of the Leaves themselves :

Used in Painting and Silvering certain Works. 1790 J,
White frnl. Voy. N. S. Wales 194 A convict, .met a party
of the natives, .by whom he was beaten, and also slightly
wounded with the *shell-stick used in throwing their spears.

1893 Vizetelly Glances Back I. ii. 33 The Clapham peda-
gogue was a great stickler for corporal punishment in the
case of small boys, and to the administration of this the
*shell suits then worn lent themselves admirably. 1706
Lond. Gaz. No. 4249/4 A very strong well-Iimb'd Punch,
..6 years old, and Shell-Tooth. 1826-7 Encycl. Metrop.
(1845) XVIII. 599/2 As in the centre they [sc. corner teeth
of a horse] are hollowed like a shell, and contain a kind of
fleshy substance, called the mark, they are sometimes called
shell teeth. 1726 Diet. Rusticum (ed. 3) s. v. Horsc's-age,
A horse is said to be *She 11-toothed, when he has long
Teeth, and yet black specks in them. 1753 Chambers' Cycl.
Suppl., Shell-toothed,..an appellation given to a horse
that from five years old to old age naturally, and without
any artifice, bears mark in all his fore teeth, and there still

keeps that hollow place with the black mark.

D. In names of animals and plants: shell-bark,
short for shell-bark hickory (occas. s. walnut\ a

North American tree, Carya (formerly Jugians)
alba, having a rough shaggy bark consisting of

long narrow plates loosely adhering by the middle

;

also C. sulcata (Thick Shell-bark) ; shell-binder,

Terebella conckilega, the tube of which is com-
posed of sand and fragments of shells ; shell-

eater, an African bird, Anastomus lamelli-

gerus (cf. OrEN-BiLL) ; shell-flower, Molucella
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Ixvis, the genus Chelone, and some species of
Alpinia ; shell-fly, a kind of fly ; an angler's

artificial fly (see quots.) ; she11-grinder, shell-
ibis (see quots.) ; shell-insect, (a) see quot.

;
(b)

a name for crustaceans of the group Enlomostraca
;

shell-lettuce (see quot.) ; shell parrakeet, the
Australian species Melopsittacus undulatus (Cas-
sell)

; f shell-pear — Avocado; f shell-toad,
nonce-translation of Du. schildpad (see Shellpad) ;

shell-worm, f(a) a kind of shell-fish; (b) a
tubicolous annelid; (c) a mollusc of the family
Dentaliidw.
1805 Alex. Wilson Foresters Poems & Lit. Prose (1876)

II. 131 In deep glens are groves of *Shellbarks found. 1814
Pursh Flora Amer. Septentr. II. 637 Jugians sulcata., is

called Thick Shell-bark Hickory, Springfield or Glocester
Nut. Ibid., Jugians alba, .is known by the name of Shell-
bark Hickory, Shag-bark and Scaly-bark Hickory. 1822
Hortus Anglicus II. 489 Shell-bark Walnut Tree. 1884
Sargent /?erf. Forests N. Amer. 133 Carya sulcata,.. Big
Shell-bark. Bottom Shell-bark. 1863 Wood Nat. Hist. III.

701 The *Shell-binder is very plentiful on someof our coasts.
1869-73 T. R. Jones Cassell's Bk. Birds IV. 75 The African
Clapper-bill, or *Shell-eater. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Lect.
Bot. App. 129 Molucella laevis, *shell-flower. 1856 A. Gray
Man.Bot. (i860) 285 Chelone glabra,., called.. Shell-flower.
Balmony. 1884 W. Miller Ptantn. 124/2 Shell-flower...
Brush. Al£inia{Hellenia)ca?ridea. Indian. Alpinia nutans.
1653 Walton Angler v. 97 There are as many sorts of Flies
as there be of Fruits :.. as the dun flie,. .the *shei flie, the
cloudy or blackish flie, 1655 Ibid v. (1661) 107 The shell-

Ay* good in mid July, the body made of greenish wool, lapt
about with the herle of a Peacocks tail ; and the wings
made of the wings of the Buzzard. 1741 Coniil. Fam.-
Piece 11. ii. 334 The Shell Fly, termed also the Green Fly.
1829 Glovers Hist. Derby I. 177 The following list, which
are well known to the expert angler: viz. barm fly, .. sand
fly, shell fly.

_
1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 174/1 {Queensland,

The *shell-grinder, Cestracion, is similar to a shark found
as fossil in Europe. 1894 Newton Diet. Birds 655 note,
Others [sc. names given to birds of the genus Anastomus\.

.

are Shell-eater
;
*ShelMbis, and Snail-eater. 1899 A. H.

Evans Birds iv. 97 Anastomus is called the 'Shell-Ibis*
from its cleverness in extracting Unio and other molluscs
from their shells. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., Shell-

gall-insect, an insect of the gall-insect class, somewhat
resembling those which are called the boat-fashioned ones.

. .It has its name of *shell-insect, from the resemblance it

bears to a muscle-shell. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 148
The *Shell Lettice, so called from the roundness of its Leaf,
almost like a Shell, is the first that will Cabbage at the
going out of the Winter ; otherwise called Winter Lettice.

1672 W. Hughes Amer. Physit. 41, I never heard it called

by any other name than the Spanish Pear, or by some the
*SheIl-Pear. 1691-6 Plukenet Almagestum Wks. 1769
III. 39 Shell-Pear (i. e.) Pyrus corticosus <$- testaceus. 1570
Foxe A. $ M. (ed. 2) 2307/2 He was called Shildpad : that
is to say, *Sheltode : for that he beyng a short grundy and
of litle stature, did ryde commonly with a great broad hat.

1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Escaramugos, a kind of *shell

worm breeding on rockes, and on the sides of ships.

Shell (fel), v. [f. Shell sb. Cf. MLG.
schellen to peel ; also Shale v., Sheel v.]

1. trans. To remove (a seed) from its shell, husk,

or pod. Also with out.

Shelling peas is put (colloq.) for a type of a simple-easy
process.

156a Turner Herbal n. (1568) 33 Thyrtye granes of Len-
tilles shelled, a 1668 Davenant Play House 1. i, What,
Shelling of Beans ? 'tis a proper work For the Long Vaca-
tion. 1725 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. m. 129 Three Bolls of
unshell'd or unhusk'd Oats only yield one Boll of what is

shell'd or husk'd. 1796 Mrs. Glasse's Cookery in. 32 Shell

your pease just before you want them. 1803 M. Cutler in

Life, etc. (1888) II. 125 In bad weather, shell out your corn.

1830 Marryat King's Otun xli, I never .. shelled a pea in

my life. 1840 Dickens OldC. Shop xxii, Shelling peas into

a dish, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), To Shell corn,

to remove the grains of Indian corn from the cob. 1867
Augusta Wilson Vashtiv, Engaged in shelling some seed-
beans.

b. Med. To extrude, expel (a growth).
1876 Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 41 The capsule ot the

glands was opened, and most of them were shelled out
without much difficulty. 1879 St. George's Hosp. Pep. IX.
384 An elastic moveable tumour, .which was easily shelled

after a slight dissection.

C. (See qnots.)

1823 Crabb Technol. Diet., To Shell, {Vet.) is said of a
horse that has the teeth completely bare and uncovered,
which happens about the fifteenth or sixteenth year. 1886
Elworthy W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v., Animals and
children are always said to shell their teeth—that is, to shed
or cast the milk teeth.

d. intr. Of grain, seed, etc. : To drop out of

the shell or husk.
1828-32 Webster, Shell.. 3. To be disengaged from the

husk ; as, wheat or rye shells in reaping. 1846 Jrnl. R.
Agric. Soc. VII. 1. 71 The oats that shell out on the land
at harvest time.

2. trans. To remove the shell, husk, etc. of.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. Prol. A 3 They shall shell [orig.

esgoussera] the Shrub's delicious Fruit, Whose Flow'r they
in the Spring so much had fear'd. 1705 in Agnew Hered.
Sheriffs Galloivay (1893) II. xi. 207 That they shell their

oats sufficientlie for the first time, and winnow the shelling.

1780 Young Tour Irel. 1. 139 The oats are dried at home.

.

they are then sent to a mill to be shelled. 1806 A. Hunter
Culina (ed. 3) 228 Some shrimps shelled. 1807 Vancouver
Agric. Devon (1813) 72 Coarse millstones for shelling clover.

1865 Tylor Early Hist. Man. 193 The women who shell

almonds in the south of France. 1894 Century Mag. XLVII.
851, 1 remembered that my Lake George neighbors 'shell'

out their nuts when they take the ' shucks ' off them.
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b. To bring forth as from a shell, rare.

1890 IMrs. A. Macleod] Austral. Girt xvi, Creatures

that are shelled into life in weltering heaps.

3. inir. To come away or fall off as a shell,

crust, or outer coat ; to come off in thin pieces,

peel or scale off.
"

1676 Wiseman Chirurg. Treat, iv. iv. 287 By this very

method the rottenness of the Bone soon shell d off. 1686

tr Chard.'n's Coronal. Solyman 38 There is nothing. .
that

appears either tarnished or shel'd off [orig. icailU\ in any

part. 1760 Phil. Trans. LI. 636 It did..damage to the

column . . hy causing its surface to shell off. 1883 R. Hal-

dane in Workshop Rec. Ser. 11. 254/2 (Whitewashing) This

[mixture] will not shell off.

4. trans. To enclose in, or as in, a shell ; to

encase. (See Shelled a. i.)

1637 N. Whiting Albino A> Bellama 9 His body shelled

in a batten skin Of azure dye. Ibid. 53 Cupid, .disdaines

to dwell In loftie pallace, but does shell Himselfe in straw-

thatcht roofe. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, Ixxiv,

They did returne Vnto the King ; who Shells himselfe, to

see W«in himselfe, the Obiect of this Scorne. 1666 [Mar-
vell] Third Advice to Painter 18 Even they (though

shell'd in trebble Oak) Will prove an Addle-egg with double

Yoalk. 1685 Cotton tr. Montaigne xix. (1869) 68 Shell thee

with steel or brass, . . Death from the casque will pull thy

cautious head, c 182a Beddoes Poems, Pygmalion 69 Like

a dim mist Shelling a god, it rolled. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan.
Der. xviii, Their faces seemed full of speech, as if their

minds had been shelled after the manner of horse-chesnuts.

f b. pass, (app.) To be fixed close, as a mollusc

to its shell.

1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, ccxxvi, A Man soe

Shell'd in Blood vnto his Beast.

6. a. To furnish with shells for collecting spat.

1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. no Spawning oysters are fre-

quently put down in the spring, two months before the

ground is shelled. 1891 W. K. Brooks Oyster 108 Of this

vast area a large portion has been cleaned up and shelled.

b. To spread oyster-shells on (ground) as a

fertilizer ; to make up (a road) with shells ; intr.

to deal in or use oyster-shells.

In U. S. Diets.

6. To bombard with shells (also absol.) ; to drive

out of a place by shelling.

1856 W. H. Russell War xxiii. 227 The Russians now
shell vigorously. 1870 Standard 16 Nov., A battery was
planted, and the chateau was about to be shelled. 1895

Times 4 Feb. 5/1 Every gun in the fort had been silenced,

and the Japanese were fairly shelled out of it.

trans/. 1897 ' H. S. Merriman ' In Kedar's Tents xx,

The other soldier was chasing his opponent up the hill,

shotting him, as he rode away, with oaths and stones.

fig. i8»7 Scott Chron. Canongate i, My quondam doer

had ensconced himselfchin-deep among legal trenches . . but

my two protectors shelled him out of his defences. 1834

De Quincey Autob. Si. Wks. 1853 I. 4s From these .. he
was speedily driven, or one might say shelled out, by a con-

certed assault of my sister Mary's.

7. Shell out. colloq. {fig. from sense i).

a. trans. To disburse, pay up, hand over.

Also (rarely) to shell down.
1801 Mar. Edgeworth Moral T., Forester, The Bank-

notes, One of you..must shell out your corianders [see

Coriander 3]. 1815 — Love 4* Law 1. i, To shell out for

me the price of a daacent horse. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf
vii. The gold is shelled down when ye command^ as fast as

I have seen the ash-keys fall in a frosty morning. 1819

Moore Tom Crib's Mentor, (ed. 3) 27 Who knows but, if

coax'd, he may shell out the shiners? 1863 in Robson
Bards o/Tyne 299 Shelroot yor goold, my collier lad.

b. intr. To pay up.
1821 Egan Life in London (i860) x. 265 If you are too

scaly to tip for it, I'll shell out and shame you. 1857 Hughes
Tom Brown 1. vi, I've got a tick at Sally's, . . but then I hate

running it high . . towards the end of the half, 'cause one has

to shell out for it all directly one comes back. 1889 H.
O'Reilly jo Yrs. on Trail 254, I had to ' shell out ' pretty

freely. .it cost me 250 dollars.

O. trans. To let out, declare, rare.

1&62 Mrs. H. Wood Channings i, Come, Miss Channing,
just shell out what you know.

Shell, obs. Anglo-Irish form of Sell v.

a 1660 Contemp. Hist. Irel. (Ir.^ Archseol. Soc.) I. 173
A Judas an Apostat merchant shellinge the same for money.
Ibid. II. 137 To shell the lives of his abetters.

Shellac (Jelse'k, Je-laek). Also 8 shellaok,

shel-lack, shell-lake, shell lack, 8-9 shell-lac,

shell lac. [transl. F. laque en tcailles lac (see

Lac 1
) in thin plates. (Cf. G. schalenlack, beside

schellack from English.)] Lac melted and run

into thin plates.

1713 Mercator No. 93/4, 1370 1. Shellaclc 1716 Gt. Brit.

Weekly Pacquel No. 17 Gum Shell Lack, Ditto Seed Lack,
Ditto Stick Lack. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1787)

II. 79 Lacks, such as shel-lack, stick lack, &c 1734-5
Phil. Trans. XXXIX. 20 A Cake of Shell-Lake. 1817
Faraday Chem. Manip. xvii. (1842) 476 Varnished with a
solution of shell lac in strong alcohol. 1873 Spon in Work*
shop Rec. Ser. 1. 23/1 Shellac is the only cement used by
jewellers for jet articles.

altrib. 18:6 J. Smith Panorama Sci. A> Art II. 792
Shell-lac varnish is rather softer than seed-lac varnish. 1876
Trans. Clinical Soc. IX. 12 Carholised shellac plaster.

Hence Shellacked (-aced) pa. pple., coated,

varnished, or fastened with shellac ; Shellacking
(-aoing), a coating of shellac.

188a Harper's Mag. Oct. 688 The bedrooms are shellacked
and some are stained of a deep tint. 1884 F. J. BrittenWatch tf Clockm. 88 A piece of sapphire which is.. shellaced
to a brass handle. Ibid. 104 It., saves time when used

676

insteadof waxing or shellacing. 1902 Encycl. Brit.XXXlll.
419 The shellacked cotton, oil, and other materials witli

which the transformer circuits are insulated.

Shellam, variant of Schelm Obs.

c 1619 Barnavelt 11. i. in Bullen O. P. II. 229 The proude
Shellams [printed Shellains] are paid too well.

Shell-apple, -drake, -duck: see Sheld-
apple, Sheldrake, Shelduok.

Shelled (Jeld), a. [f. Shell si. + -ed2.]

1. Of animals, fruits, etc. : Having a shell.

Shelled insects, the crustacean group Entomostraca : cf.

shell-insect s. v. Shell sb. 39 b.

1577 B. Googe HeresbaclCs Husb. u. 102 Those fruites

that are shelde, as Nuttes. 1649 Jer. Taylor Gt. Exemp.
111. Disc. xiv. 29 They are like shelled fish, singing loudest

when their house is on fire about their ears. 1730 Southall
Treat. Bugs 19 A Bugg's Body is shaped and shelled, and
the Shell as transparent.. as the most beautiful. .Turtle.

175a Phil. Trans. XLVII. 510 The juices of shell'd fish.

1812 D'Israeli Calam. Auth. (1867) 140 Authors must not

be thin-skinned, but shelled like the rhinoceros. 1819 Scott

Leg. Montrose iv, He's shelled like a partan. ,1854 A.

Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 370 Shelled-Astacians (Epi-

pyxididx). .891 Allbutt'sSyst. Med. II. 1009 The contained

eggs, or rather shelled embryos, are minute.

b. With prefixed adj. : Having a shell (of a .

certain kind).
1611 [see Hard-shelled, Soft-shelled]. 1649 Thick-

shell'd [see Thick a. 12]. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog.

V. 626 The corn here is thinner shelled than that which

grows in a fatter soil. 1845 Gosse Ocean i. (1849) 58 Some
little shelled Mollusk. 1904 P. Fountain[Gt. North- West
xxi. 249 The eggs.. are very small and delicate shelled.

2. Of a beach : Covered with shells.

1895 Pall Mall Gaz. 1 Feb. 11/2 A generous expanse of

shelled and sandy beach.

3. Of ammunition : Contained in shells.

1900 Daily News 13 June 7/6 Our artillery now poured

in common shelled lyddite.

Shelled (Jeld),///. a. [f. Shell v. + -ed1.]

Deprived of the shell ; from which the shell has

been removed or shed. Cf. Sheeled.
1725 P. Blair PIiarmaco-Bot. m. 129 It is of this shell'd

Oats that they make the Grotts. 1821 Scott Kenilw. ii, A
shelled pea-cod. 1887 Daily News 18 July 2/5 Peas..8d to

is per shelled pint.

Shelled, variant of Sheld a.

Sheller (Jelar). [f. Shell v. + -epA]
1. One who shells peas, etc. ; spec, one whose

occupation it is to open bivalves.

1694 Motteux Rabelais v. Prol. A 7, Clever Shellers of

Beans. 183a Scoreby Farm Rep. 10 in Libr. Usef. Knowl.,

Husb. Ill, For these long oats, the 'shellers', who buy the

largest quantities to convert into oatmeal, will give as much
per stone, as they will for the short ones. 1850 Sala Tw.
round Clock (1861) 43 Some fastidious persons might perhaps

object that the fingers of the shellers [of the peas] are some-

what coarse. 1887 Goode, etc.. Fisheries U.S. v. II. 593
The clams are thoroughly washed before they are given

over to the knives of the ' shellers ', or ' openers '.

b. A machine for rasping or rubbing the grain

from the cob. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

2. A contrivance for providing an object with a

shell or coating.
1883 Pall Mall Gaz. 18 Sept. 12/1 After this it has only

to go into the sheller, where it gets its last coat in the shape
of a plaster of Paris shell.

She-llery. nonce-word. [f. Shell sb.- + -eky.]

A depreciatory name for : A grotto.

1737 in Mrs. Delany Autobiogr. (1861) I. 608, I have been

to see Lady Walpole's shellery (for grotto I will not call it).

Shellet, etc. : see Shillet.

Shelleyau (Je-li|an), a. (and .!£.). Also rarely

Shellyan, Shelleian. [f. the name Shelley (see

def.) + -an.] Pertaining or relating to, or charac-

teristic of Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) or

his poetry, or the ideas expressed in his works.

As sb., an admirer of Shelley.

a 1849 Poe Marginalia Wks. 1864 III. 544 The Shellyan

abandon and the Tennysonian poetic sense. 1880 Tod-
hunter Shelley v. 157 A bit of the Shelleyan philosophy.

1886 Sat. Rev. 13 Mar. 374/2 Mr. Wise's reprint of Adonais
for the Shelley Society is. .quite worthy of the attention of

Shelleyans. 1886 Dowden Shelley I. xii. 523 Why Mary
was ( Pecksie ' must remain a Shelleyan mystery.

So Shelleyism, thought or action charac-

teristic of Shelley ; She'lleyite, an admirer or

follower of Shelley ; Shelleyo'later, a worshipper

of Shelley ; so Shelleyo'latry.
1822 Lamb Lett. (1888) II. 48 To award his Heaven and

his Hell in the presumptuous manner he does, was a piece

of immodesty as bad as *Shelleyism. 1881 Athenseum
5 Mar. 329/1 Another sect of devotees.. the *Shelleyites.

1898 W. Graham Last Links xiii, The infuriated Shelleyan,

or rather let me say "Shelleyolater. 1891 W. Watson
in Bookman Oct. 23/2 Many a reader, not impeachable on
the ground of "Shelleyolatry.

Shell-fish fjelfij). [OE. scilfisc = ON. skel-

fiskr.] Any animal living in water whose outer

covering is a shell, whether testaceous, as an oyster,

or crustaceous, as a crab.

c 888 Alfred Boeth. xli. § 5 Manfte sint cwucera gesceafta

unstirende, swa swa nu scylfiscas sint. c 1374 Chaucer Boeth.

11. met. v. (1868) 50 pe blode of a manar shelfysshe bat men
fynden in tyrie, wibwhiche blode men deien purper. Ibid. v.

pr. v. 2 1 Oystres and muscles and oberswicne shelle fysshe

of pe see. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. ooSchelfische and
scalid fisch. 14. . Norn, in Wr.-Wulcker 705/26 Hoc conchile,

alle maner schelfyche. 1553 Eden Treat. Newt /«</, (Arb.)

SHELL-LESS.

22 The shelle fyshe called the Tortoyse of the sea. 1610

Healey St. Aug. Citie of God v. vi. 204 Crabs.. and all

shel-fishes. a 1691 Boyle Hist. Air (1692) 179 The Clacas,

which is absolutely the very best Shell-fish in the World.
173a Arbuthnot Rules of Diet in Aliments, etc 255 Shell-

fish are nourishing. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shell,

fish, the term is chiefly applied in commerce
t

to crabs,

lobsters, and cray-fish, oysters, mussels, periwinkles, and
whelks, in which a large trade is carried on.

Comb. 1837 Thackeray Professor Wks. 1809 XIII. 496
The father of Miss Adeliza Grampus was a shell-fishmonger.

1896 J. Lamb Ann. Ayrshire Parish i. 21 A happy hunting-
ground for shell-fish gatherers.

b. fig. of a person.

1809 Malkin Gil Bias xiu v. (Rtldg.) 430 Open-mouthed
and impenetrable shell-fish.

Hence She'11-fi shery, Shell-Ashing'.
1885 Encycl. Brit. XVIII. 108/1 The cultivation of oysters

and other shell-fisheries, xooi Westm. Gaz. 31 Oct. 12/t

The shell-fishing . . has been wonderfully successful.

She'llful. rare. [f. Shell sb. + -eul.] A
quantity sufficient to fill a shell

; fig. a small

quantity.

C1450 M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 66 pe juce of cynchen
pre schelfulle. 1560 Rolland Seven Sages 63 Thay will.

.

gar 30W traistly trow Quhilk is not worth ane schelfull of

credence. 1650 Baxter Saint's R. 1. _viii. 135 Onely a
shell full of Dust, animated with an invisible rational soul.

Shelliiiess (Je'lines). rare. [f. Shelly a. +
-ness.] a. The condition of being covered with

shells, b. Tendency to retire ' into one's shell '.

1866 G. Macdonald Ann. Q. Neighb. xvii, All I have to

suggest for myself is simply a certain shyness. . . I daresay,

likewise, that the natural shelliness of the English had
something to do with it. 1876 Macm. Mag. XXXIV. 336
There are limpid pools . . where you may wash your feet free

from shelliness.

Shelling (jVlin,), vbl. sb. [f. Shells. + -ing1.]

1. The action of Shell v. ; removal of the shell

of peas, nuts, etc. Cf. Sheeling i.

1725 P. Blair Pliarmaco-Bot. m. 129 The Pains of husk-

ing or shelling of it [sc. Naked Oats] (as 'tis usually call'd)

in a Water Mill. 189a Athenxum 12 Mar. 338/2 A clande-

stine shelling of peas.

2. concr. Cf. Sheeling 2. a. Husks or chaff.

1598 Florio, Mondiglia, cleansings, purifyings, sweepings,

parings, shellings. 1629 Orkney Witch Trial in County
Folk-Lore (1903) III. 78 Thair was sevin thrave and ane
halffquhairoff he got nothing bot shellings. 1722 P. Blair
Pharmaco-Bot. in. 131 They winnow or fan off the Husk
[of oats], call'd in some Places the Shellings. 1812 Chron.

in Ann. Reg. 151 A quantity of wet shellings of oats had
been put on the fire. 1830 Kyle Farm Rep. 43 in Libr.

Usef. Knowl., Husb. Ill, No oats are sold ; they are con-

verted into meal for the sake of getting the dust and shell-

ing. 1851 J. F. W. Johnston Notes N. Amer. II. 128 The
shellings or outer husk of this grain are sent down the

stream by the millers.

b. Grain, etc. from which the husk has been

removed.
1705 [see Shell v. 2]. 1763 Chron. in Ann. Reg. 107

Kemp, .brought a peck of shelling to the mill to have it

ground. 1815 Pockliugtou Canal Act 52 Flour, shelling,

and pearl barley. 1858 Simmonds Did. Trade, Shelling,

a commercial name for groats, the grain of oats when the

shudes are removed.

3. a. Manuring with shells, b, c. (See qnots.)

1780 A. Young TourIrel. 1. 122 Parts by shelling advanced,
from 5s. to 25s. an acre. 1796 — Ann. Agric. XXVII. 189

(E.D.S.) The snow lodging among the tops of the wool, and
freezing like an incrustation around [the sheep is called]

shelling. 1881 Ingersoll Oyster-Industr. 248 Shelling,

the spreading of shells upon the bottom to catch spawn.

4. The firing of shells, bombardment with shells.

i860 W. H. Russell Diary in India II. 288 We should

knock down a few of these fellows' forts, and give them a

good shelling. 1870 Daily News 29 Aug. 5 After some two
hours' shelling the French fire grew slacker.

5. The collecting of sea-shells.

1861 C. P. Hodgson Resid. Japan 35 Captain Page.,

lent me his gig and crew of seven men for a day's shelling.

1876 Moresby (title) New Guinea and Polynesia. Dis-

coveries . .in New Guinea, . . a Cruise in Polynesia and Visits

to the Pearl-Shelling Stations in Torres Straits.

6. (See quot.)

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 341/2 Kicking, the old term for the

custom of guards to ask travellers for a tip or special fee.

Also called Shelling.

7. attrib., as ( = for use in shelling grain) shelling

machine, mill; ( = pertaining to shell-collecting)

shelling craft, ground, industry ; ( = consisting of

shelled grain , etc, cf. Sheeling) shellingbeans, seeds.

1795 Phillips Hist. Inland Nav. Addenda 47 Wheat,

rye, "shelling beans, pease. 1887 Mrs. Daly Digging 4
Squatting 349 Some of the "shelling craft were raising as

much as a ton a month. 1896 Strand Mag. XII. 356/2

"Shelling ground is usually of coral structure. 1889 H. H.

Romilly Verandah in N. Guinea x. 225 The "shelling in-

dustry has very considerably increased. 1803 M. Cutler

in Life, etc. (1888) II. 137 Patent for "shelling machine.

1807 Vancouver Agric. Devon (1813) 179 There being few

"shelling-mills, and little or no oatmeal manufactured in the

country. 184a J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 241 Cover all

•with six or eight inches of the "shelling-seeds.

She'll-less, a. Also shelless. [f. Shell sb.

+ -less.] Without a shell or shells.

1777 G. White Selborne, Let. to Barrington 20 May,

Myriads ofsmall shell-less snails. 1838 Penny Cycl. X. 486/2

In the Frog-tribe the ova.. are shelfess [«d, and generally

laid in the water. 1843 Ibid. XXVII. 272/2 Sbell-less mol-

lusks. 1859-62 Sir J. Richardson, etc. Mus. Nat. Hist.

(1868) II. 358 Gymnosomata (Shell-less Pteropods).



SHELL-OUT.

Shell-OUt- Billiards, [f. phr. shell out : see
Shell v. 7.] (See quot. 1884.)
1866 ' Capt. Crawley ' Billiard Bk. xii. 200. 1882 Miss

Bkaddon Mt. Royal x, Jessie joined the revellers at pool or
shell-out, 1884 W. Cook Billiards 169 Shell out is a game
played with the pyramid balls by a number of players.
There is a small stake on each ball, and whenever a player
pockets a ball he receives one stake from every other player.

+ Shellpad. Obs. Also 6 schell-, 6-7 shel-,

8 shellpot. [f. Shell sb. + Pad sb.i after (M)LG.
schildpadde, MDu. schiltpadde (Du. schi/dpad),

lit. ' shield-toad \] A tortoise.

1561 Withals Did. ob'i A tortes or shell padde, lestudo.

1570 Levins Manip. 8/8 A shelpad, testudo. 1790 Massa-
chusetts Spy 24 June (Thornton Amer. Gloss.), A small
turtle, .known [in Virginia] by the name of shellpot.

Hence f Shell-paddock Sc,
1565 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 413 Ane penny, .havand

on the one syde ane palmetre crownit, ane schell padocke
crepand up the schank of the samyn. c 1600 in Watson
Coll. Sc. Poems (1709) 11. 54 Shell-padock, ill shapen Shit,
Kid

:
bearded jennet, aUalike grit. 1673 Wedderburn Vocab.

15 (Jam.) Testudo, a shel-paddock.

Shell-)ie ll-suail. A snail having a shell.

1600 Surflet Country Farm i. xii. 58 A cataplasme.

.

made of the muscilage of shell snailes. i6ot Holland
Pliny xxx. xiii. II. 395 Certaine shell-snailes that creepe
in troupes together for to devour the young spring and
freene leaves of plants. 1691 Ray S. <y E- C. Words 102 A
[odmandod, a Shell-snail. 1699 Jas. Barry Reviving

Cordial (1802) 23 Some speckled shell-snails. 1843 Zoolo*
gist I. 97 Small spiral-shaped shell-snails. 1890 Hard-
wicke's Sci. Gossip XXVI. 239/1 The big shell snails.,
which lurk, during the day, in crevices of the walls.

b. fig. A retiring or shy person.
1585 T. Washington tr. Nicliolay's Voy. Ep. Ded., What

(think we) may be obiected against those shetsnailes 7

She;ll-work.
1. Work consisting of an arrangement of shells in

patterns for ornamentation ; shells lining the walls
of an artificial grotto.
x6n Cotgr. s.v., Coguillage, shell-worke; worke made

of, or trimd with, shells. 1675 Hannah Woolley Gentlezo.
Comp. 10 All works wrought with a Needle, all Transparent
works, Shell-work, Moss-work, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27
Feb. 1644, A large..grotto of shell-worke. 1738 Gardiner
Rapin, Gardens (ed. 3) in. 131 Some Artists will their
grotts..Of Pumice.. build; The splendid Roof with shin-
ing Shell-work grace. 1773 Johnson in Boswell (1831) III.
12 She knows French, musick, and drawing, sews neatly,
makes shell-work. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias iv. ix. F 5 A rude
front built of pebbles and shell-work. 1836 Penny Cycl.
VI. 432, i The delicate petals arranged with the most arti-
ficial symmetry, so as to resemble curious shell-work. 1891
Farrar Darkn.

<fr Dawn xxvi, A reticulated shellwork of
pale blue was fastened by threads of glass to the opalescent
vase within.

t 2. Shells adhering to a ship's bottom, rare.
1698 Froger Voy. 170 Our Ships being too foul, too full

of Herbs and Shell-work, to think of gaining upon Vessels
newly careened.

She-lly, sb. ttonce-wd. [f. Shell sb. + -y.]

A shell.

1611 Beaum. & Fl. Knt. Burning Pestle iv. ad. fin., Slug-

f;ish snails, that erst were mute
;
do creep out of their shelies

rime bellies].

Shelly de-li), a. [f. Shell **.+-t.J
1. Abounding in (sea)shells ; of a geological

formation, consisting wholly or mainly of shells.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 380 Vpon the coast of Barberie
. .there is xv. fadome and good shelly grounde and sande
amonge. 1650 S. Clarke Eccl. Hist. 1. (1654) 172 Amidst
the shelly rocks of the sea. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius*
Voy. Amb. 207 We observ'd all along the Caspian Sea,
many of these shelly Mountains. 1718 Pope Odyss. iv. 555
The shelly shore. 1751 J. Bartram Observ. 17 The rock
consisted of a dark coloured shelly stone. 1760— jrnl. 1

Jan. 18 Landed at a high shelly bluff. 1824 G. Chalmers
Caledonia III. m. iii. 221 Marie of the shelly kind. 183a
De la Beche Geol. Man. (ed. 2) 245 A coarse shelly and
sandy limestone. 1877 Le Conte Elem. Geol. (1879) 153
Mollusca which.. leave their dead shells..and thus form
sometimes pure shelly deposits.

2. Consisting of or of the nature of a shell

;

forming a covering resembling a shell ; shell-like.
159a Shaks. Ven, <\ Ad. 1034 As the snaile. .Shrinks

backward in his shellie caue with palne. 1601 Holland
Pliny xxxii. vin. II. 441 The shellie skin of the sea Vrchin.
x66s Comenius* Jartua Ling. Triling. 27 The slow-pac'd
cockle [snail] carryeth about with it its shelly lodge. 1681
Grew Museum 1. § ii. i. 18 The fore-part of his Tail is en-
compass'd with shelly Rings. 1778 Milne Bot. Diet. (ed.

2) 145 The shelly or husky outside incloses a white bitter
pulp. 1815 S. Brookes Conchol. 96 A subcylindrical shelly
or bony body. 1844 DrcKENS Mart. Chuz. xxi, The very
winkle of your country in his shelly lair. 187a Nicholson
Palmont. 201 In the typical Terebratul®, the internal skele-
ton which supports the arms b a short shelly hoop.

b. Of coal : see quot.
1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Shelly, the condition of

coal which has been so much faulted and twisted that it

is not massive, but easily breaks into conchoidal pieces.

e. fig. Hollow-sounding, empty.
1648 Symmons Vind. 133 What they intend by cajol'd, and

whom by cabalistical Adversaries, I stand not to argue, for
the words are shelly.

d. Of a thin, bony, and lanky build.

1865 Sleigh Derbysk. Gloss, in Reliquary VI. 167 Shelly,
said of a beast which does not carry flesh. 1884 Live
Stock yml. 1 Aug. 106/3 Darlington Dog Show... Glendale
..is rather inclined to oe shelly, with drooping quarters.

1893 Kennel Gazette Aug. 313/3 Her kennel companion..
is too shelly all through.
Comb. 1901 Scotsman 12 Nov. 8/3 A man of Mr. Max-

677

well's build cannot get his arms away so freely as a shelly-
built player.

3. Of an animal : Having a shell ; shell-.

1593 Nashe Christ's T. 71b, In theyr hollowe Caues..
shelly Snayles shall keepe house. 1611 Cotge., Nautile,
the shellie Pourcountrell. 1774 Goldsm. Xat. Hist. (1776)
VII. 65 Of all animals of the shelly tribe, the Pholades are
the most wonderful.

4. Formed of a (sea)shell; consisting of (sea)

shells or shell-fish.

1716 Gay Trivia in. 186 Be sure observe where brown
Ostrea stands, Who boasts her shelly Ware from Wallfleet
Sands. 1711 D'Urfey Ariadne 11. i, And loud with quaver-
ing Sounds on shelly Hautboys, Tritons shall sing. 1733
Budgell Bee IV. 400 A pointed Bulrush ev'ry Heroe bears,
And ev'ry Head a Shelly Helmet wears. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Shells, The great good these shelly frag-
ments do to the lands they are used on. 1759 Grainger
Sulpicia 1. ^ Whatever Gems the swarthy Indians boast,
Their shelly Treasures [etc.].

Shelly-coat. Sc. Also 8 shelliooat [f.

Shelly a. + Coat st>.]

1. A water sprite wearing sea-shells which make
a clattering noise. Also attrib.
i7ao Pennecuik Streams from Helicon 65 No Shellicoat

Goblin, or Elf on the Green. 1802 Scott Minstrelsy 1.

Inlrod. 84 Shellycoat, a spirit who resides in the waters, and
has given his name to many a rock and stone upon the
Scotish coast. 1803 Alex. Boswell Spirit 0/ Tintoc To
Rdr., Nor Kelpy, nor Shellycoat, nor any of the spirits of
the deep, a 1869 C. Spence From Braes o/Carse (1898) 90
All the sea and river imps With shelly coats and scaly jimps.
2. ' A sheriffs messenger, or bum-bailiff, de-

nominated perhaps from the badges of office on
his coat ' (Jam.).

.
n x

Tl* Fergussos Poems (1807) 304, I dinna care a single
jot : Tho' summon 'd by a shelly-coat.

So Shelly-coated a. (see 1 above).
i7»S Ramsay Gentle Sheph. 1. i, She (led as frae a shelly-

coated cow [= goblin ; see Cow si.2].
Shelm, variant of Schelm.

t Shelp 1
. [app. representing OE. scylp gloss-

ing ' scopulus', ' murex . Cf. Scalp sb.-] A sand-
bank in a river or the sea ; = Shelf sb.'*

1430-31 Rolls of Parlt. IV. 381/2 II y ad si graunde
noumbre des schelpes deinz le Ryver de Ley. c 1500 Lib.
Rub. fo. 114 b in Wells AfSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) 145 The
water was so lowe and so many shelpes and bayes in the
ryver. 1535-6 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 18 § 3 Sande gravell or
any other rubbysshe . . lieng . . uppon any Shelppe or Shelppes
within the said ryver of Thamyse. 1538 Elyot Vict.,

j

Syrtes, quycke sandes or shelpes [1545 shelfes] in the water
made by the dryfte of sande or grauel. 1630 Lex Londiu-
ensis (1680) 210 At Woolwich shelp two [trinckes], and no
more ; . . At Dagnam shelp six.

+ Shelp *. Obs. The ribbon-fish.
156a Withals Diet. 8 b/i A shelpe, tenia. 1570 Levins

Manip. 58/34 A shelp, fish, tenia.

S'help : = so help (cf. S'elp).
1904 H. Hawkins Remin. II. xlviii. 76 ' S'help me !

' said
the man..' I'd sooner see the devil.* 1904 E. Robins Mag-
netic North vii. 120 A vow that, s'help him, Heaven ! it

should never happen again.

Shelpit, variant of Shilpit a. Sc.

Shelta (Je-lta). Also shelter. [Of obscure
origin : for the forms of the name that are used in

the 'language ' itself, see quot. 1891.
Prof. Kuno Meyer conjectured {Jnd. Gypsy Lore Soc. II.

259) that the form shcldru represents the Old Irish bitre
{mod. biarla) language, with arbitrary substitution of
initial sh (ot b.]

A cryptic jargon used by tinkers, composed partly
of Irish or Gaelic words, mostly disguised by inver-

sion or by arbitrary alteration of initial consonants.
1876 in Leland Gypsies (1882) 355 Now Romanes is genteel.

..But as for this other jib, its wery hard to talk. It is most
all Old Irish, and they calls it Shelter. 1882 Leland Ibid.

354 Shelta, the tinkers' talk. Ibid. 360 Our informant could
give only a single specimen of the Shelta literature. 1891
Sampson in Jml. Gyfisy Lo?-e Soc. II. 206 Like all true
citizens of the road, the tinkers protect themselves by the
use ofa secret language, variously known as Shelta, Sheldru,
Shfldru, Shelter, and Shelterox, ' Bog Latin ', ' Tinkers' Cant

',

or '<he Ould Thing'.

t She ltbeam. Obs. In 4 scheltbeme. [Par-
tial transl. of MHG. schaltbaum (or MLG. schald-
bdm) pole used as an oar and a rudder, f. schalten
(MLG. schalden) to push, shove + baum (see Beam
sb.). Cf. Shaltree.] A pole or beam. Also
attrib. as sheltbcam nail.

1336 in Nicolas Hist. Navy (1847) II- 47<> Timber called
scheltbemes. Ibid., Scheltbemnayles. 1366 Ace. Exch. IC.R.

\

10/31 m. 1 (P.R.O.), Item in iij lignis vocatis Scheltbemes
emptis in grosso de eodem Humfrido viij. s.

Shelter (je-ltaj), sb. Also 6 shealter, 7 shel-
ture. [Of obscure origin

;
possibly f. sheld Shield

v. + -TUBE in imitation of words like jointure.
The common view that the word is an altered form of

Sheltron seems untenable, Sheltron became obsolete in
the 15th c, and shelter has not been found earlier than 1585.
Cf., however, the line, addressed to the Virgin Mary, ' Heyle
scheltrun schouris to shelde * (Sheltron xjig.), which appears
to allude to the roof of locked shields implied in the original
sense of sheltron.]

X. A structure affording protection from rain,

wind, or sun ; in wider sense, anything serving as
a screen or a place of refuge from the weather.
Now often applied to a small slight building (commonly of

wood or iron) erected in a park or other public place to
serve as a refuge from the weather.

SHELTER.
1585 Hicins Junius' Nomcncl. \%\Artegi3e\%\c\.

,
, thatcht

sheds or shelters. 1590 Greene Never too late Wks. (Gro-
sart) VIII. 14 A hat of straw like a swaine, Shealter for the
sonne and raine. 1610 Shaks. Temp>. 11. ii. 40 Alas, the
storme is come againe : my best way is to creepe vnder his
Gaberdine: there is no other shelter hereabout. i6xz Cotgr.,
Abri, a couert, shrowd, shelter, or shadie place. Ibid.,
Begude, a Cote, Cottage, thatched shed, or shelter. 1715De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 333 Their tent was a
sufficient shelter from the rain. 1775 Johnson West 1st.
162 (Ulinish), They were probably the shelters ofthe keepers.
1825 Scott Talism. xxviii, A tent, which.. differed little

:
from that of the ordinary shelter of the common Curdman

[

or Arab. 1865 Rock-shelter : see Rock sb. 1
6. 1877 Geikie

Christ xxlx. (1879) 341 The people of Tiberias are glad to
j

sleep in shelters of straw or leaves on their roofs, during the
!

hot months. 1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 388/2 Copies may
I

be seen occasionally in cabmen s shelters. 1894 Daily News
25 July 7/5 The erection of band stands, cricket shelters,

j

refreshment houses, park lodges, and seated shelters.

b. Something which affords a refuge from danger,

I
attack, pursuit, or observation ; a place of safety

;

Mil. a. wall or bank behind which persons can
obtain safety from gunshot.
1605 Shaks. Lear 1. i. 185 The Gods to their deere shelter

take thee Maid. 1606 — Ant. $ CI. in. i. 8 Spurre through
Media, Mesapotamia, and the shelters, whether The routed

I

flie. 1667 Milton P. L. vi. 843 [They] wish'd the Mountains
!

now might be again Thrown on them as a shelter from his
ire. 1724 De Foe Mem. Cavalier^(1840)23 As for the wood,
it was a good shelter to save one's life. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. II. 11. vi, The Bouille' vanguard.. sweeps Mutiny.. into
shelters and cellars. 1871 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) IV.
xviii. 159 She made her way to the old shelter in Flanders,
and found a home at Saint Omer. 1906 Times Hist. War
S. A/rica IV. 581 The Colonel had some difficulty in per.
suading the garrison and townspeople to use the shelters
against gun-fire.

c. transf. and_/%*.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A. iv. iv. 22 His fained extasies Shall be
no shelter to these outrages. 1597 — 2 Hen. IV, iv. iv. 42
And thou shalt proue a shelter to thy friends. 1611 Bible
Ps. lxi. 3 For thou hast bene a shelter for me, and a strong
tower from the enemy. 1618 Owles Almanacke 42 He that
roofes not his wife vnder one of your [haberdasher's] shelters
on his marriage day, shall be trust vp. a 1650 Calderwood
Hist. Ch. Scot. (1678) 811 The Government of Prelats is a
shelter for damnable Sects. 1855 T. T. Lynch Lett, to the
Scattered vi. (1872) 84 The storms of the law may drive men
to the shelter of the gospel.

d. Protection from the weather; trees, walls,

or the like, which afford such protection.
1613 Markham Eng. Husbandm. 1. Former Pt. ii. A 4,

[Choose a situation] inuironed . . with rowes of greater timber,
..the shelter will be most excellent to keepe off the bleak*
nesse of the., tempests in winter. 1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort.
59 Covering them [seeds] with sheets and shelter. 1707
Mortimer Hush. (1721) 292, I shall advise the planting of
shelter on the West and South West. 1842 Loudon Suburban
Hort. 418 The trees., when they grow large, .produce an
injurious degree of shelter and shade. 1888 Law Times
LXXXV. 132/2 If the timber adds beauty or shelter to the
mansion-house, the tenant for life must leave it intact.

e. A covering to protect an object from injury,
' spec, a box, cage or hut used for the proper ex-

posure of meteorological instruments' (Funk's
Stand. Did. 1895).
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 4 Nov. 1644, A temporary shelter of

boards over the most stupendous.. Torso of Amphion and
Dirces. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 175
Cover it [sc. a trap] with a thin board that the fowls may
not spring it in going to roost, then take the board or shelter
away. 1827 Faraday Chem. Manip. xiii. (1842) 299 The
pressure of the fuel upon the crucible., may be prevented by
hanging a shelter over it.

f. A place of temporary lodging for the homeless
poor.
i8gs Brit, Aled. Jrnl. 22 Tune 1399/2 PhilanthropicShelters.

The establishment of shelters for the class of poor wanderers
in the metropolis is in itselfpraiseworthy. Ibid. , A Salvation
Army shelter.

2. The state of being sheltered; the state of being
protected from the elements; security from attack.

Chiefly in to seek, find, take
t
etc. shelter. In

%
under

^

shelter. Under the shelter of — protected by.

1593 Shaks. Rich. II, 11. i. 264 We..seeke no shelter to
auoid the storme. 1593 — 3 Hen. VI, v. ii. 12 The Cedar.

.

Whose Armes gaue shelter to the Princely Eagle. 1597
Bp. Hall Sat. n. vii. D 3, Some breer-bush shewing shelter

from the showre, Vnto the hopefull sheepe. . .The ruth-lesse
breere..Layes hold vpon the fleece. .of the carelesse pray,
That thought she in securer shelter lay. 1609 Holland
Amm. Marcell. xxiv. i. 241 A.. tempestuous wind. .had.,
made such confusion among their places of harbour and
shelture. 1653 H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. x. 33 Under the
shelter ofcertain packs ofCotton . . they one morning assaulted
the principal Fortress. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World
68 Where, perhaps, a ship might find good shelter. 1845
Disraeli Sybil iv. vi, Had I needed shelter there was
another roof which has long awaited me. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Cong. (1876) IV. xviii, 225 The sons of Harold had
. .found shelter with the same prince who had once sheltered

their father. 1893 Stevenson Catriona 1. i, We took shelter

under a pend at the head of a close or alley. 1900 Doyle
Gt. Boer War xi. 192 Once more it was shown how weak
an arm is artillery against an enemy who lies in shelter.

\>.fig.

1630 Capt. Smith True Trav. Ded., The shadow of your
most noble vertues.. under which I hope to have shelter,

against all stormes that dare threaten. 1639 S. Du Verger
tr. Camus' Admir. Events 46 The way.. to set my con-
science at rest, and my honour at shelter. 1693 Locke
Educ. § 200. 257 Thus under the Shelter and Pretence of a
Governour, thinking themselves excused from standing upon
their own Legs. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. 1. Modern Gallantry



SHELTER.
He (Joseph PaiceJ took me under his shelter at an early age,

and bestowed some pains upon me. 183s Macaulav Ess.,

Mackintosh (1854) I. 342/2 The tribunals ought to be sacred

glaces of refuge, where.. the innocent of all parties may
rid shelter. 1866 J. Martineau Ess. I. 345 Scientific

theology lost the shelter of the mitre.

3. attrib. and Comb., as shelter barrack, belt (of

trees), -camp, -house, -shed; objective, as shelter-

seeker, -seeking (adj.); sheIter-deck, in a pas-

senger vessel, a light deck more or less closed at

the sides but open at the ends; also attrib., as

shelter-deck vessel; shelterman, an attendant at

a (cab) shelter ; shelter-pit Mil (see quot.)

;

shelter-tent, a small ridged tent ; a dog-tent

;

shelter-tree, -trench Mil. (see quots.).

1906 Dk. Argyll Autobiog. I. vi. 144 A "shelter barrack

[for the workmen on Skerryvore Lighthouse] was an abso-

lute necessity. 1868 Rep. U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869)

197 For a 'shelter belt., this [sc. maple] will be found suit-

able. 1910 Mrs. H. Ward Canatiian Born 335 Epil., The
thin background of a few taller trees,—the ' shelter-belt ' of
the farm. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 880/1 The ship is

called an awning flecked, spar decked, *shelter decked or

three decked vessel—according to the details of her construc-

tion. 189a Daily Neivs 28 July 6/1 Seated in a small "shelter-

house protecting us against the glacier winds. 1899 Westm.
Gas. 31 July 2/3 To accommodate these families vestries

have established shelter houses. 1906 Daily Chron. 30 Jan.
3/5 Cab pensioners and *sheltermen. 1870 Instr. Mitit.
Engin. § 513 It may be necessary [for men skirmishing] to
dig small pits, which may be called "shelter pits in contra-
distinction to the larger pits, .called rifle pits. Each shelter

pit should be for one man only. 1864 Atkinson Stanton
Grange xxiii, A most complete, .drenching to both the
"shelter-seekers. 176s Goldsm. Trav. 162 There . . The
"shelter-seeking peasant builds his shed. 1861 Stephens &
Burn Farm-Buildings § 1376 We give the plan ofa "shelter-

shed to be placed at the corner of four fields. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech. 2534/1 "Shelter-tent. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIII.
183/1 But the humblest tent made—the tente d*abri or
shelter tent of the French army—isalso ridged in form. 1884
W. Miller Plant-n. 124/2 Adenostepkanus organensis.
Organ Mountain "Shelter-tree. 1870 Instr. Mtlit. Engin.
§ 512 Artificial cover.. can be best obtained by means of
small trenches called "shelter trenches.

Shelter (Je'ltai), v. [f. prec. sb.]

1. trans. To be or provide a shelter for.

a. To screen or protect from rain, wind, cold,

the sun, etc. Chiefly of a thing ; rarely of a
personal agent.
1590 Spenser F. Q. n. xii. 30 A still And calmy bay, on

th'one side sheltered With the brode shadow of an hoarie
hill. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II, m. iv. 50 The Weeds that his
broad-spreading Leaues did shelter.. Are pull'd vp. 1671
Milton P. R. n. 73 Scarce a Shed Could be obtain'd to
shelter him or me From the bleak air. 1707 Mortimer
Husb. xvi. 367, I should advise the planting of other Trees
round them to shelter them. 17^97 Ht. Lee Canterb. T.,

Frehchm. T. (1799) 1. 244 Sheltering the light with her hand,
she descended the. .stairs, i860 Tvndall Glac. I. xvi. nx
A wall of rock . . sheltered us from the north wind.

b„ To screen from pursuit, attack, blows, etc.

1667 Milton P. L. 11. 167 We fled amain, pursu'd. .With
Heav'ns , afflicting Thunder, and besought The Deep to
shelter us. Ibid. xi. 820 Hee with them of Man and Beast
Select for life shall in the Ark be lodg'd, And shelterd round.
1783 Watson Philip III, 1. (1839) 51 They were sheltered
from the fire of the besiegers, by a dyke. 1862 Ld. Brougham
Brit. Const, xx. 396 Harbours and ports, which may shelter
the navy in the operations of war.

c. Jig. To screen from punishment, censure, etc.

1594 [see Sheltered ppl. a.]. 1648 J. Beaumont Psyche
11. cxlii, Why was not I deform'd, that shelter'd in Sure
neglect, I might have scap'd this sin ! 17x1 Prior Celia to
Damon 10 In vain I strove to., shelter Passion under
Friendship's Name. 1818 Cruise Digest (ed. 2) IV. 51 The
vendor, who had made use of the act for sheltering fraud.
1818 Shellev Rosalind 505 Friend, he was sheltered by the
grave, And therefore dared to be a liar ! 1884 Bosanquet
tr. Lotze's Metaph. 444 Many . . will make use of his expres-
sions in order to shelter under a great name their favourite
doctrine.

d. « To succour with refuge, to harbour ' (J.)

;

to take under one's protection. Of a place : To
be a secure home or refuge for.

1663 Drydkn Ef. Charleton 53 These Ruines[Stonehenge]
sheltered once His Sacred Head, Then when from Wor'ster's
fatal Field He fled. 1814 Scott Wav. xviii, And do others
beside your master shelter him? 1819 Shelley Cenci 1. iii.

105 His children and his wife, whom he is bound To love
and shelter. 1835 Scott Betrothed xxi, Amid the same
scenes which had sheltered her infancy and childhood. 1850
Tennyson In Mem. cii. 4 The roofs, that heard our earliest
cry, Will shelter one of stranger race. 1868 Freeman
Norm. Cong. {i376) II. vii. 14^3 The King, instead of bringing
them to justice, was sheltering then!. 1908 Blackw. Mag.
July 147/1 When hetChamplam] died in the city which had
sheltered htm for many years.

f2. To ward off. Obs. rare.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 337 A place, Rockey, and

hilley, nothing but Heath, and some small shrubs to shelter
rayne, Sunne, or any thing from one.

3. refl. To take shelter ; to take refuge from
pursuit or attack.
1611 Cotgr., sc Taudir, to couer, shrowd, shelter, hide

himselfe. 1663 Act 15 Chas. II, c 2 Preamb., Great Townes
where.. such idle and lewd persons doe shelter themselves.
« 1701 Maundrell Journ. Jerus. Ded., To Sir C. Hedges,
The only Defence I have, is by sheltring my self in the Crowd.

b- fig. Chiefly, to protect oneself from punish-
ment or censure. To shelter oneselfunder, behind—
— to use the protection afforded by (what is

specified).
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1598 Shaks. Merry W. v. v. 24 Let there come z. tempest
of prouocation, I will shelter mee heere. 1675 Essex Papers
(1890) I. 295 My 1A Newport shelters himselfe under D. M.
interest. 1769 Junius Lett. xxxv. (1820) 165 You may
shelter yourself under the forms of a parliament. 1825 Scott
Betrothed xix, If it is meant., that I have any purpose of
sheltering myself behind the Prelate's authority. 1837
Thirlwall Greece xxxii. IV. 225 They.. thought it better to
purchase the silence of the informer—unless they could
shelter themselves by such an expedient.

4. intr. for refl. To take shelter ; to find a refuge.
lit. zxi&fig.
1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. ir. iii, Pigmie cares Can

shelter vnder patience shield. 1667 Milton P. L. xi. 223
Hee alone, To finde where Adam shelterd, took his way.
1680 Hickeringill Aleroz Wks. 1716 I. 244 This objection,
under which all. .opposition of Authority does lurk and
shelter to this day. 1727 [E. Dorrington] Philip Quarll
(1816) 14 A company of buccaniers.. shelter here, a 1774
Goldsm. tr. Scarron's Com. Romance (1775) II. 124 The
humane gentry about the country, who permitted their little

troops [sc. gypsies] to shelter in the villages. 1855 Thacke-
ray Newcomes II. xix. 192 She fled from him and sheltered
with the old woman who's dead. 1882 GeikieGW. Sk. no
We sheltered for a little under the lower basalt. 1899 F. T.
Bullen Way Navy 79 She also reported our second-class
cruiser.. out of action and sheltering— I believe in Killerv
Bay.

Shelterage (Je'ltsredz,). Also 7 sheltridge.
[f. Shelter sb. + -age.]

t 1. Sheltering. Obs. rare~l
.

1650 T. Bayly Herba Parietis i. 3 Neither was the Con-
trivement lesse beneficiall, respecting the three walls shelt-
ridge from the foure winds.

2. A place of shelter.

163a Lithgow Trav. vi. 273 The remanents of that house.

.

is turned ouer for a shelterage for sheepe. 1836 Tail's Mag.
III. 447 His household goods were now removed to more
auspicious shelterage.

Skeltered (Je'ltaid), ppl. a. [f. Shelter v.

+ -ed 1.] In the senses of the verb.

1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, in. v. 33 Well, well, he was the
couertst sheltred Traytor That euer liu'd. 1671 Milton
P. L. iv. 406 Whose branching arms.. might shield From
dews and damps of night his shelter'd head. 1730-46 Thom-
son Autumn 1049 There let me sit beneath the sheltered
slopes. 1851 Helps Comp. Solit. vi. 85 A garden seat in a
sheltered nook. 1890 Kipling Plain Tales, Thrown away
14 To rear a boy under what parents call the ' sheltered life

system ' is.. not wise. 1912 Chamb. Jrnl. Oct. 742/1 The
contrast between the sheltered and the shelterless.

Shelterer (Je-ltarw). [f. Shelter v. +-er1.]
1. One who takes shelter.

1725 Lond. Gaz. No. 6346/4 For Relief of distressed
Shelterers in the Mint. 1856 Miss Mulock John Halifax
i, Shivering shelterers from the rain.

2. One who shelters another.
1822 Byron IVemerm. iv. 79 In leaving thus His shelterer's

asylum to the risk Of a discovery. 1865 Kingsley Hereiv.
xxxii, She., was liable to punishment herself, and they to
punishment also, as her shelterers and accomplices.

Sheltering (Je-ltarirj), vbl.sb. [f. Shelter v.

+ -ing*.] The action of the verb. Also concr., a
place of shelter (rare).

1674 {title) Learn to lye Warm, or, An apology for that
Proverb. Tis good sheltring under an olef Hedge. 1707
Mortimer Husb. xvi. 367 The sheltring of them with some
Litter may do well. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, xlvi, It's better
sheltering under an auld hedge than under a new-planted
wood. 1901 Meredith Reading of Life 115 So those
numerous tribes from their ships and their sheltenngs poured
forth On that plain of Scamander.

Sheltering (Je-ltsrin), ppl. a. [f. Shelter v.

+ -ing 2
.] That shelters, in the senses of the verb.

1616 T. Scot Philomythie 1. (ed. 2) F 6, A ridiculous
Mouse For feare of Cats leauing her sheltring house. 1773
[T. Day] Dying Negro 18 And death extends his sheltering

arms in vain. 1817 Shelley To IV. Shelley 41 Less cruel
than the savage slaves Who hunt us o'er these sheltering
waves. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. iv. ix, They can . ..stick

their heads ostrich-like into what sheltering Fallacy is

nearest. 1890 R. Bridges Shorter Poems 1. 14 'Twas at
this sheltering hour he nightly came.

Shelteringly (Je-ltsrirjli), adv. [-LY 2.] In

a sheltering position or manner ; so as to shelter.

1848 Eraser's Mag. XXXVIII. 311/2 The glen lies before
you, with its bosky braes and grassy leas shelteringly. 1886
R. A. King Shadowed Life II. i. 8 With one child in her
lap, and her arm shelteringly round another.

Shelterless (Je'ltailes), a. [f. Shelter sb. +
-LESS.]

L Without a shelter or covering ; unprotected
from the elements.

1714 Rows Jane Shore v. i, Now sad and shelterless, per-

haps, she lyes, Where piercing Winds blow sharp. 1820
Shelley Prometh. Unb. 11. iv. 54 The unseasonable seasons
drove.. Their shelterless, pale tribes to mountain caves.

1885-94. R. Bridges Eros <y Psyche Aug. iv, Fainting and
shelterless Upon the mountain it were death to bide.

2. That affords no shelter ; not furnished with a
sheltering structure.

1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) III. 113 We were
compelled to take up with this shelterless hovel. 18x4 [see

Shadeless a. 1]. 1839 Penny Cycl. XIV. 347/2 At the time
of the cession. .Malta was almost a shelterless rock. i88x
Miss Braddon Asphodel ill, Even Daphne .. blinked a little

as she crossed the shelterless promenade,
Hence She lterlessness.
c 1878-9 in W. J. Fitz-Patrick Life T. N. Burke (1885) II.

298 The houselessness and shelterlessness of our Saviour.

Sheltery (Je-ltsri), a. Also 8 sheltry. [f.

Shemeb sb. +-t.] Affording shelter.

1729 Savage Wanderer v. 15s No sheltry Trees invite the

SHELTY.
Wand'rer's Eye. 1770 G. White Selborne, To Pennant
29 Oct., They spend their winters under the warm and
sheltery shores of Gibraltar and Barbary. 1826 Blackw.
Mag. XX. 3 Sheltery groves.

Sheltie, shelty (je-Iti). Sc, Also 7 pi. shal-
ties, 8 //. schelties, sheltys, 9 Sc. dial, shaltie,

-y, shawltie. [Prob. repr. the Orkney or Caithness
pronunciation of ON. Hjalti Shetlander.]
1. A Shetland pony ; now, any small pony. (In

early quots. more fully fshelly horse.)
1650 in J. C. Lees Hist. Inverness vi. (1897) 73 Montrose

sat upon a little shelty horse without a saddle. 1654 Blaeu
Atlas v. {Scotia) 144/1 Sunt & eis Equulei {Shalties vulgo

:
vocant) specie quidem contemptibiles, sed ad omnes usus,

!
supra quam credi potest, strenui. a 1688 T. Wallace Descr.

• Orkney (1693) 13 Their Horses are but little, Yet strong. .,
most of which they get from Zetland, and are called Shelties.
c 1730 Burt Lett. N. Scot. {1754) II. xvii. 52 Those Sheltys,
being never shod. 1742 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) IV.
294 [In Shetland] They have Plenty of little Horses, which
they call Schelties. 1793 Syme in Burns'1

Wks.{iZoo) I. 206,
I got Burns a grey Highland shelty to ride on. 1828 Scott
in Lochhart (183Q) IX. 273 My smart hack has dwindled
into a Zetland shelty. 1895 Crockett Men ofMoss Hags
xxvi, My Galloway sheltie . . took me bravely over the
moss-hags.

2. A Shetlander. nonce-use.
1888 Edmondston & Saxsy Home of Naturalist 180, I

make the acquaintance of other Shelties in the same way.

Sheltopusik (Je*lt<3p«:zik). Also sch-. [a.

Russ. acejnorjy3HKT> (seltopwzik).] A lizard of the

genus Pseudopus (P. pallasii).

1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 25/2 Scheltopusik or Sheltopusik,
the ordinary name for a genus of Reptiles, Pseudopus of
Merrem. Ibid. 72/2 The Scheltopusiks. 1882 Gunther in
Encycl. Brit. XIV. 735/1 The Glass-Snake {Pseudopus
Pallasit) or Sheltopusik (Russ.) is common in Dalmatia,
Hungary, southern Russia, and . . Central Asia.

fShe'ltron 1
. Obs. Forms: 1 scyld-, scild-

truma, scyl-, sceltruma, 3 sceld-trome, -trume,
soltrome, -trume, 4 schiltron, -trum, -trun,
-t(e)roun, (childrome), scheltroun, (chel-
troun), s(c)heltrome, -trun, -trum, scheld(es)-
trome, (schetrome), sheltrone, shil-, shyi-
troun, shultrom, scholtrom, -trum, 4-5 schel-
trora, -tron, sheltron, schiltrom, 5 sheltroun,
shiltron, shildryme, shyltron, sheldrun, 5-6
scheltrone, (5 cheltrone, 6 seltron), 6 Hist.

schiltron. [OE. scieldti-uma, f. scield Shield sb. +
truma troop.
The original sense is that of a body of men protected by

their shields locked so as to form a roofand wall ; = Testudo
3 b. Cf. the synonymous or nearly synonymous OE. scield-
burg (= ON. skjaldborg), scieldhriofia, scieldweall.]

X. A close, compact body of troops ; troops

drawn up in battle array ; a phalanx.
The word became obsolete in the 15th c. ; all subsequent

examples are echoes from early chronicles.

c 1000 >Elfric Gram, xlvii. (Z.) 274 Subterdensa testudine
under oiccum scyldtruman o56e randbeaje. c 1000 in Napier
OE. Glosses i. 2959 Testudine, of scyltruman. c 1205 Lay.
16371 He nom his eorles..& his holdeste men..& makede
his sceld-trume [£1375 one soltrome]. Ibid. 27506 Heo
comen to bere uerde. .& bene sceld-trume [c 1275 sultrome]
breken. c 1325 Coer de L. 5577 They made scheltroun and
bataylyde. Ibid. 5744 He brak asunder the scheltrome.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 3512 pey bere be
launces vp and doun.On be manere of ascheltroun [PetytMS.
cheltroun]. 1375 Barbour Bruce xii. 429 For all thair

battalis sammyn wer In a schiltrum[Crt#^. ^/^.childrome^
1383 Wyclif Gen. xiv. 8 And thei dressiden a3ens hem
sheltrun in the wodi valey. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls)

III. 61 (>e Romaynswyfes..wente..bytwene bescheltroms,
and cryde pees. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xxi. 294 [They]
sheteb out shot ynowh hus shultrom to blende. 1422
Yonge tr. Secreta Secret, xxxi. 174 Haniball. .ordaynyd his

shildrymes, steryn battaill he yaue. c 1440 Eng. Cong. Int.
(Rawl. MS.) 31 Tbay brakyn har sheldrun, and wentyn
aftyr. (1450 Merlin xx. 326 A-gein hem myght endure
noon harneys, ne no kynge, ne warde, ne sheltron, were it

neuer so clos. a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vi. cexvii. (1516) 137/1
(Battle of Hastings.) Than the Seltrons smote togyder with
a great noyse and crye, and faught sore. 1530 Palsgr. 266/2
Scheltrone of a batayle. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

307/2 The Scots [at Falkirk, 1298] were diuided in foure

schiltrons, as they termed them, or as we may saie, round
battels.

fig. ? 14 . . Salutation Our Lady 19 in MS. Cantab. Ff. 2.

38, fo. 31b, Heyle, scheltrun schouris to shelde ! £1425
Orolog. Sapient, ti. in Anglia X._ 343/39 pe best prevede
knthtes sette in be cheltrone of Criste.

2. trans/. Applied to a compact body of ships.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 3239 The sheltrun togedur, J>at fild

were with folke.., Sesit vp bere sailes. Ibid. 6033.

% The word jeltron, geltron in the following

quot. , commonly cited as a form of sheltron, is prob.

a misprint for *jestron, gestron : see Gesteeon.
? 1510 Hickscomer (W. de W.) A ij b, No armure so stronge

in no dystresse Habergyon helme ne yet no Ieltron [ed. Waley
\a 1586) geltron].

t She'ltron 2
. Obs. rarer 1

. In 4 scheltroun,

aheltrom, -trun, shyltroun. [? A corruption of

some form of Scantillon.
Perh. only a misreading on the part of a scribe ; the word

sheltron in its proper use occurs in the poem.]

A standard, gauge.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 81 For-bi mesure we vs wel and
make owre faithe owre scheltroun [v.rr. as above].

Shelty. rare-2
. [Prob. some error : cf. sheltert

shanty, shieling.] Used for; A hut, shed.



SHELVE.

1834 R. Curzon Monast. Levant in. xviii. (1849) 263 We
found ourselves at another wretched shelty dignified with
the name of khan. 1871 A. R. Wallace Nat. Select, vi.

(ed. 2) 212 The Highland stone shelty.

Shelty : see Sheltie.

Shelve (Jelv), sb. 1 [A new sing, evolved from
shelvespl.oi Shelfj^. 2

] = Shelf sb.% AlsoComb.
T shelveflat.

158a Stanvhurst ASnets I. (Arb.) 35 Then sootherne
swashruter huffling Flundge vs on high shelueflats, to the
rocks vs he buffeted after. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix.

xxiv. § 210. 861 Guidelesse she droue with the tyde vpon a
shelue in the shoare of Callis. 1662 J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's
Treat. 122 There lies a Shelve a League in length..at the
mouth of the Riuer, which at low water holds not above
five or six foot water. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 78. 2/1 The
Shelve which stop'd up Sandwich Haven. 1831 Scott
Pirate Introd., The wild cape, or formidable shelve, which
requires to be marked by a lighthouse.

fig. 1697 C. Leslie Snake in Grass (ed. 2) 120 That desperate
Shelve upon which both our Church and State have suffer'd
miserable Shipwreck. 1824 Scott St. Ronan's xx, This
plan was wrecked upon the ordinary shelve, to wit, the
difficulty of finding performers.

Shelve (Jelv), $k? [f. Shelve v.1 (sense 1).]
A ledge or shelf of rock, or mountain.
a 1701 Mauxdrell Jonm, Jerus. 28 Mar. (1703) 76 On

the left side of it is shewn the Prophet's Bed, being a shelve
on the Rock. 1791 Newte Tour Eng. <$ Scot. 416 We find
the valley or shelve, between the third and the highest
mountain,, .covered with a species of oak. 1808 Forsyth
Beauties Scot. V. 290 The rapidity and rumbling of the
rivers, falling from shelve to shelve. 1814 Scorr £<£ ofIsles
iil xvi, Precipices.. Yielding no track for goat or deer,
Save the black shelves we tread. 1820 Keats Hyperion
11. 64 Above her, on a crag's uneasy shelve, Upon his elbow
rais'd, all prostrate else, Shadow'd Enceladus.

t Shelve,^ 1 Obs.-1 [perh. an arbitrary altera-

tion of shelde Shield v. for the sake of rhyme.
Cf. Shelf t^.I] trans. ? To shield, defend.
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 2576 in Macro Plays (1904) 154 Whyl

he held hym in bis halle, fro dedly synne we did hym
schelue [rhyme-word deluej.

Shelve Jelv), v. 2 [f. shelves pi. of Shelf sbX]
1 1. intr. To project like a shelf, overhang. Obs,
1591 Shaks. Tivo Gent. 111. i. 115 Her chamber is aloft..

And built so sheluing, that one cannot climbe it.

2. trans. To provide with shelves, esp. to furnish

(a library, etc.) with bookshelves.
1598 in H. Bradshaw Coll. Papers 169 Item a studdye

desked and shelved rounde. 1727 [E. Dorrington] Philip
Quarll(iSi6) 52 His barrack., he shelved round with platted
twigs after the manner of his table. 1861 L. L. Noble
After Icebergs 181 You would be delighted, though, with
the little valas, notched and shelved with craggy terraces.
1886 iSth Rep. Dep. Kpr. Rec. Irel. 9 Six bays have been
shelved with galvanized iron, instead of.. wooden fittings.

3. To place on a shelf or shelves ; esp. to place
or arrange (books) upon shelves.

1655 Fuller Cambridge 79 The . . Libraries . . are bestowed
upon Cambridge, and are beautifully shelved. 1801 W.
Taylor in Monthly Mag. XI. 648/1 This .. long expected
work

(<
will of course be shelved with eagerness in the

libraries of scholars. 18*7 Scott Jrnl. 1 July, I employed
myself, .entering all the books, .into a temporary catalogue,
so as to have them shelved and marked. 1864 Reader
21 May 652/1 To have each book, as it is brought in,

registered, shelved, and catalogued.

b. trans/.

183a J. H. Newman Lett. (1891) I. 288 You knock your
head, you bruise your arms, all the while being shelved in a
cupboard five feet from the floor. 1847 H. Miller First
Impress. Eng. iv. 58 We find it [the bone-bed] shelved high,
if I may so speak, in the first storey of the [Upper Silurian]
system.

4. fig. To lay aside as on a shelf, to put away or

up as done with. a. To remove (a person) from
active service. Also refl.

x8n Sporting Mag. XL. 131 Defeat, which would tend to
annihilate their fame, and what is technically termed shelve
them. 1838 Lytton Alice xx. i, [He] being shelved with a
plausible excuse of tender compassion for his infirmities.

1850 Ld. Stanley in Croker Papers (1884) 18 Aug., Some
of the present Government.. will be shelved. 1876 Mr3.
Oliphant Curate in Charge viii, To shelve himself in an
obscure place like Brentburn. 1885 Manch. Exam, n June
5/1 To be shelved in a safe place is not what Lord R.
Churchill wants.

b. To put aside (a question, etc.) from con-

sideration.

1847 Illusir. Lond. News 10 July 27/1 In order that the
opera should not be shelved. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. x,

The Circumlocution Office, being reminded that my lords

had arrived at no decision, shelved the business. 1877
£. R. Conder Bos. Faith ii. 62 In deliberative assemblies,

an expedient is sometimes resorted to for shelving the matter
in debate by raising what is termed ' the previous question '.

1890 Spectator 29 Mar. 433/2 It was evident, .that the
more ambitious part of the original programme would be
shelved by common consent.

Shelve (felv), v.3 [Of obscure origin : forma-

tion from Shelf sb.1 or sb.2 seems unlikely on
account of the sense. Cf. WFris. skelf adj.,

somewhat oblique, not quite straight or level.]

1. intr. Of a surface : To slope gradually. Also
with away, in, off etc.

1614 Gorges Lucan in. 106 Whose hollow pent-house
sheluing steepe Did them from blowes and danger keepe.
Ibid. vi. 215 That long stretching Malean straine That
shelues so farre into the maine. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees
1. (ed. 2) 129 A loose warme soyle is accompted best if it

be shelving upon the sunne. 17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round
World 40a The bank shelves away very fast from the
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Northern shore. 1756 Mrs. Calderwood in Coltncss Collect.
(Maitland Club) 122 The first [fish-pond], .was made with
no great nicety; it shelved in from all sides. 1823 F.
Clissolo Ascent Mt. Blanc 11 A precipitous declivity,
which shelved down, upon our right, in one plane of smooth
rock, to the depth of 1000 feet, i860 tr. Hartwig's Sea $Wonders i. 7 The valley of the Atlantic deepens in rmd-
ocean.., gradually shelving up towards both continents.
1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 129 Precipitous banks of
wood, which shelved downwards from our feet. 1885-94 R-
Bridges Eros $ Psyche May iii, A little hill, whose base
Shelved off into the valley all around.

f 2. To have an inclined position. Obs.
1644 Digby Nat, Bodies xix. § 1. 166 If you hold a sticke

in running water, sheluing against the streame. 1763 Mills
Pract. Hush. IV. 351 The shoots [of the vine] should be
fastened so as that, when they grow beyond the frame, they
may go shelving from it, and not hang by their binding.
3. trans. To tilt or tip up (a cart), dial.

1587 [implied in Shelver » and Shelving vbl. sb?\ 1853
W. D. Cooper Sussex Gloss, (ed.s), Shelve, to turn manure,
&c, from a cart, by raising its front part and causing it to
lie obliquely. E[astern]. 1875 W. D. Parish Sussex Gloss.

Shelvemeut (Je'lvment). dial. Also shel-
menfc, shilment, -mont. [f. Shelve z\2 + -ment.

]~ Shelving vbl. sb. 1
3.

1808 Jamieson, Shilmonts. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm
III. 1088 When the corn is on a level with the frame or
shilments of the cart, the sheaves are then laid across the
body of the cart in a row along both sides of the frame.
Ibid. 1 172 Three oak standards.. tenoned.. at top into the
top rails, or shelvements.

Shelver 1 (je-lvei). [f. Shelve w.3 + -er1.]
1. A workman employed to tilt carts.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinslied III. 1544/2 Eight sheluers,

which pulled downe the courts as they came to the place
where it was needfull to vnlode. Ibid. 1545/1 When the
taile of the court was turned to the water side, the sheluer
plucked downe the load.

2. (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet., Shelver, a wagon or truck shelving or

sloping toward the back.

Shelver 2 (Je'lvai). rare. [f. Shelve v. 2 +
-er 1

.] One who shelves or puts aside.
1881 Times

_
26 Mar. 13/4 The treaty.. was shelved with

the avowed intention on the part of the shelvers to get rid of
it altogether.

Shelving (Je-lvin), vbl. sb. 1 Also dial, (in

sense 3) shilvin, shilbin, selvin, silvin : see
Eng. Dial. Diet. [f. Shelve v.2 + -lira 1

.]

1. The action of the verb Shelve -.

163a in E. B. Jupp Carpenters1

Co. (1887) 297 The Shelving
of all Roomes vnwainscotted and vnpannelied with Seates
and bracketts. 1665 Brathwait Comm. Chaucer (Chaucer
Soc.) 9 From whence he descendeth to the too accurate dis-
posing or shelving of his Books, his Augur stones [etc.].

1848 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 279 Whilst on the subject of
shelving, let us remark that the Scottish.. Bills have shared
a similar fate.

2. Shelves collectively, also material for shelves.
1844 H - Stephens Bk. Farm I. 214 The best shelving for

a milk-house is marble. 1895 Scully Kafir Stories 18
The counter was high., and the shelving, sparsely filled with
. . bottles.

3. pi. See quot. 1 788. Also rarely in sing.
1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 16 Lay them in 4

several! rowes, crosse over the shelvinges of the waine.
1788 W. H. Marshall .E. yorks.ll.3s1 Shelvings, moveable
side-rails of a waggon or cart ; put on for a top-load, and
taken off for a body-load. 1805 R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 38 By the addition of shelvings.. the different
crops can be carried with great facility. 1867 Gainsburgh
News 23 Mar. in N. W. Line. Gloss, s.v. Sideboard, 1

waggon with shelvings and sideboards. 1871 W. Alexander
Johnny Gibb i, Heely, heely, Tam, ye glaiket stirk—ye
hinna on the hin' shelvin' o' the cairt.

Shelving (Je-lvin), vbl. sb. 2 [f. Shelve v,3 +
-ING 1

.]

1. The tilting or tipping up of carts to deposit
the load.

1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 1544/2 Eight men
called^ vntingers, to loose and vndoo the tackle of euerie
court immediatlie before the vnloding or sheluing thereof.

2. The fact or condition of sloping ; the degree
of "sloping ; a sloping surface ; a shelve.
1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. ir. 87 In some

places they make a tittle shelving, that the rain-Water
may run off [from the terrace] into wooden Spouts. 17a!
Mortimer Husb. (ed. 2) II. 192 To be.. raised a Foot or
more higher than the South-side, that by a little shelving
the Cover may the better carry off the Rain. 1853 Th. Ross
tr. Humboldt s Trav. III. xxix. 170 The great inclination
of the shelvings, the smallness of the island, . . may be con-
sidered as. .causes of the want of rivers.

Shelving (Je*lvin), ///. a. [f. Shelve t\3 +
-ING -.] That shelves or slopes.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. in. 192 In the midst of the sheluing
roofe, another vpright aspireth. i6ai — Ovid's Met. ix.

(1626) 182 A Lake there is, which sheluing margents bound.
1662 Gerbier Principles 34 Its usual standing place being
so much shelving, accustomes the Horse.. to be more light

. .in his Gate. 1715 Pope Odyss. v. 564 Where to the seas
the shelving shore declin'd And form'd a bay. 1761 Colman
Mus. Lady 11. 24 A couple of vile shelving garrets, where
I could scarce stand upright. 1788 Gibbon Decl. <$• F. xli.

IV. 128 Innumerable arrows glanced without effect from the

compact and shelving order oftheir bucklers. X830 Dickens
Nich. Nick. Ixii, The room, .had a shelving roof; high in

one part, and at another descending almost to the floor.

1884 J. Colborne Hicks Pasha 51 We descend a shelving
gravelly plain into Berber.

b. quasi-<wfo.

1649 Blith Eng. Improv, iii. 20 If your Lands lye more

SHENCH.
shelving or descending towards the River. 1637 & Purchas
Pol. Flying-Ins. xvi. 105 Peeces of Wood.. set shelving, or
leaning towards the North. 1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc.,
Printing iii. 20 The Case standing shelving downwards
towards them, the Letters, .tend towards the hither side.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1776) n. s. v. Talus, Couper
en Talus, to hew a plank shelving, or with a slanting edge.
Hence Shelvingly adv., She'lvingrness.

^
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. iv. 46 One [Beast] appeared

just in the midst before the Throne, and the spectacle being
exhibited to him shelvingly, another appeared beyond the
Throne in the same line. 1727 Boyer Fr.-Eng. Vict., Pen-
chant, steepness, declivity, bending, shelvingness, bias.

Shelvy (Je-lvi), a. 1 [f. Shelve sb. 1 + -t.] Of
a shore : Having shelves or dangerous sand-banks,

f Of a brook : Full of sand-banks.
Perh. used by some writers with sense derived from

Shelve v. 3
: Sloping down.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. 111. v. 15, I had beene drown'd, but
that the shore was sheluy and shallow. 1609 Armin Ital.
Taylor 04 b, Through sheluie Brooks (by sedgy bancks
The shallow and the deepe). 1657 R. Ligon Barbadoes 26
The Leeward part of the Hand being rather shelvie then
rockie, they seldome or never are cast away. 1746 W. Hors-
ley Fool (1748) I. 202 The Ship would be certainly wrecked
on the shelvy Coast of Holland. 1764 Goldsm. Trav. 84 As
well.. On Idra's cliffs as Arno's shelvy side. 1804 Scott
Bard's tncant. 8 The waves. . dash against the shelvy strand.
1872 Blackie Lays Highl. 2 Uncouth people fishing on a
shelvy shore. 1885 A. Munro Siren Casket 5 He breasts
the main And gains, much-spent, a shelvy reef.

Shelvy (Je*lvi), a!2- rare. [f. Shelve j& 2 4-

-y.] Projecting like a shelf; overhanging.
1831 Jane Porter Sir E. Seaivard's Narr. I. 148, I de-

posited the spade under a shelvy rock. 1862 Borrow Wild
Wales II. xii. 131 The shelvy side of Snowdon rose above
me on the left.

Shelynge, obs. form of Shilling.

T Shem. Obs. rare-*. [Cheshire pronunciation
of Seam sb. 1

] = Seam sb. 1 6.
1688 Hoi.me Armoury in. 92/1 A Shem, is when twoedges

[of lead] are turned one over the other. Ibid. 325/2 By
these Pincers two Skirts of Lead are turned one over the
other, without cutting or bruising the Lead ; this kind of
Rolling of Lead one within another, is termed a Shem.
So Sheming- a., that forms a ( shem \
1688 Holme Armoury 111. 326/1 The Sheming Mallet.

Ibid. 325/2 A Plummers Pincers or Sheming Pincers.

Shemaul, Sheme, obs. ff. Shamal, Suam sb.2

Shemeful, obs. forms of Shameful.
Shemer, obs. form of Chimere, Shimmer v.

Shemerand, obs. var. Shimmering ppl. a.

t Shemewe. Obs. Forms: 6 shamewe, she-
mew, chemew. [Perh. orig. a misreading of some
form of Chimer 1

.] m Chimer 1.

1517 in Planche Cyct. Costume (1876) I. 450 A 'cote or
shamewe'. 1535 Wardr. Ace. Hen. VIII \\\ Archmologia
IX. 245 A shamewe of blacke printed satten. 1548 Hall
Chron., Hen. VIII (1550) 65 A new fassion garment, called
a Shemew, which was in effect a gowne cut in the middle.
Ibid. 77, I..perceiued thabiliment royall of the Frenche
kynge, his garment was a chemew.

Shemite (Jcmsit), sb, and a. [f. Shem (Heb.
DK*, Gr. 2ij/*, L. Sent), name of the eldest son of

Noah (cf. Gen. vi. 10) +-ite.] = Semite a. andj£.
1659 Gell Ess. Amend. Eng. Transl. Bible 103 The fear,

faith, hope, love of God, if we be true Shemites, must inform
our whole life. 1835 Kirby Hob. <y Inst. Anim. \\. I. 76
The Shemites in the lapse of ages, passing over to America.
1844 Prichard Phys. Hist. Man. (ed. 3) IV. 549 Nations of
Shemite origin. 1877 R. S. Poole in Encycl. Brit. VII.
722/2 The generous qualities of the Shemite are being per-
petually perverted by the inferior impulses of the Nigritian.

Hence Shemi'tic a. and sb. — Semitic a. and
sb. Shemi-ticize v. m Semiticize v. Sliemitish
a., having Shemitic characteristics. She'mitism,
the attributes characteristic ofthe Shemitic peoples.
1828 Webster Introd. p. xvi/2 The real original sense of

this Shemitic verb is to remove. 1845 Kitto Cycl. Bibl. Lit.
s. v. Harlot, By a common association of ideas in the
Shemitish dialects. Ibid. s. v. Philistines, The Shemitics
gave place to the Hellenics—a change which dates from the
time of Minos. 1850 W. Irving Mahomet I. 22 The inteU
lectual attributes of the Shemitic race. 1863 R. S. Poole
in W. Smith's Diet. Bible IIL 1815/2 The Egyptian words
occurring in Hebrew are few, and the forms of some of them
evidently Shemiticized. 1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-Bk.
251 A true Shemitic mania for making money. 1882-3 Schaff
Encycl. Relig. Knowl. I. 665 Far outside of Shemitism one
finds serpent-worship.

f Sheuch, sb. Obs. Forms : 1, 3 scene, 2-3
scenche, (senche), 3, 5 schench, 4 sscench.
[OE. scene masc. :—prehistoric *skayki~, related

to sclncan Shench v.] A cupful, drink (of liquor).

Cf. noneschenche Nuncheon,
c 930 Lindisf Gosp. Matt. x. 42 Caelc vel scene [L. calicem)

wffitres caldes. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 128 Syle drincan on
wine, twe^an scenceas o5"5e ory. c 1250 Moral Ode 331
(Egerton MS.) pes worlS us wule for-drenche Mest alle men
he ;$uied drinke, ofone deofles scenche [ Trin. MS. of on euele

senche]. c 1205 Lav. 9692 pus seide be King . . per he saet mid
his scenche An his kine-benche. Ibid. 13461 He Iette heom
bringen schenches of feole cunne drenches. 13.. Seuyn
Sag. (Weber) 562 He made ther-under a grene bench, And
drank ther-under mane a sscench.

t Shench, slienk, v. Obs. Forms: a. 1-2

scenean, sc8enc(e)an, scencean, 3 scenohe,
scencohe, (ssenche, 3-4 senche), 3-5 sohenche,

4 shenche ; 0. 2-3 Orm. shennkenn, 3 senfcen,

5 schenkyn. [OE. sce_ne{e)an — OFris. skettka*



SHEND.

OS. skentian (MLG. schenken, whence ON.
skenkja. Da. skxnkt, Sw. skdnka), MDu., mod.

Du. schenken, OHG. sunken (MHG., mod.G.

schenken) :-OTeut. *skagkjan. Cf. Skink v.

For conjectures as to the ulterior etymology see Kluge

and Falk & Torp.] • ....
trans. Topourout(liqnor); to give (a person) drink.

«. Beowulf" 496 peSn nytte heheold se be on handa hair

hroden ealovKexe scencte scir wered. a 1050 Lamb. Ps.

xxxv. 9 His beopsedrencte.. of human binre wynsumnysse

ft bu scaencst [L. fotabis] hrj. a 1050 Liter Scintill.xxvm.

(1889) 106 pan nys coss raeccean ac scencean \X,.propinare\.

c 1205 Lay. 8124 I-scaingte mid beore. Ibid. 20375 He sa:i5

mid his 3elpe benne me him win scenccheS. 1297 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 2526 pe drinke vor to ssenche \v.rr. schenche,

swenche]. 13.. K. Alis. 7581 (Laud MS.) He was..ysette

on hei-,e benche, And wyne & pyement gynneb shtnche.

1390 Gower Cotif. I. 263 Envie . .halt taverne forlo schenche

That drink which makth the herte brenne.

0. c ixco Ormin 15403, & tu, lef Lafeird Jesu Crist, Ne
sheunkesst nohht tatt wise, c 1250 Gen. f, Ex. 322 He..
senkede hire hure aldre bale. ^1440 Promp. Parv. 445/1
Schenkyn drynke, /rv>//w.

Hence t She-nicer.
.1440 Promp. Parzi. 51/1 Bryllareof drynke, or schenkare,

(drinkshankere, P.), propitiator, propinatrix.

Shenchipp, obs. form of Shendship.

t Shend, sb. Obs. rare. [f. Shend v. Cf.

Shond.] Disgrace, ruin.

c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 7304 We ligge here in stormes and
schende. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1664 The squyer than was
done to shende. c 1450 Lovelich Merlin 284 For jlle werk
bryngeth a man to evele ende And jn to synne &. synneres

schende.

Shend (Jend), v.1 Now dial, and arch. Pa. t.

and pa. pple. shent (Jent). Forms : 1 (se-)

scendart, (sesciendan, -soyndan), 2 sceandan,

3 scanden, scenden. sceind, sohiende, s(s)ende,

{Ormin) sheund, 3-5 schend, 3-7 shende, 4
shind, shynde, seheend, scheind, 4-5 schind,

sehynde, sheende, 4-6 Se, sohent, 5 sheynd,
(sohente, 6-7 shent), a- shend

; 3 pers. sing.

Pres. Ind. 1 (ss-) scent, (seiend, sesoiend,

-seind, seynt), 3-4 sohent, 4 shent; Pa. t. 1, 3

(se-) soent, soende, ssende, 3-4 schende, 3-5

schente, 3-6 schent, 4 shende, shente, 5

shend, 4-6, 9 shent
; 3 {Ormin) shendedd

;

Pa. pple. 1 se- scend, -scynd, (-seiend), 3 schent,

scent, {Ormin) shennd, y-scend, (y-)ssent,

3-5 schente, y-sohend, -ssend, 3-7 schent,

4 scheint, (chent), 4-5 y-schent, (-chend),

(y-)schende, 5 y-shent(e, (e-chent), sohend,
soheent, 5-6 shend, 5-7 shente, 3- shent ; 1

sescended, (-sci(e)nded), sshendit, 9 shended.
[OE. scendan (also gescendari), corresp. to OLow
Frankish scendian (MDu., mod.Du. schenden),

MLG., LG. schenden, OHG. scentan (MHG.,
mod.G. schanden) :—OTeut, type *skandjan, f.

*skando- : see Shond sb.

After the 15th c. the word occurs in literary use almost
exclusively in the pa. pple. shent, and even this form seems
already to have been felt as archaic in the latter part of the

16th c. After the pres. -stem had become rare, some writers

occas. used shent as a present.]

1. trans. To pnt to shame or confusion ; to con-

found, disgrace.

c 8»s Vesp. Ps. cxviii. 31 Nyl mec Jescendan [Vulg. noli

me ctmfundere]. a 1050 Lamb. Ps. xxiv. 3 Ealle ba..
anbidiab be ne beon gescynde. c iac-5 Lay. 3090 For nauer
ich ne wende past bu me woldes bus scanden [ia75 sende],

c «7S XI Pains ofHell 362 in O.E. Misc. 222 Lest 3e be
chamyd and schend. a 1300 Cursor M. 16690 ' Ihesus naza-

ren, Iuus King ', bar-on bai wrate,..al for to scend [13.

.

(Gott.) schind] his state. ci&oSir Tristr. 3289 pewraiers^at
weren in halle, Schamly were bai schende. 1416 Audelay
Poems 27 Ellys with chenchip and with chame thai wyll be
e-chent. 1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II.

183 To shende the olde Englisshe fames, c 1570 Satir.

Poems Reform, xiv. 21 Than, Father slaine, ^lother was
schent. c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. exxix. iii, Terror shall

your mindes amate, Blush and shame your faces shend.

1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vi. 35 Debatefull strife, and cruell

enmitie, The famous name of knighthood fowly shend. 1641

J. Trappe Theol. Thiol, v. 198 This serves deepely to shent
and shame us for our first brutish ignorance. 1818 Keats
Endym, iv. 599 He'll be shent.. When he shall hear the
wedding lutes a playing,

f b. To pnt to shame by superiority. Obs.

1596 Spenser Prothal. 121 These twaine, that did excell

The rest, so far, as Cynthia doth shend The lesser starres.

2. To blame, reproach, reprove ; to revile, scold.

In later use the passive often = to suffer for one's

deeds, be punished (cf. sense 3).
c 897 JEr-FRED Gregory's Past. C. xxxi. 207 Done scam*

leasan mon rnaex oy bet gebetan ge n ;ne mon sui5ur
3rea3 & seiend [Cotton MS. scent], c 1200 Ormin 1992 patt
gho na were shamedd her, Ne shennd off unnctaennesse.
c 1230 Halt Meid. (Bodley) 454 Chit te & cheoweo be, &
scheomeliche schent te. c 1290 Bcket 975 in S. Eng. Leg.
134 ' Louerdinges ', he seide, here 3e i.seoz hov bis man me
schent '. c 1394 P. PI. Crede 9 Whan y schal schewen myn
schrift schent mote y worben. c 1430 Hymns Virg. (1867)
104 Goddis name in ydil take bou not, For if bou do bou
schaltbe scheent. c 1430 Pilgr.LyfManhodei.cxxxi.(iB6g)
69, 1 mihte not endure hem longe swiche withoute sheendinge
myself. 1523 Ld. Berners Froiss. I. eclxxviii. 416 Sir
Robert Canoll gate in the .. voyage .. aboue the somme of a
hundred thousandefrankes,wherof afterwarde hewas shente.

1543 in Stiype Cranmer (1694) App. 66 The Councel said .

.

680

that the Justices of every shire should be shent, that such
things should be. 1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxii. 35-38
Seyng that Peter was shent because that he drewe his

sweorde. 1568 Jacob $ Esau 11. iii, I must in againe, lest

perhaps I be shent, For I asked no body licence, when I went.
1600 Markham Tears ofBeloved (Grosart) 61 This monstrous
sinne, for which I thus am shent. 1601 Shaks. Tivel. N.
iv. ii. 112 Alas sir be patient. What say you sir, I am shent

for speaking to you. a i66x Fuller Worthies, Camb. (1662)

1. 153 Yet was his Loyalty shent, but not sham'd. 1700
Dryden Cock <f Fox no Much I fear my Body will be
shent. 174a Shenstone Schoolmisir. (Imit. Spenser) 18 They
. .For unkempt hair, or task unconn'd, are sorely shent. 1855
Browning Master Hugues x, Masters being lauded and
sciolists shent.

Proverb. 13.. Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 683/12 Hos
seib pe so)?e, he schal be schent. a 1400 in Songs «$- Poems
Costume (Percy Soc) 44 Who seyt trowthe is shent. 1493
Festivall (W. de W. 1515) 26 Soo he that wyll saye the

trouthe he shall be shente.

3. To destroy, ruin, bring to destruction. Also,

in milder sense, to injure, damage, spoil.

rtooo Cynewulf Christ 1548 Se deopa sea5..mid wita
fela..folcum scended. eiJ.75 Lamb. Horn. 39 Her is ane
reowlic bone to biddene bute we inwarliche imilcien and
forjeuen pan monne pe us wreSe5 and sceandet. c 1205
Lay. 25692 pe scaSc.ba scendeb [1275 sendes] pas leode.

C1300 Harrcnv. Hell (Harl. MS.) 130 pou shalt neuer out
wende monkunne forte shende. c 1330 Arlh. * Merl. 450
Mani hauberk was torent & mani purch be bodi schent.

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. Prol. 95 To benClerkes of be kynges
Benche be Cuntre to schende. c 1380 Sir Ferujnb. 523 pe
Sarasyn sayd til him banne ' pyn he3 herte wil pee sehynde '.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 347 His navey was nyh
[al] adreynt, and his oost i-schend wib colde and wib honger
[L. fame etfrigore contabuit]. Ibid. VIII. 181 [In a hail-

storm] men were i-schent [coutn'tt], and foules were i-seie

flee in be ayre. c 1440 Gesta Rom. xxxi. 120 (Harl. MS.)
The Oynement, that shendithe the tethe of be lioune, is

almis-dede. 1470-85 Malory .^rMwr x. xii. 432 They wold
not for no good that sire Dagonet were shente, for Kyng
Arthur loued hym passynge wel. a 1500 Flower $ Leaf
360 The knightes swelt, for lack of shade ny shent. 1549-62
Sternhold & H. Ps. lxxiii. 5 And free from all aduersitie,

when other men be shent. 1600 Fairfax Tassoxu iv, But we
must yeeld, whom hunger soone will shend. 1633 Hart
Diet ofDiseased 11. v. 163 If Physitians should now imitate

the Hippocraticall course of dieting, they should be utterly

shent. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 11. 621 Tho' shent their

Leaves, and shatter'd are their Arms ; Yet Heav'n their

various Plants for use designs. 1812 Byron Ch. Har. I.

xvii, No personage of high or mean degree Doth care for

cleanness of surtout or shirt; Though shent with Egypt's
plague. 1906 Doyle Sir Nigel v. 52 My papers have been
shended and rended and cast to the wind.
absol. a 1568 BannatyneMS. (Hunter. Club) 648 Quhithir

scho schent or scho saif, I am hir serwand.

t b. To disfigure, spoil ; to corrupt, infect ; to

defile, soil. Obs.

a 950 Durham Ritual (Surtees) 121/40 Gibyll scendende
aura corrumpens. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1 725) 204 Rise &
go bi ways. For bou lias wette bi breke, schent is pi hernays.

1340 Ayeno. 148 Vor be leme uorroted ssolde ssende be hole.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 854 Who so toucheth warm pych
it shent hise fyngres. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 15
Heraclius deide in be dropesie, and was i-schend [L. de-

pravatus\ with bat heresy of be Iacobytes. a 1450 Knt. de la
Tour (1868) 25 She had her nose croked, the whiche shent and
dysfigured her uisage. 1530 Palsgr. 717/2 Syt hence, or

you shall shende your clothes. 1876 Blackie.S'ot^'j ofRelig.

145 So with gore they shent His silvery locks.

C. In pa. pple.: Overcome with fatigue : bewil-

dered, stupefied.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.^ Gov. Lordsh. civ. 105 He cryed

after him and sayde,
4
abide me, I am negh shent ofgoynge.'

1828 Carlyle Goethe's Helena Misc. 1840 I. 229 Boots not

;

for amaze hath shent me. 1905 Outlook n Feb. 194/2, I

stood utterly shent and powerless.

+ 4. To discomfit (in battle or dispute). Obs.
In ME. confession was often said to * shend ' the devil. '

^893 Alfred Oros. n. x. § 1 Xersis w»s pa set twam
cirrum on 5aem londe swa jescend [bis victus in terra], a 1 175
Lamb. Horn. 21 pu scalt gan to scrifte and pinian \>'me

licome pe hit be makeS don, and scenden bene deofel. a 1225

Ancr. R. 298 Schrift schent pene deouel & hacke5 of his

heaued, & to-dreaue3 his ferde. 1297 R. Glouc (Roll*)

4666 Hengist boru wan las Iond verst was yssent._ c 1375
Sc. Leg. Saints xxxii. (Justin) 241, & pan ware bai fullely

schent, & fore rednes fra hyre went, c 1385 Chaucer
L. G. W, 652 Tyl at the laste . . Antonye is schent & put hym
to the flyght. 1:1480 Henryson Mor. Fab. ix. 2191 The
foxe, quhen that he saw the wolfwas schent, Said to him selff,

' thir hering salbe myne.' 1643 Wither Campo-Musae 5 He
that armes himselfe to this intent Shall ne re be shamed,
though he may be shent. 1829 Southey Allfor Love ix.

xxiii, The Deed is null, . .A wicked instrument, . . Not to be
pleaded in the Courts. ..Sir Fiend, thy cause is shent

!

+ 6. intr. = \ to be shent \ Obs.
a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1400 And ful of grene leues

sytte That sonne myght there none discende Lest the tender
grasses shende. c 1425 Cast. Persev. 283 in Macro Plays
85 For schame I stonde & schende. c 1560 A. Scott
Poems (S.T.S.) xxxiii. n Quhen body, honor, and substance
schentis, And saule in perrell.

t 6. In the Destruction of Troy the phrase to

shend of is app. equivalent to the transitive uses,

to dishonour, to destroy, injure. Obs.
1 1400 Destr. Troy 2544 For to shunt vs of shame, shend

of our foos. Ibid. 5249 He shot thurgh the sbeltrons &
shent of hor knightes. /bid. 13699 pen Orestes.. schamyt
with be schalke, that schent of his wife, And so dernely hym
did dere & dispit.

t Shend, v.2 Obs. [App. a corruption of Shield
v. y

arising from confusion with prec. or association

with Fend v. or Defend v.] trans. To shield,

defend. Also absol., God shend - ' God shield*.

SHENDSHIP.

1530 Palsgr. 717/2, I shall shende hym agaynst all men
so longe as I lyve. /bid., I shende, I forbyd. This verbe

they use onely in the potenciall, .
.

' Saye you so Marye God
shende \ 1549-62 Sternhold & H. Ps. cxix. 76 So from all

ill me shend. a 1597 Peele David <\ Bethsabe (1599) D iij b,

Let Dauids Harpc.sing his praise that shendeth Dauids
fame. 1598 Bp. Hall Sat. v. liL 73 Vpreare A brazen wall

to shend thy land from feare. 1602 R. T. Five Godlie Semi.
23 To defend and shend them against all adversaries what-
soeuer. 1614 W. Browne Sheph. Pipe i. B2b, These my
hannlesse flocke of sheepe. And through all the day I tend
them, And from Wolues & Foxes shend them. 1625 Lisle
Du Bartas 132 Thou op'nest wide thy lap to shend thy
sonne from harm.

1 Shended, ppl a. Obs. [f. Shend vA +
-f.d 1. Cf. Shent ppl. a.] Ruined, injured.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. C. 246 Of bat schended schyp men
schowued hym sone.

I
She ndful, a. Obs. Forms: 3-4 schendful,

3-5 schenful, 4 schende-, schent-, schind-,
shynful, schentful(e, ssendvol, 4-5 shenful, 5
schent-, schendfol, send-, shendvol, 5-6 shend-
ful, 6 shendefull. [f. Shend v.1 + -ful.] In-

famous, disgraceful.
a 1225 Ancr. R . 200 pe uormest is Cheaste, o6er Strif, pe

oSer is Wodschipe, be bridde is Schenful [v. r. schendful]

Upbrud. C1305 St. Kenelm 366 in E. E. P. (1862) 57 Bote
hire ending schindful were, c 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose
259 (MS.) If she se any grete lynage Be brought to nought
in shynful wise, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 1973 pys day ne wol y
on myn halle drynke whit wyn ne red, Til y [haue] seen
\>e glotouns alle on schentfule debe be ded. ^1425 Seven
Sag. (P.) 3401 Thou schalt dye on schentfol deth. 1566
Drant Horace, Sat. vi. D vb, That shendful shame through
worde or fame did never me oppresse.

t Shendfully, adv. Obs. [f. Shendful a. +
-LY ^.] Ignomimously, disgracefully, infamously.
•21225 Ancr. R. 316 Spec hire scheome schend fuliche.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls; 6343 pus senduolliche he him slou.

1362 Langl. P. PL A. hi. 261 God sende to seye pat [Saul]

schulde dye, And al his seed for bat Sunne schendfulliche
ende. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. xcii. e 6 b, Edelf . . bethought
howe that he my3t.. marie hir to a knaue of his kychen..
and to hym he thought hir shendfullyhaue maried for to haue
had hir land afterward, a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v. 1*xix. (i 533)
32 The enymyes of the lande were shendfully chasyd and
vtterly confounded.

tShe'ndfulnesS. Obs. rare~\ [f.SHENPFi'L

a. + -ness .] Vileness.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 322 Ich chulle . . trussen al bi schendful-

nesse o bine owune necke.

tShe*nding, vbL sb. Obs. [-ingI.] The
action of Shend vA; confusion, disgrace.

a 1220 Bestiary 441 Deuel geldswilk billing wi3 same and
wi5 sending, a 1300 Cursor iM. 2266 For-bi pat tour hatt

babilone, bat schending es wit-outen soyne. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 9954 Suche maystry, That the schal lede . . In foule

schendyng, Al thi lyff to thyn endyng. c 1440 Promp. Parz>.

445/1 Schendynge, or blamynge,c«//«c/i?...Schendynge, or
fulle vndoynge, confusio. c 1520 Nisbet Epist. Aid Test.

xxxix, Thi pepile ar in scheming to almen [Vulg. in oppro.
brium sunt omnibus] be our cumpas.

t She'iidlac. Obs. rare. In 3 schendlac.
[f. Shend v. 1

: see -laik.] Disgrace, infamy.
a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1285 3^f fifti wimnien. .hefden mid

wordes ower an awarpen, nere hit schendlac inoh..to alle

baet gelpeS of lare ? aizz$ Ancr. R. 1S8 penche5 euer in-

wardliche up o Godes pinen,—..uor his breues» b°hen
swuche schendlakes & hokeres.

1 Shendly, a. Obs, rare~Y
. In 3 sindlice.

[Alteration of Shondlt by association with the vb.

Shend.] Disgraceful, infamous.
c 1275 Lay. 2274 Ne sal be no man silde fram sindlice

deabe.

t She'lidliess. Obs. Forms : a. 1 sescend-
nys(s, gesceandnys, sescyndnys, 3 schend-,
ssendnesse, 4 schindnisse, schen(d)nes,
(shens) ; j8. 4 schindisse, -esse. [OE. gesceitd-

nyss, f. geseetid, pa. pple. of scyidan Shend vA :

see -ness.] The condition of being shent *

;

disgrace, ruin.

a. c 1000 jElfric Horn. (Th.) 1 1. 66 Done deofol be 5a
synfullan..5ela;t to gescyndnysse. Babiionia seo Chalde-
isca burh, is gereht ' gescyndnys \ cioooAgs. Ps. (Spelm.)
xxxiv. 30 Syn gescrydde mid gescendnysse [L. confusione],
c 1275 Passion our Lord 275 in O. E. Misc. 45 Muchele
schendnesse hi duden vre dryhte. 139^ R. Glouc. (Rolls)

7030 Astrangled he was ri3t ber & deide atte borde al stif

wib ssendnesse ynou. c 1380 SirFerumb. 2175 He put him-
seluen on a cas whar-for agat a schour, pat turnd him. .to

schennes & dolour. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 245
pis man was i-bore to schame and schendnes of nacions.

0. c 1300 Beket (Percy Soc.) 66 To bring al the land to

schindisse and holi churche to spille. c 1300 St. Margarete
103 Chus weber bu wold mid schindisse to debe beon ibrojt.

c 1305 St. Kenelm 363 in E. B. P. (1862) 57 pis libere quene
deide sibbe in schindisse ynouj.

t She-ndship. Obs. Forms : 4-5 s(c)hend-,

s(o)hent-, (5 soend-) ; 4-5 s(c)hen-, sen- (4
seen, schin-); see also -ship. [ME. sehendschipe,

i. schend, pa. pple. of schende Shend v.1 + -shlp.]

Disgrace, ignominy ; an instance of this. Also,

something that is a cause of disgrace.

a 1300 Cursor M. 17470 Bot wat yll bar-wit quat bai wan
Scencip and scam o mani man. /bid. 18172 Wi quat ert

bou bat es sa wight Vr scenscep for to scau to dright ? 1303
R. Brunne HandL Synne S250 pat name Ys our shenshvp

and oure shame. 13.. Guy IVanv. (A,) 3294 And now he
me wil sle wib schenschipe. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 7877
Bot now will I specialy shew yhow mare Of seven maners
of blysses bare, And of seven schenschepesin helle alle-swa.

c 1350 Will. Palerne 556 pat were a schamly schenchip to
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schende me euer. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints \. (Katertne) 306

& at scho mycht sic defence ma pat it war senschepe till

hir fa. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 199 To muchel am I

peyned for the thynges that I neuere deserued, and to muche
defouled for shendshipe that man is worthy to haue. c X425

Eng. Conq. /re/. x\v. x 14 To-day he wold do the wyrshype, to-

morow he wold the reue to do shendshype [c 1440 shenshipp].

1426 Ai/delay Poems 5 He wold here selle that he had bo^t,

And schenschypus here that he hath so?t. c 1450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 4486 For thing bat meke men oft amendes,
God to schrewes to senschipe sends. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur xm. xiii. 609 God saue yow this day from senshyp

and shame. M93 iHetx $ Pauper (VV. de W.) iv. i. 161/1

His childern sholde be shame & shenshyp to hym.

b. = Shame sb. rare"1
.

138a Wyclif Lev. xx. 11 He that slepith with his stepdam,

and opneth the shenshrp [Vulg. ignominiam] of his fader,

tour? deth dien thei botne.

t Shendshipful, a. Obs. rare. [f. Shend-
SHIP + -FUL.] Disgraceful, ignominious.

138* Wyclif 2 Chron. xxiv. 24 In to Joas also thei enhaun.
tiden schenschipful domys.

Hence f She ndsMpfally adv. [-LY 2.]

1388 Wyclif Ps. lxxxviii. 52 Whiche thin enemyes, Lord,

diden schenschipfuli, for thei dispisiden the chaungyng of

thi crist.

Shene, v. Obs. rare. Forms : 1 sceenan, 3
scanen, scenen, seamen ; see also To-shene v.

[OE. scfenan :—prehist. *skainjan.
Possibly due to an erroneous analysis of tdscehian (To-

shene v.):—*tus-kainjan causative of *tus-kinan [MHG.
zer-

%
zeklnan) to burst asunder.]

trans. To break.
cxooo /Elfric Horn. II. 260 pa comon 3a cempan,. .and

sona Saera sceaSena sceancan tobraecon. ..Hi gemetton Crist

middanearde deadne, and his hal^an sceancan scaenan ne
dorston. c H05 Lay. 5186 Bordes ber sca:nden. /bid. 19554
Helmes per scenden. Ibid. 26807 Sceldes scenen. /bid.

28552 Sceldes gonnen scanen.

Shene, obs. rare pa. pple. of See v., Show v.

Shene, var. Sheen a. ; obs. form of Sheen" v.

Shengle, -yll, obs. forms of Shingle sb.

Shenkbeer (Je-nkbiaj). C/.S. [a. G. schenk-

bier draught beer, f. schenken to pour, fill (Shench
v.) + bier Beer.] A very weak and insipid beer.

187a Schele de Vere Americanisms 142 Shenkbeer, the
Schenkbier of Germany, is so called because it has to be put
on draught {schenken) as soon as it is made, for fear of

turning sour if not immediately consumed.

Shenehep^e, -ip
v
e, etc. : see Shendship.

t Silent, sb. Sc. Obs. rare. In 4-5 schent.

[var. of Shend sb.] Disgrace.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints 1. (Petnts) 535 Sic schent and
schame at hart had he. c 1470 Got. <$ Gam. 1077 The sege
that schrenkis for na schame, the schent might hym schend.

t Silent, a. Obs. rare-1 . [Of obscure origin.]

Free, exempt.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 8119 J>i worship is went & wastid for

euer, Of shame & shenship shent bes bou neuer.

Silent (Jent), ppl* <*• Now arch. Also 5
schent. [pa. pple. of Shend v. 1

] Disgraced,

lost, ruined ; stupefied.

e 1400 Destr. Troy 10348 And shamfully a shent mon he
shope to the dethe. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 445 '1 Schent, or

blamyd, culpntus, vitufteratus. Schent, ful lost, con/usus,

destructus. 1570 Levins Monty. 66/21 Shent, perditus.

1632 Lithcow Trav. 11. 44 Arcadia poore and shent a 1850

Rossetti Dante 4- Circ/e 1. (1874) 91 Till, starting up in wild

bewilderment, I do become so shent That I go forth, lest

folk misdoubt of it.

t Shent, v. Obs. [Of obscure origin : cf.

Shunt v. and Shend v.] intr. To hesitate.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 481 Asmaner is of maydons..: Shentyng
for shame to shew furth bere emd.

Shent, obs. form of Shend v.

She-oak. Austral. Forms : a. 8- ahe-oak, 9
sheoak ; &. 9 shea-oak

; 7. quasi-native name 9
sheac(k, shia(o)k, sheak. [See She 10 e ; cf. he-

oak, He 8 b.

There is no foundation for the allegation that the word is

a corruption of a native Australian or Tasmanian name.
Another assertion, that it is a corruption of the name of an
American tree, is also baseless.]

1. A tree of the genus Casuarina.
a. 179a G. Thompson S/avery

<J-
Famine (1794) 18 There

are two kinds of oak, called the he and the she oak, but not

to be compared with English oak. 1818 Oxley yrnl. Two
Exfied. N. S. Wales (1820) 292 That species of casuarina

called the beef wood (or she oak) was also seen to-day for

the first time. 1875 Zoo/ogist Ser. 11. X. 4619 Sandal wood,

mulga, she oak, all are devoured with apparent relish. 189X

E. Kinclakk Australian at Home 123 Its banks fringed

with the dark sheoak and the bending willow.

fi. 184a [see y]. 100a * Bessie Marchant' (Mrs. J. A.

Comfort) Brave Little Cousin xxiv. 187 Under the shelter

of a great Shea oak.

y. [1835 J. Ross Hobart-town Almanack 75 Casuarina
torulosat She-oak. C.strictal He-oak. C. tenuissimal
Marsh-oak. The name of the first of these is said to be a
corruption of Sheac, the name of an American tree, produc-

ing the beef wood, like our Sheoak. 184a Western Aus-
tralia v. 80 The Shea-oak (a corruption of sheakj the native

name for this, or a similar tree, in Van Diemen s Land) is

used chiefly for shingles.] 185a S. Sidney Three Colonies

0/Australia xxiv. 347 The lowlands, .present a dull scene,

sprinkled with funereal shiak or ' she-oak trees '. 1857 W.
HowiTT Tatlangetta I. i. 24 Trees of a peculiar character

—

the Casuarinas or Shiacks. 1862 G. T. Lloyd jrj Yrs.

Tasmania iii. 32 The ' Sheac ' (perverted into she oak) or

beef-wood tree, is very abundant. 1891 [see b].

b. attrib.

Vol. VIII.

1852 She-oak tree [see above]. 1874 Walch Adamania
1. ii. 16 She-oak Shavings, a 1880 D. S. Stewart in Fison
& Howitt Kamilaroi 168 Sheoak trees. 1891 F. Adams
John Webb's End 223 A few stunted sheak trees.

2. Slang name for colonial beer.

1888 CasseWs Picturesque Australia (1890) III. 83 Their
drivers had completed their regulation half-score of 'long-

sleevers* of 'she-oak'. 1893 J. A. Barry Steve Browns
Bunyip 282 Hastily finishing his pint of ' sheoak '.

II Sheol (JV-oul,
J'"'?')- [Heb. bW, biif sfc'M.]

The underworld ; the abode ofthe dead or departed

spirits, conceived by the Hebrews as a subterranean

region clothed in thick darkness, return from which
is impossible. (Very common in the Revised

Version of the O.T., where in the A.V. it was
translated ' hell ',

' grave ', or ' pit '.)

pin recent slang sometimes jocularly substituted for ' hell'.

1599 Broughton's Let. xiii. 45 Sheol, at the best, either is

not Heauen, . . or else there is a third place besides Heauen
and Hell called Sheol for the Saints to rest in. 164a Of
Article of Creed 'Christ descended to Hades' 2 Christs

soule did descendere ad Inferos, or goe to Sheol or Hades.
182a R. Scott Script. Claims of Devil 499 We cannot .

.

interpret the term Sheol, as referring to a Hell of eternal

torments. 1873 F. C. Cook in Speaker's Comm. IV. 63/1
Nor is the state of the just in Sheol ever represented as

one of suffering. 1890 J. Fvfe {title) The Hereafter : Sheol,

Hades, and Hell.
attrib. 1910 J. Orr in Expositor Nov. 398 Ghostly survi-

val in some Sheol-like condition of semi-existence.

Shep (Jep)- Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 schep,
chop. [Short for Shepherd.
It is commonly supposed that this word occurs in the

second line of Piers Plowman, ' I shope me into shroudes
as I a sheep were '. The author's meaning, however, seems
to be that the assumption of a hermit's dress by one who
was 'unholy of works was a disguising of himself 'insheep's
clothing '. The sense ' shepherd ' seems to be irrelevant

;

moreover, even if it be intended here, the word with the long
vowel indicated by the MS. readings cannot well be of

identical formation with the shep of the examples below.]

A shepherd.
£1381 Slaughter Abp. Sudbury in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I.

230 Jak Chep [v. r. Schep], Tronche, Jon Wrau, Thorn Myl-
lerc.Isti ductores in plebe fuere priores. 14.. Lydg. Chorl

tf Bird xlviii. in Ashmole Theatr, Chem. Brit. U652) 223

A Chepys Croke to the ys better than a Lauuce. 1877 N. \V.

Line. Gloss., Shep, a shepherd. ' Cook was shep to Mr.
Sorsby then, but he's left now*. 1899 H. D. Rawnsley
Life 9f Nat. Engl. Lakes 171 Waiting for the late arrival of

this or that ' shep ', with his contribution of strayed sheep

from the fold.

Shep, obs. form of Sheep, Ship.

Shepard(e, obs. forms of Shepherd.
Shepe, obs. f. Sheep, Ship ; var. Shipe sb. Obs.

8hepen(e, obs. forms of Shippon.

Shepherd (Je'pard), sb. Forms : o. 1 sceap-

hirde, sceap-, scephyrde, 2-3 (Ormin) shep-

hirde, 3 seophoorde, 4 sohepeherde, shepe-
hurde, 4-5 sheepherde, soheephirde, 5 shepe-
hirde, (sheepperde), 5-6 schepehirde, 6

scheephird, shepeheard, Sc. scheipherde,

-bird, sheephirde, 7 sheep(e)heard,sheepherd,

(8 sheaperd). /3. 4-5 schipherd, 5 schipherde,

6 schiphird(e, shiphearde; 4 soriipard(e, 5
schippart, 7 shippard. 7. 3-6 schepherde, 4
shephurde, 4-6 shepherde, 5 s(c)hepherde,
sohepphirde, schephord, chepherd, 6 schep-
hird(e, 7 sheppherd; 3 ssepurde, 3-5 seheperd,

4-5 scheperde, -ard(e, 4-6 shep(p')arde, shep-
erde, 5 sheppard, 5-7 sheperd, 6 shepperd,
6-8 shepard

; 5 schepheerde, 6 schepheird,
6-7 shepheard(e, 7 sheppheard ; 5 schepeerde ;

6- shepherd. [OE. sct'aphirde : see Sheep and
Herd sb.2 Cf. MLG., MDu. sch&phirde (mod.
Du. has schaapherder), MHG. schdfhirte, mod.G.
dial, schafhirt.
The shortened vowel of the first syllable is normal in

compounds.]
1." A man who guards, tends, and herds a flock

of sheep (grazing at large) ; usually one so em-

ployed for hire ; or one of a pastoral people who
nerds (his own) sheep, goats, etc.

a 1023 Wulfstan Horn. lv. (1883) 288 Swa swa sceaphyrde

tosceat sceap fram gatum. c 1200 Ormin 3587 Crist iss all

se Davibb wass Shephirde,& king, & kemmpe. c 1275 Passion

our Lord 133 in O. E. Misc. 41 Beo be_ seopheorde aquold

and of Iyue bireued penne scule sone his seop alle beon to-

dreued. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 72m Ssepurdes hii beb
lujTere vor hh ne witeb no3t Her ssep fram pe wolues. X31S

Shokeham s 7<>ys of Virg. 135 Out com an aungel wyf>

great leem In-to be feld of bedleem, Amonges be schep-

herden, Te telle bat cryst was y-bore. c 1450 Mirk's Festial

22 fay. . speken godely and louyngly to pore schephordes bat

kepten hor schepe yn fe cor.tre by. 1459 Inventory'in Paston
Lett. I. 479 Inprimis, j. clothe of arras, clyped the Schip-

herds clothe. Ibid. 482 Item, j. clothe of arras, of the Schip-

herds. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA . I. i. 5 The good sheppard

exposeth his lyf for his sheep. 1513 Douglas /Eneis vim.

Prol. 46 Sum schippart slayis the lordis sheip, and sais he

is a sant. 1540-1 Elyot Image Gov. 30 Rude sheepebeardes

olde and decrepite. 1599 Dallam in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc.) 87 A foreste-like Cuntrie, wheare we saw
nether towne nor villidge, but somtime a shipheardes Hoote.

1606 Sir G. Goosecappev. I in Bullen Old PI. (1884) III.

77 If the sunne of thy beauty doe not white me like a
shippards holland, I am a Iewe to my Creator. 1657 Penit.

Cotif. ix. 283 The next denomination is of a sheepherd and

flock. 1815 Elbhinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) II. 97 The
greater part of the tribe is composed of shepherds. 1891
Spectator 28 Feb., Every one hastened to turn shepherd,
and cultivate wool and mutton.

b. Applied to the rustic personages of pastoral

poetry. Hence, in poetry more or less adopting
the pastoral convention, formerly often used to

designate the writer and his friends or fellow-poets.

1591 Spenser Daphn. £26 And ye faire Damsels, Shepheards
dere delights, That with your loues do their rude hearts
possesse. a 1599 ? Raleigh in Pass. Pilgr. xix. Love's
Answ., If that the World and Loue were young, And truth
in euery shepheards toung. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. m. v. 82
Dead Shepheard, now 1 find thy saw of might, a 1763
Shenstone Elegies xviii. 2 Near Avon's bank,.. A tuneful
shepherd [note, Mr. Somerville] charm'd the list'ning wave.

t c. = Shepherdess. Obs. rare.
1588 Greene Pandosto Wks. (Grosart) IV. 274 The maide

with the garland on her heade was Fawnia, the faire shep-
heard.

d. A representation (in china, etc.) of a youthful

shepherd ; cf. Shephebdess.
1866 Cornk. Mag. Sept. 358 Like a Dresden shepherd and

shepherdess.

e. Fr. Hist. The Shepherds [ = Fr. les Pastou-

reaux\ : the name applied to those who took part

in the peasant insurrections of 1251 ff. and 1320.

1759 Universal Hist., Mod. XIII. 308 The irruption of a
band of enthusiastick shepherds, who pretended to work
miracles, [note] The origin of these shepherds is variously

related. 1845 Encycl. Metrop. XI. 710/1 marg., [1251]

The Crusade of Shepherds. 1874 G. W. Cox Crusades
xv. 215 The outbreak of the Pastoureaux, or Shepherds
(so called from their supposed simplicity), . . took place .

.

while Louis IX. was a captive in Egypt.

2. Jig: a. A spiritual guardian or pastor of a
' flock '

;
= Pastor si. 2.

a 1300 Cursor M. 28278 Quare i was seheperd hade sauls

to kepe To reckelesly i geit my schepe. 1382 Wyclif Ephes.

iv. n He ?af summe sotbeli apostlis, . . otnere forsoth schep-

herdis [so Tindale and Coverdale ; 1611 pastors] and techeris.

a 1536 Songs, Carols, etc. (1907) 81 The cheff sheperd in

this world pat ys, Shuld be the pope. 1588 Marprel. Epist.

(Arb.) 7 Appointed to be pastors and shepheards to feed

others. 1693 Prior To Dr. Sherlock 68 'Midst thy own
Flock, great Shepherd, be receiv'd. 181a Cary Dante,
Parad. xxl. 121 Modern Shepherds need Those who on

either hand may prop and lead them.

U In comic fiction, represented as an official

title of the ' pastor ' or ' minister ' of a sect.

1837 Dickens Pickw. xxii, ' The kiss of peace ', says the

shepherd ; and then he kissed the women all round. 1889

Gretton Memory's Harkback 52 Then the_ shepherd read,

and supposed that he was explaining a portion of Scripture.

b. In Biblical use, applied to God in relation

to Israel or the Church ; also to Christ (esp. with

reference to John x. 12).

1382 Wyclif jfohn x. 12, 1 am a good schepherde ; a good
schepherde ?yueth his soule, that is, his lyf, for his scheep.

1535 Coverdale Pi. lxxix. 1 Heare o thou shepherde of

Israel, thou y' ledest Iacob like a flocke of shepe. 165s
Evelyn Let. to Jer. Taylor 18 Mar., The shepheards are

smitten, and the sheepe must of necessity be scattered,

unless the greate Shepheard of Soules oppose. 1738

Wesley Ps. lxxx. i, Shepherd of Souls, the Great, the Good.

1820 Scott Monast. xxxvii, I have not given to the wolf any

of the stray lambs whom the Great Shepherd of souls had

intrusted to my charge.

O. Applied to temporal rulers. Cf. Gr. -noijxijv

Xawv (Homer) ' shepherd of the peoples ', and

similar uses in the Old Testament.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. (1586) 113b, Poets.

.

oftentimes call kings and princes by the names of shep.

heardes, and feeders of the people. Yea the Lorde of the

whole worlde doth call himselfe a shephearde. 1780J. Brown
Lett. Toleration i. (1803) 23 Political shepherds ought never

to overdrive their flocks. 1837 CARLYLEAr. Rev. I. 1. i, The
shepherd of the people has.. been put to bed in his own
Chateau of Versailles.

3. (With initial capital.) = Shepherd kino i.

1813 Pritchard Phys. Hist. Man viii. § 2. 428 Manetho
reckons eighteen years between Sethosis and the exit of the

Shepherds from Egypt. The dynasty of Shepherds consists

of six monarchs. i860 R. S. Poole in IV. Smith's Diet.

Bible I. 509/2 (Egypt) There can be no question that he

[Pharaoh of Joseph's time] was, if the dates be correct, a

Shepherd of the xvth dynasty.

4. Austral. A miner who holds a claim but does

not work it.

1864 J. Rogers New Rush 11. 30 Shame, vagrant shepherds I

cast your coat of sloth ; other miners, .have ris'n to rule the

State, and so may you. 188. Argus in E. E. Morris

Austral Eng. s. v., Dr. Quick retorted with a declaration

that the Grand Junction Company were all 'shepherds',

and that 'shepherds ' are the worse of the two classes.

1 5. The shepherd-spider. Obs. rare.

1608 Topsell Serpents 271 This kind of Spyder.. de-

lighting in the company of Sheepe: and for this cause

I take it, that we Englishmen do call her a Shepheard.

1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's Theat. Ins. 944 These are called

in English Shepherds, in Latine Opiliones, because they

are most often seen where sheep use to feed. 1686 Plot

Staffordsh. 238 Those long-legged ones [spiders] we call

Shepherds, which never spin any thred.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as

(appositive) shepherd-band, -boy, folk, -girl, -poet,

etc. ;
(pertaining to a shepherd or shepherds)

shepherd-care, haunt, life, staff, etc.

1902 L. Housman Bethlehem 53 Back to their folds have

gone the *shepherd-band. 1802 Wordsw. To Young Lady

7 There, healthy as a 'shepherd boy. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe

xxxi, As a shepherd boy flourishes his light crook. 1845
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i".. Murray Islaford 17 How lamb-like in his "shepherd-

care he was. 1900 H. Sitcliffr Shameless Wayne xix.

(1005) 241 Loose-limbed 'shepherd folk. 1757 Collins Or.

Eclogues 1. 56 Here make thy court amidst our rural scene,

And *shepherd-girls shall own thee for their queen. 1600

Fairfax Tassowx. v, Swaines and 'shepherd groomes. 1807

Wordsw. White Doe 1. 11 What sprinklings of blithe com-

pany ! Of lasses and of shepherd grooms, i860 Pusey Min.

Proph. 154 The Prophet's first thought. .was towards his

own 'shepherd haunts. 1508 Kennedie Fiyting w. Dun-
tar 254 Put I nocht sylence to the, 'schiphird knaif. 1833

Tennyson May Queen 1. vii, The *shepherd lads on every

side 'ill come from far away. 159 1 Spenser Daphn. 316 But

now ye *Shepheard lasses, who shall lead Your wandring

troupes, or sing your viretayes? i860 Pusey Min. Profit.

150 The 'shepherd- life of Amos. 1807 Wordsw. Song at

Feast 0/ Brougham Castle 107 The *Shepherd-lord was
honoured more and more. 1825 J. Wilson Poems II. 310

Quietly slumber *shepherd-men In the silence of some inland

glen. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple Isl. xi. xliii, In vain the

keeper calls his *shepherd peers. 1835 Wordsw. Extemp.
Effus. Death J. Hogg 12 And death upon the braes of

Yarrow Has closed the *Shepherd-poet s eyes, a 135a

Minot Poems (ed. Hall) ix. 20 None letes him be way to

wende whore he will : Bot with 'schipherd staues fand he his

fill. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 564/9 Angivs, a shepardstaf.

1867 Hawker Pr. Wks. (1893) no A damsel in the bloom of
youth stood leaning on her shepherd-staff. 1590 Spenser
F.Q. ni.vi. 15 The gentle *shepheardswaynes. 1775M1CKLE
Camoens Lusiad \v. 163 To trie Massylian *shepherd-tents
she flies. 1798 Sotheby tr. Wielands Oberon (1826) I. 43
Our knight opprest Begs from some *shepherd-wife her
simple fare.

b. Egypt, /to*', [sense 3], as Shepherd-invasion,

-period> -prince, etc. ; see also Shepherd king.
1854W- Osburn Mon. Hist. Egypt II. v. 208 The Shepherd

invasion. Ibid. 209 When Amosis first attacked the Shep-
herd kingdom. i860 R. S. Poole in W. Smith's Diet.

Bible I. 509/1 {Egypt) The period of Egyptian history to

which the Shepherd-invasion should be assigned is a point

of dispute. 1863 Ibid. III. s. v. Zoan, Remains of the
Shepherd-period. 1877 J . E. Carpenter Tiele y

s Hist. Relig.

53 The Arab Shepherd-Princes (the Hyksos).

O. Similative, as shepherd-hearted; alsoshepherd-

like adj. and adv.

1853 T. T. Lynch Setf-Improv. ii. 31 A *shepherd-hearted
and royal youth like David. 1391 Spenser Ruins ofRome
251 Peters successor .. Who, 'snepheardlike,. .doth shew,
that all things turne to their first being. 1851 Mrs. Brown-
ing Casa Guidi Wind. .1. 520 Showing now defiled His hire-

ling handsj a better help's achieved Than if they blessed us
shepherd-like and mild.

d. Special comb. : shepherd-bird = Pastor
sb. 4; shepherd-check = shepherds check; shep-
herd-dog = shepherd's dog (see 7 b); f shepherd
fly (see quot.) ; shepherd land, Se. (see quot.)

;

shepherd spider, the harvest-spider (also shep-

herd's : see 7 b) ; + shepherd silver, ? a tax paid
for the keeping of shepherds ; shepherd tartan *=

shepherds tartan.

1869 T. R. Jones CasselCs Bk. 0/Birds I. 227 The Rose
Starling, or *Shepherd-bird {Pastor roseus). 1862 Catal.
Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 3980, Cloakings, coatings,
livery Valencias, *shepherd checks, trouserings, &c. £1425
Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 699/17 Hie aggregarius, a *schepera
dog. 1846 E. J. Lewis Vouatt's Dog iii. (1858) 105 The
descendants of the Spanish shepherd dog, so highly prized
in protecting the Merino flocks from the wolves. 1664 Power
Exp. Philos. 1. 6 The *Shepherd-flye or Spinster- flye, which
Muffet calls OpilionumMuscam. 1892 C. Patrick Mediaeval
Scot. ii. 20 ' *Shepherd land ' seems to have been generally
hill pasturage, to which the sheep were sent at suitable sea.
sons.

_
a 1377 Abingdon Rolls (Camden) 40 Item pro

hidagio xijd. Item pro #schepersulfer ijd. qa . 1665 Hooke
Microgr. 198 The Carter, *Shepherd Spider, or long-legg'd
spider. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 278 Shepherd-
Spiders {Phalangidx). 1865 D. C. Boyd in Blaikie Living'
stone xviii.(i88i) 362 He wore..*shepherd-tartan trousers.

7. Combinations with shepherd's (sometimes
varying with combs, of shepherd, see 6). a. Obvious
combs, denoting a thing such as is used by or is

characteristic of shepherds, as shepherds crook,

horn, life
} staff, etc.

r. 1440 Promp. Parv. 445/1 Schepeerdys croke, pedum.
Ibid., Scheperdys logge, or cory, magalis, mapale. 1530
Palsch. 266/2 Schepherdes bagge, pannetiere. Ibid., Schep.
herdes staffe, hovlette. 1538 Elyot Diet., Bardocucullnm, a
thrummed hatte, orashepardescloke, iOooShaks. A. Y.L.
111. ii. 11 And how like you this shepherds life Mc Touch-
stone? 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2383/4 Lost. ..Three Mares,
one black, . .a Shepherds-hook on the near Hip behind. 1797
Mrs. Radcliffe Italian xiii, Is not that a shepherd's horn
sounding at a distance ?

b. Special comb. : shepherd's calendar,
a calendar containing weather predictions and sea-
sonable instructions for the use of shepherds (app.
proverbially referred to as an unreliable source of
information) ; hence adopted as the title of certain
pastoral poems ; shepherd's chess, a game, perh.
nine-men s morris ; shepherd's club, two varieties
of moth (see quot.) ; shepherd's companion (see
quots.) ; shepherd's crown = Shepherd's pdbse
2 ; shepherd's dog, a large variety of dog em-
ployed by shepherds to control and protect flocks
of sheep (cf. sheep-dog)

; f shepherd's fly = shep-
herd-fly (6 d)

; t shepherd's harp (see quot.)

;

t shepherd's hour, the lover's opportunity (tr. F.
Tkeure duberger) ; shepherd's knot (see quot.) ;

shepherd's lamp dial., the evening star ; f shep-
herd's mastie = shepherd's dog

; shepherd's pie,

a pie consisting of chopped meat and potatoes,

covered with a crust of mashed potatoes browned
;

shepherd's pipe (see quot. 1881); + shepherd's
spider = shepherd-spider (6 d).

1506 Kal. S/iepherdes (Sommer) 8 These be the contentis of
this present Boke of the *Shepeherdes kalender. 1565 J kwel
Repi. Harding xvi. vi. 552 His Reader woulde also longe
to know, .in what Chronicle. .thei were recorded. Other-
wise he wil suspecte, M. Hardinge founde it in the Shepe-
heardes Calendare. 1579 Spenser (title) The Shepheardes
Calender. 1869 Blackmobe LornaD. xxxvii, They were.,
playing at push-pin, or ^shepherd's chess, or basset ; or some
trivial game of that sort. 183a J. Rennie Bntterfl. <$ Moths
90 The *Shepherd's Club (Cncullia Thapsiphaga..) appears
in June, Ibid. 100 The Shepherd'sClub (Euclidia glyphica).
1844 Leichhakdt Jml. iii. (1847) 80 We also observed, .the

,
*shepherd's companion, or fan-tailed fly-catcher (Rhipidura 1

.

;

1890 Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip XXVI. 11/1 The Shepherd's
I
Companion is a curious little bird, which much resembles a

I wagtail in its habits. 1893 Wilts. Gloss.,*Sliepherds'-crown,
fossil Echini [see also Shepherd's purse 2]. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 445/1 *Scheperdys dogge, gregarius. 1840 Blaine
Encycl. RuralSports% 1415 The shepherd's dog. 1688 Holme
Armoury n. ix. 190/2 *Shepherds fly. Ibid. 111. xvi. (Roxb.)
76/2 An Instrument of Musick, termed a *shepards harpe ;

it is no other then a Board cut Bevile on both sides, with
wyer or bowell strings fastned there on with pins and pegs.
1690 Dryden Amphitryon iv. Pastoral Dial., Fair Iris and
her swain Were in a shady Bow'r, Where Thyrsis long in

\
vain Had sought the ^shepherd's hour. 1844 H. Stei-hens

1 Bk. Farm II. 33 These ropes are wound round the stakes

;

[of a net enclosing sheep] by a peculiar sort of knot called

;

the **shepherd's knot*. 1827 Clare Sheph. Cat. hi The
j

*Shepherd's Lamp, which even children know. 157* B.
Googe Heresbach's Husb. 111. 154 b, marg., The *shep-
heardes Mastie. 1896 Daily News 30 Nov. 8/5 *Shepherd's
pie. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 445/1 *Scheperdys pype, barbita.
i88r W. H. Stone in Grove Diet, Mus. III. 486 Shepherd's
Pipe, a name given to the pastoral oboe or musette. 1688
Holme Armoury 11. x. 215/2 The long legged Spider of the
Garden, or Field, . . is called the *Shephards-Spider, because
they are generally in the grounds where sheepe pasture.

C, In certain names of textile fabrics : shep-
herd's check, plaid, tartan, a woollen cloth with
a black-and-white check pattern

; f shepherd's
cloth, f shepherd's velvet = Fearnought

;

f shepherd's grey, grey cloth worn by shepherds.

c 1640 A. Townshend Poems <y Masks (1912) 27 And cast
thy purple roabes away, To take ascripp and sheapherds grey.
1791 E. Nairne Poems 76 A bran new coat Of shepherd's
velvet. 1794 Sporting Mag. III. 193 The wadding.. is

made of the cloth called fear-naught or shepherd's cloth.

1834 Dickens Si. Boz, Boarding Ho. ii, He wore shepherd's-
plaid inexpressibles. 1885 'Mrs. Alexander' Valerie's
Fate i, A large soft shawl of shepherd's plaid. 1896 ' L.
Keith' Indian Uncle xvi. 253 Let himself be instantly
' happet ' in the sheriffs shepherd-check plaid. 1897 Westm.
Gaz. 25 Feb. 4/2 Shepherd's check tartan. Ibid., These
shepherd's check gowns.

d. In the names of plants, chiefly dial. : f shep-
herd's bag = Shepherd's purse i ; shepherd's
beard = sheep's beard s.v. Sheep sb. 9 ; shep-
herd's bedstraw, Asperula cynanchica (Britten

& Holland 1886); -f shepherd's bodkin (see

quot.) ; shepherd's calendar, the scarlet pim-
pernel ; shepherd's clock, {a) = prec.

; (6) the
goatsbeard, Tragopogonpratensis(B. & H.); shep-
herd's club, the common mullein, Verbascum
Thapsus; shepherd's comb, Scandix Pecten
(B. & H.) ; shepherd's cress, the dwarf cruci-

ferous plant, Teesdalia nudicaulis ; shepherd's
delight, dial, glass, the scarlet pimpernel, Ana-
gallis arvensis ; shepherd's gourd, the com-
mon mullein ; shepherd's hour-glass, the yellow
pimpernel, Lysimachia nemorum ; shepherd's
joy (see quot.) ; shepherd's knot = Tormentil

;

shepherd s myrtle, Ruscus aetileatus ; shepherd's
needle, f («) Geranium, {b) Scandix Pecten

;

shepherd's pedler, pouch = Shepherd's purse
1 ; shepherd's rod, Dipsacuspilosus ; shepherd's
root = Tormentil (B. & H.); shepherd's rose,
? some species of rose growing in hedges ; shep-
herd's scrip = Shepherd's purse i ; shepherd's
staff, (a) = shepherds rod; (b) thecommon mullein

;

shepherd's sun-dial = shepherd's dial above
;

shepherd's thyme, (a) the wild thyme, Thynms
Serpyllum

;
(b) the chalk milkwort ; shepherd's

warning, watch, the scarlet pimpernel (B. & H.)
;

shepherd's weatherglass, (a) the scarlet pimper-
nel

;
{b) Stellaria Holostea (B. & H.).

_ 1548 Turner Names ofHerbs (E.D.S.) 83 Bursa pastoris
is also called in englishe of many Bursa pastoris and of
other *Shepherdes bag or Shepherdes purse. 1840 Paxton
Bot. Diet., *Shepherd's Beard, see Amopogon, 1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), *Shepherds-Bodkin, a sort of Herb. 183a
Mrs. Bray Tamar % Tavy xviii. (1836) I. 318 We have.,
the *shepherd's calendar, and the one o'clock, the very dial
of poetry. 1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard 86 We. . Read
the l ^shepherd's clock '. 1790 Alex. Wilson Morning Poet.
Wks. (71846) 3 *Shepherds clubs hang nodding o'er the steep.

,
Ibid. Monkey $ Bee 41 O'ertopt with stately shepherds clubs.

I

c 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's Eng. HerbalTab. 50 "Shepherd's-
! cress. 1863 Sowerby's Eng. Bot. (ed. 3) I. 209 Teesdalia
• nudicaulis

.

.Shepherd's Cress. 1865 Cornh, Mag. July 34
I

The scarlet pimpernel, from its susceptibility to the changes

:

of the weather, is his [the peasant's] ' "shepherd's dial '.
1 1886 Britten & Holland Diet. PlanUn., "Shepherd's
!

glass. Anagaltis arvensis. 1896 Garden Work 4 Mar.
xia/i A young man. .called the plant Verbascum Thapsus

' "Shepherd's Gourd'. 1909 Essex Rev. XVIII. 77 The
"Shepherd's Hour-glass. 1884 W. Miller Plant-n. 124/2
"Sheplierd's-joy, Australian. The genus Geitonoplesium

,

Ibid. 125/1 "Shepherd's knot. Tormentilla officinalis. C1840
W. A. Bromfikld Flora Vectensis (1856) 508 "Shepherd's
Myrtle. 1562 Bullein Bulwarke, Bk. Simples (1579) 42 D

i

What is the vertue of Geranium, called "Sheepherdes
needell ? 1597 Gerarde Herbal 11. cccc. 884 Pecten Veneris,
siue Scamiix. Shepheards Needle, or Venus combe.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. 564 The scandix
Pecten veneris of botanists, and what is often known to
agricultors by the names of Shepherd's needle, Beggar's
needle, &c. 18x1 T. Davis Agric. Wilts 267 Crowpeck,
Shepherd's purse, or "shepherd's pedler. 1568 Turner
Herbal in. 14 Bursa pastoris is called in some places of
England "shepherdes pouche. 1633 T. Johnson Gerarde's
Herbal 11. 1168 Dipsacus minor, sive Virga pastoris.
"Shepheards-rod. 1735 Keogh Bot. Univ. Hibern. 122
Wild Teasel, great Shepherds Rod, venus Bason, or carde
Thistle. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 182 Shepr
herd's Rod. Shepherd's Staff. Small Tease!. 1817-8C0B-
bett Resid. Amer, (1822) 43 No "shepherd's rose, no honey-
suckle, none of that endless variety of beauties that decorate
the hedges and the meadows in England. 1578 "Shepherds
scrip [see Shepherd's purse i]. 1760 J. Lee Introd. Bot.
App. 327 * Shepherd's Staff, Dipsacus. 1882 Trans. Cumb.
Assoc. Lit. <5 Sci. vn. 142 Verbascum thapsus :.. the
' Shepherd's Staff ' of the rustic population. 1823 Moor
Suffolk Words, *Shepherd's Sun-dial. 1857 Miss Pratt
Flower. PI. IV. 168 Thymus Serpyllum . . "Shepherd's
Thyme. 1878 Hardy Ret. Native vi. ii. (1890) 395 On the
green turf and shepherd 's-thyme. 1893 Wilts. Gloss., Shep*
herds'-Thyme, Polygala calcarea,.. chalk Milkwort. 1827
Clare Sheph.Cal. 47 Pimpernel,dreading nightsand showers,
Oft call'd 'the "Shepherd's Weather-glass'. 187a Chr. Ros-
setti Sing Song 86 Scarlet shepherd's-weatherglass Spreads
wide open at her feet.

Hence (nonce-wds.) Shepherddom, the state

of shepherds ; She pherdhood (in quot.), the

personality of a shepherd.
1905 Edin. Rev. Apr. 319 The attributes of shepherddom,

milk-jar, crook, pipes [etc.]. 1596 W. Smith Chloris (1877)

30 But that it pleased thy graue shepherdhood The Patron
of my maiden verse to bee.

Shepherd (Je-paid), ^- [f- Shepherd sb.]

1. trans. To tend, guard and watch (sheep) as a

shepherd. Also rarely to keep or breed (sheep).

1790 [implied in Shepherding vbL sb.\. 1862 Rusk in Unto
this Last 43 He must.. shepherd his own flocks. 1881
Cticq. Career 36 In Australia, sheep.. are shepherded and
yarded every night. 1885-94 R* Bridges Eros fy Psyche
Apr. xiii, Talos . . who shepherded the sea-goats on the coast.

absol. 18. . Househ. Words XXXV. 11 (Flfigel) When he
used to go shepherding with me on his rough pony. 1884
Kendal Mercury 26 Sept 2/6 Two farmers . . were out shep-
herding, when they were overtaken by an awful storm.
1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 26 Oct. 3/1 The Virgin is said to have
appeared to two children., who were shepherding up there
in the mountains.

2. trans/, and fig. To tend, watch over, or guide
as a shepherd does his sheep.
1820 Shelley Arethusa 6 Arethusa arose From her couch

of snows. .Shepherding her bright fountains. 01851 Edin.
Rev. in Arch. Stud. neu. Spr. VIII. 276 Shepherding a lady.
1862 H. H. Dixon Scott $ Sebright (1895) 380 He would put
out twenty couple of puppies for him, and go round twice
a week to shepherd them. 1868 Lowell Dara 19 So Dara
shepherded a province wide, Nor in his viceroy's sceptre
took more pride Than in his crook before. 1885 M. Arnold
Poor Matthias, French canary-merchant old Shepherding
his flock of gold In a low dim-lighted pen. 1898 G. B. Shaw
You never can tell 11. Stage Dir., The waiter shepherds his
assistants along with him into the hotel by the kitchen
entrance.

3. Austral. To watch over or guard (a mining
claim) by working on it superficially (esp. by
digging small pits) so as to retain legal rights.
1861 T. M'Combie Australian Sk. 135 Few of their claims,

however, are actually ' bottomed ', for the owners merely
watch their more active contemporaries. Footnote, This
is termed 'shepherding ' a claim. 1880 D. C. Davies Me-
tallif. Min. 421 Shepherding, Aus., keeping possession of
a mining claim by doing the least quantity of work on it

allowed by law.
intr. 1863 Once a Week VIII. 507 (Farmer), Having

sunk their holes, each about a foot, and placed in them a
pick or shovel as a sign of ownership, they devoted them*
selves to the laborious occupation of shepherding.

4. colloq. or slang. To watch over, to follow

closely and watchfully ; chiefly slang, see quot.

1 890 ; also Austral, slang, to follow a person so

as to get something out of him or to cheat him.
x$&$Times 13 Apr. 5/3 Admiral Dowell is reported to be

closely shepherding the Russian vessels in these seas. 1890
Barrere & Leland Diet. Slangs, v., Adversaries opposite
each other at football are said to shepherd or watch each
other. A man may shepherd a rich uncle or rich heiress,

a detective shepherds a criminal whom he suspects of plan-

ning a felony. A man shepherds one of his own side at

football by keeping off adversaries while he is running or
kicking. 1893 Kipling Many Invent., Lost Legion, You
must know that all along the north-west frontier of India
there is spread a force of some thirty thousand foot and
horse, whose duty it is to quietly and unostentatiously
shepherd the tribes in front of them. 1899 Shearman, etc.

Football 513 Off goes the ball again; a player seizes it,

bouncing it as he goes, 'shepherded ' along the way by his

friends. 1905 Sat. Rev. 10 June 761 He.. should have
shepherded at an earlier date the Russian fleet out of
French waters.

b. Mil. slang. To force (a body of the enemy)
into an unfavourable position.

1900 Daily Tel. 2 Apr. (Ware Passing Engl.), Cronje was
shepherded with his army into the bed of the Modder by
a turning movement.

Hence She'pherded///. a., protected, guarded.
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1884 Ruskix Fors Clav. xcvi. 306 To be kept from its evil

in shepherded peace.

Shepherdess Je'pajdes). Also 6 erron.

shepheardize. [f. Shepherd sb. + -ess.] A female

shepherd ; a woman or girl who tends sheep ; also

fig. Also in pastoral poetry (see Shepherd i b).

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 1. ii. (Skeat) 1. 86 For me liste.

.

of almyneaShepherdessetobecIeped. 1590 Greene Never
too late 11. Wks. iGrosart) VIII. 216 Consider with your selfe

faire Shepheardize, that poore men feele paine as well as
Princes. 1591-5 Spenser Asirophel 212 The gentlest shep-
heardes.se that hues this day. 1648 Herrick Hester., Mrs.
Eliz. Wheeler,Tell me, said I, in deep distresse, Where I may
find my Shepardesse. 1758 Johnson Idler No. 71 F 13 He
. .wondered that he had not seen the shepherdesses dancing.
1859 Tennyson Merlinfy V. 608 Percivale. .Then paced for
coolness in the chapel-yard ; Where one of Satan's shep-
herdesses caught And meant to stamp him with her master's
mark. 1885 Ruskin Pleas. Eng. 137 St. Margaret of Antioch
was a shepherdess. 1902 Mrs. A. Meynell Later Poems 9
She walks. .A shepherdess of sheep.

b. A representation (in painting, etc. ; esp.

china or earthenware) of a shepherdess.
1771 H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint. (1782) IV. 73

Watteau's shepherdesses, nay, his very sheep, are coquet.
1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1824)91 Little lacquered earthen
shepherdesses. 1870 Dickens E. Drood vi, Her dress is as
the dress of a china shepherdess : so dainty in its colours.

C. attrib. and Comb.
186a Caial. Internat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 4115, Woollen

shawls and cloakings, in clan, shepherdess, and fancy
patterns. 1867 Miss Broughton Cometh Up xxvi, Her
little wild rose-wreathed shepherdess hat

Shepherding (Je-pajdirj), vbL sb. [f. Shep-
herd v. + -ing l.] The action of tending or guiding

(sheep) as a shepherd ; an instance of this.

1790 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties I. 446 In the shep-
herding of sheep, in this country, a few circumstances may
be mentioned with propriety. 1866 Caklylk in Froude
Remin. (1881) II. 143 The rustic natives.. and their shep-
herdings, huntings [brock and fox) and solitary fishings.

189a Ld. Lytton King Poppy xL 309 For alt His shepherd-
Jngs were ended. 1905 Sir A. Lyall Life Dufferin I. ii. 23
Under Cookesley's shepherding the flock might stray at will.

t She pherdish, a. Obs. [f. Shepherd sb, +
-isu.] Pertaining to or like shepherds

;
pastoral.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 10 b, He would also
haue drawne her eldest sister.. in her shepheardish attire.

Ibid. 36 The courte could not be visited, prohibited to all

men, but to certaine sheapheardish people. 1618 Bolton
Fiona 1. xxil (1636) 64 That wildnesse which they retained
of their shepheardish original! breathed forth somewhat
still. x8oo G. Chalmkrs Life A. Ramsay Wka. 1851 I. 30
A propitious moment for shepherdisb poetry.

Shepherdize (Je-paidaiz), v. rare. [f. Shep-
herd sb. + -ize.] intr. To act the part of the shep-

herd (or shepherdess); to pretend to lead the

pastoral life.

1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes 11. vi. 60 Though this life of
Shepheardizing be out of fashion. 1773 H. Walpole Let.
to C'tess Upper Ossory 11 June, In the midst of this new
prospect must I keep up the tone of the world, go shepherdiz-
ing with Maccaronies, sit up at loo with my Lady Hertford
(etc. J. i8aa Examiner 233/1 Sir W—m C—rt—s, despising
the citizens, retreated into the forest, to shepherdize. 1846
Blackw. Mag. LIX. 313 [They] sit alone, knit, shepherdise,
and stare.

b. trans. To tend or guide as a shepherd.
1899 S. Law Wilson Theol. Mod. Lit. 140 The mass of

mankind are not just so many sheep which will tamely
submit to be shepherdised by him, and coerced into the way
chalked out for their feet.

Shepherd king.
1. //. [transl. of Or. 0aatKus votfiivts, Manetho's

rendering of the Egyptian designation which he
transliterates as*T*o-a* (Hyksos).
The name has not been found in the monuments, but

modern scholars give the probable Egyptian form as hiq-
Shausu, king of the Bedouins or robbers, Manetho's render-

ing being due to a mistake.]

The designation of a succession of kings of

Egypt (forming the 15th and 16th dynasties of

Manetho), belonging to some foreign people, the

ethnic affinities of which are still undetermined.

(By historians often called Hyksos.)
1587 Golding De Mornay xxvi. 465 Manethon the

Historiographer ofEgipt setteth vs downe their original!,

and their comming downe into Egipt, terming them in his

language, Shepherd-kings. 1821 Lamb Elia, Old tf New
Schoolm., I make the wildest conjectures concerning Egypt,
and her shepherd kings. 1874 Birch 1st <$- 2nd Egypt.
Rooms Brit. Mm. 7 The monuments of the Shepherd kings.

2. gen. A king who is a shepherd. (In various

nonce-uses : see quots.)

17*7-46 Thomson Summer 402 One, chief, in gracious
dignity enthron'd, Shines o'er the rest, the pastoral queen,
and rays Her smiles, sweet-beaming, on her shepherd king.

a 1835 Mrs. Hemans He Walked with God, A shepherd-
king on Eastern plains. 1856 Rkadf Never too late xxxvii,

Nomades, shepherd-kings— fellows with a thousand head
of horned cattle, and sheep like white pebbles by the sea.

Shepherdless(Je'paidles),/7. [-less.] With-
out a shepherd ; having no shepherds.
1648 Hexham ii, flerderloose schapen, Sheepheardlesse,

or sheepe without a Sheep-heard. 1778 (W. H. Marshall]
Minutes Agric, Digest 101 He.. found a straggling, shep-
herdless Flock in his own or bis neighbour's fields. 1906
G. G. Coulton St. Francis to Dante 329 But in fact they (the

Middle Ages] felt themselves as shepherdless as we.

t Shepherdling. poet. Obs. [f. Shepherd
sb. + -ling.] A young or little shepherd.

1598 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. i. iv. Handy.crafts 666
Another valiant Shepheardiing [i.e. David], That for a
Canon takes his silly sling. 1648 Herrick Hesfier., To his
Muse, There on a Hillock thou may'st sing Unto a hand-
some Shephardling, Or to a Girle (that keeps the Neat).

Shepherdly (Je-pwdli), a. Now rare. [f.

Shepherd sb.+ -ltI.] Pertaining to or befitting

a shepherd {lit. and Jig. ) ; that has the charac-
teristics of a shepherd

; fthat is a shepherd.
1559 [P. H. Phayer] Bk. Presidentes 5 b, And with a

shepherdly reward^ wytsaue ye hym to fauour. Ibid. 6
Other thinges. .which to your shepherdly office in this be-
half belong. 1579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 11. v. 167 a,
That shepheardlie founder of the citie of Rome. 1656 W.
Du Gard tr. Comenius' Gate Lat. Unl. % 340. 95 In some
places the shepherdly multitude do also carry about their
cottages in waines. 170a C. Mather Magn. Chr. v. iii. (1852)
277 To leave their off-spring under the shepherdly govern-
ment of our Lord Jesus Christ. 1877 S, A. Tipple Echoes
0/Spoken Words 22 The truly high position.. is that which
enables us to minister richly to our fellows, to shield them,
guide them, relieve them and be shepherdly toward them.
1884 J. Parker Apost. Life III. 46 A man with a great
shepherdly heart.

•f b. Pastoral, rural, rustic. Obs.

*579 Twyne Phis. agst. Fortune 11. cxiv. 304 This is not
onlyapoetical,butalsoashepheardly speech. 1589 Putten-
ham Eng. Poesie 1. xi. (Arb.) 41 Their poems were named
Eglogues or shepheardly talke. 1656 Artif. Hatidsom. 20
The primitive plainness and shepherdly simplicity of those
times. 1743 H. Walpole Let. to Mann 14 Apr., I hate the
country : I am past the shepherdly age ofgroves and streams.

Shepherdry. rare. [f. Shepherd^. + -by.]

The business of a shepherd. Cf. Shepherdy.
1594 R. Ashley tr. Loys le Roy 28 Pasturage, grasing,

and shepheardrie, were before husbandrie and tillage.

b. The affairs of ' the Order of Ancient Shep-
herds *, a benefit society. (After Forestry.)
1900 Dundee Advert. 19 July 5 Shepherdry At the usual

fortnightly meeting of the Maisondieu Lodge of Ancient
Shepherds .. the balance-sheet.. was submitted.

She pherdship. rare. [f. Shepherd sb. +
-ship.] The office or position of a shepherd.
1548 Udall Erasm. Par. Luke xxiv. 25-20, 90 His shep-

herdship leat an other bodye take. 1605 Sylvester Du
Bartas 11. iii. m. Law 233 While he [Moses] past his sacred
Prentiship (In wildernesse) of th' Hebrews Shepheardship.
1874 Abp. Benson in A. C. Benson Life (1899) I. 388 It's the
Buckles that ruin the Colonial Church. . . Men taking Shep-
herdships for Buckles and Loops.

Shepherd's purse. [Cf. med.L. bursa pas-
toris

y
F. bourse-a-pasteur, bourse-de-berger, G.

hirtentaseke, Du. herdertasch.]

1. A common cruciferous weed, Capsella Bttrsa-
pastoris, bearing pouch-like pods.
a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 172 Shepherdys purs, [a 1500

Gl. Sloane in Sax. Leechd. III. 331 Herdys purse.] 1 1550
Lloyd Treas. Health G vij b, Hold thy handful of shepar-
ders [sic] purse. 157^8 Lyte Dodoens I. Iv. 81 Bursa pastoris
. . [is called] in English Shepherds purse, Scrippe, or Pouche.
1597GERAKDE Herbal 11. xxii. 21=1 Shepheardes purse staieth
bleeding in any part of the bodie. 1657 W. Coles Adam
in Eden xxxv. 71 In English it is called Shepheards purse
or Scrip, from the likenesse the Seed hath with that kind
of leatherne bag, wherein Shepherds carry their Victualls
into the field, c 1710 Petiver Cat. Ray's Eng. Herbal
Tab. 49 Ragged Sheaperds-purse. 1882 G. Allen Colour
ofFlowers x. 15 The petals of shepherd's-purse {Capsella
bursa-Paston's) have been observed antheriferous.

2. dial. The fossil echinus found in the chalk.

1893 Surrey Gloss., Shepherd's crown or Shepherd's purse,
the fossil Echinus, from the chalk. 1900 A. Harston Let.
to Editor, ' Shepherd's Purse ', the common name in some
parts of the Country (e. g. Kent) for the Fossil Sea Urchins
found in the Chalk formation.

t Shepherdy. Obs. rare. [f. Shepherd sb.

+ -Y.] The profession, practice, or occupation of

a shepherd. Cf. Shepherdry.
a i6m Ainsworth Annot. Pentat. Gen. iv. 2 (1639) 21

Abel in shepherdy, as in sacrificing and martyrdome, was
a figure of Christ. 1659 Gell Amendm. Bible 733 He had
his rise, unto the Kingdom, even from keeping sheep, which
yet was a kinde of introduction unto a like shepherdie.
1680 J. Woode {title), Shepherdy Spiritualiz'd : or, the
improvement of a Shepherd's Life to Soul-advantage. 1702
C*Mather Magn. Chr. il App. (1852) 221 On the one side

of David's coin were to be seen his old pouch and crook,
the instrument of shepherdy.

Shopman, Shepne,obs. ff. Shipman, Shippon.

Shepp, Sheppard(e, obs. ff. Ship, Shepherd.
Sheppeck, -ick (Jerpak). dial. Also 7 shep-

pik, -ick, sheep-pick, 9 shuppiok, -u(o)k,

schoppek. [? For *sheaf-pick
i

f. Sheaf sb. + Pick
sb.1 4. Cf. WFlem. schoofvorke.] A pitchfork.
1602 Inv. in Collect. A rchaeol. (1863) II. 102 One save, twoe

shepplkes [etc.]. Ibid. 104 One sheppick and other od^

stuffe. Ibid. 106 One bill, one spade, and two sheppickes."

1676 Ace. Exam. Joan Perry 10 Some, .met him. .with a
Sheep-pick in his hand. 1851 Clone. Gloss.. Sheppeck, a
fork for lifting hay. Ibid., Shuppick, a hay-fork.

t She'ppend. Obs. Forms : 1 scippend,
scieppeud, sceppend, scsepend, 1-2 scyppend,
sceoppend, 2 sceoppind, sceappind, scuppeud,
2-3 she-, shu-, suppende, shippend, 3 sep-
pande, schuppent, -hide, suppen, suppinde.
[OE. seieppend, related to scieppende, pa. pple. of

seieppan to create : see Shape v.

Hence AF. sepande, used by Marie de France as a fern.

with the sense 'puissance surhumaine, createur* (Godefr.j.J

The Creator.
Beo7uulfio6 SibSan him scyppend forscrifen haifde. a 1175

Colt. Horn. 219 Hare sceappinde. Ibid.A Lucifer] cwe5 an
his herto bat he wolde and eaSe mihte bien his sceoppende
3elic. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 17 Ic bileue on god, bene
almihti fader, suppende and wealdende of heuene and of
eor5. Ibid. 133 Ure helend is sheppende and wealdende of
alle shafte. c 1220 Bestiary 456 Seftes sop ure seppande,
sene is on werlde. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 366 Heo buhe3 to him
as schafte to his schuppent. a 1225 Ancr. R. 26opeheouen-
liche schuppinde. c 1275 Sinners Beware 20 in O. £.
Misc. 72 If we vre suppen herve. [Ibid. MS. Digby 86 in

Horstmann Altengi. Leg. 505 suppinde.]

tShe'pper. Obs. Forms: 2-4 schuppare, 3
sshipper, 4 shuppare, schepere, ssep(p)ere,
shepper. [Early ME. schuppare (ii), shepper, f.

schuppen
t sheppen to create, Shape v. : see -eb 1.

Cf. OHG. skephari (MHG. schephmre, mod.G.
sc/iopfer), (M)LG., (M)Du. sc/tepper.] = prec.

Also (rarely) one who has control over.
11x75 Cott. Horn. 217 Ich bileue on god feder al-mihti,

schuppare of heouene and of eor£e. a 1225 Ancr. R. 138
Hire schuppare. a 1300 in Ret. Ant. I. 57, I bileve in God
fadir almichty, sshipper of hevene and ofeorbe. 1340 Ayenb.
7 Toservi bine ssepere. 13. . Pot. Rel. <jr L. Poems (1903)
256 pis time man is mad knigth And shuppare ouer alle binge.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xvii. 167 So is be fader a ful god
formeour and shepper.

Shepperd(e, obs. forms of Shepherd sb.

Sheppey. rare—1
. (?quasi-ar^.) [Perh. some

error : cf. Shippen.] A shed for sheep.
1869 Blackmore Lorna Doone xlii, I went straight home

to the upper sheppey, and set them [the sheep] inside.

Sheppyng, obs. form of Shipping sb.

Shepstare (je'pstsi), dial. Also 6, 9 sheep-
stare, 7, 9 shepster, 9 shepstey, shepsterd,
-ert, shipster, chepster, -stow. [f. Sheep +
Stare sbA The name is said to refer to the bird's

habit of perching on the backs of sheep to feed on
the ticks.] The starling.

1563 Googe Eglogs vi. (Arb.) 54 Sometime I wold betraye
the Byrds, that Tyght on lymed tree, Especially in Shepstare
tyme, when thicke in flockes they flye. 1584 Cogan Haven
Health clxiii. 135 The Stare or Shepstare. x6co W. Blun-
dell Cavalier's Note Bk. (1880) 296 Observe a flock of
stares (or shepsters) when they are ready to lodge themselves
in a dovecote. 1681 Chetham Angler^s Vade-in. xxxiv. § 14
(1689) 190 Wings of shepstares, stares or starlings. 1802
Montagu Ornith. Diet. s. v. Stare, In the north of England
it is called Chepster, or Chep-Starling. 1848 Zoologist VI.

2290 The starling [is called in Yorkshire] a 'shepstey* or
* shepster '. 1864 J. C. Atkinson Stanton Grange 225
A pair of shepstares. 1884 A. Doherty Nathan Barlow 32
The youngling chepstows creaking in the eaves. 1887 E. F.

Bybrne Heir without Heritage I. viii. 136 They took wing
like a flock of shepsters from a field.

Shepster. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4 shappe-
ster, shuppester, shippestere, schipster, 5
shipster, shyppestere,//. shappystrys,6 schep-
starre (9 dial, shapster). [ME. shepster (?OE.
*scieppestre wk. fem.) fem. agent-noun to shippen

(OE. seieppan) Shape v.]

1. A female cutter-out ofmaterial ; a dressmaker.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xm. 331 Auenge me fele tymes other

frete my-selue Wyth-inne, as a shepster shere. 1380 Poll
Tax in Rogers Oxf. City Docum. (1891) 13 De Alicia la

Shuppester x\)d. Ibid., De Johanna Shippestere xij(/. 1387
Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 269 A schipster [mu/iercula]
of bat citee. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 616/43 Tonstrix, a
Shyppestere. c 1515 Cocke LorelCs B. 5 Gogle eyed tomson
shepster of Iyn. 1517-18 in Archteologia XLvII. 311 To
dyuerse shepsters for makyng of iij smockes for the seid

quene. 1530 Palsgr. 266/2 Schepstarre, lingiere. Ibid.,

Sheres for shepsters,„/&?r«. 1538 Elvot Diet., Sarcinatrix,
a shepster, or seamester. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss. 167
Shapster, . .a cutter out of apparel. A dress-maker.

+ 2. A female ' shaper' of destinies. Obs. rare.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 573/34-5 Cloto, on of thre shapsis-

terys vel shappystrys {vel an« destynyes).

Shepward : see Sheep-ward s. v. Sheep sb. 8.

Shepyng, Sher : see Shipping sb.
7
Shire.

Sherad, obs. form of Shraddha.
Sheradom, obs. Sc. f. Sheriffdom.
Sheraff(e, obs. forms of Shroff.

|| Sherani110. Obs. rare~ Y
. A kind of wine.

163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 15 The. .wine that is drunke in

Rome, is..Albano, Muscatello, Sheranino.

II Sheraut. Obs. rare. Also sherrant. [Prob.

identical with Scherand.] A kind of wine.
1622 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Farew. Tower-Bottles A 4 b,

With Hollocke, Sherant, Malliga, Canara, I stuftyour sides

vp with a sursarara. 16*3 — Praise Hemp-seed 6 No Gas-
coyne, Orleance, or the Chrystall Sherrant, Nor Rhenish,

from the Rheine would be apparant.

Sherardia. [Mod.L., named by Dillenius

1719 after W. Sherard (1659-1728), an English

botanist.] A genus of gamopetalous rubiaceous

plants, comprising one species, S. arvensis, the

field-madder ; a plant of this genus.

1785 Martyn Rousseau's Bot. xv. (1794) 164 Sherardia and
Woodroof have funnel-shaped corollas.

Sherardize (Je*raidaiz), v. [From the name
of Sherard Cowper-Coles.] trans. To coat (iron

articles) with zinc by a particular process.

1004 Athenxum 21 May 658/3 At Burlington House last

Friday week.. Mr. Sherard Cowper-Coles.. explained.. the

process which is to be commercially applied under the name
of ' Sberardizing \ 1909 in Century Diet. Suppl.

Sherash, obs. form of Shihaz (wine).

Sheraton (Je'ratan), a. [f. the name ofThomas
86-2



SHERBAFF.

Sheraton (i 751-1806), a furniture maker and

designer.] Designating a severe style of furniture

developed in England towards the end of the 18th

cent chiefly by Thomas Sheraton. Also absol

1883 Mag. ofArt VI. 19° A Sheraton knife-box. Ibid 192

A Sheraton sideboard. 18S7-Black Sabma Zembra I m
33 Sheraton chairs. 1900 'Sarah Grand Bobs mil, lha

lovely Chippendale and Sheraton with which it was fur-

nished. _ _ / • \

Sheraz, obs. form of Shibaz (wine).

I
Sherbaff. Obs. Also 7 serebaffe, seribaff,

serebast, 8 sherbaffe, sherbassee. [Prob. Persian,

f. jJ^ skirYion (used to denote excellence of quality)

+ ^ il> baf stem of baftan to weave. Cf. Baft.]

A kind of silk of Persia. Also sherbaff silk.

1619 in Foster Eng. Factories India 63 Serebaffes. 1614

Ibtd. 11 Seribaffs. 16*9 Ibid. 350 Serebasts. 1708 Loud.

Gas. No. 4472/4 At the Marine Coffee-house .. will be

expos'd to Sale.. 9 Bales Sherbaffe Silk. 1721 C. King

Brit. Merck. I. 157 They cannot purchase less.. than 22

great Pounds of Sherbassee (or Persia fine Raw Silk).

«753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxiii. 289 The first is called

Sherbaff, or weavers silk, because the weavers, .are supposed

to use the best they can procure. Ibid. lxix. 314 In regard

to the Sherbaff silk, which was bought . , in Ghilan, . . it was

found to be two shillings in a pound better than the Persian

Sherbaff imported from Turkey.

Sherbet (Jaubet). Also 7 zer-, cer-, sar-,

serbet, servet, shurbet, shirbet(t, sherbett(e,

-bert, -becke, -pet, 9 sherbat, sharbut. [a.

Turkish and Persian e» »^» sherbet, a. Arab. h£t

skarbah, f. ^^ shariba to drink. Cf. Sorbet.]

1. a. A cooling drink of the East, made of fruit

juice and water sweetened, often cooled with snow,

b. An European imitation of this ; now esp, an

effervescing drink made of sherbet powder (see 2).

1603 Knolles Hist. Turkes (1621) 833 The guests, .dranke

..water prepared with sugar, which kind of drink they call

Zerbet. Ibid. 1203 A beverage, which they call Cerbet,

made of the juice of lymons water and sugar. 1615 G.

Sandys Trav. 1. 12 Not much inferiour in relish to the costly

Shurbets of Constantinople. Ibid. 65 Yet have they sundry
sherbets, .some made of sugar and lemons, some of violets,

and the like. i6a6 Ba -on Sylva § 705 They haue in Turkey
and the East, certaine Confections which they call Seruetts.

1630 Capt. Smith Trav. <r Adv. xiii. 25 [The Turks'] best

dnnk is Coffa..and Sherbecke which is only honey and
water. 163a Lithgow Trav. iv. 151 Their common drinke

is Sherpet. 1668 Loud. Gaz. No. 222/1 The Grand Sei-

gnior., had sent his Mother a Sherbette. 1675 Covel in

Early Voy. Levant (Hakl. Soc.) 239 We.. were severall

times treated with sherbert of lemmons. 1685 tr. Gracian's

Courtiers Man. 189 More precious than Chocolate, Coffee

or Sarbet. 1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. in. xxxiii. 151

There were . . plates of comfits, several china basons of sher-

bets. 1813 Byron Bride Abydos n. viii, A cup too on the

board was set That did not seem to hold sherbet. 1817

Moobe Lalla R., Fire-tvorskippers in, The violet sherbets

were hastily handed round, a 1845 Babham Ingol. Leg.,

Ld, ofThoulouse, To bring in sherbet, ginger-pop, lemonade.

1845 Cooley Cycl. Tract. Receipts (ed. 2) 550 Lemonade.
Syn. Lemon Sherbet^ King's Cup. Ibid., Orangeade or

Orange Sherbet, for Icing, is made in the same way from
oranges. 1845 Bregion & Miller Tract. Cook 3^6 Indian

Sharbut. 1866 Livingstone in Blaikie Life xviii. (1881)

368 After coffee and sherbet we came away.

fig. 1718VANBR. & Cibber Trovok'd Husb. 111. i, A smart
Repartee, with a Zest of Recrimination at the Head of it,

makes the prettiest Sherbet

!

2. In full sherbet powder-. A preparation of bi-

carbonate of soda, tartaric acid, sugar, etc.,

variously flavoured, for making an effervescing

drink.

1856 Cooley Cycl. Tract. Receipts (ed. 3} 1066 Towders
(Sherbet). These are made of the same mate rials as lemonade
Powders, the flavouring ingredient being varied to suit the

particular case. 1895 Stores' Trice List, Sherbet Per doz.

1 lb. tins, 7/2. 1905 Macm. Mag. Dec. 83 The tin of pink
sherbet.

3. trans/, a. A variously flavoured water-ice

(Cent. Diet. 1891 : and in later Diets.), b. slang.

(See quot.)

1890 Barr£re & Leland Diet. Slang, Sherbet (popular),

a glass of any warm alcoholic liquor, as grog, &c. A misap-
plication.

4. attrib.

1615 Sandys Trav. 1. 74 Cookes, sherbet-men (who make
the foresaid beurage), 1675 Covel in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc) 263 Your little sherbert cups and coffee dishes
are made often times of the same earth. iBg6Godey's Mag.
Apr. 446/1 Exquisite little sherbet doilies.

Sherd : see Shard sb. 1

t Sherdoon. Anglicized spelling of ckardoon,

Cabdoon $.
1661 Rabisha Cookery Dissected 4 To pickle stalks of

Thessell or Sherdowns. Ibid. 143 To make a Sherdoon Pye
in the Spring. ..Put in your Sherdoons [etc.].

i Shere. Coining. Obs. Also 6 shiare, 7
aheere. [Prob. a use of Shear sb.%] = Remedy
sb. 4 ; Tolerance 4 a.

iS&Acc. Exck. K. R.
%
Bundle 305 No. 18 (7) Syluer of

xj.oz. ij.d. w* fyne marked w l the portculles ilb. w l founde at
the sheare .lx.s. . . At the assaye Standerd, viz. xj.oz. ij.d. w l

fyne. 16X7M0RYSON /;/». 1.280TheMint-Mastergaveaccount
before the Queene's Examiners for the money they coyned,
as well by the tale for number of the pieces) as by the sheere,
For the coyning of gold, a certaine proportion of some eight
graines irf the ounce, was allowed to the Mint-Master in

this account by the sheere. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 482/1

684

The deviation from the standard weight [of coins] permitted
by law, now called the ' remedy ', and anciently called the

'shere'. Ibid, note, Two notable instances are recorded of
the use that has been made at various times of the shere, or

remedy, as a means of profit.

Shere, obs. form of Shear, Sheeu, Shihe.

II Sliereef (Jsr/'f). Forms : 6 sherife, xarifo,

xerifo, serif(f)o, 7 seriph, -iff, zerifl^e, xeriff(e,

ceriffe, sheriffs, shreeve, 7-8 sharif, soherif,

7, 9 sheriff, 7-9 cheriff, 8 shirreff, -eef,

cherif(fe, cheref, shariff, xarif, 9 sherriff(e,

-eef, sharife, 9- shareef
; //. 9 shorfa.

[Arab.
< a;

* sharif noble, glorious, f. sharafa to

be exalted.]

1. A descendant of Mohammed through his

daughter Fatima. In some of the early quots.

taken spec, for a Mohammedan priest.

1590 Hakluyt Voy. II. 11. 104 Wee. .tooke a Pangaia of

the Moores, which had a priest of theirs in it, which in their

language they call a Sherife. 1600 Pory tr. Leos Africa
11. 50 A Seriffo or Mahumetan priest. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

fhevenot's Trav.x. 3oAsfor the Kindred of Mahomet, whom
they call Scherifs, they wear a green Turban. 1704 Pitts
Relig. ty Mann. Moliamiuetaus vii. 90 The Sultaun of

Mecca, .is a ShirreefF, i.e. one of the Race of Mohammet.
1753 Hanway Trav. (1762) 11. iv. ii. 102 note. The CherifFs,

successors of Mahommed. 1839 Penny Cycl. XV. 309/2
Among them are many sherifs, or pretended descendants
of Mohammed, i860 G. Bennett Gatherings Naturalist
Austral. 443 The mosque of El Haibee. .contains the tomb
of the founder, and from his being a sheniff, is covered with
a green silk pall.

2. Hence used as the title of certain Arab princes.

a. The sovereign of Morocco ; also, the ruler of

any of the districts of Morocco.
1600 Pory tr. Leo's Africa To Rdr. 4 The Xarifo [marg.

Or Xerifo, or Serifo] otherwise called the Miramonin, or

theking of Maroco Sus and Fez. Ibid. 11. 81, 1 my selfe was
present at this faire in the companie of my Lord the Seriffo

for the space of fifteene daies. a 1618 Raleigh War F iiij,

The Seriph in Barbaric 163a Lithgow Trav. vm. 367
Their chiefe Seriff, or Vicegerent, being sent from Morocco.
c 1685 Dk. of Buckingham Conf. Wks. 1705 II. 36 Sultans
of Babylon, Caliphs of ./Egypt, . .and Xeriffs of Morocco.

1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl, Cheref, a title assumed by the
emperors of Morocco. 189a Blackw. Mag. Sept. 420/1 The
shorfa, or shereefs, had been content to live a pastoral life

amongst their flocks and herds. ..Probably simplicity was
the principal feature of the early Shorfa of Wazan.

b. The ruler of various other places ; esp. the

chief magistrate, or local governor of Mecca.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 5 And with him [the

Sultan] sent the Seriph, a man of great place among the

Mahumetans, his Embassador vnto the Emperour. 1622

H. Crosby jrnl. 10 Mar. in Foster Eng. Factories Ind.

(1908) II. 2 [At Mohilla] the shreeve that was with him had
some of the spice and the chinna trenchers. The King and
the shreeve and the Kings two sonns stayed. 1625 Purchas
Pilgrims I. III. xi. 257 The Sheriffs ofMecca. Ibid. iv. xvl

539 Euery night at Sun-set they stand or kneele_ all towards
the Sunne and pray,the Xeriff[of Socatra] throwing water on
their heads. 1631 R. H. A rraignm. Whole Creature xvii.

300 Others, keeping up their Wives : jayled, and confined to

their Prison, as the Zeriffes of Persia, that none see them.
1694 Loud. Gaz. No. 2997/2 The Ceriffe, or King of Mecca,
..had revolted against the Ottoman Government. 1704
Pitts Relig. <y Mann. Mohammetatis vii. 91 The Sultan
Shirreef of Mecca. 1734 Sale Koran Prelim. Disc. §1.4
The prince or Sharif has a garden well planted at his castle

of Marbaa. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. 1. 11. p 7 The author-

ity of an Arabian scherif is very great ; that of a Tartar
khan altogether despoticak 180s Amer. St. Papers (1832)

1 1. 723 This morning came in two deserters from the enemy's
camp, both Levant Turks, ..a choux and a cheriff, corre-

sponding with the rank of aid-de-camp and ensign [Tripoli].

1848 Curzon, Monast. Levant 1. iii. (1807) 22 On entering
the tent we found the Cadi ; the son of the sheriffof Mecca.
1900 Q. Rev. Oct. 348 With the overshadowing Turkish
Sultans a dynasty of Shareefs could not well be on amicable
terms.

II
Slieree'fa. Also sherifa, shareefa. [Arab.

iajjj sharifa!', fem. of sharif, see prec] The wife

of a Moroccan Shereef.

1906 Westm. Gaz. 21 Sept. 2/1 [Morocco] The Sherifa is

an Englishwoman, igti {title) My Life Story. By Emily,
Shareefa of Wazan.
Shereefee, variant of Sherifi.

Shereeflau (jarf-fian), a. [f. Shereef + -ian.]

Of or pertaining to the Shereef of Morocco.
1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 10 Oct. 1/2 Sultan Muley Hassan .

.

came to the Shereefian throne fourteen years ago. 1890
Athenaeum 3 May 560/1 Montefiore _ made his way to

Morocco, and obtained from the Sheriffian Sultan the re-

lease of the prisoners. 1900 Q. Rev. Oct. 354 The Shareefian
dynasty.

. Sheref, -efe, -eff, obs. forms of Sheriff.

Shereful, variant of Chereful a. Obs.

c 1475 Partenay 829 My ryght doubted and shereful lady.

Slieregrig. I Obs. [repr. African pronuncia-

tion of Arab. rj\ i £, shiriqrdq.~\ A green wood-

pecker or similar bird of Abyssinia.

1790 Bruce Abyssinia V. 182 Sheregrig. This bird is one
of those called Rollier in French. 1790 Wolcot (P. Pindar)
Compl. Epist. to Bruce 363 Weasels and polecats, sheregrigs,

carrion-crows.

Sheren, Shere(y)ve, obs. ff. Sharn, Sheriff.

Sherge, obs. form of Cierge.
a 1400 Horn, in Vernon MS. xii. in Archiv Stud. nell.

Spr. LV1I. 256/1 Hou vr lady gaf a good wyf a sherge,

Sherie, obs. form of Shehry.

SHERIFF.

Sherif : see Sherekf, Sherifi.

Sherifalty : see Sheriffalty.

Sheriff (Je'rif). Forms : a. 1 scirserefa, 2

seyrreve, pi. seirerevan, sirrefan, 2-3 scirreve,

syrreve, 3 schyrreve, 3-5 schir(r)eve, 3-5, (7)

shireve, 4-5 schyreve, shirreve, shyr(r)eve,

schirrive, sohyrryve, (5 //. shirris), 6 shy-
reeve. 0. 3 s(s)erreve, 3-5 scherreve, 4
ssohereve, shereyve, 4-5 schereve, sher(r)eve,

5 s(o)heryve, sherreive, shurreve, 7 shearive,

7-8 sherive. 7. 3-6 sehirref(f, 4-5 schirrif,

schyr(r)eff, 4-6 shiref, shyref, 4-7 sohiref(f, 5
schyriffe, shyryffe, -yffe, shi-, shyrryf, shiriff,

-efe, shirrieffe, Sc. sohirrayf, 5-6 sehir(r)effe,

shirref, -if, -ef(f)e, 6 sohyrriff(e, shyreff(e, shir-,

shyreyffe, shirief(f;e, shyrryf(e, -efe, Sc. syreff,

6-7 shireff(e, shirif(e, -iffe, shirreff, 7 shierife,

shirriff. 8. 4-5 seherref, sherref, -if, -yf, Sc.

serefe, 4-6 sherreff, 4-7 sheref(f, -if, 5 sherefe,

5-6 schereff(e,-yf(e, sherief(e, -yf(e, 5-7 sherife,

scheref,shereffe,6soherif,s^o)heryffe, sherrife,

6-7 sheriffe, sherTiff(e, 7- sheriff, t. 4-5
schreve, 5 sherve, sohryve, 5-6 shryve, shreve,

6 sohreyve, 6-7 shrive, 7-8 shreeve, 5-9
shrieve

; f. 5 shirffe, 5-6 shreffe, soref(f)e,

shryef, 5-7 shrief(e, 6 s(o)hrefe, shreef,

shreyfe, shryffe, 6-7 shrife, 7 shrieff, sh'riff,

8 shreif. ij. Sc. 4-5 sehyrray, 5 schirrawe,

sehirra, schirraye, sehyrray, pi. sehirrais, 8-9
sherra, 9 shirra, sherry. [OE. sclry-rtfa, f. sclr

Shire + gertfa Reeve. The etymological form

shire-reeve (q.v. under Shire) has occasionally

been used by legal antiquaries from the 16th c.

downwards.
As the OE. scfrh&d, in addition to its specific sense, the

general sense of ' district under a person's administration,

province ', sclrgerifa had also a wider meaning, e. g. when
the bishop is called ' Christ's sctrgerefa '. (Cf. sense 3
below.)]

1. a. England (and Wales). In England before

the Norman Conquest, the scirgerefa (also called

scirman) was a high officer, the representative of

the royal authority in a shire, who presided in the

shire-moot, and was responsible for the administra-

tion of the royal demesne and the execution of the

law. After the Conquest, the office of sheriff was
continued, that title being retained in English

documents, while in Latin and French the usual

term was vice-comes, viscounte, which had been

applied to similar functionaries in Normandy.
The functions of the sheriffs of counties have

been greatly restricted by successive changes. At
the present time the sheriff (more fully called high

sheriff), appointed for one year by royal patent, is

nominally responsible for the keeping of prisoners

in safe custody, preparing the panel of jurors for

assizes, the execution of writs and of the sentence

of death. In addition to these duties, which are

discharged by the under-sheriff, the high sheriff

acts as presiding officer at parliamentary elections

for the county, and is required to attend (with the

ceremonial state demanded by custom) on the judges

at assizes.

Those boroughs and cities that are counties of

themselves, and also the city of Oxford, have a

sheriff (or in some instances two) chosen annually

by the corporation ; the office is now mainly

honorary, the specific duties attached to it varying

in different towns. The City of London elects

annually two sheriffs, who are also Sheriffs of

Middlesex.
In some counties the office of sheriff was formerly heredi-

tary. The last surviving instance of this was in Westmor-
land ; the hereditary shrievalty of that county was abolished

in 1850 by the Act 13 & 14 Vict. c. 30.

a. CI034 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 54 An scirxemot saet

get ./Exelnooes stane. . . Dasr wecs Bryning scirxerefa. a 1 154
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 963, Ic gife )>one tun . . swa freo-

lice pact ne king ne biscop ne eorl ne scMrreue ne haue baer

nane hsese. c 1155 in Anglia yil. 220 Ealle mine eorlas &
ealle mine scirereuan. t a 1200 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. r92

Eadward king gret. .all mine heued men and mine be^nes

and mine sirrefan. c 1 200 Moral Ode 50 in Trin. Coll. Horn.

221 Ne mai hit usbinime no king ne no syrreue [other MSS.
scirreue, schirreue, serreue], a lytsMS. Rawl.B.Jeo If. 52 b,

pe king hath igraunted to his poeple bat heo habben election

of hoere schirreue bere ase schirreue nis no}t boru feo.

c 1386 Chaucer ProL 359 A shirreue hadde he been and

[a] Countour. c 1460 Brut 522 l>e yong men of be mercerie

..held be Mair & Shyreves stil in Chepe. 1588 Fraunce
Lawiers Log. 1. xii. 52 Shyreeve. 1629 Coke On Litt. 168

Shireue.

^. 1297 R- Glouc (Rolls) 11061 A freinss kni3t was at

gloucetre be sserreue boru be king, c 1380 Wvclif Set.

Wis. III. 215 Justicis and schereves and stiwardis and

bailifis. 1433 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 447/1 Retourned by the

Shereve of the Shire, c 1450 Mirk's FesliaI 3S Gylbert, bat

was scheryue of London. i493"4 R'c. St. Mary at Hill

(1904) 204 Item, payd to be mayre and to be ij sheryves.

1619 in Lismore Papers Ser. 11. (1887) II. 219 Paid the

Shearives of Bristoll for the Costome dew to them. 1687
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in MM Coll. <y Jos. //(O.H.S., 102 Whether the Br. of

Oxford was to be put in the presidents Office and y* being a
Freehold by any but the sherive.

v. 1375, c 1425 [see b]. c 1400 Brut 218 Sir Symond Ward
..pat bo was shirryf of 3ork. X415 \x\Vork Myst. Introd.

p. xxxiv, Ye Mair and ye shireTs of yis Citee. c 1450 God,
stow Reg. 654 The shyryfof Oxenford-shyre. 1551 Coventry
Leet Bk. 797 The Shireyffes of the Citie for the tyme beinge.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Northumb, xviii, The shirif therof, Rafe
Rekesby. 1593 Nobden Spec. Brit., Comw. (1728J 29 Shire-

reue. vulgerly the Shiriffe. 16x4 Selden Titles Hon. 226
Shirifes.

I. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 965 Syne come be
serefe to the ton, &, to hald be law, set done, c 1400
Gamelyn 602 (Sloane MS.), Here cometh the Sherryf [Petiv.

sherefJ and wil haue oure heedes. 152a Coventry Leet Bk.
680 All Comeners within this Cytte vndur the degre of a
Scheryffe. 1554 Yaxley in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. III.

314 Her Maiestie hath addressed forth her lettres to the
Sheriefes of the Sheres. 1676 in Hatton Corr. (Camden)
1 32 Saterday last wase >* day for choosing sherifs in y8 city
and in y9 Hall, a 1700 Evelyn Diary an. 1634, My Father
was appointed Sheriff for Surrey and Sussex before they
were disjoyned. 1710 J. Harris Lex. Techn. II, Sherive
or Sheriff. 1765 Blackstone Comm. I. 178 The county
court is a court held every month or oftener by the sheriff.

1769 Junius* Lett. xi. (1788) 71 It is admitted, that the
sheriffs obeyed the laws, and performed their duty [in

returning Mr. Wilkes]. 1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) II. 209/2

An order was issued . . to the sherives of most of the English
counties. 1835 App. Munic. Corpor. Rep. 11. 1165 (Bristol),

The two Sheriffs are elected by the common council . . for

a year. Ibid. iv. 2460 (Norwich), Two Sheriffs are chosen
yearly ; one, who is called the Court Sheriff, by the mayor,
sheriffs, and aldermen ; and the other by the freemen. 1846

M cCulloch Acc. Brit. Empire (1854) II. 129 Petitions from
the city of London .. are brought at once to the bar of the

House by the sheriffs. 1871 W. M. Fawcett Law Land-
lord 4- Tenant 182 The sheriff must first levy for the rent

and then for the execution. 1882 Act 4$ $46 Vict.c. 50 § 170
The council of every borough being a county of itself, and of
the city of Oxford, shall on the ninth of November in every
year appoint a fit person to execute the office of sheriff.

e. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles iv. 28 And sente side sondis

to schreuys aboute, To chese swiche cheualleris as pe charge
wold. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 28 The Shreve ys in a dought
whedyr he shall make a newe eleccion of knyghts of the
shyre. 1463 in Somerset Med. Willi U901) '97 That thoo
which were wrongfully hurt when I was Sherve may be
recompensid. 1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden)
195 Sir John Russell, schreyve of Wisitor schere. 1559
Mirr. Mag., Jack Cade xv, James Cromer shrive of Kent.
1605 Loud. Prodigal 111. ii. 122 Shreeue, take your prisoner.

[1651 Cleveland Poems 14 Like Alderman, or Monster-
Sheriffs, With Canvas backs, and velvet sleeves.] 168a
Oldham Imit. 3rd Sat. Juvenal Poems (1684) 192 For
Shrieve how oft he has been known to fine. 1748 K ichakd-

sqn Clarissa (1S11) III. xliii. 252 After condemnation.. all

will be the king's or the shreeve 5. 1796 J. Anstey Pleader's
Guide (1803) 62 But let the Plaintiff, ere he sue In debt or

case for money due, Swear to the sum, the writ indorse, And
let the Shrieve said writ enforce.

£ ^1470 Harding Citron, ccv. vii, In Yorkeshyre so the
Rokeby with them mette, Shriefof the shy re. 1481 Coventry
Leet Bk. 495 To be Maire & shirffes. 1518 Star Chamber
Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 142 William Dale one of the Shreffes

of the Towne of Bristowe. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII
61 b, The Mayre and Shrifes were there present. x6x8 J.
Taylor (Water P.) Pennyless PUgr. C3, Thus I..Was
giu'n from Mayor to Shriefe, l.orn Shriefe to Iaylor. 1691
New Disc. Old Intreague xxviii, Nor Shrieffs, nor Mayor,
nor Common Halls excus'd. X771 Foote Maid ofBath 1.

(1778) 19 The suit his honour made up twenty years ago
comes next Lent, when he was shreif for the county.

b. Scotland. In early times (from the 12th c.)

a high officer of a county with functions more or

less analogous to those of the English sheriff of

the same period, together with a civil and criminal

jurisdiction of very wide extent. The office was
commonly held by a noble, and was often heredi-

tary; its judicial duties were performed by the

sheriff-depute, who was necessarily a lawyer. The
act 20 Geo. IL c. 43 (1747) abolished heritable

sheriffships, and in consequence of its provisions

the office of sheriff, in the older sense, practically

became extinct. The title of sheriff is now given

to the sheriff-depute, who is the chief local judge

in a Scottish county, and popularly to the sheriff-

substitute, who usually hears cases in the first

instance, subject to an appeal to the sheriff-depute.

Both offices are now held for life, and the appoint-

ment rests with the crown
137S Barbour Bruce 1. 190 Schyrreffys and bat^heys

maid be then. £1425 Wyntoun Cron. vm. xxvi. 4110
Schirrayf [v.r. Schirref J of ButeandofCowalle. Ibid.^Sg
Schir Gotheray be Rose was..schirrawe of Ayr. CX470
Henry Wallace s\. 791 Schirrais he maid that cruell was
to ken. Ibid. xi. 1391 A schyrray gart this clerk son fra

him pass, a X567 Mure Ho. Rowauane 249 The Schereffe

of Aire. 171a Fountainhall Decisions {1761) II. 739 The
brewers in and about Edinburgh, conceiving that the

Sheriffs of Mid-Lothian had struck the fiars of victual too

high. x8x6 Scott Antia. xx, The shirra sent for his clerk.

1818 — Rob Roy xxix, I desire to be carried before some
civil magistrate,.. the sherra or the judge of the bounds.

1870 W. R. Greg Polit. Problems 114 The then Sheriff of

Lanarkshire.

C. Ireland. A high officer in an Irish county,

whose status and functions are now closely similar

to those of the English high sheriff. There are also

sheriffs in certain Irish cities and boroughs : cf. a.

154a Ir. Act 34 Hen. VIII, c. 1 (1621) 238 The said Sherife

of the said Shire [of Meatbj for the time being. x6xa Sir

J. Da. its Why Ireland, etc 140 In each of these Counties

Palatines, there were two Sheriffes : . . As in Meth we find a
Sheriffe of the Liberty, and a Sheriffe of the Crosse : And
so in Vlster, & so in wexford. 1675 Essex Papers (Camden)
I. 309 All is forfited and taken up by the Shiriffe or Senescall.

a 1687 Petty Polit. Anal. (1691) 36 The Sheriffs of Counties,
and of Cities and Counties in Ireland are 40. Ibid. 41 [see

sheriff's Peer in 4]. 1817 Act 57 Geo. Ill, c. 68 Whereas
it is expedient that the laws relating to Sheriffs in Ireland

should be amended.
d. U,S, (Seequot. 1828-32.)
1662 Laws 0/ Virginia xliv. 26 The Sheriffs of James-

City.. shall be left to the Govemour's free choice. 1788
Massachusetts Spy 8 May 3/3 The Mayor, the Sheriff, and
some other persons interfered and rescued them, by lodging
them in gaol. 1838-32 Webster s. v., The sherif, by himself
or his deputies, executes civil and criminal process through-
out the county, has charge of the jail and prisoners, attends
courts and keeps the peace, a 184a in Dickens* Amer.
Notes xvii. (1868) 141 A man was suspected, and the Sheriff

most probably has possession of him by this time. 1876
1 Mark Twain ' Tom Sawyer xi, The Sheriff was- confident
that he (the murderer] would be captured before night.

Ibid, xxiv, Then the judge arrived, and the sheriff pro-

claimed the opening of the court.

2. With defining word, as deputy sheriffs under-

sheriff, vice-sheriff; high sheriffs the sheriff (in

England and Wales, and in some Irish cities) as

distinguished from a deputy or subordinate.

1450 Paston Lett. I. 125 The shreve of Kent.. sent his

under shreve to thejuges to wete what to doo. a 1455 Lett.
Jl/arg. Anjottfy Bp. Beckington(Camden) j 5$ Th' occupacion
of under sherreive in the countie of Midd. a 1300 Gest of
Robyn Hode xv. in Child Ballads III. 57 The hye sherif of
Notyingham. 153a More Epitaph Wks. 142 1/1 Thomas
More.. being one of the vnder shriefes of London. 1559
Aylmer Harborowe Lij, Then must the hyghe Shrife be
his frende. i6aa F. Markham Bk. War 111. vii. 106 The
proverbe is, Twise an Under Sherife, euer a knave, a 1674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. ix. § 9 Colonel Long, the high shrief

of the county. 1716 Act 3 Geo. I, c 15 § 10 It shall not be
lawful, .for any Person, .to buy, sell, let, or take to Farm,
the Office of Under-sheriff, Deputy-sheriff,.. or any other
Office . . pertaining to the Office of High-sheriffofany County
or Shire.

1
1830 Rep. Set. Comm. Office High Slieriff 3

High Sheriffs are nominated by The King in Council, who,
with His own hand, according to ancient custom, pricks the
person appointed. Ibid. 5 The appointment of competent
persons as permanent Under Sheriffs, throughout the several

counties of England and Wales. 1835 Tomlins*Law Diet.
(ed. 4) s. v., The under-sheriff usually performs all the duties

of the office, a very few only excepted, where the personal
presence of the high-sheriff is necessary. 1874 Sturbs Const.

Hist. (1896) III. xx. 43s In 13:9 Matthew of Crauthom, who
had been elected.. to be Knight of the shire for Devon,
petitioned the council against the undue return made by
the vice-sheriff, who had substituted another name.

b. Scotland. Sheriffdepute, substitute : see 1 b.

Sheriff major
y
principal : designations formerly

given to the sheriff (in the original sense) to dis-

tinguish him from the sheriff depute ; in mod. use,

the sheriff-depute is sometimes called sheriff-prin-

cipal in contradistinction to the sheriff-substitute.

\ Sheriff wardator; see Wardator.
t Sheriff in thatpart: a person appointed to supply the

place of the sheriff for executing process.

1446 Registr.Aberdon. (MaitlandClub) I.244 Sir Alexander
of Forbes..scheref depute of Aberdene. 1473 Acc. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. I. 45 To Adam Bachillur, passande with
the Kingis lettres, xvl° Octobris, as schiref in that part for

the inbringing of Schire William of Rendis gudis. 1489
Ibid. 109 The Schirra deput and bailjeis of Hadington.
1501 Ibid. II. X15 Lord Erskin, schiref principale of Selkyrk.

153a Ibid. VI. 116 The Shereffis Deputis of Edinburgh.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 45 Con-
flict betwix The Sherrife of Perth and Johne Gormak the
Shireff maior. X597 in Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 176
Mr. Thomas Leslye, syreff deput of Abirdene. 167X Aber-
deen Reg. (1872) IV. 276 Tuo of the baillies. .to goe to the

Earle Marshell, shiireff-principal. 175a J. Louthian Fonn
ofProcess (ed. 2) 249 The said Lords Reverse the foresaid

Sentence of the said Sheriff-substitute. X815 Scott Guy M.
x. The Sheriff-depute of the county arrived at EUangowan
next morning at day-break. Ibid, xii, A very decent man,
sir; the Sheriff-substitute of the county. 1834 Tait's Mag.
I. 442/2, 30 Sheriff-Deputeships, varying from ^30010^800
a- year. 48 Sheriff-Substituteships in the gift of the Sheriffs-

depute.. varying from ^150 to ^600. 1866 Cornh. Mag.
Aug. 247 There are two orders of sheriffs—the sheriff-

substitutes, who reside each in the locality to which he has
been appointed, and the sheriff-deputes (or * sheriffs

'

simply), who hold courts at intervals, 1894^^ 57 .$• 58 Vict.

c. 40 § 7 The expression ' Sheriff' shall not include Sheriff

Substitute,

1 3. transf. Applied to officers (in foreign

countries) with functions analogous to those of the

sheriff; a governor of a district or city. Obs.

a 1235 St. Marker. 2 Olibrius hehte schirreue of bat lond.

c 1290 St. Leonard 103 in S. Eng. Leg. 459 pe scherreue of

leouns feteres made strongue. c 1300 Havelok 2286 In al

Denemark ne was no knith, Ne conestable, ne shireue,..

pat he ne com biforn sire Ubbe. 13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.)

2564 Hit was a knight, a riche scherreue. 1535 Covekdale
2 Kings xxiii. 8 Iosua y° shieue of the cite. 1535— 1 Esdr.
iv. 47 Then Darius . . wrote a letter vnto all the debytes and
shreues. 1545 Joye ExP. Dan. ii. Cviij b, Daniel and hys
felowes were sought of Arioch the shryue to be slayne. 1562

Turner Herbal 11. 51 There was a certayn sherif in Egypt
which tooke ij. naughty murtheryng robbers [etc.].

4. Comb. : sheriff's clerk, Sc, sheriff clerk, the

clerk of the sheriffs court ; hence sheriffelerkship

;

sheriffs court , Sc, sheriff court, a court in which
the sheriff or his deputy administers justice ; sheriff

fee Sc, a payment due to the sheriff ; sheriff fiars

//. Sc, (see TiAUs) ; + sheriff('s geld (gild, yeld),

the payment made by the sheriff for the ferm *

(Fabm sb, 3) of his shire ; f sheriff('s gloves Sc. t a
perquisite of the sheriff levied at a fair ; f sheriff('s

house, ? the official residence of a sheriff (or of a
similar official in foreign countries) ; sheriffes

mair Sc. [Mayor 3] = sheriff's officer ; f sheriff-

man Dublin = sheriffs peer ; + sheriff's man —
sheriff's officer ; also Shropshire dial, the goldfinch

(see quot. 1796); sheriffs officer {Sc. also sheriff

officer), an official employed to execute the sheriff s

writs, to distrain and arrest, etc. ; f sheriff's

peer, one of a class of members of the corporation

of Dublin (before 1840) ranking next to the alder-

men, and including all ex-sheriffs ; f sheriff roU
Sc, the roll on which the proceedings of the

sheriff's court were recorded
;
jsheriff silver =

sheriff geld ; sheriff('s tourn {turn, tourney)
;

see Tourn, Tourney sb*
X377 Langl. P. PI. B. iv. 168 A *schireues clerke. 1564

Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. 274 James Makbrok of Campsy,
allegit heretabill Sherefclerk of the said Sberefdome. 16^9
Acts ofSederunt (1790) 144 All Shirriff-clarks to bring in

their registers of hornings to be marked by the dark of
register. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 290/1 The counted and
rejected papers, .are. .transmitted by the returning officer

to the clerk of the Crown in Chancery in England, or the
sheriff-clerk in Scotland. 1564 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I.

274 The office of *Sherefclerkschip of the said Sherifdome.
Ibid. 275 To deliver to the said James Drummond the
*Sherefcourt bukis. 175a J. Louthian Form of Process
(ed. 2) App. 264 That no Person shall be obliged to appear
before the Sheriff-court, unless he be cited upon a proper
Summons. x835 Tomlins' Law Diet. Jed. 4) s. v. London,
The Sheriffs* Court, holden before their steward or judge.

1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 515/1 With all uther custumes,
*schireff feis, dewteis and exactiones in and about the said

burgh. 1765-8 Erskine Inst. Law Scot. 1. iv. § 38 Sheriffs

were also intitled to the twentieth part of the sums contained
in every decree, in name of sheriff-fee. 1689 in Acts Pari.
Scot. (1875) XII. 55/2 p 1 the pryce of victwall payable furth

of the shyre of fyfe to the Exchequer for cropt 1688 be
payed conforme to the present *shirref fiars of the said

shyre. 1301 Yorksh. Inquisitions (Yks. Rec. Soc.) III. 145
Rendering annually to the said heiress for Castelward and
*Schirefgeld (al. 1376 Rolls of Parlt. II. 348/2 Une Rente
q'est appelle Shereveyeld q amounte a xhi'ili. x\:s. id. par

an, provenantz des ditz deux Rapes. 1385 Ibid. III. 211/2

Shereves-yeld. 1543 Mem. Fountains (Surtees) 407 Paid to

the exchetor..for the Sherifgylde, ij
8
. 1328 Burgh Rec.

Edin, (1871) 3 That na *shereff gluiffes be taync.fra na
maner of persoun fra this present fair. 1603 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 514/1 Lie schireff-gluirfis. 1641 Peebles Burgh
Rec. (1872) 104 Thrie frie faires . . togidder with the sheref

fie, shereffis glowes, tolles [etc.]. a X505 Chron. Lond.

(1905) 262 Sir William Capell, after his prisonment in the

Countour, and *Shryvishouse was. -commaundid to the

Tower. 1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. iv. 6 b, In

witnesse whereof, the saied Deputies to this present Treatie

haue sette to their handes, in the Sheriefhouse of Gant. 1812

W. Tennant Anster F. ii.xxxiii, Sheriffs learn'd, and un-

learn'd *Sheriff-mairs, and messengers-at-arms. c 1400

Gamelyn 583 It ben the *schirrefes men, that hider ben i-

come. a 1500 Gest of Robyn Hode cliii, in Child Ballads
1 1 1. 63 Now is Litell John the sherifes man. X605 Camden
Rem., Wise Sp. 226 When he [Sir T. More] was to mount
the scaffold, hee saide to one of the Shiriffes men, I pray
thee helpe mee vp, as for comming downe I take no care.

1667 Drvden Epil. Tempest 13 He sends me only like a
ShTiffs man here To let you know the Malefactor's neer.

1796 Rev. F. Leighton MS. Let. J. Boucher 10 May,
I am promised some gleanings of Shropshire words. As
to Sheriffs man for Goldfinch.. the Corbets . . were often

Sheriffs of the County ; their livery was black and yellow,

the colour of the goldfinch's penfeathers. 1841 Harts-
horne Salopia Ant. 562 Sheriffs Man, the seven coloured

linnet, Carduelis of Linnaeus. 1879 Miss Jackson Shrop-
shire Word-bk., Sheriffs-man, the Goldfinch. 1703 Foun-
tainhall Decisions (1761) II. 196 Here the *shenff-officers

were only brought pro more. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi.
xiii, The warrant's awa to Liberton wi' twa sheriff officers

seeking ye. 1837 Dickens Pickiv. xl, Giving Mr. Pick-

wick a friendly tap on the shoulder, the sheriff's officer

(for such he was) threw his card on the counterpane.

1843 Bethune Sc. Fireside Stor. 70 The sherifTs-omcers

proceeded to take him into custody, a X687 Petty Polit.

Anat. (1691) 41 There are in the City of Dublin a Lord-
Mayor, 2 Sheriffs, 24 Aldermen, 48 Sheriffs Peers, and 96
of the Common-Council. 1534 in Exch. Rolls Scot. XVI.
584 Quhilk charter is registrat on the bak of *schiref roll of

this instant yer. 1324 in Registr. Monast. de Winchel-
cumba (1892) 351 Faciendo insuper annis singulis *Schir-

reveselver et alia servicia forinseca. 143a Rolls oj Parlt.

IV. 403/2 Defautes for noun comyng unto ye *Shirrefs tourn.

1451 Ibid. V. 217/2 Sheref Tournes. 1536 in Hexham
Priory (Surtees) App. p. exxxix, The sade Sir Ingram.. as
shiref of Northumbeland.-kept shiref-turnes at Alnwik.

1648 in J. R. Boyle Hedon (1895) App. 47 To the Sherifturne

Jurie 048.
b. In trivial and slang phrases: + sheriffs

basket, tub, a basket or tab placed outside a

prison to receive charitable doles for the prisoners

;

f sheriff's posts, two painted posts, set up at the

sheriff's door, to which proclamations were affixed

(cf. Post sb.1 2 b). (See also later quots.)

X599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHunt. in. ui. (1600) K j b,

How long should I be ere I should put off To the Lord
Chancelors tombe, or the Shriues posts ? 1600 Nashe
Summers Last Will 1678 Wks. 1905 III. 286 That's as

plentifull alines for the plague as the sheriffes tub to them
of Newgate. 163a Massinger City Madam 1. i. (1658) 5
Did our charitie redeem thee out of prison,.. When the

Sheriffs basket, and his broken meat Were your Festivall

exceedings ? 17.. in Grose Olio (1792) 232 Dancing on
nothing at the Sheriff's ball. Foot-note, Sheriff's ball, an



SHEBIFFALTY.

execution. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T„ Sheriff's Brace-

lets* handcuffs. Ibid., Sheriff's Hotels a prison. ibid.,

SkerijPs Picture Frame, the gallows.

Sheriff: see Shereef, Sherifi.

Sheriffalty (fe'rifalti). Also 6 shirevalty,

sheryaltie, 7 sheralltie, sherivalty, -ifalty,

shirevealty, shirifalty. [f. Sheriff + -al + -ty,

after words like royalty.1 = Shrievalty.

1518 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Sot) II. 162 The seid

Office of Sheryaltie. i6ix Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. xx[ijx.

57/2 The Office of Execution and custody of this County
[Huntingdon] is the Sheralfty ["tread Sherfalty], of old in-

heritable. 1617 Shuttlcvxtrths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 227

The patent of my M" office of y« sheralltie. 1648 Perse*

ctttio Uruiecima 57 Alderman Pennington [chosen] for his

knowne zeale by his keeping a fasting Sabboth throughout

his Shirifalty. 168a Enq. Elect. Sheriffs 29 The Shenfalty

of London. Ibid. 41 Sherivalty. 1753 Richardson Grandi-

sox (1781) I. viii. 35 Sir Rowland Meredith, knighted in his

Sheriffalty. 1870 Foss Biog. Diet. Judges of Fug* 54 The
Michaelmas solemnities of the sheriffalty of London.
jig. 1865 Bushnei.l Vicar. Sacrif. 111. v. 269 Sending out

the rugged sheriffalty of law and penal enforcement.

Sheriffdom (Je'rifdam). Forms : see Sheriff ;

also Sc. 4 shera-, 5 sera-, schirra-, schirre-,

serraf-, 6 syrefdom(e. [-dom.]

1. A district or territory under the jurisdiction of

a sheriff. Sc.

t^$m 3rd Rep. Hist.MSS. Comm. 410/1 In the sheradom
of Perth. 1453 Dunfermline Reg. (Bannatyne Club) 340
Landis . . lyand in be Regalite of Dunfermlyn and the serraf-

dome of fyff. 1457 in Acts Pari. Scot.(iBjs) XII. 35/1
Quhilke assise [was]..chosin be bar avise of foure sera-

domes. 1549 Compl. Scot. xii. 103 In the schirefdome of

galloua. 166a Acts ofSederunt (1790) 84 Lands lyeing in

several sheriffdoms. 1769 De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 7)

IV. 296 The Isle of Arran, which with Bute makes up one
Sheriffdom. 1854 Act 17 ty 18 Vict, c 91 § 37 The sheriff

of the sheriffdom in which the offence shall have been com-
mitted. 1854 H. Miller Sch. tySchm. (1858) 52 The Hill.,

had borne the gallows of the sheriffdom on its crest. 1894
Tunes 19 Dec. 8/2 To officiate also as Sheriff.Substitute of
the Sheriffdom of Argyll.

transf. 176a tr. Busching's Syst. Geog. V. 270 The sheriff-

dom of Altorf.

2. The office of sheriff.

1596 Dalkymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 127 This office

na vthirwyse depends than of heritage quhairthrouch vnto
thame selfes thay ascriue schirrefdomes. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. I. 578 This Sherifedome was. .translated

hereditarily into the family of the Beauchamps. 1628

Wither Brit. Rememb. iv. 552 A Couple. .that had the

Sheriffedome Of London that sad yeare.
_
1806 Scott Let.

to Ellis 25 Jan. in Lockhart xv, The situation is..^800
a-year, besides being consistent with holding my sheriffdom.

1819 Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 5 It was thus that the here-

ditary sheriffdom of the county of Westmoreland came to

the family of Tufton. 2877 Miss Yongk Cameos II. iii. 31
David bestowed on him the government of the castle, and
the sheriffdom of Teviotdale. 1885 H. B. Wheatley in

Antiquary Feb. 48/1 He was afterwards deprived of his

sheriffdom and of his aldermanic gown.

3. jocularly. The realm or order of sheriffs.

1904 Sir H. Hawkins Remin.Yl. xliii. 47 All the pomp
and splendour, in fact, that Sheriffdom was capable of.

Sheriffs, obs. f. Shereef, Sheriff, Shroff.

+ Sheriffess. Obs. rare, [-ess.] A woman
who held the office of sheriff (when hereditary).

c 1659 Inscr. Barden Tower in Howitfs Vis. Remark.
Places (1840)217 Ladie Anne Clifford. .High Sheriffesseby
inheritance of the Countie of Westmerland. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Westmerld. (1662)111. 141, I find Elizabeth the

Widdow of Thomas Lord Clifford, . . Sheriffess (as I may say)

in the sixteenth of Richard the second, till the last of K.
Henry the fourth. 1819 Monthly Mag. XLVIII. 5 Sir

Roger de Clifford was killed in battle, .about the year 1280.

After his death, his widow sat in person, as sheriffess of the

county of Westmoreland, . . with the judges.

t Sheriffhood, Obs. Forms : see Sheriff.

[-hode, -hood.] The office of sheriff.

c 1450 Godstow Reg. 70 In-to witnes of bis binge }>e seele

of be foreseid shreuehode was put ber-to. a 1470 Gregory
Chron. in Hist. Coll. Cit. Lond. (Camden) 77 He [Edw. II]

grauntyd that sherevehodys sholde goo to ferme for CCC li

be yere. 150a Arnolde Chron. B iv b, [Charter of London
1384.] We baue graunted..to the Citezens of London the
Shorefhode {read Sherefhode] of London and of Middelsex.
1556 Chron. Grey Friars (Camden) 14 John Briane was
drowned in hys shrefehode. 1629 in Crt. ty Times Chas. I
(1848) II. 11 Here Sir Walter Long was brought^ this day
into the Star Chamber, for having at the last election which
was made for the parliament left the sheriffhood, which was
then in his hands, to become a burgess of the said parliament.

Sheriffian, variant of Shereefian.

She'riifing, vbl. sb. [-ing *.] The holding

of the office ofsheriff, and discharge of its duties.

1682 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 66 (1713) IL163
The several Plots and Projects of Exclusion, Association,
Sheriffing, Feasting, &c 1896 Harper's Mag. Apr. 812/z
*You may think this here sheriffing is mighty funny,' he
confided one day to a friend, * but you ought to try it once,
and see the dishonest whelps you have to deal with.'

Sheriffry. rare, [-ry.] m Shrievalty.
x6io in Cal. St. Pap., Irel. 1608-10, 413 [He.. had the]

shrifery [of the county bestowed upon him]. 1836 Galt in

Tail's Mag. III. 511 After my sheriffry.

Sheriffship, [-ship.] The office of sheriff.

1473-4 Ace. Ld!High Treas. Scot. I. 46 The office of
schirefshipofStriueling. 411578 LiNDESAY(Pitscottie)C/:rPK.
Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 184 My lord lyndesay tuik possessioun of
the Schereffschip of fyffe. 1649 ? Evelyn in F.'s Diary,
etc (185a) III. 42 The Scots. .have. .taken away the here-
ditary shriefships from the nobility. 1747 Act 20 Geo. IT,

C 43 i 1 All Sheriffships and Deputy Sheriffships of Dis*

686

tricts, being Parts only of Shires. 1884 Manch. Fxam. 17

Nov. 5/3 It will be exceedingly hard if Mr. M._ should be
compelled to choose between his fat sheriffship and his

political ambition. 1893 Acnew Hered. Slieriffs of Gallo-

way II. 120 The sheriff, .was ordered to grant deputations of
sheriffship to Grierson of Lagg, Claverhouse, and Earlshall,

as his colleagues.

t Sheriff's tooth. Obs. Forms : 3 schirrefs-

tuthe, 4 shirrevestothe, 5 sheriffs-tooth, (8

sheriff-tooth). [Cf. phrase ' for one's own tooth

in Tooth sb. 3.] An annual impost (complained

of in 1327-77 by Derbyshire tenants as a wrongful

exaction) levied by the sheriff on each bovate of

land within his county.
1398 Yorksh. Inquisitions (Yks. Rec. Soc.) III. 84, zs. for

Waytemete and Schirrefstuthe. 13*7-77 Rolls of Parlt.

II. 401/2 Une torcenouse prise q'est chescun an leve sur

eux par Baillifs Ie Roy q'll appelent Shirrevestothe, e'est

assavoir de chescune bove de terre sys deners. 1402 in

Leycester Hist. Atttiq. (1673) 207, ty reddendo per annum
de Stothe, alias dictum Sheriffs-Tooth, septem Denarios.
1701 CcnueVs Interpr, (ed. Kennett) s, v., Per Sheriftooth
seems a tenure by the service or duty of providing Entertain-

ment for the Sheriff at his County Turns or Courts.

Sheriffwick (Je*rifwik). Forms: see Sheriff
and -wick ; also 6 shyrrywyke, 7 shirrewicke.
1. The office ofsheriff.

1451 Rolls of Parlt. V. 225/1 The offices and occupations
of Mairalte, Shirrefwyke, Chaumberleynship. 1520 Coven-
try Leet Bk. 667 Touchyng the office of Shyrrywyke of the
Citie. 1542-3 Act 34 ty 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 22 Theyre
saide office of Shiriefewike. 1601 Mundav Downf. Earl
Huntington 11. C 1 b, Master Warman, here's your Patent
seald, For the high Sheriffewick of Notingham. 1604 in

Kempc Losely MSS.UB36) 221 There is,£ 500 moreunpaide,
which they lye in wayte untill I be oute of the Shirrewicke

to have of me. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives Btrkeleys (1883) II.

224 Thomas was.. discharged of his Shreevewick of Glou-
cester". 1643 C. Vernon Consid. Exch. 26 Extraordinary
services done by Sheriffes in the time of their Sheriffwicke.

1884 Law List 1290 note, The Sheriffwick of London is in

the Corporation of London.

2. The district over which a sheriff has jurisdic-

tion.

1 535 Act 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 18 Every misruled and
suspecte personne within thir Shireffwik. x8io Bentham
Packing (1821) 217 Within the Sheriffwick of the Sheriffs

of London and Middlesex. 1894 R. S. Ferguson Hist. WesU
morland 95 The bailiwick of Westmorland in the sheriff-

wick or shrievalty, of the whole county of Westmorland.

II Sherifi (Jarrfi). Forms : 7 shariffe, seherifi,

sherif, 7, 9 scherif, 8 sher(r)iff. Also (in Diets.)

9 shereefee. [Arab. Tj-ly^ sharTfly (Dozy), f.

sharTf (see Shereef). Cf. Seraph '-, Seeaphin.]

A gold coin formerly current in the Levant of the

value of 9s. *\d.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 11. 108 Three millions of Shariffes.

1647 Greaves Roman Foot 121 The Turkish sultani, or

Egyptian sherif. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1.

262 The Turkish Chequin, which they call Scherif, is worth
seventy Maidins, and the Venetian, seventy five. 1696 tr.

Du Mont's Voy. Levant xix. (1705) 240 His Ransom.. was
fix'd at 100 Turkish Pieces of Gold, commonly call'd Seherifi,

worth 2$ Piasters each. 1785 Arab. Nts. II. 203 The neck-
lace was valued at two thousand sherriffs. 180a Arab. Nts.
(1815) II.63, 1 paid only two scherifs a month for the use of it.

Sherish, obs. form of Cherish v.

1436 Libel Fug. Policy in Pot. Poems (1859) H. l88 -

II Sheristadar (Jeri:stada-j). Anglo-Ind. Also

9 serrishtehdar, ser-, sherishtadar. [Urdu (a.

Pers.) *U *£Z»j-*t sarishte ddr, f. sarishte (properly

sar-rishta) office, employment + ddr holder, pos-

sessor.] The head clerk or registrar of an Indian

court of justice : see quot. 1872.
1775 in Mi'n. Evid. Trial IV. Hastings (1788) I. 1033 The

Sheristadars have delivered me an Account, 1834 [Pkinsep]
Babo> I. vii. no (Stanf.) The Serishtadar commenced busi-

ness by informing me that this wretch was a Goreyt, 187a

E. Braddon Life in India vii. 284 The sherishtadar cross-

examined witnesses, droned out the proceedings when they
were recorded, prompted the decision, and placed the com-
pleted case before the judge for signature. 1909 Ch. Miss.
Rev. Sept. 515 It is not the Englishman who really governs
India, but the Brahman sheristadar or deputy collector and
the large army of Brahman officials.

Sherivalty : see Sheriffalty.
Sherive, Sherk, obs. ff. Sheriff, Shirk.
Sherl, obs. form of Schorl.
1777 Forster Voy. round World'

11. v. II. 26 The rocks..
contained volcanic productions, or different kinds of lava,

some of which are full of white and greenish sherls.

Sherman, Shern(e, obs. ff. Shearman, Sharn.
Sheroot, obs. form of Cheroot.
1824 Scott St. Ronan's xv. (end), I will light my sheroot.

Sherp, obs. and dial, form of Sharp v.

f Sherpe. Obs, rarer-1 . Also 5 shyrpe.
[a. OF. escherpe, var. of escrepe Scrip sb. 1

]

= Scrip sb.i

1426 Lvuc. De Guil. Pitgr. 5372 Thys bred, pylgrymes
euerychon, . . In ther sherpe they shold yt bere. Ibid. 6220
Shyrpe.

Sherpet, Sherrafe, obs. ff. Sherbet, Shroff.
Sherrant, variant of Sherant Obs.

Sherref(f, -eive, -eve, -if(f» etc. : see Sheriff.
Sherriff(e, variant ff. of Shereef, Sherifi,

Sherris (Je'ris). arch. Also 6-8 sherries, 7
ceres, [a. Sp. {vino de) Xeres wine of Xeres (see

SHERRY.

Sherry sbJ). The Sp. x, now coincident in sound

with/ (^ x)> was formerly pronounced (J).
The name of the town appears in the 17th c. as Sherries :

e. g. 1626 R. Peeke (title) Three to One : Being an English
Spanish Combat, performed.. at Sherries in Spain.)

= Sherry sbs 1.

[1540-1 WillofR. Sowethenvarke (Somerset Ho.), Twenty
buttes of sakes of Sherries.] 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. iii.

in The second propertie of your excellent Sherris, is, the
warming of the Blood :. -the Sherris warmes it, and makes it

course from the inwards, to the parts extremes. 1876
Browning At t/te

' Mermaid' ii, The sherris mantling Still

about each mouth. 1884 Black Jud. Shakespeare xxiv,
Lord, Jack, what a sherris that was 1

b. attrib. and Comb. : sherris-sack, ' sack ' im-
ported from Xeres : see Sack sb.% 1 b.

1876 Browning At the * Mermaid' xviii, Back then to
our *sherris-brewage ! 1597 *Shems sack [see Sack sb.1

1 bj. 1607 Markham Caval. vn. (1617) 36 A pinte of very
good Ceres sacke. .1777 W. Dalrymple Trav. Sp. %
Port, clxviii, Xeres. .is famous for. .what we call, 'sherries

wine.

Sherrivalleys, variant of Sherryvallies.
Sherrug, obs. form of Shear-hog.
Sherry (Je'ri), sbA Also 7 shirry, zerry,

shery, sherie, 8 sherree. [A sing, form evolved

from Sherris, mistaken for a plural.]

1. Originally, the still white wine made near

Xeres (now Jerez de la Frontera, a town in Anda-
lusia, near Cadiz) ; in modern use, extended to a

class of Spanish white wines of similar character,

and (usually with prefixed word, as Califomian,
Cape sherry) to wines made elsewhere in imitation

of Spanish sherry. Also, a wine of this kind.
1608 Middleton Mad World v. H 1, Some Shirry for my

Lords players there. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair v. iv,

Cok. Sack? you said but e'en now it should be Sherry.

Pvp. Io. Why so it is ; sherry, sherry, sherry. 1617 Shuttle-
worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 224 One other rundlett of shery.

c 1645 Howell Lett. (1688) II. 350 Those kinds that our
Merchants carry over, are those onely that grow upon the

Sea-side as Malagas, Sheries, Tents. 1662 Charleton
My$t. Vintners (1675) 203 They sell decayed Xeres, vulgarly

Sherry, for Lusenna wine. 168a Wheler Joum. Greece
1. 35 Kxcellent Wines, especially red Muscatels (which we
call Luke Sherry), a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1766) II. 221

He drunk a little tea and some sherry. 1726 G. Roberts
Four Yrs. Voy. 331 Some Sherree. 1835 Dickens Sk. Boz,
Public Dinners, Waiters.. are placing decanters of sherrry
down the tables. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxviii, Most
celebrated growths of ports, sherries, and claret wines. 1854
Mrs. Gaskell North <y S. xxxv, Some rare old sherry.

1897 'Merriman ' In Kedars Tents xiii. 145 The Colonel
had an English friend who spoke so—one engaged in the
sherry in Xeres.

fig. 1610 Pasquils Palinodia title-p., A pleasant pynte
of Poeticall Sherry.

b. In the names of mixed drinks, sherry-and'

seltzer, sherry-and-bitters.

1881 H. Smart Race for Wife 1, Men are congregating
about the refreshment buffet for another sherry-and -seltzer.

1884 Mrs. C. Praed Ziro iii, Will you come in and have
a sherry and bitters.

2. A small wine-glass of the size and form
commonly used for sherry and similar wines'

{Cent. Diet. 1891).

3. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as sherry-

bottle, -butt, -case, 'glass, sherry-wine, also sherry-

wine colour ; sherry-drinker, 'grower.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fairxxy, The *sherry-bottle. 1888

Sat. Rev. 9 June 688/1 The juice as it runs out is caught
and transferred to tubs, sherry hogsheads and 'sherry butts.

1853 R. S. Surtees Sponge's Sp. Tour (1893) 27 With a
formidable-looking *sherry-case, in the shape of a horn, at

! his saddle. 1887 J. R. P. Berkeley in Knapp Geo. Borraiv
I (1899) II. 101 Among his peculiarities was his dislike..

of *Sherry drinkers. 1879 Mrs. A. E. James Ind. Househ.
Managem. 26 There was only one *sherry-glass broken.

i
i9ooSwelmann/?mj&'» 17 Peter Domecq, the great *sherry-

J

grower of Xerez. 1785 Bentham Mem. ty Corr. Wks. 1843
X. 160 Good *Sherry-wine. 183a Marryat N. Forster

I xxxiv, You may have seen the Xerez or sherry wine. 1889
1 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II. 124 Light sherry-wine color.

b. With reference to colour.

1856 H. H. Dixon Post ty Paddock 301 Mr. Stirling

Craufurd's *sherry-bay horse, The Shaver. 1871 Garrod
Mat. Med. (ed. 3) 147 A vinous liquid, having a golden
'sherry colour. 1878 Abney Photogr. xiii. 90 Enough to

give a sherry colour to the collodion. 1875 Huxley &
Martin Pract. Biol. App. (1877) 270A dark 'sherry-coloured

solution. 1894 Season X. 47/2 Flecked with sherry and
rose-coloured strands. 1898 P. Manson Trop. Diseases

ii. 65 From dark brown to *sherry-red. 1813 Ann. Reg.,

Chron. 102 Boots with 'sherry-yellow-tassels.

c. In names of drinks: sherry-negus, see

Negus 2; f sherry sack, see Sack sb.% 1 b, cf.

Shekkis ; also y%-. See also Sherry-cobblee.

1619 Pasquils Palinodia A 3, My Muse . . weares a Corslet

of old Sherry Sacke. 1677 Lady Hatton in Hatton Corr.

(Camden) 148 All the shene sack. 1907 Daily Chron. 21 Nov.

3/3 Who drank sherry-negus.

t Slie'rry, sb.% slang. In quot. shirry. [Cf.

Sherry v. 1
} A scurry.

i8zi Haggart Life 37 The shirry became general— I was

run to my full speed.

t She*rry, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shebbt sb. 1]

Under the influence of sherry ; drunk.

1770 Gentl. Mag. XL. 559/i To express the Condition of

an Honest Fellow, and no Flincher, under the Effects of

good Fellowship, it is said that he is. .Sherry.



SHERRY.

She'rry, ».' dial. Also 9 shirry. [Perh. a
variant of Sheer v.] intr. To scurry, to run away

;

retreat hastily. Also with off.

1788 Grose Did. Vulgar T.ied. 2), To Skerry, to run
away : sherry off. x8ai Haggart Life 36 He went into an
entry, as I shirry'd past him. 1866 Brogden Prov. Words
Lincolnsh. 180 You've been long enough, sherry, c 1874
R. E. Leader in Sheffield Gloss. (1890) s. v., Now, my lad,
sherry. 1877 Holderness Gloss., Sherry^ffi, to run off, or
retreat hastily.

Sherry, v. 2 vonce-wd. [f. Sherry sbA] trans.

To supply with sherry, to give sherry to.

1909 • Q.' (Quiller-Couch) True Tilda xxi. 294 Nursed by
a careful butler, .a single bottle will sherry twelve guests.

Sh.e -rry-cobbler. colhq. [f. Sherry sbX\
A cobbler made with sherry. See Cobbler 3.
1809 [see Cobbler 3]. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes ix, The

bowls of mint-julep and sherry-cobbler. 1855 Haeiburton
Nat. tf Hum. Nat. II. 312 He suck in his drink like sherry-
cobbler through a straw. 1882 ' Ocida ' Under Two Flags
(1890) 82 He paused to listen till he let the ice in his sherry-
cobbler melt away.

Sherryvallies (Jerivarliz), sb. pi. U.S. Also
9 shorrevals, sherrivalleys. [The proximate
history is obscure, but the word must be an adoption
of some one of the many forms of a widely diffused

word of oriental origin, signifying a kind of trou-

sers : cf. Arab. Jlj/"» sirwdl, now commonly J|ii£
s/tarwdl (pi. saratvil, shardwll), whence Sp. zara-
giielles pi., Pg. ceroulas pi.), Russian mapaBapu
sharavary, Polish szaraivary, Gr. aapd&apa, late

and med.L. sarabara, saraballa, sarabala, saravara,

etc. (see Du Cange), Syriac ILs^*. sharbdld ; the
ultimate source is by some scholars supposed to be
the Persian shalwar (see Shulwar) of the same
meaning. The Biblical Aramaic p^3"iD sarbatin

f)l.,
which in Dan. iii. ar, 27 is rendered by the

ike-sounding words in Syr., Gr., and Latin, has
been regarded as identical (Eng. Bible 1 6 1 1 ' coats ',

margin ' mantles ', 1884 Revised ' hosen'), but this

is very doubtful.
Our first quot. might suggest Polish as the probable

Eroximate source for the U. S. word. Gen. C. Lee had
een aide-de-camp to the king of Poland.]
(See quot. 1848.)

1776 Gen. C Lee Let. 20 Dec. in Mem. (1792) 430 If you
find them to be (rxeen breeches patched with leather, and
not actually legitimate sherry vallies, such as his Majesty
of Poland wears, . . I will submit in silence to all the scurri-
lity which [etc.] i8as Springfield Tailor's advt. in Alice
M. Earle Costume Colon. Times (1894) 217 Shorrevals and
Overalls And Pantaloons he'll make. 1833 C. K. Hoffman
Winter in Far West (1835) I. 105 Raising his blue cotton
frock to thrust his hand into the fob of his sherrivalleys.
1848 Bartlett Diet. Amer., Sherryvallies, pantaloons
made of thick velvet or leather, buttoned on the outside of
each leg, and generally worn over other pantaloons. They
are now chiefly worn by teamsters. Many years ago, when
..journeys were made on horseback, sherryvallies were
indispensable to the traveller.

Shert, obs. form of Short adv.
Shert(e, sherth, obs. forms of Shirt sb.

Sherve, obs. form of Sheriff.
Sherville, obs. form of Chervil.
1689 in Thanes of Caiudor (Spalding Club) 353, 4 drop

sherville.

Shervon, obs. f. shriven, pa. pple. of Shrive v.

II Shcrwal. rare. [Arab. J\j/» sharwal: see

Sherryvallies.] A kind of loose trousers worn
in various Asiatic countries.

1844 tr. Maria T. Asmar's Mem. Babyl. Princess I. 44
Mysherwals, or trowsers, were of crimson silk. Ibid. II. 148
Arraying myself in..a sadrieh, or jacket, of golden tissue,
rose-coloured sherwals, a turban [etc].

t She'rwood. Obs. Also 6 shirwood. [Perh.
from the proper name Sherwood in the Robin Hood
ballads, taken as a poetic synonym for greenwood.]
A grove ; also, greenwood.
156a Phaer Aineid vm. Y iii b, The shirwood great

[L. lucuni ingentem], where saulf defence, and free resort,

Duke Romulus vptooke. 165a Lovedav tr. Calprenedc's
Cassandra 1. 167 He saw on his right hand near the river

side a grove of Sherwood,
Sheshum, variant of Shisham.
Shot, dial. var. Sheat sb. 1 (young hog) ; obs. f.

Sheet sb.2, Shut ; obs. pa. t. of Shoot.
Shete, obs. form of Sheet, Shoot, Shut.
Sheter, obs. form of Shooter.

Sheth (Jeb). dial, and techn. Forms : 5 scheth,

(9 sheath), 8- sheth. [Cogn. w. WFlem. schet,

schetle rail, bar of a gate, palisade, etc. ; f. the

Tent, root *siaifi- to divide, split : see Shed v.,

Sheath. Cf. also WFlem. schee cross-bar, rung
of a ladder, one of the laths forming the bottom of

a wheelbarrow, etc. See also Sheath 2
.

The etymological sense would be split piece of wood (cf.

the cognate Shide). The OE. form cannot be inferred
from the data, but may possibly be represented byONorth.
scse/>Pa, sceafia (if the vowel in that word be long), which
occurs in the Lindisfame and Rushworth Gospels John xx.

25 in the sense of nail, and as the second element of horn.
sctap. ' pinnaculum ftempli) * in Matt. iv. s(Lind.); aMDu,
schede fern., metal pin or peg, appears to correspond to this.]
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1. A bar or lath, esp. one of a number placed
alongside each other so as to form a framework.
spec, in various applications.

a. One of the bars or ' ribs ' forming the frame-
work for the bottom or sides of a wagon, railway-
coach, etc.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 281 Item.. to Will
Walkar of Leith, for xxiiij schort treis to be schethis to the
cartis,.. xxiiij s. 1764 J. Buddle in B. Martin's Gen. Mag:
June 285 The body of" the waggon is in form of an inverted
prismoid.. having strong pieces of oak or ash wood at the
bottom called Soals, at the corners and sides called Sheths.
1838 N. Wood Railroads (ed. 3) 208 Upright sheths are
placed upon the side frames, and cross sheths as shown in
the figures. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms, Northumb.
«r Durh. 47 Sheths, the ribs of a chaldron waggon. 1894
Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., 'Waggon sheth', the group of
ribs forming the framework. ' Tram sheth \ the cross ties
in a tram which connect the soles or main framework.

b. In a ladder : Each of * the broader steps,

introduced at intervals, between the rangs, to bind
the structure together' (Northu?nbld. Gloss. 1894).

c. In a harrow : see quot. 1894. Also collect.

1788 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 276/1 The bulls are connected
by four sheths. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., ' Harrow
sheth ', the cross bars of a harrow, intersecting the ' bulls

'

or longitudinal bars.

2. l A group of parallel rows which stand at right

angles to similar and adjoining or intersecting

rows* {Northumbld. Gloss. 1894).
a. Agriculture. (See quot. 1894.)

1431 Munim. de Metros (Bannatyne Club) 524 Sexten
akris of land togithir lyand in be samyn scheth of land west
fra be said saynte mary rig. 1829 Brockett N. C. Gloss.
(e<L 2), Sheth, a portion of a field, which is divided so as to
drain off" the water by the direction of the ploughings, called
sheths ; i. e. a separated part. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss.
s. v., In the unenclosed town fields a §roup of parallel strips
of ploughed land, which adjoined a similar group lying at
right angles, formed a sheth.

b. Mining. (See quots.)
181a J, Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 95 Till it [the

air] traversed the newly-formed sheth or set of workings.
i860 Eng. <$ Foreign Mining Gloss, (ed. 2) Newcastle 63
Sheth ofbords, a district of workings 1894 Northumbld.
Gloss, s. v., 'Sheth of boards', a group of cross workings
in a coal pit.. .When a panel or division of a colliery is

referred to, the group of parallel excavations which have
been driven at right angles to the cleavage of the coal (the
boards) are spoken of as a ' sheth of boards '.

attrib. x8ia J. Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1857) I. 95 The
walls which have stoppings in them are called sheth-walls,
and those which are open loose-walls. 1816 J. H. H. Holmes
Coal Mines Durh. <\ Northumb. 247 Sheth, Sheth-door,
Sheth-stoppings &c—different means used for regulating
the passage of the air through the boards, headways, &c.
Sheth(e, Shether : see Sheath, Shedek.
Shethite, variant of Sethite.

Shetland (Je'tland). [The name of a group
of islands to the north-north-east of the mainland
of Scotland.] Used attrib. (quasi-a^*.).

a. Shetlandpony, horse, etc. = Sheltie i.

1801 J. Anderson Recreat. Agric. IV. Index, Shetland
any. 1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. II. 531 The Shetland
iorses are well known. 1830 Le Keux lllustr. Nat. Hist.

I. 34 The Shetland ponies are exceedingly diminutive. 1848
Thackerav Van. Fairxxxvii, On this little black Shetland
pigmy young Rawdon's great father was pleased to mount
the boy.
absol. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. ii, Tom rode his little

Shetland into the cottage.

b. As the designation of a breed of sheep.
»794 Statist. Ace. Scot. XI. 39 The Cheviot sheep are

very well made. By crossing the breed of them with the
Shetland,, .both the quality of the wool and of the mutton
will be improved. 1796 Ibid. XVI I. 586 Neither the Spanish
nor the Shetland sheep has, as yet, been found to thrive
here, 1830 Le Keux lllustr. Nat. Hist. I. 139 Shetland
Sheep, This breed was formerly a native of the higher
parts of Aberdeenshire.

c. Applied to a variety of wool, spun in the
Shetland Isles, hence to things made of this wool.
1790 (.title) Report of the Committee of the Highland

Society of Scotland, to whom the subject of Shetland Wool
was referred. 1856 Mrs. Pullan Ladys Diet. Needlework
48 Wools,. .Shetland. A very fine wool, used for veils,

scarfs, shawls, &c. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 833/1
Genuine Shetland hose. x88a Caulfeild & Saward Diet.
Needletvork 446 Shetland Point Lace., is a Needlemade
lace, composed of Shetland wool, .of sufficiently coarse tex-

ture to form babies' shawls [etc.]. 1906 E. V. Lucas /lis-

tener's Lure 183 Get a Shetland shawl for Mrs. Ring.

Hence Shetla'ndic a., pertaining to Shetland.
188a K. Blind in Gentl. Mag. Mar. 353 (art.) New finds in

Shetlandic and Welsh. Ibid. 356 This Shetlandic word.

She *tlander (fe'tlandsi), [f. Shetland (see

prec.) +-EB 1
.]

1. An inhabitant of the Shetland Isles.

1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot II. 616 All the labour of the
poor Shetlander is under the controul of the landholder.
1882 Miss Gordon-Cumming in 19th Cent. Apr. 573 The
Shetlanders have a . .singularly descriptive word toexpress it.

2. A Shetland pony.
1875 S. Sidney Bk. Horse iv. 85 The best Shetlanders come

from Unst. 1885 Mem. D. King ii. 11 His uncle gave hiin

a pony—a small jet black Shetlander.

Shetle, obs. variant of Shittle a.

Shott e, obs. ff. Sheet sb.\ Shoot v., Shot v.

Shettle, obs. form of Shittle a.
}
Shuttle.

Shetton, Shetyll, obs. ff. Shitten, Shuttle.
Sheu, obs. pa. t. of Show v.
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SHEVEL.

Sheue, obs. form of Show v.

Sheugh. (J«x)» sb. Sc. and north. Forms:
a. 6 sewch, seuche, 6-7, 9 seuch, 8- seugh

j

&. 7 shouoh, 8-9 shough, (9 shoooh, shaugh,
shuch, shugh, see Eng. Dial. Did.), 9 sheuch,
8- sheugh. [Northern variant of Sough j£. 2

]
1. A furrow, trench, ditch, drain, etc.
a. xgoi Douglas Pal. Hon. 111. iv, Ane terribill sewch

birnand in flammis reid,..AH full of brintstane, pick, and
bulling leid^ 1513 — Mneis v. xii. 168 Eneas with a pleuch
The cetie circulit, and merkit be a seuch. 1520 Nisbet
Matt. xv. 14 Gif a blindman leid a blindman, bathe falle
dovn into the seucht. x6.. N. Burne Leader-Haughs x.
in Ramsay Tea-liable Misc. (1762) II. 181 O'er dub and
dyke, o'er seugh and syke. 1818 Hogg Broivnie II. Wool-
gatherer 147 A deep dry seuch at the back of the garden.
1829 Brockett jV. C. Gloss, (ed. 2), Seugh, a wet ditch ; .

.

any watery or boggy place—a sough.
t$. 1665 J. Fraser Chron. Erasers (S.H.S.) 164 Riding

down the narrow shouch ofCorbet Bray, a 1779 D. Graham
Jockey <\ Maggy's Crtshp. in. Writ. 1883 II. 24 West the
hags, an' o'er by Whitehill shough. 1786 Burns TwaDogs
30 He was a gash an' faithfa' tyke, As ever lap a sheugh or
dyke. 1816 Scott Antiq. xliv, And a' the bonny engines,
and wheels, and the coves, and sheughs, doun at Glen-
withershins yonder, what's to come o' them? 1830 W.
Carleton Traits Ir. Peas. (1843) I. 62 Sometimes one in
crossing a stile or ditch would drop into the shough. 1894 T.
Watson Kirkintilloch 199 Huge open gutters or ' sheuchs

'

on either side of the street, received all the sewage.

2. A furrow made for the temporary reception of

plants : see Sheugh v. 2.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 373 The plants are taken
from the sheughs when wanted.

Sheugh (J«x)> * Sc- an(* north. Forms : a.

seuch, sewch (in pr. pple. sewchquhand), 7
seugh. ; 0. 8-9 shugh, 9 shough, 9- sheuch, 8-
sheugh. [f. Sheugh sb.]

1. trans. To plough, make furrows in (also^.)

;

to dig up
; (see also quot. 1882).

1513 Douglas Mneis v. iii. 76 Thai seuch the fludis. Ibid.
102 Now glyde thai baith togiddir furth in front, Sewch-
quhand salt fame with thair lang kelis blont. 1606 Birnie
Kirk-Buriall (1833) 3r With shod-shooles to seugh up the
sanctuary ground, a 1878 H. Ainslie Pitgr. Land Burns,
etc. (1892) 334 They're, .sheughin' hill an' hove. 1882
Jamieson, To Sheuch, Shugh, to make a ditch or drain;
also, to work in a ditch or peat-pit, as to sheugh feats, i.e.,

to cut them from the sheuch or pit, West of Sfcotland],

2. To lay plants temporarily in the earth in order

to keep them fresh ; also to sheugh in.

17.. Jacobite Song, Wee German Lairdie \, He was
delving in his kail-yairdie : Sheughing kail an' laying leeks.

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 703 In the nurseries, we
have great experience of lifting and shoughing immense
quantities of deciduous plants. 1844 H. Stephens Bk.
Farm I. 373 The bundles . . should be immediately loosened
out on their arrival from the nursery, and sheughed in, that
is, spread out upright in trenches .. and dry earth well
heaped against them. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Sheugh, to
' lay '..trees or plants temporarily in a hastily dug hole.

b. trans/. To cover slightly, bury.
174a R. Forbes AJojc (1755) 3 Ajax . . fase targe was shught

In seven fald o' hide. x83»-53 D. Webster in Whistle-
Binkie Ser. 11. 101 The bodies in Mauchlln Wish Meg in

her kist, an' as deep sheugh'd as Lauchlan. a 1880 in Sir
W. Fraser Red Bk. Menteith I. 403 His followers daurna
tak his body so far east asDundurn..so they just shoughed
it at the point of Coilmore, whence it was exhumed and
placed afterwards in the old chapel.

Sheuk, obs. Sc. f. shook pa. t. of Shake v.

|[ Sheva (Java-), [a. Rabbinic Heb. #)& stewa',

app. an arbitrary alteration of N^ shaw\ empti-
ness, vanity. (In German books spelt schwa.)]

1. Hebrew Grammar, a. The sign —r- placed
under a consonant letter to express (what Jewish
grammarians regard as) the absence ofa following
vowel sound. In certain positions the sheva (called

quiescent sheva) has really no sound ; but in others it

.is sounded as the neutral vowel (a) or (2), and is then
called movable (or vocal) sheva. Compoundsheva :

any of the signs --fr-, --=-, -^-r, which represent the
neutral vowel with a colouring of 8> dt & respec-

tively, b. The sound of ' movable sheva '.

1827 S. Lee Hebr. Gram. 19 On Sheva and its Substitutes.

1837 G. Phillips Syriac Gram. 3 When no vowel is ex-
pressed, then as in the Hebrew, a Sheva. .will be implied
and read accordingly. 1853 J. R, Wolf Pract. Hebr.
Gram. 10 Hence, when Sheva is placed under such a con-
sonant at the beginning of a syllable, it is sounded like a
short e, and is called movable Sheva. Ibid., When two
Shevas stand in the middle of a word, the first is a resting,

and the second a movable.

2. Phonetics. The neutral vowel-sound ; esp. in

comparative grammar, the obscure vowel resulting

(in primitive Indogermanic) from an original dt e,

or 0, by loss of accent.

1888 J. B. Bury in Class. Rev. Oct. 251/2 The n by labia-

tion for q, and the second a a sheva. [1895 P. Giles Compar.
Philol. 134 Indo-G. a 'schwa ' or the neutral vowel.]

Sheve, obs. form of Sheaf sb.
t
Sheave sb.

Shevel, a. Sc. In 6 schewill. [Related to

Shevel v.) Distorted, twisted. Also Comb.
shevel-gabbit, -mouthed adjs,, having a wry mouth.
1508 Dunbar Tua Afariit Wemen 106 He schowis on

me his schewill mouth, and schedis my lippis. c 178s J.
Thompson's Man x\ Chandler-chafted, sheavel-gabbed,
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left-handed. 1866 W. Gregor Banffsh. Gloss., Shaivle-

moot, having the mouth distorted.

Shevel (jVv'l), v. Sc. and north. Also 8

sheavle, 9 shavel, shaivle, sheevil, sheule.

(See Eng. Dial. Diet.) [App. cogn. w. Shayle

v. a variant common in Sc. dialects is showl,

s'h'ool.] trans, and intr. To distort, or become

distorted. Hence sheveling-gabbit adj. = shevel-

gabbit (see prec.) ; sheveling-heeled&A]., (of a shoe)

having a twisted or downtrodden heel.

1725 Ramsay Gentle Shcph. IV. i, Ye shevelling-gabbit

brock ! a 1779 D. Graham Jockey * Maggy's Courtship vi.

Writ. 1883 11. 43 An' how think ye the like o' me can wak
straight wi' sic auld shevelin heel'd shune as mine, a 1779
— John Cheap 1. Ibid. II. 92 The deil's on the tap o' the

mou', sheavling his mouth at me. 1808 Jamieson, To Shevel,

to distort.. . To shevel, to walk in an unsteady and oblique

way. 1823 Galt Githaize iii, That auld shavling.gabbit

hielander. 1869 J. P. Morris Furness Gloss., Sheule, to

walk with a shuffling gait.

Slievelled (Je-veld), ///. a. rare and arch.

Also 7 sheualed, shieveld. [Aphetic form of

Dishevelled///, a.] Dishevelled. Also trans/.

1613 Uncasing of Machiav. 22 While the poore man..

May.. wipe his blubbered cheeks with sheualed heares.

1633 T. Adams Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 5. 592 A shieveld threed is

hardly got thorow the needles-eye. 1877 Blackmore Erema
I. xviii. 219 He bowed his tall white head into my shevelled

hair. 1886— Springhaven (1887) I. x.81 Sandhills shevelled

with long rush disarm the western fury.

Shever(e, obs. forms of Shiver.

t She-veret. Sc. Obs. [Origin and meaning

obscure : cf. Cheverel.] Some material used for

curtains.

1716 Lady G. Baillie Househ. Bk. (S.H.S.) 45 For 3 yd.

yellow sheveret for a curtine to the Coach o. 9. o.

Shevys ( = sheuys), obs. pi. Shoe sb.

Shew, Sc f. Sew v. 1
; var. Sew w.2 Obs.

Shew, variant of Show sb. and v.

t Shewage. Obs. rare. [f. shew, Show v. +
-age.] An etymologizing alteration of Scavage

sb., due to the lawyers of the 15-16A c.

1500 in Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) 1. 73 All maner

of toll & Shewage oderwise called Skawage amonges oder

thynges. 1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 8 Dyvers Metres

. . have . . taken of theym a certeyn Costome called Skavage,

oderwyse called Shewage. 1641 Termes de la Ley (1659)

24s b, Scauage or shewage. x8oo [see Scavage sb. 1].

Shewbread (JiJu-bred). Jewish Antiq. Also

6 sohew-, shewe- (9 Diets, show-) ; see also

Bread, [f. shew, Show sb., after G. schaubrot

(Luther) ; the compound seems correctly to repre-

sent the sense of the Heb. D'OQ drv le'xempdnrm,

LXX aprot iviimot, \'ulg.panespropositionis.] The
twelve loaves that were placed every Sabbath

'before the Lord' on a table beside the altar of

incense, and at the end of the week were eaten by

the priests alone.

In 16th c. writers sometimes in pi., after the LXX and the

Vulgate j the Geneva Bible (1557) has shewe loues.

1530 Tindale Exact, xxv. 30 Thou shalt sett apon the

table shewbred before me allwaye. 1535 Coverdale Matt.

xii. 4 Haue ye not red.. How he [David].. ate the shew

breds. 1563 W1N3ET Bk. Quest, lvi. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. in
Achimelech wold nocht geue the schewbreid to Dauid.

1648 Herrick Hester., Temple 69 Upon this fetuous board

dothstand Something for shew-bread. 1686 Horneck £>>«:!/.

Jesus v\\. 117 The Shew-bread was to be before the Lord

continually. In the original it is called The Bread of Faces.

The mystery of it was, to shew, that Christ was to be the

great Mediator, who should be always in the presence of

God, behold his face [etc.]. 185s Pusey Doctr. RealPresence
(Note S) 413 [tr. St. Ephrem.] The shewbread figures the

mystery of our sacrifices which are offered through Christ

by the Ministers of the Church.

attrib. 1611 Bible 2 Chron. xx'ix. 18 We haue cleansed

. . the shew-bread table.

Shewe, aphetic form of Eschew.
ism Ord. Crysten Men (W. de W. 1506) 1. iii. 34 He ought.

to put out of us all euyl thoughtes and euyll operacyons to

shewe all occasyon the whiche myght stere us unto yll.

1548 H. Hart (title), A goodly new short Treatyse instruct,

ing euery Parson howe they shulde trade theyr Lyues in y»

Imytacyon of Vertu, and the shewyng of Vice.

Shewe, obs. form of Show ; ? obs. form ofSue v.

Shewel. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : o. 3
schawles, s(o)heules, shueles, 5 shewelys ; )3.

3, 7 sewell, 6 sewelle, sewel, shewelle, 9 shew-
ell, 7-9 shewel. Also Sewin 2. [Early ME.
scheules, peril, repr. OE. *sclewels = MLG. schA-

welse, MHG. sch&sel (mod.G. schcusal), a deriva-

tive of the vb. which appears as OHG. sciuhen

(MHG. schiuhen, schiuwen, mod.G. scheuen) to

scare. Cf. Shy v.] A scarecrow. Also Hunting,

something hung up or set up to keep a deer from

entering a particular place, or from going in a

particular direction. h\sofig.
c 1250 Owltj- Night. 1648 pu seist bat gromes be i-foS..

an summe of be schawles [v.r. scheules] makeb. Ibid. 1128

Ac bu art shueles [v.r. sheules] sube god. 1286 in Select

Pleas Forest (Selden Soc.) 130 Intrare warennam cum
rethibus et sewell1

et capere volatilia. 1436 Lydg. De Guil.
Piler. 13889 A shewelys enarinydin the field..Wych ysbut
A ded ffygure. 1535 Layton in Lett. Suppress. Monast.
(Camden) 71 Gefheryng up part of the saide bowke leiffes

. .therwith to make him sewelles or blawnsherres to kepe
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the dere within the woode, therby to have the better cry

with his howndes. 1576 Turberv. Venerie xxxvii. 98 Any
thing that is hung vp, is called a Sewel. And those are

vsed most commonly to amaze a Deare, and to make him
refuse to passe wher they are hanged vp. a 1586 Sidney

Arcadia HI. x. r 4 So are these bugbeares of opinions

brought by great Clearkes into the world, to serve as shewelles

to keepe them from those faults, whereto (etc). 1616

Bullokar Eng. Expos., Sewell, a Paper, clout, or any
thing hanged vp to keep a Deere from entring into a place.

1661 Feltham Resolves 11. Ixv. 325 He knows both with

what baites to incite them, and with what shewels to drive

into the Net and Toyle. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 187/1

Bleinchers, and Sewels, are papers and stick laid cross a

Fox-hole, to fear him and make him believe some Gin is set

there. 1888 Berks. Gloss., Shewell, a scarecrow.

Hence Shewelling sb., setting up shewels.

1576 Turberv. Venerie, Terms 242 When they hang vppe

any paper, clout, or other marke, then it is to be called

Sewelling. 1627 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Armado D 2, Dew-
clawes and Dowlcets, drawing the Couerte, Blemishes,

Sewelling, Auant-laye, Allaye, Relaye [etc.). 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. 188/2 Sewels or S[e]welling, is the setting up
of clouts or papers, or the like, for marks, and to fear Deer

away from a place. 1902 Gamekeeper Dec. 65/1 Sewelling

in a piece of cord with rags and feathers fixed at every six

inches.. at a reasonable distance in front of the guns will

ensure good flying birds.

Shewemaker, obs. form of Shoemaker.
Shewer(e, obs. f. Sewer sb. 2, 3

;
Shower.

Shewet, obs. form of Suet.

Shewid, obs. pa. t. of Shove v.

Shewin, Shewmake : see Sewin l, Sumach.
Shewre, obs. form of Shower sb.

Shewt : see Shoot sb.3

Shewtage : see Shootage Obs.

Shewter, Sheyde, obs. ff. Suitor, Shed sb.i

Sheykh, Sheyld : see Sheikh, Shiel.

Sheynd, Sheyt(t, obs. ff. Shend, Sheet sb.i

Shiaek, variant form of She-oak.

I
Shiah (ffa). Forms: a. 7 Seaw, Chias, 8

Sohia(h, Shiyah, 9 Shiya, Shya, 8-9 Shia, 9
She(e)ah, Sheer, 8- Shiah; 0. 7 Schiai, 7-8

Shii, 8 Shiay. [Arab. a*~!> shi£ah sect, f. root

sha^a, in the third conjugation to follow.

The /3 forms, strictly speaking, represent a distinct word,

Arab. "i»i shiyatiy a member ofthe Shiah sect, aShiite.]

1. a. Properly (but in Eng. somewhat rarely)

used as a collective name for that one of the two

great Mohammedan sects (chiefly represented by

the Persians) which differs from the Sunnites or

orthodox Mohammedans chiefly in maintaining

that Ali (Mohammed's cousin and son-in-law) was

the true successor of the prophet, the three first

caliphs of the Sunnites being regarded as usurpers.

b. Commonly, an adherent of this sect, a Shiite.

1626 Methold in Purchas Pilgrimage (ed. 4) 995 He is

by Religion a Mahumetan, discended from Persian Ances-

tors, and retayneth their opinions, which differing in many
points from the Turkes, are distinguished in their Sects by
tearmes of Seaw and Suimee. 1668 Rycaut Pres. St.

Ottoman Emp. 11. xi. 127 The Shii areopposed by the Sub.

jects of the whole Ottoman Empire, as the most heretical

of any of the rest. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11.

107 The Persians call themselves Schiai, because they think

it enough to follow the commands of their Law. 1753

Hanway Trav. (1762) II. iv. ii. 106 The sect of Schias in-

cludes the Persians and some princes of the Indies, who are

followers of Ali, who are also distinguished by the name of

Adeliah. 1759 Universal Hist., Mod. VI. 34 The two

chief sects, named Sunni and Shiay, into which the Moham-
medans are divided. 1798 G. Forster Journ. Bengal
to Eng. II. 129 In contradistinction to the Soonis, who in

their prayers cross their hands on the lower part of the

breast, the Schiahs drop their arms in straight lines. 1815

Elphinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) I. 269 The Sheeahs are

more discountenanced than any other religious sect. 1827

Buckingham Trav. Mesopot. II. 4S3 The mosque of the

Imam Hossein, so highly reverenced by the Shiahs. 1830

Meyrick Ant. Arms f Armour II. PI. 14: He was a

Sheer, a religious sect violently opposed to the Sunis. 1874

H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. App. 305 The
earth is held in superstitious veneration by the Muhamma-
dans, especially the 'Sheahs'. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI.

593/1 The Shi'a were divided into several sects.

2. attrib. and adj.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India ft P. 1. iv. 29 His Substitute

here is a Chias Moor. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India vn.

iv. II. 159 The enthusiasm of the nation for the Shia re-

ligion. 1903 Sir A. H. Layard Autobiog. I. viii. 337 Being

of the Shiah sect of Islam.

Shibboleth (JrMleb). Forms: 4 s(h)ebo-

lech, 6, 7 sohiboleth, 7 schibboleth, 7-9 shibo-

leth, 7- shibboleth, [a. Heb. T^pH) shibbd'leth
;

in the Vulgate transliterated sciboleth.

The word occurs with the senses ' ear of corn ' and ' stream

in flood ' j in the passage now referred to the LXX and
Vulgate give the former rendering ; mod. commentators

prefer the latter, on the ground that on this view the selection

of the word is naturally accounted for, as the slaughter took

place ' at the fords of Jordan '. Cf. Sibboleth v.]

1. The Hebrew word used by Jephthah as a test-

word by which to distinguish the fleeing Ephraim-

ites (who could not pronounce the sh) from his

own men the Gileadites (Judges xii. 4-6).

138a Wyclif Judges xii. 6 Thei askiden hym, Seye thanne

Sebolech [1535 Coverdai.e Schiboleth, 1611 Shibboleth],..

SHICEB.

the which answerde, Shebolech [i388Thebolech, 1535 Sibo-

leth, 1611 Sibboleth]. 1671 Milton Samson 289 In that sore

battel when so many dy'd Without Reprieve adjudg'd to

death, For want of well pronouncing Shibboleth. 1844

Elphinstone Hist. India II. 73 As some endeavoured to

conceal their character, recourse was had to a test like the

Jewish Shiboteth.

2. trans/, a. A word or sound which a person

is unable to pronounce correctly ; a word used as

a test for detecting foreigners, or persons from

another district, by their pronunciation.
1658 Cleveland Rustick Rampant 36 They had a Shibbo.

leth to discover them, he who pronounced Brot and Cawse
for Bread and Cheese had his head lopt off. 1660 Fuller
Mixt Contempt, xxxviii. 62 It [the word trespasses) is a
shiboleth to a child's tongue, wherein there is a confluence

of hard consonants together, a 1661 — Worthies, Essex
(1662) I. 335, R. was Shiboleth unto him, which he could not

easily pronounce. 1827 Scott Two Drovers i, In attempting
to teach his companion to utter, with true precision, the

shibboleth Llhu, which is the Gaelic for a calf. 1863 Haw-
thorne Our Old Home, Consular Exper. I. 44 The best

shibboleth I ever hit upon lay in the pronunciation of the

word ' been '. 1873 Earle Philol. Eng. Tongue § 138 (ed. 2)

139 The TH with its twofold value is one of the most
characteristic features of our language, and more than any
other the Shibboleth of foreigners.

b. A peculiarity of pronunciation or accent indi-

cative of a person's origin.

1663 (J. Heath] Flagellum or O. Cromwell 123 There

were slain [at Worcester] in Field and in Town,.. and in

pursuit some 3000, and some 8000. taken prisoners inseveral

places, most of the English escaping by their Shiboleth.

1701 De Foe Trueborn Engl. 1. 136 The Customs, Sirnames,

Languages, and Manners, Of all these Nations.. Whose
Relicks..ha' left a Shiboleth upon our Tongue ; By which

. .you may distinguish Your Roman-Saxon-Danish-Norman
English. 1797 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XIII. 112/1 The
commonalty [of Northumberland] are .. remarkably distin-

guished by a kind of shibboleth or whurle, being a particular

way of pronouncing the letter R.

c. loosely. A custom, habit, mode of dress, or

the like, which distinguishes a particular class or

set of persons.
1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 2) 192 Custard and apple-pie

is the Shibboleth by which an Alderman may be known.

1837 Howitt Rur. Life 1. iv. (1862) 40 The sportsman's

shooting-dress is a shibboleth, which introduces him alike

to his superiors, to his fellows, and his inferiors. 1885 Dodge
Patroclus A> Penelope 10 The newly fledged equestrian who
makes them [the English hunting-rig and crop]bis shibbo-

leth, and who discards as ' bad form ' any deviation upon

the road from what is eminently in place after hounds. 1902

GossE in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 10) XXXIII. 819/2 Joseph and
his Brethren became a kind of shibboleth—a rite of initia-

tion into the true poetic culture.

3. fig. A catchword or formula adopted by a

party or sect, by which their adherents or followers

may be discerned, or those not their followers may
be excluded.
1638 E. Norice New Gospel 3 His followers sequestring

themselves to such as were their own way, . . gave themselves

to mirth and jollity,.. as if it were the only Shibboleth

whereby to be discerned from the miserable Legalists that

held mourning and sorrow for sinne. 1687 Dryden Hind
St P. iv. 1076 For them.. Their Foes a deadly Shibboleth

devise : By which unrighteously it was decreed, That none

to Trust, or Profit should succeed, Who would not swallow

first a poysonous wicked Weed. 1771 Wesley Serm. xliv.

Wks. 1829 VI. 63 But here is the shibboleth : Is man by

nature filled with all manner of evil ? . . Allow this, and you

are so far a Christian. Deny it, and you are but a Heathen
still. 1784 Cowper Let. to Newton 21 Feb., The mere

shibboleth of a party. 1809 Scott Fam. Lett. (1894) I. v.

146 Knaves and fools invent catch-words and shibboleths to

keep them [' honest ' persons] from coming to a just under-

standing. 1862 J. Skelton Nugx Crit. IX. 424 The age.,

strives to emancipate itself from the fetters of party shibbo.

leths. 1874 H. R. Reynolds John Bapt. vi. § 3. 394
Christians were ready to insist upon the insensate Shibbo-

leth,
( Except ye be circumcised .. ye cannot be saved '.

b. The mode of speech distinctive of a pro-

fession, class, etc.

1829 Southey Sir T. More (1831) II. 231 She has assumed

the garb and even the shibboleth of the sect. 1849 Ma-
caulay Hist. Eng. iii. I. 400 To that sanctimonious jargon,

which was his shibboleth, was opposed another jargon not

less absurd. 1884 Graphic 25 Oct. 437/3 Not given to talk

stable, as is too often the case with racing men, but putting

off the shibboleth of the turf with his race-glasses.

Shlbol, obs. form of Chibol.

1546-7 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 416 No persons

hensforthe shall syll..shibols, by Sainct Michels churche.

Shibouk, variant of Chibouk.

1843 R - J- Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xxiv. 303, 1 soon found

the absurdity of asking an Oriental to abandon his shibouk.

Shicer (Jaissr). Also schicer, shiser. [a. G.

scheisser ' cacator, peditor"; hence = I below.]

1. slang. A worthless person. Also Austral.

(? transf. from 2) a welsher, defaulter.

1859 Hotten's Slang Diet. 227 Shicer, a mean man, a

humbug—a person who is either worthless, or will not

work. 1887 ' Hopeful ' Taken in 13s [New Zealand) It

a man isn't ' up to the mark ', he is called ' a regular shicer .

1896 in E. E. Morris Austral Eng. s.v., Don t take his

bet, he's a regular shicer. 1906 Olive C. Malvery Soul

Market xvii. 290 A racecourse swindler or welsher is spoken

of as a ' shiser '.

2. Austral. An unproductive claim or mine.

1855 Argus (Melbournel 19 Jan. 6/1, 220 feet digging i>

no plaything just now, with the prospect of a schicer at such

depths. 1859 K.Cornwallis New IV,orldl. 219We bought

a hole..which those who originally sunk it had determined

upon abandoning as a shicer. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood



SHICK-SHACK. 689 SHIELD.

Miners Right xxxiv, The shaft.. was an old shicer and
pretty deep.

Shickle, altered f. Shittle a. Ods., unstable.

Sb.ick-sb.ack (Jrkjsek,). dial. Also shic(k)-

sack, shitsack:, shig-shag, sic-sac, shuck-shack,
sniff-shack, etc. (.See Eng. Dial, Diet.) [Perh. a

corruption of shitsack, an ' opprobrious appellation

by which the Nonconformists were vulgarly dis-

tinguished * (Granger Biogr, Hist. Eng. 1 769, II.

224 and index).] App. originally used as a term
of abuse for persons who were found not wearing
the customary oak-apple or sprig of oak on the

morning of Royal-oak day (29 May) which is hence
called Shick-shack Day. In some places shick-

shack appears to have become a name for the oak-
apple or sprig of oak itself.

[1834 G. Roberts Hist. $ Antiq. Lyme Regis 257 The
boys continue to gild their oak apples and apply an oppro-
brious name to those who have not an oak leaf displayed,

or wear it after twelve o'clock.] 1847 Hai.liwell, Shick-
shack-day, a term for the 29th of May, or Royal Oak Day.
Surrey. Ibid., Shitsac, an oak-apple. Witts. 1855 N. fy Q.
Ser. 1. xii. 100 Shig-shag Day. The working men of Basing-
stoke, and other towns in Hampshire, arise early on May 29,

to gather slips of oak with the galls on : these they put in

their hats, or anywhere about their persons. . .After break-
fast these men go round to such houses for beer, &c. Should
they not receive anything, the following verses should be
said : 'Shig-shag, penny a rag (Bang his head inCrommell's
bag), All up in a bundle.' 1891 Church Times 13 Feb.
150/2 (E.D.D.) Anybody not decorated was bonnetted, or
pinched, and called a 'Shuck-shack*. 189a Miss Yonge
Old Woman's Outlook May 105 The 29th.. is called in

Hampshire and Sussex, Shik Shak Day. 1896 Ditchfield
Old Eng. Customs 120 In Wilts it is known as Shitsack or
Shick-sack Day, when the children carry shitsack, or sprigs

of young oak.

t Shidder. Ods. rare.

1737 Hoppus Salmon's Country Build. Estim. (ed. 2) 104
The general Sorts [of nails) are.. Shidder Hobbs, Thick
Hobbs, Clasp Hobbs.
Shidder, obs. form of Shedeb.
Shide tjaid), sb. Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1-3

scid, 3 aid, 4 szhide, (chide), 4-6 senide,
schyde, 5 schyd(d, (schudde, chyde), 5-6
shyde, shyyd, 6 shyd, (shede), 6, 7 shid, 4-
shide. [OE. sctd (? neut.) = OFris. skid, mod.
Flem. dial, schijd, OHG. sett neut. (MHG. schft,

mod.G. scheit), ON. skid neut. (Norw. ski: see

Ski) :—OTeut. *skido-m, f. root *skfd- to divide :

see Shed v.] A piece of wood split off from
timber, esp. such a piece used in building a fire, a
block, billet; a board, plank, beam. As a quantity :

Half a cubic foot of timber (see quot for shide

measure in b).

C7»5 Corpus Gloss. 1817 Scindutis: scidum. <r8»5 Epinal
Gloss. 943. c 875 Erfurt Gloss. 943. C1050 Ags. Voc. in

Wr.-Wulcker 266/33 Incipit de fgrte. .Scindula t scid. c 1300
Havelok 917 Ful wel kan ich cleuen shides. 13. . K. A lis.

6421 Mouth they haveth gret, and wide, And a tonge as a
schyde. c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 170
Les hasteles [glossed the chides, szhides] fetez alumer. 136a
Langl. P. Pi. A. x. 160 And com to Noe Anon And bad
him not lette Swipe to schapen A schup of schides and
Bordes. c 1425 Wvhtoum Or'tg. Cron. m. v. 776 A bale fyre

off gTCt schyddys. c 1440 Prontp. Parv. 446/1 Schyyd, or
astelle (v.rr. schyd of a astel, schyde wode), teda. 1446
Churchw. Ace, Yaiton (Somerset Rec. Soc) 86 To I. Parker
vor goyng to Thurbbewyll to helpe hewwe the schudde.
Ibid. 88 Vor vyllyng of a chyde. 1470-73 in Rec. Andover
16 Paid for caryng a shide xijd . c 151a Regul. Northumbld.
Househ. (1770) 72 The shedes to be maid of the said Hard-
wode to be in leinth a Yerde and in thikenes a Spanne.

1533 Hen. VI II in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 31 Item, every
momyng at our Woodeyarde, foure tall shyds and twoo
fagotts. 1561 S. Wvtheks tr. Calvin's Treat. Relics Cij,

And in som places ther are good great shydes [of the Cross].

1657 Ligon Barbadoes (1673) 56 Ifthe fire-man throw great

shides of wood in the mouths of the Furnaces. 1677 Plot
Oxfordsh. 262 Cutting every shid of tall wood four foot

long beside the kerf, and the billet three foot four inches.

1703 T. N. City <y C. Purchaser 241 Shides. The same as

Shingles. 1793 yrnis. Ho. Comm. 28 Mar. 516/2 A Quantity

of Pollard Trees sufficient to make 1,200 Snides of Cleft

Wood, containing Haifa Foot each.

b. attrib. and Comb., as shide-wood, -yard;

abide-measure (see quot.) ; snide-wall, a ram-

part composed of piles.

1600 Hoptos Baculum Geod. vi. xxxvij. 213 _*Shide

measure sheweth how many shides of timber is contained in

each foote of length : for . . a shide of timber is halfe a foote

of timber, ciooo ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 146/28

Uatium, *scidwealles eor&byri. c 1205 Lav. 10354 pe vfenen

he makede scid wal. c 1420 A nturs of'A rth. xxxix, Schaftis

in *shide wode thay shindre in schides. C1450 Godstow
Reg. (1911) 422 The which lieth in *shideyerd in Oxenford.

t Shide, v. Obs. rare. Pa. pple. 4 ischyt. [f.

Shide sb.] trans. To cleave, split.

c 1315 Shoreham (E.E.T.S.) iv. 178 Pys manere senne nys
nau^t ones, Ac hys ischyt in bry, In pou;t, in speche, in

dede amys. 1513 Douglas Mneis vi. iii. 48 With wegis

schidit gan the birkis sound.

tShi'der, v. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shide sb.] trans.

To shatter, splinter.

a 1529 Skei.tom Vppon Deedmans Hed 13 With synnews
wydcryd, With bonys shyderyd.

Shie, Sh.iech, obs. ff. Shy a. and v., Sheikh.

Shiel (fil • Sc. and north. Forms : a. 3 sciale,

shale, 4-6 schele, 5-6 scheill, 5, 7 schell(e, 6

Vol. VIII.

shele, shile, 7 sheale, sheel(l, 7-9 sheal, 9
shill, (scheul, sehule), 8- shiel ; 0. 6-7 scheild,

7 sheyld, sheald, 8-9 shield. [Northern ME.
shale, schele, of obscure origin.
Prob. connected in some way with the synonymous ON.

skdle wk. masc. (whence Scale sb.*). The formal equivalent
of this in ONorthumbrian would be *sc/la (= WS. *sccala),
which would yield ME. schele and the later forms. The
13th c. form shale may be an adoption of the ON. form with
substitution of initial (J) for (sk), or it may be an alteration 1

of the native word through association with the ON. form.
|

The forms arose from confusion with Shield sb.]

1. A temporary building, usually of boards ; a
shepherd's summer hut ; a shanty, shed, Shieling.
The ' shiels ' in quot. 1291 are those from which the town

of Shields is named. The place is called 'the shiles by
Tinmouth castle ' in Bulleyn Bk. Simples (1562} 75 b.

a. 1291 in W. S. Gibson Tynemonth Priory (1846) II.

App. 68 Non fuerunt ibi nisi ties sciales tantum. Ibid. 70
Ante praedictum tempus..non fuerunt ibi nisi predict' tres
shales. 01400-50 Wars Alex. 4049 par bai schewid him
in scnurrys to schellis & to caues. 1533 Bellenden Livy
in. ix. (S.T.S.) I, 282 To bring his govne fra be somer schele
quhare he duelt. Ibid. v. i. II. 142 To mak wynter schelis
to defend bame fra wynter stormys. 156a in Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 1585, 257/1 To big scheillis and lawis on the
hauchis of the saidis Iandis..for resaweing of the fisch.

1637-50 Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 433 What to doe
have the ministring spirits of the Lord with things done in

such a contemptible and stinking sheell? 01723 in W.
Mac/ariane's Geogr. Colled. (S.H.S.) II. 36 They..ther
live grassing their cattle in litle houses which they build
upon ther coming and throwes doun when they come away
called sheels. a 1756 Collins Ode Superst. Highl. 48
Whether sitting in the shepherds shiel, Thou hear'st some
sounding tale of war's alarms. 1845 Neiu Statist. Ace.
Scot. II. Berwick 159 An alarm is instantly given to the
men at the shiel or house where the fishermen lodge.

3. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. 36/2 Coats, Sneapards
Shealds, or Hovells. 1736 P. Walker Life Peden (1827)

63 He preached in a Shield or Sheep-house, in a desert

Place. 1833 J. Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1858) II. 9 The
floors of a great many shields or circular huts ; which had
been in it, were rudely paved. 1857 Actiofy 21 Vict.c.
cxlviii. § 47 To remove from every Fishery, Fishing Shield,

and Fishing Ground, .all Boats, Oars [etc.].

2. A small house, cottage, hovel.

1338 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 201 Item, idem Elem.
[osmarius] adquisivit il lam schele in Rokehop que aliquando
fuit Roberti de Brandon pro 8 //. 1557 Burgh Rec. Peebles

(1872) 239 Takkand to erd our scheillis and housis. 1605
Camden Rem., Surnames 102 Sheal, a cottage or shelter.

1616 Aberdeen Reg. (1848J II. 339 And the third voult to

be hot ane schell athort the haill hous for the jaylouris

duelling. 1728 Ramsay Robl., Richy, <$ Sandy 127 Come
to my shiel, there let's forget our care. 179a Burns Song,
Bess $ Spinning Wheel 23 The craik amang the clover

hay, The paitrick whirrin' o'er the ley, The swallow jinkin'

round my shiel, Amuse me at my spinning-wheel. 1838 J.
Hodgson in Raine Mem. (1858) II. 379 In the churches
they were better sheltered than in their own shiels. 1884

Q. Victoria More Leaves 62 We stopped at a very pictur-

esque place, surrounded by woods and hills and little shiels.

transf. c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. w. {Town <5- C.

Mouse) vi, It was ane sober wane.. Ane sillie scheill vnder
ane steidfast stane.

f 3. A piece of pasture ground having a shep-

herd's hut upon it ; a summer pasturage. Obs.

153a Ld. Dacre in St. Papers Hen. VIII (1836) IV.
608 The common brute and voice was to have made a
roode upon the Debatable grounde and Liddisdale men,
nowe being at the sheles frome their winter houses.

x6ao Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 781/2 Lie insches et shealis

super dicta aqua. 1715 Pennecuik Tweeddale 18 Then
follows a little Shiel called the FrosthoL 176a Bp. Forbes
yrnl. (1886) 144 This place, called the Sheals of Dalquhirn,

belongs to Macpherson of Breakachie. 1843 Hardy in

Proc. Bertv. Nat. Club II. 59 note, A shiel or shieling is

a shepherd's summer hut, as well as a summer pasturage

for flocks. 1857 Jeffrey Roxburgh. I. 269 The schules or

scheuls, afterwards written Shiels were applied to describe

mountain pasture with the huts of the herdsmen.

f4. Comb. : shiel-house = sense 2; shiel-town
= sense 3.

1606 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 627/1 Lie scheiltounes. 1623

Ibid. 151/1 Lie scheildhous. 1804 Anderson's Cumbld.
Ball. 80 She lives in a shill-house, burns dried sticks, And
there has dealins wi' the de'il.

Shield (pld), sb. Forms : 1 scild, scyld,

aceld, 3-4 s(s)eld, 3-5 sheld, (cheld), 3-6

acheld, 4 sceild, scheeld, (cheeld, sehuld), 4-5
scelde, schild(e, schylde, shilde, 4-6 s(c)helde,

sheeld, 4, 6 schield, (childe), 4-8 seheild, 5
scheelde, soheyld, shyld, (shulde), 5-6 shild,

shylde, sheelde, 6 ahielde, 7 sheild, 6- shield.

[Com. Teut. : OE. (*scield) sceld masc. = OFris.
j

skdd,schild, OS. scild (MLG. schild masc, neut.),

MDu. schilty schild- masc. (mod.Du. schild neut.),

OHG. scild masc. (MHG. sckilt, schild- masc,

G. schild masc, neut.), ON. skjpld-r (Sw. skotd
}

Da. sk/old)
t
Goth, skiidu-s :-OTeut. *skeldu-z.]

L 1. In ancient and mediaeval warfare, and still

in that of uncivilized peoples, an article ofdefensive

armour carried in the hand or attached by a strap

to the left arm of a soldier, as a protection from

the weapons of the enemy. Sometimes applied

spec, to an article of this kind larger than the

Buckler, which was usually carried in the hand,

and smaller than the Pavis, which was held by an

attendant in front of a knight or archer.

Shields have been made of various materials, as metal,

wood, wickerwork covered with skins or leather, etc. The
form has varied greatly in different periods and countries;
the principal types are (1) the circular shield, usually convex
in front, with a boss in the centre ; (2) the oblong shield,

either flat, or, more commonly, having the form of a portion
of a cylinder ; and (3) the shield with curved sides tapering
to a point at the lower end, which was the prevailing form
in Europe during the Middle Ages.
In the Middle Ages the 'armorial bearings ' of a knight

were depicted on his shield, and decorated shields, made for

display and not for warlike use, were often hung on walls
in churches or other buildings as a memorial of a knight cr
noble. Hence sense 3.

Beowulf325 Setton saemebe side scyldas,. . wi5 ba:s recedes
weal, c 8a5 Vesp. Psalter lxxv. 4 Der gebrec hornas bogan
sceld sweord & &efeht. 1205 Lay. 23777 Ane scelde gode
[1275 sceald]. Ibid. 4212 Heo nomen ba seeldes. a 1250
Owl fy Night. 1713 For mony nion myd speres orde haueb
lutle strengbe & mid his schelde [Cott. cnelde], Ah [etc.).

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 3840 3if he nadde wi£ be sseld
somdel be dunt yhent Siker he im adde aslawe. a 1300
Cursor M. 2497 On helme and sceild [v.rr. shilde, schild,

sheeld], 13.. K. Alis. 693 (Laud MS.) An home in be
forehede amydward pat wolde perce a shelde hard, c 1386
Chaucer Knt?s T. 1264 And somme woln haue a Pruce sheeld
or a targe. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 97 Scipio sigh
ones a childe gayliche arrayed, and seide, ' I wondre nou^t
bat he arrayeb well his childe [L. scutum], for [etc.].*

c 1418 in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 244 Hem nedethe nether
spere ne shulde. c 1420 Avow. Arth. xxiv, Take thi schild

and thi spere. 1508 Dunbar Golden Targe 151 Than
come, Resoun, with schelde of gold so clere. c 1550 N.
Smyth tr. Herodian 11. 22 Lyftynge theyr shyldes and
Targettes ouer theyr heades. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. viii. 5
His mightie sheld Vpon his manly arme. 16. . Fimeraliu
Popish Times in Q. Eliz. Acad. 34 The helme, Childe
[elsewhere shild], sword, the Cote of Armes, to bee layd
vppon ye here in dew order. 1699 Temple Introd. Hist.

Eng. Wks. 1720 II. 531 Their common Arms were small
Shields, but very large Swords. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 331 Its skin is thick, and covered with brown
hair, and the natives make shields of it. 1867 Rep. Paris
Univ. Exhib. (1868) II. 489 Two shields, one in iron and
one in steel, are the most remarkable of their works.

\ b. Phr. Under shield : in battle or combat.
With spear and shield : in battle array ; by force

of arms. Ods.
a 1300 K. Horn 53 Hy smyten vnder schelde [Laud se\de,

Hart, shelde]. c 1330 A rth. $ Merl. 3096, vi hundred knrjtes

..bat wele coupe juste in feld wib stef launce vnd*;r scheld.

a 1352 Minot Poems (ed. Hall) iv. 50 Our King and his men
held be felde Stalworthy, with spere and schelde. c 1440
Partonope 2951 Partonope thatt day vnder hys schelde

[v.r. sheeldej xx hethen he hathe slayn yn the fylde.

1508 Dunbar Poems liv, Quhai for hir saik, with speir and
scheld, Preiffis maist mychtelye in the feld. 1513 Douglas
/Sneis viii. viii. in Of Hetruria the ostis vnder scheild

Wyth that word stoppit in the samin feild. 1596 Dalrymple
tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 129 Baith pairties..cum to Dun-
freis, thair tha diuyde it with speir and scheild. 1829

Scott A nne ofG. xxxv, They met, as was the phrase of the

time, ' manful under shield . Ibid, xxxvi, We bear no
malice for what is done in fair fight under shield.

c. In allusion to the custom of suspending a

warrior's shield as a memorial of him.
1817 Coleridge Destiny o£ Nations 9 Seize, then, my

soul 1 from Freedom's trophied dome The Harp which
hangeth high between the Shields Of Brutus and Leonidas !

2. transf. zxvAJig. Something serving as a defence

against attack or injury. Often in echoes of

Biblical language referring to metaphorical armour,

as Ephes. vi. 16.

c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 HabbecS . . hope to helme, and
so5e luue to shelde, and godes word to swerde. £-1220

Bestiary 161 Dis neddre sioen he nede sal, makeS seld

of his bodi and silde3 his heued. 0x225 Ancren R. 52
Heo to be junge ?iue3 vuel uorbisne, & scheld to werien

ham mide. a 1300 Cursor M. 9972 It [a castle] . .standes vs

for sceild and targe. 1340 Ayenb. 1 Ich bidde be hit [bin

holy blod] by my sseld auoreye be wycked uend. 1450-1530
Myrr. our Ladye 132 For hys passyon is suffycyent shylde

to vs. 1567 Gude 4- Godlie B. 107 His trew promeis is thy
scheild. 01586 Sidney A rcadia 11. (Sommer) 102 b, What
shield [shall 1 find] against the violent passions of Gynecia?

1771 Junius Lett. lix. 305 The favour of his country consti-

tutes the shield which defends him. X839 Fr. A. Kemble
Resid. Georgia (1863) 69 Again the watery shield was inter-

posed. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. ii. (1856) 20 Strips of

heavy sheet-iron.. as a shield against the cutting action of

the new ice. X856 Emerson Eng. Traits xv. The ' Times ',

No dignity or wealth is a shield from its assault.

b. Applied (as a Biblical Hebraism : see, e. g.

Ps. xxxiii. 20, Ixxxiv. 11) to a personal defender

or protector (esp. to God).
971 Blickl. Horn. 29 pe englas beob aa haljum mannum

on fultume swa swa scyld. a 1000 Phamix 463 }>am bib

dryhten scyld. c 1275 Five Joys Virg. 13 in O. £. Misc. 87

Beovre scheld from vre iro. c 1374 Chaucer Troitus 11.

532 Thow be my sheld for by benignite. C1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 155 pus lordis ben made schildis of synne for a

litel money or worldly seruyce of wickid curatis. 1535
Lyndesay Satyre 3 His Sone, our Sauiour, scheild in

necessitie. 1738 Wesley Psalms % Hymns, Ps. iii, But

Thou art a Shield for me. a 1833 Sir R. Grant Hymn, 4 O
worship the King ', Our shield and defender, The Ancient

of days.

+ C. Government, sway (of a country). Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Ckron. (1725) 8 pe lond lese be armes,

changed is be scheld. Ibid. 69 Harald, borgh comon
assent, Was corouned nobly, & forkyng bei him helde, Bot

be duke of Normundie to William felle be schelde.

f d. Shelter, protection (in physical sense). Obs.

X615 Brathwait Strappado 202 Where being benighted,

[he] tooke no other shield, To lodge him and his ware then

th'open field. x6i8 Chapman Hesiod's Georg. n. 331 But
then, betake thee, to the shade that lies, In shield of Rocks.
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SHIELD.

3. Her. = Escutcheon. .

Skield-of-arms: an escutcheon with armorial beanngs.

Shield offence = Escutcheon ofpretence (Escutcheon

*?,£
I

i£«££l«'.3- Tirri on Beues be-held And se,

DO i 2«. i«.» "«0- *t Hilt (1905) 48 Item, a ly.tell

she de of golde Innamyled with why.;
and grene. 1540 tf <y.

*/*?£>£»£ 463 Concessit dicto W. et heredibus tallie

unum duplex He tressour auri in eorum lie schield c.rca eorum

arrnT a 155a Leland Collect. (.715) I. =34 Syr Maurice bare

naGreneThild thre Bores of Golde. 1561 Legh Armory

"s h The fift [worthy] was Iudas Machabeus, whose Shielde

was'Or.ii. Rauens in Pale proper... The viu. was Char e-

maine,&he bare the Ierusalem Sh.elde, Impaled with the

imperiall Cote. 1707 Hearse Collect. 5 July 1O.H.S.) II.

24 Persons regard Dr. Woodward's Shield as a banter

1835 Fenny Cyd. IV. 110/1 Our authors [Beaumont si

shWd.. may be seen in any Baronetage. 1864 Bout-ell

Her. Hist, t, Pop. I (ed. 3) 4 Such is the origin of Shields-

of-\ims. 1868 Cussass Handbi. Her. iv. (1893) 69 I he

Inescutcheon, or Shield of Pretence, is [etc.]. 1905 C.

Davenport jewellery vm. 142 The three legs in the shield-

of-armsofthelsleof Man.

4. An ornamental piece of plate (more or less in

the form of a shield) offered for competition in an

athletic or other contest.

1868 Wimbledon Annual 23 The 'Elcho' Challenge

Shield. 1898 Field 23 Apr. 625/3 It has now been decided

that the clubs shall jointly hold the shield during the en-

suing twelve months.

II. A protective covering or shelter.

5. Applied to certain parts of animal bodies.

[ = G. schild, shield of a boar, a tortoise, etc.]

a. The thick, tough skin upon the sides and

flanks of the boar ; spec, an article of food (in

full, shield of brawn), made by placing a piece

of this skin round the inside of a cylindrical

mould and filling up with meat, and cooking until

soft and tender. (Cf. Brawn si. 3.)

[1337 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 32 Festum Sci. Cuth.

berti in Sept., In 2 scutis de Braune pro festo empt. a

diversis.] 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 58 Wyth scheldez of

wylde swyn. 1:1400 Master of Game (MS. Digby 182) v,

pei haue herd skynne and stronge flessh ; and specially vpon

pe shoulder, bat is called be shelde. 148S Bk. St. Albans,

Hunting I ii b, The sheldys on the sholdens : therof shall

.ii. be. a 155a Leland Collect. (1715) I =3' By eating of a

sheelde of a wilde bore he got an appetite. 2625MASSINGER

New Way iv. i, Did you not deuoure this morning, A shield

of Brawne, and a barrell of Colchester oysters? 1641

Murrel Cooierie (ed. 5) 5 A Shield or Collar of Brawne

1705 Poor Robin Observ. Feb., They then look like a Shield

of Brawn at Shrovetide out of Date. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe

vii, Wamba.. opposed to the beard of the Jew a shield of

brawn, which he plucked from beneath his cloak. 2861 T.

L. Peacock Gryll Grange xxxii, You will always find a

piece of cold roast beef and a tankard of good ale ; and

just now a shield of brawn.
allusive uses. 1607 Lingua 11. i. C 4, If they would vse no

other Bucklers in warre, but sheilds of Brawne. 1610

Guillim Heraldry in. xiv. 135 The shield of aBoare..

is a good Buckler against that cruell Enemy called Hunger.

b. Zool. A protective plate covering a part ; a

scute, a carapace, a plastron, or the like.

1704 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 1627 These were the Shields of

the Cochineel Flies. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VII.

352 The shield of the breast [of the mole-cricket] is of a firm

texture. 2828 Stark Elem. Nat. Hist. II. 65 Shell a conical

shield, with the summit inclined. 1857 Agassiz Contrib.

Nat. Hist. U. S. I. 255 [In Turtles] The dorsal shield,

usually called by the French name * carapace \ is connected

by a bridge with another shield, commonly called ' plastron '.

1861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit. 1860,234

PUurobranchus has a thin, flat horny shield. 1880 Huxley
Crayfish i. 24 The great shield or carapace is very easily

separated from the thorax and abdomen.

f6. The seat of a privy ; hence, a privy. Sc. 06s.

[Cf., for the sense, F. garde-robe.]

1535 Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 658 This fals tratour

wnder the schield wes set, Quhilk to his cuming tuke gude
tent and cuir, With ane lang speit-.Amang the bowellis

vpwart in the breist Straik him to deid. 155a Abp. Hamil-
ton Catech. (1884) 65 Quhen he passit to the scheild to purge

his wame. 1566 Burgh. Rec. Edin. (1875) III. 222 That all

personis that hes scheildis clenge the samin or euer thai be

full, sua that thai brek nocht furth and rin in the streit.

1582 Ibid. (1882) IV.259 Middingis,scheildes, furrouris [etc].

7. A framework erected for the protection of

workmen engaged in boring or tunnelling and

pushed forward as the work progresses ; also, a

watertight case used in submarine tunnelling to

keep back quicksands and inrushes of water.

1837 Hebert Engin. Is Mech. Encycl. II. 805 The work
[Thames tunnel] was commenced in 1825. ..To give security

to the men in excavating, Mr. Brunei invented a cast-iron

shield or frame. . .This shield [etc.] 1838 Civ. Engin. «r A rch.

jfrnl. I. 29&/1 Two rows of close whole timber piles should be

driven . . with space sufficient for the shield to travel. 1895
Daily News 5 June 7/3 A circular shield with a cutting edge
is driven by sheer hydraulic pushing through the soil.

8. A protective device attached to a field-gun in

order to shelter the gunners from rifle-fire.

1898 E. S. May Field Artillery 313 Personally I do not
believe in shields s if really bullet proof, they are so heavy
as to hamper mobility. Ibid., Even without shields men
working quick-firing guns would be slightly less exposed
than they are at present.

9. The lower front part of a ploughshare.
1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm I. 415 The share proper,

consisting of the shield, terminating in the point e, and of.

.

the feather or cutter, 1875 in Knight Diet. Mech.

690

III. Applied to things shaped like a shield.

+ 10. Used to render OF. escn as the name of a

coin : see Ecu. Cf. Scute sb. 1. Obs. rare.

C1386 Chaucer Prol. 278 Wei koude he in eschaunge

sheeldes selle. 1599 Thysne Animadv. (1875) 45 The florens

in Chaucers tyme-.was of the valewe of thre shlllinges,

foure pence., or at the leaste, of two shillinges tenne pence

farthinge . . some of them beinge called 'florens de scuto ,

or of the valewe of the ' shelde ', or frenche crowne.

11. Horticulture, m Escutcheon 3 d, Scut-

cheon sb. 1 4 c.

1572 Mascall Plant, t Graff. 22 All other maner of trees

aforesayde, doe take verye well to be graffed Wjrtfc Cyons,

and also in the shielde. 1606 Ram Little Dodeon D 8, to

grafle in the Shield, is to be done in Iune or Iuly, with the

Fynde. 1707 Mortimer Hush. (1721) II. 262 Sharpen that

end of the Bark below the Bud, like a Shield or Escutcheon.

1842 Loudon Suburban Hort. 306 The shield being inserted

in the usual manner, another with an orifice in it, to admit the

bud of the first, is laid over it.

12. Bot. a. (See quot. 1806.)

1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 75 [A Lichen

found] about the bodies of old oak . . trees near Holsworth}-,

Devonshire, abundantly with innumerable shields. 1806

Turtos tr. Linn. Nat. Syst. VII. Expl. Terms, Shield, the

saucer-like fructification of lichens. 186a Chamb. Encycl.

III. 352/1 The species of the genus Lecanora are crustaceous

lichens, with a flat uniform thailus, and unstalked shields.

b. (See quot.)

1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Shield, a broad table-like process

in the flowers of Stapelia.

0. One of the cells forming the covering to the

male organs of Characcx.
1875 Bennett & Dyer Sachs' Bot. 284 Each of these cells

forms a segment of the shell of the ball, and they are hence

called Shields.

13. Embryology. (See quot.)

,9Z3 J. W. Jenkinson Vertebrate Embryology 135 There IS

distinguishable in the blastoderm at the close of segmenta-

tion a circular or oval area placed excentrically towards the

posterior end ; this area is the embryonic shield.

f 14. ? A sheet of ice. Obs.

1624 Maldon (Essex) Court Deeds Bundle ioSjW. Payd

to Willyam Brand and Symon Crauford for breaking the

sheilds of ice in the ryver .. this last winter.

15. a. A keyhole plate. 1 Obs. [= G. schild.]

Cf. Escutcheon 3 c, Scutcheon sb.1 4 e.

1649 Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 103 For ane lock

and sheild to ye new chalmer dore of Cauldwell 320.

b. Cutlery. A small metal (usually 'German

silver') plate fixed on the handle of a penknife or

pocket-knife, for ornament or to be engraved with

the owner's name.
1876 Callis Cutlery (Brit. Manuf. Industr.) 163 About

1730 engraving of the shields and bolsters of pen and pocket

knives . . was commenced.

o. (See quot.)

1870 C C. Black tr. DemmMs Weapons ofWar 369 The

flat piece of metal which is sometimes affixed to the bottom

of the hilt is called a shield.

16. gen. A flat or slightly convex surface more

or less resembling a shield in shape.

1849 Ruskin Seven Lamps ii. § 21. 53 The shield of stone

which, usually supported by a central pillar, occupied the

head of early windows. 1873 Miss Thackeray Old Ken-

sington xii. 100 A faded Italian shield of looking-glass.

17. A fancy breed of pigeons, of various colours.

1868 Tegetmeier Pigeons xxi. 174 The Shields are so

termed from bearing on their wings a coloured mark like

a shield, on a white ground. Z874-6 Fulton's Bk. Pigeons

352 Shields. The colours of these are Black, Red, Yellow,

Blue, and Silver. They are invariably plain-headed birds.

IV. Combinations.

18. Obvious combinations : a. simple attributive,

as shield-boss; denoting a person armed with or

carrying a shield, as shield-boy, -man.

Z910 G. Henderson Norse Infl. Celtic Scot. ii. 42 Sword-

axe, "shield-boss and cauldron. 1607 Middleton Five

Gallants iv. viii. 306 Torch-bearers and "shield-boys. 189a

Rider Haggard Nada xxv. 210 Close up, *shield-men—

close up

!

b. objective, as shield-maker; shield-bearing,

-losing adjs. ; also shield-breaking adj. and sb.

1824 Symmons tr. Mschylus' Agamem. 64 Many proud

•shield-bearing men. 2867 Tennyson Passing of Arthur

109 "Shield-breakings, and the clash of brands. 1870 Bryant

Iliad xxi. 485 Shield-breaking Mars began the assault.

1848 B. D. Walsh Aristoph. Clouds I. iv, When they saw

the "shield-losing Cleonymus. 24. . Norn, in Wr.-Wiilcker

686/19 Hie scutarius, a «scheldmaker. 2908 Rider Haggard
Ghost Kings xviii. 260, I have sold the hides to the shield,

makers.

C. similative, as shield-form, -formed, -like,

-shaped adjs. ;
parasynthetic, as shield-backed,

-gilled, -headed adjs.

1895 Comstock Study Insects 115 The "Shield-backed

Grasshoppers, /bid. 146 The Shield-backed Bugs. 1784 tr.

Spallanzants Diss. Nat. Hist. II. 275 The pumpion with

*shield-form fruit. 1835 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIII.

640/2 Ofthe three [laminae] between the eyes, the central is

shield-form. 1822 J. Parkinson Outl. Oryctol. 108 Clipeus.

Round, "shield-formed. . . Scutum. Angular or ovate shield-

formed. 1835 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XXIII. 640/1 The
central lamina of the three between the edges shield-formed

and acuminate. 2861 P. P. Carpenter in Rep. Smith-

sonian Instit. i860, 211 Order Scutibranchiata. ( Shield-

gilled Crawlers). 2854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 307

•Shield-headed Fish-Parasites (Peltocephala). 255a Udall
tr. Geminus' Anat. Cj, The patyll or the kne bone, called

of some men the 'shyldelyke bone. 2877 Huxley Anat.

Inv. Anim. v. 227 Flat shield-like processes. 1602 Weever
Mirr. Martyrs C8b, If euer *sheild-shapt Comet was

SHIELD.

portent Of Criticke day, foule and pernitious. 2839 Lindley

Introd. Bot. in. (ed. 3) 448 Shield-shaped (clypeatus). 2857

A. Gray First Less. Bot. (1866) Gloss.

19. Special comb. : shield-arm, the left arm (cf.

shield-hand); f shield-bone, a shoulder-blade;

shield-bud, a bud and a portion of the bark sur-

rounding it used in grafting; hence shield-bud-

ding, the operation of grafting such a bud ; shield-

cartilage, -gristle = Thyeold i a ; shield-cell

Bot. , one of the component cells of the reproductive

organ in Characex; shield-guard, a form of trigger-

guard used by some continental manufacturers of

shot guns and rifles; shield-hand, an alleged

ancient designation for the left hand (cf. shield-

arm) ; shield-hedge — shield-wall ;
fshield-

knave (= G. schildknabe) = Shield-beareb ;

shield-leaved a. (rare), having peltate leaves;

shield-lion nonce-wd., a lion emblazoned upon a

heraldic shield ; shield-maid, -maiden = Shield-

mat ; shield-money = Scutage ; shield-pin, a

safety-pin; shield-plate Zool., ? = Scute sb. 4;

shield-ring = shield-wall; shield-ship(seequot.);

shield-wall arch. [OE. scild-weall], the inter-

locked shields of a body of men fighting on foot

;

•fshield-work, embroidery in the form of shields.

2640 tr. Verdere's Rom. of Rom. in. xv. 58 A great gash

in his *shield arm. c 2600 Leg. Guy Warw. xxiv, One of

his •sheeld-bones to this day Hangs in the citye of

Coventrye. 2892 L. H. Bailey Nurscrybk. (1896) 95 I his

[style of budding] is known as shield-budding. . . A shield-

bud is shown natural size. 284a Loudon Suburban Hort.

301 All the different modes of budding may be reduced

to two :—*shield-budding. .and flute-budding. 288iBehske

Mechanism Human Voice (ed. 2) 51 'Shield (Thyroid)

Cartilage. 2881 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 391 The
globule..consists of eight valves, or, as they have been

termed, •shield-cells. 2615 Crooke Body ofMan 636 The

first is called in Greeke eupo«S>rs the "Shield-Gristle. 1892

Greener Breech-Loader 84 The 'shield-guard, or horn

before guard. 2892 Sir D. Wilson Right Hand 202 ihe

recognition of the "shield-hand..has already been referred

to as one familiar to the ancient Greek and Roman. 1891

Rider Haggard Nada xxv. 210 Straight at the "shield-

hedge drove Umslopogaas. 2627 Hakewill Apol. (1630) 165

•Shieldknave or armour bearer to Charles the Great, i860

Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. vi. iii. 11 An outer spray of any

•shield-leaved tree. 1871 Tennyson Gareth 1186 Sir Lance-

lot, having swum the river-loops—His blue *shield-hons

cover'd—softly drew Behind the twain. 1851 Thorpe North.

Mythol. 1. 156 The Valkyriur .. are also called .. Skiald meyiar

("shield-maids). 1889 R. B. Anderson tr. Rydberg s Teut.

Myth. 192 Shield-maids (ama2ons) occupy the position which

in the original was held by giantesses. 1849 Kemble Sax.

Eng. 1. xii. I. 402 The Anglosaxon belief in the Shield-

maidens. 1870 Morris Story ofVolsungs ix, A great com-

pany of shield-maidens. 1877 Green Hist. Eng. People I.

164 To commute their service for sums payable to the royal

treasury under the name of 'scutage ' or "shield-money. 1883

H. P. Spofford in Harper's Mag. Mar. 576/2 They are.,

•shield-pins, and couldn't prick her ifthey tried. 1855 Gosse

Mar. Zool. 1. 99 Cephalana. Segments equally provided with

appendages ; no *shield-plates. 1892 Rider Haggard Nada
xxv. 210 The *shield-ring wheels in upon itself. 2875 Knight

Diet. Mech., "Shield-ship, one carrying movable shields to

protect the heavy guns except at the moment of firing.

Beowulfmi ponne straela storm, strengum gebaded, scoc

ofer *scildweall. 2880 Tennyson Bnmanhurh 1, He with

his brother . . Brake the shield-wall, a 1661 Holyday Juvenal

(1673) 22 His gown is all "Shield.work on azure [L. czrulca

indntus scutulata^

b. In book-names (chiefly translations from mod.

Latin) of animals, birds and insects, with reference

to shield-like markings, or to the shield-like char-

acter or form of the scute or carapace.

2854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 371 •Shield-Animal-

cules (AspidiscidaO. 1847 ?"»'• R - Agnc.Soc. VIII. 410

Cassida nebulosa. The Clouded "Shield-Beetle. 1854 A.

Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 196 Shield-Beetles (Cossy-

phidae). 188a CasseWs Nat. Hist. VI. 104 Scutata, or

*Shield Bugs. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 303 Cochineal . was

proved by the observations of Lewenhoeck to be .. the female

of that species of "shield-louse, or coccus, discovered in

Mexico, so long ago as 2518. 2855 J. E- Gray (title)

Catalogue of the "Shield Reptiles in.. the British Museum.

2850 A. White List Specim. Crustacea Brit. Mus. 84 Apus

cancriformis. "Shield-Shrimp. 2870 Nicholson Man.

Zool. xxxiv. (1875) 253 The •Shield-slaters (Cassidina).

1863 Wood Illustr. Nat. Hist. III. 70 The Philippine

•Shield-tail (UroPeltis Philippinus). 2854 A. Adams, etc.

Man Nat. Hist. 331 *Shield-Urchins (Scutcllidz). 1896

tr. Boas' Text-bi. Zool. 138 Shield-urchins or Clypeastndse.

O. In book-names of plants, as shield-fern,

various forms of the genus Aspidium ; shield-

flower, any plant of the genus Aspidistra.

1814 Pursh Flora Amer. Septentr. II. 709 •Shield-fern.

Aspidium. 1817 Purton Brit. Plants II. 506 Aspulium

filix mas. Common Hedge Shield-fern. Ibid. 508 Aspi-

dium Thelypteris. Marsh Shield-fern. Ibid., Aspidium

Oreopteris. Heath Shield-fern. 2889 Hardwickes Set.

Gossip XXV. 46/2 Male shield fern. 2884 W. Miller

Plant-n. 125/1 •Shield-flower. The genus Aspidistra.

Shield (f«ld), v. Forms: 1-2 scildan, (se-

scildan), 1 sceldan, sceoldan, seyldan, (2 soul-

dan), 3 scilden, shildenn, sschild, ssilde,

(schuld), 3-4 shild, sschilde, 3-5 silde,schild(e,

scheld, (ssulde), 3-6 shelde, 4 ssylde, seeild,

4-5Scild,shilde,schylde,s(e)held(e,(schulde),

4-6 shylde, 5 sheelde, (scholde), 5-6 scheild,

«5 sheild, shielde, 7 sheeld, 6- shield. [OE.



SHIELD-BEARER.

scitdatt, gesci/dan, f. scild Shield sb. Cf. G. schil-

den, ON. skjalda, to provide with a shield.]

1. trans. To protect (a person or object) by the
interposition of some mea»s of defence ; to afford

shelter to; to protect (an accused person, etc.) by
authority or influence. Const, from, iof also (OE.
and early ME.) fwith.
Often u*ed in precatory formulas : cf. 5.

Beowulf 1658 iEtrihte waes guS RetwEefed, ny_m5e mec
god scylde. ^825 Vesp. Ps. xc. 14 Ic.gescildu bine [Vulg.
protegam eum]. c 1000 Sa.t. Leechd. II. 238 Scilde hine
wib cyle. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 53 pe feder and be sune and
be halie gast iscilde us ber wi5 and wi5 alle sunnen. c 1200
Vices <$• Virtues (1888) 23 De 5ie mu^en scilden fram 3ese
3ewer3ede gaste(s). ia.. Moral Ode 299 (Egerton MS.)
Sculde him elc man be wile he mai, of £os helle bine.
c 1*90 St. Brandon 559 in S. Eng. Leg. 235 Seint Bren-
dan seide, boru} godes grace we schullen schilde be. c 1330
R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 7355 Mercunus, bat vs
saues & schildes, Hab vs brought vnto bys yldes. c 1386
Chaucer Sir Tkopas 197 God shilde his cors fro shonde.
c 1403 Clanvowe Cuckow <$• Night. 259 And shilde us fro

the Cukkow and his lore. 1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell
1638 (Malone

p
Soc.) Besechinge God to sheild thee from

all in conuenience. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse Govt. 1. v.

Wks. Tgxo II. a6 So must the father shylde His youthfull
Sonnes, that they be not beguylde, By wicked world. 158a
Stanyhurst jEneis 11. (Arb.) 63 Thow shalt bee shielded
with my protection alway. 1605 Chapman, etc. Eastward
Hoe 1. A 2 b, And as for my rising by other mens fall ; God
shield me. 1697 Drvden Virg. Past. ix. 34 If the kinder
PowVs Preserve our Plains, and shield the Mantuan Tow'rs.
1797 Coleridge Christabel 254 O shield her ! shield sweet
Christabel ! 181a J. Wilson Isle of Palms in. 140 For
there was a power in the gracious skies To shield their
saints from UL. i86z O. W. Holmes Agnes v. 10 The love
that won her girlish charms Must shield ber matron fame.
1892 Pkotogr. Ann, II. 406 The sky shade attached, to
shield the lens from the sun's rays.

2. absoL To offer a defence, to act as a shield.

£.888 /Elfred Boeth. xviii. § 4 Ac siSoan he his hispinge
gehered haefde, ba scylde he ongean swi5e unsebyldeliue.
13. . E. E. Allit. P. C 440 per he busked hym a hour, be
best bat he my^t. . For to schylde fro the schene, ober any
schade kest. 182a Byron Juan vm. cvi, The truly brave,
When they behold the brave oppress'd with odds, Are
touched with a desire to shield and save. 1849 Robertson
Arm Ser. I. xxi. (1866) 348 A desire to shield from pain.

t 3. To arm with a shield. Obs.
c xaos Lay. 4727 Brenne wes swi5e wra5 & bannede is

ferde scheldede his scalken. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vm.
xxxix. 333 Whan sir Tristram was. .wel shelded and swerded.
1667 Denham Direct. Painter 11. ii. 126 But neither riding
Pegasus for speed, Nor with the Gorgon shielded at his need.

Jig. 1576 Gascoigne Droome ofDoomesday, Let. Bittern.
Death Wks. 1910 II. 440 Armed with Fayth, shylded with
Hope, strengthened with Chan tie.

1 4. To ward off, to keep away. (With material

or immaterial object.) Also with off. Obs.
a 1400 Leg. Rood viii. 259 God schop me a scheld, schame

to schilde. 1596 Spenser State IreL Wks. (Globe) 631/1
They brought with them theyr usuall weedes, fitt to sheild
the cold. 1657 W. Rand tr. GassendCs Life Peiresc 11. 253

,

Whose favours Peireskius made use of only in deprecating
and shielding of, the dangers and discommodities of his

friends. 1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. II. 259 He saw only
one method of shielding off the miseries that threatened the

j

state. 1788 Massachusetts Spy 23 Oct. 2/1 The reason why
the poison did not prove fatal, ..is supposed to be owing to
her being bit through the cloth, which shielded much of the
poison from her hand. x8aa * B. Cornwall ' Poet. Wks

,

Lysander $ lone i, As though A spirit of goodness peep'd
from out the earth To shield decay.

1 5. In deprecatory phr. God shield, usually with
a clause or sentence as direct object, rarely with
addition of an indirect object ; also absol. as an
exclamation : = God forbid. Obs.

1897 R* Glouc (Rolls) 1347 pat he in bine bendes come
god it ssilde me. 13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 1776 ' God schylde ',

quod be schalk, ' bat schal not be-falle !
' c 1386 Chaucer

Merck, T. 20 God shilde that it sholde so bifalle. a 1400-
50 Wars Alex. 3521 Bot me to do slike a dede, drijtin it

schilde ! 1570 Spenser S/uph. Cat. July 9 Ah God shield,

man, that I should clime. 1589 Almondfor Parrat E t,

Bishops were the smallest bugs that were aimed at in this

extraordinary beneuolence, God shield the court haueescapt
their collections. z6oa Warner Alb. Eng. xn. lxxi. (1612)

206 No Clarke will so expound that Text, God shield they
should, say I. 1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4).

Shie'ld-bea:rer. An attendant who carries

the shield of a warrior.

1603 Holland PlutarcJCs Mor. 427 His [Epaminondas'J
esquire or shield.bearer bad received a good piece of money
for the ransome of a prisoner. 1761 London «$* Environs I.

45 Chaucer.. was employed as a shield-bearer to the King.
185a Grote Greece 11. lxxx. X. 479 He first inquired
whether his shield was safe and his shield-bearer answering
in the affirmative produced it before his eyes. 1875 Morris
ASneids it. 477 Now shield-bearer Automedon and all the
Scyrian host Closed on the walls.

fig. 1893 Goldw. Smith UnitedStates 165 Jefferson's suc-
cessor was his shield-bearer, Madison.

b. (See quot.)

1911 Century Diet. Supply Shield-bearer, any one of the
smalt elachistid moths of the genus Coptodisca (formerly
Aspidisca), as the resplendent shield-bearer.

Shield-board. Obs. exc dial. Forms: 4
cheld-brede, scheldbrede, 6 shel(d)brede,
(sheldbredth), 7 shelboard, 7- shield-board,

(9 dial, shell-board), [f. Shield sb, + Bbbd sb.,

afterwards replaced by the cogn. and synon. Board
sb. (Cf. ShilboabD.) (MHG. had schiltbret for

wooden shield.)]
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1. The mould-board of a plough,
c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 169 L'eschu-

choun {glossed the cheld-brede, v.r. (Rel. Ant.) sheldebrcd].
c 1340 Nominate ($Vqzi) 856 Vomer et escochoun Schare and
scheldbrede. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 2 In Kente they
haue other maner of plowes,..some wyll tourne the sheld-
bredth at euery landes ende, and plowe all one waye. 1613
Mahkham Eng. Husbandman 1. Introd. B3 b, The eighth
part is called the shelboard. 165a Blithe Engl. Improv.
Impr. (1653) I9° And the Shield-board, some call Breast-
board, or Earth-board, or Furrow-board, I shall retaine the
Shield board. 1723 Bradley s Earn. Diet. s. v. Plough, The
names of the particular parts of a plough are these. .Breast
board, throw board, Shield board &c.
2. Antiq. A wooden shield.

187a Archxol. Cant. VIII. 223 Piles of shieldboards were
found lying one above another.. ; bundles of arrows [etc.].

Shielded iJHded),///. a. [f. Shield sb. and
v. + -ED.]

1. Bearing a shield.

971 Blickl. Horn. 221 Twejen englas . . ^esceldode and
jesperode. 1382 Wyclif Ezek. xxxviii. 5 Men . .alle sheeldid
and helmyd. 1870 Bryant Iliad vm. 269 Crowded close
with steeds and shielded men. «i87sR. S. Hawker in Byles
Life (1905) 136 The charm'd and shielded Men.
transf. 1830 Tennyson Grass-hopper Poems 109 Clap thy

shielded sides and carol. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. v. 12
And through the seas the hidden isles they hunt In shielded
vessels.

b. Nat. Hist. In names of various animals char-

acterized by a hard shield-like carapace or scute.
x66a Comenius* Janua Ling. Triling. 42 The shielded

tortoise. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 244 Shielded-
Bugs (Scutelleridae). Ibid. 266 Shielded-Centipedes (Cer-
matiidae). Ibid. 289 Shielded-Crabs (Dorippidae). 1855 J. K.
Gray Catat. Shield Reptiles Brit. Mus. Introd., Shielded
Reptiles (Cataphracta),

2. Furnished or hung with shields.

1805 Scott Hellveltyn 27 With scutcheons of silver the
coffin is shielded. 1876 Morris Sigurd m. (1910) 274 And
thence forth to. .the high-built shielded b?le. 1892 Brooke
E. E. Lit. iv. 113 The shielded hall of Valhalla.

^[ 3. ? Emblazoned, nonce-use.
1820 Keats Eve St. Agnes xxiv, And in the midst..

A

shielded scutcheon blush*d with blood of queens and kings.

4. techn. Protected by a * shield *.

1855 Orr's Circ. Sci. t Inorg. Nat. 247 With regard to the
relative value of the different safety lamps that have been
introduced, the shielded Davy may be said still to keep its

place. 1884 Pall Malt Gaz. 3 Oct. 12/1 Extremely fast

ships, . . mounting shielded guns of very great power.

Shielder Jrldai). [f. Shield v. +-er1.] One
who shields or protects another.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xxx. 5 pou salt lede me fra bat snare

whilk bai Hid to me, for schilder artou ai. 1902 S. Smith
Life Work xiii. 134 He was. .ashielder of criminal anarchy.

Shielding (jf-ldin), vbl. sb. [-inqI.] The
action of the verb Shield ; an instance of this.

1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 3 Whereby [Phcebus] appeasd,
some shielding we may haue. 1846 Dickens Pict. Italy,
Milan 133 A reforming Pope would need a little shielding,
even now. \%&\ Athenaeum 27 Oct, 535/1 The most practical

authority on military iron shielding in the United Kingdom.
Comb. 1875 Morris ASneids xn. 491 iEneas stayed, and

gathered him behind his shielding-gear.

Shielding (Jrldin), ///. a. [f. Shield v. +
-isg 2

.] That shields or protects.

1851 G. W. Curtis Nile NotesxxW. 105 In the tropics, the
great tree is a great god. Far outspreading shielding arms,
he folds his worshippers from the burning sun. 1878 B.
Taylor Deukalion 1. it 23 And crept for shelter to my shield-

ing arms.

Shieldless (Jrldles), a. [-less.] Having no
shield, unprotected by a shield.

01400 Octouian 1131 Now hy beb scheldles bob tweyn
pese champyouns. 1796 Southev foan of Arc x. 576
The Frenchman's battle-axe Drove unresisted thro the
shieldless mail. 1887 Swinburne Locrine in. ii. 108 A
thing like thee.. Would cast a shieldless soldier forth to
death.

Shi*eldling. nonce-wd. [f. Shield v. + -ling 1
.]

A protected person.

1885 Meredith Diana II. xiii. 325 A young actress, like

Miss Courtney—Mrs. Warwick's latest shieldling.

Shieldmay (JrMm£). Teut. Myth. [f.

Shield sb.i + May sb.\ after ON. skjaldmk-r^ A
maiden warrior, an Amazon. (By some Eng.
writers used as equivalent to Valkyrte.)
1849 Kemble Sax. Eng. 1. xii. I. 393 The Waslcyrian or

Shieldmays were the choosers of the slain. 1870 Morris
Story of Volsungs xxiv, Brynhild answered, '

. . I am a
shield-may, and wear helm on head even as the kings ofwar '.

Shieldrake, obs. form of Sheldrake.

t Shieldy, a. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Shield sb. +

-Y.] Having the form of * shields ' or scales :

transl. of mod. L. scuteUaris.

x68x Grew Musaeum n. § lit. iv. 236 The Shieldy Tree
Mosse. Muscus arboreus scutellaris.

Shieling, shealing (Ji"'Un). Sc. Forms : 6
schooling, schoalling, schilling, (scheilding),

6-7 scheilling, 6, 9 schooling, 7 schel(l)ing,

7-8 shealling, 8 sheelin, 9 sheeling, sheilin(g,

shielin, shilling, 7- shealing, 8- shieling, [f.

SHIEL + -INO l.

In the vernacular form the word has not been found earlier

than the latter half of the 16th c. ; but 13th c. documents
show a latinized scalt't&a, which represents either this word
(cf. senate early var. oiShiel) or an etymologically equiva-

lent *skating (f. Scale sb.*, ON. skdle).

1225 Registrum Monast. Passelct (Maitland Club) 212
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Cum libertate siccandi retia sua et faciendi domos et sca-
lingas piscatoribus suis. c 1230-68 Cockersand Chartul.
(Chetham Soc.) 1.^259 Versus aquilonem infra scalingam
quae fuit Candelani et scalingam quam Ricardus..tenuit.]

1. A piece of pasture to which cattle may be
driven for grazing.
1568 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot, ijjj, 628/1 Lie schaelingis, in

baroniis de Drumcardny et Bewfort. 1590 Reg. Mag. Sig.
Scot. 611/1 Cumcommuni pasturagio lie scheilding infra he
Glen de Glengorf. 1594 ibid. 48/1 Lie outseattis et scheall-
ingis. 1596 Ibid. 1 32/1 Cum communiae et communi pastura
ac lie schilling in Glenalmond consueta. 1603 Ibid. 481/1 Cum
..lacubus, lie scheillingis, montibus [etc.]. 1711 m Nairne
Peerage Evid. (1874) 138 Shellings grasings woods pastur-
ages. 1806 Gazetteer Scot. (ed. 2) 288 The parish.. has
been twice inundated by water-spouts, one of which carried
off a whole shealing or grazing, with the family and cattle.

1843 Hardy in Proc. Berw. Nat. Club II. 59 note, A shiel
or shieling is..a summer pasturage for flocks. 1884 Q.
Victoria More Leaves 62 Opposite to this, on a place called
Ruidh Reinnich, or the ( ferny shieling ', a fire was kindled.

2. A hut of rough construction erected on or
near such a piece of pasture : =3 Shiel sb. 1.

^1585 Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie (Tullib.) 201 In
stoir of lambes and lang taillit wedders . . In scheilling, tyit
fast in tedderis. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 806
Little cottages here and there, which they call Sheales or
Shealings. 1673 Rec. Dingiuall Presbyl. (S.H.S.) 330 [The]
Popishe Dishaunters were not cited in reguard that they
were dwelling at their sheallings, and therefore [etc.]. 1771
Pennant Tour Scot, 1. (1774) 109 We refreshed ourselves
with some goats' whey, at a Sheelin. 1791 Boswell Johnson
•O, 1773 (1831) II. 373 Little summer huts, called shielings.
ci8ioTannahill/V£W.s (1846) ioo So merrily we'll sing, As
the storm rattles o'er us, 'I ill the dear sheeling ring Wi'
the light lilting chorus. 181$ Scott Guy M. viii, Ye may
stable your stirks in the shealings at Derncleugh. 1819 —
Leg. Montrose xviii, Montrose . . was laid down to sleep in
a miserable shieling, i860 G. H. Kingsley in Gallon Vac.
Tourists (1861) 163 The lassies used to live in sheilings.

1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv. 405 Lonely sheilings perched
far up on the hills. 1895 Crockett Men o/Moss'Hags xiii.

298 It seemed a hundred miles to the shieling on the hill.

3. attrib.

1607 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 710/1 Scheilinge-plaices. 1639
Ibid. 322/1 Sitting or eating of the scheilling grasse. 1849
Whittier Kathleen 19 And nightly round the shealing-fires
Of her the gleeman sung. 1884 Spectator 17 May 642 The
shealing feast is a very simple one, each housewife pro-
ducing a cheese of last year's produce. 1901 Scotsman
12 Nov. 8/2 Little has been recorded of shieling life in
historical books.

Shier, variant of Shyer.
Shier, Shiere, obs. ff. Sheer a. } Shire sb.

Shierifewike, obs. form of Sheriffwick.
Shieve, obs. form of Sheave sb.1 , Shive.
Shife, Shifer, obs. ff. Sheave sd.\ Shiver.

t Slliffer. Obs. [ad. G. f schifferi
now schiefer

slate. Cf. Shiver sb.1 3.] Slate.

1683 Pettus Fleta Minor 11. i. 100 The fair Gold that is

found., in.. a Blew shifter [orig. Ger. Schiffcr\ streamy and
yellow iron.

Shiffer, obs. form of Shiver.

Shiffle-sh.uffl.e. rare. [Formed by redupli-

cation from Shuffle. Cf. Shilly-shally.] An
attempted shuffle or evasion.
a 187 1 De Morgan Budget Parad. (1872) 27: Two or

three additional shiffle-shuffles towards defence of saying
the Athanasian curse in church and unsaying it out of
church, are hardly noticed.

Shifle, obs. form of Shuffle v.

Shift (Jift), sb. Forms : 3 soift, 4-5 (6-7 Sc.)

sehift, 5-6 ehyft, 5-7 shifte, 6 shyfte, schyfte
(schiflte, sheft, Sc. scheift), 6- shift. [ME.
sehift, related to Shift v. Cf. ON. skipti neut.,

division, exchange (see Skift sbA), MSw. skipt

fern., division of property, skipte neut. (?and fern.)

division, portion, change (mod.Sw. skift neut.,

spell of work, relay of workmen, skifte neut.,

division ofproperty, change, rotation of crops, spell

of work, relay of workmen), NFris. skeft division,

stratum, skaft one of successive parties of workmen.
Many of these senses belong also toM HG., MLG. schicht{c,

mod.G. schicht division of property, stratum, layer, one of

several sets of persons or thmgs, period of working time (in

mining), one of several successive parties of miners working
together for a fixed period of hours. It seems probable that
the Ger. word is identical with the Eng. and Scandinavian
words, the substitution of (ytj for (ft) being found in other
words introduced into standard German from LG. (cf. eg.
G. sacht = Eng. soft).]

I. +1.A movement to do something, a beginning.
[The form scift, however, may possibly represent Skift

sb. 1
, which is recorded from c 1400.]

a 1300 Cursor M. 10480 And j?us to prai sco gaf a scift.

f b. At one skift : at one time. Obs. [Cf. Icel.

eitt skipti once (Vigf.).]

c 1325 Metr. Horn. 26 The faurtend day at a sehift Sal
bathe brin bathe erthe and lift.

II. f2. A share, a portion assigned on divi-

sion. Obs. [Cf. MSw. skipt^ G. schicht (Law)
* divisio bonorum '.]

1461 in \oth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App, v. 301 The
mesuring of salte and corne that sholde long to the shifte

of the communes. 1574 Ibid. 334 The Maior hath but an
Aldermans shift saving onely of every shippe of wyne. 1627
MS. Ace. St. John's Hosp., Canterb., Pittance to help
make vpp on of our Shiftes of monye xij d.

III. 3. An expedient, an ingenious device for

effecting some purpose.

1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Schyfte chevesaunce, cheuesance. 1559
87 -a
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Mirr. Mag., Cambridge iv, I sought a shift their tenures

to vndo. IMS Shaks. John iv. hi. 7 U« t'"de a thousand

shifts to get™ ay. 1624 Quarles Sions Sonn. vm. 5 My
Doll, whom daily dangers teach "=» ^^h^^mlllwiS
Stoct No. 44 r 8 The innumerable Shifts that small Wits

putin practice to raise a Laugh. 1725 D* Foe Eng.

rr^i„m (17-2) I iii. 28 The bnckmakers all about London

d^x "ei^lihes..wi.h their clay.. and by tha, shift

save eight chaldron of coals out of eleven. 184a J. Aiton

Dom. icon. (1857) 118 A single man., can at anytime try

all the shifts, from taking land down to breaking stones

within the high walls of the county jail. 1876 Bosw. Siin h

Carthage xix. 373 Other anecdotes illustrate the thousand

shifts and devices of which Hannibal was a master.

b. Available means of effecting an end. Often

in phrase (to have) no other shift. Obs. exc. dial.

1513 Bf.rners Froiss. I. ccccxiv. 293 We knowe all the

shyfte in the countre [nous scauons tons Its re/uges] and so

do nat they, c 1600 ? Montgomerie Banks Helicon 105,

I have no schift bot to resing All power into hir handis.

1606 G. W[oodcocke] Ivstine Kill. 60 Which pretense when
Eumenes had espied, he had no other shift, but to try the

matter against the traitor by the sword. 1639 Du Verger
tr. Camus' Admit. Events 74 This old man having no more

shift to veile what he had hitherto endeavoured to conceale,

declared unto his children that she was his wife.

to. An entertaining or humorous device; a

jest. Obs.

157S Gascoicne Kenelw. Castle n. iv. Wks. 1910 II. 117

Delight, and pleasures gallant shifts Haue fed your minde
with many a Princely sport. 1579 Lyly Eupkues, A nat. W.
82 Me thfnkes that you smile at some pleasaunt shift. 1626

(title) The first and best parts of Scoggin's lests : full of

witty Mirth and pleasant Shifts.

d. Faculty of contrivance, resourcefulness, rare.

Cf. Shiftless.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 106 And in Menander also.,

the housbandes reuile their wiues, calling theim, bliteas,

of so small shifte or helpe, that thei wer as good to haue

wiues of beetes. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 92 Hang
them, say I, that has no Shift. 1805 Carlvle Fredk. Ct.

xv. v. (1872) VI. 19 Friedrich's budget is a sore problem

upon him ; needing endless shift and ingenuity.

t e. Manner of livelihood. To make an holiest

shift, to gain one's living honestly. Sc. Obs.

1571 Reg. Privy Council Scot. II. 133 Except thay have

of thair awin, or sum honest and lauchfull schift quhairupoun

to leif. 1596 Dalrvmfle tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 116 The
Boungest ar put to sum honest schift. 1798 D. Crawford
Poems 57 (E.D. D. ) Will ye compare me to a rogue, I always

mak ane honest shift.

4. A fraudulent or evasive device, a stratagem
;

a piece of sophistry, an evasion, subterfuge.

1545 Act 37 Hen. fill, c 9 § 1 Concerninge Usury
shiftes corrupt bargaynes and chevysaunces. 1561 T.

Norton Calvin's Inst. 1. 24 If the Papistes haue any shame,

let them no more vse this shift [Fr. ou its n'vsent plus d'ores-

enauant de ces subterfuges] to say that images are lay

mennes bokes. c 1596 Sir T. More (Malone Sec.) 757, I

conceiue your Lordship, and haue learnde your shift so

well, that I must needes be apprehensiue. 1606 Shaks.

Ant. * CI. 111. xi. 63 Now I must..dodge And palter in

the shifts of lownes, who With halfe the bulke o' th' world

plaid as I pleas'd. Making, and marring Fortunes. 1635

R. N. tr. Camden's Hist. Eliz. 11. 133 This the Queene of

Scots delegates rejected as a frivolous shift.. 1681 Trial of
S. Colledge 104 He is a man lives by his Shifts. 172a

Wollaston Relig. Nat. ix. 207 How many subsist upon
begging, borrowing, and other shifts. 1790 Beatson Nav.
q MiL Mem. I. 37 A nobleman, who was not to be put off

with ministerial shifts. 182a Hazlitt Tablet. Ser. 11. xii.

(1869) 253 Their whole life is a succession of shifts, excuses,

and expedients. 1870 Bryant Iliad vm. 116 Ulysses,

man of subtle shifts, . . whither dost thou flee ?

fb. alliterative phrases. Obs.

1598 Barckley Felic. Man (1631) 111 Those goods that

are gotten by shift, are for the most part lost with shame.

1600 A. Bourcher in R. Edwards Parad. Dainty Dev.

C ivb, Got with shifts are spent with shame. 1601 Munday
Downf. Earl Huntington 11. D3b, You.. as yee liu'd by
shifts, shall die with shame.

5. An expedient necessitated by stress of cir-

cumstances ; a forced measure.

1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. u. § 102 Cottington.. being

Chancellor of the Exchequer, .had his hand in many hard

shifts for money. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxix. 168 Such
dammage, or shifts, are all Common-wealths forced to. 1751

Johnson Rambler No. 141 f 9 It were endless to recount

the shifts to which I have been reduced. 1796 Morse
Amer. Geog. II. 20 Being reduced to very extraordinary

shifts for supplying the place of bread. 18*3 Scott Peveril

xlv, Many of them had shared the wants, and shifts, and
frolics of his exile. 1858 J. G. Holland Titcomb's Lett.

i. 17 That pride of personal independence.. that resorts to

desperate shifts rather than incur an obligation.

f b. For (a) shift : as a makeshift ; for want
of something better. Obs.

IS»3 Hen. VIII in St. Papers (1836) IV. 47 We suppose
that many of your souldeours shalbe f^unden hable to

stande in stede of gunners, metely well for a shyfte. .1599
Shaks. Much Ado 11. iii. 80 Ha, no, no faith, thou singst

well enough for a shift. 1683 in Phil. Trans. (1693I XVII.
629 For a shift, common or Sterling Silver will serve the turn.

C. By the shift: by way of makeshift; 'at a pinch'

{Eng. Dial. Diet.). So on a shift. Now dial.

1665 Pepys Diary 16 Nov., I.. had a good bedd by the
shift, of Wyndham s. 1842 J. Aiton Dom. Econ. (1857) 127

Dinners made up on a shift of bread and cheese, and the

like, are always the most expensive. 1897 Leeds Mercury
Suppl. 29 May (E.D.D.), Ah can eyt a pund bi t'shift.

d. One's (or the) last (or f utter) shift : the last

resource. To be at (f under) one's last shift(s : to

be at the last extremity, in the greatest difficulty
;

so to put, drive, reduce, etc to the last shifts.
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a 1604 Hanmer Chron. fret. (1633) 109 You see me. .now

extremely driven to my utter shifts. 1638 Hamilton Papers

(Camden) 15 The consideration of thes dangers, and not

beeing abill longer to satisfie them with words draufe me
to my last shifts. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltern <r Vale Farm.

276 Whoever makes use of Chalk for a Dressing, I think,

drive to a (or fthe) shift or shifts (often with adj,

as hard, miserable, etc.) : to bring to extremity.

fTo leave (a person) to his shifts : to leave him to

help himself.

1553 Brende Q. Curtins 1. B ivb, He was driuen to so

narrowe shifte, that to furnishe hym selfe of money, he

became a Pyrat. 1581 W. S. Compend. 15 You draue him

to his shiftes. 1589 R. Robinson Golden Mirr. (1851) 18

Except that Tullie were thy name, Thy pen were put to

shiftes. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 195 These knightes. .were

much driven to their shiftes, to get money for that journey.

163S Earl Manchester Contempt. Mortis 91 Weake faith

lookes for means, and is put to shifts when she sees them

fail. 1663 Cowley Ess., Of Solitude r 3 (1906) 393. It is a

deplorable condition, this, and drives a man sometimes to

piltiful shifts in seeking how to avoid Himself. 1683 Ken-

nett tr. Eras/mis on Folly 125 They are redue'd to hard

shifts, must grapple with poverty [etc.]. 1700 S. L. tr.

Fryke's Voy. E. Ind. 328 He knew this to be the Elephant,

that had put him so hard to his shifts, a 1713 Burnet Own
Time 11. (1897) I. 403 Many. .who were put to hard shifts

to live. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 72 The
gunner being thus driven to his shifts, made down to the

shore. 1775 Sheridan Rivals v. i, The dear delicious shifts

I used to be put to, to gain half a minute's conversation.

1784 Bage Barham Downs I. 173 Two or three bad harvests,

a murrain, or a blight, for example might put you sadly to

your shifts. 184a G. S. Faber Prov. Lett. (1844) I. no
When gentlemen resort to such arguments, it shows that

they must be sorely put to their shifts. 1849 Ainsworth's

Mag. XVI. 524 A man likely to be put to the shift in these

days would be a fool indeed to marry without it [money].

1856 Macaulay Biog., Goldsm. (i860) 60 He was still often

reduced to pitiable shifts. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At
Bay i, He was put to strange shifts to make out a living.

6. To make (a) shift.

a. To make efforts, bestir oneself, try all means.

Now dial. Also t to make busy, good, hard shift.

«ia6o Tnuneley Myst. xiii. 285 Bot yit I must make
better shyft, And it be right, C1535 Ll>. J. Butler in Ellis

Orig. Lett. Ser. il II. 51 But God willing I woll make
bessye shifte to send the said mony in haste unto him.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 291 They made eache

man the best shift for himselfe, that they could. 1600

Holland Livy 11. x. 50 Euerie man made shift for himselfe.

1675 Hobbes Odyssey xvn. 411 And to come hither thence,

I made hard shift. 18S9 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede ii, I'd

make a shift, and fend indoor and out, to give you more

liberty. 188a Stevenson Mem. % Portr. xi. (1887) 175 What
they have endured unbroken, we also, .will make a shift to

bear.

b. To attain one's end by contrivance or effort

;

to succeed; to manage to do something. \To
make shift of: to manage to secure (some result).

1504 Plumpton Corr. (Camden) 184, I have sent it you
with John Walker at this tyme ; the which I shall shew you
how I mayd schift of, at your comminge. 1594 Kyd Cornelia

1. 87 A Ship vnrig'd Can make no shift to combat with the

Sea. l6n Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl F 1, If I

could meete my enemies one by one thus, I might make
pretty shift with 'em in time. 1698 Fryer A cc. E. India S,

P. ix. 128 The Horse . . made the best shift of all. 1895 ' Q.'

(Quiller-Couch) Wandering Heath 8 He made shift pretty

well till he got to Lowland, and then had to drop upon his

hands and knees and crawl.

c. To succeed with difficulty, to manage with

effort to do something. So f to make a hard shift.

1538 in Lett. Suppress. Monasteries (Camden) 194 Thei

war not abill to make schiffte to paye for my costis. 1627-8

Laud Diary 5 Feb.-i7 Mar., I made a shift to go and
christen my Lord Duke's son. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv.

iii. (1640) 171 Sixty yeares almost did the Latines make a

hard shift to hold Constantinople, a 1674 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. xi. § 104 Most of the Foot made a shift to conceal

themselves. 1711 Budgell Sped. No. 77 T 5, I . . can make
a shift to command my Attention at a Puppet-Show or an

Opera. 175a Fielding Amelia iv. ii, Booth made a shift

to support his lovely burden. 183a Ht. Martineau Ireland

i. 13 Every year less and less came up, and that which did

make a shift to grow yielded less and less meal. 1847

Charl. Bronte Jane Eyre xi, When she first came here she

could speak no English ; now she can make shift to talk it

a little.

d. To do one's best with (inferior means), to be

content with, put up with.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 1. 32 The bread is very

drye-.but the common people remediyng that with Larde
or Oyle, doo make a shift with it as wel as they can._ 1629

B. Jonson New Inn n. i, Thou must make shift with it

;

pride feels no pain. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Tray.

1. 33 When they have no Spoons, they makean easie shift

without them. 1680 Moxon Mech. Exerc. xi. 202 Turners

seldom use them, but make shift with either of the other

[tools]. 1733 Swift Let. to Mrs. Czsar 30 July, I cannot

make shift nor bear fatigue as I used to do. 1770 Luckombe
Hist. Printing 319 The Press-Stone should be marble,

though sometimes Master Printers make shift with purbeck.

184a J. H. Newman Paroch. Serm. V. 71 Act then as persons

who are in a dwelling not their own;..who accordingly,

make shift and put up with any thing that comes to hand.

1885 Bookseller July 650/2 We cannot afford to employ.,

efficient assistants but have to make shift with cheap labour.

IV. Change, substitution, succession.

+ 7. Change or substitution of one thing for

another of the same kind. Obs.

1580 Tusser Husb. (1878) 86 Poore cattle craue some shift
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to haue. 1625 Wotton Let. to N. Pey in L. P. Smith Life

* Lett. (1007) II. 288 My going to Oxford was not merely

for shift of air.

t 8. A plurality of things of the same kind that

are or may be used successively. Obs.

1562 Bullein Bulwarke, Bk. Simples (1579) 3° Let bothe

Pease and Beanes bee. .tenderly sodden in shifte of waters,

before you doe eate theim. 1567-9 Jewel Def.Apol.(i6n)

633 It is fit for a Pope to haue shift of mindes. 1592 Greene
Groalsw. Wit (1874) 25 He had shift of lodgings, where in

euery place his Hostesse writ vp the wofull remembrance of

him. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHunt. 11. vi, He hath

shift of names, sir : some call him Apple John and some
Signior Whiffe. 1611 Second Maiden's Tragedy 936
(Malone Soc.) She has her shifte of frendes.

f b. A set or suit (of sails, scenes) . Obs.

159a in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 845 Being prouided onely

of one shift of sailes all worne. 1626 Capt. Smith Accid.

Yng. Seamen 17 A shift of sayles. 1754 A. Drummond Trav.

i. 15 They had three or four shifts of very good scenes.

0. Change (of clothing) ; concr. one of several

suits of clothing, or of several garments of the

same kind belonging to one person. Obs. exc. dial.

C1570 W. Wager The Longer tlwu livest 1104 (Brandl)

Of rayment he shall haue shiftes twentie. 1600 G. Best in

Hakluyt Voy. III. 83 Hee that had fiue or sixe shifts of

apparcll had scarce one drie threed to his backe. 1657

K. Ligon Barbadoes 13 Some passengers of the Ship, who
had no great store of linnen for shift, desired leave to go

ashoare. 1833 $**• Comm. Cinque-port Pilots 1 1 The men
have not a shift of clothes. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh.

Word-bh. 1886 S. W. Line. Gloss.

t b. A player's dressing-room in a theatre.

1667 Pepys Diary 5 Oct., She took us up . . to the women's

shift, where Nell was dressing herself, a 1704 T. Brown
Amusem. Ser. $ Com., Play-Ho. Wks. 1709 III. 1. 42 I(

She goes to her Shift, 'tis Ten to One but he follows her.

10. A body-garment of linen, cotton, or the like ;

in early use applied indifferently to men's and

women's underclothing ; subsequently, a woman's
' smock ' or chemise. Now rare.

In the 17th c. smock began to be displaced by shift as a

more ' delicate ' expression ; in the 19th c. the latter has,

from the same motive, given place to chemise.

1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. I. i, I haue knowne some

of them, that haue.. at length bene glad for a shift (though

no cleane shift) to lye a whole winter in halfe a sheete.

1648 Winyard Midsummer-Moon 4 Is the University Pim'd,

and therefore must change shifts, or are men turnd out., for

being scabby? 1691 D'Emilianne's Frauds Rom. Monks
96 They are stript stark Naked in another [room], without

suffering them so much as to keep on their Shifts. 1712

Addison Sped. No. 367 r 5 A Lady's Shift may be metamor-

?hosed into Billet-doux. 1756 Frances Brooke Old Maid
Jo. 34. 204 But remember that Julia and Rosara. .fail not

to bring with them checqu'd shifts to appear in at church.

1828 Miss Mitford Village III. 114 Work was lost—even

the new shifts of the Vicar's lady. 1853 Kingsley Hypatia

x, A..negress dressed in true negro fashion, in a snow-

white cotton shift, a scarlet cotton petticoat, and a bright

yellow turban. 1890 Swinburne Stud. Prose 4r Poetry

(1894) 216 A handsome girl, who was swimming, clothed

with a white shift and a short petticoat.

11. Each of the successive crops in a course of

rotation.

1715 Pennecuik Wks. (i8isl92(E.D.D.) The adoption in

this country of the common course of four shifts, before

pasture. 1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk (1795) 1. 131 An
East Norfolk farmer divides his farm into what he calls ' six

shifts ', to receive his principal crops in rotation. 1812 Sir

J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. 1. Add. 19 By the frequent

ploughings given to the turnip break or shift, the land is

made perfectly clean. 1880 Charl. M. Mason Forty Shires

222 Sometimes a four-shift, sometimes a five-shift rotation

is employed.

12. A relay or change of workmen or fof horses.

1708 J. C. Compleat Collier (r845) 33 [The] Pit will

require. .4 shifts of Horses, .and indeed you shou'd have a

spare Shift, or two Horses more ready. 181* J. Hodgson in

Raine Mem. (1857) I. 97 Two shifts or sets of men were con.

stantly employed. 1879 Print. Trades JrnL xxix. 9
Working day and night with separate shifts of workmen.

1884 Manch. Exam. 22 Feb. 5/2 He would have in all mines

which are worked on the double-shift system a fresh exam-

ination of the workings, .before the second shift goes down.

1912 Sphere 28 Dec. 326/1 The night shifts receive so much
higher pay for their labour.

b. The length of time during which such a set

of men work.
1809 T. Donaldson Poems 132 Like miners, faith, we'll

try a shift, An' work by turns. 1825 J- Nicholson Oper.

Mech. 329 It is usual, .to divide the men into two classes,

one class to relieve the other every 12 hours : these periods

are called shifts. 1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms,

Northumb. <$ Durh. 47 The payment for off-hand work,

.., is 3s. per shift of 8 hours. 1862 Smiles Engineers III.

25 They worked together for about two years, by twelve-

hour shifts. 1013 Times 14 May 8/1 An eight hours day,

with a standard rate of 5s. a shift.

transf. i860 Smiles Self Help i. 17 These men.. have

often, during the busy season of Parliament, worked 'double

shift ', almost day and night.

C. A quantity (of ore) removed at a time.

1839 Ure Did. Arts 752 The richness of the ore varies

from 2 to 20 bings of galena per shift of ore ; the shift

corresponding to 8 waggons load.

13. A change (of wind).

1594 Blundevil Exerc. vn. xxxi. (1636) 702 At .every

shift of winde. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. H. 144
Well experienced in Judgment, in estimating the Ship s

Way in her Course upon every shift of Wind..
.
178a Ann.

Reg. 91 The season was far advanced for military opera-

tions, the shift of the monsoon being at hand. 1820 Scoresby

Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 288 The Dundee of London..was
suddenly stopped by a shift of wind. 1876 R. H. Scott
Weather Charts 72 In every case it will be seen that
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the shift from i to 3 is veerings and from i' to 3' is backing,

whatever the first direction of the wind may have been.

V. Change of position, removal.

14. A shifting, removal ; a change of position

or attitude; dial, a change of residence or em-
ployment.
1831 A. Sedgwick in Trans, Geol. Sac. (1836) Ser. it, IV.

53 If there be any shift of position among the mineral masses

in their strike across the valley, it must be of comparatively
small extent. 1858 Glenny Everyday Bk. 233/2 Examine
every plant as it comes in, to see if the drainage be clear,

and whether it wants a shift. 1867 Swinburne Ess. <$• Stud.

(1875) 150 A suffering which runs always in one groove,

without relief or shift. 1871 Carlyle in Mrs. Carlyle Lett.

III. 194 A small furnished house should be rented, and a
shift made thither.

b. in immaterial sense, e.g. a shifting or transfer

of responsibility, etc.

1826 E. Irving Babylon v. II. 31 There can be no shift in

policy or in power, much less a revolution in them,., with-

out a terrible struggle. 1844 Min. Evid. Sel. Comm. Com-
mons' Enclosure 27 Many of these commonable meadows
have their own peculiar customs as to the shift of the

severalty ownership. 1875 Whitney Life Lang. iv. 54
There has been no general shift of the place of the accent
as compared with Latin.

15. Mus. In violin-playing, a change of the

position of the hand on the finger-board.
When the first or ordinary position is quitted, the player

is said to be ' on the shift
'
; the second position is called the

' half shift ', the third the ' whole shift ', and the fourth the
' double shift '. {Grove Diet. Mus. s. v.)

1771 Burney tr. TartiniinG. Hart Violin (1S75) 342 The
taking a Violin part . . and playing it upon the half-shift, that

is, with the first finger upon G on the first string, and con-

stantly keeping upon this shift. 18x4 Scott Redgauntlet
Let. x, I . .skipped with flying fingers, like Timotheus, from
shift to shift. 1884 Hoe Diet, Fiddle.

16. Ship-building, (See quots.)
1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 131 Shifty a term applied to

disposing the butts of the planks, &c. so that they may over

launch each other without reducing the length . ..The planks
of the bottom, in British-built ships of war, have a six-feet

shift with three planks between each butt. ..In the bottoms
of merchant ships they have a six-feet shift with only two
planks between each butt. Ibid, 234 The scarphs give shift

to the scarphs of the keel and fasten thereto with treenails.

c 1840 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 7) XX. 275/2 Shift. This, in its

general sense, refers to a certain arrangement among the

component parts of a ship. Thus we speak of a shift_ of
plank, a shift of dead-wood, meaning thereby the disposition

of the buts of the timber or plank, both with respect to

strength and economy. In a more limited sense, 'shift'

means the distance apart of two neighbouring buts or

scarphs. c 1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 154 Slr/ngt one or
two planks .

. ,
giving shift to the scarphs of the sheer-strake.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1889 Welch Text Bk.
Naval A rckit. viii. 103 The proper shift of the butts [of the

platesl is a question of importance.

17. Mining, A slight 'fault* or dislocation in a

seam or stratum.
180a Playfair Hutton. Theory 48 Of this nature are the

slips or shifts, that so often perplex the miner in his subter-

raneous journey. 1830 Carlyle Richter again Misc. 1840
II. 324 What miners call a shift or trouble occurred in it.

1830 Lyell Princ. GeoL I. 41S Along the line of this shift,

or ' fault ' as it would be termed technically by miners, the
walls were found to adhere firmly to each other. 1909
Q. Rev. Apr. 490 The shift or throw as in the Irwell Valley
fault near Manchester.

VI. 18. attrib. and Comb.: shift-boss, -man,
•work (sense 12); shift-sleeve (sense 10) ; ^shift-

got adj. (sense 4) ; shiftmaker (sense 6).

1877 Raymond Statist. Mines <fr Mining 166 Foremen, per
day. .*Shift-bosses, per day. 1881 — Mining Gloss., Shift-

boss, the foreman in charge of a shift ofmen. 1598 B p. Hall
Sat. iv. v. 39 The ding-thrift heyre, his *shift-got summe
mispent, Comes drouping like a pennylesse penitent. 1836

E. Howard R. Reefer lv, The shifts we were obliged to have
recourse to were . . amusing, to ali but the "shiftmakers. 1880

Daily News 10 Sept. 6/1 A survivor (..a "shiftman) gives

the following narrative. 1894 Northumbtd. Gloss., Shifter^

.Shift-man, a man who prepares the working places at night

in a colliery for the men who come in at next shift.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary Jane 1645, Their sleeves are made
exceeding wide, under which their *shift sleeves as wide.

1711 Budgell Sped. No. 175 F2 She came in Shift-Sleeves,

and dress'd at the Window. 1708 J. C. Compleat Collier

(1845) 36 It is most usual to agree with your Hewers of

Coals or Miners, by the Score of Corves, . .and not by the

Day, or 'Shift Work. 1888 W. E. Nicholson Gloss, Terms
Coal Trade Northumbld. $ Durh. (E.D.D.).

Shift (Jift), v. Forms: 1 sciftan, scyftan, 2

scyfton, 4 schiften, scift, schifte, schyft,

schefte, 4-6 schyfte, schift, 4-7 shifte, 5 scifte,

schyftyn, 5-6 shyfte, 6 shyft, schyffte, 4-
shift. Pa. t. 1 soifte, 1-2 scyfte, 3 shiftede, 4
schift, 4-5 shifte, 5 schifte, shift, chefte, 6

shyfted, 6- shifted. Pa. pple. 1 scift, 2 soyft,

2-3 iscift, 3 scift, 4 ischyft, shift, scheft,

schifted, 4-5 schift, 5 schufte, shyfte, scyfftyd,

schifrted, 6 scheftyd, shyfted, -yd, 6- shifted.

[OE. sciftan wk. vb. corresponds to OFris. skifta

to determine (WFris. skifte, skiftsje to separate,

NFris. skeft to divide, change), MLG., LG., Du.

schiften to divide, separate, MHG. (MG.) schihten

(mod.G. sckichten) to divide, classify, arrange in

order, ON. skipta (whence Skift t>. 1 ) to share,

divide, change (Sw., Norw. skifta, Da. skifte) :—

OTeut. *skiftjan, f. Teat, root *skip- in ON. skipa

to arrange, assign, etc.]

I. To put in order, arrange.

fl. trans. To appoint, ordain, arrange, assign,

dispose in order. Obs.
c 1000 Secular Laws Edgar § 7 (Liebermann) 204/3 Scifte

[v.rr. sceawie, sceapige] man of 3am gemote oa oe him
toridan. a 1023 Wulfstan Horn, xxxvii. (1883) 176 Moyses
..be godes agenum dihte rihte lage scyfte. auzz O. E.
Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1046, J?a scyfte man Harold [read
Beorn] eorl up baes cynges scipe be Harold eorl ser steorde.

c 1200 Ormin 470 Forr prestess banne & da^cness ec shiffte-

denn hemm bitwenenn Whillc here shollde serrfenn firrst.

13.. K. Alts. 6714 (Laud MS.), pe messagers a3ein he
shiftes. c 1386 Chaucer 2nd Nun's T. 278 Witnes Tyburces
and Valerians shrifte, To whiche god of his bountee wolde
shifte Corones two of floures. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 323
For thou benymst me thilke yifte, Which lith noght in thi

mint to schifte. a 1400 MorteA rth. 2456 Thane the schalkes

scharpelye scheftys theire horsez. c 1400 Laud Troy Bk,

8715 And thus haue thei her armes schiflfted, Ther baneres
are wel hye lyffted.

2. To apportion, distribute; to separate into

shares, divide; rarely to divide or partition offfrom,
c 1000 Secular Laws Cnut § 78 (Liebermann) 364A For ba

yrfenuman to lande & to Eehtan, & scyftan hit swioe rihte.

a 1175 Cott, Horn. 237 Ac }ief 3e habbeSunderstande bat we
31U er sede eter gate me his scyft and ber me hi to ^esceodeS.

c iaoo Vices <t Virt. 37 Si recte offers, et non recte diuidis,

peccasti, ' }if Su right offrest and noht riht ne sciftst, Su
sene^est mare 3an ou god do'. ^13x5 Shorehamiv. 178

J>ys manere senne nys nau^t ones, Ac hys ischy[f]t in bry.

c 1330 Arth. fy Merl. 1482 A gret schode Of grauel & er^e

al so, pat hem hadde schifted ato. 1390 Gower Conf, III.

294 Al freliche of his oghne yifte His whete, among hem
forto schifte. f 1425 Cast. Persev. 108 in Macro Plays 80

To putte his good in gouernaunce . . he wolde bat it were
scyfftyd a-mongis his ny kynne. c 1440 Promp. Parz>. 446/1
Schyftyn, or partyn, or delyn, divido, partior. 1483 in

loth Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 317 To take.. the

same hervest corne so boght and to shyfte ond distribute it

upon the commynes. 1529 S. Fish Suppt. Beggars (Arb.) 5
Nowe let vs then compare the nombre of this vnkind idell

sort vnto the nombre of the laye people and we shall se

whether it be indifferently shifted or not that they shuld
haue half. 1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826)^ $77
They of this our Kentish countrie, do yet call their partition

of lande (shifting) even by the very same woord that the

lawe of Canutus many yeeres since termed it. 1703 Neve
City <$ C. Purchaser 229 A little square corner of a Room,
shifted off from the rest of the Room by the Wainscot,

1735-6 Pegge Kenticisms.
absot. c 1330 Arth. # Merl. 2194 King Ban hadde. .be cite

of Beuoit & Bohort hadde be cite of Gaines..& bus bai

hadde schift atvo.

+3. To shift one's hand, one's words : to act or

speak in a particular manner. Also reft, Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 23300 Als suith mai bou cum bider, Al
at pi wil or elles quider, Nu at be erth nu at be lift, Or
hu sumeuer bou will be scift. Ibid. 23703 And bus-gat sal

he schift his hand, pe werld [read with Gd'lt, MS. Tauerd]

bat es ai lastand. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xx. 166 And elde

Lent good hope and hastilich he shifte [v.r. chifte] hym.
Z390 Gower Conf III. 136 And loke wel that he ne schifte

Hise wordes to no wicked use. 14.. Sir Bates (M.) 502

And he sye, it was no better paye, But shifte hym in the

beste way. 1574 W. Bourne Regiment Sea (1577) lnttod.

7 b. And to haue capacitie howe for to handle or shift him-

selfe in foule weather or stormes.

+ 4. intr. To manage matters ; to deal, bargain,

make arrangements with ; to make provision for.

To let (persons) shift [= F. laisser faire] : to let

(them) take their own course, not to interfere. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 4440 He ferd ai wit so mikel thrift pat

al was don als he wald scift. c 1400 Soiudone Bab. 2704

With these meyne moste we shifte, To haue parte of here

vitaites her. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of'Aymon x. 274, 1 holpe

theym not nor I was not agenst theym but wythdrewe me
aside & lete the other shyfte [Fr. laissay faire les autres)

wyth theym and I stode styll. Ibid. xii. 301 Lete theym
shyfte (Fr. laissez les faire] hardely, they two togyder.

Ibid. xix. 403 Let hym shyfte with the kynge as he

wyl. 1490 — Eneydos xxxix. 129 He lete theym shyfte,

& fought tyll that the euyn departed theym. 15x3 More
Rich. Ill (1883) 39 And shyfte whoso would with thys

busynes afterwarde : for he neuer entended more to moue
her in that matter. 1529 Rastell Pastyme (1811) 271

Because they lacked money, they shyfted with the staple of

Caleys for .xviii. thousande pounde. 1549 Cheke Hurt
Sedit. (1641) 42 Caterpillers destroy the fruit, an hurtfull

thing and well shifted for, by a diligent overseer.

f b. ? To bestir oneself. Obs.

a 1400 Morte Arth. 3847 And so they schyfte and schove,

be schotte to the erthe. c 1475 Partenay 2792 So he shifte

And smote here And ther so faste, That the yren dore persed

at the laste.

t o. To shift in the world, also quasi-trans. to

shift the world-, to face the chances of life. Obs.

1536 Lady Rocheford in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1. II. 68

And I not assuryd of no more, .then one hundreth Marke ;

whyche ys veary hard for me to schyffte the worldd wythall.

1555 W. Watreman Fardle Facions 1. i. 24 They ware
banysshed that enhabitaunce of pleasure [Paradise] and
driuen to shift the world. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.

386 Chaunge this your perillous purpose, and determine

otherwise to shifte in the worlde.

5. To manage to effect one's purposes, or to

make a living, by one's own devices ; to succeed,

get on (well or ill). Obs. exc. dial.

c 153a Du Wes Introd, Fr. in Palsgr. 940 To shyfte, cheuir,

156a Bp. Pilkington Abdias Pref. Aaivb, Many fishes be

raueners, yet the yong fish encreases : the Hawkes be gredy

yet shifts the littell byrds. 1568 C. W[atsonJ Polybius 61

The inhabitants hauing repaired their walles, shifted well

wyth this their lingering off. 1591 Spenser M. Hubbcrd
660 So well they shifted, that the Ape anon Himselfe had

cloathed like a Gentleman. i6ao Middleton Chaste Maya.

11, 24 She that hath wit, may shift any-where. c 1650 Don

Bellianis 226 Here we can do no otherwise, replied he, but
in the city we may better shift. 1719 De Foe Crttsoe 1.

(Globe) 281, I had some Inclination to give them their lives,

if they thought they could shift on Shore. 1775 Johnson
West. 1st., Coriatachan 118 The rider then dismounts and
all shift as they can.
quasi-trans. 1836 Carlyle Let. 16 May in Atlantic

Monthly (1898) Sept. 205, I have no doubt Robert will shift

his way with all dexterity . .thro' that Cotton Babylon.

b. ' To act or live though with difficulty *
(J.) ;

to manage with something inferior or without

something desirable ; to make shift.

1673 Temple Adv. Trade Irel. Wks. 1720 I. 116 Common
Garrans shift upon Grass the Year round. 1723 Di; Foe
Col. Jack (1840) 128 The first [hard work] I had been an
utter stranger to, the last [hard fare] I could shift well

enough with. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. Introd. 6 After

the public had shifted with having the fire below for the

term of ten years. 1815 Jane Austen Emma viii, She is

left in Mrs. Goddard's hands to shift as she can. 1865

Cornh. Mag. Oct. 513 Might not the colonists shift for the

present with the southern island ? 1900 Pilot 7 July 16/2
Congregations were deprived of their pastors, and had to

shift as they best could without them.

6. To employ shifts or evasions ; to practise or

use indirect methods ; to practise or live by fraud,

or temporary expedients.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 35 If I be in Crete, I can lye,

if in Greece I can shift, if in Italy I can court it. 1586

A. Day Eng. Secretary 11. (1625) 20 There be those that will

iustifie that by such meanes y
a doe shift now and then very

cunningly. 1615 J. Taylor (Water P.) Revenge Wks. 1630

11. 144/1 To Sharke or Shift, or Cony-catch for mony. 1634
Levett Ordering of Bees 42 They are composed for the

most part of yong Bees, who know not how to shift and rob

as the old ones do. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Shift, .

.

to double or dodge, as wild Beasts do when hunted. 1808

Scott Marm. 11. xxix, To Whitby's convent fled the maid,

The hated match to shun. 'Ho! shifts she thus

7

s King
Henry cried.

7. To shiftfor oneself-, to provide for one's own
safety, interests, or livelihood (implying either

absence of aid, or, sometimes, want of concern for

others) ; to depend on one*s own efforts.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. v. exxviii. (1811) no The firste was
of laufull age, soo that he myght helpe & shyfte for hym
selfe. 1529 Star Chamber Cases (Sefden Soc.) II. 183 He
putt the poore man in jepardy of his lyff yff he had nott

shyftyd the better for hym self. 1593 Tell-troth's N. Y.

Gift (1876) 6 The birdes bringe upp the yong untill they can
shift for themselves. 1643 Baker Chron., Rich. Ill, 131

His complices shifted for themselves. i-joqSwiftA dva/icew.

Relig. 32 As if the Physicians should . . leave their Patients

to shift for themselves. 1808 Scott in Loc&hart (1B37) I.

i. 5 This occasioned a quarrel between him and his father,

who left him to shift for himself. 1877 Fboude Short Stud.

(1883) IV. 1. x. 123 All. .forsook him to shift for themselves.

b. transft of inanimate or immaterial things.

1689 Popple tr. Locke's 1st Let. L.'s Wks. 1727 II. 248 For
the Truth certainly would do well enough, if she were once

left to shift for herself. 1788 Franklin Autobiog. Wks.
1840 I. 210, I concluded to let my papers shift for them-

selves. 1859 Jephson Brittany ii. 16 [Sewage] deposited

on the pavement, where it is left to shift for itself.

o. To shiftfor one's own safety, etc.

1511 Guylforde's Pilgr. (Camden) 60 Euery man to shyfte

for his escape as Almyghty God wolde yeue theym grace.

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 12 Our Fleet lay a hull, .each

shifting for its owne safetie. 1858 Froude Hist. Eng. IV.

xviii. 17 They were obliged to shift as they could for their

own security.

II. To change.

8. trans. To change, to replace by another of the

kind. With plural object : To quit one and take

another of (the things indicated). Obs. exc. (some-

what arch.) with obj. a quality or appearance, as

to shift shapes.
(1250 Gen. <$• Ex. 1732 Ten sitSes <Sus binnen .vi. 3er,

Shiftede iacob hirdenesse her. 154S -^ 37 ^<r»« f^II{c. o,

§ 5 The wares.. so bargayned, solde, eschaunged or shifted.

1618 Chapman Hesiod's Georg. 11. 517 The shamelesse Man
shifts friends still with his place. 1667 Pepys Diary 3 Oct.,

There staid.. till he shifted his horses. 1697 Dryden Virg.

Georg. iv. 639 Having shifted ev'ry Form to scape, Con-
vine'd of Conquest, he resum'd his Shape. 1760 T. Hutch-
inson Hist. Mass. ii. 212 How many times did. .the clergy

..change or shift their opinions t 1864 Tennyson Voyage
v, The peaky islet shifted shapes.

b. Cookery. To change (the water in which

something is steeped). Also, to change the water

for, to transfer to another water. Now rare or Obs.

1675 Hannah Woolley Gentlew. Comp. 125 Then steep

the [Calves-]Head in fair water warm five hours, in that

time shift it twice or thrice. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery xx,

122 Shift the Water two or three times. 1769 Mrs. Raffald
Eng. Housekpr. (1778) 169 Shift the peel into clean water

twice in the boiling.

t C. Phrases. To shift a mind : to change one's

mind. To shift hands : = ' to change hands
'

;

also, to change one's ground in argument. Obs.

1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl E 1, But sleepe

vpon this once more sir, you may chance shift a minde to

morrow, c 1680 Beveridge Serm. (1729) II. 85^ His affec-

tions all shifting hands as it were, and changing objects

with one another. 169a Washington tr. Milton's Def
People Pref. 14 Crafty Turn-coat 1 Are you not asham'd to

shift hands thus in things that are Sacred ? 1699 Bentley
Phalaris 296 This being the Point he promised to prove,

he presently shifts hands, and changes the Question.

f d. To change (places). Also intr. to change

places with, Obs.
1691 Ray Creation 1. (1704) 150 That they should thus shift

places, is very convenient for them. 1785 Burns Ep. J.



SHIFT,

Lafraik 21 Apr. xiii, Wi' cits nor lairds I wadna shift, In a

C

+ eT Shipbuilding, (a) To replace (old timbers,

etc.) with new. (fi) [? From Shift sb. 16.] To adjust

the shift ' of (planks, etc) in building a vessel.

i6qi T. H[ale) Ace.New Invent. 76 She shifted none of her

said Rudder-Irons. i7» W. Svthbr^d 6/u^utid Assist.

n \ Ship's Bottom.. wherein are shewed the bruiting,

Scarfing or Over-launching the Planks. 1793 Smwton
Edystone L. § 85 note* The term shifting a timber in Ship,

wr&htry signifies in general the substitution of a piece of

new timber in the place ofa piece of old. 1805 Shipwright s

Vadc-M. 201 The Wales must be wrought of such lengths,

and the butts shifted, so as to give the strongest shift to the

ports and each other. 185a Fincham Ship Building \\. (ed.3)

30 The butts are properly placed, or what is technically

called properly shifted, when they are suitably disposed in

relation to the ports and to each other.

f. intr. To undergo transmutation ; to change.

1605 B. Jonson Volpone 1. ii, But I come not here, to dis-

course of that matter,. .Or his telling how Elements shift.

1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 1. ii. 24 Let Proteus shift in

ocean From shape to shape that eludes.

9. trans* To change (one's own or another's

clothing). Now chiefly dial. Alsofig.
c 1400 Rule ofSt. Benet (Prose) 36 Tuinne paire clabis sal

ilkain haue for to scifte and for to waisse ; yef bai haue
mare, it sal be scorn. 1530 Palsgr. 703/1 I shyfte garmentes,

je change. x6oa Marston Ant. $ Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 26

Would 'st thou have us sluts, and never shift the vestur of our

thoughts ? 1605 B. Jonson Volpone 1. ii, But I Would aske,

how of late, thou hast suffered translation, And shifted thy

coat, in these dayes of Reformation? 1723 De Foe Col.

Jack (1840) 82, I went immediately to shift my clothes.

7344-48 W. Barnes Poems Rural Life 185 Poll an' Nan
runn'd off up stairs, To shift ther flings.

f b. To change (a person's) clothes ; to dress

in fresh underclothing. Obs.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Ric/t /If, 26 They bothe discended

to the highe altare and were shifted from their robes. 1579-

80 North Plutarch, Marcus Cato (1595) 382 His wife did

vnswadell the young boy to wash and shift him. 1613 Pur-
chas Pilgrimage (1614} 611 Neyther may she speake, but

by those Magitx is shifted and gallantly adorned. 1754-64
Smellie Midwif. I. 204 She must then be shifted with a

clean, warm, half shift, linen-skirt and bed-gown.

C. refi. To change one's clothing ; to put on

fresh clothing, esp. undergarments. Obs. exc. dial.

-{•Formerly const, into, out of, from, etc (clothes).

1530 Palsgr. 703/1 In the sommer season Hove to shyfte me
often, a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen . VIII, 64 He shifted hymself

into a robe of a Cardinall. 1558 in Kempe Losely MSS.
(1836) 185 He hath not left hym a shert there to shyft

hym with all. 1622 in Foster Eng. Factories India (1908)

II. 125 Nott leavinge one ragge to shift us. 1719 De Foe
Crusoe 1. 53, I was wet, had no Cloaths to shift me. 1839
Here/. Gloss, s. v., A man who changes his clothes is said
' to shift himself.

cL intr. for refi. t Const, into.

1605 Shaks. Lear v. iii. 186 [It] taught me to shift Into a
madmansrags. i7a8YouNGZ,<w£<7/7raw/*V!.42Shebegsyou
just would turn you, while she shifts. 1834 M. Scott Cruise
Midge xx. (1836) II. 304 We.. shifted, breakfasted, and..
returned to Ballywindle. 1891 C. Roberts A drift Avier.

30 After getting shifted I turned in and was soon asleep.

10. trans. To change (the scene) : see Scene 4.

1599, 1611 [see Scene 4]. 169a Scarronides 11. Pref. 3 The
Scenes in our publick Theatres are not shifted so often as

our thoughts. 174a Young Nt. Th. 111. 363 'Tis time, high
time, to shift this dismal scene, a 1859 Macaulay Hist.

Eng. xxiii. (1861) V. 117 The scene of the negociation was
again changed. Having been shifted from France to Eng-
land, it was shifted from England to Holland.

b. intr. Of a scene : To change. Const, to.

1828 Scott F. M. Perth i, Gazing on the scene before me
as if I had been afraid it would shift like those in a theatre

before [etc.]. 1861 Paley AEschylus, Eumen. (ed. 2) Introd.,

The scene shifts to the latter place.

fli trans. To cause (a set of workmen) to

change places with another set. Also said of a
gang of workmen : To replace (another gang or

set) as a relief ; also intr. for refi.

1673 Haddock Corr. 28 in Camden Miscell. VIII, I went
on bord the R. Charles to shift the men, 1791 Smeaton
Edystone L. § 123 The companies at this time shifted there.

Ibid. §232jessop and company went out to shift Richardson.

III. To change the place of, to remove.
* transitive uses.

12. To transfer from one place to another ; to

remove; to alter the position of. Const, from,
out of, to ; also often with adv. or advb. phrase.

a. with obj. a person, f Also refi. to withdraw.
c 1375 Cursor M. 24807 (Fairf.) Vn-til ship sone was he

shift, c X430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 9822 And thus this goode
knight thei shift Euen to the Citie of Damas. 1575 Gas-
coigne Hemetes the Heremyte Wks. 19x0 II. 482 Being
shifted from y* sighte of yl I sought abive all thinges in

the world. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <$•

Princ. vi. III. 53 He was shifted to a more commodious
apartment.
r$fl- 1555 J* Proctor Wyafs Rebell. 39 [They] con-

sideringe .. their chiefe strength thus tourned vppon them,
. .shifted them selues awaye. 1643 Baker Chron., Eliz. 107
He came all in a sweat to the Sheriff Smith's house, who
shifteth himself forth at a back door.

b. With obj. a material thing. In Gardening.
to transplant.
c 143$ Cast. Persev. 2850 in Macro Plays 162, I may not

onys myn hod up schyfte. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 141
Howe he wolde haue . . his cattel shifted out of one pasture
into an other. X588 Churchw. Ace. Pittington (Surtees) 27
Item given for bread & drinke when the fonte was shifted,

xvj d. 1593 Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. 1. v. 2 Ser. Where's Potpan,

694

that he helpes not to take away ? He shift a Trencher ? he I

scrape a Trencher ? 1680 Sir C. Lyttelton in Hatton Corr.

(Camden) 232 Tother day, in shifting of a cabinet. 1771

Smollett Humph. CI. 1 July (1815) 214 He re-ascends into

the apartment by the steps, which had been shifted for that

purpose. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. 11. Hi, He showed me how
to shift the plants. 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 209 It is the

land and not the sea that has shifted its level. 1879 Froude
Csesar xxii. 386 Caesar had shifted his camp continually.

C. With immaterial object. Often with reference

to a metaphorical burden : To transfer (blame,

responsibility, etc.) from (a person, oneself) to or

upon another.
rti57» Knox Hist. Ref. Wks. 1846 I. 196 This answer i

gave he, as mycht appear, to schift ower the argument upon

the Freare, as that he did. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Red. 11.

§ 54 Every man shifting the fault from himself. 1774 Sir

J. Reynolds Disc. R. A. 10 Dec. (1778) 204 The name of

Genius then shifted its application. 1867 Freeman Norm. ,

Cong. (1877) I. vi. 498 A feeling of this inconsistency led

several later writers to shift the story to a later time. 1869

Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 252 The license which is admitted

in shifting the accent for purposes of scansion and rhyme.

1885 Dunckley in Manch. Weekly Times 7 Feb. 5/5 The
burden of taxation has been shifted from articles of neces-

sary consumption to luxuries.

T d. To palm off (something) on a person ; to

get rid of by handing over (something undesirable)

to another. Obs.

1634 Canne Necess. Separ. (1849) 289 Some merchants
who.. will show the buyer a little that is good, and by this

means cunningly shift all the rest upon him. 1659 Clarke
Papers (Camden) IV. 290 The proclamation declaring M.
Gen. Egerton, &c, rebells and traytours came, .to a petty

constable of this towne, who shifted it over to another well-

affected constable.

13. Naut. a. To change or alter the position of

(a sail, spar, the helm, etc.).

1667 Milton P. L. ix. 515 As when a Ship.. where the

Wind Veres oft, as oft so steers, and shifts her Saile. 1669

Sturmy Mariner s Mag. 1. ii. 18 Shift the Mizen tack, hawl
bout fore Bowline. 1795 Nelson 13 Mar. in Nicolas Disp.

(1845) II. 14 Employed shifting our topsails and splicing

our rigging, 1825 H. B. Gascoigne Path to Naval Fame
50 The angl'd Jib with speed they hoist away, Then Shift

the Helm to make her cast right way. 1846 A. Young
Naut. Diet. 150 Skifl the Helm! to put it from starboard

to port, or the reverse.

f t>. To record the variations of (the tide), the

positions of the sun and moon. Obs.

a 1592 Lodge & Greene Looking Gl. (1598) E 1 b, Lets
see the proudest scholler stir his course Or shift his tides

as Silly sailers do. 1594 J. Davis Seamans Seer. (1607) 11

The necessary instrument for the yong practising seamans
use, named an Horizontall tyde Table, whereby he may
shift his Sun and Moone (as they terme it).

O. Of a ship or a navigator: To undergo dis-

placement of (cargo or ballast).

1854 G. B. Richardson Univ. Code v. (ed. 12) 803, I have
shifted my ballast. 1880 Times 17 Dec. 5/6 The Isabel,.,

laden with oats, arrived, .with cargo shifted.

14. To alter the direction of.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India <f P. 3 He not being so often

called upon to shift his Course, or hand his Sails. 1781

Cowper Table T. 387 Th* inestimable estimate of Brown
Rose like a paper-kite, and charm'd the town ; But measures,
plann'd and executed well, Shifted the wind that rais'd it,

and it fell. 1871 B. Taylor Faust (1875) II. 11. iii. 149 As
when the winds are shifted Shine snowy sails.

15. To change or alter (one's or its position,

place) ; to change (one's lodging, abode, etc.).

f Phrase, to shift placeis.

In early examples really a contextual application ofsense 8.

1563-83 Foxe A. <5- M. 54/2 Many times he [Origen] was
compelled to shift places and houses. 1587 Hahrison Eng-
land 11. xix. 205/2 They must needs shift soile, and seeke

vnto other countries. 1595 Daniel Civ. Wars \. lxix,

Happy confiners you of other landes That shift your soile

and oft scape tyrants hands. 1667 Pepys Diary 6 May,
At his coming to town again, [he] had shifted his lodgings.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 133 The fiery Courser, when
he hears from far.. the Shouts of War, Shifts Place. 1774
Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) V. 268 As quails and wood-cocks
shift their habitations in winter, so also does the cuckoo.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 18 Advancing and retreating as the

spray shifted its position.

16. To get (a person) out of the way. In early

use chiefly with away (see also 12a). In later use

without adv.: To get rid of (an enemy or rival).

Now slang or colloq.
t
to dislodge (a body of the

enemy) ;
(of a horse) to throw (the rider) ; also

euphemistically, to ' put out of the way', murder.
1604 Shaks. Oth. iv. i. 79 Whil'st you were heere, o're-

whelmed with your griefe. .Cassio came hither. I shifted

him away. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 19 He will

be shifted out of his government or kingdom. 1703 Dk.
Queensb. in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. IV. 238 In a short

time the Duke of Queensberry was to be shifted out, so as

he was to be sole Secretary. 1891 C Roberts Adrift
Avier. 180 Although the wicked little beast did his utmost
to shift me, I managed to frustrate his efforts. 1898 Daily
News 29 Sept. 3/2 [The enemy] were four to our one, but

we shifted them. /bid. 10 Oct. 5/1 That would-be criminals

. .do sometimes cast about for safe means of ' shifting ' incon-

venient relatives, or enemies, there is, we fear, little doubt.

b. colloq. or slang. To * put away *, * dispose of,

consume (a quantity of food or drink).

1896 P. A. Graham Red Scaur xvii. 263 Did you ever see

her..shiftin' a curran' dumplin' ? 1907 H. Wyndham Flare
ofFootlights xxii, Lord, but he can shift his liquor 1

+ 17. To avoid, elude, escape. Obs.

1595 Daniel Civ. Warsm. Ixxvii, He., now strikes againe,

Then nimbly shiftes a thrust, then lendes a wound. 1667

SHIFT.

J. Guthrie in Union Mag. Oct (1902) 463 It [a cross) is an
affliction man cannot shift except he shift duty. 1678

Bunyan Pilgr. 1. (1875) 70 These Beasts range in the night
for their prey, and if they should meet with me in the dark,

how should I shift them ! 1724 A. Shields Life Renwick
( 1827) 60 Whereby they were .. convinced of the Evil of these

Courses they had taken, to shift and shun Suffering. 1816

Scott Old Mort. xxxviii, ' Hush ! hush
!

' said Jenny, whose
interest lay particularly in shifting further enquiry.

fb. To decline, shirk (a duty). Obs.
ci6ix Chapman /Had xu. 233 This motion, Glaucus shifted

not, but (without words) obeyd.

tc. To pass, get through (a period of time;

to (

kill ' time. Also, to put off, defer. Chiefly

Se. Obs.
c 1562 E. Underhill in Narr. Reform. (Camden) 149 Ther

was . . no better place to shifte the Easter tyme in then quene
Maryes courte. 1721 Ramsay Lucky Spence 5 When she now
faun, That death nae langer wad be shifted, She thus began.

1730 T. Boston View this <y other World{ijgg) 389 It will

be dear-bought ease that is got by shifting to make ready.

Ibid. 390 These thoughts are shifted, till they force in them-
selves by death at the door, a 1732 — Ace. My Life (1908)

81 It was suggested, .that Langton minded to shift it till

Michaelmas was past. 1766 A. Nicol Poems 1 (E.D.D.)
Cast wholly on the care of Heav'n I shifted time, toss'd by
hard fortune, Till I was near the age of fourteen.

+ d. To quit or leave (a place). Obs. rare.

a 1642 Suckling Goblins 1. Wks. 1874 II. 11 Shift, shift

the place, the wood is dangerous : As you love safety,

follow me. 1822 Scott Peveril viii, They say he goes to

shift the country.

f 18. To rid of. Often reft, and passive.

1567 Drant Horace, Ep. 1. xiii. E iij, If that my booke be
burthenouse shift the of it be tyme. c 1610 Sir J. Melvil
Mem. (1735) 346, I did what I could to be shifted of the

said Commission. 1613 Beacm. & Fl. Hon. Man's Fort.

iv. i, Shift your house, Lady of 'em, for I know 'em, They
come to steal Napkins, and your Spoons. 1657 C. Hoole
Corderius's School-Colloo. (1688) 102 He says that he by
God's blessing, is now quite shift of his fever.

19. Shift off. t a. To put off, remove (a

covering, a garment)
; fig. to remove from oneself

or another (a burden). Obs.

1567 Fenton Trag. Disc. Ded. (1898) I. 3 Old, not in

yeares, wich the most parte cold be content to shyfte of

and forgo. 1635 J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Banish'd Virg.

157 Deadora. .hastily shifted off her gowne. 1673 R. Leigh
Transp. Reh. 61 The bishop, .would haue declin'd the

office, and shifted it off to one of his chaplains. 1786-1805

Tooke Purley Introd. 6 To take upon my shoulders a
burthen which you seem desirous to shift off upon me.

+ b. colloq. To get rid of the effects of (drink).

1660 Pepys Diary i? Aug., I saw Mr. Creed show many
of the strangest emotions to shift off his drink I ever saw
in my life.

o. To evade, turn aside (an argument) ; to evade

fulfilment of (a duty, a promise).

1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 11. iii. 133 Let vs not lye, nor

goe about with subtiltie to shifte off the othe that once we
haue made. 1674 Hickman Quinquart. Hist. (ed. 2) 39
The calling of a Councel had been shifted off by Leo the X.
a 1768 Secker Serm. {1770) I. iii. 59 Many of them. .shift

off the Subject, as well and as soon as they can.
g
1774 Reid

Aristotle's Logic iv. § 7 Conceiving that he intended to

shift off his second payment.

d. To put (a person) off with an excuse or a
subterfuge ; to get rid of (a person).
c 1585 Faire Em 11. iii, Here commeth Valingford ; Shift

him off now, as thou hast done the other. 1607 Lingua 1.

vii. B 3 b, Where shall I run ? how shall I shift him of f 1748

[? Noble] Voy. E. Indies (1762) 31 The poor planter. .was
shifted off with a trifling answer. 1779 Johnson Lives
Poets, Denham f 42 Now and then the reader is shifted off

with what he can get.

** intransitive uses.

20. To move from one place to another ; esp. to

change one's lodging.

1530 Palsgr. 703/1 You can never thrive, you use to shift

so often. 1576 Fleming tr. Cains' Dogges 1. {1880) 6 To
and fro runne they, from place to place shift they, vntil

they haue attained to that plot of grounde where they

passed ouer. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1149/ 1 After

that he shifted to one James Mower a shipmaster, who
dwelt at Milton shore. 1711 Swift JrtU. Stella 4 July,

Her life passes with boarding in some country town as

cheap as .she can, and when she runs out, shifting to some
cheaper place. 1851 Cablyle Sterling 1. iii, On the 20th of

March 1815, the family had to shift.

21. To move about, to move from one position

to another, to move slightly. Also with advs.

1595 Saviolo's Practise 1. E 2, But when the scholler shall

giue the mandritta, the maister must shifte a little with his

bodye. 169a R. L'Estkange Fables lxviii. 67 A Natural

Levity that puts us upon Shifting and Changing. 1815

J. Smith Panorama Sci. <y Art I. 598 The nodes shift back-

wards about 19b in the ecliptic every year. 1833 Tennyson
Goose vii, She shifted in her elbow-chair. 1878 Huxley
Physiogr. 180 Its [the sea'sj level is constantly shifting up
and down.

b. of immaterial things.

160a Warner Alb. Eng. ix. Iii. (1612) 234 Our Thoughts
be shifting to and fro. 1744 Armstrong Art Pres. Health
11. 244 Happiness, .that from stage to stage Invites us still,

but shifts as we pursue.

0. Naut. Of cargo, ballast : To move from its

proper position, so as to disturb the equilibrium of

the vessel.

1797 Etuycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 377/1 They would have

little or no occasion for ballast, and if any was used, could

incur less danger from its shifting. 1911 Times 19 Dec.

20/5 There is always the risk that a grain cargo may shift.

d. Ofthe wind: To change its direction. Const, to.

C1645 Howell Lett. (1892) II. 659 The wind.. begins to



SHIFTABLE.

sift [sic] already. 1687 A. Lovell tr. T/ievenot's Trav. 1.

14 The wind . . shifted to and agen from East to North. 1835
T. Hook Sayings Ser. it. Passion $ Princ. xiii. III. 311
The wind shifted a point or two to the northward of east.

1885 Manck. Exam. 10 Sept. 5/5 The wind has shifted
round to due west.

e. In playing the violin or other instrument of
the viol class, to move the left hand from one
position to another on the neck of the instrument.
1891 Latarche Violin Student's Man. 7 Shifting.. .To

shift from the fifth to the higher positions, before moving
the hand, throw back the thumb until the neck rests on the
first joint.

22. To move away, withdraw, depart ; esp. to

slip off unobserved. Now only with away.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. v. 168 Oh Mistris, Mistris, shift

and saue your selfe. 1593 — Lucr. 1104 No obiect but her
passions strength renewes: And as one shiftes another
straight insewes. 16*3 Bingham Xenophon 72 He shifted
away by night, leauing his sonne behinde him. 1629 R.
L'Estrange Josephus, Life (1733) 808 He put himself into
a Disguise.,and so shifted away till he came to a certain
Village of his own. 1863 Miss Braddon Lady A udley xxii,

The eyes that had been looking at his shifted away as he
spoke.

b. Law. Of an estate : To pass away from one
owner to another.
1844 J. Williams Real Prop. (1877) 292 The lands will

shift away from him, and vest in the person next entitled

in remainder,

Shiftable (Jiftab'l), a. [f. Shift v. + -able.]
1. Capable of being shifted, removable.
174a Bailey <ed. 10), cites Sfuiks. [erroneously!. 1903

J. C. Smith in R. Wallace: Life <$- Last Leaves 121 To
him Gladstone's ' well of truth ' seemed to have many shift-

able bottoms.

2. Able to shift for himself. ? nonce-use,
1861 W. B. Brooke Out with Garibaldi xvi. 292 The old

soldiers, .smoking their pipes quietly, or. .helping their less

shiftable comrades.

Shifted (Ji-fted), ppl. a. [f. Shift v. + -ed >.]

In senses of the verb, f Of a snake : That has
changed its skin. Of a snip's ballast or cargo (see

quot. 1760).
1595 Shaks. John iv. ii. 23 Like a shifted winde vnto a

saile. It makes the course of thoughts to fetch about. 1648
Herrick Hesper.) Oberons Palace 67 The roome is hung
with the blew skin Of shifted snake. 1700 Dryden Oviefs
Pythag. Philos. 389 All Things are alter "d, nothing is de-
stroy'd, The shifted Scene, for some new Show employ'd.
1760 Falconer Diet. Marine {1780), Shifted, the state of
a ship's ballast or cargo when it is shaken from one side to
the other. 1897 F. Thompson New Poems 132 Even with
the shifted Poise and footing of my thought.

Shiften (JWtan), v. Obs. medial. {£. Anglian).
£f. Shift v, + -en 5] trans. To remove (a thing)

from one place to another ; to change (one's clothes

or garments). Also in knitting (see quot. a 1825).
1544 Phaer Pestilence (1553) N viij, It is good for him to

shiften his bedde out of one chamber into another, a 1825
¥o*vt Voc. E. Anglia, Shiften. 1. To change linen. 2. To
shift stitches from one pin to another in knitting.

Hence Shrftening vbl. sb. t a change of linen.

1676 in G. N. Godwin Bits about Bergholt (1874) 115
Linnen to make shiftnings for the poor. 169s /bid., That
the shiftnings be cut out at Mr. Robert Woodgate's. a 18*5
Forby Voc. E. Anglia II. 297 A poor woman begs of the
overseer, to give her boy, who is going out to service ' only
a shiftening, two of each sort, one on and one off'.

Shifter (jrlui). [(. Shift v. + -«b*.]
1. One who shifts something (in any sense of

the vb.); spec, a scene-shifter.

1571 Act 13 Etiz. c. 8 § 4 All. .other Doynges whatsoever
for Gayne. . whereuppon is not reserved, .to the Lender
Contracter Shyfter forbeareror Deliverer above theSumme
ofTenne Poundes for the Loane or Forbearinge ofa Hundred
Poundes for one yere. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11.

iii, He is no great shifter; once a yeare his Apparel is ready
to reuolt. 1680 Reflections on late Libelon Curse-ye-Meroz
28 The Author had (in all probability) been Lecturer there

at this day, (for he is no Starter, nor Shifter, nor Swapper of
Livings). 1711 Addison Sped. No. 42 p 3 Two or three
shifters of scenes, with the two candle-snuffers, make up a
compleat body of Guards upon the English stage. 1761
Churchill Rosciad 206 Then came drum, trumpet, hautboy,
fiddle, flute, Next, snuffer, sweeper, shifter, soldier, mute.
1887 Poll Mall Gaz. 26 Oct. 6/1 The cords, .by which the
scenes were raised and lowered were so crossed and entangled
that the shifters could not find those belonging to [etc].

t 2. Shifter away : one who eludes, orsets aside.

1555 Ridley in Foxe A. $ M. (1583) 1451/1 This is a
greuous contumely, that you call me a shifter away of the
Scriptures, and of the Doctours.

1 3. One who resorts to petty shifts or tricks, or

who practises artifice ; an idle, thriftless fellow

;

a trickster, cozener, etc. Also wither. Obs.

a$fia E. TJnderhill in Narr. Refonn. (Camden) 158
Another spitefull enemy att Stepeney, callede Banbery, a
shifter, a dycer, a bore-hunter. 1561 Awdelay Prat. Vacab.
(1869) 3 The company of Cousoners and Shifters. 1584 G.
Whetstone Mirr. Mag. Cities 26 These expert Shifters,

by falce Dice, slipperie castynge, or some other nice Sleight

:

. .wyll make their Purses as emptie of Money, as the Catte
the Mouses headde of Braynes. 1612 Brinsley Lud. Lit.
iv. 40 The great abuse by som shifters, who go vnder the
name of Scriueners. 1670 Milton Hist. Brit. in. 130 In
worldly matters, practis a and cunning Shifters.

funningty. (Cf. 1.) 1619 Fletcher Bloody Bro. 1 v. ii, They
have so little [clothes] As well may free them from the name
of shifters.

b. One who uses evasive reasoning.

1567-9 Jewel Def. Apol. 11. v. (1611) 141 It were hard to

say, that Christ, his Apostles, the Prophets and holy Fathers
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were shifters, and Heretikes. 1648 Jenkvn BlindGuide iii.

36 Poore shifter !. .it seemes the novice hath, .driven you to
another shift. 1899 Westm. Gaz. 23 Dec. 3/2 Shiftings and
wrigglings which have made the shifters and wrigglers con-
temptible in the eyes of all sensible people.

+ 4. Naut. (See quots.) Obs.

1704 J. Harris Lex. Techn. I, Shifters, certain Men
aboard a Man of War who are employed by the Cooks to
shift or change the Water in which the Flesh or Fish is put
and laid for some time, in order to fit it for the Kettle.

1750 Blanckley Nov. Expositor. 1751 Smollett Per. Pic.
ii, I have., served all offices on board from cook's shifter to
the command of a vessel. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine
(1780), Shifter, a person appointed to assist the ship's cook,
particularly in.. steeping, and shifting the salt provisions.

5. Mining. (See quots. 1894, 1906.)
1830 T. Wilson Pi/man's Pay (1843) 57 Aw gat at furst

a shifter's place, And then a deputy was myed. 1880 Leeds
Mercury 16 Sept. 8 William Hartley, a master shifter said
that he worked in No. 2 Hutton or Harvey seam. 1894
Northumbld. Gloss., Shifter, Shift-man, a man who pre-
pares the working places at night in a colliery for the men
who come in at next shift. ..Shifters work by the day or
shift, as distinct from hewers, who work by the ton or yard.
1906 Daily News 17 Oct. 7/1 A shifter.. is a man whose
chief duties are to keep the tunnels clear of falls of coal, and
to shore up unsafe places.

6. Mech. A contrivance used for shifting. In
many applications, e.g. a kind of clntch serving

to transfer a belt from one pulley to another ; also
(see quot. 1875).
1869 Rankine Machine <$ Hand-tools PI. I 5, This shaft

actuatesa vertical rock shaft, . . imparting the required motjon
to the belt shifter on the top of the machine. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., 5/«y>^r (knitting-machine), one of the beardless
needles. .which, .operate to disengage the outer loops of the
course and put them on the next inner or the next outer
needles for narrowing or widening.

Shiftful (jrcral), a. rare. [f. Shift sb. +
-ful.] Full of shifts or devices.
1615 Sylvester Bait. Yvry 333 The most he fears, is least

Some's shift-full feare,. .finde out . .Som Flat, som Foord, .

.

To passe the Eure. 1881 Gardiner Introd. Eng. Hist. 1. iii.

44 If William had not had something more than mere shiftful

contrivance in reserve. 1887 Fowler Princ. Morals 219
The general admiration for the wily and shiftful Odysseus.

Hence Sniftfulness.
1865 Kingsley //>«:«. i,That hero of'Arrah*, who proved,

by his valour, pertinacity, and shiftfulness, not unworthy of
his great ancestor Hereward.

Shiftily CJiftili), adv. [f. Shifty o. + -ly/2.]

In a shifty manner.
1878 P. Bayne Purit. Rev. ii. 49 Williams had intrigued

boldly and shiftily. 1887 R. W. Dixon Lyrical Poems 22
When the cloud grows luminous and shiftily riven.

Shiftiness (JWtines), [f. Shifty a. + -ness.]

The character or quality of being shiftyin any sense.

1839 Carlvle Chartism v. 135 Shiftiness.. is a kind of
thing that fancies itself, .to be talent. 1893 Times 11 May
9/4 The shiftiness of the present Government.

Shifting (Ji'ftirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shift v. + -ing t.

Cf. ON. sktpting division, change.]

f 1. Used for : A * course' of the Jewish priest-

hood. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 467 He wass t batt shifftinng sett batt

nemmnedd wass Abya [cf. Vulgate : de vice Abia\.

2. The action of the verb Shift in various senses.

a. Changing, moving.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 446/1 Schyftynge, or chaungynge,

mutacio, commutacio, pertnutacio. Schyftynge, or remov-
ynge, amocio. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Dec. 116, I..

woont to frame my pype, Vnto the shifting of the shepheards
foote. 1611 Hobbes tr. Thucyd. (1822) 8 After the Trojan war
the Grecians continued still their shiftings and transplanta-

tions. 1691 T. \\\\lk\Acc. New Invent, p. Ixii, The strange
shifting of Tides in this River. 1711 Land. Gaz. No. 4819/2
The sudden.. Shiftings of the Weather. 1780 Burke Sp.
BristolWks. III. 374 Of no use but to indicate the shiftings

of every fashionable gale. 1837 Carlyle-^V. Rev.il. 1. ii, As
in some sudden shifting of the Earth's axis. 1885 Baggal-
lay in Law Rep. 29 Chanc. Div. 439 The shifting of the

capital of Italy from Florence to Rome. 1901 ' Linesman '

Ivords by Eyewitness vii. (1902) 155 With their sidelong
glances and uneasy shiftings.

with adverbs.

156a [Bp. Cooper] ^4«.tm>. Def. Truth iii. 18 b, It wearebut
the shiftinge backe of one winge of the battayle. 1575-85
Abp. Sandys Sernt. xii. 197 Delatories and shiftings off weare
out many a lust cause. 1834-6 P. Barlow Manuf. in

Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 736/1 The shifting back of the
heddies.

b. The action or practice of devising expedients,

or of using evasions ; a device, expedient ; an
evasion, shift. Often in pi. ? Obs. or dial.

1559 Bercher Nobil. Women (Roxb. 1904) 124/2 Ye can-
not, for all your shyftinge, denye but man hath the better

case. 1616 Rich Cabinet 137 b, Shifting is a very poore and
troublesome trade, if a man haue no other meanes, to get his

liuing. 1691 Hartcliffe Virtues 177 Men of brave Spirits

. . have made no scruple to vse these shiftings to save them-
selves or their Friends.

O. Boxing and Fencing. (See quots.)
c 1800 Mod. Art Boxing 31 Shifting, running from your

adversary whenever he attempts to hit you, or to come near
you, or when you have struck him. 1821 Egan Boxiana
(1830) I. 98 Tom, finding he was over-matched, was obliged
..to have recourse to shifting to prevent his being beat
straight forward. 1828 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XIX. 85/1
(Fencing), Caveating, changing, Disengaging, or Shifting,

slipping off your adversary's blade to the opposite side,

when you feel him endeavouring to Bind your own.

d. Ship-building: (see quots.). Cf. Shift v.

8e and sb, 16.

SHIFTLESS.

1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 131 Shifting, the art of setting
off the length of the planks of the bottom, topside, &c. that
the butts may over-run each other, in order to make a good
shift. Replacing old stuff with new is also called shifting.

1830 Hedderwick Mar. Archit. 272 The first futtock re-

quires to be very long, to make a proper shifting past the
floor-head, and extend down to the side of the keel.

t 3. concr. A change of clothes. Obs. rare"1
.

1631 Gouge God's Arrows in. § 88. 349 Plagues oft arise
. . from noisome savours, from want of cleane shiftings, from
unwholsome food.

4. Comb.: shafting-boards (see quot. 1846);

T shifting day, the day for changing one's clothes

or undergarments; shifting-movement Organ-
building (see quot.)

; f shifting-room, an actor's

dressing-room.
1846 A. Young Naut. Diet., *Shifting-boards, one or

more wooden partitions put up fore-and-aft in a vessel's

hold . . for the purpose of preventing the shifting of a cargo.
1697 Vanbrugh Relapse m. iii, And if it was not *shifting
Day, let her put on a clean Tucker, quick ! 1876 Hiles
Catech. Organ viii. (1878) 56 A*shifting-movement is an old
contrivance for shutting off the loud stops [of an organ] by-
means of a pedal : it., is now superseded by the composition
pedals. 1740 Cibbfm Apol. (1756) I. 272, I haulM him by
the sleeve into my *shifting-room.

Shifting (jWtirj), ///. a. [f. Shift v. +
-ING 2.]

1. That shifts or changes position or direction.

1479 Office Mayor Bristol in Eng. Gilds (1870) 425 The
shyftyng daies of the woke, specially the Wensdaies and
Satirdaies, the Maire hath be vsid to walke in the moren-
ynges to the Brewers howses. 1644 Milton Divorce (ed. 2)

To Pari. A 4 b, Let him bethink him withall how he will
soder up the shifting flaws of his ungirt permissions, his
venial and unvenial dispences. 1735 Somerville Chase iv.

70 Nor less the shifting Cur avoid, that breaks Illusive from
the Pack. 1791 Burke Let. Memb. Nat. Assembly Wks.
VI. 12 The shifting tides of fear and hope. 1814 Scott
Diary 31 July in Lockhart (1837) III. iv. 140A whole parish
was swallowed up by the shifting sands, 1859 Gen. P.
Thompson Audi Alt. II. App. 99 In a shifting gale the
seaman will do many things, which are the last he would
have_ done an hour before. 1871 Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser.
1. viii. 239 The shifting relations between France and Nor-
mandy during the tenth and eleventh centuries.

b. Special collocations : shifting backstays,
ballast (see quots.) ; shifting bar Printing,
1 a cross-bar removably dovetailed into a chase

'

(Knight Diet. Mech. 1S75) ; shifting centre =
Metacentre ; shifting use Law, a use properly
created for the benefit of one person, but so as to

pass from him upon a specified contingency and
vest wholly or in part in another.
1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. ,

* Shifting backstays, . . those
which can be changed from one side of a shift to the other,
as the occasion demands. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T.,
*Shifting Ballast, a term used by sailors, to signify soldiers,

passengers, or any landsmen on board. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
iVord-bk., Shifting ballast, pigs of iron, bags of sand, &c,
used for ballast, and capable of being moved to trim the
vessel. Also, a term applied to messengers, soldiers, and
live-stock. 1794 *Shifting-centre [see Metacentre]. 1846
A. Young Naut. Diet. 211 Meta-centre, sometimes called the
Shifting Centre. 1765 Blackstone Co/nm. II. 335 This is

sometimes called a secondary, sometimes a ^shifting, use.

1844 J. Williams Real Prop. (1877) 293 The establishment
of shifting and contingent uses occasioned great difficulties

to the early lawyers.

2. That uses shifts, tricks, deceit, expedients,

subterfuges, or evasions.

1581 A. Hall Iliad 1. 7 Among the Kings a coward vile,

a slouthful shifting Oxe. 1587 Harrison England 11. xi.

186/1 Yoong shifting gentlemen, which oftentimes doo beare
more port than they are able to mainteine. 1659 Milton Civil
Power in Eccl. Causes 54 Opposing truth to error, no un*
equal match ; truth the strong to error the weak though
she and shifting. vjyjGentl. Mag. VII. 570/1 Nor winged
flight, nor shifting wiles, Cou'd save 'em from his deadly
toils. 1795 Windham Sp. 5 Jan. (1812) I. 261 What course
of candour and fair reasoning is a match for this shifting

subtlety?

Hence Sliiftingly adv., Sniftingness.
1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 17 To hate to liue in infamie,

through craft, and liuing shiftingly. 1613 Sir E. Hoby
Counter-sn. Ishmael Rabshacheh 14 Thus doth hc.thinke
shiftingly to hide that, which he dares not doctrinally

defend. 1624 Gataker Transubst. 109 And this is.. when
they speake mystically or shiftingly, as hee speaketh. 1866

Spectator 8 Dec. 1353 The wonderful variety and shifting-

ness of the grounds taken by their advocates.

Shiftless (fi'ftles), a. [f. Shift sb. + -less.]

1 1. Helpless for self-defence; void of cunning

or artifice. Obs.

156J Bp. Pilkington Abdias Pref. Aaivb, Wylde beastes

be cruel, yet god defends the shiftles sheepe. 1577 Kendall
Flowers ofEpigr. , Trifles 24 b, I neuer would haue thought
The selie simple shiftlesse Bee could haue suche mischief

wrought. 1616 R. Hill Pathw. Prayer, Direct.Jo live

well 65 Because of my selfe I am shiftlesse to auoid them
[occasions of sinnel 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India fy P. 122

A Sea-Tortoise, .being taken and turned on its back is

shiftless.

2. Lacking in resource ; incapable of shifting for

oneself; hence, lazy, inefficient.

1584 in Neal Hist. Purit. (1732) I. 407 Having been either
popish Priests or shiftless men, thrust in upon the Ministry.
a 1697 Aubrey Lives, Winceslaus Hollar (1813) II. 402 He
was a very friendly good-natured man as could be, but
shiftlesse as to the world, and dyed not rich, a 1691 Wood
Fasti Oxon. I. 871 Joh. Pell.. was a shiftless man as to
worldly affairs. 17. . Eliz. Carter Lett. (1808) n8, 1 hope
this shiftless friend of mine was not the very thief that stole
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your Tassc, 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vli. iv, Poo. M. de

Gouvion is shiflfiss in this extremity. i86« DlcKKNSAf*/.

Fr 111. x. Mr. Wrayburn..all idle and shiftless, stood by

her bench looking on. 1891 Hardy Tess 11., Going to hunt

up her shiftless husband at the inn.
.

b. Of actions: Indicating shiftlessness j meffec-

'ioVj Pctchas Pilgrimage \. vi. (16.4) 3? forcing!him to

his manifold shifts, and shiftlesse remouings. 1678 Gale

Crt. Gentiles iv. 1.1. iii. 65 How poor and shiftlesse this shift

is we have already demonstrateJ. a 186a Thoreau Yankee

in Canada ii. (1866) 27 This looked very shiftless, especially

in a country abounding in water-power.

+ 3. Not shifted or changed ;
unvarying. Obs.

1606 Warner Alb. Eng. xiv. xci. (1612) 370 When Canons,

Rubrick, Liturgie, and Discipline throughout One shiftlesse

Practise had, not to Indifferencie a flout.

4. Without a shift or shirt, rare.

1680 Otway Marius 11. ii, He threaten'd me to banish me
his house, Naked and shiftless to the world. 1856 Merivale

Rom. Emp. xxxviii. (1865) IV. 336 Actaeon, who had startled

the shiftless Diana.

Hence Shi'ftlessly adv., Shiftlessness.

1681 Flavel Righteous Man's Re/. 265 The misery and

shiftlessness of their condition. 1837 Emerson Address,

Amer. Schol. Wks. (Bohn) II. 183 In the long period of his

[the scholar's] preparation, he must betray often an ignorance

and shiftlessness in popular arts. 1847 Webster, Shiftlessly.

1888 Bryce Amer. Commw. III.cxu. 608 The larger cities

. .where recent emigrants, wilh the shiftlessness of Europe

still clinging round them, are huddled together in squalor.

Shiftning, var. Shiftening vbl. sb.

Shifty Cfi-fti), a. [f. Shift sb. + -Y.]

1. Full of shifts or expedients ; well able to shift

for oneself.

1570 Levins Manip. m/21 Shifty, astutus, prouidus.

1854 Emerson Lett. ft Soc. Aims, Resources Wks. (Bohn)

III. 197 What a plastic little creature he [man] is ! so shifty,

so adaptive! 1859 Kingsley Water-supply Lond. Misc. II.

218 The canny, shifty, far-seeing Scot, with that mingled

daring and caution of his. 1888 Black In Far Lochaber

xxiii, She was in many ways a shifty and business-like young

person, who had early acquired a sense of responsibility.

+ b. Of a device : Effective, serviceable. Obs.

158s Greene Planetom. Wks. (Grosart) V. 119 Seeing

his troubled minde coulde finde out no shiftie deuise.

2. Fond of indirect or dishonest methods ; ad-

dicted to evasion or artifice ; not straightforward,

not to be depended on.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iv. iv, A Stanislas Maillard,..

one of the shiftiest of men. 1841 Kinnear Cairo, etc. 30s A
most shifty old fox he {sc. Mehemet Ali] is. 1879 Farrar

Si, Paul (1883) 554 Their Jewish teachers said that Paul

was shifty and complaisant.

b. Of a person's attributes, actions, etc.

1864 Thackeray D. Duval ii. (1809) 10 A handsome, tall,

sallow-faced man, with a shifty eye. 1865 Dickens Mut.

Fr. 11. vi, I scorn your shifty evasions. 1884 American

VII. 213 His political methods have been shifty and not

straightforward.

3. Changeable or changeful ; wavering, rare.

188a H. S. Holland Logic ft Life (1885) 294 Principles

grow vague, and shifty, and indecisive. 1884 Manch. Guard.

22 Sept. 5/4 People of fashion and taste, .are so shifty that

they do not know their own minds from day to day. 1904

R. Bridges Demeter 630 Until his shifty mind Became to

pity inclined.

4. Changing or shifting in position, rare.

1884 Lady Brassey in Good Words Mar. 165/1 The wind

was shifty, though light and fair. 1891 Meredith One of
our Cong, xxviii, A South-easterly wind blew the waters to

shifty gold-leaf prints of brilliance under the sun.

Sliig (Jig), v. Obs. exc. dial. rare. In 5

g0hyg(ge. [App. related to Shog v., with differ-

ence of vowel symbolic of lighter movement.]

f 1. intr. To jig, trot. Obs.

a 1400 Sir Degrev. 345 He come schygynge ayene.

2. trans. To shake.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 446/1 Schygge clothys or ober thyngys,

excucio. Ibid., Schyggynge, excussio. 1893 Broad Nor.

folk (ed. Cozens-Hardy) 27 Shug (also Shig), shake.

II
Shigram (Jrgram). Bombay. [Derived from

Hindi cighr (Skr. cighra) quick.] A kind of hack

gharry, or palankin-carriage.

1841 H. Miller in W. W. Peyton Life iv. (1883) 57. 1852,

Life in Bombay 36 The humble shigram, a strange clumsy-

looking article, which bears a striking family-likeness to an

English bathing-machine. 1878 G. Smith Life J. Wihon
vi. (1879) 105.

Shig-shag, variant of Shick-shack.

Shiism (Jf-iz'm). [f. Shi- in Shiah or Smite
4- -ism.] The doctrines or principles of the

Shiahs. 1883 Encycl. Brit. XVI. 592/2.

Shiite (j»~ait). Also 8 Soiaite, 9 Sheeite.

[f. shi- in Shiah + -ite. (The i8th c. form Sciaite

seems to be f. Arab. "V^, shiyat-iy a Shiite).] A

member of the Shiah sect. Also attrib. or adj._

1728 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Sonna, There are also Sectaries

among the Mahometans, called Sciailes, who reject the

Traditions of the Sonnites. 1759 Universal Hist., Mod.
II. 42 The Sonnites make use of the word Shiites, or Shii,

and apply it to their adversaries, as a term of reproach.

1811 T. Moore Intercepted Lett. vi. 24 You know our

Sunnites, hateful dogs ! Whom every pious Shiite flogs Or
longs to flog. 1817 C. Mills Muhammedanism 369 Down
to the fifteenth century, the Persians fluctuated between
the Sonnite and Shiite sects. i8as Heber Jrnl. 25 Feb.,

A furious attack on the Sheeite neresy from the pulpit.

1911 icith Cent. Mar. 517 A province which then and _for

centuries afterward was a stronghold of Yemenite or Shiite.

Hence Shiitic a., of or pertaining to the Shiites.
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1884 H. Ethe in Encycl. Brit. XVII. 238/1 Purely Shi'itic

or Isma'ilitic ideas.

Shikar (Jika-j), sb. Anglo-Ind. Also 7 sikar,

8 shekar. [Urdu (from Persian) \5Ci shikar.]

Hunting ; sport (shooting and hunting)
;
game.

a 1613 W. Finch in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) I. 430 What-
soeuer is taken in this inclosure, is called the Kings Sikar

or game, whether men or beasts. 1800 Wellington Let. to

T, Munro 2 Mar. in Gurwood Disp. (1834) I. 42 These

[horsemen] divided into two or three small parties.. would
give a proper shekar ; and I strongly advise you not to let

the Marhatta boundary stop you in the pursuit of your

game when you shall once have started it. 1872 'Alini

Cheem ' (Yeldham) Lays of Ind (1876) 181 They talked..

Of divers local matters, acting, racing, and shikar. 1886

Kipling Departm. Ditties, etc. To Unknown Goddess 2

A victim of crafty and cautious shikar,

b. attrib. and Comb.
187a E. Braddon Life India v. 181 He is free to spend

his days in the saddle or on the shikar ground. 1883 Ld.

Saltoun Scraps II. 175 A pair of light cord or dungaree

breeches, and long yellow sambur-skin boots, complete the

shikar costume. Ibid. 241 Followed by my shikar-cart.

1896 Mrs. B. M. Croker Village T. 4 About a dozen shikar

parties have been got up for his destruction. Ibid. 72 You
may have the shikar camel.

Shikar (fika/i), v. [f. prec]

a. intr. To hunt animals for sport.

1872 'Aliph Cheem' (Yeldham) Lays of Ind (1876) 155

You may divert your mind with much shikarring. 1905

Glasfurd Rifle in Ind. Jungle 344 The more or less hilly

country in which the writer has shikar 'd.

b. trans. To hunt (an animal). Also transf.

1882 Floyer Unexpl. Baluchistan 58 My camel was very
1 musty ', and I involuntarily ' shikarred ' three unfortunate

individuals whom we met on the road, to their great terror.

1883 Chamb. Jrnl. 22 Dec. 808/2 A pretty green lizard used

to come every forenoon, shikarring ants and other insects.

Shikaree (Jika'r*). Anglo-Ind. Also she-

earrie, shikkaree, -ie, shikarry, -i(e, shikari(e,

shiokaree, shekary , shekarree, -y. [Urdu (from

Pers.) fj VJ^*, shikari, f. shikar : see Shikab sb.]

A hunter or sportsman, a. ' A native expert, who
either brings in game on his own account, or accom-

panies European sportsmen as guide or aid ' (Yule).

1827 D. Johnson Ind. Field Sports 25 Shecarries are

generally Hindoos of a low cast. 183a Mundy Pen ff Pencil

Sk. I. 119 We got information from some shikkaree (native

hunters). 1867 A. L. Adams Wand. Naturalist India 233

My servants and shickaree were employed in stretching

bear-skins. 1885 G. S. Forbes Wild Life in Canara 101

The shikari and I entered the jungle in pursuit.

b. Applied to a European sportsman.

i860 {title). The Spear and the Rifle ; or, Recollections of

Sport in India. By an Old Shekarree [H. A. Leveson].

1892 H. M. Chichester in Diet. Nat. Biog, XXIX. 116/1

His [Jacob's] prowess as a shikarry is perpetuated in native

verse. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo App. 1.

330 The whole country abounds in game, and there cannot

be lack of sport and trophies for the keen shikari.

C. attrib. and Comb.
1887 Fife-Cookson Tiger Shooting 17 A native merchant

in Dehra had a good shikarie or hunting-elephant. 1900

Absent-minded War 168 There is a colour known to Indian

sportsmen as shikarri mixture, a sort of greenish-grey,

which is practically invisible in the jungle or when working

among trees.

II Shikho (fi'k»u ), •*• Also ahiko. [Burmese

shi-hko.] The posture of prostration with joined

hands and bowed head assumed by a Burmese in

presence of a superior, or before an object of

reverence or worship.
1886 Yule & Burnell Anglo-Ind. Gloss, s. v., The envoy

and his party sat on a carpet, but the attitude had no

analogy whatever to that of shikho.

II Shikho, v. Also shekho, shiko. [f. prec]

intr. To assume the posture of ' shikho '.

1858 Yule Narr. Mission to Ava iv. 82 They..dropt on

their knees and shikhoed towards the palace. 188a ' Shwav
Yoe' Burman II. 206 Another ceremony is that of shekho-

ing to the spire, the external emblem of the throne. 1890

Times 21 Jan. 4/3 The Burmese merely shikoed, by placing

their hands on their foreheads and bending forward.

Shikkaree, -ie, -y, variant forms ofShikakee.

II Shikra (fi'kra). Also shikrah. [Urdu

(from Pers.) %j£z, shikra.] A small Indian hawk,

Astur badius, sometimes used in falconry.

1839 Jerdon in Madras Jrnl. Lit. ft Sci. X. 83 Accipiter

dukhuneitsis, Sykes.. Chiquera or Shikra H. ; the male

chipka Common sparrow-hawk. Ibid., The Shikra is very

commonly reclaimed. 1852 R. F. Burton Falconry Valley

Indus ii. 15 The Shikrah and her tiercel the Chipak are

our common English sparrow-hawks. 1899 A. H. Evans
Birds iv. 157 Astur badius, the Shikra,. .is blue-grey [etc.].

Shilala, variant of Shillelagh.

tShilhoard. Obs. In 5 s(o)hilbord. [The

first element is doubtful; cf. Shleldboard.]

Meaning uncertain : the conjecture in quot. 1837

seems unlikely, as a plural would be expected.

Also in Comb, shilboard-clog.

1450-1 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 241 Rob. Sawer pro

sarracione r shilbordclogge et aliarum bordarum pro molen-

dino de Milneburne. 1476-7 in Finchale Priory Ace. (Sur-

tees) p. cccxxxvii, Et sarratoribus pro le shilbord molendini

de Coxhowcxiij1
. iiij

J
. 1477-8 Ibid. p. cccxl, Et sarra-

toribus pro le schilbord et in aliis necessariis x». [1837 G.

Jackson Ibid. Gloss., Shilboards are the boards or external

radii fixed to the rim of an undershot water wheel. 1901

SHILL.

Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) Gloss., Shilbordclogge...

Perhaps a shilboard clog is a log ofwood suitable for sawing

up into shilboards.]

Shild(e, obs. forms of Shield.

Shildre, shildur, obs. forms of Shoulder sb.

t Shi'ldy, a. Obs. Forms : 1 seyldis, 2 soel-

di}, sculdij, souldi, 3 schuldi, (in comb.)

-shildi}. [OE. scyldig = OFris. skeldech, -ich

(WFris. skildich, NFris. skiljeg), MDu. sculdech

(Du. schuldig), OS. skuldig (MLG. schuldich),

OHG. skuldig, -ic (MHG. schuldic, -ig, etc., G.
schuldig), ON. skyldug-r, skuldug-r (Norw. skul-

dug, Sw., Da. skyldig), f. OTeut. *skuldi-, skuldo

fem. debt, guilt, represented by OE. scyld, OS.
scitld, Dn. schuld, OHG. sculd, sculda (MHG.
schult, schulde, mod.G. schuld), ON. skuld : f.

root *skal- : *skul- to owe : see Shall v.] Guilty.

Beowulf 1681 Morores scyldij. c 1000 .tElfric in Lamb.
Horn. 301 Se bi5 eall swa scyldig [c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 113

sculdij] se be yfel sebafaS swa swa be oe bytdeS. [c 1200

Ormin 18317 A mann Dabshildi? unnderr sirine.] 01225
Ancr. R. 206 Gulche hit ut ine schrifte, utterliche, ase heo
hit dude, beo bet iveleS hire schuldi. a 1223 Leg. Rath.
2206 f*ah bu beo schuldi pe ane of alle clane.

Shilela, -agh, -ah, var. ff. Shillelagh.

Shilfa (Jrlfa). Sc. Also 7 shoulfall, 9 shelfa,

shilfy, etc. [Etymology unknown.] The chaffinch.

1684 Sibbald Scotia Illustr. 11. II. 18 Fringilla, nostrati-

bus Snoivfleck ft Shoulfall. 1792 in RutherfuraVs Border

A Imanac i8jS 35 A shilfa's (or chaffinch) nest. 1884 W. C.

Smith Kildrostan 47 The shelfa's short bright note.

Shill (J~il), a. and adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms

:

1 scyl, 3 sille, 3-5 schille, schulle, 4-5 shyl,

shille, schyll(e, shylle, shulle, 4-6 schil(l, 5-6

shyll, shil, 4-7 shUl. [ME. schille (2 syll.), app.

repr. OE. *scielle, a parallel form of *sciell (late

WS. scyl, occurring only once) ; corresp. to MHG.
schel, schelle sonorous, quick in movement,

luminous, early mod.Du. schelle (now schel) shrill,

ON. skjall-r sonorous, resounding; f. OTeut.

*skell- : see Shill tv.l]

A. adj. Sonorous, resonant, shrill.

a 1000 Riming Poem 27 (Gr.) Scyl waes hearpe, hlude

hlynede. c 1220 Bestiary 572 Mirie 3e singeS Sis mere, and
haueS manie stefnes, manie and sille. a 1250 Owl ft Night.

142 Heo song so lude & so scharpe, Ryht so me grulde

_ meynee J

half so shille. i486 Bk. St. Albans diij, That thay [the

hawk's bells] be sonowre and well sowndyng and shil. 1508

Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 516 Berdis schoutit in schaw,

with thair schill notis. 1597 Montgomerie Cherrie ft Slae

46 So schill in sorrowe was hir sang, That throwe hir voce

the roches rang. 1598 Meres Ballad. Tarn. 276 As our

breath doth make a shiller sound being sent through the

narrow channell of a Trumpet then if it be diffused abroad

into the open aire. 1885 W. H. Smith Walks in Weardale

(ed. 2) 165 Shill, shrill. 1892 M. C F. Morris Yorks.

Folk-Talk 367 Shill, Shilly adj. This word is commonly
applied 10 a high wind. ..Its meaning.. is clearly 'noisy ,

'shrill'.

B. adv. Sonorously, resonantly, shrilly.

a 1250 Owl f; Night. 1656 Heo. .song so schille &so brihte,

pat fur & neor me hit i-herde. a 1300 Leg. Gregory 879 pe

winde blewe schille and loude. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vii.

46 Prout of my faire fetours and for ich songe shulle. a 1400

St. Alexius (Laud 622) 561 ponder dyned shille. c 1440

Promp. Parv. 446/1 Schylle, and scharpe, acute, aspere,

sonore. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform, xiv. 2 Ane 3oung King
I hard schoutand schill. 1670 Narborough Jrnl. m Ace.

Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 64 The Men.. speak ratling in the

Throat, and gross; the Women shiller and lower. 1781

Burns My Nanie, O ii, The westlin wind blaws loud an' shill.

Hence Shilly adv., Shi'Uness.
a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 929 pen schrikis schilli [Dublin

shilly] all be schalkis. i486 Bk. St. Albans diij, Thay
[Dutch bells] be.. sonowre of Ryngyng in shilnes. 1538

Elyot Diet., Sonoritas, a shyllenesse, or lowdenesse.

Shill, a.1 Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 1 soyllan,

3-4 schill(e, shille, 4 sehull(e, 9 shill, [OE.

*sciellan (late WS. scyllan), prob. a str. vb.=

OHG. *<*//<:» to resound (MHG.iA//«i mod.G.

only in pa. pple. verschollen having ceased to

resound, hence forgotten), ON. skjalla to rattle, f.

OTeut. *skell- (: shall- : skull-), whence OHG. scella

fem. (mod.G. schelle) bell, OHG. seal masc. (mod.G.

schall) loud sound ; see also Shill a.] intr. To
resound ; to sound loudly.

<riooo in Wr.-Wulcker 215/15 Crepitat, i. resonat, scylb,

cyrmb, raescetteb. c 1300 K. Horn (Laud MS.) 220 And
boruuth eche toune Horn him shilleb soune. 13.. Guy
Warm. 7286 He grad & felled swibe loude, pat it schilled

into be cloude. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 631 Hure strokes fulle

so styb & sare bay schulde so dob be bonder. 1898 Blake-

borough Wit, Char., etc N. Riding 443 Skill V...3. [Of

the wind] To make a noise something between a howl and

a whistle.

Hence Shilling///, a.

a 1225 St. Marlier. 19 ' Cum ', quoS be culure wi5 schillinde

stefne. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 331 He. .de-

spisede be smokynge and schillynge speche of mysbyleved

men. cuaoSegc Jerus. (E.E.T.SO528 A schillande schout.

Shill (fil), ».2 Now dial. Forms : 1 seylian,

4 schille, 5 schyllyn, 7 shel, 7-9 sheal, shill.

[OE. seylian, *scielian, ad. or cogn. w. ON. skilja,

whence Skill v.

App. distinct from shill v. to shell, husk : see Sheel ».]



SHILLELAGH.

+1. trans. To separate. Obs.

1049 O. E. Chron. (MS. C\ On Jiyson ylcan seare Eadwerd
cing scylode .ix. scypa of male, c 13a*; Metr. Horn. 152
Our king, That wic men fra god sal schllle. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 446/1 Schyllyn owte, *or cullyn owte fro sundyr,
segrego. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 20 If there bee
any sheepe that beginne to raggc.yow are to make the
sheapheard shill them out. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh.
II. Gloss, s. v., To sever sheep is to shili them. 1790 Grose
Trov. Gloss, (ed. 2).

2. To curdle (milk). Also intr., to become
curdled.

1691 Ray N. C. Words s. v., To Shcal Milk is to curdle it,

to separate the parts of it. 169s Kennett Par. Antiq.
Gloss, s. v. HcLnve-wall, In the North to shelor shcal milk
is to curdle it. 1788 W. H. Marshall Yorksh. II. Gloss,
s. v., Turning a small quantity of milk into curds and whey
is called shilling it. 1855 Whitby Gloss., To Shtal or Shill,
to sour milk for curds by the usual process. 1876 Mid-
Yorksh. Gloss., Shill, v. a. and v. n. to curdle ; to scum.
Shill, Sc. and north, variant of Chill a.

1599 A. Hume Hymms ii. io3 The shill and freesing
frosts. 1876 Mid-Yorksh. Gloss., Shill,* weather term-
sharply cold.

Shillat, variant of Shili.et.

Shillelagh Jil^-la, -£-li). Forms : (7 She-
lela), 8 sHelaly, shillaley, 8-9 shillela, 6
shilala, shillala(h, shilela(h, -elagh, shillely,
•aly, shillealah, 8- shillelah, 9- shillelagh.
[The name of a barony and village in Co. Wick-
low.] An Irish cudgel of blackthorn or oak.
[1677 Varranton Eng. Improv. 39 The River Slane.. with

that noble great and good Wood called Shelela. 1773
Batclulor No. 27 (ed.2) 183 Shillela's knotted cudgels fail.)

1772 Tcnun^
<fr

(

Country Mag. 36 ' By Jes-s, and that's
mine!' exclaim'd I, grasping my shelaly. 1785 Grose Diet.
Vulgar T., Shillaley, an oaken sapling, or cudgel, (Irish)
from a wood of that name famous for its oaks, c 1800
! Lysaght Song, ' The Sprig oj Shillelah ', With his sprig
of Shillelah and shamrock so green 1 1817 Sir J. Barring-
ton Pers. Sketches 1. 74 He bore a shillelagh, the growth of
his own estate. 1834 Lover Leg. *r Star. Irel. Ser. 11. 297
He bowlted into the cabin wid a murtherin' shillely in his
fist. 186a Borrow Wales II. ix. 91 His hat in one hand
and his shillealah in the other.

Shi'llet. s. w. dial. Also shillot, -at, shil-
lett, shellet, -at, shilt. [Perh. f. Sheel v. ; the
word may go back to an OK. *scielet.] = Shale
sb* Also altrib.

1777 in Eng. Dial. Diet., Shellet. 1813 Vancouver Agric.
Devon u Here the soil is of a good depth upon the shillot.
1841 Civil Eng. * Arch, jfrnl. IV. 359/2 The earthy slates
..were interspersed with blue shillat slates. 1859 Murchi-
son Siluria xiii. (ed. 3) 344 The shillat of Cornwall. 1875
Whyte Melville Kater/elto xxiii, Shilt and shingle glitter
on the bare tops above. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk.,
Skillet,.. the disintegrated top layer of the Devonian clay
slate so common in west Somerset and North Devon. 189a
H. Hutchinson Fairway /si. 20 He.. gathered from the
road a handful of loose shillett.

Hence Shi-llety a. (also shillotty, shellety, etc.),

consisting of shillet.

1813 Vancouver Agric. Devon 24 A tender loam of a dark
grey cast on a shillotty understratum. 1830 Jas. Savage
Hist. Carhampton 209 The soil is. .a white rag, or as it is

here called, a shellety soil. 1887 J. W. Fortescue Stag-
hunting Exmoor 181 Our hind has taken advantage of the
shillety ground to double about a good deal.

Shillibeer (JtttbUi). Also shellibere, -beero.
[Named after George Shillibeer, coach-proprietor

(1797-1866).] a. A name given to the omnibus
for some time after its introduction into London
by Shillibeer in 1839. b. A vehicle containing a
mourning-carriage and hearse combined, patented

by Shillibeer.

c 1835 Song in Ludgate (1897) Feb. 445 You can come to
no harm in the safe Shillibeer. 1865 Chatnb. Encycl. VII.
72/2 (s. v. Omnibus) Shillibeer 's conveyances, which for

some time afterwards were known as shillibeers (an epithet
still in common use in New York), were of larger size than
the French ones, carrying 22 passengers inside, and were
drawn by three horses abreast. 1894 Hereford Times 28 July
5/3 Washington Cars and Shelliberes for Undertakers,

Shilling (JHirj). Forms : 1 scilling, scylling,
(-ingo), 3 ssillinge, 3-6 schillinge, 4 ssyllyng,

4-5 schillyng(e, sohelyug(e, shulleng(e,
schullyng e, 4-6 schiling, shill-, shyllyng(e,
-inge, silling, 4-7 schilling, 5 sehyllynge,
shylynge, schilenge, silyn, 5-6 sheling,
-yng e, shellyng o, 6 scheling(e, schillengge,
shealinge, shyllyn, syllyng, 4- shilling.

[Common Teut. : OE. scilling masc. = OFris.
skilling, skilleng, schilling, MDu. schellingh (Du.
schelling), OS. scilling (MLG. schillink, schildink,

mod.LG. schillink, schilling), OHG. scilling, skil-

link, schilling (MUG, G. schilling), ON. skil-

ling-r (Icel. also skildingr, Sw., Da. shilling),

Goth, skilliggs :—OTeut. *
skillingo-z. Adopted in

OSlav. as skiilez[, in Sp., Pr. , Fr. as escalin ( 1 3th c
F. eskallin, mod.F. also schelling), It. scellino.

The Teut. word is referred by some etymologists to the
root *skell- to resound, ring (see Shill a. and v.'). Others
assign it to the root *sket- to divide (whence Skill v..

Shale so.. Shell sb., etc.) ; some have conjectured that the
word originally denoted one of the segments of fixed weight
into which an armlet of gold or silver was divided, so that
they might be detached for use as money. In the bilingual
documents of the 6th century, Goth, skilliggs corresponds
to the L. Solidus ; in medueval Germany the Teut. and the
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Latin word were commonly used to render each other, but in
England the correspondence appears to have been only
occasionally recognized until Norman times.
The value of the 'shilling ' in continental Teut. countries

has varied greatly ; its relation to the penny and the pound
has also varied, though a widely accepted scale was i pound
or libra = 20 shillings or solidi = 240 pennies or denarii.
See Schelling, Schilling, Shilling z

.]

1. An English money of account, since the Norman
Conquest of the value of 1 2 pence or^ of a pound
sterling. Abbreviated s. (= L. solidus: see
Solidus 1

), formerly also sh., shil. ; otherwise
denoted by the sign /- after the numeral.
Before the Norman Conquest the value of the shilling

varied in different times and places. It was 5 pence in
Wessex and 4 pence in Mercia; the shilling of 12 pence
mentioned in two passages c 1000 may refer to the continental
solidus.

cgoo Laws ofhie § 2 (Liebermann) 90 Cild binnan Srite-
jum nihta sie gefulwad. "*

c 1000 jElfric Gram. 1.

c 1440 Gesta Rom. x\. 34 That euery man bat were blinde,
shuld haue an C". c 1483 Caxton Dialogues 3/8 For to
lerne rekene By poundes, by shelynges, by pens. 1556 in
W. Kelly Notices Illnstr. Drama (1865) 194 For ix yards
of Clothe at fure shyllyns the yarde for the YVeyts gownes
xxxvj*. 1613 Tapp i'athw. Knowl. 21 Then 3. shillings
from 20. shil. leaues 17. shillings. 1663 Pepys Diary 27 May,
Afterwards to ninepins, where I won a shilling. 1856 Jrnl.
Soc. Arts IV. 361/1 This would be all very well were he to
get a shilling's worth for a shilling. 1881 Crowest Phases
Mus. Eng. 148 One tradesman could well afford to sell at
one penny or so less in the shilling.

b. In Scotland, Ireland, America, etc.

Through gradual debasement of the coinage the shilling
Scots, by the 17th c, was worth only id. English.
146a Cal. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 313 They to les a

honderyt schelynges. 1488-91 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot.
I. 167 Hary nobillis gevin for thretty tua schillingis the
pece. 1543 Cal. A nc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 413 To the Kepere
of the Tolsell cloke of Dublin [thirty] five sillings. 1550
Registr. Aberdon. (Maitland Club) I. 450 Payand heirfor
^eirlie allevin schelingis aucht penneis. 171a Mus. Tkoresby.
(1713) 389 The Proportion betwixt the English and Scotch
Pennies, Shillings and Pounds, was then (10 Eliz.) just as
one to six, but before he [James I] came into England.it
was just doubled; so that the English Penny was exactly
the Scotch Shilling, our Twentypence their Pound. 1891
Century Diet. s. v., Reckoning by the shilling is still not
uncommon in some parts of the United States, especially

in rural New England.

c. A shilling great, a shilling of groats : see

Great a. 8 e, Groat i.

1593 in Extracts Rec. Convent Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 408
Tuentie schillingis greitt ilk barrell beir.

d. unchanged in plural. (Now vulgar.)
atyaoFloriz * Bl. 126 (Camb. MS.) And for his ni3t.es

gestinge He }af his oste an hundred schillinge. c 1325
Metr. Horn. 141 The beggar.. said this corn igain him to,

And toe thar for fif schilling. 14.. Emare 524 She 3af hym
for bat tydynge A robe and fowrty shylynge. xcai-a
Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 15 To gifefour schilling

yeirly..to the dekin of the maltmen. 175a J. Louthian
Form ofProcess (ed. 2) 263 Item, for each Mile, .there shall

be paid to him a further Sum of six Shilling.

e. Used in emphatic or rhetorical statements,

where one wishes to be understood as deliberately

reckoning or accounting for every item, however
small, of a given sum or expense.

1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 657/1 This exclusive Privilege
cannot be taken from either of them, till every Shilling due
to them by the Publick be paid off. 178a Miss Burnev
Cecilia iv. i, He protested .. he would pay away every
shilling he was worth, rather than witness such injustice.

1815 Wellington in Gurw. Disp. (1838) XII. 453, 1 will not
engage to pay one shilling more than the expenses really

incurred by Hanover. 1865 Trollope Belton Est. i. 9
Every shilling spent in the house did its full twelve pennies'
worth of work.

2. A silver coin of the value of 12 pence. First

issued by Henry VII, in 1503.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vm. (1533) 233 In the forenamed

parliament [of 1504I was ordeyned a new coyne of syluer,
as grotes, half grotes, & shyllynges with half faces. 1549
Lati.mer jst Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 35 We haue nowe
a prety litle shilling, in dede a very pretye one. 1639 O.
Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 39 Take so much of this as will

lie on a shilling in Anniseed-water fasting. 1678 Butler
Hud. in. i. 688 Still Amorous, and fond, and Billing, Like
Philip and Mary on a Shilling. 1799 Med. Jrnl. I. 144
One quarter of a grain was sufficient to produce a good
blister as large as a shilling. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
I. ii, Two new shillings in his breeches-pockets.

b. With defining word indicating a particular

coinage.

t
1699 Nicolson£*£". Hist. Libr.ui. 313 Elizabeth.. caus'd

indeed some Irish Shillings (call'd Harpers. . ) to be made of
a baser kind than the English, so that they usually pass'd
for Ninepence here. 171a Mus. Thoresby, (1713) 365 The
Portcluse Shilling [see Portcullis sb. 3 b]. 1715 S. Sewall
Diary 12 Sept. (1882) III. 56 Gave Mr. Short's daughter
a New-England Shilling. 1764 Mus. Thoresby. 13 [Lot]
aoi. Lord Baltimore's Shilling (a Proof Six-pence in Copper)
and 3 New England Shillings, i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer.
(ed. 3), Shilling, the name given in the State of New York,
to the Spanish real ; in the neighbouring States it is fre-

quently called a York shilling.

c. Half-shilling
s
quarter-shilling, Tudor coins

of the value of 6d. and 3d. respectively.

1561 Procl. Base Moneys 15 Nov., There shalbe im*
medially coyned in fine sterlyng moneys, halfe shyllynges
of six pence, quarter shyllynges of three pence the peece,

Sum nihta sie gefulwad. ^if hit swanesie, xxx scill. zebete.
1. (Z.) 296 Fif penezas jemaciao a^nne

scylling.
_ 1897 R. Gi.ouc. (Rolls) 7870 To eche chirche of

be lond vif ssillinges me ber. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xn.
146 If anyfrere were founde here Ich 3if befyue shillynges.
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and a halfe peece thereof called three halfpence, 1695
Lowndes Ess. Amend. Silver Coins 50 Half-shillings,
Groats, Quarter-Shillings, Half-Groats.

d. Little shilling, Cobbett's name for a proposed
silver shilling of considerably reduced intrinsic

value. Hence used by Macaulay in reference to

a similar proposal in 1695.
1826 Cobbett Weekly Reg. 7 Oct. 94/2 This city [Wor-

cester], or this neighbourhood, at least, being the birthplace
of what I have called, the ' Little-Shilling Project ', and
Messrs. Atwood and Spooner being the originators of the
project. i8$5 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxi. IV. 640 Montague,
after defeating, .those who were for the little shilling.

f3. a. Used, after L. solidus, as a denomination
of weight = -^jj-of a pound. (Cf. Solid iM) b.

Sc, The weight of twelve silver pennies. Obs.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 240 Jenim of Sysse wyrte petrose-

line swybe smael dust, anes scillinges jewihte. a 1400 in

Sc. Acts Parl.{i%44.) I. 673 pe pund in King Dauidis dayis
weyit xxv.

t

schillingis. Now be pund aw to wey in siluer

xxvi schillingis and iij sterling penijs. 1543 tr. Stat. Bread
<r -dfef 1 Hen. Iff, § 1 When a quarter of wheate is solde
for .xii.d. then wastell bread of a ferthynge shall way ,vi. Ii.

and .xvi. s. [orig. sex libras et sexdecim solidos]. 1596
Recorders Ground of Arts 319 Therefore here by a shilling
you must vnderstand V20 °^ a pound weight.

1 4. Used to render or represent the names of

various foreign moneys. Obs.
Double shilling, a Dutch florin or guilder.

C9S° Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xxvi. 15 Da sesettonhim Srittih.

scillinga [Vulg. triginta argenteos]. Ibid. Luke xv. 9 For-
0011 ic fand bast scilling (Vulg. dragmam] oaet ic forleas.

c 1000 yEi.FRic Exod. xxi. 32 Selle bam hlaforde briti; scil-

linga seolfres (Vulg. triginta siclos argenti domino dabit].

c 1050 in Wr.-Wdicker 460/17 Obelus, scilling. c 1050 Suppl.
sElfrics Gloss, ibid. 183/21 Numisma, scylling. 0:1225
Ancr. R. 398 Two hundred sides [v.r. schillings] of seo-
lure. a 1300 Cursor M. 6722 Thritti schiling o siluer again
Sal man giue be lord to mend [Exod. xxi. 32]. 1744 M.
Bishop Life <$• Adv. 140 Each [of the officers] gave me a
double Shilling. 1753 [see Schilling]. 1776 Adam Smith
W. N. 1. iv. L 32 The French sou or shilling appears upon
different occasions to have contained five, twelve, twenty,
forty, and forty-eight pennies.

6. In various proverbial expressions (see quots.).

'546 J. Heywood Prov. n. v. (1867) 54 He maketh his

marts with marchantis likely, To bryng a shillyng to .ix.

pens quickely. [Cf. Noble sb. 1 2 b.] 1677 W. Hughes
Man ofSin 1. vii. 32 Thus the Cardinal only changeth the
Popes shilling into Twelve-pence. 1824 Scott Redgauntlet
ch. x, He will come back again, like the ill shilling—he is

not the sort of gear that tynes. i8a6 — Woodstock*., Hark
ye, good fellow,.. I will bestow on thee a shilling wet
and a shilling dry if thou wilt go back with me.

b. lo cut off with a shilling: see Cut v. 55 i.

1700 Farquhar Constant Couple iv. Hi. 43 When I die,

I'll leave him the Fee-Simple of a Rope and a Shilling.

176a Colman Mus. Lady 11. 27 I'll disinherit him— I won't
leave him a groat— I'll cut him off with a shilling.

c. To take the shilling, the King's or (in the

reign of Victoria) Queen's shilling: to enlist as

a soldier by accepting a shilling from a recruiting

officer (a practice now disused).
1707 Hearne Collect. 27 Mar. (O.H.S.) II. 2 He did take

a shilling, but not with any intent of listing. 185a Thacke-
ray Esmond in. v, One fellow was jilted by his mistress,

and took the shilling in despair. 1886 Farjeon Three Times
Tried 1, I took the Queen's shilling, and became a soldier.

1901 Scotsman 4 Mar. 8/1 A contingent of Volunteer Engi-
neers was sworn in for service in South Africa. Each man
was presented, .with the King's shilling.

yd. (Seequot.) Obs.
i8oz James Milit. Diet., The Shillings. A phrase in

familiar use among army brokers, to express a certain profit

or per centage which they gain in the sale, purchase, and
exchange of commissions.

0. attrib. , with the sense of the price or value

of a shilling ',
' for which a shilling is charged or

is due', as shillinggallery , ordinary, places,points

(in a game, hence shilling whist, etc.), seats

;

shilling dreadful or shocker, a short sensational

novel, published at a shilling.

1885 Athenxum 14 Nov. 638/1 Mr. R. L. Stevenson is

writing another '*shilling dreadful'. 1824 Scott Red-
gauntlet Let. Hi, I heard my varlet of a guide as loud with
his blackguard jokes in the kitchen, as a footman in the
*shilling gallery. 1780 Mirror No. 91 Their former dinners
with him at a *shilling ordinary. 1857 A- Mayhew Paved
with Gold 111. xi, The "shilling places were packed in half

an hour. 1854 Gunning Remin. Camb. I. 22 We played
"shilling points, and occasionally half-a-crown was betted

on the rubber, 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 20 July 6/2 Given
plenty of sensational incident and a certain coherency of,

plot, and you have all that is necessary to make a ' "shilling

shocker'. 1893 Vizetelly Glances back I. v. 117 No
shilling shockers, .to amuse us.. during our uncomfortable
journey. 1760 Murphy Way to keep Him 1. (end), Nobody
plays *shilltng-whist now.

7. With prefixed numerals, forming adjectives of

price or value. Also in phrases denoting rate of

payment (as * a shilling an hour '), used attrib.

In the attributive use the 's' of the plural is regularly-

dropped ; for a contrary instance see quot. 1683.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 198 The
xxx schiling peice. 1653 Ordin. Contin. Excise 17 Mar. 107
For every Barrel of six shilling Beer or Ale. 1683 Tryon
Way to Health xiii. 340 Let your Drink at Meals be no
stronger than nine shillings Beer. \6$$CoviGKK\i?. Lovefor
L. 11. i, A fellow that has but a groat m his pocket, may
have a stomach capable of a ten-shilling ordinary. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth, Chron. Canong. Introd., Prepared and
sold.. in five shilling and ten shilling bottles. 1853 Punch
XXIV. 129/1 It did one good to hear him wither a * super* i

his manner of rolling his words at the poor trembling
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SHILLINGLESS.

shilling-a-night wretch. i8«6 E. Yates Land at Last I. x.

t^ A model, .one of the m"al shillmg-an-hour v.ctims.

Shillingless (JHinles), a. [-less.] Not

haVhi"\ shilling ; being without (even) a shilling.

™ CoJkidgh L't. to Estlin 4. (Pkilobiblon Soc. Misc.

X vTai present I am almost shillingless. 1855 Hawthorne•'"
,: ? ji" ,,b-„i I 3i2 He told us that the bill was not

ye^ue" A?i wasllmos
4
? sh.llingless. Mr. - now offered

'sh&n^sworth &!&«&): Formerly

shillingworth. [WORTH sb. The for.r,ishilltng-

worth (cf. pennyworth) is now rare. In the current

form the s is the sign of the possessive (whether

sing or pi.).] An amount or quantity which is or

may be bought for a shilling ; as much as is worth

a shilling or a (specified) number of shillings.

aiw MS. Raw!. B. 520 If. 31 °, P*t nor, ne sal ben 1 don

..in to ani Iurees bat hath lasse pan a Hundred silling-

worth of londe. 14. . Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker b™In Sohdalus,

a shyllyngworth. c 1450 Codstow Reg. 87/26, uij. shillyng-

worth of Cakys [quatiuor solidatas artocoporum]. Ibid.

i S8, ij. shelynge worthe of rent . .yerly to be payde att whyt-

sontyde. .473"4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 2 Item

componit . .for the resignacione ofa hundreth schilling worth

of land callit the Stanly. 1675 Traherne Chr. Ethics 528

For a shilling-worth of service a shilling-worth of gratitude

is naturally paid. 1857 W. Smith Thormtalen: 11. 267 My
Silver Shilling represents . . all possible shillingworths ot

everything on earth. , .

1840 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) II. 175 A few shillings-

worth of damage to gear, etc. 1905 A thenxum 8 Apr. 432/3
' School-room Humour ' . . is a capital shillingsworth.

Shilloo (J"<1»")'
Anglo-Irish. A loud shouting

or outcry. Hence Shillooing vbl. sb.

184a Lover Handy Andy be, 'What are you shouting

there for 1
' said the traveller ;

' cawn't you wing . Oh, they

understand the shilloo as well, sir '. Ibid, xxxvi, 1 here was

a regular shilloo in the house when the thing was found out.

1845 Mrs. S. C. Hall Whiteboy xi. 91 They 11 keep such a

shillooing through the country about it.

Shillot, variant of Shillet.

Shilly (Ji-li)- north. Also shillow, shilla,

shelly, shulla, etc. [? Connected with Shillet.

Manx has shilla ' a mass or assemblage of thin slate, or

bits of thin stone ' (Cregean), 'a gravelly beach ' (Kelly)

;

but the word may be an importation from dialectal English.]

Gravel, shingle ;
(with //. ) a pebble, small stone.

1675 in Picton L'pool Mimic. Rec. (1883) I. 307 Every

shipp which shall discharge any shilly or stone ballast

southwards of the shilly path in this river shall forfeit ten

shillings. 1837 Thornber Hist. Blackpool 246 A beach of

' shingle or shulla ', the principal portion of which falls from

the cliffs. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Shilla, the loose stones

on the sea-beach, the stony sea-beach. 1873 T. E. Brown
Betsy Lee 24 A stream ran..down the glen, And soaked

through the shilly, and out to the bay. 1878Cumberld. Gloss.,

Shillits, Shilla, Shellies, shore-gravel. 1901 Theodora W.
Wilson VBacca Queen xxviii. 261 She turned from the

lamp-lighted road on to the wide strand of shillow.

Shilly-shally Cfi'HjWi), adv. phr., a., sb.

[At first written skill I, shall I. altered form of

shall I, shall I: see Shall v. B. 7 a {d). For

the vowel-alteration cf. dilly-dally, wishy-washy.]

A. To stand shill I, shall I: to vacillate, to be

irresolute or undecided. Also to go shill-I shall-1,

to stand at shilly-shally.

1700 Congreve Way of World 111. xv. 47, I don't stand

shill I, shall I, then; if I say't, I'll do'L 1703 Steele

Tender Husb. in. (1705) 34 I'm for marrying her at once—
Why should I stand shilly-shally, like a Country Bumpkin ?

1709 W. King Eagle $ Robin 92 Bob did not shill-I shall-I

go, Nor said one word of friend or foe ; But flirting at him

made a blow. 1823 De Quincev Fatal Marksman Wks.

1859 XII. 199, I see no good that comes of standing shilly-

shally. 1847 Lvtton Lucretia 11. ii, Don't stand there

shilly-shally. 1873 Browning RedCott. Nt.-cap 232 The
simpleton who stands. .At shilly-shally, may he knock or

no At his own door.

B. adj. Vacillating, irresolute, undecided.

1734 Chesterf. in Lett. C'less Suffolk (1824) II. 95 We
were mighty prudent and shilly shally whether to stay or go.

1743 Mrs. Delany Autobiog. /s Corr. (i860 II. 208, I am
shilly-shally about it in my own mind. 179a Jefferson

Writ. (1830) IV. 470, I had heard him say that this consti-

tution was a shilly-shally thing, of mere milk and water,

which would not last, i860 Trollope He knew, etc. lxv.

(1878) 363 I'm not going to be stopped by any shilly-shally

nonsense. 1886 Goschen in A. D. Elliot Life (1911) II. 9

K Gladstone is very shilly shally about the Legislative

Union.

C. sb. 1. Vacillation, irresolution.

1755 J- Shebbeare Lydia (1760) I. 355 Mr. Muckworm.

.

conceived marriages should be driven like bargains without

shilly shally. 1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun v. Wks. 1854

III. 10 She lost not one of her forty-five minutes in picking

and choosing. No shilly-shally in Kate. 1876 Geo. Eliot

Dan. Der. 111. xxv. 212 What I wished t<"> point out to you

was, that there can be no shilly-shally now.

2. A vacillating, irresolute person, rare.

1834 Landor Exam. Shakesp. Wks. 1853 II. 271/1 Among
the girls in the country there are many such shilly-shallys,

who give themselves sore eyes and sharp eye-water. 1883

Saintsbury Dryden's Wks. VI. 401 The queen [in The
Spanish Friar] being both bloodthirsty and inconsequent,

and Torrismond a vacillating shilly-shally.

Shi lly-shaaiy, v. [f. prec. adv. phr.]

1. intr. To vacillate, be irresolute or undecided.

178a Miss Burney Cecilia ix. iii, So I suppose he'll shilly-

shally till somebody else will cry snap, and take her. 184a

Thackeray Miss Tickletoby's Lid. ix, This Bruce had been
for a long time shilly-shallying as to the side he should take.

1879 Farrar St. Paul I. 441 To shilly-shally on the matter,

to act in one way today and in a different way tomorrow.
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2. trans. To show indecision in one's dealings

with. ? nonce-use.

1864 Bp. Wilberforce in R. G. Wilberforce Life (1882)

III. 152 If you go mystifying and shillyshallying them

[sc. nonconformists].

U Occas. analysed into two verbs, ' shilly ' and

shally ' : see quots.

1836 T. Hook tin, Gurney II. 203 It would be all idleness

to go on shillying-shallying with her. 1891 Daily Nevis

3 June 2/2 Sir William made the statement.. that L. had

sbillied and shallied, and had then said ' I saw something .

Hence Shilly-shallying vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

184a Thackeray Fitz-Boodlc's Profess, i, There shall be

no shilly-shallying work here. 1843 — Bluebeards Ghost m
Frasers Mag. Oct. 424/2 Make up your mind what you

will ask him, for ghosts will stand no shilly-shallying. 1883

Howells Woman's Reason I. 120 If it hadn't been for my
wretched shilly-shallying ways, I shouldn't have to write to

him at all.

Shi'lly-slia:llyer. [f. prec.vb. + -ER'.] One

who shilly-shallies.

1831 J. Wilson Nodes Ambr. in Blackw. Mag. Apr. 697

Silly shallow shilly-shallyers. 1835 Southey Doctor cv.

(1848) 243 He was no shillishallier. 1848 Thackeray Con-

trib. 'Punch' Wks. 1886 XXIV. 187 Shilly-shallyers are

cowards.

Shilment, -mont : see Shelvement.

Shilpit (Ji'lpit), a. Sc. Also shilpet, shelpit.

[Etymology unRnown ; cf. Shirpit.

Sc dialects have also shilpy in the same sense, and shilp

' a pale sickly girl ' (Eng. Dial. Did.).]

1. Of persons : Pale and sickly-looking ; weak,

feeble, puny.
1813 Picken Poems I. 79 (E.D.D.) There Care nae shilpit

face can shaw. 1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage xxiv, The
Laird, as he peered at her over his spectacles, pronounced

her to be but a shilpit thing. i8ao Byron Let. to Murray

23 Apr., Abstemiousness has made my brain but a shilpit

concern for a Scotch sitting ' inter pocula '. 1896 Crockett

Grey Man xxxiv. 230 My puir bit shilpit lassie.

2. Of liquor : Insipid, weak, thin.

18x4 Scott Wav. xi, He pronounced the claret shilpit,

and demanded brandy with great vociferation. 1824 —
Redgauntlet ch. xx, Sherry's but shilpit drink.

3. (See quot.)

1856 J. C. Morton Cycl. Agric. II. 725 Shilpit (Scot.),

applied to ill-filled ears of corn.

Shilt, var. Shillet. Shily, obs. var. Shyly.

Shim (Jim), sb.1 Also 7 shimm(e. [Repre-

sents formally OE. scima shadow, gloom.

Cognate forms are OS. scimo shade, WFris. skim, NFris.

skemm, MLG. scheme shade, twilight, ghost, MDu. schtm,

schim, scheme shade, shadow, ghost, shimmer, shine (Du.

schim shadow, phantom), MHG. scheme ghost (G. schemen\

ON skime or sktme gleam, sktma glimmer; also OE.
sctma brightness, light, OS., OHG. sctmo, Goth, skeima;

f. Teut. root ski-, for which see Shine v.]

1. A streak of white on a horse's face. dial.

Cf. Shimmed.
1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 23 Some commend the

shimme or rase downe the face. 1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2459/4

A bright Chesnut Gelding, ..a Shim [printed Shein] down
his Face. 1705 Ibid. 4131/4 A Ring of white round each

Ear, and a Shim down her Face. 1784 Cullum Hist.

Haivsted iii. 173.

2. A faint or transient appearance ; a glimpse.

a 1800 Pegge Suppl. Grose's Prov. Gloss., Shim, appear-

ance, West. A transient view or first sight. 1853 W. D.

Cooper Gloss. Prov. Sussex 73, I can't be sure it was a

partridge, but I saw the shim of something going over the

hedge.

Shim (Jim), sb£ local. Also 8 sheim. [Origin

unascertained. It is doubtful whether all the fol-

lowing senses belong to one word.]

1. A piece of iron attached to an agricultural

implement for scraping the surface of the soil.

1733 Lewis Hist. Tenet 9 The furrows, .being either

howed with a large how, or cleared of weeds and rubbish

by what they call a Shim. This is a fiat piece of Iron, fixed

at the end of a slight little plough beam drawn by one horse,

and so made that it may be raised up or let down, as occasion

serves. [1736 (ed. 2) 13 reads, A. Shim or Brake-plough.

This is a Piece of Iron, at the Bottom of two Cheeks with

Holes in them, which are put thro' a Frame of Timber

drawn with one Horse, and with Iron Pins is let up or down
as there is Occasion.] 1808 Batchelor Agric. Bedford 178

A shim, or scraper, might be inserted in the harrow-frame,

for cutting thistles and other weeds.

2. In full shim-plough : A kind of horse-hoe or

shallow plough, used in Kent and elsewhere, for

hoeing up weeds between rows of beans, hops, etc.

[1736: see sense 1.] 1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E.D.S.),

Shim, an horse-how. 1750 W. Ellis Mod. Husb. III. 1. 56

(E.D.S.), The sheim or prong-plough. 1754 Pococke Trav.

(Camden) II. 88 [In the Isle of Thanet] They have a

particular way of cleaning the ground sown with beans,

with a machine call'd a shim, with irons at such a distance,

that two go between the rows, and turn up the earth on each

side against the beans. 179a Trans. Soc. Arts (ed. 2) III.

33 Horse-hoed the intervals with a Berkshire shim, which

cuts the surface, but turns no furrow. 1805 R. W. Dickson

Prad. Agric. II. 880 In the drill-sown lucern some recom-

mend. .the passing of a small shim between them. 189a

Auctioneer's Calal. Farm Sale near Minster, Kent, 148

Pop shim, 149 Iron single shim, 150 5 furrow corn shim.

3. A Dutch hoe.
xtyiRidgemont Farm Rep. 133 in Husb. (L.U.K.) Ill,

The Dutch hoe, called in Holderness the ' shim '.

II 4. Used by confusion for Skim sb. (a b).

So shim-coulterplough in some Diets.

1805 R. W. Dickson Prad. Agric. I. 470 When the land

is of a stiffand lumpy. . nature, it may. . be necessary to have

SHIMMER.

recourse to shims, in order to break down and separate the

particles. 1834 Brit. Husb. (L.U.K.) I. 348 The shim, or

skim, has also been affixed as an additional coulter.. to a

plough much in use in Oxfordshire. 1837 Ibid. II. 18 The
skim-plough—or shim, as it is in some places called.

5. A thin slip, usually of metal, used to fill up a

space between parts subject to wear, to align or

adjust the level of rails, etc.

1864 in Webster. 1875 Knight Did. Mech., Shim..
{Stone-ivorkiitg\ One of the plates in a jumper-hole to fill

out a portion of the thickness not occupied by the wedges

or feathers. 1885 Waddell Syst. Railroad Bridges "Japan

56 There are two different floor systems..: in the first of

these the lower lateral rods pass through the wooden
shims. 1887 J. Rose Key to Engines 101 A Liner, Fit-Strip,

Distance-Piece, or Shim . . is a strip of metal placed between

the joint faces of the brasses to hold them the proper

distance apart.

6. U.S. An imperfect shingle of irregular thick-

ness ; also, an imperfect bucket-stave.

In recent U.S. Diets.

t Shim, a. Obs. In 4 schym. [Related to

OE. scima, scima : see Shim sb. 1 ] Bright.

Cf. (Chesh., Shropsh.) shim-white, a clear bright white.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 1077 Aboute bat water arn tres

ful schym, pat twelue frytez of lyf con bere ful sone.

t Shim, v. 1 Obs. [OE.scimian,ta.hoscimian,

related to scima (see Shim sb 1
) : cf. OHG. sciman,

MHG. schimmen.] intr. To shine.

C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke xvii. 24 Scimande of heofnum,

coruscans de sub cselo. c 1000 .tElfric Gram. xxiv. (Z.) 138

Mice, ic scimige \v.r. seine], a 1225 Juliana 55 (Bodl. MS.),

Schiminde [Royal MS. schininde] hire nebscheaft schene

as be sunne. a 1225 St. Marker. 19 Wio schimmende ant

scharp sweord. Ibid. 44 Hire foster modres schep, be

schimede ant schan. a 1140 [see Shimmer v.'].

Shim, v.z [f. Shim sb*]

1. a. intr. To use the shim for hoeing.

1792, etc. [see Shimming]. 1793 Trans. Soc. Arlsied. 2)

IV. 62 The last week in April, shimmed over the surface.

b. trans. To hoe (crops) with a shim.

1797 A. Young Agric. Suffolk 59 The Kentish method ol

shimming the stubbles of beans.. is unknown in Suffolk.

I790_ Agric. Line. 128 He.. shims them with the expand-

ing horse-hoe. 1833 Ridgemout Farm Rep. 138 in Husb.

(L.U.K.) Ill, When the land is in good order, an able work-

man will shim nearly six roods a day.

2. ' To wedge up or fill out to a fair surface by

inserting a thin wedge or piece of material' {Cen-

tury Diet.). Cf. Shimmer sb.2 and Shimming.

Shimiana, variant of Shamiana(h.

t Shimmed, a. Obs. In 5 schymmid. [app.

f. Shim sb. 1 + -ed 2.] Dapple-grey.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 446/2 Schymmid, as hors, scutilatus.

Shimmer (Ji'mar), sb.1 [f. Shimmer v. 1 Cf.

LG. schemmer, NFris. skimer, G. schimmer, Sw.

skimmer] A shimmering light orglow ; a subdued

tremulous light.

1821 Scott Kenilw. vi, Two silver lamps, fed with per-

fumed oil, diffused.. a trembling twilight-seeming shimmer

through the quiet apartment. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre

xxv. The strange, wraith-like apparel.. which, at this even-

ing hour.. gave out.. a most ghostly shimmer through the

shadow of my apartment. 1863 Miss Braddon Eleanor's

Vict, i, The first shimmer of the moonlight was silvery on

the water. it^Allbutfs Syst. Med. V 1 1 1 . 590 The papules

..having a wax-like shimmer.
#i> ....

trans/, and fig. 1851 Carlyle Sterling 11. in, A kind of

childlike half-embarrassed shimmer of expression, on his

fine vivid countenance. 1854 Emerson Lett. <S-
Soc. Aims,

Poet. * /mag., One man sees a spark or shimmer ofthe truth.

Shimmer (Ji'mai), sb? U.S. [f. Shim v? +
-ER.] a. A workman who inserts shims in cabinet

work, etc. b. = SHiMrf.'^ 5. (In recent U.S. Diets.)

Shimmer (Ji'maj), ».! Forms: 1 soymrian,

3 schimere, 4 schymere, 4-5 s(c)hemere, 6 shy-,

shimer, 6- shimmer, [late OE scymrian =
WFris. skimerjl, NFris. skimere to shimmer,

(M)LG., (M)Du. schimeren to be shaded or

shadowy, to glimmer, glitter, G. schimmern, Sw.

skimra ; related to Shim v.1 Cf. the northern

Skimmer.] intr. To shine with a tremulous or

flickering light ; to gleam faintly. In early use

also, to shine brightly, glisten.

a 1100 Chrodegang's Rule 41 in Napier Contrib. OE. Lexic.

(1906) 16 Soolice pa se dsegredleoma beorhte scymrode, ba

Drihten..of helle aras. £1130 [see Shimmering ppl.a\

a 1240 Sawles Warde in O. E. Horn. I. 257 Al bat hus

schineSant schimme3 [v.r. schimere3] of his leome. 13..

Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 772 Hit [a castle] schemered & schon pun
beschyreokez. csA/aoDestr. Troy tan Frut. .pat shemert

as shire as any shene stonys. 1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 5 b,

The Chrusopasse is a Stone of Ethiope, which in the day

light shimmereth not. 1581 Stanyhurst Mneis iv. 82 Thee

next day foloing lustring Aurora lay shymring, Her saffrond

mattresse leauing to her bedfelo Tithon. 1613, 1655 [see

Shimmering vbl. sb. and ppl a.]. ... ...

1805 Scott LastMinstr. 1. xvii, Twinkling faint, and distant

far, Shimmers through mist each planet star. i86oThackeray

Lovel iv, Often your figure shimmers through my dreams.

1871 Green Let. to W. B. Dawkins 29 Tan., Blue sea.,

shimmering with colour. 1874 Svmonds Sk. Italy tf Gre

38) I. xili. 254 Distant islands shimmering in sun-htten

haze. 1877 Stopford Brooke Fight ofFaith xxiv. 394 1 he

[frozen] ponds.. shimmer dark like polished steel.

Shi'mmer, v.* [f. Shimmer sb.-] = Shim vA 2.

1008 J. B. Davidson & Chase Farm Mac/i. 71 (Century

DictTSuppl.), A remedy for this [poor fitting of share and

moldboard] is procured by shimmering the share up or down

with small pieces of paste-board.



SHIMMERING.

Shimmering, vbl. sb. [f. Shimmer v.1 + -ingI.

Cf. (^M)LG. schimering, MHG. schemerung twi-

light, G. schimmemng coruscation.] The action

of the vb. Shimmer.
^1386 Chaucer Reeves 7'.* 377 A litel shymeryng [v.r.

schemeryng] of a light. 1623 Bi\ Hall Gt. I'mpostor Wks.
(1625) 503 The..blinde man that thought he now saw a
shimmering of the Sunne-beames. 1853 Kane GrinntU
Exp. ix. (1856) 64 Looking toward the shore, I observed a
sort ofshimmering, as of the heated air above a stove. 1868
Helps Realmah iii, Kissed into ripples by the shimmering of
moonlight. 1883 \V. S. Dugdale Dante's Purg. 1. 9, 1 dis-
cerned the shimmering of the sea.

fig. 1880 Todhunter Shelley vii. 199 It is a weak shim-
mering of forced fun.

Shimmering, ///. a. That shimmers.
c xooo Gl. Prud. in Germania (N.S.) XI. 401/10 Scymrien-

des wades, cerulei' gurgitis. C1230 Halt Meid. 31 pat eadi
trume of schimennde meidenes. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. A.
So Wyth schymeryng schene ful schrylle bay schynde.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 1544 Shemerand shaftis of the shire

son. c 1440 York Myst. 1. 69 My schewyng es schemerande
and schynande. 1557 Phaer ASnet'd vi. Q 4 In shimring
shadowe darck and thtnne. 1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super.
219 If some little shimering light appeare at a little creuise.

1655 G urnall CAr. in Arm. 1. 224 There is some shimmering
light in all. 1840 Euza Cook Poems 151 The towering hiil,

the shimmering rill. 1874 Symonds Sk. Italy <y Greece (1898)
I. vii. 124 The plain., basking in the hazy shimmering heat.

1881 Macm. Mag. XLIII. 345 The soft brilliancy of her
toilet had the look of shimmering plumage.
fig. 1880 E. White Cert. Relig. 34 The vague and shim-
mering atmosphere of local and chronological detail.

Sh.im.mery (JVmari), a. 1 [f. Shimmer v. + -y 1 .

Cf. G. schimmerig, WFris. skimerich.] Giving out

a shimmering light.

1883 Harper's Mitg. May 904/2 Some wondrous shimmery
cream of brocaded satin. 1890 J. Hatton By Order of
Czar 111. vf The city in the lagoons, with.. her shimmery
waters.

fig. 1803 Athenaeum 9 Dec. 803/2 'Claudea's Island ' has
pretty, shimmery touches, natural and human.

Shimmery, a.2 ' Shaky.* Also Shimmery-
whimmery a.

1859 Mrs. Stowe Minister's Wooing xxx, ' How is Mrs.
MarvynJ*.. 1 Kinder thin and shimmery, but she is about."
1894 Fens Real Gold xii, Didn't you ever have a set to at
school..?.. And didn't you feel shimmery-whimmery before
you began ?

Shimming, vbl. sb. [f. Shim v2 + -ing *.]

1. Hoeing with a shim.
179a Trans. Soc. Arts(td. 2) III. 33 The middle ofAugust,

repeated the shimming. 1833 Ridgemont Farm Rep. 141
in Hush. (L.U.K.) III, This 'shimming * is., repeatedwhen
the beans have advanced to six inches in height. 1848 Jml.
R. Agric. Soc. IX. 11. 557 Horse-hoeing, or what is locally
called. .' shiming '.

2. The insertion of shims ; also, a shim, or shims
collectively.

1884 Car-Builder's Diet. (Century Diet.), Shimming has
been used in fitting on car-wheels when the wheel-seat of the
axle was a little too small.

Shimmy (Ji'mi). Also shimmey. dial, and
&J>. corruption of Chemise.
1839 Here/. Gloss., Shimmy, shift ; now used by cottagers.

1856 H. H. Dixon Post $ Paddock x. 176 Two shirts and
a ' shimmy ' is about the regulation package for a man and
his wife.

Shi mper, v. local, [app. corrupt f. Shimmer
v. with intrusive/ (*shimpre),] = Shimmer v.

1674 Ray S. <y E. C. Words, To Shimper, to shimmer or
shine. Suss. Dial. 1703 A rt's Improvem. I. 8 They . .stick

it full of small pieces of broken Glass, which . .adds a Luster
to it, Shimpering against the Sun-Beams. 1836 W. I >.

Cooper Gloss. Prov. Sussex s. v., How the carriage-wheels
shimper in the sun.

Shim-sham. 06s. exc. dial. Reduplication

of Sham sb. and a. (Cf. Flim-flam.)
1707 Mrs. A. M. Bennett Beggar Girl (1813) I. 22 To

make a parcel of shim-sham ghosts and coffins, and such
like blasphemies. 1798 Geraldina I. 224 We were served
upon plate : none of your shim-shams,, .but the real thing.

1823 Spirit Publ. Jrnls. 523 His Majesty's real birthday,

and none of your George and the Dragon shim shams.

Shin (Jm), sb. Forms : 1 scinu, 2 seine, seyne,

3-4 B(o)hine, 4-5 s(o)hyne, sschene, 5-6 Benin,
sohyii(ne, shyn(ne, 6 shinne, 7 shinn, 6- shin.

[OE. scinu str. fem. = WFris. skine, NFris. skenn,

(,M)LG., MDu. schene (Du. scheen), OHG. scina,

scena, sciena shin, needle (MHG. schin{ne, G.
schiene thin wooden or metal plate) ; MSw. skena

shin, Sw. skena shin, Da. skinne splint, tire, rail,

are from LG. or HG. The fundamental meaning
appears to be thin or narrow piece *; OE. scla

shin and MHG. schte hedge-stake are app. related.]

1. The front part of the human leg between the

knee and the ankle ; the front or sharp edge of the

shank-bone.
Occas. used of analogous parts of birds and insects.

a 1000 Ags, Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 216/3 Cruscula, scinu.

rtiioo Ags. Voc. Ibid. 307/27 Tibia, scyne, oSSe scinban.

a 1250 Owl A Night. 1060 Pu were ynume in one grune, Al

hit abouhte bine schine [Cott. shine], c 1300 E. E. Psalter

cxlvi. 10 Ne in schines of man queming bes him tille.

c 1386 Chaucer KnCs T. 421 The pure fettres of his shynes

grete [v.rr. schenys, schinnes]. cx«o Lovelich Merlin
2103 Thanne lefte He vpe His staf Anon and overthwert

the Schenys smot him. c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab.

xiii. {Frog <y Mouse) xxv, This litill mous, heir knit thus

be the schin. a 1529 Skelton E. Rummyng 404 She.,

had broken her shyn At the threshold comyng in. 1600
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Rowlands Letting Humours Blood iv. 64 To trie it out at
foot-ball by the shinnes. 1658-9 BurtotCs Diary (1828J IV.
10 A Spanish Don that burnt his shins by the fire. 1714
Lady M. \V. Montagu Lett, lxxxv. 140 In. .a great crowd
. . people . . disregard a little kick of the Shins. 1834 Marryat
Peter Simple xxxi, O'Brien, who knew the tender part of
a black, saluted Apollo with a kick on the shins. 1871
Meredith Harry Richmond xv, In mounting [the path]
the knees and shins bore the brunt of "it.

b. The lower part of a leg (of beef), the meat of

\
which is lean and streaked.

1736 Bailey Diet. Dottiest, s.v. Beef, Take a leg or shin
of Beef, strip off the skin and fat. 1872 Daily News 5 Sept.,

!

An old English proverb says . .
* Of all joints commend me to

the shin of beef, which contains marrow for the master, meat
for the mistress, gristle for the servants,and bone for the dog '.

2. In fig. phr. : a. referring to striking a person
over the shins (cf. a rap over the knuckles) or
wounding his shins.

1546 J. Heywood Prov, 1. x. (1867) 20 Priuie nyps or casts
ouertwart the shyns. 1589 ? Nashe Pasqvill A> Marforivs

I B 4, To come ouer our shinnes with the same rebuke that

j
hee gaue to Phillip. 1590 — 1st Pt. PasamTs Apol. C 2,

j
A wipe ouer the shiunes of the Non Residents. 1598 B. Jon-

j
son Ev. Man in Hum. 1. n. (1601) 47 It is able to bieake the
shinnes ofany old mans patience in the world. 1651 Howell

! Venice 199 He is ready, .to throw the Catt at her shinns, to
pick a quarrell. [1795 Burke Regie. Peace iv. Wks. 1812 V.
26 The Author, -ought not to have left us in the dark upon
that subject, to break our shins over his hints and insinua-
tions.] 1821 Lamb Elia 1. All Fools' Day, Remove those
logical forms, .that no gentleman break the tender shins of
his apprehension stumbling across them. 1884 St. James's
Gas. 25 Apr. 7/1 Rubbing down everybody's shins with a
brickbat.

t b. To cut offby the shins, to leave not a leg to

stand on, undermine. Obs.

1593 Arden ofFeversham D [11. ii. 769], Cut him off by
the shinnes, with a frowning looke of your crabed counten-
ance. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. H 1, Post-hast letters came
to him. .to return as speedily as he could possible..wherby
his fame was quit cut off by the shins.

c. +7b cross shins : see Cross v. 5. To set out

the shin (Sc), to walk proudly. To graze the

shins of,, to come very near to.

1592 Nashe Strange Neives M 1, 1 will crosse shinnes with
him though euerie sentence of his were a thousande tunnes
of discourses. 1645 [see Cross v. 5]. 1719 Ramsay2ndAnsw.
to Hamilton ix, Set out the burnt side of your shin,

For pride in poets is nae sin. 1786 Burns On Dining with
Lord Daer iii, But wi' a Lord !—stand out my shin ! A
Lord—a Peer—an Earl's son ! 1847 De Quincey Joan of
A re Wks. 1854 III. 227 The mob of spectators might raise a
scruple whether our friend the jackdaw upon the throne,

and the dauphin himself, were not grazing the shins of
treason.

d. To break shins (slang) : to borrow money.
[1591 G. Fletcher Russe Cotnmw. 45 Whereupon he

praued or beat out of their shinnes 7000. rubbels for a mulct.

1606 Dekker Seven Sins 1. (Arb.) 17 The Russians haue an
excellent custome : they beate them on the shinnes, that haue
mony, and will not pay their debts.]

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, BreakingShins, borrowing
of Money. 1864 Hottens Slang Diet. 227. 187a Schelk
de Vkre Americanisms 632 In financial slang, Americans
use the verb to shin simply, where the English use to break
shins, to denote a desperate effort to procure money in an
emergency by running about to friends and acquaintances.

3. The sharp slope of a hill. Sc.

1817 Edin. Mag. Oct. 84 Sometimes on the shin, and some-
times in the hollow, of a hill. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xv.

v. IV. 76 They have climbed the eastern shin of the Harz
Range, where the Harz is capable of wheel-carriages.

4. Used, after G. schiene, for an iron plate or

band.
1747 Hooson Miner's Diet. K 2, The Hack is not made

straight but bending a little on either end from the Eye,
upon that side the Haum is put in on, yet not too much into

the Shins. 1875 Knight Diet. Meeh., Shin,.. a. fish-plate.

6. attrib. and Comb., as shin-boot, -cover, -guard,

-pad, -pride, -ridge; f shin-barker, a little dog that

barks at one's shins; shin-leaf, theNorth American
ericaceous plant Pyrola elliptica (also P. rotutidi-

folid) ; shin-oak, applied to dwarf varieties of oak

which form thick low-growing underwood, e. g.

Quercus chinquapin ; shin-plaster U.S., (a) a

square piece of paper saturated with vinegar, etc.,

used as a plaster for sore legs
;
(b) a piece of paper

money, esp. one of a low denomination, depreciated

in value, or not sufficiently secured ; also attrib. \

shin-rapper, one who disables horses by striking

the splint- bone ; shin-scraper, {a) see quot. 1869 ;

{b) a contemptuous name for a climber; shin

wood, the Ground Hemlock, Taxus canadensis

(see quot.).

1645 Milton Cotast. 26 Infested, sometimes at his face,

with dorrs and horsflies, sometimes beneath, with hauling

whippets, and *shin-barkers. 187s Knight Diet. Mech.,

*Shin-boot,, .a horse boot having a long leather shield to

protect the shin of a horse. 1845 Ritto's Cycl. BibLLiU
(1849) I. 228/1 They [sc. greaves] consisted of a pair of

*shin-covers of brass. 1903 Daily Chron. 3 Feb. 3/4 Legs
cased in *shin-guards. 1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. App.
151 Pyrola.. rotundifolia (*shin-leaf, pear-leaf wintergreen).

1856 A. Grav Man. Bot. 260. 1884 Encycl. Brtt.XVll. 693/2

Quercus Chinquapin or prinoides, a dwarf variety,.. forms

dense miniature thickets . .: the tree is called by the hunters

of the plains the ' *shin-oak \ 1895 Outing XXVII. 251/2

Neither *shin-pads nor canvasjackets were worn. iSz^Micro-

scope (Albany)i5 May (ThorntonA mer. Gloss.),Vle advise our

friends to exchange their ' *shin plasters ' for ' solid charms

'

as soon as may be. 1843 Marryat M. Violet xxviii, I had
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taken the precaution in Louisiana of getting rid of my shin-
plasters for hard specie. 1878 N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. i 7ofhe * more money' that is cried for, silver or shinplaster,
is not the needed thing. 1613 Sylvester Lachr. Lachr.
B 4, Stript..Of guiddie-Gaudes,..Of Face-pride, Case-
pride, *Shin-pride, Shoo-pride. 1885 Daily Tel. 30 Sept.
(Cassell), Every great stable in England had the fear of the
poisoner, the *shin-rapper, and the nobbier constantly in
view. 1889 Ld. A. Campbell's Celtic Trad. 87 The sharp
*shin-ridge of the greaves. 1869 J. Greenwood Seven
Curses Lond. vi. 87 The treadmill, 'shin scraper (arising, it

may be assumed, on account of the operator's liability, if he
is not careful, to get his shins scraped by the ever-revolving
wheel). 1895 Westm. Gaz. 11 Oct. 3/1 Although he may
be described as a ' shin-scraper ', he does not forget that he
is first of all a mountaineer. 1778 Carver Trav. N. Amer.
505 *Shin Wood. This extraordinary shrub., runs near the
ground for six or eight feet, and then takes root again j. .this
proves very troublesome to the hasty traveller, by striking
against his shins, and entangling his legs.

Shin (Jin), v. [f. Shin sb.]

1. intr. (orig. Naut.) To climb by using the arms
and legs without the help of steps, irons, etc.
1829 Marryat F. Mildmay iv, I myselfsaw him ' shinning

'

up by the topsail-tie. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxxi,
We had to.. shin up and down single ropes caked with ice.

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. ix, Nothing for it but the
tree; so 'lorn laid his bones to it, shinning up as fast-as he
could. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 1. iii, As he shinned
vigorously down the trunk.

b. trans. To climb up.
1891 in Century Diet. 1907 Westm. Gaz. 8 Apr. 8/1 [He]

reached the roof by shinning a water-pipe.

2. U.S. To 'use one's legs*; to move quickly
;

to run round.
1845^. Y. Com. Adv. i3Dec. (Bartlett 1S60), The Senator

was shinning around, to get gold for the rascally bank-rags
which he was obliged to take. 1864 Atkinson Stanton
Grange 267 And then didn't I shin it along the bridge,
pretty speedily ! 1865 Sala Diary in Amer. II. 414,1 guess
you'll walk down town and show me the stores. I'm tired
of shinning around alone. 1887 Conan Doylk Study in
Scarlet 11. iii, I guess we had best shin out of Utah.
3. To kick (a person) on the shins.
a 1845 Barham Ingol. Leg. Ser. in. House-warming,

There's a. pirouette I.. A ring !— give him room or he'll

'shin ' you—stand clear ! 1846 Vale Banger 10 Nov. (Hall
College Words), We have been shinned, smoked, ducked.
1864 [Hemyng] Eton School Days xiii, He could not go out
of his tutor's.. without some one..* shinning' him if he
passed near enough.

4. U.S. To borrow money.
Cf. break shins, s.v. Shin sb. 2 d.

1855 Ogilvie Sitppl., Skin, to borrow money. (American
cant term.) 1872 [see Shin sb. 2 dj.

Shin, obs. Sc. pi. of Shoe.

t Shinbawde. Obs. In 5 schynbawde,
-baude, -balde. [The first element is app. Shin
sb., the second is obscure.] A greave (leg-armour).

? a x^oo Morte Arth. 3847 The schadande blode. .schewede
one his schynbawde, bat was schire burneste ! c 1400
Anturs ofArth. 395 His schene schynbandesOra^-baudes,
v.r. -bawdes], bat sharp were to shrede. 1423 Test. Ebor.
(Surtees) III. 73 Uno paredeschynbaldes, aliter vamplattes,
pro tebiis virorum.

Sliiubin (J"i*nbin). Also -been, -ban, -beam.
[Burmese shin-byin, f. shin to put together side by
side + pyin plank.] In the teak trade, a thick

plank split from a green tree. Cf. Shinlog 2
.

1791 Madras Courier 10 Nov. (Y.), Duggis. Shinbeens.
Coma planks. 1821 H. Cox Jrnl. Resid. Burmhan Emp.
425 Shmban planks.

Shin-bone (J"i*nb<?un). Forms : see Shin sb.

;

also 3 skin-, 4 chine-, shzin-. [OE. scinbdn —
NFris. skenbiin, skennbian (cf. WFris. skynbonke),

MLG. schtoebein, MDu. schenebeen (Du. scheen-

been), MHG. schinebein (G. sckienbein)
; (Sw.

skenben, Da. skinneben, from LG.) : see Shin sb.

and Bone sb. 1
] The bone of the shin ; the tibia.

c 1000 ./Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 160/19 Tibiae, scina
uel scinban. c 1220 Bestiary 359 Oc lei3eo his skinbon on
oSres lendbon. c 1325 Gloss. IV. de Bibbesw. in Wright
Voc. 148 Mes war le chanel [glossed the chine-bon, Camb.
MS. shzin-bon] de blessure. c 1400 Lanfrane's Cirurg. 47
In be boon of be thie & schene hoonys. 1527 Andrew
Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters L ij b, 1 1 is good for olde
sores on the legges upon the shynne bones. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. Chintrg. 34/1 At three sundry times he
tooke away allmost the whole shinne bone. 1650 Bulwer
Anthropomet. xxi. 231 The shin-bone exposed to all en-
counters, without any defence at all. 1713 Cheselden
Anat. 1. v. {1726) 40 The shin-bone is in its middle almost
triangular. 1834 Marryat Peter Simple xx., The great lion

was growling and snarling over the shin-bone of an ox,

cracking it like a nut 1862 Calverley Verses fy Transt.
'

(1894) 86 He barked his shinbone.

Shincke, Anglo-Irish form of Sink.
a 1660 Contemp. Hist. trel. (Ir. Archseol. Soc.) II. 193 The

foresaide Conaght armie..must now shincke or swime.

Shind, obs. form of Shend v.

t Shinder, v. Obs. In 4 schyndere, s(c)hin-

dre. [? Echoic. Cf. Flinders.] trans, and intr*

To shiver or shatter in pieces.

13. . Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 424 pe scharp of be schalk schyn-
dered be bones. Ibid. 1594 J>e mon.. Hit hym vptobe hult,

bat be hert schyndered. a 1373 Joseph Arim. 513 Mony
swou^ninge lay porw schindringe of scnarpe.^ c 1400 A nturs

of Arth. 501 Shaftes in shide wode bei shindre in shedes
[v.r. bay scheuerede in schides].

Shrndig. U.S. (Seequots.)
1859 I'artlett Diet. Amer., Shin-Dig, a blow on the

shins. Southern. 1892 Kentucky Words in A mer. Dial.
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Notts I. 231 Shindig, a dance or parly. 1899 Wcstm. Gaz.

v. Oct. 8/3 The natives. .in a number of instances have

danced a kind of ' shindig ' as soon as released from torture.

Shindle (jVnd'l), sb. [local variant of Shingle

sbA Cf. G. schindel.}

1. A wooden roofing-tile.

is8< Higins Junius' Komtncl. 211/1 Scandute, ..oke

laths : slates or shindies of wood. 1601 Holland Plmy

xvi x I 461 The bourds or shindies of the wild Oke...l he

shindies are most easily rent or cloven out of all those trees

which yeeld Rosin,., the housen in Rome were no otherwise

covered over head but with shindies, untill the warre
:

with

K Pyrrhus. 1617 Miksheu Duclor, A Shindle, Vid. a

Shingle. 1718 Brice's Weekly 7ml. 28 June 4 A.. Brick

House, cover'd with Shindies. 1872 Schele de Verb

A mericanisms 542 In Pennsylvania the word [shingle] is

often pronounced Shindle, partly, no doubt, under the in-

fluence of the numerous Germans in that State.

2. A splint.

1508 Flokio, Stccchette,.

.

shindies or boordes laid about

broken legs or armes.

3. In full shindlestone : Thin stone from which

slates are cut.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1009 Take the thin cleft stone,

slat or shindle. 17*5 Brice's Weekly Jrtil. 15 Oct. 4 A
Parcel of Slate (or Shindle-Stones) for tyling or healing of

Houses. 1847 in Halliwell. 188a Jago Gloss., Shell-

s/one, a slate stone. In Devon, shindle-stone.

+ Sh.indle, f. Obs. rare—1
. In 3 schindle.

Origin and precise meaning unknown.
a IMS Ancr. R. 186 Nis bet child fulitowen bet schrepeS

[v.rr. schindleS, scratteS] agean, & bit upon be jerde ?

Shindy (JVndi). [? Alteration of Shintv.]

1. = Shinty i. local.

1846 Local Ad Q Vict, c 29 § 41 In case any Person or

Persons shall on Shrove Tuesday, .play at.. Shindy, Foot-

ball, or any other Game, i860 Bartlett Did. Amer. (ed.

3), 1SV&;«<r>,..The proper and more usual name is Bandy.

1882 Lanes. Gloss.

2. A spree, merrymaking. Also, ' a kind of

dance among seamen ' (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

1867). slang.

1821 Egan Life in London x. (1869) 248 The Jack Tar is

quite pleased with his night's cruise, and is continually sing-

ing out, ' What a prime Shindy, my Messmates.' 1848 in

CoL Hawker Diary ( 1 893) II. 286 All in commotion with the

expected grand ' shindy ' on Monday. 1866 Ballantyne

Shifting Winds xxv, I want a dance at a wedding, or a
shindy of some sort, before setting sail.

3. A row, commotion, 'shine'. Phr. to cut

shindies (U.S.), to kick up a shindy.

a 1845 ISarham Ingot. Leg. Ser. in. Hermann, He.. Joins

. . in kicking up all sorts of shindies and bobberies. 1850

'Dow jr.' Serm. (Bartlett 1859), You.. are.. poor, and,

therefore, ought to be careful how you cut shindies under

the broadsword of justice. 1830 Smedley F. Fairlegh i,

A chair being the favourite projectile in the event of a
shindy. 1882 B. M. Croker Proper Pride I. ix. 189 He
and his wife have had no end of a shindy. 1889 [see Kick
t/.t g a]. 1910 Meredith in Fortn. Rev. June 1055 Irishmen

..never satisfied, thirsting for a shindy.

4. A liking, fancy. (Cf. Shine sb."1 4.)

1855 Haliburton Nat. <y Hum. Nat. xii, They all won-
dered how. . Paddy had taken such a shindy to me.

Shine (Jain), sb\ [f. Shine v. Cf. Sheen sb.l

WGer. had a synonymous form derived from the vb. : OS.,

OHG. scln (Du. schijn, MHG. schtn, mod.G. schein) ; also

OE. sdn spectre (if the vowel be long).)

1. Brightness or radiance shed by a lumiuary or

an illuminant.

a 1529 Skelton P. Sparowe ii74^Lyke Phebus beanies

shyne. 1535 Coverdale Rectus, xlii. 16 The sonne ouer-

loketh all tfiinges with his shine, c 1590 Greene-^V. Bacon 1.

i, When heauens bright shine is shadowed with a fogge. 1629

Milton Hymn Nativ. xxii, And mooned Ashtaroth . . Now
sits not girt with Tapers holy shine. 1683 Tryon Way to

Health 73 This Fire, .sends forth a bright shine and whol-

somsmelL 1716-8 Lady M. W. Montagu Lett. II. xliii.

14 Sitting . . with the windows open, enjoying the warm
shine of the sun. 1844 Browning Colombe's Birthday IV,

Day by day, while shimmering grows shine. x868 Morris
Rarthly Par. (1870) I. 11. 460 Their red torches' shine. 1878

Hardy Ret. Native v. vii, [Her] bedroom was lighted up,

and it was the shine from her window which had lighted

the pole,

f b. A beam or ray ; a halo. Obs.

1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ausw. Osor. 483 b, You may putt

all your winninges iu your eyes, and see never a shine the

lesse. 1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. 11. Masque i, Her
deuice within a Ring of clouds, a Heart with shine about it.

1610 G. Fletcher Christ's Tri. iii, The under Coryletsdid
catch the shines, To guild their leaves. 1654 Owen Saints'

Persev. i. 5 Such shines of Gods countenance upon them.

2. Lustre or sheen of an object reflecting light, as

metal, water, silk. -[0/ shine: lustrous, glistening.

"599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v.v.(iooi) 1,3b, Though we
haue now put on no tyre of shine But mortill eyes vndazled

may endure. 1648 Herrick Hesper., Oberon's Palace 22 He,
and They Led by the shine of Snails. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety

v. i 29 Dazled with the glittering shine of Gold. 1696 Tryon
Misc. i. 7 This Spirit, .loseth its pure Colour, or bright

native Shine. 1813 Byron Corsair I. ii, They, .toeachhis
blade assign, And careless eye the blood that dims its shine.

1869 ' Lewis Carroll ' Phantasmagoria 92 For it [the hat)

had lost its shape and shine, And it had cost him four-and-

nine. 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 6 The lurid shine Of
seas in the night-wind's whirl.

b. Coupied with shade (cf. Shine v. i c).

1838 Mrs. Browning Seraphim 11, Death upon his face Is

rather shine than shade. 1863 ' C. Bede ' Tour in Tartan.
Ian 1 179 The mountain is.. broken up into shine and shade.

o. Painting and Photogr. Shinincss ; a shiny

patch.
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1880 A thenseum 28 Feb. 287/2 [The (
spirit fresco ' pro-

cess) being free from shine, is admirably adapted for mural
work on a large scale, which should be seen at any angle.

1889 Anthonys Photogr. Bull. II. 37 [The daguerreotype)

was full of shines. 1901 E. A. Pratt Notable Masters

ofMen 82 Without shine gold paint was of no value.

d. The polish given to a pair of boots by a

bootblack ; transf. a job of boot-blacking.

1871 News (Galveston) 4 May (Scheie de Vere), As I left the

cars, an imp with smutty face, Said : Shine ? 187a Lowell
Milton Writ. 1890 IV. 103 If Mr. Masson never heard a

shoeblack in the street say, ' Shall I give you a shine, sir ?
'

bis experience has been singular. 1894 Advance (Chicago)

27 Dec. 456/1 A little boot-black, who .. shivered in the

March wind and waited for shines.

e. The pupil of the eye. dial. (Cf. Sheen rf.l 2.)

1713 Guardian No. 58 P 6 A Gallon of my October will do
thee more good than all thou canst get byfine Sights at

London, which I'll engage thou mayest put in the Shine of

thine Eye. 1868 Atkinson Cleveland Gloss.

3. Sunshine, esp. as opposed to rain ; hence, fine

weather. Also, moonlight.
162a Wither Philarete N 3, Or shine, or raine, or Blow,

I, my Resolutions know. 1693 Locke Educ. § 9 Heat and

Cold, Shine and Rain. 1797 Coleridge Christabel 1. II. 65

Ever and aye, by shine and shower 1849 Bulwer Caxtons

x. iv, A ceremony which, every night, shine or dark, he

insisted upon punctiliously performing. 1888 Henley Bk.

Verses 113 Come storm, come shine, whatever befall. 1896

A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad h, And the youth at

morning shine Makes the vow he will not keep.

4. Jig. Brilliance, radiance, splendour, lustre.

fAlso [after G. schein'], a specious appearance,

a ' show '.

1530 Proper Dyaloge in Roy Rede me, etc. (Arb.) 131 Vyce
cloked vnder shyne of vertuousnes. 1535 Coverdale Col. ii.

23 Which thinges haue a shyne [Luther, schein; 161 1 shew]

of wyszdome. 1586 Ferne Blaz. Gentrie 15 The bright

shine, and worthines of his auncestors. a 1634 ? Chapman
Rev. Hon. 11 . i, The glorious shine of your illustrious vertues.

1734 Pope Ess. Alan iv. 9 Fair op'ning to some court's

propitious shine, a 1774 Goldsm. Hist. Greece I. 380 The
delusive shine of a lively and pompous eloquence. 1867

Lowell Fitz Adam's Story 342 No other face had such a

wholesome shine. 1878 Browning Poets Croisic 53 To bask

. . in shine which kings and queens And baby-dauphins shed.

fb. Sunniness of disposition. Obs. rare.

1710 Steele Sped. No. 75 r 4 What can make a Man so

much in constant Good-humour and Shine, as we call it ?

O. A brilliant display, a 'dash'. Phr. to cut

{make) a shine.

1819 Metropolis II. 165 His name was well calculated to

cut a shine. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. xii, To celebrate

the nuptials with due shine and demonstration. 1847 Robb
Squatter Life (Bartlett i860), To make a shine with Sally,

I took her a new parasoL

d. Colloq. phr. To take the shine out of (less

freq. from, U.S. off) : to deprive (a person or

thing) of his or its brilliance or pre-eminence ; to

outshine, surpass.

1819 Moore Tom Crib (ed. 3) 34 Shewing such a fist of

mutton As. .Would take the shine from Speaker Sutton.

1824 Landor Imag. Conv., Southey <r Porson Wks. 1853

I. 73/1, I am inclined to take the shine out of him for it.

1827 De Qutncey Murder Wks. 1854 IV. 33 The baker

jumped up with surprising agility,. .but the shine was now
taken out of him. 1833 [Seba Smith] Lett. J. Downiuguu
(1835) 43, I am only sorry I didn't bring Seth Sprague along

with me, with his pitch-pipe, jest to take the shine off of

them 'ere singers. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xxi, The cares

of the world . . takes the shine out of us.

Shine (Jain), sb.2 [perh. uses of prec. sb., but

the senses are curiously parallel to those of Shindy.]

1. A party, convivial gathering; usually tea-

shine, a 'tea-fight', dial.

1838 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 58 Two tea-shines went off

with e'clat. 1882 Jamiesou's Sc. Did., Shine,.. in a good

sense the term is generally applied to a social gathering,

especially when of a convivial kind, as a wedding.. or a

merry-making, which is called a grand or great shine.

2. A disturbance, row, fuss, colloq.

1832-53 Whistle-binkie Ser. 111. 53 Siccan shines were

there, Siccan noisy peltin'. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xi,

Sich a shine and a nitty as I kicks up. 1852 Dickens Bleak

House lvii, There 'd be a pretty shine made if I was to go a

wisitin them. 1889 ' R. Boldrewood ' Robbery under A rms
vi, What's one horse to make such a shine about?

3. //. Capers, tricks. U.S. Cf. Shine sb> 4 c.

1830 N. Dana Mariner's Sk. 34 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.),

Has your skipper begun to cut any shines yet ? 1852 Mrs.

Stowe Uncle Tom's Civ, 'I'll boun you pulled em out,

some o' your shines,' said Aunt Chloe.

4. To take a shine to (U.S.) : to take a fancy for.

1848 Lowell Biglovi P. Ser. 1. A Letter, My gracious !

it's a scorpion thet's took a shine to play with't. 1908 W.
Churchill Mr. Crewe's Career x, He took a shine to you

that night you saw him.

+ Shine, a. poet. Obs. [alteration of Sheen a.

by assimilation to Shine v.] Shining, bright.

a 1593 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies 1. i. 34 Elegian Muse.

.

Girt my shine browe [Ovid ffaventia lempora] with Sea-

banke Mirtle praise. 1596 Spenser F.Q. iv. iii. 3 These

warlike Champions all in armour shine, Assembled were in

field. 1603 Florio Montaigne 11. xii. 259 Stellisque micanti-

bns /Etherafixum . . the skies with shme-starres fixt to be.

Shine (Jain), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shone

(fpn). Forms : Inf. and Present stem. I scinan,

scynan, 2-3 soine(n, 2-4 sohine(n, 3-5 scyne,

3-6 sohine, 3-8 schyne, (3 sine, 4schijne, ssine,

ssyne, shyyne, 5 schone (?), 6 shynne), 4-6

shyne, 3- shine. Pa. 1. 1 scan, scean (//.scinon),

2-3 so(e)an,3-5 schon, 4-5 shoon, s(o;hoen, 4-6
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schone, (3 soa>n, s(e)on,.shan, 4 sohoon, 4, 7

shon, 6 shoone), 5- shone ; north. 4 soa(i)n,

schan, 4-5 shane, 4-6 schane, 5 chane ; weak

4 seynde, schyn(e)de, shynede, schinede, 4-6

shyned, 5 sohynyd, -it, 6 sehynet, schynnit,

6 sehyned, 6-7 shinde, 6-8 shin'd, 7 shind,
6- (now chiefly dial, and arch.) shined. Pa. pple.

3 sinen; 4-6 shyned, 7 shin'd, 7-8 shined; 8

shon, 6- shone. [Com. Teut. str. vb. : OE.
scinan (pa. t. scan, scinon, pa. pple. *scineri) =
OFris. sktna (WFris. skine, NFris. skiin), OS.
skinan (MLG., LG., MDu. schinen, Du. schijnen),

OHG. scinan (MHG. scinen, schinen, G. scheinen

to shine, to seem, appear), ON. sktna (Sw. skina),

Goth, skeinan :—OTeut. *skinan, f. root ski by
means of the present-stem formative », which was

carried through into the past tense and pa. pple.

Affinities outside Teutonic are Skr. chdya shade, shimmer,

mod.Pers. sdya, Gr. ukio, OSlav. sen1
, Albanian he shade

;

for the sense cf. Shim sb.1 and vX Shimmer v.

The regular str. pa. pple. is rare in Eng., being unrecorded

in OE. and appearing only once in ME. sinen ; it was super-

seded by the weak form shined, which was in common use

c 1 300-1 800 ; this was supplanted by the form of the str. pa. t.,

which first appears as pa. pple. in the second half of the

16th c. (Weak forms are found in some of the continental

langs., e. g. (pa. t.) late WFris. schynd, MLG. schynede,

OHG. sctuta, early mod.G. schein(e)te.)\

1. intr. Of a heavenly body or an object that is

alight : To shed beams of bright light ; to give

out light so as to illuminate; to be radiant.

Also with Jorth, out.

C725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) A 801 Ardcbat, scaan. c888

.tElfred Boeth. ix, ponne seo sunne on hadrum heofone

beorhtost scine5, bonne abeostria5 ealle steorran. c 1000

/Elfric Gen. i. 15 Hig scinon on baere heofenan fxstnysse

and alihton ba eorSan. alias O. E. Citron. (Laud MS.)

an. 678, Her atecwede cometa se steorra..& scan .iii.

mondas adce morgen swilce sunnebeam. a 1200 Moral
Ode 275 Neure sunne ber ne scinS. c 1220 Bestiary 19

in O. E. Misc., Ne stireS he nout of slepe Til oe sunne

haue3 sinen. C1290 St. Bridget 41 in cV. Eng. Leg. 193

pe sonne schon In at one hole. 1390 Gowf.r Conf. I. 323

Hove out of mi Sonne, And let it schyne into mi Tonne.

Ibid. II. 120 The nyht wasderk, ther schon no Mone. c 1440

Alphabet of Tales 513/5 So he wolde sytt all day to be son

shane on his face agayn. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxv. 1

Lucina schynnyng in silence of the nicht. 1566 Gascoigne

Jocasta 11 . 1, The aultars where the sacred flames haue shone.

1590 Shaks. Mids. N. v. i. 272 Well shone Moone. 1620 T.

Granger Div. Logike 29 It is day : because the Sun shineth

above the horizon. 1703 Rowe Ulysses I. i, What Sun has

shon that has not seen your Insolence. X704 Prior Celia to

Damon 20 Fires Eternal on Her Altars shine. 1735 John-

son Lobo's Abyssinia, Descr. iv. 64 When the Storm is over,

the Sun Shines out as before. 1815 Scott Guy M. xxvii, It

must surely have been a light in the hut of a forester, for it

shone too steadily to be the glimmer of an ignis fatuus.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xviii. 133 The fog became thin, and

the sun shone through it.

weak pa. t. C1305 Pop. Treat. Sci. (1841) 133/66 The
sonne.. that.. Maketh hire [the moon] so schyne aboute as

heo schynde in crestaL c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 2194 No
man she saw & 3it shynede the mone. c 1450 tr. De Imita-

Hone 111. Iv. 131 Whan by lanterne shyned upon his hede.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 229

The sone . . schynnit bright wpoun the saillis. 1645 Symonds
Diary (Camden) 243 This night I saw a rainbow. .at five

in the morning, and the moone shined bright. 1776 Chandler
Trav. Greece xlv. 201 The moon shined bright,

b. Of the day : To be sunny or bright ; also,

to dawn. Chiefly poet.

1382 Wyclif Matt, xxviii. 1 In the euenyng of the saboth,

. . that schyneth [Vulg. lucescit] in the firste day of the woke.

1567 Gude t, Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 95 As the goldin morning

schynis bricht. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.

(S.T.S.) I. 397 Quhilk at last the daylyght begane to schyne.

1667 Milton P. L. vu. 108 We can.. dismiss thee ere the

Morning shine. 1742 Grav West 1 In vaia to me the

smileing Mornings shine.

e. impers. // shines : it is sunny,

t 1400 Beryn 1317 Thow tokist noon hede whils it shoon

hoot. 1577 Tusser Husb. (1878) 43 At noone if it bloweth,

at night if it shine. 1622 J. Taylor (Water P.) Water-

cormorant A 4, According to his mood it raines or shines.

1853 Hawthorne Engl. NotcMs. (1883) I. 436 By and by

the sun shone out, and it has continued to shine and shade

every ten minutes ever since.

d. To shine upon : to look favourably upon, be

favourable to, said of a star, or (in biblical language)

of the face of God. arch.

1535 Coverdale Num. vi. 25 The Lorde make his face to

shyne vpon the. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 707 Notwithstand-

ing, that fortune shone on hym in obteyning the victone

agaynst the Erie of Warwike. 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VI, 1. 11.

75 Heauen and our Lady gracious hath it pleas'd To shine c»n

my contemptible estate. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 51 The
Lord Mountjoy, like a good Planet, with a fortunate aspect

began to shine thereon. 1648 Cromwell Let. to R. Ham-
montl 25 Nov., We are sure, the good-will of Him who dwelt

in the Bush has shined upon us. 1791 Burns Lament Mary
Q. ofScots vi, May kinder stars Upon thy fortune shine

!

2. Of a metallic, polished, smooth, or glossy

object : To be bright or resplendent ; to gleam,

glisten, or glitter with reflected light.

c 897 jElfred Gregory's Past. C. xiv. 88 Swa; svra on fla:m

mzessehraisle scinS [Nation MS. scieno] ongemang o8rum

bleom 3a:t twySrawene twin, a 1000 Cxdinon s hxod. 125

(Gr.) Scean seir werod, scyldas lixton. c 1205 Lav. 27361

Sceldes blikien burnen scinen. a 1225 Juliana 54 (Roya

MS.) Hire nebscheft schininde [Bodl. MS. schimmde)
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al as schene as be sunne. £1*30 Halt Meid. 11 Nis
hit nower neh gold al bat ter schmeS. a 1300 Cursor M.
8484 Stedfast stode be marbe 1 stan, On-ferr be golden
letters scan. 1338 R. Brunne Ckron. (1725) I. 148 Of
gold schone his coroun. 13.. EL E. Allit. P. A. 80 Wyth
schymeryng schene ful schrylle bay schynde. c 1386
Chaucer Prol. 198 His heed was balled, bat shoon as any
glas. c 1470 Got. fy Gaw. 20 Thair banens schane with the

sone, ofsiluerand sabill. 1526 Tindale Luke ix. 29 His
garment was whyte, and shoone. 1577 T. Kendall Flowers
of Epigr. 73 His tongue did lispe, his visage shinde.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L, iv. iii. 246 O 'tis the Sunne that
maketh all things shine. 1667 Milton P. L. in. 508 Thick
with sparkling orient Gemmes The Portal shon. 1751
Lavington Enthus. Mcth. $ Papists in. (1754) 78 The whole
House shined. 1808 Scott Marrn. vi. Introd. 53 The huge
hall-table's oaken face, Scrubb'd till it shone. i86oTyndall
Glnc. 11. i. 237 A rook's feather may be made to shine with
magnificent iridescences. 1888 Henley Bk. Verses 118
Clear shine the hills.

indirect passive. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. iv. x. § 1

When they saw the riches of Rome, .and found themselves
shone round about.. with silver and gold.

b. To be bright with.
1606 Shaks. Ant. <y CI. 1. Hi. 45 Our Italy, Shines o're

with ciuill Swords. 1733 Revol. Politicks v. 37 The Streets

in the Evening every where shined very gloriously with
Bonefires. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 11. ii. 68 The altar

shone With gold and silver.

3. To be radiant or brilliant with high colouring,

rich array, or the like ; to be effulgent with splen-

dour or beauty ; to make a brave show. Now rare.

971 BlickL Horn. 7 Seo hwitnes baere lilian scineb on be.

C1375 Cursor M, 23696 (Fairf) Mani flouris..neuer-mare
be colour tine hot as paradis salle bai shine, a 1400 Pistdl
ofSusan 106 (MS. I.) pe chaumpet, be cheuerell, bat schon
opon heyght. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 132 pes two woymen
bat schynen passyng all obyr, wer two comyn woymen.
1513 Douglas AKneis 1. vi. 163 Her nek schane like unto the
roise in May. 1577 T. Kendall Flowers 0/ Epigr. 84 b,

In all thy body bewty shines, thy forhed shinethfair. a 1639
Cakew To A. L. 64 When a fair lady's face is pined, And
yellow spread where red once shined. 1781 Cowper Truth 70
[The pheasant] retreats. .To the close copse.. And shines
without desiring to be seen. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xxxii,

We are somewhat shorn of our train, .. but you, cousin,
must shine out for us both. 1833 Tennyson CEnone 176
Her light foot Shone rosy-white. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.
I. 1. ii, Some centennial Cactus-flower, which after a century
of waiting shines out for hours ! 1878 Susan Phillips On
Seaboard 199 In the golden meadows, where the cowslip
and crowsfoot shone.

4. In various fig. applications (cf. 5 and 6), with
retention of literal phraseology.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt xiii. 43 ponne scinaS oa rihtwisan

sua swa sunne on hyra fxder rice, a 1125 A tier. R. 246, &
te sooe sunne, bet is Jesu Crist, schine'o perefter schennure
to be soule. a 1300 CursorM. 12574 pe clernes self o godds
light Schan on nim. 138a Wyclif Matt. v. 16 So shyyne
apure lht before men, that thei see joure good werkis.
C1400 Row. Rose 5357 Whan Richesse shyneth bright,
Love recovereth ageyn his light, c 1450 Capgrave Life
St. Gilbert xv, Ther schone, or ellis schyned, in be soule
of bese women a fayr beute of precious perles, of swech
goostly richesse. 1536 Tindale 2 Cor. iv. 6 It is god.,
which hath shyned in oure hertes, for to geve the light

of knowledge off the glorious god. 1535 Coverdale /so. ix.

a As for them that dwel in the londe of the shadowe of
death, vpon them shal the light shyne. 1594 Marlowe &
Nashe Dido 11. i. 481 In whose stern faces shin'd the
mienchles fire. 1611 Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 476 The Radiant
Cymbeline, Which shines heere in the West. 1654-66 Earl
Orrery Part/ten. (1676) 212 A Virtue, greater than euer yet

had bhin'd on earth. 1700 Dryden Fables Pref. C 2, Chaucer
..is a rough Diamond, and must first be polish'd e'er he
shines. 1773 R. Lowth Serm. Rom. xii. im p. 6 Their Learn-
ing., was such as could only have shined in dark times.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. 11. viii, For we shall still find

Hope shining . . as a mild heavenly light it shone ; as a red
conflagration it shines. 1849 T. Woolner My Beautiful
Lady xii, How beautiful she is ! A glorious gem She shines
above the summer diadem Of flowers !

5. Of persons: To be conspicuous or brilliant

in ability, character, achievement, or position j to

be eminent or distinguished, to excel.

C900 tr. Baedas Hist, u xii. (1890) 44 Se nama 5aere

Romaniscan beode, ** °« m'd swa lange scean & bryhte.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. {Machor) 318 A man that schane

of halynes. c 1400 ApoL Loll. 43 If we schyn in beis vertues.

1474 Caxton Ckesse 11. v. (1883) 69 Hit was better and more
noble thynge to shyne in good maners than in vaysselL

1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. 202 To shyne before theyr

flock with honest examples of iyfe. 1647 Clarendon Hist.

Reb. 1. § 131 He shined in the House of Peers. 1710 Steele
Tatter No. 244 pi An Ambition to excel, or, as the Term
is, to shine, in Company. 1747 H. Waliole Let. to Mann
3 July, We shine at sea ; two-and-forty sail of the Domingo
fleet have fallen into our hands. 1805 T. Hakral Scenes of
Life I. 113 That cause in which British valour had so often

shined triumphant. 1818 Byron Juan 1. xxiii, If there's

anything in which I shine, Tis in arranging all my friends'

affairs. 1836 Thirlwall Greece xvii. Ill, 2 He.. never
shone as an orator. 1859 Habits of Gd. Society xiv. 349
The people who were stupidest before, suddenly shine out

quite brilliantly. 1889 Harper's Mag. Mar. 561/1 There
was- -a special reason which made me resolved to shine at

this ball at whatever cost.

6. Of something immaterial : To appear with

conspicuous clearness ; to be brilliantly evident or

visible ; to stand out clearly.

^1340 Hampole Prose Treat. 12 In. bis gyfte schynes

conicmplacyone. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 449
A noble soule scboon by virtues in bat litel body. 1456

Sir G. Hayk Law Arms (S.T.S.) 6 His grete beautee

schynit sa before all otheris. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Som-
merj 247 Alle good liianyeres began to growe and shyne in

hytn. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 127b, Then
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shined foorth indeede all loue among them. 1594 Hooker
Eccl. Pol. hi. xi. § 9 The wisedom of God, winch shineth
in the bewtifull varietie of all things. 163a Massinger
Maid of Hon. iv. iv, The reverence and Majesty of Iuno
Shinde in her lookes. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 304 Princely
counsel in his face yet shon. 1725 Pope Odyss. xiv. 204 In
all the youth his father's image shin'd. 1853 C. Bronte
Villette xx, What fun shone in his eyes as he recalled some
of her fine speeches ! 1888 '

J. S. Winter ' Booties
Childr. vi, How the aged look faded off her worn face, and
the sweet prettinessof former days began to shine out again.

b. To be clearly evident through an outward
appearance.
1590 Shaks. Two Gent. 11. i. 40 These follies are within

you, and shine through you like the water in an Vrinall.

1605 — Macb. in. i. 128 Your Spirits shine through you.
1628 Feltham Resolves n. [i.J xlvii. 138 To see the Coun-
tenance, (through which perhaps there shin'd a louely
Maiesty..). 1858 Hawthorne Fr. $ It. Note-bks. II. 31
The babe Jesus in her arm, with his Father shining through
him. 1859 Tennyson Marr. Geraint 545 Yniol's rusted
arms Were on his princely person, but thro' these Prince-
like his bearing shone.

+ 7. To shine through : to be transparent. Obs.
1675 Alsop Anti-Sozzo 111. ii. 207 This [reasoning] is very

thin Stuff; it shines through.

8. trans. To shed li^ht upon, illuminate, rare.
1398 Trevisa Bartft. De P. R. vm. xvii. (1495) 325 The

mone is alway halfe shyned of the sonne. a 1700 Ken
Hymnotheo Poet. Wks. III. 355 God shines his Son, the
Son God's shine reflects.

9. To cause (light) to shine, emit (rays). Alsoy%-\
1588 Greene Perimedes Hab, Her eyes shines fauour,

1 courtesie, and grace. 1590 — Never too late (1600} E 3, Eyes
! that lighten and doe shine, Beames of loue that are diuine.

, 1647 Saltmarsh Spark. Glory 118 God.. shines forth his
wisdom, .upon the world. 1661 Feltham Resotz'es 11. xvi.

•xi If it be but by reflection only, the beams are reverberated
bright, as is the Sun that shines them. 185a Thackeray
Esmond 11. vii, She approached, shining smilesupon Esmond.

b. To show the light of (a lantern).

1895 P. H. Emerson Birds, etc Norfolk Broadland
xxxvi. 103 The sparrow-catcher comes of a night and shines
his bright lantern, and the foolish birds fly at it like moths
at a candle.

10. a. To shine down : to surpass in brilliance.

1613 Shaks. Hen. VII'I, 1. i. 20 The French ..like Heathen
Gods Shone downe the English. 1866 'Annie Thomas'

1 Walter Goring xxxvii, ' Take it, Walter ', she continued,
'give it to her ; tell her she shines me down.'

b. To drive away by shining.

1884 Tennyson Becket in. i, Not The sun himself. .Could
shine away the darkness of that gap.

11. To cause to shine, put a polish on ; US,
(inflected shined) to black (boots).

1613 R. C. Table Alph. (ed. 3), Varnish, shine, set a glosse
vpon. 187a Calverley Arab 27 And thou hintest withal
that thou fain would'st shine.. these bulgy old boots of
mine. 187a O. W, Holmes Poet Breakf-t. xii, I wonder
if they would find the seven-branched golden candlestick.
..I should like to. .shine it up (excuse my colloquialisms).

187a B. Harte Heiress of Red Dog (1879) 188 Shine your
boots, sir? 189a Gunter Miss Dividends ix, While his large
boots have been very brightly shined by the boot-black.

12. U.S. (//unling.) To throw the light of a
lantern, etc. on (the eyes of an animal) ; to locate

j

the position of (an animal) in this way.
1845 [W. T. Thompson] Chron. Pinevitle 169 (Bartlett

Diet. Amer. i860) You see the way we does to shine the
deer's eyes is this—^we holds the pan of fire so, on the left

shoulder, and carries the gun at a trail in the right hand.
187a Schele de Vere Americanisms 541 Daniel Boone,
while fire-hunting, shined a pair of mild blue eyes which
struck him as not belonging to the game he was seeking.

19x0 Roosevelt Afr. Game Trails x. 226We had discovered
that the way to get this . . nocturnal animal was by ' shining

'

it with a lantern at night.

Shineless, a. [f. Shine sbl- + -less.] With-
out brightness.

x88a G. Macdonald Princess <$• Curdle iii, A dull, shine-

less twilight filled the place.

Shiner (
Jai-nai). [f. Shine v. + -er *.]

1. An object that shines.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xvi. (1495) 322 The
sonne is..shyner of heuen [L. futeor olympi). 1633 G.
Herbert Temple, Christmas 29 Till I finde a sunne Shall
stay, till we have done ; A willing shiner. 1655 Vaughan
Silex Scint. m. Thalia Redrv. 239 O blessed shiner, tell

me whither Thou wilt be gone when night comes hither !

1765 J. Brown Chr. Jml. 140 Where will yon glow-worms
of carnal diversions, ..yon shiners in the dark, be? 1844
Willis Lady Jane 1. 326, I cannot shine—but I can see a
star—Are there not worshippers as well as shiners ? 1859
F. Mahony Rel. Fr. Front 403 A small twinkling shiner

. .in the wide canopy of heaven.

b. //. Some Russian instrument of torture.

1630 [F. Constable] Pathomackia 111. tv. 29 Vnlesse thou
confesse, the Russian Shiners, the Scottish Bootes, ..and
Peare of Confession shall torment thee.

C. //. Coin, money, esp. sovereigns or guineas
;

occas. sing., a silver or gold coin, slang.

1760 Foote Minor n. Wks. 1799 I. 251 To Jet a lord of
lands want shiners; 'tis a shame. 1806 Surr Winter in
Loud. II. 63 So I shows him a shiner. 1838 Dickens O.
Twist xix, Is it worth fifty shiners extra, if it's safely dope
from the outside? 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters ix,

I will bring you a mule-load of Mexican shiners. 1887
HAVTERil/y Christmas Adv. 9 Within my purse and pocket
scarce a shiner.

d. A mirror; spec, one used by cheaters at cards.

slang.
x8ia J. H. Vaux Flash Diet., Shiner, a looking-glass.

1819 Sborting Mag. (N. S.) IV. 230 He then asked me if

I had bought shiners? which means glasses. 1909 Tit-Bits

SHINGLE.
14 Aug. 515/2 The 'shiner' is carried separately in the
pocket until needed, while the gambler smokes the pipe.

e. colloq. A silk hat.

1867 F. Francis Bk. Angling vi. r54 A tall black hat, or
one of the genus termed ' shiner '.

2. One who shines : a. One who excels or is

eminent.
1810 Splendid Follies III. 106 He was never formed for a

shiner through life. 1847 Halliwell, Shiner, a clever fellow.
North.

b. pL A nickname for the Northumberland
Fusiliers, formerly the 5th Foot.
1891 Diet. Nat. Biog. XXV. 3/1 The 5th was.. popularly

known as the ' Shiners ', from its smart appearance and
attention to parade details,

C A bootblack.
191a igth Cent. Nov. 1018 An occasional white face may

be seen even among the noisy shiner boys, and the little

white shiner works continuously.

3. Applied to various small silvery fishes; the
young of the mackerel ; l/.S. any of various small
freshwater fishes, chiefly cyprinoids as the dace.
Golden shiner, a fish of the genus Nometigonus.
1836 Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 124 The young Mackerel,

which are called Shiners, are from four to six inches long
by the end of August, 1836 J. Richardson Fauna Bor..
Amer. in. 122 Cyprinus (Leueiscus) chrysoleucas...'New
York Shiner. 1839 Kirtland in Bost. Jml. Nat. Hist.
III. 339 Luxiluselongatus. ..The Red-bellied Shiner. Ibid.

341 L. dissimilis... The Spotted Shiner. 1844 O. W. Holmes
Lines Berksh. Jubilee 46 Oh, what are the prizes we perish
to win To the first little 'shiner' we caught with a pin.

1888 Goode Amer. Fishes 99 The ' Sailor's Choice '..bears
several other names. .as the ' Porgy ' and ' Shiner '. 1893
Outing XXII. 89/2 A golden shiner about five inches in
length.

b. - Silver-fish 2. (In mod. Diets.)

t Sliiness. Obs. north. In 1 scinisse, 4
schinnes. [f. Shines. +-ness.] Light, brightness.

6MB Lindisf Gosp. Mark xiii. 24 De mona ne seleo
scinisse his [splendoretn suum], a 1300 Cursor M. 23688
pat scene schinnes [Gott. be schene schining] o cristal.

Shiness, variant spelling of Shyness.
Shingle (Ji'tjg'l), jvv Forms: 3 scincle,

3-6 shyngle, 4 schingel, schingle, schyngil,

scingle, shyngel, -yl, singel, 4-6 schyngle,
shingell, 5 chyngle, chyngyl, 5-6 achyngy1(1,

shingil(l, shyngul(l, 6 s(c)hengle, shengyll,
shyngyll(e, syngle, 6-7 single, 7 shingelle,
4- shingle. [ME. scincle, shyngle, app. repre-

senting (? through an AF. modification) L. scindula,

later form of scandula
y
commonly held to be due

to the influence of Gr. trx^SaA^os.
"L. scindula is represented in Germanic byOHG- scindala,

scintila, MHG. schintel, (als'omodj schindel, MLG. schin-

dele, MDu. schindel: cf. Shindle. L. scandula passed
into Romanic as F. e'ehandole, It. scandota.]

X. A thin piece of wood having parallel sides

and one end thicker than the other, used as a
house-tile.

c isoo Vices $ Virtues 95 De faste hope, .is rof and wrikS
alle Se hire bieS bene<5en mid oe scincles of holie bohtes.

c 1305 Land Cokaygnt 57 in E. E. P. (1862) 157 pe scingles

alle Of cherche cloister boure and halle. 1335-6 in Bayley
Toiver Loud. (1821) App. 1. p. ij, Item in defectibus aula*

domini regis in coopertura, shyngles, coquinx, pistrina?.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvii. clxviii. (Bodl. MS.),
The labbc.is nailed bwarteouer to be rafters and theroii

hongeb sclattes, tile, and schingels. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
Wulcker 610/13 Scindula, a shyngul. 1510 Stanbbidgk
Vocabula (W. de W.) B iv b, Scandula, a shyngylles [sic].

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. 11. (1586) 106 Shingles.

.

are to be cutte betwixte midde Winter, and the beginning
of the Westerne Windes. 1591 Percivall Sp. Diet., Ripia,
a lath, a single. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 214 Shingles
are to be preferred before Thatch. 1785 Gentl. Mag. LV.
11. 49 The houses are almost all of wood, covered with the

same; the roof with shingles. 1817-8C0BHKTT Year'sResid.
Amer. (1822) 317 Your house, .covered with cedar shingles.

1886 Ruskin Praeterita I. 299 The Jura cottage, .is covered
with thin slit hue shingles.

ip) collect, sing.

c 1330 A rth. fy Meri, 5874 Arthour smot on hem, saunfaile,

So on be singel dobe be haile. c 1340 Nominate (Skeatj

481 Couert one liel ou cene, Hilde with tile or with schyngle.

c 1440 Paltad. on Husb. 1. lxxv, Heled weel with shyngul,
tile, or broom. 155a in Archseol. Cant. (1872) VIII. 128 For
makyng vj thowsen ofschyngle & iiij honder xxix s. 1557 in

Shropsh. Par, Docum. (1903) 58 Re'd of mr Vicar for olde
Shengle vi*. 1575 Ibid. 65 For on thowsand of shyngle
xviii*. 187a Yeats Techn. Hist. Comm. 132 Their roofs ot

shingle or of thatch. 1899 Baring-Gould Vicar of Mor-
zvetistow ix, The roof was covered with oak shingle.

b. fig. phr. (orig. Australian colloq.). A shingle

short :
* a tile loose ' : said of one who is mentally

deficient.

1852 Munuv Antipodes III. i. 17 Let no man having, in

colonian phrase, ' a shingle short ' try this country. 1885
Mrs. C. Praed Head Stat, xviii. II. 6 I've been given to

understand that poets are usually a shingle short.

c. gen. A piece of board. (Cf. shingle-board?)
i8»5 Scott Betrothed ii, A long low hall, built of rough

wood lined with shingles. i825_ J. Neal Bro. Jonathan
IIL 150 A piece of shingle, which he was pretending to
whittle, after the fashion of your ' nait 'ral born ' Yankee.
1844 Cath. Weekly Instr. 114 The hut was low, built of

shingles. 1894 Miss E. L. Banks Campaigns Curios. 143,
I had neglected to provide myself with a shingle, with small
holes, in which to place my flowers, to make them stand
upright

d. U.S. A small sign-board.



SHINGLE.

,847 J,M. F!ELD ZWW«/V*<™tf'(Bartlett i860) The
' Ko Admittance ! ' which frowned from a shingle over the

SlSS^X ToJ£ft&<*Z P- He studied law

and hune out his shingle. .

2 "5. and 6'e/a*., as shingle-laden, -laying,

-maker, -wise; t shingle-board - sense 1, 1 c;

shingle-nail, a nail used in fixing shingles in

building ; shingle-oak, (a) the laurel oak, Quercus

imbrnaria ;
{b) the she-oak ;

shingle-weaver,

-wood (see quots.).
. . .,..,, ,.

.

,

Several other compounds are given in Knights Vict.

Meek, and the recent U. S. diets.

c .300 in i>7<ur* M. Admiralty (Rolls) II. i9»„Menu bord

7
lem appele baryl bord ou "shyngel-bord. 1389 Hakluyt

C'<7V. 286 The roofes..are couered with shingle boordes.

1637 Hevwood Royall Ship 13 Lined with shingle-boards, or

waTnscot-plankes. 1881 Chicago Times 14 May, The vessel

is "shingle-laden. 1866 Rogers Agric. * Prices I. xv. 279

maker's shed. 1303-4 Ace. Chamberl. Chester (,910) 42 Bord

nail, "schingelneil, latnail. 1554 in Shropsh. Par. Docuin.

(1903)55 Haifa m ofsyngle nayle. 1867 Lowell FitzAdain s

Story 417 Hehad been known to cut a fig in two And change

a board-nail for a shingle-nail. 1886 Mouse Jap. Homes 79

Bamboo pins, .are used as shingle-nails. 1818 T. Nuttall

Genera N. Amer. Plants II. 214 Quercus imbncana
('Shingle Oak). 1889 Maiden Native Plants Austral. 15

Casnarina stricta,.. 'Shingle Oak', 'Coast She-oak', i860

Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), "Shingle-weaver, a workman

who dresses shingles. 1871 Coues N. Amer. Birds 46

Scales.. apt to be imbricated, or fixed *shingle-wise. 1864

Grisebach Flora W. Ind. Islatuls 787 "Shingle-wood :

Nectandra leucantha.

b. passing into adj. = (a) consisting of, covered

or built with, shingles, as shingle house, roof; (b)

used in making shingles, as shingle machine.

1810 W. Irving Life ft Lett. (1864) I. 245 More pleasing

in the sight of Heaven.. than building a dozen shingle

church steeples. 1819-20 — Leg. Sleepy Hollow Sk.-Bk.

11821) 299 The money invested in.. shingle palaces in the

wilderness. 1848-54 Webster, Shingle-roofed, having a

roof covered with shingles, a 1850 Mrs. Browning Run-

away Slave xi, When the shingle-roof rang sharp with the

rains. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shingle-machine, an

American machine for riving, shaving, and jointing shingles,

which is capable of making 30,000 per day. Ibid., Shingle-

mill, a saw-mill for cutting planks or logs into shingles.

1868 Rep. U. S. Comm. Agric. (1869) 56 Board and shingle

sugar-houses. 1899 Baring-Gould Vicar of Morwenstnv

ix, A shingle roof he would have or none at all.

Shingle (Ji-ng'l),^.
2 Forms: a. 6-ohingle,

6-7 Sc. chyngill. &. 6- shingle. [Of obscure

origin ; the forms with eh-, which are somewhat

the earlier and are mainly Sc. and East Anglian,

suggest an echoic origin (cf. chink). The change

of ch- to sh- is paralleled in the history of Shivek

0.2 The relation of this word to Norw. singl

coarse sand, small stones, NFris. singel (large)

gravel, is not clear.]

1. Small roundish stones; loose, waterwom

pebbles such as are found collected upon the sea-

shore, a. collect, sing.

a. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 556 Chingle and great stones

being skorched in that fiery gulfe. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 517/2 Arenam et lie chyngill et lapides super ripas

dicte aque. 1611 in Extracts Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot.

(1S70) II. 327 To caus the fyscher bolts to be ballastet..

with chyngill onlie, and nocht with staynes. 1633 I. Done
tr. Arisleas' Hist. Sepluagint 51 In the Superficies, .was

represented .. the Flood Meander, ..in the Channell of

which, one might see a Splendor of Precious Stones, repre.

senting his rowling waues, which Chingle was of Carouncles

[etc.). 1787 W. H. Marshall Provinc. Norfolk (E.D.SO,

Chingle, gravel, free from dirt. 1798 Statist. Ace. Scot. XX.
27 The surface is not above a foot or 18 inches from the

chingle. 1807 Headrick Arran 232 This stratum is not

visible on the sea beach, being probably covered with chingle

or stones.

0. 1676 Phil. Traits. XI. 627 The shores.. are for the

most part sandy, but only in some points there is some

shingle cast up. 1717 S. Sewall Diary 28 Sept., Not to

fetch any more Shingle from the point, to mend the Causey.

1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2), Ramsey, in the Isle of Man, .

.

standing upon a beach of loose sand, or shingle. 1833

Lvell Princ. Geol. III. 271 A violent and transient rush of

waters which tore up the soil to a great depth, excavated
>

valleys, gave rise to immense beds of shingle. 1867 ' Ouida '

Cecil Castlemaine, etc. 239 In dashed the bay through the

park-gates, sending the shingle flying up in small simoons.

1881 Geikie Text-bk. Geol. 11. 11. § 6. 155 In shingle the

stones are coarser, ranging up to blocks as big as a man's

head or larger. 1894 Crockett Raiders 116 The swell

broke upon a beach of shingle and sand.

b. collect, pi. (Locally the na.ne of a pebbly

beach or bank; cf. quot. 1577 in 2/3.)

1574 W. Bourne Regim. Sea xxii. 60 At the comming
from Portland you shall haue .35. fadoms, and small shingles.

a 1608 Dee Relat. Spirits 1. (1659) 115 The shingles, through

the which the Spring runs. 1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey),

Shingles,.. tht Name of a Shelf, or Sand-bank in the
1

Sea,

about the Isle of Wight. 1803 Southev in Ann. Rev. I. 9 A
neck of land chiefly composed of sand, shingles and drift

wood. 1818 Scott Rob Roy xviii, The way. .was a happy
interchange of bog and shingles. 184a Sedgwick in Hud-
soli j Guide Lakes (1843) 188 The overlying.. beds of lime-

stone are .. separated from the.. beds of slate, by masses of

conglomerate or cemented shingles. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xxv, Just as the nymph.. stepped out of the little

caravan on to the shingles. 1862 Ansted Channel Isl. 1. iv.

79 The shingles here do not afford a landing-place.

702

2. A beach or other tract covered with loose

roundish pebbles.

o. 1513Douglas /Eneis x. vi. 34 In the schald sclio stoppis,

and dyd stand Apon a dry chyngill or bed of sand, a 1825

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Chingly, abounding in small stones,

etc., commonly applied to a newlyrepaired road. The loose

pebbly beach is called the chingle or shingle.

p. 1577 Harrison England 1. ix. 22 b, in Holinshed, We
meete with y" fal of a water neere to S. Catherins chappie

as we sailed by y" Shingle. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk Qr Selv.

200 A world of Sea-stones on the shingle. 1822 T. Mitchell

Com. Aristoph. II. 182 He has robb'd the sea-shore, And
has hived such a store As would give a large shingle its

coating. 1856 Emerson Eng. Traits, Ability Wks. (Bonn)

II. 34 The enchantments of barren shingle and rough

weather.
,

3. attrib., as shingle-ballast, bank, beach, -bed,

-stone, track, trap ; shingle-covered, -formed adjs.

;

shingle-tramper (see quot.).

1801 Nazal Chron. V. 270 The many instances of injury

arising from the use of "shingle ballast. 1888 F. Cow per

Cxdwalla i. 15 The scrub on the top of the 'shingle bank.

1834 UhKnytcx Peter Simple xxvi, Oh ! with what joy did I

first put my foot on the "shingle beach at Sallyport. 1881

Rep Geol. Explor. New Zealand 123 The Dart flows along

a wide *shingle-bed. 1875 W. M'Ilwraith Guide Wigtown-

shire 51 A narrow, "shingle-covered opening in the cliffs.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 116 Masses of "shingle-
j

formed conglomerate. 1614 T. Gentleman England s Way
25 Their haven [viz. Southwold, Suffolk] is.. stopped vp

with Beach and "Chingle-stone. 1863 Lyfll A ntiq. Man 31
,

One of the round shingle stones. 1886 Kendall Poems 201

He camps by the side of a "shingle track. 1867 Smyth

Sailor's Word-bk., "Shingle-tramper, a coast-guard man.

1839 Civil Eng. t, A rch. Jrnl. 1 1. 85/2 Shingle has a decided

tendency to drive eastward, and convert harbours lying 111
,

its course into what have been designated ' "shingle traps '.

Shingle, sbfi Erron. f. Single sb. i b.

1660 Howell Parly ofBeasts 51 That lovely white Hinde

(though she hath som black spots about her shingle), .she

was once a Woman. 1661 Morgan Sph. Gentry 1. vi. 81

[The tail] of the Hart is the Tail, and the Ro-buck or Deer

the Shingle. 1688 Holme Armoury II. vu. I33/L

Shingle (JVng'l), »•' [f. Shingle ^. l

]

1. trans. To cover, roof (a house, etc.) with

shingles.

156a Withals Diet. 42 b/2 Scandulo, to shyngle. 1577 V.

Leigh Surv. I ij, Whether.. slated, shingled, or thatched.

1638 Bp. Mountagu Art. Enq. Visit. A 2, Is your Church

leaded, tiled, slated, shingled, thatched with straw or reede.

1796 J . Adams Diary 27 July, 1 rode up to the barn, which

Mr. Pratt has almost shingled. 1833 [Seba Smith) Lett. J.

Downing xxi. (1835) 124 He'll new shingle our old barn for

nothin. 1865 'Artemus Ward' Trav. 11. xn, When the

Lion House was ready to be shingled.

transf. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 53?/1 lh?" wa„
ls a"d

. . roof are shingled with slate. 1891 Century Mag. Nov. 61

We constructed alow chalet .. , shingling it withswamp grass.

2. U.S. a. To cut (hair), properly so as to give

the effect of overlapping shingles, by exposing the

ends of hair all over the head ; also absol.

1857 Holland Bay Path 232 (Thornton A mer. Gloss.), I'm

great on cutting hair. I don't suppose there's anybody in

the settlement can shingle like me. . . By the way, don t you

want your hair cut? 1 don't know how I m going to get

along, unless you do have it jest shingled. 1864 R. F. Bur-

ton in Anlhropol. Rev. II. 51 To 'shingle off their hair as

closely as possible. 1909 Kate Wiggin Susanna <y Sue

xii, It's kind of pityish to have your hair shingled.

b. To cover like a shingled roof.

1858 O. W. Holmes Aut. Breakf-t. n A somewhat more

than middle-aged female, with a parchment forehead and a

dry little ' frisette ' shingling it.

C. (See quot.)

i860 Bartlett Diet. Amer. (ed. 3), To shingle, to chastise.

A shingle applied a posteriori is a favorite New England

mode of correcting a child.

Shingle, ».* Iron-manuf. [ad. F. cingler, ad.

G. zdngeln, f. zange tongs, pincers.] trans. To

subject (the puddled ball) to pressure and blows

from a hammer so as to expel impurities.

1674, etc. [see Shingling vbl. si.']. 1784 in Abridgm.

Specif, Iron f, Steel (1858) 13 Shingling, welding, and

manufacturing iron and steel into barrs, plates, rods, and

otherwise. Ibid. 365 The slabe, having been shingled .
.
to the

sizes of the grooves in my rollers. 1825 J. Nicholson Oter.

Mech. 768 These loops are.. brought to a white or welding

heat, and then shingled into half-blooms or slabes. 1861

Fairbairn Iron 105 'The old method of shingling the puddle

balls..was to reduce them to shape by a heavy hammer

called the forge-hammer or helve.
_

+ Shingle, v.* [? f. Cingle, girdle, with assimi-

lation to Shingles.] trans. To girdle round.

1621 T. Williamson tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillard'.35 Till

the gout is in their knees, or the dropsie doth painefully

shingle them round.

Shingled (Ji'rjg'ld). ///• a.1 V- Shingle sbA

or V> + -ED.]

1. Covered or tiled with shingles ; in first quot.,

? having the outer timbers overlapping like tiles,

clinker-built.
, ,

1362 Langl. P. PI. A. x. 170 Eihte soules And of vche

beest A Couple, pat in be schynglede schup schullen ben

I-saued. 1577 V. Leigh Surv. I ij, Buildinges. .whether..

Tyled, slated, shingled, or thatched. 1818 J.
Hassell

Rides A Walks II. 107 The church has a shingled tower.

1881 iqlh Cent. Aug. 306 The prevalence of shingled spires

in the wooded districts. 1885 C. F. Holder Marvels Amm.
Life 216 To capture the rain-water from the shingled root.

2. Arranged tile-wise, imbricated.

1884 Coues N. Amer. Birds 94 Individual feathers of the

notaeum.. smoothly shingled or imbricated.

SHINGLY.

Shingled, ///. a. 2 [' Shingle sb* + -ed 2.]

Covered with or consisting of shingle or rounded

pebbles.
1802 Hloomfield Rural Tales 53 May your days Glide on,

as glides the Stream that never stays ; Bright as whose

shingled bed .. May all your . . Virtues shine 1 1888 Henlly
Bk. Verses 156 The shingled shore.

Shingled, /// a.3 See Shingle v.2

1884 W. H . Greenh ood Steel A> Iron xvi. 305 The shingled

blooms will not be uniformly homogeneous if they are pro-

duced from different-sized puddled balls.

Shingler '. [f. Shingle j*.i or v.1 + -er 1
.]

One who shingles houses, etc. ; also U.S. ' one

who or a machine which cuts and prepares

shingles' (Ogilvie 1882).

144s in jlh Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. 528/1 Paid 2 shyn.

gelers and a boy, mending the old rofe of the church zod.

1554 in Shropsh. Par. Docum. (1903) 55 Paid to the syngler

& his man 8" viid . 1562 Act 5 Eliz. c. 4 § 23 Any Persone

using or exercising Tharte or Occupation of a . . Thatcher or

Shingler. 1688 Holme Armoury ill. ix. 394/2 There is four

sorts of Trades, that formerly used to cover Houses, . . viz.

the Plumer, with Lead ;..the Shingler with clift Wood [etc.].

1865 P. B. St. John Snow Ship ix, Nothing is more necessary

to a backwoods-man than to be a good shingler—that is to

know how to select the right tree and how to cut it. 1886

Morse Jap. Homes 79 The shingler takes a mouthful of

these pegs.

Shingler 2 . Iron-manuf [f. Shingle v? +

-er 1
.] One who or a machine which shingles

puddled iron.

1832 Ht. Martineau Hill fr Valley iv, The shingler who
hammers the balls of metals into an oblong form. 1864

Webster, Shingler, . . a machine for shingling puddled iron,

or making it into blooms. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.,

Shingler, an eccentric, .roller revolving within a concave

and pressing the dross out of theloop. 1881 Greener Gun 221

The puddler takes the bloom with a pair of tongs, runs with

it to the tilt hammer and hands it over to the shingler.

Shingles (Ji-rjg'lz), sb.pl. Also 4 sohingles,

5 cingules, sengies, 5-6 shyngles, 6 chingles.

[Representing med.L. cingulus (MS. gloss in Du
Cange), var. of cingulum girdle, used to render Gr.

tyarn or faio-rr/p in the medical sense.] An eruptive

disease [Herpes zoster) often extending round the

middle of the body like a girdle (whence the name)

;

usually accompanied by violent neuralgic pain.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xvn. xciii. (Tollem. MS.),

Aaens icchynge and scabbes wett and drye and a3ens

schingles [Bodley MS. cingules, ed. 149s shyngles). c 1450

M. E. Med. Bk. (Heinrich) 78 Ther ys an euel, bat men callen

besengles. J527 Andrew Brunsuyie's Distyll. Waters G ij,

The onnatural hetenamed shyngleson the bodye. 1546 Phaer

Bk. Childr. Bb viij b, Our EngTysshe women call it the fyre

of Saynt Anthonye, or chingles. 1614 W. B. Phllos. Banquet

(ed. 2) 86 The oyle of Nuttes. .helpes the shingles. 1712

Swift Jrnl. to Stella 10 May, The doctors said that they

never saw anything so odd of the kind ; they were not pro-

perly shingles, but herpes miliaris, and twenty other hard

names. 1782 W. Heberden Comm. xxm. (1806) 126 The

herpes, or shingles .. consists of a heap of watery bladders.

1899 Allbutfs Syst. Med. VIII. 618 On hearing that it l^

the ' shingles ' and that it is not catching.

b. A similar disease in horses.

1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 74 This disease is also

called by some the shingles in a horse. 1715 Bradley s Fain.

Diet., St. Anthony's Fire, a Disease Horses are subject to, .

.

call'd by some the Shingles.

Shi'ngling, vbl. sb.i [f. Shingle 0.1 + -ing i.J

Tiling with shingles or cutting shingles. Also

attrib., as shingling-hatchet, etc.

1703 T. N. City 8, C. Purchaser 243 Shingling, the laying

on of Shingles. 1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers Catal. 157

Shingling Hatchets. 1864 Lowell Fireside J rav. 32 An

Indian tomahawk, which had too much the peaceful look of

a shingling-hatchet. 1875 Knight Diet. Meclu, Shingling-

bracket, a device to enable a carpenter to stand on a roor

while nailing on shingles. Ibid., Shinghng-gage,.. for

adjusting shingles in the proper position for nailing. 1910

Lady D. Nevill Under Five Reigns iv, Shingling is a craft

quite distinct from ordinary builder's or carpenter s work.

b. Arrangement in overlapping layers.

1903 U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 13- 48 In numerous

sections of these deposits the shingling of the gravels is well

marked. . r , „
Shingling, vbl.sb? Iron-manuf. [f. Shingle

v 2 + _INQ 1.] The action of Shingle v. 1-

1674 Ray Coll. Words 128 This Loop they take out with

their shingling tongs, and beat it with Iron sledges .. that so

it may.. be in a capacity to be carried under the hammer.

Under which they then removing it, . .beat it with the hamnlei

very gently, which forces cinder and dross out of the matter,

afterwards. .they beat it thicker and stronger till Ibey bring

it to a Bloom . . .This operation they call shinghng the Loop.

,840 Civil Eng. A> Arch. Jrnl.II. 298/1 The roasting,

smelting, refining, puddling, shingling, balling, and drawing-

out. 1881 Greener C«» 222 The loss tn the puddling is about

15 per cent., in the shingling and rolling about 14 per cent.

attrib. 1674 [see abovej. 1839 Urk Diet. Arts 706 The

shingling mill.. consists of two sets of grooved cylinders.

1857 G. V.lk.e Iron Manuf. :o8 A oo-horse engine will

drive a shingling-hammer [etc.]. 1873 Iron 5 Apr. 35°/'

The shingling-forge. fitted with a 5-ton wrought iron helve

Shi ngling, ppl- a. [f. Shingle i/.
1 + -ing -.J

Used advbTTTn a tile-wise arrangement.

1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xxix, As to whether thehides

should be stowed-' shingling ' or ' back-to-back and flipper.

'shTng'ly (fi-ngli), <M [f- Shingle rf.i + -T.]

Covered with shingles or wooden tiles.

i8<7 Whittier Last Walk in Autumn xxi. The. .shingly

town-house, where The freeman's vote for Ireedom falls.



SHINGLY.

Shingly (Ji'qgh), &•* Also Se, 8 chinlie,

chingily, 9 chingly; 9 ahingley. [f. Shingle
sb.2 + -y.] Consisting of or covered with shingle

;

of the nature of shingle.

a. 1775 L. Shaw Hist. Mora} 78 The hard chinlie beach.

175)7 Statist. Ace. Scott. XIX. 5 In several parts it [sc. the
soil] is gravellish or sandy, or chingily. 1807 Headrick
Arran 281 For slight, sandy, or chingly soils.

0. 1789 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 91, I landed, within the
sound, on a white shingly beach, the stones of which are all

chert. 1802 W. Forsvth Fruit Trees xxiii. (1824) 343
Shingly and gravelly soils. 1810 Scorr Lady ofL. in. vii,

Benharrow's shingly side. 1843 Chamb. Jriil. 45/3 As they
stood upon the shmgley beach to see him start. 1869 Tozeh
Highl. Turkey I. 291 The broad shingly bed of a river.

1870 Hawthorne Engl. Note-bks. (1879) I. 211 Covered with
gray shingly stones.

Shinily (Jai'nili), adv. [f. Shiny + -ly2.]
With a shiny surface or appearance. So Slxrni-
ness, shiny condition.
187a Ruskin Eagle's N. § 154 What sort of shininess there

is on the end of a terrier's nose. 1874 Contemp. Rev. Oct.
760 The utmost shininess that can be got out of it will not
replace one-tenth part of the light. 1894 A. Morrison
Mean Streets 138 His short hair clung shinily about his
bullet head.

Shining (Jarnin),z>£/. sb. [f. Shine z>. + -inq1.]

The action of the verb Shine ; emission or shedding
of light

; gleaming, beaming.
a 1300 E. £. Psalter cix. 3 In schinenges ofhaliyhes bright

[Vulg. in sptendoribus sanctorum], 13.. K. Alls. 64c
(Bodl. MS.) pe erbe shook, be see bycom grene, pe sonne
wibdrou^ shynvng shene. 13.. Cursor M. 23688 (Gcitt.)

pe schene schming of crista!. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vin. xli. (Tollem. MS.), Schinynge is out spryngynge and
stremynge oute of be substaunce of ly^te. c 1400 Destr. Troy
919 For chynyng of the chene stone he shont with his hede.
c 1460 Towneley Myst. xxvi. 117 The moyn and starnes of
shynyng blan. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia in. (Sommer) 265 b,

He.. might spie sometimes.. the shining of armour, like
flashing of lightning. 1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 560
Grashoppers doe..come in such quantitie that they inter-
cept the shining of the Sunne like a Cloud. 1725 Ramsay
Gentle Sheph. in. in, I've seen with shining fair the morning
rise. 185a Thackeray Esmond 1. v, Harry could see the
shining of a steel breastplate he had on. 185a M. Arnold
Self-Depend, vi, With joy the stars perform their shining.
1905 K. Young Sands ofPleasure iu viii, The cold, alert
shining of her eyes.

b. transf. and Jig.
* '374 Chaucer Boeth, m. pr. ii. (1868) 67 Yif that dignitees

lesen hir shyninge by chaunginge of tymes. 1430-40 Lydg.
Bochas 1. vii. (1544) 10 b. Whan his shining was waxt vp to

y^ ful After the chaunge of fortunes lawe His glorye gan
discrecen. a 1586 Sidney Arcadia w. (Sommer) 127 Men of
vertue suppressed, lest their shining should discouer the
others filthines. ibid. 111. 249 Our trust is that you yet will

not denie the shining of your eies vpon vs. 1656 Artif.
Handsom. 129 All their Oratorious polishings and shinings
are but false beames. 1715 De Foe Fatn. Instruct, u i.

(1841) II. 5 We are but as dark as we were before; for we were
none of us the better for all your hypocritical shining.
a 1778 Toplady in Bk. Praise (1866) 446 The shinings of
His grace Soften my passage through the wilderness.
attrib. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1768) IV. 64 The time

of Adversity is your Shining-time.

Shining
[
Jarnirj), ppl. a. [f. Shine v. + -ing 2

.]

1. That shines; luminous, lustrous, gleaming,
beaming; also, of bright or brilliant aspect or
exterior ; resplendent in dress or equipment.
a 900 O. E. Martyrol. 22 Nov. 208 pa stod se engel bi^

hyre myd scynendum fySerum. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker
431/23 Limpidis, scinendum. 1x1225 Ancr. R. 224 ' De-
monium meridianum ', bet is, briht schininde deouel. c 1275
Serving Christ 18 in O. E. Misc. 91 In schynynde wede.
1382 Wyclif Lam. iv. 7 Whitere is Nazareis than sno?,
sbynendere [1388 schynyngere] than mylc c 1475 Rauf
Coilyear 559 Bot I the knew, that is sa schynancL
Bellbnden Livy n. xxi. (S.T.S.) I. 215 pai war iij c and
vj knichtis in schynyng armoure. 1552 Abp. Hamilton
Catech. (1884) 40 1 he cleir schenand sonne. 1565 J. Phillip
Patient Grissell 702, I nether haue faire Helins shape, nor
comly shininge hew. 1626 Bacon Sylva \ 352 Shining woods,
being laid in a Dry Koome, ..lose their Shining. 1664 Sir
R. Howard & Dryden Ind. Queen n. i, Showres sometimes
fall upon a shining day. 1667 Milton P. L. vn. 401 Fish
..with thir Finns & shining Scales. 1719 De Foe Crusoe
If. (Globe) 559 Tiles.. of a deep shining Black. 1776
GiBbON DecI. «fr

F. xiii. I. 377 A bag of shining leather filled

with pearls. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11, Passion $
Princ. x. III. 183 A bright shining house-maid. 1845 Kitto
Cycl. Bibl. Lit. s. v. Egypt, The climate is.. exceedingly
hot ; the atmosphere clear and shining. 185a Thackeray
Esmond 1. ix. On a shining chestnut horse. Ibid. n. iii,

That busy, shining scene of the Thames swarming with

boats and barges, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. ii. 21 All covered
with shining snow.

b. as an epithet of coin. f Shining clay, gold.

166S Hopkins Van. World Wks. (1710) 5 What are Gold
and Silver, but diversified Earth, hard and shining Clay?
1677 Horneck Gt. Law Consid. v. (1704) 306 The tears I

shed, for being deprived of a little shining clay. 1746
Francis tr. //or.. Sat. 11. iii. 203 From out his Bags he pours
the shining Store.

o. Nat. Hist.
t etc. (See quots.)

1792 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 2) III. 399 Pileus brown,
shining, glutinous. 1793 Martyn Lang. Bot., Lucidum
folium.. Bright, shining. 1839 Lindley Introd. Bot. in.

(ed. 3) 47 1 Shining {nt'tidus) ; having a smooth, even, polished

surface ; as many leaves. 1850 Assted Elem. Geol,, Min.
etc. $ 310 The degrees of intensity [sc. of lustre] are denomi-
nated as follows '.— ..Shining, when an image is produced,
but not a well-defined image. Ex., Calcareous spar, Celes-

tine. 1871 W. A. Leiohton Lichen-flora 109 Lobes ascend-
ing, glabrous and shining.

703

d. Hence as specific name of animals and plants
(rendering L. lucidus, lucens, splendidus, etc.).

1616 Bacon Sylva § 475 The Shining Willow, which they
call Swallow-Taile. 1771 J. R. Forster Flora Amer.
Septentr. 7 Potamogeton lucens. Pondweed, shining. 1783
Latham Gen. SynopsisBirds 1 1 1. 56 Shining Thrush, Turdus
nitens, 1784 Cullum Hist. Hawsted App. 232 Shining
Dove's-footcranesbill {Geranium lucidum) in hedges. 1809
Shaw Gen. Zool. VI 1. 372 Coppery-green shining Crow. 1865
Intell. Obs. VII. 102 The male Satin or Shining Bower Bird.

2. Phr. a. Shining light (after John v. 35) : a
person conspicuous for some excellence.
1526 [see Light sb. 5 a]. 1563 WinJet tr. Vincent. Lirin.

ix. Wks. (S.T.S.) 1 1. 27 That schyning Hcht of at the Sanctis,
..maist blissit Cypnane. a 1796 Burns Holy Willie's
Prayer ii, A burnin' an' a shinin' light To a' this place !

1869 Trollope He knew, etc. xviii. (1878) 100 Her aunt was
regarded as a shining light by very many good people in the
county. 1887 Field 19 Nov. 790/1 In the opening part of
the game, Stadden, Robertshaw, and Brooke had ueen the
shining lights.

b. 7o imp?-ove the shining hour (after Watts,
see quot. 1720) : to make good use of time.
1720 Watts Div. Songs xx, How doth the little busy bee

improve each shining hour ! 1866 'Annie Thomas' Walter
Goring ii, Though he had been seeming to improve the
shining hours very much to his own satisfaction.

3. With reference to intellectual or moral quali-

ties : Eminent, distinguished, brilliant. "Now rare,
cgoo tr. Bxda's Hist. m. xix. (1890) 210 Se waes in wordum
& daedum beorht & scinende. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,
Gov. Lordsh. xxxvii. 69 pe vertu of by shynynge lyf shal
be..gladyd berby. c 1410 Hoccleve Mother of God 101
Seint Ion Shynynge apostle & euangelist. 1513 Life Hen. V
(ion) 7 The life and shyninge Acts of this most victorious
Kinge. 1503 G._ Harvey Pierces Super. 173 The siluer
streaming fountaines of flowingest witt, and shiningest Art.
c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 31
Nor was his soul less shining in honour than in loue. 1702
Addison Dial. Medals i. n One that endeavoured rather
to be agreeable, than shining in conversation. 1711 —
Sped. No. 73 r 4 Men of the greatest and the most shining
Parts. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. II. xxix. 154 Charles duke
of Bourbon., was a prince of the most shining merit. 1781
Cowper Retirem. 560 Anticipated rents, and bills unpaid,
Force many a shining youth into the shade. 1818 Scott
Hrt. Midi, xxxvii, [His] most shining quality was courage
in the field of battle. 1881 M. Raleigh Alex. Raleigh i. 7
[He] was regarded as a boy of good but not shining ability.

4. Of looks : Radiant, beaming.
1821 Lamb Elia x. My relations, A .. shining sanguine

face. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 1. xiii, Greeting him with
one of her shining looks.

5. Comb.
1802 Shaw Gen. Zoot. III. 464 Shining-black Snake. 1822

Hortus Anglicus II. 120 Shining.leaved Fig Wort. 1895
K. Meyer Voy. Bran I. 71 A red-eared shining-white cow,

Shi ningly, adv. [f. prec. + -ly 2.] In a
shining manner ; with a shining appearance

;

brightly, brilliantly.

1382 Wyclif Luke xvi. 19 Sum man was rich, . .and he eet

ech day schynyngli [L. splendide]. c 1440 Gesta Rom.
Ixvi. 305 (Harl. MS.), pe my^ty men and riche men of bis

wordle, bat hath golde, and goodis shynyngly. 1556 J.
Heywood Spider <y F. xiii. 17 The show.. Upon the ten

flies parte showth more shimnglie Then on the one spiders

side. 1611 Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xx. $ 5 Let vs now behold
his vertues as they are shiningly deduced into action. 1612

R. Sheldon Serm. St. Martins 15 A God, shiningly

appearing in Christ. 1824 Galt Rothelan 1. 11. iv. 181 His
eye, which was ever shiningly intellectual. 1836 Tait's

Mag. III. 447 The silver spoons and forks were laid shiningly

side by side in a varnished press. 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock (1861) 163 Her ladyship's own private bank is in a
shiningly aristocratic street. 1891 ' L. Keith ' Lost Illus.

II. xix. 208 Shiningly, spotlessly, insolently new.

So Shi'ningness, brightness, brilliance.

1703 Phil. Trans. XXV. 1538 The shinincness being
wholly occasioned by the reflexion of the Light from the

polisht sides. 1752 ' Sir H. Beaumont * Crito 41 note, The
Epithets marmoreus, ebumeus, and candidus, are all

applied.. to the Shiningness here spoken of. 1837 New
Monthly Mag. XLIX. 24 Albeit swaying so our thoughts
In shiningness and motion.

Shinlog (
JVn\pg)t

sb. * Brickmaking. (See

quot. 1703.) Hence Shinlog v.
}
to close (the

mouth of a kiln) with shinlog.

1703 T. N. City $ C Purchaser 48 They damm up the

Mouth of the Kiln.. with their Shinlog, as they call it

(which is pieces of Bricks piled upon each other, with wet
Brick P^arth, instead of Mortar). This Shinlog they make
so high, that there is but just room above it to thrust in a
Faggot. Ibid., The Mouth being thus Shinlog'd, they pro-

ceed to put in Faggots. 1825 J. Nicholson Oper.Mech. 534.

t Shinlog, sb* Obs. [app. f. shin in Shinbin
(cf. the form shinbeam) + Log sb. 1

] m Shinbin.
1842 Penny Cycl. XXIV. 141/2. Pieces called ' shin-logs ',

and admirably adapted for ship-timbers.

Shinner (
Ji'nai). [f. Shin sb. or v. + -er 1.]

+ 1. A stocking. Obs. rarer .

X585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 167/1 Caliga,.. an hose, a
nether stocke, a shinner,

2. A blow or kick on the shin. dial.

1835 Marrvat Olla Podr., Moonshine, I'll give you a
shinner on your lower limb. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss.

8. U*S. * One who borrows money by the practice

of shinning* (Bartlett).

1840 in Scheie de V ere Americanisms (1872) 305 Coxcombs
and dandies, loafers and nibblers, Shavers and shinners.

4. U.S. One who * shins round ' ; an active person.

1838 I. C. Neal in Scheie de Vere Americanisms (1872)

305 ' Shin it, good man !
' ejaculated a good-natured urchin,

' shin it as well as you know how !
* The qualification was

SHINTY.

a good one, Berry not being well calculated for a shinner of

the first class.

Shinning, vii. si. [I. Shin v. + -ING 1
.]

1. Foottall. The act of kicking an opponent on
the shin.

1873 Gentl. Mag. Apr. 388 Mauling, hacking, kicking,

shinning, collaring—such are among the terms and rules of
the [Rugby] game. 1899 Sheahman, etc. Football 70 All

charging is fair, but no. .shinning or back shinning either of
the ball or players is allowed.

2. U.S. (See quot. 1864.)
1864 Webster, Shinning;, a running about borrowing

money temporarily to meet pressing demands. 1872SCHELE
DE Vere Americanisms 306 This process of shinning is

resorted to whenever the merchant or banker is short.

Shinny (Ji'ni), si. Also shinney, shinnie.

[? I. the cry used in the game shin ye, shin you
(also shinyour side), of obscure origin; cf.hummie,

a dial, name for shinty, and the cry htm you, shin

you (Sheffield Gloss.) ; see also Shinty. Other

dial, names of the game are shinnins, shinnock,

shinnup ; also shinder vb.] A (north-country and
American) game similar to hockey, played with

a ball and sticks curved at one end ; also, the stick

and the ball used in this game.
167a in Maidment Bk. Scotish Pasquils (r868) 181 He ..did

transub Himself to ball, the Parliament to club, Which will

him holl when right teased at ane blow, Or els Sir Patrick

will be the shinnie goe. 1794 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 216

Shinney, a stick rounding at one end, to strike a small

wooden ball with. 1810 Ann. Reg. 532 Contending parties,

in the northern counties of England, exert themselves to

drive the shinney to its goal, i860 J. F. Campbell Tales

W. Highl. (1890) I. 102 He.. gets him to make an iron

shinny. 1893 Leland Jl/««. I. 51 The noseof the [sturgeon]

fish, .being greatly coveted by us small boys wherewith to

make a ball for ' shinny '.

attrib. 1794 Gentl. Mag. Mar. 216 Skinney-liah, a game
so called. 1823 R. Chambers Trad. Edin. II. 78 A group
of little pensioners, who regularly annoyed him for a shinny-

ball, or some such article. 1856 Kane Arctic Kxpl.W. xxi.

206 Each of them had a walrus-rib for a. .shinny-stick.

Shinny (
Ji'"i)> » K& [f- Shin si.] intr. To

shin up a tree.

1888 T. Stevens Around the World 307 The trees, .are.,

swarming with monkeys. . . Shinnying up the toddy-palms.

Shinto (Jrnto). Also Sin-to, Sintu, -00.

[Japanese, f. Chinese shin lao way of the gods.]

1. The native religious system of Japan, the

central belief of which is that the mikado is the

direct descendant of the sun-goddess and that im-

plicit obedience is due to him.

1727 tr. Kzmpfer's Hist. Jafan I. 203 Sinto..is the Idol-

worship, as of old established in the Country. 1829 Encycl.

Metrop. (1845) XX. 474/2 The first. . Faith of the Japanese,

is that of the Sin-to. 1875 N. Amir. Rev. CXX. 282 The
abolition of Buddhism and the establishment of pure Shinto.

1906 Athenxum 19 May 602/3 Of pure Shinto ancestor,

worship was no part, while phallismin a very pronounced

form was intimately associated with it.

b. attrii.

1727 tr. Kxnrt/er's Hist. Japan I. 207 The whole System
of the Sintos Divinity. Ibid., The Sintosju or adherents of

the Sintos Religion. 1829 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XX.
475/2 The Sin-syu, or maintainers of the Sin-to creed. 1880

E. J. Reed Japan I. 47 The worship of the Shinto gods.

1888 L. Oliphant Epis. in Adv. 222 Two Buddhist or

Sintoo shrines, perched upon pinnacles of rock.

c. adj. = Shintoistic.

1904 Sladen Playing the Game 1. xii_, The idea of the

Kami, .was Shinto rather than Buddhistic.

2. An adherent of Shinto beliefs.

1829 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) XX. 477/1 The Gods wor-

shipped by the Sin-tos are principally. .departed Spirits

deified. 187 . Ripley & Dana Amer. Cycl. IX. 537 (Cass.)

The Shintos believe in a past life, and they live in fear and
reverence of the spirits of the dead.

Hence Shl-nto,isiii = Shinto i ; Shi-ntO|ist =
Shinto a ; SMntOil/stic a., belonging to or

characteristic of Shinto ; Shl'ntoilze v., trans.,

to render Shintoistic.

1727 tr. Kxnip/er'sHist. Japan I. 226 Orthodox Sintoists

go in Pilgrimage to Isje once a year. 1857 R. Tomes A mer.

in Japan xiv. 337 The prevailing religions of the Japanese
are Buddhism and Sintooism. 1863 Chamb. Encycl. V.

686/r The minor deities of Sintuism are very numerous.

1875 N. Amer. Rev. CXX. 296 Buddhism, .and the bakufu

were, in the eyes of a Shintoist, all one and the same. 1889

E. Arnold Seat t Lands xiv. (1895) 218 Pure Shintoism

does not admit of any external decoration or images. 1893

in Barrows World's Pari. Relig. 1. 453 A pilgrimage to

various. .Shintoistic and Buddhistic temples. 189s Gripfis

Relig. Japan vii. 212 Is Japanese Buddhism really Shin-

toized Buddhism, or Buddriaized Shinto ?

Shinty (
Ji-nti). Also shintie. [Formation

obscure ; ? for shin t'ye, cf. shin ye (see Shinny).]

1. = Shinny.
1771 Pennant Tour Scot. 167 The shinty, or the striking

a ball of wood or of hair. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. V. 72

On holidays, all the males of a district, .met to play at foot,

ball, but oftener at shinty. 1808 Jamieson, Shinty, the club

used in playing [shinty]. 1876 J. Grant Burgh Sch. Scot.

11. v. 180 The rough but manly old game of ' shinty ' has not

yet quite fallen into desuetude. 188a Jamieson 's Sc. Diet.,

Shinty, the ball or knot of wood is called Shintie.

attrii. 1863 N. MacLeod Remin. Highl. Par. iii, Few
games . . demand more physical exertion than a good shinty

match. 1865 Morning Star 1 Feb., Past your ear whizzes

a shinty ball.

2. = Shindy 3.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair liv, There's a regular shinty



SHINY.

in the house; and everything at sixes and sevens. The
landlord's come in and took possession.

Shiny (fsi-ni), a. Also 6 shynie, 6, 9 shiney.

[f. Shine sb. 1 + -y.] Full of light or brightness
;

luminous ; having a bright or glistening surface.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. vi. 6 Vpon a Sommers shynie day.

1506 — Hymn Heav. Beauty 51 Affixe thine eye On that

bright shynie round still moving Masse. 1606 Shaks. Ant.

?r CI. iv. ix. 3 The night Is shiny. 1609 Pomfret Dies
Novis. 50 Ere ruin blasted from the shiny sky. 1760-73

H. Brooke FoolofQual. (1809) IV. 126 The evening being
calm and shiny. 1846 Lan'dor Exam. Shaks. Wks. 1853
1 1. 298/1 Sir Silas looked red and shiny as a ripe strawberry

on a Snitterfield tile. 1868 Whyte Melville White Rose
xlv, Umbrella, shiny boots, tall hat, go-to-meeting coat.

1874 Ruskim Fors Ctav. xlvi. 229 The fattest, shiniest,

spottiest trout I ever saw. 1881 C. Whitehead Hops 52
The lower sides of the leaves are whitish and shiny.

b. Jig. Beaming, radiant.

1876 Geo. Eliot Dan. Der. xlvi, He looked round with
shiny gladness.

o. Comb, (parasynthetic).
1883 Daily News 7 Jan. 5/4 The shiny-hatted and seal-

skin-clad rabble. 1898 R. Kearton Wild Life at Home 23
Slugs, .thin little black shiny-skinned.. ones.

d. advb.
1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. vi. 20 Goldsmithes cunning could

not vnderstand To frame such subtile wire, so shinie cleare.

1903 Conrad & Hueffer Romance v. ii, His yellow jaws
as shiny-shaven as of old.

B. sb. A shiny or bright object.
The shiny (slang), money.
1856 Reads Never too Late i, We'll soon fill both pockets

with the shiney in California. 1889 Conan Dovle Micah
Clarke 235 The silk and lace are done in these squares
covered over with sacking—a thousand of Mechlin to a
hundred of the shiny [i. e. the silk].

Ship (Jip), sbA Forms : 1-5 soip, (1, 4 scipp,
1-3 scyp, 3 sip), 3-4 schup, ssip, 3-7 sohip,

4-5 s(c)hyp, shipp, sohype, sohippe, (4sohypp,
shup, soippe, shyppe, sohepe, 5 chip(pe,
schyppe, shep), 4-6 sehipp, 4-7 shippe, 5-6
shyppe, s(c)hipe, shype, shape, 5-7 shipp, (6
sheppe, Se. seheip(e), 4- ship. [Com.Teut.: OE.
scip str. neut. = OFris. skip,schip (NFris. skapp, skep,

WFris. skip), OS. skip, MLG. sckip, schip (LG.
sehipp), MDu. sc(A)ip, sc(h)tep, Du. schip (oblique
scheepe, comb, scheeps- beside schip-), WFlem.
scheep, OHG. scif, skef (MHG. schij, schef, G.
schiff), ON. skip (Sw. skepp, Da. skib), Goth.
skip

; the ultimate etymology is uncertain. The
Germanic word appears' in Romanic as F. esquif,

It. schifo, etc., see Skiff sb. 1]
1. A large sea-going vessel (opposed to a boat)

;

spec, (in modern times) a vessel having a bowsprit
and three masts, each of which consists of a lower,
top, and topgallant mast.
In OE. used also for small craft, as ON. ship.

civ, Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 188 Scaphum, scip. c888
jElfred Boeth. xxxviii. § 1 Da se Aulixes. .to pam jenohie
for, pa hsefde he sume hundred scipa. c 1050 O. E. Chron.
(MS. C) an. 1048, Eadward cining & ba eorlas foran aefter
bam ut mid heora scypun. c xaoo Vices

<J- Virtues 45
Hlested hwat oe hlauerd sei5, de Sat scip auh, to Se stieres-
rnannen. a 1335 Juliana (Royal MS.) 32/12 pu leddest
israeles folc burn pe reade sea buten schip druifot. c 1350
Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 And so hi were in bo ssipe
so a-ros a great tempeste of winde. a 1300 Cursor M. 13280
Petre and andreu..Wit a word pai left bair scipps tain
\GStt. schippisj. 1363 Langu P. PI. A. x. 160 A schup of
schidesand Bordes. £1374 Chaucer Former Age 21 No
ship yit karf the wawes grene and blewe. c 1375 Sc. Leg.
Saints vii. {Jacobus Minor) 370 Quhat schepe pat brokine
ware a-pone bat coste. c 1400 Three Kings Cologne (1886)
84 pat pey had suffrid hem priuelich to passe ouer be see in
her scheppys. c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) 111. 1423 Master of
be shepe, a word with the. 1541 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) VI.
149, I give to Mathue Wilson myshipe called Marie Janies.
a 1578 Lindesav (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 355 The
skiper of the scheipe. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 1. iii. 182 My
Shippes come home a month before the dale. 1671 Milton
Samson 714 A stately Ship Of Tarsus, bound for th' Isles Of
Javan or Uadier. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss.
(1708) 84 There's near as much Stuff drops from his [a sea-
cook's] Carcass every Day as would tallow the Ship's
Bottom. 1707 Lond. Gaz. No. 4380/3 One of the Rocks
not being a Ships length to Leeward of her. 1798 Coleridge
Anc. Mar. 1. vi, The ship was cheer'd, the harbour clear'd.

1873 Longf. Wayside Inn m. Elizabeth iv, Ships that pass
in the night, and speak each other in passing. 1889 Welch
Naval Archil, viii. 102 The bottom and side plating of all
ships is arranged in longitudinal layers or strakes. 1911
Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 878/2 Ships with four and five masts
were employed by several countries during the 19th century.

H Ships are now personified as feminine, but
usage has varied (see the following quots.).
The use of the masc pron. in the 17th and 18th cent,

was prob. suggested by the application of man to a ship in
Dutchman, merchantman, man-of-war. In instances be-
fore c 1650 his may mean ' its '.

x37& etc. [see She 2]. c 1436 Poepi on Aginconrt in Hazl.
E. P. P. (1866) II. 97 Euery shyp wayed his anker.

.
, They

hoysed theyr sayles sayled a lofte. 1588 Kvd Househ.
Phil. Wks. (1901) 278 In a shyppe the Rudder ought to be

1? less^ tllen .v^y suffise to direct hys course. 1611 Shaks.
Wint. T. 11L iii. 93 The Shippe boaring the Moone with her
maine Mast, [1633 Recov. Exchange in Arb. Eng. Garner
1v - 595 ' A sail 1

' a sail !
' : which, at last, was discovered

to be another Man ofWar of Turks. For he made towards us.
1637 Caft. Smith Sea Gram. xiii. 59 A saile, how beares
she or stands shee, to wind-ward or lee-ward, set him by
the Compasse

; he stands right ahead, or on the weather-
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Bow, or lee-Bow.] 1635 Hakrwill Apol. (ed. 3) Argt., As
a Ship which.. cannot move beyond the length of his Cable.
1676 Streynsham Master Diaries (1911) II. 93 Wee mett
a great Dutch ship neare Nassapore point. He wore a
Flagg. 1784 New Sped. XIII. 2/1 The last [ship was]
drowned and swallowed up, within sight of his own shore.

b. Without article, chiefly in dependence on a

prep. Also to take ship (see Take v. 34 c).

C900 tr. Baeda's Hist. iv. i. (1890) 256 Swa eode he in scip
& ferde to Breotone. a 1x22 O.E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an.
1046, Hi . . wurpon hine on pone bat . . & reowan toscipe. c 1205
Lav. 1098 Brutus nom Ignogen & into scipe [c 1275 to sipe]

lasdde. 1207 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1464 J>e emperour bigan to
fie mid is folc atte laste To scipes. c 1350 Will. Palerne 5088
Partenedon passed to schepe & his puple after, c 1386
Chaucer Miller's T, 354 Er pat he myghte brynge his wyf
to shipe. 1474 CAXToN Chesse 11. iv. (1883) 45 Guion fledd
also in to affneque by shipp. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 29
He. .went to Ship, setting aside all perils. 1597 Hooker
Eccl. Pol, v. Ixvii.(i6n) 358 finding him againeas sooneas
themselues by shippe were arriued on the contrary side.

1888 [see Ex 2]. 1912 Times 19 Dec. 20/3 Oats. .American
white, ex ship, 18s. 4&d.

c. Inlegal enactments often with greatlyextended
application, as in the following quot.

:

1870 Act 33 § 34 Vict. c. 90 § 30 ' Ship ' shall include any
description of boat, vessel, floating battery, or floating craft

;

also any description of boat, vessel, or other craft or battery,
made to move either on the surface of or under water, or
sometimes on the surface of and sometimes under water.

d. In rowing parlance, applied to the racing

eight-oar boat; also used playfully of other craft.

1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 14 The bargee is on shipboard
—he is master iu his own ship—he can land whenever he
will. 1888 Woodgate Boating 147 She. .was once specially
borrowed by Corpus (Oxon) during the summer eights, and
was said by that crew to be a vast improvement on their

own ship. 1896 Ashby-Sterry Tale of Thames v, Here
they leave their ship and quietly stroll up to the New Inn.

1901 Daily News 1 Apr. 5/7 The. .steadiness of their ship.,
helped the Oxford men very much.

e. fig. Applied to the state.

1675 Machiave/lCs Prince ix. Wks. 212 But when times
are tempestuous, and the ship of the State has need of the
help.. of the Subject. 1894 Gladstone Odes 0/ Horace in.

viii. 26 Though the State-ship somewhat heave. 1013 igth
Cent. Feb. 305 The Ship of the State of China is stilflabour-

ing in a storm-swept ocean.

2. With qualifying word or phrase indicating the

kind or use

:

King's ship (now Hist.), one of the fleet of ships provided
and maintained out of the royal revenue ; a ship of the
royal navy; later, a ship-of-war equipped at the public
expense (opp. to privateer); so tship-royal. -fGreat
ship, a ship-of-war.

For flagship, hospital-ship, ice-ship, Utte-ofbattle ship,
long ship, merchant ship, post-ship, private ship, slave-ship,
steamship, store-ship, troop-ship, warship, etc. see the first

elements; for ship of burden, of countenance, of the line,

ofpost, ofstate, see these sbs.; also Ship-of-war.
[1350 in Rymer Fcedera (1825) III. 1. 195 Johannes Wille,

magister navis regis vocatae La Plente.J
a 1400-50 Wars A lex. 65 Gales & grete schipis full ofgrym

wapens. i45oLomnerZ.^./0 J.Paston 5 May, Ynthesyght
of all his men he was drawyn ought of the grete shippe.
1485-7 Naval Ace. Hen. VIJ (1896) 36 The Kings ship cald
the Grace dieu. 1495 Ibid. 161 The costes of Kepyng the
Kynges Ship Ryall called the Soueraigne. 1512 in Rymer
Ecedera (1712) XIII. 328/2 All Prisoners, beyng Chieftens
..and one Shippe Royall being of the Portage of Two
Hundred Tonnes or above . . Reserved to our said Soveraign
Lord. 1568 Gkafton Chron. II. 688 The Easterlynges .

.

approched the Englishe ship as nere as their great shippes
could come at the lowe water. 1660 Fuller Mixt Contempt.
n. 31, I never did read, -that ever Queen Elizabeth had any
Ship-Royal, which, .carried the Memorial of any particular
Conquest she got. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. <y Myst. O. $ N.
'Test. I. 116 The Church here is a mighty Queen, a ship-
royal. 1697 Dampier Voy. I. 50 There escaped but one
Kings-ship, and one Privateer. Ibid. 357 Captain Swan
had his men as much under command as if he had been
in a Kings Ship. 1758 J. Blake Mar. Sysl. 45 The com-
mander of the king's ship is obliged to make up his loss by
pressing hands from the merchant ships. 1824 Holt Ship,
ping <y Navig. Laws (ed. 2) Introd. 36 Foreign seamen,
who shall have served in time of war three years on board
a king's ship.

3. In fig. and allusive phrases, esp. where ship
typifies the fortunes or affairs of a person, etc. or
the person himself in regard to them.
To be in the same ship, cf. Boat ^,id; to give up the

ship, to burn one's ships, see Burn v. 9 c. When one's ship
comes home (or in), when one comes into one's fortune.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems ix. 165 Thow mak my schip in

blissit port to arryif, That sailis heir in stormis violent.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VII, 27 Doubting not to bring his
ship to the porte desired. 1643 Prynne Sov. Power Pari.
App. 209 Those who are conversant in the same danger, are
said to be in the same Ship. 1680 Debates Pari. (1681) 117
Is not all England in danger to be lost? Let us secure the
Ship, before we dispose of the Cabbins. 1816 Jefferson
Writ. (1899) x * 4 My exhortation would rather be ' not to
give up the ship '. 1820 Shelley CEd. Tyr. 1. i. 245, 1 drove
her—afar !. . From city to city, abandoned of pity, A ship
without needle or star. 1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour!. 175
One [customer] always says he'll give me a ton of tattes when
his ship comes home. 1855 Thackeray Newcomes lxv, That
Mr. Ratray who has just come out of the ship, and brought
a hundred thousand pounds with him. 1880 Cable Grandis-
simes liii, Nobody ever gives up the ship in parlour or
veranda debate. x886 D. C. Murray Cynic Fortune xii,

The wealthy relative.. proposed to supply him with an in-

come of a hundred pounds per annum until the major's next
expected ship should come in. 1898 .4 //butt's Syst. Med. V.
816 It is well in the case of a new patient at any rate to
postpone a final diagnosis till the ship is in calmer waters.
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1900 Mahan War S. Africa v, Not the courage that throw*
away the scabbard, much less that which burns its ships.

4. trans/. Applied to various objects that are, or

are conceived to be, navigated.
fa. Noah's ark. b. as in airship = dirigible balloon.

C. Ship of the desert, desert-ship', the camel, d. Ship of
Guinea m Guinea ship (b) s.v. Guinea i.

[a 1300 Cursor M. 9674 Noe..in bat scip allan was in.]

1422 yoNGE tr. Secreta Secret, xxxvil 193 In Noe's ship he
and his wif, har thre sonys and har wifiis sawid were, c 1485
Digby Myst. (1882) m. 1351 In be shep of noee. 1526 R.
Whytford Marti/oge 12 b, Saynt Noe that made the shyppe.
1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) II. n. 99 A thing
swimming vpon the water like a cocks combe (which they
call a ship of Guinea). [1615 G. Sandys Trav. 138 Camels.
These are the ships of Arabia, their seas are the deserts.)

1823 [see Desert sb.2 1]. 1824 [see Desert sb. 2 5]. 1878
Bosw. Smith Carthage xxi. 439 Those ships of the desert,
the long line of his camels.

5. A vessel, utensil, ornament, etc. shaped like a
ship. Also (in first quot.), the noble coined under
Edward III, which bore the image of a ship.

c 14x0 Hoccleve Mitt, Poems xvii. 29, vj 9 shippes grete, To
yeue vs han yee grauntid & behight. 1490 Caxton Eneydos
v. 22 Cymphes..ben in maner of Htyl bokettis, or tytyl

shippes, of a strange stone. 1525 in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 1.

I. 271 A ship of silver for the almes disshe. 1575-6 New
Yrs. Gifts in Nichols Progr. Eliz. (1823) II. 1 A juell of

golde, being a shippe, set with a table dyamonde of fyve

sparcks of dyamondes.
b. An incense boat. Now Hist.

1422 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 14 Also iij sensers of

siluer & gilt Also ij sheppis of seluere. 1472 in Swayne
Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 5 A ship of silver in passel

gilt without spone. 1546 S. Fish Supplic. Poore Commons
75 Torches, tapurs, shepe, sensoures. 1593 Rites ofDurham
(Surtees) 8 Two Shtpps of silver, parcell gilt, for principall

dayes. 1843 Pugin Apol. Rev. Chr. Arch, 51b, Two
thuribles, with a ship for incense. 1898 J. Wickham Lkgg
in Yorksh. Archseol. Jrnl. XV. 132 note, A censer with
coals, a ship with incense, and a spoon.

f c. The nave (see Nave sb.2) of a church, rare.

1613 tr. Mexio's Treas. Anc. fy Mod. T. 713/1 One of his

Prophets made a conuocation..of all the people, in the
great Shippe of the great Church.

d. Saltmaking. The vessel into which the brine

runs from the pits.

1669 Phil. Trans. IV. 1065 They fill their Panns again
with new Brine out of the Ship, (so they call a great Cistern

by their Panns sides, into which their Brine runs through
the Woodden Gutters from the Pump, that stands in the
Pitt). 1674 Ray Coll, Words 175. 1753 Chambers* Cycl.
Suppl.

e. Astron. The Argo Navis, a southern con-

stellation extending between Canis major and Cen-
taurus from the equator nearly to the pole.

1599 T. Hill Sch. Skit 23 The image named the Ship,

hath 45. stars. 1822 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) III.

508/1 [The milky way] traverses the constellations Cas-
siopeia, . . Canis Major, and the Ship. 1868 Lockyer Guille-

min's Heavens (ed. 3) 334.

t 6. A shipful, shipload. Obs.
1455-6 Cat. Anc. Rec. Dublin (1889) 290 A shype of iryn

that come yn befor Michalmas. c 1595 Carew Excell, Eng.
Tongite in G. G. Smith Eliz. Crit. Ess. (1904) II. 292 When
wee would be rid of one, wee vse to saye. .by circumlocution
. .another in your steede, a shipp of sake for you.

7. A ship's company or crew.
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1810) 170 Do dight & mak 30W

bone, be schip ere Sarazins alle. 1648 Hamilton Papers
(Camden) 222 The twelue schipps that haue declared for

the King doeth much startill ther former inclinations. 1748
Anson's Voy. u. iv. 157 It was not the most eligible place
for a ship to refresh at.

b. Old ship
t
a jocular address to a sailor.

1849 Cupples Green Hand i, * Come, old ship, give us a
yarn !

' said the younger forecastle-men to an old one. Ibid
vi, ' What's the odds, Harry, old ship?' said Tom.
8. attrib. and Comb.
a. Simple attrib. — of or for, pertaining to, or

concerning a ship or ships, used 01 fitted for use on
board ship, as ship-accounts, -beak, -bell, -canal,

^captain, i-dock, -\--gttn, life, etc. (Cf. the com-
pounds with ship's, 9 c.)

1815 Scott Guy M. xhii, *Ship-accounts and other papers.
1613 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. (1614) 9 Those *ship beakes
called in Latine Rostra. 1871 Longf. Wayside Inn 11.

Musician's T. iv. iv, When the dismal *ship-bell tolled.

1688 Holme Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 35 The *ship bow or
loofe. 1847 Niles' Reg. 13 Nov. 165/2 A "ship canal wide
and deep enough to float a first-rate man-of-war. 1858
SimmondsZVc/. Trade, *Ship-captain, the master and com-
mander ofa merchant-vessel. 1865 W. G. Palgrave Arabia
II. 195 We fell in with a ship-captain. 1887 J. Ball Natur.
S. Amer, 356 The passengers .. were resting in their *ship-
chairs. 1847 Niles' Reg. 2 Oct. 70/2 To construct a *ship
channel, so to speak, to the St. Lawrence. 1676 Marvell
Mr. Smirke 15, I suspected- .that the Animadverter had
been some *Ship-Chaplain. 1699 Dampier Voy. II. 111.68
The Planters . . were certain of a Hurricane, and warned the
*Ship-Commanders to provide for it. 1585 Higins Junius*
Nomencl.39$/i Nauale, a *shipdocke, which is a place
where ships are builded and repaired. 1659 Kilblrnk
Kent 73 [Deptford] famous for the Shipdock, Storehouse
and Corporation there for the Navy. 155a Huloet, *Shyp
drudge,. .Misonauta. c 1000 Gl. Prud. in Gertnania (N.S.)
XI. 389/42 Bel/um classicum, *scyp5efJeoht. 1647 Hexham
1, A ship-fight, een schip-vecht. 1408 tr. l

Tegetius
> De Re

MUit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 226/1 *Schipfijttynge asketh to
haue a loft see & nou3t rowe see. 1720 De Foe Caft.
Singleton xvii. (1840) 289 The *ship firing is not at him.

1715 Lond. Gaz. No. 5374/2 They placed two *Ship-Guns
on the Bridge. 1799 Hull Advertiser 7 Sept. 4/3 The
thirty two pounder ship-gun. 1644 Manwayking Seaman's
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Diet. 14 Bracketts. Are certaine little pecces. .which belong
to the supporting of galleries, or *ship-heads. 1904 Sladen
Playing the Game 11. ii, A pair of handcuffs and a pair of
*ship-irons. 1867SMYTH Sailors Word-bk.,*Ship-language,
the shibboleth of nautic diction, as tatCsle, fok'sle, for top-

sailj forecastle. 1849 Cupples Green Hand ix, It's nouther
*ship-law nor shore- law . .as houlds good on a bloody dazart

!

1873 Roittledge's Young Gentl. Mag. 162 Familiar with
*ship life. 1485 in 10M R^p.

t
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

291 The *shippe lofe which is made of clane whete as it

cometh from the shefe. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 1 Nov. 1660,
A curious 'ship modell. 165s Marq. Worcester Cent. Inv.
(1663) 42 A Harquebuss, a Crock, or *Ship-musquet. 1526
Crete Herball cccxliii. (1529) Tiij, Pytche is of dyuers
sortes for there is *shyppe pytche and pytche liquide or
thynne, or tarre. C1550 Lloyd Treas. Health B5 Let
Shyp Pytche Be dyssolued one whole nyghte in stronge
Vyneger. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 17 As it were
*ship-planks caught vp from a shipwracke. 171a J. James
tr. Le Blonds Gardening 206 Ship-Plank of two or three
Inches thick. 1857 Perley Hand-bk. N. Brunswick 11

For ship-planks and ship-timber. 1625 K. Long tr. Bar-
clay's Argenis 11. x. 94 The very Mariners.. tooke heart to

snatch vp the *Ship-poles, and to make resistance. 1661
Godolphin View Admir. Jurisd. Introd. a6 He may not
sail with other 'Ship-provisions then what is good and
wholesome. 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 47/2 A.. breed of
cattle.. fed in Basse- Bretagne chiefly for ship-provisions.

1834-6 Barlow in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII. 285/2 A
good *ship pump. 1720 Pope Iliad xxm. Notes end, The
Naval-Course, or *Ship-Race. 1661 Godolphin ViewAdmir.
Jurisd. 48 Invoyces, Billsof Lading, *Sbip-RoH, with other
Instruments and ship-papers. 1698 Act 10 Will. Ill,
c. 14 S 1 For building.. or repairing of Stages *Shiprooms
Trainfats. 1780JEFFERSON Writ. (1853)1. 275 Great numbers
of negroes .. were left, either for the want of ship-room or
through choice. 1841 Dana Seaman's Man. 111. iii. 212
The contract of passengers with the master is not for mere
ship-room.. on board, ciooo JElfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker
167/10 Rudentes, 'sciprapas. 1675 Hobbes Odyss. (1677)
258 [He] shut the utter-gate, And with a ship-rope that lay
by it ties. 1688 Holme Armoury lit. xv. (Roxb.) 48 Other
Ship ropes not vsed. .about the masts. 1585 Jas. VI Ess.
Poesie (Arb.) 39 Since that only wind my *shipsailles blew,
z6xo Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 263 The weaving of..
Ship-sailes. 1439 in Archaeologia (1827) XXI. 37 Men of
arms, feyghtyng upon the *shippe syde. 1611 Shaks. Wint.
T. 111. iii. 112, I would you bad beene by the ship side, to

haue help'd her. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) n Near
the Ship Side. 1887 Morris Odyss. x. 172, I cast him
adown by the ship-side. 1485 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896)

74 'Ship spayres..Uij. c 1300 A'. Horn 1412 (Laud MS.)
He comen out of 'scyp sterne.

_
1688 Holme Armoury m.

xv. (Roxb.) 27 The Boat rope, is that by which the boat is

towed or tycd to the ship stern. i66x Godolphin View
A dmir. yurisd. 47 Embezilments of *ship-tackle or furniture.

1647 Hexham i, *Ship-tackling, scheeps-koorden. 1688
Holme Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 3a Two necessary Instru-
ments used much about the ship tacklings. 1836 E. Howard
R. Reefer W\, It was pronounced, for 'ship-tailoring, ex-
cellent. 1717 Petivcriana in. 202 Ring-Oak or White-iron
. .is esteemed the best for 'Ship-use. 1611 Chapman Iliad
xui. 370 An Oake, a Poplar, or a Pine, Hewne downe for

•shipwood.

b. With reference to the Scandinavian custom
of burying a ship in a grave-mound.
1847 in Madden Shrines <y Sepulchres (1851) I. 334 Boats,

and even large ships, being drawn on shore and turned keel

uppermost, the bodies of the slain deposited under them,
and stones and earth superimposed, thus forming what may
appropriately be termed ship barrows. 1866 G. Stephens
Runic Mon. I. 196 Mighty Mounds, olden Stone-rings
Ship-settings,. .Grave-cumbels. 1889 Du Chaillu Viking
Age I. 335 note, Other ship-graves, such as that of Tune,
Borre, &c, have been found with skeletons of horses. 1899
H. M. Chadwick Culio/Othin 43 The ship-funeral.,seems
to be a distinctively Scandinavian custom.

C. objective and objective genitive, as ship-

bearings -launch^ -maker, etc.

1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xii. lxxvii. 312 Washt with the

once 'ship-bearing Ley. 1755 Magens Insurances II. 255
Brokers and "Ship-clearers, who would have Goods insured.

1663 Marq. Worcester Cent, Inv. Index Ejb, A 'Ship-
destroying Engine. 1907 F. T. Bullen Advance Austral.
xix, It was a fine piece of 'ship-hand ling. 1833 [Mrs.

Traill] Backwoods 0/ Canada iv. (1836) 52 At Brockville

we arrived . . in time to enjoy . . a *ship-launcn. 1552 Huloet,
'Ship letter to hyre, nauicularius. 1483 Cath. Angl. 337/1
A'Schyppemaker, barcarius. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

*Ship-modeller,..one who lays down the proposed lines of

a vessel. i76»-7i H. Walpole Verlue's A need. Paint.

(1786) III, 101 Simon de VHeger, an admired *ship-painter.

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 253 James Brown, *ship-rigger. 1892

Stevenson & L. Osbourne Wrecker 8 Smuggling. *ship-

scuttling, barratry, piracy. 1655 Davenport K. John $
Matilda v. i, From mine eyes, 'ship-sincking Cataracts,

Whold [sic] clouds of waters, . . Shall fall into the Sea of my
affliction. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Ship-surveyor,

an examiner of the condition, fittings, and sea-worthiness

of ships. i8o6Wolcot (P. Pindar) 7V«n'd Wks. 1812 V.

299 Ship-brokers, or Ship-breakers, or 'Ship-swabbers.

1570-6 Lambarde Perantb. Kent 86 A most dreadfull gulfe,

and 'shippe swalower.

d. adverbial, esp. instrumental, as ship-beset,

-borne, -dotted, -forsaken, -laden adjs. ; similative,

as ship-fashion adv., ship-like adj.

1870 TtlORRis Earthly Par. III. iv. 95 A yellow strand

and •ship-beset green sea. a 1835 Motherwell Poet. Wks.
(1847) 5 The 'ship-borne warriors of the North. 1889
Hissey Tour Phaeton 216 The far-reaching, "ship-dotted

sea beyond. 1771 Encycl. Brit. III. 585/1 Pinks sail with

three masts, "ship-fashion. 1821 Scott AVimVwi xxxii, The
chief table was adorned by a salt ship-fashion, made of

mother-of-pearl 1735 Thomson Liberty 1. 282 The "Ship-

forsaken Bay. 1857 Dl'fferin Lett. High Lat. (ed. 3) 6

The yellow, rushing, 'ship-laden river. 1842 FABERStyrian
Lake 239 The 'shiplike clouds, which overwhelm The
azure sky. 1855 Lynch Rivulet xxtv. ii, With a steady

will unswerving, Ship-like may we onward press. 1864 tr.

Vol. VIII.

Vambe'ry's Trav. Central Asia 198 The camels, the shiplike
movements of which I had formerly so much dreaded.

9. Special comb. : + ship-agent, a shipping
agent

; f ship-bearer, one who carries an incense-

boat
; f ship-beer [cf. MDu. schipbier, G. schiffs-

bier], beer made for consumption on board ship
;

ship('s) biscuit, hard biscuit prepared for use on
board ship, hard-tack; formerly called ship('s)
bread; f ship-bridge, a pontoon bridge; ship-
broker, a mercantile agent who transacts the
business of a ship when it is in port, or is engaged
in buying and selling ships, or in procuring insur-

ance on them ; ship-brokerage, the business per-

formed by a ship-broker ; + ship-burden, a ship-

load ; ship-carver, -caulker (see quots.) ; + ship-
chest, -coffer, a chest used on board ship; ship('s)

company, the crew of a ship ; ship-contractor,
-deliverer (see quots.)

; + ship-fare, (a) travelling

by ship; {b) = ship-hire
; fship-ferd, a navy;

ship-fever, a form of typhus fever, called also

gaol fever and hospital fever ; ship float, {ci) a
lighter

;
(b) the splashers of a paddle-wheel ( Knight

Diet. Mech. 1875); fship-fountain (see quot.)

;

t ship-fraught, -freight (see Fraught sb. 1,

Freight sb. 1) — ship-hire
; + ship-governor

= Shipmaster
; f ship-gume = Shipman ; ship-

hearth (see quot.)
; + ship-hire [cf. MDu. sehip-

hure], the passage money for a sea-voyage
;

ship-holder = Ship-owner (Webster 1828-32)

;

t ship-hook, ? a grappling iron; ship-joiner (see

quot. 1858) ; ship-keeper, a man who takes

care of a ship when the crew is absent from
it ; ship-ladder, a ladder used in boarding or

leaving a ship ; also, a kind of embroidery stitch

;

ship-lap, a form of joint in carpentry made by
halving (see quots. and Halving vbl, sbA 2 and
cf. half-lap and lap-joint s. v. Lap sb,3 2 b and 6)

;

so ship-lapping (also attrib.), and hence ship-lap
v., to furnish with joints of this kind; ship-letter, a
letter carried by a private vessel and not by the ordi-

nary mail boat ; + ship-lord = Ship-owner ; ship-
mark, a postmark on a letter carried by a mail shi]

;

ship-mate, one who serves with another in the same
ship ; hence shipmatish a.

; f ship news, {a)

news conveyed by ship; (b) snipping news ; ship-
papers, now usually ship's papers, the documents
(passport, muster-roll, charter-party, log-book,

etc.) with which a ship is required by law to be
provided ; ship-pendulum, a pendulum with a

graduated arc, used in the navy to ascertain the
* heel * of a vessel (Knight Diet. Mech.) j ship-
plate, an inferior grade of wrought iron plate

;

T ship-privateer, a privateer commanded by
a captain (cf. ship-sloop) ; + ship-rae Se, [see

Ra and cf. MDu. sehipra], a sailyard; ship-rail-

way, (a) an inclined railway running into the

water over which a ship may be drawn out on
land for repairs, etc. ;

{b) a railway for transporting

ships overland; fship-rede Se, [see Reid 1
], a

roadstead
; f ship ren, a ship's course ; ship-

rigged a. s
carrying square sails on all three

masts; t ship-road, (a) a sea-voyage; (b)

a roadstead; + ship-scot «= Ship-money ; ship-

scraper, (a) see quot. 1875 ; {b) one whose occu-

pation it is to scrape the keels and decks of ships
;

an instrument used for this purpose
; f ship sloop,

a sloop of war commanded by a captain, and there-

fore having the rating of a ship ; ship(
,

s) smith
(see quot. 1858); ship-spy, a telescope used on
the coast (Halliwell 1847); ship('s) stores, pro-

visions and supplies for use on board ship ; ship-

stuff, (a) inferior wheat flour
; (£) material for the

woodwork of a ship ; ship('s) time, the local

mean time of the meridian where the ship is ; f ship-

tire, a head-dress shaped like a ship or having

a ship-like ornament ; f ship('s) toll, passage

money, fare for a voyage; f ship-war, naval war-

fare ; shipway, (a) a way or bed on which ships

are built or laid for examination
;
{b) a ship-canal

;

ship-work, work at a ship or on board ship ; ship-

building, naval construction ; ship-worker, one

who employs labourers to unload ships
; t ship-

writ, a writ for ship-money.

1813 Examiner 8 Feb. b6/i O. R. Read and Co. . .*ship-

agents. c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 337 In festys clepyd

Maius duplex ther schal be two sensours at euensonge and
matyns, and a *schypberer. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. (1708) 85 If ever he (a sea-cook] prays, it's in a Morn-

ing fasting, and that is to some Tag-rag, to fetch him a little

*Ship-Beer. 1799 Hull Advertiser 6 Apr. 1/1 The business

of a *ship-biscuit baker. X823 Adam Clarke in Life (1840)

xi. 407 Always carry with you some hard or ship biscuit.

1893 Forbes-Mitchell Remin. Gt. Mutiny 27 Twelve
ordinary-sized ship's biscuits. 1598 Florio, Panebiscotto,

bisket bread, *ship-bread. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. ii. 310 No
ship's bread was expended. 1856 Kane Arctic Expl. II.

xvt. 163 The ship-bread was powdered by beating it with a

capstan-bar. 1663 BriefAce. Turks Late Exped. 11 The
River had torn their *Sliip-bridges. 1816 Sporting Mag.
XLVII. 254 Mr. Wild, a *ship broker in the City. 1834
McCulloch Diet. Comm. (ed. 2) 188 A ship broker is not
within the various acts for the regulation and admission of
brokers. x886 Daily Tel. n Sept. (Cass.), The question o!

*ship-brokerage in trance had formed the subject of frequent
representations to the French government. 1646 J. Hall
Upon King^s Gt. Porter 22 Wee'l weigh thee by *Ship-
burdens not by th' stone. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Ship-carver, one who carves figure-heads, and the work on
the stern. Ibid., *Ship-caulker, one whose business it is to
stop, with oakum and pitch, the seams of ships' sides and
decks. 1494 in Somerset Med. Wills (1901) 322, I bequeith
to my cousyn William Hill my best bras pott a *ship chest
and lj mesers of Ode. 1519 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 178 A
schip kist 2od. 1534 in Archseol. Cant. VII. 285, j olde
shyppe cheste without locke. 1557 Will in Cullum Hist.
Hawsled (1784) 126 One great \shipp cofer. 1644 Man-
wavring Seaman's Diet. 2 When Ships meet, ..they use to

demand how they doe all fore and aft, the reason whereof
is, for that the wnole *Ships company is devided. 1661 in

Godolphin s View Admir. Jurisd. App. 174 In the sight
and presence of the Ship-Company. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 56 To purchase Wine Abroad for the
Service of the Ship's Company. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Wo?-d-
bk., *Ship-contractor, the charterer or freighter of a vessel.

1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Ship-deliverer, a person who
contracts to unload a ship. C1320 Sir Tristr. 926 Blibe
was his bosking, And fair was his *schip fare. 1375 Bar-
bour Bruce in. 686 Till our-saile thaim in-to schipfair.

Ibid. 692 Ankyrs, rapys..And all that nedyt to schipfar.

1648 Hexham ii, Schip-laon,. .ship-hire, Ship-fraught, or
Ship-fare. 1661 in Godolphin 's Vietu Admir. Jurisd. App.
176 The Master. .ought to shew them [the company] their

Ship-fare, which he may weigh out to each of them, a 1122
O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 999, pget man sceolde mid
*scipfyrde & eac mid landfyrde him on^ean faran. c 1205
Lay. 2156 Humber king & al his fleote & his muchele scip

ferde. 1758 J. Blake Mar. Syst. 49 One man labouring
under what is called the*Ship Ee7>er< or the Goal Distemper.
1868 Chamb. Encycl. X. 721/1 Fleeing in despair, emigrants
carried the germs of disease with them ; and the so-called

ship-fever which followed destroyed its thousands. 1626
Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 355/2 Instrumentum quo aqua salsa

dulcis effecta est, quod n-qyovavriKOv vulgo *schipfontane
appellatum est. c 1375 *Schip fraucht [see Fraught sb. 1].

1648 [see ship-fare above]. 1552 *Ship freight [see ship-

hire below]. 1526 Tindale Rev. xviii. 17 Every *shippe
governer, and all they that occupied shippes. c 1205 Lay.

4560 Godlac sloh pa *scip-gumen [cxzjs sipmen]. 1858
Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Ship-hearth Maker, a manu-
facturer of the cooking galleys or stoves used on shipboard.

13.. Metr. Horn. (Vernon MS.) in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr.
LVII. 265 For his *schip huyre his wyf he heolde. c 1440
/V(»»/./W"z>.446/2Schyphyre, Itaulum. 1552 Huloet, Ship
hire or freight, naulum. 1648 [see ship-fare above). 1633 Sir

J. Burroughs Sov. Brit. Seas (1651) 1 14 With certaine *ship-

hookes and other like Instruments [etc.]. 1858 Simmonds
Diet. Trade, *'Ship-joiner,.. a mechanic who does the neat

or fine woodwork in ships and buildings, and is therefore

distinguished from the shipwright and carpenter. 1897
Daily News 29 Mar. 7/3 The strike of the ship joiners of

the River Thames. C1517 in Arclwologia XLVII. 310
Wages of *Shippekepers in the Thames. 1618 in J. Char-
nock Hist. Mar. Arch. (1801) II. 237 The rigging at the

setting forth may bee performed by the ordinary shipp-

keepers. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xxx\i, Not a soul

was left on board the good ship Alert but the old ship-

keeper, c 1050 Suppi. sElfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker
182/10 Ponsis, *sciphla?dder. 1611 Cotgr., Trauspontln, a
ship-ladder. ^1635 Capt. N. Boteler Dial. Sea Services

(1685). 1882 Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 187

To work Jacob or Ship Ladder. 1854 Miss A. E. Baker
Gloss. Northants., *Shiplap, a carpenter's term for a mode of

uniting the end of one piece of wood to the side of another,

at right angles, by a bevil-shaped bearing on the upper edge.

1887 Home Missionary (N.Y.) Mar. 432 It [our home] is

' #ship*lapped ' and partially plastered. 1879 Casselfs

Techn. Educ. IV. 278/1 The simplest joint is that known as

*ship-lapping, in which each end is cut down through half

its thickness, and the cut met by a cross-cut, and the piece

removed, 1882 Christy Joints made by Builders 103

Ship Lapping Joint, c 1675 in J. W. Hyde Post in Grant
(1894) 326 *Ship letter. 1817 Selwyn Law Nisi Prius
(ed. 4) II. 963 Aletter . . with the English ship-letter post-mark,

1829 Pari. Papers XI. 288 Ship-letter office. 1834 Ibid.

XLIX. 501 Above 1200 ship-letter mails are forwarded via

Liverpool tn the course of a year. 1849 Cupples Green
Hand xxxii, My mother handed Jane a ship-letter, c 1050

Suppt. sElfric's Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 181/21 Nauclerus,

*sciphlaford. c 1440 Pro/up. Parv. 447/ 1 Schyplord,..

navarchus. 1801 S. & Ht. LuECant. T. IV. 456 The letter

had no *ship-mark : I examined that of the post ; it was
from Hull. 1748 Anson's Voy. HI. iii. 329 Our Commander
and *Shipmates. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast xiii, A hand-

some, hearty fellow, and a good shipmate. 1883 Stevenson
Treas. 1st. ii, ' Vou know an old shipmate, Bill, surely \ said

the stranger. 1893 W* Clark Russell Emigr, Shipli. 84,
1
1 respect your *shipmatish views ', said I. 171a Luttrell
Brief Ret, (1857) VI. 723 This being only *ship news, little

credit is given theretoo. 1761 Loud. Chron. July 2-4, 14/2

Ship News. Falmouth, June 29. Wind N. arrived the

King George packet-boat, Bown, from Lisbon. 1661 Godol-
phin View Admir. Jurisd. Introd. a 6 He may not carry

counterfeit Cocquets or other Fictitious and Colourable

*Ship-papers to involve the Goods of the Innocent with the

Nocent. X7S3 Scots Mag. Mar. 126/2 The ship-papers and

depositions. 1853 Maude & Pollock Law Merch. Shipping

iii. 63 The master is the proper person to have the custody

of the ship's papers. 1873 R. Wilson Steam Boilers 32

The badly rehned, coarse, brittle and uncertain material

sometimes sold as *ship plate. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks

(1885) 93 Ship Plate Maker. 1799 Naval Chron. 1. 529

A *ship privateer named La Zele, mounting 16 guns and

69 men. 1805 Nelson 23 July in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VI.

486 A Ship-Privateer of twenty-two Guns. 1595 Duncan

App. Etym. (E.D.S.), Antenna, a "ship-rae. 1881 Chicago

Times 12 Mar., The Times does not undertake to say

that the *ship-railway scheme is impracticable. 1891 19M
Cent. Mar. 386 No ship railway is at present in opera-

89
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6 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist Scot. I. 127 Quha

uMfiw and *schipredes thay cal Admiral. 1197

R. Glouc. (Roll.) 341 So bat toward pe west be *ssip«iie

{v.r. sehipreone] drou. 1844 Canl Engtn, $ Arch. Jrnt.

VII. 180/2 The vessel was *ship-ngged. * 1400 ^fw jy
(Paues) Acts xxvii. io, I see bat wip imurye ande myche

harmcbigynnes oure *schiprode to be. 1610 Holland

Camden*s Brit. 1. 422 To assume unto it the name of a ship-

Rode.orHaven. 1640 [H. Parkf.r]C«^ ofShipmony 2I0
introduce the legality of the *Ship-scot, such a prerogative

hath been maintained, as destroyes all other Law. 1643

Oath of Pacification 8 The Kingdome groaned . . under

the oppression of the Shipscot. 1884 Knight Diet.

Meek. Suppl., *Shif> Scraper, a triangular or square

piece of steel, handled, and with sharpened edges for

scraping the keels and decks of vessels. 1890 Daily News
12 June 6/1 The United Shipscrapers" Protection League.

1867 Smyth Sailors Word-bk., ^Ship-sloop, commanders

were appointed to 24-gun sloops, but when the same sloops

were commanded by captains, they were rated ships. 1858

Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Ship*s-s/nith, an iron worker who
fits the metal work, bolts, &c. in ships. 1897 Daily Nctvs

19 Feb. 2/2 All the shipsmiths on the north-east coast. 1798

2Sth Rep.Sel. Comm. Finance (1803) X 1 1 1.356 Draught Carts

fur conveying old 'Ship's Stores. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair lvii, Disposing of a great quantity of ship stores, claret,

preserved meats, and great casks packed with soda-water.

1793 Washington Lett. Writ. 1891 XII. 382 The middlings

and *ship stuff may be sold to answer the money calls which

you will have upon you. 1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N.

Amer. 511 Saw oak for shipstuff. 1891 Patterson Naut.
Diet. 303 *Ship Time, the solar time at the place of the

ship— 12 o'clock (noon) being made known by eight bells

when the sun crosses the meridian. 1598 Shaks. Merry W.
m. iii. 60 The right arched-beauty of the brow, that becomes

the "Ship-tyre ..or any Tire of Venetian admittance, c 1050

Suppl. Mlfric%
s Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 182/13 Naulum,

*sciptol. c 1475 Pict. Foe. ibid. 805/4 Hoc naulum, a schyp-

pes tolle, 1648 Hexham ii, Schip-tol, Ship-toll, or Custome.

1408 tr. Vegetius' De Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 223/2

pe lawes or hestes of *schep werre. c 1440 Promp. Pan'.

447/1 Schyppe werre, naumachia. 1834 Encycl. Metrop.

(1845) VI. 343 note, Constructing buildings for the accom-
modation of officers of the yards, in storehouses, . .and

*shipways. 1840 Hull Docks Comm. 189 Shipways, a plat-

form of stone-work in the bed of the river, for the purpose

of laying the ships on to examine their bottoms.^ 1884

Maiich. Exam. 15 Aug. 4/8 The construction of a ship-way

from Manchester to the sea. 1408-9 tr. Vegetius' De Re
Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 224/1 To hewe tymbre as grete

bemes for *schip werk. 1503 Ace. Ld. High Treas.Scot.

II. 283 He gaif to Scnir Alexander Makison, to furnis the

schip werk, xx Ii. 1616 in Compt bk. D. Wedderburtie
(S.H.S.) 280, 12 peaceis oak for ship wark. 1904 Daily
Chron. 9 June 3/4 He might be able to write a good text-

book on ship-work. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 36
Dock Service :. .*Shipworker. 1891 Daily News 9 Feb. 3/2

The shipworkers and quay foremen. 1640 Act 16 Chas. I,

c. 14 § 1 Diverse Writs, .commonly called *Shipwrits for

the charging of the Ports Townes..of this Realme respec-

tively to provide and furnish certain Ships for his Majesties

Service. 1654 H. L'Estrange Chas. I (1655) 140 The Ship-

writs having been issued out August the 11. 1635. 1x754
Carte Hist. Eng. IV. 253 The council who had. .just before

the relation issued ship-writs to the inland.

b. In the names of animals : ship-borer — ship-

worm\ t ship-halter, the sucking-fish -Remora
1 ; so ship-holder; f ship-nut (see quot.) ; ship-

rat, a variety of rat found on board ship ; ship-

stayer, a fish of the family Echeneididte ; ship-

worm, any of the worm-shaped mollusks of the

genus Teredo and allied genera, esp. T. navalis.

1668 Charleton Onomast. 125 Remora. .the Remora, or

*Ship-haIter. i860 Wraxall Life in Sea v. in Many
fabulous stories have been told of the small ' *Ship-holder ,

a sucking-fish often met with in the Mediterranean. i?2g

Dampier Voy. III. 1. 420 *Ship-Nuts. Are hard Shells,

which commonly adhere to Ships like the Barnacles, i860

Wynter Cur. Civilis. 132 The *ship-rat must not be con-

founded with the water rat, which is an entirely different

species. 1890 Stevenson in G. Balfour Life (1911) 222 The
ship-rats which infest the shores and invade the houses.

1778 Da Costa Brit. Conckol. 21 S[erpula] Teredo. The
*Ship Worm. 1783 Justamond tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies
VI. 149 The ship-worm is more apt to injure the vessel in

this place than in other parts. 1879 E. P. Wright Anim.
Life 562 Teredidx, or Ship-worms.

c. Combinations with shifs (many of which
have alternative forms in 8 a ; see also 9), as shifs
anchor, apparel, ^castle, cook, log, pump, timepiece

;

ship's articles, the terms according to which sea-

men take service on board ship ; ship's cousin,

app. humorously modelled on shifs husband
';

snip's days, the days allowed for loading and un-

loading a ship (Funk's Stand. Diet, 1 895) ; ship's

husband (see Husband sb. 4 b) ; ship's protest

(see Protest sb. 3) ; ship's registry (see quot.) ;

ship's time, the local mean time of the meridian

where the ship is.

1647 Hexham i, A ships anker, Ecu sekips anker. 1755
Magens Insurances II. 278 The *Ship*s Apparel, as Boats,
Anchors, Sails, Cordage. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Ship's Articles. 1875 Kay Shipmasters fy Seamen ix.

xvii. 704 Which by the special terms of his ship's articles

was to cause a forfeiture of wages. 1858 Simmonds Diet.
'Trade, *Ship's-bloek Maker, a manufacturer of large blocks
for ship's use. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)

19 These [se. a captain's servants], tho' just pick'd off from
a Taylor's Shop-board, are rated able on his *Ship's Books.
1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 155 The *ships-castle behinde
was most commonly adorned with the picture of one or other
God. 1834 Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VI. 344 *Ship's Corporal.
. . 'Ship's Cook. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef. Mast viii, However
useful and active you may be, you are but a mongrel,—

a

sort of afterguard and ' 'ship's cousin '. 1706 E. Ward

706

Wooden World Diss. (1708) 13 The wretched "Ship's Crew
..get scarce the very Husk, whilst he [the captain! runs

away with the Flower of the Cargo. Ibid. 73 He cannot

but pity the Surgeon's Simplicity, for calling himself the

"Ship's Doctor, when all the World knows, that none but

the Carpenter looks to her Wounds. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XXI. 405/1 Parts of "ship's furniture. 1835 Tomlins' Latv-

Diet. s. v. Ship's Papers, The Log Book, or "Ship's Journal.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 47 "Ship's Log Maker.
1886 Pall Mall Gas. 29 Jan. 5/2 That comparatively small

but highly important section ofour sailors generally described

as ( "ships' officers '. 1846 A. Young Naut. Diet. 104 "Ship's

protest, which should be compared with the log-book, and
|

certified by the agent. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Ship's I

Pump, a suction-pump for freeing a ship's hold from water. I

1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. 100 The standing part '

of the sheate, is that part which is made fast, by a clinch

into a ring of the "ships-quarter. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Word-bk. ,*Ship's registry and certificate, an official record

of a ship's size, the bills of lading, ownership, &c. Ibid.,

*Ships steward, the person who manages the victualling

or mess departments. In the navy, paymaster's steward.

1884 F. J. Britten Watch fy Clockm. 240 A "Ship's Time-
piece has usually a lever escapement. 1891 Patterson
Naut. Diet. 384 *Ship's Writer, . . is a first class petty officer,

and his duty is to keep the names and rates of the ship's

company. Ibid. 356 Equipment Yeoman, formerly called

"ship's yeoman.

Ship, sb,% Printing. A colloquial abbrevia-

tion of Companionship 3.

187s Southward Diet. Typogr. 18 The best
( ship ' is kept

going with work from the others, rather than be suffered to

stand still. 188a — Pract. Printing (1884) 221 The chief of

the companionship or 'ship'.. receives the copies from the

overseer.

Ship tpp)j v. Forms : 1 scipian, scypian,

3-5 schype, (3 ssipe), 4-5 schipe, schepe, 4-6

schippe, schyppe, 4-7 snipe, shippe, shyppe,

(5 shipp), 6-7 schip, 6- ship. [lateOE. scipian,

f. scip Ship sb.1 ; cf. MLG. schtpen, (M)Du. schepen,

MHG., G. schiffen, ON. skipa. \\\ the later senses

a new formation directly f. Ship sbS\

f 1. pass. To be furnished with a ship or ships,

cooo O. E. Chron. (Parker MS.) an. 893, Se micla here.,

wurdon jescipode. 1594 Kyd Cornelia v. 298 Seeing him-

selfe at anchor, slightly shipt, Besieg'd, betraide by winde.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 11. i. 47 Mon. Is he well ship'd? Cassio.

His Barke is stoutly Timber'd. 1647 Hexham i, Shiped,

Gescheept.

+ b. refl. To provide oneself with a ship. Obs.—1

1627 Capt. Smith Sea Gram. xii. 55 Euery horseman can-

not mount himself alike, neither euery Seaman ship himselfe

as he would,

f 2. To equip or launch (a vessel). Obs.

Cf. M24-5 Foreign Ace, L. T. R. No. 1 Municione et

Schippatione nauium et galiarum.

1052 O. E. Chron. (MS. C), pa let Eadward cyng scypian

.xl. snacca. c 1500 Melusine 118 He. .made fourthwith a

galyotte to be shipped redy. Ibid. 268 Go make agalyot to

be shipped redy with ten oores.

8. To put or take (persons or things) on board

ship ; to cause (a person) to embark ; to place

(goods) in a ship for transportation.

13. . K. Alis. 6062 He schipeth heom in schipes cayvars,

In dromondes, and in lumbars. 1425 Rolls ofParIt. IV.

276/1 The said Merchantz Englissh, that shippen, or shall

shippe any Merchandise. 1465 Paston Lett. Suppl. 93 To
remember that Guton malt must be shipped at Blakeney.

1513 Pace in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. I. 179 An army.,
whiche he affirmith to be nowe schippidde redy to passe the

see. 1517 Torkington Pilgr. (1884) 67 We shippyd our

horses at Caleys. 158a Stanyhurst^'m^/j i. ii Pigmalions

riches was shipt. 1640 Yorke Union Hon. 100 King Henry
the fifth, was shipping his men for France. 1689 Lond. Gaz.

No. 2486/3 The Lord Hewit's Regiment of Horse will be

shipped to morrow. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11. xiii. 271 He was
shipped on board a vessel bound to Old Spain. 1818 Scott
Let. in Lockhart (1837) IV. 216, I rather fear that a quantity

of game which was shipped awhile ago at Inverness for the

Doctor, never reached him. 1866 Chump Banking vi. 139

Upon a cargo being shipped, bills of lading, .are filled up
with the name of the shipper. 1885 Act 48 <y 49 Viet. c. 41

§ 17 Any harbour or any works in or at which vessels can .

.

ship or unship goods or passengers.

fig. 160a Marston Ant. fy Met. 1. Wks. 1856 I. 16 After

long travaile through the Asian maine, I shipt my hopefull

thoughts for Brittany.

absol, 1479 Cely Papers (Camden) 18, I wyll nat schepe

tyll I have my money hom in lecters of payment. 1482 [bid.

104 Syr thay hawhe begwn to schype at London. 1530

Palsgr. 703/2 We can nat go hence yet, we have nat all

shypped.

b. said of the ship.

1800 Colquhoun Cotnm. Thames xiii. 374 Alt vessels shall

ship or take in all their cargoes . . below the Canal at Black-

wall. 1882 'Ouida' Maremma ii, A little vessel was
shipping grain.

1 4. a. pass. Of a person : To have gone on

board, to be embarked. Obs.

c 1300 Prose Life St. Brandan (Percy) 37 Whan they were
all shypped, sodeynly this yonge man vanysshed away.
c 1400 Laud Troy Bk. 387 Ihei are schepped now eche a

wyght. a 1450 Lovelich Grail lvi. 114 Thike same Nyht
..that In to the See I-scheped they were. 1591 Shaks.
Two Gent. 1. i. 73 Twenty to one then, he is ship d already.

a 1592 Greene Jos. IV, 1. i, My royal father is both shipp d
and gone. 1617 Moryson IHn. 11. 203 We heard that all

the Spaniards., were shipped. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid'1s Met.
vi. (1626) 120 As soone as shipt ; as soone as actiue ores Had
mou*d the surges.

Proverb*
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 209 Least otherwise the

Reader.. might be shipped in the boate of this errour.

1575-85 Ahp. Sandys Serm. xix. 334 This is the way wherein
Christ must bee followed by as manieas desire to be shipped

SHIP.

with him, to bee of the number of his people. 1720 De
Foe Capt. Singleton (1906J 8 He that is shipped with the

devil must sail with the devil.

b. refl. To go on board ship, embark. Also

with off (cf. 7 b). Obs. or arch.
C1400 Destr. Troy 1783 Antenor.-Shippit hym full shortly

& his shene folke. 1600 R. Carr tr. Mahumetan Hist. 62 b,

Who. .was commaunded to ship himselfeagaineinabarque
that was prepared. 1607 Sharpham Fleire 11. (1610) E 1, He
send you to Graues-eud, lie see you in the Tilt-boate, When
yon are there, ship your selues. a 1647 Pette in Archseo-
togiaYAX. 219, I was constrained to ship myself to sea upon
a desperate voyage. 1719 De Koe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 505
They shipp'd themselves to serve in the Ship. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. III. Hi. 129 The Puritans, restrained in England,
shipped themselves off for America. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang.
xx, It was thought that the waves had swallowed them when
tliey shipped themselves from the west,

5. intr. To go on board ship, embark. Now rare,

a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1091 Seeorl. .on Wiht
scipode & into Normandi^ for. e 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 467/179
Hny schypeden in be salte se. c 1300 K. Horn 1013
(Laud MS.) pe page was blybe And schepede wel swybe.

1375 Barbour Bruce in. 575 Then schippyt thai, for-owtyn
mar. c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) viii. 28 per er many hauens
for to schippe at. 6 1468 in Arclueologia (1846) XXXI. 327
The Fryedaye next after the Nativite of Sainct John
Baptist, she shippid at Margate. 1517 Torkington Pilgr.

(1884) 1, I shipped at Rye, in Sussex. 1596 Dalrymple tr.

Leslie^s Hist. Scot. II. 378 Quhen at Leith tha had shipit in.

1599 Vkkker Shoemakers Hoi. (1610) B2Tishis highnesse
will, That presently your cosen shippe for France With all his

powers. 1690 Loud. Gaz. 2551/3 1 he 400 Horse, .and many
Foot .. marched to Highlake, where, it's believed, they are

Shipping this day. 1891 Spectator 17 Jan., People wishing

to get from London to New York.. ship at Liverpool,

t 6. To go by ship to, into, oxfrom a place. Obs.

13.. Metr. Horn, in Archiv Stud. neu. Spr. LVII. 265

Faste he drouh toward be se For schipen he wolde to

obur bede. 138a Wyclif Acts xx. 6 We schipiden aftir

dayes of therf looues fro Philippis. c 1400 Ro7vlaud <$- O.

742 pay Schipped ouer at Vertely In to be landes of lum-

bardy. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 1, 1 determyned
me to take that voyage and shipped from Southampton.

1535 Coverdale Matt. xiv. 34 They shipped ouer, & came
in to the londe of Genazereth. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks
(1638) 247 The Emperour, speedily shipped ouer into Asia.

1654 Gataker Disc. Apol. 79 [They] have slipt away and
shipt hence.

t b. To sail about. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 95 He hadde schipped

aboute Est Engelonde \eircumnavigata Estauglia]. c 1450

Mirk's Festial 260 As I was schyppyng yn be see, I come
to an yle.

7. trans. To send or transport by ship. \To
ship out : to export.

1436 Libel Eng. Policy in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 160

Saffron, quiksilver, .. Is into Fflaundres shypped fulle

craftylye. 1495 Halyburtott's Ledger 11867) 12 Bocht in

Handwarp and schepit in the Cristoffir of the Fer. 1503-4

Act 19 Hen. VH, c. 27 § 1 Wolle felles.. to be shipped owte
of the seid Realme to the seid Staple at Cales. 1602 Shaks.
Ham. iv. L 30 The Sun no sooner shall the Mountaines
touch, But we will ship him hence. 1656 Tucker Rep.
Revenues Scot. (Bannatyne Club) 26 South Barwick, where
the Scots and English both did usually shippe out Skyns,

Hides, Wooll. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 39 One half

of the Produce being to himself, and the other to be shipp'd

to England. 1725 Pope Odyss. xv. 419 Rude pirates seized,

and shipped thee o'er the main. 1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey
it. i, The third [son] was a Roue*, and was shipped to the

Colonies. 1861 Goschen For. Exch. 127 To ship the silver

to England. 189a Kipling Barrack-room Ballads 53 Ship
me somewheres east of Suez. 1912 Times 19 Dec 15/4
Goods shipped in the mail vessels.

b. esp. with off.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag., Penalties $ Forfeitures,

Ifany Wharfinger, .shall. .Ship off. .any Wares, .at any un-

lawful time. 1706 Lond. Gaz. No. 4239/1 They Shipt oft

900 of their sick and wounded Men. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer

(ed. 2) s. v., The inhabitants ship off yearly., seven or eight

thousand chaldrons of coal. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xviii. IV. 195 He would himself send the recusant to prison,

or ship him oft" for Flanders. 1878 Bosw. Smith Carthage

38 Till their numbers became excessive and these were
shipped off by the prudence of their rulers to found colonies.

c. transf. To transport (goods) by rail or other

means of conveyance. U.S.
1881 Chicago Times 17 June, To ship their freight by rail.

1885 Harpers Mag. Apr. 663/2 We . . snipped our . .collection

of luggage to the hotel.

d. fig. To send off, send packing, get rid of,

dismiss, expel.

1588 Shaks. Tit. A.\.\. 206 Andronicus, would thou were

shipt to hell. 1826 in A. J. C Hare Gurtteys ofEarlham
(1895) II. 31 Afteragooddealof bustle, all were shipped off,

except Aunt Cunningham. 1857 Trollope Three Clerks

xviii, Old Foolscap says he'll ship me the next time I'm

absent half-an-hour without leave.

8. Of a vessel : To take in (water) over the

side ; to be submerged or flooded with (water) by

waves breaking over it ; esp. to ship a sea. Said

also of the occupants of the vessel.

1698 Fryer Ace. E. India
<J-

P. 13 In this Encounter we
shipped many a perilous Sea. 1719 De Foe Crusoe I. (Globe)

9 Our Ship rid Forecastle in, shipp'd several Seas, a 1734

North Life Dudley North (1744)15 We shipt Seas over our

Poop. 1748 Anson's Voy. m. v. 342 Baling out the water

which she accidentally ships. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp.

xx. (1856) 153 Driving before the wind, shipping seas at every

roll. 1883 Stevenson Treas. Isl. xvii, The rowing ceased,

..and all was so nicely contrived that we did not ship a

drop. . , . .

9. To take or draw (an object) into the ship or

boat to which it belongs. Also with up.
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1630 in BinnelJ Descr. Thames (1758) 65 No Fisherman.,
shall at any 'lime hereafter ship their Draw-Nets (called

Shipping a-stern) into their Boats, before such Time as they
have laid forth all their whole Net. 1894 Outing XXIV.
257/2 As we shipped up our rod the natives began to
assemble. 1898 W. W. Jacob* Sea Urchins (1906; 213 The
visitors went ashore, the gangway was shipped, and. .the
Curlew drifted slowly away from the quay.

b. To lift (an oar or scull) out of its rowlock,
and (now, in sculling) to bring it into the boat
(cf. Boat v. i and Unship v.). (See also quot.

1898.) Also absol. as a command = ' ship oars!
'

For another sense of ship oars' see 10.

1700 Dryden Ceyx a> Ale. 92 The Sailors ship their Oars,
and cease to row. 1725 Pope Odyss. 11. 470 And now they
ship their oars, and crown with wine The holy goblet to the
powers divine. 1857 P. Colquhoun Cow/. ' Oarsman's
Guide ' 32 To ship the oar or scull is to jerk it out of the row-
lock, and to boat it, to bring it on board. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Ox/, ii, The stranger came to the bank,
shipped his sculls, and jumped out. 1894 Crockett Raiders
14, I shipped the oars and lay back thinking. 2896 Asiiby-
Sterry Tale of Thames xxi, ' Easy all

!

' says Auntie,
following the command by ' Ship

!

' 1898 Encycl. Sport II.

297/2 (Rowing) Ship, to lift the handle of the oar when the
blade is on the water, and then to allow it to float, with the
motion of the boat, alongside.

10. orig. and esp. Naut. To put (an object) in

position for performing its proper function ; spec,

to fix (an oar) in the rowlock, in readiness to row ;

hence, to put in position for any purpose.
1616 Chapman Mnsxus 352 His faire Limbes of his

weede, he strip't ; Which, at his head, with both hands
bound, he shipt. 17.. Greenland Voy. iii. in Coll. Old
Ballads (1738) III. 173 Each Man ship his Oar, and leave
nothing on Shoar That is needful the Voy'ge to advance.
1769 Falconer Did. Marine (1780) s. v., To ship the oars,
i.e. to fix them in their row-locks. To ship the swivel-
guns, is to fix them in their sockets. 1798 in Nicolas Disp.
(1845) HI. 53 He had a new rudder made upon his own
deck, which was immediately shipped. 1833 Sturt Ex/ed.
S. Austral. II. 166 Seven or eight [natives].. crept into the
reeds, with their spears shipped to throw at us. 1834
L. Ritchie Wand. Seine 33 Shipping a single oar in the
stern, [he] began to scull out with all his might. 1837
Marryat Snarleyyow xlvii, The skylight was shipped on
again. 1845 I. Coulter Adv. in Pacific vii. 71 Which
mast and sail are.. never shipped until required. 1859
F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man. (1862) 195 No. 3.. ships and
unships the handspike. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-bk. s. v.,

Ship capstan-bars. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., A hole big
enough to ship the mainmast in.

b. intr. (for pass.). To admit of being placed in

position; to have a certain position in a con-
trivance.

1844 H. Stephkns ££. Farm 111. 1169 The top-sides.,
which are fitted to ship and unship as occasion may require,

11. To put on (clothing, etc.) ; also, to shoulder
(a burden).
1829 Maw Jrnl. Pass. Pacific 16 Their regard for new

and gay shoes, of which they * ship' a new pair every Sun-
day morning. 1831 Trklawny i4<&. Younger Son Ixiv, He
. .took off his white jacket, and shipped a blue one. 1834
Marryat Peter Simple rX\, I had shipped the swab...Irn
lieutenant. 1910 Blackxv. Mag. Dec. 758/2 The bearers
fitted their shoulders under the straps and shipped their
burden.

12. trans* To engage for service on a ship.

1643 Decl. Commons (Reb. /re/and) 50 He..was shipped
..to serve in the said Frigot. 1699DAMPIHR Voy. II. 1. 150,
1 was Shipt Mate of the Sloop that came from Malacca with
us. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 15 It was my great
Misfortune, that in all these Adventures I did not ship my
self as a Sailor. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast xiv, Instead
cf shipping some hands to make our work easier.

b. intrt To engage to serve on a ship.

1829 Marryat F. Mildmay xxi, We never ask questions
when a seaman ships for us. 1845 I. Coulter Adv. in
Pacific xi. 145 One of the Spaniards shipped on board as an
ordinary seaman. 1891 Kipling City Dread/ Nt. 27 As
soon as the money's gone they'll ship, but not .before.

Ship, shippe, var. ff. Chip sb2, share-beam.
1607 J.

Carpenter Plaine Mans Plough 115 Next to the
Share, is the Shippe. /bid., The Ship is not only that peece
which holdeth the Share, but is placed beneath next the
earth.

-ship suffix (Forms : 1 -skiepe, -scipe, -scype,
Anglian -scip, -sciop, 2 -seep, 3-sip(e, 3~4-scip(e,

3-5 -schipe, 4 -schupe, 4-5 -schippe, -shipe,

-schyp, -schepe, -shep(e, -chipe, -chepo, 4-6
-schip, -shyp, -shippe, 5 -schuppe, -schepe,

-chyp, -chep, 5-6-shyppe, 5-7 -shipp, 4- -ship),

in OE. *-sciepe, -skiepe (rare), -scipe, -scype, Ar.glian

-scip, (occas. sciop) str. masc = OFris. -skipi, -skip,

•schip (WFris. -skip, -schip, NFris. -skep, -skap),

OS. -scepi, -scipi, MLG., MDvi.-sc(h)ip, -sc{h)epe
f

-sc{K)eep, -sc(h)tp, WFlem. -schip,-schepe :-OTeut.
*skapi-z, f. skap- to create, ordain, appoint (see

Shape v.). The r of the stem-syllable of OE.
-scipe and the corresponding continental forms is

apparently due to secondary influence of the um-
laut, the change being probably favoured by the

lack of stress. The related *skapo-z masc, *skapo

fem., and *skapti-z Shaft sbA, meaning ' creation,

creature, constitution, condition ', were used in

Germanic as the second element of compounds and
as such assumed the function and meaning of a

suffix equivalent to *skapi-s ; these forms are repre-

sented by OS. skap (MDu., Du. -schap)
%
OHG.
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-scaffem., later -scaft (MHG., G. -schaft), ON.
-skapr (Da. -skab

f
Sw. skap), and perhaps by OE.

-sceap in landsceap country, region.
The abnormal forms of the suffix in Sc. hussyskap, -skep,

-skip (see Housewifeship) may have a LG. or Du. origin.
In certain uses the suffix lends itself more or less freely to

the formation of nonce-words ; selected instances of these
are given below under the divisions to which they belong.
1. Added to adjs. and pa. pples. to denote the

state or condition of being so-and-so. Such com-
pounds were numerous in OE., and many survived
(or were re-coined) in ME., but few have a history
extending beyond the 15th century ; e.g. OE. arod-
scipe briskness, dolscipeioWy, druncenscipe Drunk-
ekship, Dbunkship (ME.), glxdscipe Gladship,
godscipe Goodship, Idfscipe hardship, pn'itscipe
pride, Shendship (ME.), snelscipe boldness, Wild-
ship (ME.), wddscipe madness. The only survivals
of this formation now in common use are Hard-
ship (first in Ancren Riwle), and Worship (OE.
weorfscipe).

2. Added to sbs. to denote the state or condition
of being what is expressed by the sb., e.g. OE.
flondscipe hostility, ¥iehdsrip,fre'ondscipe Friend-
ship, fegnscipe Thegnship (cf. Thaneship)

;

authorship, fellowship, -\knightship, partnership,
sons/iip, suretyship.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 89 Supposing that by
Almighty power their Sunship and Moonship might be kept
by them, without worldship. 0:1828 Bentham's Fragm.
Govt. Hist. Pref, Wks. 1843 I. 241 To assume and keep up
the tone of juvenility and tyro-ship.

b. By extension, compounds of this kind, when
the sb. is the designation of a class of human being,
assume the sense of the qualities or character asso-
ciated with, or the skill or power of accomplish-
ment of, the person denoted by the sb. ; e.g. OE.
eorlscipe manliness, hidfordscipe domination, supre-
macy, Lordship, mannscipe humanity ; craftsman-
ship, horsemanship, housewifeship, kingship,
soldiership, workmanship.
1858 Caklyle Fredk. Gt. in. x. (1872) I. 198 His wars

against the Turks, and his other Hectorships, 1 will forget.
1879 Morley Burke vii. 142 The ideas of adventurership.

3. Added to sbs. designating an official or person
of rank to denote the office, position, dignity, or
rank of the person designated, as OE. ger^fscipe

Reeveship; ambassadorship, captainship, chap-
lainship, clerkship, headship, laureateship, pro-
fessorship, sheriffship, stewardship. In the case

of fellowship, scholarship, postmastership and the
like, the compound has come to connote not
only the office or position itself but the emolu-
ments, etc., pertaining to it.

1485 Rolls o/Parlt. VI. 368/2 The Offices of Walstatshlp
of Wydygada. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 350 John Fortham
Bishop of Durham was discharged of the Treasorer-ship.
1615 in Buccleuch MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) I. 262 By
virtue of his Cust[os] Rotulorum-ship. 1885 /W/Mall Gas.
9 Apr. 5 There are now four A.R.A. ships vacant. 1895
Harper s Mag. Apr. 718/2 The positions they fill are the
'judgeship', the ' searchership ', the 'spankership', and
general 'juryship'.

b. With poss. pron. prefixed, the compounds
ladyship, lordship, worship, have passed into hono-
rific designations of the persons who are entitled

to the style of * Lady ', « Lord \ < the Worshipful

\

Hence the suffix has been freely employed to form
mock titles or humorous styles of address, in which
-ship is added to the ordinary designation of the

person (or animal) or to a word expressing a
quality which it is desired to emphasize for the

nonce ; this use has been extended even to adjs.(e.g.

his uglyship) and adj. phr.(e.g. his beyond-sea-ship),
1573-80 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 94 Wich I knowe

not howe your soveraineioyeservantshipp would take. 1611
Beaum. & Fl. Phi/aster lv, I never lov'd his beyond-sea-ship.
1615 W. Hull Mirr. Maj. Ep. Ded., One oftheir Holiships.
168* Shadwell Lane. Witches 1. 2, I will.. teach your
Master of Artship._ 1747 W. Horsley Fool (1748) II. 165
Thus his Grandship open'd. 1767 Woman of Fashion 1.

143 What a Chace has her Goddessship led me ! 1807
Moore Mem. (1853) I. 229, 1 am beginning to talk too senti-

mentally for your wag-ship. 1827 Fonblanque Eng. under?
Administr. (1837) I. 89 Non constat, as the lawyers say, that
the voyagers venerated his monkeyship. 1829 T. C. Croker
Leg. Lakes I. 230 Down he and the marchioness walk to
the kitchen, and her marchionessbip sets herself by the fire-

side.
_ 1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xxi, ' Take that, your

owlship ', and I made a blow at him with the but-end. 1865
Public Opinion 21 Jan. 77/1, 1 have seen Dyticus rush upon a
full-grown smooth newt, and no twistings and writhings of
his eftship was of any avail. 1873 Forest $ Stream 1. 148/2
His Uglyship [viz. an alligator], all mouth and squirming tail.

1880 Miss Mulock Poems, Dead Czar 42 You . . may parade
Your maggotship throughout the wondering world.

4. Added to sbs. to denote a state of life, occu-
pation, or behaviour, relating to or connected with
what is denoted by the sb., e.g. OE. btorscipe feast

(lit.
( beer-ship '), byrdscipe child-bearing, werscipe

married state. Compounds of this kind are rare

in the later periods; Courtship (first in Shaks.)

is the chief instance ; Countbyship, if it is not

SHIP-BOY.

merely a shortening of countrymanship, may
belong here.

5. Added to sbs. forming compounds having a
collective sense. These were numerous in OE.,
e g. burgscipe municipality, folcscipe nation, gield-

scipe guild, pegnscipe body of retainers, piodscipe
people, wmterscipe piece of water. Township
(OE. tunscipe the inhabitants of a tun) is the one
survival from the OE. period ; the sense domain
of ...' which appears in Loudship 2 is not of fre-

quent occurrence.
The following is a nonce-formation after township :—
1768 Phil. Trans. LX. 445, 1 took a jaunt to the Hotten-

tots crawl-ships [~ kraal-ships].

Shipboard (Jrpbo-ud). Also 3 scipes, 5
shippus bord. [f. Ship sb.* + Board sb.

Cf. WFris. skipsboard, MLG. schepesbord, MDu. schip-
bort

s sceeps-, scipsbort (Pu. sckeepsboord). G. schiff<J)bord,
ON. skip\s)borf (Sw. skeppsbord, Da. skibsbord).]

1 1. The side of a ship (see Board sb. 12);
chiefly in phr. : within shipboard = on board ship

;

over {the) shipboard = Overboard adv.; to orfrom
shipboard = on to or off a ship, Obs.
c 1200 Vices <$ Virtues 43 Alle Se wi8-innen scipes horde

wunijeo. C1205 Lav. 1518 Ne cume ^e neauer wid vten
scipes bord. a 1300 A'. Norn 113 pe children hi bro^te to
stronde..In to schupes borde. la 1400 Marie Arth. 1699
With-in chippe-burdez. c 1430 Syr Gene?: 364 He . . bad here
lodesman at a word Should cast hem ouer the ship bord.
C1440 Bone Flor. 1796, I schall hyt hynge on a knagg, At
the schypp borde ende. 1470-85 Malory Arthur iv. vi.

125 An C torches sette vpon alle the sydes of the shyp bordes.
1494 Act 11 Hen. VII, c. 4 Any Person selling or buying by
Water-measure within the Ship-board. 1498 in J. Bulloch
Pynours (1887) 56 Borne. .fra the Schipburd at the Key to
ony part of this burghe. 1550 Lynoesav Sqr. Meldrum 174
And euerie man to shipburd drew. 1586 Reg. Privy Council
Scot. Ser. 1. IV. 123 Thay have ressavit within schipr
burde a grite quantite of victuallis. 1590 Shaks. Com. Err.
v. i. 408 Shall I fetch your stuffe from shipbord ? 1596
Warner A lb. Eng. xn. lxxii. 299 In saying which came
Stafford in, and wils them to dispatch To ship-board. 1650
T. Fkoysell Gale o/Opport. (1652) 31 The Marriners they
cast him over Ship-board. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
Ivii, His new patient, who had been consigned to shipboard
by the Madras practitioner with very small hopes indeed.

b. On shipboard : on board ship. (See Board
sb. 14.) Also fa shipboard (frequent c 1620-1 720).
c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 856 A cruell cowntyrthar wason

schipburd seyn. 1556 Robinson tr. More's Utopia (Arb.)
165 By reason of cold taken, I thinke, a shippeborde. 1568
Grafton Chron. 1 1 . 686 Commaunding his men to go on ship-
borde. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 440 We. .brought them a
shippeboord. 1660-x Pepys Diary 14 Feb., The first time I

ever carried my wife a-ship-board. 1758 J. Blake Mar.
Syst. 18 A Liberty Ticket,, .allowing him to follow his

occupation unmolested, either on shore or on ship-board.
1848 Dickens Dombey lx, Being then on shipboard, bound
for Bengal. 1888 R. Garnett Li/e 0/Emerson ii. 43 They
were fellow passengers on ship-board back to Charleston.

o. Similarly of shipboard.
1841 Lever OMalley xxxvi. 198 The escape from the dur-

ance vile of shipboard. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxu.
(1856) 173 The life of shipboard.

d. By shipboard-, by ship. rare.
184a P. Parley's Ann. III. 250 My grandfather had a dog

which he brought by ship-board to London.

f 2. A plank of a ship. Obs.
135a Exch. Ace. Q. R. bundle 20 no. 27 (P.R.O.), Boidis

magnis et spissis vocatis ' shippebord ' emptis pro confec-
cione navis predicte. 1483 Cath. Angl. 337/1 A Schyppe
burde, asser. 1486 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 15, vij

Shipbordes.. spent.. in repayring..of the Cokkeof the same
Ship. 1560 Bible (Geneva) Ezek. xxvii. 5 Thei haue made
all thy ship bordes of fyrre trees of Shenir.

3. attrib.

1857 Dufferin Lett, High Lat. (ed. 3) 147 The innocuous
cates which generally compose ship-board rations. 1880
Plain Hints Needlework 123 To make mops for shipboard
cleaning. 1890 W. Clark Russell Marr. Sea x, What will

she have to say to a shipboard wedding !

Ship-boat. ? Obs. Now (7-) ship's boat.
[See liOAT sb.

Cf. M LG. sckipesbdl, Du. scheepsboot (whence G. schiffis)-
boot), ON. skipsbdtr (Sw. skeppsbat, Da. skibsbaad}.]

The boat carried or towed by a ship.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 446/2 Schyppe hot.., barca. 1509
Hawes Past. Pleas* xxxvi. (1555) 189 When that they were
come to us almoste, From their shyppe boate curiously
counterfayte. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) in The greatest
vessels.. conueighed al theyr vytailes. .to lande with theyr
shippe boates. 1644 Manwayring Seaman's Diet. 10 The
Boate belonging to a Ship, is either called the Ships-boate,
or the Long-boate. 1681 Land. Gaz. 1666/3 Some Ship- 1

boats have been staved and sunk.

Ship-bote, -boot, pseudo-arch. [See Boot
sb. 1

, Bote.] Repair of ships.

1664 Evelyn Sylva 103 We have seen how for House-
boot, and Ship-boot, Plow-boot, Hey-boot and Eire-boot,

the Planting, and Propogation of Timber and Forest-trees

is requisite.

Ship-boy. Also ship's boy. A boy who
serves on board ship.

155a Huloet, Shyp boye, Misonauta. 1595 Shaks. John
iv. iii. 4 This Ship-boyes semblance hathdisguis'd mequite.
X634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 5 The aduentrous ship-boyes
were in perill of those Sharkes. 1661 in Godolphin s View
Admir. Jurisd. App. 168 The Master ought to set him on
shore, . . and . . to spare him one of the Ship-boyes to look to

him. 1839 S. Rogers Voy. Columbus Poems 38 The very
ship-boy on the dizzy mast Half breathed his orisons. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Wordbk., Ship-boy, boys apprenticed to

89-2
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learn their sea-duties, but generally appointed as servants.

1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. i.\,
' Here, you ship s boy ,

he

cried, * out o' that !

*

— , __ . -

Ship-hreaker (Ji-pbr^kai). [See Breaker 1

1 .] A person who buys old vessels to break them

up for sale.

1819 P. O. Lond. Directory 84 Cnstall, Joseph, Sail- maker,

Ship-breaker, and Dealer in Ship-Stores. 1840 Dickens

Old C Shop iv, On Quilp's Wharf, Daniel Quilp was a

ship-breaker. 1888 Diet. Nat. Biogr. XIII. 101/2 A ship-

breaker, having yards at Rotherhithe, Penzance, and Fowey.

Shipbreaking, vbl. sb. [See Breaking vbl.

sb. In sense 1 formed after Shipbreche (cf, MLG.
;

MDn. schipbrekinge).]

+ 1. = Shipbreche. Obs.

13.. [see Ship-breching]. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. DeP.R.
xur.xxi. (Bodl. MS.)»3if schippes falleb herein inanyewise,

he scapeb not be perille of schipbrekinge. c 1440 Pro/tip.

Parv. 446/2 Schyppbrekynge, naufragium. 1493 Festivall

(W. de W. 1515) 90, Saynt poule sayth I haue been..thre

tymes in shyppe brekynge.

2. The breaking up of old ships ; the occupation

of a ship-breaker. Also attrib.

1897 Daily News 13 May 3/3 The Shipbreaking Company
(Limited), of London, has recently purchased from the

Admiralty the iron corvette Euryalus [etc.].

3. The crime of breaking into a ship for the

purpose of committing a felony.

1901 Scotsman 7 Jan. 9/7 Shipbreaking at Aberdeen—.,
sent.. to prison.. for breaking into the steam line fishing

boat.

f Shipbreche, Obs. Also i -bryce, 4
-bruche, -burch. [f. Ship sb.1 + Breach, Hruche.
Cf. WFris. skipbrek, MLG. schipbroke, MDn.
schipbroke, -breuke (Du. -breuk), MHG., G. schiff-

bruch,'] Shipwreck.
In late OE. recorded only in the sense 'right to claim

what is cast up on the shore in a shipwreck '.

^1067 Charter in Kemble Cod. Dipt. (1846) IV. 208 Ic

habbe jegeofen Criste and sancte Marie, .forestall and
hamsocne, griSbryce and scipbryce, and 8a sa? upwarp. .aet

Bramca^stre and set Ringstyde. ? a 1100 Charter in Dug-
dale Monast. (1655) I. 237/2 Mundbriche, feardwite, ..in-

fongenthef, sypbnche, tol, & tern. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) II. 369 Schipmen bat seilled in be see in to shipbruche.

Ibia\
%
And berfore nr- seide bat bey brou}te hem to ship-

breche. X398 — Barth. De P. K. xii. xii. (Bodl. MS.!,
Schipmen trowib bat it bodeb goode }if bei mete swannes in

perile of scbipburch [ed. 1495 shippe breche]. c 1440 Gesta
Rom. xiv. 48 Penaunce is pe secunde table aftir Shipbreche.

So f Ship-breching (in quot. -breging, cf. bryg
s.v. Breach sb.), f Snip-break (in quot. -brek).
a 1300 Cursor M. 20973 Scipbreging \Gdtt. Schip-breking]

he sutfurd thrise. 1520 Nisbet N. T. 2 Cor. xL 25 Thrijse
I was at schipbrek [Wyctifshipbreche].

Ship-broken ($v\>hTd"k?n),pa.ppte. and///, a.

Chiefly Sc. ; now rare. Also 5 -broke, [f. Ship
tb\ + Broken, after Shipbreche. Cf. MDu. schip-

broken.~\ Shipwrecked; broken or destitute through
shipwreck.
13.. Metr. Horn, in Archiv Stud, ncu, Spr. LVII. 314

A pore schip broken marinere. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints
ii. {Paulus) 924 Thriis schipe-brokine in be se. 1474 Ace.
Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 72 To iiij pure Franche men..,
schipbrokin men,..iij li. 1513 Douglas ASneisiiu viii. 92
Scillacium quhar schip brokin mony be. 1602 in Extr.
Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) II. 139 Giflf ony skipper
be schipbrokin. 1623 in Harl. Misc. (1800) III. 462 He
died ship-broken upon the sea-coast of Ireland. i66z in

Godoiphin's View Admir. Jurisd. App. 183 The Lord of
that place, .ought to be aiding, .to the said distressed Mer-
chants., in saving their Ship-broken-goods. 1878 Hall
Caine Deemster xxxix, Six or seven poor ship-broken men.
, . In the middle of the night they had come ashore on a raft.

Shipbuilder. One whose occupation is to

design and construct ships ; a naval architect.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary ioAug. 1662, He is esteem'd for the
most skilfull ship-builder in the world. 1736 Gentl. Mag.
VI. 733/1 It will be very hard to prove, that the first Ship-
Builders had ever seen that Ark to take a Patern from it.

1855 Kingslev Westw. Ho! xi, The best shipbuilders from
Hull to Cadiz. 1864 Morn. Star 12 Jan., The shipbuilders
of this country for above a century have built ships for

almost every nation on the earth.

Shipbuilding, vbl. sb. The business or art

of building ships ; naval architecture.
17x7 W. Sutherland {title) Britain's Glory, or, Ship-

building unveil'd. 1772 R°BERTSON Hist. Amcr. (1783J I.

101 The art of ship-building in the fifteenth century was
extremely rude. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV. 510
His own yacht, the Peregrine, renowned as the masterpiece
of shipbuilding.
attrib. 2846 {title) The present Ship-building Controversy.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Shipbuilding-dock, a chamber
with a floor and walls of stone masonry, having an opening
toward the adjoining harbor, which can be closed when
required. 1876 Fawcett Pol. Econ. (ed. 5) iv. vii. 627 The
decline of the ship-building trade on the Thames. 1883
Queen*s Printers Aids Bible $2/2 Cypress, a good ship-
building timber.

Sliip-ca rpenter. Also ship's. A carpenter
employed in the building or repairing of ships.

1495 Act ix Hen. VII\ c. 22 § 1 An other Ship Carpynter
called an Hewer by the day i'ujd. with mete and drinke.
(11583 in Halliwell Rara Math. (1841) 33 A litle Boke of
Statick. Whiche Booke..hath..helpped the capacityes,
bothe of some sea men, and allso shipp carpenters. 1664
Evelyn Sylva xxi. «;7 There is a way which some Ship-
Carpenters in those Countries have us'd to bring their Tar
into Pitch for any sudden use. 1748 Anson's Voy. EL vi. 200
A ship-carpenter in the yard at Portsmouth, \jfc31st Rep.
Set. Comm. Finance App. (1803) XIII. 494 Masters, Boat-
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swains,&c. . .Ships Carpenters. .Sailmakers. 1809W. Irving
Knickerb. (1861) 41 A most gallant vessel.. made by the

ablest ship-carpenters of Amsterdam. 1840 R. H. Dana
Be/. Mast iii, A ship-carpenter is kept constantly at work
during good weather, on board vessels which are in . . perfect

sea order. 186s D. Wilson Preh. Man vi, The ancient

tools of the prehistoric ship-carpenter.

Hence Snip-carpentry, the business, practice,

or art of a ship-carpenter ; also, the work turned

;

out by him.
1691 T. H[ale] Ace. New Invent. 127 Ship-Carpentry.. is

!
the Art . . ofcomposing a Ship, not out of one but several thou-

sand pieces of Wood and Iron. i86z D. Wilson Preh.
Man vi, The ancient alluvium of the river Clyde has supplied

an unusually rich store of illustrations of primitive ship-

carpentry. 1868 Browning Ring fy Bk. vm. 251 You take
ship-carpentry for pilotage.

Ship-cha ndler. [See Chandler 3 b.] A
dealer who supplies ships with necessary stores.

1643 Two Orders Lds. «$ Comm. 3 Dec. 4 Any Merchants,
Ship-chandlers, Grocers. 1755 Magens Insurances II. 121

The Ship-Carpenters, Ship-Chandlers, and others that have
worked at the Ships, or have delivered any Necessaries,

Materials or Rigging, for the Use of them. 1858 Merc. Mar.
Mag. V. 336 Two charts, .can.. be purchased at any Ship-

chandler's.

Hence Shi'p-cha:ndlery, the business of, or

goods dealt in by a ship-chandler ; also attrib.

1663 Pepys Diary 12 Dec, One Abrahall, who strikes in

for the serving of the King with ship-chandlery ware. 1798
31st Rep. Set. Comm. Finance App. (1803) XI 1 1. 493/1 Junk,
old Rope, old Iron, Canvas, and other species of old Ship
Chandlery Wares. X84Q FreeseComm. Class-bk. 14 Trade
in Naval Stores and Ship Chandlery. 1900 Engineering
Mag. XIX. 666 A.. ship-chandlery store.

Shrp-craffc. [SeeCRAFT^. 6. InlateOE.jr^-
crseft is recorded in the sense of ' strength in ships '.]

The art of navigation or of ship-construction.

1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love I. iii. (Skeat) I. 46 Er I was war,

I neyghed to a see-banke ; and for ferde of the beestes

'shipcraft' I cryde. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vm.
xxxiv. (Toliem. MS.), Men bat seyleband haueb schipcrafte

[scieniiam navalem habentium\. 1408-9 tr. Vegetius* De
Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 224/2 per nys non gretter

peril in schipcraft banne whenne be grene tymbre makeb be
schip to grenne & to gape, c 1440 York Myst. viii. 67 Of
shippe-craft can I right noght, Of ther makyng haue I no
merke.
1838 Eraser's Mag. XVII. 164 Laertes is a man who finds

himself in a storm without knowledge of shipcraft. a 1890
R. W. Church Oxf. Movement iii. (1891) 36 He.. took
interest in the niceties of seamanship and shipcraft.

t Shipe, sb. Obs. Forms: I scipe, 4 ssepe,
shepe, shipe. [OE. scipe str. masc. :—prehistoric

*skipi-s
J app. something allotted (cf. ON. skipa to

arrange, ordain, appoint).
The OE. sense of dignity, condition ' did not survive.]

L Wages; reward.
(1000 ./Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 114/34 Stipendium,

scipe, net bi§leofa. 1340 Ayenb. 33 Huo be serueb and na^t
uof-serueb his ssepe he lyest Ibid. 146 Alle we abydep on-
lepi ssepe bet is be blisse wib-oute ende. e 1374 Chaucer
Anel. «§• Arc. 193 Leste that he were proude sheo held him
lowe ; pus seruebe he withouten mete or shepe [v.rr. shep,
sheepe]. £1386 — Pars. T. 568 In withholdyngcof the
shepe, or the hyre or of the wages of seruauntz.

2. At one shipe : at one and the same time.
13.. A'. Alls. 3577 (Laud MS.), pe water quyklich hij

I passe At on shepe, more & lesse.

Hence ("Shipe v., to reward, pay wages to;

T Sniping1

, wages, remuneration.

#
< 1205 Lay. 13656 Ne mihte ic of (jan kinge habben scip-

inge. Ibid. 20012 He heom wolde. .scipien heom mid
!
londe mid seoluere & mid golde. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls)

1 1 145 pe stalwardeste men J>at me fond to him vaste he drou

j

& of porchas of nei3ebores ssipede horn wel inou.

Shipeutine (Jrpentm). [f. Ship sb. 1 after

i Babquentine.] A four-masted vessel, having
! three square-rigged masts (like a ship) with an
|
additional fore-and-aft rigged mast.
1895 Even. Post (N.Y.) 20 July 8 The New York Marine

! Journal suggested the name ' shipentine ', on the principle
that a barkentine has yards only on the foremast, similar to

a brigantine, etc. This term was promptly endorsed by the
Liverpool JournalofCommerce. 1911 Encycl. Z>V//.XXIV.
878/2 The shipentine clipper ' Great Republic ', built in 1853,
is noteworthy as being the first shipfitted with double topsails.

Shipful (frpful), f occas. with pi. ships full.

Also 3 scipful, sipfol, ssipuol, 6 Sc. schippill.

[See -ful.] As much or as many as a ship will

hold.
C1205 Lav. 23694 Don he hit nolde for a scip ful [c 1275

sipfol] of golde. 1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 917 He mette in pe
se pritti ssipuol [v.r. schipes fol] of men. c 1400 Laud
Troy Bk. 507 Ther was not a schip-ful of men. i$xiAcc.Ld.
High 'Treas. Scot. IV. 306 Ane schippill of tymmer. 1515 Set.

Cases Star Chamb. (Selden Soc.) II. 97 If thai had bought
a shippful Ime. 1527 Tindale Par. Wicked Mammon
Wks. (1573) 62 A C. ton of holy water, a shipfull of par-
dones, 1535 Coverdale Deut. xxviii. 68 The Lorde shal
brynge the agayne in to Egipte by shippe fulles. 1611
Cotgr., Vne Navie de, a ship full of. [1663 Gerbier Counsel
109 Where ships full of lading, may be had besides large
Timber.] 1852 H. Newland Led. Tractar. 151 When
the people of Ireland by shipfulls go to America. 1856
E. A. Kond Russia 16th Cent. (Hakl. Soc.) Introd. 5 Arthur
Edwards set out from Yaroslav with a shipful of goods in

July 1568. xoxo D. Hay Fleming Reform. Scot. xii. 466
A shipful of the tempest-tossed and starving Spaniards.

Shipless (Ji'ples), a. [f. Ship sb. + -less.]

1. Unoccupied by ships.

1719 in Maidment Scot. Ballads (i868> 1. 25 The Widowit
Dame.. May lang luke oure the schipless Seis Befoir her

SHIPMAN-

mate appears. 1786 S. Rogers Ode Superst. 1. iii, The ship-

lt^ main. 1835 Eraser's Mug.X 1 . 45 Its deserted Exchange,

its idle quays, and shipless harbour. 1892 Ld. Lytton
King Poppy 1. 79 Safe over shipless seas.

2. Possessing no ships; deprived of one's ship or

ships.

1808 Moore Sceptic vi, Let shipless Danes and whining
Yankees dwell On naval rights, with Grotius and Vattel.

1819 Byron Ode on Venice ii, The dashing of the spring-

tide foam, That drives the .sailor shipless to his home. 1904
Pilot 9 Apr. 324/1 The wounded and shipless crews of the

Variag and the Korietz.

Hence Shiplessly adv., without the aid of a ship.

1865 S. Evans Br. Fabian's MS. 118 Forth to the green-

sodded Wilds of Ierne Shiplessly, steedlessly Takes he his

journey.

Shiplet Cji*plet). [f. Ship sb. + -let.] A small

ship.

a 155a Leland Itin. {1768J II. 112 An Havenet, or Pere,

whither Shippelettes sumtime resorle for socour. Ibid.

(1769) III. 71 There was begon a fair Pere for Socour of

Shippelettes at this Bereword.

So Sliipling- [see -ling],
1866 Pall Mall Gas. 5 Sept. 3 A shipling which has, or is

said to have, crossed the Atlantic.

Shi'p-load. A load (of persons or things)

carried or capable of being carried by a ship.

1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 85 He had
rather have one Bottle of Brandy, than a Ship-Load of

Stamford-Air at any Time. 1732 Berkeley Alciphr. 11.

§ 22 Haifa dozen Shipload of Minute Philosophers might
easily be spared upon so good a design. 1799 Nelson
27 Sept. in Nicolas Disp. (1845I IV. 31 He will endeavour
to send to me two or three ship-loads of corn. 1875 Robert-
son Hist. Chr. Ch. III. 35 He redeemed whole shiploads

of captives—Romans, Gauls, Britons, Moors, and especially

Saxons from Germany. 1910 D. Hay Fleming Reform.
Scot. x. 316 Printed books were sent abroad in shiploads.

So f Ship-lading, !
-loading.

1615 G. Sandys Trav. 274 The Emperour Constantine is

said to have transported certaine ship-ladings of this sand
unto Constantinople. 1641 Hakewill Lib. Subj. 15 A duty
given.. upon every shiploading of Wine brought into the
kingdom by English Merchants. 164a Decl. Lds. <§• Comm.
7 Jan. 3 Every ship-lading of Coles exported thence for

the use of the City of London. 1719 De Foe Crusoe l
(Globe) 50 A Ship-Loading of Gold.

Shipm.an (Jvpmsen). PI. -men. [f. Ship sb.

+ Man sbl
OE. scipman =OFris. skip/nan, MLG., MDu. schipman,
MHG. schif, schefman (G. scliiffmantt, also schtffs-), ON.
skipamaZr.\

1. A seaman or sailor. Now somewhat arch,
cyaa tr. Bxda's Hist. m. xiii. (1890) 200 pa ongunnon pa

nedlingas & pa scipmen ba oncras upp teon. 105s O. E.
Chron. (MS. C), Se cyng ha^fde eac mycele landfyrde on
his healfe to eacan his scypmannum. 112a Ibid. (Laud MSJ,

paer Eefter wseron feole scipmen on sae & on waeter. c 1275
Lay. 1535 Brutus iheorde segge of his sipmannen of ban
vuele ginne bat cube be mereminne. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. xv. 354 Shipmen and shepherdes hat with shipp & shepe
wenten. 1406 Hoccleve La Male Regie 238 So inly mirie

syngith shee [the mermaid], bat the shipman ther-with

fallith a sleepe. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1806) 236,

xviij shipmen as laborers laboryng. . abought . . the Kynges
dokke. 1563 Homilies n. Agst. Idolatry in. O04 Our
Ladye, to whom shypmen synge Aue maris slella. 1606
Shaks. Tr. fy Cr. v. ii. 17s The dreadfull spout, Which
Shipmen doe the Hurricano call. 1623 R, Carpenter
Consc. Christian 65 A most ridiculous folly, like to the
Shipmans continual! labouring at the pumpe, without any
care to mend the leake. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq.
xvi. ii. § 2 He was seen sailing by the shipmen most unex-
Eectedly. 1791 Nairne Poems 82 But when the shipments
oist'rous noise Jan heard, He cried, ' Dant gu no furder

—

I'm afeard '. 1876 Lowell Ode 4th July iv. ii, They steered
by stars the elder shipmen knew.

fig- 1S64 BriefExam. ***iij b, The wyse shipmen of our
Churche haue spyed the rockes.

2. A master mariner ; the master of a ship ; a

skipper. Also, a pilot.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 390 A Shipman was ther, wonynge
fer by weste. 1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 359/2 No oyer shipp-
man yat is bothe Possessour and Maister of any Shippe.
c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882) in. 1395 Shep-man [loo.] stryke !

skryke ! lett fall an ankyr to grownd ! a 1661 Holyday
Juvenal (1673) 234/1 The Ship-man, or Pilot, that brings
the Ship into harbour. 191a Masefield Widow in Bye St.
11. xxxix, The wise shipman puts his ship about Seeing the
gathering of those waters wan.
3. attrib. : f skipmaft'crafl = SHIPCRA.FT

; fship-
man-star, the pole-star.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xi. iii. (Bodl. MS.), Vnder
be sterre bat hatte polus articus schyppman sterre. 1418
26 Pol. Poems xiv. 43 J>e wyseinan his sone forbed . . shipman
craft.

b. Possessive combinations : t shipman's card,

the mariner*s compass ; also, a map of the sea ;

f shipman's hose (or breeks), a sailor's wide
trousers ; often Jig. a statement of wide application

that can be turned to fit any case; fshipman's-
stoue, the loadstone.
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xiv. 161 The Ademand, that is the

Schipmannes Ston, that drawethe the Nedle to him. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 447/1 Schypmannys stone, calamita. 1530
Palsgr. 267/1 Shypmans carde, carte. 1540 W. G. Ansiv.

Smyth vii, Although a shypmans hose wyll serue all sortes

of legges Yet Christes holy scrypture wyll serue no rotten

dregges. 1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 134 Manye of those

mappes which are commonly cauled the shipmans cardes, or

cardesofthesea. 1562 WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks.fS.T.S.)

I. 52 Forgeing thair sermonis for the plesuir of euery audi-

tour, efter the fassoun of schipmenis breiks, mete for euery
leg. 1583 Stubbes Anat. Abus. 11. 79 They make the lawes

(as it were) shipmens hoosen, . .turning and wresting them
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at their pleasure. 1592 Nashk Strange Nerves L3 The
fourth letter of our Orators, .is a shipmans hose that will

seme any man as well as Green or mee. 1605 Shaks.
Macb. 1. lii. 17 All the Quarters that they [sc. the winds]
know, l'th' Ship-mans Card. [1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi.

xiv, (Rtldg.) 421 Shafts of malicious wit. .were let fly from
all the quarters in the shipman's card.]

Hence Shi pmanship, the art of navigation.
1838 De Gxincey in Tail's Mag. V. 159 He was respected

equally for his seamanship and his shipmanship.

Shipiuast (jrpmast). Also ship's mast. [f.

Ship j<M + Mast sb. 1
] The mast of a ship.

x6n Rowlands Four Knaues (Percy Soc.) 30 Name any
weapon.. May-pole, or ship-mast, for to run a tilt. 1612
Selden in Drayton's Poly-olb. To Rdr. A 2 b, I beleeue
much in them as I do the finding of Hiero's Shipmast in
our Mountaines. 1796 H. Hunter tr. St. Pierre's Study
Nat. I. 244 The Dutch have made many a vain attempt to
make the fir grow at the Cape of Good Hope, in order to
find a supply of ships-masts. 1843 F. W. Faber StyriaJt
Lake 307 The dark sky amid the sbJpmasts winking.

b. attrib.

1495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII(i%a6) 158 Parellestoashippes-
mast sayle. 1820 Keats Isabella xvii, The hawks of ship-
mast forests. 1837 Browning Forest Thought i, The builder
gazes wistfully Such noble ship-mast wood to see. 1879 —
/van Dram. Idyls 63 The carpenter, employed On a huge
shipmast trunk.

Shipmaster, [f. Ship sb.* + Master sb. Cf.
MLG. schifmester, MHG., G, schiffmeister.]

1. The master, captain, or commander of a ship

;

formerly also, a pilot, steersman.
c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxix. {Placidas) 368 Ay wes be

schipmaster gowand a-pon be laydy brycht of ble. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 447/1 Schypmayster, nauclerus. c mojacob's
Well 246 As be schypmayster redyly sterith be schyp whan
he seerii nede. 1519 Horman Vulg. 272 The shypmaister
pursued vs with a great meyny of shypmen. 1550 Cover-
dale Spir. Perle vii. (1588) 80 When a great tempest ariseth
in the sea

;
then doth it appeare whether the shipmaster be

cunning in ruling the sterne or no. 1577 T. Kendall
Flowers o/Epigr. 85 b, An Epitaphe, of an excellent Ship-
master, or Pilote. 164a Vicars God 1/1 Mount 76 The stout-
hearted and well-minded Ship-masters and Marriners. 1737
Gentl. Mag. VII. 24/2 His Ship-Masters had much more
need of.. some Knowledge of the Stars. .than the Greeks.
1838 Hell Diet. Law Scot. 634 The shipmaster of a British
ship mast be a British subject. 1878 Cuvler PointedPapers
240 In Great Britain no shipmaster is permitted to use an
anchor which has not been tested and stamped with a
government mark.

2. A man who owns the ship which he commands.
156a Act 5 Eliz. c s 5 6 Bottoms wherof..Straungers

borne then bee Owners Shipmasters or Parte Owners. 1896
Peterson Mag. (N.S.) VI. 296/2 Rising to the command of
a ship and a ship-master in his adopted city. 1909 Gwatkin
Early Ch. Hist. II. 60 Marcion of Sinope..was a well-to-do
shipmaster.

Hence f Shi-pma stery, the art of navigation.
1593 R. Harvey Philad. 5 Who were long enough after

Noahs Arkc.to haue some auncestors in shipmastry and
many fellowes.

Shipment (Jrpment). [f. Ship v. + -ment.]
1. 1 he act of shipping (goods or commodities)

for transportation.
180s Abbott Law Merck. Ships 111. vii. 225 In this country

it is not unusual to pay for goods shipped for the East or
West I ndies, at the time of the shipment. 1833 Hr. Marti-
neau Dettterara xii, I wish you could once witness a ship-
ment for Liberia. 1848 Dickens Dombey vi, Where's that
young spark of Dombey *s who's been watching the shipment
of them goods? 1880 C. R. Markham Peruv. Bark 371
The road.. winding.. past numerous coffee plantations to
their port of shipment at Mangalor.

2. That which is shipped ; a consignment of
goods for transportation.
1861 May Const. Hist. (1861) II. xvii. 559 A drawback

was given them of tb* whole English duty, on shipments to

the American plantations. 187a Raymond Statist. Mines
<y Mining 11 Though the shipments are as yet small, they
bid fair to improve rapidly. 1900 Jml. Soc. Dyers XVI. 6
Shipments are also sent to Europe and to the United States.

3. atlrib. and Comb, (esp.in Commerce = intended

for shipment).
1887 Daily Neivs 15 Oct. 2/4 Shipment jute is easier.

1895 Ibid. 3 Oct. 3/3 The floating and forward shipment
market. 1897 P. Warung 'J ales Old Regime 54 After a
seven-days' tramp on the chain from an assize-town to the
shipment port.

Slii'p-mO ney. Now Hist. An ancient tax

levied in time of war on the ports and maritime

towns, cities, and counties of England to provide

ships for the king's service. It was revived by
Charles I (with an extended application to inland

counties), but was finally abolished by statute in

1640.
1636 Prynne Rem. agst. Shipmoney 1 We most humbly

represent to Your Excellent Majesty, that this Tax of

Shipmoney, Is directly contrary to the . . Lawes and Liberties

of this Your Reatme of England. 1640 [H. Parker] {title)

The case of Shipmony briefly discoursed, according to the

Grounds of Law, Policy, and Conscience. And most hvmbly
presented to the Censure and Correction of the High Court
of Parliament, Nov. 3, 1640. i66x Cowley Cromwell Wks.
1710 II. 661 This was done by those Men, who a few Years
before had. .openly oppos'd the King's regular and formal

way of proceeding in the Trial of a little Ship-Mony. 1779
Johnson L. P., Waller (1868)99 Waller.. was considered

..as a man sufficiently trusty and acrimonious to be em-
ployed in managing the prosecution of Judge Crawley, for

hi* opinion in favour of ship-money. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

F.ng. i. I. 90 Former princes.. had raised ship-money only
along the coasts : it was now exacted from the inland shires.
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1870 T. Rogers Hist. Glean. II. 105 The first writs for
ship-money were issued in October of the same year [1634].
attrib. i860 Forster Gr. Remonstr. 196 The great ship-

money lawyer [Mr. Holborne]. 1863 H. Cox Imtit. in. ii.

602 Under ship-money writs.. John Hampden was assessed
twenty shillings towards providing a ship for his county.
Shi p-of-wa*r. ? Now rare. A ship equipped

for warfare ; a man-of-war, warship.
1479 Cely Papers (Camden) 19, I here saye ther schall goe

schepys of war to the see. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 610
He was encountered with a shippe of warre, appertayning
to the Duke_ of Excester. 1644 Manwayring Seaman's
Diet. 65 A Ship of War (which is called a man of War among
Sea-men). 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. 107 Our
Ships of War are undisputably the best in the World. 1769
Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Ship, Ships of war are
properly equipped wiih artillery [etc]. 1800 Charnock
Mar. Archil. 1. Pref. xcv, The custom, .of appointing land
officers.. to the command of ships of war. 1876 Bancroft
Hist. U.S. II. xxxiv. 363 A larger ship-of-war from that
station joined the expedition.
attrib. 1863 P. Barry Dockyard Econ. 4 The thought of

permanent ship-of-war construction in the private shipyards
was seriously in contemplation.

Ship-owner. One who owns, or has a share
in, a ship or ships.

1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Schypowner, patron dune nauiere.
1817 W, Selwyn Law Nisi Prius (ed. 4) II. 912 A ship-
owner having chartered his ship to J. S. insured the ship and
freight with different sets of underwriters. 1861 M. Patti-
son Ess. (1889) I. 42 As soon as the French trade was again
opened, it fell naturally into the hands of English ship-
owners. 187a Yeats Growth Comm. 55 Ship-owners and
merchants, who had their offices and factories along the
whole coasts of the Black Sea and the Mediterranean.
Hence SM•powdering' vbl. sb. ; Shi'p-ow ning-

vbl. sb. and ppl. a.

1883 Manch. Exam. 19 Dec. 5/2 A practice of insuring
with a view to wreck would not pay the shipowning com-
munity. 1889 Stevenson Let. to S. Colvin Oct., The ship-
ownering has rather petered out. 191a Times 19 Oct. 18/6 In
shipowning it is quite impossible to stand still.

Shi'ppable, a. rare- 9
[f. Ship v. + -able.]

Navigable.
1483 Cath, Angl. 337/1 Schypabylle, nauiga[bi]lis.

Shippage. rare. [f. Ship v. + -age.] Ship-
ping, shipment.
1611 in Essex Rev. (1906) XV. 154 The Inhabitants, .are

muche Imployed in Shippage and Navigation. 1754 H.
Walpole Lett. (1845) III. 82 The cutting and shippage
would be articles of some little consequence !

Shippe, obs. form of Sheep, Ship.

Shippen, variant of Shippon.

Shipper
(
Ji*p3'). Also 5 seheper. [late OE.

scipere (« MLG., MDu. schipper, MHG., G.
schiffer, ON. skipari), f. Ship sb\ + -er \ In sense

2, representing MLG., MDu. schipper (see Skipper
sb. 2). In sense 3, f. Ship v. + -er 1.]

+ 1. A seaman. Obs.
c 1100 O. E. Chron. (MS.D) an. 1075, Se cyngc Malcolm.

.

hine & ealle his scyperan mid mycclan weorSscipe of his
gry5e alaedde. aim Ibid. (Laud MS.) an. 1046, His
sciperes jefengon hine & wurpon hine on bone bat. 1533
Bale Vocacyon Pref. 6 As great dyspycyons were among
the Iewes at Rome concerning Paule, so were there after*

warde amonge the shyppers in our returne to their shippe
concerning vs. 17*8 Chambers Cycl., Shipper, or Scipper,
a Dutch Term, signifying the Master of a Ship. We also
use the word for any common Seamen.

f2. A skipper. Obs.

1496 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 300 Dauid Gourlay,
schippare of the bark callit the Mary. 1499 Halyburton's
Ledger (1867) 181 Paid to Rowll the seheper for 2 pety
quatris of salt. 1564 BriefExam. ***iij b, A wyse shipper
..wyll not come nygh rockes and Mattes. 2581 Marbeck
Bk. Notes 1118 Yet deserueth not the Maior more grace for

gouerning the citie then the Shipper for ruling the Ship.
1603-4 Act 1 Jos. /, c. 3a Of which payment the Master
Owner and Shipper payinge the same. 1605 Verstegan
Dec. Intell. iv. (1628) 109 Old shippers of the Netherlands.
1634 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 60, I agreed this day
with Willm, Wrigtington, the Hull snipper, to carry all my
goods to Hull.

3. One who ships goods for transportation. Also
with prefixed sb., as wine-skipper.

1755 Magens Insurances II. 129 Unless the Names of the
Shipper [etc.] are expressed in the Policy. 1789 Jefferson
Writ. (1859) II. 567, I would advise our shippers of oil

always to get the certificate of the French consul. 1840
R. H. Dana Be/. Mast ii, He.. had been in a shipper's
counting-room in Boston. 1880 Times 26 July 9/5 Shippers
of cargo.

b. U.S. One who transports goods by rail or
other means of conveyance.
1903 H. C. Emery in Cantb. Mod. Hist. VII. 706 In the

scramble for business the stronger shippers were favoured
at the expense of the weaker.

O. A commodity that is shipped or is suitable

for shipping ; spec, (see quot. 19 10).

1883 Killebrew in Rep. 10th Census U.S. III. tit. 19
Export Tobacco. . .English shippers consist of leafand strips.

1884 Harper's Mag. July 297/2 We reach., the. .pen, where
may be gathered one hundred head of choice 'shippers*
[sc. cattlej. 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 522/2 Shippers, sound,
hard-burnt bricks ofimperfect shape, obtain their name from
being much used as ballast for ships.

4. Meek. A device for shifting a belt from one
pulley to another. Also attrib.

1869 Rankine Machine ft Hand-tools PI. Q 1, This shaft

carries a pair of driving pulleys, and is provided with a belt

shipper. 1883 Harper s Mag. Nov. 889/1 The elevator was
operated by means of a lever within the car...The lever

took the place of the modern hand rope (or shipper rop--)-

SHIPPING.

Shipping (Ji'pirj), vbl. sb. Also 3 scipping,
4-6 schipp-, schypp-, 5-6 shypping, shopp-
ing, (4 schepynge, schippyne, 5 schuppynge,
schipin, schypyng, 7 sniping), [f. Ship v. +
-ing \ Cf. MLG. schepinge sea voyage, fleet.]

1. A ship or ships for the use of accommodation
of a person or a thing.

a. in phrases : \To do, dight, pat to shippings
to put on board; to take {pone's) shipping i^now

arch.), to embark ; occas. pregnantly, to go abroad
;

also to deliver to shipping (? U.S.).
^1300 Cursor M. 24815 Elsis to scipping son him did.

CI375 Ioid. 24828 (Fairf.) ]>ai di3t him to shipping sone.
la 1400 Arthur 339 Eche man hath take his schuppynge.
c 1440 Generydes 4186 Anone thei putt ther horses to ship,
pyng. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 153 Another
partye peryshyd by swerd and that other toke shyppyng.
'535 Boorde Let. in Introd. Knoivl. (1870) 56, 1 was in catha-
lonya when pe emprowre tok sheppyng in-to barbary. c 1643
Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 104 My Lord Chandos and
myself resolved to take Shipping for the Low Countries.
1691 Lond. Gaz. No. 2647/4 'Tis believed he will take Ship-
ping. 1726 Swift Gulliver 11. i, I.. took shipping in the
Downs on the 20th day of June, 1702. 1771 Goldsm. Hist.
Eng. I. 285 Taking shipping for Italy, he was once more
wrecked. 1853 Thackeray Esmond 11. v, The troops all

took shipping. 1856 Olmsted Slave States 48 It is de-
livered to shipping at Richmond, at fifteen cents a bushel.

jb. In general use (sometimes passing into

abstract sense = accommodation on board ship,

provision of a ship or ships) ; also//, ships.

13.. Cursor M. 24807 (Gott.) Sone it was his schipping
tift wid presand. 13.. K.Alis. 990 Gold and seolver, and
othir thynges, They trussed to heore schepynges. 1375
Barbour Bruce in. 400 He gat schippyne gud plente. c 1400
Maundev. (Roxb.) xx. 92 Bot for ne..myght get schipping
na ferrere, he turned agayne as he come. 14.. Beues 2669
Let vs haue shyppynge to, And we shal to that yle go. c 1450
St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 772 Bot gif he had shippyng wroght
Whilk as nane wer sene beforne. <. 1468 in Archseologia
(1846) XXXI. 327 It plesid the kinge to follow aftir hir,

and to see her shippinges. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene xxxiv,
But. .Their shipping is preparde. 1579 in \oth Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 428 He would so bring the one halfe

quarter or therd parte in any suche shipp or shippinges com-
ing toGalway. 1620 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) II. 119Yt
was agreed Mr. Ed. Sayer shall goe merchant in the shipp
Bull, and Robt. Hawley and Ric. King.. to goe in other
shipping. 1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 100 This wheate
is carryed by shippinge to Newe-Castle. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe
xxxiv, I will.. seize on shipping, and embark for Flanders.

1829 — Anne of G. xxviii, I will take care that Blackburn
and his cousin-archers have no assistance of shipping from
Flanders.

2. Ships collectively ; the body of ships that

belong to a person's or country's fleet, that frequent

a particular port or harbour, or that are used for

a certain purpose.
1591 Q. Eliz. Prod. 16 Sept., No Come nor other Victual!,

nor any Ordonance, nor furniture for shipping. C1595 Capt.
Wyatt R. Dttdley"s Voy. W. Ind. (Hakl. Soc.) 4 Five of

the Queenes shippinge. 1601 HAKLUYTtr. Galvano's Discov.
90 From thence vpwards in small shipping he went along
the coast of the Abassins and Ethiopia. 1602 Carew Corn-
wall 27 b, Cornewall is stored with many sorts of shipping.
1669 Sturmy Mariner s Mag., Penalties fy Forfeitures 1

Goods Imported, .in Forreign Shipping, a 1687 Petty Pol.
Arith. (1691) 99 There are employed in the Guinny and
American Trade, above forty thousand Tun of Shipping per
annum. 1725 De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 63 A river

very commodious for shipping. 1840 R. H. Dana Bef.
Mast xxix, He., ventured down toward the shipping, to see

if the vessel had sailed. 1846 M rCuLLOCH Ace. Brit. Em-
Pire (1854) I. 373 Cork Harbour and Bantry Bay are among
the finest asylums for shipping in the world. 1897 Henty
On Irrawaddy viii, The British sick were sent away in the
shipping to Mergy.

T 3. Navigation. Obs.
a 1400 New Test. (Paues) Acts xxvii. 9 Whanne. .was no

forber siker schippynge ande saylynge. 1581 A. Hall Iliad
11. 37 They little reake for marine worke, and small for ship-
?ing care. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Gov. Eng. 1. iv. (1739) 9
reland was nigh, but we find nothing concerning their

interest in shipping. (11700 Evelyn Diary 4 Feb. 1685,
A lover of the sea, and skilfull in shipping,

f b. A voyage, a sailing. Obs.
God sendyou good shipping ! was used proverbially in the

16th and 17th c. as a wish for success in any venture.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 183/2 He made a shyppyng into

grete brytaygne. c 1580 Jefferie Bugbears iv. ii, God send
you good shipping. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trov. B 4, Gone
he is ; God send him good shipping to Wapping. 1596 Shaks.
Tam.Shr.w 1.43. 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Hib.u. xxiii. 246 If

his said men be sent in two shippings, then he shall goe in the

last. 1668 Dryden Even. Love v. i, My master's in ; heavens
send him good shipping with his lie. i688Col.Rec.Peunsylz>.
I. 236 He believed he should receive his answer by ye ffirst

Shipping hether out of England.

4. The action of putting persons or things on
board ship or transporting them by ship.

1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 144 Item Syr understond that

schyppyng ys begon at London. 1499 Halyburton's Ledger
(1867) 161 Paid for the schipin of my Lordis slan in Brugis
. . 24s. 153a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. VI. 156 For pynour
fee and schipping of the wyne, ail!, and gunnis xij d. 1576
Fleming Panofl. Epist. 385 Of the paine in shipping, of the

care in conueymg your wares.. home to your owne houfe.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag., Penalties $ Forfeitures 3
Goods are forfeited for Undue Shipping or Landing. 1748
Anson's Voy.iu.x. 410 A licence for the shipping of bis

stores and provisions.
#
1821 J. Smyth Pract. Customs 278

Unless the Wine be imported.. directly from.. the usual
port or place of its first shipping. 1884 Leeds Mercury
15 Nov. 6/5 The shipping of her ricidivistes to penal settle-

ments.



SHIPPISH.

f 5. A ship's company. Obs. rare.

14.. Bents 4286 He toke his leve at the kyng And at all

his seli shyppyng. ... . , ,

6. attrib. and Comb., as shipping-centre, -clerk,

•crane, -interest, -place, -point, -port, -trade, -yard.

1808 Jrnl. Sch. Geog. [U.S.) Oct. 300 'Shipping centers

on navigable rivers. 1858 Simmonds Diet. J rode Shi/-

tine-elerk, a merchant's clerk who attends to the shipment

of goods. 1497 Naval Ace. Htn. Vll (1896) 104 'Shipping

crane with a Reysing gynne. 1824 Holt Shipping f,Navig.

I aniseed. 2) Introd. 24 This statute has conferred a most

solid benefit upon the 'shipping interest. 17M Stork Ace.

£ Florida 63 To carry it [vis. sugar], .a considerable dis-

tance to the 'shipping-places. 1874 Raymond Statist.

Mints ff Mining 309 The town of Labran is the 'shipping-

point of the Cafion City coal. 1843 Bethune Sc. reas. Fire-

suit U4 One of the 'shipping ports on the west coast of

Scotland. 1691 T. H[aleJ Ace. New Invent. 128 The..

Advance of the 'Shipping Trade. 1878 Stevenson Inland

Voy. 4 A noisy 'shipping yard.

b. Special comb. : shipping-agent, a licensed

agent who transacts a ship's business for the

owner ; shipping-articles = ship's articles (see

Ship sb. 10 c) ; shipping-bill, a bill of lading
;

shipping-broker = ship-broker (see Ship sb. 10)

;

shipping-master, an official who superintends the

signing-on and discharging of seamen ; + ship-

ping-money = Ship-money ; shipping-note, a

note containing particulars of goods for shipment

(Simmonds Diet. Trade 1858) ; shipping-office,

(a) an office where seamen sign on -for a voyage ;

(b) ' an office where a shipping-agent receives goods

for shipment ' (Funk's Standard Diet.) ; shipping-

order (see quot.) ; shipping ore, ore suitable for

being shipped ; shipping-papers = ship'spapers;

shipping tobaoeo, tobacco grown for export.

1844 Dickens Mart. Chuz. xiii, Various 'shipping-agents

in the city. 1840 R. H. Dana lief. Mast xxix, He went
to a shipping-office, where the 'shipping articles of the

California were open. 1833 Act 3 cy 4 Will. IV, c. 52 § 71

The Person clearing such Goods for Shipment, .shall, .de-

liver a 'Shipping Bill. 1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xxxvii,

A worthy young merchant or 'shipping-broker. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xxix, He was told by the 'shipping-master

that she was bound to California. 1853 Maude & Pollock
Law Merch. Shipping iv. 92 Shipping offices, superintended

by persons called shipping masters. 1640 in 3rd Rep. Hist.

MSS. Comnl. App. 3/2 I he 'shipping mony may be putt

vigorously vppon collection. 1840 'Shipping-office [see

shipping articles above]. 1844 Francis Diet. Trade, etc.,

^Shipping Order, is a written mandate directed by a mer-
chant to his lighterman, ordering him to receive and put on
board a certain ship the goods specified in the order. 1877
Raymond Statist. Mines <$ Mining 242 The ore-vein yields

alarge portion of "shipping' or first-class ore. 1840 R. H.
Dana Be/. Mast xxix, The 'shipping-papers of the Pilgrim,
from which my name had never been erased. 1883 Kille-
BREwin Rep. loth Census U.S. III. 111. 194 Dark 'Shipping
tobacco is generally raised on rich lots.

t Sbi'ppish., a. Obs. rare-", [f. Ship sb. +
-ish.] Nautical.

1530 Palsgr. 323/2 Shyppisshe belongyng to a shypman,
nautique.

Shippon, -en (Ji 'pan). Now dial. Forms: I

scypen, scipen, scspen, 4 shep(e)ne, s(c)hipne,

schepon, 5 sh3pen, shipun, sohepyn, -one,

sehyppune, 6 shyppen, 9 shippin, -on,

shuppen, -on, 6- shippen. fOE. scypen fem.:—

OTeut. *skupinT, t. skup- : see Shop sb. and -en.2]

A cattle-shed, a cowhouse.
In quot. 1401 misused, from association with sheep.

C900 tr. Bxda's Hist. 1. i. (1890) 28 peer nienis mann for

wintres cyle on sumerahej ne maweb, ne-scypene his neatum
ne timbre]?. «noo Gere/a in Anglia IX. 261 Scipena
behweorfan and hlosan eac swa. 13.. E. E. Allit. P. B.

1076 Was neuer so blysful a hour as was a bos benne Ne no
schroude hous so schene as a schepon pare, c 1386 Chaucer
Knt.'s T. 1142 The shepne brennynge with the blake smoke.

1401 Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 76 3" makist thou to thi sheep

a shepen, and to thi hors a stable, c 1425 Voc. in Wr.-

Wfilcker 670/26 Hoc boster, sehyppune. 1570 Levins Manip.
61/17 A shyppen, bouile. 1634 BsEJHTOM Trav. (Chetham
Soc.) 23 Here is a dainty fine shippen . . and hay overhead.

C1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) Vievj Lane. Dial. Wks.
<t775) 4', I gan o glent into th' Shipp'n. 1857 Wauoh Lane.
Li/e 193 When he had to go into the ' shippon ' early on a

winters morning. 1859 Dickens Haunted House vn. 44
Atkinson and me will take t'other chap . . to th' shippon, and
it '11 be one piece o' work for to mind them, and the cow.

1881 G. Macoonald Mary Marston xv, The muffled low of

a cow from a shippen. 1890 Westmld. Gaz. 8 Nov. 4/2
Small Residence and Pleasure Farm, .consisting of con-

venient House, with Stable and Shippon.
attrib. 1788 New Lend. Mag. 553 Some men who forced

the Shippon door by means of iron-crows. 1863 Mrs. Gas-
kf.li. Sylvia's Lovers xv, The. .shippen door. .stood open.

Shippound (Ji-p,paund). Also 6 schip pund,
8 schippound, scheppund, 9 shippund. [ad.

MLG. schippunt (see also Skippodnd) or MUtt.

schippond; whence ON. shippund, G. schiffpfund,

etc.J A unit of weight used in the Baltic trade,

varying from 300 to 400 pounds ; = so lispounds.

'545 Rates 0/ Customs dvj, In Spruce lande..xx. lis-

poundes facit a shyp pounde. 1560 Stirling Burgh Rec.

(1887) I. 75 For half schip pund irn. 1615 in Compt bk. D.
Wedderiurne (S.H.S.) 263, 6 schip pund gaid Irone. 1654
Whitelocke Jrnl. Slved. Amb. (1772) II. 120, 200 ship-

pownd of copper to be brought from the mines to Stock-

holme. 1753 H anway Trav. (1762) I. n. xi. 51 The quantity
of the hemp is generally about forty thousand schippounds.

1796 Morse Amer. Geog. II. 49 The furnaces and forges
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[in Sweden] produce yearly 400000 scheppund. 1858

Homans Cycl. Comm. 423 The commercial weights [of

Copenhagen] are, 16 pounds = 1 Hspound; 20 lispound —
1 shippound. 1872 Yeats Growth Comm. 306, 19,000 ship

pounds of iron exported from Gothenburg.

Shippy (Ji*pi), a, rare. [f. Ship sbl + -Y.]

f Suitable for ships {obs.); characteristic of ships.

163a Vicars tr. Virgil 1. 16 Some shippy havens contrive.

1898 Century Mag. Feb. 531/2 The sour, shippy. .odor that

hung about the steerages.

Ship-Shape Cfi'Rpp), <*. (adv.). Also 7

-shapen. [f. Ship^.1 + Shapen (which was later

reduced to shape).'] Arranged properly, as things

on board ship should be; trim, orderly: orig.

Naitt. but freq. in gen. use. Sometimes passing

into adv., in a seamanlike manner, in trim fashion.

1644 Manwayring Seamaris Did. 81 It [sc. the rake]

being of no use for the Ship, but only for to make her Ship

shapen, as they call it. Ibid. 113 Wale-reared, that is, when
a ship is built right up, after she comes to her bearing,

this is unsightly, and (as they terme it) not ship shapen.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789^, Ship Shafie,, .in the

manner of an expert sailor ; as, the mast is not rigged

ship-shape ; trim your sails ship-shape. 1823 J. F. Cooper
Pioneers xxiv, It would have been more ship-shape to lower

the bight of a rope. 1839 Nautical Mag. 165 Neither ship-

shape nor Bristol fashion. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast
xxii, There was no foolish gilding and gingerbread work,.,

but everything was 'ship-shape'. 1850 H. Bridge Pers,

Recoil. N. Hawthorne (1893) 122 We.. have done a great

dea 1 towards making the establishment 'ship-shape' and
comfortable. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 220 Look to the

babes, and till I come again, Keep everything shipshape,

for I must go. 1889 H. O'Reilly 50 Yrs. on Trail 249 In

a week.. we got shipshape and business commenced.

b. in attributive position.

1847 De Quincey Sp. Mil. Nun Wks. 1862 III. 72 She.,

did it herself in a * ship-shape', orthodox manner. 1848

Dickens Dombey iv, The shop.. seemed almost to become
a snug sea-going ship-shape concern. 1855 Browning Bf>.

BlougranCs Apol. Poet. Wks. 1863 I. 379 Neat ship-shape

fixings and contrivances.

So Shi'p-sliapea, SM'p-sha:pely adj's.

1842 W. I rving Let. to Mrs. Grinnell 30 Sept., Tell him not

to cast all his bread upon the water in the shape of ships,

however shipshaped they may be. 1843 Mrs. Romer Rhone
II. 305 A well-appointed yacht, where everything wasship-

shapely. 1889 Welch Text Bk. Naval Archil. 1. 8 To get

the volume of displacement of a ship-shaped vessel when
floating at a given water line.

Shi'p-timber. Timber for shipbuilding.

1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvn. iv. (1495) 606 And of

fer is good shyptymbre made. 1408-9 tr. Vegetius* De
Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 224/1 Loke bat schip tymbre

haue be double tyme to drye. IS»3 Ace. Ld. High Treas.

Scot. II. 282 To the sawaris of the schip tymir. 1625 K.

Long tr. Barclay's Argenis v ii. 332 The place being a
vast Countrey, and without ship-timber. 1664 in Marshall

Edwinstow Reg. (1891) 39 Hodgshon. .was killed in the

wood, .with a peece of shipptimber. 1785 Phillips Treat.

Inland Nav. 17 Decrease of ship-timber., is a very alarming

circumstance to a people whose riches and power depend
so greatly upon navigation. 1847 Smeaton Builder's Man.
43 The larch. .makesexcellentship-timber. .1878 Browning
Two Poets ofCroisic 1. v, Our log is old ship-timber.

attrib. 1854 Zoologist XII. 4177 In a ship:timber yard,

where he had a yacht building.

ShiptOll moth. A noctuid moth, Euclidea mi.

1832 J. Rennie Butterfl. % Moths Index.

Siuptin, obs. form of Shippon

Shi'pwardS, adv. rare. [See -ward.] To
or towards the ship.

[c 1400 Beryn 1999 He set hym in ful purpose to his Ship-

pis ward. 1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales 87 b, To the ship-

warde on they went.]

1845 E. Warburton Crescent fy Cross I. 28 Conversing with

some of the natives as I rode shipwards.

Shipwreck (fi'prek), sb. Also 2-3 wrec(h,

£-6 -wrak, 6 -wre(a)ke, 6-7 -wra(c)ke, 6-8

-wrack, 7 -rack ; 6 shipswrack. [f. Ship sb.1 +
Wreck sb.

For the form shiprack (cf. also 1671 in Shipwrecking
ppi. a.) see Rack sb. 5

].

X. What is cast up from a wreck ; the remains of a

wrecked vessel ; wreckage. In later use chiefly fig.

?«uoo Charter in Dugdale Monast. (1655) I. 237/1 Cum
omni maris projectu, quod nos Anglice Shipwrecappellamus.

Ibid. 237/2 Qiuecunque maris procellosis tempestatibus in

aquam, vel in terram eorum ejecta fuerint, quod Anglice

Shipwrech promulgatum est onomate. 1248 Libertates

Regni Majoricar. (Du Cange s.v. Naufragium),Nay'im
fractam, quae ad Uttus a man ej icitur, quod Angli Shipwrech
vocant, id est, wreccum de navibus. 1593 Nashe Christ's

T. D 2 b, The Sea-monsters,, .whom they haue suborned

and inspyred to lye in wayte for Shipswrack. 1649M1LTON
Eikon. ii. 25 Gentlemen indeed;., the spawn and shiprack of

Taverns and Dicing Houses. 1667 Davenant & Dryden
Tempest n, Heav'n will drive the Shipwracks ashore to

make us all rich. 1685 Dryden Alb. % Alb. Pref., Postscr.,

By gathering up the shipwrecks ofthe Athenian and Roman
theatres.

2. Destruction or loss of a ship by its being sunk

or broken up by the violence of the sea, or by its

striking or stranding upon a rock or shoal, f To

make shipzvreck (cf. X^.naiifragiumfacere, V.faire

naufrage) : see Make v,1 64.
c 1450 Mirk's Festialyo, I haue . . bryse ben yn schhpwrak on

be see. 1526 Tindale 2 Cor. xi. 25, I suffred thryse ship-

wracke. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Araufragium, Pali
ttau/ragium, tohaueshipwrecke. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. I.

144 If by any casualtie their shippes shall bee driuen on

shoare in perill of shipwracke. 1631 Burton Anat. Mel. 1.

iv. 1, i. 277 A ship that is voide of a Pilot, must needs impinge

SHIPWRECK.
vpon the next rock or sands, and suffer shipwrack. 1694 E.
Phillips tr. Milton's Lett. State 72 Such Ships and Goods
as shall be cast ashore by Shipwrack. c 1730 Swift Hist.

Eng.nn. 1135, Having. .very narrowly escaped shipwreck
in his passage from Normandy into England. 1882 Eucycl.

Brit. XIV. 572/1 The wants of sailors and others saved

from shipwreck.
attrib. and Comb. x6u Cotgr. , Naufrageux,

.

. shipwrack-

bringing. 1864 Browning James Lee's Wife 11. i, Is all our
fire of Shipwreck wood?

b. An instance of this.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 125 Where you say that

you haue found landes I say those landes found you by
shipwrekes of the sea. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus , Naufragus,
he that is scaped after a shippewreake. 1633 G. Herbert
Temple, Ch. Porch viii, All in a shipwrack shift their

severall way. 1692 L'Estrange Babies cccclxxvi. 449 In
the Hurry of the Shipwreck,. .Simonides was the only Man
that appear'd Unconcern 'd. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 1$
A rough sailor's lad Made orphan by a winter shipwreck.

1891 Farrar Darkness 3- Dawn lx, When some of his

precious effects had been lost in a shipwreck, he told his

friends that the fishes would bring them back to him.

t C. transf. of drowning. Obs.

1680 Morden Geog. Red., Turkey (1685) 354 Icaria..

remarkable for the Shipwrack of Icarus.

3. Jig. Destruction, total loss or ruin : often with

literal phraseology retained. + To make shipwreck'.

to come to destruction.

1526 Tindale / Tint. \. 19 Havynge fayth and good con-

science, which some have put awaye from them, and as con-

cernynge fayth have made shipwracke. 2549 Latimer
2nd Serin, be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 47 After so manifold . . shyp

wrackes of religion, .. wheras the ambitious .. prelates.

.

ruleth the sterne [etc.]. 1566 T. Stapleton Ret. Untr.

Jewel iv. 144 A generall shipwrake of the Popes uniuersall

power, 1591 Shaks. i Hen. VIt
v. v. 8 So am I driuen by

breath of her Renowne, Either to suffer Shipwracke, or

arriue Where I may haue fruition of her Loue. 1620

Granger Div. Logike 41 This shipwracke, which Adam
brought vpon himselfe, and chiefly his posterity. 1641

Quarles Enchir. u. xxxii. (1654) I 2, Let the Shipwrack of

his Understanding be a Sea-mark to thy Passion. 1655

Jer. Taylor Guide Devot. (1719) 120 The only Plank left

me in the Shipwrack of my Soul. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 11.

(Globe) 5)3 The Shipwreck of our Fortunes. 1850 W.
Irmxg Mahomet II. xi. 102 The. .ability with which.. he.,

preserved the scarcely launched empire of Islam from per-

fect shipwreck. 1891 Farrar Darkness * Dawn xxii,

Agrippina was.. maddened by the shipwreck of her ambi-

tion. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 289/1 Boys with an unsullied

heart, and bright wits like his, have come miserably to ship-

wreck before now.

4. To make shipwreck ^"(arch.) :

a. To suffer the loss of.

To make shi/nvreek 0/a good conscience (with allusion to

1 Tim. i. 19, see quot. 1526 in sense 3) was formerly freq.

1588 J. Udall Demonstr. Discipline (Arb.) 4 He shalbe

molested, till.. by your tyrannous dealing, hee haue made
shipwrack of a good conscience. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii.

.\ii. 7 Such. .Did. .make shipwracke violent, Both of their

life, and fame. 1631 Sanderson Serin. (1674) II. 14 When
we have made shipwrack of our Consciences, we fall into the

hands of God. 1683 Kennett tr. Erasm. on Folly 60 They
have thrown away their whole Estate, and made shipwrack

of all they have. 1784 Cowper Task in. 58 Forsaking thee,

what shipwreck have we made Of honour, dignity, and fair

renown ! 1799 Han. More Fem. Educ. (ed. 4) I. 14 In the

company of certain women of good fashion and no ill fame,

he makes shipwreck of his religion, c 1800 H. K. White
Rem. (1837) 348 Lest I should make shipwreck of my hope.

187s Whitney Li/eLang. *Av. 284 He who., leaves this force

out of account, cannot but make utter shipwreck of his

whole linguistic philosophy.

b. To bring to destruction or total ruin.

1577-87 Harrison England 1. 11. vi.166 It was not long

yer open shipwracke was made of this religious obserua-

tion. 1825 Scott Talis/u. viii, Worthy were I to die like a

dog, did I proceed rashly. .and make shipwreck of the weal

of Christendom.

Shi'pwreck, a. rare. = Shipwrecked.
The phr. to go shipwreck is probably modelled on to go

bankrupt.

1573 Satir. Poems Reform, xli. 144 5e wer bot schipwrak

but reskew. XS98 Marlowe Hero <5 Leander 164 The ship-

wracke treasure. 1603 Florio Montaigne n. xii. 262 Like a

shipwracke ship-boy cast from Sease. 1912 D. Crawford
Thinking Black i. 5 All their colonies have gone shipwreck.

Shi'pwreck (Ji-prek), v. [f. Shipwreck sb.]

1. trans. To cause (a person) to suffer shipwreck ;

I chiefly pass, to suffer shipwreck; also, to cause

the loss of (goods) by shipwreck.

1589 Greene Menaphon (1616) 15 Samela is shipwracked.

1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past. 11. i. 3 Rockes that vnder
' water hidden lay, To shipwracke passengers. 1624 Sander-

I

son Serm. (1674) I. 224 Such a stormchath. .shipwrack'd

!
our wares. 1643 Sir T. Browne Relig. Med. 137, I have

been shipwrackt, yet am not enemy with the Sea or Winds.

1703 Rowe Ulysses m. i, Shipwrack'd I floated on a driving

Mast. 1726 Shelvocke Voy. round World 367 Those.,

thus voluntarily shipwrecked themselves rather than fall

into our hands. 1823 Wordsw. Misc. P., To Lady Fleming

69 Compared With him who., shipwrecked, kindles on the

coast False fires, that others may be lost.

b. To wreck (a vessel). Now rare.

1624 Heywood Gunaik. vm. 400 It is written of him.,

that.. he would.. by his Inchantments raise stormes to

shipwrecke the vessells of his enemies. 1647 Cowley Mistr.,

Resolved to be beloved iv, Then may my Vessel torn and

shipwrackt be, If it put forth again to Sea. 1671 Milton

Samson 198, I.. Who like a foolish Pilot have shiowrack t,

My Vessel trusted to me from above? 1725 De Foe I oy

round World n. 164 Our little Float was shipwreck d.

c. transf. and _/?£.

1599 Sir J. Davies Hymns Asirea xxii, No doubt our

State will Ship-wrackt be. 1613 Shaks. Hen. VIII, in. i.

149 Where are now your Fgrtunes? Shipwrack'd vpon a



SHIPWRECKED.
Kingdome, where., no Kindred weepe forme ? 1631 Sander-
son Serm. (1674) II. 14 When our good names are ship,
wrackt. 1667 Decay Chr. Piety xi. § 8 To shipwrack the
faith of these weak unstable souls. 1721 Amherst Terra:
Fit. xxxi. 167 Men, who have sfcip-wreck'd their fortunes as
well as their reputations upon this rock. 1820 Shelley
Witch Atl. liv, Those wandering isles of aery dew, Which
highest shoals of mountain shipwreck not. 1829 Scott
Anne o/G. xiii, The peace which the excellent man desires
for the land of his fathers will be shipwrecked. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) I. 313 The next definition, .is shipwrecked on
a refined distinction between the state and the act.

2. intr. To suffer shipwreck. Also fig. Obs. or
arch.

1607 Chapman BussycVAmbois r. i, Wee shall shipwracke
in our safest Port, c 163a Interpreter in Arber Engl. Garner
VI. 234 A Puritan is he, which grieves to think Religion
snould in France shipwreck and sink. 1649 Jer. Taylor
Gt. Exemp. 11. Disc. ut. § 34 Like the Apostles in a storme,
we should awaken Christ and call to him for aide, least we
shipwrack in so violent passions. i8m Scott Nigel xiii,

Your fortunes shall not shipwreck upon the same coast.
1880 Disraeli Endym. Ixv, All the married heiresses I have
known have shipwrecked.

Shipwrecked (jrprekt), ppl. a. [f. Ship-
wreck v, + -ed 1.] Having snffered shipwreck

;

destroyed or lost by shipwreck.
1590 Shaks. Com. Err. 1. i. 115 Another ship..Gaue

healthfull welcome to their ship-wrackt guests, a 1593 Mar-
lowe Edw. II, u iv, Unless the sea cast uphisshipwrack'd
body. 1662 Dryden Astrma Redux 124 His shipwracked
vessel. 170a Rows Tamerl. 1. i, Th 'approaching Storm
may cast thy Shipwreck'd Wealth Back to thv Arms. 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xv, Soothing the ship-
wreck'd sailor's heart. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xix. IV.
32 1 A Diving Company which undertook to bring up precious
effects from shipwrecked vessels. 1856 Lever Martins 0/
Cro'M xix, A shipwrecked crew reduced to quarter-rations.
1882 Encycl. Brit. XIV. 573 The heroic and dangerous
work of saving the shipwrecked.

1596 N ash* Saffron Walden F 2, Hauing found, by much
shipwrackt experience, that no worke of his.. would passe.

1643 DiCBY Observ. upon Relig. Med. (1909) 10 The losse
of Livies shipwracked Decads. 1652 Hevlin Cosmogr. 111.

45 That tost and shipwracked Kingdome. a 1703 Prior
Song, In vain You tell

t Thrown again upon the Coast,
Where first my Shipwrackt Heart was lost. 174a Wesley
' O Loz>e, I languish '

it, Haven to take the shipwrecked in,

My everlasting rest from sin ! 1751 Earl Orrery Rem.
Siuift (1752) 68 The small remains of the shipwreckt fortune.
1862 Dickens Let. 7 Oct., Through those two harbours of a
shipwrecked heart, I.. believe, .you will.. find a peaceful
resting-place.

Shipwrecking (Jrprekirj), vbl. sb. [f. Ship-
wreck ». + -INO i.J A shipwreck.

'7JS3 Torriano Gangr. Sore Throat 2 Voyagers .. who
having happily escaped many Shipwreckings [etc,].

Shipwreckinf
WRECK
1605 Shaks. Macb. 1. ii. 26 Shipwracking Stormes, and

direfull Thunders. 1671 F. Phillips Reg. Necess. 141 Some
Ship-racking rock. 41700 Ken Hymnotheo Poet. Wks.
III. 134 Sailers frighted by Shipwrecking Wind. 1865
Swinburne Atalanta 814 Shipwrecking reefs.

Shipwrecky, a. rare, colloq* *Shaky ', weak.
1857 Hughes Tom Broivn 11. v, Feeblish, not to say ship-

wrecky, about the knees.

Shipwright (Ji'preit). Forms : see Ship sb*
+ Wright si.

L A man employed in the construction of ships.

The Company of Shipwrights was incorporated in 1605.
<r 1000 /Klfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wulcker 112/5 Nauicularius,

scipwyrhta. 1297 Coram Rege Roll m. 23 b, (1898) 149
Thomam le Shipwright. 13.. K. Alls. 3665 Hit denned, so
rygbt, As on nayl doth theo schipwryght. 1474-5 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 645 Thome Witwang, Shipwright, cum 2

famulis operantibus circa reparaciunem medietatisde le Fery-
bote de Bitlyngham. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems Ixiii. 14 Scbip-
wrichtis hewand vpone the strand. 1550 J. Coke Eng. ,$• Fr.
Heralds $ 156 As touchyng shypwryghtes, there be as good
in England as in any other reahne. 1656 Stanley Hist.

Philos. v. vL (1687) 184 To make a Helm, is the office of a
Shipwright, but to use it rightly of a Pilot, a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 13 June 1680, Old Mr. Shish, master shipwright of

his Majesty's Yard here [DeptfordJ. 1725 W. Halfpenny
Sound Building 12 To draw a Shipwright's Arch. 1790
Cowper Odyss. ix. 451 As when a shipwright with his wimble
bores Tough oaken timber. 1848 Lytton Harold 1. i, The
hammer ofthe shipwright shaping strong ribs for the horses

of the sea. 1877 Miss A. B. Edwards Up Nile iv. 90 The
ship-wrights are busy on new boats.

2. (See quot.)

1883 Day Fishes Gt. Brit. 306 Spotted ones [sc. lings] are

taken off Mevagissey and termed shipwrights, having a
resemblance to the spilt pitch on the clothes of these

mechanics.

Hence Shipwrigrhting', Shl-pwrlffhtry, the

art or occupation of a shipwright ; shipwright's

work.
1711 W. Sutherland Shipbuihl, Assist. 11, I was con-

cern'd that Shipwrightry should be utterly neglected. 1793
Smeaton Edystone L. § 50 The whole ofthe building was .

a piece of Shipwrightry. 1894 A. Morrison Mean Streets

158 Carpentering, ship-wrighting, and engine-fitting.

Shipyard (Jrpyajd). [f. Ship sb. 1 + Yard.]

A large enclosure, adjoining the sea or a river, in

which ships are built or repaired.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary 17 Sept. 1685, After he had view'd

the new fortifications and ship-yard. 1766 Entick London
IV. 439 Blackwall is noted.. for a considerable ship-yard.

1863 K Barry Dockyard Econ. 76 The antiquated labour

system of the wooden era would not transplant nor take

root in the iron shipyards. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 56

The Clyde., is a river of ship-yards.

n.ipjjijy cM.dpcu many oiupwrecKiiigs icic.j.

3wrecking (Jyprekirj), ppl. a. [f. Ship-
v. + -ing *•*.] Causing shipwreck.
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Shir, obs. form of Sir, Shire sb. and a.

II Shiraz (Ju'rcez). Forms : 7 Sheraz, Shyraz,
-as, Sherash, Schiras,(Scherah), 8-9 Schiraz,o
Sheeraz, Shiraz. The name of a city in Persia
(formerly the capital) ; used attrib. a. as the desig-
nation of a wine made in the district ; also absol.

= Shiraz wine. b. as the designation of a kind of
tobacco, c. in Shiraz lamb, the trade name of a
quality of lamb fur obtained from Persia (1910
W. S. Parker in Encycl. Brit. art. Furs).
a. 1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 65 The name of Sheraz

Wine is famous farre and neere. 1638 Ibid. 78, 20 Camels
load of Shyraz [1677 Shyras] wine. 1837 Lockhart Scott
IV. v. 162 An Oriental friend having sent him a butt of
sheeraz [etc.}. 1904 T. Wright Life E. FHzGerald I. 217
He liked to sit in the Major's snug parlour and talk, over
a glass of Shiraz wine, about India.
b. 1861 Bentley Man. Bot. 601 The principal kinds of

Tobacco are the American,, .the Shiraz or Persian [etc.].

Shirbet(.1Trobs. forms of Sherbet.
Shire (J««j)j *& Forms : 1-3 scir, (1 sciir,

sc^t, -scire, 2 -sir, ?scur, 3 ssire), 3-7 schire,

4-7 schyre, (5 schere, -shir, shyr, sher, chyer),
5-6 schyr, (5-7 sheere), 5-9 shyre, (6 senior,
schyir, scyre, shyere, sheyre, 6-7 sh(i)ere,
shyer, sheire, 7, 9 dial, sheer), 4- shire. [OE.
scir str. fem. = OHG. scira care, official charge
(only in two glosses, scirono negotiorum, scira
habat procurat).
The OTeut. form may have been either *sklro or *skizo.

It has been suggested that *skizd may represent a pre-Teut.
*skeisd', related to Qlta\ic*koisd- in L. airacaie {:—coira),
Paelignian coisatens 'curaverunt '.

The OE. word occurs once {111030) with wk. declension,
in the compound gere/sciran ' villicationis ' {Rule St. Benet
ed. Logeman, p. 107).]

+ 1. {OE. only.) Official charge ; administrative

office (e.g. that of a steward, bishop, governor etc.),

C715 Corpus Gloss. 692 Dispensatio, scir. Ibid. 1625
Proatratio, sciir. C893 Alfred Oros. vi. xxxi. 286 pa?t
him leofre wa^s se cristendom to beganne bonne his scira to
habbanne. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia IX. 259 Hede se 3e
scire healde baet he fridrse and foroije aelce be 5am 5e hit

selest sy.

t 2. A province or district under the rule of a
governor ; the see of a bishop, the province of an
archbishop, or the like ; in wider sense, a country,
region, district. Obs.
In the later examples trans/, from sense 3.

C893 >Elfred Oros. 1. I 19 Ohthere saide baet sio scir

hatte Haljoland be he on bude. 11.. Fragm. Atlfric's
Gloss. (1838) 3 Provincia velpagus, scur. a 1225 Ancr. R.
334 And hu biseinte Sodome & Gomorre,..& alle be nome-
cuoe buruhwes, al ane muchele schire, adun into helle

grunde. 1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 299 The bisshop
of Canterbire berof payed was he, For him and alle his

schire [Langtoft : pur ly et sa province} bis gift gaf fulle fre.

a 1400 Octovian 227 The folk bo com fram eche a schyre
R«t ynto Rome, c 1440 Chester /Yajtf(E.E.T.S.) 386 Goe,
echon, to dyvers contray, and preach to Shyre and Citty
The fayth. c 1470 Henry IValtace vnr. 946 All Mydlame
land thai brynt wp in a fyr, Brak parkis doun, distroyit all

the schyr. 1574 tr. Marlorat's Apocalips 19 Thyatira . . is a
Citie of Lydia which is a shyre of Asia the lesse. 1590
Si-enskk /•'. Q. 1. xi. 14 As two broad Beacons, set in open
fields, Send forth their flames farre off to euery shyre. 1615
Wither Sheph. Hunt. v. G 2 b, Art not thou hee, that
but this other yeere Scard'st all the Wolues and Foxes in

the sheere? 1601 Holland Pliny v. xxix. I. 107 A third
Seignorie or Shire there is that goeth to Apamia. 1824
W. Taylor in Monthly Mag. LVII. 407 The dame..Was
in all Britany the fairest woman, Though 'tis a shire renown'd
for handsome ladies.

3. spec. In Old English times, an administrative

district, consisting of a number of smaller districts

(' hundreds ' or * wapentakes '), united for purposes

of local government, and ruled jointly by an
ealdorman and a sheriff, who presided in the Shire-
MOOt. Under Norman rule, the division of England
into shires was continued, the AF. coutittf, Anglo-
Latin comitatus, being adopted as the equivalent

of the English term. At the present day shire is

rare in official use, but is current as a literary

synonym for county (chiefly restricted to those

counties that have names ending in -shire). The
counties of Wales, and most of those of Scotland,

have -shire as the ending of their name, but the

word is now rarely employed in speaking of them.

The counties of Ireland were often called shires in

the 16-1 7th c., but the use is now obsolete.

England. ?a 1000Laws ^Ethels tan, Z,o«</.x.(Liebermann)

181 Daet adc serefa name ba^tweddon his ajenre scire, c 1290

St. Kenelm 23 in S. Eng. Leg. 346 pe schire of gloucestre.

i»97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 62 Viue & britti ssiren hii made in

engelonde. C1386 Chaucer Friar's T. 103 If that thee
happe to comen in oure shire Al shal be thyn right as thou
wolt desire. 1414 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 57/1 In the shyre of

Cambrigge. 1430 Cov. Leei-bk. 129, xls. to the collectours

ofthe shire in money and in Costes. 1473 Warkw. Chron.
(Camden) 8 Thei gadred alle the comons of the schyre.

1549 Cheke Hurt Sedit. (1641) 32 How many suffer

injurie, when one hundred of a Shiere is spoiled? isg8
Stow Surv. Lond. 305 Then harde by the Barre is one other

lane called Shyre lane, because it deuideth the Citie from
the Shire. 1590 Dekker Shoemakers Holiday i. (1610) Bib,
Those companies Mustred in London, and the shires about.

1764 Ox/. Sausage 41 The next we heard that in a neigh-

bring Shire, That Day to Church he lead a blushing Bride.

SHIRE.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. ii. I. 189 The cry of agrictil-
tural distress rose from every shire in the kingdom. 185sHawthokne Eng. Note-vks. (1870) I. 279 Lancaster, .with
taller houses than in the middle shires of England. 1896
A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad \xxvn, As through the wild
green hills of Wyre The train ran, changing sky and shire.
Scotland. 1529 Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 37 Na

flescher within burgh, na within the schier, that bringis ony
flecht to the said burgh to sell [etc.]. 1570 Satir. Poems
Re/orm. xiii. 99 $e wer ay callit for 3our tyrannie Strypis
of the Schyre. a 1670 Spalding Troub. Chas. I (Bannatyne
Club) II. 247 The schiresof Kincardin, Elgyneand Forres.
Ireland, c 1333 Finglas Breviat in W. Harris Hibernica

(i757) 46 The Gentles of the Shires of Myeth and Dublyn.
1542 Ir. Act 34 Hen. VIII, c. 1 (1621) 238 Forasmuch
as the Shire of Methe is great and large in circuit.. .The
said Sherife of the said Shire for the time being. 1600 in 10th
Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 458 The counties and
shyers of the province. 1612 Sir J. Davies Why Ireland,
etc. 256 Next, in reducing the vnreformed partes of Vlster
into seauen shires ; namely Ardmagh, Monahan, Tirone,
Colerame, Deuegall [sic], Fermannagh and Cauan. 1626 [Sir
E. Cecil] Perrot's Govt. Irel. 41 The Counties thus made
in Vlster, were these, Ardmagh, Monahan, Tyrone [etc]...
These circuites thus deuided and setled into Shieres, the
Deputy, .appointed . . Iustices of the Peace.

b. Put for : The inhabitants of the shire.
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1010, Ne fur5on nan

scir nolde oSre jelaestan set nyxtan. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair xi, You have more brains than half the shire.

to. A shire-court. (Cf. Shire-mote.) Obs.
.
a ***S Ancr, R. 308 Hit nis nout ine Godes kurt ase hit

is ioe schire. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11068 Ac sir willam
ssire huId in a monenday. £1400 Gamelyn 715 Gamelyn
came redy to be next shire, c 1450 Godstow Reg. 169 He
made bys relese & quite clayme in be shyre of wynchestur.
1461 Paston Lett. II. 37, I wold a new dede and letter of
atorne were mad owth,. .and that the ded bere date nowh,
andthat it be selid at the next shire. 1502 Arnolde Chron.
Piij, [tr. Gt. Charter] No shire from hensforth shalbe holden
in our reame but from moneth to moneth.

f d. To be quitfrom shire and hundred : to be
exempted from taxation levied by the shire and
hundred. Obs.

1293 Rolls 0/ Parlt. I. 115/1 Sint liberi et quieti ab omni
Scotto.Geldoet de..Tallag', Lestagiis, Stallagiis, Schiris,
Hundr* Warda, Wardepeny, Hauerpeny, Hundredespeny.
c 1450 Godstow Reg. 670 And [that their] fre tenauntis ought
ther to be quyet fro shire and hundred.

i 6. Proverb. (See Hundred 5 c.) Obs.

f 4. A city or town with its liberties to which
has been granted a jurisdiction independent of that

of the historical shire in which it is situated. Obs.
Since the 16th c. the term has been superseded by County 1

2 b. Cf. Corporate county, Corporate ppl. a. B. 4.

H2$ Rolls 0/ Parlt. IV". 425/2 In every Citee or Burgh
in this your seide Roialmcbeyng a Shire incorporate
1485 in Cov. Leet Bk. 524 Henry by the grace of God Kyng
of Englond and of Fraunce and lord of Irland to oure trusty
and wel-beloued the Maire and Justices of our peas within
the shire of oure Citie of Couentrc.greting.

5. As the terminal element in names of counties
(as Berkshire, Derbyshire) and of certain other
districts (as Hallamshire, Bedlingtonshire, Island-

shire, Norhamshire, Hexhamshire) which have
from early times been regarded as separate unities.

Pronounced (-Jai) ; in dialects often (Jta)#
a 1122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1064, Mid Snotingham

scire & Deorbi scire & Lincolna scire, c 1155 Neivminsler
Cartul. (Surtees) 45 Bellingtonesir. 136a Langl. P. PI.
A. 11. 77 Bette be Budul of Bokynghames schire. c 1450
Godstow Reg. 637 To here & to ende diuerse transgressions
harmis greuis & excessis in wilton sher. 1463-4 Rolls 0/
Parlt. V. 503/1 The growyng of the Shires called Alderton
Shire, and Richemond Shire, oonly except. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 261 The whole shire is expressly
named Hanscyre. xyxt Steele Sped. No. 2 r 1 The first

of our Society is a Gentleman of Worcestershire. 1893-4
Northumberld. Gloss, s. v., Norhamshire, Islandshire, and
Bedlingtonshire, are detached portions of the patrimony of
Saint Cuthbert.

6. The Shires, a. A term applied to other

parts of England by the inhabitants of East Anglia,
Kent, Sussex, Essex, and Surrey ; also gen. applied
to those counties the names of which end in -shire.

Usually pronounced
(
JF-iz), being a re-stressed form of the

unstressed ending (-fi aJ).

1796 Pegge Anonym. (1809) 160 The Inhabitants of Kent,
to express a person's coming from a great distance . . will say,
he comes a great way off, out of the shires, a 1825 Forby
Voc. E. Anglia, Sheres, pi., a general name for all the
counties in England, but Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex. 1865
W. White East. Eng. II, 204 Which do ye like best, master.
Essex or the sheres? 1909 A. Morrison Green Ginger 154
'It do seem to me', he said, 'as you'd do better in the
shires ; I count you make a poor trade in Essex \

b. Foxhunting. As the name of a hunting

'country': see quot. 1910.
i860 Whyte Melville Mkt. Harb. v. 51 ' Excuse me, sir :

take the liberty of asking whereabouts you generally hunt '.

'Hunt?* repeated the customer. 'Oh! Leicestershire-
Northamptonshire—all about there '.. .A cloud gathered on
the foreman's brow. 'The Shires!' he rejoined, with a
perplexed air; 'that increases our difficulties very much
indeed '. 1887 Field 12 Nov. 731/2 The fleetest pack [of

hounds] in all the Shires. 1910 A. E. T. Watson in Encycl.
Brit. XIII. 948/2 The 'Shires ' is a recognized term, but is

nevertheless somewhat vague. The three counties included
in the expression are Leicestershire, Rutlandshire and
Northamptonshire. Several packs which hunt within these

limits are not supposed, however, to belong to the ' Shires ',

whereas a district ofthe Belvoir country is in Lincolnshire,

and to hunt with the Belvoir is certainly understood to be
hunting in the ' Shires '.



SHIRE.

7. Short for Shire horse.

1877 W. Gilbey in Field 24 Feb. 215/1 A discussion arose

as to the best agricultural stallion to select for use in the

district-a ' Clydesdale ' or a ' Shire . _
J90; <?• *« Jan - 7

The Shire, as a distinct breed was not in existence.

8 <7/<W#. and Com*, as shire-administration

,

-system ;
(sense 6) shirt-bred, -fattened'adjs. ; (sense

7) shire-breed, -class.

1874 Stubbs CYwk/. «W. I. vl. 160 A uniform •shire-

administration. 1881 Daily News 24. Feb. 3/1 In the hope

of stimulating ihe production of 'shire-bred horses. 1877

Field 17 Mar. 323/2 Good English mares of the shire

breed. 1886 P. Robinson Teetotum Trees 18 Our own

•shire-fattened kine. 1874 Stubbs Const. H'*t.\. v. 117

The general institution of a "shire.system for all England.

b. Special comb. : shire-bishop (OE. and

Hist.), the bishop of a shire ; shire-borough
'

(see sense 4); t shire-clerk (see qnot. 1706);

f shire-eourt -- County-court i
; f shire-day,

the day upon which a meeting of the shire was

appointed to be held; shire-hall, f -house =
county-hall, County 8 b; shire-jury Hist., the

members of a shire-court ; f shire-knight, =
knight ofthe shire, Knight sb. 4 c ; shire-member,

a representative of a shire in Parliament ; shire-

oak, an oak tree marking the boundary of a

shire or a meeting place for a shire-court

;

shire-reeve, etymologizing form of Sheriff
;

shire-stone, a stone serving as a boundary-mark

of a shire (also in three-, four-shire-stone) ;

shire-town, the chief town of a shire, a county-

town, see County ' 8 b; also transf. ; t shire-

wyte, ? a tax paid to a Sheriff for holding a shire-

court. Also Shire-ground, Shire horse, Shire-

land, Shireman, Shire-moot, Shirewick.
a 1023 VVulfitan xxxvi. (1883) 173 Bete bset, swa se *scii -

bisceop and eal scirwitan . .deman. 1880 W. H. Jones Dioc.

Hist. Salisb. 51 We must therefore suppose that occasionally

shire-bishops may have been appointed. 1898 F. W. Mait-
land Township <r Borough 10 One ancient *shire-borough,

I mean Nottingham. 1405 Act n Hen. VII, c. 15 § 1

Shirefs Undershirefs "Shire Clerkis or any other officers.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey, Shire-Clerk, an Under-
Sheriff; sometimes ii is taken for a Clerk in the County-
Court, or Deputy to the Under-Sheriff. 1376 Rollso/Parlt.

II. 348/2 Une novele Court appelle *Shire-court a Arundell.

1503-4 Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 24 The Shyre Courte for that

Shyre shalbe hotden & kepte one tyme at Chichestre afor-

seid, and the next tyme at the borowe of Lewes. 1542-3 Act

34 ^ 35 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 58 The Countie or Shyre Courte
of the Countie of Radnor. 148a Caxton Policron. vm. xxi.

in ftigden (Rolls) VI 1 1. 565 Also at Bedford on a *shyreday
were eyghten men murthred withoute stroke by fallynge

doune of a steyr. 1796 Mrs. Inchbald Nature <y Art xl.

(1820) 135 The prisoners are demanded at the *shire-hall. 1881

Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 30 Shire Hall Keeper. 1759 B.

Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 53 The Guild-hall, the Wool-
hall, and the *Shire-house. 182a Edin. Rev. XXXVI. 330
The *Shire-jury was considered as constituting the ' County

'

or County Court. 1399 Langl. Rick. Redeles iv. 32 And
whanne it drowe to be day of be dede-doynge, pat souereynes

were semblid and be*schire-kny?tis, . . beybegynne to declare

pe cause of her comynge. 1910 W. L. Mathieson Awak.
Scot. i. 8 *Shire members and burgh members had united to

form a House of Commons. 1778 Eng. Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v.

Worksop, Certain oaks, called *Shire-Oaks. 1879 Green
Readings Eng. Hist, xxiii. 115 During the ]ast half-hour

the suiters had been gathering round the shire-oak. 14..

Langlands P. PI. C. iv. 78 Bobe *shire-reues and ser-

gauntes. 1570-6 Lambakde Peramb. Kent 350 Our Magis-

tral nowe called a Sherif, or (to speake more truely,

Shyrereue). 1765 Blackstone Contm. Introd. § 4 I. 112

The sheriff, shrieve, or shire-reeve. 1863 H. Cox Instit.

III. ix. 726 These reeves received in counties the appel-

lation of shire-reeves. 1536 in Laing Charters (1899) 108

Fra the said croce lineallie east . . to the *schearstane

;

fra the scheirsteane lineallie eist [etc.]. 1677 Plot Ox/ordsh.

Map, Four shire stone.. three shire stones. 1778 Eng.
Gazetteer (ed. 2) s. v. Morton in the Marsh, About one
mile from hence, are the 4 shire-stones. 1825 Genii. Mag.
June 516 Upon Wreynose Hill are placed the Shire-stones.

1459 Rolls of Parit. V. 368/1 Make open Proclamation
in the *Shire Toune of the same Shire or Shires. 1526

Tindale Luke ii. 3 Every man went in to his awne shyre
toune, there to be taxed. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit.

(1637) 396 Then Ouse saluteth Buckingham the Shire Towne.
1708 j. Chamberlayne St. Gt. Brit. 1. I. iii. 10 The Shire-

Town is Derby. 1857 Perlev Hand-bk. N. Brunswick 55
The shire town is Richibucto. 1425 in Kennett Par. A ntitj.

(1695) 573 Et in solutispro quadampensione vocata *Schire-

wyte annuatim iv. sol.

Shire (Jai'j), a. 06s. exc. dial. Forms : i

scir, 3 soir, sir, 3-4 shir, 3-5 sehir, 4 scire,

scirre, sehirre, (schyire), 4-5 sehyr, 4-6 schire,

sehyre, 4-8 shyre, 4-9 shire. [Com. Teut.

:

OE. scir = OFris. shire, OS. shir, sktri (MLG.
schire ; hence MHG. schire, schir, mod.G. schier),

ON. skir-r clear, bright, pure (Sw. shir), skyrir

manifest, Goth, sieir-s clear :—OTeut. *skiro-,

*skirjo-, f. root *skt- to shine : see Shine v.

(Related by ablaut to Sheer a. See also Skire,
Skere adjs.)] A. adj.

f 1. Bright, shining. Obs.
In OE. sXsofig. illustrious, noble. In ME. allit. verse

sometimes avague epithet ofpraise ( = beautiful, fine, 'sheen ').

Beowulf 979 Daer abidan sceal ma^a mane fah miclan
domes, hu him scir metod scrifan wille. a 1000 Boeth.
Metr. xxx. 9 peah hio [the sun] sic scir & beorht. c 1250
Gen. if Ex. 3848 Longe abuten munt seyr fola.ede hem Sat
skie scir, a 1300 Havelok 588 She saw ber-inne a lith ful

712

shir. 13.. Gaw. «$ Gr. Knt. 317 pe blocl schot for scham
in-to his shyre face & lere. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2454 |

Schalkis scott in-to shipis all in shire mailes. c 1400 Destr.

Troy 2373 In a shadow of shene tres & of shyre floures.
,

c 1470 Gol. $ Gaw. 537 To se that his schire weid be sicker

of assay,

f 2. Of liquids, crystal, etc. : Clear, translucent.

a 900 Cynewulf Christ 1282 Swa baet scire glaes baet mon
yba;st maeg eall burh-wlitan. c 1000 /Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-

Wulcker 163/33 Limpidus, scir. a 1300 Cursor M. 9036
Midward be heist ture.. springes of scire water o welle.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 6934 Ais fyssches lyfes in water
1

sehyre. a 1400 Stockh. Med. MS. i. 119 in Anglia XVIII.
|

298 Hony, good& sehyre. c 1440 Promp. Pan; 447/1 Sehyre,

as water and ober lycure, perspicuus, clarus. a 1450 Ratis
Raving 1. 1492 Scho berys with hire lycor sehyr That slokins

syne as vatter fyre. 1513 Douglas sEneis m. viii. 48 The
sesonable air pipis vp fair and schire. 1776 Herd Sc. Songs
(ed. 2) II. Gloss, s. v., We call, .clear liquor shire.

7 3. Pure, unmixed. Obs.

Beowulf 496 pegn. .se be on handa bar hroden ealowsege,

scencte scir wered. <:888 /Elfred Boeth. xv, Nalles scir

win hi ne druncan. ciaoo Ormin 15383 Forr sib-ben iss all

be33re spell Shir atter & shir galle Till alle ba batt herrcnenn

itL. a 1340 Hampole Cant. Psalter 516 pat ba drynke be

shyrest "blode of grape [sanguinem iwae meracissimum\,

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 113 He shapis him of shire wax litill

schipis many.

f4. Morally or spiritually clean ;
pure. Obs.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 1 peos riwle is cherite of schir heorte &
cleane inwit. Ibid. 246 O muchel is., be mihte of schir

& of clene bone, c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 518 Metodius, all

martyr, Adde in his herte sigh[d]e sir. a 1300 Cursor M.
26200 Scrift sal mak bi saul scirre. a 1400 Rel. Pieces fr.

Thornton MS. 56 When Goddis seruandes hase depely

thoghte with schire herte on Gode.

5. Complete, perfect, utter; = Sheers. 8. Also

(with a negative), mere, bare.

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1286 Nere hit schendlac inoh, & schir

scheome, to alle baet 3elpe<5 of lare ? c xago Gen. <$• Ex. 3580

He . . dede 5at calf melten in fir, And stired it al to dust sir.

1513 Douglas JEneis vm. Prol. 78 This cuntre is full of

Caynis kyne, And sic sehyr sclirewis. c 1520 Skelton E.
Rummyng 466 They be wretchockes thou hast brought,

They are shyre shakyng nought ! 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus

11. iii. Lj, I wyll not gyue the sole .i. pure or shyre hope,

but the thing. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk $ Selv. 69 As if the

outside of the earth were a shire flat or level. 1710 Ruddi-
man Gloss. Douglas sEneis s. v. Schire, Scot, we say, a
skire foot, a shire knave, i.e. purus putus nebulo. c 1730

Ramsay Grub Street nae Satire 5 He s naething but a shire

daft lick. 1836 M. Mackintosh Cottager's Daughter 59
He was a shire and worthless smaik.

b. (See quot.)

1825 Jamieson Suppl., lSV«>r, Shyre, adj. Used in the sense

of strait, or S. scrimp ; as, shire measure, that sort of

measurement which allows not a hair-breadth beyond what
mere justice demands, Teviotdale.

0. Thin ; tenuous, not dense ; sparse, scanty. Of

beer : Weak, ' small '.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxxi. (1495) 940 The
more sadde a body is the more heuy it is ; and the more
shyre and thynne the more lyght it is founde. c 1400

Maundev. (Roxb.) xxii. 101 pe men of bat land has sehyre

[Cotton text (1839) 207 thynne] berdes withfew hares in

bam. 1513 Douglas Azneis iv. v. 188 He vanist far away.,
in the sehyre air [in tenuem . .auram\. 1530 Palsgr. 323/2
Shyre nat thycke, delie. 1547 Salesburv Diet. Eng. <$

Welsh, Teneu, Thynne, shyre. 1599 Alex. Hume Hymnes
iv. 14 My haires are sehyre and gray. 1721 Ramsay To
Earl Dalhousie 34 He had rather live on cakes, And shyrest

swats. 1776 Herd Sc. Songs (ed. 2) II. Gloss. s.v., We call

thin cloth. .shire. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropslu Word-bk.,

Shire, thin ; scanty : said of crcps.

t Shire, v> 1 Obs. Forms : 1 sciran, scyran,

3 sciren, schire, shire, sire. [OE. sciran =
MLG., mod. LG. schiren to make clear, clarify

(whence G. dial. schieren),ON. skira to purify, clear

(from a charge), Goth, gaskeirjan to interpret, f.

OTeut. *sklro- : see Shire a.]

1. trans. To declare, make known; to tell, utter.

Beowulf^939 pat hit sceadenmal scyran moste, cwealm-
bealu cydan. £897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxviii. 198

Ac jif hie Sonne eallunga forberan ne maesen . .San hie hit

ne sciren. c 1205 Lay. 16822 Nes ber nan swa hash mon bat

durste word sciren. c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2036 De wite is hise,

5e right is hire, God al-mi5tin 3e softe shire, [a 1250 Owl
1
# Night. 1532 Wan he comeb ham eft to his wiue, ne dar

heo no}t a word i-schire.]

2. To enlighten, purify (the mind or heart).

a 1225 A ncr. R. 384 Luue, bet schireo & brihteS be heorte.
1

c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 327 For is fruit sired mannes mood, To
witen bo5en iwel and good.

Shire (j"aia r), v.*. [i. Shire sb.] trans. To
I
divide (a country) into shires.

1810 W. Davies Agric. N. Wales I 2 It [North Wales]
was shired by Henry the Eighth into six counties. 1867

Cat. St. Papers, Irel. 1574-85, 170 The Brenny and Annaly
shired. 1885 Bagwell Irel. under Tudors 1. 60 Ulster and
Connaught were not shired. 1904 Edin. Rev. July 215

When, .he [DaviesJ effected the final shiring of Ulster.

t Shire, adv. Obs. [OE. scire, f. Shire a.]

1. Brightly; clearly.

a 1000 Andreas 835 05 bset dryhten forlet daescandelle

scire scinan. a 1300 Havelok 916 [Ich kan] kindlen ful wei

a fyr, And maken it to brennan shir. 13. . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt.

956 Hir brest & hir bry^t brote bare displayed, Schon
schyrer ben snawe. C1470 Gol. $ Gaiv. 610 The sone in

the sky wes schynyng so schir. 1513 Douglas SEneis 11.

v. 14^ Quhen the taknyng or the bail of fire Rais fro the

kingis schip, wpbirnyng schire.

2. With main force, mightily ; sheer or straight

down.
a 900 Cynewulf Christ 1141 Scire burstan muras and

SHIRENESS

stanas. c 1250 Gen. # Ex. 3045 O moreen, al swilc time al

sir, Thunder, and hail, and leuenes fir, Cam wel vnghere.

13.. Gaw. <$ Gr. Knt. 506 Sehyre schedez be rayn in

schowrez ful warme. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 22

Kemmit was thair cleir hair, and curiouslie sched Attour

thair schulderis doun sehyre, schyning full bricht.

Shire, obs. form of Sike sb.

Shire clothe, obs. form of Cerecloth.
c 1450 Brut 11. 430 Thanne was his body enbawmyd..and

closid in shire clothe.

Shiref(e, obs. forms of Sheriff.

Shi're-ground. Hist. Country divided into

shires ; a tract of country subject to the control of

the authorities of a shire.

1535-6 A ct 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26 § 24 The said liberties shall

continue and be used in every Lordshipp parcell of the said

Duehie [of Lancaster] within the Dominion, .of Wales, as

the liberties of the said Duehie be used in Shire grounde
and not Countie Palantyne within this Realme of England.

1536 Bp. Roland Lek Let. to Cromwell'mStrypeEccl. Mem.
I. App. lxxvii. 183 The Proclamations as yet for the Shire

grounds be not come : wherby Justice cannot be ministred

in Wales. 1556 fr. Act 3^4 Ph. $ Mary c. 3 (1621) 251

Within sundry Townes, villages and other waste grounds
of this Realme, being no shire grounds. 1586 J. Hooker
Hist. Irel. 181/1 in Holinshed^ Sir John Perot, .first thought

it best to bring the whole land into shire grounds, whereby
the laws of England might haue a through course and pas-

sage. 1603 Owen Pembrokeshire ii. (1892) 31 And so he con-

tinued Earle vntill the xxvij tb yeere of his Raigne that

Wales was reduced to sheere ground. 1612 Sir J. Davies
Why Ireland, etc. 247 All this while, the Prouinces of

Conaght and Vlster..were not reduced to Shire-Ground.

1846 Mitchel Aodh O'Neill 226 On O'Neill's part the con-

ditions were that he should, .suffer his country to become
' shire-ground ', and admit the functionaries of English

government.

Shire horse. Also shires horse. [See

quot. 1888 ; cf. Shire sb.] A horse of a heavy

powerful breed, used for draught, chiefly bred in

the midland counties of England. Also known as

the Old English Black Horse.
1875 S. Sidney Bk. Horse xii. 268 The Shire Horse. 1877

Field 14 Apr. 447/3 The Shires or Old English Cart Horse.

Ibid., Influential breeders of the Shires horse should com-
bine together and [etc.]. [1888 Sir W. Gilbey Great Horse

(1899) 52 Arthur Young, in the latter part of the last centurj'i

..mentions only two varieties of Cart Horse as deserving

attention, namely, the Large Black Old English Horse,
' the produce principally of the Shire counties in the heart

of England and the Sorrel-coloured Suffolk Punch '.] 1891

Spectator 7 Mar. 340/1 The show of ' Shire horses ', as the

old breed of the English cart-horse is now generally called.

attrib. 1877 Jrnt. R. Agric. Soc. 532 Those confined to

the
( Shire ' horse classes. 1887 Leamington Spa Courier

30 Apr. 1/6, 8 grand Shire Horse Colts and Fillies.

Shire-land. rar& [Shire sb.] a. « Shire-

ground, b. trans/. (? nonce-use.) A land under

regular administration.

185a Mundy Antipodes (1857) 19 Lands beyond the shire-

land of New South Wales. X910 igt/t Cent. Mar. 428 Queen
Elizabeth turned the country into shireland.

t Shirely, adv. Obs. [f. Shire a. + -ly 2.

Cf. Sheerly.] Brightly, clearly
;
purely.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 154 Ase ofte ase heo wolden bencchen
schirliche of God, ant makien clene bonen. 13.. Gaw. <$-

Gr. Knt. 1880 pere he schrof hym schyrly, & schewed his

mysdedez. c 1470 Gol. <$- Gaw. 22 Of siluer and saphir

schirly thai schane.

Shl'reman. Obs. exc. dial, (in sense 2).

[OE. scirtnan, scireman : see Shire sb.
t
and Man.]

1. Old Eng. Law. A sheriff. (Erroneously ex-

plained by Lambarde as = ealdorman).
In OE. the word had also the sense of e holder of official

charge ', ' bailiff ', ' steward * (rendering L. Propositus, etc.?.

c 1020 in Kemble Cod. Dipl. IV. 9/29 iE3elwine scirman.

1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent 343 Oure Elders before

the conquest, had their trialles for title of land, and other

controuersies in each shire, before a Judge, then called Alder-

man, or Shyreman.

2. An inhabitant of the ' shires ' (see Shire sb. 6).

a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia II. 296 Aye, I knew he
must be a shere-man by his tongue. 1874 Q. Rev. Oct. 494
To this day also, an East Anglian talks, not without a shade

of contempt, of an inhabitant of another county as a sheeres

man. 1909 A. Morrison Green Ginger 155 [Essex speaker]
' But a shire man alius was a fool '.

Shi're-xnoot. Hist. [f. Shire sb. + Moot
! sb. 1

; after OE. scirgemot.] The judicial assembly

of the shire in Old English times.

[a 1036 in Thorpe Diplom. Angl. (1865) 336 Her swutelab

on Sissum jewrite baet an scirgemot s£et aet ^EgelnoSes

j

stanebeCnutesdseje cinges.] z6i4.Selden Titles Hon. 225

Amongst Knouts Collections, one is, that twise in the yeer,

the Scyrejemot, i. the Shiremote (that which is now called

! the Shirifes Turne) should be held, and that in it should

sit the Bishop of the Diocesse, and the Ealdorman. 1839

,
Keightley Hist. Eng. I. 78 The Shire-mote or County
Court met twice a year. 1890 Hosmer Ags. Freedom^ 82

j

The time was coming when the broad suffrage of the shire-

|

moots was also to be greatly curtailed.

t Shireness. Obs. [f. Shire a. + -ness.]

1. Clearness, pureness.

a izz$Ancr. R. 386 Schirnesse of heorte is Godes luue one.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 130 Schirenes of bi speches

: lightes wit [Declaratio sermonum tuorum illuminat}.

j
a 1340 Hampole Psalter vi. 3 Sorow for his synn has reft

I him be shyrnes of. . fleschly lust, as druuynge does watere.

2. Thinness, tenuity.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xix. exxxi. (1495) 940 Also
1

for shyrenesse of partyes in thynne matere ben many poorer.

i 1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Shyrenesse thynnesse, delzevre.

Shirevalty, obs. form of Shrievalty.



SHIREWICK.

Shireve, obs. form of Sheriff.

'i Shirewick. Obs. [f. Shire sb. + -wick.]
m Sheriffwick.
1460 Rolls of Parity V. 38V2 Every Shirref, with the

power and myght of his Shirwyk. a 1513 Fabyan Chron.
vn. 327 In this .xi. yere of this Kynge Henry, the shyre-
wyke of London & of Myddlesex were Iettyn to ferme. 1601
Holland Pliny nr. v. I. 57 The Shire-wick called Prefecture
Claudia, or Foro Clodij. Ibid. v. xxLx. 107 The free citie Ala-
banda, whereof that shierewicke or jurisdiction tooke name.
Shirgian, Shirif^e : see Surgeon, Sheriff.

t Shirk, sb. 1 Obs. Also 7 shirke, sherk, shurk.
[Perh. a. G. schurke (earlier sckork, schurk) : see

Shark sb.2] A needy, disreputable parasite ; one
who makes a living by sponging on others, cheating

at play, swindling, or the like; a sharper. = Shark
*Mi.
1639 {J. Taylor (Water P.)] Divers Crabtree Led. 164

You are an Asse, a Shirke, a Rooke. 1667-8 Pepys Diary
8 Mar., He is a shirke, who owns his owing me 10/. for his

lady two or three years ago, and yet cannot provide to pay
me. 1681 Hickeringiu. Char. Sham Plotter 2/1 When
Shoals of these Shirks, these Tories and Sham-Plotters
appear bare-fac't in any Land or Nation, they are as Fatal
..as Sward-Fishes, Sharks, and Whales, when thrown up
in the Thames, a 1700 13. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shurk,
a Sharper. 1710 Medley No. 12 Some.. may be reckon'd
tame Creatures, such as are those Shirks that ply about
Great Tables. 1730 Bailey (fob), Shirk, a sharping Fellow
that lies upon the Catch, as the Shark-fish.

Shirk (pik), sb.% [f. Shirk v.]

1. One who shirks (work, obligations).

1818 Btackw. Mag. III. 402 He.. Reviled the Dutchers
as Poltroons and shirks. 1883 Jessopp Arcady iv, The
shambling and scrofulous shirk whom you may find any
night soaking at the pothouse.

2. An act or the practice of shirking, rare.

1877 Furnivall Leopold Shaks. Introd. 85 We saw the
many shirks from doing his duty of which Hamlet was
guilty. 1897 Daily News 3 June 5/7 Leisure—and shirk-
have been the characteristics of the proceedings of this

remarkable body.

t Shirk, sb.% Obs. rarer 1
. [Prob. a. Ger. dial.

schirk (.in Nemnich 1793)-] The sturgeon.

1705 HiCKERiNGiLi. Priest-cr. n. ii. 27 For^ a Whale's
Throat is narrower to my knowledge then a Fish (called a
Shirk) but of two Yards long.

Shirk fvj5ik), v. Also 7 sherke, shurk, shirke,

7-8 sherk. [Belongs to Shirk sb. 1
; see Shark

v. 1.]

•fl. intr. To practise fraud or trickery, esp.

instead of working as a means of living ; to prey

or sponge upon others ; rarely to pilfer {from
another). Obs, Cf. Shark v. 1 i b.

1633 Marmion Fine Comp. iv. i. G 3 b, Thou shalt follow

the Court like a Baboone, when a thousand proper fellowes

shall sherke for their ordinary. [1638: see Shirking vbl.

sb.] 1640 Harbottle Gkimstonb Sp. Ho. Comm. 18 Dec,
He [sc. Abp. Laud] might have spent his time much better

..than thus sherking and raking in the Tobacco Shops.

1655 tr. Sorefs Com. Hist. Francion m. 74 How well he
could practice the Lawes of pilfering, by sherking on his

Disciples [orig. Fr.friponant sur ses disciples], to feast his

friends. 1699 E. 5—cv Country Gentl. I'ude M. 77, I

utterly lose my Pitty, when I see one of these Wretches
shirking about in Rags. 1709 W. Reeves tr. Apol. Justin
Martyr, Tertullian, ff Min. Felix (1716) I. ^The Platonist

Ameliust
..upon reading the first Verses of his [S. John's)

Gospel, cry'd out, Per jovem Barbarus iste cum Platone
nostra scntit. By Jove this Barbarian has been shirking

from our Master Plato. 1850 C. Mathews MoneyPenny
xviii, He saves him from a house a-fire, and . . he sends him
off next morning to shirk for himself.

fb. (raits. To obtain by cunning or by sponging.

Also to shirk up. Obs. Cf. Shark v. 1 a.

1634 Bp. Rainbowe Labour 30, You that never heard the

call of any Vocation.. ; that shirke living from others, but

time from yourselves. 167a Eachard Hobbs' St. Nat.
Consid. 34 Small matter that was shirk'd up in France from
some of Cartel's acquaintance, and spoyled in the telling.

2. inlr. To go evasively or slyly ; to slink, to

sneak away, out, etc. frarely said of things.

1681 Trial o/S. Colledge 25 Mr. Dugd. . . You said Rowley
was gone, the Rogue was afraid of himself, he was shirked

away* 1806 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) ix.

xl, Trying often to harpoon a floating pat of butter, which,

as often, slips aside, or ducks and shirks under your knife.

1818 G. Colmam Two Parsons Poet, Vagaries fed. 3) i$a

Polyglot Behind the bed-curtain had got, Shirking, and
dodging From his Co-Partner. 1850 Thackeray Pendennis

Ixi, He and his comrades had been obliged to shirk on board

at night, to escape from their wives, 1867 Miss Broughton
Cometh Up xxxiii, Sometimes.. I managed to shirk out by
myself.. and dawdle. .about the park. 1874 Baring-Gould
Yorksh. Oddities I. 236, I. .came shirking round towards

t'back door iV yard.

f b. To withdraw or draw back through lack of

couragefrom one's word oxfrom an engagement,

1778 Crisp Let. to Miss Burney 8 Dec, Don't imagine.,

that I am retracting or shirking back from what I have said

above. iBao Byron Let. 7 Sept. in Moore Life (1839) 453/2
One of the cities shirked from the league.

3. trans. To evade (a person, his conversation,

acquaintance, etc.); to avoid meeting, to dodge,
* give the slip ' to. Now rare or Obs.

1787 Mme. D'Arblay Diary June (1842) III. 378 They
have all a really most undue dislike of her, and shirk her

conversation, and fly to one another, to discourse on hunting

and horses. «8oo Miss Edgeworth Belinda xvii, To punish

her for shirking me, by the Lord, I'd [etc.J. 1813 Zeluca

I. 393 See. see—he's going to shirk Lady Kitty—he pre-

tends he don't see her coming up. 1837 Ht. Martineau

Vol. VIII.
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Soc.Amer. II. 121 Nor would I ..throw the slightest obstacle
in the way of the escape of any one of the slaves who may
be about to shirk their masters. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour I. 384/2 Us sailor chaps sometimes shirks the
Custom-house lubbers, sharp as they are.

^
b. At Eton : To avoid meeting (a master, a

sixth-form boy) when out of bounds. Also absol.
1821 R. Durnford Rashlcigh Letter-bag vi, in Etonian

(1823) IIL 182, 1 . . began to consider . . if I could have offended
him by not shirking him out of bounds. 1869 Blake-
Humfrey Eton Boating Bk. Introd. 1 The necessity of all
but the Sixth Form being obliged to shirk the Masters,
and of all the Lower Boys having to shirk the Sixth Form.
1910 Goldw. Smith Remin. iii. 38 If you met a master
outside the nominal bounds you had to 'shirk ', that is, to
make a show of keeping out of sight.

4. To evade pone's duty, work, obligations, etc.).
J785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Sherk, to sherk, to evade ;

to sherk one's duty. 1835 Marryat J. Faithful xxxviii,
Father says we may, if we do our duty, and I don't mean
to shirk mine. 1842 Miall in Nonconf. II. 377 They usually
shirk the subject. 1861 Geo. Eliot Silas M. ix, Let him.,
shirk the resolute honest work that brings wages, and he
will presently find himself [etc.]. 1880 L. Stephen Pope
v. 126 This trick. .was intended. .to shirk responsibility.

b. U.S. To shift (responsibility, etc.) on to or
upon (another person). Also with off.
1845 Lowell Let. to C. F. Briggs 21 Aug., Lett. 1894 I.

in, I would almost give half the rest of my life if I might
shirk off upon somebody else all that is generally considered
the pleasant result of a literary reputation. 1863 W. Phil-
lips Sp. xvi. 368 Having shirked it on to the North.

C. absol. To practise evasion of work, one's
duties, responsibilities, etc
1853 Thackeray Eng. Hum. iii. (1900) 518 He was shirk-

ing at the tayern. 1865 J. G. Holland Plain Talk iv. 119
The disposition to shirk seems to be constitutional with the
human race, 1886 W. H. Long Diet. I. Wight Dial., ' He's
ben and shirked off wi'out dooen his work '. ' He's too windy
by half, and he's sure to shirk out on'tzomehow or nother'.

Hence Shirking* vbl. sb. and ppl. a. Also
ShiTker, one who shirks (duty, work, etc.).

1634 Bp. Rainbowe Labour (1635) 40 Let this shirking
generation be cast out. 1638 Holland 1st Disc. Navy
(1896) 54 'Twere safer . . to give them a certain competent fee,

than by an uncertain reward to expose them to shirking
[Penn MS. sharking], 1668 Rolle A bridgment 53 You are
a sherking Attorney. 1736 Disc. Witchcraft 42 These kind
of shirking People, a Generation of impudent Liars. 1799
Geo. [IV] in Paget Papers (1896) I. 150, I can safely swear
I never flinched one [glass], . .& you well know I am not even
upon indifferent occasions a Shirker. 1862 Rep. Publ.
Schools Comm. (1864) IIL 283 (Eton) Have you any opinion
as to the system of shirking ? 1877 Freeman Norm. Conq.
(ed.3) I. App. 621 Against plain facts and probabilities we have
nothing to set except the shirkings and twistings of Dudo's
rhetoric. 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si. 1. v, ' Search him,
some of you shirking lubbers ', he cried. 1884 Macm. Mag.
Nov. 4/1 Lord Malmesbury.. was no shirker of work. 1899
Shearman, etc. Football 242 Any shirking.. must be sup-
pressed at once.

Shirky (p'-dci), a. rare. [f. Shirk v. + -y 1
.]

Characterized by or given to shirking.

1847 Halliwell s. v. Shirk, Shirky, deceitful. South.
1897 [see Scuffle v. 1

6J. 1897 Daily News 3 June 5/7
Leisure—and shirk—have been the characteristics ofthe pro-
ceedings..and leisurely—and.. shirky—they will continue.

t Shirl, sb. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Shirl a. ; cf.

Skirl sb.] A shrill cry.

1598 Q. Eliz. tr. Plutarch iii. 21 Lest stranger.. shirles

might heare that maiden gnue for Skourge.

Shirl (J5il), a. and adv. Obs. exc. dial. Forms:
4 schirlle, 5-6 schyrle, 6 shirle, shyrle, (coinpar.

shirler, superl. shirllest), 6, 9 dial. shirL [Meta-
thetic form of Shrill a.] A. adj.

1. = Shrill a. Obs* exc. dial.

1418-20 J. Page Siege of Rouen in Hist. Coll. Citizen
Lond. (Camden) 45 With that they crydealle ' Nowe welle

',

Al so schyrle as any belle. 1530 Palscr. 726/1, I sownde
schyrle, as a mannes or womannes voice that crieth lowd,
jeclicque. c 1567 Abp. Parker Ps. F iij b. Of which instru-

ments some as the harpe were lowde and shirle. 1594 Plat
Jewell-lw. 1. 14 This salt giveth sound.., and without the
sounde nomettall will ring in his shirle voyce. 1828 [Carr]
Craven Gloss, s. v. Her shirl voice rings i my ears. 1869
Lcnsdale Gloss., Shirl, shrill.

1 2. Of the hair : Rongh. Obs. rare.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vin. 995 Hir heare was harsh
and shirle [Hirtus erat crinis], /bid. XV. 235 With shirle

thinne heare as whyght as snowe.

fB. adv. Shrilly. Obs.
a 1300 Leg. Gregory 415 Rede and sing schirlle. 1583

Golding Calvin on Deut. viii. 45/2 Gods voyce ought to
sounde shirler noweadayes in the Gospell, than it did in the
Lawe.

Shirl (Jail), vX Now dial. Also 7 shurl,

9 sherl. [app. an extended form of Shear v. :

see -le 3.] trans. To trim with shears, spec, (see

quot. 1802-19). Hence Shi-rlingr vbl. sb. Also
Shirl sb.

t
a trimming-

1688 Lond. Gaz. No. 2323/4 Stolen, .a bright bay Geld-
ing.., his mane shirled halfway. 1688 Holme Armoury
11. 252/2 Shurling of a Cock, is to trim the ends of bis band,
or neck feathers. 1775 J. Watson Hist. Halifax 546
[Vocab.] Shirl, to cut with shears. 1802-19 Rees Cycl.,

Sherling, or Skirling Lambs, in Rural Economy, the prac-

tice of cutting or shearing the short woolly coats or cover-

ings of these young animals in the summer season. 1828
[Carr] Craven Gloss, s. v., ' To shirl a fleece of wool ', to

cut off the clotted ends before it be teazed or carded. 1869
Lonsdale Gloss., Shirlin's, the fleeces of lambs. 1897 Leeds
Merc. Suppl. 22 May (E.D.D.), Ah doan't want pollin'

cloise ; Ah nobbut want shirlin, /bid., Ah've nobbut hed
a shirl this time.

SHIRRED.

Shirl (fail), z>.2 north. In 8 shur-L [App.
formed (with frequentative suffix : see -le 3) on a
vb. corresponding to G. dial, schurren, schorren

f

to slide on the ice.] intr. To slide (see also quot.

1826). Hence Shrrling- vbl. sb. Also ShiTler,
one who ! shirls ' ; Shirl sb., a slide.

1790 Grose Prov. Gloss, (ed. 2), Shurl, to shurl, to slide, as
upon ice. North. 1826 Southev Let. 25 Jan.* Lett. 1856
III. 525 My girls are good shirlers...Shirling is neither
sliding nor skating, but a sort of intermediate motion, per-
formed in the common clogs of this country [Cumberland].
1898 Lakeland Words in Penrith Observer 17 May (E.D.D.),
Ther's a grand shirl on t' pond.

Shirl, obs. form of Schorl.
1776 G. Edwards Elem. Fossilogy 109 Basaltes, or shirl,

or cockle. 1789 T. Williams Min. Kingd. II. 178 Shirl is

a hard and heavy substance, of a shining jet black.

Sliirlcock (Jaulk^k). dial. Also shelcock,
shircock, shrillcock. [f. Shirl a. + Cock sb.]

The Missel Thrush, Turdus viscivorus.
a 1790 Pegge Derbidsms, Shirl cock, a thrush. 1859

W. Dickinson Cumberld. Gloss., S/iellcock, . . the missel
thrush. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss,, Shircock, the missel-thrush.
1882 W. Dickinson Remin. W. Cnmbld. 21 (Cumbld. Gloss.),
I heard a shelcock sing about nine o'clock.

Shirley. Obs. or spurious. [Cf. G. sckirtey,

given by Nemnich as a name for the bird Tanagra
militaris.] An alleged name for ' a bird by some
called the greater bullfinch* (W.).
1796 Nemnich Polygl. Lex., Eng. 891/1 Shirley, Tana-

gra. 1828-32 Webster (citing ' Did.). Hence in many
later Diets.

t Shi'rling, a. Obs. rare-1 , [f. Shirl a. +
-ing 2. Cf. Skirling^//, a.] Shrill-sounding.
159a Wvrley Annorie, Ld. Cliandos 97 There cals A

shirling home, with sharp sownd eccoing.

t Shirlly, adv. Obs. Also 5 shyrly, 6shirlely.

[f. Shirl a. + -ly 2
.] Shrilly.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm. xix. 759 Then she shryked
shyrly and felle doune in a swoune. 1565 Golding Ovid's
Met. iv. (1567) 49 b, Bewailing their despight By chirping
shirlly to themselues. 1583 — Calvin on Deut., To Cath.
Ch. r iiij b, Albeeit that . . the praises of God do ring shirlely

to mens vnderstanding in the psalms and songs.

Shirmer (faumai). local. (See quots.)

1823 T. Bond E. $ W. Looe 77 The pilchards are seen.,
playing on the surface of the water, and thereby rendering

the spot of a darker colour... Such fish, so appearing, are
called Shirmers. 1847 Zoologist V. 1645 As the summer
advances, the stragglers [sc. pilchards] associate into small
companies ; these again unite into larger ones called
1 shirmers '.

Shirp, v. Sc. [Perh. a use of shirp Sharp v.]

intr. To wither, shrink, shrivel. Also with away.
1639 Muke Ps. exxix, Be they As grasse vpon the howsses*

top, Ere shott which shirps away, c 1680 M ' Ward Eartiest

Contending^for Faith 146 (Jam.), Even professors sat-up,

shirped away, and cryned into a shadow.

Hence Shirpit a., * pinched \ wasted, shrivelled.

[Cf. Shilpit a.]

1821 Galt Ann. Parish xlvii, His nose was shirpit and
sharp. 1896 H. Johnston Dr. Congalton's Legacy 1. 13
Yon shirpet body, the factor.

Shirp, obs. form of Chirp v.

Shirr (Jm), sb. U.S. Also shir (Diets.). [Of
obscure origin.]

1. Elastic webbing ; also, the elastic thread used

in its composition.
1858 SimmondsZ>/c/. Trade, Shirr, an insertion of elastic

cord between two pieces ofcloth. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.
%

Rubber-cuttingMachinej . . for making threads ofcaoutchouc
for shirrs. Shirr

}
(Fabric), an elastic cord inserted in cloth

or between two pieces.

2. Gathered trimming, gathering. Shirr-string

= shirring string.

1891 in Century Did. 1895 Sarah M. H. Gardner
Quaker /dyls I, The stiff bonnets were relieved by silk shirrs

of brown or gray. 1902 Delineator Dec. 623 A shirr-string,

run through an underfacing, provides the means of closing.

Shirr (Js-O, v * &•$' A^s0 sllir (m Diets.).

[? Back-formation from Shirred a.]

X trans. To gather or draw up (textile material)

by means of parallel threads. =* Gauge z» * 8.

189a Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Sept. 1/3 A beautiful gown.. of

prelate purple velvet made 111 the loose blouse fashion,

shirred into a yoke of gold and gem embroidery. 1896
Godey's Mag. Feb. 223/2 Pretty shades may

>
be made by

simply taking a piece of crepe paper, .and shirring it several

times, leaving sufficient at the top to form a full ruffle.

2. Coskery. l To poach (eggs) in cream instead

of water' (Cent. Did. 1891).

Shirred (J^d), a. U.S. [f. Shirr sb. + -ed 2.]

1. Having elastic threads woven into the texture.

1847 Webster, Shirred, a term applied to articles having
lines or cords inserted between two pieces of cloth, as the

lines of India rubber in shirred suspenders. 1875 Knight
Did. Meek., Shirred Goods, (Fabric), goods with elastic

cords (shirrs) interwoven in suspenders, garters, etc. 1882

[see Shirring vbl. sb.].

2. Gathered ; ornamented by or with Shirring.
i860 Susan Warner Say $ Seal Ixxii, A simply plain

shirred spring bonnet of blue and white silk. 1900 Eliz. L.

Banks in igth Cent. XLVIII. 791 A perfectly- fitting gown
..with .. ruffles and finely-shirred lace. 1907 Kate D.
Wiggin Old Peabody^ Pew v. 114 Dark-haired Nancy under
the shadow of her shirred muslin hat.

3. Cookery. (See quot. 1892.)
1883 Sala Amer. Revis. I. xxii. 302 ' That woman's shirred

eggs and sugar-cured ham should immortalise her', the
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SHIRREL.

sleeping-car 'Cap'n' gravely remarked. 1891 Garrett's

Encycl. Cookery 1. 566/2 Shirred jS^r-s.-Butter the inside

of a deep plate, break into it as many Eggs as will cover the

bottom, shake a little pepper and salt over them, place bus

of butter all over, put tbem into a moderately hot oven.

Sllirrel ijirsl). Sc. (Common in the 16th c.)

Forms: 6 seherald, -et(t, -att, -ard, oheritt,

soheirritt, 8 shirrel, 9 shirrot, shurral. [In

1 6th c. seherald, ? f. seller- Shear v. , to cut. (The

final -Id developed divergently into / and /.)]

A turf.

1513 Douglas AZneis vm. iii. 190 And he hym self the

Troiane men fut het On sonkis of gresy scheraldis hes doun

set. IS54-S Burgh Rec. Edin. (1871) II. 360 Item, for

scheratts and devatts ix". 31578 Lindesay (Pitscottie)

Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 336 The fluir laid witht greine

cherittis {v.r. scheirrittis]. 1597 in Spalding Club Misc.

(1841) I. 143 Thow..keist a grene truffor scherard, and laid

the new calffit calff theirvpon. 1755 R. Fobdes Ajax, Jrnl.

to Portsmouth 29 Our.. coach-man turned o'er our gallant

cart anion a heap o' shirrels, an' peat-mow. Ibid. 50 Shirrels,

turf. 1808 Jamieson, Shirrot, a turf or divot, Banff's.

1826 D. Anderson Poems (ed. 2) 9 (E.D.D.) Hardly a

shurral Even to rest a fire.

Shirring (farirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shirr v. (? and

sb.) + -ing lj The action of Shirr v. ; also concr.

(see quots.).

188a Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework mo Gaug-
ing, which, following an objectionable Americanism, is also

known as ' shirring ', is pulled nearly tight from row to row
of the runnings [etc.]. Ibid. 447 Shirrings are close Run-
nings, or cords inserted between two pieces of cloth, as the

lines of indiarubber in Shirred Braces or Garters, or the

drawing and puckering up any material. 1908 Eliz. Robins
Come t? Find Me v, Miss Mar must have her things made
plainer. No puffing, no shirring.

b. Comb. : shirring string (see quot.).

1891 Century Diet., Shirring string, a string or cord

passed between the two thicknesses of a double shirred

fabric, so as to make the small gathers closer or looser at

pleasure.

Shirrot, variant of Shirrel.

Shirrow, north, form of Shrew (mouse).

Slurry (Jari), a. [f. Shirr sb. + -v.] Shirred,

puckered".

1904 Elect. World <y Engin. 20 Feb. 374 {Cent. Diet.

Suppl.) The blow of the lay becomes uneven., and 'shiny

'

cloth is the result.

Shirry, obs. f. Sherry sb.1 , var. Sherry sb.2

and v.1

Shirt (Jsit), sb. Forms : 1 scyrte, 3 s(o)hurte,

(schuyrte, scurte, seorte), 4 schirte, sserte,

4-5 sohert(e, schorte, 4-6 sherte, 5 schyrt, 5-6

shyrt(e, shurt(e, shirte, shorte, (5 shyrth, 6

shertt, sherth), 6- shirt. [OE. scyrte wk. fem.

corresponds formally to MDu. schorte (mod.Du.
schort fem.) apron, MLG., LG. schortie, schb'rt,

schorte apron (locally also thin gown worn by
women), G. schiirze fem. apron (not found before

late 17th c), O^.skyrta shirt (Sw. skjorta, Da.
skjorte shirt ; from the ON., with unexplained

difference of sense, is Eng. Skirt sb.) :—OTeut.
type *skurtjon-, prob. f. *skurto- Short a., the

various senses which the sb. has in the Teut. lan-

guages being probably diverse applications of the

original sense ' short garment '. A cognate form
*skurto-z is represented by MHG., mod.G. schurz

masc, apron.]

1. An undergarment for the upper part of the

body, made of linen, calico, flannel, silk, or other

washable material. Originally always worn next

to the skin (cf. 2 e) ; now sometimes an undershirt

or ' vest ' is worn beneath it. Formerly a garment
common to both sexes (cf. Chemise), but now an
article of male attire with long sleeves (often ter-

minating in wristbands or cuffs). Also, an infant's

undergarment with short body and sleeves.

The meaning of the word in OE. is obscure, as the^ only
instance of its occurrence is a gloss in which the meaning of
the Latin word was probably not understood.
Boiled shirt (U.S.), a white linen shirt as distinguished

from a coloured or flannel shirt. Coloured skirt, one made
of a coloured material, as distinguished from a white shirt.

Day skirt, a more emphatic name for the shirt worn during
the day time as distinguished from a Night-shirt. ^His-
torical shirt, * one adorned with worked or woven figures

'

(Fairholt). Illustrated shirt, jocularly used for coloured
shirt. Also Hair-shirt, Half-shirt.
[a 1000 Boulogne Glosses 143 in Germania (N. S.) XI. 393

Scyrte prxtexta, tunecan toga>.\ c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
139 He turnde ut of be burh into wilderne . -and ches. .stiue

here to shurte and gret sac to curtle. c 1205 Lay. 23761
Warp he an his rugge. -senne cheisil scurte [c 1275 seorte] &
asnne pallene curtel. 1340 Ayenb. 191 He yaf ofte his kertel

and his sserte to be poure uor god. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.

r 197 Where been thanne the gaye Robes and the smale
shetes and the softe shertes ? c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture
871 Se that youre souerayne haue clene shurt & breche.
1480 Caxton Chron. Eng. I. (1520) 7V1 Hercules.. was
betrayed by a sherte that Deyanira his wyfe sent hym em-
poysoned. 1509-10 Act 1 Hen. VIII, c. 14 § 1 And that
no manne undre the degree of a Knyght were any garded
or pynshed Sherte. 1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Shirt for a man,
chemise. 1602 Shaks. Ham. 11. i. 81 Pale as his shirt,

his knees knocking each other,, .he comes before me. 1625
Fletcher Cust. Country ii. i, Having a Mistris, sure you
should not be Without a neate historical! shirt. X705 Addi-
son Italy 5 {Monaco), We here saw several Persons, that in
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the midst of December had nothing over their Shoulders hut

their Shirts. 1776 Adam Smith W. N. v. ii. II. 483 A credit-

able day-labourer would be ashamed to appear in public

without a Unen shirt. 1799 H. Mitchell Scotticisms 77
A shirt is a man's under garment ; a shift is a woman's.
Many of the Scotch use shirt for both. 1851 M ayhew Lond.
Labour 1 . 51/2 Coloured, or ' illustrated shirts ', as they are

called, are especially objected to by the men [costermongersj.

1854. M cClure Rocky Mts. 412 (Farmer) In order to attend

the Governor's reception I borrowed a boiled shirt. 1869

Dickens Mut. Fr. 11. i, Bradley Headstone in his.. decent

white shirt, .looked a thoroughly decent young man. 1896

A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad \\'u, i'hey shook, they

stared as white's their shirt.

•fl Shirt offire (poet.) : the tunica molesta (Juvenal

Sat, viii. 235), a tunic 'smeared with inflammable

materials ' (Seneca Ep, xiv. 5) in which persons

condemned to death by burning were enveloped.

1853 Alex. Smith Life Drama ii. 225 Like a pale martyr
j

in his shirt of fire.
^ j

b. Bloody shirt : a blood-stained shirt exhibited

as a symbol of murder or outrage. k\m fig.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. vi. (Sommer) 25b, People..

\

hauing no banners, but bloudie shirtes hanged vpon long !

staues. 1788 Gibbon Decl. % F. 1. V. 266 The bloody shirt

of the martyr was exposed in the mosch of Damascus. 1840

[L. Cass] France 44 (Cent.), [Foucher adds] It is by spread-
1

ing out the miseries of the workmen, the bloody shirt of
j

some victim,, .that the people are excited to take arms. 1888

New York Weekly Times 21 Mar. (Farmer), It is repre-
1

hensible . . for the Bourbons of the South to continue to play

00 the colour line—the Southern bloody shirt.

C. Shirt of hair \ m Hair-shirt.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas ix. ix. 24 b, Shortes ofheer were also

layde asyde. a 1550 Image Ipocr. iv. 222 m Skelton's Wks.
(1843) II. 441/2 Some were sburtes of heres. 1781 Cowper
Truth 81 In shirt of hair and weeds of canvass dress'd,..

See the sage hermit.

d. Shirt of mail [= F. chemise de maille~\.

\%z% in \oth Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 400 No
kynde of armor, as shorte of maylle. 159a Stow Ann. 1086,

400 harquebuts in shirts of maile with morins. 161 1 Cotgr.,

Jacquemard, a coat, or shirt of maile. 1864 Skeat tr.

Uhland's Poems 356 How shall a maid's weak hand avail

To make thee, my father, a shirt of mail 1

e. With qualifying word indicating a garment

for a specific purpose.
1756-7 Keyslers Trait. (1760) IV. 183 For once bathing

one pays six creutzers, and five more for the use of a bathing

shirt. 1895 Stores* Price List, Gentlemen's Lawn Tennis

and Cricketing Shirts.. .Cotton Football Shirts.

f. Short for Night-shirt.
1843 Abdy Water Cure 140 Shirts and sheets, colder than

any unfrozen water can be, are safely worn and lain in by
many persons, who, during a hard frost, neither warm their

beds nor their shirts.

g. Applied to a loose garment resembling a shirt.

1553 Eden Treat. New Ind. (Arb.) 22 Some [inhabitants

of liornei] weare shertes of gossampine cotton, somebeastes
skinnes, 1841 Elphinstone India I. 313 note, The women
wear a shirt like that of the men, but much longer. [Foot-

note] They call this shirt Cameess, 1848 Curzon Monast.
Levant 1. ii. (1897) 15 The boat returned with the local

authorities, two old villagers, in long blue shirts.

2. Phrases, a. f Into, t unto, to one's (or the)

shirt, so as to leave only one's shirt as a covering.

c iago Sta. Crux 489 in S. Eng: Leg. 15 His clobes he caste

of euer-ech-on A-non to is schurte and to is briech.
_
c 1374

Chaucer Troylus HI. 1099 And of he rente vn-to his bare

schirte. r 1450 Mirk's Festiat 251 pen bys Emperoure..
dyspoylut hym to his schorte. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 1. xx. 25 b, The prease was so greate . . some
of them.,were stripped intoo their shyrtes. 1687 A. Lovell
tr. Thevenot's Trav. I. 226 [They] were all stript to the

shirt as soon as they had been taken. 1692 R. L'Estrange
Fables exxvii. 118 A Prodigal Voung Fellow that had sold

his Cloths to his very Shirt.

b. In one's shirt: in one's night attire; without

one's outer garments ; without one's coat and waist-

coat.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 96 Save of a doghtir bat y left

alas Slepyng . . Alas y ne had her broght in her shert. 1470-85

Malory A rthur x. xxiv. 452 And there with al sir Lamorak
lepte out of the bedde in his sherte. 1548 Hall Chron.,

Hen, VIII, 63 Then came in the poore younglinges . . bounde
in ropes . . one after another in their shertes, & euery one a
halter about his neck. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 704.

1503 — 2 Hen. VI, iv. vii. 57. 159a Soliman <$- Perseda
1. iii, Where in a shirt, but with my single Rapier,! com-
bated a Romane. 1615 Kyd Sp. Trag. in. xii, Bring me
foorth in my shirt, and my gowne vnder myne arme. 1744
Love Cricket 4 The robust Cricketer, plays in his Shirt.

1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, ii, The officer .. escaped out of his

bedroom window, and fled in his shirt. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. II. iv. iv, General Dumouriez. .finds the street covered

with 'four or five thousand citizens In their shirts'.

•j* c. Since, ere, etc. shapen was my shirt : since

or before I was born, esp. with reference to some-
thing ( shapen ' or decreed before one's birth.

c 1385 Chaucer L.G. W. 2629 Syn fyrst that day that

shapyn was myn sherte.. So ny myn herte never thing me
come As thou, c 1386 — Knt.'s T. 1566 That shapen was
my deeth erst than my sherte. c 140a Lydg. Compl. El. Knt.

489 Or I was born, my desteny was sponne By Parcas
sustren. , ; For they my deth shopen or my sherte. a 154a

Wyatt Lover renounces 2 Alas.. the carefull chaunce,

shapen afore my shert.

d. (To have) not a skirt, more emphatically (to

have, be worth) not a shirt to one's bach : no
goods or possessions, not even the necessaries of

life. (To give away) the shirt off one's back : all

one's possessions.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's T. 1186, 1 holde hym riche al hadde
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he nat a sherte. 1665 Brathwait Comment Two Tales

(1901) 91 Admit he be not worth a Shirt to his back, he has

Wealth enough, who holds himself content. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI., 'To Mrs. Givyllim 28 Apr. (1815) 51 He would
give away the shirt off his back. 1781 Gibbon Decl. 4r F.

(1787) III. xxxi. 202 note, Augustus had neither glass to his

windows, nor a shirt to his back.

t e. One's shirt : used as a type of what is

nearest to one's person. Not to tell one's shirt

:

to keep a matter strictly secret. Near is my shirt

but nearer is my skin : a proverb meaning that

one's own interests come before those of one's

nearest friends. Obs.

1548 Hall Chron., 3 Hen. IV, 20 The kyng began. -to

muse on this request, and not without a cause, for in dede
it touched him as nere as his sherte, as you well may
perceiue by the Genealogy. 1579 G. Harvey Letterjik.

(Camden) 67 To have every on in continuall ielouzye, lest

he sitt over neere there schirtes or have familiar insighte in

ther commendable and discommendable qualityes. 1586

Earl Leicester Let. to Walsingluim 7 June in Corr.

(Camden) 291, I will warrant him hanged.. but you must
not tell your shirt of this yet. 1506 Lodge Marg. Amcr.
103 My shirt is neare me, my lord, but my skin is nearest.

1625 T. Godwin Rom. Antiq. 155 Close sitteth my shirt,

but closer sitteth my skinne. 1654 Clarke Papers (Camden)
III. 12 Thedesigne is secrett,knowne to the designer onely,

whoe saith if hee thought his shirt knew it hee would burne it.

f. slang. To bet one's shirt, toput one's shirt on

(a horse) = to bet all one's money on. To get (a

person's) shirt out, to cause him to lose his temper.

1859 Hotten's Slang Diet. s. v. Shirty, When one person

makes another in an ill humour he is said to have ' got his

shirt out '. 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 30 Mar. 6/2 Bet thee my
shirt Aunty Jane wins. 1897 Barrere & Leland Diet.

Slang s. v., To put one's shirt on a horse.

3. A woman's blouse or loosely-fitting dress-body

with a collar, front and cuffs, somewhat resembling

a man's shirt ; = shirt-blouse in 5 c.

1896 IVestm. Gaz. 9 Apr. 3/1 There is no need for a shirt

to be hard and unfeminine because it is called a shirt. 1013

Daily Graphic 24 Mar. 13/2 If a more dressy morning shirt

is desired, the chiffon moire is the favoured fabric.

b. Habit-shirt, a kind of chemisette : see

Habit sb. 12.

1834 : see Habit sb. 12. 1844 : see Chemisette 2. 1912

Elin. Glvn Halcyone ii. 16 Miss Roberta, -had her thin

bones covered with a habit shirt of tulle.

4. trans/. An inner casing or covering. +8, =
Amnion (obs.). b. Comm. and Techn. (See

quots.) [Cf. F. chemise.']

1611 Cotcr., Agneliere, th' inmost of the three membranes
which enwrap a wombe-lodged infant; called bysomeMid-
wiues. .the cnilds shirt. 1640 in Court Min. E. India Co.

12 Aug. (1909) 75 That the Company is much prejudiced

by allowing sugars to be ' tared in the gunny ' instead of

the buyers taking them ' in their shirts '. i8x» J. Smyth
Pract. Customs (1821) 211 The Messina package, which

consists of three thicknesses, has its lining, or shirt, covered

with a smooth oil cloth. 1868 Jovnson Metals 16 The
internal lining or shirt of the furnace. 1883 W. M. Williams
in Knowledge 25 May 308/2 The fuel should be placed

between these [iron bars), and thus form an upright cylin-

drical ring or shirt of fire, inclosed outside by the bricks.

5. attrib. and Comb. : a. simple attrib., as shirt-

breast, -collar (hence -collared adj.), -cuff, -tail,

-wrist ; shirt-like adj. b. objective, as shirt-

ironer, -knitter, -maker, -washer ; shirt-making.

1847 Lytton Lucretia I. i, The diamond in his 'shirt-

breast. XS57 Seager Sch. Virtue 85 in Bahees Bk., Thy
*shyrte coler fast to thy necke knyt, 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair iv, * Pooh, pooh, Miss Sharp,' said he, pulling

up his shirt-collars. 1895 Du Maurier Trilby vi. 280

*Shirt.collared within an inch of their lives. 1853

Whyte Melville Digby Grand xxiii, Enormous •shirt-

cuffs .. called attention to the hands. 1891 Daily News
30 Nov. 7/1 An action brought by a *shirt-ironer. 1893
Laundry Managem. (ed. 2) 80 Some of the shirt ironers

[sc. machines] have, .a good-sized iron, heated by steam or

gas. 1881 lustr. Census Clerks (1885) 75 Hosiery Manu-
facture. ..*Shirt Knitter. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade,
*Shirt-maker; a sempstress ; a tradesman who employs
females to make shirts. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. oj To-

day xli. (ed. 3) 355 Hosiers, glovers, and shirt-makers. 1897

\!)tk Cent. Aug. 203 Londonderry, [with] its 'shirt-making

industry. 1873 Leland Egypt. Sketch-hk. 47 Rushing
madly about, their blue-and-white *shirt-tails waving in

the wind. 190a Daily Chron. 24 July 9/4 Laundry.—A good
*shirt washer wanted. 1909 Ibid. 23 Jan. 8/3 Rotary Shirt

Washer (Good secondhand, brass cylinder), wanted. 1815

Ld. Broughton (J. C. Hobhouse) Recoil. Long Life (tool)

I. 268 He had long white *shirt-wrists.

c. Special comb. : shirt-band = Band sbfi 4,

also dial, the wrist-band of a shirt ; shirt-blouse,

-bodice = sense 3 above; shirt-bosom (now

U.S.) = shirt-front ; shirt-button, a small-

sized button of mother of pearl or the like pierced

with thread holes, used as a fastening for shirts

;

shirt-buttons (see quot. 1880) ; shirt case, a

travelling case for shirts ; shirt cloth, f(a)

1 a piece of cloth for a shirt ; (b) (see quot.

1910) ; shirt-cutter, one who cuts out shirts for

the trade ; shirt-dresser (see quot.) ; so shirt-

dressing (in quot. attrib.) ; shirt frame U.S.

(see quot.) ; shirt-frill, a frill formerly worn on

the front and wrist-bands of a shirt ; shirt front

= Front sb. 9 d ; also trans/, a white patch on

the chest (of a dog) ; shirt gillsjocular, the pro-

jecting ends of a stand-up collar ; shirt gown Sc.

dial., a bodice; shirt-jacket, a loose-fitting linen
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jacket
;
shirt-lap, the tail of a shirt (obs. exc. dial)

;

shirt-man, a name applied to an American colonial
rifleman in the war of Independence (see quot.
1788) ; shirt-pin, an ornamental pin used to
fasten the shirt at the throat ; shirt ruffle = shirt-
frill; shirt stud, a stud for fastening a shirt;
shirt-stud-abscess (see quot. 1898); shirt-
studded a., wearing (showy) shirt studs ; shirt-
waist U.S., a shirt-blouse. Also Shirt sleeve.
'S3»-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c 13 § 1 That no servyngman

••.5
J
a ' l."ea"!

,

a,ny shine or 'shirte bande . . made or wrought
with bllke Golde or Silver. 1659 Kuarcsb. Wills (Surtees)
II. 236, 1 shirt, 1 shirtband. 1907 Edith Rickert GoldenHawk xx. 160 A gush of. . milk . . trickling in warm currents
between his neck and his shirt-band. 1905 Daily Chron
19 May 8/1 Each girl makes, .a "shirt-blouse. 1907 E. M
Sellar Recoil. S, Impr. xii. 161 From Brussels I brought
home for the little girls red and blue *shirt-bodices and
skirts. 1856 Miss Warner Hills Shatcmuc xiii, If 'shirt-
bosoms gave out, the boys buttoned their coats over them.
1858 Sim.wonds Diet. Trade s. v. Shirt-front, A dickey, or
loose shirt bosom. 1889 Gunter Tliat Frenchman xvi. 204
I he champagne

.
.is shaken . . over his diamonds on his shirt-

bosom. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 437 "Shirt Buttons
..are disposed of in great quantities in the streets. 1880
Monthly Packet N. S. XXX. 409 Local names of plants..

.

StcllariaHoloslea—'Shin-buttons. West Kent. iSgiStores'
Price List, 'Shirt Case to hold 18 Shirts. 1540 Test. Ebor.
VI. 118 To Thomas Dransfelde a "shirte cloithe, to John
Coupe a shert clothe. 1910 Encycl. Brit. VII. 277/1 Shirt,
cloth is the term more commonly applied to what is actually
used 111 the manufacture of shirts. 1881 Instr. Census
Clerks (1885) 75 'Shirt-cutter. 1909 Daily News 7 Jan. 7/1,
I was a shirt-cutter by trade. 1867 Simmonds Diet. Trade
(1892) Suppl., "Shirt Dresser, a laundress who washes and
prepares shirts for wear. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl.,
'Skirt Frame, a Guernsey, or shirt knitting machine. 1824
Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 211 A laundress.. unrivalled
in flounces and 'shirt-frills. 1838 Lytton Alice 11. ii, His
black coat, neatly relieved.. by a white under-waistcoat,
and a 'shirt-front admirably plaited. 1873 All YearRound
28 June 203/1 But why is a shirt-front popularly called a
dickey? 1893 Kennel Gaz. Aug. XIV. 213/3 A liver bitch
with a large shirt front. 1839 Fr. A. Kemble Resid. in
Georgia (1863) 58 One young man. .came to pay his
respects to me in. ."shirt gills which absolutely ingulfed
his black visage. 1889 A. J. Ellis E. E. Pronunc. v. 725A brave *shlrt-gown. 1879 Mrs. F. D. Bridces jml.
Lady's Trav. round World to Dec. (1883) 231 'Mynheer
van Dunk '..appeared on deck., in 'pyjamas"..; a loose
white 'shirt-jacket, .completed his costume. 13.. K.Horn
(Harl. MS.) 1200 His 'shurte lappe he gan take & wypede
a wey be foule blake. 1856 Geo. Eliot Scenes Cler. Life ii.

Tell the most impassioned orator, suddenly, that his wig is
awry, or his shirt-lap hanging out,, .and you would infallibly
dry up the spring of his eloquence. 177s Pennsylv. Gaz.
16 Aug. 2/3 The damn'd 'shirtmen, as they are emphatically
called by some of his [the loyal governor's] minions. 1788
W. Gordon Hist. Independ. U. S. II. 112 Colonel Wood-
ford had not more than 300 shirtmen (as they call the rifle-
men, on account of their being dressed in their hunting
shirts). 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion «, Princ.
xtv. III. 344 Presenting him with a "shirt-pin, made of
jewellers gold-wire. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, He
was attracted by a handsome shirt-pin in a jeweller's window.
189a A. E. Lee Hist. Columbus (Ohio) I. 73s Kneebreeches
were abandoned, and the "shirtruflfles were reduced. 1851
Mayhew Lond Labour I. 334/2 In some windows.. shawl-
pins, •shirt-sluds, necklaces. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex., 'Skirt-
stud abscess, form of abscess having a superficial cavity
connected with a deeper one by a sinus. 1855 J. R. Leir-
CHU-oCorHWatlios Noisy, blustering, "shirt-studded fellows.
1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. x. 236 The summer-boarder girls
in pink and blue "shirt-waists.

Shirt (J3.it), v. [f. Shibt si.]

1. trans. To clothe with or as with a shirt.
1601 Stow Ann. 1 291 Friers Capuchins, .girt with hempen

cordes, shirted with liaire-cloth, and bare footed. 1638 Sir
T. Herbert Trav. (ed. 2) 329 The better sort.. shirt their
coleblack skins with a pure white cloth. 1691 Dryden
K. Arthur 11. i, Souls, as but this Morn" Were cloath'd
with Flesh,. . But naked now, or shirted but with Air. 1808
W. Wilson Dissenting Churches II. 581 One day shirting
himself, he thoughtlessly put his studs between his lips.

1871 B. Taylor Faust 11. iii. (1875) II. 106 Quite naked
most, a few are only shirted.

2. (See quot)
1861 yrnL R. Agric. Soc. XXIII. 315 ' To shirt • hay-

that is, to wrap up an inferior quality in prime hay—is such
a common practice in the neighbourhood of Paris.

Hence Shirted ppl. a.

1693 dEmillianue's Hist. Monast. Orders vii. 34 The
Congregation of St. John of Lateran . . have a kind of a
Surplice.. having the form of a Shirt, for which they are
now commonly called in Italy Shirted Fathers, or Fathers
of the Shin. x88o Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 178
Were we to hear all the roarings of the shirted Heracles.

Shirtee (/ait/)- U.S. [f. Shirt sb. + -ee.] A
shirt-front ; a ' dickey '.

1818 Lancaster (Pa.) JrnL 5 Aug. (Thornton Amer.Gloss.),
A shirt, if you can afford it. But ifyou can't, then a shirtee,
with pretty broad ruffles.

Shirting (Ja'Jtin). [f. Shirt sb. + -ikg 1.1

Material for shirts; spec, a kind of piece-goods of
stout cotton cloth suitable for shirts but also used
for other garments.
1604 Dekker Honest Whore iv. iii. (1635) H, Cand. Looke

you, here's choice Cambrickes. Cram. No sir, some shirting.

1733 P. Lindsay Interest Scot. 128 The Use of Indian
Cotton-cloth has been often attempted for Shirting, but to
no

#
Purpose. 179J Deser. Kentucky 40 White and checked

shirtings, a 1879 Geo. Eliot Leavesfr. Notebk. Ess. (1884)
337 His morbid passion for Manchester shirtings. 1883
Caulfeild & Saward Diet. Needlework 447/2 Skirtings,
these are otherwise called Fancy Cotton Shirtings, . . Dresses

[f. Shirt sb. + -less.]

715

are sometimes made of the same.. cloth, which has been
sized and glazed.. .Women's cuffs and collars are made
largely in these Shirting-cloths. i9Io Encycl. Brit. VII.
277A. Shirting, .has long since ceased to refer exclusively
to shirt cloths... Grey and white shirtings are exported to
all the principal Eastern markets.

„
a

'.i

H
£; T

l88' Shirting cloth [see above], 1910 Encycl,

w i 27"

*

export shirting trade.
b. The material of which a shirt is made. rare.

187a Geo. Eliot Middlem, xlvi, A troop of. .hatless boys
with their galligaskins much worn and scant shirtine tohang out.

Shirtless (Ja utles), a.

Without a shirt.

<z 1613 Overbury Wife, etc. (1616) G 6, A shirtlesse fellow
with a Cudgell vnder his arme. 1728 Poi'E Dunciad 111. 1 16Orave Mummers I sleeveless some, and shirtless others.
1830 Lamb Let. to Wordsiv. Lett. 1837 II. 260, I would live
in London shirtless, bookless.
transf 1874 Hardy Far fr. Mad. Croivd xxii, Away

the simple [shorn] dam leaps, panting, over the board into
the shirtless flock outside.

Hence Shi'rtlessness.
1829 Westm. Rev. X. 371 A timely recollection of the

saying might have rescued Augustus from the ridicule of
shirtlessness.

Shirt-sleeve. A sleeve of a shirt. Chiefly
pi. Phr. in one's shirt-sleeves, with one's coat off.

I

CI^'Yer"' Tales °f Skelton xL in S.'s Wks. (1843) I p.
lxv, the hostler was inhys ierkyn.and hys shirte sleueswer
aboue his elbowes. 1612 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. viii. 27
(Bathers depicted as] surprized by the enemy, where you
might see one putting his head into his shirt sleeue for hast.
'757. Phil. Trans. L. 108 His shirt-sleeve, and the upper part
of his waistcoat, were reduced to tinder. 1837 Carlyle Fr.
Rev. 111. iv. vm, In their shirt-sleeves, coat flung loosely
round the neck. 1859 Geo. Eliot Adam Bede iv, He.

.

threw oflF his jacket, and began to roll up his shirt-sleeves
again. 1878 Emerson Misc. Papers, Fort. Republic Wks.
(Bonn) III. 394 Here is the human race poured out over the
continent;.. all mankind in its shirt-sleeves.
attrib. 1864 Sala in Daily 'Tel. 27 SepL, The people are

going to elect shirt-sleeve aldermen that work all day. 1908
Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Apr. 2/2 The Congressmen have a
preference for what they picturesquely describe as ' Shirt,
sleeve Ambassadors '—men who they think will labour for
their country's interests and scorn social fascinations.
Hence Shirt-sleeved a.

1869 Lowell Poems, Cathedral 600 This brown-fisted
rough, this shirt-sleeved Cid. 1889 D. C. Murray Dang.
Catspaw 30 Esden, sitting shirtsleeved in his apartments.

Shirty (faMti), a. slang. Also shirtey. [f.

Shirt sb. (il) + -y.] Ill-tempered. Hence
Shi'rtiness.
1859 Hottens Slang Diet., Shirty, ill tempered or cross.

1861 Mayhew Lond. Labour III. 137 They knocked his
back as they went over, and he got shirtey. Then came
a row. 189a Punch 20 Feb. 88/2 No end of a shirty letter
from the Governor. 1899 Daily Neivs 12 Jan. 5/1 With
both peoples [French and German], .the whole duty of man
includes the duty of getting ' shirty ' on the slightest provo-
cation. Till they recognize that ' shirtiness ' itself is the
real enemy of self-respect, they must infallibly go on boring
holes in one another in this fatuous way.
Slush (JiJ), int. Also sehisoh. Onomato-

poeic representation of a prolonged or reiterated
hissing sound. Hence also sb. and vb. Cf. Sh int.
1881 Mrs. Riddri.l AlaricSfiencelyll. 166 Which startled

the wild fowl in Abbey Marsh, and caused them.. to rend
the silence of the night with the schisch and schurr of their
wings. 1904 ' E. Nesbit ' Phanix a> Carpet xi. an Most
of the people [in the theatre] hissed, or said ' Shish ! ' 1908
Daily Chron. 3 June 1/6 [He] was washing himself.. and
' slushing ' as he rubbed himself like an ostler with a horse.

II Shisham (Jijam). Alsoshishim, sheeshum.
Hindi fleam, cogn. w. Skr. ciheapa of the same
meaning.] = Sissoo.
1849 Dry Leaves 96, 1 found it was shisham, a wood of

the most valuable kind. 1909 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 307/1 The
wide avenue of the jhil road, with its shade of noble ski-
shams. 1910 ibid. Aug. 224/2 The * sheeshum ' (Dalbergia
sissoo) affording excellent timber.

Shism, obs. form of Schism.
Shist, Shistoso, Shistua : see Sch-.

Shit (Jit), shite (Jait), sb. Not now in decent
use. Forms: 1 soitte, 3 sohit, 4 sohyt, 6 Sc.
sohit, s(o)heitt(e, 6- shit, shite, [f. root of next.
There are prob. two or three different formations: OE.

"seise dung (= blLG. schite),scitte diarrhoea ; also mod.E.
dial, shite f. the vb. (cf. ON. sklt-r, MLG. schtt).)

1. Excrement from the bowels, dung.
a 1585 Polwart Flytingw. Montgomerie 733 Fond flytter,

shit shytter. a 173a Ld. Binning Jolly Hawk viii. in North
Country Garland (1824) 5a His s. .te it stinks o' ling 1

b. A contemptuous epithet applied to a person.
1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 496 [Thou art] A

schit, but wit. a 1605 Montgomerie Flyting w. Polwart
85 Wanshapen shit. Ibid. 365. 1886 W. Somerset Word-
bk., Shit, a term of contempt. (Very com.) He's a regular
shit. Applied to men only. 1889 N. W. Line. Gloss.

t 2. Diarrhoea, esp. in cattle. Obs.
Cf. the mod. dial, shoot with the same meaning (but not

etymologically connected).
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 226 Wib bon be men mete untela

melte & gecirre on yfele wanan & scittan. axn8 Florence
of Worc. Chron. ex Chronicis an. 987 (Thorpe 1848) 148
Lues animalium, quae Anglice Scitta vocatur, Latine autem
fluxus interaneorum dici potest. [Copied by Higden Poly-
chron. (Rolls) VII. 50 (with spelling shitta). Hence :] 1387
Trevisa ibid. 51 And bestes [had] be schyt.

3. Comb. : shit-house, a privy ; f shit-word,
abuse.

179S in G. MacGregor Coll. Writings of Graham (1883)

SHITEBOW
II. 247 For honour of the Scots, we have his [Wallace'sl
effigy in the "shite-houses to this very day. a 1250 Owl *
Night. 186 ?if ich mid chauling. .Horn schende & mid fule
worde bo herdes dob ober mid 'schit worde.

Shit (Jit), shite (fHt),*. Not now in decent use.
Forms : 4 sohite, schete, 5 sehyte, -yyte, 4-6
shyte, 6 shyt, 4- shite, 7- shit ; Pa. t. 4 sehoot,
sohote, shyt, 5 shote, 9 shit ; Pa. pple. 1 -sciten,
4 i-sohete, schetun, 4-8 shitten, 9 shit. [The
form shite represents OE. *scitan, pa. t. *scdt,
pa. pple. -sciten (in be-sciten), corresponding to
OFris. *sktta (NFris. skltj, pa. t. shad, pa. pple.
skedden), MLG. schiten, Du. schijten, OHG. scizan
(MHG. schtyen, mod.G. scheisseti), ON. skita
(MSw. skita, Da. skide), f. OTeut. root *sklt-.
The now more common form shit is influenced by
the pa. pple. or the related sb.]

1. intr. To void excrement.
£1308 in Ret. Ant. II. 176 Hail be 3e, skinners, with aure

drenche kive, . . Whan that hit thonneritli, 3e mote ther in
schite. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) IV. 329 pey wolde.
makehemapitte.whan bey wolde schite.. ; and whanne
bey hadde l-schete bey wolde fille be pitte a?en. c 1400
Lanfrancs Cirurg. 12 If he may not schite oones a day,
helpe him berto . . with clisterie. c 1425 Castle Perscv. i960
in Macro Plays 136 pei schul schytyn for fere. 1484 Caxton
Fables of/Esop v. xv, The wulf . . shote thryes by the waye
for the grete fere that he had. 1338 Bale Three Laws iv.

iT u' l
ye haue hym in h>'s graue , Stampe hym downe

tyll he shyte. 1 1677 Villiers (Dk. Buckhm.) Instalment
Wks. 1705 II. 88 You're such a scurvy. .Knight, That when
you speak a Man wou'd swear you S—te. C17Z0 Gibson
Farriers Guide 11. xlvii. (1738) 159, I have known a hide-
bound Horse shit often, and his excrement soft. 1787 Burns
Death s, Dr. Hornbook xix, Just sh— in a kail-blade, and
send it.

2. trans. To void as excrement, lit. andyijf.
13.. A". Alis. 5670 The addres shiteth preciouse stones.

1387 Irevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 152 [He] sched out his
bowels and his lyf wib be dritt bat he sehoot [v.r. schote].
1393 Langl. P. PI. C. x. 264 pe wolf shiteb woolle :.. lupus
lanam cacat. £1450 Mankind 561 in Macro Plays 21
Tityuillus. Mankynde was besy in hys prayere.. ; I haue
sent hym forth to sehyte lesynges. 1484 Caxton Fables of
sEsop x. xv, I dyde shyte thre grete toordes. 1527 L. Andrew
Brunswyie's Distill. Waters C iv b, An ounce for them
that spetteth blode, pysseth blode, or shyteth blede. 1659
N. R. Prov., Eng. Fr. etc. 68 It is not all butter that the
cow shites. 1691 Mrs. D'Anvers Academia 5 But that the
Devil shites Disasters, c 1730 Round abt. Coal-Fire 17 He
was taken with a sharp griping Pain, which made him sh—

t

Pins and Needles as he thought.

3. To defile with excrement.
1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Shit your breelches, common

redshank ; Tetanus calidris. So called from the cry it makes.

4. Comb.: shit-abed, f(a) a term of abuse;
(b) dial, a name for the dandelion (E.D.D.) ; shit-
breech, an epithet of abuse applied to a person,
also attrib. ; hence shit-breeched adj. ; shit-flre,
a contemptuous epithet applied to a hot-tempered
person; f shite-rags, -sticks (see quot. 1659);
t shit-saok, an opprobrious name applied to non-
conformists (see Shiok-shack).
1690 Pagan Prince x. 29 But the Arragonian Bakers.,

also gave them ill Language, calling them Tooth-Gapers,
Sherks, 'Shittabeds, Slubber-degullions, [etc.]. 1648
Hexham ii, Een Schijt-broeck, a 'Shit-brich. 1675 Cotton
Scoffer Scoft 92 A Scurvy shit-breech Lad. Ibid. 130
Nay even me dost [thou] so enflame Who (Shit-breech)
thy own Mother am. 1680 Aubrey in Lett. Eminent
Persons (1813) III. 383 He.. did call the neoteriques s..t-
breeches. 1664 Cotton Scarron. 1. 97 But with a Bow the
'Shit-breech'd elfe [Cupid] Would shoot like Robin-Hood
himself. 1598 Florio, Cacafuoco, a hot violent fellow, a
'shite-fire. 1659 Torriano, Cacafuoco, a shite-fire, by Met
a hot-spur, a rash-headed fellow. 1704 E. Ward Helter
Skelter 7, I say, Sir, you're a meer Shite-fire. 1598 Florio,
Cacastraccie, a 'shite-rags, an idle, lazie, loobie fellow.
1659 Torriano, Caca-sodo, Caca-stecchi,Caca.straccifete],
..a shite-sticks, a shite-rags, that is to say, a miserable
pinch-pennie. 1769 J. Granger Biog. Hist. Eng. Index,
Sh—t Sacks ; the occasion of that appellation. 1785 Grose
Diet. Vulgar T. , S—t sack, a dastardly fellow. 1398 Florio,
Cacastecchi, a hard chuffe, a 'shite-sticks.

Hence Sui'tUng-, shiting vbl. sb. (also attrib.)

and ///. a. Also Shitter, shiter.
1386 Will R. Huberd (Somerset Ho.), Meliorem patellam

meam vocatum schetyngpanne. 1398 Trevisa Bartk. De
P. R. vil Ixix. (1495) 288 That the matere. may be ladde
oute . . by spewing other by shitynge, other by swete. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 447/1 Schytynge, stercorizacio. Schyytynge,
or kukkynge vesselle, . . lassarium. a 1585 [see Shit sb. 1].

1648 Hexham 11, Een Schijler, . . a Shiter. 1663 Wood Life
June (O.H.S.) I. 477 Sir Charles Sedley being fined 500//.

'

hemade answer, that he thought he was the first man that
paid for shiting. a 1704 T. Brown Lett. fr. Dead 11. (1707)
68 Knocking a shiting Porter down.. backwards into his
own Surreverence.

Shit : see Sheet sbA and sb.'*, Shut.
Shitan, Shite, obs. ff. Shaitan, Sheet.

Shitepoke (Jai-tpouk). U.S. [f. shite, Shit
v. + Poke sb.] The small green heron of North
America, Butorides virescens.
c 1850 ' Dow Jr.' in Jerdan Yankee Hum. (1853) 48 Sea-

gulls, shitepokes, cranes.

+ Shiterow. Obs. In 4 sohiterow, 9 dial.

shederow. [f. Shite v. ; cf. prec. The latter part
may be a corrupt form of Heron.] The heron.
p In the Sc. Acts of James VI the word occurs (in a list of

game birds prob. repeated from some older enactment)
90-2



SHITTAH.

under various corrupt forms as schiddercnts, schilderncs,

schizverines. . , _ . . .

13.. Nominate (Skeat) 824 Un beuee de herouns A hep of

schlterowys. a 18*7 J. Poole Gloss, Forth #r Bargy, Wex-

ford (1S67) 67 Shcderow, the heron : a thin weakly person.

II
Shittali (Ji-ta). rare~\ [Heb. nW skittaK

The tt is for prehistoric nt\ cf. Arab, sunt, OEgyptian

sent, acacia.] .

Shittah tree : a tree belonging to some species of

Acacia, from which Shittim wood was obtained.

1611 Bible fsa. xli. 19, I will plant in the wildernes the

Cedar, the Shittah tree [1884 {Revised) acacia tree].

Shitte, Shittell, obs. ff. Shut, Shuttle.

Shitten (Ji't'n), a. [pa. pple. of Shit v.]

Defiled with excrement.
c 1386 Chaucer Pro/. 504 And shame it is, if a prest take

keepe A shiten [v.rr, schetyn, schiten] shepherde and a
clene sheepe. 1557 Welth <$• Hetth B iij b, 1 ran my way
and let hym syt Smoke and shitten arse together. 1575
Gamm. Gurlon 11. ii. 1 Fy, shytten knaue ! and out ypon
thee 1 1604 Motteux Rabelais v. xv. (1737) 58 A shitten

Clout. 1738 Swift Pol. Conversat. Wks. VI. 276 Why,
Miss, you shine this Morning likeash— Barn-Door. ?i75o
Birth, etc John Franks 18 He came crying into the parlour

inhisshitten condition,, .complaining.. that he had beshit

himself, and Mary Dover would not clean him.

Comb, a 1500 Chester Plays, Innocents 157^ A vyllany it were,
I-wisse for my fellow and me, to slay a shitten-arsed shrew.

1694 Motteux Rabelais IV. ix. 36 A little shitten-ars'd Girl.

b. trans/, and fig. Disgusting, contemptible.

1546 Bale Eng. Votaries 1. (1550) 48 b, As though to be
a kynge were a farre vyler..offyce, than to be a pylde
shytten nonne. 1592 Nashe Strange News H 2, Thou
grosse shifter for shitten tapsterly iests. 1616 B. Jonson
Epigr. cxxxiii. On Famous Voy., And all his followers,

that.. in so shitten sort, so long had vs'd him. 1656 Choyce
Drollery 34 'Twas shitten luck to perish so. 1702 Mouse
grown a Rat 24 You and I are in a shitten Condition.

Hence t Shi'ttenly adv.

1598 Florio, Cacatamente,..s\i\\.teri\y.

Shittim (Ji'tim). Forms : a. 4 sychym,
sichym, sechym, 5 oetyne, 6 sethin, (seathin),

6-7 sethim, 7 Diets, setim, sittim. £. shittim.

[a Heb. D^OC shittim, pi. of shittah : see Shittah.
The a forms are from the L. setim (Vulg.), appear-

ing in many corrupt forms in the MSS.]
1. (More fully Shittim wood.) The wood of the

|

shittah-tree, acacia wood.
Sometimes erroneously used for Shittah tree.

a. 1382 Wyclif Exod. xxv. 5 And trees of Sychym [1388
Sechym]. 1398 Trevisa Earth. De P. R. xvn. cl. (1495) 704
Sechym is a name, .of a tree that is lyke to white thorne in

leuys. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxii. (Arb.) 84 The tree in

whiche this glas stode. .was named cetyne hit sholde endure
euer er it wold rote. 1588 Greene Alcida (1617) G 2 b, The
Sethim wood wil neuer be eaten with wormes. 1616 Bul-
lokar Eng. Expos., Sethim, a kinde of tree like a white
Thorne. 1656 Blount Glossogr., Sethim or Setim. Sittim.
attrib. 159a Lodge Euphues B j b, Her tongue of a Sethin

leafe, that neuer wagges but with a Southeast winde. 1592
Greene Philomela (1615) F 3, As if he had.. eaten of the
seathin roote, that maketh a man to be as cruell in heart,

as it is hard in the rynde. 155(4 — Friar Bacon 111. i, In
Frigats bottomd with rich Sethin planks.

fi. 1611 Bible Exod. xxv. 5 And shittim wood. 1635-56
Cowley Davideis n. 330 Near this Halls end a Shittim
Table stood. 1856 Stanley Sinai % Pal. i. 68 The
shittim-wood of the Tabernacle, 1862 — Jew. Ch. (1877)
I. vii. 141 The Ark was of shittim, or acacia.

2. U.S. (See quots.)

1884 Sargent Rep. Forests N. Amer. 41 Rhatmius Pur*
shiana, . . Shittim wood. Ibid. 102 Bumelia lanuginosa, .

.

Shittim wood.

t Shi'ttle, a. Obs. Forms : 5 schytylle,

-ttyl, schityl, 6 shyttell, -ttle, 6-7 shittle,

shet(t)le, shuttle, 7 shackle. [App. repr. an OE.
*scytel :—prehist. *skulil

1
f. *skut- wk. grade of the

root ofShoot v.] a. Of persons and their faculties

:

Inconstant, variable, wavering ; fickle, flighty.

c 1440 Promp. Pant. 444/2 Schey, or skey, as hors, or
sty^tyl {S. schyttyl, P. styrtyllj. Schytylle, styrtyl, or hasty
(K. schityl, on stabyl), preceps. 1530 Palsgr. 323/2 Shyttell
nat constant, variable. 1563 Mirr. Mag., Collingbourue Hi,

We passe not what the people saye or thynke, Theyr shyttle

hate maketh none but cowardes shrinke. 1576 Newton
Lemnie's Complex, n. ii. 97 All which do signify a shuttle
waueryng nature, & a mynde subiect to great mutability
and vnconstancy. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. cvin. 662
But our wits are so shettle that we be stil hearkening after

this and that. 1580 Nashe Pasquifs Ret. D iiij, A Iyer

must haue no shetle memory. 1603 H. Crosse Veriues
Commw. (1878) 61 There be some that haue such wandring
wittes and shittle heads, that neuer rest till they haue assaied
all meanes. 1610 R. Tofte Honours Acad. To Rdr. T 5
Who knowes not when ought well is, or amis, Of shallowe
shickle Braine, a token is, 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 1, i. 6
T"he dull brain, the shickle memory. 1638 Heywood Wise
Worn. in. i, To have my shittle-witsrunnt awooll-gathering
already? 1650 H. More Qbserv. 79 Did your Sculler, or
shittle Skull ever arrive at that Rock of Crystall you
boast of?

b. Of things : Shaky, unstable.
1601 Holland Pliny xvm. xiv. I. 571 The stalke is very

shittle in mowing, and therefore flyeth from the edge of the
syth. a 1623 W. Pemble Salomon's Recant. (1627) 5 The
Waters, a shuttle and running substance.

C Comb. : shittle-brained, -headed, -witted
adjs.

1681 W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. (1693) 277 A light or
•shuttle-brained fellow. 1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,
Volage, a *shittle headed fellow, an inconstant man. 1583
Golding Calvin on Deut. xxiit. 137 If wee goe this way to
workc.we shall not be so shettleheaded as wee bee. 1607

716

Middleton Five Gallants iv. vii. G 3, Was euer mistris so

plaugd with a shetle-headed seruant. 1448 Marg. Paston
in P. Lett. I. 69, I am aferd that Jon of Sparham is so
*schyttyl wyttyd, that he wyl sett hys gode to morgage.
1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 111. v. 330 They therfore are

very fooles..or to vse a more gentle terme, they are shuttle

witted. 1613 Tapp Pathw. Knowl. 36 See how shittle

witted I am, for.. I had forgotten it till now.
Hence fSM'ttleness.
1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Shyttelnesse, uariableic'. 1573 Baret

Alv. S321 The vaine Shittlenesse of an vnconstant head.

1647 Hexham 1, Shittlenesse, ongestadigheyt.

Shittle, -cock : see Shuttle, -cock.

Shivaisin, -ite, var. ff. Sivaism, Sivaite.

Sliivaree (Jivan"), sb. U.S. Also shiveree.

Corrupt form of Charivari.
1881 ' Mark Twain ' Tramp Abroad xxxii, She turned on

all the horrors of the ' Battle of Prague ', that venerable
shivaree,and waded chin-deep in the blood of theslain. 1883
CasselCs Sat. Jrnl. I. 76 It was a shiveree—that is, the

kind of serenade they give to a newly-married couple.

Hence Shivarec v. trans. , to greet or serenade

with a * shivaree \
1879 G. W. Cable Old Creole Days (1883) 132 'What is

it you call this thing where an old man marries a young
girl, and you come out with horns and — ' ' Charivari ?

'

asked the Creoles. 'Yes, that's it. Why don't you shi-

varee him?' 1910 Guide July 139/1 A crowd of the more
riff-raff and ignorant foreigners, .started out to

( shivaree '

(mob and din to madness) the dreaded old man.

Shive (fciv), sb.1 Chiefly dial. Forms : 3
schive, 4-6 shyve, 5 schyfe, schyve, 4- shive.

[ME. schive (?repr. OE. *sclfe wk, fern.) = OFris.

skive (only in kne-skive knee-cap) OS. sciva (gloss-

ing sphera)
t
MLG., MDu. schive (mod.Vu. schijfi)

fem., OHG. sciba (MHG. schibe^ mod.G. scheibe)
;

also (prob. from LG.) Sw. skifva, Da. skive
i
Icel.

ski/a. The senses in mod. continental Teut. are

quoit, disk, knee-cap, pulley, window-pane, slice

of bread, etc. Cf. the str. vb. MHG. schiben

(early mod.G. scheiben) to roll, to spin on an axis

;

but this is prob. f. the sb. The weak grade *skib~

of the root is represented by Sheave sb.1

Affinities outside Teut. are uncertain. The Gr. o-koittos

(Hesych.) is often cited as cognate, but the alleged sense
' potter's wheel ' is a mistake ; the gloss appears to mean
( the projecting part of the beams supporting roof-tiles '.]

1. A slice (of bread ; rarely of other edible).

a 1225A ncr. R. 416 Gifheo mei sparien eni poure schreaden
[MS .T. schiue], sende hamal derneliche ut of hire woanes.
c 1330 Spec. Gy de Wareivyke 970 Bring me wid be a shiue

bred ! c 1440 A iphabet of Tales 525 pe preste bad hym cut

shyvis of bread and fyll a kyste berwith and lokk it.^ 1562

Turner Herbal n. 23 The rootes [of Iris].. are cutin Htle

shiues or cakes. 1581 Derricke Image Irel. 11. Fij, And
with the same [stabbers] thei slashe me out, good God what
preatie shiues. Not shiues of bread I meane-.But gobbes
of fleshe. 1607 T. D[ekker?] & Wilkins Jests 12 Michael-

mas tearme you know is like a great houshold loafe, you
may cut out a good many shiues, and yet feede vpon it

well too. 1703THORESBY in Ray Philos. Lett. (1718) 336 A
Shive of Bread, cut off the Loaf. 1825 Blackw. Mag.
XVIII. 155 A mere wafer of fatless ham, between the finest

shives of bread. 1851-61 Mavhew Lond. Labour II. 227
Thick ' shives ' of bread.

f 2. The knee-cap, patella. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemcau's Fr. Chirurg. 12/3 The shive

of the knee, Lat. Patella.

\ 3. A pane of glass. [? After LG. schive.'] Obs.

1527 Andrew Brunswyke's Dislyll. Waters B j, The great

rounde shyves of Venys glas.

4. A thin flat cork for stopping a wide-mouthed
bottle ; also a thin bung for a cask.

1869 W. Molyneux Burton-on-Treut 247 [The cask] is

then closed with a wooden 'shieve' or bung. 1876 Encycl.

Brit. IV. 275/2 Ales intended to be stored some months
should have a porous vent peg placed in the shive.

attrib. 1901 Daily Chron. 3 Dec. 10/6 Ad vt., Shive Turner
wanted by a leading London brewery.

f 5. A piece (of wood) split off, a billet. [? Con-
fused with Shide or Shiver.] Obs.

i66r Boyle Scept. Chym. vi. 401 The shavings, .differing

from those shives or thin and flexible pieces of wood that

are obtain'd by Borers. 1786 Cowper Odyss. xiv. 518 Then
lifting a huge shive [Gr. <r\i^ Spvos) that lay beside The
fire, he smote the boar, and dead he fell.

Shive (Jiv), sd.% Obs. exc. dial. Also 9 shiv.

See also Sheave sb.2 [ = WFlem. schif (for

other cognates see Sheave sb.2)f f. Teut. root

*skif- to split, whence Shiver sb.1] A particle

of husk ; a splinter ; a piece of thread or fluff on

the surface of cloth, etc.
;
pi. the refuse of hemp

or flax.

1483 Cath.Angl. 337/2 Schyfes {A. schyffes) oflyne, stupa,

napta. 1601 Holland Pliny xix. i. II. 4 What shall bee

done with all the hard refuse [of the Flax], the long buns
of the stalkes, the short shuds or shives. 167a Hoole
Comenlus* Visible World lix. 121 Where the Shives [cortices]

fall down, then they are heckled with an Iron Heckle.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth n. (1723) 81 The Shiv's

or Chaff of the Juli of Trees and Shrubs. 1855 Whitby
Gloss., Shivs, husks of grain and such like particles.

t Shive, v.1 Obs. [f. Shive sbA Cf. ON.
skffa.] trans. To cut (bread) into slices.

1570 Levins Manip. 152/39 To shiue, dissecare. 1629

Gaule Holy Madn. 343 He shiues out his Bread by weight

or measure.

t Shive, v.2 Obsr° [f. Shive sb.2] trans. To
' break ' (hemp, flax).

1483 Cath. Angl. 337/2 To schyfe, extupare.

SHIVER.

Shive, variant of Chive sb.2 Obs.

1509 A. M. tr. Gabelhouer's Bk. Physicke 58/2 Heerof

thou shalt alwayes after meales eate a discided shive of

Fennelle. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Secrets 92 Adding..

three shives of Saffron undried.

Shiver (JWai), sb.1 Forms : 3 scifre, scivre,

4 schivere, 4-6 shyver, 5 sehyver(e, schevyre,

schyvyr, 5-6 shever, 6 shyvere, shiever, 6-

shiver. [Early ME. scifre, cogn. w. OHG.
scivero wk. masc, splinter (MHG. schiver{e,

schever(e splinter, mod.G. sckiefer slate, short for

schieferstein), f. Teut. root *skff- to split, whence
Sheave sb. 2, Shive sb. 2

]

1. A fragment, chip, splinter. Now rare exc. in

phrases : see b.

ri205 Lay. 27784 Sceld a^ein scelden sciuren J.er wunden,
C1400 Yivaine fy Gaw. 3234 It was na wapen that man
might welde Might get a shever out of thair shelde. 1525
Burners Froiss. II. lxxviii. 234 S3T Raynolde du Roy
brake his spere in iiii. peces, and y° sheuers flewe a grete

hyght into y° ayre. 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. 1.

vii. 53 A splint or shyuer of a broken speare. 1723 Present
St. Russia 1. 119 They use no Candles, but long Shivers of
Wood. 1810 Scott Lady of L. 111. iv, A heap of withered
boughs was piled, Ofjuniper and rowan wild, Mingled with
shivers from the oak. 1885 Tennyson Balin 108 Thorns of

the crown and shivers of the cross.

fig. 1649 Jkr. Taylor Gt. Exemp. in. Ad. Sect. 16. 180

The Church gathering up. .the shivers of the broken heart

may reunite them.

b. Phrases. In shivers, broken, in small frag-

ments (so to break, burst, etc. in or into skivers)
;

{all) to shivers, into small fragments ; "fto go
shivers, to be shattered to pieces.

c 1205 Lay. 4537 Scip aerne to-3en scip pa hit al to-wonde
to scifre n. 13.. Guy Warn'. 7213 Wib pe spere he him smot
smertliche. .pat alto schiueres it to-fleye. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur 11. v. 82 The Irysshe knyght smote Balyn on the

sheld that alle wente sheuers of his spere. 1589 Greene
Tullies Love Wks. (Grosart) VII. 109 The boult rebounded
and brake into a thousand shiuers. 1626 Bacon Sylva § 10

If you strike or pierce a Solid Body, that is brittle,. .it

breaketh not onely, wher the immediate force is; but
breaketh all about into shiuers. 1769 Gray Let. to Wharton
18 Oct., The rocks at top deep-cloven perpendicularly, by
the rains, hanging loose and nodding forwards, seem just

starting from their base in shivers. 1823 Scoresby Jrtil.

443 The other ship, .endeavouring to set nis main-top-sail,

it blew to shivers. 1883 Ld. R. Gower Remin. Il.xxix, 303
The thunder crashed and tore itself into shivers overhead.

fig. 1658 Cleveland Rust. Ramp. 2 And had not Provi-

dence held back the hand, the blow had fain, the Govern-
ment had broke into shivers then. 1852 H. Rogers Eel.
Faith (1853) 135 Yet this faculty uniformly yields—goes
into shivers in the encounter !

c. spec. A flake or splinter of stone (e.g. one

knocked off in stone-dressing). Now Sc. and dial.

1600 Surflet Country Farm 111. xlvi. 517 Put in the clefts

some shiuers of hard stone. 1708 J. C. Compleat Collier

(1845) 22 The Shivers or Splints of the Whin or hard Stone.

1861 Stephens & Burn Farm-Buildings 243 A ditcher's

shovel is also useful to him in putting the shivers of the

stones together into heaps.

f 2. ? A loose fibre or filament in undressed

hemp. Obs. Cf. Shive sb.2

X440 Wyclifs Bible, Josh. ii. 6 [Forsothe sche made the

men to stie in to the soler of hir hows, and hilide hem with
stobil]or schyueres [of flex, that was there]. 1615 Markham
Eng. Housew. iii. 97 You shall beate out all the loose buns
and shiuers that hang in the Hempe or Flaxe. 1794 Rig-
ging <§ Seamanship I. 56 Shivers, the foul particles taken
from the hemp when hatchelling.

3. Any kind of stone of a slaty or schistous

character. [Perh. a. G. sckiefer \ cf. Shiffer.]
1729 Woodward Atte?npt Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. 1. 18 Shiver,

of a dark Ash-Colour, near Black. 1789 J. Williams Miu.
Kingd. II. 10 Some varieties of the schists or shivers are of

the same colour and quality as the slates. 1829 Glover's

Hist. Derby I. 46 Shale or shiver . . A black laminated clay,

much indurated. 1881 Raymond Mining Gloss., Shiver.

1. Shale ; a hard argillaceous bed. 2. See Sheave.
attrib. 1804 Jameson Syst. Min. I. 9 Slate spar, or shiver

spar. [Ger.] Schieferspath.

Shiver (Ji'vaj), sb. 2 Forms: 4 schivere,

shyvere, schever, 4-5 schiver, schevere, 5

schevyr, schevre, schyver(e, shefure, 5-6

shyver, 5-8 shever, 6 shiffer, 7 shivar, shivor,

7-9 sheever, 6- shiver. [ME. schivere^ f. Teut.

root *skib~ of Sheave sb. 1 , Shive sb.1]

f 1. = Shive sb.1 1 . Obs.

13 . . SirBeues (A) 1826 Nowich wolde 3eue hit [i.e. Arondell

kof For a schiuer of a lof 1 c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 132
* Now dame ' quod he, .

.

' Haue I nat of a capon but the

lyuere And of youre softe breed nat but a shyuere \ c 1430

Two Cookery -Iks. 40 Whan it is cold, larde it, & schere on
schevres. 1535 Test. Ebor. (Surtees) V. 209 An halpeny

white loffe and a shiffer of chese. 1656 W. Du Gard tr.

Comenius* Gate Lat. Unl. 269 Rolls of bread taken out

of the basket, or shivers cut out of the loaf, a 1721 Prior

Erie Robert's Mice 50 Therein eke may Both be fed With
Shiver of the Wheaten Bread. i^S^Phil. Trans. XLVIII.

87 [It] left large spots . . on that side whence the shivers were

taken off.

b* fig- an<l in fig. context.

1594 O. B. Quest. Profit. Concern. 4 b, The Moncks and

Abbots of my knowledge, cut large shivers of the loafe for

which they neuer sweate, to make themselues strong in the

peoples favour and opinion. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. 111. 55

His [sc. the Pope's] intolerable extortions ; which, how great

soever, were but a large shiver of that loaf, which he had

given into the Kings hand.

2. A pulley ; m Sheave sb. 1 2.



SHIVER.

1485 Celjf Papers (Camden) 176 For brassyn schyvcr for the
schype, xxiiij d. 1495Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 192 Snache
poleyes with oon shever of brasse to y

3 same. 1514 in

Oppenheim Aditu Royal Navy (1896) I. 373 Ramehedes
with ij shevers of Brasse. 157$ Nottingham Rec. IV. 52
An ironmonger of smale made wares, videlicet, of nayles,
horse shues, slyppes, shyuers, spade shoes [etc.]. 1615 R.
Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc-) I. 94 To have had his advice
about bras shivers. 1800 Trans. Soc. Arts XVIII. 232 The
Sulleys, or shivers. 4*1850 Rudim. Navig. (Weale) 147
hivers to stand nearly athwartships.

f 3. The breastplate of a plough. Obs.
165a \V. Blith Eng. Improver Improved 11. xxviii. (1653)

102 [Parts of a Plough.] 1. The Share, 2 the Coulter, 3 the
Shield or Breast-plate (as some call them) Shivers. Ibid.
194 A Shiver {printed Shiner] or Breast-plate.

Shiver fjrax), sb$ [f. Shiver v?\
1. An act or a condition ofshivering ; a quivering

or trembling, esp. of the body under the influence
of cold, emotion, etc. Phrase, {all) in a shiver.
17*7 [E. DorringtonJ Philip Quarll 163 High Mountains

of Ice, which echo'd with Shivers. 1835 Comic Almanack
Jan. (1870)4 When you first go to bathe, gentle Sir, in a
river, If you dip in one foot, it will give you a shiver. 185a
Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. viii, You are cold, and all in a
shiver. 1863 Mrs. Oliphant Salem Chapel x. 161 Shivers
of restrained emotion ran through the astonished audience.
1876 Hardy Ethelberta xliv. She closed her eyes in a white
shiver.

b. trans/, and fig.
i860 Motley Netherl. ii. I. 31 Germany was in a shiver

at every breeze from East and West. 1876 Geo. Eliot Dan*
Der. xxxix, With a sort of mental shiver.

2. ( The) shivers : an attack of shivering ; often
spec the ague.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, iii, I'll beat the shivers so far,

I'll bet you. 1882 Miss Braddon Mt. Royal xxx, I only
know that I get the shivers every time I sit in your drawing-
room. 1888 Century Mag. May 38/2 It gives me the cold
shivers when I think what might have become of me. 1809
AllbuttsSyst. Med. VIII. 658 The beginning [of hydroa
gestationis] is sometimes marked by shivers, illnessand fever.

Shiver (Ji'vai), vX Forms: o. 3 shivre, 4
8chiver(e, 4-5 schyver, 5 shifer, 4-6 shyver,
shiever, 6- shiver

; 0. 4-5 schever, 5 schevere,
scheffer, (chever), 4-6 shever, 7 shevire,
shaver, [f. Shiver sbA Cf. MDu. scheveren,
MHG. schiveren (G. schiefertt).']

1. trans. To break or split into small fragments
or splinters.

a. c 1200 [see To-shiver v.). C1350 Will. Palerne 3411
Mani a spere spacli on peces were to-broke, & many a schene
scheld scheuered at to peces. C1400 Ywaine fy Gaw. 3539
Thair sheldes war shiferd and helms rifen. 1530 Palsgr.
704/1, 1 whyl shyver this blocke into small chyppes. c 1586
C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxxvi. i, Their bow, and shaft, and
shield, and sword he shivered. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. 111.(1632) 82 What would hauc.shiuered towres, doth
giuc no wound at all. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 32 p 2 How
many impartial Looking-Glasses had been censured and
calumniated, nay, and sometimes shivered into ten thousand
Splinters. 1815 J. Smith Panorama Sci. 4- Art II. 227
The glass, under this management, is generally shivered
into small pieces. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. vii, Or
rusty firelocks belch after htm, shivering asunder his—hat,

'843 — Past. <$• Pr, iv. iv. 369 Ye have shivered mountains
asunder. 1876 Jrnl. Franklin Inst. Jan. 30 The mail cars
were completely crushed and shivered.
0. a 1400 Morte Arth. 1813 Schotte thorowe the schil-

trouns, and scheverede launcez. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VI, 105 b, The sonne of the Master gonner. .fired the
gonne, whicbe brake & shevered y* yron barres of the grate.
1598 Mucedorus Induct. 22 He thunder musicke shall
appale the nimphes, And make them sheuer their clattering
strings. 1688 R. Holme Armoury in. xvii. (Roxb.) 113/2
A Lance broken, or shavered in the middle.

b. fig. and in fig. context. Also with out.
a 1593 Marlowe tr. Lucan 1. 85 O Roome thy selfe art

cause of all these euils, Thy selfe thusshiuered out to three
mens shares. 1631 Lenton Charact. C 4 b, Diseases at last

dry vp her marrow, and rottennesse so shiuers her, that shee
drops asunder on a sudden, and wretchedly dyes without
pitty. 1639 Fuller Holy War iv. viii. (1640) 181 He found
the Christians there shivered into severall factions. 1871
Freeman Hist. Ess. Ser. 1. vii. 197 At last the might and
the hopes of Charles were shivered beneath the halbert of
the free Switzer.

O. Shiver my timbers : a mock oath attributed

in comic fiction to sailors.

1835 Marryat J. Faithful ix, I won't thrash you Tom.
,

Shiver my timbers if I do.

2. intr. To fly in pieces ; to split.

ouf 1330R. Buvsse Chron. Wace (Rolls) 13829 peirschaftes
schiuered, & fleye in feld. c 1386 Chaucer Knt's T. 1747
Ther shyueren shaftes vpon sheeldes thjkke. c 1430 Chev.
Assigne 315 pe speres..shyuereden to peces. 1581 J. Bell ;

Haddons Anno. Osor. 34 b., Will at lenth bryng all his ;

other buildyng to ruine, and cause it to shiever in peeces to I

the grounde. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi. 5 1 Had'st thou beene
ought But Gozemore, Feathers, Ayre, (So many fathome
downe precipitating) Thoud'st shiuer'd like an egge. 1768
Gray Fatal Sisters vi, Ere the ruddy sun be set Pikes '

must shiver, javelins sing. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I, vn. !

x, The panefs shivering in, like potsherds. 1879 Froude
Cxsar xxvi. 460 As he crossed the hall, his statue fell, and
shivered on the stones.

0. C140J Lydg. Compl. Blk, Knt. 46 So loude songe '

that al the wode ronge, Lyke as hyt sholde sheuer in pests
smale. 1513 Bernkrs Froiss. I. ccxix. 282 The two knyghtes
mette rudely togeyder, soo that their speares sheuered all

to peaces.

fig. 1638 Mayne I.ucian (1664) 2 Since my works are as
frail, and brittle as their pots, and are ready to shiver and
break, upon the least dash of a stone. 1645 Milton Colast.
10 His eighth Argument shivers in the uttering.

b
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t b. To send down (debris) by crumbling. Obs.
1759 B. Martin Nat. Hist. Eng. II. 235 This Hill is

almost perpetually shivering down Earth and great Stones.

3. intr. Of stone : To split along the natural line

of cleavage. [? After G. schiefern.~]

1728 Chambers Cycl. s.v. Vein, Veins, in stones, are often
a defect, proceeding usually from an inequality.. which
makes the stone crack, and shiver in those parts. 1826
W. A. Miles Devcrel Barrow, etc. 51 Its [/. e. Kimmeridge
coal money's] great tendency to destructibility and of shiver-
ing laminally, would be a bar to its ever having been a coin-
age intended to pass from hand to hand.

Shiver (JWaj), v$ Porms : a. 3-4 chivere.
chievere, 5-6 chyver, chever; £. 5-6 shyver,
shever, 6 shiever, 8 schiver, 6- shiver.
[Early ME. chivere, of obscure etymology.

It may be doubtfully suggested that the word may origi-
nally have had reference to the chattering of the teeth from
cold (cf. to clievere with the chin, quot. C1475 below), and
that (with the app. synonymous Chivel v.) it is connected
with early ME. cheovele, chejle to wag the jaws, chatter (see
Chavel v.), f. OE. ceaffj&w (see Jowl). The ending -^/may
have been assimilated to the suffix -er 5

, common in verbs
expressing tremulous movement; cf. however blHG.kiver
(G. kiefer) beside kivel jaw. The change of ch to sh may
have been due to the frequent association with shake.}
1. intr. To tremble, shake, quiver ; esp. to

tremble with cold or fear.

a. C1250 Death 142 in O. E. Misc. 176 For ich schal
bernen in fur, and chiuerin in ise. 1390 Gower Con/. III.
9 Thanne comth the blanche fievere With chele and makth
me so to chievere. a 1400 Leg. Rood (1871) 144 pe temple
walles gan chiuere and schake, Veiles in be temple a-two pei
sponne. £1475 Rauf Coityar 96 My Gaist and I baith
cheueris with the chin. So fell ane wedder feld I neuer.
1530 Palsgr. 4 83/z i I chever, as one dothe that is in an axes
whan the colde cometh on hym.
0. c 140a Lydg. Compl. Blk. Knt. 230 With hote and colde

my acces ys so meynt, That now I shyuer fordefauteofhete.
c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon x. 259 AH his body shevered
all sodenly for grete ioye. 156a A. Brooks Romeus .$ Juliet
170 And now for feare she sheuereth, and now for loue she
lurnes. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1003 Why stand we longer
shivering under feares That show no end but Death? 1749
Smollett Gil Bias \u. L (1782) III. 7 He drew his long
rapier, which made me shiver. 1833 Ht. Martineau
Charmed Sea i. 3 The pines are stooping and shivering on
alt the hills around. 1866 Geo. Eliot Felix Holt I.X 44
Under the cold weight of these thoughts Mrs. Transome
shivered.^ 1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard 185 Where
the sea-pinks grow, And the dry rushes shiver in the sand.

b. fig. or in fig. context.

1649 .Milton Tenure Kings 4 [They] begin to swerve and
almost shiver at the majesty and grandeur of som noble
deed, as if they were newly enter'd into a great sin. 1878
J. S. Campion On Frontier (ed. 2) 27 The air shivered with
noise ; the earth trembled under our feet.

2. trans, (causative.) fa. To give a sensation
of chill to, to cause (a person or object) to shiver.
c 1200 [see Shivering ///. a. 2

1]. 2797-1805 S. & Ht. Lee
Canterb. T., Old Woman's T. I. 354 A waking dream of
horrors, not unlike that which had disturbed his sleep,
seemed to shiver his senses.

To. f To cause (one's jaws) to tremble {obs.)
;

to pour out or give forth with a trembling motion.
a 1693 Urquhart's Rabelais m. xx. 167 Diddering and

shivering his Chaps, as Apes use to do. 1821 Clare Vill.
Minstr. II. 167 Where tiny blossoms with a purple bell
Shiver their beauties to the autumn-gale, a 1861 T. Wool-
ner My Beautiful I*ady, Stor?n ii, Quiet are the birds In
ghostly trees that shiver not a sound.

3. Naut. a. intr. Of a sail : To flutter or shake
(in the wind).
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1780) s. v. Tack, The head-

sails are immediately made to shiver in the wind. 1809
Byron Bards <$ Rev. Hii, The sail . . is shivering in the gale.
1891 Patterson's Naut. Did. 1. s. v., A vessel's sails are
said to shiver when she is luffed so close that the wind is

spilled out of them.

b. trans. To cause (a sail) to flutter or shake
in the wind, to bring a sail edge-on to the wind.
1769 Falconer Diet. Marine 11. (1780), D&venter les voiles,

to shiver the sails, or brace them so as to shiver in the wind.
1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket-bk. iii. (ed. 2) 59 Shiver the
mizen topsail or brail up the spanker.
4". To quiver, to tremble with ashrinking movement,
c 1869 Adm. Paget Autobiog. (1896) 221 The gory head of

a Greek just decapitated, the trunk still shivering. 1905
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 27 May r 147 Time and again, I have seen
the skin ' shiver ' at the touch of the knife.

Shivei'ed, a. rarer-1
, [f. Shiver sb.2 + -ed 2] ;

Fitted with a shiver or pulley (of a specified size i

or kind).

1775 Falck Day y

s Diving Vessel 27 i^single eight-inch
shivered block was bound in a strong iron strop.

Shivered (frvaid), ppl, a. [f. Shiver v.* +
-ED 1

.] Broken, shattered.
a 154a Wyatt Poems, * The furious gun*, The furyous

gonne..cracketh in sonder : and in the ayer doeth rore the
shevered peces. 1621 G. Sandys Ovid's Met. v. (1626) 90
And through his flesh the shiuered bones arise. CI764
Gray Welsh Fragm., Conan 8 As the thunder's fiery stroke,

Glancing on the shiver'd oak. 1815 Scorr Ld. ofIsles in.

xii, Where Coolin stoops him to the west, They saw upon his

shiverM crest The sun s arising gleam. 1897 F. Thompson
New Poems 221 Like shivered moonlight on long waters.

Shivereens (fivarf-nz), sb.pl. dial. [f. Shiver
sb. \ after Smithereens. ] Fragments, small pieces.

1855 Sheffield Anu.'b (E.D.D.) Nock it ta shivereens.

1893 Crockett Stickit Mitt. 191 Kelly could 'lick him into
shivereens'.

Shiverer 1 (Jrvaraj). [f. Shiver^.' + -erI.]

One who breaks (something) into small pieces.

SHIVERING.
1834 Tail's Mag. I. 311 Chosen ground for the shiverers

of lances and the lovers of courtly splendour.

Shiverer^ (Jrvaroi). [f. Shiver v? + -erI.]

One who trembles or shakes.
1883 Meredith Poems ofJoy of Earth 103 Ere you follow

nature's lead, Of her powers in you have heed ; Else a
shiverer you will find You have challenged humankind.

b. dial. (See quots.)
1888 Sheffield Gloss., Shiverer, a horse which has a lame-

ness in the loins. 1899 Daily News 13 Apr. 3/5 Another
horse was sold .. it fell down in the street the first time it

was harnessed, and was proved tobe a ' roarer and ashiverer'
of long standing.

Shi-verine. -SV. Obs. Also 6 schiverone,
shivering, 6-7 schiverene. [?Some kind of
derivative of F. chevre goat.] a. ?A goat-skin.
b. pi. ? Goatskin or kid gloves (?or breeches).
15.. Customs in Balfour's Pradicks (1754) 87 For ane

hundreth lamb skinnis, 1. d. For ane hundreth schiveronis,
iiijd. 1598 in Beck Gloves (1883) 151 For each dozn shewing
[? read shivering] shewed with silk, six shillings ; each dozen
shivering shewed with threed, five shillings. 1663 in Mait-
land Club Misc. (1840) II. 502 For a paire of shiverines to
my Lord and drink money to the boy. 1664 Ibid. 508 A
pair of schiverines.

Shivering-, vbl. sb.i [f. Shiver v> + -ing *.]

1. The action or an act of Shiver vX
c 1400 Sege Jerusalem (E.E.T.S.) 31/548 For schyueryng

of sche[I]des, & schynyng of helmes. a 1348 Hall Chron.,
Hen. ViiJ, 146 b, By chaunce of shiueryng of the spere.
1625 Bacon Ess., Viciss. Things (Arb.) 574 Vpon the
Breaking and Shiuenng of a great State and Empire, you
may be sure to haue Warres. 1647 Hexham i, A shivering,
or a rieving, Ecu klicznnge, ofte eeu scheuringe.
2. A fragment, splinter, rare.

1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 270 In stead of Occam they vse
the shiuerings of the barke of the sayd trees.

Shivering (Ji-varirj ), vbl. sb* [f. Shiver v.*

+ -ing !.] The action or an act of Shiver v.2

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. vu..xxxix. (1495) 253 A feuer
Terciane greuyth euery daye fyrste wyth sheueringe and
thenne wyth heete. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 75/1 Chymerynge
or chyuerynge, or dyderynge, frigutus. 1597 A. M. tr.

Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 17/3 Iher is a chillnes and
shiveringe therwith associated. 1681 Belon New Myst.
Phys. Introd. 1 A Tertian that comes with a cold Shivering.
1741 Wesley Jrnl. 25 Oct., About two in the afternoon just
as I was set down to dinner, a shivering came upon me, and
a little pain in my back. 1873 Lancet 27 Dec. 900/1 Every
day she had shiverings, which came on after 4 o'clock p.m.

b. Comb., as shivering attach, fit.
1816 Scott Bl. Dwarf'vii, The poor goat stretched out

her limbs with the twitches and shivering fit of the last
agony, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xxv. V. 305 Head-
aches and shivering fits returned on him almost daily. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 169 The patient frequently feels
cold all over, and may have a sharp shivering attack.

Shivering (Ji'varin), ppl. <z.i [f. Shiver z/.i

+ -ing 2
.] That shivers (in various senses of the

verb) ; shattering, breaking, splintering.
<i 1400-50 Wars Alex. 789 Sone in scheuerand schidis

schaftis ere brosten. c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 771 Our
schefferand harnes schot the blud so scheyn. 1775 Mickle
tr. Camoens' Lusiad ix. 115 The shivering trumpets tear
the still-voiced air. 1824 G. Chalmers Caledonia III. in. i.

22i The soft shivering argillaceous stone which easily yields
to the weather.

Hence Shi'veringly advA rare-1 .

1631 Gouge Gods Arrows iv. Extent of Gods Provid.
§ 15. 400 The maine Summier of the other floore that fell

was much stronger... Yet that also failed.., and that more
shiveringly, and with a longer rent, .then the other.

Shivering (JVvarin), ppl. a.2 [f. Shiver v*
+ -ING 2

.]

1. That causes to shiver with cold, chilly.

c 1200 Vices Sf Virtues 63 And Su, earme saule, on 3e
wallende brene of 3e hote nere, and eft, embehwile, on 3e
chiuerinde chele. 1786 Har'st Rigxc, Cold shiv'ring blasts
do not dismay The Celtic race. 1830 G. Colman Random
Rec. xii. II. 63 My companion's lower habiliments appear'd
somewhat shivering for the season. 1894 Blackmore Perly.
cross 238 It was truly a shivering and a shuddering night.

2. Trembling with cold, fear, etc.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I iv b, The crampe ouertooke
hir feeling, hyr sheuerhig nayles started. 1697 Dryden
Virg.Georg. in. 488 Their Camelots. .shield the shiv'ring
Mariner from Cold. 1754 Gray Poesy 57 To chear the
shiv'ring Natives dull abode. 1806 Suhh Winter in Lond.
III. 71 The shivering wretch turned up a narrow court 111

Holborn. 1891 Farrar Darkn. .$- Dazvu I, The shivering
throngs whom the flames had driven from their homes.
jocularly. 1822 Lamb Elia Ser. n. Det. Thoughts on

Bks., A tithe of that good leather would comfortably re-

clothe my shivering folios.

b. of feelings, and the like.

1562 A. Brooke Romeus $ luliet 907 Of shyuering care
and dred I haue felt many a fit. 163a J. Hayward tr.

Biondi's Eromena 23 Awaking with a shivering feare,

caused by his imagination and passion. 1747 Mallet
Amyniorfy T/ieodora in. 420 Thro shivering joy and doubt.
1898 Meredith Odes, Napoleon xiii, His nature with her
shivering faith ran yoked.

o. Shivering-Jemmy (see quot.). Also a dial,

name for Briza media^ also known as shivering-

grass (Britten and Holland).
1864 Hottcn %

s Slang Did., Shivering-Jemmy, the name
given by street folk to any cadger who exposes himself half
naked, on a cold day to obtain alms.

3. Of things: Trembling, shaking, fluttering.

1762-9 Falconer Shipwr. n. isr The shivering sails de-
scend ; the yards are square. 1849 Noad Electricity 290
Large extraordinary movements of the needle, in which it

traverses frequently, with a shivering motion, an arc of
several degrees on both sides of its usual position. 1865



SHIVERY.

Swinburne Chaslelanl in. i. 103 Shivering soft eyelashes.

1870 O'Shauchnessy Epic of Women 57 The swaying pine

and shivering fir.

b. Of sound : Tremulous.
16 tr. Strada in Flavel Husb. Spirit. (1669) 236 And

closing up his layes, Like a full Quire, a shivering consort

playes. 1891 Spectator 23 Mar., That wants nothing but the

shivering music to make a grand sensation on any boards.

Hence Shi-verinfrly adv.*

1825 Mrs. Hemans Forest Sanctuary xlvi, Some like the

leaf swept shiveringlv along. 1856 Chamb. JrnL VI. 349
* Ah', he continued shiveringly, ' how very cold it is I 1889

Gunter That frenchman xx. 266 Vassilissa enters timidly,

and gazes shiveringly at the head of secret police.

Shivery (Jrvari), a.1 [f. Shiver sb.i + -y 1.]

Apt to split into flakes, brittle, flaky.

Shivery salt : ?a salt exhibiting a laminal texture.

1683 Pettus Fleta Min. 1. 87 Cause a small Ballance to

be forged out of the blade of an old Sword, that it may have
..nothing ruff or shivery [orig. Ger. schifferig\ .

.

on it.

1748 Bkownrigg Art 0/Making Salt 72 In making a kind

of salt called shivery salt they use yet more gentle fires.

1794 Schmeisser Syst. Min. I. 145 Its texture is rather

shivery or fibrous. 1797 Robison in Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3)

XVI. 280/2 Shivery angular stones of the size of an egg.

1858 Geikie Story Boulder x. 198 This rock is worthless

as a source of lime, nor from its irregular laminations and
shivery structure has it much value in any other way.

Shivery (Ji'vari), a.2 [f. Shiver v. 2 + -y.]

L Characterized by a shaking, quivering motion,

or appearance of motion.

1747 Mallet Amyntor <$ Theodora in. 532 His frame
with shivery horror shook. 1817 Keatinge Trav. I. 59
The shivery appearance his engravings convey, totally mis-

represents the features of this extraordinary mass. 1852

Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xiv, The shivery canes, and
the tall, dark cypress, hung with wreaths of dark, funereal

moss, glow in the golden ray.

2. Inclined to shiver.

1837 Marryat Dog-Fiend x\m, I'm all wet and shivery.

1898 Allbutt's Syst. Med. V, 826 She turns a little shivery

and pale, at times even ashy.

3. Causing a shivering feeling, chilly.

1839 Hood Ode for Ninth Nov. 15 Was there no better

day l'o fix on, than November Ninth so shivery ? 1905 J. B.

Firth Highiv. Derbysh. iii. 44 It was a shivery place and
gave her headaches.

Shivey (Ji'vi), a. dial. Also ehivvy {Eng.
Dial. Diet.) and Sheavy. [f. Shive sb.2 + -Y l.J

(See quot.)
1884 W. S. B. M cLaren Spinning fed. 2) 189 In the wool-

sorting a good deal can be done, but when wool is full of
burrs, seeds, etc., and is what is generally called 'shivey ',

sorting and shaking can do little.

Shloke, variant of Sloke2.
1881 E. Arnold Indian Poetry 2 Dhoyi holds the listener

still With his shlokes of subtle skill.

Sho ; see She, Shoe, Shoo int. 1 and 2
.

Shoad, shode Q^d). local. Forms: 7-9
shod, (8 shoald), 7- shoad, 8- shode ; also 7
shadd, 7-8 shade. [Prob. a derivative of OE.
seddan to divide, separate : see Shed v. Cf. Shode.
The genuineness of the forms shadd, shade is

doubtful.] Loose fragments of tin, lead, or copper
ore mixed with earth, lying on or near the surface

and indicating the proximity of a lode. Also (with

pL) one of these fragments.
1602 Carew Cornwall 1. 8 b, They discouer these workes,

by certaine Tynne-stones, lying on the face of the ground,
which they terme Shoad. 1670 Pettus Fodinm Reg. 3
They [Metals] are discovered to us..by Moles which cast

up their shade or glittering earth. Ibid. 79 [Quotes (from
Holland's Camden) the passage of Carew given above (quot.

1602), but with shadd substituted for shoad]. *674 Ray
Coil. Words, Preparing 0/ Tin 120 The Tinners find the
Mine by the Shoad (or as they call it Squad) which is loose

stones of Tin mixed with the Earth. 1681 Grew Museum
111. § i. v. 306 A Shod. Spnma Lupi. The forerunner of
the Load or Mother of the Tin-Ore. 1778 W. Prvce Min.
Cornub. 126 Copper and Lead Shodes are very seldom met
with. 1789 J. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 406 The shoad of

lead is always either coated or tarnished. 1809 A. Henry
Trav. 230 Examining the shods, or loose stones, in search

of minerals. 1855 J.
R. Leifchild Cornwall 200 This

stream-tin is. .met with.. in separate stones calied shodes.

b. attrib.j as shade earth, shoad-ore, -stone.

1735 Diet. Polygraph, s. v. China, To Gild China. You
must first grind some *shade-earth on a marble, with linseed-

oil,., with which trace out your figures. 1789 J. Williams
Min. Kingd. I. 362 There is a very material difference

between float and *shoad ore, although they are both found
upon the surface of the rock. Shoad ore. .is always found
in loose masses of all sizes, either in or under the upper soil,

a 1728 Woodward Fossils 1. (1729) I. 202 A *Shoad-stone,
found near the Surface of the Earth. . . Cornwall.

Hence Shoader (see quot. 1882). Shoa-ding,
the process of searching for shoad-ore by digging

small pits (hence shooding-heap, -pit).

1778 W. Pryce Min. Cor/tub. 124 Another and very ancient
method of discovering Tin Lodes, is by what we call Shode-
ing, that is, tracing them home by loose Stones, fragments,
or Shodes. 1880 W. Cornw. Gloss., Shoading-heaps, heaps
from pits sunk in search of veins of metal. 1882 Jago Anc.
Lang, <$ Dial. Cornwall 263 Shoaders, miners engaged in

shoading. Ibid., Skoading pits, pits dug in the search for

a lode. 1893 Northumbld. Gloss, s. v., To ' go a shoading

'

is to go prospecting for shoad-ore.

Shoal (J^ul). sb.l Forms : a. 4-5 shelde. &.

(Chiefly Sc.) 4-6 schald, 5 schauld, 6 schalde,
ahaulde, (9 dial, shall, shad) ; 6 //. shawllys.

7. 5-7 sholde, 6-7 ahold, ahouldQe, 7 showld,
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shoald, (9 dial, shod, shoad). 5. 6 shol, shoel(l,

6-7 shole, 7 shoule, (schoole), 7-8 shoale, 7-
shoal. [Absolute use of Shoal a.] A place

where the water is of little depth ; a shallow ; a
sand-bank or bar.

0. 13. . Coer de L. 2054 The mariners unneth it withhelde,

That shyppe left in the shelde.

^• CI37S Sc. Leg. Saints xvii. {Martha) 113 Quhare be

body lay, to ryvine al castine one a schald. c 1470 Henry
Wallace x. 44 Bot ix or x he kest a gait befor, Langis the

schauld, maid it bath depand schor. 1529 Rastell Pastyvie
Prol. (1811)5 The passage [is] so strayte and daungeious
that they must nediscome thorow many straytis and shawl-

lys. \*$%Leg. Bp.St. Androis 161 in Saiir. Poems Reform.
xlv, His schip come never on the schalde, But stak still on
the ancker halde. c 1585 in Early Naval Ballads (Percy

Soc.) 16 When shauldes and sandie bankes apears What
pillot can direct his course ?

y. 14x4 26 Pol. Poems xiii. 146 On see, on lond, on sholde,

and depe. 1555 Phaer ASneid 1. A ij b, And three the

Easterne winde also. .Out of the deepe into the sholdes and
quicksands made to sinke. 1594 Blundevil Exerc.y Plan-
tins' Map (1597) 277 Deapthes, sands, showlds and rockes.

1633 T. James Voy. 24 This was nothing but shoaldsto the

land. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. i. 137 Knowledge
of Depths and Shoulds.
S. 1555 Eden Decades, 2nd Voy. Guiana 351 The sholes

of the ryuer cauled Rio Grande. 158a N. Lichefield
Castauheda's Cong. E. Ind. 24 b, She strake upon a shoel.

1589 Bigges Snmmarie Drake''s W. Ind. Voy. 47 The shols

appearing daungerous. 1624 Capt. Smith Virginia vi. 215
A long and dangerous shoule of rocks and sand. 1634 Sir

T. Herbert Trav. 21 We were cast vpon the shoales or
flats of Mozambique. 1697 Dryden /Eneid v. 285 Wedg'd
in the Rocky Sholes, and sticking fast. 1769 Bancroft
Guiana 357 On the east side is a sandy shoal. 1853 Sir H.
Douglas Milit. Bridges (ed. 3) 169 Among the shoals and
eddies with which the Sutlej abounds. iSjiTyndall Fragtn.

Sci. (1879) I. vi. 200 There is a dangerous shoal in the

harbour.

b. jig.

1603 Shaks. Macb. 1. vii. 6 Vpon this Banke and Schoole

of time. 1613 — Hen. VIII, in. it. 437 Wolsey, that once
..sounded all the Depths, and Shoales of Honor. 1813

Byron Stanzasfor Music, ' There's not a joy ' 6 Then the

few whose spirits float above the wreck of happiness Are
driven o'er the shoals of guilt or ocean of excess.

c. attrib., as shoal-bank, -ground, -rock ; shoal-

mark, a buoy or other mark set to indicate a shoal.

171a W. Rogers Voy. round World 51 There are.. some
Shoal-Banks between them, but no Shoal-Ground before

we come to this Cove. 1883 ' Mark Twain ' Life Missis-

sippi xi. 112 He.. then began to work her warily into the

next system of shoal marks.

Shoal (fa\), sb 2 Forms: 6-7 shoale, 6-8

shole, 7 shode, showl, 9 shool, 7- shoal. [Late

16th c. shole ; the earlier history is uncertain. The
word is etymologically identical with OE. scolu str.

fern., troop, division of an army = OS. scola multitude

(MLG. jf^),MDu. sehole multitude, flock, shoal

of fishes (Du. school, WPris. skoal, NFris. skol,

shoal of fishes) :—OTeut. type *skulb~
t f. *skul- wk.

grade of *shel- to divide (whence Shale sb., Shell
sb., Skill sb. and v., etc.).

It is possible that the OE. word may have had the sense

of shoal of fishes, and in this sense may have continued in

nautical use ever since, though unrecorded in ME. and
early mod.E, The simpler hypothesis is that the 16th c.

s/tote was a re-adoption of the Du. form (see above) which
in the 14-1 5th c. had been taken into English as scole (see

School sb. 2
). The initial (f) may be an English sound-

substitution for the Du. (s\), or it may come from one of

the Flemish dialects in which sch is pronounced (J).)

1. A large number of fish, porpoises, seals,

whales, etc. swimming together ; = School sb.2 I.

Phr. in a shoal, in or by shoals.

1579 [see 3]. 1601 R. Johnson Kingd. fy Covnnw. 69 Sholes

offish frisking and playing. 1653 Milton Ps. viii. 22 Fish

that through the wet Sea-paths in shoals do slide. 1774
Pennant Tour Scot, in 1772,333 Herrings offer themselves

in shoals. 183s Marrvat y. Faithful viii. The shoals of

seals would follow the ship if you whistled. 1836 Uncle
Philip's Convers. W/iale Fishery 286 The ship . . came upon
a large shoal of whales. 1899 Baring-Gould Bk. West II.

Cormv. xix. 314 As the season advances the shool, or shoal,

comes nearer the shore. 1905 D. Smith Days ofHis Flesh
1. 515 Supposing.. that the stranger had skill in fisher-craft

and had perhaps observed indications ofa shoal, they obeyed.

to. Hence occas. used of a number of aquatic

animals or floating objects.

1593 Nashe Christ's T, 31 b, The waters, .bare the whole
shole of them [sc. dead carcasses] before them. 1660 Boyle
New Exp. Phys. Mech. xxiv. 190 The bubbles ascended in

this Liquor, as it vmte in sholes. 1693 R. L/Estrange Fables
xxvii. 26 A WholeTshoal of Frogs. 1839 Thirlwall Greece
1. VI. 198 A shoal of boats now came off from the harbours
filled with people. 1840 Ibid. VII. 219 The scaly monsters
of the Nile, .flocked in shoals to the place.

f 2. A flock of birds. 06s.

1579-80 North Plutarch, Cicero (1595) 935 From thence
there came a great shole of crowes, 1584 R. Scot Discov.

Witchcr. xiil xxx. (1886) 278 To make a shoale of goslings

drawe a timber log. 1659 Hammond On Ps. cvi. 15 He sent

them whole sholes of quails. x8oi Huntington God Guard.
Poor 98 Like a shoal of eagles.

3. trans/, a. A large number of persons throng-

ing together or classed together ; a troop, crowd.

1579 Si'Enser S/teph. Cat. May 20, 1 sawe a sliole of shepe-

heardes outgoe. 1579 E. K. Gloss, ibid., A shole, a multi-

tude taken of fishe, wherof some going in great companies,

are sayde to swimme in a shole. c 16x0 G. Herbert Sonn.
to his Mother, Wherewith whole showls of martyrs once did

burn. 1613 Bacon Ess., Viciss. Things (Arb.) 574 When

SHOAL.

there be great Shoales of People, which goe on to populate.

1749 Smollett Gil Bias vii. VULJ1782) III. 67 The actors
and actresses .. poured upon me in shoals. 1791 Boswkll
Johnsofi an. 1763, The shoals of Scotchmen who flocked
about him. 1848 Dickens Dombey ix, I see people going
up and down the street in shoals all day. 1876TREVELYAN
Macaulay II. viii. 91 The adherents of the Government.,
who sate for the counties were turned out by shoals. 1901
Scotsman 6 Apr. 9/7 A shoal of injured people were brought
for treatment to the Royal Infirmary.

b. A large number (of inanimate things).
1639 Fuller Holy War v. x. (1640) 246 Infinite are the

sholes of miracles done by Christs Crosse in Jerusalem.
x688 Clear ProofCertainty Protest. Faith 7 We may ex-
pect Shoals of lexts. 1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 1. v. (1872)
I. 42 Never-ending shoals of small troubles. 1891 *

J. S.
Winter* Lumley xii, Notes and telegrams, which came in
by shoals from morning till night. 1900 jfrnl. Soc. Dyers
XVI. 12 A shoal of novelties in machinery.

4. Comb. : shoal-cod (see quot. ; cf. school-cod) ;

shoal-net, a net for catching seals ; shoal-wise
adv., in shoals or crowds.
1836 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.'Amer. in. 241 Gadus

arenosus, Shoal-cod, Smith. X792 G. Cartwricht Jrnl,
Labrador I. 181 The sealers put out two more shoal-nets,

and another stopper. x8. . Blackie (Ogilvie 1882), When he
goes abroad, as he does now shoalwise, John Bull finds a
great host of innkeepers, etc

t Shoal, sb.$ Obs. [a. Du. schol in the same
sense (earlier also clod, lump of metal) = MLG.
scholle, schulle clod, sod, OHG. scolla fern., scollo

masc. (MUG., mod.G. scholle) clod, mass of ice

;

perh. f. root *skul- : see Shoal sb.2] A mass of

floating ice ; an iceberg or floe.

1648 Hexham ii, Een Schoole van ys, a Shoole of yce.

1713 Cat. Treas. Papers 537 The great^ shoals of ice that
came down in the winter often damaged it [Berwick bridge J.

1760 Ann. Reg. III. 67/1 Near 100 sail have been drove
from their anchors and moorings by the shoals of ice.

Shoal [$d»\), a. (and adv.) Forms : a. 1 (in

proper names) sceald, 4 schealde, 5 scheld(e.
/3. (Chiefly Sc.) 5-7 schald, 5 schalde, shald,
schawlde, schaulde, 6 schauld, 7 shalde (9
dial, shald, etc.) ; 5 schawd, 6 schaud (9
dial, shawd, shoad, etc.) ; 6 schaule, 8 (and

9 dial.) shaul, shawl, y. 4 schoold, schoolt,

5 schold^e, scold, 5-7 shold(e, shoald, 7 should.
5. 6-7 shoale, showle, 6-8 shole, 7 shoule, 7-
shoaL [OE. sceald :—prehistoric *skalda-\ a
parallel formation, differing only in the suffix,

appears to be the synonymous Shallow a. :—OE.
*scealu :—*skalwa-. The import and affinities of the

base *skal- of these formations are not easy to deter-

mine
;
possibly it may be * thin layer ' as in OTeut.

*skatb Shale sb. ; this supposition would fairly

well account for the sense of the English adjs.

Some etymologists have compared G. schal insipid, vapid
(of liquors; hence^f. of discourse, thoughts, etc.); but the
sense has little real affinity. The LG. schol (Fris. skol)
shows remarkable identity in sound and meaning with the
Eng. adj. {schol water shallow water, scholpiogen to plow
shallow), but its etymology is dubious.]

1. Of water, etc. : Not deep ; = Shallow aA 1.

839 in Birch Cartul. Saxon. I. 593 JEt Scealdan fleote.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 65 5if pi scope of penaunce be to scheld,
it takyth no water of sorwe.
0- X37S Barbour Bruce ix. 354 He spyit, and slely gert

assay Quhar of the dik the schawdest [v. r. shaldest] was.
c 1425 Wyntoun Cron. vn. v. 769 Than Trent and Temys
war sa schawlde [v.rr. schaulde, schald]. X513 Douglas
sEneis v. xi. 56 Sa huge wilsum rolkis and schald [Catnb.
MS. schaud] sandis. Ibid, vn. xiii. 57 Inhabitand the
schauld flude Vulturnus. 1577-95 Descr. Isles Scot, in

Skene Celtic Scot. (1880) III. App. 429 Thair is na great
waters nor rivers in this He [of Lewis], but small schaule
burnis. 1597 Montgomery CterrzVty Slae 1544 The watter
allso is sae schald We sail it pass, evin as we wald. 1606
Birnie Kirk-Burialt (1833) 28 Which the Lord has set on
the shalde shoare, lyke beakens to warne. 1736 Ramsay
Prov. xxxi. (1750) 84 Shawl waters make maist din.

y. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 131 He wolde make
bat greet ryuer so schalowe [v. rr. schoolt, schoold] bat

pe water schulde nouu reche to women kneen. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schold, or schalowe, no3te depe, as
water or ober lyke, bassa. c 1460 Ibid. (Winch.) 165
Flew, or scold .. bassns. 11554 & 1R H. Willoughby in

Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 269 After that we sounded againe, and
found but 7 fadome, so shoalder and shoalder water. 1556

J. Heywood Spider <J- Fly xxxi. Holes, sides and toppes,

brode, narrow, depe and sholde. 1633 T. James Voy. 23
The shouldest water . . was 7. fad[omes].

8. a 1554 Sir H. Willoughby in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 269
The boat could not come to land the water was so shoale,

1589 Ives Fortif. 35 The ditches are narrow and showle.

a 1599 Spenser F. Q. vn. vi. 40 This Molanna, were she not
so shole. 16*4 Capt. Smith Virginia 1. 2 The second of

July they fell with the coast of Florida in shoule water.

1666 Pepys Diary 15 Aug., Our shipps running all a-ground,

it being so shoal water. X719 De Foe Crusoe 1. 50 What
the Shore was, whether Rock or Sand, whether Steep or

Shoal we knew not. 1748 Eartiiquake Peru \. 23 Having
fourteen Fathom Water in the sholest Part. 1840 Evid.
Hull Docks Comm. 113, Q. What has been the effect of that

extension upon the mud ? A. It is much shoaler than it was
before. 1858 Maury Phys. Geog. Sea vii. § 430 In the

Straits.. the depth across the shoalest section is not more
than one hundred and sixty fathoms. X894 Law Times
Rep. LXXI. 103/2 The available waterway of the cut is.

.

greatly reduced in width by shoal water on the north.

b. The phr. shoal water used attrib.

1874 J. W. Long Amer. Wildfowl Introd. 15, I shall.

.

separate them into, .deep-water and shoal-water varieties.



SHOAL.
i838 Clodd Story Creation W. 34 The fossils are shown to
resemble present shoal water deposits.

2. Jig. Of intellect, etc. (Cf. Shallow a.1 6.)
1728 Ramsay Gen. Mistake 65 The sumphish mob of pene-

tration shawl. 1785 Burns Twk Ifera's xt There's Duncan,
deep, and Peebles, shaul, But chiefly thou, apostle Auld,
We trust in thee.

Comb. 1844 Lowell Columbus 264 One day more These
muttering shoalbrains leave the helm to me.

f 3. Naut. Of a sail or a bonnet : Narrow, not
wide. Obs. rare-"1

.

1688 Holme Armoury in. xv. (Roxb.) 44/2 The Mainsaile
showier, is the main saile made narrower or skant. Ibid.

45/1 A showier or shoule Bonnett, is to haue it shallow, or
narrow.

4. adv. [ME. schealde.'] To or at a slight

depth. Also Jig.
CX31S Shoreham Poems in. 116 Ac many man desceyued

hys,. .And weyneb bat he be out of peryl, Ober ine senncso
schealde, pat hym ne douteb of no breche Of godes hestes
healde. 1817-8 Cobbett Resid. U.S. (1822) 150, I went
very shoal with the plough, because deep ploughing would
have turned up the sods.

Hence f Scheldhed [-head], shallowness.
c 1440 Jacobus Well i63 A skete also, sumdel in be heuyd,

is raysed & reryd on bothe sydes ; for ellys it myjt no3t
receyvin but lytet wose, for scheldehed, for to castyn it out.

Shoal, v.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms : 6 shole,

shool(e, shoule, 6-7 shoate, 7 sholl. [Of
obscure origin.
Formally, it could represent an OE. *scdlian equivalent

to ON. *skeila suggested as a possible origin for Skail v.]

f 1. trans. To separate. Usually with out.

1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. lxviii. 26. 254 The hypocrites
..should bee sholed from the good and holy ones. 1574
tr. Marloral's Apocaiips 43 In this exhortation John treateth
of the difference between the good and the bad, and of the
sholing of the one from the other by the rigor of Justice.
1581 Lambakdk Eircn. 1. v. (1602) 23 Labouring, .to increase
their Jurisdictions, & to shoale out themselues from the
ordinarie gouemment. 1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xxvii.

164 In that he hath so shooled vs out from among the vn-
beleeuers. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 358 With such caution
and encouragement as shall both shotl out the dogs, and
welcome the children, whose bread it is, 1647 Trapp Comm.
Rev. it 24 Here Christ comes with his fan, shedding and
shoaling out his own from others.

2. To divide into classes. ? Obs.
1805 Ann. Reg. 62 One of the reforms. . was that of shoal-

ing or classing the workmen. . . As to the practice of shoaling
the shipwrights, as it had proved so advantageous in the
merchants' yards, there was reason to conclude that it would
prove equally so in those of his majesty.

3. dial. (See quot.)

1887 Kent. Gloss., Shoal-in, to pick sides at cricket or any
game.

Shoal (J^ul), 0.1 Forms: 6 shald, should, 7
ahowlde, ahoald, ahold, ahowl(e, 7,9 dial, ahool,
8 ahole, shaul, 7-ahoaL [f. Shoal a.]

I. intr.

1. Of water, a watercourse, harbour, sounding,
etc. : To become shallow or more shallow.
1574 [implied in Shoaling vbl. sb. 2]. 1584-5 Act 27 Etiz.

c 21 The Haven of Orfordc.is greatetie shoulded and
decaied. 1633 T. James Voy. 10 Now the waier begins to
showlde. 1779 Forrest Voy. N. Guinea 178 It shoals sud-
denly from ten to two fathoms. 1841 W. A. Brooks Treat.
Navig. Rivers 57 The soundings shoal gradually also up the
Riode la Plata. 1883 Science I. 368/1 The sea., had so far
shoaled as to bring up the land within 65 feet of its present
level. 1897 H.NEWBOLT^dWra/j^//6Heanchoredthem
fast where the Texel shoaled.

b. With out : To become gradually more shallow
until no water is to be seen.

1889 Universal Rev. Nov. 428 The limpid reedy thorough-
fares shoat out To glinting silt-beds where the minnows Tie.

1894 Law Times Rep. LXX 1 . 102/2 The water of the cut .

.

gradually shoals out until it reaches a mud bank.

f 2. ? To slant, slope. Obs. Cf. Shobb v. 1
3.

1621 Markham Hungers Prev. 18 Then for the vpper side
of the Net, you shall place it slantwise shoaling against the
water. Ibid, n They [the sticks] shall be prickt a little

shoaling or slantwise.

II. trans.

3. Naut. To find (one's soundings) gradually

more shallow ; to pass from a greater into a less

depth of (water), as shown by sounding.
1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694)

60 As I shoaled my soundings I had 22, and 18, and 16..
Fathoms. 1731 Capt. W. Wriglesworth MS. Log-bk. of
the ' Lyell* 3 Jan., When we sholed the Water as per Logg.
1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vi. 60 We. .kept shoaling our water,
till at length we came into twelve fathom. 1839 Nautical
Mag. 237 The lead should be kept constantly going, and the
Ship tacked to the eastward as soon as the water is shoaled
to 22 or 20 fathoms. 1853 Conybeare & Howson St. Paul
II. xxiii. (1862) 356 The alarm of the sailors was great wheu
they perceived how rapidly they were shoaling the water.

D. absol. Of a ship : To come into shallow
water, rare.

1898 Hardy Wessex Poems 100 He gained the beach, where
Yeomen,.. With Regulars in thousands, were enmassed to
meet the Foeman Whose fleet had not yet shoaled.

4. To cause (a piece of water) to become shallow

;

also, to obstruct by shoals.

1864 G. P. Marsh Man $ Nat. 430 The maritime ap-
proaches to river harbors frequented by the ships of Phenicia
..are shoaled to a considerable distance out to sea. 1865

J.
H. Ingraham Pillar0/ Fire m. xu, He pursued with the

idea that the sea had been shoaled by the wind.

1 5. To drive (a plough) less deeply in the soil.

1670 Evelyn in Phil Trans. V. 1061 According to this
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proportion the husbandman must govern himself deepning
or showling the Plough, as the condition of the land shall
require.

6. Otter-hunting. (See quot.)
1897 Encycl. Sport I. 583/2 Shoal, verb, to drive the otter

down to the shallows.

Hence Shoaled ppl. a. (see quot. 1867). ShoaT-
in£ ppl. a.t growing shallow.
1859 Tennyson Enid 1536 Where like a shoaling sea the

iovely blue Play'd into green. 1867 Smyth Sailor's IVord-
bk., Shoaled-harbour, that which is secured from the violence
of the sea, by banks, bars, or shoals to seaward. 1892
Stevenson Vailima Lett. xix. 181 The four.. set off in the
boat across that rapidly shoaling bay of the lagoon.

Shoal (>ul), v.* Also 7 shoole, shoal. [1*.

Shoal sb* Cf. Fris. skoalje, Du. sc/wlen.)
1. intr. Of fish : To collect or swim together in

a shoal or shoals.
1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 718 About Midsommer

they [sc. herrings] shoole out of the deepe and vast Northen-
sea to the coasts of Scotland. ci6n Chapman Iliad xxi.
191 The waue-sprung entrailes, about which, Fausens, and
other fish, Did shole. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776J VI,
279 Gesner even asserts, .that he has seen them [sc. sturgeon]
shoal together, at the notes of a trumpet. 1901 S. Gwynn
Mater Sex-era, Queen's Chron. 28 The mackerel shoaling in
each bay.

2. transj. Of persons, birds, things : To crowd
together, assemble in swarms. Also with advs.,
as together, in, up.
a 1618 Raleigh Maxims(i6^2) 21 Men ofthe samequality,

tongue and condition, doe easily shole, and combine them-
selves together. 1638 Wotton Let. to SirE. Bacon 5 Dec.
in Reliq. (1672) 472 Whereupon the Women..do flock to
St. Maries in such troops. . that the Masters of Art have no
room to sit ; so as the Vice-Chancellor and Heads of Houses
were in deliberation to repress their shoaling thither. 1647
Pagitt Heresiogr. (ed. 4) B iij b, You have power to keep
these Hereticks . . from . . sholing together to infect one
another. 1667 Milton P. L. x. 288. 1817 T. L. Peacock
Meltncourt xxx, The distracted multitude, who were shoal-
ing in from all quarters. i8asJ. Neal Bro. Jonathan III. 399
About him, on every side, were the white winged water-
fowl. .shoaling up iu the van of the sea breeze. 1863 Reader
12 Sept. 284/1 In England there are none ofthose pamphlets
and mediocre romances which shoal in France.
Hence Shoa'ling vbl. sb.

1799 W. Tooke View Russian Emp. III. 148 When the
shoaling of the beluga has ceased. 1884 Publ. Opinion
12 Sept. 330/1 When this has happened during a great
shoaling, the herrings have in subsequent years refused to
pass over the spot.

t Shoal, vA dial. Obs. [Of obscure origin :

cf. Shaldeu v.] intr. Of soil : ? To crumble,
become disintegrated.

1733 W. Ellis Chiltem «f Vale Farm. 237 These stiflf,

cold Grounds, being of the most surly Nature, will not shoal,
shatter nor crumble. 1750 — Mod. Husb. V. iii. 7 (E.D.D.)
The top of this land will shoal and run into a fine hollowness,
even by very small frosts.

tShoalen, v. Obs. Naut. [f. Shoal a. +
-en 6.] trans. = Shoal v.- 4.

1731 Capt. W. Wbiclesworth MS. Log-bk. ofthe ' Lyell

'

2 Jan., When we sholened the water at 1, 2 and 3 this morn-
ing 1 judgewee were off of Fire Island. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk. s. v. Shoal, A vessel is said to shoalen, or shoal
her water, when she comes from a greater into a less depth.

Shoaler (jiMaj). ? U.S. [f. Shoal sb.i +-

-ER 1.] (See quot.)
1891 Century Diet., Shoaler, a sailor in the coast-trade ;

a coaster ; in distinction from one who makes voyages to
foreign ports. Shoaler-draft, light draft ; used with refer-
ence to vessels.

Shoa'liness. rare- 1
, [f. Shoaly a. + -ness.]

The state of being shoaly.
1670 Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. {1694) 122 He could not get

higher with the Boat, by reason of the. .shoaliness in the
Water. 1727 Bailey vol. II, Sholiness, Fulness of Flats
in the Sea, &c 1755 Johnson, Shoaliness, shallowness;
frequency of shallow places. [Hence in mod. Diets.)

Shoaling (J^'lin), vbl. sb. [f. Shoal z».2 +
-ING '.]

L The process of becoming shallow or more
shallow ; an instance of this.

1633 T. James Voy. 30 The shoalding ofthe Western shoare.
183JLYELL Princ. Geol. II. 276 The shoaling continued until
the river water prevailed. 1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 9 Dec. 1/1
As the shipowner is precluded from delivering his cargo by
a blockade or a sudden shoaling up of the port of discharge.

2. concr. A place where the water becomes
shallow.

1574 W. Bourne Regiment for Sea xxii. (1577) 61 Some
sandes or daungers there be hauing fayre or good sound-
ings or shaldings, that they may borrow of & on at their
pleasure. 1644 Manwayring Sea-mans Diet. 94 When
they say there is very good showleing, it is meant that the
water doth grow shallower, by degrees, and not suddenly.
1689 Lond. Gaz. No. 2456/4 All the Sands, Shoalings, and
Depths of Water, upon the said Coasts. 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster xxvi. 167 The ground swell among the shoalings
before the storm comes to shore.

3. Sc. Spearing fish in shallow water.
1791 Statist. Ace. Scot. II. 15 ThisUc. spearing fish] is also

called shauling; as it is generally practised, when the tide
is almost spent, and the waters turned shallow.

Shoalness (/Jalnes). For forms see Shoal a.

[-ness.] Shallowness (of water).
155a Hulokt, Shallownes or sholenes in water, uadum,

1588 Hickock tr. C. Frederick's Voy. 4 b, No great ships
come thether, by reason of the sholdnes of the water there-
abouts, c 1685 [see Intercurrent a. 1 a], c 1735 Torring.
ton Mem. (Camden) 104 In regard of the shoalness of the
coast in that bay. 1862 Dupont Desp. 4 Mar. in Times

SHOCK.

27 Mar.,The difficulties arising from the indirectness of the
channel and from the shoalness of the bar.

Shoaly J^'li), a. Also 7 sholy, 8-9 shoally.
[f. Shoal $<U + -y.] Full of shoals or shallows.
1612 Drayton Poly.olb. xv. 235 [The river] hasting to his

fall, his sholy grauell scowr's. 1007 Drvden /Eneidw. 1130
The watchful Heroe felt the knocks : and found The tossing
Vessel sail'd on shoaly Ground. 1707 Land. Gaz. No. 4378/3The Place . . being very narrow and shoally. 1820 Q.' Rev.
XXIII. 77 The basin is navigable, but shoally for about
eight mdes. 1892 CornhiU Mag. Dec. 570 To steer in a
shoaly sea.

Shoarie, obs. forms of Shore.
Shoat \ Obs. exc. dial. Also •j shote, shoate,

shoot, 7, 9 shott, 9 shot. [Prob. repr. OE.
sceota trout (?f. root of sciotan to shoot, with
reference to its swift movement).] A fish resem-
bling the trout, but smaller, found in Devon and
Cornwall. (See also quots. 1865 and 1894.)
a 1000 Colloq. /F.lfric in Wr.-Wulcker 94 Tnictos, sceotan,

1602 Carew Cornwall 1. 26 The Shote [is] in a maner
peculiar to Deuon and Cornwall, in shape and colour he
resembleth the Trowt : howbeit in bignesse and goodnesse,
commeth farre behind him. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past.u
ii. 23 The Shoates with whom is Tauie fraught, c 1630 Risdon
Surv. Devon % 301 (1810) 312 This brook.. ahoundeth with
shoots and sheliscads, a fish not unlike the trout, and said to
be peculiar to Devonshire and Cornwall, a 1636 Westcote
I- iem Devonsh. (i845) 39Scad. Salmon. Shott. Seal. 1865
Couch Brit. Fishes IV. 225 Common Trout. [Syn.] Shot.
1880-84 F. Day Brit. Fishes II. 104 Salmo fario. Shot
(Westmoreland). 1894 Trans. Woollwfe Nat. Field Club
204 Mr. Matthews caught a good many 'shotts " [app. a local
term for grayling] in the Monnow above Monmouth Cap.

Shoat 2 (Jirat). dial, and U.S. Forms: 5
sohoyth, 6 schot, shoit(e, shoitte, shoyte,
shoyite, 7 shott, shoate, 5-9 shote, 6-9 shot,
7- shoat ; 6-7 shoote, 7-9 shoot ; 7 shutt, 8
shute, 8-9 shut. [Cf. WFlem. schote, schoteling,
a pig under one year old.]

1. A young weaned pig.

1413 Durham Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 54 In 1 porcelL de xraa
,

4d. In 1 Schoyth erupt., 22d. 146s Maim. S, Househ. Erf.
(Roxb.) 296 For vij. yonge shotes. v.s. 1509 in Stocks
Market Harb. Rec. (1890) 230 A Boere Fedde v shots and
A Sowe. 1567 Richmond Wills (Surtees) 203 Of old swyne
xij. Two shoits, v piggs, liiij" viij'1. 1611 Cotgk., Mar-
son, a shoat ; a hog thats a yeare, or vnder a yeare, old.
1618 Webster & Rowley Curefor Cuckold n. iii, You have
a brave Boy of your own wifes ; Oh tis a shot to this pig.
C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 155 Hoggs,
porkets, shootes and piggs. 1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 54
The shots overgoes the old swine. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. (1681) 331 Sheat

y
or Shutt, a young Hog. 1697

Dampier Voy. I. 411 We killed a small Shote, or young
Porker. 1707 [E. Ward] Barbacue Feast 5 A Hoggard
coming by with a Drove of young Shoats. a 1722 Lisle
flusb. (1757) 403 Spayed and gelt shutes. 1787 W. H. Mar.
shall Norfolk (1795) II. 388 Shots, young store swine.
181 x T. Davis Agric. Wilts 260 Shoots, young pigs of three
or four months old.

_ 1904 G. H. Lorimer Old Gorgon Gra-
ham vi. 120 Like a six-months shoat at the trough.

2. transf. An idle worthless person.
1800 Weems Life of Washington vi. (1877) 4° The

poorest shoat. 1840 Haliburton Clockm. Ser. m. xi. 153,
I am the poorest shot in the world. Poorest shote, said he,
you mean, for you have no soul in you. 1862 Lowell Big-
Icnv P. Ser. 11. iii, Long'z you elect for Congressmen poor
shotes thet want to goCoz they can't seem to git their grub
no otherways than so.

Shoat-fish, error for Sheat-fish.
1705 S. Dale Pharmacol. Suppl. 341 De SiIuro...The

Shoat- Fish.

Shoch (Jcx), si. Anglo-Irish. Also shaugh,
sheoch, shock, shough. [a. Irish seach ' a turn

;

seach tobac, a smoke of a pipe ' (Dinneen).] A draw
at a tobacco-pipe, a smoke.
1831 Lover Leg. 4- Stor. /ret. Ser. 1. 199 Afther gitten' an

air o1 the fire and a shaugh o° the pipe. 1900 iqtk Cent.
July 79N0W 'herself—as the [Irish] husband calls her

—

rarely indulges in a shock of the pipe. 1901 W. Barry
Wizards Knot 53 (E.D.D.) We'll.. take the sheoch of a
dudeen to clear our mouths of Davy Roche.

Shoch (Jcx)> v. Anglo-Irish, [f. prec] intr.

To draw at a tobacco-pipe, to smoke.
1898 Macmanus Bend ofRoad 107 An' himself an' the

Playboy shoughed out o' the same pipe 1

Shoohel, obs. form of Shauchle v. Sc.

II Shoxhet. Judaism. PI. shochetim. [Heb.
DniB* shohet, pr. pple. of shdhat to slaughter.] A
Jewish slaughterer, a person officially certified as

competent to kill cattle and poultry in the manner
prescribed by Jewish law.
1889 Hall Caine Scapegoat v, Within the gate of the

Mellah, a shochet was killing fowls and taking his tribute
of copper coins. 1893 Zangwill Childr. Ghetto I. 88, I

don't believe the Shochetim kill the animals properly.

Shochle, var. Shauchle, Shaughle v. Sc.

Shock (JVk)> siA Forms: a. (4 ?sohoke), 4-5
schoofc, shokk, 5 s(c)hokke, 6 sehooke, shoke,
6-7 shocke, 4- shock. )3. 8-9 dial, shuck, 9 shook.
[Corresponds to OS. scok neut., some definite

number of sheaves, MLG., LG. schok shock of

corn, group of 60 units (see next), NFris. skukke,

skok shock of corn, MDu. schok shock of corn, sixty

(Mod.Du. only the latter), MHG. schoc, schoch

heap, crowd, multitude, also sixty (mod.G. schock
sixty), MSw. skokk crowd, flock (so Sw. shock, also

sixty), Norw. skok flock, Da. dial, skok six sheaves.]



SHOCK.

1. A group of sheaves of grain placed upright

and supporting each other in order to permit the

drying and ripening of the grain before carrying.

Phrase, In shock.

«. ri3*5 Gloss. W. de Bibbesw. in Wright Voc. 154 Les

javeles en garbes lieet, En tresseus [glossed in schekes

;

Irtad schokes] les garbes mettet. 1387-8 T. Usk Test.

Love 1. Prol. 105 And al-though these noble repeis,. .han al

drawe and bounde up in the sheves, and mad many shockes,

yet [etc.]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schokke, of corne,

congelima. 1490 Caxton Eneydos xxi. 74 A shokke of

whete or other corne. 1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) 130 Corne
tithed (sir Parson) to gather go get and cause it on shocks

to be by and by set. 16*1 Bp. Mountagu Diatribse 170 The
lightest sheafe in all the shocke, . . good enough for God.
1651 tr. Kitchins Jurisdict. (1653) 87 The Lord cannot dis-

train shocks of Corn. 1670 J WlGBTWICK in O. Sanson?

$

Ace. Life (1710) 79 We having reaped two Acres of Wheat,
and set it up in Shock, Lodowick came and threw it all

down. 1746 Brit. Mag. 109 He found Three hundred
Shock of Corn in the Fields. 1798 MonthlyMag. Mar. 192/2

They bind it [wheat] up in small sheaves, and place them in

what they call shocks, ten together, five on each side. 1829
Glover's Hist. Derby I. 1 82 Whole fields of corn, both stand.

ing and in shock. 1891 Morris Poems by Way (1896) 192

So 'tis wellaway for Goldilocks, As he left the land of the

wheaten shocks.

fi. 1775 Johnson West. 1st., Lough Ness 68_A small spot of
ground on which stood four shucks, containing each twelve

sheaves of barley. 1784 W. H. Marshall Midi. Counties

(1790) II. 15 In this country, 'sheaf corn' is universally
' hooded '—covered with two sheaves inverted,—as it is set

up in 'shuck \ 1823 A. Small Rom. Antiq. Fife 135 Any
piece of ground.. in which the stooks or shooks of corn
stood thick after being reaped. 1892 P. H. Emerson Son
ofFens xv. 146 As I pitched on the twoshoovestomakeup
the shuck—that be twenty shooves.

2. transf. A crowd (of persons) ; a heap, bunch,

bundle (of things).

c 1430 Lydg. Paternoster 306 Lyk as a glenere on a large

lond Among shokkys plentyvous of auctours. 1567 Golding
Ovid's Met. vii. (1593) 154 Koike by heaps did flocke To
Marsis sacred field, and there stood thronging in a shocke.

1806 Beresford Mis. Hum. Life (1826) xii, We have both
been equally busy, .in gleaning up such.. tortures.. as we
had left behind at our general harvest. For my own share,

1 have cocked up a tolerable shock of 'em.

3. Comb. (See quots.)

1759 Brown Compl. Farmer 47 Those pigs that are reared

on stubble, are call d shock pigs. 1856 Morton Cycl. Agric.
II. 725/3 Shock-fork (Suff.) a large three-tined fork, used
in gathering barley and clover into heaps for the pitchers.

Shock (J^k), sb& Comm. Now only Hist.

Forms: 4schok, (scok), 4-6 shok, 7 shocke, 6-

shock. [a. G. (LG., HG.) schock, Du. schok\

prob. a special use of schock = Shock sb.^
-

]

1. A lot of sixty pieces. (Used with reference to

certain articles of merchandise originally imported
from abroad.)

[1391 Earl Derby's Expea\ (Camden) 72 Et per manus
eiusdem pro ij schok bykeres per ipsum emptis ibidem, xx
scot.] 1583 Rates of Custome ho. Fj, Trayes the shock

[1545 flocke] contayning lx. x, s. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 4
SchecL* Rates, s. v. Boxes, Sope boxes the Shocke containing
three-score boxes. 1674 Jeake Arith. (1696) 65 Many
small Wares called Habberdashery..are sold by Dozens,
Scores, Shocks. 1724 Act 11 Geo. /, c 7 Addit. Bk. Rates,
Platters of Wood, the Shock, containing sixty.

|| b. A German money of account = 60 groschen.

1617 Moryson Itin. 1. 283 In Bohemia .. Merchants
reckoned two hallers for a pfenning, and six pfenning for a
grosh, and sixty grosh for a shocke.

f2. A roll of cloth containing twenty-eight ells.

Obs. rare-'1
.

1612 Sc, Bk. Customs in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 318
Poldaveis the shok contening xxviii elnis.

Shock (Ji>k), sb.% Forms : a. 6-7 shocke (6

shocque), 7 shok, 7-8 shoke ; j8. 6 chok, choke,

7 choc, chock, chocke, 7-8 choque. [app. a.

F. choc, noun of action f. choqiter : see Shock v.2

First adopted as a military term ; the wider use is partly

due to development in Eng., and partly to the readoption

of the Fr. word in specific applications.

The p forms present difficulties. The choc, choque of the

late 17th and early 18th c. were obviously viewed by the

writers as adoptions from French ; but in some of the earlier

instances there are three possibilities : (1) the word may
have been adopted orally with (J), but spelt ch after the

Fr. ; (2) the word may have been originally a graphic adop-
tion, and the ch have been pronounced in Eng. fashion as

( lJ) *> (3) the Fr. word may have been confused with an
etymologically unrelated word chock.

The following examples, where chocke has the sense ( light

blow', 'chuck (under the chin)' probably represent a dif-

ferent word (cf. similar examples under Shock v."
1
) 1

1607 Markham Caval. 11. v, 82 Giue him the euen stroke

with both your spurres, & a good chocke in the mouth with
your brydle hand. 1611 (see Chuck sb.$ 1).]

1. Mil. The encounter of an armed force with

the enemy in a charge or onset; also, the encounter

of two mounted warriors or jousters charging one

another.
a. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Coitio militum, the shocke.

1583 Stocker Civ. Warres Lowe C. in. 106 The saide

Englishe Men abode the first Shocqueor charge. 1594 Shaks.
Rich. Ill, v. iii 93 This doubtful! shocke of Armes. 1621

in Kempe Losely MSS. (1836) 462 Ye best men for y* shock
of y warr. 1634 Peacham Compl. Gentl, xix. (ed. 2) 242
But the Pikes when they are to give or receive a shocke,
are to be commanded [etc.]. 1758 A tin. Reg. 52 The Prussian
infantry, which had often stood, and often given, so many
terrible shocks. 18x4 Southey Roderick xxv. 166 Anon the
hosts met in the shock of battle. x88i Bell tr. C. von

720

Schmidt's Insir. Training Cavalry 129 We thus obtain

the moral effect of surprise, in addition to the physical effect

of the shock and sabre, &c. 1897 ' O. Rhoscomvl ' White
Rose Arno 210 To retreat without coming to the shock.

0. 1584 Hudson Du Bartas' Judith v. (1608) 78 Scarsly

they could keep them in their bound, Till pype, or Cymball,
or the trumpets sound, Denounce the choke. 1585 Jas. I

Ess. Poesie (Arb.) 17 Syne Phifers, Drummes, and Trumpets
cleir do craue The pelmell chok.

D. trans/, and Jig.
a. 1638-56 Cowley Davideis m. Poems (1905) 341 Long

had the patient Adriel humbly born The roughest Shocks
of her imperious Scorn. 1683 D. A. Art of Converse 87
It happens, .that we either understand not, or mistake what
is said in opposition to what we advance..; we think only
on't when the shoke is past, that we could have easily re-

turn'd this or that answer. 1879 H.Taylor Germ. Lit. 285
The shock and encounter of thought.

0. 1665-6 Pepys Diary 14 Feb., Sir G. Carteret had pre-

pared himself to answer a choque of Sir W. Coventry, by
offering of himself to shew all he had paid, and what is

unpaid [etc.].

2. A sudden and violent blow, impact, or colli-

sion, tending to overthrow or to produce internal

oscillation in a body subjected to it ; also, the

disturbance ofequilibrium or the internal oscillation

resulting from this.

1614 Gorges Lucan vi. 219 The rams, the engines, and
the slings,. .Whose often shockes did make such wrack,
That tower and rampart gins to crack. 1653 H. Cogan tr.

Pinto's Trav. xxiii. 81 He. .running heron the starboard

side gave her so terrible a shock that they sank both to-

gether. 1741 A. Monro Anat. (ed. 3) 302 To prevent too

great a Shoke of the Fabrick of the Body in walking. 1813

Scott Trierm. m. xxxix, Fierce and frequent were the

shocks. 184a Tennyson Godiva 74 With twelve great shocks

of sound, the shameless noon Was clash'd and hammer'd
from a hundred towers. 1865 Tyndall Fragm. Sci. (1879)

I. ii. 66 Millions of shocks are received every second from

the calorific waves. 1889 Sir E. Arnold Seas <$ Lands ii.

(1895) 17 The colossal block [of consolidated snow] capsizes

with a second shock, startling the ocean for leagues around.

£. 1603 Florio Montaigne 1. xix. 32 Hast thou not seene

..one of his ancestors die miserably by the chocke of an
hog [orig. chocqui par un pourceau]. 1684 Waller Ess.

Nat. Exper. 59 As soon as ever the Bubbles rise above the

Vinegar, and by the chock of the Air break, their Covering
is curiously scattered about. 17*6 Swift Gulliver in. iii,

A sudden fall might endanger the bottom or under surface

of the island, which., might happen to crack by too great

a choque.

b. spec, (= earthquake shock). A sudden and
more or less violent shake of a part of the earth's

surface ; a single movement of the scries of move-
ments constituting an earthquake.

1692 T. Robinson in Ray Disc. 11. v. (1693) 211 Some
Machines were., retarded by the Choc [of the Earthquake].

1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.95 After I. .foundstillno more Shocks
of the Earthquake follow, I began to be more compos 'd.

1767 Ann. Reg. 67 They had felt thirty-six shocks of the

earth. 1869 Phillips Vesuv. ix. 2^3 Vibrations in the land

—

suddenly excited and rapidly passing on, so as to be described

as ' shocks '.

3. trans/, and fig. A sudden and violent effect

tending to impair the stability or permanence of

something ; a damaging blow (to a condition of

things, a person's health or constitution, an insti-

tution, a belief, etc.).

1654 tr - Scudery*s Curia Pol. 92 Griefe did not seize upon
her reason.. and it is fit then that joy should not now give

a chock to mine. 1736 Butler Anal. 1. i. 21 The great

shock and alteration, which we shall undergo by death.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, It gave a severe

shock to his constitution. 1833 Hr. Martineau Berkeley

1. viii. 152 The shock given to commercial credit. 1885

Temple Relig. fy Sci. iv. 109 In spite of these shocks belief

in revelation is strong still in men's souls.

t b. Opposition, clashing, conflict. (Cf. Shock
z>.2 1 c .) Obs.

1664 Marvell Corr, Wks. 1872-5 II. 172 Your Majesties

Sovereign Power is free from all shock and competition.

4. A sudden and disturbing impression on the

mind or feelings; usually, one produced by some
unwelcome occurrence or perception, by pain,

grief, or violent emotion (occas. joy), and tending

to occasion lasting depression or loss ofcomposure
;

in weaker sense, a thrill or start of surprise, or of

suddenly excited feeling of any kiirtl.

1705 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. in. Pain 12 He that can't

stand the Shock of Pain.. can never be firm in bis Duty,
nor true to his Engagements. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia

x. x. (1882) II. 463 When Cecilia was a little recovered from

the shock of the first interview. 1812 Crabbe Tales, Ara-
bella 28 But (though her young companions felt the shock)

She studied Berkeley, Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix, So Mrs. Bute, after the first

shock of rage and disappointment, began to accommodate
herself as best she could to her altered fortunes. 1879 Geo.
Eliot Theo. Such x. 180 Invigorating shocks of laughter.

1885 'Mrs. Alexander'^/ Bayv, It gives me a kind of

shock to think you are obliged to be on your guard in your

own home.

b. Used for : An occurrence, discovery, etc. that

occasions a shock.
1841 B'ness Bunsen in Hare Life (1879) II. 18 The death

of my Father was a great shock to me. 190* R. Bagot
Donna Diana xiv. 161 It had been somewhat of ashock to

the Cardinal when Monsignor Tomei had frankly informed

him that [etc.].

C. A feeling of being shocked (see Shock v. 2 4) ;

a pained sense of something offensive to morality

or decorum.
1876 Trevelyan Macaulay I. iv. 159 He was still quite

SHOCK.

young when the concession of Catholic Emancipation gave
a moral shock to the Tory party. 1874 H. R. Reynolds
John Bapt. v. § 2. 321 It occasioned no moral shock for

Him to believe in the gospel of the kingdom.

5. Med. A sudden debilitating effect produced
by over-stimulation of nerves, intense pain, violent

emotion, or the like ; the condition of nervous
exhaustion resulting from this.

1804 Abernethy Surg. Observ. 218 The shock of the
operation. 1867 E. Morris {title} A practical Treatise on
Shock after Surgical Operations and Injuries. 1898 Alt-
butt's Syst. Med. V. 430 The condition known as ' shock \
which is apt to supervene, to a greater or less degree, on
serious injuries and on surgical operations. 1912 Standard
20 Sept. 8/4 She suffered severely from inflammation of the
eyes and nervous shock.

6. A momentary stimulation of a nerve. Also,
a stimulation of nerves with resulting contraction

of muscles and feeling of concussion ; spec. = elec-

trie shock (see Electric a. 2 b).

1818 Bostock Galvanism 24 Volta. .found that forty pairs

of the metallic disks, with the proper number of pieces
of moistened card interposed, were sufficient to produce a
shock, which was very distinctly felt in the hands and arms,

1857 Hughes Tom Brown 11. iii, He. .had made unto him-
self an electric machine from which it was his greatest

pleasure and glory to administer small shocks to any small

boys who were rash enough to venture into his study. 1899
Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 828 The needles should not

touch one another or shocks are produced, very harmful to

young infants.

7. attrib. and Comb.., as shock-like, -resisting,

-seasoned adjs. ; shock-absorber, a device fitted

to mechanically-propelled vehicles in order to

absorb vibration, hence shock-absorbing a.
;

shock-action Mi/., a method of attack by a charge

of cavalry, in which the force of the impact is

principally relied upon ; + shock-bottle, a

humorous designation for an electric jar ; shock-
tactics Mil., tactics in which shock-action forms

a principal part.

1906 Daily Chron. 20 Oct. 2/7 It is this reactionary shock,

of course, which., has brought into use the various forms of

*shock-absorbers. 1909 Westm. Gaz. 23 Mar. 4/2 The
under-part of the aeroplane is fitted with wooden runners,

independent of the *shock-absorbing suspension. 1884 M. H.
Hayes Matt. Tactics iv. 25 The distinguishing charac-

teristics of cavalry are its great mobility and *shock action.

1827 in Honeys Every-day Bk. 1 1. 1077 Taking from *Shock-
bottles shocks. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 865 The raus-

cular contractions differ from those which occur in ordinary

chorea by being sudden and *shock-like. 1842 Civil Engin.
<y Arch. Jrnl, V. 285/2 We have reduced the blow or

*shock-resisting quality of the iron. 1863 Patmore Angel
in Ho. n. 1. ix, My lonely faith, like heart-of-oak, *Shock-

season'd. 1895 Sir E. Wood Cavalry Waterloo Camp. i.

(ed. 2) 2 The most successful ' Nation
_
in Arms *, believing

thoroughly in the use of *shock tactics, has adopted the

lance, not only for ' Medium ', but also for ' Light ' Cavalry.

I Shock, sbA Obs. [See Shough.] A dog
having long shaggy hair, spec, a poodle. See also

Shock-dog.
1638 Nabbes Bride v. i, My neighbour is very skilfiill ; he

cured my little shock of the mange. 1685 Tate Cuckolds-

Haven 1. ti. 5 Dear delicate Madam, I am your little Para-
quit, your Sparrow, your Shock, your Pugg, your Squirrel.

1709 Steele & Swift Tatter No. 70 P 15 The Bones are

pick'd clean by a little French Shock that belongs to the

Family. 17x9 D'UrfeyPHIs II. 331 Neat Spanniel 'Squires

and combing Shocks,. .Were at her Leve early. 1800 Shaw
Gen. Zool. I. 280 Maltese Dog. . .In some of its varieties the

hair is extremely long, as in the Skock [Iread Shock] and
the Lion-Dog.

Shock (fck), sb.s [? Formed as next adj.] A
thick mass (of hair).

1819
( R. Rabelais * Abeillard fy Heloisa 70 Each Blood,

who all day capers, At night puts up his shock in papers.

1847 Longf. Evan%. I. iii. 3 Shocks of yellow hair, like the

silken floss of the maize. 1883 Stevenson Silverado Sq. 140

He would toss back his shock of hair and laugh hoarsely.

1894 Geog. Jrnl. III. 479 They are beardless, and usually

wear a shock of unkempt hair.

transf. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 1. vi, The pit was
sandy and dry ; a shock of brambles hung upon one edge.

Shock (J>k), a. [? Back-formation from Shock-

dog.] Having rough thick hair. Of hair: Rough
and thick, shaggy. (See also Shock-head.)
1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens No. 39 (1713) !• 255

A certain little shock Whig. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721)

I. 253 The white shock Turky Rabbet. 1771 Franklin
Autobiog. Wks. 1840 I. 30, I reached through the water to

his schock pate and drew him up. 1862 Borrow Wales xxv.

I. 294 He was a fellow with red shock hair and very red

features. 1865 Alex. Smith Summer in Skye II. 205 There
were quick and nimble brains under the shock heads of the

lads you saw.

b. Comb., as shock-bearded, -haired, -patea adjs.

1908 Blackw. Mag. Sept. 408/2 *Shock-bearded peasants.

1862 Calvekley Verses $ Transl. (1894) 89 Bob the "shock-

haired knifeboy. 1830 Miss Mitford Village Ser. iv. 281

A handy, good humoured, *shock-pated fellow.

t Shock, v.l Obs. In 5 schokke. [Before the

16th c. found only in Morte Arthure ; cf. Shog v.,

and MLG., MHG. schocken to swing, wag, quiver

;

also G. schaukeln to swing.]

1. intr. To go swiftly and suddenly; to dart,

rush ; to make a rapid or forced march. Chiefly

with adv., away, down, in, on.

la 1400 Morte Arth. 1759 Thay..Schokkes in with a

schakke, and schontez no langere. Ibid. 4235 Hc.schokkes
in scharpely in his schene wedys. X553 Brende Q. Curtius



SHOCK.

iv. 104 They shocked away in divers companies. 1581 A.
Hall Iliad iv. 62 An enterprise it selfe presentes, whereto
if so you shocke, Men shal thee cal the happiest this side
the Ocean firre. 1583 Stocker Cm Warres LoweC. iv. 62
There came out . . about thirtie horsemen, shockyng firste on
towardes Eastwike Trenche, and anon towards Westwike.
1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 246 And so shocking
downe towards the straits of Bosphorus, by his embassador
concluded a league with Emanuell the Greeke Emperour.
2. trans. To move suddenly and swiftly.

? a 1400 Morte Arth. 3816 In he schokkes his schelde,
schountes he no lengare. Ibid. 3852 He schokkes owtte a
schorte knyfe schethede with siluere.

Shock (J>k), v.* Forms: a. 6 shok, 6-7
shocke, 6- shock; @. 6 chock, 7 chocke,
chocque, 8 choak. [app. a. F. choquer (13th c.)

= Sp. chocar, of obscure origin.
Some regard the vb. as an adoption from Germanic, com-

paring OHG. scoc swing, MHG. schocken to swing. But
an early OF. ch can hardly represent G. sch, and the affinity
of sense is not close. Others suppose that the original sense
is ' to stumble, knock against ', the vb. being f. OF. choque
tree-stump; cf. OF. choter to stumble, f. chope tree-stump.
The senses below are all from Fr. ckoquer, and were intro-

duced at different periods : see note to sense 4. The older
Shock v. 1 appears to be unconnected.
pThe form chock tprob. to be regarded as a distinct word)

occurs (in the io-inh c> in various senses of Fr. choquer.
trans, a. To knock about, buffet, b. To give a blow to ;

to ' chuck ' under the chin, c To knock one against the
other, to jingle (coins).

a. 1567 Turberv. Epit., etc. 128 Now, now the churlish
chanell me doth chock, Now surging Seas conspire to breede
my carke.

b- 1583 [see Chuck v. 2
]. 1607 Markham Caval. iv. vt. 29

The verie manner of bringing a horse vnto it, which is by
chocking him in the mouth. Hid. viii. 38 You shal neither
chock htm in the mouth, nor [etc.]. 1658 [see Chuck v.2 t],

c. 16*7 Dravton Agincourt 63 In the Tauerne, in his
Cups doth rore, Chocking his Crownes.]

1. intr. To come into violent contact, to collide,

clash together \ esp. to encounter in the shock of
battle. Now only arch, or as a Gallicism.
1576 Turberv. Venerie xvii. 45 Theybeginne then both

of them to vault, and to scrape the grounde with their feete,

shocking and butting one against another. 1584 Hudson
Du Bar las' Judith 111. (1608) 46 Together soone they shock
with hatefull yre 1640 tr. Verdere's Rom. 0/Rom. 1. xxv.
116 One would have said, that four towres torn from their
foundations, by so many whirlwinds, had shocked together.
174a Humr Ess., Parties (1817) I. 54 Two men, travelling
on the highway, the one east, the other west, can easily
pass each other, if the way be broad enough : but two men,
reasoning upon opposite principles of religion, cannot so
easily pass, without shocking. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.
(1862) I. 49 Two mountains shocked against each other,
approaching and retiring with the most dreadful noise.
183a Trnnvson Love thou thy Lami 78 If New and Old,
disastrous feud, Must ever shock, like armed foes. 187a
— Gareth 039 All at fiery speed the two Shock'd on the
central bridge. 1888 Chamb. Jrnl. 6 Oct. 626/2 Carriage
after carriage shocked fiercely against the engine and the
compartments in front of it.

+ b. trans. To collide with, jostle. Obs,

1783 Justamond tr. Raynafs Hist. Indies V. 151 It is

necessary to fix them with several anchors, to prevent their
shocking each other. 1794 Rigging «$• Seamanship II. 268
The rudder is shocked by the water.

f c. To run counter to, to oppose. Obs. rare.

1667 Dryoen Ind. Emp. 1. ii, That Monarch sits not
safely on his Throne, Who bears, within, a power that
shocks his own. 1676 — Aurengz. it. i, Advise him not to
shock a Father's Will.

•f 2. To assail with a sudden and violent attack,

to charge (an enemy) with troops, etc. Obs.
1614 Gorges Lucan 111. no But whosoever of the foes Did

shocke their sides, or changed blowes With Brutus shippe,
htm grappling fast, He boords. 1699 Re/at. Sir. T. Morgan's
Progr. France 7 Major-General Morgan demanded of his
Excellency, whether he would Shock the whole Army at one
dash, or try one Wing first? 1767 Ann. Reg., Ace. Bks.

276/1 The Christians rowed forwards.. and shocked the
enemy's gallies with the spurs or beaks of theirs.

f 3. To throw (troops) into confusion by an onset

or charge ; to damage or weaken by impact or

collision ; to destroy the stability of. Wsojig.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 1364 The Countie Egmond..

recharged vpon them with all his forces together so terribly

that he shokt ail their battayle. 1674-5 Stillingfl. Serm.
34 Feb., Wks. 1710 I. 215 They who could not be shocked
by persecution were in danger of being- overcome by flattery.

i«6 G. Roberts Four Yrs. Voy. 351 That Sea that shock d
the Vessel, wasa Forerunner of a greater. 1770 Lanchorne
Plutarch (1879) II. 770/1 It carried down trunks of trees..,

which much shocked and weakened the pillars of his bridge,

f b. To shake (a building, etc) with an earth-

quake shock. Obs.

1731 [see Raise v. 4 &\ 174s Plant Earthquakes in Phil,

Trans. XLII. 34 It continued roaring, bursting, and shock*

ing our Houses all that Night.

4. In early use, to wound the feelings of, offend,

displease. In later use, with stronger sense : To
affect with a painful feeling of intense aversion or

disapproval ; to scandalize, horrify ; to outrage (a

person's sentiments, prejudices, etc.). Often in

passive, to be scandalized or horrified at.

The prevalent 17th c spelling (see f$) shows that the sense
was then regarded as a use of the F. chatter.
a. 1694 Congreve Double Dealer v, xvii, Thy stubborn

temper shocks me. and you knew it would. 1711 Steele
Spec/. No. 6 P 2 They are no more shocked at Vice and
Folly, than Men of slower Capacities. 1767 Lady S. Bum-
bury in Jesse Seltvyn <y Contemp. (1843) Ik *78 I am

Vol. Vllt
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shocked to death to see you must be back by the end of
September. 1815 Scott Guy M. iv, They durst not at once
shock the universal prejudices oftheir age. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. ii. I. 188 Every moderate man was shocked by
the insolence, cruelty, and perfidy with which the noncon-
formists were treated. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. x.

(1880) 164 The priests who visited the slaves at the galleys
were horribly shocked at the cruelties practised on them.
1880 L. Stephen Pope vii. 175 Pope., was terribly shocked
when he found himself accused of heterodoxy.
0. 1656 Cowley Odes, 2ndOlympique Introd., The Reader

must not be chocqued to hear him speak so often of his own
Muse. 1663 Sir G. Mackenzie Relig. Stoici x. (1685) 97
To abrogate, by our practice, whatever chocks our present
humor. 1708 Swift Abol. Christianity Misc. (171 1) 174 The
Gentlemen of Wit and Pleasure are apt to murmur, and be
choqued at the sight of so many daggled-tail Parsons.

b. absol,

18*0 Belzoni Egypt «$ Nubia 1. 109 Those [customs] which
shock at first sight, lose their effect on him.

5. To impart a physical shock to, to cause(a person
or a part of the body) to suffer a nervous shock.
1733 Belloste Hosp. Surg. ii. 17 Mercury produces its

effect.. by its shocking and disengaging the fibres. 1747 tr.

Asiruc's Fevers 213 The corresponding parts of the medul-
lary substance are so shocked, that the animal spirits there
contained are more vigorously protruded into the nerves.
1841 J. T. Hkwlett Parish Clerk I. 271 The nervous sys-
tem was so much shocked. 1900 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 3 Feb.
257/2 The state of the patients, as to collapse, when first

seen varied enormously.. : some were absolutely ' shocked ',

others not at all so.

b. To give (a person) an electric shock.
i746\VATSONin/>A;V.7

,

ra«j.XLIV.74iItremainsnow,that
I endeavour to lay before you a Solution why our Bodies are
so shocked in the Experiments with the electrified Water.
1769 E. Bancroft Guiana 196 The Torporific Eel, caught
by a hook, violently shocks the person holding the line.

188a Nature XXVI. 260, I got severely shocked [by light-
ning] when sending my report.

Shock (jjpk), z>.3 Now dial, [f. Shock sbA]
1. trans. To arrange (sheaves) in a shock. Also

with up.
c 1440 Protttp. Parvt 447/2 Schokkyn schovys or ober

lyke, tasso. 15*6 Pitgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 23 After that
he wedeth it, repeth it, bindeth it, and shocketh it, and at
the lastcaryetb.it home tohisbarne. 15S4 Act 23 EH2.C 10
§ 2 Before . . suche Come and Graine shalbe shocked, cocked,
hiledor copped. 1657 Trapp Com/it. Job v. 26 Corn when
ripe is reaped, shockt up, and carried into the barn. 1764
Museum Rust. II. 107 Some shock their sheaves, setting
them up in traves of six sheaves of a side, and two to cap
them. 1836 Backwoods 0/ Canada 188 The ripe corn is

either shocked as beans, .or the cobs pulled and braided on
ropes. 1809 Rider Haggard Farmers Yr. 325 We finished
cutting, tying, and shocking the wheat on Baker's.
absol. 1599 Breton Praise Virtuous Ladies (Grosart) 59/1

If he can shocke, sheecan binde sheafes.

fb. trans/, and Jig, Obs.
c 1450 Lvdg. & Burgh Secrees 354 In sondry konnynges I

Can Remembre noon,. .But ye haue parcel of hem euery-
choon, And shokkyd hem vp in Ordre by and by. 1519
Horman Vulg. 19 Valantynys be put and shocked in a close
vessell as is a cappe. 1555 Watreman Fardle Facions Pref.

6, 1 haue shocked theim [stories] vp together, as well those
of aunciente tyme, as of later yeres.

+ 2. refl, and intr. To crowd together. Obs,
c 1400 Maundev. (1839) xxiii. 252 And whan thei wil

fighte, thei wille schokken hem to gidre in a plomp. [Fr.

its sount si sarres ensemble que..}, a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VIII 33 Sodaynly the Frenchmen shocked to their
standarde and fled. x6» F. Markham Bk. IVar iv. viii.

15* He shall also see that when they march in Battalia, then
they shocke close together and as it were ioyne Cush to
Cush.

Shockable (fr-kab'l), a. nonce-wd. [f. Shock
z\2 + -able.] Easily shocked.
1893 Collingwood Ruskin I. 27 His parents were not of

the shockable sort,

Shockatory, variant of Shackatory Obs.

t Shock-dog. Obs. [f. Shock sb.*] = Shock sbA
1673 Shadwell j5/.t<ww Wells 1. 9 We [women] are already

so pester'd with gay Fools, that have no more sense than our
Shock-dogs. 1780 H. Walpole Vertue's A need. Paint.
(1782) IV. Advert. 13 Her shock dog, large as life, and only
notalive, has a looseness and softness in thecurlsthat seemed
impossible to terra-cotta. 1845 Youatt Dog iv. 104 The
Shock-dog is traced by Buffon, but somewhat erroneously,

to a mixture of the small Danish dog and the pug.

Shocked (J>kt),///. a.i [f. Shock z/.2 + -:edi.]

1. Shaken violently.

164a IackePuffe 16 in Hazl. E. P, P. IV. 315 The women
did.. quake, As did the people, in old /Esops time, At the
shockt mount, whereforth a Mouse did clime. 1904 Kipling
Things fy the Man 17 in Times 1 Aug. 7/6 The peace of
shocked Foundations flew Before his ribald questionings.

2. Scandalized, horrified.

1861 Palev Mschylus (ed. 2) Agam. 1555 note, He.. is

with difficulty pacified by the more collected and shocked,
if not now repentant Clytemnestra. 1883 Miss Broughton
Belinda II. 191 * She is making him [the Prince] shake hands
with her !

* says Sarah, in a shocked voice. 1884 Harpers
Mag. Oct. 692/1 Agnes put on a shocked face.

Hence Shockedness.
1895 Mrs. W. K. Clifford Flask o/Summer xxvi, ' Per-

haps you will come into the dining-room, sir ', Elizabeth
said, with a little air of shockedness at Mr. Belcher's
manner.

Shocked (J>kt), ///. a? [f. Shock z\3 + -EDi.]

Of corn : Heaped in shocks.

1839 Clough Early Poems iii. 7 And glimmering grain
Standing or shocked through the thick hedge espied. 1884
St. James's Gaz. 22 Aug. 14/2 Fields of shocked or stooked
corn.

SHOCKING.

Shocker 1 (J>k3i). [f. Shock z».2 + _ERi,]

Something which shocks or excites ; esp. a work
of fiction of a sensational character. Also attrib.

1824 [Cark] Craven Gloss., Shocker, a person of infamous
character. 1886 [see Shilling 6]. 1890 Athenmum 7 June
734/3 ' For so Little ' has some of the qualities one looks for
in the 'shocker '

; but the greatest of these is brevity, and
that it has not got. 1907 Daily Chron. 20 Nov. 3/4 The
reader must often be in doubt whether he is being treated to
genuine biography or mere ' shocker ' fiction.

Shocker 2 (J"fk3i). [f. Shock a>ft+-n*.] One
who piles sheaves in shocks.
1817 Clare Shcph. Cal. 71 Some o'er the rustling scythe

go bending on ; And shockers follow where their toils have
gone. 1895 Voice (N. Y.) 28 Nov. 7/4 He rides a harvester,
and rapidly tumbles his wheat sheaves.. into convenient
bunches for the one lone shocker to set up and cap.

Shock-head, tt Shock a.] A head covered
with a thick crop of hair.
1818 Scott Rob Roy xxxii, A shock-head of red hair,

b. attrib. or adj. (in quot. trans/.).

184a Tennyson Amphion v, The shock-head willows.

So Shock-headed a.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxii, He was a wild shock-headed
looking animal, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Floss 1. xi, Two
small shock-headed children were lying prone and resting on
their elbows. 1899 R. Bridges Idle Flowers Poems (1912)

353 Shock-headed Dandelion, That drank the fire of the sun.

Shocking (Ji>'kiij), vbl. sb.^ [f. Shock v? +
-ing 1.] The action of Shock v.'z in various senses.
1692 R. L'Estrange Josephus, Wars Jews vi. xii. (1733)

754 Upon the Shocking of the two Bodies, it rais'd such a
Dust and Clamour, that theie was nothing distinctly to be
seen or heard. 1739 Hume Hum. Nat. 1. iv. v. (18741 1. 529
'Tis absurd to imagine.. That the shocking of two globular
particles shou'd becone a sensation of pain. 1828 [H. Best]
Italy as ii is 89 Foot walkers, spreading over the whole,
have not found the necessity for a rule to prevent shocking
which we experience on our crowded trottoirs.

b. attrib. in shocking- coil, -machine, names of

apparatus for giving electric shocks.
1882 Knowledge 17 Mar. 434/2 Would any reader give.,

particulars for making a powerful shocking coil. 1894
Bottone Electr. Instr. 90 The ' Shocking ' Machine.

Shocking (Jp'kirj), vbl. sb* [f. Shock v.$ +
-ING 1.] The action of piling sheaves in shocks.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden eclxxxi, Conceding the

gathering, shocking, threshing, watering.. and spinning of
Hemp. 1764 Museum Rust. II. lxxv. 249 Shocking, or
stooking, is only a temporary preservative.

Shocking (Jf kirj), ppl. a. Also 8 chocquing,
choqulng, choquGing. [f. Shock v$ + -ing2 .]

That shocks, in various senses of the vb.

fl. Of troops: Meeting in the shock of battle.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 115 The shocking squadrons
meet in mortal fight. 1716 Pope Iliad vm. 75 And now
with Shouts the shocking Armies clos'd.

2. That gives offence ; offensive. Also, causing

unpleasant surprise. Now rare or Obs.
[It is noteworthy that in the earliest quot. the Fr. spelling

is used. A little earlier we find the actual Fr. word :

1691 Norris Pract. Disc. IV. 392 This is the Drift of my
Meaning,., than which I think nothing could be more inno-

cent or inoffensive in it self, how choquant or distastful so-

ever it may appear as our Reverend Author has been pleased
to dress it up.]

1703 Fleetwood 17 Serm. (1717)359 Such different images
would have crowded in upon the mind, as must have
occasion'd a confusion, horrible and chocquing. 1709
Stanhope Paraphr. IV. 534 This was the Choqueing
Principle to the Jews. 1710 Addison Whig Exam. No. 1

r x There is such a shocking familiarity both in his railleries

and civilities. 1740 Richardson Pamela (1824) I. 163, I

could tell twenty pleasant stories ; but my lady is too nice

to hear them ; and yet I hope, I should not be shocking
neither. 1774 tr. Chester/. Let. to Son 29 Oct. 1739, No-
thing is more shocking and disgustful than presumption and
impudence. 178a Cowper Alex. Selkirk 16 They are so
unacquainted with man, Their tameness is shocking to me.

1855 Macaulav Hist. Eng. xvii. IV. 29 His rude doctrines

were polished into a form somewhat less shocking to good
sense and good taste.

3. In stronger sense : Revolting to the feelings

;

exciting intense horror or repugnance.
a 1704 T. Brown Sat. agst. Woman Wks. 1730 I. 57 The

tale's too black and shocking to be told. 1749 Pointer
Oxon. Acad. 70 Brazen-nose College...The fine, though
shocking, Statue of Cain and Abel in the middle of the
Quadrangle. 1769 Junius Lett. v. 28 The charge. . is of so
shocking a complexion that I sincerely wish you may be able

to answer it. 1828 Scott Aunt Marg. Mirror ii, The
shocking tidings were brought from Holland, which fulfilled

even her worst expectations. 1849 Macaulav Hist. Eng.
iii. I.418 A state shocking to humanity. 1891 Farbak Darkn,
<$• Dawn xxx, It is shocking enough to see noble beasts

ruthlessly mangled.

b. absol.

1893 Leland Mem. I. 129 Even the Old Testament, with
all its stores of the ' shocking ', really does vtry little harm.

c. In colloquial use often hyperbolical-, cf. 4 and

Shockingly 2.

184a Browning Pied Piper iii, And as for our Corporation
—shocking To think we buy gowns lined with ermine For
dolts that [etc.].

4. Shockingly bad, ' execrable".

1798 Forester in Paget Papers (1896) I. 115 Shocking
Weather since you left. 1824 W. C. Taylor Anc. Hist.

xvii. § 2 (ed. 3) 496 His [Vespasian's] first care was to restore

the discipline of the army, which he found in a shocking
state of demoralization. 187a Black Adv. Phaeton vii, The
shocking way those boys spell.

b. (\nas\-adv. « Shockingly, vulgar.
1831SURTEES Jorrocks's Jaunts (1838) -g> /ooLnote, 'Vot
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SHOCKINGLY.

a shocking bad hat ! '—the slang cockney phrase of 1831.

1833 [S. Smith] Lett. J. Downing xvii. (1835) 102 As soon

as 1 saw what a shocking big place New York was. 1857

Hughks Tom Brmvn 1. i, A shocking bad road.

Shockingly (Jfkirjli), adv. [f. Shocking

///. a. + -ly-.J In a shocking manner or degree.

1 So as to shock the feelings ; revoltingly.

1741 Richardson Pamela IV. 106 There is not one

Character in it, but what is shockingly immoral. 1816

I Scott Vis. Paris (ed. 2) Pref. 68 We are shockingly

treated by the Prussians. 1858 Househ. Words 28 Aug.

241/1 A shockingly rude article.

2. colhq. Often, in depreciatory sentences, with-

out any special reference to the sensibilities, equiva-

lent to ' very ', ' extremely '.

1777 Miss Burnev Early Diary, Let. 27 Mar., Dr. John-

son. .is shockingly near-sighted. 178a — Cecilia 1. iv. To
be sure she's shockingly dear, that I must own. 1840 Hali-

burton Letter Bag iv. 57, I feel so shockingly nervous.

1901 W. R. H. Trowbridge Lett, her Mother to Eliz. xiii.

61 Two rather pretty, but shockingly badly-dressed girls.

b. = Shockingly ill ;
' abominably '. + To look

shockingly : to appear to be much out of health.

1768 Goldsm. Goodn. Man 1, You look most shockingly to-

day, my dear friend. 177a A nn. Reg. 50/2, 1 could perceive

that his eyes looked quite shockingly. 1825 T. Hook Say-
ings Ser. 11. Doubts tj- F. vii. II. 218 How shockingly he

looks. 1881 W. G. Marshall Through Amer. i. 47 Many
of the principal streets are shockingly paved.

3. So as to cause a shock of surprise.

1883 Stevenson Treas. 1st. iv, This sudden noise startled

us shockingly.

Shockingness (Jp'kirjines). [f. Shocking

///. a. + -ness.] The quality or condition of

being shocking
; f repulsiveness.

1753 Richardson Graudison I. xix. 128 It softened the

shockingness of his expression. 1885 American IX. 215

The shockingness of intrusion at such a time.
^
1000 Miss

Broughton Foes in Law xx, The phrase strikes her as

crude, even to shockingness.

Sliockle (Jc'k'l). Sc. and north. Now rare.

Forms: 6 schokle, (7 sheekle), 9 sohochle,

shoggle. [Shortened from ice-shockle, Icicle.]

A lump of ice ; an icicle.

1596J
Dai.rvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 46 First in thay

ryde into this riuer. .to thow the pypes and schokles of yce,

frosin vpon thame. 1639 Sir R. Gordon Hist. Earld.
Sutherl. (1813) 208 The ground wes ful of ronns, or sheckles

of yce. a 1859 Watt in Mod. Scott. Poets Ser. 11. 54 The
shochles, like crystal, hing clear frae the rocks. 1871 Wad.
dell Ps. lxxviii. 47 He dang doun their plane trees wi
shoggles o' ice.

t ShO'cky, a. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shock «.' + -y.]

Having a thick head of hair.

1698 Tyson Opossum in Phil. Trans. XX. 114 Nierem-
bergius.in his Figure, .represents him as Shocky, and, as it

were, with Curly Hair.

Shod (Jpd), sb. Sc. and north, [f. Shod ppl. a."\

1. A plate of iron fastened upon the heel of a

shoe to protect it from wear ; a heel-tip ; more
fully heel-shod.

c 1840 in A. Trotter E. Galloway Sk. (1901) 102/1 There's

a' things in the Jangle Box, Brass, aim, and tin, and shods
o* shoon. 191a A. M cCormick Words from Wild Wood
viii. 128 He had never seen heel shods like them.

2. A skid in the form of a shoe ; = Shoe si. 5 f.

1893 Crockett Slickit Minister 198 The great iron curved

shods which the lorrymen used to stop their coal waggons
on the steep streets.

Shod (jpd), ppl- a. For forms see the vb. See

also Shoed. [pa. pple. of Shoe ».]

L Wearing shoes. Chiefly with qualifying adv.,

well, neatly, etc. Also Dry-shod, High-shcd,
Slipshod adjs.

138a Wyclif Isa. xi. 15 So that thei passe thur3 hym shod
men [1388 schood men], c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1. 98
Dreme he barefote, dreme he shod [Caxton, Thynne shood],

c 1400 Rom. Rose 7463 And alle freres,shodde and bare, c 1440
Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schod,as men,calcealus. Schod, as hors,

ferratus. X537 in Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) 1. 129 note,

The Blake-Friers otherwise called the Shode Freers. 178a

Cowper Gilpin 82 But, finding soon a smoother road Beneath
his well-shod feet. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop v, A pair of
very imperfectly shod feet. 1888 '

J. S. Winter ' Booth's
Childr. 1, Neatly shod feet.

2. Of things : Furnished with a shoe of metal,

etc. ; tipped, edged, or sheathed with metal,

f Shod shovel : see Shovel si.

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Aeratus, Pila serata, shadde
[sic] or poynted with brasse. 1578 Knaresb. f^7//s(Surtees)

1. 134 A shod dunge forke. 1903 Kipling Five Nations 39
Where a man may bask and dream To the click of shod
canoe.poles.

b. Of cart wheels: Furnished with tires. Hence
of a cart : Having ' shod ' wheels.
1481 City Letter Bk. L. 163 b, No shod cart laden be

suffred to passe over the said Brigge. 1535 in Archzol.
Cant. VII. 304, j pece of shoyd whelys, the other onshoyd.
1563 Bottes/ord Manor Rec. in N. W. Line. Gloss., A shod-
wayne or carte. 1631 Weever Anc. Funeral Mon. 516
Diuers great Nailes of Iron were there found, such as are
vsed in the wheeles of shod carts. 1728 Act 1 Geo. II, Stat.
11. c 22 § 3 The Duty .. on Shod Carts, payable to the said
City [of Edinburgh]. 1831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I.

157 Wheels, considerably increased in breadth on their shod
surface,, .are not uncommon.
Shod : see Shud dial., shed.

Shodden (J>d'n), a. rare. [Badly f. Shod
///. a., on the supposed analogy of sod, sodden,
trod, trodden, etc.] = Shod ///. a.
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The form also occurs for the pa. pple. : see Shoe v.

1844 R. M. Milnes Palm Leaves 20 The floor.. unstained
by touch of shodden feet. 1859 H. Kingsley G. Hamtyn
xix, 'Black fellow', I said to myself; but no, those were
shodden feet that swept along so wearily.

Shodder, obs. form of Shudder v.

Shoddy (Ji^i), sb. [Of obscure origin.

It is possible that sense 4 may be the original meaning;
if so, the word may be a derivative of Shoad sb.]

1. Woollen yarn obtained by tearing to shreds

refuse woollen rags, which, with the addition of

some new wool, is made into a kind of cloth (see 2).

183a [see slwddy-grinder in 5]. 1836 G. Head Home
Tour 146 The ' shoddy ' as it is called may be, as occasion

requires mixed with new wool in any proportion. 1844 G.

Dodd Textile Manuf. iv. 138 Shoddy, or woollen rags torn

up fibre from fibre. 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 30/1
To this stuff [jr. cotton rags ground up] the name of ' shoddy

'

is given, but the real and orthodox ' shoddy ' is a production

of the woollen districts. 1881 Lekestcrsh. Gloss.
s
Shoddy,

waste from worsted spinning mills. 1904 Tailor <f Citttcr

4 Aug. 480/1 Shoddy : The fibres of wool of the softer makes
of old cloth after it has been torn to pieces.

b. Yorksh. dial. (See quot.)

1857 C. B. Robinson Besfs Farm, Bks. (Surtees) 183

Gloss., Scudde, 05. The dirt and grease from a fleece when
washed, called in the factories 'mouts'; the entire sub-

stance that falls on the floor being called ' shoddy ' or ' food ',

and being sold at a high rate for top-dressing grass land.

2. A cloth composed of shoddy wool (see 1);

more fully shoddy cloth. (See quot. 191 1.)

1847 M cCulloch Brit. Empire (ed. 3) I. 661 Formerly,
shoddy cloth was used only for padding and such like

purposes; but now flushings, druggets,. .&c., are either

wholly or partly made of shoddy. 1865 J. G. Holland
Plain Talk iv. 128 He clothed our troops with shoddy.
1884 M cLaren Spinning (ed, 2) 187 Shoddy is the worked-
up waste of soft woollen goods which have not been milled

and felted. 1903 Times 12 Mar. 11/3 Berlin Textiles...

Shoddies have been active and strong. 191 1 Encycl. Brit.

XXIV.992/2 The term ' shoddy ' issometimesappHed to all

fabrics made of such remanufactured materials, . . but strictly

it should be confined to a cloth produced from fabrics origi-

nally made from English and the longer cross-bred wools.

. .Upon the whole the ' cheap and nasty ' idea usually asso-

ciated with the term * shoddy ' . -is quite a mistake. Some
most excellent cloths are produced.

3. transf. and Jig. Worthless material made to

look like what is of superior quality; what is

worthless and pretentious in art, manufactures,

ideas, etc. ; the class of persons characterized by the

endeavour to pass for something superior to what
they really are, with respect to wealth, birth, cul-

ture, or refinement. Also (Cl.S.)
t
a 'shoddy'

person (see Shoddy a. 1).

1862 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. vi, * You think thet's eller-

kence,—I call it shoddy) A thing,
1 sez I, * wun't cover soul

nor body, I like the plain all-wool o' common-sense.' 1864

Sala in Daily Tel. 10 June, Shoddy; wears its sapphire, or

its diamond, or its signet ring outside its glove. 1873 L.

Stephen Free Thinking v. 156 He calmly retailed his

lengths of theological shoddy,—old fragments of decaying
systems woven into a web of the usual polish and flimsiness.

1879 Geo. Eliot Theo. Such xi. 195 A syntactical shoddy of
the cheapest sort. 1904 Boston (Mass.) Sunday Her. 29
June 8/5 They like the old families best, the families that
have always had money and servants...To use the language
of the girls themselves, they have ' no use for the shoddies '.

4. dial. a. ' The smaller stones at a quarry

'

{Antrim & Down Gloss. , 1880) ; also //. stones

of this kind. b. Inferior coal (Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1893 Building News 10 Feb. 195 [The house] is built of

shoddies quarried from the bill behind.

5. attrib. and Comb., as shoddy dust, flock, mer-

chant, metropolis, mill, trade ; shoddy-wards adv.

;

objective, as shoddy dealer, grinder, manufacturer',

shoddy-making'adj. ; instrumental, as shoddy-robed

adj.; shoddy fever (see quot. 1851) ; shoddy-
hole, a place in which rubbish is deposited, a dust-

hole ; alsoflg.
1857 P* O. Directory Yorksh. 1053 *Shoddy Dealers...

*Shoddy Merchants, i860 Piesse Lab. Chem. Wonders 31

You who breathe *shoddy dust. 1851 Mayhew Lond.
Labour II. 31/2 The disease popularly known as '•shoddy
fever '..is a species of bronchitis, caused by the irritating

effect of the.. dust. 1862 Catal. Internat. Exhib., Brit.

II. No. 4040, *Shoddy flocks. 183a Thackrah Effects of
Arts

y
etc. on Health (ed. 2) 67 "Shoddy-grinders.. are per-

sons employed .. in picking and tearing woollen rags, and
afterwards manufacturing them, with the addition of new
wool . .into yarn. 1845 Disraeli Sybil iv. iv, It's a
pretty go this, that I should be toiling in a *shoddy-hole

to pay the taxes for a gentleman what.. stretches his legs

on a Turkey carpet. 1895 M. Mather Lane. Idylls in. hi.

150 But durnd yo' think, doctor, that..we's be turnin' th'

Church into a shoddy hoile? 1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour
II. 30/2 The stuff which even the *shoddy-making devil

rejects, is packed off to the agricultural districts for use

as manure. Ibid., The *shoddy manufacturer. 1868 Q.
Rev. Apr. 338 Batley and its neighbourhood, in Yorkshire,

the great *Shoddy metropolis. 1837 McCulloch Brit.

Empire II. 51 In the neighbourhood of Batley and Dews-
bury are..*shoddy mills. 1886 Pollock Oxf. Led. etc
iv. (1890) 107 You will refuse to fall down and worship

the *shoddy-robed goddess Banausia. 1847 M cCulloch Brit.

Empire (ed. 3) I. 661 Dewsbury is at the head of what is

called the *shoddy trade, a i88z A. Trollope Autobiogr.

(1883) II. 210 Their [sc. Carlyle and Ruskin's] lamentations

..over a world which is supposed to have gone altogether

*shoddy-wards.

Hence Sho'ddy v. trans., to convert into shoddy.

Shoddydom, the shoddy class. Shoddyism,

SHOE,

pretentious vulgarity of style. Shoddyite, one

who deals in shoddy ; also, one of the shoddy class.

1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 33 While woollen and
even cotton goods can be 'shoddied '..no use is made of

the refuse of silk. . .There is little doubt that silk, like cotton,

could be shoddied. 1865 Daily Tel. 18 Apr. 5 This.. will

bring about a genuine prosperity, not the fictitious glare
of contractors and shoddyites. 1868 M. H. Smith Sunshine
ff Shad. N. York 61 A marble palace that would make all

Shoddydom red with envy. 1877 D. M. Wallace Russia
(ed. 2) I. 269 The Russian merchant's love of ostentation is

..something entirely different from English snobbery and
American shoddyism. 1883 Harpers Mag. Nov. 820/2
Unfortunately no part of the world . .is absolutely free from
the shoddyite, the cockney, and the snob.

Shoddy (Jipdi), a. [attrib. use ofShoddy sb. 3.]

1. Of a person : That pretends to a superiority

to which he has no just claim ; said esp. of those

who claim, on the ground of wealth, a social

station or a degree of influence to which they are

not entitled by character or breeding.
In the U.S. the word seems to have been first used with

reference to those who made fortunes by army contracts at

the time of the Civil War, it being alleged that the clothing

supplied by the contractors consisted largely of shoddy.

x86a Cong. Globe 3164/1 (Thornton Amer. Gloss.) The
anxiety of the ' shoddy ' politicians to assail that address.

1863 Boston (Mass.) Sunday Her. 15 Feb. 2/3 There are

shoddy lawyers, shoddy doctors,.. shoddy husbands and
shoddy wives, and, worse than all, there are shoddy news-

papers whose especial business it is to puff up all the shoddy
111 the world and endeavor to make the people believe that

it is the genuine article. 1865 Reader 8July 36 Those who
have become rich by swindling the United States Govern-
ment during the Civil War compose the 'shoddy

3
aristo-

cracy. 1896 How & Leigh Hist. Rome 434 That shoddy
saviour of society, called L. Cornelius Cinna.

2. Of a thing: Having a delusive appearance of

superior quality.

188a Daily Tel. 27 Nov. 5 A fleet of ships, shoddier by a
hundredfold than the shoddiest of those now afloat. 1891

S. C. Scrivener Our Fields # Cities 16 When they built

the shoddy cottages away down the hill—mere traps to

catch rent

3. Of, pertaining to or dealing in shoddy goods.

1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 26 Feb., Some shoddy upholsterer

has here evidently had carte blanche, and the result is..

gaudy ugliness. 1874 Coues Birds N. W. 197 Felting.,

made by some shoddy contractor for the supply of army
clothing. 1895 Barrett Surrey viii. 194 Nor is the furniture

unworthyofthe room. . .There is noshoddy antiqueabout this.

Hence Shoddily adv., Sho-ddiness.
1886 J. R. Rees Divers. Book-worm iz-z We began by

talking of the 'shoddiness' of the age. 1899 E. Callow
Old Lond. Taverns 1. 59 The foundations were so shoddily

constructed that to prevent its falling down, it had to be
pulled down.

t Shode. Obs. Forms: 1 sc&da, 4 schod(e,

schood, 4- shode. [OE, sedda wk. masc. :—pre-

historic *skaidan-
9

f. Teut. root *skaict- to divide :

see Shed v. From the same root (or the parallel

form *skaij>-) are Ml)n. scheide (mod.Du. schei),

OS. sdthlo, MDu. scheidel (mod.Du. scheel), OHG.
sceibila (mod.G. scheitet) crown of the head.]

1. The crown of the head ; the parting of the

hair. Cf. Shed sb?- 2.

c 1000 Ags. Ps. lxvii. 21 Feaxes scadan [L. verticetn capillt].

13.. Guy iVarw. 7229, & smot him in be heued schod.

c 1385 Gloss. IV. de Bibbesw. in Wright Foe. 144 La greve

de moun cheef [glossed the schod of my eved]. c 1386

Chaucer Knt?s T. 1149 The nayl ydryuen in the shode
[v.rr. schod, schood, schode] a nyght. 14.. Voc. in Wr..
Wfilcker 578/40 Discrimen, be shode of the hed.

2. A dividing ridge.

c 1330 A rt/t, <$- Merl. 1480 To stones bicke bai founde..

Hem bitven a gret schode. Of grauel & erbe al so, pat hem
hadde schifted ato.

Shode, variant of Shoad.

Shoder (Jtfu'daj). Gold-beating, [ad. F. chau-

deret, chaudret.] The packet of skins into which

the gold taken from the cutch ' is placed and

beaten out before its final beating in the ' mould '.

Hence Sho'dering" vbl. sb., in shodering-hammer.
1763 W. Lewis Commerc. Philosophico-Techn. 47 Three

hammers are employed. . : the first, called the cutch ham-
mer.. : the second, called the shodering hammer.. : the

third, called the gold hammer, or finishing hammer. 1851-4

Tomlinson's Cycl. Useful Arts (1867) I. 793/2 These [pieces

of gold] are put between the leaves of another tool, called

a shoder, made of gold-beater's skin. 1911 Encycl. Brit.

XII. 202/1 Each leaf is then . . cut into four pieces, and put

between the skins of a shoder. .containing about 720 skins.

Shoder, obs. form of Shoulder, Shudder.

t Shoding, vbl. sb. Obs. In 5 schodynge.

[repr. OE. sc\e)ddung: see Shedding vbl. sb.]

Separation ;
parting of the hair.

C1440 Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schodynge, or departynge,

separacio, divisio. Schodynge, of the heede. ., discrimen.

Shodur, obs. form of Shudder v.

Shoe (J«), sb. PI. shoes (J«z) ; dial.,poet., and

arch, shoon (f«n). Forms : sing. 1 scon, sc6,

sce6, 2 sceoh, 2-6 sho, 3 sco, 4 sso, 3-6 scho,

4-6 schoo, 4-7 shoo, (4 show), 6 showe, shue,

(shough), 6-7 shew, 6-8 shooe, 6- shoe. pi. a. 1

scos, 1-2 sce<5s, 4-7 shoos, 4 schos, 5 schoz,

sohoys, schoez, schewis, 5-6 shoys, shewes,

show(e)s, showys,shooys, shues, shuse, shuez,

6-8 shooes, 4- shoes, ft 3-5schon, 3-6schone,



SHOE.

(jscheon, son, sson), 4-7 shon(e, 4-6 schoon(e,

4-8 shoone, (4 St. schoyne, 5 shoyn, Sc.

schoune),5-6shoen, 6schoun(e,(^. schwyne),
6-8 shune, shooen, (7 Sc. shin), 4- shoon.
[Com.Teut. : OE. scdh masc. = OFris. scd (NFris.

skog, skuch, WFris. skoeck), OS. scdh (MLG. sc#,

LG. schd), MDu. scoe (mod.Du. schoen), OHG.
scuoh, scuah (MHG. schuoch,schuo

%
mod.G. schuh),

ON. sk6-r (Sw., Da. sko)
t
Goth, skoh-s :—OTeut,

*skoho-z or skohwo-s.
Some scholars refer the word to the root *skohw- : *skxw~

to walk (Goth, skewjan to take a walk, ON. sk£va to stride.

Others, on account of the alternation of vowel in ON. skor
pi. skuar, assume a pre-Teut. *skduko~s, f. *skeu- to cover.

In OE. the collective gescy was often used for the plural.]

L An outer covering for the human foot, nor-

mally made of leather (but often of other materials)

and consisting of a more or less stiff sole and a

lighter upper part. Chiefly in more specific sense,

distinguished from boot.

The original distinction was that the boot covered a part
or the whole of the leg together with the foot, while the shoe
covered the foot only. In the U. S. boot is still commonly
applied only to an article of footgear reaching at least to the
middle of the calf, one which ends at or below the ankle or
just above it being called a shoe. In modern British use,

the term boot is extended to include what were formerly
called ' half-boots ' or ' high shoes ', i. e. ' shoes ' (in the older

sense) which cover the whole foot including the ankle

;

hence shoe is taken to mean specifically a ' low shoe \ which
leaves part of the foot covered only by the stocking ; a shoe
in this sense may either be fastened with laces, buttons, or
the like, or (as in ' dancing shoes ') it may differ from a
slipper only in being suited for more ceremonious wear.
sing. € 950 Lindisf. Go$p. John i. 27 Dxs ic ne am wyroe

ba;tte ic undoe his 8uong scoes. c 1050 Ags, Voc. in Wr.«
Wiilcker 283 Ca/carium, scoh. c 1200 Ormin 10438 Annd
tiss dxbshildi? mann. .Wass uss..^a burrh be sho 3a purrh
be bwang bitacnedd. c 1250 Long Life 29 in O. E. Misc. 1 56
Ac debluteb in his scho, Him stilliche to for.do. 1340
Ayenb. 220 Zuiche fourme ase be sso takb ate ginnynge : he
halt euremor ine bet stat, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schoo,
man nys fote hyUyngtrSotu/aris, caZceus. Schoo.for buschopys,
sandalium. 1449 Pecock Repr. 11. xiv. 231 If he haue on
him his scho, his slyue, his coot. 1535 Fisher Serm. Wks.
(1876) 402 If you be ashamed for a foule myrie shoo, and not
of a foule stincking soule. 1697 Potter Antt'o. Greece 1.

iv. (1715) 18 A kind of Shooe that fitted both Feet. 1864
Pusey Led. Daniel (1876) 314 [The custom] of giving the
shoe in witness of a covenant.

//. C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. x. 10 Catciamenia, scoea
f/975 Ruskw. scoas, c xooo je-scyj. c 1050 Byrhtferth's
Handboc in Anglia (1885) VIII. 322/19, & habbad eowre
scos on eowrum fotum. c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 37 Do.

.

wrecche men sceos and claoes. is. . Prayer to our Lady
42 in O. E. Misc. 193 Inne wel sittende schon. a 12x5
Ancr. R. 362 Two bongede scheon. c 1*50 Gen. <y Ex. 2781
Moy>es, moyses, do of Sin son. ? a 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 643 And shod he was with greet maistrye, With shoon
decoped, and with laas. 1377 Langl. /'. PI. B. xx. 218
Proude prestes come with hym . . In paltokes & pyked shoes.

c 1470 Henry Wallace vm. 1201 Wallace can him aray, In
his armour,.. His schenand schoys, that burnyst was full

beyn. 1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. xxxviii. Wks. (1876) 79 The
hunter therfore wyll laye a payre of shoon in his wave, and
whan he perceyueth the hunter doynge on his shoos he wyll

doo the same. 1577 Kendall Flowers ofEPigr. 4 b, With
patche on patche like loutishe lob, he cobled oft his shues.

1 60j Shaks. Hum. 111. ii. 288 With two Prouinciall Roses
on my rac'd Shooes. Ibid. iv. v. 26 By his Cockle hat and
staffe, and his Sandal shoone. 1614 Milton Comus 635 The
dull swayn Treads on it daily with his clouted shoon. 1688

Holme Armoury in. 14/2 Laced shooes, have the over

Leathers and edges of the Shooe laced in orderly courses.

171a Addison Sped. No. 317 r 4 Put on my double-soaled

Shoes. 1786 Burns To J. Smith ii, Ye've cost me twenty
pair o* shoon Just gaun to see you. 1818 Scott Rob Roy
ix, Our immortal deliverer from papists and pretenders, and
wooden shoes and warming pans. 1911 Encycl. Brit.

XXVII. 1058/1 In the nth century the use of liturgical

shoes and stockings was reserved for cardinals and bishops.

b. Explicitly distinguished from boot.

C1400 Rom. Rose 2264 Of shoon and botes, newe and
faire Loke at the leest thou have a pake. 1511 Stirling

Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 13 Ane pair of buttis and ane pair of

schoun. 1617 ^IORYSON /tin. in. 165 They, .delight to have
their boots and shoos shine with blacking stuffe. 18*3 Scott
Quentin D. Introd., His sedulous attachment to shoes and
stocking*, in contempt of half-boots and pantaloons. 1847

J. S. Hall Bk. Feet (ed. 2) 138 Shoes are now very little

worn : boots of some kind or other being the general wear.

O. High shoes, boots with high uppers. Hence,

one who wears high shoes : see High-shoe.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) V. 369 J>ey usede hi}e schone

unto be knc,i-slitte to fore [L. calcei usque adfoplitesfssi),
and I'laced wib bwonges. c 1400 Rom. Rose 7260 But
Keggers with . . high shoos knopped with dagges, . . Or bootes

revellyng as a gype. 1553 Latimer Serm. Lincolnsh. iii.

(1562) 82 When a man shall goe to battaile . . for the nether

parte he bathe high shoen. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 1. ii.

44 The horson smooth-pates doe now weare nothing but

high shoes. 1603 [see High-shoe t\

d. as the lowest portion of one's attire.

1616 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum. 11. i, Whilst they.,

mocke me all ouer, From my flat cap, vnto my shining shooes.

Proverbialphrase. 1887 Mrs. Oliphant Son of Father
xiv. 242 [She] felt. .her heart sink to her shoes.

e. Shoes of swiftness ; the magic shoes of the

giant in the tale of Jack the Giant-killer : occas.

used allusively.

1787 Hist. Jack tf Giants 12 Jack soon put on his coat of

darkness, with his shoes of swiftness. 1837 Cablyle Fr.
Rev. I. v. v, Surety also Punishment, this day, hitches..

after Crime, with frightful shoes-of-swiftneas I
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2. Phrases and figurative uses.

a. Old shoe : a type of something discarded
as worn out, useless or worthless. Also, To cast,

fling, etc. an old shoe after (a person) : lit. as a

means of bringing good luck (e. g. at a wedding)
;

alsoyf^-

. to wish (a person) good luck. "\Go meddle
with {thy) old shoes : mind your own business.
c 1386 Chaucer Wife's Prol. 708 The clerk whan he is oold

and may noght do Of Venus werkes worth his olde sho.

1538 Bale Thre Lawes 1670 What is that to the ? go meddle
thee with olde shone ! 1546 J. Hevwood Prov. 1. be. (1562)
C, Nowe for good lucke, caste an olde shoe after mee. 1679
Hist. Jetzer 25 Thou Traytor . . meddle with thy Old shooes 1

. .Go about thy business, Goodman Fool ! 1663 Killigrew
Pars. Wedding iv. vii, Pars. I, with all my heart, there's

an old shooe after you. 184a Tennyson Will Waterproof
216 And wheresoe 'er thou move, good luck Shall fling her
old shoe after.

b. Anotherpair of shoes (predicatively) : quite

a different matter or state of things.
1861 Dickens Gt. Expect, xl, We'll show 'em another pair

of shoes than that, Pip ; won't us? 1865 [see Pair sb. 1 1 bj.

1895 Mrs. Croker Village Tales (1896) io 'Ah ! and you'll

j

find a tiger is quite another pair of shoes ', I assured him
impressively.

c. In one's shoes, without shoes, as a condition of

measurement of stature. In their shoes: (of

soldiers) fully equipped.
For to shake in one's shoes, see Shake v. 4.

17*4 Lond. Gaz. No. 6308/3 John Cockran,.,5 Foot 10
Inches one quarter without Shooes. 1815 Wellington in

Gurw. Desp. (1838) XII. 323 We are getting on in strength,
I have now 60,000 men in their shoes. 1859 Meredith
R. Feverel xlii, ' You're afraid of ghosts'. 'Belike I am
when they're six foot two in their shoes '.

d. To die in one's shoes : to meet with a violent

death, esp. to be hanged. Also allusively.

1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xiv. 174 Whoever refus'd to do
this, should presently swing for't, and die in his Shoes.
171a [see Die v. 1

3). 1837 Barham /ngol. Leg. Ser. 1. Exe~
cut ion, All come to see a man ' die in his shoes !

'

e. Over {the) shoes : deeply immersed or sunk
(in something), lit. and_/?^. See also Over prep. 3
and Over-shoe. Similarly up to the shoes.

Over shoes, over boots .* see Boot sb.3 1 b.

15x8 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 137 They.,
thrust the same Antony ouer the showys in the myre. 1590
Greene Menaphon (Arb.) 45 The countrey maides them-
selues fel in loue with this fair Nimph, and could not

blame Menaphon for being ouer the shooes with such a
beautifull creature. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 48. 1594— Rich. ///, v. iii. 326. 1600 Abp. Abbot Jonah xxvi. 541
Being in vp to the shooes he will on to the shoulders. 1601

[?Marston] Jack Drums Entert. 1. B 2, Enter Flawne.
Kathe. It seemes he can scarce carry himselfe. Drum. Hee's
ouer the shooes, yet heele hold out water, for I haue liquor'd

him soundly. 1615 V. Alsof Anti-sozzo iii. 124, 1 fmd our
Author over the shooes in Love.

f. To know best where one's shoe pinches : see

Pinch v. I b. Also in many other similar phrases.

c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. 309 But I woot best where
wryngeth me my sho. — Wife's Prol. 492 He sat ful ofte

and song Whan bat his shoo full bitterly^ hym wrong.
1500-ao Dunb/r Poems xc 54 Thow knawis best quhair
bindis the thi scho. 1639 [J. Taylor (Water P.)] Divers
Crabtree Lect. 96 No man can tell where his shooe wrings

him, but hee that weares it, 1749 Smollett Git Bias vm. vi.

(1782) III. 161 He defrayed the expence of every body ; so
that there I did not feel where the shoe pinched. 1890
W. E. Norris Misadventure xlviii, Only after the deed has

been done does the shoe really begin to pinch.

g. To put the shoe on the rightfoot : to put the

blame on the real offender. (In mod. Diets.)

h. To kiss (a person's) shoe (in token of servility

or abject submission).
c 139s Plowman's Tale Hi. in Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 317 A

king shall kneele and kisse his show. X599 Shaks. Hen. V
y

iv. 1. 47 Pist. The King's a Bawcock.. : I kisse his durtie

shooe. 1819 Shelley Peter Bell vii. vii, There was a bow
ofsleek devotion . . ; each motion Seemed a Lord'sshoe to kiss.

•j* i. To win one's shoes (on or upon an adversary)

to achieve renown by a victory. Cf. to win one's

spurs. Common in the 15th century.

a 1400 Sir Perc. 1^95 Ther salle other dedis be done. And
thousalle wynne thi schone Appone the sowdane. re 1475
Sor. loxve Degre 174 And other dedes of armes to done,

Through whiche ye may wynne your shone.

j. To waste one
y

s shoes : to wear out one's shoes

to no purpose.
1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1570) 85 Another on his fiste

a Sparhawke . . and so, wasting his shone, Before the aulters

he to and fro doth wander.

k. To be in (another person's) shoes : to be in

his position or place. Chiefly in negative form =
in his unenviable condition or plight. Io place (a

person) in the shoes of (another person) : to give

(him) the position vacated by (another). To step

into the shoes of (another person) : to occupy the

position vacated by him. To waitfor dead men's

shoes : to wait for the death of a person with the

expectancy of succeeding to his possessions or

office.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. ad (1867) 37 Who waitth for

dead men shoen, shall go long barefoote. 1609 Old Meg
ofHerefordsh. (1816) 12 It were no hoping after dead mens

shooes, for both vpper-leather and soles would bee worne out

to nothing. 1767 Bedincfield in Lett. Lit. Men (Camden)

404, 1 would rather chuse to stand in his Sardinian Majesty's

shoes than his ; who [etc]. 1776 Pennsylvania Even. Post

SHOE.

29 June 325/2 Volunteers, with the rank of officers (who are
impatiently waiting at ' the pool ' for the death and old shoes
of commissioned officers). 1777 J. Adams in Fam. Lett. (1876J
304, I judge, I should put more to risk if I were in his shoes.

1822 Scott Nigel x, But then, in order to secure the lender,

he must come in the shoes of the creditor to whom he
advances payment. ' Come in his shoes

!

' replied the Earl.
..'It is a law phrase, my lord', .said Heriot. 1842 Sir H.
Taylor Edwin the Fair in. viii, Them that were placed by
Edred in the shoes Of Seculars that by Edred were expulsed.
i860 Reade Cloister $ H. i, Cornells, .stuck to the hearth,
waiting for dead men's shoes. 1864 Trollope Small Ho.
at Allingtou xxviii, I must be the first to congratulate you
on the acquisition of my old shoes. 1880 J. Payn Confid.
Agent III. 130, I wish I was in your shoes. 1908 Times
21 July 3/1 The respondents were interested in the success
of Mme. Bovet. .but that could never put them in her shoes
in vindicating her rights against wrongdoers.

1 1. To tread {her) shoe awry (rarely amiss) : to

make a lapse from virtue. Obs.
t-1422 Hoccleve Minor P. xxiv. 66 No womman..But

swich 00n as hath trode hir shoo amis. 1560 Daus tr.

Sleidane's Comtn. 187 Where the king had maried her for a
mayde, he founde that she had troden her showe awrye.
1693 UrquharCs Rabelais in. xxviii. 241 His Wife did tread
her Shooe awry. 1828 [CarrJ Craven Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v.

Shoe, 'To tread one's shoes straight ', to behave with pro-
priety, to be circumspect in our conduct.

m. Proverbial phrases.
1546 J. Heywood Prov. 11. v. (1562) G iiij, Folke say of

olde, the shoe will holde with the sole. 1591 Lambarde
Archeion (1635) 78 To apply one generall Law to all parti-

cular cases, were to make all shooes by one last. 1622
Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d*Alf. 11. 163 As arrant a
villaine, as euer trode vpon a shooe of leather, a 1700 B. E.
Diet. Cant. Crew, One Shoe will notfit alt Feet, Men are
not all of a Size, nor all Conveniences of a Last. 175a Foote
Taste 1. (1781) 9 Twenty as fine Babes as ever trod in Shoe
of Leather. 1825 Brockett N. C. Gloss, s. v. Old-Shoe, As
easy as an old shoe. 1887 S. Chesh. Gloss, s. v. Shoe, * Too
big for one's shoon ', used of a person whose notions are too
high for his station, a conceited person.

3. in the names of plants (see quots.).
a 1825 Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Shoes and stockings, the

variety of primrose and polyanthus which has one flower
sheathed within another. 1838W. Holloway Diet. Provinc,
Shoes and stockings, [also] a wild flower of the cypripedium
genus. 1878 Britten & Holland Plant-n. s.v. Boots,
Boots and Shoes (1) Lotus corniculatus, L.— Suss. (2)

Aquilegia vulgaris, L.— Corn. x88a Friend Devonsh.
Plant-n., Boots and shoes,.. {2) Cypripedium Calceolus, L.,

often called ' Lady's-slipper '. 1893 Rep. Provinc. (E.D.D.),
On seeing the Linaria vulgaris in blossom [she], Cornish by
birth, . .replied, ' We always call it " Shoes and Stockings .

4. A plate of metal, usually iron, nailed to the

under-side of the hoof of a horse as a protection

from injury : = Horseshoe I. Also occas. a
similar plate nailed to the hoof of an ox or some
other animal.
1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VII. 127 He made, .be mule

..to be schodde uppon wij? gold, forbedyug al his men bat
when be schone fel awey pat non schulde gadre baym up.
1430-40 Lydg. Bochas vii. v. (1554) 169 b, This Nero. . Made
his mules be shod with siluer shone. 1523-34 Fitzherb.
Husb. § 6 Oxen, .haue no shoes, as horses haue. /bid. § 114
Lyttel stones, that goth in betwene the shough and the
herte of the fote. !$*/> Coventry Leet-bk. 745 [That] no
Smyth within this Cetie shoo no horse with forest shoyes.
a 1674 Clarendon Hist. Reb. xu 1. § 101 [The smith observed]
that he was sure that his four shoes had been madein four

several counties, a 1720 W. Gibson Diet ofHorses\\\\. (1726)

135 Their Shooes should never be suffer'd to wear too smooth.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xxx, You can never ride beyond the

village but your horse will cast a shoe. ^
1828 [CarrJ Craven

Gloss, (ed. 2) s. v. Shoon, ' To addle his shoon ', is when a
horse rolls on his back from one side to the other. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 697 The first shoes of a young
horse should be light, with no heels.

b. See quot. (Cf. Horseshoe i b.)

1801 Strutt Sports <x Past. it. ii. § 9. 60 Formerly.. the
rustics not having.. quoits to play with, used horse-shoes

and in many places the quoit itself., is called a shoe.

6. Something resembling a shoe (sense 1 or 4)
in shape, position, or function.

t a. The iron blade or an iron cutting edge fastened upon
the wooden blade (of a spade or shovel). Obs. t b. The
piston (of a pump). Obs. rare. c. A metal rim, ferrule,

casing or sheath, esp. for the end of a pile, pole, rod, or the
like. d. The receptacle beneath the hopper of a mill.

e. The short section which turns out the water at the foot

of a water pipe. f. A kind of drag or skid for a wheel of a
vehicle; also the concave part of a brake, which acts upon
the wheel (more fully brake shoe), g. A strip of iron, steel,

etc. fastened upon that part of a vehicle, machine, etc which
is liable to be worn out by friction, b. A socket for the re-

ception of a bolt, pin, or the like. L Naut. (See quot.

1769). j. A block, plate, etc. which serves as a socket or
bearing for the foot of a pole, the legs of sheers, etc. to pre-

vent slipping or sinking, k. An iron plate shaped to receive

the end of one or more pieces of timber in roof-construction.

1. (See quot. 1881.) m. That part of the breech which
carries the breech block in a converted rifle, n. (See quot.)

o. Electr. traction. A block attached to an electric car in

such a position that it slides upon a conductor-wire_ or rail

and collects the current forits propulsion, p. An ingot of

precious metal, somewhat in the form of a Chinese shoe,

but more like a boat, formerly current in the trade of the far

East and still current in silver in China.

a. C1440 Jacobs Well xxx. 193, I lykenyd satysfaccyoun

to a schouele.. .1 telde ?ou bat pe scho of be schouell was
almes-dede. 1578 [see Shiver sb. 2 2]. 1688 Holme Ar~
moury 11. 331/1 He beareth Vert, a Spade Iron, Argent
(some call it a shooe for a Spade). Ibid. jii. 393/ 1 The Bot-

tom, or Shooe of a Trenching Spade. It is all Iron and put

on the Staffe.. wilh a.. Socket.

b. 1576 Churchw. Ace. St. Michael, Oxford (MS.), Item
payd to William Williams for a showe for the plumpe xvij"1

.
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ico? Ibid., li'm payd to Oven for settinge a shooe & a staff I

in*ye plompe »§C 1599 Ace. Balliol Coll., Oxford (MS.),
j

Imprimis, a shooe for the plumpe, xw«.

c lias Pyles shone [see Pile sb. 1 sdj. . 1580 /?<f. Pmy !

CounctlScot. III. 320 The quhelisgarnesitwith schone and

two virollis only. 179' Smeaton Edystone Lightho. § 81,

I had a wooden measuring rod-. this was shod with a
,

rounded end or shoe of iron. 1837 Crv. Engin. $ Arch.

7ml 1 13A All the piles are to be shod with proper
|

wroucht-iron shoes. 1857 P- Colquhoun Camp. Oarsman s •

Guide 30 The boat-hook consists in the staff and shoe.

d 1688 Holme Armoury in. 340/2 The parts of a Wind-

Mill The Shoo or Shough, the Corn by its shaking drops

down into the Mill. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 749 Below the

hopper there is a small bucket called a shoe, into which the

ore is shaken down.
C 1769 Phil. Trans. LIX. 166 The bottoms of these pipes

. .terminate with a shoe of lead. 1899 Daily News 10 Oct.

6/6 Water-pipes with heads and shoes.

f. 1837 Hf.bert Engin. $ Meck.Encycl. II. 37^ The shoe

or skid ought to be somewhat broader than the tire of the

wheels. 1875 Knight Diet. Meek., Shoe, that part of a car-

brake which is brought in contact with the wheel in the

act of stopping a train. 1910 Hobart Diet. Electr. Engin.,

Brake shoe, a cast-iron or wooden block which is pressed

against the rim of a car wheel, or against the track rails . . to

retard the motion of the car.

g\ 1837 Hebert Engin. 4- Mech. Encycl. II. 805 Each
division [of Brunei's tunnelling shield] was supported by
two strong cast-iron plates, called shoes, and which rest

upon gravel at the base. 1855 in Harper's Mag. (1884) Jan.

232/2 Her bow was raised out of the water three or four

feet, her shoe taken off her keel, and her keel itself cut

through. 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 246/2 The lower part of

the trawl-head . . is straight and flat. . . It is called the shoe ',

and is the part which slides over the ground.

h. 1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices 9 Shutter shoes with

screws. 1878 Dixon Kemp Yacht <y Boat Sailing 368 Shoe

or Shod, iron plates rivetted to the ends of wire rigging to

receive shackle bolts.

1. 1750 Blanckley Naval Expos., Shoe for an Anchor is

made of a Piece of Baulk, ..one End cut with a Hole for

the Bill. . .and the other with a triangular Notch to receive

the Stock. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789), Shoe of
the anchor, a small block of wood.. having a small hole,

sufficient to contain the point of the anchor-fluke. ..It is

used to prevent the anchor from tearing . . the planks . . when
ascending or descending. 1867 in Smyth Sailor's Word-bk.

j. 1843 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 112 The frames stand upon legs

resting upon capacious shoes. 1882 Nares Seamanship
(ed. 6) 62 A shoe is a piece of wood about four feetlong,

two feet wide, and nine inches thick, with a hole in the

centre for the sheer to step in. 1894 Times 26 Feb. 3/6
There were no ' shoes ' to prevent poles from slipping.

k. 184a Civ. Engin, <$ A rch. Jrnl. V. 242/2 The principals

[rafters] are fitted into cast iron shoes restingon the walls.

1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. I. 156 The straining pieces [of

a truss], .at their lower end. .are fitted with a wrought iron

shoe. Ibid., A cast-iron double shoe, or housing for the

reception of the upper ends of the principals.

L 1874 Raymond 6th Rep. Mines 410 Every casting, such
as. a shoe or die, in the battery is full of flaws. x88i —
Mining Gloss., Shoe. A piece of iron or steel, attached to

the bottom of a stamp or mutter, for grinding ore. The
shoe can be replaced when worn out.

m. 1866 Cornh. Mag. Sept. 348 It is now found more
convenient to make the whole of the breech arrangement
separately, and this ' shoe ' is screwed into the back end of

the barrel. 1881 Greener Gun (1888) 141 The shoe of the
breech carries within it the cylinder or breech-piece. Ibid.

142 An iron frame or shoe is screwed on to the barrel. The
breech block is placed in this shoe.

n. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining, Shoes, steel or iron

guides fixed to the ends and sides of cages, to fit and run
upon the conductors. 1894 Northumbtd. Gloss.

o. 1891 Times 28 Sept. 13/6 The pulley has been aban-
doned in America as being inferior to the trolley or sliding

shoe.

p. 1702 in J. T. Wheeler Madras in Olden Time (1861)

I. 397 One Hundred shoes of gold, or so many thousand
Pagodas or Rupees. 1711 C. Lockyer Trade in India v.

132 Gold- makers, .cast all the Gold, that comes through
their Hands, into Shoos of about 10 Tale weight, 12 oz.

2 dwt. 4 gr. 1911 Contemp. Rev. Nov. 705 A Chinese high
official said. .* I cannot obtain an audience at Court unless

I send a number of ' shoes ' of silver., to an Imperial Prince'.

6. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as (sense

1) shoe-box, -clasp, keel, \-knot, ^market (Sc),

ribbon, -rose (Rose sb. 15), -shop, -sole, -store

(U.S.), -strap, -thread, -tip, -top, -trade; also in

the names of shoemakeis' tools, as shoe nippers,

pincers, pliers
;
(sense 5) shoe-piece, -seat.

1860 Emerson Cond, Life viii. Wks. (Bohn) II. 439, 1 cry
you mercy, good "shoe-box. 1897 Westm.Gaz, 16 Feb. 12/1,
I gathered a bunch large enough to nearly fill an ordinary
shoe-box. 1797 % Robinson's Directory of Sheffield 52
*Shoe-clasp, and seal maker. 1716 Lond. Gaz. No. 5466/4
A middle sized Man.., Lame of his Left Leg, his Left Foot
•Shoe-heel half a Quarter of a Yard high. 1766 Compl.
Farmer s. v. Shoeing 6 U 4/2 Strong shoe-heels are an ease
to the weak heels, and fetlocks of horses. 1777 Sheridan
Trip to Scarborow. i, That which they call pin-money, is

to buy everything. ., down to their very *shoe-knots. 1867
Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. , *Skoe-piece, a board placed under
the heel of a spar or other weighty mass, to save the deck.
In some cases intended to slip with it. 175&-7 tr. Keysler's
Trav. lxxxii. (1760) IV. 186 His *shoe ribbons are also
embroidered. 1796 Jane Austen Pride <$ Pre/, xvii, The
very *shoe-roses for Netherfield were got by proxy. 1844
Civ. Engin. <y Arch, friil. VlI.112/1 The "shoe seat' or
base of the frame is more deeply imbedded in the wood than
is usual. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 8 The fair

nymph of the *shoe-shop. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls)

!*• 39S Nercusede *scho soles of silver. 1862 Lowell
Biglow P. Ser. n. Introd. The Courtin', For she felt sartin-
sure he'd come Down to her very shoe-sole. 1813 Boston
(Mass.) Rec. (1908) XXXVIII. 84 The old Town house ad-
joining his *shoe store. 1775 Ash, ^hoestrap, a shoe string.

724

1573 Tusser Hitsb. (1878) 123 Vse ton for thy spinning,

leaue Mihel the tother, for *shoo thred. 1609 B. Jonson
Silent IVom. iv. ii, She has a peruke, that's like a pound of

hempe, made vp in shoo-thrids. 1838 Simmonds Diet. Trade,

Shoe-thread Maker. 1897 Flandrau Harvard Episodes

64 From the bit of white ribbon twisted through her hair .

.

to the non-committal exposure of *shoe-tip. 1689 Rector's

Bk., Clayworth (1910) 89 Ye 27 111 o' March was a snow to y°

*shooe-tops. 1850 Ogilvie, *Shoe-trade, the trade ofmaking
boots and shoes,

b. Objective and obj. genitive, as shoe-clouter

(Sc), -factor, -rivetter, -stitcher, -vamper, -wearer,

-worker; shoe-soling,-wearing; also shoe-embossing,

-eyleting, -pegging, -sewing (machines): see Knight

Diet. Mech. 1875-84.
1381 N. Burne Disput. 188 Quhais fals prophetes ar maid

of Tinklaris, *schoctoutaris [etc.]. 1858 Simmonds Diet.

Trade, *Shoe-factor, a wholesale dealer in shoes. 1887

Pall Mall Gaz. 19 Nov. 6/2 Boot and *shoe rivetters and
finishers. 184a A. Raleigh Rec. Life iii. (1881) 19, I have

had to pay a good deal in books, *shoe-soling, medicine, etc.

1891 S. C Scrivener Our Fields <$• Cities iii. 26 Further,

over the Huntingdonshire ground, where the *shoe-stitchers

have extended. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvi, Here, the

clothesman, the *shoe-vamper, and the rag-merchant, display

their goods. 1657 J* Watts Scribe <y Let. Answ. Ep. Rdr.

A 3 b, Thou Histiseus wast the Shoemaker, but Aristagoras

was the *Shoewearer. 190a Munseyy

s Mag. XXIV. 854/2

After a year of constant *shoe wearing, the gravel hurt her

feet. 1888 Philadelphia Ledger 23 Nov. (Cent.), The *shoe-

workers' strike and lock-out.

C, Special comb. : shoe-beak, -bill = shoe-

bird; shoe-bill, a kind of nail used in shoemaking;

shoe-binder (see quot. 185S) ; so shoe-bindery,

binding; shoe-bird, a bird, Bal&niceps rex, found

in Central Africa ; shoe-block (see quot.) ; shoe-

board, (a) a shoe-cleaner's bench ; (fi)
a pedal of a

silk-winding machine ; shoe-boy, a shoeblack

;

shoe-brush, a brush for cleaning and polishing

shoes ; shoe buckle, a fastening for a shoe, in the

form ofa buckle, also an ornamental buckleworn on

the front of a shoe ; shoe-butt, thick leather (see

Butt sb.n ) for making the soles of shoes ; shoe-

case, a saddle case in which one or more spare

horseshoes are carried ; shoe-cleaner — Shoe-
black ; so shoe-cleaning sb. and a.; fshoe
clout, a cloth for wiping shoes ; shoe-finder U.S.,

one who deals in shoemakers* tools and appliances ;

Bhoe findings //., tools and material for shoe-

making ; shoe-flower Anglo-Indian, the flower

of the Hibiscus Rosasinensis (Yule) ; shoe hairs

pi., prepared bristles for shoemakers' use ; shoe-

hammer, a shoemakers' hammer with a broad

convex face and wide thin peen ; shoe-hand, a

shoemaking operative; shoe-knife, a shoemakers'

knife; shoe-lace, a lace used to fasten a shoe by
passing it in and out through eyelet-holes ; shoe-

last = Last sb.1 2 ; shoe-latch, -latchet =
Latchet I c ; shoe-licker _/%*., an abject sycophant

or toady; shoe-lift = Shoe-horn sb, 1; shoe-
lifter — prec. ; hence shoe-lifter-like adj. ; shoe-

man, {a) see quot. 1841 ; (b) one who makes or

deals in shoes ; shoe mercer, one who deals in shoe

mercery; shoemercery, laces, buttons, and other

small wares of a boot and shoe dealer ; shoe-nail,

a nail used in fastening on the soles of shoes, also

a projecting nail put in the soles of shoes to pre-

vent slipping ; shoe-pack U.S., a shoe of tanned

leather made without a separate sole after the

manner of a moccasin ; shoe peg = Peg sbA 2 d ;

shoe pin = prec. ; shoe-plate (see quot.)
; f shoe-

pride, ostentatious foot-wear {nonce-ztse) ; shoe-

rag — shoe-clout; shoe-scraper = Scraper 5;
shoesmith, a shoeing-smith (obs. or arch.)

;

shoe-stirrup, a stirrup shaped like a shoe (Cent.

Diet. 1891); shoe-stone (see quot.); shoe-

stretcher (see quot. 1875) ; shoe-string, a string

or tie used to fasten or lace a shoe ; •f
shoe-thong,

a leathern shoe-latchet; shoe-tie — shoe-string;

shoe-tree == boot-tree (see Boot sb.% 8) ; *t*
shoe-

turner, the workman who ' turns ' or cuts to shape

the soles of shoes ; shoe-valve (see quot.) ; shoe-

ward adv., towards the shoe; adj. directed towards

the shoe ; shoe whang dial. = shoe-thong ; shoe-

wiper, a servant who cleans shoes. Also Shoe-
black, Shoe-horn, Shoe leather.
1860-73 T. R. Jones Cossets Bk. Birds IV. 50 The

Whale-headed Stork, or *Shoe-beak (Balxniceys rex), 1874
tr. Brehm's Bird-Ltfe 191 Baixniccps Rex, the Boot-bill,

or #
Shoe-bill, as the Arab tribes of East Soudan call it.

1881 Instr. Census Clerks {1885) 91 Nail manufacture...
Shoe Bill, Cutter. 1809 Longworth's New York Directory
227 *Shoebinder. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shoe-binder,

a female who attaches the leather or ribbon binding^ to a
shoe. 1848 in A mer. Industrial Soc. (1910) VIII. 2oo*Shoe-
bindery. 1835 Dickens 5\6. Boz,Charac. iv, Miss Evans.,
had adopted in early life the useful pursuit of *shoe-binding.

1861 Petherick Egypt, etc. 475 Six *shoe-birds, so called

by the Arabs, or royal balaeniceps. 1794 Rigging <y Sea-
manship I. 156 *Shoe-blocks are two single blocks, cut in

a solid piece, transversely to each other. 1845 Glance at
Interior of China (Shanghae) 82 A couple of grooves, on
which the *shoe-board is to rest. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown
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it. ix, Tom.. sat down on the shoe-board, while the old man
told his tale. 1724 Swift Drapier's Lett. vii. Wks. 1755
V. 11. 137 If I employ a *shoe-boy, is it in view to his ad-

vantage, or to my own convenience ? 1820 Hogg in Blackw.
Mag. VI. 392 He makes your homebred coxcomb look a
shoeboy. 177$ Phil. Trans. LXVII. 12 This was done., with
water and a stiff *shoe-brush. 148a in York Myst. Introd.

40 [Those that] maketh ffisshe-hukes or *shobakilles. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix, A large pair of paste shoe-
buckles. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Shoe-butts, stout

leather suited for soles. 1854 R. S. Surtees Handley Cross
xxxii, A sandwich-case for one side, and a *shoe-case for

t'other. 1725 De Foe [' A. Moreton '3 Every-Body's Business
title-p., A Proposal . . for clearing the Streets of those Vermin
call'd *Shoe-Cleaners. 1716 Gay Trivia Index, *Shoe-
cleaning Boys. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxii, That very cloak-

brushing, shoe-cleaning fellow.. my lord's lackey, c 1425
? Lydg. Assembly ofGods 1274 Syr ye do me wrong., to put
thys creature . . to be her vnderlowte, As hit were a castaway
or a *shoo clowte, 170a C. Mather Magu. Chr. in. iv. vii.

(1852) 613 Some greasy dish-clout, or some dirty shoe-clout.

1909 Boston (Mass.) Transcript 19 July 14/5 The National
Leather and *Shoe Finders' Association. 1836 in A mer.
Industrial Soc. VI. 37 *Shoe findings. 1834 G. Bennett
Wanderings II. 203 The Malays use the flowers of this

shrub for cleansing shoes... This is probably the cause of

its being called the *shoe-flower. 1859 F. S. Cooper Iron-

mongers'' Catal. 160 *Shoe Hairs... Shoe Knives. 1875
Knight Diet. Mech., *Shoe-hammer. 1859 "Shoe-knife

[see shoe hairs above]. 1647 Hexham i, A *shoe-lace,

een schoe-lint, ofte schoe-riem. Ibid., A *shoe-last, een

schoe-teest. 1832 Babbage Econ. Mannf. xi. fed. 3) 102

An instrument.. proposed for the purpose of making shoe-

lasts. 1884 Annie S. Swan Carlowrie i. 19 She was neat

and smart, down to the very *shoe-latch. 1526 Tindale
Mark i. 7 Whos *shue latchett I am not worthy to stoupe

doune and vnlose. 1535 Coverdale Gen. xiv. 27 A shue

lachet. x6n Bible Ibid. iZzdCo^mxi Rur. Rides {i%%i\\\.

192, I challenge all his *shoe-lickers, all the base worship,

pers of twenty thousand acres, to show me [etc.]. 1862

Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xxvii. 55 This golosh.. is put

on without the aid of a *shoe-lift. 1846 W. King in Ann.
$ Mag. Nat. Hist. XVIII. 86 In this species [of Terebra-

tula] the condyle plates are attached to a process, which,

to use a homely comparison, resembles a *shoe-lifter. 1850
— Permian Fossils 136 The shoe-lifter-like process. 1841

Penny Cycl. XXI. 410/2 [Shoemaker's workmen:] The
*shoeman or maker of the sole part of the shoe. 1899

Howells Ragged Lady 59 The shoeman, turning with

a pair of high-heeled bronze slippers in his hand from

the wagon. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 76 *Shoe
Mercer, Shoe Mercery Manufacturer. 1862 Catal. In-

ternal. Exhib. II. xxvii. 48 Elastic webs, and *shoe

mercery. £725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) C 480 Clauus
caligaris ^scohnegl. i860 Worcester, Shoe-nail, a nail

used in making shoes, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. iii. 28 My
guide first tried the slope alone ; biting the ice with his

shoe-nails. 1824 J. Hall Sketches (1835) 1. 75 Gentlemen
dressed in *shoepacks, mocassons, leather breeches [etcj.

1854 Grace Greenwood Haps <y Mishaps 13 The Yankee
having whittled a large lot of unsaleable *shoe-pegs into

melon seeds. 1723 Mandeville Fable of Bees (ed. 2) 275

A Cobler, . .if he runs of Errands when he has no work, or

makes but *Shoepins, . . he deserves the Name of Industrious.

1904 A. C. Holms Pract. Shipbuild. 1. viii. § 75. 79 In

coasting vessels.. the bottom of the keel gradually wears

away. . . It is remedied by fitting "shoe plates, i. e. U-shaped
plates embracing the keel. 1613 Sylvester Lachr. Lachr.

B 4, Stript from Top to Toe, Of guiddie-Gaudes, . .OfTace-
pride, . . *Shoo-pride. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. K 1,

Taffatie.. which serueth him. .for a *shoo-rag. 1842 Lou-
don Suburban Hort. 169 Portable *shoe- scrapers of cast-

iron. 1625 Nottingham Rec. V. 103 Wee present Francis

Levys, laborer, for vsinge the trade of a *shoesmithe..and

nott being Apprentice. 1896 A. Ai'stin England's Darling
11. iii, Woodcraft and masonry, Shoesmith or wheelwright,

all are one to him. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, *Shoe-

stones, sharpening or setting-stones, .for the use of shoe-

makers, book-binders, ..&c. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech^
*Shoe-stretcher, an expansible last for distending shoes.

1616R. Cocks Diary (Hak\. Soc.) 1. 157 A peare silk garters,

with gould fring, and *shewstring same. 1755 Smollett
Qjtix. 1. iv. iii. (1803) II. 40 She is not worthy to tie her
majesty's shoe-strings. 1599 B. Jonson Ev. Man out of
Hum. Induct. (1600) B, But that a Rooke in wearing..

A

yarde of *shooe-tie, [etc.]. .should affect a Humor, O, 'tis

more than most rediculous. [1603 Shaks. Mcas. for M. iv.

iii. 18 Then haue we heercbraue M r Shooiie the great

Traueller.] 1611 — Wint. T. iv. iv. 611 Gloue, Shooe-tye,

Bracelet. 1851 Hawthorne Twice-told T. I. ii. 29 [She]

blushes from topknot to shoetie, one universal scarlet.

1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. xxvii. 56 Boot and
*shoe trees, i486 Bk. St. Albans f. vii, A Plocke of

*Shoturneris. 1858 Skyring's Builders' Prices 100 Long
Spindle, or *Shoe Valves. 1875 Knight &&• Mech.,

Shoe-valve, a valve at the foot of a pump-stock, or at the

bottom of a reservoir. 1607 Markham Caval. vi. 60

Assoone as any naile is driuen in, you shall turne the point

backe againe, downe to the "shooeward. 1852 Meanderings

ofMem. I. 163 He looked submission with a shoeward eye.

1691 Nicholson Glos%. Northanhymbr. in Ray Coll. 148

*Snoe-whang, corrigia. 1894 Northumbld. Gloss., Shoe-

whang, shougk-whaing, a boot lace, a shoe tie. Usually

called a whang or whaing simply. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 19 Every Thing at free Cost, from a

Steward, down to a *Shoe-Wiper.

Shoe (J«), v. Pa. t and Pa. pple. shod (Jpd),

rarely shoed (f»d). Forms : Inf. i 3065011,

sedsean, sce6san, sedan, sce6n, soe6ian, 3

scheo, 3, 6 sho, 4 schoye, 4-7 shoo, 5 scho,

5-6 show, (5 sohoyn),6-7 shooe, shoue, (6shu,

schoe, schue, sue, sew), 6- shoe. Pa. t. 1

sc6de, 3 scoide, soide, 4 schodde, 9 shoed, 6-

shod. Pa. pple. 1 (se)sc6d, (se)sce6d, 3 soc-d,

sod, i-schud,isood, 4 isohood, 3-4i-schod, 3-6

sohod, 4-6 shodd(e, (4-5 shood, schood), 5

y-shood, y-sohod, sohodde, 5-6 shode, 6



SHOE.

shoode, showed, shoyd, 7 shoad, shoud, 7-9
shoed, (7, 9 erron. shodden), 4- shod, [OE.
scSgan, corresp. to MLG. schoigen, schoien, schoen,

Du. schoeien, OHG. satehdn, scuohan (MHG.
schuohen, schuon, mod.G. schuhen), ON. skua
(MSw. skoa, Sw., Da. sko) :—OTeut. *skoho/an

f

f. *skdlw- Shoe sb.

The doubling of the d and the consequent shortening of
the vowel in ME. schoddc pa. t., schodd pa. pple. (whence
the mod. shod pa. t. and pa. pple.) are anomalous. (An OE.
example occurs inWuIfstan Horn. p. 1 73,Unsceoddum fotum.)
Cf. MSw. skodde pa. t., and Sw. skodd pa., pple. The case
is parallel to that of fledde, fledd from* Flee v. (where
Sw, also has the corresponding gemination).

1. trans. To put shoes on (one's feet) ; to put
on (one's) shoes ; to clothe or protect the feet with
shoes; to provide (a person, oneself) with boots
or shoes.

c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. v. 44 SceojeaS eowre
fett. c 1000 ^Elfric Gram, xxvL (Z.) 158 Calceo vel calcio
ic scoje me. c 1000 — Horn. (Th.) II. 382 Se engel cwae5,
Begyrd be, and sceo be, and fylhs me. a 1225 Ancr. R. 16
per efter scheoinde ou & clo5inde, sigge5 Pater Noster &
Credo, a 1300 Havclok 1138, I ne may hire fede, ne elope,
ne sho. c 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 842 And shod he was.

.

With shoon decoped, and with laas. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) I. 411 They..goob i-hosed and i-schod. X398 —
Barth. De P. R. xvin. xcvi. (1495) 842 Ofte apes shoo them-
self wyth shoon that hunters leue in certen places slyly.

1530 Palsgr. 704/1, I shoo one, 1 put shoes upon his fete.

1599 Tunas Animadv. 13 [Chaucer's name] signyfyinge
one who shueth or hooseth a manne. 1794 C. Pigot Female
Jockey Club 195 Government.. cannot spare wherewithall
to keep the poor fellows feet properly shoed. 1846 Mrs.
Kirklano West. Clearings 10 The shoemaker.. travels
from house to house, shoeing the family. 1855 Longf.
Hiawatha xv. 24 Shod with snow.shoes .. Forth to hunt
..went Chibiabos. 1910 Nation 30 July 644/1 Women
never learned to shoe themselves till they took to playing
outdoor games with men.
Proverbial. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. 1. x'u (1867) 32 But

who is wurs shod, than the shoemakers wyfe. 1581 Pettis
Ir. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 1. (1586) 20 He ought to stop his
eares. .and to walke amongst them (as the saying is) snood
amongest the thornes.

2. To provide (a horse, etc.) with a shoe or shoes.

+ Also with #/. Shod all round : completely shod.
c «a©3 Lav. 22291 Heo wipeden hors leoue . , heo sceren heo

scoiden [c 1275 and soide hire stedes]. X387 Trevisa Hig-
den (Rolls) IV. 395 He. .schodde his mules wtb silver. 1435
Coventry Leet-bk. 1 85 The smythes . . shall . . show straungers
horsies as-well ou Sondais as on othur weke-days, . .apon the
payn of xld. i5»3_34 Fitzherb. Hush. § 142 Gyue thy
norse meate, se he be showed well. 1605 Shaks. Leariv.
vi. 188 It were a delicate stratagem to shoo A Troope of
Horse with Felt. 1639 T. de Gray Compl. Horsem. 290
You may shooe him up, but drive no naile at that place.

a 1648 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1886) 205 He staid in the
highway, .until my horse was shoed. 1776 Pennsylvania
Even* Post 27 June 320/3 A Bay Mare,.. a natural trotter,

shod all round, remarkably bad to shoe behind. 1870
Thornbury Tour rd. Eng. II. xxiii. 139 The forge of the
blacksmith who shoed Tyrrell's horse. 1889 F. E. Gretton
Memory's Harkback 149 He shod her all round, and she
never kicked once.

fiS- l 73 l~& Swift Pol. Convers. i. 9s Lady Smart. This is

his Fourth Wife; then he has been shod round. 1788 Grose
Diet. Vulg. T. (ed. 2) s. v. Shod, A parson who attends a
funeral is said to be shod all round, when he receives a hat-

band, gloves, and scarf.

b. Phrases. To shoe the goose, gosling: see those

words; similarly to shoe the gander, fthe daw.
Also, + To shot the goose (slang) : to get drunk.

To shoe the wild mare : see Mare * 2 b.

1566 Drant Horace, Sat. 1. ix. E iij, All the reaste mighte
blow their nayles, or go to shough the dawe. 1594 Nashe
Unfort. Trav. Cab, Galen might goe ;hooe the Gander
for any good he could doo, 1611 Coigr. s. v. Bertrand,
Deschausser Bertrand, to be drunke,..to whip the cat,

shoo the goose.

3. To protect (the point, edge or face of a thing,

esp. something made of timber) with a plate, rim,

ferrule or sheath of metal, etc.

ciaos Lay. 7831, & pa Bruttes..nomen longen raeftres.

.

mid stronge irene heo weoren i-scod. 1496 Ace. Ld. High
Treat.Scot. 1. 290 Item, for..irne to Johne Lam, to scho
tbequhehs..xxvjs. 1531 Lett. $ Paficrs Hen. VIII, V. 183

To John Locker for sewing moulddes with ireon for the

brykmakers. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Aries, . .a great peece

of timber shodde with brasse, in facion like a rammes heade.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy, iv. xiii. 126 b,

Bootes - . shodde vnderneath with yron. 1601 Shuttleworths'

Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 134, ij speades shoud with iren, ij*.

1618 in Charnock Mar. Arehit.(iSoi) II. 205 Shovells Steele

shodden. 1789 Burns Capt. Grose's Peregr. vii, A broom-
stick o' the Witch of Endor, Weel shod wi' brass. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 303 The ends of the piles are

cased or shoed with pointed iron. 1829 Chapters Phys. Sci.

138 In the processes of hooping barrels, and shoeing wheel ;.

1869 Rankine Machine <y Hand-tools PI. P 21 These bars

..are shod at their lower cutting ends with serrated or

notched steel faces for chipping the stone. 1911 Act 1 $ 2

Geo. V, c. 45 % 2 (4) The driving wheels of a locomotive.

.

shod with diagonal crossbars of not less than three inches in

width.

b. Naut, To shoe the anchor : (see quot. 1644).
1644 Manwayrino Sea-mans Diet. 3 The ground may be

soft and ozie; In such places we use to shooe the Anchor,

that is, to put boords to the flookc.and make it much
broader. 1760 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789). 1867 in

Smyth Sailors Word-bk.

4. trans/. To cover or protect as with a shoe or

shoes.

1639 Fuujuh Holy War iv. xiii. (1640) 191 The shores there

725

being not shod against the sea with huge high rocks. 1807
Prize Ess. $ Trans. Highl. Soc. III. 448 The surface turfs

are carefully laid aside, and after the peats are taken out,
these turfs are brought back, .and placed upon the part that
was made bare. This operation is called shoeing the moss.
1837 Longf. Frithiof's Homestead 24 On a bear skin (the
skin it was coal-black, Scarlet red was the throat, but the
paws were shodden with silver), Thorsten sat.

Shoe, obs. form of Show sb. and v., Sow v.

Shoeblack (J«blsek). [f. Shoe sb. + Black v.]

One who cleans boots and shoes for a livelihood.

1778 Foote Trip to Calais 1. (1778) 21 As I live, a couple
of shoe-blacks. 1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 11. ix, Will the
whole Finance Ministers, .of modern Europe undertake to
make one Shoeblack happy?
attrib. 1862 G. H. Townsend Man. ofDales s. v. Shoe-

blacks, The existing ragged school shoeblack brigade was
founded in 1851.

b. Shoe-black Plant' = shoe-flower'(Shoe sb. 6 c).

1838 Simmonds Did. Trade, Shoe-black, .. a name in

Jamaica for the Hibiscus rosa sinensis. 1866 Treas. Bot.
I. ,589/1 Hibiscus Rosa sinensis. . -These flowers . .are used
. .in Java for blacking shoes, whence the plant is frequently
called the Shoe-black Plant,

So t Shoe-blacker, a shoeblack. Shoe-black

-

inff» 00 = Blacking vbl. sb. 3 b ;
{b) the blacking

and polishing of shoes.
I755 Johnson Diet., JaPanner..i. A shoeblacker. 1843

M. A. Richardson Local Hist. Table Bk., Hist. II. Index,
Shoe blacker. 1890 L. C. D'Oyle Notches 13 They were.

.

the only persons possessed of shoe-blacking. 1902 Alice
Terton Lights $ Shadows in Hosp. x. 166 His interest

in the shoe-blacking soon waned,

Shoed (j«d), ppl. a. [f. Shoe sb, or v, + -ed.]

Furnished or protected with a shoe or shoes ; shod.
See also Slip-shoedae. and high-shoed van of High-shod.
1601 Will of W. Snaivdon of Winterton, Lines., One

shoed waine with the furniture belonging to it. 161a tnv.
in Antiquary (1906) Jan. 28 A shoed shovel, a shoed spade.
190a Edin. Evening Neivs 14 July 2 [he] kicked her with
his shoed feet.

Shoef, obs. pa. t. of Shave v.

Shoe-goose : see Stagush.

Shoe-horn (J/7'h£in), sb. In 5, 6 Se, eehone-,
shone-, ? -schune.
1. A curved instrument of horn, metal, etc. used

to facilitate the slipping of one's heel into a shoe by
placing it between shoe and heel ; a shoeing-horn.

1589 Burgh Rec. Edin. (1882) IV. 540 Ane schone home
3od. x6i» Sc. Bk. Rates in Holyburton's Ledger (1867) 315
Shone homes the dozen vis. 1874 Burnand My time xxiv.

213 Giving his back the graceful outward bend of a shoe-

horn.

2. Jig, m SHOEING-HORN 2.

1630 Bp. G. Gr-cme Let. in Miscellany S. H. S. (1904) II.

255 bone, cum not in such termis, for . . I fear that if more be
offered it will be takin. be warie, ye be no schurehorne

I? read schunehornej. 1869 Lonsdale Gloss., Shoe.hom, a
puffer at an auction. 1894 Northumberld. Gloss., Slioc-

^<7r*,ahelperon. One employed to bid for the sellersat sales.

3. m Shoeing-horn 3.

1864 Atkinson Prov. Names Birds, Shoe-horn. Avocet
— Recurvirostra avocetta. 2895 P. H. Emerson Birds
Norfolk Broadland lxxxvi. 281 And you know 'tis an avocet,

or * shoe-horn ', as the old Broadsmen call him.

Shoe-horn, v,

tl. trans. To cuckold. (Cf. Horn v. 2.) Obs.—1

c 1650 Braithwait Barnabees jfrnl, it. xvi. H 6, Venus
swore it, She'd shooe-horn her Vulcans forehead.

2. To put or thrust (a thing) upon (a person) or

(a person) into (a position) by means of an * in-

strument * or ' tool ' for the purpose.

1859 W. Chadwick Life De Foe v. 302 A penny trash,

shoe-horned upon the public for buyers, by the addition of
the Shortest Way with Daniel De Foe. 1901 North
Western Daily Mail (Barrow) 6 Mar., A non-expert . . who
is shoehomed into a position like that of the War Secretary.

3. intr. To act as a ' shoe-horn ' at a sale. dial.

(Cf. Shoe-horn sb. 2.) 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet.

Shoeing (J"'in), vbl. sb. Forms: 4-6 shoyng(e,

(4 ssoinge), 4-7 shoing, 5 sohoynge, schoing,

5-6 scho(w)yng, 6 showing, showyng(e, shou-

ing, (schevyng, 7 schewing), 6-8 shooing, 7-

shoeing. [f. Shoe v. + -ing 1.]

1. The action of Shoe v. ; the action of putting

shoes on a person or animal, or offurnishing a pile,

wheel, etc. with a shoe.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 447/2 Schoynge, of menn, calceacio.

Schoynge, of hors,ferracio. 1458 Nottingham Rec. II. 366

For vj. powls schoyng and be powls ijs. 1515 Ace. Ld.
High Treas. Scot. V. 32 Item.. for..the schoyng of gun
cartis . . iij li. x s. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husbt § 109 Enterfyre

is a sorance, and cometh of yll shoynge. 1657 W. Coles
Adam in Eden exit, Laid or bound to a Horses foot that is

grievously pricked with shooing. 1707 Fleetwood Chron.
/V^.v.i4gForHay,Oats,LitterandShooing. 1840THACKE-
ray Catherine vii, My ho*se wants shoeing. 1883 ' Annie
Thomas ' Mod. Housewife 67 The only broad rule that can

be laid down for the successful shoeing of children is [etc.].

2. concr. a. Shoes collectively.

a 1340 Hampole Psalter cvii. 10 In til ydumy isallstreke

my snoynge. 138a Wyclif Exod. \\\. 5 But lowse thow thi

shoyng [v. r. schone] fro thi feyt. c 1450 Godstoiv Reg. 394
And. .the forsaid hugh shold fynde the forsaid Anneys..in

vitaile clothyng and shoyng. 1480 Caxton Chron. Eng.
cexxvi. 233 They were more iyche to tormentours and deuels

in hir clothyng and shoyng. 1483 Cath. Angl. 337/2 A
schoynge, ferramentum. Ibid., Schoynge of a byschope

(v.r. schon of a bischoppe), sandalia. 1530 Palsgr. 267/1

Schowyng of an horset./2rrw«.

SHOE-LEATHER.
b. The protective casing or covering with which

a thing is shod.
1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agaric. I. 378 A strong lever,

shod with iron, and having the iron shoeing bent a little

upwards. 1806 Morison Decis. XXXIII. 14296 The shoe-
ing or causewaying in the river.. must be taken away.
1870 2nd Rep. Dep. Kpr. Irel. 20 The sides of the tray are
fitted with a light shoeing of wood. 189a R. C. Leslie
Sea-Boat 162 Shooing, an iron band to protect the keel.
3." attrib. and Comb., as shoeingforge, -hammer,

-shed, -stool, -trade ; shoeing smith, a smith who
shoes horses.
1889 Harper's Mag. June 13/2 Outside the town you find

the *shoeing forges. 1753 Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., *Shoeing-
hammer. 1833 Loudon EncycLArchit. § 418 The *shoeing-
shed ought to have rings in the walls for the. -halters of the
horses being shod, to be fastened to. 1809 Sporting Mag.
XXXIII. 41 Mr, Goodwin, *shoeing-smith. 1861 Dickens
Gt. Expect. I. ix. 146 'S,houId you, Pip?' said Joe, drawing
his_*shoeing-stool near the forge. 1865 H. Kingsley Hillyars
I. ii. 11 His business was.. what we call a good "shoeing
trade, principally with the omnibus horses.

Shoeing-horn. [Shoeing vbl. sb.]

1. = Shoe-horn sb. 1.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 4,4,7/2 Schoynge home, parcopotlex.
I5*3~34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 142 Shoyng home, boget, and
shoes. 1614 B. Jonson Barth. Fair 11. ii, Oyly as the
Kings constables Lampe and shining as his Shooing-horne.
I7 X3 Swift Elegy Death Partridge Misc. (1727) 100 The
Horned Moon, which heretofore Upon their Shoes the
Romans wore.. And whence we claim our Shoeing-Horns.
1825 T. Hook Sayiftgs Sgt. ii. Man ofMany Fr. 1. 250 A pair
of pumps into which, with the assistance of. a shoeing-
horn, the old gentleman had compressed his proper propor-
tions. 1855 Dickens Dorrit xxii, A little instrument like a
shoeing horn for serving it [snuff] out.
attrib. 1633 Fletcher-SW^ a Wife iv. i, Here's a shooing-

horn Chain gilt over.

Proverbial. 1508 Stanbridce Vulgaria (W. de W.) B v,

His nose is lyke a shoynge home. 1659 Howell Lex.,
Prov. 4/1 Every one cannot havea nose like ashooing-horn.
2. fig. a. An appetizer for food or drink.

1536 Remedyfor Sedition 19 b, We haue to many sawces,
to many showying homes to drawe in meate. 1575 Gammer
Gurtou 1. i, I., caught a slyp of bacon. .Which. . Shall serue
for a shoinghorne to draw on two pots of ale. 1623 Mabbe
tr. Alemans Guzman d*Alf. 11. 275 The hungry sauour of
our porrige was a shooing-horne to draw downe the hard-
nesse of our bread. 1737 Ozell Rabelais I. 152 note, Thus
we say, a Red Herring is a shoing-horn to a Pot of Ale.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxiv, This [conversation] served as a
'shoeing-horn ' to draw on another cup of ale.

b. Something serving to facilitate a transaction,

to bring on a condition, or to procure acceptance

for something else.

1584 D. Fenner Def Ministers (1587) 71 This was nothing
but a shoing-horne, to pull on a page or two more. 1621

Burton Anat. Mel. 1. ii. 11. vi. 115 Voluntary solitarinesse

..gently brines on as a Siren, a shooing-horne, or some
Sphinx to this irrevocable gulfe [Melancholy]. 1759 Frank-
lin Ess, Wks. 1840 III. 198 It appeared., that a treaty and
a purchase went on together, that the former was a shoeing-

horn for the latter. 1819 Scott Leg. Montrose v, A long

story, my lord,., is., the best shoeing-horn for drawing on
a sound sleep. 1864 Sir T. Seaton From Cadet to Colonel
xvii. 358 An occupation that was a certain shoeing horn for

cholera.
attrib. a 1704 T. Brown Walk round London, Tavern

Wks. 1709 III. in. 6 As soon as that [his money] begins to

fail, then her Shooing-horn Looks and Freedoms, are turn'd

into moody Pouts.

o. A person used as a tool by another ; esp. one

who is employed as a decoy.
1603 Narcissus 441 O, that same youthe's the scummer of

all skome, Of surquedry the very shooing borne. 1606

Shaks. Tr. <$• Cr. v. i. 61. 1693 Wood Ath. Oxon. II, 494
Oliver bad made him,, his shooing horn, merely to serve his

turn. 1713 Addison Sped. No. 5^6 r 5 Most of our fine

young Ladies.. retain in their Service.. supernumerary and
insignificant Fellows, which they . . commonly call Shoeing-
Horns. These are.. designed.. when a good Offer comes,
to whet and spur him up to the Point. 1864 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xvi. vii. IV. 335 D'Arnaud—once Fnedrich's shoeing-
horn and ' rising-sun' for Voltaire's behoof.

f 3. The Avocet : — Shoe-horn sb. 3. Obs.

1668 Sir T. Bkowne Let. Wks. 1836 I. 400 A shoeing-horn

or barker, from the figure of the bill and barking note.

f 4. A cuckold's horn : see Horn sb. 7. In quot,

attrib. (Cf. Shoe-horn v. i.)

1663 Killigrew Pars. Wedding v. iv, Fine y' faith, none
but the small Levites brow to plant your shooing-hom-seed
in ? How now ?

Hence f Shoe'inff-liorn v. = Shoe-horn v. 2.

1658-9 BurtotCs Diary (1828) IV. 77 This House does not

intend to trepan, or shoeing-horn, any body.

Shoe'kin. nonce-wd. [-kin.] A small shoe.

1844 Thackeray Contrib. Punch, Wand. Fat Contrib. ii.

Wks. 1898 VI. 60 A Belgic child.. in little wooden shoekins.

Shoel, obs. form of Shoal sb.1

Shoe-leather. Leather for the making of

shoes ; the leather of which (one's) shoes are made.
1660 Boyle Spring ofAir 13 A sucker, .. upon which is

nail'd a good thick pieceof tan d shoe Leather. 1818 Lady
Morgan A utobiog. (1859) 119 As good a lad as ever stepped

in shoe-leather. 1838-3* Webster, Shoe-leather, leather

for shoes. 1889 Jessopp Coming ofFriars ii. 89 The poor

man's loaf was . .as tough as his shoe-leather.

b- put for the wear of shoes in walking.

1576 Fleming Panopt. Epist. 319 He counteth me.. such

a one as is altogether unworthy ofa litle shoe leather, when he
is sent for. 1675 V. Alsop Antusozzo'nx. 114 No need to look

out, if they had sufficient at Home, they might save Shooe-
leather. 1874 Ruskin Fors Clav. IV. xliv. 166 He walked

to Ulverstone ; spent nothing but shoe>leather on the road.



SHOELESS.

Shoeless (f'Hes), a. [f. Shoe si. + -less.]

Without shoes.

1627 Drayton Agincourt 59 A shoolesse Souldier there a

man might meete. 1815 Lamb Elia Ser. 11. Barbara S-,
And then came staring upon her the figures of her little

stockingless and shoeless sisters. 1875 Iowett Plato (ed. 2)

I. 134 He found that the other animals were suitably fur-

nished, but that man alone was naked and shoeless.

Hence Shoe-lessness.

1843 [G. P. R- James] Commissioner xxxvi. 220 She had

found her shoelessness not very pleasant.

Shoemack, -make, obs. forms of Sumach.

Shoemaker (jKwiksj). Forms: see Shoe

si. and Maker ; also 6 north, shounemaker
(from the plural).

1. One whose trade it is to make shoes.

1381 RollsofParlt. III. 112/2 Johannes Stotesbury.Childe-

shomakere. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 164 A philosophur..

pat boght a payr of shone on a tyme of a sho-maker. 1519

Present//!. Juries in Surtees Misc. (1890) 32 That the

shounemaker sewe well thayre shown. 1621 in Kempe
Losely MSS. (1836) 430 To y" shoo maker for boots and
shooes..4l!

. 3-r. 1824 Miss Mitford Village Ser. 1. 5 Our
shoemaker..employs three journeymen. 1865 Dickens
Mitt. Fr. u vii, His expression and stoop are like those of

a shoemaker.

b. in Latin proverb (cf. Last siA 2 c.).

1587 Golding De Mornay (1592) 155 The Shoomaker ought

not to presume aboue the Pantople. 1768-74 Tucker Lt.

Nat. (1834) II. 173 Carrying the shoe-maker beyond his

last, and encroaching upon the province of divines.

2. a. In the names of various fishes.

[1S88 Holme Armoury 11. 377/2 Table, Shoomaker fish 15

16. Ibid. 11. XV. 350 The Hollanders call it [the Tench] a

Schoemaker). 1836 J. Richardson Fauna Bor.-Amer. III.

120 Cyprinus (Catastomus) nigricans. (Le Sueur.). .This

species is.. an inhabitant of Lake Erie, where it is known
to the fishermen by the names of ' Shoemaker ', and ' Black

Sucker'. 1884 Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 326 The
Threadfish, Blepharis crinitus.., also known as the

'Shoemaker-fish'. Ibid. 332 The Runner, Elagatis

pinnulatus.., known, .at Pensacola as ..' Shoemaker ', is

..abundant on the.. coasts of Florida. 1891 Century Diet.

5.V. Coral, Coral shoemaker, a fish of the family Teuthididx

and genus Tcuthis or Acanthurus, living in the coral reefs

of the Seychelles. 1904 Eng. Dial. Diet., Shoemaker, the

lesser weever, Trachinus vipera ; also in comb. Master
slioemaker.

b. A name for the bird Skua antarcticus.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Egmont, or Port Egmont
Fowls, the large Antarctic gulls with dark-brown plumage,

called shoemakers.

3. Comb, f shoemaker-loo C/.S., some game at

cards.

1813 R. B. Thomas Fanner's Aim. (Boston, U.S.) Dec.

in Kittredge Old Farmer e} Almanack (1004) 95 Tom
Teazer, well known at the grog shops for a dabster at shoe-

maker loo.

b. Combinations of possessive, as shoemaker s

craft, but chiefly in the names of tools and appli-

ances, as shoemaker's awl, Hack (Black si. 1 b),

end (End si. 6 c), hammer, knife, nippers, paste,

rasp, thread, wax ; also shoemaker's bark-tree

(see quot.) j shoemaker's holiday, t (a) see quot.

1607 ; also applied to Monday (see Dekker Shoe-

maker's Holiday in. i)
; (*) used jocularly (after the

title of Dekker's play, a 1600) for a day's holiday

or ' outing ' in the country ; shoemaker's spasm,

a synonym given to tetany because of the liability

of shoemakers to be affected by it ; t shoe-maker's

stocks slang, shoes which pinch the feet.

1647 Hexham i, A "shoe-makers aule. 1874 Treas. Bot.

Suppl., 'Shoemaker's bark-tree, a Montserrat name for

Byrsonima spicata. 1563 Hyll Art Garden. (1593) 91 The
seedes.. being mixed with "shomakers blacke, doth take

away warts. 1530 Palsgr. 267/1 "Shoomakers crafte,

cordovanerie. 1540 Maldon (Essex) Liber B. 158 Idem
Andreas in arte sive occupacione de shomakerscrafte bene

et fideliter serviret dictum Cornelium. 1598- "Shoemaker's

end [see End si. 6 c]. 1895 P. N. Haslvck Boot Making
18 A "shoemaker's hammer, knife, nippers, glazing iron,

and rasp. Ibid. 27 "Shoemaker's Rasp. 1607 Christmas

Prince HI. (1816) 47 Tuesday [loq.]. . Bouzer I am not, but

mild, sober Tuesday .. if I light not on St. Hewsday. Foot-

note. The "Shoemakers holy-day. 1768 Goldsm. in Euro-

pean Mag. (1793) Sept. 172/1 And now my dear boy, if

you are not better engaged, I should be glad to enjoy a

Shoe-maker's holiday with you. 182a Scott Let. 23 June
in Lockhart (1837) V. 189 Castle Street is bad enough,

even with the privilege of a hop-step-and-jump to Abbots-

ford, by way of shoemakers' holiday. 1647 Hexham i,

A "shoe-makers knife. 184a Dickens Amer. Notes vii,

[He] would have gladly stabbed me with his shoemaker's

knife. 1688 Holme Armoury in. 349/2 These.. "Shoo-

makers Nippers.. having a sharp point in the end of

one [shank] ; and a slit in the other, to strain up a Tack.

1866 Athenxum Feb. 243/3 The paste to be used for all

prints . . should be "shoemakers' paste. 1899 A llbutt's Syst.

Med. (1910) VIII. 578 0f399Cases[ofTctany]..i740ccurred
in shoemakers (' "shoemaker's spasm '). a 1700 B. E. Diet.

Cant. Crew, "Shoemakers-stocks, pincht with strait Shoes.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 420 Fasten on each side of

the hole, two ends of "Shoomakers thread. 1603 Dekker
Wonder/. Yr. Wks. (Grosartl I. 132 "Shooemakers waxe
being laide to a byle. 1885 Leno Boot tr Shoemaking 22 r

Shoemakers' Wax.. is composed generally of. .pitch and
resin, with 10 per cent of tallow.

Hence Shoemakeress, a female shoemaker.

Shoemakerish a. , resembling that of a shoemaker.
i860 All Year Round Sept. 523/2 They all bought their

shoes of a woman who was called Mother Rousselle. . .The

726

shoemakeress[etc.]. 1866 Howells Venetian Life xiv. 204

With bead-black eyes and of a shoemakerish presence.

Shoemaking (J«'mAin), vii. si. [f. Shoe si.

+ Making vii. si.] The making of shoes.

1611 Cotgr., Cordouannerie, Shoo-making. 1859 Dickens
T. Two Cities I. vi, The white head that bent low over the

shoemaking. 1910 Mrs. H. M. Tirard Bk. 0/ Dead I 18

All the trades are also represented, shoe-making, boat-

building, pottery-making [etc.].

Shoer (JM-aj). Forms: 1 sc6ere, se6ehere, 5

sehoer, 6 shooer, 9- shoer. [OE. scSere : see

Shoe v. and -eb L] One who shoes. In OE. a

shoemaker ; later usually, one who shoes horses, etc.

c 725 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 696, Sutrinator, scoere.

«ooo Leiden Gloss. 122 in O. E. Texts 115 Sutrinator,

scoehere. 1483 Cath. Angl. 337/2 A Sehoer, /crrarius.

1562 J. Heywood Prov. $ Epigr. (1867) 159 We should haue

as many goose shooers as geese. 1861 Olmsted Journ.

Cotton Kingdom I. in He tells Prior that if he can find

a first rate shoer.. not to lose him. 1902 19th Cent. Aug. 313

The mystic shoer Wayland Smith.

Shoerl, variant of Schobl.

1789 Phil. Trans. LXXX. 81 Indurated clay and shoerl.

Shofar, variant of Shophab.

Shof(e, shoff(e, obs. forms of Shove v.

Shoffle, Shofful, obs. ff. Shuffle, Shovel.

Sh.Oful(j0"'ful)- slang. AlsoshowfuU,shouful,

schofell, shofle, schoful. [a. G. schofel worthless

stuff, rubbish (primarily Yiddish, and thence

adopted in London slang, though it has long been

in ordinary German use), subst. use of G. schofel

base, mean, worthless, repr. the German-Jewish

pronunciation of Heb. i>SK» shaphel low.]

1. Counterfeit money. Also atlrii. or adj.,

counterfeit. Comi. shoful-man, -pitcher, one

who passes counterfeit coin ; so shoful-pitching.

1831 Mayhew Lond. Labour 1. 24/1 [Costermonger's slang]

Showfulls, Bad money. 1856 — Gt. World London 47 The
' "shoful-men ', or those who plunder by counterfeits j as

coiners and forgers of checks, and notes, and wills. 1859

Hotten's Slang Diet., " Show/ull-pitchcr, a passer of

counterfeit money, i860 Ibid. (ed. 2), 'Shtm/ull-pullet,

a ' gay ' woman. 1863 W. B. J errold Signals 0/ Distress

106 The passers of base coin, shofulmen, .. will be sensibly

strengthened. 1891 Carew Autobiog. Gypsy 417 Got down
and heaved the sack-ful o' shoful into the water.

2. A hansom cab. Also (rarely) shoful-cai.

[Possibly a distinct word ; the explanation in quot 1851

does not seem altogether certain.]

1851-61 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 488/'2, I don't think

those 'shofuls' (Hansoms) should be allowed. Ibid. III.

351/1 Hansom's., are always called 'showfulls 'by the cab-

men. ' Showfull ', in slangy, means counterfeit, and the
( showfull ' cabs are an infringement on Hansom's patent.

18S4 Househ. Words VIII. 76 A hackney cab is a shoful.

1862 Offic. Catal. Internat. Exhib. I. No. 1444 Original

builders of the shofle or gentleman's Hansom. Ibid. No. 1367

New brougham 'shofle'. 1869 St. James' Mag. III. 285

There ought to be other conveyances beyond the ' Growler

and Shofle '.

3. A low-class tavern. ? rare.

1831 Mayhew Lond. Labour I. 259/1 ' A rackety place,

sir, . . one of the showfuls ; a dicky one ; a free-and-easy ',

Shog (J?g), si. Now only dial, and arch. Forms :

6 sehogg, 7-8 shogg, 7- shog. [f. Shog v.]

+ 1. A shaking condition. is. rare.

1596 Dalkymplk tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 141 Gif thir

tua landis he ma vanquis, Scotland, he thinkis, will be in

a sehogg. 1689 N. Lee Princess 0/ Cleve iv. lii, I feel a
gorgeing pain . . A shog of Blood and Spirits.

2. A shake, jerk.

161 1 Cotgr., Bransle,..a shake, shog, or shocke. 1669

Sturmy Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 68 Thrust in the Ladle,

being full, give it a shog, then strike off" the heaped Powder.

!70oTSteele Tatler No. 39 r 2 My learned friend assured

me further, that the earth had lately received a shogg from

a comet. 1724 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.) VIII. 280 He
warned her to hold by the ropes . . that so she might not fall,

if there happened any greater shog than ordinary.

trans/. 1728 Ramsay Fox f, Rat 20 Thus thou, great

King, hast by thy conqu'ring Paw, Gi'en Earth a Shog, and

made thy Will a Law. 1783 Burns Address to Deil xvi,

Ye cam to Paradise incog,.. An' gied the infant world a

shog. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow Prol. n This will be

a rare shog to poor Sir Oliver ; he will turn paper-colour.

3. A shogging gait. Cf. Shog v. 3.

1885 Dodge Patroclus tf Penelope 25 In early days, horses

were mainly ridden on a canter or a gallop. If perchance

a trot, it was a mere shog.

Shog (J?g)>K Now chiefly dial. Forms: 4-7

shogge, (5 shogke), 5-6 schog(ge, 6 shugge,

(shougge), 7-8 shogg, 8 shogue, (shug), 5- shog.

[ME. shogge, prob. related to OHG. scoc (pi. scocga)

oscillation, swinging, a swing, MHG. schock,

schocke swing, see-saw, MDu., Du. schok shake,

jolt, MLG., MDu., MHG. schocker to swing, oscil-

late, shake. The word was doubtless felt as

phonetically symbolic of the character of the move-

ment denoted ; cf. Jog v. See also Shock ».l]

1. trans. To shake or roll (something heavy)

from side to side ; to rock (a cradle) ; to shake,

agitate (a liquid or the vessel containing it) ; to

jolt or jar (some one or something).
1388 Wyclif Matt. xiv. 24 The boot, .was schoggid with

wawis [Vulg. jactabatur fluctibus\ c 1420 Chron. Vilod.

3015 J>ey houe, bey drawe, bey shogkeden hit [sc. the

shrine) also, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. xi. 322 Of wynys
soure is taught to make swete Wit barly floure. . . And oon

SHOGGLE.
doth dregge of swete wyn therto ; Of gliricide [read glici-

ride] a part he hath infuse Al drie, & longe yshogged it wol
vse [L. utuntur,cum diu vasorum commotione miscuerint].

C1550 Droichis Part of Play 38 in Dunbar's Poems 315
He, quhen he dansit, the warld wald schog. 1625 Plrchas
Pilgrims II. 1659 Now their [children's] Couch hangs in

the Aire, within little Beds of coard, or little Chaires, where
they shogge and rocke them. 1663 Hooke Microgr. 31 If

care be taken that the tube in erecting be not shogged. 1787
W. H. Marshall Norfolk (1795) II. 388 To Shug, to shake

;

as hay, &c.

t b. To shake (a person) in order to cause pain

or annoyance, or to rouse from sleep ; to jog (a

person) in order to attract attention. Also rarely

to shog upon in the same sense. Ois.

c 1440 York Myst. xl. 100 They schogged hym and schotte

hym his lymes all in sondir. c 1495 Epitaffe, etc in Skel-

ton's Wks. (1843) II. 389, I shogged him, 1 shaked him.

1530 Palsgr. 705/1 Shougge nat so upon him to wake hym
out of his slepe. Ibid. 706/1 Shugge. 1534 More Com/,
agst. Trib. II. Wks. 1 189/2 Rudely and boystuously shogge
hym & wake him. c 1613 Middleton No Wit like Woman's
11. ii. 107 Philip. May I crave one word, madam? [stage,

direction.] Shogs his Mother. 1631 H. More Enthus. Tri.

(1656) M 2, You onely mutter against the present disturbance,

as one shogged while he dreams upon his pillow.

t o. fig. To ' shake ' mentally ; to upset, dis-

compose ; to irritate, annoy. Ois.

1639 Cade Serin. 50 The deadly arrow sticks in his flesh,

and shogs and galls him. 1688 Penton Guardian's Instruct.

(1897) 47 His Brains have become so shogged, he cannot

think in a fortnight. 1701 Steele Chr. Hero (1711) 16

C;esar. .a little shogg'd with reiterated ill Omens.

2. fa. refi. (obs.) and b. intr. To jerk or jolt;

to shake to and fro, to rock ; f to be shaky or in-

securely fixed, to get shaken out.

a. (11400-50 Wars Alex. 5018 pan schogs hire be son-

tree & schoke hire schire leues.

b. c 1450 Mirk's Festiai 174 As he hyet on his way. .be

box schoget out of his bosome. 15. . in Boys Sandwich
(1792) 365 For amendyng of a chalys foote y* schoggyd ij d.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. xvi. x. 63 Neither was he
seene so much as to give a nod with his head, when the

wheele shogged. 1658 Rowland tr. Mou/et's Theat. In-

sects 900 Let there be two handfuls distance between every

Hive, that one snogging or shaking, the next may stand

unmoved. 1841 R. Chambers Pop. Rhymes Scot. (1870) 337
Big it [the castle]inabog Where 'twill neither shake nor shog.

•j- o. intr. Of troops : To waver, become unsteady.

1642-4 Vicars God in Mount 147 All the enemies Horse
began to shogge a little.

3. To walk, ride or move with a succession of

bumps or jerks ; to jog along. Now usually, to

advance at a steady easy pace, to travel steadily on.

c 1400 Destr. Troy 11089 Restorit full stithly opon strong

wise, Shot into sheltrons shoggond full bicke. 15.. Scot.

Field 94 in Chetltam Soc. Misc. II, Shott into a sure shipp,

and shoggeth over the water, Into Scotland. 1530 Palsgr.

704/1 The carte shogged so faste that I went ever I shulde

have fallen downe. 1719 Ramsay Ep. Hamilton Answ. iii.

20 Be blythe, and let the Warld e'en shog, as it thinks fit.

1857 Kingsley Two Y. Ago xxviii, They shog on side by
side. 1893 J. A. Barry Steve Brown's Bunyip 12 Shogging

steadily on . . 1 at length reached the creek.

b. To go away, begone. Also with off. Ois.

exc. dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

1399 Shaks. Hen. V, 11. L 47 Will you shogge off? Ibid.

11. iii. 48 Shall wee shogg? 31623 Fletcher Coxcomb 11. i,

Come, prethee let's shogg off, and browze an hour or two.

1 4. Of troops : To move gradually to one side.

Also trans, of a commander, to cause (troops) to

move gradually to one side. Ois.

1630 Cromwell Let. 4 Sept. in Carlyle (1845) II. 45 The
Enemy drew down to the right wing. .; shogging also their

foot and train much to the right. 1654-66 Earl Orrery
Parthen. (1676) 691, I gave strict order to all my Army to

shog still toward the right hand.

Hence Sh.o-ggeO.ppl. a.

1594 R. Carew Tasso (1881) 73 Nor shogged earth so euer

bideth throwes, When bigge in wombe she doth the vapours

close.

Shogging (jV-girj). vbl. si. [-ingI.] The
action of Shog v. ; a shaking, jolting, jerking, etc

c 1440 Promp.Parv. 447/2 Schoggynge, .

.

agitacio. 1563-83

Foxe A. tr M. 1492/1 Rogers.. being found a slepe, scarse

with much shogging could be awaked. 1600 Holland Livy
xxvii. xxix. 650 Scarce able to endure the shogging and
shaking of the horselitter. 1725 Bradley's Family Diet. s. v.

Shoeing, So as the Heads of the Nails may enter in, and fill

the same, appearing somewhat above the Shoe, and then

they will stand sure without shogging, and endure Danger.

b. spec, in Lace manuf. (See qnots.)

1839 Ure Diet. Arts 732 One of these two combs, in the

double bolt machine, has an occasional lateral movement
called shogging. 1878 A. Barlow Hist. Weaving 336 This

motion of the comb-bar is technically called ' shogging
',

and by its means the diagonal arrangement is given to the

threads. Ibid. 362 The ' shogging ' motion of the combs.

Shogging, ///. a. [-ing 2
.] That shogs.

1581 Studley tr. Seneca's Hippol. 61 The shogging carte

made crake with swagging sway. 01800 Pegge Suppl.

Grose s. v. Shog, A shogging horse, a 1881 J.
Craig in

Mod. Scott. Poets Ser. 11. 123 The mavis will sing to me,.

.

Aff the shoggin' boughs o' the sauchen tree. 1897 ' O. Rhos-

comyl ' White Rose Arno 272 A sort of shogging amble.

Shoggle (j>-g*l), v. Chiefly dial. Also 8

sohogle, 9 shoogle, shogle, snuggle. [Fre-

quentative f. Shog v. : see -le. Cf. G. schockeln,

schuckeln to shake, jostle, walk unsteadily.]

1. trans. To shake, to cause to move ; to shake

(something or somebody) off.

IS77 Googe Heresbach's Husb. iv. 159 b, You must in
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no wise shake them, or shoggle them.. : by shaking of
the egges, the Chickins haue been hatched lame. 182a
Galt Sir A. Wylie xxxiv, If, by ony mischance, she had
been shooggled aff [the coach] whar would I hae been
then X a 1844. W. Miller in Whitelaw Bk. Scott. Song 6/2
Stravagin' wuns begin To shoggle and shake the window-
brods. 1855 Robinson Whitby Gloss., To Shoggle, to joggle.

2. intr. To shake ; to swing about, to dangle

;

to shake or settle down,
c 1730 Ramsay Vision v, A braid-sword schogled at his

thee. 1896 Crockett Cleg Kelly xx\x, I'll juist lock them in

and they'll [soon] hae shuggled doon as quaite as a session.

3. To walk unsteadily.

1884 Reports Provinc. (E.D.D.\ The old cat was snuggling
about in the hole. 1896 B. Mitford Sign ofSpider xxvii.

268 It stood for a moment in rigid immobility, then.. it

shoggled over the ridge. Ibid. 274 The fearful Thing..
shoggled away in the direction whence it had come.

Sho*ggy,tf. [f. Shog sb. + -y.] Shaky, insecure.
1866 D. Mitchell Hist. Montrose 22 Sandy Fullerton..

ascended to the narrow shoggy scaffold at the top of the spire.

II Shogtlll (Jpi'gwn). Forms : 7 shongo, 8-9
seogun, (9 djogoun), s(h)iogoon, sjogun, 9
ziogoon, 9- shogun. [Jap. shogun, short for

sei-i-tai shogun, ( barbarian-subduing great gene-

ral ', bestowed on the first holder of the office in

1 192. Shogun is a Japanese sound-substitution

for Chinese chiang chiin {chiang to lead, chiin

army).] The hereditary commander-in-chief of

the Japanese army, until 1867 the virtual ruler of

Japan. Also called Tycoon.
By successive usurpations of power, the Shogun or Tycoon

had become the real ruler of Japan, though nominally the
subject of the Mikado, and acting in his name. This state

of things was misunderstood by Europeans, and it was
erroneously supposed that there were two emperors in Japan,
the Mikado (who was the object of a loyalty of the nature
of religious devotion) being called ' the spiritual emperor *,

and the Shogun *the temporal emperor'. In 1867, with
the abolition of the feudal system, the Mikado assumed the
actual sovereignty, and the reign of the Shoguns came to

an end.

1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hzk\, Soc.) I. 5 His wife is sent
back to her father Shongo Samme, King of Edo and to

succeed in the Empire, 17*7 Scheuchzf.r tr. Kaempfer's
Japan A pp. 1. 65 It was thought expedient, that the Seogun,
or Crown-General, should be sent against them at the head
of the imperial army. 1863 Alcock Capital of Tycoon II.

233 The Seogun, or Dai-Seogun. 1875 N. Amer. Rev.
CXX. 281 The fall of the shogun's (tycoon's) government.
1879 Audslev & Bowks Keramic Art Japan X. Pref., The
difficulty which modern writers have found in deciding
upon the correct mode of spelling the single word Shdgun ;

in the Japanese Government Reports we find it written
Shogun; Mr. F. Ottwell Adams.. writes tt..Shdgun; Mr.
Dickson, Shiogoon ; Mr. Mossman,Siogoon ; Mr. Mitford,
Shogun ; Dr. Siebold, SjOgun ; and Mr. Satow..Sh6gun.

b. attrib. as designating fashions or art belong-

ing to the Japanese feudal period.

1889 Sir E. Arnold Seas $ Lands xW. (1895) 226 A seated
figure, which might have been taken at first for the chief
triumph of the Shogun carvers' work. 1904 D. Sladen
Playing the Game 1. vi, Tied in the elegant and fantastic

Shogun knots which are the formal way of fastening up
presents in Dai Nippon.

Hence Sho gmnal a., pertaining tc a shogun,

the shoguns, or the shogunate; Shogunate, the

office or dignity of a shogun or the shoguns

;

Sho gunite {rare), a partisan of the shogunate;
Shogunship = Shogunate.
1841 Mann. <y Cust. Japanese 357 The Annals begin to

tell.. of rival heirs contending for the ziogoonship. 1873
Mossman New Japan 333 The despotic rule of the Mikados
before the Siogoonate was established. 1883 E. M. Thomp-
son R. Cocks' Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 5 note, Iye"yasu held

the Shogunate only two years. 1890 Sir E. Arnold Seas fy

Lands xxii. (1895} 364 The rebels, or Shogunites, were
defeated. 1899 C. J. Holmes Hokusai 14 His artistic repu-
tation had even spread to the Shogunal court.

Shoir, obs. form of Shore sb. and v.

Shoit(e, shoitte, obs. forms of Shoat.2

Shok, obs. f. Shock sb. ; obs. pa. t. of Shake v.

Shoke, obs. f. Shock ; obs. pa. t of Shake v,

Shokinge, obs. pres. pple. of Sock v.

8hokk(e, obs. forms of Shock sb.

llShola 1 (J#»*la). [Hindi shotd {cold) - Ben-

gall sold.] = Sola. I.

1836 Fanny Parks Wand. Pilgr. (1850) II. 100 Each
float was formed of eight pieces of shola. . .When this light

and spongy pith is wetted, it can be cut into thin layers,

which, pasted together, are formed into hats. 1884 Sunday
at Home June 373/2, 1 cannot hut grieve to see the graceful

shola disappearing fast before the planter's axe.

attrib. 1876 J. H. Balfour in Encycl. Brit. IV. 100/2

jEschynomene aspera (Shola plant, the Rice-paper plant of

India). 1887 Bentley Man. Bot. (ed. 5) 726 They are not

so durable as the Sola or Shola hats of Calcutta.

I! Shola 2 (J^o'la). Also sholah. [Tamil coldi.]

A thicket or jungle, in Southern India.

186a Markham Trav. Peru <$• India xxiii. 38 A wooded
ravine or shola. Ibid. 383 There are many sholas which
will be found equally well adapted for the growth of the

hardier chinchonas. 1863 Sir V. Brooke in O. L. Stephen

Mem. (1894) 109 She [the tigress] got weaker and weaker,

let go the boar, and slunk off to the sholah.

Snoldarry, variant of Shooldabby.
Shold(e, obs. forms of Shoal.

Sholder(e, sholdre, obs. forms of Shoulder.

Shole (Jo*\). NauU [Of obscure origin. Cf.

Shoe sb, 5 j.] (See quots.)

X711 W. Sutherland Shipbuild. Assist. 26 The Transoms
ought to be level, but especially the Wing Transom, securing
all very well with Shores, which ought to be plac'd on Timber
Foundations, called Sholes. 1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 131
Sholes, pieces of oak or plank, placed under the soles of the
standards ; or under the fieels of the shores, in docks or
slips where there are no groundways, to enable them to
sustain the weight required without sinking.

Shole, obs. form of Shoal, Shovel.
Sholt. Obs. exc. dial. Also 6 shault, 9 shoult

{E. Angl. Gloss., 1895). A cur.

1587 Harrison England m. \\\. 231/2 in Holinshed, Be-
sides these also we haue sholts or curs dailie brought out of
Iseland. 159a Greene Conny-catch. Wks. (Grosart)XI. 65
The Boy . . neuer saw a Dog nor Bitch, but a little prickeard
Shault, that kept the Mil doore. 1x1825 Forby Voc. E.
Anglia, Sholt, a cur.

Sholve, obs. var. Shovel sb.

Shomach, -acke, obs. forms of Sumach.
Shomaker(e, obs. forms of Shoemakeb.
t Sliome. Obs. rare. In 4 schome. ? Some

kind of adornment for horses. Hence (?) Schom
v. trans., to adorn with this.

a 1310 in Wright Pol. Songs (Camden) 239 NoubethcapeU
claweres With shome to-shrude ; Hue boskep huem with
botouns, Ase hit were abrude. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems \x\.

3 Quhy sould not palfrayis thane be prowd, Quhen gillettis

wilbe schomd and schroud.

Shome, obs. form of Shame sb.

Shon, obs. form of Shun.

t Shond, sb. 1 Obs. Forms : 1 sceand, sceond,
scond, 1-2 scand, 2-3 Ormin shande, 3 scond(e,
sond(e, ssonde, 3-5 schonde, 4 schounde,
schond, 4-5 shonde, (5 shont). [Com. Teut.

:

OE. scand, scgnd fern, corresponds to OFris. skonde,

(M)Du., (M)LG. sehande, OHG. scanta (MHG.,
mod.G. sehande), Goth, skanda :—OTeut. *skando,

i. *shando- ashamed (OHG. scant, OE. as subst.

masc. scand : see next) :—*skamd*o- pa. pple. of

*skam- : see Shame sb.] Shame, disgrace, in-

famy, ignominy; scandal. To do (some one)

shond, to treat with indignity ; to bring, make to

shond, to disgrace, ruin.

a 900 Cynewulf Crist 1274 ponne is him ober earfebu swa
some scyldgutn to sconde. c 1100 O.E. Chron. (MS. D.)an.

1076, Sume xe tawod to scande. cxzoo Ormin 11956 Forr
patt wass. .Hiss axhennshame& shande. ci*o$ Lay. 7032
pe junge wifmen & be aelde he makeden to sconde. c 1250

Gen. <$ Ex. 2714 Dat 5hu}te moyses michel sond. 1297
R. Glouc. (Rolls) 1493 To spousy be emperours dorter hit

nere him no ssonde. £1315 Shoreham 7 Deadly Sins 45
Wyth schame and eke wyth schounde. c 1384 Chaucer
H. Fame 88 And shelde hem fro pouerte and shonde. c 1400

St. Alexius 80 (Laud 463) pou most pole shame & shonde,

al for my sake, c 1450 Lovelich Grail xiv. 28 With his Ax
he wrowhte hem Mochel schonde.

+ Shond, sb% Obs. Forms: 1 sceand, scond,

3 sconde. [OE, scand, scgnd \ see prec] An
infamous person, a deceiver, charlatan, recreant.

c 7*5 Corpus Gloss. (Hessels) S 165 Scurra, scond. c 1000

JEuvmc Saints xvii. 159 Ac byllice sceandas sceolan si5ian

to helle. c 1*05 Lay. 23668 Beon he in aelche londe ique5e

for ane sconde.

I
Shond, v. Obs. rare. [f. Shond sbA Cf.

Shend v.] trans. To harm, injure.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725^ 226 pe Sarazins do grete

wreche, be Cristen for to schond. c 1450 Lovelich Grail

xiii. 836 For Erthly Man was non leveng In londe That so

moche he hated, ne wolde schonde.

f Shondful, a. Obs. [OE. sceandfull, f. OE.
sceand Shond sb. 1 + -ful,] Shameful, disgraceful

;

infamous. Hence f Sho 'ndfnlly adv.

agooO. E. Martyrol. 29 Aug. 156 He [John Baptist] waes

heafde becorfen for scandfulra wifa bene, and for., scond-

fulles sebeorscypes hleahtre. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 31 pis

him wule buncne swtSe strong and swi5e scondful bet he

[etc), c 1330 A rth. fy Alert. 9198 Better is to sterue worb-
schipliche pan long to liuen schandfulliche.

t Shondly, ct. Obs. Forms : see Shond sb.l

Also 2 sandlice. [OE. sceandlic : see Shond sb.1

and -ly !.] Shameful, disgraceful, vile.

888 Alfred Boeth. xiv. § 3 $if hit aer scandlic waes, ne

bi5 hit no <5y fsejerre. a 1175 Colt. Horn. 239 Wat sceol se

wrecce don pe bufon isej3 his hlaford . . him selfe bi sandlice

senne beswapen. c iaoj Lay. 2274 Ne seal be nan man
scilden wi5 scondliche dea5e. c 1330 A rth. $ Merl. 4276We
no haue pouer Arthour o3en ..No for Merlin, . . pat can so

michel schandliche werk.

Shone, pa. t. and pa. pple. of Shine v.

Shone, obs. pi. of Shoe ; obs. f. Shun v.

Shoneen (J<wu'n). Anglo-Irish. Also shau-

neen. [f. mod. Irish Sedn, ad. Eng. John + -in

diminutive suffix.] (See quot. 19 10.)

c 1840 Keegan Leg. <$ Poems (1907) 67 The likes of him, a
bandy-legged shoneen. 1889 Times 30 Jan. 6/5, I hope to

hear of ye shooting Hubert Davis . . the shauneen of a land-

lord. 1909 Ibid. 21 Jan. 6/6 What difference did it make
whether a man got a ' shoneen ' education in Belfast or in

Oxford so long as he was not educated an Irishman. 19x0

P. W. Joyce English as we Speak it in Irel. 321 Shoneen,

a gentleman in a small way : a would-be gentleman who
puts on superior airs. Always used contemptuously.

t Shongable. Obs. rare. [f. shon pi. of Shoe
sb. + -gable in imitation of older compounds : see

Gavel sb.] A tax on the making of (a particular

kind of) shoes.

a 1400 in Eng. Gilds 359 Euerych sowtere b* makeb shon

of newe robes Ieber, shal bote . . twey pans, in name of shon-
gable.

Shonie, obs. form of Shun v.

+ Shonk, v. Sc. Obs. rare. In 5 schonk. [Of
obscure origin.] a. trans. To shatter, b. intr.

To burst forth. Hence f Sho*nkand///. a. {Sc.)
C1470 Got. fy Gaiv. 619 Thair speris in splendrissprent,On

scheldis schonkit and schent. c 1470 Henry Wallace 111. 147
The shafft to schonkit off the fruschand tre. Ibid. 156 Vpon
the flouris schot the schonkan blude.

Shonke, Shonne, obs. ff. Shank, Shun.
Shont(t, obs. forms of Shunt v.

Shoo (J«), v. Forms : 7 shough, 8-9 shue,

9 schue, sheugh, 8- shoo. [f. Shoo int.l Cf. It.

scioiare (Florio).]

1. trans. To scare or drive away (fowls, etc.) by
calling out * shoo \ Also with away, from, off,

out {of).
1622 Breton Strange Nexvs (Grosart) 12/2 With that the

Cock-master came in. .and shought away the Hen. c 1798
T. Brown Awd Daisy 40 Ah waved my hat an' shoo'd 'em
all away. 1819 W. Tennant Papistry Storm d iii. (1827)
106 Think alswa How to rebut and schue awa Thir damnit
faes. 1872 ' Susan Coolidge ' What Katy did viii, 'Shue '-

ing away the other children. 1913 Chesterton Manalive
161 'Get inside ! get inside !' cried Moon hilariously, with
the air of one shooing a company of cats.

2. intr. To cry out 'shoo* in order to frighten

or drive away fowls, etc. Const, at.

c 1746 J. Collier (Tim Bobbin) View Lane. Dial. (1806)
22 Still they kept shuing. x88x Mrs. Molesworth Adv.
Herr Baby 120 It was very funny to see the way the little

footman went 'shoo-ing 1
at the poor cat.

3. To hasten away, as after being * shooed at \
1851 Sternberg Northampt. Gloss. 95 Lady lock, lady

lock ! shoo all the way home, a 1869 C. Spence Fr. Braes
ofCarse (1898) 192 The fairies, .beat the beldames blank and
hollow, And sent them sheughing down the Ballo'. 1882
P. Robinson Under the Sun in. v. 213 If the domestic says
shoo to her [the cat] she shoos at once.

Hence Sliooer, in comb, bird-shooer.

1849 Halliwell Pop. Rhymes 179 This is the universal
bird-shooer's song in the midland counties.

ShOO (|«), «•*.* Forms: 5 schowe, ssou, 7
shooe, shooh, shue, ehoogh, 7-8 shough, 9
shu(h, shue, sho (etc.: see Eng. Dial. Diet.),

9- shoo. [An instinctive exclamation; cf. LG.
schu, MHG. schu, schuo (mod.G. schu), F. shou,

It. scioia.] An exclamation used to frighten or

drive away poultry, birds, or other intruders. Also
shoohoo. Also as sb.

1483 Cath. Angl. 338/1 Schowe ssou, jnterieccio est. x6n
Florio, Scioiare, to cry shooe shooe, as women do to their

hens. 1623 Fletcher & Rowley Maid in Mill v. i, Shough,
shough, up to your coop, Pea-Hen. 1639 J. Clarke
Parcemiologia 145 He cannot say shooh to a goose. 1675
Hobbes Odyss. xv. 139 An eagle.. seis'd a great white tame
goose grazing near: The standers-by shouted and cri'd,Shue 1

shue ! But yet away the eagle bore him clear. 1681 Otway
Soldier's Port. iv. (1683) 49 Shoogh, shoogh, get you into a
corner when I bid you, shoogh, shoogh, shoogh, what there
already! 1822 T. Mitchell Aristoph., Wasps I, ii. II. 191
Shuh! shuh! foolish bird, must I stone 'ee? 1829 J. Hunter
Hallamsk. Gloss., Shoo, the interjection used in frighting

away birds from their prey. 1852 Dickens Bleak Ho.
xxxix, Shoohoo ! Get out, you goblin ! 1891 J. L. Kipling
Beast <$ Man India ii. 44 The servant shows the master a
fowl standing on one leg. The master crows sho I and the

fowl runs away with two. 1894 Crockett Raiders xxxvii.

311 An owl flew by. .and I heard him say, 'Shoo, you beast!*

1896 Jane Barlow Mrs. Martins Comp. 41 A. .burly man,
who says 'shoo-shoo' to a. .cluster of tiny yellow ducks.

ShOO (jd, Jit), sho (jo), int.* dial, and U.S.

Also shuh, shah. [Instinctive : cf. prec] An
exclamation indicating impatient or contemptuous
rejection of a statement. Cf. Pshaw.
1845 S. Judd Margaret 1. xi, 'Sho ! it's humans you are

speaking of, replied Nimrod. 1856 P. Thompson Hist.
Boston 722 Shoo or Shah. Pshaw 1 a peevish reply. 1883

J. C. Harris in Century Mag. May 139/2 Shoo ! won't my
ole 'oman holler t 1900 Weyman Sophia xiv, ' Sho !

' Lady
Betty cried contemptuously.

Shoo, obs. form of She, Shoe, Show v.

Shooba, shoobe, variant forms of Shuba.
Shooch, dial, variant of Sheugh sb.

Shood, shude (J»d). dial. Also 7 shud, 9
shewd. [Prob. cogn. w. MLG. schode, MHG.
schote, mod.G. schote husk, pod of peas or beans,

f. *skeu- to cover; the OE. form may have been

*sciod (scedd) corresponding formally to ON. skj68

fern., skin bag.] The husk of oats after threshing.

Usually mpl. Alsof = Shive sb.%

i6ox Holland Pliny xix. i. II. 4 But what shall bee done
with all the hard refuse [from the flax], . .the short shuds or

shives that are either driven from the rest in the knocking,

or parted in the hetchelling. 1691 Ray iV. C. Words (ed. 2)

62 Snoods, Oat-hulls ; Darbish. 1829 J. Hunter Hallamsh.
Gloss., Shewds, the outer coat of oats, sometimes called

s/tijfs. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk., S/toods,

husks of oats,— * this wutmil's full o' shoods \ 1886 Cheshire

Gloss., Shudes, husks of oats, sifted from the meal. Bacon
is often stowed away in a chest amongst shoods.

Shood, Shooe, obs. ff. Shod a., Shoe.

Shoof(e, obs. pa. t. of Shave v., Shove v.

Shooffell, shoof(f)le, obs. ff. Shuffle v.

Shook (Juk), sb. Now chiefly U.S. [?f. Shook
ppl. a. Cf. Shaken cask.] ( A set of staves and

headings sufficient for one hogshead, barrel, or the



SHOOK.

like, prepared for use and bound up in a compact

form for convenience of transport. Boards for

boxes prepared or fitted for use and packed in the

same way bear the same name ' {Cent. Diet. 1 89 1 )

.

[1768, .79* : see Shook fit. a.) 179? Morse Amer. Geog.

d±$l.% [Exports ofV.S.) Shoots. i860 Merc. Mar
Jfe-VII. 120 Shooks are free of duty. 1894 Times 16 Aug.

6/5 Casks and barrels, empty, sugar-box shooks and packing

boxes and packing box shooks, of wood.

b. ' Furniture made in parts and not set up, Dut

shipped in packs' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875).

Hence Shook v. trans., to pack in shooks.

1847 in Webster ; and in later Diets.

Shook (Juk), ppl. a. In educated use only

arch. [pa. pple. of Shake ».] = Shaken ppl. a.

1695 Blackmore Pr. Arthur in. (1696) 68 And the shook

Sphears, with loud Hosannahs ring. 1768 Massach.Gaz.

in Thornton Amer. Gloss, s. v., A few large shook hogs,

heads. 1794 Morse Amer. Geog. (ed. 2) 206 [Exports of

U.S.] Wood.. Shingles, Shook Casks, Casks, Laths. 1897

F. Thompson New Poems 25 Reversing the shook banners

of their song.

SllOOl (J«l), v. dial, and slang. Also 8-9 shule,

9 shoal. [Of obscure origin ; hardly identical

with shool var. of Shovel v. In Ireland it seems

to have been associated with Irish siubhail to go,

travel ; shooler (see below) seems to correspond to

Irish siubhlach vagrant] inir. To go about

begging ; to sponge, to acquire some advantage

by insidious means ; also to skulk.

1736 J. Lewis Isle 0/ Tenet (ed. 2) 38 Shooting, begging,

to go a Shooting. 1748 Smollett Rod. Random xli, When
they found my hold unstowed, they went all hands to shool-

ing and begging. 1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Shoole, to go

skulking about. 1841 Lover Handy Andy xxxiy, ' Throth,

you do me wrong ', said the beggar, ' if you think I came
shooling'. a 1876 M. & Fr. Collins Village Comedy (1878)

I. xxii. 297 As we watch these daring damsels starting to

'shool', we cannot help wishing them some lively adven-

tures. 1899 ' Martello Tower ' A t School ff Sea 73 Hullo,

Dil, at it again, shooling (that is, getting things) on the

youngsters.

b. trans. To impose on (a person).

1745L ifi Baiupfylde-Moore Carew 1 58 One Dayhe me t with

an English Doctor, whom he shuled as a cast-away Seaman.

0. To carry as a pretence.

1820 Clare Rural Life (ed. 3) 125 Who takes delight To
shool her knitting out at night.

Hence Shoo ler, one who 'shools '.

1830 Carleton Traits Irish Peas. (1843) I. 62 What tribes

of beggars and shulers. 1856 P. Thompson Hist, Boston

J22 S/woler, one who intrudes upon his neighbour, and
forces an invitation to dinner, &c.

Shool, obs. and dial, form of Shovel.

Shooldarry (Jaldse'ri). Ind. Also shoal-

clarree, sholdarry. [Urdu |/|Uk|» chholdari,

of obscure origin.] ' A small tent with steep slop-

ing roof, two poles and a ridge-piece, and with

very low side walls ' (Yule).

1808 Elphinstone in Colebrooke Life (1884) I. 182, 1 have

now a shoaldarree for myself, and a long paul for my people.

I9oj T. W. Webber Forests Upper India v. 46 The baggage
consisted of a small sholdarry tent, 6 feet square.

Shoole, obs. form of Shoal sb.

Shoomack, -ak(e, obs. forms of Sumach.

Shoon, pi. f. Shoe ; obs. pa. t. of Shine v.

Shoone, obs. f. pa. t. of Shine v.

Shoop Cf"P)- north. Forms : 5 schowpe, 8-9

shoup, showp, 9- shoop. See also Choop. [The

forms shoop, choop perh. represent aberrant pronun-

ciations of ON. *hjupa (MSw. hiupa, Norw. dial.

hjupa, Da. hybe) m OE. hhpe Hip.r<$.2]

The fruit of the rose ; = Hip sb?

1483 Cath. Angl. 338/1 A schowpe, cornum. A schowpe

tre, cornus. 17a! MS. Cook Book in Girts Own Paper

(1886) VII. 729 How to Candy Shoups. 1781 J. Hutton
Tour to Caves (ed. 2) 05 Shoup, an hep. 1804 Europ. Mag.
XLV. 326/2 [Shaped! like a hip or a shoup on a rose-tree.

1878 Cumberld. Gloss., Choop.Shoop, the fruit of the wild rose.

Snoop, obs. pa. t. of Shape v.

Shoope, Shoore, obs. ff. Shop sb., Shore.

Shoot (j»t), sb.i Forms : 6 s(p)hute, 6 sohote,

5 schoyt, 6 shote, 6 showt, 6-7 shoote, 7

shout, 5- shoot, [f. Shoot v.

In early examples it is sometimes difficult to distinguish

this word from certain other derivatives of the same root.

In the early 16th c the spellings shote and shootie are both

ambiguous, so that only the shade of meaning can determine

whether the word is shoot (rhyming with root) f. the pres.-

stem of the vb., or the older Shote (rhyming with throat).

The 16th c examples of the spelling s{c),\ule belong to the

present word, but down to the 14th c. this spelling (with

» = it) represents the OE. scyte : see Shute sb.]

1. An act of shooting (with fire-arms, a bow,

etc.) ; a discharge of arrows, bullets, etc. : = Shot
sb. Now only arch.

1534 More Comf. agst. Trib. 1. Wks. 1157/2 This marke
. . we shal nowe meate for the shoote and consider . . how farre

of your arrowes are from the prik. 1545 Ascham Toxoph.
I. (Arb.) 89 The strongest men, do not drawe alwayes the

strongest shoote. Ibid. 11. 107 For in a rayne and at no marke,
a man may shote a faire shoote. 1546 Plumpton Corr.

(Camden) 250 Tomorrow.. I must. .ride to Tankerslay..
6 mete my Lord of Shrewsburry, who will be thear to.

morrow by ij of the clock, & se a showt at a stage I= stag].

1565 Cooper Thesaurus s.v. Conftcere, He killed twelue at

-xii. shootes. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus R iv b, O that

728

I mighte haue a shoote at one of the Deares in his Parke.

1629 Wadsworth Pilgr. iv. 35 In 12 shootes more they

strooke downe our maine Mast. 1676 Shotterel & Durfey
Archerie rcviv'd 78 If in measuring a Shoot, the Mark be

stirred out of its place, he loseth the Shoot that removed it.

1692 R. L'Estrange Fables lxvi. 65 As a Country Fellow

was making a Shoot at a Pigeon. 1775 Pennsylvania
Even. Post 30 Nov. 551/1 The riflemen .. declare that they

can hit a man every shoot if within two hundred and fifty

yards. 1801 T. Roberts Engl. Bowman 293 A Shoot, an

arrow shot. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow Prol. 8 How
many a rogue would give his two crop ears to have a shoot

at either of us ! Ibid. v. vi. 306, 1 have two score men at my
whistle, and with one shoot of arrows I could answer for

you all.

fig' 'S00 Colter of Canlerb. 2 All men..saide, that he

[Chaucer] shot a shoote which many haue aimed at but

neuei reacht to. i68z Drvden & Lee Dk, Guise 1. i, Pol.

But one prime Article of our holy League, Is to preserve the

King, his Power and Person. Cur. That must be said, you

know, for Decency; A pretty Blind to make the Shoot

secure.

f b. Range, distance or reach of a shot ; shoot-

ing distance. Obs.

1530 Sir D. Lyndesay Test. Papyngo 941 They haue ane

Boumbard . .Within quhose schote there dar no Enimeis Ap-

proche thare place. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 33 There

was nothing within his retche and shote, 1613 Beaum. &
Fl. Hon. Man's Fort. lv. ii, Hence, and take the wings of

thy black Infamy, to carry thee beyond the shoot of looks,

Or sound of curses. 1641 Earl Monm. tr. Blonde's Civil

IVarres iv. 64 Chartier brings the two Armies (ace to face

within the shoote of a Culverin. 1676 Ace. Exam, jfoan

Perry 3 He went again with him about a Bows shoot into

the Fields, a 1700 Evelyn Diary Apr. 1646, Nor could we
any where see above a pistol shoote before us. 17x9 De
Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 236 So that I might come within

shoot of them before I should be discover'd.

f o. Weapons for shooting, firearms. Obs.

1469 Paston Lett. III. 372 That, with ther gret multitude

of gannes [sic], with other shoot and ordynaunce, ther shall

no man dar appere in the place.

f d. A charge (of powder). Obs.

1645 Svmonds Diary (Camden) 276 Their ammunition was

so spent that the enemy gave the soldjer many shootes of

powder to make the conditions good.

e. A game-shooting expedition ; the result of

such an expedition.

1852 Viscountess Canning in Hare Story Two Noble

Lives (1893) I. 360 The Prince is much pleased with his

shoot this year. One day he killed five stags. 1877 ' Wild-
fowler ' Shooting Trips Ser. 11. II. 99 We should arrive at

Ford in time for a stroll and a ' shoot along the river Arun.

1895 Sir W. W. Hunter Old Missionary iii. 59 Their return

. .was celebrated by a big shoot in the jungle.

f. A shooting party.

1885 Field 4 Apr. 446/1 At a big shoot in Warwickshire.

1894 '

J. S. Winter ' Red Coats 69 Miss Dawson, .gave big

dinners and big shoots.

g. The right to shoot game in a given area ; also

the area itself.

1861 Mrs. Jenkin Who Breaks Pays II. 93, I hear Sir

Frederick a taken the shoot hisself, and bought Bill Ford,

ham's black hunter. 189a Greener Breech-Loader 221

The sportsman whose shoot is small and the game.. scarce

and wild, will be unable to practise driving to any advan-

tage. 1900 Field 29 Sept. Advt. p. vi/2 Wanted, a good
rough shoot, commencing season 1901-1002, on Lease

;

plenty of rabbits essential ; 2000 to 5000 acres.

h. A shooting match or contest ; a round of

shots in such a contest.

1892 Greener Breech-Loader 102 Some men who attend

second-rate pigeon shoots and do not take their own guns.

1892 Times 23 July 6/1 Volunteer Aggregate...One shoot

at 200, one at 500, and three at 600 yards. Seven shots at

each. 1894 Daily News 12 June 8/6 The full scores of the

first ' shoot ' for places in the ' English Twenty ' at Bisley.

2. The action of shooting, sprouting, or growing ;

the amount of growth (also concr. the new wood,

etc. produced) in a certain period. Also fthe

mounting or rising (of the sap).

1572 Mascall Plant, t, Graff. (1592) 9 F?r to set the

Pine tree, ye must set or plant them 01 Nuts, in March, or

about the shoote of the sappe. 1661 Boyle Certain Physiol.

Ess. (1669) 92 Others content themselves to chuse a hazel

rod (which some will have to be all of the same years shoot).

1664 Evelyn Kal. Hort. Jan. (1679) 8 Cut off all the shoot

of August, unless the nakedness of the place incline you to

spare it. 1733 W. Ellis Chiltem St Vale Farm. 266 The
Clover makes a quick Shoot, and will get a large second

Head. 1832 Boston Herald 8 May 3/5 The shoot of Spring

grass is also unusually late, and slow in vegetation. 1896

Daily News 19 Sept. 2/5 The crops presented at harvest

what to agriculturists is known as ' two shoots ', i. e., a crop

composed of ripe and also unripe grain.

b. A young branch which shoots out from the

main stock of a tree, plant, etc.

01450 Fysshynge w. Angle (1883) 8 Take a feyr schoyt of

blake thorne. 1578 Lyte Dodoens 1. liv. 80 This plante

[Linaria] hath diuers small shutes or scourges bearing

small narrow leaues. 1634 Milton Comus 296, I saw them
under a green mantling vine . . Plucking ripe clusters from the

tender shoots. 1720 P. Blair Bot. Ess. i. 10 If it be put into a

Pot, and all its Stolones or Shoots be taken off. 1796 Wither-
ing Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 81 Shoot (surculus) the branch of

a Moss. 1812 New Bot. Gard. I. 6 The French in Canada
eat the tender shoots in spring as Asparagus. 1842 Loudon
Suburban Hort. 497 Cut smooth the lower end of the shoot

or cutting, and stick it into fine leaf or other rich mould about

an inch deep. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola viii, The fresh

shoots among the darker green of the oak. 1909 J. G.

Feazer Psyche's Task iv. 38 The shoots of the sweet potato

had flowered and withered long ago.

c. fig. An offshoot ; a growth or sprout from a

main stock.

SHOOT.

c 1610 Women Saints 71 Kinesburge and Kineswide were
daughters to Penda, a Pagan thoughe king of Mercia, holie

shootes of a dead stocke or truncke. 1749 Smollett Gil

Bias xn.v.(i782) IV. 237 His excellency, .immediately sent

for his equivocal heir, and new shoot from the trunk of the

Guzmans. 1833 Longf. Outre-Mer, Sexagenarian, Mon-
sieur d'Argentville was a shoot from a wealthy family of
Nantes. 1882 Child Eng. f, Sc. Pop. Ball. I. 51/1 The
ballad we are dealing with is a wild shoot from the story

of Judith and Holofernes. 1890 J. Mathew Eagle Hawk
<y Crow ii. 9 Upon the aboriginal Australian stock there was
grafted a strong Malayo-Dravidian shoot.

d. trans/.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. 1. ii. 128 Thou want'st aroughpash&
the shoots that I haue To be full, like me. 1671 Grew Anat.
PL 1. iv. (1682) 28 Those Fibrous Shoots which run along the

Pith in the Root. 1822-20 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) 1. 531

It is better, .to distinguish by the phrase polypous tumours,
caruncles, or shoots, such adscititious productions as may
have a resemblance to them [i. e. to nasal polypi] in other

organs. 1847 Prescott Peru in. i. (1862) ii. 14 Ridges of

barren land, that seemed like shoots of the adjacent Andes.

1851 S. P. Woodward Mollusca 1. 18 The oyster continues

enlarging his shell by annual ' shoots ' for four or five years.

1861 The Oyster 35 These [overlapping plates forming an
oyster-shell] are technically termed ' shoots ', and each of

them marks a year's growth.

e. Applied to the forms of crystals ? likened to

those of a plant. Cf. Shoot v.

a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils I. (1729) I. 158 Spar
of a yellow Hue, shot into numerous trigonal pointed Shoots

of various Sizes. Ibid., Hexangular Sprigs or Shoots of

Crystal of various Sizes. 1748 Phil. Trans. XLV. 364 He
tried Alum, which fully answered everything he proposed

;

for it restored the Salt to its natural cubical Shoot.

3. A motion or movement (of a thing) as though

shooting or being shot in a particular direction

;

also the space or distance covered by such a motion

or by a push. spec, (see quot. 1903).
c 1596 Sir T. More iv. iii. 20 Thence some slight shoote

Being carried by the waues, our boate stood still lust oppo-
site the Tower, a 1658 Lovelace The Falcon x, The Falcon

charges at first view With her brigade of Talons ; through

Whose Shoots, the wary Heron beat, With a well counur-
wheel'd retreat. 1863 Hawthorne Old Home, Up Thames
11. 130 [The journey by river is] far preferable to the brief,

yet tiresome shoot along tne railway track. 1869 'Wat.
Bradwood ' TheO. V. H. xxx, They have nearly completed

the shoot to the Middlesex shore [in the University boat-race].

1881 Macdonald Mary Marston II. xiii. 223 Into those

eyes she would call up her soul and there make it sit, flashing

light, in gleams and sparkles, shoots and coruscations. 1894

Times 25 June 7/2 Both [yachts] had a long shoot up in

the eye of the wind. 1903 Edwards-Moss in A. E. T.

Watson Eng. Sport 178 In order then to give the same

shoot (1. e. pace between the strokes) when the oars are

coming forward for the next stroke, there must be greatly

increased power put into each stroke.

b. Of an immaterial thing : A sudden advance.

1752 Johnson Rambler No. 200 r 4, I felt at his sudden

shoot of success an honest and disinterested joy. 1752

Hume Ess. * Treat. (1777) I. 125 The sciences .. were en-

abled to make, .considerable shoots. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. I. vn. i. Many things too, especially all diseased

things, grow by shoots and fits. 1839 Hallam Lit. Europe

11. iv. § 16 We find it near the end of Elizabeth's reign,

when our literature made its first strong shoot.

O. A sharp short twinge (of pain).

1756 Foote Engl.fr. Paris 11. Wks. 1799 I. 122, I burn,

I burn—Ah, there's a shoot. 1822-29 Good's Study Med.
(ed. 3) IV. 320 The lancinating shoots darted both downward

. . and upward. 189a Swinburne Sisters 11. i. 36, 1 thought,

Between the shoots and swoonings, off and on, How hard

it was. 1899 J. Hutchinson in Arch. Surg. X. 126 The
shoots of pain were like those of an electric discharge.

f d. =» Thrust sb. 3 (a). Obs.

1772 C. Hutton Bridges 58 The weight of the pier ought

..to.. exceed in effect the shoot of the arch. 1823 P.

Nicholson Pract. Build. 340.

e. A detachment and falling away or tumbling

down (as of part of a cliff) ; a landslip.

1820 Scoresbv Ace. Arctic Reg. I. 104 Various heaps

of broken ice denoted recent shoots of the seaward edge [sc.

of an iceberg]. 1889 W. Rye Cromer 68 In 1832, there was

so heavy a shoot of the cliff, .that [etc.].

4. Weaving. One movement or throw of the

shuttle between the threads of the warp ; the length

of thread thus placed ; also, the weft.

1717 Parnell Homer's Battle of Frogs $ Mice "• "4
Along the Loom the purple Warp I spread, Cast the light

Shoot, and crost the silver Thread. 1731 Mortimer in Phil.

Trans. XXXVII. 107 Wherefore they fasten a Loop or

Pollart to as many of these simple Chords as there are

Threads of the Warp to be pull'd up at every Shoot, or

every Throw of the Shuttle ; by which means the Shoot

shews itself on the right Side, where the Warp is pulled up.

1736 Act 9 Geo. II, c. 37 § 7 The Shoot Yarn.. shall be.,

close struck with four Shoots of treble Threads at the

Distance of every two Feet. 1810 J. T. in Rtsdon s Surv.

Devon Introd. p. xxv, The other yarn, of a softer twist,

is called the abb or shoot. 1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf.

231 The commoner sorts ofribands, are composed altogether,

both warp and shoot, of Bengal silk. 1840 Civil Engin. ft

Arch. Jrnl. III. 139/2 An improved method of preparing

shoot or weft to be used in weaving woollen cloth. 1844

G. Dodd Textile Manuf. vi. 201 Plain silks, as well as most

woven fabrics, consist of threads crossing each other at

right angles; the 'long-threads' being technically called

the warp, and the ' cross-threads ' the shoot or weft, isw

J. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464/1 A new shed is

formed, the last made pick or shoot being enwrapped be-

tween the intersecting warp sheds.

5. A heavy and sudden rush of water down a

steep channel ; a place in a river where this occurs,

a rapid. (Confused with Chute i ; cf. Shut*.)
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a 1613 Dennis Secrets Angling 11. xxvt, At the Tayles, of
Mills and Arches small, Whereas the shoote is swift. 17*5
De Foe Voy. round World (1840) 287 Gulleys.. where.,
great shoots of water had been used to run. 179a G. Cart-
wright Jrnl. Labrador I. Gloss, p. xiv, Shoot in a River,
a place where the stream, being confined by rocks which
appear above water, is shot through the aperture with great
force. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi. 1, A single shoot carried a
considerable stream over the face of a black rock. 1869
Black more Lorna D. xlv, The 'shoot' as we called our
little runnel of everlasting water, never known to freeze

before. 1870 D. Macrae Amer. at Home xli. II. 161 At
these points it [the Mississippi] sooner or later makes a new
channel for itself across the neck of land. This is called a
shoot.

b. An artificial channel for conveying water by
gravity to a low level ; or for the escape of over-

flow water from a reservoir, etc. ; also for forcing

water into a railway engine in rapid motion.
1707 Mortimer Huso. (1721) II. 82 By maintaining of the

leaden Shoot. 1765 Tucker Lt. Nat, (1834) 1. 32 The miller
of an overshot mill, .has shoots lying over every one of his

wheels, stopped by flash-boards at their upper ends, against
which the water lies bearing, always ready to drive the
wheels whenever it can find a passage. 1813 Vancouver
Agrie. Devon 320 Immediately below the weir, there is an
outlet regulated by another flood-hatch, and conducted
through a shoot, formed of oak-plank, from the leat. 1833
Loudon Encycl. Archit. % 85 To paint the whole of the
external wood-work, and the gutters, and shoots (spouts).

1843 Civil Engin.ff Arch. Jrnl. VI. 00/1 A form of gully hole
ana shoot, constructed with radiated bricks, the shoot being
half a brick in substance. 1865 Morn. Star 5 Apr., To make
provision for draining the water from the surface, and
having shoots on each side to carry it off. 1875 W. D.
Parish Sussex Gloss., Shoot, a gutter round a roof for

shooting off the water.

f c. ? The flow of water (from a hill). Obs.

1799 A. Young Agric. Lincoln, 275 The catch-water drain
runs all winter, taking the shoot from an extensive range
of hills, and bringing in floods much of the finer and richer

particles.

6. a. A sloping channel or conduit for letting

down coal, ore, wheat, etc. into a lower receptacle.

1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 137 It is always desirable

that the frame below should contain a shoot formed of light

boarding, that will receive the broken cake from the rollers.

1862 Ckamb. *fml. Apr. 216 [Mining] The shoots are iron

gratings or screens, placed at a considerable incline, and as
the coal runs down, the dust falls through on to heaps below.

1869 Rankine Machine 4- Hand-tools PI. P20, The bullet,

now finished, is delivered through a shoot into a wooden
box, 1884 Sir R. Couch in Law Re/. 9 App. Cases 426 The
Westport . . made fast to the coalstaiths . . with the forehatch

under No. 1 shoot. 1899 Baring-Gould Bk. West II. xviiL

290 Above the door is a shoot for melted lead.

b. U.S. * A passage-way on the side of a steep

hill or mountain down which wood and timber are

thrown or slid ' (Bartlett 1848). Also Shdte sb.

1881 [see Chute 2].

O. U.S. * An enclosed steep passageway for

animals to pass, as from one corral to another or

to railway-cars' {Funk's Stand. Diet. 1895).
1880 Harper's Monthly Jan- 203 (Funk) There were.,

three corrals connected by ' shoots or narrow passages.

d. A place where rubbish may be 'shot';

-Tip sbfi 4 b.

1851 Mavhew Lond. Labour II. 386/2 Each particular

district appears to have its own special ' shoot ' for rubbish.

1894 Daily Sews 27 Dec 5/3 It [the dust] is taken to
' shoots ' on vacant land.

7. Mining. A considerable and somewhat regular

body or mass of ore in a vein, usually elongated

and vertical or inclined in position. Also *a vein

branching at a small angle from and reentering a
main vein* {Funics Stand. Did. 1895).
1850 Anstkd Rlem. Geol., Mi'n. etc. Gloss., Shoot (in

mining), a vein parallel [lerron.] to the stratification. 1880

H. R. Nicholls in Victorian Rev. I. 657 Gold is not dis-

tributed uniformly through the quartz, but exists in * shoots

'

and bands. 1890 Goldfields of Victoria 14 As a rule, as

soon as the shoot of stone carrying gold runs out, the reef

is abandoned. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets 31 The rich

shoot of gold he had come upon.

8. The whole {entire) shoot : the entire lot. To
go the whole shoot : to risk all. slang and colloq.

1884 Longman** Mag. Feb. 382 The Colonel responded

by declaring his intention of paying for the whole shoot.

1896 fall Mall Mag. Nov. 380, I interviewed the entire

shoot. They were ail strangers to me. 1899 E. Phillpotts

Human Boy 107 To mothers he never talked about
• pupils ' ; but called the whole shoot of us ' his lads '.

9. dial. A cross-bar connecting the parts of an

old-fashioned plough; = Sheath 2

1733 Tull Horse-Hoeing Husb. xxii. 351 My Plow, .being

composed of four rough Pieces of Planks . . held together by
three shoots, or Pieces of Wood. 1811 T. Davis Agric.

Wilts. 263 Parts of a Plough. . . Fore-shoot, backward-shoot,

two pieces of wood immediately behind the coulter.

10. attrib. and Comb., as shoot-bud, f -graft (in

quot. fig.), -structure ; shoot-producing adj.

;

hoot-board = shooting-board (Knight Diet.

Meeh. 1875); + shoot-serpent = Dart sb. 4;
shoot-thread (see quot. and sense 4); t shoot-

tobacco (see quot.) ; shoot-trough, a trough

placed under a ' shoot * (sense 5 b) ; t shoot-yam
— shoot-thread.

1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 142 To disbud or rub off

the useless *shoot-buds of the year, now fast advancing.

1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 1. 109 From hence it is, that

Vol. VIII.
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the *shoot-grifts of iniqmtie.. sprout and put forth in our
soile. 1909 Contemp. Rev. Apr. 446 Analogous to the case
of the "shoot-producing plant is that of certain ascidians.
1731 Medley Kolben's Cape Good Hope II. 163 The Eye-
Serpent., is likewise call'd the Dart- or * Shoot-Serpent,
on Account of her darting her self very swiftly either at
or from an Enemy. 1906 jth Rep. Carnegie Trust Scot.
18 William Macrae. .—Correlation of *shoot-structure and
root-structure in plants with relation to their environ-
mental conditions. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf, vi. 203
A *shoot-thread is thrown over the pile threads, and also
over one-half of the warp-threads. x666 J. Davies tr.

Roche/ort's Caribby Isles 191 It is called by some *Shoot-
Tobacco, or Sucker-Tobacco, or Tobacco of the second
cutting or growth. 1831 in Mrs. Bray Descr. Tamar <$

Tavy (1836) I. vii. 119 It is now used.. as a #shoot-trough,
in which they wash potatoes, &c. 1736 Act 9 Geo. II,
c- 37 § 7 The Wharp and *Shoot Yarn.

t Shoot, sb? Naut. Obs. Also 5 shutt, 6
shute, shoutt. [a. (M)LG. schdte or (M)Du.
school (see Sheet sb. 1 , etym. note), whence WFris.
skoal, G, schote, Sw. skot, also AF. escote (whence
14th c. Eng. Scote sb. 1

), MF. ecoucte (mod.F.
dcoute, dial. escSte), fscot(t)e (Cotgr.), It. scotta,

Sp., Pg. escota.'] = Sheet sb.%

"495 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) :88 Mayne shuttes olde
and ffeblcij. 1514 in Oppenheim Admin. Royal Navy
(1896) I. 375 Shutes with iiij shevers of Brasse. 1531 in J.
Strutt Mann. <$- Cust. Eng. (1776) III. 53 A bonnet haulf
worren, with shout ts, tacks, and boIlyngs;..two top sayll
shoutts ;. .foer sayll shoutts. 258a Lichefield tr. Castan-
heda's Cottq. E. hid. 1. xxviii. 71 Other belying the shootes
both great and small. 1633 T. James Voy. 30 We ouer-
looked our Tacks and Snoots, with other Riggings of
stresse.

Shoot, sb.z Forms : 6, (8-9) shewt, 8 shut,

9 shoote, shute, 9- shoot, [app. a special use

of Shoot sb.*] A species of colic or diarrhoea in

cattle.

i&jMascall Bk.Cattelli. (1596) 44 To helpe the shewt of
bloud in cattelL The shewt of bloud commonly is, to those
beastes which haue bin euil kept. 1725 Bradley's Fam.
Diet,, Shewt of Blood, c 1800 J. Cundall Sch.Arts 34 For
Shut, or Flux in Calves. Ibid, 35 For a gut foundered, or
Shut in Cows. 1834 Youatt Cattle 356 A disease of this

character [i. e. of inflammatory fever], but known by a
number of strange yet not inexpressive terms, is occasionally
prevalent, and exceedingly fatal among cattle in every
district. It is termed black-quarter, quarter evil, joint

murrain, blood-striking, shewt of blood, &c. 1839 Compl,
Grazier (ed. 7) vi. ii. 309 The Shoote or Dysentery in calves.

1886 Cheshire Gloss., Shute, . .diarrhoea in cattle.

Shoot (J«t), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shot ((rt).

Forms : Present-stem, a. 1 sc€ote, 2-3 sceote, 3
sceate, 3-4 soheote, 3-5 schete, shete, 3 ssete,

4 sscete, 5 scheete, 4-5 sheete. £. 4-6 schote,

shote, 4 schut^o, 4-6 schut, 5 schwt (Sc.),

shutte, 6 shutt, 6-7 shut, 6-8 shute, 4 schout,

6-7 shoute, 6 Sc. schuit(e, shuit, schoit, 6-7
shoote. 7. [1-3 scotie, 3 scote,] 3-6 schott, 4
schot. 6 shot. yd sing. pres. (contracted forms)

1 sciet, solat, sc£t(t, 3 scheot, 4 schut, schit,

4-5 schet. Pa. t. a. sing, I sceat, scaet, scet,

3 sceat, scset, scheat, sset, set, 3-5 schet, 4-5
scheet, 4 ssat, 5 shate ;

ptur. 1-2 scuton, I

sceoton, 3 scuten, soten, 3-4 schoten, 3-5
shoten, 4-5 shotten, 4 schotten, 5 shotyn,

shottyn, -on. 0. 4-6 shotte, 4-5 schott, 5
schoote, shote, 7 shotted, 6 (9 rare) snooted,

4-6 schot, 4- shot. Pa. pple. a. 1 (se)scoten, 3
(i-)scote(n, (hi-sote, i-soote, i-ssote), 3-4
i-schote, y-sohote, 4 (y-)schoten, 4-5
(y-)shoten, -in, -on, 5 schottyn, 6-9 shotten,

7 shoote, 5 y-schott(e, y-schot, 4-shot. fi. 5
rare schett. [A Com. Teut. strong verb : OE.
sciotan (sctat, scuton, scoten) corresponds to OFrts.

skiata (WFris. sjiite, EFris. sjdt, schjdte, NFris.

sjit, skjit, etc.), OS. (Gallee), OLowFrankish
skietan (L.G., Du. schielen), OHG. scio^an

(MHG. schielen, mod.G. schiessen), ON. skjSta

(Sw. skjuta, Da. skyde), f. OTeut. *skeut- : skaut-

:

shut-, for other derivatives of which see Sheet sb.1

and sb.%, Shot sb., Shut v. The affinities outside

Teut. are doubtful.
The form-history in Eng. is to some extent parallel with

that of Choose v., the only other surviving verb which has

the series io, x (id), u, o preceded by a palatal consonant.

In the present-stem, the forms shete, sheete, etc., directly

representing the OE. sciot-
t
became obsolete in the 15th c.

(cfl chese, which survived into the 16th c). The spelling

s{c)hote, which, like the corresponding chose, occurs first in

the 14th c, is phonetically ambiguous, and possibly repre-

sents two distinct formations: (1) ME. shSte with close o,

the antecedent of the mod. shoot, and prob. descending

from an OE. pronunciation with altered diphthongal stress,

scedt-, sc
e
dt- ; and (2) ME. shpte with open o (the mod.Eng.

form of which, if it had survived, would have been *shote

or *shoat), descending from OE. scotian to shoot (chiefly,

with arrows), a weak verb f. the ablaut-form scot, of the root

(cf. scot Shot sb., scota shooter, archer). The form s{c)kute,

prob. representing a pronunciation (Jlut) or (fiwt), earlier

perhaps (Jut), is in chronology parallel with chuse ; the

vowel was probably in some dialects the regular phonetic

descendant of OE. eo or eO when preceded by (J). It is

noteworthy that Ben Jonson (Gram, xviii) says that to

pronounce cheivse, shewt, ' is Scottish-like '.

The OE. pa. t. sciat is normally represented by the 15th c.

form scheet\ the contemporary forms schet, skate (14th c.

SHOOT.

ssat) perh. had the vowel-shortening which is common
before a final dental. The modern form shot is of uncertain
and probably mixed origin. It may partly represent the
14th c. weak form schotte, which itself admits of a twofold
explanation, as it may have been evolved from the originally

strong pi. schotten (repr. OE. scuton), or it may descend
from OE. scotode, pa. t. of scotian. The ME. schdt (spelt

schote in the 15th c), with which cf. chose, pa. t. of choose,

may descend from OE. scedt, and by vowel-shortening may
be one of the sources of the modern form. Further, the
influence of the pa. pple. may, as in many other vbs., have
affected the form of the pa. t.

The pa. pple. shotten normally represents OE. scoten (for

the short vowel cf. gotten) ; shot is prob. a shortening of

this, though it may also be partly a weak form as in the
pa. t. Rare weak forms are schett (15th c.) from pres.-stem
schete, and shooted (16th c.).]

I. To go swiftly and suddenly.

1. intr. Of an inanimate thing (or of a living

being moving involuntarily) : To go or pass with
a sudden swift movement through space ; to rush,

be precipitated ; to fly as an arrow from a bow.
Also with adv. expressing direction of movement,
as up, down,forward, etc.

axooo Mlfrea"s Blooms in Shrine (1864) 201 ponne pa
wolcnan sceota3 betweon hyre [the sun] & be. c 1000
jElfric Deut. ix. 21 On 3a burnan 3e of Aam munt scytt
[Vulg. qui de monte descendit], aizz$ Juliana 71 [The
boiling pitch] smat up a^ein beo be Market hit hefden &
for schaldede of ham as hit up scheat. c 1290 St. Michael
529 in .S\ Eng. Leg. 314 Li^tingue.. scheot boru? be cloude.
c 1305 Pilate 255 in E.E.P. (1862) 118 And as an arewe
schet of a bwe bat bodie [i. e. of Pilate] schet berinne. pe
roche schet to-gadere anon bo bat bodie was wip*inne.

c 1330 Arth. $ Merl. 9159 Also b'eke be arwe schoten, In
sonne bem so dob be moten. 1338 R. BnvNNzChron. (1725)

170 pe galeie ber borght [i.e. through the enemy's ship]

schete, & . . pe schip bat was so grete , it dronkled in be flode.

15.. Scot. Field 206 in Chetham Soc. Misc. II, The sonne
shott up full sone, and shone over the Miles. 1569 T. Pres-
ton Cambises 1166 As I on horse back updid leap, my sword
from scabard shot. 1602 Marston Ant. <$• Mel. \. Wks. 1856
I. 16 Keen lightning shot Through the black bowels of the
quaking ayre. 163a G. Fletcher Christ's Vict. 1. i, And
how the rising Morne, That shot from heav'n, did backe
to heaven retourne. 1727-46 Thomson Summer 1700 The
lambent lightnings shoot Across the sky. 1829 Chapters
Phys. Sci. xvii. 201 The water wilt shoot forwards within

it. 1848 Aytoun Lays Scott. Cavaliers (1849) 77 Thicker,
thicker grew the swarm, And sharper shot the rain, i860
Tyndall Gtac. 1. ii. 12 The heavier masses, .shoot forward
like descending rockets. 1863 Baring-Gould Iceland 113

The Buthera shoots over a rock in a pretty cascade. 1864
Tennyson A Dedication 4 As the rapid of life Shoots to

the fall. 1889 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke 82 The weary
creature stumbled, and the rider came perilously near to

shooting over its head. 1899 AllbutCs Syst. Med. VI. 244
The blood at once shoots in from the arteries with great

rapidity and distends the vessels.

b. Of a * star ' or meteor : To dart across the

sky. Cf. Shooting star.
c 1290 St. Michael 517 in S. Eng. Leg. 314 Ase $e mowe..

I-seo a wonder si^te, Scheote as pei it a steorre were bi be
lofte an hei^. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 153 Certaine

starres shot madly from their Spheares, To heare the Sea
maids musicke. 1609 B. Jonson Masq. Queens Wks. 1616

I. 954 Neuer a starre yet shot 1 1630 Dekker 2nd Pt. Hon.
Wh. 11. i, A Starre may shoote, not fall. 171a Pope Rape
ofLock 11. 82 The stars that shoot athwart the night. 1810

Southey Kehama xit. vii, Gone like..A star that shoots

and falls, and then is seen no more.

c. Of light, etc. : To be emitted in rays, to dart.

Also with advs., as out, up. Of a glance : To
dart.

1693 Dryden Juvenal Ded. (1726) p. v, I was as soon

sensible as any Man of that Light, when it was but just

shooting out, and beginning to travel upwards to the

Meridian. 1810 Scorr Lady of'L. iv. xviii, There shot no
glance from Ellen's eye To give her steadfast speech the

fie. 1825 Scott Talism. xxii, When the very first level

ray shot glimmering in dew along the surface of the desert.

1825 — Betrothed xvi, A gleam of anger shot along his

features. 1845 Gosse Ocean iv. (1849) 175 Not a cloud

tempers the fierce burning rays of the sun, which shoot

directly on our heads. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xy. (1856)

in From these, acicular rays shoot out in every direction.

i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xx. 137 [The sun's] rays,. .shot more
and more deeply into the valley. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cutk-
bert iii. 27 From the north-eastern horizon broad streams

of light were shooting up into the centre of the heavens.

d. fig. Of thoughts, etc. : To pass suddenly

into, across, etc. a person's mind.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 307 He could none other but

folowe every soodain guerie or pangue that shotte in his

braine. 1791 Mrs. Radcliffe Rom. Forest v, A thousand

apprehensions shot athwart her busy thought. 1826 Scott
Woodst. xvii, It shot. .across my mind, that [etc.], 1832

L. Hunt Sir R. Esher (1850) 400 It shot across me. .that

I was doing the very thing 1 described him as wishing not

to be done. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xxxvii,
\
Am I to

see nothing but the evidences of death's doing this night?'

was the menial question which shot through Edward's over-

wrought brain. 1870 E. Peacock Rolf Skirl. II. 236 A ray

of light had shot into his mind.

+ e. Of fluids, tears, blood, etc.: To issue sud-

denly, stream out. Obs.

c 1470 Henry Wallace m. 156 The Scottis. .With suerdis

schar throuch habergeons full gude, Vpon the flouris schot

[ed. 1570 schot out] the schonkan blude, Fra hors and men
throw names burnyst beyne. c 1470 Got. »y Gaw. 639 Schire

teris schot fra schalkis. Ibid. 690 Fra schalkis schot schire

blude our scheildis so schene.

f. Of a person's feet : To slip suddenly. Now
only with phrase or adv.

c 1430 Syr Tryam. 1547 Hys fote schett and he felle downe.



SHOOT.

1889 Gretton Memory's Harkback 153 At a specially

slippery place all my mare's feet shot from under her.

g. Of a wall, cliff, etc : To fall precipitately.

1589 Ive Pract. Fortif. 21 But the discommoditie a wall

receiueth of that so greate scarpe, is, that oft times through

the great waight of the top, it looseth it foote and shooteth.

1754 T. Gardner Hist. Duwivich 93 The Serges playing

against the Foot, easily undermines the Cliff, which shoots

in abundance.

h. Naut. Of ballast: = Shifts. 21 c.

1678 Phillips (ed. 4) s,v. (
The ballast is said to shoot,

when it runs from one side of the Ship to the other. 171

1

Miiit. <? Sea Diet. (ed. 4), The Ballast shoots : That is,

runs over from one Side to the other ; for which Reason all

kind of Grain is dangerous Lading, as being apt to shoot.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., The ballast shoots on
one side.

L Of a ball : To move with accelerated speed

after its first impingement ; esp. in Cricket. Of a

bowled ball : To move rapidly close to the ground

after pitching.

1833 Nyren Yng. Cricketer's Tutor 29 When you see the

ball snoot, play the bat back as near to the wicket as possible.

1851 Lillywhite Guide Cricketers 15 Try every manceuvre
to make the ball twist and shoot after it touches the ground.

1873 Bennett & Cavendish Billiards 371 The effect of

which ['side '] is to make it shoot ., as soon as it touches the

cushion. 1888 A. G. Steel Cricket (Badm. Libr.) 184 The
ball which, after the pitch, never rises, but shoots along the

surface of the ground . . is commonly called a 'shooter '. 1901

R. H. Lyttelton Cricket $ Golf31 A ball pitching on that

spot would sometimes shoot, sometimes hang.

j. To shoot on : in immaterial sense, to make
rapid progress.

1871 Green Lett. (1901) 281 My physical strength has
shot on wonderfully.

2. Of a person or living thing : To pass swiftly

and suddenly from one place to another ; to precipi-

tate oneself, rush, dart. Also with advs.,esp. out.

cioooAgs. Gosp. John xxi. 7 Petrus-.scet [Vulg. misit

se] innan sae. 1*97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7455 His folc

quicliche to be bataile sscet [v.rr. schet, schette]. 13..

Coer de L. 7025 Kyng Richard . . gan to crye :
' Turne arere

Every man with his banere !
' And many thousand before

hym schete, With swerdes and with launses grete. 1375
Barbour Bruce ix. 387 Arayit weill in all his geir, [he]

Schot in the dik. T.bid. xi. 596 For sum vald schut out of

thar rout, c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 3962 Wyb is ri^t hond ban
blessede he hym, And bo? be ryuere were styf & grym, Wy)>
bobe hors in a schet. a 1400 Sir Beues (Sutherl. MS.) 2388
Iosian into be caue gari shete. c 1400 Destr. Troy 5933 He .

.

Shot thurgh theshe!trons,shentof bepepull. 14.. SirBeues
(Camb. MS.) 1811 Beues smot is hors, pat he can shete In
to be se. c 1430 Syr Gener. (Roxb.) 4508 Into the thikkest

anoon he shet Ful redilie with his swerd draw To make wey
for his felow. c 1470 Henry Wallace iv. 552 Rycht stark

he was, and in to souir ger, Bauldly he schott amang that

men of wer. 1615 Markham Pleas. Princ. ii. (1635) 11

This Corkc.will float till the hooke be fastned, and that

the Fish beginneth to shut away with the bayte. 1666

Dryden A nn. Mirab. cviii, She [the eagle] stops, and listens,

and shoots forth again, 171a Steele Spect. No. 498 f 3
A lively young fellow in a fustian jacket shot by me. 1748
Richardson ClarissaVl. 258 She shot to the stairs-head to

receive him. 1813 Scott Quentin D. xx, The^ Scot shot

back to the castle with the speed of the wind. 1840
Dickens Old C. Shop xlv. Animated with a ray of hope,

the child shot on before her grandfather.
_ 1853 Whyte

Melville Digby Grand xvi, Captain Black judiciously lets

him out for a few strides, and shoots forward some five or

six lengths in front of his companions. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Eur. v. (1894) 114 We shot out of the long tunnel.,

and descended into the valley. 1877 Mary M. Grant Sun-
Maid ii, Finally they shot round a sharp comer.

+ b. To rush on or upon (with intent to attack

or devour). Obs.
a 1300 Havelok 1838 J>ey drowen ut swerdes, ful god won,

And shoten on him, so don on bere Dogges, bat wolden
him to-tere. Ibid. 2431 The Kinges men hwan he bat sawe,

Scuten on hem, heye and lowe, And euerilk fot of hem
slowe. c 1330 Arth. <y Merl. 3868 per mi3t men se be baners
roten, pe stedes forb wel 3ern schoten. X338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1725) 94 Opon be rode he schete. 1375 Barbour
Bruce vii. 390 He suld schute on hym sodanly.

C. To slide down a slope at full speed.

1738 Gray Tasso 19 Swift shoots the Village-maid in

rustic play, .adown the shining way. i860 Tyndall Glac.

1. xxvii. 216 Once, while shooting down a slope, he in-

cautiously allowed a foot to get entangled,

3. Of a vessel (hence of its commander or crew) :

To move swiftly in a certain direction. To shoot

to; to * shoot ' into the desired position. (Cf. sense

12 b.)

c 1400 Destr. Troy 6033 Thaire shippis in sheltrons shotton
to lond. 1579 T. Stevens in Hakluyt Voy. (1589) 161 Our
Pilot.. thinking himselfe to haue wind at will, shot so nigh
the land, that [etc.]. 1670 Narborough frnl. in Ace. Sev.
Late Voy. 1. 23, I concluded we had shoi past Port Desier
Harbour in the Fog. 1716 Gay Trivia 11. 167 She down-
ward glides, Lights in Fleet-ditch, and shoots beneath the
tides. 1815 Scott Guy M. v, She fired three guns as a
salute. .and then shot away rapidly before the wind. 1849
M. Arnold Mod. Sappho 34 "Tis . . the boat, shooting round
by the trees ! 1850 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem. Adv. xii.

(1859) 178 We shot past him like a meteor. 1856 Miss
Warner Hills Shatemuc viii, Again clearing the rocks the
little boat . . shot offdown the stream. 1887 Goode, etc. Fish.
Industr. U. S. iv. 132 When speaking another vessel it is

customary to pass by her stern and shoot to alongside of her.

b. To shoot ahead: of a vessel, to increase
speed suddenly, so as to pass accompanying or
competing vessels ; hence Jig. Also, to be carried
forward by momentum.
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1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 20 Brace too the Fore-
;

top-sail, that We may not shoot ahead. 1840 Dickens Sk.
\

Yng. Couples 09 We were suffered to shoot a-head, while

the second boat followed ingloriously in our wake. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v., A ship shoots ahead in stays.

4. trans. With obj. denoting what is passed

through, oveV, or under by ' shooting *
: {a) To

pass quickly under (a bridge) in a boat; {d) to

descend (a rapid or cataract) swiftly in a boat or

other vessel ; so to shoot a river ; {c) to * coast
*

down (a hill) in cycling; id) nonce-uset
to pass

swiftly over (a distance).

{a) 1570 Foxe A. <r M. (ed. 2) 2290/1 They could not

shoote the Bridge. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 74 Having shot

two or three small bridges., we came to the Village Lizza-

fusina. 1679 Alsop Melius Inq. 11. i. 179 To withdraw from
Apparent Duty for fear of uncertain Danger isbut like his,

that would not shoot the Bridge, because it might fall on's

Head. 1729 Fielding Author's Farce in, When one day,

among other frolics, our ship's-crew shooting the bridge,

the boat overset. 1835 Marryat J. Faithful vi, In half

an hour I had shot Putney Bridge. 1877 Foley Fee. Eng.
Province S. J. I. 496 note, This was the old London
Bridge. . . It was always a dangerous thing to ' shoot ' the

arches when it was running.

transf. 1706 E. Ward Hud Rediv. I. iv. 3, I shot the

Porch that bears the Name of good king Lud.

(b) 1613 R. Harcourt Voy. Guiana 49 Wee turned downe
the riuer, shooting the ouerfalles with more celerity then
when wee came vp. 1686 Goad Celest. Bodies 11. i. 141 The
Boat.. sometimes shoots the Cataract. 1703 La Hontans
Voy. Tf. Amer. I. 143 Another River.. has six or seven

Water-falls that we commonly shoot. 1776 C. Carroll in

Kate Rowland Life (1898) I. 393 AH our batteaux which
shoot the rapids and go down the Sorel to Chamblay. 1829

Southey Sir T. More II. 18 It must have been a grand
sight to have seen them shoot the falls ! x86i Hughes Tom
Broiun at Oxf. ii, There were probably not three men . . who
would have dared to tehoot the lasher in a skiff in its then

state. 1872 Schele de Vere Americanisms 104 The., voya.

geurs.. prefer.. shooting a river, that is to say, dashing over

the rapids in the swift current. 1877 Black Green Past.

xxxiv, You would have fancied that Bell had.. spent her

life in shooting rapids.

fig. 1842 De Quincey Cicero Wks. 1858 VII. 226 A man
might shoot a whole series of divorces, still refunding the

last dowry, but still replacing it with a better.

(c) 1878 Athletic World 3 May 57/2 Mr. Godlee. .having

..taken a header while shooting a hill with legs over the

handles [of his cycle].

(</) 1898 Meredith Odes Fr. Hist. 26 Who.. Spurred a
blood-mare immeasurably fleet To shoot the transient

leagues in a passing wink.

b. Naut. To succeed in sailing through (a

dangerous strait, passage, gulf, etc.). Hence to

shoot the gulf (fig.) : proverbially for any daring

enterprise. (See Gulf sb. 2 c.)

The fig. phrase appears to have originally had reference

to sense 1 of Gulf sb., but prob. was often associated rather

with sense 2 or 4. „
1622 R. Hawkins Voy. S. Sea xli. 95 Sir Francis Drake

told me, that having shott the Straites, a storme tooke him
first at North-west. 1628 Gaule Pract. Theories (1629) 319
So neither will I feare to shoot that great Gulfe. c 1645
[see Gulf sb. 2 c]. 168a Wheler Journ. Greece 1. 28 We
stood out to Sea, that we might shoot the Gulph of Londrin.

1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 11. 173 Ships some-
times shoot that passage. 1751 R. Paltock P. Wilkins
xi. (1884) I. 107, I never had one hour's rest together since

I shot the gulf till this. 1773 Cook's 1st Voy. in. v. in

Hawkesw. Voy. III. 606 While we were shooting this gulph,
our soundings were from thirty to seven fathom.

t o. To shoot the pit : of a fighting cock, to rush

out of the cockpit from cowardice. OftenJig. Obs.

1675 [see Pit sb. 1
5]. 1681 T. Flatman Heraclitus Ridens

No. 31 (1713) I- 204 Two or three more such stroaks will

make them shoot the Pit. a 1734 North Exam. 11. y. r 19

(1740) 327 Which made the whole Party shoot the Pit and
retire, as not caring to be pointed at with ill-favoured

Reflections.

d. 7b shoot the moon : to remove household

goods by night in order to avoid seizure for rent.

(Cf. the older phrase in Shove v. 10 c.)

1836 Comic Almanack Sept. (1870) 63 And Iack-a-dayl
here's Quarter Day; It always comes too soon ; So we by
night must take our flight, For we must shoot the moon !

1844 Alb. Smith Mr. Ledbury iii, Gradually moving all his

things away, and shooting the moon to a friend's lodging.

1882 Besant A II Sorts iv, I let his houses. . . I warned him
when shooting of moons seemed likely.

e. Racing. To dash past (a competitor). To

be shot on the post : see quot. 1897.
1868 Field n July 29/2 Cannon. .just managed, after a

fine specimen of riding between the two, to shoot Fordham
by a head. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 62/1 (Athletics) A man is

said to be ' shot on the post ' when a competitor just dashes

by him as he eases for the finish, or falls from exhaustion.

5. intr. Of a pain : To pass in a sudden

paroxysm along the nerves ; to dart. Hence of

a part of the body, a wound, etc. : To have darting

pains.

a 1000 [see Shooting ///. a. 3]. 160aMarston A ntonio's

Rev. iv. i, I should want sense to feele The stings of anguish
shoot through every vaine. 1633 G. Herbert Temple,
Misery viii, These preachers make His head to shoot and
ake, 1667 Dryden & Davenant Tempest v. ii, Alas ! I feel

the cold air come to me ; My wound shoots worse than
ever. 1718 Pope Iliad xvi. 638 Pierc'd with Pain, That
thrills my Arm and shoots thro' ev'ry Vein. 1818-20 E.
Thompson Nosologia (ed. 3) 198 Pain in the region of the
kidnies, often shooting along the course of the ureter. 1875
W. S. Gilbert Tom Cobb 11, O'Fi. Ye wouldn't have a major-
gineral with corns that couldn't shoot ? 1895 R. W. Cham-

shoot.

bers King in Yellow (1909) 148 Then again something
struck my ankle, and a sharp pain shot through me. 1899
Allbutt's Syst, Med. VI. 742 The pain may dart and shoot.

1611 2nd Maiden's Trag. (Malone Soc.) 860 His very name
shootes like a feaver throughe me. 1786 Burns Vision 11.

xvi, When youthful Love, warm-blushing, strong, Keen-
shivering shot thy nerves along. 1848 Dickens Doinbey 1,

A pang of hopeless love visibly shooting through him, and
flashing out in his face. 1869 Lecky Europ. Mor. I. iii. 492
One brief spasm [of persecution] indeed, .shot through the

long afflicted Church of Asia Minor. 1895 R. W, Chambers
King in Yellow (1909) 238 A pang of homesickness shot
through him.

6. Of a plant, bud, etc. : To emerge from the

soil (also with up) or from the stem, etc. ; to

sprout, grow.
1483 Cath.Angl. 338/2 To Schute as corne dose [v.r. Schott

os corne dose], spicare. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 21 Let
hym beware, that he trede not to moche vppon the corne,

and specyallye after it is shotte. 1583 Melbancke Philo-
timus F lj b, The greene blade that shooteth too earely is

soone bitt with a black frost. 1695 J. Edwards Perfect.

Script. 60 Others imagin'd they shooted out of trees. 1678
Moxon Mech. Exerc. vi. 108 The Bough or Branch that

shoots out of the Trunk of a Tree. 1732 Pope Ess. Man 1.

7 A Wild, where weeds and flow'rs promiscuous shoot.

1779 Mirror No. 61 There they [plants] have room to shoot
out at will. 1830 Kyle Farm Rep. 39 in Libr. Usef.

Knowl., Husb. Ill, Rib grass.. puts out its foliage very
early.., and as it is always shot before they can be ad-

mitted to pasture, it is rather injurious. 1834 Youatt
Cattle 566 Fungus shooted up. 1847 W. C. L. Martin
Ox 40/2 When the spring grass is beginning to shoot luxuri-

antly. 1866 Shuckard Brit. Bees 223 A thick and pro-

digious quantity of the common mustard plant shot up.

1596 Spenser F. Q. iv. xi. 26 That faire City, wherein
make abode So many learned impes, that shoote abrode,
And with their braunches spred all Britany. 1663 Patrick
Parab. Pilgr. xii. (1687) 74 All these grow upon this single

root, or rather are but Love shooting forth in divers

shapes. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 11^ Delightful task ! to

rear the tender thought, To teach the young idea how to

shoot. 1751 Johnson Rambler No. 166 F 12 When we find

worth faintly shooting^ in the shades of obscurity, we may
let in light and sunshine upon it 1768 Tucker Lt. Nat.
(1834) II. 281 Charity, though shooting most vigorously from
rational self-love, yet, when perfectly formed, has no tinc-

ture remaining of the parent root. 1825 Lamb Elia Ser. 11,

Superann. Man (end), They tell me, a certain cumdignitate
air, which has been buried so long with my other good
parts, has begun to shoot forth in my person.

C. Of parts of animal bodies, teeth, hair, morbid
growths.
1607 Topsell Four-f Beasts 403 The rift being closed in

the top, draw him (the horse] betwixt the hatre and the

hooue with a hot yron ouerthwart that place, to the intent

that the hooue may shoote al whole downeward. 1739
S. Sharp Oper. Surg. Introd. 31 When the Surface ofthe
Ulcer begins to yield thick Matter, and little Granulations

of red Flesh sboot up. 1753 J. Bartlet Genii. Farriery
xxv. 226 This last, applied early, will prevent a fungus, or

proud flesh, from shooting out. 1796 Morse Amer. Geog.

I. 206 Sea Cow tusks, which shoot from the upper jaw. 1799
Underwood Dis. Childhood (ed. 4) I. 189 From.. the very

first shooting of the teeth within the jaw. 1826 S. Cooper
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 326 The hairs fall off, and when
they grow again, they shoot in a wrong direction.

7. To put forth buds or shoots, as a plant ; to

germinate. + Formerly often with advs., Jorth,

out (const, with, into) ; also transf. of an animal,

to put out limbs.
c 1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) xxxv. 11 He sail haiff

brute, as tre on rute Endlang the rever plantit ; To burge
and schute, and sail gif fruit In tyme, as God hes grantit,

1607 Walkington Opt. Glass 10 They neither shotte out
right, nor hardly have any blowne blossoms. i6ix Bible
Luke xxi. 30 Behold the figge tree, and all the trees, Whan
they now shoot foorth, [etc.]. 1627 Hakewill Afiol. (1630)

303 When it sprang up Proserpina, Nodolus when it shut

into a blade. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. iv. 439 Shooting
out with Legs, and imp'd with Wings, The Grubs proceed to

Bees with pointed Stings. 1710 W. King Heathen Gods xiii.

(1722) 53 The Cypress Tree . . when cut down, never shoots

again. 17x3 Addison Guardian No. 156 p6 The Corn that is

laid up by Ants would shoot under Ground, if those Insects

did not take care to prevent it. 1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav.

(1760) iv. 447 It is the property both of the walnut and olive-

tree, that after a severe frost they sboot out with fresh vigour.

1773 Phil. Trans. LXIII. 398 As I could not directly con-

trive a total section of this large species [of Sea-Anemone],
I tried it upon the young ones ; and these shooted out again

after the operation. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 212

Always cut close, not leaving any stump to shoot again.

c 179a Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) IX. 744/1 Plants stript of any of

their leaves, cannot shoot vigorously. 1877 Jefferies

Gamekeeper at H. vL (1890) 145 For although furze^ and
fern soon shoot again, yet animal life is not so quickly

repaired. 1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betiv. Trent fy Ancholme
362 They shoot, and bud, and their tendrils and branches

reach far around.

b. transj.

17H Addison Spect. No. 16 F 2 The young People of both

Sexes are so wonderfully apt to shoot out into long Swords,

sweeping Trains, bushy Head-dresses. 1791 H. Walpole
Let. to Miss Mary Berry 8 June, Bath shoots out into new
crescents, circuses, squares every year.

8. To increase rapidly in growth (sometimes,

with inclusion of sense 6, to sprout and grow

rapidly) ; to advance to maturity. Now only with

up or equivalent adv. or phrase : To grow quickly

tall, ' spring up ' to a height (said of plants, young

persons, buildings, etc. ; also of immaterial things).

1538 Audlev in Lett. Supp. Monast. (Camden) 246 He [the



SHOOT.
infant prince] shotyth owt in length. 1577 Grange Golden
Aphrod. Lnj, Intermingled with all kinde of sweete and
fragrant floures, the growth whereof shotte vp in heigth
aboue the lower grasse. .two foote. 1607 Chapman Bussy
dAmbois 111. 1, Great D'Amboi»(Fortunes proud mushronie
shot vp in a night). 16x1 Fletcher Wild Goose Chase 1
in, I am none of those that, when they shoot to ripenessDo what they can to break the boughs they grew on 1616
Bacon Sylva % 653 Such Trees.. are (commonly) Trees that
shoot vp much. 1654 J. Sheffield Rising Sun 259 As
there is in all dying or departed persons a great shooting in
their stature observed j so is there in the soul much mSre.
1 he least Infant shoots in the instant of Dissolution to that
perfect knowledge of God. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 08 r 1
About ten Years ago it [ladies' head-dress] shot up to a very
great Height. 1711 Amherst Terrx Fit. No. n (1754) 51The sumptuous edifices which of late years have shot up in
Oxford. 17S0 Johnson Rambler No. 55 r 11 Having, she
said, never seen any body shoot up so much at my age. 1812
Ann. Reg., Gen. Hist. 109/2 They ought not to tax Ireland
as this country—she was shooting, and, if not oppressed,
would come to maturity. 1818 Miss Ferrier Marriage 11

111, A perfect dwarf, .till she took a shooting. .. But she'll
shoot no more. 18x8 Scott F. M. Perth, xxxiii, I have often
.

.
seen a raw young fellow, shoot up after his first fight, from

a dwarf into a giant-queller. 1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889)
I. 39 Our commercial relations with the Baltic cities, .soon
shot np into one of our leading national objects. 1862 Miss
Braddon Lady Am/ley xv, Four or five bare and over-
grown poplars, that had shot up too rapidly for their
strength. 1880 Mrs. Riddell Myst. Palace Gard. ix, She
had shot up into a woman all in a minute. 1905 L. Whiblf.y
Companion to Grk. Studies ii. § 2. 70 Tragedy had not yet
passed its prime when the old comedy shot up to maturity.

b. conjugated with to be. Also in pa. pple.,
{well) shot in years (rare), advanced in life.

1530 Palsgr. 705/1 Se howe this corne is shotte up within
this senyght. 1549 Coverdale, etc. Erasm. Par. Heb. xL
24-26 After he was shotte vp towardes mannes state. 1596
Spenser F. Q. v. vi. 19 Well shot in yeares he seemU
c 1610 Women Saints 80 This happie branch of that vertuous
stemme being shott vp beyond infancie, began to attempt
workes of maturitie. 1799 Ht. Lee Canterb. T., Poeft T.
(ed. 2) I. 48 Little Henry was now shot up beyond his years.
1886 Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 176 The Wazir of
Bassorah, a man shot in years.

t c. To shoot up (with complement) : To become
by sadden growth. 06s.
1691 Dryden Cleomenes 1. i. 4 Let me but live to shadow

this young Plant, From Blites and Storms; He'll soon
shoot up a Heroe.

9. Of a solution : To produce crystals. Also
said of the crystals. Of a salt : To crystallize
from solution or evaporation. [So G. schiessen.'j
?ai6a6 Meveril in Bacon's Physiol. Rem. Baconiana

(1679) 120 If the Menstruum be overcharged,, .the Metals
will shoot into certain Crystals. 1666 Boyle Orig. Formes
<r Qua/. Wks. 1772 III. 54 The exact and curious figures,
in which vitriol and other salts are wont to shoot. 1670
W. Clarke .Vat. Hist. Nitre 7 Nilrc shoots long in Needles,
but Salt shoots in tessera^ or squares, a 1697 Aubrey
Surrey (1718) IV. 57 There is also here a Boyling-House,
where the Salt-Petre is made, and shoots. 1731 Hist,
l.itteraria IV. 35 This Solution, when rich, shoots into a
Vitriol by standing. 1789 A. Crawford in Med. Commun.
II. 355 A solution of the. .salt shoots by evaporation into
thin octagonal plates. 1807 T. Thomson Chem. (ed. 3) II.
272 Crystals again shoot as the solution cools.

b. trans. To form (crystals) ; of a solution, to
deposit in the form of crystals. Also refl. axi&pass.,
to crystallize ; in wider sense, of a substance, to
assume some definite form by internal movement.
166a Merrett tr. Neris Art o/Glass i. 5 Till you see it

thicken, and shoot its salt. 1688 Clayton in Phil. Trans.
XVII. 795 Parts of natural Rock shot in those Figures.
1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth iv. 172 Tis usual to meet
with the very same Metall or Mineral, naturally shot into
quite different Figures. 1719 Hauksbee Phys.-Mech. Exper.
(ed. 2) Suppl. 258 The various Forms the new made Ice had
shot it self into. 173a Hist. Litteraria IV. 23 It shoots a
Tartar by standing. It has a vinous Taste.

10. intr. To project, jut out ; to extend in a
particular direction. Often with advs., esp. out.

t Of a road (OE.) : To go in a particular direction.
c 1000 jElfric Gen. xxiv. 62 Eode Isaac on bam wexe, be

scytt to bam pvtte. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 305 pe
ilond Corsica is cornered wib many forlondes schetynge
[Caxton stretchyng] in to the see. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus
1. 56 b, The partition of the walles made by the intercourse
of y* riuer, snootes vppon the bankes on eyther syde. 1607
B. N. C. Documents (MS.) Bundle A 3. f. 19, 3 half acres of
Errable land.. shouting South and North. 1610 Holland
Camden's Brit. (1637) 183 That Region [Cornwall] . .shooteth
out farthest into the West

;
Ibid. 542 The shore shutteth

forth with a mighty swelling bent into the German Sea.
1679 in J. C. Blomfield Hcyford (1892) 83 A land by Oxford
wayside shooting north and south. 1684 T. Burnet Theory
Earth 1. ix. no The Promontories and Capes shoot into the
Sea. 1688 Bunyan Heavenly Footman (1886) 155 Though
the way to heaven be but one, yet there are many crooked
lanes and by-paths shoot down upon it, as I may say. 1700
J. Brome Trav. Eng. 245 From hence the Shore, after several
crooked flexures, shooteth forth into the Sea. 1705 Addison
Italy, Tirol 532 This long Valley of the Tirol lyes enclos'd
on all Sides by the Alps, tho' its Dominions shoot out into
several Branches that lye among the Breaks and Hollows of
the Mountains, 1716 in W. Wing Ann. Steeple Aston (1875)
54 And one other land shooting into Oxford way. 1759 in

Q. Jrnl. Economics (1907) Nov. 79 Where the furlong shoots
up the brook to be mownded by the two outside hides. 1815
Elfhinstone Ace. Caubul (1842) L 137 The next branch.,
shoots out from the south-eastern side of SutTaid Coh. 1831
Scott Ct. Robt. xxviii, Where the private gardens.. shot
down upon and were bounded by the glassy waters. 1847
W. C. L. Martin Ox 58/1 The horns.. first sweeping out.
wards and downwards, shot forward at the points.
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b. With up or equivalent phrase: To extend
vertically upwards ; to tower, ' rise ' into the air.
1648 Hexham ii. s. v. Schieten, In de locht Schieten, To

bhoote up into the Aire or Sky. 17x6 Swift Gulliver 111.
111, One even regular plate of adamant, shooting up to the
height of about two hundred yards. 1757 W. Wilkie Epi-
goniadvu.213 A promontory. .Whose rocky brow. .Shoots
high into the air. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. 1. xi, Many a rocky
pyramid, Shooting abruptly from the dell. 1851 Mayne Reid
Scalp Hunters xxxv, Mountains, whose tops shot heaven-
ward in fantastic forms and groupings. 1871 L. Stephen
r i^-£ur' '"• <l8°4) 79 We could see., the sharp pyramid

or the b insteraarhorn shooting upwards. 1878 Smiles Robt.
Dick 1. 3 It shoots up into a tall rocky point.

II. To send forth, esp. swiftly or by sudden
impulse.
Some of the senses under this head are in modern use

often coloured by the specific sense 21.

1L trans. To throw suddenly or with violence.
Also with advs., out, down, etc. Obs. exc. as
trans/, from sense 21.
c 107s O. B. Chron. (Cott. MS.) an. 1040, He let drazan

up t>aene deadan Harald & hine on fen sceotan. c 1205 Lay
5081 He scan [c 1275 caste] his riche sceld feor ut in bene
teld. a 1300 Cursor M. 21043 fat Imperur wend [John] to
mat In a tun was welland hat Fild of oyle he did him
schott, But nober him harmd, hefd ne fott. a 1340 Hampole
Ps. cxxxv. 15 And he shot out pharao and his vertu in the
reed see. ^1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxvii. (Machor) 981 Sud-
denly bai ware all deide, & schot in till gong stinkand.
C

,5
4?° D"tr- Tr°y '4°8 Pe Grekes-.Shottyn into shippes

all pe shene godis. c 1450 Metham Wks. (E.E.T.S.) 37/093
I he sperehed leflt in hys brayn, And so schet hym ouer his

iS'i %"
the Plevnne Dede- "533 Bellenden Livy v. xxiii.

(a-t.h.) II. 225 The gaule be his pride & Insolence schot
in his swerde in be leif of be ballance. 1600 Reg. Privy

u fc-Ac't- V1 - "9 (They] maist dispitfullie expellit and
schoit him oute of the said kirkyaird be the schoulderis.
1600 Gowne's Conspiracy C 1 b. He tooke the said Maister
Alexander by the shoulders, and shotte him down the staire

;

who was no sooner shotte out at the doore, but [etc.]. 1700
Dryden Ovicts Met. 1. 930 The liquid Air his moving Pinions
wound, And, in the moment, shoot him on the ground. 1835
Dickens Si. Boa, Making a Nt. of it. [They] found theS;
selves shot with astonishing swiftness into the road [out of
the theatre]. 1858 R. S. Surtees Ask Mamma xxvi. 107 A
more fractious horse . . had finally shot him over his head.

b. To empty out (gold, grain, earth, etc.) by
overturning or tilting the receptacle; to dump
(rubbish) ; to send (goods, debris, etc.) down an
inclined plane or ' shoot '. Also, to discharge the
contents of, empty (a sack) by overturning. Often
with adv., as down, out.
a 1400 Sir Perc 21 14 Percevelle .. schott owte alle the

gotde. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Ptinc. 4248 What doth
ban bis fel man & right prudent, But out bis golde on a
tippet hath shotte, That in be bagges lefte bere no grotte.
159a Greene Conny Catch. 22 There at the back gate [he]
causeth him to vnloade, and, as they say, shoot the coles
down. 1604 N. F. Fruiterers Secrets 13 Also haue a care,
that they be poured or shot downe very gently, laying
euery sort by themselues. Ibid. 18 Haue a great care also
'"> shooting or pouring them out. 171a Addison Sped.
No. 511 t 3 Upon opening the Sack, a little old Woman
popped her Head out of it ; at which the Adventurer was
in so great a Rage, that he was going to shoot her out into
the River. J76S Museum Rust. IV. 210 If the farmer has
sold, so as to deliver soon, he shoots not the sacks. 1821
Ace. Peculations Coal Trade 1 1 He found the men shooting
his coals in their master's warehouse. 1865 Dickens Mut.
Fr. l iv, A. tract of suburban Sahara, where..carpets were
beat, rubbish was shot, . . and dust was heaped by contractors.
1876 J. Fercusson Hist. Ind. Archil, iv. ii. 338 To chip
away 50,000 yards of rock, and shoot it to spoil (to borrow
a railway term) down a hill-side. 1885 Law Times 16 May
LXXIX. 46/2 Bales were shot from the top to the bottom
floors by means of zigzag inclined planes. 189a Labour
Commission Gloss, s. v.. The flour is emptied down the shoot
through the floor [of the flour loft], .into the troughs in which
the dough is made. This operation is universally termed
shooting flour.

trans/.\jocular.) i860 W. H. Russell Diary India 1. 135
After a. . tedious journey . . the train shot us out amid a heap
of cinders, and a wooden station at its terminus.

T C. To throw or pull down, overthrow. Obs.
£.«375 Se. Leg. Saints xxi. (Clement) 254, & quhene he

wend scho wod had bene, he schot hyre to be erde in tene.
c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 126 Atour the dike thai }eid on
athir side, Schott doun the wall. 1513 Douglas AZneis xn.
v. 154 Sum schot doun wyth thar hand The altaris markyt
for the sacryfys.

d. refl. To throw or precipitate oneself; to
rush. Also \fig. Now rare.
1587 Holinshed Chron. (ed. 2) III. 1259/2 A monstrous

fish or whale of the sea did shoot himselfe on shore. 1641
Milton Reform. 11. 73 Hee that flying from degenerate
and traditional! corruption, feares to shoot himselfe too far
into the meeting imbraces of a Divinely warranted Reforma-
tion, had better not have run at all. 1679 A. Lovbll Indie.
Univ. 28 A Serpent that casts and shoots himself on pas.
sengers. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. Ded. r 2, I have laugh 'd
sometimes. .when I have reflected on those Men, who from
time to time have shot themselves into the World. 1700
S. L. tr. Fryie's Voy. E. Ind. 316 The Man shoots himself
up to fetch breath. 1705 Beverley Hist. Virginia 11. v.

(1722) 133 The poor Fish is no sooner loosed from the Hawk's
Talons, but the Eagle shoots himself, with wonderful Swift-
ness, after it, and catches it in the Air. 1705 Addison Italy,
Pesaro 158 This is the Gulf thro' which Virgil's Alecto shoots
her self into Hell. 1889 Baden-Powell Pigsticking 114
When the pig ' shoots ' himself (as only a pig can do) over a
mud wall, she follows.

e. To throw (rain, or running water) from, off
(the surface) ; also with off, f down advs.
1573 Tusser Husb. (1878) in Where houses be reeded..

SHOOT.
The iuster ye driue it, the smoother and plaine, more hand,
some ye make it to shut off the raine. 1650 Fuller Pisgah
iv. iv. 68 The latter [Badgers-skins] no doubt had the fur
upon them, the lubricity of the hair thereof being excellent
gutters and spouts to shoot down the rain thereby. 1719De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 136 A great Cap for my Head
with the Hair on the Outside to shoot off the Rain. 1764Museum Rust. III. 334 As it [straw used in thatching] is
not bruised by the flail, it shoots off the wet better 1814
T. Haynes Treat. Strawberry, etc. (ed. 2) 100 Then reduce
the embankment.. by throwing away the earth, the more
readily to shoot off all wet. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Ho I xxv
1 he Lord has stood by me ' panted he, as he shot the water

from his ears. 1882 Christy Joints used by Builders 76
It is. .important that the pitch should not be so steep as to
shoot off heavy rain with too much velocity for the gutters
to properly discharge.

t f. To shootforth, out, away : to drive out or
away, to banish, expel. (Chiefly Sc. and north.)
a 1300 Cursor M. 13658 Wit bis bai scott him als a dog

Right vteo bair synagog. 13.. K. Alls. 5968 Thou shalt
there fynde kynges felouns,..That in Babiloyne made the
toure,..That fele mylen in heightte stood, And thorough
Goddes wreche shoten away, Into that vile countreye.
c 1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) vi. 19 He tuke be citee of Acoun
and schotte oute of it all be Cristen men bat ware berin.
c 1400 Privity ofthe Passion in Hainpole's Wks. (Horstm.)
I. 214 And here was it bat bey schot hym forthe so felly &
so cruelly and spytte in his face, and garte hym hye so fast.
01500 Battle of Otterburn xxxii. in Child Ballads III.
297/1 He lyghted dowyn vpon his foote, And schoote hys
horsseclene awaye. 1533 Bellenden Livy 11. vi. (S.T.S.)
I. 148 He commandit ane large nowmer of bestial to be
schot furth on be nixt day at porte aquillye. Ibid. iv. xx.
II. 125 Jit he wan be castell at be first assalt, and schot
furth all bame bat war fundin bareintill. 1535 Coverdale
Ps. xlii'i]. 2 Why hast thou shot me from the ? 1561 WinJet
Cert. Tractates 1. Wks. (S.T.S.) I. 8 Or of the schuiting of
honeste men fra thair native roumes. 1581 Satir. Poems
Reform, xliii. 97 Sicklyk was Sipio saiklesly schot furth.
596 Dalrvmple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 11. 144 He repudiat,
fbrsuke, and frome him, as vnworthie, schott [Lat. repudia-
vit) her [his wife] away. 1605 B. Jonson Votpone 1. v,
Now, is he gone ; we had no other meanes, To shoote him
hence, but this.

g. To separate (the worst animals) from a drove
or flock. Cf. Shot sb.s

1824 Mactaggart Gallovid. Encycl. 1828 [Carr] Craven
Gloss., Shoot v. 2 To draw the worst cattle out of a drove.
' I'll gee ye ten apiece for thur hundreds yows, an you'l let
me shoot ten '.

h. To put hurriedly and carelessly.
"833 Ht. Martineau Loom $ Lugger 1. iii. 27 He rose

from his knee and shot his instrument into its case. 1844
Alb. Smith Adv. Mr. Ledbury vii, The dirty cups and
saucers were shot away into the drawers, and the table
turned outside the door.

t i. To shoot (something) on fire : to cause to
burst into flame. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 0509 The shippes on a shene fyre shot

bai belyue. That the low vp lightly launchit aboute.

12. To launch (a vessel) ; to cast forth or let

down (an anchor) ; to lower and place in position,
(a fishing net). Also absol.

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 629 Than in schort tym men
mycht thaim se Schute all thair galais to the se. a 1529
Skelton Col. Cloute 1257 Shote anker, and lye at rode,
And sayle not farre abrode, Tyll the cost be clere. 1552 in
Select Pleas Admiralty (Selden Soc.) II. 21 That no person
nor persons from hensfurthe doo shote any wyddenett within
x fathom of his next felowe by estimacon in the day tyme. .

.

Thesterly man to begynne first and so every man to shote
in order. 1583 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 225/2 To haill, schutt,
peill and draw nettis on all pairtis usit and wont within the
said boundis. 1600 Holland Livy xxvm. xlv. 706 The
ships were finished, rigged, armed, and furnished with all
things, and shot into the water. 1630 in Binnell Descr.
Thames (1758) 65 No fisherman.. shall shute any Draw*
Net, Cord-Net, or other Net or Engine. .after Holyrood
Day is past. 1776 Act 16 Geo. Ill, c. 36 § 3 Unless the
Boat.. do in the mean Time shoot or cast out into the
Water her. .Seyne Net. 1873 Act 36 $• 37 Vict. c. 71 § 14
Any person who shall shoot or work any seine or draft net
for salmon in a river across the whole width. 1894 Hall
Caine Manxman v. iii. 286 The nets were shot over the
starboard quarter.

b. To cause (a vessel) to move forward suddenly
or swiftly. To shoot (a vessel) to: to bring it

by 'shooting' to a required position, f To be
shot : of a vessel, to have advanced (a certain
distance or to a certain point). Cf. sense 3.
1408 tr. Vegetius' De Re Milit. (MS. Digby 233) If. 226/2

pei scheten here schippes to gedre & casteth out planckes
or brygges..& fiatteb hand at hand. 1555 Edsn Decades
(Arb.) 382 When yow reken yowre selfe as farre shotte as
cape de las Palmas. 1574 W. Bourne Regim. Sea xxii.

(1577) 60 You. .shall be well shotte towardes the banke of
Silley. 1588 Fenner in Defeat Sp. Armada (Navy Rec.
Soc.) I. 242 Being shot some ten leagues off South and
by West of Ushant. 1793 Smeaton Edystone L. § 137 A
north-west wind would shoot the sloop clear of the house
reef. 1794 Rigging <y Seamanship II. 316 Her sails tend
to shoot her a-head. 1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah vi. (1850)
50 With a sweep of his paddle he turned the bow of his
boat from us, and with a few vigorous strokes shot it ahead.
1887 Goode, etc. Fish. Industr. U. S. iv. 132 Shooting to.

This evolution is peculiar to fore and aft rigged vessels...

To shoot a schooner to, it is only necessary, when sailing by
the wind, to put the wheel part way down, and as she comes
head to wind to keep her in that position by the manage-
ment of the helm until her headway is stopped.

13. To push or slide (a bar or bolt of a door or

the like) into or out of its fastenings. Also to

force (a lock),
ciooo Gosp. Nicodemus xxvii. 15 in Thwaites Heptat.
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(1698), BelucaV oa..a;renan gatu & toforan on sceota^
yseliai scyttelias. iS73 SW&. Poems Re/arm. ***'*• *°?

Thay schot na keyis to brek the coffins than, Ane day of

blythnes for the men of weir, a 16.7 Uayne On Eph (.6,8)

,04, I have Power to shoot the bolt and lock it. 1637

Ru'therford Lett. (.664) 343, I
i|i°"

,,~W "
1

1

JS %££
the lock & unbo t my welbeloved's door. 1696 Libber

I cveVlast Shift Hi, If you have lost it [the key) we must

shoot thTlock,", think.
y
i707 Mrs. Radcliffe £**•*«*

I fear we are betrayed ; the second ock is shot. 1833

Marryat P. Simple ix One of the midshipmen shot the

bolt of the door. 1886 J. Paton in Encycl. Bnt.XXl. 144/2

Safe bolts are shot not by the key, as in an ordinary lock,

but by the door handle. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets**

Annie ran to the stable, shot the wooden bolt, and went in.

b. intr. Of a bolt : To slide into its fastenings

;

to admit of being shot.

1886 I. Paton in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 144/2 The frame .

into which the bolts shoot is made of great strength. Ibid.,

In all Chubb's safes bolts shoot both to front and back.

14. trans, a. Weaving. To pass (the shuttle, the

weft) between the threads of the warp. Also in

figurative context.

1603 Holland Plutarch's Mar. 337, I suppose that a

weaver will say that his worke is to make a web, .
.and not to

lay his warpe, shoot oufe, or [etc.]. 161* Beauh. & Ft. Cox.

comb v. i, An honest Weaver, and as good a work-man as

ere shot shuttle. 1839 Hallam Lit. Eur. iv. v. § 46 Lines

of consummate excellence are frequently shot, like threads

of gold, through the web. 1849 Robertson Serm.Str. 1.

xxi?(.866) 351 The woof of life is dark.. but. .shot through

a web of brightness. 1888 J. Paton in Encycl. Brtt. XXIV.
464/. A clear way is thus provided for picking or shooting

theshuttle. 1895 R. W. Frazer Silent Gods (1896) 58 The

weaver still sang as he quickly shot the shuttle with the

weft through the warp.

b. To variegate by admixture of duterent

coloured threads in the woof. Hence, in wider

sense, to variegate (an expanse of colour) by

interspersing streaks or flecks of some other colour.

1531-3 Act 24 Hen. VII1, c. 2 The same wollen clothes

[shall) ..be perfectly boyled grayned or maddered vppon

the wodde and shotte, with good and sufficient corke or

orchall. 1566 Churchw. Ace. St. Dunstan's Canterb. in

Archxol. Cant. XVII. 120 One couerlyt shot wyth. blew

and red. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1944/4. A Petticoat of Musk
coloured Silk, shot with Silver on the right side. 1751 John-

son Rambler No. iii T 8 Carnation shot with white. 1856

H H. Dixon Post ft Paddock xiii. (i860) 272 Mundig s stock

are nearly all chesnuts, many of them shot with white hairs.

i860 Sala Baddington Peerage I. i. 26 His stiff, black hair

a little shot with gray. 1863 B.Taylor H. Thurston xv. .92

The canes of maize shot the brown fields with points of

shining green. 188a Garden 7 Oct. 3.2/2 Of older flowers we
have. . Burgundy, rich dark puce, shot and suffused with light

purple [etc.]. 1895 Jrnl. R. Inst. Brit. Architects 14 Mar.

347 The Saviour was dressed in a purple tunic shot with gold.

Jig. 1850 Eraser's Mag. Sept. 244/2 Vague theory shot with

technicalities. 1874 L. Stephen Hours in Libr. (.802) II.

iv. 109 The texture of Disraeli's writings is . . ingeniously shot

with irony.

15. To send ont, dispatch (persons). Now dial.

(see Eng. Dial. Diet.). Also to shoot (a person)

about : to hurry (him) from place to place.

154a Becon Pathlv. Prayer xxix. M vij, Therfore sayth

Christ, praye vnto the Lorde of y" Heruest, that he may
shote forth workemen into his Heruest. 1895 Mrs. B. M.
Croker Village Tales 7. You, as an officer's wife..are

shot about from Colombo to Peshawar.

10. Toemitswiftlyandforcibly(rays, flames.etc).

c 137s Sc. Leg. Saints x. (Mathou) 157 Twa dragonyse,

bat awful ware one to luke,..& blessis of fyre with brynt.

stane at nese and mowthe bai schote owte. 1596 Dalrymple

tr Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. viii. 90 A maruellous gret Comet,

quhilk toward the South schot fyrie stremes terrabillie. 1690

T. Burnet Theory Earth m. xii. 105 At the first opening of

the Heavens, the brightness of his Person will scatter the

dark Clouds, and shoot streams of light throughout all the

Air. 1712-14 Pope Rape 0/Lock 1. 13 Sol thro' white curtains

shot a tim'rous ray. 1717-46 Thomson Summer 1371 The
sun has lost his rage : his downward orb shoots nothing now
but animating warmth And vital lustre. 179a S. Rogers

Pleas. Mem. 11. (1801) 55 A cool, sequester'd grot, From its

rich roof a sparry lustre shot. 181a Cary Dante, Parad.

111. 22 My sweet guide, who, smiling shot forth beams From
her celestial eyes. 1813 Scott Quentin D. iv, His keen eyes

..shot forth occasionally a quick and vivid ray. 1833

N. Arnott Physics (ed. 5) II. 187 A ray. .shot from a to

the point c, in the surface of a piece of glass g h, would

reach directly across to o and b. 1839 J. Sterling Sexton s

Dan. 1. xxxii, As if it were the cloven sky.. Shot out its

glory suddenly.

b. To put forth, utter (words, sounds) ; chiefly

with adv., out, forth. Now only as trans/, from

sense 21.

alias Leg. Kath. 812 ScheoteS forS sum word, & let us

onswerien. a iajo Owl If Night. 23 (Tesus MS.), Bet buhte

be drem |>at he were Of harpe & pipe>an he nere, Bet buhte

bat heo were i-shote Of harpe & pipe bar of brote. c 1470

Henryson Mar. Fab. v. (Pari. Beasts) viii, He. .Schot out

his voce, full schill, and gaif a schout. 1546 ] Heywood
Prav. 11. iii. (.867) 48 But shoote out some woordes, if she

be to whot. 160a Marston Ant. e, Mel. 11. D 2 b, I would

shoot some speach forth, to strike the time, With pleasing

touch of amorous complement. 1657 J. Smith Myst. Rhet.

.43 Acclama to cry out or shoot forth the voice. 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair lx, Even Dobbin would shoot out

a sudden peal [of laughter] at the boy's mimicry. 1848

Dickens Dambey iii, Shooting out whatever she had to say

in one sentence, and in one breath, if possible. 1886

Stevenson Kidnapped iii, From time to time, .he shot out

one of his questions.

o. To cause (a pain, an emotion, etc.) to pass

rapidly through.
184a Tennyson Godiva 58 Her palfrey's footfall shot Light

horrors thro' her pulses. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C.

732

xxxiii, This question shot a gleam of joy and triumph

through Tom's soul.

17. To thrust (one's hand, a limb, a weapon, etc.)

into something. Also to thrust out, forth, up, etc.

c iaos Lay. 1876 Heoscuten [CH75 soten] heora sconken [in

wrestling]. 1375 Barbour Bruce 111. 1 .7 With that ane othir

gan him ta Be the lege, and his hand gan schute Betuix the

sterap and his fute. 1533 Bellenden Livy it vi. (S.T.S.) I.

15. He schot his hand inj>e fire. 1567 Satir. Poems Reform.

iii. 8. Unles ?,e now sharplie shuit out 3our handis. 1596

Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. ix. 186 Ilk schuteng

his rapper in vtheris bellie. 1648 Winyard Midsummer-
Moan 1 His head is shot up, as if it would only converse with

the Prince oth'aire. c 1730 Ramsay Boy * Pig 4 A greedy

Callan . . Shot his wee nive into the pot. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.

Hist. (.776) VIII. 174 They will be found to shoot forth their

arms in every direction, c 1850 Croodin Doo in Chambers

Pop. Rhymes Scot. (1870) 53 O it shot out its feet and died.

b. To shoot out : To protrude (the tongue, the

lips), usually as an expression of mockery.

1535 Coverdale Ps. xxii. 7 They shute out their lippes.

1688 Boyle Final Causes ii. 69 The camelion. .was to take

his prey, by shooting out his tongue at the flies he was to

live upon. 1840 Macaulay Est., Ranke (185.) II. 146 A sect

laughing at the Scriptures, shooting out the tongue at the

sacraments. 1857 Livingstone Trav. i. 18 Away she would

some kind 0' sense ', he began, shooting out his lips.

C. To shoot one's eyes : to gaze eagerly, rare.

1601 Marston Antonio's Rev. iv. i, I should not shoote

mine eyes into the earth, Poring for mischiefe.

d. To shoot one's linen (colloq.) : to pull one's

shirt cuffs out so that they project beyond the cuffs

of one's coat.

1878 Yates in World .6 Jan. (Farmer), Adjust your curls,

your linen shoot, your coat wide open fling. 1887 Poor Nellie^

(1888) 104 He ' shot his linen ' in style. 1889 '
J. S. Winter

Harvest .68 Major Pottinger..shot his linen till the by.

standers. . wondered if it was a new kind of conjuring enter,

tainment.

fl8. To eject from the body. a. To eject

(venom). Also of a spider : To eject (its thread).

c 1400M aundev. (Roxb.) xxxi. 143 pai er euermare gapand,

redy for to schote baire venym. 177s G. White Selbarne,

To Barriugton 8 June, Every day in fine weather, .do I see

those spiders shooting out their webs and mounting aloft.

Ibid., Those filmy threads, when first shot, might be entangled

in the rising dew.

b. To discharge (excreta) ; also (see quot. 1688).

Also to shoot one's belly, bowels. Obs.

1504 Nashe Uiifort. Trav. Wks. (Grosart) V. 160 So

swelled Zadoch [with rage] and was readie to burst out of

his skinne, and shoote his bowels like chaine-shot full at

Zacharies face for bringing him suche balefull tidings.

1634-5 Brereton Trav. (Chetham Soc.) 179 My mare

chanced to eat some green corn, which did occasion her to

shoot her belly, and scour intolerably. 1688 R. Holme
Armoury n. 252/. Terms in feeding cocks.. .Shutmg the

Body, is to purge it from its groser dung. 1737 Bracken

Farriery Impr. (1757) II. 84 It is a Sign, if he shoot off his

Food very fast, that he gets too little Corn.

o. absol. To have a looseness in the bowels.

1641 Best Farm. Bks. (Surtees) 5 A weake lambe..will

shoot and scowre allmost for the space of two dayes.

d. trans. Ofa fish : To discharge (spawn). Also

absol. (Cf. Shot///, a. i, Shotten 3.)

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 201 Fishes flocke..to this

nooke of the Ocean, to breed and shut their spawne. 1884

Goode Nat. Hist. Aquatic Anim. 409 The Sea- Bass, when

they come into the pounds in the spring, are full of spawn,

ready to shoot.

19. Of a plant: To put forth (buds, leaves,

branches, etc.). Chiefly v/ithforth or out. Alsofig.
1516 Pilgr. Per/. (W. de W. 1531) 109 To shote forth y«

braunches ofmurmure, grudge [etc.]. 1535 Coverdale Luke
xxi. 30 Whan they now shute forth their buddes. i6iz Bible

Mariiv. 32 It., shooteth out great branches. 1657W.C0LES

Adam in Eden ex, Colts-foot shooteth up a slender stalk,

with small yellowish Flowers. 1603 Patrick Parab. Pil-

grim xxix. (1687) 349 Rosemary and Sweet-Bner,. .which

shoot flowers, and dart forth Musk. 17.9 London & Wise
Compl. Card. 143 When a fine Fruit Branch shoots many
others, a 1766 Complete Farmer s. v. Turnep 7 P 2/1 Apt

to make the wheat shoot fresh ears. 1853 M. ArnoldSclwlar

Gipsy i, Nor let.. the cropp'd grasses shoot another head.

1908 [Miss E. Fowler) Betm. Trent * Anchalme 20 The
largest round Lavender bush, soon to shoot forth buds and
blossoms generously.

b. transf. Chiefly of an animal, etc. : To put

forth (limbs, etc.) ; alsoy%; of immaterial things.

To shoot the red: of a turkey-cock (see Red sb\ 1 d).

1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. iv. 238 Quhen
this Pelagian haeresicappeiredto schute out the homes ay

wyder and wyder. 1739 S. Sharp Oper. Surg. Introd. 31

The callous Edges softening, will, without any great Assist-

ance, shoot out a Cicatrix. 1865 Englishm. Mag. Feb. 1 55 He
throbs and tingles as the new wings shoot their feathers. 1899

AUbutt's Syst. Med. VIII. 875 These, .masses of epithelium

. .do not shoot downwards the root-like processes so charac-

teristic of epithelioma of the malignant type.

o. To cause to grow or 'shoot'; to make to

spring up. rare.

1610 Fletcher Faith/. Sheph. it i, All the verdant grass

The spring shot up, stands yet unbruised here Of any foot.

z8ai Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 107 The Power..Who rules

the year, and shoots the spindling grain.

20. With reference to stationary position : To
throw out as a projection or protuberance; reft.

to stand out, protuberate in a particular direction.

7Also in passive, to appear as if thrust down.
13.. K. A lis. 5953 He ne had noither nekke, ne throte, His

SHOOT.

heued was in his body y-shote. 1533 Bellenden Livy t

xvii. (S.T.S.) I. 97 Throw quhilk be wallis war schot out

with mare magnificent boundis ban afore. 1603 Owen
Pembrokeshire! (189.) 5 Carmarthenshere that waye shoote-

inge it selfe on the Northeast. 1635 Person Varieties 1. 19

Where the mouth of a large valley endeth at the Sea.,

shooting as it were it selfe forth into the said Sea. .there it

should be more shallow. 1784 Cowper To Mem. Halibut

17 Where Hibernia shoots Her wondrous causeway far into

the main.

III. To send missiles from an engine.

(A Com. Teut. specialization of branch II.)

21. trans. To send forth, let fly (arrows, bolts,

etc.) from a bow or other engine, or (bullets or

shot) from a firearm. Const, at, ^against, fto.

a goo O. E. Martyrol. 15 Nov. 206 Hiz sceoton hyra

straelas on twa healfa tosomne. c 1205 Lay. 6487 pa his risen

weoren iscoten bai iwserd his bo3e to-broken, c 1330 Arth.

A> Merl. 317 per was mani arwe yschote. 1338 R. Brunne
Chron. (1725) 178 Oft tille our Inglis men was schewed a
mervaile grete, A darte was schot to bem, bot non wist who
it schete. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. r 500 If a man, by caas

or aventure, s"hete an arwe or caste a stoon with which he

sleeth a man, he is homicyde. C1450 Merlin xi. .67 Than
he shette a-nothir bolte, and slowgh a malarde. 1471 Caxton
Recuyell (.Sommer) 94 Tho was drawen & shotte many an

arowe. 1549 Compl. Scot. xv. 131 Siklyik ane preist of

turque callit deruis schot ane bolt befoir the port of tempil

contrar basit. c 1643 Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (.824) 6 The
principal outlaw shot an arrow against my grandfather.

1756-7 tr. Keysler's Trav. (.760) III. 396 A third [cannon

ball], .said to have been shot into the wall at the siege of

Padua. 1760 Pennant Tour Scot. (.774) 10. Elf-shots., are

supposed to be weapons shot by fairies at cattle. 1819 Scott

Ivanhoe xxxi, The Templar's retreat was rendered perilous

by the numbers of arrows shot off at him and his party.

b. fig. and in fig. context. To have shot one's

bolt : to have done all that one can do. Proverb,

Afool's bolt is soon shot : see Bolt si.1 1.

a 1100 Prudenlius in Zeitschr. /. deutsches Alterthum

(1876) VIII. 38 Da wsepna..Se J)set yrre scet [miserat].

a lzisAncr. R. 60 Erest heo [lechery] scheot be earewen of be

liht eien, (>et fleoo lichtliche uorS, ase earewe bet is ivioered,

& stikeS i3e heorte. Ibid. 62 Sikerliche vre vo, be weorreur

of helle, he scheot..mo cwarreaus to one ancre ben to

seouene & seouenti lefdies ioe worlde. c 1400 Rom. Rose

1800 The thridde arowe he [the God of Love] gan to shete,

..Into myn herte he did avale. 1586 Stanyhurst Descr.

Irel. i. 11 in Holinsked, But if I may craue your patience

till time you see me shoot my bolt. 1621 T. Williamson

tr. Goulart's Wise Vieillardiq Many others haue shot forth

the like bolts and censures, whereof this is the totall summe
and substance. 1652 Benlowes Theophila ix. iii. 127 Hope
be thy Bowe, thy Hand Love, Faith the Shaft ; Let Hope
shoot Faith to God with Loves strong Draft. 1851 Househ.

Wards V. 577 [The winds] never cease to shoot at us their

arrows barbed with the poison of rheum. 1901 Daily

Express 28 Feb. 4/5 The home players had shot their bolt,

and in thirty minutes the Birmingham team added two goals.

C. With cognate object, to shoot a shot (or fa
shoot). Now rare.

i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11103 An carpenter hat hii sedebat

sset be ssute [MS. Add. bane schote] hli nome. c nooPilgr.

Stnvlc (Caxton) iv. xxix. (1859) °' But, soothly, they sheten

neuer shotte. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. it (ArbJ 107 For in a

rayne and at no marke, a man may shote a faire shoote.

1590 Barwick Disc. Weapons 17 marg., The archer dooth

require more time then dooth the firy weapon to shoot the

first shoot 1633 T. Stafford Pac. Nib. it xiii. 208 All this

while the Enemy shot not a shot. 1641-4 Vicars God in

Mount 193 They forced all the Musketeers, .to.. shroud

themselves within their pikes, not daring to shoot a shoot.

1816 Scott Old Mart, xxxii, May the hand be withered that

shot the shot 1

f d. To hurl or throw (a spear, etc.). Obs.

01100 Prudenlius in Zeitschr./. deutsches Alterthum

(.876) VIII. 38 pa;t yrre scyt his spere onxean ban xeoyld.

c 1105 Lay. 5690 And ba oSere hem scuten [c 1175 sole] to

scasrpe gares. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C xxt 50 ' Aue, rabbi',

quab bat ribaud and reodes shotte at bus eyen. 1585 T.

Washington tr. Nicholays Voy. I. viii. 8 Their weapons are

three dartes or long lauelins, whyche they. .doe shoote and

throw with wonderfull dexteritie.

e. transf. To discharge, send forth like an arrow

or a shot. Alsoyfc. with obj. a glance, question, etc.

16.1 Drayton Paly-olb. it 69 When sharp Winter shoots

her sleet and hardned hail. 161a Massinger & Dekker
Virg. Martyr iv. i, Doe thine eyes shoote daggers at that

man That brings thee health ? 1641 Fuller Holy f, Pro/.

St. v. i. 358 She hurts most with those glances which are

shot from a down-cast eye. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 2 Oct.

1658, A porcupine, of that kind that shoots its quills. 18.6

Scott Old Mart, xxxiii, The sullen and indignant glances

which they shot at them. 1881 Scribner's Monthly XXI.
268/2 She shot the question at him with a force which took

away his breath. 1889 Conan Doyle Micah Clarke 229 A
wild race offishermen . . who . . shot some rough West-country

jest at me as I passed.

22. absol. and intr. To send forth missiles from

a bow, firearm, or similar engine, tAlso yidaforth.

993 Battle a/Maldon 270 Hwilon he on bord sceat, hwilon

beorn taisde. c 1105 Lay. 12574, & Bruttes weoren igajrede

& bene wal weoreden ; heo scuten in, heo scuten ut, scalkes

ber feollen. 1197 R. Glouc (Rolls) 11218 H11 mette wib

bis burgeis & bigonne to ssete vaste I wounded ber was

manion; c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 858 An herde

of hertes sone bey met, Al a triste to schete, Brutus was set.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 91 pey techib besiliche here

children to ride and to schete. c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret.,

Gov. Lordsh. cxt 111 Ordeyne by wenges, on be right syde

of hem bat stryken and assayllen, and of be left syde hem

bat shoten. c 141a Lydg. Serpent 0/ Division (1911)59 And

somme with firye dartes and scharpe hokid arwis schetynge

in be eire. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 66 Than the

archers of kynge saturne began to drawe & shote. 1569 I

.

Preston Cambises 879 [Venus to Cupid] Shoot forth, my son

;

now is the time that thou must wound his hart. 1595 Siiaks.



SHOOT.
JoknvM. 2Whose there?, .speake quickly, or I shoote. 1668
R. Steele Husb. Calling ix. (1672) 223 If a man s:and on a
tower and shoot downward, he that stands at the bottom of
it and shoots upward, may fly above him. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 15 Oct. 1650, Sir Tho. Osborn..and Lord Stanhop
shot for a wager of 5 Louis. 1753 Jago Elegy on Blackbird
in Adventurer No. 37 O t had he chose some other game.
Or shot as he had used to do ! 1899 T. M. Ellis Three
Cat'seye Rings 123 They turned round to shoot, anda bullet
from one of their muskets shrieked past Clayside's ear. 1907
Galsworthy Country Ho. 1. i. 2 Foxleigh j he's no good...
But can't he shoot just 1 That's why they ask him.

b. intr. To engage in archery (in mod. rise
occas. in rifle-practice, etc.) as a sport or contest,

t To shoot compass : see Compass adv. 3 b. 06s.
c ,J°5 Lay. 24698 Summe heo gunnen lepen summe heo

gunnen sceoten [c 1175 sceate] summe heo wraxtleden.

JH" Hoccleve De Reg. Print. 651 No more I hadde set
berby or roght, A wif or mayde or nune to deffoule, Than
scheete, or pleyen at be bal or boule. 1589 Hay any WorkA 111 b, When the wether is foule, that men cannot go abroad
to boules, or to sboote. 1801 T. Roberts Engl. Bowman
293 To shoot down the butts, to begin at the furthest, and
end at the shortest butt.

o. Well shot! an applauding exclamation when
a shooter hits the mark. Khxifig.
1640 Sir E. Diking Carmelite (r64i) 41 Your promise is

of thoughts within, and your proof still of things done with-
out. Well shot. Go to your Book again and study the
point better. 1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. vn. i. 425 One day
being shooting at Butts,. . He hit the very mark. The Duke
of Northumberland, being present, . . Well shot my Lieee,
quoth he.

d. Constructions, (a) To shoot at (f also after,
against, on, unto, to) the mark or object aimed at.
To skoot at rovers : see Rover * 1.

c"f G
,

e"' * Ex' M* Lamech. .wurSbisne, and haued a
man Bat ledde him. .To scheten after oe wilde der. c 1290
St. Sebastian 47 in .J. Eng. Leg. 179 [The emperor) let
archers to him scheote : ase it were toonemarke. l^a Ayenl:
45 An archer uor bet he hedde ylore ate geme : nom his boae
and ssat an hei aye god. c 1400 Laud Troy-bk. jjjg To
schote at him so was he prest. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 64
But euer debe sewyth hym wyth his bow drawen and an
arow beryn redy to choton at hym. 1471 Caxtos Recuyell
(Sommer) 147 He entryd among tharchers ofthe troians that
shotte thikke on hym. 1496 [see Prop **.' 2 b). 1497 [see
Shell sb. ' 2 b). 1538 Starkiy England 1. iv. 105 Euer as a
rnarke to schote vnto. 1576 Gascoigne Spoyle ofAntwerp
wks.1910 II.App. 591 They of the Towne did not shote at

tPnnce of Orenges Shippes. 1611 Bible Gen. xlix.
3 3 the archers haue sorely grieued him, and shot at him.
1673 IR- Leigh] Transp. Reh. 97 They fought for his crown
when they shot at his person, a 1715 Burnet Own Time
(1724) '• 242 Van Gheudt. .shot against Bruntisland without
doing any mischief. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) VI.
96 They have stood to be shot at in flocks, without offering
to move. 1816 Scott Bl. Dwarfu, Willie of Winton whom
you shot at T 1908 E. M. Gordon Indian Folk Tales ix.
(1909) 85 A young man . .asked me to shoot at an owl.

(«) To shoot with (also fin) a bow, gun, etc.

;

also rarely with an arrow.

Ac ,J°S Lay. 16555 Nu ich hine [Hengest] jiue be..& bet
pine hired-childeren..scotien mid heore flan & his cun
scenden anon.) 1197 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7735 He wolde
..ssete [v.rr. schute, scbete) also mid bowe & arblaste.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Schetyn yn a bowe {v.r. shotyn
with bowes) sagitto. 1530 Palsgr. 704/2, I shote in any
bowe, crosse bowe, or louge bowe. 1546 J. Heywood Prov.
11. vi. (1867) 61 But many a man speaketh of Robyn hood,
That neuer shot in his bowe. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 633 Sirnamed Strongbow, because hee shot in
a bow of exceeding great bent. 1644 Nye Gunnery (1647)
35 It is as easie to shoot in a great Gun as in a Musket.
c 1665 Mrs. Hutchinson Mem. Col. Hutchinson (1846) 23
He snot excellently in bows and guns, and much used them
for his exercise, a 1700 Evelyn Diary Sept. 1646, Here
I first saw huge balista; or crosse-bows shot in.

{c) To shoot at (f to, etc.) an object with a bow,
gun, etc. ; also with an arrow.
971 Blickl. Horn. 199 pa xenam he his boxan..& 8a mid

xeaettredum strasle ongan sceotan wib baes be he xeseah
ba;t hryber stondan. c 1190 St. Cristopher 204 in i'. Eng.
Leg. 277 With bouwe and Areblast bare schoter to him
four hondret knyites and mo. C1440 Gesta Rom. 11. xix.

335 (Addit. MS.) The knyght.. shotte to \Cambr. MS. shot
at) hym with an arowe, and slough hym. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 740 They shoot at the Fish with their
darts. 1873 B. Harte What B. Harte Saw in Fiddle,
town, etc ico There was a mark at which a few credulous
people shot with a toy rifle.

(d) With adv. or phrase, To shoot beside, far
from, near the mark ; to shoot short, straight, etc.

Often fig.

Hfi Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 256 Hercules and many
other shotte at most strayt and next the marke. 1545
Ascham Toxo/h. 1. (Arb.) 101 But to sboote wyde and far
of the marke is a thynge possyble. 1546 J. Heywood Prov.
1. vi. (1867) 12 Ye mary (quoth he) nowe ye shoote nie the
pricke. 1577 Harrison England m. i. [11. vi.) 95 b in
Holinshed, Wherein they [sc. foreign writers] haue shot so
farre wyde as the quantity of ground was betweene them,
selues and their marke. 1585 Q. Eliz. Let. to jfas. VI
(Camden) 17 Who seaketh two stringes to one bowe, he
[printed the] may shute strong, but neuer strait. 1658
Gurnall Chr. in Arm. verse 15. iii. 335 Man he lets flie

against God (though against his will he shoots short) whole
vollies of sinnes and impieties, a 1704 T, Brown Ess. on
Women Wks. 1711 IV. 155 But alas I how far do you shoot
from the mark? [in answer to a question). 1862 ' F. G.
Trafford ' City >t Suburb iii. (1869) 22 He had shot wonder,
fully near the truth.

e. qvxasi-lrans. To shoot a match : to engage in

a shooting-match. Also to shoot off a tie : to decide
a tie in a shooting-match by a supplementary
contest.

733

1840 Blaine Encycl. Rur. Sports § 2763 Captain R. and
Mr. b. then shot the tie off. Ibid., Two matches were
then shot by Capt. Ross and Mr. Osbaldeston. 1859

Shot-gun ii. 7 Lord Huntingfield,. .and
' Stonehenge '

Mr. Bateson having repeatedly shot matches at Hornsey
Wood House. 1861 Temple Bar III. 266 This target was
chosen for shooting off the ties at the long distances.

f. trans/, intr. To take a snapshot with a
camera. Also trans, to take a snapshot of.
1890 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. II I. 3 Beside him is another

sort of shutter operator with an ordinary camera and fairly
good shutter... Does he shoot when his companion did?
1891 Photogr. Ann. II. 51 We at first tried the other method,
namely, looking at the object and shooting at the critical
moment. 1896 Punch 30 May 264/2, 1 even bless the Kodak
now With which, dear Nell, you ' shot ' me.
23. Jig. and in figurative context.
a. With reference to metaphorical arrows or

darts, e. g. of love, temptation, affliction.
a 1000

\ Minds of'Men 35 He. .hyzegar leteS.scurumsceoteb.
c 1200 Ormin 3839, & Jiff he [the devil] seob be maun forr-
dreod, He wile himm skerren mare, &ra;fenn himm his rihhte
witt, & shetenn inn hiss heorrte. c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T.
r 714 An ydel man is lyk to a place that hath no walles

;

deueles may entre on euery syde and sheten at hym at dis-
couert, by temptacion on euery syde. c 1400 Ro?n. Rose
1777 And whanne that love gan nyghe me nere, He. .shette
at me with all his myght. 1895 R. W. Chambers King in
Vellow (1909) 255, I think.. that he [Cupid] does shoot
fairly—yes, and even gives one warning.

tb. To shoot at: to assail with censure or
contempt. Obs.
cisf6 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lii. vi, The just shall.,

shoote at thee With scornfull glances. 1:1640 H. Bell
Luther's Colloq. Mens. (1652) 113 The Turks and Jews do
acknowledg God the Father, but it is the Son that they
shoot at. 1643 Baker Chron., Eliz. 57 The Queen con.
ceiving, that through the sides of the Prelates, she her self
was shot at, suppressed them what she could, c 1660 South
Serm. (1715) I. 23 If it is a Pleasure to be envyed and shot
at, to be maligned standing, . . then it is a P leasure to be great.

0. To shoot at (with express or implied reference
to a metaphorical mark or target) : (a) to aim at,

to seek to have or accomplish ; to aspire to, strive
after (now arch.)

j +(*) to 'drive at', mean, to
have reference to ; + (c) to aim at imitating, follow
the example of.

(a) C 1407-10 Hoccleve Min. Poems (1892) 58 But myn
herte is euere bent To sbeete at yow good wil in soothfast,
nesse. 1528 Tindale Par. Mammon 30 The same is blynde
and wotteth not what he dothe: erreth and shoteth at a
wronge marke. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 127
Thou, that shotest at perfection in the Latin tong, think
not thy selfe wiser than Tullie was. 1635 R. N. tr. Cam-
den's Hist. Eliz. 111. 266 The Queene of Scots. .easily
understood that her destruction was shot at by this Associa-
tion. 1647 Trapp Mellif. Thiol. 652 Their evil dissembled
ambitious desires plainly declared .. that they both shot at
one and the same mark. 188S Stevenson Black Arrow
111. iii. 163, I shoot at no advantage to myself.
«) 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 1. ix. (1592) 84 For to this

ende shoote all the exhortations ofthe Prophets and Apostles.
1583 Babington Commandm. viii. (1590) 331 An equalitie
of commodities present is plainely shot at in this law. Ibid.

347, I might recite the lawes of God, . . which directly shoote
at the shame of this sinne. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri.
307 The maine thing Vega shootes at in this chapter.
(<) titsSt. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 15 Bycause the Deputye

useyth the said wrongfull extortion, all the noble folke of
the Iande shotes at hym, folowyth his wayes in that behalf,
asmuche as in them is.

+ d. To have an aim or reference {beyond some-
thing mentioned). Obs.
1680 H. Mori Apocal. Apoc. 66 This part of the Vision

therefore shoots beyond the Pergamenian and Thyatirian
Interval of the church, and begins with the Sardian.

t e. To shoot over : to overshoot the mark. Obs.
1605; Bacon. Adv. Learn. 11. xxiii. § 20. 96b, Andcertayne-

lye, it is an errour frequent, for men to shoot ouer, and to
suppose deeper ends, and more compasse reaches then are.

t £ in certain proverbial phrases. Obs.
1530 Palsgr. 704/2, I shote at all adventures, or at the

unhappyest, Je tire a la votec. 1577 F. de L'isle's Legen-
darie G iij b, Now in making warre against the Protestants,
they shotte sundry wayes with owne selfe arrowe. 1624
Massinger Renegado v. iii, Neither can I Be wonne to
thinke, but if I should attempt it, I shoote against the Moone.

g. U.S. slang. To shoot offone's mouth : to talk

indiscreetly or abusively.
1890 N. P. Langford Vigilante Days I. 295 Why, you

fool ; there you go, shooting off your mouth to me the first

thing. Didn't 1 caution you not to tell any one? 1896 S.

Crane Maggie xi. 86 Youse fellers er lookin' fer a scrap,

an' its like yeh'll fin' one if yeh keeps on shootin' off yer
mout's.

24. Of a bow, engine, or firearm : a. trans. To
send forth (a missile).

? a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 989 That bowe semede wel
to shete These arowis fyve. 1547 in Archzologia LI. 262
Brode fawcons shotinge iij shotte. 1679 Hlount_W«<\
Tenures 3 Catapulta, was an ancient warlike Engine to
shoot Darts.

b. intr. To send forth missiles ; to ' carry ' a
certain distance. Also, of a gun, to be discharged,

go off (e. g. in a salute).

a 1575 Gascoigne Posies, Weedes Wks. 1907 I. 374 A peece
which shot so well, so gently and so streight. a 1578
Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 124 Quhan
thir proclematiounis war endic.than the trumpattis and
schalmes blew and so did the arteilserie schuit and beltis

rang. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 111. ii. 34 This boy will carrie

a letter twentie mile as easie, as a Canon will shoot point-

blanke twelue score. 1655 Marq. Worcester Cent. Invent.

{ 67 To make Guns shoot. 1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.

SHOOT.
v. xii. 68 The Piece directed by her Metal, will shoot about
twice as far as when.. set by a Dispert. 1846 Gkeener
i>ci. gunnery 406 We have seen American rifle-barrels,
which were far from the straight . . yet they shot well.
25. trans. To discharge (a bow, catapult, etc.),

to fire (a gun or other firearm) ; also with off, out.
Const, at, f against, etc. spec, in gun-making (see
quot. 1 386).

v

1482 Cety Papers (Camden) 113 All the gonnes yn the
colle warkys and abowte the marttes were schett for joye.
£•1500 Metusine xxi. 116 Oure galeyes..bygan of al partes
to shutte theire gonnes. 1506 Ace. Ld. High Trcas. Scot.
ill. 203 lo the pynouris of Leith quhilk carying the irn
gun to the sandis to schut hir thair before the King. 1530
Palsgr. 704/2 They have shotte fourscore peces agaynst
this towre in lesse than halfe an houre. 1557 Peebles Burgh
Pec. (1872) 240 The counsall ordanis gif thair cum ony
sodane fray to the toun..to James Frank to schoit ane
goone. 1610 W. Phillip tr. Schouten's Wonder/. Voy, itWe shot two peeces, an houre betweene each shot, to call
her. C1643 Ld. Herbert Aittobiog, (1824) 69 Then you
may shoot off a Pistol in the Stable. 1826 Scott Woodst.
xvu. The malignants shooting their wall-pieces at us. 1833
[Seba SmithJ Lett. J. Dwvning iii. (1835) 42 Says he, ' Can
y
<£? A001 a rifle

'
MaJ°r? ' 'Pretty considerable, • says I.

1886 Walsingham & Payne-Gallwey Shooting I. 71 The
gun M now stocked and screwed, and then in the rough
state is sent to the ground to be shot and regulated. Ibid.
75 A high-class gunmaker will spend days in shooting a
gun in order to get its pattern and force up to the mark he
considers requisite to make it a perfect weapon.
trans/. i68x Dryden Span. Friar v. ii, But man . . should

make Examples; Which like a Warning-piece must be
shot off, To fright the rest from Crimes.
26. To propel (a marble, pellet, etc.) as from

the thumb and forefinger.
i8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. (1821) I. 47 Rip Van Winkle..

taught them to fly kites and shoot marbles. 1857 Hughes
Torn Brown 1. v, Some of whom were. .shooting pellets, or
digging their forks through the tablecloth.

27. Football. To kick (the ball) at goal. In
Hockey and Lacrosse : to hit or drive (the ball) at
goal. Also with goal as object.
1883 Daily News 4 Mar., The last-named shot it [the foot-

ball] between the posts. 1885 Field 24 Jan. 108/2 On re-
starting Marlow again shot the ball through the posts.

b. intr. To kick or drive the ball at goal. Also
in Croquet, to aim at a ball from a long distance.
1874 F.D. Heath Croquet-player 65 But Yellow is confi-

dent of hitting, so he shoots at Blue, and roquets him. 1890
Field^ 1 Nov. 671/2 Hewitt soon after had a chance to
equalise but shot over. 1900 H. C. Needham Croquet 50
When thinking of taking a bisque, instead, of shooting hard,
shoot so as to hit, if possible, . . but to lie quite handy if you
miss. 190X Daily Express 18 Mar. 8/1 Both sides being too
excited to shoot straight.

IV. To assail, wound, or kill with a shot.

28. trans. To wound or kill with a missile from
a bow or firearm (in early use, occas. with a spear
or javelin). Const, with, f Also, to assail with
arrows or gunshot : = to shoot at (see 22 d).
The simple verb is now often used where formerly the

fuller expression ' to shoot dead * or * to death ' would have
been preferred (see b) ; e. g. with reference to the infliction of
death as a penalty.
C893 Alfred Oros. iv. vi. § 7 Ac bonne hie [the serpent]
mon slog obbe sceat. 993 Battle 0/ Maldon 143 Da he
oberne ofstlice sceat. c 1205 Lay. 313 He wende to sceoten
[< 1275 sceote] bat hea der. a 1250 Owl $ Night. 1121 If
bu art i-worpe ober i-scote [Colt. MS. i-shote], penne bu
myht erest to note. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 242 As he
wolde ssete [v.r. scheten] an hert al ajen is wille, To defre
he sset [v.r. scheet] his owe fader. 13 . . K. A lis. 6345 They
buth archeris with the beste, And scheoteth [Laud MS,
shoten] theo gryp in his neste. 01340 Hampole Ps. x. 2
That thai shote in myrke the right of hert. a 1400 Sir Perc.
213 He wolde schote with his spere Bestes and other gere.
c 1460 Frere $ Boye 84 in Ritson Anc. Pop. Poetry 38 Than
sayd the boye.. It is best that I haue a bowe, Byrdes for
to shete. 1561 S. Wythers tr. Calvin's Treat. Relics H j,

But they muste also make reliques of the arrowes wher
with he was shotten. 1617 Moryson /tin. 11. 49 My Lord
himselfe had his horse shot under him. 1650 Cromwell
Let. 25 Sept. in Carlyle, They have done us no harm,
except one soldier shot (but not to the danger of his life).

1678 Sir G. Mackenzie Crim. Laws Scot. 1. xix. § 15. 208
It should be unlawful to kill or shoot them, as it is to shoot
or hunt other wild beasts. 1709 Lawson Voy. Carolina 151
The bald, or white Faces are a good Fowl. They cannot
dive and are easily shotten. 1765 Ld. Holland in Jesse
Selwyn <\- Contemp. (1843) I. 382 But there is no use in the
D. of Bolton's shooting himself. 1807 J. Hall Trap. Scot.
II. 425 A variety of other beautiful birds which we shot
with water, not to spoil their plumage. 1809-10 Coleridge
Friend (1865) 21 r Do you hesitate to shoot a mad dog?
1838 Murray's Handbk. N. Germ. 482/1 The duke was
inhumanly shot, 6 days after. 184a Tennyson Audley '

Court 40 Oh 1 who
>

would fight and march and counter-
march, Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair xlv, Mr. James, the Colonel, and Horn, the
keeper, went and shot pheasants. 1873 Chatnb. Jrnl.
20 Dec. 802/2 A man who was shot on leaving a ballroom
told me that he could not guess who was his assailant. 1896
A. E. Housman Shropshire Lad lvi, Fly I would, for who
would not? 'Tis sure no pleasure to be shot.

b. Amplified with dead or to death added.
C1205 Lay. 254 For his ahne sune seoben hine sceat

[c 1275 set] to deape. c 1290 St. Christopher 203 in S. Eng.
Leg. 277 To a piler he let him binde faste and kny^tes
a-boute him go, For-to scheoten him to debe with Mani a
kene flo. a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 3 Sum Invyand vthir with maist crewell feid with sword
and dag to schut htm to the deid. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11,

37 Condemning to bee shot todeath an Irish Lieutenant. 1607
Dampier Voy. I. 2 We gave out, that if any man faultred in

the Journey over Land he must expect to be shot to death.



SHOOT.

1710 Ozell t r. Misson'sMem. <\ Observ. 226 Deserters are shot
to Death. 1836 J. Richardson jtrnl. Brit. Legion iv. 1 16 A
priest, .was publicly shot to death without the walls of that

city. 1863 \V. C. Baldwin Afr. Hunting yiii. 317, I shot him
dead in two bullets. 1863 Twistleton in W. Smith Diet.
Bible III. s. v. Zidon, He betrayed into the king's power one
hundred of the most distinguished citizens of Sidon, who
were all shot to death with javelins.

O. To hit or wound with a shot in (or •[into) or

through a part of the body.
i»97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7483 Pe ssetare donward al uor

nojt vaste slowe to gronde So bat harald boru ben eie issote

[v.r. shotte] was debes wounde. 14.. in Hist. Coll. Cit.
Lond. (Camden) 58 At the Castelle Gaylerde in Normandy he
was schottyn thorowe the hedde. c 1440 Gesta Rom. 1. i. 3
1 Harl. MS.) He hath y-schotte him selfe in be lungen, and
lyeth ded. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie*s Hist. Scot. I. iv.

250 The king passing furth to do his eise. .in the heid he is

schott. 1647 Clarendon Hist. Reb. vii. § 80 Hambden..
being shot into the shoulder with a brace of bullets. 1649
Heylin Relat. § Observ. 11. 255 A party of Horse, .shot an
old Woman into the head. 1761 Hume Hist. Eng. Ixi. III.

323 Tromp. .was shot through the heart with a musket balL
1771 Goldsm. Hist. Eng. I. 133 Harold. .was shot into the
brains by an arrow. x8z6 Tuckey Narr. Eaped. R. Zaire
iv. (1818) 141 He had been taken. .by a slave catcher, who
had shot him in the neck with a ball.

d. To shootflying : to shoot (birds) on the wing.
Now usually absoi.

t
as denoting a sportsmanlike

accomplishment.
1698 Fryer Acc. E. Ind. * P. 291 Flocks of Water Fowl,

which the Persians are skill d..to shoot flying. 1707 Far-
quhar Recruiting Officer 1. ii, I can do every thing with
my father, but drink and shoot flying. 185a Thackeray
Esmond L xi, He had learned to ride, and to drink, and to
shoot flying.

t e. To hit (a thing) with shot. Obs.
1662 J. Daviks tr. Olearius* Voy. Ambass. 218 He also,

with a Fire-lock, shot an Apple, which he had caus'd to be
cast into the Air.

29. intr. To engage in or practise the sport of
killing game with a gun (formerly with a bow or
the like).

a 1300 K. Horn 939 Til o dai bat he ferde To wude for to
schete. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thevetiofs Trav. 1. 13 This
Island, as all the rest of the Archipelago, being full ofGame,
we went a shore to shoot. 1766 Earl March in Jesse
Selwyn $ Contemp. (1843) II. 82 Cadogan and Thomond
are gone into the country to shoot. 1820

J, W. Croker
Diary 17 Jan. in C. Papers (1884) 1. 156 Huskisson, Peel and
I were to have gone to-day to shoot at Sudbourne with Lord
Yarmouth. 1861 Lillywhitey

s Cricket Scores <y Biogr. I.

303 He also shot with a license for fifty years, which can be
recorded of few sportsmen. 1908 R. Bagot A. Cuihbert
xviii. 225, I have read of your English country life—and of
how the women ride and shoot.

30. trans. With advs. and advb. phrases.

a. With away, off, out : To remove or separate
from its place or environment by shooting ; to
carry away, destroy, or break off by a shot. Also
to shoot to pieces.

1340-70 Alisaunder 277 A schaft with a scharp hed shet
oute his yie. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) I. 63 A
Duch marener. .had his hand shott offe and his face all

batterd. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 62 We shot away their
middle mast, 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708)
73 He will . . fix ye a Couple of new [Ship's] Knees, when the
old ones are shot to the Devil. 1840 W. S. Mayo Kaloolak
vii. (1850) 65 People had been shot all to pieces and survived.
1859 C. Knight Pop. Hist. Eng. V. xx. 309 His. .equerry
bad his head shot off by a cannon ball. 1901 D. B. Hall
& Ld. A. Osborne Sunshine

<J- Surf v. 55 The man-of-war
fired fifteen shots before they shot away the flagstaff.

b. To shoot (a person, thing) through : to pierce
with a shot. 75? shoot . . through and through ; to
riddle with shot ; also fflg, to overwhelm with
exactions.

1535 Coverdale Exod. x\x. 13 There shal no hande touch
it, but he shall either be stoned, or shot thorow. 1599
Hakluyt Voy. 1 1. 11. 106 We . .at last shooting her maine-yard
through, she came to an anker and yeelded. c 1643 Ld.
Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 19 The English shot her [the
Spanish shipl through and through so often that she run
herself aground. 1690 Wood Life 31 Dec.(O.H.S.) III. 348
Complayning . . against the salaries and pensions paid to
great persons, officers, etc. who pay no taxes,.. while the
country is shot thro and thro.

O. To shoot (a person) down \ to kill by a shot.

(Usually with suggestion of merciless cruelty or
determination.)

1845 J. Coulter Adv. in Pacific xiii. 175, 1 have witnessed
several of their battles, and it appears to be the first object
to shoot down, or otherwise kill a man. 1897 Sir G. T.
Goldie in Times 23 Jan. 13/1 It is more humane to shoot
down promptly a few running carriers than to sacrifice the
lives of some 2,000 men of a column.

d. Naut. To be shot by the board: of masts,
etc. (see quot, 1706). To be shot between wind
and water : of a vessel, to receive a shot causing
a dangerous leak; also slang (see quot. a 1700).
1613 Beaum. & Fl. Philaster iv. i. (1620) 40 The wench has

shot him betweene wind and water, and I hope sprung a lake.
x6*3 Massincer Dk. Milan m. ii, A she Dunckerke, that
was shot before Betweene winde and weather. 1655 Marq.
Worcester Cent. Invent. § 12 A Ship not possible to be
sunk though shot an hundred times betwixt wind and water
by Cannon. 169s Capt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvi.
82 If a Ship lose her Masts in Fight, we say, her Masts
were shot by the Board, a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew,
Shot 'tivixt Wind and Water Clapt, or Poxt. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), Shot by t/ie Board, a Sea-Phrase, us'd
when a Mast or Yard is broken by the Enemies Shot, in a
Fight.

734

31. slang or vulgar. Vll be shot (occas. shortened
to shot !) if— : used as a strong expression of
denial or refusal. Similarly, Pll see you shotfirst.
i8a6 Buckstone Luke the Labourer III. i, Bob. He, he,

he ! I'll be shot if Lunnun temptation be onything to this.
1853 Dickens Bleak Ho. vii, I'll be shot if it ain't very
curious how welt I know that picture ! i860 F. W. Robin-
son Grandmother's Money 11. iit, Shot, if I have not for-
gotten him too. 1894 'J. S. Winter RedCoats 56 Then.

.

let me tell you straight, I'll just see you shot first.

32. Transferred uses. a. To injure or kill by
witchcraft. (Cf. Elf-shoot v.)
exooo Sax. Leechd. III. 54 gif 5u ware on fell scoten

o36e ware on flaesc scoten, o33e waere on blod scoten, o33e
waere on lid scoten. 1790 Burns Tarn 0' ShanUr 167 For
mony a beast to dead she shot.

b. fig- Of Cupid, love, etc.

1471 Caxton Recuyetl (Sommer) 621 Than was Achilles
shoten with the darte of loue. 185a Thackerav Esmond 11.

x, One poor gentleman, who had been shot by her young
eyes two years before. 1885-94 R* Bridges Eros # Psyche
Feb. xxvii, Whom gently Eros shooteth.

C. To shoot the sun : see quot.
1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Shoot the sun, To, to take

its meridional altitude ; literally aiming at the reflected
sun through the telescope of the instrument.

d. slang. To shoot the cat : To vomit. Shot in
the neck (U.S.) : drunk. To shoot one's grand-
mother (U.S.) : see quot 1855.
1785 Grose Diet. Vulgar T., Shoot the Cat, to vomit

from excess of liquor, called also catting. 1855 Haliburton
Nature fy Hum. Nat. xxiL II. 297 You showed her she had
shot her grandmother. Footnote. Shooting one's granny,
or grandmother, means fancying you have discovered what
was well known before. 1855 Brooklyn Jrul. 18 Apr.
(Bartlett i860), Mr. Schumacher defended his client by
observing that some of the prisoner s attorneys got as often
1 shot in the neck ', as the Under-Sheriff in the head.

33. intr. To shoot over or to (a dog), to train

by use on a shooting expedition. To shoot over
(a cover, a tract of country), to kill game upon.
1868 Fields July 22/1 For Sale, a Brace of. .Spaniels..;

they.. have been thoroughly broken and shot to by an
experienced breaker. 1888 Century Mag. Mar. 671/2 This
holiday he was about to spend in shooting over his two hand*
some young setters. 1894 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Jan. 58/1
During his stay the Belvoir covers were shot over.

b. trans. To go over (a piece ofcountry) shoot-

ing game. To shoot one's way : to shoot game as

one goes along. To be shot out : of a district, to

have its supply of game exhausted through over-

shooting.

1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. n. vi, As the [shooting-] party
at Colonel Bradfield's were shooting their way home. 1857
G. A. Lawrence Guy Livingstone vi, We shoot an outlying
cover after luncheon. 1865 Ld. Malmesbury Mem. (1884)

I L 333 We shot the park, and the Miss Jollifies accompanied
us. 1900 Isabel Savory Sportsw. India 234 Gaggai was a
sportsman's paradise, but it has been shot out. 1903 Sir
M. G. Gerard Leaves Jr. Diaries v. 107, I shot my way
through the Bheel country, from Ahmedabad..to Mhow.
34. Mining. To blast.

1830-^0 Eng. .5- For. Mining Gloss. 23 (Cornwall terms).
r 1870 Scribner'% Mag. III. 576 (Cent.), They [explosives]
are used in the petroleum industry to shoot the wells, so as
to remove the parafrine which prevents the flow of oil. 187a

J. H. Collins Mining $ Quarrying 112 Shutting or Shoot-
ing, blasting.

V. Senses of uncertain position.

+ 35. a. In OE. : To refer (a case) to a person

or court ; also absol. b. In early ME. : To trust,

to submit oneself to a person's mercy. Obs*
a 1000 in Thorpe Dipt. Angl. .Sajr, (1865) 288 Danolde he,

butan hit man sceote to scire^emote. c xooo /Elfric Horn.
(Th.) II. 306 Dus wrat Hieronimus.-sif hwa elles secge,

we sceotao to him. c 1*05 Lay. 977 Jit" we sceoteft to heora
maeSe pat bi3 ure imone dead.

+ 36. trans, (or const, dative). To fall to the

lot of. Obs.
c 1200 Ormin 19952 Forrbi batt he Ne wollde nohht forr-

bushenn To seggenn sob biforr be king, J?ohh batt himm
shollde shetenn To bolenn forr hiss sobe word Full grimme
daebess pine,

f 37. To avoid, escape. Sc. Obs,

1543 Sadleyr in St. Papers Hen. VIII, V. 321 The mis-
demeanour and evill behaviour of the Wardens of Scotland
on the Borders towardes thobservation of the peax, with
their delayes of redresse, shoting their dayes of meating,
and continuall 1 odes and forreys made into England. 1685
Peden Let. in P. Walker Life (1827) 98, I am confident, the
safest Way to shoot the Shower, is, to hold out of God's
Gate, and to keep within his Doors, until the Violence of
the Storm begin to ebb.

b. dial. In passive, to be rid of. Cf. Shut v. 1 1.

1802 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball, {c 1850) 47 He'd gi'eaw
his gear to get shot o' the gout. 18x8 Scott Br. Lamm.
xxxii, Are you not glad to be fairly shot of him ! 1837
Carlyle in Froude Life Lond. (1884) I. 95 One infallible

truth, precious for us all, is that I am shot of it [a book just

finished], and you are shot of it. 1866 Morn. Star 22 Dec. 3,

I thought, when I came out, I would do this [murder], and
so get shot of my life. 1891 Hardy Tess x, * Jump up behind
me ', he whispered, ' and we'll get shot of the screaming cats
in a jiffy

!'

38. To splice (a rope) ; to mend (a bar) ; + to

fit (boards) together by a mortise or the like (obs.)
;

to weld (metals). Obs. exc. dial.
Cf. Shut v. 6. In this use the vbs. shut and shoot seem to

have been more or less confused.
1499 Church-w. Acc, Yatton (Somerset Rec Soc.) 124

SHOOTER.
To Antony for schothyng the clapyr xiij">. 1545 Luton
Trinity Guild (1906) 232 For shotynge of the tapers of
the awtere ageynst relyk Sonday [o o] 3. 1548 Ludlow
Church-w. Acc. (Camden) 33 For shottynge the belle rope
lj tymes iiijd. 1569 Hid. 134 For shutting and mending of
the clapper of the santes bell, iiij d. 1573-4 in Fabric Rolls
York Minster (Surtees) 116 For shootingc and mendinge
certeyne barres to the glasse wyndowes, 4 d. 1608 Whxet
Hexapla Exod. 605 These regals serued to shoot the boords
together. Ibid., One boord should have been shot within
another. 1888 Sheffield Gloss., Shoot, to weld a piece of
iron to the blade of a table knife. 180a [see Shooting vii.
so. 6],

39. Carpentry and Joinery. To plane accurately
(the edge of a board), esp. with the aid of a
shooting-board.
1W7 Pkimatt City fy C. Builder 6 1 For plaining the boards,

and shooting them for a Square, two shillings. 1678 Moxon
Mech. Exerc. iv. 59 Two Pieces of Wood are Shot (that is
Plained)... They are Shot or Pared.. so exactly straight,
that when they are set upon one another, light shall not be
discern 'd betwixt them. 1793 Smeaton Edystont L. i 146
Slips of deal board . .shot straight upon the edges by a plane.
1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 502 In squaring or shooting
the edges of boards, the shooting board . . is very much
used. 1881 Young Every Man his own Mechanic % 384. 167
The Amateur unless he has a trying-plane will use his
jack-plane for shooting the edges of boards.

VI. 40. The verb stem in combination : shoot-
hole, a hole through which to shoot ; shoot-rail
(see quot.) ; + shoot-serpent (see quot.). Also
shoot-off, the subsequent competition between
tied contestants in a shooting-match.
1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. A/r. (1002) 36/2

Having constructed a *shoot-hole . . I took up my position
for the night. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston 722 Shottles,
'shoot- rails. Rails easily removed in a fence, to make an
entrance into an inclosure, and then shot (thrust) back again
into their places. _ 173X Medley Kolberis Cape G. Hope II.

163 She is likewise call'd the Dart- or *Shoot-serpent, on
account of her darting herself very swiftly either at or from
an enemy. 189a W. W. Greener Breech-Loader 250 The
tie was immediately shot off at 25 birds each, Captain Brewer
killing all his birds while Mr. Fulford scored 24, leaving
Mr. brewer, .the winner of the *shoot-off by a single bird.

1900 Westm. Gaz. 16 July 6/3 Three competitors tie with
34.. the shoot-off takes place to-morrow.

Shoot, obs. f. Sheet sb., Shoct, Shot.
Shoot, variant of Shoat 1 and 2.

Shootahle (J»-tab'l), a. [f. Shoot v. + -able.]
That may be shot ; suitable for shooting.
185. M. W. Savage R. Medlicott iv. iv, I rode everything

rideable, shot everything shootable. 1908 Blackw. Mag.
July 108/2 The binoculars disclosed the three to be ' shoot-
able ' beasts.

Shootable, vulgar pronunciation of Suitable.
1831 Miss Ferrier Destiny xlviii, The lady's fortune is

shootable ; indeed, I may say, pretty handsome.

t ShOO'tage. Obs. rare~ x
. In 6 shewtage.

[f. Shoot v. + -age.] The art of shooting.

1546-7 in Leland Collect. (1774) IV. 320 Take Bow and
Shaft in Hand, learn Shewtage to frame.

Shoot-an(c)ker, obs. forms of Sheet-anchor.
Shoote, obs. form of Shoot sb.

Shooted (Ja-ted), a. [f. SHOOT sbA + -ED 2]
Of a building : Supplied with ' shoots ' or spouts.

1853 yrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XIV. 11. 408 The farm buildings
. .are shooted to carry off the drip.

Shootee (J»
-

t<)- [f. Shoot v. + -ee.] The
person shot, or shot at.

1837 New Monthly Mag. LI. 205 The shooter very com-
monly expresses much regret to the shootee. 1867 Hales
Introd. to Rob. Hood Ball, in Percy Folio MS. I. 9 He
[Robin Hood] is as regularly represented as a shooter as

St. Sebastian in the old pictures is as a shootee.

Shooter (J«
-tai). Forms : a. 3 ssetare, 4

ssyetere, schetor, scheotere, sheerer, shetere,

5 schetare, seheter(e, sheter ; 0. 4 sehot(t)er,

4-6 shoter, 5-6 schuter, Sc. schutar, 6 shewter,

Sc. sohuiter, sehutur, 7 shootter, 6- shooter,

[f. Shoot v. + -er '.]

I. One who shoots.

1. One who shoots with a bow or with firearms ;

in early use, an archer ; now chiefly applied to a

sportsman who shoots game.
a. i«97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 7482 pe ssetare {v.rr. ssetares,

schetors, scheoteres, scheters, scheteres] donward al uor no}t

vaste slowe to gronde. 138a Wvclif 2 Kings xi. 24 And the

sheeters dresseden dartis to thi servauntis fro the wal above.

c 1400 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Schetare, or archare, Sagittarius.

1450 Gesta Rom. i. 3 Whenne he sawe the sheter drawe his

bowe.
p. a 1300 Cursor M. 3607 pou ert schotter wit be beist,

Bath in feild and in forest. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. X.
v. vi. (1495) in Shoters close the one eye for to shote the

more euyn. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) II. 506 The
whiche was.. the best shoter and drawer of a bowe. 1499
Exch. Rolls Scot. XI. 394 Gif thare be. .within, .forestis.

.

schutaris. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 1. iii. G j b, As the archer

or shoter in a crossebow directeth his eie towardes his

marke. 1598-99 Aberd. Acc. in Spalding Club Miscell. V.

71 Appoyntit for calling and accusing of schuturis with

gwnnis. 1611 Bible 1 Sam. xxxi. 3 The archers \marg.

shooters, men with bows] hit him. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 101 He sends a shooter or footman to him. 1676

Shotterel & Durfey Archerie reviv'd 10 Mark what

Grace Sits in each line of every Shooters Face. 1778 John-

son in Boswell 9 Apr., Where there are many shooters, some
will hit. 1811 Examiner 105/1 A vigorous shooter of wood,

cocks. 184a Lacy Mod. Shooter 113 Some shooters nearly

always, others but seldom, kill their game in style. 1865



SHOOTING.
'CuthbertBede' Rook's Garden, etc. 232 The heads of the
slaughtered sparrows would have to be produced.. to the
secretary, who would note their number, and record it

against the name of the shooter. 1908 B. Mallet Li/e
Earl Northbrook 276 Joining the shooters at lunch.

fb. trans/, (appositively). Obs.
c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 180 The saylynge fyr, the

cipresse deth to pleyne, The shetere [v.rr. sheter, shoter,
scheter] Ew, the Asp for shaftys pleyne.

+ 0. The constellation Sagittarius. Obs.
1386 Almanack 1 The Schoter es be principal howce of

Saturne. 1601 Weever Mirr. Mart. C \] b, Then From
Scorpio, Saturne to the Shooter's straide.

+ d. The guard of a coach. Obs.
The * guard ', as the name implies, was originally armed

for the protection of the passengers : see Guard so. 7 b.

1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story i, A nod for the
'shooter* or guard, and a bow for the dragsman. 1897
Encycl. Sport. I. 342/1 (Driving), Shooter, a name given to
coach guards in the olden time.

2. The man who 'shoots' a seine-net.

1855 Leifchild Cornwall 13 The men who cast this net
are termed the ' shooters '.

II. Something that shoots or is used for shooting.

f3. A bolt Obs. rare—1
.

163* Sherwood, The shooter of a locke, verrouil. t68i W.
Robertson Pkraseot. Gen. 1 123 The shooter of a lock ; obex
serm versatilis.

+ 4. A shooting star. Obs.
1633 Herbert Temple, Artillerie iii, I have also starres

and shooters too.

6. With qualifying adj. : A plant that shoots
(vigorously, etc.).

1731 Miller Gard. Diet. s.v. Espalier, For vigorous
Shooters, twenty Feet are little enough, c 1791 Encycl. Brit.

(ed. 3) VIII. 32/2 Robust but moderate shooters.

6. ' A board placed between cheeses under a
press ' (Eng. Dial. Diet.). Also, in a cider press, a

board laid flat on the top of the pile of must.
1586 Skuttlnvorths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 29 Fiyffe cheflates

[read chesfats = cheese-'. <ats\. .and one shewter vj' viij4.

1833 Loudon Encycl. Arckit. § 1316 [Cider-press], A square
board, termed a shooter.

7. A contrivance for shooting or discharging the

contents of sacks.

1880 J. W. Hill Guide Agric. Implements 469 An efficient

Sack Lifter, Loader, Unloader, ana Shooter.

8. a. With qualifying word : A gun, pistol, etc.

that shoots (well or ill). Cf. Six-shooter, b.

colloq. or slang. A shooting instrument, a gun or

pistol, esp. a revolver.

1811 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) *• °4 The barrel was a
bad and weak shooter. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mast iv, We
?ot our shooters in order. 1877 Black Green Past, xiii,

'hen Jack drew his shooter out and shot Billy Bill through
the head.

9. Cricket. (See quot. 1897.)
1856 Hughes Tom Broivn ti. viii, The Captain stumped

the next man off a leg-shooter. 1884 Q. Rev. Oct. 460
Lumpy's favourite achievement was to bowl ' shooters .

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 246/2 (Cricket) Shooter, a ball which
on touching the ground keeps very close to the turf, often
with an increase of pace.

Shootherly, obs. form of Southerly.
Shooting (Jw'tirj), vbl. sb. Forms : see thevb.

[ME. scheotunge, later schoting, f. scheote, sckote

Shoot v. + -ING 1
. OE. had scotung, f. scotian to

shoot : see etymological note under Shoot v.]

The action of Shoot v.

1. The action or practice of discharging missiles

from a bow or gun.
[ctooo Cleric Saint's Lives xxxii. 180 J>a wunda be ba

wzlhreowan hsebenan mid *elomum scotungum on his lice

macodon.) a 1*15 Ancr. R. 60 Also ase men weorre5 mjd
breo kunne wepnen, mid scheotunge, mid speres ord, & mid
sweordes egge [etc.]. a 135* Minot Poems (ed. Hall) v. 49
It semid with baire schoting als it war snaw. c 1450 Love-
lich Merlin 11564 These kynges hadden beholden ful wet

the schetyng of this cherl Every del. 1549 Latimer 6th

Serm. be/. Edw. VI (Arb.) 161 The arte of shutynge hath
ben in tymes past much estemed in this realme. 157a

Nottingham Rec. IV. 141 Matches of showttyng. 1601 K.

Johnson Kingd. * Commw. (1603) 89 Shotmg in peeces,

crosbowes, longbowes&c 169a Luttrell Brie/Ret. (1857)

II. 526 Much shooting with cannon and musquet was heard.

17*7 [E. Dorrincton] Philip Quarll (1816) 57 He daily

practised shooting at a mark. 1880 M aitland Gunmaking
in Encycl. Brit. XI. 294/1 When this [windage] is consider-

able, it is a principal cause of error in shooting.

t b. Discharge (of a bow), firing (of a gun).

1446 Lydc. De Guil. Pitgr. 12071 YifF I koude wysly pro-

vyde..Froshetyngoffcroosbowes. 1530 Lvndksay Test.

Papyngo 439 Throuch reakles schuttyng of one gret cannoun,

16*5 Peebles Charters, etc. (1872) 514 Gewine to John Frank

for schiwting of the tua goineis in the steippell. 1637-50

Row Hist. Kirk (Wodrow Soc.) 363 Shooting of canons.

O. The sport of killing game with the gun.

264a Fuller Holy $ Pro/. State in. xiii. 185 Shooting.

.

provides food when men are hungry. 1740 Gray Let. to

Mother* Apr., The two boys.. go a-shooting almost every

day. i8a3 Syd. Smith Game Laws Wks. 1859 II. 28/2

There are certainty many valuable men brought into the

country by a love of shooting. x8a3 Byron Juan xm. xlviii,

But there s no shooting (save grouse) till September. 1833

T. Hook Parson's Dau. XL ii, The Squire was invited to a
day's shooting at Colonel Bradfield's. 1903 McNeill
Egregious English xix. 174 Grouse-shooting, pheasant-

shooting, pigeon-shooting, and even rabbit-shooting. 1908

R. BAGOt A. Cuthbert I 3 Every November the coverts at

Cuthbertsheugh afforded four days' shooting.

\ Shooting'flying: used as noun of action to the

vbl. phrase to shootflying (28 d). ? Obs.

735

1787 Markland {title) Pteryplegia : or, the Art of Shoot-
ing Flying. 1766 Pace {title) The Art of Shooting Flying.
1814 Dobson Kunopxdia title-p.

(
With Instructions for

attaining the Art of Shooting Flying.

d. An exclusive right to shoot game on a par-

ticular estate or tract of country. Hence also, a
tract of country on which a person has such an
exclusive right. Often collective plural,

_ 1848 Clough Bothie L 64 Hither from lodge and bothie
in all the adjoining shootings. 1854 Act 17 fy 18 Vict. c.

91 § 42 The expression 'lands and heritages' shall. .in-

clude., shootings, and deer forests, where such shootings
or deer forests are actually let. 1879 Daily News 12 Aug.
5/1 The southern shootings are reported to be very poorly
stocked with birds. X884 Pall Mall Gaz. 12 Aug. 4/1 The
man who takes a shooting with the intent of enjoying sport
upon it until he is snowed off the premises. 1896 Earl
Selborne Mentor. I. xv. 236 He rented, for two or three
years, the shooting of Mixbury.
2. The feeling of a sudden pain ; a thrill or dart

of pain.
xsa8 Paynell Salerne's Reg. Ej, Mylke..doth mitigate

the shotynge or prickynge of the longes. 1640 Habington
Castara (Arb.) 107 The shootings of a wounded conscience.

c 170a in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. IX. 375 It seemed to her she
felt.. most violent shewtings in her back. 1710 True Ace.
Tom Whigg 1. (ed. 2) 12 The shooting of my Corn. 1758

J. S. Le Draft's Observ. Surg. (1771) 152 He felt frequent
Throbbings or Shootings in the Tumour. 1818 Art Pres.
Feet 27 Some, on the approach of rain, experience what is

called a shooting of the corns. 1815 Scott Betrothed xxx,
I was but grieved with the shooting of an old wound.
3. Sprouting, beginning to grow (of plants, also

of the teeth, etc.) ; sudden or rapid growth. Also
shooting up.

1579 W. Wilkinson Con/ut. Earn. Love Ep. Ded. *ij b,

To shew that shootyngs vp and encrease of God's Church
beyng but from a feeble and weake begynnyng [etc.]. 1615
Crooke Body 0/ Man 344 The shooting of Stagges homes
which euery yeare fall and grow agai.ie. 1765 Museum
Rust. IV. 227 Hot manures . . will bring on a speedy shoot-

ing. 1799 Underwood Drr.CfoVrf. II. 121 The shooting up of
a soft fungus. 1801 Med. Jrnl. V. 569 That is what they
call the shooting of the teeth. 1901 ' Zack ' Dunstable Weir
23 What wi* the shooting o* the crops, and birds calling one
to t'other, there was a wonderful lot of nature about.

b. concr. A shoot or collection of shoots.

1653 Bellingham Plat's Gard. Eden 66 [Carrots.] You
must pare off the shooting at the upper end of the root and
then lay them in sand. 1790 A. Wilson Poems <r Lit. Prose

(1876)11. 254 Beneath an old hedging for shelter he crawled

And clung by a shooting of birch. 1886 W. 1. Tucker E.
Europe 100 A wild undergrowth of rank weeds and acacia-

shootings.

4. The sending out of shoots or spicules in

crystallization.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 92 The shootings of Ice on the top

of Water, a 1788 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils 1. (1729)

I. 114 Of the Stellar Shootings upon the Surface of the

Regulus of Antimony. 1788 Blagden in Phil. Trans.
LXXVIII. 134 The shooting of the ice, 1855 Kingsley
Glaucus (1878) 35 The shooting of salts intermixed with
mineral particles.

5. Football. The kicking the ball at a goal.

1885 Field 31 Jan. 135/2 Any shooting that the centres

attempted was very defective. 1901 Daily Express 18 Mar.

8/1 The football was. . except for poor shooting most enjoy-

able.

6. In various senses of the verb.

1464 Nottingham Rec. II. 374 For shotyng of the same
spyndelle. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 530/1 Cum. .privilegio

he haling, schutting, landing, peilling, drawing of nettis,

[etc.]. 1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. a rb, The shooting

of London bridge at an ebbe or low water. Ibid. 166 The
shooting ofstarres. 1694 Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen mAcc.
Sev. Late Voy. 11. 120 Some are propagated by the shooting

of their Row. 17x1 Addison Sped. No. 7 P 2, 1 have known
the shooting of a Star spoil a Night's Rest. x8ai Acc.Pecu.
tations Coal Trade 17 Wall's-end coals, 47s. . . free ofexpence,

except the trifling expence for metage and shooting._ 1835

J. Nicholson Oper. Meek. 586 The operation of making the

edge ofa board straight iscalled shooting. 1846 Dickens Pict.

Italy, Rome 173 Now and then, a swift shooting across some
doorway or balcony, of a straggling stranger in a fancy dress.

1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464/1 The 'picking* or shooting

oOhe weft. 189a Labour Commission Gloss,, Shooting, the

operation of emptying the sacks of coal into the consumer's

cellars or stores. Ibid., Shooting, the process by which the

iron which is to form the ' bolster ' and ' tang ' in a genuine

hand-forged table blade is welded to the steel of the blade.

7. Shootingforth : a. an outburst; ft. concr. a

projection, prominence.
1601 Holland /YiVy 1. xxii. 1. 88 The shooting forth of the

Promontorie aforesaid some have reported to be 60 miles,

others 90. 171a Quincy Lex. Phys.-Med. (ed. 2) 16 Ancon,
is the top of the Elbow, or the backward and greater

Shooting-forth of the Ulna. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. viu

i, The first grand fit and shooting forth of sansculottism.

8. attrib. and Comb. a. Simple attrib., as (sense

1 c) shooting-party, -season
;
(sense 1 d) shooting'

place, -tenant. Also designating clothing worn or

equipment used by a person engaged in shooting, as

shooting-boot, -canoe, -coat
t
-gear, -horse, -jacket,

•stocking, -suit.

1855 ' C Idle ' Hints Shooting <y Fishing 34 To return

from this digression on *shooting boots. 184a Lacy Mod.
Shooter 443 Going afloat in a ^shooting-canoe for the first

time. 1840 John Bull 3 Oct. 469/2 Advt,, A superb

Collection of #Shooting Coats. 1884 J. Hatton in Harper's

Mag. Feb. 337/1 An old velvet shooting coat. 1555 in

Richmond Wills (Surtees) 106, I beqweth unto John Caw-
rew. .all my husband's "shotyng gere. 1850 R. G. Cumminu
Hunter's Li/e S. Afr. (1902) 14 These drove their "shoot-

ing-horses loose behind the waggon. 1893 F. C. Selous

shooting.
Trap. S. E. A/rica 16 A splendid shooting horse. 1831
Col Hawker DiaryiiSgj) LI. 28, I slipped on my *shooting
jacket. 1776 Earl Carlisle in Jesse Selwyn $ Contemp.
(1844) III. 154, I was only absent two days from home on a
"shooting-party. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxii, There
were shooting-parties and battues. 1819 Scott Let. in
Lockhart (1837) IV. ix. 308 He really thought of getting
some "shooting-place in Scotland. 1818 — Hrt. Midi.
xlviii, To spend the "shooting-season in Scotland. 1891
Daily News 9 Apr. 2/2 That objectionable person, the
"shooting tenant.

b. Special comb. : shooting-block, -board, an
appliance to facilitate the accurate planing of the
edge of a board or stereotype plate, consisting of

a board or block, upon which the material is laid,

furnished with a rebate to guide the plane; shoot-
ing box, a small country house in or adjacent to
a shooting localityused as a residencewhile shooting

;

shooting-fish = Archer 5 ; shooting-gallery, a
long room, or a booth at a fair, fitted with a target

and other appliances for the practice of shooting;
shooting-glove Archery, a glove worn to protect
the hand in drawing a bow ; shooting-ground,
(a) = sense 1 d ; {b) that part of a gun-factory
where rifles, etc. are tested

; {c) a place where rub-
bish is shot; shooting-hole, a pit made by a
sportsman for purposes of concealment; shooting-
iron, a fire-arm, esp. a revolver ; shooting-
lodge = shooting-box ; shooting-match, a com-
petition testing skill in shooting ; shooting-
plane, a plane used with a shooting-board for

squaring or bevelling the edges of stuff (Knight
Mech. Diet. 1875) ; shooting-range, a place used
for the practice of shooting, having the various
ranges or distances marked off between the respec-

tive firing points and the targets ; shooting-stick
Printing, a piece of hard wood or metal which is

struck by a mallet to loosen or tighten the quoins
in a chase ; shooting-tool Mining, a tool or imple-
ment used in blasting.

_
181 z P. Nicholson Mcch. Exerc, yoinery § 63 The •Shoot-

ing Block is two boards fixed together, the sides of which
are lapped upon each other, so as to form a rebate for the
purpose of making a short joint. 1885 Lock Workshop
Rec. Ser. iv. 217/1 [Electrotyping] A shooting.block must
be made. 1846 Holtzapffel Turning II. 502 In squaring
or shooting the edges of boards, the "shooting board.. is

very much used. 1812 Sir R. T. Wilson Priv. Diary (1861)

I. 42 Rode to La Favorita, the king's private "shooting-box,
about three miles from Palermo. 1837 Lockhart Scott IV.
xi. 350 John iiallantyne, who had at this time a shooting
or hunting-box a few miles off in the vale of the Leader.
1802 Binglev Anim. Biog. (1813) III. 34 The Beaked
Chaetodon or #Shooting-fish. 1836 Dickens Sk. Boz, Gt.
Winglebury Duel, The Pall-mall *shooting-gallery. 1897
Crockett Sir Toady Lion xix. 151 The Aunt-Sallies, the
shooting-galleries, and the miscellaneous side-shows [at the
fair]. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 107 Bracer, *shotyng-
gloue, stryng, bowe & shafte. 1801 T. Roberts Engl.
Bowman 294 Shooting-glove; a glove used on the shaft-hand
in drawing the String. 1859-61 Ramsay Retm'n. vi. (1870)

187 A young Englishman had taken a Scottish *shooting-

ground. 1868 Rep. to Govt. U.S. Munitions War 37 The
shooting-grounds of the Woolwich Arsenal. 1884 Pall Mall
Gaz. 24 May 11/1 Australia has been for too many years

already the shooting ground of Europe's rubbish. 1850 R.
G. Cumming Hunter's LifeS. A/r.(igo2) 21 At night I took

up a position in an old *shooting-hole beside the vley. 1793-9

J. Gerrond Advertisement v. Wks. (1815) 109 Dear brother

sportsmen, crack the springs Of these things I call •shooting-

irons. 1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon 1. 149, 1 shall keep this

shooting-iron tonight. 1859 Q. Victoria Leaves Jml.
Highl.(i&6&) 127 Inchrory (a *shooting-lodge of Lord H.
Bentinck's). 1750 Acts Assembly Pennsylv. {1762) II. 33
Horse-races, *Shooting-matches, or other idle Sports. 1908
J.Wells Stewart 0/ Lovedale vi. 41 One of his amusements
was to practise at the *shooting-range. 1683 Moxon Mech.
Exerc, Printing ix. § 2 The 'Shooting-stick must be made
of Box. 188a Southward Pract. Printing (1884) 68 The
shooting-stick.. transmits the pressure from the mallet to

the quoin. 1855 Leifchild Cornwall 112 The blasting or

*shooting tools of the miner.

Shooting (J«'tin), ppl. a. [f. Shoot v. + -ing 2
.]

That shoots.

1. Moving swiftly, darting.

1535 Coverdale Isa. xxx. 6 The waye that is ful of parell

and trouble, because ofthe lyon and iyones, ofthe Cockatrice

and shutynge dragon, c 1710 T. Hughes Ode to Creator
iv, The shooting flame obeys th eternal will, Launch'd from
his hand. 1798 Wordsw. Poems Intag., ' Five years have
past* 118, I. .read. .My former pleasures in the shooting

lights Of thy wild eyes. 1887 Meredith Ballads $ P. 151
,

A pool of scum for shooting flies.

2. Sprouting, growing.
170a Pope Dryope 47 The shooting leaves are seen to rise

And shade her. 1798 W. Leslie Snrv. Moray iii. 278 A
luxuriantly shooting grove of different species of trees.

3. Of pain : Sharp and sudden, darting, lancin-

ating. Also of a diseased part, a corn, etc. (see

Shoot v. 5).
ciooo Sax. LeecJtd. II. 324 Wib sceotendum wenne.

1710 Swift Taller No. 238 f 3 A coming Show'r your

shooting Corns presage. 175a Berkelev 'Tar-water Wks.
III. 497 The shooting pains that precede a cancer. 1898

P. Manson Trop. Dis. xxiii. 354 Among the sympathetic

pains [in liver abscess] may be mentioned shooting pains

radiating over the chest. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VIII.

618 Pain is usually present from the first, it is shooting in

character.

4. Cricket. (See Shoot v. i i.)



SHOOTING STAB.

1833 Nyken Yng. Cricketer's Tutor 72 Bowling a wicket

down with a shooting bait.

5. Addicted to the sport of shooting.

1801 L. B.Walford Mischiefof Monica xiv.She was ex-

pecting guests from the North, 'shooting men .

Shooting star. [Shooting ///. a. ; cf. G.

sehiessender stern.]

1. A meteor resembling a star, that darts across

the sky. (Cf. Falling star.)

isoi Shahs. Rich. IT, 11. iv. 10. 1607 Lingua 11. vi, The
shooting Starres Which in an eye-bright euening seem d to

fall. 1667 Milton P. L. iv. 557 Thither came Uriel, gliding

..swift as a shooting Starr In Autumn thwarts the night.

1857 Rep. Brit. Assoc. 1. 152 This instance, the rare one of

an ascending shooting star. 1871 Proctor Ess. A stron. xi.

151 The November shooting-stars.

attrib. 1886 Ball Story 0/Heavens xviii. (1897) 378 The
periodic shooting star shower known as the Leonids.

2. U.S. A Western name for the American Cow-
slip, Dodecatheon Meadia.
1856 A. Gray Man. Bot. 272 Dodecatheon Meadia.. An

the West called Shooting-Star. jS&tGarden 13 May 324/2,

1 send you . . two varieties of Dodecatheon. These ' Shooting

Stars ', as they are called, are very effective.

Shootist (f«-tist). slang, [f. Shoot v. + -ist.]

One who shoots game, or who competes in a

shooting-match ; one skilled in shooting. Chiefly

jocular or disparaging.
187a Schele de Vere Americanisms 657 The man whose

rifle brought down the largest amount of game became
known as a famous shootist. 1899 F. V. Kirby SportE. C.

Africa iv. 47 Unfortunately it would not be the shootist

and his party who would suffer.

Sliootlet. [f. Shoot sb. + -let.] A small shoot.

1889 Sunday Mag. Mar. 208/1 We see the field that was all

black or brown become green with little shootlets coming up.

t Sh.OO'tresS. Obs. rarer-1
, [f. Shooter +

-Ess.] A female shooter. 1600 Fairfax Taut xi. xli.

Shoove, obs. pa. t. of Shave v. ; obs. f. Shove.

Shoovelle, Shoowre, obs. ff. Shovel, Sour.

Shop (Jcp)i si. Forms : 1 sceoppa, 3 ssoppe,

4-5 schopp, 4-6 schop(p)e, shope, 4-7 shoppe,
5-6 sohop, 5-8 shopp, 6 schoop, shoope, 5-
shop ; S'c. and north. 5 shapp, 5-6 ohope, 6

choipp, 8 shap, 9 chop. [ME. (c 1300) schoppe

(ssoppe) :—OE. sceoppa wk. masc, occurring only in

Ags. Gosp. Luke xxi. I as rendering of gazophyla-

cium treasury (of the temple) :—prehht.*skuppan-,

cogn. w. OE. scypen Shippon (:—*skuppinfo) and

OHG. scoff'masc, porch, vestibule (MHG. schopf

str. masc, schopfe wk. masc, early and dial.

mod.G. schopf porch, lean-to building, cart-shed,

barn, etc.), MLG. schoppe, schuppe fem., also schop-

pen,schuppen masc. (adopted in mod.G.) shed. The
Teut. word was adopted into OF. as eschoppe, escape

(mod.F. e'choppe), a lean-to booth, cobbler's stall.]

L A house or building where goods are made or

prepared for sale and sold.

1297'R. Glouc. (Rolls) 11222 pe bowiares ssoppe hii breke
& be bowes nome echon. £1386 Chaucer Cook's T. 52 He
[a prentice] loued bet the Tauerne than the shoppe. 1420
Cov. Leet'bk. 21 William Oteley, wich kept a cart & horses

for clensyng of the stretys, shuld haue quarterly of euery

hall dorre jd., & euery schop ob. 1554 Edin. Burgh Rec.

(1871) II. 288 The cordineris choippjs. 159a Arden of
Feversham II. i. 23 You are a gouldsmith and haue a lytle

plate in your shoppe. 1600 J. Pory tr. Leo's Africa 11. 315
Among the artizans whosoever is the first inventour of
any new and ingenious devise is. .carried. .as it were in

triumph from shop to shop. 1751 Hume Ess. t, Treat.

(1777) I. 318 One man erects a shop, to which all the work-
men and all the customers repair. 1859 FitzGerald Omar
lix, One Evening. .In that old Potter's Shop I stood alone.

+ b. Banker's shop: a bank. (Originally, the

shop of a goldsmith or other tradesman who prac-

tised banking.) Ois.
175a Home Ess. fy Treat. (1777) I. 371 It would be.. im-

prudent to give a prodigal son a credit in every banker's

shop in London. 1796 [see Banker 8 i c].

2. A building or room set apart for the sale of

merchandize. To keep shop : to exercise the calling

ofa shopkeeper ; alsoaccas. to take charge of a shop

in the shopkeeper's absence. Shop ! an exclama-

tion used to summon an attendant or shopkeeper.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. 11. 189 Marchaundes . . Bi-sou^ten him

in neore schoppes to sullen heore ware. 1435 Nottingham
Rec. II. 362 A nother comon graund with a draper chope
on it. c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 108 A yong man.. went
vnto a fayre ; and when he had..sene many shappis &
mekull chafir to sell, at be laste he come vnto a shop per ane
old man {stjude. 1515 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.)

II. 96 Thewe.. bought.. all manerof merchandise.. and kept
ane oppin Schoopp for Retaining of the same. 1560-70 J.
Davis in Narr. Reform. (Camden) 63, I have kept the at

the gramer skoole a great while, and am minded to have
you to keepe the shopp. 1605 Chapman, etc. Eastiv. Hoe 1.

A 2 b, Keepe thy shoppe, and thy shoppe will keepe thee.

168a Dhyden Medal 102 Their Shops are Dens, the Buyer
is their Prey. 171a J. Morton Nat. Hist. Northampt. 405
That Spungy Ball..call'd. .in the Shops Bedeguar. 1770
Luckombe Hist. Printing b\ He first kept shop at the sign
of our Lady of Piety. 1809 Kendall Trav. I. xii. 136 There
are one or two other bookseller's shops. . where books at least

are sold. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, Rob was despatched
for a coach, the visitors keeping shop meanwhile. 1898
Punch 4 June 255/2 Millionaire (who has been shown into
fashionable Artist's studio, and has been kept waiting a few
minutes,. ' Shop !

'
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b. transf. and^*.
1450-1530 Myrr. Our Lady 139 Saynte Ambrose sayeth,

that this psalme ys..a shoppe full of spyces of the holy
gooste. 1600 S. Nicholson Acolastus (1876) 63 The shop
where Nature gets her art to showe, Where crimson Roses,
sleepe in beds of snowe. 1630 R. Johnson Kingd. *
Commw. 94 Our England is the very shop of the World,
and Magazine of Natures dainties. 1677 Gilpin Dsemonol.
in. i. 6 Temptation is the Shop of Experience.

C. The contents of a shop. In quot. humorously.
1906 Charl. Mansfield Girl <$• Gods xix, A fat Jewess

with a jeweller's shop on her fingers.

d. Used to express the status or characteristics

of a retail tradesman. (Cf. 8 b.)

1848 Clough Amours de Voy. 1. 125 Middle-class people

. . not wholly Pure of the taint of the shop.

3. A building or room set apart and fitted up for

the carrying on of some particular kind of handi-

work or mechanical industry ; a workshop. Now
often, a building or room in a factory, appropriated

to some particular department or stage of the work
carried on there. The shops : the workshops of a

factory, as distinguished from the counting-house,

offices, etc.

14. . Voc. in Wr.-WQlcker 599/10 Operariuw, a shoppe or

a werkehous. 1587 Higins Mirr. Mag-., Author's Induct.

iii, I gate mee strayght the Printers shops unto. 1647
A. Ross Mystag. Poet, xviii. (1675) 415 [Vulcanus] his shop
was in Lemnos, where.. he makes Jupiter's thunder. 1718
Ramsay Roit., Richy fy Sandy 6$ He bad them..pap Their
crazy heads into Tarn Tinman's shap. 1869 Kohn Iron $
Steel Mann/, 23 Extensive engineering and repairing shops
are added to these works, c 1888 Kipling A mong Railway
Folk ii. Wks. 1900 XVII. 177 Four-and-twenty engines in

every stage of decomposition stand in one huge shop.

b. spec. Shop offrames, looms : a building or

apartment fitted with frames or looms and rented

by workers in the weaving industries.

1843 Penny Cycl. XXVII. 181/1 Other persons are renters

of what is termed a ' shop of frames ', containing eight or ten

frames. 1844 G. Dodd Textile Manuf. iv. 142 There are

in various parts of the town [Paisley] ' shops * of looms.

t°* fig' (Chiefly after L. officinal) A place

where something is produced or elaborated, or

where some operation is performed. Often said

of the heart, liver, or other internal bodily organs.

1545 Raynald Byrth Mankynde 1. ix. (1552) 14 b, The
lyuer (which is the bloud shop, wher the bloud lsengendred).

1579 G. Harvey Letter-bk. (Camden) 83 The very worlde
itselfe. .was predestinate to be a schoolehowse and shopp of

all villanyes. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. i. 43 Then gan softly

feele Her feeble pulse,. .Which when he felt to moue, he
hoped faire To call backe life to her forsaken shop. 1668

Culpeper & Cole Barthol. Anat., Man. 11. v. 320 That the

fore-parts, the shops of generation . . might be neer the great

Artery. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. iv. iii. § 7 The
sanctuary was now become, .a shop of tyranny.

4. colloq. or slang. A place of business ; the

place where one's ordinary occupation is carried

on. Also used jocularly for place \ The Shop
(Army slang) : the Royal Military Academy,
Woolwich.
1841 ThackerayGV. Hoggarty Diamond ii, At the shop,

as we called it (it wasn't a shop, but as splendid an office as

any in Cornhill) he was always talking about Vestris and
Miss Tree. 1848 — Van. Fair xxxiv, Senior Wrangler,
indeed ; that's at the other shop. 2899 Kipling Stalky 199
They're goin' up for Sandhurst, or the Shop, in less than a
year.

b. Stage slang. An engagement, a ' berth \
1888 J. K. Jerome On Stage x. 01 Being just before

Christmas, which is the busiest period of the theatrical

year, there was no difficulty in getting another shop. 189a

Casselfs Sat. Jrnl. 28 Sept. 27/2 In the long summer
months,.. the artiste is frequently out of a *shop\ as he
terms his engagement.

6. Matters pertaining to one's trade or profession;

discourse on matters of this kind, esp. as intro-

duced unseasonably into general conversation

;

chiefly in phrase to talk shop (see Talk v. 7).

a 18x4 Last Act I. iii. in New Brit. Theatre II. 379 Come,
Tom, no shop now. 1856 Kingsley Let. May (t>.), Three
hours useless (I fear) speechifying^ and shop. 190a Brit.

Med. yrnl. 12 Apr. 924 Nurses are given to talking ' shop ' .
.

,

and the gruesomeness of their *shop' makes it and them a
terror to their friends.

6. slang, fa- A prison. Obs. b. The mouth. Hence
phr. Shutyour shop : be silent, hold your tongue.

a. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shop, a prison.

b. i858 J. Hartley Budget 32 (E.D.D.), Th' maister

oppened sich a shop 'at aw thowt th' top ov his heead had
come off.

7. Stock Exchange, The inside influences affect-

ing or controlling a company by the exercise of

special knowledge ; also a name for the South

African gold market.
1880 Rialto 23 May (Farmer), The latest name for the

South African gold market is the Shop. 1906 IVestm. Gaz.

2 % Nov. 15/1 The account . .has not been barren of business

in a good many of the departments of the House, although

a good deal was of the speculative kind, engineered by the
1 shops '.

8. Phrases, a. With sbs. : Shop andjob (attrib.) :

? formed by an association of permanent and
temporary workers. Shop to shop : carried on from

shop to shop in succession.

1891 Daily News 24 Nov. 3/3 A specially summoned

SHOP.
1 shop and job ' delegate meeting of carpenters and joiners

was held last night. 1898 Westm. Gaz. 28 Apr. 10/1 A
general inquiry and shop-to-shop visit.

b. With verbs, f To ireak up shop : to become
bankrupt. To set up shop : to start a business.

To shut up shop : to close business premises

;

hence, to withdraw from or bring to a close any
business. To smell of the shop : (a) to indicate the

spirit characteristic of a shopkeeper; (b) of remarks

or expressions, to savour unduly of the speaker's

profession or calling, f To stick to the shop : to

continue a business (in quot with ref. to sense 4).

To come to the right (or wrong) shop : to apply to

the right (or wrong) person in order to obtain

something.
c 1570 IVyfe in Morrelles Skin 596 in Hazl. E. E. P. IV.

204 He set vp his shop with haberdash ware. 1509 Dekker
Shoemakers Holiday v. ii. (1610) I 4, We may shut vp our
shops, and make holiday. 1650 Vaughan Silex Scint.,

Faith 19 Stars shut up shop, mists pack away, And the

Moon mourns. 1659 N. R. Prov., Eng. Fr. etc 58 He that

hath not his Craft let him shut up shop. 171a Arbothnot
John Bull 11. iv, And to have these Usurers transact my
Debts at Coffee- Houses, and Ale-Houses, as if I were going
to break-up Shop. x8a6 J. Bannister Let. in Solheran's

Catal. No. 12 (1899) 1, I shall 'stick to the shop' till I quit

the stage of life. 1831 Mrs. Sherwood Henry Milner 111.

xvi. 320 Provided such double dealings did not smell too

much of the shop, or indicate too much of the spirit of the

common tradesman. 1837 Dickens Sk. Boz, Drunkard's
Death, And what does he want ?.. money ? meat? drink?

He's come to the wrong shop for that, if he does. 1838 —
Nich. Nick, iv, They have come to the right shop for morals.

i860 Gen. P. Thompson Audi Alt. III. 9s The Royal
Society might as well be invited to shut up shop, because
Newton made huge discoveries. 1880 Payn Confid. Agent
II. 207 To use a vulgar image, it smells of the shop.

o. Adverbial phr. All over the shop : scattered

about the place, spread out in every direction
;

following an erratic and undefined course.

1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 29 July 1/2 Formerly, the authorities

associated with our fisheries were ' all over the shop \ if a
vulgarism of the day be permissible. 1893 Kipling Many
Invent. 109 To go sailing all over the shop never knowing
where they'd fetch the land.

9. attrii. and Comb. a. Simple attributive with

various notions, (a) Forming a part or an adjunct

of a shop, as shop-door, -front, -shutter, -\-stall,

-till (also attrib. in fig. sense), (b) Used in a shop,

as shop-coat, -ledger, f -thread, T -tool, (e) Sold or

kept in a shop (t sometimes
=

' officinal '), as shop-

goods, \preparation, wares, (d) Performed or

carried on in a shop ; belonging to or connected

with a shop ; as f shop-iusiness, -clui, f -craft,

f-shifl. (e) Of persons : Belonging to a shop

;

employed in or about a shop; as shop-icy, -folk,

-girl, i-maid, -mate, ^-merchant, -people, -wife,

woman.
1834 Ht. Martineau Farrers iii. 39 Sam the "shop-boy.

1767 S. Patf.rson Another Trav. 1 1. 157 No further 'shop-

business could be transacted that day. 190a Act 2 Edw. VIf,

c. 21 title, An Act to prohibit compulsory Membership of

Unregistered "Shop Clubs or Thrift Funds. 185a Dickens
Bleak Ho. x, He stands at his door in his gray *shop-coat.

1691 Siege ^ Surrender of Mons in. iii. 25 O Priest-Craft,

*Shop-Craft ! how do ye Effeminate The Mind of Man.
1477-9 Rtc- St. Mary at Hill 85 For a key to William
Biases "shoppe door. 18*3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 176
Persons who have.. taken the oxalic acid, under the appal-

ling mistake of *shopfolk serving it for Epsom salts. 1838

Dickens O. Twist v, A great many of the tenements had
*shop-fronts. 1873 Browning Red. Colt. Nt.-cap 2 Bound
for some shop-front in the Place Vendome. 1814 W. Irving

Tales Trav. II. vii. (1848) 152 A hint to all haberdashers

who have pretty daughters for "shop-girls. 1686 Lond. Gaz.

No. 2147/4 Remnants of Cloth and Serges, seeming to be

"Shop.Goods. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia ix. i. (1882) II.

281 They know no more of reasoning and arguing than they

do of a "shop ledger. 1659 Brome Eng. Moor 111. iii, The
streight spiny "Shop-maid of St. Martins. 1851 Mayhew
Lond. Labour I. 343/1 Two of my "shopmates were boys.

1619 Purchas Microcosmus Iv. 521 The Haberdasher of

Hats (the "Shop-Merchant!. 1854 Mrs. Gaskell North tj

South xi, The pretence that makes the vulgarity of "shop-

people. 1713 P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. 1. 12 Lavender

Cotton is but seldom us'd in "Shop-Preparations. 1616 B.

Jonson Devil an Ass ill. v. 4 There's a "shop-shift ! plague

on 'hem. 1851 Thackeray Eng. Hum. v. 11853) 257 ' Milk-

sop I
' roars Harry Fielding, clattering at the timid "shop-

shutters. 1876 kemin. Old Draper 6, I used to take

down the shop shutters and put them up at night 1614

Raleigh Hist. World, v. i. § 1. 312 The things performed

. .by our common English Souldier, leauied in haste, from

following the Cart, or sitting on the "shop-stall. 1635 Roxb.

Ball. (1890) VII. 141 Nay, if a Shoomaker me wed, his

"Shop-Thread I can spin. 183s Dickens Sk. Boz, Priv.

Tluatres, The sums extracted from the "shop-till. 1599

Dekker Shoemakers Holiday 111. i. (1610) D 2 b, Master, lie

stay no longer, heres a vennentorie of my "shop tooles.

1661 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) II. 249 All iny shopp tooles

and instruments belonging to my trade. 1877 Ruskin St.

Mark's Rest i. § 12 These mighty gaseous illuminations by
which Venice provides for your seeing her "shop-wares by

night. 1883 J. Thomson Poems, Polish Insurgent vm,

These rich "shopwives who stare. 1753 World No. 4. 20

She enquired of the "shop-woman if she knew the genlle-

man. 1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 556 Plain men are quite nght

to do all they can for ragged boys and young shopwomen.

b. Objective and obj. genitive, as shop-holder,

-shutting ; locative, as shoptought adj.

1894 Boitone Electr. Instr. 26 In "shop-bought instru-

ments glass handles are generally seen. 14 • • Mercers Oath
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in Blades Caxtm (1882) 146 Vnto suche tyme as that ye have
ben. .for *shopholder araytted sworn and entred. 1880 A.M cKay Hist. Kilmarnock (ed. 4) 247 He was a friend to
the system of early *shop-shutting.

c. Special comb. : shop-bill = shop-card
;

shop-book, a shopkeeper's or mechanic's account
book; spec. (U.S.) see quot. 1856; shop-breaker,
a burglar who breaks into a shop ; shop-break-
ing, the offence committed by a shop-breaker

;

tshop-bulk [Bulk j*.2], a shop-front ; shop-
card, a written or printed advertisement of the
contents of a shop; +shop-cloth, a cloth laid
upon the boards of a butcher's stall

; f shop-con-
science, a venal conscience

; f shop-divine
nonce-wd.

t a divine who keeps a stock of approved
spiritual medicines; fshop dust, the refuse of a
shop ; -f-

shop-fellow, an intimate ; f shop-light,
? a fan-light, a window giving entrance to light
from the tup of a room or building; shop-like a.

y

t(fl) venal, meretricious
; (&) resembling a shop

;

shop-list = shop-card; f shop-magistral = shop-
medicine; shop-mark, a private mark placed by
a dealer upon his goods; f shop-medicine, an
officinal medicine

; f shop-note, a credit note
exchangeable for goods at a shop ; f shop-pad
[Pad sb.2 3], a thief who steals from a shop;
t shop-price, a wage paid to a permanently
engaged worker in a factory or workshop ; f shop-
purger, see shop-medicine ; f shop-rid a. [after

bed-rid] t worn out by lying in a shop
; f shop-

slop, used contemptuously for shop-medicine
;

shop-soiled a. t depreciated in value and appear-
ance by being exposed for sale in a shop ; shop-
talk, see sense 5 ; shop-thief, f (#) a dealer who
carries on his business dishonestly

; (6) a thief

who steals from a shop ; shop-ticket = shop-note

;

shop-walker, an assistant exercising general
supervision over a department of a shop ; an atten-

dant who directs customers to that part of the
premises where the goods they wish to inspect or

purchase are to be found ; shop-worn a. = shop'
soiled, alsoyi^. See also Shop-board, etc
1760 Mirror No, 89 Much of the employment a shop-

keeper gets, is owing to the attraction of a happy-fancied
sign, advertisement, or "shop-bill. 1890 N, fy Q. Ser. vu.
IX. 432 The late Mr. Anderson .. had collected a great
number of engraved shop-bills as specimens ofthe engraver's
art. 1609-10 A ci 7 Jos. /, c. 12 5 1 No Tradesman, .shall.

.

be allowed.. to give his "Shoppbooke in Evidence in any
Accion for any Money due for Wares [etc.]. 1798 Hutton
Course Math. (1807) II. 251 My plumber has set me up a
cistern, and his shop-book being burnt, he has no means of
bringing in the charge. 1856 Bouvier Amer. Law Diet.
led. 6), Shop Booh, a book in which a merchant, mechanic,
or other person, makes original entries of goods sold or
work done. 1585 H joins Junius' NomencL 424 Dtrectarii
. .night-theeues : ^shopbreakers : robbers by night. 1907
Daily Chron. 29 Nov. 5/5 They found wounds upon nis
body corresponding with the blows delivered upon the
shop breaker. 1906 Ibid. 23 Jan. 6/2 A charge of •shop-
breaking. 1586 LurTON 1000 Notable Things (1675) 288
Dr. Butler. . went close to the *shopbulks to keep himselfdrie.
a 1843 South ky Comm.-pt. Bk, (1851) IV. 258/1 A song or
sonnet on an upholsterer's *shop card. 1501 Maldon (Essex)
Court-Rolls Bundle 60 No. 4 b, Attacniatus est per xiiii

pecias beff et mete precii xvii 1/. ct 1 *shopcloth in custodia
servicntis. 1683 Dryden Dk. Guise 1. i, *Shop-Consciences,
of Proof against an Oath. 167s Marvell Reh. Trans/. II.

(1673) 22 Some doubt there is that his *Shop-Divines have
not the right Composition of that Medicine. 159s Nashe
P. Penilesse A 4b, Greedinesse. . busies himselfe.. in syuing
of Muck-hills and *.shop-dust. 1579 Northbrooke Dicing
To Kdr. A 4, A good companion and a "shopfellowe. 1631
A. Townshend Alb. J'ri. Poems & Masks (1912) 65 Is not
your studdy backward ? with a "shop-light in it, where one
can see nothing but the skye? 1636 B. Jonson Discov.

(1640) 92 Some love any Strumpet (be shee never so "shop-
like, or meritorious) in good clothes. 1849 Rock Ch. Fathers
I. 222 A church is built N. and S. merely for the sake of
showing itself well, shoplike, from the street. 1780 Mirror
No. 69, 1 . .am resolved to bestow more than common pains

in furnishing out as elegant a *shop-list as possible. 1665
Neoham Med. Medicime 312 Treacle-water, a few Syrups,

and 1 or 2 *Shop-Magistrals. 159a Act 35 Eliz. c. 10 \ x

That ecbe Weaver should weave his *Shopmarke in eche
Dozen. 1801 Mar. Edceworth Pop. Tales, Contrast Tales

1832 V. 120 His sisters unpacked them, .to set shop-marks
upon each article. 1756 Law Lett. Important Sub/. 170 If

your physician be for your purpose, he will not load you
with "shop-medicines. 1740 W. Douglass Disc. 23 The
Shopkeepers giving a great Advance in Consideration of a
very long Credit, and to be drawn out in 'Shop Notes.

1705 Duntos Li/e
<fr
Errors (1818) I. vii. 261, 1 verily think,

without restitution, such *shop-pads cannot be saved. 1838

in Hep.Comm. Hand-loom Weavers iv. (1840) 334 The few

under-journeymen who.. receive from them the full "shop-

price for their labour. 1665 Nedham Med. Medicinal 89

Nor is it thus only with the *Shop-purgers, but even by the

ordinary Diet-Drinks used in Families, c 1610 Beaum. & Fi

.

Phitoster v. i, May their false lights, .discover presses,

holes, stains, and oldness in their Stuns, and make them
"shop- rid. 1706 Bayharo Cold Baths 11. 267 Swallowing
Bolus upon Bolus, together with a Scavengers Cart full of

all their other "Shop-slops. 1898 Cycling 11 In the fall of

the year ' "shop-soiled ' machines are often to be bought for a
couple ofpoundsor so less than at the beginning ofthe season.

1881 Scribner's Monthly XXII. 864/2 The continual "shop-

talk of three passengers opposite. 169a T. Watson Body
Divin. 377 The "Shop-Thief, he steals in selling [etc.]. 1913
Everyman 21 Feb. 582/2 The spies and detectives, .watch

Vol. VIII.
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not only for the shop-thief but seek to catch the poor assist-
ant tripping. 1867 Rep. Paris Univ. Exhib. (1868J VI. 272
Are there any sources of profit besides the annual dividend ?
e. g. by *shop tickets or other advantages of a similar kind.
1861 Sala Dutch Pict. xv. 235 A sort of "shop-walker, whose
duty it was to pace the galleries. 1896 Wells Wheels 0/
Chance ii. 13 The shop-walker brings up parallel to the
counter. 1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 168 One can get "shop-
worn kings for less. 1909 Vachell Paladin 112 Peace
with honour.. has become slightly shop-worn.

Shop (J>p), v. [f. Shop sb,]

1. trans. To shut up (a person), to imprison. Of
an informer, evidence, etc. : To cause to be im-
prisoned, to * get (a person) into trouble '. Also
with up. Now only slang or dial.

1583 Stocker Civ. IVarres Loive C. iv. 52 b, [They] onely
shopped vp some of the Catholikes within their owne house.
1678 [? WinstanleyJ Fourfor a Penny 8 A main part of his
Office [a bum-bailiffs] is to swear and bluster at their trem-
bling Prisoners, and cry, Confound us, why do we wait?
Let's Shop him ! 1701 Sedley Grumbler in. i, He talks
like a fool, and was presently shopp'd up. 1771 Smollett
Humph. CI. n June (1815) 182 He did not at all doubt but
that they would find matter enough to shop the evidence
himself before the next jail-delivery. 1838 Dickens O. 7 wist
x vi, It was Bartlemy time when I was shopped. 1899 Tit-Bits
20 May 150/1 [He] volunteered for a fiver to ' shop ' his pals,
rejl. 1548 Patten Exped. Scot. Bviij, Thei had likewise

shopt vp themselfes in y highest of their house.

+2. To instal in a shop as a merchant, nonce-use.
1652 Bf.nlowes Theoph.x.xx, Where Prideiscoacht, Fraud

shopt and Taverns drown the Soul.

3. To bring or take (an article) to a shop ; to
expose for sale in a shop.
1688 Holme Armoury in. iii. 102/2 Shop the Candles, is

to hang them by pounds, dozens, two or three on the two
ends of a strong staff, and so a Man.. brings them to the
place where they are to be. 1727 A. Hamilton New Ace.
E. Ind. I. xviii. 206 When our Goods are in a Readiness, we
send them to the accustomed Place to be shopt. 2890 Charity
Organis. Rev.J&n. 14, I ask my man whether he will have.

.

2S., when he ' shops ' the boots [etc.].

4. intr. To visit a shop or shops for the purpose
of making purchases, or examining the contents.
1764 Zeal Seasonable Alarm London 13 note. Ladies are

said to go a Shoping, when, in the Forenoon, sick of them-
selves, they order the Coach, and driving from Shop to Shop
[etc.]. 1799 Monthly Rev. XXX. 265 Venus and all the little

loves, A shopping went for ring and gloves. 1845 Disraeli
Sybil vi. iv, I thought Joan was going with you, and that
you would be shopping. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day
xxxii. (ed. 3) 290 Shopping, or making pretence to shop.

5. trans. To give (a person) a situation, to give
(a person) work.
1855 [Burn] Autobiog. Beggar-boy 119, I travelled 1400

miles upon this occasion ere I could obtain work. At last

I got shopped in Sherborne, in Dorsetshire. 1867 All Year
Round 13 July 56/1 There are many men who would regard
themselves as ingrates, were they not to celebrate their

being 'shopped ', after having been out ofcollar, by a ' spree '.

Shop, obs. form of Chop v\
1591 R. Bruce Sertn. Edin. L B 5, There are verie few

that haue their heart free when the Lord shoppeth.

Sho'p-board. [f. Shop sb. + Board sb.^]

1. A counter or table upon which a tradesman's

business is transacted or upon which his goods are

exposed for sale.

15x4-5 Rec. St. Alary at Hill 328 Paid for a shopp borde
in partriches shopp in Estchepe, vj s viij d. 1602 2nd Pt.
Return Jr. Parnass. 1. iii. 345 When all these bookes of
Exhortations and CatecMsmes, lie moulding on thy shop-
board. 1705 Dunton Li/eSf Errors (1818) I. vL 72 He may
starve behind his Shop-board, for want of subsistence. 1861
Sala Dutch Pict. xxi. 233 On every merchants shopboard
similar heaps, .are tumbling out of similar sacks.

2. A table or raised platform upon which tailors

sit when sewing.
1589 Pappe w. Hatchet in Lyly*s Wks. (1902) III. 413

One seeing all sortes of his shreddes, would thinke he had
robd a taylors shop boord. 1599 Dekker Shoemakers
Holiday iv. ii. (1610) Gib, Enter Hodge at his shop boord,
Kafe, Firke, Hans, and a boy at worke. 176a Foote Ora-
tors 11. (1780) 46 One day as I was sitting cross-legged on
my shop-board,. .1 felt the spirit within me moving. 1837
Hawthorne Twice-told T., Toll-gathereds Day, A dash-
ingly dressed gentleman, .from a tailor's shop-board.

8. attrib.

a 1658 Cleveland Puritan iii, With Shop-board Breeding
and Intrusion.

Shopful (Jp-pful). [See -fdl.] As much or as

many as a shop will hold.

1638 Baker tr. Balzac's Lett. (vol. Ill) 231, I could wish
you would bring me a shopful 1. 1901 Spectator 12 Oct.

510/2 One 'shopful' of customers may complete their

purchases.. before another is admitted.

i| Sh.Oph.ar (J£«"faj). Jewish ritual. Also
shofar. [Heb. 1B1&* shophar.] An ancient He-
brew musical instrument usually made of a curved

ram's horn, still used in Jewish religious services.

1864 Engkl Mus. Anc. Nat. 292 The Shophar is. .the
only Hebrew instrument which has been preserved to the

present day in the religious services of the Jews. 1887
Pall Mall Gaz. 5 May n/i The trumpet—or shophar, as
it is technically called—is used in the Jewish ritual on
certain festivals * to call the hearers to repentance '. 189a
Zancwill Childr. Ghetto 1. vii, The minister refused to blow
the Shofar three minutes too early.

Shopkeeper, [f. Shop sb. + Keeper.]

1. One who carries on business in a shop.

1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Schoppe kepar. 1626 B. Jonson Staple
0/News 1. iii. 44, 1 say 'tis nobly done, to cherish Shop-
keepers, And pay their Bills, without examining thus. 1768

SHOPOCRACY.
Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 142 A shopkeeper will never
thrive who despises small profits. 1817 J. Scott Paris
Revis. 3 An elderly London shop-keeper.

b. A nation of shop-keepers \ applied disparag-
ingly to a nation whose chief interest and concern
lies in commerce (now often, to England).
Cf. quots. 1766, 1769 s.v. Shopkeeping a.
1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv. vii. U82SJ III. 41 To found

a great empire for the sole purpose of raising up a people
of customers, may at first sight appear a project fit only
for a nation of shopkeepers.

C. attrib.

1776 Adam Smith W. N. iv. vii. {1828) III. 43 A clause in
the famous act of navigation established this truly shop-
keeper proposal into a law.

2. slang. An article that has remained long in
the shop unsold.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarck., Hen. K,cccviii, Blunt Reason,

as an vseless Toole they give ; Old Shopkeeper, with rusted
Conscience I 1764 Low Life 76 Petty Booksellers. .looking
out their imperfect and antient Shopkeepers, that they may
expose them to Sale.

Hence Shopkeeperess nonce-wd., a female shop-
keeper. Sho*pkeeperish a., having the nature of
a shopkeeper. Sho-pkeeperisin, the charac-
teristics of shopkeepers as a class. Sho*pkeepery,
the body of shopkeepers.
1828 Miss Mitford Village III. 55 The whole farmerage

and shopkeepery of the place. 1843 Cablyle Jrnl. in
Froude Life Lond. (1884) 1. 331 The boundless element of
twaddle, dilettantism, shopkeeperism. 1858 Chamb. Jrnl.
X. 261 No tight, prim, pale, eager shopkeeperesses. 1858
Clough Poems, etc. (1869) I. 120 Extremely shopkeeperish
and merchantish.

Shopkeeping, sb. The keeping of a shop,
the business of a shopkeeper.
1631 T. Powell Tom ofAll Trades 32 Little Skill, Art or

Mystery, shall a man leaine in Shop-keeping. 1753 Scots
Mag. Aug. 374/2 If naturalized foreigners should set up
shopkeeping. 1847 Grote Greece 11. xxxii. IV. 268 He
advised Cyrus.. to enforce upon them.. habits of playing
on the harp and shopkeeping. 1912 19th Cent. Jan. 61
His Majesty will make his rule in India a real government
and not shop-keeping on the largest scale.

Shopkeeping, a. [f. Shop sb, + keeping pr.

pple. of Keep z/.J Having the characteristics of a
shop-keeper

;
pertaining to a shopkeeper's business.

162a Rowlands Good N. fy Bad N. 7 Her worship highly
scorn 'd shop-keeping trade. 1766 J. Tucker Four Tracts
in. (1774) 132 A Shop-keeper will never get the more Custom
by beating his Customers : and what is true of a Shop-
keeper, is true of a Shop-keeping Nation. 1769 Franklin
Let. 27 Apr., Wks. 1838 VII. 441 This handicraft, shopkeep-
ing state will, for its own sake, learn to behave more civilly

to its customers. 1865 Sat. Rev. 7 Oct. 461/2 Nothing
less suited than they are to the shopkeeping mind can be
imagined.

Sho-pless, a. [-less.] Destitute of shops.
1888 Dkummond Trap. Africa 5 This shopless. .land.

ShO'plet. [-let.] A little shop.
187a S. Butler Erewhon vii. 54 Even on this ledge of

human society there was a stunted growth of shoplets.

t Shop-lift, sb. Obs. [f. Shop sb. + Lift sb.2

(sense 6).] = Shoplifter.
1673 R. Head Canting Acad. 106 Of the Shop lift. She

is commonly well clad. Ibid. 191 The tenth is a Shoplift
that carries a Bob, When he ranges the City the Shops for

to rob. 169a Scarronides 11. 1 How Grecian Shop-lifts..

Brake open honest Trojans doors. 1762 Bridges Horn.
Trav. I. (1797) 297 Thus shoplifts see their brothers taken.

Shoplifter, [f. Shop sb. + Lifter.] A
person who steals from a shop, a shop-thief.

1680 [Kirkman] Eng. Rogue iv. xvii. 232 Towards Night
these Houses are throng'd with People of all sorts.. Shop-
lifters, Foilers, Bulkers. 1770 Baretti Jrnl. Lond, to

Genoa II. xxxiv. 2 A shop-lifter was once hang'd in Eng-
land. 1881 A. Lang Library 47 The papers call lady shop-
lifters * Kleptomaniacs '.

Shoplifting,^/.^, [f. Shop sb,+ Lifting
vbl. sb.] The action of stealing from a shop.
1698 Act 10 Will. HI, c. 12 Preamble, The Crime of

stealing Goods privately out of Shops and Warehouses,
commonly called Shop-lifting. 1850 Ht. Martineau Hist.
Peace (1877) III. 136 A lady was convicted for shop-lifting.

Shopman (jpyvnxn). [f. Shop sb. + Man so.]

1. The owner of a shop. Now rare.

1591 in W. M. Williams Ann. Founders* Co. (1867) 74
Leaden Waits ar and have been used time out of mynd by
all Shoppmen and Sellers of smaller Wares, i860 Ruskin
Unto this Last iv. § 76 note, He [the consumer] pays, pro-

bably, an intermediate ship-owner, velvet merchant, and
shopman. 1888 Meredith Stave of Roving Tim vi, The
shopman piles a heap While I perhaps am fasting.

2. An assistant in a shop.

1758 Johnson Idler No. 15 P 2 My wife, though she could
be of as much use as a shopman to me, if she would put her
hand to it, is now only in my way. x8a8 Ann. Reg. 370/2
William Noble, shopman with Mr. Rymer, Portsburgh,

knew the prisoner Burke. 189a [W. H. White] Mark Ru-
therford's Deliv. (ed. 5) 175 A shopman was at the counter.

Comb. 1826 Miss Mitford Village II. 193 Home I re-

turned,, .laden. .with huge packages, .. papered and pack-

threaded in shopmanlike style.

Shopocracy ij^pifrkrasi). [f. Shop sb, : see

-CRACT.J Shopkeepers as a class aspiring to social

importance; a wealthy or influential body of shop-

keepers. So Shopocrat cjj?'p<3fkrset) [-crat], a

member of the shopocracy; also attrib.

183a Poor Man's Guardian 9 June 419 ' The Shopocracy

'

in the neighbourhood.. were somewhat alarmed. Ibid.

29 Dec. 658/2 A shopocrat Parliament. 1841 Blackw. Mag.
93
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L 63 We have left behind the regions ofthe great merchants,

and of the shopocrats. 1M1 [see Territorialism Ii

Shopper (fppai). [f. Shop *. + -eb 1.] One

who frequents a shop or shops for the purpose of

inspecting or buying goods.
.

,86a Guardian 3 Sept. 847/* I" [Paris] fa city not only

of Pleasure seeker, but of keen a*d indefatigable shoppers

1,10 Annie Thornton Leaves Afghan ScraPbk. 170 Ihis

was [Queen] Ulya Herat's messenger and chief shopper.

Shoppin, obs. f. Chopine.

1663 Gekbier Counsel 31 Some Venetian Ladies, must

have their Shoppins to stand on.

Shoppiness (J>pines). [f. Shoppy a. + -ness.]

1. Tendency to talk ' shop '.

1865 Comh. Mag. XI. 492 The followers of literature

should be less tainted with the vice of 'shoppiness ' than

the members of any other profession.

2. Abundance of shops.

1881 Miss Braddon Asphodel xvi. 180 So delighted with

Torquay, in its increased townincss and shoppiness.

Shopping Orpin), vbl. sb. [f. Shop v. +

-ingI.J The action of visiting a shop or shops for

the purpose of making purchases or of examining

the goods exposed for sale.

1764, 1799 [see Shop v. 5 J. 178a Charl. Burney in Mme.
D'Arblay's Early Diary (1889) II. 300 They spent at one

shopping j£2o in Gauzes two or three years ago ! 1848

Thackeray Van. Fair xii, The delightful round of visits and

shopping which forms the amusement, or the profession as

you may call it, of the rich London lady. 187a Howells
Wedd. Journ. (i892)3iiThey alsohad donealittle shopping.

attrib. 1878 Masque of Poets 249 She dressed herself to

start upon a fashionable shopping-tour. 1885 Ruskin Prx-

terita I. vi. 184 He [the courier] invariably attended the

ladies in their shopping expeditions.

Shoppish (Jfpif), a. [Shop sb. + -ish.] Cha-

racteristic of persons connected with a shop ; also

= Shoppy a. i.

1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 122 To use a shoppish simile.

i860 Leader 25 July, This piece of revenge was about as

shoppish an act as ever any shopkeeper . . could be capable of.

Hence Sho -ppishxiess, professionalism.

188a Eraser's Mag. XXV. 533 His profession stamped

upon every movement, yet without the least nautical

assumption or ' shoppishness \

Sho-ppism. nonce-wd. [f. Shop sb. + -ism.]

' Shoppy ' talk and behaviour ;
professionalism.

187a J. H. Newman in W. Ward Life (1912) II. 387, 1 liave

a great dislike of this shoppism personally.

Shoppy (ff pi), a. [f. Shop sb. + -Y *J
1. Ol the nature of ' shop ' or professional con-

cerns or conversation.

1840 Haliburton Letter Bagi. 4 Still my attention was
riveted (I fear that word is shoppy). 1000 Macm. Mag.
Jan. 222 A novel of clerical life written by a clergyman is

apt to be what is vulgarly called shoppy.

2. Characterized by having a number of shops,

forming a centre for business.

1851 Mayhew Lend. Labour I. 292/1 Thoroughfares which

are weil.frequented, but which, .are not so 'shoppy' as

others. 1891 Pall Mall Gaz. 6 Oct. 1/2 The innumerable

shades of colour in all the drapers' windows make the
' shoppy ' part of town more fascinating than usual.

3. Belonging to retail trade.

1854 Mrs. Gaskell North t, South ii, I don't like shoppy
people. 1890 Hatton By order ofCzar (1891) 388 Critics

in the press.. who characterize both his manner and his

work [paintings] as commercial and shoppy.

Shop-window.
1. A window of a shop, in which goods are dis-

played for sale.

c 1447-8 Shillingford Lett. (Camden) 85 Yn the whiche

walle buth diverse shoppez wyndowes of olde tyme hadde.

1531-3 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 359 For xvj staples to the

shope windowes ij s viij d. 163a in E. B. Jupp Carpenters'

Co. (1887) 296 All Sorts of Shopp Windows that are made
for ornament or beautie. 1798 Jane Austen Northang.

Abb. vi, 1 saw the prettiest hat you can imagine, in a shop-

window. 1863 J. MacGregor in Lady Fr. Balfour Life

(1912) 132 As plainly as you see those men in some shop-

windows in Glasgow go through the mysteries ofhat-making.

b. trans/. In the phrases: To open or shut

{one's) shop-window, to begin or close the busi-

ness of the day ; also, to begin or give up business.

1477 in Eng. Gilds (1S70) 304 Whereupon fell and folowed

greate trobles and enemitie : for some were disfraunchised,

some imprysoned, some theire shop windows shutt downe.

1529 Barber^surg. Draft Rules § 13 in Vicary's Anat.
(1888) 254 That no persone. .presume to opyn his Shoppe
wyndowes before he hath presented hymself to & before

the Maysters or Gouerners of the sayde Mystere for the

tyme beyng. 1646-7 Nottingham Rec. V. 248 The shopp
windowes of all persons that trade in this Towne whoe are

not sworn burgesses shalbee forthwith shutt ypp. 1661

Hickeringill Jamaica 80 It never makes him sell bis

land, nor shut Shop-windows up.

2. trans/, ziulfig. A display of anything, resem-

bling the display of goods by a tradesman, intended

to catch the attention.

1905 Times Lit. Suppl. 31 Mar., This.. may surprise some
who have seen the shop-window of American education,

and have not looked behind it.

t Shorage. Obs. Also (in Diets.) shoreage.

[f. Shobe sbA + -age. (Perh. formed by Cotgrave

as a rendering ofrivage.)] (See quot. 1611.)
161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Droict, Droict de Rivage, Shorage, or

Boatage; the Custome, or Toll for wine, or other wares,
put vpon, or brought from, the water, by boats. 1706 Phil-
lips (ed. Kersey), Shorage, a Duty paid for Goods brought
on Shore. [So in later Dicts.1
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Shorde, obs. form of Swobd.

Shore (J5»j), si-1 Forms : 4-7 sohore, 5
j

schor, 5-7 Sc. schoir, 6 shawre, Sc. schoyr, 6-7 !

shoare, Sc. shoir, 6-8 shoar, (7 shoore), 5-

shore. [ME. schore a. or cogn. w. MLG. schore,

schare shore, late MDu. schore, schor, also schaer

shore, sea-marsh, mod.Du. schoor masc, schor,

schorre fem., land washed by the sea, sea-marsh.

Prob. f. the root of Shear v., but the etymological notion

is not easy to determine ; it may perh. be ' division ' (be-

tween land and water). The OE. scoren c/;/' shorn cliff',

precipice, commonly cited as illustrative of the etymology,

seems hardly relevant, as the LG. and Du. equivalents of

shore are applied only to low-lying shores.)

1. The land bordering on the sea or a large lake

or river. Often in a restricted sense more or less

coinciding with the legal definition (see b).

13. . E. E. Allit. P. A. 230 On wyber halfwater com doun

tl
schore. 13.. Gaw. S, Gr. Knt. 2083 Brokez byled, &

reke, bi bonkkez aboute, Schyre schaterande On schorez.

c 1470 Henry Wallace x. 797 Thai saylyt furth by part off

Ingland schor. c 1489 Caxton Blanchardynxxvl 97 Where

as the sayd mast and Blanchardyn vpon it was cast of the

wawes vnto the shores. 1513 Douglas Mneis vu. iii. 7 At

the schoyr, wndir a gresy bank, Thair navy can thai ankir

fast and hank. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) Acts xxvii. 39 They
spied a certaine creeke that had a shore [Vulg. littus]. 1591

Spenser Vis. Worlds Vanitie 29 Beside the fruitfull shore

of muddie Nile, c 1600 Shaks. Sonn. lx. 1 Like as the

waues towards the pibled shore. 1601 — Jul. C. 1. ii. 101

The troubled Tyber chafing with her Shores. 1670 Milton
Hist. Eng. vi. 272 Canute . . caus'd his Royal Seat to be set

on the shoar, while the Tide was coming in. 1703 Lond.

Gaz. No. 3955/4 A Piece of Ground of about 40 Acres in

Fulham Parish, and lies upon a clean Gravelly Shore. 1797-

1805 S. & Ht. Lee Canterb. T. I. 340 The sharp promon-

tories and rocky shores of Greece. i8ai Scott Pirate xxv,

As he entered the little bay, on the shore and almost on the

beach of which the ruins are situated. 1856 Emerson Eng.

Traits ii. Wks. (Bohn) II. 14 There lay the green shore of

Ireland, like some coast of plenty. 1876 Nature 7 Dec.

128/1 On the Swiss shore of the Rhine.

b. In Law usually defined as the tract lying

between ordinary high and low water mark. But

see quots.
i6aa Callis Stat. Sewers (1647) 221, I then landed at the

shore, which in definition containeth those grounds which

extend from the lowest Ebb to the highest Flood, a 1676

Hale De Jure Maris 1. iv. (1787) 12 The shore is that

ground that is between the ordinary high-water and low-

water mark. This doth primafacie and of common right

belong to the king. Ibid. I. vi. 25 There seem to be three

sorts of shoars, or littora marina, according to the various

tides, viz. (1st.) The high spring tides. .. (2d.) The spring

tides.. .(3d.) Ordinary tides or nepe tides. 1856 Bouvier

Amer. Law Diet. (ed. 6) s. v., Land on the side of the sea,

a lake, or a river, is called the shore. Strictly speaking,

however, when the water does not ebb and flow, in a river,

there is no shore.

c. In vague or rhetorical use {sing, or //.) : A
sea-coast or the country which it bounds.

1611 Shaks. Wint. T. v. 1. 164 My bestTraine I haue from

your Sicilian Shores dismiss'd. \6giTKT&Petly's Pol. Anat.

Ded., You have since accompanied our Royal Master to

other Shores. 1796 Morse Amer. Univ. Geog. II. 546 Their

religion seems to forbid them {sc. Hindoos] to quit their own
shores. i8ao Byron Juan in. lxxxvi. ii, The Scian and the

Teian muse,.. Have found the fame your shores refuse.

1871 R. Ellis Catullus lxviii. 97 Now on a distant shore,

no kind mortality near him.

d. trans/ and fig.
1599 Shaks. Hen. V, iv. L 282 The Tyde of Pompe, That

beates vpon the high shore of this World. 1603 — Meas. for
M. 111. ii. 266, I haue labour'd for the poore Gentleman, to

the extremest shore of my modestie. a 1639 Wotton Surv.

Educ. Introd. Reliq. (1651) 317 But before I lanch from the

shoars, let me resolve a main question which may be cast

in my way. 1741 Blair Grave 709 Thrice welcome Death 1

That.. lands us safe On the long-wish 'd for Shore. 1814

Wordsw. Excurs. vu. 28 Deposited upon the silent shore

Of memory. 1871 Morley Voltaire (1886) 10 The full flood

on which the race is borne to new shores.

f e. Common shore : app. = ' shore ' simply.

(Cf. Shobe sb.*) Obs.

a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb.) 152 As one caried in a

small low vessell him selfe verie nie the common shore, not

much vnlike the fisher men of Rye [etc.].

£ dial. The edge of a ditch.

160a Peramb. Great Park ofEastern in Wilts. Gloss., A
Mearstone lyinge within the Shoore of the Dyche. 1879

Jefferies Amateur Poacher (1903) 235 A large hawthorne

bush growing on the ' shore ' of the ditch.

2. In prepositional phrases without article, as on

shore, on the shore, ashore, on land (indicating

either position or direction) ; in shore, near or

nearer to the shore (from the water).

In the first quot. upon shore seems to be used for ' on the

ground '.

13 . . Gaw. $ Gr. Knt. 2332 The babel heldet hym fro, & on

his ax rested, Sette be schaft vpon schore, & to be scharp

lened. 1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. ii, [We]

returned on shore certaine vnfit eaters. 1590 Shaks. Com.
Err. ill. ii. 153 If the winde blow any way from shore.

1599 — Much Ado 11. iii. 66 One foote in Sea, and one on

shore. 1611 Bible Matt. xiii. 48 Which, when it was full,

they drew to shore. — Acts, xxvii. 40 They, .made toward

shore. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 23 Resolving to swim

on Shore as soon as it was dark. 183s Sir J. Ross Narr.

2nd Voy. xi. 173 Part of the crew was sent on shore for

exercise. 1836 Marryat Midsh. Easy xxxviii, Steer in

shore of them.

3. Sc. A part of the sea-shore built up as a place

for lading and landing ; a landing-place.

SHORE.

151a Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. IV. 292 Item, to the said

James, for kepin of the schoir of Dunde in the custumez, v li.

1603 Stirling Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 104 The grete decay of

thair shoir and heavin upon the waiter of Forthe. 1603

Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 515/1 Radum et stationem de Leyth,

cum propugnaculis (the peiris, schoiris and bulwarkis)

ejusdem. 1747 in Nairne Peerage Evid. (1874) 151 The.,
peirand shore of Leith. 1836 Brit. Cycl., Nat. Hist. II.

737/2 Any one who chose to go to the shore, meaning
thereby the harbour of Crail.

b. local. A place at the side of a river built for

a special purpose (see quot.).

1649 W. G. Surv. Newcastle 28 There is many Ballist

shoares made below the water, on both sides of the river.

Ibid. 29 Below East is many shores built for casting of

Ballist out of Ships.

4. = Shore wainscot : see 5 b.

1832 J. Rennie Butterft. fy Moths 87 The Shore [Leucania
littoralis, Stephens) appears on the sea coast.

5. attrib. and Comb., as shore-cliff, -fishing,

-ice, -sands, -water ; shore-anchor (see quot.)

;

shore-boat, a small boat plying near the shore,

or between the shore and large vessels farther out

;

f shore-creeper, one who sails close in to shore
;

shore-due Sc, a toll paid for making use of a
' shore ' or port ; a harbour-due ; shore-end, f{a)

the end of a ' shore ' or landing-place ;
{b) that end

of a rope, net, etc., which is on the shore or nearest

the shore ; shore-fast Naut. (see quot.) ; shore-

fowler, -fowling shore-shooter, -shooting;

shore-grape = Sea-gbape 4 ; shore grass, a

grass, or grass-like plant, growing on the shore

;

spec. = shore-weed; shore-gun, a gun for shore-

shooting; shore-gunner, -gunning = shore-

shooter, -shooting ; shore-land, land bordering on

a shore ; shore-levy Sc, a duty on ships entering

a harbour ; shore-line, (a) the line where shore

and water meet ; {b) = shore-rope ; f shore-

mail Sc. = shore-due (see Mail sb.'*) ; shore-

master Sc, a harbour-master ; shore-oil, the

finest kind of cod-liver oil (see quot.) ; shore-

popper, used contemptuously for shore-shooter;

shore-reef = /ringing reef : see Fbinging ///. a.

;

shore-rope, a rope connecting a net with the shore

;

shore-shooter, one who shoots birds on the shore

;

shore-shooting, the sport of shooting birds on

the shore (as distinguished from punt-shooting) ;

+ shore-silver St, = shore-due ; shore-weed, a

weed growing on the shore ; spec. Littorella lacus-

tris ; shore-whaling, whale-fishing near the shore

in open boats.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bh., "Shore^inchor, that which

lies between the shore and the ship when moored. 1829

Marryat F. Mildmay xi, No "shore-boat was near. 1886

Stevenson Treas. 1st. ix, The last man or two came off in

a shore-boat. 1838 Longf. Beowulfs Exped. Heart 67 So

that the sailors The land saw, The "shore-cliffs {Beowulfii*
brimclifu] shining. 1859 Tennyson Enid 1013 The long

shore-cliff's windy walls. 1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 29

Discrediting our countrymen for *shorecreepers, like these

Colchester oystermen. 169a in Extracts Rec. Convent.

Burghs Scot. (1880) IV. 565 "Shoar dewes at Leith 7,700

marks. 1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1224/1 At the btacke

"shore end, before the said floud, no bote could passe further

than the shore end. 1865 Bertram Harvest ofSea 160 The
shore-end [of the cord] is generally anchored to a stone.

1900 Law Rep. App. Cases 415 At the point where the water

is shallow, the shore-end of the net is generally a good way
out, perhaps 300 to 400 yards. 1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-
bi., 'Shore-fast, a hawser carried out to secure a vessel to a

quay, mole, or anchor buried on shore. 1865 Wilcocks
Sea-Fisherman 20 "Shore Fishing.— Fishing from shore

with rod and line from the following spots. 1881 Payne-
Gallwey Fowler in Irel. 348 "Shore.fowlers. 1841 J. T.

Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 263 They had gone down to

"shore-fowling the night before. 1871 Kingsley At Last xi.

The "Shore.grapes with their green bunches of fruit. 1863

Prior Plant-n., *Shore-grass, or Shore-weed. 1893 Scrib-

ner'sMag. June7o6/i Covered with the long pendent shore-

grass. 1841 J. T. Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 262 He should

go and get Davy's "shore-gun. 1859 Folkard Wild.Fowler

hv. 285 Punters have, generally, a great antipathy to "shore-

gunners. Ibid. 387 He intended having a night's punting at

Ted's expense, by way of change from "shore-gunning.

1856 Kane Arctic Explor. I. vi. 56 The absence of "shore

or land ice to the south in Baffin's Bay. 1807 J. Barlow
Columbiad It. 178 Migrant tribes these fruitful "shorelands

hail. 186a R. H. Story Life R. Story iii. 61 The hill lying

behind the level shorelands of Rosneath. 1593 in Extracts

Rec. Convent. Burghs Scot. (1870) 1. 406 The . . supplicatioun

. .for licence to haue ane impoist and "schoir leiwe within

thair harbery..of all schippis arryueand to and fra the

samyn. 185a Henfrey Veget. Europe 187 The "shore-line

along the edge of the hilly ridges. 1866 Lowell Seward-

Johnson Reaction Writ. 1890 V. 299 The levels and shore-

lines of politics are no more stationary than those of conti-

nents. 1900 Law Rep. App. Cas. 409 When the coble has

paid out the net in the usual way, it curves down the stream,

and the Bermoney boat begins to haul down the shore-

line. The man moves the boat down hand over hand.

In that way the shore-rope is taken down. 1603 Stirling

Burgh Rec. (1887) I. 104 Tua penneis of "schoir maill

[to be paid). 1619 in Compt Bk. D. Wedderburne, etc.

(S.H.S.) 302 Androw painter "schoir maister. 1833 Cun-

ningham iiiw Painters VI. 21 David Allan.. was born

..at Alloa,.. where his father held the situation of shore-

master. 1875 H. C. Wood Therap. (1879) 407 In the manu-

facture of the so-called "shore oil, the only variety usually

employed in medicine, the fish caught near land are brought

at once to the shore, and the oil is obtained from the fresh

liver*. i8a6 Col. Hawker Diary (1693) I. 291 Spoiled by
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some rascally *shore popper. 1886 Payne-Gallwev Shooi-
<>^(Badm. Libr.) 1 1. 225 A shore-shooter—or ' shore-popper

',

as he is rather contemptuously called by the punter. 1842
Darwin Coral Reefs iii. 51 Fringing reefs, or, as they have
been called by some voyagers, *shore reefs. 1900 *Shore.
rope (see shore-line). 1626 Bacon Sylva § 613 The Ancients
report of a Tree, by the Persian Sea, vpon the *Shore-Sands,
which is nourished with the Salt-Water. 1880 ' Wildfowler '

Mod. Wildfoivling 422 It must not be imagined that the
#shore shooter bags only shore birds. 1876 — Shooting $
Fishing Trips II. 259 "Shore-shooting, Fresh-water Angling,
and Sea-fishing near Yarmouth. 1589 in Extracts Rec. Con-
vent. Burghs Scot. (1870) I. 299 Sic dewtyof *schoir syluer
sail, .be vplifted att thair particular poirttis of sic gudes as
salbe.. transported furth thairof. 1856 KaneA rctic Explor.
1 1, xiii. 134 They are still found in groups . . disporting in the
leads and 'shore-water. 1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed.

3) II. 195 Liltorelta.. Plantain *Shoreweed. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lxiv. 60 From amid shore-weeds [ex alga}. 185a
Mvndy Antipodes 104 What is called *shore-whaling, in
contradistinction to deep sea-fishing.

b. with names of animals : shore-beetle, a
beetle of the family Pimeliidm ; shore-bird, a
bird that frequents the sea-shore or estuaries ; spec.

the sand-martin, Cottle riparia ; shore-crab, the
common small crab, Carcinus m&nas; shore
finch (see quot.) ; shore-fish, a general name for

fish whose habitat is near the shore ; shore-
hopper, -jumper, a small crustacean of the genus
Orchestia ; shore lark, Otocorys (formerly Alauda)
alpestris; shore pipit, the rock pipit, Antkus
obscurus; shore sandpiper, the ruff, Machetes
pugnax ; shore snipe, {a) the common sandpiper,
Totanus hypolettcus (Swainson Names of Birds)

;

{b) U.S. the grey plover, Squatarola helvetica
;

shore swallow, the sand-martin, Cottle riparia
;

shore wainscot, a night-moth, Leucania litto-

ra/is, found among sandhills.

1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat. Hist. 195 Burrowing
*Shore-Beetles (Pimeliidse). a 167a Willughry Ornith.
(1676) 156 Hirundo riparia Aldrov. The Sand-Martin or
•Shore-bird. 1888 [see shore-snipe}. 1850 A. White List
Specim. Crustacea Brit. Mus. 12 Carcinus Mamas. Com-
mon *Shore-Crab. 1869-73 T. R. Jones Casselfs Bk. Birds
I. 184 The "Shore Finches (Ammodromus) are likewise in-

cluded in the family of Bunting Finches. 180a Binglev
Anim. Biog. (1805) II. 249 (The raven] eats *shore-fish, and
shell-fish. 1880 Gunther Study 0/ Fishes xix. 260 The
Shore-fishes of the extremity of Africa. 1863 Wood Illustr.
Nat. Hist. III. 623 The 'Shore-hopper {Orchestia littorea)
is also plentiful on sandy coasts. 1850A. White ListSpecim.
Crustacea Brit. Mus. 48 Orchestia littorea. The common
•Shore-Jumper. 1771J. R. Forster Ca tat. Anim. N.A mer.
"'Shore Lark. Alauda aipestris. 1893 Newton Diet.
Birds 512 The Shore-Lark is in Europe a native of only the
extreme north. 1839 Macgillivray Brit. Birds II. 194 An-
thus aauaticus. The *Shore Pipit 1785 Pennant Arctic
Zool. II. 481 "Shore Sandpiper. Tringa Littorea. 1888
Trumbull Names 0/Birds 191 note, The term ' shore-birds

'

. . means such species as the curlews, plovers, sandpipers, &c.'

..On Long Island, and in its vicinity, 'bay snipe* and
* •shore snipe '. 1869-73 J. R- Jones Casselts Bk. Birds 1 1.

in The Mountain or "Shore Swallows {Cotyte). 1869 E.
Newman Brit. Moths 263 The "Shore Wainscot (Leucania
tittoralis).

t Shore, sb.2 Sc. Obs. Forms : 4-5 schor,
8ohoyT(e,8ohoire,4-6sohore, 8choir,(7showre).
[Related to Shore z/.

2
J Menace, threatening.

C1375 Barbour Bruce vi. 621 The fif..Com vith gret
schoyr and mannasyng. c 1470 Henryson Mot, Fab. xn.
Wolf ff Lamb vi, Swa thy father before Held me at bait,

baith with botst and schore. 1513 Douglas AKneis xl Prol.
105 Stand at defens, and schrenk nocht for a schore. 1535
Stewart Cron. Scot. (Rolls) II. 10 This Victoryn thame
manassit with grit schoir. 1567 Gude

<fr
Godlie B. (S.T.S.)

60 For weill, for wo, for hoist, or zit for schoir, Quhair I am
set, I sail lufe euer moir. c 1650 Eger 4- Grime in Percy
Fol. MS. (1867) I. 375 Alas, he may make great boast and
showre.

Shore (Jo*i), sb$ Forms: 5-6 schore, 6-7
shoare, 7-9 shoar, 9 dial, shoor, 5- shore.
[Late ME. schore, a. or cogn. w. MLG., MDu.
schore, schdre (Dn. schoor masc.) prop, stay ; cf.

ON. skorUa (Norw. skorda, skor) of the same
meaning. The ulterior etymology is obscure.]

1. A piece of timber or iron set obliquely against

the side of a building, of a ship in dock, etc., as

a support when it is in danger of falling or when
undergoing alteration or repair ; a prop or strut.

<' 1440 Promp. Pan/. 448/1 Schore, undur settynge of a
thynge bat wolde falle, .. suppositorium. c 1450 Brut 577
And after, vndermynet be walles and be toures, and sette

shores vnderoethe, And after, sette be same shores on
fyre, and brent hem. 1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896)

175 Certayn shorys occupied abought the shoryng of the
Soueraigne leing in the dokke. 1587 Fleming Conin.
Holinsned III. 1545/3 They were fame to susteine the
tide thereof with shores, a 1647 Pette in Archseologia
XII. 242 To take the dimensions of the ship, to deface the
works by striking aside the shores. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1.

(Globe) 75, 1 . .got two Shores or Posts, pitch'd upright to the
Top. 1748 Anson's Voy. in. v. 341 The mast itself is sup-
ported by the shore and by the shrowd. 1823 P. Nicholson
Pract. Builder 593 Shoar. an oblique prop, acting as a
brace upon the side of a building. 1848 Arnould Mar.
Insur. 111. ii. II. 798 The tide, .knocked away the shores
which supported the ship. 188a C. H. Stock Shoring <y

Underpinning 3 The ordinary use of raking shores.

b. Jig. (Now rare ; common in the 16th c.)

'534 Joye {title) The subuersion of Moris false founda-
tion ; wher vpon he sweteth to set faste and shoue vnder his
shamles shoris, to vnderproppe the popis chirche. 1580 Fulke
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Dang. Rock v. 214 Peter the Apostle is a rocke and a
shoare of the Churche. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621)
1127 The true shoares of the unstable wheele of fortune.
1831 Carlyle Sart. Res. 111. i, He too stands on the ada-
mantine basis of his Manhood, casting aside all props and
shoars.

2. A prop or stake used for various purposes.
x6oi Holland Pliny xvn. xxii. I. 530 As touching props

and shores to support vines, the best., are those of the Oke
or Olive tree. 167a Hoole Comenius' Vis. World liii. 109
The Hunter hunteth wild-beasts, whilest he besetteth a
Wood with Toy Is, stretched out upon Shoars. 1808 Jamie-
S0N

t
Shore, the prop or support used in constructing Jtakes

for inclosing cattle. 1847 Halliwell, Shoars, stakes set
at a distance to shoar or bear up toils or nets in hunting.
Ibid., Shore, a post used with hurdles in folding sheep.
Dorset.

f 3. A slope. Obs. rare.

»546 J- Heywood Prov. 11. ii. (1867) 47 Ye leane (quoth he)
to the wrong shore. x68x Cotton Wond. Peak 61 Where
once again the Roof does sloping rise In a steep craggy,
and a lubrick shoar.

4. attrib.

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk., Shorc-cleats, heavy cleats
bolted on to the sides of vessels to support the shore-head,
and sustain the ship upright.

Shore (Jo».i), sb.* Also 7 ahower, shoare,
7-8 shoar. [Usually regarded as a variant of
Sewer sbA, but probably a use of Shore sb. 1 ;

'the common shore' being originally the 'no-
man's-land f by the water-side, where filth was
allowed to be deposited for the tide to wash away.
Cf. the use of common shore in Shore sb.l 1 e

;

also Shore sb.l 3 b.] = Sewer sb.l 2 . Orig. in

common shore — common sewer ; see Sewer sb.* 2.

1598 Florio, Fogna,..B. common shore lakes or sinke.
1608 Shaks. Per. iv. vi. 186 Emptie olde receptacles, or
common-shores of filthe. 1612 Daborne Christian turn'd
Turke F4D, Here's a vault leads to the common shower.
«i667 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl (1671) s. v., The com-
mon Shore, corruptum pro common Sewer. 1687 Dryden
Hind <r P. 11. 558 Our sayling Ships like common shoars
we use. 1703 Addison Italy (1733) 196, I need not mention
the old common-shore of Rome. 1708 Brit. Apollo No. 25.

3/2 The Shores. .stink. .When foul Weather does come.
179a A. Young Trav. France 262 What, in point of beauty,
has Ijondon to do with the Thames, .any more than with
Fleet-ditch, buried as it is, a common shore ? 1818 Blackiu.
Mag. May 202/1 Her Luckenbooths now choak the com-
mon shore. 1884 Irish Times 28 Nov., The fox.. was..dug
out. .seventeen yards from the mouth of the shore.

b. trans/, and.Jig.
a 164a Gataker Bale in Fuller Abel Rediv. (1867) II. 260

Lo, here the man that stirred Rome's common shore. 169a
South 12 Serm. (1697) I. 513 The Ungrateful! person is a
Monster which is all Throat and Belly ; a kind of thorough-
fare, or common-shore, for the good things of the world to
?ass into. 1705 Hickeringill Priest-cr. 11. v. 51 After the
'ope had call'd her all to naught, .the common shore of all

Wickedness, and the sink of Perdition. 1733 Cheyne Eng.
Malady 11. vii. § 2 (1734) 186 Carries it into the Guts (the

common Shore, to be thence carry'd out of the Habit).

0. attrib. , as shore-man, -worker.
1851 Mayhew Lond. Labour II. 150/2 The persons who

are in the habit of searching the sewers, call themselves
'shore-men' or 'shore-workers '. Ibid. 151/2 The shore-
workers, when about to enter the sewers, provide them-
selves, .with a canvas apron [etc.).

t Shore, a. Chiefly Sc. Obs. Also 4, 5 schore,
6 schoir. [Possibly repr. OE. scoren (pa. pple.

of sceran Shear v.) in scoren clif precipice. More
prob. a derivative from the same root, corresp. to

Du. schor (WFris. skor, skoar, NFris. schor, skor)

harsh, rough, steep ; cf. also OHG. scorro (MHG.
schorre) rugged rock.] Steep, precipitous ; rugged.
1375 Barbour Bruce x. 22 A schoir crag, hye ande hyd-

vouss. 14.. Sailing Directions (Hakl. Soc 1889) 16 The
groundes on the southir side lyen ferr oute, and arne shore
too, for ye may come no nere them than vii fadome. 1513
Douglas AEneis 1. iv. 15 In ane braid sownd. .Flowis the
schoir deip. a 1585 Montgomerie Cherrie $ Sloe 314 The
craig was high and schoir.

Shore (fo*i), v.l Also 4 ssore, schore, 7
shoar(e. [f. Shore sb.% (which, however, is not
recorded so early). Cf. (MLG., (M)Du. schoren.y]

L trans. To prop, support with a prop. Also
(now rarely) Jig. Often with up.

1340 Ayenb. 207 Holy bene is wel mi^[t]vol avoreye God,
vor hi isyssored mid uour binges ase mid uourposstes. [1393
I,angl. P. PL C xix. 47 Ne were hit vnder-shored certes

hit sholde nat stande.] 1534 Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel.
(i546)Cc vij b, If that the house begin to falle, shore andstaie
it not with pieces of sclender tymbre. a 1548 Hall Chron.,
Hen. VII, 34 b, The Easterlynges. .so strongly shored and
fortefied them selves that they could not prevayle. 1581
Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 142 Learning hath some
strength to shore vp the person. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple
1st. xi. xxxi, As when a hunted Stag, now welnigh tir'd,

Shor'd by an oak, 'gins with his head to play. 1663 Gerbier
Counsel 29 To shoare the middle part of the head of the
Windowes. 1680 C. Nesse Church Hist. 340 Christ might
stand upon his own legs onely, and not be any longer
shored up by the Baptist. 1773 Berridge Wks. (1864) 78
The second, .would fall to pieces, unless shored up by
sincere obedience. 179a G. Cartwright y-rnl. Labrador
I. Gloss, p. xiv, Shore up a Boat. When a boat is placed
upon the blocks, and set upright, several shores are placed
on each side ; to prevent its falling either to one side or the
other. 1841 Peter Parley's Ann. II. 48 He would have.,
shored up the sea-wall as usual. 1884 Stevenson Across
the Plains (1892) 135 The old inn, long shored and trussed

and buttressed.

+ 2. To lift up, raise (the eyes). Obs.

SHORE-GOING.

1579 Fulke Heskins' Pari. 128 Wee may well bid him
shore vp his eyes, & see. 1607 Middleton Fam. Love m.
iii, Shore up your eyes, and lead the way to the goodliest
people that ever turned up the white o' th' eye. 1617
Collins Def. Bp. Ely 11. x. 421 Therfore shore vp your
eyes, good Mr. Adioynder.

1 3. intr. To lean, slope, shelve. Obs.
1511 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther Wks. 1876 323 The sonne

[in winter] shooreth so lowe by the grounde that his bemes
thanne sklaunteth vpon the grounde. 1555 Watreman
Fardle Facions 1. iii. 34 Afrike. .is shorter than Europe, but
broader toward the Occean, where it riseth into mounteigne.
And shoryng toward the Weste, by litle and litle waxeth
more streighte. 16x0 Markham Masterp. 11. xlix. 293 The
horse will., stand shoaring or leaning alwaies on that side
that he is hurt. x6xi Speed Theat. Gt. Brit. 11. xiii. 121
That side of the Country vpward, that lieth shoaring vnto
the top. x6ax Markham Hungers Prevent. 224 These
Lime-roddes must bee prickt sloapewise and crosse, shoaring
alongst the giound.

Shore, z>.2 Sc. and north. Forms : 4-6 schoir,
5-6 schore, 6- shore. [Belongs to Shore sb.% ;

of obscure origin
;
perh. cogn. w. Shore a.]

1. trans. To threaten. Also absol. or intr. to

use threatenings.
C

.

X37S Sc Leg. Saints xiii. {Agatha) 58 Syne vthir tyme
bai wald Mr schore vith visage bald, c 1400 Apol. Loll. 85
Hisforbeding to worschip hem is opunly found : & many
veniaunces are schorid to her worscbipars. c 1475 Rauj
Coifyar 733 Than the Coi^ear quoke-.Quhen he hard the
suith say how he the king schord. a 1500-20 Dunbar
Poems xiv. 36 This to correct, thay schoir with mony crakkis.

1516 Caldwell Papers (Maitland Club) I. 53 Ye and your
foresaidis. .come furth. .and wth greit manissing wordis,
schoiring [printed schowtng] ye said Johne and his servand
. . for to slay them perforce. 1597 Montgomerie Misc. Poems
xv. 65 Thy absence also shores To cut my breath. 1638
R. Bmllie Lett. <y Jrnls. (Bannatyne Club) 1.51 The wives
railed, and shord him with stones, and were some of them
punished. Ibid. 76 A number of women waits on, and did
shoare him with stroakes. ?x72i Ramsay Robt. Richy, $
Sandy 134 Yon sooty Cloud shores Rain. X786 Burns To
Gavin Hamilton 3 May, Ye'U catechise him every quirk,
An' shore him weel wi* hell. 1891 ' H. Haliburton '

Ochil Idylls 66 The freits that were begun To shore us ill.

2. To offer. (Cf. similar dialectal use of threaten:

see Eng. Dial. Diet.)
1787 Burns Petition Bruar Water 22 A panegyric rhyme,

..Even as I was he shor'd me. 1833-53 Wnisile-binkie
Ser. 111. 21 A compliment kindly and decently shored.

t Shore, v.% Obs. [App. a variant of Scour z>.
2

If the source of scour be MDu. or MLG. schiiren, the
variation in the initial may be due to dialectal difference of
pronunciation of the continental word. For the vowel cf.

the form score under Scour p.2]

trans. To scour or cleanse by rubbing.
c 1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch.) 192 Glacyng, or shoryng

of harneys, pernitidacio. 1531 Luton Trinity Guild(igo6)
201 Payde to Edwarde Trefcet for shorynge of the candyl-
stykes. 1564 in Brit. Mag. (1834) VI. 148 It'm pd for

shoreinge the egoll, vjd .

Shore (Jo»i), v.* [f. Shore sb.i]

X. intr. To go ashore. Of a vessel : To run

aground.
a 1600 Jane in Hakluyt Voy. III. 848 The ship. .shot past

that rocke, where wee thought shee would have shored. 1645
Rutherford Tryal % Tri. Faith (1845) 43 They think
they are sailing to heaven, and know nothing till they
shore, sleeping in the land of death.

2. trans. To put ashore ; to land (passengers or

goods) ; to beach, run aground (a vessel).

16x1 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 869, I will bring these two
Moales, these blind-ones, aboord him, if he thinke it fit to

shoare them againe.. let him [etc.], i6ix Chapman Odyss.
xvi. 98 Set him where his heart would haue bene shor'd.

1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 18 Two pence per draft

is paid for shoreing or landing the fish from the vessels. 1809

J. Spence Shetland Folk-Lore 126 The boat was temporarily
shored on the beach.

3. To border as a shore, be the shore of.

183a J. Bree St. Herbert's Isle 2 A little garden-. Just
shored the river in its broomy pride. 1865 Masson Rec.
Brit. Philos. iv. 273 Clearing, .the whole periodicity of its

materialistic horror . . its dread of being shored by a Nothing-
ness.

4. intr. To sail along (a coast).

163a Lithgow Trav. vn. 334 Shoaring along for foure

hundred miles, the higher and lower Calabrian Coast,.. we
landed at Naples. 1715 De Foe Voy. round World (1840)

169 They had been shoring, as they called it, that is to say,

coasting along the shore, to see if they could find anything
worth their labour.

f b. trans. To pass by the side of (a hill). Obs.
159a Wyrley A rmorie, Capital de Buz 124 Shoring a hill,

we plainly do appear By a little wood, and to our enimies
neere.

Shore, obs. f. Shower sb.
; pa. t. of Shear v.

Shored (Joaid), ppl. a.i Sc. [f. Shore v* +
-ed 1.] Threatened.
1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 7 A shored Tree stands long.

1818 Scott Rob Roy xxix, Shored folk live lang.

Shored (Jo»id), ///. a. 2 [f. Shore v. l + -ed *.]

Propped up, supported by shores.

1563 Mirr. Mag., Dk. Somerset xv, Shored houses can
not long continue, a 1600 Battle of Flodden 510 Saint

Andrew with his shored cross.

Shorefhode, obs. form of Sheriffhood.

Shore-going", vbl. sb. Going ashore (from

the sea) ; living on shore. (Cf. Sba-going.)
1900 Daily News^ 13 June 8/4 Everything was ready for

shore-going when it was discovered there were no boats.

attrib. 1895 Times 19 July 11/2 The half-rater in yachting
should exactly fill the position which the gun, the rod,

93 -a
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and the nunter hold in shore-going sport. 1898 Kipling

Fleet in Being v. 53 When you sit on a man s bunk . .with

. .the shore-going walking sticks slung up overhead.

Shore-going, a. Going, living, etc., on shore,

(ppposed to sea-going.)

1833 Darwin in Lift * Lett. (1887) 1. 248 This is a curious

life for a regular shore-going person such as myself. i860

All year Round Ho. 67. 404 A shot came in and took off the

truck (or, as a shore-going person would say, ' the wheel ').

Shoreless (Jo»\iU-s), a. [f. Shore **.i +
-less.] Having no shore, a. Of a sea, or what

is compared to a sea : Boundless.

1618 Fkltham Resolves 1. v. 10 One will haue him one

that Hues religiously, and will not reuell it in a shorelesse

excesse. 1643 Herle .4ms™. to Feme 21 We shall be no

longer lost upon that shorelesse Sea. 1764 Grainger Sugar
Cane 11. 275 Can she unappall'd,..The shoreless deluge

stem? 1789 E. Darwin Bot. Gard. 11. (1791) 53 So on

the shoreless air the intrepid Gaul Launch'd the vast con-

cave of his buoyant ball. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. vi,

The crowd seems shoreless. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery

I. Imag. i. (1874) 10 An atom in the shoreless infinite. 1891

Kipling Light that Failed 7C1. (1900) 189 He was adrift on

the shoreless tides of delirium.

b. noncc-tists. Of a vessel : Having no shore in

sight. Of a coastline, etc. : Having no low ground

adjacent to the sea ;
precipitous.

K1848 O. W. Holmes Parting Word 6 Ere this shining

day grow dark, Skies shall gird my shoreless bark. 1869

Tozer Highl. Turkey II. 9 The shoreless cliffs of Ossa.

189a Lord Lytton King Poppy iii. 306 A shoreless, steep,

surf-beaten island rose.

Shoreman (Jo.umsen). Also U.S. (sense 2)

shoresman, [f. Shore sh.l + Man sbl\

1. A dweller on the seashore.

1643 Trapp Comm. Gen. xlix. 13 Shore-men are said to be
horridi, immanes. 1783 Ann. Reg. 120 A little army was
formed .. composed of 80 American rangers, ..of

_ 500 shore-

men, white and negroes, and 600 Musquito Indians. 1839

Times 2 Sept. 4/1 The enthusiasm of the Kentish shoremen
spread rapidly into the adjacent districts.

2. One who is employed on shore in the business

of a fishery: see quot. 18S3.

See also quot. 1690 j but it is doubtful whether the ex-

planation there given is correct.

1690 Child Disc. TVaarV (1698) 227 There being employed
in that Trade two h jndred and fifty Ships, which might
carry about ten thousand seamen, fishermen and shoremen,

as they usually call the younger persons, who were never

before at Sea. 1761 Ann. Reg., Chron. 188/2 Who are the

chief people among the fishermen and shoremen, being

the catchers and curers of fish. 179a G. Cartwright
Jrnl. Labrador I. Gloss, p. xiv, Shoremen, the people

who are employed on shore, to head, split, and salt the

codfish. 187a Talmage Serin. 56 Some plain shoresman

in rough fishing smack . . brings them ashore in safety.

1883 G. B. Goode Fish. Indust. U. S. 22 (Fish. Exh. Publ.)

To the class of ' shoresmen ' belong (1) the capitalists who
furnish supplies and apparatus for the use of the active

fishermen ; (2) the shopkeepers from whom they purchase
provisions and clothing ; and (3) the skilled labourers who
manufacture for them articles of apparel [etc.].

3. One who makes his living by shooting on the

shore -

r a shore-gunner.
1882 Payne-Gallwey Fowler in Irel. 348 Once offend the

shoremen, . . and your sport is spoilt in that locality for years

to come.

4. A landsman.
1888 Stevenson Black Arrow in. iv, We are not like

shore-men, we old, tough tarry-Johns !

Shore-man : see Shore si.* c
Shoren, obs. form of Shorn.

Shorer (Jo»
- rai). Also 4-5 shorier, shoryere.

[f. Shore ».i + -bb1J A thing (rarely a person)

that shores up ; a shore, prop. Now only with tip.

1387-8T. Use Test. Love 11. vii. in Chaucer's Wks. (1532)

342 b, But if the shorers ben wel grounded, the helpes

shullen slyden and suffre the charge to fal. 1393 Langl.

P. PI. G xix. 20 Hit hadde shoriers to shoue hit vp, pre

shides of o lengbe. 153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 473/2
Nowe thys shorer is so surely sette, that it is shortlye

blowen downe quite, if a man saye no more but what than.

a 1680 T. Goodwin Unreg. Man's Guilt, v. iii. Wks. 1692

III. 207 God is the foundation, and prop, and shoarerup of

all being in the World. 1855 Bailey Mystic 113 Moooi,

stretched Full length, gigantic shorer up of earth.

Shore-side. The edge of the shore ; the part

either of the land or sea adjacent to the shore.

1571 in Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1580, 11/1 Apud lie Schoir-

syid de Almond. 1590 Webbe Trav. (Arb.) 33 Fishes.,

swimming neere the shore side. 1605 Bacon Adv. Learn.
1. viii. § 5 It is a view of delight to stand or walke on the

shoare side and to see a Shippe tossed with tempest upon
the sea. 1653 Walton Angler 1. vii[i]. 155 And if you
would have this ledger bait to keep at a fixt place, undis-

turbed by wind or other accidents, which may drive it to

the shoare side [etc). 1667 in Extr. St. Paters rel. Friends
Ser.m. (1912) 270 Shee..feft her 4 small Chilldren weeping
on the shoare side. 1869 Lynch Ch. S, St. 19 When a larger

company was gathered by the hillside, or the shoreside,

there was a Church. 1885 Pater Marius vi. I. ti2 Every
one walked down to the snore-side to witness the freighting

and launching of the vessel.

attrib. 1883 Stevenson Treas. /si. xiii, The bow (of the

boat] had struck among the shore-side trees.

Shore Thursday, obs. f. Sheer Thursday.

Shoreward (j5»
-iwgid), adv. and a. [f. Shore

sbA 1- -ward]
A. 1. advb. phrase. To {the) shoreward: in

the direction of the shore, t From the shoreward:
from the direction of the shore.
158a N. Lichepield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind.l. vii.

18 b, He retourned to shoreward againe, carrieng with him the

740

Pilot of Monsambicke. 159a in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III.

845 But missing him towards night, we stood to the shoare-

ward. 163a J. Hayward tr. Biondi's Eromena 11 The
Galley slaves being eased by a little gale that blew from the

shoreward. 1633 T. James Voy. 49 We. .put an Anker to

shoareward. 1691 in Ca.pt. Smith's Seaman's Gram. 1. xvL
80 Her head [lies] to the shoreward. 1887 Bowen SEneid \.

87 Huge waves under them roll to the shoreward.

2. adv. In the direction of or towards the shore.

a 1691 Flavel Sea-Deliv. Wks. 1716 II. 195 The Danger
being equal on every Side, whether we stood Seaward, or

Shoreward. 176a Falconer Shipwr. 11. 736 That bids us

..shoreward steer. 1833 Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 2 This
mounting wave will rollus shoreward soon. 1901 E. Phill-
potts Striking Hours 259 Shoreward the crag was con-
nected with, .the cliffs by a narrow razor-edge of stone.

B. adj. Situated or directed towards the shore.

1804 Grahame Sabbath 519 Sweet sounds Came slowly

floating on the shoreward wave. 1862 Meredith Mod.
Love* Cassandra iv, The deep's long shoreward roll.

_ 1883
Stevenson Treas. Isi. xix, The rear, or shoreward side, of

the stockade.

Shorewards, adv. = Shoreward 2 adv.

1837 Macdougall tr. GraaJCs E. Coast Greenland 114

There is a considerable suction, so to say, of this current

shorewards. 1849 M. Arnold Forsaken Merman 4 Now the

great winds shorewards blow. 1889 C. Edwardes Sardinia

349 It tends shorewards.

Shorfa, Arabic plural of Shereef.
Shorfftyd, obs. form of Shrovetide.
Shorge, Shorier, obs. ff. Scourge v., Shorer.

Shoring (j6»Tin), vbl. sbX [f. Shore v.1 +

-INC.]

1. a. The action or an act of propping up or

supporting. Also shoring up. b. concr. The
shores or props with which a building, vessel, etc.

is held up.
1496 Naval Ace. Hen. VII (1896) 175 The sboryng of the

Soueraigne leing in the dokke. x6o3Knolles///.jY. Turks
(1638) 324 Things ready to fall, need shoaring. a 1639
Wotton Surv. Educ. Reliq. (1651) 316 Where young tender

trees.. would yet little want any after-underproppings and
shoarings. x688 Holme Armoury m.xxi. (Roxb.)254/i He
beareth Or, a plaine wall.. with a Tower vpon it Battled,

with chambers conioyned therevnto, after the maner of

shourings. 1768-74 'Iucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 417 These
our discerning artificer considers as shorings to sustain the

upper story. 1828 Examiner 129/1 The Church wanted
shoring up. 1832 John Bull 13 Feb. 56/1 The shoring up
of the south-west wall of St. Alban's Abbey is being pro-

ceeded with. 1878 F. S. Williams Midi. Raihv. 357 The
miners are protected by immensely strong shorings. 188a

C. H. Stock {title) A treatise on Shoring and Under-
pinning.

f2. A slope. Obs.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) 187 And orderly he
knits A rowe of feathers one by one . . That on the shoring of

a hill a man would think them growe. 1603 T. M. True
Narr. Entert. Jos. /, D 1, A pleasant Castle . .stands on the

shoring of a hill.

Shoring, vbl. sb. 2 Sc. [-".Shores.2 + -ing).]

Threatening.
1573 Tvrie Re/ut To Rdr. (beg.), All the writtinges of

those quha defendes ane euill caus . . vsis to be stufit . . with

schoring and hedinfull saingis. 158a in Calderwood Hist.

Kirk (Wodrow Soc) III. 670 As the vaine and bloodie

minassing, and shoring; of his counsels in France and Eng-
land did oft times tcstifie.

Shoring (JoVrirj), vbl. sb.s [f. Shore vA +
-ing 1J (See quot.)
174a De Foe's Tour Gt Brit. (ed. 3) I. 353 Several Morn-

ings after it had blown something hard in the Night, the

Sands were covered with Country People, running to and
fro to see if the Sea had cast up anything of value. This
the Seamen call going a shoring', and it seems they often

find good Purchase.

Shoring, ppl. a.1 [f. Shore v.1 + -ing 2
.]

1. Propping, supporting.
162s Bacon Hen. VII, 145 There was also made a shoar-

ing or underpropping Act for the Benevolence.

2. Sloping. Also qa&si-adv., awry.
,11502 in Arnolde's Chron. (181 1) 189 And than set your

turfe or your erthe ayen the fyre, and set it shoring ayen
the fyre. 1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vi. (1593) 140 The
river. . In very deepe and shoring banks to seaward runnes

apace Through Phrygia. 1594 Blundevil Exerc vm.
Terms Cosmogr. (1597) 364 b, The Zodiake is a great, broade,

and slope, or shoring Circle, carrying the 12 signes. 1607

Markham Caval. iv. 37 This plate must from the very toe

of the shoe forward, rise a little shoaring from the ground.

a 1825 Forby Fire. E. Anglia, Shoring* awry ; aslant. From
the oblique or slanting position of a shore or buttress.

Hence Sho ringness, slantingness.

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. vm. (1593) «« A tilesherd

made it even And tooke away the shoringnesse.

1 Shoring, ///- a.2 Obs. [f. Shore v. 2 +
-ing 2

.] Threatening.
1513 Douglas Mneis vm. iv. 13 First, do behald 3one

schorand hewchis brow, Quhair all 3one craggy rochis

hingis now.

Shoring (Joe-rig), ppl. a$ [f. Shore vA +
-ing 2.] Forming a shore.

1581 A. Hall /AW iv. 72 Like as the waues within the

sea, . . Forst by some flaw, yeelds whushing noise and shoring

banks do sweepe.

i Shorling. Obs. Forms : 5-6 shorlyng, Sc.

schorling, 6-7 *SV. schoirling, scorling, 6 shore-

linge, -lynge, 9 shortling, 6-9 shorling.

[f. shor-y Sno\w ppl. a. + -ling.]

1. The skin of a sheep that has been recently

shorn ; the wool taken from such a skin.

1429 Rolls ofParlt. IV. 352/1 Wolle icalled Lambeswolle,

SHORT.

shorlyng and scaldyng. 1435 Exch. Rolls Scot. IV. 604 De
custuma 1155 pellium qui dicuntur schorlingis. 1503-4
Act 19 Hen. VII, c. 27 § 1 Ther wolles and wolle felles and
felles called Shorlyng and Morlyng. 1603 Reg. Mag. Sig.

Scot. 515/1 All custumes paying of salt and schoirlingis,

skaddyngis [etc.]. 1660 Act 12 Chas. II, c. 32 g 1 Any
Woollfells Mortlingsor Shorlings. 1688, x833[see Morling].

b. (See quot.) rare~°.
X753 Chambers' CycI. Suppl. s. v., In some parts of Eng-

land, they understand by a shorling, a sheep whose fleece is

shorn off.

2. A tonsured person, a shaveling. Also attrib.

X538 Bale Thre Lawes v. Fivb, And now I perseuer,
amonge y* ranke rable of papystes Teachyng ther shor-
1 ynges, to playe the Antichrystes. c 1550 Coverdale Exhort.
Cross vi. 82 That is the prerogatyue of the pryestes and
shauen shorelynges. 1560 Becon Catech. v. Wks. I. 454 b,

Swarmes of smeared, spyrituall shorlyng Sorcerers.

Shorn (Jo»jn), ///. a. Forms : see the verb.

[Pa. pple. of Shear v.]

1. Shaven, tonsured.
c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-Wiilcker 507/34 Rassfs [read rasis],

scorenum. 1398 Trevisa Barih. De P. R. v. lxvi. (1495)
183 Heer shorne is callyd Cesaries, heer vnkytte is callyd

Coma in Grewe. X530 Commend. Treat, in Roy Rede me
(Arb.) 170 Many a shoren crowne. 1600 J. Lane Tom Tel-

troth 114 Bald pate Priests and shoren Friars. 1798
D. Collins Acc.N.S. Wales\.s%$ With., scars upon their

shorn heads.
absol. 1565 Calfhill Answ. Martiall iv. in Therefore

ye doe wrong to your shorne and annoynted, to forbyd
them manage.

f 2. Of gold : Newly cut, so as to have a bright

surface. Obs.

13.. E. E.Allit.P. A. 213 As schorne golde schyr her fax

benne schon.

3. Of corn: Cutwith a sickle. Ofgrass: Cut close.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/1 Schoryn, or repyd, tnessus.

I5*3~34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 26 And also it [mown corn] wyll

not kepe nor saue it selfe frome rayne or yll wether, whan
it standeth in the couer, as the shorne come wyll do. 1735
Somerville Chase iii. 102 Smooth as Swallows skim The
new-shorn Mead, and far more swift we fly. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxix, They are trampled down like the shorn grass.

1885 Pater Marius x. I. 172 There was still a glow along
the road through the shorn cornfields.

4. Of sheep, etc. : Having undergone shearing.

C1515 Cocke LorelVs B. 1 The nexte that came was a
coryar..As ryche as a newe shorne shepe. 1602 2nd PL
Returnfr. Parnass. iv. ii. (1886) 132 And hauing lost their

fleeces, [they] liue afterward like poore shorne sheepe. X768

[see Temper v. 2]. 1913 Times 13 Sept. 18/6 While shorn

skins and lambs are quoted id. higher.

6. Sc. t a. Carved (obs.). b. Chopped up.

1547 Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 20 note, Ane Scottis comptar
of aik, schorne werk, with the furmis of the samyn. X597 in

Spalding Club Misc. (1841) I. 115 Thow gawe him ane
drink, mixt with certaine shorne herbis. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. III. vn. vi, Plates containing each three grilled

herrings, sprinkled with shorn onions. 1842 J. Aiton Dom.
Econ. (1857) 265 Hard eggs, chopped fine with crumbs of

bread, or shorn nettles and oatmeal.

6. Lessened in extent, deprived of splendour, etc.

:

see Shear v. 4.

1853 M. Arnold Sokrab fy Rustum 894 For many a

league The shorn and parcell'd Oxus strains along Through
beds of sand and matted rushy isles. x868 Lowell Pict.

Appledore vi, The great shorn sun as you see it now, Across
eight miles of undulant gold That widens landward. 1902

Daily Chron. 28 July 5/1 Lord Lister has spoken with con-

fidence of the King's ability to go through the shorn cere-

monial at the end of next week.

Shorn, variant of Sharn.

f Shorned, erroneous form of Shorn///, a.

1600 Breton Pasquils Foolscap (Grosart) 20/1 She that is

neither noble, faire, nor wise, Nor scarce so rich as a newe
shorned Eawe.
Shorpthursday, obs. f. Sheer Thursday.

Short (Jp-rt), a. sb. and adv. Fonns : 1-3

sceort, (1 compar. scyrtra, super!, scyrtest, scor-

tost), 1-5 scort, 3 shorrt, echeort, (sort), 3-4

ssort, 3-8 schort, (4 schorth, chort), 4-5

s(c)hert, 4-6 shortt, schorte, 4-7 shorte, (5

schorthe, sorte), 5-6 schortt, 3- short. [OE.

sc(c\ort = OHG. scurz :—OTeut. type *skurto-

(compar. *skurtizon-> OE. scyrtra), whence Du.

schorten, ON. skorta to lack ; for other derivatives

see Shirt, Skirt sbs.

The Teut. adj. is commonly regarded as a popular L.

*excurtus (f. L. ex- + curtus). On this view it would be

parallel in origin with the synonymous OFris., OS. k?<rt,

Du. kort, OHG. (MHG., mod.G.) kurz, a WGer. adoption

of L. curtus. The Rom. langs., however, afford no evidence

of a popular Latin *cxcurtus, and it is unlikely that such

a form existed. It is possible that Teut. *skurto- may be

an altered adoption of L. curtus, with prefixed s either due

to some Teut. analogy or attracted from the ending of a

preceding word in some Latin context. Some scholars,

however, regard *skurto- as a native Teut. word, f. a root

*skert- (supposed to be evidenced in MHG. seherze, scherzel

small piece) :—pre-Teut *skerd-, an extension of *sker~ to

cut (see Shear v.).~\

I. With reference to spatial measurement

1. Having small longitudinal extent ; measuring

little along its greatest dimension, or from end to

end. Opposed to long.

c888 ./Elfred Boeth. xxxix. § 3 Forby hi habba3 swa

sceortne ymbhwyrft [etc.] c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 252

Se winterlica mona..hsfo scyrtran sceade bonne seo sunne.

1154 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1137, An c^ste bat was

scort & nareu. c xaofi Lay. 28624 gat wes an sceort bat

H5en. c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 9/284 po was it bi a fote to



SHORT.

schort. C1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 1686 No man ther fore
..No maner shot polax ne short[e] knyf In to the lystes
sende. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 09 Hire Necke is schort.

c 1475 Rauf Coifycar 86+ Ilk a»e schort knyfe braidit out
sone. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 1. (Arb.) 28 The corne com-
meth thinne vp : the eare is short, the grayne is small.

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Hush. 1. 45 b, Some do vse short
Sythes. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. 1. 19 Thay
beir verie schorte tailis, als schorte as the tail of ane hyne.

1735 Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia, Voy. ii. 11 Surrounded by
his Courtiers who had each a Stick in his Hand, which is

longer or shorter, according to the quality of the Person
admitted into the King's Presence. 1796 Withering Brit.
Plants (ed. 3) I. 81 Short (abbreviatus), a cup is said to be
short, when it is shorter than the tube of the blossom. 1840
Lardner Geom. 146, PF must be the shortest line which
can be drawn from the point P to the line AB. 1871
Farteon Joshua Marvel xlii. III. 263 George Marvel
..having by this time got used to the short clays.. had just
declared that he enjoyed a short pipe as well as a long one.

1895 A. J. C. Hare Gurneys 0/ Earlkant I. i, 7 A short
staircase leading to an ante room.

b. of grass, wool, hair, down, etc.

1398 Trevisa BartA. De P. R. xvn. lxxvi. (1495) 650 Herbes
of mountaynes and of hye places ben thynner and shorter
than herbes of valeyes and of meedys. 1523-34 Fitzherb.
Hush. % 25 Shorte hey, and leye-hey is good for shepe.
1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 603 The salt and short pasture.
i6ao Westward for Smelts (Percy Soc.) 55 She felt by
the short baire on his head, that it was the priest. 1796
Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) I. 95 The pyramidal Seed,
crowned by the short down. 1823 Irby & Mangles Trav.
viii. (1844) X49/2 The short woolly hair of the Africans. 1859
Habits o/Gd. Society i. 114 Nothing, .makes the face look
sounlovelyas a chin covered with short stubble. 1870 Yeats
Nat. Hist. Comm. 11. (1872) 200 The long silk staple of
Georgia, and the short cottons of Egypt.

C. of a garment.
£1386 Chaucer Prol. 93 Short was his gowne with sleues

longe and wyde. c 1440 Promf. Parv. 448/1 Schort or stuk-
kyd garment, nefticula. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIIT,

7 A certayne number of gentefmen..apparayled all in one
sewte of shorte garmentes. 1607 [see Paned ///. a.]. i8ax
Scott Kenilw. xxvi, A close jerkin of scarlet velvet, looped
with gold, with short breeches of the same. 1859 Habits
of Go. Society iv. 168 Tight dresses and short waists. 189a
W. S. Gilbert Foggerty's Fairy 225, I see no reason why
a governess in a vicarage should not wear short petticoats
if she has good legs. 1893 Leland Mem. I. 92, 1 was six-

teen years of age and six feet high before I was allowed to
leave off short jackets.

d. Const, in : Having a specified part short.
1800 Med. Jrnl. III. 425 Not peculiarly short in the neck.

1837 Dickens Pickiv. ii, ' Rather short in the waist, an't it,'

said the stranger. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diamond
v, But my coat was.. very high in the waist and short in

the sleeves.

e. Of distance : Not great Of a journey, flight,

etc., Extending over a short distance, t Hence
of a passenger, a train : Travelling a short distance.

'597 Hooker EccL Pol. v. Ixvii. § 10 The way which they
take to the same Inne is somewhat more short but no whit
more certaine. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies
iv. xxxv. 305 Birdes. .whose flight is shorte. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. iv. 283 Nor dare they stray,.. Nor Forrage
far, but short Excursions make. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist.

(1776) IV. 171 Their blood, without entering their lungs, takes
a shorter passage through the very partition of the heart.

1785 Trusler Mod. Times I. 30 'Tis true we get a shilling

or two occasionally, by a short passenger, or for the carriage

of a parcel that is not booked. 1844 Civil Engin. tf Arch,
Jrnl. VII. 288/1 To what are called short passengers, this

delay is a most serious inconvenience. 1858 Rep. Sel. Comm.
Rlzvy. Accid. 72 First of all, there are short trains. 1886

C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xx. (ed. 3) 201 A shorter and
more economical trip would be to take the train at King's
Cross for Muswell Hill. 1889 Infantry Drill 217 Firing

distances with the rifle may be classified as follows :—Up to

400 yards, * Short Distances ' ; From 400 to 800 yards,

'Medium Distances '; [etc.].

+ f. Short weapon : ? a weapon for hand-to-hand

fighting (or perh. a sword, dagger, etc as opposed

to a lance or pike). Also a soldier bearing such a
weapon. Obs.

1600 Dymmok Ireland (1843) 32 The forelorn hope con-

sisting of 40 shott and 20 shorte weapons. _x8ai Scott
Kenilw. xvi, Retainers or followers, armed with short, or

with long weapons.

g. fig. In Biblical expressions, said ofa person's

' hand or 'arm ', implying inadequacy or limited

range of power.

1549 Compl. Scot. ix. 75 Behold, the hand of the lorde is

na scheortar nor it vas. [1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI. 1. ii. 12

Put forth thy hand, reach at toe glorious Gold. What, is't

too short? He lengthen it with mine.] x6n Bible Num. xi.

23 And the Lord said vnto Moses, Is the Lords hand waxed
snort? 1656 Bp. Hall-SW*V. 28 If thou hast given me but

a private and short hand, yet give a large and public

heart. 1705 Stanhope Paraphr. I. io They whose Hands
are shortest, may yet have Hearts as large as the greatest

Monarch upon Earth.

h. Of action, vision, etc : Reaching but a little

way. (See Short sight.) Hence Jig. of mental

powers, ideas, etc. : Contracted in range.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 746 My wit is short ye may wel

vnderstonde. 1665 Boyle Occas. Refi. iv. vL (1848) 207

How short and dim a knowledge must they have of him,

that have no other than these Corporal Instructers. ito*

Rows Ambit. Step-Mother 1. 1. 174 Their own short under,

standings reach No farther than the present. 1714 Young
Force of Relig. 1. 225 Oh I mortals, short of sight. 1736

Butler Anal. Diss. n. 319 Our short Views. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. II. US. ii, Cradled in hope and short vision.

1. As complement. To cut, trim, etc. short :

to make short by cutting, trimming, etc.

741

This use is difficult to distinguish from the advb. use in to

cut short (= F. couper court) : see C. 9.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. <Arb.) 109 The fingers [of a shoot-
ing glove] muste be cut short, 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
iii. Hair . . cut short and straight upon his temples.

2. Of persons : Low in stature : opposed to tail.

Phr. \ Shorter by the head: beheaded.
Short by the knees (nonce-use) : said of a person kneeling.
0900W^crferth Gregory's Dial. 46 Swa sceort man & swa

unfcejer on ansyne. H97 R. Glouc (Rolls) 8532 Vor he
was somdel ssort he clupede him courtehese. c 1386 Chaucer
Wife's Prol. 624, L.euere folwed myn appetit Al were he
short or long or blak or whit. 1483 Cath. AngL 337/2
Schorthe, argntus, vt corporis arguti surgit jbigmeus.
a 1548 Hall Chron.

t Hen. IV, 14 The Duke of Exceter.

.

was.. there made shorter by the hed. 1713 Rowe Jane
Shore l i. 5 Her brother Rivers Ere this lies shorter by the
head at Pomfret. 1746 Francis tr. Horace, Epist. 1. xii. 38
Short bythe Knees [h.genibus minor] thehaughty Parthian
kneels. 1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn xliii, A man . .some-
what short of suture.
absol. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xiv. 243 Louely layke was it

neuere bitwene be longe and be shorte.

+ b. rarely of a hill. Obs,
1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. I. 43 This is the

last and hindmest hil in Scotland, and thairfor the schortest.

3. Short dung, manure, muck : manure contain-

ing short straw and in an advanced state of fer-

i
mentation. (Cf. branch IV.)
1618 W. Lawson New Orclu <$ Card. ii. (1623) 3 Good

short, hot, and tender mucke. 1778 W. Marshall Minutes
Agric. Observ. in The ordinary distinction of Long-Dung
and Short or Spit-Dung, have likewise been observed.
181a Sir J. Sinclair Syst. Husb. Scot. t. 199 In situations,
where much alluvial compost, or short town manure, can be

I procured. 1830 Cumb. Farm Rep. 58 in Lib. Use/. Know!.,

I

Husb. Ill, Short dung is unquestionably most suitable for

turnips. 1884 L. F. Allen New Amer. Farm Bk. 70 The
j

comparative advantages of long and short manure (the

j
fermented and unfermented).

4. Of the sea, etc.: Having short waves ; choppy.
1834 H. Miller Scenes $ Leg. xxviii. (1857) 42° ^ne sea

j

rose tremendously—at once short, high, and irregular. 1838
1 FitzGerald Let. to Barton Apr., Lett. (1889) I. 42 One
|

labours through it [a book] as vessels do through what is

I

called a short sea. 1003 Kipling Five Nations 40 Do you
I

know the shallow Baltic where the seas are steep and short,

j
Where the bluff, lee-boarded fishing-luggers ride?

XX With reference to duration or serial extent.

6. Of a period of time, of a process, state or

action considered as extending over a period of

time : Having little extent in duration, lasting but

little time, brief. Also said of duration. At short

intervals : at times separated by brief intervals.

c888/Elfrfd Boetk, iv, t>u be 3am winterdajum selest

scortetida&bxssumeresdahumtangran. c 1055 Byrht/erth's

Handboc in Anglia VIII. 306 Forfram he [sc. February]
ys scyrtest ealra monSa. c iaoo Vices <$• Virtues 9 Al swo
we forlieseS ois scorte lif Surh unhersumness. c 1380 Wyclif
Wks. (1880) 38 Men be nowe of lesse wittis & schortere

tyme & feblere of complexion, c 1381 Chaucer Part. Foutes
1 The lyf so short, the craft so long to lerne. 14.. in Rel,
Ant. I. 318 The xii day of December ys the shortest day of
the yere. c 1450 Holland Howlat 112 That ;e wald cry
apon Crist, . .To schape me a schand bird in a schort space.

1539 Cromwell in Merriman Life $ Lett. (1002) II. 213
The kinges maiestes will is that ye sbal make the shortiest

abode there ye can. 1588 Shaks. L. L, L. i. i. 181 Three
yeeres is but short. 1684 Norris Poems 21 Like Angels
visits, short and bright. 1696 Whiston Theory Earth 11.

(1722) 209, I shall shew.. that the Antediluvian Year was
shorter than the present Year. 174a Blair Grave 589 Its

Visits Like those of Angels short, and far between. 1751
Jortin Serm. (1771) I. it 17 The death of Isaac would be
onlya short sleep. 1771 Smollett Humph, CI. 3 Oct. (1806)

VI. 341 The short intervals betwixt every heave he em.
?Ioyed in crying for mercy. 1807 Med. Jrnl. XVII. 143
he fever is of shorter duration. 184a Mrs. Kirkland

Forest Life II. 19 The short remainder of his stay at

Mr. Hay's, saw him eat his meals like a Trappist. 1859
Habits o/Gd. Society xiv. 348 Ices handed at short intervals

throughout the evening. 1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay
vii, Is it possible that on so short an acquaintance you were
so severely hit? 1895 Law Times XCIX. 499/2 Days are

considerably shorter at this time of year [Oct.].

b. Occas. applied to conditions, qualities, etc.

not usually described in terms of duration : Not
lasting a long time, soon over, short-lived. Some-
what arch,

971 Blickl. Horn. v. 65 Cuhlice bat wuldor bysses middan-
Xeardes is sceort & xewitende. c iaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 19
And mid his shorte deaSe he lesde hem ut of eche deatSe.

1340 Ayenb, 81 Uayrhede. .is ping uals ssort and ydel. 1570
TVNorton Nowelfs Catech. 17 Doest thou say, that vn-

aduised and sodeine desires, and short thoughtes that come
vpon the very godly are sinnes ? 16x0 Granger Div. Logike
107 A short inclination, selling, or apt entrance to an habite.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. m. 474 Where basking in the

Sun-shine they may lye, And the short Remnants of his

Heat enjoy. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum. (1778) I. $z(Remise
Door) The triumphs of a true feminine heart are short upon
these discomfitures. 1787 ' G. Gambado ' Acad, Horsem.
(1809) 34 Your attachment to your horse may be as short as

you please.

C. To make short work of (occas. with) : to deal

summarily with, to dispose of quickly.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. I ij b, He desirous to make
shorte worke thereof, sayd. 1686 W. Hopkins tr. Ratram-
tuts Dissert, v. (1688) 84, I might make short work of it,

by alledging all those Authors who [etc.]. 17*8 Cibber &
Vanbr. Prov. Husb. iv. L 63 This was making short Work
on'L 1834 Tracts /or Times No. 22. 12 When they made
such short work with the Prayer-Book. 1885 Clodd Myths
1. vii. 123 Criticism has made short work of the romancing
chronicles which so long did duty for sober history.

SHORT.

fd. Qualifying days as collect, pi. = time.
Also short days used advb. for ( in a short time*. Sc.
XS33 Bellenden Livy 1. vi. (S.T.S.) I. 37 Schort dayis

following king Tacius past to lavyne. a 1578 Lindesay
(Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) II. 87 They war beguild
withtin schort dayis.

e. Short prescription (Law) : a prescription
established by a short period of user.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. 770 The object of the
shorter prescriptions, in truth, is, generally speaking, to
protect parties against the consequences of negligence in the
preservation of vouchers. 19x1 Encycl. Brit. XXII. 297/2
There are certain short prescriptions recognized by Scots
law—corresponding to the limitations of English law...
There are also other shorter prescriptions limiting rights
of action in different matters.

f. Qualifying a sb. denoting a period of time,

to indicate a pleased or regretful sense of its

brevity. (Cf. 15 b.)

1715 Pope Iliad 11. 357 One short month. 1807 Crabbe
Par. Reg. in. 953 A few short years,..A few, still seeming
shorter, and we hear [etc]. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II.

v. ij Seven short weeks of quiet. 1855 Tennyson Maud 11.

iv. iii, Ah Christ, that it were possible For one short hour
to see The souls we loved.

g. Short while, used advb. (now only preceded
by a) with the sense * during a short time \ (In

OE. as adverbial genitive.)
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xxxvi. 255 Dan waes to

sui5e scortre hwile. a 1300 Cursor M. 6683 Scort quile or
lang. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 632 Whether he lyf lang
or short while. 1635 J. Hayward tr. BiondVs Banish'

d

Virg. 161 The King (after having jeasted a short while with
some of the Ladies). 1613DRUMM.OF Hawth. Tears Death
Mozliades 9 O short-while-lasting Ioy ! Of Earth-borne Man.
i8«8 Scott Aunt Marg. Mirror Introd., The adventurous
spirit of times short while since passed.

t h. To make (it) short : to lose no time, hasten.
1490 Caxton Eneydos xx. 73 Hie the, and make it shorte,

mounte vpon the see, and tarye no lenger. 1533 Berners
Froiss. I. xxv. 15/2 Within a certayn day lymitted, to auoyde
out of his countrey the erle of Artoyse, & to make shorte.

i. Of a person's memory : Not long retaining

anything.
1340 Hampole Pr, Consc. 774 His mynde es short when

he oght thynkes. 1607 Chapman Bussy d'Ambois 1. i. 209
You call'd me lately D Ambois ; has your Worship So short

a head? 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. Introd. 32 Whose
Memories may be too short. 1839 Haliburton Letter Bag
Ded. (1840) p. vii, Great men are apt to have short memories.

6. Of an appointed date in the future : Allowing
but a short time, early, near at hand. Chiefly in

phrases a short day (Law), (a bill) at short date

or sight (Comm.).
?<x 1400 Arthur 213 pu schalt be taw$t at a schort day for

to make suche aray. c 1450 in Kingsford Chron. Lond.
(1905) 117 t>e day b» bei askyd was to shorte. 1471-3 Rolls
o/Parlt. VI. 51/2 A corpus cum causa, retournablc.at a
certeyn short day to come. 15*3 Berners Froiss. I. cxv.

136 They wolde fayne haue had a short day, but it wolde
not be. x68a Scarlett Exchanges 42 If the Bill be at short

sight. 1683 Lond. Gaz. No. 1864/fc As soon as the whole
Sum is paid in, a short day will be appointed,., for the

drawing thereof, rt 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 441
They were bound . . to commit the person so impeached, and
then give a short day for his trial. 1747 Richardson
Clarissa (1811) I. 311 You must not wonder that a short day
is intended. 191s Times 19 Dec, 19/4 Exchange on London,
sight. .Do., 60 days' sight. .Do., Berlin, short sight.

b. Of notice : Given not long beforehand.
181 1 Regul. «$ Orders Army 23 Prepared . .on the shortest

notice. 1850 Kincsley Cheap Clothes 6 So that an order

may be executed ' at the shortest possible notice ', if requisite.

fc. Phrase. At shorthand: for immediate needs

only. Obs.
18*5 T. Jefferson ^4 «/<?£/<#•. Wks. 1859!. 28 What matters

it whether a landlord, employing ten laborers on his farm,

gives them annually as much money as will buy them the

necessaries of life, or gives them those necessaries at short

hand?
+ 7. Quick, speedy, immediate. Obs,

1480 Coventry Leet Bk. 436 Yf the shorter remedy be not

had therin, be liklihode it woll growe to gret Inconvenience.

1535 Harvel in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. 11. II. 75, I thinke to

go shortely to Anc*. but I wil made shorte retorne by Godds
grace, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.)

I. 62 This sudand accis to heigh feliecietie sould haue ane
schort decay. 1596 Spenser State Irel. Wks. (Globe) 663/2

The shorte decaye of that governement 1780 Burke Corr,

(1844) II. 364 There is no short remedy for our disease.

8. Of a speech, sentence, book, word, etc.

:

Having a small extent from beginning to end ;

brief. Phrase, to make a long story short, ffn
short words : in few words, briefly.

ciooo >Elfric Saints' Lives I. iv. 140 We hit sascjaS eow
on pa scortostan wisan. 1340 Ayenb. 98 f>e bezechinge bet

he ous made of his uayre yblessede moube uayre guode
ssorte an cleu'iynde. £1375 Sc. Leg. Saints ii. (Partlus) 8

Hiltarius, In schorth spech sayand bus [etc.]. c 1380 Wyclif
Sel, Wks. III. 221 Jesus Crist made it [the Paternoster],

and comaundid it in schorte wordis. 1390 Gower Con/.

I. 190 And forto make schorte tales, Ther cam [etc].

1411 26 Pol. Poems 40 At a sarmon wil bid a frere Make it

short, or ellys be stylle. 1484 Caxton Fables of Alfonce

viii, Thre fables wel shorte. 15*6 PUgr. Per/ (W. de W.
1531) 7 A shorte recapitulacion. 1575 Gascoigne Glasse 0/
Govt. 11. v. Wks. 1910 II. 40 Short tale to make, I [etc.].

1577 B. Googe Heresbach's Husb. in. 156 Fit names for

Dogges. Their names that you geue them, must be short.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 182 When I consider how
short were the Lawes of antient times. 1687 A. Lovell tr.

Thevenots Trav. 1. Pref. a 2 b, They are only not so full

as they would have been, had the Author liued to decipher



SHORT.

the Short Notes. 1747 in Naime Peerage Evid. (1874) 150

A full double of the said summons with a short copy on the

foot thereof. 1750 Gray Elegy 32 The short and simple

annals of the poor. 1815 Scott Guy M. 11, A short rent-roll.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xu, Osborne s were short and

soldier-like letters. 1891 Olvek & O'Reillv Imperial

Tariff 262 When it is complete he makes a short copy.

1005 R. Bacot Passport ii. 8 To make a long story short,

certain loans [etc.]. t»o8 [Miss E. Fowler] Betiv. Trent

* Ancholme 275 Important letters or short notes.

b. Short story : a prose work of fiction, differing

from a novel by being shorter and less elaborate ;

a novelette. Also attrib.

1898 Daily Nevis 13 Oct. 6/2 Any really good short story

writer.

e. Phrase. Short andsweet : brief and pleasant
;

now usually more or less ironically, of an expres-

sion that is brief and severe or decisive, or that is

excessively or unusually brief.

1539 Taverner Erasm. Prov. (1552) 68 The Englysh pro-

uerbe is thus pronounced. Short and swete. 1589 Puttenham
Eng. Poesie in. xxiii. (Arb.) 272 Great princes..who haue

little spare leisure to hearken, would haue speeches vsed to

them suchasbeshort and sweete. 1624 Hmv/ooo Captives

111. i. in Bullen Old Plays IV. 153 'Tis short and sweete,

wryte this in your own hand. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv.

xlix, Short and sweet, I pray you. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias vn.

viii, After a conversation short and sweet, I left the steward,

td. ellipt. To make short : to cut one's speech

short. Also as inf. phrase :
' to make a long story

short ' ; to be brief. Const, of. Obs.

1556 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.Ox/ordUiio) 246 Where,
by the lord Williams cried, Make short, make short. 1585

T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. 1. viii. 9 And to make
shorte, . . this tower was made. .for the garding and keep-

ing of the fountayne. 1600 Lvlv Lovers Metam. IV. ii. 9

(Bond), To make short, a good wind caused him to goe I

know not whither, a 1687 Petty Pol. Arith. viii. (1691)

109 To make short of this matter. 11579 Moxon Meek.

Exerc. viii. 142 But to make short of this Argument. 1738

Gentl. Mag. VIII. 640/1 To make short of my Story: In

order [etc.]. 1813 New Monthly Mag. IX. 200/1 To make
short of the story, Celso..is put in possession.

e. Of a speaker: Brief, occupying little time.

Now rare.

1515 Dk. Suffolk in Mrs. M. A. E. Wood Lett. Ladies

(1846) I. 201 The queen was in hand with me the first day
[after], and said she must be short with me, and shew to me
her pleasure and mind. 1631 Star ChamberCases (Camden)

30 My Lords,.. I shall be shorte. 1713 Addison Trial

Count Tariff 7 Goodman Fact was very Short but Pithy.

1783 Burke Sp. Fox's E. Ind. Bill Wks. 1842 I. 292, I will

endeavour to be a little shorter upon the countries imme-
diately under this charter-government. 1839 Lane Arab.

Nts. I 81 Be short in thy words. 1840 Dickrns OldC.
Shop lxvi, To be short with you, then, it leads me to this.

If the truth has come out [etc.].

9. Of style of writing or speaking, hence of a

writer or speaker : Concise.

1487 Caxton Bh. Gd. Manners IV. vii. (W. de W. c 1515)

K j, The langage of a mayde oughte to be prudent attempred
and ryght shorte without habondaunce of wordes. 1530
Palsgr. 323/2 Shorte compendyouse, compendieux. foid. t

Shorte jn communycacions, succinl. c 153a Du Wes Introd.

Fr. in Palsgr. 898 In all workes one ought to be shorte.

1815 Scott Guy M. xxxv, Let me pray you to be short and
explicit in what you have to say.

t b. To be short (inf. phrase) = ' in short '.

1544 Betham Precepts War Ep. Ded. A vij, But nowe to

be shorte, I take them beste englysshe men, which folowe

Chaucer, and other olde wrvters. 1611 Bible Transl.

Pre/. 2 To be short, . . what thanks had he ? 1784 P. Wright
New Bk. Martyrs 806/1 To be short, he has left the char-

acter, amongst his neighbours, of an honest man.

10. Of utterances (occasionally of gestures, etc.):

Rudely, angrily, or sternly brief or curt. Of persons

(chiefly predicative) : Rudely or angrily curt in

expression ; returning short answers ; snappish

(const, with a person).

1390 Gower Con/. I. 308 Sche no merci on me leith Bot
schorte wordes to me seith [etc.]. 1480 Coventry Leet Bk.

446 They gyven hem schort langage. a 1586 SidneyArcadia
11. (Sommer) 102 Sorie for his short answere. 1588 Shaks.
Tit. A. 1. i. 409 You are very short with vs, But if we liue,

weele be as sharpe with you. 1591 Lyly Endim. 111. i. 8

What make you Tellus to bee so short f 1686 tr. Chardin's
Trav. Persia 33 No other answer_ but only a short yes.

1706 Estcourt Fair Example v. i. 56 Flora. She gave
me a thousand short Words whilst I dress'd her this Morning,
nothing wou'd please her. a X7»6 Vanbrugh Journ. Lond.
iv. i. 43 You are very short, Sir.^ 1855 Dickens Dorrit
1. xix, To-night he was quite—quite short with me. 1894
Sir J. Astley Fifty Yrs. Li/e I. 32, I got a trifle short

with him.

tb. Not 'long-suffering' ;
prompt to condemn.

Obs. rarer*. 1483 [see Long a. nc).

o. Hasty in temper, easily provoked, irascible.

Said also of the temper.
IJ99 Hakluyt Voy. II. I. 73 But the deuill-.bad so

blinded the eyes of his thought, that . . at euery purpose that

was spoken afore him, hee was short and might not dis-

semble. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 225 If Christ had .

.

been as wilfull and short as I was, my faith had gone over the

brae and broken it's neck. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, v, A wee
bit short in the temper. 1885 Manch. Exam. 6 Mar. 5/3
Prince Bismarck's short temper.

lL Of breath, breathing: Coming in hurried

gasps, impeded. Of a cough : Abrupt, checked ;

recurring abruptly at frequent intervals, dry, fast.

Of a pulse : Making short beats, quick.
a 1400-50 Stock k. Med. MS. 34 For schort onde. 1591 Drc-

loney Maiden's Choice 8 Wks. (1912) 363 Ages breath isshort.

1748 Richardson Clarissa VII. 208 Her breath being very
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short, she desired another pillow. 1799 Ht. Lee Canlerb.
T., Poet's T. (ed. 2) I. 185 The short and sudden cough . . in-

stantly recalled his reason. 1820 Keats EveSt. Agnes viii,

Anxious her lips, her breathing quick and short. 1822-29
Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) I. 614 Dyspnoea chronica. Short
breath. [1843 Graves Syst. Clin. Med. xiv. 173 The pulse

..changed its character from a short and smalt to a full soft

stroke.] 1845 Hi: v>n Dis. Liver 316 A short dry cough. 1870
Dickens E. Drood ii, Mr. Jasper's breathing was so remark-
ably short. 1898 Allbutfs Syst. Med. V. 929 In regurgita-
tion, on the contrary [we have) a short pulse not slowed.

12. Of a series or succession : Of small extent,

having few members or terms. ? Obs.
1681 Drvden Abs. <$ Achit. 817 In this short File Barzillai

first appears. 1788 Priestley Led. Hist. 11. vi. 55 Out of a
short collection of medals, he has given us an entire chronicle

of the kings of Syria. 1825 C. M. Westmacott Eng. Spy
I. 9 A short edition.

b. Short hour : an hour indicated by a few

strokes of the clock. (Cf. small.)

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. it. i, The short hours of night.

x86x Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxxvi, Soda-water and
brandy, and cigars, into the short hours. 1865 Kwcsley
Hereward xxvi, The monks of Peterborough prayed in the

minster till the long hours passed into the short.

C. A short purse : a purse soon exhausted
;

scanty resources. So a short kennel : a small pack
of hounds.
01548 Hall Ckron., Hen. VI, 148 Kyng Reyner..for al

his long stile had to short a purse, to sende his doughter
honorably to the kyng her spouse. 1827 Sporting Mag.
XXI. 142 All gentlemen who have but a short kennel should
took to the sort ofhound they are to keep. 1835 T. Mitchell
Acharn. ofAristoph. 46 note, A man with a long pedigree,

and a very short purse.

13. Phonetics and Prosody. Applied to a vowel

(less frequently to a consonant) when its utterance

has the less of the two measures of duration recog-

nized in the ordinary classification ofspeech-sounds.

Also, in Prosody, of a syllable : Belonging to that

one ofthe two classes which is supposed to be distin-

guished from the other by occupying a shorter time

in utterance. Short -\•accent, mark: the mark (
v
)

placed over a vowel letter to indicate short quantity.

For various inaccurate uses see Long a. 13a.

c 1000 jtZlfric Gram. ix. (Z.) 32 Seo forme fceendung ;s on
scortne a. 1412-20 Lydg. Troy-bk. 11. 184, I toke non hede
nou^er of schort nor long, But to be troube, and lefte

coryouste Bobe of makyng and of metre be. 1573 Baret
A Iv. To Rdr., The last sillabte saue one is short. 1585 Jas. I

Ess. Poesie Pref. (Arb.) 5s Abone the heid of the shorte fute,

I haue put this mark u. c 1620 Hume Brit. Tongue 1. H. § 17

If this argument reached as wel to i short as i tang. 1704

J. Harris Lex. Teckn. I, Short-Accent, in Grammar, shews

that the time of Pronounciation ought to be short, and is

marked thus C). 1770 Luckombk Hist. Printing 252 Vowels
with the marks of Short and Long over them. 1827 Tate
Grk. Metres in Theat. Greeks (ed. 2) 443 Which do not permit

the short vowel precedent to form a short syllable. 1845

Proc. Philol.Soc. II. 138 The short w continues to represent

the Gothic u. i86x Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2) 7 agst. Thebes 488

note. The vowel is properly long, but made short by position.

14. colloq. a. Something short: undiluted spirits.

Perh. originally from having a short name : e. g. ' brandy \
not * brandy and water \
[1823: see B4 f.l 1837 Dickens Pickw. xlvi, If you'll

order the waiter to deliver him anything short. 1844 Hood
Anacreontic iv, A drop of summut short, 1898 W. W.
Jacobs Sea Urchins, Money-changers (1906) 224 I've got a
bundle o' cigars an' a drop o' something short in my pocket.

b. Comm. (See quot.)

1841 G. Roberts Terms Trade fy Comm. 43 Short ; an
expression of bankers when a cheque is cashed, not in small

notes or gold, but by a short or ready method of giving one
or more large notes. x86o Hot ten's Slang Diet. s. v., Upon
presenting a cheque, the clerk asks, ' how will you take it ?

'

i. e. in gold or in notes ? Should it be desired to receive it in

as small a compass as possible, the answer is, ' short *.

III. Not reaching to some standard.

15. Of things : Not coming up to some standard

of measure or amount ; inadequate in quantity.

Short measure, weight', defective quantity by

measure or weight ; also, a measuring rod, vessel,

etc, or a scale-weight, which defrauds the pur-

chaser. Short commons : see Commons ; so short

allowance, rations, etc.

1300 Gower Con/. II. 59 It were a schort beyete Towinne
chaf and lese whete. c X430 Freemasonry 192 Suche a mon,
throve rechetaschepe, My^th do the craft schert worschepe.

1596 Raleigh Dtscov. Guiana 47 We made but a short

breakfast aboord the Galley in the morning, c x6xo Women
Saints 80 Short and simple food. 16x5 G. Sandys Trav.
12 Some cottons here grow; but short in worth to those of

Smyrna. x66a Greenhalgh in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. in.

IV. 282 Many short meals. x668 in 10/A Rep. Hist. MSS.
Comm. App. v. 72 We conceive the said certifycate to be
short and expect that the same in that point be supplied.

x68i Flavel Meth. Grace xi. 242 The Law accepts no short

payment. X705 Stanhope Paraphr. II. 273 Report is sel-

dom short on the Reflecting Part. X745 P. Thomas Voy. S.

Seas 3 We went to short Allowance of all Species. X748

Anson's Voy. 11. xi. 257 Our water being now very short. 1753
Scots Mag. Feb. 98/1 The money. .was short by 3d. X789

Bentham Princ. Legist, xi. § 24 You have detected a baker

in selling short weight. 1820 Southey Wesley I. 227 They
had been long upon short allowance. 1831 Lincoln Herald
16 Dec. 2/2 There was a very short attendance. 1837 Car-
lyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. iv, A Baker who has been seized with

short weights. X871 Routledge's^ Ev. Boy's Ann. 301 An
excellent method of securing a prisoner when cord is short.

190X ' L. Malet* Sir R. Calmady vi. vii, He*s certain to

take them home short money.

b. Qualifying a sb. denoting a period of time,

SHORT.

distance, number, quantity, etc., to indicate an

extent less than that expressed by the sb.

1702 Lond. Gaz. No. 3773/2 Within a short Mile. 1842

Borrow Bible in Spain xxiv, A short league distant. 1913
Times 9 Aug. 19/2 Short tons.

c. Qualifying a noun of action. Short delivery,

shipment (Comm.) : delivery or shipment of goods
less in quantity than agreed on or invoiced.
1884 Weekly Notes 9 Feb. 32/1 There was a counter claim

for short delivery and defective packing. 1891 Olver &
O'Reilly Imperial Tariff 267 A certificate of short ship-

ment from the searcher. 1901 Scotsman 13 Mar. 10/7 Loss
. . sustained . . in consequence of short delivery of a contract
for coal.

d. Said of a book which has been cut down or

cropped in the binding. (Cf. Tall a. 7 b.)

1864 Reader No. 88. 304/3 The folio. . is quite perfect, but
' short '.

16. Of a throw, a missile, etc. : Travelling too
short a distance, not reaching the mark. Chiefly

in Archery and Bowls : see quots. 1801, 1897. In

Cricket : see 26 d.

X545 Ascham Toxogk. 1. (Arb.) 36 Escheweing shorte, or
gone, or eithersyde wide. 1659 N. R. Prov., Eng. Fr., etc.

90 Short shooting loseth the game. i8ox T. Roberts Engl.
Bowman 294 Snort arrow, an arrow which falls short of
the mark. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 129/2 (Bowls) Short bowl,

one that does not reach the jack.

17. Short of"or +from (in predicative use, also

qualifying a preceding sb. or neuter indefinite pro-

noun) : Not fully attaining or amounting to (some
condition or degree) ; not equalling (some other

person or thing) ; inferior to ; less than (a specified

number or quantity). Also, finadequate t0 » not

fully worthy of {obs.). Often with limiting adv.

(far, little, much, nothing, etc.) or an expression

of number or quantity used advb., indicating the

extent of the deficiency.

In mod. use, the original adjectival character of short in

this application is much obscured, short of tending to be
felt as a preposition. Occasionally the word governed by
of is an adj. (e. g. in quot, 1837) ; cf. the similar use of (little,

nothing) less than.

1560 Gresham in Burgon Life (1830) I. 322 If it is dis-

covered, there is nothing short of death, with the searcher,

and with him who enters it at the custom-house. 1579
Fulkk Heskins's Pari. 125 A long saying .

.
, but not so long

in wordes, as short of bis purpose. X58X J. Bell Haddon's
Atisw. Osor. 494b, Having regard rather to make manifest

. .how much you were short yet of a true and perfect know-
ledge in the true doctrine of Divinitye. 01586 Sidney
Arcadia 11. (Sommer) 172b, Those immoderate praises, which
the foolish Louer thinkes short of his Mistres, though they
reach farre beyond the heauens. 1634 Sir T. Herbert
Trav. 48 [Gombroon) was a dozen yeares agoe, so short

from the title of a Citie, that it could not boast of twelue
houses. 1665 J. Sergeant Sure Footing 163 Let my Reader
..see how far they are short from.. even an Attempt of

Evidence. 1693 C. Mather Wonders Invisible World
(1862) 16 It wifi be a thing little short of Miracle, a 1700
Evelyn Diary Apr. 1646, Cheese little short of the best

Parmeggiano. 1747 Richardson Clarissa (1811) I. 47
Disgust little short of affrightment. 1748 Anson's Voy. 11.

xii. 265 The Spaniards were not much short of two hundred.
1762 Kames Elem. Crit. L (1774) L 30 Words are so far

short of the eye in liveliness of impression. 1780 Warner
in Jesse Selivyn

<fr
Contemp. (1844) IV. 398 Phil, has been

unlucky at Sudbury, as he was one short of Marriot. a 1792
Sir J. Reynolds in Malone Wks. (1797) I. p. xxxi, A refined

taste, which could not acquiesce in any thing short ofa high
degree of excellence. x8oi Farmer's Mag. Jan. 81 A crop,

one fourth short ofan average. 1806 J. Beresford Miseries
Hum. Life vi. (ed. 3) 102 Nothing short of a full gallop will

save your time. 18x8 Byron fuan 1. lxii, Ladies. .Prefer a
spouse whose age is short of thirty.

t
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev.

I. vi. iv, And such a Constitution, little short of miraculous.

186a Stanley yew. Ch. (1877) I. xiv. 280 It could be com-
pared to nothing short of the day when Israel passed through
the desert. X879 M cCarthy Own Times xxix. II. 401 He
had everything short of genius. 1880 Encycl. Brit. XIII.

194/1 Short of war, certain preliminary measures of hostility

are recognized. 1892 Law Times'1 Rep. LXVII. 199/2
Nothing short of that will do.

b. In expressions like little, nothing short of,

the adj. is occas. used absol.

X838 F. A. PlALEYjtr. Schumann's Assemb.Atken. Introd.

7 The archons were invested with little short of kingly

power. 1879 B. Taylor Germ. Lit. 53 The colossal affecta-

tion of his career seems to us little short of idiocy. Mod.
Little short of£ 1000 wilt be required.

18. In predicative use, chiefly of persons: a.

Defaulting in payments.
1586 A. Day Eng. Secretorie \\. (1625) 7 Divers summes

wherein you were short in reckoning. 1864 Hotten's Slattg

Diet. s. v., A conductor of an omnibus, or any other servant

is said, to be short when he does not give all the money he
receives to his master.

+ b. Lacking in performance. Of an author

:

Defective in information. Obs.

a 1607 South Serm. III. 306 Very large in Pretence and
Promise, but short in Performance. 1653 Ramesey Astrol.

Restored To Rdr. 25, I have endeavoured to compare one
Author with another, .and where one hath been short, I have

inlarged with another. 1662 Pepvs Diary 20 June, I do

perceive that I am very short in my business by not know-
ing many times the geographical part of my business.

fo. Below the truth in one's estimate or calcu-

lation. Obs.
1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag. iv. xvii. 203 In two Voyages

I differ but two Leagues, and that I was short.

d. Having an insufficient supply of money, food,

or something else implied by the context ; spec, not
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having the means to meet one's engagements. To
go short : to suffer privation, have less than enough.
1761-71 H. Walpole Vertne's Awed. Paint. (1786) III.

65, I am so short in cash, that I am not able to pay my
workmen. 1830 Galt Lawrie T. \u ii t I have to settle for
my coffee spec, and may be short. 1840 Dickens Old C.
Shop lxiv, * They kept me very short/ said the small servant.
'..So I used to come out at night. .and feel about in the
dark for bits of biscuit.' 187a Sch ele deVereAmericanisms
306 Short, that is, in want of the necessary means to comply
with his obligations. 1894 G. W. Appleton Co-Respondent
I. 106 I'm always short. .Would a loan of tool, be of any
service to you ? 189s Cornh. Mag. Dec. 603 ' So you goes
short, Sarann? ' ' I be used to V, said Mrs. Bradley. 1901
Essex Herald g Apr. 5/5 Please cash the orders I enclose ;

. .don't go short when you want any.

e. Short of: having an insufficient quantity of.

Also, not possessing, lacking (something necessary
or desirable) ; in want of (something to complete
the desired number).
1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. 111. 679 Their defenceless Limbs

the Brambles tear ; Short of their Wool, and naked from
the Sheer. 1700 Farquhar Constant Couple 11. v, I am
very short of Mony at present. 17*1 Amherst Terrse Fit.
No. 33, 176 Young men, having been kept short of money
at school 1794 Nelson 8 July in Nicolas Disp. (1844) I.

425 They will, from using as many again as is necessary, be
soon short of that article, which probably cannot be supplied
them. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xxv, Allow me to take your
hat—we are rather short of pegs. 1866 Crump Banking xi.

346 As it gives rise to the opinion that he is short of funds,
1897 Flor. Marrvat Blood of Vampire xii, No one in this
'ouse is kept short of food. 1905 Elin. Glvn Vict'ss. Evan-
geline 93 He might be useful to us, if we are short of a gun.
1908 Westmorld. Gaz. 21 Nov. 3/2 They were short of
bailiffs.

f. Preceded by a sb. or an expression of quan-
tity, indicating what is lacking of the required
number or amount.
1893 E. F. Hknson.SV.it Common Thingsaij Wearealady

short. Shall I tell her to come down to dinner? Mod. The
clerk was two pounds short in his cash.

19. To run short, a. Of persons, etc.: To
become short of, ' run out' of (something). Also
without const.

175a in Scots Mag. (1753) Sept. 452/1 Being run short of
money. 1809 Naval Ckron. XXII. 189 In consequence of
running short of water. 1884 C Reade in Harper's Mag.
Sept. 603/1 I've purchased this cutlery in case she may run
short. 1890 S. Lane- Poole Barbary Corsairs u vii. 81
Coron was running short of supplies.

b. Of supplies : To become or prove insufficient

in quantity ; to become exhausted.
1850 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XI. 1. 143 Turnips sometimes

run short. 1894 Wolseley Marlborough 1 1. 99 There was
a great dearth of arms, .and the supply in the Tower soon
ran short.

trans/. 1890 I za D. Hardy New Othello III. vi. 131 The
time was running very short.

IV. Not tenacious in substance, friable, brittle,

t Prob. connected with branch I through the notion ' having
little length of fibre ' : cf. sense 3.]

20. Of edible substances: Friable, easily crum-
bled. Phrase, To eat short: to break up or crumble
in the mouth, a. of crust, pastry, etc. Cf.
Shortbread, Shoktcake.
c 1430 Two Cookery Bks. 52 pan take warme Berme, &

putte al pes to-gederys, & bete hem togederys with bin bond
tyl it be schort & pikke y-now. 1594 GoodHuswife s Hand'
maid 17 b, To make short paste in Lent. 1700 Concrsvs
Way of World 1 1 1. xv. 46 You may be as short as a Shrews*
bury Cake, if you please. 1747 Mrs. GlasseA rt ofCookery
xv. 60 Make a short Crust, roll it thick. 1888 Edmonoston
& Saxby Home Nat. 99 A thick cake, which may be made
of either flour or oatmeal, and may be rendered 'short' by
the use of fat.

b. of fruit, meat, etc.

1648 Gage West Imi. 143 This is the Venison of America. I

whereof I have sometimes eaten, and found it white and
short. 1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. xtx. 186
Salmons are of a fatly, tender, short and sweet flesh. 1699
Evelym Acetaria 57 The bigger Roots.. should.. eat short

and quick. 1706 London & Wise Retir'd Gard. 1. 1. vii. 35
Its Pulp eats short, and its Juice is sugar'd. 1856 Orr's
Circ. Sci., Pract. Chem. 337 Vinegar makes the meat short,

short meat being easy of digestion.

21. gen. Wanting in tenacity ; friable, brittle.

Phrase, to work short : to break or crumble when
being worked. Of metals : cf. Cold-short, Red-
short.
1607MARKHAM Cava/. 1. (1617) 57 Lest.. it burne and drie

vp their hoofes, making them short and brittle. 1682 Grew
Anat. Plants, Anat. Roots 86 All Piths and more simple
Parenchyma's, break short. 1715 Bradley's Fatn. Diet.

5. v. Corn-land, Some mix it [dung] with Sand, which
causes it to work short 1766 Compl. Farmer s. v. Mould
5 P4/1 And this will be the better yet, if it. .does not stick

obstinately, but is short, tolerably light, breaking into small

clods. 1800 tr. Lagrange's Chem. if. 139 Bismuth, .renders

gold short and brittle. 1839 Ure Diet. Arts 300 Pure clay

..affords a very short paste. 1859 Stationers' Hand-bk.
(ed. a) 105 Shorty the technical term for the absence of
strength in paper. 1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal-mining s.v.,

Coal is 'short when of a very friable or tender nature.

f22. Of liquids: Not viscous, (Cf. Long a. 4.)
1612 Peacham Gentl. Exerc. L xxii. (1634) 69 Let it be

thoroughly dry, then take the glaire of egges, and straine it

as short as water.

V. In Combination.

23. In concord with sbs., forming combinations

uted attributively or quasi-adj., as short-arm, -(Us-
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lance, -hay, -hole, -leaf -notice, -range, -stroke,

-term, -time, -water.
190a Daily Ckron. 3 May 8/6 As if he were going to do a

*short-arm balance on the parallel bars. 1908 Installation
News II. 45/2 Used for concealed work, in conjunction with
a screwed shortarm bend or tee. 1898 Daily News 15 July
5/1 These 'short-distance races are ruinous in their effect
upon the breed of horses. 1843 A. R. Wallace in Life
(1905) L xiv. 208 The '*short-hay meadows', as they are
called [in South Wales]. 1901 Scotsman 8 Mar. 6/6 A
*short-hole golf course in the park. 1911 EncycL Brit.
XXVII. 634/2 *Short.leaf pine. 1853 R. S. Surtees
Sponge's Sp. Tour xvii. (1893) 88 We are rather badly off
for neighbours just here—at least for "short-notice neigh-
bours. 1869 Lowell Let. 16 July in Ogden Life E. L.
Godkin (1907) II. 84 'Tis an honest old-fashioned piece of
straight-forward "short-range notions and carries an ounce
ball. 1900 Daily News 23 May 5/6 A desperate short-
range fight followed. 1838 Civil Engin. ff Arch. Jrnl. I.

394/2 The *short stroke engines are propelling the boats..
faster than long stroke ones. 1901 Scotsman 3 Apr. 10/1
Mr. Gage has bought in New York 2,000,000 dols. worth of
*short term bonds for the Sinking Fund. 1901 Westm. Gaz.
25 Julya/i In the matter of remission of sentence the short-
term prisoner has now been raised to an equality with the
convict, 1877 Sturgeon Serm. XXIII. 130 In the army
they have *short-time soldiers and long-time soldiers. 1898
Daily News 26 July 5/7 It was too large for such a short-
time contract. 1791 R. Mvlne 2nd Rep. Thames 20 In
*short-water Time, or dry Seasons.

24. Parasynthetic derivatives in -ed 2
, unlimited

in number, as short-armed, -billed, -bodied, etc.

1606 Shaks. Tr. $ Cr. 11. ail. 15 *Short.armM ignorance.
1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. V, ccxviii, Now a nearer
Thirst Rages, and Short-arm'd Struggles makes 'em feel't.

1833 Nyren Yng. Cricketer's Tutor (1902) 35 This is a
puzzler to a short-armed batsman. 1847-9 Todd's Cycl.
Anat. IV. 20/2 The Hydra viridis or short-armed polype.
183a J. Rennie Butterfl. $ Moths 159 The *Short-barred
White (Ditula scriptana) .. The Short-barred Grey {D.
semifasciana). 1751 J. Hill Hist. Anim. 148 The *short-
beaked Purpura. 1891 Moullin Surg. 1248 An instrument
shaped like a short-beaked lithotrite. 1835-6 Owen in
Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 292/1 The "shorter-billed birds,

187* Coues N. Amer. Birds 88 Short-billed Marsh Wren.
1677 Lond. Gas. No. 1257/4 A brown bay Gelding,, .strong
made, *short bodied. 1877 Huxley Anat. Inv. Anim. vi.

366 In the short-bodied Lamodipoda. 1858 Hawthorne
Fr. if It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 22 "Short-breasted coats. 1819
Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 425 Botys cncullatalis.
The 'Short-cloaked Moth. 1751 G. Edwards Birds IV. 248
The "Sbort-eared Bat. 1833 Jardine Humming-B. 50 The
short-eared owl. i8ao Scott Monast. Answ, Introd. Ep.,
The "short-faced president of the Spectator's Club. 1859
Darwin Orig. SPec. i. (1872) 15 Compare the English carrier

Pigeon and the snort-faced tumbler. i6sa T. Stoughton Chr.
Sacrif. xii. 169 Of such "short haired Gentlewomen I find

not one example either in Scripture or elsewhere. 1698
Phil. Trans. XX. 330 Carinated, short-hair'd stiff Pods.
1906 Olive C. Malverv Soul Market viii. 140 A thick-set,

short-haired man. 1715 Ramsay Christ's Kirk Gr. 11. xii,

A #short.hought man. 159a Shaks. Ven. Sf Ad. 295 This
Horse.. Round hooft, "short iointed, fetlocks shag, and
long. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract. Agric. I. 260 Cuttings
are taken from the most fruitful, well-ripened, short-jointed

boughs in autumn. 1684 Sargent Rej>. Forests N. Amer.
200 'Short-leaved pine. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV. v. i. 28 A
couple of *short-legg'd Henues. 1886 Dufferin in Lyall Life
(1905) II. 114 Our poor little short-legged Goorkhas. 1647
C Harvey Schola Cordis x. 521'he *short-lin'dcircumference
Of that three-corner'd figure. 1768 Sterne Sent. Joum.
(1778) I- 66 (Remise Door), She walk'd..with the slow,

"short-measur'd step of thoughtfulness. X663 Boyle Usef.
Exp. Nat. Pkilos. 1. ii. 42 Having with the same liquor filled

other small crystalline viols, though "short-necked. 1845
Youatt Dog ii. 33 In the act of seizing the hare the short-

necked dog may lose the centre of gravity and fall. 1849 * *•

Campbell Inorg. Chem. 286 The sulphide is introduced into

a short-necked Florence flask. 1693 Fate Dryden's Juvenal
11. (1697} 38 In vain, O Rome I thou dost thy Conquest boast
Beyond the Orcades "short-nighted Coast, c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 59/2 Cammyd, or "schort nosyd, simus. a x6$a
Brome Queen <$ Concubine 11. iv. (1659) 31 Short-nos'd Dogs.
1681 Grew Musxum 1. § vi, i. 128 The Short-Nos'd Snail.

1839 T, Beale Nat. Hist. Sperm Whale Introd. (ed. 2) 7
A row of widely separated, 'short-pointed, conical teeth.

1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2287/8 A bright bay, thick *short

quartered. 1807 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 193 A pair of
short-quartered nigh-heeled shoes. 1863 Rem. Golf 1 5 The
Putter.. is a "short-shafted, stiff club, with a large flattish

head, and square face. 1681 Grew Musxum 1. § vii. ii. 169
The "Short-Shell'd Beetle. 1647 Ward Simple Cobler 24
To borrow a little of their [women's] loose-tongue Liberty,

and mispend a word or two upon their long-wasted, but
"short-skirted patience. 1901 C Holland Mousm£ 40 My
shortskirted, somewhat tomboy niece, a 1661 Holydav
Juvenal (1673) 157 When Rome was burn'd By "short-slop'd

Gauls and the Senonian brood. 157s Turberv. Venerie vi. 14

The head . . is more to be esteemed when it is long than when it

ts "short snowted. 1815 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. vi. (1818) I.

177 A short-snouted weevil. 1896 H. Woodward Guide
Fossil Reptiles Brit. Mus. 6 The Crocodiles.. are divided

into a brevirostrine. or short-snouted section [etc.]. 1800

Shaw Gen. Zool. II. 7 "Short-spined Porcupine. 1836

Yarrell Brit. Fishes I. 60 Short-spined Cottus. 168a

Lond. Gaz. No. 1768/4 A "short statured Man, . . broke into

a House near Basingstoke. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xlvi, Travellers jogging past on little *short-stepped horses.

1694 Lond. Gaz. No. 2946/4 Flat hoofed, very "short

strunted. 1874 Lubbock Wild Flowers ii. 34 A "short-

styled plant. 1684 Lond. Gaz. No. 1910/4 A Dun coloured

Mare. ."short tailed. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist. (1776) IV.

75 The short tailed field mouse. 1848 Gould Birds A ustral.

VII. PI. 39 Short-tailed Albatros. 1900 H. Lawson On
Track 139, I was very *short-tempered. 1598 Marston
Sco. Villanie 1. ii, A "short term'd tenancie. 1680 Otway
C. Marius v. ii, The short-term'd Life Of one old Man.
1837 Gould Birds Europe IV. PI. 256 "Short-toed Ptarmi-

gan. 1869-73 T- R - Jones Cassette Bk. Birds I. 198 The
Short-toed Lark. 161 1 Coigr. s. v.Autour, A "short-winged

SHORT.
hauke. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 63 The short-winged
Eagle. 1687 Dryden Hind * P. m. 473 In fine, short-
wing'd, unfit himself to fly, His fear foretold foul weather
in the sky. 1828 Sir J. S. Sebright Hawking (1828) 46 A
short-winged hawk. 1869-73 T. R. Jones Cassell's Bk.
Birds III. 287 Short-winged Cursorial Birds. 1653 R.
Sanders Physiogn. 41 The "Short wristed, cut, and dissected,
signifies Weakness of Body and Minde.
25. Combinations with participles in which short

is used as a complement, as short-bitten, -cropped,
-drawn, -grooving, etc.

<iiS86 Sidney Arcadia 1. Eel. (1598) 84 *Short-bitten
grasse. 1884 Birch Kouyunjik Gallery Brit. Mus. 89 The
horse has a *short-cropped mane. 1680 Lond. Gaz. No. 1561/4
A Sorrel Marcher Foretop cut off, and "short Dock'd.
1816 Scott Old Mori, xxxviii, She could discover by his
short-drawn sobs that it was a paroxysm of mental agony.
18S9 Hardwicke's Sci. Gossip XXV. 105/1 The Morello and
many "short-growing varieties of similar habit. 1794 Rig-
ging <5- Seamanship 56 *Short-laid, implies "short-twisted.
1869 Tozer Highl. Turkey I. 212 Men with tails, .are
always "short-made and broad-shouldered. 1677 Lond. Gaz.
No. 1170/4 A "short-truss'd Nag.
20. Special collocations and combinations :

short bath Dyeing (see quot.); f short-board
(see Board sb. 15) ; short-cloak, a cloak coming
down only to the elbows ; short-cross (a) Print-
ing, ' the shortest and also the broadest bar that

divides a chase into quarters' (Savage Diet.

Printing, 1841) ; (A) Numism., a cross with arms
extending only to the inner circle of the coin ; also

attrib. ; short end (a) //. odds and ends (cf. End
sb. 6 c); (b) see quot. 1844; f short-ended a.

Sc, [f. end var. of Ande breath] short-winded ;

short-eyed a., short-sighted (in quot. Jig.);

short-frock, a short garment usually worn in

childhood, hence Jig. in //. habits, etc. associated

with childhood ; short gown, a dress with a very

short skirt, worn by women engaged in house-work

;

also fa night-gown worn by a person of rank ; also

attrib. ; short-grass, grass grown and trimmed as

a lawn; short-hairs pi. {/.S. slang, a name given

to a branch of the Democratic Party in the Western
Stateswho show discontent with the administration

;

short-head ^«/A>v)/oA)jy,abrachycephalic person;

short-headed a., having a short head, spec, in An-
thropology, brachycephalic; hence short-headedness;

short heeled a., having a short heel
; fig. wanton

;

hence short-heels, a wanton person ; short-line

Rackets (see quot.) ; short linseed ? a trade name
for a kind of linseed-meal ; short-long (a) Med.
a technical name for a variety of Cardamom ; (b)

an iambic verse (nonce-use) ; short-lunged a. •=

Short-winded ; in quot. Jig. ; short measure, an
arrangement of the keyboard of a spinet in which
advantage is taken of the ' short octave ' ; short
metre, a form of stanza used in hymn-writing,

consisting of four lines of which the first, second,

and fourth are of six syllables and the third of

eight, usually expressed by the symbol s.M. ; also

vulgarly as adv. phr. quickly, soon ; short octave
Mus. (see quot.) ; Short Parliament, the Parlia-

ment which sat from 13 April to 5 May, 1640;
short-pipe, ?a kind of musket with a short

barrel ; short-rest Billiards = Jiggeb sb.1 5 g

;

short rib, (a) a popular name for any of the lower

ribs which do not attach to the sternum ; also a

piece of butcher's meat, esp. of pork, containing

one or more of such ribs
;
(A) Printing, = Cramp-

iron 3 ; f short sail (see quot.) ; short-service,

military service limited to a prescribed short

period ; also attrib. ; f short shouldered a.,

thick-set; short-silk, cotton having a short

staple ; + short speaking, brevity in speech,
' brachylogy

'
; short-spirited a., lacking for-

bearance or perseverance; short-splice (see

quots.) ; short-staff, a short cudgel, also a contest

between two persons armed with such cudgels

;

short staple a., having a short fibre, a commercial

term applied to cotton of an inferior grade, also

known as ' upland cotton
'

; also absol. ; short-

stapled a., having a short staple (=prec. adj.;

said also of wool) ; short stay a. Naut., in phr.

short stay apeek (see quot. 1867) ; short stepper,

a horse equally lame in all its legs ; T Short-thigh

Hist. = Curt-hose ; f short-thinker, a person

whose thought does not carry him far into a subject

;

short-timer, a child who is allowed to attend

school for less than the full number of hours

daily (cf. half-timer) ; short title, the abbreviated

title by which an Act of Parliament is officially

designated ; short turn a. ,
(ofa wagon) constructed

so as to turn easily in a short space ; short-

waisted a. (of a person or a garment) short in the

waist ; also ffig. ; short-warp (see quot.)

;

f shortwiudinoss - Short-windedness ; short-

wise adv., in the shortest direction ; short-witted

a., lacking intelligence.
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191X Encycl. Brit. VIII. 753/1 ' *Short bath \ i. e. a bath

containing a minimum amount of dye liquor. 1644 Mam-
wayring Seaman's Diet. 13 A #short-boord, is when you

stand-off but little. i77*-84 [see Board sb. 15). 1837CARLYLE

Fr. Rev. I. lv. iv, 'In his rustic farmer-clothes ; which

he will wear always ; careless of *short-cloaks and costumes.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc., Printing ix. § 6. 35 [The Chase]

hath two Crosses belonging to it, viz., a *Short-Cross . . and

a Long-Cross. 1870 Henfbey Eng. Coins EL 23 Not many
years ago there was much discussion whether these ' short-

cross pennies', as they were called, belonged to the last

coinage of Henry II, or the first issue of Henry III. 1904

Stainer Ox/. Silver Pennies (O.H.S.) 55 Short cross voided,

each limb terminating in incurved segment of a circle. 1560

Dals tr. Sleidane's Comm. 252 Certen ryche men.. had
packed up theyr *short endes, & were gonne out of the

Citie. 1635 in Foster Crt. Min. E. hid. Comp. (1907) 05

What Gosnell may have brought home in 'short ends ' he
knows not. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 489 Lengthen-

ing the plough-chains by short-ends, that is, snort pieces of

chain, which are hooked in a similar manner. 1595 Duncan
App. Etym. (E.D.S.), Anhelus, pursie, or *short-ended. 1781

Sootherne LoyalBrother 1. i, No, no, Arbanes, no ; thou 'rt

*short-ey'd here. 1900 G. Swift Somerley 37 The literary

*short-frocks of Jules Verne and Henty. 1473 Ace. Ld. High
Treas. Scot. I. 13, jj elneof blac to lynea *schort gowne to

the King. 1489 It'id. 135 For xj elneof rede dammysk tolyne

a lang gowne and the schorte gowne. .xxij li. 15. . Christ's

Kirk 34 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 283 Sa scbame*
fully his scbortgoun set him. 1818 Scott Hrt. Midi, x, Her
brown russet short-gown set offa shape, which time, perhaps,

might be expected to render too robust. 1851 [see long'

shorty Long a. 18]. x86i J. Brown Horae Subs. Ser. 11. 132

Her bright young careless face, her tidy shortgown, and
her dark eyes. x8s6 Cobbett Rural Rides (1885) II. 52
*Short-grass very neatly kept. 1886 Chicago Tribune tn

Barrere & Leland Slang (1890) s.v., They did not resign,

as had been hoped by the *short-hairs. 1888 Bryce Amer.
Commw. II. App. 642 Dudes and roughs^ civil service

reformers and office-holding bosses, short-hairs and college

presidents. 1894 Stead IfChrist came to Chicago 36 Mayor
Hopkins was elected by the silkstockings on the one hand
and the shorthairs on the other. 189a Athenaeum 3 Dec.

781/3 The long-headed race kept up a desultory warfare
with the *short-heads for many years. 1802 Shaw Gen. Zool.

IIL 170 *Short-headed Toad. 1854 A. Adams, etc. Man. Nat.
Hist. 68 Short-headed Serpents. 1863 Lyell Antiq. Man
26 It exhibits. .a type. .which is intermediate between the

long-headed and short-headed form. 1883 Academy 17 Mar.
190/1 That Turanian admixture is the cause of relative

*short-headedness must for the nonce be relegated to the

background. 1591 1 N/she Wond. Strange Prognost. Bib,
Some shalbe so *short heeld & so quesie stomackt.that [etc.].

1600 Surflet Country Farm u. xlix. 322 This kind of
meate [apples of love] is good for such men as are inclyned
to dallie with.. short heeld huswiues. 1785 Grose Diet.

Vulgar T.
t
Short heeled Wench, a girl apt to fall on her

back. 1839 Macgillivray Brit. Birds II. 188 Short-heeled

Field Lark. 1599 Porter A ngry Worn. Abington (Percy
Soc.) 35 Mistresse flurt, yon [sic] foule strumpet, Light a
loue, *shorte beeles ! 1898 Encycl. Sport 1 1 . 244/2 (Rackets)
*Short-line, the line on the floor at the distance of about
39 feet from the front wall and parallel to it. 17*6 Act 13
Geo. f, c. 26 § 2 Any Lintseed commonly called or known
by the Name of "Short Lintseed. 1871 Gakrod Mat. Med.
fed. 3) 333 Cardamoms are distinguished according to their

lengths by the respective names of shorts, #short-longs, and
longs, a 1881 O. W. Holmes Old Vol. Life ix, The first

two in iambics, or short-tongs. 0x687 'Auson' On Elegy
to Cleveland 4 tn C.V Wks. 279 Elegiacks . . too *short-lung'd
to parallel thy Fame. 1911 Encycl. Brit. XXI. 562/1
Three and two-third octaves, E to C—which by the * *short
measure ' would be four octaves, C to C. 1718 "Short metre
[see Common a. 19 b]. 1848 Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 1. ii,

Ef it wom't fer wakin' snakes, I'd home agin short meter.

1801 Busby Diet. Mus., *Short-Octaves. An appellation

given to some of the lower octaves of an organ, because
from the omission of some of the intermediate notes, the
extreme keys He nearer to each other than those of the full

octaves. 1653 Cromwell Sp. 4 July in Carlyle (1845) II.

188 The state of affairs as they were before the "Short,
that is the last, Parliament. 1884 Gardiner Hist. Eng. IX.
xci. 117 The Short Parliament .. had sat for_ three weeks,

1844 Queen's Regul. Army 99 For "short-pipe 3d. 1910
Encycl. Brit. III. 935/2 The '"short rest (or 'jigger').

159a Timme Ten Eng. Lepers K3b, Joab. .stabbed him
under the "short ribbes, and killed him. 1769 E. Bancroft
Guiana 242 A little below the short ribs. 1912 Standard
20 Sept. 8/7 Bacon, Short Rib Sides. 1710 J. Harris Lex.
Teckn. II, *Short Sails, in a Man of War, are the same
with the Fighting-sails, and are the Fore-sail, Main-sail,

and Fore-topsail. 1897 Daily News 9 Feb. 6/3 A sufficient

"short-service home army, and a really effective reserve force.

MM Arnold-Forster in Pari. Deb. 29 Mar. 1582 Ifwe were
allowed to take the Militia and make them the short-service

Army, c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 549 He was "short sholdred,
brood, a thikke knarre. 1870 Yeats Nat. Hist. Comm. 11.

(1872) 200 Cottons may be divided into the long silk and
"short silk. Ibid., The United States generally furnish the
short silks in the greatest quantity. 14.. Voc. in Wr.-
WQlcker 568/35 Braciologia, a "shortspekynge. X647 Trapp
Comm. Epist., Marrow Gd. Authors 672 If God should be
as "short spirited, what would soon become of all ? 1673
Janeway Heav. Earth (1847) 149 God is not like short-
spirited man. 1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (1789) Nm,
The *short-spHce is made by untwisting the ends of two
ropes, or the two ends of one rope, and, having placed each
of the strands of one., in the interval between two strands
of the other, to draw them close together ; and then inter-

weave the strands of one into the alternate strands of the
other. 1775 Sheridan Rivals iv. i, A bout at boxing,
quarter-staff, or "short-staff. 1858 Homans Cycl. Comm.
s. v. Cotton 437/2 The ' Georgian ', or ' "short-staple ', is [be.
lieved tobe) the sea-island [variety of cotton] carried into
the interior, /bid. 438/1 The short staple cotton is more or
less cultivated all the way from the southern borders of
Virginia, to the southwestern streams of the Mississippi.
1834 McCulloch Diet. Comm. s. v. Cotton (ed. 2) 436
[Cottons] are usually classed under the denominations of
long and "short stapled. 183s Ure Philos. Manuf. 126
Short-stapled, or cloth-wool, is valued by the fineness..

and whiteness of its fibres. 1837 Marryat Snarleyyow
ix, "Short stay apeak was the anchor. 1867 Smyth Sailor's
Word-bk. s. v. Apeek. A ship drawn directly over the
anchor is apeek : when the fore-stay and cable form a line,

it is short stay apeek; when in a line with the mainstay,
long stay apeek. 1836 Head Home Tour xoi, I perceived
him to be what is technically called 'a "short stepper'.

1596 Drayton {title) The Tragicall Legend of Robert Duke
of Normandye surnamed "Short Thighe. 171 1 Shaftesb.
Charac. III. 302 They, .being necessitated thus to become
"Short-thinkers, are contented to go no further than they are
led by those to whom.. they apply themselves for Cure and
Comfort. 1883 Mrs. A. E. Barr in Chr. Union 22 Nov.,
A ' "short-timer * is a child who works half the day at the
mill. 1869 Act 32 $ 33 Vict. c. 42 § 1 marg., "Short-title.

This Act may be cited.. as The Irish Church Act, 1869.

189a Act 55 Vict. c. 10 § 2 The Short Titles Act, 1892. x686
Lond.Gaz. No. 2188/4 Lost..,a "short turn Waggon. 1590
Sir J. Smyth Disc. Weapons 46 Collars, light and "short

wasted cuirasses and backes. 159a Nashe Strange Newes
M 1 b. This thy short-wasted Pamphlet. 1756 C. Smart
tr, Horace, Sat. 1. ii. (1826) II. 21 But. .she is low-hipped,
short-waisted [L. brevi latere}, with a long nose, and a
splay-foot. x8$x H. Melville Whale lx, The "short-warp—
the rope which is immediately connected with the harpoon.

x$4S Raynald Byrth Mankyndc 116 The cough: and
distillation of the heade : "short wyndynesse [etc]. 156a
Turner Baths 8 b, They are good.. for shortwind ines.

1865 Daily Tel. 22 Aug. 6/5 The bullocks' half of the square

. .is divided "shortwise, by the wooden barriers to which
I have alluded. 1477 Norton Ordin. Alch. vi. in Ashm. 93
All "short-witted Men and mutable, a 1656 Hales Golden
Rent. (1688) 255 Piety doth not require at our bands, that
we should be either short-witted or beggerly. 1809-10 Cole-
ridge Friend (1865} 9 The more pitiable asthma of a short-

witted intellect.

b. In names of animals, as short bill, a Brazilian

bird, Phibalura Jlavirostris ; short diodon, a

species of sunfish, Cephalus brevis ; short-hair, one
of a breed of short-haired cats ; also attrib. ; short-

head, a name given by sailors to the young of the

whale ; short-sheep, a name given to a short-

woolled sheep of the black-faced Scotch variety

;

short-tail, (a) a bird of the genns Pitta
;

{b) a
name given to a small family of snakes, Tortricidw,

found in India and America; short-wing, a

diving bird of the group Brachypteri.

1 820- 1 Swainson Zool. Illustr. 1. PI. 31 Phibalura cristata.

Crested "Shortbill. X776 Pennant Brit. Zool. IIL 115
"Short Diodon. .. Sun-fish, from Loo. 1903 Ladies* Field
7 Nov. 347^1 Woodkirk Prince was pronounced the best

"short-hair in the [cat] show. X903 F. Simpson Bk. Cat
vii. 99 The ranks of "short-hair breeders. 1725 Dudley
Whales in Phil. Trans. XXXIII. 257 At a Year old, when
they are called "Short heads, they are very fat. 1805
Forsyth Beauties Scott. II. 155 The black-faced sheep are

short-legged, [etc.]. Hence they are often called "short sheep,

in contradiction to the Cheviot^ which are much longer

bodied. x8x6 Scott Bt. Dwarf 1, ' Aweel, aweel, maister,'

said the attendant, 'short sheep had short rents, I'm thinking.

179a tr. Bujfon's Nat. Hist. Birds III. 373 The "Short Tail.

X879 E. P. Wright Anim. Life 395 The Short-tails are a
small family [Tortricidai], the species of which are about
six in number. 1839 Jerdon in Madras yrnl. Lit. <$ Sci.

X. 250 Black-headed "short wing. 1865 T. R. Jones Anim.
Creation 459 The Short-wings (Brachypteres) exhibit con-
siderable relationship with the Water-hens.

c. In names of plants or vegetable products, as

T short-neck, a variety of pear having a rounded
form ; + short-shank, f -start, a variety of apple

having a short stalk (so short-started'adj.) ; short-

top, a kind of radish; also attrib. ; (so short-

topped adj.).

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 205 The Rosewater Pear,
the "Shortneck, so called from the shortness of its Form and
Tail. 161 1 Cotgr. s. v. Cour-Pendu, Pomme de cour-Pendu,
the "short-start, or "short-shanke ; (an excellent apple).

1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 204 The Short-start, the
Chesnut Apple, and the Great Belly are in many Places
Apples of esteem, xeoo Surflet Country Farm 1. xii. 56
After the head beginneth to be ill, to eate one or two "short
started apples, or some bitter almonds. 1786 Abercrombie
Card. Assist. Dec 335 Radishes.—sow a few early "short-

tops. Ibid. Jan. 6 Radishes—sow early short-top kinds on
warm borders, in open weather. 184a Loudon Suburban
Hort. 653 The "short-topped scarlet [radish] is the best for

a cottage garden.

d. In Cricket : short ball, a ball which pitches

short of a length (see Length sb. 10) ; short hit,

a ball which when hit does not travel far from the

wicket ; short leg (see Leg sb. 6 c) ; short notch
« short run (b) ; short pitch, the pitch of a short

ball (q. v.) ; short run {a) a run made when the

ball does not travel far enough to give time for an
easy run

;
{b) a run which does not count by

reason of a batsman not having technically com-
pleted the run ; short runner, one skilled in

making short runs (sense a) ; short slip (see Slip
sb.z 14). In Base-ball : short fielder, short
stop (see quots.).

19XX Encycl. Sport. (Cricket) I. 495/2 *Short ball, a ball

which pitches too far from the batsman to be a good length.

1874 H. Chadwick Base Ball Man. 27 The "Short Fielders.

In the present position of the game there is but one '"short-

stop*, and he stands to the left of the in-field between the
second and third base positions. Ultimately however, a
' right-short ' will be introduced. 1833 Nyren Young
Cricketer's Tutor (1902) 76-7 John Small.. was the best

"short-runner of his day, and indeed I believe him to have
been the first who turned the "short hits to account. His
decision was as prompt as his eye was accurate in calculating

a short run. X774 Laws of Cricket in Lillywhite Scores <y

Biogr. (1862) I. 17 If the strikers run a "short notch, the
Umpire must call No Notch. 1877 Box Eng. Game Cricket

457 *S/iort Pitch, in this the ball has a greater parabola
than the half volley. X830 Laws of Cricket in Nyren
Young Cricketer's Tutor (1002) 23 If the striker run a
"short run, the umpire must call ' One short '. 1874 "Short-
stop [see short-fielder\. 1875 Encycl. Brit. III. 406/2
Latterly [at Base-ball], an additional man has been intro-
duced as right "short-stop. Ibid. 407/2 The catcher, pitcher,
first and third basemen, and short-stop comprise the in-

field ; the remainder the out-field.

e. Comm., as short bill, a bill having less than
ten days to run ; short-exchange, exchange
having a short time (commonly thirty days or less)

to run ; also the rate for collecting short bills

;

short-loan, a loan repayable at an early date

;

short-money, money to borrow or to lend upon
short-time loans ; short-paper, short bills ; short-
payment, payment at any early date after the
completion of a transaction ; short price, a low
price (in Betting, low odds).
1808 Scott Let. in Lockhart (1837) H- v - T 75i * wtH get him

a "short bill for the copy-money the moment Constable
returns. x86i Goschen For. Exch. 86 The discount, which
has to be deducted from the long bill before it can become
equally available with the short bill. 1912 Times 19 Dec
16/4 The Bank of England, which did a fairly large business
inshort bills at the official minimum. x866 Crump Banking
vii. 154 Between Paris and London the "short exchange is

the most prominent, X865 Standard 2 Sept. 2/1 The terms
for "short loans in the early part of the day were 2$- to 3.

Ibid., A variety of parcels of "short money afloat. 1899
Truth 23 Feb. 477/2 Short money is quoted at from ii to 2
per cent. 191s Times 19 Dec. 19/5 Sterling exchange has
ruled strong for "short paper at 20 to 35 points advance in

{rosted rates. 1884 Times (weeklyed.) ioOct- 13/2 Corn for

ong payments ; bread for "short payments. 1638 Cotton
Tower Rec. 15 Security of payment at a long day and a
"short price. 1856 H. H. Dixon Post <$• Paddock viii. 126
He was a fine large horse . . and was purchased as a yearling,
for a short price. 1885 Field 7 Feb. 157/2 Although quoted
at so short a price, Mineral Water [a greyhound] has not
been backed by his owner.

B. Quasi-j3. and sb.

I. The neuter adj. nsed absol.

1. With prepositions, forming adverbial phrases.

a. In short (also Sc. fat short): briefly, concisely.

From the 1 8th c. onwards used only as parenthetical

phrase, introducing or accompanying a summary
statement of what has been previously said, f In
short andplain : briefly and plainly.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 521 He tolde him point for

point, in short and playn. 15x3 Douglas sEneis xi. x. 79
Thus said he, and with sic wordis at schort Mesapus to the

fycht he did exhort. 1556 Lauder Tractate 266 Att schorte,

3e daylie do aduert To serue ?our God with faithfull hert.

x575 Badger in Gascoigne's Kenelworth Castle Wks. xgio

II. 03 Though haste say on, let sute obtaine some stay, .

.

While that in short my state I doe display. 1660 Barrow
Euclid Pref. (1714) i| I shall here explain it to you in short.

1665 Boyle Occas. Refl. v. i, Upon philosophical Disquisitions

or Experiments, or (in short) upon some such other thing as

seems extrinsecal to the Doctrine that is according to Godli-

ness. 1666 C'tess of Warwick Diary 19 Aug., I overslept

myself in the morning, and was fain only in short to recom-
mend myself to God for that day. 1690 W. Walker
Idiomat. AnglO'Lat. 413, I shall not think much to tell you
in short what I think. X748CHESTERF. Let. to Son 17 May,
And, in short, [they] put themselves in every attitude but
the right. X833 Ht. Martineau Fr. Wines <J- Pol. iv. 61
These were, in short, the Orleans mob. 1846 Dickens
Cricket on Hearth ii, The Blind Girl.. never knew that

Tackleton was Tackleton, in short. 1847 C. Bronte Jane
Eyre x\, Nothing in short was wanting to complete the beau
ideal ofdomestic comfort. X907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.

(ed. 6) 13 In short, my object is to instruct those who desire

to become photographers.

+ b. In short (? also Sc. at short) : in a short

time, quickly. Obs. (The Sc. example may belong

to a.)
15x3 Douglas sEneis u. xli. 82 Quhen na hoipe of reskew

at schort is, My purpose I left, oteyand destanye. Ibid.

III. ix. 36 Gif that I perishe it is 3'u sum confort That I of

mennis handis deis at schort. c 1550 Rolland Crt. Venus
in. 584 His kin and freindis, and Father but mercie Was put

at schort till exterminioun. 1560— Seven Sages 12 And sa

at schort the barne delyuerit he. 1599 Sir
J.

Harington
Nugrn Ant. (1804) I. 276 For want of th* artillerie, whiche
coulde not arrive in shorte, the same beinge onlie drawen by
the force of menne.

o. For short : as an abbreviation.

(31845 Bahham Ingol. Leg., Blasphemer's Warning,
Father Dick—so they called him for short. 1870 J. White
Sk. America 284 He's Attorney-general for Colorado, and
we call him 'general * for short. 1896 Mrs. Hungerford
Lonely Girl \, Carrig Castle—The Castle, as it is called ' for

short by the peasantry.

2. The short : the total, the result, upshot ; a

brief summing up of something which has been

previously explained in full. Now only dial. (Cf.

the long and the short, Long sb. 3). t Short is

:

* to speak briefly *, * the short of the matter is \

a 1586 Answ. to Cartwright 2 This is the short of M.
Harrisons longer discourse. 1607 S, Collins Serm. (1608)

181 The short of it is, my deere brethren, though the Papists

bee troublesome, yet the Puritans must not looke to goe

vncontrolled. 1649 G. Daniel Trinarch., Hen. IV, cccxlin,

Short is: the Shenffe of Yorkeshire by his Power Attach t

the Earle if it may be exprest Soe, to his Office. 1674 Govt.

Tongue viii, 147 The short is, wherever this game is plaied

there isalwaiesafoolinthecase. 1694 Norris yv</?. Locke's



SHORT.
Hum. Underst., etc. 51 The short of Mr. Lock's reasoning
in that part is this [which follows], a 1761 Law Com/.
Weary Pilgrim (1809) 75 The short is this : the kingdom of
self is the fall of man. 1777 Wesley Wks. (1872) XI. 308
The short of the matter is this. 1804 M. Cutler in Life
etc.(i883)II. i62Thisistheshortofthestory. 1874 L. Carr'
Jiid. Gwynne I. v. 165 The short on it's this.

3. Phr. To draw short and long: to draw lots
by means of straws, etc. of different lengths.
1870 Morris Earthly Par. III. 287 We shared the spoil

by drawing short and long.

II. si.

4. Something that is short,

fa. AIus. A short note.
quot. 1597). 06s,

Short and long (see

'& l CocK*"<E Treat. Hunting (Roxb.) D 3 b, To blow to
seeke. Two windes : The first a long and a short, the second
a long. Ibid. D 4 b, One short conteineth three quauers.
1597 Morlky Introd. Mus. 78 The first is called short and
long, when we make one note alone and then two of the
same kinde bound togither, and then another alone,

t b. Dancing. A short step. 06s.
a:1651 Brome City Wit iv. i, Your traverses, Slidings,

..Closings, Openings, Shorts, Turns, Pacings, Gracings.
C. Prosody. A short syllable. Longs and

shorts \ see Long s6. 5.
a 1795 S. Bishop Poet. Wis. (1796) II. 194 With longs and

with shorts all our heads are so full. 1837 C. P. Brown
Sanscrit Prosody 3 A foot of four shorts.

d. ? The narrow part (of a boat).
1800 Hull Advertiser 15 Nov. 4/3, I., tied them round the

short of the boat.

e. Electr. = Short circdit. (Cf. Short v.2).
1906 Daily News 27 Jan. 7/5 In technical language, there

was a short '. 1909 Installation News III. 80/1 Strange
to say, it is a very rare thing for a dead short to occur on a
good earthed pipe system.

£ Neat spirits: = ' something short' (see A. 14a).
i8»3 Grose's Diet. Vulgar T. (ed. Egan), Short, a dram

unlengthened by water. ' I'll take a drop of short '. 1851Mayhew Land. Labour I. 52 Saveloys, with a pint of beer,
or a glass of ' short ' (neat gin) is with them another common
week-day dinner. 1898 Henley Lond. Types, Bus-driver,
He arrogates a special taste in short.

g. A contraction of a name. t nonce-use.
1885 Athenxum 31 Oct. 567/3 Nuttie ' may be a local

contraction for ' Ursula ', though we should hardly have
supposed that the name was common enough.. to have its
own ' short '.

5. Comm. A broker who sells more stock than
he has in his hands at the time of sale, intending
to take advantage of a possible drop in prices to
obtain the remainder.
1881 Chicago Times 4 June, The May deal in white mixed

[corn] is not yet settled, the shorts refusing to pay the closing
price. 1891 Boston (Mass.) 7ml. 27 Nov. 6/4 Some outside
short was badly rattled. 1913 Daily Mail 31 Mar. 3/5 Asharp squeeze of shorts in March contracts by spot houses.
6. In various uses of the //.
a. A mixture of the bran and coarse part of meal.

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 401 Neither grains (drains), peas,
barley, gurgins (shorts),, .grew thereon. 1793 Washington
Let. Writ. 1891 XII. 389 Now, if the midlings, ship stuff,
shorts and bran does not amount to this difference, all short
of it is loss. 1856 P. Thompson Hist. Boston 722 Shorts,
the finer sort of bran left in coarse flour. 1868 Rep. U. S
Commissioner Agric. (1869)439 Poor pastures, poor meadows',
hay, and a few shorts or cob-meal.

D. Rope-making. ' The toppings and tailings of
hemp, which are dressed for bolt-ropes [etc.]. . .

The term is also employed to denote the distinction
between the long hemp, used in making staple-ropes
and inferior hemp ' (Crabb Technol. Diet. 1823).
C1790 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) VI. i 75 /, A large machine for

spinning shorts or backens into candlewicks.
O. Short whist. (See Whist si.)

1815 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Man ofMany Fr. II. 9 It
was suggested that a rubber of shorts would be extremely
seasonable, a 1874 Pop. A uihor's Miseries in Case. Lit. V.
109/2 My father-in-law abhors me because I play shorts.

d. Knee-breeches, small-clothes. Rowing
shorts

: short drawers worn by oarsmen ; similarly
foot6all shorts.

i8a« Disraeli Viv. Grey 1. iii. 7 Another, .wanted to act
the ghost, which he proposed doing in white shorts and a
nightcap. 1837 Dickens Piekw. xlvii, The gentleman who
condescended to appear in plush shorts and cottons for a
quarterly stipend. 1859 Habits ofGd. Society iii. 150 Voumay dress like a bargee, in shorts and grey stockings. 1865
P'cess. Alice Mem. 7 June (1884) 100 Uncle Louis received
u» in shorts ! 1913 Blackw. Mag. Apr. 520, I .. stood outside
in football shorts ', nailed boots and sweater.

e. Short clothes.

1836 Wksxikt Midsh.Easym, Six months passed in these
innocent amusements, and then he (the baby] was put into
shorts.

f. Cuttings of tobacco.
1840 Marryat Poor "Jack xv. Two penn'orth of pigtail

and a paper ofshorts. 1883 Dodge in Rep. loth Census U. S.
III. iv. 27 When a manufacturer desires to sell his shorts,
clippings, [etc].. to another manufacturer, he is required to
apply to the collector.. stating.. the kind and quality of
tobacco he wishes to sell.

g. What is 'short' or lacking, (a) Printing. ' The
copies that have be«ft or should be reprinted to
make full a deficient edition' {Cent. Diet.).
(6) That amount of stock which a broker who 'sells
short

' needs to cover his deficiency, (c) Mining.
(See quot. 1886.)
1886 Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 60 Shorts, term
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applied to the amount that the sum of Lordships in one year
is under the minimum or fixed rent payable. 190! Munsey's
Mag. XXV. 433 He could easily take in his shorts at
seventy-five.

C. adv.

1. Of a manner of speaking : Briefly, concisely,
curtly. Now rare in educated prose use.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8347 Bot elles scilwisli and scort hetald

pat him lai apon hert. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 890 This,
shorte and pleyne, beffect of my message. 1575 Gascoigne
Kenelworth Castle 1. 1. Wks. 1910 II. 108 Then Engistes
Jande as Chronicles do write Now England short, a land of
worthy fame. 16:0 Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 277
Bistieham, now called short, Bisham. 1681 R. L'Estrange
lullys Offices 96 Now to speak short and plain. ai7ieBurnet Own Time (1724) I. 328 He spoke short, but with
lite. 1725 G. Adams tr. Sophocles, Oedip. Colon. 11. ii. II.
121 How short and seasonable thou speakest this? 1859
Tennyson Elaine 882 Then if the maiden .. spoke, he
answer d not, Or short or coldly.

1 2. To set short 6y, to tell short of: to hold in
low estimation. 06s.
1377 [see Set v. 91 e). 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles 111. 194for wolde they.-dryve out the dagges and all the Duche

cotis, And sette hem a-side, and scorte of hem telle.

3. a. For a brief while. 06s. in the positive.
1611 Mure Misc. Poems i. 54 Lyk to a blooming meadow,

yuhose pryd doth schort remaine. c 1730 Ramsay Wyfe of
Auchtermuchly i, But schort the storm wald let him stay
1875 Lire's Diet. Arts III. 307 Resinous woods, like the
pine, last much shorter than the oak.

T b. In a brief space of time, soon. 06s.
1556 Lauder Tractate 30 Thir kyngs yai ar bot kyngs of

bane ; And schort wyl heir yare tyme be gane. 1590 Salir.
Poems Reform, xix. 47 With schot of gunne yai murdreist
him fra hand, Schort ouer twa yeiris quhen he had rung in
deid. 1643 Orkney Witch Trial in A bbotsjord Club Miscell.
I. 178 And shortefter, the said Annabell Murray contractit
ane hngring disease.

4. In various uses relating to size or distance :

With short garments, appendages, etc. ; to a short
distance.

1706 Lond. Gas. No. 4212/4 When he trots out he over-
slips, and is shod short before for it. 1847 Infantry Man.
(1854) 8 On the words Step Short,. .each recruit will step as
far as the ball of his toe, and no farther. ci8go Rudim.
Havig. (Weale)i53The. . bolts are driven short. 1887 Gunter
Mr. Barnes xi. 76 A plain, round-faced girl . . big enough to
be sixteen, and dressed short enough to be eleven.

b. To 6reak, snap (etc.) short (off) : to break
straight across, so as to leave nothing beyond the
plane of fracture ; to break off close to the point
of attachment.
1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. vii. r24 It may cut or brake it

short asunder. 1709 Steele Tatlcr No. 48 P 2, 1 . . pretended
that I had broken my Wooden-Leg.. but I snap'd it short
off on purpose. 1745 P. Thomas fritl. Anson's Voy. 145The Gloucester's.

. Fore-top-mast broke short. 1790 Burke
Fr. Rev. Wks. 1808 V. 401 This weapon will snap short.
1850 Scoresby Cheever's Whalem. Adv. xii. (1859) 178 His
first effort broke it short at the lock. 1863 W. C. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting vi. 212 He broke almost every tooth short off
upon this chain, in his furious efforts to bile it through.
1865 Milton & Cheadle N.-W. Passage by Land ii. (1867)
31 We. .saw. .great trees blown down, or trunks snapped
short off. 1898 Blackw. Mag. Jan. 17 Her wheel stood in
the corner with the thread snapped short in the heck.

5. Abruptly, suddenly : esp. in phrase to turn
short {round).

1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 24 Dogs..drinke running
(in the Nile) lest they bee snapte short for a pray too Croco-
diles. C1643 Ld. Herbert A utobiog. (iBh) S3 Findingthat
I had almost overtook him, he turned short. 1666 Lond.
Gaz. No. 55/4 The wind coming short upon them off of
Scheveling, they were forced to put back. 2707 Mortimer
Husb. (1721) I. 360 Such Waggons as seldom have occasion
to turn short, as Carriers Waggons, and such like. 1815
Scott Guy M. xli, Bertram turned short round upon Glossin
at the distance of two yards only. 2841 Dickens Barn.
Rudge xl, ' You catch me up so very short.' • You will be
caught up much shorter, my good friend—infinitely shorter-
one of these days.' 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men I. iv. 434
After a considerable pause, the Provost turned short round.

b. To take (a person) short, {a) To take by
surprise, at a disadvantage ; to come suddenly upon.
rarelyv/ithup. OdenJVaut. ofwind or bad weather.
'553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1560) 100 He spent once a groate

at good ale, being forced through companie, and taken
short at bis worde. 1584 B. R. tr. Herodotus 11. 77 b, They
were suddenly surprised and taken short by a company of
little dwarfes. 1609 Bible (Douay) 2 Mace. viii. 26 But they
returned being taken short with the time. 1691 Lond. Gaz.
No. 2674/4 The Wind taking them short, .they came to an
Anchor in Torbay. 1760 C. Johnston Chrysal II. 1. ii. 10
(He) was taken short after dinner, and died in his chair ! 1818
Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 302 Our Prince Regent has his
chaplains..amounting to several scores in number; so that
he can never be at a loss. He can never be taken short. 1823
New Monthly Mag. IX. 113/1 They may have been taken
short by the climate before reaching the Pacific. 1837
DickensPickw. Iii, I wos took up wery short by this, Samivel.
1890 Funk's Stand. Diet. s. v., To be taken short (colloq.),
to be pressed with the need of evacuation of feces.

(*) To interrupt with a reply ; not to allow to
complete his speech or offer explanations. Often
with up.

1565 Jewel Rett. Harding (1611) 228 If M. Harding had
not taken S. Ambrose vp so short, by the words that immedi-
ately follow, he might well haue knowen his meaning. 1586
Stanyhurst Descr. Irel. ii. 17 in Holinshed, Sir, you take
me verie short, a 1647 Pette in Archxologia XII. 257 His
majesty, taking it ill that my lord should [etc.).. took him
short with a sharp reprehension. 1711 Addison Sped.
No. 34 r 3 Sir Andrew Freeport took him up short. 1815

SHORT.

[

Scott Guy M. xxxv, But, my dear sir, you take me so very
short. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. iv. xiii, ' But bless ve mv
beauty !

'
cried Mrs. Boffin, taking him up short at this point,

t 6. At close quarters, closely, tightly. Tofight
short

: to engage in a hand to hand struggle. To
ride short : to ride with a tight rein. 06s.
<*I53° J- Heywood Play of Welier (.Braniil) 487 Byr lady

these knauys muste be tyed shorter. 1600 Holland Liny
vii. x. 255 A light footman's shield he takes unto him, and
a Spanish blade by his side, as being more handsome to fight
short and close. 1689 T. R. View Govt. Europe 54 They
undertook likewise to loosen his power, or tye it up short
a.1700 Evelyn Diary 24 Jan. 1682, They [Moors] rid very
short, and could stand upright at full speede.

t b. To hold or keep (a person) short [ = F. tenir
court]

:
to press (him) hard in a contest ; to keep

rigidly confined or under strict discipline ; to keep
from something

; in later use, to keep (a horse)
tightly reined in. 06s.
c 1425 ?Lydg. Assembly of Gods 1307 ' Kepe hym short",

he seyde, tyll hys lust be spent.' 1470-85 Malory Arthur
lx. xxx. 385 And euer sir tristram held them passynge shorte,
and euer sir Bleoberys was passynge besy vpon syre Tris-
tram. 1520 Palsgr. 597/2 Lette men holde hym very shorte.
.

.
If youth be nat kepte shorte it wyll be marred anone. 1565

Cooper Thesaurus, Cohibeo. .to keepe shorte. 1568GRAFTON
Chron. II. 12 The king helde them so short, that in processe
of tyme they were faine to yelde. 1581 Pettie Guazzds
Liv. Convers. (1586) 131 b, They perswade themselues, that
if they doe not keepe them (their wives] short, they keep
them not as they ought to doe. 1600 Surflet Country
farm Table, Girles must be kept short. 163a Bp. HallHard Texts Luke vi. 25 The time shall come wherein ye
shall bee held short of all worldly comforts. 1674 Flavel
Husb. Spirit, iii. 216 Oxen for use are daily yoaked and
kept short, whilst those that are designed for the shambles
are let loose to feed at pleasure. 179a Osbaldistone Brit.
Sporlsm. 416 When your horse attempts to be vicious. . hold
nun very short.

7. On the hither side of the point aimed at or
contemplated. Also, flagging behind, in the rear
(of). Const. offTo lie short : to pass the night
at a place short of one's journey's end.
£1588 in Defeat Sp. Armada (Navy Rec. Soc.) I. 13 The

next morning.. there was a great galleon of the Spaniards
short of her company to the southwards. 1634 Sir T.
Herbert Trav. 67 Three miles short of the great Citie.
1644 Symonds Diary (Camden) 49 The foot army lav short
of the hill all night. 1669 Stuhmy Mariner's Mag. 1. ii. 14
Coming to the same Point and Degree where she [the moon]
was in Conjunction with the Sun last, she is short of the
Sun. 1676 Marvell Mr. Smirke 24 Another Exposer..
would rather have turn'd out of the Road, and lay'd short
all night somewhere by the way. 1684 Norris Poems 35
I'm flush'd with silent joy, and smile to see The Shafts
of Fortune still drop short of me. 1698 Fryer Acc. E.
IndiaffP. 130 He met me. .inaGarden short of the Town.
1716 Shelvocke Voy. round World 21 He came to an
anchor short of us. 1751 Eliza Haywood Betsy Thoughtless
IV*. 309 He had lain the night before eight miles short of
Sir Ralph's seat. 1816 Sporting Mag. XLVTII. 180 Ford
frequently hit short. 1862 Chamb. Encycl. III. 320/1
Misconception of this may lead to overthrowing the ball,
or throwing it short. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hoi xiv,
There's not such a piece in London ;..nor short of Calicut,
where it came from. 1888 Daily News 7 Sept. 5/2 The
trout has ' risen short \

b. To fall short (of) : see Fall v. 96, 97.
Hence falling short, a failure in attainment, a
deficiency.

a 1680 T. Goodwin Govt. Ch. Christ vi. xii. Wks. 1697
IV. iv. 402 His Disciples, .had. .great fallings short. 1856
Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh ix. Poet. Wks. (1904) 539/1
Shine out for two, Aurora, and fulfil My falling-short that
must be

!

o. To stop short of: not to go the length of
(some extreme action).
18x8 Scott Rob Roy xii, I had but just stopped short of

insulting the beautiful.. being by whom it was proffered.
1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. vii, But stop short of any com.
punction for the people who would lose the same.
8. To come short, t a. To arrive too late. To

come short of: to arrive too late for, or later than.
1569 W. Forrest Joseph 1. in Grisild the Second (Roxb.)

167 To aske their \sc. Gower and Chaucer's] counsaylles I
came all to shorte. 1597 Morley Introd. Mus. 116 Remeni-
bring that this morning.. I hied me out thinking that if
I had staied for you, I should haue come short. 1646 Suck-
ling Aglaura v. i, After't, like a man that's come too short
o' th' ship And's left behind upon the land. 1688 Holme
Armoury in. 177/1 If any [Monk] come short to Prayers
or his Meat, he is to stand apart by himself.

f b. To be ' taken short ', be taken by surprise.
c 161 1 Chapman Iliad v. 553 Lions . . Rush out, and prey on

sheepe, Steeres, Oxen ; and destroy mens stals, so long that
they come short, And by the Owners Steele are slaine.

o. To be imperfect or inadequate.
1579 W. Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love B i b, They will

all comme to short in their reconing. 1589 Puttenham
Engl. Poesie m. ix. (Arb.) 169, I consider, .how short the
Latines come to expresse manie of the Greeke originals.
x6oi Shaks. All's Well v. iii. 176 Your reputation comes
too short for my daughter

t
you are no husband for her.

1605 Bacon Adv. Learn. 1. iv. § 12. 23 In arts Mechanical!,
the first deuiser corns shortest, and time addeth and per-
fecteth. 1677 Milton P. L. vm. 414 To attaine The highth
and depth of thy Eternal wayes All human thoughts come
short, Supream of things. 1690 Locke Hum. Underst. n.
xi. 9 11 A faculty which we see Beasts come short in. 1881
Jowett Thucyd. 1. 121 Even those who come short in other
ways may justly plead the valour with which they have
fought for their country.

a. To come short of: (a) to fail to reach (a
standard) ; not to equal in some quality ; to be
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SHORT.

something less than, not to amount to ; + (b) not

to extend to (a place) (pbs.) ; f {c) to fail to get

;

also, to lose, {pbs.)

1570 Dee Math. Pre/. 3 Surmountyng the imperfection of

conlecture . . ; and commyng short of high intellectuall con-

ception. 1587 Harrison Englandw. i. 139/1 *" Holinshcd,

Some bishops, &c. in our time doo come short of the ancient

gluttonie & prodigal tie of their predecessors. 1611 Bible

Rom. Hi. 23 For ail haue sinned, and come short [Gr. wxtc*

poiVnu, Revised Version fall short] of the glory of God.

1&23 Lisle JElfric on O. <$• N. T. To Rdr. 33 Giotto came
far short of Dominico. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 30
Whatsoever beareth the similitude of any other thing, must

of necessitie come short of the thing it doth resemble. 1681

W. Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 346 He comes short of none
for bravery. 1696 Whiston Theory Earth. 11. (1722) 181

1 cannot well perceive how this Proposition comes short

of Physical Demonstration. 1745 Pascoe Jrnl. 196 The
Chinese come far short of us in the Magnificence of their

Houses. 1889 Swinburne Study B. Jonson i. 6 [They]

came short of the triumph which might have been theirs.

(b) 1615 G. Sandys Trav. 217 The higher mountaines now
comming short of the sea, do leaue a narrow leuel between.

(c) 163a Lithgow Trav. ix. 420 Who Religiously feast

upon the Corps of their aged Parents . . for indeed the

Wormes come short among the dead Tartars of their foode.

1690 W.Walker Idiomat. A n^lo-Lat. 412 My Master is

like to come short of his wife.

f e. To come short home : to return from an ex-

pedition in reduced numbers or with loss of men.

Hence, to be missing on the return of an expedi-

tion ; to fail to return. Obs.

In the first quot. perh. = to reach home too late; cf. a.

a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VI, 175 b, The erle of Warwicke
had come to short home, to tel these tidynges if the duke
of Excester.. might haue had his awne will. 1577 F. de
L'isle's Legeudarie G iv, Fiue of them came short home,
and the most doulte of all remained behinde. 1677 W.
Hubbard Narrative (1865) II. 93 Many of the young Men
..did, Sundry of them, come short Home. 1713 Warder
True Amazons 54 And will venture in, tho they come
short home. 171X De Foe Mem. Cavalier (1840) 189 He
had not always., success in these enterprises; for sometimes
we came short home.

9. To cut short [ = F. couper court (where court

is uninfected as adv.) ; cf. A. 1. i] : to put a sudden

end to (a person's life or career, a course of events,

an action, speech, etc). Hence, to stop (a person)

abruptly in a course of action or speech ; to in-

terrupt and not allow to proceed. Also rarely fto
disappoint (a person) of something.

1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, iv. iv. 12 Rather then bloody
Warre shall cut them short. 1647 Ward Simple Cobler 15

The Rule, .cuts the work short and sharpe. 1706 A. Bed.
ford Temple Mus. viii. 163 The Chanters did Cut their

Notes Short. 171a Steele Sped. No. 534 p 1, I love to

ask Questions when I fall into such Conversation ; but I

am cut short with something or other about my bright

Eyes. 1731 Berkelev Alcipkr. v. § 7 Wks. 1871 II. 179
To cut this matter short, I shall borrow an allusion to physic.

1760-71 H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) I. 48 We may cut
them short of their desires. 1780 Mirror No. 88 It would
be a pity to cut short a boy of my genius. x8i8 Byron*
yuan 1. clxiii, Wise Antonia cut hiin short. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. I. i. i, A malady which threatened to cut short his

days. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop Hx, An exclamation, .cut

the lawyer short. 1886 Baring-Gould Court Royal II.

xxx. 78 The young man cut her short with—' You may go '.

1891 E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 114 His reverie was cut
short by the castle clock striking a quarter to five.

10. To breathe short : to take short breaths.

1826 Disraeli Viv. Grey 111. iv, She looked pale and
breathed short.

11. To sell short', to effect a sale of stock or

goods which the seller does not at the time possess,

but hopes to buy at a lower price before the time

fixed for delivery.

1881 Daily News 1 Mar. 5/1 A speculator will sell bacon
* short '. 1883 Century Mag. July 329/1 When crude oil

..goes down to fifty cents, times are hard, and nobody
wears a cheerful face save the speculators who have sold
* short *.

12. Comb.,withpplestt asshort-breathing,-fetched,

-lasting, -living dA)$. ; withagent-n.,asjA0/-/-/KY/';

also short-manned, insufficiently manned ; short-

running, {a) Coursing, of a hound or hare, run-

ning with short strides, slow in pace ; {b) making
short runs ; short-set, of short build, stumpy

;

short-shipped, lacking from an intended ship-

ment ; short-spoken, laconic in speech ; short-

weighting, giving short weight ; short-working,
Coursing, of a greyhound = short-running {a).

1701 Rowe Ambit. Step-mother 111. i, *Sbort breathing
signs heav'd in my panting breast. 161a Drayton Poly-olb.

1. 493 Their "short-fetcht troubled breath a hollow noise
doth make, c 1400 Rom. Rose 3283 The Ioye it is so *short-

lasting. a 1683 Oldham Charac. Old P[riest] Rem. (1684)

125 Par and John of the Times were *short-Livers to him.

1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664) 372 Ye know this world is

but a shadow, a 'short-living creature^ under the law of
time. 1830 Marrvat King's Own xxxii, Captain M— did
not like to have the frigate 'short manned. 1855 Leifchild
Cornwall 6 The people patronised the vans to such an
extent that *short-running coaches were few. 1853 'Stone-
henge 'Greyhound \x. 194 A good Wiltshire "short-running
dog. Ibid. x. 2it A short-running, yet strong hare, 1883
Good Cheer 36, I remembered a *short-set young chap.
1891 Olver & O'Reilly Imperial Tariff 306 The require-
ment for the return of *short shipped goods into bond.
1865 Kincsley Herew. xxxii, *Short-spoken, hard-headed,
hard-5wearing warriors. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. iv, The
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official persons have to smuggle forth the *short-weighing

Baker by back doors. 1853 ' Stonehenge' Greyhound ix.

xo8 A dog got by a racing sire out of a little *short-working

dam.

t Short, v.1 Obs. Forms: 1 soeortian, 1-2

scortian, 2-5 scort, 4-6 echort(e, 5 schortyn,

shorte, shortt, scorte, (sorth), 4-7 short. [OE.
sc{e)ortian to grow short, L sc(e)ort Short a. Cf.

Du. schorten, ON. skorta to be lacking. In the

trans, sense OE. had the cognate [ge)scyrtan.]

1. intr. To grow short or shorter.

c 1000 Sax. Leechd. III. 250, & se daes bonne sceortaS,

0.5 ba;t seo sunne cym5eft suo to bam winterlican sunnstede.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 185 In his elde be stature

boweb..be breb schorteb. a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 3298
Loke to pine ende, For die be bose, quen all is done & ay
pi day scortis. c 1450 Brut it. cexxxviii. 334 Wherefor..
his lyff shorted be sonner. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxix. 46
3it, quhone the nycht begynnis to schorl, It dois my spreit

sum part confort. 15.. Pol, Rel.
<J-
L. Poems (i860) 44 So

schortithe my brethe.

2. trans. To make short or shorter ; to shorten.

a. To shorten the duration of (a person's life,

a period of time, a condition) ; occas. to bring

nearer (an appointed date). Also, to short (a

person) of (Vile, suffering).

C1175 Lamb. Horn. 25 penne cume5.be deofeL.and
him scorteS his da^es. a 1300 Cursor M. 22214 For his

derlinges. . vr lauerd sal do scort be dais, for if be dais ne
scorted were unnethes suld ani flexs be fere. 1338 R.
Brunnk Chron. (1725) 49 t>orgh Edrike's conseile, scho
[quene Emme] scorted his life. 1340-70 Alex. <$- Bind. 401
We ne li^the noht our lif wib no luthur dede, Where-fore
we scholde with schame be schorted of daies. c 1350 Will.

Palerne 1 549 }>ow hast lengbed my lif& my langour schortet.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. 653 Wherfore swich sorwe shorteth

ful ofte the lif of man. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love m. iv.

(Skeat) 119 Than saye I that no man may shorte ne lengthe

the day ordayned of his dying. 142a Vonge tr. Secreta

Secret, ix. 139 The foly company of women destrueth the

body, sorthyth the lyuedayes [etc. J. C1440 Jacob's Well

174 pi sorwe may be so gret & so parfy;t, bat it schal don
awey synne, & schortyn be peyne, as it dyde be theef on
be crosse. a 1500 Abraham 309 in Brome Bk. 63 Fader,

I prey 50W hartely, schorte me of my woo. a 1533 Berners
Huon xxi. 60 To sende me in to strange countres to_ then-

tent to short my dayes. c zjoo Gkekne Fr. Bacon m. i. 1026

Then, Edward, short my fife and end her loues. 1599
Shaks., etc. Pass. Pilgr. xv, Short, night, to-night, and
length thyself to-morrow, a 1615 Montcomerie Sonn. iii.

14 Sen conscience, love, and cheritie all laiks, Lord, short

the season, for the chosens saiks.

b. To shorten (a discussion, narration, process,

etc.) ; to curtail by omissions, abbreviate ; to

make an abridgement of (a literary work).
a 1300 Cursor M. 2230^ The Iuus sal scort bam pair con-

sail. 0:1390 Prol. Job in Wyclifs Bible II. 670 Seuene
hundrid almest or ei^te hundrid vers failen ; with the whiche
the boc shortid. .sheweth openli to the rederes his foule

defaute. C1400 Maundev. (Roxb.) xxii. 103 Many ober
meruailes . .at bis tyme I speke no^t of, by cause of schortyng

of my buke. 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Lady 17 And therfor

yt ys not semely that they [words & notes] shulde be shorted.

1483 Caxton Gold. Leg., Justyn, The which hystorye saint

Justyn abreuyd or shorted. 1529 More Dyaloge iv. Wks.
287/2 If I hadde seen so muche before, it had been likely

to haue shorted much part of our long communicacion.
1570 Satir. Poems Re/orm. xii. 147, 1 flait not to offend 50W
In sempill veirs, this Schedull that I send 30WJ Beseikand
30W to schort it gif ;e may.

o. To reduce the length of (a material object, a

journey) ; to cut short. To short (a person) by

the head or knees : to decapitate or cut off the

legs (cf. Short a. 2, Shorten v. i d).

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxiv. (Bodl. MS.), pe
tunge is so schorted pat vnnebe it is idrawe oute or neuer.
1412-20 Lydg. Troy Bk. m. 3017 With a stroke he rofe his

nose a-two, And shortid it by be haluendel. 1470-85 Malory
Arthur v. viii. 173 He shorted hym and smote of bothe his

legges by the knees, a 1500 Nutbrowne Maid xx. in

Arnotde's Chron. (1502) 76 b, To short my here, a bowe to

bere. 15*3 Berners Proiss. I. eclxxxv. 426 Howbeit, their

way was snorted, for. .the frenchmen and they met togyder
sodenly. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 117 With shorting

and pikynge your bowes..[you] can neuer haue donevntyll
they be starke nought, a 1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV (1550)

3 His body was shorted, by the length of his hed.

fig' c '55° Bale K. Johan 227, I se now they be at to

mych lyberte ; we wyll short ther hornys.

3. To make to appear short, to beguile (the time,

the way) with sport or stories. Hence reft. To
amuse oneself (Sc). (Cf. Shurt v.)

c 1400 [see Shorting vbl. sb\ c 1450 Metham Wks.
(E.E.T.S.) 14/406 And thus with myry songys and talys,

day be day, They schortyd the tyme withmyrtht and with
play. 1513 Douglas sEneis vi. x. 37 Thai fall to wersling

on the goldin sand, Assaying honest gemmisthaim to schort.

Ibid vm. v. 75 With sindry sermondis schortis he the way.
1528 Lyndesay Dreme 75 $k fure I furth..Towarte the

see, to schorte me on the sandis. 1530 Tindale Gen. To
Rdr., As the maner is to prolonge the tale to shorte the

tyme with all.

4. To cause to go short of.

i6ao J. Taylor (Water-P.) Praise Hemp-seed {162$ 5 The
Draper of his wealth would much be shorted.

5. To make of no effect, nonce-use. Cf. Shor-
ten v. 3 b.

x6n Shaks. Cymb. \. vL 200, I shall short my word By
length'ning my returne.

6. intr. To come short in one's reckoning.
a 1641 Bp. Mountagu Acts tf Mon. (1642) 141 Three years,

which indeed should be five, or he shorts in his account.

SHORT-CIRCUIT.

7. Nattt. « Shorten v. 5 b. absoi.

cissy S. Burrough in Hakluyt Voy. (1599) I- 277 For as

we shorted vpon y* said warpe the anker came home.

Short, z\- trans, and intr. — Short-cibcuit v.

(Cf. Short sb. 4 e.)

1907 Daily Chron. 27 July 9/2 The coil went wrong, and
the accumulators ' shorted ' internally. 1907 Motor Boat
4 July 440/2 The battery must be disconnected and the
magneto ' shorted '.

Shortage ij^iteda). Orig. U.S. [f. Short
sb. + -AGE.J Deficiency in quantity; the amount
by which a sum of money, a supply of goods, or

the like, is deficient. Also attrib.

1868 A mer. Newsp. Apr. The ' shortage war ' [at Chicago]
between the shippers of grain and the skippers who carry it,

is practically over. 1873 Wisconsin Rep. XXIX, The
plaintiff must recover damages for any shortage. 1898
Rider Haggard Dr. Therne 184 When there was any
shortage of the party funds.. I posed as the friend round
the corner. 1901 Scotsman 9 Apr. 5/3 The actual shortage
was ^545,000.

Short-bread. [Shorts. 20 a.] An article of

food, in the form of flat (usually round) cakes,

the essential ingredients of which are flour, butter,

sugar, mixed in such proportions as to make the

cake * short ' when baked.
1801 Farmer's Mag. Apr. 217 It can be used for biscuit,

bunns, and particularly for short-bread. 1853 Mrs. Caklyle
Lett. II. 226A decanter of wine, .and a plateful ofshortbread.

1891 Barrie Little Minister (1892) 201 Two of those pans,

that could be broken in the hands to-day like shortbread.

Short-breathed <J>-*j.t,bre-bt), a. [f. Short
a. + Breath sb. + -ed -. j Short of breath ; suffer-

ing from difficulty of breathing, dyspnoeic.

1470-85 Malory Arthur vm. xxxix. 333 Sir Lamorak was
so sore brysed and shorte brethed that he tracyd and
trauercyd somwhat abak. x6ao Venner Via Recta vi.

(1650) 100 It is very profitable for such as be asthmaticke or

short-breathed. 1753 J. Bartlet Gentt. Farriery ix. (17,54)

89 The horse.. turns short-breathed with the least exercise.

1805 J. Whitaker in Potwhete's Tradit. (1826) II. 551 The
air of London, .is so loaded with sulphur, .as to be almost

pestilential to a short-breathed man. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias

x. iii. (Rtldg.) 343 The deuce and all 1 stammered out my
secretary, short-breathed with sudden admiration. 191s

Blackw. Mag. Sept. 306/2 Being short-breathed and unable

to go up even a gentle hill without panting and puffing.

b. fig. (Cf. Short-winded.)
1845 Mrs. Browning Lett. (1899) I. 255 One should not

be grateful for kindness only while it lasts : that would be
short-breathed gratitude.

Short-cake. [Short a. 20 a.] A cake made
short or crisp with butter or lard.

The specific application varies according to locality ; in

some English districts the word means acake of shortbread ;

elsewhere in England, and in the U.S., it is applied to a rich

tea-cake, and to a cake of pastry enclosing a layer of fruit.

1594 Good Husivi/e's Handmaid 52 To make short Cakes.

[1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 211 Booke of Riddles? why
did you not lend it to Alice Short-cake vpon Allhallowmas

last.] 1804 R. Anderson Cumbld. Ball. (1850) 90 There
wur snaps, yell, nuts, gingerbread, shwort-keakes, and
brandy. 1820 Irving Leg. Sleepy Hollow Sketch Bk. (J821)

II. 286 Sweet cakes and short cakes. i8a6 Mrs. Dods
Cook <$• Housew. Man. 316 Derby Short-Cakes. 1829 Frugal
Housew. 61. 1884 'E. Garrett' At Any Cost iii. 51 She
had scarcely realized that there were so many jam-pots and
tea-boxes and short-cakes to be seen together anywhere in

the wide world. 190a Strand Mag. Jan. 69/2 We are pro-

mised to-day a Strawberry Shortcake.

Short circuit, sb. Electr. A circuit made
through a small resistance, esp. one that acts as a

shunt to a circuit of comparatively large resistance.

1876 Preece & Sivewright Telegraphy 37 A cell is said

to be on ' short circuit ' when the plates are directly con-

nected by means of a conductor. 1893 Sloane Electr. Did.,
Short Circuit, a connection between two parts of a circuit,

which connection is of low resistance compared to the inter*

cepted portion. 1900 Hobart Diet. Electr. Engin. I. 98/2

A short circuit occurs when connection takes place, generally

through a fault, between two conductors. . . When the short

circuit is one of extremely low resistance it is known as a
dead short circuit.

Short-circuit, v. [f. prcc. sb.]

1. Electr. {trans.) a. To connect by a short cir-

cuit ; to establish a short circuit in (an electric

system).
1873 F. Jenkin Electr. $ Magn. xiii. § 15. 203 If any two

coils touch or are connected through the silk, they are, in

technical language, said to be short-circuited. 1886

Cumming Electricity treated experimentally 236 We find

on short-circuiting the battery a deflection of 73 . 1893
Sloane Electr. Diet.,To short circuit a lamp. 1896Fosteb&
Atkinson Electr. $ Magnetism § 345. 420 When the plug

is placed at 0, the galvanometer is ' short-circuited '.

b. Of a conducting body : To be traversed by

(a current) by way of short circuit. Also reft, of

a current : To make a short circuit.

1882 Nature 16 Nov. 59/1 If one of the machines drops in

speed the currents from the other machines short-circuit

themselves through the one. 1884 P. Higgs Magneto- 4*

Dynamo-Electric Mach. 172 Care should betaken that these

bed-plates do not short-circuit the magnetic Hues of force

from pole to pole of the field-magnets. 1908 Athenxum
28 Mar. 392/1 The patient.. can be brought back to life,

even after having ' short-circuited ' a current of 2,000 volts.

c. To cut off the current from (part of an appa-

ratus) by establishing a short circuit.

1882 Nature 27 July 289/2 Moreover, we doubt whether
1 the happy idea of filling up the space between the lead

plates used by Plante with red lead *, would by any means
produce the result of ' vastly increasing the usefulness ' of



SHORT CLOTH.
that excellent apparatus : it would rather destroy it by
short-circuiting it.

fie l899 Educat. Rev. Dec. 47s The omnibus-institutions
are to short-circuit the college.

2. Surg. To form a direct communication
between two portions of an intestine above and
below an obstruction ; to make a direct passage
from (an organ) into some other part when the
normal passage is obstructed ; to avoid (an ob-
struction) or establish (circulation) by this means.
'^, Br1

'
Med

- ^rnl-
I3 Mar

- 64S As an alternative the
gall-bladder may be short-circuited into the intestine. 1905Rolleston Dis. Liver 259 The portal circulation through
the liver ts short-circuited. 1901 Brit. Med. Jrnl. 2 Feb.
261 Wherever adbesions are very extensive and likely to
recur it is better to short-circuit the obstruction.

Short cloth.. A kind of cotton cloth or calico
manufactured in short pieces. Also a length or piece
of such cloth.

•545 [see Long cloth! 1641 Hakewill Libertie Subj.
93 The custom upon a short cloth was fourteene-pence, and
. .a sack of Wool did commonly make foure short clothes.
'753 Hanway Trav. (1762) I. v. lxxi. 322 Cloth exported to
turkey the five preceding years.. short cloths.

Short-COat, sb. [In sense I, f. Short a. +
Coat sb. ; in sense 2 derived from Short-coat z/.]

1. A person wearing a short coat. Also altrib.
in t short-coat vicarage (meaning obscure).
1649 Blithe Eng. Improv. xii. 68 Where those great Im.

propriations are that devoure all the Profits, and have all to
a short-coat Vicaridge. 1847 Disraeli Tattered il x, There
was a strong feeling against the shortcoats [i. e. ' two tall
footmen in short coats 'J.

2. //. The garments in which an infant is clothed
when the long clothes are laid aside.

Short-coat, v. [f. Short adv. + Coat v.
Cf. quot. 1650 under Coat v. i.]

trans. To dress (an infant) in short clothes.
1799 Underwood Dis. Childhoodt&&. 4) III. 107 It will be

adviseable, in order to inure infants to the air, that they be
short-coated as early as the season of the year will permit.
1888 Maude Bradshaw Imt. Outfits 32 It is best to short-
coat babies in the Plains, after the first month. lSgjAllbutt's
Sysf. Med. III. 746 Infants when first short-coated often
suffer in this way [from chill].

b. Jig. in passive. To emerge from babyhood.
1890 A thenarum 22 Feb. 238/1 The North-West Territories

are waiting to be shortcoated.

Hence Short-coating vbl. sb. used collect, for
the various articles required when a child is short-
coated. 1895 Stores Price List.

Short-coated, a. [f. Short a. + Coat sb. +
-ED *].

a. Wearing a short coat. b. Of animals:
Having a short coat as opposed to ' shaggy '.

1813 Moore Post Bag vi. i2, I [sc. a Turk in London]
saunter on—the admiration Of this short-coated population.
1890 Daily News 10 Dec. 2/3 One of Mr. Smith's short-
coated prize-winners.

Short-comer. One who comes short of duty.
1865 W. G. Palcrave Arabia I. 410 The undevout short-

comer is quickened^ into new fervour. 1868 H. Law Beacons
(i860) 131 As sanctified, they are miserable shortcomers.

Shortcoming, vbl. sb. [f. phrase to come
short : see Short adv. 8 c, d.
In 1847 censured by De Quincey as a Scotticism (.Pro-

testantism Wks. 1858 VIII. 89).]

The condition or fact of coming short ; an in-

stance of this. a. Failure to come up to a standard
of excellence or to fulfil a duty ; a defect. (Chiefly
in plural), b. Failure to reach the required or
expected amount, a deficiency.
c 1680 M'Ward Contendings (1723) 222 (Jam.), A just

sensiblcness..ofour unworthy shortcomings. 1801 Farmer's
Mag. Nov. 44r A short-coming of the proprietor's rent.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vl. vi, Hesounded. .the note of
Jacobinism, to hide past shortcomings. 1843 Gladstone
Glean. (1879) II. 10 He had no eye for our faults and short-
comings. 1848 Dickens Dombey Iviii, There were no short-
comings anywhere, in anything but money, i860 — Lett.
(1880) II. 113 The shortcomings of representative govern-
ment. 1885SW1NBURNE yictorHugov\.(iBS6)$4Such. .short-
comings as will probably be detected in a work which at
least lays no claim to completeness. 1880 Standard 17 Apr.,
How can this shortcoming be made good ? 1898 L. Stephen
Stud. Biogr. I. iv. 106 A confession of shortcoming.

So ShoTtcoming; a., defective.

1889 Brvdall A rt in Scot. xii. 246 His works are carefully
finished and drawn, but rather shortcoming in colour.

Short copy, v. nonce-wd. [f. short copy, Short
a. 8.] trans. To make a short copy of.

1891 Olver & O'Reillv Imperial Tariff 262 The landing
books should be sent in. .short copied as far as possible.

Short cut, sb.i [Cut sb.* 15.]

T 1. A short passage or journey. Also fig. Obs.
a 1568 Ascham Sckolent. n. (Arb.) 151 In the short cut of

a priuate letter . . small shew of difference can appeare. 1579
Lylv Euphues (Arb.) 198 If the winde sende him a short cut
you shall in the second part heare what newes he bringeth.
1631 May tr. Barclay's Mirr. Mindes I. 270 From thence is

but a short cut to Swethland. 1673 S" too him Bayes 25
Both sayls and reason insufficient for so short a cut.

2. A path or a course taken between two places

which is shorter than the ordinary road. Now often

hyphened. ( In early use almost exclusively shorter

or shortest cut.)

1618 Bolton Florus (1636) 169 Outstripping the Enemy
by shortest cuts [L. occupatis compendiis], 1643 Trapp
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Comm.Gen.xxxW. 21 They should take a shorter cut toDan and bethel, a 1774 Goldsm. Surv. Exp. Philos. (776)
1 1. 279 [A ray of light] takes a shorter cut in passing through
diamond than glass. 1796 Mhe. D'Arrlay Camilla I 300The baronet.. declared that if there was a short cut,
should not part company, for he could walk it himself
r8»o Keats Cap $ Bells xxiii, He knew the city ' as we
say, of yore, And for short cuts and turns, was nobodyknew more. 1889 Spectator 14 Dec. 837 Those for making
ocean short-cuts behind the backs of peninsulas and angle?
of land. 1890 'R. Boldrewood' Col. Reformer (1891) 126
By-tracks and short cuts, by .. which the road was materiall

v

shortened.

b. fig. A compendious method of attaining some
object.

1589 Marlowe Faustus 287 Therefore the shortest cut for
coniuring Is stoutly to abiure the Trinitie. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett (1862) I. 208 He is the short cut (as we used to
say) and the nearest way to an outgate of all your burdens
1790 Burke Fr. Rev. 246 The degenerate fondness for trick-
ing short-cuts, and little fallacious facilities, that has in somany parts of the world created governments with arbitrary
powers 1807 Southey Espriella's Lett. III. 3M In Eng.
land they.

.
have made many short cuts to philosophy for the

accommodation ofladies and gentlemen. 1873 Spencer Study
Sociol. (1882) 402 Between infancy and maturity there is no
shortcut by which there may be avoided the tedious process
of growth and development. 1891 Kipling Light that
Failed mi. (1900) 115 What will you give me if I tell you a
sure short-cut to everything you want.

c. attrib.

1885 Daily Tel. 10 Sept. (Cass.), Men who have been to
the University.. have been known before now to take the
-short-cut road to their meaning which swearing unhappily
supplies. 1903 Critic XLIII. 382/2 To make war the short-
cut solution of the existing difficulties.

Short cut, a. and sb? [Cut pa. pp/e.]
A. adj. Cut to a short length. (See Short a, i.i.)

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden Ep. Ded. B 1, Content.. to
trauerse the subtile distinctions twixt short cut and long
taile. 1786 Jackson's Ox/ Jrnl. 8 July 2/3 A grey Poney,
with a short cut Tail, broken winded. 1873 Spon Workshop
Rcc.Ser. 1. 83/2 The curls or knots [should be] formed by
turning a short-cut hair pencil.

B. sb. iellipt.)

L A kind of tobacco.
1789 G. Parker Li/e's Painter (c 1800) 140 Part swig'd

Parley swipes, As short-cut they were smoaking. 1839
J.Fume Paperon Tobacco ng About forty years ago short
cut was the favourite with those for whom the common shag
was too strong.

2. A ham that is cut short or round.
1906 Times 2 June 12/6 A parcel of hams, * short-cuts'

called in the trade.

Short-dated, a. [f. Short a. + Date sb. +
-ED*].

t L Lasting a short time. Obs.
163a Bp. H. King Poems, Elegy on Gust. A dolphus (1$ 43)

69 Who, clos'd in thy cold lead, Dost from thy selfa mourn-
ful lecture read Of Mans short-dated glory. 1637 Ruther-
ford Lett. (1664) 253 Clipped and short-dated crosses.

2. Of bills, notes of hand, etc : Falling due at
an early date.
1815 Scott Guy M. v, Duncan Robb, the grocer at Kipple-

tnngan, who has aye a sum to make up, and either wants
ready money, or a short-dated bill. 1900 Westm. Gaz. 3 Jan.
9/1 It was thought the Government might have allotted
shorter-dated paper now, seeing the unpropitious rates.

t Sho'rted, a. Obs. rare. [f. Short v. + -ed l.]

Shortened, cut short.

1483 Cath. Angl. 338/1 Schortyd, correptus, breuiatus.
1769 Goldsm. Hist. Rome (1786) I. 208 The Roman General
. . marched directly by the shorted road.

Shorten (J/Fut'n), v. [f. Short a. + -en 5.]

1. trans. To make shorter, to diminish the length
of, to abridge, curtail.

a. With reference to duration.
To shorten (a person's) li/e : in early use sometimes t to kill.

1513 More Rich. Ill (1883) 6 The king his brother (whose
life hee loked that euil dyete shoulde shorten). 1614 Sir
H. Spelman Law Terms xvii. (1684) 44 Trinity.Term was
altred and shortned by the Statute of 32 Hen. 8 chap. 21.

1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. I. 420 When Autumn weighs
The Year, and adds to Nights, and shortens Days. 1733
Duchess Queensberry Let. to Swi/t 21 Feb., As you can-
not lengthen your friend's days, I must beg you, in your
own words, not to shorten your own. 1844 Miss L. M.
Hawkins Annaline II. 79 [They] could not make any ex-
cuse for shortening their stay at the castle. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Eng. v. I. 665 She calmly disposed the straw about
her in such a manner as to shorten her sufferings. 1885
Spectator 25 July 978/2 We may blame him for shortening
a valuable life by inflicting needless hardships upon himself.

b. To make to appear shorter ; to beguile (time,
a journey, etc.) by conversation or pastime.
1579 Montgomerie Misc. P. xlviii. 216 With Pro and

Contra, so shortnit we the way. 1663 Patrick Parable
Pilgrim xxviii. (1687) 323 In such delightful and useful talk
as this they beguiled the time, and shortned the length of
the ways. 1^33 Fielding Quix. Eng. I. vii, When a lover
suffers his mistress to come first to the place of appointment,
he cannot blame any innocent amusement with which she
would shorten hisabsence. 18*9 Scott AnneofG. xii, The
tale, which had shortened the way in so interesting a manner.
1867 All Year Round 13 July 56/2 Narrations of adventures
met with on previous tramps, .serve to shorten the road.

o. With reference to compositions, speeches,

discussions, etc
1530 Palsgr. 704/2 Shorten your mater, for it is to longe

for this audyence. x67»-5 Comber Comp. Temple (1702I 35
But (as is done in our Common Prayer) he shortned it

because of his weakness. 2709 Steele Tatter No. 107 p 7
To shorten my Story, she was married to another. 1850
W. R. WtixiAMs Relig. Progr. iii. (1854) 50 The Jesuits

SHOBTEN.
.

.
who lengthened the creed and shortened the command,

ments. 1911 J. M. Thomson Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. 1306-
1424, Pref. 8 the custom grew up of shortening it [a list of
witnesses] to tit in aliis cartis [etc.].

d. With reference to linear measurement. -\To
shorten up : to contract, draw together.
t To shorten by the head: to behead (cf. Short a 2

Short v. 2 c).

'53° Palsgr. 704/2 A tall man may shorten hym selfe so
moche that he shall nat seme so hye as a childe isce
Eden Decades (Arb.) 273 They had shortened the coursebf
the tendes he had discouered. 1568 Grafton Chron. II
662 There his body was shortned by the length of his hed
1610 Shaks. Temf. tv. i. 260 Goe, charge my Goblins
that they shorten vp their sinewes With aged Cramps.
1791 G. Wallis Motherby's Med. Diet. (ed. 3) s. v. MusculusA muscle

. .can contract itselfso as to be shortened one third!
1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. J\, Yng. Lady's T. II. 106 The
tour.. they must now necessarily shorten, i860 Tyndall
Glac. 1. xvi. 107 This we crossed in order to shorten our
way. 1883 Manch. Guard. 15 Oct. 5/7 To shorten the
course of the river from London Bridge to Gravesend by
2j miles. 1911 T. D. Atkinson Cathedr. 179 Shortening
the total length of the church by about 37 feet.

e. fig. In Biblical phrase. To shorten the arm
or hand of : to limit the power of.

»535 Coverdale Num. xi. 23 The Lorde sayde vnto Moses

:

Is the Lordes hande shortened then ? 1583 Stubbes Anat.A bus.ll. (1882) 97 Doe they thinke that his arme is shortened,
or his power weakened ? 1645 Harwood Loyal Subj. Re-
tiring-room 28 Why should we think his hand will be
shortned towards any of us? 1647 Trapp Comm. Rev. xx.
3 God will shorten your hand of cruelty. 1833 Lyte Hymn,
' When at thy Footstool,' Thine arm can never shorten 'd be.

f. To diminish in working length ; to tighten
(a rein), in quot.yf^. ; to hold (a weapon) nearer
to the middle, in order to deal a more effective
blow or thrust.

1597 Hooker Seel Pol. v. xliii. § 4 They shorten some-
what the reynes of their censure. 1821 Scott Kenilw. iv,He closed with him, shortening his own sword at the same
''me

'
*"n ,he purpose of despatching him. 1857 Hughes

Jom Brown 1. ix, Shortening the rod in his hand, and
preparing for battle. 1888 F. Hume Mme. Midas 1. xii. 84
Villiers. .shortened his stick to give her a blow on the head.
1898 Encycl. Sport II. 298/1 (Rowing) Shorten oars, to
draw the handle of the oar in-board, in order to avoid an
obstacle in the river, or to pass through a narrow place such
as a lock.

g. With reference to phonetic quantity.
1589 Puttenham Eng. Poesie 11. xii[i]. (Arb.) J31 He

that first shortned ca, in this word cano, and made long tro,
in troia, and o, in oris, might haue aswell done the con-
trary. 1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2) Eumen. 996 note,
Homer shortens the a in Sai&ot. 1871 Roby Lat. Gram.
1. n. xviii. § 583 The imperative-forms in Plautus and
Terence often shortened the final vowel.

+ h. To diminish in number or quantity. Obs.
1598 Dallington Method Trav. L 2 b, The Nobilitie of

France is exceedingly shortned in number. 1611 Second
Maiden's Tragedy 2385 (Malone Sow Thy glories sbalbe
shortend.

i. Hort. To cut back in pruning. Also to shorten
in, back.

1706 London & Wise Retir'd Card. 1. 11. ii. 1 10We . . only
shorten the young shoots. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort.
457 The short lateral shoots, which are shortened in at the
winter pruning to two or three buds. Ibid. 475 The shoots
on the upper or farther extended branches may be shortened
back to half or one-third of their lengths.

j. To clip (coin).

1857 Borrow Rom. Rye xii, My grandfather.. sometimes
shortened money, and at other times passed off what had
been shortened by other gentry.

2. intr. To grow shorter, a. To diminish in
length (either of duration or measurement).
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 369 Thus euer the time passed,

and the dayes shortened. 1663 Gerbier Counsel 36 The
third story of Columns would shorten so much. 1676 Mar.
vell Mr. Smirke 21, 1 am glad to see my labour shorten.
i8« I.am it Eiia Ser. 1. New Yr.'s Eve, In proportion as the
years both lessen and shorten, I set more count upon their
periods. 1850 Miss Warner Wide Wide World xxxvi,
Ellen's face shortened considerably. 1899 E. E. Hale
Lowell t, Friends ii. 17 As the days shortened, morning
prayers came later.

t b. To become less diffuse. Obs. rarer-1
.

1717 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 299 After this interruption,
Mr Grant shortened,

t O. Of the breath : To become shorter.
1765 J. Brown Chr. Jrnl. 78 My breath shortens ; my

pulse beats high.

d. Of a price, odds : To be lowered or lessened.
1884 H. Smart Post to Finish xliv, The odds shortened

rapidly. Still the fielders continued to lay the lessening price.
1891 N. Gould Double Event xl. 302 The horse's price
shortened. 1913 Engl. Rev. May 301 To use the book-
maker's parlance, the prices shorten somewhat.
3. trans, f a. To hold in check, restrain. Obs.
1596 Spenser Slate Irel. Wks. (Globe) 663/2 They should

not be able once to styrre or murmure, but that it shoulde
be knowen, and they shortened according to theyr demerites.
1700 Dryden Fables Ded. B 2 b, Here, where the Subject
is so fruitful . . I am shorten'd by my Chain.

t b. To render (an intention) ineffectual. (Cf.
Short v. 5.) Obs.
i6o5_Shaks. Lear iv. vii. 9 Yet to be knowne shortens my

made intent.

o. To keep from the attainment of.
1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I. in. vii, Whereon the Parlement,

shortened of its prey, would look with yellow despair. 1850
Blackie Aeschylus I. 234 Of thy due honours shortened,

t 4. To cause to go short, to supply insufficiently.

Const, of, in. Obs.
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SHORTENER.

1599 Life Sir T. More in Wordsw. Eccl. Biog. (1853) H-

51 So shortened of money.. he was rid of many occasions

that hinder good proceedings, i6at R. Cocks Diary (HakL

Soc) II. 149, I knew they had. .shortned thenglish in all

they demanded, contrary to the kinges promis.

5. A'aut. a. To shorten sai/(s : to take in some

of the sails of a vessel in order to slacken speed.

16*7 Capt. Smith Seaman's Gram. ix. 44 As you approach

the shore, shorten your sailes. 1748 Anson's Voy. \. iv. 35

We shortned sail for her to come up with us. 1805 Nelson
in Nicolas Disp. (1S46) VII. 10^ The Ships of the Fleet are

directed, particularly in the night, to shorten sail. 1884

Times (weekly ed.) 35 Feb. 15/3 Sail is being shortened all

round.
, „„ __

trans/. 18*4 Scott St. Romans xxx, ' You are a gay old

gentleman !
* said Jekyl, relaxing his pace ; \

and if we must
be fellow-travellers . . 1 must even shorten sail for you.'

b. To shorten in : to heave in (the cable) so that

a shorter length remains overboard. Also ahsol.

1854 G. B. Richardson Univ. Code v. (ed. 12) 1284 Shorten

in cable. Ibid. 4981 Shorten in tow-lines. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bit. s.v., Shorten in, when alluding to the

anchor, by heaving in cable.

6. To make short ' or friable. Also (of manure)

intr. for refL

1733 W. Ellis Chiltem * Vol: Farm. 24 The Chalk or

Sand will shorten and crumble the Clay before the Plough.

Jbid. 30 They as carefully take care to clamp up their Yard
Dungs, .in order to rot and shorten against the next Wheat
or Barly Season. 1883 Harper's Mag. Apr. 659/1 The
crust being shortened with. .suet.

7. To put (a child) into short clothes.

1871 Punch 9 Dec. 240/1 An authentic fragment of the

blue sash he wore the day he was shortened. 1897 Hall
Caike Christian 1. i. 6 At the end of the first year she

wrote : ' I have shortened our darling'.

Hence Sho-rtened, Sho*rtening///. adfs.

cioooSax. Leechd. III. 252 Se sceortijenda d«s haicS

lidran ?;ewederu bonne se langienda da:g. 1507 A. M. tr.

Guillemean's Fr. Chirurg. 57/3 The dissease of a shortened

tunge. 1621 G. Sandys Oviets Met. ix. (1626) 194 Her
shortning curies scarce hang beneath her eares. 1645 Mil-
ton Passiom i, In Wintry solstice like the shortn d light

Soon swallow'd up in dark and long out living night. 1700
Drydkn Pal. $ Arc* m. 509 That none shall dare With
shortned Sword to stab in closer War. 1785 Burns Cotter's

Sat. NL ii t The shortening winter-day is near a close.

1805-17 R. Jameson Char. Mim. (ed. 3) 199 Shortened
heavy-spar. 1825 Scott Talism. xxii, His red and inflamed

eye, his heated hand, and his shortened respiration. 1857

Kingsley Two V. Ago ii, Ships, .driving fast to the eastward
with shortened sail. 1874GLADSTONE Corr.Ch. fy Relig.(igzo)

I. 397 The Bills for Clerical Subscription . . and the Shortened
Services. 1887 Ruskin Prxierita II. 263 In the shortening

days of 1845. 1913 Chesterton Victorian Age 30 Tom
Moore,, .a shortened shadow of Lord Byron.

Sho*rteiier. [er 1
.] One who or something

which shortens (in various senses of the vb.).

1565 J- Phillip Patient Grissell 715 (Malone Soc.) Oh
dyrfull daye, oh haples hap, oh shortner of my yeares.

a 1636 G. Wiluams Best Relig. viiL 183 Sin is an epitomizer

or shortner of every thing. C1710 Swift Inq. Behav.
Queen's Last Ministry ii, The gout, which is not usually

reckoned a shortener of life. 1878 Spurgeon Treas. Dav.
Ps. cix. 8. V. 183 Sin the great shortener of human life.

Shortening (Jput'nirj), vbL sb. [-inq 1
.]

1. The action or an act of the verb Shorten.
"154a Wyatt Poems, Epitaph Sir T. Gravener 12 No

sickness could him from it let ; Which was the shortening
of his days. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1638) 160 Hee
should neuer seeke to attempt any thing to the shortning
or hurt of his Grandfathers life or empire. 1796 C. Mar-
shall Garden, xii. (1813) 149 The rule for shortening is this

:

Consider the strength of the tree [etc.]. 1868 Rep. U. S.

Commissioner Agric (1869) 249 As in the case of shortening
back to induce the growth of fruit spurs in the apple tree.

1886 Magee in Contemp. Rev. Jan. 15 Oaths of allegiance,

supremacy and abjuration have shrunk, after many lengthen-

ings and shortenings, into the brief and simple form [etc.].

2. concr. (See qnot. 1823.)
1823 Moor Suffolk Words, Shortning, suet or butter, in

cake, crust, or bread. 1854 Seba Smith Way down East
333 We have n't got a bit of shortnin' in the house. 1883
Casselts Earn. Mag. Nov. 758/2 The very reason for boil-

ing the 'shortening' with water is that by liquefying the
fat a minimum quantity of water can be used.

Shorter (Jputai). slang, [f. Short v. + -er L]
A clipper of coin.

1857 Borrow Rom. Rye xli, My grandfather was a shorter,

and my father was a smasher. 1864 Hotten's Slang Diet.

s. v., From a crown piece a shorter could gain $d.

+ Shortestuess. Obs. rare- 1
, [f. shortest,

superl. of Short a. + -ness.] Minimal length.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$• Selv. 32 And though a point be
the least of boak, and a nowt the shortest of time, yet they
may speak everlastingness and allfillingness. .for all their

shortestness and leastness, as well as the longest or the
biggest.

Short-fall. [From the phrase to fall short

:

see Fall v. 96.] A falling short ; the amount by
which a supply falls short, shortage, deficiency.

1895 Johannesburg Standard 23 Nov. 5/2 The best that

could be expected this year from the harvest was an eight

months* crop, and the shortfall would be some million-and-

a-half bags of grain. 1906 Mactn. Mag. Aug. 793 From
the very beginning the shortfall in the labour-supply had
been the principal factor in the slow development of these

colonies.

t Shortford. Law. Obs. [Appears in med.L.
and AF. documents as sortfort, shortford, shart-

forty shatford, schotford; of obscure origin.
It is noteworthy that in the Statutum de Gaveleto in

London (prob. 13th c.) a tenement forfeited to the lord ' for

default of service ' is said to be designated by a term which

748

appears under the various forms forsJiard, forshot, fortkot,

forsshott (the early printed edd. have forschoc, forchoc,

forschoke) : see Stat, of the Realm (Record ed.) I. 222 and
Liber A/bus (Rolls) I. 63, 469. Some of these forms look
like transpositions of the syllables of shortford, shartfort,

etc. ; but it is possible that they arose from progressive

corruption of AF. forctot —forclos pa. pple, of forclore to

Foreclose.]

An ancient process by which the lord could obtain

possession of a tenement when the tenant had
failed to render the services due, and there were no
effects on which a distraint could be levied.

1191 in G. Oliver Hist. Exeter (1861) 309 Adjudicatum
est ei sortfort. 1335 in Izacke Antiq. Exeter (1677) 4.8

Adjudicatum fuit Decano & Capitulo beati Petri Exoniensis
quoddam Tenementum scituatum in vico Australi Civitatis

Exoniensis secundum Consuetudinem Civitatis prxdictx &
dicitur Shortford. 1419 Liber Albus (Roils) I. 186 Solonc
le jugement appelle ' Shartfort ' [v.r. Shatford (Coivels Law
Diet. 1727)] par custome de la cite suisdite. 'I a 1500 in G.
Oliver Hist. Exeter (1861) 309 note, Schotford, quod gallice

dicitur forclot, 1701 Cowets Interpreter (ed. Kennett)
s. v. [cites Izacke],

Short-grained, « [f. Short a. ; cf. Grained
ppl. a.-] Of wood : Having a short fibre rendering

it liable to snap easily. Hence transf of a bone.
1670-1 Narborough Jml. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1.(1694)

107 White Cedar and such like Wood, .are very heavy and
short-grained, and will break short. 1776 G. Semple Build*
ing in Water 86 Bog Oak Timber is.. dozed and short

grained. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat. I. 441/1 The presence
of. .phosphate of lime rendered the bone short-grained.

Shorthand (Jputheend). Also short hand
{rare), short-hand. [f. Short a. + Hand sb.] A
method of speedy writing by means of the substitu-

tion of contractions or arbitrary signs or symbols
for letters, words, etc., brachygraphy, stenography.

x*$3fi Jeffrey Hudson's New Yeeres Gift title-p., With a
Letter as it was penned in short-hand. 1639 Mayne City
Match 1. iii, Shall I not learn Arithmetic too, sir, and Short-

hand. 1714 R. Falconer Voy. (1769) 98 His Journals were
mostly taken in Short-Hand. 1864 Soc. Set. Rev. 220 A
species of shorthand was practised in the time of Cicero.

t$og A then*?utu 13 Mar. 1/3 The training includes Indexing,

Shorthand, Type-writing, Stenotypy.

b. transf. and pig.

1697 Collier Ess. A/or. Subj. 11. (1709) 126 Tis the Short-

hand of the mind and crowds a great deal into a little space.

1801 Busby Diet. Mus. p. xxxii, These abbreviations form a
musical Brachygraphy, or Short Hand. 1827 Hare Guesses
Ser. 1. (1873^ 4 1° address the prejudices of our hearers is

to argue with them in short-hand. 1894 H. Drummond
Ascent ofMan 232 To save time the objects were drawn in

shorthand—a couple of dashes for the limbs and one across,

as in the Chinese for man. 1897 Kipling Capt. Cour. v. 124

The We're Here rang her bell thrice, using sea shorthand.

C. attrib. as in shorthand clerk, minute, note,

report, reporter, teacher, writer, writing
; f short-

hand-man, a shorthand writer.

1647 J- Birkenhead Assembly-Man (1662-3) *7> \ admire
the *Short-hand-men, who have the patience to write from
his Mouth. 1682 Owtram Serm. A 2 b, They were taken
from the author by a Short-hand-man. 1822-29 Good's Study
Med. (ed. 3) I. 420 Copying my *short-hand minutes of
medical lectures. 1709 Female Tatter No. 4/2, I took
*Short-hand-Notes. 1831 D. E. Williams Sir T. Lawrence
I. 401 The following is the *short-hand report of his evi-

dence. 1887 Ld. Kosebery in Standard 27 Sept. 2/4 The
first authorised ^shorthand reporter in a Court of Law.
a 1704 T. Brown Laconics Wks. 1711 IV. 12 'Tis wisely

done.. of a *Short-hand teacher [to live next door] to a
Meeting-house, a 1734 North Exam. lit. viii. § 76 (1740)

642 The Party Men attended with their *Short-hand Writers
at their Elbows, to take what might incautelously . . slip from
the Mouths of the Judges, for Matter of Accusation. 1904
Spencer Autobiog. II. 292 The amanuensis was a short-

hand-writer. 1641 Wilkins Mercury xii. (1707) 52 This
*Short-hand Writing is now so ordinary in Practice [etc. J.

1747 Richardson Clarissa I. xii. 68 He is a complete
master of shorthand writing.

d. qx&si-adj. Of the nature of shorthand ; com-
pendious.
1822 W. Irving Braceb. Hail (1823) II. 26 Every new

short-hand mode of doing things. 1844 De Ql-incey Logic
Pol. Econ. Pref. 8 A short-hand expression for the rela-

tion between the quantity offered for sale, and the quantity
demanded. 1887 Saintsbury Hist. Elizab. Lit. vn. (1890)

275 The recourse to dumb show.. looks like a kind of short-

hand indication of scenes that might have been worked out.

Hence t Sho*rt-handed, a.l competent to write

shorthand ; Sho*rthander, a writer of shorthand,

a stenographer.
a 1658 Cleveland Count. Com. Man Poems (1677) 99 A

new blew stockin'd Justice, .with a short-handed Clerk,

tack'd to the Rear of him to carry the Knapsack of his

Understanding. 1738 Thyer Byrom's Rem. (1856) II. 1. 198
We arrive at Hartley's where we accidentally find a party of
shorthanders. 1898 L. Stephen Stud. Biogr. I. iii. 86 The
meetings ofthe shorthanders naturally took place at taverns.

Short-handed, <z.2

T L ? Niggardly, mean ; inefficient, ineffective.

1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman d'Alf 11. 228 My
Hostesse was not short, either handed, or witted. 1643
Tuckney Balm ofGilead 10 Our thoughts and hopes are

too short sighted and handed to reach to all that salvation.

2. Lacking a full complement of * hands ', under-

manned, understaffed.

1794 Nelson 29 July in Nicolas Disp. (1845) I. 461 He
would be satisfied with an indifferent Carpenter, but he
could not with propriety go to sea without one : that he
would not ask for any one in lieu of the other, but he was
very short-handed. 180* C. James Milit. Diet. s. v. Gun,
Ships that go to sea short-handed. 1897 Mary Kingsley

SHORTLY.
W. Africa 202, I think the Ogowe Protestant mission sadly
short-handed. 191a Trevelvan Geo. Ill fy Fox I. v. 143
Ships.. in far superior condition to his own short-handed
and woefully provided vessels.

Hence Shorthandedness.
1886 -V<z/. Rev. 6 Feb. 173 The combination [of offices] now,

had Mr. Gladstone repeated it, would rather be forced on
him by shorthandedness than taken of free-wilL

t ShO'rthead. Obs. rare—1
. In 4 ssorthede.

[f. Short a. + -head.] Shortness, brevity.

1340 Ayenb. 99 J>is bene paseb alle obre ine pri binges,
ine dignete, in ssorthede, an ine guodne&se.

Shorthorn (Ji?-jtih£ra). [f. Short a. + Horn
sb.] One of a breed of cattle having short horns,

originally bred in the north-eastern counties oi

England and now widely distributed over Great
Britain and exported to other countries.
[1826 Southey Vind. Eccl. Angl. 376 A Sockburn Short-

horns from Grassy-hook which should put the best bull of
Basan out of the field. 1 1847 W. C. L. Martin Ox 61/2
They have succumbed before the superiority of the short-
horns. 1911 B. Holland Life Duke Devonshire I. ix. 213
A famous breed of shorthorns.

b. attrib.

1862 Burton Bk. Hunter 1. 24 The pedigrees and physical
characteristics recorded in stud-books and short-horn books.

1877 Field 17 Feb. 191/2 A society similar to the Shorthorn
Society. 1909 Carlisle Jrnl. 27 Apr. 3/4 The splendid
selection of shorthorn stirks.

Short-horned, a. Having short horns.

1707 Mortimer limb. (1721) I. 227 The long-legg'd, short-

horn'd Cow of the Dutch-breed. 1854 A. Adams, etc Man.
Nat. Hist. 254 Short-horned Flies.

Short-hose. a. A kind of stocking reaching

only a short distance up the leg. + b. Used as

a rendering of Curthose. Obs.
a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vu. ccxxii. 245 Robert, the eldest

sone of Kynge Wyllyam, the whiche was surnamed Curthose,
or Shorthose. 1530 Palsgr. 267/1 Schorte hose, chausse
courte. 1880 J. Hay Pike Co. Ballads 61 Women that
shorthose wore.

Shorthursday, obs. form of Sheer Thdrsdat.
Shorting, vbl. sb. [f. Short v. + -ing 1.] The

action of the vb. Short in various senses.

a 1390 tr. St. Jerome's Prol. Jer. in Wychfs Bible (1850)

III. 342 But more ri}t it were, to the shorting of euel, to

put te mesure to the wodnesse of them bi my silence, c 1400
Beryn 209 That euery man shuld, by the wey, with a tale

glade Al the hole company in shorting of £e wey. 1490
Act 7 Hen. VII, c 1 § 1 If any Captain.. give not them
their full Wages without shorting as he shall receive of the

King.

Shortish (J^tif), a. [f. Short a. + -ish.]

Rather short. Also in comb.
1800 Shaw Gen. Zool. 1. 24 Shortish-tailed brown Baboon.

1817 J. Scott Paris Revisit, (ed. 4) 253 He was a stout,

shortish, compactly-made fellow. 1835 Hood Poetry, Prose,

4- Worse xxxvi, To tenants but shortish at present, When
Michaelmas comes with its day. 1871 W. A. Leighton
Lichen*Flora 146 Laciniae shortish. 188a Black.more C/rrji/o-

welt xxii, A shortish old man with hedger's gloves on.

Short-lived (Jf?it t
l3ivd ; the stress is variable),

a. Also -UfdL [i. Short a. + live, Life + -ed 2
.

Often apprehended as f. lived pa. pple. of Live v.

(cf. smooth-spoken) and pronounced (-livd).]

1. Having a short life.

1588 Shaks. L. L. L. n. L 54 Such short liu'd wits do
wither as they grow, c 1608 B. Jonson Hymenxi Wks.
(1616) 911 So short- liu'd are the bodies of all things, in

comparison of their soules. 1645 Quarles Sol. Recant, ii.

3 The short lifd days of flesh and blood. 1707 Curios.

Husb. 4- Gard. 336 The Plants indeed were short-liv'd, and
continued no longer than the Heat of the Vessels lasted.

184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 591 The peach being a short-

lived tree. 1871 Napheys Prev. $ Cure Dis. 1. vi. 168

Gymnasts are short lived. 1875 E. White Life in Christ

1. 1. (1878) 13 The million species of organisms of which he
[man] is the short-lived lord.

2. transf Lasting only a short time, brief,

ephemeral.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. i. 15 O short liu'd pride. 1645
Waller Poems, To Antoret 60 Then smile on me, and I
will prove Wonder is shorter liv'd then Love. 1711 Addi-
son Sped. No. 256 r 5 Admiration is a very short-liv'd

Passion. 1848 Dickens Dombey liii, I was made a short-

lived toy, and flung aside more cruelly and carelessly than
even such things are. 1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men II.

v. 18 He afforded a short-lived triumph to the enemies of

Religion.

b. Metallurgy.
1884 Lock Workshop Rec. Ser. m. 22/1 Sulphur.. makes

molten iron ' short-lived '.

Hence Shortlivedness, brief duration.

1817 Bentham Part. Reform Introd. 69 In proportion to

the short-livedness of the power, diminishes, both to pur-

chasers, and thence to sellers, the venal value of it. 1875
Stubbs Const. Hist. I. i. 6 The shortlivedness of their

organisations.

f Short livy, a. Obs. rare—1
. In 3 sort leui

(? error for -Hut), [f. Short + Life sb. + -y. Cf.

OE. langlife long-lived.] Short-lived.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 712 Aram bi-gat loth, and sarray, And
melcham, and was sort leui In lond caldea.

t Sho'rtly, a. Obs. rare. [f. Shobt a. + -lt *.]

Brief, not long (in time).

a 1050 Liber Scintill. lxxx, (1889) 214 Se apostol ssede bxt
soblice bat on andwerdum sceortlic o^be hwilendlic [L.

momentaneum] ys. a 1340 Hampole Psalter i. 2 His wil

is in godis lawc.and bat will is noght ydell na shortly.

a 1513 Fabyan Chron. vn. 664 When both hoosts were met

within shortly space, such offers of a pease were proferid
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by the Frenshe Kynge, that fynally both prynces agreed
vpon a pease.

Shortly (Jlp-itli). adv. [f. Shout a. + -lt 2.

]

L Briefly, concisely, in fe>v words.
£893 Alfred Oros. 1. i. § 5 Scortlice ic hxbbe nu fcesasd

ymb ba brie daelas ealles bises middan^eardes. c 1200
Ormin 12788 Ta seftde Filippe Shorrtlike till Natanaael

;

Cum nu pe sellf, & loke. a 1300 Cursor M. 8520 For he
bat mikel has for to tell f>e scortliker he aght to spell. 1340
Ayenb. 252 peruore kh paci be ssortlaker. 1390 Gower
Con/. I. 99 And schortly to descrive hire al, Sche hath no
lith withoute a lak. 147s Pas/on Lett. III. 71 He can telle

yow more shortlyer then I shuld wryte. 1581 W. Charke
in Confer, iv. (1584) Eej, Answere shortly. 1624 Bedell
Lett. x. 136 It would require a iust volume to shew it,

though but shortly, a 1676 Hale Prim. Orig. Man. 1. i. 1

The instances thereof, .. shall be only these two, which I

shall but shortly touch. 1805 East's Rep. V. 254 The
Attorney General was heard shortly in reply. 1886 Act 49
Vict. c. 22. f 4 (1) (at, An advertisement describing shortiy
the object for which the land is proposed to be taken.

f b. In short, ' to speak briefly '. Also more
fully, shortly {the sooth) to say, to say shortly, etc.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22203 Scortti to sai. 1303 R. Brunne

Ifaudi. Synue 6007 And, shortly, 30W for to telle, pys lady
wulde nat hem selle. c 1386 Chaucer Prof. 30 And shortly
..I was of hir felaweship anon, c 1400 Beryn 836 And for

to seye shortlych, in Room was noon hym lych. 1483 Cax-
tom G. de la Tour g v b, And shortly to say he lost alle

that he had. 1535 Coverdale Eccl. ii. 8 (Shortly) I was
freater in more worshipe, then alt my predecessours in

erusalem. 1641 * Smkctymnuus ' Vind. Answ. § 14. 175
Shortly, resolve us but this one thing.

O. Abruptly, curtly, sharply.
C1815 Jank Austen Persuasion iv, 4

I think very dif-

ferently ', answered Elizabeth, shortly. 1857 Hughes Tom
Brown 1. viii, ' I won't sell a bit of him , answered Tom,
shortly. 187a H. Kingsley Hornby Mills I. 26, I am not
the only person who ought to be taken up shortly. 1885
* Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay iii, I wish I hadn't been obliged
to send that cad Vincent to the right-about so shortly.

2. In a short time; not long after the present

or the point reached in a narration ; soon, f In
early use also : With little delay, speedily, quickly

:

often in compar. or superl.

a 1050 Lanto. Ps. xxxvi. 10 & is nu Jyt vel scortlice vel

lytel faec & ne by5 se synfulia. a 1100 Gloss, in Haupt's
Zeitschrift IX. 527 Maturius, scortlicor. a 1300 Leg.
Roodn&yi) 38 pobe giwesi-somned were hi [hadde] schor[t]-

liche gret fere. 13.. E. E. A Hit. P. B. 519 For-by schal
I neuer schende so schortly at ones, c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'t
T. 519 And shortly turned was al vp so doun Bothe habit
and eek dispostcioun Of hym this woful louere daun Arcite.

14830/? Papers (Camden) 13S Ze schall be payd be Easter
and schorttlyer. 151s Act 4 Hen. VIII, c. 1. $ 1 Grete
multitude of people can not shortly resort to put theym of
at theire landyng. 1523 Berners Froiss. I. ccxxxviiL 344
The shortlyer y» ye do it, the gretter thanke we shall gyue
you. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 600 The drawe Bridge could
not be shortly drawen vp. 1596 Shaks. Merck. V. 111. v, 31,

I shall grow iealous of you shortly Lancelet, if you thus get
my wife into corners? 163a Lithgow Trav. x. 448 A
French ship.. shortly bound for Alexandria. 1798 Sophia
Lee Canlerb. P., Yng. Lady's T. II. 84 [They) only invited

her from knowing the consequence she would shortly have
a right to. 1836 J. R. Smith's Catal. Bis. Feb. 32 Shortly
will be published, in one voL 8vo..Bibliotheca Cantiana.
1861 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 34 Very shortly a treaty is

on foot for a matrimonial alliance between the houses of
Plantagenet and Hapsburg, 1871 Blackie Four Phases
Morals i. 14 Socrates.., after saying a prayer to the sun,
shortly retired.

fb. quasi-sb. Odd shortly = ' Odd-come-shortly*

:

see Odd Comb. 2.

x68x T. Flatman Heraclilus Ridens No. 26. 2/2 Wei give
him as good as he brings one of these odd shortlies, I war-
rant him.

3. At a short time after, before, •f syne.

1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII, 158 And so ye viscount
Rochforth retorned into England, and so did the bishop of
Bathe shortly after. 1593 Knaresb. Wills (Surtees) I. 198
Short lie after my dcathe. c 1643 Ld. Herbert A ulobiog.

(1824) 145 And so returning shortly after to his Excellency
[I] related to him the success ofmy journey. 175a Scotland's
Glory 19 Some hundred of our ministers They shortly syne
silenced. 183a W. Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 29 Shortly
before, probably about the end of the fourth century, Jerome
. .said [etc J. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xviii. (ed. 3)

162 On a given morning.. shortly after noon. 190a K.

Bagot Donna Diana xxviii. 353 Perhaps you will, .ask him
to meet us here shortly before four o'clock.

4. For a short time. rare.

1809 Campbell Gertrude 11. vii, And see thee once again
whom I too shortly saw 1 1815 Scott Guy M. xxvi, He's
been but shortly in office. 1836 E. Howard R. Reefer xxi,

A lady whom she knew but shortly.

5. In a small compass.
1567 Satir. Poems Reform, iii. 30 Dartis about him

swyftlie could he fling, And rin ane rais and shortlie turne
ane steid. 1833 Darwin Jml. 15 Oct., It has the power of

turning very shortly in the air.

6. At a short distance, rare.

1908 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 205 Shortly south of Donabyu
the river Irrawaddy dissolves its main stream.

7. Comb. Qualifying an adj. with the sense 'having

little length*. (Chiefly in Botany.)
1840 Paxton Bot. Diet., Shortly-acuminated,.. Shortly,

bifid, Shortly-two^Uft. 1875 Bennett& Dyer Sachs* Bot.
11. v. 558 More often the cotyledons remain thin likeshortly

stalked foliage-leaves of simple form.

Shortness (J^utnes). [f. Short a. + -ness.]

1. The quality or fact of being short in duration,

linear magnitude, serial extent, etc. ; absence of

length, brevity.

749

_
c 1000 /Elfric Gram. xliv. (Z.) 266 Maneja synd syt Con*

tunctiones, be we ne ma^on nu sec^an on oissere sceortnysse.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 44 Wip schortnesse of sermon.
1496-7 Act 12 Hen. VII, c. 2 The seid Statutes for shortnes
of tyme syn the making of theym. .as yet may not be per-
fitely knowen. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. iii. i. 378 Such as the
shortnesse of the time can shape. 1660 Heylin Hist. Ref,
Mary (1845) II. 222 [Mary's reign] was only commendable
in the brevity or shortness of it. 1774 Goldsm. Nat. Hist*
(1776) VI. 47 The shortness of the legs in the web-footed
kinds. 178s Miss Burney Cecilia 11. vi, The shortness of
our acquaintance. 1841 Latham Eng. Lang. 11. vii. 136 The
comparative shortness of Vowel w. 1885 Law Times
LXXVIII. 295/2 The shortness of the title might not have
been a sufficient objection.

*t* b. Brevity or conciseness in speech or writing.
c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 207 Withe a quyet schorte-

nes, they schal say that is to be seyde. 1576 Fleming
Panopl. Epist. 104 Therfore must I vse so much the more
shortnesse at this present. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shrew lv.iv.

39 Your plainnesse and your shortnesse please me well.

c. For shortness : for the sake of brevity, to
save time or distance. Now rare. fAlso^r the
sake of because of shortness, etc.
c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 931, I leeue be proloug for

shortnes. 1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 84 And many other
were wounded, whose names be not rehearsed here, because
of shortnesse. 1710 in Nairne Peerage Evict. (1874) 153
Under the reservations provisions and declarations above
exprest (which are here holden as sett down for shortnes sake).
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. iv. vii, Taking side-roads, for

shortness, for safety.

f d. (a) A short period (of time), {b) Short
stature. Obs.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. ii. 83 The time of life is short

;

To spend that shortnesse basely were too long. 1650 Don
Bellianis x. 56 Don Bellianis, whose shortnesse reached not
to the others middle. 1684 Contempt. St. Man 1. ii. (1699)
12 Most of those things.. even during the shortness of Time
which they last, have a thousand changes

2. Defective reach (of vision, memory, etc.).

1635 R. N. tr. Camden\ Hist. Eliz. iv. 586 The Queene
made answer with shortnesse of minde. 1661 Cowley
Cromwell Ess, etc. (1906) 361 A little mistake of the short-
ness of his sight. 1704 Swift T. Tub iii. 74 Vet has the
unhappy shortness of my Memory led me into an Error.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 111. iv, Their fatal shortness of
vision. 1904 H. Paul Hist. Mod. Eng. II. ix. 192 The
extreme shortness of his sight would have interfered with
his efficiency as a soldier.

1 3. Defectiveness, imperfection ; //. defects,

shortcomings. Obs.

1644 Dicby Nat. Bodies 346 Since his raigne was but at
the beginning of sciences, he could not chose but haue some
defects and shortenesses. 1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrae
I. i. § 9. 10 Which.. through the shortness of their own
reason doth appear to them to be so. 1736 Butler Anal.
II. iii. Wks. 1874 I. 181 The shortness of our faculties.

4. Shortness of breath \ a dyspneeic condition,

breathlessness.
1577 Gooce Heresbach's Hush. iv. (1586) 190 The water

thereof distilled and drunke..helpetb the cough, and short,

nesse of breath. 1898 Allbutt*s Syst. Med. V. 350 The
dyspnoea of pleurisy without liquid effusion is chiefly short-
ness of breath.

5. The condition of being ' short of* something

;

deficiency, want (esp. of money, food, etc.) ; also,

scantiness (of a supply, a crop, fa meal).
1669 Woodhead St. Teresa 11. 265 The meanness, and

shortness of their Dinner. 1763SCROFTON Indostanl. (1770)
20 The poor and middling sort are only curbed by the short*
ness of their finances. 1831 Sir J. Sinclair Corr. II. 28
The shortness of the crop, will assist in reducing the price
of lands still lower. 1838 Civil Engin. <$• Arch. Jml. I.

174/2 The shortness of water in the boiler had the effect of
over-heating the plates. 1882 Mrs. J. H. Riddell Prince's
Garden-Party 205 There was no shortness of money.

6. The quality of being 'short* in texture or

substance ; friability, brittleness.

1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. (1746) 271 The
Head of the Carp, the Tail of a Pike, and the Belly of a
Bream are most esteemed, for their Tenderness, Shortness,

and well relishing. 1758 Reid tr. Macqutr'sCkem. I. 363
The brittleness and shortness of Pig-iron, 1861 W. Fair-
bairn Iron 175 Metallic manganese has been used by Mr.
Mushet to correct red shortness or cold shortness in steel.

Short sight. [Shobt a. I h.] The defect of

sight by which only near objects are seen distinctly

;

myopia.
1822-29 Goods Study Med. (ed. 3) IV. an Paropsis pro-

pinqua. Short sight. 1879 Harlan Eyesight vi. 79 Dr.
Cohn, of Breslau, .. found the percentage of short-sight in-

creasing from year to year.

a 1888 H. D. Rawnsley in W. Knight Shairp <r Friends
384 Invective against the modern shortsight of commercial
utilitarianism.

Short-sighted, a. [Cf. prec. and Sighted a.]

1. Having short sight ; having the focus of the

eyes at less than the normal distance ; unable to

distinguish objects clearly at a distance ; myopic.
a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. fas. V Wks. (1711) 105 The

other, who was short-sighted, had broken his ponderous
sword. 17x0 Berkeley Princ. Hum. Know I. § 5 Wks.
1871 1. 139 He who is short-sighted will be obliged to draw
the object nearer. 1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 165 Two
lenses of this kind, one for cylindrical and short-sighted

eyes . .and another for long-sighted eyes. 1875 Jowett Plato

fed. 2) III, 238 A short-sighted person had been requested

by some one to read small letters.

b. absol.

1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 181 The observations which we

SHORT-WRITING.
have made on spectacles for longsight, are, generally speak-
ing, applicable to the shortsighted.

2. fig. Lacking in foresight or in extent of intel-

lectual outlook.
1622 Mabbe tr. Alemaiis Guzman dAlf. I. 216 Those

that are yong, are very short-sighted in your choyser sort
of things. 1740 J. Clarke Educ. Youth (ed. 3) 198 The
giddy short-sighted Minds of young Men. 1830 D'Israeli
Chas. I, III. 8 So short-sighted are politicians in power.
190a R, Bagot Donna Diana xxx. 39G He. .cursed himself
for a short-sighted fool.

absol. 1648 Denham Cato Major iv. (1669) 50 The foolish
and short-sighted die with fear, That they go no where, or
they know not where._ 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer.
II. 107 The march of circumstance has become too obvious
to escape the attention of the most short-sighted.

3. Characterized by or proceeding from want of
foresight or limited mental vision.

1736 Gentl. Mag. VI. 314/2 [Discoverers] whose Geo-
graphy was so weak, and so short-sighted, that [etc.]. 1858
Froude//«/. Eng. III. xiii. 92 The laws which we call
shortsighted, against engrossers of grain. 1864 Kingsley
Roman <$ T.x. (1875) 10 A shortsighted and suicidal policy.
1891 Speaker 11 July 36/1 The pitiable display of short-
sighted greed over the Factory Bill.

Hence Short-si'jfhtedly,^^.; Short-si'grlited-
ness lit. and^/%.
1670 Cotton Espemon 11. vii. 320 The short-sightedness

of humane Wisdom. 1715 Pope's Iliad Notes iv. 503 The
divine Boldnesses which in their very Nature provoke
Ignorance and Short-sightedness to shew themselves. 1853
' C. Bede ' Verd. Green 1. xii, Verdant . .was short-sightedly
peering at the celebrated * Charles the First ' of Vandyck.
1884 R. W, Church Bacon iii. 63 The apparent shortsighted-
ness of the policy. 1887 Moloney Forestry IV. Afr. 53
Rash and short-sightedly premature gatherings of crop.

Short-SWOrd. Obs. exc. Hist. A sword with
a short blade.
c 1470 Got. <y Gaw. 706 Schort suerdis of scheith smertly
thay dreuch. 1865 Ingraham Pillar of Fire 1. xviii. (1872)
295 A thousand men in iron helmets, round shields, and
heavy short-swords. 1881 J. Taylor Se, CovenantersSi The
old-fashioned Scottish short-sword.

Shortsyne, adv. Sc. [f. Short adv. + Syne
adv.] A short while ago, lately.

1768 Ross Helenore 62 Shortsyn unto our glen, Seeking a
hership cameyou unko' men. 183a Rodger Poems (1838)
298 She promis'd shortsyne she would soon be my a;n.

Short-tongued, a. Having a short tongue

;

hence (now dial. ) inarticulate, stammering, lisping.

Also occas. taciturn, unready in speech.
c 1575 Gelson in Durham Depos. (Surtees) 289 The said

Sir Richard.. wilbe some tyme mery and light with drink,
and short tonged, but nott dronken. 1865 Dickens Mat.
Fr. 11. v, If 1 am a short-tongued fellow. 1874 Lubbock
Wild Flowers iii. 68 The honey which is accessible even to

beetles, and short-tongued flies.

Short-winded, a. [f. Short a. + Wind sb.

+ -ed!.] Short of breath ; suffering from or liable

to difficulty of breathing ; that soon becomes out of

breath with any exertion.
c 1450 Merlin xv. 245 And whan thei saugh the saisnes

well chased and short wynded, thei lete renne at hem. c 1593
Jane in Hakluyt Voy. (1600) III. 852 Captaine Cotton and
my selfe swolne and short winded. 1656 Ridglev Pract.
P/iysickBi Forestus often prescribeth to short-winded people
in a Consumption. 1793 T. Beudoes Obesity 101 Short-
winded persons are very often corpulent. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge li, The short-winded locksmith had no chance
against a man of Sim's youth and spare figure. 1891
C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 166, I was wretchedly weak and
short-winded, only being able to walk a few yards at a time.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, 1. i. 3 Finde we a time for frighted

Peace to pant, And breath snortwinded accents of new
broils To be commene'd in Stronds a-farre remote. 1656
Trapp Comm. 2 Cor. viii. ix Their shortwinded wishes,
1688 Bunvan Heav. Footman (1886) 165 They went to the
work at first pretty willingly, but they were very short-

winded, they were quickly out of breath, and in their hearts
they turned back again into Egypt.
Hence Short-windedness, a state or condition

of being short-winded, dyspneea.
1614 T. Adams Dwells Banket vi. 303 Balme taken fasting

..is very good against short-windednesse. 1753T0RRJAN0
Non-Naturals £2 It begets. -pulmonary Humours, (es-

pecially Short-windedness,) and Death.

Short wool.
1. Wool having a short staple or fibre.

1718 Chambers Cycl. s. v. Woollen Manufactory, A Pack,
or 240 Pounds Weight of short Wool. 1841 Penny Cycl.

XXI. 358/2 In 1828 the number of packs of short wool had
diminished to 2800. 191a Times ig Dec. 20/3 The finer

varieties of short wools.

2. (Hyphened.) A sheep producing such a wool.

1837 Youatt Sheep ix. 351 A few of the short-wools were
left. 1844 W. C Spooner Sheep 72 [The South Down breed]

ranks with the Leicester—the former first among the short-

wools.

3. attrib.

1824 Banks in Bischoff Woollen Manuf. (1842) II. 55 Any
drawback so obtained must operate as a bounty to the Eng-
lish short-wool grower. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 358/1

Various breeds of short-wool sheep still prevail on the hills

of Devonshire and Cornwall.

Hence Short-woolled a.

1787 Young's Ann. Agric. VIII. 199 The South Downs.

.

are, for that point, the best short-woolled sheep which I

know in England. 1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 359/2 One other

breed of short-woolled sheep must be mentioned.

t Short-writing- Obs. = Shobthand.
1620 W. Folkingham Brachigr. To Rdr. A 4, Applying

my Letters to those formes of Short-writing, which intimate
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regionarie Vowels by conliguitie of Consonants. 1650

Shelton (title) Zeiglographia or A New art of Short-writing

never before published. 1691 Wood Atk. Oxon. I. 269 His

most dextrous and incomparable faculty in short-writing.

1715 S. Lane (title) The Art of Short Writing made lineal

and legible as the Common long Hand.

t Slurry, a- Ois. rare-1
, [f. Shore sty + -Y».]

Of or pertaining to a shore.

1684 T. Burnet Theory Earth 1. 89 At the same time were

made the shory rocks and mountains which are the bars and

boundaries of the sea.

Shot (J>t), si.1 Forms : 1 sc(e)ot, sesc(e)ot,

2. 4-7 schot, 3 soott, 4-7 sohott, shotte, (5

shet), 5-6 schotte, 5-7, (8) shott, (6 shutt, 6-7

shote), 5- shot. [OE sc(e)ot, gesc(e)ol neut. (the

prefix, as usual in sbs., fell away—in this instance

not surviving beyond OE.—so that the forms with

and without prefix fell together) — OFris. skol

neut, OS. -scot in stlscot 'balista', MLG. scot,

gescot, OHG. scoi, neut (MHG. schoz, masc,
mod.G. schoss masc.), also giscoz, neut. (MHG.
gcschoT,, mod.G. geschoss), ON. skotnmL :—OTeut.

*skuto-, *gaskuto-m, f. root *skut- : see Shoot ».]

I. The action of shooting.

L A rapid movement or motion ; + a rush, dash

or onset rare.

a 1000 Menologium 272 Leax sceal on waele mid sceote

scrioan. 1375 Barbour Bruce xu. 77 A gret schot till

thame can thai mak. 1859 Meredith R. Feverel xxjii,

' You needn't to ask, sir—ye know ', said the farmer, with

a side shot of his head.

b. A sudden sharp pain ; also dial. ' a sudden

attack of illness or disease '. rare.

a 1400-50 Stockh. Med. MS. 101 For be schottes & be

prikkynges in sydes. 15*7 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll.

Waters C v, The hede enoynted with the same water . . with.

dryveth the payne and shotte in the hede comynge of hete.

1899 Cumbcrld. Gloss., Shot,..!, sudden attack of illness or

disease. . . A shot of rheumatics.

c. A rush (of colour) over a person's face, etc.

1 nonce-use.

1895 Meredith Amazing Marr. I. xi. 123 A shot of

colour swept over Henrietta,

+ d. A rush of water. Ois.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 3300 And bou drunkyn hade dewly as

mony du sopis, As shottes of shire water has shot fro bin

ene. 1673 Kay Journ. Low C. 8 In process of time.. all

the Hills and Mountains.. would by Floods and Shots of

Rain be quite washed away.

e. A sheet (of ice). Ois. exc. dial.

a 1650 Calderwood Hist. Kirk (1843) II. 248 The rain

falling freezed so vehementlie, that the ground was like a
shott of yce.

2. A discharge, flux or issue. (Cf. Shoot si.3)

c 1500 Rowlis Cursing 67 in Laing Ane. Poet. Scot., The
kanker and the kattair, And never to be but schot of blude.

1841 Dick Man. Vet. Science (1862) 148 Cattle and sheep.

.

after indulging, .in luxuriant pastures, take what is called

a Shot of Blood. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 226
There is a complaint called a shot 0/ grease, arising from
a different cause from the common grease.

3. Fisheries, a. The spread or cast of a net;

the throw and haul-in of a fishing-net.

1859 Atkinson Walks ft Talks (1892) 322 A second shot

of the net produced eleven more [mullet 1
. 1864 Rep. Sea

Fisheries Comm. (1865) II. 11 33 1, 1 believe I got the second
shot of trawled fish that was ever fished in this country.

1873 Act 36 <$ 37 Vict, c 71 § 14 Within 100 yards from
the nearest point in the line of shot of any other seine or

draft net worked in like manner.

b. Sc. A place where nets are shot Ois. exc. Hist.

1451 in Reg. Monast. Passelet (Maitld. Club) 250 Tertiam
partem totius piscarie de le Crukytshot. 1584 Reg. Mag.
Sig. Scot. 354/1 Beginnand at the schott of the fisching

callit the Hoilschott 1882 J. F. S. Gordon Hist. Moray
III. 228 The proprietor of the Friars' Shott salmon fishings.

4. The shooting of a bolt.

1905 ' H. Hali burton' Excursions i. 5 The shot of the

lock caught the ear of Beenie.

6. A passage of the shuttle across the web

;

cotter. ' one thread of each colour or kind of yarn

'

'Eng. Dial. Did.).
1834-6 P. Barlow Manuf. in Encycl. Metrop. (1845) VIII.

739A If a shot of blue and a shot of white be thrown
alternately, a corresponding check will be produced. 1864

T. Bruce in Poets of Ayrshire {1910) 232 Sad and slow the

shots he threw And slow he trod the treddles.

b. (See quot.)

1875 F. J. Bird Dyer's Hand-bk. 90 When satins, .or silks

of any kind are found to contain shots—that is, warp and
weft of different qualities—they must be prepared as follows.

6. The course of a plough.
1843 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. IV. I. 34 It is usual to cut the

drains directly across the shot, as we term tue course of the
plough.

7. The action of shooting with the bow, cata-

pult, or firearms ; the mechanical discharge of

arrows or other projectiles as a means of attack ;

shots or discharges of missiles collectively. Now
only arch. \ Const, of (bows, guns, etc., also

arrows or other projectiles).

c 1386 Chaucer Nun's Pr. T. 529 Whan thy worthy kyng
Richard was slayn With shot, c 1471 Arriv. K. Edw. IV,
(Camden) 29 Sore annoyed..as well with gonnes-shott, as
with shot of arrows. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 279 The
shot of the Scottes endured but a short space : But the shot
of the Englishmen was long and fierce. 1639 Drumm. of
Hawth. Consid. toParlt. Wks.(t7ii) 185 By shot of pistols.
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1759 Hume Hist. Eng., Tudor I. 87 Their admiral lost an
eye by the shot of an arrow. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxiv, At
which a few archers might be stationed for defending the

turret, and flanking with their shot the wall of the castle

on that side. 1855 Kingsley Westw. Hot vii. Which bark

. .was taken without shot or slaughter.

[fig- x377 Langu P. PI. B. xx. 22.1 And so seide sexty of

be same contreye, And shoten a^ein with shotte many a
shef of othes. 1567 Turberv. Epit. etc. 12 The surest

shielde Against the dreadfull shot of wordes that thousandes
had beguilde. x66a Hibbert Body 0/ Div. n. 29 We can-

not be at peace with God, and therefore lie ever open to

the shot of general dangers. 1718 T. Gordon Cordial Low
Spirits 27, 1 must be obliged to stand the shot of his noise

and nastiness for perhaps an hour or two together.

b. An act of shooting, an individual discharge

of a bow, gun, etc. Phrases, to fire, also (now
arch.) to make, shoot a shot (see Shoot v. 21 c).

To fire a shot is used also in senses 13, 14 b, and 17.

c 1coo in Napier O. E. Glosses (1900) 214 Iactibus

.

. uacuis,

mid idelum xescotum. c 1435 in Kingsford Chron. Lond.
(1905) 96 In this same yere. .was slayn sir Thomas Movntagu
..thruh a shotte off a gonne. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. n. i. 31b, Notwithstanding wee had giuen
them a shot of assurance, [they] began to prepare them-
selues to the fight, thinking we had bin Coursaries. X629

Cafit. Smith's Trav. <r Adv. iii. 5 She stood to her defence,

and made shot for shot 17a! De Foe Mem. Cavalier

(1840) 130 Several regiments, .never, .fired a shot. 1818

Scott Hrt. Midi. Iii, They heard a shot, c 1850 Arab.
Nts. (Rtldg.) 693 Prince Houssain. .took his bow and made
the first shot.

fig- 1576 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 416 He had
directed his shot at the crowne of England.

fc. uninflected plural (with numeral). Ois.

1642-4 Vicars God in Mount 193 After many shot of

Cannon, which did very little hurt among us.

d. Phrases, (a) A shot between windand water,

also slang (cf. Shoot v. 30 d). {i) colloq. Like a

shot : at once, with rapidity. Also, without hesi-

tation, most willingly, (c) colloq. A shot in the

eye : an ill turn.

(a) 1695 Congreve Love for L. m. xv. Ballad, And then

he let fly at her, A shot 'twixt wind and water, That won
this Fair Maids Heart 1706 E. Ward Wooden World
Diss. vii. (1708) 62 Sometimes his Captain, being disabl'd by

some unlucky Shot 'twixt Wind and Water, repairs to him
for a Refitment
(b) 1809 Malkin Gil Bias v. i. p 6, I went off like a shot,

in the direction of our inn. 1843 Dickens Chr. Carol v. 156

The boy was off like a shot. 1894 W. E. Norris St. Ann's
I. 72 If I could hear of any chance of employment elsewhere,

I'd take it like a shot.

(c) 1897 Pearson's Mag. Sept. 254/1 He thought he saw
the means of getting square with the millionaire who had

done him such an unscrupulous ' shot in the eye '.

e. trans/, (a) Naut. slang. A meridional alti-

tude taken (cf. Shoot v. 32 c). (*) A snapshot

(cf. Shoot v. 22 f).

1867 Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. s. v. Shoot the sun, ' Have
you obtained a shot ? ' applied to altitudes of the meridian,

as for time, lunar distances, &c 1889 Brit. Jrnl. Photogr.

XXXVI. 605/2, I developed some instantaneous shots.

1895 Outing XXVI. 33/2, 1 must have a camera shot at this.

f. Mining. An explosion of a blasting charge.

Cf. 17.
1881 Raymond Gloss. Mining s. v. Shoot, A shot is a single

operation of blasting. 1900 Daily News 25 July 2/1 Every
shot is improving the appearance of the ore chute.

8. The range of a shot, or distance to which a

shot will go. In, within, out of shot : in, within,

out of shooting distance, t To have open shot : to

have unobstructed range of shooting.

1455 [see Flight-shot i.] c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon
vii. 180, I bode behynde well the shotte of a bow. 1513

[see Arrow-shot s.v. Arrow sb. IV. 2]. 1513 Life Hen. V,

(1911) hi They of the Towne had from euery place open

shott w" there gonns into the boast. 1635 Long Meg of
Westminster xii. (i8t6) 21 While the Dolphins army lay in

view.. there was a French-man that sundry times would as

on a brauery come within shot and tosse his Pike, and so

goe his way. 1670 Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late

Voy. 1. (1694) 3 The Ships ride in shot of Ordnance of the

City. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 237 And that then I

should be within half Shot of them. 1881 Payne-Gallwey

Fowler Irel. 431 To find .that the pole has slipped just as

you are getting well in shot, is no joke.

b. transf. Range or reach of anything likened

to a shot. (Cf. Earshot.)
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 35 Keepe within the reare of

your Affection ; Out of the shot and danger of Desire. 1611

Bible Transl. Pref. r 1 A man would thinke that Ciuilitie,

holesome Lawes.. should be as safe as a Sanctuary, and

out of shot [wmr i(a /3fAovs], as they say, that no man
would lift vp the heele. .against the motioners of them. 182a

Shelley Chas. I, iv. 15 Beyond the shot of tyranny.

c. To run into shot : Of a sporting dog : to

run into the line of fire.

1884 T. Speedy Sport Highl. iii. 25 The faults.. of being

gun shy, springing their game, running into shot [etc.].

9. An attempt to hit with a projectile discharged

from a gun. Phrase, to exchange shots : said with

reference to a skirmish or a duel.

1653 Hane Jrnl. (1896) 2 Wee made all the resistance wee

could, changing some shotts with him for the space of halfe

an houre. 1669 Sturmy Mariners Mag. v. xii. 46 A good

Shot may be made out of a bad Piece. 1817 J. Mayer
Sportsman's Direct, (ed. 2) 25 You will be able to take shots

at them, before they reach the high slope. i8ao John

Bull 17 Dec. 5/2 A duel was fought on Saturday.. when
some shots were exchanged. 1847 Marryat Childr. N.

Forest v It was a good shot that you made. 1898 Field

SHOT.

2 Apr. 509/3 Seeing a large buck.. I sat down, prepared to

have a long shot at him. 1908 R. BagOt A. Cuthbert xxix.

377 Six rabbits in six shots with my pea-rifle.

b. fig. A remark aimed at some one, esp. in

order to wound. Sometimes with mixture of

sense 14 b.

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. ix. The shot told.

Your aunt bounced up at once, and in ten minutes more was
in my carriage, on our way back to London. 1878 B. Harte
Man on Beach 1-j This last shot was from the gentle Maria,
who bit her lips as it glanced from the immovable man.

t o. fig. (A person's) great shot : chief aim. Sc.

1644 R. Baillie Lett. 4 Jrnls. (1841) II. 230 The great
shott of Cromwell and Vane is to have a libertie for all

religions, a 1658 Durham Comm. Rev. iv. in. (1660) 281
The Lords great shot in all this is to get praise to Himself.

d. Phrases : Not ... iya long shot : Hopelessly

out of reckoning. A long shot : a bold attempt

or large undertaking.
1888 Eggleston Graysons i. 12 He didn* wear uz good

close in them days 's 'e does now, by a long shot. 1897
A. R. Marshall Pomes 27 (Farmer) So Zippy went in for

a long shot-.

10. A random guess attempting to ' hit ' the

right answer. To make a shot : to attempt an

answer by guessing.

1840 J. T. J. Hewlett P. Priggins xvii, After waiting for

a little while [in construing], Ninny, .made a shot, and
went so near the mark, that [etc.]. 1847 Alb. Smith Chr.

Tadpole Prelude, ' Do you want a bed here to-night, Sir?

'

asked the waiter. .making a shot at the sex of the blue

serge bundle. 1887 Times (weekly ed.) 19 Aug. 4/3, 1 do
not believe that yesterday when she was supposed to be

doing 15 knots she was really running more than 13. This,

however, is only a shot.

b. An attempt or try.

1756 W. Dodd Fasting (ed. 2) 30 The random shots of

second causes. 1878 E. FitzGerald Lett. (1889) I. 422, I

cannot understand why I have not yet taken to Hawthorne,
. . I will have another Shot. 191a Throne 7 Aug. 227/1

Pinks is going to have a shot at the Wingfield Sculls.

11. An aim or stroke, esp. in a game, as tennis,

golf, billiards, etc.

1868 Field 8 Aug. 106/3 (Croquet) Mr. Whitmore distin.

guished himself by his long shots, one of which came off at

thirty-six yards. 190a W. W. Jacobs Lady of Barge 83

Wilfred Carr.. taking a cue from the rack, bent over the

board and practiced one or two favourite shots.

b. A throw of a ball, stone, or other thing aimed

with the hand.
185a Thackeray Esmond I. iv, Fling another shot [;'. e.

potato] at that carriage .. and by the Lord I'll send my
rapier through you ! 1868 'S. Daryl ' Quoits S, Bowls 54

(Bowls) The game is thirty shots—ten Guarding, ten Riding,

ten Drawing.

c. In Footiall, Hockey, Lacrosse : an attempt to

drive the ball into goal.

1868 Field 28 Nov. 446/2 Several well intended, though

badly misjudged, shots were fired at the School goal. 191a

Oxford Mag. 14 Nov. 75/1 Essex reduced the lead by means

of a good shot from the inside left.

d. In Boat-racing: an attempt to 'bump' the

boat in front (Cf. Bomp sb> 2 and v> 3.)

1868 Field 28 Nov. 445/2 Owing to his pulling his wrong

scull, he managed to miss his shot at him, and Lowe went

away easily. z8oo Eng. lllustr. Mag. Apr. 501 Ah 1 they

have made a shot in the Gut and missed.

e. In Curling: (see quots. 1835, 1897).

a 177a Graeme in Anderson Poets XI. 447 (Jam.) Of many
a bonspeel gain'd, Against opposing parishes ; and shots,

To human likelihood secure, yet stormed. 1835 H. Hare-
wood Diet. Sports s.v. Curling, When the stones on both

sides have been all played, the one nearest the tee counts

one ; and if the second, third, fourth, &c. belong to the same

side, all these count so many shots. 1897 Encycl. Sport I.

264/2 (Curling), Shot, (1) the unit of scoring, each stone

nearer to the tee than any opponent counting one. (2) The
delivery of a stone.

1 12. A result of shooting, a. A wound or pain

in the body caused by witchcraft. (Cf. Shoot v.

32 a, and Elf-shot.) b. A gunshot wound. Ois.

1597 in SpaldingClub Misc. (1841) 1. 131 Thow said, .thow

suld put ane schot in his syde, within xlviij houris, that suld

do him gryter harme nor that schot did the;..immediatly

thairefter, he contractis sic ane deidlie seiknes, be ane schot

in his syde vnder hisoxtar. "599 A- M. tr. Gabelhouer s Bk.

Physicke 329/1 Squirteheerof into the shot, . and thrust into

the wounde a peece of Larde of a reasonable longitude.

XL That which is discharged in shooting.

f 13. That which is discharged from a bow, an

arrow or arrows ; also in early use stone or other

projectiles thrown by a catapult, or other engine;

ammunition for such an engine. Ois.

C893 /Elfred Oros. hi. ix. § 15 far forwearb micel Alex-

andres heresfor geatredum gescotum. <z 1300 Cursor M.
10036 pe berbikans seuen bat es a-bute . wel tas kepe to bat

castell, For aro, scott, and for quarel. 1387 Trevisa tr.

Higden (Rolls) III. 239 pe Sonne is derked wib be arwes

and schot of Perses. 1601 Holland Pliny vm. xiv. I. 199

Arrowes quarrels, stones, bullets, and such like shot 1664

Butler 'Hud. 11. ii. 856 The Law of Arms doth bar The use

of venom'd shot in War.

+ b. fig.
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. lvi. 431 Da drjlan ^escotu

[ iacula] Sa:s sweocolan feondes. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus

11 58 Pandarus, . . Felte eek his part of loves shottes kene.

C1460 Sir R. Ros La Belle Dame 145 And of his eyen the

shot I knew anon Which federed was with righthumble

requestes. cis86 C'tess Pembroke Ps. lxix. iv, The shott

of piercing spight Bent at thee, on me doih light

14. Projectiles (esp. balls or bullets, as distin-



SHOT.

guished from explosive ' shells ') designed to be
discharged from a firearm or cannon by the force

of an explosive. Often with qualifying word as
6ar-

t
chain-, grape- skot, etc See the first words.

Hollow shot', 'empty shells, with metal screw
plugs, sometimes used in the navy * (Brande & Cox
Diet. Scu 1866 s. v.).

1474 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 69 To bring again..
artifzery, powder, schot and sic thing. 15x3 Life Henry V,
(ion) So Masons to hewe stones for shott to breake walls.
Ibid, in Then the Frenchmen, perceauinge there shott to
be spent in vaine, imagined a newe manner of shott instead
of stones; they shott great peeces of Steele fire-bott. 1669
Sturmv Mariner*s Mag. v. xiii. 84 The Shot of great
Mortar-Pieces are.. one tenth part lower than the Bore.
1704 Milit. Diet. (ed. 2), Shot, all sorts of Bullets for what-
soever Fire-arms, from the Cannon to the Pistol. Those
for Cannon are of Iron, those for Musket, Carabine, and
Pistol, of Lead. 1854 Tennyson Lt. Brigade v, Storm'd
at with shot and shell. 1862 Catal. Internal. Exkib. II.

xL 23 Hollow shot are treated in a similar manner and then
filled in the same manner as the ordinary spherical shells.

b. A cannon-ball. Also (with numerals) as

collect, sing, or uninflected plural.

{Not) a shot in the tocker; see Locker sb. 1
5 b.

i6as R. Hawkins V'oy. S. Sea xvii. 39 Not to suffer..
Pitch to be heate in the Ship, except it be with a shott
heate in the fire, which cannot breed daunger. 1669 Sturmy
Mariner's Mag. v. xii. 48 Diameter of the Shot 3$, weight
of the Shot 4 pound 12 ounces. 1770 G. Farmer Let.
22 Sept. in Ann. Reg. (1772) 232/2 The Spanish frigate fired

two shot, which dropt to leeward of the Favourite.

C. Hence, an iron globe like a cannon ball, used
in the sport of ' putting the shot' (or * weight') :

see Put v.1 2. Also occas. the sport of putting the

shot.

1881 Cassetls Bk. Sports (1886) 114 Putting the Weight.
Sixteen pounds is the full-size shot for this feat. 1895
Manson Sporting Diet., Putting the Shot. 1895 Outing
XXVI, 460/2 The list of events will include.. high jump,
broad jump, shot and hammer.

d. Small shot : f (a) musket bullets, in dis-

tinction from cannon-balls (obs.); (b) small pellets

of lead ( = sense 1 5), as distinguished from bullets.

T Great shot : cannon-balls ; also occas. bullets as

distinguished from ' small shot * (b).

1593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. 12 This Termagant..
fighteth not with.. the small shott of contention, but with
the maine ordinaunce of fury. 163a Lithgow Trav. 11. 61
A long and doubtfull fight, both with great and smalt shot.

1717 IJover Diet. Royal 11, s. v. Shot, Small shot, used to

shoot with a Birdtng-piece. 17*7 A. Hamilton Neiv Ace.
E. tnd. II. xli. 106 We gave them a Volley of great Shot in

return of their Volley of small. 1803 Scott Let. in Lock.
hart (1837) I. xL 390 A volley of small shot fired through
the window.
attrib. 1834-6 P. Barlow Manuf. § 961 in Encycl. Me-

trop. (1845) VIII. 677/2 Small Shot Manufacture.

15. Lead in small pellets, of which a quantity is

used for a single charge of a sporting gun. Also
(less frequently), a single pellet, a shot-corn (plural

shot, esp. with numerals ; sometimes shots).

Shot is assorted by sizes distinguished by numbers (usually

1 to 10 or 12X or by letters (as BB called double-B), or by
specific names (as swan-shot, etc.).

1770 Phil. Trans. LX. 185, I would not recommend shoot-

ing them.. with shot smaller than common partridge shot,

or No. 5. i8»7 Faraday Chem. Manip. u. (1842) 40 Besides

sheet lead, shot of different sizes are often used for this pur-

pose. 1833 J. Rennie Alph. Angl. 126 A strong silk-worm

fut, with a shot or two on it. 1884 Lock Workshop Rec.

er. 111. 361/2 The manufacture of shot is almost universally

conducted in tall brick towers with iron frames. 1895 R. W.
Chambers King in Yellow (1909) 265 He ornamented each
line with four split shot, a small hook, and a brilliant quill

float.

b. Used by horse-copers as a dose to give a horse

a temporary appearance of sound-windedness.

1857 Dickens Dorrit xii, Taking into account the shot he
[a gelding] had been made to swallow for the improvement
of His form.

C. trans/, in Indian shot, the plant Canna indicc

(see Indian a. 4). Also Plantain, Flowering shot

applied to the same or other species of the genus.

1760 I. Lee Introd. Bot. App. 127 Shot, Plalntain, Canna.

1884 W. Miller Ptanl-n. 47/2 Flowering Shot. The genus

Canna. Ibid. 67/2 Indian Shot. The genus Canna.

f 16. A charge (of powder) ; also a charge (of

small shot) for discharge from a gun. Obs.

1708 Lond. Gaz. No. 4479/5 The Garrison is to march out

. . with loaded Arms, . . and are to have 12 Shots of Powder
and Ball each. 175a Maccoll in Scots Mag. (1753) Aug.

401/1 There was a shot of drops in it (the gun).

17. Mining. The charge of powder sufficient for

a blast in a mine (esp. a coal-mine) ; also the bored

hole into which the charge is put.

1851 Greenwell Coat-trade Terms, Nortkumb. % Durh.

47 Shot.—The cartridge or portion of gunpowder used in

blasting. ..A pound of gunpowder will make five 6-inch

shots. 1874 Dufferin in Lyall Life {1006) I. vii. 245 They
had bored with a steam drill.. some fifty or sixty 'Shots',

as they are technically termed, i. e. deep holes in the rock,

which are then filled with gunpowder and exploded. 1886

(see shot-firer in 30J.

fl8. A bolt or bar for securing a door, etc. (Cf.

Shoot v. If.) Obs.

C1430 SyrGener. (Roxb.) 196 The shottes of the gates

opened she, And sett open the gales wide. 1595 in Scott.

Hist. Rev. (1913) X. 302 Closit wit ane key be ane shott.

19. » Whale-shot (spermaceti). In recent Diets.
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[Spermaceti was supposed to be the epawn of the whale.
Cf. Shoot v. 18 d.J

III. That which shoots.

1 20. Weapons for shooting ; firearms. Obs.
157.9 Proctam. agst. Dagges etc 26 July, The common

carying of Dagges, Pistolles and such other short pieces of
shot. 1596 Dane-it tr. Comines Supply iii. (1614) 229 The
people had planted shot against the castell. 1727 Boyek
Diet. Royal 11. s. v. Shot, Great and small Shot (great Guns
and Muskets), le Canon & la Mousqueterie.

fb. A snooting weapon, a cannon or musket.
a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I, 251,

iij c schott of small artaillzie. Ibid. II. 185 Quhilk schip..
had xx gret brassin schottis in hir. 1599 Minsheu Span.
Diet., What armesserue you with, a pike or shot? eon pica,
o arcabiiz.

1 21. a. collect, sing. Soldiers armed with
muskets or other firearms (rarely with bows).
Small shot : troops furnished with small arms as
distinguished from artillerymen. Obs.
157a Walsingham in D. Digges Complete Ambass. (1655)

314 To send under.. the Marquis de Maine 1000 shot,.. who
shal land at a place called Aier. 1590 Sir W. Williams
Brief Disc. War 46 To prooue Bow-men the worst shot
vsed in these daies. 1617 Moryson Itin. n. 118 His Lord-
ship., had lodged in a trench some foure hundred shot,
charging them not to shoot till the rebels approached neere.
1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey) s.v. Tower, Hollow Tower.,
where the Small-Shot are plac'd that they may not be too
much expos'd to the Enemies View.

fb. A soldier armed with a firearm. Obs. rare.

1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, in. ii. 294. 1598 Barret Theor.
Warres 111. ii. 7% Hee is but a foolish shot, that shooteth at
. . light skirmishers. 1611 Cotcr., Harquebusier, an Arque-
busier, or small shot.

22. One who shoots ; an expert in shooting.

Often with qualifying adj., good, bad shot. Dead
shot: see Dead a. 31 b.

1780 Mirror No. 69 As I am a good shot, I spend great
part of my time in shooting. 1823 Cobhett Rnr. Rides
(1885) I. 367 A professed shot is, almost always, a very dis-

agreeable brother sportsman. 1826 Disraeli v. Grey 11. ix,

No, I am no shot. 1882 Sir R. Temple in Proc. R. Geog.
Soc. N. S. IV. 460 He was taught to be a splendid shot with
the gun and with the bow.
transf. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 420/2 {Assoc Football)

Half-backs should be good shots at goal, for they frequently
have chances of scoring.

b. Queer shot (dial.) : an 'odd customer'.
1900 'Sarah Grand 'Bobs xl f 'You're a queer shot, Tin-

ney,' she remarked.

IV. Payment, share. [Cf. OE. sciotan ( = Shoot
v.) to pay, contribute.]

23. The charge, reckoning, amount due or to be
paid, esp. at a tavern or for entertainment ; a or

one's share in such payment. Now only colloq.

To stand shot [perh. with allusion to sense 7], to

meet the expenses, pay the bill (for all).

c 1475 Songs <5- Carols (Percy Soc.) 94 On cast down her
schott and went her wey. Gossip, quod Elenore, what dyd she
paye ? Not but a peny. 1617 Moryson Itin. in. 84 The shot

demanded must be paid without expostulation. 1732 Tricks

of Town 3, I could stand it no longer, but paid my Shot.

.

and came away. 1821 Scott Kenilw.xix, Are you to stand
shot to all this good liquor? 2891 Mrs. Riddell Mad Tour
107, I was to make enough to. .'pay my own shot '.

b. transf. and fig. Also in fig. context.

a 1533 Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) A a viij b, She
..wil not be paied, but with the shotte of our lyfe. 1612

Day Festivals il (161 5) 50 Our Saviour hath paid al the

shot. 1677 W. Hubbard Narrative 11. 26 The Indians in-

vited themselves to breakfast with him, making the poor
Fellow pay the shot., with the loss of his life.

T o. To havefree shot : to have gratuitous enter-

tainment. Obs. rare,

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay*s Voy. in. xviii. 104

[TheyJ go roging alone, .following the bathes, tauernes and
assemblies, for to haue free shot and cheare.

T d. A levy or contribution of so much a head
from the members of a company for some common
purpose. Also, a banquet to which each guest

contributes his share (tr. Gr. tpavoi). Obs.

1519 Horman Bulgaria 283 Let vs gether or make a schotte

orastakefor the mynstrels rewarde or wa§is. i6isChai'Man
Odyss. xi. 545 As when you see At any rich mans nuptials,

shot, or feast, About his kitchin, white-tooth'd swine He drest.

f e. The whole shot : the * sum and substance \
1628 T. Spencer Logick 151 These words.. doe containe

the whole shot, or generall summe that ariseth from all the

precepts, belonging to this part of Logkke. 1642 Fuller
Holy <$ Prof. St. ui. xx. 208 Ancient Fathers made the

Creed symbolum, the shot and totall summe of Faith.

f£ A supply or amount of drink. Obs.

1676 O. Hkywood Diaries (1882) I. 339 A company of

fellows would needs drink ad a peece.. their vain way of

drinking shots. x6ox Meeke Diary 23 Jan. (1874) 34 About
noon we returned, had a shot of ale at Slathwaite.

1 24. Shot and lot = scot and lot : see Scot sb.2 4.

1100 Charter Hen. I in Liber Albns (Rolls) 128 Item, quod
cives Londoniarum sint quietide Schot et Loth,etde Dane-
gelde. 1459 Cat. Ane. Rec. Dublin (1889) 301 They schall

ber lot and schot with the citte to all maner workys. 1668

in Jeake Chart. Cinque Ports (1723) 168 Rationabil. & rata-

bil. taxationes, scott. shott. & lott, tallag. & rationabik

taxationes communiter vocat. common fines.

V. Senses of doubtful position.

25. A division of land.

a 1490 Botoner Itin. (1778) 152 Englysh stonys et le rok

vocat. Trogy, anglice le shotes. 1523 Fitzherb. Surv. 40 b,

This medowe lyeth in dyuers shotes of length somtyme in

two shotes of length somtyme in one & somtyme in thre.

SHOT.

1743 R. Maxwell Set. Trans. Agric.Scot. 32 The Infield
is divided into three Shots or Parts, much about eighteen
Acres in all. a 1805 A. Carlyle Autobiog, iii. (i860) 138
That part of it [the plainj which belonged to Preston estate
was divided into three shots, as they were called, or rigg
lengths, the under shot, the middle, and the upper. 1822
Scott Pirate xxx, He claps down an enclosure in the middle
of my bit shot of corn. 1854 J. M. Kemble Surrey Provinc.
in Trans. Philol. Soc. 84 Shot, a portion of land... 'Will
you let the upper shot be laid up for hay?' 1887 S. H. A.
Hervey Wedmore Chron. I. 181 (E.D.D.) [Somerset] Each
of these fields was divided into shots or furlongs. 1907
Times 15 June 24/2 Nineteen Plots or ' Shots' of Freehold
and copyhold land.. in Bearfield and Hamfield.

26. Shetland. (Also shott.) A compartment in

the stern of a boat (see quots.).

1834 G. & P. Anderson Guide Hig/d. 709 Another ex-
tricates the fish from the hooks, and throws them in a place
near the stern, named the shot. 1899 J.

Spence Shell.
Folk-Lore 127 The old hafbont. .was divided into six com-
partments, viz., fore-head, . . shott [etc.]. . .The shott . . formed
a sort of hold in which the fish were carried.

27. = Shot-window. Sc. ? Obs.
1513 Douglas Mneis vn. Prol. 138 The schot [cf. shot

wyuao above, line 129] I clossit and drew inwort in hy.
1638 R. Baillie Lett. <fr Jrnls. (1841) I. 91 Some out of
shotts cryed rebels on the readers. 1722 Wodrow Hist.
Suff. Ch. Scot. in. vii. II. 286 With Windows called Shots,
or Shutters of Timber, and a few Inches of Glass above
them.

28. A corpse disinterred by body-snatchers.
App. from the expression ' a good shot for the doctors '.

1828. -! nn. Reg. 377/2 Burke.. asked witness to go down
to his house, to see the shot he had got to take to the
doctor's... Understood by the word shot that he was going
to^ murder the woman. Ibid. 380/1 M'Dougal came and
said to witness, there was a shot in the house. She did not
say what she meant by a shot. 1867 All Year Round
16 Mar. 285/1 Burke. .told him he had got an old woman
off the street, who would be a good shot for the doctors
(that was the phrase of these men for a person they had
fixed on to murder). 1882 Sala Amer. Revis. (1885) 206
Servants., who, for the consideration of so many dollars per
' shot *, or human body, undertake to supply subjects for dis-

section to the anatomical schools throughout the States.

"VX attrib. and Comb.
29. simple attributive, as shot-belt (also attrib."),

so shot-belted adj., -box, -cartridge, -gauge, -like

adj., -mould, -proof adj., -range, -tvound, etc.

;

objective, as shot-casting, -firer, -firing, -sorter
;

instrumental, as shot-shivered, swept adjs.

1805 Times in Spirit Publ. Jrnls. (1806J IX. 310 *Shot-
belts, pouches, powder-flasks [etc.]. 1823 Svd. Smith Game
Laws Wks. 1859 'I* 3°A A feeling not only among Re-
viewers, who never see nor eat game, out among the double-
barrelled, *shot-belted members of the House of Commons.
1829 Marryat F. Mildmay viii, Sitting on a *shot-box.

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., * Shot-earfridge, a round of
ammunition for a shot-gun. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man.
Eaters ofTsavo App. 1. 319, 500 12-bore shot cartridges of,

say, the 6 and 8 sizes. 1835 Uke Philos. Manuf. 59 Granu-
lating and *shot casting. 1886 J. Barrowman Sc. Mining
Terms 60 *Shot firer, the person appointed to fire shots in

fiery workings. 1841 Ton en (Webster 1847) "Shot-gauge.
1805 Shipwright's Vade-M. 131 *Shot-lockers, or Garlands,
apartments built up in the hold to contain the shot. 1842-

63 Burn Hav. <y Mil. Techn. Diet. 1, CoquiUe a boulets,

*shot-mould consisting of two cubes of iron with a hemi-
sphere hollowed in each. 1859 F. S. Cooper Ironmongers*
Catal. 38 Bulletand Shot Moulds. 1599 B. Johsox Cynthia's
Rev. v. x, Aretes fauour makes any one #shot-proofe against
thee, Cvpid. 1863 Trevelyan Compel. Wallah (1866) 84
A shot-proof screen of boards. 186a Catal. Internal. Exhib.
II. xn. 17 *Shot proofing for ships and batteries. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vn. vii, Were it not well to draw back
out of "shot-range? 1636 Prynne Rem. agst. Shipmoney
10 To provide fourty, five and fourty, and fifty "shot round
of powder and bullets, for every peece in the Ships set out.

1806 J. GRAHAME^iV^f Scot. 76 Then..flies To some *shot«

shivered branch. 1842-63 Burn Nov. fy Mil. Techn. Diet.

\. s.v. Coup, [Coup de feu] shot, *shot-wound. 1854 I^K -

Newcastle in J. Martineau Life (1908J 161 Sir George
Brown's horse received no less than six shot-wounds.

30. Special comb.: shot-borer, a beetle, Xyleborus

dispar, which bores small round holes in the bark

of trees; shot bort (see quot. ) ; shot-corn, a small

shot, a grain of shot ; shot-drill, an obsolete form

of military punishment in which the soldier punished

had to carry a cannon-ball ; f shot-flagon dial, (see

quot.); shot-glass [see 5] Weaving, a cloth-

prover (Ogilvie, 1882) ; shot-lighter, the man
who fires the * shot in a mine ; shot-mark f (a) a
mark to aim or shoot at, {b) a mark made by a

shot ; shot-metal (see quot. 1875) ; shot-pepper,

(see quots.) ; shot-plug, a tapered cone ofwood to

stop a shot-hole in a vessel's side, to prevent leak-

age (Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. 1867); f shot-pot,

? =» shot-flagon ; shot-prop [? after Du. geschul-

prop =* G. schusspropfen : cf. Prop sb%\ = shot-

plug^Knight Did. Mech. 1875); shot-putter, one

who puts the shot in athletic sports, so shot-putting

;

shot-rack (see quot. 1867); f shot-shark, a

tavern waiter; shot soup (see quot. 1847); shot-

tower, a tall round tower in which small shot

are made by dropping molten lead from the top

into water ; f shot-whaip Sc, a variety of curlew

;

See also Shot-board, -bush, -clog, etc.

1890 Miss E. A. Ormerod Injur. Insects (ed. 2) 331, 1

found that the cause of the injury was the ^Shot-borer'

Beetle. Ibid. 334 The Shot-borer frequents stumps or fallen



s
;

SHOT.

trees, 1910 Encycl. Brit. IV. 276/2 The typical bort occurs

in small spherical masses. .. These masses..are often ca led

' 'shot bort ' or ' round bort '. c 1791 Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) X.

30/t A middling sized shot-com. i794-« E. DabwinZowj.

(7Soi) 1 1.62 As large as shot-corns 1869 E. A. PixKEsPract.

Hrt-ene (ed 3) 385 The 'shot-drill which military prisoners

Sri'm? i«9. Ray .V. C. Word, (ed. 2) 62 The "Slwt.flagon

or Come aeain : which the Host gives to his guests of [read if]

they drink above a Shilling, Darbish. 1881 Instr Census

ClerksUSSs) 84 Miners. ..*Shot-hghter. liayL poolCourier

roMar 3^ A colliery shothghter,.. was summoned by his em-

ployers' i6to Healey o~<- ^«f. Citie of Cod vm. vnl. 309

They beleeued that his \sc. man s] cheefe good must .
.
therein

subsist; as the finall end standing as the *shot-marke of all

their actions. 1818 Trial W. Dyon at York A sstzes 9 1 here

were two shot marks on the left side. 1875 Knight Diet.

Meek., *Shot-metal, an alloy of lead, 56 parts ; arsenic, I.

Used for making bird-shot. 1890 Century Diet. s. v. Pepper,

"shot-pepper, the heavier kinds of Sumatra pepper. 1898

Senn Culin. Encyel. 86 Shot Pepper. This is mignonette

pepper, which is made from white peppercorns. It is broken

Into grains or granulated about the size of mignonette seed.

1819 "Shot-plug [see Shot-hole i]. 1664 Cotton Scarron.

iv. in Straight to the WhartT repairs the hot-shot, Without

once calling for his "shot pot. 1881 Tales Mod. Oxford 99

Lord, the "shot-putter. 1894 Outing XXIV. 444/2 •Shot-

putting had been his favouritegame. 1834 yss.rn.SKT P.Simple

xi. I aid contrive to crawl up the ladder to the main deck,

where I sat down on the 'shot-racks. 1867 Smyth Sailor's

Wordbk., Shot-racks, wooden frames fixed at convenient

distances to contain shot. There ate also, of recent intro-

duction, iron rods so fitted as to confine the shot. 1599 B.

Jonson Ev. Man out of Hum. v. iv, Holla : where be

these *shot-sharkes 1 1847 H. Melville Omoo iii, What
English seamen call ' 'shot soup '—great round peas, polish-

ing themselves like pebbles by rolling about in tepid water.

1835 Ure Philos. Mauuf. 59 A shower of drops, which

congeal in the course of their descent from the top of the

'shot-towers into the water-cistern. 1639 Sir R. Gordon
Gen. Hist. Enrld. Sutherld. (1813) 3 Routs, whaips, 'shot-

whaips, woodcok, larkes, [etct

t Shot, J*.2 Naut. Obs. Forms: 4 shote, 5

shott, 7- shot. [Of uncertain origin
;
perh. a

use of prec. ; see Shoot v. 38. But cf. Scoie ji.1
]

Two cables spliced together.

1316 Exch. Ace. Army Bundle 15 No. 3 Vna cabala vocata

shote. 1497 Naval Ace. Hen. Vll (1896) 184 A shott of

Newe Cables a 1625 Nomencl. Navalis (Hail. MS. 2301)

1 Shot of Cabell. Two Cabells spliced together make a

_jhot. a 164a Sir W. Monson Naval Tracts III. (1704) 375/2

Never Ships..were belter fitted with Ground Tackle, or

whole Shots of Cables. 1750, 1847 bee Sheet-shot].

Shot, sb.3 Also shott. [subst. use of Shot

ppl.a. (Cf. Shoot v. 11 g.)] An ill-grown ewe ; a

refuse animal left after the best of the flock or

herd have been selected.

1796 Statist. Ace. Scot. XVIII, 560 A few of the worst

ewes called shotts, are likewise sold every year about
Martinmas. 1865 A. Smith Summer in Skye II. 140 The
inferior qualities [of ewes]— shots, as they are technically

called—occupied a place by themselves.

attnb. 1878 Cumberld. Gloss., Shot sheep or cattle, Shots,

the refuse; the leavings; the worst. 1886 C. Scott Sheep-

farminq rog, 62 Shot ewe and wedder lambs at 5/-.

Shot (Jpt), j*.4 [Shot ppl. a., used ellipt.] A
• shot ' silken or other fabric.

1883 Daily News 10 Oct. 7/5 The new Tissu for Costumes,

'Poil de Bison ', in broche, in stripe, and in shot, all made
to match. 1893 Pall Mall Gas. 9 Jan. 2/1 Shots and stripes

will be in fashion.

Shot (Jet), v. [f. Shot sbA)

+ 1. intr. 1 To participate or consort with. Obs.

a 1150 Prov. Alfred 411 in O. E. Misc. 126 Ne gabbe bu
ne schotte ne chid bu wyth none sotte.

2. Irani. To load (a fire-arm) with shot.

i«8i R. Knox Hist. Ceylon 119 His order to me was, to see

the lop Chains put upon the Cables, and the Guns shotted.

1781 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII. Add. p. iii, Firing

twcnty.six nine- pounders, and one eighteenpounder, shotted

at her. 1863 W. Phillips Sp. vi. 106 The guns aie shotted

to their lips.

b. transf. and fig.
iBaa Scott Pirate xxxiv, It was the gracious custom of

this commander to mix his words and oaths in nearly equal

proportions, which he was wont to call shotting his dis-

course. 1861 L. I.. Noble Icebergs 163 A pudding of rice

well shotted with raisins. 1884 Sharman Hist. Swearing
i. 20 Their every word was shotted with an oath.

3. To weight by attaching a shot or shots, so as

to cause to sink in water.

1857 W. Smith Thorndale in. iv. 230 With this in my
pocket, I was shotted for a sailor's grave. 1910 Spectator

23 Apr 664 The line is shotted carefully so as to sink the bait

to the right depth.

4. To supply with shot.

1886 Pall Mall Gaz. 21 Aug. a/2 This other fleet—how
differently armed, how differently shotted.

5. To wound or hit with shot.

1855 Bailey Mystic 75 Who.. fell Shotted *ith three times
Cssar's trickling wounds.

6. a. slang. To give (a horse) a dose of small
shot so as to make it appear sound-winded. (Cf.

Shot sbA 15 b.)

1890 Barrere & Leland Diet. Slangs, v. 190a Farmer &
Henley Slang.

b. To clean (bottles) by partially filling with
shot and shaking. 1895 in Funk's Stand. Did.
7. To variegate in weaving.
1847 Talfourd Vacation Rambles I. 218 It was shotted,

like wavy silk, with the pale violet crocus.

Shot (j>t), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of Shoot ».']

1. Of a fish : having discharged its spawn. (Cf.

Bhottex ppl. a. 3.)

752

1414 in Riley Mem Lonl. ( 1 863) 509 TAI1 manner of fish

called] shotfisshe (taken inthe Thames!. 1618 Braithwaite
Rem. Death E 7 b, Darted, He runncs as. swift as cuer ran.

Shot-herring made. 1865J Sleigh Derbysh. Gloss. (E.D.I)),

As lean as a shot-herring.

2. Of a stalk, blade, etc. : that has grown or

sprouted. Shot-blade, that part of the corn-stalk

which encloses the ear.

1629 Z. Boyd Last Battell 726 (Jam.). The sunne..
maketh . .the cornes to come vp at the first with small green
points, and after that toshoote vp to the shot bled, and after

that to come to the seede. 1799 J. Robertson Agric. Perth
196 Weeds are taken from the oats and barley when they
are in the shot blade. 1830 Kyle Farm Rep. 38 in Libr.

Use/. Knowl., Hush. III. The only grass sown in this

district is perennial rye grass, the very worst for pasture, as

cattle reject its shot stalks.

3. Of a bullet, arrow, etc. ; that is discharged.

Also of a bolt : that has been pushed into or out of

the lock.
1863 Leisure HourJan 2 The rusty sockets of ashot-bolt.

1908 Edin. Rev. Oct. 364 The spiral ascent, the shot-arrow

precipitation earthwards.

4. Hit, wounded or killed by a projectile dis-

charged from a gun or bow.
1837 Caklvle Fr. Rev I. vit. x, Other women lift the

corpse of shot Jerome. 1881 Tyndall Floating Matter in

Air 103 A shot hare will remain soft and limp for a day.

6. Of a textile fabric: Woven with warp-threads

of one colour and weft-threads of another, so that

the fabric (usually silk) changes in tint when viewed

from different points. Also, applied to mixed
fabrics (esp. of cotton and silk), dyed by a process

which produces a variegated effect similar to that

of ' shot silk \
1763 Churchill Ghost iv. 847 A slight shot silk. 1843

Penny Cyct. XXVII. 177/2 This produces the peculiar effect

called shot patterns. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre I. vii. 117

A spread of shot orange and purple pelisses. 1870 Rock
Text, Fabr. Introd. i. 91 Shot, or, as they were then called,

changeable silks, were fashionable in England during the

sixteenth century. 1882 Artist 1 Feb. 55/1 Shot velvets

are being worn for visiting dresses.

b. Shot-silk : used attrib. or adj. m made of

or resembling shot silk.

1850 Thackeray Pendcnnis lxv, Feathers, and flowers,

and trinkets, and a shot-silk dress, and a wonderful mantle.

1882 Garden 7 Jan. 7/2 The whole forming on* of the finest
' shot silk ' bed arrangements that can be conceived.

C. Of a colour, etc. : Changeable, variable,

resembling that of 'shot silk*.

1824 Heber Jrnl. 31 July, An ape. .covered with long
silky hair generally of a rusty lead colour, but on his breast

a fine shot blue. 1877 Huxley Anal. Inv. Anim. viii. 5T9

The peculiar play of 'shot ' colours, which pass like blushes

over their [sc. Cephalopoda] surface, in the living state.

6. Of copper : Short for bean- ox feather-shot.

i%Y]Gv.E.Silvcrsmith'
t

s Handbk. 68 We have recommended
the employment of shot copper [cf. p. 44 bean-shot] tn the

manufacture of silver alloys.

7. Of metal : Welded. (Cf. Shoot v. 38, Shot
v. 6.)
18x0 Table Blade Forger* t Statem. (Sheffield Gloss. 1888)

Shot chicken carvers. 1833 J. Holland Manuf. Metal II.

38 Shot scissors ;—consisting of steel blades, and iron shank
and bows.

8. Comb : shot-brae, -heuch (+ pi. -houis), Se. a

landslip. SeealsoSHOT-FARE,SHOT-NET, Shot star.

1374 Cat. Latng Charters (1899) 225 Fra the said stane

downe throuch the schothouis direct north tc the burne of

Awchlansky. 1822 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 181/1 With every

here and there the recentscar of some extensive ' shot brae
,

or 'avalanche', which had rushed into the flood below.

1825 Jamieson Suppl., Shot-hcuch.

Shot, variant of Shoat * and 2.

Shot-anchor, obs. form of Sheet-anchor.

1 Sho tboard. Obs. In 4 schote bord, 7
shot-boord. [? Cf. Du. schot partition.] ? A board

of wainscot.

1310 in Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 75 [Four] schotebordes

fvalue 8d.J. 1633 T. James Voy. 70, 1 made a shot-boord to

be naild on it : and to be made as tight as might be.

Shot-bush, U.S. [Shot sb. 1
; 'from its shot-

like fruit * {Cent. Z>ict.).] A name for two species

of Aralia : the small prickly tree Hercules' club,

A.5pinosa t
&ndtheVtfildSaisi\pari\\a.,A.nudicaulis.

1845-50 Mrs. Lincoln Led. Bot. App- 75/2 Aralia..
spinosa fshot-bush, angelica tree). 1872 Schele de Verb
Americanisms 414 In the South the 'Fear-Coat (Aralia

spinosa), also humorously called Shot-Bush, rises almost to

the dignity of a tree, its prickles being quite formidable to

the hunting-shirts and Indian blankets.

t Shot-clog. Obs. rare. [f. Shot sb^ + Clog
sb. Cf. Shot-log.] An unwelcome companion
tolerated because he pays the shot for the rest.

XS99 B. Jonson Ev. Man out ofHum. v. vi, If you be out
[of humour] keepe your distance, and bee not made a Shot-

clog no more, 1601 — Poetaster 1. it x6a6— Staple ofN.
iv. L 47-

t Shote. Obs. Also 4-6 schote. [ME. schote t

in the 1 4th c. disyllabic and rhymed with words
with long open o, seems to point to an OE. *scotu,

*scole, or *scota, cognate and synonymous with scot

Shot sb.^ In some or all of the later instances, the

word may be a mere graphic or dialectal variant of

Shoot sb. 1 or Shot sb.1]

1. A rush or rapid motion.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 1738 Al holyke com

SHOT-HOLE.

ber note In Dertemuthc, at o schote. Ibid. 157°° Cadwalyn
was ofte on fflote Wyb many fair[e] schip on schote, & wel

pe wynd gan hym dryue.

2. The action or an act of shooting with a bow,
gun, etc., also the missiles discharged. Cf. Shot j/'.1

Phrase, all at one shote, in a volley, all at once.

C1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 861 Wyb hat schote
his ffader he slow c 1400 Land Troy-bk. 7722 Al was of

man bothe nese & throte, And fyngies als for his schote.

c 1425 Cast. Persev. 1957 in Macro Plays 135 Schete we all at

a schote. 1481-90 Howard Househ. Bks. (Roxb.)273 Perrin
hath a cest ful of schote for crosbowes. 1541 Act 33 Hen.
VIIIy c. 6 No person.. shall.. shote.. with any handgunne..
vpon peine for forfaite for euery such shote .x. h. 1596
Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot.w. (S.T.S.)I.2g7 Sche sub-

tilie, to flie theschotisofthatlngine.slipisintilanuikneirby.

3. A crick in the neck, ? a spasm of pain.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/1 Schote, or crykke, tetanus.

Shote, variant of Shoat ', ^.

Shoter, obs. form of Shooter, Shudder v.

Shot-fare. dial. Also 8 shotver. [Con-
tracted from shotnet fare : see Shot-net.] A
mackerel-fishing expedition (also attrib.); the

mackerel season.

1736 Pegge Kenticisms (E.D.S.), Shotver men, the

mackarel fishers at Dover, a 1798 Pennant Journ. I. oj
Wight (1801) I. i37TheShotfare seasoo.or time of catching
mackrel. 1887 Kent. Gloss., Shot-fare, the mackerel season,

which is the first of the two seasons of the home fishery.

Shot-free, a. [f- Shot sb. 1 (senses 7 and 23)

+ Free a. Cf. M.Du. schotvri = sense 2 below;

mod.Du. schotvri/, G. schussfrei = sense 1.]

f 1. Safe from shot, shot-proof. Obs.

a 1586 Montgomerie Misc. Poems x\. 19 Last, Reson rais,

ay shotfrie vnder sheeld. 1591 Sylvester Du Bartas 1. vi.

184 What shot-free Corslet,. .'Gainst th'angry Aspick could

assure them safety? a x66x Fuller Worthies, Wilts (1662)

111. 157 Such Officers being commonly shot-free by their

place, as not exposed to danger. 1778 Arviinian Mag. I.

198 A receipt to make us shot-free, sword and pistol proof.

\>.fiS .

1601 B. Jonson Poetaster Apol. Dial. 25 Whilst I, at

whom they shot, sit here shot -free, And as vn-hurt of enuy,

as vnbit. 1736 J. Skrces Popery an Enemy to Script. 96
As long as our Adversaries level no other Arrows at our

Heads we are Shot-free. i8*> W. Tooke l.ucian 1. 317
Why are the Muses invulnerable to you and shot-free ?

2. Free from payment of ' shot ' ; hence also,

unpunished ; = Scot-free. Now rare.

1596 Shaks. i Hen. IV, v. iii. 30 Though 1 could scape

shot-free at London, I fear the shot heere ; nere's no scoring,

but vpon the pate. 1598 R. Bernard tr. Terence, Phomtio
11. r, To come shot free [ L. asymbolum venire] anointed and
washed from the bathes. 1610 J. Taylor (Waler-P.J Praise

Hemp.sced (1623) 32 Bread, Beere, and Oysters is their

meat, Which freely, friendly, shot-free all doe eat. 1736

Ainsworth Lai. Diet. 1, Shot free (unpunished) impnne.

1S91 H. V. Mills Lake Country Romances 169 Thou shalt

not go shot-free this time.

+ b. Of a meal : at which no payment is made.

1697 Potter Antia. Greece iv. xi. (1715) 288 A shot-free

Banquet, or a Marriage-Feast, Not such as is by Conliibu-

tion made.

Shot-garland.
f 1. A'aul. (See quot.) Obs.

1769 Falconer Diet. Marine (r78o) s. v. Garland, Shot-

Garland, . .a piece of timber nailed horizontally along the

ship's side from one gun-port to another, and used to con-

tain the round-shot ready for charging the great guns in

battle. For this purpose it is furnished with several semi-

globular cavities, corresponding to the size of the cannon-

balls which it is employed to contain.

2, ' In land-batteries, an iron or wooden stand on

which shot and shell are piled in order to preserve

them from deterioration' {Cent. Diet. 1891).

Shot-gun, shotgun. Originally U.S.

A smooth-bore gun (.fowling-piece) used for

firing small-shot, as distinguished from a rifle for

firing a bullet.

1818 J. Hall Lelt.fr. West 86 Luck's like a shot-gun,

mighty uncertain. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies xi. 86

The lads of the West holding ' shot-guns ', as they call them,

in great contempt, thinking.. the rifle the only fire-arm

worthy of a hunter. 189a Greener Breech-Loader 220 The
sportsmanlike use of the shot-gun.

b. attrib. as shotgun barrel; also shotgun
prescription Medical slang, 2. prescription contain-

ing a great number of drugs of various properties.

1892 Greener Breech-Loader 8 The strain to which a "shot-

gun barrel is ordinarily subjected. 1891 Century Diet.,

•Shotgun prescription. 1898 Syd. Soc. Lex. 1913 Times

13 Aug. 4/4 The old 'shotgun' prescriptions so justly con-

demned by modern physicians.

Shot-hole. [Shot sb.T-]

L A hole made by the passage of a shot
1801 Nelson 22 Apr. in Nicolas Disp. (1846) VII. p. ccvii,

The Infordestein. . was desired to be sunk, which she soon

was as no person stopped her shot-holes. 1907 J. H. Pat-

terson Man-Eaters of Tsavo v. 55 They had . . induced one

of their fellow workmen to make a few holes like shot holes

in their backs.
.

b. trans/. ' A hole made in wood by a boring

insect' (Webster 1911).

2. arch. A small hole in a fortified wall throngh

which to shoot. (Often in Scott.)

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, x, A small projecting window, or

shot-hole, through which, in former days, the warderswere

wont to reconnoitre those who presented themselves before

the gates. 1845 Stocqueler Handbk. Brit. India (1854) 236

The whole having, in addition to shot-holes, embrasures, Stc,

an abundance of glazed windows.



SHOTLESS.

3. Mining. A hole bored in the rock in which to
insert a blasting-charge.

1875 J. H. Collins Metal Mining- 58 Boring machines..
for the purpose of boring these ' shot-holes '.

Shotil, obs. form of Shuttle.
Shotless (Jp'tles), a. rare. [f. Shot sb.l +

-less.] Without shot.

1798 Bloomfield Farmer's Boy, Autumn 197 Exert thy
voice, and wield thy shotless gun.

t Shot-log. Obs. rare—1
. = Shot-clog.

1618 Field Amendsfar Ladies ill. iv, For the reckoning
there's some of their cloakes : I will be no shot-log to such.

Shotniaii, sho'tsman. [f. Shot si.i]

1. A shooter.

1897 Westm. Gas. 21 Aug. 1/3 No, 'tain't shotsmen ; 'tis

a nasty hedge-creeper of a devil, with nets and ferrets. 1900
Morley Cromwell 11. L 117 The shotmen, the musketeers,
and harquebusiers.

2. Mining. (See quot 1905.)
1905 Daily News 29 July 5/2 The shotman, whose special

duty is to charge the shot-bole ready for firing. 1908 Daily
Chron. 1 5 Jan. 6/7 A shotsman's assistant at the Llanbradacb
Colliery,

Shot-net. dial. [Shot///, a. + Net sb.] A
mackerel net. Also attrib. f shotnet-fare (see
quots.).

1330 in Rogers Agric. # Prices (1866) I. xxiv. 611 [180
fathoms of] shotnet. 1419 Liber Alius (Rolls) I. 577 Shot-
net, Shof.net, et Kydels, sount defenduz. 1736 Pegge
Kenlicisms (E. D. S.) Shotver.meu, the mackarel fishers
at Dover. Their nets are called shot-nets.
attrib. 1580 in Sussex Archseol. Collect. (1849) II. 43 [The

fishermen proceeded to set down their ancient fishing cus-
toms under certain heads, called fares,.. such as those used
in] Tucknett Fare, Shotnett Fare, [etc.].

Shot-pouch.
1. A sportsman's ponch or bag, usually of leather,

for carrying shot.

173a Inventory Sir R. Sutton's Goods 6 Two Powder
Flasks and four Shot-Pouches. 1843 Lacy Mod. Shooter
89, I have already expressed my dislike of shot-belts ; the
fact is, I prefer shot-pouches.

2. Local U.S. The ruddy duck, Erismatura
rubida : so called in allusion to the quantity of
shot often required to kill it.

tSho-tship. Obs. rare-1
, [f. Shot sb. 1 +

-SHIP.] A party or assembly paying ' shot ' or
pecuniary contribution or reckoning.
a 1300 Havelok 2099 Betere is i go mistlf, and se : Hweber

he sitten nou, and wesseylen. Or of ani shotshipe to-deyle.

Shotsman : see Shotman.
Shot star. [f. Shot///, a.]

1. A shooting star.

1633 T. Bancroft Gluttons FeverC 1, (Like a shot starre,)
from prides high turrets throwne To Stygian deepes. 1818
Keats Endym. m. 397 As shot stars fall, She fled ere I

could groan for mercy.

2. The alga Nostoc commune, vulgarly supposed
to be of meteoric origin.
iBiiM cSkimn Hist. Carricifcrgus 202 Common Heron .

.

is believed to disgorge that gelatinous substance called
Shot-star.

II Shott (J>t). Also shot, chott. [NAfrican

Arab. ^, shott ' lac sale ' (Belkassem Diet. Arabe-

fir.).'] A shallow brackish lake or marsh in

Northern Africa, usually dry in the summer and
covered with saline deposits.
1878 A. K. Johnston Africa it 20 A long series of brackish

lakes, here called Sebkha or Shott.

Shott, variant of Shoat 1 and 2
.

Shotte, obs. form of Shot.

Shotted (jV'ted), ///. a. [f. Shot v. and sb.l

+ -ED.]

1. Loaded with shot or ball as well as powder.
1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames xii. 346 The firing of

shotted guns. 1884 Law Times LXXVI1I. 2/1 Substitut-
ing a shotted for a blank cartridge.

2. Weighted with ' shot ; having a shot at-

tached ; chiefly of a fishing-line or net, and of a
corpse for burial at sea.

1850 Tennyson In Mem. vl iv. His [the sailor's] heavy-
shotted hammock-shroud Drops in his vast and wandering
grave. 1866 Dickens, etc. Mugby Junction, No.5 Branch
Line, The serge cap and shotted chain of any galley-slave.

1889 Century Diet. s. v. Line, Shotted line, a fishing-line

to which split shot are attached as sinkers. Shotted casting-
lines are also used in special cases for fly-fishing.

3. Of metal: (see quot. 1796).
1706 Pearson in Phil. Trans. LXXXVI. 422 note, By

shotted copper is meant copper which has been poured when
melted into cold water, by which it is divided into small
globular pieces and grains. 1859 Bessemer in Min. Pro-
ceed. Inst. Civil Engtn. XVIII. 532 To pour the fluid steel

into water and afterwards to remelt the shotted metal in a
crucible.

Shotten (fffn), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Shoot
v. Cf. Shot///, a.]

f 1. a. Of an arrow : Shot from a bow. Obs,
a 1225 Juliana 73, 8c tet beali blencte & breid him a}ein.

wart bibinden hare schuldren as for a schoten [vr. iscboten]
arewe.

t b. Of a wound : Produced by gunshot. Obs.

1597 A. M. tr. Guillemeau's Fr. Chirurg. 6/2 Ccmmonlye,
ihotten woundes doe not enter right, or liniallye, into the
bodye, but turninge.

1 2. Of tin : ? = Shotted 3. Obs.

1414 Rolls o/Parlt. IV. 56/1 Diverses autres Marchantz
Vol. VIII.
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. .achatent et envoyent Estayn founduz, appelle Shotentyn.
1429 Ibid. 359/1 No manere Wolle.., Lede, ne Tynne,
hoole ne shoten.

tb. ? Crystallized. (Cf. Shoot v.)
1766 Borlase in Phil. Trans. LVI. 38 The granulated

surface, and shotten edge, of the metal, pronounce it . . to be
native tin.

3. Of a fish (esp. a herring) : That has spawned.
[Cf. Du. sclwteu haringh (1661 in Boekenoogen Zaansch

Volkstaal s.v. Ropziek).]
1451 in T. Gardner Hist. Dunwich (1754) 148 Rec. of

Thomas Comber 2500 full Heryns 200 schotyn. 1593 G.
Harvey Pierce's Super. 74 His conceit [was] as lank as a
shotten herring. 1596 Nottingham Rec. IV. 243 Prysez of
Herynges Whyte ful v. for \\d. ; shutten iij. for jd. c 168a
J. Collins Salt $ Fishery 154 The Shoal begins to be lean,
shotten, and sick. 1863 Rep. Sea Fisheries Comm. (1865)
II. 419/1 We have caught shotten fish one night, and the
next they have been full of spawn. 1864 J. M. Mitchell
Herring 1 14 Full herrings . . and . . empty or shotten herrings.

b. transfi. and fig. In shotten herring, applied
to a person who is exhausted by sickness or desti-
tute of strength or resources (arch.) Hence gen.,

t Thin, emaciated ; worthless, good-for-nothing.
1596 Shaks. 1 Hen. IV 11. iv. 143 If manhood, good man-

hood be not forgot vpon the face of the earth, then am I
a shotten Herring. 1617 Let. 31 Jan. in India Office Rec.
(MS.) O. C. No. 442 [Tbe factories] ad to their rotten and
shotten [goods] and demynish (or take away) such as is vend-
able. 1618 Fletcher Women Pleas'd 11. iv, What Penurio,
My shotten friend, what winde blew you? 1662 R. Mathew
Unl. Alch, 14 He looked shotten and wan, as one that had
been sick. 1826 Cobbett Rur. Rides (1885) II. 2 Come and
look at this poor, shotten-herring of a creature.

4. Blood-shot. qvxasi-arch. (Cf. Blood-shotten.)
c 1460 Compl. Criste 401 in Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1903)

218 They [my eyes] been shotyn [earlier text blood-scholen]
with ffleschely luste. 1858 Kingsley Real King 36 His
eyne were shotten, as red as blood.

5. dial. Of milk : Sour, curdled.
a 1667 Skinner Etymol. Ling. Angl. (1671), Shotten milk,

nobis Lac vetustate Coagulatum. 1886 .y. W. Line. Gloss.,
Shotten-milk, milk turned sour and curdled. ..Still under-
stood here, but almost out of use.

Hence f Shottenly adv.
1661 K. W. Con/. Charac., Covetous Usurer (i860) 73 But

as shottenly as he looks, he's a notable crafty fox in his way.
t Shotter 1. Obs. rare. [f. Shot sb.l + -ee.']
1. A missile weapon.
1585 Jas. I Ess. Poesie viii. (Arb.) 68 A shaft, a shotter,

that our harts hes slane.

2. A large sea-fishing boat.
1580 in Sussex Archxol. Collect. (1849) II. 44 [Shotnett

fare is applied to larger vessels] called shotters of diverse
burthens between six and twenty-six tonn, going to sea from
Aprill to June for macrell.

II Shotter ' (J>t3.i). Geol. [ad. G. schotter.]

Pebbles and sand deposited in layers by a river.

1911 Sollas Arte. Hunters i. 19 To these deposits the
Germans give the name of shotter (schotter), a term we shall
find it convenient to adopt. The shotter have evidently
been deposited by swiftly running water. Ibid. 20 A sheet
of shotter, over a hundred feet in thickness.

t Shotterel. Obs. rare. Also 6 shotreL [Of
obscure origin : cf. Shoat and cockerel,pickerel etc.]

A young pike of the first year.
1566 Gascoigne Supposes 11. iv, As though sixe mouthes.

.

bee not sufficient to eate an harlotrie shotterell, a pennie-
worth of cheese, and halfe a score spurlings. c 1620 Lawson
Dennis' Secrets ofAngling (1885) 49 The Shotrell, 1 year,
Pickerel, 2 year, Pike, 3 year, Luce, 4 year, are one.

Shottle, variant of Shdttle sb.*

Shotty (J>ti), a. [f. Shot sb.l + -Y.] Resem-
bling shot or pellets of lead ; hard and round.
1875 lire's Diet. Arts III. 185 Weathered barley has a

dull and often a dirty appearance, quite distinct from the
bright shotty character of good samples. 1876 Bristowe
Th. t/Pract. Med. (1878) 248 These [points] soon increase
in size, ultimately perhaps attaining the bulk of peas, and
feeling hard and shotty between the fingers. 1880 Tea
Advt., This tea.. is brisk, .. shotty in leaf, and heavy.

Shot-window. Now only Se. [Prob. f. Shot
rf.l The precise sense of the first element is

diffieult to determine. Some have thought that
the word originally meant a window for shooting
from

; but there is no trace of this in the examples.
Cf. MDu. schotdore sliding door, schotpoorte port-
cullis.] A window that can be opened and shut
by turning on its hinges, like a door or shutter, a
casement ; a shutter with a few panes of glass at

the top. (Cf. quot 1722 s.v. Shot sb. 1 28.)
In quot. 1836 app. used for outshot window.
<ri386 Chaucer Miller's T. 172 He.. dressed hym vp by

a shotwyndowe That was vp on the Carpenteris wal. 1513
Douglas ASneis vn. Prol. 129 Ane schot wyndo vnschet a
lytillon char. 15.. Adam Bel 85 in Hazl. E.E.P. II. 142
Alyce opened a shot wyndow, And loked all a bout. 1821
Scott Kenilw. xxiv, She bathjumped out ofthe shot-window
of old Gaffer Thackham's grange. 1836 J. Struthers Dych-
mont Poet. Wks. (1850) II. 64 Its braw shot window, where
to th' e'e Shines Snuff, Tobacco, and Bohea.

Shou (J*«). [Alleged Tibetan (U stag ; accord-
ing to Jaschke Tibetan-Eng. Diet, known only
from ' Cunningham and other English authorities ',

and probably a blunder due to mishearing of (aba."]

A Tibetan species of deer, Cervus affinis.
1850 Hodgson in Jrnl. Asiatic Soc. Beng. XIX. 466 On

the Shou or Tibetan Stag, 1910 Lydekker Deer in Encycl.
Brit. VII. 923/1 Another Asiatic species is the great shou
(Cervus affinis) of the Chumbi Valley.

SHOULDER.
Shou, dial, form of She.
Shouful, variant of Shofdl.

t Shough. Obs. Also 6 ahaugh, 7 showgh,
shogh(e. [Perh. the same word as Shock sb. ;

but the relation between the two forms is obscure.]
A kind of lap-dog, said to have been originally
brought from Iceland.
1599 Nashe Lenten Stuffe 29 They are for Vltima Theule

the north seas or Island, and thence yerke ouer. .a trundle-
taile tike or shaugh or two. 1605 Shaks. Macb. in. i. 94
Spaniels, Curres, Showghes. a 1630 J. Taylor (Water-P.)
Dog ofWar Bib,No Mungrell Cur or Shogh. 1688 Holme
Armoury 11. 185/2 An Island Dog, .. curled and rough all
over. . .These Curs are much set by with Ladys, who .. trim of
all the hair of their binder parts. . . Some call them Shoughs.
Shough, var. Sheugh ; obs. form of Shoo int.

t Shou ghtering, vbl. sb. Obs. rare.-* [Of
obscure origin

; perh. an error for *fioughlering
(see Flichtek, Flauchter vis.} Flapping or agi-
tation of the wings.
c 1440 Paltad. on Husb. 1. 628 A shoughturyng [Colchester
MS. shuddering], a flusshyng, & a fray He lsc. the pea-
cock] maketh then.

Should (J~ud), sb. nonce-wd. An utterance of
the word should. Also, what ' should be '.

1604 Shaks.//<i!«. iv.vii. 123 (Q0.2) And then this should
is like a spend thrifts sigh, That hurts by easing. 1854
Emerson Lett, f, Soc. Aims Wks. (Bohn) III. 151 All writ-
ings must be in a degree exoteric, written to a human should
or would, instead of to the fatal it.

Should, pa. t. of Shall v. ; obs. f. Shoal.
Shouldarye, obs. form of Sodaby.
Should-be (Ju'db/), sb. and a. nonce-wora.
a. sb. What should be. b. adj. That should be.

1790 Anna Seward Lett. (i8ti) III. 35 What says Prior,
when he describes the should-be of artists' conduct to each
other 1 1887 lqth Cent. Aug. 210 His should-be helpmate.
Shoulde, obs. form of Shoal sb. 1

Shoulder (jWldaj), sb. Forms : 1 seuldur,
sculdor, sculder, soyldur, 3 sculder, (solder),
scholdur, 3-4 shuldre, 3-5 schuldre, 3-6
scholder, 4-5 schuldur, -dyr, 3-8 sholder, 4-6
s(c)hulder, schuldir, schuldere, sholdre, 4
s(c)holdere, (soldre), 5 sehuldire, -dyre,
s(c)hildur, shuldur, shuder, (6 shoder, scho-
dyr, showlder, Se. schowder, 7 souldiour, Se.
sulder, shuldeir), 8-9 Se, shouther, 6- shoul-
der. Plural, a. 1 sculdru, -o, -a, (north, dat.

scyldrum), 3 shulldre (Ormin), 4 shuldre ; /3.

sculderen, schuldren. ssoldren, 3-5 scholdren,
shuldren, 6 shouldren

; 7. 3 souldres, 3-5
shuldres

; 4 shuldris (chuldris, schylderez,
Se. sehuldrys), 4-5 schuldris, shulderis, schol-
dres, 4-6 sohulderls, sholdres, sehulder(e)s,
5-6 schuldiris, 5 s(o)hildres, soldrys, 6 schoul-
diris, Se. schildris ; also 5- as sing. + -s. [OE.
sculdor masc. corresponds (exc. in declension and
gender, app. evidenced only in one passage) to

OFris. skulder, skolder (WFris. skouder, Hinde-
lopen skoalder, NFris. skoller), MLG. schulder,

MDu. schouder{e masc. (mod.Du. schouder fem.),

OHG. scultarra, scullirra fem. (MHG., mod.G.
schuller fem.) ; not found in ON. ; the MSw., Sw.
skuldra fem., Da. skulder, are prob. early adoptions

from LG. As the OE. pi. sculdru is anomalous
for a masculine sb., it has been suggested that it

may represent a dual. The ONorthnmbrian scyldr-

seems to represent the WGer. *skuldrja fem. which
is indicated by the OHG. forms.
The^ affinities of the WGer. word are disputed : see Heyne

in Grimm Deutsches Wb. s. v. Some scholars (e. g. Kluge,
Brugmann) hold that *skuldr- is a dissimilated form of
*skurdr-, related by ablaut to *skard- in OHG. scarti
shoulder.]

1. Each of the two corresponding portions (right

and left) of the human body, including the upper
joint of the arm with its integuments and the

portion of the trunk between this and the base of
the neck ; esp. the curved upper surface of this

;

in //. often including the part of the back between
the two. In quadrupeds, the upper part of the fore-

limb and the adjacent part of the back.
a •jooEpinalGloss. 963 Scapula,sculdar. gyiBlichl.Hom.

127 Is bonne on westan medmycel duru baet mannes heafod
%e ba sculdro maxan in. c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 198 & of
pxre stowe ofer ealle ba sidan asiih'5..ob 3one swibran
sculdor baet sar. c izoo Ormin 4776 All samenn, brest. .&
shulldre, & bacc, & side. 1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 7449 Hou
longe ssolle hor luber heued aboue hor ssoldren be. 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 386 Bot off lymmys he wes weill maid,
With banys gret & sehuldrys braid. 1433 Jas. I Kingis Q.
xevi, Venus .. that had A mantill cast ouer hir schuldris

quhtte. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 57 If thou shalte bye
fatte oxen..se that they be soft.. behynde the shulder, and
vpon the hindermost rybbe. 1576 Turberv. Venerie Iviii.

161 You shall know him [a male bare] if you marke his

shoulders well before he ryse, for they are redder than a
female Hares be. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden P 3, I, euen
from a childcrephde Scarlet, and made a mouth at him
ouer his shoulder. 16x1 Bible x Sam. xvii. 6 And he had
..a target of brasse between his shoulders. 1722 Ramsay
Three Bonnets 11. 16 That braw blue stringing That's at

your boughs and shuthers hinging. X753 Chambers' Cycl.
Suppl. s.v. Horse, The part from the withers to the top joint
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SHOULDER.
of the thigh, is called the shoulder. 1774 Foote Cozeners

11. (1778) 37 Shoulders back, Toby ; and chest a little more

out ! 183a Tennyson (Enone 58 A leopard skin Droop d
from his shoulder. 1845 Budd Dis. Liver 84 A gnawing,

aching pain, about the top of the shoulder. 1897 Encycl.

Sport I. 329/2 (Dogs) Shoulder, the top of the shoulder

blade, the point from which the height of a dog is measured.

b. In fishes {sing, and //.), the upper part of the

trunk, adjoining the head.

Cod's headand shoulders : see Cod's Head 2.

1820 Q. Rev. May 277 Here's a cod's head and shoulders

With soles for upholders. 1839-47 R. Jones Pisces in

Todd's Cycl. Anat. III. 958/1 The anterior extremity or

pectoral fin comprehends the shoulder, which is an osseous

semicircle composed of many bones, suspended at the upper

part to the cranium or spine. 1859 Habits Gd. Society v.

222 The shoulder is the best part [of a fish], and should be

first helped.

C. The upper part of the wing or wing-case of

a bird, beetle, butterfly, etc. adjoining the point of

articulation ; of a bird, spec, the carpal joint.

1735 J. Moore Columbarium 49 The Chain does not come
down so low to the Shoulders of the Wings. 1753 Chambers'
Cycl. Suppl. s. v. Scarabxus, The reddish beetle with two
spots on the shoulders. 183a T. Brown Bk. Butterflies <5>

M. (1834) I. 174 The upper wings [of the butterfly] are.,

marked with two acute triangular patches of crimson on the

shoulders. 1899 D. Sharp Insects n. vi. 316 In some Sphin-

gidae there is the unusual condition of a highly-developed

shoulder coexisting with a perfect frenulum and retina-

culum.

d. = Shoulder-joint lit. and fig. \ chiefly in to

put one's shoulder out.

16x1 Cotgr., Espauler, to burst a shoulder, to put a
shoulder out of ioynt. 1847 Halliwf.ll s. v., A young lady

who has unfortunately listened to the persuasions of the

other sex, is said to have a slip of the shoulder. 1886

Cheshire Gloss. s.v. Shoother, 'To put one's shoulder out*

is an idiom meaning to take offence.

2. Phrases. + a. To be more, lower by the shoul-

ders : to be head and shoulders taller or shorter in

stature. Obs. (Cf. Head sb. 47.)
a 1300 Havelok 982 pan was hauelok bi be shuldren more

J>an be meste bat £er kam. 1470 Past'on Lett. II. 394 He is

. . lower then my lytell Tom by the schorderys [sic}.

b. Over the shoulder, f over {the) shoulders :

f (a) indicating that what is said is meant ironi-

cally for the reverse ; over the left* ; {b) said of

a remark aimed indirectly at some one.
(a) 1596 Nashe Saffron IValden 02 b, By these complots

..Wolfe could not choose but bee a huge gainer, a hundred
marke at least ouer the shoulder. 1611 Cotgr. s.v. £$•
panic, Par dessus Cespaule, ouer the shoulder, . . and hence

;

Riche, ou vertueux, par dessus Cespaule ; (signifies) a verie

begger, or, an arrant knaue. 1631 R. H. Arraignm. Whole
Creature x. § 1. 74 They prove not bread unto them, as
they thought, but Huskes which they thought not: they
gaine over shoulders by them, when all their Cards are cast.

1675 V. Alsop Anti-Sozzo iii. 194, I think our Author has
either lost money by his Discourse, or got it over the shoulders.

0) 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. vii. 105 That which may
be called criticism over the shoulder.

C. To put an old head on young shoulders ; to

make ayoung person as staid or experienced as an
elderly one ; similarly to have an old head on young
shoulders. To have a head upon ones shoulders :

to have good sense.

1824 Scott St. Ronan's i,
' They were daft callants,* she

said, ' . . ye could not put an auld head upon young shouthers.'

1837 Marryat Perc. Kecnc xix, You appear to have an old

head upon very young shoulders. 1883 Stevenson Treas.

1st. xxxii, ' Well, that s so/ he said. 'You've a head upon
your shoulders, John, and no mistake.'

d. Shoulder to shoulder: lit. of soldiers, so as to

shoulder one another, in close conflict ; also, in

rank, in close formation ; hence fig. of persons,

with united effort, with mutual co-operation and
support.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia m. (Sommer) 293 So as both the

horses & men met shoulder to shoulder. 1635 Markham
Soutdiers Accid. 5 A Rankc.is a Row of men placed
Pouldron to Pouldron, or Shoulder to Shoulder, a 1627
Hayward Edw. VI (1630) 32 The Scots.. cloased and in

a manner locked themselues together, shoulder to shoulder.

1889 Jessopp Coming of Friars iii. 118 We are., strongest
when we are labouring shoulder to shoulder for some com-
mon object. 1894 Donovan With Wilson in Matabeleland
301 That band of heroes who died shoulder to shoulder.

e. Horsemanship. (Cavalry.) ShoulderforwardI

Right (or left) shoulders (in) 1 orders given for a

rider to ' bend ' his horse so that he moves
obliquely to the right or left for alteration of posi-

tion or direction in marching ; also, the perform-
ance of this order.

1796 Instr. iy Regul. Cavalry (1813) 136 T*».e officer, .gives

a word, Shoulder (the outward one)forward ! on which the
man next to himself gradually turns his horse so as to

arrive in the new line perfectly square in his own person.

1833 Ibid. I. 80 When he is properly bent in ' Shoulder-in \

his whole body from head to tail is curved, and he will

move in two lines parallel to the sides of the manege. 1844
Ibid. 18 Bending Lesson. The Ride being in file..

;
* Right

Shoulder in." The horses' heads to be brought into the
school with the (inward) or right rein [etc.]. Ibid. 107
When the change [of direction] is to be made to the Pivot
hand, the Leader of the Head of the Column . . will give the
word ' Right (or Left) shoulders \

f. {Straight) from the shoulder : (of a blow)
with the fist brought to the shoulder and then
swiftly sent forward

;
(of palling or other move-
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ments) with the arm kept straight, not 'from the

elbow \
1856 Reade Never too late xv, No ! give me a chap that

hits out straight from the shoulder. 1859 Lillywhite's
Guide to Cricketers (ed. 12) 17 Wriggling and twisting your
body instead of letting your arms go from the shoulder.

1864 Bohn's Handbk. Games 516 The stroke should be made
freely from the shoulder, and not in a cramped manner from
the elbow.

g. To rub shoulders with : see Rub v. 5 b.

3. As the part of the body on which burdens are

carried ; also, as the seat of muscular strength em-
ployed in carrying, pushing, etc.

c 950 Lindisf Gosp. Luke xv. 5, & mio"3y £emoeta<5 hia

on-settaS on scyldrum his $efeande. a 1300 Cursor M.
12033 Wit scholdur gaf he him a scou. 1600 J. Pory tr.

Lid's Africa ix. 343 The shee apes carrie their whelpes
vpon their shoulders. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg. in. 800
He Yokes himself, and.. With his own Shoulders draws the

Waggon's Weight. 1697 — sEneid n. 659 Then all their

Shoulders ply, 'Till from the Posts the brazen Hinges fly.

184s Tennyson Morte d*A rth. 164 Make broad thy shoulders

to receive my weight, And bear me to the margin.

b. transfi Of things quasi-personified.
1602 Shaks. Ham. 1. iii. 56 Aboord, aboord for shame,

The winde sits in the shoulder of your saile. 1849 Longf.
By Seaside, Lightho. xi, And steadily against its solid form
Press the great shoulders of the hurricane. 1901 H. Trench
Deirdre Wed 33 So a swimmer is uplifted Horsed on a
streaming shoulder of the Sea.

C. fig. and in fig. context.
C950 Lindisf Gosp. Matt, xxiii. 4 Hia gebindas uutedlice

byr5enna hefix,a..& settas in scyldrum zY/baccum monna.
138a Wyclif Isa. x. 27 And it shal be in that dai, shal be
don awey his berthene fro thi shulder. 1533 Tindale
Supper of the Lord B vij, Syr ye. .haue taken to great a
burden vpon your weke shoulders. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
11. vi. 100 Ed. Euen as thou wilt sweet Warwicke, let it bee :

For in thy shoulder do I builde my Seate. 1671 Milton
P. R. 11. 462 A Crown .. Brings .. sleepless nights To him..
When on his shoulders each mans burden lies. 1775 Earl
Carlisle in Jesse Seltvynfy Contemp. (1844) III. 133 Thus
this affair is offmy shoulders for a little time. 1841 Thacke-
ray Gt. Hoggariy Diam. x, All the debts are put upon my
shoulders, on account of my known wealth. 1860-70 Stubbs
Led. Enrop. Hist. 1. viii (1004) 97 Charles, .was desirous.

.

to rid his own shoulders of the pressure of imperiar1business.

yd. Phrases (all Obs.). To go to shoulder with:

to set about pushing. To lend a shoulder, to put
under one's shoulder : to help to lift or carry some-
thing. To set shoulder against, to set one's shoulder

against : to oppose strongly or forcibly. Narrow
in the shoulders : incapable of bearing ridicule.

1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia (1895) 10 An other is so
narrow in [ed. a, betwene] the sholders, that he can beare

no iestes nor tawntes. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades iv. viii.

(1592) 725 That the doctrine of godlinesse should be spred
thoroughout the whole worlde,. .maugre the might of the
whole worlde, setting shoulder against the same all in vaine.

1583 Golding Calvin on Deut. xvi. 94 That hec.shoulde
not forbeare . . to put vnder his shoulder (as they say) to beare
a peece of the burthen, c 1630 Risdon Surv. Devon § 330
(1810) 341 All such whose wives have the sovereignty, should
go to shoulder with that stone. 1647 Sanderson Serm. (1674)
II. 200 It may be.. they will.. lend a shoulder, yea, and
sweat, to lift us up yet higher, a 1663 Ibid. 306 Though all

the powers in earth and hell should . . set to all their shoul-
ders and strength against it,

e. To put (occas. lay, set) ones shoulder to the

wheel; (literally) so as to extricate the vehicle from
the mire ; hence fig. to set to work vigorously. So
also to put, set one's shoulder to (work, a task) etc.

1678 Mahvell Growth Popery 39 If it had hitherto seemed
to go up-hill, there was a greater cause to put the whole
shoulder to it. 1693 R. L'Estrange Fables ccxlvi. 213 Lay
your Shoulder to the Wheel, and Prick your Oxen. 179a

Mme. D'Arblay Diary June, We must all put our shoulders

to the work. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 11. v, They.,
instead of pushing on all shoulders at the wheel, will stand
idle there.

f. To open the shoulders : to give free play to

the muscles of the shoulders in making a stroke ;

to ( let out \
1882 [see Open v. 3]. 189a E. V. Lucas Songs ofBat y

But the batsman knows a finer joy When he opens his

shoulders and drives 1

4. The fore-leg and adjacent parts cut from the

carcass of a deer, sheep or other animal ; a joint

consisting of this prepared for the table.

c 13a© Sir Tristr. 497 pe forster for his r'rjtes pe left schul-

der \oi a hart] 3af he. 138a Wyclif Exod. xxix. 27 And
thou shall halwc.the shuldre that thow s«uerdist fro the
wether. 1428-9 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1905) 71 Also payd
for. .a sholdere & a brist of moton iiij d ob. 1583-4 Shuttle-
worths' Ace. (Chetham Soc.) 19 Vnto a mane wch broughte
a shoulder of a stagge frome Lyme xijd. 1641 Murrel
Cookerie (ed. 5) 6 A Shoulder of Mutton with Oliues and
Capers. 1731-8 Swift Pol. Conversat. 122 I'll help myself
to a Slice of this Shoulder of Veal. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair vi, The knife-boy was caught stealing a cold shoulder
of mutton. 1913 Times 13 Sept. 18/6 Bacon continued fair.

. .Shoulders were sparingly offered at full prices.

b. Coldshoulder : see Cold Shoulder sb. and v.

c. Shoulder of mutton, used

+ (a) proverbially. As good, wholesome, etc. as a
shoulder of mutton to a sick horse : no good at all.

One shoulder of mutton draws down another'.

eating induces eating. A slwulder of mutton for
a sheep's head : something of worthy^/- a substitute

of comparatively little value. Obs.

1546 J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 70 Thou art. .As holsome

SHOULDER.
a morsell for my comely cors As a shoulder of mutton for

a sicke hors. 1687 Miege Gt. Fr. Diet. 11. s. v. Shoulder,

One Shoulder of Mutton draws down another, (Prov.) en
mangeant lAppetit vient. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser.

<y Com., Marriage Wks. 1709 III. 1. 66 As two Shoulders of
Mutton drive down one another, so two powerful Griefs de-

stroy one another. 17*5 Bailey tr. Colloq. Erasmus (1878)

I. 228 Ho! I find I was out in my Notion; to leave a
Shoulder of Mutton for a Sheep's Head [orig. Hem I pro
thesauro carbones],

{6) attrib. with similative notion. Shoulder of

mutton fist : a large, heavy, fleshy fist ; hence

shoulder-of-mutton fisted adj. Shoulder of mutton
sail', a triangular sail attached to a mast; hence
shoulder of mutton rig.

1694 Motteux tr. Rabelais iv. xv. 64 The crippled Bum
had struck him such a horrid thump with his Shoulder-of-
Mutton-Fist. 1719 De Foe Crusoe 1. (Globe) 232, I ..made
a Three-corner'd vgly Thing, like what we call in England,
a Shoulder of Mutton Sail, to go with a Boom at Bottom.
1831 Trelawny Adv. Younger Son III. 228 What sailors

call, a shoulder-of-mutton rig, the larger part. .being in the
body of the boat. 1900 F. T. Bullen With Christ at Sea
x. 194 A great raw-boned, shoulder-of-mutton fisted fellow.

5. That part of a garment which covers the

wearer's shoulder.
1473-4 Ace. Ld. High Treas. Scot. I. 25 Item . . iij quarteris

of blac for the Kingis gowne schulderis. 1696-7 Act 8 «$ 9
Will. Ill, c. 30 § 2 Upon the Shoulder of the right Sleeve

of the uppermost Garment. 185s Lady E. Finch Sampler
(ed. 2) 103 Gather the shoulders and the back.

b. Leather trade. The portion of a hide between
the butt and the cheeks. Also, see quot. 1858.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shoulders, a name in the

leather trade for tanned or curried hides and kips, as well

as for English and foreign offal. 1885 H. R. Procter
Text-bk. Tanning viii. 155 A piece called a 'middle' is

sometimes taken between the butt and the shoulder.

6. A projection or protuberance resembling the

human shoulder in shape, position or function

;

that part of a thing where it widens or swells out

to greater bulk from what may be viewed as its

head or neck.

1545 Ascham Toxoph. 11. (Arb.) 137, I call that the shoul-
der in a heade [of an arrow] whyche a mans finger shall

feele afore it come to the poynte. 1587 Mascall Govt.
Cattle (1506) 157 A nayle well made should haue no shoul-

der at all, but still lesser and lesser toward the poynt. 1680
Moxon Mech. Exerc. xi. 197 The Rowler must also be so
long between its Shoulders, that it may conveniently con-
tain so many Diameters of String as shall be necessary.

1794 Rigging $ Seamanship I. 157 The pin. .with a shoul-

der on the upper side. 1839 F. A. Griffiths Artil. Man.
39 (Plate] Shoulder of the Trunnion. 1857 Birch Anc.
Pottery (1858) II. 79 The neck [of the amphora] is not
cylindrical, but slopes upon the shoulders. 1873 Bennett&
Cavendish Billiards 339 To make the hazard, play at the
shoulder of the pocket. 1910 R. P. Spiers in Encycl. Brit.

VIII. 420 The lintel of the Greek doorway projected on
either side beyond the dressings, constituting what are known
as the shoulders or knees.

b. A sudden inward curvature in the outline of

something, from which it tapers to a point.

i6«8 W. Lawson New Orch. $ Garden x. (1623) 27 The
Graft is. .with a sharpe knife fitted in the knot . . with shoul-

ders an ynch downeward, and so put into the stock. 1688
Holme Armoury m. xv. (Roxb.)2o/2 The end [of a pen] in

which the slit is, is called the cheeks ; and the shoulders
is the highest cut. 1834 ®' L°w Elem. Pract. Agric. iv.

150 [In ploughing] it is important that the ridge be formed
with a uniform curvature, so that it shall not have what is

technically termed a shoulder, or hollow part on each side

of the crown. 1873 Tristram Moab i. 3 Skiiting the coast

of the Dead Sea till they passed the shoulder of the Penin-
sula of the Lisan.

C. A rebate which serves as an abutment ; a
projection which serves as a support.

1669 Sturmy Mariner's Mag.v. xiii. 83 Then turn a Foot
thereto with a Shoulder to put the Trunk upon. 1799 J.
Robertson Agric. Perth 272 The middle space is cut down
..and well cleaned out, so that it has.. six inches of firm

ground for shoulders on each side. On these shoulders or

abutments sods., are laid. 1812 P. Nicholson Mech. Exerc.
172 To form the tenon; cut the shoulders in with the

drawing knife. 1857 Colquhoun Comp. Oarsman's Guide
30 Those timbers which come up to strengthen the row-
locks are called shoulders.

d. Fortif. m Epatjle.
167a A. Tacouett Milit. Archit. iv. 7 The Bulwork will

be very much straitned..and the Angle of the shoulders
made so much the less.

e. The flat surface below the letter, etc. on the

shank of a type.

1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Prinltng 369 Beard of a Letter,

i

is the outer angle of the Square Shoulder of the Shank.
I

1882 Southward Pract. Printing (1884) 12 Certain small

capital letters . . have nicks at the back of the stem near the
shoulder.

f. The projection between the blade and the

tang (of a knife, chisel, etc.) which abuts on the

handle.
1683 Moxon Mech. Exerc, Printing xxi. p 4 A short

piece of a Knife broken off about two Inches from the

Sholder. 1810 C. James Milit. Diet. (ed. 3), Shoulder, the

upper part of the blade of a sword is so called. 1884 R. F.

Burton Bk. Sword 124 The tang, ..the thin spike which
projects from the shoulders or thickening of the made.

f g. Each of the two stones adjacent to the key-

stone of an arch. Obs.
a 1734 North Life Dudley North (1744) 198 To secure a

Compass Arch, it was necessary by weight, or some other

Means, to keep down the Shoulders, which, rising, let the

Crown, or Key, fall in.



SHOULDEB.

h. A comparatively gentle slope on the side ot

a hill and near the top.

1817 Blackw. Mag. Oct. 84/3 Millar, .brought his drove
over the shoulder of Wallace's hill. 1885-94 R. Bridges
Eros 9f Psyche June xii, The road} Which from the mountain
shoulder o'er the plain Led to the city.

1. pi. The broadest part (of a bunch of grapes).

1838 Penny^ Cycl. XI. 357/1 A bunch [of grapes] . . upwards
of 21 inches in length, and 19 inches across the shoulders.

7. An arched piece of wood or metal, or a frame
of metal rods, placed under the shoulders of a coat

or cloak to be hung up in a wardrobe, a shop-
window, etc.

1899 Wesltn. Gaz. 31 July 1/3 Clothes hung about on
wooden ' shoulders '. 1903 Daily Chron. 23 Nov. 4/4 A
' shoulder ', the technical term for the wooden frame upon
which ladies' mantles are hung by linen-drapers.

8. Short for shoulder-moth (see 9 c).

1803 Hawohth Lepidoptera Brit. 226 Noctua plecta (the

flame Shoulder).

9. Combinations.

a. simple attrib., 'pertaining to the shoulder

'

as shoulder band, brooch, -Jin, garment, hackle,

plaid ; with the meaning ' having a shoulder

'

(sense 6), as shoulder-block, bolt, screw, spike.

\ Holme Armoury m. 97/2 [Seamsters terms] *Shoul-
and. 1794 Rigging fy Seamanship I. 156 *Shoulder.

block is a large single block, left nearly square at the lower
end, or arse of the block. Ibid., Mast-making Plate,

'Shoulder bolt. 190a Casseifs Encycl. Diet. Suppl., * Shoul-
der brooch, the large brooch worn in the Highland costume,
fastening the plaid on the left shoulder. i68k Grew Musaeum
1. i v. i. 97 The Scate, or Angel-Fish. His *Shoulder-Fins

. .expanded. 1608 Willet Hexapla Exod. 651 The ephod
or "shoulder garment. 1867 F. Francis A ngling x. 299 [In

a salmon fly] ,^g. the "shoulder hackle. 1831 J. Logan Scott.

Gail I. 246 The "shoulder plaid is worn by the present
Highlanders chiefly for ornament. 1747 Gentl. Mag. 223
The bar. .must be fixt to the plate, .by a "shoulder screw,

allowing a little play between.

b. Objective, as shoulder cutting; shoulder-

shrugging adj. ; locative, as shoulder galled adj.

1883G reslev Glosi.Coal-mining,*Shoulder Cutting (South
Staffordshire), cutting the sides of the upper_ lift of a work-
ing place in a Thick-coal colliery next the rib, preparatory
to falling the coal. 1694 Lotui. Gaz. No. 3010/4 A strong
grey Gelding. ."Shoulder-gal'd. 1840 Thackerav Crvik-
shank Wks. 1900 XIII. 293 A villainous race of "shoulder-
shrugging mortals are his Frenchmen indeed.

O. Special comb. : shoulder angle Fortif. (see

quot.) ; shoulder belt = Bandoleer ; shoulder-
brace (see quot.) ; shoulder-butt, a pistol butt

shaped for firing from the shoulder ; shoulder cap
(a) Antiq. a piece ofarmour covering the point ofthe

shoulder ( = Epaulet 3) ;
(A) Surg, see quot. 1 895

;

shoulder-clapper, an officer charged with the

arrest of an offender, a bailiff, sheriffs officer;

so shoulder-clapped, -clapping adjs. ; shoulder-
cover Ent. = Patagidm c {Cent. Diet. 1891);

t shoulder-dash, a sharper's trick of throwing his

liquor over his shoulder instead of drinking it

;

shoulder-girdle Anat. (see Girdle s&. 1 4)

;

shoulder-grafting (see quot. 1842) ; shoulder
gun, a gun which is fired from the shoulder, as

distinguished from a stancheon or punt gun

;

f shoulder-head = Shoulder strap i , shoul-

der-height adv., as high as one's shoulder ; shoul-
der-high adv. = prec ; adj., that is up to one's

shoulder in height ; shoulder-hitter colloq. U.S.,

one who hits from the shoulder ; hence a pugilist,

a bully, rough; f shoulder-knife, a huntsman's

knife used to take out the shoulder in cutting

up a deer ; shoulder-lappet Ent. (see quot.)

;

f shoulderlin, lit. shoulder-linen, i. e. shoulder-

piece (of the ephod) ; shoulder-lyar Sc, a piece

cut from the upper part of the fore-leg of a carcass

of beef; shoulder moth, a collectors' name for

certain moths ofthe family Noctuidse (Cent. Diet. )

;

shoulder net, a fishing-net with a long pole which

slides over the shoulder of the user ; shoulder

note Typogr., a marginal note inserted at the top

corner of a page ; shoulder-pegged a. (see quot.)

;

fshoulderpighto. m shoulderpitched; fshoulder-
pinched, t pinching (see quots.) ; t shoulder pit

[after arm-pit], the hollow under the shoulder of a

sheep ; t shoulder pitch = Acromion ; + shoul-

der pltched/a. pple. andppl.a., (of animals) having

the shoulder dislocated ; shoulder plate = Shoul-

der plece 1
; t shoulder point, (a) the point of the

shoulder ; ib) ashoulder-knot (— Aqlet 2 c) ; shoul-

der-pole, a pole, each end of which rests upon a

carrier's shoulder, the load being slung from the

centre ; shoulder-rest, a rest for a rifle in experi-

mental firing; j shoulder-shake v. trans., to shake

the shoulders of ; shoulder-shaken a. (of a beast)

strained in the shoulder; shoulder shield, a shield-

shaped piece ofarmour used to protect the shoulder

;

shoulder-shot sb., a shot fired into the shoulder (of

an animal) ; shoulder-shot, -shotten adjs., (of an

animal) having a strained or dislocated shoulder

(arch.) ; shoulder sling dial., a yoke for carrying

755

(milk) pails ; shoulder slip, a strain or dislocation
of the shoulder-joint; hence shoulder slipped a.\

fshoulder-splate, f-splating^. = s/ioutder-slip;

fshoulder-splate, f splated, -splayed adjs., =
shoulder-sholten adj. ; f shoulder-stick, a coach
passenger carried by the method called ' shoulder-
ing ' (see Shoulder v. 14) ; shoulder-striker U.S.
= shoulder-hitter ; shoulder- stripe, a collectors'

name for a variety of moth ; shoulder-stripe,
-striped adjs., having a stripe of colour on the
shoulder (indicating a species of moth) ; shoulder-
tap, the action (of a bailiff) of tapping a person on
the shoulder; hence shoulder-tapping; shoulder-
tippet Ent. — Patagium c {Cent. Vict.) ; f shoul-
der-torn a, = shoulder-shotten ; shoulder-tuft
Ent. = shoulder-lappet ; shoulder-wedge Build-
ing (see quot.) ; shoulder-work, carrying of
burdens; also, continuously hard work ; shoulder-
wrench (see quot. 1898) ; shoulder-yoke, a yoke
for carrying pails. Also Shoulder-blade, -bone,

-JOINT, -KNOT, -PIECE, -STRAP.
1835 Penny Cycl. IV. 16/2 The angles formed by the faces

and flanks which are denominated *shoulder angles. 1668
Pepys Diary 17 May, Up, and put on my new stuff-suit,

with a "shoulder-belt according to the new fashion. 1856
Kane Arct. ExpL I. viii. 85 Our track-lines and shoulder-
belts replaced the warps. 1875 Knight Did. Mec/t.,
*Shoulder-brace (Surgical), an appliance for treating round
shoulders or unconfirmed curvatures of the spine. 1810
Sporting Mag. XXXVI. 273 A rifle pistol, .furnished with
a pistol *shoulder-but. 1830 Skelton Amis fy Armour I.

PI. xxii, Fig. 3. The gorget with "shoulder caps. 1895
Arnold's Catal. Surgical Instrum. 777 Shoulder Cap,
moulded leather for the after treatment of dislocation. 1590
Shaks. Com. Err. iv. ii. 37 He's in Tartar limbo.. : A back
friend, a *shoulder-clapper [hath him]. 1621 J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Praise Beggery B 2, He's free from "shoulder-
clapping Sergeants clawes. 1796 Grose Diet. Vulgar T.
(ed. 3), Shoulder Clapper^ a bailiff, or member of the catch
club. *Shoulder-Clapped 1 arrested. 2711 Puckle Club 19
These brethren in iniquity using finger-shade, mouth-spirt, or
"shoulder-dash, drank tittle 'till the company were mellow.
1868 W. K. Parker (title), A Monograph on the structure and
development of the "shoulder-girdle and sternum in the Verte-

brata. 2669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 108 The third way . . that

is made use of . . is "shoufder or Whip-grafting. 1843 Loudon
Suburban Hort. 291 Sometimes also the scion is prepared
with a shoulder. .and this mode is called shoulder-grafting.

1824 Col. Hawker Instr. Young Sportsm. 298 "Shoulder
duck-guns. 184s Lacy Mod. Shooter 103 A thin coat of olive

oil is the best external application for a shoulder-gun. 1688
*Shoulder-head [see Shoulder-strap i], 1835 Scott Be-
trothed xxiii, Many a fair knight would leap '.shoulder.

height for leave to look on you as free as the brook may !

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. in. v, No crowds now to carry
you, "shoulder-high, to the immortal gods. 1897 Mary
Kingsley W. Africa vL 119 As I walk on through the now
shoulder-high grass. 1836 J- Holbrook Mail Bags 27
"Shoulder-hitter, who strikes from the shoulder, ruffian.

1864 Lowell Rebell. Writ. 1890 V. 126 We remember our
own roughs and shoulder-hitters at the beginning of the war.

1576 Turberv. Venerie xlii. (1908) 129 This beyng done, he
shall first take out the right shoulder [of the deer] with his

*shoulder knyfe. Ibid. xhii. 135. 1899 D. Sharp Insects 11. vi.

312 These appendages [the tegulae] are frequently errone-

ously called patagia, but have also been called scapulae,.,

and shoulder-tufts, or *shoulder-lappets, c xaoo Ormin 954
Off bait preostess 'shulldrelin,& off hiss breostlin babe. 1844
H. Stephens Bk. Farm (1855) II. 693/1 The "shoulder-lyar is

a coarse piece, and fit only for boiling fresh to make into broth

or beef-tea. 1793 Statist. Ace. Scot. IX. 322 Salmon, grilse

and sea trouts, are caught in the night time, by what they
term the fishing with the "shoulder-nets. x88a J. South-
ward Pract. Printing (1884)248 "Shoulder notes are placed

at the top of a page. 1900 P. Vivian Campion's Whs. 373
The custom b fully explained in a shoulder-note. 1753
Chambers' Cycl. Suppl., "Shoulder-pegged horses, called in

French chevillies, are such as have their shoulders gourdy,

stiff, and almost without motion. 1565-6 Blundevil Horse-
manship iv. cxiii. (1580) 52 Of the "shoulder pight. That is

when the shoulder point or pitch ofthe shoulder is displaced.

1738 Bailey Diet. (ed. 4), *Shoulder Pincht, a Disease in

Horses. 1810C James Milit. Diet. (ed. 3),
*Shoulder-pinch'

ing, a misfortune which befals a horse by labouring or strain-

ing when too young. 1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 650 The
greasie wooll which groweth in the "shoulder pits of sheepe.

1585 Higins Junius* Nomencl. 36/1 Acromium, .. the

"shoulder pitch or point. 1695 Lond. Gaz. No. 3o8lA One
of her Coach Geldings, .hath been "shoulder Pitch'd. 1846

Fairholt Costume Gloss., Epauliere, epaullets, "shoulder-

plates. 1847 Leitch tr. C. O. Mailer's Anc. Art § 257.238

The splendid shoulder-plates of a suit of armour. 1510

Stanbridce Vocabula (W. de W.) Aiij, Hec scapula, the

"sholder poynt, a 16*5 Fletcher Nice Valour in. i, [He]
has hir'd meer rogues.. To beat the Soldier.. for wearing

Shoulder-points, With longer taggs than his. 1740 Somer-
ville Hobbinol l 316 Then with quick Wheel oblique, his

Shoulder-point Beneath his Breast he fiVd. 19x0 D'A. W.
Thompson tr. Aristotle's Hist. Anim. 1. 12 The part to the

back of the neck is the epomis, or 'shoulder-point'. x888

Century Mag. Nov. 35/1 A couple of fettered convicts

carrying water in a large wooden bucket slung between
them on a "shoulder-pole. 1868 Rep. Munitions War 44
That two rifles at a time should be shot for accuracy from

two "shoulder-rests, one on the right, the other on the left

of the shooting-stand. 1649 Cleveland Chron. Decoll. Car.

iii, Charles our dread Sovereign's murdered !—tremble and
View what Convulsions *shoulder-shake this Land. 1844

H. Stephens Bk. Farm II. 158 When the roads become

very hard, they [beasts] are apt to become "shoulder-shaken.

1824 Meyrick Ant. Armour I. Introd. p. xvt, Their [sc.

the retiarii's) left arms were protected by padded linen.,

out of which issued a "shoulder-shield high enough to guard

the face. 1830 Skelton Armsfy Armour I. PI. ix, Fig. 6. The
shoulder shield which rendered unnecessary a grande-garde

SHOULDER.
on the breast plate. 1900 Pollok & Thom Sports Burma
yi. 212, 1 gave this [bison] the "shoulder-shot with the remain-
ing barrel of my rifle. x6oo Surflet Country Farm 1. xxiii.

126 Oxen, .being either "shoulder-shot [orig. F. espaulez] or
brused, ..are fatted. 1596 Shaks. Tarn. Shr. 111. ii. 56
His horse hip'd. .and *shoulder-shotten. 1894 K. Grahame
Pagan P. 108 He {a horse] seems sorely shrunk and shoulder-
shotten. 1813 St.J. Priest Agric. Bucks 297 in Marshall Rev.
Rep. Board Agnc.(iZi^) IV. 545 [The milk is] carried home in
pails hanging upon a wooden "shoulder sling (as it is called).

1729 Swift Direct. Serv. v. (1745) 71 The Horse will probably
take so much Care of him self, as to come off with only a
Strain or a 'Shoulder-slip. 1898 ^><r". Soc. Lex. 1695Z0W.
Gaz. No. 3100/4 Lost.., a black Nag above 13 hands,..
lately "shoulder slip'd. 187a Tennyson Garetk ty Lyn. 740
They shock'd, and Kay Fell shoulder slipt. x6ax J. Taylor
(Water-P.) Motto A4 b, The necke-cricke, spauins, "shoulder-
splat, and aches, c 1730 W. Gibson Farrier's Guide 11. lxvii.

(1738) 222 It is called a Shoulder Splait. 1639 T. de Gray
Compl. Horsem. 309 If your horse be "shoulder splat. 1735
Bradley's Fam. Diet., Soldiers Ointment, an Ointment . . for
a Horse that is "Shoulder Splaited. X708 Kersey Diet.,
*Shoulder-splaiting. iSSaOciLWE, *Shoutder-splayed. x8s8
Sporting Mag. XXI. 324 'Why do they call the opposition
[coach] the Regulator?' asked Joe Walton's "shoulder-stick
one day. i860 O. W. Holmes Prof. BreakfA. ix, No ' "shoul-
der-stnker ' hits out straighter than a child with its logic.

1819 Samouelle Entomol. Compend. 251 Genus Leucania. .

.

Sp. 1. Phalsena comma ("shoulder stripe wainscot). 1869
E. Newman Brit. Moths 165 The "Shoulder Stripe (A nticlea
badiata). Ibid. 264 The "Shoulder-striped Wainscot (Leu-
cania Comma). 1881 Besant & Rice Chapl. Fleet 11. i,

There was no street, .where I did not fear.. the unfriendly
"shoulder-tap of a bailiff. 184a Lover Handy Andy xlv,

If I could get on the press I'd quit the "shoulder-tapping
profession. 1610 Markham Masterp. 11. lix. 311 Ofsplayting
the shoulder, or of "shoulder torne. 2899 "Shoulder-tuft
[see shoulder-lappet]. 1887 Diet. Archil. (Arch. Publ. Soc.),

*Shoulder wedge, .the block of wood secured to the upper
side of the principal rafter of a roof truss, to sustain the
purlin. 1660 South Serm. (1727) IV. 61 It is observed of the
Levites, though much of their Ministry was only "Shoulder-
work, that they had yet a very considerable Time for

Preparation. 1886 Cheshire Gloss., Shoother-wark (shoulder-
work), any work that is continuously hard. X708 Kersey
Diet., *Sttoulder-wrench, a Strain in a Horse's Shoulder.
1898 Syd. Soc. Lex,, Shoulder wrench, a wrench, sprain,

or dislocation of the shoulder. 1862 J. Saunders Abel
Drake's Wife x, He.. adjusted the "shoulder-yoke, hooked
on the pails, and rose.

Shoulder (Jtfu-ldai), v. Forms : see the sb.

[f. Shoulder sb. Cf. Du. schouderen, LG. schut-

dern
% G. schultem (dial, sehullerti).]

1. trans. To push against (a person or thing)

with the shoulder
;
(of a crowd) to push shoulder

against shoulder; hence, to push roughly, un-

ceremoniously, or insolently ; to thrust aside with

the shoulder ; to hustle, jostle. Now rare or Obs.

exc. as in b.

ciyooHavelok 1056 pe chaunpiouns..Shuldreden he He
ober, and lowen. c X375 Cursor M. 12034 (Fairf.) Wip bat

per come a childe in hy and shulderred ihesu with grete

enuy. C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 259 If any schulder

pusche or threten to smyte another. 1523 Berners Froiss.

I. cccxlii. 537 And in thepassyng by, Bernarde sholdred sir

Langurantes horse in suche wyse, that the lorde fell out of

the sadelL c 1590 Faire Em 11. ii. 35 Sir Rob. Lord Marques,
you offerd me disgrace to shoulder me. 1621 Quarles
Argalus <$• P. (1678) 115 So that both men and horse, Shoul-

dring each other, with a double force Fell to the ground.
X713 Rowe Jane Shore v. i, Around her, numberless, the

rabble flowed, Shouldering each other, crowding for a view.

1802 Bloomfield Rural Tales 5 You shoulder'd me; then

laugh'd to see Me and my Gotch spin down the Hill.

fig* *549 Latimer 2nd Serm. be/. Edw. VI, Ciiij, Thys
byshoppe was a great man borne, and dyd beare suche a
stroke, that he was able to shoulder the Lord Protectour.

1606 f. Carpenter Solomons Solace xv. 64 Albeit the

king hath been sometimes resisted and shouldered by
Adoniah.

b. With adv. or advb. phrase expressing the

result of the action.

c X375 Cursor M. 13741 (Fairf.) Ne wiste bai neuer quat to

say ilkan shuldered ober a-way. 1573 G. Harvey Letter
Bk. (Camden) 50 Momus him self wil sooner be shouldrid

out of heaven. 1607 Markham Caval. viii. 48 Now for the

rules of foule play [in horse-racing], as.. the striking your
adversaries horse thwart the face .

. , the shouldring him vp
into vneuen pathes..whereby you may indanger to ouer-

throwe him. 1624 T. Scorr Belg. Souldier 31 They haue.

.

by maine force shouldred open the Castillian gates. X815

Scott Guy M. xxxvi, The stranger, .divided the press,

shouldering from him.. both drunk and sober passengers.

X835 L. Hunt Town iii. (1848) 160 Here at all events he

[Dr. Johnson] walked and talked and shouldered wondering
porters out of the way. 1846 Dickens Pict. Italy, Rome
171 Ecclesiastics.. having their humility gratified to the

utmost, by being shouldered about. 1848 Thackeray Van.

Fair vi, * Be off, you fools !
' said this gentleman—shoulder-

ing off a great number of the crowd. 1850 Kingsley A lion

Locke xxviii, He skipped up by the speaker's side, and
gently shouldered him down. X887 Shearman Athletics <f

Football 349 Trying to shoulder him round and send him

staggering off the ball. 1889 F. E. Gretton Memory's
Harkback 178 A French Marshal met an English Colonel

in the street, and shouldered him off the causeway.

fig* x579 Wi Wilkinson Confut. Fam. Love 6 b, For all

his. .shouldring out the sonneofGod. 16x7 tr. M. A.de
Dominis on Rom. xiii. 12, 15, 1 conceiue not to what pur-

pose Aristotle., troubled naturall Philosophic, by Shouldring

in after Matter and Forme, Priuation for a third principle

of naturall bodies. 1638 Mede Rem. Pass. Apocal. iii. Wks.

(1672) 586 A Probability stands in place of a Demonstration,

till a greater Probability can be brought to shoulder it out.

X784 Cowper Task vi. 839 Custom and prejudice.. That

govern all things here, should'ring aside The meek and

modest truth. x88o McCarthy Own Times III. xxxii. 56

The. .Briton began to monopolise the officers' posts every-

95-2



SHOULDER.
where. The natives were shouldered out of the high

positions.

o. To 'rub shoulders' with, mix with, rare,

1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters lvii, I had shouldered

society . . enough to render me slightly sceptical of its

sincerity.

2. trans/, of inanimate things.

1590SPEKSER F. Q. 1. xi. 21 The rolling billowes beate the

ragged shore, As they the earth would shoulder from her

seat. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars vi. xxiv, Like to some low

Brooke .. By waste of Waters that is ouer-flow'd, Is sated,

till it shouldreth downe the Mound. i6«5 N. Carpenter

Geog. 1. ii. (1635) 23 The Water being the most ponderous

and waighty,..shoulders out the Aire. 1630 R. Johnson's

Kingd. <r Commie. 494 Shouldering all the Northerne shore

of the Caspian, it runneth along, .by the high looking walls

of China. 1644 Digby Nat. Bodies xix. § 9. 17s The latter

graines were shouldered of by others that already besieged

the superficies. 1796 Hist. Ned Evans I. 220 Neithercould

he conceal his indignation at the vile watch-house shoulder-

ing King William's statue. 1817 Coleridge Biog. Lit.

(Bohn) 15 Walls of rock.. shouldering back the billows.

1866 Alger Solit. Nat. 4- Man 1. 19 From the equator to

the poles the waves shoulder their fellows. 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word~bk. s. v., When a seaman . . gives his ship too

little cable to ride by, she may be thrown across tide, lift or

shoulder her anchor, and drift off.

3. Of troops: To push, force, drive back (an

opposing force) ; to manoeuvre or turn.

1581 Styward Martial Discipi. 1, 21 This battaile [/. e. dis-

position of troops] is of great force to shoulder and beate
downe the enimie. 1887 Athemeum 24 Sept. 398/3 Thus
rendering it possible two days later to shoulder the French
off the direct road to Berlin.

4. absol. and intr. To push with the shoulder

;

to use the shoulders (in a struggle or contest).

Const, against^ at. Also to shoulder it.

01440 Found. St. Barth. Hosp. 11. Prol. (1886) 77 And
menne presydde hydder thykly for variawnte causys, and
shuldrid to gider. a 1568 Ascham Scholem. 11. (Arb,) 128

And soch runners, as commonlie, they shoue and sholder to

stand formost. 1688 Bunyan jerus. Sinner Saved (iZ%t)

82 They shoulder and crowd, and say, Pray give way,.,
wherefore up and shoulder it, man ; say : Stand away, devil.

1818 Scott Rob Roy v, AH tramped, kicked, plunged,
shouldered, and jostled. 1804 Bl\ckmore Perlycross 403
Some working at his legs, and some shouldering at his loins.

fig* "579 Tomson Calvin l

s Serm. Tim. 76/1 It is a sinne
..for a mortall man to.. shoulder against God, and fight

against his glorie. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks {1621) 409
Not contented with such possessions . . bee began to shoulder
for more roome.

b. To make one's way by pushing with the

shoulders ; more fully to shoulder one's way ; also

refl. With various prepositions and advs. Also
transf. and fig.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ansiv. Osor. 383 b, [He] lyke a

false Prophet shouldreth forewardes. 1615 T. Adams Black
Devil 27 Hee [Satan] shoulders to the barre, and pops in a
forged evidence. 1720 Amherst Epist. 9 On me they never
cast an Eye, But take their Snuff and shoulder by. c 1800
H. K. White Rem. (1837) 375 The design of shoulder-
ing himself into notice. 1835 W. Irving Tour Prairies
xxix, As the ground was level, they [buffaloes] shouldered
along with great speed. 1843 Tennyson Audley Court 8
Then we shoulder d thro' the swarm. 1879 L. Stephen
Hours inLibr.XW. 323 The Englishman . .goes on trampling
upon acuter sensibilities, but somehow shouldering his way
successfully through the troubles of the universe. 1893
Kipling Many Invent. 12 A couple ofjunks came shoulder-
ing through from the north.

c. To 'rub shoulders', stand shoulder to

shonlder with. ? Obs.

1693 Dryden Don Sebast. iv. i, What, shall the people
know their godlike prince Headed a rabble, and profaned
his person, Shoulder 'd with filth 1

1 5. Of a hare : To crouch in her form. Obs.

c i486 Bk. St. Albans f vij b, An haare in her forme shul-

deryng or leenyng.

+ 8. a. trans. To put (soldiers) shoulder to

shoulder in close rank. Also transf. Also with up.

b. intr. To stand shoulder to shoulder. Obs,

1591 Spenser Ruins ofRome 213 Like as ye see the wrath,
full Sea from farre, In a great mountaine heap't . . Eftsoones
of thousand billowes shouldred narre. 1598 Barret Theor.
iVarres in. i. 40 The which [files] being shouldred vp close
together. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks (1621) 200 The Chris-
tians..shouldering close together in their charge, would be
like a rock of yron. 1604 Drayton Moyses in. 61 Which by
the stroke of that commaunding wand. Shoulder the rough
seas forcibly together. 1781 Cowper Tablet. 137 If guards,
mechanically form'd in ranks, . . Should'ring, and standing
as if struck to stone.

7. trans. To support with, bear up or carry on
the shoulder or shoulders ; to take or place on one's

shoulder to be carried.

1611 Cotgr., Espauler
t . .to shoulder; to support with, or

beare on the shoulders. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$• P.
1 80 They cut a whole Tree down, and . . shoulder'd it with
freat Clamours. 1845 Coulter Adv. in Pacific viii. 93,
determined .. to shoulder my gun, and walk right round

the island. 1851 W. W. Collins Rambles beyond Railways
vii. (1852) 122 We shouldered our knapsacks, and started
for the Lizard. 1865 R. S. Hawker in All Year Round
XIII. 154/2 The people.. gathered up fragments of the
wreck for fuel, and shouldered them away. 1883 Stevenson
Treas.Isl. xxxii, Hearing no further sound, they shouldered
the toots and set forth again.

b. fig. f To forward ; to help or push on ; to
prop up ; to second (obs.). Also to take upon one-
self as a burden (expense, responsibility, etc.).
1582 Stanyhurst sEneis il (Arb.) 49 Thee Greeks assur-

aunce in Pallas whoalye remayned And with her assist-
ance theyre wars were shouldered always. 1586 J. Hooker

756

Hist. Irel. 98/1 in Holinshed, She began to incline to hir

wooer his request, to the end hir nephue should haue beene
the better by his countenance shouldered. 1614 Raleigh
Hist. IVorldv. iiL §1511.511 The yong Nephew.. regarded
only, .the much monie that his grand-father had laied out
in vaine, to shoulder vp a falling house. 1685 Cotton Mon-
taigne's Ess. I. 1. xli. 501 The greatest of Scipio's acts were
in part due to Lelius, whose constant practice it was to ad-

vance and shoulder [orig. F. seconder] Scipio's grandeur
and renown. 1900 IVestm. Gaz. 13 Nov. 2/2 The local Pro-

gressives are public-spirited enough to shoulder the expense.

+ C. transf. Of a thing: To prop up. fig. Of the

terras of an argument : To back up. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 99 And though the 'may
be ' in the Argument came starveling alone without any
thing of proof to back it, yet the ' may not be ' in the Answer
shall be thus shoulder'd up. 1675 Cotton Planters Man.
16 It is good also to shoulder or clod up the Tree for three

foot about, and some four foot high.

8. Mil. To place (a weapon, etc.) upon the

shoulder. Also absol. f Also inpassive of a soldier

:

To have his musket shouldered.
To shoulder one's or a rifle etc., is often used for : to join

the ranks, to enlist as a soldier.

X59S Sir J. Smythe Instr. MUit. 5 They are then to say
to the first ranke : Shoulder your piques and march ; which
is as much to say: Lay your piques vpon your right

shoulders and march. 1625 Markham Souldiers Accid. 24
Shoulder your Musquet, and carry your Rest in the right

hand. 1635 W. Barriffe Milit. Discipline i. (1639) 4 Thus
being armed, with Muskets shouldered, some account their

Postures to begin from this place. Ibid. 5 Thus having charged
some men will shoulder and so from thence make ready.
167a Venn Milit. Observ. 37 The Musquetteer being shoul-
dered Command..Unshoulder your Musquet, and Poyse.

1770 Goldsm. Des. y'itl. 158 The broken soldier, .shoulder'd
his crutch. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. 1. xi, They have
shouldered, soldier-wise, their shovels and picks. 1847
Infantry Man. (1854) 40 a, Wait for the word ofcommand of
the officer to shoulder. i859jEPHSON2?rf#««yxiv. 234 Many
a poor gentleman finds himself obliged to shoulder a musket.

b. To shoulder arms (esp. imper. as a word of

command) : to hold one's rifle in a nearly vertical

position, the barrel resting against the shoulder and
the butt in the hollow of the hand ; hence at

shoulder arms, at the position directed by this word
of command.
1844 Queen's Regul. Army 260 Shoulder Arms. 1847 In-

fantry Man. (1854) 30 Serjeants, .will remain steady at

Shoulder Arms. 1853 Whyte Melville Digby Grand vii,

The brigade *shouIder arms ' preparatory to receiving, .the
time-honoured hero who is to inspect them.

T 9. To cut up the carcass of (a lamb, kid, etc.).

Cf. shoulder-knife (Shoulder sb. 8 c). Obs. rare,
c i486 Bk. St. Albans fvij b, [Termys..of breekyng or

dressyng of dyverse beestis..] a Lam be shulderide, a Kidde
shuldende.

b. (See quot. 1844 *a Shouldering vbl. sb, i),

flO. pa, pple. Strained or dislocated at the

shoulder. Obs, [rafter F. epauU.]
^

1565-fi Blundevil Horsemanship iv. iii. (1580) 2 b, As
when a Horse is shouldered by meanes of some outward
cause, or his backe galled with the saddle.

11. To furnish (a thing) with a shoulder ; to cut

shoulders or a shoulder on ; to fit into with a
shoulder. Also with down, up.
1438 [see Shouldering vbl. sb. 1], 1733 Tull Horse-

Hoeing Husb. xxiii. 355 The Tenon is also shoulder'd on
each side, a 1734 North Life Dudley North (1744) 198 At
Powis House . . they shouldered and keyed the Portico
Arches with Pieces of Stone. 1778 [W. H. Marshall]
Minutes Agric. 9 May 1776, 1 shouldered the spikes, .. leav-

ing a small triangular shoulder at each angle of the square
stump. 1879 Cassell's Techn, Educ. IV. 206/1 The spokes
are then shouldered down slightly taper-wise. 1884 R. F.

Burton Bk. Sword 142 The Sword should be tightly

mounted and well shouldered-up before and behind. 1901

y. Black's Carp. <5* Builder, Soaffolding 35 The staves must
now be fitted.. by shouldering them at the marks made.

b. Slating. (See quot.)

1833 Loudon Encycl. Archil. § 1122 The roofs to be
covered with the best dark blue slate.., to be well shouldered
in haired lime (the upper part of each row bedded in lime).

12. intr. Of inanimate things : To form a
shoulder, project as a shoulder, or spread out into

a shoulder ; also with up.
1611 Cotgr. s. v. Espaulette, Maconnerie d espaulettes,.,

walls.. left. .shouldering, bearing, or standing out in one
place more then in another. 1677 Moxon Mech. Exerc. i.

5 Because the Chaps [of the Square Nos'd Hand-Vice] do
not stand shouldering in the way. 1858 Hawthorne Fr.
<5- //. Note-bks. (1871) I. 46 Farther off we could see blue
hills, shouldering high above the intermediate ones. 1870
Daily News 12 Nov., The hill shoulders up very steeply for

three-fourths its height.

13. trans. {Horticulture.) To tie out the shoul-

ders ' of (bunches of grapes).
184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 461 Finished shouldering

the Hamburgh, and thinning the Sweetwater and St Peter's

(neither of the two latter wants shouldering much).

14. slang. (See quots.)
1823 'Jon Bek* Slang s.v. Shouldering, Among stage-

coachmen, to shoulder, is to take up passengers on own
account, without consulting the proprietors. 1865 HottetCs
Slang Diet. (ed. 2), Shoulder, when a servant embezzles his
master's money, he is said to shoulder his employer.

Shoulder-blade. [Cf. MLG. schulderblat,

Du. schouderblady MHG. schulterblat (mod. G.
-blalt).~\ Each ofthe two flat triangular bones articu-

lated with the humerus, and lying over the ribs in

the upper part of the back in all mammals ; the

scapula.

SHOULDEBING.
a 1300 Havelok 2644 Bi be shu[l]dre-blade be sharpe swerd

let [he] wade, boi w the brest unto be herte. c 1470 Henry
Wallace v. 823 Baith cannell bayne and schuldir blaid in

twa, Throuch the myd cost, the gud suerd gert he ga.

1572-3 Reg. Privy Council Scot. I. izosStevin Urdcstraik
the said Jonet upoun hir schulder blaid with the kavill of
ane mylne. i6ii Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iii. 77 Oh good sir,

softly, good sir : I feare (sir) my shoulder blade is out. 1763
* Theophilus Insulanus * Second Sight 77 There is another
kind of divination, by looking in the shoulder-blade of a
sheep, goat, &c. as in a book. 1840 Carlyle Heroes ii. 101
Mahomet's followers found the Koran.. as it bad been
written down at first promulgation ; much of it, they say,
on shoulder-blades of mutton. 1875 Sir W. Turner in
Encycl. Brit. I. 826/2 The Scapula, or Shoulder Blade, .lies

at the upper and back part of the wall of the chest, reaching
from the second to the seventh rib.

b. transf.
1608 Topsell Serpents 65 [Bees] haue 4 wings.. growing

to their shoulder-blades. 1826 Kirby & Sp. Entomol. III.
xxxv. 662, I propose calling these pieces by names, appro-
priated to the arm in the higher vertebrate animals : thus
..I call the whole fore-leg the brachium or arm, and. .the
trochanter [becomes] the scapula or shoulder-blade.

Shoulder-bone. = Shoulder-blade.
c i$zoSirBcues 4217 Hisrijtarm&isscholderbon Hemade

fie to gronde anon, c 1325 Gloss. W. de Bibbcsiv. in Wright
Voc. 146 Les espaules ount blasouns [glossed chu\de\~bortzs ;

v.rr. the soldre-bon, scholder-bon]. c 1386 Chaucer Pard.
Prol. 22 Thanne haue [I] in laton asholder boon Which that
was ofan hooly Iewes sheepe. c 1460 'loivncley Myst. xxiii.

260 Godys son . . hase not where apon his hede to rest Bot on
his shuder bone. 1548-77 Vicary Anat. vii. (1888) 48 In the

shoulder there be two bones,. .the Shoulder bone, and the

Cannel bone. 1691 R. Kirk Secret Commw. i. (1815) 17 The
minor Seers prognosticat many future Events, ..from the

Shoulder-bone of a Sheep. 1858 W. Ellis Madagascar v.

J25 The sides . . were edged . . with the shoulder-bones of oxen
stuck in the ground, the broad part upwards.

Shouldered (j^u'ldaid), ///. a. [f. Shoulder
sb. and v. + -ed.]

1. Having shoulders ; furnished with shoulders.

Chiefly with qualifying adv. or advb. phrase. Also
Round-shouldered.
13.. K. Alis. 4968 Another folk there is biside:..Ben

y-snuldred as an fysshe, And clawed after hound, i-wisse.

c 1386 Chaucer Prol. 551 He was short sholdred, brood, a
thikke knarre. c 1430 Pilgr. LyfManhode 1. exxxiv. {1869)

70 -It is nouht for that thou ne art sholdred ynowh, and
boned, c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. rv. 701 Take oxon yonge
..Yshildred wide is good, a 1533 [see Crooked a. 5]. 1591
[see Broad D. il 1697 [see High a. 22 b]. 1740 in Scott.

Hist. Rev. (1905) Apr. 303 [Recruits] must be straight, well

limbd and shouldered, i860 Ruskin Mod. Paint. V. tx.

iii. 220 Thighed and shouldered like the billows.

2. Having a shoulder or projection ; made with
a shoulder or with shoulders.

1671 Phillips (ed. 3), Shouldred-Iiead (a term in Archery)
the best made Heads of an Arrow, .being, .made with
shoulders. 1750 Blanckley Nov. Expos. 81 That shoul-

dered Part of all Masts over which the Shrouds are put.

1805 R. W. Dickson Pract. Agric. I. Plate xlviii, Fig. 1.

Represents a shouldered turf-drain. 1847 Mrs. J. W. Lou-
don A mateurGard. Col. (1857)152 When the upper branches
of the bunch [of grapes] are large, and almost as strong as
the main stem, it is said to be shouldered. 1861 P. P. Car-
penter in Rep. Smithsonian Instit, i860, 214 In Gibbula..
the whirls are shouldered, and the pillar-lip is plain. 1862

Catal. Intemat. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5169 Cardboard pill

boxes ;. .plain and shouldered. x88a Christy faints 103
Shouldered Joint occurs between two timbers when one is

strengthened by being shouldered or thickened ou.t to rein-

force its abutting, .powers.

b. Arch. Shouldered arch : a form of head for

an opening (not properly an arch) somewhat
resembling the outline of a man's shoulders and
part of the neck.

1853 Turner's DonuAtchit. (ed. Parker) II. vi. 230 Several

of the smaller doorways [of Bolton Castle] have the ' shoul-

dered arches ' of the Carnarvon form. Note. This name has
been proposed by the duchess of Northumberland for this

peculiar form... It is commonly called the square-headed
trefoil arch. x866 Parker Gloss. Archil. 20.

3. Placed and carried at, on or over the shoulder
;

spec. Mil, (see Shoulder v. 7), To stand shoul-

dered', to stand with shouldered arms.
1760 Cautions $ Adv. Officers of Army 173 Be sure to

make your Men march with shouldered Arms. 1811 Regul.
Army 13 The Officer is., to make his Men stand shouldered.

1844 Queen's Regul. Army 30 Their own Guards are to turn

out with shouldered Arms, once a Day.

t Shonlderer. Obs. [-er l.] One who
shoulders.
1500-20 Dunbar Poems lxiii. 49 Bot. .on 5our hienes foU

lowis eik..Schulderaris, and schowaris, that. -can non vthir

craft nor curis Bot to mak thrang, Schir, in 3our Juris.

Shouldering (/<?« Idarirj), vbl, sb, [f. Shoul-

der v. +-ING 1
.]

1. The action of the verb ; an instance of this.

1438 in Willis & Clark Cambridge (1886) I. 11 Schuldery-

ing de legystes. 1590 Spenser /l Q. 11. vii. 47 Some thought

to raise themselves to high degree.. by close shouldring:

some by flatteree. 1844 H. Stephens Bk. Fartn II. 239
Care being taken that the point of the knife does not.,

go between the shoulder-blade and the ribs. This error.

.

in slaughtering pigs.. is called shouldering. 1856 Kane
Arctic Expl. I. xvii. 208 There may have been something

of discourtesy in the occasional shoulderings and bustlings.

1897 Encycl. Sport I. 342/1 (Driving) Shouldering, of the

horse, pushing sideways upon pole or partner.

b. Amount of shoulder* or projection.

1683 Moxon Meek. Exerc., Printing xiii. P 4 The .
. Face

thus finished, he considers what Sholdering the Shank of the

Punch makes now with the Face, round about the Letter.



SHOULDERING.
2. concr. Something which projects or supports

as a shoulder. + Also = Epaijlement.
1388 Wyclif i Kings vii. 30 And bi foure partis weren as

htle schuldryngis [Vulg. humerjtli] vndir the waischyng
vessel,..Margin, Schuldryngis; that is, schort pileris to
susteyne the waschyng vessel. 1343 Ascham Toxoph. 11.

(Arb.) 149 Therfore to drawe easely and vniformely..vntil
you come to the rig or shouldring of ye head [of the shaft),
is best. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 108 Cut the Graff
with a shouldring but not deep. 1704 J. Harris Lex.
Techn. I, Shouldring

}
in Fortification, is a Retrenchment

opposed to the Enemies, or a Work cast up for a Defence
on one side. 1886 Encycl. Brit. XX. 583/1 When there is
not a kerb there should be a ' shouldering ' of sods. . to keep
the road materials in place.

3. at/rib. and Comb., as shouldering file
a kind of file for shaping a shoulder

; f shoulder-
ing piece, a corbel or a buttress.
1585 Higins Junius' Nomencl. 210 Mutuli. .Corbeaux,

modillons, peeces of timber in building called braggers, or
shouldering peeces. 161 1 Cotgr., Espauletle,

. .a buttresse,
shore post, or shouldering peece. 1846 Holtzapffel Turn-
ing II. 825 French pivot and shouldering files which are
small, stout, and have safe-edges.

Shouldering ^jVu-ldjrin),///. a. [f. Shoulder
v. + -ino *.] That shoulders.
IS3S Stewart Cron. Scot. II. 335 Thair raiss greit mur.

I

y°Hfc.
,Wltn slc ane schout, and sic ane schouder and

[?>v»schouderand] schow, That euirilk one that tyme seid
other throw. [1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. xii. 23 Spring-headed
Hydraes, and sea-shouldring Whales.] 1747 Collins Ode
to Liberty ni. r6 This pillar'd earth, .was push'd aside, And
down the shoul'dring billows born. 1814 W. Irving Tales
Trail. II. 233 The current is violently compressed between
shouldering promontories. 1846 H. G. Robinson Odes of
Horace II. xiii, The shouldering crowd.

Shoulder-joint. The joint of the shoulder
;

the articulation by which the arm or foreleg is con-
nected with the trunk.

*7f?
po?EOdyss. xix. 520 Ulysses.. Soon.. the wound re-

pay d ; To the right shoulder-joint the spear apply'd. 1875
Sir W. Turner in Encycl. Brit. I. 838/2 The Shoulder
Joint is a ball-and-socket joint, the ball being the head of
the humerus, the socket the glenoid fossa of the scapula.
Shoulder-knot.
X. A knot of ribbon or lace, sometimes enriched

with jewels, worn on the shoulder by men of
fashion in the 17th and 1 8th c; also a knot,
formerly of ribbons of the family colours, now of
lace, worn on the shoulder by some livery servants

;

a knot or bow of ribbon worn at the shoulder by a
woman or child ; also Mil. m Aglet 3 c
1676 Land. Gaz. No. 1075/4 Went away from his Master

..in a cloth Sute..his Shoulder-knot and Hatband of
Twelve-penny broad Ribon figured. 1700 Farquhar Const.
Couple 1. 1. 7 Clinch... Sir, (to Wildair) I admire the mode
of your Shoulder-knot. 1704 Lond. Gaz. No. 3998/4 A
Ilght-grey Cloth Livery lined with yellow, a yellow Shoul-
der-knot. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 44 Better. .Then grace
the bony phantom . . With the king's shoulder-knot and gay
cockade. 1861 Ladies' Gaz. Fashion July 6/1 Three-quarter
length sleeves, with ribbon shoulder-knots. 186a Afacm.
Mag. May 17, I have seen. .an officer with his shouk'er-
knots sewed on to a common plain frock-coat.

2. attrib.
I77» Forster Hudson's Bay Birds in Phil. Trans. LXII.

393 Shoulder-knot Grous. 1819 Stephens in Shaw's Gen.
Zool. XI. 300 Shoulder-knot Heathcock. (Bouasa Um.
hellus.) 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiv, The Park Lane
shoulder-knot aristocracy.

Hence Shoulder-knotted a.
1818 G. Colman Two Parsons Poet Vagaries (ed. 3) r44
A shoulder-knotted Puppy .. let him in. 1831 Carlyle Misc.
Ess., Schiller 1840 1 1 J. 4 Such valets as are too genuine, as
are shoulder-knotted . . in soul as well as in body.

Shoulder-piece.
1. a. Antiq. A piece of armour covering the

shoulder.
1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong., La haute piece, the

shoulder peece of an harneis. 161 1 Cotgr ^ Espauliere, a
showlder peece ; the peece of armour, or apparel! that
serues for the shoulder, i860 Boutell Arms $ Armour
iv. 58 The shoulder-pieces [of the Roman cuirass] formed
of four plates, .pass over the shoulders like straps.
trans/. x68i_ Grew Musxum 1. % ii. i. 20 The Weesle-

headed Armadillo. . . His Shoulder-piece consisteth ofseveral
Ranks or Rows of such like square pieces.

b. A piece or each of the pieces of material
composing the shoulders of a garment.
1611 Bible Exod. xxviii. 7 It shall haue the two shoulder

pieces thereof, ioyned at the two edges thereof. 163a
Massinger Fatal Dowry iv. i, With a haire breadtrrs
errour, ther's a shoulder piece cut [of a new suit of clothes].
1861 Engl. Worn. Dom. Mag. III. 117 It was made with
shoulder-pieces cut out in the shape of a pelerine. .. The
shoulder-pieces were trimmed with brown ribbon.

f 2. = Bust sbA I. Obs. rare—1
.

169a Wood Ath. Oxon. II. 262 Before this play is a shoul-
der-piece of the author standing on a pedestal).

3. The piece forming the shoulder (of a tool, etc.).
181 1 Self Instructor 28 The cheek or shoulder-piece [of

a pen). 1904 Windle Rem. Prehist. Age xi. 285 By the
extension of the pin-trough, which is bent backwards to-
wards the shoulder-piece.

b. A piece of the fore-hock (of bacon).
1888 Leeds Mercury 18 Feb. 5 Beautiful bread, and a

large thick piece of shoulder-piece in addition to real coffee.

Shoulder-strap.
L Each of the two short straps which go over the

shoulders, connecting and supporting the fore and
back parts of a garment.
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c J
68* Holme ^nw«ry in. 94/r In a Woman's Gown. .The

Shoulder heads, or Shoulder straps ; are two peeces that
come over the Sholders. 1727 Boyer Fr. Diet. s. v. Epau-
lette, ^houlder Strap, a part of a Bodice or Stays. 1808
LadysEcon. Assist. 23 Men's Shirts.. Cut off ten inches
and a half for the six pair of shoulder-straps. 1853 Lady

the hr"
mt,ler Ced

'
2

> 95 Tack the shoulder-straps upon

b. Antiq. Each of the straps connecting the
front and back parts of body armour.
1830 Skelton Arms f, Armour I. PI. xxxix, Fig. 2. The

back-plate with its shoulder straps guarded with steel. 1900
A. S. Murray Catal. Sculpt. Parthen. in Brit. Mus.gtHe wears a cuirass, of which the shoulder straps terminate
in panther s heads.

2. Each of the narrow straps fastened upon the
shoulders of a military tunic ; esp. an ornamental
strap distinguishing the corps and grade of an
officer.

j£fL*4&& G'"'
r
Ree*1- Army 1 Approved Patterns of

the Shoulder Straps, for the Staff Serjeants of I nfantry . . have
been sealed. 1861 O. W. Holmes Sweet Little Man 12 You
with the waist made for sword-belts and sashes, Where are
your shoulder-straps, sweet little man? 1864 Regul. Dress
Officers of Army 45 First Life Guards... Aiguillette and
Shoulder-Strap of twisted gold cord, with gilt engraved
tags, worn on the right shoulder ; a gold twist cord strap
similar to that of the aiguillette worn on the left shoulder.
189s R. W. Chambers King in Yellow 49 He rattled on

.

calling my attention to his captain's shoulder-straps, and
the triple gold arabesque on his sleeve.

3. A strap to go over one shoulder across the
body and under the other arm as a support for
some article to be carried.
1870 W. M. Baker New Timothy 203 (Cent.) He then

mends the shoulder-strap of his powder-horn and pouches.
Shou'lderwise, adv. [See -wise.] So as to

form a shoulder.
1618 W. Lawson New Orch. 4 Garden x. (1623) 29 And

first of incising, which is the cutting of the barke . .of a tree
..shoulderwise with two gashes.
Shoule, obs. form of Shoal.
Shouler, -erd: see Shoveller, Shovelabd.
Shoulfall, obs. form of Shilea.
Shouil, obs. f. Shovel. Bhoult, var. Sholt.
Shount, obs. f. Shunt v., to avoid, escape.
Shoup, var. Shoop. Shour(e, obs. ff. Shower.
Shoupiltin. Shetland. 1 Obs. Also 9 shou-

peltin, shoopiltee, -ie. [Derivative of ON.
*sj6-piltr, f. sjdr sea +pilt-r boy.] (See quots.)
.1711 Sir R. Sibbald Descr. Orknay t, Zetland 9 Some-
times they catch with their Nets and Hooks Tritons, they
call them Shoupiltins and Mermaids. 1811 Scott Pirate
xvi, The Tritons. . called by Zetlanders of that time, Shou-
peltins, were represented by young men grotesquely habited.
i8m S. Hibbert Descr. Shell, /si. 526 In Shetland, the
same deity [Neptune], the Shoopiltee, assumes the form of
a beautiful shelty, inviting some one to mount him, when
he immediately runs into the sea and drowns his rider.

Shout (Jaut), sb.l Obs. exc. dial. (Lines.) :

see Eng. Dial. Diet. Forms : 4 s(o)houte, 4-5
showte, 4-5, 9 shute, 4, 9 shout ; 7 souyt, seutte.
[ME. sclwute, shute, prob. a. MDu. schute : see
Schuit, Scodt sb.3] A flat-bottomed boat.
13.. Cotr de L. 4785 Berges, schoutes, crayeres fele,

T hat were chargyd with al weel. 14. . Piers of Fullham
in Hartshorne Metr. Tales (1829) 120 Com there nat dayly
out off fflaunders Off flat elys full many a showte 1 1464
Rolls ofParlt. V. 569/2 Trowes, Botes, Cobles and Shutes.
184a Lacy Mod. Shooter 365 The Lynn and Boston gun-
boat, or shout.
Comb. 1395 Ace. Manor Savoy in Archseologia. XXIV.

304 [Paid to divers mariners, called] shoutemen.
Shout (Jaut), sd.* Forms : 4 sohoute, 4-6

shoute, schowte, 4-7 showt(e, sellout, 6
sehowt, 7 shoot(e, 6- shout. [This and the
related Shout v. first appear in the 14th c. The
sb. corresponds formally to ON. siiita, skute, a
taunt : see Scout v.3; derivation from the root of
Shoot v. is probable.]

1. A loud, vehement cry expressing joy, grief or
pain, fear, triumph, warning, encouragement, etc.

;

a loud cry to attract attention at a distance ; a
tumultuous uproar by a large body of people.
1375 Barbour Bruce vt. 158 With that all haill a schout

thai [gevel c 1450 Merlin xiv. 223 Than a-roos the showte
and the noyse of the saisnes. c 1513 More Rich. III. Wks.
66/2 With this there was a great shout, crying kyng Ricbarde
kyng Rychard. 1594 Shaks. Rich. III. m. vu. 39 This
generall applause, and chearefull showt, Argues your wis-
dome, and your loue to Richard. 1616 J. Lane Contn.
Sor.'s T. xi. 195 So 'great weare th' peoples shootes, y>
thearth it startes. 1667 Milton P. L. 1. 542 A shout that
tore Hells Concave. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Antiq. vi.

ix. § 5 The intire army of the Hebrews made a shout, and
rushed UDon them. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. viii. (Rtldg.)
358 An involuntary shout of laughter. 1871 L. Stephen
Playgr. Eur. (1894) vi. 143 We heard a faint shout.

fb. Shout and hoyes ( = Oyez), shout and cry
= Hue and Crt. Sc. Obs.
1609 Skene Reg. Mai. iv. xv. 69 b, Gif ane man steilles

cattell, or anie moueable gudes, and the shout and cry of
neighbours follow him [etc.]. 1609 Ibid. tr. 2 Stat. Robt. I,
xx. 32 b, They sail raise the schout, and hoyes vpon him.
Ibid., The Lord of the land or the creditour with schout, and
hoyes, may follow him.

O. trans/. Applied to any loud noise or cry
forcing itself upon the attention.
In quot. 1660 ' shout ' may be a misspelling of Shoot si.

SHOUT.
.1503 Dunbar Thistle t, Rose 183 All the birdis song with

??•? I,°
ut

'
a~ at l ann°ne awoik. c 1560 A. Scott Poems

(S. 1.SJ li. 45 Trumpettis and schalmis w' a sehowt Plavid
or the rink began. 1660 Pepys Diary 9 Apr. Great was the
shout of guns from the castles and ships. 180a Wordsw
I. r? "ii ,

y J"?
f
?
Id sl

i
oat y,ear

' ,8SS K. S. Hawker
o 5' /

y S L'S' (I9°5) 2" The shout of the trumpet.
^. Colonial slang. A call to a waiter to replenish

the glasses of a company; hence, a turn in paying for
a ronnd of drinks. Also, a free drink given to all
present by one of the company ; a drinking party.
To go on the shout: to drink immoderately. To stand

(a) shout : to stand treat all round.
1863 H. Simcox Outward Bound (1864) 8t Many a ' shout

'

they re treated to. 1887 ' Hopeful ' Taken in 135 [New
£ealand] There is a great deal of standing 'shout' in the
Colonies. 189a Kipling Barrack-room Ballads, Yng. Brit.
Soldier, Don t go on the shout.

1 3. Comb. : shoutory, a loud, piercing shout.
158a Stanyhurst sEneis 1. (Arb.) 28 Soom mayden coom-

pauy.
. Rearing with shoutcry soom boare.

Shout (Jaut), v. Forms :

7. 9

4 sehoute, 4-6
sehowt, shoute, showte, 4-8 sohout, 5 (sehuot),
schowte, 6-7 showt, 4- shout

; 4-5 shote,
{dial.) shoot. [See Shout sb?]
1. intr. To utter a loud call, to make a loud

outcry expressive of joy, exultation, etc. or to raise
an alarm, to incite to action, etc.

I3 "
E

'o-

E
; A llit

\
P

- A ' ZV NauMes ba3 hit schowted
scnarpe & ledden loude al-(>a3 hit were A note ful nwe I
herde hem warpe. c 1385 Chaucer L.G.W. 635 And in
the se it happede hem to mete—Vp goth the trompe—& for
to sehoute & schete. 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. viii. 173Ihe batails approached and shoue and showted on bothe
sydes. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, iv. ii. 87 The word of
Peace is render d : hearke how they showt. i6h Bible
Job xxxvin. 7 When the morning starres sang together,
and all the sonnes of God shouted for ioy. 1687 Lovell tr
Jhevenot's Trav. 1. 236 The People.. all shouted, and
wished him a thousand Blessings. 172S Swift Gulliver In.
1. 181, I called and shouted with the utmost strength of my
voice. 1821 Shelley Hellas 931 Shout in the jubilee of
death ! 1863 Geo. Eliot Rotnola 11. i, He. .shouted in
her ear.

b. To shout at, fon (a person) : to assail with
shouts, esp. of derision or anger.
c 1384 Chaucer //. F. 1808 That euery wight gan in hem

shout. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 57 The common people, as if
they had never seene a stranger before shouted at mee after
a barbarous fashion, c 1730 Ramsay WyfeofAuchtermuchty
xv On hir to cry, on hir to schout. C1850 Arab. Nts.
(Rtldg.) 576 They ran and collected round him, hooting and
shouting at him.

t C. To vote by acclamation for (a candidate
for Parliament). (Cf. Shouting vbl. sb. 1 c.) Obs.
1679 O. Hevwood Diaries (1881) II. 104 Rode to York.

.

found them shouting for knights of the Shire.

t d. Said of animals making loud cries. Obs.
c 1435 Torr. Portugal 570 Me thynkythe, I here my dragon

sehowt. a 1568 Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club) 661 The
mirthful! maveiss mirriest Schill scho wttit throw the schawis.

e. Of a place : To resound with shouts. Of an
inanimate thing : To make a loud uproar, rare.
1513 Douglas AZneis vm. v. 67 Euery schaw Schouttis

agane of thair clamour and dyn. 1871 Macduff Mem.
Patmos xx. 275 The valleys snouting with summer joy.
1880 Howells Undisc. Country x. 139 The fire shouted and
roared within.

f. quasi-trans. (reft.) with complement.
1898 ' Merriman ' Roden's Corner ii. 14 He waved his

silk hat and shouted himself hoarse.

g. U.S. slang. Of things : To be unmistakably
significant. Also in phrase Now you're shouting
= ' now you are speaking to the purpose '.

1891 Howells Mercy 420 Northwick said simply, ' Yes,
I will go with you.' 'Well, now you're shouting,' said
Pinney. 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 25 July 3/1 Figures which,
to use an Americanism, fairly 'shout '.

h. Indirect passive.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. ii, Necker, for not being at

the Stance, shall be shouted for.

2. trans. To utter (something) with a loud voice.
iSoc-ao Dunbar Poems xxvi. 112 Be he the correnoch had

done schout. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. i. 218 They threw their
caps As they would hang them on the homes a'th Moone,
Shooting their Emulation. 1718 Rowe tr. Lucan 1. 250
He . . lov d to hear the Vulgar shout his Name. 187a Mor-
ley Voltaire i. 8 Industriously shouting the cry ofa church,
the more effectually to reduce the faith to a vague futility.

b. With clause or quoted words as object.
£•1374 Chaucer Troylus 11. 614 With that gan al here

meyne for to shoute 'A go we se, cast vp be yates wyde '.

1S9S Shaks. John v. ii. 103 Haue I not heard these Islanders
shout out Vine le Roy. 1760-71 H. Brooke Fool of Qua/.
(1809) IV. 97, I heard a voice, at my side, shout out, in
once-loved accents, O, my dearest mamma 1887 Hall
Caine Son ofHagaru. i, 'A canny morning, Mr. Christian',
he shouted.

1 3. a. To insult with a clamorous outcry ; = to

shout at (see 1 b). b. To welcome with shouts,
acclaim. Obs.
375 Barbour Bruce IX. 366 Thai schowtit hym and

seomyng maid. C1560 A. Scott Poems (S.T.S.) ii. 122
This still for bargan Sym abyddis, And schowttit Will to
schame, 1706 I. Watts Horse Lyr. (1743) 76 While our
Hosannas all along the Passage Shout the Redeemer. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 608 The statesman of the day.. comes.
Some shout him, and some hang upon his car.

4. dial. a. To call, summon (a person), b. To
publish the banns of marriage of (persons) : = Cry
v. 5 d. o. To call in (assistance), f d. To shout



SHOUTER.

(a person) up, out of bed: to ' call ' (a person) in

the morning, to awaken (some one) from sleep by

calling loudly. Obs. e. To urge on (an animal) to

the attack by a vehement outcry.

1797 T. Wright Autobiog. (1864) 189 We therefore shouted

the landlord out of bed. i8i« Attn. Reg., Chron. 38 After

a while, the servant girl, Hannah Evans, came up to him

to shout him up. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. 11. xn. I. 121

He stood obstinate siege from the Kaiser s people . . , shouted-

in Denmark to help. 1888 Mrs. Riddell Nun's Curse I.

vi. 106 He broke into a great laugh, and shouted the dogs

on to her. 1895 Longman's Mag. Aug. 394 To goo an' get

the lass shouted afore thou knowed if hoo were wilhn to

wed thee or not. Mod. (N.E. Derbyshire) I've got to go

home ; my mother's shouting me.

6. Australian slang, a. intr. To stand drinks, to

treat a crowd of persons to refreshments.

1859 H. Kingslev G. Hamlyn xxxi, So I shouted for him
and he for me. 1896 Kipling Seven Seas, Lost Legion iii,

We've shouted on seven-ounce nuggets.

b. trans. To call for (refreshments, drinks, etc.)

in order to treat the bystanders.

1867 A. L. Gordon Sea-spray, Credat Judxns 139 You
may ' shout * some cheroots, if you like. 1881 A Chequered

Career 205 He then * shouted ' champagne, and assumed
the most pompous airs.

Hence Shou'ted ppl. a.

1870 Morris Earthly Par. IV. 280 The gates swung back-

ward at his shouted word. 1906 Beixoc Hills <y Sea 113

We heard . . the shouted order to mount.

tShOU'ter 1 . Obs. rare. [f. Shout sb.1 +
-ER 1.] The master of a ' shout ' or flat boat.

<ri3»S in Grose Antiq. Repert. (1808) II. 407 Pour les

Gages de ses vij Shouters.

Shooter a (Jau-taj). [f. Shout v. + -er '.]

1. One who shouts or cries out loudly ; one who
acclaims or applauds.
1693 Dryden Cleomenes 1. i, A peal of loud applause

rang out, And thin'ed the Air, till even the Birds fell down
Upon the Shouters Heads. 1820 Mm, D'Arblay Let.

15 Aug., The heroine passed., surrounded with shouters and
vociferous admirers. 1908 Academy 13 June 878/1 The
English labourers in the Papal vineyard., are silent, prayer-

ful persons rather than shouters or sensation-mongers.

2. A name applied to some Methodist congrega-

tions in the north of Ireland who used to leap and

shout in their ecstasies. (Cf. Hampson Mem.
Wesley, 1791, II. 75.)
1820 Polwhele Lavington's Enthus. Methodists Introd.

p. cxii, Of a similar description with the Welsh Jumpers
were the Irish Shouters.

3. Australian. One who stands drinks.

1885 Sladen In Cornwall, etc. 156 (title) The sigh of the

shouter.

Shouther, variant of Shoulder.

Shouting (jau-tirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shout v. +
-wo !.] The action of the vb. Shout.

1. Loud crying, uproar, clamour ; vociferous ap-

plause, acclamation ; an instance of this.

c 1386 Chaucer Knt.'s T. 2095 Ne how the grekes. .Tries

riden al the place aboute..with a loud shoutynge. 1535
Coverdale fob xxxix. 25 Y« noyse, the captaynes and the

shoutinge. 1828 Egan Boxiana IV. 174 Cy. .fell on him so

heavily that the shoutings were—'He cannot come again.'

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xliii, Dobbin, .kept up a great

shouting.

+ b. Applied to the song of birds. Obs.

1508 Dunbak Gold. Targe 26 The skyes rang for schoutyng
of the larkis.

t o. An election carried out by acclamation.

[1660 Milton Free Commw.V/ks. 1851 V. 438 Not com.
mitting all to the noise and shouting of a rude Multitude,

but permitting only those of them who are rightly qualifi'd,

to nominate as many as they will,] 1679 O. Heywood
Diaries (1881) II. 139 Captain Pockly fell ill at the shouting

at York.

d. Phr. It is all over but the shouting: said

when the result of a contest appears certain.

1842 Apperley Life Sportsman xvi. 332 It's all over but
shouting . . Antonio's as dead as a hammer.

2. Standing drinks, treating.

1883 Longman's Mag. June 180 Shouting, a colonial ex-

Eression for standing treat to strangers, is a common form of
ospitality.

Shouting (fau'tirj), ///. a. [f. Shout v. +
-ISO 2.~\ That shouts.

2600 Sir W. Cornwallis Ess. n. xxx. (1631) 48 Patrone
of the vulgar whose.. showting allowance hath such an
operation with mans frailtie. 1716 Pope Iliad v. 627 And
now the god . . Produced zEneas to the shouting train. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 576 The hedges were lined with

shouting spectators. 1892 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads,
L'Envoi ix, Where.. the shouting seas drive by.

Hence Shoutingly adv., vocifercsly.
1827 Poe Tamerlane 220 The dwindled hills, whence..

Gush'd shoutingly a thousand rills. 1866 A thtnseum 3 Nov.
562/3 He seems to lift his voice shoutingly.

Shove (J^v), <M Forms : a. north. 3 scou, 4
chou, 5-6 sehow ; 0. 5 uhoffe, 6 shuffe, 6-
shove. [f. Shove v.]

1. An act of shoving ; a strong thrust or push to

move a body away from the agent.
a 1300 Cursor M. 12033 Wit scholdur gaf he him a scou

\GStt. chou]. c 147s RaufCoitjear 698 As he gat ben throw
He gat mony greit schow. 1581 A. Hall Iliad 11. _ 21 They
labor stil with heaue and shoue. 1762 in T. Mortimer Ev.
Man own Broker (ed. 5) 93 note, An united shove com-
mences, by which others, as well as I, have measured their

length in a very dirty place.* 1812 H. & J. Smith Rej. Addr.
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11. xi, But Mr. Thing.um bob, the prompter man, Gave with
his hand my chaise a shove. 1871 Meredith H. Richmond
Vj Mr. Rippenger added a spurning shove on my shoulder to

his recommendation.

b. Jig. In various uses : An impulse given to

make a person or thing move or act more quickly
;

a ' push ' or exertion of influence to get a person

through a difficulty or further him in his career

;

in schoolboy phrase, a hint or prompting to one

who is backward with an answer.
1724 Calamy Hoove's IVks. I. Life 7 Sir, said he [Fuller

to Howe], . . I am a pretty corpulent Man, and 1 am to go
thro a Passage that is very strait, I beg you would be so

kind as to give me a shove, and help me thro. 1784 Cowper
Task iv. 210 With all the tricks That idleness has ever yet

contriv'd..To..give time a shove. 1857^ Hughes Tom
Brown 1. viii, Whose parsing and construing resisted the

most well-meant shoves. 1873 Miss Broughton Nancy vi,

It would be such a fine thing for all the family : I could give

all the boys such a shove.

1 2. An onset, attack. Obs.

c 1450 Merlin xiv. 219 Thei threwe down CCC at the firste

shoffe in theire comynge. c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. ix.

( Wol/tf Fox) iv, Thow can . . mak ane suddane schow vpoun
ane scheip.

t 3. Phr. All at a shove : by a single act. Obs.

1555 Watreman Fardle Facions 1. v. 51 Their maner of

ordres, is not to make seuerally, for euery Goddesse and
God, a seuerall priest, but al at a shuffe, in generall for all.

4. slang, a. A shove in the mouth : a drink, b. The
shove : dismissal from employment.
1821 Egan Life in London x. (1870) 265, 1 vished to bea

little nutty upon Dirty Sukc.so I gov'd her 'a shove in

the mouth '. 1899 R. WhiteingJ John St. x, Did you get

the shove to-day? Ibid, xxi, If it warn't ready, he give the

shove to the 'ole shoot.

5. Canadian. A forward movement of packed

and piled ice in a thawing river.

1&65 [see Ice-shove, Ice sb. 7 a], 2890 Montreal Witness

19 Mar. 8/2 The shove may be expected every day.

Shove (J»v), sb? [app. a corruption of shiv,

Shive sb.2 ,
pern, assimilated toprec.] The woody

core of flax or hemp. Also, a fragment of the

stems of flax or hemp broken off when ' scutching '.

Cf. Sheave sb. 2 , Shive sb.2 , Show sb?
1688 Holme A rmoury in. 285/2 Both Flax and Hemp are

first broken from the strong Stalks into large Shoves or

Shivers. 1780 Young Tour Irel. I. 164 They scutch it to

separate the heart or the shoves from the rest. 1855 Royle
Fibrous PI. India 129 A layer of wood-like matter, which
in some plants is called boon, or shove. 1910 Encycl. Brit.

X. 486/1 When it is found that the fibre [of flax] separates

readily from the woody ' shove ' or core.

Shove (Jfv), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shoved
(Jovd). Forms : see below. [A Com. Teut.

(originally strong) verb : OE. scufan (sctaf,

scufon, scofen) corresponds to OFris. skiiva (NFris.

skiiiiw, skew, WFris. skouwe), MDu. schiiven

(mod.Du. schuiven), MLG. sch&ven (mod.LG.
schuveri), OHG. sciuban (MHG., mod.G. schieben,

early mod.G. also schauben), Goth, (af)skiuban

;

also with weak conjugation, ON. skiifa, more
commonly skyfa ; f. OTeut. root *skeut- : skaut- :

skub-. As there are traces of a variant with f
instead of t (see Shovel sb.), the pre-Teut. form

is prob. *skeup-.

The Gothic and HG. forms have the normal grade («0 of

the present-stem ; the other forms have an ' aorist-present

'

with « as the root-vowel. The occasional OE. sciofan is

generally regarded not as a descendant of OTeut. *skeub.,

but as a late WS. phonetic development from sciifan;

another possibility is that it resulted from_ the analogy of

other verbs of the same conjugation ; that it had a falling

diphthong seems clear from its representation in later Eng.
The phonetic development, OE. scufan, mod.E. shore

(S"v) may be compared with OE. dtfe, mod.E. dove (d»v).

In Sc. and north, dial, the OE. word regularly became in

the i4-i6th c showe, and should be represented in mod.Sc.

by shoo (cf. Sc. i4-i6th c. dome, mod. doo, dove), but this

has not survived (unless it be in Shue to swing), being

superseded by the Eng. shove.)

A. Illustration of Forms.

1. Pres.-stem. a. 1 sc(e)tifan (3 sing.pres. ind.

scu-feU, -i«, scyftS, scff8, sctfft), 3 sc(h)uven,

(shufe), 3-4 sohouve, (4 schowf, s(c)howve,
sehowe, shouwe), 4-5 sohove, (5 showe, schow-
wyn, xowyn, schoffe, 5-7 shuff, 6 schow, sowe,

7 shoove), 5- shove ; 0. 1 soeofan, 3 seve,

4 soheve, 5 sohyve ; see also Sheave v. 2

a. 0900 Scufan [see B. 1]. c 1000 zElfric Gram. xxiv. (Z.)

137 Praecipito ic sccufe. c 1205 Scuuen [see B. 2.]. a 1225

Ancr. R. 314 Schuueo hit ut. a 1300 E. E. Psalter lxi. 5

Mi worth pai thoght to schouue awai. c 1320 Bents 2592

Whan be beschop him scholde in schoue. c 1386 Chaucer
Reeve's T. 58 Leueful is with force force of showue. e 1403

Shove [see B. 7). c 1440 York Myst. xxxvi. 297 In Jesu side

schoffe it bis tyde. c 1440 Promt. Parv. 105/1 Showen
[later v.rr. xowyn, shoue], impello. 1449 Rolls of Parlt.

V. 152/1 Hevyng and shuffyng of her Chaffare out and home.

1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen 106 He schowis on me
his schewill mouth. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Goth. Wars
ill. x. 93 To shoove it down.

fl. c 1000 zElfric Gram, xxviii (Z.) 171 Trudo, ic sceofe.

e 1275 [see B 3 b]. c 1320 [see B. 7]. c 1440 Wyclifs Bible,

Judges xvi. 19 To caste [MS. I., schyue] hym awei.

2. Pa. t. a. 1st and yd sing. a. 1 seeaf, (3scaef,

sef, 3-4 schef, 4 shyf, soef), shoofe, shoif,

s(c)hofe, shoff, sohove, 4-5 s(c)hof, shoof, 5
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shoef, shoove, (sheef, 6 schew) ; 0. weak 4
shufte, schuft, schovede, 5 showved, showvyt,
schufte, shofed, showed, 6 shoffed, 5- shoved.
993 Batt. Maiden (Gr.) 136 He sceaf ba mid bam scylde.

c 1205 Lay. 9366 He ba scipen vt scarf [c 1275 sef]. c 1275
[see B. 1 c]. c 1290 St. Brendati 412m S. Eng. Leg. 231 After
heore schip so swybe he schef [v.rr. scef, schof, showved].
c 1300 Havelok 871 Hauelok shof dun nyne or ten. c 1350
Will. Palerne 3290 & schuft his scheld on is schulder.

c 1381 Chaucer Pari. Foules 154 Til African my gyde Me
hente and shofe [v.rr. shof, shoff, schofe, shoofe, shoif] yn at
the gatys wyde. c 1400 Sowdone Bab. 1578 Floripe. .shofed
hire oute in to the node, c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 144 He
showed hym oute att be dure. 1470-85 Malory Arthur
xiii. ix. 624 Syr Bagdemagus .. sheef hym thorou the ryght
sholder. 1481 Caxton Reynard xxxiii. (Arb.) 95 How I

shoef and stack, a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot.
(S.T.S.) I. 67/31 The bischope. .schew out his toung.

b. plur. o. I soufun, sceufon, 1-2 scufon,
-soeofon, 2-3 scufen, 3 scuven, (soven), ssove,

3-4 schoven, 4 shoven, schowen ; etc. 0. weak
(see sing.).

Beowulf 215 [see B. 3 bj. Ibid. 3131 [see B. 2 bj, c 1000
Ags. Gosp. Luke iv. 20 His arison & scufon [1160 Hatton
Gosp. scufen] hine of &ere ceastre. c 1205 Lay. 7859 Heo
scuuen [c 1275 souen) ut heore lof. Ibid. 20925 He scufen

[c 1225 souen] from han stronde scipen. 1297 R. Glouc.
(Rolls) 3103 Hii..uaste ssone [v.r. schofe] & drowe.

3. Pa. pple. a. I sc(e)ofen, -scoben, NSrth.

-scyfen, 2 i-scoven, 3 i-schuven, 4 schoven,

4-5 y-)s(o)hove, 4- shoven ; 0. weak 4
s(o)hufte, schowved, 5 shuftyd, schowid, 5-6
shuffed, 7 shooved, 6 shoved.
a. Beowulf 918 (Gr.) Da wa?s morgenleoht scofen and

scynded. CI175 Lamb. Horn. 129 Heo weren iscouen.

a 1225 Ancr.R. 316 Hit is.-ioe schrifte ischuuen ut. £1250
Gen. 4- Ex. 107 Watres ben her oer-under suuen. f 1385
Chaucer L. G. W. 726 Thus by report was hir name I-

shoue [v.rr. y-shove, yshoue, y-schoue, shoue]. 1390 Gower
Conf. III. 202 He. .Was schoven out of his empire. 1470-

85 Malory A rthur xvn. vii. 699 The shyp was anone shouen
in the see. 1764 Oxf. Sausage 197 Here. .The mouldy old

Crust, Of Nell Batchelor lately was shoven. 1829 Landor
Imag. Conv., Wallace 4r Edw. /, Wks. 1853 I. 450/1 To be

thrust and shoven.

P. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 44 He schulde be. .harde ber-

oute schowued. X398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. vm. xliii.

(Tollemache MS.) A lya,t heme is broke ober schufte [1582

shuft] aside, a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4759 He wald haue
schowid on bat schene. c 1450 tr. De Imitatione 111. xliv.

115 pei ben shuftyd [v.r. shuffed] from oon to a nober. 1529
More Dyaloge in. Wks. 1226/1 They shal bee pushed and
shoued in by vyolence.

B. Signification. (Generally equivalent to thrust,

push ; but now less dignified in use, often suggest-

ing some notion of rough, careless, or hasty action.)

1. trans. To thrust away with violence ; to pre-

cipitate; to 'cast' (into prison, etc.). Obs. exc.

arch,
Beowulf 3131 Dracan ec scufun, wyrm ofer weallclif.

«9oo Cynewulf Elene 692 (Gr.) Scufan scyldizncin
drygne seao. c 1050 Voc. in Wr.-WGIcker 471/8 Precipitate,

scufa3. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1029 If any schalke to be

schent wer schowued ber-inne. C1380 Sir Ferumb. 1369

By be legges lifte he pe schrewe ban & schef hur out ech

del. 1529 More Dyaloge m. Wks. 1226/1 He that gathereth

treasures shall be shoued into the grynnes of death, a 1568

BannatyncMS. (Hunter. Club) 210 buthle he will ye schow
Vnto the grund. 2844 Hood Forge 11. xii, All at once he

is seized and shoven .. Headlong into the blazing oven.

T b. To shove out : to force oneself to utter.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 314 Al so schal be bet schriueS him, efter

be greate, schuuen ut bet smele.

t O. To thrust (a weapon, etc.) into or through

a body. Obs.

c 1275 Passion our Lord 499 in O. E. Misc. 51 He schef

hit myd strenkbe bat to his heorte hit com. 1387 Trevisa
Higden (Rolls) III. 451 He wrapped a clop aboutehis hond,

and schove it in [to] be leon his mowbe. aw Alphabet

of Tales 288 He drew his knyfe & shewid it in his throte

& kyllid hym. a 1586 Sidney Astr. <$• Stella xiii. (1591)

A 4 b, In verde fieldes, Mars beares a golden Speare, Which
through a bleeding heart, his point did shoue. 1589 Warner
Alb. Eng., Addit. to 2nd Bk. 166 Then iEneas.. shoffed his

Sworde through his [sc. Turnus'] Breaste.

+ d. To reject, banish ; to eject from an office

or dignity, from a society, etc. Obs.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 53 He erneS here, bat ure louerd

ihesu Crist him shended and wile shufe fro him a domes dai.

a 1300 E. E. Psalter cxviii. 10 Fra bine bodes schouue

[Vulg. repellas) noght me. 13. . E. E. Allit. P. B. 1740 pe

medes schal be maysteres here, & bou of menske schowued.

c 1412 Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 4940 Chesith eke gode

men ; and awey shoue The wykked. c 1421 26 Pol. Poems
in From worldis worschipe y am shoue. 1657 J. Watts
Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 177 So some hasty man would be

heaving and shoving out the wicked from the godly,

f e. To impart, communicate. 1 nonce-use.

c 1626 W. Bosworth Arlad. % Sepha 1. 544 Her lips that

oft did shove Life to the hearts of those that saw them move.

2. To move (a heavy or resisting object) forward

by the application of muscular strength from

behind ; to push along with effort.

1 1205 Lay. 17396 5e mote..scauen & hebben mid habere

strenoe treon grate & longe. c 1290 St. Edward 167 in S.

Eng. Leg. 51 Huy schouen it [sc. a horse) faste forthbe-ward

and drowen. 1440 Capgrave Life St. Kath v. 1846 Take

to thin behoue Thyng that this bocher may not hale ne

shoue, Take bou my soule. 1481 Caxton Reynard xn.

(Arb.) 26 He shoof the table from hym. 1760 R. Brown
Compl. Farmer ii, The breast-plough, which a man shoves

before him. 1873 Black Pr. Thule xxiv. 404 He was the
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first to shove the gangway on to the vessel. 1887 Morris
Odyss. xi. 596 With hands and feet for ever against the stone

did he (Sisyphus] strain Up o'er the bent to shove it.

fig. 1858 Hawthorne Fr. <$• It. Note-bks. (1872) I. 300
Their events seem to come in great masses, shoved along by
the agency of many persons.

b. To force (a person, etc.) onwards by pushing.

Also, to cause to fall over (a cliff, etc.) or out of
(a place) by a push.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 89 Hunulphus..bete
hym with hisfeestt andschuft[z>.rr. schufte, schyfjhym.and
putte hym forb poru3 be myddel of be citee anon to be wailes.

1481 Caxton Reynard xu.(Arb.) 27, L.shooue him forth

so ferre that he fylle doun vpon the floer. 1579 Rasters
Expos. Terms Laws s. v. Manumission, The Lorde..
therewith shewed [edd. 159a fF. shoued] him forward out of
his hands [= <r oue ceo il luy mise auant hors de ses maines\
1780 Ann. Reg. 196 Mr. Gough, turned round, and shoved
Atkins over the bannister. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias xi. x.

(Rtldg.) 412, I should stand a very good chance of being
shoved by the shoulders out of doors. 1865 Kingsley
Herew. iii, My master shoved the fellow over after he had
stabbed him.

o. To throw down with a push.
13.. K.Alis.(W.) 4250 He schof himquycly adoun. 1390

Gower Con/. I. 165 Part of the bank he schof doun nht.

1681 K. Knox Hist. Relat. Ceylon 22 It is their constant

practice to shove down with their heads great Trees.

t d. Of winds or other natural forces : To drive,

propel, impel. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. \\. pr. i. (1868) 32 J>ou shalt be

shouen not bider bat bou woldest : but whider bat be
wynde shoueb be. c 1386 — Frankl. T. 553 He knew ful

wel how fer Alnath was shoue [v. rr. schoue, y-schoue,

yshoue] Fro the heed of thilke fixe Aries aboue. 14-* tr*

Higden App. (Rolls) VII. 525 There come a whirlewynde..
and schufte in the bodyanone to the ynner wal of the chirche.

1614 Gorges Lucan il 66 Like as when whistling Southerne
winde . .Shoouing the seas before his blast. 1705 Addison
Italy, Pesaro 168 [tr. Claudian], The Seas . . shove the loaden
Vessels into Port

t ©• fig* To bring into prominence. Also, to

impel, urgeforward in a course of action. Obs.
C1385 Chaucer L. G. W. 1381 If that I live, thy name

shal be shove In English, that thy sleighte shal be knowe !

1571 tr. Buchanan's Detect. Mary Q. Scots G ij, Causis.

,

sic as are able to shooue forwart and to push hediang a hart
for outrage nat able to gouerne it selfe.

f. To urge (a horse) to a leap.

1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The O. V. H. xii, He shoved his

horse at the raiL

3. spec. To propel (a boat or other vessel) either

by pushing at the stern or with a pole worked
from the inside. Also absol.

1513 Douglas Mneis vi. v. 15 Hymself the cobi! did with
his boim furth scbow. 1649 Ogilby Mneis v. (1684) 222 Old
Portunus with his mighty Hand Shov'd him along. 1716
Swift Gulliver \. viii, The seamen towed, and I shoved.
1802-19 Rees Cycl. XXXII, Set, a term used for a pole or
shaft, used to shove boats along a canal, &c. 1837 Marrvat
Snarleyyow ix, I shoved on shore.

b. With out. off, or const, from, (a) trans. To
launch (a boat) by means of a steady push applied

at the stem, (b) absol. To push one's vessel away
from the bank. Also transfi of the boat.

(a) Beowulf21$ {Gr.) Guman ut scufon .. wudu bundenne.
aitas O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1048, & zewende ba
Godwine eorl & Swexen eorl to Bosenham & scufon ut heora
scipu. c 1*05 Lav. 21590 Heo wenden ba scipen stronge to

sculuen [read scuuen ; c 1175 seue] from ban londe. 1660

F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 287 As we endeavoured
with strength to shove her off, the vessel overturned. 1839
Marryat Phant. Skip xvii, The boats were shoved off._

0) 1513 Douglas AZneis v. iv. 95 He and he Inforcisof

to schowin the schip to saif. 1600 Holland Livy xli. iii.

1008 Others shove off from the wharfe. 1834 Marryat P.
Simple xvi, The boat was not ordered to shove off. 1858
Lomgf. M. Standisk v. 103 Into the boat he sprang, and in

baste shoved off to his vessel.

4. Without the notion of difficulty. To push
(something) so as to make it slide along a surface

or in a groove or channel ; also to move up or

down by pushing.

1633 P. Fletcher Purple Is!, v. xxvi, Six bands are set

to stirre the moving tower : The first the proud band call'd,

that lifts it higher; The next the humble band, that shoves

it lower. 17*5 T. Thomas in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS.
Coram.) VI. 121 The bread . . was shoved along the table on
platters. 1770 Luckombe Hist. Printing 357 Lest when he

Runs in his Second Pull, the Face of the Plattin rub upon the

Tympan, and shoves the sheet upon the Face of the Letter.

c i8j6 Lamb Elia. Ser. n. Wedding, He did not once shove

up his borrowed locks. 1830 Herschel Study Nat. Phil.

11. vi'i. (1851) 193 A sheet of blank paper is placed upon a
frame and shoved forwards. 190a Violet Jacob Sheep-

Stealers xv, He shoved the paper away impatiently.

T b. To put surreptitiously or improperly

:

const, in, on, under, out of. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 111. 1026 Folk now..wolde a bus-

shel venytn al excusen For bat o greyn of loue is on it

shoue. 1411-20 Lydg. Troy Bk. 3876 Doubilnes so slijly

was in schoue, As bou^ he badde sothly ben allied With
trewe menyng. 1534 Jove Subv. More's False Found.
title-p., He sweteth to set faste and shoue vnder his shame-

lesshoris, to vnderproppe the popis chirche. 1612 T.Taylor
Comin. Titus i. 6 (1619) 93 He setteth himselfe in all ages

to shove in, and hold in the Ministerie such persons as are

too base for the dunghil. 164a Milton Apol. Smect. Wks.
1851 III. 295 Which conceit of the man cleanly shoves the

King out of the Parlament. 1773 J- Berridge Wks. (1864)

74 To shorten man s duty, .by shoving a commandment out

Moses's tables.

o. (Chiefly colloq.) To put or thrust (carelessly
9

or hastily) into a place or receptacle; also to

thrust aside, away.
1827 Scott Surg. Dau. iv, Dick Middlemas, on his appear-

ance, shoved into his bosom a small packet. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. iv, All the characteristics are shoved
away into the background, a 1864 Hawthorne Sept. Felton
(1879)78 My meditations are perhaps of a little too much
importance to be shoved aside. 1911 Marett Anthropol.
vi. 156 You need never allow yourselves to be shoved away
into such an inhospitable region.

d. To push out of a. position, away, by gradual
encroachment
1629 Leather: a Discourse 11 As darknesse shoues away

Light. 1768-74 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 645 Whoever
bears this reflection in mind will not., be so apt.. to com-
plain of seeing the rising generation grow up to shove them
out of the world. 1789 T. Williams Min. Kingd. I. 271
The gash vein.. is frequently crossed and intersected by
whin dykes or bars of hard stone, which generally shoves it

a little to one side, off the true line of bearing. 18x4 D'ls-
raeli Quarrels A nth. (1867) 538 The wit gradually shoved
the antiquary off the end of the bench, i860 Maury Phys.
Geog. (Low) xvi. § 711 The land-wind.. shoves away the
calms which preceded it from the hills to the coast. 1870
Mozley Univ. Serm. iii. (1877) 54 The most visibly flourish-

ing and busy department shoves the others out of sight.

5. absol. and intr. To push, to apply force

against an object in order to move it from its

position.
rtooo O. E. Martyrol. 13 Dec. 218 Sume scufon, sume

tujon . . and seo godes fremne hwaeSre r.tod. c 1*90 St. Lucy
109 in S. Eng. Leg. 104 Huy schoue and drowe al bat huy
nu^hte ake huy ne mi^hten hire anne fote i-winne. 13..
K. Alls. (W.) 5889 The kynges oost . . broughtten gynnes to

the walle, Houen, shouen, and drowen alle. ? c 1366 Chaucer
Rom. Rose 534 Ful long I shof,and knokkide eke, . .Til that
dore of thilk entre A mayden curteys openyde me. c 1425
Sev. Sages (P.) 1411 At hys dore he wolde inne, And hit was
stoken with a pyne. He schof ther-onne. c 1450 Merlin
xiii. 199 He hitte Agrauayn with his spen* so sore that it

preced two folde thurgh his haubreke, and therto he shof
ther-on so harde that Agravayn fill to the erthe.

b. To shove at: to push against (an object) in

order to displace or overthrow; ffig. to apply
one's energies to (a task) ; also, to make an attack

on, try to overthrow (a person). (Also in indirect

passive.) f To shove at the cart (fig.) : to lend a

helping hand (also ironical).

1421-2 Hoccleve Dialog 617 Now, good freend shoue at

the cart, I yow preye. 1471 Boston Lett. III. 15 Iff ye be
eleerowt off Doctor Aleyn danger, kepe yow ther, and her
afftr ye maye schoffe as well at hys carte. 154a Paget in

St. Papers Hen. VIII, VIII. 705 Lay your heddes all three

to gidre, and shove at the treatye, that it may take effect.

1577 Stanyhurst Descr. IreI. vi. 22/2 in Holinshed, This
Erie now liuyng, as hys Auncesters before hym, haue beene
shrewdly shooued at by his euill willers, saying that [etc.].

1607 Tourneur Rev. Trag. 1. i, Tis a maruaile thourt not

turnd out yet ! Hip. Faith I haue been shooud at. 1639
Ainsworth Ps. lxii. 4 Ye shall, be a bowed wall, as a fence

that is shooved at.

f 0. of inanimate agencies. Obs.

c 1400 R. Glouc. (Rolls) App. A. 14 Whar so hit bifalleb

bat be erbe is so fast pat be wynd ne passez he schouueb &
prast pat al be erbe quakijeb.

f 6. intr. To push one's way forward or onward,

to press on. Chiefly with adv., on, along, etc. Obs.

c888 Alfred Boeth. Met. xiii. (1895) 298 Swa de5 eac sio

sunne jxmne hio on size weorbeS. .merecondel scyfS on of-

daele. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus hi. 487 He shof ay on, he to

and fro was sent. cxipoDestr, Troy 11804 An Erne. .Braid
vp the bowels, & here horn away, And showvet to the shippes

of the shene grekes. 1510-30 Cornysh in Anglia XII. 238
The dere shone on themede. 1563 Googe Eglogs, etc. (Arb.)

121 They, .forwarde shoue. 1581 A. Hall Iliad ix. 152 To
supper let vs get vs nowe, sith night so farre on shoues.

imi Dudley in Phil. Trans. XXXI. 167 A Moose .. shoves
along side-ways.

f b. To make an attack with violence, to make
a charge or onset. Obs.

13.. Gaw. <y Gr. Knt. 1454 Schalkez to schote at hym
schowen to benne. 1415 Hoccleve To Knts. Garter 36 In

honour of his name Shoue on & putte his loos to the 011-

traunce ! 1470-85 Malory Arthur v. viii. 173 Thenne the

batails approuched and shoue and showted on bothe sydes.

+ 0. To shove down : to fall with force. Obs.

13. . Gaw. <$• Gr. Knt. 2083 Schyre schaterande on schorez,

ber bay doun schowued.

f d. To shove and heave : to move tumultuously.
The vbs. were commonly coupled also in other uses : see,

e. g., quot. c 1205 in 2, 13 . . in 5, 1449 in A. 1 a ; and cf. quot.

1581 under Shove sb. 1 1 and quot. 1568 under Shoving vbl.sb.

1638 W. Lisle Heltodorus vn. 101 Diuers passions in her

shoue and heaue. 1680 Otway Orphan m, i, Thy little

breasts, with soft compassion swelled, Shove up and down,
and heave like dying birds.

e. transf. To protrude, project, rare.

1849 Cupples Green Hand xvi. (1856) 157 The huge sharp
green notched aloe-leaves and fern shoving here and there

out of it [the water].

7. To push about or jostle in a crowd ; to make
one's way by jostling or elbowing.
c 1190 Beket 2217 in S. Eng. Leg. 170 Faste heo [wormes]

schouen and cropen al-so ase ametene al a-boute. c iwo Sir
Beues 1407 So fast hii gonne aboute him scheue, As don ben
aboute )>c heue. 13. . Gaw, $ Gr. Knt. 3161 Thenne gyrdez

he to Gryngolet, & gederez be rake, Schowuez in bi a schore,

at a scha^e syde. c 1403 Lydg. Temple Glas 534 Gret pres

of folk, , .To croude and shove—the tempil was so ful. 1530
Palsgr. 705/1 It is no good maner to shove in a dores a this

facyon. 1633 P. Fletcher Purple 1st. v. xxxvi, An hundred
shapes that through flit ayers stray, Shove boldly in. 1714
Lady M. W. Montagu Let. to W. Montagu 24 Sept., There's

a little door to get in, and a great crowd without, shoving

and thrusting who shall be foremost. 1849 Curri.F.s Green
Hand xiii. (1856) 127 Her want of actual headway making
the Indiaman sag dead away to leeward, as she shoved into

the force of the sea-stream. 1897 Mrs. E. L. Voynich Gad-
^(1904)60/2 The crowd of holiday masqueraders, laughing
and shoving.

b. refi. With adv. or phrase : To make one's

way by shoving.
c 1489 Caxton Sowies of Aymon xxiv. 515 Reynaude..

shoved himself among the thickest. 1671 tr. Marten's Voy.

Spitzbergcn in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 11. (1694) 105 They shove
themselves along just like an Eel. 184a Lover Handy A ndy
viii, Biddy, .had shoved herself well hefore the door.

8. trans. To push (a person) with one's body or

elbows ; to knock against, jostle.

1530 Palsgr. 705/1, I shove one, I pusshe hym, j'e Pousse.
1 pray the, shove nat whyle I am writyng. 1667 Pepys
Diary 15 Sept., I did step back, and clap my breech to our
pew-door, that ?he might be forced to shove me to come in.

1805 Mar. Edgeworth Mine, de Fleury i, I shoved Victoire,

and she pushed at me again. 1853 Kingsley HyPatia iii,

Laughing and shoving each other about.

f 9. To prop up. Obs. rarer'1 . (The reading is

doubtful.)

1393 Langl. P. PI. C. xix. 20 Hit hadde shoriers to shoue
[MS. I. schyuyn ; MS. T. schyue ; MS. G. schule] hit vp.

10. slang, a. To pass (counterfeit money) ; also

to shove {the) queer* f ". To shove the tumbler

(see quot. a 1700). fc. To shove the moon (see

quot. j 809). d. intr. (c7.5*.)To set out for home.
a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant. Creiu, Shove the Tumbler, to be

Whipt at the Cart's Tail. 1809 G. Andrewes Diet. Slang,
Shoving the moon, to steal your goods away without paying
the rent. 1859 Matsell Rogue's Lex. 79 Shove queer, pass

counterfeit money. 1885 Leland Brand-new Ballads (ed. 2)

35 The one [note] I shoved was never worth a continental

dam.
11. intr. {Canadian!) Of river-ice : To move for-

ward so as to become more compact. Cf. Shove sb.* 5.

1878 Boyd in Bartlett's Did. Amer., When the St. Law-
rence at Montreal has frozen over, it is not safe to cross it

until the ice has shoved.

12. Comb. : shove-halfpenny slang, a gambling
game similar to shovel-board ; f shove-pike [Pike

sb.5], ? a weapon used in fighting at close quarters

;

t shove-up a. in shove-up socket, a contrivance

forming part of a candlestick and designed to

allow a candle to be burnt out to the end.

1841 Punch 27 Nov. 232/2 The favourite game of *shove-

halfpenny was kept up till a late hour. 1894 Sir J. Astley
50 Yrs. Life I. 50 The aristocratic and bewitching game of

shove-halfpenny. 1763 Foote Mayor of Garrat 1. Wks.

1799 1. 167 We could get you a *shove-pike. 1751 Richard-
son in Mrs. Barbauld Corr. (1804) VI. 118 Her farthing

candle blinking in its *shove-up socket.

Shove, dial, form of Sheaf sb. ; obs. pa. t. of

Shave v.

+ Shove-board. Obs. rare. [f. Shove (after

next) + Board sb.] « Shovel-board.
1522 in F. A. Inderwick Col. Inner Temple Rec. (1896)

I. 63 [None of the society shall play at the game called]

Shoffe boorde [or] slypgrote. 153a Ibid. 100 Shobebord
[?r«?<w?shovebord]. x6i6 T. Scot Philomythie 1. (ed. 2) M
1 b, Their idle houres . . They spend at shoue-boord. 1623 in

Simpkinson Washingtons (i860) App. p. xlvit, To Hartopp

3 daies making the new shove bord table 00 02 06.

Shove-groat. Obs. exc. Hist. [f. stem of

Shove v. + Groat sb.] = Shovel-board. (Cf.

Slidegroat, SiAY-groat.)

1488 in W. Kelly Notices illustr. Drama (1865) 181 [All

persons were forbidden to play at], .checker-in-the-mire, or

shove grote. 1541-2 Ad 33 Hen. VIII, c 9 § 1 Slyde-

thrifte otherwise called shovegrote. c 1640 J. Smyth Lives
Berkeleys (1883-5) II. 363 The hours.. spent.. at bowles
tenis Cockpit Shufgrote cards and dice. 1801 Strutt
Sports $ Past. iv. i. § 19. 225. 185s Kingsley Westw. Hot
\\, Playing at shove-groat with Spanish doubloons.

b. attrib.y as shove-groat table ; shove-groat
shilling, a shilling used in the game.
1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, n. iv. 206 Quoit him downe

(Bardolph) like a shoue-groat shilling. 1598 B. Jonson
Ev. Man in Hum. m. ii. [v], [They] made it runne as smooth
of the toung, as a shoue-groat shilling. 1628 Wither Brit.

Rememb. 310 A Shove-groat table.

Hence Sho'vegroating, playing at shove-groat.

1601 Hakewill Van. Eye xxix. (1615) 140 Bouling, shoot-

ing, coiling, shoufgrating, and the like.

Shovel (Jvv'l), sb. Forms: a. r scofi, -scobl,

3 ssofle, 3-5 schovele, 4-5 schovel, 5 schofylle,

schovyl(le, schowriUe, -elle, shofful, showele,

shovele, shoville, 5-6 schovell, shovill,

5-7 shovell, 6 sehovyll, shoffell, choffell,

shoovell, shovull, ehovelle, showel, 6-7

showell, 7-8 shufle, 5- shovel ; 0. chiefly north.

3-6 schole, 4, 6 schule, 5 schoylL, schwll, 5-6

schowle, sholl, 5-6, 9 (dial.) shole, 5-7 schuill,

6 showll, schull, shoull, showle, 6-7 s(c)hoole,

shoule, 6-9 shule, 8 shull, 8-9 (dial.) shool,

shoo, 9 shoul, showl, shul; 7. 1 ?scolf, 6

chollve, 6, 9 (dial.) sholve. [OE. scofi km. corre-

sponds toNFris. skofel digging shovel, MLG., LG.
schuffel, shovel, weeding hoe, MDu. schofel, schof-

fel shovel (mod.Du. schoffel weeding hoe, whence
Scuffle^.) ; the MSw. skofl, shofwel(Sw. skofvel),

Da. skovl, Norw. skufi, are prob. from LG.

;

parallel forms with long root-vowel are OHG.
scuvala fem. (MHG. schilvel

%
mod.G. schaufel)



SHOVEL.

shovel, early mod.Dn. schuivcl, dial, schotfel

shovel ; the OTeut.type *siufio is app. f. the root

*skuf-, *stu»- of Shove v.]

1. A spade-like implement, consisting of a broad

blade of metal or other material (more or less

hollow and often with upturned sides), attached to

a handle and used for raising and removing quantities

of earth, grain, coal or other loose material. (In

some dialects the word is applied to a spade.)

Baker's shovel = Pekl sb.% 2 ; Coal-shovel, see Coal si.'

15; Malt-shovel, see Malt si. 4b; Paring-shovel, see

Paring vii. si. 4 ; also Fire-shovel.

«. ct«S Corpus Gloss. 2051 Trulla: cruce, turl, scofl.

Hid. 2081 Catilia: isem-scobl. c8«5 Epinal Gloss. 1022

Trulla : scofl. a 1100 Gere/a in Anglia IX. 263 He sceal

habban spade, scofle, wadspitel [etc.]. I>97 R. Glouc.

(Rolls) 2107 Vor je beb men bet iteijt to ssofle [v.rr. schouele,

shouell) & to spade.. ban [etc.]. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B.

vl. 192 An heep of heremites. .wenten as werkemen with

spades and with schoueles. ci44° 7'icob's Well 189 A
schouyl hath iij. thynges ; a scho, an heued, & an handyl.

1531 Rec. St. Mary at Hill 37 A lityll fyer choffell. 160a

Shaks. Ham. v. i. no Why doe's he suffer this rude knaue

now to knocke him about the Sconce with a dirty Shouell.

1718 Hickes& Nelson Kettlewell 1. xv. 107 The Apprentice.

Boys would soon knock them on the Head with their

paring Shovels. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, The
cashier (whose benevolent occupation it is to. .dispense

sovereigns out of a copper shovel). 1906 Petrie Relig.Anc.

Egypt xiii. 84 The winnowing shovels and rakes stuck up-

8. a 1300 Holy Rood 42 (Ashm. MS.) fo nome hi spade

and schole. c 1340 Nominate (Skeat) 519 Troiile ieche

furche fymere Schole spade mouke-forke. 1453-4 Durham
Ace. Rolls (Surtees) 150, ij sholez ferro ligat. 154S Ace.

Ld. High Treas.Scot. VIII. 360 For anedousan of schuhs,

xs. 161a Sc. Bk. Rates in Halyburton's Ledger (1867) 326

Schooles vngarnished the hundreth xli. 1785 Burns Ep. to

J. Lapraik xi, What sairs your grammars? Ye'd better

taen up spades and shools. 1813 Scott Quentin D. xxxi,

A beard like a baker's shool. 1894 Crockett Raiders xv.

137 We made a grave. .and I went for spades and shools.

y. cttt Erfurt Gloss. 1022 Trulla: scolf. 1504-S Rec.

St. Mary at Hill (1905) 255 Payde for a chollve \cf. sholve

ibid. 381] to pare the Chyrche iiij d. 1573 Tusser Husb.

(878) 35 A..wheelebarrow, sholue and a spade. 1583

Wills fe lnv. N. C. (Surtees i860) 78, j grape, and sholve,

iij spades, and iiij irrone forkes 4s. 1858 Spurdens Suppl.

to Foriy, Sholve, a shovel.

b. In fig. context.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 199 A skeet of contrycyoun, wyth a

scauell of confessioun, wyth a schouyl of satysfaccyoun.

Hid. 203 pe schouyl, I telde ;ou, was satysfaccyoun, be

scho ber-ofis almes-dede, be heuyd is preyere, be handyll

is restitucyoun.

fc. Shod-shovel : a shovel of wood edged or

tipped with metal. Obs.

1465 in Finchale Priory Ace. (Surtees) p. ccxcix, j schoyd

schoyll. 15*6-7 Rec. St. Mary at Hilt 339 For a Shod,

shovill for the Church iiijd. 1606 Birnie Kirk Buriall

(1833) 31 With shod-shooles to seugh up the sanctuary-

ground.

d. Occas. used for : A shovelful.

1881 C. Whitehead Hops 8 The plant centres being

covered with a few shovels of earth.

e. Phr. To be put to bed with a shovel : to be

buried (Grose Diet. Vulgar Tongue, 1785).

f. trans/. The cue used in the game of Shovel-

board (sense 2).

2. ? = Shoveller 2
.

1580 Hollvband Trcas. Fr. Tong, Pale or cuellier, a

bird called shouell.

3. The flat portion of the horn of a moose-deer.

1908 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 230/1 The brows were very good

indeed, and the shovels cupped and broad.

4. = Shovel hat.

1841 J. B. Mozley Let. in Purcell Life Manning (1895)

I. 194 The straight-cut coat and the gentlest shovel. 1854

Thackeray Newcames xxv, She managed the hat shop. .

.

My uncle the Bishop had his shovels there.

5. A person using a shovel.

1834-7 J. S. Macaulay Field Fortif. (1851) 54 Four shovels

are placed on the berm,..and the remaining4 shovels and

rammers on the parapet, c 1890 Engineer LXVII. 344

(Cent.) In the early days after the Crimean War, the

engineers in the Navy., were technically known as shovels.

6. Mil. A contrivance fitted to a field-gun to act

as a brake to lessen the recoil.

1899 Daily News 8 Mar. 4/3 They intend that a 'shovel

'

shall be fixed to our field guns. . .This ' shovel ', or break,

was described to me by several officers.

7. attrib. and Comb. a. simple attrib., as shovel

hilt, t iron ; similative, as shovel-beaked, -beard,

-bladed, -ended, -footed, -handed, -headed, -mouthed,

-shaped adjs. ; objective, as + shovel-cheaper, -maker.

1896 Roy. Nat. Hist. (ed. Lydekker) V. 51' tnarg. •Shovel-

Beaked Sturgeons. 1864 Sala in Daily Tel. 26 I eb., Those
bushy locks, that "shovel beard. 1901 Ibid. 18 Mar. 7/4
An Eton crew..with *shovel-bladed oars. C1515 Cocke

Lorelts B. n *Schouyll chepers. 1841 Pugin Pres. St.

Eccles. Archit. (1843) 7 A *shovel-ended stole. ?<zi4oo

Morte Arth. 1098 •Schovelle-fotede was bat schalke. i860

Emerson Cond. of Life vii. Consid. Wks. (Bohn) II. 414
No "shovel-handed, narrow-brained, gin-drinking million

stockingers. 1859 R- F - Burton Centr. Afr. in Jrnl. Geog.

Soc. XXIX. 161 Their huge "shovel-headed spears. 1888

Burt Stand. Timber Meas. 279 'Shovel Hilts. 1395 Car-
tvlar. Abb. de Whiteby (Surtees) 606 Pro ij "schole iryn,

ij d. 1638 Canteri. Marriage Licences (MS.), Elias Tonge
of Charing, "shouell-maker. 1763 A nn. Reg., Chron. 106/2
A "Shovel-mouthed or cow-bellied shark. 1879 E. O'Dono-
vam Merv Oasis (1882) I. 314 Queer long "shovel-shaped
oars.

760

t>. Special comb. : shovel-bill = Shoveller 2
;

shovel-cultivator U.S. = shovel-plough; t shovel

dog-fish ? = shovel-fish ; shovel-duck dial. —
Shoveller 2

; shovel-fish, a fish of the genus

Scaphirhynchus, esp. 5. platyrhynchus ; f shovel-

groat = Shove-groat; shovel head, (a) = shovel-

fish ;
(b) the bonnet-headed shark, Reniceps tiburo

(also attrib?) ; shovel-man, a labourer who uses

a shovel ; shovel-nose, a nose having the shape

of and fulfilling the functions of a shovel, also

attrib. in the names of certain animals and fishes

having this characteristic; hence shovel-nosed adj.,

also trans/.; shovel -penny = Shovel -board;
shovel-plough, an implement for clearing corn-

land of weeds ; shovel-stirrup, a stirrup with a

broad rest for the foot, extending behind the heel

;

shovel-sturgeon = shovel-fish ; shovel-tree (see

quot.) ; f shovel-wood = shovel-tree.

1864 Atkinson Prov. Names of Birds, "Shovel-bill..

Anas clypeala. 1868 Rep. U.S.CommissioiierAgric.(i&6g)

236 They are sometimes very expeditiously covered, .with

the mold-board or the "shovel cultivator. 1664 Hubert
Catal. Rarities 13 A "Shovell Dogge fish. 1893 in Cozens-

Wox&yBroad Norfolk 47 Shovel Duck. 1863 Wood Illustr.

Nat. Hist. III. 200 The two smaller figures represent the

"Shovel-fish, so called from the curious form of its head.

1815 Jamieson s. v., Slide-thrift. A species of draughts in

which the winner is the one who first gets his men off the

board ; also called "Shovel-groat. 1881 Casselts Nat. Hist.

V. 45 The second genus called the "Shovel-head (Scaphi-

rhynchus), is represented by a single species. 188a Jordan
& Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer. 25 Shovel-head

Shark. 1559 in Boys Hist. Sandwich (1792) 738 Every

spade and "shovell man muste have . . iii laborers with wheale

barrowes. 1898 H. Kirke tf Yrs. Brit. Guiana iii. 37 The
late Mr. W. R. once described him as 'a good shovel man
spoiled '. 1709 Lawson Voy. Carolina 153 One being called

a Bottle-Nosed Whale, the other a "Shovel-Nose. 1768

Solander in Ann. Reg. (1769) Chron. App. 188/2 Shovel nose

sharks. 188a Jordan & Gilbert Synopsis Fishes N. Amer.

88 Shovel-nose Sturgeon. 1885C. F. Holder Marvels Anim.
Life 180 The shark.. running its shovel nose into the sand.

1707 Funnell Voy. v. 120 The "Shovel-nos'd-Shark. 1837

J. F. Cooper England (ed. 2) 1. 185 A shovel-nosed hat and

a wig. 1887 Cassetts Encycl. Diet., "Shovel-penny. 1801

Farmer's Mag. Apr. 209 An implement for cleaning corn

land is also used, called the "shovel plough. 181a Sir J.

Sinclair Syst. Husi. Scot. 1. 96 Cast-metal rollers, and

scrapers, or shovel-ploughs. 1883 V. Stuart Egypt 33 Most

of the party were mounted on horses with carpet housings

and "shovel stirrups, a 1894 Layard Auloiiog. (1903) II.

34 Heavy shovel stirrups which served for spurs. 1875

E. D. Cope N. Amer. Batraehia t, Rept. 87 The "shovel-

sturgeon (Scaphirhynchops). 1887 Darlington Folk Speech

S. Cheslu, *Shovel-tree, the handle of a spade, c 1615 MS.
Ace. St. John's Hosp.,Canteri., Payd for a "shoufell wood

v d and setting of it ane [sic] viij d.

Shovel (fo'v'l), v.1 Forms : see the sb. Also

9 (dial.) shulve. [f. Shovel si. Cf. MLG. schu-

ffelen, MHG. schuveln, sch&feln (mod.G. schau-

feln), Sw. skofia, Da. skovle, Norw. skufla, siovla.]

1. trans. To take up and remove with a shovel.

Chiefly with adv. or advb. phrase. Also fig.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/2 Schovelyn, wythe a schowelle,

triiulo. c 1440 Jacot's Well 193, I lykened satysfaccyoun

to a schouele to schouell out wyth be crommys of be wose

of dedly synne. 1590 in Harwood Lichfield (1806) 527

Payd. .for shollynge snowe off the Churche. i6a6 A. Speed

Adam out ofEden xiv.(i6s9) 107 Shovelling the Corn from

the sides of the roomes. 1791 Gentl. Mag. 24/2 The men
that shovel the dirt out of the road. 1816 Scorr Antiq.

xxv, Tak the shule a bit, and shule out the loose earth.

1891 Smiles J. Murray I. vii. 141 The labourers were at

work shovelling away the snow.

.t b. To shovel dozvn : to destroy by shovelling

away. Obs.

1563 WinJet Cert. Tractates Wks. (S.T.S.) 1 1. 5 To schuil

doun thir wallis to the ground.

c. trans/. (With adv.) To remove as rubbish

;

to move about roughly and without consideration.

1816 Scott Antiq. xxv, I baena lived sae lang in the warld

neither, to be shuled out o't that gate. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev.\.\\.\,\n such sort are poor mortals swept and shovelled

to and fro. 1863 Hawthorne Old Home, Recoil. Gifted

Woman I. 184 A great amount of rubbish, which any

competent editor would have shovelled out of the way.

2. To excavate, dig up (the ground, etc.), dig

(a hole, etc.) with a shovel.

c 1470 Henryson Mor. Fab. vm. (Preach. Swallotv) xxxii,

In the snaw he schuillit hes ane plane, a 1785 Ulysses'

Answ. A tax in Poems Buchan Dial. 37 The gutters

sheeled. 1857 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVII 1. 1. 105 A man
will 'shool ' about one-eighth of an acre per diem.

3. To throw (quantities of some material) into a

receptacle, to cast (earth, dust, etc.) on or upon

something or somebody.
1611 Shaks. Wint. T. iv. iv. 469 Some Hangman must .

.

lay me Where no Priest shouels-in dust, c 1800 Broom
thorns lonnie' x. in Child Ballads I. 184/2 It was nae

wonder his heart was sair, When he shooled the mools on

her yellow hair. 1869 E. A. Parkes Pract. Hygiene (ed. 3)

98 The powder is shovelled into sacks. 1913 Blackw. Mag.
Sept. 356/2 One of them.. was shovelling tipsy cake into

his ample mouth.

fig- '749 Fielding Tom Jones x. 111, Partridge likewise

shovelledin his share of calumny. 1864 Burton Scot Air.

269 Thousands..unshipped on the desert shore, shovelled

as it were, into a strange land.

4. To gather (something) up in quantities as

with a shovel.

SHOVEL-BOARD.

168s Penn Further Ace. Pennsylv. 9 Herring, .swarm in

such shoales..in little Creeks, they almost shovel them up
in their tubs. 1713 Derham Phys.-Theol. iv. xi. Note n
(1727) 187, I have seen.. Ducks shovel them up as they
swim along the Waters. 1879 Daily News 22 Mar. 6/2
Storekeepers, .are simply shovelling up money.

5. intr. To use a shovel.

1685 Travestin Ace. Siege of Newlieusel 30 No one
offered to put out the fire, till the Duke of Lorrain came
and began himself to shovel upon it. 1864 Carlyle Fredk.
Gt. xv. ii. V. 280 In relays, 3,000 of the Militia-men dig and
shovel night and day.

transf. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlvi, Is that all ? thought
Sampson, resuming his spoon, and shovelling awaymanfully.
1882 Payne-Gallwey Fowler in Ircl. 39 You can discern

..the rippling bills as they shovel greedily along the ooze.

6. trans. To tum (something) over with a shovel.

1775 W. Williamson Trials at York 29/2, I shoveled it

[the earth] over, and threw it into that corner. 1868 Rep.
U. S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 425 The salt and lime

were.. mixed about three months before use and afterward
shoveled over several times.

7. To shovel out : to distribute in shovelfuls, fig.
1858 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. v. iii. (1865) II. 85 George I

shovelling out his English subsidies as usual.

8. trans, and intr. To intrude. Obs. exc. dial.

1540 Palsgr. Acolasius 11. iii. Liij b, 1 wyll sowe me in

i. 1 wyll thrust me in, or schole in [orig. a tergo me hinc

inseram]. 1861C C Robinson Dial. Leeds 403 He'll shool

in onnywhear, whear ther's owt to be gotten. 1876 Mid.
Yorks. Gloss., Shool, v.a. and slightly as a v.n. to intrude.

Shovel is also in occasional active use with this meaning.

Shovel (Jp*v'1)i v-2 Now rare. Also 5

schovel, 9 dial, shool, shulve. [app. a fre-

quentative f. Shove v. Cf. Shuffle v. In mod.

use app. associated with Shovel vS\ intr. To
make movements with the feet, without raising

them from the ground ; to walk languidly or

lazily. (Cf. Shuffle v. i.)

c 1430 Wyclifs Biile Job xi. 10 (MS. S.) Shoueling forth

\v. rr. stumblynge, hirtynge, Vulg. qffendens] with his feet.

c 1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 381 They schal euer haue

warnes..that they schouel not withe ther fete up on the

pament, wherby the reder may the wers be herde. 1549

Latimer 6th Serm. bef. Edw. VI (Arb.) 169 They hard hym
quietly, with out any shouelynge of feete or walkynge vp and

downe. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk % Selv. 29 When I walk, that

assignable ..part of my soul, which was in my leg, comes

shoveling after me. 1814 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) 1. 222

In walking he does not tread, but shovel and slide, a 1815

Forby Voc. E. Anglia, Shool, Shulve, to saunter, with

such extreme laziness, as if the saunterer did not mean to

walk, but to shovel up the dust with his feet,

t ShO"Velard. Obs. Forms : o. 5 schove-

lerd, schevelard, 6 s(c)hovelarde, 6-7 shove-

lard ; /3. 5 scholard, 6 sholard, 7 shoulerd. [f.

Shovel sb. + -ard ; ? after Mallard, Popard ; cf.

the form poplerd = Popeler.] The Spoonbill,

Platalea leucorodia. (Cf. Shoveller.)

a c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/1 Schovelerd, or popler, byrd.

1533-4 Act 25 Hen. VIII, c. 11 § 4 For every egge of every

byttour heroune or shovelard eight pence. 1646 Sir T.

Browne Pseud. Ep. vn. xiv. 368 So have Cranes, Hemes,

Storks, and Shovelards long necks.

p. C1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch.) 400 Scholarde, or pop-

lerd, bryd : populus. c 151J Regul. Northumterld. Househ.

(1770) 106 Item Sholardes to be hadde for my Lordes owne

Mees. i6»6 Breton Fantasticks (Grosart) 10/2 The yong

Heme and the Shoulerd are now fat for the great Feast.

Shovel-board (Jov'l|b6«d), shuffleboarcl.

Forms : a. 6 shovillabourde, shovelaborde, 7

shovell a board, shouleaborde, shovelabord,

showlibord, shovellabord. 0. 6-7 shovelboord,

7 shovell-boord, sholvenborde, shovell board,

shuel board, 7- shovel-board; 7. 6 shofile-,

shoofle-, 7 shufle-, 8 shuffell-. [The earliest

form shovill-, shovdabourd, is an unexplained

alteration of Shove-board. There does not seem

to be any connexion with shovel or shuffle]

1. A game in which a coin or other disk is driven

by a blow with the hand along a highly polished

board, floor, or table (sometimes ten yards or more

long) marked with transverse lines. The game

is out of use in England, but is still played (with

some modifications of form) in the U. S. Cf. Slide-

gboat, Shove-groat, Shove-board.

The modern game as played in the U.S. is always

called shuffleboard; in historical references to the

older game the usual form is shovel-board.

a. isia Privy Purse Exp. Hen. VIII (1827) 188 Paied to

my lord Wylliam for that he wanne of the kinges grace at

shovillaborde ix li. 1575 in W. H. Turner Select. Rec.

Oxford (1SS0) 364 All unlawful! games, as.. tables, bowlls,

shovelaborde. 1656 in Verney Mem. (1907) II. 40 That you

. .keep showlibord playing, .on sondaies contrary to order.

1688 Nottingham Rec. V. 352 Wee present William Finn

for keeping men plaing att shouell-abord in his seller.

B 1613 Beaum. & Fl. Cupid's Rev. m. 1, How haue you

sped heere at home at shouelboord ? 167a Shadwell Miser

in i Wks 1720 III. 47 He has already lost his Edward

Shillings that he kept for Shovel.board. 1708 J. Chamber-

layne St. Gt. Brit. 1. III. vii. (1710) 205 1 he Citizens and

Peasants have.. Cricket, Skittles, or N.ne-Pins Shovel-

board, [etc]. 1873 Bennett & 'Cavendish billiards 3

Before the introduction of Billiards the fashionable game

on a board was shovel.board. ,,,„„,.
V. 1577-86 Stanyhurst Chron. Ircl, Hen Mil, 86/2 in

Holinshed, Plaieng at slidegrote or shoofleboord 1736

Carte Ormonde II. 178 The Marquis chose to sit up all



SHOVELFUL.

night at shuffleboard with four Suffolk malsters. 1884
Harpers Mag. Jan. 235/2 Checkers and shuffle«board were
in requisition.

f b. = shovel-board shilling. Obs.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. 1. i. 159 Seauen groates in mill-

sixpences, and two Edward Shouelboords [Qo. 1602, Two
faire shouell boord shillings].

O. The table upon which the game was played.
1603 Inv. in Gage //engrave (1822) 22 Itm, one long table

for a sholven borde. a 1660 Prince a"Amour, etc. 163 A
new shuel board whereon never stood food. 1666 Wood
Life, etc.(O.H.S.)II. 96 Dice, cards, sketells, shuffle-boards,
billiard tables. 171^ J. Macky Journ. Eng. $ Scot. II.

ill 40 [In] the Hall . . ts a Marble Shuffleboard. 1843 Lytton
Last Bar. it. in. He was laughing loud with a knot of young
men by the shovel-board.

2. trans/. A game played on shipboard by
pushing wooden or iron disks with a cue (called

a shovel) so that they may rest on one of nine
squares of a diagram chalked on the deck.
1877 Black Green Past, xxviii. 224 There were rope quoits

got out too; and the more energetic shovel-board. 1886
R. C. Leslie Sea-Painter's Log. vi. 115 The long afternoon
game of shuffle-board was interrupted by a break, in that
clear sea-line to windward.
S. aitrib. and Comb, as + shovel-board piece,

"\play, f room, t table
; + shovel-board shilling,

a shilling (sometimes of Edw. VI ; see 1 b) used
in the game of shovel-board.
i6aa Mabbk tr. A lemans Guzman a"A If. 11. 145 He might

..strike me, like a *shove 11-boord peece (being nowa ledger)
into the box. 1679 Lond. Gaz. No. 1435/4 Six or eight
Shovel board peices of Silver. 1691 Wood Ath. Oxon. I. 19
The game called *Shovel-boarcl play. 1631 Minute-bk.
Arena. Essex 16 June, Others of the companye. .ran into
the 'shovell board roome. 1653 Rowe Tragi-Com&dia
* 3 b, A Shu fle-board-roome. 1601 'Shovel board shilling

[see 1 b]
;

x6n Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl K 2

,

Away slid I my man, like a shouell-board shilling. 1634 in

Simpkinson Washington^ (i860) App. p. lxvii, Mending the
covers of the *shov!eaborde Table. 1686 Plot Staffordsh.
Ix. 383 The Shuffle-board table tho' ten yards, z foot, and
an inch long is made up of about 260 pieces. 1719 D'Urfey
Pills III. 273 A new Shuffle-board-table. 1738 Earl of
Oxford in Portland Papers (Hist. MSS. Comm.) VI. 176
A fine table of white marble of a great length, made use of
for a shovel board table.

Shovelful (JrVlful). Also -full. [f. Shovel
sb. + -ful.] A quantity that fills a shovel ; as
much as a shovel can hold or take up at one time.

'533 J- Hevwood Johan (1903) 654 This shovyll full of
colys. 1658 Earl Monm. tr. Parutds Wars Cyprus 117
One shufle-full of earth. 1711 Addison Sped. No. 26 r 3,
I entertain'd my self with the digging of a Grave ; and saw
in every shovelful of it that was thrown up, the Fragment
of a Bone or Skull. 1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain 1. vu'i,

He stood over her
?
counted her shovelsfull of tea, and

watched the water into the tea-pot. 1894 Sir J. Astley
SO Yrs. Life I. 100 Shovelsful of sand and sawdust.
Jig. 1622 Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman a"A If. 11. 256
Throwing out lies and scandals by shouell-fuls. 1858 Car.
lyle Fredk. Gt. vn. iii. (1865) II. 263 Riddling or screening
certain cartloads of heavy old German printed rubbish . . we
obtain the following shovelful of authentic particulars.

Shovel hat.
A stiff broad-brimmed hat, turned up at the

sides and projecting with a shovel-like curve in

front and behind, worn by some ecclesiastics.

18*9 Carlyle in Froude Life (1882) II. 73 Does not the
very sight of a shovel-hat in some degree indispose me to
the wearer thereof? 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxii. If

he could have got a shovel-hat he would have worn it. 1871
Fair France ii. 58 The priest., in shovel hat and cassock
appeared a pleasant gentleman enough. 1889 W. S. Gilbert
Gondoliers 11. 35 And Bishops in their shovel hats Were
plentiful as tabby cats.

b. trans/. A wearer of such a hat.

1859 Lever Dav. Dunn lxvii, A regular don amongst the
shovel-hats.

Hence Shovel-hatted a., wearing a shovel hat;

trans/, of or pertaining to the ideas or opinions of

a wearer of a shovel hat.
183a Carlyle Misc., Boswell (1857) III. 50 A cleanly,

Shovel-hatted look. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fairx'x, A tall,

stately, jolly, shovel-hatted man.

Shoveller 1 (J»v*Ui). Forms: a. 5 schoveler,

9 shoveller [U.S. shoveler)
; 0. 9 shooler.

[f. Shovkl v. + -br l.] One who shovels.

«. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/2 Schoveler . . tribularius.

1833 Ht. Martineau Charmed Sea iv. 60 She. .stood
dripping with her load in the presence of the shoveller.

1884 Mtlit. Engin. I. 11. 27 It is advisable to provide one
shoveller to each two diggers in the third relief.

£• x857 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. XVIII. 1. 105 The labourer
with the spade—or 'shooler', as he is called—commences
his work by throwing out a furrow.

Shoveller 2 (JWlai). Forms: a. 5 shove-
lere, schoveler, 6 schofler, shovelor, (shoo-

velar), 6-7 shovelar, 7 shovler, 7-8 shuffler,

6- shoveler, shoveller; 0. 7 shouler. [Altera-

tion of Shovelard, with substitution of -er 1 for

-ard. Cf. G. fschufler(i$$2 in Gesner-Heusslin),

schaufler (Nemnich).]

+ 1, = Shovelard.
a. c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 541 Also for bustard

betowre & shovelcre, gamelyn is in sesoun. a 1520 Skelton
P. Sparowe 408 The shouelar with his brode bek. 1577
V. Leigh Surveying Dj b, The like Rente, maie be and in

some Mannours, is of Herneshawes, Shouelors, &c. 1603
G. Owen Pembrokeshire (1892) 131 The Shovler. 161a

Peacham Gentt. Exerc. 1. xvi. (1634) 54 Waterfowle, as the
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Mallard, Shoveller, Sheldrake. 1668 Charleton Onontast.
103 Ardea Alba. .the white, and spoon.bill'd Heron, or
Shoveler. 1796 Stedman Surinam II. xxviii, 343 The
shoveler, or spoon-bill (which has some affinity to the cranes)
is about the size of a goose.

ft. x6sa Drayton Poly-alb. xxv. 353 The Shouler which
so shakes the ayre with saily wings.

b. H Erroneously applied to the Pelican.
155* Cooper Elyot's Diet., Pelicanus, a byrde called a

pelicane, or shouelar.

2. 'From the latter half of the 17th century'
(Newton Did. Birds 841 ) applied to the Spoon-
bill Duck, Spatula (or Rhynchaspis) clypeata, a
bird with abroad shovel-like beak. Also shoveller
duck.

1674 Ray Coll. Words, Water Fowl 96 The Shoveler

:

Anas ptalyrynehos, sive clypeata. a 1700 B. E. Did. Cant.
Crew, Shuffler, a Bird like, but not so big as a Duck,
having a broader Bill. 173a Mortimer in Phil. Trans.
XXXVII. 449 The Blue-wing'd Shoveler. 1768 Pennant
Brit. Zool. (ed. 4) II. 467 Red Breasted Shoveler. 1838
J. J. Audubon Ornith. Biogr. IV. 241 Shoveller Duck.
Anas clyPeataj Linn. 1859 Darwin Orig. Species vii. (1873)
184 The beak is thus very inferior as a sifter to that of the
shoveller. 1878 Proc. U.S. Nat. Museum I. 446 Spatula
clypeata (Linn.). Shoveller ; Spoon-bill Duck.
3. Her. A representation of a * shoveller \
[157a Bossewell Armorie in. 25 Beareth to hys creste a

shouelard Argente (misprinted a shouelar d'Argente).] 1780
Edmondson Heraldry II. Gloss., Shoveller, a species of
water-fowl, somewhat like the duck.

t Shoveller 3. Obs. rare—1
, [f. Shovel sb. +

-er l.] ? The Shovel-head Shark.
1664 Hubert Catal. Rarities 13 Whole Fishes. A

Shoveller or Blew Sharke.

Shovelling (JWlin), vbl. sb. [f. Shovel v.*

+ -ING !.]

L The action or an act of Shovel v.
o. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/2 Schovelynge, tribulaius.

x8a7 Steuart Planter's Guide (1828) 192 Two spits deep,
with two intermediate shovellings, a 183a S. Warren
Diary Physic, xvi, Shovelling in was surprisingly easier than
shovelling out I

2. Something which is shovelled up. Usually pi.

a. 1653 Blithe Eng. /mprov. /mpr. (ed. 3) 145 The
shovelling of Streets and Yards, and Highwaies. .is very

food both, of it self, and compounded with other Soyl,
lanure. Mud, or Straw. 1733 w. Ellis Chiltem <$ Vale

Farm. 277 Parings of Turf, orShovelings of Highways may
be mix'd with Lime and Chalk. 1805R. W. Dickson Pract.
Agric. I. 129 The shovelings from the ditches in road sides.

0. 1523-34 Fitzherb. Husb. § 17 And if it [the dung] be
medled with erthe, as sholynges and suche other, it wylt laste

the longer.

Shove-net (JWnet). Forms : 5 schofnet(t,
shofnet, 6 shovenette, shuffnet, 7- shove-net.
[f. Shove v. + Net sb.] A fishing-net with a broad
mouth expanded by means of a frame, worked by
pushing along the bed of a river, etc, or through
shallow sea-water.
X41SCourt RollGt. Waltham 7J/izwr,Piscavit sine licencia

cum diversis instrumentis videlicet spertes, lammes, et schof-
nettset piscescepit. 1419 LiberAlbus (Rolls) I. 577 Shotnet,
Shofnet, et Kydels, sount defenduz. 1464 Maldon (Essex)
Court-Rolls Bundle 40 No. 7 Debet sibi xviiid. pro rethe
vocato a schofnet. 1513 Fitzherb. Surv. 10 b, The lordes
tenantes haue lybertie bycustometofysshewithshouenettes.
1539 in Archxologia XLIII. 212, iiij potyngers; and j
shuffnet. 1611 Cotgr., Sauve, a shoue-net to fish withal!.

174a De Foe's Tour Gt. Brit. (ed. 3) I. 327 They throw in a
Net on a Hoop at the end of a Pole, the Pole going cross
the Hoop, which, in some Places, they call a Shove Net.
1841 J. T, Hewlett Parish Clerk I. 27 The use of the
shove-net to entrap the prawns and shrimps. 1874 Holds-
worth Deep-Sea Fishing 218 Shrimps are fished for with
the common hand or ' shove '-net.

attrib. 1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Oxf. xxxvi, 'Tis

only our shove-net traps as I wur a-telling you of.

Shover (Jwvsj). [f. Shove v. + -erI.] One
who or something which shoves, in senses of the vb.
i5oo-aoDuNBAR/'0£/ttjlxiii.4QSchulderaris,andschowari3

that hes no schame. 1893 Cycl. Rev. Current Hist. HI.
287 A difference between the lumber shovers and the lumber-
men,, /bid., The lockout of the shovers continued. 1901
Daily Chron. 12 Dec. 6/3 The Cambridge forwards were
'shovers' and nothing else.

Comb. 1876 Life Cheap Jack (ed. Hindley) 232 A pair of
the best brass candlesticks, with a patent shover-up and a
good pusher-down.

b. slang. One who passes base coin.

1889 Harper's Weekly 21 Sept. 768/1 Eight persons, mostly
'shovers ' or passers, were arrested in Russo s gang.

Shoveshim (JWJim). local, [f. Shove v. h-

Shim sb?] (See quot.)
1846 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. VII. n. 591 The peas are cut
by Dutch hoes or sboveshims.

Shoville, obs. form of Shovel sb.

Shoving (JWirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shove z/. + -ing 1
.]

The action or an act of Shove v.

i«97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 4313 per was pultinge & ssouinge
[v.rr. ssouyng, schuuing, scnowynge, schowyng]. c 1386
Chaucer Manciple's Prol. 53 Ther was greet showving
bothe to and fro To lifte him up. 1489 Caxton Faytes ofA

.

1. ix. 23 The strengthe of shouing is at the lifte syde of men.
1568 Grafton Chron. II. 382 There was great heauing and
shouyng, and many people vp. 1609 Holland Amm.
Marcell. m Antoninus.. set his course against our State

and Common-wealth, not (as they say) with spret nor oare,

with shooving, or haling. 1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. ix,

However, after a little shoving and dragging, they at last

went merrily on. 1837 Carlyle ^"r. Rev. II. 111. v, Acceler-

ated by ignominious snovings from sentry after sentry. 1875
Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. vi. (ed. 2) 214 In shoving off,

SHOW.
when the ship is not head to wind, pull well clear of her
before making sail. 1889 H. Vassall Rugby Football 31
Turning now to the other great branch of forward play,
namely, scrummage work, it must not for a moment be
supposed that shoving is all that is wanted.

Show (pu ), sb. 1 Forms : 3 (in comb.) sheew-,

4 sceu, 4-5 schewe, 4-6 north, schawe , 6 sheaw,
sheow, shoe, shue, Sc. schaw, s(c)hau, 6-7
shewe, showe, 7 sho, Sc. schew, shaw, 6-9
shew, 6- show. [f. Show v. : cf. MLG. MDu.
schowxve fem. (mod.Du. schouw), OHG. scou fern.

(MHG. schou, schowie fem. and masc, mod.G.
schau fem.) looking at, inspection.]

1. The action or an act of exhibiting to view or
notice. Now rare, exc. in specific use or phrase
(see 1 c, 1 d, 1 k).
a 1300 Cursor M. 28616 Lele script agh be thre-fald, Wit

reuth of hert, wit sceu to preist, Betyng of sin be thrid ber
neist. c 13*0 Sir Tristr. 2253 Tristrem hir bar pat tide And
on be quen fel he Next her naked side, pat mani man mi5t
y se San schewe. 1399 Lancl. Rich. Kedeles iv. 56 Some
had..schewed ffor fe shire and here schew lost, 1530
Palsgr. 267/1 Shewe of a thyng to sale, lustre. 1568
Grafton Chron. II. 763 The Dukes themselues entended
for the shewe of their diligence, to be the first that should
attend that day vpon the kinges highnesse. 158a N. Liche-
field tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. /nd. 1. ii. 7 Y* next day
then following (upon shew of himselfe to them) there came
about the number of fifteene of his Countrey men. 1598
Stow Surv. Lond. 349 Two publique houses for the acting
and shewe of Comedies, Tragedies, and Histories. 1600
Surflet Country Farm 1. ii. 2 A briefe show of that which
shall more largely be described in that which followeth.
171a Addison Sped. No. 412 p 3 We are indeed so often.

.

tired out with so many repeated Shows of the same Things,
that whatever is new or uncommon contributes a little to
vary human Life.

t b. The fact of being presented to view or dis-

played. At thefirst show : at first sight. Obs.
1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 364 Fyrst brynginge it [gold]

iiirth to the open shewe. 1563 Googe Eglogs, To W. Loue-
lace (Arb.) 24 The grosenes of my Style : wniche thus com-
mytted to the gasynge shewe of euery eye shuld forth with
disclose ye manifest foly of the Writer. 1565 T. Stapleton
Fortr. Faith 58 God hath placed his church in the sight and
shew of the worlde. 1574 A. L. Calvin's 4 Serm. I, These
things at the first shew seeme very straunge.

C. A demonstration or display of military

strength or of intention to take severe measures.

+ Also trans/ a manifestation of divine power.
Chiefly in phr. to make a show.
a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. V///, 24 AH the countrey of

Arthois and Picardie, fortified their holdes and made shewes
as the Englishe army passed, but thei durst not once assaile

them, c 1586 C'tess Pembroke Ps. exxxv. iv, iEgipts first

borne in one night [God] overthrew: And yet not so his

dreadfull sbowes he ceas'd, But did them still in /Egipts
mid'st renew. 1786 Shelvocke Voy. round World 412
They made no manner of show of their arms to us. 1853
Dickens Child's Hist. xx. II. 115 [Henry IV.] began his

reign by making a strong show against the followers of

Wickliffe. /bid. xxii. 169 Jack Cade.. having made a show
of his forces there.

d. Phr. + To set in show, set to show : to exhibit

to view, display {obs.). On show (formerly f «*

show
t f upon a or the show) : in process of being

shown or exhibited ; on view.
a 1533 Berners Gold. Bk. M. Aurel. (1546) G ij, To sell

suche niarchiuindy.se, sette it not in so yll a shewe. 1576
Gascoicnb Steel G las (Arb.) 69 These things (my Lord) my
glasse now sets to shew, c 1590 Marlowe yew ofMalta
11. ii. 748 On this condition shall thy Turkes be sold. Goe
Officers and set them straight in shew. 1595 A. Day Engl.
Secretorie Ded. A2,In signification of the will I haue to

do vnto your Lordship any acceptable seruice, [I have] no
other matter in shew, then a fresh renouation of the selfe

same title by a second presentment. 1681 Dryden Abs. <\

Achit. t. 688 His joy conceal'd, he sets himself to show.
171X Addison Sped. No. 255 P 8 His Actions .. lose their

Lustre when they are drawn at large, and set to show by
his own Hand. 1737 Bracken Farriery /mpr. (1757) II. 34
They generally buy Horses when upon a Shew (as it is

called) in the Dealer's Hand, which is the Way to be de-
ceived, /bid. 35 As to his Spirit which appears upon the
Shew, it is all forced. 1890 Spectator 22 Nov. 733/2 We
proceed to look at the tables and chairs and other things on
show.

T ©. To make or give show of: to manifest,

display, indicate. Obs.

1596 Danett tr. Comines (1614) 222, I haue seene his pour-

traiture..the lineaments whereof made shew of an excellent

wit. 1607 Topsell Fourf. Beasts 152 The good and aproued
hounds. . when they haue found the Hare, make shew therof

to the hunter. 164a H. More Song ofSoul I. 1. xx, Those
parts the eye is near give not the shew Of any colour. 1697
Dampier Voy. I. 288 Shaking their Lances at us, [they]

made all the shew of hatred that they could invent.

ft. In show 0/: by way of indicating or ex-

pressing, in token of. Obs.

1653 H. Cocan tr. Pinto's Trav. xix. 68 Vailing their two
topsails in shew of obedience.

g. To give {one) a show 0/ : to let (one) see (and

partake of). Sc,
1788 Picken Pooms 58 Come tak' a seat, an' gies a shaw

O' your snuff-horn.

h. Show 0/ hands : the holding up the hand
above the head, as a means by which the members
of an assembly indicate their vote or judgement
upon a proposition.

1789 Scott in J. Haggard Rep. Consist. Crt. (1822) I. 13
It often happens that on a shew of hands, the person has
the majority, who on a poll is lost in a minority. 1837



SHOW.
Dickens Pkkw. xiii. There was a show of hands ;

the

Mayor decided in favour of the honourable Samuel Slumkey

. . Horatio Fizkin, Esquire . . demanded a poll. 191* ' ""«
10 Dec. 18/s At each of the meetings the scheme appeared

to be approved on a show of hands.

2. The external aspect (of a person or thing).

Now rhet. or poet, in this gen. sense.

i«5 Watreman Fardlt Facions 1. iv. 59 Dyuers peoples.

.

molrstruous and of hugly shewe. 1566 Dbant Hot. Sat. 11.

vii I ij b, His master, goes in sage attyre ; that geues a

sober shue. IS94 Willobie Avisa xlvii. (Grosart) 96 Say,

'twas her wit & modest shoe, That made you like and loue

her so. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. ii. 85 But I haue that Wilhin,

which passeth show; These, but the Trappings, and the

Suites of woe. 1611 Bible Isa. iii. 9 The shew of their

countenance doeth witnesse against them, a 1781 Watson
Philip III, in. (1793) I. 296 Under the simple show.. of a

citizen, he concealed all the qualities of a hero. 1709

Wordsw. Poems Sentim., Poet's Epit. 45 The outward

shows of sky and earth. Of hill and valley, he has viewed.

1840 Carlyle Heroes iii. (1841) 136 Men worship the shows

of great men; the most disbelieve that there is any reality

of great men to worship.
_

b. In show, in appearance. Often with the

idea that the reality behind is different (cf. 6, 7)

:

In appearance only, ostensibly, seemingly. Also

(rarely) with show.
a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. ii. § 7 While bee was speaking,

there came a boy in shew like a Merchants prentice. 1597

Hooker Eccl. Pol. v. xlviii. § 10 Otherwise they are but in

shew opposite and not in truth. 1597 Gerabde Herbal 1.

xxxv. 48 The small Flower de-luce of Dalmatia is in shew

like to the precedent. 1614 Gorges Lucius v. 187 With
shew the Vine the lots decides. 1647 N. Bacon Disc. Govt.

Eng. 1. lviii. (1739) 108 The place of the Chief Justice was in

shew but one Office. 1731 Lediard Sethos II. x. 365 She

had let the council of state.. subsist in shew. 1817 Jas.

Mill Brit. India III. vi. i. 51 To have two governing

bodies ; the one real, the other only in show. 1871 Freeman
Norm. Conq. xvii. (1876) IV. 54 The King by the edge of

the sword changed himself in all outward show into a King

according to the laws of England.

t O. To the show : to outward view or appear-

ance, as far as appearance goes. Obs.

1556 Robinson More's Utopia I. (Arb.) 44 This iustice is

more beautiful in apperaunce, and more florishynge to the

shewe, then either iuste or profitable. 1609 Bible (Douay)

Isa. vi. 13 She. .shal be to the shew [Vulg. in osteusionem]

as a terebinth, and as an oke.

d. To have (fbear, f carry) a (or the) show of:

to wear the appearance of; to appear to be, appear

to partake of; to look like, resemble, arch, or Obs.

J581 Campion in Confer, m, (1584) T iij, He gaue them

that which had the name of wine, and had the shewe of it,

but.. was not in deede wine. 1581 Act 23 Eliz. c. 9 I 2

Which Coulers..carrye a shewe of a good true and perfitte

couler of woaded and mathered Blacke. 1611 Bible Col. 11.

33 Which things haue in deed a shew of wisedome. 1613

Day Festivals v. (1615) 124 Even of those that beare the

shew of the purest Professors amongst us. 1615 Bacon Ess.,

Simulation (Arb.) 510 Simulation and Dissimulation, com-

monly carry with them a Shew of Fearfulnesse.

+ e. For show: to save appearances, 'for the

look of the thing '. Obs.

a 1700- Dryden Cymon $ Iph. 637 The Kindred of the

Slain forgive the Deed ; But a short Exile must for Show
precede, a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1897) I. ix. 398 They
were not to be surprised, if the Danes seemed at first to talk

high : that was to be done for shew : but they would grow

calmer when they should engage.

f. Theol. and Philos. Used occas. as an equiva-

lent for ' accident', ' phenomenon ', ' species '.

1560 Jewel Serm. at Pauls Cross C viij, The accidents

of the bread, (that is to say) the whitenes or roundenes, or

other sutch outward fourmes or shewes ofbreade
l
as he seeth

with his eye. 1678 Cudworth Intell. Syst. 1. 1. § 5. 7 In-

tentional Species or Shews, propagated from the Objects to

our Senses.

-3. With qualifying word : A (fine, striking, etc.)

appearance ; an appearance which makes a strong

impression on the beholder. Usu. in phr. to make

(\bear, tyield) a (fine, etc.) show. Also without

qualification, a fine or striking appearance, im-

posing display.

c 1550-80 Robin Consc. in Hazl E.P.P.U1. 239 Bvt and

I Hue another yeer, I will haue a better showe ; I will not

goe thvs slvttishly, I trowe. 159a Babington Notes Gen.

vii. 32 b, About the beginning of May, when all things

flourished and yeelded show. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. (1637) 277 Windesore beareth a goodly shew. 1686 tr.

Chardins Trav. Persia 263 And all to make a shew and
dazle the world. 1743 J. Morris Serm. ii. 34 They rather

affected to exercise those gifts, which make a great shew.

1840 Thackeray Barber Cox July, Their names made a

famous show in the bills. 1881 Westcott & Hort Grk.

N. T. I. 548 After Eusebius they (i. e. Western quotations]

make no show in Greek theology. 1905 R. Bagot Passport

xxi. 205 The furniture, .made a sorry shiw of comfort in

the huge rooms.

t b. To have some show : to present a specious

or plausible appearance ; to have weight with, or

commend itself to, others ; also, to appear likely,

' promise ' (Jo do something). Obs.

1560 Daus tr. SUidane's Comm. xi. 151 b, At the fyrst, he

covered his mynde craftely, that his writte myght have
some shewe [ut aliquant haberet speciem diploma]. 1574
Whitgift Def. Answ. ill. ii. 143 The places of the 44. of

Ezechiel haue some shew in them. 1606 Knolles tr.

Bodin's Commw. 1. v. 34 These arguments haue some good
show to proue that seruitude is naturall, profitable, and
honest.

O. (Now only U.S. and Austral.) An opportunity

for displaying or exerting oneself; a chance,
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' opening'. Phr. to give (a person) a show; to

have or stand a (or no) show. Const, for, to (do

something)

.

Continuity of the mod. use with that in quot. 1579 is hardly

possible, but the notion seems to be closely similar.

1579 Lyly Euphues (Arb.) 41 Education can haue no

shewe, where the excellencye of Nature doth beare sway.

Ibid. 62 Where loue beareth sway, friendship can haue no

shewe. 1884 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 22 Aug., He stood no

show of securing the nomination for the legislature.
(

1888

Boston (Mass.) Jrnl. 10 Dec. 2/3 Must we found an O'Brien

dynasty to convince outsiders that men of Celtic blood have

a fair show in Boston 1 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Col. Re-

former (1891) 183 As he's a gentleman, he's bound to give

you a show. 1891 N. Gould Double Event 70 He thought

Caloola had a big show for the Sydney Derby.

d. dial. Applied to the display made by an

animal when at its best ; e. g. the plumage of a

cock-bird at pairing-time, the udder of a cow.

1886 Newton in Encycl. Brit. XXI. 54/2 (Ruff), The
cock-bird, when out of his nuptial attire, or, to use the fen-

man's expression, when he has not 'his show on*. 1886

Sale-catalogue in W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., Grand heifer,

splendid show.

4. In generalized sense : Ostentatious display.

1713 Addison Trial Count Tariffs The Court.. upon

Examination found him a True Spaniard : Nothing but

Show and Beggary. 1817 Mar. Edgeworth Ormond i, Sir

Ulick. .loved shew and company. 1859 Habits Gd. Society

v. 233 Yet it [the zither] is not calculated for large concerts

:

we English must have noise and show.

f b. Of show : suited for display ; fine, splendid.

1573-80 Th. M. To Rdr. xi. in Baret's Alv.Xv}/-* These

floures of shewe.. Are here in Hiue. a 1668 Lassels Voy
Italy (1698) II. 119 They shewed me.. curious saddles, har-

ness, liveries of show embroidered with gold and silver.

1780 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. France II. 169 Wealth diffused

makes all men comfortable, and leaves no man splendid..

.

Objects of show are therefore unfrequent in England.

o. For show : for the sake of mere appearance

or display, as opposed to utility.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary Aug. 1641 (Haarlem), A faire payre

of organs, which I could not find they made use of in divine

service, . . but only for shewe. 1849 Dk. Rutland in Croker

Papers (1884) III. 195, I apprehend that for night use they

[the pillows] were large, and were replaced by small ones

for show during the day. 1886 Ruskin Pmterita I. vi. 184

My father.. never would have paid the cost of an extra

horse for show.

5. An appearance or display (of something, a

quality, activity, sentiment, etc.) to which there is

at least some degree of reality to correspond.

Chiefly in negative contexts or with a limiting

word (some, some little).

1581 Lambarde Eiren. 1. v. (1602) 26 It hath some shew of

question. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acosta's Hist. Indies x.

xxvii. 408 In other things their customes and ceremonies

have some shew of reason. 1668 Dryden Secret Love Pref.

a 1 b, If this with any shew of reason may be defended.

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. xii, Whereupon,

that gentleman, with some little show of alarm, told her

that [etc.]. 1871 Black Adv. Phaeton xviii. 244 When she

is in the house, I am treated with some show of attention.

b. An indication, sign or token of something; a

trace or vestige of. Now only in negative contexts.

1563 Homilies II. Inform. 11. Vvvj, Yet let vs not be

scorners. .for that is the vttermost token & shewe of a re-

probate. 1600 Hakluyt Voy. III. 394 Here are many
mountaines that beare shewes of mettals, but they went not

to see them. 1604 E. G[rimstone] tr. Acosta's Hist. Indies

1. xxv. 79 These markes and shewes of a deluge. 1611

Speed Hist. Gt. Brit. ix. xv. (1623) 810 Vexation of mind

and distemperature of body carried apparant shewes in his

face. 1718 Hickes & Nelson Kettlewell 1. i. 2 It fell into

Decay, and now hath no Shew of its ancient Grandeur.

1821 Scott Keniho. xvi, No show or sign of greeting passed

between the Earls.

o. U.S. and Austral. An indication of the pre-

sence of metal in a mining ground, of oil in a

well, etc.

[1600 : cf. 5 b]. 1870 Cone & Johns Petrolia 144 (Cent.)

The depth to which a well is drilled is. .regulated, .some-

times by the show, as it is called, of the oil in the well.

1876-7 Vennor in Geol. Survey of Canada 304 The best

shows of the mineral [apatite] occur on the first part of lot

nineteen.
'

d. An appearance or promise of or for

something that is to come. Obs. exc. dial.

1648 Gage West Ind. 90 The Indians comforted us with

the shews of fair weather. 1768 Ann. Reg., Hist. Europe

133/1 The season seems critical and the shew for plenty not

yet to be relied upon. 1886 W. Somerset Word-bk. s. v.,

There's a fine show for apples— i. e. prospect or appearance

of a crop.

6. An unreal or illusory appearance (of some-

thing) ; an appearance with little or no reality

behind it.

1547 Homilies I. Good Wis. 1. C ij b, They be but shadowes

& shewes of liuely and good thynges, & not good and liuely

thynges in deede. 1639 N. N. tr. DuBosq's Compl. Woman
1. 8 There is a shew onely of good in these kinde of Pam-
phlets. 1700 Rowe Amb. Step-Mother 1. i. 215 Disdain those

shews of Danger. 1873 Symonds Grk. Poets vii. 227 True

:

for it gives a show of seeming health ; And shows are good,

although there be no substance.

b. In generalized sense: Empty appearance

without reality.

1583 Melbancke Philolimus C j b, They scatter the meate

they haue in their mouthes, while they scratch for the

shadowe which deludes them with shew. 1856 Miss Yonge
Daisy Chain xiv. 139 'Ah!' she thought, 'if he knew how
ill I behaved 1 It is all show and hollowness with me '.

7. An appearance (of some quality, feeling,

SHOW.

activity, etc.) assumed with more or less intention

to deceive ; a feigned or misleading appearance ;
a

simulation or pretence. Also, a half-hearted or

inchoate attempt or ' offer ' (of doing something).

Formerly often //.
c 1516 Tindale lntrod. Ep. Rom. a iij, Though their be.

.

never so glorious an outewarde shewe and apperance off

honeste lyvynge. 1596 Drayton Leg. Robt. Norm. 473 To
cloalh Treason in a vertuous show. 1611 Bible Luke xx.

47 Which deuoure widowes houses, and for a shew [irpo-

Jiaec] make long prayers. 1725 Pope Odyss. IV. 966 III

suits it with your shews of duteous zeal, From me the pur-

pos'd voyage to conceal. 1827 Scott Higkl. Widow v.

Whether he purposed by a show of resistance, to provoke

them to kill him on the spot. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng.

ii. I. 267 [They] were heard, if not with approbation, yet

with the show of acquiescence. 1867 Freeman Norm. Conq.

(1876) I. vi. 449 His refusal was cloked under a show of

feudal loyalty. 1885 L'pool Daily Post 7 May 5/3 It was

instructive to witness Mr. John Hughes rise, and with great

show of indignation, gibe at his leader.

b. To make (a) show, to assume an appearance

which is more or less deceptive ; to make a pre-

tence or feint, pretend. Const, if, ifor, -\to with

inf. ; t also with as though, as if and clause. Also,

to make a half-hearted beginning or attempt at

doing something ; const, of with n. of action.
_

1559 Fecknam in Strype Ann. Ref. (1709) I. n. App. ix. 25

Every Booke made a shewe to be set furthe accordinge to

the syncere Word of God. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 340

Such as were wicked and maliciously mynded, would not

depart, but made a shewe as though they would do some-

what. 1611 Bible Gal. vi. 12 As many as desire to make

a faire shew in the flesh. 1635 R. N. tr. Camden's Hist.

Eliz. III. 268 Whatsoever he revealed, the Queene made
shew as if she understood it all before. 1640 tr. Verdere's

Rom. of Rom. 11. 1. 195 Trasiclea. .peradventure is not so

much displeased, as she makes shew for. 1653 H. Cogan
tr. Pinto's Trav. x. 30 They made shew as though they

would be gone. 1653 Holcroft Procopius, Pers. Wars 1.

3 The Epbthalites made shew to be much affraid. 11674
Clarendon Hist. Reb. xi. § 98 They made great shows of

being mutually glad to see each other. 1819 Scott Leg.

Montrose xv, The Lowland cavalry made a show of charg-

ing. 1863 Dickens Let. W. Collins 24 Sept. in Pall Mall
Gaz. (1891) 23 Oct. 3/1 Two little men, who did nothing,

made a show of doing it all.

o. By show of, under a show of: under pretence

or pretext of, by alleging as a pretext or authority.

1625 Bacon Ess., Judicature r 1 And by Shew of led. 1612

by colour of) Antiquitie, to introduce Noueltie. 1681 W.
Robertson Phraseol. Gen. 11 19/2 Under a shew of friend-

ship, per simulationem amicilix.

IL concr. Something shown or presented to view.

8. A person or tiling exhibited or gazed at as an

object of admiration, curiosity, mockery, or the

like. To make a show of, to exhibit to public

view ; to expose to public contempt.

153S Coverdale Col. ii. 15 And hath spoyled rule and

power, and hath made a shewe of them openly. 1560 Daus
tr. Sleidane's Comm. x. 136 b, The kyng and his two fel-

lowes were caried hither and thither vnto Prynces, for a

shewe and mockery. 1605 Shaks. Macb. v. viii. 24 Then
yeeld thee Coward, And liue to be the shew, and gaze o' th'

time. 1618 Bolton Florus in. iii. (1636) 170 Theutobocchus,

. .being apprehended, .was single an whole shew himselfe.

1791 ' G. Gambado 'Ann. Horsem. x. (1809) 109, I could have

sold my horse for a hundred guineas, as a show. 1810

Crabbe Borough ii. 97 That marble arch, our sexton's fa-

vourite show. 18x8 Byron Ch. Har. iv. xviii, [Venice] Per.

chance even dearer in her day of woe, Than when she was

a boast, a marvel, and a show. 1842 Murray's Hand-bk.

N. Italy 17/2 The Armeria Regia. .is considered as one of

the principal shows of Turin.

b. Something mechanically contrived or put

together as an object for exhibition or display.

1587 Mascall Cattle, Sheep (1596) 236 Others set vp

shewes of dead Dogges heades, which is to feare any wilde

beast in comming to the folde. 1590 E. Webbe Trav. (Arb.)

29 In which shew or Arke there was tbirteene thousand

seuerall peeces of fire worke.
p

C. transf. A person whose appearance is likely

to attract notice for its oddity, etc ; a ' sight '

;

an object of contemptuous pity.

1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. $ Com., Lond. 28 That
Wheezing Sickly Shew . . is the Devil's Broker. 1749 John-

son Fan. Hum. Wisltes 318 And Swift expires a Driv'ler

and a Show. -

f9. Something put forward or exhibited as a

specimen or sample. Obs.

157a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1.

xxlx. 72 b, With this Caruel he sent a man of that Countrey

for a shew, by what kinde of people the same was inhabited.

1639 S. Du Verger tr. Camus' Admir. Events A inj, This

booke is so little, that it is but a shew, which breeds a wish

for an ampler piece.

10. gen. A sight, spectacle. Usually with quali-

fying word.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Euagrius Schol. 11. xiii.

437 This lamentable destruction reached, .from Constantines

market vnto the market of Taurus, a pitiefull shewe and

dredfull to behold. 1639 Rouse Heav. Univ.m. (1702) 24

So neither are they presented to us as bare sights, Shews,

and Spectacles. 1673-4 Grew Anat. Plants m. 11.(1682)

127 In the Leaves of Pine, they Ithe Pores] are likewise

through a Glass a very Elegant Show. 1711 Addison Sped.

No. 412 r 6 We no where meet with a more glorious or

pleasing Show in Nature than what appears in the Heavens

at the rising and setting of the Sun. 1806 Wordsw. Addr.

Child 27 That one upright twig. .Studded with apples, a

beautiful show ! 1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw. I rent i
Ancholme 28 The golden Alyssum grows, a beautiful show

in the spring.



SHOW.
b. dial. A picture or print in a book.
a 1837 Mrs. Palmer Dial. Drum. Dial. 1. (1839) 1, I.,

was looking to zee if there be any shows [footn. prints or
pictures] in en. 1901 F. E. Ta*lor Folk-Sp. S. Lanes.
(E.D.D.), Aw loike a book wi' plenty o' shows in it.

11. A phantasmal appearance ; an apparition.
1611 Shaks. £>»ij. v. v. 428 As I slept, me thought Great

Iupiter vpon his Eagle back'd Appear'd to me, with other
sprightly shewes Of mine owne Kindred. 1645 Ussher
Body Div. 117 What mean you by Visions? Their appear.
ing..to the mind and inward senses, either in the night by
dreams, .or in the day by some strange shows, as they did
to the Prophets, a 1700 Dryden Flower .$ LeaftSi What
you saw, was all a Fairy Show.
12. A display on a large scale of objects for

public inspection ; esp. a temporary exhibition in
a particular place and under special regulations of
objects (e. g. flowers, cattle, motor-cars) arranged
so as to facilitate inspection, comparison or pur-
chase.

1837 Yovatt Sheep 317 From the 1st to the 8th of June
the members shall not show their rams, except to one
another. They shall begin their general show on the 8th of
June. 1840 Jrnl. R. Artie. Sac. I. p. lviii, The show of
live-stock [at the Oxford Meeting) was numerous. 1864
Field 2 July 8/2 Show of Horses at the Agricultural Hall,
Islington. Ibid. 71/3 The aristocratic shows of the Royal
Horticultural Society. 1913 lllustr. Loud. News 22 Feb.
260/1 In previous years the Aero Show.. has utterly failed
to attract the general public

b. A display of objects casually brought or
found together.

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723) 295 July, and
August, .exhibit a still different Shew of Vegetables. 1885
Field 7 Feb. 147/3 The chief feature of the day was the fine
show of foxes at Gumley.

13. A spectacle elaborately prepared or arranged
in order to entertain a number of spectators ; a
pageant, masque, procession, or similar display on
a large scale.

Often used, esp. in //., for the displays of the theatre and
circus in ancient Rome (spectacula, tudi). Not applied to
a regular dramatic performance (but see 15, and cf. Dumb
show). For Lord Mayor s Show see Lord Mayor i.

1561 [see Dumb show). 1575 Laneham Let. (1871) 1 Too
bee prezent atanysheawor spectacl. 1588SHAKS. £.£..£.
\.\. 118 The King would haue mee present the Princesse .

.

with some delightful! ostentation, or show, or pageant.
1629 Hobbes Thueyd. II. 90 All the dedicated vessels
belonging to the Shewes and Games. 1770 Langhorne
Plutarch, Sylla (1879) I. 515/1 A few months after, he
presented the people with a shew of gladiators. 1797
Burke Regie. Peace iii. Wks. VIII. 393 ft is a shew, and
a spectacle, not a play, that is exhibited. 1849 Macaulay
Hist. Bug. iv. I. 474 It is surely the height of absurdity
to shut_ out the populace from a show of which the main
object is to make an impression on the populace. 1911
T. S. Holmes Orig . Chr. Ch. Caul ii. 43 It was the last day
of the shows.

b. In generalized sense : Pageantry.
191a Stage Year Bk. 9 Without stage show Shakespeare

would not De so popular.

14. In more trivial use : An exhibition of strange
objects, wild beasts, dancers, acrobats, etc., held
usually in a booth or portable building, with a
small charge for admission. (A number of these

are often set up side by side at a fair, or within the
enclosure of a large ' exhibition '. Cf. Side-show.)
Often with denning word : cf. Peep-show, Puppet-show,

Raree-show.
1760-72 H. Brooks FoolofQual. (1792) IV. 198 All were

obliged to pay treble prices, on account ofthe unprecedented
novelty of the shew [a lion and dog in one cage]. 1825 Hone
Every.Day Bk.l. 1175 Atkin's Menagerie. .one of the largest

shows in the fair. Ibid. 1185 Another penny show : 'The
Wonderful Children on the Tight Rope, and Dancing Horse'.
1835 Dickens Sk. Boz, Greenwich Fair, The travelling

menageries, or to speak more intelligibly, the ' Wild-beast
shows '. 1855 Barnum Life x. (Low) 232 We concluded to
take a tour through the * penny shows ', the vans of which
lined oneside ofthe[racc-]course. iSoj'Artemus Ward' His
Bk. (1865) Note before title-p., At the Door of the Tent.
Ladies and Gentlemen, the Show is about to commence. 1886
W. Somerset Word-bk., Show, an exhibition of any kind ; a
performance, whether circus, wild-beast show, wax-work, or
theatricals.

b. The booth or building (with its contents).

1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xix, At his heels went Thomas
Codlin, bearing the show as usual. Ibid., Short was.,
knocking the characters in the fury of the combat against

the sides of the show. 1874 T. Frost Old Showmen 22

The practice of displaying in front of the shows large

pictures of the wonderful feats, or curious natural objects,

to be seen within.

15. Applied colloq. or jocularly to any kind of

public display ; e. g. an exhibition of pictures, a
dramatic performance in a theatre, a fashionable

ceremony or gathering, a speech-making, etc.

1863 Sala in Temple Bar VIII. 278 It has been my voca-

tion to see shows.^ First nights ofnew pieces; private views

of picture exhibitions; ..royal marriages and funerals;.,

layings of first stones ; openings of railways. x886 Stage
Gossip 69 The theatre itself is invariably in slang parlance,

alluded to as the ' show '. 1907 H. Wyndham Flare of
Footlights viii, * I hate matinees , exclaimed Miss Assher-

ton. ' Giving two shows in one day quite tires me out '.

16. slang (Jig. use of senses 14, 15). A matter

or affair, a ' concern '. Also, a body or collection

of persons. To boss or run the show : to assume

chief management or control. To give the show
away: to blab; to betray the deficiencies, preten-
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tiousness, etc. of an affair in which a number of
persons are concerned.
1889 Daily Netvs 9 Feb. 6/1 The U.B. endeavoured.. to

control the funds_ and operations of the League—to ' boss
the show ', as Sir Charles suggested, making use of a
familiar American expression. 1898 Davitt Life <y Progr.
A ustralia I. iv. 15 Compared with the working and machinery
at ' Bayley's Reward ' [a mine] the Lord Fingall concern
appeared a very small show. 1899 Delannoy Nineteen
Thous. Pounds xxx, I didn't want to give the show away.
1901 Essex Weekly Herald 8 Mar. 3/3, I do not wish to be
tried by this court, because I have never had any pity from
this show.

III. Technical uses.

17. Med. A sanguino-serous discharge from the
vagina prior to labour. Also, the first appearance
of a menstrual flow. (Syd. Soc. Lex.)
1753 R. Russell Diss. Sea Water 385, I was called to a

young Lady, who had a Shew of the Menses at twelve
Years old. 1822-29 Good's Study Med. (ed. 3) V. 40 The
mucous fluid, secreted in the beginning of labour.. and
hence vulgarly denominated show, or appearance. 1893
Brit. Med. Jrnl. 30 Sept. 55 A lady aged 42 had never seen
any vaginal ' show ' for thirteen years.

18. Piquet. (See quot. 1889.)
'744 Hoyle Piquet i. 6 But if on the contrary you are to

be younger-hand, and are eighty-six to fifty or sixty, never
regard the losingtwo or three Points for the gaining of one,
because that Point brings you within your Shew. 1889
H. Jones (' Cavendish ') Piquet (ed. 6) 132 The Show, elder
hand (when small cards are counted in play), is twenty-
eight; younger hand is fourteen. That is, it is about an
even chance the elder hand will score twenty-eight or more,
and that theyounger hand will score fourteen or more.
19. Mining. A lambent blue flame appearing

above the ordinary flame of a candle or lamp when
fire-damp is present.

1851 Greenwell Coal-trade Terms, Northumb. cy Durh.
s. v. 1871 J. H. Collins Mining <$• Quarrying 112.

IV. attrib. and Comb.
20. Simple attrib. (= of or belonging to a show

or exhibition), as show-bench, -keeper, -line, -world.

171S Lond. Gaz. No. 5329/3 Shew-keepers of Wild Beasts.
1865 ' C^Bede ' Rook's Card. 190 Much the same sort of
thing existed in the Show world. 1888 Times 10 Oct. 5/5
Barnaby [a bloodhound] is better known on the show
benches. 190X Munsey's Mag. XXIV. 567/1 Have you
been in the show.line ever since you left home.
21. attrib. or qaas\-adj. a. In sense 'charac-

terized by show or display ',
' fitted for display or

striking effect ',
' that is made a show or exhibition

of, ' chosen or put forward as a choice or effective

specimen'. Of animals and plants : Bred or grown
for display or for ' points '.

1573 G. Harvey Letterbk. (Camden) 48 As he is marvel-
ously given to be popular for a show matter. 1614 B. Jon-
son Barth. Fair it 1. ii, A delicate show-pig. 1809 Malkin
Gil Bias v. i. F 1 There is a show article or two for public
exhibition. 1819 Keats Othoi. ii. 167 For, without thee, this
day I might have been A show-monster about the streets of
Prague. 1826 Macaulay in Trevelyan Life (1880) I. 148
He [Sydney Smith] is not one of those show-talkers who
reserve all their good things for special occasions. 1831
Trelawny Adv. Younger Son I. 131 My horse and I

became a shew-lion to the sober natives. 1849 Bent/ey's
Misc. Dec. 583 The FlAneur gazed for the first time upon
this famed show-stream of the Continent. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. i. This quadrangle is the show part of
the college. 186s [F. W. Robinson] Owen h. iv, Owen was
the show-boy now when visitors came. 1885 [W. H. White]
Mark Rutherford's Deliv. i. (1892) 14 They evidently con-
sidered the prayer merely as an elocutionary show-piece.
1886 S. Scott Sheep-farming 163 So longas the show sheep
pay their own way they do very well, iooi Ediu. Rev.
Oct. 433 That tendency to display, fostered by the vanity of
parents, which is the hall-mark of what has been, in fate

years, designated the show-child.

b. In sense 'merely spectacular', ' existing only
in appearance ',

' pretended ', ' unreal '.

a 1734 North Life Dudley Northiij^) 65 marg. He had
a Shew-Audience before the Grand Signor. 1819 Shelley
Lelt.Pr. Wks. 1888 II. 285 Hobhouse, Eustace, and For.
sytb, will tell all the shew-knowledge about it. 1856 Miss
Yonoe Daisy Chain I. ix, It would be hollow, show-goodness.

22. Special comb. : show-bill, a bill or placard

announcing a show, public sale, etc. ; show-
board, a sign-board ; show-bottle, a large glass

bottle containing coloured liquid, to make a show
in a druggist's window ; so show-carboy; show-
card^ card containing a tradesman's advertisement

of goods, etc. ; also, a card on which patterns are ex-

hibited in a shop ; show-cart, a cart forming part

of a travelling menagerie, etc. ; show-case, a glass

case for exhibiting delicate or valuable articles in a

shop or museum ; t show-cloth, a cloth hung up in

front of a booth and painted with a highly-coloured

representation of the show within
; f show-era

[OE. sern place, house], a show-house (an inter-

pretation of ' Ephratah in Micah v. 2) ; f show-
fellow, a strolling player ; show-folk, showmen
and others connected with a show ; + show-hall,

a theatre ; show-shop, (a) a contemptuous term

for a show or exhibition ; (b) a shop in which an

attractive display is made, esp. of cheap goods

;

t show-stone, a crystal used as a magic mirror

for gazing in ; Show-Sunday, (a) the Sunday
before the Oxford Commemoration, on the evening

of which a kind of University parade used to be

SHOW.
held in the Broad Walk of Christ Church

; (b)
among artists, the Sunday before ' sending-in day';
T show-token, a sign, portent

; + show-trade, a
trade in cheap and showy goods ; show-window
U.S., a shop-window in which goods are displayed

;

show-woman, a woman who conducts a show
(cf. Showman), or who is employed to display
goods, etc. ; f show-worthy <z., ? deserving of
display, fine or splendid in appearance; show-
yard, an enclosure in which live stock, machinery,
and other large objects are exhibited ; also attrib.
See also Show-box, -glass, -house, Showman,
Show-place, -room.
1801 Strutt Sports H Past. in. vi. § 23 The following
show-bill [announcing an exhibition of sword-play], 1837
Hawthorne Twice-told T. (1851) I. xvi. 248 The immense
showbill of a wandering caravan. 1806 Sporting Mag.
XXVII. 42 Lines painted on a "shewboard lately put up in
Barrack-street in the city of Norwich. 1862 Catal. Internal.
Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5263 Show-boards of all kinds. 1848
Mech. Mag. May 454/2 Improvements in .. "show-cards.
1862 Catal. Internal. Exhib., Brit. II. No. 5289 Samples
of coloured labels, show cards, &c. 1817 Coleridge Biog.
Lit. xxiii. (1907) II. 181 Polito's (late Pidcock's) •show-
carts. 1879 Print. Trades Jrnl. xxvnl. 12 Put up in in-
expensive little "showcases. 1758 H. Walpole Let. to G.
Montagu 24 Oct., I am a little sorry that my preface, like
the "show-cloth to a sight, entertained you more than the
bears that it invited you in to see. 1825 Hone Every.Day
Bk. I. 1172, I.. examined the promising show-cloths and
inscriptions on each show, c laoo Ormin 7025 Effrata
bitacnebb uss "Shaewerrne onn Ennglissh spaeche. 1756
LifeE. T. Bates 38 Intimate with a vagabond "Shew-fellow.
1819 F. Moore (title) The Age of Intellect, or, clerical
"Showfolk and wonderful Layfolk. 1856 R. W. Procter
Barber's Shop xviii. (1883) 177 Barnum, whose book of con-
fessions is sufficient to make one doubt the veracity of all
show-folk. 156a Turner Herbal 11. 51 The theues war
brought into the great theatre or *shewhall agayn. 1818
Cobbett Pol. Reg. XXXIII. 431 How the fellow's "show-
shop would be crowded ! 1848 Kingsley Alton Locke x,
The public ran daily more and more to the cheap show-
shops. 1850 Bigsby Shoe <r Canoe I. 109 Some of the show,
shops [of Montreal] rival those ofLondon in their plate-glass
windows, a 1608 Dee Relat. Spir. 1. (1659) 6, I had. .set
the *shew-stone with the mystery in it on the Table. 1693
I. Mather Cases Consc. 66 How often have they . been
known . . to shew in a Glass or in a Shew-stone persons
absent ? 1854 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 11. xii. In the
evening they attended the customary * *Show Sunday

'

fromenade in Christ Church Broad Walk. 1886 C. E.
'ascoe Lond. To.day xiv. (ed. 3) 128 ' Show-Sunday ' is the

day on which artists who exhibit, or hope to exhibit, at the
Royal Academy and elsewhere, receive their friends and
friends' friends at their studios. 1535 Coverdale Ezek.
xii. 6 I haue made the a *shewtoken vnto the house of
Israel. 1397 J. Payne Royal Exch. Pref. 7 Beinge suche
a shew token to patrons of benefices. 1848 Kingsley Alton
Locke^ x, Our young employer intended to enlarge his
establishment, for the purpose of commencing business in
the ' "show.trade '. x88o Cable Grandissimes xlviii, A
nameless fellow in the throng.. dropped two bricks through
the glass of the *show-window. 1905 Whitman in Westm.
Gaz. 16 Oct. 4/2 Dr. Japp's intellectual stock-in-trade
would have gone far to fill up the mental show-window of
half a dozen ' popular ' reputations. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Man ofMatty Fr. 1. 181 Look at ..my Lady Frances,
a *shew-woman—like Madam Catharina, with watchwork
under her hoop ! 1825 Hone Every.day Bk. 1. 1194 It [the

head] looked sufficiently terrific, when the lady show-woman
put the candle in at the neck. 1898 Daily News 7 May 8/4
The beautiful girls who are secured as show-women by the
West-end shops. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 283 b marg..
What triumphe is honourable and "shewe woortnie. 1840
yohn Bull 19 July 346/2 Nearly 1,500 1., it is said, were
taken at the "Show-yard in the course of the day. 1847
lllustr. Lond. News 10 July 27/2 The Race-course, which
is set apart as a show-yard for the exhibition of prize-cattle.

1877 Jrnl. R. Agric. Soc. 533 His handsome chestnut colt

. .seems to have a deal of Showyard mettle in him.

Show, s/h- Sc. and dial. Also shoe, shough,
shove, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Diet.). [var. of

Shove sb.i] = Shove sb.%

1765 Museum Rust. IV. 459 When the flax is sufficiently

watered, it feels soft to the grip, and the harle parts easily

with the boon or show. 1827 Steuart Plattter's G. (1828)

494 ' Shows ', as the refuse of a Flaxmill is usually called,

in this part of the kingdom. 1900 Scotsman 23 Oct. (E.D.D.),
The shows being now removed, the hecklingprocess followed.

Show (/<?»), v. Pa. t. showed (Jo«d). Pa.

pple. shown (Joon). Forms: o. 1 seSawian,
2-3 sceawen, sheawen, 2-4 sewe(n, 2-6

shewen, 3 sceewen, scewen, seawen, scheau-
wen, (imp. seheau), Ormin sheewenn, 3-4
scheawe(n, schewi, -y, soewi, ssewe, -i, -y,

sceu, (cheu), 3-5 scheu, sheu(e, 3-6 sohew(e,

(3-5 -en, 4-5 -yn), 3-8 shewe, 4 sschewe,
sseawe, -y, scewe, (imp. scheuj), 5 sheew, 6

sheaw, sew(e, 4- shew. /3. Chiefly northern

and Sc. 2-4seawe(n, 3-4 scau, scawin, shauwe,
3-6 scaw, shawe, schaw(e, (3-5 -in), 3-7 schau,

(3-4 -en, 7 sohaue), 5-6 saw(e (?), 5-7 shau,

3- shaw. 7. 3 seowen, showen, ssow, 3-4

schowi, 4-6 sohow(e, 5 schou- 5, 7 scho, 5-7
showe, 6 sho(e, sheowe, 6, 9 dial, shoo, 5-

show. Pa. t. a. In regular forms 1 scSawede, -ode,

etc ;
3- shewed, 5- showed ; also 2 sceaude,

2-3 sheude, 3-4 schued, 6 schuyd, shoyd. ts.

Strong forms Sc. 4-6 scheu, schew(o, 6 sheu,

shewe, 6- (also Eng. dial.) shew (J»). Pa.pple.
96-2



SHOW.

o. In regular forms i sescgawod, etc. ; 4- shewed,

5- showed; also 5 ahued, -yd. 0. Strong forms

3 Ormin shawenn, 3-4 sohaun, soaun, soawin,

4-6 shawen, -in, 5-6 sohau-, schawen, -in,

-yn, 6 shaune, s(c)hawne, (erron. sohaw)

;

4-5 shene (?), 5-6 s(o)hewin, 6-7 shewen, 7-

shewn ; 6 sehowin, shoun, 6-7 showen,

showne, 7 schowne, 7- shown. [A common
WGer. weak verb : OE. sctawian m OFris. skawia,

stowia, schoia, skua (WFris. skoaije, skdgje, skouje),

OS. skawon (MLG. schowen), MDu. scauwen,

schauwen (mod.Da. schouwen), OHG. scauwSn,

scouwSn (MHG. schouwen, schawen, mod.G.

schauen) :—WGer. *skauw6jan, i. OTeut. *skau-

to see, look, whence Goth, skaun-s beautiful (see

Sheen a.) ; other alleged cognates in Gothic are

spurious. In all the continental WGer. langs., as

in OE., the verb means 'to look at' ; the sudden

change in Eng. (c 1200) from this to the causative

sense ' to cause to see, exhibit, manifest ', is difficult

to account for. (The existence of the causative

sense in OE. is not really proved by the rare dre

gesceawian to show mercy, gritS sciawian to grant

a safe-conduct, as these uses may be explained as

developed from the sense ' to look out, provide '.)

From early ME. the verb has had a strong con-

jugation (after Know v., etc.) by the side of the

original weak conjugation ; in the pa. t. this

survives only in dialects; but for the pa. pple.

shown is now the usual form ; the older showed is

still sometimes used in the perfect tenses active

(chiefly with material object), but in the passive it

is obs. exc. as a deliberate archaism. The spelling

shew, prevalent in the 18th c. and not uncommon
in the first half of the 19th c, is now obs. exc. in

legal documents. It represents the obsolete pro-

nunciation (indicated by rhymes like view, true

down to c 1 700) normally descending from the OE.
sclaw- with falling diphthong. The present pro-

nunciation, to which the present spelling corre-

sponds, represents an OE. (? dialectal) scedw- with

a rising diphthong.
The OTeut. root *siau- represents an Indogerraanic_*s?cK-

found in Gr. 0i/o-tr*6(f)tw- one who attends to sacrifices
',

a priest ; cognates without the initial j are Skr. kavi wise

man, Gr. noeii- to feel, observe, L. cavire to take precautions.]

f I. 1. trans. To look at, gaze upon, behold,

view; to inspect, review ; to reconnoitre, spy (a land,

etc.) ; to look at mentally, consider, examine ; to
' see ', read, find (in a book). Obs.

Also (OE.) to look with favour upon, have respect to.

Beowulf 132 SySban hie baes laoan last sceawedon. c 1000

Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 27 Sceawiab ba lilian hu hi wexaS.
O. E. Chron. an. 1086, Se cyng ferde to Winceastre & scea-

wode ban madme hus. c laoo Ormin 7032, & sen & shae-

wenn burrh innsihht..AH batt tatt erbli3 mann ina33 sen

purrh clennsedd sawless e3he. c 1205 Lav. 4815 Hescawede
a wuodes & ba wildernes. C1300 Havelok 2136 pe knithes

outh of hem god gamen, Hem forto shewe, and loken to.

t b. intr. To look or gaze upon. Obs.

c 1250 Gen. $ Ex. 2661 Quiles he seweden him up-on.

T o. (For) to show used epexegetically after an

adj. = to look upon, to behold, to see. Obs.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 6or pe fax on his faire hede was
ferly to schawe. c 1400 Destr. Troy 1550 pat were shene

for to shew & of shap noble.

II. To cause or allow to be seen or looked at.

* Uses implying intentional action.

2. trans. To bring forward or display (an object)

in order that it may be looked at ; to expose or

exhibit to view. Const, to or dative of person.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 292 Hold hit [sc. the cross] up asean be

ueonde and scheau hit him witterliche. c 1275 Passion of
our Lord 610 in O. E. Misc. 54 He schewede heom his

honde and so he dude his fet. a 1300 Cursor M. 19889 And
3uen bis wessel thris was scaun, Again it was til heuen
raun. a 1400 Minor Poems fr. Vernon MS. 491 Whon

he was schewed to be siht. 1563-83 Foxe A. ty M. 1398/2

Sir John..sheweth the people the empty chalice. 1656

Cowley Mistress, Gazers 1, To shew such stores, and nothing

grant, Is to enrage and vex my want. 1774 Goldsm. Nat.
Hist- (1776) V. 210 A partridge is shewn him, and he is then
ordered to lie down. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau. in. xii,

Show me your tongue—let me feel your pulse. 1888 '
J. S.

Winter' Booties Childr. i, Taking the pups indoors. .to

show little missie.

t b. With advs. To show forth : to put forth

or bring out to be seen. To show up : to hold up
to view. Obs.

c 1320 Sir Tristr. 3097 pi finger forb bou schawe. a 1533
Berners Huon lx. 209, I pray you shewe hym forth that

ye speke of. 1563-83 Foxe A. <y M. 1938/2 Thirdly, that

the Priest sheweth vp an Idoll at masse.

c. reft. To present oneself to a person or persons

in order to be looked at. (Cf. sense 10.)
c xaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 71 Ite et ostendite uos sacerdoti.

£wf..go(S and shewe8 31U 3iuwer prest. 411225 Ancr. R. 250
Efter his ariste, bo he com & scheawede him. 1340 Ayenb.
13 He aros uram dyabe to Hue and sseawede him to his

deciples. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 29 Aug. 1695, The King
went a progresse into the North, to shew himselfe to the
people against the elections. 1760-a Goldsm. Cit. W. v,

Yesterday the new king shewed himself to his subjects.
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d. With complement (rarely f ace. and inf.)

:

To display in a (specified) condition or with a

(specified) appearance. Also reft. fAlso, to

cause to appear or look (such and such).

c 1275 Serving Christ 13 in O. E. Misc. 91 I-seon vre

louerd crist .. Showen his wunden so blodi to.bleden. 13..

Seuyn Sag. (W.) 833 And sschewede his child hoi and sound.

c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvii. (Vincencius) 73 pai schew baim

fere starkare & glad, pane quhen to presone he baim had.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour (1906) 167 One ought not to

coynte her body for to shewe it small and better shapen.

1584 R. Scot Discov. Witchcr. xm. xxxiii. (1886) 282 Then

. . he would shew you everie leafe to be painted with birds.

1882 Century Mag. I. 589 She showed herself much
more lavishly, .bugled and bangled than the Americans.

e. To hold up or place (a light) where it can be

seen (as a signal, to point out the way in the dark,

etc.). Kisofig.
13.. Cursor M. 18196 (Gott.) And bu baim scheus sua

selcuth light ? a 1533 Berners Hiion lxi. 212, 1 pray you .

.

make no fyer, nor shewe no lyght. 1567 Gude <$• Goalie B.

(S.T.S.) 173 Schawand till vs thy perfite lycht. 1831 Scott

Ct. Robt. xxiii, The Prince of Otranto had orders to show
certain lights.. so as to indicate danger. 1838 Dickens

O. Twistxliv, 'Light him down' said Sikes,..'show him
alight'. 1895 Law Times Rep. LXXIII. 623/1 Neither

did Judges, .stand by the line and show a light, as it was
his duty to do.

f. To exhibit (a sign, token), lit. and fig.

Hence, in Biblical language, to exhibit (a 'sign'

or marvel), to work (a miracle) ; but cf. sense 3.

f Also, to make (a dream or vision) appear to a

person.
c 1200 Ormin 15586 Whatt takenn sharwesst tu till uss

patt dost tuss bise dedess? [Cf. John ii. 18]. a 1225 Leg.

Kath. 1573 pe cwen..cleopede to hire Porphire,..& seide

him a sweuen pet hire wes ischawet. c 1330 K. Brunne
Chron. Wace (Rollsj 1349 On fele maners scho scheweid

hem syngne. c 1400 Destr. Troy 11 79 1 Two meruellis on

mold maynly were shewid. a 1533 Berners Huon lxxxi.

246, 1 haue sayd nothynge but he shal shew tokens that my
sayenge is trewe. 1526 Tindale Mark xiii. 22 For falce

christes shall arysc.And shall shewe [SaJa-ouai] myracles

and wonders. 1526 — Acts vii. 36 Shewynge [iroi»j<ras]

wonders and signes in Egipte. 1535 Coverdale Neh. ix.

10 And hast..shewed tokens and wonders [1611 And shewedst

signes and wonders] vpon Pharao.

g. To display (goods, wares, for sale or in an

exhibition).

1340 Ayenb. 44 pe vifte manere is, ober ping zelle banne

me heb y-sseawed beuore. C1400 Destr. Troy 158 1 There
were stallis by the strete. .Werkmen into won, and baire

wares shewe. 15x7 Star Chamber Cases (SeldenSoc.) II. 120

For his licens there to shewe his seid heryng & sparlyng to

sell. 1884 Stationers' fy Booksellers' Jrnl. 3/1 A goodly

quantity of soft and silky curl-papers, neatly shown. Mod.
Advt., Messrs. A. B. are showing to-day a large stock of new
fancy goods.

h. To display, hang out, unfurl (a banner,

ensign, etc.) t Also with out, up.

c 1470 Got. <y Gaw. 474 Ilka souerane his ensenye shewin

has thair. 1596 Dalrymple tr. Leslie's Hist. Scot. II. 108

The kings bluddie sark vp tha schawe for thair ansin}ie.

1604 Shaks. Oth. 1. i. 757, I must show out a Flag and
signe of Loue. 1698 Fryer Ace. E. India $ P. 36 The
Colours the Fort shewed us, was St. George's Flag. 1815

Scott Guy M. x, The chase then shewed Hamburgh colours,

and returned the fire.

i. To exhibit (a spectacle, some interesting

object) for the amusement of the public ; to make
a show of ; t Also (cf. sense 3), to perform (a

stage-play, tricks, etc.).

ta 1500 Mankind 78 in Macro Plays 4 Xall I breke my
neke to schow yow sporte? 1574 in Feuillerat Revels Q.
Eliz. (1008) 238 My Lord Chamberlens players did show
the history Phedrastus. 1575 Gascoigne Kenelworth Castle

Wks. 1910 II. 95 At which time there wer fireworks shewed
upon the water. 1619 in W. Kelly Notices illustr. Drama
(1865) 254 Item, given to the Playors that shewed Etalion

Motion x". 1662 J. Daviks tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. 392
This Calenter.. diverted us in our way, by. .shewing tricks

with a half-pike. 1701 Evelyn Diary Apr., A Dutch boy.

.

was carried about by his parents to shewe. 1726 Swift
Gulliver 11. ii, I was shown ten times a-day, to the wonder
and satisfaction of all people. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xvi, ' Good ! ' said the old man, venturing to touch one of

the puppets, .
.

' Are you going to shew 'em to-night ? ' 186a
' Artemus Ward' His Bk. (1865) 28, I showed my show in

Uticky.

j. To exhibit threateningly. Hence jocularly,

to make the slightest possible application of.

1833 Reg. Instr. Cavalry 1. 75 Great care must be taken

not to [press the horse too suddenly up to the snaffle by
showing the whip. 1839 Hood Lost Heir 67 As for hair,

tho' it's red it's the most nicest hair when I've time to just

show it the comb.

k. To show one's hand: to display one's cards

face upwards
; fig. to allow one's plans or inten-

tions to be known.
1879 Meredith Egoist xxxvi, Her intrepid lead had shown

her hand to the colonel. 1887 Rider Haggard Jess xiii,

What are you driving at, Frank Muller? You don't show
me your hand like this for nothing. 1895 Bookman Oct.

23/1 He was perilously near showing his whole hand to the

other side.

t 3. To perform openly (a deed, feat, exploit)
;

to put in overt act (something declared or purposed).

1382 Wyclif John x. 32, I haue schewid to 30U manye
goode werkis of my fadir. 1474 Caxton Chesse iv. viii.

(1883) 184 That thou darst not doo and shewe that thou

saist. 1477 Earl Rivers (Caxton) Dictes 22 If thou wylt

correcte eny man shewe it not by vyolence. 1581 A. Hall
Iliad V. 91 Wherefore some worthy deede of Armes, it you

SHOW.
behooues to shoe. 1737 Whiston Josephus, Hist. I. iv. fi 5
Alexander's mercenaries shewed the greatest exploits, both
in soul and body.

4. To produce or submit for inspection (some-

thing in one's possession), a. To produce (a legal

document, etc.) for official inspection; to exhibit

(something) in proof that one possesses it.

a 1325 MS. Rawl, B. 520 If. 64 pe desturbour sal aperen bt

fore Justises ant sewen his chartre. 1426 Cov. Leet Bk. 106,

I neuer relesed ne made dede except 0011 sbued afore all the
seyd wuithy men. 1509 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.)
I. 199 They desire that the seid abbot may schow his

charterys & Evidence. 1617 Moryson /tin. 1. 68 Wee rode
a mile., to the village Treviso, where the Dutchmen shewed
a pasport. 1662 in Extr. St. Papers rel. Friends (iQti)

Ser. n. 145 Hugh Tickell hauing the letter shown beleiues

it to be the hand of John Dixon. 1866 Chamb. Kncycl.
VIII. 91/1 (Railways) A call by the guard to * shew tickets

'

previous to starting.

b. To have (something) to show for (one's

labour, expenditure, etc.) : to be able to exhibit as

a result.

1727 Gay Begg. Op. 1. vii, I have this watch and other

visible marks of his favour to show for it. 1826 Scott Jrnl.

6 Sept., Here is a fine spate of work—a day diddled away,
and nothing to show for it.

f c. To produce for inspection with a view to

military service ; to muster. In Cock-fighting^ to

make an array of (cocks) on either side. Obs.

1655 Fuller Ch. Hist. VIII. 39 The Queen priviledged

them from shewing their Horses with the Laytie ; yet so as

they should muster them up for the defence of the Land
under Captains of their own choosing. 1716 Lond. Gaz.
No. 5436/4 There will, .be 31 Cocks shewed of a side. 1730

Chenv Hist. List Horse-matches^ etc. 167 Mr. Ruston
fought Mr. Newton showing 21 Cocks aside for 2 Guineas
a Battle.

d. fig. (Often of things quasi-personified). To
(be able to) present to (physical or mental) view.

1611 Second Maiden's Tragedy 623 (Malone Soc.) The
only enemye that my life can showe me. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 21 Nov. 1679, Such an hospitable costume and
splendid magistrature dos no city in the world shew. 1705

Addison Italy, Monaco 13 Perhaps there is no House in

Europe that can show a longer Line of Heroes. X802

Wordsw. Misc. Sonn.
}
Composed upon Westm. Bridge,

Earth has not anything to show more fair. 1805-6 Cary
Dante's Inf. xxix. 119 Sure not France herself Can show a
tribe so frivolous and vain. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-

day xxxi. (ed. 3) 288 White's can show a record of more
than a century.

e. To show up : To hand up (a school-exercise,

etc.) for inspection by a teacher or examiner.
i8o3.Prc JVYcNo. 14 (1806) II. 247 Shewing up our exercises

to the Assistant of the form. 1912 Marg. F. Moore Two
Set. Bibliogr. Pref. 16 Students are encouraged to show up
exercises in the transcription and extension of facsimiles.

-j- 5. To bring or put forward for some purpose

or use ; to present (an object) to a person in order

that he may take it or use it. To show water : to

produce a fee. Obs.

a 1300 K. Horn 1461 Harpe he gan schewe. a 1300

Cursor M. 12405 To me bou scau bar-of be tan ende for to

drau And bou be tobur. a 1375 Joseph A rim. 587 Scheu3
me myn hache, and I schal note hit to-day. c 1450 Mirk's
Festial 90 pen sayde Crist :

( Schew me by hond '
; and toke

hur hond, and put hit ynto hys syde. 1632 M assinger Maid
0/ Honour 1. i, If you have a suite, shew water, I am blinde

else.

t b. To fire (a broadside). Const, to. Obs.

1624 Massinger Renegado v. viii, ^As a farewell they

shewed a broad side to vs.

t c. Naut. To show canvas : to spread sail to

the wind.
1874 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. iv. 57. 12 [denotes]

Hurricane To which she could show No canvas.

6. To let (a person) read or examine (a book,

writing) ; to bring (it) to his notice.

1677 H. Savile in 12th Rep, Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v.

43 The Grantham verses you sent me I shewd Sir Robert

Carr, and asked him if he made them, 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xlv, I showed Lord Steyne your pamphlet on
Malt. 1855 Browning Gramm. Funeral 48 ' What's in the

scroll
',
quoth he, ' thou keepest furled ? Shew me their

shaping, Theirs, who most studied man, the bard and sage.

7. To represent in sculpture or graphic art.

1660 Bloome Archit. Cj, 10 parts, shewed on the right

side. 1700 T. Brown Amusem. Ser. <$• Com. 105 This
Picture does not shew them to Advantage. 1854 in Orr's

Circ. Set., Org. Nat. I. 254 The saltatorial modification of

the.. skeleton is here shewn in that of ..Macropus eiegans.

1904 R. C. Jebb Bacchylides (Proc. Brit. Acad.) 6 Here is

the ship, .but the painter could not also show us Minos
throwing the ring, or Theseus diving. 1905 L. Whibley
Companion Grk. Studies iv. § 3. 247 The western frieze

shows the horsemen preparing.

8. To display deliberately or ostentatiously in

order to attract notice or win admiration.

1509 Barclay Shyp o/Folys (1874) I. 221 Or to be sene,

and to showe his gardyd cote. 1693 Humours Town 114

A Throng of Fools, of both Sexes, walking up and down to

shew their new Cloaths. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair-xliii,

She curled her hair and showed her shoulders at him, as

much as to say, Did ye ever see such jet ringlets and such a

complexion? 1853 Kingsley Hypatia v, Taking care to

show the most lovely white heel and ankle.

b. To show off\ to display ostentatiously.

1820 W. Irving Sketch Bk., Christmas Day, He turned

over the leaves.. with something of a flourish; possibly to

show off an enormous seal-ring. 1848 Thackeray I an.

Fair J, To show off before them his new wealth and splen-

dour. 1879 M. Pattison Milton 192 An opportunity for

an author to show off his powers of writing.



SHOW.

** Uses in which the being seen is an unintended
or incidental result.

9. To allow (a part of the, body) to be seen.

a. To show one's head, face, etc. : to allow one-

self to be seen, make an appearance. Also jocu-

larly to show one's nose,

AinS Ancr. R. 90 Scheau bi neb to me. a 1225 Leg.
Ka.th. 915 Hc.schawde us his nebscheft & weolc.bimong
worldliche men. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems xxxiii. 2 As Jung
Awrora. .In orient schew hir visage paile. 1551 T. Wilson
Logic (1580) 49 This manne. .durst not once for his life

shewe his hedde. 1635 Long Meg of Westminster xviii.

(1816) 30 He was ashamed to shew his face in the streetes.

1648 J. Beaumont Psyche vi. clx, No Weed presum'd to
shew its roitish face On this fair stage. 1746 Francis tr.

Hor., Sat. 11. vii. 18 Where a clean slave would blush to
show his face. 1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. x,

My aunt had so frightened him, that he never once showed
his nose in the place all the time we lived there. 1843
Carlyle Past Sf Pr. n. x, Jew and Christian creditors,

pouncing on him.. wherever he showed face. 1888 'J. S.

Winter BootWs Childr. vii, Let him show his ugly mug
anywhere hereabouts, and I'll grease all the steps that he
may break 'is neck.

t b. To display (a countenance, looks, etc.) of

a specified sort. To show a red pair of cheeks

:

to blush. To show tears : to weep. Obs.
e 1450 St. Cutkbert (Surtees) 2098 In what disees bat he

war stadd He shewed ay countenance gladd. c 1470 H enry
Wallace vi. 57 Fortoune him schawit hyr fygowrt doubill
face. 154s Udall Erasm. Apoph. 249 Caesar shewed a redde
paire of chekes. 1553 T. Wilson Rket. (1580) 17 Fewe..
spake of these two gentlemen, but thei shewed teares.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nickolay's Voy. 1. vii, I alwaies
shewed an assured countenance. 1590 Greene Never too

late 11. (1600) O3, She shewes thee kinde lookes.

C. To show (a person) one's hee/s, a clean ox fair
pair of heels: to flee (from him). (Cf. F. montrer
les talons.) Also transf of a ship. Similarly flo
show (a person) the back, etc.

To show (one) the cold shoulder : see Cold shoulder so.

a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 928 Philip.. Braid is on his btonke
toward be bur-.e & bairn f>e bak shewis. 1523 [see Hkel^. 1

3 c1
. 1546 J. Heywood Prov. n. vii. (1867) 64 Except hir

tnaide shewe a fayre paire of heeles. 1595 Hasleton's Trav.
in Arb. Garner VIII. 394 Shewing them a clean pair of
heels. [I J took my way over the mountains. 1675 Macbia-
vein's Prince (1883) 256 He should .. show them a light pair

of heels. 1863 Speke Source Nile x\\. 334 Her majesty.,
rose from her seat

;
and showing her broad stern to the com-

pany, walked straight away. 1887 Flor. MarryatZV/zwi
to Bay xi, She. .would have held her own with most ships,

and shown her heels to not a few.

d. To show the cloven foot {hoof)', to betray

something diabolic or sinister in one's character

or motives.

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. x, It was especially

about my wife's fortune that Mr. B. showed his cloven foot.

1885 [see Hoof sb. 1 bj. 1896 Pall Mall Mag. Mar. 399
Mrs. Mac showed me the cloven foot just now.

e. To show foot : ? to get ready^fcr. U.S.
1825 J. Nbal Bro. Jonathan I. 269 Carter.. began to

'show foot ' for another, and more active demonstration.

10. refl. To appear, maKe an appearance, allow

oneself to be seen. Cf. 2 c.

a xyaoCursor M. 17039 par scheud he him for mightt godd.

<7 1400-50 Wars AUx. 3429 Bathe Besan & Anabras..
baldly (Jam shawis. \a 1550 Freiris of Berwik 529 in Dun-
bar's Poems 302 And vnto ws thow schaw the oppinlie. 1589
Bicces Summarie Drake's W. Ind. Voy. 37 Our men..
seeing no man of the Spaniards to shew them selues, aboorded
the Spanish barkes. 1824 Miss L. M. Hawkins Mem. II.

197 note. The Sovereign of Great Britain has only to show
himself to be adored. 1859 Tennyson Enid 240 They.,
climb 'd upon a fair and even ridge, And show'd themselves

against the sky.

b. Of a thing : To be or become visible.

1578 Lyte Dodoens 11. xL 198 The flowers of these strange

plantes doo shewe them selues commonly in June. 1856

Miss Warner Hills Shatemuc iv. Here and there..the

lighter green of an oak showed itself.

11. a. Of plants, the seasons, etc. : To bring

forth to view, display (fruit, flower, etc).

<ri33° Arih. fy Merl. 1711 Floures schewen her borioun.

I6ia\B6s7 Mirie is June, bat scheweb flour. 182x1 Trans.

Hortic. Soc. (1822) IV. 393 The suckers of inferior strength

will not shew fruit in the same season. 184a Loudon
Suburban Hort. 674 As soon as the plants have shown the

third leaf.

b. Of animals or plants : To display (their

colours, beauties, etc).

1667 Milton P. L. vii. 406 Part.. sporting with quick

glance Show to the Sun their wav'd coats dropt with Gold.

«74J Gray Spring 29 Some shew their gayly-gilded trim

Quick.glancing to the sun. 1788 Picken Poems 55 How
fine to range owre meadows wide, Whan flowers their charms
are shawan 1

C. Of a luminous body : To display (its light).

14. . Lydg. in Pol. Rel. $ L. Poems (1903) 73 Charbunclys,

rubeys..Shew in derknes lyght. 1544 Betham Precepts

War 1. cci I vij b, The lyghte, and also . . the false vmbrage
whych the Moone doth shewe fourthe. 175a Young Brothers

1. i, Like a bold star, that shews its fires by day. 1818 Scott
Br. Lamm. xxxv. The sun.. showed its broad disk above

the eastern sea.

12. Of a thing: To be the means of displaying,

revealing to sight, or allowing to be seen ; to serve

to exhibit or indicate.

1398 Trevisa Bartk. De P. R. x. iv. (1495) 375 In shew,

ynge of himself fyre sheweth other thynges that ben

presente. 1614 Gorges Lucan ix. 386 Thy sight the North-

starre vndergoes, And Vrsa Maior to thee showes. 1790

Burns Tamo' Shanter 126 Coffins stood round, like open

765

presses, That shaw'd the dead in their last dresses. 1859
Habits Gd. Society iv. 169 Very short petticoats, only not
showing the knees. 1897 Max Pemberton Queen 0/ Jesters
iii. 104 For one short instant a window showed him the city.

b. To shoiv off, out : to display in relief or by
contrast ; to set off, enhance in appearance, rare.
c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 470 For, as bei seyen, ber staat

wolde perische but jif siche richesse shewide it out. 161

1

Shaks. Wint. T. v. iii. 21, I like your silence, it the more
shewes-off Your wonder. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art
S. Kens. Mus. 230 The very roughness of the embroidery.,
shows out the intention of the design.

C To be in such a state or position as to allow
(something) to be seen. To show up (rare) : to

expose (something underneath). To show day-
light : to have holes or openings through which
light can be seen.
1848 Thacklray Van. Fair xx, His coat. .was white at

the seams, and his buttons showed the copper. 1850 Habits
Gd. Society v. 199 The man who ' shows daylight ' between
himself and his saddle is a bad rider. 1871 Chamb. Jrnl.
28 Jan. 49 While it [the material] is equally suitable for

tropical wear, it does not show the traces of soil so soon.

1874 H. H. Cole Catal. Ind. Art S. Kens. Mus. App. 289
Then cutting out certain parts of the pattern which showed
up the copper as a ground. Mod. This colour shows the
dirt more than the other.

13. To have visibly (some external feature or

mark); to have (a part of itself) in a position ex-

posed to view.
a 1585 Polwart Flyting iv. Montgomerie 570 His shaven

shoulders shawes the marks, no dout, Of teugh tarladders.

161 1 Cotgr., Perpins .. stones made iust as thicke as a wall,

and shewing their smoothed ends on either side_ thereof.

a 1700 Evelyn Diary Sept. 1646, The Alps.. shewing their

aspiring tops. 1822 J. Parkinson Ontl. Oryctol. 227 This
shell, though round, shows five angles. 1883 Besant
Captains' Room ii, Her planks show signs of age. 1890
Goldfields of Victoria 18 This run of stone, .shows payable
gold. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr. (ed. 6) ior Some-
times bromide prints, .show stains.

b. Of a list, record, a recording instrument : To
be found on inspection to indicate.

*866 Livingstone Last Jrnls. (1874) 1. 162 The barometers
had shown no difference of level from about 1800 feet above
the sea. 1883 Stubbs' Merc. Gaz. 8 Nov. 982/2 Grey shirtings

show a falling-off ofover 90,000 yards. 1910 ' Mark Ruther-
ford ' PagesJr. Jrnl. (ed. 2) 329 His watch showed 7.30 p.m.

Mod. The thermometer showed ten degrees below zero.

III. To guide another person's sight to (an

object).

14. To enable a person to discover or identify (a

visible object) by pointing to it, or by conducting

him to a place where it can be seen. Also, to

direct a person's observation to the various parts

or features of (a country, town, building, or any

complex object), t To show with one"sfinger ( =
L. monstrare digito) : to point to.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 41 Seodoan he him sceaude an ouen
on burninde fure. a 1300 CursorM. 12979 pat warlau.. bar

him forth. .Apon be heist fell he faand, And bare he scaud him
be land. 1340-70 Alex. <y Dind. 59 panne bei caire wib be

king hur cauus to schewe. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls)

V. 289 His buriel is 3U i-schewed in be est side of Kent.

c 1450 Merlin xxt. 371 Nascien..seide *..lo, hym yonde..',

and shewde hym with his fynger. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 10 Quhen he schewe with his fyngir the sone

of God in figure of a lambe. 1569 Underdowne Heliodorus

vii. 94 b, Therefore folowe thiswoman (shewing them Cibele).

1582 N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Cong. E. Ind. 1. vii.

18 b, The Pilot.. did then foorthwith shew them the water.

1596 Shaks. Merck. V, iv. ii. n, I pray you shew my youth

old Shylockes house. 163a Lithgow Trav. 1. 24 They
shew me the Crub or Stall where he was borne. 1705

Addison Italy, Brescia 6b A Stranger is always shown the

Tomb of Pope Lucius, a 1734. R. North Autobiog. Lives

1800 III. 171 I walked them all over the house to shew the

rooms and buildings. 1781 Cowper Hope 221 Conscience..

Shows, with a pointing finger . .A pale procession of past sin-

ful joys. 1814 Scott Diary 19 Aug. in Lockhart (1837) III.

vi. 217 Mr. Anderson showed me the spot where the Nor-

wegian monarch, Haco, moored his fleet. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxxix, I can show you her room, Mum, and the

press in the housekeeper's room.

h.fig.
1818 Scott Br. Lamm, ii, The adage * Shew me the man,

and I will shew you the law \ became as prevalent as it was
scandalous. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxviii, Show me a

cavalry chief like him now that Murat is gone, a 1869

M. Arnold Urania v, Yet show her once, ye heavenly

Powers, One of some worthier race than ours 1

C. With mixture of sense (cf. 22 c) : To point

out or indicate a place where (etc.).

c 1450 Merlin xxl 37 1 We praye yow that ye will vs shewen
where he is that we may hym knowen. 174a Gray Eton 58

Ah, shew them where in ambush stand To seize their prey

the murth'rous band ! 1877 Talmage Serm. 337 God shows

them where to fall.

15. To show (one) the way : to guide a person in

a required direction, by leading or accompanying

him, or by giving him instructions; s\so fig. In

Racing and Hunting, to lead ; to show the way

from, to draw away from, get before (in a race).

-530 Palsgr. 703/1, I shewe him the way. 1796 Mme.
D'Arblay Camilla IV. 285 ' O never mind shewing me the

way'.. and [he] sallied into the apartment. 1863 W. C.

Baldwin Afr. Hunting vi. 195 The captain. .would send

no one with us to show the road. 1869 M. Arnold Culture

$ Anarchy 192 So, too, one who wants to be a painter or a

poet cannot help loving and admiring the great painters or

poets who have gone before him and shown him the way.

1871 Legrand Camb, Freshm. 251 No time was lost about

SHOW.
the start ; Mr. Pokyr, Mr. Fitzfoodel, and several other high-
flyers showing the way, which at first lay through a grass
field. 1887 Daily News 1 Dec. 2/4 Merry Maiden, at a good
pace, showed the way from Ballot Box and Great Paul. 1891

J. S. Wintrr ' Lumley xii, Show me the way upstairs.

b. To show (one) the door : to order (a person)
to leave the room or house ; to turn out of doors.
1778 Miss Burney Evelina xxi, I shall make bold to show

you the door. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias U v. (Rtldg.) 12 Don
Rodrigo. .showed the goddess of my devotions the outside
of the door. 1866 W. Collins Armadale v. iii, In your
place, I should have shown him the door.

16. (With inverted const.) To guide or conduct
(a person) to, into a particular place, room in a
house, etc., over or through the rooms of a house.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 4049 And bar bai schewid him in

schurrys, to schellis & to caues. 1594 Nashe Unfort.
Trav. Wks. 1904 II. 309 Go, maid, shewe him to the farther
chamber. 159b Shaks. Merch. V

%
iv. ii. 19 Come good sir,

will you shew me to this house. 1748 Smollett Rod. Rand.
Ii. (1760) II. 139 The grim janitor, .shewed me into a parlour.
1848 Thackeray Van. Fair ii, You may be sure that she
showed Rebecca over every room of the house. 1891 E.
Peacock N. Brcndon I. 287 She was shown into Mr. Slut-
ting's private room. 1891 '

J. S. Winter ' Lumley xiii, So
as to be ready when Mrs. Hope should require showing to
her carriage.

b. To shoiv up, upstairs : to conduct (a person)
upstairs. To show out : to take (a person) to the

exit door ; to turn out of doors. To show in : to

bring (a person) into a house or room. To show
round : to show (a person) over a place, show the
1 sights*.

1693 Congreve Old Bach. 11. iv, Aram, [to Footman] Be
ready to shew 'em up. 1777 Sheridan Sch. Scand. iv. ii,

Oh, gentlemen, 1 beg pardon for not showing you out. 1843
Mrs. Carlyle Lett. I. 274 As there was no fire in the room
below, they had to be shown up to the library. 1874 Ald-
rich Prudence Palfrey xv. 287 Wants to see me f. .Show
him in, Fanny, a 1885 ' H. Conway ' Living or Dead xi,

Now, sir, listen before I ring for you to be shown out. 1896
Kipling Seven Seas 42 M*Andrews' Hymn, I showed him
round last week.

IV. To exhibit or manifest by outward signs.

17. To exhibit, allow to be seen (some inward
quality, feeling, condition, etc.) by one's outward
appearance ; occas. said of the appearance. Also
with obj. clause. Also to show a sign or signs {of
that

,

.).

c«7S Passion of our Lord 618 in O. E. Misc. 54 Vre
louerd nom and et ber-of to-uore heom euervychone, And
sewede bat he wes a-ryse myd fleysse and myd bone. 1597
Montgomerie Cherrie <y Sloe 265 My hew so furth schew
so The dolour of my woundis. 1697 Dryden Virg. Georg.

hi. 119 The Colt that for a Stallion is design'd, By sure

Presages shows his generous Kind. 1831 Scott Cast. Dang.
xx, Douglas and De Walton.. began to show some signs

that their human bodies were feeling the effect of the

dreadful exertion. 1863 Geo. Eliot Romola x, He showed
all the outward signs of a mind at ease. 1884 W. Black
Jud. Shakespeare xxxiv, On the awakening she might show
that the crisis was over.

18. To display (a quality, condition, feeling, etc.)

by one's action or behaviour ; to give proof of

possessing. Also to show a sign or signs (of).

c 1200 Vices <y Virtues 49 Durh his mannisnesse, and Surh
<5are michele eadmodnesse oe he mid hire sceawede. 1297

R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9318 Vor vre prowesse we mote nede ssewe

to day ywis. 1375 Barbour Bruce 11. 367 The Bruyss folk

full hardely Schawyt thar gret chewalry. c 1550 Lyndesay
Tragedie 80, 1 schew my Lordlye Lyberalitie, In Banket-

ting, playng at cards, and Dyse. 1575 Gascoigne Pkilo-

viene 85 She shewed great skil, for tunes of unisone. c 1643
Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 60 A man's Wit is best

shewed in his Answer. 1675 Covel in Early Voy. Levant
(Hakl. Soc) 216 There was. .a middle-sized squad fellow,

who shew a vast strength in tossing about weights. 1751

ToRTiN Serm. {1771) I. i. 6 Every behaviour which shews
inhumanity. 1857 Buckle Civiliz. I. xi. 642 In the pre-

liminary work of accumulating the facts, great energy was
shown. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xl. (ed. 3) 337
A lady's maid will frequently show far better taste than her

mistress. 1887 Field 5 Nov, 718/3 Rogers, .showed a great

turn of speed.

fb. wither//:. Obs.

C1400 Sowdone Bab. 424 Shewe forth here nowe your
crafte. 1565 I. Phillips Patient Grissell 138 (Malone Soc.)

Now Polliticlce perswasion shoe forth thy skyll.

O. With object-clause : To make it plain in

regard to oneself (that).

a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1036 In bis an bing he schawde. .bet

he wes soogodd. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 311 To..
schewe in dede bat bei seken more profit and savynge of

Cristene soulis banne here owene wynnynge or worschipe.

a 1600 Montgomerie Misc. P. xxxiv. 6 Becaus no signe is

shaune That ?e held me ;our aune. 1706 E. Ward Wooden
World Diss. (1708) 26 He would. .shew he had one Ounce
better Blood than his Leader. 1766 Pitt Sp. in Walpole

Mem. Geo. Ill (1845) II. 267, I have done all in my power

to shew I hate distinctions. Mod. In both transactions he

showed be was no fool.

f d. To make a fictitious show of. Obs.

c 1200 Ormin 393 Forrbi batt te^ forr idell jellp . . Sh*wenn
biforenn obre menn Godnesse & rihhtwisnesse. 1297 R.

Glouc. (Rolls) 6204 Hcasailede edmond vaste Mid al be

strengf>e bat he mi3te & ssewede more ber to.

19. refl. a. With compl. (adj. or sb., also with

for prefixed) or inf. : To exhibit oneself in a

(specified) light or character ; to manifest or ex-

emplifya (specified) quality, etc., in one's behaviour,

ciioo Ormin 16520, 16522 Forr Godd himm shsewebb to*

warrd te A33 o batt illke wise, patt tu be shaewesst towarrd

himm I bohht, i word, i dede. «i548 Hall Chron. t
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Hen. VIII, 161 Shewe your selfe an aide, a defendour of

the Church, and god shall reward you. c 1590 Marlowe
Jew of Malta 11. Hi. 797 Now will I shew my selfe to haue

more of the Serpent Then the Doue. 1615 R. Cocks Diary
(Hakl. Soc) I. 31 He shewed hym selfe a fermer frend to

Zanzaber. .then to me. a 1657 Sir J. Balfour Attn. Scot.

Hist. Wks. 1825 II. 170 By this acte of his he shew himselue

to be a stoute souldier, rather then a wysse generall. 1837

Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. iv. vii, Anxious to show himself

Patriot. 1873 Black Pr. Tkule xix. 302 He had shown
himself. . inconsiderate to the verge of cruelty. 1888 '

J. S.

Winter' Beetle's Childr. xi, Mrs. Halliday had shown her-

self to possess a dainty taste.

f b. To profess (truly or falsely) to be . . . Obs.

ciaoo Vices $ Virtues 15 05er ic habbe ibien Sanne ic

habbe me i-sceawed. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 194 Al bay bat

schoth horn holy to man syght, forto be praysyd of horn.

1484 Caxton Fables of&sop 111. ii, Euery body oughte to

shewe hym self suche as he is.

C. Of a quality, condition, etc. To manifest

itself; to become evident by signs or tokens.

1340 Ayenb. 21 pis zenne him sseaweb ine uele maneres.

a 1768 Secker Serm. ix. (1770) I. 214 To hinder any other

Distemper..from shewing itself by its common Effects.

2831 Scott Ct. Robt. ix, The same bold and arrogant dis-

position showed itself in occasional quarrels with their un-

willing hosts. 1864 Bryce Holy Rout. Emp. XT. (1875) 242

The tendency was one which shewed itself in various..

directions.

20. To display (kindness, mercy, courtesy,

malice, neglect, etc.) to a person by one's acts or

behaviour; to accord or grant (favour, honour,

grace ; a courtesy, f pleasure, etc.). Const, to,

towards (f till, + on) or dative.

{a 1000 Csedmon's Gen. 1581 J>aer he freondlice on his

a;enum fa;der are ne wolde lesceawian.] c 1200 Ormin 1041

Propitiari, patt ma}} onn Ennglissh nemmnedd ben Mill-

cenn, & shsewenn are. r 1275 Orison of our Lord 52 in

O.E. Misc. 140 pe muchel boleburne[sse]..pat bu schawe-

dest mon-kunne. a 1300 Cursor M. 14303 Mikel luue he
hir sceud bar. c 1330 Spec. Gy de IVarw. 263 Merci nele

he shewe non. c 1460 Fortescue A bs. $ Lim. Mon. y.
(1885) 1 19 To shew rigoure ber as fauour awght to be shewid,

1526 Tindale Acts xxiv. 27 Felix willynge to shewe the

lewes a pleasure. 1535 Coverdale Ecclus. x. 10 And
though the phisician shewe his helpe neuer so longe. 1590
Spenser F. Q. i. iv. 15 But to Duess' each one himselfe did

paine All kindnesse and faire courtesie to shew [rimes with
crew, knew). 1653 Holcroft Procofius, Pers. Wars 1. 5

That onely is pure gratitude, which is shewen to the dead.

1667 Pepys Diary 9 Oct,, He is troubled that my wife

shows my sister no countenance. 177a Johnson 21 Margin
Boswell, Else we should have shewn his lady more civili-

ties. 1799 Nelson 23 Sept. in Nicolas Disp. VII. p. exeii,

I feel much for the neglect showed him. 1870 Rogers Hist.

Gleanings Ser. 11. 20 The king shows favour to the Lollards.

fh. Similarly, to shenv (one) a sign, token, sem-

blance of. Also, to show thefruits of. Obs.

a 1450 Knt. de la Tour 76 She shewed hym . . signes and
semblauntz of fals loue. 1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell

273 (Malone Soc.) Shewyng to you the fruites of true

obedience.

fc. oecas. To inflict (shame, a judgement).
1508 Kennedie Flyting w. Dunbar 311 And gar me schaw

thy antecessouris schame. a 1700 Dryden Life Lucian
(1711) t6 To deter others from Satyrizing the new Dogma's
of Christianity by the Judgment shown on Lucian.

f d. To set or offer (an example) in one's own
person. Also of a thing. Obs.

1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1027 Yhit be bodys of be world
in pair kynde, Shewes us forbisens to haf in mynde, How
we suld serve God in our kynde here, Als bai do bar. 1405
Bidding Prayer in Lay Folks Mass Bk. 64 So for to reuel

the popil, and swilk ensaumpil for to tak or scheu thaim.

1484 Caxton Fables ofAvian iii, He that wylle teche other

ought to shewe good ensample.

+ 21. To put forth, exert (one's power, strength).

Also of things. Const on, against. Obs.

1398 Trevisa Barth. De P.R. xi. ii. (1495) 385 Whan the

wynde fyndyth obstacle and lette thenne he showuyth his

myghte the stronger. 1456 Sir G. Haye Law A rms (S.T. S.)

47 The Romaynis..schew sik power agaynis thame that

thai slewe thair king. 1573 Gascoigne Kenelworth Castle

Wks. 1910 II. 106 Syr Bruse shewing a great power upon
the land, c 1595 Capt. Wyatt R. Dudley's Voy. W. Ind.

(Hakl. Soc.) 14 That night the winde began to shew his

force on us, drivinge us back againe to Palma.

b. To offer, attempt (resistance). To show

fight : to display pugnacity or readiness to fight.

(Properly of animals.)

1634 Sir T. Herbert Trav. 185 The Ionas men. .without
cause beat the miserable Blacks that shewed no resistance.

1827 Col. Hawker Diary (1893) I. 315 The. .birds showed
such fight against the dogs. 1863 [see Fight $!>. 4]. 1907

J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo xvii. 1 89 The second
rhino .. showed considerable fight as we attempted to ap-
proach its fallen comrade.

V. To make known by statement or argument.
22. To point out, reveal, make known ; to make

evident or clear, explain, expound. In ME. to

confess (one's sins). Also v/ithforth, out.

ciaoo Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 And for bat gult he solde his

sunnes at srifte sheawen. c 1200 Ormin 1114, & nu ice wile
shxwennjuw All batt whatt itt bitacnebb. c 1230 Halt
Meid. 3 (Titus MS.) As bu scheawest for5 al bat god bunckeS,
& helest al bat bitter bale bat ter lift under, a 1300 Cursor
M. 6662 A tabernacle all for to dight, f>arof he sceud bam
be slight. Ibid. 27293 [To] sceu his sinnes vte. 14.. Tun-
rfiz/*'xF«.2i2(Wagner)Thy wykked thoughtes in thy breste
Woldest bou never schewe to be preste. 1500-30 Dunbar
Poems xc. 32 Gif thow can nocht schaw furth thi synnes
perqueir. 1601 Shaks. AlPs Well iv. i. 93 O let me Hue,
And all the secrets of our campe lie shew, 1666 Ctess of
Warwick Diary 28 Aug., When I had showed before God

766

all my trouble. 1725 Pope Odyss. x. 363 The sovereign
plant he drew,. .And shew'd its nature, and its wond'rous
pow'r. 1772 J. H. Moore Pract. Navig. (1794) 116 All
traverses are worked in the manner shown above. 1832 W.
Palmer Orig. Liturg. I. 141 No material difference can be
shewn between them. 1861 Palev sEschylus (ed. 2) Pers.
706 note, To show the syntax more clearly, Iltpaai? w? 0eb«

has been marked off by commas.
indirect passive. 1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxx. 179 It is

necessary they be shewed the evill consequences of false

Judgment. 1779-81 Johnson L. P., Gray P4 In a short
time many were content to be shown beauties which they
could not see.

b. said of a thing.
c 1200 Ormin 6645 Affterr batt uss Latin boc purrh hali$

lare sha^webb. 13.. Cursor M. 1162 (Gott.) Caym sau his

sinne was knaued, And bat be erde had it schauede. 1375
Barbour Bruce 1. 566 The endentur till him gaf he, That
soune schawyt the iniquite. 1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph.
223 b, The same beeyng unfolded & spred abrode shewed
some high mysticall mater. 01586 Satir. Poems Reform.
xxxvii. 6 The suythe sail schaw it selffe out to bair schame.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 27 June 1653, Monsieur Roupel sent

me a small phial of his aurum potabile, with a letter shew-
ing the way of administering it. Ibid. 20 May j688, The
consequences of which a little time will shew. 1875 Jowett
Plato (ed. 2) V. 15 Words are aggregated in a manner which
fails to show their relation to one another.

C. With a relative pron. or adv. and clause.

(Often with indirect obj. of the person informed.)

Said also of a thing.

CI175 Lamb. Horn. 49 Nu we sculen heow sceawen hwile
hit is heom for to heren [etc.]. a 1225 Leg. Kath, 2121 Ich
schal schawin hu mi sweord bite i pi swire. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. 32/104 To tweie Monekus at Ierusalem him-sulf he cam
bi ni^hte And schewede heom 3ware is heued lay. 1340
Hampole Pr. Consc. 6437 Bot first I wille shew whare es

helle. 1382 Wvclif Acts ix. 16, I schal schewe to him, how
manye thingis it bihoueth him for to suffre for my name,
1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 296 The seconde booke,
where shall be shewyd how troye was reedyfyed. 1697 J.

Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocester(ijSg) 38 He was then very busy
shewing how he would have me build a ship. 1736 Butler
Anal. 1. i. Wks. 1874 I. 30 Reason does not at all shew us,

in what state death naturally leaves us. 1779 Mirror No. 1

(1787) I. 4 Time alone can show whether I be qualified for

the task I have undertaken. 1839 Thackeray Fatal Boots

Jan., The following letter from mamma to a friend.. will

pretty well show you what a poor foolish creature she was.

1848 — Van. Fair vi, Suppose we had shown how Lord
Joseph Sedley fell in love.

d. With indirect obj. : To inform, instruct,

teach (a person) hoiv to or fU (do something).

Also with ellipsis of the inf.

1567 Gude <$ Godlie B. (S.T.S.) 61 Thow Iytill bill,. .Thow
schaw thame till Beleue in Christ. 1607 Shaks. Timon 111.

iv. 17 He shew you how t'obserue a strange euent. c 164^3

Ld. Herbert Autobiog. (1824) 42 Those parts of Logic
which.. show men to distinguish betwixt truth and false-

hood. 1697 J. Lewis Mem. Dk. Glocesier (1789) 78 She
asked who shewed him? he said, Lewis. The princess

ordered Mrs. Wanley to tell me not to shew him any more,
as she intended to have him taught regularly.

f e. To teach (a lesson). [Cf. F. montrer.]
13.. Cursor M. 6861 (Gott.) Suilk was be lessun and be

lare. .pat vr lauerd scheud to moysen. 1377 Langl. P. PI.
B. x. 36 Litel is he loued bat suche a Tessoun scheweth.

1376 Gascoigne Droomme of Doomes Day Wks. 1910 II.

226 One night sheweth and teacheth carefulnesse to another.

+ f. To show one's mind : to reveal one's thought

or intention; to express one's opinion or judge-

ment. Also withforth. Obs.

c 1520 Skelton Magnyf. 1646 To shewe you my mynde
I wolde haue the lesse fere. 1562 Turner Herbal 11. (1568)

54 Now will I shew yow my mynde whych of all these

myntes semeth unto me to be it. 1565 J. Phillip Patient
Grissell 75 (Malone Soc.) Speake on my knightly knightes,

eche one shewe forth your mind. 1611 Bible Lev. xxiv. 12

That the minde of the Lord might bee shewed them.

23. To communicate, announce, declare, narrate,

state, tell (a fact, story, news, etc.) ; to describe,

give an account of. f Also vtith.forth. Now arch.

a 1300 TenCommandm. 15 in E.E.P. (1862) 16 God com-
manded to ysay . . hou he ssold be folke tech and to ssow ham
god-is defens:..of be .x. commandemens, c 1325 Metr.
Horn. 30 That he suld schew him openly. .Of his felaw state

sum tithand. C1330 Arth. <$ Merl. 7615 Lete we hem now
at bis segeing & schewe werres & wo. 1450-1530 Myrr.
our Ladye 81 And my mouthe shall shew thy praysynge.

1456 Sir G. Have Law Arms^ (S.T.S.) 11 He send his

Apostlis..to ger schawe the cristyn faith. 1530 Palsgr.

Tit/2, I shewe tydinges, or a message, j'e annonce. 1535
Coverdale Judg. xiv. 13 Shewe forth hy ryddle, let vs

heare it. 1549 Bk. Com. Prayer, Mattins, My mouthe
shall shewe forth thy prayse. 1637 Rutherford Lett. (1664)

224, I know ye desire news from my prison & I shall shew
you news. 1657 Austen Fruit Trees 1. 86 Having shewed
some profitable Instructions. 1723 Ramsav Fair Assembly
ix, These modest maids inspire the muse In flowing strains to

shaw Their beauties. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. viii. 21

For friendship's sake I may not all declare, Nor more than
fits the story shall be shown.

f b. with that or as ana clause, or with com-
plement. Also said of a book, writing, etc. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 699 Alsscheus be bok. a 1400-50 Wars
Alex. 608 And he wald-e^ed was, as be writt schewys.

c 1440 Jacob's Well 14 We denounce & schewe acursyd..pat

is to say, we schewe hem dainpnyd..And we schewe hem
to be takyn to be powere of sathan. c 1505 in Surtees Misc.

(1890) 31 He schewyd hus that he had spokyn w* John
Cauthorn. 1529 More Dyaloge u\. Wks. 223/2 Prere
Hierom. .came to hym. .shewing him that he wold cast of

his abite. 163a Lithgow Trav. at. 83 Iohn Smith . . shewing
me that all the Officers, .were in searching . . for me.

c. To set forth, allege (in a legal document).

Often in petitionary formulae.

SHOW,
1425 Munim, de Metros (Bannatyne Club) 544 Schawand

and pretendand pair rychtis and clamyson ilkesyde. 1425
Rolls of Parlt. IV 289/1 Shewyn and besechyn full

benignely, your trew humble Liegies the Comens of this

present Parlement. 1480 Cov. Leet Bk. 443 These ben the
compleyntes of the Iniuries & wronges don to Tho. Deram,
..shewed & deliuered be this present bill vnto Will. Shore,
Mair of Couentre. 1531 Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc)
II. 184 Most humbly Shewen and Complayn vnto your good
lordship your daily Oratours. 1683 Col. Rec. Pennsylv. I.

64 The Peticion was read shewing that the Mr. of said ship
deney'd to pay them their wages. 1709 Steele Tatter
No. 1 18 T 10 The humble petition of Penelope Prim, widow,
Sheweth, That your petitioner was bred a clear-starcher and
Sempstress.

d. To state, allege, plead (a cause, reason,

etc.). Now chiefly in Law : see Cause sb. 3 b.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 112 pe reisuns hwui beoS her efter sute-
liche ischeawede. 1340 Hampole Pr. Consc. 1052 pan wil 1

after shew..Skille why men a man world calles. c 1374
Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. ii. (1868) 114, I shal shewe be more
bikke and continuel resouns. 1535 Coverdale Josh. xx. 4
He.. shal.. shewe his cause before the Elders of the cite.

1568 Grafton Chron. II. 707 Shee declared and shewed
the cause, why she could not come to them in tyme. 1597
Montgomerie Chcrrie 4- Sloe 1045 Hope and Curage did.

.

Schaw skild and pithie resouns quhy That Danger lap the

dyke. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. -21^ Thus have I very briefly

showen not many reasons, but rather how many reasons may
be showen for this Christian assertion.

t e. To show law : to plead (for a suitor). Obs.
136a Langl. P. PI. A. vm. 53 He bat. .spekeb for be pore

. .Coueiteb not his goodes, Bote for vr lordes loue lawe for

him scheweb. 1377 Ibid. B. 11. 134 Ledeth hire to londoun,
here lawe is yshewed.

*|- f. absol. To tell, declare, expound ; to speak

as a representative for ; to speak, tell, give an
account of. With indirect obj. : To inform or

apprise of. Obs.
c 1230 Halt Meid. 13 J>is mihte is bat an bat i bisdeadlich

lif scheaweS in hire estat of be blisse undeadlich i bat eadi
lond. a 1300 Cursor M. 119, I sal yow schew.. Bre[flji of
aibere testament. 1362 Langl. P. PL A. iv. 145 pe kyng..
rehersede bat Reson hedde Rihtfoliche I-schewet. 1399—
Rich. Redeles iv. 30 To chese..cheualleris..Toschewe ffor

be schire in company with be grete. c 1400 Rule St. Benet
(Verse) 205 Of swilk sufferance god schewes til vs In his

godspel. c 1470 Henry Wallace in. 319 He schew thaim of

hys deide. c 1500 Melusine 295 And shortly to shewe, he
came & recountred hys brother. 1585 T. Washington tr.

Nicholay's Voy. 1. xvii. 19 [He] was sent to shewe the

Bascha of our comming.

T 24. To decree, award, assign {to a person) in

a legal or formal manner; to fix or appoint

authoritatively; to declare, make an award {that).

In later use Sc. Obs,
aii22 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1048, J>a . . sceawede

him mann .v. nihta gri3 ut of lande to farenne. a 1300

Cursor M. 26196 On seke man agh na scrift be laid, Bot
bus gat o be preist be said, sli scrift sceuid ban sal bou
driue if bou war couerd to Hue. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) VII. 125 pis William often tymes fau3t wi)? be kyng
of Fraunce, nevere sodenly, . . but be day of batayle i-schewed

and assigned byfore. 1524 Regislr. Aberdon. (Maitland

Club) 1. 390 This court wardis and schawls for law that [etc.].

1540 Aberd. Reg. (1844) I. 171 The court wardis and schawis

for law, and it wes gewine for dome, that [etc].

25. To prove, demonstrate (a fact, statement) by
argument, reasoning, allegation of evidence or

instances, experiment, etc.

c 1330 Spec. Gy de Warw. 399 pat is preued and ishewed.

1390 Gower Conf. I. 264 And that.. I schal be reson prove

and schewe, 1560 Daus tr. Sleidane's Comm. Pref. 4 Un*
lesse they could first shewe his erroure, he coulde not

chaunge his opinion. 1626 W. Sclater Expos. 2 Thess.

(1629) 200 It sufficeth to shew inualidity of the inference.

1793 Beddoes Math. Evid. 105 What is shewn to us by
anatomy, we are just as sure of, as of that which is shewn
to us by geometry. 1880 Driver Hebr. Tenses App. III.

(ed. 2) 260 This can be shewn inferentially from Hebrew
itself.

b. With that and clause (or as . .).

c 1200 Ormin Pref, 30 Jesuss iss Amminadab, Swa summ ice

hafeschaewedd. 1297 R. Glouc, (Rolls) 6975 God ab vaire

issewed bat we gultelese beb. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 40 But
forto schew bat God suflrede hym specyaly, bus ensampull

I tell. 1584 Leycesters Commw. (1641)64 Every falling out

must have an attonement againe. .as I have shewed before.

1651 Hobbes Leviath. 11. xxiv. 127 As hath been already

shewn. 1765 Blackstone Comm. 1. viii. 303 Sir Edward
Coke hath clearly shewn, that [etc.]. 1861 Palky A?schylus
(ed. 2) SuppiicesBtf note. As Wilkinson shows from Aelian.

1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) IV. 238 Many arguments are used

to show, that motion is the source of life. 1893 W. B. Smith
Introd. Mod. Geom. 120 Show that tangents from two points

on a centre ray form a kite.

o. With complementary obj, : To prove, make
out (a person or thing) to be (something). Also

with accus. and inf.

1563 WinJet Wks. (S.T.S.) II. 5 Gif the trew citienaris.

.

war recouncelit . . be sik meanis as we scheu Nehemias to hef

bene. 1883 R. W. Dixon Mano 1. xv. 48 But here to my
intent it is not main In that concern to show him right or

wrong. 1893 W. B. Smith Introd. Mod. Geom. *bi The
student may easily show it to be a rectangle.

26. Of a thing : To be a proof, evidence, sign or

indication of.

c 1330 Arth. <r Merl. 1575 We sei^en . .her aboue Ouer ous a

sky houe, pat ous schewed be bijate Ofswiche a birig on erbe

late. C1380 Wyclif^SW. Wks. III. 175 Her workes schewes

bis wel, howevere bei speke by syde. £-143° pilS^' Lxf
Manhode 11. cxlviii. (1869) 135 Bi which disioynct isysawed

be onhede of bretherhed. 1596 Shaks. i Hen.IV,m.ui&t
You must needes learne, Lorde, to amend this fault : Though
sometimes it shew Greatnesse, Courage, Blood. 1673 O.



SHOW.
Walker Educ. (1677) 97 Huffing, and swaggering.. com-
monly shews want of spirit. 17^0 Gray Long Story 138
Her air and all her manners shew it. 1848 Thackeray Van.
Fair Ivii, Having undergone such a process of blood-letting
and calomel as showed the strength of his original constitu-
tion. 1859 Habits Gd. Society xi. 314 Nothing showing
worse taste than to load your plate. 1884 Q. Rev. Jan. 215
Misprints, showing, .carelessness on the part of the corrector.

b. Const, clause with that, as, etc
aix*$ Leg. Kath. 450 Ah bi schene nebscheft & ti sem-

liche schape schawed wel pet tu art freo monne foster.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 70 pat be lond is bin, bi helm
schewesit be. C1380WYCUF Wks. (1880) 145 As here wickid
Uf scewib, a 1704 T. Brown Misc., Matchfor Devil Wks.
1711 IV. 147 His Habit, Cane, and formal Face, Shew'd he
was of Geneva Race. 1847 Helps Friends in C. 1. vi. 98
All of it only goes to show how little we know of each other.
1861 Paley Aeschylus {ed. 2) Agam. 1261 note, ' Go on faring
as you now fare ', viz. prosperously, as the context shows.
1868 Lockyer Elem. Astron. vi. (1879) 234 That nebulae are
masses of glowing gas is shown by the fact that their light

consists merely of a few bright lines.

O. Const, obj. with compl., or accus. and inf.

1560 Ovid's Narcissus D j, For who dothe count [printed
couet] him selfe of wyser skole Then dedes him showe, doth
proue him selfe a fole. 1751 Labelye Westm. Bridge 77 Con-
siderable Openings in the Joints shewed those Arches in some
Danger. 1828 Duppa Trav. Italy\ etc. 114 The walls of the

city are now sufficiently entire to shew their extent to have
been about three miles. 1871 Meredith H. R ichtnond xlvi,

Their maxims show them to direct all their acuteness upon
obtaining quality for their money.
27. Show up. a. In school language : To

report (a scholar) for punishment.
1845 College f T. B. Life at Westm. 25 Oct., I went into

School not having done my Verses. . . 1 was therefore Shown-
up, and- .pleaded my first fault.

b. To disgrace or discredit by a thorough ex-

posure; to exhibit as an impostor or an imposture;
to expose (a person's faults, ignorance, misdeeds,

etc.).

18x6 Blackw. Mag. Aug. 325/3 A long article in the
Quarterly Theological Review has fairly shown up the
Yankee divine. 1819 Examiner 476/1 He threatened to
'show up' my brother in the Age. 1865 Mill Exam.
Hamilton 478 That mathematical mysticism, so mercilessly
shown up by Berkeley. 1884 St. fames's Gaz. 17 Oct. 3/1
The unpleasing process of 'showing-up' an unscrupulous
adversary.

VI. intr. To be seen, be visible, appear.

28. To be or become visible ; to make an ap-
pearance. Said of persons and things.

a 1300 Cursor M. 172884-254 Ws was be first time bat
Jesus, . . Schewed til anyman after his vp-risyng. 1393 Langl.
P. PI. C. xi. 159 J>e sonne som tyme for cloudes May nat
shyne ne shewe on shawes on erthe. 1399 — Rich. Redeles
11. 52 panne comeb . . Anober proud partnche . . and houeth be
eyren . .and ffostrith and fibdith, tille ffedris schewe. c 1400
Maundev. (1839) iv. 23 Sche lyeth in an olde Castelle. .and
schewethe twyea or thryes in the jeer, c 1450 Merlin iii. 56
Than shewde the signe in the ayre that Merlin hadde seide.

1470-85 Malory Arthur xvi. li. 666 They sawe an hand
sheuyng vnto the elbowe. 1573-80 Tusser Husb. (1878)92
Rowle after a deaw, when barlie doth sheaw. 1590 T.

M[oufetJ Silkwormes 50 Til you can attaine wherwitn to
feed your guests when first they shew, Haste not their

hatching. 1607 Shaks. Timon 1. i. 23 The fire i' th Flint
Shewes not, till it be strooke. 1862 Ansted Channel /si. 1.

iv. (ed. 2) 61 One of the most dangerous rocks, .only shows
within two hours of low water. 1887 A. E. Housman Shrop-
shire Lad i, It dawns in Asia, tombstones show, And Shrop-
shire names are read. 1891 'J. S. Winter* Lumley vi,

Where the lily-buds were just beginning to show. 189a
Bierce In Midst of Life 97 He showed against the sky, he
and bis horse, sharply denned . .as an equestrian statue.

b. Of a thing : To be seen {through, over, under,

etc.) something that partly covers or conceals it.

Also, to be visible as a fault or defect.

184a Browning Soliloquy Sp. Cloister iv, Can't I see his

dead eye glow. .That is, if he 'd let it show I 1844 Mrs.
Browning Lost Bower xii, Few and broken paths showed
through it 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xxvi, Take
care, don't spoil the looks of it 1 cut underneath, where it won't
show. 1886 Manch. Exam. 13 Jan. 3/2 Were the paper a little

better it would be perfect. As it is the type shows through
the page. 1008 R. Bagot A. Cuthberi v. 39 The walls and
towers of Warkwortb, barely showing above the woods
surrounding them. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.
(ed. 6) 88 Markings.. which would show in the prints.

C. of immaterial things.

J390 Gower Conf I. 31 Wherof the sothe schewe may, At
Rome ferst if we beginne. Ibid. 308 Hate is a wraththe
noght schewende. 154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. 29 The dis-

posicion of a marine dooeth not shewe so clere in his face.

1585 T. Washington tr. Nicholay's Voy. iv. xxxvi. 158 b,

1 rue religion . . began to shew and take root. 1886 Steven-
son Kidnapped ix, It was plain he meant more by the words
than showed upon the face of them.

f d. impers. = (it) is seen or shown, appears,

is plain. Obs.

c 1386 Chaucer Pars. T. p 331 As sheweth here by the
naddre. 1390 Gower Conf. I. 63 It scheweth ek how he
can werche Among tho wyde furred hodes. c 1391 Chaucer
Astral. 11. § 32 As sbewith by the canoun of thi kalender.

1509 Barclay Shyp ofFolys (1874) I. 35 Unstable is your
mynde : that shewes by your garment. 1556 Chron. Grey
Friars (Camden) 78 As it shalle shoo after. 1570 Satir.

Poems Reform, xiii. 101 As schawls weill be 3our Gena-
logie,

e. To show forth : to come forth to view. To
show ahead : to take a position ahead (in a race).

1375 Barbour Bruce iv. 121 The pomp of pryde ay furth

shawis. 1500 Ortus Vocab., Compareo, to shewe forth.

1884 Cambr. Rev. 10 Dec 132 At the start, Bristowe's crew
at once shewed ahead by about three feet.

767

29. To appear in public, make a display in

public. In mod. use chiefly colloq. (cf. b) : To
appear in company or society ; to make an ap-
pearance in an assembly, among guests, etc.

1625 B. Jonson Staple ofN. Prol. for Stage 14 To know
How many Coaches in Hide-parke did show last spring.

1671 in i2lh Rep. Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22 All the
troopes are to show in Hide Parke beefore the Prince of
Orange.
1825 C. M. Westmacott Engl. Spy I. 215 He shows in

Park. 1833 T. Hook Parsonis Dau. in. x, The breakfast
party did not assemble till noon, and then Lady Catherine
did not ' show '. 1848 Thackeray Bk. Snobs vii, Marian
has a hump-back and doesn't show. 1858 Trollope Dr.
Thome II. v. 91 He'll be in presently. I believe he never
shews till just before dinner. 1889 H. F. Wood Englishm.
Rue Cain ix, I'll show against him for any object of value.
Sing? What do you think of this note..? 1898 Jean A.
Owen Hawaii iii. 65 If the king was in the cabin of a vessel

no subject might show on deck.

b. Pugilism. To enter the ring as a combatant.
1813 Sporting Mag. XLI. 09 He showed with seeming re-

luctance about an hour after the appointed time. 1818
Ibid. (N. S.) II. 279 Johnson, .first shoxved and threw his
hat in the ring. 1828 Egan Boxiana IV. 169 Turner, .was
far more likely to make his exit, than ever be made able to
show again in the Prize Ring.

c. colloq. To exhibit oneself for money.
1898 Daily News 2 Apr. 6/1 He got a living by ' showing

'

in the various public-houses in the neighbourhood at enter-
tainments got up for his benefit.

d. Comm. Of a commodity : To appear or be
prominent in the market.
1913 Times 11 Dec. 10/2 In insurance phraseology, 'a

good deal of radium has lately been showing.'

30. With complement {adj. or f so.) : To look,

seem, appear, arch.

1340 Ayenb. 44 Huanne bo bet zelleb be wy3te purchaceb
and makeb zuo moche bet bet bing bet m--. ssel we3e sseweb
more heuy. 1399 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. 368 pe sonne
bat so bmte schewed. c 1430 Lydg. Minor Poems (Percy
Soc.) 22 All is not golde that outward sbewith bright. 1479
Paston Lett. III. 267 That my Lord of Ely is and shal be
bettyr lord to me then he hathe shewyd as yet. 1513 Act
5 Hen. VIII, c. 4. 9 1 If the same Worsted.. taketh any
Wet, incontinent it will shew spotty and foul. 157a in Ber-
cher Nobility IVom. (1904)31 Hitherto he hath shewid an
Obstinate and a Fole. 159a Timme Ten. Eng. lepers E 3
A Woolfe in a sheepes skinne sheweth a dead sheepe. 1635
Pagitt Christianogr. \. ii. (1636) 82 The Pope to make his

Jurisdiction to shew greater then it is, giveth many titles.

1671 tr. Martens Voy. Spitsbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy.
11. (1694) 19 These Snow-Mountains show very strange to

those that never saw them before. 17*6 Leoni Alberti's
Archil. II. 17 b, Lead. .shews very handsome, and is not
very expensive. 1747 Dr. Hoadly Suspicious Husb. 11. iv,

Why, how dull and phlegmatick do you shew to me now ?

181a Examiner 11 May 292/1 Poor.. soils..show.. very
thin. 1863 Cowden Clarke Shaks. Char. iv. 101 How
daintily epicurean the fellow shows. 1893 Oxford Mag.
1 Nov. 40/2 The wood when cut showed sound as a bell.

b. With adv. or advb. phrase: To present an
appearance (specified by the adv.) ; to make a
(good, bad, etc) show or display.

C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xxxvi. (Bapt/sta) 645 Lowing in-to

kine wel scheuis, bat is enhornit with gud thewis. i6oz
Marston Ant.

<jf-
Mel. 11. Wks. 1856 I. 27 They showe as

well as if they were new. 1631 Massinger Emperor East
v. iii, The falling out, and in, Betweene the husband and the
wife showes rarely. 163a Sir T. Hawkins tr. Mathi'eu's
Unhappy Prosp. 243 Great wealth shews ill without honours.
1764 Reid Inquiry i. § 6 Wks. I. 103/1 It [a puppet] shews
tolerably by candle light. z8oa Mar. Edgeworth Moral
T., Forester viii, The lady-patronesses, .contenting them-
selves with seeing the charity-children show well in pro-
cession to Church. 18*3 Scott Quentin D. xi

(
Her imper-

fect and unequal gait, which shewed to peculiar disadvan-
tage as she traversed this long gallery. 1851 J. H. Newman
Catholics in Eng. 19 Here, again, things would show very
differently, if Catholics had the painting. 1877 Froude
Short Stud. (1883) IV. 1. iv. 48 Becket never showed to
more advantage than in moments of personal danger. 191a
Times 19 Dec 13/5 He [a prize dog] moved and showed
well and deserved his honours.

o. To look like, arch,

1578 Lyte Dodoens iv. Hi. 510 A white substance or pith,
the whiche being drawen out, sheweth like long, white.,
threds. 1605 Shaks. Lear 1. iv. 265 This our Court infected
with their manners Shewes like a riotous Inne. 1697 Dry-
den Virg. Georg. iv. 805 Like a large Cluster of black
Grapes they show, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 14 July 1675,
Holmby House, which being demolish'd in the late civil

warrs, shews like a Roman ruine. 1877 Blackie Wise Men
Greece 137 We shall show like an army of crows marching
against eagles.

f d. With to and inf. : To appear or seem (to

be, to do something) ; to affect, profess, pretend;

to be seen evidently (to be or do). Obs.
c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 2386 Whan he sheweth to doon

a thyng openly and werketh priuely the contrarie. 140a
Friar Daw Topias in Pol. Poems (Rolls) II. 109 And git

5our sect susteynes wommer to seie massis, shewyng to trete

a sacrament as preestes that thei were. 1575 Gascoigne
Hcmetes Wks. 1910 II. 481 Wth all semblaunt that mighte
be, he shewed to sett by her but Htle. c 1580 Sidney Ps.
ix. xi, Then the Lord in judgment showes to raign. 1588
Parke tr. Mendoza's Hist. China 334 There are many
mountaines which shewe to haue mettals. 163a Bp. Hall
Hard Texts, Matt. xii. 33 Be good, and shew to be such
by the fruits which ye beare. 1653 H. Cogan Scarlet Gown
60 The Pope. .received him very graciously, and shewed
to be glad of his recovered liberty.

T e. With as though, as if \ To have an appear-

ance which snggests that —. Obs.

15*6 Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 153 1 ) 78 Pretendynge and

SHOW.
shewynge outwardly as though it were of very mekenes.
158a N. Lichefield tr. Castanheda's Conq. E. Ind. 1. vii.
18 b, Skirmishing with their dartes, and showing as though
they, .wold defende the water. 1657 Earl Monm. tr. Pa-
ruta's Pol. Disc. 102 The Romans.. in all their actions
shewed as if they desired nothing but glory. 1670-1 Nar-
borough yrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 67 The
Wood shews in many places as if there were Plantations.
C1710 Celia Fiennes Diary {1888) .214 It makes all the
houses shew as if they were cover'd with snow. 17*5 Pofe
Shaks. Wks. I. Pref. 12 Which shows as if the friendship
had continued thro' life.

31. To showfor — . + a. To claim to be, have,
or do (something). Obs. b. To give promise of,

portend, * look like \ dial.
a. 1577 tr; Bidlinger's Decades in. v. (1592) 330 Let this

labour of mine not seeme to any man to bee.Jesse profit-
able than it sheweth for. x6*8 Feltham Resolves 1. xxvi.
83 Hee would make vs beleeue, Divinity is much short of
what it shewes for. 1680 Filmer Patriarcha ii. § 3. 36 As
this Argument comes not home to our Point, so it is not
able to prove that Title which it shews for.

b. I778[W. H. Marshall] Minutes Agric.% Oct. 1776, The
other evening shewed for rain. 1876 Surrey Gloss., Show
for, to look like ; e. g. ' It shows for rain uncommon \ 1886
W. Somerset Word-bk. s.v., The wind's up again, and I sim
do show vor fine weather.

f32. Show away = show off (^ a). Obs.
1759 Goldsm. Bee No. 1 F 14 The French player.. begins

to show away by talking nonsense. 1760-7* H. Brooke
FoolofQual. (1809) III. 38 He paraded and shewed away,
at a vast rate, concerning the divinely inherent right of
monarchs. 1770 C Jenner Placid Man in, ix, Lord B.
shewed away in all his glory.

33. Show off. a. To act or talk for show;
to make a deliberate or ostentatious display of
one's abilities or accomplishments, colloq.

* 1793 G. White Nat. Cal.,Observ. Birds (1795)79 A fern-
owl this evening.. showed off in a very unusual, .manner.
1815 Lady Granville Lett. (1894) I. 69 She puts me in
mind of Miss Berry when she is showing off. 1894 D. C.
Murray Making Novelist 201 He was tempted to swagger
and ' show off ' as children say.

b. Pugilism. ?To begin the attack, start a
round.
x8ia Sporting Mag. XL. 66 His antagonist shewed off at

Ms head. 1831 Egan Boxiana (1830) I. 261 Dan shoived off

j

in good style.. and finished the round by knocking down
i his opponent.

34. Show out. a. ? To become visible, emerge
I from obscurity or concealment

; fig. to exhibit

I

one's true character.

1846 De Quincey Syst. Heavens Wks. 1862 III, 179 De-
scription of the nebula in Orion as forced to show out by
Lord Rosse. 1859 — Mackintosh Wks. XIII. 75 Rarely
has a false idea been more suddenly caused to founder and
show out. 1888 *R. Boldrewood' Robbery under Arms
vi, The horse held up his head and snorted as he came
abreast of us, and we showed out,

b. U.S. = show off (33 a).

1889 Mary E. Wilkins F~ar-away Melody, etc. (1890) 258
See that old lady trailing her best black silk by.. .Ain't it

ridiculous how she keeps on showing out ?

35. Show up. a. To appear conspicuously or

in relief.

1883 Truth 31 May 768/2 A brocade on which, .yellow
marguerites.. showed up upon a ground of scarlet. 1891
Bax Outlooksfr. New Standpoint iii. 171 Most persons are
afraid of something, but they, at times

?
show up brave on

the background of persons who are afraid of something else.

b. To become prominent, to catch the eye.
1885 Field 31 Jan. 135/2 Some scrummaging took place at

the halfway till Ekin showed up with a good run, which
brought the play to the North lines.

c. colloq. To put in an appearance ; to be pre-

sent or ' turn up (at an appointed time or place).
1888 Lisbon (Dakota) Star 3 Feb. 4/1 Will Worden is ex-

pected to show up next week. 1890 ' R. Boldrewood ' Cot.
Reformer (1891) 167 Paul did not show up at the office next
day. c 1895 Thompson St. Poker Club 131 The regular
members showed up, however, in force.

VII. The verb-stem in combinations.

+ 36. Show-away a. (Cf. 32.) Given to display,

ostentatious.

'775 S. J. Pratt Liberal Opin. liii. (1783) II. 137 Those
shew-away fellows are mere pick-pockets. 1795 Han. More
Sheph. Salisb. PI. 1. Wks. 1834 I. 265 A plain frugal man,
who.. was remarked to give away more than any of his

show-away neighbours.

37. Show-down. In Card-playing, the act of

laying down one's cards with their faces up ; also,

the name of a game similar to poker
; Jig. an open

disclosure of plans, means, etc. Chiefly Cf.S,

1898 W. C. Morrow Ape, Idiot, etc. 150 Never disclose

your hand except on a showdown. 190a Wister Virginian
xvi, Whatever hand he's been holdin' up, this is the show,
down. 1908 Westm. Gaz. 1 Feb. 14/1 It is usual to have a
' show down ' unless at least a three by tricks declaration

has been arrived at. 1909 E. Suffolk Gaz. 12 Jan. 7/5 When
it comes to an academic show-down, we'll make some of
those rivals of ours sit up.

38. Show-off. a. (Cf. 8 b.) A display, exhi-

bition or exposure ^/"(something).

1776 S. J. Pratt Pupil ofPleas. II. 14 He allots to each
of us such a share of fortune in our own hands as js_sufficient

to the display and shew-off of the natural disposition. 1783— Liberal Oiin. (ed. 3) Pref. 20 It appears to have been .

.

the. .effort of the author, .to display the., inconsistencies of
human opinion respecting Happiness; and, (after this shew
off of folly, delusion, and absurdity) [etc.].

b. Pugilism. (Cf. 33 b.) A public display.

*8a8 Egan Boxiana IV. 168 We believe it was the first

show-off of the latter with the mufflers.



SHOWABLE.

O. (Cf. 33 a.) An imposing or specious display
;

an opportunity for display. Also, in generalized

sense, display, showiness.

1856 Miss Yonge Daisy Chain IX. i, A bazaar—afield for

her trumpery, and a show-off for all the young ladies. 1856

Lever Martins o/Cro* M. xxvi, In all the glitter and show

off of fashionable acquirement poor Molly is the inferior.

>893 w- Walker Three Churchmen 173 He considered it

an unreality and too much of a show-off. 1896 Baden-

Powell Matabele Campaign xviii. 136 Our Colonial expan-

sion, .is not undertaken with any idea of show-off.

d. attrib. or adj. Given to display.

1837 [Miss Maitland] Lett. fr. Madras (1843) 154 He
was a conceited, show-off sort of person.

39. Show-up. (Cf. 27 b.) The act of * showing

up ' or exposing to ridicule, censure, or the like.

1830 'Jon Bee' Ess. Foote p. lxxvn, (Cent.) Treading

closely on the heels of a threatened show up. 1840 Eraser's

Mag. XXII. 37a We cannot muster up impudence enough
to continue our show-up of Wightwick's naughtiness. 1854

Ibid. L. 253 Mr. Disraeli was to make a show-up of Mr.
Gladstone's finance.

Showable (J^'ab'I), a. Also shew-, [f. Show
V. + -ABLE.]

f 1. Demonstrative, able to prove. Obs. rare"-1
.

c 1400 tr. Secreta Secret., Gov. Lordsh. 96 And banne
comes to him a strengh shewable, or Philosophable, bat

byholdys shappys vndirstandable. Ibid. 103 pat he be

knowynge. -in arsmetyk, bat is ful soth and shewable.

2. Demonstrable, provable, rare"1
.

1617 Hiebon Penance for Sin iv. Wks, 1619 II. 103 This
. .is shewable by Scripture.

3. That can be shown or presented to view.

18*3 Lamb Let. to J. H. Payne 23 Jan., Mary.. says you
must write more showable letters about those matters. 1838

P'ckss Elizabeth Lett. (1898) 347, I have so bad a swelled

face I am not shewable.

Showanee (J<?
u,ans). rare. [f. Show sb. +

-ance.] Showing, display, appearance.

1898 Hardy IVessex Poems 3 Sole the showance those

of my onward earth-track— never transcended. 1908 —
Dynasts vn. ix. 346 My only course To make good show-

ance to posterity Was to implant my line upon the throne.

Show-box. [Show sb.*] A box in which

objects of curiosity are exhibited; esp. a box
containing a peep-show.
1748 Lady Luxborough Let. to Shenstone 28 Apr. (1775)

19 But were you to present me with the Views of the

Leasowes, I own I should not put them into my show-box
without pain. 1779 Warner in Jesse Selzuyn fy Contemp.
(1844) IV. 312 A Savoyard with a show-box. 184a Haw-
thorne Twice.t. T. Ser. 11. Seven Vagabonds (1883) 125
Rescuing the showbox of such a couple from a mob of great

double-fisted countrymen.

fig* I7^9 Burns Fragm. inscribed to C. % Fox 23 Man-
kind are his show box.

Showe, obs. form of Shoe, Shove v.

Showel(l, obs. forms of Shovel.

Shower (Jau»i, Jairai), sb. 1 Forms : 1 scur,

sce6r, scyur, 3 sur, shur, 3, 5 scur, 3-4 schur,

3-7 showre, 4 shor, 4-6 schour, 4-7 schoure,
shour .0, 5 //. scoures, shure, shwre, schowr,
5-6 schowre, 5-7 shewer, 6 schower, schouer,

6-7 shewro, 7 showr, shore, 5- shower. [OE.
scur str. masc (also once scuran wk. pi.) corre-

sponds to OS. skur masc, OFris. skur fit of ill-

ness (NFris. skyr shower, caprice), MDu. schuur

(mod.Du. schoer with dialectal vowel), OHG. scAr

(MHG. sckur, mod.G. schauer), OTeut. *skuro-z;

also ON. skur fern, (but in early texts sometimes

masc), Goth, skura fern, storm 5—*skuro. The
suggested affinities are uncertain : see Uhlenbeck

and Falk and Torp.]

1. A fall of rain, of short duration and (usually)

comparatively light. Also, a similar fall of sleet

or hail, rarely of snow. See also \lML-shower,

Rain-shower, Snow-shower.
Id various dialects the word may be applied to a con-

tinuous fall of rain lasting for many hours.

C950 Lindisf Gosp. xu. 54 Scyur [Rushw. scur] cymeS.
a 1000 Andreas 512 (Gr.) ponne sceor cymeS. a 1000 Lam-
beth Psalter Ixxvii. 44 Heora scuras [imbres corum\ c 1200

Trin.Coll. Horn. 175 Storm. .werpeS bat water upward and
arereo shures fele. c\j,n Chaucer Troylus iv. 751 The
teres from hir eyen two Doun fille, as shour in Aperill.

C1407 Lvdg. Reason $ Sens. 6310 Holsom as the Aprile

shour Failyng on the erbes newe. 14.. Voc. in Wr..
Wfilcker 588/48 Imber, a shure. c 1550 Cheke Matt. vii.

25 y«"r fell a greet schower. 1576 Gascoigne Droome of
Doomes day Wks. 19 10 II. 248 The Lord God rayned from
the Lorde, (even from him selfe) not shewers nor dewe, but
lyre and brimstone. 16x8 J. Taylor (Water-P.) Pennyless
Pilgr. C2b, All the day long it rayned Dut one sbowre.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 21 May 1645, After a showre has fall'n.

1759 Johnson Idler No. 49 P 5 A shower beating against
his windows. 1817 G. Rose Diaries (i860) I. 42, I was
overtaken by a shower. 1007 w . Ewing Arab $ Druse v.

63 A light shower drifted down the valley.

fig. c 1580 Sidney Pr. vn. i, O, save me from this persecu-
tions show'r. 1663 Patrick Parab. Pilgrim xxx. (1687)

351 It pleased God so to order it, that this cloud [of indis-

position] was cast about him without any showre. 1868
Morris Earthly Par. Prol. (1890) 19/2 We.. knew the lot

of all men should be ours, A chequered day of sunshine
and of showers.

b. Followed by qualification of rain, ofhail, etc.
« 1300 Floriz. ^- Bl. 273 Hc.gan Blauncheflur bimene

Wib teres rive as a scur of rene. c X3*> Sir Tristr. 1937
Of snowe was fallen aschour. 1570 Satir. Poems Reform.
xv. 15 With schouris Of hailstaincs, snaw, and sleit ! c x6ao

768

A. Hume Brit. Tongue 10 A shour of hael. 1678 Wood
Life (O.H.S.) II. 412 A vast shore of raine. 1807 P. Gass
Jrnl. 181 Some showers of snow fell in the course of the
day. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion <$• Princ. ix.

III. 153 Strong gusts of wind, accompanied by fleeting

showers of rain.

O. In extended use : A copious downfall of any-

thing coming or supposed to come from the clouds

or sky ; in recent use often of meteors.
13. . E. E. Atlit. P. B. 227 So fro heuen to helle bat hatel

schor laste. 156a Legh Armorie (1591) 16

b

;
Son of the

high Ioue begotten vppon Danae shadowed in the golden
shower. 1643 Baker Chron., Hen. II, 79 A showre of Blood
Rained in the Isle of Wight two houres together. 1829
Chapters Phys. Sci. 433 The sky was overcast at mid-day
with clouds of ashes, the showers of which covered every

thing to the depth of several inches. 1835, 1856 Meteoric
showers [see Meteoric a. 3} 1878 Huxley Physiogr. 189

The solid materials are shot forth into the air and fall in

showers around the mouth of the orifice.

2. transf A copious fall or discharge of water

or other liquid in drops. Often of tears ; hence

poet, a shower of grief sorrow, etc. + To make
showers : to weep.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 2048 Sike scoures were of blude.

.

pat foles ferd in be flosches to be feterlakis. 1638 Hey-
wood Wise Worn. iv. ii. G 2, Shall I the shower of all my
griefe at once Power out before you 1 1663 Patrick
Parab. Pilgrim xxvii. (1687) 302 It was not possible so to

repress them [tears], but that all concluded in a plentiful

showre. x8x8 Shelley ^<?sa/. 1271 Rosalind.,wept A shower
of burning tears, which fell upon His face. 1846 Mrs. Kirk-
land West. Clearings 25 This brought only another shower
of tears. 1859 R- Hunt Guide Mas. Pract. Geol. (ed. 2) 233
This is effected by passing showers of water through the

flue by which the [lead] fumes escape. 1874 Crookes Dyeing
<$- Calico-Printing 655 Stuffs, previous to finishing, are mois-

tened with an extremely fine shower, produced by allowing
water to descend through a sieve of silk.

b. poet. Of light, sound, etc.

1781 Cowper Retirem. 350 The stars that, sprinkled o'er
the vault of night, Seem drops descending in a show'r of
light. x8ao Shelley To Maria Gisborne^ 70 When from the
moist moon rains The inmost shower of its white fire. 1840
R. S. Hawker Cornish Ballads, etc. (1908J 73 What showers
of gold the sunbeams rain !

o. Short for Shower-bath.
1889 Gunter That Frenchman iii. 24 You forgot to put

the ice in the shower, Francois; it is hardly bracing enough.

d. Pyrotechny. A device for producing a shower
of small slow-burning ' stars ', which fall from a

rocket.

1839 [see Golden a. 10]. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 35/2
Yellow stars and yellow showers are made of nitre [etc].

3. fig. A copious or liberal supply bestowed.
13.. K. Horn 334 (Harl.) Shame be mote by shoure ant

euel hap to vnderfonge. c 1460 Play of Sacrament 664 in

Non-Cycle Mystery Plays 78 Of thy gret mercy lett vs re-

ceyue be showre. 1616 Breton Invect. agst. Treason
(Grosart) 3/2 Our gratious King

(>
on whome y8 King of

Grace, hath rayn'd a shewre of his a^ternall graces. 1748
Gray Alliance 18 Light golden Showers of Plenty o'er the
Land. X751 Affect. Narr. of Wager 39 The Sailors,..

poured upon them a very plenteous Shower of hard Names
and Execrations. 1803 Wordsw. To Highland Girl, Sweet
Highland Girl, a very shower Of beauty is thy earthly
dower! 1817 Jas. Mill Brit. India vi. i. III. 21 The
revenues, from which so many showers of emolument fell.

1888 Burgon Lives 12 Gd. Men 1. iv. 405 Hawkins's election

. . was the signal for a shower of interesting letters of hearty
congratulation.

4. A copious fall or flight of solid objects, esp. of

missiles. Also of blows.
a 1000 yudith 221 (Gr.) Hie 3a fromlice leton foro" fleojan

flana scuras. a 1000 Elene 117.^ 1375 Barbour Bruce xm.
43 The arrowis als so thik thai flaw, . .That that ane hyd-
wiss schour can ma. 1508 Dunbar Golden Targe 195 The
schour of arowis rappit on as rayn. X570-6 Lambarde
Peramb. Kent 291 They.. made it raine suche a shoure of

clubbes and coufestaues vpon the Monks Copes, cowles,

& Crownes, that [etc.]. X687 A. Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav.
1. 283 We could hear showers of Bullets batter against the
Ships sides. 1736 Gray Statius i. 18 Batter Cadmus' walls

with stony showers. x8»7 Faraday Chem. Manip. vi. (1842)

184 The breaking of the bubbles will throw up a shower of
particles. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. vi. II. 115 They
were received with a shower of stones. 185a Mrs. Stowe
Uncle Tom's C. xxxiii, A shower of blows. 1877 Mary M.
Grant Sun-Maid viii, And the leaves were falling in a
crimson and russet shower all over the ground.

+ 5. A conflict, combat, battle, assault, attack

;

Also, an attack of pain ; a pang, throe. Obs.
Very common in ME.
c iaao Bestiary 281 We sulen hunger hauen and harde

sures. CX330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 6820 per
myghte men se on bobe partys A scharp schour by-twyxten
enemys. c 141a Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 3939 In bataile

..Hym leuere is to suffre dethes schour, Than cowardly
and schamefully flee, c 1420 ? Lydc. Assembly ofGods J32
For he was lyke to endure that day A gret mortall shoure
..WithVyce. a 15x3 Fabyan Chron. vn. (1811) 399 The
Englisshmen susteyned many harde showres in Gascoyne
& Guyan. c i$yo Satir. Poems Reform. (S.T.S.) 117 3e>

hardest.. To him has felt of deith the schouris. 1637
Rutherford Lett. (1664) 257 It cost Christ and all his

followers sharp showers and hot sweats, ere they won to

the top of the mountain.

T b. spec, in pi. Labour-pains. Obs.

14*, Athelston 636 (Zupitza) Harde schourys benne took
her stronge Bobe in bak and eek in wombe. a X598 Rol-
lock Led. Passion xx. Wks. 1844 II. 230 It shall come
upon them suddenly, even as the showres and dolor come
on a woman who is travailing in birth, a 1800 Fair Janet
* Sweet Will. iii. in Child Ballads II. 105/1 Till sharp,

sharp showers fair Janet took, She grew sick and like to die.

SHOWER.
6. attrib. and Comb. : shower-cloak, -like, -pro-

ducing, -proof, x -raised, -shedding, + -swelled

adjs. ; shower-bouquet, ' a large bouquet from
which many small bouquets depend by ribbons of

various lengths ' (Webster 191 1) ; shower-cloud,
a cumulo-nimbus cloud (see quot. 19 10). See
also Shower-bath.
1892 Star 25 Feb. 1/7 They carried #shower bouquets com-

posed entirely of lilies of the valley. 1893 Daily News
29 June 6/1 Her grey *shower-cloak hid her dress. 1886
A. W. Clayden in Q. Jrnl. R. Meteorol. Soc. Apr. 102 On
the Thickness of *Shower Clouds. 1910— in Encycl. Brit.
V* 1 - 559/ 1 Cumulo-nimbus (Cu.-N.), The Thunder-cloud;
Shower-cloud—Heavy masses of clouds, rising in the form
of mountains, turrets, or anvils, generally having a sheet or
screen of fibrous appearance above (false cirrus) and under-
neath a mass of cloud similar to nimbus. 1893 Times
8 May 10/5 Weather dull and *shower like. 1895 Stores
Price List, *Shower proof cloaks. x6ax G. Sandys Ovid's
Met. vn. (1626) 136 Men, if Fame say true, Here at the first

from *shower-raysed mushrumps grew. 1800 Hlkdjs Fav.
Village 122 The cloud immense, whose *shower-shedding
folds Have all day dwelt upon a deluged world. 16*7 May
Lucani. (1631) 8 The streame *showre-sweU'd The marches
ore.

Shower (J<?°*3i), sb.2 Forms: I sc6awere,
sce'awre, (sceware), 2 scawere, 3 scheauware,
3-4 shewere, 4 Kent, sseawere, 4-5 schewer(e,
5- schewar, schoer, scewre, 6 Sc. scheware,
(schawar), 4-9 shewer, 6- shower. [OE. sce'a*

were, agent noun from sce'awian to Show; cf.

OHG. scauwdri (MHG. schouwmre, mod.G.
schauer) looker, spectator, watchman, etc. In

later times formed afresh on Show v. + -er *.]

f 1. One who looks out, observes, or inspects

;

an observer; a scout or spy; a watchman. OE.
Beowulf^253 Lease sceaweras. C1175 Lamb. Horn. 117

Episcopus is greki.sc noma, .and is on engHsc scawere.

1 2. A mirror. Obs.
i 1000 Homily in Napier Contrib. OE. Lexicogr. 55 Nu

we men geseo6 swylce burh sceawere & on raedelse [ = 1 Cor.
xiii. 12]. t 1200 Trin. Colt. Horn. 29 pe wiinraan bihalt hire

sheawere and cumeS hire shadewe baronne. a X325 A ncr. R,
92 $e schulen, ase ine scheauware, iseon ure Lefdi mid hire

meidenes. 13.. Poem Times Edw. II, xvi. (Percy Soc.) 8

He putteth in hys pawtener A kerchyfand a comb, A shewer,
and a coyf.

3. One who shows, points out, or exhibits.

13.. K. Alis. 18 For Caton seith, thes gode techere
' Other monis lif is owre schewere [Laud. MS. shewer,

Lat. magistral, c 1400 Apol. Loll. (Camden) 60 Noy ber be
deposing of be witnes, nor be sentens 3euing of be juge,..

makib not man synful, ne worbi to be dead ; syn bei are

but schewars & witnessars. c 1450 Mirks Festial 187 God
toke honi to hym yn ensampull to al ober, and made horn as

a schoer to al ober synfull. 1484 Certificate in Surtees

Misc. (1890) 41 Where trewth is.. set oparte froym the

scewres of right. I5ix-a Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 10. jj 1 The
oder halfe to the taker fynder or shewer of the same. 1586

J. Melvill in Calderwood"s Hist. Kirk (1843) IV. 522 The
rebooker and shower thee of thy vice. 1680 H. More
APocal. Apoc. 333 It is the Angel that is the shower of" the

whole scene of this vision. 18x0 Lamb Let. to Hazlitt

9 Aug., Perhaps they [sc. the pictures] are shown separately

to put another fee into the shower's pocket X859 Boyd
Recreat. Country Parson ii. 61 In compassion for human
weakness, the Great Director and Shower of events practises

the Art of Putting Things. 1868 Jml. R. Agric. Soc.

Ser. 11. IV. 11. 283 The breeders of Herefords have always
been keen showers. 1899 Daily News n Apr. 6/3 Deceased
.. was for some time a shower in the State apartments [at

Windsor Castle].

b. Scots Law. One of the two men who are ap-

pointed by the court to accompany the jurors or

viewers when a view of the property which the

cause relates to is allowed.

1838 W. Bell Diet. Law Scot. s. v. Viewer, The premises

are pointed out to them by two persons, named by the Court,

usually on the joint suggestion of the parties, and technically

called shewers.

o. With^
X823 CoBBExr Rur. Rides (1885) 1. 384 Mr. Buxton figured

here, also Lord Suffield, who appear to have been the two
principal actors, or showers-off.

1 4. Something which shows ; an indicator ; an

indicative symptom (of a disease). Obs.

1377 Langl. P. PI. B. xu. 153 (Rawl. MS.), It [the star]

schon to [be] schepherdes a schewer [ 1393 C. xv. 96 shewere]

of blisse. 153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 383/2 He
meaneth y 1 .. ye sacrament is no cause thereof, .nor instru-

ment therin, but only a bare signyfier and a shewer therof.

1561 Eden tr. Cortes' Art Navig. 111. xi. 78 In the ioynte of

the two halfe cyrcles. .muste be a poynte (called the Index

or shewer) whiche shall shewe. .the degrees that the pole is

raysed aboue the Horizon. 157a J. Jones Bat/tes ofBathes
Ayde Ep. Ded. 3 Withall the signes shewers of the state of

the sicke and whole. 1668 Culpepeb & Cole Barthol.

Anat. iv. i. 160 The second [finger] is cal'd Index and
Demonstrator, the shewer, or pointer.

5. An animal that 'shows' well or otherwise,

that makes a (good or bad) display of its qualities.

1893 KennclGaz. Aug. 215/2 An indifferent shower. Ibid.

217/3 He is a smart shower, and a well-made dog.

Shower (Jauei, Jau
-

9J), v. Also 6 shoure,

shewre, 6-7 showr(e, 7 shou'r. [f. Shower
sbX[
1. ititr. To rain in a shower, or in showers,

f Also with out. Chiefly impers. ; occas. said fof

a cloud.

1573 Tusser Hush. (1878) 30 If great she [the moon]

appeieth, it showreth out, Ifsmallsheappereth.itsignineth



SHOWER-BATH.
drout. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. viii. 48 The cloudes. .fiercely
then begin to shoure. 1687 A. Lovell tr. Thcvenoi's Trav.
11. 193 It continued showing by intervals, with great
Thunder-Claps, till half an hour a/ter six. 1891 Stevenson
Vailima Lett. (1895) 75 It showered all afternoon and poured
heavy and loud all night.

2. To fall down in a shower or showers, or as a
shower of rain. a. Of water (esp. tears), or other
material things. Often with down, on, etc.

158a Stanyhubst sEneis iv. (Arb.) 108 At my tears show-
ring dyd he sigh ? dyd he winck with his eyelyd ? 1601
Weever Mirr. Mart. E uij, Teares from her eies did
shower. 1683 Apol. Prot. France ii. 12 Instead of having
the Heavenly Mannah shower down at the Doors of their
Tabernacles. 1717 Berkeley Vesitvius in Phil. Tram.
XXX. 711 Ashes continually shower1d on us all the way
from the Sea-Coast. 1830 Tennyson Sea-Fairies 10 Down
shower the gambolling waterfalls From wandering over the
lea. 1890 W. J. Gordon Foundry 155 The sparks showering
off as if from a Catherine-wheel. 1910 J. Aitken in Encyct.
Brit. VIII. 714/2 These [dust particles] when showering
down as rain tend to wash the others out of the atmosphere.

b. fig. Of immaterial things.

1596 Shaks. i //en. IV* v. i. 47 It raln'd downe Fortune
showring on your head. 1633 Brome North, Lass v. ii. K 3,

Sir, alt the accumulations of honour showre downe vpon
you. 173a Berkeley Serm. to S. P. G. Wks. III. 249 The
Divine grace will no longer shower down on our obdurate
hearts. 1821 J. W. Choker Diary (1884) 4 Aug., Visitsand
invitations shower upon one. 1913 Standard 20 Sept. 7/6
Thousands of congratulatory messages have showered upon
the happy pair from all parts of the world.

3. trans. To pour down or discharge in a shower
or showers ; to send down or pour out in abund-
ance and rapidly. Often with down, f out, etc.

158a Stanyhubst /Eneis 11. (Arb.) 52, I.. salt tears dol-

fulye showred. 1594 Daniel Cleopatra 1. ii. 73 And vp
they hoise the swounding body there Of pale Antonius
showring out his blood. 1635 A. Stafford Fem. Glory
(1869) 147 Presume not thou to number what her eyes Showre
forth In tears. 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. (1677) 43 The
Clowds shower there continually an insalubrious moisture.

1788 Gibbon Decl. 4- F. L V. 198 A miraculous flight of
birds, who showered down stones on the heads of the infidels.

1807 J. Hall Trav. Scot. II. 458 They would have hissed
him, and showered rotten eggs at his head. 183a Tennyson
Godiva 42 She shook her head and shower'J the rippled

ringlets to her knee, i860 Tyndall Glac. L x. 65 The clouds
..showered their liquid spheres down upon us. 1869T0ZER
Highl. Turkey II. 331 Sugar-plums.. are showered.. by
friends over the bride. 1878 Susan Phillips On Seaboard
109 Does the crab-tree shower down Perfumed snow for

treading ?

b. fig. With immaterial obj : To bestow lavishly.

c 1586 Ctess Pembroke Ps. cxxxiv, AH blessing you
accompany, From him in plenty showered. 1613 Shaks.
lien, wlfit 1. iv. 63, I showre a welcome on yee : welcome
all. 1741 Watts /mprov. Mind 1. v. (1801) 56 Let not little

critics . . shower down their ill-nature upon him. 1838
Thirlwall Greece xL V. 124 The royal bounty was largely

showered upon him. 1889 Goukin in Ogden Life (1907) II.

156 They all showered invitations upon me which, alas ! I

cannot accept.

f c. absol. To weep ; to shed tears. Also to

bestow gifts in abundance. Obs. rare,

1593 Shaks. Rom. <$• Jul. in. v. 131 What still in teares?

Euermore showring..? 1667 Milton P. L. v. 637 Th' all

bounteous King, who showrd With copious hand.

4. To water with or as with a shower ; to wet
copiously with rain or with water in drops or spray

;

trans/, to cover or strew as with rain, also jig.

1667 Milton P. L. iv. 152 When God hath showrd the

earth, /bid. xi. 879 Or serve they as a flourie verge to binde

The fluid skirts of that same watrie Cloud, Least it again

dissolve and showr the Earth? 1819 Keats Otho v. v.

89 Ladies.. bright In silks, with spangles shower'd. 1891

Century Diet. s. v.. To shower plants from a watering-

pot ; to shower one's head in bathing ; to shower a convict

as a punishment. 1895 R. W. Chambers King in Yellow

(1909) 128 The gorse scraped against my leggings.. shower-

ing the brown earth with blossoms. 1900 A. Black Even.
4- Morn. iii. 60 In the midst of our hot and dusty world this

garden stands and heaven itself showers it and fans it.

Hence Showered///, a,

1848 W. R, Williams Lord*s Prayer \\. (1854)251 Stephen

praying for bis murderers amid the showered stones that

fall and bruise him.

Shower, obs. variant of Sewer sb.2

Shower-bath* A bath in which water from

above is poured in a shower upon the person. Also

an apparatus for producing a bath of this kind.

Also U.S. a form of punishment for convicts.

1803 Med. Jml. IX. 209 A slight delirium.. subsided

immediately on the use of the shower bath. 1815 tr. Due
de Levis' Eng. iqCent. I. 211 They have invented a machine

which is now very much in use ; it is called a shower-bath.

it is like a sentry-box. 1853 A. R. Wallace Amazon fy Rio

Negro 30 In the morning, after a refreshing shower-bath

under the mill-feeder, we shouldered our guns (etc.). 1859

F. S. Cooper /ronmongers' Catal. 3 Hand Shower Baths.

1868 B. J. Lossing Hudson 303 Severe punishments are

becoming more and more rare, and the terrible Shower

Bath . . is now seldom used. 1899 A l/butt's Syst. Med. VI 1 1.

380 Shower baths in the young, when they can be borne, are

most efficacious.

b. trans/, and fig.
1804 Scott St. Ronan's iv. He was soused with a deluge

of water... [A threat] induced him to retreat in all haste from

the repetition of this shower-bath. 1889 Swinburne Study

.5. 7(ww»25ThecharacterofCaptain PantiliusTucca,which
seems to have brought down on its creator such a boiling

shower-bath or torrent of professional indignation.

Showerer (Jau^rai). [f. Shower z/. + -br ]
.]

One who showers or pours down abundantly.

Vol. VIII.

769

1882 G. Rawlikson Relig. Anc. World iv. 129 Indra,.is

I

.

.

' the showerer of benefits \

Showerful (Jauauful), a - nonce-wd. [f.

Shower sb. 1 + -ful.] Abounding in showers.
187a Tennyson Gareth fy Lynette 2 Gareth, in a showerful

I

spring Stared_at the spate.

Showeriness (Jaua-rines). rare. [f. Showery
j

a. + -ness.] The state of being showery.
! 1855 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1870) I. 388 Aftera slight

j

showeriness. 1890 Btackw.Mag.CXLVlll. 361/1 Asuspicion
of April showeriness.

I

Showering (Jau»*rin), vbl. sb. [f. Shower v.

\

+-ING*.] The action of Shower v.; also concr.
}

that which is showered.

!

159a Wyrley Ar/uorie, Ld. Chandos vii, Led onward with
hope of long assurance We neuer thinke of fortunes frown-
ing, But high honors plant as if perdurance had promised
continuall showring. 1653 Rutherford Lett. (1836) II. 282

!
The dewings and showenngs of Him that every moment

,
watereth his vineyard. 1862 Meredith Shemselnihar Pott.
Wks. (1912) 171 Like a rose by the fountain whose shower-

| ing we hear.

Showering, ppl, a. [f. Shower v. + -ing 2
.]

1. That sends down in or as in showers.

I

1609 C. Butler Fem. Mon. (1634) 60 note, Xantippe, that
1 thundring shouring Queen of shrews, c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's

j

Flowers (1855) 12 With sad showring eyes, Cry to thy God.
1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 166 If the Spring be mild,

1 calm, and showring, then is it good for Swarms. 189a W.
Watson Poems Prel. 5 Not mine the rich and showering
hand, that strews The facile largess of a stintless Muse.
2. That falls in or as in a shower or showers.
i6aa J. Taylor (Water- P.) Farew. Tower-Bot ties A 4 b,

When showring hayleshot..Nor blustering Gusts.. Could
holde me backe. 1817 Shelley Marianne's Dream xiv,
She Was borne towards the showering flame By the wild
waves heapedtumultuously. 1818 Byron Juan 1. exxiv,
Sweet is the vintage, when the showering grapes In Bac-
chanal profusion reel to earth, i860 Patmore Faith/,for
Ever 1. vii, For all the showering tears that soak This paper.

Hence f Showeringly adv.
1621 Lady M. Wroth Urania 363 A Fountainc.out of

which.. the water came so..showringly, ..as [etc.].

Showerless, a. rare. [f. Shower sb. 1 +
-less.] Without a shower or showers.

1744 Armstrong Art Preserv. Health 1. 257 Scarce in a
showerless day the heavens indulge Our melting clime.

1801 Coleridge Lett., To Soutliey (1895) 357, I will be
Supreme Bey of that showerless district.

Showery (JW-ri), a. [f. Shower sb.1 + -y.]

1. Raining in showers ; abounding with or charac-

terized by frequent showers of rain.

1591 Percivall^"/. Dict.,Lloviznar
t todrh\e, tobeshowry.

1626 Bacon Sylva § 548 In a Showry Season. 165a Heylyn
Cosmogr. iv. 138 The Aire hereof is very shewery. 1773 Cook
2nd Voy. n. xu (1777) I. 317 On the 23d showery weather.

1854 Hawthorne Eng. Note-bks. (1870) I. 140 It continued
showery all day. 1885 H. Finch-Hatton Advance Aus-
tralia I 173 The weather . . had been, as they say in the west
of Scotland, 'showery and rain atween whiles '.

to. fig. Tearful.

1847 Tennyson Princess Concl. 33 She fixt A showery
glance upon her aunt.

2. Causing or producing showers ; bringing

showers. Said of a cloud, wind, constellation, etc.

1697 Dryden sEneid ix. 909 Like the Storm that flies

From Westward, when the Show'ry Kids arise. 1858 Haw-
thorne Fr. <r It. Note-bks. II. 200 The showery clouds
that haunt a hill-country. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus xxvl 2

Tis not showery south, nor airy wester.

3. Pertaining to, produced by or resembling a
shower or showers.
1667 Milton P. L. vi. 759 Inlaid with pure Amber, and

colours of the showrie Arch. 1789 Savage Wanderer 11. 70
Bright It collects the Beams, which, trembling All, Back
from the God, a show'ry Radiance, fall. 1791 Cowver /Had
iv. 509 The waves.. scatter far the show ry spray. 1833
Tennyson Lotos-Eaters 17 Dew'd with showery drops, Up-
clomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse. 1853
O. W. Holmes Poem Amer. Med. Assoc. 78 The^ selfsame

founts her chalice fill With showery sunlight running over.

4. Falling in showers.
1841-6 Longf. Rain in Summer ix, Aquarius old.. Scat-

tering every where The showery rain.

Showful, variant of Shoful slang.

t Showfally, adv. Obs-1
[f. Show sb.1 +

-ful + -LI 2
.] Gaudily, showily.

1613 Chapman Maske /nns Court A 3, All showfully gar-

nisht with seueraUhewd fethers.

Show-glass. [Show sb 1
]

1. A glass case for exhibiting valuable or delicate

goods.
1709 Loud. Gaz. No. 4574/4 Elizabeth Mechin..did..

feloniously break open several Locks of Drawers, Press-

show-Glasses, and other places. 1733 Read's Wkly. Jml.
24 Nov. 3/2 Some Rogues carry'd away a Shew-Glass from

the Shop of..aGoldsmith..,with Plate to the Value of 15/.

1854 Zoologist XII. 4189 Confectioners' show-glasses. i86a

Catal. /nternat. Exhib. II. x. 13 They are especially

adapted for show-glasses .. where safety and protection from
dust are essential.

2. A glass in which something is seen ; a mirror

;

a magic mirror.

1855 in Ocilvie Suppl. 1891 in Century Diet.

Show house. [Show sb. 1
]

1 1. A shop or other building in which wares are

displayed. Obs.

1587 in Chron. Calais (Camden) 107 All persons having

shewehouses or packhouses. c 1600 in Trans. Roy. Hist,

Soc. (1002) XVI. 35 No.. Merchant Adventurer.. shall.,

keepe open shoppe or shewhouse.

SHOWING.

2. A house conspicuous and celebrated for archi-
tectural beauty, splendid furniture, or the like;

esp. one over which the public are at certain times
admitted to be shown.
1806 J. Beresford Miseries Hum. Life vi. xxviii, In

seeing what is called a ' Shew-house ',—keeping pace,
whether you will or not, through all the rooms, with another
party. 1880 Miss Braddon Just as / am ii, Fairview was
not a grand house, or a show house.

Showily {ld^'\\i),adv. [f. Showy a. + -ly 2
.] In

a showy manner; with display.

1789 Mrs. Piozzi Journ. Fra?ice I. 286 Trapped showily
in various colours. 1815 Scott Betrothed xvhi, His gar.
ments, of various colours, and showily disposed, were none
of the newest. 1870 ' Ouida ' Held in Bondage 22 Wild
young Cantabs, mounted showily from livery-stables.

Sh.owin.ess (J<?u*ines). [f. Showy a. + -ness.]
The quality of being showy.
1813 Examiner 18 Jan. 35/2 The shewiness of their (the

soldiers] profession. 1816 Coleridge Statesm. Man. App.
31 Which gave a sickly and hectic shewiness to the latter
half of the last century. 1869 Spurgeon Treas. Dav. Ps.
xvi. Introd. I. 240 There is much showiness, and may be
some solidity in the suggestions.

Showing (pu'irj)j vbl. sb. [f. Show v. + -ing 1
;

in OE. sUawting, sciawing.]

1. The action of displaying, exhibiting, mani-
festing, etc. ; the fact of being displayed, etc.

;

with//., an instance of this.

£950 Lindisf Gosp. Mark xii, 40 Under sceawung longes
^ebeddes [sub obtentuprolixae orationis], a 1300 Cursor M.
26110 Scrift es opin scheuing o breist LaufuRi mad be-for
be preist. c 1325 Metr, Horn. 29 Of this openlic schauing
Hauis Godd schawed many taking. 1526 Pilgr. Per/. (W.
de W. 1531) 25 By theostencyon or shewynge of grace. 1568
Grafton Chron, II. 225 There weregreat embracynges and
shewynges of frendship on both sydes. 1709 Hearne Collect,
13 Mar. (O.H.S.) II. 176 Mr. Lhuyd..made what he could by
Shewing. 1765 Treat, Dom. Pigeons 11 When you observe
the hen to sweep her tail to the cock . .which is termed shew-
ing. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Re-!'. III. 1. vii, In one of those
wheelings and showings of new front.

b. with adv., as showing off.

1874 Garrod in Proc. Zool. Soc, 471 On the ' showingoff
1

of the Australian Bustard.

fc. To make showing of; to exhibit, display,

reveal ; to tell of, describe, relate. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 22298 par sal he. .sceuing make of his

maistris. c 1330 Arth. <$- Mert. 7626 Of whom y made bifore
scheweing. 1477 Cov. Leel Bk. 422 To make a clere shew-
ing of the same before certen oure. .CounseHours.

•f2. A sight, spectacle. Obs.
miBlickl. Ham. 187 Neron..bead ban eall bast folc come

to pisse sceawunga. c 1450 Brut 426 The meyre and aldre-
men ..lete. .make many diuerse shewyngis and sightis.

3. Old English Law, A duty or toll payable for

the right of displaying goods for sale ; = L. ostensio.

In spurious charters of Edward the Confessor and Wil-
liam I ; see KembleCW. Dipt. IV. 213, 215, Thorpe Dipiom.

359t 4"-
? iizi Charter Hen. / in New Palaeogr. Soc. I. (1003)

pi. 20(1) Cum saca et soca..et miskenninge et sceawinge.
is.. Annates de Burton in Ann. Monast. (Rolls) I. 247
Liberi sint ab omm scoto et geldo. .et stallagio, schewinge,
mischenninge. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 95 Schew-
ynge, settynge forb of marchaundise.

4. Manner of putting a case : in phrases on this

showing (
~ if the facts be as thus represented), on

one's own showing, etc.

[1408 tr. Vegetius De re mttil. (MS. Digby 233) If. 183 b^2
After wyse mennys schewyng.] 1857 Mill Pol. Econ. in. xii,

§ 7 (ed. 4) II. 70 On this showing, the notes at least of private

banks are not money. 1868 Freeman Norm. Cong. II. x.

502 The revolt could not be justified on any showing. 1869
Latham, s.v., This is proved even by your own showing. 1883
Manch. Guard. 17 Oct. 5/2 The step which the United
Kingdom Alliance wants Parliament to take is on their own
showing a momentous one.

5. A statement or presentation of figures, ac-

counts, or the like. Chiefly l/.S.

1868 Rip. U.S. Commissioner Agric. (1869) 51 This is a
very meager showing, but an export of ten times the amount
would be worse. 1877 Raymond Statist. Mines A> Mining
453 We have been unable to obtain any data that justifies

a showing so favorable. 1902 Westm. Gaz, 31 July 9/1 On
the whole it is not at all a bad ' showing ', and shareholders

need not fidget.

6. U.S. An appearance or display of a specified

kind. Phrases to make a (good or bad) showing.
1890 in Leffingwell Upland Shooting 459 (The grey-

hounds] made a very sorry showing in the public contests.

1901 N. Amer. Rev. Feb. 240 Like all officers, I was in-

tensely interested in the showing made by the different

forces.

7. Outward appearance. ^ Fair showing, fair

appearance or seeming ;
persuasiveness (of speech).

1340 Ayenb. 36 Huanne bet hi [corn and vines] byeb of

uaire ssewynge. c 1400 Rom. Rose 4041 Than,al abawid in

shewing, Anoon spak Dreed, c 14x2 Lydg. Reas. f Sens,

3917 [Apples] Delytable in shewyng, But wonder bitter in

tastyng. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xvm. ii. 728 The quene
outward made no maner of sorowe in shewynge. 1903 R.
Kipling Five Nations 1 Who hath desired.. His Sea in no
showingthesame—hisSeaandthesame 'neath each showing.

j* 8. Something that is shown or appears ; a mani-

festation, revelation (of) ; a sign or token ; a dream
or vision. Book of showing{s : the Apocalypse.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 268 Ase lease swefnes, & false scheauw-

inges. a 1300 Cursor M. 10707 pat he bam suld sli sceuing

scau, bat pai moght wit sum taknyng knau Quat bai suld

do. Ibid. 21039 Pe bok ° scheuing per he wrat. '^1400
Morte Arth, 3401 Thow has a schewyr.ge, sir kynge, take
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SHOWING.
kepe 5«f the lyke ! 1450-1530 Myrr. Our Ladye 16 With
meruaylous tokens and shewynges. c 1485 Digby Alyst. Ml.

1621 A mervelows shewyng In my slep I had.

f b. An appearance or indication of(something).

c 1491 Chast, Goddes Ckyld. (Caxton) 50 Whether there be

in hym ony sheweng of vainglory.

Showing, ///. <*. [C. Show v. + -ing *.]

1. That displays, exhibits, indicates, etc.

t Showingfinger, the forefinger or index.

ci«»5 tr. Arderne's Treat. Fistula, etc. 22 pan at first

putte the leche be schewyng fynger of his left handcinto
be lure of be pacient. 1511 Vaus Rutiimenta B 6 b (Jam.)

Indicatino modo, schawand mode. 1551 T. Wilson Logic

(1580) 27 b, The first called a demonstratiue, or shewyng
reduction [—reductio ostensiva], is made by conuersion of

the Propositions. 1568 Gkafton Chron. II. 125 It is written

at the length, and in most shewyng maner, to their honour

and worship.

+ 2. That appears ; seeming ; evident. Obs.

^1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr i. (1868) 109 pe binges )>at

bou hast seid me hider to ben to me so clere and so shewyng
[patiurunt\..^aX bei ne mowe nat ben ouercomen. 1579

/. Stubbes Gaping Gulf A 2, Deceiued by theyr lusts to

embrace a shewing and false good.

3. Hort. Of fruit : Beginning to appear.

1794 M'Phail Treat. Cucumber 1 55, 1 .. picked off several

of the showing and set fruit where they were too thick.

t Showish, a. Obs. (Very common in the

18th c.) [f. Show sbA + -ish.] = Showy a.

1675 J. Dancer Agrippa Ded. A ij b, This Play in it self

is not at all calculated to the humour of the present times

..: nor is it (to speak Modishly) showish enough. 17x0 T.

Fuller Pharnt. Extemp. 393 This Age produces a set of idle

shallow shewish Men. 1747 Chesterf. Let. to Son 3 Apr.,

A showish binding attracts the eyes, a 1768 Secker Serm.

(1770) II. 52 The outward Act being a Matter of great Form
and Punctuality.. they easily persuaded themselves.. that

a scrupulous Performance of such troublesome and shewish

Duties would certainly be sufficient.

Showitt, obs. form of Suet.

Showl, showld(e, obs. forms of Shoal.

Showle, obs. form of Shoal, Shovel.

Showier. [Of obscure origin.] A local name
for the Dace.
1681 Chetham Angler's Vade-m. xx. § 1 (1689) 136 The

Dace or Dare in some Places called a showier. 1816 Bain,

bridge Fly Fisher's Guide 91 The Dace, Dare, or as it is

sometimes called the Showier.

Showll, obs. form of Shovel.

Showman (J<?a
-m&i). [Show sb^\

1.One who exhibits a show; the proprietor ofa show.

.11734 North Life Ld. Keeper Guilford (1742) 280 An
enormous Rhinoceros, to be sold to Shew«nen for Profit.

1787 M. Cutler in Life, etc (1888) I. 309 There are con-

stant exhibitions from rope-dancers, mountebanks, jugglers,

and show-men. 1833 Loncf. Ontre-Mer Pr. Wks. 1886 I.

129 Staring in stupid wonder at the miracles of a showman's
box. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xvi, Itinerant showmen-
exhibitors of the freaks of Punch.

b. gen. and transf.

1774 Cook indr'ay. 11. xii. (1777) I. 324 He was conducted
all over the ship.. .On this occasion Otoo was the principal

shew-man. 1861 Sat. Rev. 30 Nov. 568 The showmen who
hurry the . . parties of visitors round the eastern chapels.

C. atlrib,

1880 W. Cory Lett. &• frnls. (1897) 45s The garrulity and
the showman proclamations of Thackeray and Trollope.

1899 Pall Mall Gaz. 11 Oct. 4/3 The shares of the ' show-
man ' class exhibited their true nature.

f2. (Seequot.) Obs.

1797 Times 23 Nov. in Ashton Old Times (1885) 336 It

was the custom of Publicans, when they want to let their

houses, to get a number of people together, whom they treat

with beer. They call them show-men, and this is done for

the purpose of deceiving the persons who come to view

their house, and to make them suppose it has good custom.

Hence Showmanism, Showmanry, Show-
manship {ncmce-wds.).

X859 Sala Gas-light <$• D. xvi. 178 One touch of showman-
ship makes the whole world kin. 1886 Sat. Rev. 15 May
675/2 Charles Lamb would have delighted in one of their

effects as he delighted in the showmanry of Elliston. 1886

Pftrie Tanis 11. Nebesheh (1888) Pref. 6 To reject anything
[from a museum] because it is not popularly attractive is a
concession to mere showmanism.

Shown (J^n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of Show v.]

Exhibited, presented to view, etc.

189s Greener Breech-loader 135 The pattern is the sh&ivn

shooting of a gun, the only visible proof of a gun's powers.

1897 F. Thompson New Poems 37 Hidden stars by the

shown stars' wings.

Show-place. [Cf. G. schauplalz = sense 1.]

T 1. A place for public shows or spectacles ; a

theatre. (Used to render Biwrpov, circus, etc.)

1579-80 North Plutarch, Antonius (1595) 994 He as-

sembled all the people in the shew place, where young men
doe exercise themselues. X603 Holland Plutarch's Mor.
96 Whither men fiocke to heare, as at the Theaters and
shew places. X647 R. Stapylton Juvenal (1670) 49 Circus,

the great show-place neer mount Aventine.

2. A place (e.g. a large mansion or estate) which
is regularly exhibited to visitors ; a place much
visited for its beauty, antiquities, or the like.

1817 Mar. Edgeworth Harrington vi, Mamma.. gene-
rally leaves her at the Priory, to take care of all the old
trumpery, and show the place—you know it's a show place.

1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 1. v, They soon found a
guide, one of those wonderful people to which show-places
give birth. x888 Pavn Myst. Mirbridge xvii, 'A show-
place*—as country mansions important enough for exhibi-
tionare called. 1803 Matheson About Holland 44 Flush-
ing; is not a show place by any means.
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Showrde, obs. form of Sword.
Showroom (p«*r/7m). [f. Show sbA]

\. A room used for the display of goods or mer-
chandise.
1616 R. Cocks Diary 2 Jan. (Hakl. Soc.) 95 To keepe the

shopp or shew rowme. 1617 Ibid. 23 July 283 We delivered
divers sortes merchandiz to Jno. Japon to sell in the shopp
or shew roome over the way. 1839 Dickens Nick. Nick, x,

Madame MantalinPs showrooms were on the first floor.

1879 F. \V. Robinson Coward Consc. 11. xxi, From the busy
workshops into the great show-room.

fig. 1839 Carlvle^mc, Voltaire (1840) II. 163 Voltaire's

knowledge is not a mere show-room of curiosities, but truly

a museum for purposes of teaching. 1833 H. Coleridge
Biogr. Bor. Introd. 6 It. .is deposited in the shew-room of

the memory.

f 2. A room in which a show is exhibited. Obs,

c 17x4 Arbuthnot etc. Mem. M. Scribl. 1. xiv. (1741) 51
The Dwarf who kept the gates of the Show-room.

3. pi. The rooms in a large mansion which are

regularly shown to visitors.

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Nome, Near Oxford II. 12 We
were guided through the show-rooms [at Blenheim] by a
very civil person.

Siiowse, obs. variant of Chouse sb.

Showt(e, obs. forms of Shout.
Showve, obs. form of Shove v.

Showy Cpu "i), a* [f. Show sbA + -Y. Cf. the

earlier Showish a.~\ Characterized by show.

a. Of visible objects : Presenting an imposing or

striking appearance ; making a good display.

171a Addison Sped. No. 434 ? 6 The Men would make
a Present of every thing that was Rich and Showy to the

Women whom they most- admired. 1746 W. Thompson
R. N. Adz; (1757) 46 They do not always Weigh six

Hundred Weight,.. tho* large shewy Oxen. 1777 Miss
Burney Early Diary (1889) II. 168 A very showy striped

pink and white Manchester. 1779 G. Keate Sketches Nat.
(ed. 2) I. 8 Rather a showy than a pretty woman. i8a6 P.

Pounden France <$• Italy 186 Hung with chintz of a shewy
pattern. 183a Babbage Econ. Mann/, xv. (ed. 3) 139 In-

ferior but snowy watches are made at a cheap rate. 1839
Thackeray Fatal Boots Oct., A showy black-haired woman
with one eye. 1882 Garden 15 July 41/1 One of the showiest

of hardy border flowers. 1893 F. T. Richards in Traill

Social Eng. i. 23 Showy market places, and fine houses.

b. Of immaterial things, qualities, etc. : Bril-

liant, striking, * effective '. Of persons: Displaying

brilliant talents, etc.

1728 Morgan Algiers I. List Subscribers {ad fin\ Had
I been fond of borrowed Plumes this List had been con.

siderably more Showy than it is. 1782 Miss Burnev Cecilia

11. vi, Forming friendships with every shewy adventurer
that comes in your way. 1824 Scorr St. Ronan's v, His
manners, without being showy, were gentleman-like and
pleasing. 1836 J. H. Newman Par. Serm. xxxii. (ed. 2)

II. 448 The snowy talents, in which the present age prides

itself. 187a Bagehot Physics $ Pol. ii. (1876) 44 The progress

of the military art is the most conspicuous, I was about to

say the most showy, fact in human history. 191a Eng. Hist.

Rev. Oct. 817 Dr. McGiffert is., inclined to let generalities

—

more or less showy—do duty for concrete statements of fact.

o. Nat. Hist, In names of plants and birds.

1817 Shatv's Gen. Zool. X. 466 Showy Tanager (Tauagra
ornata). 1880 Bessev Bot. 460 Lilium speciosum, the Showy
Lily, from Japan, 1890 Century Diet. s. v. Orchis, The
common American species is O[rchis]spectobilis, the showy
orchis.

d. Comb. : showy-dressed, -looking.

1788 Mrs. Hughes Henry <§• Isab. III. 80 A tall, plain,

showy dressed, affected woman. x8ax Hazlitt^ Tabte-t.,

Living to one's-self (1869) 125 A showy-looking girl.

Showyll, obs. form of Shovel.
Showyng(e, obs. forms of Shoeing vbl, sb.

II Shoya (J^'ya). — Soy*, Soya.
1883 N. Okoshi Fisheries Japan (Fish. Exhib.) 24 The

sauce known here under the name of Japanese shoya,

properly called shoyu.

Shoy-hoy, shoyhoy (Joi.hoi). [Imitative of

the cry used for scaring birds.] One who scares

away birds from a sown field. Also transf,

1819 Cobbett Weekly Pol. Reg. 14 Aug. 22 These bird-

scarers, or, as we call them in Hampshire, Shoy-hoys. Ibid.

23 Look at the conduct of these shoy-hoys during this

present session... The shoy-hoy Chamberlaine from South-
ampton; the shoy-hoy Palmer,. .the two shoy-hoys from
Nottingham. 1835 Eraser's Mag. XII. 211 Waithman the

pride of the senate became Waithman the empty shoyhoy;
Hunt the patriot degenerated into Hunt the greatest of liars.

Shoy-noy. App. jocularly used for Hoy sb. 1

1840 Hood Up Rhine 17 In the old shoy-hoy times I was
once at sea three days and two nights between London and
Ramsgate, now a certain passage of a few hours.

fShoyn(e. Obs. rare, [Of obscure origin
;
perh.

some error.] (See quot.)

1537 Andrew Brunswyke's Distyll. Waters I v b, Water
of Cardes..is good agaynste the sore named the shoyne.

Ibid. K ii b, Clothes wet in the same water and layd vpon
the shoyne . . is very good for the shoyn which commeth with

hote brenyng blaynes.

II
Shrab (Jrgb). Anglo-Indian, Also [7 sharab,

scherab], 9 shxaub. [Urdu a. (through Persian)

Arab. i_>)A sharab wine or any beverage, f. c^£»

shariba to drink, Cf. Sherbet, Shrub sb.*\

Wine, spirits, or a drink prepared with them.
[166a J. Davies tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 6 To treat his

friends with Schiras Sharab. 166a — tr. Olearius* Voy.

Amb. 175 A Bottle ofScherab or Persian Wine.) 1867 Smyth
Sailor's Word-bk., Shrab, a vile drugged drink prepared

for seamen who frequent the filthy purlieus of Calcutta.

SHRAPE.
1886 Yule & Burnrll Hobson.Jobson s. v. Sherbet, Port-

shraub, Sherry-shraub, Lall-shraub, Brandy-shraub, Beer-
shraub. x888 Nature 19 July 269, I take brandy shrab, and
get drunk like you.

Sbradd, obs. form of Shred sb,

'

II Shraddha, sraddha (Jrada, sr-). Also 8
sherad, 9 shraad, s(h.)radh, s(h)radha. [Skr.

crdddha (whence Hindi craddh, Urdu shrdddh,
srdddh), I. fraddhd faith, trust.] A Hindu cere-

mony in honour and for the benefit of a deceased
relative, at which water and food are offered ; the
offerings thus made.
1787 in Seton-Karr Select. Calcutta Gaz. (1864) I. 209

Nemoo Mullick, the rich Banker, is said to have spent
lately three lacks of Rupees in the sherad or funeral cere-
monies at his mother's death. 183a H. H. Wilson in

Asiatic Res. XVII. 276 Srdddhas, obsequial ceremonies at

stated periods. 1845 Stocqueler Hantibk. Brit. India
(1854) 215 He.. performs the obsequies, or shraad, of his

deceased ancestors. 1887 W. J. Wilkins Mod. Hinduism
463 At ShrSdhas, Manu and other writers distinctly enjoin

eating of flesh.

Shraep, obs. variant of Shrape sb,

Shraf, obs. pa. t. Shrive v.

Shraff, Shraflfage, obs. var. Shroff, Shrof-
fage.
Shraftyde, obs. form of Shrovetide.

Shrag (Jrceg), sb. Obs, exc. dial. Also 5
schragge, 6-7 shragge. [A parallel form to

Scrag j/>.^(see Scr-). Cf. Shrig, Shrog.]

+ 1. A rag, tatter. Obs,
la 1400 [see Shred sb. 3].

2. A twig; a branch lopped off; also, occas, a

bush or low tree. dial.

135a Huloet, Shragge of trees, sarmenia. 1605 Verste-
gan Dec. Intell. ix. 285 A kynd of breach or valey down a
slope from the syde of a hill, where comonly shragges and
trees do grow. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 23 Absolon is

snatcht up by his long head locks, by a shrag of an oake.

Ibid. 185 If they lose their hooke upon a shrag of triall and
temptation. 1883 E. Moor Suffolk Words, Shrags, the ends

o( sticks—of the birchen twigs in a broom ; or of whins or

furze. . .The clippings of live fences.

Shrag (Jrseg), v. Also 5 schraggo, schregge,

6 shragge, 9 shreg. [f. Shrag sb.\ trans. To
lop, trim, prune.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/2 Schredyn, or schragge trees,

sarculo. 155a Huloet, Twygges or boughes of trees cut

of, or shragged, sarmenia. Ibid., Shragge vnder so that the

sunne maye come to the ground, suhluco. 1647 Hexham 1,

To Shrag, lubben o/te snijden. 1847 Halliwell, Shreg,
to lop trees, Somerset.

Hence f Shra-gger, a trimmer or pruner of

trees ; Shra-gging vbl. sb.
}
that which is lopped

off (also atlrib.).

c 1440 Promp. Pan*. 449/1 Schreggare, sarcnlator. Ibid.,

Schreggynge, idem quod schredynge [putamen]. c 1460

Ibid. (Winch. MS.) 401 Schraggyng, idem ^Wschreggyng.
1900 Oxf. Times 1 Dec. 2/3, 1,500 shraggmg fagots.

Shrager: see Saggar.

+ Shragged, a, Obs. In 4 shragid. [f.

Shrag sb. +-ed*.] Havingragged or jagged edges.

13. . MS. Arundel Coll. Arms 27 f. 130, A red hod on hir

heved, shragid al of shridis.

Shram (Jrsem),z\ dial. Also ehramp, shramb.
[A parallel form to Scram v. (see Scr-). Cf,

Shrim, Shrimped.] trans. To benumb or paralyse

with cold. Chiefly pass.

1787 Grose Prov. Gloss., Shram'd, chilled. I am shram'd
to death, I am dead with cold. W. 1865 Daily Tel. 15 Nov.
5/2 Being ' shrammed with cold ', as they say in Wiltshire.

1873 Genii. Mag. X. 326 A bitter., wind.. Shramming' the

loungers in Palace Yard, 189a Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Nov. 6/3
In the open yard amidst all the fog, where he should have
been 'shramped' with cold. 1898 Hardy Wessex Poems
207 Half shrammed to death.

Hence Shrammed //>/. a.
y
numbed.

1874 Lady Herbert Hiibner's Ramble in. ii. (1878) 473
The sun has been pleased to unstiffen our shrammed bodies.

Shrame, variant of Shream v, Obs.

f Shrank, a, Obs. [Related to Shrink v.] Of
seed: Parched, shrivelled. Hence t Shra-nkness.
1651 in Hartlib's Legacy (165&) gsThen the Grain is purest

and the perfectest, without Smut, Mildew, Shrankness, or

other imperfections. x686 Plot Staffordsh. be. 347 That [seed ]

which is thin and shrank (as they [Staffordshire peoplejcall it).

Shrape, sb. Obs. or dial. Also 6 ehraep, 6-

shrap. [A parallel form to Scrape sb.2 (see Scr-).]

1. A bait of chaff or seed laid for birds; the

place where such bait is laid. Hence gen. a snare-

I53*-3 Act 24 Hen. VIII, c. 10 § 2 A Shrape made with

Chaffe or other thing. 159a Nashf. P. Penilesse 8 Casting

foorth silken shraps to catch Woodcocks. 1504 Plat
Jewell-ho. m. 55 After you haue procured the pigeons to

haunt a place, by making of a shrap. 1618 S. Ward
Jethro's Just. Peace 48 The Diuell as well as the Briber

laieth his hookes in this shrap. 1624 Bedell Lett. iii. 59
The most chaffie shrap that euer was set before the eyes of

winged Fowle. 1669 Worlidge Syst. Agric. 197 They
[sparrows] being so easily induced to come to a Shrape or

Place baited for them. 1817 J. Mayer Sportsman's^ Direct.

(ed. 2) 160 To trap a fox in cover, make a shrape with some
free moulds where the hares' paths meet. 189$ E.Angl.

Gloss., Shrap or Scrap, a bait of chaff laid in the winter sea-

son to attract sparrows, &c, which are then netted with a

contrivance called a ' shrap net '.

f2. ?The enclosure in a cockpit, within which

the cocks fight.



I scrapian, 3
shrape. [OE.

SHEAPE.
J57S Churchyard Chippes 1. 99 Loe heer how soen, the

strong becoms full weak And out of shraep, fly cocks and
so me creak. 1599 — Fort. Fareivcl A 2 A crauen cock .

.

wm run about, the shraep and dier not stand, When cocks
of gaem, comes in to giue a bloe.

t Shrape, v. 06s. Forms:
schreape, 3-4 schrape, 4-6
scrapian i,see Scrape v.).] trans, and inlr.To
scratch, scrape (lit, axiifig.).
e 1000 in Tec/tiller's Internal. Zeitschri/t (1885) II. 124

6yr bu^serabetmrfe, bonne scrapa bu mid binum fincre
up on binne wynstran human. «iaaS Ancr. K. 1,6 Heo
schulden schreapien euenche deie pe eor8e up of hore putte
per heo schulden rotien ine. Ibid. 82 (MS. C), peose beo5
all ischrapede ut of ancre riule ba:t swich fuloe spit ut.
13.. [see Shabj*. 1]. ,36a Langl. P. PL A. v. 215 pennewas be a-schomed and schraped his eren. c 1380 Wyclif
Serin. Sel. Wks. II. 27 lake 3e out litil foxis bat schrapen
douri be vines, c 1430 Lydg. Min. Poems (Percy Soc.) 184
JHerly in the morowe to shrapyn in the vale. To fynde my
dyner amonge the wormes smale. 1509 Barclay Shy* ofFolys 24 Youth brought vp in lewdnes and in syn Shall
skant it shrape so dene out of his mynde.
Shrapnel (frarpncl), sb. Also trron. -ell. [f.

the name of Gen. H. Shrapnel, who invented this
shell during the Peninsular War.] A hollow pro-
jectile containing bullets and a small bursting
charge, which, when fired by the time fuse, bursts
the shell and scatters the bullets in a shower.
The term Shrapnel shell was adopted officially (instead of

spherical case slat) in accordance with the Report of a
Select Committee at Woolwich dated ir June, 1852
(a) Shrapnels or Shrapnel shell, shot.
1806 Capt. J. F. Ocilvie in Shrapnel Petit. Ho. Lords 14The excellent effect ofyour Spherical Case (Shrapnel Shells).

1807 SirR.WILSON in Z;/<r(i862) II. ,48 Ifwe had only some
of Snrapnells shot. i8u Lieut. Boucher in Shrapnel
P'tit- Ho. Lords 10 The French complained much of the
Shrapnel Case Shot 1

, 1870 Daily News 31 Aug. 3 The
new Indian gun. .throwing a nine-pound shrapnel shell.
1890 Nature 4 Sept., The efficiency of a projected shrapnel
shell is materially altered by an increase in the velocity.
0) Shrapnel (chiefly collect, sing.).

181J Lieut. H. Hough Diary 27 June (MS.), Our batteries
cracking shrapnells over their ears. 1858 Ma). Singleton
in Shrapnel Petit. Ho. Lords 21, I ordered Shrapnel to be
fired, which did great execution. 1877 FieldExerc. Infantry
384 A slight earthen parapet is sufficient to protect men
from the effects of Shrapnel.
attrib. and Comb. 1854 F. A. Griffiths Arid. Man. (ed.6)

82 The Shrapnell fuze. 1009 Dehan Dop Doctor xxx, A
dusty stretch of shrapnel-raked ground.
Hence (rare) Sura-pnel v., to shell with shrap-

nel ; Shrapneliie v. (trans/,).

1837 T. Hook in New Monthly Mag. L. 156 They were
sweeping up the mud, and spooning it into a cart with an
almost inevitable certainty of Shrapnelizing the ' passing
villagers '. 1901 Westm. Caz. 1 Dec 7/1 Our guns shrap.
nelled their advance.

Shrave (Jr*v). local.

Shrav e y a.

1793 A. Young Agric. Sussex 12 This land is provincially
called Shravey, stoney, or gravelly. 1850 Jrnl. R. Agric.
Soc. XI. L 81 Shravy land, flinty and gravelly. 1858 Ibid.
XIX. y. 187 The subsoil varies from a stiff yellow clay to
what is called shrave, which consists of innumerable frag,
ments of flaky pieces of mixed clay and sand.

Shra*vel. local. Small refuse wood or faggots.
i73» in Cullum Hist. Hawsted (1784) 210 [In 1732 the

tenant was allowed] shrave! wood.
Shread head. Archil. [Cf. next.] = JERKIN-

HEAD. 184a Gwilt Archil. Gloss. 1032.

Shreadings, so. pi. Building. 1 06s. Also 8
(rare) shreedings, 9 shredding. = Fobbing 3 b.
1668 Leybourn Plat/orm for Purchasers 133 Furrings or

Shreadings [of a roof). 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc. ix. 172
Shreadings, . . the lower end of the Principal Rafters markt
rr are called Shreadings, or Furrings. 1812 P. Nicholson
Mech. Exerc. 88. 184a Gwilt Archil. Gloss., Shreddings
or Furrings. 1850 Parker Gloss. Archil., Furrings, or
Shreadings, short pieces attached to the feet of the rafters
of a roof, making a small angle outwards and downwards,
for the purpose of carrying the eaves beyond the line of
the wall.

fShreake. 06s. Ofobscuremeaning and origin.
Perh. a misprint ; cf. streak dial., strip.

164 . Herrick Oberon's Palace 57 Ribands, and then some
silken shreakes The virgins lost att barlye breakes.
Shreak, obs. variant of Shriek.

I Stream, v. 06s. rare. Forms : 3 sehreamen,
6 shrame, 7 shreanie. [A parallel form to
Scream z;.] intr. To scream. Hence t Shrea'mer,
a screamer ; Shreammg- ppl. a.
ciajo HaliMeid. 52 pet wif..be ihereS, hwen ha kimeo

in, hire beam sehreamen [v. r. screamen]. 1561 Daus tr.
Bullinger on Apoc (i573> *o4 b, Clamorous cryers, shrekers,
shramers, or yellers. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. iv. (1593)
91 They heard about them round Of tubbish timbrels per.
fectly a hoarse and jarring sound, With shraming shalms
and gingling bels. 1567 Ibid. vm. 184 She shraming cried
out aloud. 1681 Hickeringill Sin Man-catching 1. 16 The
little Peacocks shreame [ed. 2 shream] out and yawle amain.
Shreawd, obs. form of Shrewd.
Shred (Jred), s6. F'orms : 1 screade, //.

screada, -an, 3 schreade, shrade, 3-6 shrede,
4-5 schrede, 6 shredd, shradde, 6-7 shredde,
7, 9 shreed. 7-9 shread, (9 shrid), 6- shred.
[OE. *scriad str. fem. (pL scre'ada), screade wk.
fern. = OFris. sc(h)rld hair-cutting, clipping of
coin, MLG. schrdt, schrdt neut., cut, cut-off piece,
width of linen, also schrdde, schrdde wk. masc.

(See quots.) Hence
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(LG. schraad), MDu. schrdde fem. (WFlem.
schroode, schroo fem., Du. schroot neut., from G.),
OHG. scrSt str. masc. (MHG. schrdt; G. schrot
nent., in dial, masc), f. OTent. *skraud- ( -.skreuct-,
skruct-, to cut, for other derivatives of which see
Shroud, Shbide v.i). Cf. Screed sb.
The OTeut. *skreud- is commonly viewed as an extended

form of 'skreu; which is itself an extension of "siier-: seeShear v.}

1. A fragment cut or broken off ; a strip ; a scrap.
In late use apprehended as transf. from sense 3.
c 1000 /Elfr.c Gloss, in Wr. Wiilcker 151/20 Praescgmiiia,

praecisiones, screadan. Ibid. 164/6 Sceda. screade. a 1225
I Ancr. R 416 }if heo mei sparien eni poure schreaden [MS
C schraden, F schiuej, sende ham al derneliche ut of hire
woanes c 1300 Havelok 99 Hauede he non so god brede,We on his bord non so god shrede. pat he ne wolde borwit
fede Poure. c 1330 Arth. <t Mcrl. ,540 pe while [dragon]
brent ban rede, pat of him nas founden a schrede, Bot dust
c Hex, Laud Troy Bk. 445s Thei hadde ben hewen euery a
schrede. 1564-78 Bullein Dial. agst. Pest. (1888) 102 There
is a fletyng Island. . . Sume saied it was a shred of the bankes
of Paradise, a 170! Maundrell Jaunt. Jerus. (1732) 106A small shred of ground twelve yards long, and one broad
i860 I hackeray Lovel iii. He munched a shred of toast
i860 Pusey Min. Proph. 65 One of those little shreds which
float in countless numbers on the surface of the water. 1862.Kinglake Crimea (1876) I. x. 140 It would be well to set
apart one small shred of ground.

b. = Sherd, rare.
1613-61 W. Browne Brit. Past. n. i. (1625) 17 Carrying mv

pot as Maids vse on their heads, I fell with it, and broke it
all to shreads. 1865 Kingsley Herew. xxx, He. .sorted his
pots, kept the whole ones, threw the shreds at the rabbits.
2. In OE., //. Parings (of fruit, etc.) ; in mod.

use, a narrow strip (of peel, vegetable, root, etc.)
shaved so thin that it curls.
ciooo /Elfric Gloss, in Wr..Wiilcker 118/1 Quisouilix,

jrppelscreada, uel cornajsceda. 174! Compl. Fam.-Piece I.

"i "2. snrcas of Lemon-peel into some of the Glasses.
1840 Thackeray Shabby-genteel Story iii, Three shreds of
celery in a glass. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 307 The
part of the stock which projects over the ring of the bark
is next split into shreds. 1846 J. Baxter Libr. Pract.
Agric. I. 469 The root [horse-radish] scraped into shreds is
the well-known accompaniment of ' the roast beef of Old
England '.

t b. pi. Parings of leather or parchment. Obs.
I5

?,
I
la ^1- s ,*

6 £Jw
-
VI< c - '5 § 3 Everie Girdier. . maye

. .sell their NeckesWombes and Shreddes oftanned Leather,
fo anye person. 1553 Inv. Ch. Goods (1885) 19 Pd. for a bag
of glover s shreds xij d. 1687 Lond. Gaz. No. 2240/2 Glovers
Clippings, Parchment Shreds.

3. A fragment or strip of textile material cut
or torn off ; one or more fibres torn from a piece
of cloth; a small piece of cloth, a fragment of
clothing

; pi. scanty or ragged garments.
1 a 1400 MorteArth. 3473 Manye schredys and schragges

at his skyrttes hynnges. c 1400 26 Pol. Poems 2 God wole
haue rekenyng, . . Of men and cloth, the leste shrede. c 1430Syr Getter. (Roxb.) 61 18 Generides than cut his shirt. .And
«"'> the shredes hem he bond, c 1450 Pol. Bel. if L. Poems
137 Nakede with outen clath or schrede. 1589 Nashe
Martin's Mouths minde 45 The shreddes that fall into the
1 ailors hell, neuer come backe to couer your backe. 1615
G. Sandys Trav. 56 Some of them going almost Starke
naked : others clothed in shreds of severali colours. 1661
Boyle Style Script. (1675) 72 A fair suit of Arras, of which
.

.
a shread may assure you of the fineness of the colours, and

richness of the stuff. 1735 Berkeley Querist § 505 The
very shreds shorn from woollen cloth. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xvii, They have hung a shred of carpet out of an
upstairs window. 1850 Mrs. Jameson Leg. Monast. Ord.
324 Her clothes became ragged, and she mended them wilh
shreds of any colour. 1881 O'Shaughnessy Christ will
Return, Songs 0/ Worker 23 Clothed withal In shreds, the
greatest beggar, yea in all The world.

b. pi. Strips of cloth used for nailing up plants
or fruit trees.

1796 C. Marshall Gardening xii. (1798) 136 The proper use
of nails and shreds is necessary to the beauty of the tree.
1840 Dickens Old C. Shop xli, The old gentleman handed
up the nails and shreds of cloth as he wanted them. 1843
Loudon Suburban Hort. 353 Shreds will last two or three
years.

o. Of shreds (and patches) : made up of rags
or scraps. Hence used allusively.
160a Shaks. Ham iv. 102 A King of shreds and

patches [1st Qo. A king of clowts, of very shreads]. 1649
G. Daniel Trinarch., Rich. II, xxxiii, Led by a Rascall,
made of shreds. 18*7 Carlyle Misc., Richler (1869) 4 That
this thing of shreds and patches has been vamped together
for sale only. 1885 W. S. Gilbert Mikado 1, A wand'ring
minstrel I, a thing of shreds and patches,

fd. A cant term for a tailor. 06s.
'599 B- Jonson Cynthia's Rev. v. iv. Wks. (1616) 246 You

slaue, you lift, you shreds. 163a Massinger & Field
FatalDowry m. 1, That poore shred Can bring more to the
making vp of a man. a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shred,
a Tailer.

e. trans/, (of cloud, mist, etc.).

1834 M. Scott Cruise Midge xxiii, These fibres, or shreds
ofclouds. 1877 Black Green Past, xxxiv, The windy shreds
of cloud. 191a Engl. Rev. Nov. 514 Some shreds [of mist]
are caught among the topmost trees.

t (Seequot. 1898.)
1846 G. E. Day tr. Simon's Anim. Chem. II. 2 Mem.

branous shreds are sometimes observed [in the saliva]. 1897
Allbutt's Syst. Med. III. 923 Loose motions containing
much mucus or 'shreds 'or 'casts', or even blood. 1898 Syd.
Soc. Lex., Shreds, patches of filmy material passed with the
faecal discharges in some cases of enteritis and diarrhoea.

4. A length or end of gold or silver thread or
lai;e. arch.

SHRED.

,1 fi » i*^An?W Launcelot and the quenewere
cledde In Robes of A Riche wede, Off Samyle white, with
syluer shredde 1583 Stubbes Anat. Aius. 11. 39 Neuer so

,, ^ra
S?

°r shreds or short ends of lace- '765 Goldsm.
Double rrans/orm. 36 Half the charms that decked her?« A

.

ros=

/

rom powder, shreds, or lace. 1845 JamesA rrali
Neil 11, His doublet.. displayed a great number of orna.mented buttons, and shreds of gold lace.

5. Phr. In, into shreds: in or into small frag-
ments. To tear to shreds (also, shred by shred) :

to rend into small pieces
; fg. to destroy, anni-

hilate.

cr 1400 Melayne 1093 Hawberkes sone in schredis were
schorne. 176a Falconer Shipwr. ,1. 28 ' Brail upthemizen
quick

1 the Master cries :
' Mann the clue garnetts, let the

main-sheet fly
! In thousand shiv'ring shreds it rends on

bign
! 1813 Scott Rokeby vi. xvii, ' Give Oswald's letter-

Bertram read. And tore it fiercely, shied by shred. 181aKeats Why did I laugh to-night? 12 Yet would I.. (he
world s gaudy ensigns see in shreds. 1837 Carlyle .rV. Rev.

r Si "J' t
rownha" «orn to shreds. 185s Browning Fra

Lippo 6x Into shreds it went, Curtain and counterpane and
coverlet. 1878 Lecky Eng. in iSth C'. I. L 2S Lewis tore to
shreds the treaty he had signed. 1903 Tallentvre Voltaire
xxxix. II. 217 It tore Vernet's reputation to shreds.

6. A fragment, small piece, little bit, scrap (of
something immaterial).
c 1400 Brut exevii, Alias ! Holonde me hab bitraiede 1Ay is In be rede [? = red-haired man]of somme euel shrede.

a 1529 Skelton Sp. Parrot 94 Suche shredis of senlenre,
strowed in the shop Of auncyent Aristippus. 1502 G.Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. 115 Thedregges
ofcommon scurrihtie, the shreds ofthe theater. 1607 Shaks.
Cor. I. 1. 212 They said they were an hungry, sigh'd forth
Prouerbes..: With these shreds They vented their Com-
plainings. 164a Milton Afol. Smect. 18 This was a shred
in his common place-book. 1645 G. Daniel Poems Wks.
(Grosart)II. 39 A despis'd Shred of mankind. 174a R. Blair
Grave 225 As if a slave was not a shred of nature. 1768
Iucker LI. Nat. (1834) I. 504 It isashred torn off from the
substance 1834 H. Miller Scenes «i Leg. viii. (1857) >oS
Shreds of heretic sermons would be whispered over their
ale. 1868 Nkttleship Ess. Browniugiv. 113, I must pie-
serve a shred of independence in my inner self. 1885 Times
(w.ekly ed.) 9 Oct. 2/2 Not a shred or shadow of truth.

+ 7. A twig. (Cf. Shbed v. 2.) 06s.
!5" Guye of Gisborne i. in Furniv. Percy Folio II. 227when shales beeene [«V1 sheene, and shradds full fayi e, and

leeues both Large and longe. 1509 T. M[oufet] Silk-
marines 72 To view vppon one birchen shredde Some
hundred Clewes to hang like clustred peares.

Shred (Jred), v. Forms : 1 screadian, 3
scradien, Ormin shrasdenn, 3-5 schrede, 4-5
schredde, 4-6 shrede, 5 sohred, 6 shreade,
shrid, 6-8 shread, 6- shred. Pa. A 4 s(c)hredde,
schradde, 4-5 shradde, 5 schrede, 6 shrede, 9
shredded. Pa. pple. 1 sescreadod, 4 schrede,
schradde, 5 yshrad, yschredyd, schrad, 5-6
shredd(e, 6-8 shreaded, shread, 6- shredded,
4- shred. [OE. screadian wk. vb. = OFris.
*skrlda (whence skrldere clipper of coin). The
other WGer. langs. have a rednpl. str. vb. (later
partly conjugated weak) of the same meaning:
M LG. schrbden, schrdden, ~MD\i.schr6den (mod.Du.
schrooien, schroeien, W.Flem. schrooden), OHG.
scrotan (MHG. schrSten, G. schroten); I. OTeut.
*skraud- : see Shred s6.]

tl. trans. To rid (a tree, vine, vineyard) of
superfluous growth ; to prune. 06s.
c 1000 iELFRic Horn. (Th.) II. 74 r,if se winseard. .ne bi3

onriht xescreadod. 1398 Tkevisa Barlh. De P. R. ix. xxx.
(Bodl. MS.), In lente vynes and ober treen be], ikulte &
pared, and ischred of superfluitees. c 1440 Jacob's Well 26
Alle paryschenys bat..schredyn, or croppyn, ony treen in
cherche-3erde. 15*3-34 Fitzherb. Hush. 42 b, If y« haue any
trees 10 shrede loppe or croppe for the fyre wode. Ibid. 43 It
is the comun vse to begynne at the toppe of y* tree whan he
shall be shred or cropped. 1570 Golding Justin xliii. 175
They lerned to shred their vynes. 1610 J. Wilkinson
Courts Leet 119 Trees and hedges which hang over the
kings high waies must be cut and shredded. 1707 Mortimer
Husb.Ujzi) II. 73 As for Timber-Trees, it is best not to
head them at all, but to shred them up to one single Bough.
176a in Jrnls. Ho. Comm. 13 Feb. 1792, 254/1 The Shred-
dings of all such Trees [that], .have heretofore been used lo
be lopped, cut, or shred.
absol. 1571 Jewel On 1 Thess. (161 1) 72 To plant, to

weed, to graffe, to shrid.

+ b. fig. To strip (a person) of his wealth or
some possession; to fleece. (Cf. SHREDDEDb.) 06s.
1548 Patten Exped. Scot. Fij, A good fellowc.that hath

cum to a dycyng boord . . and hath soon bene shred of al that
euer he brought. 1579 Hake NewesoutoJ Powles ii. (1872)
B vij, To shred him cleane from all his wealth. 1643 Trapp
Comm. Gen. xviii. 19 He that hid his talent, was soon shred
of it.

1 2. To lop off (branches), esp. in pruning. In
first quot. fig. 06s.
csaoa .tElfric Horn. (Th.) II. 74 Buton 8a lareowas

screadian symle 3a leahtras burh heora lare aweg, ne bio
bjet kewede folc waistmbsre. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 138
Hew doun this tree.. And let of schreden every braunche.
1540 Elyot Image Gov. (1556) 127 Yf the boughes be rotten
or seare, the owner will shredde theim. 1568 Withals
Diet. (1644) 124 The superfluous and wast sprigs of Vines,
beeing cutand shreaded off. 1633 Be.HALi.Occas.Medit. jr 16
If thou shouldest deale with me as I deserue, thou shouldst
not only shred my boughs, but cut downe my stocke. 1661
Comenius' Janna Ling. Triling. 76 He loppeth (shreddeth)
off the suckers. 1707 Mortimer Husb.dyzi) II. 32 Though
they will grow amongst other Wood provided you shred up
the side Boughs. 1715 Bradley's Fam. Did. s. v. Wat-

1)7-2
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nut-Tree, You must by no means, in the Removal of them cut

the Head, only shred up the side Branches.

1 1>. To cut or strip off\ to cut (a piece) from
or out of. Obs.
1580 T. M. Barefs Alv. To Rdr. A vj/a And there with

floures he stuffeth first his Hiue, From which he Honie from
the best hath shred. 1583 Melbancke Philotimus Fjb,
Too much drought doth shred the leaues. 1591-5 Bryskett
Thestylis 75 in Spenser Astrophel, Purple flowre, Which
languisheth being shred by culter as it past. 1614 Gorges
Lucan is. 52 One pares his eares from off his head. Another
doth his nostrels shred. Ibid. in. in This maister with his

brasse-beake head, Out of a Roman ship had shred Amighty
planke. 1649 G. Daniel 'Trinarch., Hen. JVt v, Th'
vnguided Rage Of an Insultinge Conquerour, who shreds
Maiesty like the mounting Poppie-Heads. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. ii, Traps, armed with scythe-blades, which shred

off the unwary passenger's limb.

fig. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxvii. (1887) 148 The
retained [religion] must pitch the defence of her truth, in

some paucity of choice : seeing the liuinges are shred,
which should serue the great number. 1596 Nashe, Saffron
Walden S 2 b, I know what you are about to saye, but He
shred you off three leaues at one blowe.

C. To cut off (a lock of hair).

1808 Scott Marmion in. xvii, They durst not, for their

island, shred One golden ringlet from her head. 1856-9
Novels <y Talesfr. Household Wds. (Tauchn.) I. 339 (Flugel)
Where [a haircutter] had once shred their locks.

T 3. To pare, peel. Obs.
c 1000 ^Elfric Horn. (Th.) I. 88 pa het he him his seax

araecan to screadi^enne aenne seppel. cxioo Ormin 8n8
He badd himm brinngenn aenne cnif An appell forr to
shraedenn. 1639 O. Wood Alph. Bk. Phys. Secrets 197
Then shred off the inner bark of a white Bullas tree.

f b. transf. To cut away a part of, cut down,
shave away. Obs.
c 1205 Lay. 5856Kerue3 eowre spere longe, & makiet

heom scorte..scradie3 eower sceldes al of be smal enden.

4. To cut into shreds or small thin strips or
slices ; esp. in Cookery, so that the shreds curl.

c 1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 227 Wortes or othere herbes.

.

The whiche she shrcdde and seeth. 1388 Wyclif 2 Kings
iv. 39 He gaderide therofgourdis of the feeld . . and schredde
in to the pot of potage. c 1440 Pallad. on Husb. vm.
139 A pound and vncis sixe yshrad be do. 1584 Cogan
Haven Health I. (1636J 64 Take unset Leekes . . shread them
small and distill then. 1648 Gage West Ind. vi. 19 Had
they beene but that night with the Indians, doubtlesse they
had beene shred for their Suppers. 1656 Marnett£ Per/.
Cook 115 Grate or shred fat Bacon or lard with a grater or
knife, a 1756 Eliza Haywood New Present (1771) 197
Shred very fine a pound of suet. 1836 Marryat Japhet
x, We were employed by Fleta in shredding vegetables.
1884 F. Boyle Borderland 371, I shredded some Spanish
moss, bound up his wounds,.. and set out for home. 1908
Motor Boat 5 Mar. 133/2 To shred up some best yellow soap
and dissolve it in water.

b. To cut or tear (textile stuff) into shreds or
narrow strips ; to reduce to shreds ; also, to tear

(paper, etc) into shreds.
16x3 J. May Deel. Estate Clothing v. 24 The vse of short

thrums is likewise so ordered, that they take and shred into
short length, and then lay it in steepe. 1810 in Risdon
Surv. Devon p. xxiii, The. .Serges are shredded or cut up
into small pieces. 1890 Hosie Three Yrs. W. China 19
There is an entire absence of machinery for washing and
shredding rags. 1906 Conan Doyle Sir Nigel v, With his
own hands he had shredded those august documents.

+ 5. To cut or hack in pieces ; to cut down. Obs.
C1275 Sinners Beware 328 in O. E. Misc. 83 pe feondes

heom forb ledeb Bobe Jychom and saule And betej> heom
and schredeb. 1 a 1400 Morte Arth. 2688 Thoffe myschoul-
dire be schrede. a 1440 Sir Degrev, 293 Schyre scheldus
they schrede. a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 2563 Than shall we
oute vppon them Ryde And shredde them downe as shepe
in folde. a 1548 HALvChron., Hen. V, 59 b, The capitaines
of Roan..cut doune trees, shrede the bushes, destroyed the
vines. 16*7 Drayton Agincourt 30 Another wafts his Blade
about his head, And shewes them how their hamstrings he
will shread. 1633 B. Jonson Tale 0/ Tub iv. iii, This sword
shall shred thee as small unto the grave, As minced meat
for a pye.

6. To divide into small portions.
1660 T. Lve in J. Nichols Morn. Exerc. (1845) V. 285,

I shall not stand to shred the words into any unneccessary
parts. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <y Selv. 145 Indivisibles,
such as can't be shread. 1859 Dickens T. Two Cities 1. v,

Hunger was shred into atomies in every farthing porringer
of husky chips of potato.

b. intr. To be reduced to shreds ; to become
divided or scattered into small portions.
1646 J. Hall Poems 1. 21 May these Roses here To pale-

nesse shred, And Lilies stand disguised in new Red. 1889
* Mark Twain * Yankee at Crt. K. Arthur xliii, At last it

IsmokeJ began to shred away lazily. 1891 Conan Doyle
White Company x, The forest began to shred out into
scattered belts of trees.

7. trans. To cut in two, sever, as with scissors

:

chiefly with reference to severing the thread of life.

Now rare.

1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell 1887 Possesse thou myne
while death deuide, & shred my File in twain. 1575 Gas-
coigne Posies, Dan Barth. Wks. 1907 I. 118 O sheare that
shreadst the seemerent sheete of shame. 1596 Spenser
F. Q. iv. ii. 52 When ye shred with fatall knife His line.
16x4 Gorges Lucan L 4 When..Atrops knife Shall shred
in twaine thy time of life.

b. To divide into two parts, cleave.
1765 Museum Rust. III. lxxxix. 371 [The shepherd] must

shred or open the wool. 1881 Daily Tel. 28 Jan., To see
the beautiful hull shredding the water.
Shred (JVed), ppl. a. [pa. pple. of prec]
1- = next.

1665 Hooke Microgr. 147 The stinging of shred Hors-
hair. 1764 Eliza Moxon Eng. Houscw. (ed. 9) 173 Put to
'em a little shred lemon-peel. 1806 A. Hunter Culina (ed. 3)
85 As much.. shred onion, as will lie uponaquarter guinea.
1897 Mary Kincsley W. Africa 470 Shred-up palm-leaves.

+ 2. Pruned. Obs.
c 1648-50 Brathwait Barnabecs Jrnl. iv. (1818) 155 Sweet

briers, shred vines, privet bushes.

Shredded (Jre'ded), ///. a. [pa. pple. of
Shred v.] Divided, cut, or torn into shreds.

t

Shredded wheat : the grain of wheat cut by machinery
into long filaments.

1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist, ix, viii. 178 Others gnawing
the small shreded tops of greene grasscvsed them for
foode. X656 Marnette Per/. Cook 241 Adde your shredded
herbs thereunto. 1662 J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Atub.
305 The ordinary Forrage for Horses is.. Rice mixt with
shredded Straw. 17x3 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems
249 Ye shredded clouds that fall in Snow. 1864 R. A.
Arnold Cotton Famine 514 The bleached waste of flax, or
of shredded cotton-goods. 1891 Mrs. Marshall Cookery
Bk.s.v., Blanched andshredded pistachio nuts, iqix Gals-
worthy Patrician 11. iv. 199 A grape fruit, which, with a
shredded wheat biscuit, constituted her first meal.

+ b. Stripped of one's wealth, fleeced. Obs.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden 38 Like a swearing shredded

gamester, that looseth at one set all that euer he is worth.

t Shredden, a. Obs. rare. [f. Shred sb. +
-en 4.] Made of shreds ; patchwork.
1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 433 b, I do shuffle

together a number of raggs of auncient writers scraped to-
gether, to make upp a poore shredden coverlett, to cover
the nakednes of their Idolatry.

Shredder (JVe-dai). [f. Shred v. + -er 1
.

QA.01?r\s.skre'dere clipper ofcoin, MhG.schrbder
t schrader

(LG. schroder) pruner, etc., also tailor (whence Da. skrxd-
der, Sw. skraddai-e), MHG. schrdtsere (mod.G. schroter)
now chiefly in sense 'stag-beetle '.]

f 1. A lopper or pruner of trees. Obs.
1589 Fleming Virg. Eel. i. note i, The lopper or shredder

of trees, 1631 Anchoran Cowenius* Gate Tongues 69 A
lopper or shredder seates and putteth young graft's, sciences,
shootes and twigges to a seed plot.

f 2. One who utters * scraps \ Obs.
1592 Nashe Strange Nerves K 1 b, The short shredder

out of sandy sentences without lime.

3. An instrument for shredding; fa pruning-
knife; a machine for reducing a substance to shreds.
1572 in Midland Counties Hist. Coll. II. 363 Item two

billes & a shredder iiij*. 1887 American XIV. 24 The use
of a shredder for reducing the canes to a pulp.

f 4. A front tooth, an incisor. Obs.
X650 Bulwer Anthropomet. 138 The Fore-teeth or Shred-

ders. 1683 Snape Anat. Horse v. vi. (1686) 210 The In-
cisores, Cutters or Shredders.

Shredding1

(Jre-dirj), vbl. sb. Also 5
B(c)hredyng(

v
e, 6-9 shridding, 7 shreading.

[OE. senfadung : see Shred v. and -ing 1.]

f 1. Pruning or lopping of trees. Obs.
ciooo i&LFRic Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 149/11 Putatiot

screadung. c 1380 Wyclif Set. Wks. III. 264 Scredynge
of trees, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/2 Schredynge, of trees
and ober lyke, sarmentacio, sarculado. 1486 Nottingham
Rec. III. 255 Felling and shredyng of wode. 1567 in F. J.
Baigent Crondal Records (1891) 172 In shreddinge of
busshes, heathe or fearne. x6oi H olland Pliny xvn. xxiii.
I. 538 In lopping and shredding of trees. 1664 Evelyn
Sylva^ 114 It may take root, and hasten . . to a sudden Tree j

especially, if seasonable shreading be applied.

2. concr. a. A fragment ; a shred. Now rare.
C950 Lindisf. Gosp. Matt. xiv. 20 Tuoelf ceawlas vel foSer

scieadunga fullo, ducdecim cophinos fragmentomm pienos.
1594 Hooker Pled. Pol. v. xxvii. (1611) 241 It [the Common
Prayer] hath a number of short cuts or shreddings which
may bee better called wishes then prayers. 167a Eachard
Let. to B. D. (1705) 15, I knew of no better instance to
represent the vanity of such kind of idle shreddings. 1821
Clare Vill. Minstr. II. 112 The cloak and hat.. worn to
shreddings. X853 Ruskin Stones Venice III. iii. 136 An
artistical pottage composed of nymphs, cupids, and satyrs,
with shreddings of heads, and paws of., beasts, and nonde.
script vegetables. 1867 Morris Jason vn. 183 She. .cast
therein Shreddings of many herbs.

t b. pi. or collect, sing. Prunings or loppings
(of trees). Obs.

1398 Trfvisa Barth. De P. R. xvit, cii. (1495) 667 The
Arabees makith fyreof shredyngeof the mirtustiee. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 449/1 Schredynge, or schrub.., putamen.
1529 in J. H. Glover Kingsthorpiana (1883) 70 Almaner of
laufull loppe and schreddyng of trees. 1553 ResPublica 102
The windefalles, the shriddinges, the flycinges. 1649 in
T. West Antiq. Furness (1774) 178 Any shredings, lops,

crops, under woods, and other woods. 176a in Jmls. Ho.
Comm. 13 Feb. 1792, 255/1 A competent Quantity of
Browsing of the Shredding of the Trees.

t 3. ? Trimming with shreds of gold lace. Obs*
x766_Goldsm. Vic. W. iv, I do not know whether such

flouncing and shredding is becoming even in the rich.

4. attrib., as shredding-hook, 'knife, -scythe.
nooo ^Elfric Gloss, in Wr.-Wiilcker 106/15 Surculus,

wingeardes screadungisen. 1548UDALL Erasm. Par. John
xv. 97 An unprofitable braunche, when it is cut of with a
shreadyng hooke. 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod., etc. S iij b,

Come Atropos therefore in haste On me to vse thy shred-
ding knyfe. 1586 in Farr S. P. Eliz. (1845) I. 209 Time
attendes with shredding sithe for all. 1615 Markham
Engl. Hottsew. 11. 40 Take a good quantity of blaunch't
Almonds, and with your shredding knife cut them grosly.
1890 Glouc. Gloss^ Shriddin' Bill or Hook, a tool used for
cutting out grass, briars, etc., from a ditch.

Shredding (JVe-dirj), ppl. a. [f. Shred v. +
-ing 2.] Breaking np into shreds.
1904 Dowden Brmvning 304 These change like the shift-

ing and shredding clouds before our eyes.

Shreddings, variant of Shreadings.
Shreddy (Jre-di), a. [f. Shred sb. + -yi.]

Consisting of or resembling shreds ; hanging in

shreds, ragged.
1835-6 Todd's Cycl. Anat I. 61/2 An ash-coloured, fetid,

semifluid pulp, mixed with shreddy filaments. 1855 Chamb.
Jrul. III. 49 His vest..sombre-hued and shreddy with
long service. X897 Allbutfs Syst. Med. IV. 142 [The
hepatic substance] is found projecting in shreddy masses
into the pus.

ShredlesS (Jre-dles), a. [-less.] Of which
not a shred remains.
18x6 Bvron Ch. Har. in. xlvii, Those [Banners] which

waved are shredless dust ere now,

Shredlet (jre-dlet). [-let.] A small shred.
1840 Tail's Mag. VII. 183 We'll T>ide by its tatterd

shredlets, While leaf or braflth remains.

IShredling. Obs. rare- 1
. In 7 shread-.

[-ling.] A minute portion.

1674 N. Fairfax BulkfySelv. 105 That puzling Question,
Whether a bulky Being be made up of a throng of cleave-
less shreadlings?

Shred-pie. Hist. Also shrxd-. [prob. f.

Shred///, a. (cf. Minced-pie).] A mince-pie.
X580 Tusseb Husb. xxxi. iii, Shred pies of the best, ..and

turkey well drest 1651 S. Sheppard Epigr. \i\ Christ-
masse Day. No matter for Plomb*porridge, or Shrid-pies.
X655 Fuller Ch. Hist. iv. 182 How King Henry the sixth
..sent this Arch-Bishop, for a New-years-gift, a shred-pie
indeed, as containing pieces of cloath and stuff, of several
sorts and colours, in jeer. 1834 Southev Doctor viii, A
shred pie, which is a coarse north country edition of the
pie abhorred by puritans. 1884 Besant Dorothy Forster
xiii, The tables were covered with Yule-cakes, .not to speak
of goose-pies, shrid or mince pies.

Shreechowl : see Shritch-owl.
Shreed, Shreek, obs. ff. Sheed sb. , Shriek.
Shreevalty, obs. f. Shrievalty. Shreeve,

obs. f. Sheriff, Shrive v. Shref, obs. pa. L
Shrive v. Shrefe, obs. f. Sheriff.

tShreitch. Obs. rare. [? Representing dialect-

ally OE scric9 scre'e 'turdus*: see Shrike sb.
,£
\

The missel-thrush, Shrite.
Cf. the local names holm-screechy screech-thrush, shrike-

cock.

x668 Charleton Ononiast. 83 Turdus Viscivorus.. the
Misletoe-Thrush, or Shreitch,

Shreitoh : see Shritch. Shreive, obs. f.

Sheriff. Shrelle, obs. f. Shrill v.

t Shrench, vA Obs. Also 2-3 screnche, 3
schrenche, Ormin scr-, Bkrennkenn, 4
chrenche. [OE. screncan = (M)LG. schrenken
to place crosswise, MDu. schrencken to ensnare,

hinder, deceive, OHG. screnchan, screnken to lay
crosswise, deceive (MHG.se/irenketttG.schrdnken)
:— prehistoric %skraykjan.
From the root shrank- oblique, awry, are also MLG.

schrank neut., barrier, hedge, OHG., MHG. schranc masc,
bar, barrier, limit, enclosed space, deception, also MHG.
schranke fern., G. schrank, schranke; MLG. schranken
to shamble, stutter, MDu. schranken to sit cross-legged,
waver, totter, OHG. scranchdn, MHG. schranken to be
crossed, waver, stagger.]

trans. To put a stumbling-block in the way of

;

to overthrow ; to entrap ; to deceive.
<: 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. ix. 59 Healden hiec^ethie

. .3a ne screncen 6a Se ga5 on ryhtne wex toweard 5ass hefon-
rices. Ibid, lix.453 Ne serene ou 3one blindan. c 1000 Ags.
Ps. (Splm.) xvii. 41 pu jescrenctyst on arisende on me,
supplantasti insurgentes in me. c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn.
209 Ute we . . bidden god bat he us . . shilde ber-wiS bat he us
neshrenche. cxzoo Ormin 2618 pedeofell, J>att..stanndebb
inn To scrennkenn ure sawless. Ibid. 11467 patt te deofell
naefre Ne blinnepb off to skrennkenn pa patt haffdenn himm
forrworrpenn. a 1225 Leg. Kath. 1189 He bicherde bene
feont, & schrenchte ben aide deouel. a 1225 Juliana 34
pat weneS me to schrenchen ant schunchen of be weie. 13 .

.

in Archrv Stud. neu. Spr. LXXXII. 348 He hatied worn-
men . . he seyde hit weren paunceris [read paunteris] mannus
soule to chrenche.

t Shrench, v. % Obs. [OE. screncan, causative

of scrincan to Shrink.] trans. To cause to shrink
or shrivel with heat.
C950 Lindis/. Gosp. Matt. xiii. 6 Weron fcescrencde,

arnerunt. t 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 316/589 Men I-seoth ofte
lijtingue brenne housand schrenche. X3.. in Archiv Stud.
neu. Spr. LXXXII. 342 Brondis me dedin to his sydus his
fel for to schrenche.

Shren(c)k, obs. form of Shrink v.

Shrene, obs. form of Shrine sb.

t Shrepe, v. Obs. [app. repr. OE. screpan str.

vb. : see Screpe v.~\ intr. To scratch.
a 1225 After. R. 186 And nis bet child fulitowen bet

scbrepeS [v.rr. schindleS, scratteS] ajean, & bit upon be
gerde ?

Shreud(e, obs. f. Shrewd. Shrevalty,
Shreve, obs. ff. Shrievalty, Sheriff.

Shrew (Jr«), sb.1 Forms : a. 1 screuua,
scrcauua. scraeua, 6 shreaw, 6-7 shrewe, 6-
shrew. &. 6 shrowe, schro, 8 shrow. 7. 6
shyrewe, 9 dial, shirrow, sheroo, shorrow.
[OE. scriawa, scrfcwa, not found elsewhere in Tent.
Some scholars refer the word to the OTeut. *skreu- to

cut (see Shred sb.), comparing, for the sense, MHG. scher-

tnus ' sorex ', ' glio \ * talpa ' (mod.G. schennaus mole, also

a kind of mouse), OE. scir/emiis ' sorex ' (related to sceor/an
to cut). See, however, Shrew sb. 2 With the forms cf.

strotv Strew v. It is possible that in the y forms there may



SHREW.
be some mixture of the (? synonymous) OE. scirfelmus)
cf. the dial, sarrow m Serve v.
The absence of evidence for the word between the OE.

period and the 16th century is remarkable ; its place may
have been supplied locally in ME. by trdshrew (i.e earth-
shrew), though this, with its apparent corruptions hard,
shrew, Hardishrew, harvest-shrew, uossro, uursrow (with
prefixed N 31, is not recorded before the 17th century.]
1. Any of the small insectivorous mammals,

belonging to the genns Sorex or the family Sort-
ciase, much resembling mice but having a long
sharp snout ; a Shrew-mouse.
The common European shrew Is Sorex vulgaris. For

elephant, house, jumping, marsh, mole, musk, otter,
pygmy, rat-tailed, river, tree, water shrew, see the qualify-
ing words

; also Hardishrew. The shrew was popularly
held to be venomous and otherwise injurious ; cf. shrew ash,
•bitten, -run below.

f7»S Corpus Gloss. M 336 Musiranus, screauua. C825
Ep'nal Gloss. S49 Musiranus, screuua. aqoo Leiden
Gloss. 226 Musiranus, scraeua. 1538 Elyot Diet., Scytala,
a ytel beaste callyd a shyrewe. 1545 Ibid., Mus Arancus,
a kynde of myse called a shrew, whyche yf it goo ouer a
beastes backe, he shall be lame in the chyne. 1551 Turner
Herbal 169 The poyson of.. the feld mouse called a shrew.
1578 Lvte Dodoens 622 The poison of the Scorpion and
Shrowe and such like venemous beastes. 1595 Duncan
App. Etym. (E.D. S.), Sorex, a ration, a schro. 1600
Surflet Country Farm 1. xxviii. 195 The shrew by her
biting of the horse maketh him oftentimes to die. 1707
Encycl. Brit. (ed. 3) XVII. 610 The tucan, or Mexican
shrew. 1813 J. C. Prichard Phys. Hist. Man iii. 92 The
proper Shrews, of which there are ten species. 1815 Jamie-
son Diet. Suppl., Shirrow,..tbe shrew, Roxb. 1839 Dar-
win Orig. Spec. xiii. 414 The external similarity of a mouse
to a shrew. 1904 J. G. Millais Mammals Gt. Brit. I. 145
In still summer evenings, when lying in the woods waiting
for rabbits to come out, I occasionally catch a momentary
glimpse, of the restless, excitable Common Shrew.
Proverb. 156a J. Hevwood Prov. Q Epigr. (1867) 41When all shrews haue dind, Chaunge from foule weather

to faire is oft enclind. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk «r Selv. 73
It does likely hold up, as we say, by that time the Shrews
have dined. 1849 Literary Gat. Apr. 266 It will be fair
weather when the shrews have dined.

2. altrib. and Comb., as shrew-bitten, -like;
shrew-afflicted = shrew-struck ; shrew-ash (see
quot. 1776) ; shrew-mole, a mole of either of the
genera Scalops and Scapanus ; shrew-run, para-
lysed (as was supposed) as the result of being
overrun by a shrew-mouse ; so + shrew-running
(see quot.) ; shrew-stroke, the fact or condition of
being shrew-struck ; shrew-struok = shrew-run.
1841 Penny Cycl. XXII. 263 If a person or animal, thus
shrew-afflicted, was passed through the arch of a bramble

[etc]. 1776 G. White Selborne, To Barrington, 8 Jan., A
•shrew ash is an ash whose twigs or branches, when gently
applied to the limbs of cattle, will immediately relieve the
pains which a beast suffers from the running ofa shrew-mouse
over the part affected. .. A shrew-ash was made thus :—Into
the body of the tree a deep hole was bored with an auger,
and a poor devoted shrew-mouse was thrust in alive, and
plugged in, no doubt, with several quaint incantations.
a 1845 Mrs. Brav IVarleigh xiii, So long as I hold in my
hand this wand of shrew ash there is nothing to fear. You
are safe from the spirit in this chamber. 1614 Markham
Cheap Husb., Bull, etc. xxxix. 61 Of being shrew runne, or
*shrew bitten. A Shrew Mouse . . is a venemous thing [etc.].

1898 Guide Mammalia Brit. Mus. 108 The *shrew-like
Tarsipes. 1813 Godman Amer. Nat. Hist. (1836) I. 61 The
*shrew-mole is found abundantly in North America, from
Canada to Virginia. 1607 Markham Caval. vn. 80 If your
horse be "shrewrunne, you shall looke for a briere which
growes at both endes, and draw your horse thorow it and
he will be welt c ijao W. Gibson Earner's Guide 11. xvi.
(1722) 61 Many of the Country People.. when they see a
Horse or a Bullock have his Limbs suddenly taken from

'

him, .
.believe him to be either Planet-struck or Shrow-run. I

1716 Diet. Rusticum, Planet-Struck, or *Shrew-Running;
(in Horses) is a deprivation of Feeling or Motion. 187a
Routledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 131 The curative power which
alone could heal the *Shrew.stroke lay in the branches of a !

Shrew-ash. 1850 Kingsley Alton Locke xxi, When my
vather's cows was *shrew-struck, she made un be draed
under a brimble as growed together at the both ends.

Shrew (Jra), sb? and a. Forms : a. 3-4
j

serewe, ssrewe, shreu, (4 sehreawe, srewe),
4-6 shrewe, schrew, (6 shreaw, 7 shreue), 4- !

shrew. /J. 4 Se, sohraw, 6 shrowe, shroe,
srow, 6-7 shrow. 7. 4 sherewe, s(s)eherewe.

i

[Generally held to be a figurative use of Shrew
;

sb.1 , the transference of meaning being accounted
for by the superstitions as to the malignant in-

fluence of the animal: see e.g. quot. 1545 under
Shrew sb. 1 1. This appears possible; on the
other hand, Shrew sbA may be a specific applica-
tion of this word in the sense ' malignant being '

;

cf. MHG. schrouwcl devil.]

f X. A wicked, evil-disposed, or malignant man
;

a mischievous or vexatious person ; a rascal, villain.

Sometimes emphasized by cursed, false.
c 1250 Owl <y Night. 287 Ne lust me wit be screwen chide,

c isoo Bekct 19x7 in S, Eng. Leg. t6i pe foure pat mest
schrewes weren bibousten hem of guyle. 1397 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 3020 pe ssrewen dude sebbe to bis lond suibe moche
wo. a 1300 Cursor M. 14825 pan come bai to be phariseus,
Of all bai war be maister schreus. 1387 Trevisa Higden
(Rolls) IV. 321 That schrewe Pilatus. 1390 GowerCVw/". I.

353 For o schrewe which he spareth A thousand goode men
ne grieveth. c 1400 Destr. Troy 12547 All a company is

cumbrit for a cursed shrewe. c 1400 Gamelyn 230 While
bou were a ymg boy a moche schrew bou were, c 1400 St.
Alexins (Laud MS.) 572 For bat tyme were pe folk of Rome

773

pe mest shrewen of cristendome. I46i Pastou Lett. II. 4Ihese tals shrewes that are of an oppynion contrary to theKyng. a 1529 Skei.ton Bouge 0/ Court 525 Who deleth
with shrewes hath nede to loke aboute. 1563 Homilies 11.
ierm. Rogat. ]Vk. 11. Qqqqj, Now are they taken from me
by euil chaunces, and false shrewes, by naughty wretches.
1587 Harrison England'

11. xvi. in Holins/ied 1. 199/2 These
are some of the policies of such shrewes or close booted
gentlemen. 1609 Dekker Ranens A Im. Wks. 1873 I V. 264Such as were shrewes to their wiues. a 1650 Mcriine ib 7 im * uriuv. Percy Folio I. 471 Then said Merlyn thoe, ' heewas a shrew that told you soe '.

8. c 1375 Sc. Leg. Saints xl. (Ninian) 459 AI baischrawis
euire-ilkane. c 1570 Pride /) I.mut. (1841) 36 To trye a true"end 'rom a shrow. a 1650 Merline 1221 in Furniv. Percy
Solzo I. 460 Thou cursed srow, thou goe vs froe !

y. 13.. Bents (A.) 1211 Hii lowe, )>e scherewes, bat him
gan wreie. c 1386 Chaucer Melib. r 232 Dauid seith blisful
is that man bat hath nat folwed the conseilyngof sherewes

f b. Applied to the Devil. Obs.
[c 1315 Shoreham vn. 470 pa} god soffrede such a sehreawe

Al for to spylle.] 136a Langl. P. PI. A. x. 209 pei don vuele
and be deuel plesen, And aftur heore deb day schul dwelle
wip be schrewe. c 1386 Chaucer Can. Yeom. T. 364
1 hough )>at the feend noght in oure sighte hym shewe I
trowe he with vs be bat ilke shrewe. iS . . New NotbrouneMayd j

-
,
in Hazl. E.P.P. 1 1 1 . 2 Yet yf that shrewe To hym

pursue That clepyd is Sathan.

1 0. Applied to a malignant planet. Obs.
C1391 Chaucer Astral. 11. § 4 pat he be nat retrograd ne

combust, ne loigned with no shrewe in the same signe.

t d. Used as a term of abuse : Wretch, villain.
1363 Langl. P. PI. A. vn. 143 To Pers be plouh Mon one

profrede his gloue,..And bad go pisse him with his plouh,
pdlede serewe [v.rr. s(c!hrewe] ! c 1460 Toiuneley Myst.
xni. 221 Shrew, Iape ! Thus late as thou goys, what wyll
men suppos ? 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit Wemen no That
auld schrew, schame him betide !

e. pseudo-arch. In a weakened use, to express
playful reprobation.
1888 Stevenson Black A rrow 1. i, Take me this old shrew

softly to the nearest elm, and hang him tenderly by the
neck. Ibid., Our poor shrew of a parson is, by some mad
soul, accused of slaying him.

t_2. A thing of evil nature or influence; some-
thing troublesome or vexatious. Obs.
c 131s Shoreham iv. 207 And ase god dyjt beawes In alle !

gode men, pe feend a-rayeb be schreawes In wykken ber i

a-3en. c 1450 Godstmu Reg. 629 That this his yifte shold
not fro that tyme be reuoked by ony machynacion or shrew.
c 1450 Merlin 568 Than seide Dodmell the sauage that it
were a shrewe to go, for in this foreste is noon rescettes.
a 1500 Bronte Bk. (1886) 12 Take iij schrewys. [A waspe, a
wesill, a woman.] 1335 Coverdale Ecclus. xxxi. 12 Re- !

membre, that an euell eye is a shrew. 158X Mulcaster
Positions xxxvii. (1888) 166 If to great a multitude making to
great a state do not proue a shrew, then am I deceyued.
1620 T. Granger Div. Logike 223 Enmitie, hatred, and ill

will is a shrew.

3. A person, esp. (now only) a woman given to
railing or scolding or other perverse or malignant
behaviour ; freq. a scolding or turbulent wife.
For the proverbial collocation of sheep and threw see

Sheep sb. 5 b.

a. 13. . Minor Poemsfr. Vernon MS. 547/380 He J>at his
tonge con not holde, In cumpaygnye a schrewe is tolde.
c 1386 Chaucer Merch. T. Epil. 10 But ofhir tonge a lobbyng
shrewe is she. c 1400 Beryu 1282 For now, I am in certen,
I have a Stepmodir : They been shrewis som. a 1450 Myrc
59 Wymmenes speche that ben schrewes, Turne ofte a-way
gode thewes._ 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit It/emeu 251, I
schaw 30W, Sisteris in schrift, I wes a schrew euir. 1546 J.Heywood Prov. 11. vi. (1867) 61 Euery man can rule a
shrewe, saue he that hath her. 1589 Puttf.nham Eng.
Poesie in. xxiv. (Arb.) 299 To be a shrewe in the kitchin, a
saint in the Church. 1609 C Butler Fern. Mon. 1. (1623)
Cj, They [bees] are like vnto incorrigible shrews : there is
no_ dealing with them but by patience, a vjto Sewel
Hist. Quakers (1795) I. in. 200 His wife who was a wicked
shrew. i8jo W. Irving Sketch Bk. I. 59 Those men are most
. .conciliating abroad, who are under the discipline of shrews
at home. 1839 — IVolfert's Roost (1855) 183 He brought
home with him a wife, who seemed to be a shrew, and to
have the upper hand of him.
0. 1581 A. Hall Iliad I. 12 Iuno Dame that shrowe. 1584

Peele Arraignm. Paris iv. iii, Vul. Aharletrie I warrant
her, Bac. a peeuish eluish shroe [rime so]. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. v. ii. 193 Now goe thy waves, thou hast tam'd a
curst Shrow. 1603 Florio Montaigne III. x. (1632) 575
Happy he. .[that] Pan and old Sylvan knowes, And all the
sister shrowes. 1608 [Tofte] Arioslo's Sat. iv. (i6n) 51
Silence cuts a shrow worse then a sword. 1659 Lady
Alimony v. iii. K j, He that will practise the art of swing,
ing in a Halter, either to please or cross a Shrows humour.
fi£- *T&-% Swift Pol. Conversat. 83 Marriage is honour-

able, but House-keeping is a Shrew. 174a Young Nt, Th.
in. 356 To love, and hate, The same vain world; to censure,
and espouse, This painted shrew of life.

T b. jocularly for : A wife. Obs. rare,
a 1626 Breton Post with Packet ofmad Letters (Grosart)

40/1 With commendations to your kind Son, your selfe,and
your good Shrew.

4. attrib. and Comb., as shrew-tamer, -wife
;

f shrew-shake(n a. 1 cured of shrewishness.
c 1530 Songs, Carols, etc. (E.E.T.S.) no pe wyff was sum-

what_ shrew shake. 1551 T. Wilson Logic vj b, To be
obedient, to be sbrewshaken, to bring vp her children well
[etc.]. 1808 Mrs. M. T. Kemble Day after Wedding 8
Accomplish that, and I'll acknowledge you the Prince of
Shrew-tamers. 1911 Chamb. Jrnl. Dec. 774/2 The snappish
utterances of his shrew-wife.

B. adj. = Shrewd (in various senses) ; wicked,
evil-disposed ; bad ; shrewish, ill-tempered.

1297^ R. Glouc. (Rolls) 2091, & so pei ssrewe robeours abbe
hor wille. Ibid. 6718 A ssrewe & luber dom. c 1305 St.
Kenelm 202 in E. E. P. (1862) 53 pis quene. .schrewe leuedi

SHREWD.
bicom ynou3. 13 . . Beues (A.) 398 Go horn, truant ! . . Scherewe
houre sone. c 1481 Caxton Dialogues 44/27 Pieryne his
doughter Is the shrewest [F. lapieure] ghyrle That I knowe
on this side the see. 1638 R. Baillie Lett. * Jrnls. ^841)
i. 70 He of Llberton does us a very shreue turne.

t Shrew, v. Obs. Forms : a. 4-6 shrewe,
sohrew(e, 7 'shrew, 5- shrew. B. 4 sehrowe^
6 shrow, Sc. schir(r)o, 6-7 Sc. schro. [app. f.

Shrew sb?, q. v. ; cf. Beshrew v.~\

1. trans. To curse ; = Beshrew 3. Chiefly in
imprecations I shrew... (occas. with /omitted).
o. C1386 Chaucer Nun Pr. T. 606, I shrewe vs bothe twoAnd first I shrewe my self bothe blood and bones If thou

blgyle me. c 1386 — Sompn. T. 519 O vile proude cherl I
shrewe his face. 1393 Langl. P. PI. C. vn. 75, [I] Venged me
tele tymes..and shrewede myn emcristyne. r-1403 Ci.an-
voweCk&io $ Night. 250, 1 shrewe al hem that been of iove
untrewe. c 1460 Towne/ey Myst. ii. 341 Here will I lig thise
fourty dayes And 1 shrew hym that me fyrst rayse. a 1553Udall Royster D. 1. iii. (Arb.) 21, I shrew them that say
nay, and that shall not be I. a 1568 Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 269, I wait nocht gif thir lawis be gud, I
schrew thame first thame fand. 1611 Shaks. iVint. T. I. ii.

281 'Shrew my heart. 1611 — Cymb. 11. iii. 147.
0. 1338 R. Brunne Chrou. (1810) 236, I schrowe alle \>er

maners, bat lufes ber partie. a 1529 Skelton Agst. Gar-
nesche iv. 127 To know thy selfe yf thow lake grace, Lerne
or be lewde, I shrow thy face, a 1568 Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 377 Ye hurt me now, schirroyour fais. 15 .

Wenving ofjok S, Jynny 15 in Ibid. 388, I schro the, lyar,
full leis me yow. 1668 R. B. Adagia Scot. 48 Shro the
ghuest the house is the war of.

2. To deprave ; = Beshrew i. rare~°.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/1 Schrewyn, pravo.
3. To treat shrewishly ; to scold, rare.
.21687 Cotton Joys of Marriage 31 If too wary, then

shell shrew thee. 1883 Miss Braddon Golden Calfxx,
She shrewed me so abominably, .that my pride was roused.

tShreward. Obs. Also 3 ssreward, 4
schrew-, -art, scherewarde. [f. Shrew + -ard.]
A scoundrel.

1297 R. Glouc (Rolls) 5441 Vor pur hate aaen is brober
held as a ssreward. a 1325 Names of Hare in Rel. Ant.
I. 134 The fusttart, the pollart, His hei nome is srewart.
1338 R. Brunne Chrou. (1810) 262 In Wales is a schreward
to werre risen on.

Shrewd (J"r«d), a. Forms : a. 4-5 schrewid(e,
shrewid, schrewd(e, 4-6 sohrewed(e, 4-7
shrewed(e, shrewde, shreude, 5-6 schrewyd,
(4 sehreuyt, 6 shreawd, sehrewit), 5-8 shreud,
6-8 shrew'd, 5- shrewd. jB. 5 schrod, 5-6
schrode, 5-7 shrode, 6 schroyd, 6-7 shroud,
shrowd(e, shrow'd, shroad, 9 dial, srode. 7. 4
scherewed, 5 sherewd. [ME. schrewed-e, etc.,

prob. orig. f. Shrew sb? (?or sbA) + -ed.2 Cf.
crabbed, dogged, wicked (all early ME.) ; the two
former suggest the possibility that the animal (sb.1)

is alluded to. This formation coincided with the
pa. pple. of Shrew v., which may be the source
ofsome of the senses ; cf. the similar use of cursed.']

1. Of persons, their qualities, actions, etc. : De-
[ praved, wicked ; evil-disposed, malignant. Passing
into a weaker sense : Malicious, mischievous, dial,
a. 1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 4904 Ryche men haue

shrewed sonys,—Shrewys yn dede and yn sawe. 13 . . Lay
Folks Catech. (MS. L) 139 Envye to oure ney3bore with

)
ober schrewde castys. c 1580 Wyclif Set. Wks. II. 349
Sclaundris and obir shrewid wordis. c X400 Beryn 1079
Fawnus..Wassetoppon a purpose to make his sone leueAll

! his shrewde tacchis. c 1450 St. Cuthbert (Surtees) 7330
pe schrewed sonn of be fende. Ibid. 7742 A schrewyd
counsaile toke bai ban. 1470-85 Malory A rthur ix. xviii.

366 Whan he dyd ony shrewd dede they wold bete hym
with roddes. 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 35/1 Thenemye the
fende with his angellis cursed and shrewd, c 1490 — Rule
St. Beuet 122 Kepe euer your tongue from euyll and shrewde
langage, & speke lytyll & well. 1548 Cranmer Catech. 165
Our owne euyl workes and shrewed wylles. 1570 Satir.
Poems Reform, xviii. 62 Sehrewit is that seruice 3e haif
schawin to ;our King. 1590 Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 33 That
shrew'd and knauish spirit Cal'd Robin Good-fellow. x6iz
Day Festivals ii. (1615) 29 How do they pule & cry?
nay, how wil they shew a shrewd stomach or ever they can
goorspeake? 1634 Milton Comus 846 All urchin blasts,
and ill luck signes That the shrewd medling Elfe delights
to make. 1879 Miss Jackson Shropsh. IVordbk., Shrewd
(s'roa'd), . . (snr'oa'd), . . badly-disposed ; wicked ; vicious.
' 'E's gwun a despert srode lad.'

)3._ X547 Boorde Brez\ Health cccxxix, Beware of anger,
for it is a shrode hert that maketh al the body fare the worse.
1606 Dekker Seiten Deadly Sinnes iii. Wks. (Grosart) II.

48 Drunkards, Vnthriftes and shrode Husbonds.
y. 13 . . Beues (A.) 4498 par was a Lombard in be toun,

pat was scherewed & feloun. 14.. Chaucer's H. Fame 275
(Caxton), Ther may be vnder goodlyhede Couerd many a
sherewd vyce.

t b. Of children : Naughty. Obs.
[1526 Pilgr. Perf (W. de W. 1531) 91 b, These ben called

. .capytall vyces, bycause other shrewde children ryseth of
them.] a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. IV, 9 Experience
teacheth, that.. of a shreude boye, proveth a good man.
1584 Cogan Haven Health cii. 89, I haue knowen . . many
a shreude boye for the desire of Apples, to haue broken into
other folkes orchardes. 1588 Shaks. /.. L. L. v. ii. 12 He
[Cupid] hath beene hue thousand yeeres a Boy. JCalh.
I and a shrewd vnhappy gallowes too. 1645 Bp. Hall
Treat. Content. 77 The best of us are but shrewd children,

•j" C. Of animals : Of evil disposition, bad-
tempered ; vicious, fierce ; = Cdrsed 4 b. Obs.
1509 Watson Sliip of Fcols vi. (1517) Bvij, Oftentymes

a mylde bytche bryngeth forth shrewed whelpes. la 1533
Frith Another Bk. agst. Rastell (1829) 242 And may be



SHREWD.
likened to a shrewd cow, which, when she hath given a

large mess of milk, turneth it down with her heel. 1546

Heywood Prov. 1. x. (1867) 22 God sendth the shrewd coow
short homes. 1547-5° Bauldwin Mot. Philos. iv. Q iv, As
to a shrewde horse belongeth a sharpe brydle : so oughte

a shrewde wyfe to be sharpely handeled. 1607 Makkham
Cava/. 11. 96 The practice ofsome Horse-men . .to tie ashrewd

Cat to a Poale, with her heade and feete at libertie, and so

thrusting it vnder the horses bellye,..to make her..clawe

him. 1630 Drayton Noalt's Flood 319 [They] together sat

By the shrewd Muncky, Babian, and the Ape.

f2. Of material things (^. animals) : Mischiev-

ous, hurtful ; dangerous, injurious. Obs.

CX380 Sir Ferumb. 4431 An Axe had he ban an honde,

A shrewedere wepene for to fonde Was neuere non yfounde.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 335 Wei schrewed mys
[mures nocentissimos\ 1398 — Barth. De P. R. v. xxviii.

(Bodl. MS.), Blaynes.,comeb of schrewed and corrupt

humours. 1309 Langl. Rich. Redeles m. 20 poru busschis

and bromes pis beste . . Secheth and sercheth bo schrewed
wormes. c 1400 Maundev. (1830) v. 46 Egipt is a strong

Contree : for it hathe manye schrewede Havenes, because
of the grete Roches. C1450 Robyn <y Gandeleyn vi. (Child

Ball.), There cam a schrewde arwe out of be west 1493
Festyvall 31 b, They wyll slee theym with a shrewed
knyfe. That is with the euyll and cursed tonge. 1593
Shaks. Rich. II, in. ii. 59 To lift shrewd Steele against our
Golden Crowne. 1607-ia Bacon Ess., Of Wisdome for a
Ma»s selfe (Arb.) 182 An Ant.. is a shrewd thing, in an
Orchard, or a garden. 1621 Donne Servt. xv. (1640) 148
The Buls of Babylon, the shrewdest Buls of all, in temporall,

in spiritual! persecutions.

1 3. Of things (chiefly immaterial) : Of evil

nature, character, or influence; ill-conditioned,

bad, vile. Obs.
138a Wycuf Luke iii. 5 Schrewide thingis [prava] schulen

be in to dressid thingis. 1387-8 T. Usk Test. Love 11. vi.

(Skeat) 1. 72 Right so he is a shrewe, on whom shreude
thinges and badde han most werchinge. c 1400 Beryn 2613
They have a custom, a shrewid for the nonys, Yf [etc,].

c 1470 Henry Wallace 11. 94 At thi shrewed ws thow wenys
me to leid. 1313 Douglas ASueis 11. viii. 57 The eddir,

with schrewit herbis fed. 1519 Interl. Four Elem. (ed.

Pollard) 438 Though he loke never so well, I promyse you
he hath a shrewde smell, c 1535 Frere $ Boy 283 The
good wyffe sayd, wer hast thou be? In schrewyd plas as

thynkys me. 1644 Milton Areop. 16 There are shrewd
books, with dangerous Frontispices set to sale. 1678 in

Lauderdale Papers (1885) III. 140 His Maj*>8 did highly

signify his displeasure against Sir William Lowther...The
shreud effects whereof he has since tasted.

+ b. Of reputation, opinion, meaning: Evil,

bad, unfavourable. Obs.

c 1384 Chaucer H. Fame 1619, Y graunte yow That ye
shalhaue a shrewde fame And wikkyd loos. 1537 in Froude
Hist. Eng. (1881) I. 523 note, Some of them, as Master
Dean hath known a long time, hath had a shrewd name.
1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Commode, To be ill reported

of: to haue a shrewde name. 1598 Shaks. Merry W. 11.

ii. 232 Shee enlargeth her mirth so farre, that there is shrewd
construction made of her. x6ai T. Williamson tr. Goulart's
iVise Vieillard 82 Many men. .giue good things a shrewd
vnhappie, and wrong name. 1664 H. More Apology 491
That spirit is not of God, but in some shreud sense or other
is the spirit of Antichrist.

+ C. Poor, unsatisfactory. Obs.
a. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 21 126 Thow hast.. Mad a

shrewde marchaundyse. 1470-85 Malory Arthur vs.. xxiv.

375 There is shrewde herberowe, . , lodge where ye will, for

I wille not lodge there. 1525 Ld. Berners Froiss. II. viii.

17 They will make a shrewde marchaundyce for vs. ? 1537
Thersytes 146 (Pollard) He that should medle with me
shall have shrewde rest ! 1565 Cooper Thesaurus, Coetiare
malum.., to suppe with sorow and shrewde rest, a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 1. (Sommer) 26b, The Helots., would haue
giuen a shrewd welcome to the [invading] Arcadians.

0. XS93 Tell>Troth's N. Y. Gift (1876) 8 You might haue
tooke better heede, and It was your owne fault, are two
shrode plasters for a greene wound. x6i6 Marlowe's Faustus
(ed. Brooke) 990 By Lady sir, you haue had a shroud iourney
of it.

f d. In bad physical condition (the precise

meaning varying with the application) ; in bad
order ; ugly ; tough. Obs.
c 1430 Pilgr, Lyf Manhode it. cxxvi. (1869) 123, j can

with good vynture enoynte a shrewede wheel that cryeth.

1526 Skelton Magnyf. (E. E. T. S.) 1155 With a shrewde
face uilis imago. 1571 Golding Calvin on Ps. xviii. 26 A
shrewd knot must haue a shrewd wedge [malo nodo quseren*

dum esse malum cuneum], X593 Tell- Troth's N. Y. Gift
(1876) 34 The young tree will stoup, when the old shrewd
cannot bend.

1 4. Of events, affairs, conditions : Fraught or

attended with evil or misfortune ; having injurious

or dangerous consequences ; vexatious, irksome,

hard ; (of a task) difficult, dangerous. Obs.
*. X508 Stanbridge Vulgaria (W. de W.) Bvj, It is

shrewed to lane with naked swerdes. 1513 "Oouglas duet's
v. ix. 64 The feirfull spa men therof pronosticate Schrewit
chancis to betyde. 153X Frith Judg/u. upon Tracy Wks.
(1572) 79 Those holy fathers were in shreud cause, which con-
tinuing in long penurie, scant lefte attheyrdeparting,ahalfe
pennie. X563-83 Foxe A. fy M. 1936/2, I aduise thee be-
ware of the fire, it is a shrewd matter to bume. 1595 Shaks.
John v. v. 14 Ah fowle, shrew'd newes. 1613 Purchas
Pilgrimage (1614) 711 Strangers haue more shrewd enter-
tainment, and scarsely in twentie daies . . can shake off this

Shaker [ague]. 1623 Middleton More Dissemblers m. ii,

By'r Lady a shrewd business, and a dangerous. 1637 Donne
Stmt. xxii. (1640) 222 The King, that comes after a good
Predecessour, hath a shrewd burthen upon him. 1632 Row*
ley New Wonder in. i. E 3, Sir, 'tis a shrewd taske. 1821
Joanna Baillie Meir. Leg., Lady G. B. liv, The times are
shrewd, my treasures spent.

0. 148a Cely Papers (Camden) 108 Wee fere here that
ther well be schrode passage to thys Balling uiartt. 1536
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St. Papers Hen. VIII, II. 355, I promes you I am in a
schroyd case, oneles the Kinges highe Majestic .do see

redresse in suche causes. 1538 Starkey England 1. iii. 79
Yf the yeomanry of Englond were not, in tyme of warre
we schold be in schrode case._ 1573 *-** Harvey Letter-bk.

(Camden) 11 This singulariti in plulosophi is like to grow
to a shrode matter.

5. Shrewdlurw. a. amischievousormaliciousact
{arch.) ; T^-apieceof misfortune, an accident (tffo.).

1464 Paston Lett. 29 Feb., He wold do Debenham a
shrewd turne and he coud. X530 Palsgr. 712/2, I provoke
..him to do a shreude tourne. 1565 Cooper Thesaurus s. v.

Fere, Infortunium ferre,.. to haue a shrewde turne. 1593
Passionate Morrice (1876) 76 As a dogge doth that is crept

into a hole, hauing done a shroude turne. 1612 Brinsley
Lud. Lit. 9 They are. .sent to the schoole to keepe them.

.

from danger, and shrewd turnes. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman
282 The nurses eie attends the feeble infant, for feare of
shrewd turnes. 1660 Jer. Taylor Duct. Dubit. 11. i. rule 5

§ 3 They can doe a good turne or a shrewd. 170a Engl.
Theophrastus 204 No enemy is so despicable but some time
or other he may do a body a shrewd turn. 1724 De Foe
Mem. Cavalier (1840) 211 That town owed us a shrewd
turn for having handled them coarsely.

6. As an intensive, qualifying a word denoting

something in itself bad, irksome, or undesirable :

Grievous, serious, sore \

f a. of injury, loss, disease, etc. Obs.
a. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VI. 357 pe evel bat hatte

ficus, bat is a schrewed evel. 1461 Paston Lett. II. 4 Ther
was shrewd rewle toward in this cuntre. 1542 Udall
Erasm. Adoph. 1. 132 b, He gaue a shrewd checke to y^

vnmeasurable praiser. 1592 Soliman fy P. 426 A shrewd
losse, by my faith, sir. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, it. iii. 41
Humfrey, Duke of Gloster, scarce himselfe, That beares so
shrewd a mayme. x6o6 Chapman Gent. Usher 11. i. 25, I

have been hanted..with a shrewd fever. 1609 G. Archer
in Purchas Pilgrims (1625) IV. 1734 Some three or foure

dayes after her, came in the Swallow,, .and had a shrewd
leake. 1626 B. Jonson Staple ofNews 1. Interm. 73 O, but
the poore man had got a shrewd mischance, one day. 1658
A. Fox Wurtz' Surg. in. x. 248 A Wound closed up, where
a piece of the vein is yet unhealed,.. will cause shrewd
Imposthumes. X713 C'tess Winchelsea Misc. Poems 180

Meeting with a shrew'd mischance. 18x9 Scott Ivanltoe

xxxi, That is a shrewd loss.

0. 1482 Cely Papers (Camden) 112 Hytt wolt be a shrode
losse. 1610 Holland Camden's Brit. 441 With shrowde
fines eftsoones redoubled, if not answered. x6iz N. Field
Woman is a Weathercock 11. i, Mrs. Wag. ..Haulke, hauke,
[Coughs and spits.] Page. Shee has a shrowde reach, I see
that. 1623 Bradford Plymouth Plant. (1856) 150 His father

suffered a shrowd check.

+ b. of temptation. Obs.
x6ox Death Rob. Earl Hunt. iv. ii. in Hazl. Dodsley

VIII. 297, I know thou shalt be offer'd wealth, Which is a
shrewd enticement in sad want. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 111.

11. xii. 437 A shroud bait to tempt his hungry souldiers to

sacriledge. 1696 Whiston Theory Earth 61 They were
under a shrewd Temptation of thinking very meanly of the

Bible it self.

t C. Qualifying an agent-noun. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 171 marg., Timorousnesse a
shrewd hinderer of enterprises. X59X Shaks. i Hen, VI, 1.

ii. 123 These women are shrewd tempters with their tongues.

U d. 'Hard to beat', formidable, rare -1,

185X Borrow Lavengro xii, I was now a shrewd walker,
thanks to constant practice.

•f*
e. As a vague intensive. Obs.

a 1643 W. Cartwright Ordinary iv. i, Caster. He threw
twice twelve. Credulous. By'r lady, a shrewd many !

•\ 7. Of persons and their actions : Severe, harsh,

stem. Obs.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) I. 379 Oure men beeb
schrewed and angry inow to hem self, but in Goddes
seruauntes bey leye neuere no hond. c X470 Henry Wallace
ix. 1424 The captane than a schrewed ansuer him gaiff.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 11. xvi, She being sharp-set vpon the

fulfilling of a shrewde office in over-looking Philoclea. x6oo

Holland Livy xxvii. xxxiv. 654 The hard and shrewd deal-

ings of a mans countrie. 1654 Bramhall Just Viud. vi.

133 The Bishop. .gave him. .such a shrew'd remembrance,
partly with words, and partly with his crosier staffe.

8. Severe, sharp, hard. a. Of a blow, wound.
arch.
1481 Caxton Reynard (Arb.) 27 They..gauen hym many

a shrewde stroke, a 1500 Brut 593 This shal be be shrewdest
bofet bat euer thow yovyst. 1596 Lodge Wit's Misery
(1879)92 Hee [the devil] will giue a shroud wound with his

tongue. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, 11. iv. 228 Me thought hee
made a shrewd thrust at your Belly. 1647 Clarendon
Hist. Reb. 1. 39 Many, .were drowned, or forced on shore

with shrewd hurts, and bruises, a X713 Ellwood Hist.

Life (1714) 237 He struck her with the Stick, a shrewd
Blow over the Breast. 1873 Morley Voltaire (1886) 9/1
The shrewd thrusts, the flashing fire, with which the hated
Voltaire pushed on his work of 'crushing the Infamous*.
1885 V. L. Cameron Across Africa xvi. (ed. 2) 224 One or

two got some shrewd knocks.

fb. Of conflict or effort. Obs.

1576 Fleming Panopi. Epist. 43 To abide other bitter

bruntes and shrewde skirmishes of aduersitie. 1630 R.
Johnson's Kingd. <$• Commw. 111 Foure thousand men
would have made a shrewd adventure to have taken his

Indies from him. 1682 Bunyan Holy War (1905) 412 Many
a shrewd brush did some of the Townsmen meet with from
them. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <y P. 21 They adventure
with better force, and in shrewder Battels.

9. Sharp, piercing, keen. a. Of a weapon or

the like ; also of pain, arch. (After Shaks. : see

quot. 1503 in 2.)

1843 Tennyson St. Sim. Styl. 195 A sting of shrewdest
pain Ran shrivelling thro* me. 187 x R. Ellis Catullus
Ixxxiii. 5 A shrewder stimulus arms her, Anger. 1878
Browning Poets Croisic 107 Sharpest shrewdest steel that

ever stabbed To death Imposture.

SHREWD.
b. Of the air, wind, weather.

164a D. Rogers Naaman 96 There comes a shrewd right
winde, and gets into the hollow of the tree. 1784 Cowper
Task 111. 581 All plants.. that can endure The winter's
frown, if screen'd from his shrewd bite. 18Z4 W. Irving
T. Trav. I. 23 The night was shrewd and windy. 1849
Rossetti Ruggiero <$- Angelica 9 The sky is harsh, and
the sea shrewd and salt. 1864 Lowell Fireside Trav. ^yj
That shrewd Yorkshire atmosphere. 1894 Crockett Raiders
xviii, The air was shrewd as it breathed from the north.
advb. 1603 Shaks. Ham. (Qo.) 400 The ayre bites shrewd

IQo. 1604 shioudly] ; it is an eager and An nipping winde.

0. Oi sound : Harsh, rare.

1876 Swinburne Erechtheus 10 The song-notes of our fear,

Shrewd notes and shrill, not clear or joyful-sounding.

flO. Of a sign, token, etc.: Of ill omen,
ominous ; hence, strongly indicative (of something
unfavourable).

1577 B. Googe HeresbacKs Husb. iv. (1586) 177 Be sure to
marke them well . . whether they go all out or no : for if they
doe, it is a shrewde signe they will away. 1619 T. Taylor
Titus ii. 8 Bitternesse [is] a shrewd signe of a bad cause.
1630 Donne Serm. xiii. (1640) 135 If our own heart.. con-
demne us, this is shrewd evidence, saies S. Iohn. 1691
Norris Pract. Disc. 186 'Tis a shrewd Symptom of an ill

habit cf Body. 1692 Bp. Patrick^wjw. Touchstone 262W

e

hear not a word of Fathers to countenance this Doctrine,
which is a shrow'd sign it is so far from being Ancient, that

they speak directly against it. 173a Berkeley Alciphr.
vi. § 17 When a man is against reason, it is a shrewd sign
reason is against him.

f b. Of probability, etc Obs.
154a Udall Erasm. Apoph. \. 149 A good plain maner of

knowelage geuyng it was & a shrewd likelyhood. 1619
Sclater Expos. 1 Thess.v. 554 To array our selues..aboue
our Calling [is] no lesse then Pride ; at least a shrewd
species and appearance of it. 1700 Shaftesb. Moralists n.

52 If Pain be 1 11.. we have.. a shrewd Chance on the ill

side, but none at all on the better.

11. Of a piece of evidence : Hard to get over,

' awkward ', damaging, arch.
1606 Holland Sueton. Annot. 4 If his Questour or Trea-

surer had beene condemned, it would haue beene a shrewde
Erecedent for his conviction also in the same cause. 1633
aud in Strafford Lett. (1739) I. 213, I am afraid that many

of them will be found Guilty : You give me one shrewd
Instance in the Bishop of Waterford. 1692 Vindiciae Carol.

ii. 31 The pinching Article against him [Strafford] was the
Twenty third...A shrewd Article no doubt, and sufficiently

evidences their Crime. 1849 H. Miller Foo'.pr. Creator
xv. 310 A shrewd fact, which they who expect most from
the future of this world would do well to consider.

+ 12. Given to railing or scolding; shrewish. Obs.

a. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 285 Tweie schrewed
[ligitiosissimas] wifes bat 'wolde alway chide and stryve.

1483 Caxton G. de la Tour D vij b, The tale and matere
of the euylle and shrewde wyues. 1550 Coverdale Spir.

Perlexv, His [Socrates'] curst and shrewd wife. 1599 Shaks.
Much Ado 11. 1. 20 Thou wilt neuer get thee a husband,
if thou be so shrewd of thy tongue. 1605 Camden Rent.

(1623) 250 Somewhat shrewd to her Seruants. a 1661 Fuller
Worthies, Shropsh. (1662) 2 The Poets faining Juno, chaste

and thrifty,qualities which commonly attend ashrewd nature.

/3. a 1500 Brome Bk. 11 The properte of a schrod qwen ys

to have hyr wyll. 1c 1530 in Pol. Rel. 4- Love Poemsi etc.

(1903) 58 Thowe shalte bettyr chastise a shrode wyfe with

myrthe, then with strokes or smytyng. 1596 Shaks. Tarn.

Shr. i. ii. 70 As old as Sibell, and as curst and shrow'd As
Socrates Zentippe.

+ b. Of words, language : Scolding, railing,

abusive. Obs.
1538 Cromwell in Merriman Life <y Lett. (1902) II. 128

If ye had. .sowght fully to instructe me in the matier, then

thus to desire to conquer me by shrowde wordes. 1565
Cooper Thesaurus s. v. Confero, Maledicta in aliouem, to

rayle at one ; to geue shrewde wooi des. 1606 Holland
Sueton. 191 She had reviled him & given him shrewd
words. 1632 Lithgow Trav. x. 488 With shrew'd Acer-
bious speech, you Anathematize, a 1661 Fuller Worthies,
London (1662) 197 Shrewd words are sometimes improved
into smart blows betwixt them.

13. In early use ; f Cunning, artful (obs.). Now
only in favourable sense : Clever or keen-witted in

practical affairs; astute or sagacious in action or

speech. (The chief current sense.)

a. 1520 Calisto % Melib. in Hazl. Dodsley I. 60 Seeming
to be sheep, and serpently shrewd. 1589 Puttenham
Engl. Poesie in. xxi. (Arb.) 257 Least with their shrewd
wits, when they were maried they might become a little

too phantasticall wiues. 1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 47
By acting sharpe old men, shrewd servants, .. and all such
parts as did require some noise and stirre. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 15 June 1675, His lady had ben very handsome, and
seem'd a shrewd understanding woman. 1706 Stanhope
Paraphr. III. 331 The Men of the World are abundantly
more shrewd in the Business of it, than even Good Men are

in the Management of their great and eternal Concern.
1807-8 W. Irving Salmag. (1824) 228 A shrewd old gentle-

man, who stood listening by with a mischievously equivocal

look. 1867 Smiles Huguenots Eng. ii. (1880} 25 Palissy

was.. by nature a shrewd observer and an independent

thinker. 1880 L. Stephen/V/* iv. 102 A woman of shrewd
intellect and masculine character. 1884 Tennyson Falc. L

i. 468 Lady, I find you a shrewd bargainer.

absol. 1867 Lowell Fitz Adam's Story 360 Hard-headed
and soft-hearted, you'd scarce meet A kinder mixture of the

shrewd and sweet.

0. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. B 4 b, They told the King
he was a foole, and that some shrowd head had knauishly

wrought on him. 1605 Chapman A 11 Pools iv. i. H 2, Rinal.

Y'aue gotten a learned Notarie Signior Cornelio. Corn.

Hees a shroad fellow indeed. x6o6 Shaks. Tr. % Cr, 1. u.

206 He has a shrow'd wit.

"b. Of action, speech: f Cunning, artful (obs.);

characterized by penetration or practical sagacity.

1589 ? Nashe Pas<jiiiU <y Marforius B I, Whereuppon they



SHREWDHEAD.
presume to make a shrewde scruple of their obedience. 1649
Milton Eikon. xxvi. 502 The shrewdest and the cunningest
obloquie that can be thrown upon thir actions. 1761 Hume
Hist. Eng. II. xxviL 120 Empson made a shrewd apology
for himself. 1781 Cowper Table-T. 20$ The cause, .may
yet elude Conjecture and remark, however shrewd. 1824
W. Irving T. Trav. II. 259 An eminent man, who had
waxed wealthy by driving shrewd bargains with the Indians.
188a J. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 113 Taking shrewd ad-
vantage of the Lord Chancellor's unlucky mistake. 1884
R. W. Church Bacon iiL 59 He liked to observe, to gene-
ralise in shrewd and sometimes cynical epigrams.

C. Of the face or look.
1816 Scott Antiq. i, A shrewd and penetrating eye. 1877

Mrs. Forrester Mignon i, Fred Conyngham . .has a plain,
shrewd face. 1877 Black Green Past, iii, The shaggy,
dark brown eyebrows gave shadow and intensity to the
shrewd and piercing grey eyes.

14. Of a suspicion or guess : Coming ' dan-
gerously * near to the truth of the matter, (? Partly
arising from sense 10.)
1588

J.
Harvey Disc. Probl. 127, 1 denie not but the wisest

..politiques may..giue a shrewd gesse, and go neare the
marke. 1599 Warn. Faire Women 11, 1025 Should you be
guilty of this fact, As this your flight hath given shrewde
suspicion 1604 Shaks. Oth. hi. iii. 429 "Tis a shrew'd
doubt, though it be but a Dreame, 1653 H. More Aniid.
Ath. m. xii. § 3 It is a shrewd presumption that he doth lie

with them indeed. 1848 Thackeray Fan. Fair H, I have
a shrewd idea that it is a humbug.
15. Comb.y as shrewd-headed, \-hearled

t
-looking,

-pated, -tongued, \-wit, -working adjs.

c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/1 Schrewyd hertyd, pravicors.
158a Stanyhurst Mneis n. (Arb.) 47 The priest Calchas was
broght by the shrewdwyt VHsses. 1607 Hieron Wks. 1. 197
A shrewd-tongued woman. 1628 Ford Lover's Mel. iv. ii,

A shrewd-braine Whorson; there's pith In his vntoward
plainenesse. 1629 Maxwell tr. Herodian (1635) 199 A
notable shrewd-pated Fellow. 18*7 Lytton Pelham xvi,
She was a pretty, fair, shrewd-looking person. 1865 Kings-
ley Herew. ix, The.. shrewdest-headed. .Berserker in the
North Seas.

Shrewd, obs. form of Shroud v.

t Sh.rewdh.ead. Obs. [f. Shkewd + -head.]
Wickedness, depravity.

13. . Guy Wartv. (1891)510 For his scberewdhed sir Berard
pemperour hab made him his steward, c 1315 Shoreham
vii- 574 Rys,t deuelen so for screawed-hede Euer mo forse
scholle brede. 14.. R, Glouc. Chron. 5676 (MS. y), His
schrewedhede [see quot. 1297 s.v. Shrewhead].

Shrewdish Jrw'dij), a. [f. Shrewd + -ish.]

Somewhat or fairly shrewd.
t8«3 Sfiint Publ. yrnts. 485 We have a shrewdish suspi-

cion, 187a ' Aliph Cheem ' (Yeldham) Lays ofInd (1876J 33
Lieutenant Rudge was a shrewdish lad, Not easy to be
cajoled. 1873 C M. Davies Unorth. Lond, {1876) 162 Some
shrewdish forecasting of events.

Shrewdly (Jr«dli), adv. Forms: see Shrewd
a. ; also 6 acrodely, 6-7 shrodly. [f. Shrewd
0.+-LY2.]
+ 1. Evilly, ill ; wickedly; maliciously. Obs.
13.. Pol. Songs (Camden) 326 He bithenketh him hu he
may shrewedebehest worche. c 1380 Sir Ferumb. 2860
Alle wib herte grete, & shrewed-liche bai dedc hym kulle.

138a Wvclif Isn. i. 16 Resteth to do shreudely, lerneth to do
wel. c 1450 Godstow Reg. 324 He was ful ignorant wilfulli &
shrewdelu c 1450 Merlin xx. 313 To dye as cowardes
shrewdely oon with-oute a-nother. 1593 Skelton Garl.
Laurel 620 Fals flaterers that . . speke fayre btfore the and
shrewdly behynde. 153a More Confut. Tindale Wks. 528/2
They may seme repentaunt openlye, and yet thinke in their

beartes ful shrewdly.

f2. Of wounding, hurting, cutting: Sharply,

severely. Often in fig. context Obs.
C1375 5c. Leg. Saints xlviii. (Juliana) 80 Quhene we do

nocht all his wil, he gerris dynge ws schreuytly. 6-1440

Alphabet 0/ Tales 431 He. .was shrewidlie wowndid with
waspis& fleis. 1576 Gascoigne Steel (Has Wks. 1910II. 147
My battred braynes, (which now be shrewdly brusde. 1600
Holland Livy vi. 224 Deepe debts are sharpe goads, and
prick shreawdly. 160a Shaks. Ham. 1. iv. 1 The Ayre bites

shrewdly: is it very cold? 1606 — Tr. «$ Cr. 11. iii. 928,

I see my reputation is at stake. My fame is shrowdly gored.

1613 W. B. tr. Michaelis' Hist. Magic. 337 A stone.. fell

vpon his head, and did shrewdly cut him. 1658 A. Fox
Wurtz' Surg. lit. ix. 244 A Gentleman had a fall with his

horse, was shrewdly bruised on his left side. 1699 Dampier
Voy II. 11. 99, I knew one shrewdly gor'd by a Bull.

f3. Sharply, severely, harshly. Obs. a. Ofspeech.
C1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 530 Lo yet how shrewedly

Vn-to my confessour to day he spak. c 141a Hoccleve De
Reg Princ. 3514 A man.. to Iulius Cesar ones Crabbidly
seid, and schrewdly (etc. I 1483 Caxton Gold. Leg. 134/3
The mynysters answerden thou spakest shrewdly to Vs
wymen. 1313 Douglas Mneis vn. vii, 134 Oft and richt

scnrewitly wald scho clepe and cry. 1593 Nashe Christ's T.

To Rdr., This word Mummianizd in the beginning of my
first Epistle is shrewdly called in question, a i66x Fuller
Worthiest Somerset^ (1662) x6 Sir Roger. .urged it [false.

hood] shrewdly against the Person, who in that place, first

revived the Aspersion.

t). Of treatment.

c 1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon x. 257 He was a ferde

lest be sholde be yet more shreudely handtyd. 1589 Greene
Tallies Lone Wks. (Grosart) VII. 203 If I write sharpely,

blame me not that am vsed so shrowdlie. x6ox Dent Pathtv.
Heaven 244 Some of Godschildren. .areshrewdly handled.

.

and brought very low, euen vnto deat hs doore, 1697 Potter
Antiq, Greece 1. ix. (1715) 46 Being of Opinion, that he had
been shrewdly handled by the Divine Vengeance.

f4. Badly, ill, poorly. Obs.

c nyoPilgr. LyfManhode 11. xviii. (i869)82Thei..passen
the gospel that j haue herd seyd in oure toun, and keepen it

shrewedeliche. 1583 Skelton Garl. Laurel 1210 Shroudly
it doth accorde, To pyke out'honesty of suche a potshorde.
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154X St. Papers Hen. VIII, I. 658 Ordre must be taken in
tyme for the payment of the workmen, or elles they shal
worke but shrewdly,

5. Qualifying a word or phrase expressive of a
painful or adverse condition, menacing or dis-

quieting action, violent or oppressive treatment

;

passing into a mere intensive : Grievously, intensely,

seriously.
a. 1551 Robinson tr. More's Utopia 11. viii. (1895) 245 Most

florishing and wealthie peoples beyng some of them
shrewedely shaken, a 1553 Udall Royster D. iv. iv, Then
Truepenny's fire-fork will him shrewdly fray. 1601 Shaks.
Alts Wellm.v.qi He's shrewdly vext at something. <ri6io
Women Saints 57 A greate number of birds alighting
in her fields of corne, and deuouring it shrewdlie. 165a
Heylin Cosmogr. 1. F 2 A Famine, which shrewdly raged
among the Commons, 1661 Boyle Style Script. (1675) 220
To be shrewdly tempted to be a partial relator of them.
1687 Good Advice 43 Shrewdly against the will of the high
Church-men. 1687 Dryden Hind <y P. in. 133 Yet seem'd
she not to winch, though shrewdly pain'd. 1710 Shaftesb.
Soliloquy hi. § 2. 146 Shrewdly disappointed. 1848 C. C.
Clifford Aristophanes, Frogs 4 My shoulder acheth
shrewdly. 1856 Boker Anne Boleyn 1, i, We shall be
shrewdly cuffed. 1863 Whyte-Melville Gladiators xliv,
The attack of yesterday . . must have shaken them shrewdly.
8. c 1533 Sir W. Fitzwilliam in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m.

II. 284 Which happenyng shulde shrowdly discomfort her.
1596 Nashe Saffron Walden O 4 b, I haue brought him
lowe, and shrowdly broken him. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V, 111.

vii. 163 These English are shrowdlv out of Beefe. c 1600
Day Begg. Bednall Gr. iv. ii. (1881) 83 He's shrowdly
frighted by this violence. x6aa in Foster Eng. Factories
Ind. (1908) II. 57 Hee threatned us shrodly. 1633 T.
James Voy. 78 The Ice did driue against the Ship, and
shake her shrowdly. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. 56 Shroudly
shrubbing their branches. 1673 Marvell Reh. Tramp.
11. 73 Otherwise he would be shrowdly disappointed.

fb. Intensely, immensely. Obs.
1663 Killigrew Parson's Wedding iv. i, I like her

shrewdly ; I hate a wench that is all whore nnd no company.

6. See Shrewd a. 14 and 10 b.

a. qualifying suspect, suspicious, guess, fear,
mistrust.

1559 Mirr. Mag., Warwick vi, This made the French
king shrewdly to suspecte. 1576 Fleming Panopl. Epist.
273, I mistrust y8 present case of Democritus so shrewdly.
1588 J. Udall Diotrephes (Arb.) 22 He gesseth shrewdlie.

.

our intent.
_

1662 Stillingfl. Orig. Sacrx 1. v, § 1 Which
may make it shrewdly suspitious that their intent is only
to impose on our understandings. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk
fy Selv. 73 Tis shrewdly to be mistrusted, that something
a great deal further off. . has some kind of tamperings here.

1757 Chesterf. Lett, cccxxiii, I shrewdly suspect that his

Royal Highness has been the dupe of that sentiment. 1813
Scott Rokeby vi. x, Tis shrewdly guess'd That Redmond
rules the damsel's breast. 1847 C. Bronte Jane Eyre
xiii, She coined pretexts to go downstairs, in order, as I

shrewdly suspected, to visit the library.

fb. qualifying probable. Obs,
1659 H. MoRKlmmort. 6V«/ir.i.i2oItisshreudlyprobable,

that fluid perceptive Matter will not fail to find the colours
tinctured from one another. 1664 Power Exp. Philos. 1. 72
Is it not shrewdly probable, that.. Colours are nothing else

but a various modification of this motion ?

7. With keen insight or perception ; with shrewd
intelligence or discrimination ; astutely, saga-

ciously.

«599 Shaks. Muck Ado 11. i. 84 Cosin you apprehend
passing shrewdly, 1719 Waterland Vina. Christ's Div.
xxi. 310 The . . Author observes, very shrowdly, that . . it is to

Him a Mystery. 178a J. Brown Nat. $ Rev. Relig. 1. ii.

35 The Spartans held theft to be innocent, if it was but
shrewdly committed. i8a5 Scott Talistn. ix, * Shrewdly
replied , said the monarch, a 1859 Macaulay Hist. Eng.
xxiii. V. no He shrewdly propounded a dilemma which
silenced Pomponne and Torcy. 1870 E, Peacock Ralf
Skirl. II. 258 Shrewdly he kept the secret to himself,

b. Cleverly, skilfully, rare.

1851 T. T. Lynch Lett, to Scattered (1872) 194 Many a
rough stone., will take a fine polish.. if it be shrewdly cut
and carefully rubbed.

Shrewdness (fr/rdnes). Forms : see Shrewd
a. ; also 5 sohredenes. [f. Shrewd a. + -nkss.]

fl. Wickedness, depravity ; evil disposition, ill

nature ; malignity ; maliciousness. Obs.
c 1315 Shoreham vii. 376 He [sc. Lucifer] hys heaued of

schrewednesse, As god hys cheaf of alle godnesse. c 1384
Chaucer H. Fame 1853 As gret a fame han shrewes..for
shrewdenesse, As good folke han for godenesse. 1422
Yonge tr. Secreta Secret. xL 109 He passet in shrewetnesse
and malice al the Paganesseand mysbelewynge men. £1450
Godstow Reg. 646 That hys graunt shold not by ony shrewd-
nes be destroyde, he confirmyd hyt with hys seele. 1484
Caxton Fables of Auian vi, The shrewdness and malyce
of the dogge. 1533 More Apol. xxxvi. Wks. 902/2, I pur-
pose to purchace suche a proteccion for them, that I wyl
leaue my selfe lesse then the fourth part, euen of shrewdnes
rather then euer I wyl pay them. 153s Goodly Primer%

Prime <V Hours Ps. cxxv, Them that swerve from the
right way unto shrewdness. 154a Hyrde tr. Vives' Instr.

Chr. Worn. (1541) 79 If the housbande were yll, yetoughtest
thou to suffer hym, nor stryue with him by shrewdenes.

f b. An instance of this. Obs.

c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. iv. pr. iv. (1868) i24j>atbei(shrewes)

ben constreyned by bre vnselynesses bat wolen and mowen
and performen felonyes and shrewedn esses, c 1386 — Pars,
T. i,$i In hire houses been iniquitees and shrewednesses.

a 1533 Ld. Berners Gold Bk. M.AureL (1546) D
t<
The

shrewdenes and cruelties, that Domician did to the virgins

Vestales.

f o. Naughtiness, mischievousness. Obs.

X567-9 Harding in Jewel Def. Afiol. (16x1) 344 They, .be

subiect to all shrewdnesse of the boies of the streets, who

SHREWLY.
vse commonly to mocke and reuile them. 1612 Brinsley
Lud. Lit. 9 If they bee apt much before fiue yeeres of age,
to learne shrewdnesse.

+ d. A pretended term for a * company ' of apes.
ci45* Termys ofvenery, fyc. (Egerton MS. 1995) in J.
Hodgkin Proper Terms (1909) 52 A Schrewdenys of Apys.
1486 Bk. St. Albans fvi b, A Shrewdenes of Apis. [Hence
in various later works.]

2. Sagacity or keenness of mental perception or
discrimination ; astuteness in practical affairs.

1606 Shaks. Ant. <$• CI. n. ii. 69 Her Garboiles..Made
out of her impatience : which not wanted Shrodenesse of
policie to. 1676 Ray Corr. (1848) 126 Shrewdness in in*
venting and discovering, is a particular gift of God. 1770
Langhorne Plutarch, Agis r 10 With his shrewdness and
capacity he had a proper mixture of spirit, 1816 Scott Bt.
Dwarf iv, Some .. requested advice upon other matters,
which he delivered with an oracular shrewdness. 1864
Tennyson_ En. Ard. 250 Not being bred To barter, nor
compensating the want by shrewdness. X878 Gladstone
Prim. Homer 120 Natural shrewdness was the guide of
the people in the business of exchanges.

t Shrewdom. Obs. [l. Shrew sb& + -dom.]
Wickedness.
13.. Pol. Songs (Camden) 340 That shrewedom that

regneth in the lond.

tShrewdship, Obs, [f. Shrewdy. + -ship.]
= prec.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 580 pat schamez for no schrewed-
schyp schent mot he worthe ! c 1425 Seven Sages (P.) 1737
[Schol bythout hire al by the way Vppon a schrewyd-
schyp or tway.

1 Shrewhead. Obs. In 3-4 echrewe-,
sarew-, schreuhede, schr-, ssrewede. [f. Shrew
$£.2 + -head.] « prec.
c 1390 St. Lawrence 4 in S. Eng, Leg. 340 Decius be

Aumperour..And is Iustise Valerian bat to alle schrewe-
hede drov}. xaoy R. Glouc (Rolls) 5676 Jut for alle ssrewede
[v.rr. schrewede, schrewehede, schrewedhedel . . is soule com
in to blis. c 1315 Shoreham vii. 638 [He] dede hym in an
addre wede, pat best was of mest schreuhede.

Shrewing (Jr/7'irj), vbl. sb. rarer 1

, [f. Shrew
sb,% + -ing 1.] ? A scolding.
1847 Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 1 If I had waited patiently.

.

I might have spared you a shrewing.

f Shrewing, ///. a. Obs, rare-1
. In 4 shrew-

endo. Used to render L. refrenantem.
138a Wyclif Isa. ix. 14 The Lord shal scatere fro Irael

the hed and the tail, the inbowende and the shrewende
[? errorfor beschewende (Eschew v.) ; 1388 bischrewynge].

Shrewish
(
Jr« *ij"), a. [f. Shrew sb.% + -ish.]

fl. Wicked, ill-disposed, malignant. Obs.
c x375 Se% Leg. Saints iv. {Jacobus) 262 pat name [sc.

lupd\ gaynyt hyr til, for scho wes schrewis, feloun & II.

1481 Caxton Mp/rr. 1, xiv. d j b, That one shal happen to
be wyse and discrete & that other folissh or shrewyssh.
1481 — Reynard (Arb.) 23 Thowgh my erne were twyes so
bad and shrewessh.

2. Of a woman : Pertaining to or resembling a

shrew; having the character or disposition of a
shrew ; given to or characterized by scolding.

1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell 1619 Therbe a nomber
liuinge that Grissills haue to name, But yet very shrewishe
by naturall dispocisyon, 1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. etc.

R iij, A shrewishe tongue. x«9 Nashe Lenten Stuffe G 4,

Shee was a shrewish snappisn bawd, that wold bite off a
mans nose with an answere. 1603 Oekker Batch. Banquet
iv. Wks. (Grosart) I. 195 Not caring to prouide ought for

his supper, but contrariwise taunts him with sharp and
shrewish speeches. 1641 J. Jackson True Evang. T. in.

225 The Mistris is a good Huswife, but of shrewish con.
dition. 18x8 Scott Hrt. Midi, x, ' Good woman ', said the
magistrate to this shrewish supplicant,—' tell us what it is

you want, and do not interrupt the court.' 1824 W. Irving
T. Trav. II. 42 My wife became more and more shrewish
and tormenting the more I wanted comfort. 1840 Dickens
Barn. Rudge vii, Slender and shrewish, .. and though not
absolutely ill-looking, of a sharp and acid visage. 1891
A thenxum 3 Oct. 447/3 ^er vig°rousi if somewhat shrewish
dismissal of the Council's envoys.

b. In wider sense : Ill-natured, ill-tempered

;

of a sharp or cross-grained nature.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden E3, Scelarata sinapis,

shrewish snappish mustard, as Plautus calls it.

1816 Scott Antiq, xix, He threw his coral and bells at

my head for refusing him a bit of sugar—and you have too
much sense to mind such a shrewish boy. 1824 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser. 1, {1863) 194 His little dog Viper,.. sleek,

sharp, and shrewish. 1888 Stevenson Black Arrmo 1. i,

Y'are the shrewishest old dolt in Tunstatl Forest,

transf 1863 R. F. Burton W. Africa I. 1 The shrewish
gusts tore to pieces the very strongest showers. i88a

Howells in Longman's Mag. I. 43 It was a shrewish after-

noon late in April. . , The season was very dry.

Hence Shrewislily adv., Shrewishness.
1590 Shaks. Mids. N. in. ii. 301, I was neuer curst ; I haue

no gift at all in shrewishnesse. 1602 — Twel. N. 1. v. 170
He is verie well-fauour'd, and he speakes verie shrewishly.
a x66x Fuller Worthies, Shropsh. (1662) 2 How much
shrewishness may be allowed in a Wife? 1826 Miss Mit-
ford Village Ser. 11. (1863) 268 Elvira we chose for her
especial gift in scolding^ her natural shrewishness. 1853
Motley Dutch Rep, vi. 1.(1866) 779 These and similar sins

of omission and commission were sharply and shrewishly
set forth in the Queen's epistle. 1884 H. S. Wilson Stud,
Hist. 169 The hair red, the face rather pointedly oval, with
an expression of some shrewishness.

Shiewly (JV*?li), adv. [f. Shrew a. + -ly 2.]

= Shrewdly (for which, in some instances, it may
be a misprint).
a 1589 Skelton Sp. Parrot 439 Ryn God, rynne Devyll

!

yet the date of ower Lord And the date of the Devyll dothe
shrewlye accord. (1165a Brome Queenes Exch. 11. i, Your
Lady wants The furious sbarpnessa of the nose, which her<»



SHKEWMOTTSE.

My Queen has very shrewly. 1677 YV. Hughes Man ofSin

111. in. 83 One is shrewly out, but neither was Pope : there,

fore both fallible. 1706-7 Norih Let. Mrs. Foley 13 Jan.

in Lives (1890) III. App. 256, I am both inclined and

shrewly solicited, which is a civil word for commanded, by

one of no small authority here [viz. his wife]. 1858 Times

30 Mar. 6/1 The north wind which whistles shrewly at night.

Shrewmonse (Jro-maus). (Also with hyphen

and as two words.) PI. -mice. Also 6-7

shroue-, 8-9 shrove-, [f. Shrew rf.l + Mouse
.>/'.] Any of the small insectivores of the genus

Sorex or family Soricidx ; = Shrew sb.1

1571 Huloet, Shrewmous, nuts aranetts, Mies excus.

1587 Mascall Govt. Cattle, Oxen (1596) 74 The shroue-

mouse is an ill beast, and doth trouble and hurt mens cattell.

1607 Topsell Four-/. Beasts 535 This Shrew mouse is a

little and light creature, which like a Spider climeth yp
vpon any small threed, or vpon the edge of a sword, Ibid.

536 The places where the Shrew-mice hanteth. 1614 Makk-
ham Cheap Huso., Bull, etc. xxxix. 61 A Shrew Mouse,

which is a Mouse with short vneven legges, and a long

head, like a Swines, is a venemous thing. 1768 Pennant
Brit. Zool. I. 113 The shrew mouse inhabits old walls,

heaps of stones, or holes in the earth. 183s Browning
Paracelsus v. 433 Strangling rushes,. .Where the shrew-

mouse with pale throat Burrows. 1849 [Dinsdale] Teesdale

Gloss., Shrove-mouse, the field mouse. 187a Calverlev
Sad Mem. 7 The shrewmouse eyes me shudderingly, then

flees ; . . why was 1 born a cat ?

t Shrewness. Oh. rare. [f. Shrew a. +
-NESS.] Wickedness.
c 1435 Seven Sages (P.) 1739 And anoon in the stude A

great schrewnes he dude.

Shrewsbury (J«''z-, Jiwi'zbari). The name
of the county town of Shropshire, used as the

specific appellation of articles manufactured there.

Shrewsbury cake : a flat round crisp biscuit-like

cake. Shrewsbury simnel : see Simnel i b.

1728 E. Smith Compl. Housew. 129 To make Shrewsbury.

Cakes. 1831 Lincoln Herald 7 Oct. 4/4 Gingerbread

buttons and Shrewsbury cakes. 1840 Barham Iugol. Leg.

Ser. 11. Bloudie Jacks xxxii, She has given him.. a Shrews-

bury cake, Of Pailin's own make. 1844 Ladies' Hand-bk.
Haberdashery^Whiteor broad Reel-thread, Scotch Thread,

Shrewsbury Thread. 1883 C. S. Burne Shropsh. Folk-L.

325 'Shrewsbury Simnels '..are eaten by many who do not

heed the pious habit of 'mothering' which they were in-

tended to celebrate.

Shrewyd, obs. form of Shrewd.
Shrieke, variant of Shritch.

Shriek(e)-owle: see Shriek-owl.

Shrid, obs. form of Shred.

t Shride, v.1 Obs. Forms : I scrydan, aori-

dan, scrSdan, 2-3 scrude(n, 3 shridenn,

sorede(n, sride(n, 3-4 s(e)hrude(n, 4 schride,

soruyde, sehrede, ssredfi, shride; ird sing,

pres. ind. (contracted) I scryt(t, 2 scred, 3 shrut.

Pa. t. 1 scrydde, 2 seridde, scredde, 3 schrudde,

srid, sredde, 4 shrudde, sohredde, sehred(e,

sohridde. Pa. pple. 2 Jescrid, 2-3 iscrud, 3

ischru'd,shrid(d, 3-4 sehred, 4 ischrid.yshred,

yssred, shred, shrud. [OE. scrydan =ON. skry-

8a :-OTeut *skruajan,i.skritft- (see Shroud j*. 1
).]

1. trans. To clothe, provide with clothes.

971 Blickl. Horn, xviii. 213 He wo!de..earme frefran..&

nacode scrydan. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Matt. xxv. 36 Ic was
nacud & je me scryddon (c 1160 Hatton Gosp. scredden].

a 117s Cott. Horn. 225 Hi were mid bon fellen jescridde.

Ibid. 233 He us fett and scred. c 1100 Ormin 137 Shridd wibb
halU) shrud 3ede he till Godess allterr. a 1225 A ncr. R. 66

Mo-, ie cumfco to ou ischrud mid lombes fleose, & beo5 wode
wulues. c 1250 Gen. Hr Ex. 379 Dor-wiS he ben nu boSen

srid. 13.. K. Alls. 6803 (Bodl. MS.), In a lyouns skyn he

was yshred. 1:1386 Chaucer Clerk's T. 322 pis mayde
bright of hew Fro foot to heed bay schredde han al newe.

c 1400 St. Alexius 565 (Laud 463) pat liche bei let wake &
shride, wib pal & wip obex pride.

t

reft, c 1000 /Elfric Deut. xxii. 5 Ne scride nan wif big

mid waepmannes reafe ne waepman mid wifmannes reafe.

c \ioa Trin. Coll. Horn. 193 Mid bos wapnes dauid shrude

him. a xaaj Ancr. R. 302 pis was bitocned buruh bet Iudit

schrudde hire mid helidawene weaden. a 1300 K. Horn 840

Cutberd ros of bedde Wib armes he him schredde. 1340

Ayenb. 258 pe queade riche bet zuo ofte ham ssredeb. a 1400

Lannfal 416 Launfal yn purpure gan hym sehrede.

D. trans/, and fig.
c 1000 Ags. Gosp. Luke xii. 28 5yfgod scrytt \c 1160 Hatton

scritj baet his. .s#a mycele ma god scryt eow. c 1200 Ormin
3673 He pat all biss middellaerd Onn alle wise shridebb.

c 1250 Gen. <§• Ex. 23 Til god srid him in manliched. Ibid.

1878 Salamon findin is [viz. idols and gold rings] sal, And
his temple sri5en wiS-al. 13.. in Pot. Ret. A? L. Poems
(1903) 269 Wite blisse in heuene I schal be scruyde.

2. ? To ward off.

c 1400 Anturs o/Arlh. 20 (Thornton MS.) Schruedede in

a schorte cloke, jjat the rayne schrydes.

Hence t Shri-ding vbl. sb.

1340 Ayenb. 258 O moche is he fol . . bet of his ssredinge is

proud. Ibid., pe ssredinge of his bodye.

t Shride, v% Obs. AIS04-5 schride, sohryde.

[? repr. OE. *scrydan {:—*scrtidjan), f. *scried

Shboud sb.'i] trans. To lop or prune (trees).

Chiefly in vbl. sb., concr. = prunings, loppings.

Cf. Shroud v.%
1388 Wyclip Song o/Sol. ii. 12 Flouris apperiden in oure

lond, the tyme of schridyng is comun. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
242/1 Hooke to hewe wode. or schrydynge. 1450 Yatton
Churchw. Ace. (Som. Rec. Soc) 90 Schrydyng of treyesyn
church hay j*. 1457 Ibid. 09 To the chorchemen for

Schryde wode yn the chorchehay, j'1
. 1553 Becon Reliques

776

0/ Rome (1563) 246/', [Gifts] of shriding of trees, and of al

manner of vnderwoode. 1825 J ennings Obs. Dial. W. Eng. t

Shride, to cut off wood from the sides of trees ; to cut off

wood from trees generally.

+ Sliridels. Obs. In 4 schrydeles. [app. f.

Shride z>.2 + .els. Cf. MLG. schratele piece cut

off, LG. schradehy schrodds bruised corn for cattle,

G. sckrotel shreds, parings.] Loppings of trees.

1399-1400 in Worth Tavistock Par. Rec. (1887) 5 [Bought]
de la schrydeles [to the said timber belonging ij a ].

Shrief\e, shrieff, obs. forms ot Sheriff.

Shriek (Jr/k), sb. Also 6-7 shreek(e, shreik,

(6 Sc. shraich, 7 schrick, 7 shrieck, shrieke,

8 shreak). [f. Shriek v. Parallel to Screak sb.
;

cf. Shrike sb.] An act of shrieking ; a shrill,

piercing, or wild cry expressive of terror or pain.

Also, an utterance of loud high-pitched laughter.

1590 Spenser F.Q. 1. vi. 6 The pitteous maiden.. Does
throw out thrilling shriekes, and shrieking cryes. 1504 Kyd
Cornelia 144 Whose mournfull cryes and shreekes to heaven
ascend. 163Z MiltonVAllegro 4 In Stygian Cave forlorn

'Mongst horrid shapes, and shreiks, and sights unholy.

1642 Fuller Holy fy Pro/. St. iv. xviii. 332 They. .lift upa
panick sclirick which pierced the skies. 1757 Gray Sard
55 The shrieks of death, thro' Berkley's roofs that ring,

Shrieks of an agonizing King ! 1812 Byron C/i. Har. 11.

Ixxii, The shrieks of the conquer'd, the conqueror's yell.

1837.CARLYLE Fr. Rev. I. n. iv, One shriek of indignation

and astonishment. 1892 Photogr. Amu II. 513 It will prove
a great attraction and provoke shrieks of laughter.

b. Applied to the wild cry of birds, etc.

1765 J. Brown Ckr. jfrnl. (1792) 301 The shrieks of the

1 owl. 1813 Shelley Q. Mob vni. 97 The sea-bird's harrow-

I ing shriek. 1864 Tennyson En. Ard. 579 The myriad shriek

of wheeling ocean-fowl.

C. The loud high-pitched piercing sound pro-

! duced by an instrument of music, the whistle of a

I locomotive, etc.

1599 Alex. Hume Hymns $ SacredSongs 59 The shraichs

, of deadly clarions. 1847 Literary Gaz. 28 Aug. 631/1 An
apparatus to produce, .a scale or gamut of whistle shrieks.

1853 Kane Grin/tell Exp. xxix. (1856) 244 The low whine

I

which the ice gjves out when we cut it at right angles with a
sharp knife, rising sometimes into a shriek. 1865 Swinburne

I Chastelard m. 1. 98 The shriek of slipping swords. 1882

O. W. Holmes In Twilight 35 A locomotive's shriek.

d. fig, A hysterical exclamation.
C1853 Kingsley Misc. I. 47 One of the stock-charges.

.

at which all biographers, .break into virtuous shrieks of
' flattery ', ' meanness ', . . and so forth.

e. colloq. A note of exclamation (!).

1864 Alford Queeifs Eng. § 128. 93 A note of admiration
consists., of a point with an upright line suspended over it.

..These shrieks, as they have been called, are scattered up
and down the page by the compositors without mercy.

Shriek (Jr/k) , v. Also 6 shreak, shreke {pa. t.

shrekt), 6-7 schrick, shrieke, shreek(e, 7

schreek, shreik, 8 schriek. [Parallel to Screak
v

.
; cf. Shrike v.]

1. intr. To utter a loud sharp shrill cry. a. of

a human being in pain or terror ; also, said of

loud high-pitched laughter.

1577 T. Kendall Flcnvers 0/ Epigr., Trifles 31b, The
Prince, the peeres, the people shreke, in Death to see thee

sleepe. x6oi Shaks. Jul. C. 11. ii. 24 Ghosts did shrieke

and squeale about the streets. 167^1 Milton P. R. iv. 423
Infernal Ghosts, and Hellish Furies,, .some howl'd, some
yell'd, some shriek 'd. 1681 Drydex Span. Friar iv. \,Go?n,

Why did you shriek out, Gentlewoman? Elvi. Twas for

joy at your Return. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar. vn. xi t

The Pilot shrieked And fell down in a fit. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xxix, Mrs. Major O'D., taking the compliment
to herself, returned the salute with a gracious smile, which
sent that unfortunate Dobbin shrieking out of the box again.

1891 Kipling Light that Failed x, She used to shriek with
rage when Dick stared at her between half-closed eyes.

b. of the characteristic cry of certain animals,

spec, of the badger in rutting-time (cf. Shrike v.).

1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 94 A certaine Shrickowle or

Owlet which when she crieth, she shricketh. 1593 Shaks.
Lucr. 307 Night wandring weezels shreek to see him there.

1593 — 3 Hen. Vf, v. vi. 44 The Owle shriek'd at thy birth.

a 1700 B. E. Diet. Cant. Crew, Shrieketh
y
the Noise a

Badger makes at Rutting Time. 1S07 Crabue Par. Reg. m.
242 The bat shrill shrieking woo'd his flickering mate.

1830 Tennyson Mariana 64 The mouse Behind the moulder-

ing wainscot shriek'd.

o. of inanimate things.

1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. viii. 46 Then gan the bagpypes and
the homes to.. shrieke aloud. 1840 Dickens Old C. Shop
xlv, [Engines] shrieking in their rapid whirl, .as though in

torment unendurable. \%&New Monthly Mag. LXXXIII.
472 The whistle shrieked, and Pemberton was whirled

rapidly along the rail, i860 Ruskin Mod. Painters v. vi,

82 The winter wind, which shrieks through the bare branches.

1879 Organ Voicing 18 The upper notes of.. all mutation

stops, have.. a tendency to shriek.

A. fig.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II. in. vii, Moralities not a few

must shriek condemnatory over this Mirabeau. 1847 Emek-
son Repr. Men, Montaigne Wks. (Bohn) I. 344 Montaigne

. .never shrieks, or protests, or prays.

2. trans. To utter (a shriek) ; to utter (words)

with a shriek or shrieks.

159a Shaks. Ven. % Ad. 531 The owle (nights herald)

shreeks, tis verie late. 1597 — Lover s Compl. 18 Often

reading what contents it bears ; As often shrieking undis-

tinguish'd woe. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars v. xli, Berckley,

..Let thy faire buildings shreeke a deadly sound. 1725
Pope Odyss. 111. 321 Nor earth had hid his carcase from the

skies, Nor Grecian virgins shriek 'd his obsequies.
_
1828

Scott F. M. Perth xxvii, The coronach was again . . shrieked,

SHRIEVALTY.
as the body was carried into the interior of the church. 1864
Tennyson En. Ard. 33 Then would Philip.. Shriek out
'I hate you, Enoch'. 1885 W. S. Gilbeht Mikado n.

Trio, O never shall I Forget the cry Or the shriek that
shrieked he.

3. To bring (oneself) into a certain condition by
shrieking.
164a Denham Sophy 1. ii, In a dreadful dream I saw my

Lord so near destruction, .. Then shriekt my self awake.
1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. vi. i, Much less shalt shriek thy-
self hoarse, cursing it. 1893 Nat. Observer 29 Apr. 593/2
Liberals shrieked themselves hoarse with impious horror.

Shrie'ker (frrka-i). Also 8 schrieker. [f.

Shriek v. + -er J.] One who shrieks or utters a
shriek.

1708 Ozei.l tr. Boileau's Lutrin 42 Fruitful of evil Fate
the Schrieker cries. 1819 Ckabbe T. oj Hall vii. 141 The
shriekers lack a friend. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 1. vii,

To seize the first shriekers and ring-leaders. 1882 A merican
V. 135 The 'revenue only' shriekers.

b. The black-tailed godwit, Limosa limosa.

1855 F. O. Morris Brit. Birds IV. 233.

Shrievkery. nonce-wd. [f. Shriek v. + -eey.]

Shrieking, shrieking noise.

1865 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xxi. iv. VI. 491 Mendacious
shriekeries from an ill-informed Public. 1866 — Remin.
(1881) II. 289 As I journeyed and tumbled along amid the

shriekeries and miseries.

Shrie-kily, adv. [f. Shrieky + -ly ^.] In

shrieky tones. So Shrie'kiness.
1881 Set. Anier. XLIV. 288 The Western Rural, .de-

mands as shriekily the overturning of the patent system.

1881 Scribner's Mag. XXII. 150 He had become acommon
scold ; . .gone all to shriekiness and dyspepsia.

Shrieking (Jrfkiri), vbl. sb. [f. Shriek v. +
-ing 1.] The action of :he verb Shriek.
1601 B. Jonson Poetaster v. ii, The nymphs, with shreek-

ings, doe the region rill, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 3 Sept.

1666, The shreiking of women and children. 1845 J. H.
Newman in W. Ward Life (1912) I. 105 The shrieking and
screaming of the keyhole and casements. 1901 W. R. H.
Trowbridge Let t. herMother to Eliz. xxi. looMrs. Dorking
said she stuffed her handkerchief into her mouth to keep
from shrieking.

Shrieking (Jrf-kirj), ppl. a, [f. Shriek v. +
-ing 2

.] That shrieks or utters shrieks ; accom-
panied by shrieks.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia 1. Eel. i. (1633) 93 Out shreaking
Pipe, made of some witched tree. 1590 (see Shriek sb. tj.

1596 Drayton Mortivieriados N 2, The vgly shreeking
Owles. 1604— Moyseswi. 81 The shrill screame the shriek-

ing people gaue. a 1649 Drumm. of Hawth. St. Peter
u Wks, (S.T.S.) II. 214 The shrieking Bird that courtes the

Night. 1810 Scott Lady o/L. 111. x, A sharp and shrieking

echo. 1855 Tennyson Maud 1. vi. viii, The shrieking rush

of the wainscot mouse. 1892 Speaker 3 Sept. 289/2 The
high road, with its shrieking steam-tram.

Hence Shrie'kingly adv., witha shriek or shrieks.

1641 Brathwait Engl. Gentleiv. 278 The needy cry, and
shreekinglycomplaineuntous. 1877 Browning Agamemnon
29 The old men.-Shriekingly wail the death-doom of their

dearest. 1888 Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912) 367 Shriekjngly

the timber cracks.

t Shriek-owl. Obs. Also 6 schrick-, 7
scrick-, 7 shreike-. [f. Shriek t/. + Owl sb. Cf.

Screech-owl, Shritch-owl.] The screech-owl.

1567 [see Shriek v. i b], 1591 Spenser Teares Muses 283
Fowle Goblins and Shriekowles, With fearfull howling do all

places fill. 1616 T. Scot Philomythie 11. 64 b, The Rauen
and Shreikeowle there did build their neasts. 1633 Woo-
roephe Marrow Fr. Tongue 399/2 Wee are with Men our
Brothers, and not with Stockes, Wood, Wolues and Scrick-

Ooles- a 1764 Lloyd Progr. Envy Poet. Wks. 1774 I. 145
Shriek-owls and ravens, whose fell croaking bodes Approach-
ing death to miserable wight. 1913 Sir R. Ross in Engl.
Rev. Sept. 168 No sound ; Save haply the shriek-owl cryes.

aitrib. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 383 Thou liftest

up thy shriek-owl note.

Shrieky (Jirki), a. [f. Shriek sb. or v. + -T-]

Characterized by a shriek or shrieks ; of a loud

sharp shrill pitch ; fig. hysterical.

1858 Clough Poems, etc. (1869) I. 132 The four days of

June I dare say you have heard spoken of in a somewhat
shrieky account. 1864 Carlyle Fredk. Gt. xvi. vii. IV. 355
Be judicial,, .not shrieky, mobbish, and flying off into the

Infinite ! 1871 — m Mrs. Carlyle Lett. II. 328 Reciting or

reading in a high shrieky tone.

Shrieval (Jn"val), a. [f. shrieve, obs. var.

Sheriff + -al.] Of or belonging to a sheriff.

t68i Dryden Abs. <$ Achit. \. 618 Chaste were his Cellars ;

and his Shrieval Board The Grossness of a City Feast

abhor'd. a 1734 North Life Dudley North (1744) 157

When all the Forms of this shrieval Instalment were over.

1837 Lockhart Scott (1839) II. 181 The Lord Lieutenant of

Selkirkshire complained of Scott's military zeal as interfer-

ing sometimes with the discharge of his shrieval functions.

1884 Manch. Exam. 9 Feb. 5/3 The City Remembrancer has

always by no means an easy task in inducing members to

accept the shrieval hospitality.

Hence Shrie'valdom, Shrievalry = next.

1679 in Spirit ofPopery 72 When the Ancient Nobility.

.

cannot enjoy their Royalties, their Shrievaldoms, and their

Stewardaries. a 1715 Burnet Own Time (1724) I. 592 Dur-
ing his Shrievalry in London.

Shrievalty (Jrrvalti). Also 6 shreav-,

shreev-, (shrevaltry), 6-7 shrev-, 7 shrief(f)-,

shriv-, shreiv-. [f. shrieve (see prec.) + -ally,

representing OF. -aite (F. -aut£) :—L. -alitatem, as

in admiralty, principally.] The office or dignity

of sheriff ; a sheriffs jurisdiction or term of office.

150a Arnolde Chron. (i8ii) p. xlii, This yere Robert



SHRIFT.
Johnnsonwas dismissyd of his shreualtee. 1596 Sir T More(Ma one Soc.) Add. ii. 165 Shall weheareshreefmoorspeake.
noil. Letts heare him a keepes a plentyfull shrevaltrv.
1633 Heywood Engl. Trav. ly, i, In time Sir, you may
keepe your Shreualue ; And I be one oth' Seriants. 1663
Pspys Diary 28 Sept., Sir R. Ford beginning his shrievalty
•o-^y-,

.

£,683 1- Hunt Def. Charier Loud. 38 The
Shnefalties had not been before granted in Fee 169a
Luttrell Brief Rel. (1857) II. 59o Sir Thomas Cook has
laid by 10,000^ to spend in his shreivalty. 1771 Junius
Lett. I 259 Your next appearance in office is marked with
his election to the shrievalty. 1870 Lowell Amongmy Bks.
Ser. II. (1873) 52 The shrievalty of the county of Cork. 1887Law Rep. Weekly Notes 215/2 The vacancy of the shrievalty
by reason of the decease of the sherifT.
attrib. 1810 Bkhthau Packing (1821)124 In the shrievalty

year 1807-8.
'

Shrieve : see Sheriff, Shrive.
Shrife, obs. form of Shrive v.

Shrift (Jrift), sb. Now arch, or Hist. Forms :

1-5 scrift, 2-5 scrifte, 3-6 sohrift, (2 scrifft, 3
srift, shrifft, scryf ?, 4 shreft, shruft, ssrifpe,
ssryft(e, ssrifte, 4-5 sorif?, 5 scheryft), 4-5
schrifte, shryfte, schryft(e, 4-6 shryft, shrifte,
3- shrift. [OE. scrift m., corresp. to OFris. skrift
m. and I., MDu. schrift (schricht) f. and n., (Du.
schri/t), OHG. scrift f. (MHG., G. schrift), ON.
skript, skrift f. (Sw.

( Da. skrift), vbl. n. f. Shrive v.
Tn« meanings 'penance", 'confession" are confined to

English and Scandinavian, arising app. from an original
meaning of ' prescribed penalty '. The other languages
have only the senses ' writing ', 'graphic art', 'scripture',
written character '.J

t L Penance imposed by the priest after confes-
sion

; chiefly in phr. as to take, nim shrift ; to do
shrift ; to give shrift. Obs.
c 1030 Laws Cnut 11. Ixviii. (Liebermann) 354 iExber man

sceal xe on godcundan scriftan ge on woruldcundan doman
bas binge tosceadan. c 1030-50 Eccl. Compensations iii,Iwa pund to bote mid godcundan scrifte. £1175 Lamb.
Horn. 17 pet bu scalt gan to bote and niman scrift per of al
swa pe proest be techet. Ibid. 9 ;if hwa is swa sunful.

.

pet nulle for his ouermoo. . his scrift ihalden. c 1200 Vices *
Virtues 19 Wande3 to me,.. and neme5 and do3 scrift
ciaoo Ormin 0262 To wurrbenn fullhtnedd att hiss hannd,
& forr to takenn shrifftc. a 1300 Cursor M. 0090 Sin i haf
serued to haue be scam, Gis me mi scrift. Ibid. 26194 On
seke man agh na scrift be laid. Ibid. 28300, I brake my
scrifte vmquile mai falle. c 1400 Rule St. Betut (prose) 21
Lauerd giue vs sua vre scrifte at do, bat we may hys rengne
cum to. a 14x5 Cursor M. 23297 (Trin.) For j>ei wolde no
shrifte take And at her ende amendes make.

2. The imposition of penance implying absolu-
tion, shrift came to be apprehended in certain
contexts as = absolution.
a 900 PoenitentiaU Ecgbertiu iii. in Thorpe Anc. Laws

(1840) II. 172 Jif he xewitnysse hasfS. . bit he scriftes syrnde
& husles. c 1030-60 Laws Norlhumb. Priests viii, Jif
preost fulluhtes o53e scriftes forwyrne. U97 R. Glouc
(Rolls) 866t Hc.deide wiboute speche Wipoute ssrift &
hosel. c 1300 Havelok i829[HavelokJsmot himsoneageyn
the brest, 1 hat hauede he neuere schrifte of prest. c 1400
Rule St. Benet (prose) 6 Serif sal he do on baim, bare sinnis
for to les. 1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. iv. ii. 223, I will giue
him a present shrift, and aduise him for a better place. 1628
Wither Brit. Rememb. 11. 1684, I leave it to the shrift Of
their owne consciences. 1635 Quarles Embl. In. x. 161, I
need no other shrift Than mine owne conscience. 1828
Scott F. M. Perth iii, Father Francis the Dominican, from
whom she had her shrift to-day. 1867 Month VI. 21 When
the words of shrift had been uttered.

+ 3. A confessor. Obs.

£897 jElfred Gregory's Past C. xvi. 105 He Sonne
ondeite a=tce costunge fe him on becume 8a:m mode his
scriftes beforan 033m temple. 0900 Cynewulf Crist 1307
Ne macs burh bait flaesc se scrift zeseon on basre sawle.
c i\n Lamb. Horn. 19 pu scalt hit ibeten al swa bin scrifte
be tachet. a 1225 Ancr. R. 418 Nemid breres ne ne biblodge
hire sulf wiouten schriftes leaue. 1638 New Litany in Bk.
Sc. Pasquils (1868J 57 From bussie Bishops without orders,
As master shrifts in ther borders [etc.]. [i860 Hook Lives
Abps. I. vii. 407 If a man will., confess hissins to the shrift.]

4. To go, come to shrift: to resort to confession,
seek the ministry of a priest in the sacrament of"

penance. Also f to seek to shrift.
1008 Laws jEthelred v. xxii, Syme his Cristendomes

leorne & xewunixe jelomtice to scrifte. a 1033 Wulfstan
Horn, xxxix. (1883) 181 Ga man to scrifte. CX175 Lamb.
Horn. 35 Ic wulle gan to scrifte for scome alswa do3 ooer
men. c 1250 Kent. Serm. in O. E. Misc. 32 Comeb to srifte,
forletedyure sennen,and berof bieba-soiled. ^^isShore-
11am I. 048 Wanne he ne may to schryfte come, c 1400 Rule
St. Benet (verse) 988 To be swift Eftir our sin to seke to
schrift. 1583 Fulke Def. Tr. Script, vi. 192 To make the
ignorant beleeue that the people went to auricular shrift.
1590 Tartton's Newes Purgatory 13 The next time Lisetta
came to shrift, after she had made her confession, and had
receiued absolution. 159a Shaks. Rom. <$ Jul. 11. iv. J92
Bid her deuise some meanes to come to shrift this afternoone.
1630 Dekker 2nd PI. Honest Wh. 1. i. K 4, Let the Gentle-
woman alone, she's going to shrift, a 1680 Butler Rem.
(1759) I. 259 In the Church of Rome to go to Shrift Is but
to put the Soul on a clean Shift. 1880 T. E. Webb Goethe's
Famt 111. vii, [He] goes To shrift with nothing to disclose.

5. Confession to a priest ; auricular confession
;

also, the sacrament of penance.
More explicitly, f shri/t ofmouth.
CI175 Lamb. Horn, n Muchel is us benne neod.-sod

scrift. c im Trin. Coll. Horn. 73 Drede letteo be marines
shrifte. a 1300 Cursor M. 25749 Hc.mak to preist his
castes cuth, Wit reuth of hert and scrifte o mouth. Ibid.

37444 It es als vnder sel o scrift him sceud al to consail.

1340 Ayenb. 14 Cristninge, couferminge, pe sacrement of
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be wyefde, ordre, spoushod, be holy ssrifte, and the laste
anoylinge. c 1369 Chaucer Detlie Blaunche 1114 Me
thynketh ye haue suche a chaunce As shryfte wythoute
repentaunce. c 1450 Mirk's Festial 279 Apon scheryft wylhmowthe and satysfaccyon yn dede. 1528 Tindale Obed.
L/ir. Man 96 b, Shrifte in the eare is verely a worke of
sathan 1567 Allen DeJ. Priesthood 215 Priuate shrifte,
which they call nowe auricular confession. 1603 Drayton
Heroic. £p. m. 92 As I should joy t'absolve thee after
snrilt. 165a Gataker Antinom. 40 Some Popish Priest,
pressing men to shrift. 1662 Petty Taxes 6 When every
particular sheep was.. drest and shorn three or four times
per annum by Shrift. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. I. 54Shrift was no part of her system. Yet she gently invited
the dying penitent to confess his sins to a divine.

b. Phrases,

t (a) Under or in shrift : in a state of penitence.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 7 Jef we beod under sod scrifte. c laooOrmin 10473, & tajr [uss clennsebb] batt fir jiff batt we rihhtHer endenn unnderr shriffte. c 1305 Lay. 18435 ^Elc mon

loro rihte dude hine vnder scrifte. c 1350 Gen. t, Ex. 422An hundred 3er after is dead Adam fro eue in srifte ahead.
c 1400 Rule St. BeneHprose) 4 pat here liuis in clene scrift
. pal sail haue part wid him.
t (*) At, in shrift : at, in confession.
C
,V7S

Lami
\
Hom

- 27 Hwet wule mon et scrifte bute he
wulle forleten his misdede 1 a iaas Ancr. R. 46 ScheaweS
?

I

te 'n?„
scrlfte °wer jemeleaste her abuten. c 1330 Spec.Gyde IVarewyie 796 Pat bu hit nilt in shrifte seie. c £450Mtrour Saluacioun (Roxb.) 58 When we in shrift reherce

oure synnes. 1579 Lyly Euphues 28 Dost thou not laugh
Uuia, to see my ghostly father keepe me heere so long at
shrifte? cisoa Marlowe few ofMalta m. ad fin., 'Twas
told me in shrift, Thou know'st 'tis death and if it be reueal'd
a 1635 Fletcher Love's Pilgr. 1. ii, I have called my con-
science to confession. And every sillable that might offend
I have had in shrift. 1793 Minstrel II. 144 Crimes so
enormous that they dared not confess them in shrift.tW transf.

1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xn. lxix. (1602) 291 Let this be
spoken m Shrift, so was it spoke to me.
t(<0 Shrift's even : Shrove Tuesday.
15. • Colkelbie Sow 943 in Bannatyne MS. (Hunter. Club)

1048 At schnftis evin sum wes so battalouss That [etc.].

6. An instance of this ; a confession on a par-
ticular occasion.
Phr. to make one's shrift, to hear a shrift.
c 1375 Passion our Lord 549 in O. E. Misc. 52 pat we mote

at vre scrift bane veond schende. a 1300 Cursor M. 27490
At he [a pnest] ga to scriftes here pat he may bus first

o , K?1?'- C
,

X37S Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (De Sancto Andrea)
9 si' Cym bl schnft bu ma 1 c 1385 Chaucer L. G. W.

745 With a sown as softe as ony shryfte. 1534 More Comf.
agst. Trib. 11. Wks. 1183/2 When it came to the penance
geuing, the Foxe found y' the most weighty synne in all hys
shryft was glotony. i6aa Wotton in Reliq. (1672) 314 He
took occasion at the next shrift, to confer certain doubts
with his Confessor. 1828 Scott F. M. Perth ii, For the
purpose of making their several shrifts in the confessionals.
1839 J. P. Kennedy Rob ofBowl xxxiii, In this temper he
had made his shrift, and abjured the lawless life . . into which
his passions had plunged him. 1865 Kingsley Herew. iii,

He said. .that. .your shrift should be as short and as clean
as David's.

t b. A thing confessed. Obs. rare.
1596 Warner Alb. Eng. xn. lxix. (1602) 292 Blab'd be

our Shrifts to women, of simplicitie, or spight.

t c. A place of confession, confessional, rare.
1604 Shaks. Oth. 111. iii. 24 My Lord shall neuer rest. . . His

Bed shall seeme a Schoole, his Boord a Shrift.

7. In a wider sense : Confession (ofsin or wrong);
admission (of guilt) ; revelation (of something
private or secret).

a 1340 Hahpole Psallervu. 18 pis shrift is noght of Synne,
hot of rightwisnes of god. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 173 Upon
the schrifte of thi matiere. 1508 Dunbar Tua Mariit
Wemen 251, 1 schaw jow, Sistens in schrift, I wes a schrew
euir. 1598 B. Jonson Ev. Man in Hum, I. i, He studie.

.

To call my Sonne vnto a happier shrift. 1633 Ford '7>j
Pity 111. F3, His Vnkle..Will hinder all, and call his
Couze to shrift. 1668 R. L'Estrance Vis. Quev. (1708)
133 If this Gallant were taken to shrift 1678— Seneca's
Mor. 1. To Rdr., etc. 39 Then do I Recollect all that I
have said, or done that day, and take my self to shrift.
Ibid. 11. vi. 80 Our Vices will abate of themselves, if they
be brought every day to the Shrift. 1865 S. Evans Br.
Fabian's MS. 88 A dread Grew up between them such as
those may tell Who have made shrift of love.

t 8. Rendering confessio ofthe Vulgate : Acknow-
ledgement of the power and glory of God. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter xli. 5 In steuen of gladschip and ofe

schrifte. c 1380 Wyclif Sel. Wks. III. 71 pis song of pes
children, where we maken an opin schrift bat God is

passingli blessid. 138a — 3 Esdras ix. 8 And now jiueth
shrifte, and gret doing to the Lord God of oure fadris.
a 1400 Prymer (1891) 23 Entrith his satis in schrift.

9. Short shrift: orig. a brief space of time
allowed for a criminal to make his confession
before execution ; hence, a brief respite ; to give
short skrift to, to make short work of.

[1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, m. iv. 97 Make a short Shrift,
he Tongs to see your Head.] 1814 Scott Ld. of Isles v.
xxxii, Short were his shrift in that debate... If Lorn en.
counter'd Bruce ! 1833 — Quentin D. viii, They are like
to meet short shrift and a tight cord. 1879 W. H. Dixon
Windsor II. xxxL 315 Short trial, shorter shrift, had been
given to the chief criminals. 1887 Times 15 Feb. 4/3
Every argument.. tells with still greater force against the
present measure, and it is to be hoped that the House of
Commons will cive it short shrift to-night. 1889 Jessopp
Coining of Friars ii. 82 If he were brought to his trial he
would have a short shrift and no favour.

10. attrib. : + shrift child, one who goes to

confession to a certain priest, a penitent ; shrift-

district Hist. = shrift-shire ; t Shrift Monday

SHBIZE.
m Shrove Monday ; shrift-shire Hist, [repre-
senting OE. seriftscir\ the district in which a priest
exercised his functions

; f shrift-silver, a fee paid
on receiving priestly absolution; shrift-time
pseudo-arch., Lent

; f Shrift Tuesday = Shrove
Tuesday.
IS77 tr. Bullinger's Decades 580 By those confessions the

conlessours coulde cunningly.. robbe theyr "shrift.children
. .of theyr substaunce. 1635 tr. Gonsalvius' Sp. Inquis. 125
I hat anie other ghostly Father had dealt in anie such like
S
/5

rt
„
W

'r>
ame of °'s shrift chil<iren. 1873 E. W. Robertson

Hist. Est. 196 The secular priest.. was not expelled from
his •shnft-distnct '. 1587 in Cath. Rec. Soc. Publ. V. 133,

V^"? on Shrlft Munday last to Mr. Pawlet of Heryote.
1B38 Soames Anglo-Saxon Ch. (ed. 2) 262 note, Right is it
that no priest do any of those things that belong to another,
either to his minster, or in his 'shrift-shire. 1844 Linoakd
Anglo-Saxon Ch. (1858) I. iv. 144 note 2, These districts
allotted to priests were called prieslshires, shriftshires, and
kirkshires. 140a Reply ofFriar Daw Tofias in Pol. Poems
(Kolls) 11. 46 Ihi paroche preest, Jacke,..that nyl not.,
assoilen hem of her synne withouten "schrift silver. 18S3Kock Ch. ofFathers III. 11. xii. 223 All through "shrift-time

?f *£' }*** wiU°/J- DowdyngeofCauningtou (MS.),
On "Shryfte Iwesdaye.

Shrift, v. rare. [f. prec] trans. To shrive.
1611 Coryat Crudities 33, I saw a gray Frier shrift a faire

Gentlewoman, which I.. mention because it was the first
shnfting that euer I saw. a 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686) 129
Ibus I have made my shrifted Muse confess. 1699 R.L Estrange Fables 11. vii, A New-marry'd Couple had a
1 oy took them in their Heads, .. to Shrift one another before
they came together. 1849 Rock Ch. ofFathers II. vii. 461
1 he soul might wing its flight for its doom before God,
shrifted, assoiled, aneled, and houseled.

Shrift-fa ther. Obs. exc. arch. Also 4
schrefvader, 5 schryffader. [f. Shrift sb. +
Father sb. (sense 6 a). Cf. ON. shriptafader.]
A confessor.
a 1335 Ancr. R. 316 Inouh hit is to siggen so bet be schrift

feder witterliche understonde hwat tu wulle menen. 1340
Ayenb. 38 Hi ssollen do be be rede of holy cherche ober be
hire ssrifte-uaderes. 1387 Trevisa Higdeu (Rolls) VI. 457Kyng Edredus. .sente tohisschriftfader [MS. y schrefvader]
Donstan. C1430 Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems (1903) 229 To do
such penaunce.-As bi schrift-fadir bee councellis. a 1450
Myrc 233 How and where he doth bat synne, To hys schryf.
fader he mote bat mynne. 1333 Gau Richt Vay v i888) 3Quhou thay sal rekkine al thair sinnis to thair schrift fader.
1600 Fairfax Tasso xi. ix, In close and priuate cell, Where
(but shrift fathers) neuer mankinde treades. 1853 Rock
Ch. of Fathers III. 11. xi. 19 The penitential, a book
which only shrift-fathers.. might read. 1883 F. J. Child
Ballads 1. 26/r Louise ther tries her shrift-father,

t Shri'ftness. Obs. rare-", [f. Shrift sb. +
-ness.] Confession.
C1460 Promp. Parv. 401/1 (Winch. MS.) Schryftnesse,

confessio.

Shrig (frig), v. dial. [Cf. Shrag.] trans. To
lop off (branches), strip off (leaves) ; to strip (a
tree, root, etc.) of its branches or foliage

; fig . to
strip (a person) of his possessions.
x6oi Holland Pliny xvn. xii. I. 514 If the braunches

thereof, or of any tree within-forth be shrigged. Ibid. xix.
vi. II. 21 Having their uppermost leaves lightly shrigged
off. Ibid, xxvii. vi. 275 The same root, .staieth a laske, in
case it be first shrigged from the hairie strings thereof.
1609 — Amm. Marcell. xix. x. 137 If all men were shrigged
of their goods. 1873 W. P. Williams & W. A. Jones Gloss.
Prov. Som., Shrig, to shroud or trim a tree.

t Shright, sb. Obs. [Corresponding to Scbight
= OFris. skrichte, MLG. schricht(e ; but perhaps
(in the 16th c.) suggested by some passage like
the following, where forshright = wearied with
shrieking :

—

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus iv. 1147 (Harl. MS.), With brokyn
vois al hois [v. r. hors] for shright ft», r. forshright] Criseyde
To Troilus thise ilke wordes seyde].

Shrieking ; a shriek.

"556 Phaer jEneid iv. K j, And mountaynes hie they fill

with shright. 1590 Spenser F. Q. 11. vii. 57 With their
pitteous cryes, and yelling shrights. 1596 Ibid. vi. iv. 2
Drawne with that Ladies loud and piteous shright.

t Shright, v. Obs. [Either f. prec, or the
pa. t. of Shritch taken as inf.] To shriek.
a 1543 Wyatt in Tottel's Misc. (Arb.) 38 And ye so ready

sighes, to make me shright, Then are ye slacke, when that
ye should outstart.

Shrike, sb.1 Obs. or dial. [f. Shrike v. Cf.
Scrike sb.] = Shriek sb. (In first quot., a shrill

note.

)

cx^ooDestr. Troy 346 Small briddes..With shrikes full
shrille in the shire bowes. c 1450 Merlin i. 15 Whi made
the childe this shrike ? wilt thow slen it ? a 1547 Surrey
JEneidv. (1557) Cj b. The palace within confounded was .

.

with ruful shrikes and cryes. 1502 Shaks. Rom. fy Jul. iv.

iii. 47 Loathsome smels, And shrikes like Mandrakes tome
out of the earth. 1613 Heywood Silver Age 11. i, Acrisius
heares their clamours and their shrikes [rhyme strikes].

1651 Jer. Taylor Serm.for Year 11. ix. 109 The air became
full of shrikes of the desolate mothers of Bethlehem for
their dying Babes.

Shrike (Jraik), sb. 2 Also 6-7 shreek(e. [app.
representing OE. scric, scree (glossing L. 'turdus ),

which was perhaps used generally for birds having
shrill cries ; shrike and shrike-cock are dial, names
for the missel-thrush. Cf. Shreitch, Shrite.
ON. sdlskrtkja, which has been compared, means ' snow-

bunting ', not ' shrike '.
]

Any of the birds of the numerous species of the



SHEIKE.

family Laniidse, characterized by a strong hooked

and toothed beak ; the majority of them are in-

sectivorous, but several species, as the (Great or

European) Grey Shrike, Lanius excubitor, prey

upon mice and small birds ; - Butcher-bird. b.

Applied to similar birds of other families (e.g.

Prionopidx), e.g. Cuckoo, Drongo, Swallow s.

Red-back(ed Shrike, Lanius collurh.

1544 Turner Avium Praecip. F 8, De Mollicipite. . Anghce

a shrike, a nyn murder. 1598 Florio, Gazza sparuiera, a

kind of lanaret hauke called a shreeke, or nine murther.

1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 87 Of the European Rapa-

cious birds it is the least... In English it is called a Shrike.

1776 Pennant Brit Zool. II. 604 The Flusher, or red back

Shrike, and the great Shrike, breeds with us. 1851 F. O.

Morris Brit. Birds I. 229 Great Shrike. [Syn.] Grey
Shrike. Great Grey Shrike. Ash-coloured Shrike. Greater

Butcher bird. Murdering Pie. Shrike. Shreek. 1855

Tennyson Maud 1. iv. iv, The Mayfly is torn by the swallow,

the sparrow spear'd by the shrike, i860 G. Bennett
Gatherings Natur. Austral. 283 The Australian Shrike or

Butcher-bird, also called Rain-bird by the colonists (Vanga
destructor). 1883 Casselfs Nat. Hist. IV. 29 The Helmeted
Wood Shrikes iPrimops)*

Shrike, v. Obs. exc. dial. Also 4-5 schrike,

schryke, 4-6 shryke. [Parallel to Scrike v.

(see Sea-) ; perhaps representing an OE. *scrican

(cf. Shrike sb.2) m Norw. skrika. Da. skrige.}^

Shriek v. t Of birds : To pipe.

£1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 181 Elch wimman. .ban hie be5
mid childe bistonden . . shrike^ and reuliche biginneS. c 1300

Pol. Songs (Camden) 158 Heo biginneth to shryke, ant

scremeth anon, c 1400 Destr. Troy 12973 Shene briddes in

shawes shriked full lowde. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer)
II. 485 The ladies.. shryked and cryed dolorously. 1530
Palsgr. 705/2 She shriked so loude that a man myght her

her tenne houses of. 1576 Turberv. Venerie 238 [At rutting

time] a Badgerd shriketh. 1593 Shaks. Rich I'/, in. iii. 183

Night-Owls shrike. 1629 GauleHolyMadn. 283Toshrinke
and shrike, at euery push and pricke. 1676 Hobbes Iliad

xxi. 15 Grievous 'twas to hear them groan and shrike. 1828

Carr Craven Gloss. 1895 Lakeland Gloss.

Hence f Sh.ri*king vbl. sb. and///, a.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 382 As Rauenes qualm or shryk-

yng [v. r. schrychynge] of bese owlys. c 1440 Promp. Parv.
449/1 Schrykynge. 1530 Palsgr. 267/2 Schrikyng orroring

out, escry. 1579 E. K. Gloss, to Spenser's Sheph. Cat May
54 Piteous outcryes, and dreadfull shriking. 1583 Babing-
ton Commandm. 14 Christ .. dooth crie vppon vs with

shriking sounde. 1648 Gage West Ind. 89 Judging every

cry, every howling & shriking as an alarm to my death.

1650 Howell draft's Rev. Naples 1. 70 Shrikings, and
howlings, with horrid curses.

Shrikelet (Jrai'klet). [f. Shrike sb* + -let.]

A bird of the genus Vireolanius.
1866 P. L. Sclater & Salvin Exotic Ornith. 13 Vireolanius

melitophrys (Honey-browed Shrikelet).

Shrill (jril), sb. [f. Shrill v. Cf. Shirl sb.]

A shrill sound, cry, whistle, etc.

1591 Spenser Ruins of Time 581, I heard a voyce, which
loudly to me called, That with the sudden shrill I was
appalled. 1833 Brewster Nat. Magic viii. 179 The wiry
shrill of the Jew's harp. 1893 Month Sept. 19 The ceaseless

shrill of the Cicala. 1004 Macnaughtan Gift I. vi, The
Giliie-Callum ended with a final shrill of the pipes.

b. Comb. : shrill-vein = shrilling-organ.
1880 Swinton Insect Variety 163 In Odontura Pischeri

..the shrill-vein [is] simply bowed instead of S-shaped.

Shrill (Jril), a. and adv. Also 4 shrille, 4-5
schrylle, 5 shrille, shrylle, scrylle, 6 shryll,

superl. shrilst, 6-7 shril, 7 schril. (See also

Shirl a.) [ME. shrille, related to LG. sehrell of

sharp tone or taste, G. schrill (late 18th cent.).

Cf. Shrill z».] A. adj.

1. Of voice, sound : Of a sharp high-pitched

piercing tone.

c 1386 Chaucer Nun Pr. T. 575 (Hengwrt MS.), Ne made
he neuere showtes half so shrille [MSS. Ellesm. <J-

Lansd.
s(c)hill(e] When bat they wolden any flemyng kille. c 1400
[see Shrike sbA\. 1545 Ascham Toxoph. (1904) 15 All voyces,
great and small, base & shril, weke or softe. 1596 Shaks.
Tarn. Shr. Ind. ii. 48 Thy hounds shall . . fetch shrill ecchoes
from the hollow earth. 1661 Lovell Hist Anim. & Min.
Isagoge, That [sc. the noise] of the bee is humming, but it's

shrill in the grassehopper. 1667 Milton P. L. v. 7 The
shrill Matin Song Of Birds. 174a Collins Eel. iv. 72 Loud
along the vale was heard A shriller shriek, i860 Tyndall
lilac. 11. i. 229 The shrill chirruping of innumerable insects.

1885 ' Mrs. Alexander ' At Bay i, A sweet, slightly shrill

soprano.

2. Emitting or producing a sound of this kind :

of persons or animals, their throats, etc.

1508 Stanbridge Vulgaria (W. de W.) Bvb, My brest is

shrylL Vox mea est sonora, 1601 Shak«!. Jul. C. 1. u. 16,

I heare a Tongue shriller then all the Musicke Cry, Caesar.

1605 1st Pt. Jeronimo 111. i, Weele be as shrill as you : strike

a larurn, drum. 1738 Wesley Ps. cxlvii. x, Let the shrill

Birds his Honours raise. 1784 Cowper Task iv. 569 The
first larum of the cock's shrill throat. 1837 Carlyle Pr. Rev.
III. 1. vi!. Shrill women cry shame on us. 1866 Mysteries 0/
Isis 207 Churl and noble, fair lady and shrill fish-wife. 1901
Macm. Map. Apr. 447/1 One of his colleagues became shrill

on the subject.

b. of an instrument or other inanimate object.

1567 R. Edwards Damon $ Pithias (1571) Bij b, Whose
vertue, the shrill trump of fame so farre hathblowne. 1603
E. Fairfax Eel. iv, Ambling along the meads and rivers
shrill. 1604 Shaks. Otk. in. iii. 351 Farewell the neighing
Steed, and the shrill Trumpe. 1704 Pope Windsor Forest 96
Wind the shrill horn. 1819 Scott Ivanhoe xxx, The blast
of a shrill bugle. 1835 Marryat Jacob Faithful xxxviii,

778

The shrill whistles of the boatswain and his mates piping all

hands to unmoor.

3. Characterized or accompanied by sharp high-

pitched sounds.
17*5 Pope Odyss. iv. 1013 Shrill ecstasies of joy. 181a

Byron Ch. Har. 1. xiii. iv, Let winds be shrill, let waves roll

high. 1837 Carlyle Pr. Rev. III. in. vi, A shrill scene, but

a brief one. 1844 Kinglake Eothen i, In a shrill and busy
hotel. 1865 Dickens Mut Pr. 1. vi, The night was black

and shrill. 1893 Pater Plato 209 A single day of somewhat
shrill gaiety, between two days of significant mourning.

4. In various transf. applications : Keen ; sharp
;

pungent; poignant.
1608 Topsell Serpents 57 A shrill and^ quicke sence of

bearing. i6$o"Vavghah Silex Scint Admission, How shrill

are silent tears ! 1864 Tennyson Voyage 12 The Lady's-
head upon the prow Caught the shrill salt. 1904 M. Hew-
lett Queen's Quair 1. viii, The Court went thither [;'. e. to St.

Andrews) with various great affairs in train, whose conduct
throve in that shrill air.

5. Comb., as shrill-accented, -mouthed, -toned,

-tongued, -voiced adjs.
; t shrill-bated, with a

shrill sound as of voices in strife; f shrill-

breasted, f-gor-ged, shrill-voiced, shrill-throated.

1896 Kipling Seven Seas 162 Inopportune, *shrill-accented,

The acrid Asiatic mirth. 158a Stanyhurst Unci's 1. 13
Gates with the metal dooe creake in *shrilbated harshing.

1594 Nashe Unfort Trav. H 2 b, As many sortes of "shrill

breasted birdes as the Summer hath allowed for singing men
in hir siluane chappels. 1835 Tennyson Maud l, i. iv, The
"shrill-edged shriek of a mother. 1605 Shaks. Lear iv. vi.

58 The "shrill-gorg'd Larke. 1658 Rowland tr. Moufet's
Theat. Ins. 953 It maketh a *shnl-like noise as the other
kindes of Gnats do. i6ai Quarles Argalus <$• P. (1678) 84
The "shriil-mouth'd Musick. 1813 Walker Poems go (Jod.j

Thro' night's dim arch the *shrilTton'd Ezzan rings. 1848
Thackeray Van.Fairliv, The shrill-toned bell of the. .clock.

159a Shaks. Ven. <y Ad. 840 Like *shrill-tongu'd Tapsters an-
swering euerie call. 1743 Blair Grave 532 The shrill-tongu'd

Shrew. 1879 Morley Burke viii. 176 The eager, bustling,

shrill-tongued crowd of the Voltairean age. a 1649 Drumm.
of Hawth. Poems Wks. (171 1) 37 The gawdy hunts-man
winds his "shrill-tun'd horn. 1593 Shaks. Rich. II%

v. iii.

75 What *shrill-voic'd Suppliant, makes this eager cry?
16*8 R. H. Owen's Epigrams iv. No. 156. 33 The World's so
full of shrill-voyc'd iangling. 1728-46 Thomson Spring 590
The lark, Shrill-voiced and loud. 1895 Mrs. Wilson j Yrs.
India 271 ' My husband ' is the shrill-voiced reply.

B. adv.

1. With a shrill voice or tone; shrilly. Now rare.

13. . Coer de L. 3999 For scorne he gan to lawghe schrylle.

a 1450 Le Morte Arth. 1376 'Mercy!' she cryed loude
and shrylle. c 1515 Cocke Lorells B. 14 The bote swayne
blewe his whystell full shryll. 159a Kyd Murther I. Brewcn
Wks. (1901) 287 The blood of the iust Abel cried most shrill

in the eares of the righteous God. 1632 Milton V Allegro
56 Through the high wood echoing shrill 1742 Collins
Eel. 11. 10 Shrill roar'd the winds. 1821 Scott Kenilw. xxv,

Men laughed loud, and maidens giggled shrill. 1839 —
Anne ofG. xii, I promise you the wind blew shrill.

b. Qualifying a ppl. adj. used attrib. (often

hyphened).
156a J. Heywood Prov. (1867) 152 A shryll whystlyng

wenche. 1599 Shaks. Hen. V} in. iii. 35 Your shrill-shriking

Daughters. 160a — Ham. 1. i. 151 The Cocke.. with his

lofty and shrill-sounding [Qo. 1603 shrill crowing] Throate.
165a Benlowes Theoph. 1. lxii, Shall Larks with shrill-chirpt

Mattens rouze from Bed. .Sols orient Head ? 1867 Morris
Jason 11. 298 While the harp-string and shrill-piping reed

Still sounded. 1878 Masque of Poets 105 The shrill-blown

trumpets.

f2. Clearly, brightly. Obs,

13.. E. E. Allit. P. A. 80 Wyth schymerynge schene ful

schrylle bay schynde.

Shrill (Jril), v. Also 4 schrille, 4-6 shrille,

5 shrelle, [skrille], 6-7 shril. [f. Shrill a.

Cf. G. schrillen.']

1. intr. Of a voice, cry: To sound shrilly.

Hence of noises, the wind, or the like, or a place

echoing with sound.
13. . K.AHs. 777 Bulsifal neied so loude, That hit schrillith

into the cloude ! 158a Stanyhurst AZneis n. 35 The inner

lodgins dyd shrille with_ clamorus howling. 1591 Spenser
Virg. Gnat 518 Their rrughtie strokes so shrild, As the great

clap of thunder. 1647 H. More Song ofSoul 11. App. iii,

Its tearing noise so terribly did shrill, That it the heavens
did shake. 178a Mickle Proph. Q. Emma iv, When the

female scream ascended, Shrilling o'er the crowded lawn.

x8xz ScottDon Roderick 11. xix, First shrill'd an unrepealed
female shriek ! 184a Tennyson Morte eCArth. 201 A wind,
that shrills All night in a waste land. 1884 L. Wallace
Ben-Hur iv. iv. 166 His voice shrilled with passion.

2. To speak, cry, or sing with a shrill voice ; to

make a shrill noise.

a. Of persons or animals.
[c 1400 Anturs ofArth. xlviii, pene his lemmane one loft

skritles and skrikes.] CX440 Floriz $ Bt (MS. T) 756 J>e

mayde, al for drede, Bygan to shrelle [earlier MSS. crie,

schrichen] and to grede. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 82 The
Ouzell shrills, the Ruddock warbles soft. 1598 Florio,
Querulare . . to shril, to . . chirp. 1639 H. Ainsworth Annot
Ps. v. 12 To showt, shrill, or cry aloud for sorrow. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. 11. vi. (1872)81 The Tribune drones,

..the whole Hall shrilling up round it into pretty frequent

wrath and provocation. 1896 A. Austin England''s Darling
1. ii, The misselthrush That shrilled so gleefully.

b. Of an instrument of music, whistle, etc.

1579 Spenser ShePh, Cat Nov. 71 Breake we our pypes,

that shrild as lowde as Larke. 1590 — F. Q. 11. iii. 20 A
borne, that shrilled cleare Throughout the wood. 1710
Philips Pastorals iv. 56 Thro' all the Wood his Pipe is

heard to shrill. 1843 Tennyson Sir Galahad 5 The shatter-

ing trumpet shrilleth high. 1879 £. Gosse New Poems 100

SHRIM.
The first sharp snow is shrilling through the trees. 1903
Kipling5 Nations 114 The whistle shrills to the picket.

3. traits. To utter, give forth ^a sound, cry,

words) in shrill tones ; to exclaim or proclaim with

a shrill voice.

1595 Spenser Epithal. 129 Harke, how the Minstrels gin

I
to shrill aloud Their merry Musick. 1606 Shaks. Tr.

<<f Cr.
v. iii. 84 Harke.. How poore Andromache shrils her dolour
forth. 1613 Heywood Silver Age in. i, Through all th'

Abysse, I haue shril'd thy daughters losse. 1613 — Brazen
Age 11. ii, What better can describe his shape and terror
Then all the pittious clamours shrild through Greece ?

1801 Lusignan I. 173 The terror of the feathered tribe,

shrilled in the omens of an approaching tempest. 1817 Cole-
ridge Biog. Lit. xxi. (1882)205 Gnats, beetles, wasps,.. may
shrill their tiny pipes, .unchastised and unnoticed. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. v. ii, ' Messieurs', shrills de Ere"ze.

1904 M. Hewlett Queen s Quair 1. vii, Lethington likened
her to Diana on Taygetus shrilling havoc.

4. To render shrill. rare~ l

.

177a Foote Nabob Prol. Wks. 1799 II. 285 Ifage contracts
my muscles, shrills my tone.

O. To summon with a shrill sound. rare~x
.

1859 Masson Brit. Novelists iii. 204 The pibroch shrills

them to the work they do.

Shrilled (Jnld), ppl. a. rare. [f. Shrill v.

and a. + -ed.] a. Sounded shrilly, b. Made shrill.

71598 Marlowe Ovid's Elegies 11. vi. 6 For long shrild

trumpets let your notes resound. 1880 L. Wallace Ben-Hur
446 Look at my wrinkled face.. listen to my shrilled voice.

Shrilling, vbl. sb. [f. Shrill v. + -ing i.]

The utterance of shrill sounds, shrill crying,

whistling, chirping, etc.

1639 H. Ainsworth Annot Ps. xlvii. 2 Shout triumphantly
to God with voice of shrilling. 1777 Mountain Poet. Reveries
(ed. 2} 27 Th' excursive shrillings of some Eunuch's throat.

1778 G. White Selbome xlvi. (1789) 252 The shrilling of the
field-cricket. 1887 D. C. Murray & Herman Trav. Returns
xvii. 254 The maidens, .fled., with clamorous shrillings.

1892 Tennyson Death ofQZnone 21 A wailing cry . .Thin as

the batlike shrillings of the Dead. 1901 W. Clark Russell
Ship's Adv. v, The shrilling of the fife.

b. Comb, shrilling-organ, the sound-produc-

ing organ of a male cicada (Webster Suppl. 1902).

Shrilling, ppl. a. [f. Shrill v. + -ing 2.]

Uttering or producing shrill sounds ; sounding
shrill, stridulous.

1566 Adlington Apuleius x xii. 46 Shrilling Zephyrus. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 1. v. 6 A shrilling trompett. Ibid. in. viii.

29 With shrilling shriekes. 1633 P. Fletcher Pise. Eel.

1. ii, The lads, Whose shrilling pipe, or voice the sea-
born maiden glads. 1714 Gay Sheph. Week Friday 102

Shrilling crickets in the chimney cried. 1766G0LDSM. Vic.

W. xxii, No sounds were heard but of the shrilling cock, and
the deep-mouthed watch-dog. 1808 Scott Marm. iv. xxvi,

The horses' tramp and tingling clank,. -And charger's shril-

ling neigh. 1875 Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 259 The soul

with shrilling cry, passed like smoke beneath the earth.

1908 Academy 23 May 809/1 The thorn-bushes began to

rustle before a shrilling wind.

Shrillish (Jri-liJ"), a. [f. Shrill a. + -ish.]

Somewhat shrill.

1583 Babington Commandm. 141 Crie rather vp to heauen
with shrillish shrike. 1587 M. Grove Petops .(• Hippod.
(1878) 68 With shrillish notes I would ne stay nor stent of
warbuling. 1863 Reade in All Year Round 12 Dec. 163
4 Come in ', said a shrillish voice. 1886 Mrs. C. Praed Miss
Jacobsen vii, Miss Croyle's shrillish tones crossed the lawn.

Shrillness, [f. Shrill a. + -ness.] The
quality or condition of being shrill.

1581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. 11. (1586) 58 b, Those
of Piemount, who with the shrilnesse of their wordes goe
thorow ones eares. 1664 H. More Myst Iniq. 239 The
shrilness and asperity of the noise they make. 1709 Tatter
No. i57F6The Shrilness and Sharpnessof the Sound. 1837
Carlyle Fr. Rev, III. n. vi, This shrillness getting ever
shriller. 1856 Kane ArcticExpt I. vii. 69 'Twang, twang !'

came a second report. I knew it was the whale-line by the
shrillness of the sing. 1903 Morley Gladstone vi. v. 1 1. 339
Cardwell adding with a certain shrillness that [etc.].

Shrilly (Jri*li), a. Chiefly/^/, [f. Shrill a.

+ -t.] = Shrill a.

1594 R. Qarew] Tasso (1881) 93 So spake he, and with him
his fellowes all, Concording iangle in a shrilly sound. 1776
Mickle tr. Camoens* Lusiad 126 The trumpet's shrilly

clangor sounds alarms. 1826 Hood Mermaid ofMargate
xxvii, The wild bird about him flew, With a shrilly scream.
1847 Bronte Jane Eyre xx, A sharp, a shrilly sound that

ran fromendtoendofThornfield-Hall. 1887 Morris Odyss.
xu. 408 There came upon us at last The shrilly west loud
piping with the rush of a mighty blast.

Shrilly Cjri -li), adv. [f. Shrill a. + -ly 2.]

With a shrill sound or utterance ; in shrill tones.

158a Stanyhurst ALneis 11. 23 Thee vauts haulf shrillye

rebounded With clush clash buzing. 1587 Turberv. Trag.
7Vi/«i7Adolefull noyse, Ofone that in the groue full shrilly

cryde. 1607 Shaks. Timon iv. iii. 155 That he may neuer
more, .sound his Quillets shrilly. 164a H. More Song of
Soul 11. ii. in. xl, Mount up aloft, my Muse, and now more
shrilly sing. 1799 Coleridge Lines in Concert-Room vi,

The gust pelting on the out-house shed Makes the cock
shrilly in the rainstorm crow. 1818 Keats Teignmouth ii,

The pipes go shrilly, the libation flows.
_
19x0 Edin. Rev.

Jan. 103 His enemies were shrilly protesting.

Shrim (frim), v. Now dial* [OE. scrimman
(only once) ; cf. Shram, Scrimp a. and v.] intr. and

pass* To shrink or shrivel ; now chiefly in pa*

pple., chilled, benumbed.
c 1000 Sax. Leechd. II. 6 ?if monnes fot to hommum

scrimme & scrince. 1846 [W. Sandys] Spec. Cornish Dial.

18 He squinnied, tell I were nigh shrimmed with his look.

1847 Halliwell, Shrimmed, chilled. Corn. 1890 Glouc.



SHRIMP.
Gloss., Shrim or Srim, to shiver; shrink or shrive! up with
cold or fright ; also of shrinkage in cooking.
Shrimp (Jrimp). Form* : 4-5 schrympe, 4-6

schrimpe, shrympe, 4-7 shrimpe, 5 schrymp
scrymppe, srympe, shyrympe, 6 schriemp 6-
shrimp. [Prob.cogn. w. MHG. (MG.) scarimpen
str. vb., to shrink up : see Scrimp a. and v. ; cf.
also prec.
Sense 2 is prob. directly from the etymological sense
shrunken creature

, but is now felt as trans/, from 1.]

1. Any of the slender, long-tailed, long-legged
(chiefly marine) crustaceans of the genus Crangon
and allied genera, closely related to the prawns;
esp. C. vulgaris, the common shrimp, which in-
habits the sand on the coasts of Great Britain and
is a common article of food.
Also, in a wider sense, applied to various similar crus-

taceans, as the families Mysidx and Gammaridse ; see brine.
fa-try, opossum shrimp, etc.

13*7 Wardrobe Ace. 20 Edw. II, 31/18 Shrimpis, 3d.
£1430 Two Cookery-bks. 42 Take be Luce, an be Perche,
& be Schrympe, & sebe hem. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/1
Schrymp, fysche, stingus. c 1450 Brut 447 Crete Scrymppys.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 646 in Babees Bk., Shrympes
welle pyked be scales awey ye cast. 1553 Belon De Aqua-
ttlibus 273 Anglorum..pisces ex Tamesi & aliis Britannia:
fluminibus.. Roches, Daces, Tenche, Run*", Schriemp, Prans
i6aa Drayton Poly-olb. xxv. 190 The Periwincle, Prawne,
the Cockle, and the Shrimpe, For wanton womens tasts, or
for weake stomacks bought. 1674 Flatman Belly God 97An ore-charg'd Stomack roasted shrimps will ease. 1770
Pittman Europ. Settlem. 5 Shrimps are found in tbe
Mississippi as far as Natches. iSojBinglev Zool. (1813) III.
389 The Shrimp is much smaller than the Prawn, and is by
no means so much esteemed as food. 1848 Dickens Dotnbey
vi. She partook of shrimps and porter. xSoo Hardwicke's
Set. Gossip XXVI. 280/1 The phantom shrimp {Capretla
linearis) of S. Australia.
collect, sing. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vaskti viii, The boy

..whose sublimest idea of heaven consists m the hope that
its blessed sea of glass is brimming with golden shrimp.
fb. Applied to a scaly monster. Obs.

? a 1400 Morte A rtk. 767 His scoulders ware schalyde alle
in clene syluere, Schreede ouer alle the schrympe with
schrinkande poyntez.

2. A diminutive or puny person {rarely thing).
Chiefly contemptuous.
c 1386 Chaucer Monk's Prol. 67 We borel men been

•hrympes. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Answ. Osor. 384 b, He
would have been a notorious Goliath over these little
moathes, and simple shrimpes. 158a Stanvhurst sEneis
111. 61 On a suddeyn we behold a windbeaten hard shrimp,
With lanck wan visadge. 1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 594When he [se. Hercules] was a babe, a childe, a shrimpe,
Thus did he strangle Serpents, :60a Narcissus (1893) *fy
Thou art my mother, I thy sonne, thy shrimpe. 1615
Exchange Ware Second Hand (ed. 2) C 1 b, Alas poore
shrimpe, thou art nothing in my hands. 1768 Tucker Lt.
Nat. II. 142, 1 wondered how such a shrimp as you could
dragg about such a great carcass as mine. 1840 Barham
Ingot, Leg. Ser. 11. A unt Fanny, And all for a ' Shrimp ' not
as nigh as my hat—A little contemptible 'Shaver' like that !!

1863 Hawthorne Our Old Heme, Near Oxford \l. 35 Poor
little shrimp that he was [sc Pope]. 1905 Elinor Glvn
Vieiss. Evangeline 85 He did look such a teeny shrimp
climbing after mel
fig* **34 S. R[owley] Noble Soldier in. ii, The small
ones [se. poets] are but shrimpes of Poesie.

b. A shrimp ofa : a diminutive, a very minute
or tiny..

.

a 1774 Tucker Lt. Nat. (1834) II. 574 By continual ru-
minating upon this shrimp of a possibility. 1834 Marryat
Peter Simple xxiv, If it bears me, it will not condescend to
bend at your shrimp of a carcass. 1884 ' H. Collingwood '

Under Meteor Flag 258 A little shrimp of a fellow named
Fisher.

3. attrib. and Comb.
1611 Cotgr., Escruo^lle,Si little Shrimp-resembling worme.

1736 Bailey Diet. Domest., A Shrimp Pye. 1747 Mrs.
Glasse Cookery 61 To make Shrimp Sauce. 1738 Johnson
Idler No. 33 t 7 The shrimp-sauce not so good as Mr. H.
. .and I used to eat. X76J-7X H. Walpole vertue*s Anecd.
Paint. (1786) IV. 191 The Shrimp-girl, a head, by Barto-
lozzi. 179 1 Hvddzsvord Salmag. in Shrimpscalders and
bugkillers, taylors and tylers. 1828 Davy Salmonia 62 Small
.shrimp-like aurelia. 1855 Dickens Dorrit 1. xiii, A butter-
boat of shrimp sauce. 1883 [see Shrimping attrib.}. 1888
Pall Mall Gaz. 20 Sept. 1 1/2 She was dressed in a shrimp
pink. 1888 Goode A mer. Fishes 192 They are sometimes
taken by hook and line, with shrimp-bait.

b. shrimp-fixer, -louse (see quot. 1850)

;

shrimp-hearted <z., pusillanimous.

1796 Mrs. M. Robinson Angelina II. 187 Vou shrimp-
hearted lubber. 1850 A. White List Specim. Crustacea
Brit. Mus. 81 lone thoracicus. Mud shrimp-louse. Ibid.%2
Bopyrus squillarum. Shrimp-fixer.

Shrimped (frimpt), pa. pple. Now dial. [f.

*shrimp, parallel form to Scrimp a. or v. + -ed.]

Shrivelled, withered, shrunk ; huddled up with cold.

1638 Rous Diary (Camden) 85 His hands were both
shrimped and lame. 1670 Eacharo Cent. Clergy 36 Such
things as these go for Wit so long as they continue in Latin ;

but what dismally shrimp'd things would they appear, if

turn'd into English. 1837 Mrs. Palmer Devon. Dial. 1. 19
Seeing Batt a shrimp'd up

t
her nadded and meanM to en,

that a sbud come by the vire.

Shrimper (Jri-mpj). [f. Shrimp + -erI.]

One who catches shrimps ; also, a vessel engaged
in shrimping.
1851 W. Collins Rambles bey. Railways ii. (1852) 14 We

. .found ourselves in a small room, filled with shrimpers,

sailors. 1864 Daily Tel. n Aug., A shrimper stranded. 187a

Calverlev Fly Leaven (1884) 34 Has she wedded some

779

gigantic shrimper, That sweet mite with whom I loved to
play? 1879 Encycl. Brit. IX. 265/1 Leigh is the head-
quarters of the Thames shrimpers.

t Shrrmpet. Obs. [f. Shrimp + -et.] (See quot.)
1688 Holme.Armoury 11. xiv. 344/2 A Sea Prane, or Sea

bhnmpet, or Shrimplet. It is somthing bigger then those
of the river or fresh waters.

Shri'mping, gerund and vbl. sb. [f. Shrimp
+ -ing !.] Catching shrimps.
1848 Maunder Treas. Nat. Hist. 617 Shrimp-catching, or

Shrimping, as it is termed. 186a Ansted Channel Isl. 1. vi.
128 Shrimping is carried on by many of the women. 1876
Ouida Wmter City Hi, The women., who go shrimping

or oyster-hunting on fashionable sea-shores.
attrib. 1883 Fisheries Exhib. Catal. 14 Model Shrimping

Boat, showing how four shrimp nets are worked. 1886 Fenn
Master Cerem. xxi, Fisherman Dick did his work with a
shrimping net.

Shrimpish (Jn-mpif), a. [f. Shrimp + -ish.]
Diminutive, puny, insignificant.

*S49 Chaloner Erasmus on Folly D iv, What wilt suche
shnmpysshe bodies dooe . . whan it cometh to handstrokes »

1567 Golding Ovid's Met. xm. (1575) 161 b, Those same
shrimpish armes of his. 1655-87 H. More App. Antid. vi.

330 How shrimpish he is and unfit to fill this place. 1664
Lomeuius1 Janua Ling. 278 Slender, shrimpish, lean. 1881
Mrs. C. Praed Policy $ P. II. ix. 145 A shrimpish sprig of
nobility.

Hence Shri'mpishness, insignificance.
1651 H. More Enthus. Tri., etc. (1656) 255 The shrimpish-

nesse of the second part of Eugenius his Answer.
Shri'mplet. [-let.] A little shrimp.
1688 [see Shrimpet]. 1884 Jaunt in Junk xv. 252 Some

annoyingly nimble shrimplet.

Shrimpy (frrmpi), a. [f. Shrimp + -y.]
Abounding in shrimps.
1859 Sala Tw. round Clock (1861) 58 Margate the shrimpy,

Ramsgate the asinine, Canterbury the ecclesiastical. 1875
Miss Braddon Hostages Fort. III. ii. 42 Margate's crowded
jetty or Pegwell's shrimpy bay.

Shrinal (frsi-nal), a. [f. next + -al.] Con-
taining or forming a shrine.

1884 .V. <$•£?. 29 Mar. 251/1 The four daughters, .of whom
one has left her name, St. Sidwell, in a shrinal church on the
blood-stained spot.

Shrine (J^in), sb. Forms : 1-2 serin, scryn,
3 s(c)hrin, sarin, ssryn, 4-5 shryn, 4-6 schrine,
schryne, 4-7 shryne, 5 schryn, schxene,
shrene, 6 shreene, 6- shrine. [OE. serin str. n.,

corresp. to OFris. skrtn ( YVFris. skryn chest, skrine
coffin), MLG. schrin, MDu. and WFlem. schrine
f., Du. schrijn n., OHG. scrini, serine n. (MHG.
schrtn n. and m., G. sckrein m.), ON. skrtn n.

(Sw., Da. skrin) ; ad. L. scrinium case or chest for
books or papers.
Unexplained variants with e occur in OFris. skrin, MLG.,
MDu. sckrein, LG. schrin, WFlem. schrine.
L. scrinium is represented in Romanic by OF. escriu(set

Scrine), F. icrin, Pr. escrin, It. scrigno, Sp., Pg. escrinio
t

and in OS1, skriniya, skrina, Lith. skrine, Russ. skrtn.}

*t* 1. A box, coffer ; a cabinet, chest. (Cf. Scrlne.)
In OE. and ME. applied to the ark of the covenant.
e 1000 ./Elfric Josh. 'in. 8 pa sacerdas, ba be f>aet serin

[Vulg. arcam] beraS. c 1000 Ags. Gosp. John xii. 6 Forbam
be he waes beof & haefde serin [Vulg. loculos]. c 1150 Voc.
in Wr.-Wulcker 546/29 A rcha, serin. 1387 Trevisa Higdett
(Rolls) III. 109 pe schryne of be testament [arcam testa-
menti}. lptf—Barth. de P. R. xiii. ix. (Tollem. MS.), pe
schryne ofoure lorde [ed. 1582, the Arke]. 1516 Burgh Rec.
Edin. (i86g) I. 161 Item, in the compertas of Craufurdisane
standand bed, and ane schryne. 1560 Stirling Burgh Rec.
(1887) I. 75 Ane schryne but the lid. 1658 Phillips, Shrine,
a chest or cabinet.

2. The box, casket, or other repository in which
the relics of a saint are preserved. Also, a tomb-
like erection of rich workmanship, enclosing the
relics of a saint.

c 1000 ^Elfric Saints* Lives xi. 275 pa jebrohte se bisceop
ealle ba Italian ban on £elimplicum scrynum. c 1000— Horn.

I

(Th.) II. 426 pa wolde se casere wyrcan him eallum gyldene
scry,n. a usa 0. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070 Hi namen
basre twa gildene serines & -ix. seolferne. c 1290 S. Eng.
Leg. 37/™$ pu'ke daye is bodi was in-to schrine i-bore.

1297 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 9851 pulke 3er al so Seint egwine at
euesham in ssrine wasverst ido. 136a Langl. P. PI. A. vi.

48, 1 nolde fonge a ferbing for seynt Thomas schrine.

1x1400-50 Wars Alex. 5592 Ofschene schenierand gold as
it a schrine ware, c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 4265 Byfore hurre
shrene mekeliche he knelede doune. c 1450 Capgrave Life
St. Gilbert xxxviii, pe schrine.. is.. born a-boute on pe
schulderis of princes and lordis. 1551 Sir J. Williams
A ccompte (Abbots?. Club) 1 Thedefacinge and takingedowne
of shrynes. 1593 Shaks. 2 Hen. VI, 11. i. 63 A bhnde man
at Saint Albones Shrine,.. hath receiu'd his sight, a 1638
Mede Wks. (1672) 677 The Miracles at the Shrines and
Sepulchres of tbe holy Martyrs. 1788 Gibbon Decl. fy F.
xlv. IV. 455 The shrines of the apostles were guarded by
miracles and invisible terrors. 1834 L. Ritchie Wand, by
Seine 217 The exhibition of the relics took place.. and as
each shrine was elevated, every knee touched the earth.

1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. i. 1. 24 It was a national as well

as a religious feeling that drew great multitudes to the shrine
of Becket.
Prov. phr. C1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 553 Fare-wel

shryne of whom be seynt is oute.

b. In extended application : A receptacle con-
taining an object of religious veneration ; occas. a

niche for sacred images.
i526Tindale^^/j xix. 24 A goldsmytb, which made silver

schrynes [Gr. vaovs, Vulg. sedes ', Wyclif'housisl for Diana.
*75<S-7 tr. Ktyslcr's Trav. (1760) III. 58 On certain days of
the year this crucifix is. .exposed to public view;. .seven

SHRINE.
persons having in their custody as many different keys of
the shrine in which it is kept. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian
vi, bhe passed several shrines and images half hid araon" the
shrubs and the cliffs. 1894 J. T. Fowler A damnan Introd.
43 1 he bell of any famous saint . . was enclosed in a shrine
made in its own form.

t C fig- An object of veneration. Obs.
C1400 Beryn 1114 So excellent of bewte, bat she myat be

shryne To all othir vymmen.
d. The part of a church in which a shrine

stands. Cf. Fkretoby 3.
1833 Raine Brief Ace. Durham Caih. 50 Let us now

enter the shrine. 1850 Parker's Gloss. Terms Archit. I.

427 Modern writers often erroneously apply the word shrine

'°o A
Chapel or church in which lne real shrine is deposited.

J. A case or casket for a dead body ; also, a
tomb or cenotaph of an elaborate kind.
(-1385 Chaucer Z. G. W. 672 Schc.made hire subtyl

werkemen make a schryne Of alle the rubyis & the stonis
fyne. .that sche coude espie. 1613 Puechas Pilgr. (1614) 660
I hey cast their dead into the Rmer, others reserued them
at home in glasse shrines. 1613 R. C. Table Alph., Shrine,
a remembrance for the dead. 1720 Pope Epit. Harcourt 1
lo this sad shrine, whoe'er thou art 1 draw near. 1824W. Fowler List Snbj. Engravings, The Percy Shrine
(Beverley). 1829 Scott Old Mort. Introd., This peculiar
shrine of the Whig martyrs is very much honoured by their
descendants.

4. transf. That which encloses, enshrines, or
screens, or in which something dwells.
a 1400 Chaucer To Rosemounde 1 Madame, ye ben of al

beaute shryne As fer as cercled is the mapamonde. a 1586
Sidney Arcadia 11. iv. (1912) 172 You living powres enclosed
in stately shrine Of growing trees, a 1649 Drumm. of
Hawth. Hist. Jas. Ill, Wks. (1711) 60 Favourites are
shrines to shadow princes from their people. 1667 Milton
P. L. vii. 360 Of Light by farr the greater part he {sc. God]
took, Transplanted from her \sc. moon's) cloudie Shrine,
and plac'd In the Suns Orb. 1813 Byron Giaour ro6 Clime
ofthe unforgotten brave !.. Shrine of the mighty! 1874
O'Shaughnessy Music /j- Moonlight 127 The heart was a
shrine For that memory to dwell in divine.

t b. Used for : An enclosing membrane. Obs.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xxxvi. (Bodl. MS.),

Aboute be herte is a manere clobing bat hatte thee schryne
and be cooler of be herte.

6. A place where worship is offered or devotions
are paid to a saint or deity ; a temple, church.
16*9 Milton Hymn Naliv. xix, Apollo from his shrine

Can no more divine. 1697 Dryden Virg. Past. vn. 43 This
tusky Boar Young Mycon offers, Delia, to thy Shrine. 1698
Fever Acc. E. India f P. 78 Seva Gi was departed thence
to Purtaabgur, to visit the Shrine of Bowany. 1738 Gray
Propertius i. 2 Before the Goddess' shrine we too, love's
vot'ries, bend. 1841 Elphinstone Hist. India I. 163 The
pilgrims [distinguished] by bearing some symbol of the god
to whose shrine they are going. 1880 L. Oliphant Land
o/Gileadm. 80 In the East it is a common thing for the
same shrine to serve the purpose of many succeeding reli-
gions. 1891 Farrar Darin. $ Dawn i, Behind this temple
was the shrine of Vesta. 1905 Byles Life R. S. Hawkerv. 42
The position of the Church, like that of all ancient Shrines
in England, was chosen and fixed on certain principles.

"H b. In the following quots. commonly explained
as ' an image (of a saint or god) '. The passages
seem, however, to be merely somewhat strained
figurative applications of sense 5. Cf. 2 c.

1593 Shaks. Lucr. 104 Offer pure incense to so pure a
shrine. 1&6 — Merch. V. 11. vii. 40 From the foure corners
of the earth they come To kisse this shrine, this mortall
breathing Saint. 161 1 — Cymb. v. v. 164 For Feature,
laming The Shrine of Venus, or straight.pight Minerua.

O. Jig. in contexts referring to the veneration or
idolizing of some person or thing.

1575 G\scoiGHEKenelworth Wks. 1910 II. iog It can not
be that such a Saint to see Can long in shrine her seemely
selfe so shroude. 1595 Cajclon's Blancliardyn liv. 210 The
neighboring Princes, which long had bent their deuotions to
the sweet Saint which kept her shrine in Tormaday. 1605
B. Jonson Volpone I. i. Good morning to the day ; and,
next, my gold : Open the shrine, that I may see my saint.

1690 Temple Ess. 11. Poetry 1, The Two common Shrines, to
which most Men offer up the Application of their Thoughts
and their Lives, are Profit and Pleasure. 1712-14 Pope
Rape Lock iv. 105 Honour forbid ! at whose unrivall'd
shrine Ease, pleasure, virtue, all our sex resign. 1750 Gray
Elegy 71 To.. heap the Shrine of Luxury and Pride With
incense kindled at the Muse's flame. 1808 W. Wilson Hist.
Diss. Ch. II. 57 He was too conscientious to sacrifice his
principles at the shrine of worldly advantage or emolument.
1853 ' Dow jr. ' in Jerdan Yankee Humour 88 Ye grey-
haired worshippers at the shrine of Mammon ! 1904 Paul
Mod. Eng. I. Introd. 13 He [sc. Mill] kept the lamp burning
in the Benthamite shrine.

6. attrib. and Comb.
1582 Stanvhurst AZncis I. 1 3 Hee throngs in shryne clowd

[infert se sxptus nebula]. Ibid. iv. 67 The slip Ascanius
(for sainct thee shrinecase adoring) Shee cols for the father.

a i66r Holyday jfuvenat (1673) 240 If these [e.g. crowns]
Be wanting, a less Shrine-robber will seize On a gilt Hercules
his thigh. 1869 Browning Ring 4- Bk. xi. 572 ' Such was
its virtue 1

' twangs the Sacristan, Holding the shrine-box
up. 1876 J. S. Brewer Engl. Studies (1881) 107 The ex-

quisite tracery of their screens and sbrine-work.

Shrine (Train), v. Forms : 3 ssryne, ssrine,

3-4 schrine, 4-5 schryne, 4-6 shryne, 7 chrine,
6- shrine, [f. prec]
L trans. To enclose (relics) in a shrine ; to

provide (a saint or deity) with a shrine or sanctuary.

Now rare.

< 1290 Beket 376 in S. Eng. Leg. 117 In bulke sere seint

thomas schrinede seint edward At westmunstre. Ibid.

I75/24°6 Seint thomas .. onder eorbe he lay, Are bat he
I-schrined were, wel mani a lon^j day. £1386 Chaucer
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SHRINED.

Pmrd, T. 627, I wolde I hadde thy coillons in myn hond In

slide of Relikes. . .They shul be shryned in an hogges toord.

c 1440 Alphabet of Tales 69 J>e fame berof come vnto be

monasterie ber Saynt Austyn was shrynyd. 15*6 R. Whyt-
ford Mariiloge 49 Theyr two bodyes were loyned bothe

togyder, & so shryned at rome by myracle. 1550 Bale

Engl. Votatyes 11. Lijb, Saint Wyllyam of Norwyche, a

martyr whych was ther shryned in Christes church abbeye.

1635 Pag:tt Christiarwgr. 111. (1636) 93 To take up the body

of Edith. .and to shrine it. 170a Pope Dryope 87 Believe

a Goddess shrin'd in ev'ry tree. 1803 Southey Queen Or-

raca 60 Our brother Pedro brings them here, In Coimbra

to be shrined.

+ b. phr. To shrine (a person) for a saint : to

venerate or proclaim him as a saint. AUoflg.
1530 Tindale Pract. Prelates C vij, Shryninge them

alwaye for savotes which purchased them preuileges or

fought for their libertyes. 1591 Lyly Endym. v. iii, You
must nowe tell who Eumenides shrineth for his Saint. 1599

Sandys Europe*Spec. (1632) 27 Setting forth Lady Ignorance

for a great Sainct . . and shrining her unto them for the true

mother of Devotion.

fO. To canonize {Jig-)* Obs.

a 1400 Chaucer Agst. Women Unconst. 15 Ye might be

shryned, for your brotelnesse, Bet than Dalyda, Creseide, or

Candace. 1878 W. C. Smith Hilda among Broken Gods
11. 177 What, if heaven should be wroth at my shrining and
sainting a man, Sinful and mortal as I ?

t d. To set up as a sacred offering. Obs,

<ti6ii Chapman Iliad x. ad fin., Poore Dolons spoiles

Vlysses had ; who shrin'd them on his sterne.

1 2. To entomb. Obs.

1567 R. Edwards Damon <y Pitkias (1571) Djh, Shrine

me in clay aliue, some good man stop mine eye. 1567-8

Gismond ofSalerne v. iii. 40 (Cunliffe), And in one tombe
our bodies bothe to shrine. 1570-1 in B. L, Ball. Sf Broad'
sides (1867) 35 The Nortons' bones should be so shrynd That
now hanges wauering in the wynd. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 703 His ashes.. were carried to Rome and shrined

there in the monument of the Antonines.

3. To enclose, envelop, engird, as a shrine or

sanctuary does the body or the image of a saint.

1577 Grange Golden Aphrod. F iv, Ye Muses nine With

frace deuine My wittes to shrine Giue not consent. 1582

tanyhurst AEneis Ded. Aij, Thee pyth, that is shrind vp
wythin thee barck and bodye of so exquisit..a discourse.

1597-8 Bp. Hall Sat, Defiance to Envie 21 Nor earthen

pot wont secret death *.o shrine. 1648 Crashaw Delights of
Muses Wks. (1904) 140 So sweet the Temple was that shrin'd

The Sacred sweetnesse of his mind. 1667 Milton/'. L. vi.

672 TV Almightie Father where he sits Shrin'd in his

Sanctuarie of Heav'n secure. 1728 Pope Dune. hi. 263 Booth
in his cloudy tabernacle shrin'd [as Harlequin]. 1820 Keats
Lamia 11. 190 Thus loaded with a feast the tables stood,

Each shrining in the midst the image of a God. a 1851

Moir Poems (1852) II. 363 A patch of sky.. shrining a star

Magnificent. 1871 R. Ellis Catullus Ixiv. 286 Tempe,
shrined around in shadowy woods o'erhanging. 1871 Ros-
setti Poems, Portrait iii, In painting her I shrined her face

Mid mystic trees.

b. To enclose, shut up (an object) in a case

;

•f* hence, to treasure.

1586 A. Day Engl. Secreiorie it. (1625) 82 What auaileth

it to shrine so much this vaine beautie, which . . is euery day
in danger? 1662 Hibbert Body of Div. 1. 115 A liveless

peece of earth [viz. money] is his master, yea his God, which
he shrines up in his chest. i886Conder Syrian Stone-Lore
iv. (1896) 166 The oldest [copy of the Pentateuch], shrined

in its silver case and bound in green.

+ C. To enfold, embrace. Obs. rare.

1605 Chapman- All Fooles 111. 17 1st possible that I. .Should
shrine within mine armes so bright a goddesse?

f d. refl. To conceal oneself. Obs. rare.

1570 T. Preston in Old Ballads (Percy Soc) 71 Loth was
I [a fly] to go out, And shrind my selfe under a brome.

+ e. ?To cover with rich ornament. Obs. rare.

1582 Stanyhurst Uriels, etc. 95 An armoure . . With gould
ritchlye shrined [Aen. vm. 436 arma..auroque polibant\.

ff. To bury (a sword) in a person's body.
1614 Gorges Lucan vu. 276 If any should his kinsman

finde, And in his breast his sword hath shrin'd.

4. To enshrine in one's heart or thoughts.

1579 Lyly Euphues 32, I haue shrined thee in my heart
for a trustte friende. 1587 Turberv. Trag. Tales 15 b, The
idoll that was shrinde within his brest. c 1590 Greene Fr.
Bacon vi. (1630) C4 Loue. .straight diued into my heart,

And there did shrine the Idea of your selfe. 1607 B. Barnes
Divits Charter in. ii. F 1 He that aliue was shrined in my
brest, Now dead Hues yet intombed in my thoughts. 1817
Shelley Rev. Islam 1. xxiv, When that majestic theme
Shrined in her heart found utterance. 1822 Hazlitt Table-t,

1. iv. 88 The man of real genius.. has the feeling of truth
already shrined in his own breast. 1863 Mrs. Gaskell
Sylvia's Lovers xi, It was waste of time and life to keep her
shrined in the dearest sanctuary of his being.

T 5. refl, and intr. To dwell as in a shrine ; to

be tabernacled *, Obs.
c 1400 Langlands P. PI. A. 1. 162 (Univ. Coll. MS.),

Chastite wibouten charite wurb schryned in helle. 159a
Kyd Sp. Trag. 111. vi, The soule, that shouldebe shrinde in
heauen. 1602 Thomas Ld. Cromwell v. v, My soule is

shrinde with heauens celestiall couer. 1614 Gorges Lucan
ix. 387 Fild with grace diuine, That in his secret soule did
shrine [tacila quern mente gerebaf\.

Shrined (Jraind), a. [f. Shrine sb. + -ed 2
.]

1. Containing a shrine or shrines.

1589 Fleming Virg, Georg. iv. 76 Reare vp..foure altars
.

. Neere to the shrined temples of the goddesses.

2. Contained in a shrine.
1849 Rock Ch. of Fathers II. 395 He swore upon the

shrined relics of their common patron saint.

Shri neless, a. [-less.] Having no shrine.
1892 Meredith Poet. Wks. (1912)382 Showing her shrine-

less, not a temple, bare. 1898 A. Austin Lamia's Winter-
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Quarters 55 And through your shrineless pilgrimage you
make Unending moan.

Sliri'lielet. [-let.] A little shrine.

1884 M. M. Macmili.an Lett. (1893) 102 The panels of
St. Laurence's Vatican shrinelet.

Shrrning, vbl. sb. [f. Shrine v. + -ing *.]

Enclosing in or as in a shrine; enshrining, encasing.

*574 tr- yosselin's Life 70 Abp. To Rdr. E 2 b, Their
deathes, entermentes, entombinges, translations, and shryn-

inges. 1581 Mulcaster Positions xxxviii. (1S88) 181 If she

be an honest woman, .were she not worth the wishing, and
worthy the shryning? 1622 Wither Philarete F 4 b, Tis

found, that costly shrining Did but hinder tothers shining.

Shrrning", ppl. a. [f. Shrined, -t- -ing 2.]

Embracing, enveloping.
1826 A. A. Watts Love's Wealth i, Whilst my shrining

arms enfold, love,, .a prize like thee.

Shrink, sb. [f. Shrink v.] An act of shrink-

ing, flinching, cowering, etc. ; f a shrug.

1590 Sir J. Smythe Disc. Weapons 23 b, After the first

shrinck at the entring of the bullett. 1594 Daniel Cleopatra
(Bang) 1729 Not a yeilding shrinke, or touch of feare Con-
sents now to bewray least sence of paine. c 1645 Howell
Let. to Capt. T. P. 1 Aug. 1622, He [the Spaniard]
never speaks of her [Queen Elizabeth] but he fetcheth a
shrink in the shoulder. 1702 C. Mather Magn. Ckr. in.

Introd. 11, I saw a visible shrink in all Orders of Men
among us, from that Greatness..which was in the first

Grain, that our God brought from Three sifted Kingdoms,
into this Land, a 1728 Woodward Nat. Hist. Fossils

(1729) I. 1. 230 A Shrink, or Contraction, in the Body since

'twas first form'd. 183a L. Hunt Poems 179, I.. almost

wish with sudden shrink, That I had less to praise. 1880

L. Wallace Ben-Hur 178 The shiver and shrink with which
the sitter caught sight of him.

Shrink (Jrirjk), v. Pa. t. shrank (Jrsenk),

pa. pple. shrunk (Jrzrjk). Forms : 1 scrincan,

2-3 sorinke(n, 3-5 schrinke, 4-6 schrynke,
shrynke, 5-6 s(c)hrynk, achrenk(e, (4 scrynke,
sohryngke, scherenke, shrynge, 6 shren(e)k(e,

shryng, shrinck, schrink, scrincke), 6-7
shrinke, 6- shrink. Pa. t. 1 scranc {pi. scrun-
con), 4 schrank, 5 schranke, 6-7 shranke, 7~
shrank

; 4 schronk, 5-7 shronke, 6 shroncke,
shroonke, shrounke, 6-7 shronk, shrun(c)ke,
7- shrunk ; wk. 6 Sc. schrinket, -it, 6- (now
dial.) shrinked. Pa. pple. 1 (se)scruncen,
(-scrungen), 2 scrunken, 4 schrunken, 4-5
shronken, 7 shruncken, 6- shrunken ; 5-6
shronke, 6 shroonke, shruncke, 6-7 shroncke,
shrunke, 6- shrunk ; wk. 6 Sc, schrenkit. [OE.
scrincan (pa. t. scranc, scruncon, pa. pple. gescrun-

cen) = MDu. schrinken (only in Kilian as obs.

Flem. ; ?froraEng.), Sw. skrynka to wrinkle (MSw.
skrunkin pa. pple. shrivelled, wrinkled), Norw.
skrekka, skr&kka (pa. t. skrakk, skrokk, pa. pple.

skrokkent
skrokket). The causative is Shrench vA

The pa. t. originally had vowel change / shrank, we
shrunke{n, but, as early as the 14th c, the properly plural
form is found with a singular subject, and shronk, shrunk
becomes frequent in the 15th c. ; shrunk is the normal pa,
t. in the 18th c, and still survives. The pa. pple. shrunken
is now rarely employed in conjugation with the vb. ' to
have ' ; see also Shrunk, Shrunken.]

I. Intransitive senses.

+ 1. To wither or shrivel through withdrawal of

vital fluid or failure of strength. Obs.
[C893 Alfred Oros. in. ix. § 3 pa for pa^m ciele him

gescruncan ealle pa asdra.] c 1000 Sax. Leechd. I. 204 Hy
[male and female pennyroyal] blowab Sonne nealice obre
wyrta scrincab & weorniaS. Ibid. 1 1 1. 48 Seonuwa fortoxene
& 5a tan sennced up. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III.

411 panne hissenewesgonne toschrynke [MS.y schryngke].

1471 CAXTON/?^c«ytf//(Sommer)II. 497 His synewis shronke
and withdrewe them. 1540 Palsgr. Acolastus 11. i. H ij,

My chekes that hanged syde downe, do shrynke awaye.
*5.73-8o Tusser Husb. (1878) 40 Fruit gathred too timely.

.

wil shrink. 1611 Bible Gen. xxxii. 32 The children of
Israel eate not of the sinewe which shranke.

•j* b. To pine away. Obs. rare.

c 1205 Lav. 2278 per fore bu, scalt scrinkin [c 1275 de^e].

a 1586 Sidney Ps. xl. vii, Though I in want be shrinking,
Yet God on me is thinking.

2. To become reduced in size, volume, or extent

;

esp. to contract through heat, cold, or moisture.

Also with up, away.
_ c 1275 Sinners Beware 245 in O. E. Misc. 80 Heo schule
in helle Euer schrinke and swelle. c 1449 Pecock Repr. in.

xi. 347 If., the lethir.. were of such kinde that it wolde daili

schrinke. 1530 Palsgr. 705/2 If these hordes shrinke,all my
purpose is marred. 16x6 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc.) 1. 143
The grownd on the W. side our new gadong did shrink with
the extreme rayne. i666Dryden Ann. Mirab. eclxvi, We.,
shrink like parchment in consuming flame. 1684 T. Burnet
Th. Earth 1. ii. 19 After these waters had rag'd for some time
on the Earth, they began to lessen and shrink. 174a tr. Heis-
ter's Surg. (1768) II. 10 Those [polypuses] which are recent
will sometimes shrink and disappearby repeated Punctuation.
1816 J. Smith Panorama Sci.ff Art II. 337 The pyrometric
pieces of clay.. the more they are heated, the more they
shrink in all their dimensions. 1856 Stanley Sinai $ Pal.
yi. (1858) 270 The modern town has very much shrunk within
itsancient limits. 1877 Huxley Physiogr. 151 Whenabody
of water is cooled, it shrinks in bulk. 1887 Hall Caine
Deemster xl, Sometime a house had stood there, but..tt had
shrunken in some settlement of the ground.

b. Of a textile fabric : To contract when wetted.

Phr. To shrink in the wetting (chiefly pass.) :

app. orig. said proverbially of cloth manufactured

SHRINK.

in some northern counties ; hence allusively and
fig. of anything that is damaged or depreciated in

value.

1483 Act 1 Riclu III, c. 8 Preamble, Whiche Clothes so
shorn er they be wett..most of werrey necessite shrynk.
15x1-2 Act 3 Hen. VIII, c. 6 § 1 Cloth . . which when it sbalbe
full wette shall shrynke more than oon yerd in all the lenght.
1540 Palsgr. Acolastus iv. vi. U iv, It is peryshed .i. it is

shrunk in the wetynge. 1577-87 Harrison England 11. v.

158 in Holinshed, Their.. ambitious titles are now decaied
and worthilie shroonke in the wetting. 1583 Melbancke
Philotimus R iij b, To perswade you not to shrinke m the
wetting, but like a Kentish cloth.. stande inuiolated. 1592
Nashe Strange Newes D \ Three of his sonnes universally
ridiculouslie reputed of. ..The fourth is shrunke in the wet-
ting, or else the Print shoulde haue heard of him. 1616 R. C.
Times" Wkistle{ 1871)63 The first is merry drunk,..although
his braines be somewhat shrunk I' th* wetting. 1653 R. Car-
penter (title), The Anabaptist washt and washt, and shrunk
in the washing. 1682 N.O. Boileau's Lutrin 111.28 'Tis
York-shire Cloath, you know, that shrinks i' th' wetting !

1727 Boyer Diet. Royal 5. v., A Stuff that shrinks. 1879
Encycl. Brit. IX. 292/1 Patent flannel, which does not
shrink in washing.

3. To draw the limbs together, bring the body
into a small compass ; to cower, huddle together

;

(of the body) to contract as with pain or cold
; (of

a plant) to shrivel or curl up under a blasting or

withering influence.

c 1000 jElfric Horn. II. 436 pa wearS se cyning [viz. Bel-
shazzar] to San swiSe afyrht, pact he eal scranc c 1300
Pol. Songs (Camden) 158 Heo cometh by-modered ase a
mor-hen, Ant scrynketh for shome. r 1440 Promp. Parv.
449/1 Schrynkyn, rigeo. 1530 Palsgr. 705/2 Be nat a
frayde, I shall shrinke so lowe that he shall nat spye me.
£1572 Gascoigne Hearbes Wks. 1869 I. 382 The tender
plant.. In winter shrinks and shrowdes from euery blast.

1592 Breton Pilgr. Parad. xiv, An vnwildy trunkc.With
weight whereof, their shoulders often shruncke [printed
thruncke]. 1600 Shaks. A. Y. L. 11. L 9 Till I shrinke with
cold. 1601 W, Leigh Soules Solace (1617) 18 At last shrink-

ing downe againe, he [the sick man] gaue a sigh. 1621

G.Sandys Ovids Met.n.(i626)2g Distressed Atlas shoulders
shrinke with payne. 1680 R tvenge iv . ad. fin., I'll make him
shrink with fear, ere I have done. 1782 Cowper Poet, Oyster,

fy Sens. Plant 35 When I bend, retire, and shrink. 1819 Scott
Ivanhoe xxxiii, Isaac shrunk together, and was silent. 1841

T. R. Jones Anim. Kingd. (1871) 115 If.. any point of its

surface be rudely touched, the whole animal does not imme-
diately shrink. 1847 Tennyson Princess v. 444 Her small
goodman Shrinks in his arm-chair. 1891 Kipling Light that

Failed xiv, Bessie remained in his arms shrinking.

4. In immaterial sense : To be contracted or

reduced in extent ; to be drawn together into cer-

tain limits.

c 1449 Pecock Repr. in. xL 347 Bicause that thilk lijflode

wolde continueli schrinke. 1566 Gascoigne Jocasta 11. i,

When disdayne is shrunke or sette asyde. 1601 Shaks.
jftd. C. in. i. 150 Are all thy Conquests, Glories, Triumphes,
Spoiles, Shrunke to this little Measure? 1667 Dryden
Maiden Queen 1. ii, When, after all his Eagerness of two
Minutes before, he shrinks into a faint Kiss, and a cold

Compliment. 1671 Milton P. R. n. 223 All her Plumes
Fall flat and shrink into a trivial toy. 1742 Blair Grave
728 Each Earth-born Joy grows vile, or disappears, Shrunk
to a Thing of Nought. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace i, To
make England, inclined to shrink into her narrow self, the

arbitress of Europe. 1856 Kingsley Misc. (1859) II. 36
How the poor soul would shrink back into nothing before

that lion eye. 1911 T. S. Holmes Chr. Ch. Gaul iii. 66
This influence increased as the extent of the imperial

authority in Gaul steadily shrank.

f b. To fail. Obs. rare.

1608 Wotton in Cat. St. Papers, Irel. 655 He has done
well to bring her to Rome, in case all other means should
shrink.

5. To move backward, retire, or retreat into a
cavity, shelter, or place of refuge; to draw oneself

or itself in. In first quot. app. f to sink deep.

13. . Gaw. fy Gr. Knt. 2313 pe scharp schrank to be flesche

bur? be schyre grece. 1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 1837
Lych hornys of a lytell snayl, Wych..for a lytel strawh
wyl shrynke. 1513 More Rich. Ill (1883) 48 Another let

flee at the lorde Standley, which shronke at the stroke.,

as shortely as he shranke yet ranne the blood aboute hys
eares. 1521 Fisher Serm. agst. Luther ii. Wks. (1876) 323
The trees whan they be wydred and theyr leues shaken
from them and all the moystour shronke in to the rote.

1570-$ Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826} 325 This done our
Lady shranke againe into her shrine. 1606 Marston
Parasit. iv. G 4 b, Her sometimes enuious lips, now shrink

in, and giue her nose and her chin leaue to kisse each other.

1613 Purchas Pilgrimage (1614) 710 A twigge.. growing
vp to a yong tree : which when they offered to pluck vp,

it shrunke downe into the ground. 1627 W. Hawkins
Apollo Shroving in. i. 37 Shrinke in while I buckle it, that

you may bee gaunt and fine in the wast 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 11. 682 Teach me. .Why flowing Tides prevail

upon the Main, And in what dark Recess they shrink again.

1794 Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho i, Till I shrink into

my cell again for terror of the sound. 1826 S. Cooper
First Lines Surg. (ed. 5) 330 The eye then shrinks into the

orbit. 1830 Tennyson Poet's Mind 37 It [a fountain] would
shrink to the earth if you came in.

fig, i86x Reade Cloister <$• H. lxxvii, Jorian from that

moment shrunk in and became impenetrable as a hedgehog.

f b. To fall or come awayfrom. Obs.

1688 Holme Armoury in. 355/2 The side of a Timber
House shrunk from its Mortesses.

6. To withdraw from a place or position, e3p.

in a secret or furtive manner ; to turn aside, away,

back, etc. furtively or nimbly; to slip or slink

away. Now rare.

14. . StrBeues (Sutherld. MS.) 1857 Fro be ;ates he wyl not

shrynke, Tyl he haue both mete and drynke. 1530 Palsgr.



SHRINK.
705/2 He craked afore we came hyther that he wolde do
marvaylles, but nowe he is shronke asyde no man can tell

wliyUm. 158a N. T. (Rhem.) John v. 13 Iesvs shronke
aside from the multitude. 1587 Underdowne tr. Heliodorus
(1895) 202 When shee had thus done, shee woulde have
shrunke away. 1603 Knolles Hist. Turks 1038 The Hum
garians were almost all shrunk home. 1605 Chapman All
FooUs 1. i, Gost. Who was that Shrunke at my entry here?
..Ryn. He shrunke not, sir, his busines call'd him hence.
1660 F. Brooke tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 255 They took it, and
shrunk away so in the throng, I could never hear more of it.

18*5 Scott Betrothed ii, He shrunk from the hall to the
seclusion of his own convent. 1837 Carlvle Fr. Rev. I.

vii. v, Mayor Bailly.. gladly shrinks within doors. 1848
Thackeray Van. Fair xlvii. After she had borne a couple
of sons, [she] shrank away into a life of devout seclusion.

t b. To shrink out of the collar : to back out,
esp. of an enterprise. Obs.
1636 Brathwait Rom. Emfi. 383 Some powerfull Pro.

testant commanders..who shrunk out of the coller of
obedience. 1667 Pepys Diary 7 May, Sir W. Pen, like a
false rogue, shrinking out of the collar,.. so that the whole
odium must fall on me.

t O. Naut. Of the wind : ? To blow fitfully or

in gusts. Obs.

i&*y Capt. Smith Sea Gram. ix. 39 The wind shrinkes,
that is, when you must take in the Spretsaile, and get the
tacks aboord. 1698 Fryer Acc. E. India <$ P. 10 The
Winds shrank upon us from off the Coast of Ginea. 1706
E, Ward Wooden World Diss. (1708) 21 When the Gale of
Good Fortune shrinks he alters his course. 171a E. Cooke
Voy. S. Sea 36 The Wind shrinking, and blowing off the
Island in Squals.

7. To draw* back or give way so as to avoid
physical contact or conflict; to recoil through
physical weakness or lack of courage or with
abhorrencefrom.
1513 Douglas Mneis x. viii. 115 Pallas, nocht schrynkand

for the mortale dynt. a 1548 Hall Chron., Hen. VIII
(1550) 160 Notwithstandyng that the Romaynes shot great
ordinaunces, . . yet the I mperiall persones neuer shranke, but
manly entered the Bulwarke. 1656 Burton's Diary (1828)
I. 265 He put out his tongue very willingly, but shrinked
a little when the iron came upon his forehead. 1670 Mil-
ton Hist. Eng. v. 237 It is sbamefull for a King to boast at
Table, and shrink in fight. 1770 Goldsm. Des. Vill. 49
Shrinking from the spoiler's hand, Far, far away, thy
children leave the land. 1794 Mary Wollstonecr. View
Fr. Rev. I. 133 Is it then surprising, that a very desirable
woman, with a sanguine constitution, should shrink abhor.
rent from his embraces? 1809 W. Irving Knickerb. vi.

viii, Wherever he went, the enemy shrank before him. 1821
Scott Kenilw. iv, She shrunk back from his grasp. 1862
Calverley Verses $ Transl. (1894) 64 Streets, which foot

of traveller shrinks from, As on hot plates shrinks the bear.

1894 Gardiner Student's Hist. Eng. 14 The soldiers were
terrified and shrunk back.

t b. To give way ; to collapse. Obs.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. xii. 10 He. .nicely trode, as thornes
lay in his way, Or that the More to shrinke he did auyse

;

And on a broken reed he still did stay His feeble steps,

which shrunke, when hard theron he lay. 1607 Shaks*
Cor. v. iv. 20 The ground shrinkes before his Treading.
c 1610 Women Saints 194 Reason being conquered by the
excesse of sorrowe shruncke. 1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl.
Soc.) I. 128 Our new wall..shronk soe it was this day.,
puld downe.

8. To refuse or hesitate to act in the face of any-

thing irksome, grievous, horrible, or distasteful

;

to recoil mentally or morally.
c 1470 Got. $ Goto. 1077 The sege that schrenkis for na

schame, the schent might hym schend. 1500-10 Dunbar
Poems xxvii. 29 The tel?ouris hairt a lit till schrenkit. 1535
Coverdale Ps. cxii. 8 His herte is stablished, he wil not

shrencke. 1576 Gascoigne Griefof foy Ded., I will then
shrinke for no paynes untill I have . . touched all the common
places of mans perylous pleasures, a 1628 Preston New
Covl. (1634) 300 A man perhaps will beare many things for

Religion, but if it come to death, there he shrinkes. 1784
Cowper Task vi. 513 Fancy shrinks.. at the thought Of
such a gulph as he design'd his grave. 1821 Shelley
Adonais liii, Why linger, why turn back, why shrink, my
Heart? 1868 \. H. Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. I. 515 There was
much which might make good men shrink and hesitate.

b. freq. const,from (often governing a gerund).

1565 J. Phillip Patient Grissell 850 No Tarquins knight,

ne Appian now, shall cause mee shrinke from duetie due.

a 1578 Lindesay (Pitscottie) Chron. Scot. (S.T.S.) I. 311/30
To cause him suerue or schrink fre ony pairt of his faith

t

in Christ Jessus. i74»-» Gray Agrip. 48 Then was the

time To shrink from danger. 1813 Sk. Char. (ed. 2) i, I am
convinced there are many, who would shrink from coming
out in the manner you have described. z8i8 Scott Hrt.

Midi. ProL, Who hath cumbered the world with his devices,

but shrunken from the responsibility thereof. 1869 Free-

man Norm. Conq. (1875) III- "5 There was no sacrifice

from which French policy so instinctively shrank. 1891

E. Peacock N. Brendon I. 285 Opinions, which he never

shrunk from expressing. 191a Times 19 Oct. 7/4 The policy

of exclusion from which the Board ofAgriculture has shrunk.

C. const at.

1576 Gascoigne Droome Doomesday Wks. 1910 II. 431

If thou perceyve any man to shrynke at death when it

commeth. a 1615 Fletcher Hum. Lieut. 1. i, I have seen

him do such things, belief would shrink at. 173* Pope
Ess. Matt 11. 329 What happier natures shrink at with

affright. 1780 Mirror No. 71 That delicacy which made
him . . shrink at the idea of asking a pecuniary favour. 1831

Scott Cast. Dang, xiv, The abbot would not shrink at in-

flicting upon me the death due to an apostate nun. 1839

Hood John Day xiv, At last he made a vow To break his

being's link ; For he was so reduced in size At nothing he

could shrink.

d. const, inf.

1544 Betham Precepts War 11. Ixxiii. L viii b, For the

encrease of his renowme, they wyll not shrynke : to

781

bestowe and spende theyr lyfe. 1549 Coverdale, etc.
Erasm. Par. 1 Cor. 43 Nor shrynke ye to take paynes.
i6oz Heywood Worn. Killed w. Kindn. v. i, He would not
shrinke to spend a thousand pound, To giue the Mount-
fords name so deepe a wound. 1869 F. W. Newman Misc.
107 Novelists do not shrink to tell the form of a hero or
heroine's features. 1878 Browning La Saisiaz 23 Would
I shrink to learn my life-time's limit—days, weeks, months
or years ?

t 9. To be a deserter or rebel ; to fall away
from duty or allegiance, oxfrom a person. Obs.

'553 T. Wilson Rhet. (1580) 62 Your Sister would not
dooe her duetie, but shranke awaie. 1560 Daus tr. Slei-
dane's Comm. 123 They can not forsake nor shrynke from
the true doctrine. Ibid. 276 b, Whan he was gone, the
fellowes of that conspiracie, shranke away immediatly.
1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist. 118 Such as shrinked were
to be vpholden and cured. 1594 Shaks. Rich. Ill, v. iii.

222 He play the Ease-dropper, To heare if any meane to
shrinke from me.

U. Transitive (mainly causative) senses.

10. To cause to contract or be reduced in size,

volume, or extent ; to cause to contract by mois-
ture, heat, or cold ; to cause (a limb, sinew, plant)
to wither or (the skin) to wrinkle. Also with up.
1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R. xv. cxxxv. (1495) 538 An

herbe namyd Apium risus : that drawe and shrynke jawes
of men. a 1425 tr. Ardeme's Treat. Fistula, etc. 62 Ellez
walld bai schrenk be stomake. a 1530 J. Heywood Wetlter
978 (Brandl), I loue no launders that shrynke my gere in
wettynge. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. V/, 111. ii. 156 To shrinke
mine Arme vp like a wither'd Shrub. z6iz Beaum. & Fl.
Knt. Burning Pestle m. 12 Let them. .Start at a shadow,
and shrink up their bloud. 1637 Milton Lyci'das 133
Return Alpheus, the dread voice is past, That shrunk thy
streams. 1646 Crashaw Sospetto dHerode xxii, That the
Great Angell-blinding light should shrinke His blaze, to
shine in a poore Shepherds eye. 1679 Moxon Mech. Exerc.
ix. 155 If the Rain wet them, instead of .mrinking them, it

will swell them. 1680 C. Nesse Ch. Hist. 172 God shrank
his sinews, and makes him stand like an antick statue.
1712-14 Pope Rape Lock 11. 132 Alum styptics with con-
trading pow'r Shrink his thin essence like a rivel'd flow'r.

183a Tennyson Mariana in South v, The steady glare
Shrank one sick olive sere and small. z866 RedgraveC*:?^.
Painters II. 602 The moisture of the paste shrinks the spot
of canvas to which it is applied. Z875 F. T. Buckland
Log-bk. 57 A human head which has by some process or
other been shrunk to about the size of a large orange.

b. spec. To treat (a textile material) with water
so that it may not shrink after it is made up.
Z856 [see Shrinking vbl. sb. 1 b]. Z883 'Sylvia' Lady's

Guide Dressmaking 122 Braid is the best trimming for.,
frocks. It should always be ' shrunk ' before being put on the
dress.

C. Meek. To cause (a piece, e. g. the tire of a
wheel, the jacket of a cannon) to be fixed tightly

on (to) another (which it is intended to fit) by
heating it, slipping it into place when sufficiently

expanded, and then rapidly cooling it. Also with
on (adv.) and occas. absol.

1839 Civil Engin. <$• A rch. Jml. 1 1. 449/1 To make the
wheel in the usual way and then shrink the railway tire.,

upon it. 186 1 Russell in Times 26 Oct, A simple, .piece
of artillery, with a thick iron band shrunk on over the
breach. 1889 Pall Mall Gaz. 25 June 2/t Krupp began
with solid guns and found himself obliged to come to the
English system of building up guns by the shrinking on of
hoops. At the present time France, Germany, Italy, and
Russia shrink as we do.

d. transf To reduce in number, rare.
183a Goodridce Voy. S. Seas 65 We endeavoured to shrink

them [sc. mice] by destroying immense quantities.

11. To draw (the body, the limbs, oneself) into

a smaller compass.
c 1374 Chaucer Boeth. 1. pr. i. (1868) 5 Sche constreynede

and schronk hir seluen lyche to be comune mesure of men.
z6o6 Sylvester Du Bartas 11. iv. TroP/ieis 1081 Her Ala-
bastrine well-shapt Limbs shee shrinks. 1649 Davenant
Love «5- Hon. 11. it, The chaste Indian plant, That shrinks
and curies his bashfull leaves at the Approach of man. 1705
Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 1. (1709) 100 A modest Man, if he
was somewhat Taller than his Neighbours, would chuse to
shrmk himself into the Dimensions of the Company. Z7H
Addison Sped. No. 303 p 13 The Multitude and Rabble of
Spirits immediately shrunk themselves into a small Compass.
1875 Morris ACneid xn. 861 Her body huge she shrank.

12. In immaterial sense : To reduce to smaller

limits or compass.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. vii._i6 'Tis the sawcie seruant,

that causes the Lord to shrinke his descending fauours. 1645
Milton Tetrach. Wks. 1851 IV. 176 That were a phrase to

shrink the glorious omnipresence ofGod speaking, into a kind
of circumscriptive absence. 181a Cary Dante, Purg. ix. 44
Thy strength Shrink not, but rise dilated. 1837 Carlyle
Fr. Rev. viii. ii, Logical cobwebbery shrinks itself together.

1891 T. Martineau Ess. $ Addr. IV. Pref., If to the
dwarfed and altered thought I had tried to shrink the grand
old language.

+ 13. To cause to withdraw or disappear; to

draw in (the horns, the claws) ; also with back, up.

Hence in allusive phr. signifying withdrawal from

a position of prominence, from an undertaking, etc.

c 1374 Chaucer Troylus 1. 300 And bough he erst hadde
poured vp and dourr. He was bo glad his homes yn to

shrynke. z4iz-k>Lydg. Chron. Troyi. 2199 Cometh Schame
anoon..And causeth Loue hornys for to schrynke. 1594
Kyd Cornelia m. i, The cheerefull Cock. .Doth sing to see

how Cynthia shrinks her home. Z596 Edw. Ill, 1. i. 138,

I will make you shrinke your snailie homes ! 1608 D.
TTuvill] Ess. Pol. <$• Mor. 57 b, The Lyon is a Lyon, though
he shrink vp his clawes. 1629 Milton Hymn Nattv. xxii,

The Libyc Hammon shrinks his horn. 1642 D. Rogers

SHRINKAGE.
Naaman 24 My wretched, .soule may provoke thee to
shrinke in thy graces. 1642-4 Vicars God in Mount ^ The
rest (who more wisely shrunk-in their heads, and recanted
their former oversight). 1681 Dryden Span. Friar in. ii,

The Devil .
. puts out his Horns to doe a mischief, and then

shrinks 'em back for safety, like a Snail intohershell. Z713
Young Last Day 11. 301 To make the Sun shrink in his beam.
14. To draw (the head, the hand, etc.) aside

y

back, or away in a furtive, ashamed, or retiring
manner. Now rare.
CZ489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon x. 257 Whan bayard

sawe Mawgis, he began to shrynke his eeres [orig. etreindre
les oreilles]. 1575 Gascoigne Flowers Wks. 1907 I. 65 To
sittc a side and shrinke His harbraind head with out dame
dainties dore. Z581 Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. hi.
(1586) 166 b, He had shrunke his head out of the coller of
those insupportable paines. 1613-16 W. Browne Brit. Past.
11. iii. ad fin., The Riuer. .Shrunke his graue head, beneath
his siluer waues. 1615 Chapman Odyss. xx. 455 Thus
snatcht he . . a Neats foot, And threw it at Vlysses : who, his
head Shrunke quietly asida. cz6xo Fletcher, etc. Lover's
Progr. 1. i, We made them shun us, And shrink their rugged
heads. 1880 Meredith Tragic Com. (1881) 64 She shrank
her hand back.

f b. To shrink in the neck : to flinch, recoil.
158Z Pettie tr. Guazzo's Civ. Conv. m. (1586) 124 One of

them asked him what she was : who poore man shrinking in
his neck, said he knew her not. Z705 Collier Ess. Mor.
Subj. in. 13 When did they refuse to lay their Throat fair,
or shrink in their Neck at the dispatching blow?

fo. = Shrug v. To shrink up (occas. in) one's
shoulders : to shrug one's shoulders

; fig. (with at)

to regard with displeasure, aversion, or indifference.
1605 WoTTON in Life <$ Lett. (1907) I. 336 They shrink up

the shoulder, as if it were a greater matter than we are aware
of. c 1643 Howell Lett. (1754) 115 Among others that shrink
in the Shoulders at it. 1676 Packet Adv. Men Shaftesb.jt If
ye talk of State-Commodities, they shrink the shoulder, and
say nothing. Z7Z9 De Foe Crusoe 11. (Globe) 543 Heshrunk
up his Shoulders at it. 1710— Capt. Singleton iv. (1840) 61
They shrunk up their shoulders, as Frenchmen do.

1 15. To shun, ayoid. Obs.
Z513 Douglas Mneis vm. Prol. 61 The schipman schrenkis

the schour, and settis to schore. 1582 Stanyhurst Mneis
11. 34 In this last byckring I shrunck no danger or hazard.
1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 392 Gratianus. .as yet but a
stripling . . shrunke not five souldiors. z688 Holme A rmoury
in. xvii. (Roxb.) 118/2 A man resolued to abide the utmost
hazard of Battle, and not to shrink his aduersary.

f "b. To shrink collar : = 6 b. Obs. rare.
Z579-80 North Plutarch (1595) 907 He began, -to rowse

himselfe, and to lift vp his head : but he shrunke choller
againe soone after.

1 10. To quit. Obs. rare.

1594 Lyly Mother Bombie iv. ii, Thou knowest wee are
towne borne children, and wil not shrinke the citie.

17. Comb, shrink-ring, a ring of metal that is

shrunk on; a ring in a structure that bears the
strain of expansion and shrinkage.
1903-3 Jrnl.Inst. Electr. Engin. XXXII. 419 Well-made

shrink-ring jointed cast-steel flywheels. Ibid. 410 To cast
the boss in sections and have two very heavy shrink rings
round the boss.

Slirinkable, a. [f. prec. + -able.] Capable
of being shrunk, liable to shrink.

1891 in Cent. Diet.

Shrinkage (Jri-uked^). [f. Shrink v. +-age.]
1. The act or fact of shrinking ; reduction in the

size or volume of a substance or material due to

contraction such as is caused by heat, cold, or wet.
1800 Colquhoun Comm. Thames ii. 76 Deficiencies of

goods far beyond what can arise from natural waste or
shrinkage. ^ 185a Nicholson's Encycl. Archil. I. 74 All
timber is liable to shrinkage by the evaporation of the
moisture which is always present. 1853 Lyell Princ.
Geol.\\. xiv. (ed. 9) I. 327 The mud. .solidifies, and becomes
traversed by cracks, caused by shrinkage. 1884 Contemp.
Rev. July 62 The shrinkage of the lakes has permitted
systematic excavations to be made in their former beds. 1889
Rider Haggard Cleopatra Introd., Notwithstanding.. the
shrinkage of the flesh, I think the face was one of the most
imposing and beautiful that I ever saw.

2. The amount of such contraction or loss in

bulk, volume, or measurement.
i86j Catal. Internal. Exhib. II. x. 27 Various specimens

of clays . . made up into squares to show their relative shrink-
ages. Z875 Knight Diet. Mech. 2169/1 Brass contracts
rather more [than cast iron], 3

/l6 inch shrinkage to the foot
being allowed. 1884 Sci. Amer. Suppl. XVIII. 7197 All
substances that tend to decrease the refractory character of
the basic brick increase their shrinkage.

b. Gun-making. In shrinking on hoops or tubes,

the difference between the inner diameter of the

outer cylinder and the outer diameter of the inner

cylinder.
Z891 in Cent. Diet. 1894 Times 31 Aug. 6/1 The compli-

cated calculations connected with the 'shrinkage* and
tensions of the various parts of built-up guns.

3. Of immaterial things : Diminution or reduc-

tion in quantity, amount, or size ; depreciation or

decrease in value ; the amount of such diminution.

1879 H. James jun. Hawthorne 129 The shrinkage and
extinction of a family. Z879 Standard 21 May 2/1 The
failure is attributed to bad debts, shrinkage in the value of
goods, and the withdrawal of capital. 1880 Jefferies
Hodge II. 266 There has been proceeding a general shrink-
age, as it were, of speculative investment. 1891 Times
9 Oct. 9/6 The total shrinkage was .£40,000.

4. attrib. : shrinkage-crack Geol. t a crack
formed on the surface of a bed of rock and due to

shrinkage caused by exposure to sun and air

;
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shrinkage fit, a fit made by shrinking one cylin-

drical piece on to another ; shrinkage rule =
contraction rule (see Contraction 9).

1867 Murchison Siiuria xviii. 437 In the Gaspe sand-

stones casts of shrinkage-cracks are very common. 1871

Q. JmLGeoLSoc. XXIX. 59 These nodules, .are highly

mineralized ; for they exhibit wide shrinkage.cracks.

Shrinker (Jrrrjkai). [f. Shrink 2a + -er1.]

One who shrinks or recoils from the truth, from

duty, danger, or the like; in the 16th cent one

who shrinks from the faith of the Gospel or its

obligations. (Cf. Shrinking ///. a. 2 a.)

1554 Knox Godly Let. Cviij, Too fearfull shrinkers from
the truthe, for feare ofworldly troble. 1563-83 Foxe A. <§ M.
2103/2 Richard Denton, a shrinker from the Gospell. 1564

BriefExam. ******
ij, You shal not neede to terme your

betters.. to be enemies or shrinkers. 1375-85 Abp. Sandys
Serin, xiv. 239 Another is a shrinker, another halfea papist.

1611 Cotgr., Tergiversateur, a flincher, shrinker, starter.

CJ635 Roxb. Ball. (1887) VI. 433 We are no cowardly
shrinkers, but Englishmen true bred. 1719 D'TJrfey Pills

V. 62 A good Ale drinker ; He never was a Shrinker.

Shrinking1

, vbl. sb. [f. Shrink v. + -ing *.]

L Contraction and reduction in size or volume
through the action of heat, cold, or moisture ; the

drawing up or withering (of sinews, etc.).

1398 Trevisa Bartk. de P. R. v. xii. (Tollem. MS.), By
reuelynge and scherenkynge . . of be synew of felynge. Ibid.

xviii. xxxix. (1495) 801 Shryngynge of synewes. c 1440
Promp. Parv. 449/1 Schrynkynge, rigiditas. 1670 Boyle
in Phil. Trans. V. 2046 The Bladder, whose regular
Intumescencies and shrinkings sufficiently manifested, that

the vessel.. did not leak. 1671 Woodhead St. Teresa 1.

xxxiii. 231 That shrinking-up of all my sinnews. 1679 Alsop
Melius Ing. Introd. 22 We must allow for shrinking in the

Silk-grograin Phrase of Rhetoricians. 1707 Mortimer
Htisb. no Except what it [corn] loseth in the first Year's
shrinking, and loss of Weight. 1816 J. Smith Panorama
Sci. tj Art II. 324 The regular shrinking of clay by heat.

1822-34 GootfsStudy Med. (ed. 4) I. 635 Coldness and shrink-

ing of the extremities, i860 Tyndall Glac. n. viiL 264
Successive shrinkings [of a glacier].,have occurred at inter-

vals of centuries.

b. (See Shrink v. 10 b.)

1856 Miss Warner Hills Shatemuc xii, They [socks]

wouldn't want shrinking.

2. Physical, mental, or moral recoiling from a
burden, danger, etc.

1580 Hollyband Treas. Fr. Tong,Affaissernent. .ashrink-

ing vnder a great burthen. 1611 Cotgr., Tergiversation,.

.

a flinching . .or shrinking backe. 1663 J. Spencer Prodigies

(1665) 234 A kind of prodigious shrinking of the Eye of
Heaven from the view of so black a wickedness. 178a Cowper
Poet. etc. 66 His censure reach'd them as he dealt it, And
each by shrinking show'd he felt it. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair Ixv, [She] never mentioned her name but with
a shrinking aud terror. 1854 H. Miller Sch. <$• Schm.
(1858) 509 Not without some craven shrinkings.

_
1882 J. H.

Blunt Ref. Ch. Eng. II. 137 There was no shrinking here
from a full declaration of the Royal Supremacy.
attrib. 1891 Farrar Darkn. <$• Dawn xxvii, One shrink*

ing motion, one stifled scream.

to. Shrugging (of the shoulders). Obs.

1638 Junius Paint. Ancients 293 The shrinking up of the

shoulders .. is a gesture belonging to a base, servile, and
craftie knave.

4. Estrangement. (Cf. next 2 a.)

1843 Manning Serm. i. (1848) 13 The sins of the heathen
world, .began in a shrinking of the heart from God.

Shrinking, ppl. a. [-ing 2.]

1. That shrinks, contracts, is reduced in size or

volume, or is withered or shrivelled. Also^gr
.

la 1400 Aforte Arth. 1857 Schalkes they schotte thrughe

schrenkande maylez. 1583 Burgh Rec. Edin. (18S2) IV. 277
Yorkschyre clayth, cairsayes, and all sort of schrynking

clayth. 1631 Anchoran Comenius' Gate Tongues 31 Pand/ts

Asellus. .The shrinking or crooked little asse. 1805 Cary
Dante, Inf. xxv. 57 1 hus up the shrinking paper, ere it

burns, A brown tint glides. 1883 Daily News 3 Oct. 2/5
Reports of shrinking prices in China.

2. f a. Rebelling (against God) ; backsliding.

'535 Coverdale Isa. xxx. 1 Wo be to those shrenkinge

children, .which seke councel, but not at me. 1535 — Jer.

tx. 2 They be all aduoutrers and a shrenckinge sorte. Ibid.

xxxl 22 How longe wilt thou go astraie, o thou shrenkinge

[1560 Geneva rebellious] doughter? 1564 Brief Exam.
**

iiij b, The shrinking & refusing Ministers of London.

1*565 J> Hall Crt. Vertue 63 Adulterers because they be

And eke a shrynkyng sorte.]

t>. Recoiling physically, mentally, or morally

from what is difficult or distasteful ; retiring.

174a C.Wesley Hymn, * Come,O thou Travellerunknown
',

What though my shrinking flesh complain. 1810 Southey
Kehama xiv. xiv, The flames, which . .seem'd to dart Their

hungry tongues toward their shrinking prey. 1848 Thacke-
ray Van. Fair Ixvi, She. .made a shrinking,, but amicable,

salutation to Major Dobbin. 1875 Manning Miss. Holy
Ghost x. 263 If the will be soft, shrinking, inconstant, and
cowardly. 1891 Meredith One of our Cong, xxx, Her
mother's shrinking distaste from any such hectic themes as

this.

t o. Shrinking shrub : the sensitive plant
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. i6iS,Stirpanimans seuFrutex

impatient, The shrinking shrubbe. 1659 R. Lovell Herbal
524 Shrinking shrub, Herba impatiens.

+ 3. Shivering, shuddering. Obs.

i6ix Shaks. Cymb. iv. iv. 30 The shrinking Slaues of

Winter.

Hence Shrrnkingly adv., in a shrinking manner,
with a shrinking look, in a manner expressive of

unwillingness, dislike, shyness, etc. ; Shri-nking-
1 (rare).

1817 Moore Lalla Rookh, Veiled Prophet 11. 235 Her left

hand, as shrinkingly she stood, Held a small lute. 1835

J. P. Kennedy Horseshoe Robinson liii. {i860) 549 That
feminine reserve and shrinkingness which we are wont to
praise. 1851 G. W. Curtis Nile Notes xxxv. 176 There
was no light., except what curious daylight stole shrinkingly
in at thelow door. 1858 Dickens Lett. (1880) II. 47 When
I peep shrinkingly from my study-windows. 1884 Liverpool
Merc. 18 Feb. 5/2 Lord Salisbury and Sir Stafford Northcote
appeal shrinkingly and indirectly for the reversion of the
trust.

I Shrinkling, vbl. sb. Obs. In 6 -eling.

[CL Sw. skrynkla to wrinkle, shrivel.] Contraction
or drawing together (of the body).

1545 Raynold Byrtk Mankynde 94 Yf she be . . taken among
in the laboryng with conuulsyon or shrinkeling together.

t Shrip, sb. Obs. Forms : 3-4 schrippe, 4
shrippe, 5 s(c)hryppe ; sherpe, shyrpe.
[Parallel form to Scrip sb.1 ; but the existence ofthe
two forms is difficult to account for. Cf., however,
Merovingian L. schirpa, scirpa, and schrippa, beside

scrippum, OF. escherpe, eschirpe."] — Scrip sb.1

c 1290 S. Eng. Leg. 41/259 A coppe of seluer stilleliche bis
lubere Man gan bringue And dude in heore schrippe
softeliche.

t
136a Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 26 Sauh I neuer

Palmere with pyk ne with schrippe [v.r. scrip] Such a seint

seche bote now in bis place, c 1384 Chaucer H.Fame 2123
(Fairf.), Pilgrimes With shrippes bret ful of lesenges. a 1400
Octouian 1357 Pyk and palm, schryppe and slaueyn He
dyghte hym as palmer, queynt of gyn. 1426 Lydg. De
Guil. Pilgr. 6220 Towchyng shyrpe & bordoun. 1568
Turner Herbal 111. 14 A shepehardes pouch or shrippe.

Shrip (Jrip),z>. Now dial. Also shirp. [App.
f. root *skrep- : see Screpe, Scrape, Shrape vbs,

Cf. OE. (ge)sceorpan str. vb., to shave, shred

(whence perh. the form shirp) ; also G. schripfen,

schrepfen^ schrupfen, dial, to cut off the tips of a
growing plant.] trans. To shave, shred ; to clip,

lop, prune, trim.

1609 C. Butler Fern. Mori. K 5 b, Put a brimstone-match in

the one end beeing slit, and the other end beeing shript sticke

into the side of the hoale. 1664 Evelvn Sylva 20 Being
suffered to dry in the Sun upon the Branches, and the spray
shrip'd off about the decrease in August. Ibid. 103 Brush-
wood which is shripped off from the branches of Copse-
wood. Ibid. (1776) 155 Such as they reserve for spears in
Spain, they keep shriped up close to the stem. 1881 Isle of
Wight Gloss., Shrip, to clip a hedge, or cut hair close. 1893
Wilts. Gloss., Shirp, or Shrip, (1) ' to shirp off ', to shred or
cut off a little of anything ; (2) ' to shrip up ', to shroud up
the lower boughs of roadside trees, to cut off the side twigs
of a hedge or bush.

Hence Shripping vbl. sb.

1634 Wither Embl. iv. ix, I have seene such twiggs, afford
them shade, By whom they were the meanest shrippings
made, Of all the Wood. 19x0 Spectator 16 Apr. 619/1 His
\sc. a hedger's] work in some shires is known as * shripping '.

t Sliritcll, sb. Obs. Forms : a. 5 shryche,
schryohe, 6 shrich(e, 7 schriche. £. 7 shreech,
shreitch. [f. Shritch v. ; cf. Scritch,Screech sbs.]

1. A screech, shriek.

a. 1470-85 Malory Arthur xviii. xii. 745 Sir Lauayn..

taf a grete shryche and a merueillous gryfely grone. a 1586
idney Arcadia (1622) 383 Giuing a pitifull but sweet

shrich. z6» Mabbe tr. Aleman's Guzman a*A If. 1. 145
Letting the light fall out of her hand for feare, shee gaue
withall a great schriche. 1650 Howell Giraffi's Rev.
Naples 1. 30 With howlings and iinusuall schriches.

0. 1596 Spenser F. Q. vi. iv. 18 Whose eares those
shrieches shrill. .did thrilL 1650 S. Sheppard Candido 21

With a loud shreitch she leaped out of the bed 1652-62
Heylin Cosmogr. 111.(1673) 104/2With theirfearfulshreeches
affrighting Passengers.

2. = Shritch-owl.
c 1475 Pict. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 763/3 Hie sirix, a

schryche.

Shritch, v. Obs. or dial. Forms : 3 schirche,

4 schriche, schryche, 6 shryche, shri(t)ch, 6, 9
schrich. Pa. t. and pa. pple. 4 schirgt-e, shirt,

4-5 s(c)hri:}t-e, s(c)hright-e, s(c)hriht-e, -y-,

sright-e; 4 schrichid, 5 shryched. [Parallel

form to Scritch v.}

1. intr. To shriek, screech.

a M50 Owl $ Nig/it. 223 pu schirchest & gollest to bine

fere. 13. . K. Alts. 5738 By Porus conseil hogges by took,

And beten hem so they shrightte. c 1330 Arth.
«J-

Merl.

4739 Pe f°lk schirsten [mwTschirjten] so heije & loude pat
it schilled in to be cloude. Ibid. 6403 pe patens schirt & made
dol. £1374 Chaucer Troylusv. 320 The owle..Hath after

me shright [v.rr. schriht, sright, shryght] alle bis nyghtes
two. c 1386— Nun Pr. T. 580 (Camb. MS.), And ther-with
all thei schrichid Stschoutid. 1470-85 MALORY/4rM«rxxi.v.
850 The quenes and ladyes wepte and shryched that hit was
pyte to here. 1557 TotteVs Misc. (Arb.) 238 And to the

Gods and to the skies they shright. a 1575 Gascoigne
Posies, Flowers 58, I.. schrich to ease my morning minde.

1590 Spenser F. Q. hi. viii. 32 Downe in her lap she hid her
face, and loudly shright. 1841 Hartshorne Salopia Antigua
564 Schriching as soon as ivir yo touchen him.

2. trans. To utter with shrieking.

1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. m. Wks. 1261/1 That hideous
howling that those hel houndes shold shryche.

Hence f Shritching vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
<• 1374 Chaucer Troylus v. 382 As rauenes qualm or

schryenynge of thise owlis. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De P. R.
vii. xxxvii. (1495) 436 Ulula is a foule that hathe that name
of shrichynge and cryeng. 1576 Gascoigne Philomene 22

The Throstle she, which makes the wood to ring With
shryching lowde.

T Shritch-owl. Obs. 6 shryche-, shritch-,

shriech-, schpeech-, 6-7 shriche-, 7 shreech, 8

schrich-. [f. Shritch v. + Owl sb. Cf. Scritch-
owl,] = Shriek-owl.
1538 Elyot Diet., Striges, shryche oules. a 1586 Sidney

Arcadia 11. (1605) 157 Casting forth as pitifull cries as any
shrich-owle. 1595 Spenser Epithal. 345 Let not the shriech
Oule, nor the Storke be heard. 1596 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, \u
vi. 56_That fatall Schreechowle. 1603 Drayton Bar. Wars
v. xlii. 112 Vnder his eaue th buzzing shreechowle sings.
1761 Eliz. Carter in Mem. (1808) I. 230 We wanted.. to
have the ground planted with yew and cypress, . . and restore
the schrich owls and ravens.

+ Shrite. Obs. Also 7 shreight. [Of obscure
origin : cf. Shreitch and Shrike sf.2 {dial. =
missel-thrush).] The missel-thrush.
1668 Wilkins Real Char. w. v. § 3. 149 Missle-Bird,

Shreight. 1678 Ray Willughby's Ornith. 187 The Mi.ssel-
bird or Shrite ; Turdus viscivorus major. [1802 Montagu
Ornith. Diet. 1839 Macgillivray Brit. Birds II. 114.]

Shrivalty, obs. form of Shrievalty.
Shrive, sb. rare. [f. next.] Used for Shrift sb. 9.
1867 ' Ouida' Idalia viii, When they met again, he swore

it should be for shorter shrive and deadlier work.

Shrive (Jraiv), ^- arch. Pa. t. shrove (JrJav),

Pa. pple. shriven (JriVn). Forms : 1 scrifan,
2-6 scrive, (3 ssriwe), 3-4 ssrive, -y-, screve,
sc(h)rif, 3-6 schrive, -y-, 4 shrif(e, shryf(f)e,
schreve, 4-5 schryf, 4-6 shryve, (5 echrywe,
shrevy, 6 schriffe, Sc. schryif, schirryve, 6,

8-9 pseudo-arch, shrieve, 7 shreeve). 4- shrive.
Pa. t. 1 -scraf, 3-4 ssrof, 4-5 schro(o)f, (4
shroof, schroff, shref (?), 5 shroff, shrofe,
shroef, scherof, shrow), 4- shrove ; north. 3-4
scraf, 4 s(c)hraf, 4-5 schrafe, 5 shraiffj shrafe,
shrave, 6 schrave ; tvk. 4-5 s(c)hryved, 7-9
shrived. Pa. pple. 1 jescrifen, 2 iscrifen, 3
ischrive(n, 3-4 i-, ys(s)rive, 4-5 i-,

ys(e)hryve(n; 3 shrifen, 3-4 scriven, 4
scbrive(n, scryven, -wen, schrif(f)yne, schry-
fyne, 4-5 shrive, schreve, -yn, 4-6 s(c)hryve,
-en, (5 schrifen, schryvin, shrivin, shrevyn,
schrywe, screfTe), 5-6 shreve(n, (6 schreven,
-in, shereven, shervon, shryff); wk.6 shriev'd,

shriv'd, 9 shrived. [Com. Teut. (wanting in

Gothic) : OE. scrifan {-scrdf serifon, ge-scrifen) 3

to allot, assign, decree, adjudge, impose as a sen-

tence, impose penance, regard, care for, corresp. to

OFris. seriva (shref, skreven)
t
to write, impose

penance (WFris. skriuwe, skreau, skreaun, NFris.

skriiw, skreew, skrewen, EFris. schriuwe to write),

J

OS. skrtban to write, (M)LG. schriven, schreev,

schreven, MDu. schriven, screef, ghescreven to

write, paint, describe (Du. schrijven, schreef,

geschreven), OHG. scriban, MHG. scriben
}
schreip,

geschriben to write, draw, paint, describe, appoint,

prescribe (Gr schreiben, schrieb, geschrieben)
}
ON.

and Icel. (weak and with short f) shrifa, -ada,

-adr to paint, write, MSw. skriva
}
-adhe, -adhu,

(strong) shref shrivin, Sw. skrifva, skref shrifven,

Da. shrive, skrev, skreven (locally also weak)
;

ad. L. scrtbere to write.]

L trans. In OE. (const, dat.) To impose penance

upon (a person) ; hence, to administer absolution

to ; to hear the confession of.

a 776 Poenit. Ecgberti 11. xvi. in Thorpe Anc. Laws (1840)

II. 188 Ne hire nan preost scrifan ne mot asr heo bone
sinscipe forlaite. a 975 Canons ofEdgar lxv. ibid. 258 We
laerad beet a;lc preosta scrife & datdbote txce bam J»e him
andette. 1027-34 Laws Cnut XL lxviii. § 1 A man sceal

bam unstrangan men. .libelicor deman & scrifon bonne bam
strangan. ^"75 Lamb. Horn. 25 jif ic forlete be preost

walde eskien on ester dei hwa me scriue. c xzoo Ormin
15253 J?att lserede genge, patt iss 3uw sett abufenn . . To spel-

lenn $uw off Crisstenndom, To shrifenn 3uw & huslenn.
c 1205 Lay. 18392 iElc mon scriuen oder swulc hit weoren
his broSer. 138. Pol. Poems (Rolls) I. 265 Be war that no
frer ham shryfe. 1470-85 Malory Arth. xxi. x. 855 He.

.

prayed the bysshop to shryue hym and assoyte hym. 1579
Hake Newes out qfPowles iii. (1872) Cvij, Wyse man you
are no doubt . . the Vicar of saint Fooles Go shriue you. 1633
Ford % Tis Pity u. E, Giue me leaue To shriue her; lest

shee should dye vn-absolu*d. 1798 Coleridge Anc. Mar.
vn. xiv, O shneve me, shrieve me, holy man ! 1808 Scott
Marm. 1. xxi, He shall shrieve penitent no more. 1841

James Corse de Leon ii, ' I will go with you . . to shrive the

dying ', said the priest. 1849 Macaulay Hist. Eng. iv. I. 436
He found that none of her chaplains knew English or French
enough to shrive the king. 1889 Jessopp Coming ofFriars
v. 219 There was none to shrive them.
const, of (the sin).

c 1205 Lay. 32074 He be seal scriuen of bine weorld lifen

bat bine sunen alle scullen be from falle. a 1300 Cursor M.
23151 Vnnethes sal man find an in lede bat wel will scriue

bam o bis sake. 1525 St. Papers Hen. VIII (1836) IV. 419
To schriffe or absolve yaim of thaire synnys.

h. with extended application.

1607 T. D[ekker?] & Wilkins Jests 18 Three waiting
gentlewomen sitting vp late one euening began to shriue

one another, and to know what manner of Louers each
other had. 1829 Poe Tamerlane Poems (1859) 206 Earth
may shrive me of the sin Unearthly pride hath revelled in.

1881 O'Shaughnessy Songs of Worker 17 To tell the folk

of love, of love to ease The burdens of their labour and their

heart. Of love to shrive them of their sin. 1912 Engl.

Rev. Dec 144 Europe has become for the first time a Chris-

tian civilisation, shriven at last by the unChristian mate-

rialism of Bismarckian blood and iron.
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O. absol. or intr. To perform the office of a con-
fessor ; to exercise the ministry of absolution ; to
hear confessions, rare. ,

c 1000-50 De Off. Epise. xi, Ofer ealle ba scire be he on
scrife. 1377 Langl. P. PL B. xx. 302 Conscience called a
leche bat coude wel shryue. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/1
Schryvyn, or here schryftys, audire con/essiones. 1570
Spenser Skepk. Col. Aug. 55 A holly eue..When holly
fathers wont to shrieue. 1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xvii.
IV. 90 Priests were praying, preaching, shriving, holding
up the host and the cup.

2. pass. To take shrift (see Shrift sb. 1) ; to
be confessed ; to make one's confession and receive
absolution and penance. Const, ^ of by, fat,
t with, or f to the confessor.
c 1000 >Elfric Saints* Lives xii. 291 Eow jebyraS ba?t je

beon jescrifene on 5issere wucan o35e huru on Saere o5re.
c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 27 gif he bio wel iscrifen and godfurht.
a ia»s Ancr. R. 332 Ase ofte ase ich am ischriuen euer me
bunched me unschriuen. a 1300 Vox <$ Wolf 176 in HazL
E. P. P. I. 64 Were thou i-snue, And sunnen heuedest al
forsake. C1300 Havelok 2489 H wan.. he was wit be
prestes shriue. C1375 Sc. Leg. Saints iii. (De Sancto
Andrea) 898 To na man will 1 schriffyne be bot anerly to
3ow. c 1386 Chaucer Sompn. T. 387, I haue be shryuen
[v.rr. schryue, schreue] this day at my curat, a 1400 Leg.
Rood 195 Wat man . . For his sinnus sori and schereuen be.
c 1425 Cast. Persev. 550 in Macro Plays 93 panne schal he
deye, & not be schrywe. c 1440 Pol. Rel. <$ L. Poems 159
note, Yffthowe be screffe. 1470-85 Malory Arth. Table
of Contents 26 How he was shryuen to an heremyte. c 1530
Ld. Dorset in Ellis Orig. Lett. Ser. m. II. 148 It were
petie he shuld be hanged tyll he had ben well shereven.
1555 Machyn Diary (Camden) 94 To be shryffand fast iij

days in on wyke. CXS70 Durham Depositions (Surtees)
160 Elizabeth Watson . . hard no preiching, nor was shervon.
1570-6 Lambarde Peramb. Kent (1826) 209 You ought first

to bee shriven of one of the Monkes. 1575 Gammer Gurlon
v. ii, Since Diccon hath confession made & is so cleane
shreue. 159a Shaks. Rom. 4- Jul. n. iv. 194 She shall at
Frier Lawrence Cell Be shriu'd and married. 1596 Drayton
Legends iv. 861 So he were shriev'd, what need he care a
pin? 1848 Lytton Harold i, He died but shriven and
absolved. i88j ' Ouida * Maremma i, Straightway would
he go to the church and be shriven,
const, of, rarely from (the sin 1.

c i«w Trin. Coil. Horn. 59 We agen alle to ben shrifene
of ure synnes her we biginnen to fasten, a 1300 Cursor M.
26401 baa Sinnes bou was of scriuen a. c 1400 St. A lexius
(Laud 622) 338 Euery sonenday houseled he was, And
shryuen also of vche trespas. 1481 Caxton Reynard xii.

(Arb.) 25 Yf I were shryuen of my synnes, my soule shold
be the clerer. i8>i Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg., Columbus
iii. Souls, .from trespass shriven.

3. refl. To make one's confession, go to con-
fession, confess.
a 1225 Ancr. R. 68 Sum uniseli, hwon heo seide bet heo

schrof hire, haue5 ischriuen hire al to wundre. a 1300
Cursor M. 26398 pan behouis him screue him halli, 1390
Gower Con/. I. 61 Tell forth my Sone.and schrif the clene.
C1400 Malndev. (Roxb.) xiiL 59 pai say Godd bad neuer
bat a man schuld schryfe him till anoper man. a 1450 Knt.
de la Tour (1868) 13 And so she shroue her and was sethe
of holy lyff. 1530 Palsgr. 706/1, I wyll shrive me this lente
at the Augustyne fryres, for there is pardon. 1533 Gau
Rtcht Vay To Rdr. 3 Quhow men and vemen saTscriue
thayme and quhou thay sal rekkine al thair sinnis to thair
schrift fader. 1577 Vautrouillier Luther on Ep. Gal. 237,
I was wont to shriue my selfe with great deuotion. 1641
Prynne Antipathie 40 King Iohn..was poysoned..by a
Monke of that House ; who went to the Abbot and shrived
himselfe. 1859 Tennyson Elaine 1094 Bid call the ghostly
man Hither, and let me shrive me clean, and die.
const. 0/ (the sin).

a 1225 Ancr. R. 266 Schrif be berof to morwen. a 1300
Cursor M. 26408 Pof bou scraf be o bi dede. c 1386
Chaucer Pars. T. p 106 Priuee synnes of whiche they shryue
hem priuely. c 1440 Jacob's Well 178 \>e chanoun . .schrouf
hym to be bysschop of bat synne. 1456 Sir G. Have Law
Arms (S.T.S.) 16 The venial! synnis that commounly men
schryvis thame of here.

T b. with extended application. Also const, of
(Sc.) : To renounce. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troytus 11. 440 Here I me shryue and seye

That wikkedly ye don vs bobe deye. 1500-20 Dunbak
Poems ix. 9 To The, my sweit Saluiour, I me schirryve.

Ibid. 137, I schryve me of all cursit cumpany. a 1529
Skelton Bouge of Court 215 To you oonly, me thynke, I

durste shryue me For now am I . .dysposed To shewe you
thynges that may not be disclosed, a 1568 Bannatyne MS.
(Hunter. Club) 92 Ryse with thi ransoner fro deid. And the

of all thy synnys schryfe. 1625 Gill Sacr. Philos. i. 4
[Zeus] that shreeves himselfe to his wife Iuno for all his

slipperie prancks.

4. intr. To confess one's sins, go to confession.

a 1300 Cursor M. 26600 And for be scam man thine scriuand,

It sal for part o penance stand. i3ooGowkrO«/! I. 317 We
ben sett to ichryve of love, c 1425 Eng. Cong. fret. 130
The wolf spake to hym, and shroue \c 1440 RawL MS. con-

feste hyr] to be preste. c 1450 St Cuthbtrt (Surtees) 162$
He wald . . of his synnes to him schryue Pat he synned in all

his lyue. c 153a Vu Wes Introd. Fr. in Palsgr. 1069 The
preest [in the mass]..fyrst shrivyng to us. 180a Scott
Gray Brother xxx, And who art thou, thou Gray Brother,

That I should shrive to thee? 183a Hawker Cornish Ball.

(1908) 19 *Tis not to pray—*tis not to shrive—Therefore,
what does she there? 1844 Mrs. Browning Brown Rosary
1. x, A nun. .Who mocked at the priest when he called her

to shrive.

t b. Rendering L. confiteri of the Vulgate : To
ascribe praise and glory to God. Obs.
a 1300 E. E. Psalter vii. 18, I sal schrive to Laverd after

his nghtwisnea. a 13*5 Prose Psalter xxix. 4 Syngeb to

our Lord..and shryuebtobe mynde of his holinesse. a 1340
Hampolb Psalter \\. 5 He is noght..in hell wha sail shrife

til be. a 1400 Prymer (1891) 71, I schal schryue to thee

lord in al myn herte.
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f 5. trans. To confess (sins). Obs.
a X300 Cursor M. 27105 To preist his sinnes scriue. c 1380

Wyclif IVks. (1880) 330 [Ps. xxxii. 6], I seide, i shulde
shryue my synnes a?ens me to bee, lord. CX450 St. Cuth-
bert (Surtees) 7081 And all be case to him he shraue.

f b. trans/. To reveal, disclose. Obs.
C1374 Chaucer Troytus n. 579 Now haue I plat to yow

myn herte schryuen. a 1500 Chaucer'sDreme 2026 C.'s Wks.
(*598) 365 b, Al my secre to you I plaine, and shriue. 1818
Keats Isabella viii, I cannot live Another night, and not
my passion shrive.

6. To forgive, pardon (a sin), rare.
The first quot. is doubtful.
1303 R. Brunne Handl. Synne 588 3yf bou trowyst synne

shal be for3eue withoute repentaunce& shryue [v.r. repente
here & be dene schreuynj. 1837 Hood Desert-Born 126
' Nay then ', cried I—(heav'n shrive the lie !)

' to tell the
secret truth.*

1 7. a. To question, examine (a person). Obs.
159a Nashe P. Penitesse G 2, Beleeue me, thou shriuest

me very neere in this latter demaund. 1596 Spenser F. Q.
iv. xii.26 She gan him soft to shrieue. 1610 G. Fletcher
Christ's Vict. Earth xxxvii, Gently our Saviour shee began
to shrive, Whither he wear the Sonne of God, or no.

t b. ? To inquire into (a matter). Obs.
! 1651 Cleveland Poems 37 Shrive but their Titles, and
;

their money poize, A laird & twenty pound pronoune'd
with noise, When construed, but for a plain Yeoman go,
And a good sober two-pence.

8. a. To relieve (one) of a, burden ; +to rob.
1604 Dekker Honest Wh. Wks, 1873 II. 169, I am here

j

for shriuing those two fooles of their sinfull packe. 1899
R. Bridges Poems, Fair Brass 21 A.. tomb: Such as to

I
look on shrives The heart of half its care.

b. To remove, lift (a burden)from. rare.
! [1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 236 To shreeve
!

the purses of unconfessing and unmortify'd sinners]. 1812
Byron Ch. Har. 11. lxxviii, To shrive from man his weight
of mortal sin.

f 9. pass. ? To be bound in an obligation. Obs.

m
1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) 138 The barons & be clergie

in on wer alle schryuen, Vnto kyng Henrie ageyn William
suld be gyuen.

1 10. trans. To reconcile (a person) to a course
of action. Obs.
1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshed III. 13215/2 To reconcile,

shriue, & win hir maiesties subiects to their diuelish intent.

1594 Nashe Terrors Nt. D 1 Much wonder I how treason
and murder dispense with the darknes of the night, how
they can shriue themselues to it.

fll. Const, gen. in 0E.,c/in ME. : To reck of,

care for. Obs.
c 897 Alfred Gregory's Past. C. xliv. 322 Ne he ne scrife

5ass liiisan buton hu he ryhtost wyrce. Ibid. Iv, Hi ne
scrifon hwaeSer hit waire Se dasj 6e niht Sonne Sonne hi
synjodon. a 1000 Boeth. Metr. x. 29 Dea5 baes ne scrife3.

x*.. K. Alis. 3884 (Bodl. MS.), Alisaunder nou^th of hym
snroof [Line. Inn MS. gaf] Ac perciens to fore hym droof.

Shrive, obs. form of Sheriff.

Shrivel,^. Also 6 shrevel. [f. Shrivels.]
Something shrivelled up; +//. wrinkles in the

skin ; a shrivelled skin ; a contracted word.
1547 Boorde Brev. Health it. lviii. (1557) Cj, Rvge is

the latin woorde. In Englishe it is named shreuels whiche
is a runninge together of the skyn in a mans face and necke.
1835 Blackw. Mag. XXXVIII. 153 We caught an eel,

which we skinned, and wore the shrivel for many a day
round our ankle. 1873 F. Hall Mod. Engl. 163 Nor is

any regard for rule or regularity to be seen, .in our decur-
tate cab. cent, chap, .or in such shrivels as aid, alms.

Shrivel (JriVl), v. Also 7 shriule. [Origin
unknown. (Cf. Sw. dial, skryvla to wrinkle.)]

1. intr. To become contracted and wrinkled or

curled up, as from great heat or cold. Also with

up, away.
1612 T. Taylor Comm. Titus ii. 13 That shortly the

heauens themselues shall shriule away like a scrowle. 1706
Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Shrivel, to Wrinkle, to run up in

Wrinkles or Scrolls. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) II. 312
When the Stalks begin to shrivel at the part next the Branch.
1796 Withering Brit. Plants (ed. 3) IV. 171 This elegant
little Agaric is seldom found in full perfection, as it soon
shrivels and loses its brilliant colours. 1805 Scott Last
Mihstr. vi. xxxi, When, shriveling like a parched scroll,

The flaming heavens together roll. 184a Loudon Suburban
Hort. 585 The incipient bunches twist and shrivel up just

before coming into bloom. 1843 R. J. Graves Syst. Clin.
Med. 392 Two.. ulcers which speedily scabbed, shrunk and
shrivelled away. 1882 Vines tr. Sachs' Bot. 457 It forms
a papilla . . at the apex which shrivels when the spore ripens.

pass. 1588 Greene Perimedes 11 Hir face shriueled, and
parched with the Sunne. 1604 N. F. Fruiterers Secrets 27
When Pippins, and other long lasting finite, begin to be
shriueled. 1798 Ferriar Illustr. Sterne iv. no That his

nose might be shrivelled with cold. 1825 T. Hook Sayings
Ser. 11. Passion <y Princ. v, The lamb was shrivelled up to

a cinder. 1885 Clodd Myths $ Dr. 1. iii. 22 So scorched
was it. .that it was shrivelled to the smallest of creatures.

b. transf. a.nd fg: To be reduced to an inani-

mate or inefficient condition
;

(of a person) to

shrink physically or mentally.
1680 H. More Apocal. Apoc. 60 This Pagan Hierarchy

shrivelled up with all the false Deities, and Priests therein.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xx, I swore that my rage and
revenge should pursue his enemies, until they shrivelled

before me like that scorched-tip symbol of annihilation.

1835 Lytton Rienzi v. v, I felt his soul shrivel at my gaze.

1875 Farrar Silence fy Voices ii. 37 All life shrivelled into a
miserable ' if ' and an empty ' might have been '. 1887

Jessopp Arcady iii. 70 Undeveloped faculties that shrivel

for want of using.

2. trans. To cause to be contracted or shrunk

into wrinkles. Often with up.

SHRIVER.
1608 Shaks. Per. u. iv. 9 A fire from heaven came and

snnvell d up Their bodies. 1682 Grew Anat. PL IO Lest
its new access into the Ayr, should shrivel it. 1751 Smollett
Per. Pickle cv, Crabtree shrivelling up his face like an
autumn leaf. 178a A. Monro Compar. Anat. (ed. 3) 5 This
. .covers the trunk, serving to shrivel the skin, in order to
drive off insects. 1856 Mrs. Stowe Dred xxxiv, That
fearful collapse, which, .shrivels the most healthy counte-
nance., to the shrunken, .image of decrepit old age. 1877Thomson Voy. Challenger I. i. 17 In the tropics a saturated
solution is much too strong, and shrivels up delicate tissues.

b. transf. andyfy. To reduce to inanition, help-
lessness, or ineffectualness.
1663 Bp. Patrick Parab. Pilgr. viii. {1687) 30 This is ever

the fruit of hard and penurious thoughts of God, that they
shrivel up mens hearts too. 1683 Howe Union Prot. Wks.
1862 IV. 266 The want of such a diffusive love shuts up and
shrivels the destitute parts. 1824-9 Landor Imag. Conv.
Wks. 1846 I. 63 Milton.. shrivelled up the lips of hisrevilers
by the austerity of his scorn. 1844 Dickens Chimes iii,

Wither me and shrivel me, and free me from the dreadful
thoughts that tempt me in my youth ! 1859 Habits Gd.
Society ix. 284 How the very thought must have shrivelled
her up. 1901 Scotsman 12 Mar. 7/4 A passage which the
House listened to very closely, fully realising how it finally
shrivelled up malignant gossip.

Shrrveldy, a. [f. Shrivelled + -v.] Withered.
1840 Mrs. Trollope M. Armstrong iii, A poor rickety,

shriveldy sort of a child.

f Shri-veling. Obs. rare. [f. Shrive v. +
-ling.] Contemptuous term for : One under
spiritual direction.

1603 Harsnet Pop. Impost. 104 He comforts his holy
shriuelings, his ghostly good children, telling them.. [etc.].

Shrivelled (JYrv'ld), ppl. a. Also 6 shry-
veled, 7-8 shrivel'd, 7- (now U.S.) shriveled.
[f. Shrivel v. + -ed 1

.] Drawn together or con-
tracted so as to have or form wrinkles and to appear
as if dried up.
1565 Stapleton tr. Bede's Hist. Ch. Eng. 173 The vayne

and soyle of that grounde is not shryueled nor fleaten, but
grene and full of grasse. 1633 G. Herbert Temple, Florver
ii, Who would have thought my shrivel'd heart Could have
recover'd greenesse ? 1665 Sir T. Herbert Trav. {1677) 26
The Mannatee . . her face is like a shriveled BufTolo or Cow.
1697 Dryden Virg.Georg. 1, 158 When.. shrivelPd Herbs
on withering Stems decay. 1726 Pope Odyss. xix. ST These
lean shrivelled limbs unnerved with age. 1770 Phil. Trans.
LX. 304 A poor shriveled-up . . carcase of a bird. 1816 Scott
Old Mort. xxxix, Pushing him back from her with her
trembling hand and shrivelled arm. 1830 M. Donovan
Dom. Econ. I. 91 Malt that is shrivelled is not of the best
quality. 188a W. IJallantine Exper. vi. 63, I never saw
him without thinking of a shrivelled crab apple.

b. Of persons whose skin is wrinkled or whose
limbs are withered or * dried up \
1605 B. Jonson Volpone 11. i, Your shrivell'd sallad-eating

artizans. 1824 W. Irving T. Trav. II. 114 A shrivelled old
lady, with a face of parchment. 1846 Mrs. Gore Engl.
Char. (1852) 100 The name of French Cook conveys to the
popular mind the image of a lean and shrivelled individual
in a white nightcap and apron. 1877 Tennyson Harold
in. i, I, old shrivell'd Stigand.

c. transf amifig. Contracted, reduced to small
proportions.
1628 Donne Senn. (1660) III. iii. 37 That shiver'd, and

shrivel'd, and raveFd, and ruin'd soule. 1685 Reflect, on
Baxter 11 Such a shriveled account as R. B. gives of this
Chapter. 1883 S. C. Hall Retrospect II. 115 A repulsive
countenance, .indicative of a naturally shrivelled heart and
contracted soul.

d. Comb.
1850 R. G. Cumming Hunter's Life S. Afr. vii. 147 An

extremely ancient and shrivelled-looking Bushman. 1859
Boyd Recreat. Country Parson Ser. 1. viii. 303 Some utili-

tarian old hunks, sharp-nosed, shrivelled-faced.

Shrivelling (fri'v'lirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shrivel
v. + -ing 1.] The action of the verb Shrivel.
a 1631 Donne Serm. (1649) U- xv- I2(5 A shriveling of my

flesh with superstitious and meritorious fastings. 1667 Phil.
Trans. II. 454 Some shriveling of the outward skin of the
Bark. 184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 441 Ventilation by
continual currents of air. .acts in the same way as light, in

producing shrivelling. 1883 Sunday Mag. July 435/2 The
shrivelling of the Eastern Roman empire. 1899^//^/^
Syst. Med. VIII. 600 If the sclerotic shrivelling be well-
marked.

Sliri"veiling, ///. a. [f. Shrivel v. + -ing 2
.]

That shrivels; Bot. = Marcescent.
1776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. Veget. 258 Stitchwort.

..Petals, .flat ; oblong; shrivelling. 1816 A. Boswell
Sheldon Haughs (1830) 167 Stealin change o' shriv'lin time
Had quench'd the vigour o' his prime. 1849 De Quincey
Engl. Mail Coach Wks. 1854 IV. 345 Like a shrivelling

scroll from before the wrath of fire ! 1873 Miss Broughton
Nancy^ I. 33 Oh, spring ! spring ! with all your searching
east winds, with your late shrivelling frost.

Shriven (Jri*v*n), ppl* a * [Pa* ppk. ol Shrive
v.] Confessed, absolved.
1846 Dickens Pict. Italy, Hal. Dream, I had my foot

upon the spot, where.. the shriven prisoner was strangled.

1896 A. Austin England's Darling 11. iii, As every shriven
soul must answer Him Whose Sceptre doth not pass.

Shriver (Jrai-vsa). [f. Shrive v. + -er l.] One
who shrives, a confessor.

1340 Ayenb. 140 pe ssrifte ssel by yhol, na« todeld ine vele

ssrtveres. 1393 Langl. P. PL C. 1. 64 Holy churche &
charite choppe a doun swich shryuers. 1483 Cath. Angl.
338/2 Aschryfer, confessor. 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI, m. ii. 108

When heewasmadeaShriuer, 'twas for shift. 1637 N. Whit-
ing Albino fy Bellama 83 The shreevers to their Lurds
returne with smiles. 1661 K. W. Conf. Char., Temporizer
(i860) 51 Turne shrivers in nuneries.
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Shriving, vbl. sb. [f. Shrive z\ + -ing*.]

The action of the verb Shrive, shrift : a. Con-

fession ; b. the hearing of confessions.

a 1225 Artcr. R. 268 Lease swefhes, & false scheauwinges

[MS. T schriuiDges]. a 1300 Cursor M. 26101 To quam we
sal vr scriuing mak. c 1400 Rom. Rose 6448 Who so hath

in his felyng The consequence of such shryuyng. 1591

Spenser M. Hubberd$43 Better a short tale, than a bad long

Shrining. 1664 H. More Myst. Into. xxi. Bt Those that by

this Shriving of persons know much of their Interest or dis-

interest. 1694 Motteux Rabelais iv. xlix. 192 As for shriv-

ing,., there can be no great harm in't. 1837 Carlyle Fr.

Rev. III. iv. i, To the Priest they send her she gives thanks
;

but needs not any shriving. 1875 J. C. Cox Churches
Derbysh. I. 171 After shriving had gone out of fashion the

ringing of the bell [on Shrove Tuesday] was continued.

e. attrib. as shriving time
; f shriving cloth,

sackcloth worn by penitents; + shriving pew,
seat, stool, a confessional.

1487-8 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 130 For naylles for be
schryvyng peawe. 1505 in H. J. Feasey Holy Wk. Cerem.
(1897) 97 vj yernes perteynyng to the shryvyng stole for

Lenton. 1534 Engl. Ch. Furniture (1866) 204 An altar

cloth made of shryvynge clothes. 1545 Churclvw. Ace. St.

Dunstan's, Canterb. (MS.) For mendyng of ye Chyrche and
makyng of ye schrewyng sett xiiijd. 1589-90 in J. C. Cox
Ckurckw. Ace. (1913) 193 Payd for mendinge ofa pewe called

the shrivinge pewe is. 1602 Shaks. Ham. V. ii. 47 He
should the bearers put to sodaine death, Not shrilling time
allowed.

Shroad, obs. f. Shrewd. Sh.rob(be, obs. ff.

Shrub. Shrode, obs. f. Sheewd, Shroud.
Shroe, obs. f. Shrew sb.

Shroff (Jr?f), sb. Also 7 sheroff, -arTe, -iffe,

sharoffe, sherrafe, shraff, shrofe, 7-8 sheraff.

[Anglo-Indian corruption of Saraf.] A banker

or money-changer in the East ; in the Far East, a

native expert employed to detect bad coin.

1618 in Foster Engl. Factories Ind. (1906) 8 The sheraffs are

poore and begerly. i6ax Ibid. 265 Wee cannot put of oure
ryalls but as that onely sharoffe please to take them. Ibid,

352 Shrofes. 1625 Purchas Pilgrims 11. 1431 Twelve
Sheriffes that is men to buyand sell Pearles, Diamonds, and
other pretious Stones, and to exchange Gold and Silver. 1698
Fryer Acc. E. India <$• P. 52 Amongst whom were Shroffs,

or Money-changers. 1776 Trial of Nundocomar 22/2 It is

the custom of Shroffs to get the body of the bond wrote by
their Gomastahs, and they sign it with their own hands.
1816 'Quiz* Grand Master 11. 18 The breakfast soon dis-

patch'd, they're off, To borrow money from a shroff. 1888

Kipling Departm. Ditties (ed. 3) 81 Deeply indebted to the

village shroff. 1904 North-China Herald 27 May 1121/3
A shroff employed by Messrs. Musterberg & Co.
attrib. 1882 ' Fan A'wae ' at Canton 58, 1 have heard of as

much as fifty taels (about $70) being paid to an important
Shroff-shop for such a transaction.

Hence Shroff v. trans. , to examine (coin) in

order to separate the genuine from the base ; also

absol. ; whence Shroffing" vbl. sb. and ppl. a. ;

shroffing school, a school in which the art of

detecting false coin is taught.

1757 Clive in Beveridge Hist. India (1862) I. 592 [In vain

did Clive represent that] the money could not be divided till

it was shroffed, i860 T. L. Peacock Gryll Grange xviii,

Two stock-jobbing Jews, and a shroffing Parsee. 1878 H. A.
Giles Gloss. Re/. 129 (Yule) Shroffing schools are common
io Canton, where teachers of the art keep bad dollars for the

purpose of exercising their pupils. x88s ' Fan Kwae '

at Canton 55 The process of shroffing which it [money]
underwent before being deposited

t

in the treasury.^ 1906
Sat. Rev. 14 Apr. 451/1 The potential revenues ofChina are

immense, but they are 'shroffed '..by every hand through
which they pass.

Shroffage (frp'feds). Also 7 shroffage,

sherofferage. [f. prec. + -age. Cf. 16th cent.

It xarafaggio, Sp. cerafagio.~\ The commission

charged for shroffing coin.

1629 in Foster Engl. Factories India (1900) III. 354 Shraff-

age is halfe a rial! per every thousand rialls. 1676 Streyn-
sham Master Diaries (1911) 1. 304 The Councell doe know
that there is a Sherofferage.. allowed in all these parts.

1766 T. Brooks Coins E. Indies 49 Brokerage ij per Cent.
Shroffage 1 per Thousand. 1817 By-Laws Levant Co. 24
Commission and shroffage on cash remitted from one part

of the dominions of the Grand Signior to another. . 1 per cent.

Shroffe, obs. variant of Shruff 2.

Shroftide, Shroft Tuesday, obs. ff. Shrove-
tide, Shrove Tuesday.
Shrog. north, dial. [Parallel to Scrog; see

Scb-.] A bush ; also //. underwood.
C1460 Towneley Myst. xiii. 455, I haue soght with my

dogys All horbery shrogys. 15. Robyn Hoodfy Guyo/Gis-
borne 113 They cutt them down two summer shroggs, That
grew both under a breere. 1601 Munday Down/. Earl
Huntingdon in. ii. E 4 b, From Barnsdale shrogs, to Not-
inghams red cliffes. 1703 Thoresbv in Ray Pkilos. Lett.

(i£i8) 336 Shrogs, a company of Bushes, of Hazel, Thorns,
briers. 1824 [Cars] Craven Gloss., Shrogs, bushes or under-
wood.
Shroge, obs. form of Shrug.
Shropshire (JVpJai). The name (in OE.

Scrobscir, Scrobbesbyrigscir) of a west-midland
county of England, used as the distinguishing

epithet of things coming from or associated with
the county, as Shropshire cheese, damson* pie.

1577 B.Googe Heresback's Husb. 111.(1586) 147 b, In Eng-
land, the best Cheese is the Chesshyre, and the Shropshyre,
then the Banbury Cheese. 1747 Mrs. Glasse Cookery 73
A Shropshire Pye. 1837 Penny Cycl. VIII. 298/2 {Damson)
Much the finest variety.. is that called the Shropshire
damson.

b. (a) An old breed of horned sheep peculiar

to Shropshire ; (b) a modern breed of black-faced

hornless sheep obtained by crossing with the South-
down. Also, an old breed of long-horn cattle, and
of swine.
1768 A. Young Tour Southern Counties (1769) 139 That

fine breed of hogs which at Barnet market are called the
Shropshires. 1803 Plymley Agric. Skropsh. 241 The old
Shropshire ox was remarkable for a large dewlap. Ibid. 260
The old Shropshire sheep, .have black or mottled faces and
legs.

_
1841 Penny Cycl. XXI. 358/2 Varieties of the short

or middle,woolled breeds of sheep, and among them were
the old Shropshires. 1886 C. Scott S'keep-Farming 12 For
quality of mutton, the Shropshire, by universal opinion,
comes next to the Southdown.
Shroub, obs. form of Shrub.
Shroud (Jraud), sb.1 Forms : 1-3 scrud, (1

saruud, 3 srud, srut), 3-4 schrud, 3-6 shrud,
4-5 schrowde, 4-6 schroud(e, 4-7 shroude, (4
ssroud, shrout(e, 5 shrude, shrowed, 6
schrowd, shrow'd, shrowdde, 7 sroude), 5-7
shrowde, 5-9 shrowd, 4- shroud. [OE. scrud
str. neut. = ON. shrtid neut. (also skrzWe wk. masc),
fittings, furniture, ornament, also, some kind of

textile fabric (Norw. skrud ornament, attire, MSw.
skrupervao.se., state clothing, ornaments, Sw. skrud
masc, attire) ; f. OTeut. *skrud-, long-wk. -grade
of *skreud- to cut (see Shred sb.).]

f 1. A garment ; an article of clothing ; sing.

and pi. (one's) clothes, clothing, habiliments. Obs.
c ioooMlvricGIossati Wr.-Wulcker j$z/6 Habitus,scru\id.

c 1000 — Gen. xlv. 22 And [he] sealde hiraaelcum twa scrud.

c 1200 Ormin 137 All aneshridd wil>b hali3 shrud $ede he till

Godess allterr. c 1*05 Lav. 5362 peos eorles heom gerden
mid godliche scruden [c 1275 scrude]. a 1225 St. Marker.
19 Feirlec ant strencde beoo his schrudes. 13. .£. E. Allit.

P. B. 47 pus schal he be schent for his schrowde feble. 136a
Lancl. P. Pt. A. Prol. 2, I schop me in-to a schroud [B. in

shroudes] A scheep as I were, c 1440 York Myst. xxix. 364
Lo, here a shrowde for a shrewe. c 1470 Got. <$• Gaw. 599
Schaip the evin to the schalk, in thi schroud schene. 1508
Dunbar Tua mariitwemen 252,1 vresschenein my schrowd.
1535STEWART Cron. Scot. II. 34 Thairsemelie schroud likeas

siluer scheue. 1594 Marlowe & Nashe Dido in. iii, My
princely robes.. are layd aside, Whose glittering pompe
Dianas shrowdes supplies. 1638 G. Sandvs Paraphr. Job
xxxviii, Swadled, as new-borne, in sable shrouds,

f b. In generalized use : Clothing, vesture.

a 1 122 O. E. Chron. (Laud MS.) an. 1070 Swa manega §er-

sumas onsceat&on scrud [etc.]. c wj^Lamb. Horn. 63Gif.

.

to be flesce scrud and claS. c 1350 Gen. § Ex. 176 Al erue

..oe sulde him her,.. to fode, and srud, to helpen Se lif.

a 1300 Cursor M. 3250 Bath gold and stan for maiden scrude.

f c. trans/, andjig., esp. the vesture * in which
the world or the things of nature are ' clothed

'

;

also, the ' veil * of the flesh. Obs.

CIX7S Lamb. Horn. 79 Hohine bireuedenof beremuchele
mihte bet crist him hafde ijefen of al ber orpe scrude, of
be uisces ibe wetere and fu^eles ibe lufte. c 1200 Vices $
Virtues 95 Wei him <5e. .haf3 oat faire scrud of charite all

besett mid jimstanes of gode werkes. c 1200 Ormin 17591
& tohh iss bejjre babre [sc. man and the world] shrud purrh
Cossmos wel bitacnedd. a 1215 Leg. Kath. 914 pus he
schrudde & hudde him, . . mid ure fleschliche schrud. a 1300
Cursor M. 9380 Til alkin thing he gafe, pair kind scrud al

for to haue. la 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 64 And then

bicometh the ground so proud That it wol have anewe shroud.

f d. Plumage. Obs.
a 1400 Pisiill 0/ Susan 85 per schene briddes in schawe

schewen heore schroude. c 1450 Holland Howlat 914 So
fair is my fetherem I haf no falowe ; My schrowde and my
schere weid schir to be schawin.

2. The white cloth or sheet in which a corpse is

laid out for burial ; a winding-sheet.

1570 Levins Manip. 217/2 A shroude, amiculum/unerale.
1588 Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 479 Die when you will,a smocke
shall be your shrowd. 16x1 Corvat Crudities 71 The
shroud wherin our Sauiours blessed body was wrapped.

1649 Davenant Love <$• Hon. in. iii, Let her make love to a
sexton, and steale shrowds. 170a Steele Funeral 1. i, I

carried home to your house the shroud the gentleman was
buried in last night. 1790 Cowper Stanzas/or Year 1790,

16 Soon the grave must be your home, And your only suit

a shroud. 1847 Prescott Peru (1850) II. 287 His remains,

rolled in their bloody shroud. 1848 Lytton Harold 11. iii,

If England needs defenders when I and Godwin are in our

shrouds.

H By association with the black of mourning,

shroud has received the epithet sable.

1637 Milton Lycidas 22 And as he passes turn, And bid

fair peace be to my sable shrowd. 1724. D. Mallet Will.

4- Marg. ii, Clay-cold was her lilly hand, That held her

sable shroud. 1805 Scott Last Minstr.vi. xxiii, Each
Baron, for a sable shroud, Sheath'd in his iron panoply.

1887 W. S. Gilbert Ruddigore 11, Inky clouds, Like funeral

shrouds.

b. In fig., allusive, and symbolic uses.

174a Young Nt. Th. iv. 809 How swift the shuttle flies,

that weaves thy shroud ! i8ao Shellev Autumn 4 The
Year On the earth her death-bed, in a shroud of leaves dead,

Is lying. cx86o Bryant New $ Old ii. Poet. Wks. (1891)

283 These gay idlers, the butterflies, Broke, to-day, from
their winter shroud. 1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. § 92, 1 do not

wonder at the sensualists life, with the shroud wrapped
about his feet. 1869 J. H. Newman in W. Ward Life (1912)

II. 281 Dress me up, and you will soon have to make my
shrowd.

c. dial. The charred sooty piece at the top of

a burning wick which requires snuffing. (Supposed

to betoken a death.)

1877 Manley § Corringham Gloss. 1894 H. Nisbet Bush

Girl's Rom. 142 The guttering., candles., melted from their

blackened, .wicks, all unheeded and shroud-environed.

1 3. A place or dwelling which affords shelter

;

a retreat ; a shelter, esp. one of a slight or tem-
porary kind, as a tent or shed. Obs.
C1380 Sir Ferumb. 2416 pe bef..fond hure |>er..liggyng

vnder shroute. Ibid. 3358 Ameral atte is soper he of-say
sittynge vnder shrout. c 1450 Lydc. Life Our Lady lxviu
(1484) k iij b, [1'he sun] To shewe his light in euery shroude
& shade. 1552 B. Gilpin Serin, be/. Edw. VI (1630) 33 As for

turning poore men out of their holdes, they take for no offence
. . They turne them out of their shrouds as mice. 1576 Gas-
coigne Pkilomene xlix, Unto a selly shrowde A sheepcote
closely builte Amid the woodds. 1577-87 Harrison England
11. xix. 205 in Holinsked, Our countrie conuerted. .into the
walks and shrowds of wild beasts. 16x6 R. C. Times'
Whistle (1871) 151 Then shall we see Christ comming in the
cloudes, When some will wish whole mountaines were their
shroudes. 1634 Milton Comus 147 Run to your shrouds,
within these Brakes and Trees. 1656-7 Burton's Diary
(1828) I. 364 When men pull down their houses that are
ruinous, they try awhile by setting up shrowds, but finding
them drop in, they build their houses again.

4. pi. (rarely sing.) A crypt, vault ; esp. applied

to the Chapel of St. Faith in St. Paul's Cathedral.

(Cf. Ceowd sb*) Now Hist.
1550 Lever {.title), A fruitfull Sermon made in Poules

churche at London in the Shroudes. 1551 Elvot Diet.,

Apogazum, a shrowdes or lyke buildinge vnder the grownde.
1599 Hakluyt Voy. II. 1. 153 A church vnder the ground,
like to the shrouds in Pauls. i6ox Holland Pliny
xxviii. ix. II. 321 Shee goeth downe into the vault or
shrouds out of which she delivereth her prophesies. 161

1

Cotgr., Apogee, a shrowd, or denne under th' earth. 1790
Pennant London (1793) 392 The preacher [at Paul's Cross]
went, in very bad weather, to a place called the Shrowds.
1868 Milman St.PauCs\\\. 164 According to some accounts
the Shrouds were in the triforium of the church.

f 5. Shadow, shade ; Jig. protection. Obs,
a 1586 Sidney Ps. xci. ii, Soft hiv'd with wing and plume

Thou in his shrowd shalt ly. 1588 Kyd Househ. Phil. Wks.
(iqoi) 248 To retyre them from the heate. .vnder the shade
of a Tree, or shroude of a Church. 1606 Shaks. Ant. fy CI.

in. xiii. 71 To heare from me you had left Anthony, And
put your selfe vnder his shrowd, the vniuersal Landlord.

f b. The branches of a tree, considered as afford-

ing shade. Obs, (Cf. Shroud sb.%)

1597 Drayton Heroic. Ep. 49 Where like a mounting Cedar
he should beare His plumed top, aloft into the ayre ; And let

these shrubs sit vnderneath his shrowdes. 1611 Bible Ezek.
xxxi. 3 The Assyrian was a Cedar in Lebanon with faire

branches, and with a shadowing shrowd. [So 1884 Revised.]

6. A thing serving as a covering or protection

;

a defence ; a covering, screen, veil, ' cloak \

disguise. Now somewhat rhetorical.

1558 G. Cavendish Poems (1825) II. 171, I shall set my
shrowd for my defence. Under the mantell of well wyllyng
audyence. 1587 A. Day Daphnis $ Ckloe (1890) 3 The
greatest forwardness craueth a shrowd, and the meanest
matter cannot be without defence. 1605 B. Jonson Volpone

v. ii, Jove. .Could not inuent, t' himselfe, a shroud more
subtile, To passe Acrisivs guardes. x6ai G. Sandys Ovid's

Metarn. v. (1632) 186 Sol, obscur'd in shrowds Of exhala-

tions. 1651 Cleveland Poems 33 Thus Israel-like, he
travells with a cloud, Both as a conduct to him, and a

shroud. X697 Potter Antiq. Greece 111. x. (1715) 94 Their

Tops were covered with raw Hides, and other Shrowds, to

preserve them from Fire-balls and missive Weapons. 1699

Pomfret Dies Noviss. 103 Swath'd in substantial shrowds
of night, The sick'ning sun shall from the world retire. 1808

Scorr Martn. vi. xxvi, At length the freshening western

blast Aside the shroud of battle cast. 1814 — Ld. Isles 1.

Introd., Beneath a shroud of russet dropp'd with gold

Tweed and his tributaries mingle still. X850 Kincsley
Alton Locke xxvi, A grey shroud of rain sweeping up from
the westward. 1867 ' Ouida ' Cecil Castlemaine 6 The
thickest shroud of the ivy.

7. Technical senses.

ta. In a windmill, a protective addition to horizontal

sails, b. Either of the two annular plates at the periphery

of a water-wheel, forming the ends of the buckets, c. A
rim or flange cast on the ends of the teeth of a gear-wheel.

157* Reg. Mag. Sig. Scot. #80^3 (1888) 101/1 Sustentando

dictum molendinum in omnibus necessariis, preter in new
schrouddis to be mylne aves. 1629 Rous Diary (Camden)

41 Her [sc. a crow's] nest was layd betweene the shrowdes

in the toppe saile [of a windmill]. 1660 R. D'acres Elent.

Water-drawing § Some of these [horizontal sails of a mill]

are made to go with shrouds or shelters, others without.

Ibid,, Though the shrouds may keep blustring winds away,

yet neither it, nor any thing else can keep the Air away.

1759 Phil. Trans. LI. 126 This wheel was two inches in

the shroud or depth of the bucket. X797 J. Curr Coal

Viewer 31 [Specification for] jinneys for conveying the

corves.. 1 Shroud for the middle, 28 [inches] by 1, and 1

ditto for the Brake. 1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Ctockm.

291 The space occupied by the shrouds precludes their use

in watches, but in the going parts ofclocks they answer well.

8. attrib. and Comb, in sense 2, as shroud-cloth,

-rags ; shroud-bound, -like adj. and adv., -maker,

-manufacturer ; shroud-brass, a memorial brass

in which the deceased is represented in his shroud

;

shroud-plate = 7°.
1865 Neale Hymns Parad. 24 *Shroud-bound, tomb-

held, . .Thou canst raise me. 1890 Daily News 21 Oct 5/2

Perhaps, a more truly morbid and abominable effigy never

disgraced the walls of a place of worship than the *shroud

brass. 191a J. S. M. Ward Brasses 82 Skeletons. These

are not so common as shroud brasses, a 1847 Eliza Cook
To Mem. Burns 1, Thy 'magic mantle's' glowing sheen,

Burst through thy *shroud-cloth ere 'twas seen. X697

Dryden Virg. Georg. I. 25 Thou, whose Hands the *Shrowd-

like Cypress rear. 1835 Lvtton Rienzi x. v, In her shroud-

like garments and attenuated frame, she seemed.. as a

spectre. X913 Engl. Rev. May 344 The Vicar, his surplice



SHROUD.

clinging shroudlike to his lank figure. 189a Simmonds Diet.

Trade Suppl., *Shroud Manufacturer, a maker of grave
clothes for a corpse. 1844 H. Stephens Bk, Farm II. 326
On the inside of the *shroud-plates are formed the grooves
for securing the ends of the buckets, a 1847 Eliza Cook
Dust iii, He sorts the *shroud-rags, he heaps gray bones.

Shroud (Jraud), sb.% Forms : 5 shrowthe-s,
shrode-s. srowde, 5-7 shrowde-s, 6 schroude-s,

8hrowed(e)-s, shrowes (?), 6-7 shroude-s, 6-8
shrowd-s, 7 shreed-s, 7- shroud-8. [Prob. a use

ofShroud sb. 1
; cf. the mod. naut. phrase * to clothe

the mast with the shrouds ' ; a mast or spar with-

out its rigging is said to be * naked 1

. The sense

of * shrouds of a ship ' attributed to ON. skruS and
to Norw. skrud is not authenticated.

* Remembering that in the 15th c. the headropes (or

shrouds) were very numerous, the appropriateness of the

term shroud seems obvious ' (L. G. Carr Laughton).]

L A set of ropes, usually in pairs, leading from
the head of a mast and serving to relieve the latter

of lateral strain ; they form part of the standing

rigging of a ship.

a. //. (See also fore-shrouds FORE- 3 d, main-
shrouds Main a. 10, mizen-shrouds Mizen 3; for

an extended use see Bentinck-, Bowsprit-, Bum-
kin-, Futtock- shrouds.)
1458 in Archxologia XXIX. 328 The mast hathe a welle

good stay, W l shrowthes sure, c 1485 Digby Myst. (1882)
111. 1720 In-to be shrowdes I woll me hye. C1500 Cocke
Loreties B. 12 Some one the shrowedes dyde clyme. 1531
in J. Strutt Mann. $ Cust. Eng. (1776) III. 53 Item 9
shrowds and a backe staye on either syd. 1589 in Hakluyt
Voy. 282 Another walkes vpon the hatches, another climbes
the shrowes. 164a D. Rogers Naaman 496 As in a ship

each boy hath his taske, some to row.. others to climb the
shreeds. 1666 Dryden Ann. Mirab. cxlviii, To try new
Shrouds one mounts into the wind, And one, below, their

Ease or Stiffness notes. 17*6 Shelvocke Voy. round World
436 They seem to have but little regard to the support of
their masts, to which their stays and shrouds hold no propor-

tion. 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Mastxxm, In an instant every
one sprung into the rigging, up the shrouds, and out on the

yards. 1683 Chamb. Jrnl. 141 A heavy sea boarded the

ship, dashing us into the mizen rigging, where we grasped
the shrouds, and were saved.

b. collect, sing.

1465 Mann. $ Househ, Exp. (Roxb.) 200 Payd be my
mastyr for ropes for hyr srowde, ij.li. 1588 in Hart. Misc.
(Main.) II. 45 He shall shew lights, one in the poop, and
another two shrowed high. 1691 T. H[ale] Acc. New
Invent. 126 Fitting of the Shrowd so as to make way for the

gibbing of the Yards. 18x4 Scott Ld. Isles 111. xxiii, The
favouring breeze, when loud 1 1 pipesupon the galley's shroud.

c. sing. Any one of such ropes.

1748 Anson's Voy. 111. v. 341 The mast itself is supported ..

by the shrowd . . and by two stays. 176a Falconer Shipwr.
11. 216 Secure your lines ! grasp every man a shroud ! 1851

H. Melville Whole ix. 50 Stumbling to the deck [he] grasps

a shroud to look out upon the sea. 1882 Nares Seaman-
ship (ed. 6) 48 Each . . bowsprit shroud [is] secured to its collar.

&M . . . .

1595 Shaks. John v. vii. 53 All the shrowds wherewith my
life should saile. Are turned to one thred. 160s Marston
Antonio's Rev. 11. ii, Readie to discharge Their pretious shot

into the shrouds of heaven. 1667 Denham Direct. Painter
11. 70 He quickly taught, pours in continual Clouds Of
chain 'd Dilemma's through our sinew'd Shrouds.

2. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Shroud, the chains by which
the smoke-stack is braced, in steamers.

3. attrib. and Comb, shroud-bridle (see quot.);

shroud hawser, a shroud-laid rope; shroud-
knot, a knot used in repairing a parted shroud

;

shroud-laid a. f applied to rope composed of four

(formerly sometimes three) strands laid right-

handed with a heart; shroud-plate (see quot.)

;

shroud -stopper , a ropeconnectingpartsof a shroud

below or above adamaged part ( 1 867Smyth Sailor's

lVord-bk.)\ shroud-tackle, -truck (see quots.).

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., *Shroud-bridle, a kind of crow-

foot fastened to the shrouds, to hold sheets, braces, etc

»744 J* Philips Jrnl. Exped. Anson 150 We receiv'd..

a thirteen Inch Cable and a *shroud Hawser, c i860 H.

Stuart Seaman's Catech. 30 How do you make a *shroud-

knot? i860 Alt Year Round "Ho. 66. 382 'Which knot?'

asked Toby. ' Single or double wall, single or double dia-

mond, Matthew Walker, spritsail-sheet, stopper, or shroud ?

'

1800 Naval Chron. III. 474 Three strond *shroud-laid

rope. 1825 Budge Miner's Guide 98 The term 'shroud-

laid ' is used to distinguish a rope of three strands or parts

from another of nine strands, which is termed 'cable-laid '.

1875 Bedford Sailor's Pocket Bk. x. (ed. 2) 360 Shroud-laid

rope 4 strands and a heart Right-handed. 1875 Knight
Diet. Mech., mShroud plate, 1. a. An iron plate fixed

to a ship's side for the attachment of the shrouds, b. A
ring surrounding a mast and to which the futtock-shrouds

are secured. 1769 Falconer Diet Marine (i7Bg),Couladoux,
•shroud-tackles, which are used in the gallics . . in the Medi-

terranean, in the place of dead-eyes and laniards. 1867

Smyth Sailor's Word-bk. f
'Shroud-trucks. 1875 Knight

Did. Mech., Shroud-truck,..a wooden thimble secured to

the shrouds and acting as a fair-leader for the running-

rfasJBSj

Shroud (fraud), sb.Z Now dial, [Formally

identical with Shroud s6.\ but with sense inde-

pendently derived from the sense * to cut * of the

root. Cf. Shbed sb.~\ a. collect, sing, and //.

Loppings of a tree, branches or twigs cut off. b.

(chiefly t>l.) A branch or bough.
"475-6 in Swayne Sarum Churchw. Acc. (1896) 361 Of

Vol. VIII.

785

William Pole for the shrowde of the same elme, viijd. 1538
Elyot Diet., Sarmenta, twigges or shroude of trees cut of.

1555 Eden Decades (Arb.) 73 Shrcuddes of younge vines.

C1640 J. Smyth Lives Berkeleys (1883) I. 114Tytb.es for

beech wood, loppes, shrowds, willowes. 1669 Worlidge Syst.
Agric. {1681) 15 Aquatick Trees, whose shrowds shall exceed
in value the Grass they injure, 186a Lowell Biglow P.
Ser. 11. vi. 93 In ellum-shrouds the flashin' hangbird clings.

Shroud (Jraud), z\l Forms : 3-4 ecrude, 4
schroude, schruden, 4-5 shrude, 4-6 shroude,
5 shrowden, schrowude, 5-6 schroude, 6-7
shrowd(e, 7 shrow'd, shreud, shrewd, 6-
shroud. Pa. t. 6-7 shrowded, 6- shrouded;
contr. 3-4 scrud, 4 schrud, shroude, scrowd.
Pa. pple. 3-4 scruded, 5 schruedede, 5 i-shrow-
dyd, schrouded, y-shrouded, 6-7 shrowded, 7
schroudit, 4- shrouded ; contr. 3-4 scrud, 4-6
schroud, 5 schroude, 6 schroud, shrowed,
7 shroud, [f. Shroud sb\ Cf. Shride v.1]

•f*
1. trans. To clothe. Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 10448 Anna, leuedi,. .scrud be fair and
mend pi chere 1 Ibid. 16346 Iesus thoght ful mikel scam
quen he sua scruded was. ^1400 Anturs of Arth. 20
(Thornton MS.) Schruedede in a schorte cloke. c 1407 Lydg.
Reson <$ Sens. 353 A mantel large hir self to shroude. c 1450
Holland Howlat 84 Myterit .. Schroude in hisschene weid.

+ b. trans/. To adorn, deck. Obs.
a 1300 Cursor M. 8322 It sal be precias and prude, pe were

he sal sua semele scrude. Ibid. 23404 He bat wroght al

thing in lede And scrud bam alle in pair fairhede. la 1366
Chaucer Rom. Rose 55 Ther is neither busk nor hay In
May, that it nil shrouded been. 1500-20 Dunbar Poems
Ixi. 3 Quhen gilletis wilbe schomd and schroud, That ridden
ar baith with lord and lawd ?

2. To give shelter or housing to ; to shelter, arch.
Now only with admixture of 5 or 6.

c 1450 Lydg. Li/e Our Lady xviii. (1484) cvj, Quod gabriel

within thy blessyd syde The holy ghoost siial I shrowdyd
be. 1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. Apr. 32 The whiles our flockes

doe graze about in sight, And we close shrowded in thys
shade alone. 1582 Stanyhurst sEneis iv. 80 Fayre fowls
..shrowded in hard bed Of thorny thickets. 1603 Knom.es
Hist. Turks (1621) 83 Thrust out of all they had,.. not
knowing where to shroud their heads. 1614 Raleigh Hist.
World 1. iv. 68 One of these trees considered with all his

young ones may (indeede) shrowde foure hundred or foure

thousand horsemen. 1671 Milton/*. R. iv. 419 111 wast thou
shrouded then, O patient Son of God. 1859 C. Barker
Assoc. Princ. i. 13 Some quiet cell, where they might shroud
their grey hairs. x86o Fabrar Orig. Lang. i. 17 Thejoyous
birds, shrouded in cheerful shade.

f b. refl. To take shelter. Obs.

1553 T. Wilson Rhet. Pref. Aiijb, Having neither house
to shroude them in, nor attyre to clothe their backes. 1590
Spenser F. Q. 1. i. 6 Angry loue an hideous storme of rame
Did poure into his Lemans lap. .And this faire couple eke
to shroud themselues were fain. 1620-55 I. Jones Stone-
Heng (1725) 8 Some . . made themselves places of Lome and
Twigs.., to creep into, and shroud themselves in. 1642-4

Vicars God in Mount 103 They forced all the Musketeers
..to run in and shroud themselves within their pikes. 1653
H. Cogan tr. Pinto's Trav. xvii. 60 They came into the

Port to shrewd themselves from the storm as others did.

C. intr. To seek shelter or retirement ; to take

shelter or refuge, arch.

1579 Spenser Sheph. Cat. FeK 122 In his small bushes
vsed to shrowde The sweete Nightingale. 1610 Shaks.
Temp. 11. ii. 42, I will here shrowd till the dregges of the

storme be past. 1634 Milton Comus 316 If your stray

attendance be yet loog'd Or shroud within these limits.

1648 J. Raymond // Merc. Ital. Pref. x A weather beaten

Traveller needs no such Umbrilla as a Patron to shroud

under, c 1746 Collins Ode to Fear 48 Wilt thou shroud in

haunted cell, Wheregloomy Rape and Murderdwell? 1793-4
Wordsw. Guilt <$• Sorrow xx, One who, forced from storms

to shroud, Felt the loose walls of this decayed Retreat Rock.
1818 Keats Endym. iv. 190 What enamour'd bride Cheated

by shadowy wooer from the clouds, But hides and shrouds

Beneath dark palm-trees by a river side ?

+ d. intr. 2n\c\pass. To be huddled up or together.

1530 Palsgr. 702/1 Se howe yonder kyne shrowde to gyther
for colde, 1553 T. Wilson Rhet. 64b, Beastes and birdes

without reason love one another, thei shroude, and thei

flocke together. 1623 J. Taylor (Water P.) World runnes

on Wheeles Wks. (1630) 11. 243 Peoples guts like to be crushed

out being crowded and shrowded vp against stalls.

3. To cover so as to protect; to screen from

injury or attack ; to afford protection to. ? Obs.

a 1300 Cursor M. 9902 pis castel . . o luue and grace . . wit

kirnels es vm-sett ful well, scrud on ilk side wit sele. CX475

Rau/Coihear 459 Trewlie that tenefull was trimland than,

Semelie schapin and schroud in that Scheild schene. c 1580

in Archaeologist XI. 224 Vnder the protection of yc peere..

whereby thay are shrowed from the radge of the sea. c 158a

Ibid. 227 No shelues of beache haue euer growne or re-

mayned longer then they have byn shrowded and protected

by the peer. 1587 Fleming Contn. Holinshea[ III. 1309/1

Whom he would in no wise shrowd or haue in his house

and companie. 1618 Latham Falconry 11. (1633) 84 Shee

will grow so farre in loue.. with you.. and account her

selfe safely shrowded when she hath your companie. 1674

N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 40 The main Castleward to shrowd

these weaklings from blows and qualmes. 1810 Scott Lady
o/L. 11. xiii, From ire Of Scotland's king who shrouds my
sire.

fb. refl. To protect oneself, seek protection. Obs.

14.. Lydg. Beware 0/Doubleness 72 They have no better

proteccioun But shroude hem under doublenesse. 1575 tr.

MarloraVs Apoc. 49 The sayde lawlesse libertie of whore-

hunting . . shrouded it selfe vnder the bond of brotherly loue.

1615 W. Lawson Country Housevt. Garden (1626) A 2,

I could, .so shroud my selfe from scandall vnder your hon-

ourable fauour. 1693 T. Watson Body Divin. 376 The
Thief that shrowds himself under Law. 1698 Fryer Acc.

SHROUD.
E. India <$ P. 2 A great many [Ships] that had shrowded
themselves under our Protection..

f 4. To conceal in a secret place or in a secret

manner. Often refl. t to retire to a hiding-place

;

pass, to be in hiding. Obs.
£•1402 Lydg. Compl. Bl. Knt. 147, I . . gan . . Among the

busshes me prively to shroude. 1560 Becon New Catech.
Wks. (1564) 389 Shal any man be able to shroude himselfe
in such a corner, that I can not espye him? 1563-70 Foxe
A. 3- M. (ed. 2) 2125/2 [She] shrouded her selfe in a low
ditch with nettles. X588 Shaks. L. L. L. iv. iii. 137, I haue
beene closely shrowded in this bush, And markt you both.
1603 — Ham. (1st Qo.) 1452 [in. iv. 2] I'll shrowde my selfe
behinde the Arras. 161a Webster White Devil 1. ii. 40
Shrowd you within this closet, good my lord. 1641-2 Chas.
I Wks. (1662) I. 395, I am come to demand such Prisoners
..and do believe they are shrowded in the City.

+ b. intr. To be concealed, lie hid. Obs.
c 1450 Lydg. Li/e Our Lady xlviii. (1484) g vi, The septer

of whom.. shal.. neuer cese ne in couert shroude. 1576
Gascoigne Philomene vi, How covertly doth sorow shrowde,
In trymmest worldely toys. 1649 Lovelace Lucasta,
Amyntor's Grove, Or have you seene the Lightning shrowd,
And straight breake through th'opposing cloud? 1662 R.
Mathew UnL Alch. 65 Many.. shroud under a cloak of
Religion.

5. To hide from view, as by a veil, darkness,

cloud ; to cover so as to conceal ; to screen, veil.

1436 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 22288 The tother party, wonder
myrk, Schrouded with a cloude dyrk. 1503 Hawks Examp.
Virtue ix. 162 Lycyna eke dyd her shrowde Vnder a blacke
and mysty clowde. 1607 Merry Devil Edmonton 11. iii. 77
That disguise will hardly shrowd my woe. 1624 Capt.
Smith Virginia 11. 32 Ihus shrowding his body in the
skinne by stalking he approacheth the Deere. 1697 Dryden
Virg. Georg. 1. 444 The Father of the Gods his Glory
shrouds, Involv'd in Tempests, and a Night of Clouds. 1797
Mrs. RADCLiFFE/r'a//a» 1, A monk whose face wasshrouded
by his cowl. z8ao W. Irving Sketch Bk. II. 59 A thin trans-

parent vapour.. threatening gradually to shroud the land-
scape. 1827 Lytton Pelham vi, I was shrouded at that
moment from his sight by one of the yew trees. 190s Buchan
Watcher by Threshold 288 The hills, shrouded in grey mist
191a Stage Year Bk. 27 They performed in evening dress,

but were shrouded in sombre cloaks and masks.

6. In immaterial sense : To screen from observa-

tion ; to envelop or wrap up, as in obscurity or

mystery ; to veil under an appearance or ' show '
:

sometimes with implication of disguise or conceal-

ment for an evil purpose.
1412-20 Lydg. Chron. Troy 1. 2262 Whiche in pe ende, to

her confusioun, Can vnder sugre schrowden her poysoun.

1509 Hawks Post. Pleas. 11. (1555) 40 The poetes. .under-
neth the trouth doth so shroude, Both good an ylL 1579
Gosson Sch. Abuse Ep. Ded. (Arb.) 16 The shorteste Pam-
phlette may shrowde matter, c 1585 Faire Em it. ii. 91 Is

this William the Conqueror, shrouded vnder the name of
sir Robert of Windsor? 1634 W. Tirwhyt tr. Balzac's
Lett. 340, I honour vertue. .under what shape soever it is

shrowded. 1642 H. More Song 0/Soul 11. iii. 11. xlii, Nor
doth the soul that in this flesh doth croud Her self rely on
that thick vapour where she's shroud. 1726 Pope Odyss.
xix. 343 Irresolute of soul, his state to shrowd In dark dis-

guise. 1837 Carlyle ^n Rev. II. v. v, The Queen, shrouded
in deepest mystery. 1838 Prescott Ferd. «f Is. vii. (1846)

I. 328 Its proceedings were impenetrably shrouded from ihe

public eye. 1855 — Philip II 11. xii. I. 288 We find her

communications, .frequently shrouded in cipher. 1867 Free-
man Norm. Conq. (1877) I. 64 The whole of the short reign

of Eadwig is shrouded in mystery. 1874 Green Short Hist.

vi, § 3. 286 His indolence and gaiety were mere veils beneath
which Edward shrouded a profound political ability.

b. refl.

a 1569 Kingesmyll Conjl. Satan (1578) 12 He shrowdeth
himselfe under the robe of trueth. 1576 Gascoigne Gric/of
Joy iv. xi. Wks. 1910 II. 550, 1 graunt that pastyme ys the

lowly porte, Wherein mans mynde, maie shrewd itself full

oft. 1606 Bryskett Civ. Ltfe 84 If it happen that any
abuse do grow and shrowd it selfe vnder the name of a
custome. 1650 Fuller Pisgah iv. ii. 21 The remains of
that nation, which escaped that dismall overthrow, shrowded
themselves under the names of some neighbouring people.

1791 Burke App. Whigs Wks. 1842 I. 518 Mr. Burke, instead

ofshrowding himself in exploded ignorance [etc], 1823 Scott
Quentin D. xii, Courage occasionally shrouds itselt under
the show of modest timidity. 1882 W. Ballantine Exper.

, He shrouded himself with a solemn air as it he
was thinking profoundly. 1889 H. F. Wood Englishman
Rue Cain xi, When I see some fellow shrouding himself in

studied silence.

7. To put a shroud on (a corpse), lay in a

shroud ; hence, to prepare for burial, bury.

1577 T. Kendall Flowers 0/ Epigr. 77 This cuttes, his

§raue must cost a groate, to shrowde his carrin corse. 1604

haks. Oth. iv. iii. 24 If I do die before, prythee shrow'd

me In one of these same Sheetes. 16x0 Women Saints 24

That I may for pouertie be shrowded inasheete of an other

bodies. 1681 Disc. Tanger 24 The Earl commanded the

two dead Bodies . . to be decently washt, and shrouded. 17x8

G. Sewell Proclam. Cupid 8 He has been shrowded— full

three hundred Years. 1812 H. & J. Smith Horace in

London 129 Chaunt, widow'd muse, my dying speech, And
shroud my ashes in the abbey. X856 Grote Greece 11. xcvi.

XII. 453 He. .caused his dead body to be honorably

shrouded and transmitted into Macedonia for burial. 1858

R. S. Hawker in Life (1905) 307 The. .place wherein I have

laid out and shrouded and coffined now four and twenty

dead Sailors.

1 8. To include, embrace. Obs. rare.

X593 Nashe Christ's T.T 4 b, Vnder Gluttony, I shrowde

not onely excesse in meate, but in drinke also.

9. Mech. To furnish (the sail of a windmill, a

water-wheel) with shrouds.

x66o L. D'acres Elem. Waterdrawing 9 The other sort

of Horizontal sailes with shrouds, move more quietly, but

with no worthy strength, though the one half be shrouded
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SHROUD.
never so weL 1834-6 Barlow in Encyel. Metrop. (1845)

VIII. 88/2 The sides [of a breast wheel] are also sometimes
close shrouded, or closed in on the sides to retain the Water,
and it thus becomes a sort of bucket wheel. 1S69 Ranking
Machine <$• Hand-tools PL J 3 The crank plate . . being

shrouded to a certain extent around the periphery.

Shroud (fraud), ».2 local. Also 6-7 shrowd(e,
shrood. [f. Shroud sb,% Cf. Shride v.2] Irons.

To lop (a tree or its branches) ; also with off)

occas. absoL
1577-87 Harrison England 11. xxfL 212 in Holinshed, To

sbrowd, staie vpright, and cherish the same [trees] in the

blustering winters weather. 1581 J. Bell HaddoiCs Answ.
Osor. 493 [One] who.. may pare away all rotten and vn-

sauory subtilties, . . may shrowde of all vnprofitable and
withered superfluities and reduplications. 1583 B. N. C.
Docum. (Marston R.2

2), The Queen may shrood or lop anie

tree or trees, 166a Herne in Collect. (O. H. S.) I. 246 All

such pollards the tenants..shrowd when they make their

hedges. 1764 Museum Rust, II. lii. 149, I.. requested him
either to cut down the elms, or permit me to shrowd them.
1861 Hughes Tom Brown at Ox/, xxxv, By the time the tree

was felled and shrouded, Tom was in a convalescent state.

1887 Hardy Woodlanders xiii, I'll climb up this afternoon
and shroud off the lower boughs, c 1890 Morris in Mackail
Life (1899) 1. 7 The said hornbeams were all pollards, being
shrouded every four or six years.

Shroud, obs. form of Shrewd.
Shroudage (Jravrdedg). poet. [f. Shroud sb?
+ -age.] The shrouds (of a ship).

31893 F. Thompson Poems 72 Its vaporous shroudage
drenched with icy rain. 1901 H. Trench Deirdre Wed, etc.

101 He, acquainted well with every tone Of madness whin-
ing in his shroudage slender.

Shrou'ded, ppl.a. [f.SHR0ur>z/.i + -ED*.] Con-
cealed, veiled ; sheltered ; enveloped in a shroud.
1600 Nashe Summers Last Will G 2 Cunning shrowded

rogues. 1708 Phil. Trans. XXVI. 79 The Pholad, or
Shrouded Shell, 1821 Joanna Baillie Metr. Leg^ Lady
Griseld Baillie xli, Joy appears with shrouded head. 1821

Lamb Elia 1. Old Benchers Inner T., That goodly pile.,

confronting, .the lighter, older, more fantastically shrouded
one. 1840 Carlyle Heroes \\, Brave old Samuel Johnson,
in his shrouded-up existence. 1870 Disraeli Lothair lxi,

One of them pressed her finger to her shrouded lips. 1888
Meredith Hymn to Colour v, Shall man . . learn the secret

of the shrouded dea'.h, By lifting up the lid of a white eye?
b. Mech. (See quot.)

1875 Knight Diet. Mech., Shrouded gear,, .cog-gear m
which the cogs are protected by a flange coming out even
with the face of the wheel, so that the interdental spaces
are in effect mortises in the face of the wheel.

Shrou'der. rare-1
, [f. Shroud V.1+-KE 1

.]

One who shrouds or covers up.
a 1591 H. Smith Semi. (1675) 244 Noah.. is made naked

with sin, to shew that sin is no shrouder, but a stripper.

Shrouding, vbl. sb. [f. Shrobd v.1 + -ing 1.]

1. f Clothing (obs.) ; covering with a shroud or

screen
; protection, concealment ; laying in a

shroud.
a 1300 Cursor M. 27930 Fole contenance and ful scruding.

1615 W. Lawson Country Housew. Garden (1626) 13 Stone-
wals..are the best. .for fencing, lasting, and shrouding of
your yong trees, a 1617 Hieron Wks. II. 260 Shelter and
shrowding from such mischiefs as the life of man is subiect
to. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. Ep. Ded., A. .Cedar.

.

within the bosom of whose shrowdings I must be cloakt
from wind and weather. 1856 Ld. Cockburn Mem. (1874.J

Hi. 152 Gillespie's Hospital for the shrouding of aged
indigence. 1858 R. S. Hawker in Life (1905) 308 The
shrouding and placing in his house of wood.

2. Mech. The shrouds of a water-wheel forming
an annular rim at the ends of the buckets.

1797 Encyel. Brit. <ed. 3) XVIII. 903/2 The ring of board
. .making the ends of the buckets is called the shrouding.,
and QP is called the depth of shrouding. 1834-6 Barlow
in Encyel. Metrop. (1845) VIII, 88/2 In some cases the
shrouding is omitted, in which case great accuracy is

requisite in forming the race and banging the wheel. 1850
Weale Diet. Terms Archit. 514 A water-wheel, .consists

of.. shaft, arms, buckets, and shrouding. 1875 J. H.Collins
Metal Mining 96 The wheel . . having 10 wrought-iron arms
. .rivetted or bolted to the centre, and to the shrouding.

3. attrib. f shrouding board, ? a protecting

board ; f shrouding place, a hiding-place ; so

f shrouding corner ; shrouding-plate = shroud-

plate Shroud sb,1 8 ; f shrouding sheet, a wind-
ing sheet.

1679-80 in Swayne Churchw. Ace. Sarum (1896) 343 A
stay and a *shrowding board, is. 1610 Holland Camden's
Brit. 1. 224 This Isle afforded him a very fit *shrowding
corner. 1571 Goldinc Calvin on Ps. xi. 1 For all his

seeking of *shrowding places everywhere, yet he could no-
where fynd any courtesie. 1611 Florio, Velabro, a booth or
shrouding place. 1639 H. Ainsworth Annot. Ps. lxi. 4 A
safe hope] or shrowding place, where hee hoped for, and
bad found safe shelter. 1844 H. Stephens i?£. Farm II.

326 The "shrouding plates are bolted upon the buckets and
soling. 1576 Curtevs Two Serm. A vj, The rich men of
this world shall.. carry away with them nothing but a
•shrowding sheet* 1576 Newton Lemnie's Complex. (1633)
242 Lapped in their shrowding sheets, and tyed after the
manner of dead Corses. 16x0 Holland Camden's Brit. 1.

i6g
Enwrapped in an Ox-hide for a shrouding sheet. 1699

,d. Tarbut in Pepys Diary {1870) 688 If they see a man
with a shrouding-sheet in the apparition.

Slirou ding, vbl. sb.% [f. Shroud sv.2] Lopping
of trees

;
pi. loppings.

17*5 Bradley's Earn. Diet., Shrouding, the Lopping of
Trees. 1764 Museum Bust. II. Hi, 150 Green shrowdings
of trees.

Shrou-ding, vbl. sb,$ [f. Shboud sb.% +
-ing !.] The shrouds of a ship.

786

1800 R. Bridges Passer-by \\\ t Aslant with trim tackle and
shrouding.

Shrouding, ppl. a. [f. Shroud vA + -ing 2.]

That shrouds, veils, covers, or conceals.
x6«3 Markham Country Housew. Card. m. v. (1665) 76

They both require a strong and shrowding fence. 1826
Miss Mitford Village II. 214 Madame la duchesse, in her
hideous shrouding cap. 1863 I. Williams Baptistery xxii.

(1874) 67 Here, from the terrors of the grave, The new-born
Church.. Issued, as from a shrouding cave. 1883 Dixon
Mono 11. iv. 77 She . . Back to her horse withdrew for shroud-
ing gown. 1888 E. Gerard Land beyond Forest xliii, A
carved oak chair heavily wreathed in shrouding cobwebs.

Shroudless, a. [f. Shroud j£.i + -less.]

1. Without a shroud or winding-sheet.
1758 Dodsley Melpomene xi, A mangled corse . . lies

shroudless, unentomb'd. 1821 Scott Pirate xvi, Tolling
shroudless seamen's knell, a 1848 O. W. Holmes Lexing-
ton 52 Shroudless and tombless they sunk to their rest.

2. Unshrouded, unobscured.
1841 C. Swain Mind iv. xxxv, Above, the stars in shroud-

less beauty shine.

Shroudly, obs. form of Shrewdly.
Shroudy (Jrairdi), a. rare, [f. Shroud sb,1 +

-y.] Affording shelter.

1634 Milton Comus 315 (MS. Trin. Coll.), If yor stray
attendance be yet lodg'd w,bin these shroudie limits.

Shrove, sb. Obs. exc. dial. [Short for Shrove-
tjde or Shrove Tuesday.] Shrovetide, or the

merrymaking connected therewith.

1579 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1008) 327 During Christ-
mas. .& Shrove. x6ai Brathwait Nat. Embassie, etc. 178
In their wakes, shroues, wassel-cups, or tides. 1913 19th
Cent. July 133 Nora was to marry Tom Mahony next Shrove.

b. Comb. : shrove-cake, a small cake made to

give children who go shroving (Halliwell, 1847)

;

fshrove-cock = shroving-cock (see Shroving
vbl. sb. b) ; f shrove-prentice, one of * a set of

ruffianly fellows, who took upon them at Shrove-
tide the name of London Prentices, and in that

character invaded houses of ill-fame ' (Halliwell).
1638 Davenant Madagascar, etc. 2g More cruell than

Shrove-Prentices, when they (Drunk in a Brothell House)
are bid to pay. 1659 Latiy Alimony v. ii. I 4, O ye pittiful

Simpletons, who spend your days in throwing Cudgels at

Jack a Lents or Shvove-Cocks.

Shrove, v, Obs. exc. dial, [f. shrove- in Shrove-
tide.] intr. To keep Shrove-tide ; to make merry.

Often in {to go) a-shroving (locally applied to the

practice of going round singing for money on
Shrove Tuesday).
1586 J. Hooker Hist. Irel. in Holinshed II. 99/1 He

trauelled to Rome a shrouing, of set purpose to be merrie.

1596 Nashe Saffron Walden P2b, To certefie him that
verie shortly hee would send him a couple of Hennes to

Shroue with. 1611 Florio, Berlingaccione, one that loueth
to shroue euer and make good cheere. 1620 in Crt. <$• Times
Jas. I (1849) II. 198 Those ladies have invited them to a
masque., so that on Thursday next, the king, prince, and all

the court go thither a shroving. a 1625 Fletcher Noble
Gent. 111. ii, To see him stated thus, as though he went A
shroving through the City, c 1645 Howell Lett. iv. viL

(1892) II. 571 Hans Boobikin, a rich Boor's Son, whom his

Father had sent abroad a Fryaring, that is, shroving in our
Language. [See also Shroving vbl. sb.]

t Sh.ro'veday. Obs. rarer- . In 5 shrof-. [See

Shrovetide.] Shrove Tuesday.
14.. Voc. in Wr.-Wulcker 571/3 Carniprivium, shrofday.

Shrove Monday. ? Obs, Also 6 shroff.

[See Shrove-tide.] The Monday before Shrove
Tuesday.
c 1450 Bale's Chron. 195 in Six Town Chron. (iqii) 121

The monday clept shrovemonday folewyng the xxi day of
ffeverer. 1523 R. Hilles in Songs, Carols, etc. (1907)

p. xiv, The sh[r]off monday bat was the VIII day of

februari. 1589 in Hakluyt Voy. 231, I Departed out of
London. .vpon Shroue munday 1583. 1671 in 12th Rep.
Hist. MSS. Comm. App. v. 22 Here is no newes but that
the grand ballett is not to be danced till Shrove-Munday.
1709 Rider's British Merlin, Fair on Shrovemonday at New-
castle under Line, 1837 Penny CycL VIII. 32/1 Principal

fairs held in Cornwall :— ..Liskeard, Shrove Monday [etc. J.

Shrove-mouse, obs. form of Shrew-mouse.

t Shrove Sunday. Obs, Also 5-6 ahrof(f,

-ffe, 6 shroft, shrofe. [See Shrove-tide.] The
Sunday in Shrove-tide, Quinquagesima Sunday.
1463 Maldon, Essex Crt. Rolls Bundle 38 No. 2 Dominica

vocata Shrofsunday. a 1500 Gough Chron, in Six Town
Chron. (1911) 164 On Shrofe Sonday the kyng hadd pur-

posed to have goone Northward. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
(Camden) 96 The xxiij. of February {1555] was Shroft son-

day. 1570 in D. Digges Complete Ambass. (1655) 51 Mr.
Norris is arrived here yesterday, being Shrove-sunday.
1612 Selden Illustr. Drayton's Poly-olb. xi. 207 That the
Clergy should fast from Quinquagesima (that is, Shrove-
sunday) to Easter, a 1662 Heylin Laud 1. (1668) 66 Laud
preaching on Shrove-Sunday, Anno 16 14. 1843 Keith
Treat. Globes 183 Shrove Sunday or Quinquagesima Sun-
day is 7 weeks Before Easter.

t Shrove Thursday. Obs. rare. App. erron.

for Sheer Thursday - Maundy Thursday.
1518-19 Rec. St. Mary at Hill (1904) 301 Paid for watur

on shrofthursday & on Estur Even for pe fount. .j
d- 1530

Palscr. 267/2 Schrove thursday, jevuedy absolu [on

pp. 266/2, 81 1/2 glossed correctly 'Sherethursday'J.

Shrove-tide. Also 5 schrof-, -ffe-, shorff-,

5-6 shrof(f>, 6 north, s(c)hraf-, 6-7 shros-(?);

6 shrosty (?), shrovety. [Of obscure origin.

SHROVING.
The first element is undoubtedly related to Shrive and

refers to the custom of" being shriven in preparation for Lent.
An OE. *scrdfshriving, confession, f. scrifan to Shrive,

would account phonologically for shrove-, but, if the form
actually existed, the absence of evidence for this group of
words until the 15th c. is remarkable. (Other early names
for the season were Fastens-een, Fast-gong, Fastingong.)J
The period comprising Quinquagesima Sunday
and the two following days, ' Shrove ' Monday and
Tuesday.
c 1425 Orolog. Sapient, vii. in Anglia X. 386/39 pe sondaye

In Quinquagesime, with be tweyne dayes folowynge, bat is
clepyd Schroftyde. cx$xz Regul. Northumbld. Househ.
( J 77o) 377 From Alhallowtid to Shraftide. 1544 star
Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 250 Frome all halouday
vntyll Shrostyde. 1597 Shaks. 2 Hen. IV, v. iii. 38 'Tis
merry in Hall, when Beards wagge all ; And welcome merry
Shrouetide. C1618 Morvson /tin. iv. 488 Paying then-
tribute to the Pope at Shrostyde, when they are allowed to
shewe publike games. 1670 Lassels Voy. Italy I. 214
Having spunn out thus the time till near Carnavale or
shroftide. 1795 Southey Joan of Arc x. 434 He could sing
Carols for Shrove-tide, or for Candlemas. 1853 Rock Ch.
Fathers III. 11. 61 Shrove-tide, or the week before Lent
1544 in Set. Cases Crt. Requests (Selden Soc.) 96 The

tenauntes.. shall befor Shrosty next, .pay the rerages of the
same. 1573 in Feuillerat Revels Q. Eliz. (1908) 212 To
know.. his pleasure for preparacions to be made against
Shrovety.

b. Jig. A time of merriment.
1840 Longf. Span. Stud. 111. i, Enjoy the merry shrove-

tide of thy youth !

c. attrib., as Shrovetide even, -fool; f Shrove-
tide cock, a cock tied up and pelted with sticks

on Shrove Tuesday ; + Shrovetide hen, a hen
sent as a present on Shrove Tuesday.
1598 Bp. Hall.S"<z/. iv. v, A Shroftide Hen, Which bought

to giue, he takes to sell agen. c 1640 H. Bell Lutlurs
Colloq.Mens. (1652) 283 The world cannot live without such
Vizards and Shrovetide-Fools. 1700 Drvden Fables, Cock
4- Fox 106 Never was Shrovetide-Cock in such a Fear.
1768 Trusler Hogarth Moralized 180 Throwing at a cock,
the universal shrove-tide amusement. 1789 Wolcott (P.

Pindar) Subj. for Painters 7 Martyr beat like Shrovetide
cocks with bats. 1820 Scott Monast. xxxiv, As surely.,
as ever cock fought on Shrove-tide-even.

Shrove Tuesday. Also 5 chrofte-, 5-6
shrof-, 6 ehroff-, shroft-, shraf-. [See prec]
The Tuesday immediately preceding Ash Wednes-
day ; often called pancake day,
a 1500 Gough Chron. in Six Town Chron. (1911) 159 On

Chroftetewesday the Erie of Warwikk come from Caleis w*
a faire felloshipp. 1599 Nashe Lenten Siuffe E 4 They
would.. stand crosse-gag'd with knives in their mouthes
from one Shroft-tuisday to another. i6ao J. Taylor (Water
P.) IVhs. {1630) 1. 115/2 By the vnmanerly maners of Shroue-
Tuesday Constables are baffled, Bawds are bang'd, Punckes
are pillag'd. c 1640 [Shirley] Capt. Underwit iv. ii. in
Bullen O. PI. (1883) II. 381 Tis Shrovetuesday and the
prentices are pulling downe Covent Garden. 1764 Oxf
Sausage 22 Let glad Shrove-Tuesday bring the Pancake
thin. 1817 Byron Beppo i, Some weeks before Shrove
Tuesday comes about, The people take their fill of recrea-

tion. 1911 MacCulloch Relig. Anc. Celts xiv, A cock or

hen was ceremonially killed and eaten on Shrove Tuesday.

b. allusively, A time of merriment.
1609 B. Jonson Silent Worn.. 111. i, Neuer a time, that the

..collegiates come to the house, but you make it a shroue-
tuesday 1 x6ai J. Taylor (Water P.) Praise Beggery D 2,

May euery day of the yeare be a Shrouetuesday.

c. attrib.^ as Shrove Tuesday night, pancake

\

+ Shrove Tuesday cock = Shrovetide cock.

1615 T. Herbert News Islington (Halliw. 1848) 21 As flat

as a Shrove-Tuesday pancake, a 16*5 Fletcher Nice
Valour in. iii, Never was Shrove-tuesday Bird So cudgell'd.

1634 T. Carew (title) Coelum Britannicum. A masque . . on
Shrove-Tuesday night. 1697 R. Pierce Bath Mem. Pret 6
[He] does, .set up a Shrove-Tuesday Cock, for every one to

throwat. 1848WHATELY Let. \nLife(i%bb) II. 135, 1 should
reply, I will not set up any proposal like a Shroue-Tuesday
cock for you to pelt at.

Shro'ving, vbl. sb. Obs. exc. dial. [f. shrove- in

Shrove-tide ; cf. Shrove sb. and z>.] The keeping

of Shrove-tide ; the merrymaking characteristic of

this season ; festive rejoicing ; carnival.

1580 Tusser Husb. (1878) 180 At Shroftide to shrouing, go
thresh the fat hen. 1599 Dekker Shoomakers Hoi. v. v.

(1610) K 4 A day of shrouing which I promist to al the

mery premises of London. 16x7 Moryson Itin. iil 173^ I

have seene Curtizans. .in time of shroving, apparrelled like

men, in carnation or light coloured doublets and breeches.

a 1656 Hales Gold. Rem. in. (1673) 4 What else., was the

whole life of this miserable man here, but in a manner a
ferpetual Shroving? 1855 N. <$- Q. Ser. :. XI. 239 [In the

sle of Wight] Shroving, shroving, I am come to shroving.

b. attrib, and Comb., as shroving day, dish
t

time, ware, week ; shroving cock, hen = Shrove-

tide cock, hen.

1537 tr. Latimer's Serm. bef Convoc. Clergy Cij, They .

.

liue euery day as though al their life were a shrouynge tyme.
x593 G. Harvey Pierce's Super. Wks. (Grosart) II. us His
shrouing ware [is] but lenten stuff. 1603 Florio Montaigne
in. xiii. 656, 1 . . keepe my shroving dayes vpon fish dayes ; and
my feasts vpon fasting-dayes. x6u in Songs Lond. Prentices

(Percy Soc.) 152, I will lay my lips to a fat shroving hen
That none of these will *er be had againe. 161a in Crt. $
Times fas. I (1848) I. 235 The king came to town, and
tarried here all that Shroving week. i6ai Quarles Argalus

£ P. Introd., That he may stand like a Jack a Lent, or a

Shroving Cock, for Everyone to spend a Cudgel at. x6*s

B. Jonson Staple of N. Induct., His sweating put me in

mind ofa good Shrouing dish.. a stew'd Poet ! 1660 Milton
Free Commw. Wks. 1851 V. 421 Before so long a Lent of

Servitude, they may permit us a little Shroving-time first.



SHROWARDLY.
169a R. L'Estrangk Failis cccxcviii. 372 The Cudgelling
of Shroving-Cocks is a Barbarous custom.
Shrow, obs. form of Shrbw.
Shro'wardly, adv. nonce-wd. [? f. shrow,
Shrew sb.2 afterfrowardly.'] m Shrewdly.
1689 Eth eredge Love in Tub 1. ii, Now haue I . . wounded

her reputation shrowardly.

Shrowd(e, obs. forms of Shrewd, Shroud.
Shrub (j>»b), sb.l Forms : 2-7 shrubbe, 4-6

s(c)hrobbe, 6 shroub, shrewb, 6-7 shrubb, 7
shrob, 6- shrub. [App. repr. OE. scrybb fem.
(occurring only once) presumed to mean ' shrubbery,
underwood'. There may have been a parallel
form *scrubb without umlaut. (Scrub sb.\ is a
parallel form.)
The following forms seem to be all related to the Eng.

word and their meanings point to a general sense of ' rough
plant or bush ': NFris. skrobb the broom plant, underwood,
brushwood, WFlem. schrobbe climbing wild pea or vetch,
Norw. skrubba dwarf cornel. Da. dial, skrub brushwood.]
1. A woody plant smaller than a tree ; spec, in

Bot. a perennial plant having several woody stems
growing from the same root.

971 in Birch Cartul. Sax. (1893) III. 003 Of bare stan
straete andlang sorybbe {Note, ' or scrybbe, the MS. indis-
tinct ') bait hit cymo to Acantune. 11.. Ibid. I. 58 Fram
Winebrjsth westrijtte to one weie bet geb to Winchestre
bat is ihoten shrubbeshedde bitwiene be shrubbes and
Winebri^t.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) II. 6r Schroysbury . . hatte
Schroisbury of schrobbes and fruyt pat grewesomtyme on bat
hille. 1393 Laxgl. P. PI. C. 1. 2 Y shop me intoshrobbis [v. r.

schmbbes) as y a shepherde were. 1398 Trevisa Earth.
De P. R . xvii. ci. (1405) 666 Minus is a ly tyll tree as it were
a shrobbe. 1530 Palsgr. 267/2 Schrobbe a busshe, arbris-
seau. 1553 Eden Treat. News /ml. (Arb.) x8 This tree (or
rather shrubbe) is deuided into many braunches. 1610
Holland Camden's Brit. (1637) 595 A very thicket of shrobs
upon an hill, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 30 Sept. 1644 Rose,
mary, lavender, lentiscs, and the like sweet shrubes. 1791
W. Gilpin Forest Scenery I. 98 The holly can hardly be
called a tree, tho it is a large shrub. 1802 Wordsw. Fare-
well 11 The flowering shrubs that deck our humble door.
1870 Yeats Nal. Hist. Comm. 197 The cotton shrub is

cultivated in India. 1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 342 Salix
herbacea..The smallest British shrub.
trans/. 1653 R. Sanders Physiogn. 144 On thy thighs,

Though meagre, ugly shrubs of hair arise.

b. fig. and in proverbial use.
159a Soliman f Pers. v. iii, The shrub is safe when the

Cedar shaketh. 1604 T. Wright Passions iv. ii. § 1. 127
These men questionlesse haue some little shrubs of pride
and vanitie. 1646 G. Daniel PoemsWUs. (Grosart) I. 213,
I was Shap't Only to flutter in the lower Shrubbs Of Earth-
borne follies. 167a Sir T. Browne Let. Friend § 37 They
who thus timely descend into themselves, cultivating the
good seeds which nature hath set in them.. become not
shrubs but cedars in their generations.

1 2. A twig, sprig, sprout. Obs.
c xoo Tindale Jonas Prol. B viij b, It greueth thyne hert

for the losse of a vile shrobbe or spraye. 1585 Fetherstone
tr. Calvin on Acts vii. 30 The thicker the bush is, and the
more store of shrubbes it hath, a 159a Greene Jos. IV,
(1861) 206 The rose although in thorny shrubs she spreads.
Is still the rose. 1647 Hexham i, Full of shrubs, vol
sfruyten.

1 3. A mean, inferior, insignificant person ; =»

Scrub sb. 1 5. Obs.
1566 Drant Sat. I. x. E vj b, Suche carelesse, brainlesse,

senslesse shrubbs. 1656 S. Winter Sernt. 93 God's., ey
and his heart was towards them., though poor shrubs pray-
ing in the temple. 1683 Bunyan Greatn. Soul(i6gt) 131 The
Gyants in grace, as well as the weak and shrubs. 1690 C.
Nesse Hist. 4 Myst. O. * N. Test. I. 200 The poor shrub
had sped so well in prayer.

4. attrib. and Comb.
1567 Maplet Gr. Forest 44 Fumitorie . . is a bushie or

shrublike Herbe. 158a Stanyhurst sEneis III. 61 Aparrayld
In shrub weeds thorny [consertum tegimen spinis). c 17 10
Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 220 Ye squares are full of goose-
berry and Shrub-trees. 1786 Abercrombie Card. Assist. 317
In most of the tree and shrub kinds. 1796 Withering
Brit. Plants (ed. 3) II. 448 Steins rather shrub-like, a 1817
T. Dwight Trav. New Eng., etc. (1821) II. 457 Currants,
gooseberries, and other kinds of shrub fruit- 1841 Brown-
ing I'ippa Introd. 46 All the while thy rain Beats fiercest

on her shrub-bouse window-pane. 1870 C. Kingsley At
Last xi, The welcome shade of low shrub-fringed cliffs.

1897 Mary Kingsley W. Africa 53 A dry land shrub-belt.

b. spec, applied to shrubby plants and to other

natural objects resembling shrubs, as shrub coral,

worm ; also shrub cotton, a variety of the cotton

plant intermediate between the herbaceous and the
arborescent

; + shrub-mallow, marsh mallow,
Althsea; tshrub-nightshade, woody nightshade,
Solatium Dulcamara ; shrub oak, = scrub-oak.

Scrub sbA 6c; f shrub pea, the shrubby pea of
the Barbadoes ; shrub-shilling, a variety of the

pine-tree shilling (see Pine-tree b) of Massa-
chusetts {Cent. Diet.) shrub-snail, a European
snail, Helix arbustorum ; shrub trefoil, yellow-
root (see Trefoil, Yellowroot).
1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot. 857 'Shrub spotted Arsmart

of Virginia. 1681 Grew Musisum in. 5 1. iii. 275 The 'Shrub-
Coral Coralliumfruticosum. 1858 Homans Cycl. Comm.
434/1 The pod of the 'shrub cotton differs from that of the
herb in being egg-shaped. 1640 Parkinson Theat. Bot.
208 'Shrub Mallow with a white or purple flower. 1664
•Shrub nightshade [see Nightshade '

2J. 1688 Holme Ar-
moury 11. iv. 75/2 The Shrub Night-shade, hath a dark brown
stock and branches, the flowers like the common Night-

787

shade, in one white, in another blew. 17S3 Hanway Trav.
(1762) I. vii. lxxxix. 408 Passing through, .several forests of
shrub oaks. 1784 J. Belknap Tour White Mts. (1876) 18Among the brakes and wind-falls and shrub oaks on the pitch

pine plain adjoining the Pond. 1868 Lossing Hudson 213Making our way.. through gorges filled with shrub-oaks.
i69i-6i>LVKENKT Almagestum Wks. 1769III. 291 Phaseolus
Barbadensis fruticosus Septennii durationis. The Seven
Years Pea, and Ihe 'Shrub Pea. 1861 Hulme tr. Moquin-
Tandon 11 in. 175 The Helix . . Arbustorum, Linn., or 'shrub
snail. 1668 Charleton Onomast. 55 Fruticarii. 'Shrub-
worms.

Shrub (/rob), sb? [Variant of Shrab, or
metathetic ad. Arab, i-j^i shurb drink, draught.]
1. A prepared drink made with the juice of orange

or lemon (or other acid fruit), sugar, and rum (or
other spirit).

Often rum-shrub
; also with other qualifying words indi-

cating the ingredient which takes the place of the rum in
drinks prepared in this way to which the name 'shrub '

is
extended.

1747 C««7. Mag. 468 A mixture of lemon juice and rum
(snrubas they call it) may be carried in any quantity, as it will
keep a long time. 176% Chron. in Ann. Reg. n8Three seamen
dropt down with fatigue and thirst, though wine, rum, and
shrub were given them alternately. 1764 Eliza Moxon Eng.
Housew.(ci. 9) 145 To make Orange Shrub. 1808 Sporting
mag. XXX. 09, 38 gallons of rum shrub. 1835 Dickens
St. Boz, Miss Evans, Miss Ivins's friend's young man
would have the ladles go into the Crown, to taste some
S?l ..

l863 T"EVEI-Y*N Compel. Wallah (1866) 138 Beer-
shrub brandy-shrub, sherry-shrub, Simkin-shrub, tea-shruh,
1888 Besant Fifty Yrs. Ago xi, Is there any living man who
now calls for shrub?

2. U.S. A cordial or syrup made from the juice
of the raspberry, with vinegar and sugar.
i860 O. W. Holmes Elsie V. vii, Mr. Peckham, would

you be so polite as to pass me a glass of srub t Silas Peck-
ham, .took from the table a small glass cup, containing a
fluid reddish in hue and subacid in taste. 1884 C. D. Warner
Their Pilgr. xi, Sipping their raspberry shrub in a retired
corner of the bar-room.

Shrub (Jrob), v. [Of mixed origin : partly
parallel form to Scrub v., partly f. Shrub sb.

With sense 4 cf. MDu. schrobben to scratch or root
in the ground.]

1 1. trans. = Scrub v.* i. Obs.
13.. K. A lis. (Laud MS.) 4310 pe knaues graiben her

hors & shrubben.

t 2. inlr. To rub or scratch the body ; to fidget.
c 1460 J. Russell Bk. Nurture 300 With youre body be

not shrubbynge. 1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. L 1, As how ?
as how? sayde Zadoch, shrugging and shrubbing.

1 3. trans. To scratch. Obs.
1657 W. Coles Adam in Eden lvii, Asses love to.. shrub

their backs with its prickles [the rest-harrow].

1 4. trans. To grub up (bushes) ; to lid (ground)
of shrubs or stumps. Obs.
1553 Short Calech. in J. Randolph Enchir. Theol. (1792) I.

68 The husbandemen that fyrst vse to shrubbe and roote out
thethornes..outeof their ley land. 1573 Baret^(A>.G 573To Grub, to shrubbe, or rid from bushes or t rees. x6x 1 Cotgr.,
Desfricher, to grub, shrub, rid the ground from rootes.

f5. To lop (a tree, its branches); also^. Obs.
»573 A. Anderson Expos. Benedictus 64 The Papistes.

.

though they be woll shrubbed, and shred, yet they begin
euen nowe before the springe, to budde. 16x1 Speed Hist.
Gl. Brit. ix. xxiii. 81 These accusations, were rather to shrub
off his faire top. 1650 Fuller Pisgah 11. L 56 Shroudly
shrubbing their branches, God rent them up by the roots.
168a Grew Anat. Plants Introd. 3 Trunks, some being more
Entire, others Branched, others Shrub'd.

t 6. To cudgel. Obs.

1599 Greene Pinner of Wakefield v; i, Were not for
shame, I would shrub your shoulders well. 1706 Phillips
(ed. Kersey), To Shrub one, to cudgel or bang him soundly.
7. pass. To be planted with shrubs.
1886 R. F. Burton Arab. Nts. (abr. ed.) I. 140 A running

stream whose banks were shrubbed with bushes of rose and
jasmine. 1891 ' Annie Thomas' That Affair II. ix. 144 A
secluded spot, well treed and shrubbed in.

Hence Shrubbing vbl. sb.

1611 Cotgr., Defrichage, the shrubbing, or grubbing vp of
yong wood. 1654 Gayton Pleas. Notes in. v. 92 Sancho
imputes all his shrubbings to his Masters perjuries.

Shrubbage (Jro-bed.?). Also 8 shrubidge.
[f. Shrub sbJ+ -age.] Shrubbery.
1713 Rolls Crl. Attachm. Walth. For. (1873) I. 6 To fell

the two Shrubidges cont. ab'. 00 acres lyeing in Layton
Walk. 1893 J. W. Barry Studies Corsica 234 This ever-
green shrubbage.

Shrubbed
(
Jr»bd), a. [f. Shruh sb. or v. + -ed.]

1 1. Stunted ; = Scrubbed a. 1 ; also, shrubby.
1539 Cockersand Chartul. (Chetham Soc.) 1204 There be

. . CC shrubbed Okes & Asshes cropped & shredd. 1589
Warner Alb. Eng., jEneidos 150b, Neere at hand were
growing_diuers shrubbed Trees. 1597 Gerarde Herbal II.

ccexxxviii. 788 Althaeafrutex Clusii. Shrubbed Mallowe.
1599 Minsheu s. v. Coral, It groweth in the sea like a
shrubbed stump. x68i R. Knox Hist. Rel. Ceylon iv. x. 165
The Woods in all these Northern Parts are short and
shrubbed.

2. Planted with shrubs.
X895 Daily News 16 Feb. 6/4 A path.. with shrubbed

borders on each side.

Shrubberied (frjrbarid), a. [f. Shrubbery
+ -ED.] Planted or bordered with shrubbery.
1856 Hawthorne Engl. Notcbks. II. S3 The shrubberied

Saths. 1885 Harper's Mag. Mar. 520/2 Miniature parks,..
owered, shrubberied, and statued.

Shrubbery (Jra-bsri). [f. Shrub sbl + -ery.]

SHRUBLING.
1. A plantation of shrubs ; a plot planted with

shrubs.

1748 Lady Luxborough Let. loShenstone 16 Oct. Nature
has been so remarkably kind this last Autumn to adorn mv
Shrubbery with the flowers that usually blow at Whitsun-

'L kk
179 ' ^EWJE Taur,E?e- * Scot

- '39 A beautiful
shrubbery ofbirch, oak, and alders. 1841 B. Hall Patchwork
I. x. 158 The house and terrace were sheltered by a thick
shrubbery. 1877 Black Green Past, ii, She passed through
some dense shrubberies, .until she came to an open soaceat
the edge of a wood. r

attrib. 1786 Abercrombie Gard. Assist. 56 Grass lawns
gravel walks, shrubbery compartments. 1895 Scully Kafir
Stories 58 [He) walked quickly down the shrubbery path.
2. Shrubs collectively or in a mass.
1777 G. Forster Voy. round World I. 64 Several species

of lizards, land-tortoises, and serpents frequent the dry
shrubbery. 1837 Ht. Martineau Soc. Amer. 15 Birch and
ash grew around the bases of the pillars, and shrubbery
tufled the sides. 1883 Harper's Mat;. Jan. 199 The light-
toned masses of maple, alder, and small shrubbery along ihe
water-side.

Shru bbiness. [f. Shrubby + -ness.] The
state of being like a shrub or planted with shrubs.
1727 Bailey vol. II, Shrubbiness, Fulness of Shrubs. 1851

Becks Florist 122 It is evident that no advance towards
shrubbiness can be attained by crossing the present Florists'
varieties [of Calceolarias) amongst themselves.

Shrubbish, a. [f. Shrub rf.i + .isH.] Like
a shrub.

1656 W. Du Gard tr. Comenius' Gate Lot. Unl. 33 Those
fenny ones are of a Shrubbish nature, as the Rush. 1694
Westmacott Script. Herb. 152 The wild [pomegranates) are
a shrubbish low tree.

tShrubble. Obs. rare-1
. [I. Shrub sb.l +

-le.] A little sprout or spray.
1674 N. Fairfax Bulk + Selv. 128 The seed heaves up

from a sprouting or shrubble to the scantling of height.,
that nature has cut out for it.

Shrubby (J"r»bi), a. [f. Shbub sb.* + -y.]
1. Having the habit, growth, or size of a shrub

;

spec, having perennial woody stems rising from
the root. In early use freq. applied to trees of
stunted growth (cf. Scrubby a.i 1).
1581 Marbeck Bk. Notes 734 Mirrhe is a little shrubby

tree. 1597 Bacon Coulers Gd. * Emit Ess. (Arb.) 148 The
shootes or vnderwood that grow neare a great.. tree, is the
most pyned and shrubbie wood of the field. 1630 Capt.Smith
Advts. Planters New Eng. 22 Three or foure short shrubby
old Cedars. 1679 Evelyn Sylva (ed. 3) 2 These [trees) we
shall divide into the Greater and more Ceduous, Fruticant,
and Shrubby. 1707 Mortimer Husb. (1721) I. 66 Plants
appearing Withered or Blasted, Shrubby and Curled, are the
effects of immoderate Wet or Heat, and Cold interchang-
ably. 1773 Hist. Brit. Dom. Amer. 11. v. § 2. 290 The timber
is too small, shrubby, and gnarly. 1808 Pike Sources
Mississ. (t8io) in. App. 22 On all the small streams there
are shrubby cotton-trees. 1884 Bower & Scott De Bary's
Phaner. 593 The thick masses of wood of shrubby and tree-
like Chenopodiacese.

b. In specific names of plants, often rendering
L. fruticosus.

1597 Gerarde Herbal in- xiv. 1129 Polemonium sine
Trifolium fruticans. Shrubbie Trefoile. 1640 Parkinson
Theat. Bot. 1677 The shrubby wild Bay of Candy. 1775
Phil. Trans. LXVI. 15 note. The brassica sylvestris, or
shrubby cabbage. 1857 Thoreau Maine W. ii. (1869) 98
Shrubby-willows or sallows. 1862 Johns Brit. Birds 426 The
Suxda fruticosa, Shrubby Sea Blite, of botanists. 1884
W. Miller Plant-n. 57/2 Shrubby Grass. The genus
Thamnochortus.

t o. Of persons : Stunted, undersized. Obs.
1603 Owen Pembrokeshire v. (1891) 41 This kinde of people

I finae to be-.shorte of growth, broade, and shrubbye.
2. Of the nature of or consisting of shrubs.
1540 Mem. FounlainslSunees Soc.) 343 A close of pasture

with myche shrubby wood therein. 1633 T. Stafford Pac.
Hib. 1. iii. (1821) 43 A Iowe shrubbie boggie wood. 1681 R.
Knox Hist. Rel. Ceylon iv. x. 165 The Woods began to be
very full of Thorns, and shrubby Bushes. 1708 J . Phillips
Cyder 1. 8 The goats their shrubby brouze gnaw pendent.
1816 Scott Old Mart, xvi, Troopers .. posted behind the
cover of he shrubby copses of alders. 1869 A. R. Wallace
Malay Archip. vii. (1874) 115 The undergrowth consisting
of fine herbaceous plants, tree-ferns, and shrubby vegetation.

3. Covered, planted, or overgrown with shrubs.
1598 Yong Diana 441 The beauties of the shrubby hils.

1609 Holland Amm. Marcell. 135 Through blind wayes in
forrests and shrubbie places. 1634 Milton Comus 306 Due
west it rises from this shrubby point. 1717 Berkeley jfrnl.
Tour Italy Wks. 1871 1V. 546 A stony, rocky, shrubby tract.
1814 Brackenridge Jrnl. in Viezvs Louisiana 227, I . . wan-
dered several miles through shrubby hills. 1865 W. G.
Palgrave Arabia I. 218 We stopped near noon in a little

shrubby plain.

4. Characteristic of a shrub or its habit.
X776 Withering Bot. Arrangem. Veget. 804 Shrubby,

somewhat woody, as the stems of the Rose. 18x6 Eucycl.
Perth. V. 639/1 It rises with a shrubby stalk 8 or g feet high.
1870 Hooker Stud. Flora 203 Tanacetum.. Herbs often
shrubby below. 1882 Garden 11 Mar. 161/1 The foliage,
which is produced on a strong, round, shrubby stem, is very
dark green.

Shrubless (Jr»-bles), a. [f. Shrub sb.i +
-less.] Without shrubs.
1816 Byron Pris. Chilton ix, Shrubless crags. 1862 Mrs.

Speid Last Yrs. India 34 Aden—shrubless, flowerless,
dusky, grim, and scorious.

Shru'blet. [-let.] A small shrub.
1886 Offtc. Handbk. Cape G. Hope 303 Shrublets of 1 to 2

feet. 1897 Brvce Impr. S. Africa 10 A country, .covered.,
with grass or shrublets fit for cattle. 1900 B. D. Jackson
Gloss. Bot. Terms, Shrublet, an undershrub.
So Skru-bling- [-lixg].
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SHRUFF.

1854 Tail's Afag.XXl.456 The spring .. bedecks the poor-

est shrubling.

Shruff 1 (Jr»0- Obs.exc.dial. [Parallel to Scruff

sd.i] Refuse, esp. for burning; light refuse wood,

cinders, etc. used for fuel.

1300 Lakgl. Rich. Redeles II. 154 Thus baterid bis bred on

busshes aboute, And gaderid gomes on grene ber as be

walkyd, Pat all be schroff and schroup sondrid ffrom ober.

150J Greene Conny Catch. 24 Store of shruff dust and small

cole. 1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <\ Selv. 151 The shruff, moss

and hair that the nest was thwackt together of. a 1800

Pegge Suppl. Glose, Shruff, light rubbish wood, a perquisite

to hedgers. Norf. and Suff. 1893 Zincke Wherstead 100
* Shruff' for the dry wood in the hedges.

Shruff.- ? Obs. Also 6 shroffe, 7 shroof.

[? ad. G. schrofffragment of mineral (Jacobsson in

Grimm).] Old brass (or copper). Also attrib. in

shruff brass, metal.

1541-s Actj3 Hen. VIII, c. 7 § 1 It was enacted, that noe
person. .shoulde..carrye..anyBrasse Copper. .Gunemettall

ne Shroffe Metal intoanye parte, .beyonde the Sea. a 1618

Rates Marchandizes G 2, Shruffe or old Brasse. 1693 Phil.

Trans. XVII. 736 Brass Shruff serves instead of so much
Copper. 1700 Ibid. XXII. 475 Brass-Shruff. .is a collection

of pieces of old Brass, which is usually procured in small

parcels. x« . in Beawes Lex. Mercat. (1752) 678 Battery

and Brass Shruff. 1787 Jackson's Oxford Jrnl. 7 Apr. 3/3
The following sorts of Copper, viz. Tile, Shruff, Shot,, .[etc.]-

i8as J. Nicholson Oper. Mech. 709, 8 oz. of shruff brass.

Shrug (frwg), sb. Also 7 shrugg. [f. Shrug v.]

+ 1. a. A tug, pull. b. A shake (of the hand).
The first quoL is obscure.

c 1460 Play Sacram. 597 Here master master ware how ye
tugg The devylle I trowe wl in shrugge for yt gooth rebylle

rable. c 1620 Z. Boyd Zion's Flowers (1855) 12 Unto this

fellowcl'le goe, And with my hand will give a shrug or

two. 174a H. Walpole Let. to Mann 7 July, All the effect

this notable speech had was to frighten my uncle, and make
him give two or three shrugs extraordinary to his breeches.

2. A raising and contraction of the shoulders to

express dislike, disdain, indifference, or the like.

1594 Nashe Unfort. Trav. 69 It is growen to a common
prouerbe, lie giue him the Neapolitan shrug, when one in-

tends to play the villaine, and make no boast ofit. 1596
Shaks. Merch. V. 1. iii. no Still haue I borne it with a
patient shrug. 1617 Moryson Itin. 11. 167 To these excep-

tions hee answered with a Spanish shrug of the shouldier.

1619 Fletcher Mons. Thomas 1. ii, Sirrah, no more of your
French shrugs I advise you. 1711 Steele Sped. No. 7s
T 6 He contradicts with a Shrug, and confutes with a
certain sufficiency. 1775 Mme. D'Arblay Early Diary 3
Apr. He is a lively man, full of chat, and foreign shrugs and
gestures. 1831 Scott Ct. Robt. iii, A scarce visible shrug of

apology, i860 Tyndall Glac. 1. xxiv. 170 The Guide Chef
..met me with a polite sympathetic shrug. 187a Darwin
Emotions xi. 267 He ordered a Bengalee to climb a lofty

tree ; but the man, with a shrug ofhis shoulders, and a lateral

shake of his head, said he could not. x886 T. Frost Remt'n.
CountryJournalist 99, 1 passed on, with a smile and a shrug.

T" 3. A shifting or hitching of the body, a fidgety

movement (cf. Shrug v. 5). Obs.
1626 W. Hawkins Apollo Shroving 72 There is a drowste

shrugge,.. This shrugge is commonly performed with dis-

?laying out the amies, and yawning with the mouth. Ibid.

'he Misers shrugge, the winter shrugge, the drowsie
shrugge, the lousie shrugge.

T 4. A shiver, shudder. Obs. rare.

X713 Wodrow Corr. (1842) I. 448 The Lord Advocate died
. . without any shruggs of death.

Shrug (Jrtfg), v. Forms : 5 sohrugge,
shrukke, 5-7 shrugge, 6 shroge, shruck, 8

shrugg, 6- shrug. [Of obscure origin.

Sw. dial, skrukka, skrugge to crouch, sit doubled up,

Da. skrukke, skrugge to duck with the head, to walk with
a stoop, are probably unconnected.]

L intr. To shiver ; to shudder for cold or fear.

Now rare or Obs.

c 1400 [see Shrugging vbl. sb.]. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 449/x

Schruggyn [Winch. MS. shruggonJ.yW^w/tf. 1549 Cover-
dale, etc Erasm. Par. t Peter iv. 1 1 b, As often as we loke

backeat them,we shrugge for feare to remembresuche fylthy*

nes of lyfe. 1580 Blundevilb Horsemanship^ Horse's Dis.

Ixxxiv. 35 He will be chill, and shrug for cold. 1609 Dekker
Gull's Horn-bk. v. 27 The French Lacquey, and Irish Foote-

boy, shrugging at the doores. 1642 D. Rogers Naaman 580
To shrugge in cold weather, and to wish a fire, a 1677
Manton Serm. Ps. cxix. 136 He that shrugs when he sees a
snake creep upon another. 170a S. Parker tr. Cicero's De
Finibus 11. 130 It makes me shrugg when I call to mind the

Agonies which he suffer'd.

2. To raise (and contract) the shoulders, esp. as

an expression of disdain, indifference, disclaiming

responsibility, etc. ; in early use also, fto cringe.

C1450 in Aungier Syon (1840) 299 They schal not.. caste

oute ther armes or handes, nor schrugge withe the scholders.

1577-87 Holinshed Chron. III. 1154/2 If they did either

frowne or shrug at him. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1. ix. 4 Where
great Patricians shall attend, and shrug, I'th'end admire.
1 6 10

—

Temp. 1. ii. 367 Hag-seed, hence :.. shrug'st thou
(Malice) t 1680 Dryden Kind Kpr. 1. i. 11 Here will you
take me at my word 7 Wood {Shrugging up) Troppo poco,
troppoco. 1788 Mme. D'Arblay Diary 10 Jan., I was quite

shocked for her, and could only shrug in dismay. 1818 Scott
Rob Roy xxxiii, Ewan . .shrugged, as one who would express
by that sign that what he was doing was none of his own
choice. 1859 Meredith R. Fcverel xliv, Adrian, . . rose and
accompanied him out of the room, shrugging. 1880 Cable
Grandissimes xiv, The quadroon shrugged.

3. trans. To raise and contract (the shoulders)

in this way. Formerly often with up.
XS47 Boorde Introd. Knowl. 187 Yfhe cast hys head at the

one syde, and do shroge vp hys shoulders. 1594 Nashe
Unfort. Trav. Bab, The action that he vsed, of shrucking

788

vp his shoulders,.. and biting the lip. XS96 — Saffron
WaldenG 2, If. . I had not seene him shrug his shoulders.and

talk of going to the Bathe. X603 Dekker IVond. Yearc'WVs.
(Grosart) I. 137 Shrugging his shoulders together. 17x3

Steele Spect. N0.264P2 He..shrugs his shoulder when you
talk of Securities. 1805 Wordsw. Waggoner 1. 66 He shrugs

his shoulders, shakes hishead. 1835-6 Todd's Cycl.Anat. I.

359 The triangular space between the deltoid and pectoral

may be seen even in the living person when the shoulders are

shrugged up. 1876 Green Stray Studies 48 The Italian

shrugs his shoulders and submits in a humorous way.

4. nonce-uses. a. To bring by shrugging (into*.).

1766 Goldsm. Vic. W. xviii, It is not the composition of

the piece, but the number of starts and attitudes that may
be introduced into it that elicits applause. I have known a
piece with not one jest in the whole shrugged into popularity.

b. To express by means of a shrug.
1897* A. Hope" Phroso i, He.. shrugged a tolerant 'As

you will ', with eloquent shoulders.

f5. intr. (and refl.) To move the body from

side to side as with uneasiness, or as a gesture of

joy or self-satisfaction ; to fidget about. Obs,

c 1460 [see Shrugging vbl. sb. 2]. 1567 Harman Caveat
(1869) 71 The good man of the house shrodge [tread
shrogde] hymfor Ioye, thinking tohym selfe, I wyll makesome
pastyme with you anone. x6ox [?Marston] Jack Drums
Entert. in. D4.D, Mounsteurs Goatdrunke, and heshrugges,
and skrubbes, and hees it for a wench, a 1631 Donne Sat.

1. 74 He. .grins, smacks, shrugs, and such an itch endures,

As prentises, or schoole-boyes which doe know Of some gay
sport abroad, yet dare not goe. 1638 Dekker etc. Witch of
Edmonton iv. ii. stage dir., Enter Dog, shrugging as it were
for joy, and dances. 1651 H. More SecondLash in Enthus.
Tri., etc. (1656) M 2 b, That Book . . I intended onely for a
stumble to wake you (that you might shrugg and rub your
eyes, and see in what a naked condition you are). 165a Roxb.
Ball. (1891) VII. 479 The Louse gave a tug, that made the

Taylor shrug.

6. refl. and intr. To draw oneself together,

* curl ' oneself up ; to shrink. ? Obs.

1603 Florio tr. Montaigne in. ix. 588 Let meeshrowdand
shrugge my selfe into my shell, as a tortoise. 1616 B. Jonson
Devil an Ass 1. iv. 80 stage dir., Hee shrugs himselfe vp in

the cloake. 1723 N. Robinson Th. Physick 39 How Plants,

when they first begin to bud, will shrug and contract the

little Stem. 1845 S. Judd Margaret 1. xvii, Robin, the bird,

. .shrugs and folds itself into its feathers.

•f 7. intr. To shrink back or away, cower ; occas.

const, inf., to hesitate to do something. Obs.

1576 Gascoigne GriefofJoy 11. Iv, That from the sonne we
shrug into the shade And drowping sitt. 1589 Fleming
Virg. Georg. 1. 7 But that thou dost refuse and shrug to

know such slender cares. 164* D. Rogers Naaman 385
Let us not.. shrug at the difficulty. 1675 Brooks Golden
Key Wks. 1867 V. 191 Will you shrug, and shrink, and faint,

and fret when you are reproached for his name r

f 8. trans. To contract or jerk uneasily. Obs,

1678 Butler Hud. in. i. 173 He shrugg'd his sturdy Back,
As if he felt his Shoulders ake.

9. To jerk, pull or tug up. U.S.
1807 J. Barlow Columb. 111. 441 Zamor, the chieftain of

the Tiger-band, , .Shrugg'd up his brinded spoils above the

rest. 1889 Mary E. Wilkins Far-away Melody etc. (1891) 29
She lay quietly, her shawl shrugged up over her face.

Hence Shrugged (Jrogd) ppl. a.

1850 Robertson Serm. Ser. m. 1. (1857) 4 An arched eye-

brow, a shrugged shoulder.

Shrugging, vbl. sb. [f. Shrug v. + -lng *.]

+ 1. Shivering. Obs.
c 1400 Lanfrancs Cirurg. 120 A scharp feuere fallib, be

which arrigor[=a rigor], bat is to seie a cold schurgynge
[? read schrugynge], goi)> tofore. a X586 Sidney A rcadia 11.

(1912)217 The touch of the cold water made a prettie kinde
of shrugging come over her bodie. 1678 R. L'Estrangs
Seneca's Mor., Anger ii. (1696) 352 A kind of Horror, and
Shrugging upon the Sprinkling of Cold Water.

2. Raising and contracting the shoulders.
c 1460 Russell Bk. Nurture 287 Nor pikynge, nor trifel-

ynge, ne shrukkynge as bau? ye wold sawe. a 1693 Urqn.
hart's Rabelais in. xvii. 141 The. .shrugging of her hulchy
Shoulders. X693 Evelyn De La Quint. Compl. Gard. I.

136 The shrugging up of the Shoulders.

•f 3. Shrinking, hesitation. Obs.

1617 Hieron Wks. II. 351 There is with many a kind of

shrugging at this dutie.

Shrtrgging, ///. a. [f. Shrug v. + -lng 2.]

f 1. Shivering, shuddering. Obs.

a 1586 Sidney Arcadia n. (Sommer) 178 b, With a shrug-

ging kinde of tremor in all her principal 1 partes.

t 2. ? Causing shivers, chilling. Obs.

X598 Drayton Heroic. Ep. 88 The shrugging ayre about
thy Temples hurles.

+ 3. Cringing. Obs.

1629 Earle Microcosm. (Arb.) 88 Hee begs too, onely not

in the downeright for Gods sake, but with a shrugging God
blesse you.

4. That shrugs, or is accompanied by a shrug of

the shoulders.
1814 L. Hunt Sonn. Poems (i860) 233 The rambler. . Feels

. .in his shrugging neck the resolute blast. 18^9 Meredith
R. Feverel xxxvi, Adrian ventured a shrugging protest in

her behalf. 19x0 Contemp. Rev. Mar. 336 Her hunched and
shrugging shoulder-blades.

Hence Shru-gg-ingly adv., with a shrug.

X589 Puttenham Engl. Poesie x. viii. (Arb.) 36 The third

me thinks shruggingly saith, I kept not to sit sleeping with

my Poesie till a Queene came and kissed me. 1901 Daily
Express 18 Mar. 4/4 Students of international politics.,

shruggingly express the opinion that Morocco will drift

along.

Shru'ggish, a. [f. Shrug v. + -ish.] Inclined

to shrug the shoulders ; contemptuous.

1877 G. Macdonald Marq. Lossie Ixxii, A conventional

SHUCK.

visitor was certain to feel very shruggisb at first sight of the
terms on which the marquis was with ' persons of that sort \

Shrukke, obs. form of Shbug.
Shrunk (Jr»nk),///. a- [pa. pple. of Shrink v.]

1. Contracted or reduced in size ; drawn together

into a smaller compass
; t reduced in power, means,

or the like. Also with together, up, away.
a. in predicative use.

1530 Palsgr. 705/2 My leather purse is shronke. 1540 —
Acotastus 11. 1. H ij, My bely or panche is all wasted quyte
vp or shronke to gether. 1592 Kyd Murtker I. Bremen
Wks. (1001) 291 Vomiting till his intrailes were all shrunke
and broken. 1607 Shaks. Timon 111. ii. 68 Timon is shrunke
indeede. 1663 Stapylton Slighted Maid Pro!., Men are
shrunk in Brain as well as Stature. 1675 Evelyn Terra
(1676) 68 Sedums..when to all appearance shrunk and
shnvel'd up. 18*3 Scott Qnentin D. xxviii, My dominions
..are somewhat shrunk in compass. 1827— Chron. Canon-
gate iii, The wood paneling was shrunk and warped. 1845
Budd Dis. Liver 245 The brain.. is generally somewhat
shrunk.
b. in attributive use. Now somewhat rare.

159a Shaks. Rom. $ Jul. iv. i. 104 In this borrowed like-

nesse of shrunke death Thou shalt continue two and forty

houres. 1593 — Lucr. 1455 Her blew bloud chang'd
to blacke in euerie vaine, Wanting the spring, that those

shrunke pipes had fed. 1600 — A. Y. L. 11. vii. 161 His
shrunke shanke. 1609 B. Jonson Masque Wks. (1616) 955
AslowasliesOldshrunk-vpChaos. 1631 Massinger Believe

as You List iv. iv, To stretch my shruncke up sinnewes
at an ore. 1675 Hannah Woolley Genttevi. Comp. 185 The
withered or shrunk Barberries. 1784 Cowper Task 1. 392
The flaccid, shrunk, And wither'd muscle.

_ 1835 Court Mag.
VI. 71/2 She was of shrunk growth, if not positively

deformed. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xv. (1856) 149 Till

his shrunk face was as quiet on the pillow as if he'd been
really at home the first night after a voyage. 1907 G. F.

Scott Elliot Rom. Plant Life xv. 196 The '' shrunk ' or

folded condition of the leaflets.

2. Of cloth : That has been subjected to the

process of ' shrinking '.

1895 Stores Price List, White Flannels. .. Cream Tennis,
Twill (Shrunk).

3. Fitted on by the process of shrinking.

1908 Westm. Gaz. 18 Aug. 4/2 Eight cylinders, arranged
V-fashion, with shrunken Drass water-jackets.

Shrunken (Jn> nk'n), ///. a. [pa. pple. of

Shrink v.] = Shbdnk///. a. 1.

a. in predicative use.

c 950 Lindisf. Gosp. Luke vi. 6 Hond his 8iu suiora sescrun-

can manus eius dextra arida. 1390 Gower Con/. I. 98 Hire

Lippes schrunken ben for age. 1398 Trevisa Barth. De
P. R. xvn.xxiii. (1495)617 Synewes that ben shronken wyth
the Crampe. 1471 Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) I. 43 This

dede man of whom the skyn was scorched, the flessh rosted,

the senewes shronken. 158a Bentley Men. Matrones iii.

290 My bones are so bruised, my sinewes are so shrunken.

1873 Miss Braddon Lucius Davoren i, Very shrunken are

the stores which Lucius Davoren guards. 1876 Bristowe
Theory $ Pract. Med. (1878) 785 The liver shrunken and in-

durated. 1877 Black Green Past, xxx, The mamma was
shrunken and shrivelled.

b. in attributive use.

c 1400 Ragman Roll ix. in Wright Anted. Lit. 84 Your
shrunkyn lyppis and your gowuldyn tethe. 1590 Spenser

F, Q. 1. ix. 20 The . . shrunken synewes of her chosen knight.

1625 Bacon Ess., Truth (Arb.) 500 If there were taken out of

Mens Mindes, Vaine Opinions, Flattering Hopes, .it would
leaue the Mindes, of a Number of Men, poore shrunken

Things. Ibid., Boldness 519 That puts his Face, into a most
Shruncken, and woodden Posture. 1795 Southey Joan 0/
Arc 11. 210 Pale and shrunken cheeks. 185s Dickens Dorrit

1. v, The baking-dish was served up. .on a shrunken cloth

at an end of the dining-table. i860 W. Smith's Diet. Bible

I. s.v. Antioch, Modern Antakia is a shrunken and miser-

able place, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on Fl. 11. iv, He had
rather a shrunken appearance. 1879 — Thee. Such xvi. 281

The shrunken meaning that popular or polite speech assigns

to ' morality '.

Shryffe, Shryve, obs. ff. Sheriff, Shrive.

Shshsh. An extended Sh !

Hence Shshshing vbl. sb.

1848 [see Sh]. 1873 H. E. P. Spofford Pilot's Wife in

Casouet Lit. IV. 13/2 She and the nurse made such a racket

between them, with their shshshing and trotting and patting

and stirring and tipping.

Shu, variant of She, Shoo.

II
Shuba (J«

-ba). Also shooba ; anglicized

shube (6 shoube, 6-7 snub, 8 shoobe, 9 schub,

shoub). [Russian myfja.] A fur gown or great-

coat, t Also, a piece of fur.

1591 Horsey Trav. (Hakl. Soc.) 234 Two shubs or gowns
of white armmens. 1598 Hakluyt Voy. I. 54 Their shoubes

or gownes are hayrie on the outside, and open behinde,

with tailes hanging downe to their hammes. 1656 Act
Commw. c. 20 Rates (1658) 466 Furs called .. Calaber, Shubs

of Calaber, the piece or Snub 02 00 00. 1753 Hanway Trav.

(1762) I. vi. lxxxiii. 380 A full great coat lined with fur

[Note, The Russians call it a shoobe.) 1814 Lady Lyttel-

ton in Corr. (1912) 181 Dress, a quadruple shawl and fur

shuba over it, 1825 Visct. Stratford de Redcliffe in

Life (1888) I. 358 A panoply of bearskin, a schub of grand

dimensions. 1849 Mrs. Atkinson Tartar Steppes ¥111.(1863)

177 During the greatest heat they wore horse-skin shubes.

1904 Whishaw Tigerof Muscovy xxviii. Amy stood dressed

in her fur shooba.

Shubrach, variant of Shabracqde.

Shuch : see Shedgh, Sdch.

Shuck, sb.l Obs. exc. dial. Forms : I scucoa,

sceocca, 3 s(o)uoko, sehucke, shuke. [OE.

scucca, perhaps f. root skuh- to terrify (cf. Shy).]

T L A devil, fiend. Obs.

Beowulf 939 (Gr.) past hie wideferhS leoda landxeweorc



SHUCK.
labum beweredon scuccum and scinnum. c888 Alfred
Boeth. xxxix. § 6 Da wyrd he bonne wyrc5..5urh bara
scuccena mislice lotwrencas. c }fioo Ags. Gasp. Matt. iv. 10
Da cwae5 se ha^lend to him, gang bu sceocca on-baec. c 1205
Lay. 6838 Swa vuele he luuede his lifbat be scucke nine
i-fenge. a 1225 Juliana 56 Ant tu bat schucke art schucken
[v.r. shuken] herien ant heien. c W30 Halt Meid. 59 pen
lafle vnwiht, be hellene schucke.

2. dial, A spectre hound.
1850 N. ff Q. Ser. 1. I. 468 Shuck the Dog-fiend. This

phantom I have heard many persons in East Norfolk.,
describe as having seen as a black shaggy dog, with fiery
eyes. 1893 Daily News 28 Sept. 4/7 Mr. F. A. Paley was
not uneducated . .yet he saw Shuck !

Shuck (Jrie), sb* Chiefly dial, and U.S. Also
shock. [Origin unknown.]
1. A husk, pod, or shell ; esp. the outer covering

or stripping^ of Indian corn, chestnuts, hickory
nuts, etc. See Corn-shuck.
1674 Ray S. $ £• C. Words 77 A Shuck : an husk or shell

;

as Bean-shucks, Bean-shells, per Anagramatismum tou
Husk forte. 1741 Compl. Fant.-Piece 1. i. 21 The Shucks
of Almonds dried and beaten to Powder. 1811 Mass, Spy
12 June 4/3 The straw and the shucks, after the stacks are in,

will bestow a cover on them impenetrable to drought, 1847
Alb. Smith Chr. Tadpole vii, Looking about as digestible as
. . a chesnut shuck. 1872 Schele de VerbA mericanisms 45
Shucks are very much prized at the South as fodder for
cattle. 189s Kipling & Balestier Naulahka 55 Ill-fitting

as the shuck on a dried cob.

b. A fruit skin.

1871 Browning Ring fy Bk, vn. 840 Three hundred thou-
sand bees and wasps Found her [sc, a fig] out, feasted on
her to the shuck.

O. The shell of an oyster or clam.
1881 Ingersoll Oyster-Industry 248.

d. The shell-like covering of some larvae.

1886 Field 23 Jan. 104/1 To secure the swiftly darting
larvae.. before emerging from the 'shuck*.

2. As a type ofsomething valueless.
a. gen. b. in negative phr., esp. in not worth shucks =

good for nothing, c. A mean or contemptible person, d.
(See quot.)

a 1851 Mayne Reid Scalp Hunters III. iii. 36 They'd
whip us to shucks on the parairer [m prairie]. 1859 Hef.chkk
Life Thoughts Ser. n. 120 They [sc. infidels] shake and
rend His truths until they think that they have destroyed
them, but they have only cleared them of the shuck. 1890
Nature 20 Feb. 376 That record—a mere dry shuck, emptied
of nearly all that makes natural history delightful. 1897
Century Mag. Aug. 591 That's the biggest shuck and the
littlest nubbin I ever did see.

b. 1847 Robb Squatter Life 135 He ain't wuth shucks, and
ef you don't lick him fur his on mannerly note, you ain't wuth
shucks, nuther. 1868 All Year Round 10 Oct. 431 As for

your being a furrener, it don't matter shucks. 1897 Outing
XXX. 174/2 We couldn't parly-voo worth shucks. 1910
Churchill Mod. Chron, m. x, It don't amount to shucks,
as we used to say in Missouri.

c. i86j Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. iii. 206 Fer such mean
shucks ez creditors are all on Lincoln's side. 2887 Kentish
Gloss., A regular old shuck.
d. 187a Schele de Verb Americanisms 47 During the

Civil War, ..the original Blue Backs of the Confederacy.,
soon became known as Shucks, a name sufficiently signifi-

cant of their evil repute as a circulating medium.
3. //. as an interj. of contempt or indifference.

1885 ' M. Twain* in Century Mag. Feb. 557/2 'We can
spare it '. ' Oh, shucks, yes, we can spare it . 1906 Gun*
ter Prince in Garret ix. 220 ' Shucks, I know girls better
than you do ', was the ex-schoolmistress's reply.

4. attrib. and Comb.
183s J. P. Kennedv Horse-Shoe Robinson xl, A shock.

bed was spread for the lady, i860 Knickerbocker Mag,
June 613 We. .enjoyed in common our shuck-mattress and
scanty quilts. 1885 M. Twain * in Century Mag. Feb. 547/2
There's always cobs around about in a shuck tick, and they
poke into you. 1887 Eggleston Graysons ix, There were
some shuck-bottom chairs,and a splint-bottom rocking-chair.

x888 Ibid, xxxi, He drew up another shuck*bottomed chair.

Shuck- vA [Of obscure origin. Cf. the dial.

shuck, to shiver, also to shirk (work).] intr. To
shrink, draw back, hesitate.

1

6

jo Jbr. Dyke Sel. Serm. (1640) 351 It was Gods price

then *, and they shukt not at it. Ibid., Those be the shuckings

of earthly hearts. 1643 Trapp Cotnm. Gen. xvii. 26 To shew
his prompt and present obedience, without shucking and
hucking, without delays and consults. 1684 Bunyan Seas.

Counsel To Rdr. A 6 Those bitter pills, atwhich we so whinch
and shuck, a 1688 — Saints' Knowl. Wks. 1853 II. 11

Usually in these [afflictions], though they make us shuck
whenever they come upon us, blessing coucheth.

Shuck, z>.
2 U.S. Also shock, [f. Shuck sb.*\

1. trans. To remove the shacks from (corn, etc).

1819 W. Faux Mem. Days (1823) 211 My host had a large

party.. assembled to effect a corn shucking, something like

an English hawkey, or harvest home. Corn shucking
means plucking the ears of Indian corn from the stalk.

1881 Ingersoll Oysttr.Industry (Fish. Industr. U.S.) 248
Shock, to open or ' shuck ' clams or oysters. 1887 Goode,
etc. Pish. Industr. U.S. v. II. 553 The average price paid

for shucking raw oysters is 15 cents a gallon. 1888 Eggle-
ston Graysons xxx, To shuck out., eight or ten ears of corn.

2. trans/, andJig, a. To remove, throw or strip

off, get rid of.

1848 Major Jones Sk. Travel 178 After shuckin out the

passengers and baggage,, .they tuck us down a steep hill

to the steam bote, 1856 Vale Lit. Mag. XXI. 144 The
cussed fever and ague had jist shucked his meat clean off.

a i860 A. B. Longstreet Southern Sk. 31 (Bartlett), He'd
shuck off his coat to fight. 1891 Century Mag. Nov. 62

They have never shucked their boyhood.

b. rejl. and intr* To slip out of one's clothes

;

to strip oneself.

789

1848 Major Jones Sk. Travel 117, I shucked out of my old
clothes. 1897 R. M. Johnston Old Times in Middle Georgia
37 Sam.. shucked hisself out his workin '-clothes.

Hence Shucked ///. a. ; Sh.u-ck.er, one who
shucks oysters or clams ; Shu-cking vbl. sb. (see
sense 1 above).
1886 App/eton's Ann. Cycl. $24(2 To fix the standard of

measurement of shucked oysters in the State. 1887 Goode,
etc. Fish. Industr. U.S. v. II. 553 Estimating the average
amount made by the shuckers at $6 a week.

Shuck, dial, form of Shock sb?-

Shueker, obs. form of Sucker.

t Shuckle, v. Obs. [app. by-form of Chuckle
v.~\ intr. To chuckle ; also, to cluck.
1598 Florio, Colleppolarsi d'allegrezza, to shuckle, to

chuck or rouze ones selfe to gladnes and mirth. 1684
Otway Atheist v. 63 Would but my little Partridge call,

methinks I could so shuckle, and run, and Bill, and clap my
Wings about her. Hah I

Shud. Obs. exc. dial. (E. Angl., Yorks.,Derbs.,
Heref.) Also 5 schudde, 9 shod. [Late ME.
schudde, of obscure origin,

A Teut. root *skcua*-\ *skaua% : *skutt- with the sense ' to
cover

r

seems to be evidenced by LG. schode, G. schole pod,
Eng. dial. Shood, ON. skau3ir pi. (Norw. skau), MLG.
schdde, horse's sheath, ON. skjdda bag, purse, and perh.
MLG., MDu. beskudden to protect.]

A shed.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 449/1 Schudde, hovel, or swyne kote,

or howse of sympyl hyllynge to kepe yn beestys, catabutum.
1657 Reeve Gods Plea 175 Let not. .the thatched shuds be
neater built then your tiled houses. 1688 HolmesfieldCrt.
Rolls in Addy Sheff. Gloss. s.v., A shud near to the said
barn. 1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk {1795) II. 388 Shud,
shed, a 1825 Forby Voc. E. A nglia, Shod, Shud, a shed.

Shud, obs. form of Shood, husk of oats.

Shudder (JMw), sb. [f. Shudder z>.]

1. An act of shuddering ; a convulsive tremor of
the body occasioned by fear, repugnance, or chill.

Phr. Togive one the shudders.
1607 Shaks. Tinum iv. iii. 137, I know you'l sweare,

terribly sweare Into strong shudders, and to beauenly Agues
Th' immortall Gods that heare you.
1824 Miss Ferrier Inker, vi, An aguish shudder. 1841

Dallas Past. Superint. 212 [She] said. .before I spoke of
the Communion, that seeing it last Sunday, 'gave her the
shudders*. 1851 Longf. Golden Leg. iv. Neighboring Nun-
nery, Through all my limbs a shudder ran. 1872 Darwin
Emotions xii. 302 The first sensation of fear, or the imagina-
tion of something dreadful, commonly excites a shudder.
1908 Sat. Rev. 13 June 750/2 They solemnly adjure the
author not to waste.. talent.. on giving us the shudders.

2. A tremulous or vibratory movement ; a quiver.

1865 Swinburne Chastelard 1. i. 15 The soft and rapid
shudder of her breath In talking.

Shudder (jWai), v. Forms : 4 shodder, 5
shodur, shuder, shoter, shady r (?), 5-6 shoder,
6- shudder. [ME. shod{d)re, cognate with MLG.
schdderen, also schaderen (LG. sckuddem, whence
mod.G. sckaudern), MDu. sckilderen, frequenta-

tive formation (see -er*>) on the root skM- to

shake.
To this root belong also (1) MLG. , LG. schudden (whence

app. MSw., Sw. skudda, and NFris. skorre for *skodde),

(2) OFris. schedda (WFris. skodzje, NFris. skoddi), OHG.
scuttan, scut{t)en (MHG. schUt{t\en, G. schUtten, whence
mod.G. frequent. schHttem), (3) LG. schuddeln, OHG.
scutildn (MHG. schuteln, G. schiltteln), (4) OHG. scutison

to shudder, seutisdd ' trepidatio '.]

1. intr. To have a convulsive tremor of the body
caused by fear, abhorrence, or cold; hence, to

tremble with horror or dread.
a 1310 in Wright Lyric P. xxxix. no For doute leste he

valle he shoddreth ant shereth. c 1450 Cov. Myst. (Shaks.
Soc.) 158 We xulde shadyr for no shoure. c 1460 Towneley
Myst. xxx. 98, 1 shoterd and shoke I herd sich a rerd. a 1529
Skelton Col. Cloute 68 Thus eche of other blother The
tone agayng the tother : Alas, they make me shoder 1 1593
Drayton Eel. x. 4 The poore Heards . . Shuddred with keen-
nes of the winters cola. 1602 Marston Antonio's Rev. n.

iii) Thou wrapt in furres, beaking thy lymbs 'fore fiers For-

bidst the frozen Zone to shudder, a 1700 Dryden T/teod. <y

Hon. 312 With Horror shuddring, on a heap theyrun. 1788
Mme. D'Arblay Diary 13 Feb., I shuddered, and drew in-

voluntarily back, when.. I saw Mr. Burke. 1814 Scott Ld,
of Isles in. xxxi, He..mark'd him shudder at the sword.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xxxix. Only two or three

domestics shuddered in the bleak old servants' hall. 1871

L. Stephen Playgr, Eur. (1894) ii. 41 The masses of ice

and snow.. make him openly shudder. 1885 'Mrs. Alex-
ander' At Bay ii, I have seen you look surprised when
I have started and shuddered at trifles.

b. transf,

1769 Junius Lett. xxix. 132 There are still some facts in

store at which human nature would shudder. 1833 T. Hook
Parson's Dau. 111. ii, Her gentle heart, shuddering as it did
with horror at his premeditated cruelty. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair x, My mind shudders when I think of her awful,

awful situation.

O. With away, up : To shi'ink/roni,

x668 Dryden Maiden Q. v. i, As children. . First try the

water with their tender feet j Then, shuddering up with cold,

step back again. 1853 Mrs. Gaskell Ruth xviii, She
shuddered up from contemplating it. X855— North jr S, xxv,

She shuddered away from the threat of his enduring love.

1893 Mary E. Mann In Summer Shade x. Mentally shud-
dering away from the picture he had called up,

d. const, inf.

174a Young Nt. Th. iv. 249 A midnight, nature shudder'd

to behold. 1777 Toplady Hymn, ' Deathless Principle ' v,

Shudder not to pass the stream. 1861 Meredith F/tantasy

SHTJFF.

xxix. Poet. Wks. (1912) 116 Already I shuddered to feel the
wave, As I kept sinking slowly.

2. nonce-uses, a. To go out with a shudder.
185a Thackeray Esmond m. xiii, The roses had shuddered

out of her cheeks.

b. trans. To shake ^with a shudder.
1827 Hood Hero <$• Leander cv, Lo ! how she shudders off

the beaded wave.

3. intr. To move tremulously, vibrate, quiver.

1849 Cupples Green Hand xiv, Still catching the fierce

rush ofthe gale.,which steadied her though she shuddered to
it. 1856 Mrs. Browning Aur. Leigh m. 276 My pulse Would
shudder along the purple-veined wrist Like a shot bird.

1869 Farrar Families of Speech i. 25 The full dawn of
which the earliest beams had shuddered through the dark-
ness some years before.

4. trans. To cause to shudder, nonce-use.
c 1801-3 W. *3lakr Auguries Innoc. 8 A robin redbreast in

a cage Putsall Heaven in a rage. A dove-house fill'd with
doves and pigeons Shudders Hell thro' all its regions.

f 5. intr. and trans. To scatter. Obs.
c 1400 Destr. Troy iv. 1335 All shodurt as shepe, shont

of his way. Ibid. 3706 The shippis with shire wynd shodert
in twyn. Ibid. 6581 Hc.Shent of bo shalkes, shudrit hom
itwyn.

Shudderful, a. [f. Shudder sb. + -ful.]

Causing shudders. Hence Shudderfally adv.
187a Stevenson Lett. (1911) I. 44 She cries out—O so

shudderfully. 1901 League Jr/il. 16 July 465 A sharp and
shudderful contrast.

Shirddering, vbl, sb. [f. Shudder v. +
-ing 1.] The action of the verb Shudder.
c 1440 Pallad. onHusb. 1. xc, Ashuddering[z'.r.shoughtur-

yng] a flusshing, & affray He [sc. the peacock] maketh
thenne. 1565 Golding Ovid's Met. iv. A ij b, A shuddryng
throughe her stracke. 1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 630/1 With
universal shuddering, and dismay. 1796 Morse Amer.
Geog, I. 288 They have intervals of shuddering, as if they
were in a strong fit of the ague. 1812 Mme. D'Arblay
Diary (1876) IV. 205 The. .event.. I never even yet recollect

without an inward shuddering. 1888 Athenaeum 20 Oct.

516/1 Strong shudderings and revulsions.

Slurddering, ///. a, [f. Shudder v. +
-ing -.]

1. That shudders ; trembling with cold, fear, or

abhorrence
;
quivering, vibrating.

1596 Shaks. Merch. V, in. ii. no And shuddring feare,

and greene-eyed iealousie. x6oa Marston Ant.
(J-

Mel. in.

Wks. 1856 I. 30 The shuddering morne that flakes, With
silver tinctur, the east vierge of heaven. 174a W. Collins
Ode Fear 53 With shudd ring meek submitted thought.

1764 Goldsm. Trav. 65 The shudd'ring tenant of the frigid

zone. 1855 Tennyson Maud 11. iv. vii, In the shuddering
dawn. 187a O. W. Holmes Poet Breakf.-t. v, The massive

turret shudders with the shuddering rocks on which it rests.

1891 Farrar Darkn. $ Dawn xxviii, A light laugh woke
a shuddering echo along the fretted roof.

2. Characterized or accompanied by shuddering.

1586 Warner Alb. Eng. 1. vi. (1589) 20 Sauehowlings out

and shuddering feare came nought to eare or sight 1794
Mrs. Radcliffe Myst. Udolpho xxvi, Pointing with a
shuddering emotion to Annette. 1797 — Italian u\A
shuddering presentiment. 1863 Geo. Eliot Rottiola 1. iii,

I have a shuddering sense of what there is inside. 188a

Sat, Rev. 6 May 567/1 To leave on the hearer an impression

of shuddering disgust. 1893 W. H. Hudson Idle Days
Patag. i. 2 Strange grating and grinding noises, and
shuddering motions of the ship.

b. Causing one to shudder, rare.

1848 Lady Lyttelton in Corr. (1912) 384 The notion of

his being actually put to death.. is shuddering 1

Slnrdderingly, adv. [f. prec. + -Lr2] in

a shuddering manner ; with a shudder or shudders.

1593 Nashe Strange Newes F 3 The . . Mariner, that talks

quakingly and shudderingly of a storme that hee hath newly
toyld through. 1797 Mrs. Radcliffe Italian vii, Vivaldi

shudderingly turned to look on it again. 1813 Miss £dge<
worth in Scott's Fam. Lett, (1894) II. 179 note, The touch

of insanity in the brother's character in the last shudderingly

fine scene. 1846 Trench Mirac. xxix. (1862) 414 She
would most shudderingly contemplate that beloved form
made a spectacle to strangers.

Shuddersome, a, [f. Shudder + -some.]

Causing a shudder.
1803 Strand Mag. VI. 694 Below the nose a pale, ghastly,

half-open mouth. It was shuddersome. 1893 Pall Mall
Gaz. 23 Dec. 1 1/2 There is something ghastly, something
shuddersome about the little piece.

Shtrddery, a. [f. Shudder + -y.] Charac-

terized by or causing shuddering ;
' creepy \

1863 R. S. Hawker in Life (1905) 450 My health is

shuddery—nine-tenths mental too. 1880 World 9 June,

Wilkie Collins grows.. more spectral and shuddery.

Hence Shu'dderiness.
1874 R. H. Hutton Crit. Contemp. Th. (1894) I. 68 The

dreary hopelessness and shudderiness, . . if I may coin a word,

of the mood depicted.

Shuddery, Shudra: see Sudra, an Indian

caste. Shude: see Shood. Shuder, var. Sudder.

Shue, shoo,?'. Sc, [See Shove v., etym. note.]

intr. To swing, play at see-saw. Hence Shue
sb., a swing, see-saw. Cf. Shuggie-shue^
1808 in Jamibson. 1890, etc. (see Eng. Dial. Diet.).

Shue, obs. f. Shoo, Sue v. Shuf, obs. f. Shovb
v. Shufe, obs. pa. t. of Shave v,

Shuff (J»f)j *S An inferior class of brick.

1843 Civil Engin, <$• Arch. Jrnl. VI. 349/2 The principal

varieties of bricks were called *malm paviors ', 'stocks',
' grizzles ',

'
places', and ' shuffs '. 1843 Mech. Mag. XXXIX.

192 The shuflfs were sold for an inferior price governed by
their quality, as they were frequently quite rotten.
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ShufF, a. dial, (see Eng. Dial. Diet.), [dial. var.

of Shy a.~\ Shy.
1688 Bunyan Christ as Adv. Wks. 1852 I. 173, I am dull

and stupid that way; will not Christ be shuff and shy with

me because of this?

Shuff, obs. form of Shove v.

Shuffle (Jf»*ri), sb. [f. Shuffle v.]

f 1. A shifting from one place to another ; an
interchange of positions. Obs.

1674 N. Fairfax Bulk <$ Selv. 100 The very life and soul

of motion is shuffle or sawing. 169a Bentley Boyle Lect.

i. 27 The unguided agitation and rude shuffles of Matter.

2. A tricky exchange or alternation (of argu-

ments, expedients, etc).

1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 185 With a slye

shuffle of counterfeit principles chopping and changing till

he haue glean'd all the good ones of their minds, i860
Smiles Self Help via. 215 Life becomes a mere shuffle of
expedients.

3. An evasive trick, evasion, subterfuge.
1628 Feltham Resolves 11. ii. 4 All the vnwelcome Shuffles

that the poore rude World puts on him. 1653 H. More Antid.
Ath. 111. iv. § 5 A man that is unwilling to admit ofanything
supernatural would please himself with this general shuffle

and put-off. 1690 C. Nesse Hist. <$• Myst. O. <$• N. Test. I. 46
Adam's first reason or shuffle was that he heard Gods voice.

1737 Waterland Eucharist 85 Socinus's pretended Reasons
..were mere shuffle and pretence. 184a G. S. Faber Prov.
Lett. (1844) II. 316 So as to leave no room for shuffle or

evasion. 1861 S. Brooks Silver Cord x\\. (1865) 225 That
seems a shuffle. You can say where the documents are, if

you please to do so. 1893 M. Pemberton Iron Pirate 201
You il answer it now, yes or no, plain word and no shuffle.

4. Movement of the feet along the ground with-

out lifting them ; a gait characterized by such
movement.
1847 L. Hunt Men, Women,

fy
Bks. I. iv. 62 The bear.,

dancing him from side to side in its heavy shuffle. 1849
Macaulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 533 His gait distinguished from
that of other men by a peculiar shuffle. 1862 Lillyiuhite's

Cricket Scores $ Biogr. I. 436 In delivering the ball he
neither ran nor walked up to the crease, but advanced with
a sort of ' shuffle '. 1886 G. R. Sims Ring o' Bells, etc. 10
The shuffle of little tired feet along the passage.

6. A dance of a rude kind, in which the feet are

shuffled along the floor. Double shuffle : one in

which two movements of the same kind are made
by each foot alternately.

1659 H. More Immort. Soul 11. xviii. 321 The rude shuffles

and dancings of the Cretick Corybantes. 1837 Marryat
Snarleyyoiv x, He would warm himself with the double-
shuffle, 1840 R. H. Dana Be/. Afast xx'iil, They all turned-
to and had a regular sailor's shuffle till eight bells. 1842
Dickens Amer. Notes vi. Single shuffle, double shuffle, cut
and cross-cut. 1894 E. Scott Dancing 84 The hornpipe
step, familiarly known as the double-shuffle.

6. The act of shuffling playing-cards ; also ellipt.

(a player's) turn to shuffle.

2651 Hobbes Leviath, 1. xi. 48 Nor any such hope to mend
an ill game, as by causing a new shuffle. 1728 Swift Jml.
Mod. Lady Wks. 1755 III. it, 195 The deal, the shuffle, and
the cut. 1894 Mrs. F. Elliot Roman Gossip v. 162 The
next shuffle of the cards finds him leading a hermit's life.

1894 Maskelyne Sharps <y Flats 140 To allow a certain
number of cards to remain undisturbed is a comparatively
simple matter in any shuffle.

Shuffle (J*>fl), z/. Forms: 6 shoofle, shooffell,
shuffiL, -ell, shoffle, 6-7 shuffel, 6-8 shufle,

7 shoffel, 6- shuffle. [Early modern Eng. ; 16th
c. shoofle, shoffle, shufle, etc., ad. or cogn. w. LG.
schiiffeln, also schuffeln to walk clumsily or with
dragging feet, mix (corn), shuffle (cards), deal dis-

honestly, play unfairly ; frequent, f. Teut. root *skuf-

(sku&-) to Shove. (Cf. Scuffle and Shovel z>.2)1

1. intr. To move the feet along the ground
without lifting them, so as to make a scraping
noise ; to walk with such a motion of the feet ; to

go with clumsy steps or a shambling gait. Also said

of the feet. Often with advs.
1598 Marston Sco. Villanie 64 b, Both of them goe

a good seemely pace, not stumbling, shuffling. 1627 Dray*
ton Agincourt 59 Another, his [arms] had shackled by the
feete; Who like a Cripple shuffled on the ground. 17x9 De
Foe Crusoe t. (Globe) 300 The Bear, .shuffling along at a
strange Rate. 1778 Miss Burney Evelina xviii. (1791) II.

104 He came shuffling into the room with his boots on. 1810
Crabbe Borough xiii, An old brown pony.. Who shuffled
onward, and from side to side. x8x8 Scott Br. Lamm, x, In
making his bow, one foot shuffled forward, .the other back.
ward. x8m — JrnL 5 Jan., I can now shuffle about and
help myself to what I want. 185a Thackeray Esmond 1.

Introd., Shuffling backwards out of doors in the presence
of the sovereign. 190a R. Bagot Donna Diana v. 43 The
electric bell. .rang.. .The servants shuffled to their feet and
went to answer it.

trans/. 1576 R. Peterson Caiateo (i8g2) 80 If a man or
woman should ,. shuffle backwarde vpon their taile. 1845
Gosse Ocean ii. (1849) 81 [Plaice] reside wholly upon the
bottom [of the sea], shuffling along by waving their flattened
bodies, fringed with dorsal and anal fins. 1874 Wood Nat.
Hist. 7 The creature shuffles along, .by help of its arms.

b. To move restlessly or fidget in one's seat.
1881 Durham Univ. frnl. 17 Dec. 133 They shuffle on

their seats and become impatient X895 * Merriman ' Grey
Lady n. ii, Captain Bontnor shuffled in his seat and like-
wise in his speech.

c. trans. To move (the feet) along the ground
or floor without raising them.
1576 R. Peterson Galateo (1892) 17 Some men vse to.,

playe the dromme with their fingers, or shoofle their feete.
1819 Keats Lamia 1. 356 Men, women, rich and poor..

Shuffled their sandals o'er the pavement white. 1833 Hr.
Martineau Briery Creek v. 114 Two or three boys and
girls shuffled their feet on the matting.

d. To perform (a dance or a dance-step) with a

shuffle. Also absol. or intr.

1818 Scott Br. Lamm, xiii, Bruin, .rose up upon his hind-
leg-:, and instantly began to shuffle a saraband. 1833 [Seba
Smith] Lett. J. Downingiii. (1835) 38 'Change partners,

and shuffle the next
'

; and so they chang'd, and shuffled

and changed. 187a ' Aliph Cheem' Lays 0/ Ind (1876) 5
Girls, .who shuffled and beat A strange time with their feet.

2. To manipulate (the cards in a pack) so as to

change their relative position, with the object of

preventing the players from knowing the order in

which the cards lie. Formerly freq. in allusive

use, to shuffle the cards ~ to manipulate matters.
1570 Levins Manip. 184/17 To shuffle cardes, con/undere.

X577 F. de Lisle's Legendarie G viij b, Al was but a new
practise whereby to shuffle the cardes as we say, and so to
heape one discord vpon another. 1591 Florio 2nd Fruites
69 Goe to, shooffeli the cardes verie well. 1596 Nashe
Saffron Walden M 3 They fell to dansing..; in a trice so
they shuffled the cards of purpose . . that . . he must tread the
measures about with the foulest, .fury that might be. X638
Burton Anat. Mel. (ed. 5) hi. iii. 1. ii, They turned up
trumpe, before the Cards were shufled. 1643 Plain English
17 [They] had shuffled their cards so cunningly as to be out
of the reach of law. 1709 Steele Tatter No. 50 p 11 He
is now shuffling the Cards, and dealing to Timothy. 1717
Prior Alma 11. 235 We sure in vain the cards condemn :

Ourselves both cut and shuffled them. 1784 Cowper Task
1. ^74 To deal and shuffle, to divide and sort, Her mingled
suits and sequences. 1829 Lytton Devereux 1. iv, Let us
see if, at sixteen, we cannot shuffle cards, and play tricks

with the gamester of thirty. 1894 Maskelyne Sharps
<f-

Flats 139 The cards are . . in their original positions, although
they appear to have been perfectly shuffled.

b. absol. or intr.
t

freq. allusively, esp. in phr.

shuffle and cut.

1589 (?Lyly] Pappe w. Hatchet C Hij (1844) 27 Weele
make you deale, shuffle as well as you can we meane to cut
it. 159a Marlowe Mass. Paris 1. ii, Since thou hast all

the Cardes within thy hands To shuffle or cut, take this as
surest thing: That.. thou deale thy selfe a King. 1602
Heywood Woman kilted w. Kindn. UI. ii, Shuffle, lie cut;
would I had neuer dealt. 1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester
(ed. 2) 58 The Dealer shuffles, and the other cuts. 1694
Congreve Double Dealer 11. i, Since we have shuffled
and cut, let's e'en turn up trump now. 1706 E. Ward
Wooden World Diss. (1708) 93 He. .shuffles and cuts with
every one who has to do with him. X748 Walpole Let. to
Mann 26 Dec, A little astonished at seeing the Count
shuffle with the faces of the cards upwards. x8xo Crabbe
Borough x, They draw, they sit, they shuffle, cut and deal.
186a 'Cavendish' W,hist (1879) 6 The dealer has always the
right to shuffle last. 1864 Knight Passages Work. Life I.

iii. 167 The princes, .at the faro-table of Vienna shuffled and
cut for the destinies of the world.
Proverb. 1620 Shelton Quix. III. xxiii. 160 O Cousin, I

say, Patience and Shuffle, a 1839 Praed Poems (1864) II.

141 And cut the fiercest quarrels short With—'Patience,
gentlemen—and shuffle !

'

C. trans. To produce or put in (a card or a
certain succession of cards) in shuffling. Chieflyyfo.
X583 Melbancke Philolimus F ij b, The fault. .was. .in

her mother, which in shuffling the cards shufled in a knaue
too many. 1594 r Greene Selimus Wks. (Grosart) XIV.
251 Vnlesse I snuffle out my selfe a king. 1648 Hunting of
Fox 40 Your creatures were shuffled among all the knaves
in the packe. 1654 Whitlock Zootomia 425 Shuffling and
cutting ones selfe a Fortune in this scambling World. Mod.
I will try and shuffle myself a good hand this time.

3. To push along, about, or together in a dis-

orderly mass or heap, or in a manner suggesting
the shuffling of feet.

X567 Harman Caveat xxiv, He shuffels vp a quayntitye
of strawe. .into some pretye earner of the barne where she
maye conuenientlye lye. X577-87 Holinshed Chron. III.

1065/1 They .. strewed againe the rushes that were shuffled
with strughng. 16x6 Rich Cabinet A a 2 To beginne an-
other discourse when a man is telling a story, .is as if you
should shuffle stones against him which goeth [ = walks],

1695 Woodward Nat. Hist. Earth vi. (1723) 279 The Sea,
by this Access and Recess, shuffling the empty Shells. 1735
P. Blair Pharmaco-Bot. in. 133 They Wash Cloaths,
shufling, shifting of it. 187$ Southward Diet. TyPogr. 63
He then lets the further side rest upon the table, and
shuffles the sheets gradually away from him.

4. To put or throw together in one mass indis-

criminately, incongruously, or without order ; to
huddle or jumble together.

1570 Levins Manip. 127/45 To Shuffil, con/undere. 1609
Holland Amm. Marcell. 32T The enemies rankes were
broken, and for feare so shufled together, that [etc]. 1639
H. Burton Babel no Bethel 1 Comparing my arguments to
scroles shufled together in a lottery pott. x66a J. Davies
tr. Mandelslo's Trav. 268 They.. eat upon the ground,
sometimes shuffling flesh, and fish, and fruits together all

into the same dish. 1685 South Serm. Prov. xvL 33 (1727)
I. 207 When Lots are shuffled in a Lap, Urn, or Pitcher.
1806-7 J- Beresford Miseries Hum. Life (1826) xx. 260
Your shoes shuffled by a rascally servant into the general
heap. X883 V. Stuart Egypt 66 The.. granite blocks are.,
mingled together and piled on one another, .as if shuffled
by some giant. 1899 J. G. Frazer Orig. Totemism ii, The
various clans, .do not live isolated from each other, but are
shuffled up together within a narrow area.

b. With immaterial obj.

1634 Heywood Lane. Witches HI. Wks. 1874 IV. 211 Was
there ever such a medley of mirth, madnesse, and drunken-
nesse, shuffled together? 1647 Cowley Mistr., Distance iv,

Hearts by Love, strangely shuffled are, That there can never
meet a Pare ! 1699 Bentley Phal. 272 Eusebius's Histories
are so shuffled and interpolated, and so disjointed from his
Tables, a 173a Atterbury (J.), He has shuffled the two
ends of the sentence together. 1813 Lamb Elia n. Rejoicings

New Year, Good Days, bad Days so shuffled together.
1830 Macaulay Misc. Writ, (i860) II. 20 Let us now
shuffle the censuses of England and France together.

c. To mingle or join indiscriminately with or
among others.

1593 KydZ^. Sir y. Puckering Wks. (1901) p. cviii, Some
fragments of a disputation.. affirmd by Marlowe to be his,
and shufled w" some of rayne. 1648 Winyard Mids.-Moon
2 Shuffle him with the rest oth' visitors. x66a J. Davies tr.

Olearius' Voy. Ambass. (1669) 282 With so little observance
or order, that.. the servants were shuffled in among their
Masters. 1713 Guardian No. 108. 104, I.. should not have
minded them had they been still shuffled among the crowd.
174a Young Nt. Th, vn. 708 The pang of seeing worth.,
soon shuffled in the dark With ev'ry vice.

6. To bring in in a deceitful, tricky, or surrep-
titious manner ; to smuggle (a thing) in or into
(something else) ; to thrust in somehow or other.
X565 Jewel Re/>lie Harding (1611) 201 Quite altering the

words that hee found, and shuffling in, and interlacing other
words of his owne. 1593 Tell- Troth's N. Y. Gi/t (1876) 10
The wicked. .labour. .to shuffle in suspition amongst those
that are free from thought thereof. x6io T. Robinson
jfustif. Separat. Wks. 1851 II. 490 Abundleof corn shuffled
into a field of weeds., canno^ make the field a corn-field.

x6aa Peacham Compl. Gentl. xiii, 150 Coates [of arms] some-
times are by stealth purchased, shuffled into Records and
Monuments, by Painters. 1736 Watts Logic ill. iv. § 3
Nor. .cheat your Understanding by changing the Question,
or shuffling in anything else in its Room. 1759 Robertson
Hist. Scot, II. 35 He acknowledged that he had shuffled in

this letter among other papers which he laid before the
king to be signed.

•f* b. To remove, put aside or away in a hurried,

secret, or underhand manner. Obs.

1598 Shaks. Merry W. iv. vi. 29 Her Mother, .hath ap-
pointed That he shall likewise shuffle her away. 1646 R.
Baillie Anabaptism (1647) Ep., Then was it good time for

them to come in play, and., to shuffle all others, who had
managed the Game whilst it was hazardous. 1649 Bounds
Sf Bonds Obed. 40We know, .how Joseph was shuffled away
by his owne friends and kindred. x666 in 10th Rep. Hist.
MSS. Comm. App. v. 18 A maid servant, who. .was on a
sudden shuffled out of the said house, a 1754 Fielding
Univ. Gallant 11. i, It seems, he is not proper company for

me, or you would not have shuffled him away yesterday.

C. To bring, put, or thrust into or out of a. posi-

tion or condition in a haphazard, underhand, or
shirking manner, or by rough-and-ready means.
i6a8 Shirley Witty Fair One v. t, A spruce Captain,

newly crept out of a Gentleman Vsher, and shufled into a
Buffe Iurkin with gold Lace. 1654 Bramhall Just Vind.
v. (1661) 95 By Slight of hand, .to shuffle this Canon out of
the Acts of the Councel. 169a Bentley Boyle Lect. v. 4 That
all the Bodies of the first Animals and Plants were shuffled
into their several Forms.. fortuitously. X719 Lady Fan-
shawe Mem. 267 Thus was he shuffled into your father's

Employment. 1810 W. Wilson Hist. Diss. Ch. III. 83
Nothing can shuffle out the covenant of grace, but a secret

conversing with a covenant of works. i8a6 Scott frnl.
27 Oct., Calais.. might, .have been shuffled out of our
hands during the Civil wars. 1844 Kinglake Eothen viii.

(1847) 92 She shuffled away the subject of poor dear
Somersetshire, and bounded onward into loftier spheres of
thought, i860 Trench Serm. xxi. 247 He that shuns and
shirks the task of his life, shuffles it from him. c i860 M.
Arnold Mixed Ess., Democracy (1879) 43 To treat them as
if they had been shuffled into their places by a lucky accident.

cL To shuffle off: to get rid of or evade (some-
thing difficult, arduous, or irksome) in a perfunctory

or unsatisfactory manner ; to dispose of evasively

;

to shirk (a duty or obligation).
In mod. use freq. in echoes of Shaks. Ham. in. i. 67.
1601 Shaks. Twel. N. m. iii. 16 And euer oft good turnes,

Are shuffel'd off with such vncurrant pay. 160a — Ham. in.
i. 67 When we have shufflel'd [sic] off this mortal! coile.

164a D. Rogers Naaman 38 Men shuffle them [sc judge-
ments) off thus. x6s3 H. More Antid. Ath. 1. iv. § 4
Though he would shuffle off the trouble of apprehending an
Infinite Deity. 1784 Sir J. Reynolds Disc. xii. (1876) 43
To evade and shuffle off real labour. 1807-8 W. Irving
Salmag. 375 With the full expectation of shuffling off the
remnant of existence, after the excellent fashion of that
merry Grecian, who died laughing. 1861 Thackeray Four
Georges 11. (1876) 46 [They] are obliged for propriety's sake
to shuffle off the anxious inquiries of the public 1863
Lytton Caxtoniana xxii. II. 70 In reality he shuffles off
duty. x8oo Saintsbury Ess. Engl. Lit. 272 A mania which
some of his admirers have, .endeavoured to shuffle off.

f e. To shuffle up : to manage in secret ; to
hush up. Obs,
1588 Lambarde Eiren. iv. xvi. 581 If it be pronounced at

the Bench openly.. and not shuffled up in a chamber..
secretly. 1605-34 Breton Ipray you be not angry (Grosart)
6/2 The matter cleanly shuffled vp, and shee with sorrow
rather to confesse it in secret. x6o8 Willet Hexagla Exod.
551 The Spanish Inquisition, which is shuffled vp tn corners.

6. intr. and reft. To get in
t

into or out of a
position or condition, by some means or other, in

an underhand, shifty, or evasive manner.
15G5 Harding Answ. Jewel 375 b, In regard of the Rome

they haue shuffled them selues into. 1579-80 North Plu-
tarch (1595) 511 Sylla valiantly following on his victory,
shuffled in [to the City] among them as they fled. 1780
Cowper Lett. 4 Mar., We were concerned at your account
of Robert, and have little doubt but he will shuffle himself
out of his place. 1826 Motley Corr. (1889) I. 6, \ might
enter Sophomore,.. but if I should manage to shuffle in I

should always be the worst in my class. 1851 Helps ComP.
Solit. iv. (1874) 48 He would have contrived to shuffle awk-
wardly out of wealth and dignities. 1887 Westm. Rczk June
281 He shuffles out of the consequences by vague .. charges
of undue influence.

b. To shuffle + over, through : to perform
hurriedly or perfunctorily, get through somehow-



SHUFFLE,

1656 Baxter Ref. Pastor Pref. b, If there should be any
found, .that will shuffle over the work. 1681 Flavel Meth.
Grace xxiv. 418 Dost thou shuffle over thy duties as an
interruption to thy business and pleasures ? 1820 W. Irving
Sketch Bk. I. 219 The service..was shuffled through..
coldly and unfeelingly. i8ao J. W. Croker in C. Papers
20 Dec, If we had but a spokesman or two we should
shuffle through the session, i860 Geo. Eliot Mill on. Ft.
il iv, Tom was gradually allowed to shuffle through his
lessons with less vigour.

t o. To make scrambling efforts, scuffle. Obs.
1609 Daniel Civ. Wars via. xcix, Shuffling for your

roomes Of ease or honor. i6xi Shaks. Cymb. v. v. 105
Your life, good Master, Must shuffle for it selfe. a 1625
Fletcher Night. Walker 1, He that shall sit down frighted
with that foolery Is not worth pity, let me alone to shuffle.

7. To act in a shifting or evasive manner ; to shift

one's ground in argument, etc. ; to make use of
deceitful pretences or shifty answers.
1598 Shaks. Merry W. n. ii. 25, I. .am faine to shuffle

:

to hedge, and to lurch. 165a-6a Heylin Cosmogr. m. (1682)

5 So shuffling with the Macedonian and Syrian Kings, that
betwixt both they still preserved their own estates. 1668
0. Sansom in Ace. Life (1710) 60 When you should have
produced it [a money-account], you shuffled, and shifted it

off; pretending a Mistake. 1706 Hearne Collect. (O.H.S.)
1. 322 Mr. Milles did not frankly own it, but seem'd to
shuffle about it. 1815 Sporting Mag. XLVI. 165 To him
they shuffled in the same manner, and gave him the like

false description of themselves. 1856 FROVDE.Hist. Eng. I.

125 He said and unsaid, sighed, sobbed, beat his breast,

shuffled, implored, threatened.

b. So to shuffle up and down.
1633 Ames Fresh Suit 11. 80 Those that are devoted to the

Ceremonies may shufle up and downe, first to order, and
when they are beaten thence, to Decencie. c 1645 Howell
Lett. 5 June 1635, The Bishop of Halverstadt and Count
Mansfelt shuffled up and down a good while. (1871 Jowett
Plato I. 96 He shuffles up and down [Trpt<t>eT<u atta ko.1 Karw]
in order to conceal the difficulty into which he has got
himself.]

T 8. trans. To manipulate unfairly. Obs.

1589 [TLylv] Pafipe iv. Hatchet (1844) 3* w»th their
wresting and shuffling holie Writ. 1593 Bilson Govt.
Christs Ch. 209 If I shuffle any writers wordes, or dazel the
Readers eies. 1641 in ' Smectymnuus * Vind. Ansvo. Pref.

a 2 b» This Authour is misalledged. . . This Councell shuffled
up with little Adeline.

t b. To shuffle up : to get or put together hastily

or in a perfunctory manner ; to patch up. Obs.
153a More Conjut. Tindole Wks. 357/1 Yet haue I not so

slightly sene vnto mine own, nor shoffled it vp so hasteli,.

.

but that [etc.]. 1589 Nashb Anat. Absurd. B 4 b, Some
stitcher.. hath shuffled or slubberd vp a few ragged Rimes.
1607 Dekker Westw. Hoe Wks. 1873 III. 295 Like Country
Atturnies, wee are to shuffle vp many matters in a forenoone.

1643 Baker Chron., Hen. V/I, (1653) 355 To shuffle up a
Summary proceeding by examination, without tryall of
Jury. 1659 Lady Alimony n. iii, A mad match soon
shuffled up

!

T C. To treat (a matter) in an equivocal fashion.

1637 Gillespie Eng. Pop. Cerem. m. iv. 59 He shuffeleth

the point deceitfully. 17x6 Wodrow Corr. (1843) III. 251
The Moderator shuffled the matter.

9. In immaterial sense : To put (a thing) off
from one to another, or upon a person.

1612 Sir J. Davies Why Ireland, etc. 168 Their possessions
..being shuffled and changed, and remoued so often from
one to another. 164a R. Carpenter Experience iv. v. 144
Looke how they shuffle the matter, and give it from one
hand to another amongst themselves. 1693 R. L Estrange
Fables ccxxxiii. 203 If any thing Hits, we take it to our
Selves, if it Miscarries, we shuffle it off to our Neighbours.

1745 De Foe's Engl. Tradesm. ii. (1841) 1. 18 The warehouse-
man shuffles them back upon the clothier to lie for his

account. 1875 M cLaeem Serm. Ser. 11. vii. 125 Is he trying

to shuffle off guilt from his own shoulders? 1879 Frouoe
Cxsar xiii. 189 Those who most agreed in what he had done,

were not ashamed to shuffle off upon him their responsi-

bilities. 1882 Mrs. Raven's Temptation I. 281 I'll shuffle

him off upon the governor.

t b. To put (a person) off {with an excuse, a

makeshift). Obs.

1659 D. Pell Imbr. Sea 574 Will any Land-lord bear with

his Tennant that shufle Is him off from year to year? 166a

J. Davies tr. Olearius' Voy. Ambass. (1669) 287 Those
whom the king had sent to him would not be shuffled off

with that answer. 1690 C. Nesse Hist, if Myst. O. if N.
Test. I. 77 It cannot consist with a gracious heart to shuffle

off the great God with slight services.

f o. To cheat (a person) out of a. thing. Obs.

i6»7 in Lismore Papers Ser. it. (1888) III. 150 He would
spend his whole estate before he should be shuffled out of

his landes. 1660 Pepvs Diary 4 July, I. .had great fears

that they will shuffle me out of them [sc. houses].

10. trans. To shift from one place to another
j

to move about this way and that.

t Shuffle the slipper, the game of hunt-the-slipper.

1694 Phil. Trans. XVIII. 92 Several Houses nowstanding
were shuffled and moved some Yards from their places.

1697 Dryden AKneid xl 1166 Apollo.. granting half his

prayV, Shuffled in winds the rest, and toss'd in empty air.

1760-7S H. Brooke Fool 0/ Qual. (1809) I. 16 Our hero
was beaten.. at draw-glove and shuffle the slipper. 1781

Cowper Truth 390 Yon cottager, who weaves at her own
door.. Shuffling her threads about the live-long day.

+ b. intr. To shift about hesitatingly. Obs.

C1645 Howell Lett. 28 Nov. 1635. The French shuffle

yet well enough upon the Frontiers of Germany and Lorrain.

1697 Dampier Voy. (1729) I. 79 The Wind would shuffle

about to the Southward again, and fall flat calm.

+ C. To pass into a succession of conditions. Obs.

1635 Shirley Traitor ii. D4 b, The Elements Shuffle into

innumerable changes.

XL To put (a thing) into a receptacle, put or
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take (a thing) on, offt etc. in a clumsy or fumbling
manner.
1694 tr. Marten's Voy. Spitzbergen in Ace. Sev. Late Voy.

11. 161 By it stands a Boy that shuffles the Fat by degrees
into a Bag. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. III. vi. ii, His shoulders
shuffle the loose coat off them. 1839 James Louis XIV, II.
62 The secretary shuffled the papers hastily under the table
cover. 1847 Disraeli Tancred in. ii, He shuffled off his
slippers at the threshold. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 111. iii,

When he has shuffled Ms clothes on. 1869 Trollope He
knew, etc. Ivii. (1878J 319 She could only shuffle her letter
back into her pocket.

b. intr. To get into an article of clothing in a
clumsy or fumbling manner.
1865 Kincsley Herew. xli, AUward shuffled into his

harness.
^ 1883 V. Stuart Egypt 112 The inhabitants.,

shuffled into their slippers.

c. To fumble, rare.
1812 Examiner 30 Nov. 767/2 Collingbourn observed the

prisoner busily shuffling about his pockets.

12. Comb.-, shuffle-breeches (raeaningobscure);
shuffle-cap, ' a play at which money is shaken in

a hat' (J.); shuffle-wing, the hedge-sparrow,
Accentor modularis.
1822 Cobbett Cottage Econ. (1823) § 107 The old *shuffle-

breeches band of the Quarterly Review. 171a Arbuthnot
John Bull 11. iii, He lost his Money at Chuck- Farthing,
*Shuffle-Cap, and All-Fours. 1759 Sterne Tr. Shandy 1.

x, Even chuck-farthing and shuffle-cap themselves stood
gaping till he [the village parson 1

, had got out of sight.
1829 J. L. Knapp Jrnl. Natur. 151 The hedge sparrow, or
"shufflewing.

Shuffle-board : see Shovel-board.
Shuffled, ppl. a. [f. Shuffle v. + -ed t.J

Huddled up, jumbled together.
1685 Drydzh Alb. fy Alb. n, In shuffled Heaps they hither

tend, a 1683 Oldham Wks. (1686J 71 No shuffled Atoms
did the well ouilt work compose.

Shuffler (J^'flsj). [f. Shuffle v. + -erI.]

1 1. One who mixes up or jumbles. Obs.
i6i« Cotgr., Brouillcur, a.. disorderly shuffler, or mingler

of things together.

2. One who acts in a shifty or evasive manner
;

a slippery, shifty person. In first quot. transf.
1621 Bp. Mountagu Diatribm 321 If it be.. that this first

Tithe is euery where stiled by the name of Tithes payed at
Ierusalem : your second Tithe, for ought I see, may goe
stand by for a shuffler, or it must bee confounded with the
first. 1629 H. Burton Truth's Tri. 46 See this crafty

shuffler how hee can packe this close. 1723 Waterland
2nd Vind. Christ's Div. 157 Unless He were the greatest
Prevaricator and Shuffler imaginable. 1836 Lytton Athens
(1837) II. 520 Sophocles in private life was a profligate, and
in public life a shuffler, and a trimmer. 2883 Manch. Exam.
26 Nov. 5/2 If [he] is not the meanest and most pitiful

shuffler who ever stood on a platform.

f 3. Cant. ?A drinker. Obs.
164a Tom Nash his Ghost title-p., To the three scurvy

Fellowes of the upstart Family of the Snufflers, Rufflers and
Shufflers. 165a Brathwait Bamabies Summons, For all

Malaga men, called Vintners, Sack-drawers.. Tub-Taysters
Snuffers, Rufflers,.. Shufflers,. .Suck-spigots, Spewterers.

4. One who shuffles cards.

1894 Maskelyne Sharps $ Flats 154 If the sharp is a fine

shuffler.

Shuffling, vbl. sb. [f. Shuffle v. + -ing l.]

1. The actioa of moving the feet along the ground
without lifting them ; the dragging and scraping

of feet over a surface.

Double-shuffling- : the performance of a double shuffle.

1608 Dekker Dead Tearme Wks. (Grosart) IV. 51 What
shuffling, what shouldering, what Just ling. 1859 Dickens
Haunted House vm. 48 There ensued such toe-and-heeling,
and buckle-covering, and double-shuffling. 1869 ' Lewis
Carroll' Phantasmagoria 99 Old shufflings on the sanded
floor. 1873 Miss Brolghton Nancy ii, A noise of shuffling

and scrambling to their feet on the part of the congregation.

2. The re-arrangement of the cards in a pack.

1579 Northbrooke Dicing (1843) 142 They haue such
sleightes in sorting and shuffling of the cardes. 1591 Florio
2nd Fruites 69 What a shooffling doo you keepe with those
cardes? 1659 H. Nevile {title), Shuffling, Cutting, and
Dealing, in a Game at Pickquet. 1796 Burke Regie. Peace
iv, The cutting and shuffling of Cards. 1840 Hood Miss
KHmansegg 2002 The rattling of dice and the shuffling of
cards. 1856 Lt. Col. B** Whist player (1858) 18 In shuf-

fling, the cards must be above and free from the table.

Jig. a 165a J. Smith Set. Disc. iv. 89 That all the shuffling

ana cutting of atoms could produce such a divine piece of

wisdom as this is.

3. The shifting of a thing about or from one

place to another ; change of the position (of things)

with reference to each other ; mixing or jumbling

together,
1602 Shaks. Ham. iv. vii. 135 So that with ease, Or with

a little shuffling, you may choose A Sword vnbaited. 1661

Boyle Scept. Chym. 11. 162 A new shufling and Disposition

of the Component Particles of a body. 1691 Ray Creation

(1714) 37 The fortuitous shuffling together of its component
Materials. 169a R. L'Estrance Fables xli. 43 This Shuf-

fling of the Bat in the Paw of the Weazle. 1890 Hardwicke's

Sci. Gossip XXVI. 143/2 After some sidling of the head and
shuffling of the wings. 1891 Alkenxum 8 Aug. 189/3
' Cbarybdis*, the title-piece.. seems as if it might have

come to its pre-eminence merely by a chance shuffling of the

leaves.

b. Printing. (See quot.)
1841 Savage Diet. Printing, Shuffling. This is. .part of

the process of Knocking-up, when the paper is laid in heaps,

after having been taken down from the poles, to make it lie

even at the edges.

SHULLOCK.

4. Shifty or evasive dealing or conduct
; f occas.

evasion (^something).
1579 V7. Wilkinson Conjut. Earn. Love 4 Herein you do

but rayse dust with your shufflyng. 1602 Shaks. Ham.
in. iii. 61 There is no shuffling, there the Action lyes In his
true Nature. 1646 J. Hall Horse Vac. 113 There is rather
a shuffling of approaching dangers, then preventing them
from afarre. a 1716 South Serm. {1744) II. 112 The ambi-
guity and shuffling of a partial historian. 1823 Lamb Elia
11. Poor Relations, The truth must out without shuffling.
1842 Miall Nonconf. II. 1 That species of shuffling, which
goes by the name ofexpediency. 1884 Truth 13 Mar, 375/2
All the rest is shuffling and subterfuge.

Shuffling, ppl. a. [f. Shuffle v. + -ing 1.]

1. That shuffles in walking ; that drags the feet

over the ground without lifting them. Hence, of
a walk, pace, gait : Consisting of or characterized
by a shuffle.

1596 Shaks i Hen. IV, in. i. 135 The forc't gate of a
shuffling Nagge. 1609 Old MegoJHerejordsh. (1816) 1 The
courts of kings for stately measures : . . the country for shufling
dances. 1697 Collier Ess. Mor. Subj. 11. (1703) 45 The
hurry of the pursuit will make but a snuffling pace. 17*7
Somervile Happy Disapp. 57 He knew him by his shuffling
pace. 1815 Elfhinstone Acc. Catibul Introd. (1842) I. 9A kind of shuffling trot. 1848 Dickens Dombey ii, He was
a strong, .round-shouldered, shuffling, shaggy fellow. 1889
Jessopp Coming oj Friars ii. 57 A ragged, shuffling tramp
on the road.

2. Of persons : Given to shifty or evasive action
or behaviour.
1616 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl. Soc) I. 94 A shuffling fello,

not worthy water for his hier. 1674 Essex Papers (1890) I.

182, I find them very backward & shufling in all their
Paymt§. 1715 Addison Tryal Count Tariff, The Court
found him a false, shuffling, prevaricating rascal. 1833
Ht. Martineau Manch. Strike I 12 The mean-spirited,
shuffling knave. 1878 Lecky Eng. in 18th Cent. II. viii.

439 So timid in danger, and so shuffling in difficulty.

b. Of action, conduct, speech : Evasive, shifty.

1644 Prvnne & Walker Fiennes* Trial 29 Colonell
Fiennes.., said in a shuffling manner, I confess he was a
Governour dejacto, but not de jure. 1660 H. More Myst.
Godl. v. xvii. 203 They held the Creed in the plain literal

sense thereof without anyshuffling Allegories. 1712 Arbuth-
not John Bull 111. x, Though he durst not directly break
his appointment, he made many a shuffling excuse. 1787
Jefferson Writ. (1859) II. 171 The shuffling conduct of
Barrois. 1851 Scott Ct. Robt. xxi, The wily, ambidexter,
shuffling policy of the Emperor. 1851 Thackerav Eng.
Hum. iii. (1876) 246 Dick made a shuffling excuse that he
could not see her.

3. That shuffles cards.

1777 [T. Swift] Gamblers 1 1 Great Father of the Shuffling
Crew ! [margin Mr. Hoyle].

Shufflingly, adv. [f. prec. + -lt 2.] With a
shuffling gait ; in a shuffling or evasive manner.
1657 J. Sergeant Schism Dispack't 110 How shufflingly

the Doctor behaves himself. 1681 Dryden Span. Friar \.

i, Perhaps I may go shufflingly at first; for I was never
before walk'd in Trammels. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 1. xvi,

The honest man had shufflingly declined. 1879 Meredith
Egoist xxxiii, Vernon, .apologized to him shufflingly.

Shuffy (J»fi), a. [f. Shuff + -y.] Of bricks :

Friable from being badly burnt.

1850 Dobson Bricks tf Tiles 38 Shuffs. These are unsound
and shuffy—that is, full of shakes. 1873 Robertson Engin.
Notes 33 If the intensity of the heat is intermittent the bricks
will be shuffy like piecrust.

T Shug, v. Obs. rare~l
. [If not some error,

perh. a forced use of shug Shog v.] intr. ?To
force one's way, shove in.

1638 Dekker, etc. Witch ojEdmonton v. i. (1658) 56, I am
for greatness now..; There I'll shug in, and get a noble
countenance ; Serve some Briarean Footcloth-strider.

Shug, variant of Shog v.

Sliu-ggie-slme :

, sb. Sc., Jr. and north.

Also 7, 9 shoggie-shou, -show, 9 shuggy shoe,
-shew, -shoo, -shaw. [Cf. Shog v. and Shue sb.

and v.j The pastime of swinging ; a swing (esp.

at a fair), hencejocularly the gallows; also a see-

saw. Hence Shugg-y-shue v. intr. to sway
about. (See Eng. Dial. Diet.)

1653 Urquhart Rabelais 1. xxii. 96 There he played.. at
swaggie, waggie or shoggieshou [F. a la brandelle]. 1836
W. Carleton Fardorougha xvi, You'd a' got a touch of

the Shuggy Shoe. Note Gallows.

Shuggle, Shugh, var. ff. Shoggle, Shedgh.

i Shugh. int. rare-1
. [Cf. Shoo int.?] Used

as an exclamation of impatience.

1640 Brome Antipodes v. v, Joy. Shugh, give me leave.

Byp. I must take charge I see o* th' dagger againe.

Shuin, obs. variant of Sewin K
1655 Moufet & Bennet Health's Improv. 187 Shuins,

seem unto ine a kind of Salmon.

Shuite, obs. form of Suit.

Shulder, -dre, -dur, obs. forms of Shouldeb.
Shule : see Shool v. t

Shovel.
Shulleng(e } obs. forms of Shilling.

Shullock. Obs. exc dial. In 7 schullook,

9

dial, shollock, shullok. [Of obscure origin : cf.

dial, shallock, shollock vb., to idle about, to slouch.]

Used as a term of contempt.
a 1603 T. Cartwright Conjut. Rkem. N. T. (1618) 649

M. Calvins great skill.. could not without blushing be
lacked of such schullockes and skipjackes as you be. 1841

R. W. Hamilton Nugx Lit. 359 Shollock. A very dirty

fellow,—bad in look as shabby m appearance.



SHTJLWAR.

II Shulwar (Jtrtwa'r). Also ahulwaur. [Pers.

1A* shalwar. Cf. Shebryvally, Shebwal.] pi.

Persian loose trousers.

1838 J. B. Fraser Kussilbask I. xv. 200 His huge shul-

wars, or riding trowsers..fell in folds over the large red

leather boots. 1840 — Koordistan II. v. 118 The Sheikh's

cloaks and shulwars.

Shuinac, Shuman: see Sumach, Shaman.
Shumerian, variant of Sumerian.
Shumsheer, variant of Shamsheer.
Shun (fvn), sb. rare~l

. [f. the verb.] The
action of shunning ; in phr. upon the shun.
1833 Scott Peveril Pref. Let., Our friend is so much

upon the shun, .that it must be no light temptation which
will withdraw him from his incognito.

Shun (J»n). v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shunned
(Jrmd). Forms : a. 1 scunian, 3 acumen,
schunien, shunen(n, sconien, sonen, sunen,
schunen, 3-4 schonen, schonie, 4 shonie, -ye,

schonne, schwue, 4-5 shonen, shone, schone,
4-6 shonne, 4-7 shunne, 5-6 shon (6 schune,
shonn), 6- shun ; irreg. pa. t. 7 (once) shan.

0. 1 -sceonian (in compounds), north, (si)scynia,

3 sceonie, 4 shine, shenye, 5 pa. t. shynte.
[OE. scunian (chiefly in compounds, d-,onscunian),

a wk. verb not found in the other Teut. langs. Of
obscure origin.

If the primary sense was ' to hide oneself (from) ', the vb.

might be a derivative from the Teut. and Indogermanic
root *sku- to cover, hide.

The jS forms are prob. due to the effect of the palatal sc

on the following vowel.]

1 1. trans. To abhor, detest, loathe. Obs.
1033 in Thorpe Dipt. Angl. Sax. (1865) 318 Of eallan San

mannan oe 3ser gehjende beo& mid ane mode wur5 he
gescunned. a xsoo Vices <$ Virtues 7 pat 3ie hatien and
scunien, ouer alle ping, 5es awer^hede senne. c 1200 Or.min
2550 Drihhtin shunebp alle pa [>att unnclaennesse foll^henn.

c 1205 Lay. 14869-72 Mi uader . . scunede [c 1375 sonede]
bene cristindom & pa hsedene la^en luuedcba we sculleS
sceonien [c 1275 hatie]. a 1350 Owl <fr

Night. 229 For vych
bing bat schonyeb riht, hit iuuyeb buster & hateb lyht. Ibid.

792 Vor myne crafte men me Iuuyeb Vor pine strengbe men
pe schunyeb.

f 2. To seek safety by concealment or flight from
(an enemy, his pursuit, etc.) Obs.

(1950 Guthlac xix. (Gonser) 159/7 And hine Ceolred se
kyning hider and bider wide aflymde, an he his ehtnysse
and his hatunge fleah and scunode. 1607 Shaks. Cor. 1.

vi. 44 The Mouse ne're shunn'd the Cat, as they did budge
From Rascals worse then they. 1638 W*. Lisle Heliodorus
11. 36 A lining Greeke from dead Egyptian ran, And long
time that, which could not hurt htm, shan.

T b. To evade, elude (a blow, missile). Obs.
1*1586 Sidney Arcadia m. (Sommer) 317 b, But Amphialus

seeing the blow comming, shunned it with nimble turning
his horse aside. 1590 Spenser F. Q. ii. v. 4 [He] lightly

shunned it [the stroke]. 1667 Milton P. L. 11. 810, I fore-

warn thee, shun His deadly arrow.

3. To-avoid (in mod. prose use always to avoid
persistently or habitually) from repugnance, fear,

or caution ; to keep away from (a person or his

society, a place, etc.) ; to avoid encountering or

exposing oneself to (dangers, conditions), using or
having to do with (a thing) ; to eschew, abstain

carefully from (an action, an indulgence, etc.).

a. with obj. a person, his company, etc.

c 1175 Lamb. Horn. 79 Al se hwat se he forgulte wes al

[animals] hit him ulel [? read uleh] and scunede. c 1350
Gen. $ Ex. 1864 Dat folkes kin god bad himsunen. 13.. K.
AUs. 6157 (Laud MS.), Aqueyntaunce of alle men hij shoneb.

1377 Langl. /J PI. B. xi. 427 Euery man hym shonyeth.

1393 Ibid. C. xiv. 245 Ech man shoneb hus companye.
01450 Lovelich Grail Iv. 76 The kyng was A lepre..and
so Orible.-that Eche Man schoned his Compenye. 1590
Shaks. Mids. N. 11. i. 142 If you will patiently dance in our
Round,, .goe with vs ; If not, shun me and I will spare your
haunts. 1607 Rowlands Famous Hist. 13 Society he shuns,
and keeps alone. 1667 Milton /'. L. iv. 319 So passd they
naked on, nor shund the sight Of God or Angel. 1784
Cowper Task in. 88 Then he that sharp'd..Was mark'd
and shunn'd as odious. Ibid. vi. 307 The tim'rous hare..
Scarce shuns me. 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr. 111. viii, So.,
shunning human approach, this troublesome old woman hid
herself. 1880 Dixon Windsor III. xxiv. 238 The nobler
class of Catholics shunned him.

b. with obj. a thing, a place, external conditions
or circumstances, dangers, an enemy, etc.

c i3oo Ormin 939s 3iff batt tin e^he iss all unnhal.-Itt
shunebp.. pesunness brihhte leome. a 1335 Ancr. R. 86
Vor 3ff heo hit [hore ful5e] stunken, ham wolde .. speowen
bit ut per, and schunien hit per efter. a 1350 Owl

<fr
Night.

590 (Jesus MS.) Par to pu draust..& oper clene stude bu
schunest. 1383 Wyclif Lev. xi. 11 $e shulen not eete the
flesh of hem, and the fain to deeth je shulen shonne [1388
eschewej. c 1420 Chron. Vilod. 1548 Bot euery mon may
well knowe & wyte What he was, by-cause bat he shynte
& dred be cresse. 1577 Googe tr. Heresbach's Husb. 1. 18
Yf..you finde itsweete, it is a signe of riche groundcyf it

be saltishe, it is to be shunned. 1591 Shaks. Two Gent.
I. iii. 78 Thus haue I shund the fire, for feare of burning.
i6ix Bible Transl. Pref. f 9 Neither is it the true man
that shunneth the light, but the malefactour. 1697 Dryden
AEneid Ded. (e), I have sbun'd the Csesura as much as
possibly I cou'd. For wherever that is us'd it gives a rough-
ness to the Verse. 1710-11 Atterburv Serm. (1734) III. 93
It is not supposed, that we should have Power always to
Resist, unless we before-hand do what is in our Power to
Shun Temptation. 1717 Prior Alma 1. 482 He hates the
fight, and shuns the foe. 1781 Cowper Charity 239 Thy
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lips have.. Taught me what path to shun and what pursue.
1847 Tennvson Princess ProL 38 O noble heart who. . Nor
bent, nor broke, nor shunn'd a soldier's death. 1849 Mac*
aulay Hist. Eng. v. I. 616 They rode on all day, shunning
towns and villages. 1865 Livingstone Zambesi x. 204 A
strange superstition makes them shun tbis sacred place.

absol. 1818 Shelley Lines Euganean Hills 23 The
dreamer.. Longing with divided will, But no power to seek
or shun.

c. with obj. a mode of action, expression, or

behaviour, an occupation, employment, subject of
conversation, a mental condition or the like (often

expressed by inf. or gerund).
c 1175 Lamb. Ham. in pet clene wif scunaS jitsunge.

c i3oo Ormin 4502 Itt niss nohht lihht To betenn hen} sinne,
& forrbi birrp be shunenn a33 To fallenn ohht taerinne.

c 1200 Trin. Coll. Horn. 13 pe man be hit meoe5 riht pe
suneS aleo gestninge and idel wil. 1340-70 Alex. $ Dind.
449 Wip us schineb euery schalk in schippus for to saile.

1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) III. 459 We schoneb and for-

sake^ fouleslewpe and leccherie. a 1400 New Test. (Pauas)
Tit. iii. 9 Bote schenye pou questyones of foly. c 1449
Pecock Repr. 11. xiii. 227 The vce of thilk thing is to be
shoned, eschewid, and avoidid. 1544 Bethah Precepts
War 1. cxl. G vij b, Commaunde your souldyours, that they
shunne to spoyle and robbe temples. 1590 Spenser F. Q. i. x.

60 Thenceforth the suit of earthly conquest shonne. 1617
Moryson Itin. 1. 16, I ever shunned to goe twice one way.
1697 Dryden Virg. Past. ix. 21 Had not Phoebus warn'd
me. . To shun debate, Menalcas had been slain. 1743 Bkrk k-

ley Let. Wks. 1871 IV. 282, I would say, shun late hours.

1845 M. Pattison Ess. (1889) I. 19^ The thorny subject
which they were delicately shunning in their conversation.

1847 Tennyson Princess m. 205 We touch on our deadself,
nor shuntodoit. i868Nettleship.£'«. Browning I. 40 The
majority of those who are growing old.. shun looking back
at all.

absol. 1377 Langl. P. PI. B. v. 169 Amonge monkes I

mi3t be ac many tyme I shonye.

d. trans/, and fig. Said poet, of things.

13.. E. E. Allit. P. B. 1101 So clene was his hondelyng
vche ordure hit schonied. 1610 Shaks. Temp. iv. i. 116
Scarcity and want shall shun you. 1701 Addison Let.fr.
Italy 56 See how the golden groves around me smile, That
shun the coast of Britain's stormy Isle. 1813 Shelley
Q. Mob iv. 101 The meteor-happiness, that shuns his grasp.

4. To escape (a threatened evil, an unwelcome
task). Now rare or Obs.
c 1375 Moral Ode 1 50 in O. E. Misc. 63 Eure he wolde . . in

godnesse wunye Wib pat he myhte helle fur euer fleon and
schonye. 1413-46 Hoccleve Minor P. i. 193 How may we
two, the deeth eschue or shone ? 1593 Shaks. 3 Hen. VI,
11. iii. 13 They follow vs with Wings, And weake we are, and
cannot shun pursuhe. 1614 Gorges Lucan vn. 295 That
thus repulst thou shunst the griefe To see the slaughtred
heapes that lye ? 1667 Milton P. L. x. 1062 JHe will] teach
us further by what means to shun Th* inclement Seasons,
Rain, Ice, Hail and Snow. 1784 Johnson in Boswell (1004)

II. 537 If a man were to go by chance at the same time
with Burke under a shed, to shun a shower. 1870 Bryant
Iliad I. vi.207 No man of woman born Coward or brave,
can shun his destiny.

f b. To prevent the occurrence of (an action,

event), to guard against (some inconvenience). Obs.

1338 R. Brunne Chron. (1725) in Bot Henry Dauidsonne,
. . Contek for to schonne, to Steuen mad feaute. 1613 Lady
E. Carew Mariam 1. i, For hee by barring me from hbertie,
To shunne my ranging, taught me first to range. 1697
Dryden Virg.Georg. 111. 245 To shun this 111, the cunning
Leach ordains .. To feed the Females, e'er the Sun arise.

1796 Jefferson Writ. (1859) IV. 154, I devoutly wish you
may be able to shun for us this war. 1798 Bloomfield
Farmer's Boy, Spring 159 Prowling Reynard. .To shun
whose thefts was Giles s evening care.

f5. intr. To shrink with dread; to be afraid. Obs.
a xooo Durham Ritual 31/5 Giscynia, metucre. a 1300

Cursor M. 15173 pe fleche was dutand for to dei, ..It was
ful sconand for pe sare. a 1335 Maudetein 24 in Horstm.
Altengl. Leg. (1878) 163 For euer he schoneb bat hap
misgilt. CX375 Sc. Leg. Saints iv. (Jacobus) 164 pe bukis
all he brocht..and prayt him to bryne bam sone. *Na',
said he, for bat I schone be rek of pame suld noyus be '.

c 1440 York Myst. x. 244 It is goddis will, it sail be myne,
Agaynste his saande sail I neuer schone.

f 6. To shrink back physically ; to move or go
aside (so as to escape or evade some person or

thing) ; to fly (from an enemy, etc.) ; also with aside,

away. Obs.
c 1330 R. Brunne Chron. Wace (Rolls) 14128 pey coube

nought fighte, ne to-gydere wone, Ne at tyme stande ne
schone. a 1375 Joseph Arim. 406 Betere hit were douhti-

lyche to di^en on or oune, ben wib schendschupe to schone
and vs a-bak drawe. ? a 1400 Morte Arth. 314 Ne no more
schoune fore be swape of theire scharpe suerddes. 14. . Sir
Beues (O) 3591 Fro his stroke away they dyd shone. 1530
Palsgr. 704/1 And I had nat shonned asyde, he had hyt me
in the eye. 1577 Test. 12 Patriarchs (1706) 152 If ye be
good doers, both unclean spirits shall flee from you, and
shrewd beasts shall shun for fear of you. 11x586 Sidney
Arcadia in. (Sommer) 269 He shunned as much as he could,

keeping onely his place for feare of punishment, a 1600
Flodden Field xli. in Child Ballads III. 357/1 Doubtlesse
while your Hues wold last you wold never shun beside the
plaine.

fis* *57* h Jones Bathes 0/ Bathes Ayde 11. 18 b, The
sake taste is that, which.. byteth the tongc.The bitter

taste is that, which seemeth to shunne away from the tongue.

+ b. To keep away, refrain^ewz. Obs.
1383 Wyclif Ecclus. iv. 23 Sone, waite tyme, and shone

awei fro euel [Vulg. devita a malo\. 1578 Hunnis in Parad.
Dainty Devises 24 To shonn, from brails, debate and strife.

7. trans. To screen, hide. Now only dial*

1637 C. MacGeoghegan tr. Ann. Clonmacnoise 12 Fintan
..shunned himself from the violence thereof [i. e. of the

I
flood] in a caue. Ibid. 13 All the foule. .gathered themselves

SHUNT.
there to shunn themselves. 1890 GIouc. Gloss., Shun, to
screen, e.g., a shrub planted to hide back premises.

8. dial. To shove, push. [Pern, another word.]
Cf. Shunt v. 3.
1674 Ray 5. * E. C. Words 76 To Shun 1 to shove. Suss.

1851 ^V. <$• Q. Ser. 1. III. 205/1 In an assault case at Reigate,
I heard the complainant say of a man who had hustled him,
He kept shunning me along : sometimes he shunt me on

the road '. 187S W. D. Parish Sussex Gloss, s. v. Shun, He
shunned me off the pavement. 1876 Surrey Gloss., s. v.,
'I hey havn't made the hole large enough to get a stick in to
shun the dung back.

9. Comb, f shun-field, one who shuns the battle-
field

; shun-pike U.S. (see quot. 1911); fshun-
thank, one who grudges thanks.
1593 Passionate Morrice 81 But were not they shonne-

thanks they would speake better of Honesties sonne. 1675
Hobbes Odyss. xiv. 199 My vertue won her, I no shun-field
l<f>uyo7rToAf>io? ] was. x86s Lowell Biglow P. Ser. 11. ii. 22
Ef your soul Don't sneak thru shun-pikes so 's to save the
toll. 191 x Encycl. Brit. XXVI. 1053/1 A shunpike, or road
constructed to facilitate evasion of tolls on a turnpike road,
may be closed by injunction.

t Shunch, v. Obs. rare. In 3 schunchen. [Of
obscure origin ; ? related to Shun v.] trans. To ter-

rify, frighten (away or from the way). Cf. Ashunch.
<zi335 Ancr. R. 312 Auh we schuncheS [v.rr. schutten,

schuchteS] hine ueor awei hwon we doS deadliche sunne.
i 1225 Juliana 34 To drif drihtin ben deouel..bat weneS
me to schrenchen and schunchen of be weie.

Shund, variant of Schynd.
a 1688 J. Wallace Descr. Orkney (1693) 93 Shundbil, the

decreet past by the Foud,

Shunless (J»*nles), a. [f. Shun v. + -less.]
That cannot be shunned or avoided.
1607 Shaks. Cor. il ii. 116 Alone he entred The mortall

Gate of th* Citie. which he painted With shunlesse destinie.
1897 F. Thompson New Poems 139 This to the shunless
fardel of the world Nerves my uncurved back.

Shunnable (Jtmabl), a. [f. Shun #. + -able.]
That may be shunned.
1570 Levins Manip. 3/6 Shunnable, deuitabilis. 1834

C. Wells Joseph <$• Brethren L v. 77 You're shunable.

Shunned (frad), ///. a. [f. Shun v. + -edi.]
Avoided.
1591 Spenser Virg. Gnat 364 Shun'd destruction doth

destruction render. 1878 C. Stanford Symb. Christ viiL
221 The lowly, the lost, the shunned, the shelterless.

Shunner (J»*nai). [f. Shun ». + -er1.] One
who shuns.
1806 W. Taylor in Ann. Rev. IV. 565 The shunner of

battles.
_
1862 Lytton Str. Story I. 348 So gay and boon a

companion, yet a shunner of wine.

Shunning (JVnirj), vbl. sb. [f. Shun v. +
-ing J.] The action of Shun v.

1546 Coverdale, etc Erosm. Par. Rom. x. 1-4 The
shonnyng of dead carkasses. 1693 Dryden Juvenal Introd.
80 Juvenal, .tyes himself. .to the shuning of Moral Evil.

Shunning (Jtf-nirj), ///. a. [f. Shun v. +
-ing l

.\ That shuns.
1583 Melbancks Philotimus Ddiv, O Tantal, thai in-

deuorest to drinke the shuning water.

Shunt tj»nt), sb. [f. Shunt v.]

1. An act of shunting, f a. An act of drawing
back. Obs. rarer-1

.

13. . Gaw. 4- Gr. Knt. 2268 J>at oJ>er schalk wyth a schunt
pe schene wyth-haldez.

b. In Railway use and trans/, from this : see
Shunt v. 4, 5.
1884 H. Smart Post to Finish xlvi, Damme if ever they

persuade me into doing another 'shunt '. 1886 Pall Mall
Gaz. 31 Dec 1/1 The shunt from the German to the
Austrian alliance was due to the desire.. to support the
Prince of Battenberg in his struggle against Russia. 1898
H. G. Wells Certain Pers. Matters 132 All primitive men
and most animals swear. It is an emotional shunt.

2. EUctr. A derived circuit introduced to diminish
the current flowing through the main circuit ; esp.

a resistance coil connected in parallel with a
dynamo, etc. ; more fully shunt circuit* coil. In
shunt : connected so as to form a multiple current.
1863 R. S. Culley Pract. Telegr. 99 The 'shunt " system

can be applied with advantage. The shunt is a wire con-
necting the two ends of the galvanometer coil. 1885 P. Higcs
Magn. Dyn. Electr. Mech, 101 Dynamo-machines.. with
the main circuit, or ' series ' electro-magnet coils wound on
the same arm or limb of the electro-magnet, as contains the
' shunt ' coils. Ibid. 225 The total resistance of a circuit
from which shunt-circuits are taken is less than its own
resistance. 1893 Sloane Electr. Diet. s. v. Shunt Winding,
A dynamo or motor is shunt-wound when the field magnet
winding is in shunt or in parallel with the winding of the
armature.

b. Telegr. A device for diverting the current

from one line to another ; a switch ; also attrib.

1878 Edison in N. Amer. Rev. CXXVI. 536 To keep
wires in proper repair, and give, by switch or shunt arrange-
ment, prompt attention to subscriber No. 923 in New York.
3. Railways. A switch.
1842 Civil Engin. $ Arch. Jrnl. V. 85/2 The sub-con-

tractor.. had to. .lay down the temporary road, including
turn-outs, shunts, crossings, etc.

4. Ordnance. Short for shunt rifled gun, also a
curve in the rifling of a shunt rifled gun (see 5 b).
1864 Daily Tel. 4 May, The breech-loader had the short-

est range,, .the Armstrong shunt came next. 1866 Chamb.
Encycl. VIII. 698/2 [The grooves] run together for a short
distance, until a shunt narrows the whole groove.

5. attrib. and Comb. a. (in sense 2), as shunt
terminal, winding, etc. ; shunt box (see quot.
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1893); shunt dynamo, a shunt-wound (q.v.)
dynamo ; shunt running (see quot.) ; shunt-
wound a,, having the Shunt circuit wound in
parallel with the main circuit.

1878 Telegr. Jrnl. 15 Sept. 375/1 A newgalvanometer 'shunt
box. 1893 Sloane Electr. Diet, Shunt Box, a resistance
box designed for use as a galvanometer shunt. The box con-
tains a series of resistance coils which can be plugged in or
out as required. 1881 Nature XXIV. 533 A generator of
electricity of the kind now known as the 'shunt dynamo.
iqii_ Hobart Diet. EUctr. Engirt, s. v., In energy meters.

.

furnished with a friction compensation for the low loads
there is a tendency of the meter to work with no current in
the circuit to which it is connected. . . This is referred to as
' 'shunt running '. 189s Pract. EUctr. Engin. I. 10 "Shunt.
winding means that one branch of the circuit only encircles
the cores. 1883 Pali Mall Gaz. 14 Sept. 4/1 The conductor is

connected . . to a single "shunt-wound dynamo machine.
b. shunt line, road, a railway siding ; also

shunt-rifling, a method of rifling cannon so that
the projectile undergoes a shunt or lateral change
of position in the process of loading; so shunt
{rifted) gun, shunt shot, shunt system.
1864 Daily Tel. 18 May, It was found necessary tore-vent

the 'shunt gun. 1904 Westm. Gaz. 10 May 9/2 If the Read-
ing line were clear tt would be impossible for the No. 18
'shunt line to be clear also. 1866 Even. Standard 13 July
7 The 600-pounder Elswick 'shunt-rifled gun. 1868 Rep.
Munitions 0/ War 146 The 'shunt rifling was evidently
devised for the better centering of the shot. 1864 Daily
Tel. 18 May, Conditions detrimental to the proper flight of
the 'Shunt shot. 1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIIL 698/2 Sir
William Armstrong devised the ' 'shunt ' system.

Shunt (/rat), v. Forms: 3-4 sohunt, 4
shont, 5 s(c)hount, shontt, 5- shunt. Pa. t,

4 schunt, 5 shont, schounte; schontid, 6-
shunted. [Of obscure origin.
The ME. senses coincide with certain senses of Shun v., to

which, indeed, some of the above-cited forms of the pa. t.

may in certain instances possibly belong. It seems not im-
possible that this vb. may be a derivative of Shun v.]

+ 1. intr. To start or go aside (so as to avoid
some person or thing) ; to shy ; to shrink or steal

away ; to hang back. 06s.
a 1*15 Ancr. R. 242 (MS. T) Ne beo nawt be skerre hors

iliche pact schuntes [v.r. blenched uor one scheadewe upo be
heie brugge). 13.. E. E. AIM. P. B. 605 In behyje hete..
He was schunt to be schadow vnder schyre leuez. 13..
Gaw. 4 Gr. Knt. 1902 He [the fox attacked with the sword]
schunt for be scharp. Ibid. 2280 Quod G:, ' I schunt onez,
& so wyl I no more, ta 1400 Morte Arth. 1055 Thane he
dressede one his schelde, schuntes no lengere. a 1400-50
Wars A lex. 180 Sen it is sett to be soo & slipe it ne may, Ne
schewid to be na nobire schap, ne we to schount nouthire.
c 1400 Destr. Troy 600, 1 will shunt for no shame ofmy shene
fader. Ibid. 10998 Ne shamys you not shalkes to shunt of
be fild. c 1440 York Myst. xlvi. 50 J>ei schonte for no
schoutis his schappe for to schende it, bei rasid hym on rode.
15. . Song of John Nobody viii. in Strype Cranmer (1694)
11. 139 Then I drew me down into a dale, wheras the dumb
deer Did shiver for a shower, but I shunted from a freyke.

t b. To start, move snddenly. Obs. rare.
a 1400-50 Wars Alex. 580 In be same tyme he seuyrd fra pi

wambe, pe erd & all be elementis so egtrly schontid. 14..
Tretycevn W.ofHenley's Husb. (1890)47 Yeff your land ly
in marres . .& it be ereyd to depe at be secund falowe . . Your
f'loughe shall com to no barde grounde but go schoutyng
t read schooling] all in myrre. 1775 Ash, Shunt {v. int. a
local word), to give a sudden Mart.

T 2. trans. To elude (a blow, etc.) ; also, to

turn aside (shame) from (a person). Obs.
c 1400 Rowland 4 O. 1334 Hade he nott schounte his

stroke thore, For sotbe he hade bene slayne. c 1400 Destr,
Troy 2544 Let hym tegh to be tempulL.And let other men
. . For to shunt vs of shame

t
shend of our foos. c 1460

Tovmeley Myst. xxix. 361 Mi flesh it quakys as lefe on
lynde, to shontt the showres sharper then thorne.

3. To shove or push aside or out of the way.
Also intr. of a thing, to move from its proper
position, to give way. Chiefly dial.

1706 Phillips (ed. Kersey), To Shunt, a Country-Word
for to shove. 1775 Ash, Shunt (f. /., a local word), to shove,
to push. Shunting (p. a., a local word,from shunt), giving
a sudden start ; shoving, pushing with a sudden motion.
1850 S. Bamford Dial. S. Lane. Gloss., Shunt, to give way;
to move from a place. 1852 N. 4 Q. Ser. 1. V. 450/1 In the
North of England., speaking of a thing, a wall or founda-
tion, which has moved from its position, we should say, ' it

has shunted
' ; or ofa thing which requires moving, ' Shunt

it a little that way ', Shunt it at the other end '. 1863 Sir
R. Alcock Capital 0/Tycoon I. xiii. 268 After being punted
a mile over the shallows, and another mile shunted or
sleighed over the mud 1

4. To move (a train or some portion of it) from
the main line to a side-track or from one line of

rails to another ; also to move back.

1849 Alb. Smith Pottleton Legacy xxxiv. 410 As the men
came up to 'shunt' it [the horse-box], 1849-50 Wealds
Diet. Terms s. v., When an engine, carriage, or train is moved
off the main line to a siding, it is then said to be ' shunted '.

1851 F. S. Williams Our Iron Roads Apj>. 384 [A] porter..,

while holding the points to shunt a train, had his ankle

injured. 1881 Times 19 Jan. 10/2 The train was accordingly
shunted on to the up line and proceeded back to town.

1907 J. H. Patterson Man-Eaters of Tsavo i. 14 The
tram was shunted back to where the ostrich had fallen.

abiol. 185a F. S. Williams Our Iron Roads App. 378 Pas-

senger train came into collision with an engine which was
shunting.

b. fig. To push aside or out of the way ; to

side-track ; also, to get rid of.

1858 Sat. Rev. 13 Mar. 261/2 Practically, General Peel is

not shunted, but shelved. 1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The

Vol. VIII.
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0. V.H. xix, Which [horse] had we best shunt?.. one's as
good as the other to win, but the price makes all the differ-
ence. 1887 Lowell Old Eng. Dramatists (1892) 3 Since
then,.,my mind has been shunted offupon the track of other
duties. 1904 Mav Sinclair Divine Fire 255 That two
hundred ought to be three thousand, and if it isn't paid I
shall have to shunt the business.

5. intr. To move off the main line ; to move
from one line of rails to another.
1851 N. 4 Q. Ser. L III. 204/2 At a certain station the

parliamentary shunts ' to let the Express pass. 1883 Har.
pet's Mag. Mar. 537/1 There we would wait, and back and
shunt and change.

b. trans/. sn&fig. To move out of the way.
_
The dial. (Lanes., etc.) use= ' to go away, be off' may be

in part a direct development from sense 1.

1869 ' Wat. Bradwood ' The O. V. H. xix, It's no use at
all for us two to run against each other, that's flat; our
horse shall shunt for your'n, if your'n won't for ours. 189a
G. R. Lowndes Camping Sk. 26 Let's shunt from here.

6 Electr. To divert (a portion of an electric
current) by means of a shnnt (see Shont sb. 1)

;

also, to divert current from (a galvanometer).
1873 F. Jenkin Electr. 4 Magn. xvi. § 3 (1881) 235 If a

galvanometer with the resistance G be shunted by a shunt
of the resistance S, the resistance of the shunted galvano-
meter will be [etc.]. 1878 Telegr. Jrnl. 15 Sept. 376/1 The
necessary portion of the current is shunted off from the
galvanometer. 19 11 Hobart Diet. Electr. Engin. II. 617/1A winding which shunts or by-passes a portion of the main
supply.

7. fo turn (the shot) in a shunt rifled gun by
means of a shunt or curve in the rifling (see Shunt
sb. 4, s b).

1866 Chamb. Encycl. VIII. 698/2 When the groove
becomes narrowed . . the shot is shunted over to the left,

8. Slock Exchange. (See quot

)

1908 Times 22 Jan., Forbidding them to shunt, according
to the definition of shunting which steins to be generally
received—namely, dealing between markets by London and
provincial firms on joint account, and with a division of
profits and losses.

Shunted, ppl. a. [f. Shunt v. and sb. + -ed.]

1. In senses of the verb.

1896 Godey's Mag. Feb. 199/2 The shunted hero was.,
heir to a considerable fortune.

2. Electr. Provided with a shunt.

1873 [see Shunt v. 6]. 19x1 Hobart Diet. Electr. Engin.
II. 344/2 Shunted Meter, an electricity meter provided with
a low-resistance shunt [etc.].

Shunter (jimtai). [f. Shunt v. + -er i.]

L A railwayman employed to shunt trains. Also,
a mechanical device to facilitate shunting.
185s F. S. Williams Our Iron Roads App. 381 William

Lear, shunter, foot crushed. 1876 L'pool Daily Post 3 Oct.
5/1 One of the last new things in mechanical inventions is

a railway shunter. It is a wooden lever [etc.].

2. Stock Exchange. (See quot.)
1888 Glasgow Even. Times 24 Aug. 3/6 A ' shunter ' is.,

a broker who buys or sells a stock in one market in the
belief that he will be able immediately to cover the trans-
action in another at a profit.

Hence Sb.u-ntersb.ip.
1894 Blatchford Merrie Eng. xix. 149 Promotion to a

head shuntership.. should be counted as high enough am-
bition.

Shunting (Jtrntin), vbl. sb. [f. Shunt v. +
-ING 1

.] The action of the verb.
x775 Ash, Suppl., Shunting, the act of giving a sudden

start. 1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade, Shunting, moving a
train into a siding, or on to another line of rails. 1861 Sat.
Rev. 7 Sept. 230 At every station there is a multiplication
of points, shunting, and signals.

attrib. 1885 Pall Mall Gaz. 14 Apr. 6/1 The company
intend to construct on this a shunting yard.

Shuppare, Shuppend. : see Shepper, -end.

Shurbet, Shure, Shurk, Shurl : see Sher-
bet, Shower, Shirk, Shikl.

t Shurn, v. Obs. rare. In 4-5 schurn, 5
schorne, 6 shurne, 7 sherne. [Altered form of

Scorn v.~\ trans. To avoid, shun.

a 1300-1400 Cursor M. 19446 (GStt.) He sau him croised

bat iike turn bat he for stani[n]g suld noght schurn. Ibid.

2096a Ibid. 23338. c 1440 Promp. Parv. 448/1 Schornyn,

or a-chewyn, vito. 1538 Bale Thre Lawes 11. B ij, I wyll

non of the trulye, But shurne thy cumpanye, As I wolde the

deuyll of helle. Ibid. B v b, If ye wyll shurne the head ake.

1546 — Eng. Votaries 1. (1560) 63 b, The strete . . hathe euer

sence bene shurned in al general processyons.

8hurn(e, Shurral, var. ff. Sharn, Shirbel.

t Shurt, v. Obs. Forms : 3, 6 (Sc.) sohurt,

3 schirt, ? 5-6 shurt. [repr. OE. (£e)scyrtan to

shorten :—prehistoric *skurtjan i. *skurl- Short a.

For the development of sense cf. Short v. 3 and

ON. skemta to amuse, f. siamm-r short.] intr. To
amuse oneself, to pass the time. Also refl. Hence

t ShuTting vbl. sb., amusement, pastime.

a 1225 Ancr. R. 422 Auh talkeS mid ouer meidenes and
mid beaufule talen schurteo ou to-gederes. a 1300 Cursor

M. 8240 All frutes he plantede in bat place, For his schirt-

ing and his solace. 1513 Douglas Uriels v. Prol. 7 ?oung
folk thaim schurtis with gam, solace and play. 15. . Turn.
Tottenham it (1631) B, It befell in Tottenham on a deare

day, There was made a shurting by the highway.

tShuTvy, a. Obs. [f. *shurf (:-OE. sceorf:

see Scorf sb.) + -T.] ? Scnrfy.

a 1519 Skelton Agst. Garnesche 132 Your skyn scabbyd
and scuruy, Tawny, tannyd, and shuruy.

Shut (Jst), sb. Forms : a. 7-8 shutt, 8 shoot,

7- shut; 0. 5 sohett. [f. Shut v.}

SHUT,

1. Something which shuts off or closes up.
t a. A locking-bar or bolt. Obs.

C1460 Promp. Parv. (Winch.) 315 On-doyng, or onpyn-
nynge schettis or sperellys, apparieio. 1611 Speed Hist
Gt. Brit. IX. xxi. § 67 With what key K. Henry opened the
golden shut of the Popes Consistory for his free accesse,
. .1 cannot say. z66t Cemenius' Janua Ling. Triling. 100
As you come to the gate on both the sides are the posts

;

and in one of them the hinges..but in the other are the
shuts (shutting bars) [L. claustra]. 1845 Disraeli Sybil ML
iv, He knocked the corner of a lock into my head twice,
oncewith a bolt and once with a shut; you know what
that is ; the thing what runs into the staple.

b. A shutter for a window. Now dial. (See
Eng. Dial. Bid.)
x6ti Cotgr., Volet, .also a shut, or woodden window to

shut ouer a glasse one. 1655 tr. Sorefs Com. Hist . Francion
111. 67 A small window, which never had a shut [orig. volet],
1690 W. Walker Idiomat. Auglo-Lat. 414 Open the shut.

c. gen. A hinged or sliding door or plate for
closing an aperture

; f a valve. Also in Alining

:

see quot. 1886.
1651 Life Sarpi (1676) 18 Those inward shuts or folds

that are within the Veins. 1688 Holme Armoury in. xvii.
(Roxb.) 105/2 A Morion.. with a shut to secure the face.

1691 Ray Creation 11. (1704) 304 Therefore were there no
Shuts or Stopples made for the Ears. 1715 Desaguliers
Fires Improv. 121 You may have two Shuts if you will,
made, .to shut up, or open both Holes. 1844 H. Stephens
Bk. Farm II. 267 A small sliding shut should be made in
the partition. 1886 Barrowman Sc. Mining Terms 60
Shuts, movable or hinged supports for the cage at a pithead.

T 2. An enclosure ; a stew for fish. Obs.
1605 Camden Rem., Surnames 102 Shot or Shvt, A Keepe

[Munster]. 1662 Comenius' Janua Ling. Triling. 85 Then
part of the fish he sells, part he shuts up in his shuts.

3. The action, time, or place of shutting. Chiefly

poet., the close (of day), the closing in (of evening).
1667 Milton P. L. ix. 278 As in a shady nook I stood be-

hind, Just then returned at shut of evening flowers. 1690
Drvden Amphit. II. i, I have been in an Ague fit, ever
since shut of Evening. 1742 Blair Grave 764 At the Shut
of Ev'n, the weary Bird Leaves the wide Air. 1819 Keats
Hyperion 11. 36 When the chill rain begins at shut of eve.

1869 Whittier Norembega 19 At shut of day a Christian
knight Upon his henchman leaned. 1899 Meredith Cage.
ing Ares Poet. Wks. (1912) 522 Whereof they won, From
hourly wrestlings up to shut of lids, Her ready secret.

4. A join, mend, splice ; a weld, the line of

junction of two pieces of welded metal. Cold shut,
an imperfect weld due to chill ; an imperfection in

a casting, caused by the flow of liquid metal on a
chilled surface.

1721 Perrv Daggenh. Breach 60 To joint close into the
Grooves. .and make an effectual Shut like one entire Sheet
of Timber. 2831 J. Holland Manuf. Metal I. 114 The
entire length and shape were produced without a shut. 1877
W. Richards Manuf. Coal Gas ?ij The castings must be
free from any imperfections, such as honeycombs, ' cold

shuts ', cracks, or flaws.

5. dial. A riddance ; esp. in phr. a good shut.

(Cf. Shot v. ii and Shottance.)

Shut (Jot), v. Pa. t. and pa. pple. shut.
Forms : Pres. stem a. 1 scyttan, 3-4 sohutte,

4-5 s(o)hitte, 4-6 shutte, 5-6 shytt(e, shyt,

(also 9 dial.) shit, (5 sohytte, 6 sehut, shute,

shot), 7 shutt, 6- shut; /3. 4 ssette, (3 sing,

pres. ind. 4 sset, imper. 3 seete, 4 ssete),

4-5 schette, 4-6 shette, (6 Sc. sehet), 5-6, 9
dial, shet; 7. 4-5 sohete, 4-6 shete, 6 sheet.

Pa. t. a. I -scytte, 4-5 sohutte, s(o)hitte, (4
shutte, 4, 6 shytt, 5 shyt, s(o)hytte, 6 shutt),

5- shut ; 0. 3-6 shette, 4-5 schette, 5 sehet(t,

shet
; 7. 4 schittide, 5 shytted, 9 dial, shutted.

Pa. pple. a. 2 -soutted, 4-5 shyt, 5-6 shutte, (4
schit(t, sohytte, 5 -yschutte, shytte, shit(t)e,

6 shyt(t, shitt), 5-6 shutte, (also 9 dial.) shit,

6-7 shutt, 5- shut ; P. 4-5 isehet, (4 ys(o)het,

yscheot, ysset, ischette, schet(t), 4-6 shette,

sohet, (also 9 dial.) shet, 5-6 shett ; 7. 6 sheet

;

S. 5 schowt (?), 6 shott, 6, 9 dial, shot ; (. 7-

(now dial, and arch.) shutten. [OE. scyttan

(more freq. in the compound forscyttan Forshot)

:—prehistoric *skutljan, f. *skut- wk. grade of the

root of Shoot v. Cf. OFris. schella (WFris.

skette, sketsje), (M)LG., (M)Du. schullen to shut,

shut up, obstruct. (The formal coincidence of the

MHG. and mod.G. schutzen to protect is prob;

accidental.)

The normal representation of OE. scyttan would be shit;

down to the i6tn c. this was the prevailing form, though
the Kentish shette (used by Chaucer and Gower) was also

very common. The mod. form appears to have been origin-

ally West Midland.]

I. The simple verb.

fl. trans. To put (a lock, bar, bolt, etc.) in

position so as to fasten a door, etc. Obs. (Cf. Shoot

v. 13.)
c 1000 /Elfric Gram, xxxvii. (Z.) 220 Sero {seras) ic scytte

sum loc o35e hajpsi^e. c 1370 Gregorius (Horstm.) 669 pe
Fisschere on his feire feet be lok schutte ful faste i wis.

1426 Lydg. De Guil. Pilgr. 3084 Tvnshetten & to shette

ageyn Lokkys echon. 1633 Rutherford Lett. m. (1675)

193, I have gotten now, honour to rny Lord, the gate to

open the store, and shut the bar of his door.

100



SHUT.

f 2. To fasten (a door or aperture) with a lock

or bar. Obs.
c 13*0 Sir Bates 3031 A..schette be dore wib be keie.

c 1400 Gamelyn 292 And thanne was it y-schet faste with a
pin. 1474 Caxton Chesse in. viii. (i88^j 149 The ciieste

that was shette wyth ill lockis. 1509 in Willis & Clark

Cambridge (i8S6)I. 477 A stronge Chest .. having iiij lockes

and iiij keyes to shete and open the same. 1686 tr. Chardin's
Trav. Persia 74 The Door is shut with a piece of Felt.

1825 Scott Betrothed xxi. By keeping doors shut.

absol. 1637 Milton Lycidasm Two massy keys he bore

of metals twain (The golden opes, the iron shuts amain).

3. To bring (a door, gate, window, lid, etc.) into

the position in which it closes the aperture. To shut
fast', to shut so that it cannot easily be opened.
As words like door, gate, etc. usually admit of being used

for the aperture together with that which closes it, this

sense passes into sense 7.

c iaoo Vices <$ Virtues 143 Ga into bine bedde. .and scete
5e dure. 13. . JC. Alts. 5821 (W.) The men of that cite.

.

ronnen to her gates fast, And hem shetten wel on hast.

Ibid. 6185 In the water is heore gates ;..Whan hit is flod,

y-scheot [Laud yshet] they beoth. la 1366 Chaucer Rom.
Rose 529, I fond a wiket smal So shet that I ne mighte in

goon, c 1369 — Dethe Blaunche 335 My wyndowes were
shette [v.rr. shet, sbyt] echon. c 1380 Wyclif Wks. (1880)

67 per nys noon bat shittib frely be doris of be temple, c 1412
Hoccleve De Reg. Princ. 1094 Thogh his dore be noght shit.

c 1440 Generydes 5773 The gates ar all shett of that Citee,

1483 Cely Papers (Camden) 141 They schytte the gattes.

1521 Cov. Leet-bk. 669 The gates of the Citee shal-be shot
euery nyght at viij of the clok._ 1526 Tindale Luke xi. 7
Nowe is the dore shett. a 1539 in Archaeologia XLVII. 52
That doore . . contynually to stand shitt the tymes of dyvyne
seruice. 1577 Googe tr. Heresback's Husb. in. 119 b, The
windowes.. being kept shut in winter. 1629 Maxwell tr.

Herodian (1635) 53 The Citizens, .shut their doores. 1647
Trapp Comm., Heb. iv. 1 When the gate is shut. 1667
Milton P. L. viii. 240 Fast we found, fast shut The dismal
Gates, and barricado'd strong. 1737 Gent/. Mag. VII. 608/2
The Gate used to be kept shut, 1829 Scott Anne 0/ G.
xxxiv, He would not even condescend to shut his gates.

1848 Thackeray Van. Fair liv, The publican shutting his
shutters. 1895 P. Hemingway Out of Egypt 1, iii. 26
Every house had its green blinds closely shut.
absol. 1388 Wyclif Isa. xxii. 22 He schal opene, and noon

schal be that schal schitte. 1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11.

Sutherl. I. no The servants by their pointed civilities,

their zealous activity in opening and shutting, . .declared
the joyous moment at hand.

b. const, against^ fto (or dative), upon (a

person, etc., to prevent his ingress or exit, or access

to him).
1340 Ayenb. 210 Huanne bou sselt bidde god..ine pine

herte, ssete be dore ope be. C1450 Knt. de la Tour 145
They fonde the gatis shette and closed ayenst hem. 1518
Star Chamber Cases (Selden Soc.) II. 132 Wyllyam..shytt
the doore to hym. 1633 T, Adams Exp. 2 Pet. ii. 5. 580
The Lord..himselfe shut the doore of the Arkeupon Noah.
1737 Gentl. Mag. VII. 467/1 He finds the Gates shut against
him. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair lxvi, She walked out of
the room with a most majestic air, and shut her own door
briskly on herself. 1876 Besant & Rice Golden Butterfly
Prol. ii, Adam was not more destitute when the garden-
gates were shut on him.

C. trans/, and Jig. (and in figurative context).
1340 Ayenb. 189 To be fole maydenes . . god ham ssette be

gate of be sposayles. 1534 More Com/, agst. Trib. in.
Wks. 1246/2 We shal not fayle-.to haue a doore shet vpon
vs where we haue none shette on vs now. 1750 Gray Elegy
68 And shut the gates of mercy on mankind. 1770 Burke
Pres. Discont. 51 Resistance to power, has shut the door
of the House of Commons to one man. 1850 Tennyson In
Mem. xliv, Before God shut the doorways of his head.
1861 Paley Aeschylus (ed. 2) Agam. 1302 note, Men are
never satiated with prosperity, and never shut their doors
against it.

d. intr. for refl. Of a door, etc. : To close of its

own accord, or by some unseen agency. Also, to

admit of being shut, or of being shut in a specified

manner.
1470-85 Malory Arthur xm. iii. 615 Alle the dores &

wyndowes of the palays shut by them self. 1648 Hexham
ii, Een Schuy/.venster, A Drawing-windowe that opens and
shutts. 1687 Lovell tr. Thevenot's Trav. 1. 199 The Door
. .shuts with a strong Bar behind it. x8»5 Scott Talism.
iv, The last chorister had no sooner crossed the threshold
of the door, than it shut with a loud sound. 1871 R. Ellis
Catullus lxvii. 40 [Addressing the door] Hung to the beam,
you shut mutely or open again.

4. trans. To close (something) by bringing to-
gether the outward covering parts.

a. To close (one's eyes). Also Jig., esp. in to

shut one's eyes to, against
t on ; to ignore, refuse

to recognize or consider.
c 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 296 She.. shette hir eien for

disdeyn. 1421-5 Hoccleve Lerne to Die 872 They close
& shitte the yen of hir mynde. 1575 Turberv. Faulconrie
292 The hawke will sniffe often and shet her eyes towards
night. 1661 Boyle Style Script. (1675) 52 The plainest
rustics, if they will not wilfully shut their eyeF, may, by
the benefit of its light, direct their steps, a 1711 Norris
Pract. Disc. (1716) II. ii. 35, 1 cannot shut my Eyes against
Manifest Truth. 173a Berkeley Alciphr. vii. § 9 Wks.
1871 II. 303 Shut your eyes to assist your meditation. 1854
Kingsley Lett. (1878) I. 415 That man is to be pitied who
can shut his eyes to facts. 1907 J. H. Patterson Man.
Eaters of Tsavo x. 115 He levelled his revolver at the dead
leopard, and shutting his eyes tightly, fired four shots in
rapid succession.

b. (a.) To shut (one's) mouth : chiefly in preg-
nant sense, to cease from speaking, to hold one's
tongue. So in mod. slang, to shut (one's) head,
face* (p) To shut (another's) mouth ; to render
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unable to speak, reply, find fault, disclose secrets,

etc. ; occas. to prevent (an animal) from devouring.
1340 Ayenb. 179 pe dyeuel bet him zet beuore be ssame

him uor to ssette bane moub. 1535 Coverdale Isa. Hi. 15,
& y« kinges shal shut their mouthes before him. 1535 —
Dan. vi. 22 My God hath sent his angel, which hath shut
the lyons mouthes. 1809 Malkin Gil Bias x. xi. (Rtldg.)

377 If, on his return, his father ventured to remonstrate..
Gaspard shut his mouth at once, with.. an impertinent
answer. 1876

4 Mark Twain * Tom Sawyer xviii, Shut
your heads and let Tom go on !

5. To close by folding up or bringing together
of parts (e. g. a book, f a letter, a clasp-knife,

one's hand) ; to bring (f one's arms) together.
<}.a 1366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1082 Aboute hir nekke of

gentii entaile Was shet the riche chevesaile. c 1374—
Troylus 11. 1226 She shette it [vis. a letter]. 1412-20 Lydg.
Chron. Troy in. 58 A paunce of plate, whiche of be silf be-
hinde Was schet and clos. 1423 Jas. I Kingis Q. viii, My
buke I schet. c 1489 Caxton Sonnes of Aymon xiv. 335
Whan Rypus sawe that Rychard was confessed, he. .made
hym mounte vpon the ladder, & dyd shit the cheyn wherat
he shold hang. 1576 Gascoigne Steel Glas Epil., I shut my
glasse, before you gasde your fill. 1585 T. Washington
tr. Nicholay's Voy. 11. vii. 37 b, A yeallow Cypresse wrought
vpon goldfolie, which they shut and knit fast behind their
coyfe. 1614 Gorges Lucan 11. 44 And then her armes she
spreads and shuts. 1815 Scott Guy M. xlix, The disap-
pointed Dominie shut his ponderous tome. 1863 G. Mac-
donald Dav. Elginbrod n. iii, She. .shut the piano. 1886
Walsingham & Payne-Gallwey Shooting I. 175 Loaders
..should be made to learn.. in shutting the gun always to
raise the stock to the barrels. 1894 Baring-Gould Kitty
Alone II. 162 He shut his knife. 1905 Elinor Glyn Viciss.
Evangeline 233, I can't shut the clasp of my journal.

fig. 1722 Loud. Jrnt. 23 June 3/2 On Friday last were
shut the Transfer Books of the South-Sea Company, a 1754
[see Shutting vbl. sb. 1].

b. intr. for refl. Also with sense f to become
optically continuous, to leave no visible gap.
1582 Watson Passionate Cent. ix. (Arb.) 45 So shuts or

sprouts my ioy as doth this flow 're. 1668 Dryden Even.
Love iv. (1671) 56 Stage direct, The Scene Shuts. 1670
Narborough Jrnl. in Ace. Sev. Late Voy. 1. (1694) 72 The
South-Land.. shuts against the North-Land to a Man's
sight. Ibid. 75 At Cape Quad the Lands shut one with
the other, as if there were no farther passage. 1723 P. Blair
Pharmaco-Bot. 1. 45 It's Flower opens in the Forenoon,
from eight till towards Noon, and then it shuts. 1878
Joaquin Miller Songs ofItaly 126 Earth and the sky and
the sky and the sea, Seem shutting together as a book that
is read.

t C. Jig. {trans.) To close (one's life). Obs.
1390 Gower Conf. I. 253 The vicair general.. His laste

day. .Hath schet as to the worldes ye.

d. pass, and intr. Of the day : To close in. Of
winter: To set in, become settled.

1814 Scott Lord ofIsles in. xx, The shades comedown—
the day is shut. 1854 Lowell Indian-Summer Rev. xxii,
Ere Winter wholly shuts.

6. trans. To weld. (Cf. Shoot v. 38, Shut sb. 4.)
1490-1555 (see Shutting vbl. sb. 1 b]. 1604 Churchw.

Ace. St. Michael's Oxfi (MS.), For shuttinge the Irons of
the pumpe. 1844 Much. Mag. XL. 176 The best method
of shutting cast-steel. 1886 in W. Somerset Word-bk.
7. To close (an aperture) by placing something

upon it or by drawing something across it ; to stop
up (a road) with obstacles or barriers.
1362 Langl. P. PI. A. vi. 92 To wynne vp be \viket-5at

bat be wey schutte. 1x440 Gesta Rom. xciii. 423 (Add.
MS.) The way to helle is shitte to hire. 1:1450 Cov. Myst.
(1841) 228 With this ston this grave we shytte. 1585 T.
Washington tr. Nicholay^s Voy. iv. xv. 130 Strong men.

.

kept the postes and passages so shutte, that they kept away
the corne and victuals from all Italie. 1604 E. G[rimstone]
D'Acosta's Hist. Indies iv. viii. 229 They then invented
the Soccabous.., the which they shut with doores. 1735
Johnson Lobo's Abyssinia Descr. xv. 143 They would, .for
ever shut the Passage into Abyssinia. 1852 Conybeare &
Howson St. Paul (1859) II. 459 After that time.. the sea
was shut ; and the winter had been a stormy one. 1869
Freeman Norm. Conq. (1876) IV. xvii. 31 Not a road was
shut against him. 19x1 Daily Graphic 2 Dec 4/3 Every
exit was barred, every passage shut with a human barricade.

8. To prevent access to or egress from (a place,

building, etc.) by closing the doors or apertures.
Now rare (superseded by shut up : see 19 e) exc
in to shut a shop.

1340 Ayenb. 154 Panne is be castel ziker and ysset. 1382
Wyclif Acts v. 23 We founden the prisoun schit with al

diligence. 1471 Caxton Recuyell(Sommer) 574 The Troians
shytted her Cyte. 1526 Tindale Luke iv. 25 In the dayes
off Helyas, when hevyn was shet thre yeres and syxe
monethes. 1592 Shaks. Rom, <$• Jul. v. i. 56 Being holy
day

?
the beggers shop is shut. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. II.

v. viii, This Tatter [the Feuillant Club] she., has the satis-

faction to see shut. 1848 Dickens Dombey xxiii, Rob the
Grinder made his own bed, preparatory to shutting the
shop. 1886 C. E. Pascoe Lond. To-day xxxviii. (ed. 3)
324Bank-Holiday with the shops of London shut.

b. intr. for refl.
x8or Med. Jrnl. V. 160 The Post-office is just going to shut.

+ C. fig. {trans.) To shut (a person's) heart: to
render him incapable of showing feeling. Also
intr. for rejl. of the heart. Obs.
c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 1086 Ther-with be sorwe so

his herte shette That from his eighen fil bere not a tere.

1390 Gower Conf I. 328 Sche mihte noght o word on hih
Speke oute, for hire herte schette.

d. To shut one's purse, etc fjrom, against : to
refuse help to.

CX380 Wyclif Wks. (1880) 272 5>f ony man see his brober
haue nede & schitte his purs & mercy fro hym. 1576 Gas-
coigne Droome Doomes Day Wks. 1910 II. 380 Whose

SHUT.
table is not shut from any poore or needy. 1780 Mirror
No. 102 Men whose purses are shut against their friends.

9. To enclose, secure, or confine (a person or
thing) in or withinz. place, building, or receptacle

;

to put in a place and shut the door. Also refl.
Also occas. const, with other preps., under, between,
etc. ; rarely without const. (Cf. shut in 15.)
13.. Seuyn Sag. (W.) 2455 Th'emperour him ladde..Into

his chaumbre.. And whanne thai were therinne i-schet. 13Guy Warm. (1891) 418 Gij in to his chaumber gan to gon,& schett him ber in anon. 13.. E. E. AIM, P. C. 452 AI
schet in a scha3e. c 1374 Chaucer Troylus in. 726 Whan
Dane here seluen shette Vnder be bark. 1388 Wyclif Luke
iii. 20 Eroude tetrark .. schitte Joon in prisoun. c 1450 Knt.
de la Tour xxiv. 34 Thei . .shette hym in a chambre. 1471Caxton Recuyell (Sommer) 494 She had shytte hit in one
of her coffres. 1483 — Golden Leg., St. Barbara (Kelms.
cott) 1050 Hir fader took her by the heer and drewe hir
doun fro the montayn and shytte her faste in pryson. 1556
Aurelio % Isab. (1608) A iij, There then being the lady by
the ordinaunce of her father shutte. 1561 T. Hoby tr.
Castiglione s Courtyer iv. (1577) Tiv, He slept shut into
a chest. 1575 Gascoigne Fruites of Warre cl. Wks. 1907
I. 171 Herewith we had.. Nor meale, nor malt, nor meane
..To get such geare if once we should be shut. 1697
Dryden Virg., Georg. iv. 240 The rest, in Cells apart, the
liquid Nectar shut. 1729 G. Adams tr. Sophocles, Antig.
m. v. II. 52 note, He was shut into a den, and so starved
to Death. -1865 Ruskin Sesame ii. § 91 You shut your-
selves within your park walls and garden gates. 1894 R.
Bridges Shorter Poems v. xi. 19 We laughed and sang at
nightfall, shut By the fireside glow. 1898 'Merriman'
Roden's Corner viii. 87 It was Von Holzen's habit to shut
himself within his cottage for days together.

b. trans/, and Jig. Of immaterial things.
£1374 Chaucer Boeth. v. pr. v. (1868) 170 It is raber be sim-

plicite of pe souereyn science bat nis nat enclosed nor yshet
wibinne no boundes. c 1384 — H. Fame 524 O thought
that wrote al that I mette And in the tresorye hyt shette Of
mybrayn! a 1542 WyattPoems' The &not whichfirst" 39My deadly grief, and pains so strong Which in my heart
be firmly shytt.

1 10. a. To bar or exclude (a person) from some
possession or enjoyment; to restrain from doing
something. Obs.
c 1400 Pilgr. Sowle (Caxton) 1. xxxi. (1859) 35 To exclude

hym and schytte hym fro this deute. c 1412 Hoccleve De
Reg. Princ. 2567 Leste our Lord God hym from his grace
schitte. 1579 Gosson Sch. Abuse (Arb.) 30 If men for good
exercise, and women for theyr credite, be shut from Theaters,
whom shall we suffer to goe thither? 1653 Holcroft
Procopius, Goth. Wars 1. 25 The Romans made use of those
mills, but for want of water were shut from their Baths.
1719 Young Busiris iv. i, We can no more than shut him
from escape, Till further force arrive.

+ b. To separate (one thing) from another ; to
cut off from view. Obs.
1697 Dryden Virg., Ed. vi. 54 The tender Soil then

stiffmng by degrees, Shut from the bounded Earth, the
bounding Seas. 1807 J. Barlow Columb. 1. 36 Whose hover-
ing sheets, along the welkin driven, ..shut the eye from
heaven. 1831 Society I. 14 A turn in the road shut them
from his sight.

11. +To set (a person) free from, relieve of
(something troublesome). Obs. exc. in passive
{dial, and colloq.) to be, get shut of, to shut one's

hands of: to be rid of, free from.
la 1500 Chester PI. (1847) II. 31 Though he have healed

thee, Shute from us shall he not be. Ibid. 33 To shutte
hym of his dangere. 1575-6 Durliam Depos. (Surtees) 312
This examinate promised . . that he wold marye the said
Grace.. so that he might be shutt of the promises he hadd
maid to one Marian Raic. 1596 Nashe Saffron Walden
To Rdr. D 3, Doo what I can, I shall not be shut of him.
1621 Cade Serm. 45 He cannot he quiet till hee bee shut of
it [his divell]. 1692 Scarronides n. Pref. 2 After his Taylor
and Valet have shut their hands of him. 1737 Whiston
Josephus, Antig. xiv. i. § 3 His own life would be in danger,
unless he.. got shut of Aristobulus. 1827 J. F. Cooper
Prairie xii, Happy will it prove for the boy if he is well shut
of them. 1890

f R. Boldrewood ' Cot. Reformer (1891) 223
Types which all cattleholders agree in desiring to 'get
shut of '. 1892 Stevenson & Osbourne Wreckerxxii, Your
family pays money to be shut of you.

b. dial. To get rid of, make away with (money).
1797 T. Wright Autobiog. (X864) 254 For fear I should

shut it [the money], 1824 [Carr] Craven Gloss., Shut, to
spend. ' It'll shut a seet o' brass.' 1872 Hartley's York-
shire Ditties Ser. 11. n An' aw shan't ha' to come home and
tell My old lass, ha' aw've shut all mi brass.

II. Combined with advs.

t!2. Shut about, trans. To close on all sides.

Obs. rare~ x
.

13.. Bonaventura's Medit. 989 pey shette hyt [the sepul-
chre] a boute with a grete stone.

13. Shut down. a. intr. To be closed with a
lid ; to come close down like a lid. Of fog, night

:

To come down and blot out the view.
1807 Southey Espriellas Lett. I. 161 The whole shuts

down a-top, and closes in front, like a cabinet. 1891 E.
Roper By Track fy Trail i. 12 The fog shut down on us
once more. 1897 ' O. Rhoscomyl ' White Rose Arno 140
The night shut down. 1900 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 385/2 The
forest shuts down upon the edge of the running water.

b. trans. To close by lowering, etc.

1794 M cPhail Treat. Cucumber 91 The lights of the
cucumber bed were kept close shut down day and night.

1836 O. W. Holmes Music-grinders 72 Then.. shut the
window down. 1842 Loudon Suburban /fort. 499 The lights

may be shut down.
C. To close (a manufactory), absol. To stop

working.
1877 Raymond Statist. Mines 4 Mining 226 The hands



SHUT.
..forced the superintendent to shut down. 1880 Pater
*.,f

""'"« Trades Jrnl. xxx. 6 Most of the paper,
mills that were shut-down. .are being started anew, 191aKeith Human Body iv. 241* When men and women lead
sedentary and quiet lives their lungs are partly shut down.
1 14. Shut forth, trans. To push (a person)

out, to extrude, expel. OSs.
1513 Douclas j&neis xi. xvii. 43 The sonnys furthschet

1
, ,ff !• ' pety was to xTa <

Befor 'hair wepand
wofull faderis eyn. 1564 Anne Lady Bacon tr. Jewel's Afol.
II. il (1859) 21 There is now no nation which may truly
complain that they be shut forth [se exclusam esse].

15. Shut in. a. trans. To prevent access to or
confine (a person or thing) by shutting a door,
etc. or closing a receptacle. Also refl.

f M*5 Cursor It. 17670 (Laud MS.) Ye shytte me in oon a
fnday At Euyn-tide into bat stede. 1471 Caxton Recuyell
(bornmer) 163 The fayr danes whom the kynge acrysius
holdeth fast shytte in wyth oute any rayson. 1530 Palsgb.
704/1 You have shytte in the dogge. 1614 Gorges Lucan
III. 10a, I needs must scorne this double flout, Toshutmein,
or shut me out. a 1700 Evelyn Diary 19 Aug. 1654, These
men went in with axes and hammers, and shut themselves in.
Ibid. 18 Jan. 1671, I found him shut in. 1841 W. Spalding
Italy

.*f It. 1st. III. 170 The present wails, with their eleven
gates, shutting in the whole population, were built about
1557- .!*» Loudon Suburban Hort. 518 A row of trusses of
straw is laid side by side over the whole, to shut in the
StC

u"' T*
8*7 C '

Brc",te 7""' Ey' xxvi
>
I shut myself in.

b. To enclose with a barrier, hem in.
1398 Thevisa Barth. De P. R. v. xiv. (1495) 120 Mala (in

Grewe) a the lewre and in the face Iewres shyttyth in
eyther side of the nose. 1816 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R.
Zaire vi. (1818) 213 Both ends of the reach being shut in by
land. 1830 Marryat King's Own xxvi. We had shut in the
battery [1. e. taken up a position from which it was shut in
by a promontory). 1863 ' C. Bede ' Tour in Tartan-land
152 The Loch is shut in by a long-withdrawing range of
mountains. 1869 Freeman Norm. Cong. (1876) III. xiii. 29a
Wooded hills. .shut in the view on every side.

t o. To close (a shop, building, gate, etc.). Obs.
1390 Gower Con/. 1 1 1. 291 The bathes and the Stwes bothe

Thei schetten in be every weie. 1556 Chron. Grey Friars
(Camden) 34 The churche was shott in from monday unto
thursday. 1568 Grafton Chron. II. 143 The people shut
in their shops, and came out in harnesse in great multitudes.
1611 Middleton & Dekker Roaring Girl 11. i. D 1 b, The
shop will be shut in presently. 1648 Gage West Ind. 71
The gates were shut in,

t d- »'»'' Of the day, evening, etc : To close
in, grow dusk. Also of the days : To shorten. Obs,
i6»3 Jobson Golden Trade 15 From 3. vntil the euening

shut in. 166s J. Davies tr. Olearius Voy. Ambass. 399
The Ambassadors.. got to the City ere day-light was shut
in. 1680 Cotton Compl. Gamester (ed. 2) 4 The day being
shut in. 1748 Richardson Clarissa (1811) IV. 158 Observ-
ing the sun-shine begin to shut in, I yielded. 1760-7*
H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) I. 17 1 As day by day began
gradually to shut in.

1 8- To meet together with no space between.
£1710 Celia Fiennes Diary (1888) 122 Flints, .cut so

exactly square and even to shutt in one to another that ye
whole wall is made without cement.

t. To be closed in (to the view).
1816 Tuckey Narr. Exped. R. Zaire iv. (1818) 152 Just

where the river shuts in. 1849 Cupples Green Hand xiii.

(1856) 124 The opposite shore., shut in so far upon the other,
. . that, steering from the south 'ard, one would never know
there was a river there at all.

16. Shut off. a. trans. To prevent the passage
of; to cut off (steam, etc.) by the closing of a
valve or tap. Also, to close (a dark lantern).
i8«4 R. Stuart Hist. Steam Engine 132 The motion of

the piston was equalized by shutting off the steam sooner or
later from the cylinder. 1904 H. B. M. Watson Hurricane
1st. xx. 285, I shut off the lantern.

fig. 1844 W. Barnes Poems Rur. Life Gloss., 'To shut
off work ', to leave off work. 1903 F. W. H. Myers Hum.
Pers. 180 To shut off pain when we know it will be useless.

b. To cut off, separate.//ww.
1833 Arnott Physics (ed . 5) II. 102 There are inlets of the

sea, occasionally shut off from the parent ocean. 1890
' R. Boldrewood ' Cot. Reformer (1891) 154 Great crags. .,

shutting off this bay from the other portions of the coast.

1893 Bent in Geog. Jrnl. II. 142 A large lake. .which was
shut off along one side by a very fine dyke or wall.

17. Shut out. a. trans. To exclude (persons,

also commodities, light, air, etc.) from a place,

situation, circumstances, etc ; to deny (a person)

right of entry to a place, etc.

138a Wyclip i Mace. x. 75 He shitte [1388 schittide] hym
out fro the citee. 1390 Gower Conf. II. 98 Ther is no lock
mai schette him oute. 1487 Cely Papers (Camden) 172 Of
a v*" felles the wych the Holonders hayd schowt wt. 15*6
Pilgr. Perf. (W. de W. 1531) 25 All pleasure of the body he
shette out of his hert by y« vowe of chastite. 1660 F. Brooke
tr. Le Blanc's Trav. 397 Our former errour, and the base-

nesse of the Portuguese, shut us quite out of this country.

167a Dryden 2nd Pt. Cong. Granada iv. i, Make haste and
draw the Curtain while you may; You but shut out the
twilight of my day. 174a Blair Grave68i Heav'ns Portals

wide expand to let him in ; Nor are his Friends shut out.

1819 Taunton Ret. Cases Comm. Pleas VII. 480 The
Defendant is completely shut out from taking the ground of

mutual credit by his own statement. 1849 Macaulay Hist.

Ear. v. I. 654 An exile, shut out from public employment.
1856 N. Brit. Rev. XXVI. 157 When we close one eye, we
shut out the quantity of light which entered that eye as

reflected from a different part of the room. 184a Lowell
Forlorn xvi. For, whom the heart ofMan shuts out, Straight-

way the heart of God takes in. 1895 P. Hemingway Out of
Egypt 1. i. 10 The stuffy ill-lighted rooms at the back of

the houses, shut out from view of the authorities.

b. Phr. To shut (some one) out ofdoors, f out of
the gates.

795

1508 Fisher 7 Penit. Ps. cxlii. Wks. (1876) 261 One that
by chaunce was that nyght shette out of the gates, xgw
Palsgr. 704/1 She hath shytte me out of dores. 18x8 Scott
Br. Lamm, xxi, And Ravenswood's dirty usage ofme—shut-
ting me out of doors to dine with the lackeys.

c. To screen from view.
1856 Kane Arctic Expi. I. ix. 101 A large headland.,

shutting out all points farther north. 1899 Mrs. E. Cotes
Path of Star xv. 160 Orchids hung from above, shutting
out the garden. 1906 E. V. Lucas Wand. Land. i. xx
Long white blinds that shut out the house opposite.

d. Baseball. (See quot. Cf. shut out sb. s.v
Shot///. 0. 2.)

1896 R. G. Knowles & Morton Baseball 88 [A pitcher]
who performed the remarkable feat of shutting out (r. e. tdisposing ofa team in their whole nine innings without a run
being scored) Baltimore, Cleveland [etc.].

18. Shut to. a. trans. To close (a door)
; f to

shoot (a bolt).
a IMS Ancr. R. 95 & jif. .he worpe his hond for<S touward

he Jmrl cIo5, swiftliche anonriht schutteS al bet burl to.
c 1250 Gen.Jr Ex. 1078 Dis angels two dro^en loth in And
shetten to oe dure-pin. c 1440Jacob'sWell 243 Sche.-schett
to J>e dore. 1526 Tindale Acts xxi. 30 Forthwith the dores
were shut to. 1665 Pepys Diary 16 July. A little pretty
daughter of my Lady Wright's most innocently come out
afterward, and shut the door to. 1886 Stevenson Kidnapped
iit, The door was cautiously opened and shut to again be-
hind me. 1891 C. Roberts Adrift Amer. 128 A half-breed
Indian that was loafing about there to shut-to the door.

b. intr. for refl.

191a M. Hewlett in Engl. Rev. Apr. 9 The earth's door
shuis.to again.

19. Shut up. a. trans. To place or store away
in a closed box or other receptacle ; to keep from
view or use ; to confine within bounds, lit. andfig.
T Also to withhold (one's money, kindness, etc.)

from a person.
c 1400 Pcty Job 364 in 26 Pol. Poems 132 Tyll he. . wylne

to be shut vp in hys cheste. 1436 Lvdg. De Guil. Pilgr.
17922 To shit vp gold in coffers. 1526 Tindale / John lii.

17 Whosoever .. seyth his brother in necessitie, and shetteth
vppe his compassion from him. 1530 Palsgr. 704/1 He
hath shytte up his treasour in a wall. 1540— Acolastus r.

i. Dij, He neuer perceyued my goodnesse to be shut vp
towardes hym. 1544 Betham Precepts War 1. xciv. E vij,

Whose names are worthye to be spred immortall, in euery
age, whose fame should not be shutte vp, or hydde in any
posteritie. x6ia Chapman Rev. Bussy efAmbois v. v. 138
Our sensive spirits.. can take.. the same forms they had
When they were shut up in this body's shade. 1691 tr.

Beddevole's Ess. Anat. 120 Each Lobe [of the Liver] is shut
up [Fr. renfermi\ in a very delicate Membrane. 174a Young
Nt. Tk. 11. 467 Thoughts shut up, want air, And spoil.

1825 T. Hook Sayings Ser. 11. Passion^ Princ. xii. III. 268
Cutting long slips of muslin . . and shutting them up in boxes.
1863 Dana Man. Geol. 27 The waters are shut up within
the great basin, the Caspian and Aral being the seas which
receive those waters that are not lost in the plains.

fb. To comprise, include; to condense in brief

expressions. Obs.
x6ia Peacham Compl. Gentl. vi. 49 Shutting vp whole and

weightie Sentences in three words, a 1674 Traherne Chr.
Ethics (1675) 472 There are three things which beget love,
beauty, benefits, and praises : they are all three shut up in
goodness.

C. {a) To confine (a person or animal) in prison

or in some kind of restraint ; to keep in seclusion
;

to hem (a person) round in order to prevent his

escape. Also (chiefly refl.) to shut the door on (a

person within a place, room, etc.) to prevent
access ; pass, to be closeted with.
£1489 Caxton Sonnes ofAymon xiii. 312, I shall bryng

hym agen wyth me vnto you all, were he shitte vp in

x prisons. 1530 Tindale Lev. xiii. 4 Then let the preast
shitt him vpp seuen dayes. 1534 — Acts xxvi, 10 Many of
the sainctes I shut vp in preson. X573 Tusser//wj^.(i878)
119 A houell will..serue thee in winter.. to shut vp thy
porklings thou mindest to fat. 1604 E. G[rimstone] D'Acos-
la's Hist. Indies v. xv. 367 These Virgines thus shut vp into

these monasteries. 1645 Symonds Diary (Camden) 173
These garrisons shutt up bj; the rebells. a 1700 Evelyn
Diary 21 Oct. 1670, Din'd with the Treassurer, and after

dinner we were shut up together. 1741 Middleton Cicero

(1742) III. 222 He shut him up closely by sea, as well as

land. 1798 Sophia Lee Canterb. T., Young Latly's T. II.

476 Those for whom the feast should have been preparing,

. . remained shut up at home.
_ 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. Lin.

viii, Whom, however, Lome'nie.. shuts up in the Bastille.

1855 Macaulay Hist. Eng. xv. III. 613 The Jacobites..

were forced to shut themselves up in their houses. 1859

Jephson Brittany i. 1, [I] shut myself up with my own
thoughts. 1896 Mrs. Caffyn Quaker Grandmother 276

The dogs were always shut up on moonlight nights.

fig. X5«6 Tindale Gal. Hi. 23 Before that fayth cam, we
were kept and shut vppe vnder the lawe. 17*6 Swift
Gulliver ill. ii. 189 The whole compass of their thoughts and
mind being shut up within the two forementioned Sciences.

1875 Helps Sac. Press, i. 3 How we are all shut up in our

own small selves.

(d) In some games of skill : To surround (the

pieces of an opponent) in such a manner that a

move becomes impossible without capture. Also

said of the player. In Dominoes, see quot. 1870.

1474 Caxton Chesse iv. ii. (1883) 168 For yf he be taken or

ded or ellis Inclusid and shette vp [etc.]. 1870 Routledge's

Ev. Boy's Ann. 340 Endeavouring to keep the command of

the game [dominoes], so that you can block it at any
moment, or, as it is technically termed, ' shut it up '. 1875

Jowett Plato (ed. 2) III. 371 Unskilful players of draughts

are at last shut up by their skilled adversaries.

(c) To compel by the exclusion of alternatives

to some particular conclusion, course of action, etc.

SHUT.
1836 Rob Stene's Dream (Maitland Club) Introd. 12 We

are thus shut up to the conclusion, that the Poem mu^h.ive
been composed between 27th January, 1590-1,. .and 28th
February, 1591-2. 1843 H. Rogers Ess. (i860) III. 44 He
plies the Oxford Tractists with this argument very fairly
and shows, .that they are shut up to one of two courses.

'

d. To close (an entrance, aperture, etc.); to
pull (a door, window, etc.) to

; f to stop up, make
impassable (a road). Also occas. to shut perma-
nently (the eyes, mouth). Now rare.
1526 Tindale Matt. xxv. 10 The gate was shett vppe.

1560 Ovid's Narcissus Aiv b, And deth shut vp those eyes
1570 T. Wilson tr. Demosth. Orat. ii. 15 All the Ports and
Hauens in the Countrie are shutte vp by reason of the
warres. x6o8 Wotton Life $ Lett. (1907) I. 411 The ways
being all shut up with frosts, and snows. 1631 T. Powell
Tom ofAll Trades 32 If the Merchant sit still, the most of
them may shut up their Shop windowes. X785 Paley Mor.
Phtlos. in. 1. xv. (1841) 89 When a tradesman shuts up his
windows, to induce his creditors to believe that he is abroad.
1802 R. Brookes Gazetteer (ed. 12) s. v. Lepanto, The har-
bour is small, and may be shut up by a chain. 1826 Cobbett
Rur. Rides (1885) II. 100 Let them answer this question, or
shut up their mouths upon this subject. 1827 Faraday Chem.
Manip. xix. (1842) 506 Closing the extremities of tubes so as
to shut up one end. 185a Mrs. Stowe Uncle Tom's C. xi,
Well, his mouth's shut up at last. 1891 Kinns Graven in
Rock viii. 290 The ancient Egyptians had closely shut it
[the entrance] up.

fig' *57$ Gascoicne Droome Doomes Day Wks. 1910 II.
375 If the outward wandring be shut up, the inward accesse
to God is opened.

e. To close, prevent access to or exit from (a
place, a house, shop, room, etc.)

; f to screen by an
enclosurefrom (obs.) ; Agric. to close (a meadow)
to pasture, in preparation for a hay crop; to close
(a box or other receptacle) ; Naut. to stop the leaks
in (a ship). To shut up shop : see Shop sb. 8 b.
Also in Biblical phrases, To shut up the heavens, to with-

hold rain ; to shut up the tuomb, to render barren.
X530 Tindale Lev. xiv. 38 Then let the preast. .shett vp

the bousse for .vii. dayes. 1530 — Dent. xi. 17 And then the
wrath of the Lorde.. shott vp the heauen that there be no
rayne. 1535 Coverdale fob iii. 10 Because it shut not vp
the wombe that bare me. 1576 Gascoigne Droome Doomes
Day Wks. 1910 II. 246 Gluttony dyd shut up Paradyse.
xsga Arden ofFeversham n. ii. 52 Tis very late, I were best
shute vp my stall, a 1700 Evelyn Diary 16 July 1665, Two
houses were shut up in our parish. 171X Addison Sped.
No. no P 5 His mother. .had shut up half the Rooms in
the^ House. 1733 Arbuthnot Ess. Effects Air vi. 121
Cities in Greece, shut up from Northerly Winds, were un-
healthy. 1765 Museum Rust. IV. 275 Their food, four
small pastures...Two of them I fed in the spring, rather
late before I shut them up for hay. X805 Collingwood in
Nicolas Disf. Nelson (1846) VII. 110 note, The Achille
wanted caulking much. I ordered a gang on board of her
to shut her up before the wet weather comes. X838 Dickens
O. Twist xxvii, Noah, you shut up the shop. 1840 Jrnl.
R. Agric. Soc. I. iv. 396 The field is now shut up till the
time of harvesting the crop. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair
lxvii, Let us shut up the box and the puppets. 1859 Geo.
Eliot Adam Bede Epil., The workshops have been shut up
half an hour or more.
fig. X70J O. Heywood Diaries (1885) IV. 296 Alas then
my heart was shut up.

£ To close (something) by folding together, to

fold (something) up. Also intr. for refl. Also,

+ to fit closely together.

i6ti Bible Job xli. 15 His scales are his pride, shut vp
together as with a close seale. 1819-23 P. Barlow in
Encycl. Metrop. (1845) III. 473/1 A machine shutting up in

the form of a chest, or box. 1833 T. Hook Parson's Dau.
m. x, Shutting up the easel itself, [she] deposited it in the
corner. 1857 Hughes Tom Brown 1. iii, And he, shutting
up the knife, .accompanied them to the cottage. 1891 Punch
25 Apr. 201/2 Smart new boy in cloak-room has noted
gentlemen shutting up their crush hats. 19x1 Daily Graphic
2 Dec. 4/3 Shutting up the little book he had been reading.

f g. To conclude, wind up (a subject, discourse,

etc.) ; to finish up (an act, a period of time, etc.),

to bring to an end with. Obs.

1575 Gascoigne Making^ of Verse Wks. 1907 I. 471 The
two last [lines] do combine and shut up the Sentence.
1577-67 Harrison England'11. vi. 171/2 in Holinshed, Some
making their entrie with egs, and shutting vp their tables

with mulbeiies. 1581 J. Bell Haddon's Ans7v. Osorius
158 To shutte up the matter in fewe wordes. 1585 Kyd Sp.
Trag. 11. iv. 17 And heauens haue shut vpday to pleasure vs.

x6oiW. Leigh Soules Solace (i6ij) 18 Heeshutvp his blessed
life, with these blessed words [etc]. x6ao Venner Via Recta
viii. 182, 1 must aduertise them that shut vp their meale with
drinke, that they doe it with a moderate draught. 1633
Battle of Lutzen 28, 1 shut up all concerning this point in

this Assertion. 1638 A. Read Chirurg. \. 1 In the last

Lecture . . I shut up the doctrine of ulcers, c 1650 in Bromley
Collect. Roy. Lett. (1787) 309 Thus I will shut up my long
and tedious letter. 1706 E. Ward Wooden World Diss.

(1708) 102 He constantly shuts up the Week with a Debauch.

1741 Wesley Wks. 1872 I. 303, I will shut up this melan-
cnoly subject with part of a letter.

h. colloq. To be the end of (a matter).

1857 Dickens Dorrit 1. xii, Now, I'il tell you what it Is,

and this shuts it up ;. . I'll let him off for another five down
and a bottle of wine ; and if you mean done, say done, and
if you don't like it, leave it.

i. intr. Of a period of time, state of things, a

discourse, an action : To come to an end. arch.

1609 Old Meg of Herefordsh. (1816) 2 The sports growing
to the end, and shutting up. 1667 Pepys Diary 31 Mar.,
The month shuts up only with great desires of peace in all

of us. 1865 Swinburne Chastelard v. ii. 180 So here my
time shuts up.

j. Of a person : f To end one's course of action

100-2
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{obs.) ; to bring one's remarks to a close. Now
rare. (Cf. m.)
i6a8 Bp. Hall Contempt xx. Joash <fr

Elisha 21 The
Joash of Judah having been preserved .. by Jehoiada the

priest .. shuts up in the unkinde murther of his sonne. 1657

J. Watts Scribe, Pharisee, etc. 1. 72 And now (to shut up) I

will give you a brief recapitulation. 1700 R. Cromwell
Let. in Eng. Hist. Rev. (1808) XIII. 121, I fear how farre

my penn hath runn ; it is but reasonable to shut up. 1868

Thirlwall Lett. {1881) II. 175, I must now shut up.

k. Of a commercial house : To close its doors,

stop payment, rare.

1841 Thackeray Gt. Hoggarty Diam. x, The very day
when the Muff and Tippet Company shut up.

1. trans. To cause (a person) to stop talking, to

reduce to silence. Also to silence (hostile artillery).

1857 Dickens Dorrit 1. xiii, I say to them, What else are

you made for ? It shuts them up. They haven't a word to

answer, i860 W. H. Russell Diary in India I. 291 Our
artillery seemed to shut the hostile guns up. 1861 Hughes
Tom Brown at Oxf. v, When I got there I was quite shut

up. 1866 Mysteries of /sis 7 The Captain shuts up poor
Henry. .and he can't say a word in return. 1887 Poor
Nellie (1888) 16 Looks at you and shuts you up just like

Snorker, my old form master.

m. intr. {eolloq. or slang.) To shut one's mouth,

to stop talking. (Cf. j.) Often in imperative.

1853 ' C. Bede ' Verdant Green 1. viii, Order ! ov^ter I shut
up, Bouncer ! 1858 Trollope Dr. Thome v, On this occa-

sion he seemed to be at some loss for words : he shut up, as

the slang phrase goes. 1905 Elinor Glyn Viciss. Evangeline
134 He nearly had a fit, and shut up at once.

n. Of a racehorse : To refuse to go on running

in a race.

1859 Lever Dav. Dunn xxix, Some horses.. drag their

feet along, all weary and tired ; if you push them a bit,

they shut up, or they answer the whip with a kind of shrug.

Shut (jpt),/s//. a. [pa. pple. of Shut v.]

L In senses of the verb : Closed, fastened up,

folded together, etc
1474. Caxton Ckesse 11. iv. (1883) 51 Wyth a closid and

shette purse shalt thou neuer haue victorye. 1528 Paynell
Salerne's Regim. 24 The open aier wolde be chosen and.

.

the shutte aier be eschewed. 1615 R. Cocks Diary (Hakl.
Soc.) I. 89 He would cary both our open and also our shut
letters. 1748 Richardson Clarissa VI. 72 Speaking words
of tenderness through his shut teeth. 1830 Carleton Traits
(1843) I. 27 The dog- -laying his shut paw upon Jack's nose.

1894 Kipling Jungle Bk. 57 His first stroke . . was sent home
with shut mouth in silence.

trans/. 1817 Byron Manfred 1. i, By thy shut soul's
hypocrisy. 1007 Sir O. Lodge Subst. Faith x. 63 Their shut
minds and self-satisfied hearts are things to marvel at.

b. (See quot.)

1809 R. Langford Introd. Trade 52 When the word shut
is placed after any particular stock, it denotes no transfer

can be made, as the books of the Stock or company are
adjusting.

c. Paper-making. (See quot.)

1825 J. Nicholson Of>er. Mech. 376 In a well-made sheet
of paper the fibres are ranged in a horizontal and parallel

direction, and a manufacturer describing such a sheet of
paper, would say that the stuff was well shut.

t d. Shut face : ? an air of mystery. Obs.
16*6 B. Jonson Staple of N. rv. iv. 64 With all your.,

lookes out of the politicks, your shut-faces. And reseru'd
Questions, and Answers that you game with.

t e. Shut sound, vowel — Close a. 1 d. Also
used to designate a short vowel of the quality used
in closed syllables. Obs.
1841 W. Spalding Italy $ It. 1st III. 222 Those who in-

habit the valley of the Po. . have derived . . a strong tendency
to nasal sounds and shut vowels. 1849 Craig Diet., Key to
Pronunc., A. Shut sound, as in man. ,.E. Shut sound, as
in men.. .0. Shut sound, as in hot.

f. Shut couplet: (see quot.)
1896 G. Saintsbury Hist, iqth Cent. Lit. \. 7 What has

been called the ' shut ' couplet—the couplet more or less

rigidly confined to itself, and not overlapping.

2. Comb. : with advs. (see the corresponding com-
binations of the vb.), as shut-in, -out, -up adjs.

Hence {U.S.) shut-in, -out sbs., a person who is

shut in or out.

1849 Cupples Green Hand xiv. (1856) 139 As for the dead
*shut-in appearance of it, . .you'd never think it was a river.

1904 Prosp. Mass. (U. S. A.) Blind Assoc. 2 The lonely and
the unbusy, the shut-ins in body and in mind. 1853 Kane
Grinnell Exp. xli. (1856) 378 A relation with the *shut-out
world. 1897 Eneycl. Sport I. 79/2 (Baseball) Shut out, an
innings in which a side does not score a run. 1614 Gorges
Lucan x. 443 [He] relies Vpon the hope of *shut vp wayes.
a 1887 Jefferies Field § Hedgerow (1889) 315 Job had a
lot of shut-up rooms in his house.

Shut-down. [Cf. Shut v, 13.] A shutting
down ; the closing for a time of a factory, etc.

Also altrib.

1888 Pall Mall Gaz. 8 May 12/1 The shut-down move-
ment has thus far been successful, but every advance in
prices induces the opening of new wells. 2889 Engineering
1 : Oct. 434/3, There has really been a * shut down ' of a large
number of toil-]wells, to check a wasteful over-production.

t Shute l
. Obs. Forms : 1 soyte, 3 scute,

asute, schute, shute. [OE. scyte str. masc,
corresponds to OHG. and MHG. schu% (mod.G.
schuss) :—OTeut. *skuli-z, f. *skut- : see Shoot v.
This word, with ME. w = ft', is distinct from shute var. of

Shoot so. 1

J

L A shot, a blow. (Cf. Shoot sb.i i.)
eiooo Ags. Gloss, in HaupCs Zeitschr. (1853) IX. 478/2

Ictibus, scytum. c 1*05 Lay. 1461 Corineus bleintes & bene
scute bt-berh. 1*97 R. Glouc. (Rolls) 8132 So bat to pe

toun walle hii come atte laste And be obere hadde ilore hor
ssute of bowe & of arblaste Ne hii ne mijte vor oper ginnes
stones vp horn caste.

fig. a 1225 Ancr. R. 60 AI riht so, mid ben ilke wepnen,
p is mid scute of eien ; mid spere of wundinde word. Ibid.

62 Hwo se is wise & iseli, wid be schute wite hire, $ is wel
hire eien : voral be vuel jieuer is cumeS of ben eien arewen.

2. The action of shooting or sprouting. (Cf.

Shoot sb.i 2.)

a 1300 Leg. Holy Rood ii. 132 Wib a cercle of seluer he
bond ech $eres scute bere So bat wipbinne britti 3er bis tre

wox wel heie.

3. A sharp twinge of pain. (Cf. Shoot sbJ 3 c.)

aiy>o Marina 202 in Horstm. Altengl. Leg. (1878) 173
Such shute com in be womones hed,. .&. [heoj fer after wax
riht wod.

Shute- (J«t). Weaving. [An old variant of
fc

Shoot sb. 1 , retained in this technical sense.] The
weft. (Cf. Shoot sb.1 4.)
1721 C King Brit. Merch. II. 17 Our Perpets that are all

worsted Chains, and only the Shute of Woollen-Yam, don't
come to the Money, 1853 Perkins Haberdashery (ed. 8)

45 The black is the warp, and the white or yellow (as the
colour may be) the shute or shot. 1874 H. H. Cole Catal.
Ind. Art. S. Kens. Mus. 217 A length of the thread, which
he determines to make use of for his weft or shute.

Shute 3 (J«t). dial. Also 9 shut. [app. in part

a dial, form of Shoot sb. and partly a variant

spelling of Chute.]
1. A channel or open trough for conveying water,

esp. to a lower level ; a gutter fixed beneath the

eaves of a building. (Cf. Shoot sb.1 5 b.)

1790 Dunsford Hist. Mem. Tiverton 106 note, The stream
of water., is conveyed over a deep road behind the hospital
by a leaded shute. 1836 Mrs. Bray Tattiar <$ Tavy II.

xxx. 291 note. To cut off three bits of lead about the size of
a half farthing ; each from three different shuts (meaning
spouts) for the cure of fits. 19x0 W, H. Daviks in Engl.
Rev. June 385 When Sparrows twitter in the shutes.

2. A sudden flood in a river, a freshet. (Cf. Shoot
sbA 5, Chute i.)

1839 Here/. Gloss., Land-shut, a land-flood. 1879 Miss
Jackson Shropsh. Word-bk. s. v., Theer's a tremenjus shut
o' waiter i

1

the river.

3. A steep (artificial) channel or enclosed pas-

sage, down which ore, coal, grain, etc. is 'shot'
to reach a receptacle below. (Cf. Chute 3, Shoot
sbA 6 a.)

1847 Illustr. Lond. News 21 Aug. 125/1 Stones were also
put under her with long shutes from the deck. 1869 Rout-
ledge's Ev. Boy's Ann. 613 Conducts the meal to the 'hop-
pers ', and through them down 'shutes' to a horizontal
cylinder. 1877 Burroughs Taxation 137 Coal shutes. .are
taxable.

b. (See quot.)
1882 Jago Anc. Lang. <$- Dial. Cornw. 263 Shute,.. tht

watering place where the women fill their pitchers from the
1 shute '. Also, a small stream of water running from a shute
or channel.

4. (See Chute 5.)
1879 Jenkinson Guide I. of Wight 94 The St. Lawrence

or Whitwell Shute.

Shuting(e, obs. forms of Shooting vbl. sb.

Shut-off. [Cf. Shut v. 16.] Something which
shuts off : a tap, valve. Also attrib.

1869 Rankine Machine <$ Hand-tools PI. G 1, The shut-
off valve. 1892 Photogr. Ann. II. Advt. p. clxii, Automatic
Shut-off.

t Shu't-purse. Obs. rare— 1
. In 4 ssette

pors. [f. Shut v. + Purse sb.] The ' shutter of
purses' : the title of the demon of miserliness.

1340 Ayenb. 187 Of zuiche volke is lhord a dyeuel and
mayster, bet is ine helle, pet is ycleped ssette pors.

Sktrttable, a. nonce-wd. [f. Shut v. + -able.]

Capable of being closed.

1854 Greenwood Haps fy Mishaps 111 An easy carriage,

open, but shuttable at will.

Shu'ttance. dial. [f. Shut v. (sense 11) +
-ance.] Riddance.
1826 Wilbraham Chesh. Gloss, (ed. 2). 1836 P. Thompson

Hist. Boston 723 Good shuttance of bad rubbish. 1886
Mabel Peacock Tales % Rhymes i24(E.D.D.) She's gotten
good riddance an' shuttance o' him.

Shutter (J^'tai), sb, [f. Shut v. + -er *.]

1. gen. One who or something which shuts.

1611 Cotgr., Fermeur, a shutter, closer, fastener. 1683
Snape Anat. Horse iv. ii. (1686) 153 The two other Muscles
of the Eye-lid are called Shutters. 1788 Act 28 Geo. Ill,
c. 51 § 18 Watermen, Lock Shutters, Pound Keepers, 1907
Outlook 3 Jan. 12/1 Janus in the old mythology was the
porter of heaven, the ' opener ' and the ( shutter '.

b. Also with advs. as shutter up, -in.

154a Brinklow Lament. (1874) no Well ye bysshoppes,
and ye chanons of the churche of Beell, ye shutters vp of
Godes Worde. 1611 Cotgr., Obturateur, a stopper or
shutter vp. c 1633 B. Jonson Eupheme, Etegie on my Muse
219 That houre, The last of houres, and shutter up of all.

1869 E. J. Reed Shipbuild. xxi. 468 If the plate were a
* shutter in ' of a strake both butts would require to be fitted

against plates already in place.

2. spec. a. A movable wooden or iron screen,

applied to the outside or the inside of a window,
to shut out the light or to ensure privacy or safety.
It may consist of a single board or plate (hinged like a

door, sliding in a frame, or altogether detachable), of a
number of boards or plates hinged together, or of a com-
bination of laths or flat rods of wood or metal working on
rollers. A window may have one shutter or several.

Phr. To put -up the shutters : to bring one's business to
a close for the day or permanently.
[1683 Tryon Way to Health 178 The close drawing of the

Window-Shutters, Hangings, and Curtains.] 1720 S. Sewall
Diary 20 Oct. (1882) III. 270 Shc.clos'd the Shutters. 1792
Belknap Hist. New-HamPsh. III. 258 Another hole is

made in the side of the house for a window, which is

occasionally closed with a wooden shutter. 1814 Wordsw.
Excitrs. vii. 178 Yet were the windows of the low abode
By shutters weather-fended. 18:9 A nn. Reg., Chron. (1820)
42 One of the watchmen heard a noise at one of the shutters
[of the shop]. 1838 Dickens O. Twist v, Take down the
shutters, yer idle young ruffian ! 1863 Appleby's Handbk.
Mach. fy Iron Work 95 Patent revolving iron shutters. 1889
Ld. Lytton in Lady B. Balfour Lett. (1906) II. 389 He is

only lingering now to put up the Parliamentary shutters.
1890 Conan Doyle Capt. Polestar, etc. 172 A few old-esta-
blished houses.. put up their shutters and confessed them-
selves beaten.

U With reference to the use as an improvised litter

or stretcher for carrying a person who has been
wounded or taken ill,

1843 Dickens Christmas Carol ii. 60 As if the other fiddler

had been carried home, exhausted, on a shutter. 1859
Lever Dav. Dunn lxxi, I made it clear that you were really
married, and to the daughter of a man that would send you
home on a shutter, if you threw any doubt on it

b. A folding cover hinged to a picture-frame in

order to protect the picture from light, dnst, etc.
a 1700 Evelyn Diary 8 Feb. 1645, That admirable paynt-

ing of Raphael . . preserv'd in shutters of wainscott. 1762-71
H. Walpole Vcrtue's Anted. Paint. (1786) I. 224 He.,
painted, .in St. Peter's, the shutters of an altar-piece. 1909
Q. /\'ev.Ju\y 169 An admirable altar-piece.. which consisted
of a magnificent centre-piece of goldsmith's work and shut-
ters adorned with paintings.

o. Photogr. A device for opening and closing

the aperture of a lens in order to regulate the
duration of the exposure.
1862 Catal. Intemat. Exhib. II. xm. 9 A camera and

shutter of new design. 1907 J. A. Hodges Elem. Photogr.
(ed. 6) 17 A reliable shutter, .of the roller-blind, .type.

d. Founding. A gate or movable partition

designed to cut off the passage to a mould from
the channel in which the molten metal flows.
1856 Illustr. Lond. News 23 Aug. 1Q4/1 The shutter, or

gate, was then lifted, and the metal allowed to flow.

6. Organ-building, pi. The louvre-boards form-
ing one or more sides of the swell-box, which are

opened and shut by a pedal or lever, so as to

regulate the volume of sound from the swell-organ.
x88i C. A. Edwards Organs 122 The swell shutters should

be left open.

f. (See quot.)
1883 Gresley Gloss. Coal'mining 220 Shutter. 1. A mov-

able sliding door having balance weights attached, fitted

within the outer casing of the Guibal fan, for regulating the
size of the opening... 2. The vibrating arm or door of the
Cooke Ventilator.

g. Clockmaking. (See quot.)
1884 F. J. Britten Watch % Clockm. 35 Bolt and Shutter.

An obsolete contrivance for keeping clocks going while
winding. During the going of the clock the shutter—

a

plate of metal—stood in front of the winding square.

h. A lid or slide for obscuring the light of a
lamp or lantern.

1910 J. Buchan Prester John 1. n An evil-smelling old
tin lantern with a shutter. 1911 Act 14-2 Geo. V, c. 45
§ 4 (4) Every light carried on a locomotive, .shall be fitted
with such shutters or other contrivances as will enable the
light to be temporarily screened in an effective manner.

i. (See quot.)
1898 EneycL Sport II. 168/2 (Punt shooting) Shutter, the

movable portion of the wash streak, through which the
punter works his punt with paddles or set pole.

3. attrib. and Comb. : simple attrib., as shutter-

bar, -bolt, 'hinge, -panel; objective, as shutter-

maker. Also shutter-blind, a blind with louvres

to admit air ; shutter-case, a box or fitting into

which shutters may be put or folded when not in

use; shutter-dam, a dam having gates which are
opened and closed by hydraulic pressure obtained
by water driven through pipes by means of a tur-

bine ; shutter-front, -lid, a covering or lid con-

structed to roll up after the manner of a flexible

shutter ; shutter-rebate, a groove cut into a
window-frame to support a shutter ; shutter-
stand = shutter-case ; shutter-telegraph = Sema-
phore.
1737 Salmons Country Builder's Estimator (ed. 2) 103

Upright Window-Bars, *Shutter-Bars- Ibid. 107 *Shutter-
Hinges are sold by the Dozen. Ibid. 112 "Shutter Bolts are
sold from \os. 6d. to 18s. 6d. per Dozen. 1833 Loudon
Eneycl. Archit. § 555 In *shutter blinds, .the movement is

effected by a lever handle fixed on one of the luflfer boards.
1810 Hull Improv. Act 55 [To] make any. .*shutter-cases or
shutter-stands. 1884 Knight Diet. Mech. Suppl., *Shutter
Dam. 1887 Pall Mall Gaz. 22 Aug. 11/3 A finely wrought
gilt frame with a *shutter front to conceal its contents, iqoi
Lady's Realm X. 652/2 A small secretaire in satin-wood
with a *shutter lid. 1881 Instr. Census Clerks (1885) 5^
•Shutter maker. 1903 Conrad & Hueffeb Romance hi.

20 Rangsley knocked on a *shutter-paneL 1901 P. M.John-
ston in Archxol. frnl. 64 A shallow *shutter-rebate. 1810
*Shutter-stand [see shutter-case], 1859 Sala Tw. round
Clock (1861)301 Some[dancers] are inclined., to., imitate the
action of the old *shutter»telegraphs with their arms.

b. Photogr. (cf. 2 d). In shutter-adjustment,

-speed, -work ; instrumental, shutter-exposure, -ex-

posed adj. ; objective, shutter-setting.

1892 Photogr. Ann. II. 331 The lens and part of the
•shutter adjustment are in view. 1891 Anthony's Photogr.
Bull. iv. 323 A rapid *shutter exposed plate. 1889 Ibid. 11.

317 These plates after development are compared with the
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negative of *shutter exposure. 1893 PJiotogr. Ann. II.
Advt. p. cclxxx, Plate-changing and *shutter-setting is
effected by simply drawing out and pushing back the rod
shown in block. 1889 Anthony's Photogr. Bull. 11. 335 The
*shutter speed was slower in comparison with the moving
train. 1891 Ibid. iv. 323 For rapid "shutter work . .the best
plan is to use a medium quantity of alkali.

Shutter (jirtw), v. [f. Shutter sb.]

1. trans. To close with a shutter. Also with adv.
i8a6 B. Hall in Lockhart Scott (1839) VIII. 360, I found

the windows shuttered up. 1856 Lever Martins ofCro'M.
xxix. 309 The doors were closed, the windows shuttered.
1863 Dickens Uncomm. Trav. xxi, Here is Garraway's,
bolted and shuttered hard and fast. 1897 Spectator 26 June
909/1 An appeal to the people of Kilrush to shutter their
shops. 1910 J. Buchan Prester John i. rs Tam who had
seised and shuttered his lantern, coming last.

b. trans/, andyfg'.
1882 Society 16 Dec. 16/2 The basilisk glance.. had to be

shuttered down, c 1886 Kipling Other Verses (1899) 102,
I took a country twice the size of France, And shuttered up
one doorway in the North. 1887 Hardy IVoodlanders xviii,

The windows of Fitzpiers'ssoul being at present shuttered.
1892 Kipling Barrack-room Ballads 175, I barred my gates
with iron, I shuttered my doors with flame.

2.rejf. (with advb. complement). To close oneself
M, shot oneself off, with shutters.

1878 Stevenson Inland Voy. 60 A workman or a pedlar
cannot shutter himself oft from his less comfortable neigh-
bours. 1880 Athenmnm 14 Aug. 203 The farmers..would
shutter themselves in and drink strong beer and gin for
days and days on end.

Shuttered (
Jirtajd), ppl. a. [f. Shdtter v. and

sb. + -ED.] Closed with shutters
;
provided with

shutters.

1845 Talfourd Vacation Rambles 1. 155 Green-shuttered
white ' Pensions '. 1885 R. L. & F. Stevenson Dynamiter
ii. 9 Shop after shop displayed its shuttered front. 1901
P. M. Johnston in Archacol. Jml. 68 It must have had its

grated and shuttered opening.

Shuttering, vbL sb. [f. Shutter v. and sb.

+ -INO *.] a. The action of the vb. Shutter, b.
Material for making shutters.
1868 W. Cory Lett. 4 Jmls. (1897) 253 This is a detest-

able practice, shuttering ; I rebel against it. 1898 Macey
SpeciJ. Detail 371 Movable sheet-iron shuttering.

Shutterless (Jtrtwles), a. [f. Shutter sb. +
-less.] Without a shutter.

1830 Lyttom P. Clifford i, A high, narrow, shutterless
casement. 1885 R. Buchanan Annan Watery The wind
. .rattled the shutterless windows.

Shutterwise, adv. [f. Shutter j£. + -wise.]
After the manner of or like a shutter.
1880 Mrs. R. O'Reilly Sussex Stor. I. 315 He swept the

boots and all his paraphernalia off the board, and fastened
it shutterwise.

Shutting (Jp*tin) f vbl. sb. [f. Shut v. + -ing K}
L In trans, senses of the verb ; closing, fastening

up, drawing together, etc.

f0x366 Chaucer Rom. Rose 1598 For ther is noon so litel

thing So hid, ne closed with shitting. That it ne is sene.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Schetynge, or lokkynge wythe
lokkys, seracio. 156a Child-Marriages 116 The shuttinge
of windowes. 1670 G. H. Hist. Cardinal' 1. 111. 75 The said
shutting of their mouths, a 1754 Sir J. Strange #^.(1782)
I. 615 The day of the shutting of the books. 1779 H. Wal-
i'ole Let. to Mann 7 July, The shutting of our ports against
France.

b. Welding, splicing.

1490 in Archxol. Cant. (1886) XVI. 298 For schettyng of
the.. bell claper viij d. 1495 Naval A cc. Hen. VII (1896)
150 Shutyng & Amendyng of v boltes. 1555 Ludlow
Chnrchw. Ace. (Camden) 62 For shutynge on of the old
hynges..ijd. 1794 Rigging <$ Seamanship I. 78 Shutting
is joining or welding one piece of iron to another.

2. Something which closes fast, a bar, shutter.

Usually//. Also, a junction, a place where two
things come together.
CX440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Schetynge, or schettynge, or

sperynge, clausura. 1450-80 tr. Secreta Secret, xxxv. 24
Than frote welle thyn heed,forit openyth the shettyngis of
pi brayne. 1610 Barhough Meth. Physick 1. xxiii. (1639) 39
You must.. fasten cupping glasses to the shutting of the
joynts. a 1679 Sir J. Moore Eng. Interest (1703) 108 The
Bar or Shutting [of the door of a bee-hive] is to be made
four square, of some heavy Matter, as Lead.

3. In intransitive senses of the verb : The close of

a day, evening, etc. ; nightfall.

1598 Greenwey Tacitus, Ann. 1. v. (1622) 8 In the night,

or in the shutting of the euening. 1609 Relat. Sir T.
Morgan's Progr. 13 The Major-General desired his Excel-
lency, that he would give orders to them.. to keep them*
selves in readiness .. for at the shutting of the Night he
would fall on.

4. In comb, with various advs.
C1440 Promp. Parv. 445/2 Schettynge in, inclusio...

Schettynge owte, exclusio. 1577 tr. Bullinger's Decades 1.

ix. 86 In the shuttinge vppe and ende of all ages. 1583.

Melbancke Philotimus Z iv b. The setting of the Sun, and
shutting in of nighte, belong to Zephyr. 1643-4 Vicars
God in Mount tax A little before shutting in of day-light.

172a De Foe Plague (Rx\&%.) 54, I mention'd. .shutting of
Houses up. 1798 in Nicolas Disp. Nelson (1846) VII,

p. clvi, The thickness of the smoke at the shutting in of the
evening. 1838 Dickens O. Twist xxvii, The shop was not
closed, although it was past the usual hour of shutting-up.
1875 Scrivener Led. Grk. Test. 14 The deliberate shutting

out of a large.. portion of available evidence. 1891 Daily
News 3 Mar. 2/4 The shutting down of the mines in

America. 1899 Allbutt's Syst. Med. VII. 677 The sudden
shutting off of the blood-supply to a limited area of the brain.

b. Specific uses : shutting off (see quot.)

;

shutting up (a) see quot 1852 ;
(b) welding; (c)

797

shutting-up time : the hour for closing the shop,
etc. ; shutting together = shutting up (b).
1884 F. J. Britten Watch $ Clockm. 240 *Shutting Off.A term used to describe the operation of throwing the wind-

ing wheels [of a fusee watch] out of action. 185a G. W
Johnson Cottage Card. Diet. 824 *Shutting-up is closing
the lights of frames, pits, greenhouses, and stoves, which
have been opened for the admission of air. 1883 Crane
Smithy £ Forge 43 Joining two pieces of bar or rod together
which the smith usually denominates 'shutting up' or
shutting together'. 1889 * R. Bolorewood' Robbery

under A rms xxx, It was latish . . and near shutting-up time.
Shutting, ///.<*. [-ing2.] That shuts.
1634 in A rchzologiaXXXV. 197 Fower shutting windowes.

1803 Strangford Poems o/Camoens (1810) 52 When night-
drops bathe each shutting bell [of a flower]. 1850 T. T.
Lynch Theoph. Trinal v. 83 A shutting gate.. we hear.
1900 Elworthy Horns of Honour ii. 143 The grinning
opening and shutting jaws.

Shuttle (JWl),^. 1 Forms: 1 sciutil, scytel,
4-9 (now dial.) shittle, 5 shotil, shetiL schytle,
schetyl(le, s(o)hutylle, 6 shetyll, shuttyll,
shyttel(l, shittell, shettle, shoottle, 7 shutle,
shuttel, 6- shuttle. [OE. seytel ? masc. :-prehis-
toric *skutil f. Teut. root *skut- : see Shoot v.
Cf. ON. skutill harpoon ; also Sw., Da. skyttel (of
obscure history) and Da. skytte, Norw. skyt, skjet
— sense 2 below.]

1 1. OE. A dart, missile, arrow. Obs.
<r87s Erfurt Gloss, ujj Jaculum, sciutil. cxaoo Ags.

Ps. (Thorpe) Ixiii. 7 Syndon hyre wita scytelum cilda
aexhwajs onlicost.

2. An instrument used in weaving for passing
the thread of the weft to and fro from one edge of
the cloth to the other between the threads of the
warp. Fly shuttle (see Fly sbt 8).
The normal form of the shuttle resembles that of a boat,

whence its name in various langs. (L. navicula, F. navette,
G. weberschiff). Along the middle is an axis or ' spindle ',

on which revolves the 'quill' or 'bobbin', a cylinder
carrying the thread of the weft.
1338 in Dugdale Monasticon (1819) II. 585/2 Item pro

weblomes emptis xx>. ..Item pro iiij shittles pro eodem
opere ij« vjd. c 1400 York Memoraminm Bk. (Surtees) I. 85
Cum instrumento dicti artificu vocato shotil. 14.. Nom.
in Wr.-Wulcker 728/15 Hec navecula, schetylle. 1483 Cath.
Angl. 338/2 A Schutylle (v.r. shvtylle), nauicula, panus.
1510 Stanbridge Vocabula (W. de W.) Cjb, Peclen, the
shuttyll. 1570 Levins Manip. 195/40 A shuttle, radius.
1577 Hanmer Anc. Eccl. Hist., Evagrius iv. vii. (1585)473
A weauers shittell. 1585 Wither ABC for Laymen 131
The sliding to and fro of the shettle in weauing. 1613
Purchas Pilgrimage (1614)7$6 The Fishers Boats are made
like to a Weauers Shutle. 1676 Hobbes Iliad xxii. 444 She
trembling stood, and let her Shittle fall. 1714 Gay Sheph.
tVk. ProT. 71 Ye Weavers, all your Shuttles throw. 1831
G. R. Porter Silk Manuf 221 The shuttle is formed from
a piece of boxwood. 1908 [Miss E. Fowler] Betw. Trent
Sf Anchotmc 84 John's loom and shuttle could be heard.

b. fig. and in similative use.

1598 Shaks. Merry IV. v. i. 25, I feare not Goliah with a
Weauers beame, because I know also, life is a Shuttle. 174a
Young Nl. Th. iv. 809 How swift the shuttle flies, that
weaves thy shroud. 1844 Emerson Lect., Young Amer.
Wks. (Bohn) II. 293 The locomotive and the steamboat like

enormous shuttles shoot every day across the thousand
various threads of national descent. 1896 Kipling Seven
Seas 4 Swift shuttles of an Empire's loom that weave us,

main to main. 1896 A. Austin England's Darling 11. iv,

When War's loud shuttle shall have woven peace.

3. trans/, a. A thread-carrying device in the

form of a weaver's shuttle, used for knotting,

tatting and embroidery.
1767 Mrs. Delany Lett. 4 Jan., Sen n. (1862) I. 91 Mrs.

Jeffreys has bought me a very elegant shuttle for two
guineas. ?X77o Mrs. Ravaud Let. to Mrs. Delany 10 Nov.
ibid. 309, I want to know if the inclosed knotting is what
you would have it... Its merit.. is entirely owing to the

instrument with which it is fabricated, the nonpareille

shuttle of singular service. i88a Caulfeild & Saward
Diet. Needlework 476 [Recent improvements in Tatting.]

The use ofa second thread or Shuttle, which enables straight

lines and scallops to be worked, as well as the original ovals.

b. A reciprocating thread-holder in a sewing-

machine, which carries the lower thread through

the loop of the upper one to make a lock-stitch.

1846 in Abridgm. Specif. Patents, Sewing (1871) 10 [The]
application of a shuttle, in combination with a needle.

i860 (Ire's Did. Arts III. 647 A small shuttle, which has
a horizontal motion beneath the cloth, is now caused to pass

through this loop, carrying with it its own thread. 1875
Knight Did. Mech. 2116/2 The [Singer sewing-] machine
makes a lock-stitch by means^ of a straight eye-pointed

needle and a longitudinally reciprocating shuttle.

O. In a telephone (see quot.).

1879 Prescott Sp. Telephone 388 One of its coils is con-

nected.. to a V-shaped piece of metal, termed the shuttle,

which, in its normal position, rests with one end against an
adjustable screw.

d. A curved type-bar (in some typewriters)

guided into position by a race. 1911 in Webster.

4. A shuttlecock. Also the game. Obs. exc. in

Badminton.
c 1440 Promp. Parv. 447/1 Schytle, chyldys game, sagi-

tetla. « 1591 H. Smith Serm. (1622) 252 Or like unto a
Shittle, which flittereth from the hand of a child. 1893 Offi-

cial Laws Badminton 11.

f5. = Radius i c. Obs. rare*1
.

Perh. only a mistranslation of L. radius, one sense of

which is * weaver's shuttle \
x66z Comenius' Janua Ling. Triling. 48 One arm bone

;

two of the elbow, (the ell and shuttle).

SHUTTLE,

8. fa. A trochoid shell (see quot. 1750). Obs.
b. In full weaver's shuttle, a shuttle-shell, esp.
Radius volva ; also, the shell of this gastropod.
1750 Pococke Trav. (Camden) 46 Trochi entrochi. . .The

trochi are many of them like shuttles. .some are an oblong
oval, which they call shuttles : the country people call them
fairy stones. 1815 Burrow Elem. Conchol. 199 Bulla Volva.
Wea,ver's Shuttle. B. Birostris. Bastard Weaver's Shuttle.
B. Gibbosa. Short gibbous Shuttle ; the Gondola. 1861

?u CAIiPENTER in Rep. Smitltsonian Instil, i860, 195
1 he Weaver's Shuttle {Radius volva). Ibid. 196 The crea-
ture folds its foot round the Gorgonias on which it lives,
carrying its shuttle gracefully over its head.
7. A book name for certain species of moths.
183a J. Rennie Butterfl. $ Moths 51 The Shuttle {Agro-

tis radia, Curtis)... Probably a variety of A. Radiola...
The small Shuttle {A. Radiola, Stephens) appears in June.
8. A shuttle-train (see 9 b).

1895 in Funk's Stand. Did.
9. attrib. and Comb. a. Obvious combs, (senses

2 and 3) as shuttle-driver, -maker

-

t -quill; also
shuttle-shaped adj. , shuttle-wise adv.

;
(sense 6) as

shuttle-tribe.

1801 Encycl. Brit. Suppl. II. 796/1 From its lower end
there go two small cords to the *shuttle drivers. 1412 in
Riley Mem. Lond. (1868) 584 [William Blakeney] *shetil-
maker. 1661 Petty in Birch Hist. Roy. Sec. (1756) I. 59 To
which purpose there is somewhat considerable in the wind-
ing the yarn upon these *shuttle-quills. 1802 Bingley
Anhn. Biog. (1813) II. 224 The eyes are lodged in a ^shuttle-
shaped band of black. 1869 E. Newman Brit. Moths 317
The Shuttle-shaped Dart (Agrotis puta). 1861 P. P. Car-
penter in Rep. Smithsonian Instil, i860, 196 None of the
Cowry or ^Shuttle tribe have any operculum. 1879 Howells
Lady ofAroostook iii. 38 The ferryboats thrust *shuttlewise
back and forth between either shore made a refreshing sound.

b. Special comb. : shuttle-bearer, the lay or
batten of a loom ; shuttle-bone, f(a) each of the
bones of the forearm

;
{b) the navicular bone in

the foot of a horse ; shuttle-box, f (a) the cavity
in the side of a shuttle to hold the spindle {obs,)

;

(b) * a tray or case at the end of the shuttle-race to
receive the shuttle' (Knight Diet. Mech. 1875);
shuttle-carrier, the arm or other device which
reciprocates the shuttle in a sewing-machine;
shuttle-crab, a paddle-crab, Callinectej hastatus
(Cent. Diet. 1891); shuttle-kissing (see quot.);

fshuttle-prick, the spindle of a shuttle ; shuttle-
race, the ledge or track along which the shuttle

passes ; shuttle-service, a service of shuttle-trains

;

shuttle-shell, a gastropod of the genus Radius

;

fshuttle-spire, ? = shuttle-prick; shuttle-train, a
train running ashort distance to and fro, as on a short
branch line ; f shuttle-trough = shuttle-box (a).

1835 Ure Philos. Manuf 350 Exercising their arms and
shoulders.. by resting their hands on the lay or •shuttle-
bearer. 1688 Holme Armoury 11. xvii. 4^/2 The Cubitus
..doth consist of two Bones; the *Shuttle Bones. 183a
Percivall Anat. Horse 6b The Navicular or Shuttle Bone
(Os Naviculare). 1688 "Shuttle box [see shuttle trough
below]. 1888 Encycl. Brit. XXIV. 464/1 {Weaving), A
ledge.. which forms the 'shuttle race' for carrying the
shuttle in ' picking ' from and to the shuttle boxes at each
end of the lay. i860 (Ire's Did. Arts III. 649 (Serving-
machine), At the commencement of the return of the shuttle,
an inclined piece upon the "shuttle carrier bears against a
lateral stud upon one end of a short rocking or oscillatory
shaft. 1908 Bath Daily Chron. 22 Apr. 1/7 The practice
known as * *shuttle-kissing '—sucking the weft through the
eye of the Shuttle. 1688 'Shuttle prick fsee shuttle trough
below]. 1831 G. R. Porter Silk Manuf 216 A shelf, called
the 'shuttle-race, is formed by making the bottom bar
broader than the side rails. 1868 Morris Earthly Par. 1.

11. 378 (Cupid <$ Psyche), As I drove The ivory shuttle
through the shuttle-race. 1871 Abridgm. Specif Patents,
Sewing 14 Sewing by means of a vibrating needle and a
shuttle travelling in a circular shuttle-race. J905 Westm.
Gaz. 3 July 6/3 This* "shuttle ' service of electric trains. i86x
P. P.CARPENTERin R ei. Smithsonian Instil, i860, 195 Family
Ovulidx. (Egg and "Shuttle Shells.) 1744 in Phil. Trans.
(1746) XL1II. 194 There was extracted from him. .an iron
"Shuttle Spire, four Inches long. 1891 Century Did.,
"Shuttle-train. 1688 Holme Armoury \\\. zSg/i The parts
of a Shuttle are, the_*Shuttle Trough, or Box, is the square
hole on the top of it, in which the Pin or Shuttle Prick is

set within two holes having Yarn., wound about it.

t Slw/ttle, sb£ Obs. Forms : a. 1 scyt(t)el,

scetel, 4 ssettel, 5 schettel, sehyt(t)yl; B. 1

scyttels, scyttyls, scytels, scettels, 2 scutles.

[OE. scyt\t)el, seyl(t)els :—prehistoric *skutilt -z'sli,

f. *skut- in scyttan to shut ; the two OE. words
. have different suffixes, but their forms coalesced in

ME. : see -el, -els. Cf. WFris. skoattel, EFris.

schotel, NFris. skodel.

The mod. dial, shuttle (shittle, shettle, shottle) horizontal

bar of a gate (see Eng. Dial. Diet.), is perh. the same word.]

1. A bolt or bar, as of a door.

971 Blickl. Horn. 87 Ealle ba isenan scyttelas helle Ioca
wurdan tobrocene. a 1000 Kent. Gloss. 658 in Haupt's
Zeitschr. (1877) IX. 55 Scetel, vectis. nooo JElfric Horn.
I. 70 Da scytelses [v.r. scittelsas] to burston. a 1023 Wulf-
Stan Horn. (1883) 230 OpeniaS bas geatu and ba faestan

scytelsas. <r«75 Lamb. Horn. 127 pet is bet [loc] becSe

deofel ne con unlucan, pet is bet scutles be?e deofel ne mei
nefre to-cysan. 1340 Ayenb. 94 ' My zoster, my lemman,
bou art a gardin besset, myd tuo ssettles,' bet is pe grace of
god, and of angles, c 1440 Promp. Parv. 365/1 Ondoynge,
or op(y)nynge of schettellys, or sperellys. Ibid. 447/1
Schyttyl, or sperynge, pessulum, velpessellum,

2. ? A shutter or a partition.



SHUTTLE. 798 SHY.

1614 T. Godwin Rom. Antig. xviii. 15 By the drawing
aside of some wainscot shuttles.. a newe partition might
seeme to be put vp.

Shuttle (j^t'l), sh-
z Forms: 5 schetel, 6, 9

dial, shittle, S- shuttle, [f. Shot 7;. +-le.

It is uncertain whether the word represents OE. scyttel,

scytteis (see prec) in an unrecorded sense, or was a new
formation in ME.]
L A flood-gate- which opens to allow the flow

and regulate the supply of water in a mill-stream.

Also a similar gate in a drain. Also ( one of the

sections of a shutter-dam ' {Cent. Diet. 1891 ).

e 1440 Promp. Parzr. 445/2 Schetelys, or gote, supra,

aquagium. 1583 Inquisition of Savers 7 (N. W. Line.

Gloss.), The same sewer from the foresaid fields end to the

shittle shall be diked, scowred and cleansed . . by Mr. William
Dalyson. 1738 Phil. Trans. XLI. 167 The Miller. .went
immediately, and let down the Shuttle. 1812 Nouaille in

% Nicholson's Oper. Mech. (1825) in The shuttle or gate

slides upon the floor of the trough, so as to., determine the

quantity of water to be let out upon the wheel. 1832

Holderness Drainage Act 13 Stocks, shuttles and other

works of drainage. 1845 Jrnl.R. Agric. Soc. V. It, 400 The
sluices or cloughs used then being merely what now would
be called shuttles. 1877 N. W. Line. Gloss., Shittle,.. the
shuttle ofa drain. * The shittle agean th

s
fish-pond is o' no use

noo.' 1887 Fishing Gaz. 2 Apr. 207/2 The. .field, .opposite

the 'shuttle ' or flood gate.

2. A small gate or stop through which metal is

allowed to pass from the trough to the mould.
1858 Simmonds Diet. Trade. 1875 Knight Diet. Mech.

Shuttle Cfa't'l), sb.* Sc. and Devonshire. Also

7 sehottlle, 7- shottle. [Of doubtful origin :

perh. f. Shot v. + -le. Cf. prec.]

A small drawer, esp. one fixed in a chest, in

which small articles were stored. Also 'a kind of

box in the upper part of a chest, extending across

;

used for keeping money
'

; also a till in a shop,

a money-box ' (Jam.).
1626 Wedderburne Compi Bk. (S.H.S.) 142 Ane aikin

frez pres with schottlles of aik thairin. 1699 Eliz. West
Mem. (1865) 114, I thought they were like a cabinet full of
shuttles and in every shuttle there was a jewel. 1719
Hamilton Epist. to Ramsay \. 32 Gin that my haff-pay

siller shottle Can safely spare it. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxxviii, Those eyes.. were now sharply and alertly darting
their glances through shuttles, and trunks, and drawers, and
cabinets, and all the odd corners of an old maiden lady's

repositories. 1823 — in Lockhart (1839) VII. 105 Like the
inside of an antique cabinet with drawers and shottles and
funny little arches. 1832 Mrs. Bray Tamarfy Tavy (1836)

III. xxxiv. 80 And I thought of the old names by which the
little drawers and boxes in such [old cabinets] were called,

—

the shuttles. 1866 R. Chambers Ess. Ser, 1. 152 Aset of
docketed papers, tied up with red tape, and deposited in

shottle fifteen. 1870 J. K. Hunter Life Studies 158, I had
three white half-croons in the shuttle o' my kist.

Shuttle, a. Variant of Shittle a., unsteady,

shaky, etc., surviving dial, (see Eng.Dial. Diet.).

1542 Udall Erasm. Apoph. 307 b, Metellus was so shuttle-

brained that even in the middes of his tribuneship he left

his office in Roome. 1553 Respublica v. ii. 85 (Brandl*,

That shuttle* brained, tall, long man. 1602 R. T.$ Godlte
Serm. 200 To some shallow heads, shuttle braines, and
simple wits, it seemeth to be [etc]. 16x7 Collins Def. Bp.
Ely 11. x. 497 Howsoeuer our shuttle-pated Adioynder
thinke of it. a 1649 MS. Poems temp. Chas. I (Halliw.),

Nor can you deeme them shuttle-headed fellowes, Who for

the Lord are so exceeding zealous, c 1660 Rump Songs I.

7 Is it not strange, that in that Shuttle-head Three King-
doms ruines should be buried? c i68z J. Collins Making
Salt in Eng. 15 A mixture of harsh shuttle Sand. 1886

W. Somerset Word-bk.
t
Shuttle, quick, lithe, active... Also

applied to any dry or easily slipping matter, as grain, seeds,

sand, &c 1888 Stevenson Black Arrow 1. ii, See there

how shuttle-witted are these girls.

Hence fShu-ttly adv., unsteadily.

1661 Petty in Birch Hist. Roy. Soc. {1756) I. 59 To which
purpose the quill is too short for the axis whereon it rowls,

and moves as shuttley upon it as may be.

Shuttle (J»'t'l), ^- Obs. exc. dial. In 6 shutle.

[Partly or perh. wholly f. Shuttle sb. ; but pos-

sibly in part a frequentative f. Shoot v. : see -le.]

1. trans. To move (a thing) briskly to and fro

like a shuttle. Also, to throw swiftly.

1550 Coverdale Spir. Perle xxxi. 260 He y* hath an
heauy burthen vpon hys back, ye more he shutleth and
moueth y6 same, y* more doeth it greue hym. 1823 Galt
Entail lxiv, He would haegrippit me by thecuffo* the neck
and the back o' the breeks and shuttled me through the
window. 1840 Carlyle Let. 17 Mar. in Froude Life Loud.
(1884) I. 177 A face of most extreme mobility, which he
shuttles about.. in a very singular manner while speaking.

1857 Meredith Farina (1865) 52 Now general commotion
shuttled them.

2. intr. To go or move backwards and forwards

like a shuttle ; to travel quickly to and fro.

1823 Galt Gilhaize lxxxiv, In the clear linn the trouts

shuttled from stone and crevice. 1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. 1 1,

vi. i, Their corps go marching and shuttling, in the interior

of the country. 1884 Harper's Mag. July 270/1 It is as
though a section of roadway shuttled to and fro between the
shores. 1910 Spectator 23 Apr. 666/2 Faster ships shuttle

to and fro weaving the political web more and more rapidly.

3. Sc. To ply the shuttle, weave. (See Eng. Dial.

Diet.)

Hence ShuItling ppl. a.

i860 All Year Round No. 41. 344 The flutes began in a
whirling, shuttling movement.

Shuttlecock (JVt'lkpk), sb. [f. Shuttle s/>. 1

(q. v. for forms) + Cock sb.1 Cf. Shuttle-cork.]

L A small piece of cork, or similar light mate-

rial, fitted with a crown or circle of feathers, used

in the game of ' battledore and shuttlecock ' (see 2)

and also in the game of Badminton.
1522 Skelton Why not to Court 351, I trow all wyll be

nought, Nat worth a shyttel cocke. 1591 Spenser M. Hub-
herd. 804 A thousand wayes he them could entertaine, . . With
dice, with cards,.. With shuttelcocks. 1599 Nashe Lenten
Stuffe 74 This playing with a shettlecocke, or tossing empty
bladders in the ayre. 1604 Middleton Antfy Nightingale
C 3 b, His head was drest vp in white Feathers like a
Shuttle-Cock. 1626 Breton Fantaslicks Oct. C 4 b, The
shuttel-Cocke with the Battel-doore is a pretty house,
exercise. 1688 Bunyan Water of Life 116 {end), They
toss their Vanities about as the Boys toss their Shittle-Cocks
in the Air. 1777 Sheridan Trip to Scarb. Prol., Made up,

like shuttlecocks, of cork and feather. 1801 C. K. Sharpe
Let. 12 Jan. Corr. 1888 I. 103 With long stiff feathers stuck
round their heads like those of a shittle-cock. 1838LYTTON
Alice vi. i, Vast interests and solemn causes are no
longer tossed about like shuttlecocks on the battledores of
empty tongues. 1897 Encycl. Sport I. 70/2 (Badminton)
Shuttlecock, the missile employed, which consists of a cork
Crowned with feathers, from 3 to 5 inches in length.

b. fig.
160a Dekker Satiromastix F 2 b, What rnade these paire

of Shittle-cockes heere? what doe they fumble for? 1700
T. Brown tr. Fresny's Amusem., Westm. Hall Vlks. 1709
III. 1. 49 Certain . . Sollicitors and Barristers, make it their

whole business to keep the Shuttle-cock [Chancery suits) in

motion. 1760-72 H. Brooke Fool ofQual. (1809) III. 130
The shittlecock of conversation may fall to the ground.
1838 Dk. Argyll Autobiog. (1906) II. 124 This Reform
question ought not to be made the shuttlecock of party.

1884 Pall MallGaz. 5 Dec 5/1 The best American securities

are periodically the shuttlecock of unscrupulous speculators.

2. The game (more fully battledore and shuttle-

cock, now played only by children) in which the

shuttlecock is hit with the battledore backwards

and forwards between two players, or by one player

into the air as many times as possible without

dropping it.

1599 B. Jonson Cynthia's Rev. 11. iv, Shee can. .play at

shittle-cock. 1628 Burton Anat. Mel. n. ii. iv. (ed. 3) 255
The ordinary recreations which we haue in Winter.. are
Cardes. .shuttlecocke, balliardes [etc.]. 1711 Swift Jrnl.to
Stella 20 Sept., And get somebody to play shuttlecock with

you, Madam Stella. 1842 Lover Handy Andy xiv, Pray
Mr. F.. .are you fond of shuttlecock?

fig. 1858 Sears Athan. iii. 20 They were only playing at

shuttlecock with words.

3. A Mexican malvaceous shrub, Peripterapunica.

1829 Loudon Encycl. Plants 588 Periptera punica.
Shuttlecock. 1840 Paxton Bot. Diet. 1866 Treas. Bot. s. v.

4. attrib. and Comb., as shuttlecock-maker,
1628 Ford Love's Mel. 1. ii, A shittlecock maker.

b. qusLsi-adj. Light, tossed hither and thither.

1660 R. Burney Kep&torov Aupov Ep. Ded. ii. 11 He
[Cromwell] brought the Shuttlecock opprobrie upon the

grave Counsell of the Land, and called them together only

to kick them out 1754 Stukeley Mem. (Surtees) III. 191

Now our shittlecock heads think of nothing but France.

1826 Miss Mitford VillageW. 83 Or any other shuttlecock

pate, giddy with happiness and vanity. 1903 J. C. Smith in

R. Wallace: Life <$• Last Leaves 137 Shuttlecock retort

was a familiar game with him.

Shuttlecock, v. [f. Shuttlecock sb.]

1. trans. To throw, send backwards and forwards

or to toss like a shuttlecock. Also fig.
1687 R. L'Estrange Brief Hist. Times 1. 14 Transub-

stantiation, and Idolatry, the Bug-bear of the Times, has
not been more Shittle-Cock'd, then this Argument. 1853
Tait's Mag. XX. 365 He is shuttle-cocked between London
and Edinburgh. 1859 Thackeray Virgin, lxxvii, ' Yes, if

the phrase is to be shuttlecocked between us,' I answered
hotly. 1904 Blackw. Mag. Mar. 402 [Certain Companies]
shuttlecocked their assets and liabilities from one to the other

for balance-sheet purposes.

2. intr. To move or go backwards and forwards.

1790 H. Walpole Let. to Miss Berrys 8 Nov., A letter

may have shuttle-cocked about.

t Sliivttle-cork. Obs. [f. Shottle sb.i +
Cork sb.~\ = Shuttlecock sb. In quot. attrib.

a 1627 Middleton Chaste Maid 111. (1630) 38 Their short

figging little shittle-corke-heeles.

Shuttleless, a. rare. [f. Shuttle sbl +
-less.] Adapted to work without a shuttle.

1888 Daily News 10 Sept. 7/3 A shuttleless lockstitch sew-

ing machine. 1890 B'ham Weekly Post 1 Feb. 1/5 The
shuttleless loom.

t Shuttle-pin. Obs. [? Shuttle sb.%] Some
kind of fastening for harness.

1587 Mascall Cattle, Horses (1596) ng Harnesses.. and
all things belonging thereunto, as . . belly wanties with tack,

or shoottle pin, tide to euery hawm with a string.

Shuttler (JWai). rare. [f. Shuttle v.

(sense 3) + -KB 1
.] A weaver.

1870 J. K. Hunter Life Studies 155 He was the prettiest

shuttler I ever saw. 1897 Ardrossan # Saltcoats Her.
17 Sept. 5 The shuttlers in the employment of Stewart, Moir
& Muir.. ceased work.

Shuttler, obs. form of Sutler.

Shuttling (Jzrtlin), vbl. sb. [f. Shuttle v. +
-ing *.] The action of using a shuttle (alsofig.) ;

the action of fixing the cop in the shuttle; concr.

that which serves the purpose of a shuttle.

1874 H. H. Cole Caial. Did. Art S. Kens. Mus. 217 He
then prepares the shuttling, which is more like a long knitting
needle than an ordinary English shuttle, winding on it a
length of the thread. 1879 Casselfs Techn. Educ. IV. 399/1
To render the shuttling of the cop a matter of as little nicety

as possible. 1889 Century Mag. Jan. 422/1 Those [olive

groves] in the distance look more hoary and soft, as though

a veil of light cunningly woven by the shuttling of the rays
hung over them.

II Shutur SOWar (Jtrtoi szwa'-i). Anglo-
Indian. Also shuta-, shootar-. [Urdu a. Pers.

\y» j£* shutur suwar (f. shutur camel + suwdr:

see Sowar).] A camel rider.

1834 Col. Mountain Mem. (1857) 135 A couple of riding
camels and an attendant Shootar Suwar. 1840 \V\ G.
Osborne Crt. <$• Camp Rnnjeet Sing 179 Sent a Shuta
surwar.. off with an express to Simla. 1849 Eastwick Dry
Leaves 78 A body of eighty camel riders, or Shutur Sawars,
to use the Persian term, arrived.

Shuyster, variant of Shyster.
Shwanpan, variant of Swanpan.
Shwere, obs. form of Swear.
Shy jjsi),^.! PI. shies, [f. Shyt;.1 ] A sudden

start aside made by a horse when it sees an object

that frightens it.

1791 ' G. Gambado' Ann. Horsem. ix. (1809) 106 [The
horse] made a sort of a shy towards the cliff. 1857 Reade
Course of True Love 166 In the middle of a great shy which
her mare made. 1908 Edin. Rev. Oct. 472 We pass it by
with a courteous bow which has in it something of a horse's

shy at the uncanny.
fig. 1900 Mary E. Wilkins Parson Lord 35 He has

stepped along in his path of duty without a kick or a shy.

Shy (Jai)j sb.2 colloq. Also rare shie. PI. shies.

[f. Shy v.
1

*]

1. A quick, jerking (or careless) throw, as of a

stone, etc.

1791 Brand Pep. Antia. (1813) I. 67 The person who throws
..has three shys, or throws, for twopence. 1835 Dickens Sk.
Boz, Greenwich Pair, Jack-in-the-box—three shies a penny.

1849 W. S. Mayo Kaloolah ii. (1850) 25 Swinging his cap
round his head, he gave it a shie over the lee quarter. i8«£|

W. Collins Hide fy Seek I. vii, 194, 1 never remember want-
ing to throw a rotten egg at any ofmy fellow-creatures before

—but I feel certain that I should enjoy having a shy at

Mr. Jubber ! 1859 Jephson Brittany xv. 245 When he was
aboy, he. .used to think it good fun to have a ' shy ' at these

windows.

b. Eton Football. A point scored in the ' Wall

'

game (see quot. 1881).
1868 Field 28 Nov. 446/3 This match..ended in favour

of the School by five shies to nothing. 1881 Pascoe's

Everyday Life Public Schools 54 Once behind this [calx]

line, the player's object is to get it [the ball] up . . with his foot

against the wall and touch, when he gets a 4shy ' ; that is, the

privilege of throwing the ball at the goals, while the other

side.. defend them. Of course, if he succeeds in reaching

the goals, he gets a goal... More generally the game is

decided by the number of 'shies ' got.

2. fig. a. An attempt to damage by sarcasm or

verbal attack ; a ' fling ' at a person or thing.

1840 De Quincey Mod. Superst. Wks. 1862 III. 313 If

Rousseau thought fit to try such tremendous appeals by
taking ' a shy ' at any random object, he should have
governed his sortilege.. with something more like equity.

1854 Thackeray N&ucomes xvi, ' You are always having a
shy at Lady Ann and her relations ', says Mr. Newcome..

.

' A shy 1 How can you use such vulgar words, Mr. New*
come?' 1859 De Quincey Pref Memor. Wks. 1862 X.

p. xvii, The Doctor . . resolved to * take a shy ', before parting,

at the most consecrated of Milton's creations. 1873 B.

Harte Washington in N. Jersey in Fiddletown, etc 94
I'd like to get a shy at G. W. some time.

b. A trial, an experiment ; a * shot ', a ' go '-

1848 Thackeray Let. in Introd. to Pendennis Wks. 1898
II. p. xxxiv, Sometimes I have a shy myself, and I don't lose

or win twenty francs. 1857 Dickens Dorrit 11. vi, He would
be all the better for a temporary shy at an entirely new scene
and climate. 1881 C. Gibbon Heart's Probl. vi. (1884) 86

Haveashy at putting the case plainlytome. 1887 Henley
Culture in Slums iii. 7 I've had at Pater many a shy.

3. One who throws, a thrower or shyer.

1884 Lillywhite's Cricket Ann. 103 A good field and shy.

Sh.y(j3i)>#. Forms: 1 sc6oh {J. inflected scion),

3 scheouh, scheowe, 5 schey, 6 shey, 7-8 shie,

shye, 7- shy. [OE. sce*oh (very rare ; also in

comb, sciohmdd of timid mind), corresp. to MHG.
schiech :—OTeut. type * skeuhwo- ; an ablaut

variant (OTeut. type *sku^wu-, ~wjo-) appears in

MDu. schuwej schu (mod.Du. sehuw), Norw. dial.

skygg, MSw., Da. sky; the synonymous mod.G.
scheu is a new formation after the related

scheu fem. (MHG. sehiuhe) fear, abhorrence,

sekeuen to be shy of, fear (MHG. schiuhen to be

shy of, avoid, also causatively to drive away, OHG.
sciuhen to frighten) ; f. Teut. root *skeuhw- to

fear, to terrify, whence prob. G. schuchtem shy ;

for other derivatives of the root see Shewel. The
affinities that have been suggested for the root are

very doubtful.
The phonetic development of mod.E. shy (Jai) from OE.

scSoh is parallel with that of thigh from p£oh. Divergent

forms in dialects are Shuff (:—OE. sceohwhh rising diph-

thong) and Skeigh (with unexplained initial). It is note-

worthy that the pronunciation (J[oi) is current in many
dialects in which (oil does not ordinarily correspond to the

(si) of standard Eng.].

f 1. Easily frightened or startled. Obs.

c 1000 Riming Poem 43 (Gr.) Nu min hreber is hreoh

heowsibum [readheofsipum] sceoh nydbys^um neah. a 1x25

Ancr. R. 242 LokeS bet }e ne beon nout iliche be horse bet

is scheouh, & blencheo uor one scheadewe. ..To scheowe

heo beoS mid alle bet fleo3 uor ane peinture. c 1440 Promp.
Parv. 444/2 Schey, or skey, as hors, or sty^tyl. X648 Hex-
ham ii. s. v. Sckouw, Een Schouw paerdt, A Shye Horse,

a Fearefull Horse.



SHY.

b. dial. Of a horse : Skittish, unmanageable

;

high-mettled. Hence (?) of persons (see quot.
1840).
Cf. the OE. gloss : scion, peculantis' (read petulantis as

in Aldbelm De Laud. Virg. 4705, to which the gloss refers)
in Wr.-WUlcker 5.7/16.
1787 W. H. Marshall Norfolk (.795) II. 388 Shy, hare-

brained; high-mettled; head-strong; as wild colts, &c.
1840 Spusdens Suppl. to Forby, Shy, wild in conduct. . . A
thy boy, or a shy girl is wanton, unsteady, amorous, i860
Hotten's Slang Diet. s. v., Shy has also the sense of flighty,
unsteady, untrustworthy.

2. Easily frightened away ; difficult of approach
owing to timidity, caution, or distrust ; timidly or
cautiously averse to encountering or having to do
with some specified person or thing ; suspicious,
distrustful. Const, of. a. of persons.
1600 HakluVT Voy. III. 391 Certaine souldiers..caried

away captiue certaine of the people of the countrey, which
caused the rest of them to be so shey and fearefull. 1606
Warnek Alb, Eng. xvl cv. 412 This noble lustie Gentleman
. .Grew thenceforth shie ofWomen, and a Timon vntomen.
161a S. Ward Lift Faith Death 48 Yet is it but our folly to
be so shye of this sight, for though (etc. J. a 1630 Wotton
Parallel Essex * Buckhm. Reliq. (1651) 11 Princes.. are
(by wisdome of State) somwhat shye of their Successors.
1660 Iscelo Bentiv. $ Ur. 11. (1682) 24 We should not be so
shie of Death, for it is the only passage to Immortal Life.
1683 Cave Ecclesiastic!, Athanasius 53 Men generally be-
came more shy of his acquaintance. 1687 Norms Poems 36
But when we come to seUe th'inviting prey, Like a Shy
Ghost, it vanishes away. 170a De Fob Shortest Way Dis-
senters 27 The primitive Christians were not more shie of a
Heathen-Temple, or of Meat offer'd to Idols,.. than (etc.).

1718 Ocklev Saracens (1848) 446 Abdallah was still shy of
him, and did not employ him in any considerable post. 1894
Byron Juan xvi. xxxvi, The spectre has grown shyer.
1834 Dickens St, Boz, Boarding No. ii, Since the catas-
trophe recorded in the last chapter, Mrs. Tibbs had been
very shy of young-lady boarders. 1885 [W. H. White] M.
Rutherford's Detiv. iv. (ed. 9) 52 The women in the country-
side were shy of her. 1003 C. E. Osborne Father Dolling
ii. (toos) 21 He thought he could do more good as a layman,
especially with young men, as so many of the latter are
'shy* of the clergy.

D. of an animal, bird, etc
1674 Ray S. «r E- C. Words 76 Shie or shy, apt to startle

and nee from you, or that keeps off and will not come near.
1697 Dampier Voy. (1699) I- 70 They (flamingoes) are very
shy, therefore it is hard to shoot them. 1748 Anson's Voy.
11. iv. 157 This place, .abounds with goats, who, not being
accustomed to be disturbed, were no ways shy or appre.
hensive of danger. Hid. m. ii. 309 The cattle, .were not
shy of us. 1771 T. Simpson Vermin Killer 20 Some have
a notion that crows are shy of powder. 1816 Tuck ey Narr.
Exped. R, Zaire i. (1818) 31 Some covies of guinea fowl
were seen, but too shy to be shot at. 1863 W. 6. Baldwin
Afr. Hunting iv. 99 They [sea-cows] were very shy, and
showed poor heads. 1867 F. Francis Angling 1. (1880) 58
If the fish remain shy, leave the swim for a couple of hours.
1908 I Miss E. Fowler] Betw. Trent f, Ancholme 34 The
robin is more shy.

O. To be or look shy on or at : to regard with
distrust or suspicion.

1837 Carlyle Fr. Rev. I. iil viii, The very Courtiers
looked shy at it. 1848 Thackeray Van. Fair xiii, Hulker
& Bullock are looking shy at him. 1871 Geo. Eliot Middlem.
yi, How will you like going to Sessions with everybody look-
ing shy on you?
3. Fearful of committing oneself to a particular

course of action ; chary, unwilling, reluctant,
Const, of, in, about, at, and to with infinitive.
a i6a8 Preston Breastpl. Faith (1630) 29 Be not thou shye

in taking of him ; for you have free liberty. 1633 G. Her-
bert Temple, Brit. Ch. vii, She. .is so shie ofdressing, that
her hair doth lie About her eares. 1638 Sanderson Serm.
(1681) II. 98 They that are guiltiest of folly, are the shiest
to own it. c 1645 Howell Lett. (1655) I. in. xxviii. 148 His
Majesty. .desir'd them. .now that they had detected the
Treason, to discover also the Traytors ; but they were shy
in that point. 1663 Butler Hud. 1. i. 46 Although he had
much Wit, H' was very shie of using it. 1683 Moxon Meek.
Exerc., Printing 81, I. .have as good an Opinion of these
Rules, as those nave that are shyest of discovering theirs.

1711 G. Hickes Two Treat. Chr. Priestk. (1847) U> 395Why then are you so shy in owning their rectoral power?
171a Arblthnot John Bull 1. viii, A stinking ulcer, which
made everybody shy to come near her. 174a Blair Grave
514 That stood aloof, as shy to meet. 1815 Scott Guy M.
xxx, The local magistrates, from timidity or worse motives,
have become shy of acting against them. 1817 Jas. Mill
Brit. India v. v. II. 506 Distrust of the English power, now
violently shaken, made his father shy. 1848 Thackeray
Van. Fair xviii, Be shy of loving frankly. 1859 Dickens
T. Tiyo Cities 1. \\,\n those days, travellers were very shy
of being confidential on a short notice. 1890 W. Booth
Darkest Engl. 11. v. 190 Families are naturally shy at re-
ceiving these poor unfortunates. 1913 Jane E. Harrison
Anc. Art $ Ritual iv. 91 Some of us now-a-days are get-
ting a little shy of deliberately cursing our neighbours on
Ash Wednesday.

b. Averse from admitting (a principle), or from
considering (a subject). Const, of.

1641 * Smbctymnul's' Vind. Answ. vi. 84 That which the
Remonstrant would perswade his reader we are shie of.

a 1645 Laud Hist. Troubles iii. (1695) 106, I see too, that
too many Men are shye of Good Works. 166a Stillingfl.
Orig. Sacrx 11. vi. § 16 The present Jews, .are grown very
shy of the argument drawn from thence. 166s H. More
Pkilos. Writ. (1712) Pref. Gen. p.xx, At which Timidity of
mine, none can justly wonder that considers how sbie the
ancient Fathers were of the Globosity of the Earth. 1676
Glanvill Ess. 1. 26 Nor are we shy of their Informations,
because they were hid from Ages. 1678 Cudworth Inlell.

Syst. Pref., So far from being shy of such an Hypothesis, as
that they were even Fond thereof.
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C. Phrases, f To make shy of: to be shy of,
to be afraid of (doing). To fight shy ; see Fight
v. 9.

1638 Featly Strict. Lyndom. 1. 152 They made shie ofread,
ing Scripture, for feare of being made Heretiques thereby,
t a. ihy of oneself': unwilling to expose oneself.W De Foe Plague (1756) 103, I was. .now to thrust my-

self in among so many People, who for some Weeks, had
been so shye of myself, that if I met any Body in the Street,
I would cross the Way from them.

f4. Cautiously reserved; wary in speech or
action. Obs.
1603 Shaks. Meas.for M. hi. ii. 138 A shie fellow was the

Duke. <*<<*. vi 54 As shie, as graue . . As Angelo. a 1691Wood Life (O.H.S.) I. 152 He.. found him very shie ; but
• -°e "as very free afterwards in his communications.
5. Shrinking from self-assertion ; sensitively

timid
; retiring or reserved from diffidence ; bashful.

"?72„V !
IX,E'is (Dk - Buckhm.) Rehearsal III. ii (Arb.) 7;

Shie Maid. 178a Miss Burney Cecilia iv. vi, But shy,
quite too shy ; no drawing her out. 184s Disraeli Sybil v.
vii, A little shy at first, but he only wants bringing out. 1859Habits Gd. Society 29 People too shy or too siupid to talk.
1884 F. M.Crawpord Rom.Singerl. 87Nino is not a shy boy.
transf. 1813 Wordsw. Sonn., 'Not Love, not War ' 14 The

flower of sweetest smell is shy and lowly.
b. of a person's actions, etc.

1713 Addison Guard. No. too p 8 The Venus de Medicis
. .is represented in such a shy retiring posture, and covers
her bosom with one of her hands. 17a! Steele Consc. Lovers
iil 1, All your Skittishness, shy Looks, and at best but coy
Compliances. 185a Thackeray Esmond l i, Performing a
shy obeisance to the mistress of his house.

1641 Milton Animadv. Wks. 1851 III. 191 Such an Ana.
tomie of the shiest and tenderest particular truths. 1874
Green Short Hist. vii. % 7. 412 The shy revival of English
letters during the earlier half of Elizabeth's reign. 1878
Browning La Saisiaz 27 Had but fortune favored, bidden
each shy faculty advance. 1878 B. Taylor Deukalion 11. v.
88 The earth, in her shy embraces, Conceals the traces Of
the secret birth of the Stream.

d. trans/. Of a place, etc. ; Retiring, secluded.
1822-56 De Quincey Conf. Wks. 1862 I. 226 note. Shy

recesses of the lake. 1841 Dickens Barn. Rudge iv, It wasa
modest dwelling—but a shy blinking house. 1853 M - Arnold
Scholar Gypsy viii, A heap of flowers Pluck'd in shy fields
and distant Wychwood bowers. 1885 Lowell Coleridge
Writ. 1890 VI, 72 He was the first to observe some of the
sky's appearances and some of the shyer revelations of out-
ward nature. 1899 C. G. Harper Exeter Road 124 These
places are all shy and retiring, tucked away up bye-lanes.

6. In various transferred uses of sense 2. a. Of
plants, trees, etc. : Unprolific, not bearing well.
Also rarely of birds : Not breeding freely.
i8a3 J. Badcock Dom. Amusem. 47 The golden pippin has

gradually become a shy grower in this country. 1836 Mrs.
Traill Backwoods Canada xiv. 246 The plant.. seems to
be a shy blossomer. 185a Beck's Florist 193 It is rather a
shy bearer, though it blooms very profusely. 1869 Lowell
Study Wind., Card. Acquaint. (1871) 7 A small foreign
grape-vine, rather shy of bearing. 1905 P. C. Mitchell
Offic. Guide Gard. Zool. Soc. (ed. 3) 7 An excellent table-
bird but a shy breeder. 1905 Rider Haggard Gard. Vr.
July 239 They are shy flowerers.

b. &.S. Short {of), lacking. Betting slang (see

quot. 1895).
1895 Funk's Stand. Diet. s. v., Having a less amount of

money at stake than is called for by the rules of the game ;

short ; as, to be shy a dollar in the pool. 1896 S. Crane
Little Regiment etc. 187 None.. knew how an orderly
sergeant ranked, but then it was understood to be some-
where just shy of a major-general's stars. 1897 Columbus
(Ohio) Dispatch 21 Sept. 5/4 The police department is much
too shy of funds already, a 1904 A. Adams Log ofCowboy
ix. 132, I ordered Joe to tie his [the ox's] mate behind the
trail wagon and pull out one ox shy.

7. colloq. or slang in uses derived from sense 5. a.
Of questionable character, disreputable, ' shady '.

1849 Thackeray Pendennis xxv, Rather a shy place for
a sucking county member, i860 Dickens Uncomm. Trav.
x, Nothing in shy neighbourhoods perplexes my mind more.
1864 H. J. Byron Paid in Full v, Hadn't shy turf-transac-
tions been more than hinted at ? 1865 Dickens Mut. Fr.
l xiij The two men, very shy characters. 1869 J. Roberts
Billiards 254 Shell out is a ' shy ' game for a public room.
1908 Blackw. Mag. Feb. 252/2 Gambling hells and shy
saloons.

b. Doubtful in amount or quality.

1850 Thackeray Contrib. Punch Wks. 1900 VI. 165 That
uncommonly shy supper of dry bread and milk-and.water.
186a — Philip xix, The dinner, I own, is shy, unless I come
and dine with my friends. 1865 M. Lemon Loved at Last
ix, Any place will do, as her geography is rather shy, and
I can make her believe anything.

8. dial. Of the wind : a. Chill, keen, piercing.

b. ' Not exactly fair for the ship's course

'

{Whitby Gloss., 1876). See Eng. Dial. Diet.
[The origin of sense a is not clear ; it may be a distinct

word. Sense b seems a natural development from 2.]

1828 [Cakr] Craven Gloss., Shy, keen, piercing. 'A shy
wind '. 1891 Century Diet. Shy a, Scant. The wind is

said to be shy when it will barely allow a vessel to sail on
her course.

9. Comb, as shy-breeding, -looking, -retiring, etc.

184a Loudon Suburban Hort. 447 The *shy-breeding black
sorts. 1879 Alexina M. Ruthquist in Mem. (1893) 95 His
*sby-lookmg wife. 174a Blair Grave 328 From stubborn
shrubs Thou wrung'st their *sby-retiring virtues out, And
vex'd them in the fire.

Shy ((si), v. 1 Also 7 shie, shye. [f. Shy «.]
OE. nad app. a vb. scyhan, scfan to take fright ( = sense 3

below) i. the adj. =OHG. schiuhen. Cf. the following quot.

:

SHY.
c 1000 >Elfric Lives Saints xxxi. 971 J>a scyddon [MS. XL

scyhdon] pa mulas be J>act crait tugon, flurh his to-cyme
afyrhte.] '

1. intr. To take a sudden fright or aversion
; to

make a difficulty,
' boggle ' about doing something

;

to recoil, shrink. Const, at, from ; rarely to with
infinitive. Now usually felt as transf. from 2.
1650 B. Discolliminium 40 Why [do] they shye so strangely

at this new Ingagement? 1778 S. Crisp 8 Dec. in Mmi,DArblays Diary (1891) I. 93, I mean such freedoms as
ladies of the strictest character, .perhaps would shy at beinir
known to be the authors of. 1783 Mme. D'Arblay Diary
19 June, He was too well-bred to force himself upon me,
and finding I shied, he left me alone, a 1814 Word 0/Honor 111. 1. in Nav Brit. Theatre I. 364 A man who loves
another s wife, Will never shy to take a wife himself To
screen his base intrigue. 1838 Lytton A lice v. ii, The more
publicity is given to this arrangement, the more difficult for
Lve yn to shy at the leap. 1889 MayCrommelin & Brown
V. Vywan II. xv. 248 She is shying from the thought
1911 Barrie Peter <V Wendy v. 81 The on!y thing he shied
at was the sight of his own blood. 191a Elinor Glyn Hal-
cyone xxvii. 245 He was not buried in that outer circle of
oblivion from which the thoughts unconsciously shy.
2. Of a horse : To shrink or start back or aside

through sodden fear. Const. at
t
rarelyfrom.

1796 J. Lawrence Treat. Horse I. 166 Thorough-bred
hacks are . . the least liable to shy of all others. 1823 Scott
Quentin D. ix, The horse shyed from the boar. 1861 Gen.

n Thompson Audi Aii* HI- 2I7 There is no use in being
ill-humoured because a young horse shies. 1879 Beekbohm
Patagonia 20 [The horse] stumbled on, occasionally shying
wildly at the glimmering whiteness of some heap of bleached
guanaco bones. 1897 E^>'^- Sport I. 342/1 (Driving) Sky,
to spring suddenly either sideways or backwards from fear,
or from excess of spirits.

3. To sky off (rarely to shy out of something, to
shy away)

; To slip away in order to avoid a person
or thing

; fig, to find a means of evasion.

_
279a Elvina I. 38 We are obliged to shy off. 1843 Miall

tn Nonconformist III. 209 Men who desire to gel rid of
the question .. shy off, with wonderful dexterity from all
allusions to it. 1856 Masson Ess. iv. 101 The style of
poetry., as all modern readers confess by the alacrity with
which they shy out of the way of reprinted specimens of it

[etc.]. 1867 Augusta Wilson Vashti xiii, His blue eyes
rather shied away from mine. 1894 A. Robertson Nuggets
in Elsie was shying off from Alec
4. trans. To shun or avoid (a person, thing, or

immaterial thing).

180a Bentham Mem. <$• Corr. Wks. 1843 X. 399, I am in-
clined to suspect he shies the subject. 1806 Surr Winter
in Lond, II. 75 He has shied me lately. 1830 Fonblanque
Eng. under 7 Administr.(\%yi) II. soHis Grace [Wellington]
had shyed the City Feast, being frightened by a Donkey.
1834 Marryat P. Simple xxxv, Troubridge. .was not a
man to shy his work. 187a A. Gray Lett, II. 623, I shy or
refuse such applications generally.

b. Pugilism.
i8iz Sporting Mag. XXXIX. 22 It struck us that the

Black shyed his adversary. 1819 Ibid. N. S. IV. 236 He
had too much of the Teddy Tay spirit about him to wince
or shy it.

5. To render timid or shy ; to frighten off.

1845 Youatt Dog iii. 84 A rate given at an improper time
..disgusts the honest hound, it shies and prevents from
hunting the timid one. 1853 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxii.

(1856) 173 A little projection of the main field to windward
shied them off.

Hence Shying vbl. sb. and///, a.

1796 J. Lawrence Treat. Horse I. 81 This was not the
effect of starting or shying, to which she [the mare] was at
no rate addicted. 1869 J. H. Newman in W. Ward Life
(1912) II. 237, I hope my shying, as I do, will not keep you
from speaking out. a 1900 Dk. Argyll Autobiog. {1906)
II. 82 They seemed to go suddenly mad, like shying horses
or stampeded mules.

Shy (Jai), v* Chiefly colloq. Also 8 shie.

[Of obscure origin.
The earliest use suggests that it may have arisen in some

way from the expression Shy cock.]

1. intr. To throw a missile, esp. carelessly or by
a jerk. Const, at.

i-jZj Bentham De/. Usury xiii. 164 He looks upon it as
a sort of cock for him.. to shie at. 1790 Grose Prov.
Gloss, (ed. 2), Shie, or Shy. To shy at a cock, to throw
at a cock with a stick. Kent. iSao J. H. Reynolds
Fancy (1906) 34 I've shy'd with stick, to win a bit The
backy-box ofbrown japan. 1840 De Quincey Mod. Superst.
Wks. 1862 III. 313 To shy at a cow within six feet distance.

1831 Thackeray Stray Papers (1901) 269 Raikes..justly
prided himself upon shying at the sticks better than any
man in the army. 1889 Bodley in 19th Cent. Nov. 801 The
Anglo-Saxon race alone is capable of propelling a missile

in the method known as ' shying '.

2. trans. To fling, throw, jerk, toss ; also with
at, etc.

1828 Egan Boxiana IV. 159 The Birmingham Youth.,
also shied his castor with a confident air. 1831 Trelawny
Adv. Younger Son vii, He then shyed his gold-laced
cocked hat. 1835 Marryat Jacob Faithful xxxiii, I wish
he hadn't shied the cat at her. 1853 ' C. Bede' Verdant
Green 1. viii, When you came to sny empty bottles . . he
couldn't stand that sort of game. 1857 Reade Never
Too Late xv, He. .shied the pieces of glass carefully over
the wall. 1874WALCH Head over Heels 74 We could shy
up our caps for a feller. 1880 Mrs. Parr Adam <f Eve 233
Her own glass and its contents were shyed to the other end
of the room. 1886 G. Allen Maimie's Sake xviii, I shied
the stuff away.

b. transf. and. fig.
1827 Scott frnl. 26 Mar., I cannot keep up with the

world without shying a letter now and then, i860 Sir H.
Acland in J. B. Atlay Mem. (1903) 290 Washington.. has
a few palaces shied down upon a rubbishy heath, 1868



SHY COCK.

Helps Realmah (1876) 245 He would merely shy barbarous
words, half.Latin, half-Greek at us. 188a H. C. Mekivale
Faucit ofB. II. 11. ii. 161 Then you bolted from Oxford, and
shied up your fellowship.

Shyche, obs. form of Such.

tShy cock, shy-cock, slang. Obs. [f. Shy
a. + Cock sb. 1! (? A cock that refuses to fight;

also, a cock that is ' shy ' or not easily caught.

i Hence :) A wary or cowardly person ; also, ' One
who keeps within doors for fear of bailiffs ' (Grose
Diet. Vulgar T. 17S5).

1768 Goldsm. Goodn. Man. in, There is not a prettier

scout, .after a shy-cock than he. 1771 Smollett Humph.
CI. 6 May ii, She laid all her snares for Dr. Lewis.. but the
doctor being a shy cock would not be caught with chaff.

1796 F. Reynolds Fortune's Fool v. 59 The members rose,

lock'd the door, and call'd me a shycock !—forced the
pistol into my hand. 1804 Naval Chron. XII. 396 He is a
shy~c.>ck.

Shyer l (fai'ai). [f. Shy v.1 + -eb 1.] A horse
which shies.

1829 J. Lawrence Horse vi. 35 With affected shyers some
severity may be necessary. These chaps generally fix upon
some particular shying but : for example, [etc.J. 1886 York
Herald 9 Aug. 9/3 The horse.. was found to be a bad
'shier', and accordingly it was returned.

Shyer - (Jai-ai). [f. Shy v* + -er 1.] One who
throws.
1895 in Funk's Stand. Diet. 1905 F. Sugg's Cricket

Annual 46 A good shier can save many runs.

Shyish ( JaHJ), a. [f. Shy a. + -ish.] Some-
what shy.

1754 Shebbeare Matrimony (1766) II. 80 Which Saluta-
tion he received with but a shyish Kind of Reception. 1825
Lamb Let. to Wordsiv. May, Do write to Sir G. B., for I am
shyish of applying to him. 1858 J. Blackwood in Mrs. G.
Porter Ann. Publishing Ho. (1898I III. 31 [Tennyson] is

a striking-looking man, with a shyish, almost awkward, but
manly and not unbecoming manner.
Shylle, obs. form of Shell.
Shylock (JaHpk). The name of the Jewish

money-lender in Shakspere's Merchant of Venice
;

allusively, an extortionate usurer ; also altrib.

Hence Shylo'ckian, Shylocky adjs., after the

manner of or characteristic of Shylock.
a 1818 M, G. Lewis Jml. W. /rid. (1834) 50 It had such
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a kind of Shylocky taste of raw flesh about it. 1884 Truth
4 Sept. 374/1 The terms paid for accommodation were so
onerous that the bargain had been a Shylockian one. 1894
Gunter King's Stockbroker ii. 24 'Won't I beggar my
boarders! 1 With this Shylock idea in his mind,.. I.amy
cries excitedly to a waiter. 1898 Westm. Gas. 2 July 1/3
The essence of the real Shylock's business is that he extorts
money from his victims on threats of various kinds. 2901
Serine Life Sir W. Hunter xiv. 261 The peasantry must
be delivered from thraldom to village Shylocks.

Shyly (Jai-li), adv. Also shily. [f. Shy a. +
-LY a

.J In a shy manner ; with shyness.
1701 C. Wolley yrnl. New York (i860) 55 Two other

Ministers.. who behav'd themselves one towards another
so shily and uncharitably as if Luther and Calvin had be-
queathed., their virulent and bigotted Spirits upon them.
1797 T. Holcroft tr. Stolberg's Trav. III. lxxix. (ed. 2) 209
The buffalo cow shyly looks about her. 1848 Mill Pol.
Econ. 1. vii. § 5 Nations whose commodities are looked
shily upon by merchants. 1867 F. Francis Angling i.

(1880) 58 A very killing plan when the fish are biting shyly.
1884 Harper's Mag. July 209/1 Tadoussac. hides shyly
behind its hills.

Shylyng, obs. form of Schelling.
Shymar, variant of Chimeb 1 Obs.
1674 Blount Glossogr. (ed. 4). 1716 M. Davies Athcn.

Brit. III. Diss. Author Lat. Drama 35.

Shynd, variant of Schynd.
1809 A. Edmondston ViewZetl. /si. I. iii. 130 Documents

. .established by what is called a Shynd or Soind Bill. 1866
T. Edmonston Shetl. Gloss 101 Shynd, a court of law.

Shynde, obs. form of Shend v. 1

Shyness (Jai'nes). Also shiness. [f. Shy a.

+ -NESS.] The condition or quality of being shy.
1631 Davenant Gondibert 111. ii. 78 But when he mark'd

that he did from them move With sodain shyness, he sup-
pos'd it shame. 1662 H. More Philos. Writ. (1712) Pref. p.
iii, Men have ashyness and jealousy against such Truths as
they have not been acquainted with. 1673S1R W. Temple
Ess. Adv. Trade /rel. Misc. 1. (1680) 132 This both checks
the growth of the common breeds, and gives them an
incurable shyness, which is the general vice of Irish Horses.
1710 Steele Tatler No. 201 r 1 The Woman . . is treated with
Shiness and Indifference. 1748 Anson's Voy. 1. vi. 68 Vicun-
nas..,by reason of their shyness and swiftness, are killed
with difficulty. 1818 Oxley jrnls. Two Exped. N. S. Wales
(1820) 328 By making them small presents of hooks, lines,

&c, this shiness has soon worn off. 2825-9 Mrs. Sherwood
Lady 0/ Manor IV. xxvii. 285 A word, a look, the neglect

SHYSTER.
of a salutation, .have often produced a shyness amonp the
dearest friends. 1833 Kane Grinnell Exp. xxvi. (1856) 214
The shyness of the seal is proverbial. 1909 Spectator
30 Oct. 677/1 There are certain shynesses which we regard
as becoming.

Shynful, variant of Shendful a. Obs.

Shype ax, variant of Chip-ax.
<msoo Deb. Carpenters Tools in Ha2l. E. P. P. (1864) 1.

79 The shype ax seyd unto the wryght [etc.J.

Shyrpe, variant of Shebpe Obs.

Shyrrywyke, obs. form of Sheriffwick.
Shyryf(e, etc. obs. forms of Sheriff.
Shyst, obs. form of Schist.
*793.[Earl Dundonald] Descr. Culross 6 A stratum of

Feruginous Sulphurious Slate or Shyst.

Shyster (fai'staj). U.S. slang. Also shuy-
ster. [Of obscure origin.
It might be f. Shy a. (sense 7, disreputable) + -ster; but

this sense of the adj. is app. not current in the U. S.)

' A lawyer who practises in an unprofessional or
tricky manner; especially, one who haunts the
prisons and lower courts to prey on petty criminals

;

hence, any one who conducts his business in a
tricky manner' {Funk's Stand. Did. 1895). Also
atlrib. or adj.

1856 Knickerb. Mag. Apr. XLVII. 434 (Thornton Amer.
Gloss.) If these two 'shuysters ' on the other side could get
one more drink down your throat, you couldn't travel at all.

1857 -M y. Tribune 13 Mar. (Bartlett i860) The shysters,
or Tombs lawyers, were on hand, and sought to intercede
for their clients, a i860 N. Y. Tribune (ibid.), When a man
or woman is thrown into prison, a shyster leech gets
access to him, and extorts from him his last cent under the
pretence of obtaining his liberation. 1877 Black Green
Past, xli, They, .looked on a prominent civic official as a
mere shyster. 190a Booth by Uncle Joe's Legacy 98 The
shyster lawyer.

Hence Shystering vbl. sb. and ppl. a.
i860 Knickerb. Mag. Nov. LVI. 458 (Thornton Amer.

Gloss.) A kind of twopenny shystering smartness and snap-
judgment smartness. 187a Bristed in R. G. White Amer.
View Copyright (1880) 40 At Tuesday's session an unpre-
possessing person..made a 'shystering 'pettifogging speech.
1895 Weekly Exam. (San Francisco) 19 Sept, 2/6 Those
sharp practices generally passing under the name of
shystering.
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